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i 

AGRICULTURAL. 

Animals, Cheap Protection for. ‘® 
Asses, Mules, icc.—.449 
Bee, an Italian Queen.  468 
--Worker.134 
— Hat.116 
— Hive, Huber's Leaf, or Book (5 Ill.).286 
— — Ide’S Improved Straw ..-.213 

— — Filled, Frame of a.H® 
— — Movable Frame.  H® 
— —Open Frame for a.  11® 
— OvarieB of the............-7® 
Cattle Rack and Trough..—365 
— —Hexagon...___    ..365 
— — Judge Buell’s.   365 
— Stalls, Mode of Fastening.229 
Chinese Sugar Cane... ..........._.............-...381 
Clover, Yellow..349 
Coops, Chicken......  133 
— Box, or Safety..189 
— English Feeding..189 
— Fattening..-.1®1 
— Tent.189 
Buck, Aylesbury..-.405 
— Black Cayuga,..  -.405 
Fowls, Black Bantam_...-----205 
— — Spanish..........—...—206 
— Hamburgh .....  —...—189 
Goose, African ..........----—405 
Hedges, Form of, End View______333 
--Side View.333 
Horseback Biding for Louies-— --..157 
--Correct and Incorrect Positions (3 Ill.)-165 

Iron-Tailed Cow ..  245 
Jewels for Swine ..  390 
Madder...-.397 

Kohl-Rabi .149 
Potato Crate .....    349 
— Underground growth of the_......-    13 

Pump House, Design for.....169 
Sheep and Cattle Racks.....365 
— Rack, Beecher’s (2 III.).866 
— — Pole.366 
— — Stable.._....._-_.....---373 
— Trongh, Iron, on Wheels.....85 
Stone Wall, ModeB of Laying (3 Ill.). 93 
Tile for Roofing, (3 HI.)...-.-.22 
Tobacco House---  ......-  1* 
— —Hanging on the Poles.............. 77 
— Stacked after Stripping.....— - 77 
— Plant after Topping.■..69 
— — and Root as Set.....®9 
_ — in Full Bloom. ®® 
— — ready to Top.—.-.®u 
— — set in the Hill, ----®® 
— — with Suckers, ......-  ®9 
Tree Club MOSS,. .—...301 
Tuberous Chervil,.333 
Turkey, Cock and Hen.406 

A- \X )%<YeT 

mm to ujm 

\ 
Wheat, Nursery.*“.823 j 
— Pedigree------- —...... ..-825 
White Grub, a destructive.341 

BUILDINGS, flans, AO. 

American Watch Co.’S Manufactory --...........-81 

Barn, Bank, Main Floor .181 

— Basement___—....184 
— — Frames, Improved.94 
— Premium—Elevation 229 

— — Ground Floor...229 

— — Upper Story.  22® 
— — Plan or.141 
— -Basement.......—••••-141 
--Main Floor .141 
— —Cupola and Cornice-----..142 

— —First Floor...-.-.141 
— — Hard and Soft Wood Splice.141 

— — Joints of Flooring.141 
_ — Longitudinal Section.141 
— — Main Cornice..  142 
— — Section of Rolling Doors.142 
__'Windows.._-—.142 
_ —Transverse Section...-.141 

— — Ventilator.I42 
.142 

.173 
_ — Water-table.. 
_ —Perspective View---....--—* 
_ _ Plan of Basement ..— .173 
__Main Floor.-.173 

Corn House, Design for.-.3,77 
— — Ground Plan.357 
— —Second Story Plan.-.357 
Cottage, Irregular, Plans for.125 

— Side Hill.*.  37 
_Attic.37 
— -Basement.---—.-.37 
--Ground Plan...87 
Farm House, a Western New York. 6 
— — Ground Floor.,,—.— - ® 
— — Second Floor.....--------® 

Horse, Suffolk Stallion,  --29 
— the Hunting or Trotting.-.109 
— Thorough-bred--   109 
Pig, Bruce’s Yorkshire.   61 
Pony, Scotch_.........._..._.....-.-........--109 
— Shetland...   109 
Sheep, Asiatic Fat-Tailed----301 
— Group of South Down______...309 

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS. 

American Horse Break, ..-. 86 
Apple-Parer, Return Table. 293 
Cheese Press, Adam's------133 
Chinese Sugar Cane Mill,  ---........-881 
Harrow, Allen’s Improved Patent.133 

— Chain .....——--85 
Hay Elevator, or Horse-Power Fork, [2 Illustrations,]-93 
Horse-Power, Thresher and Cleaner, Emery's. 277 
--Harder’s.253 
Plow, Improved Straight Draft.  ..101 
Windmill and Pump, E. W. Mill’s-  373 

entomological. 

Aphidius Avenm, --    261 
Aphis Brassica, [3 Illustrations,]..261 
— Granaria,..... -.......261 
Clover Thrips, [8 Hlustrations,].   349 
Currant Saw Fly,-—.....-.239 
Eplmdrus plagiator,--- 261 
Gooseberry Saw Fly,... 183 
Weevil, Corn Leaf-...-221 
— Potato Stalk.  -.221 
— Wheat Grain_     221 

.181 — — Plans Tor a.... 
nouse of Ralph Farnham, Acton, Maine.129 

Poultry House.206 
— — Ornamental...-.443 
— —plan for.—.-.206 
Provincial Exhibition Building.  321 
Seminary, Livingston Park, Rochester.265 

Vassar Female College.-.-.2S® 
Washington’s Headquarters at Newburgh. 9 

269 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 

Bull, Ayrshire.-. 
— Hereford, “ Chancellor,”.287 
_ Short-horn, “ Apricot’s Gloster,”..-.21 

Cow, Ayrshire. 209 

Horse, Arabian.........109 
— Canadian.—.*.40® 
— “Cruiser,”.-.......46 
— Draft, Clydesdale...-....199 

Farmers . 109 

— Original “ Black Hawk,”.197 

HORTICULTURAL. 

Aeroeliniutn, .   255 
Apple. Autumn Seek-no-Further- 135 
— Buckingham.-.. 95 
— fine Russet..----1®3 1 
— Green Sweet.151 
— Melon . 407 I 
Arbor, Rural.49 
Bell Glass for preserving Flowers,.287 
Blackberry, Parsley-Leaved.231 
C-accalia coccinea,-  287 
Carnation and Picotee,.—.-.311 
— -mode of Layering,....311 
— -Piping, ......311 
— Prisse ......--—.......303 
Celery, new mode of growing. 335 
_ preserving for Winter,.351 
Cherry, Dwarf, Knight’s Early Black...375 
— Early Richmond, ...-.223 
Chrysanthemum, Pompouo.319 

Currant, Black.478 
Daphne Mezerenn,.—. 83 
Diantkus Heddewiggi, Flowers of.—.. 7 

Fruit Basket,.......263 
— Gatherer, Simple_..........343 
— Orchard. Dwarf, Plan for___295 
— Stealing,...___—----367 
Gaillardia, --    271 
Galvanic Slug and Snail Shocker,_369 
Glen Iris, Farm Ornee of W. P. Letchworth,.-87 

Oodatia, - -    HI 
Golden Bartonia,....Ill 
Goooseberry Saw-Fly,_____183 
Gourd, Striped Miniature----23 
Grape Beetle,._.....----15® 
— Oporto...55 
— Propagating by Cuttings,.—.167 
Hand Glass,_____— 63 
— — Box .—..... 63 
— — Square ______—.....-63 
Helicbrysum,__-..119 
Hot-Honso,_.’.....63 
Larix microsperma,_....-  399 
Palmer Worm and Fly,.......71 
Pampas Grass,..    53 
Pm, Park Winged Gilnnsou. . . . ....383 
Pear, Bertram..-.— 47 
— Buffam -------191 
— Dorchester Beauty, ..._.......-63 
— Erhard’s Ravenswood,....271 
rhilodendron pertuosum,.-.23 
Phlox Drummondii,..'..... .Ill 
— — Radowltzi, .239 
Picotee, l’rlte....-.311 
Plum Tree, Dwarf.279 
Potatoes growing on the Haulm,-367 
Protecting Trees, ]4 Hlustrations,]..... .207 
Rodanlhe Mauglesii,--—....H® 
Salpiglossis,__----111 
Spire a lauceolata,---.....-15 
Splendid Gaxania... 143 
Strawberry, the Hooker...--     239 
Summer House,-       87 
Tdmato supported by Stakes,—- 183 
— trained on Trellis,.  183 

Tree Tomato,__—....351 
Trees injured by Mice, how to save--63 
— Manner of Planting [2 Illustrations,].343 
Trellis, folding [2 Illustrations.].127 
— for the Peach,...-.-.—175 
— movable [3 Illustrations,].-.327 
Wardian Caso, Ornamental....   391 

— — Plain .301 
Water In Gardens, Arrangement for.247 
Weed, American, in England.—.66 

Double Zinnia,. 39 

Fence, Cemetery----74 
— Park ........—--- 74 
Flowers, Stamens and Pistils of [5 Illustrations,]- 9 

Forsythia viridissima,. 87 

Weigela rosea, .199 

White Thorn, common.87 
Window Garden Case,...  391 
Xeranthemum, annum and album,.119 

MAPS. 

Port Royal Entrance and Harbor, Beaufort, Va., etc.,_87T 
Railroad Connection of Savannah and Charleston,.877 

Seat of War,.146 
—-in the West,____——..217 

-Virginia,_____-—233 
The Approaches to New Orleans,__—..353 

PORTRAITS. 

Anderson, Major Robert-----25 
Douglas, Stephen Arnold____——1®3 
Ellsworth, Col. Elmer E.. _   185 
Farnham, Ralph...__ 129 
Garibaldi, Guiseppe..   97 
Hancock, John___     220 
Jefferson, Thomas ..........220 
McClellan. Major-General George B....281 

Morris, Robert..._.................._  65 
Scott, Lieu'enant'General Winfield.. 257 
Sherman, Brigadier-General William T- 393 
Washington, George..    220 
Williams, Roger. ...:.41 

MUSIC. 

A Formei'a Ltfe is the Life for me,.829 
Autnmn, ....__......_..._....297 
Birds, Bees and Squirrels, .. 177 
Charming Little Valley,_  361 
May Day, .f.153 
My own Native Land,____ 41 
Our National Anthem,..209 
Song of the American Eagle,_    111 
Summer, __    .225 
The Harvest Time,.  240 
Meadow Spring,__  ..273 
Winter Good Bye,.—.73 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Charleston and its Defences,....47 
Pensacola and its Defences,.409 

A celebrated Professor, supposed Portrait of- —404 
A curious Experiment,........204 
Antelope and Leopard,-----89 
Australian Scene,_....--—..108 
Bambilha and Cup, -----..... 33 
Declaration of Independence,.220 
Early Plans for Defence, ..  73 
First Union Flag,..   ®‘ 
Fort Moultrie,.-.47 
_ — Diagram of ...—.1' 
Humbug,__— -—-------404 
Illustrated Rebuses,.12, 20, 62, 60, 68, 84, 92 
Insignia of rank in the United States Army, [8 Ill.,]-337 

l.ace Leaf, or Lattice Plant,.I7 
Privateer's Flag,.—....61 
Rose from Shavings, how to make....—- 25 
Secession Flag.-      284 
Shots at the Secessionists,  .-...244 
Star Spangled Banner,. 437 
The Ruling Passion,.36 
— Three Crosses,.345 
Treasury Note,  .—-..343 
Western v*. Eastern Policemen,.44 
Wheeling, Virginia,.405 

> 



Agricultural, 
Abstraction, a discrodiUbia. 91 
Acknowledgement*.33, 70, 362, 2!U 
Agricritural Caldron and 3taamar,...31 
— — -Prlaile'B,.3*2 
— Oolte<*. another......214 
— — 'lichirvi.171 
— Nvw V >rt.  ..171 
— Bx’rioitloi*,.its 
— - forlUfll..  283 
— Exocrluienk*..It3 
— Fairs. fio! for rhn.  i'll 
— — Horae Snow*,*".131 
— .Tiurnal*. linn to obtain....83 
— J*aa ure* at Yale,.81 
— I'riiw, **re .838 
— IVi) Inet* Of loir*. . 93 
— Roporlnf vf usicb'H'iUj.318 
— -the Patent Office.3.7, 3S> 
— srieace. » involve?. H 
— Boaletici-Actual Mootlnrs. 5 
— — ficcrc'Artei of,..  e 
— Society. Albany Oo.  c, 
— — Broc'cj'jrt Town.    23 
— — RrooafK-.Irl Town. 23 
— — California dtv.e.,,., 91 
— —Canuaeraga Town ....’.*..,.,. 51 
— — Oattarauon Co.22 
— —flayiitH Oo.. fi 
— — Ohiulauqtu Oo. 23 
— _ Chenango yo.30 
— - ClitUnn Oo. 
— — Columbia Oo.83 
— — ColnmbOB Town .... . . 
— — OonnoctSout Stjte....'.,*..”.'..11! 21 
— — OorltAnil do....39 
— — Du'awarrOo .23 
— — Da Witt Town. .  39 
— — DrjrdmTo'*!!...ft 4 
— — Diiodne Town.. ... 3J 
— — K itOD GO. (Mich.).91 
— — Erin Oo. 23 
— — — — (Penn,).  7.» 
— — PrAnlulu Town.go 
— — Galen Town.J3| 
— — Genesee Oo ..’ ai.'ias 
— — — Valley Onion ..22 
— — German. ..t hn 
— — Georgia State.30 
— — H irpsr*v|tl*j Town..........11* 
— — Ulinahi State.  M 
— — Ja Alori Oo. < Mich.).11! 
— — Kentucky Slate. 8 
— -and Mechanics.186 
— — Lennox Town.38 
— — L'vln* tnn Oo.    2) 
— — M irt'h m Town. 3) 
— — Midi n a Town.  Iin 
— - Monro*' Oo.j] 
— — N Vl-mil (Kalamazoo) . .1.![.!.!... 48 
— — New H i niishlre State.  6 
— -Jersey slate...51 
— — — York State.63,180 
— — N1 xgara Oo...  23 

ri-.l.l... i rt , aii.i. , , 31 
— — Oneida Oo.Si 
— — Qoondatn Oo.34 
— — Out trio Oo. M 
— — Orte me Co.tt, 2I0 
— — Ore-ego On ..6, 48 
— — Ota**no Oo.    34 
— — Oxford Town.  30 
— — Pennsylvania Stale. 46 
— — Itnn-eel'i'ir Oo.30 
— — Kuan villa Town.30 
— — -Saratoga Qo. 34 
— - San' o i Co ..34,142 
— — - PivliTown.  51 
— — Shelby and It'duo way town.23 
— - Sic inonteleHTown.30. 70 
— — Tenth Oorureuional District (lnd.) 70 
— — Tomoktn* Oo..23 
— — Ponawanda Valley Union.80 
— — United Ain't;*...8, 8# 
— - Vermont State...34 
— — t Miiirjr Town ... _... _...110 
— — VI ret nla State. 23 
— — tv 1 i’-'iaw Ou. (Mich.). 81 
— — Wayne Oo .. 30 
— —tVe,tehe't':r Oo.,..34 
— — Wiinnn«in State....,. 44 
— — Wyoming Oo.30 
— — Yates On .30 
— Transaction* of 'Yisconsin,. 6 
Agricultureand W*r.Ill, 269 
— an Order of.....309 
— a* an Art, , ..*337 
— Effect* of War on. ... .171 
— K4rope in .. 85, 117, 1.57, 215, 24), 3W, .14i 
— ol N. w 5’irk....317 
Aid, the right kind of....... ..3'*8 
America At the next World's Fair.251 
Arawic*n Stark .Innm al,.. . at 
Anglo Worm, du.troyliie itie.204 
Animate, O in>a*4«l of diseased.I'll 
— Care of li jinestic....     341 
— Protection from Kiln Storm). 318 
— Protection fbr [Illustrated,!. 73 
— Protect the ...3/7 
— Sick, 11 a! Straw for.350 
Announcement, Important and timely,...371 
— 8p«oli' -more help.197 
Aphis In Clinton Ou..270 
— or Plant Lice, [2 Illustrations, i.461 
Appl- Parer, Re-urn Taolo, I Illustrated,] 393 
Appreciation, encouraging.3 PI 
Army Worm. .182,213. 244 
— — ho* to trap the... 270 
— — In Cana lx.2ti 
— — — Illtoiiis. 19J 
— -New York. 270 
— -Northern Illinois.362 
— -SO'ithern Kentucky. 190 
— -the Weit. 270 
Arrival, distinguished.12 

, 
— Jii'ne and Muck un Grass Lands,..397 
— Wood .. . 321 
Asses.mom abiut..,..  1st 
— Mules, and other Cattle, [Illustrated,; III 
— Solemn Protean against.,'54 
Autumn, a remark able.811 
— N ... 
Awards of New York dmta Pair,......[,*.812 
Ayrault. John, Death or.314 
Ayr*hires. Importation of. ill 
— Improved Untile, [Illustrated,].300 
Barley. Oultiva'ion of    85 
— P ill, about. , .. 354 
— for f I’tening U 145.3)3 
— for 1* ,rk- nxklrig. . . . ..166, 2M 
Barn for a 9) air* F irm 3 Illustrations,I 181 
Barn Prams. Improved, illlurtrate J,].91 
— -that.. .114 
— Pint Premium, plan of [i t III.,)..in. I ts 
— Premium '8 Illustrations.) ..173 
— Sion t Premium, plan off! 111..].221 
Reap Crop, Injury to the.::ii 
Bee Annoyvir* In OVifornU.  it 
— Ap.ariej and Hives.,..5)1)3 
— Api iry, .1 p-nfltable.  8 
— a~Gfl*;iiil swarming. ..159 
— Cntivjlt;,. populous.213 
— — -.ire of. 51 
— Coin'-*?, mn'ily....141 
— — old, renewing.183 

Lul'.tr*and dee Hives, 13 III.,J.li? 
— — at the West,.102 
— — Profits of. ..nv) 
— 2r'!!.v, HvtenPo a. .   313 
— Hxhlb I Hon, a Pourth of July.  .214 
— .. -218 
— Hit. LIllas»rai.ed. .117 
— Ilive. imi-Bi'r-8.374 
— — with Mo»Able Primes.51, 7*1 
— Hives LI; 1 improved, [Illustrated,]..*>13 
— —M ivatile rraina ,., , , -)j) 
— - - ««<». 
-Straw. .. ..88, liO, 164 
— -then t value,.. 
— Hiney, greet Yield of 941 
— — 

— - straining ......44.164, Ud, 311. 2H, 3)3 
— Journal, American.  81 
— Keeper** Aas.ieiation. "71) 
— — Conveu'ion... 8t 
— Keeping. Profits of.; [[., '831 
— Mdler >i#str lyingttiy.'"'tnj 
— Operations, artificial.;:;;;;'.Tn 
— Q josti lie for the curious, I 111., 1. 78 
— Riddance ol Ants, .281 
— Seienue. Kidder's guide to.,m 
— Stilus, K-.nedy Dr .  359 
— — Nall, for. .tOd 
— Titles for Apia Hans.242 
— true History of Reproduction In Itr;..211 
— 'Yorkers short-lived,.243 
Bees, age or..359. 341; 
— and Hoe- Hives, [5 Illustrations,].245 
— — Toads.2i3 

Boos, a word extierloncn with.358 
— artiftoi il swirtning of. 1*3 
— destroying their Brood.451 
— excellentadnee about.274 
— feeding...831 
— — and hiving..4)4 
— — in during... 102 
— in Australia,..  11)3 
— ItAlliri ..Vi, 10.1, Ml, 166. 859,3) I 
— Items about..474 
— Moth Trap for.311 
— Q teen, a new from aa old Dive_ 8 
— — Colls, rrm>*In«. ....,,t7l 
— Queens And DrotiM, production of ...IVI 
— — Hal in m ciinnm Hives.'Ml 
— — roving of...1*2 
— — Red Olovor tor.351 
— robbing. ..1.43 

— — howto pmoit.211 
— Seventy Swarms at War.371 
— lingular foot about .Ill 
— Kumm-er Management of.*94 
— Swanniag, Prevoutlon of.9)4 
— Support of.   331 
— Tobacco Smoke for.84, !3t 
— to prevent Antidiiturb nr .... .,331 
— transferring from Ltax Hives.s<2 
-- Wax tn iking, . ..34, 1’3 
— — ProduoHon of Yuite.25 
— Weak Swarmsof. how to feed,.  88 
— Will, hunting...395 
— — tracking.471 
— wintering.346, |0*i 
Beef oaten in New Yor* City. II 

- f*i*ls . 11 
Bird*, don't k'll the.tt! 
— plea for the. >1,1)4 
Black * nr, Wa'er. proof.31. tt 
Bones, how 10 manage....393 
— Prep int'on of . 31 
Boots and Shoes, ripe. 51 
Rorr «go,....... ,3!)f 
Rrealst nf- vs. Dutton, (JonioUtlooiof ...8-W 
Brnsii, to clean Land of.39! 
Ruck wheat, plowing In .248 
Building*, put your In order.314 
Butte', Canada PH/ie, liuw mi lo. It 

Chester Co mly...,...,113 
Mahow, " *Jft» Among th - .t*'* 

— m iking In Winter,.     34 
— - llm art 6f..  [lo 
— premium In Jefferinn County,. 91 
— storing iii a Cellar,.18 ! 

- lo keep Hwoel.168 
- Vermont ..  18 

California, Devons for. 34 
Calves, futility 11 tn on g,   .IH 

good Milkers bring the best.'66 
how to feed.205 

— Murrain la.91 
- rnGtni.70, 2’»> 

— S"ours In ..3S 
— Twin, will the7 breed?.  14 
— vltla»ed taste In.. ... 84 

winter*tu. .. ” 831 
Caiy^s Grain lo ..... ^. 

Carriages s-ei tVAgons, ohl.131 
C*rrot* better than Medicine for Horses, ?.;i 
— Ou'tnroof.  Sift 
— their r line.16 > 
Oattle, Avrshlre flilnstriteJ.j.2159 

bleeding in Spring.471 
- Brawler*. Meeting 01. 94 

— Cure of In Switzerland.309 
— Content Floors for .91 

— Corn ami L'Ob Meal for.  84 
/Jtsgavg* of 

— — Black Leg...;}hj 
— - nioat In .114, 244, 379 
— — Cud. Loss of...350 

— — PlAtuInni Oo’**) ... I I 
— — Foul in the Pout .264 
— — Garget . ..142, 3*9 
— —Grubs In..19; 
— — Horn Dii-e npor.86, 174, 141 
— — Hullaw Horn ..1.51 
— — Liec on .291 
— — Lung Murrain.  117 

— — Mad Itch...  HR 
— — Murrain...93 
— — Ringworm ,. ... .3 8 
— — Scab on the Kyelids of. .6,34, 16, 51, '01 
— fastening In S'.a'ls.2'8 

II .'Ol- I, I Rarer Among.I'll 
— in the Highway,.... .......278 
— Kerries .i< Milters, .311 
— Rick*, Hlluslritod,).385 
— relieving choking.83,164 

* removal r UlnT, Filins, etc., from the 
Kves of . It 

— runouta*large..,,. 39 
— salting and the scab. 84 
— soiling. .133 

— Stalls, Improved.  351 
the Breed iu the fail...829 

— Winter lure of...... 34 
Cement, Ooil-ash. .Dili 
— P're and Water-proof. 31 
Check-Rein, the.3*18 
Cheese, bandaging ..274 

Eng   78 
— good Sage. 6 
— Hamburgh..   86 
— how Swiss 1* made,.*212 

Jeiferson county premium. 8 * 
making.  44 

— — abiut.70, 78 
— — Experiment* ..1.58 

— — iu Allegioj louh'y.125 
— -0 i«d* fJoaniy,.311 
— -Onondaga Ooanty,...Ill 
— - on. .  192 
— — use of La atom etc t in.31 
— premium, liojy male,.14'2 

— *alt4ng ..onj 
— Vat, agood ..  HD 
— Vermont .. 46 
Chtoa k»co ouUhr..,..351 
Ches nut I'l.liber, Durability of.51 
Chickens, Oaoe.s in ..  91 
— hiftrliing artldcUlly,. tc 
•.hur lingin Wiite.r, ..374 
ci r.sui atijjg Mriiniurs.!!!! i!!!!!!!! 11 ]2’8 
Cislems a i l Pd'ers, ' h ip. ....... 23 
— ou constricting ... 251 
Clay Lvn l, Pull flowing. ''.. 'ail 
Clover an I Mellow Linds,.  79 
— — Platte',. j-,7 
— oat'mgolf 1Q the Fall.3"2 
— plowing In. .273,244 
—   2U 
— 8**'-1 tu after Oeru. ..35S 
— Thr.ps. Illustrated,]..311 
— Tittithy. ......215 
— Yellow.::..:::::33i 
— — axsin I lllustrat-J.J.5II 

Coach Miker's M igi/.ine.3-3 
Colt, a Jumping .g)j 
Colls, li 1 'er-hrething .. ' . 46 
— 01 a hard floor....W 
Comet., toe.22) 
Oomurohehsire Re 1 i -st.*.34 
Cooked Pood, Bxperimeat with ..........lil 
Corn an t Lob. grinding t igetaer. :n 
— — — offeuM of .. 79 
--MeaL feeding.62 

— — — worl about.....171 
— V,>'l9n-r':'r ff*^*. •••.15' — Brazilian Pop...jt 

— B0.0111, dwarf... . '.. 8 
— ^ ..<12 
— Compjst for . 234 
— .. 
— Lrops, premium . 71 
— Cultivation. . *216 
— Golttr**.. .115 
— Kipe.lmcnts tn gerniinitiog .12- 
— Girsgr.rwi-i.-. 165 
— cron I. ruling .... ..i.393 
— Grub kille*... , 35j 
— harvesting..359,‘.i.4 
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Codatla, lllluytiaUidl. Ill 
(ioldnn Maitonla, (lllualrateil) III 
Ootnwhyrdu* at the Weal,. 270 

Mildew no 271 
(iooaeherrv. licit V'lii iettea lor C'ultlvallon2lft 

aw II'., (liftlktl liledi W» 
Worm, to previ nt llavngi a of 218 

(lAtird, Mlalalora irfpw (fllullitiw 23 
QruXUug 4'3 

an I' vp' iiinent at III 
nee klnde of ..   I4M 

Orn/tk, pnoervlng ,    Ill 
Crape, an early wild,.. no 

II new., , ...... ... 183 
Meet|e, IHuii (Illuatniled)...IIUI 
Mhe k llAuihurgh In it).Culture,...MUM 
Plight,.   908 

In l "nm'client.... 28". 
Cambridge Ifntnblc Carden. 70 
Crop In France.    3*3 
Chaia' tdlktn k of n good. 3fttl 
Culture. .    MUM 

in Michigan,.....      28,’t 
(Iil 1.1 ipga. )liilii«/iie, (Illuatinleilj.. 187 
I tela ware .     280 
I"» .... 108 
(Irafting Ihe 407 
O row era of Connecticut,..  2M 
I tom   143 

* Ingram i'Hardy I’rnlilieMtiocat .. 34.3 
Muaeat I limit'll rgl*.1017 
Ontario ..... 39, Oft 119 
Oporto (llluatiatell).. ft6, 283 

- Sinkea. ..  Mil 
Taylor'* Hulflll.»IM 
Ti "III*, I Hiding, illlual rated).. . . Idl 

Movable (llluatiah'd). M27 
\’ 1 ora. . . . . .....I lag 

(latiiwlui, Treatment of.. 7 
eovviing in Winter..34.3, Mop 

Opoitn fllliiHtrateill... ftft, 283 
- Slake*. ....Mil 

Tavlnt a Mu III 1.1.2'k.i 
Tiellla, I olding. lllluatrated).127 

Movable (Illoetinted). ''•■‘I 
Vinea, , .. . lt*0 

dulliwbu. Treatment of.. 7 
eovding in Winter..343, Mta.i 
Culture I’1 cpiirntfoii of Soil, 178, I’.u 
grafllug...   H7 
again.....387 
and forcing . 'id 

prnpngiit nig ... 21 r; 
to >iu|i lllevdlng . 1117 
Trimming  178 

Ornpi'*, Amaricnn . . - .... M87 
ami linipe Crowd* of I’dinaylvanln, Mill 
heat Wine...It*,1 
lllack Konihardy.   4117 
choice .   M*.'l 
curative Klteete of .IK'I 
Jlelnware and Concord.12/ 

Prudlictlvenvaa of,....lilt 
PlUerla of Winter "n...HU 
Foreign, In Miai'iiurt ... . 3ft| 
for out dntrt Ilullure. MU 
Ifnrdtneaa of new ..17.0 
in Mlaanuri,.,,...MOl 

Schuyler Co , N Y.3.38 
• III pal, .no 
JtiU'V Ilf .    47 
iiui Native...Kat 
rotting. .. "/.ft 
Sneeloa of .,34.3 
Weal St I'etera.407 
Wild In Kalian*. .  270 

(irnaaca, cryalalll/log.   IW 
Hr*** on Ornvel Walk*,. 178 
<1 nive 1 n 1 oral lorn' . 181 
(ireat lllacovi'iv In VegeUtlon. 800 
firuh, I aigv White. .. SV<8 
(,'iianii. alimil. . lid 
Hand Chin. 11 new.273 

Itov (Illuatniled).. 83 
1 'muiimii (Illuatniled)..    I'M 
Si) 1111 re (Illuklratbd). 8.3 

Hawthorn Seed*.    3nl 
and Plnnta.387, M/8 
KOi'la alaiUt .3M.3 

Heath, la It a Nailve Plant.Mull 
I ledge*, A ' , In Canada. 271 

Hawthorn foi .310,37ft 
I Idler Koeiirl lur...... I III 
1. ne.iikl rimru fue.... . 8.3 
II ,11 *01   M3 
Prieklv A*h for.. 810 

Hedging, llonev l.odial for. 18 
I le lie 111 van in , (III11 "I rated)..110 
flarbaceoua Crafting,..387 
Hint*.. 47 

tut uitlvaior*, .  4u7 
([lime (lirnforla, mi" id (lie ..  127 
Itunei l Uelilea, priipnguting.."ill 
Ijonm 111 wo urn hun or, Ao.,. i’x/ 
ijocau CheatnUt Seed, ..1013 

tin. .. .   IMS 
llortlculturnl null Agrh'llltural Htntlatlca, 

Annual Hermil ill . 7 
Cluli el 1‘nnghlieeiikle, .. 2.3 
Ilepartmelil. nt New York Stale Fair, Mil 

I’rovliiehil Fair, Camulu Weal .Hill 
I ildliithin at Corning, N. Y.. 22.3 

1 ondon, 1 iinada,."ftft 
Okweitu, NY.  3Sfl 

Hoeiet of Itronli I v n, N Y,. SUM 
(iidmutg, c Vv.... i w 
(Idlin' Valley . ."d 

Kleclion "I Officera,.. hh 
lllliinle. Annual Meeting, SfiO, 37ft 

olfleeia Elect.  4(>7 
Keokuk, lima.  08, IMA 
Miu'riir'liuaetli ...37ft 
M< nlreal, C. K.  -TM 

ICahlhfUon of.;*.3A 
I’dinaylvanlii .  4U7 

Sulli ring*,      14.3 
Horllenlturi' al the Illinola Slate Fair, 

in Miir'kiinhuai'tla, ....   88 
Ilnrllr.iilturUl, death of a II I*. Ciuioon, IM 

the ... . .  ..31,303 
I lol-ffuii I'raiiie, (illoatrated) . n’t 
ilmiiui 1‘lanlH . 181 
lltiuiii'iniinuln funmila folia, .2WA 
Hyai lnllik, Culture of In Water,.. rtfc.i 

lor w Inld lluwellng. M7ft 
I ndlanii. 1 old in .    ,23 
Inaer.l I’owdei, ............ 8.3 
Inaeeta, tiijurlini* .. ... . ‘/lift 

Wi tthei ii|i*l Frpit In Ohio,. 138 
liuimeu l.earll, .,3U3 
Japan, Itotnnv of...     47 

Fortune'* Note* on....   ,Y,U 
Urn pea, ..  230 
Plant*of..     2.3i 

Junlpeiua Vlrglnlnim,.,311 
l.uke Mlohlgan, Sllureii of.......3/7 
I,uric mlcrogfiernia, (llluat.riit.od).IV,n 
l.nrkipura .. .. .. Ill 
Fawn Miiwein, .. .... y47 
l.awne. Hu t Year'* Marmgenmnt of.Mil 
1,11 yarlng.     MUM 
Fi'iif Plant*, . , , ..'eg, 

Holler*, to dentioy (lllnal.rated) .... 71 
I,pine* Autumn .  .30.3 
l,e (''iiite. Major John F..y.’t'.i 
I,Hue, new gignnlla. lot; 
Fima Henna...187, 1*3 
I .true Ha 11 'Soil Improver__ 2,’ll 

Sulphite of . . ...:iH3 
I.obelln lil-enlur Marmuinta.,3iv't 
FormlSued*,..... .    .3117 

Thorn for Hedger., ......  lift 
I.onil'iitdv poplin, lllfroductloriof..... 138 
Marvel nr Peru, ...110, 2.3| 
Mathew*, ,Uriah. Ilpalh of. . 2AA 
Meadruva, apieuilliig Straw on. *i 
Mciiaurn Worm,...  |.y3 
Mlf hlgan, Cultbrn ol Fruit In.71 

l roll (nr .   7i 
Mignonette UP * Tree, .  101 
Mlkrelhinei.n* Talk, .   Vdft 
Mountain Anil Seed*.  .3.13 
Mn I lien v, Univnlrig'n..127 

Fveroearlng .ISA 
MUkluooiiik, French Method of growing IVa.i 

I’olaonnil*. hewnre of . . .. 70 
Myrtoceiiii* I'latlli,.   Kw 
Norway Spruce, l.ien on Iho.  Iso 
No la, A tii ei1 can ... Aft 
Ohio, Ft nit in ..  IM 

2. ■ ii I" , ft ■ , in . 1M 
Onion, new Tup ,   Ain 
Oulofi*, gr*al t-ropnl .. 23 
Orchard ('nltiire in Illinola, ..Mid 

I 'waif Fi vi 11 (lliualrnleri). . . .2uft 
Injury to liy Mire (lltuatralcd)._ 83 
innolng an .   ,3d 

(liefinidk, plantin''.1187 
1 linin' 1 lliilige Seed, ..14.3 
(laid fill lli'dger....... 34.3 
I'a onln lutea inilegatn,.  ;t|J 
I'ttliale*. ('ll 1111 ro of .. . . 247 

Mhiti'lied nod Mottled .  14.3 
I'arhii (11 "iiment* fur Winter.,3s# 
Patent Cfilee. ,.      y/l 
Peaeli Hilda, the ..71, 71) 

Criui I,orii of the .    ftft 
Treflia. lllluatrated)... 
trimming tlia 

Pear Tree, Hreat Vlncenne* . 181 
Tieea, a Merer in the. IMA 
Virgiilicu..327 
Wend, dlaeiiai'd.100 

Pear*, lii'kt Ini Michigan.  7 
Cultivation of .  Iftl 
Dofiliekter lleatity (lllualrated).8.3 
liwnrf .30 

liloene* in .lift 
llylnt; of...-.  MM 
pl'idlng,. .     'A 

for apei'itt] l,oeallue*...  l’ft 
on Qnlnidi to tuck a. 'ft 
riiieniug .. (7 
Wfi I" llovein e .    I 

He* ('liiimi'iun ol Knglatid . 2! I 
- Fully ... ... .. .M>| 

H*pertinent* *'Hh fiarden .. 271 
IVliiatcmnil apectabllla   .3*3 
I'erpetiial". I’viNiiildal flylirld.2.31 
I'eiennliil I’IjIiix,..IT 
Petunia, Madam l ergiikon... , . 4i(7 
tile..JIM. 83ft 

Plllox lliun nii'l'dli, (lllualrated) .... Ill 
I'.aiiiiwilrl, (Illiiatliiled).. '/ltd 

l'litrnl*. I K Wlmt he h . 271 
PlCntee, i’rlie (lllljktlaleill ..311 

ProjiagHtion h» Fiiyeilng. 311 
i'iping . ....   ...Mil 

the. . .. . 3c8 
Jink*. Single and Heutile .  ;gl7 

t«i, ill,e new Jupiui (llliiatrati'd)— 7 
I’ltinh )or mini' 

Achilla" ptarmlca pleno,....2ft3, .3|d 
Artcmlain Canadnnai*.>3 
Aucuba Japonic* . ..  mio 
Chrvaiintheniuin r,()rOnailuni, MIO 
Bilidiai',..391 

Clenatli vlrgliil/ina.;m»8 
Cm vdnli* ghnica,...271 
Uigllale. . . .. .2.30 
Fiiphorlda varlgatn . Mid 
Fulnea ...  .‘Mi 
Cilia nironopJrnli*.27d 
(iiiiiphnliuiii.. 70 
I.iilmlfa carilinaha,. . M78 
Mart v oln,...    2dft 
I'linCelia Cougeala, .. ,3«3 
i’llloi macnlata,..280, 208 
Mlbulata....20 ft 

I'vnik arhutlfoiia. .  ...loo 
Slldie, Catch Fly, .. 288 
Hplm a chiiningJilfoHa.loo 

laiicii"|nla,.itw 
luunlfalla. loo 
Iteeveall.   jf|0 
ulialfnlln, ..... .. MW 

Htanhy* lamila.Ittl 
Sllliihvihi Intiilin, .   208 
H y iiiphoi icn 1 inik v ulgnrta,.  387 
'I'et rngntiolobu* puipurmiu, . He.') 
Wlcken, . ... .... ,3|(i 
Yellow Clover,... ...  28,3 

New nod Cm mu* (Ulu»trnt«0). 2.3 
Plant*. Mi’iiftlin* foi. .... ..187 

lor Name, (lllmdrateii).M4.3, .'V3 
growing rnrin Seed* . ,28ft 
Int-rOducad   fls 
MvrtACgot'n . Moo 
New (llroatraiad) ..Hfw 

et ivcent I'liiiilou Hlinwa,.. 208 
of Japan ... 2iti i 
(tanuininl, covering in Wliitei Moi 
prdaonnmi ,   |ft 

Plalev, Cnloi e.l ... . U, 
j'ltiin, flower'V (Jiige. Ma.", 

(Silt.ur* of Hie. ay 
Stork* for the . ...... .... 3K3 
Tree, tux 1 iiui .. .70 

HwaW Pond'* Seedling (III.).270 
In make Hear .Mill 

I’lliii f fm J'l'iirlie*.   Mgj 
large.    M87 

Poinnloglcal Soelety, American, Iu<port.of Ml 
Indiana, l,lal of Fi ulta. . Mo 
Ohio, 1'ioieedinga nf.. .31, 47 

Porlnloera,.... . 111 
Potuhil'ii, do tiivy mix in the lllll,. 319, .34.3 

growing on liie Haulm (uluatriilad). .307 
Pruning,    47 

at time of tranaplaotlng . Ml 
Fruit Troon, .  181 

- Shell I a.   Ill 
Quern Victoria planting Tree*,.   wy 

Victoria* Children In the Harden,. 2|ft 
Kadtalu e,...      101 
K*dt*h, Winter Itoae   47 
H.iaplidiIra arid Cmianta, .2A8 
ftaaplieei y, heat Method of Culture...... 218 

Vanellea for Culllin . 218 
I .i«(«vi 1. JriaecUon . 231 
Native Med. a oeconri Crop of . SMft 
I'rlnce of Willea,,,, ... .. .. .143 

lied Hfdder, . ... . .08 
Hepiu ling, Prize 47 
lUioilorldidinn prri'Con .. . 208 
Mhuluirli, 11 gnnd   not 

new Rnfilah .. lu,3 
Itilllind Mnnlera,  207 
Ito'hinthc Mangleall, (Illuatrrited).nil 

New Specie* anil VailflUe* of ......207 
Hoof*, (ll|* Till fm ,, , . 247 
Itnee ling, the .     247 

Itnalii'M, triinajihintlng . Mult 
Oreen. . . 2.3 

lloaeii, rJImlilng .  110 
• 1. COI Illl 'I . 1 . 
fur the MllltOD,.. . ,]4J 
in Winter... ...   2.30 
atriklng CuHIngaof.3HM 

Jloaln lur tipi (Jri'di Fiv.  lifly 
Salpigliin'ia (illuatrati'd) ... , 111 
Heiiaennhle Nolea, (lllualrated)...... Mid 
Senaon, the 14.3, MM/., ,381 
Seedling ..use, 
Seed.iuaa, variation III  Mull 
Seedk. Flower Cullureol Annual. 71 

erowlne l/|il|t#)\, , 
VV'ifetiitbn, of (lltualratell) .. ... 8.3 

Shelld, Impui'laneii of.. 34.3 
.'•ilk ... a lieu . . O'. 
K<il01111 n> I iiimirout ruin. . 70 
Hplnra lanceullita, (illnaliaied) _ 18 
Splneaa, While. . .. ... . ..... 18 
Stuck*, Inlhidice nl on firaJTa.31, 218 

Allplea, tlae of awyet 
Annv, little 1 ornforta for the 

Mil'eiik 
Slocking' for Hn 

Macon, how lu cure 
Mean*, Pickled 
lied innlili r, ;• ■ 'l l" 
lie. f, (7*i r liiit. Clime I !.*•>!. 

Cnrpllrg .... 
Cnriiig . 
filled, • ■ 
making Mi Hr l"i . 
Potted 
Stewed 

Beer, cheap .. .... 
('demon Final I 
(linger. . . ... .. .... 
M0111IUU'k .. . 
[toot 
While Spriie.1' . 

Meet root, pickled 
Itlkdilt good 

Soda. . 
1.1, 

Mla< Mierty Cordial,, 
ICueking, Water-Proof 
Hlceililig, to rtop 
Mllaterea Hand* and Feel,. 
Hlood. to nop Dow ol 
Horn*, V Ittuc> of. 
Itraidlng Straw, foi lluta, 
Itrniut, Brown. . 

Bouton 
Conin'' 
Corn .... 
Find. Premium 
('itt)iam and Cor n. 
Indian .... ... 
Potato . . 

111 eak lie I Hollk, 
Itinwri 1,1 ndi, how to Wnali 
iliirna, Cliari'oal for . . 
Buttermilk, priu rviug — 
llutler, Itancld 
Cabbage, Pickled Ill'll. 
Cake, Almond 

Apple Tonne . 
ill'll. 
HIocV . 
i'tlrkviival 
Clieap 
Clay .. 
(.'oflee .. ... 
Coin Starcii.. - 
CuttJige Ten 
Cream .. 39,108, 
Cun .. 

New York. .... . 
1 ieinoc rut ... 
Ilnniitlon. ... 
Fruit. . .. 

Cheap 
Pound. 
I're mi n m . 

(illiger . 
Prop . 
Soft.. ... 
Hold. 
My . 
Johnny. . 
I.eumri . 
I,oaf. 

— — French.. . . 
Mail'll . I .. . 
Mena lu*' 
M v 
Nn/.llilte . 
Now Yi arg. . 

— i'ork ..... .. 
Pound . 
Pud . 
Hhode (aland. 
Hie), Haln .. ... 
f catch 
Short.. 

— Short .. 
Hllvd . 
Snowball . 
Soda 

Jelly . 
POn n 41 ... 

Cheap. 
Sponge . 

Iterwlck 
Cheap 
Jack mui.. 
While.. 

- Tumbler. — 
Union .. 
3 ery flood .. 
White 

Face . . 
Wlacnngm. 

Cake*, Hiicliw liunt 
FcUpki'd,. 

Filed 
Soda .. 
Sponge . 

fluid Sugar.... 
Ilnnilnv . 

dl.. JM8 
nl. 81 

rnilli*. (Illiiktrated).  17ft 
trimming Hie.,,    .380 
upon (lie Wild Plinn.22,3 
V ellnw* III (lie . . ,31 

l'eaclii'k uml Peach (Inter.   88 
J’jioeni*... 271 

budding, .. .. 1 iu 
- for Mm ket, . *7 

In Central and Faalern Ohio,. H7 
Indiana .   K7 
Kdlt nek v. . 1: 
Michigan, . a? 

new M"de o| r,,|i ing . 178 
Pear, Flurtrniu (ilhiatmled) .  47 

Hiiflam (llluatralad) . cil 
Cnllure In Nnrthern Illinola... 221 
Fi hard'* Itavenawiind (lllualrated) 271 
Fire Blight till till Remedy.I'.*,I 
Talk, a private.. .......2*7 
Town.ye; 

.Pd 1 

. )g!) I 
lib. 191 

. . 371 
- 2/1,11 3 
. 271 
. 231, 251 

. 271 
389 

. 327 
23 9ft, 283 

127 
2,39 
23 

'.."•I 
M27 

. 29ft 
381 
IMS 

- IM*. >7 
37ft 

Ift 
28.3 

... . AS 
199 

7, 23, 143, 2(17 
Mil 

7, 47, m 
.2(13 

7 
18, 71 

199 

.  319 

.39 

. 187 

. 39 
. 2.31 
.  IMS 

,.. . Mil.'! 
. 187 

If. 
39, 103, 143, 187, 216, 288 
. 81, 127,231,819 

807 
2117 

. ftft 

. 31, 191, Son 

. 3',:. 
143 
M 

. 87 

. 88 
ltd 

2,3, 88. 187, ltd 
.87, 9ft, 127. |01 
.143 
. 21ft 
. 87, 299 

307 
127,247 

98 
. P 7 
. 28.3 

I'.I 

143. 191 
.14.3, 319 
.  47 
. 281 
. .87 
.. 9ft 
. 71 

M". 
_ .23, ftft, 187, 191 
. 191 

.38.3 
. ftft 
. 187 
. 207 

10.3, 127, lft9, 2ftft 
127 

. 207 
I 8/ 

....  MAO 

.. »9 
71 

381 
127, 187 

14.3 
ftft 

23, 89, 47, 127 
III 

. 80 
. ... .310,389 

I'll 
71 

.38.3 
','ftft 

allow for,.. 381, 407 
... . . . 28.3 

ge In . 183 
,343 

Ml, 47, 21A 
IM 

n, . 39, 111,1)89 
30! I 

iCk l.ega 387 
ho 

. .. . 378, 407 
Iftl, 247 

9k 407 

Jelly, Currant . 247 
ujlloM ..... . SAW 
Rhubarb   191 
Holla,   US 
Wild drape. 3.1ft 
t! ( lie (1111 j,c      338 

luri.t a...., .I (ft 
1 'iiit k, 11 ii.) , ,, in prevent.. ..207 

c llli'Vi'a, ell anlng. ... 143,187 
F0I01. • ((.I 

I,III,I-   W 
Pm pie .. . . 4/ 

Kirn n, lmw to make ..  oft 
hiiclieti fldpra,, . . .. . 71 
Knlttli g KlOektug). 71 
Keivi'". rerruiviltg Hint from. 107 
Find, Mouldy 191,223,247 . 283 

Pun- IU   199, 21.3 
ifeinovit g Inintfrom ... Mil 

I.eal Wren h*. . 320 
Frathd V ork, Ornamental 30 
i.eirmuade, )■ iiweii HI7 
I ernoiiik, I'lfkleO ... • ... • 230 
l.inrn, to whiten .. IVI 
i,ruing*1, how to tnlike. 03 
Marble, In remove Stain* florn. 187 
Marmalade, Tomato ... 381 
Mala Hn* k . .......— 71 

I:, ii- . HI,Jfl 
Meat, curing with Molaaaer .. . 119 
Medicine Takera, Hint to . 103 
Mildew, reriioving from Cloth Iff 1.279 

Mualin 94J 
0 1 Army. 37# 

Molaaei'g, freali Maple. Ill 
Mold, to nieveot . >3 
Mok" Maaaet, a 1,*'an11fuI. 208 
Moth* in Carped, . I'fti, 27-3 
Mollina. .IMA, 189, 1 (27 

Ci ram. ... • 327 
Mill kidne*, |o ilrivu away. 223 
Mutton llama, to prepare. 279 
Neuralgia, Cure for CM 
Omelvti - SO# 
Onion Salad, 807 
Onion*. Pickled . 219 
Piilni. durable, for onVrloor Work 119 
— drying . I«7 

' | < 11 r I: ... il "i 
toe lean   28 

Puricnkei without..Haleratua.. 7 
j’apar, renovating old Wall 231 
Papering Hard lluiahed Wall*,. Iftl 
Parnanl, ti> re a tore a faded .. . 189 
I'eaa, eunnlng green   218 
Pickier, la-at mode . . Mil 

gieniiiug with drupe Feavaa .127 
Mixed 2M9 
TeiliAtu. Sweet . .327 
Watermelon . 327 

Plcklti'g In Vinegar.  2-39 
Picture r 1 lime*, .  327 

Con* "*(9 
Pie, Apple . 

guild Sweet. ..... 399 
I'bfeken   ;7A 
Citron . . . 378 
Farroera' . . . 183 
Ham   if 
Fernon .. 174/, 199, .319 
i'ie Melon . . Ol 
nice .. .127,199 

Plea. Bread.   3nM 
i.i'innn. »’t 
Mince.   391 
Mock Apple . HUM 
Cot ........ 
Pumpkin,   399 

Pine Appier, i.ii aorvlng. lift*. 247 
i'olaona and Antidote*. —. Ittl 
Pomatum, Ox Marrow . 71 
I’olntno* for cleaning Silk ..191 
Print*, cleaning 
Pudding, Apple . . ■ d.t 

Bird*' Neal 399 
Boiled Indian . Ill, 143, iftl, ('.7 
Chorr.t 
Cocoa nut     143 
Corn ■ • . ..... ... Iff! 
Cottage 
Flour.. .  148 
Indian, baked .... . . 191 

nbl laaliioneil (3ft 
K nn’liI'lhnckei.   7 
teamed 191 

Wheal Flour.279 
Sweet Potato ..    38.3 

Pumpkin Pri'iierve*.   SM 
Putty, t4t anflon old. S#7 
Qulm '•* lor the Teft-tnhl*'. Mil 

Preaerving . 33ft 

.... Ill 
819 

. IF.), Min 

Htiawhei 1 lea, .. . .. . Ill 
l.eit in,o' lo plant, 99 
* "II,{,'■ of.. . 199, 319 
in Flight nil, ...Ml|,'( 
lU'w and exlranrdiimty ..  Mitt 
" foreign . 217 
preaerving.  IK'I 
I « 1' ■ *  .. nr . Ill 
Wlnh'i I'uverlng for..1(7ft 

Strnwhern , lilcluii Pine.','.'(9 
I '1 eltnifil l‘<>| pel mil...... .Mill 
Cull urn, 111 ig/rit.li'ii lu.. 229 
inn.I m (lllualraleil) .. 2IC.1 
Unrii|nl|di Pine . 30.3 
itunuera...22.3 

Trealmiuit of .no 
Uliiiiipbinlli'g the ..    Mitt 
t arii tle-a Im Market Cultivation. ... 21ft 
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Tint Rtuui. Nuw YouK Rit ii< ttedgiifd to be onuurpneiwd In 

Value, Purity, I 'wfullioiw anil Variety nf ( ent. i.U, and unl.|iie 
and beautiful In Apiiearanee Hr (Conductor dnvotes Ida per- 

wmni attention to the KUperririun nf da vnnmia departinenla, 
and eameid-ly lalinta to render Inn Rl'luit. an eminently 

Relialde 0ulde on all the Important Pnictieal, Kclentdle and 
other Hnh|er|a ii|louat«d_Y counr-. M Wi*h the bllxhu'M* fd 
those whose tnteienU It /.ualmiuly advocated Am a Fa it ti.tr 
JoI'unai, It la eminently Inatniclive and Koti'i toi tilts, being 
an conducted Unit it run he wifely tali on to the Hearts mid 
llomeii of people of intelligence, taste and diai'rlmiimlion, R 

endirnexa morn Agricultural, Horticultural, Hr.teut.iite. Kduea 
tlnmil, Literary and News Matter, luterspoiMod with appropriate 
and ta-iuititul KneravoigM, than any other Journal, I'riulrring 
it tlie most complete AamoUl.TitUAt., 1,1'rKit.uiy ano.I'amii.v 

Nkwhsapmr Iii America. 

Foil Tkiimh and other part I rollin', «ee last page. 

tion of tin;ir opposites, nnd never permit it line to mont of iissoetiillons in nt nieetl tgs wheru the o(Hoots 
appear in its pages calculated to do evil, or cause a are present to rentier no account of their stewardship, 
a blush on the clieeli of purity. Mach year has added and the books nnd other dor.iiinents are open to 
thousands to it* readers and supporters (tho best evi investigation. As we reiniirl.. .1 some months ago 
deuce of Its merit and sterling value,) until now we in an article dls-maslng the eitlisi s of the late retro 
can truly aOirin there Is no Agricultural and Fumily gressinn of Agricultural Kxlni, ,iotis “there is too 
Journal In the world with so many warm, working much selfishness mauifested !>t members of Agricut 
friends none with so long an array of subscribers, turiil Hoeletles. Most of the hi li privates'neglect to 
and none that Is everting an Inlltmnce ho large, wide, attend the annual meetings, ut yhlch the officers are 

Um».. Who,.- ijitmeata it /ealmoly advocateit Am a Famii.y ,,f thu Country. All conveismil with the history of 
Joiiunai. It la eminently ItlNtrilCtlvc and luitciliiinimr bring , ,, .. . , ", , the past eleven years are, however, aware that no *n conducted that it coo be solely to It on to tin* I learta and 1 J 
llomeo of people of intelligence, taste and disr-rhuliiatlnii It ,!<|iial pei'iod has developed such “ I TogresH and I ill 

embraces mure Agricultural, Horticultural, Hcieutllla. Kilura provement’’ in the Art Hurt feeds and clothes the 
tlm.al, I.U. raryaml News Mailer, IntnrspeiMod with appropriate w„rld, and we need not dilute upon the subject, 
and beautiful Km/ravings, than any other journal, rendering i, 
.. complete Aaa.om.rmui., L,tJ«auy a an ,1'a m n.y ,h"i"K tl,N ^•<!lr,u,, 11,1,1 ll,*’lr rill,,ilit'H havo 
Nkwhi'acku in Amecica. made rapid strides, and hosts of those now engaged 

Foil Tkiimii nnd oilier particulars, ace last page. Dt cultivating llirms, till binds, oi guldens, or in breed 
lug or oaring for any of tho various useful domestic 

KNTRliNti aceerdhiR to i* t of I'ongn., In tlie year Isill. by Ullllilllls, are ruiullllg, thinking, stlldloUH, lllul com- 
II I* I Montis, ill the < lllice of the (fli'l'll el tlm 1 IlnLl'ie t . . . 
i ourt for the Northern District nf Mow York munientlvo on the bmnehcH with which they me 

I Otironly object in copyrighting this pniter is in secant familiar. And if is to such men that the Agricultural 
wbai .very honorable journalist will freely maul proper I'ress of America Is, to a large extent, indebted for 
credit fo, articles selected from It., page. Any and every ilH Ilt prosperity mid unefulness for a circuhl- 
Journal 1* at lllnrtyr nn*i Invlfwf, to ropy fn i'lv, Lrv I'l fnliUuir .. , 
each orhrln.ll article or ill iislmtlonlo Hu ml Mm, Yorker. U"" DOW‘‘r iH ,u0™ l" *h« 

I'uurf for the Northern Dbdriet of New York munientlvo on the branches with which they me 
I Our only object ln copyrighting this paper is t» secure faiulllur. And if is to such men that the Agricultural 

wluil every hnmirable Journalist will freely grant proper I'ress of America id, to a large extent, Indebted for 
credit rm articles .elected from Its pages Any and every ita „l prosperity mid unefulness for acilOtllu 
Journal Im at lilM fly, >in*i Invlfwl, to ropy froolv, Lv rmlitin^ ... 
each ortgitial article or Illustration to Huntl M, w IVJter. ti,", 1111,1 P‘wcr wlll,’h <H doing "lOr® l" **»« 
_ fortune of tho I’eoplo and (lountry than any other 

inlliieiice of ut]ual expense, 

Ij ,n r,,«,ini to u,w f"ui,'°,,r th° u,,|iai' nkw vohkkr. 
we can only Hay to all subscriber*, (old, as woll iih 

' those now being enrolled on our list,) that wc aliall 
VOLUMJ^CII —INTltODUOTOKY. endeavor to render it in all roapects worthy Its motto, 

mid a valiant advocate anti promoter of 
Foil the twelfth time it becomes our duty to Indite , . ... ,, , . , . , , , * tuo ohjects it has long sought to advance 1‘rogress 

an Introductory article for a Now Year and Volume of ,mprovi!inciU.n W|t|, 11)on, f ,t VHMl jM1. 

the It./..At. Nkw-Voiikhu and the present one must of M„bscrlh«rs, and greater facilities than ever before, 
bo penned very hastily, amid tho cares, labors and 
constant interruptions of the bimiesl season wo have 
experienced in oveT^twenty ymirs, of Journalism. 
Hence, if we full short of your expectations, reader 
if we Oiler nothing original, striking, eloquent, or 
otherwise worthy the occasion please hear in mind 
that what you now read is the crude production of 
one whose brain uud physical energies have been 
overtaxed by constant labor, and the frequent and 
unavoidable demands attendant upon the enlargement 
and improvement of tlie Contents and A,.. of .. ,/ , , , 

11 and value so munifertt as to b« uppredatod by every 
t.hiM Jriiii'nii liulfifiit if if a it lints** oi/.... .. " v this Journal. Indeed, if you have ever demolished a 
long cherished dwelling and constructed upon Its site 
a new and modern edifice being very particular to 
have the latter a decided Improvement, Internally and 
externally -you cun perhaps, to some extent, ajipre 
elate the ordeal through which we have recently 
passed; though (having experienced both vexatious 
labors,) we think the rebuilding and enlargement of a 

house an easy task compared will, the reconstruction journal, hut ratlmr fo combine all H,and 
and expansion of a newspaper, the entire material 
being new, mid tlm time for the revolution limited to 
a few days instead of several months. In one case 
the skill and labor of masons, carpenters, painters, 
<lc., are employed in wctMH/n, and if mistakes are 

made, days and weeks can be occupied, If necessary, 
in mulling amends; but in tlie other, the science, 
handiwork uud power of type founders, jmper-niakers, 
writers, engravers, printers, pressmen mid steam 
presses, must bo brought into requisition nearly at 
thr tome timt, while no delay cun bo permitted in any 
department. And if thelVis a “failure to connect" 

Imre and there (and such things me unavoidable in a 
provincial town, even in Urn Metropolis of Western 
New York,) resort must frequently be bail to tlm tele 
graph wires (tin* malls being too slow,) to “ Inn ry up " 
tlilAUud that Indispensable mimic. Ah, no! build 
ing a new house on the ruins of an old one or even 
getting married, and going to house keeping for the 
I*rut time m no “circumstance" to tho (In vulgar 
parlance) “course ol sprouts" to which we of the 
ItiuiAi. Olliee have been subjected during the pant two 
weelm, lint we lire raying too much before we fairly 
begin what was Intended to be included in Ibis article. 

In presenting the initial number of a new year and 
Volume, our lirst and lioundcn duty is to tender sin 
cere Acknowledgment* to ouch mid all who have In 
any wise rontril.uh d t.» the remarkable success and 
prosperity of tlm Ituiui. Nisw-Yokkick to the tens 
<d thousands whose conlideueo, encouragement and 
support have enabled us to thus i.iutorlally enlarge Its 
pages and u nder il« Style mid Contents correspond 
ingly tasteful, entertaining and valuable. Those to 
whom we are under obligations are numerous, and 
widely scattered throughout this broad Union, (includ 
ing the would he Southern Confederacy) the Canadas, 
A"., indeed, over every civilized portion of tlm 
Western Continent and therefore our acknowledg¬ 
ments must be somewhat Cosmopolitan in aspiration. 

All who are familiar with the past course of this 
journal are probably ho lalblliar with tho platform to 
which it has uniformly adhered, that any declara¬ 
tion ol principles would be siipcrlluoiw in this con 
neelion yet the many thousands whom we now 
address for the Hist time are entitled to an announce 
nmntof our alms and objects, uml these we will give 

we eater upon a new year uud volume with augment- increased in numbers, inllticnce mil usefulness during 
ed roiiHdenoo that we shall he enabled to render this the past few years, mid i e "I 'JjLii,. grunt auxiliaries 
join ml .'inim ntly b> nellcal to individuals and com to Improvement in tlie lAirul, ^eeliahle mul kindred 
munition, and highly promutlvn of the best interests Arts. Their design and professed objects have ever 
of thu country. Kmbriielng many important Depart been laudable mid noble, and many of tlie most Intel 
merits, each of which wo strive to make, in the course ligent and public spirited oitl/.cns have aided in their 
id' a year, as complete as any dlMtlnet paper or book formation arid successful continuance. Let them he 
oil the subject, the labor and expense bestowed upon maintained, mid their popularity mid usefulness mig- 
thc lie ha i, can hardly be realized by one unacquainted merited everywhere. This can only he done by seeing 
with journalism, yet we hope to make its merits that they lire properly managed mid the best time 
and value sc manifest as to lie appreciated by every to correct errors, or institute reforms, Is at the mutual 
careful reader. l'o make the whole paper valuable meetings, as already suggested, 
and acceptable, while Its various purls shall he useful 

mid complete, we employ the bust talent, anil that rpiIUl iyAIlty. No. I. 
best adapted to the Several departments. Indeed, as 

*se have said on a similar occasion, our object from In the articles which I may from time to time write 
the commencement nl the Iti/KAi, Nk.w YoubII has upon this subject, It Is not proposed to go Into an 
not been to furnish either mi Agricultural, Hortl- elaborate disquisition upon the breeds of cuttle, and 
cultural, Scientific, Kdututlonul, Literary or News the best grasses and their cultivation. Most of the 
journal, but rather to rombiio’ all tlif.Hr, and thus region in this Ktuto properly adapted to this branch 
present a puper unequalled in Value, Variety, anil of farm husbandry, is already occupied by intelligent 
HscliilncHH td Contents, <>ur earnest desire has ever farmers. They have their rows, and pastures, and 
been to make it an honest, Independent, reliable 
mid eminently useful Hi it a i., Lhkjuky anii Fahi.v 
Nkwhilwkk correct in Us teachings on I'metical 

meadows; and their annual experience, and, above 

all, accumulation of capital, is tending to improve, 
rather than stand still or retrograde. Hints mid 

Subjects, instructive and enleiTaluing to members suggestions may he given which will hi of service, for 
ol the I’a n 111 y I'irele, of high moral tone, mid entirely 
flee from deception and quackery, even lu Its adver¬ 
tising department. Such was our platform before the 
Hunai. paid expenses, and It is the same now, wlion 

there are a great variety of opinions, and diversity of 
practice, in all sections. There are good, had, mid 
indifferent dairymen; so there are good, bettor, mid 
best among their products, the result generally of 

receiving an average (as we have lor the past wei'kj of causes which It Is their power to control, so that 
about two thuimanU miliHcrit/rrH prr day, all, If they choose, can he among the best. 

Appreciating Our indebtedness to the thousands who Dairying may be divided into three brandies: 
have thus far seconded oilr efforts, and the increasing Rutter, Cheese, and Milk, and in one division or 
thousands who are now subscribing for and extending the other, they form the leading business of the 
the c irculation ol this journal -augmenting It* sphere farmers upon upwards of twenty of the twenty six 
ol uref ii I lies iii school districts, hamlets, villages and millions of acres in this Shite. Its importance may 
cities throughout the States, Territories, and Ih'ilmh ho Inferred from the facts disclosed by tho Louses of 
Provinces wo enter upon the arduous and nn.pom.i JHflfi, which shows tho whole number of cows to have 
Id.- labors and duties of a New Year and Volume in been LOliH.m. The products id the year previous 
the hope ol being aide to discharge them with such were as follows: 
fidelity as to merit a continuance of the conlldonco Hatter (D i!U.a07:1 |()i| 

and support already so largely and generously accord i'Iioomo 38,M4,‘Jilllbs, 
ed to tilts cuterpriao in which we arc engaged. Mlllt,sold, Uo.ttJA.Rfll galloiiH. 

I letter WI,mV>7:i lh«. 
('Ii*line 38,0.14,249 lbs, 

Milk, Mold, 20,0011,881 giillons. 

Those totals, large though they appear, do not by 
any means represent the aggregate of the cow's value 
to the farmer. 

The experience of the best milkmen has shown 
that the average of cows will give ViO gallons of milk 
in a year; uud t> quarts of milk will make a pound 
of cured cheese, or I I quints will make a pound of 
butter. If we take cheese us the standard, mid at 
H cents per pound, the current rate for many years 
past, then milk is worth to tie farmer one mid a 

hall cents per quart at the lowest estimate, which 
would make the annual product from the cows 
$:i.'i,2/i8,()'JI. In the host dairy regions, mid a.. 
the best farmers, the cows produce over $.i() per head 
annually. The products of the dairy represented lu 
tlie Oensus, therefore, do not convey the true value 
of the cow, because they merely refer Ui the amount 
sold, and not to that consumed in the family. 

(Joinpure it with other brunches of fanning, and 
we Khali seo how much more Important the dairy Im 
than all the grain grown in tin; State. Thus, in the 
same year there was raised: 

iiiiKhelH. Value. 

Indian earn .19,290,001 .f9,848,.'HO 

Winter wheat 7,000,040 8,823,811 

AO’L SOU I MITES ANNUAL MEETINGS. 

As the Annual Meetings of most id' the State, 
County, and Local Agricultural Societies are t,o lie 
held during the ensuing few weeks, we lu g to cull 
the attention ol I'ai nieiH, Horticulturist'!, Mechanics, 
Manufacturers, and all others Interested in the propel 

management of such associations, to llm Importance 
of attending mid participating in the proceedings on 
sueh occasions, Members who feel uu interest In the 
prosperity mid perpetuity these Societies who 

desire to see their reputation and usefulness main 
tallied and Increased are especially bound to he 
pre-tent ut the annual meetings, and speak and vote 

for such measures, and men for olilcers, iih will further 
their views of right and progress In future manage 
incut. And they should scrutinize the past action 
of managers know what lots been done, and at 

how great uu expense. All olilcers'worthy of their 
positions prefer to have members take this course, 
Instead of omitting their duty mid Ignorantly com- nu 1 , . ' w. ..I, Mit-n 4ftIIu iKD'Miiimv i'.uin 

wiifj afti roll mu ,il!i i/l, nK what wo l,ttVlJ Paining, or lruilrmtttliiK Mwplclou#, that Nome thlnga 

P rtl^n^ A r ,,!,Ul:rkH w “• ««“ -oncy has been foolishly ex 
{a ‘1 .. 0J; ^ w'' “*mark.d, substen- pended during the year, that this «r the other man 
tlally commencing its e,event,, V.no, the lirst just elected .mb,, „f the hoard is not „t for 2 

full faith in' tl ' 'Fo ../ W °UKK.U ""M l^u‘'<l 'vl111 r,0Mltl"n. "r tliat some other screw is loose Jn the 

*1^ ;;~of 11,0 ^ 111 ..- 
clowned ZrZ 7 lldVOnii^ ^ to pay money |„ when It Is due." is 

oi s, o in ms i a journal devoted to a remark sometimes hoard in ilnancial circles and 

/-o A r.ey -'w». 

. ■ \.V 

mid heuellclnl. (’ommensurate with the progress of elected, and then complain ither Of the persons 
the Hu a \ i, has been the advaticemeut of the Agricul chosen, or the in miner in which their duties are <1 is 
tunil, llorticiiltunil, and kindred Industrial interests charged. They seem to nmlu grumbling a special 

si, » 
Uk m wfij 

Im history of himincss, and some are apt to Imitate a certain army 
ware that no In Flanders if things do not. square exactly with their 
{1'oss and Im individual notions. They give little and exact much. 
I clothes the II they don't get the host premiums, or all for which 

the subject, they compete, the committees me blrsHrd, while llu; 
families have whole hoard of inmiagers llnd themselves in a hornet's 
now engaged nest. No matter how much time and money the man 
s, or in breed ugers devote to the discharge oi their duties, they got 
•I'ul domestic little help or sympathy from those who consider it 
us, and com- their privilege and duty to llnd fault. We fear tho 
ich they are iiiilhuiiiiiu will never come I ■ J rots ol Agricultm ill 

1 Agricultural Societies for the more they sirlvo to do their duty 
indebted for tho more unhappy may Im their lot on this mundane 

for a circulu sphere. No douhl there up iirorn in the manage- 
to make the meat of many Societies, hut it those who complain 

in any other of the sins of omission and ..mission, would attend 
the annual meetings mid use their ell'orts to elect 

(K\v YnitKICIt geod men mid true, and Htand by tlnm nfler rlrcliov 
d, ns wo|| „„ Instead nf compelling a few men to do all the work 
that we shall llr"* receive all the abuse us well us glory there 
l.hy its motto would In; lar less cause ol complaint,'’ 

I promoter of We wish this subject could lie brought home to 
• -“ I'rogrcMS all our random interested -an Unit they may not only 
vast increase think but mV thereupon Agricultural Societies are 

i ever before, now numerous throughout the countiy, having largely 
Iih augment- increased in numbers, inlluenee mil usefulness during 

.o render this the past few years, and i e ' JjUic great auxiliaries 
ids and com to improvement in tlie lAimli^Tcliutilu and kindred 
lies!, interests Arts. Their design ami professed objects have ever 
rtant Depart boon laudable uud noble, and many of tlie most Intel 
in the course ligent and public spirited citizens have aided in their 
ui per or honk formation mul successful continuance. Let thorn bo 
istowud upon maintained, mul their popularity mul usefulness mig- 
inttcquainted merited everywhere. This can only lie done by seeing 

si i i '' 
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VV IdH'I'fdW. N NIC VV YORK FARM IIOIIK-IC. 

Tiih accompanying engravings give a correct view 
of the elevation and the plans nf a house Just cornple 
ted by Kmmonh II UnVoiin, lOsq., of Ontario (Jo., N. 
Y,, on his farm in I'lmlps. It was deMlgnetl and the 
architectural drawings made by A. .1. Waiinkk, Ar 
ehlteet of Hoehnst. I , f V., mid- LulU b, Hi UI. TaV 
u»u, of Newark. Tlm building is cl’ wood with tin 
roof. I tie Inline Is tilled in with brink, which lenders 
It as warm as a brink building. The rooms me con¬ 
veniently arranged, and sufllcloptly large. T’lio house 
IS well proportioned in every particular. The main 
building is 2H by 30 feet, with posts 2ft feet high. 
The main Wing is 20 by 23 feet, with posts IH reel high. 
The other wing is 20 by 30 feel, with posts LI feel, 
high. The rooms on tlie principal lloor of the main 
building, and the silting room in the wing, lire Ml feet 
in lioighL. The kitchen and pantry M) feet. The 
rooms in the second story of the main building are 0 
feet high, and those in the wing 7 feet. Nearly all the 
looms are (iulshed w'tii butternut lumber, and var 
nlshcd, giving the wood work Its natural appearance. 

The collar, occupying the entire foundation, oxeep 
tin, wood-house, is divided into three rooms, mul sop 
united by stone walls. The floor throughout the cellmq 
is mn.de of cement, One room is used for I mil mul 
vegetables, one for milk, butter and cheese, and other 
pt'o1 ‘'doi. , and ti.i third .s . hall leading to the other 
two. Adjoining this hall is a largo cistern. The 
milk room is lathed mul plastered, which keeps it cool 
uml prevents dampness, Thin IIotl.se in appearance 
is tasteful mul sulliciently ornamental, and standing, 
as it docs, on a beautiful eminence overlooking a large 
extent of country, is much admired by all who see It. 
And although more oxpunslvd than a majority of I'm m 
houses, tlie cost is not a loss to the owner, as lie lias a 
farm that will warrant the outlay. 

•rfi: 

i r 

I'iitHT promt. 

A, I’arlor 17Lxl7‘, feel; II. Hull 9*14 feet; lied Room 

llxll fret, l>, lli'il Room, or Nursery— 11 x Ifi I'eet, , Closet; 

!•'. Ulilnu ('hum!.; tl, Dining or Sitting Room IflxlW'j f**t; 

// Kitchen- 12', < Id' rout; t I’ttntry U‘, <10I'eet, •/, Hull; 

A Sink, Mold Room, M, I'lutloiin, A', Wood I louse 

I4<lll feet; t). u Water < lonetn, /*, I'iu/./u , It, WiilU, or 

|SoiMug« way to Wuler ChmeU 

KKCOND P 1.00It. 

(I, I’lirlor ('handier 14»17 Au feel; A Hull tlx 171 . feel; e, r, r, 

UIOmoIm; t Red Room llxll I'eet; /', llitlli oi lied Room 

9x1 A feet; u Hull ti',x22 I'eet; h Library I'.’Lxl/i I'eet; 

Red Room iJLxll) fuiit;./, Kitchen ('hiuiilier; m m Roofs 

uf I’llWAIIM. 

The entrance to tin, attic mul observatory Is from 
the stair, in the hath room. The slop drum from the 
house piis>es under tin, water-closets mul from thence 
to the manure collar. The parlor and front hull are 
heated by a furnace In the cellar. Tin, entire cost 
of tin- building was three thousand dollars, uud it is 
considered a very line one for the money. 

THE 1,'OIIEHTH. lit form, as in texture 
The bent rib*of tho sbi 

M KitoiPtti. and nuinilieont everywhere, mul always, htitlroHH of a vast edlflci 
our Heavenly Father's goodness is conspicuous in the basket, were modeled fo 
JorrHiH. With gorgeous tints, and ever varied forms (loudness and Wisdom. 

In farm, as in texture, the tree anticipates Its uses. 
The bent ribs of the ship, and the bill llug-stall'; (lie 
buttress of a vast edifice, and the willow of a ladles 
basket, were modeled for our convenience by Inllulte 

of beauty, to please the eye mul gratify the taste, they 
answer myriad purposes in tin, commerce and busi¬ 
ness of mankind. 

Tin, Oak, emblem of power, answers for strength 

Itirlirr than thr mini's is tin• /mrst's wealthi rieher 
in other qualities than in those we have named. Fur¬ 
nishing, as it does, materials for oar cdiilces, our 
ships, our Implements and machinery, it performs it 

ludhui corn 

Winter win-,it 

Hprliig wheat 

$9, CIA,848 

8,82.'!, 811 

2,0:13,363 

and durability. The (Jodar tlelh s iteotiy. Tho elastic still higher ofllco Hi tlu, wondrous mechanism of our 
Hickory yields and reconsiders. Tlu, tall Ash of tlie globe. This, however, will form tlu, subject of 
lowlands, and the fruitful (‘hestnut, open to the wedge another article. We will here only assert, In general 
and make enduring fences. The I'lne, a richer gift terms, what, science and experience have made evi 
than enieraids, . Dong, light, durable, lit lor tho must dent, Unit forests exoi't a powerful influence upon 
of a mighty ship, or the dt<lmute mouldings of a ducal climate, soil, jiroductioiia, and, consequently, upon 
palace. Hooch and Itasswood, exact opposites; like man himself. 
diverse characters among men, 1111 their appointed It should have occurred to every one, long before 
places. The Walnut, Maple, Cherry, Rosewood, this, that the fact that many trees were made, was 
Mahogany, colored us exquisitely as IM iikn’m emivuss, proof that many trees were wanted. Where trees and 
mul bearing the diamond's polish, subserve the pur shrubs were omitted by Nature’s Architect, It was the loini '"due of thu thru* Fading grain crops, >20,1)92,Alt) and hearing the diamond’s polish, subserve the pur si,rubs were omitted by Nature’s Architect, it was the 

In the further treatment ol this subject I propose poses of usefulness and ornament In tlu, poor man’s symbol of desolation, the doom of barrenness, Un¬ 
to consider tlu, cow as a manufacturer of herbage cottage and emperor’s palace. Kven the knotty disfranchisement of limn, a notice that the simoom 
into milk, mul the vuriotis modes udopted to prepare excrescence is scooped into a bowl, or rounded into a mul tlie sirocco should reign there. Almost iiuiver 
tlie products ol milk lor mm kel. i\ maul. sally the lavoi d portionl "I the earth, tUc latitudes 



, _w tn Hw(.„ _were bequeathed to them eighteen recites. ana t.ve-etgntns o, hi. .... .. m 

: ;;rrt ck .V r "of are redded new*, to fusion-in other words to melt iL-would 

L mint, „f mankind an innovation, a binn- nnrtninly dtotroy ita form i 1 bo cnmpannon o ho 

, miatako, a nuiaanoo to ho nbatod. Tho fact inrun plattor .» not a good one. for tho roaaon that it 

tt; tho, pat thoro l,v Him to whom all aocrot. I- not nnfflclentl.v toed in tab.., to mjoro .to form. 
“ and a.l oonnonunnon. tooled, and worn it no. or .ta gta.dg, would ho a, poro„„ 

miHues for nothing. We, who contd never make n a hard burned tile. 
wo, d nor the tallest thing in it. feel competent to Raising the heat to just the nght degree to make a 

duct ir one that is made! The original design, immac- tile impermeable to moisture, without at the same turn- 

uiaU as <h,. decree of (Jon, is scarce inquired after,- warping or destroying its shape or completely luamg 

a„ vet it is everything There is Divine harmony it, is too difficult to be attempted by any of the present 

: n wVl aCc Zd onf and followed that.-there is known methods of burning; and if we occasionally 

perpetual discord when we lose sight of - the ground find a perfect one in this respect, it m merely ac, ..len- 
pt rpctu.il i tei The reason, then, why roofing tile are porous, 

P'h"I nnr oxpnrinmnTof eettlgg np for onmlvn. in b.n.nn. th.heal reqdjred to fiehe tbum toefdmrt. 
eminently eocceenfututoenoonrngn further or to vitrify them, will destroy the,; form; »ml as 

r^n°”Z in that direction? Are we stronger, when laid, they are exp .«dIt. compleb .ntorat.r n 

healthier b.pplnr, than our progenitor, whea tot with watnr. If exp.n.ton by fm.ie.ng will bn likely to 
healtnier, n»r P * - separate tbeir particles during our severe winters, 
created? .... 

With a liberal belief in "progress," we are not Bricks being more: compact in torm, will bear more 

going to make up faces at mankind. It can’t be con- intense heat than a large, thin sheet of the same 

eealed, however, that human affairs arc a good deal material, and still retain their shape sufficiently, for 

out of joint,—enough so to convince us that serious practical purposes; but there is a limit even to brick, 

mistakes have been committed. Touching the sub- which cannot be passed without reducing them to a 

joct in hand, we have hurricanes and tornadoes, shapeless mass. Good judgment and much experi- 

extremes of beat and cold, withering drouths and cnee is required in burning brick or tile in order to 

desolating floods, directly traceable to the removal of reach the point of partial fusion, or of the necessary 

the forests. All onr old citizens know that where shrinkage to make them of the required hardness 

once the brook murmured through the year, and the when cool. 

eighteen inches, and five-eighths of an inch in thick- which I immediately placed upon a table stand.ng of the sheep. How .seldom it is that we see a we 1- | 

ness to fusion-in other words to melt it-would near. The bees were very quiet, but soon all descend- conditioned annual of the bovme race infested w.tb 

certainly destroy its form? The comparison of the ed from the hive and remained quietly under it upon lice in the spring, while animals poorly fed and cared 

^ platter js not „ K„od one, for the reason that it the table till near the close of the day. Towards for. seldom escape. We adv.se every farmer who has 

rnoUnfficLntly fuseS in baking to injure ita form; evening, suspecting that the queen bee might be either a flock of sheep to read the follow,ng. and take 

it not for its glazing, would be as porous as injured or killed, I passed a small stick slowly under 
tit,. the swarm two or three times, and thereby removed 

counsel therefrom: 

Rural Notcs anb Stems. 

"Happy New Year” to all Ruraxists ! — Aye, to Cor¬ 

respondents, Agents, Subscribers, .and even borrowers and 
other outsiders. We would fain address each of the first three 

Raising tho hot to jo* the right kw to make , the q„«e bee. which .» tod. protably killed by sheep by the potato of twenty hod from . large 

tilehnpermeahieto mnlktorf, without at the name time the blow upon the We. The bn,„ very soon went np flock Itotwere rather poor condit.on. I fltted . 

wandtrtTor'doetroying its shape, or compInUdv Rising Into the hive, and were placed in the apiary three or loose stable with hoards and floor, ... wh.ch they 

r . too difficult to bo attempted bv an, !,f the'present four feet from the parent hive, another hive being he- were kept n.ghte and stormy day, bav.ng board, 
it,, is ioo uiiHLun w i u i • ~ Thi-re thev nuiotlv remained during hung on hinges at the sides, that conld be opened 
known methods of burning; and ,f we occasionally tween the two There they « , ventilation. 

find a perfect one in this, respect, it is merely acciden¬ 

tal. The reason, then, why roofing tile are porous, 

is because the heat required to make them non-pornnx, 

created? 
With a liberal belief in 

ox feasted on luxuriant vegetation in winter months, 

tiie frost*, inexorable as doom, now hold in their iron 

grasp through successive months, tho stream, the soil 

and its products. Where once furs and overcoats 

were never a necessity, the winds hold frequent ear- 

Robkrt Jamkson, Mineralogist of Edinburg, says 

alumina, (which I suppose to he pure clay,) is infusi¬ 
ble. Mr. Lyman says it is fusible at a white beat,— tending them, 

which is right? My own experience would incline Rochester, be 

me to agree with Mr. L.; but perhaps I have never 

the whole of the next day, and until between twelve 

and one o’clock on the day following, with no move¬ 

ment, except occasionally one would come out and 

either fly away or return, to the hive without taking 

wing. And now comes what may he regarded by 

some as an almost or quite incredible part ol the story. 

While T was standing within a few feet of the apiary, 

I noticed a commotion in the parent hive, and soon a 

small colony came out of it and passed by the inter¬ 

vening one and entered into the new hive, very few 

of the bees taking wing at all. In less than half an 

hour from that time the new swarm was lively and at 

work, and in a few days the hive was well tilled. 

How the new swarm communicated to the parent 

hive the loss of their queen, and induced them to fur¬ 

nish another, which the above facts would seem to 

indicate was done, I am unable to explain, but if sim¬ 

ilar occurrences are "Known to have taken place, I 

would like to see a statement of the circumstances at- 

t/»ndinrr ITirttn. W M. feLOCOMB. 

Rochester. December 24th, 1860. 

nival, and the driving Btorms are a terror and a plague seen or used pure clay, except, it may be, the New 

to man and beast. Grains and grass tliat are now Jersey fire clay, which, for aught I know, may owe 

abandoned as too tender for the climate, when woods its infusibillty to its purity. Will some practical 

were plenty made sure and vigorous growth. Springs scientific man give us more light on the clay subject? 

and rivulets that never ceased their flow, arc now dry Clay, N. Y„ Dec., 1M0. * Ckawpokd. 

as Sahara when summer comes. Our correspondent expresses just the difficulty we 

wore picniy, luaac uiut vihwi^uo -o 

and rivulets that never ceased their flow, are now dry Clay, N. Y., Dec., UOO. J. A. Crawpoud. 

as Sahara when summer comes. Our correspondent expresses just the difficulty we 

Scientific men forewarned us of all this, and travel- supposed to exist, and it was for this reason that we 

ers assure us that older nations are reaping the bitter called for information from practical brick and tile- 

fruits of their folly in this respect. A well known makers, 

writer and traveler recently assured me that in Greece, 

and other eastern countries, desolation followed the £ t t t t t. 

ax. “ Woodman, spare that tree,” should be the U - - * 

imltoil ery «f all who reepeet II,0 Ordinance of a A 

Heaven and the good of eartu. „ , . A. . .. , 
, , ,. , We find, from time to time, in many of our agn- 

Wo invite attention to t ns su y < t. , iop<, out cu]tura| journ!l|Hi large, and sometimes incredulous 
friends may suggest a plan for restoring the requisite ^ ,n d tQ ^ fi(s of bce.cu]turo; an(1 

amount of trees to this deluded and denuded country. ^ jt ^ u> neceR8ftry U) furnish proper tes- 

Tree Associations, - how would that do /<rst, tjmony when Bnch information is given, that it may 

Trees by the roadside. Second, Ire-s to intercept received as reliable. 

the wind wherever it luts a "long streti 1, or s 11 os ,p(j ()o j woui,i (jay? without further preliminary 

hard. 7/nrd, Trees adjusted to prevent rt uP(’n ,.0^,.]^^ that the apiary of which 1 am about to state 
railroads, and all thoroughfares, l.mrth Trees to ^ ^ UHtonj,.binR iw in the town Of Alabama, 

protect nil gardens, graperies, and orchards, hfth, Oo.» N. Y., and is owned by Ohauncky S. 

Barricades of trees at regular intervals of from one- ](AB#1KflTOl< wll0M(, p. 0. address is Akron, Erie Go., 

fourth to one-half of a mile in all fields, and prairies, ^ who wil, cfioerfully verify the following 

unless specially protected by hills and mountain staten)Cnte) jfneceTOaiy: 

ranges. That’s our motion,-who seconds it?—h.t. b. Mj. h had ,n the gprjng of 1859 fivc gtocks offices 

* ♦- in the Week’s hive, which is provided with a surplus 

RURAL NOTES BY S. W. honey chamber holding two boxes, and will, when 

$mal .Spirit of the ^rc$$. 
<i ninny ill Hogs. 

A writer in the Baltimore Hun says that this 

disease, if not taken in hand at once on discovery, is 

very apt to prove fatal. Many hogs have been lost 

from want of proper care and proper remedies. lie 

gives his experience as follows:—“ i had two fine 

ones attacked with this disease, hut 1 could find no 

one who could tell me what to do for them. The 

progress of the disease was very rapid. In one case, 

especially, 1 noticed in the morning, at feeding time, 

that he had no appetite; in a few hours 1 perceived 

his throat was swelling, but was at a loss to account 

“Borne twelve years since I began a new flock of cla-sses at some length, b»t neither time or spuec admit of 

sheep, by the purchase of twenty head from a large more than a brief paragraph to alb O/rr/'yponilmu who have 

Bock that were in rather poor condition. I fitted a "TiH. n for our pages on practical subjects, have our thanks 

loose stable with boards and floor, in which they *>r ttrir frw*. We hope to fluently hear from them, and 
, . . . , . . . , otherft, on useful topic* vnth which they arc familiar. But, 

were kept oigntA and stormy days, having boards .. , . v r .... * . .... . . 
1 n - though we hare more space than hitherto, we intuit still enjoin 

hung on hinges at the sides, that conld be opened brevltjr and cc,DcLscnras. Ia writuiB for publication herein. 

and shut at pleasure, for the purpose of ventilation, pi,.**, omit all circumlocution, or talk about tho merit* of the 

The result was, my sheep gained all winter without rural, and pttc/, viit> your subject at one.- — giving the gist of 
grain of any kind, or roots, and in the spring not a tl.,- matter with th- necessary fact* ..mi rtgtnes, in as (evt and 

tick was seen on any of them. Such has been my expressive and comprehensive words and sentences w possible. 

practice from that time to the present, and some i!>-asplam and practical a* posable — that is, wn-ae just as you 
, . , , . , . | .. . ._, would tatk to a friend, for it is not necessary to get on stilts 

years have wintered eighty—commonly about fortv , . 
J and nse large, dictionary words to be an instructive writer, 
or fifty - have never fed any oil meal, and have never f)o ^ ^ thn, not ,inly tpach oue anotheru bat> 

seen a tick on eitl.ei sheep or lamb during the whole pj- occupying little space, give other* » hearing — remember- 

of that time. 1 think the doctrine of protection from tliat we wish to give the views of many, and allow the <ha 

cold, wet storms in late full, winter, and spring, with cushion of various subjects, in each issue--Arjmi FiimtU 

good care and keep, will eradicate all the ticks in (those who arc voluntarily aiding our circulation) arc doing 

America. An experience of twelve years is satisfae- *o nobly thu. season that we t>cnd lower than over before 

tory to me at least. Now M ti.e time for those that I nndt'r th" 'vt'iRht of oWi«aMttn- }!ut whilp W(' are 
, .... , . , . . enabling the Rural to rise higher than ever before—for they 

raise ticks and wish to get rid of them, to prepare a .7 .. 
are giving ns the confidence and tncang to excel all former 

shelter for their sheep, and see that they arc taken pfforU They not only ace that there h, no secession from our 

care of in our cold, wet storms, find all will be safe, lba, but are securing large accessions almost everywhere — in 

Such at least is my experiecc.’’ the East and West, North and Booth—;u> numerous remit- 

. . «. . . tanees daily attest. Go on. good friends of the Rural and 

., , , v rat i e> its Objects! The enlarged paper will enable yon to keep the 

i?) U QUl VI CjS ^VUSU f fb. ball moving, and we will cheerfully send you extra numbers 

for specimens, or duplicate those you lose or soil In procuring 

Scar on rns Eye-lids or Cattle.— Will some of the subscribers.-Subscritjers can at this season greatly pro- 
Kvhal's numerous correspondent* inform me what is the mpte the circulation and usefulness of the paper by showing 
matter with my cattle, and the remedy? They seem to be , . . , . . , , 
afl -cted with a scab, commencing on the eye lids, and it tr> non subscriber* and s»ymg H word in its behalf, 
spreading ill a circle around Uie eyes, causing them to look Many are quietly using their influence in aid of tho Rural 
very singular ond feel very disagreeabbs I presume judging by forming clubs or joining their efforts with others,) 
from their actions—W W. Charm an, Brookfield, Eaton Oo., , . .. 
Mkhit/iin 18d0 and we trust all Its friends — new gutwi-ribers as well as those 

long registered on our books — are disposed to do likewise so 

Tanning Rawhide — Noticing an article commending the ^ convenient and consistent For terms to clubs, induce- 

.—to" tortlcl.-- FWtatort. NISO-, to, I. 

subscribers who will inform me as to the mode of fitting it up appropriate department* of this number. 

raise ticks and wish to get rid of them, to prepare a 

shelter for their sheep, and see that they are taken 

care of in our cold, wet storms, find all will be safe. 

Such at least is my experiecc.” 

^Inquiries ami gutsuw. 
Scar on tits Eye-luis or Cattle,— Will some of the 

RURAl's numerous correspondent* inform me what is the 
matter with my cattle, and the remedy? They seem to be 
affi-eted with a scab, commencing on tho eye-lids, and 
spreading III a circle around the eyes, causing them to look 
very singular and feel very disagreeable. I presume judging 
from their actions —W W. Chary.an. Brookfield, Eaton Oo., 
Michigan, ISdO 

Tanning Rawhide.— Noticing an article commending the 
use of prepared rawhide for many little matters about the 
farm, and perceiving the utility of the same, any of your 
subscribers who will inform me as to tho mode of fitting it up 
for work, will oblige —A Canadian SCBBCRIBKB. Hamilton, 
V, IV , I SCO. 

The article referred to was taken from an agricultural 
exchange, and appeared In the Rural of Pec. 8th It* tenor 
is doubtless fresh in the memory of our readers, and we hope 
they will favor the writer of the above query by furnishing 

the desired information 

To Kill Sorrel.— In a recent number of the Rural. T. 

Good Sage Ciir.kse — is a rare article in this market, but 

we know where it is (or was recently) obtainable. For in¬ 

stance, some weeks ago we received a sizeable box, with heavy 

contents — and on examination discovered a huge sage choose 

from tie- Dairy of Hon. T. C. Peters, of Darien, Genesee Co. 

Since then quite a number of friends whose pedal extremities 

have been placed beneath our cherry or black walnut (dining 

We find, from time to time, in many of our agri- for u- by night he seeinml unable to stand, his throat E I(K,„OHR wishes to know how to kill sorrel. I would table,) have voted that cheese to bo prime, and it is but just 
. ’ * n . ... g..... . j. j r Y— .1 •_e__ 

cultural journals, large, and sometimes incredulous ailj neck swelled to an enormous size, and his breath■ inform bin. that it can he killed by once plowing in the 

accounts In regard to the profits of bcc-cultnro; and jI)g became very difficult, and by the next morning month of July, August, or fore part of September, providing 

hence it seems to be necessary to furnish proper tea- be Wll8 dead; in a few days his death was followed by the ground i* very dry at the time of plowing. About the i*t 

titnony when such information is given, that it may tliat of another, and another. On prosecuting my of September, 1859,1 plowed several patches of sorrel (ittsll, 
* ■ a**.* \ .... ».U foRM unri linn rifr Ihn tvivl hfi H I 

he received as reliable. inquiries, I ascertained it to he the quinsy, and was 

To do this, I would say, without further preliminary advlse,d to mix flour of sulphur in their feed, which I 

remarks, that the apiary of which I am about to state (jj(ji an(j have not lost* any more, nor have they been 

u few astonishing facts, is in the town of Alabama, troubled witl. the disease.” 

Genesee Go., N. Y., and is owned by Ghauncky S. 
Harrington, whose P. O. address is Akron, Erie Go., Dwarf Droo.n torn. 

tliiH Btate, who will cheerfully verify the following S. Burnett, of Vincennes, Ind., gives to the 

statements, if necessary: Ohio Former his experience with Dwarf Broom Corn 

Mr. 11. had in the spring of 1859 five stocks offices lust year, from which it would seem not to be “just 

in the Week’s hive, which is provided with a surplus the thing" for those who farm with an eye to profit. 

Dwarf Broom Corn has received some attention 

from cultivators, the past season. I procured seed 

BUBAL NOTES BY S. W. honey chamber holding two boxes, and will, when He says: 
full, contain about 25 lbs. These stocks that season Dwarf Broom Corn bas received some attention 

My Friend, D. D. T. Moore:—Who would have gave five swarms, which were saved; four put into the from cultivators, the past season. I procured seed 

believed, a few short weeks ago, that even bellicose Langstroth movable cone hives, and tho other into and planted in May, on good, well-prepared com 

South Carolina would so soon secede from our glo- tlic Week’s hive. All of these wintered well,—so that land, two rows thirty rods long and cultivated well, 

rious Union, to suffer alone the penalty of so great a jast spring, I860, Mr. H. had ten good stocks. How It grew to the height of four or five feet, and headed 

the ground is very dry at the time of plowing. About the 1st 

of September, 18.09, I plowed several patches of sorrel (iuftll, 

near two acres,) on niv farm, and during the past season T 

have not been able to find a single plant. Flowing when the 

ground ha. much moisture tn it, will he of no benefit — 

Arraiiam Thomas, Jtijmn, Eon du Iajc. Co., WTs., I860. 

What Ails the Ox4—Will you, or some nl vournumerous 
subscribers, tell tin* what ails niv ox, or what I shall do for 
him? Early last spring he hatl the horn distemper, and was 
doctored accordingly. Tie works well, eat* well, runs well, 
hut still keeps poor.—W I. 8., Gaines. A'. )' 1800 

From so iincomplete a description of the peculiar difficulty, 

or disease, to which your animal is subject, we cannot point 

out a remedy. It may lie this result of the distemper—it may 

arise from improper medical treatment at the period of his 

sickness—orit may be the fruits of an ms other malady, (’lease 

to furnish ns a more complete diagnosis, and we will be happy 

to respond Meantime the patient and his case are in the 

hands of our agricultural readers, and some of them may 

unravel the enigma. 

blunder? But, if generous treatment does not bring 

her back, and she commits no overt acts, she must, 

like Ephraim, be “let alone for a season,” at least, no 

man should “ east the first stone” who hits indirectly 

participated in the profits of stave-grown cotton. 

It is truly refreshing, at this time of panic and mon- 

much surplus honey Mr. II. had last season I am un¬ 

able to say—he had quite a quantity however. The 

increase, it will lie obvious, was quite ordinary. 

The ten stocks this season, I860, gave seventeen 

swarms, which were saved. All, with the exception 

of six, were put into the Langstroth hives. Mr. H. 

four inclie^^ivelcuied. At cutting time, it thought I would drop voti a few line* to sou If you had any 

d that thcflfc of The brush thus involved, ^^-uIl‘NewYo!'.^'ydS wm rnu%'obiVU- 

etary derangement, to see, not only farmers, hattheir luw this season taken oil' from the hives of tho ten 

wives and daughters, and many villagers, coming into 

Smith’s to renew their yearly subscriptions to the 

agricultural and city papers. It would do you good 

to sec the rural feminines come in, and, without say¬ 

ing a word, walk up to the alphabetical pigeon-holes 

and take out their Hrrai. New Yorkkk. The present 

mail will probably give you a material earnest that the 

new year’s subscription to tho Hi rai. will not be 

affected by hard times in fertile little Seneca, [Aye, 

friend Smith has “reported progress” sending over 

a hundred subscribers in bis first letter. ] 

I well remember when, in the day of small things, 

almost every farmer who was asked to take an agri¬ 

cultural paper felt his infallibility insulted. But that 

day, like the dark ages, is past and gone I hope for 

ever and ever; and now every farmer (except him 

who believes that all lie does not know is not worth 

learning, or in the more comfortable doctrine, that 

“ignorance is bliss.”) not only takes the paper*, but 

he feels that they are indispensable to his mental com¬ 

fort and instruction. 
Your reply to a correspondent who did not believe 

in composting manures was to the point. How can 

it be that any observant farmer has not discovered the 

very great benefit, both mechanical and chemical, of 

composting manure, as the true means of both in¬ 

creasing the quantity and adding to the value of the 

manure? 1 have often thought that farmers as a class 

were the most economical of men, and so they are in 

social expenditure; but in relation to themuinchance, 

that which enriches the soil of their farms and gives 

them tint remunerating crops, they are often more 

reckless and wasteful than almost any other class in 

community. I mean in the making, saving and ap¬ 

plication of manures, How often I have seen farmers 

hard at work hauling out barn-yard manure that had 

been both washed and firc-fauged until it did not con 

tain one per cent, of nitrogen! A tithe of the la Dor 

now expended in loading and hauling such an inert 

mass, would have saved that manure with all its or¬ 

ganic matter Intact. No wonder so many farmers 

complain of the expense of feeding and fattening farm 

stock, when no systematic efforts are made to com¬ 

post and make the most of the rich but wasting ma¬ 

nure. I once asked a farmer what kind of farm stock 

he found most profitable. He replied, “ My breeding 

sow. I sell her pigs at a few weeks old for roasters, nt 

from $2 to $11 each, and the sow is so' good a coin- 

poster of dry peat and sea weed that she makes fifteen 

ox cart loads of manure in a year.” 9. w. 
Waterloo, Xmas, 1860. 

TILE FOR ROOFING. 

EnrroRS Rural New-Yorker:—I am not a practi¬ 
cal writer, but am a practical brick and drain tile 
maker, and ms such, by your leave, will give some 

stocks and seventeen swarms, 836 lbs. of surplus 

honey, the most of which was disposed of by contract 

at 14 cents per pound. 

8X6 lbs. surplus honey at 14 cents per lb. $117 04 
17 swarms, exclusive of hive, $5 each . 85 00 

Profits of the 10 old stocks. .$202 04 

It grew to the height of four or five feet, and headed unravel the enignip. 

much like tho common variety, except the brush did 
, .* % ,L„ iou+ I„„e l..ft Koot Rot in SiiEKr.— Ah my Bbeep are troubled with the 

not push entirely out Ot tnc last, leal shrath, hi - ll |)(. pilt ,in(] 1 cannot lind any remedy for it 1 

three or four inch! ^fcivelcMied, At cutting time, it thought 1 would drop von a few line* to see It you had any 

was found that thefft of%e brush thus’involved. ilMV'- 

ftnd the stalks attached, were mildewed, brown and Cyrus Galvin, Ahington. i860. 

red, whereas it should have been bright green, or \v,. give the experience of two practical sheep-breeders 

white, in order to sell well in market. Besides, it upon this topic, one of whom represents “ Down East,’’and 

was three times as much trouble to cut as the coni the other thn “Great West:” 

inoti, having to cut the stalk, then strip off the leaf; The representative of Yunkeedom says it can be cured 
h , ..... i • *, * i effectually bv tho following method:—1st. l ore and scrape the 

ami it is too low' to table for drying, so it must, he cuooiuaw.v uj '' „ m..,Lr hv 

laid on the table ground. 1 think I shall not raise TOC|UJS of MlRT|, knir,. ^d, Then apply a strong decoction 

any more dwarf broom corn; but if any one else 0j tobacco, in wbleh ho* been dis*olved a* much blue vitriol 

wishes to try it, he is welcome to what seed T have. (pulverized) os will dissolve, to which is added a small portion 

Or S‘20 20-100 per stock! The Week’s hives—8 in 

number—gave 213 lbs. of surplus honey, —27 lbs. each, 

nearly. The Langstroth hives—13 in number—gave 

623 lbs of surplus honey,—48 lbs. ench, nearly. It will 

also he observed that only 21 colonies produced sur¬ 

plus honey; 21 colonies, 836 lbs. honey, 40 lbs. each, 

nearly. 
I presume some one is now ready to inquire:—“Have 

the colonies honey enough to winter them w ith safety 1 

Have these colonies been fed?” Tn reply to these in¬ 

quiries, 1 would say that I visited Mr. H. and his 

apiary a few weeks since for the express purpose of 

ascertaining these points. Mr. H. and myself thor¬ 

oughly examined each colony, and estimated that 

the colonies would average at least 30 lbs. of honey, 

nearly every frame being tilled with comb and honey. 

As 25 lbs. is generally sufficient to winter a colony of 

bees, even in an exposed situation, there will be no 

danger of losing any bees for want of food. There 

seems to lie but little difference in the weight of cueli 

Suiting Wheat tn the Mow. 

W. F. Cooi’Kit, of Lancaster, Pa., in an essay 

on Cutting and Harvesting Grain, published in the 

Farmer and Gardener, says, in storing wheat in a 

mow, lie commences on one side, places the sheaves 

in regular layers, with the butts outside, tramping 

heavily on tho butt of each as it is laid down. The 

next layer is placed with the tops lapping about half 

way over the first, care being taken to keep the heads 

or tops uppermost. Whoa the entire space of the 

mow is covered in this way, common ground salt is 

Sprinkled all over the mow on the top of the layer, at 

the rate of four quarts to every twenty dozen sheaves 

of wheat— a larger proportion of salt if the sheaves 

are very large. During the sweating, the salt is dis¬ 

solved and absorbed by the grain and straw. The 

effect of this practice has been to make the grain 

brighter, and bring two or three cents more per 

bushel than that which was not salted. Millers say 

the yield of Hour is larger and whiter. Cattle eat the 

Gyros Calv in, Ahington, 1860. 

We give the experience of two practical sheep-breeders 

upon thi* topic, one of whom represents “ Down East. ’ and 

the other tho “ Great West:” 
The representative of Yunkeedom savs it can be cored 

effectually bv the following method:—1st, Fore and scrape the 

hoof most thoroughly, ridding it of all offensive mutter by 

means of a sharp knife. 2d, Then apply a strong decoction 

of tobacco, in which has been dissolved as much blue vitriol 

(pulverized) a* will dissolve, to w hich i*added a small portion 

spirit* turpentine. The vitriol is a caustic—the tobacco is 

healing — and the lurpentln* is penetrating. In slight 

affections, two application* live or six day* apart, will effect 

a cure. In severe cases, it must be followed np for a few 

weeks. 1 have known sheep that walked on their fore knees, 

not being able to touch their fore feet to the ground, 

completely cured by this remedy. Remember that the knife 

performs an essential part m the cure; use it thoroughly, 

Butter of antimony, lime, alum, white lead, vitriol, and 

other caustics, hare been used and failed The tobacco is 

needed to heal 
Our Western friend says his remedy is simply nitric acid 

and copper. Take about ten ounces for a hundred sheep, 

and put ten coppers into it,— it w ill generally eat one copper 

to an ounce, it is to be put on with a feather, after the feet 

have been well pared dow*n. I have tried spirit* of turpentine 

and blue vitriol, and boiling tar. but saw no benefit until 1 

tried the nitric acid and copper. I cured my flock of 200 with 

one application. 
-♦ . . ♦ 

Points of ^ijvintUural Societies. 

colony in the Langstroth hives, as by the means of Btraw |-reely jt ^ ,t in08t effectual remedy against 

the frames Mr. L. has been enabled pretty nearly to t!l(, barn wcevil. Experience has prmW this to be 

equalize their Contents. Mr. H. informs mo that the 

fields in his vicinity were literally covered with white 
clover, which secreted tin abundance of honey nearly * ar0 ol <*. indwton. h. 

the whole season, thereby affording his bees extraor- The American Agriculturist says perhaps there 

dinarv facilities for laying up large and almost fabu- no farm implement which is more useful and so 

Ions stores of honey. Mr. L. says tliat no honey nor little esteemed as the grindstone. If it was kept 

liquid of anv kind wa* fed t„ his hoc*. Were it not I under shelter ami otherwise properly taken care of. 

apprehend that some of the foregoing statements may, one of these instruments should last almost a man s 

by some, ho discredited, I would give the profits of lifetime, instead of wearing out m a few years, 

one or two of his heat colonies. It may perhaps be No grindstone should he exposed te. the weather, 

t larger and winter, uatuc e.u uic Thh AflsxJAl meeting of the U. S. Agricultural Society is 

1 a most effectual remedy against to 1)0 lu,ld at ,hl, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, on the 

Experience has proved this to be Wednesday, (Oth) of January, 1861. State and other 

Ag. Societies are cordially invited to send delegates. Tin* 

that the (Incision bo thus publicly recorded. (Judging from 

the quality of this product, we have no doubt Mr. I’.’s series 

of articles on the Dairy, commenced in this number, will lie 

both practical and instructive,] 

— More recently, we have been favored with a fine sage 

cheese from Mr. Chas. 8, Mack, of Lockport — another friend 

who has discovered our good taste ! Being already well 

supplied, Mr. M.'s favor was mostly disposed of among our 

associates, who report favorably as to it* quality, though it 

lack* that flavor and richness which age would impart. Fear 

it will not keep, or he kept, long enough to test those qualities. 

Dog Show in England.— A late number of the Ijondon 

Field give* an interesting acconntof a Dog Show recently held 

in Birmingham, which attracted a good deal of attention from 

the lovers of the canine race The jeiinterrs and setters were 

the most numerous, amounting to over one hundred, and rep¬ 

resenting the bent blood of the three Kingdoms The hounds 

were not numerous, though there werfl^Bme good deer and 

ffreyhound*. Spaniels were well represented, and the curious 

w ere gratified by a sight Of two (wxir hounds. The ladies were 

particularly attracted by the little /any/, or what the English 

call toy flogs, w hile their brother* and husbands allowed more 

interest iu IbemaetiJJ;, lad!drug;.. Actefowndlctnds and thcep fifty.' 

Among the foreign dogs shown were three Alpine mastiffs, 

one Oulvati mastiff, fine AY. Bernard dog, a Russian terrier, an 

Indian terrier, and two Maltese dogs. 

* - 

About Asrks.—Ash Buyer— Any ashes to soil to-day? 

Farmer—No, sir. 

Ash Buyer—Give you eight cents, in cash, a bushel. 

Farmer—Can get twenty five cents a bushel. 

Ash Buyer—Guess you are mistaken 

Farmer—Guess I ain’t. 

Ash Buyer—Who’ll give it? 

Farmer—Smith, at the Red Mill. 

Ash-Buyer—Smith don’t buy ashes, nor never did. 

Farmer—yen, but I put the ashes on my com and wheat, 

and the asl.es make grain, and then Smith buys them at all 

that I said ! 

Wisconsin Ao’l Transactions.—We are indebted to Mr. 

Secretary Hoyt for a copy of tho “Transactions of the 

Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, with Reports of County 

Societies, anil kindred Association*.” This Is the fifth volume 

issued by the Society, and comprise* the Transactions of 

1858-50. It is a handsome volume of 555 pages, creditably 

illustrated with portrait* of prize animals, a Map of the 

I’enokee Iron Itauge, &c. The reports, essays, etc., are well 

arranged and valuable—and quite^interesting to us a* showing 

the progress of Rural Improvement in Wisconsin. 

A Short Article ON Manures. —If you must throw your 

manure out under the eaves, put up an eave-trough to carry 

off the water. Never leave your horse manure for a single 

dav in a pile whore it will heat. Distribute it under a shed 

w ith hog or cattle manure, or dirt, or draw it out into the 

field, and put In very small pile* Examine your sheep sheds, 

and see that your sheep manure don’t heat. Use next to no 

litter, and it will pack and not heat; or spread over it muck 

liberally, or any earth and pi inter—h. t. b. 

The Weather during the holidays has been quite coinfort- 

f arc of Grlndwtnnow. at tht, Agricultural Rooms, Albany, on Wednesday, Feb. 13th, 

The American Agriculturist says perhaps there jgqi-That of the Vermont State Ag. Society, at Rutland 

Annual Meeting of the N Y. State Ag. Society, will be held yor t)u. reason — pleasant, but cloudy — the temperature 

at tho Agricultural Rooms, Albany, on Wednesday, Feb. 13th, ^.iug generally below the freezing point, and rarely rising 

is no farm implement which is more useful and so 

little esteemed as the grindstone. If it was kept 

under shelter and otherwise properly taken care of, 

one of these instruments should last almost a man's 

lifetime, instead Of wearing out in a few years. 

No grindstone should he exposed to the weather, 

the Letter way, all things considered, to let what has “ I10t ”»'.v W*** ^e work’ but tho *un’* 
Leon said suffice rays harden the stone so much as in time to render it 

, , , , , useless; neither should it be run in water, as the part 
In conclusion let me remark, that the foregoing in lht> water softens so much that it wears 
.A __1. It, Mcf.timnnA 4 r\ flin ImvtAtr vunun All nfillLDii ® 

been said suffice. 

Tn conclusion, let me remark, that the foregoing 
statements in reference to the honey, were condensed 
from a memorandum which Mr. H. keeps expressly 
for the purpose of knowing the exact profit of each 
colony. M. M. Baldridge. 

MiddlBport, Niagara Co.. N. Y,, Dec. 4. 1860. 

A New Queen from an Olil Hive. 

Mr. Editor:—Having noticed in your paper of 

the 15th Inst, some curious facts relating to the habits 

of bees, Tam induced to state an occurrence which 

some years since fell under my own observation in 

Ohio, where T then resided. I have stated the facts to 

several gentlemen acquainted with the habits of bees, 

none of whom had ever heard of a similar occtii ivnce. 

I have not, n any other way made the ease public for 

Jan. 10th, in»t -That or the Monroo Co..(N Y.) Ag. 8o 

piety, at the Court House, Rochester, Jnn. 9th. 

Tits Kentucky .State Ag. Society held it* annual meeting 

Dec. Oth Reported bulauce of $5,000 in Treasury. Officers 

elected President — Col L, J TIhadeord, Bracken Co. Vice 

1‘residents — F Bwigert. Franklin Co.; Dr. J A. Tomlinson, 

Mercer Co.; Dr David King, l.ogao Co.- Directors— R. W. 

Scott, Franklin Co., Abram Buford Woodford Co.; 0. H llur- 

liridge, Bourbon Co.; Wm. Warfield. Fayette Oo.; George L. 

Forman, Mason Oo.; Gibson Mallory, Jefferson Oo., W. A. 

Cooke. Mercer Co.; 8 T. Drane, Shelby Co,; Goo. Denny, Gnr- 

uwhv faster than the other side, and many a “soft rardCo.j J B. O’Baanon, Jefferson Co.; J. U. Bar rick, Bar 

place” in a stone has arisen from this cause alone, renCo.; J. 8. Phelps, Christian Co.; J. J. Towle*, Henderson 
, . „ „i,,_ Tl,,. in-oner Oo.; B. 0 Harreld, Union Co.; Willis B Mftchen, Lyon Co. and not from anv inequality in the grit, i lie proper > . 

wav is to allow the water to drop on the stone as it is The N H. State ag. SocKrys annual moo ting hok 
. . % . RriiorUM financially proHporouri. Ollicerrt electee 

needed, either from a cast-iron water cup, or (what Jec.^th * Estes,^Dovcr Secretary— A 

answers very well) an old white load keg, supported y Dover. Treasure!—F. Smyth, Manchester. Direct 

above the stone with u spile near the bottom, which g Walker,Claremont; A. Hoitt. Durham; J. Preston 

can be driven in when not needed, and il kept filled Ipswich; W Harrimau, Warner; N. 8. Berry, Hebron, 

with water will last a long time. Finally, the stone Caydoa Co. (N. Y.) Ag. Society.—At the recent annua 

should not be allowed to gut “out of round,” us no I nlPt.t;n„ held at Auburn, the following officers were eloctei 

above it. It is a remarkable fact that, the temperature of 1660 

exceeded the mean of the 24 years by nearly two degree* — 

the mean of the year just closed being 48.2 degree* So 

report* our « Clerk of the Weather,” who is good authority 

Lectures and Addresses on Rural Subjects are in order 

at this season, and we would direct attention to the announce¬ 

ment of Henry 0. Vail, Esq., who is a competent writer 

and speaker Knowing the difficulty which officers of Ag. 

Societies. Clubs, &c.. often experience in procuring speaker*, 

we take pleasure in being able to refer to one so well qualified 

a* is Mr. V. to promptly respond te invitations. 

Horses and Butter.—A traveler in India relates that the 

horses of the Meer of Scinde are fed each morning, after 

Tiik N 11. State Ag. Society's annual meeting wm held being watered, a pound of coarse sugar and a pound of clarified 

Dec. 20th. Rr-portSd financially prosperous. Officer* elected 

for 1861: J‘resident—W. F. Ektkb, Dover. Secretary — A. 

Young. Dover. Treasures— F. Smyth, Manchester, Direct¬ 

ors—J S. Walker, Claremont; A. Hoitt. Durham; J. Preston, 

New Ipswich; \V Harrimau, Warner; N. S. Berry, Hebron. 

Cayuua Co. (N. Y.) Ag. Society.—At the recent annual 
meeting, held at Auburn, the following officers were elected 

tool cun be properly ground unless the stone runs President— Alanson M. Clark. Vice President — 

ideas suggested to my mirnl by the communication of fear of its being regarded us u large story, but will 
Wm. Lym an, Esq., in a late number, on thu subject of now make a simple statement of what fell under my 
roofing tile. He says, “ I urn yet to believe that good own observation, and you can make such US0 of it as 
sand and good clay well mixed, and brought to an yon may deem proper. 
incandescent or white heat,” Ac., “can admit, con¬ 

tain, or communicate moisture sooner than glass,— 

and at a white heat, silex and alumina arc fused, 

carbon is incorporated, and the compound is a vit¬ 

rified mass, incapable of communicating moisture." 

All this is very true with regard to sncli materials as 

are commonly used in the manufacture of brick and 

tiles; but does not Mr. L. know that to heat a tile of 

A pretty large swarm left the parent hive quite early 

in the day and soon clustered near the top of a small 

locust tree, without tiny limbs, which lmd been set 

out a few days before near my apiary. It was simply 

a bare pole some eight or ten feet in height. As T 

did not. like to saw off the top and thereby injure the 

tree I held n hive a little below the swann, and a friend 

struck the opposite side of the tree with a mallet. 

the dimensions he proposes, viz., twenty-four by This process jarred them into the hive very well, 

true; if it should become uneven, get some one to 

turn it, and with a nail rod raze it down until it 

becomes perfectly round. Greasy or rusty tools 

should lie well cleaned before grinding, or they will 

choke ,ip the grit. If this should occur, a little 

sharp sand and water on a board kept against the 

stone while turning, will dean it off and sharpen up 

the grit. __ 

fiooil Keeping vn. Sliecp Tick.*. 

Many remedies are resorted to for the purpose of 

ridding sheep of ticks, and it is not unfrequeutly the 

case that the remedy is worse than the evil to be 

removed. A correspondent of the Country (ientle- 

muv gives a remedy —or rather a preventive —which 

serves a double purpose; tliat is, keeping oft the 

tick, and at the same time improving the condition 

flutter, wluch are made into balls—that the horses eat greedily 

after being once used to it. The writer notes tliat it fattens 

the horses prodigiously. 

The Maine Farmer commence* it* 29th volume in an 

entire new dres*, figure head, &c., and a better arrangement 

of department* than heretofore. The Fanner is edited, as of 

vore, fly Dr. E Hol.MKS, who always renders it interesting 

and valuable. Hong may it wave ” Published at Augusta, 

Me., fly Homan k Manley, at S2 per annum. 

ITSkcketawks op Au’l Societies will confer a favor by 

N C sinjoug (and one for each town in the County.) Nmre- and valuable. *’ Long may U wave iraouaneu av 
tVrv-Jolm G. Hornier. Treasurer—I* C. Mann. Directors Me., fly Homan k Manley, at $2 per annum. 

(to fill vacancies) — John B. Cuykcndall Owdaco; RobertBfU- —- 
Aurelius; Joseph I. Taylor, Meats:. I^Skcr eta hies op Au’l Societies will confer a favor fly 

Or. kan8 Co (N Y.) Society.-Meeting held on the 10th furnishing u* the proceedings of theirlannualjmeetings, a* 
u,t. floors elected: President-David N. Hatch, Murray, we wish te publish lists of new officers, and note all toportant 
!>/ President_Abner B. Bailey, Murray. Treasurer- Wil- matter* pertaining to such organizations Please gree ns the 
iS F. tSlreen, Albion. Cretan,-Oscar F. Burns. Albion, facts and figures- name* of officers, state of treasury, *tc.._a* 

„ ,V. „ , ___TL- Sr,*!,.IV flavin,. Fair L'oucisely as convenient. 

ult. Officers elected: President—David N. Hatch, Murray. 

Vice President — Abner B. Bailey, Murray. Treasurer—Wil¬ 

lard F. Warren, Albion. Secretary— Oscar F. Burns. Albion. 

Oswego Co. (N. Y.) Society.—The Society haring Fair 

Grounds at Oswego Falls held it* meeting on the 6th ult., 

when the following officers were elected; President — AABox 
G. Fish. Fulton. Vice J ’residents — Robert Oliver, Oswego 

City; Norman'Rowe, Ne * 1 tavern Treasurer — 8 ' i Merriiim, 

New- Haven. Executive Committee—John Reeve* K Cnth- 

cart, L. A. Hovev. The Society located at Mexico held ita 

anuual meeting on the 26th ult., hut we have not received the 

proceedings- [Our readers will remember that Oswego has 

two County Ag. Societies ] 

To Correspondents. — Many communications,) inquiries, 
etc., sent us within the past few days (with business letters, 
and often on the same sheet,) are yet unexamined. Friends 
will bear in mind that we arc receiving several hundred letters 
per dav at this season, and exercise patience. If those send 
jug articles and business letters at the same time, will writ.' 
the former on separate sheets, they will save us both time and 
labor, and their favors receive earlier attention. 



KOORJB’S RTO.& 
Methinks I see his very form ns he was wont to stand at this 

table, I hear his gentle and persuasive voice encouraging us 

to rise higher and higher in the scale of human excellence, 

and to make stronger and stronger the bonds of friendship 

and peace which unite us together. But no, Mr. President, 

he is dead! he Is gone! We shall no more feel the warm 

grasp of his friendly hand! Tie will no more greet us with 

cordial salutation! We Shall no more listen to liis wise 

counsels and friendly teachings! His mortal has put on 

immortality! tils pure spirit has ascended to those celestial 

Holds where 'he shall bo like a tree planted by the rivers of 

water, that bringuth forth his fruit in his season; his leaf also 

shall not wither.’ 

"Time will not. permit me hi enumerate the many virtues 

of our deceased friend, or to speak of his public services in 

other departments of life. In a word, he was universally 

esteemed and respected. None knew him but to love him, and 

those who knew him best, loved him the most." 

HOP YEAST, PUDDING, INDIAN BREAD 

Eds. Run at, New-Yorker:—Noticing in it late is¬ 

sue of your journal an inquiry for n recipe for good 

hop yeast, 1 send mine, which 1 know to be excellent. 

Take about twenty-live good sized potatoes; pare and 

boil them soft; then mash and strain through the 

colander. To one lmndfnl of hops put one quart of 

water; let boil up; then strain and pour on the potu 

toes; add a teacup of sugar, a little wilt, and when 

about milk warm put in ft teacup of yeast. Let it 

stand in a warm place till light; then pour it into a 

jar; cover tight: set in a cool place, and it will keep 

from four to six weeks. Those who ilo not like the 

hop taste could use clear cold yvater instead of the hop 

water. 

Knickerbocker Pudding.—One cup of suet, chop¬ 

ped line; 2 cups of raisins; 2 of sweet milk; 4 of flour; 

4 of molasses; 1 teaspoon of cream tartar; half as 

much soda; I teaspoon salt. Steam two hours. Serve 

with rich sauce. 

Indian Murad.—One quart of sour milk; 1 quart of 

meal; 1 pint of Hour; 4 teacup of molasses; a heaping 

teaspoon of soda, also of salt. Pour into a two quart 

basin, previously greased. Set into a steamer; close 

tight and steam three hours. Try it, ladies. I am sure 

you will find it to be good. Oi.ara S. Whitney. 
Oswego, N. Y., I860. 

No subject is more important to the Horticulturist 

at the present time than the best means of providing 

shelter for orchards and gardens. Formerly it was 

thought that shelter was only important for the prai¬ 

ries of the West, bat of late we have ascertained that 

shelter, if not absolutely necessary, is of great 

advantage to fruit culture at the North, and many of 

our extensive fruit culturists are planting belts of 

trees for the protection of their grounds. Our West¬ 

ern friends are beginning to take hold of this matter in 

earnest, and a good portion of the last session of the 

Horticultural Society of Illinois was devoted to the 

of the best trees for shelter. We give a 

Treatmkvt of. Catawba ('.rack Vinks. — I noticed a 

communication in your paper of the 1st ult., over llio 

signature of “C. Mercor f’o., Pa., 1800,” ullodging that 

tho writer had procured a Catawba grape vine, and set it out 

In the latter part of November, and oaks you if he ‘‘did 

right," and whether “it will need protection during the com¬ 

ing winter." Having had eousidcmblo experience In the cultiva¬ 

tion of the Catawba variety of grapes, allow mo to answer his 

question.!^Assuming the climate in Mincer Co. to be as 

favorable for the ripening of this fruit ns Genesee Co., N. Y., 

I would roeommeud “ C. C." to bond over the end of his 

vine ami tie it to a stake, so as to earry tho main stem on si 

horizontal line. Then go to a carpenter's shop, or planing 

mill, and get a bushel of pine shavings, (any other light, 

Combustible stuff will do as well,) put them under tho Catawba 

and set them on lire —it won’t hurt It a mite. 1 have a 

number in line bearing — oue of them, only four yearn old, 

had about two bushels of beautiful grapes on last autumn, 

and would liavn ripened, if tho season bad been two months 

longer. The binning process I am sure will help mine, and 

they will get that, or some other equally effective treatment 

as soon as spring opens.—' • u. I'., lA Boy, A' J.^lStiO. 

It is only once in a gTent number of seasons that the Catawba 

ripens here, and then only In favorable situations. The past 

autumn we saw better Catawbas than ever before, but it 

cannot be relied upon in this section. 

macuBsion 

report of this part of tho proceedings. 

Cottonwood.—Mr. Overman opened the discussions 

on Deciduous Tree* for economic purposes. In this 

list, Cottonwood took the load, as being a rapid 

grower, easily propagated from cuttings, valuable for 

fuel and fencing purposes (though not of first quality 

for either), not liable to insects that do it damage, 

endures the tramping of cattle on the soil about it, 
The leaves of also their rubbing against the trunk 

the Cottonwood arc infested by a fly that deposits its | 

larva when they are tender. They hatch out in June 1 

rn great numbers, but are not of any permanent 

injury. They are also infested by a large green worm, 

which is repugnant to the sight, and unfits them tor 

shade trees near dwellings. Tho Cottonwood was 

recommended for planting in groves, for purposes 

of protection to farm buildings, and for shade for 

animals. 
Gulden Willow.—Mr. Pikknix introduced the 

Golden Willow. It is a desirable tree wherever it is 

hardy enough for culture; probably all through the 

It is easy of propagation, and the timber is 

it will grow 

. Its rapid growth and its 

Mr. Overman heartily eu- 

Mr. Whitney had eight 

PANCAKES WITHOUT SALERATUS 

Eds. Rurai. New-Yorker: In looking over a late 

issue of your journal I saw an inquiry how to prepare 

buckwheat without saleratus; and as 1 sympathize 

with Dorothy, and any other ladies who may not 

know how to make buckwheat cakes without using 

the " detestable article,” I will give you my mode, 

which 1 think good. I use a stone vessel. Take 

about two quarts of warm water, add a pint of sweet 

milk, a little salt, and a tea-cup full of good hop yeast; 

stir in floor until you have a good butter, let it rise 

until quite light, then bako on a griddle. Leave about 

a pint of the batter, to raise the next batch, and you 

will have hotter cakes afterwards than at first. I gen¬ 

erally set mine at night, just before I retire, and I 

have nice light cakes for breakfast. Mrs. E. S. Dk 

Witt, Wett Millgrove, Wood Co., O., 1860. 

[In answer to the business inquiry of Mih. E. S. D. 

W., we would say yes. The persons indicated can 

have the Rurai. transferred when they have changed 

their place of residence.] 

Take two quarts warm water, a little salt, one tea¬ 

cup of hop yeast, flour to make a still" batter. Set in 

a warm place, and when light, thin with sweet milk. 

When baked brown you will call them extra.—Miss 

R. A. A„ Phelps, /V. Y., 1800. 

State 
valuable for posts, and even for rails 

rapidly and of large size, 

beauty recommend it. 

dorsed the Golden Willow 

hundred Golden Willows in one grove, on dry ground; 

it does better in wet; it makes firewood as well as 

Cottonwood, and can be split; it is good for charcoal. 

It has a good effect npon wet land by absorbing its 

moisture; makes wet pastures better. Can hedge 

with it by driving stout limbs, five feet long, into the 

ground abuut fifteen inches. These should be set not 

far apart, and in wet ground, or along trenches; cat¬ 

tle eat the sprouts. The Ozier Willow does better on 

dry soil, but does not make large trunks. Mr. Over¬ 

man spoke of a Grey Willow from Pennsylvania, as 

most rapid in growth, and a valuable tree. 

The Society voted to recommend the Golden Willow 

for the same purposes as the Cottonwood. 

Silver-Leaf Poplar. On the Silver-leafed Poplar A 

warm discussion arose. It was strongly advocated 

on account of its ease of propagation from cuttings, 

rapid growth, and the rare beauty of its foliage, but 

was strongly objected to on account of its tendency to 

tucker in cultivated grounds. It was recommended 

only for roadside cultivation. 

Silver-Leaf Maple. The Maples were considered 

by several as the most worthy of cultivation of all 

forest trees grown from seed. The Silver-Leaf Maple 

was admitted to be eminently useful for shade, pro¬ 

tection, fuel, and for furniture, as well as beuuty. Mr. 

Galusha, having had much experience With this tree, 

was called npon and said: The seeds ripen in May, 

varying according to the season; tbe.y should bo gath¬ 

ered soon after they fall, for bugs cat out the kernel. 

He gathered them from the surface of streams, from 

eddies and bays in the shore; had taken up a bushel 

in fifteen minutes. The seed must be plauted almost 

immediately; between layers of moss, they may keep 

for a week, but generally only three or four days. He 

planted iu a line in well pulverized soil, thrusting 

them with the thumb and finger to the depth of the 

wing, from two to four inches apart] they may stand 

two years; they seldom form tap roots. In the first 

Beason they grow eighteen inches; had had them grow 

of 1860, and the past summer proved equal to the 

representations as given in foreign engravings, and to 

the high expectations raised in regard to its beauty 

and value. Our engraving shows the form and gene¬ 

ral appearance of the flowers, but give no idea of the 

rich and delicate coloring. 

economic uses. They make lair growth arm are use¬ 

ful for fence posts, rails, timber in buildings, bridges 

and ties. The first pays for growing them. Farmers 

cannot plant too many for their own use on tbeir 

estates. 
Fitter greens. — An interesting discussion on Lvet- 

greens was entered upon. A few contended for the 

White Pine, as tho most valuable of that family, but 

were obliged to give’way for the greater merits of the 

Scotch and Austrian varieties. 

Mr. G Ar.usiia thought the difficulty of transplant¬ 

ation exaggerated; he would us soon transplant them 

as apple trees; the only trouble is that the roots must 

bo well taken up, and kept moist; water thoroughly 

at planting, if the soil is dry, never afterward, then 

mulch thoroughly. Dr. Kknnicott stated that they 

grew well throughout the State, as well as anywhere 

upon earth. Had transplanted 800 Scotch and Aus¬ 

trian pines last spring and lost no tree; he puddled 

them both in digging and In setting. Dr. Hchrocder 

had repeatedly taken up one for a Christmas tree in 

the winter and reset it; one has endured three trans- 

DIANTHUS LAHCINTATU8. 

This is another new and magnificent Japan Pink, 

which we had in (lower the past season. The Illus¬ 

trated Bouquet says “this magnificent Japan Pink is 

derived from the same source ax tho D. Heddewigi, 

and distinguished from it by its taller growth, rather 

larger leaf joints, and its remarkably large and superb 

(lowers, which are from three to four inches in diam 

eter. It produces single and double-blossomed varie¬ 

ties. The petals have largo lasccrutcd tooth-like 

fringes at the margin, from a half inch to an inch in 

depth, which are very vfcgunl, and produce a fine 

appearance. The colors vary from pure white and 

carmine rose to brilliant shades of dark crimson, with 

radiating zones or belts of richer hue toward the 

center. The seedling varieties also include rich self, 

crimson and maroon tints in higher and lower 

degrees of maturity. The light colored ones arc at 

times finely stained with rose and violet crimson, 

while the dark oneH are rendered very effective by 

mottled veins and streaks of white. 

It is cultivated in the same way as D. Heddewigi. 

Seeds sown in autumn produce plants which will 

bloom in a cool green-house all the following spring; 

and sown in April, and the plants put out into the 

open ground, will bloom magnificently all the 

autumn; making with the former one of the most 

effective and gorgeous displays in the garden. In 

pot culture, the soil should he good loam and leaf 

mold, with an admixture of sand.” 

Looking the Apple-pie Mei.on.— Having seen 

several inquiries in the Rurai, New-Yorker ns to 

how the Pie Melon should he used, I will give my ex¬ 

perience in the preparation of it. When the melon is 

ripe, slice and pare it as you would a pumpkin, and 

having taken out all the seeds, stew it until it. becomes 

soft, and easily mushed, then drain otf all tho water 

and season highly with augur, lemon-juice and rind, 

grated nutmeg and butter. Rake on pastry as you 

would pumpkin pie. They can hardly be distinguished 

from green apple pie, if properly made. The melon 

will keep in a cellar till January or February, if not 

allowed to freeze. There may be other and more 

palatable ways of preparing the Pie Melon. If any 

one can give a better plan tliau the above, they will 

greatly oblige A Viiuiinia Housekkeueh, King 

George Co., Va., i860. 

Water-proof Coating for Wam.s.—'Take 1 part 

(by weight) of beeswax, and 4 parts of linseed oil, 

boiled for several hours with litharge (the drying oil 

of the painter), and 2 parts of rosin. These arc heated 

to boiling, and thoroughly mixed; they are then ap¬ 

plied with a brush to tho walls. A portable 

furnace should be employed to dry It, and several 

coats, one over the other, should be put on. This 

composition is applicable to the walls of basements 

built of brick or stone, and any person can make and 

apply it. There ate many damp and unhealthy houses 

which may bo rendered far more comfortable and 

healthy by such an application to the walls of the 

lower apartments. 

Jioriicultuial iiotes 
Sjniiuirits ami (Ansums DEATH OF HON. SAMUEL WALKED, OF MASS. 

It is with pain we announce to the readers of the Rural 

the death of the Hou. Samuel Wai.kku, of Massachusetts. 

Although we have had reasons for Home months to anticipate 

the sad event, its realization is uone tho less afflictive. Mr. 

Walker was one of the must enthusiastic and intelligent 

horticulturist* in the country. For more than thirty years 

member of tho MHosaelnisetti. Horticultural 

Best Pears kok Michigan. Will you (dense publish a list 
of what are deemed the ten most profitable pears for a market, 
orchard of standard trees, embracing a succession from the 
earliest to the late keeping varieties, and the number of each 
you would lei vise planting for an orchard of four thousand 
trees?_An Old Suiisukiiikk, Kent Co , Mich., 1S60. 

We cannot better answer the question of our correspondent j 

than by publishing an extract Troni tho Report of the Chairman 

of the Fruit Committee of the State of Mieblgan, as presented 

to tho Bornological Society, at its lute meeting in Philadelphia: 

nest Six Varieties of the pear, for family use, on the pear 

stock, for an orchard erf one hundred trees: 

Bloodgnod. 5 Hwuu » Orange.15 
Bartlett.2° White Doyenne.25 
Belle Lucrative.10 Winter Neils.25 

Hest Twelve Varieties on the pear stock: 

Madeleine. 3 Flemish Beauty. 0 
Blood good. 3 Swan's Orange.10 
Bostic/,-r . 3 Whit,- Doyenne.20 
.Sterling.5 Oswego. 5 
Bartlett...10 Lawrence ........15 
Belie Lucrative.5 Winter Nelis.15 

Best Varieties on the quince stock. Bloodgnod, Doyenne 

d’Kte, Bostier.er, Stevens’ Genesee, Iielle Lucrative, I .noise 

Bonne de Jersey, Duchesne d’Angouleme, Beurre Diet, Gloat 

MorceaU, Vicar of Winkfield, Doyenne d'Alencon. 

/test Varieties, and the. number of nub. for a pear orchard of 

one hundred trees—if for family we atul market combined: 

Madeleine... 5 Flemish Beauty.. 5 
Kostie/.er. 5 Swan’s Orange.10 
Bartlett.10 Lawrence ..10 
Doyenne d’Kte. 2 White Doyenne.15 
Tyson. 3 Winter Nelin.10 
Belle Lucrative.5 Beurre, Oswego. 6 
Bloodgnod. 3 Doyenne d’Alencon.2 

Weeping Sinew.— A correspondent of the Rural 

asks for a recipe to cure “ Weeping Sinew.” I ob¬ 

tained the following from an Indian doctor, and was 

cured by it. Have known, also, of other instances of 

its effecting a euro of that troublesome disease. Take 

4 pint of boiling water; put into it about otic* gill of 

live angle worms; add a quantity of the green part 

(that next the wood,) of elder bark, and thicken with 

corn meal sufficient to make a good poultice. Apply 

tiiis poultice to the affected part, as warm as can he 

endured, for twenty-four hours, and a cure will result. 

Ira Richardson, Albion, N. Y., 1800. 

h«- was an active 

Society, and at one time its presiding officer He was also 

one of the most efficient members and officers of the American 

Bornological Society, and for several years Chairman of its 

general Fruit Committee, in which position he labored most 

earnestly and successfully to lend on the Society to noble 

deeds for the advancement of pomology, the very boldness 

of which caused younger men to hesitate and pause To him 

belongs the honor of lii-t recommending and urging forward 

the revision of the general fruit catalogue, so as to recommend 

lists of fruits suited to the different States or localities; and 

a.- this favorite work, which had been delayed lor two years, 

was about to be consummated, his spirit took its flight to a 

better land Hon. Marshall B. Wilder announced the 

death of Mr. Walkkh before the Massachusetts Horticultural 

Society in the following appropriate words : 

“ An inscrutable and all wise Providence calls me to make 

known to this Society the afflictive dispensation which has 

removed from us another of our shining lights, and again 

thrown the mantle of sorrow around us. 

•* I allude, sir, to the demise of tho Hon. Samuel Walker, 

who died at his residence 111 KOXbury, on the evening of 

Tuesday last, and whose precious remains were borne by us, 

yesterday, to his favorite Auburn, and there committed to the 

bosom of his inothpr earth—' earth to earth, ashes to ashes, 

dust to dust'—a spot which was ever dear to him, and which 

will forever be hallowed in our affections. 

•'Mr. Walker was one or the earliest and most influential 

members of this Society. For nearly thirty years he has 

been deeply interested in its objects, and ardently devoted to 

its welfare. Among the ofliecs which he has held were those 
of Treasurer, Vice-President, and President- and during this 

long period his name has annually been associated with ns in 

some ofltciaJ capacity. 

■■ He was of foreign birth, but was truly American and 

national in his feelings. He was one Of the founders of the 

National Bornological Society, for many years a Vice President, 

and at the time of his death, the Chairman of tho General 

Fruit Committee of that association. He also held offices 

of honor and trust in his own city and county, and In the 

Com mon wealth. 

" Mr. Walker was, In most respects, a model man. In 

perception, quick and accurate—in taste, intuitive and refined 

— iu manners, unassuming, conrteous. and polite — in duty, 

conscientious, faithful, judicious — in life, earnest, exemplary, 

and practical. As a friend and companion, tie was genial, 

sympathetic, and confiding. His heart was full of love to 

others, and often have 1 heard him remark—‘ He that would 

have rtends must prove himself friendly.’ 

“ Few men have taken so lively an interest in the prosperity 

of our institution, and few have been more constant at our 

business meetings Who does not remember his cordial 

greeting, his suavity of address, and his cheerful smile? 

TWO FINE NEW JAPAN PINKS 

DIANTHUS HEDDEWIGI. 

The lovers of flowers in England were much 

excited by the exhibition at the Royal Hotauic Socie¬ 

ty's show in 1859, of a new and beautiful Japan Pink, 

which formed one of tin: principal attractions among 

the novelties, and obtained a medal in testimony of 

distinguished merit. It was obtained from Japan by 

M. Hedukwig, nurseryman of St. Petersburg, from 

whom it receives its name, Dianthus Heddewigi. 

Mr. II, sold seeds to some of the leading English 

nurserymen, and Henderson A Son raised the first 

plants which were shown as stated. The reputation 

of the flower had preceded it, and there was the 

greatest anxiety evinced to see the flowers. 

The Illustrated Bouquet thus describes it “In 

its growth, Dianthus Heddewigi forms a neat compact 

plant, growing from thirteen to sixteen inches high, 

and by good cultivation branching freely from the 

base. In some specimens the stems are of an uniform 

purple tint, while in others they are deep green; the 

leaves are linear oblong; the numerous flowers are 

terminal, borne singly on the branches of the stem, 

are single, and from two to three and a half inches in 

diameter, close, compact, five-pete-led, and salver- 

like, with fringed margins. The predominant color 

is crimson, varying in the richest conceivable shades 

and varieties, some plants producing self-colored, 

others parti-colored (lowers, the former vicing with 

the finest dark velvet and damask tints, and these 

seem gradually blending in others with rich carmine 

and violet crimson; the center of each flower is pic¬ 

turesquely marked with a broad radiating dark zone 

or ring, the rich velvety colors of which are exquis¬ 

itely relieved by the central silvery gray anthers. 

It is easily cultivated; the plants thrive luxuriantly 

in any rich garden soil, or in a compost of friable 

loam aud leaf mold, with little sand. Seeds sown in 

autumn, and wintered in a cool green-house or frame, 

will produce plants which will flower when turned 

out into the ground in summer; and seeds sown in 

spring will form a succession to bloom all the autumn 

and early part of winter in the house.” 

Seeds were obtained in this country in the winter 

Cooking Egg-Plant.—Seeing a cull for a recipe for 

cooking Egg-Plant in the Rural New-Yorker, I send 

you tho following: Peel and slice tin- plant, soak iu 

salt and water 10 minutes, then steam Ci minutes. 

Make a batter of 1 pint of sweet milk, 4 cop of butter, 

2 eggs, I teuspooiiful cream of tartar, , do. of soda; 

mix with Hour to the consistency of batter cakes; 

dip the slices and fry in butter to a light Inown. We 

call them delicious.—Mrs. \V, E. Barky, Chicago, III., 

1860. 

Charcoal for Burns.—The Gazette Medicale of 

France says that, by an accident, charcoal has been 

discovered to be a sure cure for burns. By laying a 

piece of cold charcoal upon a burn, the pain subsides 

immediately. By leaving the charcoal on one hour, 

tin: wound is healed, as has been demonstrated on 

several occasions. The remedy is cheap and simple, 

and deserves a trial. 

If strictly for market. 

. ft Flemish Bounty .. 

.15 Swan’s Orange .... 

.15 Vicar of Winkfield 

.10 Tyson .... 

... 6 Sterling. 

Madeleine .... 
Bartlett ,,_ 
White Doyenne 
Winter Nells . 
Bloodgood ,.. 

Preserving Summer Fruits,—In there any known method 
Of preserving summer fruits fresh until winter—that, is, in 
their natural state, and not subject to heat or other agents 
which change their qualities? An answer in your columns 
will lie gratefully received?—K. B. D , Kcnmille, A F 

No method 1a knowu that will do lb to. The best we can do 

is to place fruits in a temperature as low us possible, without 

freezing, and where lucre is no change. In thin condition, 

they will keep a long time. But it is about as difficult to 

imprison the fragrance of the rose as the aromu and delicious 

flavor of our summer fruits. 

st Rolls.—Will some of the readers of the 

! us a recipe for making breakfast rolls.— 

Maeedtm, A’. Y., 1860. 

[SPECIAL NOTICK.] 

It is a Truth Telling label that is upon Dk Land it Go’s 

Saleratun, and it gives u* great pleasure to sav that tins brand 

of Saieratus is making many friends among the intelligent 

housekeepers of this vicinity. Its perfect purity Ought to 

recommend it, certainly. it can b»' procured from most 

grocers and storekeepers. Manufactured and for sale at 

wholesale, at the Fairport Chemical Works, Fuirport. Monroe 

Co., N. Y. 

To Make a Wink Cki.lar. — Can you inform me of the best 
plan to build a wine cellar? I had a little rather have your 
judgment, but if you have no plan, perhaps some of your 
numerous readers can inform me through your valuable paper. 
—0. O Vai.icnti.nk, Jackson, N 1', lkW. 

Although our space Is greatly enlarged, we find several 

communications and many answers to inquiries in type wiiich 

we are compelled to omit until the next number. 



MOO EE’S RtfR&L IttSW-TOR££K 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

SUNSHINE. 

BT LIB II IX U . K.1IPF. 

I don't believe this world of ourn is jtucb a glooim* plaee 

As my Aunt Kittv of( declares, witb melancholy face; 

There’s minabine all along the way foi those- who choose to 

spy it, 

And happiness is cheap enough, if folks would only buy it. 

They pluck the thistles and the thorns, but novor see a flower, 

Or stoop and pick up merry things to cheer the lonely hour; 

They shut their eyes snd call it right, a curse make every 

blearing,— 

pet nt critics, and will take the advice of the witty 
writer she mentions:—“ Never don’t do nothin’ which 
it isn’t your Fort.” Our correspondent has broached 
the subject, the ladles have the matter in charge,— 
and we will be glad to have them discuss its influence 
npon their sex, in a philosophical and hygienic point 
of view, through the columns of the Rural. 

» « 

fWritten for Moon*’* Kura] New-Yorker.] 

BORROWERS. 

There is a certain class of persons who seem to be 
inveterate foes of decency, as far as the returning of 
borrowed articles Is concerned. Have you ever, 
gentle reader, been blessed with one of these "boi- 
rowers” for a neighbor? If you have, you doubtless 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

WHEN MY SHIP COMES IN.” 

And scold at good old Mother Earth when they deserve the know what it is to measure out homeopathic doses of 
dressing. tea, starch, sugar, and all the. et ret eras of house- 

I’roud Lady, does your silken robe cover an aching heart, keeping. If "trials bring strength, ” yonr patience, 
And all the sparkling gems you wear no ray of joy impart!1 charity, and other Christian graces are undoubtedly 
Thy neighbor tolls In want and rags, go change hei woe to largely developed. Exercise has probably not been 

gladness; neglected, a* you have dally to step "Just across the 

The H'Zh!Z fr°'" " *nit‘ifUl h™rl '"Jnl1 dnVK y°nr Wil-V" after y(’"r Wtohtub, smoothing iron, or, most 
vexatious of all, your newspaper. Sometimes one is 

Fair Maiden, <Hd some treacherous youth your curly hopes tempted to exclaim "blessed he nothing;” for then, 

, d®<*lve' at least, one is free from all importunities to lend. 
Steal out the sunshine from yourbeartand only darkness leave? i. . , ousai uuksuo .-luiiBijmc i ruin ,uuineariano only uarKDPKS leaver I, , .... 
... , r . it seems to be an established rule with these bor- Chcer up! a false, deceitful man, is never worth the getting,— 
Far better have nr. mate at all than one to keep you fretting. r"Wcn<’ t,IHl ,Hmks ami purchased by their 

friends “pro tamo publico,” instead of their indi- 
I’oor lonely Bachelor, whose home is eld. and dark, and drear, vidual gratification. Perhaps from this misannre- 
Just let me whisper what, you need to till it with good cheer, . . , 11 
A coxy, smiling, little wife, with h.v* would soon enfold it. ' ' .Dconvemences wherewith 
Ant! such a flood of nuvmhino bring tin* hounci would hardly ,f*V ° ,umo*v tno leading part of community, And 

hold It. 11 certainly is an annoyuneo, just as you have settled 
........... ... ,, , yourself for a quiet evening's looking over the paper, 
Dear friends, if rfcft, rejoice, and strive a generous soul lo keep; i.., ■ , . , , ... . . , 1 1 ’ 
If poor, the anxiong dread of loss need never break your sleep; ' • ' w* '" «!* " P in wi , i Ins stcieoty ped 
If ivell, go singing on your way, and acorn the doctor’s potions; 001 ,,v emng ,,Irs. White thought I’d just run 
If tick, be thankful you’re alive, and follow all bis notions. over and look at yonr hist paper a few moments.” 

a » .1 , .. ...... , Well there is no use in crying, so you hand him ou shall you pick the uwiihlno up, and catch the cheering glow, . ... ,, , * 
m,,, , . , . , . ,, ’ the paper, inwardly hoping that hm few m nutes mftv Till gloom depart when yon appear, and young and old bestow . ' * 1 ” _ _ lumuim ioh] 
A blessing on yonr smiling fare, nor yet forget to love you " 'U 1,11 111 • ,,0> he Bits immovable, until 
When sunbeams linger on your (/rare, and wild (lowers wave :*-Htilv glancing at the clock, he perceives it is rather 

xbo.vo ydh. an unseasonable hour. Then comes tlm crowning 
Hopewell, N. Y., 180u trial for you as he coolly says:—" I beg your pardon 

- ■*- * * - —- for staying so lute, but really this story wits so inter* 
[Writtenfor Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] esting I diilnt mind how fast the evening was slip- 

OVER- DRESSING. PinK awJ.v; guess I’d better take it home and finish 
it.” Away he goes, paper in hand, and after it has 

“The over dressing of Amerieitn ladies in the streets, nt been read and re-read by the whole Sun n family 
hotels, and in the churches, is a subject of general remark after the news is old, the jokes stall', and the recipes 
among travelers from abroad, as well at sensible people at cut out—your paper comes home, if you choose to 
home.”—Rural Nkw Yorkkk. 

There is a foreign savor about your discourse, Mr, 

Ccklkdh. The true sons of " Uncle Sam ” do not sit 
in judgment against the wives and daughters of 
their own country. Ifav’nt you been taking a jaunt 
in the Queen's dominions, and been accustomed to 
the sight of those sombre-colored satin dresses that 
last from one generation to another, and from 
thence drawn yonr conclusions? Doubtless you have 
encased yourself in an armor of impenetrable reserve 
while the “conflict of” charms Is viewed afar off, 
and while good care is taken that your position is 
beyond the reach of “Cupid’s darts.” Who are the 
sensible people you speak of? Are there any who 
do not make obeisance to keeping up appearances, 
especially in dress? A few prodigies of excellence 
and economy may exist; Imt the torch of Djogenks 

would evidently be required to find them. Suppose 
the American ladies are somewhat in advance of 
those on tlm other side of the "big pond,” is there 
any rule by which they run be judged? Is there any 
judging in matters of dress? Surely nothing is more 
capricious than taste. 

Rut if fanlt exists in matters of dress, where does 

bring it. 

This is about a fair specimen or newspaper lending; 
arid ir my experience is any criterion to judge by, 
lending books is not much better. Now and then 
one is returned uninjured, but the majority come 
home with broken backs, and leaves that suggest at 
once the use of Spai.dino’s glue. Others, like the 
Dutchman’s hens, "come home missing.” 

Hut it will not answer to he too severe upon this 
army of borrowers. We must give "line.upon line, 
precept upon precept, here a little and there a little,” 
and wait patiently for that "good time coming,” 
when every man shall be the possessor of his own 
Bible, his own tooth-brush, and his own newspaper. 

Benson, Rut. Co., Vt., 1860. Cousin S. 

BLACK DAYS. 

Have you ever known days that were black ? Have 
you ever known days in which everything went 
wrong, an though some invisible hand turned your 
life topsy-turvy? Did every sharp instrument yon 
handled pierce or cut you of its own accord? Did 
some undiseoverahlc individual throw your noiitly- 

BY XATK OAMRRON. 

On. a welcome right it will truly be 

When my ship come* sailing over the sea! 

The sea that divides the Present and Real 

From the boundless Future and vast Ideal. 

The way is long, and tiis many a day 

Since the sails were spread in Hope’s fair bay, 

But through weary watchings iny song hath been, 

“ I need only wait till my ship comes in’” 

It is freighted with all my childhood’s dreams, 

With those half forgotten, but golden schemes 

That are. bused on a faith in fairy lore, 

Which, once lost, naught can ever again restore. 

Such visions of beauty and glimpses of bliss 

May be found in the next world but never in this! 

Yet I turn with a sigh from life’s busy din, 

And say, “ J will wait 1111 my ship comes in!” 

And Youth hath a venture on hoard, I ween.— 

The gold and the gems that might deck a queen,— 

The marvels of skill and the treasures of art 

That hold such sway o'er the young dreamer’s heart 

Old relics from many a far o(T clime 

Gilded by Memory,—darkened by Time. 

I’ve longed for them all,—if that were a rin,— 

And I'm waiting still till my ship comes in! 

te Ah, rich shall 1 be when that hoarded store 

Is safely landed within my door! 

1 can think what keen joy mv heart will thrill, 

And what thankful tears my eyes will till; 

And many dear friends will share it with me. 

For my love, like my hope, is boundless aud free, 

And to more than one hath my promise been, 

“ I’ll remember you when toy ship cornea in!" 

Alas! that the. Kutore so seldom yields 

A harvest for what we sow in her fields; 

That the hopes we planted in days gone by, 

Mouldering and dead in the furrows lie; 

That year after year we roust watch in vain 

For the ripened fruit and the golden grain; 

For it all hue a part of the cargo been 

Of that well laden ship,—that never comes in! 

Yet I do not despair,—for by-and by 

1 shall see mv ship at anchor lie 

In that harbor lor which the yearning heart 

Will vainly search every earthly chart; 

All safely moored by that shining strand 

Which we vaguely cull “ The Better I .and!" 

While free from sorrow, from doubt, aud from sin, 

With joy I shall welcome that good ship in. 

Oh, that spirit ship, with its snowy sails, 

So gently stirred by the * lit. balmy gales! 

Not alone will my vanished hopes be there. 

But the loved and the lost, the young and fair; 

And the longings which earth could not fulfill, 

And the ties which death could not break nr chill; 

All these shall lie mine.- and such prize to^win, 

1 can wait Don's time till my ship comes in! 

Rochester, N. Y,, 1860. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

WHY DO MEN WRITE? 

weary pilgrims were blessed by his kindness, never 
asked other reward. The authors of two religious 
works which are read and prized by all Christians, 

I will ever remain unknown. Though many a weary 
pilgrim on life’s pathway, strengthened by copious 
draughts from pure fountains of truth, would gladly 
pay them a grateful tribute, it is sufficient for them 
to know that some fainting soul has had its faith 
renewed by glimpses of tke heavenly land unfolded 
in their books. 

Occasionally an author has written only for useful¬ 
ness, and. despising popular applause, has been fully 
rewarded with the consciousness of having done 
good. Such motives are the pnrest and noblest 
of which we can conceive. An unmixed desire to 
do good, causes them to write, and the same religion 
which taught them that “it is more blessed tt; give 
than to receive,” also taught them to desire not 
earthly fame or worldly wealth, but the approbation 
of Him "who seeth in secret” hut rewardeth openly. 

Angelica, N. V., 1860. Cato." 

--'-• # *-♦- - . - 

WHY DO YOU WORRY? 

Don’t you know that multitudes of human beings 
turn away from the many blessings of their lot, and 
dwell and brood upon its worries? Don’t you know 
that inultitndes persistently look away from the 
numerous pleasant things they might contemplate, 
and look fixedly, and almost constantly, at painful 
and disagreeable things? You sit down, my friend, 
in your snug library, beside the evening fire. The 
blast without is hardly heard through the drawn 
curtains. Your wife is there, and your two grown¬ 
up daughters. You feel thankful that, after the hustle 
of tile day, you have this quiet retreat where you 
may rest and refit yourself for another day, with its 
hustle. Hut the conversation goes on. Nothing is 
talked of but the Rulings of the servants, and the 
Idleness and impudence of your boys; unless, indeed, 
it he the supercilious how with which Mrs. Snooks 
that afternoon passed your wife, and the fact that the 
pleasant dinner party at which you assisted the 
evening before at Mr. Smith’s, 1ms been ascertained 
to have been one of a. second-chop character, his 
more honored guests having dined on the previous 
day. Every petty disagreeable in yonr lot, in short, 
is brought out, turned ingeniously in every possible 
light, and aggravated and exaggerated to the highest 
degree. The natural and necessary result follows. 
An hour, or less, of this discipline, brings all parties ' 
to a sulky and snappish frame of mind. And instead 
of the cheerful and thankful mood in which you 1 

w» p. 
j [Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

WAITING FOR THE FERRYMAN.* 

BY CAROLINK A. HOWARD 

In the sweet Summer of the year, 

Beneath life’s noon-day glare;, 

I wait for one who draweth near, 

My spirit home to bear. 

Between me and "the silent land,’* 

A strange, deep streamlet rolls. 

Which I mart cross, led by Death’s band— 

The Ferryman of So nix 

Sometime?, in the dim. solemn night, 

I hear hi* dipping oar, 

And fool that ere the morning light, 

Hi* hark will tench the shore. 

But soon the midnight shadows flee.— 

Away, like ghosts, they glide.— 

And leave me waiting patiently 

Beside the soundless tide. 

Faith, Hope, and Love, “ the holy three,” 

My all of life remain; 

They to the brink have come with me, 

My spirit to sustain. 

Faith leaves me not, on her true breast 

I lean, and thus grow strong, 

Becalmed to more than mortal rest 

By her celestial song. 

On wings of light, Hope flits before 

To realms of bliss afar, 

And gte&nmth from " the shining shore," 

My soul's bright guiding shir 

O, weeping Love! hid me not stay, 

Since thou and I shall meet 

So soon upon yon heavenly way 

That leads to J liars’ feet. 

Then hasten, boatman, why delay’ 

Behold the morning dawn! 

And by its earliest crimson ray, 

I’m waiting to be gone. 

Dedham, Mass., 1860. 

♦Inscribed to O. P. and O. M. B. 

[Written for Moore's Rural Now-Yorkor.J 

OUR RANSOM. 

For ve have sold yourselves for naught, and ye ahall be 
redeemed without money.—Bibik 

How direct, simple, and beautiful, is this passage 
from the Bible. Where, out of the Scriptures, shall 

were disposed to be when you sat down, you find we look for one of equal truth and beauty? It con- 
tlial your whole inoral nature is jarred and out of tains one of the saddest truths that ever forced itself 
gear. And your wife, your daughters, and yourself, 
pass into moody, sullen silence over yearbooks — 
books which you arc not likely for this evening to 
much appreciate, or enjoy. 

Now, I put it to every sensible reader, whether 
there be not a great deal too much of this kind of 

upon the heart, and a promise more precious than 
gold to poor, sin-burdened humanity. Truly we have 
sold ourselves for naught. We have forfeited our 
future interests, fraught with the weight of an eternal 
duration, for the trilling good of carili-born life. We 
have sold them for earthly possessions. Houses and 

thing. Are there not families that never spend a bands, costly apparel and gay equipage, have looked 

it originate? For what purpose do they array their arranged work into confusion, and abstract the hook would be an endless task to enumerate all the 
dear little selves in the most becoming style? Is it in which you were deeply Interested? Did Ihe cur- motives which have prompted men to wield the pen, 
for their own gratification alone? On whom do gen- runt of thoughts, which usually flowed with pleasant for there is not a passion or an emotion which has 

Au, the world are either book-makers or book- 
readers, and the number of authors increases so 
rapidly that it will soon he difficult to tell which 
constitutes the larger class. Hi toriaus and essayists, 
novelists and poets, court the public favor; metro¬ 
politan presses groan (Tf^eath their burdens, and 
provincial shelves bend with the weight of their 
constant accumulations. “ Why do men write,” thus 
becomes a pertinent and profitable inquiry. It 
would l>e an endless task to enumerate all the 
motives which have prompted men to wield the pen, 

quiet evening together without embittering it by 
raking up every unplfhimnt subject in their lot uud 
history? There are folks who, both in their own 
case and that of others, seem to find a strange satis¬ 
faction in sticking the thorn in the hand further 
in,—even in twisting the dagger in the heart. Their 

brighter to our blinded vision than the "incorrupt¬ 
ible inheritance.” 

The crown of honor, too, lias attracted our gaze. 
For the sake of gaining this how have wo employed 
our energies, and pushed our way on, dreaming that 
there was no brightness or joy, out of the charmed 

lot has its innumerable blessings, hut they will not circle of the world's favor. Perhaps, for this we have 
look at these. Ixtt the view around in a hundred turned aside the principles of truth, and narrowed 
directions he ever so charming, they cannot he got down our minds to suit the customs and practices of 
to turn their mental view in one of these. They men, forgetting that it was written in the Book of 
persist in keeping nose and eyes at the moral pig- eternal Truth, “ Man looketh upon the outward 

tlemen lavish their unceasing attention at "the freedom, suddenly become stagnant? Did the per 
Springs,” at Newport, at the hall, and, if you please, ' "»“• you least wish to see force themselves into yonr 
at the little private party in your own circle? To j presence, and thoso you loved best remain absent? 
whom do gentlemen solicit Introductions? Is it the Hid you labor with more than wonted zeal, yet 
plainly-dressed, unpretentious young lady? -or is it accomplish nothing? 
that little butterfly of a coquette, made radiantly Such unbalanced days, when life seems all a game 
beautiful by silks and laces? If I am not mistaken, o( <:,'os« purposes, will come to most of ns; and how 
men seldom value a jewel unless it lie handsomely is their unholy spell to bo broken? Very often the 
set. Dress, or over-dress, has a semblance of wealth, presence of some being gifted with a strong, pure 
and husbands are not unfreqnently bought with the | heart, genial temperament, and sympathetic nature, 
lustre of money alone, and the conclusion of the will chase away all the shadows, restore serenity to 

not moved some mind to publish its thoughts. But, 
generally speaking, men write either for fame, for 
pay, or for usefulness. 

Ambition urges none more strongly than the 
author. A niche in the temple of fame is to him a 
bright ideal, which time will render real, and day¬ 
dreams and night-thoughts cluster around the pleas¬ 
ant fancy. As lie hears the “ silver trumpet ” sound¬ 
ing another’s praise, he longs for the time when the 
same tones shall for him wake the echoes. Full of 

sty.—Country Parson. appearance, but Gon looketli upon the heart.” 
♦ •♦•-a Ease, too, allures many to her inglorious bowers, 

True and False Good-Bkekdino.—It is truly said an(i upon her victims such a fatal charm that 
that a little gentility is a dangerous thing. There ^hc realities of the future are insufficient to awaken 
are no such sticklers for etiquette as the would-be Hieir dull perceptions. "O, let me sleep,” says the 
fashionable, who have heard of good society, but ensnared one,—“yonder path, that you eay ih the way 

have never seen it. Having no innate good-breed- 
infill they hedge in their lives with conventionalities 
and rules borrowed from the " Handbook of Polite¬ 
ness.” It is unsafe to do an original and spontane¬ 
ous act in their presence, or let fall a remark that’s 

Of duty, is rugged and unpleasing. Let me dream 
on, for my dreams are very beautiful; this bower is 
pleasant and sunny, and the music of this plaeo is far 
more agreeable than tin* scenes of strife and toil to 
which you would call one." Thus the victim slum- 

not correctly common-place, if you would beware of burs, dreading to meet the responsibilities apportioned 
offending their fastidiousness. On the other hand, 
there’s no such freedom anywhere as in really good 

matter sometimes is, that they find themselves beauti¬ 
fully "sold.” 

Personal beauty is worshiped next to mammon, but 
is rarely appreciated except it be assisted with ele¬ 
gance of dress, and often the chief attraction of the 

the rutiled temper, and evoke order out of confusion, 
even as the voice, the look of one single angel can 
put to (light a legion of evil spirits. 

♦ • ■♦* • ♦ 

To Fault-Findino Parents. — There are times 
handsome face is dependent on some peculiarity of when it is necessary to censure and punish; hut very 
Rtyle, or shade of color In dress, which is made the rmi1’’1 t"(,re may be done by encouraging children 
subject of study by those who know the secret of when they do well. Bo, therefore, more careful to 
their power in society. Indeed, the great wonder is eJfI,rvse y°ur approbation of good conduct, than your 

enthusiasm, he labors earnestly, and perhaps achieves society. Truly Well-bred persons never act by rale 
success, though often sighing with many another, or fear giving offence by the freedom of their con- 

”.\li! who can tell how hard it is to climb duct and conversation, it is the high tone of their 
I he steep whore tame s proud temple shines afar." behavior that preserves them from vulgarity, not the 

lie wishes to immortalizeIuh name, but if the bauble observance of etiquette*. Innate politeness and 
of present popularity is presented to him, it is nobility of character show themselves in every 
eagerly clutched as a sweet foretaste of what will gesture, in every accent of the voice and glance of 
follow in the* future. If thus deluded, the author's the eye; humble* dress and occupation cannot con- 
productions are ephemeral, and he often finds that coal them; neither can vulgarity put on those high 

to him, and thus he dies, with the problem of life 
unsolved, the good that he might have done undone, 
and the crown of life unwon. 

Society, with its present associations, allures many 
from the right way, and leads them to forfeit their 
soul’s best interests. It ruins the physical health, by 
its foolish customs and exactions, develops envy, 
vanity, and superlieiousness, in the heart, and fails to 
give the son! that preparation it needs to fit it for its 
appearance hotele the tribunal of Goo. "And ye 
shall he redeemed without money.” Thee Bible says 

that ho much attention is paid to mental culture and •Hwtppi’uhittioaof bad. Nothing can more discourage lived his fame 
lie lias not only failed of immortality, but has out- qualities, though it be clad in purple and gold, and not .V” shall be redeemed without cost, but imthmit 

general intelligence. Goodness and intelligence must !l than a spirit of incessant fault-finding on the 
receive the homage that is due for their snkes alone, 
before a reform in dress can be expected. News- 
paperdom is not the path to this field of reform. 
Honestly, Mr. OfKMins, does not an American woman 
possess more attractions for a bettor-half with her 

part of its parents; and hardly anything can exert a 
more injurious influence upon the disposition, both 
of the parent and child. There arc two great motives 
Influencing human actions— hope and fear. Both of 
these are nt times necessary. But who would not 

A much larger class write for the pecuniary 

rewards now bestowed on literary efforte. We have Beauties ok Su \ nows.—The shadows all day long of Hon. Not only did Ho die for us, but He lived for 

penny-a*liners in abundance, uud a line array of play at silent games of beauty. Every thing is U!<- He came us a mortal, partook of our nature, our 
talent attached to the daily and weekly press. But double, if it stands in light. The tree sees an nnre- hopes, sorrows, fears, temptations, privations, and 
we refer especially to that very respectable profession, vealed and muffled self lying darkly along the •‘’"ffenngs. Ho had sorrows over and beyond what 
whose wants are supplied, and whose debts are paid, ground. The slender stems of flowers, golden rods, mai1 suffered, and one source of his .sorrows arose 
by t.lie products of their pen. Nor should we call wayside asters, meadow daises, and rare lilic-s, (rare ln,m ,li,i knowledge of the hearts of men. Did grief 
them mercenary, for to them are we all indebted for and yet abundant in every nice, level meadow,) east Pierce l'”’ heart of any, even though they were the 
much of our highest pleasure. The time has been forth a dim and tremulous line of shadow, that lies ,ll08t' unworthy and unnoticed, His sympathy was 
when a sensitive genius rtlmtnk from transcribing its long all the morning, shortening till noon, and moved *u Hidr behalf. Ho knew the malice and 
heat thoughts for public perusal, receiving therefor n I creeping out again from the root all the afternoon, hatred that actuated the scribes and pharisees as they 
mere pittance, yet the wants of the body must be * until the sun shoots it as far eastward in the evening sllrrounded Him, apparently interested in llistcach- 
snpplied, and that pittance must be had. Gold- as the sun shot it westward In the morning. A inK* He knew btttef than any could tell the preju- 

housed in a palace. 

great fault of over-dressing, or, rather, her fault of prefer to have her child influenced to good conduct by the products of their pen. Nor should we cull 
trying to ,.lease, than any of those English ladies h> a phrasing, rather than by the fear of them mercenary, for to them are we all indebted for 
who possess such a keen relish for roast hoof and Ending? If a mother never express her gratifice- much of our highest pleasure. The time has been 
porter? Would you like to he taken captive by any tio>‘ wha" 1,0r children do well, and is always consul- when a sensitive genius shrank from transcribing its 
of those German beauties whose liking for lager beer 1110111 w,1°" »h« #»» anything amiss, they are beat thought* for public perusal, receiving therefor a 
is equal to that exhibited by Artkmas Ward’s musi- discouraged and unhappy: their disposition? become mere pittance, vet the wants of the body must be 
e.ian - or would yon prefer a French lass to serve up hardened and soured by tins ceareless fretting; and, supplied, und that pittance must bo luid. Golp- 
frogs ill your dish of fricaseo, and keep you spending I at lili4* ,illliin« tlmt’ "bother they do well or ill, they smith’s desire to pay the rent of 1.1s garret, gave to 
half your life at a " eat.*?” - instead or a neat little are prlliallJ'foUn<i f«Ullt with, they relinquish all efforts the world the " Vicar of Wakefield,” and " Rasselaa ” 
American home, where the vine and shrubbery grow t0 Ple^°* aild bccol»e heedless of reproaches. mournful of itseir, is rendered still more touching by 
undisturbed, mid whore the sunshine cun play hide -*•♦.«. ^ gnere(j association with the death of Dr. John- 

and seek, and the dear wife,.arrayed in the becoming Love.—'This is the great instrument and engine of s«>n’k mother, having been written to pay the 
dress yon so dearly love to see, is ever ready to wel- nature, the bond and cement of society, the spring expanses of her funeral. None can read "Paradise 

come yon. Linda Bennett. and spirit of the universe. Jt is of that active, Lost,’’andlearn, without emotion, tlmt its first copy 
llammoniNpoit, N.,^,, i860 restless nature, that it must of necessity exert itself; I rras sold for six pounds. And though it was a ploas- 

mntiry. Something far more precious than gold was 
given for the ransom of men, even the life of the Son 
of Gon. Not only did lie die for us, hut lie lived for 
us. lie came us u mortal, partook of our nature, our 
hopes, sorrows, fears, temptations, privations, and 
sufferings. Ho had sorrows over and beyond what 
man suffered, and one source of his sorrows arose 
from his knowledge of the hearts of men. Did grief 

We wonder i! Linda is not indulging in a sly hit and like the lire to which it is often compared, is not urc for its blind author thus to embody grand eon- 
al the occupants of the Rural sanctum, — adminis- a free agent to choose whether it will heat or no, but captions, in* was also by necessity hound to feed 
teri«ig her castigation over the shoulders of the it streams forth by natural results, and unavoidable hungry mouths and clothe naked limbs, Even Bhaks- 

devotod “ Uiklebs?” At all events, she comes to the emanations, so that it will fasten upon an inferior, kkark, whom all the world calls great, at first wrote 
defence of American ladies with true spirit and cour- unsuitable object, rather than none at all. The soul ,0 obtain the means of subsistence, and then to 
agi\ genuine feminine grit,—and while we must, | may sooner leave off to subsist than to love, and like amass wealth. These men are known, and well 
with the most profound respect, acknowledge the the vinu, it withers and dies, if it lias nothing to known, and it is a fact no less curious than true, that 
ardor displayed, we beg'Jloave to enter our protest at embrace. Now this affection in the state of imio many of those who in the past have written from I 
being thus summarily read out of either the Union cencc was happily pitched upon its right object; it necessity, have obtained both wealth aud lasting 
bederal, or the Union Matrimonial. For the first,— flamod np in direct fervors of devotion to God, and In fame, while the fame-seekers have obtained neither, 
and we include that naughty little sister, Miss S. collateral emissions of charity to its neighbor. It A third, and smaller class, wish to be useful. 
Carolina,—we cherish a devotion that will last was a vestal and a virgin tire, and differed as much Satirists have written to correct vices or follies, and 
while pulse beats or heart throbs, and tin* latter, bless from that which usually poasos by tl.is name now-a- some novelists strive to inculcate virtue and.. 
your dear heart, Linda, we love with all our powers days as the vital heat from the burning of a fever.— Others, who have studied deeply, and gained extern 

, y ? r 8pPi!k ,knmvi"^’ t00’ f‘,r Ih- Bive knowledge, have written that mankind in gone- 
instead of "keeping beyond the reach of Ccpid’s --- rn, i.n,..;. ah 
“‘T „ T?r 8, . xv ^ - ral might obtain the benefit of tlieir labors. All 
arrows.- one of the aforesaid weapons touched us do- | 'V omen as '1 hinkers. " Trust the lirst thought of 1 sucll autbor8 claim to bc philanthropists, but selfish 
hcioils years agonc, as those who compose “ our own woman, not the second,” is an old proverb; and Mon- motiveB illflucncc them more or less, and there are 
circle at home, the little ones who clumber upon taigne says that "any truth which may bc attained at few> indotd) wll0 write solely to do good. We have 
our knees and dally with locks where the frosts of om bound, woman will reach, but that which needs rca(1 ofaman in the interior of India, who used to go 
w.nter are somewhat thickly sown,-could testify, patient climbing is the prize „r man.” aloge every morning, and fill with cold water a 
In Linda's remarks relative to the male race, there is, trough standing by the roadside. Many a thirsty 
unfortunately, too much ol truth; we think, however, Female Society. — " Without female society.” it traveler, who, pausing in his weary march over arid 
that the cause of tins moral delinquency is not rightly has been justly said, “the beginning or men’s lives sands, there drank refreshing draughts and " went on 
judged. As to the question of dress, and the modes would he helpless—the middle without joy or plea- his way rejoicing,” longed to see and to thuuk his 
and styles thereof, we do not consider ourselves com- sure—the end without comfort.” unknown n„* i„> astteiinR +w .. 

lame, whilu* the fame-seekers have obtained neither. I foot, there making an uproarious splash, boring its 

A third, and smaller class, wish to he useful, way through the parted and the frighted waves, and 
Satirists have written to correct vices or follies, and after dashing the spray in all directions, burying 
some novelists strive to inculcate virtue and morality, itself in forgotten repose under congenial mud at 
Others, who have studied deeply, and guined exten- the bottom; so gone forever from sight, from 
sive knowledge, have written that mankind in gene- thought, from upper air, and all the* ways of men; 
ral might obtain the benefit of their labors. Ail thus meaning — the low aim of making a consider¬ 

ed Hion shadowy arrows such us these spring from 
Apollo’s golden bow of light at every step. Flying 
in every direction, they cross, interlacing each other 
in a soft net-work of dim lines. Meanwhile, the 
clouds drop shadow-like anchors, tlmt reach the 
ground, but will not hold; every browsing creature, 
every flitting bird, every moving team, every uncon¬ 
scious traveler writes itself along the ground in dim 
shadow.—Henry Ward Seether. 

What is a “SpLofscK?” — Rev. Dr. Cox has 
given tin* following, which, it strikes us, well defines 
the term by illustration: — The word " splurge” is a 
coinage, probably, not yet in any dictionary; yet 
meaning, as if a great rock of the mountain, disin¬ 

tegrated from its summit, should rush and bound, 
portentous and avalanched, into a sylvan lake at its 
foot, there making an uproarious splash, boring its 
way through the parted and the frighted waves, and 
alter dashing the spray in all directions, burying 
itself in forgotten repose under congenial mud at 
the bottom; so gone forever from sight, from 

dice and unbelief with which He hail to contend. 
Gur Father often hides from ns that knowledge which 
would give us pain, and leads us in a path unknown 
to ourselves; hut everything was known to the eye 
of Jesus, and though this knowledge added to His 
sufferings, it prepared Him to make a more perfect 
sacrifice for us. All through his life He was prepar¬ 
ing the way for our salvation by bis words and acts; 
and when lie closed His eyes in death, it was as a 
victim, upon whom rested the wrath of an offended 
God. This was the price that was paid for us. We 
cannot comprehend tt- Ever since that sacrifice was 
made on Calvary, men have repeated the story of his 
life and death, yet the theme is new. Faith in the 
merits of that death is the one bright star that leads 
the Christian on through this vale of tears, and finally 
brings him conqueror up to Throne of Gon. High 
and low, old and young, rich and poor, must exercise 
faith in that one mime, in order to gain entrance to 
the pure aud glorious inheritance of the eternal world. 

Butler, Wis., 1860, M. O. 

ought, from upper air, and all the ways of men; The Solitude of Death.—We must die alone. To 
u» meaning — the low aim of making a consider- Hie very verge of the stream our friends may accom- 

able sensation at least once in society. pany us; they uiuy bend Over us, they may cling to 
—♦ . ♦ ■ i- ns there, but that one long wave from the sea of 

Dekendency.—The race of mankind would perish, eternity washes up to the lips, sweeps us from the 
did they cease to aid each other. From the time the 
mother binds the ehild’s lioad, till the momeut that 

trough standing by the roadside. Many a thirsty some kind assistant wipes tlm death dump from the 
traveler, who, pausing in ltis weary march over arid brow of the dying, we cannot exist without mutual 
sands, there drank refreshing draughts and " went on help. All, therefore, that need aid. have a right to 
his way rejoicing,” longed to see and to thunk his ask it of their fellow mortals. No one who has the 
unknown benefactor. But he, satisfied that some power of granting it can refuse it without guilt. 

shore, and we go forth alone! in that untried and 
utter solitude, then, what can there be for us but the 
pulsation of that assurance — “I am not alone, be¬ 
cause the Father is with me 1” 

» ■ ♦ ♦-»- 

Good works will never save you, but you can never 

be saved without them. 
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[Written for Moore's Rural New Yorker.] 

HOME EDUCATION. 

Tijbre has been much speculation among philoso¬ 

phers axd learned men in regard to the real and ulti- 

timate designs of edneation. It is perfectly orthodox 

everywhere in community, In regard to the profes¬ 

sional man or woman,—they must ho educated. The 

dear and important interests of the people must not 

be placed in the hands of the unlearned and unskillful. 

And then, men and women must be well educated, 

who arc called to meet the public demands of busy, 

active life. 

No man can administer to the intellectual or moral 

demands of the public mind, destitute of the power of 

education. This sentiment is received as orthodox 

everywhere. Without the advantages wlifch a good 

education affords, people cannot well inert and con¬ 

quer the ills and stern necessities of human nature. 

Theology, medicine and law are sciences which it is 

popular to study. Quacks are a living terror to those 

who would see the machinery of life move on in un¬ 

disturbed harmony and order. Hence, when a young 

man or woman, impelled by the higher instincts of 

nature, is seen pursuing, earnestly and assiduously, a 

oonrse of study, the questions are heard, “What do 

they intend to become?" " What aro they fitting them¬ 

selves for?'' “Surely they cannot be wasting ho much 

of their precious time without some specific purpose?" 

An efficient and useful practice of medicine, theology, 

or law, requires much study and knowledge. It is 

a most glaring error to admit that an ignorant man 

can reach real eminence in any of the “ learned pro¬ 

fessions." Common experience, however, proves 

that many who are called learned, seem to have very 

little success. 

Another fact is very evident Were there more 

careful, earnest study among the masses, there would 

be far less occasion for the practice of the “ learned 

professions." The real enlightenment and elevation 

of society looks toward a time when there shall be far 

leas incumbents of the “learned professions." Hut 

all education that does look to the elevation and puri 

fying of the homo circle, is most sadly detioiont. In 

the light of the home circle must arise all true reforms. 

Were I able, in the zeal and strength of hope, to 

rear a superstructure of intellectual and moral purity 

in our land, I would begin at the domestic hearth. 

1 would not commence in the public throng. Were 

the mighty ocean to be emptied of its fiood, it would 

be folly to chain its giant surges as they go dashing 

over its dark bosom. Just arrest the raindrop before 

it falls to the earth, cut off the course of the merry 

streamlet as it goes singing to the sea, and how soon 

would the “ vasty deep " reveal its world of mysterious 

life and death. 

Step into the homes of our country and sit down by 

the hearthstone. Over many is gleaming the light of 

intelligence and beauty,—in many you may discover 

the rctiuiug light of home education,—yon will lind 

the mother and wife amply fitted to fill her station. 

She is qualified to instruct and guide her sons and 

daughters. They feci her controlling influence. Her 

feelings and emotions have been trained and disci¬ 

plined, her affections arc strong, genial and resolute. 

She was not educated for some ideal mission. She 

did not squander her younger years away upon the 

fooleries and frivolities of pride and fashion. There 

was more importance attached to the real pressing 

demands of life, than to the width or number of tlu> 

the flounces upon her dress. When Miss Brown,— 

who had the most ample means of administering to 

every passion and vain desire, - was spending her life 

in positive idleness, she was endeavoring to discipline 

and strengthen her mind by self-denial. She was en¬ 

gaged in touching, impelled by her thirst for real 

knowledge, and by the strong power of maternal love. 

She. has contended nobly with the ills and misfortunes 

of life, and lias conquered. And now site Is prepared, 

by a course of seasonable discipline, to adorn the 

noblest station of life. 

There, are some such homes. There are homos in 

which the beautiful machinery of domestic govern¬ 

ment seems to move with regularity and order. Every 

member of the household understands and maintains 

his relative duties, and from such homes radiate those 

cheering influences which honor (ion and bless man¬ 

kind. Hut there are very many sadder pictures of 

domestic education. There are many homes in which 

the refining power of discipline and education is not 

felt. The domestic hearthstone, instead of being a 

nucleus around which cluster love, virtue and refine¬ 

ment, seems a repelling power, and an object of ne¬ 

cessity rather than of love and beauty. 

The mother and wife has been most sadly disap¬ 

pointed in regard to her real raissiou. Him finds her¬ 

self almost entirely destitute ol’ that education requi¬ 

site to adorn her station. Instead of meeting her du¬ 

ties with a cheerful and resolute will, her spirit com¬ 

plains that life’s burden rests so heavily upon her. A 

shadow darkens that household,—there is no music 

there,—the hours pass heavily on,—there is jargon in 

the motions of domestic life. This is all the result of 

home education. 

Were I asked for a panacea for all the moral ills 

which infest the world,- were I to give a remedy, 

effectual and efficient for moral disease,—were 1 asked 

what would arrest the mighty tide of sensuality and 

licentiousness pouring over our land, 1 would say, 

purify mat educate the hums circle. Educate your 

daughters to become competent and efficient wives 

am) mothers, and educate your sons to become the 

worthy husbands of such daughters. This will do 

more than all the statute enactments or police ar¬ 

rangements in our land. J. W. Barker. 

liuliulo, N. Y,, I860. 

FALSE EDUCATION. 

Shame upon historians and schoolmasters for excit¬ 

ing the worst passions of youth by the display of false 

glories! If your religion hath any truth or influence, 

her professors will extinguish the promontory lights, 

which only allure to breakers. They will be assiduous 

in teaching the young and ardent that great abilities 

do not constitute gn at men, without, the right and 

uni emitting application of them; and that, in the 

sight of humanity and wisdom, it is better to erect 

one cottage than demolish a hundred cities. Down 

to the present day we have been taught little else than 

falsehood. We have been told to do this thing and 

that; we have been told we shall be punished unless 

we do; but at the same time we are shown by the 

finger that prosperity and glory, and the esteem of ail 

about us, rest upon other and very difh rei t founda¬ 

tions. Now, do the curs or the eye* *e,luC0 .be most 

easily, and lead the most directly to tne ncari? But 

both ears and eyes are won over, and alike are per¬ 

suaded to corrupt us.— Walter Savage Lanaor. 

• ♦ 

He that knows useful things, and not he that knows 
many things, is the wise man. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

WHAT MADE THE DIFFERENCE. 

As the winter term of our district schools has begun, 

let me ask you, parents and pupils, to take a glance 

at the schools of a year ago in your vicinity, some of 

which were good, others bad, and tell me what made 

the difference. Doubtless your ready answer is,— 

why, some were fortunate enough to soenre good 

teachers, while others were not, either because they 

were afraid to open their purse strings far enough, or 

could not spend time to look up one. Are you, my 

friends, very sure that your answer is the correct one? 

Have yon studied the matter carefully, and sifted it 

thoroughly? If yon are right in believing that the 

teacher only is responsible for the reputation of your 

schools, will you tell me why we hoard so many re¬ 

marks like the following:—“/ don’t see why Jones 

can’t teach just as good a school as Smith.’’ “ 1 

should think Jones would keep lirst rate order, he is 

so stern and unflinching in other places." “ I haven’t 

been in to see, but they say the scholars do just as they 

please. I wish f had hired Smith, for they say ‘that 

their school beats anything else in town.’ t would, 

but I didn’t suppose Jones would fail here, though he 

hasn’t had the name of keeping first-rate order.” 

As you don’t seem to lind the exact difficulty in 

Jones, let us look at the circumstances of the two, a 

little. You all consider Jones equal to Smith at any¬ 

thing out of the line of teaching. Each taught his 

first terra in some out-of-the-way place, and we never 

heard much about it. The second term, Smith was 

engaged in a well regulated school, with a large num¬ 

ber of earnest, intelligent scholars, and parents who 

were determined to have their children know some¬ 

thing, and their sohool n good one. Jones taught in 

a tumble-down house, belonging to a district where 

education was below par, and school taxes a grudged 

investment, and, as a natural consequence, a lot of 

scholars that knew but little, and enred less about 

learning any more. That ho failed to acquire the 

name of being a good teacher in such a place need 

not surprise any one. That Smith would have done 

any better in the same place remains to be proved. 

The third term, Smith enters No. -t with the reputa¬ 

tion of being a good teacher, and keeping first-rate 

order, which his school of the previous winter, united 

witli his own energy and perseverance, gave him, and 

a successful course is confidently expected by ail con¬ 

cerned. And a successful course they have, not so 

much because Smith is a better teacher than Jones, 

as because all the component parts are expecting and 

therefore doing all in tin ir power to make it a good 

one, and putting down the few fault-finding remarks 

of the dissatisfied ones until they, too, give it up, and 

go with the rest in saying^mi “ can't ho heat, nor 

equaled even.” Jonhs, just as earnest and efficient, 

but with the reputation which his school of the pre 

ceding winter gave him still clinging to his name, 

enters your school amid shakes of the head, doubts 

expressed and unexpressed, and eyes opened wide to 

see if there should he the least bit of disorder. Some 

of tlie scholars are for fun; others stand outside and 

wait to see if the school is to be a good ono or not; 

others go inside, but instead of devoting their time to 

study, sit, watch the rest, and go away saying, “it 

was so noisy they couldn’t learn anything, and the 

school was a miserable one.” 

Why was it a miserable ono, I ask? You say, 

“Jones is a tine young man, a first rate fellow, but he 

hasn't tile faculty to get along in the schoolroom.” 

/ say it is because he is almost the only one in the dis¬ 

trict ready to work, - the rest of you aro carefully 

watching for the failure that must inevitably oomo, if 

the teacher has no one to help him. You might as 

well expect the sculptor (with whom the teacher is 

so often compared,) to embody the beautiful designs* 

which bis soul creates, with his block of marble set 

up by the wayside, and every passer-by permitted to 

hack it as he pleased, as to expect even the most per¬ 

fect of teachers to mold a character of beauty and 

symmetry during theshort timo the scholars are under 

his supervision, unaided by their own efforts and the 

hearty co-operation of their parents. 

But you, scholars, aro not blocks of inanimate mar 

ble,—you are immortal beings, like your teacher, and 

like him, responsible to yourselves, your country, and 

your Creator, for the use and improvement of those 

powers which lie bus given to your keeping. Jfyou 

would have a good school the present winter, he ready 

to do your part, and believe me it is no small part you 

have to do, for yon an- just as much a factor of the 

school as your teacher,—it is just as necessary that 

your part, should lie well done as that his should be. 

And if you cannot each do quite as much toward 

forming the character of yiwir school, you can do in¬ 

finitely more towards forming your own. It is upon 

your own exertions that your advancement mostly de¬ 

pends. I do not wish to take one iota from the re¬ 

sponsibility resting upon tho teachers' efforts, but / 

do say that you ran learn in almost any school if you 

will and if you do. I want it to be understood that I 

have reference to the forge scholars, or first classes, in 

these remarks, the smaller ones seldom trouble any 

teacher. 

To the parents 1 would say, when you catch your¬ 

selves in the act of finding fault with your teacher, 

pause and go to the schoolroom and compare his dis¬ 

cipline with your own, and if he is not overrun any 

worse than you are, go away and hold your peace, 

leaving him to manage the school unmolested by your 

opposing influence, if you will nut give him your sup¬ 

port. May Myrtle. 
Albion, N. Y., i860. 

* - ♦. + 

Education in Vermont.—'The State Teachers’ As¬ 

sociation adopted, during tho last session, the follow¬ 

ing resolution: 

Resolved, That when qualifications are equal, and 
equal services aro rendered, male and female Teachers 
should receive equal compensation. 

From a report on the progress of Common Schools 

in the State, wo learn that the whole number of chil¬ 

dren in the State is 89,000; of schools, 2,7.Vi; of teach¬ 

ers, -1,885. Average attendance, 47,000, or about 50 

percent. More than 17,000 have attended no Bchool 

at ail. Instances of tardiness, 800,000; eases of cor¬ 

poreal punishment, 0,882. Only 126 districts have a 

dictionary of any kind; 115 have globes; 310 have 

outline maps. Whole expense during the year, 

$405,000. 

Education in Wisconsin.—The annual report of 

the Superintendent of Public Instruction in Wisconsin, 

gives the number of school districts in that State as 

4,110; number of male attendants, 194,834 being 

about two-thirds of the children of school age in the 

Stute; average monthly wages of male teachers, 

S24 20: ditto female teaelmrs, $14 84; total receipts 

for school purposes during the last year, $574,183 97. 

There aro 1,175 district libraries in the State, contain¬ 

ing an aggregate of 35,939 volumes. The amount of 

money raised for tlie libraries was $2,003 91, There 

are also IG1 select and private schools in the State, 

exclusive ol incorporated academies, attended by 

7,326 scholars. 

Prominent among the places made memorable by 

Revolutionary events, arc the Highlands upon the 

Hudson, from Haverstraw to Newburgh. Here we 

find the scenes of councils, battles, seiges, triumphs, 

and treason, giving an interest in the locality to every 

lover of freedom, and especially claiming the homage 

of the American heart. Newburgh, and New Windsor, 

then <» small village two miles below tho former town, 

were the chosen quarters of Washington at different 

times, from December, 1780, until the conclusion of 

the war in 1783, and a portion of that time was the 

cantonment of the American army, thus making New 

burgh a conspicuous point in the history of the war. 

At tho close of 1780 the army was cantoned at three 

points, Morristown and Pompton, in Now Jersey, ami 

at Phillipstown, in the Hudson Highlands, Wash 

inciton established his head-quarters at New Windsor 

in December, 1780, where he remained until June, 

1781, when the French, who had quartered during the 

winter at Newport and Isibanon, formed a junction 

with the Americans on the Hudson. In April, 1782, 

he established his bead-quarters at Newburgh, two 

miles above the village of New Windsor, occupying 

tho stone house, a view of which we present to our 

readers, as an interesting relic of revolutionary times, 

where He continued most of the time until November, 

1783, when the Continental army was disbanded. 

Tho house is substantially built, of stone, and the 

main part is over ono hundred years old, though an 

addition was made to it as Late as 1770. It was in 

possession of the Hasbrouck family from the time of 

its erection until within about ten years, when it was 

purchased by the State of New York for the purpose 

of securing its preservation as a relic of tho Revolu¬ 

tion. It was placed in charge of the trustees of 

Newburgh, who were required to spend a certain 

amount in repairs, ornamenting the grounds, Ac. 

The bouse has accordingly been thoroughly repaired, 

sonje of the modern alterations within have been 

changed, and the whole appearance of the edifice is 

as much like that of the era of the Revolution as it is 

possible to make it. A family resides in the mansion 

for the purpose of receiving and attending visitors. 

Properly preserved, this relic of the Revolution will 

doubtless withstand the destruction of time for another 

century. The timbers are sound, the walls massive, 

the roof and the weather-boards on tho gables well 
preserved. 

Isidy Wakimnuton was a resident of “ Haabrouck 

House" during the fin miner of 1783, and in gratifica¬ 

tion of her taste for gardening, cultivated a large 

space in front of the house. Mr. Eager, the historian 

of Orange County, says that within his remembrance, 

the brick borders of her flower-beds remained. For 

the above facts wo aro indebted mainly to Lossing’s 

field Book of Ike Revolution. 

THE MICROSCOPE. 

With the help of his microscope, man can enter 

into a world unknown to the ignorant, and altogether 

invisible to the unassisted eye. In every plant and 

flower which adorns the field, in every loaf of the 

forest, in tlie seeds, prickles, and down of all vege¬ 

tables, he perceives beauties and harmonies, and 

exquisite contrivances, Of which, without this instru¬ 

ment, lie could have formed no conception. Tn evory 

scale of a haddock he perceives a beautiful piece of 

net-work, admirably contrived and arranged, arid in 

tln> scale of a sole, a still more diversified structure, 

which no art could imitate, terminated witli pointed 

spikes, and formed with admirable regularity. Where 

nothing but a speck of moliiiness appears to tlie naked 

eye, ho beholds a forest of mushrooms with long 

stalks, and with leaves and blossoms distinctly visi¬ 

ble. In the eyes of a common fly, where others can 

see only two small protuberances, he perceives several 
thoiisanila .it' beautiful i.ranspure.nt gK.Lvi, exquiaiteQ 

rounded and polished, placed with tlie utmost regu¬ 

larity in rows, crossing each other like a kind of 

lattice-work, and forming tho most admirable piece 

of mechanism which the eye can contemplate. Tho 

small dust that covers the wings of moths and butter 

flies he perceives to consist of an infinite multitude of 

feathers ol various forms, not much unlike the feather- 

of birds, and adorned with the most bright and vivid 

colors. In an animal so small that the naked eye can 

scarcely distinguish it as a visible point, he perceives 

a bead, month, eyes, legs, Joints, bristles, hair, and 

other animal parts and functions, as nicely formed 

and adjusted, and endowed with ns much vivacity, 

agility, and intelligence, us the larger animate. In 

the tail of a small fish or the foot of a frog, ho can 

perceive the variegated branchings of the veins and 

arteries, and the blood circulating through them with 

amazing velocity. In a drop of stagnant water lie 

perceives thousands of living beings of various shapes 

and sizes, beautifully formed, and swimming with 

wanton vivacity, like fishes in the midst of the ocean. 

In short, by this instrument ho perceives that the 

whole earth is full of animation, and that there is not 

a single tree, plant, or flower, and scarcely a drop of 

water, that is not teeming witli life and peopled with 

its peculiar inhabitants. He thus enters, as it were, 

into a new world, invisible to other eyes, where every 

object in the animal, vegetable, and mineral king¬ 

doms presents a new and interesting aspect, and 

unfolds beauties, harmonies, contrasts, and exquisite 

contrivances, altogether inconceivable by the igno¬ 

rant ami unreflecting mind.—Dick. 

-- -s- 

SECURE SOUND, REGULAR SLEEP. 

Du. Coknwei.L, of Philadelphia, contributes to 

the November number of the Educator an article on 

sleep, from which we make the following brief 

extract: 

No one who wishes to accomplish great things 

should deny himself the advantages of sleep or exer¬ 

cise. Any student will accomplish more, year by 

year, if he allows himself seven or eight hours to 

sleep, and three or four for meals and amusements, 

than if he labors at his books, or with his pen, ten or 

twelve hours a day. It is true that some few persons 

are able to perforin much mental labor, and to study 

late at night, and yet sleep well. Home require but 

little sleep. But such individuals are very rare. ( Jen. 

Piohogru informed Sir Gilbert Blanc that, during a 

whole year’s campaign, he did not sleep more than 

one hour in twenty-four. Sleep seemed to be at the 

command of Napoleon, as 1m could sleep and awake 

apparently at wili. M. Guizot, a minister of France 

under Louis Philippe, was a good sleeper. A late 

writer observed that this facility for going to sleep 

after extreme excitement and mental exertion was 

prodigious, and it was fortunate for him that he was 

so constituted, otherwise his health would have mate 

ri;iIly suffered. A minister in France ought not to be 

a nervous maa; it is a fate to him if lie is. After the 

most boisterous and tumultuous sittings at the Gham¬ 

ber, after being baited by the opposition in tin- most 

savage manner—there is no milder expression for 

their excessive violence—he arrives home, throws 

himself upon his couch and sinks immediately into a 

profound sleep, from which he is undisturbed till 

midnight, when the proofs of the Moniteur aro 

brought to him for inspection. 

The most frequent and immediate cause of insanity, 

and one of tho most important to guard against, is 

the want of sleep. Indeed, so rarely do we see a 

recent case of insanity, that is not preceded by want 

of sleep, that is regarded as almost a sure precursor 

of mental derangement. Notwithstanding strong 

hereditary predisposition, ill health, loss of kindred 

or property, insanity rarely results, unless tho existing 

causes aro such ns to produce a loss of steep. A 

mother loses her only child, the merchant his fortune, 

the politician, the scholar, the enthusiast, may have 

their minds powerfully excited and disturbed yet, if 

they steep well, they will not become insane. No 

advice is so good, therefore, to those who have reoov 

ered from an attack, or to those who are in delicate 

health, us that of securing, by all means, sound, reg¬ 

ular, and refreshing sleep. 

♦ • ♦ • ♦ - • 

Optics.—Place on a sheet of white paper a piece 

of blue hr Ik about four Inches in diameter, in the sun¬ 

shine; cover the center of this with a piece of yellow 

silk about three inches in diameter; and Mm center of 

this with a piece of pink silk about two inches in 

diameter; and the center of the pink silk again cover 

with another circle of green silk about ono inch in 

diameter; then Cover the center of the green silk with 

a circle of indigo about half an Inch in diameter; in 

Mm center of the whole make a black dot with a pen. 

Then look steady fur a minute, on this central *rmt 
...ni closing your eyes, hold your hand about, an inch 

distant before them, and you will appear to see tho 

most bountiful circle of colors that imagination can 

conceive, which colors will appear not only different 

from the colors of the silk, but will keep perpetually 
changing. 

— -V ♦ • -V-- 

Protection from Lightning.—The beech tree is 

said to be a non-eondnetor of lightning. So notori¬ 

ous is the fact, that Mm Indians, whenever the sky 

wears the appearance of a thunder storm, leave their 

pursuits and take refuge under the nearest beech tree. 

In Tennessee the people consider it a complete pro¬ 

tection, Dr. Beetori, in a letter to Dr. Mitchell, states 

that the beech tree is never known to be struck by 

atmospheric electricity, while other trees are often 

shattered into splinters. May not a knowledge of 

this afford protection to many when exposed? 

STAMENS AND PISTILS OF FLOWERS. 

Editors Rubai. New-Yorker:—Will yon pl.-use give a 

very young farmer a little information about tlie Stamens and 

Pistils of Mowers, so that I can understand in what way our 

squashes and other things become mixed when several kinds 

are grown together, as tins subject Inis been talked over a 

good deal here? Also, docs the mixing affect the vegetable tho 

first year, or only the seed, so that they show tho mixture 

when planted and grown the next season? — G. !•’. 8., Grand 

Prairie, Illinois, I860. 

It will be remembered by some of the readers of 

this department., that in the early numbers of last 

year we published some very sensible and instructive 

articles from an Old Gardener, and Imd promise 

of others, which promise tho old gentleman did not 

fulfill. The reason assigned for this neglect was the 

charms and labors of the garden. Spring came, and 

the pen was dropped for tin- spade, and the transplant¬ 

ing trowel. Bui the obligation is still acknowledged, 

and for the purpose of securing its fulfillment wo 

handed the above to our old friend, who responds in 

his usual style. 

REMARKS OF THE OLD GARDENER. 

Editors of the Rural New-Yorker: — I fear that 

by my neglect 1 have forfeited your good esteem, and 

perhaps a complimentary copy of the Rural. The 

latter money would purchase, the loss of the former f 

should very much regret, and the more so because I 

feel It would not he without cause. It is pleasant for 

an old man to talk and relate the experience and 

observation of over fifty years spent in the garden, 

hut writing is a different thing. The fingers lose 

their suppleness long before tlie tongue. That pro¬ 

verbially unruly member bolds out to the last. But 

industry and perseverance has been my motto for many 

years, f have taught it to many youth that have 

been under my care and instruction, and I must not 

prove false to my principles at Ibis late day. So, I 

will take courage, and reply to the young correspon¬ 

dent of Illinois. I like to instruct tlie young best, 

because they are willing to receive instruction] but it 

is hard to instruct ono who has grown up in igno¬ 

rance. An ignorant man is wiser in his own conceit 

than ten intelligent men. 1 am glad sometimes that 

men don’t live always, and that their ignorance and 

pride die with them. The next generation f think 

will he more intelligent, and consequently more 

modest than the present. But, I must restrain my 

disposition to rumble, which is well enough in talk- 

king, for words are eheup, hut printers’ ink and 

paper costs money, and every line and word should 

be of value. 
The mixture of varieties of fruits, flowers, vegeta¬ 

bles, <&c., is produced through tlie flower and the 

seed. As a general rulo, the mixture only affects the 

soed and not the fruit. A Greening and a Kpitzon- 

burgh apple tree may be grown together for any 

number of years, and each tree will produce its kind 

true and pure; hut if the seed should bo sown and 

trees grown from them, the fruit produced by the 

young trees would be not true, but he new varieties, 

perhaps resembling the old kinds, but of this there is 

no certainty. Heod of a yellow and a green squash 

may be planted near together, even in the same hill, 

and no mixture will he seen if tho seed is pure; but 

plant seeds saved from these squashes, ami nearly all, 

and perhaps every one, will bo mixed and spotted, 

and striped witli yellow anil green. 

If wo plant a rod and white perennial flower 

together, say peonies, they will remain true for any 

number of years, but plants grown from their seeds 

will show mixture. There are some people who 

think the mixture affects tho fruit as wi ll as tho seed, 

and some.very wise persons argue that a mixture may 

bo produced in plant* without either flowers or seeds; 

hut this is very unreasonable; and when such inquir¬ 

ing young readers as your friend of Illinois become 
men, such notions will be scarce. 

A flower is made up of several parts, each having 

a particular office to perform. First, tho calyx, 

which is tho outer circle of green leaves seen in 

almost all flowers; second, the corolla or inner circle 

ol leaves of bright Colors, which gives the flower its 

beauty; third, a set of stamens, each looking liko a 

cap on a slender stem; and in tho center of the 

(lower, the pistils. I give a drawing of a flower dis¬ 

sected so that its parts may bo more plainly seen — a 

is a part of tho calyx, b part of corolla, c stamons, d 

pistils. 

It must bo remembered that nature works for 

an object, and the object of tlie flower is the produc¬ 

tion Of seed. The flower, therefore, is made up of 

those parts which are useful in accomplishing this 

end. Homo of the parte are essential to the produc¬ 

tion of seed, as „„ seed can ho produced without 

them, while others are only of use to protect and 

support these essential parte. From this fact botan¬ 

ists divide the flower into two parte, or tho organs 

into two classes, tho Essential and tho Protecting 

The Protecting Organs are the calyx and corolla. 

ho calyx is the circle of green leaves at tho huso of 

the flower, or the union of tho (lower with tho stem. 

I Ins m some (lowers is composed of several leaves 

and each one is called a srpaU I„ tho engraving 

above, a is one of the sepals forming the calyx. Tho 

corolla is the colored leaves of the (lower, which give 

It its principal beauty. Each ono of theso colored 

loaves is called a petal, the corolla being therefore 

formed or a number of petals. Thus far I have no 

doubt every young reader can understand; but ir not 

read, again carefully until tho facts stated are well 

The Essential organs of the flower arc the stamens 

and pistils. The stamons aro the fertilizing organs, 

and tho pistils are fertilized by them, and hoar the 

seeds. In the engraving above, c is tho stamens and 

iftlie pistils. I’o make tho matter more plain, I give 

engravings of two flowers cut in halves lengthwise; 

the first the flower of the cherry, and the latter the 
common purslane. 

These show the stamens and pistils us they grow, 

and the connection of tlie pistils witli tho seeds 
below. 

A stamen consists of two parts, the stalk, which is 

called tlie filament, and seen in the small engraving 

nt a, and tho anther, b. The anther is 

a little cap, and generally has two colls 

tilled witli a yellowish dust which bota¬ 

nists call pollen. At the proper time 

the anther opens ami the yellow dust falls 

on the pistils, fertilizing them and caus¬ 

ing them to bear seeds. If the anthers 

were cut off' before tho dust, falls, the 

flower would never have any seed, unless 

some of the pollen should fall on the pistils from 

other flowers. 

The pistil is divided into three parts the ovary, 

style, and stigma. The ovary is the hollow case or 

pod which contains the half formed seeds waiting to 

be fertilized oy tlie. pollen of the stamen. Tlie engrav¬ 

ing shows tlie ovary cut 

across and separated a 

little so that the seeds 

may be seen. The style 

is the long points, three 

of which are shown in 

the engraving. In some 

flowers there is but one, 

and in others more. 

The cherry flower given 

above, has but ono, 

while the purslane lias 

many. In some flow¬ 

ers the style is quite 

short, while in others 

it is very long. The 

stigma is the point seen 

at the top of. the style iu the engraving, and very 

distinctly seen in the flower of the cherry. It issolt 

and open, and upon this the pollen falls and is con¬ 

veyed to the ovary, forming seeds. 
I have endeavored to make this matter very plain 

to young readers, and if I have succeeded in giving 

the information desired by your correspondent, and 

needed by many others, 1 will continue tho subject. 

But those who wisli to thoroughly study tlie subjects 

should obtain Gray’s Lessons in Botany. 



OUR NEW DRESS AND ENLARGEMENT. 

Tkk Nkw Pr*»h in which the Rural appear* *i» furnished 

by Nathan Lyman. of the Buffalo Type Foundry, than whom, 

a* we hare sam aforetime, there ip no more prompt or honor 

ablp dealer in printing materials. The type, rnlee, etc.. were 

all manufactured expressly for us, and are of the host quality 

and style* obtainable. But we hope the new *uit will speak 

(or read) for Itself, and need no commendation. Our new 

vignette heading wan desigued and engraved by Mr. GroWJX 

Fkamcnhs.ikiku. of thin city Good Judge* pronounce it the 

most beautiful and appropriate vignette for a Kural News¬ 

paper yet produced, and we think it will be greatly admired 

— The enlargement and improvement of the present over 

former volumes of the RURAL, will at once l>e apparent to the 

critical reader —especially on Comparing thl* with any former 

number. The change is greater than we anticipated both in 

the improved appearance of the sheet, and the volitional 

amount of reading we are enabled to give. We shall strive 

to make the paper asjrleh In matter a« it will be neat in man¬ 

ner—though neither quality may be prominent this week, an 

we have not been able to attend properly to the former, while 

it is proverbial that new type never make* its best impression 

when flint introduced to the public. 

REMITTANCES - EXCHANGE - DISCOUNT. 

The Currency of several of the Western States is greatly 

depreciated, jUHt now, while eeharige on the East is exorbitant 

in many localities. In answer to inquiries from Western 

Agents, we would say that we will abide by our announcement 

as to "The Money we Receive,’' (see next page.) yet hope 

they will do the best they can in remitting. Our first choice 

is drafts on New York, A/ , (less reasonable exchange,) or 

New York or New England money; next, Canada, Ohio and 

Michigan hills; and last (if oui friends can do no better,) bills 

on the best solvent banks of other States. Postage stamps are 

good for fractional or any amount*. 

— By the way, some of our Western friends remit too much. 

Several Agents have recently paid the exchange on drafts,— 

whereas, the cost of exchange should be deducted from the 

amount to lie remitted. A gentleman iu Missouri sends'us $2 

in Illinois money and '20 cents in stamps to pay discount! 

t~{!~ The Rural Nkw-Yorkkr as a Present. In caw* 

where a subscriber sends the Rural to a friend or relative a* « 
present, we only charge the lowest rJub rate $1,2.', per year. 
Our lowest price lor copies thus sent to Canada is $l,S7,l», and to 
Europe $2,26. Many are ordering this volume as a New Year's 
Present to distant friends, thinking it a most valuable gift, and 
it is certainly one which will remind the recipient fifty-two 

times of the kind remembrance of the donor. 

NEWS DEPARTMENT. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y„ JANUARY 5, 1861, 

DOMESTIC NEWS. 

Matter* at WaNhington. 
Prominent among the subjects of interest is the 

abstraction of State bonds from the oflice of the Sec. 
retary of the Interior, and which we briefly noticed 
in the hist Rural. The telegraph on the twenty* 
seventh ult., gave us the following: 

The developments concerning the immense robbery 
in the Interior Department, have produced a profound 
impression, without exciting any extraordinary sur¬ 
prise, as all the parties known to be, or suspected of 
being implicated, liave long been under suspicion. 
4U$l ’J V*   y y . *•*>*« .. .»*■■«»»» 

bonds, is from Charleston, South Carolina, though 
his appointment is nominally charged to Alabama in 
the Blue Book. His relations toward the Secretary 
of the Interior have been most confidential. Among 
his familiars lie has been regarded as a man of reck¬ 
less and dissipated habits. It is now ascertained that 
the amount purloined is exactly $870,000; for, while 
there arc drafts on the War Department, made by 
Messrs. Russell, Majors & Co., arid accepted by Secre¬ 
tary Floyd, deposited for a corresponding amount, 
and believed to be utterly "worthless, these drafts were 
ostensibly made on account of the transportation con¬ 
tracts held by the above firm, not really rendered. 
They were kiting operations, intended to raise money, 
and have been allout in Wall street and other marts 
for the last six months. Mr. Bailey’s reason for con¬ 
fessing his abstraction was, that he expected Mr. 
Thompson would retire from the Cabinet, and might 
not be able to e|«arhimself from complicity when the 
discovery came to bo made, as it eventually must be. 
It was to save him from suspicion when he was not 
guilty, All the coupons of the bonds were cut oil' 
and retained in the safe, so that the robbery might 
not have been detected but for the circumstances 
stated. The bondsmen of Mr, Bailey surrendered him 
to-day, and he is now in jail. 

On the 27th, the President received notice that 
Major Anderson had evacuated Fort Moultrie; the 
Major giving us reasons therefor a desire to allay the 
dissension about the post, and at the sumo time 
strengthen his own position. General Scott declares 
that Major Anderson’s movements had been made 
without consulting with him, and whether in accord¬ 
ance with instructions from the President, lie could 
not say. He considered that iu a strategical point of 
view, Major Anderson had done perfectly right, a.s lie 
is now in a strong position which was not tho case at 
Fort Moultrie, where his small force could have been 
overcome in a short time. The act of the Major is 
generally commended, for this among other reasons, 
that while Fort Moultrie was comparatively weak, and 
might provoke an assault by the mob, the impregna¬ 
ble defences of Fort Sumter place it beyond such con¬ 
tingency, as it could be reduced only by regular and 
protracted scige, tbusavoiding an immediate collision. 

The Poatoffice Department continues to receive 
resignations of postmasters in South Carolina, who 
give as their reason that they are out of the Union. 

The Commissioners from .South Carolina had a ses¬ 
sion with the Cabinet on the 28th ult. The Commis¬ 
sioners, in view of the alleged stipulation on the part 
of the President, that the garrisons at Charleston har¬ 
bor, should not be augmented, nor the military status 
of the posts changed, requested the President to 
inform them whether Major Anderson’s movements 
were in consequence of any order issued by him or 
from the War Department. The President responded 
negatively, and said that Major Anderson had acted 
on his own responsibility. The Commissioners then 
requested the President to remand Major Anderson to 
Fort Moultrie. They demand that the troops he with¬ 
drawn immediately or this shall he their last interview, 
and they will return to South Carolina and prepare for 
the worst. 

The proposals for the $6,0uo,000 loan iu Treasury 
notes, under the recent act of Congress, were opened 
on the 28th ult., at the Treasury Department. The 
bids were for less than $2,500,000 at an average of 12 
per centum interest. 

The Senate crisis committee of thirteen had before 
them on Hie 29th ult., Mr. Douglua' proposition, ns 
presented to that body on the 24th, Also one by Mr. 
Bigler, viz: The establishment, by the Constitution, 
of the line of 2tl degrees 30 min.; eight Senatorial 
Governments to be established north, and four south 
of that line, the geographical arpa being greater in 

the former than in the latter. When each Territory 
low population sufficient for one Representative in 
Congress, it is to he admitted as a State by proclama¬ 
tion of the President, thus removing the question 
from Congress; Slavery to be interdicted north and 
tolerated south of that line. The Committee also 
considered the proposition of Mr. Rice for the estab¬ 
lishment of a similar line, to admit all the territory 
north of this line as onc State, to be called Washing¬ 
ton, and all the territory south of this line as one 
State, to be called Jefferson, and admitted with slav¬ 
ery. All these were rejected. The Committee find¬ 
ing they cannot agree on any recommendation, will 

report to the Senate at an early day. 
The House Select Committee considered the propo¬ 

sition of Mr. Adams, of Mass. An amendment to the 
Constitution prohibiting Congress from passing a law 
interfering with slavery in the .States where it existe, 
was agreed to by nearly a unanimous vote, the several 
dissentanta considering that the Constitution gives 

that security already. 
An address or recommendation lias been prepared 

by authority, to submit to the members of the border 
Slave States for their signatures, requesting their 
respective States, by enactment or otherwise, to 
appoint commissioners to meet at Baltimore on the 
10th of February, for conference relative to the seces¬ 
sion of all the Cotton States, and devise a programme 
of action for the border States in Cams of such an 
emergency. It is thought, however, that not all the 
members will sign it, hut still there will be enough 
from each delegation to induce a favorable response 
from their respective States. 

Mr. Holt, the Postmaster General, has sent orders 
to the Sub-Treasurer at Charleston to remit all the 
balance* $55,000, on the Post Office account in his 
possession immediately to the credit of that Depart¬ 
ment. If tliin order is not complied with at once, ho 
will demand of the federal government to enforce his 
orders. He is also determined, as before suggested, 
to suppress mail matter to and from South Carolina, 
if the mails are interfered with in that State. 

The telegraph this (Monday,) morning provides us 
with the following highly interesting Intelligence: 

The Cabinet has just adjourned, alter a protracted 
session of six hours. The affairs at Charleston were 
the subject under consideration. Secretary Floyd 
stated to the President in writing that unless Major 
Anderson was withdrawn from Fort Surntcr he wouLd 
not remain in the Cabinet. Secretaries Thompson 
and Thomas were understood to entertain the same 
view, but the events of tho day changed their minds 
somewhat. The President determined, after full de¬ 
liberation, not to withdraw Major Anderson, and Mr. 
Floyd’s resignation was therefore accepted. 

Among the persons named as Mr. Floyd’s successor 
is Benj. F. Butler, of Mass., who has been in confi¬ 
dential consultation with the President for several 
days. A serious division occurs in the Cabinet, and 
a break np may at any hour be anticipated. Recent 
and highly important intelligence, from the South, re¬ 
ceived by the Government, may precipitate the event. 

The Secretary of the Treasury lias just received a 
dispatch from Charleston, stating that the revenue 
cutter in the port of Charleston had been seized by 
the authorities, and that the captain, who is n native 
of Charleston, lias resigned. This intelligence was 
immediately communicated to the Cabinet. Tho 
Navy Department ut 2 o’clock received a disputch 
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Bonita, which was carried into Charleston, stating 
that his prisoner, the Captain of the slaver, bad been 
taken before a State Judge, by a writ of habeas eor 
pus; that the Judge remanded the prisoner to his 
custody on the ground that ho had no jurisdiction, 
and that on his way to the Bonita with his prisoner, 
he had been taken by force from his custody by a mob. 

Tim Seei'Hslon Movement. 

The latest advices from Texas state that Gov. 
Houston will convene an extra session of the Texas Le¬ 
gislature on the 21st of January, to consider the present 
crisis. The Convention of the people will be held on 
the 28th of January. The secession feeling is in the 
ascendant. 

Advices from Jacksonville, Florida, dated 24th ult., 
show that four-fifths of the delegates elected to the 
State Convention will go for immediate secession. 

Gov. Magoffin, of Kentucky, has called an extra 
session of the legislature for the 17th of this month, 
to consider the distracted condition of the country. 

All is quiet in North Carolina. Most of the mem¬ 
bers of the legislature have gone home. Meetings un¬ 
being held in the various counties, at which Union 
sentiments are prevalent, but hope is thought well 
nigh gone. 

The. Alabama Convention will have a large majority 
in favor of secession. 

Our latest advices from Charleston left the Conven¬ 
tion still in session. An ordinance entitled “An Or¬ 
dinance to Amend the Constitution of South Carolina 
In respect to the Executive Department,” was passed 
in the Secret Session of the Committee on the 27tb 
ult. It provides as follows: 

First—That the Governor have power to receive 
Ambassadors, Ministers, Consuls and Agents of For¬ 
eign Powers, to conduct negotiations with foreign 
powers, to make treaties by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate, to nominate all officers hv and 
with the udv ice and consent of the Senate, to appoint 
Ambassadors, Public Ministers, and Consuls, as the 
General Assembly may previously direct, and also all 
other officers whose appointment has not otherwise 
been provided for by law. to fill vacancies during the 
recess of Urn Senate, by granting o.ornniissioiiH which 
expire the end of the next session of the Senate, to 
convene tho Senate whenever he thinks it necessary, 
provided nevertheless during the existence of the 
Convention that all treaties, directions for the appoint¬ 
ment of Ambassadors, Ministers, Consuls, <vi\, be 
subject to the advice and consent of tlm Convention. 

Second—That the Governor immediately appoint 
four persons, w ith the advice and consent of the Con¬ 
vention, w ho, with the Lieut. Governor, shall form a 
council, to lie called the Executive Council, whose 
duty it shall be to advise with him. 

All obligations of sec,rosy in regard to the above 
ordinance were w ithdrawn. 

The Convention also passed an ordinance, which 
reads as follows: 

Whereas, It is due to our lute confederates in the 
political Union, known ns the United States of Amer¬ 
ica, as also tin- citizens of South Carolina engaged in 
commerce, that no abrupt or sudden change be made 
in the rate of duties on imports into the State: and 

Whereat, It is not desired by this State to secure 
advantages in trade to her own ports above those of 
unv other of the slave holding States, her late confed¬ 
erates in the said Union; 

H7itr«i<, This ordinance, for considerations indi¬ 
cated, is designed to be provisional; therefore we, the 
people of South Carolina, in Convention assembled, 
do declare, ordain, and it is hereby declared and or¬ 
dained, 

First, That all citizens of this State who at the date 
of the ordinance of secession were holding office con¬ 
nected with the Customs under the General Govern¬ 
ment of the United States within the limits of South 
Carolina, be and they are hereby appointed to hold 
under the government of this State exclusively, with¬ 
out any further connection whatever with the Federal 
Government of tin; United States, the same offices 
they now till until otherwise directed, and that they 
receive the same pay and emolument* for their ser¬ 
vice. 

Second, That until this Convention, or General As¬ 

sembly, shall otherwise provide, the Governor shall 
appoint to all vacancies which may occur in snob 
offices. 

Third, That until it is otherwise provided by this 
Convention, or General Assembly, the revenue collec¬ 
tion and navigation laws of the United States as far as 
may be practicable, be, and they are hereby adopted 
and made laws of this State, saving that no duties 
shall be collected upon imports from the States known 
as the United .States of America, nor upon tin- tonnage 
of vessels owned in whole or in part by the citizens nf 
the said States, saving and excepting the act of Con¬ 
gress, adopted on the 2d of March, 1857, entitled an 
act authorizing the deposit of the papers of foreign 
vessels with the consuls of their respective nations, 
which said act Ls hereby declared to be of uo force 
within tlie limits of this State. 

Fourth, All vessels built in South Carolina or else¬ 
where, and owned to the amount of one-third by a 
citizen or citizen* of South Carolina or any other 
slave holding Commonwealth of North America, and 
commanded by citizens thereof, and rio other, shall ho 
registered as vessels of Soutli Carolina, under the au¬ 
thority of the Collector and Naval Officer. 

Fifth, All official net* of the officers aforesaid, in 
which it is usual and proper to set forth the authority 
under which they act, or style of document issued by 
them or any of them, shall be in the name of the 
State of South Carolina. 

Sixth, All moneys hereafter collected by any officer 
aforesaid, shall, after deducting the sum necessary for 
the compensation of Dio officers and other expenses, 
be paid into the Treasury of the State of Booth Caro¬ 
lina for the use of said State, subject to the order of 
this Convention, or of the General Assembly. 

Seventh, Tbe officers aforesaid shall retain in their 
hands nil property of the United States in their pos¬ 
session; custody or control, subject to the disposal of 
the State, who’ will account for tho same upon a 
final settlement with the government of the United 
States, 

A dispatch from Charleston statesthat the proposed 
State loan of $400,000 is already parceled out among 
tbe wealthiest men of the State, mostly at Charleston, 
and each one is expected to furnish his share, under 
the penalty of being considered disaffected, 

Fort Moultrie and Castle Pinckney wi re taken pos¬ 
session of by the South Carolina Militia on the night 
of the 27th. Capt. Humphries holds possession of 
the arsenal. Castle Pinckney and Fort Moultrie art- 
occupied by State troops, under instructions of the 
Governor of the State to hold peaceable possession of 
these forte, and for the purpose of protecting tho 
government property. Castle Pinckney and Fort 
Moultrie were hold by about twelve men, who peace¬ 
ably surrendered. There was no collision and none 
was anticipated when the troops left the city to garri¬ 
son these forte. 

The following statement of the evacuation of Fort 
Moultrie by Major Anderson is from the Charleston 

Courier: 
The evacuation of FortMoultrie commenced a little 

after sundown on Wednesday. The men were order¬ 
ed to bold them selves in readiness with knapsacks 
packed, but up to the moment of leaving had no idea 
of abandoning the fort. They were reviewed On pa¬ 
rade and were then ordered to two schooners, lying in 
the vicinity, when they embarked, taking with them 
all necessary stores, Ac. Several trips were made 

during the night, under cover of which a great portion 
of the provisions and camp furniture were transported, 
A great portion of the labor expended on Fort Moul¬ 
trie was upon the citadel or highest position. This 
citadel Major Anderson had strengthened in every 
way loopholes were cut and everything so arranged 
that in case a well conconctcd attack was made, he 
would have retired from the outer bastions to the cit¬ 
adel and afterwards blown it up. In other portions of 
the fort, for this duitwic, mines had already been 
sprung and trains laid ready for the application of 
the match. 

The barrack rooms and every other part of the fort 
that was indefensible w oirid have been blown np at a 
touch. Under tbe ramparts of the fort fronting Fort 
Sumter were nine K-inch columbiads mounted on 
wooden carriages, and us soon as the evacuation was 
complete, these carriages were burned and the gun.- 
thereby dismounted. These guns, as well as those 
constituting the entire armament, were spiked before 
the fort ivies abandoned. This is the only damage 
done to the fortifications, further than cutting down a 
flag staff and breaking up of ammunition wagons to 
form rampart* on the walls of the fori. Confusion 
conld not have been more complete had the lute occu¬ 
pants retired in the face of a besieging force. The 
entire place was littered with odds and ends and 
fragments of war declarations. The Hpiked guns, 
and those dismounted by the burning of the carriages, 
will soon be in position to respond to any hostile de¬ 
monstration against the place. 

From the Pacific Side. 

Ca1.1tornia. As often as two or three times per 
week, some company with a nominal capital stock, 
ranging Ml the way from $500,000 up to several mil 
lions, files articles of incorporation with the Secretary 
of State, elects officers, and appears to be earnestly 
preparing to commence silver mining. Some of them 
comprise men of wealth and character, while many 
are doubtless stock jobbing speculators. 

Some lino specimens of coal, resembling in appear¬ 
ance the West llartly coal, are on exhibition at Ban 
Francisco, and purport to have been brought from 
the newly discovered mines about 80 miles from Car- 
son Valley, where a company have claimed 3,000 acres 
of land, covering the mine, and are prepared to com¬ 
mence developing. The coal is very much needed in 
the Washoe silver mines, as other kinds of fuel for 
smelting purposes are scarce and difficult of access. 

The Keystone Co., who have been some months en¬ 
gaged in opening the new copper mine in Culevenis 
Co., claim to have struck, during the past week, the 
richest vein ever discovered on the l’acilio coast, be¬ 
ing nearly as line as the best copper of I-oike Superior, 
The vein was struck 35 feet below the surface, ami ap¬ 
pears to be inexhaustible. Arrangements are making 
to ship the ore to Baltimore, and it is believed that it 
can be put in eastern markets cheaper than the Lake 
•Superior article. 

The Fremont mines at Mariposa are regularly re¬ 
ported as yielding at the rate of $70,000 per month, 
but the expenses are not given, so that the actual profit 
cannot be calculated. 

The Republican papers charge that a secret organi¬ 
zation is concerting measures for the establishment of 
an independent Republic on the Pacific coast, in case 
of the dissolution of the Union. The charge does not 
seem to be sustained by evidence. 

Oregon.—Reports are published that members of 
Lieutenant Mullen’B Wagon Road Expedition have 
discovered gold at the head waters of the Columbia 
River, and also on the tributaries of the Missouri, 
while making the passage through the country this 
y car. 

British Columbia.—There is nothing of interest 
from British Columbia. 

The steamer Otter had arrived at Victoria from 
Frazer River, with $20,000 in gold. 

The Americans in Victoria generally observed the 
20th Nov. as Thanksgiving day. 

Trade at Forts Hope and Yale is represented as 
lively, the merchants being busily employed in pack¬ 
ing goods for the upper country. The prospects for 
the spring trade were flattering. 

Sandwich Islands.—Honolulu dates of Nov. 1st 

have reached San Francisco via Victoria, The news 
is four days later. A complete change in the Ameri¬ 
can Consulate office was made at Honolulu on the 27th 
of October. (J, W. Harden, Consul, and T. T. Dough¬ 
erty, Deputy Consul, were removed pursuant to order 
from Washington, and F. L. Hawks appointed to the 
latter position. The latter appointment was followed 
by the removal of the physician and surgeon of Die 
hospital. 

New* Paragraph*. 

The Mobile Tribune says that Captain S. S. Taylor, 
has rigged out a schooner, mounted two heavy guns, 
and taken on board fifty hardy, active, well drilled 
Bea-rovers, with which he intends to defend the Ala¬ 
bama coast. 

Tn Octoher, at Pesth, Hungary, an old man made 
his appearance who was supposed to have been killed 
in battle thirty years before. All his relatives but one 
were in the grave. 

British capitalists hope to make money out of the 
deranged state of our affairs. It is said that one 
English banking house has a million of dollars now 
on its way to this country for investment in pjoperty 
which has been depreciated by the panic. 

A number of young men at Bridgeton, Pennsylva¬ 
nia, have associated themselves under the name of 
“Zouave Oddities,” for the purpose of sawing and 
splitting wood for destitute families. They work with 
a will, and tbe roBulta of their labor have thus far 
been very beneficial. 

It is feared that Rome cases of actual starvation 
arnongtbo families of lab rers working in the Brooklyn 
Navy Yard really exist. No money having been re¬ 
ceived from the Treasury lately, payment could not, 
of course be made, and from the provision dealer to 
the landlord, all refuse any longer to trust the poor 
workmen. 

Caprkra, the island home of Garibaldi, is a small 
island just off the northeast coast of the island of 
Sardinia, and is nearly due west from Naples. It 
measures about live miles from east to west, and is 
Icbs than that distanco across. The island affords 
good pasturage, and until its occupancy by (iaribaldi, 
bad no permanent inhabitants. 

A very old craft has come to her end recently on 
Die English coast — the Flying Fish, wrecked off 
Filey. She was built at Whitby, in 1783, and was 
consequently seventy-seven years old. Mr. Edmund 
Woolverton, the master and owner, has weathered the 
storms of seventy-one winters, having spent sixty of 
them at sen, and fifty on board the Flying Fish. 

How the French view Disunion. The Presse of 

December 4 th, has a strong article on the subject of a 
Southern Confederacy, which may seek “moral sup¬ 
port” from European powers. That paper says that 
“ France, who abolished slavery herself, cannot even 
seem to protect it in other countries,” and closes its 
article in the following terms:—“ For tho American 
Union, separation is suicide; It is the murder of a 
great nation and a great principle. France cannot 
lend a hand to this suicide and this murder. Bhe has 
helped to make this people — she will never help to 
destroy them. Such are, we are convinced, the senti¬ 
ments of our Government,” 

Discovery ok Coal in Utah.—According to the 
Sait Lake correspondent of tho New York Times, 
there is uo doubt that coal exists in large quantities 
in tho Great Basin of Utah. On tbe Weber river, a 
tributary of Great Balt Lake, from the western slope 
of the Wahsatch range, coal is now regularly mined, 
ami selling at the pita for $5 per ton; though the price 
in Balt Luke city is $25, on account of Die expense of 
transportation. The discovery is one of the utmost 
importance, as it will remove the chief obstacle to the 
construction of the Pacific Railroad, that of a supply 
of fuel for locomotives. 

♦ • -♦ • 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

Great Britain, — It is again reported that the 
passport system between England and France is to be 

abolished. 
The bullion in the Bank of England had decreased 

£2,000,000 during the month. 
The London Times says the President’s Message is 

an evasion of all responsibility, and contrasts Bu¬ 
chanan's timid policy with the bold action of Jackson. 

The Globe characterizes the message as an appeal to 
the North to make concessions to the South. 

It is reported that 40,000 weavers are actually starv¬ 
ing at Coventry, England. 

The London Times calls attention to the new article 
of commerce from America, viz: Oil from Union 
wells in Western Pennsylvania. 

France. — The monthly returns of the Bank of 
France shows a decrease in cash of two and three- 
fifths millions of francs. 

The Empress of France had arrived home. 
The Archbishop of Lyons has published a lengthy 

pamphlet againHt stamp imposition on pastoral letters 
treating of political matters. He denounces the im¬ 
position as humiliating and not to be submitted to. 

Austria. — The Hungarian conference opened at 
Grau the 19th, and promptly adopted the electoral 
vote of the fourth. 

Italy. — An attempt had been made to assassinate 
Colonel Duhn, of the Sicilian army, which gave rise 
to a rumor of Garibaldi’s assassination. 

The bombardment of Gaeta had recommenced. 
Francis II. calls upon the garrison at Gaeta to de¬ 

fend it to the last. The French fleet would leave soon. 
The Province Riterdo continued insurrectionary. 

It is reported that the French were preparing to evac¬ 
uate it. 

The Bavarian Minister at Turin having been recalled, 
the Sardinian Minister at Urich was also recalled. 

The Pontifical troops are about to march against 
the town of Potonterno, to overthrow the Provisional 
Government established there. 

China. — Intelligence was received ut the Foreign 
office through Bt. Petersburg, dated Pekin, Nov. 19. 
It states that a peace was concluded with China on 
the 20th of October, and the ratifications of it were 
exchanged on the 5th of November. The French and 
English troops had evacuated Pekin, and the Emperor 
was expected to return to the Capital immediately- 

The allied army commenced their advance ou the 
same day that Pekin was taken. The summer palace 
of the Emperor was taken and completely sacked, 
affording an immense amount of spoils. The chief 
share of the plunder appears to have fallen to the 
French. A quantity of the treasure taken is to be 
divided between the French and English. Borne pri¬ 
vates are .slid to have sold their shares for 30,000 
francs. The entire British share, including both 
treasure and private property, is estimated at about 
$900,000. The Tartar army is still in the field, though 

Die Emperor has fled. 
Commercial IntklliokNCE. — The Liverpool breadstuff mar¬ 

ket had an advancing tendency. All qualities had slightly 
advanced. 

Breadstuff!— Flour firm at an advance of 6d; wheat ad¬ 
vanced 2d; corn firm at an advance of fid©Is. Provisions 
dull; pork quiet; lard quiet at 70s. London breadstuff* firm 
at an advance of l(a’2s for both wheat and Hour. 

$1)C 3fcu)6 Con&cnser. 

— The Earl of Aberdeen is dead. 

— Women exceed men in England by 800,000. 

— Garibaldi has retired on an income of $280. 

— A Garibaldi Club hasbeen organized in Chatanooga, Teon. 

— A large deputation are to invite Garibaldi to vhat England. 

— A copy-right treaty has been concluded between England 
and Sardinia. 

— The total loss of life on the lakes, during the past season, 
is stated at 5fi0. 

— \t ith the exception of Queen Isabella, no Bourbon now 
reigns in Europe. 

— It is said that $.325,000 of i: Peter’s pence ” had arrived 

at Rome from America, 

— The New York restaurants sell, on an average, 53,1251* 

square feet of pies daily. 

— The total taxable property of Texas, for the year 1860, 
amounts to $291,827,684. 

— Glass was broken in 2.800 houses, in I-eipsc, by the hail 

on the 27th of November, 

— Mr. Pickens, the new Governor of South Carolina, was 

tbe late Minister to Russia. 

— The total amoont of the State debt of Pennsylvania, 

Dec. 1st, 1860. was $37,969,000. 

— Calcium lights have been tried on the New York skating 

pond, and are found to succeed. 

— The library of the Mechanics’ Institute at Quebec, has 

been sold to pay for rent and gas. 

— The receipts of grain of all kinds in Chicago, since Jan. * 

1st, amount to 34,375,00(1 bushels. 

— Tbe Jamaica people are discussing the policy of annexing 

that colony to the United States. 

— Fremont’s mines in Mariposa yielded the amount of 

$11,833 in gold bars, in six days’ run. 

— Dorothea Dix, the philanthropist, is in New Jersey, 

visiting the prisons and poor houses. 

— Within a few weeks, Home 1,700 negroes from the coast 

of Africa have been landed in Cuba. 

— Garibaldi’* Island of Caprera lies near to Elba and 

Corsica, and contains 2,600 inhabitants. 

— A woolen factory him been started at Cleveland, Ohio. 

It i* the first of the kind at tknt place. 

— The total cotton crop of North Carolina for the last year 

was 182,007 bales, valued at $9,000,000. 

— White oak is the newest substitute for whalebone in 

umbrella ribs, and 1* said to be superior. 

— The revenue of the Inland of Jamaica shows an increase 

on the year ending October 30, of $80,000. 

— Forty thousand head of cattle, worth $1,600,000, have 

been sent East from Jowa, in the past year. 

— The Trumansbtirg News tells of a man who now reside* 

in Ulysses, Tompkin* Co., who is 108 years old. 

— About one hundred and fifty thousand sheep have been 

driven out of Vermont and sold since July last. 

— The policemen of New York have a line of 803.?* miles 

to gnard. A force of 400 more men is asked for. 

— Gold, in considerable quantities, has been discovered at 

San Juan, in the Rio Grande District, New Mexico. 

— The Brazilian Corvette Dona was lost on the coast of 

Morocco, with 22 of her officer*, and 100 of her crew. 

— Another English Prince will shortly visit this country. 

U is Prince Alfred, the second son of Queen Victoria, 

— The Prince of Wales ha* kept a diary of all his adventures 

in the cities of British America and the United States. 

— It is stated that a Certain military tailor in Paris has 

received an order to prepare 3,000 Hungai i:m uniform*. 

— The once national and popular air, Yankee Doodle, was 

hissed in the Memphis (Tenn.) Theater, the other night. 

— A smart Yankee is coining money in Havana, by a 

microscope and telescope, stationed in the Plaza d’Armas. 

— Ralph Earn ham, the last survivor of the battle of Bunker 

Hill, died last week, aged 104 year*, 6 months, and 19 days 

— The number of matches manufactured in the United 

Stales, daily, is estimated ut 35,700,000; at a cost of $3,000. 

— One John Burnham, of Wisconsin, it is said, has just 

Inherited a fortune of $22,000,000 from an English ancestor. 

— In Boston, there is a woman eight feet high, and large in 

proportion. She is estimated to weigh upward of 600 pound*. 

— Within one week, four persons died in Danville, VL, 

whose united ages were 321 years; one was 79, two 80, and 

one 82. 

— A few of the English provincial papers think the election 

of Lincoln one of the effect* of the visit of the Prince of 

Wales 

— The bill to abolish slavery in Nebraska passed the 

Legislature of that Territory, on the 10th ult., by a vote of 

35 to 2. 

— From return* received from the towns in Massachusetts, 

about 33.000 dogs were licensed in 1859. paying a tax of 

$36,00(1. 

— California possesses 400 saw mill*, erected at a cost of 

$2,500,000. One-half are propelled by steam, the remainder 

by water. 

— The sum total of subscriptions received by the committee 

in New- York, for the relief of tho Syrian sufferers, is 

$25,979.93. 

— There are now on the Atlantic ocean no less than ten 

ocean mail steamers, on their way to New York, Boston, and 

Portland. 

— The annual trade in snails, during the days of ancient 

Rome, is said to have reached, in our money, a value of 

$4,000,000. 

— While boring for oil at Youngstown, Ohio, a vein of salt 

water was struck, three quart* of which produced a teacupful 

of fine salt. 

— It is cHtimated that, on the 1st iust., there will be 400 

miles of railroad in Texas, and still the work has but fairly 

commenced. 

— A hand car, containing 20 laborers, was run into by a 

locomotive on the Hackensack road, on the 19th ult., and one 

person killed. 

_The number of slaves in Maryland is found to have been 

diminished more than 16.000 since 1850. The whole number 

is about 75.000. 

_An English Baronet is now a gas fitter in New York. 

His name is William Norwick, —perhaps we ought to say Sir 

William Norwick. 

_Every year France imports between 11,000 and 12,000 

horses, at an expense of about 18,000,000 franc*, and still the 

supply fall* short. 

— An English company have proposed to the Italian 

Government to establish a regular steamboat service between 

Italy and America. 

— Forty-two young Persians, between the ages of 14 and 30, 

are now pursuing the regular course of studies in the various 

colleges of Fi ance. 

_William Henry Ovenden, the British Consul, died at 

Baltimore, cm Monday week, of a disease of the brain brought 

on by a severe cold. 

— The dying advice of the empress dowager of Russia is 

reported to have been:—‘ Don’t, Alexander, don't make any 

alliance with Austria.” 

— The British Queen’s thanks to the American people for 

their kindness to her son have been communicated by laird 

Lyon to Secretary Can*. 

— The surgeon to the London Zoological Society recently 

successfully extracted a broken tooth from the jaw of the 

large male hippopotamus. 

— The Georgia House has passed a bill compelling negroe* 

to make choice of a master by the 1st of May, 1861, or be sold 

by the sheriff into slavery. 

— The corouer of New Orleans reports 85 murders during 

tho year. 32 suicides, 109 accidental deaths. 79 deaths from 

intemperance, and 105 cases of drowning. 

— On Thursday week, a large black bear was mutilated by 

the cow-catcher of a locomotive near Wheeling, Va., and 

subsequently killed. He weighed 280 pounds. 
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THE VVOOI. MARKKTS 

NKW YORK, Dec- 26, Tho market continues iu a state of 
almost complete stag nation tho demand from all quartern 
very light, and prices are heavy and depressed , a few thousand 
pounds of Domestic Fleeces have hw>n sold, but the prices are 
still kept strictly secret, though they an* without doubt much 
lower than at. the beginning of the month Wool has certainly 
received .1 blow from which it w ill take a Ions thru- to recover, 
even should an immediate re action talc* place, both Unam-inlly 
ami politically It is to be hoped that the uew year may open 
wilh brighter prospects and that business will once ■•utaiu 
resume its swav w here Inactivity and depression have so long 
been tiredorainant. We append quotations, but would remark 
that they are altogether munionl 

American Saxony Fleece, lb,. 'A?477 
American (hll-bi'>"d Meiinf, . U .'w 
American h.i'f-blond and three-fourths Merino, t* 1.y -1 > 
Amnricnn Native and One-fourth Merino,. ... iWylfl 
Extra Polled,      ■Wj'fio 
Superfine, Pulled,   S-Kt'Sfl 
No. I. Pulled.     271430 
Lambs, Pulled... ..31&34 
California, extra, . OtX'lt'O 
California, line, unwashed... .Ufa 34 
California, common do... UXLt 20 
Peruvian, washed, .2ftm2S 
ValpanUso, unwashed, . 
Routh Amerlean, common washed,. Ike Hi 
South American Entre Rios, do, .. Ike 16 
.South Arauriciui, unwashed, .  10(2128 
South American Cordova, washed, pic I.‘A 
Rast India, washed.    1G28 
Afrieau, unwashed,...,..OftpOO 
African. washed.  OOritflO 
Smv rn*. unwashed, . Hye’.ld 
Smyrna, washed,.     21f,c2t 
Mexican, unwashed, . . ... . _Ou.fOrt 
Cape.     9*5)82 
Donskoi.    t*(3''J0 

(.V. }'. Trilfune. 

g BOSTON. Oee. 26 The demand for domestic, has improved, 
with sales ol 100,i>» lbs. fleece and pulled at the decline noticed 
ln.il week Foreign is dull, with sales Of .V) bales South Ameri¬ 
can and Mediterranean on private terms. 
Saxony and Merino, fine,.VXs-dO Western mixed. 25(<U30 
Full blood,. .. t.*<ui49 Sinyrmw washed, . li'OhiS 
s. and *i blond.3W*b47 D". unwashed, fluid* 
Common, . 36(2)38 Syrian. .. 1 l;in24 
Pulled, extra, 4S3MO Cape... ....... ...23l5i27 

fHE PEOPLES GREAT BOOKS Special Notices guMiiSfter to tUe 
130,000 COPIES ALREADY SOLD. 

THE HORSE AND HIS DISEASES 
GOOD PAY FOR DOING GOOD! 

valuable gratuity to every person forming a club. 

AFFECTIONS OF THE THROAT. 

From the Rev. S. J. P. Anderson, Pastor of the Central 

Church, St. houis. “I have been In tho habit of using 

• Brown’s Bronchial Troches,’ or Loeenges, when compelled 

to speak, though suffering from cold. They are very beneficial 

in clearing the throat, having no Injurious tendencies of any 

kind 1 can confidently recommend them to public speakers 

generally.” 

••I hpartily unite in the above commendation.”—Rev. M. 

Schuyler, Rector of Christ- Church, St. Louis. 

ROBERT JENNINGS, V. S„ 

Professor of Pathology and Operative Surgery in the Veterinary 
Colieoe of PhUadelphiu, Professor of Veterinary Medicine 

in the late. Agricultural College of Ohio, Secretary 
of the American Veterinary Association 

Of Phibidelphia, Etc., Etc. 

Tith Agknts and other influential and working Friends of the 
Rural Nkw-Yorkkr, and all disposed to become such, are 
respectfplly advised that wo have concluded to oiler very 
Lirhkai. 1.vuu(;>:mkvts >hr best yt offered—Cor early and ac¬ 
tive effort* to mime its present list, and add Nkw StTBMCRiBRRa 
for the twelfth volume, Our reasons for this course are, —1st. 
Our new system of Mailing by machinery renders it necessary 
to receive a great portion of the list of subscribers for 1x61 at the 
earliest possible moment ad. Wo are desirous Of largely extend¬ 
ing tho circulation and usefulness of the RntAi., and willing to 
pay liberally for efforts which shall secure new subscribers. 3<1. 
The prosperity of the People and Country is such that we believe 
now the best time since the KtTRAt was established to largely 
UfCBUASK its circulation . and hence we are willing to forego 

immediate oroftt in anticipation of a greatly augmented perma¬ 
nent list looking to t.he future for a gradual return of the 

large amount invested In Premiums. 

— Such hiring the facts, we invite special attention to the fol¬ 
lowing Liberal Sl’RClFIC Prkmil'MS —giving every person who 

obtains a Club of Three .Subscribers or more a Valuable Prise! 

.Markets, Commerce, &c 
Rural Nrw-Youkrr Orrmn, j 

Rochwlw, Jan, 2, 1661. ( 

Thr market for the better brands of Flour has exhibited more 
firmness during the week, and an advance of 25 cento per barrel 

bas been made. 
(Ikain We are unable to note any change of rates in this 

department of trade. Manufacturing is rather quiet just at 
present, millers do not purchase any morn wheat than will 
keep their supply good tor retail demand, —distillers and 
brewers are out of the market, and rye and barley are conse¬ 

quently exceedingly dull of sale 
Provisions - Buyers of Pork, by the cwt. hava put on an 

additional 25 cents per 100 pounds upon light hogs,—heavy 
remain at last quotations. 

Dribd Fruit Reference til Table of Quotations will shown 
general decline in all kinds of Dried Fruit There Li a consider¬ 
able quantity upon the market at this date, and any attempt at 

sale will have to meet a falling off in rates. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 
From iNn Grain. Eggs, dosen.lfiQuific 

Flour, Winter Whflut,iij,i\.a56.75 Honey, box . tajnli 
Flour, spring do, . 5,001(65,00 Candles, box ..... Ififlil3 
Flour, buckwheat, 0,01X52,00 Gandies, extra OOtjbU 
Meal, Indian 1.25,, i/r. Fruit and Roots. 
Wheat, Genesee, I.Orin 1.30 Apples, bushel . .2T<o)40c 
Best, white Oanuida, 0,00(/olr36 Apples, dried 4k£15A 
Corn, old. vis.'Ac Peaches, dried, It. 002)10 
Corn, new ...OffinUO Cherries, dried, 00.oil4 

GRAND SPECIFIC PRIZES 

At the residence of the bride's father, on Christmas evening, 
bv ltev. C11.wt1.KH Eddy, of Scottsville, Monroe Co., N. 5'.. Mr. 
,T. It. Vi CHASE, of Rochester. N Y., and Mrs. RACHEL K 
SMITH, Of Cbili, Monroe Co., N Y. 

ADVERTISING TERMS, in Advance — Thirty 
Fivn Ck.ntb a Link, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52'-, cents per line of space. Si’KfMAL Notickh. 
(following reading matter, leaded,) 8ixty Cents a Line. 

LiP Thk Rural Nkw-Yomkkk commences its Twelft.li 
Year and Volume with an edition of over Skvknty 1'iioiisand I 
Though the columns are wider than (formerly (giving morn 
words per lino,) and the cl re 11 latino much larger, we do not 
purpose to 1 nereuse the Advertising Rates before the 1st of March 
or April, when they w ill probably be advanced to 50 els. a line 

In consequence of its large and increasing circulation, wn 
are obliged to put the last form of the Rural to press earlier 
than formerly, and advertisements should reach us on Monday 
to seen I'M insertion the game week 

. Pc 10 
in;,.-.! 
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12tS@l8 
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TUK IPROV1SION MAKRBTH. 

NF.W YORK, Jan. 2. Flour- Market 3(;'d0c- better, with a 
moderate demand. Sales at FA,25'"6,35 for superflue State; $8,60 
(m5,65 for extra State; $6,26(ai5,36 for superb lie Western; JS.fAXa) 
A.IK) for common to medium extra Western, and iWtjfa&h for 
interior to good extra round hoop Ohio. Canadian acarcc and a 
shade firmer Sales at SA.cUn 7 

Grain Wheat market, tc. better, with moderate export de 
muiid. Sales at FI,IT".1,22 for Chicago spring, $l,23('id,25 for 
Noriliwestorn club; 11.27(211,28 for .Milwaukee club. Sl.3Asll.36 
for winter red Western. Ityr uuiet at 7.V' Barley linn Sales 
Cuiiada Kastat 71 ',.c Corn market a slutdfi better Sales at 71 
6u72c for mixed Western In store 11 ml delivered. Oats steady at 
375u3Hl._.e. for Ktate, Western and Canada 

PKOVI8I0N8 Pork doll and unchanged. Small sales at $16,25 
for mess, F12,00Pui2|26 for prime. Isiid (Inn. Sales at IIIV;' 
10\e. Butter in limited reipo stat liJ(_'ill5c. for Ohio, I k'u20c. for 
Stole. Cheese steady at 9ydfi\.e. 

Horn Old are nominal, uew first sorts sell slow I r at 2IX>d 
3a ct# 

Arums Arr quirt at $4,75 for Pots; and $4,H7.VVoft for Pearls 

ALBANY, IMsi.. HI -Flour anP MbaL— Tin' market lor Hour 
is firm, with a good home, eastern Olid river demand, with an 
upward tendency in prices. The tran.-aebons this morning wero 
to a fair extent at very full, hut do quotable improvement in, 
prices Buckwheat Hour is si lllnv In the street for FI,75, and 
from store afo$l,87Jj per Il)l) Its. Corn meal U steady 

ciitAiN In wheat nothing has tiunapimd. Corn steady, with 
sales of a few car loads of mixed Western at 65c, delivered Rye 
qtd»t But little doing in Istrley. Sales Michigan at 00. and two- 
rOwed Jiifieraon Co. at V>. Oats tu modcraU- reqavsl at previous 
prices. Sales Stats’ at. 32s,. 

Hons Our market t’oi orewind hogs is dull and drooping. The 
receipts for the past twentr-four hours have boon large, num 
iiering about I,Mo hoad. Puckers hare virtually withdrawn 
from the market, because they refuse to pqy over $6,50 tor tho 
best in market The axles have been limited, Ilk; head at F6,62.‘-* 
for light and |6,75for heavy, Closing very quiet 

BUFFALO, .1 ax. 1 In flour the demand continues limited, 
and the market is fair. Sales at 15 for extra Wisconsin, $6,2X5) 
5,37tj for extra Ohio and Indiana, and fA.WXoMl for double extras. 

Grain Wheal remains quiet and 1 Hires firm. Corn also quint 
at Ih.npie for new. ami 50c for old. Oats, barley, and other 
grains quiet, with a moderate inquiry 

Okksskii Ilona- A shade easier, with increased receipts. 

TORONTO, Obi' 21> -Flour The only sales that wo have 
heard of are of No I sooertine, winch dm mg the latter part of 
kirtt week changed hsui'ls at from $4,.’t5VirM,60. The rMccipU COn 
tiriow light. ! here i ; 110 demand for the higher grades, anu it 
seemsImpns.nblw to say when there wdl be Prices may be quot¬ 
ed as follows No. I uperfine, 6t, tU'o’.t.DO; fanny, $1,«Utm3; extra, 
$5,.H,Xei6.60 double PVticl, S8,7fta)6 per barrel. 

Grain—There Imx been nothing paid outside of fd,In J) bushel 
for tho best samples of fall wheat, though the average price 
would not po much below that figure. The omge of all giadc 
Ufrom fl.u'rn 1,10 Spring Wheat- Chore ha» been no change 
In the prim at thii grain, the rates iiaid roling prelt.v steady at 
I mm AYu (Me , tlmiiveiuge would beabruit Stc. it bushel. Barley 
There is qot enough nomingiu to supply,local wants. The prices 
paid rule from iXXntfiSn , at. which price it ie not active. I'e.o. 
This grain seems lo 00 tlm most, active of all tire gixuns, lint the 
receipts arc so small as almost to (ecollide the pisi.ubdity of say- 
»g whether « [ruin is active or dull The prices at who-h peas 

TIATTIsE c fh A X 1ST s _ 
V ! 26 Irov.eii Cattle IXouns, (Cow Ties,) at No. 3 Buffalo .St. 
Rochester, N Y , old stand of f>. R, Burton. N. B. l'HELl’8. 

VALIIABLK FARM KDlt SA 1,K.- A Farm of 100 
acres within sight of the pleneant village of Palmyra, is 

oftored for sale. Terms made easy. Inquire of J. PHILIP, on 
the premises 

CONTAINING 

in leather, price *I.2V post-paid, and a free cony of,/i«ra7. to 
every one remitting$10 for Six subscribers, whether old or new 

11. Lo—inii's* Pietorinl Lolled Suxtoo (l2mo., with 
201 Illustration*, price $].) jwst-pnie.l, to every perron remitting 
JAI’or l ive euliceribcrs, three being new or $5 for Three sub¬ 
scribers, two being new. 

12. dole'll Fruit Itooh (price 50 cento,) port-paid — 
or, if preferred, THK SKILLFUL H008RWIFE, (same pries.) 
post-paid to every person remitting $-1 lor two subscribers, 
one being new. 

[Personsentitled to any of the above books, and preferring 
other works ol equal value, mentioned herein, can lie acoouc 
no id r ted on Bating their wishes For insUiuee, apy onn entitled 
to •• Everybody's Lawyer." can have •'The Horse and His l)is 
eiii-es’ or " Los. ing « Pictorial.” and vuv versa. Anv Ooecutitlod 
t» Maeaulav s History can hate iiiMteod, and pout paid, either 
two of the dollar or ten 'hilling Ixmks , and any one entitled to 
lx,-.sing'- I'I 1-1.1 ateu History, can ha* e instead, an*I post-paid, 

- "i the Counting House and Family Dictionary, a*' 
The Pictorial Dictionary, Ix-'SMng’n Illustrated History, and Ma 

SIMPLE REMEDIES, EASILY OBTAINED, FOR THE 

CURE OK DISEASE IN ALL FORMS 
( ' ALE’S 

V 1 UNIVERSAL FEED CUTTERS 
At Reduced Prices, at No. 3 BulTftlo St., Rochester, N Y. 
old Blond of D. It. Burton. N. B. PHELPS, 

7 ) TT 17 17 ALL’S I> A T ENT 

• ^ COB.V NHKLl.KR JtJYlt NRP.IU.ITOIt, 
Has long been known ns the best, In (iso. It Is all of iron, runs 
light, ahtills dean without breaking cither the coh or corn, and 
is in tact the only one that shells ami cleans 11/ a simple (/prrqfft/W. 
without waste p>* breakage II sln*lls equally well the mvilt corn 
of tin* North mil the large of the West and South, and will 
last a lifetime- , , , , 

Tin* juicier de i-11.1 < a superior lot bn band, (warranted to work 
well,) which he offers to the trade on lilieral terms. Retail 
price. $12. 

I also manufacture the " K.xcelnor'' Clover Huller, Clod 
Cnislmis. Rollers, Grain Reapers, Kea|s*rs and Mowers. Plows, 
and other Farm Implements. All orders promptly filled 

W.M. I). ItGRRALL, Gcnuva, Ontario Co., N Y. 

PROP. HENRY S. TAYLOR, TVT, D 

I7IOE SA1,R—A pIcawint locution, k, mile from the vil 
I’ lag** of Lima end Genesee Seminary mid College, with3$ 

acres of choice land, well watered, with a lint* timber lot—plenty 
of choice fruit, with a large, lirst class, new Brick House and 
good nut-buildings. 011 liberal terms. 

Lima, Jan,, IHol. L. A. BEEBE. 

TAYLOR'S FAMILY DOCTOR has reached tin* enormous sale 
of Sixty Thousand copies, and wherever 
known is universally approved, both by 
the Faculty and others, In plain language, 
free from medical technicalities, it tells you 
how to at lend upon sick, and how to eonk 
for them, how to prepare Drinks, Poul- 
tioi*4, etc., and how to guard against infec¬ 
tion from Contagious Diseases, also, of the 
svmptotUH of Fever and Ague, and (tilious, 
Y*'llow, Ty phus. Scarlet, and other Fevers, 
with the best »ml simplest remedies for 
their cure 

TAYLOR'S FAMILY DOCTOR tells you ol the various Die 
cases of Children, and five.- the symptoms 
of Croup, Cholera Infantum, Colic, Diur 
rhosa, Worms, Scab! Head, Ringworm, 
Chicken Pox. Ac., with tie- Ivevt and sim¬ 
plest mode ol treatment., OUM, of Teeth¬ 
ing, Convulsimut, VaC'-ination. Whooping 
Cough, Me,«sl<- , Influen/JL Onnsuniptioii, 
I>VMM'psia, Asthma, Dropsy, Gout. RheU 
m’al I-to, Lumbago, Erysipelas, Cholera 
Morbus, Malignant Cholem, fimall Pox, 
Dysentery, Cramp, Diseases of the Hladdcr, 
Kidnevs and Liver, and gives thelrestami 
simplest remedies for their cure 

TAYLOR’S FAMILY DOCTOR talk you of the ymptoms of 
Plcurnry, Mumps, Neuraiieia, Apoplexy, 
Par.'il vsie, lb* Un ion* Dln*lis*v of the 
Throat, Te«*t.li, Ear and Eve, Epilepsy, 
Jaundice, Piles, Rupture, Pi-rn>es of the 
Heart, Hemorrhage, yum'real III .eases, and 
Hydrophobia, and fives ilm best anil sim 
plcst remedies lor tlieii cure Tin* best amt 
simplest, treatment for Wmitids, Broken 
Bones, and Dislocations, Spruins. Lockjaw. 
Fever Bores, White BwoUlngn, Ulcers, 
WldtlowH, Boils. .Scurvy. Burns, and Scrof¬ 
ula. Also, or the various (Ureases peculiar 
to woman, and the best remedies for their 
cure, together with many hints for the 
preservation of the health. 

Tho hook is printed in a dear and open type, illustrated with 
appropriate Engravings, and will be forwarded to any address, 
postage paid, on receipt of price, $1.00, or, in substantial 
leather binding, $1,26. 

till nnO A YFAD rjm b'1 uiadc by enterprising men 
'ipl.UUU A IIj/iJl everywhere, in selling the above, 
and other popular worka of ours Our inducements to all such 
are excecui ugly liberal. 

DATEflT I.AWS AM) PATENT OFFICE 
REGULATIONS. Mc>-- Mm ,k Co., Publishers id’ the 

Hclentillc American, No. 37 Park Row, N. Y., have just issued a 
pamphlet of 100 |,ages, that contains the Law of Patents and at 
most every variety of information needed by Inventors and 
Patentees They sell it fur Urn low price of 25 cts., mail. 

Messrs Munn fc Co. have undoubtedly secured more Patents 
for new Inventors than any other Agents in the world 

Y’E’W BOOKS FOR A.O-E3NTTS 
it HOLD ONLY BY BUBBCKUTION. 

WANTED. An Agent in overt Counfy, to engage in the sole 
of Heautltuliy I LLIkSTRATKD WORKS Cirmlars, giving full 
information, with Terms to Agents, uiel a full list of my Publi¬ 
cations, sont on application. 

Address DUANE RTHfiSON, 
Quaker <Ntv Piihliiihlng House, 

563-tip!o No. AH South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

I ) TT R R A L L, J S 
i ' CO 17 W S II F) li Ij K 17 
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S HJ P A K A rr O If. , 
At No, Buffalo Street,, Rochester, X. A' , old land or D. U. 
Barton N. It. PHELPS 

TERMS OF THE RURAL-IN ADVANCE. 
TWO D0I.I..IR* A Ykxk Three Or,pie.i, ill. year, $5, Six 

Copies, and one free to Club Agent, f 10, Ten, amt erne free, $15,- 
Fijiteeu, and one tree, $21, Turnly, and one fire. $26, and any 
greate r number at the acme rale wily $1.25 ;>*r ropy ' Club 7>ir 
pei t sent to differml pott edftcet, if dented. As uy pay American 
postage nn. copies mailed to foreign countries. $1.37 is the lowest 
CM> rate for Coiunto, and $2,25 In Ruirepe 

! /- Hill* email solvent Bank* in V S. and Canada taken at 
pat. trieJ A fiemi* njxtl please remit AV10 Fork, Cunoeta, or A'*-u> 
England man'll when convenient. All subscription money remitted 
l>y Draft on eithe r Mein York, Boston, Albany or Rochester, liens 
exchange.) may be sent at the risk of the puhluher, if made 
playable- to his order. 

FatK.vris or ruv RriiAt. I *uch is our Programme of Specific 
Premiums for the Winter Campaign Please examine the list 

slowly, and yon will observe that rpcrv igorJcOfferedis a* good 
at there is of the kind aiul price The Books have been selected 
with great rare, special reference being had to their intrinsic 
value and merit. Is not the Programme all **ou the square," 
Reader, and are not the Premium- worth eonteuding Tor! Bear 
m mind that kvkkv i'KKson who forms a Club ol three or more 
Is sure of a good book, ami that II- *• greater the effort, the larger 
will be tile prhe I There Is no "Gift-Book Enterprise " nr gam¬ 
mon about the matter, Gentlemen anil Ladies, Boys and Girls,— 
for we have determined to give all of you disposed to aid the 
Ktm a L and its Objects, a bona fide, >ub«lantial reward for gener¬ 
ous exercise of inlluencc. The Presidential Election is over, 
and AW 1.1 the Time, to canvass successfully for tho Favorite 

Ruiul and Family Nkw»p*PSU of Amoriciv 

lffease write all addresses plainly and carefully, in order that 
they may be accurately entered upon our books and correctly 
printku by our Mailing Machine. All subscriptions should bo 
well inclosed, and carefully addressed and mailed to 

I». I>. T. MOORE, Rochester, N. Y. 

II.KS. NoPit set above ground -no trouble 
with water or ice no friction on knife 

SCALER, edges weigh truly If not level sim¬ 
plest in use. Delivered at any Railroad 

VLES. [ Station. Send for Circulars. 
/iH*-o'»(i//’» Portable Hap Cm*, 

.ESSES. For Baling Hay, Flax, Broom Corn, 
-l.-qmrq Bags, Wool ami Cotton. Simple--Great 

Power worked by two men. Hundreds 
tESSES. in use. Send for Circular!!. 

Cant Steel Hell*. 

Weigh less cost 1o*a heard further 
than other first claw Bells. Never 
break by frosts. Warranted 12 months. 
Send for circulars and testimonials 
Fixtures made by nyvself, at lowest 
[.rices. Send for Circular-* 

Tima Clock*, 

f)f the most approved character, of my 
own manufacture, warranted equal to 
any in use, at greatly reduced prices. 

iG.FRAUEMBCRQm CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS. 

CHURCH BELLS 

Drawings l made for the Patent Office, &c., &c. 
AriclrewH J7.iu*iil Now-Yorher Oflloi-*. 

J j 7 A It 31 FOIC MALE. - One of the best and best situ 
I ’ sled farms in Monroe Co , lying ft miles wei(, ofthik City, in 

til** town or Gall's, on the Bullalo road, will Ihi sold at a great 
bargain if application is mode soon. A small farm of 50 to W) 
,wires, near the City, or a ho use and lot worth I to $5,000 in the 
city, would he taken In part payment. For particulars apply on 
the premises, or at, No H Hill street, at the office of John M 
FW.Nr-lf A Cfl , of M HUNTINGTON 

Rochester, N Y . August 21, I860 654-tf 

150,000 COPIES BOLD. 

EVERYBODY’S LAWYER 
t»,25@»,76 

«.605i®,W 
. 7,0<)’aiA,00 
. 6,oof.>i6,ao 

COUNSELLOR IN BUSINESS 

t R. EAT CURIOSITY.—Particulars sent frflB Agents 
T wanted. [Mfl| SHAW k CLARK, Biddeford, Maine. OROSHY 

(JTEKL PLOWS.— We are manufai-turing for the spring 
Ik) trmle iar>-** uumberk ol nm Mohawk Valley Clipper Plows, 
with steel mold board ami land-side, with steel or cast, point, as 
desired, and would refer you to the following persons, who 
have them in use 

John JoriNSTON. Geneva. N. Y. 
J. fNCKUkOri', Ihoo, N. Y. 
W.m. Smonsfi. I’omarin, B. C. 
K. C. Klff.JK, Lvons, N Y 
Col. A. J Spmmkk, Long Swamp, Florida. 
A. J. Bowman, Utica, N. Y. 
A. Bkadlkv. Mankato. Minnesota. 
F. Mack 1 it, Utica, N Y. 

We are also manufactui log -a re's Patent. Horse Hoe and Po¬ 
tato Covering Machine, Sayre'* Patent Cultivator Teeth in quan¬ 
tities for the trull), anil all kinds of steel ami swage work in Lite 
Agricultural line. Send for a Circular. 

REMINGTONS, MARKHAM A* CO., 
64/3,Inm-tf Union Agricultural Works, Uion, N, Y 

I> I A N O 8,.$lSO 

RICH ROSEWOOD CASES, 

W; 1 rr; int<*<l. 
Having re-built our Factory, we are again.furnishing our 

superior pian;os. 
All prices, and styles. 

l'fr~ Send for Descriptive Price Lists and Circulars to 
HOARDMAN, GRAY JL CO., 

672-2teow Manufacturers, Albany, N. Y. 

MK.AIDER OF THE PHILADELPHIA DAK, t'P~Ting Books Rbaoy!—The Imoks we offer as Specific 
Premiums are now remly lor delivery or mailing, ami will be 
promptly forwarded to all who become entitled to them or as 
soon as wc know tru ir wi-ht-k. Those who are offered a selection 
will oblige us by stating their preferences, and giviog Post-Oftico 
or Express address. 

t-'sir* Thk Rpral is published strictly upon the cash SySTI’M 

-copies are never mol led to individual aubse-ribeni until jiaid 
lor, and always discontinued when the subscription expires 
Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep uo Credit books, 
experience having demonstrated that the Cash System is alto¬ 
gether the best for both Subscriber and Publisher. 

I No Tu.avkmno Agents arc employiyl by us, as we wish 
U> givo the whole field to local agents and those who form clubs. 
And beside, wc wish it distinctly understood that all persons 
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates 
from US, ARK JMPBT0R8. 

Vfr Thk Docdmunts Free. -Specimen numbers of our new 

volume will be sent free to all applicants We shall bike 
pleasure in also sending, free and post-paid, our large Show-Bill 
for 1661 (beautifully colored by hand,) Prospectus, Ate-., to any 

and all persons disposed to Rid in extending the circulation of 
the Rural New-Yorker. Header, please s»*nd us the addresses 
of such of your Mends, near or distant, as you think would be 
likely to fubsorib* or act as agents, and we will forward the 
documents accordingly. 

13V~ Look Share, Kuikxps t— If those ordering the Rural 
would write all names of persona, post-odices, &<;, correctly 
and plainly, WE should n-ceiye less scolding about other people't 

errors. Our clerks arc not infallible, but most of the errors 
about which agent- complain are. nut attributable to any one In 
the Rural Office. People who lorgnt to date their letters at 
any place, or to sign tln-ir names, or to give the name or address 
for copies ordered, will please take thinex calmly and not charge 
tw with their sins of omisiion, etc. 

t'j7“ Thk Monky wk Kkcktvk —Bills on all solvent Banks iu 
the U. S. and Canada taken at par on subscription to theKciiAl., 
but our agents, and other friends will please remit New York, 
New England, or Canada money, when convenient. Postage 
Stamps can be remitted for fractional parts of a dollar. For all 
amounts over $5 we prefer Drafts 00 either New York, Phila¬ 

delphia. Boston. Albany, lloe.hnater, or Buffalo, (lessexchanged 
payable to our order—ami ail men drafts may be mailed at the. 

risk of the Publisher. If our triends throughout the Union, 
British Provinces, Ac., will comply with these suggestions so tar 
an convenient, the favor will be appreciated. 

If-fT- Back Volumkh, k('.. Wc cannot furnish either ol the 
first five volumes of the Rural Nkw-Yokkkr. All or either of 
the others (from 1855 to 1860, inclusive,) can be supplied, bound, 
at $3 per volume. The only volumes we can furnish unbound 
are those of 1850 and 1860—price, $2 each 

,$5,25(<w6,00 
UKrirdi.OO 
3,001.03,75 

. 2,78(5)3,01) 

200,000 Scions of 50 loading sorts of 
FAHNESTOCK & BAKER. 

Toledo, Ohio. 

t|M) FARMER*. MEFIIANICH, Sc HI! 11. HERS. 
1 Our " IrrepreksP-fe Conllict" is against high prices. We 

offer yon, at 74 Main St., Rochester, Iron, Nails, Hardware,Oil*, 
Paints. Colors, Windows, Doors, Blinds, lloei. Ppades, Shovels, 
Corn Hoes, Cultivators, and other articles too numerous to 
mention. Also, Die celebrated "Straight Draft Plow," which 
we offer cheaper t han the cheapest 

535.If MOORE, ITEBINO k CO. 

OW TO OltTAIN PATENTS on Rejected Ap 
VUi'erturny, anil iu other case* Send lor Circular to 
•it J. FRASER, Rochester, N. h. 

\PPIiE GRAFTS,—100.000 Apples, root grafted, for 
sale in Spring, at $5 per 1,000 when 10.U00 or over are taken 

less amount, $6 per 1,000, 
57l-4t FAHNESTOCK k BAKER, Toledo, 0. 

A MERICAN GUANO 
•* ' KKOM 

JARVIS & BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

IN TT1K 

SOUTH PACIFIC OOEAN, 
lUPORTKP 11V TUK 

Ji Jfl K It ICJIJV HVeSJyo COJ1M PJMJYTT 

Ollioo, tiO W"ill 1 -Arri Wt.rt*t*ly 

NEW YORK. 
C. S, MARSHALL, Pns't, H. MATHER, Sec'y. 

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 69 Exchange St., Rochester, N. Y 

PPLE SEEDS, &.C-—150 bushels Fresh Apple 
Seeds. 

12 bushels Freeh Plum I’iU. 
200 bushels Fresli Peach Pits. 

-It FAHNESTOCK k BAKER, Toledo. 0 

rp H u; IIOUTICULTUUIS T 
* is the best Magarine. ol its kind in America. Every ad¬ 

mirer of 
FLOWERS, FRUITS, 

BEAUTIFUL GARDENS, 
PLEASANT HOMES, &c„ 

should subscribe for it Publislied monthy—48 pages—elegantly 
illustrated Terms $2 a year. For the two years, 1860 and 1861, 
$3. The edition with colored plates, -a a year. Our Catalogue 

is sent free to everybody. 
SAXTON X BARKER, 

Agricultural Book Publishers, 

.771-3t No. 25 Park Row, New York. 

THE PORK TRADE. 

LOUISVILLE, Ky , Dec, 27— Receipts light, and but little 
doing. The price paid is $5,25 per l<Xi pounds net—Courier. 

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Dec, 27 —Hog* are in demand, with pur 
('h.e.'i of several lots to-day at triees ranging from SJfC for light 
to 6c for heavy. Buyers are omtiiug 5' y-i Ac. dividing on 200 lbs. 
—Dcmoe-rat 

CINCINNATI, O., Dec. 23. The receipts "f hogs for 48 hours, 
ending at noon to-day, were 6,On) Lead. The market opened 
firm at $8.80for first class lots, and there were sales as high as 
$5,60, bat the trade cloned more tame, though i.teady, at $6,4<>e 
6,.VI for lots averaging 200 Jb.i an*l upwardK— Gazette. 

CHICAGO. 111. Doc. 2ft—The hog market opened firm this 
morning, and ail the offerings were taken at prices ranging from 

4.90, the latter price only being paid lor choice lots ; the 
ruling prices may be quoted at $4,li&ye4 •»). Dressed llors are in 
better supply aud au active bu nic-s w.-vs done at $8,200116,78.-- 
Daily Times 

TORONTO, Dkc. 20. The hog market is the only market in 
which there seems to be much activity. The receipts improve 
each week, and the competition is keen. Heavy hogs bring from 
$5,50fu 6 100 tbs.; medium from $5(a)5,37^', and light hogs from 
$4.50C«4."5 Globe. 

rnEETII FOR THE MIMiION -Somkthino New 
I Office, No. 7 Mansion House Block, 58 State Street 
Rochester, N. V |52Vtf.] E. F. WliriON 

I I de .71. C. HORDOEF, Breeders of pure Short-horn 
I I . ami Ahb-nc y Cattle. .South Down and Silesian Shee p, 
SvJfUkuntl Essex Digs, Rochester, N. Y. 521-tf 

WJ HEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 

>v IMPROVED FAIIILY SEWING MACHINES 
GO-Ti Broadway, N«-\v York. 

Tiikhk Machined combine all the late improvements for Hem¬ 
ming, Stib hing ami Felling Seams, and are the best iu use for 
vsmii.v sitwiNii and tiiloring work. 

Prices from $50 to $150. Ilemmers, $8 extra. 
S. W. DIBBLE. Agent. 

815 tf Nos. 8 and 10 Smith’s Arcade, Rochester, N Y. 

APPLE GRAFTS. -I will mill Apple Grafts this win 
ter ami coming spring, Apple Grafts got up in tho best 

style, or. good healthy stock, and popular varieties, such as are 
generally grown in this vicinity, for $6,00 t.) 1,000 in quariti 
tie» over 10,000 W 0. STKOWUKK. 

Petilield, N. Y„ Dec. 3, I860. 569-tf 

I >04 HESTER SAVINGS HANK. This Bank has 
I L funds to loan on bond and mortgage, ou iroprovod farnis, 

in the counties of Monroe. Livingston, Genesee, Orleans, On¬ 
tario, and Wayne 

662-13t KDWARD WHALIN, Sko’v. 11.V1K.— Page’s Perpetual Kiln, Patented .Iuly, 
j 1857.— Huporiorto any in use for Wood or Coal. 2Ja cords 

of wood, or 1L tuns of coal to 100 bills, -coal not mixed with 
atone. Address [434-tt] C. 0. PAGE, Rochester, N. Y 

JOR SALE—A Farm containing 1821;’ acres. 4 miles 
J west of Genera, Ontario County, N. Y. Price, $I0.0«W. 
Address the subscriber, at Geneva C. 8. BROTHER. 
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THE LITTLE BOY THAT DIED. 

[Dr Chalmers is said to bo the author of Huh beautiful 

little poem, written on the decease of a young son whom he 

greatly loved.] 

I am all alone in my chamber now, 

And midnight hour U near, 

And tbe faggot's crack, and the dock’s dull tick, 

Are the only sounds I hear,— 

And over my soul, in my solltnde, 

Sweet feelings of sadness glide, 

For my hpart and my eye* are full when I think 

Of tbe little boy that died. 

I went one night to my father's house,— 

Went home to the dear one* all,— 

And softly I opened the garden gate, 

And softly the door of the hall. 

My mother came out to meet her son, 

She kissed me, and then she sighed, 

And her head fell on my neek, and she wept 

For the little boy that died. 

I shall miss him when the flower* come, 

In the garden where he played,— 

I shall miss him more by the firemde, 

When tbe flower* have all decayed. 

I shall see hi* tops, and hi* empty chair, 

And tbe horse bo need to ride; 

And they will speak, with a silent speech, 

Of the little boy that died. 

We shall go home to our Father's house,— 

To our Father's house in the skins,— 

Where the hope our souls shall have no blight, 

Our love no broken ties,— 

Wc shall room on the banks of the river of peace, 

And bathe in its blissful tide, 

And one of the joys of our Heaven shall be 

’ The little boy that died. 

should be awakened. lie turned off quickly, au.d 

without looking np directly into Mr. Overman’s face. 

His landlady remarked his defect of appetite, and 

changed manner, at supper time, and asked if he 

were not well. 

•‘A little headache,’1 he answered, evasively, and 

with falsehood. 

Hiram Foster was twenty-three years of age. He 

had been in the employment of Mr. Wesley Over¬ 

man, as clerk and salesman, for nearly two years, 

and had bis entire con lid cnee, which, until now, had 

never been abused. He was a young roan of some 

intelligence, and desirous to rise in the world above 

his present condition. Up to this time his salary had 

not exceeded four hundred dollars, and it took about 

all of this to meet his annual expenses. The prospect 

of rising in the world had not, therefore, looked 

very bright; and of late, Hiram had fretted thereat 

considerably. One cause of this lay in a recent 

awakening of his heart to new and tender experi¬ 

ences. Love had crossed his path. Helen Prescott, 

the minister’s charming daughter, had thrown over 

him a spell as sweet as it was irresistible. Her 

father, a man of education and cultivated tastes, 

money as in biking it with him. If his room should | Hiram Foster's mind was in no condition for an 

be searched, his trunk would not escape; so he feared ] interview with his betrothed on that evening. A great 

to hide it there. One place after another was thought ^ crisis in his life had coma —nay, been passed; and 

of, and decided against. He was in a maze of per- : the disturbed elements needed time for re-adjustment, 

plexity. At last, folding the notes in a piece of j So, he returned to his room, and spent the evening 

paper, he crept under his bed, and placed them ! alone. But there the haunting presence which lmd 

beneath the furthest bed-post. hovered so near, in shadowy companionship, as he 

“No one will ever thiDk of going there,” he mut- returned from his interview with Mr. Overman, sat. 

tered, in an undertone, as he crept forth from his down close beside him. He almost felt its breath 

bodily humiliation, fit emblem of that mental humilia- j upon his cheek; and its hand upon his hand as he 

'te th 

tion and disgrace into which all come who are forced clutched the bank bills so dishonestly obtained A Zi m la «’ « *1^bow-rooted plant, 

by crime into stooping duplicity and concealment cold shudder crept along his nerves. But with the hernial ’ 29' 1 “ “ e,egant in<%enon8 

shrinking terror that accompanied this sense of an My S3. 6«- 67, <6, is, 44. 22, 32, 6, 21, 12, 7 is a handsome 

C 'Iii. evil, invisible presence, came no repentance_no tropical annual. 

Mr. Overman’s house was distant only a few streets thought of retracing the wrong step which had sepa- S4’ 31> 18> 6"42. 39, 43, GO is a hardy, showy border 

from where his clerk resided. rated him from good—no rebuke of conscience. flower 

“What can he want with me?” was the anxious Onward, In deliberate purpose, as fertile suggestions 8- ^ 38’ 29■ 24 ■ M >* a highly-esteemed bulbons- 

and oft-repeated question of Hiram Foster, as he of dishonest means came flooding in upon his mind, Mv Z 'rl'VoT'm w «n a* «>• 

walked slowly, and with busy thoughts, toward his he looked, and schemed, and resolved. And there, ro.e.Z'z ia «?* ad^errim- * 

employer’s residence. It was the first time he had alone in his room — no, not alone, for all the while My 70, 29. 69, 67, 49. 71. 30, 29. oo u .showy border flower 

asked to see him in the evening. Something, there- » dark, evil, invisible companion was close beside My 25, 65. l. 32, 26. 37.157. 00 u common In most gardens, 

fore, of more than ordinary import was in the sum- him he sat until after midnight. My 60, 30. 68, fl. i, 49. 72 to nn oid-faAhioned flower, 

mens. More than one who looked into Hiram Foster’s Mr 7, 59, 37. 29, 35.13 is an ornamental flower for rock work. 

At Mr. Overman’s door he stood, with a heart face on the next day, noted a change, and felt as if a My 19. 42, 2k 14. 6. 67. 4 belongs to the genus Primula. 

CHAPTER II. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

FLORAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 72 letters. 

My 42, 37, 48. 52, 4. 14. 29, 60 is a beautiful perennial. 

My 1, 10, 17. 50, 49, 3, 9. 57 is a popular annual. 

My 62, 47. 36, 19, 61, 14 is a bulbous-rooted plant. 

My 19 42, 61, 27, 66, 11, 30, 29, 1 is an elegant indigenous 
biennial. 

My 53, 68. 67, 45, 15, 44. 22, 32, 6, 21, 12, 7 is a handsome 

tropical annual. 

walked slowly, and with busy thoughts, toward bis 

employer’s residence. It was the first time he had 

asked to see him in the evening. Something, there¬ 

fore, of more than ordinary import was in the sum¬ 
mons. 

At Mr. Overman’s door he stood, with a heart 

thought higher than a storekeeper’s clerk for his beating confusedly, for some moments, before ventur- hand had been laid upon them, pressing them away 

favorite child; but love obeys its own impulses— ing to ring the hell. When shown into the parlor, to a distance. Of these was Helen Prescott’s 

©In 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

SOWING THE WIND 
AND REAPING THE WHIRLWIND. 

O II A I* T* J-C Tt I. 

“Are you ready, Hiram?” said Mr. Overman, 

calling to his clerk, who remained seated at his desk, 

intent on a column of figures. 

“Not quite. 1 must balance my cash,” replied the 

young man. 

“How long will it bike?" asked Mr. Overman. 

looks to persons, not conditions. So, as Hiram ad¬ 

vanced, she responded in tender acquiescence*, and 

at the time our story opens, he had told bis love to 

willing ears. 

As no objections could be raised to the young man’s 

character, which stood without reproach, Mr. Pres¬ 

cott, the father of Helen, demurred on the score of 

Hiram’s position in the world, lie was a clerk, 

receiving but a small salary, not more than sufficient 

for his own maintenance,— how was be to support 

a wife and family? The answer, as in all such cases, 

was ready. The young couple were content to wait 

until Hiram could push his way to a more advanced 

position. 

But, “content to wait,” though on tbe yonng 

man’s lips, was not in his heart. No, he was not 

content to wait. Every day he grew more and more 

restless in thought; and more discouraged at the 

unpromising aspect or his affairs. Before it would 

bo safe to venture upon marriage, he must have an 

income of at leant seven Or eight hundred dollars, 

and be in the way of advancement toward a sub¬ 

stantial citizenship. Patient duty in the present, as 

the prerequisite of a happy and prosperous future, 

was not the creed by which he was trying to live; 

but, in looking too restlessly ahead, from dissatisfac¬ 

tion with the present, he was opening the door for 

mg to ring the bell. When shown into the parlor, 

he found Mr. Overman alone. The first glance at 

his kind face dispelled every fear. Not even the 

faintest shadow of a suspicion was there. 

“Sit down, Hiram,” said he, in a pleasant tone of 

voice. “I’ve sent for you in consequence of having 

hoard something this evening which has interested 
me.” 

The yonng man tried to be altogether at his ease, 

but it cost him an effort. He looked, but did not 

venture to speak, an inquiry. 

“What I have heard,” said Mr. Overman, “con¬ 

cerns you and Helen Prescott. Ah! I see the tell¬ 

tale color in your face, and am glad of it. Helen is 

a dear, good girl. I know her well, and it pleases 

me that you have chosen so wisely. Has the matter 

been spoken of to Mr. Prescott?” 

"Yes, sir.” 

“And be gives consent?” 

“Not a full, out-spoken consent, sir,” replied the 

young man. “He makes no opposition, however.” 

“No opposition! Why should lie?” 

“ I am only a poor clerk, you know.” 

“Humph! A poor clerk! lias the minister never 
read Pore ? 

1 Honor and shame from no condition rise, 

Act well your part; there all the honor lies.’ 

That is wherein true manhood and high honor repose, beside himself. 

vo a cusiance. ui these was Helen Prescott’s 

father; a man of great purity of character, and 

sensitive to individual spheres. [To bo continued 
next week.] 

and Mttuot, 
LITTLE JOKERS. 

Why are fixed stars like wicked old men ? Because 
they scintillate, (sin till late.) 

What musical instrument has had an honorary 

degree conferred upon it? Fiddle I). D. 

tV ijy cannot the Emperor Napoleon insnre hiB life? 

Because no one can be found who can make out his 
policy, 

Tt is said that if you stop up rat-holes with old 

search warrant?, every knowing rat will leave the 
premises. 

Why does a coal barge weigh less than an empty 

Rack? Because, if the one is a light weight, the 
other is a lighter. 

W no Is it that is in two situations at once? A 

lover, for when he is beside his fair one he is usually 

My 8. 34. 38, 63, 29, 12, 24, 55 is a higlily-esteemed bulbons- 
rooted flower. 

My 59. 64. 40, 07, 33,22. 13. 20, 43, 60 is a well-known annnal. 

My 19. 46, 22, 70, 6. 49, 2. 16, 24 is a deserving annnal. 

My 70, 29. 69, 07, 49. 71. 30, 29. 60 is a showy border flower. 

Ml 25, 65. 1, 32. 26. 37. 67. 60 l* common in most gardens 

My 50. 36. 68, 0. 1, 49. 72 t* tin old-fsAhioned flower. 

My 7. 59. 37. 29. 36.13 is an ornamental flower for rock work. 

My 19, 42, 28 14. 6. 67. 4 belongs to the genua Primula. 

My 23, 71, 67, 60. 41 is a beautiful little perennial 

My whole is a couplet well worthy the attention of those 
who cultivate flowers. 

Franklin Sqnsu-e, N. Y., I860 Anna Starr 

ffy Answer in two weeks. 

ILLUSTRATED REBUS. 
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Not long. I’m nearly through.” And the clerk temptation, and we lmv* seen how, when the tempter /;,<,/,* action ennobles. Be true, faithful just, Hiram 
. -> i a . .... full till hurt in tin tirwrno /’.-.II 4 1.. .. I ' t J n 7 

bent down over the cash-book more intently. 

Mr. Overman, who bad closed the front windows 

and keyed the shutters, now'walked the floor for two 

or three minutes, waiting for bis young man to com¬ 

plete the work in which he was engaged. But an 

error had crept into the day’s business somewhere, 

and a balance was not reached on the first trial, \ 

slight murmur of disappointment gave Mr. Overman 

an intimation of this fact. 

“Cap’t you make it balance?” he said, walking to 

where the desks where placed, by a window in the 

back part of the store, and standing by his clerk. 

“Tt doesn’t come out right on the first trial,” was 

answered, “so 1 must go over it again. I’m sorry to 

keep you waiting, sir.” 

“1 promised to he home early,” said Mr. Overman. 

My wife has company. So, here’s the key. Be care¬ 

ful about this window, Hiram; and be sure that the 

bolt is well sprung in the lock,—you know it has a 

bad trick of catching half way sometimes. Leave the 

key at my house as you go past” 

The young man promised to observe strictly; and 

Mr. Overman left him to the work of balancing the 

day’s account with cash. It was sundown, and nearly 

half an hour of twilight remained. Ten minutes were 

spent in adding up the columns of figures again, and 

getting at the amount of money which should he on 

hand. Then the cash was counted, and the sum 

added to the balance in hank. 

“One hundred dollars over.” Something of satis¬ 

faction blended with the disappointment that was 

expressed in his voicef. Twice he counted over the 

bills and coin in the cash-box, and then sat very still, 

his thought running back through the day’s transac¬ 

tions in search of some clue to the error. None 

could be found. 

"There’s a mistake in the figures somewhere, and 

I must discover it,” he said, with a long sigh; and 

bent over the pages of the cash-book again. 

“ Ha! Three, is it? la-t me run that column up 

again.” A thrill of excitement was in his low voice. 

“Three it is, and my footing is two. That will 

make the hundred dollars. All right!” 

He lifted from the desk an erasing knife, and laid 

its edge over the numeral ${ but his hand lingered. 

A thought, suddenly thrown into his mind, caused 

him to hesitate. Then the knife was laid down. He 

sat absorbed and motionless for several minutes. In 

that brief time an evil counsellor had prevailed over 

the young man. His hand was not steady as it moved 

to the cash-box; and there was a visible tremor of the 

bank bills as they passed hurriedly through his lingers. 

One hundred dollars were selected and laid in a pile 

on the desk; the balance was returned to the box. 

Why does the young man start, aud glance around 

in that half fearful way? It was only the cat’s light 

footsteps that came to his ears, as she moved across 

the floor. Mow changed his face! The forehead, so 

smooth and open a little while ago, is cut by three or 

four lines between the eyebrows. His lips are held 

tightly together, and express pain as well as resolute¬ 

ness of purpose. There is a shadow over the light of i 

his into user eyes. He glances, now from the window, 

and now looks around the store suspiciously; then , 

his eyes come back to the pile of bank bills which , 

were laid off from the rest. With a sudden movement , 

ho clutches the money and thrusts it into his pocket; , 

shuts the cash-book, and places it, with the cash-box, 

in the fire-proof, which he locks. His motions arc 

rapid beyond their wont, indicating unusual excite¬ 

ment of mind, as he closes and bolts the shutter, ( 

and locks the door. He forgets Mr. Overman’s in¬ 

junction about the tricky lock, and only half springs ] 

the bolt He is not thinking of duty; but of the t 

hundred dollars that lie wrongfully in his pocket A j 

single act has obstructed the old right habits of mind. | 

False from will in higher things, oblivion as to com- ^ 

mem duties comes in legitimate order. 

Mr. Overman is standing in his door as Hiram fi 

comes in sight. The storekeeper Is a kind-hearted, 'I 
unsuspicious, but careful man, who makes it a point d 

to look pretty closely after Iris ow n affairs. He is not <] 

much behind his clerk in arriving ut the store each r 

morning, and generally locks up with his own hands, h 

at the day’s departure. ], 

“Did you get the balance?” he asked, as he took 
the key from Hiram. il 

“Yes, sir.” But it was not the clear, confident, a 

cheerful “ Yes, sir,” that usually fell from his lips, si 

He was painfully aware of this; so much so, that a w 

shudder of fear ran along his nerves, lest suspicion 

found him, in an unguarded moment, befell. Alas! 

, When the feet turn aside from right paths, who can 

, «ay into what deserts and wildernesses they may be 
doomed to wander? 

From.the supper table, Hiram went to his room, 

the door of which he fastened carefully on the inner 

side. This was an unusual precaution. But Hiram 

carried with him a new consciousness that involved 

fear, lie drew a deep breath, as if trying to relieve 

his bosom from a weight Then lie sat down by the 

<*ble where he had placed his lamp, and thrusting 

his hand into his pocket, drew therefrom a roll of 

bank bills, the rightful property of Mr. Overman. 

lie bad partly unfolded them, when a shade of 

anxiety fell suddenly on his face, and he glanced sus¬ 

piciously toward the window of his room, crumpling 

the bills at the same time in his hand, and so conceal¬ 

ing them. Rising, he went to the window and looked 

out taking careful note of the situation and aspect 

of two or three houses in the neighborhood, in order 

to bo sure that lie was not in the range of observation. 

Then, after closing the shutter, and drawing an inside 

curtain that shaded half the window, he sat down 

again to the tabic from which he had just arisen, and 

relaxing the firm grip with winch he was holding 

the bank bills, spread them out before him. 

A change in look and manner now became apparent. 

There was a certain lighting up of his lace, as from 

pleasant excitement, and a quick movement of the 

hands as lie counted over the money. 

“One hundred dollars.” He spoke in alow mur¬ 

mur of sound; and then, as if thought had become 

active in some direction of interest, sat very still for 

a long time. His closely shut mouth, fixed, indrawn 

gaze, and compressed brows, showed that his mind 

was Intent on themes, to him, of the highest moment. 

There was no fear, weakness, or repentance on his 

almost rigid countenance; but an aspect of fixed 

determination. He had passed the Rubicon, and was 

looking forward, not back. A new way had suddenly 

opened before him- a new way to that advancement 

in the world on which he was to build, In the future, 

Ills temple of happiness. Mr. Overman was not a 

auspicious man, and, of late, had trusted him more 

and more implicitly. Mr. Overman was not a ready 

accountant; and so, the books were all in his hands. 

Formerly, Mr. Overman had been careful in his daily 

examinations of the cash account, but it was a rare 

thing for him to look over it now, and when ho did 

do so, it was in so cursory a manner, that an error 

might lie just before him and not be seen. AII this 

was thought of by the dishonest clerk, and in it he 

found encouragement to press forward in an evil way. 

There came a low rap on the door. Hiram Foster 

started, turned u little pale, and clutched at the bank 
bills that yet lay upon the table. 

“What’s wanted?” he asked, the strangeness of 
his voice startling his own ears. 

“ Here’s a letter for you?" It was a servant who 
replied. 

Hiram slipped the bolt, trying to do it noiselessly, 

and partly opening the door, received a letter from 

the servant's band. It was contained in an ordinary 

brown envelope, and the direction, " Hiram Foster,” 

was in a bold business hand, the familiarity of which 

made his heart leap and tremble. He re-bolted the 

door, and sitting down by the table, broke the envel¬ 

ope. The enclosure read, 

1 wish to see you, Hiram C.’itl around after sunnot. I wialj to 8t*u yuBj II mam Call iitohimJ after mppot. 
Wesley Overman.” 

An instant paleness overspread the young man's 

face; his lips fell apart; heads of perspiration came 

out upon his forehead; his heart sunk with terror. 

Was it possible that some ono had observed him, 

through the window, at the store, and communicated 

his crime to Mr. Overman! That thought, flung into 

his mind, caused a deep shudder to go down to his 
very interior consciousness. 

“What can he want with me?” he said, rising 

from the table, with a look of anxiety in his face. 

The money was still held tightly in his hand. To 

dispose of this money was the next question. He 

dare not take it with him, for, if Mr. Overman lmd 

received any intimutions of the truth, its presence on 

• arid you Btand the peer of any one! 

1 The manthe gold for ft' that.* ” 
0 

The young man’s eyes dropped to the floor. He 
felt rebuked. 

j. “When do you think of getting married?” asked 
( Mr. Overman. 

j "Not for a long time yet,” answered Hiram. 

“Why defer so indefinitely the happy day ? ” 

“ My income is too small." 

“Four hundred dollars a year?” 

j. “Yes, sir.” 

“I was receiving no more when 1 got married.” 

f “The times are mure expensive,” replied the clerk. 

“We are expected to live differently now, than when 

you were a young man." 

“There’* something in that,” said Mr. Overman. 

I “Pride is expensive. Our superfluities cost us more 

than our necessities. We live too much in other 

people’ll eyes; and too uTtie within ourselves. But, 

the world’s ways are enticing, and wo cannot go easily 

against the current of things. Four hundred dollars 

will not do; so, Hiram, as yon arc a faithful, honest, 

intelligent young man—true to my interests — I will 

make it six, with a promise of something better, if 

business holds goo-L It was to say this that I sent 

for you. Get married, and be happy,” 

If, twenty-four hours previous to this time, Mr. 

Overman had thus spoken to his clerk, what a 

different and purer element would have been in the 

pleasure that mode his heart leap up and swell — 

sending bright blood to his cheeks, and luster to his 

gladsome eyes. There would have been a different 

tone in the ardor with which he took the extended 

hand of his kind-hearted employer, and pressed it 

tightly in both of his. 

“ How shall I thunk you?” he answered, and as he 

said so, he felt that he was acting beyond his real 

feelings. Two hundred dollars advance of salary! 

It was something better than lie had been receiving,— 

but not on six hundred dollars would he venture to 

marry Helen Prescott, whose father's objections 

to his humbler condition in life had piqued his pride. 

But his feelings suffered no depression on this ac¬ 

count; for, had be not another source of income? 

“Faithful”—“honest” — “true to my interests.” 

It was only by the strongest effort of will that Hiram 

could keep his eyes on the face of Mr. Overman, as 

these words were spoken in his praise. For a 

moment <*r two, it seemed as if lie would lose all 

control of his countenance, and let shame reveal 

itself in red confusion. He felt sure that guilt looked I 

out of his unsteady eye.-, and so let them drop to the 

floor. 

“Fix an early wedding day, Hiram,” said Mr. 

Overman, in his free, off-hand manner. “There’s 

nothing to interpose now. If Helen’s father makeB 

any objection, i'll manage him. A little high strung, 

is he? Humph! Your ministers, and lawyers, and 

doctors, have, generally, a weakness in that direction. 

They Kcern to think themselves made of finer stuff 

than most people. 1. ving so much among books 

Ims, I imagine, something to do with the fancy. But, 

Mr. Pkehoott is a good, sensible man; and we’ll 

have no trouble with him.” 

As soon as it was possible, without show ing in¬ 

decorous haste to get away from the rebuking pres¬ 

ence of Mr. Overman. Hiram Foster retired. He 

felt strangely bewildered and oppressed, as lie gained 

the street, lie had been like one bound and in fear; 

now, there was u partial sense of freedom, and a re¬ 

moval of dread — but tho haunting terror only went 

off, so to speak, a little way, and there stood still, 1 

largo, indistinct, and vaguely threatening. There ' 

had occurred, within the space of a few hours, a 1 

great change in his inner, or spiritual relations. ' 

What they were, he did not comprehend. Nay, his * 

thought did not even dwell on the new mental phe- * 

nomena that were transpiring. He was a more passive ’ 

than an intelligent'subject — feeling, but not com- 1 

prebending. Tranquillity, and that sense of security ' 

which the innocent enjoy, were gone; and in their 

place was a sense of impending danger. Hope looked 

onward to the future that was opening with brighter [ 

A brilliant young gentleman remarked to a lady 
with whom he was bowling, “ I think. Miss, that you 

ivonld make a capital baker.” “Indeed, sir, why?” 

5 “ Because you make such excellent rolls.” 

An old count paid his addresses to a rich heiress. 

On asking her hand in marriage, he frankly said to 

her, “ Madamoiselle, I am very old, and you are very 

young; will you do me the honor to become my 
widow?” 

A garrulous fop, who had annoyed, by his frivolous 

remarks, his partner in the ball-room, among other 

empty things, asked whether “ she had ever had her 

ears pierced?” “No,” was the reply; “but I have 

often had them bored/” 

“Didn't you tell me, sir, you could hold the 

plow?” said a farmer to a green Irishman, whom he 

, had taken on trial. “ Arrah, be aiRy, now!” said 

• Pat. “ llow the deuce can 1 hnld it, and two horses 

drawing it away from me! Hut give it to me in the 

barn, and be jabers, I’ll liould it with anybody!” 

A clergyman, visiting a school house at tbe Mon- 

son alms house, the other day, made some remarks to 

the children, in which he endeavored to illustrate the 

sinful condition of men in a familiar way. “ You 

know,” said the clergyman, “that the negroes at the 

South are serving their masters. Now, we, sinful 

Creatures, are serving a master who is worse than a 

slave driver, and can any boy tell me who that 

master is?” “Yes, sir,” said one of tbe lads, “it is 
James Buchanan.” 

♦ • ♦ - -v 

Bankrbptcy Illustrated. — Two merchants were 

standing in Wall street discoursing on bankruptcy, 

when one of them saw a real live Yankee lumbering 

down street with a knife and stick in his hands. 

“ Now for some sport,” said one of the merchants. 

“ We’ll ask his opinion on bankruptcy, or rather itis 
ideas.” lie hailed the Yankee with 

Hallo, friend, cau you toll us the meaning of 
bankruptcy?” 

“ Well, 1 reckon I kin—and skin me if I don’t” 
“ Please explain.” 

“Well, you fust lend me a five for about three 
l minutes.” 

“ Here it is—now proceed.” 

“Well, now, I owe Zeke Smith five cents, Sam 

Brown, the tailor, live dollars for this ’ere coat, and 
you five.” 

“Well,” said the merohant, “now give me my j five.” 

“ Hli, git cout, I’m a bankrupt, and you come in 

for a share with the rest,” and he left the astonished 

merchant to whistle fur his five. 

Sa(i)i.Ient Wit.— Jones was riding up in West- 

Chester county, and saw a board nailed up on a post i 

in the yard of a farm house, with the sign painted on 1 

it:—“This Farm for Sail.” Always ready Tor a little 

pleasantry, and seeing the woman in checked snn- j 
bonnet picking up an apronliill of chips at the wood- i 

pile in front of the house, he stopped, and asked her 1 

very politely, when the farm was to sad, She went 

on with her work, but replied to his question 

instanter, “Just as soon as the man comes along < 

who can raise the wind!’' Jones hit Dobbiu a sudden - 

cut with the whip and dashed on. * 
t ♦ * * ->- 
i 

A Hint to Gardeners.—The latest invention is an r 

instrument to prevent poultry from scratching np 1 

the gardens. It is something like a long spur, j' 

attached to the hind part of a rooster’s leg. The 

instrument is so arranged that when the fowl is about t 

to scratch the earth, tbe spur catches in the ground o 

before the foot has fairly descended, and obliges it to ^ 

bring its foot down quietly and harmlessly in front of j' 

the place where it aimed at. Tbe fowl, thereupon, 

tries the other foot with a like result. It keeps on 

trying, and before it is aware of it, the mackiae has ® 

walked it right out of the garden. a 

US?” Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM. 

A gentleman had three pieces of land, the first in the 

lonn of a square, the second in the form of a right-angle 

triangle, and the third in the form of a rectangle. Tho 

shorter side of the rectangle is equal to just half the side of 

the square—the longer side is equal to the hypo then use of 

the triangular piece, and the Base of the triangular piece is 

equal to the side of the square. Now, the area of tho 

rectangle, together with tho area of the triangle, is equal to 

four times the square or the shorter side of the rectangle; 

aud the perimeter of the rectangle, together with the 

perimeter of the triangle, minus twenty five, is equal to the 

perimeter of the square. What is the length of the side of 

the square, and the length Of the sides of the triangle and 

rectangle, and also tho area of each? 

Verona, Onei. Co., N Y., 1800. S. G. Caowin. 

Answer in two weeks. 
« ^ I ■ ■ 

CHARADE. 

My Bret's a king of ancient ilate, 

Who in the East did reign, 

And wished to curse the Israelites 

When on their way to Canaan. 

My second you will often see 

Running down the volcano’s side, 

Spreading, in ifi onward, fiery course, 

Destruction far and wide. 

My whole’s the name of a battle field. 

Where British valor shone, 

And added to the English arms 

Both honor and renown. 

C'jjf” Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

A RIDDLE. 

Which was created first—hands or feet? 
Pana, Ill., 1850. 

Of” Answer in two weeks. 
D. B. Paints. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c„ IN No. 571, 

Answer to Grammatical Enigma:—Simple jrride for flattery 
makes demands. 

Answer to Charade:—Boat-swain. 

Answer to Mathematical Problem:—From the last station, 

6 miles; from the earth, 3 miles. 
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A Double Prescription. — A gentleman, wrote to 

liifl person might transpire, and his ruin be hope- prospects; but strange, threatening shadows hung note: 

lessly consummated. over the beauty and brightness tbutlayin the smiling “ L 

“ This is a doubtful and dangerous business!” Ah! beyond. Ashe walked onward, is the calm starry got a 

if with that conviction, Hiram Foster, and that evening, it seemed as if a shadowy form were moving them, 

acknowledgment, you had said, in irrevocable deci- along just behind him. Two or three times he Dec, 

sion, “I will stop here, and go back to the right stopped and turned around, each time appearing to candv 

catch a glimpse of something that flitted or faded 

like a phantaemagorial image. 

Dr. Francis, of New York, last week, the following 

There was, he felt, aB much danger in leaving the 

“ Dear Doctor:—I caught cold yesterday, and have 

got a little horse. Please write what I shall do for 

them.” j. p. 

Dear P:—For the cold, take half a pound of butter 

candy. For the little horse, buy a saddle aud bridle, 

and ride him out of town, the first time we have 

pleasant weather.” I)r. F. 

l ~i~ Asy perxon so disposud can act a- local agent for the 
Rural Nkw-Yokkkk, and those who volunteer ui the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kiuduea* lie appreciated. 

IYT Voluntary Agents kok the Rural.—Any and every 
Subscriber or reader is requested to act in behalf of tbe Rural, 

by forming clubs or otherwise. Now is the time for its friends 
to manifest their interest in the paper and the- cause it advocates, 

either by obtaining new subscribeix. or inducing other* to act in 
its behalf. If any lose or wear out numl>ers in showing the 
paper— that* the best way to get subscriber*, we will duplicate 
them in order to make their files complete for binding 

The Enlargement of the Rural New-Yorker 
was announced some week* ago. We promised to enlarge it 

one-sixth, but have in fact performed, much more—for, according 
to the figures of printers, the Rural now contains q.vx-HlPrn 

work reading, the increased, amount equaling eight columns of 
our old measure, or over il page and a half in each number .' 
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MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 

AN ORIGINAL WEEKLY 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY JOURNAL. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corns of Assistants and Contributors. 

Thk Rural Nkw-Youkkr is desijrncl to he unsurpassed in 
Value, Purity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful in Api>earanoe. Its Conductor devotes his per¬ 
sonal attention to the supervision of its various departments, 
and earnestly labor* to render the Rural an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the bUfdtlP*a of 
those whose interests it uealonsly advocates. At a Family 

Journal it is eminently Instinctive and Kntertnininir buinir 
80 conducted that it can be safely taken to the Hearts and 
Homes of people of intelliRenco, taste and discrimination. It 
embraces more Airricuitural, Horticultural. Scientilic, Educa¬ 
tional, Literary and News Matter,interspersed with appropriate 

and beautiful Knytnvinc*. than any other journal,—rendering 
it the most complete Agricultural, Literary ani> Family 

Newspaper in America, 

For Tkkjim and other particulars, sec last page 

Entered according lo act of Comrress. in the year lHfil, by 
I>. I). T. Mookf.. in the Office of the Clerk of the District 
Court for the Northern District of New York. 

V{t~ Our only object in copyriijhlinc this paper is to secure 
what every honorable journalist will freely (mint proper 
credit for articles selected from its pages Any and every 
journal is at liberty, and invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each original article or illustration to Rural New-Yorker. 

of wealth and beauty, the support of a society supplied 

with all the elements of earthly wellbeing. This gut¬ 

ting the upperhand of nature is the noble goal of a 

true farmer’s ambition. With this end in view, he is 

the true civilizer. With the means of accomplishing 

this great and worthy result, Agricultural Science sup¬ 

plies him. We intend to make the Rural New- 

Yorker the distributing reservoir of these rills of 

special investigation, discovery and experiment. We 

propose to facilitate exchangee between the thinker 

in his laboratory or study, and the farmer at his tire- 

aide. We intend to make it an educating, civilizing, 

elevating force, whoso power shall bo felt by the 

seventy thousand families whom we intend to visit 

during the year. We intend to be wide awake and 

thoroughly alive to every thing which ought to inter¬ 

est or elevate our readers, and to furnish them with 

its quintessence, clearly expressed, condensed and 

ready for instant use. Such, by God’s blessing cm 

enterprise and industry, we hope to make our paper 

for the coming year. Our aim is high; if we fail In 

reaching the mark, it shall not be for the want, on our 

part, of good will, energy, or persistent effort. 

MECHANICAL CONDITION OF THE SOIL. 

WHAT DOES AG’L SCIENCE INVOLVE? 

When we talk of agricultural science, we include in 

our discussion, or ought to, every thing which gives 

man power over the forces of Nature, and enables 

him to bring these forces to bear to increase the quan¬ 

tity or the quality of the animal or vegetable products 

of the earth which are useful, or may he madu useful, 

to man. If this be true, and the statement is almost 

self-evident, there is laid out before the intelligent 

farmer a range of observation, study and thought, as 
extensive as that demanded by either of the learned 

professions. Scientific Agriculture lays under tribute 

almost the whole field of physical inquiry. The 

Botanist selects from the wild plants of the forest 

those adapted to the use of man, and gives the laws 

by which they may be improved by culture. The 

Chemist gives the analysis of plantH, pointing out 

their constituent elements, and determines what por¬ 

tions have been derived from the earth and what por¬ 

tions from the air. He analyses soils and claims to 

determine the adaptation of each to the various pro¬ 

ducts required, and to poiutOutulso the means of sup¬ 

plementing deficiencies by manures. Mechanical 

science gives him the principles by which natural 

agents, such as air, water, steam or gas, may be made 

to accomplish or lighten the farmer’s toil, and add in 

ten thousand ways to his profit, convenience and com¬ 

fort. Electricity gives him the law by which he can 

protect the fruits of his toil from the lightning. Me¬ 

teorology gives him the laws by which the amount of 

rain, heat and cold in different districts is controlled. 

Physical Optics explains the subtle processes by 

which the fruits and flowers are colored and clothed 

with beauty, and enriched with odor and flavor. 

Time would fail us in alluding to the manifold rela¬ 

tions of all the physical sciences to the farmer’s pur¬ 

suit. Our only object is to show bow vast is the field 

of labor to him who would mark out the points of 

contact between Agriculture and General Science. 

The great object of a journal like ours is to gather up 

from all sources whatever light the labors of men en¬ 

gaged in the different scientific pursuits can throw 

upon Agriculture. We do not profess to publish a 

scientific journal, in the strict sense of the term; but 

we do propose to collect from all the Sources, for¬ 

eign and domestic, whatever can be found, adapted 

to be practically useful to our numerous readers. 

We are determined to incur the expense requisite to 

secure the assistance and ideas of the cultivators of 

special departments of Science so far as they bear on 

farming. We have made arrangement for the recep¬ 

tion of English, French anil German journals of Sci¬ 

entific Agriculture, so that our readers can have the 

results of the last foreign as well as American think¬ 

ing to put to practical tests and trial for themselves. 

Our plan does not admit of long, cumbrous dis¬ 

quisitions upon matters purely theoretical, but we 

shall seek to give short, pithy and practical results of 

experiments and thought drawn from all jiarts of the 

world, in a shape to be easily remembered and easily 

applied by the enterprising farmer, whose hands and 

head arc too full of present and practical matters to 

study labored treatises or scientific journals for himself. 

Our object shall be to give every reader the means 

of getting the control of the natural forces on Iris 

farm, and compelling them to do bis bidding—so that 

he can lay the earth, air and water, and the impon¬ 

derable agents of nature even, under tribute, and com¬ 

pel them to Jill his pamjicre with blushing fruits, his 

gareel's with golden grain, and his barns with fleet 

and strong horses, fine wooled sheep, and cattle 

abounding in weight and beauty. Civilization is the 

control of man over nature. Sian is placed upon 

earth in a condition of contlict with the exuberant, 

untiring and untamed forces of matter around him. 

When Nature and its forces get the upper hand, man 

is a savage, and the earth a forest or a desert. 

When man, intelligent, moral! educated and industri¬ 

ous, gets the upper hand of nature, earth is u garden 

Connected with the vocation of the farmer are 

certain forms of labor which arc directly applied to 

the soil. Previous to the deposit of those germs from 

which are expected the rewarding harvest, he must 

drain, subsoil, plow, harrow, and perform other 

lessons of toil, or the futo of the sued that fell by the 

wayside, and upon the stony places, will inevitably 

result. The operations we have mentioned, are 

recognized necessities among tillers of the soil, 

the virtue of such a plan of procedure is not 

questioned,—yet very many either do not fully 

realize the importance attached to each of these 

processes, or else inertness and inactivity have such 

control as to make their acts belie their entire belief. 

A considerable number of farmers nee eaid to have 

only a tut king or writing interest in their profession. 

At the meetings of the Club, or upon paper, they can 

be both seen and heard, but you may search their 

farms over and barely find trace of the progression so 

much vaunted. These men are stumbling-blocks, and 

if they would only note the fact that our busy, 

jogging world judges from deeds, they would splurge 

less and perform more. With this class we have 

naught to do, or to offer,- but we desire to comment 

briefly upon some of those peculiar labors which 

mechanically affect the condition of the soil, hoping 

that we may thus call forth the rich stores of experi¬ 

ence possessed by those with whom to will is to 

perform. The field is a large one, and there are 

thousands of practical men in the Rural family who 

can furnish just such information as the masses 

require. 

The plow, harrow, and cultivator, are the imple¬ 

ments adopted for pulverizing the soil. Pulverization 

is the first principle, and the object in view is to 

permit the roots of plants to roam freely, and have 

ail needed space for procuring a sufficiency of nutri¬ 

ment during the various stages of growth. Plowing 

is the common mode to effect this purpose, and is, as 

yet, -although inventive minds are seeking for 

something better and cheaper,—the most economical. 

The plow is the type of civilization,- in its form 

may we read the domestic history of the nations who 

have brought it into service,— and we desire no 

better index to individual farm culture than can be 

furnished by a few moments spent in the tool-shop, 

and the room devoted to the storage of agricultural 

machinery. Fanners have their preferences in this 

matter, as in all others, but everyone will admit the 

necessity of using a first-class article. Without this, 

the desire to perform thorough and complete work 

will prove of no avail. 

When all things are. in readiness, the question 

arises,— how shall we plow? The main feature in 

the query before us, is depth iw. shallowness. There 

are a few whose fortune it is to be possessors of a 

loamy, light, naturally open soil, and the success 

which has attended their skinning plan for a series of 

years, has made them converts to the shallow process, 

— and there are thousands who have found buried 

treasures by going beam-deep in the search. We 

| have always adhered to the belief that deep plowing 

is an Important requisite upon nearly every farm in 

, order to realize the greatest profit from the soil, and 

j have advocated it as “sound doctrine” through the 

columns of the Rural. Indeed we incline to the 

opinion that the mode m which this operation is 

performed will, as a general thing, prove indicative 

of success or failure upon the part of the proprietor 

— that men will reap the meed of reward very much 

as they plow. To quote J. L. Campbell, Professor 

of Physical Science in Washington College, Va., 

"the one who scratches the surface to the depth of 

ouly three or four Indies, will soon find both himself 

and his farm growing poorer; while the one who is 

not satisfied with breaking and cultivating less than 

[ twelve inches in depth of his land, will, most 

| probably, soon find it necessary to ‘pull down bis 

barns and build greater.’” 

The advantages arising from deep plowing may be 

briefly stated as the following:—First, It affords 

I greater range to the plants in seeking the pabulum 

has become saturated with falling rain, the surplus proof of such transmutation as is advocated by our We have given our readers our opinions on this 

water must flow off, carrying itli it many of the correspondent, and which needs a little explanation, subject, and wo do not think carefully tried experi- 

elcmunts of fertility. Third, A da-ply plowed soil is Any parti-colored potato, like the Mercer or Pencil monts will prove them incorrect. 

one of the most effective agents man can call into Blow, becomes lighter by being grown for a few —-- 

service during protracted drouth". The rain peue- years in a light sandy soil, and darker by being HIGH FEEDING, 

trates deeper, the roots go down looking for food, planted In heavy or clay soil. By planting the light - 

and in the process of evaporation moisture is carried colored parts of the Mercer and rejecting the dark, it My friend, John Johnston, in a late Bubal, ad- 

upward, thus supplying the roots of the plants nearer can be grown nearly or entirely white. Many persons ministers his “annual” blister to such customers as 

the surface. have observed their potatoes that Were nearly or quite ueglect proper attention to their stock. 

A few words concerning the subsoil plow, and we Pure bocomo mixCd aftcr n number of YearH 80 aH 1,1 *,,0uld l,ntlualilled ttPProVttl a11 
have done with this branch of our subject. The ™terlally to injure their quality Tor market, it is that he says, I should not violate my conscience 

advantages already claimed for deep plowing will alwllY8 ruuud- lo°- thftt the mixture is of un inferior ftm1 ™uch, but I prefer to be a little 
generally follow its operation. (Tpon worn-out lands Bort’ No ono ever planted a common sort and after a more specific. IMr. Johnston, says “ No farmer 

the beneficial effects arising from subsoiling have fcw ■>'C1U'8 found ^at about half were of a better kind, can afford to let his stock stand still, and what is far 

been made very apparent, as in addition to its Wc need not tell farmers that the best varieties of worse, let them get poorer from the first of December 
. *, .. __ to the first of May, or later.” (The time of 

increasing the depth of the *-liable surface, and -■ , / fT'?**. • J , , 
., i- u .. , . „ Afes—■SsSs, 1 . :,:irV ’’grountlg poorer" is nut quite accurately 

augmenting the supplies of moisture, it brings up, I J liliii !\ . . ... .. / 
, . , ... - .. \\ 1 stated — more Ucsh ih lost in this climate 

aud into use, the fertilizing properties winch have Jf f V u iJtminA , K, ...... „ . . ... 
, i , , mv „„,i m \\ \A t;i-.'•.-■Ml. from November 15th to December let than 
become exhausted, ottentunca renewing the life and M tx \\ \fi nm; .... “ .... 

, ....... . ,, ,,, i —- fr55*- \\ ilyp mud®®, m any month of the year.) Now, tins is 
valuo of a district,- giving to the possessor of bn iron \' 1 "... . , f ’ 

ii r .-i i, i,,,..,., ^ ^ it ::■::■■■:rrirfV very quietly said, and many readers will 
acres a reasonably fertile domain, (.urnpact, heavy I :::::- fmiuiiX . , 

, ... , . , . , ..... .... I pass over it with no lurllior Idea than 
soils, however, il undmined receive but, a tithe of the 'T' /-ss> 1 smuivainuiA ’ . . .... 
. ... , '.SI inriiflm tins,—fat cuttle are very good in their way. 

good that would otherwise, result, and upon such we , // /» "• . , .. ,. ... , 
.... . , ... . // I a l>l|t on second thought. It will occur that 

do not think the process wo.Vl prove sufficiently /< i // 
Mr. Johnston's programme is a wide de- 

n.munera ive. I parturo from the faith of “ our fathers— 

With the uses of harrow and cultivator our readers // 4" ^ j-, so much revered in politics, yon know, 

are posted, and they arc also cognizant, of the effects ^ A sorry, downcast look, with holder and 

produced by each, rhe latter implement, however, ■ j J, i>-v. /// . bonier projections, us spring advanced, 

is not held in that esteem by the majority to which / / A- \\ 1 L) — d 'lili™ wa8 »I ways deemed orthodox for cattle, 

we think it is entitled upon its merits. A Western // jL A “Spring poor," was one of the “ household 

New N ork farmer of our acquaintance, considers it , 0\ y\ r' words,”—it almost aspired to the dignity of 

an active remedial and manorial agent, and keeps it / Y7 , \\ / V y, Y^- an institution,—was about as sacred, and 

in motion nearly through the ent re growing season. \ / ' \ n as little to be departed from, as Wabhinq- 

If there is any virtue in a friallq surface soil, he is f ton’s “farewell address.” 

determiped to possess it; at all events, he will not (%/ 1 -^' rl ‘ ;f i 1 A /A Mr. Johnston, by a bold innovation, sets 

allow the weed to institute a system of wholesale ^ \ Jji f M "k/'jj \\ that all aside, -he thinks It no harm,-nay, 

piracy upon his cruising grov-nw. His farm is one j: \ ( | ^ he decidedly crgoinH, that cattle should keep 

of the cleanest it has ever been our pleasure to view, //\\ f \ br no "fasts," for their country’s or their 

and after an experience of some years, lie is very , UoeK ftre comparatively unproductive, while the owner’s sjus ! Tltanksgiving, and plenty, is to rim 

well satisfied with the retuno*-r his cure and ex- common (,„.irm> BOrU yi(,jd abundantly. Nothing* is straight through tho winter months, 

panditurv of tim . ! i <>r, • * im)lt; comraoil thai. to find pofwtnn« mixed, and if Well, if we make them work up theofonat and the 

It was our intention to speak somewhat upon jjjflbreut sorts are grown in succeeding years on the corn-status uw.i.. .. r. - >■ .. », m . f u-. 

draining at the present, but lack of space forbids a Siime ground, it is next to impossible to prevent this frosty seasons,) it will take “a heap" of grain to keep 

development of the subject. This topic, together result. We will suppose that a farmer commences to the stock of the country gaining through the winter 

with all others bearing upon agricultural interests, piat,t a variety of first class potatoes, but one in a months! Let uh see. By the census of I860, it ap- 

will meet with full discussion in the now volume of jumfired Is of BOmc common sort yielding double the pears that the cattle, horses, mules, sheep and svvine 

the Rural upon which we have entered, and wc ask q Uantit y of the better variety, and he continues to of (the Slate of New York eat up six million eight 

our readers to furnish their practice and experience, p|lint as they aro produced, without selecting for seed: hundred bushels; and the corn, oats and buckwheat 

in order that the light aud knowledge so much needed jti seveU years, more than one-half are of the common raised in this State the sutiic year amount to forty- 

may be diffused throughout the land. kind' and in fourteen years, he has leas than one good seven million six hundred thousand bushels. Now, 

^ ^ ^ _ potato for a hundred of the common. We have auf- all I have to say at present is that, in my judgment, 

un POTATOES MIX IN THE HILLP from this kind of mixture In ttie bill, and have every bushel of these grains produced in our State 
DO POTALOLS MIX IN THL H . leftriiefl to guard against It. would not suffice to keep the domestic animals of the 

On this subject we entertain opinions founded on AH plants become hybridized or mixed through State gaining through the winter,-this I adduce to 
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potatoes are comparatively unproductive, while the 

common coarse sorts yield abundantly. Nothing is 

mure coimnoil Him. to IVr’ potHtnu." mixed, and if 

different sorts aro grown in succeeding years on the 

draining at the present, but lack of space forbids a g(tule ground, it is next to impossible to prevent this 

development of the subject. TJiia topic, together ri,8U|^ We will suppose Unit a farmer commences to 

with all others bearing upon agricultural interests, .}iant a variety of first class potatoes, but one in a 

will meet with full discussion in the now volume of fitmfired Is of Borne common sort yielding double the 

our readers to furnish their practice and experience, 

in order that the light and knowledge so much needed 

may be diffused throughout tlic land. 

■*»- * O- • -4>--- 

DO POTATOES MIX IN THE HILL? 

On tiiis subject we entertain opinions founded on 

our own observation and experience, and on the laws 

of vegetable physiology. These opinions we have 

expressed in answers to the inquiries of correspond¬ 

ents, and have endeavored very briefly to give the 

reasons for our belief. It is one of those questions 

which we cannot hope to settle satisfactorily to all, 

for some have observed what they consider sufficient 

proof that varieties will mix if the sets are planted 

near each other. No theory, however absurd, can be 

started but some are ready to furnish proof of its 

correctness from actual observation. Had the Mes¬ 

siah presented tho question to the people of this day 

which he did to the Jews some lstlt) years ago - “Do 

men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?” — 

some would be ready to reply in the affirmative, and 

declare that they had seen it done. It is extremely 

easy to be mistaken, aud the process of jumping at 

conclusions is cheap and expeditious. An experi¬ 

ment carefully and thoroughly tried is valuable, but a 

carelessly conducted experiment is not only worthless, 

but worse than useless, if it is relied upon to establish 

truth. And yet the latter way of testing things is so 

easy and convenient that it is generally adopted. 

Now, we do not believe that potatoes can by awjpos¬ 

sibility be made to mix by being grown near each 

other, yet in tho Rural of December 15th, we pub¬ 

lished a communication from F. Kellogg, of South 

Avon, N. Y., in which it was stated that he had by 

planting the Blue Mercer and l.ong Pinkeye In the 

same lull produced potatoes one-half of which was 

l.ong Pinkeye and the other Blue Mercer. By divid¬ 

ing these potatoes where the two varieties seemed to 

unite, aud planting them separate, the white purls 

produced Long Pinkeyes and the dark parte Blue 

Mercers. We did think at the time there was some 

mistake in regard to this, but we barely stated that 

wo had been unable to mix varieties of potatoes by 

joining them together, although we hail tried hard 

and long to do so; and that it was not only contrary to 

our experience but all our ideas on vegetable physi¬ 

ology. Although we did not suppose this language 

would surprise anybody, we find that the Attica Atlas 

expresses vory great astonishment thereat, and de¬ 

votes a column and a half to the work of showing 

that we know but very little about the matter. We 

would copy this, but for its length, and the fact that 

a large portion is entirely foreign to the matter in 

dispute. 

A few days since, Mr. Kellogg presented us with 

several of the potatoes grown us described above. 

plant as they are produced, without selecting for seed: hundred bushels; and the corn, oats and buckwheat 

in Hcy«n years, more than one-half are of the common raised in this State the mime year amount to forty- 

kimD and in fourteen years, he has less than one good seven million six hundred thousand bushels. Now, 

potato for a hundred of the common. We have auf- all I have to say at present is that, in my judgment, 

tered from this kind of mixture In the hill, and have every bushel of these grains produced in our State 

learned to guard against it. would not suffice to keep the domestic animals of the 

All plants become hybridized or mixed through State gaining through the winter,—this I adduce to 

the flowers, which contain the sexual organs. This justify my remark to which Mr. Johnston alludes, 

hybridization affects only the seeds. The seeds of an that his plan “would sensibly affect the department 

apple or pear will not conic true on account oi this of commerce.” 

hybridization, and from other causes which at pres¬ 

ent it is not necessary to mention. The florist will 

grow a white and a red peony in close proximity for 

a number of years, and no change will be produced. 

The tubers of each, when transplanted, will produce 

flowers exactly like the plant from which they were 

taken. But plants produced by seeds will show tho 

mixture, ’flic tuber of the potato plant, or the po¬ 

tato, is not a root. It has no fibrous roots like those 

which aro attached to the beet or the carrot, and ob 

tains for Itself no nourishment from the soil. It is 

simply au enlargement of the underground stem Or 

broach, in which is stored up a large quantity of nu¬ 

tritious food for the nourishment of the young plants. 

If, then, potatoes mix, it is a mixture of branches. 

We give an engraving which truly represents the 

underground growth of a potato plant, showing 

shoots just beginning to enlarge at the points, others 

half-formed, and the fully formed potatoes. At the 

upper part of the cut, at the left, is a small, half- 

formed tuber, magnified, in which the leaves of tho 

shoot are seen, and under these are the eyes which 

are the buds of these branches. By cutting the tuber 

so as to divide the eye, the bud will be seen, as in the 

section at the right. 

On this point we give a paragraph from Cray's Bot¬ 

any: “The potato-plant lias three principal forms 

of branches:—!. Those that bear ordinary leaves, 

expanded in the air, to digest what they gather from 

it and what the roots gather from the soil, and con¬ 

vert it into nourishment. 2. After a while a second 

set of branches at the summit of the plant bear flow¬ 

ers, which form fruit and seed out of a portion of the 

nourishment which the leaves have prepared. But 

a larger part of this nourishment, while in a liquid 

I will resume this subject next week.—h. t. b. 

PHILOSOPHY FARMING. 

He who thinks he has mastered the profession of 

farming, must have a very exaggerated notion of his 

own abilities, or a very imperfect idea of the difficult 

and Complicated nature of tho business in which lie is 

engaged. A mariner may sail along the surface of the 

sea, withoutthlnkingor knowing aught of the wonders 

ortho mysteries of the great, deep, and the farmer may 

move along in tho old way, without knowing, or 

striving to kuow, anything of the philosophy of 

farming. He may, at the end of tho year, find that 

he has made nothing beyond the support of himself 

or family, or that he has saved a (few hundred dollars, 

and if he is satisfied with this knowledge, he may 

sit down content; but if lie desires to increase his 

profits,—to find out in what way lie can make meat, 

and grain, and butter, or cheese, In the cheapest 

possible manner, lie opens a field of inquiry in which 

lio can exert all the powers of mind, and labor until 

the eml of his days. To compensate him for his 

anxiety and toil, if he does not succeed in adding 

largely to his wealth, he will have the satisfaction of 

adding a little to the stock of human knowledge. 

For several years I have been engaged in investigat¬ 

ing this subject iu connection with tho ordinary 

labors of the farm, and I can in some measure appre¬ 

ciate the importance of this difficult work. Truly did 

the Rural say, a few weeks since, that there is no 

business requiring such varied acquirements, as much 

knowledge, and so much good judgment, us farming. 

IL is an easy matter for a manufacturer to ascertain 

how much wool will make a yard of cloth of a certain 

state, is carried down the stem, into a third sort of description, and what will be its cost; but it is not 

branches under ground, and accumulated in the form so easy for a tarmerto ascertain how much grass, or 

of starch at their extremities, which become tubers, 

or depositories of prepared solid food;—just as in 

the Turnip, Carrot, Dahlia, Ac., it is deposited in the 

root. The use of the store of food la obvious cnongh. 

In the autumn tho whole plant dies, except the seeds 

(if it formed them) and the tubers; and the latter are 

left disconnected in the ground. Just as that small 

portion of nourishing matter which is deposited in 

the seed feeds the embryo when it germinates, so the 

much larger portion deposited in the tuber nourishes 

hay, or grain, will make a pound of wool, or in what 

way it can be made at the leant possible cost. 

The farmer, a» a manufacturer, is beset with difli- 

culties, of which ordinary manufacturers know noth¬ 

ing. 1 made ono hundred bushels of com, and sold 

it for"fifty cents a bushel. I kept a strict account of 

labor, cost of manure, marketing, Ac., and found that 

it cost me three shillings a bushel. This, at first 

sight, would seem to be a plain matter, and a paying 

business. But one of my near neighbors grew core 

on a similar soil, that cost him about live cents per 

bushel less than mine, while the crop of another cost 

him full eleven cents more, which was about all it 

brought in market. I set about to ascertain the 

barns ami buna greater. That which was claimed to be a Long Pinkeye, we its buds, or eyes, when they likewise grow, the next on a similar son, mat co * 

The advantages arising from deep plowing may be found to bear some resemblance to that variety, but spring, into new plants. And the great supply ena- bushel less than mine, while tin ciop o anut ior cost 

briefly stated as the following:—First, It affords it was yellow fleshed; the so called Blue Mercer was hies them to shoot with a greater vigor at the begin- him full eleven cents more, which was amut all it 

greater rang© to the plants in seeking the pabulum a dark, roundish potato, not having the slightest niug, and to produce a greater amount of vegetation brought in market. I set about to ascertain the 

needful to growth and development. Below the resemblance to that sort. It may be the Scotch Grey, than the seedling plant could do in the same space of cause, with gicut zeal, hut iound that patience wai 

point of disturbance by the plow, rootlets make From these facts we infer there has been some mix- time; which vegetation in turn may prepare and store much more necessary than zeal. I had made a slul- 

but little progress. Second, An unbroken subsoil, ture besides mixing in the bill. up, in the course of a few weeks or months, the ling ft bushel by growing corn, but the m xt season’s 

especially when it is clayey in texture, is almost There arc a ffew facte which seem to indicate a largest quantity of solid nourishing material, in a crop gave me some reason to believe that J Imd 

' impervious to moisture, and when the plowed surface 1 change to the casual observer, and which are used as form most available for food.” exhausted my soil to the tub \uhie o! the profit ori 

J_ 



the crop. It is no difficult matter for the merchant 60 feet high, would it not draw? Would it not burn? obstacle to clearing the land, and thirty or forty cart continental Europe, the season was remarkable for 

5s* to examine his cash box or bank account, and see and if so, would it not convert the eight inches loads are often removed from a single acre. frequent and heavy rains, with a temperature so low 

^1/ how matters stand; but the farmer may exhaust his thickness of mortar into hard brick? If so, choose Much has been recently said in regard to the agri- as to greatly retard the growth of some crops. The 

capital which Consists mainly In a fertile soil, with- your grade and try it. You will laugh at this, I j cultural capacity of these plain lands, and many at- result of this wet and cold weather was to lessen the 

know; but have a little patience. The mortar, de- tempts have been made at cultivating small pieces, yield of the grain crops of Britain to a considerable 

livered, would cost about $1 per cubic yard, the none of which have been very successful, however, extent, and to cause au increased demand for Ameri- 

boxing could be used a thousand times, the coal you The stories of enormous crops raised here, which can wheat" 

out ever dreaming of the mischief he is doing. In 

fact he may all the time imagine he is making money. 

I have had proof enough of this in my own observa¬ 

tion and experience. I know a farmer living on the 

chestnut loam that abounds In my neighborhood, 

who purchased six year* ago. When he took posses¬ 

sion, his land was in good condition, as it had received 

some manure and had been well clovered. Potatoes 

were high and the soil well adapted for their growth; 

so wishing to make money quick, he planted very 

largely, raised a tine crop, which Bold at good prices 

for shipping. Having kept an account of cost, the 

profits of the first year were found to be large. Suc¬ 

cess the first year prompted a similar course the sec¬ 

ond. The crop was not as good as the first, but still 

paid well In about three years the soil was so 

impoverished that it would not pay for culture under 

this system, and two years of labor and expense were 

required to bring the soil to its proper fertility. This 

sadly detracted from the profits of two or three sea¬ 

sons of apparent success. I find the effect of the 

Rural Notes anb Stems. 

livered, would cost about $1 per cubic yard, the 

boxing could be used a thousand times, the coal you 

can compute; but if completed, what a track would 

it present for a wheel — no jar for the carriage, load 

or passenger. If it cracked, as it probably would, in 

drying, these cracks would serve as drains for any 

accumulation of water. There would be no decay. 

none of which have been very successful, however. 

The stories of enormous crops raised here, which 

have been circulated in various parts of the country, 

have been manufactured mostly by land speculators 

and other interested persons, and I do not know of a 

How < mm da Prize Butler was made. 

Tiir winner of the Silver Medal for the best butter 

single successful example in this town (Islip.) where | 8koMfn "l thc Provincial Exhibition, at Hamilton, C. 

most of them are said to have been made. There is 

The same process could be used for the foundation of no doubt that this land may be cultivated and large 

a railroad over and through indentations of the earth. 

If I have written enough to give you my Idea, I am 

crops raised, but the thing will not pay at present. 

On the line of the Long Island railroad, about 

pleased. Should you believe, as I do, that there is Thompson Station, some land has been cleared and 

W.» gave the process of making it, as follows:—“ My 

dairy consists of eight cows, which are milked regu¬ 

larly twice a day. 1 use earthenware pans, which 

are scalded with hot water and then cooled with cold 

water every time they are used. I let my milk stand 

tion, two miles east, considerable land has been 

cleared and cultivated the past season, but the results 

to look into the manipulation of clay. At your next are not such as to induce emigrants to come here. 

Cabinet meeting, should you lay this subject before 

it and ask, is there an Ezcchtit/r in the ceramic art? 

it might lead to discussions that would result in 

evolving greut truths. 

1 have tried to interest manufacturers, and although 

crop on the soil is a very important matter, in reck- they agree to my suggestions, their brains seem to be 

oning profit and loss. 

When produce is used for food, the difficulty is 

complicated, for then we have to ascertain the com¬ 

parative value of each. And here great care is 

required to arrive at a correct result. Of some arti¬ 

cles of food produced in large quantities, the greater 

part is wrater, which can be obtained cheap at the 

pump. Other articles contain but little water, though 

yielding small crops. Of the dry matter contained in 

crops, all is not equally nutritious. Here is an in¬ 

viting field for investigation and experiment. Nutri¬ 
tious or highly concentrated food cannot be served assured they will be successful, and furnish to the 

to all classes of animals with the i-amo advantage. 

There is a difference in their digestive organs, 

and this differance it is well for the farmer to under 

stand, ns fur as possible. Another important matter 

is the best condition in which to give food to pro- 

dime the desired result at the least cost, These, and 

many other Important questions, should engage the 

attention of every thinking farmer. In my next 1 

will Bpcak of one or more of these points in detail. 

There are doubtless others ublc to convey far more 

Information than I can, and to such I w ould say, give 

us all the light you can possibly impart. Ceres. 
- ♦ « # » 4 - 

BUENT CLAY FOR ROOFING, ROADS, &c. 

merit in these suggestions, the next thing is to sproad cultivated, and on the rOftd from there to Suffolk Sta- hours; I stir my cream every morning, 

them before minda capable of investigation. Jobjah tion, two miles east, considerable land has been 'tlurn twice a week, and use a box churn. 1 bring 

Wedgwood did not consider it beneath his research cleared and cultivated the past season, but the results m-v cream 01,1 ul ccbar over n%bt and let it stand 

to look Into the manipulation of clay. At your next are not such as to induce emigrants to come here. tb<! temperature is about 60°, then it generally 

Cabinet meeting, should you lay this subject before Thc cultivation of the cranberry on those sandy plains takes from forty to sixty minutes churning. When 

it and ask, is there an Excelsior in the ceramic art? is now attracting some attention, but what the result ^1C £blbu'®a "* cr°am begin to break, 1 put a little 

it might lead to discussions that would result in will be it is too soon to say. The village of Modern Cfdd "ilbr into trie churn, and continue to do so 

evolving greut truths. Times, a group of Socialists, is situated on the plains until the batter is well gathered. I have my butter 

1 have tried to interest manufacturers, and although abou*' bal1 a 1,1 ea*t of Thompson Station, and here tra- b ' ,lbj' d "it'1 * r- <ind rimed w ith 
they agree to my suggestions, their brains seem to be nmnor°u* experiments have been tried in cultivating 10 * water, then take the butter out of the chum 

Impregnated with their business—mud. I lay this the soil, particularly with the small fruits, but with " 1,ba wooden ladle and first work out the butter- 

before you, because your situation is such that if you onl-v partial success. The truth is, the soil is natu- Im / f*®00' y'"'ttS.h l\ well , with dear cold water, 

verily believe my thoughts valuable, vour disposition, rally sterile, and can only be reclaimed by the use of JM‘ ("nilv ", 1,1 .th<‘ Blllt in the proportion of 

business, and inclination, would lead to its develop. limo- aah(’a and immense quantities of manure. All * 'OMt °“c P®un<l ‘;f 8ll,t to twcDt-v pounds of butter; 

incut. 1 am not favorably located, and I am too far tl,e naUv« Plauto ftr* s,icb “re common to barren “ , w . h 1 wash U w,th cold water’ an<l ,et 
tdvanced In life to enter into the active develop- soils, as the scrub oak, Quercus ilicifalm, which is,thc li Btttnd ln tiu‘ ‘’"iter tray in the cellar till evening, 

aient. If, therefore, thc spreading of these ideas characteristic plant, t&e pitch pine, Emvertgidu, the t l0'* worl, i< again a,,,i 1,!av« lt t,n morning, then 

ipon paper, and bringing them to the notice of wild indigo, Baptisia fmc.toria, swcc( fem, ffomptonia w‘,r 0,,t 1111 th® waU‘'~ Posstb!lc- It is then ready to 

manufacture!*, will not induce u fair trial,—why, bo attplenifolia, several ^pccieB of Vaccinium, Ac, Noth- j * * l) )n‘ je manner in m 110 1 pn p m 

ie it; but if, by this letter, or any other means, i»g can be done here without a large capital, as it will l‘c lr " m Uf# follows:— first put a handful 

hey should be induced to test the matter, I fed COHt about ,ift>' dollars per acre to clear the laud and 0 ®a [iim t’nc of bnm into tbe ,irk,n- and a,fl0 0,K! 
issured they will be successful, and furnish to the bnng it into cultivation, and no returns can be ex- pBI °f water, and cover it dose for an hour, 

vurld a better, more enduring, safer and cheaper IH,|'b'd the first, and but little the second year. ' 1 ' *"mp ' 11 a,l< fl "it/l co,d 1 and 

irticle for a thousand purposes, than is now used. Tbis has bocn recommended as a good fruit, growing ''l8*BDd 3 d:iy’ lh<‘" e”lPty und ™b well with salt; 
You may ask, what is novel, what is now iu mv CountlT. but experience does not confirm it. Apples t^*flrkin '* then ready for use. 1 pack the butter 

dan? Can’t anybody do it that pleases? 1 answer, do very well if well manured and properly cultivated, W,tb wooden ladle; when the firkin is full I pitta 

do not believe they can; for beyond the drying of a bul il >« to° 1:001 ,or grapes and peaches. The latter 011 thf but‘CT "nd cover the cloth with a thick 

urface of about 12 by 14 inches, J have never seen do occasionally produce small crops, but the fruit layCr of S,,U t" keep the air rrom *be butt<>r- 1 
it.. i!., *^i.,iu i \t„..i.i „...i i.... will not hear cumnarison with that grown on the bie common salt, rolled, and I consider it the best." 

Impregnated with their business—mud. 1 lay this 

before you, because your situation is such that if you 

verity believe my thoughts valuable, your disposition, 

business, and inclination, would lead to its develop 

incut. I am not favorably located, and I am too far 

advanced in life to enter into the active develop¬ 

ment. If, therefore, the spreading of these Ideas 

upon paper, und bringing them to the notice of 

manufacturers, w ill not induce u fair trial.—why, so 

be it; but if, by this letter, or any other means, 

they should be induced to test the matter, I feel 

world a better, more enduring, safer and cheaper 

article for a thousand purposes, than is now used. 

Yon may ask, what is novel, what is new in my 

plan? Can’t anybody do it that pleases? 1 answer, 

I do not believe they can; for beyond the drying of a 

surface of about 12 by 14 inches, I have never seen 

tile. By repeated trials I succeeded. Mould and lay 

down any thickness of mortar, and evaporation and 

percolation commences, thc surface parts with, and 

the bottom receives moisture? therefore the surface 

contracts, while the bottom, if not expanded, retains 

its dimensions; and as the power of cohesion in the 

bottom of the mass is not sufficient to draw the par- 

tides together as dessication progresses, cracks 

commence on the surface and continue through, 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker; - I cannot exactly adopt rendering the w hole worthless. Counteract und pre- 

e language of the sailor w ho sent his petition heav- vent tins, and you may dry any given surface. 1 have 

ward in a storm as follows — “Thou knowest it 1h moulded and dried a fence post 5 by 5 feet, and 2 by 

ldoin I ask a favor, but set me safe on shore this time, 5 feet- both ,J4 ,,>ct long- successfully and repeatedly, 

id it shall be a long time before 1 ask another”- Moscow, N. Y., i860. w.m. Lyma.v. 

the language of the sailor who sent his petition heav¬ 

enward in a storm as follows —“Thou knowest it is 

seldom I ask a favor, but set me safe on shore this time, 

and it shall be a long time before 1 ask another” 

but If you will give me a patient reading and thought¬ 

ful consideration, 1 will agree not to trouble you 

again unrequested, upon this subject. You pub¬ 

lished my letter of November. This I did not expect. 

I supposed 1 might write you a friendly letter without 

the world’s knowing it; but 1 do not regret it; in¬ 

deed, I thank you for it, if it shall result in agitating 

a question on which I have spent much thought. 

When you speak of sheets of clay mortar 24 by 18J 

inches thick, it does not to me convey the meaning I 

intended, f meant to be understood, 24 by 18 inches 

and S inch thick. Again, 1 know of no such place 

as “ Perrysburg” in Wyoming County. I meant to 

write Varysburg, a village in tbe town of Sheldon, 

LABOR-SAVING IN-DOORS-TO H. T. 13. 

Ena. Rir&Ali New-Yorker:—If 1 knew that “ H. T. 

B.,” thc man who puts so many pieces in your nice 

paper wasn’t a bachelor, 1 would write to him about 

his late article in reference to machines for the 

benefit of women, and not trouble you about it; but 

I am sure he is an old bach. May be he is looking 

around for a woman, and just put in that piece for 

palavering, courting talk, to make the women think 

he lias great sympathy for them, If he is not, it 

seems to me he must, long ere this, have found out 

that the “lords” had not only tried their hands at 

Wyoming County. [Friend Lyman’s former letter ‘“proved implements for domestic labor-saving, but 

was published because we supposed such was his 
ilt'niri' — li’r» ] 

had been eminently successful therein. ) 

Let’s see. First that “old oaken bucket” no 

I have ambition — (not to appear before the public longer hangs in the well to be lifted by almost super 
as a writer for any paper, as it is not my vocation) human efforts over thc high curb, made so to keep 

but, if I could, by any means, be instrumental in bring- the cattle out. Next, the old iron dinner-pot of near 

ing about what appears to me to he feasible and a ft hundred pounds, bus been melted up, and makes u 

great improvement, it would gratify that ambition whole set of cooking utensils, nicely adapted to an 

wonderfully. I believe that all buildings could be ad- elegant stove, (standing in the place of the old jamb- 

vftntagoously covered, and almost finished, by burned less fireplace with tug-pole and trammels,) well cal- 
clay, as well as all sidewalks, and curbstones. And, 

if I «m right in the opinion that good sand and good 

clay, well mixed and well burned, is as hard as any 

fltoue, then pavements, arches, the roadway for wheels, 

and the foundation for railroads, telegraph poles, 

wharves, abutments, fence posts, A-c., Ac., could be 

made, not only cheaply, but permanent and everlast¬ 
ing, from tbis article. 

If Huch results are attainable, is it not a duty we 

owe to our day and generation, to investigate, expert 

ment, encourage, and give our influence toward their 

successful accomplishment. The publication of my 

cuIgtcd to facilitate all the operations of cooking and 

baking. Then thc coffee-roaster, which Susan or 

James can turn so easily while thc coffee is brown¬ 

ing,— and the mill to grind the spices as well as 

coffee, and the paring machine, which spirts the 

parings und cores all about,— and thc mince mill, 

cutting the moat for pies as well ns for sausages. 

Even the castors on the large table saves many a 

hard lift. 0, there’s the churn, which the dog, or 

old “Dick” makes thc butter in,— not to mention 

thc butter-workers. The rain water is now drawn 

down from the loft by turning a finger faucet, 

Thc cultivation of the crunberry on these sandy plains 

is now attracting some attention, but what the result 

will be it is too soon to say. The village of Modern 

Times, a group of Socialists, is situated on the plains 

about half a mile east of Thompson Station, and here 

numerous experiments have been tried in cultivating 

the soil, particularly with the small fruits, but with 

only partial success. The truth is, the soil is natu¬ 

rally sterile, and can only be reclaimed by the use of 

lime, ashes and immense quantities of manure. All 

the native plants are such as are common to barren 

Hoils, as the scrub oak, Quernis iticifolia, which is.the 

characteristic plant, tfn- pitch pine, Emus vigida, the 

wild indigo, liajUisia tinrtoria, swcc( fern, Comptonia 

asjdenifolia, several .^peeies of Vuceinium, Ac. Noth¬ 

ing can be done here without a large capital, as it will 

cost about fifty dollars per acre to dear the land and 

bring it into cultivation, and no returns can be ex¬ 

pected tbe first, and but little the second year. 

This has been recommended as a good fruit growing 

country, but experience does not confirm it. Apples 

do very well if well manured and properly cultivated, 

but it is too cool for grapes and peaches. The latter 

do occasionally produce small crops, but the fruit 

will not bear comparison with that grown on the 

north side, and west end of tiic island, while grapes 

will not grow at all unless protected. Jt is u fact not 

easily accounted for, that frosts occur on the plains 

much later in tho spring and earlier in the fall than 

in tho cultivated districts or the north side of the 

island. This is supposed by some to be owing to the 

large amount of herbage which covers thc ground and 

keeps it shaded. The only advantage this region 

has, is its healthy climate and near proximity to New 

York, which is easily accessible by the Long Island 

Railroad; but notwithstanding this, und although no 

one wishes to see thin jfirtfou of the island inhabited 

more than I do, I cannot see any inducements for a 

farmer to make this his home so long us there are so 

many better places lying waste und uncultivated. 
Suffolk Co., L. I., N. Y,, 1861. * * 

$UmU spirit of thc ^rc$$. 
Spnying n Mart*. 

The Maine Fanner says that Dr. Dadd, V. S., 

has recently performed the novel operation of spay¬ 

ing a mare, (removing the oviaries.) The mare was 

six years old, and belonged to Cuaiu.es H. Ballard, 

of Hartford, Vt. We believe this is the first case of 

thc kind in this country, if indeed it is not the first 

one ever tried, and Mrj Bali.akd is entitled to much 

credit for offering s^mluable an animal for the 
benefit of science, as flftas been generally supposed 

that an operation of the kind would prove fatal. 

The animal was under the influence of sulphuric 

ether, and the operation proves entirely successful, 

ten days having elapsed since it was performed. The 

object to be attained in this particular case, was to 

render the mare dodle. as she had heretofore been 

nearly unmanageable during her periods of beat. 

Physiologists are if opinion that removing the 

ovaries, if successfully performed, will render the 

animal mild and gentle. 

Putridity of Wells. 

We had a well of beautiful water, says the Con¬ 

necticut Homestead, soft and cool, which all at once 

began to taste and smell as if the dead body of some 

animal were undergoing the process of decomposi¬ 

tion in it. We gave it, a thorough examination by 

the aid of a looking-glass, but could discover 

nothing. We descended to thc water, but found no 

animal or vegetable matter in a putrid condition, and 

we were forced to the conclusion that the water was 

of itself putrid. Having reached this conclusion, 

we set our wits to work to devise a remedy; we 

remembered that only still water became so. We 

thought the reason of the continued purity of tho 

latter must be because of its continued agitation, 

bringing all its particles continually in Contact with 

the atmospheric air when it absorbed the oxygen to 

tbe necessary degree .for re-invigotation of any 

property lost in sustaining its teeming, infinitesimal 

life. Upon this fact we based our action and 

remedy. Wo hired a man to work thoroughly the 

chain pump in the well, working with all his might 

for two hours, during which time be scarcely 

diminished the depth of the water. It was not 

longer than twenty-four hours before the water was 

as sweet and good as ever. We believe that it was 

the thorough agitation of the water by pumping, t 
cicdit foi ottering sjy^jiluable an animal lor thc extending to the very bottom of the well, that 
benefit of science, as itfCKa been generally supposed effected the cure. 

that an operation of the kind would prove fatal. Again, we now have a cistern filled with rain water 

The animal was under thc influence of sulphuric fr0U1 tbc roof, which passes through a filter in 

ether, and the operation proves entirely successful, reaching the cistern. A week ago ifie water in the 

ten days having elapsed since it was performed. The cistern became putrid, tasting and smelling, we 

object to lie attaino in this particular case, was to can’t tell how bad. We remembered the experiment 

render the mare doiile, as she had heretofore been with the well, and the supposed reason of its cure; 

nearly unmanageable during her periods of heat, 80 we procured a long pole, and thoroughly stirred it 

Physiologists are if opinion that removing the up, agitating tbe water us much as possible, perhaps 

ovaries, if successfully performed, will render the working at the job fifteen minutes. In twenty-four 

animal mild and gentle. hours the water was sweet and wholesome again. 

letters warrant me in the belief that you do not con. Instead of being lifted up stairs, with all the slops to 
Rider them the emanation of an addled brain, not- be “oped up. 
withstanding your condemnation of tlu> roof ns leaky. Why, sir, but a little while ago, hand cards, und 

I have to favor my Idea, the opinion of your Scotch " heels, and looms, were almost exclusively depended 

Engineer, that if the crack is filled w ith mortar that uI,l,n 1° clothe the family,— now where are they? 

has hair incorporated, it will not leak. It is my opin- '’Echo answers, Where?” And here, as the crowx- 

ion that if the mortar is pressed in a* it gives off its ln£ glory, sec the knitting machines, that make a 

moisture, so that it shall be tilled hard, it will not slocking in five minutes, and the sewing machines 

leak: but if it does, and there can be no arrangement tbal make a shirt in fifteen. And yet, “ H. T. B.” 

for underdraining, why 1 suppose we must give it up; knows of little to aid thc domestic hand, save tho 

but, until it is tested, I shall retain my present belief, "’ashing machines hung out to dry on the clothes 

The retention of mortar between brick, in buildings, bare- Strange! passing strange! ! 

About Cribbing 11 or 

In answer to a query, whether the evil pro- £ftu)uim$ and 
ponsity of cribbing is not caused by the present 
manner of feeding horses, Mr. J. Fultonton writes Fibe-Pboof I’aint. ok W ash.—Will the Rubai, editors, or 

° , some ol tbe Rural subscribers, inform me ol a recipe ter 
to the N, II. Journal of Agriculture, as follows: — “I making a fire-proof paint, or wash? — A Seuni'iii hkk. Chain 

have had the misfortune of having a cribber for the Paidn c>tV< Illinois,lwilJ- 

bust eight years, and I have studied the habit, (for PlI.w ,N Ho<js.-\ViU some of the rei 
such I think it may be,) have read most of the inform me, through iu, columns, what wi 

■«“«» "I'»" U»-KM. »*« *'»•>>n«tOf E,1F1k'Ssl’StfmiSS,'vKmuo! 
the remedies recommended for a cure, but have not 

Pii.ks in Boos.— Will some Of the readers of the Rural 
inform me, through its columns, what will cure the piles iu 
hogs? 1 lost two of my best hogs with that disease the past 

warrants tnc belief that it would not get out there, If 

clenched on the inside. W hat protection uguinst 

fire, if tho inside wall and the outside covering were 

of incombustible material, as well as thc door and 

window sills, caps and stiles, Ac-? 

Now, sir, if lie isn’t a bach, why, I pity,— 0! hou 

/ do pity the poor woman that is bound to the man 

full fifty years behind the age. See her toiling 

almost incessantly to provide thc necessaries of life 

been successful in finding a remedy, or fully satisfied 

myself of the cause of this evil, it will not do any 

good to ‘pitch in the hay,’ for they will as often 

crib with their mouth full of hay as at any time. A 

real cribber does not bite, but bears down with the 

upper teeth, accompanying it with mi unnatural 

grunt. Thinking that thc present mode of construct¬ 

ing cribs might increase, if not cause thc habit, 1 

took it out and led in the old way on the floor. This 

is a preventive while in the stable, but like the 

tobacco user who has been deprived of his ‘precious 

morsel’ for a time, the cribber when he has a 

chance w ill lay hold of t ie first post or fence that he 

can get at. If turned into the pasture hungry, lie 

must have a ‘chaw’before eating. This is about 

all the ' light’ I have obtained after eight years study. window sills, caps and stiles, Ac.? for her family. 0! I do hope “ H. T. B.” has found all thc ‘ light’ 1 have obtained after eight years stud 

Acting upon (he idea, during the last summer, I out there is-a substitute for the cards, and tbe old If any one lias more, I hope he will ‘let it shine.’” 

moulded and dried a brick, 24 by 18 inches, and 2 bucket, and the dinner-pot! 

inches thick, and had it burned hard, and 1 believe it I shouldn't so much object to writing to an old Crops, Weather, Arc., of 1S60. 

is the largest brick in the World. At any rate, it is bachelor if it wouldn’t make so much talk; for. as I In an article reviewing the season of 1860, t! 

too largo lor any gentlemen to carry in his hat. 1 am getting pretty near to old' maid-dom, folks would Boston Cultivator says: —“In reference to tb 

have it now, but from my want of experience 1 used say she wants to get him,—and that I don't, any- country, the year closed must be recorded as one 

Crops, Weather, ACi, of IStiO. 

In an article review ing the season of 1860, the 

Boston Cultivator savs: — “In reference to this 

Will Twin Calves Breed?— I have a nice heifer calf, twin 
to a hull, und would like to know if there Is any prospect that 
1 can fin ed from her? 1 have heard il said that it depended 
on which cauie first If any of your numerous readers can five me any information on the subject, through the Rural, 

will he much obliged to them.—W 0 1’ , Peoria, tl ’yarning 
Co , .v £,1860._ 

Hi.kkding tiik Horse - Will the editors of the Rural 
New York HR inform me as to the supposed quantity of blood 
a horse possesses, and how much can be drawn from one in 
eases of sickness?—Alpha, Kalamazoo Co., Mich., 1861. 

An ordinary sized horse contains, on an average, from 

twenty to twenty-four quarts of blood, and he can better 

afford to lose four quarts than a human being can oue plot, 

in cases of acute inflammation, wo have heard of eight or ten 

quarts being taken—in fact, tho animal was bled until he laid 

down, and this depletion was claimed to he advantageous, 

and would have been renewed, had not the disease rapidly 

HUbaideil. 

Flaw lent Colic in Cattle.— A three year old steer of 
mine lias been taken sick, and I send to ihe RURAL New 
YORKER ter an appellation of the disease, and a remedy. 
There is a very evident enlargement of the abdomen; the 
animal Is almost constantly either in the act of lying down 
or getting up; there are gaseous discharges, and he strikes 
his belly with his lnnd feet as if in great suffering W hat is 

n poor article ot sand and not enough, or from its situ- how. J had rather be an old maid to eternity, than bountiful production, in nearly all crops. In regard 

ation in thc kiln, by sustaining a great weight, it marry a man who pays so little attention to domestic to the United States aud the British Provinces, it is 

Old Maid. 

SUFFOLK COUNTY, LONG ISLAND. been tints favored, a few districts present a painful 

contrast. A portion of the territory of Kansas was 

Eds. Rural New-Y’orkkk:—Although some of the visited by u drouth of such severity that most crops 

first settlements of New Y’ork were made in this failed to return the value of the seed. In a limited 

County, thousands and tens of thousand of acres of section of the Valley of Lake Champlain, an unpre- 

its lands still remain in their original w ild condition; cedented drouth prevailed, w hich, with the devasta- 

Craeked on the edge and is not presentable. But, it comforts as does “ H. T. B." Old Maid. probable that the quantity of breadstuff's of last 

establishes the lact that it can be dune, as it did not Cayuga County, N. Y., 1861. year's growth was much greater than that of any 

warp. W hat a beautiful sidewalk would such brick -- previous year. But while the country in general has 

make, how durable and fixed, and the surface could SUFFOLK COUNTY, LONG ISLAND. been tints favored, a few districts present a painful 

be made us smooth as the best polished marble, and - contrast. A portion of the territory of Kansas was 

how advantageous tor the corners of brick buildings. Ens. Rural Nsw-Youkkk:—Although some of the visited by a drouth of such severity that most crops 

Reach from your shelf a book of 600 pages, lav the settlements of New Y’ork were made in this failed to return the value of the seed. In a limited 

buck upon your table, bolding it perpendicular. County, thousands and tens of thousand of acres of section of the Valley of Lake Champlain, an unpre- 

\ xu w ill perceive that il ,i wheel was to roll upon the its lands still remain in their Original w ild condition: cedented drouth prevailed, w hich, with the devasta- 

edge ol the leaves it w ould move without jar, and but and within forty miles of the city of New York, the tions of great swarms of locusts (grasshoppers) 
little friction, and il the wheel was inclined to the fox digs his hole, and the wild deer roams over the caused nearly a total failure of all crops except 

right or left from any cause, it would return to the plains as of old. Thc great pine barrens, which form wheat. The section that suffered most, is comprised 

center when the cause was removed. Imagine this the southern half of Long Island, are the most re- by that portion of Vermont bordering on the lake, 

book eight inches thick and one mile long, and, if markable feature of this County. These barrens, or southward of Burlington and extending eastward 

instead ol tbe book, it was mortar, and sustained iu pine plains, as they are called, which comprise the nearly to the Green Mountains, 

that position, it would dry, and if it could be burned south part of this County, arc level or gently undulat- “ lit a meteorological view, the season was marked 

luod, it would stand the wear ol many a loaded ing, sloping gradually from the middle of the Island by a dry spring,— affording an early and very favor- 

w agon. Now, place on each side of this book, four south ward to the sea, and were originally covered with able seedtime,— and excepting the drouth of a few 

inches from it, journals that would rise four inches a heavy growth of pitch pine, which has mostly disap- sections, a general Reasonableness of rain, with a 

above the book you hold, then across from one journal peared, and given placo to a thick undergrowth of temperature during the summer mouths, consider- 
to the other place the ledger, so as to leave a space the scrub oak, yuercus Hid folia. This scrub oak, of ably lower than the average. The coldness of the 

loui inches on the sides, and lour inches on the top. which so much has been said iu connection with weather through June, July and August, was the 

BuppoM t.ieso to be unSgnituble and ol the same these lands, is a small, branching shrub, usually at- subject of constant comment, frequently aeeom- 

leiigth us the one inside, viz; one mile, and covered taining thc height of four or five feet, and producing panied by tbe remark that the luxuriant growth of 

as with the ledger; and suppose this four inches on immense quantities of acorns, which are often so vegetation tinder such a temperature, was u mystery. 

In sides and top charged with coal, and a fire made abundant as to prostrate the branches to the earth, lt may be stated in this connection, that in the 

at t e mouth, and a stove pipe at the other end, AO or It has large, strong roots, which form the chief British Islands aud over a considerable portion of 

.. , ’ , . ‘ „ tfie dillleulty, and what the cure?—A W. R., Girard, Erie Co., 
country, thc year closed must be recorded as one of pa,n. 1861. 

bountiful production, in nearly all crops. In regard wq, tfiink that the difficulty is .flatulent colic, a disease 

to the United States atld the British Provinces, it is which la generally oecaaioued by a derangement of the 

probable that the quantity of breadstuffs of last digestive organs, whereby the food, instead of being converted 

year's growtli was much greater than that of am into nutritive matter and assimilated by the body, undergoes 

probable that the quantity of breadstuffs of last digestive organs, whereby the food, instead of being converted 

year's growtli was much greater than that of am into nutritive matter and assimilated by the body, undergoes 
previous year. But while the country iu general has fomentation, and evolves carbonic acid gas. A considerable 

been thus favored, a few districts present a painful ,,ain ftl'va-vB it. We recommend the following 
_,_. . . .. .... prescription from Dadd on the JHseases of Cattle:—‘‘This 
contrast. A portion ot the territory oi Kansas was 1 . * . 

. . , , , , , , species of colic can ocncnulv be relieved as follows:—Take 
visited by a drouth of such seventy that most crops ounct. of hvposujphite of soda, dissolve the same in a 

failed to return the value of the seed. In a limited quart of water; then add tincture of ginger and tincture of 

section ot the \ alley of Lake (’humplain, an unpre- j>oldensonl, of each, oue ounce. Drench, the animal with the 

cedented drouth prevailed, which, with the devasta- same- Clysters of snap suds, to which a little salt may be 

tions of great swarms of locusts (grasshoppers) added, should be thrown into the rectum occasionally. The 

caused nearly a total failure of all crops except belly should be well nibbed with coarse straw, aud (n severe 

wheat. The section that suffered most, is comprised caaeh’1 hUouW rub 80,m‘ raustard‘ moiBU',u‘d with vlna*ftr' 
. . ,. .... , . , . ... on the lower part of the abdomen. After a lapse ol two 
by that portion ol Vermont bordering on the lake, , , ,. ‘ . . ... 

, hours, should the patient appear unrelieved, a second dose 
southward of Burlington and extending eastward of Uie colic drench maybe given; generally, however, oue 
nearly to the Green Mountains. dose is safflcient." 

“ la a meteorological view, the season was marked 

by a dry spring,- aflor.hng an early and very favor- m Eyga opCATII.K;_Noti^ an inquin. upoo thls^ct, 

able seedtime,-and accepting the drouth of a few in „ lat<! iaBUe wf the I!ckal. tod havin£, m,i considerable 

sections, a general seusouubleness of rain, with a experience, 1 forward my method. Take a fresh water clam 

temperature during the summer mouths, consider- shell, lay It upon the coals, cover with fire, and as soon as 

ably’ lower than the average. The coldness of the burned, take it out. When cold, pulverize, and sift it 
weather through June, July and August, was the through gauze, fine lace, or shear muslin, that no particle 

subject of constant comment, frequently aecom- raft>’ rernidn t0 ,rritat'! tUe eye' Cut a *oose ?.“iM at b,oth 
* v *•. i ,i . v . r . „ ends, fill half full of this powder, ra.be tho eyelid, ana blow 

pained by the remark that the luxuriant growth of . . T .. 4 .. 1 ... f Tt 
4 . D it in. Leave it to its own course, tiad it Mill do its omce. It 
vegetation under such a temperature, was a mystery. ig K,1(Jon, nwmuj to repeat the operation Anything oi 

lt may be stated in this connection, that in the consequence will require less powder—H. C., Rose, 

British Islands and over ft considerable portion of Wayne Co., X. Y, i860. 

Farmers’ Sons—The Best Business.—While busily- engaged 

in opening letters a few mornings ago, (with over a hundred 

"sealed proposals" before us.) we became interested in the 

conversation of two prominent farmers, residents of adjoining 

counties in this region, who happened to meet in our office 

and renew a tenner acquaintance. One, a pioneer fanner of 

this county—who has wisely trained fils sons to the pursuit 

which has given himself health, wealth, and advanced age— 

asked the other as to the family of a deceased friend, also an 

agriculturist. The reply was that the oldest son waa in a 

store at M , the second in a store at A., the third in a store at 

(!., and the youngest (too juvenile for business,) was yet ai 

home, on the farm. We did not interrupt the conversation, 

but mentally hoped the youngest son would have sense 

enough to remain on the farm and become an independent, 

self-reliant cultivator of the soil, instead of reaorting to sell¬ 

ing tape, calico, etc., for a livelihood, in the hope of wearing 

fine clothes and becoming n merchant. And then our 

thoughts were so busy with tho subject suggested that we 

lost all knowledge of the further conversation of the friends, 

both of whom are sensible and experienced, and have written 

many and able articles for this journal. Our thoughts took 

somewhat this shape:—Three sons of an industrious, worthy 

farmer, hope to lire easier, and in better—or at least in more 

fashionable style — than their honored sire. They look upon 

farming as drudgery—upon the position and life of a merchant 

as one of greater respectability aud ease. They expect to 

acquire a competency iu a very few years, or to become so 

rich that they can retire. Ah, young men. you ought to 

consider that when so many farmers’ sons are rushing to the 

ranks of merchant- lawyers, physicians, etc., the chances of 

attaining am: retaining position or wealth must be very 

limited. [Right here we were interrupted by a call from a 

city friend — a professional — who, on learning what we were 

writing, thanked God that his city-bred son ha4 not only con~ 

eluded to become a cultivator of the sod, but had already- 

entered upon aud liked the business. And this reminds us 

that many *ity men ardently wish their sons to become 

farmers and horticulturists, in the belief that such occupation 

is surer, healthier, and more conducive to happiness than 

any oilier.] Young men should remember that, though a 

f„w — alas how very few! — business and professional men 

1 succeed, the many fail of Securing even a competency ter old 

age, while thousands, who commenced life with high hopes, 

and better prospects than the three young men above referred 

to, annually become bankrupts, or die in poverty and obscurity! 

Let them bear in mind that the Farm is the natural nursery 

of Health, Virtue, and Contentment, while it guarantees a 

competence, If not wealth—and that, as a general rule, every 

young man who leaves it for the counter, desk, physic, or 

law. forsakes a certainty for an uncertainty 

The Rural's Progress—lxtrye. Lists of Xeui Subscribers.— 

We have often asserted the belief that the Rural Nkw 

Yorker hail the most anient, active, and substantial agent- 

friends of any journal iu the t'nion, and during the past 

month the truthfulness of the statement has been rendered 

more apparent than ever before. Did time and space permit, 

we could give figures, and extracts from hundreds of letters, 

showing that our friends excel in their efforts and influence 

in support of the Rural,— but we can only briefly illustrate 

the subject at present. The clubs for 1861 are much larger 

than hitherto—and the large lists are by no means confined 

to this State. For Instauee, among those received or mailed 

previous to Christmas Bay, we notice that Canada West, 

Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, and Connecticut, are 

quite prominent. The largest list (over 400) was from H. 

Bowen, Jr., of Orleans Co.; the second (3<>3) from H. C. 

Bingham, of Brant Co., C. W.; the third fr.iin L. Warner, 

Orleans Co.; the fourth from Wayne, fifth from Monroe; 

sixth from Steuben; seventh from Wayne; eighth from Yates; 

ninth from Frie Co., I’a.; tenth from Winnebago Co., Ill., 

Ac,, Ac. [We cunnot give the exact figures now, but shall 

soon publish (either in the Rural or a Supplement,) a large 

list comprising the names and residences of agents, and the 

number of subscribers obtained by each.] The best arranged 

large list we have received this season is that of Mr. Bingham. 

of Canada, who sent 363 names at one time, (he has Bent 

others since,) all in admirable style — ter which our clerks 

vote an extra premium. Most of the lists are in good shape, 

but Mr. B, s takes the palm 

Mr. Wm House, of Yates Co., Bent 147 subscriber? in his 

first letter — of which eighty one were new subscribers — all 
arranged in good order. He writes that the list was obtained 

solely by his own exertions, and accompanies it by an affidavit 

that all the subscribers, except oue, reside within ten miles of 

his residence! That will do ter one district in " Little Yates.” 

Mr. IL closes his letter thus:—“1/ any agent ter tho Rural 

has got more new subscribers for the same territory, you will 

please send me his name, and I will forfeit a new hat.” Well, 

we reckon several have done ns well In pro|>oi'tlon to the 

number sent, but can’t yet say ns to the territory —ter each 

of the large lists named above comprise from one fourth to 

one-half now subscribers Indeed, the tenth one — from Mr. 

G. E. Tkkky, of Winnebago Co., III.,—Is mostly new Of the 

105 subscribers sent us in his first letter, (S4 of which were at 

one post office,) over three fourths are new subscribers. We are 

receiving many clubs of ten to fifty from places where we had 

only one to three or live subscribers last year. 

— But we must stop, though we would fain mention scores 

of instances of unusual aud unexpected encouragement, We 

are proud of the Rural’s friends, grateful ter their generous 

efforts, aud trust our readers will be glad to receive this brief 

report of their successful action 

The Dogs Interested in “Secession.”—The Hartford 

Courant has this pithy allusion to the absorbing political 

topic of the day as connected with, or likely to affect, an 

important branch of home industry:—“The course of events 

at the South may cost three-fourths tho dogs in Connecticut 

their mundane existence. If we have any trouble in getting 

cotton, it will be the clear policy of this State to kill off, by a 

peremptory' dog-law, every animal for which the owner is 

not willing to pay a reasonable sum per annum ter the 

pleasure of his society, and then cover our hills with sheep, 

and raise wool and mutton, instead of buying South Carolina 

cotton. Nothing hut the sheep-destroying dogs prevent us 

from having a hundred thousand more sheep than can now 

be found in the State, If they only know it, the dogs of 

Connecticut are vitally interested in ‘ secession. 

The Beep Eaten in Xkw York City —It is printed in a 

metropolitan exchange that the Annual Cattle Statistics 

show the capacity of the people of New York city to swallow 

annually over 160,000,000 pounds of beef alone, at a cost to 

the butcher of at least ? 12,000,000. The number of beef 

cattle received during 1860 waa 226.747 head; tho average 

weight dressed was 7®7!.,' cwt. The average price was 

$8.15 '§? cwt., which is at least ime cent 1? pouud cheaper 

than iu 1859. aud one cent and a half less than iu 1858. The 

total number of live stock slaughtered last year in this city 

was 1,107,882 head. If they were placed together compactly 

on a road of 15 feet in width, the mammoth drove would 

cover 220 miles. 

More Prize Sheep Imported.—The Boston Cultivator 

states that “Samuel Thorne, the well-known stock-breeder 

of Dutchess Co., N. Y who is now in England, has purchased 

of Jonas Webb, at 210 guineas, the yearling South-Down 

ram which took the first prize at the Royal Agricultural 

Society's last Show. He has also purchased of Mr. Webb teu 

ewes. We understand that they have all arrived safely at Mr. 

TuORNB's farm. These valuable additions can hardly fail to 

make Mr. TVs flock the nucleus for improving over a large 

part of the country.” 
-- » -- 

The International Exhibition op 1862.—Late English 

papers announce the completion of arrangements which 

insure the progress of the International Exhibition of 1862. 

Lord Granville, the Marquis of Chandos, aud Messrs. T 

Baring, C. Wentworth Dike, and T. Fairbaikn, have 

accepted tho position of trustees, and satisfactory security 

has beet) deposited iu the Bank of England to assure the 

needful advance*. 

The Meat Eaten in Paris in 1S59 amounted to 85,507.021 

kilogrammes, exclusive of game of all kinds, which nmounted 

to 1,259,274 kilogrammes more, which, altogether, is equal to 

177,003,242 pounds, all of wtiich is taken accurate account of 



V)V/ Y-k rrrr ft rrrrr cn?rrr? TD ft T 28 are the same as No' 24‘ No' 29 ia a cnrions variety 
HQRXaU t Ju 1 (MtAlU© with deeply cut leaves, which I presume are the 

‘ w ' ‘ _ attraction, for its small bunches and small berries are 

~~ not so. No. 30, which should rival its red namesake 

THE CURRANT. No, u>, j8 a worthless variety, giving berries of the 

smallest size, and No. 31 comes under the same 
We published an article some time since on The category. 

Family of Currants, written by Wm. R. Prince, in (>f tlu, B]ack currants, No. 32 is by far the sweetest 

which Mr. P. charged the English with neglect of anj best flavored; it is not, however, a good bearer. 

this valuable fruit, and even with ignorance of what 

their neighbors, the French, are doing for its im¬ 

provement. This article has received a good deal of 

attention in England. Frof. Lindley responded in 

the London Gardener's Chronicle, and we gave his 

reply in the Rural of Nov. 3d. Mr. Rivers, the cel- 

and seems to require a warm soil and climate; in this 

respect No. 33 is greatly its superior. Nos. 35 and 30 

are names that tell in a list, for they count for two 

varieties. No. 35 gives berries of a dull yellowish 

green, scarcely eatable; a man must he in a dry, hot, 

hungry place, to enjoy them, and those of No. 36 
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ebrated English nurseryman, has undertaken the de- coujj not catcn by any “human'’ even under such 

fence of his countrymen in the same journal, and 

below we give his article. We are compelled to 

believe that English nurserymen pay little attention 

to the Currant, as all who have ordered plants from 

that country will readily believe. Orders for the 

Cherry Currant cannot he filled, Or are filled with 

anything but the variety desired, and we have known 

circumstances. I have written this (I fear too long) 

article to disabuse your readers of the impression Mr. 

Prince might give them, that we English have raised 

hut few varieties of currants, and know hut little 

about them. It will be seen, on referring to my list, 

that we have originated as many (or even more) varie¬ 

ties of currants as our neighbors, the French, if we 

yjh X 
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large orders for the White Grape, filled with White recj,on| as we should do, Nos. 13 and 14, 19 and 22, 

and Red Dutch and half a dozen other sorts. This, 2Q an(j 27 and 28 to be the same kinds under differ- 

too, has been done by those who were supposed to 4,(2 ent names. 

the most honorable and correct in their dealings. Our MR #tMtM corrects hr. rivers. 

nnrservmen.’ therefore, think they have just cause of 
Mr. Gloede, as will be seen by the following note 

comp am . ^ ^]le pjj^or of the Gardeners’ Chronicle, considers 

mr. RIVERS ON «. R. 1'klNOES ct rrant FAMILY. ^ Riveks entirely at fault in his description of the 

Mr. Prince, Flashing, United States, has quite a (;Ioire des Sablons Currant:—" Mr. Rivers publishes 

talent for cataloguing, if we may judge from his a very jnteresting article on currauts, in which, how- 

catalogue of strawberries, which contains the names eVCrj j notice a mistake, which I beg to correct. Mr. 

of 158 select varieties, besides fourscore “rejected |>jveni| jB speaking of my seedling currant, states 

varieties," amoug which are “ Myatt's Eliza and all ^Uit it is cither the same as No. 12, (Striped-fruited) 

his other seedlings.” Poor Mr. Myattl Mr. Prince's or a seediirg from it, but equally worthless. It Is 

catalogue, of grapes rivals his strawberry catalogue ueither the. one nor the other, being raised by myself, 

in the number of varieties described. I flattered jn year 1854, from the seeds of the old Cham- 

myself that 1 had been for some years rather energetic pagne or Flesh Colored currant. The seedling tree 

in collecting and proving varieties of currants; but ja^jn jn my garden, and fruits not only abundantly, 

if, as you state in Number 3(1, Mr. Prince enumerates wen woruj the description at first published of 

CO varieties, I am, as compared with him, slow, very it_ jf) therefore, Mr. Rivers found it worthless, or 

slow. The catalogues of the large French nursery- identical with another sort, he cannot possess the 

men for the yenr 1859. enumerate about 20 Borts, true one; at any rate he has never been supplied by 

exclusive of three or four kinds of Black currants. I me direct." 

am, therefore, quite at a loss to account for the fact - 

of my transatlantic cousin having got together such WINE FROM NATIVE GRAPES. 

a collection of currant names. Some of your readers - 

may not know that although currants do not differ Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—In the Rural of De- 

much in their nature —for they are nearly all too cemberl5tb, I noticed an article on wine manufactured 

sour —they do in their names, and so I will venture frorn the Isabella and Clinton grapes, wherein you 

WM,? 
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SIHR^TCA. LANCEOLATA. 

if, as you state in Number 3(1, Mr. Prince enumerates 

CO varieties, I am, as compared with him, slow, very 

slow. The catalogues of the large French nursery¬ 

men for the yenr 1859, enumerate about 20 sorts, 

exclusive of three or four kinds of Black currauts. I 

am, therefore, quite at a loss to account for the Tact 

of my transatlantic cousin having got together such 

a collection of currant names. Some of your readers 

may not know that although currants do not differ 

much in their nature —for they are nearly all too 

sour —they do in their names, and so I will venture 

A mono the numerous flowering shrubs that adorn length of the branches, and so dose as to form a 

the garden during May and June, there is nothing perfect wreath. 
more desirable than the Dance Reaver SWk/RA, This Bpirrcawc cannot recommend as new or novel, 

{Spircra lanceolate.) It is sometimes, and very appro- but wc can recommend it as worthy of a place in 

priately, culled the Garland Sr ire a, and its slender every collection of shrubs. And it is because that so 

drooping branches, whet, in bloom, are perfect valuable a plant is much neglected and seldom seen 

wreaths of (lowers of snowy whiteness. The shrub in gardens and door-yards, that wo bring (t to the 

attains a height of four feet or more, with slender, notice of readers, our attention being called to the 

spreading branches, and long, lance-shaped leaves, 

slightly lobed and toothed. The (lowers are pro- 

dneed in clusters, or corymbs, forty or fifty in 

number, as shown in the engraving. These clusters 

are somewhat globular in form, and are produced 

on lateral shoots four or five inches long, the whole 

But, whether your evergreens are to stand in rows, 

or groups, or singly, interspersed with other trees, he 

matter by an inquiry in another column. We had 

never seen a good drawing oi this flower, and laMt 

season directed pur artist to make an engraving of two 

or three of the clusters, exhibiting their form, man¬ 

ner of growth, &c., which we now publish for the 

benefit of all lovers of flowers. 

DVjUl   nit J uw ill v»»vii “ — -- - 11 vuj — •••* —— -- -- r r - . ill * »• 

to give a list of varieties, all of which have borne gave the Clinton the preference, but stated that that sure to give them room enong i to nprvat c,u 
6 ° ..... *1.1.._4A n lUinntl'Mcn 

fruit here: 
Rt:D CURRANTS. 

1. Red Dutch. 
2. lwmg bunched Tied Dutch. 
3. I-ong bunched Red., 
4. Red Grape. 
5. Wilmot's Red Grape. 
(5. Victoria or Ilaby Turtle, 
7. Prince Albert, 
8. Knight's Sweet Red. 
9. Knight’s Early Red, 

10. Knight's Large Red, 
11 Champagne, 
12. Striped fruited, 

13. Fertile de Pal In a, 
14. Fertile d'Angere, 
15. Red Gondooin, 
16. La Hative, 
17. I.a Vervaillaise, 
IS i.a Fertile, 
19. Cerise, or Cherry, 
20. Imperial Red, 
21 Napoleon Red, 
22. Cerise a longues Orappes, 

or long bunched Cherry, 
23. Gluire des Sablons. 

2-1. White Dutch, 
25. White Grape, 
26. Transp't White 

Transparente.) 
27. Imperial Jaune, 

32. Black Naples, 
33. Ogden s Black. 
34. Black Bang-Up, 

write currants. 

28. Napoleon White, 
29, Attractor, 

(Blanche 30. Cerise Blanche, 
31. White Gondouin. 

BLACK CURRANTS. 

35. Yellow Fruited. 
86. Caucasian ( La Cauease,) 
37- Common Black. 

Mr. Prince beats mo by 23 sorts. I should like 

much to see hiB list, and I hope you will publish it in 

your columns so that wc may dissect it. I could, I 

think, make up a list of 60 names, for I have about 

250 seedlings, raised from the Transparent White, 

some of which have produced red fruit, ami others 

white and yellowish fruit of varied characters. I 

might have uamed 20 or 30 of these, and thus have 

beaten Mr. Prince, but I prefer to be slow. 

As we are reproached lor having produced so few 

sorts of currants, it is perhaps quit- proper that a 

few words should be devoted to the above list, to 

point out the origin and qualities of some of the 

varieties enumerated, and particularly to show Mr. 

Prince that he knows but little about English cur¬ 

rants. 

No. 1 is probably of Dutch origin, as I have 

received it from Belgium under the name of Ronge 

de Hollande and Rouge d'Anvers. This is probably 

the best sort known, as it is (for a currant) very full 

flavored when cooked, and a most abundant bearer. 

Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, (>, 7, H, 9, 10, 11, and 12 are all Eng¬ 

lish varieties, more or less remarkable. Nos. 2, 3, 4, 

and 5, produce large berries and remarkably long 

bunches; they are very ornamental, but on the whole, 

too acid. It is probable that the bright skies of 

America may improve them. 

No. 6 is now a well-known variety, rather late in 

ripening, and valuable as succeeding the Red Dutch. 

No. 7 is a sort with no particular flavor or quality, 

except being much like No. 6. 

No. 8 deserves much more attention than it has 

ever received. It is not sweet, hut its acid is much 

less powerful tliau that of other Red currants, and 

this quality may probably be more fully developed if 

seedlings are raised from it. A Red currant, sugary, 

and yet piquant, would set our cooks raving. 

No. 9 begins to color and becomes fit for use some 

eight or ten days before No. 1, and about the same 

time as No. 16, which is larger in its berries, but 

more acid. No. 10 is a fine large sort, giving 

bunches aud berries nearly equal to No. 17. 

About thirty years since, the Horticultural Society 

distributed cuttings of the Striped-fruited currant; 

thiB is No. 12, which gives pretty hut small worthless 

fruit No. 21 ia either the samo or a seedling from 

it, and was sent out at rather a high price by Mon- 

sier Gloede, a nurseryman at Sablons, France, three 

or four years ago, and is also worthless. Nos. 13 aud 

14 are most abundant hearers, but intolerably sonr. 

No. 15 is a remarkable sort; its leaves are so large 

and its habit so peculiarly robust, it would serve as a 

stock on which to graft the more weak-growing sorts, 

as half standards; it gives abundance of fruit, which 

are late, and so sour that the thought of eating a 

bunch forces one to make a wry face. 

Nos. 16, 17, and 18 are varieties raised from No. 19, 

by M. Bertin, of Versailles. No. 17 is a most robust 

lacked sugar, and cane-sugar must be supplied, or we 1 

have vinegar instead of wine. Now, I believe it is 1 

generally conceded, that if we intend cultivating the 

grape for wine, we must rely on our native grapes, 

aud new varieties raised from their seed. At Cincin¬ 

nati they pretend to say that they have found this 

great desideratum in the Catawba grape, and that 

wine has been made from it, equalling, if not excelling, 

some of the best foreign brands. Here, especially, we 

shall have to rely on some other kind, from the fact 

that the Catawba does not ripen sufficiently well in 

most seasons to make a good wine. In this part of 

the State, especially in the towns that border on Lake 

Erie, the Isabella takes the lead at present as a wine 

grape, a large majority of all that are used for that pur 

pose being of that kind. 

Wine made at this place received the first premium 

at the N. Y. State Fair held at Syracuse. This was 

made from the Isabella grape, aud without the addi¬ 

tion of sugar. Mr. Josisru Fay, of Portia-d, iB the 

most largely engaged in the making of wine of any 

other in this county, having a vineyard of some 

twelve or fourteen acres, mostly Isabella. This wine 

meets with a ready sale, and at remunerating prices. 

At this place, in and near the village, some twelve 

or fourteen acres have been added to the grape cul¬ 

ture (mostly Isabella.) within some two or three years, 

consequently wc are progressing, slowly it may In-, in 

the cultivation of the grape. 

In the next place, so far as the quality of different 

wines are concerned, some allowance will have to be 

made for what we term a taste acquired by the use of 

a particular kind for a time, and in order to maintain 

this in part we quote from Lonowoutii. lie says,— 

“We have prejudices to overcome, fora prophet is 

not honored in his own country. Wc become fond of 

the flavor of particular wines from the continued use 

of them, as some of our citizens have of the bilge- 

water taste of the Spanish Manzanillo. Our domestic 

wines have a flavor of their own, and with wino drink¬ 

ers accustomed to the particular flavor of other wines, 

it will requiregime to form a taste for them. It was 

so with our German population. For a time they 

gave a decided preference to German wines. They 

now prefer the domestic." And again, grapes for 

wine should remain on the vines until very ripe, 

“dead ripe,” as some express it, and in case they are 

sound and well ripened, sugar is not required in the 

making of the wine. 

As to the advantages of the country resulting from 

the cultivation of the grape in a pecuniary, social and 

moral point of view, I shall defer remarks to some 

future number. Geo. Sherman. 

Westfield, N. Y., Dec., 1860. 

branches as widely as nature intended. A n evergreen, 

trimmed up so us to leave the body hare to the height 

of six or eight feet, is robbed of more than half its 

beauty. It should send out brunches immediately 

above ground, and when allowed to grow thus, the 

lower limbs in time cover quite a large surface. One 

of the evils of planting evergreens near a fence is, 

that after a few years the longest limbs, those next 

the ground, must be removed; then, after growing a 

while longer, another row of branches around tho 

tree needs to Vie taken off, and so on till the lowest 

limbs arc above the top of the fence. 

winter—a plate of choice June roses, another of Hybrid Per- 

j/etuals, another of ffourbons, Noisettes, Teas, and so on, 

throughout the lint. Let the makers charge more for each, 

if they wish, but give, us some chance to get an assortment 

Into portable shape. Respectfully asking you to insert this 

in your grumbler’s corner, and feeling confident, (with your 

appro nil.) of a speedy improvement, I remain—Anti-If CMIli'O, 

Out West, New Year's Day, 1861 

When the present horticultural editor of the Rural took 

PRESERVING BUTTERMILK, &c. 

- — \ 
October and November is the time to save milk. 

Have an oak cask, or stone crock, scald it and clean 

perfectly, put in the milk as soon as churned, till you 

get tho quantity wished for. Keep it in a cool, dry 

place, and keep it covered. When you add to it. if 

there is a scum, take it off. Keep the cask clean at 

the surface of tho milk. Every pail of milk you put 

in add one quart of water, and stir it through. The 

milk will settle and the water rise on the top. When 

the water becomes acid, or there iB any scum on it, it 

must be removed, then add the same quantity of fresh 

water and stir it through again. The milk will be¬ 

come thick and rich. When you wish to uso tho 

milk, after pouring off the water, stir and take out as 

much as you wish to use. When it lias time to settle 

again, add fresh water anil stir as before. This will 

stive the buttermilk all winter. 

It is not generally known that buttermilk, by add¬ 

ing soda or saleratus enough to take off the acid, 

with the addition of a little butter or cream, and then 

usiug the same ingredients as in sweet milk, will 

make puddings, fritters, or any kind of batter, equal 

to sweet milk. 

Cottage Tea Cake. —There are so many rich and 

superb recipes coming out in tho Rural, I will now 

give one that the most indigent may have the pleas¬ 

ure of enjoying, and an epicure would consider a 

luxury, if he would fast long enough to get an appe¬ 

tite. Pare some potatoes, boil them, and as soon as 

done enough to" mash, take them out, pour out the 

water, put in the potatoes, with the addition of a 

little suit, pound speedily, add some flour, and pound 

in while hot, then turn on your moulding-board. Be 

careful not to have It Htlffer than soft biscuit. Put 

your griddle on the stove, greased as for buckwheat 

cakes, roll out tho dough half an inch thick, cut in 

I small squares, hake and turn aa buck wheat cakes. 

As hook as done turn them into a pan, and put on an¬ 

other coarse to bake. Now split, butter, cover, and 

so continue till you have them all baked. Take a 

knife and turn bottom upwards, keeping them warm 

that they may bo saturated with butter. They are 

very nice and wholesome. u. c. 
Rose, Wayne Co., N. Y., 1801 

SOAP AND WASHING FLUID. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: —I copy a few recipes 

which I have found useful and economical, especially 

when the soap-barrel is found to need replenishing, 

before spring opens. 
To make matchless soap, take one gallon of soft 

haTgw Of the Horticulturist in January, 1853, soon after the floap| which add one gill of common salt, and boil 
death of the lamented Downing, he introduced colored 

plates In that journal, and every lover of art, as well as 
every Judge of fruit, will acknowledge that no plates of fruits 

nod (lowers publiHlieil.iii this country, either before or since, 

rim bear any comparison to those given in the volumes of 

the Horticulturist when under his management. Indeed, 

Europe has produced nothing in the way of colored fruits to 

Perhaps the best, as well as cheapest protection for oxcnl them. The color and growth of wood, form anil color 

a garden is a fine belt of evergreens along the side or of h aves, Ac., were given with the greatest accuracy, and 

sides most exposed to cold winter winds. Home of ««ch details were neceesaiy for tho information of tho 
1 " , ui, , ,h» Vnrwtiv pomologist; but those plates were never designed for tho use 

tho most rapid growing varieties, like the Norway J,f mire<.rym,.u ov their agents. Wo were, however, solicited 

Spruce, would, In a few years alter planting, attain tn u||ow our engravings to be used In this way, and gave the 

sufficient size to be of considerable use. Tender cn(,rav,.r permission to supply all who desired, without 

varieties of the peach, grape, raspberry, Ac., would compensation to us. This was the origin of tho colored 

doubtless be greatly beuefitted by such a screen, while plate business. Dealers have since added to the number, and 

its nreHenee would add a noble and striking ornament many of the plates are quite Inferior, while tew are lust what 

to the finest garden bes^attracting hosts of birds we would like to see them. The improvement, suggested by 
to the imest garm ». Out West" fHci-’ who is one of the host nurserymen 
to destroy noxious insects and make the region vocal «f ^ ^ lmpol,ullt 

with their music. Indeed, some specimens oi the 

different varieties of pines, firs, spruces, Ac., arranged Introduction os Cofkkk to tor West Ihdim.- There 

in handsome form, would, of themselves, make a h<> in one of the hothouses of the Museum 
1 ,,u . . . n. of Natural Hiatory, in l*arU, a eolTee tree In full beam.*. At 

charming Winter gaidon. u 11m s o .. tho bnginnltig of the lost century, under tho reign of Louli 

exceed in bounty and interest a collection <d this sort, a plant of this kind was brought from Holland, ant 

even in summer; and, especially when the snows oi jn tjlu Royal Gordon, where it thrived, and Severn 

an hour. When cold separate the lye from the crude. 

Add to the crude two lbs. sal soda, and boil in two 

gallons soft water till dissolved. If you wish it better, 

slice two lbs. common bar soap and dissolve in tho 

above. If the soft soap makes more than three lbs. 

crude, add in proportion of tho sal soda and water. 

Another Mode.— Take throe lbs. of common bar 

soap, slice it up, add two lbs. sal soda; boil them in 

two and a half gallons of soft water till dissolved. 

Washing Fluid. — To one gallon of boiling soft 

water add one lb. sal soda and six ounces unslaked 

lime; stir well together and let stand three hours, 

then drain oil' and bottle for use. To be used with 

common bar soap and will not injure the clothes. 

Newark Valley, N. Y., 1861, Ancilla. 

--4-». ♦ « ■+- 

How to M \ k n Cider Wine. In a late issue of tho 

Rural New-Yorker, I saw an inquiry as to the man¬ 

ner of making Cider Wine. A friend of mine lias 

some beautiful wine made as follows: For a barrel 

even iu summer; and, especially when the snows of in tllu R0ya; Garden, where it thrived, and anvcral 

winter gather on their branches in such diversity ol offshoots were obtained from it. One oi them was confided 

curious but always graceful shapes, the figures of the m tho earn of a French naval officer, named Declienx, to 

snow blossoms varying according to the forms of the carry it to Martinique. Tho vessel became short of water 
^ . . .4 4 A I. .1:_ ..I....4 I. Ill II I li .tun ill'll IWltll 

tho beginning of the last century, under tho reign of Louis 0f thirty-one and a half gallons, take fifty lbs. of 

XIV, a plant of tliis kind was brought from Holland, and two qlulrts of old Bourbon Whisky, Btir well, 

leaves and twigs they grow on, they present to the 

sight objects of surpassing loveliness. a. 

South Livonia, N. Y., 1860. 
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POISONOUS PLANTS. 

Ignorance of the true character of many of 

Nature’s products, often leads to disastrous and latal 

results. This is especially so in tho case of poison¬ 

ous plants, wild, ov everywhere cultivated. Compar 

atively few persons know that the flowers of the 

Daffodil, the seeds if the Laburnum, the roots of the 

Scarlet Runner, the leaves of Fool's Parsley, the spray 

of the Cypress and Veto, the berries of lielladonna, 

and many other familiar plants, are extremely 

dangerous; how many a child has been poisoned by 

such things while the cause remained unsuspected. 

The common Acacia is now added to tho list, as will 

lie seen by the following extract from the Botanische. 

Xeitung:— 
“ Dr. J. Moi,LEU, in the Zeitschrift fur Nulurwnd 

during tbn voyage, but Deolioux shared his allowance with 

the plant, and kept it alive. On reaching the colony, tho 

seed it produced was divided among a few of tho planters, and 

it afterward became, generally cultivated. Such )* the origin 

of the vast plantations which now cover the Went India 

Islands, and the warm countries of the American continent. 

and bung it, leaving a small vent by boring a small 

hole through the bung. Alter a short time, say two 

or three weeks, stop this vent, and let it stand until 

about the middle or last of January, then bottle, lie 

sure the bottles aro stopped tight. The eider should 

l30 new,—before it works.—Alfred Fisher, Paw- 

tuxet, R. /•, 1801. 

Islands, aud the warm countries of the American continent, ^KT) fNK _Ti10 most beautiful red ink used is made 

Tho hot house at the Museum, where this plant i» growing, dissolving common carmine in diluted liquid am¬ 

is kept by four stoves to a heat of 750, which is precisely the ^ ^ ,fl ft prepai,ltiun of cochineal, 

tompsrature of the natural climate. wbloh may be produced by boiling ground cochineal 

Ai knowi.kuomknts.—We are indebted to A. Frost & Co, {n Hoft water for half an hour; then straining the 

for line Camellias, and to Ellwanokk & Barry for most jj or lIii-ouk^1 a cloth, and pouring Into it a little 

delicious Raster Beurre pears. alutn or hydrochlorate of tin. A beautiful red color- 

"* jng matter soon precipitates to the bottom of the ves- 

gtujuirUss amt sel; the excess of water is then poured off', and tl 0 

precipitated matter is dried in cakes, thus forming the 

Planting Dwarf Peaks.—I am going to set out a dwarf unrjvane<j carmine of the painter. Planting Dwarf Peaks.— I am going to set out a dwarf ..:vajje<i carmine of the painter. 
pear orchard in the Kurin#, and I want your advice on one __ 
point. FlBLf) wiy«, in nin work on pour*, that, kiif the trec» ♦ ■+ 
have rmt hern ti’anbplantcd or root prim id, select those of pn . n„„ Ku.K AT) Dr. TUCKKR, in the Maryland 
two or three yearn* growth, und plant then) In deep, rich ‘ * 
ground, ia row’* tour feet dintant, and thre«* foot apart m the Medical Journal, doniOH that CoarBC bread ifl tiaeiui in 
rows. * * By pursuing this plan, th<-y receive better , . the contrary, he sava it relieves the 
earn, grow fluster, and arc riot liable to damage." Now, the dyspepsia. uil ...ninny, 
ground intended for the Orchard Is a clover lay. seed sown constipation at the risk of aggravating tho real dim- 
hud spring; but can be put in deep und fine tilth be to re believes cold and stale wheat bread to be 
planting, lx it best to Bet B.nm out permanently. In orchard «-nity. m tie neves uu 
style, or put them out in a garden for a eon phi of years, m(IHt digestible, and therefore the best lor dyspeptics. Ur,,nMV; ,, v, iKO. . HERMAN. Heikunde in Ihlgarn, relates the Case of a little girl, put‘u,em out in a garden for a coupio of years, most digestible, and therefore the best for dyspeptics. 

: _ cigW ye,,, old, wu — made Mrloody ill by e„ti„g —How „r« »e ignore, common people over to keew 

a fresh root ol the Acacia tree, which she mistook ior ®‘t ^ ft* otnllurd ttl whut is your opinion?—Ril Kix. w|ult, to eat, if the doctors can’t agree themselves 

EVEBGHEENS. liquorice. The appearauees of the disorder were Our advice is to plant tk« trees where they are to remain, ahout it? 

extremely similar to those which result from eating atones. They will grow just.w fart, in the orchard on in the 

At this season, when decidnons trees are all brown t,errjes 0p Belladonna, A strong emetic of sul garden; In fact, they writ uever know tho dlttoroncc, unless Stopping Cracks in Stoves.— Noticing a call fora 

aud leafless, the value of evergreens for protection or of copper removed the danger; lemonade and you tell them. By doingthls, you save tbetroublc of removal, rccjpe for stopping tins cracks about a stove furnace, 
_  _ a • ^ J at, ~ -tn n Ar. .,4' * . A 4 V.. HAAv^o rsrr.tvfti • thft JIM it IfOtH'rUl . , > /• tl ♦ <1 

At this season, when decidnons trees are all brown 

ornament is most apparent, and the importance of 

planting them moat fully realized. Scarcely a dwell¬ 

ing in the country but has some exposed side or 

corner which a row, perhaps a double row, or cluster 

of thick-branched evergreens would greatly shield from 

sweeping winds, and at the same time, serve the pur¬ 

pose of an elegant ornament to house and grounds. 

As the time when the need of anything is most 

pressingly felt is generally the best time to calculate 

the ways of supplying it, it is proposed that wc con¬ 

sider now, in winter, how to dispose our evergreen 

defences so as best to answer the ends of beauty and 

utility. 

In the first place, nothing looks more stiff and 

ungraceful than to see evergreens all of one variety 

planted in a single straight line along the fence, 

parallel with the trout of the house, especially if the 

black coffee being afterwards administered. The and the loss of a year s growth; for tho t»^ a general 
. , thine, malm but little growth of wood tho lint roasou alt*i 

next day all symptoms of-.ndtsposition disappeared, ^^ />f KTOUn(J iH of bIlt uttle account to a 

and ouly the depression consequent upon such farm,,ri for a|mo,t any kind of a low crop could be grown 

attacks remained behind. The physician who was between the rows for a few years 

colled in considered the following circumstances 

worthy of remark, Before boi„B poieonod the child 

was suffering from intermittent, lever, which did not name time defensive and durable- The Osage Orange freezes 
att-u-k It is however uncertain ont with us. 1 have *een most beautiful specimens of the 

reappear alter the iui.u k. it is, nowever, uncertain Three Horned Item-y Locunt—do you know any objection to 

whether the fever was removed by the emetic or by them for a hedge? Is its wood durable for posts?—N. H. 

the eating of tho Acacia roots; if by the latter, the Mautin, Knyhamptm, N. Y, i860. 
f, . . ,, Thu Honey Locust makes a tree of considerable size, and 

action of tho Acacia would resent jIc that oi >clla- wbon geti cjoae (or a h«dge, the plants are apt to die out from 

donna. Dr. Moller adds that a similar case of cr(iwdir^ The ,;lU. A u. Ernst, of Cincinnati, who export- 

poisoning had occurred to himself in the instance of monud with hedge plates for over twenty live years, 

two children chewing fresh dag up roots ef this abandoned the Honey Locust, becoming satisfied that “ It is 

Acacia (Robinia Pscudacacia,) hut that also termi- not a plant which will bear crowding, or subjection to the 

grower, and gives very long bunches and large her- yard be so narrow as to admit but one row of trees. 

ries. If it were less acid and like No. 1 in quality, it 

would be the finest currant known. It is, however, 

quite worthy of culture. No. 18 deserves its name, 

for it is a prodigious hearer, hut like its congeners 

and its parent, No. 19, istoo acid. Nos. 19 and 22 are 

both alike; they give short bunches and very large 

berries, which are very acid. Nos. 20 and 21 are 

alike; they give bunches and berries of moderate 

dimensions, and are not worthy of much notice. 

Of the White currants, No. 24 is one of the best; 

No. 25 sometimes produces larger berries, which are 

paler in color; the tree is more horizontal in its 

growth than No. 24. No. 20 seems to be a seedling 

Evergreens of the same kind are so uniform in their 

growth that if set in a row, they present a much 

more monotonous appearance than an equal number 

of maples or elms disposed in the same manner. But 

if they are to be placed in a row in front of the 

house, and there is to be a line of other trees also, 

by all means plant the maples and other similar 

large-growing trees next the fence, and the ever¬ 

greens inside. As a rule, it ia in better taste to have 

the smallest trees nearest the house. Again, if you 

plant double or triple rows of evergreens, avoid 

placing the trees in the several rows exactly opposite 

each other, but rather so that a tree in any row shall 

from No. 24; when highly cultivated it gives bunches stand opposite a point midway between two trees in 

and berries of a very large size, hut under ordinary the next row. This makes a denser shield against the 

culture it cannot be distinguished from it. Nos. 27 and wind, and produces a much better effect. 

nated favorably."—Card. Chron. 

♦ - * ♦ - 

ftovticnttural 
Colored Plates.—Yon are, or mean to be, I doubt not, 

down on humbugs, and, as a nurseryman needing colored 

engravings of fruits and flowers for the use of agent*, I ask 

what b the uso of their having but one sort of fruit or flower 

on a page, as Is now the case with most of the plates fur¬ 

nished us, so that we mu-t have a purse like a sub-treasury 

vault, (under not the present administration, 1 admit,) to 

buy a decent assortment, and then a horse and buggy to cart 

the hook around after it U bought 1 Now, sir, 1 go in for le«s 

blank paper to these said plates — less duplicate large fruits, 

and comparatively useless leaves and branches, so that a 

book of twenty-live plates of the ordinary size shall afford 

something of a decent assortment, which it is now utterly 

impossible to get with four times that number. Why not 

group the fruits and flowers— for instance, one plate of sum 

mcr apples or pears, another of full, another one or two of 

bedire form." Others, and among them Air. He ID, of Eliza¬ 

bethtown, N. J , the well known nurseryman, considers the 

1 would recommend the following: Take good slaked 

lime and tho cinderB on a blacksmith’s anvil block, 

sift them through a coarse seivu, mix with the white 

of eggs to a thick paste, and it will last a long time. 

Lime and ciuders equal quantity. — W, \V. F., Cassa- 

daga, N, i 1661* 

To Make Hard Soap from Rokt.—Seeing an in¬ 

quiry in a late number of the Rural New-Yorker for 

making hard soap from soft, I send the following, 

which I know to be superior. Take 7 Its. good soft 

soap; 4 lbs. sal soda; 2 ozs. borax; 1 oz. hartshorn; 

J lb. rosin,-to be dissolved in 22 quarts of water and 

boiled about 20 minutes.—S., Hannibal, N. Y., 1860. 

Cloth for Window Shades. — Will some one, 

through the columns of the Rural, give directions 
f,... .trAnavinff ninth and TiaintiniT window shades with Honey Locust the very best plant tor farm hedges. Ho says, ^ ,.)aring cloth and painting window shades with 

after twenty years' trial, he is satisfied that “ It is more easily alg0 the kind and quality of cloth that is 
kept, and better adapted tor A farm 5-nc.n than any other yet . . 

used." The wood is coarse grained, and is not durable. 

The White Spir.vas. —Two years ago J saw. in one of the 
nurseries of Rochester, as well as in some of the gardens iu 
your illy, a beautiful white splra-a, with branches covered 
witli snowy Mowers, like snow wreaths. I did not take the 
name uot noticing any other variety, and the next autumn, 
while sending for other things from a nursery, ordered a 
white spirit it. My plant has done well, but it growB larger 
than I expected, and tho (lowers are of a dull white, instead 
of that clear white that I had reason to look for. Now, I 
think 1 must have the wrong kiu'l. Please tell mo the name 
of the one that I have tried to describe. -Julia (1. K., An 
napolis. hut , 1861. 

Tho variety you want is no donht the Spiraea, lanceolate. 

or Lame-Leaved Spirtva We had a drawing taken of this old 

favorite when in flower, which you will find, with description, 

iu another column. What you have is probably Spiraru 

ulmfolia■] 

best?—Rural Reader, Mention, N. V, I860. 

4- • • ♦ 

Tomato Catsup—Cement for Fruit Jars. — Will 

some of the Rural readers please send a recipe for 

making Tomato Catsup. Also, for making cement 

used in sealing fruit jars.— B. I’. A., Newtown Conn. 

4- • 4 —1 —  

[SPECIAL NOTICE.) 

Do You Like good, sweet, light, and wholesome bread, 

cake, pastry, biscuit, Ac.? You can have it by usiug Dk Land 

& Co.’s Saleratus. It is perfectly pure, healthful, and can be 

relied upon to do one day what it will do another, and give 

perfect satisfaction. Sold by most dealers, aud sold at 

wholesale by the principal grocers everywhere. Slanufac- 

tured and for sale at wholesale, atFairport, Monroe Co., N. Y. 
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FADED AND DEAD. 

BT MRS. 8. K, HADDOCK, 

Where are the green leaves, where are the flowers. 

That brightened with beauty the long summer hours,— 

Where are the rainbow*, where are the dews, 

Colors so radiant, gems so profuse,— 

Faded and dead, oh something so sad 

Breathes in those little words,—faded and dead. 

Where are the rosy cheeks, where are the eyes, 

Blue as that ether vail we call the skies.— 

Where are the white hands, dimpled and small, 

Once opened warmly in greeting to all — 

Where are the glossy curia, where the (air head,— 

Echo sighs mournfully,—faded and dead. 

Where is the rose wreath braided for me, 

Memory of young life, childhood’s bright glee,— 

Where am the fond hopes, where arc the dreams. 

Gilded with beauty by life's morning beams,— 

’Tis something unseen, yet something just fled 

Bends back the whispered words,—faded and dead. 

Earth, I am weary of thee and thy gems, 

Weary of watching the buds and the stems 

Wither away, and dream, hope, and heart. 

Tarry awhile and forever depart. 

Fain would I he where no voices fled 

Sing to me mournfully, —faded and dead. 

Michigan, Jan,, 1861. 
■V • • •+• - 

(Written for Moore's Rural New Yorker.J 

THE DEAD WIFE. 

Tin: best artist who ever placed chisel on a marble 

block had never accomplished anything so beautiful. 

The bands folded calmly, trustingly, above the stilled 

heart; the lids drooping over the eyes, shading the 

cheeks with their long lashes; every feature, not wan 

and pinched us by protracted Buffering, but full and 

rounded as though just ready to receive the life-giving 

breath, the life-current standing idly In the veins, and, 

last of all, those beautifully moulded limbs, not yet 

Chilled into the stillness of death,—all combined, 

made a sublime picture, that mortal hand might 

vainly strive to equal. The dark hair yet lingered in 

waves upon the brow that death lmd kissed to marble, 

the same happy smile rested on the lip that death had 
tried in vain to blanch. 

But one there was, whose sad heart «aw no beauty 

in it all. Surpassing beauty might be revealed to 

others by that form so motionless, hut to him it 

brought bitter desolation,—it swept from his young 

heart every dream of joy and love,—it cast, a black 

pall over all the earth. Hut one short month had lie 

called her wife, and now his sun, so lately risen, had 

sot in gloom. That bright young being who hut a 

month ago had joined her life with his at the altar, 
had left him forever,—forever! 

There are sorrows in this world wilder, deeper far 

than uro believed, until they have entered the heart, 

piercing even to its center. W’e talk of agony, and of 

bitter grief, hut to some they are unmeaning words,— 

by others comprehended, alas, too well! Now, in 

stead of her presence he had naught but her dying* 

words. 'I he death of the heart's idol may cause more 

real grief, the words of a dying wife have more influ¬ 

ence, than the death of one for whom nations mourn. 

“ My husband, will you always love your Mauv,— 

will you think of uie sometimes when the snow lies 

heaped and cold on my grave? Not of your childish, 

impatient wife, as 1 have been when you used to say 

so reprovingly, yet bo kindly, Mary,—but remember 

me as I was when you could call me your darling | 

Oakland, Oregon, Nov. 27th, 1860. 

Eds. Rubai. New-Yorker:—A well written letter 

I havejust received from a distinguished lady residing 

in Bowling Green, Ky. Her communication is dated 

August fith, and after complimenting my communica¬ 

tions for your journal, she speaks of her lively inter¬ 

est in Oregon, ever since its association with the 

names of Astor and Capt. Gray, touches upon its 

beautiful forests of fir and oak, its noble rivers, its 

lovely valleys, and its lofty mountain peaks. But the 

direct object of her letter is to inform me that she 

sympathizes with my suggestions in a former commu¬ 

nication, touching the importance of an organization 

among the ladies of the Atlantic States, in this age of 

humanity and reform, to be styled “A Belief So¬ 

ciety for the Bachelors of the Pacific Coast.” 

She informs me that she could come herself, ami 

have accompany her a circle of excellent young 

ladies, fitted to act in the various capacities named, 

and especially as sweethearts and companions, in the 

military pathway of many an unmated bachelor on 

this distant hut sunny shore. She wishes to know 

what point would he the most eligible on which to 

land hor precious freight. I answer, you cannot fail 

of success, cither in California or Oregon. There 

exists a stern necessity in both Btutes for a large in¬ 

flux of females. Teachers, domestics, cooks, seam¬ 

stresses, type-setters, wives, are wanted everywhere, 

and thousands of young men, and middle-aged men, 

«ay,—“1 would he glad to settle in life,” could I find 

a virtuous, amiable companion, whose heart i could 
win and love. 

On reading the letter of my fair correspondent to 

two young and prosperous merchants in this village, 

they raised their hands and voices and shouted,— 

“Tell her to coine to this (Umpqua) valley direct, 

and at. once.” From personal Interviews with Judge 

Williams of Portland, Oregon, 1 am permitted to say 

that his Honor will interest himself for them if they 

will come to that young and thriving city. Also, 

Col. Shiels and Judge Terry of Salem, will show 

them every (bachelor) attention and courtesy possi¬ 

ble, if they go to that pleasant viljage! In Albany, 

Corvallis, Eugene City, Oakland and Roxburgh, 

Oregon, they will find warm friends and admirers, 

ready to extend situations and friendship, and, on 

proper acquaintance, hands and hearts, doubtless, to 

all who are charming and intelligent. There are 

hundreds of young men here whose only consolation 

(in a certain direction,) consists in humming lines 
like the following: 

‘'There is a world where every night 

My spirit meets and walks with thine; 

And hope#,—I dare not tall thoo,—light, 

I.iko stars of love, that world of mine." 

Let Mrs. James G. Handy, of Bowling Green, 

Ky., rest assured that if she comes to Portland witti 

one score, or twenty scores, of amiable, virtuous, in- 

intelligent ladies, whose ages vary from 211 to 3ft 

years, and who are competent to grace both the work¬ 

room and parlor, they will receive a hearty and gen¬ 

erous welcome, and we trust never regret the step. 

They will touch at San Francisco, and thence go by 

steamer to Portland, Oregon. S. B. Rockwell. 

P. N.— Let any young or middle-aged ladies desir¬ 

ous of contributing /hemnrlrex to aid and advance the 

interests of this novel, yet noble and humane society, 

communicate with Mrs. Handy, at Bowling Green, 

KI- s. b. it. 

HE A MOTHER TO YOUR CHILDREN. 

wife. And some time, perhaps, another head will have 1 

taken my place on your heart, another ho enshrined 

within it. She will cheer you in your loneliness, 

I would not have It otherwise,- she will ho older, 

you will not havo to check her in her mirthfulness, to 

restrain her in iier sorrows, but sometimes give one 

littlo thought to your child-wife, — your Mary. 

There, let me rest once more on your bosom, put your 

hand on my head that T may feel its loving pressure, 

say you will not quite forget me. I’ll wait for you in 

Heaven, where God will lead you.” 

They took her from liia arum, they laid her hack on 

the pillow, and this was all. All! Oh, Heaven, if 

tins be all, and naught beyond! They folded her 

bridal robes about her, hut instead of orange they 

bound the cypress flowers in her hair, and In her nar¬ 

row coffin they laid her to rest! But alas for the liv¬ 

ing; for him there was no rest! All that great critic, 

the world, know of his sorrow, was carried to it thus 
concisely: 

“ P"’'A at. the residence of her husband, Mr#. Albert Wilde 
aged IS year#. A month ago to day we announced their mar’ 
riage. Thus mourning follow# rejoicing." 

The world never knew that it was worse than dying 

to part with her, never knew how he deluded himself 

with the hope that it was a strange dream from which 

lie would soon awaken,—never knew how, in his mid¬ 

night meanings, he chided her for staying away so 

long, and besought her once more to rest upon his 

heart. Oh, no! the world commended him for his 

calmness and fortitude,—calm, because his heart was 

seared, withered, broken,—strong, because too weak 

to show his feelings. And so it is many a one goes 

through the world hearing a heart wrung with an¬ 

guish, every moment suffering exquisite agony, hut 

scorning to let that sorrow ba seen which could not 

he alleviated, and they are perhaps envied their hap- 

piness and contentment; while others, chafed by 

lighter disappointments, wailing long, and loud, and 

draping themselves in weeds of woe, receive all the 

sympathy, and are pitied as suffering almost beyond 

mortal endurance. But God knows where the suffer¬ 
ing lies. 

In our ignorance concerning the ways of the Infi¬ 

nite, we would almost dare to question the mercy 

which could take one dearer to us than life itself to 

the Better Land, leaving ns to struggle on in sorrow 

and Buffering. ftVhy not with one blow show mercy 

to both? But, shall we, the creatures, question the 

acts of the Creator? Does He not thus teach us a 

great lesson? Where is one whose heart has been 

torn by such a parting, who would dare to sav there 

is no hereafter? Such a one would not be deluded by 

the false theory that this world is our only home. 

How we shudder at the thought that loved ones lost 

to us here are lost forever. When our life missions 

arc accomplished, surely there will he glorious re¬ 

unions in Heaven. Millioent Gray. 
Hillsdale, Mich., 1861. 

Be a mother to your children; he a companion for 

your boys and girls. The follies of the young are too 

often manifestations of the sins of the mother—sins 

of omission, of neglect of the child’s thought, which, 

instead of being trained, as the gardener inclines the 

twig, is allowed to he blown about by every passing 

breeze. Fill your child’s thoughts full; stuff them to 

repletion with the good, and there will he no room 

for the had to get in. You know how to satisfy the 

demands of the stomach; yet you do not attempt to 

cater for the nobler mental and moral nature. Bo a 

companion for your children. Teach them that, if 

weaned from your breast, they arc not put away from 

yonr heart, and from thence let them still draw your 

spirit, as they before found their life’s blood, lie a 
mother! 

11 My ear i# pained, 

My soul i# sick with every day's report 

OC wrong and outrage with which earth is tilled.” 

A mother! The fashionable woman whom we once 

met dancing wantonly at a city ball, when her only 

child lay at home sickening with scarlet fever, is not 

the type wo urge you to copy. She was hut an 

ostrich, who leaves her young on the desert sand. 

No, he a true mother, instinct with all the holy attri¬ 

butes of maternity. There are many of you who can, 

like us, point to the mansion of the bleat for the typo of 

a mother not dead, fur she still lives in our hearts, stir¬ 

ring us up with a sweet, soft voice, yet ringing 

louder her clarion blasts through our inmost sUbls, to 

duty. Ah! if you will hut accept the noble office you 

arc called upon to perform, if you will but occupy the 

heart of your husband, if you will but fold your chil¬ 

dren into your Own self, know their inmost thoughts, 

he their confidant, their life-spring, their guide, "tru¬ 

ant husbands,” as they are called, sons designated as 

“only n little wild,” will he rare, and the world will he 

renovated. To these purer joys, does the true woman 

say dress and fashion are preferable? Like all good 

actions, these will redound with blessings. In the ex¬ 

ercise of these duties, in the cultivation of home joys 

and affections, the exposure and consequent diseases 

will not lie met with. Life will uotbe a Constant state 

of invalidism. Will you think of these things? — 

Knickerbocker Magazine. 

[Written for Moore'# Rural New-Yorker.] 

PAUSE AND REFLECT! 

Hark yk ! for the winds are walling, *.v1 i_v wailinv o'er the lee. 

And methinks they bear upon them mournful warnings to the 
free. 

Have they swept around the grave stones of the fathers of our 
land ? 

Have they caught the spirit whisper# of that noble martyr band? 
For J shudder a# I hear them, voices of the distant dead,— 

Voices from the fields of battle, field# where North and South 
have bled. 

■' Oh ye heirs of blood-bought freedom, will ye break our golden 
chain,— 

Will ye madly clasp the viper that would make you slaves again! 
Who shall rend our noble banner, rend it# sacred folds in twai n ? 
Who shall dare to lift our standard where a brother's blood shall 

stain ! 

“Wo to thee, belov'd Columbia! wo to thee, our cherished land, 
When thou #oe»'t a #on of freedom falling by a brother's band ! 
When thou hearst the trump proclaiming that the Onion Oath 

is dead; 

Clow, oh! close thine eye# forever, Tor thy star of steurgtb ha# 
fled. 

"Then shall'tyrants his# upon thee a# I by reign of power is o'er; 
They will mock thee in thy anguish as thou fnll’gt to rise no more. 
And In many a sitnny region, and on many a distant plain 
Shall noble hearts and true ones know their beacon light to wane. 

Shall the world e'er cite Columbia, famous land of Washington, 
Asa weak and hapless haul.tr that your bleeding father's woo ? 
Shall it point you to your temple, rum so glorious in it# height. 

As a vessel broke in fragment# fragments that can ne'er unite? 

“Shall your sun be veiled in darkness e'er your day ha# reached 
it# noon,— 

Shall your boasted power and honor wear the sable pall so soon? 
Shall the spirit of true freedom find upon your soil a grave, 
And the waves of dark oppression madly triumph o'er the brave? 

" ShaJI your Eagle droop his pinions even while his piercing eye 
Can glance proudly o'er the nations, or arrest them with hi# 

cry ? 

No ! the world shall look upon him, noble bird of Liberty,— 
Ah a harbinger of safety, as the watchword of the Free! 

“Shall this glorious Union sever,—will it break its pledge of 
love,— 

Will it vaseillate ? A’o, never, While the heavens remain above! 
But it shall live on forever, nobly great and nobly free. 
Justly wearing it# proud title, ‘Land of Light and Liberty 

Yes, and many who am writhing ueath a harsh usurper's hand, 
May, with joy, accept a refuge in our broad and goodly land ; 
They may cast their final anchor, they will #eek their final 

home, 

Where no usurpation darkens,—where no tyrant dare# to come! 
Farmington, N Y„ 188L A. It. B. 

♦ • ♦ * -v 
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THE PEDESTRIAN - No. I. 

Little Hungry Minds.—If there is one lesson we 

would impress upon parents, it is this;—Don’t stifle 

your children's desire at proper times to ask ques¬ 

tions. This involuntary self-eduuHting process of the 

child’s is of more importance to its future Ilian many 

parents arc aware of. It sometimes, nay, often, costa 

an effort to break up a train of thoughts in which you 

may he interestedly occupied, but it will pay. I.iko 

the sticks and straws which the winged bird bears 

long distances in it# hill to construct its nest, these 

slender twigs of information may be worked into a 

structure which will 

1 he Family. — Tho family circle is God’s blessed 

ordinance, and is the sweetest, the happiest, and the 

most hallowed spot on earth. It is the nursery of 

affection, of friendship, and of virtue; the place 

where those tics of mutual dependence and help are 

first formed, which, in their expanded state, unite 

human society; and, according to tho manner in 

which the rights of the family circle are enjoyed, its 

duties discharged, and its true benefits realized, are 

the moral character, the stability, and the grandeur 
of a country. 

afford comfort and protection 

Iroin many a life-storm, a safe retreat, for quiet reflec¬ 

tion when tho spirit of evil is prowling about for j Philosopher, who judged men by the boot, as I do. 

Under favor of the Editor, I am going to relate to 

you, in these papers, some of the things I have seen 

and heard in my walks. You, my kind readers, will 

find our stroll sometimes taking ns amid the walls 

and pavements, the wealth and poverty of the citv; 

and, anon, lending us across tho meadows, pastures, 

and brOoku of the country. Sometimes wo shall walk 

far, and see little, and often wc shall find much to 

armwe us in a short tramp. Sometimes we shall 

study the things of inanimate nature,— sometimes we 

shall divert our minds with the study of human nature. 

T cannot promise to give you any account of valorous 

deeds of war, nor danger# braved by land or sea. Not 

that I have never met vmy such,- having once been 

sorely battered and bruised, in my younger days, in a 

Stubborn contest with Handy MrDoi <l\l, concerning 

a slate- pencil; and again having been once, with one 

other, cast adrift on the Erie Canal upon a rude raft 

without oar or pole, wlitre wo were nearly run down 

by a lingo "line boat” that came bearing down upon 

us. But as many of invader# w ill be. I hope, of 

the fairer Bex, it would oc hardly becoming to invite 

them to such rough scent-e,—their reading, it is well 

known, should ho of genii of unearthly power,—of 

mighty battles which are never to the strong,—of 

damsels rescued from danger by slim knights who 

neither wet their feet nor broke their suspenders in 

doing it. But alas I I have, no such tale to tell, never 

having seen even a single bandy-legged spookie,— 

and as for resettings, I’ve none of them, albeit I did 

once pull Miss “ Lkbvy ” MoDouo-al, (sister of Sandy, 

ulorcsaiil,) out of the horse pond by her carlo tty poll, 

but as she ran screaming home and was soundly 

spanked by her judicious mother for "playing with 

the hoys,” I never thought it romantic enough to de¬ 
serve a mention. 

Could I but leave the realms of sober Truth and 

walk in those flowery vales of Imagination, I could 

serve you such a banquet of wonders that all other# 

would seem tamo in comparison. But J forbear, mine 

be. it to relate a "plain, unvarnished tale.” Such 

tilings as all may see, if they search for them, I will 

tell you, and if by so doing I can interest one person 

ill my favorite mode of traveling, and thus tic the 

means of adding so much to the enjoyment of man¬ 

kind, I shall he content. 

Every sensible man, as well as every good Latinist, 

must agree with me that Foot is the chief end of the 

Pedestrian, and of course everything which concerns 

the ease and comfort of that member, must in tho 

same degree concern the Pedestrian. Nothing can 

be more important to the Foot than the Foot (or shoe, 

for I hold them to be ono.) Hence, it clearly follows 

that Roots are worthy the careful study of the Pedes¬ 

trian. To make this more precisely apparent, I may 

•shite It in the Syllogistic form, after the manner of 

my friend the Scholar. Thus: — 

That which is important to the principal part, is 

important to the whole. The foot is the principal 

part of the Pedestrian: Hence,—what is important 

to the foot, is important to the Pedestrian. Roots 

and Shoes arc important to the foot: Hence— Roots 

and Shoes are important to the Pedestrian, 

Again,— 1 must write about whatever concerns the 

Pedestrian. Roots and Shoes concern the Pedestrian: 

therefore — / must write about Hoots and Shoes. 

After such an array of logic as that, let no one dare 

to criticise me for my choice of subject. 

“What’s in a Name?” said the poet. 

“ What’s in a Boot?” says some fair reader. 

More than a stocking, sometimes, I assure you 

madam. The subject may well commend itself to all 

classes of mankind who think. To the Antiquary, 

the boots of all ages might furnish a motive for years 

Of Collecting. He may have ancient and honorable 

authority also for his search,—for was it not said of 

old, “ Ex jin/e Iferculum?" Now, although critics 

have taught differently, I am determined to maintain, 

to the utmost, that the author of tho remark was a 

of that quality, they may betake themselves to the 

venders of “Thrilling Romances,” who, for a couple 

of dimes, will give them such a collection of ghosts, 

hobgoblins, and men of strange adventure, as shall 

transport them quite off their feet and render such a 
sober going thing as a boot unnecessary. 

Whatever be the fashion, there are always many 

kinds of boots to be seen in tho streets, for every one 

make# to himself a fashion in that. In the first place, 

there is the dandy boot, which is the model of the 

fashion. It is high in the heels, stiff in the counters, 

thin in the uppers, and so short that when well worn 

the great toe must be in advance of the sole. So nar¬ 

row is it, that the toes, forsooth, must ride one 

another, a breeder of corns aud spoiler of the gait. 

I pray thee, gentle reader, have nothing to do with 

such an enemy to our Pedestrian comfort. There is 

another form of boot, which is low of heel, sole long 

and thin, and turned np at tho toes like a skate iron! 

In these the foot rebel#, and spreads the upper leather 

over the soles until you can scarcely pee them, and 

the man must walk holes in his boots. These are 

more sensible boots than the others, however; they 

are chiefly worn by men who are engaged In business 

and have no time for fopperies. There is the 

“Rowdy” boot, thick in soles and upper, stub-toed, 

and looking clumped, to borrow an adjective. These 

are worn by sailors, dock loafers, canal boatmen, 

and, sometimes, by "b’hoys” who “run with the 

machine,” as they phrase it. Then, there is your 

farmer’s boot, always thick, stiff, large, wrinkled, and 
terribly uncomfortable. 

There are shoes, long, short, heavy, light, good, 

bad, and indifferent. Shoes there are which tie, lace, 

button, and. worst of all, shoes with elastic bands. 

They are worn by all classes from dandies in pumps 

to poor students who are fain to save a few shillings 

by wearing cheap gaiters. Not that it is, by any 

means, a crime to save money, but that it is a doubt¬ 

ful economy which buys many poor things for one good 

one. The ladies wear shoes, but in what terms shall | 

a timid Philosopher speak of them? Generally, they 

are thin,—thin in sole, in upper, in counter, and of 

too little height, so that they only differ from none, in 

keeping tint stockings from the street. Strange it is 

that the weaker and feebler sex should dress less care¬ 

fully than the stronger! Yet It Is so; and among men 

the weaker a man’s constitution, the thinner his boots 

and clothing. Whereas your strong man, of large 

chest and powerful limbs, always wears the thickest 
of clothes and heaviest of boots. 

But there is also the sensible boot. This is always 

made of the best leather and costs the highest price. 

It is broad and loose, and respectability lurks in every 

wrinkle. The soles are long, but thick, and do not 

turn up in front. The owner of such a boot is well 

off in the world, is out of debt and lives well, lie is 

always of a certain age, that is, lias passed forty, and 

is a sensible, easy, old gentleman. And there is also 

the boot of the Pedestrian. When the Pedestrian is 

at a party, or on the street, let him wear what he 

will, but when he walks, let him look well to his 

hoots that they may afford him comfort. I prefer the 

kind called Balmoral, which arc thick-soled, stout, 

sewed, broad, loose on the foot, and tight about the 

ankle. Ladies who arc sensible, wear such in the 

street, and much comfort as well as health repay 
them for their sense. 

If then you love comfort, reader mine, wear such 

as these and you may walk as you will, secure that no 

niisplanted corn shall Invade your well used foot, and 

with its small torture spoil your patience. But if you 

desire to shoot, or from his hiding place to pull the 

speckled trout, or for aught else to tramp through 

field, and swamp, and brake, let your boots be so 

high they may touch tho knee; and stout, that they 

may not be easily torn; then treat them with a com¬ 

pound I shall tell thee of, and thou mighst defy 

the Flood of Noah until it reached the knees. Take 

of Resin, one half pound, and of Tallow, one pound, 

melt in an iron pot, stirring in the while a little lamp¬ 

black, and apply this while hot. 

With good boots, and long walks, gentle reader, 

may’atthon defy the grim monster a thousand years! 

Plato. 
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THE TWO ANGELS. 

BY MARGARET SLUOTT. 

I iirard sweet voice# in the night, 

And lo ! tnjr room was filled with light. 

Two angels stood Ik-side my bed,— 

One at the foot. — one at the head. 

The ono was calm, and stern of face, 

Yet clothed with a celestial grace. 

The other, fair, and sad, and sweet, 

lake her who sat at Jesus’ feet. 

The angel spake— " Come thou with me 

And list thou what thy doom shall be. 

Thou hast done evil all thy dayB, 

And enrses took the place of praise. 

Of such the Master spake the doom 

II Whither I go ye cannot come !” 

“ NaJ.” said the other, “ he shall live, 

For much the Master doth forgive, 

And much forgiveness works much love, 

Aud love to labor quick doth move. 

labor and love shall thus atone 

For all the evil he hath done.” 

Tho voices ceased, and in my room 

The light still banished all the gloom 

Trembling, I bade my heart bo still 

And wait to know the Master’s will. 

The voice said sweetly a# before, 

"Thou art forgiven, sin no more.” 

Since then J walk as though alono 

Yet seeing th’ In visible One, 

And with a weariness of earth, 

Longing, I wait my heavenly birth. 

Gainesville, N. Y.. 1861, 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE WISH AND THE PRAYER. 

careless stragglers, who arc heating tho air because 

there is nothing else left for them to do. Don’t turn 

your child away with a lazy, libbing, abstracted "I 

don t know." Rouse yourself, and give him food for 

thought in your answer, or that spirit of evil miry 

take possession of the apartment which you are to 
furnish. 

To the Historian, also, the subject is of great interest, 

for I maintain that civilization and progress may be 

accurately traced by the fashion of the Boot. The 

rudeness of savage life, the luxury of courts, the 

sturdy health of yeomen, the fopperies of dandies, 

and all the various moods of men in all ages, have 

found expression in the dressing of the foot. 

I Many other reasons might, indeed, be found to jus- 
Ol u life is determined for us —and it makes the tify my choice, but I forbear; for those who have the 
ltlrf VftVlf tVan li'lion <i>n __• t • Jf i < •« i • . • . . , mind very free when wo give up wishing, and only 

think of bearing what is laid upon us, aud doing 

what is given us to do.— The Milt on the Floss. 

philosophical soul which an author desires to find in 

his readers, will see for themselves more reasons than 

I could tell them, and as for those who are destitute 

INFLUENCES OF THE DWELLING. 

w K talk about houses, my friend: we look at houses; 

but how little the stranger knows of what they are! 

Search from cellar to garret some old country house, 

in which successive generations, of boys and girls 

have grown up, but be sure that tho least part of it is 

that which you can see, and not the most accurate 

Inventory that ever was drawn up by appraiser will 

include hall it# belonging#. There are old memories 

crowding about every corner of that homo unknown 

to us: and to minds and heart# far away in India and 

Australia everything about it is sublimed, saddened, 

transfigured into something different from what it is 

to you and rue. You know for yourself, my reader, 

whether there be not something not present elsewhere 

about tho window where you sat when a child am! 

learned your lessons, the table once surrounded by 

many merry young faces which will not surround it 

again in this world, the fireside where your father sat, 

till! chamber where yonr sister died. Very little in¬ 

deed can sense do toward showing u.# the Home; or 

towards showing us any scene which has been asso¬ 

ciated with human life and feeling and embalmed in 

human memories. The same few hundred yards along 

the seashore, which are nothing to one man but so 

much ribbed sea-sand and so much murmuring water, 

may be to another something to quicken tho heart’.# 

beating and bring the blood to the cheek. The same 

green path through'the spring-clad trees, with the 

primroses growing beneath them, which lives in one 

memory year alter year with its fresh vividness undi¬ 

minished, may be in another merely a vague recollec¬ 

tion, recalled with difficulty or not at all. 

Each in his hidden sphere of joy aud woe, 

Our hermit spirits dwell and range apart; 

Oar eves see all around in gloom or glow,— 

Hues of their own, fresh borrowed from the heart. 

— Recreations of a Country Parson. 

“Let me die,” said a little beggar-girl, lying upon 

a bed of straw; "let me die; earth is fair and beauti- 

lul, but what availeth it me? Iain but a beggar-girl, 

with no food, no raiment, no shelter, no friends to 

love and pity mb: for, alas, who feels for a beggar, 
—let me die.” 

"Let me die, ' said an orphan boy, languishing 

upon his bed of rags,—"Jet me die; everything is 

beautiful, nature is arrayed in ber loveliest green, but 

it only brings to remembrance the time when I was 

the happy child of doting parents. Now I am an 

orphan, with no kind father to provide for me, no 

mother to bathe my heated brow and alleviate my suf¬ 

ferings, no sister to smooth my pillow and minister 

to my wants, no brother, nor any ono to love, — “let 

rnc die,” And at last there was found a place,—not 

in all the length and breadth of tho green earth, but 

in Heaven,—where the weary dove might fold its 
wings. 

“ Lay me down and let me die,” said tho wounded 

soldier, a# his comrades boro him from the field of 

battle amid tho deafening shouts of victory. “I die 

contented. (), my country forever,” and he breathed 

out his life in the arms of victory. And when the 

dreadful new# had reached the cars of a fair-haired 

girl, far removed from the din and strife of war, she 

clasped hor hands in agony exclaiming, “O, let me 

die. I wish for life no longer, for ho is dead who was 

dearer to me than life itself —the peaceful rays of the 

setting sun are even now smiling upon hi.# grave, and 

the evening breeze singing his funeral requiem, — 

without him life is a blank, —let me die." 

“ 1s t me die,” muttered a drunkard, rocking to and 

fro upon the cold damp floor of his gloomy hovel; 

“there is nothing in the future worth living for; my 

health is destroyed; my character, - the brightest 

jewel ever committed to mortal charge,—is blasted, 

and my mind is racked with unheard of tortures,— 
let me die.” 

“Let me die,” whispered a dying Christian, casting 

her eyes upward, “O let me die; I can see tho pearly 

gates, and I long to euter. I can see the streets of 

gold, the river of crystal, the unfading flowers of 

I’aradise, the angelic host with their golden harps.” 

And then before his glorious throne, 

Wlio ruleth earth and sky, 

Sighed forth, like trembling music’s tone, 

“ Oil, Father I let me die.” 

And even the old clergyman who sat by her bed¬ 

side, as he listened to the breathings of that gentle 

spirit, to the glowing descriptions of the “Celestial 

City” that fell from her lips, softly murmured, “Now 

lettest thou thy servant depart in peace.” Omega. 

Columbus, Pa„ 1861. 

Now and Then. — Living was cheap enough in 

olden time. Socrates was supposed to have lived 

upon an income of seventy-five dollars; but lie lived 

worse than a slave. His coat was shabby, and lie 

wore the same garment both winter und summer; be 

went barefooted; his chief food was bread and 

water; and as he engaged in no business to mend his 

estate or income, it is not wonderful that his wife 

scolded. Demosthenes, his sister, and their mother, 

paid for their hoard $105 a year, and provided the 

house into the bargain. 

Fear of God.—There is no grace whereof I find so 

general a want, in myself and others, as an awful fear 

of the infinite majesty of God. Men are ready to 

profess and affect a kind of familiarity with God, out 

of a pretence of love, whereas, if they knew Him 

aright, they could not think of Him without dread, 

nor name Him without trembling. Their narrow 

hearts strive to conceive of Him according to the 

scantling of their own strait and ignorant apprehen¬ 

sions; whereas they should only desire to havo their 

thought swallowed up with an adoring wonder of His 

divine ineomprehenyiblcness. Though He thunder 

not always, He Is always equally dreadful. There is 

none of His works which doth not betray Omnipo¬ 

tency. I blush at Hie saUeiness of vain men, that will 

be circumscribing the powerful acta of the Almighty 

within the compass of natural causes, forbearing to 

wonder at what they profess to know. Nothing hut 

ignorance can be guilty of this boldness. There is no 

divinity but in an humble fear; no philosophy but a 

silent admiration.- Bishop Hull. 

A Clear Conscience.—How bravely a man can 

walk the earth, bear the heaviest burdens, perform 

the severest duties, and look all men square in the 

face, if he only bears in his breast a clear conscience, 

void of offence towards God or man. There is no 

spring, no spur, no inspiration like this. To feel 

that we have omitted no task and left no obligation 

unfilled, this fills the heart with Satisfaction aud the 

soul with strength. 

Good Manners.—Good manners are blossoms of 

good sense, and, it may be added, of good feeling 

too; for if the law of kindness be written in the 

heart, it will lead to that disinterestedness in little as 

well as in great things — that desire to oblige, and 

attention to the gratification of others, which is the 

foundation of good manners.—Locke. 

Usefulness.—How barren a tree is he that lives, 

and spreads, and cumbers the ground, yet leaves not 

one seed, notone good work to generate after him! 

I know all cannot leave alike; yet all may leave 

something, answering their proportion, their kinds. 

•*- * • ♦ 

If the stars should appear but one night in a thou¬ 

sand years, how would men believe and adore, aud 

preserve for many generations the remembrance of 

the city of God which had been shown! But every 

night come out these envoys of beauty, and light the 

universe with their admonishing smile. 

\P u 
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The State Fair came off in this city for 18(30. It 

was of eleven days' continuance! The great occasion 

attracted thither thousands of all classes. The city 

was too narrow for all the sleepers, hot with warm 

nights, and a queenly moon, a blanket, and six feet 

by two of earth, afforded tolerable quarters for hun¬ 

dreds, accustomed to the rough and tumble ot pio¬ 

neer life. This was my first visit to this city, the 

second in size in California. Ten or twelve years since 

it was the hunting ground of the “Digger" Indians. 

Here, at that time, Capt. Sutter had erected an 

adobe fort, the ruins of which still attract visitors, 

and also a quay on the river; and It became a kind of 

general head-quarters for emigrants coming to the 

country, and a rallying point for the minors after the 

discovery of gold. Now It is a city of 15,(M)0 inhabi¬ 

tants, with several streets more than a mile in length, 

thickly built up, and commanding a large and flour¬ 

ishing trade! 
I am not going to tell your readers much about the 

stock, and fruit, and mechanical inventions, all of 

which far surpassed in extent and merit my expecta¬ 

tions; but something of “ Life Illustrated,’ lile in 

its wildest, gayest, merriest moods, as it appears in 

California. 
The occasion was made one grand holiday for 

everybody. At every corner, “ Brother Jonathan " 

was ready with every ingenious device to satch an 

honest “bitt.” There were showmen and show- 

women, who, for two “ hilts," wonld treat, you to a 

sight of real mermaids, and sword-fish, and electric 

cels, and tropical snakos, and American lions, and 

oriental monkeys, that could sit in a chair and use 

knife and fork, and sip water from a tumbler, and 

wipe their lingers (paws) upon a napkin, with all tho 

grace of a dandy, or a disciple of Lord Oiiestkr- 

FiEi.n. There were views through telescopes, micro¬ 

scopes, kclcidescopes, horoscopes, and some other 

scopes. There were games of chance under a large 

canvas tent, near the entrance to the stock grounds, 

where any fool could get a chance to lose what he 

staked. The games were various, and, together with 

tho stacks of gold piled on the tables, and tho music 

that was perpetrated on the viol and banjo in tho rear 

of the tent, it was not difficult to create an excite¬ 

ment, and scores would venture up, stake a week or 

a month’s earnings on a throw of dice upon a doubt¬ 

ful game of painted pasteboard. 

By in O’clock A. M.. tho streets wonld bo overflow 

ing with men, women, and children, all looking neat 

and tidy, and bent on having a “good time." There 

were musicians of all sorts,— harps, and horns, and 

hand-organs with monkeys, and monkeys without 

hand-organs, women with violins, and boys with 

accordeons, rent the air distractedly with their inBtru 

merits and their voices. There were dancers in 

strange costumes, and pretty Spanish girls with 

peaches, threo for two bitts, or jewelry to ho railed 

for,—there were Italians with bagpipes pirouetting 

through the streets with troops of hoys following 

thorn; and “Johns” (Chinese) with shaved heads 

and long cue* dangling behind, toppling in wooden 

shoes, with trowsers of blue, largo enough to take in 

a whole family of Celestials; there were dancing 

dogs and jugglers performing remarkable feats, with 

plates and hoops, and brass rings, which they would 

throw Into the air and catch upon a false nose like 

the horn of a rhinoceros,—there wijs a circus of 

wooden horses, and for one “bitt" you could mount 

those wooden steeds and prance round the course, 

outrivaling the style of John (In,tin, and corning 

out of it with far less kicks and scratches,— there 

were chariot races, where dashing women, arrayed in 

Roman costume, standing erect in Roman chariots, 

drove two horses each, around a mile course, for a 

purse, of $1,500, and there were present some 11,000 peo¬ 

ple notto mention the thousand dogs—to look on, and 

witness the strife between those bold and daring speci¬ 

mens of tho gentler sex! There were races between 

footmen, and races between equestrians, and the conta¬ 

gious spirit caught men and boys, and fired with the 

fast spirit (and quite likely some other spirits,) they 

would ride galloping through the streets, as though 

the fate of the nation depended on them. 

One day we sat, in our window until late in the 

morning, noticing the various nations represented on 

the street. Jews, Christiana, Hermans, Irish, Celes¬ 

tials, Africans, Hawaiians, Mexicans, Diggers, and 

Yankees, all in hot haste to the great reservoir of 

human life, —the mammoth tent on the stock ground. 

We finally joined the throng pouring into the mael¬ 

strom, and soon found ourselves iuslde the Pavilion, 

where we stood so close together that we resembled 

the straws iu a field of grain, head coupled with head. 

A sudden movement in the crowd would sway us to 

and fro, like a gust of wind, and then the feathers 

and ribbons would flutter like the poppies and wild 

flowers in a wheat field. The center was devoted to 

gymnastic exercises. The Society had offered a prize 

of $50 to the best gymnast. This called out remarkable 

feats of strength and agility. They were dressed in 

white, yellow, and flesh-colored tights, and looked as 

supple as so many eels. The funny fellows would reach 

up and take hold of ahorizontal pole, suspended at each 

end by long ropes, and pass their bodies first over and 

then under, and then over and next under, for eight 

or ten times in succession, with such rapidity, that 

they looked more like carriage wheels in rapid 

motion, than like persons! One fellow suspended 

himself from a similar rod twenty feet from the 

ground, by hooking his feet over the pole, then with 

his head down he hung a hoop on his under jaw, and 

another fellow placing tho hoop under his chin, sus¬ 

pended his whole weight to the first, whose feet, still 

hooked over the rod, held up both! Another took 

hold of two pins in an upright post, placed his head 

against the post and threw his body and logs out at 

right angles with the timber. Here he not only sup¬ 

ported his own weight, but allowed another person 

weighing 175 pounds to stand upon his ribs for some 

moments! 

These and numerous other feats entertained the 

crowd for two hours, when the band struck up a 

Stirring air, and all came down from their seats, and 

joining those on the ground, took up their line of 

march to dinner. “Sambo" was there, of course, 

discoursing crack music on tho streets, with his hone 

fiddle; the learned pony, and talking birds, and for¬ 

tune tellers, too, were there, who could hill you whom 

you loved, and who loved you, and there were sham 

battles acted, at which, after prodigious feats of arms, 

tremendous peals of musketry, and much waste of 

gun-powder, with beating of drums and waving of 

banners, the Americans always remained masters of 

the field. The curtain fell, and we proceeded to see 

the Arabian Giant, who is 23 years of age, seven feet 

six inches in height, and weighs 442 pounds. He is of 

the finest physical proportions, not corpulent, a Jew, 

and is very communicative and agreeable. With our 

height of six feet, we could stand under his arms, and 

failed to stretch tho crown of our head up to his chin, 

by several inches. Ho is a lusty looking chap — a 

tine specimen of the genus homo. 

,SIGHTS THAT PLEASE THE MILLION. 

We flowed onward with the tide, ftaased many 

shows, stopped where fancy took us, and moving 

onward its inclination prompted. We visited the 

circuses and laughed at the clown—saw tho fat 

woman, and tho woman with a heard, and the small 

boy with whiskers and moustache, and men climbing 

greased poles with prizes on top, and we laughed to 

see the cunning fellows take ashes out of their pockets 

and rub the solos of their feet. AVe visited the open 

air theaters and saw wizards, monntebanks, horse 

tamers, and wife tamers. Punch was there full ot 

glee, and only Baknum and Tom Thumb were lacking 

t.o make it complete. But the camels—belonging to 

somebody —I cannot omit. There were 12 or 13 of 

them in number, brought from the Amoor River, and 

designed to be propagated and used as pack trains in 

carrying supples to the mountains. They have not 

all recovered from thoir long sea voyage, and some of 

them are quite thin in flesh. Humps are coupled 

with high condition. A poor camel has scarcely any 

humps. A fat one has large, full humps. They 

were objects of attraction, and thousands visited these 

exotics at all hours of the day. From those we 

passed on and jostled our way along through a hum 

of human life, like the far-off sound of the sea, and 

through much edging, and pressing, and pulling, and 

persuasion, wo made our way from place to place 

until night came, and the city blazed forth like an 

eastern bride bedecked with jewels. 

THE PROCESSION AN1) FTHE - WORKS . 

The grand feature of the evening was a torch light 

procession of the Republicans, accompanied with 

speeches and llre-works. Never havo 1 seen a longer 

procession, or a richer display of transparencies and 

banners. One wagon, drawn by sixteen oxen, had 

on one end a gang of stalwart men splitting rails and 

getting out ties for a Pacific Railroad, and on the 

other a blacksmith shop iu lull blast, making rails 

and spikes. Another wagon, drawn by several hand¬ 

some steeds, had it printing press in foil operation. 

The enthusiasm was intense. From every direction, 

—from tower and dome, from housetop, roof, balcony, 

and window —tho lights flashed out, presenting a 

scene of enchantment surpassing anything of which 

I had dreamed. It was an occasion written in light. 

As we walkod down Main street toward the point of 

gathering, where stern men were to address the 

thousands of citizens and strangers, we gave our¬ 

selves up to the current, and floated with the great 

human river (for it was like nothing else,) which 

rolled undisturbed through tho streets. The evening 

was fine, still airs were gently murmuring a requiem 

to the departed day, and woman was there in all her 

loveliness to add lustre to the occasion. The speak¬ 

ing was <>f a high order, characterized by humor, 

logic, poetic allusion, and most persuasive eloquence 

Rut the center of the lesser glories was in the llre-works. 

I never saw anything half so radiant before. It was 

ike a grand fairy palace built of gems and gold. 

The streets were hung with globe lamps of blue, and 

green, and red, gleaming like jewels! As 1 looked 

over the place und saw the thousands of spectators 

who, silent and absorbed with tho scene, hardly 

uttered a word, and saw everywhere around us this 

excessive, unnatural iight, filling all the air, it pro¬ 

duced an impression I shall never forget,—-a sort of 

semi-joyous eestaey like that which I have sometimes 

felt in dreams, as if I might, suddenly awake and find 

it all an illusion. But tho lire works. We saw the 

sky rent with fiery darts, and great showers of red, 

white, ami bine, came raining down upon the earth, 

and boquots of flowers, and sheaves of golden grain, 

entwined with flowers, and silver stars blazed up 

high in the heavens, putting out all the stars of Na¬ 

ture, and proclaiming to thousand of eyes, the peace, 

prosperity, and glory of a country, whose rich inheri 

tance is unsullied Freedom. It Was a sight such as I 

never expect to see again; and so, tired, and yet 

entertained, 1 reluctantly wended my weary way 

hotel ward, and gave myself to the embrace of sooth¬ 

ing sleep. • a- B- Jt- 
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from the granite quarries of New England. Ten years 

were consumed in its completion, at a cost ol half 

a million of dollars. 

The fortification is of a pentagonal form, built of 

solid brick masonry. The walls are fifty feet in 

height, and from eight to ten feet in thickness, and 

pierced for three tiers of guns, besides having neces¬ 

sary loopholes for musketry, and designed for an ar¬ 

mament of one hundred and forty pieces ol ordnance 

of all calibres. Two tiers of the guns are under bomb 

proof case-mutes, and the third or upper tier open, or, 

in military parlance, m barbette- the lower tier for 

forty-two pounder Paixhau guns, the second tier for 

eight and ten inch Columbiads, for throwing solid or 

hollow shot, and the upper tier for mortars and twenty- 

four pound guns. The full armament of the fort, 

however, had not arrived there when Major Anderson 

took possession, and it is fair, therefore, to suppose 

that all the. available ordnance will be distributed 

throughout as judiciously as possible, it is thought 

that with the present armament of the Fort the guns 

would be capable of throwing six thousands pounds 

of shot at each discharge. 
In a defensive or strategical point of view. Fort 

Sumter radiates its lire through all the channels from 

the sea approach to Charleston, anil has a full sweep 

of range in its rear, or city side, ample to repel any 

attack from that quarter. The Fort Is sufficiently out 

of range from a land artillery attack, so that all ap¬ 

prehensions for broaching it may he put at rest. I he 

maximum range of tho guus iroin Sumter vs throe 

miles. 
I’his Fort is the strongest Fort of its size in the 

world, and could only bo taken by starving out the 

garrison. It is conceded that it would require a con¬ 

tinuous bombardment of six months with guns of the 

heaviest metal to destroy Fort Sumter, and then it 

could only he done, if at all, by chipping off the ma¬ 

sonry piece by piece, ibis l-ort commands tho en¬ 

tire city and harbor of Charleston, as well as l* ort 

Moultrie itself. It can only be entered by an enemy 

by tho embrasures, which an attacking force must 

crawl through, one at a time, and hence two men at 

one of these could defend it against five hundred. 

The fort at tho present time has officers’ quarters 

and barracks for seven hundred men, its regular war 

garrison. There is an ample supply of shot, powder 

and shells, for one year’s siege, and a large amount of 

miscellaneous artillery stores. The garrison is amply 

supplied'with water from artificial wcMs. Tho tort is 

now under the command of Major Robert Anderson, 

of Kentucky. The present force, recapitulated, is as 

follows: 

Officers. 
Hand_ 
Artillerists . 
Laborers... 

. 0 

. 15 
65 

.170 

Total .249 

CHARLESTON AND ITS DEFENCES. 

FORT MOULTRIE. 

Fort Moultrie is an inclosed water battery, having 

a front on the smith, or water side, of about 300 feet, 

and ft depth of about 210 feet. It is built,with salient 

and re-entering angles on all sides, and is admirably 

adapted for defence, either from the attack of n storm¬ 

ing party, or by regular approaches, , Below we give 

a rough diagram of tho lino of fortifications: 

Major Anderson was born in Kentucky, in Septem¬ 

ber, 1805. In personal appearance ho is abont five 

feet nine inches in height; his figure well set and 

soldierly; his hair thin and turning to iron gray; his 

complexion swarthy; his cyo dark and intelligent; 

his nose prominent and well formed. A stranger 

would read in his air and appearance determination 

and an exaction of what was due to him, yet he is 

always agreeable and gentlemanly, firm and dignified, 

On the first day of July, 1821, he entered the military 

academy at West Point, whence he graduated July 1, 

1825, taking a high position in a largo class. His 

first commission was that of brevet Second Lieutenant 

of the second artillery July 1, 1825, and he was sub¬ 

sequently promoted Second Lieutenant in the Third 

regiment, dating from tlve same day. From May to 

October, 18,32, he was acting Inspector General of the 

Illinois Volunteers, in the Black llawk War. In June, 

1833, he was promoted First Lieutenant, and between 

1835 und ls;;7 was Assistant Instructor and Inspector 

at the United States Military Academy. In 1838 he 

became Aid-de-camp to Major General Scott, and in 

the following year published “instructions for Field 

Artillery, Horse and Foot, arranged for the service of 

the United States," which has been highly approved. 

For gallantry and successful conduct in the war 

against the Florida Indians, ho received the brevet of 

Captain, hearing date April 2, 1838. July 7, 1838, he 

became Assistant Adjutant General, with the rank of 

Captain, which he relinquished subsequently on his 

being promoted to a captaincy iu his regiment, Oct. 

1841. 

In March, 1847, he was with the Third regiment of 

artillery in the array of Gen. Scott, and took a part in 

the Vera Cruz siege—being one of the officers en¬ 

trusted, by Gen. Bankhead, witli the command of the 

batteries. This duty he performed witli signal skill 

and gallantry, and he continued with the army until 

its triumphal entry into the city of Mexico, in Septem¬ 

ber following. During tho operations in the valley of 

Mexico, he was attached to the brigade of General 

Garland, which formed part of General Worth’s 

division. Iu the attack on El Molino del Roy, on tho 

Htli of September, where lie was wounded very severely, 

his conduct was the theme of especial praise. Cap¬ 

tain Burke, hisimmediatccommander, iu his despatch 

of September !), says “Captain Robert Anderson, 

(acting field officer,) behaved with great heroism on 

this occasion. Even after rccoiviug a severe and 

painful wound, he continued at the head of the column, 

regardless of pain and self-preservation, and setting a 

handsome example to his men, of coolness, energy 

and courage." General Garland speaks of him as 

being, with “some few others, the very first to enter 

the strong position of El Molino.” In addition to 

this testimony to his hearing on that occasiun, we 

have that of General Worth, who particularly directed 

the attention of the Commander-in-Chief to the part 

he had taken in the action, “ For gallant ami meri¬ 

torious conduct in the battle of Molino del Roy’" he 

was promoted to the brevet rank of Major, dating 

from September 8, 1847. October 5, 1857, he was pro¬ 

moted to the position of Major of the First artillery, 

which he now holds. 

This is certainly a good record for a soldier. The 

last service of Major Anderson, previous to his taking 

command of Fort Moultrie, was as a member of tho 

commission appointed by Congress to inquire into the 

manner of instruction at the West Point Military 

Academy. The labors of that commission have al¬ 

ready been laid before Congress. 
•V • • + 

HISTORY OF NULLIFICATION. 

LACE 

Nothing is more captivating to the inquiring, 

youthful mind than the investigation of tho wonders 

and curiosities of the vegetable world, Elms, in his 

work on Madagascar, describes a very curious plant, 

growing on the island, with a leaf like lace or lattice 

work. Its botanical name is Ovvirandra fenestralis 

Mr. E. thus describes it: 

DIAGRAM OK FORT MOULTRIE. 

A. Bate. B. Now abutment, com man ding the approach to 
the gate C. (’ Old sally-ports, now ringed up witli masonry. 
I). Portion Of the moat already finished. F F Newly erected 
baationettes, commanding the mout. F Furnace for pre-par 
ing hot shut ll Powder magazine. 

The outer and Inner walls are of brick, capped with 

stone, and filled in witli earth, making a solid wall 14 

or Hi feet in thickness, The work Lately Ip progress 

consisted iu clearing the .-and from the walls of the 

fort; ditching it around tho entire circumference, and 

erecting a glacis; closing up tire postern gates in tho 

east and west walls, and, instead, cutting sally-ports, 

which lead into strong outworks on the south east and 

south-west angles, in which Were 12-pounder howitzer 

guns, enabling the garrison to sweep the ditch on 

three aides with grape and canister. Tho north-west 

angle of the fort has also been strengthened by a bas- 

tionette, to sustain the weight of a heavy gun which 

will command the main street of the island. The 

main entrance has been better secured, and a trap¬ 

door, two feet square, cut in the door, for ingress and 

There have been ten special attempts to defy the 

authority of the Federal Government sinco its forma 

tion. 
Tho first was in 1782, and was a conspiracy of somo 

of the officers of tho Federal army to consolidate the 

thirteen States into one, and confer tho supreme 

power ou Washington. 
The 2d was in 1787, called “Shay’s Insurrection,” 

in Massachusetts. 

The 3d was in 1794, popularly called “the Whisky 

Insurrection of Penn.” 

The 4th was in 1»L4, by the Hartford Convention of 

Federalists. 
The 5th, on which occasion the different sections of 

tho Union came into collision, was in 1820, under the 

administration of President Monroe, and occurred on 

tho question of the admission of Missouri into the 

Union. 
The 6th was a collision between the Legislature Of 

Georgia aud the Federal Government, in regard to 

certain lands given by the latter to tho Creek Indians, 

Tho 7th was in 1820, witli tho Cherokees in Georgia 

The Hth was the memorable Nullifying Ordinance 

of South Carolina in 1832. 

The 9th was in 1842, and occurred in Rhode island 

between tho “Suffrage Association” and tho State 

authorities. 

The lOtti was in 1856, on the part of the Mormons, 

who resisted the Federal authority. 
-, - 

GOD’S PLAN IN GEOGRAPHY. 

Thu physical geographer now claims that the par¬ 

ticular arrangement of seas, continents, mountains, 

and rivers, which the earth lias received, is the very 

best that could be given for tho purposes to which tiie 

egress. The height of the wall from the bottom of the earth is destined. As the divine wisdom is man 

CHARLESTON HARBOR. 

At this time, when one of the sister States forming 

our great family Union, has determined to leave the 

family mansion in a “huff,” and carry oil'with her 

| not only her own proper baggage, hut all the family 

furniture and fixings that she may consider necessary 

to set up house-keeping on her own account, a little 

information in regard to her temper and behavior, 

tiie family property that she would like to possess, 

we know will he interesting to our readers. We 

therefore take pleasure in presenting a map of tiie 

harbor and fortifications of Charleston; and such 

facts as will give a proper understanding of the 

present position of tilings ill Kouth Carolina, will 

be found recorded in our News Department, as they 

transpire. 

FORT SUMTER. 

Fort Sumter is one of the most powerful military 

works in tiie United States. It is builton an artificial 

island, immediately within the month of Charleston 

Bay, between Fort Moultrie and the site of old Fort 

Johnson, of Revolutionary memory, ami equi-distant 

from those points about throe-fourths of one mile. 

The ship channel leading from the sea to the city of 

Charleston is between Forts Sumter and Moultrie, and 

is entirely commanded within half range by them. 

Between Forts Sumter and Johnson tiie water is very 

shallow, oiiiy available for vessels of very light draft, 

and then only at high water. The artificial island on 

which Fort Sumter is built is constructed of the refuse 

ditch to tiie top of the parapet is 20 feet. The ditch 

is from 12 to 15 foot wide at the base and 15 feet deep. 

The nature of the soil would not seem to admit of this 

depth being increased, quicksand having been reached 

in many places. The work on the south side is nearly 

finished. The counterscarp is substantially built with 

plank, and spread witli turf. The glacis is also 

finished, it is composed of sand, and covered with 

layers of loam and turf, all of which is kept firmly in 

place by the addition of the sections of plank nailed 

to uprights sunk in the sand, and crossing cadi other 

at right angles—making squares of 10 feet each. The 

purpose of the glacis, which is an inclined plane, is 

to expose an attacking party to the fire of the guns, 

which are so placed as to sweep it from the crest, of 

the counterscarp to the edge of the beach. 

CASTLE PINCKNEY. 

Castle Pinckney is located on the southern extrem¬ 

ity of a narrow slip of marsh land, which extends in 

a northerly direction to Hog Island channel. To 

the harbor side the so-called castle presents a circular 

front. It has never been considered of much conse¬ 

quence as a fortress, although its proximity to the 

city would give it importance, if properly armed and 

garrisoned. There are about fifteen guns mounted on 

the parapet; tiie majority are eighteen and twenty- 

four pounders. Some “Columbiads” are, however, 

within tiie walls. There are also supplies of powder, 

shut and shell. 

In connection with the foregoing, a brief sketch of 

Major Robert Anderson, whose name haw almost 

become a household word in consequence of the po¬ 

sition assumed by him at these forts, the details of 

which have been given in recent issues of the Rural, 

will doubtless prove interesting. 

tested in the order aud adaptation of the parts of the 

human body, of animals and of plants, so there is an 

object iu tiie particular shape the continents have 

been made to assume. Everything works in harmony 

with a divine plan, which we claim to be beginning 

Id comprehend. 
Change the position of Asia and Europe, and you 

would have ruin and death. Ireland, now always 

green, would have the climate of Labrador. Com 

pare the British isles, Norway and Sweden, with the 

corresponding latitudes upon our own coasts, und we 

see the dreadful consequences. Take away tiie An¬ 

des, which arrest the rain-clouds, and South America, 

that most wonderfully watered continent, would he a 

desert. Take away the Rocky Mountain*, or change 

their direction to east and west, and wo havo our own 

fertile country ruined. Elevate our southern coast so 

as to change the direction of the Mississippi, aud 

what mischief would ensue! 

There is literally a face to nature, as there is a face 

to man. As wo have our circulation of the blood, so 

there is the circulation of the earth’s great heart of 

fire, the circulation of the waters aud the ventilation 

of the air. Wo have yet to consider these varied 

shades of nature in their relations to each other, and 

to man and animal life. But we are not to stop here. 

Tho physical geographer claims tllftt the influences 

bearing upon the Intellect, of man can he explained 

by the peculiar arrangement of the earth’s surface. 

We know that civilization has marched from east to 

west, from Asia to Europe, and even across tiie Atlan¬ 

tic to the new world —growing and expanding in its 

course. We can see what has been developed in 

Asia and in Europe, and way predict something for 

America.—Prof. Doremus. 

The Ouvirandra is not only a rare and curious, 

but a singularly beautiful plant, both in structure and 

color. From the several crowns of tiie branching 

root, growing often a footer more deep in tho water, 

a number of graceful leaves, nine or ton inches long, 

and two or three inches wide, spread out horizon¬ 

tally just beneath the surface of the water. Ihe 

flower-stalks rise from tho ecu Ire of the leaves, 

and the branching or forked flower is curious; hut 

tho structure of tiie leaf is peculiarly so, and seems 

like a living fibrous skeleton rather than an entire 

leaf. The longitudinal fibres extend incurved lines 

along Its entire length, and are united by threadlike 

fibres or veins crossing them at right angles from 

side to side, at a short distance from each other. 

The whole leaf looks ns if composed of fine tendrils, 

wrought after a most regular pattern, so as to resem¬ 

ble a piece of bright green lace or open nceddlework. 

Each leaf rises from the crown on the root like a 

short, delicate-looking, pale green or yellow fibre, 

unfolding its feathery-looking sides, and increasing 

its size as it spreads beneath tiie water. I lie leaves 

iu their several stages of growth pass through almost 

every gradation of color, from a pale yellow to a 

dark olive green, becoming brown or even black 

before they finally decay; air-bubbles of considerable 

size frequently appearing under the full formed and 

healthy loaves. 
It is scarcely possible to imagine any object of tiie 

kind more attractive and heautilul than a lull giown 

specimen of this plant, with its dark green leaves 

forming the limit of a circle two or three feet in 

diameter, aud in tho transparent water within that 

circle presenting leaves in every stage of develop¬ 

ment, both as to color and size. Nor is it the least 

curious to notice that these slender and t'ragilo struc¬ 

tures, apparently not more substantial than tiie gos¬ 

samer, and flexible as a feather, still possess a 

tenacity and wiriness which allow the delicate leaf 

to bo raised by the hand to the surface of the water 

without injury.” 
On a late visit to Philadelphia, we learned that ono 

of these plants had been procured by Jambs Dundas, 

Esq., of that city, and was then growing in tho tank 

of his fine Victoria house. With an old friend, 

formerly of this city, we made a visit to the beautiful 

residence of Mr. D., where, although in tho centre 

of a populous city, vve found a widl kept garden, 

with lawn, walks, fountain, and a magnificent plant 

hofise — altogether a most complete establishment. 

Our friend gave us an introduction to the gardener, 

Mr. Pollock, whom we found to he a very intelli¬ 

gent and polite gentleman, willing to take a great 

deal of trouble for our gratification, and ready to 

afford us all necessary information. Any one coaid 

see by the sparkle of his eye how well he loved his 

plants and flowers. We took out our pencil and 

made a few notes and a drawing of a leaf, whieli we 

now present to our young readers. At first wo 

thought our drawing rather Imperfect for an engrav¬ 

ing; hut having observed in the Gardener's Monthly 

an engraving somewhat like our own, we concluded 

to place our drawing in the hands of our engraver. 

The description of Mr. Ellis is exceedingly full and 

interesting. 
♦ * • ♦ 

How to find Success. — “ That you may find suc¬ 

cess,” said Rev. Charles Brooks, in an address to 

hoys, “let me tell you how to proceed: — To night 

begin your great plan of life. You have but one life 

to live, and it 1m measurably important that you do 

not make a mistake. To-night begin carefully. Fix 

your eye on the fortieth year of your age, and then 

say to yourself; At the age of forty I will be a tem¬ 

perate man; I will he an industrious man; an eco¬ 

nomical man; a benevolent man; a well-read man; a 

| religious man, and a useful man — I will be such an 

one; I resolve, and I will stand to it. My young 

friends, let this resolution he us firm as adamantine; 

let it stand like the oak which cannot he wind- 

shaken.” 
--4- I ♦ - -*-— 

Dissimulation.—Dissimulation in youth is tho 

forerunner of perfidy in age; its appearance is the 

fatal omen of growing depravity and future shame. 

It degrades parts and learning, obscures the lustre of 

every accomplishment, and sinks us into contempt. 

After the first departure from sincerity, it is not in 

our power to stop; one artifice unavoidably leads 

to another, tilt, as the intricacy of the labyrinth 

increases, we are left entangled in our snare. 

When you dispute witli a fool, he is very certain to 

he similarly employed. 
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IE’S E,AL -YOB 
NEW A DVEKTISEMENTS. 

The Home Comfort Jame* Morrison, Jr. 
Groveling Grain- Vines—f“. M Goodw in A Bro. 
Fort Fid ward Institute—Joseph K. Kinr. 
Good Templar H. H, Mills. 
The illustrated Hois'- Doctor—D. Appleton & Co. 
Thorlev'e Food for Cattle. 
To Nurserymen S. I!. Phelpa 

.Agent* Wanted J. H. Pardee 
Noivery ri lock* for salt-—Benjamin Fish. 
Farm Wanted on Him res—1> Cox, 
The Craa fool Co. Record - J W. Fatten. 
Splendid Chances to Agvntv 

SPKIAt NOTICES. 

Bronchial Complaint*. &e. 

NEWS DEPARTMENT. 

ROCHESTER, N. T, JANUARY 12, 1861. 

DOMESTIC NEWS. 

Affair* at Washington. 

The committee on the part of the border States, 
Mr. Crittenden chairman, had a second meeting on 
the night of the .5tb inst., and at 12 o'clock adopted 
the following propositions. Recommending a repeal 
of all the Personal Liberty Bills. That the Fugitive 
Slave Law be amended for the preventing of kidnap¬ 
ping. That the Constitution be so amended a« to 
prohibit any interl'er.mcc with Blavery in any of the 
States where it now exists. That Congress shall not 
abolish Slavery in Southern dockyards, arsenals, Ac., 
or in the District of Columbia, without the consent of 
Maryland, and the consent of the inhabitants of the 
District, nor without compensation. That Congress 
Bhall not interfere with the inter-State slave trade. 
That there shall be a perpetual prohibition of the 
African slave trade. 

That the line of 3G° 2 min. shall be run through all 
the existing Territories of the United States, and that 
north of the line Slavery shall be prohibited. That 
south of that line neither Congress or the Territorial 
Legislature shall hereafter pass a law abolishing, or 
prohibiting, or in any manner interfering with Afri¬ 
can Slavery; and that when any Territory containing 
a sufficient population for one member of Congress in 
any one of 00,000 square miles, shall apply for admis¬ 
sion as a State, it shall be admitted with or without 
Slavery us the Constitution may determine. The 
committee represented at its meeting, Maryland, Vir¬ 
ginia, Missouri, North Carolina, Texas, Kentucky, 
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Delaware, Arkansas, Pennsyl¬ 
vania and New Jersey. 

The following resolutions were adopted on the 3d 
inst, as expressive of the views and feelings of the 
Committee of 33. The resolutions were offered by 
Mr. Bristow, of Kentucky. 

Resolved, That we recognize Slavery as now exist¬ 
ing in fifteen of the United States, by the usages and 
laws of these States, and we recognize no authority, 
legally or otherwise, outside of a State, when it so ex- 
ists, to interfere with Slaves or Slavery in such States, 
in disregard of their owners or the fear of society. 

Resolved, That wo recognize the justice and pro. 
Priety of a faithful execution of the Constitution and 
laws made in pursuance thereof, including those on 
the subject of fugitive slaves, or fugitives from ser¬ 
vice and labor, and discountenance all mobs or hin¬ 
drances in the execution of such laws, and that the 
citizens of each State shall be entitled to all the priv¬ 
ileges and immunities of the citizens of the several i 
States. i 

Resolved, That we recognize no sueli conflicting 
interests in the composition, or sufficient cause from , 
any source for a dissolution of this government; that \ 
we were not sent here to destroy, but to sustain and < 
harmonize the institutions of the country, and to see < 
that justice is doue to all parts of the same; and 
finally to perpetuate its existence on terms of equality i 
and justice to all the .States. ' 

A dispatch to the N. V. Times on the 5th inst., says 
that evidences of a purpose on the part of the Seccs- 1 
Bionists to seize upon the public property here, and <; 
usurp the Government at its Capital, have become so p 
clear that energetic measures arc taking to defeat i 
their plans, and repress the treason. Now that the n 
Administration begins to appreciate the necessity of 8 
preserving the Government, and manifests the pur- * 
pose to repudiate the treasonable influences which 
have hitherto paralyzed its arm, the people are begin- 0 
ntng to report facts exposing the violent plots eon- r< 
coding in the District und its neighborhood. It is 
now well known that military companies have been 0 
organized and drilled for months past in Maryland P 
and Virginia —some of them under the eye of an r< 
officer of the regular army —and that the distinct 
object of their organization is to aid in the seizure of iT1 
Washington City in the interest of the Oisnnionists, tt 
or the prevention by force of Lincoln’s inauguration. 
Some of the less prudent of their leaders boast in G 
private circles that they have five thousand well- ft 
armed and organized men ready to strike the blow 
instantly upon the concerted signal being given. pt 

Secretary of War Holt has appointed Capt. Chas. dt 
Stone, on recommendation of Gen. Scott, to be of 
Inspector-General of Militia in the District of Colum- tli 
bia. To him is intrusted the important duty of im- la 
mediately organizing the District Militia, to repel in 
invasion, suppress insurrection and preserve public dt 
property. of 

The Navy Department has received dispatches from J.s 
the Commander of the Pacific squadron, communi¬ 
cating intelligence of the probable loss of the sloop- eu 
of-war Levant, which had not been heard from for au 
one hundred days. She was on her way from the an 
Sandwich Islands to Panama under command of frt 
Capt. W. H* Hunt. 

Major Anderson informs the government that rein- T1 
forcements arc not needed at Fort Sumter. 

A special dispatch to the N. Y. Commercial Adver- 
riser says: There is a much better feeling in Washing- an' 
ton. It is well understood that acting Secretary of ha 
War Holt, and Attorney General Stanton, are at °P 
liberty to take whatever measures they may deem h'c 
necessary for the public good. They are'taking pu 
measures to maintain the honor of our flag, and to lov 
protect the public property. ■> 

and take needful security for the safety of public 
property remaining, directing the President to recog¬ 
nize any State to keep troops and ships of war, and 
giving permission to all parties concerned by procla¬ 
mation. Laid on the table and ordered printed. 

Mr. Seward presented a petition of the citizens of 
New York, asking for the passage of the Pacific Rail¬ 
road bill. 

On motion of Mr. Gwin, the Pacific Railroad bill 
was token up. 

Mr. Rice then offered an amendment providing for 
another route from Minnesota to Puget Sound. 

Mr. Polk moved to amend so as to make the route 
ruD from the mouth of the Kansas River. 

Mr. Polk’s amendment was agreed to. Ayes, 35, 
nays 23. 

Mr. Bragg offered an amendment that the acts of the 
corporation be submitted to Congress and approved 
before the bill takes effect. 

Mr. Benjamin was opposed to conferring the privil¬ 
eges of the bill on any close corporation. They 
ought to be given to any citizen of the United States 
choosing to take advantage of them. 

The discussion was further continued by Messrs. 
Davis, Baker and others. Adjourned. 

House. — On motion of Mr. Sbcrman an amend¬ 
ment was adopted appropriating $20,000 in addition 
to the proceeds of the sale of the old furniture, for 
refurnishing the President’s House. AIbo, $1,000 for 
introducing the Potomac water therein. He said 
fonr years ago, the amount appropriated for the 
former object was $40,000. 

Among other amendments adopted, was one appro¬ 
priating $130,000 for the purchase of a government 
Printing Office, provided it be ascertained by the 
Attorney General to givo good title. The committee 
arose, and the amendments were agreed to by the 
House, and the bill passed. 

Mr. Adrian asked leave to introduce resolutions 
approving the act of Major Anderson, and promising 
support to the President in enforcing all laws in sus¬ 
taining the Union. 

Several members explained their votes, when the 
resolution wus adopted by 124 against 56. i 

The House then passed the Indian appropriation 1 
bill. i 

The House took up the resolution offered by Mr. 1 
Davis, of Ind., on Monday, instructing the Committee * 
on Judiciary to inquire into and report to this House I 
at any time, what Legislation, if any, has become f 
necessary on the part of Congress in consequence of r 
the. Secession position assumed by South Carolina. 1 
The House refused to second the demand on the pre- 1 
vions question, 47 to 72. Adjourned. a 

Legislature of New York. 

Senate.—The Senate met at 11 o’clock on the 2d 
inst., when the Governor’s Private Secretary pre¬ 
sented the Governor’s Message, which was read. 

Mr. Spinola offered the following preamble and res¬ 
olutions: 

Whereas, Treason, as defined by the Constitution 
of the United States, exists in one of the States of the 
Confederacy, and whereas, it is a religious, as well as 
a patriotic duty of each State, in its sovereign capa¬ 
city, as well as that of each citizen, to make every 
necessary sacrifice for ibe preservation of this Union 
of States as they were united by Washington and his 
associate*; and whereas, the state of New York is 
now, and ever has been, and ever w ill be, unalterably 
and uncompromisingly in favor of the Union as it is: 
therefore, 

Resolved, (if the Assembly concur,) That the Gov¬ 
ernor of the State be and he is hereby directed, in 
the name of the People of the State of New York, to 
lender the President of the United States the services 
ol the Militia of the Slate, to be used in such manner 
as the President may deem beat to preserve the 
Union, and enforce the Constitution and laws of the 
country. 

Resolved, That the Committee on Military Affairs 
be and are hereby requested to inquire into the con¬ 
dition and efficiency and available strength of the 
military forces of the State, and to report to the 
Senate at the earliest possible day, what legislation, 
if any, is necessary to render that branch ol govern¬ 
ment fully effective for any exigency that may arise, 
and if requisite, that said Committee report a bill to 
raise $10,000,0(10 to properly arm the State. 

Mr. Spinola'a resolutions, with parts of the Gov¬ 
ernor’s Message relating to national aflhirs, were 
referred to a Select Committee of live. 

c j But I do not question the sincerity of all who 
;- threaten secession; on the contrary, I accept the de- 
d clarations of many as those of earnest and determined 
i- men; and while T have, faith that time will essentially 

modify their views, change their purposes, and pre- 
,f vent them from rushing madly to inevitable destruc- 
I- t'on through the paths of treason, civil war. prudence 

dictates that this patriotic commonwealth should not 
1 hold a position of indifference, bnt that we should de¬ 

liberately consider our relations to the questions of 
r proposed secession, as well as the duties which such 

an event may force upon us. Believing that as this 
3 confederacy had its origin and consummation in mu¬ 

tual sacrifices and benefits; that it is based npon a 
, solemn compact to which the whole people of the 

United States were parties, and by which all are 
, firmly bound, and that this compact provides for a 
I peaceful redress of fundamental grievances, it is 

clear, that without a disregard of mutual engage¬ 
ments, no State can voluntarily secede from the 
Union. A separation of one or more of the States, 
though called secession and claimed to be lawful 
under right* crroneonsly supposed to have been re¬ 
served to the States, can, nevertheless, be practically 
nothing else than disunion; and disunion, so soon as 
it shall take its needful form and proportions, must 
reveal itself in the character of treason, which it will 
be the duty of the General Government to arrest and 
punish, The laws of the United States must be exe¬ 
cuted; the requirements of the Constitution must be 

[ obeyed. If the National Government is to exist, its 
power must be adequate to the enforcement of its 
laws in any of the States of the Union, and under any 
circumstances. To permit or to acquiesce in a trea¬ 
sonable conspiracy against the national authorities, is 
to confess that our government is an absolute failure. 
The people of the State of New York, in my judgment, 
arc not prepared for such an admission; on the con¬ 
trary, they will give to the Federal authorities, in the 
adoption of all wise, just and necessary measures for 
the enforcement of the laws, their earnest, faithful 
and constant support. 

I fully believe that if justice and moderation shall 
mark the conduct of the loyal States, we shall safely 
pass the present crisis, as we have pawed many others, 
without loss of substantial rights or self-respect; for 
T am unwilling to admit that there are madmen, either 
at the North or South, sufficiently formidable in 
power or in numbers to destroy the Union of the 1 
States; a Union which has been productive of inesti- 1 
mable good; a Union in which all sections and parts 1 
have contributed, in diverse though harmonious ‘ 
modes, to that common result of strength, stability ' 
and happiness, manifest to every eye, in every direc¬ 
tion, throughout the length aud breadth of this ex- •’ 
tended land. t 

tected and secured; that we must be permitted to 
pass through the free States and Territories unmo¬ 
lested; and if a slave be abducted, the State where it 
is lost must pay its value. Fourth—by guarantees 
that the transmission of slaves by land or water shall 
not be Interfered with. Fifth—a passage or enforce¬ 
ment ol laws for the punishment of persons in free 
States, who organized, or aided in any manner, in or¬ 
ganizing companies with a view to assail slave States, 
and to incite the slaves to insurrection. Sixth—the 
General Government to be deprived of the power of 

appointing to local offices in slave-holding States, per¬ 
sons hostile to their institutions. The Governor fur¬ 
ther says that he will regard the attempt of the Fed¬ 
eral troops to pass across Virginia for the purpose of 
coercing a Southern State, as an act of invasion 
which must be repelled. 

SMI 12. 

®l)c Nctoa (Honiicneer. 
— The lottery business in the South is gradually dying out. 

— The Pawnee Indians are making trouble on the Plains 
again. 

— It is understood that Gov. Weller accepts the position of 
Minister to Mexico. 

— Nearly eight millions in specie have arrived from Europe 
since December 15. 

C oiigrrssioiial Proceeding*. 

Senate. — The Pacific Railroad bill being the 
special order, and Mr. Baker having the floor on un¬ 
finished business, the Pacific Railroad bill was made 
the special order for Saturday. 

A message from the House, informing the Senate 
of the passage of the Indian appropriation bill, was 
received. 

Mr. Mason proposed a resolution of inquiry that 
the Secretory of War give the Senate the copy of 
any orders issued from the Department to the officers 
commanding the fortifications in South Carolina 
since the 1st of November. Also, a copy of any 
plans or recommendation relative to increasing the 
forces or otherwise, in the forts and arsenals in Vir¬ 
ginia, or any of the States of the South, by the Com- 
mauder-in-Chief; and if any action or orders were 
issued in pursuance thereof. Laid over. 

Mr. Davis offered resolutions authorizing the Presi¬ 
dent on application of any State, either through con¬ 
vention or legislation, to withdraw federal garrisons 

i Assembly.—The Assembly met on the 2d at 11 
o clock. 'J ho Annual Message of the Governor was 
presented by Mr. Doty, Private Secretary, and was 
read and referred to the Committee of the Whole. 

Annual Reports of the Superintendent of the Bank¬ 
ing Department, and Auditor’s and Commissioners of 
the Canal Fund, were presented. 

Mr. Robinson moved to refer that portion of the 
Governor’s Message referring to Federal relations, to 
a Committee of nine. Adopted. 

Mr. McDermott offered concurrent resolutions de¬ 
precating the election of a sectional President, but 
denying the right of secession, pledging the power 
of the State to uphold the righto of the South, and at 
the same time to maintain the Constitution and the 
laws, declaring it the duty of the people to acquiesce 
in the election of Lincoln, and calling on the Presi¬ 
dent to avert a national disgrace, the result of any act 
of violence that would prevent bis inauguration. 
Laid over, 

Mr. Benedict introduced concurrent resolutions 
eulogistic of the conduct of Major Anderson, and 
authorizing and requesting the Governor to procure 
and cause to be presented to him a sword, as a gift 
from the State of New York. Laid over. 

The Governors on Secession. 

As the Legislatures of the various States gener¬ 
ally convene on or about the 1st of January, 
and the Messages of the Governors arc respectively 
handed in. it is interesting to note the expression of 
opinion upon the great topics which now agitate the 
Union. To this end we condense from such of these 
publie documents as have come to hand, and will fol¬ 
low with others as they appear: 

New Yoke.—The question is entered into at con¬ 
siderable length by Gov. Morgan, but we can only 
make a brief extract, as follows: 

The complications which environ the question of a 
speedy adjustment of existing national difficulties, 
are not the result of any new and unexpected causes, 
but are the slow growth of a generation. The events 
Of the past year, among which is the significant dis¬ 
ruption of the Charleston Convention in April last, 
have served to produce a more general conviction 
that there exists an active and influential class of poli¬ 
ticians at the South, deliberately conspiring to de¬ 
stroy the American Union, and construct from the 
ruins a Southern confederacy. While many have be¬ 
lieved that the frequent manifestations of discontent 
among our Southern brethren, had their origin in 
real or fancied wrongs on the part of the North, and 
have been willing to give a sympathetic oar to those , 
complaints, they are not disposed, now that it is more 
apparent that secession has been contemplated for 
years, to encourage an attempted destruction of the 
government upon mere declarations, unsupported by 
evidence. 

id In view, however, of the momentous questions in- 
e- volved, it becomes the solemn duty of the National 

executive to act with promptitude and firmness; the 
s- national legislature with moderation and conciliation; 

and the public press tliroughoutthe country with thut 
u regard to the righto of all sections and interests, 

[® which its vast influence and responsibilities demand. 
i- Every Stale can do something, and ought to do all 
y that it can to avert the threatened danger. Let New 

n York set the example in this respect. Let her oppose 
8 oo barrier; but on the contrary let her representa- 
y tives in the Federal Legislature give their ready sup- 
; port to any settlement that shall l»e just and honor¬ 

able to all; a settlement due alike to the cherished 
memories of the past, the mighty interests of the 

o present, and th« myriads of the future. Let her stand 

s in the attitude of hostility to none; but extending the 
’ hand of fellowship to all, and living up to the strict 

letter of that great fundamental law, the living aud 
immortal band of the Union of the States, cordially 

i unite with other members of the confederacy in pro¬ 
claiming and enforcing the determination that the 

‘ Constitution shall be honored, and the Union of the 
States aball he preserved. 

Ohio.—The Message of Gov. Denniston is long, 
, and mainly occupied by State affairs. He recom¬ 

mends a more effective organization of the militia— 
the present organized militia ouly numbering 12,000, 
while the force required can be augmented to 200,000. 
The Governor argues at some length on bis course in 
refusing the requisitions of the Governors of Ken 
tucky and Tennessee, for persous accused of aiding 
the escape of fugitive slaves, lie discusses the ques¬ 
tion of secession, denying the right of any State to 
secede at pleasure, and affirming that Ohio remains 
loyal to the Union and Constitution, lie suggests a 
repeal of the obnoxious features of the Fugitive Slave 
law, and the repeal of any Personal Liberty bill, sub¬ 
versive of the Fugitive Slave law, without being se¬ 
cured. At the same time, the Southern States should 
repeal their laws in coutravention of the constitutional 
right of the citizens of Free States, who cannot be 
satisfied with less, and who will insist upon their 
rights in every State and Territory in this confed¬ 
eracy. These they cheerfully accord to citizens ot 
Southern States, determined to do no wrong. They 
will not submit to any wrong, and are uuawed by 
threats. They demand the employment of all the 
constitutional powers of the Federal Government, to 
maintain and preserve the Federal Union, rejecting 
the whole theory of State secession as u palpable vio¬ 
lation of the Constitution, and cannot consent to the 
exercise of any power, unless under its sanction. 1 
The integrity of this Union, aud its oneness, must be 
preserved. » 

Virginia.—Iu alluding to the condition of the 1 
country, Gov. Letcher remarks that all now feel that 
danger is imminent, and all true patriots are exerting 1 
themselves to save us from impending perils. He ’ 
renews his proposition in his last message for a con¬ 
vention of all States, and says it is monstrous to sec ' 
a government like ours destroyed merely because men 
cannot agree about a domestic institution. It be- J 
comes Virginia to be mindful of her own interests— * 
if disruption is inevitable, and if confederations are 8 
to be formed, we must have the best guarantees bo- * 

fore we can attach Virginia to either. He condemns 1 
the hasty action of South Carolina, which has taken c 
her Southern sistere by surprise. He would make no ( 
special reference to her court, had he not been com- 1 
pelled to do so by her late Executive in an uncalled-for c 
reference to Virginia. The non-slaveholding States 
are chargeable for the present state of affairs, and if f 
the Union is disruptured, npon them rests the sole v 
responsibility. r 

lie alludes, at length, to their aggressions, and says 11 
they have the power to end the strife and restore con- d 
fidenee. Will they do it? He awaits their response fi 
not without apprehension. He says our action : 
should be based on the wrongs done our own * 
people. He opposes a State Convention at this time, 
and suggests first that a commission of two of the d 
most discreet statesmen visit the Legislatures of the a, 
States which have passed Personal Liberty bills, and T 
insist upon their unconditional repeal, except the iji 
New England States. Second—we must have proper 
aud effective guarantees for the protection of slavery fu 
in the District of Co 1 urxbio. Third—our equality in ® 
States and Territories must be fully recognized, pro- I at 

re- The Southern Imbroglio. 

he There has been but little important business 

is, transacted by the Carolina Convention during the 

jil past week. The President of the Convention received 

-e- ft telegram, on the 5th inst., from Mayor Monro, of 
jy New Orleans, which is as follows: 

as . citizens of New Orleans fully sympathize 
with the city of Charleston, in the perils to which she 
IH exposed, and will not fail to support her when the 

ill occasion requires.” 

id Mr. Hudson offered an Ordinance that all power 

e- necessary to make Postal arrangements and enact 

>c Postal laws, be vested in the General Assembly, 
to Passed. 

ts Mr. Curtis offered a resolution that the late Com- 

y missiouers to Washington be requested to prepare, at 

a- their earliest convenience, a written statement of 

is their oral communication to this body, communicat- 

’• ing the result of their recent attempt at negotiations 

L, with the President of the United States for the deli v- 

i- eranee of the forts and other State property. Said 

e document to be deposited with the President of this 

r body, with an injunction of secreFy until otherwise 
1 ordered. Adopted. 

Collector Colcock advertises that all vessels from 

I ports outside of South Carolina, must enter and clear 
„ at Charleston. 

, ^’c ^ resident of the Convention has appointed 

r Commissioners to Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, 

r Arkansas and Georgia. None to Texas, 

i In secret session, an ordinance was passed defining 

s and punishing treason. It declares, in addition to 

lormei definings, that treason shall consist iu levying 

s war against the State, adhering and giving aid to 

i enemies; and the punishment is death, without the 
, benefit of clergy. 

An ordinance was ulso passed providing that all 

. judicial power heretofore delegated to the Courts of 

the United States, shall be exercised by State Courts. 

And another, that all power heretofore delegated to 

Congress, shall be vested in the general Assembly, 

excepting that during the existence of this Conven’ 

tion, this power shall not extend to duties and im¬ 

ports, the Post Office, declaration of war, treaties 

with other countries, the righto of citizenship and 
treason. 

The llichmoud Enquirer of the 7th inst., has a long 

letter from Gov. Wise. His leading positions are for 

an immediate cull for a State Convention; a prompt 1 

resumption, by the Convention, of all the powers ' 

hitherto delegated to the general government, us may 

be necessary for State protection, especially the posi¬ 

tion of the forts, Ac. That having done so, the State 

shall not declare herself out of the Union, but sus- j 

pend all relations with the offending States, but shall t 

accede to such ultimatum as the Convention may 

submit. a 

The returns from Georgia indicate that a large 1 

majority of the secession delegates are elected. Forts 

Pulaski and Jackson have been occupied by the ^ 

Georgia State troops, under the instructions of the 

State. But for this action on the part of the Gover- i 

nor, the Savannah papers say, there would have been a 

effected a spontaneous uprising of the people. 

Gov. Ellis, of North Carolina, has dispatched troops 1; 

to seize Fort Macon, at Beaufort, the forts at Wilming- o 

ton, and the United States Arsenal at Fayetteville. 

The Legislature of Delaware met at Dover on the 11 

2d inst., and organized by choosing Dr. Mortan, of c 

Sussex, Speaker of the Senate, and Mr. Williamson, 

of New Castle, Speaker of the House. w 

Hon. H. Dickenson, Commissioner from Mississippi, C 

was received, and addressed both Houses in a strong 

secession speech, taking ground \n favor of South " 

Carolina and secession, and inviting Delaware to join 

in the Southern Confederacy. He claimed the right 

ol the Southern Slates to secede, and suid if they 

were not allowed to do so, war was inevitable. 

After the speech, the House adopted, unanimously, j, 

the following resolution, iu which the Senate con- w 

curred by a majority: 

Resolved, That having extended to Hon. H. Dick- w 
ensure Commissioner from Mississippi, the courtesy u, 
due him its a representative of a sovereign State of 
the Confederacy, as well as to the State lie represents, 
we deem it proper and due to ourselves arid the people hi 
of Delaware, to express our unqualified disapproval w< 
of the remedy for the existing difficulties suggested 
by the resolutions of the Legislature of Mississippi. [ 

* * ^ ^ St 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

Great Britain.—There had been severe snow 
storms in various parts of England, blocking the 
Railroads. At Northumberland the snow was pre¬ 
ceded by a violent thunder storm. The same phe¬ 
nomena occurred at the Isle of Wight, and in Corn¬ 
wall. At the latter place the lightning did much 
damage, the tower of Kenyon ehurch being demol¬ 
ished, and a woman struck dead iu the road. 

A terrible colliery explosion occurred at Hutton on 
the 20th. Twenty miners were killed. 

France.—A dispatch from Baron Gros to the Em¬ 
peror Napoleon, confirms the announcement of peace 
in China ; the ultimatum of Shanghai being accepted 
aud ratifications exchanged. France receives 69,000,- 
000 francs indemnity; 4,000,000 being paid down. 
Emigration of Cooties is permitted. The churches, 
cemeteries, Ac., belonging to the Christmas through¬ 
out the Empire, are to be restored to them. A Te 
Deum was sung in the Cathedral in I’ekin, on the 
occasion of the restoration of peace. 

It appears, from a letter of Gen. De Montauban, the 
French Minister of War, that the Emperor's Palace 
was not sacked by the French army, as previously 
reported. On the contrary, nothing was touched 
until the arrival of the Euglish, when an equitable 
division of the spoils was made, under Commissioners 
from both armies. 

Hungary. — Political fermentations continue in 
Hungary. Count Teleki, a Hungarian refugee, had 
been arrested in Dresden, with a false passport, and 
delivered up to Austria. 

Commercial IrmuLroitxcB—Breadstuff*.—Market firm and 
advancing. Flour on Friday was firm at the full rates of 
Tuesday. Some cases fid dearer. Quotations 20s(§;21f. Wheat 
LIS’ 2d per cent dearei with a fair consumptive sale. Really 
fine is scarce, and choice would br ing fid over the quotations. 
Red ranges from ]l&4d(g,13a. and white 18»fc»14e. Corn con¬ 
tinues in active demand, at an improvement on the week 
fully 12d per quarter. MixedandyelIow38s6d@3Ss9d. White 
89-@41* for 4»0 pounds. 

Provisions.— Fork quiet an unaltered. Lard, with a few 
arrivals, is dull and lower, being offered at 98 without buyers. 

— The white male population of South Carolina, over 20 
P’- r' years, is about 47,000 
fu r 

, ~ Lord Palmerston, now aged 76, is the real, though 
secret, dictator of England. 

6 of* 
“ The teggars in France are licensed. Any one begging 

!IOn without a license is punished. 

— Arizona papers praise their Territory a* the best stock 
country in the Ubited States. 

iess ~ Co1- Rl,dler. tl‘e (filibuster, is said to have been pardoned 

the the GoTernineBt of Honduras. 

red number of army invalids receiving pension* is 4,845 
^ and the amount paid, $488,056.61. 

— Concord, Massachusetts, ha* exactly the same number of 
inhabitants now that it bad in 1850. 

IZO 
she ~ A PantIler was killed near Kingston, Cal., recently, which 
the measured 11 feet 4 inches in length. 

— Soup House* were opened in Philadelphia on Christmas, 
ver Only 11 persons called the first day. 

aC* Ybc amount of onr claim against Peru is $150,000, and 

'ly- R may cost ns $15,000,000 to collect it. 

— The 240th anniversary of the landing of the Pilgrims 
m- was celebrated with eclat at Charleston 

at — The stndcnte have all left Madison (Tenn.) College, and 
of the property has been levied on for debt. 

at- _ Eight counterfeiters were captured at Jonesboro, nil, 
ins last week. They are in prison at Chicago. 

'V ' ictor Emanuel has had a magnificent reception at 
i:d Palermo. Over 400,000 people were present. 

ns — Luther Cary, of Cooper, Me., lost his entire flock of sheep, 

ise 12 in number, by the wolves, a few days siDce. 

The Government of Holland lias completed its plan for 

>m the abolition of slavery in the Dutch colonics. 

ar — The Bank Commissioners of Illinois have made a call on 

the banks of that State for additional security. 

f'd There are but four post-offices in Minnesota, the incum- 

ii, bent* of which are appointed by the President. 

— When Mississippi secedes, there wifi be no troubib 

lg collecting of revenue. She has no port of entry. 

to — A scarcity of corn, amounting to starvation, is predicted 

lg for some part* of Alabama in less than two months. 

to Hon. Wiii, A. Palmer, ex-Governor of Vermont, died at 

Je Danville, Vi, December 3, in the 8<Mb year or his age. 

In California, sewing machines are exempt from seizure — 

,]| the same of mechanics’ tools and farmers’ implements. 

p badges which the secessionist* are wearing about 

8. Washington and the South, are made in New England. 

;o —Sorghum molasses wa* very extensively made in New 

Y, Jersey, last year, with a great Improvement in it* quality. 

]. — The Florence correspondent of the Providence Journal 

1- s*}'8 teat 50 Amorican families are domiciled in that city. 

:8 — The steamship Northern Light, from Aspinwall, arrived 

d :lt York, on the 3d, with nearly $1,500,000 in specie. 

— The N. Y. Tribune stAtos that, within a month, 3,000 

g slaves have been taken from vessel* fitted out at that port. 

r — Daniel Ayre, Esq,, editor and proprietor of the Herkimer 

Co. Journal, at Little Falls, died in that Tillage, on the 1st 

8 iU8t 
,, During the past season, nine fishing vessels and seventy- 

Gve fishermen have been lost from the port of Gloucester, 
Maine. 

A Fair for the benefit of the Sailors’ Snag Harbor, at 

- Boston, last week, realized $13,000. That wifi do for a panic 

1 season. 

! — Twenty-five thousand pounds sterling have been raised 

and expeneded in building a tabernacle for Mr. Spurge, n, iu 
, London. 

— \ ennont will retain her three members of Congress 

under the new apportionment—the third through a large 
fraction. 

— Geo. Cardwell, a colored man, who wa* a member of the 

Liberian Congress, Is now steward of tbe St. Charles Hotel, 
i at Keokuk. 

— A little boy, who was bitten by a dog in Norwich, Ct^ 

l last summer, died from the poisonous effect* of the wound, 

on tbe 16th. 

— Strange paupers had better not go to Richmond, Va., as 

the Mayor i* now empowered to send them to work in the 

- chain-gang 

— William McGregor, a lunatic, killed himself, on Tuesday 

week, by jumping from the mast head of a propeller, at 

Chicago, IU. 

— A little daughter of J. 0. Williams of Winchester, Mass,, 

was smothered to death by being wrapped too closely in bed, 

on Sunday week. 

— A sick man was fatally burned in Philadelphia, a day or 

two ago, by his bed taking fire from a hot brick placed in it 

to warm hi* feet. 

— Muskets, numbering 300,000, from Springfield armory, 

have been distributed in Southern Stales by the Secretary of 

War, the post year. 

— A telegraph operator in Louisville, Ky., received 133 

words cm Saturday week, in two and a half minutes—a feat 

never before equaled. 

— Daniel McGrath, 110 years old, 6 feet 6 inches high, 

husband of two wives, and father of 10 children, died last 

week at Montreal, C. E. 

— The first premium at the State Fair of Wisconsin, for an 

elegant work stand, w as recently awarded to an inmate of the 

State Prison of that State. 

— It has been ascertained that the number of horses taxed 

in tee State of Virginia is 352,000. and that their value is 

estimated to be $24,000,000, 

— In the Memphis market, cotton is a drug. The amount 

of the staple at that point alone is estimated to be of the 

value of three million dollars. 

— At the top of the mast of a vessel lately wrecked off 

Deal, England, is a sea gull's nest, which, with the aid of a 

gloss, is visible from the beach. 

— It is a very significant fact that Massachusetts five per 

cent, stocks bring in England from one to two per cent, more 

than United States six per cent-. 

— It is proposed to construct in Paris a magnificent Turkish 

inosquv and a Turkish hotel The object ist o attract as many 

Mussulman traveler* a* possible 

— Forty-two of the county treasurers of Illinois are a 

little ‘’faulty” in their accounts, and wifi be proceeded 

against by the State authorities. 

— Five hundred spars have been got out this season in 

Saginaw Co., Micb., for English ship builders. For choice 

lumber Saginaw is not surpassed. 

— It ifl four thousand miles from Cape Race to San 

Francisco, and news ha* traveled this distance in the almost 

miraculously short time of nine days, 

— Miss Sarah Johnson is under arrest in Detroit under 

charge of stealing five dollars from one lover to pay the 

minister for marrying her to another. 

— The Province of New Brunswick contains fifteen million 

acres of land not yet cleared, about ten millions of which are 

still in the hands of tbe government. 

— Advices from Tepic, in Western Mexico, state that the 

large American cotton factory at Santiago, near Tepic, had 

been destroyed by the Tosoda Indians. 

— The value of goods imported into Montreal, in the last 

eleven months, is $15,106,000, or $243,000 less than in the 

Corresponding months the previous year. 

— In Philadelphia there are swindlers who watch the 

obituary columns of the newspapers, and gain a livelihood by 

presenting fraudulent claims to survivors. 

— The whole cost of the pleuro-pneumonia affair to dj 

Massachusetts, is $52,000. of which sun $33,000 were paid for fa 

dead cattle, and $19,000 to living legislators. 
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19@1,23; Milwaukee club at SI.29; prime and choice winter West¬ 
ern at Sl,37'.n’I.3S; chtice Michigan at $1.50; choice Canada at $1,- 
55 delivered; white Southern at $1.45; while damaged Carolina 
at $1,60. Rye quiet at 75i*78e. Flarley nominal at 67@80c. Corn 
heavy and lower; onlv inodeniie demand lor export 'and home 
use. Sales at 0.1, ' 71c t'or mixed Western, in store and delivered. 
Oats in only moderate request at Wei (ffr. 

Cun visions |'oil; firmer, with a moderate demand; sales at 
3l6,2fl(.r 16,75 for mess, $12,75(u'13,00 for nea prime, $11,60* II,to 
for old do. Lard llriv, sales at lO'-itWIO’ .iv Hotter 10 * 14c for 
Ohio; 14y 1.20c for Stale Cheese steady at If* 10'.,(■ for inferior to 
prime 

Ashfs - The market for Pot of the new inspection of 1861 lias 
opened at $5, at which we notice s-iles of 100 bills since the 
opening of the vonr. Nothing done in Pearl, there are, as vet, 
none of the new brand offering. 

Hors—'the demand is routined almost entirely to small Iota 
new for browing, iti whieh way about lix) bales have been token 
at a\rfS0e. and a lew extra 35c, rash. 

ALBANY. .Ian. 7. ■Fr.OBR—There is no new feature to notiee; 
the demand is moderate, and prices are very firm. Buckwheat 
flour and corn meal are unchanged. 

I.rxix — Nothing has transpired in wheat. Corn steady with 
moderate sates mixed Western at 68c, deJivored. In other grains 
nothing has transpired. 

1 lotus—Our market for 0resrrd Hogs is steady, hut not active. 
The sales reported reach *to bead nt Jfl.'Oed.flO for .State, weigh- 
inc from 275 to .W lbs,, Sti.tN'for extra and fancy lots Included 
in the sales are SO head of Michigan, averaging 232 lbs, at $6,50. 

BUFFALO, .Tan. 7. The market for flour remaps quiet, with 
a moderate demand. Sales at $3ni3,76 for hue; $Sqi!5,25 for extra 
Michigan, Indiana, and l thin, and $5,50a6 for double extras 

(iHAt.N Wheat quiet, with small sales of Milwaukee club at $1. 
Corn steadv at 45V' for hew, on track, and 50c for old in store. 
Oats and other gTiiimi quiet 

Hogs- Drown'd hogs tinner; sales of 50 at 5',i6c, and a few 
choice at fiV_ Courier 

nilCAC.I), -Ian. 7.—Flour quiet 
Grain -Wheat quiet, and declined ’ifodc, sales at 79S.C for No. 

1. and 75L^i'76c for No. 2, in store. Corn steady; sales at 29c in 
store. Outs quiet. 

TORONTO, Ian. 5. front There is n moderate inquiry for 
desirable lots of flour, lint complete absence of stock is an ef¬ 
fectual lgirricr to business The following must therefore be 
regarded as nominal 

Superfine, No. 1,.  St.toru-t.flO 
fancy,    4,76tniR,Dii 
Extra, .. .. .. AiOOtfl’A/W 
Double Extra,  6,i»„fi,on 

Grain.—The receipts, of tall wheat have pot averaged over500 
bushels per day. and bnsluess is thus resti I led. The purchases 
xvere made on au average of $1,13 T' bushel, the range extending 
from 1,17— the latter being paid in two instances onlv. 
The current outside figure was $1.15 f) bushel, which is pretty 
freely paid for good wheat. Spring wheat is linn, at H.V trie for 
ordinary to good, and for ve.rr prime 95c has been realized. 
Barley Is In small supple, with steady rates averaging about 53c. 
1^7 bushel, although 55c. has been realized. Peas are in moderate 
request at. 50c., with an oceasional purchase at 52c yV bushel, 
flats are not so plentiful, and prices have improved a-shade, 
ruling now at 26C*i27c. Increased deliveries, however, would 
speedily bring them bark to 25c fl bushel.— Globe 

$Ur publisher to the ^nblic arm 
O Apples. 

571-4t 

200.000 Scions of 50 leading sorts of 
Fahnestock k baker, 

Toledo, Ohio. 
THE PEOPLE’S GREAT BOOKS 

ADVERTISING TERMS, in Advance—Tiiirtv- 
Fivk Cents a I.ine, each insertion A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52 V cents per line of space. SeKctAt. Notices, 
(following reading matter, leaded.) Sixty Cents a Une 

Tire Rural Nkw-Vorkeu commences its Twelfth 
Year and Volume »ith an edition of pryr Seventy Thousand t 

Though the columns sre wider than formerly (giving more 
words per line,l and the circulation much larger, we do riot 
purpose to increase the Advertising Rates before the 1st of March 
or April, when they will probably In' advanced to 50 cts. a line. 

J. ERASER, Rochester, N. Y 
Exrr.ANATORr.—The last form of this week’s Rtrai. is 

put to press a day later than usual, (as was lost week’s.) in con¬ 
sequence of the delay incident upon enlarging the paper, 
changing to new material, and printing an enormous edition. 
Our printers and pressmen arc working extra hours, (the steam 
presses running night and day,) in order to get "up to time, ’ and 
we hope the next number will be issued and mailed in due sea¬ 
son. l'£T~ In some rases where we have large lists, complaints 
are made that all the papers do not arrive together, or In one 
package. This is unavoidable for a few weeks, as we are con¬ 
stantly receiving additions to clubs, and find it impossible to get 
all the names in their proper places the day they are received— 
hence mail from the letters, separate from the books, and of 
course send in two or more packages. Wo arc doing the best in 
our power to respond to orders promptly, and give no real 

cause of complaint, 

fty The Ccrrknc'V of several Western States is greatly de¬ 

preciated, just now, while exchange on the East is exorbitant 

in many localities In answer to inquiries from Western 

Agents, we would say that wc will abide by our announcement 

aa to “The Money we Receive," (see item below.) yet hope 

they will do the host they can in remitting. Our first choice 

is draffs on New York, Ac., (leas reasonable exchange,) or 

New YoTk or New England money, next, Canada, Ohio and 

Michigan bills; and last (If our friends can do no better,) bills 

on the best solvent banks of other States. I’ostage stamps axe 

good for fractional or any amounts. 

Title Books Rkadv’ The. books we offer as Specific 
Premiums are now ready tor delivery or mailing, and will be 
promptly forwarded to nil who become entitled to them — or as 
soon as we know their wishes. Those w ho are ofTered a selection 
will oblige us by stating their preferences, and giving Post-Office 
or Express address. 

r'ifTiiK Ri-raj. is published strictly upon the cash system 
— copies are never mailed to individual subscribers until paid 
for, and always discontinued when the subscription expires. 
Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep no creditbooks, 
experience haring demonstrated that the Cash System is alto¬ 
gether the best for both Subscriber and Publisher. 

i:$- No Travkmxo Ac,ents are employed by ti*. as we wish 
to give the whole field to local agent* and those who form clubs. 
And beside, we wish it distinctly understood that all persons 
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates 
from us, ark rMPOSTOKS. 

C3~Thk DorrMKNTS Kkxk. - Specimen numbers of our new 
volume will be Bent free to all applicants. We shall take 
pleasure in also sending, free and post-paid, our largo Show-Bill 
for 1861 (beautifully Colored by hand,) Prospectus, Ac., to any 

and all persons disposed to aid in extending the circulation of 
the Reral N KW-YonaKR. Reader, please send us the addresses 
of such of your friends, uear or distaut, as you think would he 
likely to subscribe or act as agents, and wo will forward the 
documents accordingly 

137-Look Sharp, KRtuxos!-If those ordering the Rural 
would wnte all names of persons, post-offices, Ac., correctly 
and plainly, wk should receive less scolding about other people's 

errors. Our clerks are not infallible, but most of the errors 
about which agents complain are not attributable to any one in 
theRCRAL Office People who forget to date their letters at 
any place, or to sign tln ii names, or to give the name or address 
for copies ordered, will please take things calmly and not charge 
us with their stns of omission, etc. 

CT The Money we Rrckivk.-BHU on all solvent Banka in 
the LI. K and Canada taken at par on subscription to the Reral, 

but our agent* and other friends will please remit New York, 
New England, or Canada money, when convenient. Postage 
Stamps can be remitted for fractional parts of a dollar, for all 
amounts over $5 we prefer Drafts on either New York, Phila¬ 
delphia, Boston. Albany, Rochester, or Buffalo, (lessexchange,) 
payable to our order—and ail sucu drafts tnay be mailed at the 
risk of the Publisher. If our friends throughout the Union, 
British Province-, Ac., will comply with these suggestions so far 
as convenient, the favor will be appreciated. 

l'2T Tun Rural New Yorker ah a Present —In eases 
whore a subscriber sends the Rural to a friend or relative as a 
present, mo only rharge the lowest club rate—$1,25 per year. 
Our lowest price tor copies thus sent to Canada Is $1,37% and to 
Europe $2,23. Many in ordering Ibis volume ns a New Year's 
Present to distant friend*, thinking it a most valuublo gift, and 
it is certainly one which will remind the recipient fifty-two 
times of the kind remembrance of the donor. 

*37- Oumiiuca with rnR Mac.akinks. ke. VVe will send the 
Rural Nvw Yorker for 1H61 and ». yearly copy of either The 

Atlantic, Jitters, Godey's. or any other $3 magazine, for $4. 
The Rural and either The I horticulturist, library's Magazine, 
Arthur s Magazine, or any other $2 magazine, for $3. Canada 

K KAURI FOR SALK.—A farm of 100 
1 sight of the pleasant village of Pahnvm,is 
Terms made easy. Inquire of J PHILIP, on 

ROBERT JENNINGS, V. s.. 

Professor of Pathology and Operative Surgery in the Veterinary 
{^College of Philadelphia, Professor of Veterinary Medicine 
dkte. in the late Agricultural College of Ohio, Secretary 

of the American Veterinary Association 
of Philadelphia, Eta., Etc. 

\ I’I’LL tilt A UTS.—400.000 Apples, root grafted, for 
\ sale in Hpring, at $5 per 1.000 when 10,000 or over are taken 
less amount, $6 per t.ono. 
57!-4t FAHNESTOCK k BAKER, Toledo. 0. 

\ FI’LR S E E l>S, Arc.—150 bushels fresh Apple 
Seeds. 

12 bushels Fresh Plum Pits 
200 bushels Fresh Pencil Pits. 

571 At FAHNESTOCK k BAKER. Toledo. 0. 

rPHE OPORTO GRAPE.— The Wine Grape of Amer 
I ics Send for a Circular. K. W. SYLVESTER, Lyons, N. V. 

rniiK HOST SPLUMHI) CHANCES EVER 
l ottered to Agent*, and NO UUMTlDG! Particulars mailed 

free. Addn oi Box 3®, Syracuse, N V 

rpiIK CRAWFOUI) COUNTY RECORD, 

THE HORSE AND niS DISEASES, although but Two 
Months Issued from the pro**, |m* already re¬ 
ceived the unqualified approval of upward* of 
Twenty Thousand pun-Imaeni, and in. un¬ 
doubtedly, the most complete and reliable 
work on the Horse ever published, It tells you 
of Hie Origin, History and distinctive t re its of 
the various breeds of European, Asiatic, African 
and American Horses, with the physical forma¬ 
tion and peculiarities of the animal, and how 
to ascertain bis age by the number and eondl- 
tion or 1 $ih n ; 111ao of Bri't'iljDjp, Itrnjikifiif. 
oUDHtiff, Fmliptr, Oinnmlfijr, ShocW anil tbe 
general management, or the Horse, with Hie 
best mode* 0f administering medicine; also, 
bow to treat Biting, Kicking, Rearing. Shying, 
Mumbling, t ril.i Biting, Restles*rie**, and other 
rices to which he is subject; with numerous 

the hoktio ulturiht 
’ is the best Magazine of its kind in America. Every ad¬ 

mirer of 
FLOWERS. FRUITS. 

BEAUTIFUL GARDENS, 

PLEASANT HOMES, kc.. 
should subscribe for it. Published mouthy —48 pages—elegantly 

illustrated. Terms $2 a year. For the two years, I860 and 1861, 
$3. The edition with colored plates, $5a year Our Catalogue 
is sent free to everybody. 

SAXTON A BARKER, 

Agricultural Book Publishers, 
571-3t No. 25 Park Row, New York. 

TIH. CRAWFORD COUNTY K 1 ICO K D, publish 
1 edat Conneuutvllln, Pa. by John AV. Patten, at $1.00pri 

year, is one of Hip best advertising mediums in Western Penn¬ 
sylvania. Try it. 

' A R ill W A N T E D O N 8 II A II ES 
or would under Like the management of a farm for wage* 

Address D COX, 
__174 AVest 13th Street, New A 

URSERY STOCKS FOR SALK 
135,000 first quality Apple Seedlings. 

5, 1861 35,000 do. Quine,• Stocks 
BENJAMIN FISH. West End Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y 

nr xmiiuiiik, mm ircaimeni 01 ro tangles, Sore 
rhroat, IHgtemtier, Catarrh, Inlluemta, Bron 
chills, Pneumonia. Pleurisy, Broken Wind, 
Chronic Cmu-L, Roaring and Whistling, Lnm- 
t.ax, Here Aon 1 Hi mid Ulcers, and tleeaved 
Teeth, with other disea*es of the Mouth and 
Respiratory Organs, also, of Worms, Hots, 
Colic, Strangulation, Stony Concretions, Rup- 
tores Palsy Dlarrtora, Jaundice, Hepatirrlioea, 
P.nody Urine, stone. In the Kidneys and 
Bladder, 1 anamination, and other diseases of 
tin1 Stomach. Howt»w, Liver and Urinary 
Organa. J 

THE HORSE HIS niSFI.A-SKK toll* von of t.)ie cannon. 
RVmptoirm, and t.matment nf Mmif, Blood, and 
Doff Spam, Kifm-Bnm*. Swftonw. Strain.*, Bro 
ken Knees Wind Balls, Founder. Sole Bruise 
»nd Gravel-Cracked Homs, deratches, Canker, 
Thrush, and Corns . also, of Megrims, Vertigo 
Epilepsy, ritaggers, and other diseases of the 
keet, Legs, and Head, also, nf Fistula, Poll 
Evl, 1.binder.1, Farcy, Keurb-l Fever, Mange, 
Surfeit, Locked Jaw Rheumatism, Cramp, 

TO NURSERYMEN. 
_L J us! received 2.r> dozen new pattern 

(Lraftiny; Knives, 
made expressly to order, and warranted, at No. 3 Buffalo Street 
Rochester, N. Y. |574-2tJ N. B. PHELPS. 

GRKAT IN MOOTtLS OK W1SK8T CKN8URK.’ 

/ INLY FIFTY CENTS! 
ONB A'KAR’S St’Hat'KIl'TllIN TO THE 

Grood. Templar, 
The official organ of the order, is only 

FIFTY CENTS! 

Those desiring a live, wade-awake, temperance paper, should 
addrf,s« B H. MILLS, Upper Alton. III. 

THE FORK TRADE. 

TORONTO, Jan, 3 —The receipts this week were much smaller 
than last, and the competition wM lew nctive. The entire 
receipt* did not exceed SCO hogs. The market woo not very ac¬ 
tive Light hogs (weighing from llXXh 150 lbs.) brought from $4, 
25(oJ4,75 */ too tb* , medium hogs (weighing from L50y 250 (b*,) 
from $An5,S0; heavy hog* (from AM lbs. upwards) $5.75 >( 100 tbs 
— Globe 

CINCINNATI, Jan. 3. —Under the operation of increased re¬ 
ceipts and offerings for future delivery, the market has been de¬ 
pressed, and priees declined fully 25c ):) cental, closing rather 
dull at $5,li<X<i 5,80, according to quality. Gazette. 

W-M M education -EXCELLENCE CIm H / 1 
'IP I I ' ' With Economy. Examine the claims or in I I \ J 
the fort Edward Institute, at Fort Edward. Washington Co. 
N V Superior Brick Rtiilding.i 18 Teacher-- AfjVnifing rule 
advantages 1 ri both tile solid and ornamental liranelie* A 
Gradnale* Course for Ladies. Commercial or Classical Course 
for Gentlemen “No Seminary has a nobler class of Students " 
1C i !ost tier year for Hoard, fiii-iunhed room, fuel, washing and 
Common English braiicfiPH, 8110. Spring term begin* March 
2Sth. Good Students received at anytime Address ns above, 
Rev. JOSEPH K. KING, Principal 574-4t 

romancer* in the wor ld glittering with the brilliant wit and 
humor iff the sharpest pong Ol’tlui time abundantly varnished 
with the rarest gems of native nnesy -overflowing with 
" thoughts that breathe and words that hurn" from Hie great 
writer* nf its immense eontribulnrtal stafl', and honored nil over 
the country, for its perfect freedom from anV thing calculated to 
wound or repulse the most sensitive moralist or claps of people 

it mu been for veaiw the luxury, tub tkaoiikr. thk, moni¬ 
tor, AND TUB WItLOOMB QUEST OK MU.NDRKDH OK THOC8AND8 
or American homks 

The pulilishei-H and proprietors of Tint Nkw York Mkki:itkv 
have made the motto of it* columns 

"Hero shall young Genius wing his eagle flight. 
Rich dew-dropM shaking from his plumes of light," 

and during the present year (1.801) its grand, inimitable army of 
writers Whose untied. salarnA exceed the total of those paid to 
the t’reriib-vt and. Vice-President of Hie United States, and its 
brilliant nuistidlatinn of literary specialities will be materially 
extended. Thus, one of the proprietors’ new engagements Is 
that of the witty, waggish, qui/zienl, whimsical, world renowned 
and pungent 

Q. k. Pirn.anger doestwks, n. n., 

who contribute* to Tint Mnuontty a *lde splitting series of Bur 
leaque Biographies, Lecture*, Sermon*, Fashion Articles, Critl 
cismsof Painting*, Plays, Statute*, etc,, under the genera! and 
significant title nf " I11VBHSION8 OK DOEflTiintB , or Haiilkuui.n 
HfTS AT TIIK T1MK8 " 

In the Pictorial Department appear the magnificent illustra¬ 
tions of that prince of American artists, Fklix 0. C. Dari.icv 

Throughout tin* present war, thin magnificent und famous 
Journal ok Amkkioan tjfTKRATURK will contain glorious Ko- 
tnances, Sketches, Stories, Poems, Gems of Humor, Moral and 

TIIE CATTLE !HA ItKETK. 

NF,W YORK, Jan. 2. The current prices for the week at 
all the markets arc as follows 

HKKK CATTLK. 
First quality,...  $9,2609,7(1 
Ordinary quality,.  8,5009,00 
Common quality, .7,00.5 8,00 
Inferior quality,.6,00(5)6,50 

OOWS AND CALVKS. 
First quatity.$55,00O60,ik) 
Ordinary quality.4l),U0hn6)),00 
Common quality. .. . ... .HO.iKtaA5.00 
Inferior quale v,    25,00(S'30,00 

VKAL CALYKS. 
First quality, i),7 lb.. . t>hj(dfP;c 
Ordinary quality,. 5yii.t5 c 
Common quality,. _ 4 :a5 c 
Inferior quality, . 3,Vi(3»4 r 

HHKRP AND LAMBS. 
Prime quality.. .$5,25066,00 
Ordinary quality, .. 4,00(55,00 
Common quality,. . 3,00(53,75 
Inferior quality.2,75@3,00 

8WINK. 
First qnalitv, .   6k<(Si5>aO 
Other qualiites,.. ,. iigipAJiio 

ALBANY, Jan. 7. - Bkkvkm The receipts heavy and the 
quality exceedingly poor But little doing, except ‘in lots of * 
car load such, and at retail. Prices have declined I^c since last 
week The top bunches will not bring over 5c., except a lew 
pair* and .single bullocks, which brnnght 5l,o 

Hkckikih The following Is our comparative statement of 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 16 
to the car 

Cor. week 
This week. Last week. last year. 

Cattle,..2,353 1,13!) 1,?34 
Sheep.2,914 1,130 4,110 
Hogs,. 263 
To tile receipts of cattle this week must be added 20 head that 

were driven in on the Turnpike, making a total on Male of 2,373 
head, against 1,139 last week. 

Pricks The quality of the cattle being poor, prices have re- 
ceded. The following table shows the quotations of both this 
mid last week , 

This week. Lust week. 
Premium... . c s'-gigg-1*'! 
Extra.. .... .. ..3f^(5)5 o 
First quality . IJ<(a)4l;n ISttii<4*ta 
HeCOnd quality..3 fa,3-,;e 3kti*>4 c 
Third quality   23^2^0 2',ee2*ic 

Siikkp and I.a.m 11.* Supply not large and demand good. 
Prices have udvuneed i5o37c ifi head. Hales during the week 
WO at 88,75(14,75 fi heiul. 

Hobs- in he tier demand and prices have advanced. 

CAMBRIDGE, Jan. 2.—At market652cattle, about560 beeves 
and 92 stores, consisting of working oxen, cow s, and one, two 
and three years old. 

Bbk.k Catti.k Prices, extra, $6.50 * 7,00: first quality, *6,00® 
0,|M; second quality, ii.zariiO.OO ; third quality, $3,60 , ordinary 
quality, $2,75 

Workinu Oxbn $75(51150. 
Cows ami C’aI.vks $25. $’55, $40ia)60. 
Storks - Yearling^ $) 60, tw o years old, $10Ca l2; three 

yearB old, $11<ad7. 
Siikkp and Lamm- -1.790 at market. Prices —la lots $1,50, 

$1 7(1/12,00, extra and selections, $2,50(<i6,00 each. 
1‘ia.TS —75c'ft $l each. 
Tallow d(a)6Rc in Ih. 
Ilinus — ft-vfle. )) lb. Cai.k Skins -liXq llcjl tb. 
Vkai. Cai.vkm -None- 

BRIGHTON, Jan. 3.-At market—973 Beef Cattle, 350 Stores, 
1,600 Sheep and Lambs, and 273Swdne. 

Bkek GaTTLB—Prices, extra, $7,60(<i<1,00 ; 1st quality, $6,75(3 
7,i» ; 2d do, $6,0000,00 ; 3d do, $l,,V)(o 6,60 

Wokkinu Oxkn None. 
Mil0H Bows $4lKo)4M, common, $1 Stall9. 
V'kal Cai.vks $3,00f!i't,00. 
Storks Yearlings, iOQi. 0; two-yeare old, $10(a'12 ; three years 

old, $1 Frj-lfl 
lilDKn - f/qC‘ .c >) lb, (none but slaughtered at market.) 
Calk Skins lor.nllo yi tb. 
Tallow 6C«6S<'. id tb. 
I'ki.ts yi.oYn l,is) each. 
Siikkp and I.amm-$1.26$2,50; extra, $2,OOG>3,50. 
Swink —Store, wholesale, —c, retail. 6@7c. 

: ------ - _.- « .. I'lPKUM'H 
to which the equine nice art4 imhiocted, together with the 
ijttest Mode of Treatinent, and alt the reguixite Presaiptiims 
By Edward Mavhkw Illustrated with more than lOfl Pictorial 
Illustrations 536 pages, Hvo. cloth. $2,50, sheep, ?.l 

Will be sent free by mail on recuipl of price 
D A FPL ETON k i ()., I'itiii.ishkrs, 

413 & 44C Broadway, New York. 

'PIIO It L E V > S V O t) II P4) It {’ A T T L E 
CONVERTS TIIE 

I ’oorest I lsvy or Straw 

INTO A SUPERIOR PROVENDER. 

Whole barrels cootaioiog 448 feeds with measure $14 
Half barrels containing 224 feeds with measure $7 
Cases containing 112 feeds in packages S4 
A Pamphlet containing testimonials mailed free 
7 w-DEPOT, 21 BROADWAY. NKW YORK. 
Agents wanted In every C’lt.v and Town 574 28*, 

00,000 COPIES SOLD. 

TIIE FAMILY DOCTOR; 
CONTAINING 

SIMPLE REMEDIES, EASILY OBTAINED, FOR TIIE 

CURE OF DISEASE IN ALL FORMS. Domestic. EssayCriticisms, etc., hy the most noted American 
and English writers, who have been engaged at vast expense to 
write Ibr TllK MkhcI’Hv W» may uame tbe following regular 
coutributoriul force • 

Q K PHILANDER DOESTICKS, P B 
ARTHUR M GRANGER, 
JOSEPH BARBER, 
FKLIX O C DAKLEY, 
GRACE GAP.DNER, 
GEORGE ARNOLD, 
Rrv K M DEVINS, 
NF.D BUNTUNE, 
WILLIAM Id>88 WALLACE, 
COFFIN MAY CARLKTON, 
Dr. J. H ROBINSON, 
S It URBAN, 
Mrs M E. ROBINSON, 
J A PATTEN, 
Rkv, R B WELCH, 
W O, EATON. 
GKOROK MARTIAL, 
HATTIE TVNu, 
R. II. NEWELL. 

Other celebrated writers will also contribute 

kkQRBVIiLING” (1 It A 1* K V I N K S. 

TiiiTSubscribers have for sale ••UREVET.r.NG " GRAPE VINES 
(for plate of which see ’■ ITOrtlcilltlirist" of November, IS60,) 
which they o(Ii>r to all who want good earl V fruit. Indillerentlv 
grown samples were te-ted (in- Auierleuii Pomologieal So¬ 
ciety, in Philadelphia, la*| tall, and eauxod many to prefer the 
('reveling to the Logan, iHiil.olla, *c. Wherever pi-owri with the 
Isabella, it hoe befip minth prefnrtcil for superior sweetness, 
earlier and evetier ripening, and hanging well on the cluster. 
It ripens last or August and first of September. 

PRICES -Good two year old Vines, $1.00 each. Good year¬ 
ling Vines, 60cents each. B,v the dozen or hundred at reduced 
prices. Address P M, GOODWIN k BRO., 

Kingston, Luzerne County, Pa 

Report of Chas. Downing and others, Committee of the Amen 
can Pomologieal Society — Fall of I860 

“Groveling," Bloomsburg. or Catnwissa, by Mr Goodwin, of 
Kingston, Pu. Ripe early in September A' • ■ « early, blue 
grape, with a peculiar red on the stem when separated from the 
fruit. 

Pktkr B. Mkad. Esq., (Editor of the Horticulturist.) in a letter 
inquiring about tlie origin nf the "Graveling," says "I want 
to say more about it It Is an excellent early Grape, and I have 
been recommending it.” 574-2t 

TAYLOR’S FAMILY DOCTOR ha* reached the enormous sale 
of Sixty Thousand copies, and wherever 
known is universally approved, both by 
the Faculty and others In plain language, 
free from medical teciinicnllties. It tolls you 
how to attend upon sick, arid Imw to cook 
for them; how to prepare Drinks. Pouf 
tiers, etc., and how to guard against infec¬ 
tion from Contagious Diseases, also, of the 
symptoms of Fever ami Ague, and Bilious, 
Yellow, Typhus, Scarlet,and other Fevcrn, 
with tbe best and simplest remedies for 
their euro 

TAYLOR'S FAMILY DOCTOR tells you of tbe various Die 
case* of Children, ami mves the symptoms 
of Croup, Cholera Infantum. Colic, Diar 
rhivn. Worms, Scald fiend, Ringworm, 
Chicken Pox, Ac.., with the best and sim¬ 
plest. mode ol treatment . also, of Teeth¬ 
ing, Convulsions, Vaccination, Whooping 
Cough, Measles, influenza, Consumption, 
Dyspepsia, Asthma, Dropsy, Gout, Rheu 
rnaliun, Lumbago, F,rv*f|Htlas, C'hoiera 
Morbus, Malignant Cholera, Atnall Pox, 
Dysentery. Cpunp, Diseases of the Bladder, 
Kidneys and Liver, and gives the best and 
simplest remedies for their cure. 

TAYLOR'S FAMILY DOCTOR tells yon of the symptoms Of 
Pleurisy, Mumps, Neuraligiu’ Apoplexy, 
Paralysis, tie* vuriour Diseases of tho 
Throat, Teeth, Ear und Eye, Epilepsy. 
Jaundice, Piles, Rupture, l)i*ea*ee of tlie 
Heart, Hemorrhage, YOO*real Diseases, and 
Hydrophobia, and give* the bent and sim¬ 
plest remedies tor their cure The brat and 
simplest treatment for Wouml*, Broken 
Boues, and Dislocation*, Sprains, Lockjaw, 
Fever Sort's, White Swellings, Ulcers. 
Whitlows, Boils, Neurvy. Burns, and Scrof¬ 
ula. Also, of the various rtlsenees jwculiar 
to woman, and the heat remedies tor their 
cure, together with many hints fur tint 
p re nervation of the health. 

The hook is printed In a clear and open type, illustrated with 
appropriate Engravings, and will be forwarded to any address, 
postage jiaid, on receipt of price, $1,(10, or, in substantial 
leather binding, $1,25. 

'Ill OHO A VTi5 A T? Cttn mttde by enterprising men 
*]pA.UUv IV AJj7i.IV everywhere, in selling the above, 
and other popular works of ours. Our Inducements to all such 
are exceedingly liberal. 

Other celebrated writers will also contribute—making Tint 
Mkrgchy a great, locus of ail that is Entertaining, instructive. 
Witty, and Wise. 

Our special Nkw Ykar'h Oikt to our readers will bo a bril 
liaut new novelette, entitled 

THE NICHE IN THE WALL 

Special JJoticcs 

“ IJJAMIfiY NFAVSI’AI'EIL" Edited bv Marie 
1’ Louise flankin'. A Mammoth PICTORtAL of 56 col¬ 

umns, each nearly 2 FEET long with over ,’g)fl,mm constant 
readers, being really the. L \ KGEaT and BEST Family Paper in 
the World, for only SIXTY Cents a Year 

!■ IRST and only sl CCESSFCi, paper EVER publilbrdhya 
LADY . and with a apiriloTTUDE Philanthropy, it always aims 
to help the deserving, when they try to help themselves; but 
it has NO sympathy with “hlroBg iniuded" vyomeu who are 
noted for making a great noise and skrinking from useful oc¬ 
cupation. 
if SPECIMEN COPIER sent GRATIS, am) FREE of POST¬ 

AGE. Get one by all means, and see what it L like, before 
snbsi-ribim: You will then a-k your neighbors to join mu 
ami form a club. In that way it costs only FORTY CENTS 
a Year. 

Ww \ \ OJIL.N OK NKW Y ORK.”—A Curious new 
> V Book, by Marie Louise Hankins. 

r,FuU Page PORTA ITS and SKETCHES of Thirty-Six LIVING 
\S OMEN. I Spintual Mediums, Shop Girl*. Lap Dog* Moth¬ 
ers Female Philanthropists, A Little Hunrhback. Dashing 
Widows Sorrowing Mothers, Ojiera Singer*. Female Vagrants 
Perjured Brule*, .Man-Hater,*. Disowned Dae rbt. iOld ivflliir 

150,000 C OPIES SOIzD. 

EVERYBODY’S LAWYER APPLE GRAFTS,— I willsidl Apple Grafts this win- 
. ter and coming spring, Anplu Grafts got up in the best 

style, on good healthy stock, and popular varieties, such a* are 
generally grown in this vicinity, for $6,00 «> L000 in quauti 
ties over 10.000. W D. STROYVGER. 

■■Id. N I . Dee 3, 1860. 

|>OGIIF.STER SA VINf.S ILVNK.—This Bank has 
J y funds to loan OP bond and mortgage, on improved farms, 

in the counties of Monroe, Livingston, Genesee, Orleans, On¬ 
tario, and Way ue. 

5 Ffl EDWARD WHALIN’, Bkc'T 

LpOtt SALK—A Farm containing 1821 j acres, 4 miles 
i , , west of Geneva, Ontario County, N Y Price, Mfl.floo 

Address the subscriber, at Geoeva. C. S BROTHER. 

COUNSELLOR IN BUSINESS TllK WOOL MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, Jan. 2. -Tho market continues dull and inac¬ 
tive, and since oni last the only sales we hear of are some 15, 
000 tbs. fleeces ami a small lot of California, on terms not miole 
public, in Foreign we hear of nothing doing. We quote noiuin 
ally ■ 

American Saxony Fleece.'fl lb. 5261.56 
AmericHii full-blood Merino,. 477*49 
American half blood and three-fourths Merino,. 40" 45 
American Native and one-fourth Merino.3dr)):(>» 
Extra Pullgdi   39('e'41 
Superfine, Pulled, . . :.4(5'36 
No. 1, Pulled, .. . tSfo30 
Lamb's, Pu lied,...3lW 3i 
California, extra. Otf a do 
California, line, unwashed,. 12(5)35 
California, commou do, _ _ .. 12fUl9 

Peruvian, washed... 25(532 
Valjiarairo, umva-he'l, . ____ . .- <5. 
South American, common washed,. If* 16 
South Arneu ican Kutre Rios, do. lYu 16 
South American, unwashed,.  0*10 
South Amenean Cordova, washed, .. W&2& 
East India, washed.hffl.’iO 
African, unwashed,.   fuel*) 
African, washed... .OOaOO 
Smyrna, unwashed,.".!ll0(7r 13 
Smyrna, washed.   .2t!*27 
Mexican, unwashed, . . . ..OOCnOO 
Cape...... 28Ta52 
Donskot,.   SfafX) 

[iV Y. Tribtcne. 

BOSTON, Jan. 3. The sale* of fleer* and pulled Wool have 
been 9O.W0 ibsA at ryirfic decline from late price-. In foreign sales 
of 100 bale* South American and Mediterranean m private 
terms. The demand has been moderate for all kind*, although 
there is rather more inquiry for domestic. 
Saxony ami Merino, line.5tf« 60 | Western mixed, . .255.30 
Full bloijd,.in *i49 | Smyrna, washed, .... : r»* *-; 

Do unwashed,. 9(J:]8 
Sfrian. Il(a 24 
Cape,.28<5 57 
Crimea.06iJ7 
Buenos Ayres.   9;* 16 

Peruvian, washed,.26(ii31 

iitarkets, €ommcm, 
MEMBKR OK THK PHH.APKl.PHI.l BAR. 

Rurai. Nkw-Y'okkku Okkick, ) 
Rochester, Jau 9, 1861. j 

The usual dullness which follows the Holidays is very per¬ 
ceptible just at present, and consequently there is but little 
change in prices, and transactions are light. 

Floor is as last quoted, and the supply of the retail demand is 
all that L* doing by our millers. 

Grai.\—The only change is in Rye, which has advanced a few 
cents per bushel. 

Mkats.— Beef is a little better in price, and prime will readily 
bring $6,00 per 100 pouuils. Pork is readily taken at our quota¬ 

tions. Shoulders are drooping. laird is in a little brisket- 
demand, and is 1 cent per pound better price. 

No other changes or note to make. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 
F LOUR hat) Gra is. Eggs dozen. 16(5 16c 

Flour, winter wheat,$6,25J 8,75 Honey, box . ’"lS&l/ 
F our, spring do, . 5.ou*5,oo Cam)ha, box..'""l&ia 
Flour buckwheat, O.OKojv.OO Candl-s. extra_00* It 
tou?1, ' -1.36,311,25 Fruit avp Roots ^ 
Wheat Genesee ... 1,0q. 1.30 Apples, bushel... ...SK-otOc 
Best white Canada, 0,0u.a 1,36 Appiex dried.it a.55 
Corn, old. . .5*0 5»k; Peaches, dried, \) fb. (Kf.slO 

V. .21^25 ^"los, dried.OOf 14 

CROSBY'S LAWYER AND C0C.N8ELL0R IN BUSINESS iB 
the only correct I-aw and F'orm Book ever 
published, that is equally adapted to all the 
Slates, and endorsed by over 1 r»< >,<)< )< » pur 
chatters. Old and imperfect works of a similar 
name, but much Inferior character, have been 
foi*tod upon tin- public lu place or this, and 
much dixuitlsfai Imp caused thereby Give 
strict Orders for FRASK CROhUYV bnok, a* pub¬ 
lished by John E Pijttkr, of Philadelphia, 
and refuse all other*, or. what I* hotter. Bern) 
all order* direct to tlie publisher It tell* you 
how to draw up Partnership Papers, Bonds 
and Mortgage*, Affidavit*, Powers of Attorney. 
Notes and Bills of Exchange, und gives general 
forma for Agreements ofall kinfl*, Hi 11* of Sale, 
Lea-es, Petitions, Receipts and Release* 

CROSBY’S LAWYER AND COUNSELLOR IN BUSINESS 
tells you the Law* for the Collection of Debt*, 
with the Statutes of I,imitation, and amount 
and kind of Properly Exempt from Execution, 
I u every State; also how to make an Assign 
me nt properly . with forms for Cnuir omtjun 
with Creditor*, and the Insolvent Laws of 
every State Tho legal relations existing be¬ 
tween Guardian atm ward. Master and Appreu- 
trOO, and l.amllonl end Tenant; also, what 

* constitutes Libel and Slander, ami the kiw an 
to Marriage, Dower, tho Wife’s Right in Prop¬ 
erty. Divorce, and Alimony. 

CROSBY’S LAWYER AND COUNSELLOR IN BUSINESS 
tells vou the I,aw for Mechanic’s I,ten# In 
every State , and the Naturalization Law-s of 
this country, and liow to comply with tho 
hame, also, the Law concerning Pensions, und 
how to obtain one, and the Pre emption to 
Public Land. The Law for Patent* with mode 
of procedure In obtaining "tie, with Interfer¬ 
ence*. Assignment*, and Table of Fee*; also, 
how to make your Will, and how to Adininstur 
oa an Estate, with tho law, and tho require¬ 
ments thereof, in every Staje. 

CROSBY’S LAWYER AND COUNSELLOR IN BUSINESS 
tells you the meaningo! law Term* In general 
use, and explains to yon the I .‘•Ktalativejtxecu- 
tive und Judicial Powers of both the General 
and State Governments ; also, how to keep out 
ol l-ao by shewing bow to do your busincs* 
legally, thus saving a vast amount of property 
and vexatious litigation, by ita timely con¬ 
sultation. 

Tlie book contains 381 pages, and will ho forwarded to any ad¬ 
dress, postagu paid, on receipt of price, $1,00, or inlaw nty lc $1,25 

Of 10 A VkWJi can be made by enterprising men in 
yl.UUU A 1 IjA IV the above populai- works of 
oars. Our inducements to all such are exceedingly liberal. 

As these book* are unequalled in their mechanical execution, 
as well as the value Of their contents, a certain and rapid wale 
follows their introduction everywhere. 

For single copie*, or for terms to agents, with other inform¬ 
ation, apply to or address 

JOHN K. rOTTKK, Publisher, 

570-6t No. 617 Sansom St., Philadelphia, I’a. 

L3AttM FOR SALK.— One of tlie best and best *itu- 
I 1 ated farm* in Monroe Co,, lying 6 miles west Ol this City, in 

the town of Gate *, on the Buffalo road, will 1* sold at a great 
bargain it application L mads soon A small fann of to to so 
acres, near the City, or a house and lotwortb 4 to 65,18)0 in the 
city, would be taken In part payment. For particulars apply on 
tbe premises, or at No 8 Hill street, at the office of John M 
F'rknoi k Co., of M HUNTINGTON 

Rochester, N \ August21, 18G0. 

1 K KAT (’Uli IOSIT Y.— Particular' lent free. Agonl 
J wanted [M9J .s’HaW k CLARK, Biddtfnrd, Maine 

Ti» KA It.11 KltS. MECHANICS, A. Ill;11,DKits. 
I Our "Irreprassihle Conflict” ia against high prices. We 

offer you, at 74 Main St., Rochester, Iron, Nails, Hardware,Oils, 
Paint*. Colors. Window.*, Door-, Blinds, floea, Spades, Shovels, 
Lorn Hoes, Cultivator-, mid other articles too numerous to 
mention. Al-n, the celebrated “Straight Draft Plow." winch 
wc offer cheaper than the cheapest. 

535A1 MOORE, HKBING & CO. 
TO PERSONS ABOUT 

J I uilding. 

A. J. WARNER, 
-A*rcshitt"'t, 

KOOIIKNTEK, N. V., 

Office, 63 i 6t Reynold’s AffaJ*, 

at the rooms lately occupied 
by Aram k Warvkr Plans 
and SpvcIlleatinuH made for 
building* of every class ami 
style, with promptness ami 
dispatch Sapeiintemlenceif 
required on reasonable terms 

A MERICAN GUANO 
■P*- FROM 

JARVIS Sc BAKER'S ISLANOS. 

IN THK 

SOUTH PACIh'IO OOKAN, 
JMPOKriii) nr thk 

It / CJtJY OUJIJh'O C 0.71 P ./ A' J* 

Offloe, flfl William Street, 

NEW YORK. 
C. 3. MARSHALL, Pres't. H. MATHER, Secy. 

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 69 Exchange Sb. Rochester, N. Y 

Common,. 
Pulled, extra, 
Do. Superfine, 
Do. No. 1.1 
Do. No. 2,. 

1G.FRAU EMBERCi 
rITKKTII FOR TllK MILLION — SoMKTitr.va Nkw 

) Office, No. 7 Mansion HdUse Block, 58 State Street. 
Kochorter,N. Y (525-tf ) E. F. WILSON. Ix Alhanv, Dec. 27th. by Rev. J. II. Bktts, Mr. JOSEPH V. K. 

WBUlii JR.. 'of Chariton, Saratoga Co., N. Y., and Mi.ss M. 
CELIA JONES, of Albany. 

is Charlton, Dec. 26th, by Rev J If. Bktth, Mr. WM. TAYLOR 
and Mi.*a HARRIET K ELY, all of Charlton. 

M& •’FL C- MOR1IOFK. Breeders of pu re Short hi/m 
. and Mdxnu n Cattle, South Down and Silesian Sheep, 

Su/folk and Essex pigs, Rochester, N. V' 573-W 
Drawings i made for the Patent Office, &c., &c. 

*Atid«•♦*.•*** Rural New-Yorlcer Oflioe. V\rHEELEE & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 

v v IMPROVED FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 
fiOn Broadway, Nqrw York, 

Thesk Machine* combine all tlie late improvement* for Hem¬ 
ming, Stitching and Felting Seams, and at e the best in use for 
kxmilv HKWINU and tailoring work. 

Prices from $50 to $150. llemmera. $5 extra. 
3. W DIBBLK. Agent. 

515-tf Nor. 8 and 10 Smith’* Arcade, Rochester, N Y. 

-Nh\\ ) (IRJv. Jau 7. -Fl/tirn-Market 5 to 10e better with 
only limited export am) home tragic demand. Sole* V 
34 mr superfine State. $6.50n5,70 for exS-a do; $5.253s'S'fer 
-Pcommon to medium extra Ijq- 
<-«raj,90for shipping brands round hoop Ohio - closing dfili 
a n Uttle more disPo,r-q to realize. CanndKn 
Choice extrti. ^6 tfW,9r' ^ at'$5,600x7.25 tor common to 

Gr*W—The export demand scarcely so active, and market 
!drV if qP'’’V‘d easier The lirionra* of freight* niateri- 
ally check shijtpiug demand Hales Chicago nDi lue wheat at $J 

. £7. ,ll,1;s.r?.sl,1l'nf(;- Ul Eagle, Wyoming Co„ N Y., Dec. 27. 1860, 
AIIL.UIAM WARD, who was one of the pioneeraof that Section 
<Jt I iin, and of othr-ra like him, it tnay bo wild, empliatioallv, 
tiiey have made this country what it is. Houorto their memory 

•rifra,V.','Pro—1!,1r,'A' J,1;',';11'10 California, November 2-lth. 
Tin,ODORE I F AlllUltU), of cooraiiuptlon, in tire 23th year 
of his ag». 

In this city, on Friday aftcrtioou, 4th iust., Dx. LEVI WARD, 
to the 90th visit of his age 

ly ail ita branches, viz Rook Im,uhtiution*, Views of 
Buildings, Machiii.-ry’, Lau'l*ca|ie*, Portraits of Homes, Cattle, 
<kc., Heals, Label*, Ate., executed prompt!', and on reasonable 
terms. Office, No 86 Arcade, (over Post-Office i Rochester, N Y 

572-131 L. C. MIX. 

7 IMF,.-Pagc»s l’crprtaal Kiln, Patented July, 
I J 1857.—Superior to any in use for Wood or Coal. 2Si cords 

of wood, or lh tuns of coal to 100 bbla—coal not mixed with 
stone. Address [434-tf.J C. D. PaGE, Rochester, N. Y. 
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SONG OF OLD TIME. 

BY K1.1ZA COOK. 

I wear not. the purple of earth-born king*, 

Nor the stately ermine of lordly things; 

But monarch and courtier, though great they be. 

Must fall from their glory and bend to me. 

My sceptre ih gentles* ! yet who can fay 

They will not come under it* mighty sway ? 

Ye may learn who 1 am — there s the passing chime. 

And the dial to herald me — Old King Time ! 

Softly I creep, like a thief in the night. 

After check* all blooming and eyes all light; 

My steps are seen on the patriarch * brow. 

In the deep worn furrows ami locks of mow. 

Who laugh* at my power, the young and the gay ? 

But they dream not how closely I track their way. 

Wait till their first bright mods have run, 

And they will not smile at wliat Time hath done. 

1 eat through treasures with moth and rust; 

I lay the gorgeous palace In dust; 

I make the shell proof tower my own, 

And break the battlement, stone from stone. 

Work on at your cities and temples, proud man, 

Build high as ye may, and strong a£ yc can; 

But the marble shall crumble, the pillar shall fall, 

And Time. Old Time, will bo King after all. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.J 

SOWING THE WIND 
AND REAPING THE WHIRLWIND. 

BY T. 8. AUTHOR. 

O H A P rJ’ K R III. 

“How ronch money is there in the cask-box?” 

asked Mr. Overman. It was on the morning after 

Hiram had abstracted one hundred dollars. 

The young man’s heart gave a quick, strong beat, 

that sent the blood in oppressive engorgement to bis 

lungs. He did not trust his voice in an immediate 

reply; but gained time by going, with a deliberate 

motion, to the iron safe, from which he took the 

cash and cheek books. Laying these open on the 

desk before bis employor, he took a small piece of 

paper, and, with a pencil, deducted the BUni standing 

to their credit in bank from the balance called for by 

the cash-book. 

“One hundred and thirty-four dollars ten cents.” 

The young man’s voice had in it a slight unsteadiness, 

which suspicion would instantly have noted. Hut 

there was no suspicion in the mind of Mr. Overman. 

Still, he was disappointed in the amount, and said: 

“Is that all7 1 thought wo bad over two hundred 

dollars.” 

“ Look at it yourself, sir.” And Hiram pointed to 

the figures in the cash and bank books, and then 

went over, aloud, the subtractions lie had already 

made. “.Just one hundred and thirty-four dollars 

and ten cents. That is the sum which ought to bo in 

the cash-box.” 

And Hiram opened the box and counted the 
money in the presence of Mr. Overman, who ex¬ 
pressed himself satisfied; but not in atone of suffi¬ 
cient heartiness to relievo the clerk’s mind, who felt 
two burning spots on his cheeks for more than an 
hour afterwards. Twice, during the day, he saw 
Mr. Overman examining the cash-book; and his heart 
trembled each time, in anxious fear. 

“I thought Perkins settled his bill yesterday,” 

said Mr. Overman, as ho looked tip from the cash¬ 

book on one of these occasions. 

"No, sir; be called for bis account, and said he 

would pay it in a few weeks.” 

“ Ah, that was it. 1 got the impression that he 

paid.” 

“His bill is seventy dollars,” said Hiram. “If he 

had paid, the cash Ln hand would have been over two 

hundred dollars.” 

“I see — I see! How singularly things take hold 

of us sometimes,” answered Mr. Overman, in a cheer¬ 

ful, satisfied way, that put the young man’s fears for 

the time to rest. 

In the evening Hiram called to see Helen. She 

was a pure, true, gentle-hearted girl; refined and 

delicate in her tastes and appreciations; confiding 

and loving. She had given up her whole heart to 

him. In her eyes ho was noble, honorable, good. 

But now, as Hiram grasped her hand, and looked 

into the pure, deep well of her blue eyes, be saw an 

expression in them never seen before; aud felt some¬ 

thing like an outward moving sphere, that seemed as 

if it would bear him to a distance from her. After a 

few minutes, the sweet, loving* welcome which had 

smiled in the face of Helen, gradually faded out, and 

her mouth grew almost sober in its calm expression, 

as her eyes dwelt on the countenance of her lover. 

Hiram felt the searching inquiry that was in her 

gaze, and it disturbed him. Wliut could it moan? 

Washer clear-seeing vision going past the screen of 

his concealing face, and looking at the dark secret he 

had taken Into his heart? The thought chilled him. 

“I have good news, darling,” he said, throwing as 

much gladness of feeling into his voice as lie could 

assume. Assume? Alas! How quickly had a will 

assenting to evil robbed liim of true gladness! Yes, 

as he could assume. “Mr. Overman spoke of you, 
last night.” 

“Of me!” A warm glow lit up the face of Helen, 
and pleasure sparkled in her eyes. 

“ 1 os; he sent for me, and said that lie had heard 

of our engagement. You are one of his favorites, 

Helen. I can't tell you of all the nice things he said. 

He insists that there shall he no long postponement of 

our marriage; and to remove all objections on the 

score of means, has raised my milary.” 

“Oh, Hiram!” It. was as if a sunbeam had kissed 

her gentle face. “ How good in Mr. Overman! ” 

“It was kind and thoughtful In him, certainly; but 

only just, ns to an advance of salary,” answered the 

young man. “In all fairness, this should have been 

done a year ago. Still, better Into than never, and 

I’m very much obliged to him.” 

“ How much has he increased your income?” asked 
Helen. 

“ To six hundred dollars.” He saw a slight shade of 

disappointment dim the radiance of her countenance. 

“That for the present,” said Hiram, quickly. 

“But a larger increase will soon follow-. I saw as 

much in his countenance, as well as in the intimations 

of his not very guarded sentences. I am everything 

to him in his business, and he knows it. The way of 

advancement is plain before me, Helen, dear, and I 

shall walk on, steadily, to success. To-day 1 stopped 
to look through one of the pretty cottages that I’aukeu 

is building, on the new street just opened across the 

hill. They arc to be the sweetest and cosiest of little 

places — real dove's nests. The only drawback is, 

that he is building to sell, and not to rent. How¬ 

ever, this may not be a serious hindrance. Parker 

said that I might have my own time for payment in 

all two, or three, or foifr years, if required. He only 

asks twelve hundred dollars.” 

TOB.EE 

“I’m afraid of debt, Hiram,” answered the youug 

girl. “Father was in debt once, and I can never 

forget the trouble of mind through which he passed, 

until the final dollar was paid.” Don’t think of 

buying a house. I could not bear to sec you troubled 

as my father has been.” 

“Never fear for me, Helen. I shall take good 

care not to be in trouble from this account. When¬ 

ever I take upon myself an obligation, it will be with 

so fair a prospect, that no embarrassment can follow. 

You must go around and look at theHc cottages. If 

they please your fancy an they have pleased mine, one 

them shall be our dove’s nest. Leave all the ways 

and means to my providing. 1 will secure the home, 

and you shall fill It with sunshine.” 

And thus they bilked on, as lover’s will talk, of 

their future, in which a heaven of enjoyment awaits 

their advancing steps. But, in each mind was a 

consciousness that some change had occurred ; that, 

instead of being internally nearer, they stood further 

off from each other tkun at their last meeting. So 

strong was this impression with Helen, that after 

parting with Hiram, she fell into a musing, half 

disquiet state, that, increased until her eyes grew dim 

with tears, and she went weeping to her pillow. 

Mr. Overman’s kindly manifested interest in his 

clerk was genuine. When his mind went out in 

favorable regard towards any one, bis generous 

nature led him to confer benefits. He liked the 

minister — who was a true man and the daughter 

had always been one of his favorites. As soon as it 

became known to him that Hiram Foster was 

Helen’s accepted lover, lie was almost as much 

pleased us if one of them had been his own child. In 

a few days he called to sec Mr. Prescott, and spoke 

in such hearty praise* of the young man, that all 

opposition to an early marriage was removed; and 

the time fixed some three or four months distant. 

One of the cottages on the new street was taken, with 

the knowledge and approval of Mr. Overman, who 

negotiated a purchase with the builder, obtaining 

from him a long extended time of payments in quar¬ 

terly sums. Nor did his generous interest stop here. 

More than half the neat furniture that adorned the 

cottage in which Hiram installed his bride on their 

wedding day, was the gift of Mr. Overman. 

CHAPTER IV. 

It was the morning of Hiram Foster’s wedding- 

day. lie was sitting at hi* desk, the cash-book open 

before him, and his pen just touching the bottom lino 

of the page. The footing of a column had been 

pencilled on a slip of waste paper, anil he was record 

ing the figures in ink; not, however, we are pained 

to say, in exact correspondence with the ascertained 

result, hut in deviation therefrom, with dishonest 

purpose. 

“Hiram.” What a start and sudden confusion of 

manner! The young man turnod only in part, lie 

would not, for the world, have the eye of Mr. Over¬ 

man upon his face until a mask was on it. 

“Sir.” 

“You remember Jasper Lloyd?” 

“Yes, sir.” 

“Ho was with Felton, and went to Tbornley as 
clerk in one of the mills.” 

“ Yes, sir. I rceolloct him.” 

“ Well, he’s turned out a scamp! It’s in the paper 

to day. He’s been robbing the Company!” 

“it isn’t possible! And yet, lam not surprised.” 

With a hold, impulsive ell'ort Hiram, tried to repress 

all feeling, and to meet the eyes of his employer with 

a face in which no revelation of his own true state of 

mind could be seen. “Mot at all surprised, sir.” 

And be turned full around from the desk, “Jasper 

never struck me as a fair young man. What is the 

extent of his depredations?” 

“It hasn’t been fully ascertained; but will not, it 

is believed, fall short of twenty thousand dollars.” 

“He played a high game, upon my word! Have 

they caught him?” 

“Yes, and got him in prison.” 

As Mr. Overman said this, Hiram saw, or thought 

he saw, something of scrutiny or suspicion in bis 

eyes, which were fixed steadily on his face. 11c felt 

a shudder and sinking of heart a sense of impend¬ 

ing ruin. His breath did not come and go for some 

momenta. Slowly, and with a questioning look, as if 

doubts had been cast into bis inind, Mr. Overman 

withdrew his eyes from Hiram, and let them fall 

upon the paper in his hand. The young man turned 

to the desk, and there was silence between them 

again. What a weight had been thrown upon the 

young man’s bosom! As ho brought his pen down 

to the paper, his hand trembled so that he could 

scarcely make the figures that were to ho recorded. 

Did he make them correctly, or in fraud? — alas, in 

fraud! 
“ Foolish, foolish young man! ” said Mr. Overman. 

He was thinking of Jasper Lloyil Hiram started 

and turned pale. The words seemed spoken to himself. 

Ilis heart stood still. There were a few moments of 

appalling suspense. He waited for the next sentence 

as for words Of doom, 

“The way of dishonesty is the way of destruction. 

The end is always certain. Misery is the sure result. 

You cannot gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles, 

Hiram.” 

“Hiram! Why did ho say Hiram in that connec¬ 

tion ! The still heart of the young man gave a fright¬ 

ened bound, and then sunk down almost motionless 

again. 

“Poor Jasper Lloyd! I pity him, while I exe¬ 

crate his crime!” 

A customer entered the store, and Mr. Overman 

laid dowu the newspaper, and went to meet him. 

Hiram breathed more freely again. Did he correct 

the wrongly recorded figure? No alas for him, no! 

There was a death's head at the feast, for Hiram 

Foster, on that memorable evening. As lie stood, 

in the holy and impressive marriage ceremonial, the 

small white, hand of Helen Prescott laid confidingly 

in his, listening to the minister’s low, tender, solemn 

voice, there seemed hovering just behind him that 

samo evil presence which had haunted him on the 

night of his first guilty departure from the way of 

honor and safety, chilling back the warm pulses 

that tried to leap up joyfully. In every word of 

truthful congratulation that came to his ears, was a 

low undertone of warning. Alas, how was the fine 

gold dimmed! His wrong deeds, secret though they 

were, and known only to himself and Goo, were 

cursing him in this hour, which should have been 

one of unalloyed happiness. In grasping at external 

good, unlawfully, ho bad lost, as all lose who thus 

act, internal peace; aud in the place of conscious 

safety, had come an oppressive sense of danger. The 

shadowy presence stood all the while near, scowling 

and threatening. His evil counsellors had become 

his tormentors. 

“ Be true and loving,” said Mr. Overman, as he held 

a hand of both the bride and husband. “ Be true and 

loving, and prudent, and not too eager to grasp the 

good of this world, and you will be happy — happy 

beyond the lot of most men and women who enter 

this holy estate; Don’t, like thousands and tens of 

thousands around you, look outwardly, but inwardly 

for happiness. Never, in even the smallest things, 

do what reason and right judgment disapprove; for, 

bo surely as you act contrary to reason and right 

judgment, will peaoe depart from you. Remember, 

that godlinc-s, with contentment, is great gain; and 

also remember, that possession never brings any 

pleasure to the mind, unless it. comes a3 an orderly, 

safe, and equitable result. Never desire worldly 

things for the present, beyond wbat present means 

afford; but, in thankfulness, receive from the Giver 

of All Good ‘hat measure of earthly blessing which 

He, in His wise Providence, knows to be best. We 

can only enjoy what we have— not what we restlessly 

desire,” 

In every sentence Hiram felt a rebuke. He conld 

not look at bis kind monitor, but kept bis eyes 

turned aside; and not until Mr. Overman stood at a 

distance from liim, did he breath in any freedom. It 

was remarked by more than one present on the occa¬ 

sion, that the young husband had, for most of the 

time, the soberest face of any in the room. Lip to 

that lime, some four months from the fatal day on 

which he so insanely elected to walk in an evil and 

dangerous path, lie had, through a system of false 

entries, succeeded in robbing his kind, confiding 

employer, t<> the amount of nearly one thousand 

dollars. No wonder that be looked sober! No 

wonder that congratulation and friendly counsel from 

Mr. Overman, oppressed birn! No wonder that there 

was a death’s head at his marriage feast! 

CIIAPTKR V. 

Time passed on. This marriage would have been 

blessed beyond the usual degree, had it not been for 

Hiram’b secret sin. Helen was » tender, loving, 

dutiful wife, whose heart, like a vigorously growing 

vine, was all the while putting forth tendrils, and 

seeking to grasp the heart of her husband. But, 

though he never repelled; was never unkind; some¬ 

how, te ndril after tendril failed to gain the support 

after which it reached forth eagerly, and curled hack 

feebly and helplessly upon itself. Only here and there 

were attachments made, and they held ori with such 

a strain, that weariness and trembling fear came often, 

— too often,—instead of sweet security and repose. 

Tho youngjwife was never certain of the mood in 

which her husband would return at day’s decline. 

Sometimes he would come home with cheerful coun- 

tenanoe — sometimes with a shadow on his ffice 

sometimes with words on bis lipB that made her heart 

leap up with pleasure- sometimes in silence and 

seeming coldness. Often she would watch his face, 

as he sat lost in thought, and feel a shrinking fear, 

as its expression altered from one strange aspect to 

another; sometimes lighting up with a sudden gleam, 

and sometiraes retreating as suddenly Into shadow 

and darkness. If, on these occasions, she intruded 

upon him, he would seem annoyed or confused. He 

did not often speak of his wordly prospects; when 

he did so, it was in a general way, and in atone of 

encouragement. 

For three years they occupied their little cottage 

on the new street, by which time the payments on 

account of the purchase were all completed. Many 

tasteful improvements in the grounds had been made 

during this time; walks laid out, trees and shrubbery 

planted, a small summer-house built, and also an addi¬ 

tion to the cottage this addition was to the extent of 

a single room, to be used us a breakfast and sitting- 

room. Hiram wanted to have the addition two 

stories, which would have made the cost at least a 

hundred and fifty dollars more; but, his prudent wife 

urged his .r.flonment of this plan so strongly, that 

he gave it up, Her dread of seeing her husband fall 

in debt wu* very strong; so strong that she had 

known little true enjoyment of the tasteful things 

with which lie was steadily surrounding her, and 

which she It could not be obtained, under their 

limited income, without certain embarrassment. 

“ I’m afraid you’ll get into trouble, husband, dear,” 

she would say, now and then, as she saw his mind 

beginning to run on some new expenditure. “ Don’t 

go in debt. We’ve all that is required for enjoyment. 

There’s no true possession in anything not justly our 

own. Debt robs of beauty even the choicest picture 

or statue.” 

“ Don’t fret yourself for nothing, dear,” lie would 

answer. " I'm as much afraid of debt as you are, 

and shall not put myself in anybody’s power. My 

salary is a thousand dollars, you know; and, thanks 

to your prudent house-keeping, 1 am laying up a few 

hundred every year.” 

If Helen had carefully counted up the cost of 

living for the three years, adding to this the twelve 

hundred dollars paid for the cottage, and nearly as 

much more expended In improvements and additions, 

she would have been appalled at the result; for this 

startling fact would have been revealed: Against an 

iiioome of six hundred dollars for the first year, eight 

hundred fur the second, and one thousand for the 

third,- twenty four hundred dollars in all,— stood an 

expenditure of forty-three hundred dollars; showing 

a called for defeeit of two thousand dollars! 

And yet, Hiram Foster owed no mau, in a legal 

and acknowledged form, anything; but, on the con¬ 

trary, hold stock certificates in a sound banking 

institution, located three hundred miles away, to the 

value of fifteen hundred dollars. But of this property 

his wife knew nothing. That was his own secret. 

“Hiram!” The young man had locked the fire¬ 

proof and put on his coat. It was after sundown, 

and the front windows of the store were shut. Mr. 

Overman In d seemed dull and distant all day, and 

was now sitting in the back part of the store, not 

seeming to notice the usual preparations for going 

home. His utterance of Hiram’s name gave the 

young man a start. It did not take much now to give 

him a start. The evil are always in fear. "The 

wicked flee when no man pursueth.” 

“Sir.” Ilis back was towards Air. Overman, but 

be turned only in part around. 

“I have a word or two I wish to say, Hiram: it’s 

been on my mind for some days.” Mr. Overman’s 

voice was very serious. The heart of Hiram Foster 

leaped with alarm. Poor heart! It had become 

habitually afraid. It was no longer a brave, culm 

heart, beating on in conscious innocence. No — no. 

Alas, poor heart! The rustle of a garment; a sudden 

step behind; an unusual tone of voice, or look, from 

Mr. Overman — these, and a huudred other insignifi¬ 

cant tilings, had power to send through it a pulse of 

terror. 
“Sit dowu—there.” Hiram had not ventured to 

speak in response, but stood in silence, and with his 

face a little turned away, lie took a chair, and drew 

it towards Mr. Overman. The imminent peril that 

seemed impending, gave him power to control his 

exterior. 

“Hiram, I’m afraid you’re living a little too free 

for your income. It has been on my mind to say this 

for some time.” The young man could not keep the 

blood back from his face. It rushed there, crimson¬ 

ing it to the brows. 

“ I sec you’ve been putting an addition to your 

house; now this has cost at least three hundred 

dollars. You’ll get in debt, if you have not already 

involved yourself, as surely as the sun shines.” 

“We live very frugally,” answered Hiram, his 

voice so hoarse and unnatural that the words almost 

choked him. “And you know my salary is a thou¬ 
sand dollars.” 

“And that brings me to another thing I must say,” 

remarked Mr. Overman. “Something is wrong in 

the business, I’m afraid. Some miscalculation, or 

some leak. Things are not working out in the old 

way. My payments crowd me more closely than in 

former times. I have to borrow, frequently, from 

day to day, and this worries me.” 

Mr. Overman’s eyes were fixed steadily on Hiram’s 

face; their expression was severe; and Hiram saw 

doubt, if not suspicion, in them. 

“ I’m sorry to hear you say this, Mr. Overman. 1 

thought everything going on prosperously,” The 

clerk’s answer was not well considered. He felt that 

he must say something, and uttered what first came 
to his lips, 

“You must have been blind then,” sajd Mr. Over¬ 

man, with some impatience of manner. “Things are 

not going on prosperously. I’m losing instead of 

making money. There’s a leak somewhere, and it 

must be found.” 

“1 can’t imagine where there can be a leak,” re¬ 

plied IIiram, “unless it is in pricing the goods. 

You’ve been cutting down the profits, you know.” 

“And largely increasing the sales,” said Mr. Over¬ 

man. “No, it’s not there.” 

“Our stock of goods is heavier than usual.” Mr. 

Overman shook his head. “No; it doesn’t lie there.” 

“If there’s a leak it should be found,” said the 

young man, emphatically. His first tremors were 

passing away, and be was gaining steadiness of tone, 

and confidence of manner; “and I’ll do all in my 

power to reach the cause of evil.” 

How closely duplicity and lying follow upon the 

steps of crime! They are its natural offspring. A 

man may not enter the ways of evil, without the 

companionship of lies. 

“The leak must be fonnd! ” Mr. Overman’s man¬ 

ner was imperative. “ For more than a year I’ve had 

a troubled impression that something was going 

wrong. It lias haunted me day and night. And 

now, in looking my affairs in the face, doubt is no 

longer admissable.” 

“ I’m sorry.” There was an affectation of sympathy 

in Hiram's voice. “Very sorry, sir; and if there’s 

anything I can do in the matter, yon know that only 

your word is required. Just say in what direction 

you would have me work, and I’ll neither rest night 

nor day until a result is reached.” 

“One thing is clear,” answered Mr. Overman. 

“ LxpCnscs will have to he reduced. Ami, to begin, 

Hiram, your salary must be cut down. I shall not 

complain if you seek for and find a better situation 

indeed, it would give me pleasure, instead of regret, 

to see you in the service of another person, if with 

decided advantage to yourself. You have a wife and 

two children, and must look to them. But as things 

are, six hundred dollars is all the salary I can afford 

to pay. I’m sorry, but cannot help myself.” 

“I shall not leave you, Mr. Overman.” There was 

so much feeling in the young man’s voice, that his 

kind hearted employer was deceived, and the vague 

suspicion which had crept into his mind, cast out. 

“ You have been so generous, that I would despise 

myself if I turned meanly away and thought only of 

my own affaire when things seemed going wrong 

with you. I can live on six hundred dollars a year, 

thanks to tin* prudence, and economy of rny wife; or, 

on five, it necessary. So do not let this trouble you, 

Mr. Overman. In every possible way I will help 

you in the work of reducing expenses, and in finding 

out the leak, if any exists.” 

“You meet me in the right spirit, Hiram. It is 

what I should have expected,” said Mr. Overman. 

But there was a dead level in his voice, that failed to 

give assurance to the young man's heart. “ You can 

go home, now. I will ponder these matters to-night, 

and come to some conclusions by to-morrow.” [To 

be continued next week,] 

LITTLE JOKEIIS. 

When is a sailor not a sailor? Answer — when he 

is a board. 

Indians may be considered the “copper-faced” 

type of mankind. 

Wbat is the worst kind of fare for a mau to live 

on? Answer—warfare. 

You have a splendid ear, but a very poor voice, said 

the organ-grinder to the donkey. 

Wiiat means of conveyance by land, and what by 

sea, are ladies fondest of? Busses und smacks. 

Happy is the husband whose wife never asks him 

for any jewelry, save black diamonds!—Punch. 

The young lady with “speaking eyes ” has become 

quite hoarse, in consequence of using them too much. 

Two men undertook to see which would ruu the 

fastest. One was a constable and the other was a 

thief. 

Don’t undertake to throw cold water on your 

wife’s darling schemes, unless you want to get 

into hot. 

“Mary,” asked Charles, “what animal dropped 

from the clouds?”— “The rain, deer,” was the whis¬ 

pered reply. 

Tun money-maniac is fond of money because he 

owes all his importance to it. He is nothing without 

it, and very little with it. 

Some malicious person asserts that the letters 

M. I)., which are placed after physicians’ names, 

signify “Money Down.” 

“ Do you believe, Sir, that the dead ever walk after 

death?”—“No doubt of it, Madam; I have heard 

the ‘Dead March in Haul.”' 

When his cousin Charlotte Dunne was married, 

Jones said “It was Dunne before it was beguu, 

Dunne while it was doing, and it was not Dunne when 

it was done.” 

Two men made a bet as to who could eat the most 

oysters. One ate four hundred and ninety-nine, the 

other ate five hundred and icon. How many did the 

winner eat? 

A gentleman, just married, told Foote that he 

had that morning laid out throe thousand pounds in 

jewels for his dear wife. "She is truly your dear 

wife,” replied the wit. 

In the Mississippi Legislature a proposal was made 

to alter the name of a county and call it Cass county. 

A member, by way of burlesque on the old Michi¬ 

gander whom it was proposed thus to commemorate, 

moved as an amendment that the first letter should he 

omitted. @pon this the original proposer said it was 

the first instance he had ever known of a member 

having the assurance to name a county after himself. 

for ito 
For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 68 letters. 

My 88, 5, 22. 30. 12, 6. 40 is a large island situated on the 

equator. 

My 85. 40, 17, 6, 42. 54 is a river in Germany. 

Mv 66. 41, 44. 28, 38, 42, 5, 16. 37 is a city in England. 

My 22, 11, 44, 62, 30 is a small island in the Mediterranean Sea. 

Sly 16, 55, 14, 40, 49, 23 is a city in Asiatic Turkey. 

My 39, 46. 3, 38, 4. 61 is a city in Maine. 

My IS, 14, 56, 49, 13, 60, 38 i* a town in Ohio. 

My 7, 11, 6. 19. 30. 27. 9 is a country in Asia. 

My 8, 2, 36, 46. 47, 26, 45 is a river in China 

My 24, 20, 30, 39, 43, 38 is a river iu England. 

My 38. 28, 31, 33, 4, 22, 66, 88 is® small island near the Western 

coast of Africa. 

My 44, 23. 57, 18. 2. 46 is a city in England. 

My 56, 32. 25, 14. 3. 27, 21 is a city in Ireland. 

My 29, 45, 65, 34. 63, 43,11, 68 is an island near the coast of 

Wales. 

My 10, 40, 65, .39. 23, 48, 32, .33 is a city in England. 

My 1, 4, 66. 44. 26, 21, is a town in New York. 

Mv whole may be found in the book of Exodus. 

Napoleon, Ohio, I860. J. Herbert. 

JITgF’ Answer in two weeks. 

ILLUSTRATED REBUS. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorke. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 14 letters. 

My 1, 14, 12, 8, 7, 1 is to he found in every town. 

My 2, 8, 5, 1,14, 3, 12 Is the name of a vessel. 

My 3, 8, 4 i* an animal. 

My 4, 6, 13, 2 are the trouble of every housekeeper. 

My 5, 14, 3, 10. 6, 13, 2, 6 is that for which men are paid. 

My 6, 12, 9, 6, 11, 7 is the name of an ill-treated American. 

My 7, 14, 8, 1 i* what every housekeeper should be. 

My 8, 4, 14, 3, 6, 13, 11 is my home. 

My 9, 6, 13, 2are what you should avoid. 

My 10, 8, 3, 6, 2, 9 is tho stylo of this enigma. 

My 11, 9, 10. 8. 7, 13, 2, 4, 14, 12. 1, 0, 12, 5, 13, 6, 2, 7, 13, 14 

is one of the glories of the American people. 

My 12, 14, 3, 10, 2 is that which all need In these times. 

My 13, 11, 3. 0, 6 arc dangerous playthings. 

My 14, 12, 9 is what you have come to, 

My whole is important to all subscribers to the Rural New- 

Yorker. “Pbtbr.” 

Plymouth, Luzerne Co.. Pa., 1861. 

iLgrt Answer in two weeks. 

POETICAL ENIGMA. 

This word of two syllables you easily may 

Apply in more senses than one in n day. 

The M. C. who wishes a scat to obtain, 

Must actively try it, or seek it in vain; 

The lady who chooses fine work (o produce, 

Tn cushion, chair, slipper, must find it of use; 

The hero who chances for his country to fight, 

After work in the trenches, seen it with delight. 

[pgr*' Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

A PUZZLE. 

R not Y Y inn r own I I, or UL c what A fool u b. 

Palmyra, Jcf. Co., Win., 1860. W. B. 

Jfg*" Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c„ IN No. 572. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Love thy neighbor^ax 
thyself. 

Answer to Geographical Enigma:—Truth is mighty, and 
will prevail. 

Answer to Mathematical Problem:—The greater is 75; the 
leas 25. 
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the timid, the weak, and unenterprising stay at home. 

Man is the joint product of internal force and ex¬ 

ternal conditions. Let a young man he subjected to 

tin* intense activities of new Western life, and he is 

enlarged, elevated, invigorated, (ie to a town meet¬ 

ing in any of those old towns at the Hast—look at the 

hoys a- they Come in; you can tell almost at a glance 

who among them will go West, and who settle on the 

old homestead. Look at one with an eye like a hawk, 

muscles of steel and whipcord, a Drain full of elec¬ 

tricity with a stop and action as if he lmd a ten- 

liorse power steam engine in him; you may be sure 

that Im is already laying up money to buy his time of 

his father, with his face already set, like a. Hint to¬ 

wards the Rocky Mountains. The time is already 

upon us when the intellectual and tnonil, as well as 

industrial leadership of our land, is to lie sought for 

out of New England. 

Light and power will he sought from the West in¬ 

stead of the East. Even within a few days, wo have 

responded to orders of clubs as large as fifty, for the 

Until. New-Yorker, from the old State of Oonneeti 

cut. Trees and flowers are already sent East, by thous¬ 

ands on thousands from Monroe County. Last year 

one of our nursery estahlislimente sent twenty thous¬ 

and roso plants to the city of Boston alone, in what 

we have said wo have not the slightest disposition to 

underrate the glory or the excellencies of Mew Eng¬ 

land. We would aim only to correct the notion so 

confidently put forth, that the West must look 

East for all high education, science, culture, and 

scholarship- - that in our own and the Western 

APRICOT’S GJ,CUSTER. 

Among the breeders ef Short-horn 

Cattle in this State, Mr. S. 1’ Chapman, 

of Madison County, hold it prominent 

position for several years. He had an 

excellent herd, and hied many line ani¬ 

mals. On retiring from the business 

(to discharge the duties of a responsible 

comity office,) Mr. C.’s herd was dis¬ 

posed of at public sale, and a number of 

its best, and most promising members 

passed into the possess >n of other 

breeders. The one here represented is 

said to be ft superior animal, and his 

pedigree (which we copy from the 

American Short-horn Herd Book) indi¬ 

cates good lilooil, — an item considered 

important by most stoejs^mpn. 

Pedigree of Apricot's ft truster.— Red, 

bred by S. 1'. Chapman, Ctockville, 

Madison Co., N. Y., the property of 

Messrs. Butts A Capo, ST^ulhiB, Onon¬ 

daga Co., N. Y., calved Jim. 15, 1858, 

got by I>uko of (Ilostei 111182) out of 

imp. Apricot, by lid Duke of York 

(101(1(1), - Anna, by 4th I Mi ko of North¬ 

umberland (3649), — Anna, by Short 

Tail (2621), — Acomb, by Belvedere 

(1700), — a cow bought of Mr, Bates, 

Kirkleavingtoii, England. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps cf Assistantt and Contributors, 

ExTKKftn according to not of Conitresn, in tho year 1881, ov 
J) ■' ! Moony, in the Office nf tin1 Clerk of the District 
COttrt for the Northern District of New York 
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passes into the hands of the consumer. Perhaps 

erroneous opinions tire formed on this subject. 

H Attu.EN gives the analysis of forty pounds of milk, 

reduced to dry material. 

Dry material, 6,20 of which wa;— 
Pure casein, ... . .. .    2.00 
Batter,    1,26 

.. 1.76 
Muk’ijaI nnu-fr, ' 9 W" * 

day and straw once a day, in first-rate order, upon 
less than half a pound of grain per day. 

II Mr. .InijKTON keeps long-wonted sheep or grades, 

feeding them with particular reference to market, lie 

doubtless adopts the right practice, subject, however, 

to some modification with different sheep and differ¬ 
ent circumstances. 

-aid this miuji, I ’uisfi to gay. with meat 

decided emphasis, that the depreciation of our .luck 

during our long and severe winters, by which we 

lo-v their growth and their flesh, keeping them thro’ 

long months at great expense, while they go down 

lull every day, is a frightful toss, which, if paid by 

the /insurance Companies, would sink every one of 

them below resurrection. I say, then, keep all your 

stock in a thrifty, growing condition, and use as 

much grain as you liml necessary to secure that 

result.—n. t. a. 

fermentation and destruction. Common earth and 

swamp muck will do this. Tho farmer should think 

as much of his manure pile us lie does of anything 

about his premises. I knew one farmer who really 

seemed to appreciate a manure heap, lie would take 

his visitors to see his pile of compost with as much 
satis faction as the Indy would show them to the 

purler, or exhibit her flower garden. As lie stood 
over d i'tii his ry, - gd-Aveiing with delight, he 

would thrust his hand down deep, pull out a luindfnl 

of the black looking compound, rub it in bis band, 

and exhibit it to his friends, saying— "capital stuff 

that, sir — capital stuff.” He was a philosopher. No 

curt or wagon and team was idle on his farm. Some 

headlands needed cleaning up, or the ditches by the 

road side were partially filled mid overgrown with 

grass, and must he cleaned out, or a load of ashes or 

muck could be obtained somewhere, — all of which 

he declared would make “capital stuff,'' 

Now, be it understood that a farmer who is thus 

looking out for his manure pile, will make three 

times the «|nan(it.y and “ better stuff,” with the same 

land and stock, than tile farmer who uses the manure 

he obtains without any efforts to increase the quan¬ 

tity, or any special regard to the quality. But it may 

be said that by putting two lots of manure together, 

or a quantity of mold with manure, we create noth¬ 

ing. That each will contain all the elements of fer¬ 

tility separate that they would united. This is true. 

The object of the union is to prevent the loss of valu¬ 

able elements, and also to bring them to a condition 

to be conveniently used, and in astute lit for the food 

of plants. In my next I will speak of the different 

sources of obtaining manure open to the fanner, the 

comparative value of each, with such remarks upon 

the best methods of saving and applying as I think 

will hoof value to my agricultural friends, (’ekes. 

FARMING EAST AND WEST. 

In an article designed to induce attendance on the 

Agricultural Lectures in New Haven, The Ifome- 

stmd niters the following aignilleant language: 

•*tVn .. . icojur U ( live » os. ‘V,r ill tbit we know or ran 

learn about agriculture. There Is going to In g closer strife 

than over between Eastern and Western farmers, and the 

battle will be won by those strong In the knowledge of their 
profession.” 

1 here can be no doubt birt our contemporary's point 

is well taken. If a contest between East and West in 

the matter of farming is to be .entered into there will 

be need of more theoretical and practical science 

than can he got from Prof. Router and his collabora¬ 

tors, to enable the East to come out victorious. The 

West has better land, a hotter climate, more entcr- 

prise, and equal intelligence. There are many men of 

leisure in the Eastern States who have become rich in 

other pursuits, who work farms for occupation and 

amusement, whose results in the wav of fancy’ agri¬ 

culture are praiseworthy. But such men do not get 

a living from their farms. Their farms are pets, like 

their horses or boats, upon which they spend their 

income for amusement and exercise. When we come 

to look at the farms in the New England States, 

which are cultivated in good faith as a means of live¬ 

lihood, they cannot for a moment hear a comparison 

with our own part of New York and the older States 

of (lie Northwest. Here, men cultivate farms with 

the confident expectation of becoming wealthy. The 

relation of the farmer in all financial matters to the 

manufacturer and the merchant is altogether differ¬ 

ent from what it is at the East. Consequently there 

in more capital employed on farms, and also in gen¬ 

eral a higher order of intelligence is devoted to agri¬ 

culture as a business. This may sound strange to 

those who have been bred in the conviction that all 

the forces of civilization diminish in the inverse pro¬ 

portion of their distance from the site of the Charter 

Oak or Bunker Hill Monument. It is an undoubted 

truth that onr friends in Connecticut “have a use for 

ali they can know or learn about agriculture.” That 

we have a better soil and climate for farming and 

horticulture than they, is no credit to us, and no dis¬ 

grace to them. But our Eastern periodicals must 

wake up to the truth that we, in the West, are their 

equals in knowledge of scientific farming and in skill 

to put it to practice. We are aware that the preju¬ 

dice obtains in New England that a sound, liberal, 

professional, or practical education can hard I v V... 

THE DAIRY NO. II. THE COW. 

Asthe secretion of milk in tho mammalia is designed 

by Nature for the reproduction and sustenance of the 

race, all the food consumed beyond t,lmt required 

for the sustenance of life in the parent is absorbed in 

the milk, and that becomes rich, or poor, or scant, 

or abundant, just in proportion us the food is abun¬ 

dant and nutritious, or scant and of a poor quality. 

II, then, it he tlie object to make the cow the most 

useful, by the richness and abundance of her milk, 

she must he supplied with that, kind of food which 

will furnish for use the elements found most abund 

ant in her milk. She must have a certain amount of 

food to enable her to maintain her body in its nor 

mat state. It is claimed that throe per cent, of her 

liTC weight daily will accomplish this. Hut to sup- 

ply the drain upon iier system, in tho milk she is ex¬ 

pected to furnish, she must have additional food, and 

it is in tlie power of the fanner to so adapt that food to 

her wants that she shall not only maintain herself in 

good condition of body, but maintain a large flow of 

milk, rich in the elements of butter and cheese,_r, 

premium would lie to tlie sheep. No animal upon 

the farm can return so much value to the farmer on 

capital invested as tlie cow. And if any man were 

told, for 1 the first time, how much a well fed cow 

could earn in a year, he would consider the statement 

simply absurd. It is true tho value is much enhanced 

by locality, for a cow near a great market, where 

milk can he sold at a high figure, will pay a higher 

percentage upon her value and keeping, than one on 

the hills of Cattaraugns. Still, when compared with 

other branches of farming, the cow everywhere pays 

a wonderful profit upon the capital she represents. 

I he dairyman’s success depends upon his cow. If 

lie have a choice animal, that gives bim a. large quan¬ 

tity o! milk, it is evident, that for the food consumed 

he is getting a larger yield from the laud than would 

be the case with an inferior one. Hut one tiling is 

manifest in all the dairies which have been examined 

in tills State,—there is not a single one where the 

fanner makes the most judicious use of' his cows. 

No one seems to be aware of the burthen which he 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF FARMING 

The mechanic who undertook to put up a building, 

could lay little claim to sense or philosophy unless lie 

commenced ut tlie foundation. A good manure hill, 

in my view, is the foundation — the corner stone — 

ot all good farming. Occasionally, sonic correspond¬ 
ent of the agricultural papers —some fanciful theo¬ 

rist, no doubt will argue that manure is not of 

much conaeqnonce, that tillage is everything. It 

would be just as sensible for the jockey to say that 

(Ceding of a horse was of no consequence, currying 

was everything. Both important, hut feeding is that 

which supports life. The past summer. I was in I'hil- 

adelphia, ami happened, one. evening, to ho in a 

meeting of practical gardeners. Some one spoke 

rather lightly of tho value of manure, when the gar¬ 

dener of (lirard College arose, and stated that he had 

a family of live hundred to feed. He found that tlie 

ease with which he was able to do tills, depended 

upon the amount of manure lie had on hand at the 

commencement of operations. With abundance of 

manure, he could supply all wants with ease; but i 

the manure was short, lie was obliged to work harderf 

and accomplished less. \\ hen manure was scarce, he 

worked to disadvantage and wasted labor. 

I know a gentleman in Herkimer County, who 

bought a farm at a low price, for it was considered so 

Fakm stock, as well as farmers, should always 

maintain a condition of healthy development,—-that 

condition is incompatible with a very low, or a very 

high state of flesh, and is measured and determined 

very accurately by the strength and vigor of the 
subject. 

I lie tow .state of flesh is deplorably common, and 

justifies all tlie interest and anxiety of our friend 

John Johnston in regard to it, -tlie high, or exces¬ 

sively fleshy condition, generally occurs when ani¬ 

mals, for commercial purposes, arc made to assume 

great rotundity and sleekness. So, also, young ani¬ 

mals, like young children, are frequently puttied and 

pampered, to he neglected afterwards; hut it remains 

true that mankind lean very generally to the poor 

side. 1 min birth to maturity, growth should never 

cease, nor should the strength and vigor of the animal 

be permitted to decline. 

I deem it proper, however, to re-aflirm some posh 

tions heretofore taken, viz: First—It is better to 

keep an animal, not employed in labor, in the proper 

condition, without grain, when that is possible. 
Second This is sometimes possible with animals 

peculiarly adapted to take on flesh, when they can be 

furnished in summer with plenty of good grass, and 

in winter fed very judiciously with excellent hay, 

adding, perhaps, apples or roots. Third— Immense 
loss occurs from raising poor grass, curing it in a 

poor way, and feeding it in poor style. 

When, therefore, Mr. Johnston lends his high 

authority to the orthodox doctrine of keeping animals 

in good order, I would bo glad If he would leave no 

body to infer that the result should bo attained 

mainly by a large consumption of grain. I may be 

permitted to refer to Mr. Powell, of Livingston Co., 

who is known hereabouts as a “good feeder,” and 

yet it is known that lie feeds grain very sparingly, 

and so of everthing else. Just enough at just the right 

tone, is his motto—a point of incalculable importance. 

Racks should sometimes be empty, and should never 

be excessively filled. 

In grain districts, it may be an object to work in a 

good deal of straw and stalks, and in that case the 

amount of grain mentioned by Mr. Johnston is not 

too large,—say a half-pound of corn, or beans, or 

other grain, to a sheep per day; Imt 1 do know that i 

Merino sheep can he kept with first-rate hay twice a 

TILE FOR ROOFING. 

is one of the most fertile in the county made so 

with manure produced on the farm, with the excep¬ 

tion of the first pnrehuse of guano. This farmer is a 

true, philosopher, and some of the readers of the 

Rural have, no doubt, heard him relate his experl- 
encfc at agricultural meetings. 

A farmer, not a score of miles from your sanctum, 

Mr. Editor, grew potatoes on alight loam, occasion¬ 

ally turning under clover, until they got so small and 

so few in number, that I could not, help suggesting 

the use of a comb to get them out. i advised 

manure. This is my remedy for almost ail com¬ 

plaints. If the ground is drained and don’t produce 

crops, I know what tho trouble is. I was told all the 

manure produced upon the farm was used. But, on 

inquiry, I found that there was no composting, no 

otlVtrt to increase the manure pile —no gathering' 

muck or leaves no drawing of ashes — no saving of 

liquid manure. I proposed a remedy. The next lot, 

at planting time, received a good dressing of com¬ 

post in the hill, and there was no cause to complain 
of a small crop. 

A good many farmers waste about half of their 

manure, or rather they do not make half us much as 

they might.. It is just about as well to throw manure 

into tlie creek, as to throw it out. of the stable in 

bottom than outlie top. If tlie milkman were to 

define it, he would call it still-slops, diluted and 

strained through the cow, and slightly improved by 

tlie addition of a little starch and water. 

Biit if seen and tasted when drawn from the cows 

udder up among the mountains of Delaware county, 

where tlie cow feeds upon the richest herbage, ami 

drinks from the purest streams, it would he defined 

an opaque fluid, of a white color, sweet and agreeable 

to the taste, composed of a fatty substance represent¬ 

ing butter, a cuseous substance, for cheese, and a 
watery residuum. 

These constituents vary in different animals. The 

following table, from the analysis of Hknkv and 

Chkvalliek, exhibits the milk of several animals in 
its ordinary state: 

Woman. Cow. Ass. Goat. Kwe 
Casein (cheese,).. 1.52 4.48 1.82 4 08 .(Y.O 
flutter,.3.55 3.18 0.11 3 32 4-»o 
Milk sugar. 0.60 4.77 0.08 6.28 600 
Saline matter-0.45 0.60 0.34 0 68 0 68 
Water,...87.98 87.02 91.65 86 80 88.62 

ioo.oo loo.oo loo.oo moo loooo 

In view of the Urge proportion of water which 

nature has put into the composition of the milk, it 

would seem rather unfair to further dilute it before it 
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eighths Of an inch thick. The rafters are set pretty ance was rows 
close and covered with lath, as for plastering, though inches apart, opc 
further apart. The tiles are laid on these lath, in These rows were 
rr. Bach tile has at one end a hole to receive a fln* « - -‘ches 
wooden pin l»v which it is secured to the lath. An a l e *' ' 

rr of from -riv to eight inches I. given. 
This our readers can perceive will make a durable on them «iMion 

roof in a temperate climate, if the tiles are well brick on edge all 

burned. It is, however, very heavy, and would require - ( 
much better support than we often give in our cheap ^ ^ ^ ^ ftboV( 

frame Iiouhch. . .. ,, , , , 
Pan Tile* have their outline of a parallelogrannc • ' 

form; they are straight in the direction of their ° Vhe kiln 
length, hut curved in their cross section as seen ,n ^ ^ ^ 

engraving. « double wall ( 
inclj„H long and - inches ,,etween t 

across, in a straight line, and half an inch thick, and 
they have a small projection f,r tongue burned at wher(. w# coajj 
their upper end, by which they are. hung on the laths. ^ ( f ,)Urnint( 

ance was rows of bricks on edge, set four or five little time and labor -re paired1 from the Wper. | ~ ^oatTm^'wii™ K tall at Medina, on the 8th inst. Officers elcct^r/>wideni—V«»T> 
inches apart, open to the bottom where the fires lay. Should the swarms be united and then need feeding of the board and put a coat of mortar when» Hlaid. ^ a AckR) gheU|y r,.„ rr,.H<]nU_(ico^ c. Cook. 
These rows were all arched below the floor, above the they must be moved either to the cellar or room, and | he cistern is n t omplete, save 1 covering ff/v, g^etory n. C. Bowen. Oor. secretary - W Hoag, 
lin s five arches on each length of brick. In filling fed by placing comb with honey in the chamber. By j may be done by laying plank, over the whole bedding JVwttvrnr_Wi w Tbi* Society is in a very nourish 
•, tiln kiln we began with brick, three rows, fifteen proper care and attention to these directions, there i on the surface of the first excavation, in morlar ing condition, finmidiSly and others iso An evidence of its 

.1 i rah all very open so that we could not walk will be but little danger in wintering bees having a j or splitting logs from the woods and laying them flat progress, it was voted to include all of Orleans and Niagara, 
incurs nigi, y i < ...I..*.*.™, * side down, and closing the joints Willi mortar. The and parts of Genesee and Erie counties, iu the jurisdiction of 
on them without hoar s oi P ,,n *s- " " was a ' J fican * . , pump pipe should lie laid into one end, and the the Society—and the propriety of making Medina the head- 
brick on edge all round between the pau t lcs und the TUe above was mis aid, and is not therefore, as lead(}r . fronl th0 h RUlu.r laid Into the other, <* Western N V Ag’l. Horticultural and 

• I . • . - tflx.-.n Till H I II «r III ihfl tl P .. . e/.N . r»nf thA fflfM RtAT^d RTf* 11 II ... , , rfl Ml 4. 

Lay the wall to the line, then remove the balance 
of the board and put a coat of mortar where it laid. 

Iir,.8> five arches on each length <>r liricK. in lining 
a tile kiln, we began with brick, three rows, fifteen 
inches high, all very open, so that we could not walk 
on them without hoards or planks. There was also 
brick on edge all round between the pan tiles und the 
wall, put iu as wanted when putting in the tile. 
Then four rows of pan tiles, one above another, and 
a brick flat above the tile, and so on till the kiln was 
full, ho that in burning no tile touched the kiln floor 
or sides, and all the upper arch or roof was above the 
brick. The kiln door-way was in the middle of one 

Thk Shelby asp Ridgeway Uniox held its annual meeting 
at Medina, on the Sth inst. Officers elected: Presulenl—Voi,- 
nky A Ackk, Shelby. Vice President — George C, Cook. 
Iter. Secretary - S C. Bowen. Car. Secretary — W. Hong 
Treasurer—W. W. Potter. This Society is in a very nourish 

scanty supply of stores. 

The above was mislaid, and is not, therefore, as 
seasonable as we could desire, but the facts stated are 

of permanent value. 
before it is covered. This done, return earth enough 
to cover the surface at least one foot deeper in the 
middle than the surrounding ground; level it off 
neatly and sward it, and you have a complete filtering 
Cistern for eight to twelve years. 

They are laid on laths, either dry or on mortar, over- | anijrK.(1 at leaht every half hour. 15y looking in, we 
lapping laterally, the down turn of the one covering couj(j rcg„]ap. our fires and know when to close up. 

full ho that in burning no tile touched the kiln Hour Production of White Wax. , .... . mu, ho ui.il iu oui inns, . neatly and sward it, and you have u complete filtering 
or sides, and all the upper arch or roof was above the The last number of 7He Technologist, a valuable cj8tp*n for . ,jt tf) twe,ve 
brick. The kiln door-way was In the middle of oue BOj,.ntific journal published in London, contains a ' 
end. and before lighting the fires, was built up with J)apcr j,y the editor. P. L. Biminonds, Esq., on the * ' ' * 

a double wall of loose brick, and seven or eight lrade ju beeswax, from which we extract the fol- pjUtlSi Of ^VlUiCUltUVUt j^OfiCtlCSi. 
inches between filled in with loam well beat down. lowing: . 

W* had a peep-hole in the wall above the door-way, ^here arc two kinds of wax found in commerce — state societies. 

where we could see all over the top, inside, at the V(,||0w or unbleached, and white, or purified and Conn, State Agricultural Society.— Tho Oth annual 
time of burning. It is necessary they should be ex- bleached. The bleaching of wax is effected by expos- meeting of this Society, recently hel<! at New Haven, was 

the upturn of the other, and overlapping longitudin¬ 
ally about three or four inches. In both pan and 
plain tiling, large concave tiles are used to cover tho 
ridges and hips, and gutter tiles are also UBcd for.tbc 

valleys. 
Of the cost of tiles, as compared with shingles, we 

are notable to form an estimate, hut we greatly lent 
our severe frosts following thaws and ruin would 
destroy the tiles in a short time. We believe there 
is a burn near (ieneva covered with tiles that have 
stood well for a number of years. The following 
communication is from an old English maker. We 
think, however, he is mistaken in regard to the thick¬ 

ness of tiles: 

Eos. Hekai, Nkw-Vohkeu:—In your issue of the 
‘24 tli of November, you make some remarks about 
roofing materials, with which 1 can not find much 
fault, excepting the thickness of tiles. Yon say the 
pan tile is halt an inch, and the fiat tile five-eighths 
thick; which should ho just tho contrary. In your 
issue of the 15th of December, you have a letter from 
\V.«. Lyman, Esq., of Moscow, N. Y., in which he 
ways he lias ideas which ho would be glad to have 
controverted if incorrect. Now, I am not very com¬ 
petent to give you all tho information you ask, not 

Sometimes a chimney would draw down, and the 
place under, on the top of the tile, would become 
black, and we bad to cover tho top of that chimney 
with a couple of bricks. It took three days and two 
nights to burn a kiln, beginning early the first day. 
Two men could carry on a small establishment. The 
expense of making an establishment would ho differ¬ 
ent in different localities, and any person could make 
a calculation for the locality be is in, better than a 
stranger. As to how long a slate roof will last, 1 
don’t know; but J have, I believe, seen roofs u hun¬ 
dred years old. 1 think tin will not rust here near so 
much as in England. Straw makes a warm covering 
for sheds or stables; but 1 don’t like to live in a house 
with a straw roof; they are too musty. They would 
he objectionable also, where wood fires are used, on 

account of sparks. Yours, o. c. 
Morristown, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y. 

♦ • * ♦ - 

FOOT-HOT IN SHEEP. 

Eng. Hi it a i. Nkw-Yokkkk: In your paper of the 
fitb inst., Cyrus Calvin asks fora cure for hoof-ail 
or fool-rot lu sheep. About five years ago my flock, 
of about 100, were much affected, so much so as to 

... I I. 1 ■ I UllU. UIUUOI'J , ItUUMOp  ... * ’ ' V. *'-, ••*»■•" • 
tills it is first broken into amall pieces and melted in , v. , ,, ,, . .. , inis, a is mu 1 A Bill, New London Co.; George Osborn, Falrtn-lit Co ; Benj 
a copper cauldron, With water just sufficient to pro- Sllmn,.r Windham Co ;.AWj»li ratlin. Litchfield Co.; Lovi 
vent the wax from burning. 1 he cauldron lias a pipe gofl) Middlesex Co , K B. Chamberlain, Tolland Co. Cor 
at the bottom through which the wax, when melted, Serrrtary— H A Dyer, Hartford. Itec, Secretary—T .“.Gold, 
is run off into a large tub filled with water, and W. Cornwall Treasurer—V. A. Brown Hartford Chemist— 
covered with a thick cloth to preserve the heat till the *■ Johnson, New Haven. The Society voted that no fixed 
Impurities are settled. From tin* tub the clear melted «t>arie* be paid its officers. Also, afw a long discussion to 

" , ,, . ,, holds Fair this year, if an appropriation should be made by 
wax flows into a vessel having the bottom full of small tb6 Iie .glfltor0 

'“>!<*. Ou-OWBl. wl'lol. n 1” rtrenms upon a rylia- ^ A„ 
der, kc|.l comaantly ri'vulviny over watol. into wlliOl (( )|||H ^orict,i M m,,.U„.H l.voa, . the 

ii OCCa-HiOJinlly dipB* By v- , and Vprlmlly rr ported the* action of the Executive Com 
at the same time drawn out into thin sheets, shreds, mittee during tho past year, lie stated the conditions upon 
or ribbons, by the continual rotation of the cylinder, which the last Fair was held In connection with the State 
which distributes them through tins tub. The wax Society -referred to tho vast ImpromnenU made on the 
thus flatted is exposed to the air on linen cloths, grounds of the Society — and gave outline, of the flnnnrial 

stretched on large frames, about a foot or two above ... «•-“ "W""'toUo™« hn*T* f‘>r 
' . , .. , , 1H01: President ■ James Lyon (unanlmonsly re elected.) 
the ground, in which situation it remains for several ltrr rri.lillni,^ <• Blres, Albemarle; tVm. H. Madar- 
days and nights, exposed to the ail and sun, L< itig Richmond; Philip St Geo. Cocke, Powhatan; Henry 
occasionally Watered and turned; by this process the ^1IX Henrico; Joseph M Sheppard, Henrico; Abram War 
yellow color nearly disappears. Jn this hall-bleached wick. Richmond; William Wirt, Westmoreland; James Galt, 
'state it is heaped up iu a solid mass, and remains for Fluvanna; Hr. \V T Walker Goochland; Hill Carter, Charles 
a month or six weeks, after which it is re-melted, City kxccutivr Committee .1 I. Darts. Henrico; Win. It. 
ribboned, and bleached as before-in Home cases, Standard, Goochland; Wm M Harrison, Charles City; Dr J. 

several tunes till it wholly loses its color and smell. ... ,. ., ... ,, Ari.,„.r 
N. Powell, Henries,; John A. Belden, Cluules City; William 

.f"" ”, £ »»ik »*•*tudr *>••« "r ii,c ...,1 i;!,d ^ .. • 
many years. But it no better conms to band j on following remedy, winch was given me by lion. A. & Iad,e upon , to,lle covered over with little round Orlffln and Sherwin McRae. Henrico; K. H lluxall. Orange. 
can use as much of this ns you choose, in looking 
over Mr. Lyman’s letter, I do not know how to 
criticise it. Common pun tiles, put to the beat In- 
talks of would be a vitrified mass. Burning the tile 
well is a very difficult jolt,- I never knew hut one 
instance of an overheat, and many of the tile wore 
blistered and spoiled, just like Mrs. E.’s cakes when 
she lias too quick or too hot an oven. The bricks 
were made to lay ten inches by five and two and u 
half. The pan tile was made, 1 think, fourteen inches 
long, eleven inches broad, and five eighths thick,— 
and the fiat tile ten and a half inches long, six wide, 
and half an inch thick. These lust were always laid 
more than double, and to break joints, as we lay 
shingles. I have seen some flat file rounded some at 
the bottom end, and about seven inches broad. 

A cross section of the pan tile is the segment of a 
circle, with wlirri we call a wing, eight incites chord, jiave wej , 
perpendicular two indies. Wlmt you call a tongue, ^ ftn(j a t, 

It. Dickinson, of Ibis county, and have not seen any ctlv iti en, into the form ofjli^cs or cukes of about five 
indication of the disease since. He told me that lie jll(.|,eH j„ dtnnieter. Tho moulds are first wetted 
had tried it often and never knew it to tail. -vvltli cold water, that the wax may he the more 

Procure a shallow trough eight or ten feet long, ,.asily got out; and the cakes are laid out iu the ab¬ 
end about eight Inches wide in the bottom. Place it p(jr two days and two niffrts, to render them more 
between two yards, in such manner that sheep in transparent and dry. 
passing from one to the other will be obliged to ♦ . . » 
traverse the bottom the whole length; which ,s best * c. 
dune by making a tight board fence from the top of JtulWU JMl U Ml UU 4**^' 

euc.li side of tlic trough and the whole length thereof, 77“ 
a little inclined outward, but not enough so as to VVnrD,l,"i 1,10 
enable the sheep to get a foothold upon the inclined Ohio Cultivator says that when a horses 
plane and thus escape the bottom of the trough, hits are full of frost they ikould be warmed thoroughly 
Dissolve ten pounds sulphate of copper (blue vitriol,) before placing them m the mouth. Not to do so is very 
in about four gallons of Water, put it in the trough cruel. Touch your tongue or even a wet linger to a 
and drive or call the sheep from one yard to the very cold piece ol iron, and you can appreciate the 
other through Hie trough, every other day, until importance <>( ibis hint. It may be a little trouble 
they have wet their feet in the solution five or six to doit, blit it should lie done. I he frost may be 
itiios, and a cure will ha effected. The liquid may taken out conveniently by placing the bits in water. 

jc drawn off and saved for future use. we used to cull a knob. It is about one und three- | 

fourths inches long, seven-eighths of an inph broad, 
and five-eighths of an inch thick, running across the 
back of tho top of the tile to catch the lath. I sup¬ 
pose you mean that a pan tile will cover nine by 
seven, equal to sixty-three incites. I believe you are 
within the mark, and that they will come near ton by ^ 
eight, or eighty inches. Hid go tiles are made 
without a wing or knob, and the same at each side. ^ 

The ends arc also alike. b 
1 believe there is no clay but that is more or less )( 

porous, and I do not think that pan tiles can be CJ 
profitably made to suit this climate, i ou remark 
that “all the tile that we have seen used In Europe (] 
is burned only about, as much as our common brick. r 
You are right Now, in building, one-hull', or in ^ 
Home cases where the walls arc thick, not more thau | 
one-third of the brick are exposed to tlm Irost, and ( 
those who understand their business may generally ( 
pick out ns many hard brick as will do from our ( 
common brick. But, with the tile it is different. ( 
Every tile is exposed to the frost, and I have uevor ( 
seen or heard of a brick or tile kiln being burnt ( 
where there was not a part, perhaps a fifth, or a 
quarter of them, that would not stand our winter ( 
frost. But, I can speak only as to the climate of St. 
Lawrence comity and parts adjoining. 1 have lived 
here nearly forty-three years, and have never been , 

further south than New York city, and was never 
there iu cold weather. Perhaps in the southern 
parts of Illinois there may be clay, and coal too, to 
burn with, where a profitable business could be 
carried on in tile-making, sending none but the 
hardest burnt northward, and lighter burnt south¬ 
ward. They do not need to be vitrified, or burnt 

black, to stand a hard frost. 
A full set of workmen at pan tile making was 

three, — a moss-maker, moulder, and washer-oil,— 
also a miller, who wheeled the clay into the mill- 
ltouse, from the clay hole where it had been wheeled 
to in winter, and turned twice over and tempered, 
first with a wooden shovel, with about two inches of 
iron across the end of it, and made sharp to cut clay 
easy; secondly, with a wooden shovel, after which 
it was leveled and holes filled up, and the whole 

heap covered with sand about four inches thick,— 
the sand very clean, clear of stone or shell. One 
thousand was a day’s work for three men. 

A pun tile shed might he sixty yards long, more or 
less, built on pillars about two feet square and ten 
feet apart, and six or seven feet high. Between each 
two pillars, were two loose shutters, they neither 
went close to the top or the bottom, but. so as to keep 
oil' rain and let in air, and they laid on the ground 
in dry weather. There were three alleys lengthwise, 
cacli about six feet wide with shelves on each side. 
The shelves were inch boards, about fifteen inches 
wide and and fifteen or sixteen feet long, and live 
inches apart, or a brick on edge between, and ubout 
fourteen or fifteen shelves in height, or about seven 
or seven and a half feet high. Jt took one and a half 

, . .. .i*.,i Mulching Winter Wheat. 
I prefer this mode for the reason that a hundred .... 

can be doctored in this way in the time requisite to Ora exchanges, s..^1W Farmer, are re¬ 
handle one sheep when they are taken separately, commending * H»n »r. C. H.wu.an ol 
and 1 believe It equally effectual. Wilmmgton. in Delaware, Mr mulching, or protects 

I’uiuteil Post, St.-u. Oo-, N. Y., 1S01. W. J. Glimmer. "ig winter wheat.. It, is, to sow buckwheat vutli tin 
^ ,_wheat in the fall. This will grow up to some height, 

say one or two feet, before the frost kills it. it then 
(L U C Is ( t - it C if J) If V . lodges about tho wheat and forms a protection to it, 

catching the snows und preventing the frost from 
ovv to Feed Weak 8warm*. throwing up and breaking the wheat roots. Some- 
F.ns. Ui'itAi. New Yoiikkh:— i Imvc some late swm-ms of ,|iing like this was practiced twenty-five or thirty 
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How to Feed W eak Swarm*. 

brick across a shelf at each end, and also in the 
middle. The pan tiles were put on the shelves 
upside down to dry, as shown in the drawing. The 

bens which J wink to winter, and I think they have not enough 
honey and but little bee broad. Will you please to Inform • 
mo, through the columns of the Rciiai., bow 1 cun most suc¬ 
cessfully feed them?—John Ii. Lottriiiuk, Cuba, JY. >' 

IlKKtt certainly seems to be a beo-kooper in a 
dilemma. Bather n late hour, however, to a-k for ' 
such information. Feeding bees should generally be ( 
over by the last days Of October. If obliged to feed 
bees after the middle of November, it will generally 
be tho better way to take them up; l’or, if by this 
time, they have but a scanty supply, it will cost 
nearly as much to feed them as they are worth, to say 
nothing of the trouble incurred. However, we will j 
do what we can under the circumstances for our cor¬ 
respondent, as he serins desirous to winter his liees 
if possible. Now, if Mr. L. had only taken the pre¬ 
caution to have stated the hind of hires his swarms 
are in, it would have saved some unnecessary remarks. 
As different directions must, be given for different 
kinds of hives, i, e., hived With movable frames ami 
hives without frames, this seems to be necessary. 

If the swarms are the common surplus box hives, 

we would say, move them at once to a good, dry, dark 
collar, where the temperature may lm uniform; and 
then commence feeding by placing empty combs 
under the hive and also iu the surplus honey chamber, 
which are to bo lu-pt supplied with honey, or what is 
cheaper and equally good, a preparation made as fol¬ 
lows:— One-third part honey, and two-thirds coffee 
sugar — the sugar first, dissolved by warm water. 
After the sugar is dissolved, then add the honey—the 
mixture should he well stirred, and nearly the eon 
sisteney of honey. If the hive he not provided 
with a chamber, it may be inverted, and the empty 
comb be tilled with honey, or the preparation laid 
directly on tho bombs upon which the bees are clus¬ 
tered. Tho bees will not leave the hive if the cellar 
be perfectly dark, it would he folly to attempt to 
Iced bees unless they can la- kept at such a tempera¬ 
ture as to induce them to go in search after honey for 
them. If this cannot be done iu the cellar, they may 
in- moved to a warm, dark room in the house, where 
they should remain till limy have stored enough 
in the liive proper to last them a month or more,— 
this will depend upon the amount of comb there is in 
the body of the hive when they may he returned to 
the cellar. The less boos are disturbed and the more 
uniform the temperature, the less honey they will 
consume, and the better they will winter. 

If the hives have frames, we should say the better 
way would bo to unite tho contents of any two 
swarms. There will be hut little contention among 
the la-es, provided they bo thoroughly sprinkled with 
diluted honey scented with a few drops of pepper¬ 
mint essence. As bees distinguish each other by the 
scent, they will thereby not be able to distinguish 

j "friend from foe." Again, if some colonies are 
- strong, and have more than 25 pounds of honey,— the 
• i amount necessary to winter a good swarm,—the 

years ago, with tolerable success, in this State, by the 
late CtiAUi.ns Vaiouax, of IJallowClI. He sowed 
oats with bis wheat, which, when killed by the frost, 
formed a vc-ry good mulch, or covering, to the crop 

of wheat during the winter. 

A Hint to Dairymen. 

In u late issue of the Country Gentleman, the 
editor remarks that lie has often met with notices of 
good cows, and a largo dairy composed of such 
would prove highly profitable, but too often a few 
poor aiiinuils throw the balance on the wrong side. 
For instance, a farmer in Massachusetts, keeping Id 
cows, found they averaged 1(100 quarts to the cow, 
but tlie five best averaged 2000 quarts, leaving 1200 
quarts to each of the live poorer ones. The best 
cows gave a profit of $1H each; the poorer ones wen- 
kept at a loss of $14 each —thus destroying nearly 
the whole profit of the dairy. No man can afford to 
keep a poor cow at the expense ol a better one; he 
should rather fatten for beef, or give away, even, 

than to pursue such a course of dairying. Let every 

NEW YORK LOCAL SOCIETIES. 

Mo.mioi: Go. Ao. Society.— The annual meeting wan held 
in Rochester, January 0th. The retiring President, I). I). T. 
Moore, reported, in behalf of the Board af Managers, tho 
doings ot the Board and Society during the year — showing 
that, though the Exhibition* had. not been very profitable, 
the indobtedawm of the Society had been reduced about one 
thousand dollars. The following officer* were elected for 
18(11 Prcsitlmt—lhm. K. It . Holmes, Urockport. Vice Presi 
dents—A V. Wolcott, Rochester; I, If. Sutherland, Pithdbrd; 
John Horst, Ogden. Secretary — J. M Booth. Rochester 
Treasurer — M. G. Mordoff Rochester. Dire,tars (to (til 
vacancies) — L. I). Mitchell, I’itUford, and Win. Rankin. 
Greece. Bonj. Birdsull, D. It T Moore, and F. B. Holmes 
were appointed delegates to the annual meeting ol the State 
Ag. Society. Tho subject of uniting the Society with the 
Western New York Ag'l, Horticultural and Mechanical As so 
ciation was discussed ut some length, and llrmlly resulted in 
tlic appointment of a committee—Messrs I S. Hohliie, Hiram 
Smith, H G Winner, II Quimby, and F., B. Holmes - to 
investigate and report upon the subject op 1,hc Rttli of 1‘clr 
runry, to which time tho meeting adjourned 

Livingston Co. Soonery.— At the recent annual meeting, 
held iu Gc-neseo, tho following board of officer» won chosen: 
1‘resident — J a UK* S. Wadsworth. Vice President — Jasper 
Barber, Avon. Treasurer—'William 11. Whiting. Secretary— 
George J phuts. Librarian—Rdm V, Lauderdale Directors 
—Itenrv L. Arnold, Goiu-bus; F.lias S. Ashley, Nunda. 

Gem;see Go. Ao. Society.—At the annual meeting, held 
at Batavia, January S, tie- following gentlemen were elected 
officers for IHiil: President — CUAtU.RB K. Waiii), Pavillion. 
lYor rreridents— 11. H. Olmsted, it. It. Green Secretary — 
H, M Warren, Batavia. Treasurer— II. Br.stwick. Directors 
—IraE. Phillips. Pembroke; George Radley, Stafford. 

Niagara Go, Ao Society.—At the annual meeting, on 5th 
inst, . the following officers were elected for IHtll President — 
|) A Van VAJJMMWHUit. FiVo /’residents — W. Robinson, 
I). House, L. Flanders, Hr. A. G. Skinner, T Kamos, L. S. 
Puvne, A. Packard, G S. Bungham, A. K. Raymond, G. L. 
Aogeviuc, It. Pearson. Secretary— P D. Walter. Treasurer— 
K A. Holt. Directors- M. C. Grapsey, H, Moody, II. Hayward- 

King Go. Society —Annual meeting held at Buffalo, on 
the 0th inst. The attendance was good, and much interest 
manifested for the sucres, of the Society. The Society re¬ 
duced Its indebtedness flW during the year. Officers elected: 
President —I, Bonnkv. Vice Presidents— D. D. Stile*. Au¬ 
rora; G. W. Paine, Tmittwanda. Snretacy—Kills Webster. 
Treasure - G. W. Scott. Directors— Beiij. Baker, Fast Ham 
burgh; P. B. L»thmp, Fima; T. J Murphy, Buffalo; Nathan 
iel Tucker, Brant; Warren Granger, Buffalo; Henry Atwood, 
Lancaster. Finance Coinvulte,—J. K. Tucker, Buffalo; A. 
Freeman, Fast Hamburgh; J. M. Paine. Aurora. 

Tompkins Oo. Ag. Society. — In anticipation or your re 
quest to Ag. Societies, 1 send you the result of the election 
at our annual meeting. Jan. 2d. 1*01. which was as follows;— 
P retident - Jumkimi McGraw Ji Dry den. Vice. Presidents — 
K/.ta Cornell, Ithaca; Luther Lewis. Ulysses; Johnson Quick, 

the Society — and the propriety of making Medina the head¬ 
quarters of tho Western N V Ag'k Horticultural and 
Mechanical Association was discussed! fit will be remem¬ 
bered that we hurt week reported over 400 subscriber* for this 
yeaUs RnitAl., from an agent-friend at Medina, and it is 
appropriate that such a locality should “ report progress " io 
rural affairs anil organizations ] 

Chautauqua Farmers' and Mechanics’ Union.—Officers 

for 1861: President — GEO. D. IIincki.BY. Vice /’resident — 
John E. Griswold. Secretary—John C MnlUtt. Treasurer— 
S. M. Clement. Directors—Wm. Rislcy, Fredonin; Stewart T. 
Christy, Sheridan; Levi Baldwin, Arkwright; Win. Moore, 
Lnona; S. I*. Ensign. Sheridan; S. It. Dickinson, Dunkirk. 

Fenner Ao. Society.—The town society of Fenner, Mad¬ 
ison Co., has made a choice of the following officer* for 1861: 
President— Pnn.it* J. Hrvcit. Vic, /’rrsulcnt— Rufus May. 
Secretary — George F. Foomis. Treasurer—Charles W. Bar¬ 
rett. Directors—II I). Haight Gen W Hyatt., Franklin 
Gordon, L. V. C Hess, Harvey L. Keeler, J. M. I.ownsberry. 

The Brock port Union elected tho following officers at its 
recent annual meeting: Pr/.ddent— E. B. Hoemkh. Vice Presi¬ 
dent—J. H. Warren. Secrotan/ — If. N. Beach. Treasurer— 
Thomas Gornes. Directors—E. Patten, John Houghton, H. 
Mordoff, A. E. .Sweet, C. It. Mason, and F Babcock 

Rural Notes anil Stems. 

Tins Weather — Saturday and Sunday last (the 12th and 
13th,) the weather was decidedly frigid bore and In many 
distant localitii-r — the coldest of the prn*cnt reason. The 
temperature was u little below zero, tor a short time, but it ig 
believed Unit buds are uninjured. A light fall of snow pre- 
eei.leil the 11 cold term," making fair sleighing, which is being 
improved for both business and pleasure. 

— The weather was still Colder in other places. At Albany 
the mercury stood at 18 deg below zero — at Boston, 8 to 13 

below—Scranton, Pa., 8 below, &c. 
* • 

More Herkkordh rou Canada. — The Canadian Agricul¬ 
turist state- that F. W. Stone, Esq., ol Guelph, Canada West, 
has recently imported nine of the best Here.fords that could 
be found in England, viz.: eight heilers and a bull. Mr. Stone 

Is well known to many of our readers as a very successful 
breeder ol Durham*. Ho will also, lu future be known as a 
successful breeder of Herefurds. and no doubt ere long have 
a fine herd sit his Puslineh farm, near Guelph. Our Canadian 
neighbors are entitled to credit for tlmir efforts to improve 
and augment the numbers of the best breeds of slock. 

Weights or Various Seeds.—Wc present our readers with 
a useful table, showing the weights of seeds, as regulated by 
law, in several of the States and Canada. 

i rj 
StatCS' Jy f'| . I 5 

■= ? s ^ j, ! 
« <8 e O & E s- o «' h 

-1-H- 
Canada 48 OO 4S lit) 56 56 IO 34 DO IS 
Connecticut 4S k; 4m 60 50 ,6 04 :U 56 45 
District of Columbia .... 47163 48 6*168 64 -12 68 
Illinois -D 'i!l !M 
Ipiiiami 4* 60 SO 60 Ml Ml 32 66 45 
t„wa 48 ftOW 00 Ml 6« 88 80 46 
Kentucky 77 _ . 48 «0 82 60,80 83 56 45 
Massachusetts .. .. 46.00 4*1 66 00 BO 60 
Michigan .. . 48 42 80 8# 32 00 
Missouri 4s 60 4* 60 66 Ml 60 51 50 48 
Ni-w Jersey 4h; W 64 50,66 30 86 
U Yt.ilc' 7 4 8 62 48 60 66 66 60 321M 44 

cow’s value lit* tested, and those that do not come up Caroline; Edgar Bulwer, Enfield; V. B. Kw-ler, Dauby; J. B 

to the point of profit should go to the shambles. 

Cheap Cistern* and Chi-tip Fillet*. 

How to obtain a sufficient quantity of water for 
the use of cattle, has been u puzzling question to 
many fanners. A correspondent of the American 
Farmer thinks lie lias solved this problem. He says: i 
Instead of incurring the great expense of excavating 
wells, stoning them, und supplying expensive pumps 
for obtaining water for tlic ordinary purposes of a 
farm-house or barn, a much cheaper and more satis¬ 
factory uiTimgeumnt will he found in the use of tny 
cheap mode of constructing cistern* and filtering tin- 
water. A cistern of the dimensions that I shall de¬ 
scribe, will hold one thousand gallons, will cost but 
eight dollars, and its capacity may be doubled for less 
than fifty per cent, additional cost. One of tho size 
above named will be found sufficient for farmers’ fam¬ 
ilies generally, and will insure soft water, which is 

rare in wells. 

Direct ions for Excavating Cisterns. — Stake and 
line out a plat near the building R x 18 feet; excavate 
this 1 foot iu depth; then set Die lines in 18 inches on 
all sides; then excavate all within tho lines, or 5 x 15 
feet, to the depth of 4 feet in tin- middle, making the 
middle level some il inches in width, sloping tin- 

banks on all the side.* and ends to the lines last 
placed, which will make a section of the pit either 
way V shaped, except that l) inches of tho bottom 

will lie level. 

In digging tho hanks, use care not to disturb flu- 
soil not thrown out. When the digging is completed, 

Townb y, Groton; Smith Robertson. Dryiien; David Croaker, 
Lansing; B 8 Dudley, Newfield. Sen-clary—Ain-tin N. Him 
gorford, Ithaca. Treasurer—0. B. Curran, Ithaca. Direct¬ 
ors—John I*. Hart, Drydon; Levi C. Beers, Dauby. — A. N. 

//,, Ithaca, Jon. 3, 1801 

Cattaracocs Co. Ao. Society'. — Annual meeting held 
Jan. 5th, 1861 Officers elected: President — Sawtki. Wm. 
Johnson. EllieoHvillc. Vice /’resident — I.orc-nzo Stratton, 
Little Valley. Senrlary—Horace Hnntly, Little Valley. 
Treasure— Geo. M Flteli, Little Valley. Directors—V. 8. 
Pratt, East Otto; Amos It. licdient, Mansfield; Horace Cross, 
Napoli; Luc Reed. East Otto; S- T. Kelsey, Great Valley; 

Nathaniel Manley, Manslield. 

Dei.awakk Co. Society. — Annual meeting, Jan. 2d. The 
Treasurer reported a cash balance of S335 72 on hand. Offi¬ 
cers elocted: President — CoRNKMUS Becker Stamford. Fie* 
Presidents —J- U. Yendo*, Delhi; E. Avery Gallup, Kort 
right; N. )’. Dn.vton. llnrpcrsHeld; G. B. Lyon, Stamford; 
Wui. It. Bowie, Andes; Alex. Storm, Uovliiu; B. A. Rogers, 
Walton; Hector McNaughl Davenport; K. Roe, Franklin. 
Treasurer — Cvrcnus Gibbs, Harper-field, lice. Secretary 
p, G, Xorthrup, Franklin. Dor. Secretary — Dorter Frisbee, 
Delhi. It. B. Gibbs, of Ilarpcrsliebl, wo* chosen delegate to 

the annual meeting of the State Society 

Gr.xinutK VA1.LKY Ao. Society.— At the annual meeting, 
held at Nunda, on the 6th inst., the following officer* were 
chosen President— Al.RKRr Page. Vice President— George 
Mills. Secretary — U K. Sanders. Treasurer—F O. Dickin- 
son. Director* in the several towns — Charles I». Bennett, 
Portage; Moses Barron, Mount Morris; Charles Goheen, 
Grovclond; Col. Tabor, Castile; Henry O. Brown, Genesee 
Falls; Dr. l’erlue, West Sparta; Henry S. Drieshach, Sparta; 
Wm. Consaulus, Ossian; Daniel Bennett, Burn*; Charles 
Thompson, Birdcall; Warner BotM'ord, Allen; Samuel Swam, 
Grove; Win. Johns. Granger; Edwin Skiff, Hume; Wm. K. 
Dtoyec Nunda; O. B. Maxwell, Dausville; O. V Whitcomb, 

I 48 60 50 60 56,60 32 60 45 
|„1V, 18 00 .JOO ,6 56 56 45 
Kvntiioky . . -is.... ..n .... 33 56 45 
Massachusetts .... .. 46 00 40 >'6 00 30 60 
Michigan 48 42 60 88 32 60 
Missouri 48 00 48 #0 56 Mi 60 34 66,48 
Maw Jersey 48 M) 64 56,661 j.iO .»6 
v..u Y.n t' 48 tfi +8 (to MI-66 60 32 68 44 
Oh o   48 60 64 66 60 32 56 42 
Penusvlvaioa ' 47 08 48 OH 88 0l'32 58 
t*. N. Custom Houses. 47 03 4*88 60 
Vermont - 40 i40 66 3_ .85 
Wisconsin   48 142 00 60 132 Mi 

Potatoes and Wheat, 00 pounds to the bushel tn all the 
Stales named; Hemp seed. 44 pounds; and Blue Grass, 14 

pound*. 

Tun Rural in Kanhah—An Offer.— Though a portion of 
Kansas is sufferiug severely from the effects of the unparal¬ 
leled drouth or last s.-asou. we are receiving many subacrip 
tiou* from that Territory. Bom,:, letter* from former reader* 
there, however, prove that many peoplo are unable to sub¬ 
scribe A note just received from Jefferson Co., and dated 
7th inst., says;—"I desire to ask If a Relief Committee in 
your beautiful city can be hud which will consider how great 
is our necessity for the Rural New Yokkgr We are now 
visited with famine, and poverty and starvation look us iu the 
lac. Will you not contribute as well to avert tho recurrence 
„r our calamity us to alleviate our present distress? Then 
send US the Rural New Yorker for 1861. Let it. be lu the 
hands of all our fanners, und, my word for It, Kansas will 
not soon again ask tor assistance on account of failure of 
crops. At least send us a lew specimen numbers, and if I can 
Und any of niy neighbors to joiu in a club, we will have tho 

Rural at all hazards.” 

— Could we afford to send a thousand or more copies of 
this year’s Rural to the suffering farmers of Kansas, free of 
charge, they should be forthgoing, as soon as the proper 
addresses could he obtained — those of the really needy and 
deserving We think tin, paper would, In many cases, prove 
of more benefit to soil cultivators and their families than its 
price in money. Hence, although wo have contributed our 
mite already, and cannot afford to give a thousand copies, we 
will send oue hundred copies of this paper free for one year 
—or five hundred for three month*, say the present quarter- 
to farmers in the districts most affected by the failure of Crops, 
provided wc have proper assurance (from person* of reliability 
or authority to act in behalf oftho suffering,) that the individ¬ 
uals whose names -bull he sent us for the purpose are Indus- 

trious and deserving cultivators. 

I duster the bottom, or level purt, with a good coat of I’ike. 

washer oil' rounded the top of the tile each way from excess may he taken away hy in cans of tho frames, 

' the knob, when he shaped the wing. 
The tile kiln was u parallelogram. The one where 

7 I worked had ten fires, five on each side; it held ten 
^ thousand pan tiles; had, 1 believe, thirty-two eliiut- 
t nies, built in rows. Tho walls were three feet thick, 

and given to the destitute swarms. This method of 
feeding bees — by removing liames of comb — is the 
best and safest known. Hy it bees from other hives 
are not attracted to the hive thus fed, as no scent is 

cement mortar, and place a hoard on it to stand upon 
do the balance of the work, cutting the hoard in two 
equal parts before laying it on the mortar. This 
d<>*e, plaster the entire surface on the ground to the 
lines last named, then remove one-half of the hoard 
and stand on the balance and build a -l-inch brick 
wall across the pit, about the middle, laying the 

Brook si ei.o An. Society (Madison Go.)—The annual meet¬ 
ing of this Society was held on tliu 8th inst., when the fol¬ 
lowing officers were elected for the year 1861: president 
Oliver It. Hinki.kv. Vice President* — Luke floxie, Morgan 
I. Brown, Jeremiah Green, Elliott G- Fitch. Secretory — 
John T. G. Bailey. Treasurer—l'ah in Whitford. Doctors — 
Henry Brown, Lewis D Maxson. Total receipts for I860, 
$517.00; total expenditure*, $4311.18. Cash In treasury at 

emitted bv the lmnev as when fed in the ordinary bricks, which should ho soft, (common Bulmon brick,) llHte, $77.82; due on loans at date, 433.78—making total bid- 
K " * *1. . ... 1.1 t i r \ i r.p. fooeffi fl IhtiYV 

of brick. The floor of the kiln was level. Its appear- I way; no labor is required from the bees, and but1 in cement, hut plastering neither side, 
ance of $611.55. — Jou.N T. G Bailey. 

lm* 

Field Notes.—We have received No. 1 of this new weekly, 
by Col. Harris, of the Ohio Cultivator, as recently announced. 
It is in quarto form, about tho size of the Rural of last year, 
and presents a fine appearance. The Colonel makes a good 
show in the way of advertising, starting with over a page — 
while his own portrait in tho center or the vignette heading 
of the paper (hiking notes to preiit—with the tarm stock and 
products iu front, and field sports in the rear,) is also showy. 
The presumption is that "Note*11 will prove a* readable as 
good-looking, and we trust always at or above par in the 
market. May llo-y " circulate " freely, be ever found genu¬ 
ine." and benefit recipients und uoininanity. Published by S. 

D. Harris, Columbus, ut $2 per year. 

Honolulu SQ0AHH — Writing to the N. W Farmer about 
Ihe improvement of vegetables, Col. " H Gardner, of Lee 
Uo., Ill., says:—“ In up garden vegetable lias there boon more 
improvement than the squash, In place iff the old Acorn, 
wc have the celebrated Hubbard and productive Honolulu, 
which unite to the sm-.-tuess ol the melon, long keeping, 
and superior culinary properties. Tho Honolulu is as pro¬ 
ductive as the pumpkin, and is more nutritious, far more 
palatable, and will keep some months. For the table, it is 
very superior, and for general cultivation, for stock, swine, 
Ac . possesses great excellence." Mr. G. recommends grow¬ 
ing this squash, instead <ff pumpkins, in tho cornfield — for 

stock feeding as well as for table use, 

Market Fairs in Orleans.—The Albion American says a 
meeting of the Orleans County Agricultural Society is shortly 

to be held, at which the project of holding monthly Market 
Fuirs will come up for consideration. Au attempt was made 
last year to establish such Fairs at Holley, but the excitement 
attending the political campaign tended to discourage the 
enterprise, though it was successful as far as it went. 

Dekkrhkd._Though each issue of this years Rural com¬ 
prises one-fifth more reading than former ones, we ure stilt 
um.lde to publish all that Is desirable. After omitting over a 
column of advertisements to make room for reading matter, 
we are compelled to defer several articles in type for the News 

and Practical departments of this number. 
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FRUIT - GROWERS’ SOCIETY OF WESTERN YEW YORK. 

ANNUAL MEETING. 

Ttie Annual Meeting of the Fruit-Growers’ Society 

of Western New York was held in Rochester, <>n the 

9th and loth insts., and was one of the largest and 

most interesting meetings ever held by the Society. 

All sections of Western New York were represented, 

and we had the pleasure of meeting several friends 

from the East and from Canada. At eleven o’clock 

on the morning of the 9th, the President being 

absent, W. Brown Smith, of Syracuse, the First 
Vice President, took the Chair. The Secretary read 

the following communication from the President: 

Gentlemen of the Association: Deprived as 1 am, in con so 

quenevo of continued ill health, of appearing before yon iu 

person, my only alternative seems to lie to lay before you a 

brief communication, . 

The year 1800, just cloved, has been a most fruitful one in 

Western New York; perhaps, on the whole, more propitious 

Cor fruit grow ing generally than any other of many years pre¬ 

vious. Tho severe cold weather of the 2d of February, 

which for a time seemed bo disastrous — and indeed created 

great fears that the most of tho peach crop was destroyed— 

at length proved to be much less damaging than was at Mint 

anticipated, generally resulting in merely partial failures; 

while most of the orchards In our peach-growing region pro 

dured a most bountiful crop Arid when this large crop was 

coming to maturity, it seemed almost impossible that a mar¬ 

ket for our large surplus could be found. But the failure (d 

the peach crop in New Jersey and Delaware opened a large 

field in supplying the cities and villages in the eastern part 

of the State. The Canada market also required large sup 

plies; so, upon the whole, prices proved quite satisfactory to 

the peach grower. 

The apple crop, also, for quantity and quality has never 

been surpassed. Immense quantities have been shipped to 

the Bast, and West; and although prices perhaps have ruled 

somewhat lower than usual, yet the profits of fruitgrowing 

have never been inure fully established. 

The pear prop, too, was very largo and truly fine, Our 

markets were never before so well supplied, Prices in many 

places were very low; hot. fruitgrowers who had in time 

made arrangements to forward their choice fruit to New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, &e., have had but little 

reason to complain of low prices. 

Iu smaller fruits there has been great abundance. 

In this department, them has been, of late, a manifest itn 

provement and an Increased attention. Tho growing of the 

smaller fruits for market purposes has not only proved a prof 

Stable business, but lias added largely to the comfort and to 

tho health of our population. Improved modes of culture, 

based on careful observation and experience, have not only 

added much to tho quantity, hut also lo the excellence of our 

choice fruits In this direction there is yet. a large field 

before us for improvement As an illustration of this, we 

may refer to the American P-Inck Cup Raspberry. By a scien 

lilie mode of propagation this fruit has not only been nearly 

doubled in size, but also in quantity and excellence. t’ropft 

gating only from young and vigorous plant* from year to 

year and also the judicious system of pruning, lias of late 

given this fruit a prominent position. 

Until recently, comparatively but little attention has been 

paid to the general cultivation of the grape, and the opinion 

has pretty generally prevailed that, varieties maturing iih late 

as the Isabella and Catawba, could not be successfully grown 

except iu a few favored localities, 

Science and skill have, however, demonstrated the fact that 

by a good selection of soil and position, thorough drainage, 

judicious pruning and good culture, even these varieties cau 

be successfully grown In most places iu our fruit-growing 

region. I venture the opinion that the day is not far distant 

when Western New York will be ns famous for grape growing 

as il now is for other departments of Trull culture. The 

Hartford Prolific, the Concord, the Diana, and morn particu¬ 

larly the Delaware, together with some other varieties, are 

rapidly growing in public favor. 

In taking my official leave of (he Society, over whose 

deliberations I have presided for two years, permit me to 

express my grateful thanks for the co-operation 1 have so 

uuil'oruity received from our pomologies! friends. To Secre¬ 

tary Bissell, in particular, am 1 under very great obligations 

for tiie prompt and efficient manner in which he has dis 

Charged the duties of his office and thus lightened tho labor 

of mine. Should a kind Providence again restore mo to 

health and strength, I shall not fail to ho In the midst of 

our pornological meetings Aud he assured, that (us long ns 

life lasts I Hliall take a deep and lively Interest in your pro 

ceedings. Your discussions and debates, ns published from 

time to time in our Horticultural and Pomologieal journals, 

will not only continue of interest me, but also to thousands 

of others. Bk.yj, IIoihiw, 

President of Fruit Growers Society Of Western New York. 

Bultalo, Jan. 7, 1860. 

CommitteoH were appointed to report officers for 

the ensuing year, to report subjects for discussion, 

find to examine and report On the fruit on exhibition. 

The Committee on Officers reported the following, 

who wore unanimously elected: 

President—E. Moony, of Lock port, 

Vice President*—I .1. Thomas, I'uiou Springs; W. Brown 

8inith. Syracuse; Prof. W. It. Coppock, Bud'alo. 

Secretary—(' P Bi- ell. Rochester. 

Treasurer—W. P Townsend, l.ockport. 

fixeculive Committee—\‘. Barry, Rochester; J ,1. Thomas, 

Union Springs; C. I,. Hoag, l.ockport; W. B. Smith, Syracuse; 

Joseph Frost, Rochester. 

'I he Committee on subjects for discussion made the 
following report, and the questions were discussed 
in the order named: 

1 the best method of gathering, packing, and transporting 
pears to market. 

II—The best method of preserving fruits, so as in every way 

to prolong the period of consumption. 

HI—Can tho yellows in the peach be introduced by the 

importation of trees from infected districts!1 

IV— Which Is the best stock for tho cherry, for general 

purposes, the Mnzzard or the Mnhuleb? 

V— The Northern Spy apple; what is the value of it as an 
orchard fruity 

VI— Is it advisable (o plant, in Western New York, the 

White Doyenne pear for orchard purposes, in view of its 

present liability to crack and spot in certain localities? 

V II—What is to be understood by the term a standard, and 

what by the term a dwarf, tree? 

VIII—What, lolluetice has the stock upon the graft in modi¬ 

fying or changing the quality of the fruit? 

IN—Iu transplanthug trees, is pruning the tops and roots of 

importance, and if so, under what circumstances? 

Char. Downing, I*. Rakuy, and S. B. Gavitt, 

were appointed a Committee to examine the Ini its 

on exhibition. They made tin: following report: 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE FUUIT8. 

Your Committee beg to express their pleasure at 

the tine display of winter fruits exhibited. To see 

and examine such a collection is a treat not often 
enjoyed. 

PEAKS. 

Elwanoeb A Barry exhibited 48 varieties of 

pears, among them the following valuable varieties, 

in good condition:—Jamiuette, Easter Beurre, Jose¬ 

phine dc Maline, Groa Colmar, Chaumontel, Be/.y 

d’Esperin, Beurre de Beaumont, Vicar of Winklield, 

Beurre Benoiat, Reading, IViuce’M .St, Germain, and 

Charles Bmet. Cooking varieties - Catiline, Black 

Worcester, Tarquin, Bound, Leon lo Clerq .!<• Laval, 
and Chaptal 

E. Sharp A So.v, of Loekport, presented seven 

varieties—Ducliesse d’Angoulemo, Swan’s Orange, 

Beurre Diel, Bartlett, Louise Bonne du Jersey, Seckel, 

and White Doyenne. These pears were in a green 

state, the ripening at the usual season having been 

prevented by some preserving process not commu¬ 

nicated. 

Charles Downing, of Newburgh, displayed a tine 

collection of pears—Barry, l’revost. Willormoz, 

Colmar de Met/., Surpass Meuris, Ives’ Winter, Bezy 

des Veterans, Leon le f’lorc de Laval, St. German de 

Pepin, Ac. 
appi.es. 

Smith A Hanchett, of Syracuse, exhibited nine 

varieties of apples, including line specimens of 

Northern Spy, Vandorvero, Wagner, and Baldwin. 

Dr. 1‘. B. Bristol, Bansvillc, a fine dish of North¬ 

ern Spys. 

W. T. A E. Smith, Geneva, line King, Melon, and 

Wagener apples. 

John Willetts, of Macedon, a dish of Monmouth 

Pippins. 

A Fruit Dealer— A large dish of large, well- 

colored Northern Spys. 

II. N. Laxowoktiiy, Rochester, a fine dish of 

Pornme d’Or, and one of Yellow Bellflower. The 

Pomme d’Or is a russet, somewhat, like Ponune Oris, 

and of finest quality. 

E. J. Spu'Eu, Murray, seven varieties of apples, 

including line samples of Spitzenburgh, Northern 

Spy, Swaar, and Seek-no-further. 

II. Spence, three varieties, including five specimens 

of King. 

Charles Downino, 50 varieties of apples, includ¬ 

ing tlui following among other rare sorts — Progress, 

Winter llarvey, Nick-a-Jack from the South, Rock- 

port Sweet, Male Carle, White Winter Pcarmain and 

Phillips’ Sweet. 

Ellwanoer A Barry, 54 varieties, including line 

specimens of Blue Pcarmain, Ladies’ Sweet, Yellow 

Bellflower, Wagener, Spitzenburgh, Swaar, Mon¬ 

mouth Pippin, Canada Renetto, Pryor’s Red, King, 

Herefordshire Pcarmain, Twenty Ounce, Northern 

Spy, Belmont, and White Seck-no-Further. 

ORATES. 

Dr. P. G. Tojikv, of Rochester, exhibited well kept 

Diana, Isabella, Clinton, and Catawba grapes. 

Bissell A Salter, nice Diana grapes. 

Matthew G. Warner, of Rochester, presented 

Catawba, and a seedling, a white variety of good 

quality, promising to he valuable. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN FRUITS. 

The Standing Committee on Foreign Fruits, con¬ 

sisting of Messrs. Geo. Ellwanoer, T. C. Maxwell, 

J. C. IIanchett, 0. M. Hooker, and E. A. Frost, 

presented the following Report: 

You Committee on Foreign Emits thought best to 

present a list of sucli varieties of foreign fruits as 

promise well, with such remarks as their experience 

would justify. 
PEAKS. 

Passe Tardier—Size large; first quality. November 

and December. 

Prides dr Hardmpont—Size medium; first quality. 

November. 

Count esse d'Alost—Size large; second quality; 

quite as good as 1.. B. dc Jersey, and as handsome. 

< Ictoher. 

Beurre Mauxion—Size medium; second quality; 

will most likely prove first quality. October. 

Brailmont- -Size large; second quality. November. 

('onsirUirr dr la ('tun Medium l.o large; first qual¬ 

ity. September. 

Pater Nosier—Size very large; nearly as large as 

Van Mens Leon Lo fieri;; second quality; often of 

first. Middle l.o last of November. This pear can he 

recommended for extensive market cultivation. 

Doyenne Drfnis —Size medium; quality very good. 

October and November. 

Beurre Bachclier—Large; first quality. November 

and December. 

Brnrrr Nunlais -Large; first quality. October. 

Tree fine grower and good bearer. 

Par de Brabant—Large size; first quality. Octo¬ 

ber and November. 

Colmar Bonnet—Medium to large; quality good. 
Last of September. 

Surpasse Colmar—Small; first quality. November 

and December. In excellence and keeping qualities 

one of the very beat. 

Duches.se de Bern d'Etc—Medium size; 1st quality. 

September. 

Comte dr I,ami/ Large size; first quality. October. 

Doyenne. Downing— Medium size; good, melting, 

buttery aud musky; resembles a White Doyenne. 

October. . 

Bam/ Medium size; very juicy and sugary, and 

fine lluvor. , 

Beurre Superfm—Largo size, and in all respects of 

the first quality. October and November. 

Beurre I lardy, or Beurre Sterkmnns Large size; 

best quality; of great beauty and excellence. Oc¬ 

tober. 

Nouveau Poiteuu—Large size; first quality; tree 

erect and strong grower, and good bearer. Novem¬ 
ber. 

Beurre Clairfre.au Large size, and in appearance 

has no superior; quality good; very early bearer. 

November. 

The last four named varieties have been for several 

years extensively disseminated. They have proved 

the past season, as heretofore, in all respects of the 

first quality;, trees hardy aud productive, Beurre 

Hardy, Supcrlin, and Nouveau Poiteau holding the 

foliage till late in Autumn. Beurre (‘lairgeau will 

doubtless he one of the most valuable market pears, 

and cannot be too strongly recommended for that 
purpose. 

PLUMS. 

Prince of Wales — Color, reddish purple; size 

large; first quality. August and September. Very 

vigorous grower; adheres slightly to tho stone. 

(loliath - Large and handsome; skin violet purple; 

parts freely from stone ; good quality; very fine 

grower. Last of August. 

Pinpree Rouge Largo size; skin violet red; first 

quality; free stone; slow grower. Very fine in all 

respects. Last of August. 

!.amsorTs Holden Cage—Medium size; skin yellow; 

marbled with red; second quality; free stone; good 

grower. September. 

Wangeuhehn — Medium size; best quality; skirt 

purple. Resembles in shape and size the German 

Prune. This is a very superior variety. Last of 

August. Tree slow grower. 

Blark English Damson — Small; dark purple; best 

quality for preserving; very productive. September 

and October. 

Donald's Fancy- Large size; yellow; quality 

good, better than Imperial Gage. Free stone, and 

good grower. 

Nelson's Victory Medium size; yellow, marbled 

with red; second quality; good grower. September. 

Sharp’s Emperor Large size; skin yellowish red. 

A very beautiful and good plum. Tree fine grower. 

September. 

Victoria - Largo size; good quality; skin violet 

red, covered with a purple bloom; free stone. A 

I very beautiful and desirable variety. September. 

currants. ; 

The following varieties can be relied upon as being 1 

the very best: 

I.a 1ersai/laise—Nearly if not quite as large as 

Cherry, with longer bunches. Deep red; very pro¬ 

ductive. 

Prince Albert — This is a very distinct variety, of 

large size, light red color, and very late. An im¬ 

mense bearer. 

White drupe—This now well known variety is still 

unrivaled for the table and wine. 

KASI’IIERRIES. 

Belle de Pnlluuu — A very fine large red variety of 

rich flavor and very productive. 

Idle de Fontenay and Marvel of Four Seasons are 

the best of the Autumn hearing varieties. With 

proper management a good crop of fruits can be ob¬ 

tained in September and October. If the canes of 

the previous year arc cut down to the ground and 

only three or four canes from each plant allowed to 

grow, and all suckers are kept down during the sea 

son, an extra fine Autumn crop of superior size aud 

flavor may be looked for. 

STRAW BERRIES. 

Triomphe de Hand— This is tho finest foreign 

variety that has yet been tested, and there is no 

native variety that will compare witli it in size, flavor 

and beauty. !t is also very productive, and will 

doubtless prove ono of the most profitable varieties 

for market culture. 

Trollop's Victoria - This is also a valuable variety, 

large, high flavored, late, and productive. Well 

worthy of pretty general cultivation. 

Syracuse was selected as the place for holding tho 

next June meeting. In our next we will give a full 

report of the discussions on the subjects reported. 

■*- - • ♦ 

LOOK TO THE FRUIT TREES. 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker: — A little attention to 

the orchard even in winter is very desirable in all 

cases, and in some will be proved to lie time well 

employed. 1 would not advise pruning until the 

severe frosts are past, though it is better to prune 

even now than to neglect it altogether. However, 

there is usually plenty of leisure about the first of 

March, and this is the time I select for pruning my 

fruit trees. Hornetimes I have pruned my trees iu 

early winter, and where small limbs only are talcou 

off, there is no objection to this course, hut I think 

the wound heals over better if deferred until early 

spring. But, much mischief is done to pur orchards 

by mice, and if we wbald prevent or chock their 

ravages, it must he done at once. In sections where 

snow is deep, mice will be troublesome, especially if 

there is much long grass around the trees to afford 

them a harbor. Mice work under the snow, and if 

the snow is removed so as I.. them, they will 

find shelter somewhere else, and thus tho trees are 

you know how to make wine of 8, fO, 12,14, or Hi per 

cent, of alcohol, without having too much or too 

little acid? If not, and it is desirable, I will commu¬ 

nicate such information. Jno. Biedek. 
Hoc I i ester. N. Y., Jan., 1SG1. 

A NEW AND CURIOUS PLANT. 

Among the new and interesting things of which we 

made special note when at Philadelphia the past 

autumn, was the Philodendron pertuosum, exhibited 

at the Homological Society's rooms, by James Pol¬ 

lock, gardener to James Punkah, Esq. The publi¬ 

cation of these notes wo were compelled to defer on 

account of the length of the regular proceedings. 

In the Hardener's Monthly, we find an engraving and 

description of this plant, which we give our readers. 
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WEEPING SINEW, ONCE MORE. 

Ens Rural New-Yorker: - in a late issue of your 

paper, a gentleman asks of the matron readers a euro 

for a weeping sinew. The following recipe was given 

me by a matron, and I know it to be good. Take a 

piece of camphor gum the size of a chestnut, the 

same of sal amoninc, one-third as much opium as of 

either. Dissolve in it ounces of whiskey. Shake 

well before using. Bath, the wrist three times a day, 

keeping it bound in flannel,- MissE. J. ()., Erie, Pa. 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker:— Noticing an inquiry 

iu your excellent paper for the cure of a weeping 

sinew, I will answer it. I had a weeping sinew on 

my left wrist. Although it did not pain me much, tny 

wrist was quite weak. One day our physician made 

a friendly call, when t showed it to him, and asked 

him what l should do with it. Without answering 

my question, he took his lance and lanced it,, telling 

me to wear a tight bandage on my wrist for two or 

three weeks, which I did, and have not been troubled 

with it since.—Nettie Taylor, Pork Island Co., III. 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker: Noticing an inquiry 

ill a late number of your paper, for information how 

to cure a weeping sinew, I would recommend bathing 

the wrist in beef-gall, or a poultice made of worm¬ 

wood and Indian meal as an excellent remedy. Han¬ 

nah G. S., Adrian, Micli. 

SILVER AND GOLD CAKE. 

Tf the lady readers of the Rural New-Yorker 

desire to test them, I think they will ho pleased with 

the following recipes: 

Silver Lake. — Mix together 2 teacups white 

sugar, and 4 cup butter, then add the whites of l 

eggs, beaten to a still' froth; add to this I cup cold 

water, and after it is well combined, stir in J teacups 

sifted flour; sprinkle 2 teaspoonfiils of Azumea over 

the hatter, and stir briskly five minutes. Bake in a 

Our cut gives no further idea of it than the mere <|uick oven. 

■ „ now than to neglect it altogether. However, shape and form ol the leal aud lruit* I he actual size Goi.o t vke.— Just the same as above, only use tiie 

jrc is usually plenty of leisure about tho first of of the leaf was thirty inches long and twenty-six yolks instead of the whites of the eggs. 

trch, and this is Hie time I select for pruning my inches wide, jagged and pertused as the cut rep re- As Azumea cannot he obtained in all places,, Is 

lit trees. Hometimes 1 have pruned my trees iu sents, and with a thick metallic texture, ol tho most ^|Vt, y(JU mv ,-,'cipe for making it. Take 2 parts 

rly winter, and where small limbs only are tukou vivid green imaginable. The fruit is borne in elm cream tartar, and one of sole rat us, well sifted and 

; there is no objection to this course, hut I think ters of from six to eight. The one we figure is inust he kept tight, - I keep mine in a tight 

* wound heals over better if deferred until early twelve inches long by three inches thick, and ol a tjn p0Xi \|us. E. M. H awley, Pittsfield, N. Y., IHIH. 

ring. But, much mischief is done to our orchards green color, turning when quite ripe to a dirty white. * . . ♦ 
miec and if we wViald nre,vent or check their The small figure at the base represents the actual size , T , ,, mm , anu n wi wmiuu piiAiui oi < ncciv uua * 1 Buckwheat Lakes. As I do not consider tlm 

vages, it must he done at once. In sections where «» the. little carpels that form the Iru.t, and which are ^ oomploto of a co|d winter’s morning 

ow is deep, mice wlll be troublesome, especially if «**» W a« in th« >'Hilborry. without good buckwheat cakes. I will, through tho 
are is much long grass around the trees to afford I here ,s nothing ,nv,ting m the appearance ot the Nkw.Vo), jvo l)0lt0Tllv my Inothod „f 

im ft harbor. Mice work under the anew, and if fruit. One would as soon th nk o, taking up a green ||K ^ wu.m WttU>1. |iul in „ lilHl. 

0 HI10W iH remo™1 M 10 U,t* wm pmC 7,D0 ° ’ nS T- , T U salt, and stir iu flour to the right consistency, then 
d shelter somewhere else, and thus the trees are nigged and coarse exterior lies the most de mons J ^ ^ of d yetwf ,ct it 

veil. I make a practice, to shovel the snow away juice we ever tusks , and ,t the ancient gods and ^ |mtll Im,rninK. Before yon hake, thin some 
>m the trees, and never lose any by mice. If this goddesses had only been ascertained to have lived in ^ ^ ^ ^ (jf thmj tell9po0T1. 

considered too much trouble, which it may he for the West Indies, wo should not hes.tuto to decide ^ b| |h(> |faUfi(. whi(jh wiu makfi tliem hr0Wll „ic(!,y. 

me, although it is only a little pastime on a win- positively that tho nectar they indulged ... was When ytm uaQ aomo of th(J b|ltter for ri#lnK| they will 

r’s day. go through the orchard ,.1'tcr every heavy obtained from tins Inn . ho apt to sour a little, stir in some saleratus, just 
ow, and trample down hard around each tree. Wa.have often heard West Indu.n travelers speak ,0 HW(!eten thom< „and no himn donc.”_A 

iko tho boy* with you, and it will very noon be °t “*0 delicious dunk prepared Until tins 11uit, but i 

ino, Mico will not or cannot work under the «now know of no work wherein any allusion ia made 

ien it is packed down. There are other proven- ll,|d Bollock will please accept our best 
such iiM putting itn old stove pipe or jtnything tluink* for thin, the first opportunity we lutve lutd oi f.iinvit \\ ink, Aoain. — Seeing uu inrjuLry for innk- 

the kind around.,;!*^.•• mk. hut it is too late, per- personally tasting it. iug cider wine, 1 semi yon my recipe. .Let your 
,ps, now to recommend such a course. It is a plant of easy cultivation, where a moist eidor ferment; then heat it till it boils. Skim it, and 

Fruit Ciiowkh. temperature of 110" or 70” can he steadily maintained add to each gallon of cider one pound of sugar, and 

for It, and, whether in foliage only or in fruit, cunsti- one pint of whiskey. To give it a high color, boll In 

MINIATURE STRIPED GOURD. tutes a very striking ornament. tho cider a small hag of dried black raspberries. 

It belongs to the Aracecv. order of tho vegetable Soda Biscuit. My wife wants some of your lady 

Among tiie new and interesting tilings recently kingdom, of which the common Calla Ethiopian friends to to try her way of making soda biscuit. To 

saved. I make a practice to shovel the snow away juice wo ever tasted, mid il the ancient gods and 

from the trees, and never lose any by mice. If this goddesses had only been ascertained to have lived in 

is considered too much trouble, which it, may fie fur the West. Indies, wo should not hesitate to decide 

some, although it is only a little pastime on a win 

tor’s day, go through the oreliard after every heavy 

snow, and trample down hard around each tree. 

Take the boys with you, and it will very soon be 

done. Mice will not or cannot work under the snow 

when it, is packed down. There are other preven¬ 

tives, such as putting an old stove pipe or anything 

of the kind around nuilt but, it is too late, per¬ 

haps, now to recommend such a course. 

Fruit Grower. 
4- * - > 

MINIATURE STRIPED GOURD. 

positively that the nectar they indulged in avus 

obtained from this fruit. 

Wo have often heard West Indian travelers speak 

of the delicious drink prepared from this fruit; but 

we know of no work wherein any allusion is made 

to it; and Mr, Bollock will please accept our best 

thanks for this, the first opportunity we have had of 

personally tasting it. 

It is a ;dulit of easy cultivation, where a moist 

introduced with which we were well pleased the last affords a familiar type, 

season, was the new Miniature Striped Gourd. The ♦ • ♦ 

JL gu* 
if , M once, and uiy syin- ijltK grape Growers of Gounocticut met at New Haven, 

i/jj '' V metrical. I ho upper and chose Daniki. S. Dbwky, of Hartford, for tlu-ir President, 

fit ■ ' v portion is of a yellow and Mason Wr.U> for Secretary, Tho Convention votod 

iuntimlttmtl \UU$. 

iij 
mM te m tain 
\ii| color as shown in the 

vis*wv|^ iliHMp engraving, running 
dj{ ^'V m V Mr from the apex to the 

base at equal dis¬ 

tances, and about a quarter of an inch in width, 

This little gourd makes a very pretty ornament for 

trellis work, and is deserving of some attention. It 

will perfect its fruit in any warm situation. 

1 'iXV 

or bright orange, and its preference for tho follow ing grapes, In the order named:— 

the lower part of a 1st, Diana; 2d, Delaware; 3d, Uchucea; 4th, Isabella; 6th, 

V deep green, tlio di- Hartford Prolific; rah, Concord. The following resolutions 

\ viding line as nicely l’illy explain what the general experience attested le he the 

/■A drawn us could he truth on the subject; 
.. a Re olvrd, Thai it ia the opinion •>( this Hocletj that those 
i (] done With the pencil, t.rieil varictie- l.ho Luhelhi, nod Catawba grapes, ripen well in 

jlj-itf-’,- It, has also regular many parts of this Hlete- especially along it* Southern shore: 
'tnjjdJj i{ ’ but that, unless the situation he very favorable, neither (and 
|ni stripes Ol a cream particularly the Catawba,) will ripen in its more elevated 

mjil color all shown in tho portions. 
Wm/ Itcsnlced, That, t he Hartford Prolific and * oueord are grapes 

engraving, running that will generally ripen well throughout the Stale, and hence 
v from tho apex to the are to h« reeommonderj. 

Itexnliiril,, That tint Diana ifrupe Iuih been qml-e extensively 
bilBO ftt equal (li* tl’ind HTid arid i* to In: ivcomrorud^d jih quite Mur© to 

rter of an inch ill width, ripen in all lair e.xiioimm., auS for its great excellence. 
, ' tte.uilviul, Tlinl the Delaware grape tmw prendseH exceed 

L very pretty ornament for ingly well, but has not *o extensively fruiu-d that we eim, 
ing of sonic attention. It from personal knowledge, give positive ii-Hiiriime that it is 

worthy the high character claimed for it by many, 
warm situation. Pesulved, Thattlia Itehi -eeii grape bus been sufficiently tested 

to show that it is a, fruit of good promise and exrillleuey; 
' * hardy aiel likely to ripen, at least iu good exposures. 

TO MAKE A WINE CELLAR. 

In the Rural a week or two since, I noticed the 

Inquiry of C. O. Valentine, of Jackson, N. Y., 

asking for a plan to build a Wine. Cellar. I will try 

to comply with Mr. Valentine’s wishes. A wine 

PouoiihEKi'HiK Houticui.ti iiai. Ci.in. Th is Society held 

its annual meeting on the 8th last., when the following olli 

cers were elected: /'resident. — S. M. Hiickixoiiar. Vice 

/’resident — J II. Jouet,t, Secretary—II. L. Young. Treasu¬ 

rer II I> Myers Ef-eeutirr CummiUee— A. Wilcox, Stephen 

Uhl, William T. Merritt. A good exhibition was made of 

cellar, uh such, should he so constructed as not only t,t’»r’,i »l'pl'*<. go.. he The next meeting will he held on 

to receive wine lor storage purposes, but to preserve ll‘" 11 lut*»day ol february. 

and improve the wines deposited therein. To that Cold in Indiana. — A subscriber in Michigan City, rndiatia, 

end the wine cellar should have ns even a temperature writes December 24th, — “ tho weal I  is very cold; thcr- 

the whole year round as can he obtained -40 deg. to mometer 2» degrees below zero yesterday morning, aud the 

55 deg. Kali. Therefore, f deem, from experience peach buds are killed. 

I quart of flour, 3 teaspoons of cream tartar, 2 of 

soda, 4 pint cream. Mix with sweet milk, roll them 

one-half an inch thick; hake in a quick oven. — E. 

M. Whiting, East Huilford, N. Y., 18(51. 

♦ « <♦- • ♦ 

Hop Yeast. — To Ida, of Saquoit, N. Y., who 

inquires in No. 45 of tho Rural New-Yorker, for a 

receipt for making 11 op Yeast, I would say, boil a 

half pint of hops in a pint of water, until the full 

strength has been obtained; strain oil' the water, and 

add to same one pound of flour, mixing well; let 

stand till cool, and then add a half a pint of malt, 

which may he had from the brewers or bakers. If 

this does not answer, come to Canada, and get 

further instructions in this beautiful accomplishment. 

—Sarah, Wentworth, C. It'., 18(11. 

To Cook Ego Plant,- Cut it in slices, from ,| to 4 

an inch thick, lay in salt water a few hours, then fry 

very brown, in butter or lard. You will improve it 

by dipping in beaten yolk of egg, and rolling in 

bread crumbs before frying. There are many other 

ways of cooking egg plant, hut tliL is the most, 

approved and simple, and may ho used for either 

breakfast, dinner or supper. — Virginia House¬ 

keeper, King George Co., Va., 1,8(51. 

♦ * ^ • ♦ 

Inoeliri.k Ink. Take of nitrate of silver 14 ounces, 

and dissolve it in 12 ounces of weak gum mucilage, 

then add 5 ounces of liquid ammonia, and put it into 

blue bottles for use. When applied to articles, they 

must he exposed to sun-light until they become black. 

and observation, that a wine cellar ought to he dug 

10 to 12 feet deep in the ground, or into a steep hill¬ 

side, facing north. If dug in the ground, the stone 

walls should he built strong, from five to seven feet 

high, according to size of cellar, and then arched. 

The arching should be about two feet thick, and the 

cellar Inside from II to 15 feet high. On the south 

side wall it should have a chimney or draught, from 

the top of the arch to top of wall. The door and 

windows should face north, and on this side grated 

air holes, as low' as the cellar floor, for the admission 

of fresh air. On the arch should he built a super¬ 

structure, or filled up from two to three feet with 

earth or sand, to keep the summer heat and Mr. 

Jack Frost out of your cellar. It would lie well to 

have the door inclosed so as to prevent warm air 

from entering when the door is opened. If tho collar 

is built with superstructure, this latter will serve very 

conveniently for a press-house aud store-room for 

Giikk.v Rose,— This (lower, so fully deseribed in a late 

Number of the KuraI., ns grown In France and Knglnnil, is 

also successfully cultivated in this country. I saw it last 

spring in full blossom, (if it be a blossom,) in the garden of Mr. 

Elkins, Editor of the Summit Cu. Heuetm, of Akron, Ohio. 

It is simply u curiosity; for, surrounded as it was by the 

dashing beauties of forty varieties of its kindred only in 

name, its appearance! was un prepossessing as well os ‘‘decidedly 

green.”—Amateur, Deansvith A. J'., I860. 

A Great Crop or Onions —Some two or three years since 

tho subject of raising onions was amply discussed in the 

Hi k.il. I thought at tie' time that 1 would give you a chap¬ 

ter on the subject, but failed to do so, It will answer my 

present purpose simply to state that I sowed, in April last, 

eight and one fourth square rods of ground, accurately 

measured, with black seed, from which I have measured and 

sohl (save a few for my own use,) severity-one bushels of a 

superior quality. They were sown in -Iritis ten Inches apart. 

No extraordinary manuring or tillage II I figure correctly, 

the product per acre would be 1,377 bushels. If proof of the 

above be needful, il is at hand- Now. sir, if any of your 

Kijhai, readers can beat me, 1 shall be happy to hvai'from preserving vintage and other farming utensils and Rural readers can beat me, 1 shall he happy to hear from 

implements. As to tho size of a wine collar, you must them.—M. li. Hubbard, Madison, Pike Co., Ohio, isisi. 

he able to judge for yourself. If you wish to put , . . 
. ... . \ Timb op Tkimmimi I’rkkh, &n. —Will yon please inform mo 
in A) casks, each bolding lb to 20 barrels, you need a the hv-.t. time to trim apple ami oilier fruit trees. And, i* it 

larger cellar than if you think to store only a few 

barrels. 

And now, permit mo to ask you a few questions. 

Will you know, after having built a cellar as 

described, how to make good wine from grapes, 

and howto manage it in the cellar? Do you know 

how to ascertain the quantity of saccharine matter, 

and how to ascertain tho superfluous or sufficient 

quantity of vinous, citric, or malic acids? And, do 

considered beneficial to the trees to plow up an orchard 
wlii'ii tlic tree* rtic M-ry largo aud old.— It. O. Lai kii, Shu 
shun, Washiiu/twi Co., N. V 

Tho blue bottles protect the nitrate of silver from de 

composition by the action of light. 

♦ « ♦ • + 

To Clean Paint.—Smear a piece of flannel in 

common whiting, mixed to the consistency of paste, 

iu warm water. Rub the surface to he cleaned quite 

briskly, and wash off with pure cold water. Grease 

spots will in this way he almost instantly removed, 

us well as other filth, and the paint will retain its 

brilliancy and beauty unimpaired.- Exchange. 

-V * ♦ * ♦ 

Mrs. Q.’s Indian Bread. — Ono dipper of Indian 

meal; one of (lour; a very little sugar; I teaspoonl'ul 

of saleratus; sour milk (not thick) enough to make a 

very thick hatter; hake about one hoar. A quart 

dipper should ho used. Tiie above is sufficient for 

two loaves.—Libbie M. K., Hopewell, N. V., 18(51. 

♦ • ♦ - ♦ 

Water-Proof Blacking. — Will some of the Rit¬ 

ual’s readers please give your subscriber a recipe 

for making a good water proof blacking for boots 

and shoes,— one that will keep tho leather soft, black, 

and also keep the water out of tho leather. — A Sub- 

KUEIIlKK, Pingwood, III. iNlif. 

♦ * • ♦ 
[special notick.] 

How often is your patience tried cm coming to tho testable 

ami there being obliged to punish yourself by eating yellow, 
Tho bust time to trim trees is iii March, about the time spotted, unwholesome biscuit, cake, Jkc. You at once say to 

si'Vi iv frosts arc over. If on old orchard is doing well, mak¬ 

ing a good growth of healthy wood, we would let well 

enough alone; but if tho trees aro stunted and becoming 

moss} , thu ground should bo broken up and tho trees receive 

a good pruning and scrubbing. They will then be very likely 

to start ttitb new vigor. We have known many obi and com 

paratlvely worthless orchards renewed by this course. 

yourself, what poor Saleratus; why will people longer pur 

chase such an inferior article, when they con, at the sumo 

price, purchase D II De. Land .V Co.'s pure, healthful Sale 

ratus. You can get it of your grocer, It is for sale by tho 

principal grocers at wholesale, and is manufactured hv I), il. 

Dk Land & Co., at the Fab-port Uhomieul Works, hairport 

Monroe Co., N. Y. 



|pitli ts JD.cpttraf»t. 
[Written for Moore's Kura] New-Yorker.] 

A FRAGMENT. 

Her work is done. 

Closed are those a/tiro orb-1 tliat gleamed with light, 

Silent those lips that opened lint with smiles, 

And eold and motionless the folded hands 

Lie white and was life on the pnlselc-s breast,— 

Pulseless alike to note of joy or woe. 

Bring here the orange wreath to deck her brow, 

The bridal robes she thought to wear to-day. 

Alas! she heeds them not,—she is a bride. 

But ’tis the bride of Death. 

Roses wreathe her hair,—rose-buds nestle close 

Among the foldings of her snowy robe. 

They were her own,—trained by her gentle hand, 

She watched their op'nlng beauty with delight, 

And said she'd wear them on her bridal eve. 

Truly she wears them, but she knows it not. 

Alas! she wateheth th-ra no more, she's gone 

Where roses never fade,—where buds unfold, 

But only those immortal, changeless ones. 

That bloom in Paradise. 

January, 1801. A. M. P. 

SCOTCH ARGUMENT FOR MARRIAGE. 

Jk.vny is poor, and I am poor, 

Yet we will wed—so say no more! 

And should the bairuies to us come— 

As few that wed but do have some— 

No doubt that Heaven will stand our friend, 

And bread, as well as children, send, 

So fares the hen in farmer's yard; 

To live alone she linds it hard; 

I’ve known her weary every claw 

In search of corn among the straw; 

But when in quest of nicest food, 

She cluckH among her chirping brood; 

With joy we hps the self-same hen 

That scratched for one, could scratch for ten, 

These are the thoughts that make mo willing 

To take my girl without a shilling; 

And for the self same cause, you see, 

Jenny resolved to marry mo. 

[Written for Moore's Kura] New Yorker.J 

LIVE WITHIN YOUR INCOME. 

It is a lamentable fact that a great many people 

have not the tact to accomodate themselves to the 

various changes and circumstances of life. A par¬ 

ticular course will he so pertinaciously persevered in 

from year to year, with the consequences resulting 

therefrom meeting them at every turn, that it is 

impossible to account for it in a philosophical man¬ 

ner. 1 say impossible, as the old adage, “A burnt 

child dreads lire,” is not applicable in such cases. 

There arc two principal classes of persons to 

whom these remarks will apply; first, those who are 

independent., or in good circumstances at setting out 

in life,— and, second, those who are, over have been, 

and ever will remain, poor. Let ns take a not 

uncommon example of the first. He is a son of 

wealthy parents, has a fair education, and is well 

qualified for any ordinary business pursuit. As there 

is no necessity of his following any occupation while 

young, and he has plenty of money, he amuses him¬ 

self pretty much as he pleases. Having a good dis¬ 

position, and being clever, as it is termed, lie avoids 

most of the follies so common among young men in 

a similar situation. He marries a young lady, his 

equal in every respect with the exception of wealth, 

of which she has a moderate share. His father gives 

him a fine house, and at considerable expense estab¬ 

lishes him in business. The wife furnishes the house 

elegantly, and there would seem to he nothing to 

prevent their living in style, and making a fortune 
besides. 

Fifteen years pass by, and have these expectations 

been realized? Far from it. True, w'e find ajipear- 

mutex very little altered, and it is to lie wished, some¬ 

times, that appearances were not deceiving—that as 

we saw we saw truly,— but no matter. At first, ho 

pursued a particular branch of his business, and bad 

very bad luck. Afterward, lie entered into another 

kind of business in addition, and lost again; but 

that wTas something lie could neither foresee nor 

avert. He met with a great many losses, chiefly 

through accidents, which would have retarded any 

person, hut as an offset to this his father assisted him 

with considerable money at different times. A great 

many men, having no better business qualifications, 

with onc-thinl of the property with which he com¬ 

menced, would have been quite wealthy, while be 

has been constantly Involving himself, sinking lower 

and lower, and must at last touch bottom, unions bo 

determines to spend nothing before ho makes it, —in 

other words, lives within bis income. This is the 

great secret of the downfall of so many in similar 

situations. Not having boon brought np to earn 

money, it seems to possess no positive value so long 

as it can bo procured. No one can spend money 

with impunity and not suffer the consequences, and 

however desirable an article may be, it is far better, 

in most coses, to wait until you can purchase it, with¬ 

out creating a debt. 

Again. No matter in what business a person may 

be engaged, lie must oversee, make his calculations, 

and lay his plans to the best or bis ability, in order 

to succeed. This applies witli equal force to both 

parties conjugally related, and should never be over¬ 

looked. Inmost kinds of business it is uot best to 

attempt too much, but to do everything well,— 

advance surely and firmly, and not in one great 

stroke lose the whole. This is not applicable to the 

chms; the greater part retrograde gradually by indis¬ 

creetly indulging their fancy, and do uot see their 

error, or seeing, cannot deny themselves until over¬ 

taken by the inevitable consequences. 

flie second class are those who have always been 

poor, and here we would expect to find prudence and 

economical management the rule instead of the 

reverse, as people always restricted in their enjoy¬ 

ments and manner of living ought certainly to he 

frugal, and use what they have to the best advantage. 

But frequently this is not the ease. You may select 

two families, the one quite poor, the other in easy 

circumstances, and give each the same quantity of 

everything, and mark the result Oftentimes the 

family where we would expect it to last the longest, 

find their larder empty by the time the other had used 

two-thirds or less of their portion, and had not mean¬ 

while deprived themselves in the least. This some¬ 

times happens in families similarly situated, but as it 

is a pretty delicate question, I leave it with the ladies 

to answer. Of those first mentioned, every neighbor¬ 

hood furnishes examples, and often, when it is 

known what they have, and the length of time it 

lasts, it is a matter of wonder as to the manner in 

which it has disappeared. Of this we can judge only 

by what we have seen, or heard from a reliable 

source. In some rare cases, probably, when they 

have delicacies, all partake until no more remains. 

Others, and I fear they are pretty numerous, as long 

as they have it, live extravagantly, cooking much 

more at a time than the family requires, and what is 

left goes to the dog, or is thrown from the window. 

When all is gone they make a great complaint; can¬ 

not get a living by their labor, if making one dollar 

and a fifty cents or two dollars per day; very bad 

luck — everything goes wrong — somebody has 

cheated them—their doleful stories seem endless. 

Others still, not a whit more prudent, or at least but 

little more so, have the discretion to say little, and 

do the best they can at last through necessity. 

Nothing can be expected of people who are so 

improvident, when they could easily lay up twenty- 

five or fifty cents per day besides supporting their 

families. As they are, so will they generally remain. 

Those who are sometimes deprived of the neces¬ 

saries of life, and have few intellectual enjoyments, 

may perhaps require more than others, but why can 

they not learn to be prudent with what they do have. 

Giving relieves their necessities, but does not mend 

matters in the least. In some cases it. would seem to 

have been inherited, for as their fathers did, so do 

they and their children frequently, and never having 

been accustomed to a different state of things, they 

can neither see nor appreciate the advantages 

resulting from economy. Indeed, it appears to be 

natural to the class, so tliat any attempt to improve 

their condition would be nearly hopeless; but if the 

children could be reached and taught to be prudent 

and frugal, they would instruct their children like¬ 

wise, while thousands of families would be much 

more comfortably situated. But this cannot bo done 

except in isolated cases, unless through the medium 

of common schools, and there I fear it would he a 

difficult, matter. 

But to return. Without being parsimonious, we 

can use what we have prudently, and if we can lay 

up something after supplying our wants, we should 

do so,— not that wealth is the only thing desirable, 

hut it is certainly prudent to be prepared for any 

exigencies tliat may arise. It is far better for people 

to be increasing their gains over so little, than to lie 

losing in the same ratio, for then they will be 

deprived in after years of many of the comforts of 

life. Live within your income, if possible,— it can¬ 

not always be done,— and you will avoid a multi¬ 

plicity of cares. If in debt, you should endeavor to 

lessen it yearly after paying all other expenses. A 

large debt, however, is like a loadstone, which 

attracts nil the profits to itself, and should never be 

contracted without a full understanding of the matter 

and the firm conviction that you will be finally 

released therefrom. f. , 
South Oil boa, Schoharie Co., N. Y., 1861. 

mm 
[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

KEEP THE HEART BEAUTIFUL. 

BY GEO. A. HAMILTON. 

Make the world beautiful—rather bright things 

And plant them to day round your home, 

Then brilliants and gems, with fairy-like wings. 

Will glow round the path where you roam; 

Crow (lower* and shrubs, in bright diadems, 

Anri let them drink up the sweet dew. 

But. always remember, among the gay gems, 

The Heart must be Beautiful too. 

Now we welcome the beauties and glories of spring, 

And see the geeen sward on the lawn. 

And the birds for awhile have folded each wing, 

Rehearsing their songs at the dawn; 

The morning comes blooming with sweet, lovely flowers, 

And sunlight reflects the bright dew, 

Rut ever remember, through all the bright hours, 

The Heart should be Beautiful too. 

(io out very often, on errands of love,— 

Be kind to the lowly each day, 

Let, your kindness resemble the pure ones above, 

While life is fast basting away; 

Co search out the needy, and hid them rejoice, 

To charity always be true, 

Then conscience will whisper with plain, loving voice, 

The IJeart it is Beau til ul too. 

There is beauty in labor and pure honest toil, 

In fields of the rich goklen grain, 

For the promise of heaven lias honored the soil, 

And beauty with labor may reign; 

We’ll honor the Giver that made the world bright, 

And gave it each beautiful hue, 

And still humbly walking the pathway of fight, 

The Heart shall bo Beautiful too. 

We giise at the Beautiful worlds in the sky,— 

We think of thoir glories afar, 

And often a pathway attempt to descry, 

From earth to some little, bright star. 

Let us cherish their beauty and walk in their gleam,— 

Delight in the heaven-lent view, 

Thus cheerful and happy sail over life’s stream, 

And keep the Heart Beautiful too. 

So. Butler, N. Y., 1861. 

—♦—* ♦ ■ » 

[Written for Moore's Rina! New-Yorker.] 

CHOICE OF READING. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THREADS FROM THE WEB OF LIFE. 

N tl M B K K ONE. 

“ Where is the eye on that face could rest., 

Nor deem it not one of earth's loveliest? 

Thou hast a cheek where each feeling glows 

In a blush that, might, rival the woodland rose. 

Eyes like the star* of a summer even. 

And a brow that bearcth the seal of heaven; 

And a smile, whose brainy is hall divine, 
Hath its dwelling place on that )|p of thine. 

Cold is tlie heart it could not win, 

For it speaks of the goodness and peace within; 

And he tliou happy, the joy and pride 

Of the hearts that circle thine own fireside. 

Blest he thou, in thine own native bower. 

Sheltered and guarded, a precious flower; 

No blight, to wither, no storm to press 

To earth thy delicate loveliness ' 

So breathed the poet spirit of a heart in homage to 

one of those fair earth-angels, that here ami there are 

given to us as living visions, to teach onr souls how 

beautiful are the unseen angels of heaven, with whom 

we may yet hold converse. It is no fair ideal that 

rises up in my mind, as my heart responds to the 

gifted [Kiel's song, hul a living original. One who 

shared my childhood spoils, - and received the 

homage of my childish heart,- One whose memory, 

though long years have passed, is yet cherished as 

one of the visions of beauty that are “a joy forever.” 

I remember hot as she stood in our midst a bride,— 

wooed from her native bower by one who hud girded 

on the Gospel Armor, and wits ready to go forth as 

an Ambassador of' Christ. Youth, beauty, grace, 

and talent were henceforth pledged to the work of 

love. 

Sineo that time our paths in life have been widely 

distant ; yet occasional letters, and brief meetings in 

the old homestead, at long intervals, or the still rarer 

joy of meetings in our own home nests, have kept 

bright the chains of affection woven in early years. 

She went forth into tlio world with the Oliristain’s 

faith and (rust, and with high and holy purposes took 

hold of life’s toils and duties. Beautiful has been her 

life, and many there are who have blessed her as an 

angel of love and goodness. The brightest ornament 

of the circle in which she moves, the light of her 

liorae, the pride of her husband's heart, and the Joy 

of many friends, she fills a place of high trust; while 

her rare grace, matured beauty, and winning love, 

have made her the idol of many youthful hearts, that bettor, aml strive harder to practice its precepts and 

look up to her as their good angel. Beautiful, Obey its commands. 

indeed, seems the radiance of light, love, and joy 

which surrounds her. Well is it for society, when 

such power of beauty and influence is thus molded by 

Christa ill principle, and laid a Cheerful offering at 
the feet of Oon. 

1 remember her, too, when the dark shadow of 

death rested over her home, and a sweet hud of 

promise was torn from her bosom — a lily planted by 

the river of life. When the shadows grew darker till 

she was made to drink of the bitterest cup of sorrow, 

wo saw that stately form bowed even to the dust, and 

the pule brow and dim eye told our aching hearts 

that the light and joy of life were well nigh quenched. 

Yet, through all the spirit failed not. With meek J 

But “ our choice of reading” is not confined to hooks. 

Wo have papers,— monthly, semi-monthly, weekly, 

semi-weekly, tri-weekly, and daily,— some of which 

do or should find their way regularly into every house¬ 

hold. And what a “ choice of reading ” does one good 

family paper present. Father is a politician, — what 

sensible man is not in these times,— and of course 

reads with eagerness everything connected with poli¬ 

tics, while grandfather nods in token of satisfaction, 

until lie nods himself to sleep. Lizzie stands ready 

for the paper, very likely with her sleeves rolled above 

her elbow, and her dishes still unwashed; hut she lias 

waited, according to her account, a marvelous long 

time, and she must finish that story, no matter who or 
and loving heart she kissed the rod, and accepted it what u is about, providing it is only a good story. 

as the discipline of life, appointed by a Father's hand. 

And when she turned anew to her duties, T doubt not 

it was with gentler and truer sympathies, and a higher 

purpose of the chastened spirit sanctified to yet purer 
aims. 

How strangely the web of life woven in lights 

and shadows, by the golden and silver threads, min¬ 

gled with the iron and steel! Yet shall the whole he 

a finished work of beauty when unfolded in the light 

of Eternal Love, Mrs. F. A. Dick. 
Buffalo, N. V.. 1861. 

Love of the Beautiful.—There are many persons 

in this world who would scout the idea that there is 

any necessity or any use for people who are not rich, 

to make any provision for their ideal life,—for their 

taste for the beautiful. We can picture to ourselves 

some utilitarian old hunks, sharp-nosed, shriveled- 

faced, with contracted brow, narrow intellect, and no 

feeling or taste at all, who would he ready (so far as 

lie was able) to ridicule our assertion, that it is desira¬ 

ble and possible to provide something to gratify taste 

and to elevate and refine feeling, in the aspect and 

arrangement of even the humblest human dwellings.— 

Fraser's Magazine. 

Susie reads and re-reads the Foctrv, until each geinmy 

thought is safely stored in Memory's garner. Jimmy 
studies, and deeply, too, the long columns of adver¬ 

tisements. He gleans therefrom more general news 

and intelligence, a more correct view of the want* 

and wishes of mankind, their hopes and fears, 

their cunning and duplicity, than can anywhere 

else he found. Aunt Dkuby, whom we all love, 

though she is an “old maid” with a few stray 

wrinkles on her brow, and an occasional thread 

of silver woven with her glossy hair, lays down her 

knitting, and looks carefully through the Deaths and 

Marriages, and though she may sometimes drop one 

‘•pearly tear” to tin- memory of the departed, she 

envies not the happiness of the living. Now that the 

chores are done, Henry, the “ boy of all work,” is 

ready for the paper, and industrious, economical, and 

calculating fanner that he is, hitelus his chair a little 

nearer the district selioolma’am, and by the light of 

the same tallow candle reads aloud the lengthy mar¬ 

kets reports to her listening (?) e.-.r, speculating as 

he proceeds upon his “apple crop, he it less or 

more,” or the average size and weight of his beef 

cattle, and what they will bring, hums, hide, hoofs, 

and all. Next, n»jtber, patient and self-denying to 

the last, wipes her spectacles, and turning to the 

Domestic Column, examines its various recipes for 

cakes, puddings, pickles, and pies, and we have posi¬ 

tive proof that she understands and practices what 

she reads. And Johnny, who has climbed into her 

lap, begs her to read about “the little boy blue, that 

blew his horn,” or that famous pie made of “four- 

and-twenty blackbirds,” and perhaps stowed away in 

the Children’s Corner she finds some little story 

suited to his childish capacity, which is read and 

indelibly Impressed upon his mind. 

Thus all, from the gray-haired man to the lisping 

child, have their “choice of reading;” and he that 

choice a good, had, nr indifferent one, it tells upon 

their character. A man is known by the hooks he 

reads, no less than by the company lie keeps. As the 

reading of light, trifling sentimentalism weakens our 

faculties, debases oar morals, and engenders false 

views of all the relations of life, so that of a pure, sound 

morality, cannot but he felt on the heart, and seen in 

the daily “walk and conversation ” of the reader. 

Let us see to it, then, that our “choice of reading” 

be such as will not only entertain and amuse us, but 

make us wiser and nobler men and women, better 

prepared to “act well our part” in life, to hear well 

the burdens which an All-Wise Providence places 

upon our shoulders, and at last more worthy of a 

place in the “many mansions” of our “Father’s 

House.” Omega. 

Columbus, Pa., 1861. 

--*- 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

TIMES THAT WERE. 

“Times aint now as they used to he,” is a trite 

maxim. You may croak all you please about the 

degeneracy of old times, and say that we of this 

generation act just as well as they did when onr 

fathers were young,— it is not so. I don’t believe 

one word of it. Young America is coming in on a 

fast trot, and “Poor Richard’s” maxims are going 

out on a keen gallop. 

In former times we were taught tliat “honesty is 

the best policy.” Now money is the only policy. If 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE BLESSED OF GOD. 

BY MINNIE MIXTWOOD. 

Blessed arc their that dwell in Thy house; they will be 

still praising Thee.—Psalms 84: 4. 

Tuixe house above! 

Dear Lord, how more than blest are they 

Whose weary feet have found the way, 

And share Thy love. 

Their toils are o’er. 

The weary eye* will no more weep, 

Angela for them their vigils keep 

On Heav'n's bright shore. 

“ Still praising Thee.” 

Within Thine house, “not made with hands,” 

I see the white rob'd angel bands,— 

Thy minstrelsy. 

Father of Love, 

An erring child yearns to be blest, 

Within Thine house to be at rest, 

No more to rove. 

I’m weary grown! 
List! hear I not the boatman’s oar, 

The plash of waves, a* he nears th’ shore 

To bear mo home? 

God, Heaven, and Home, 

Fain would I chant the hnav'nly lays, 

And sing with tli’ angel bands who praise 

Thee round ’l'hy Throne! 

Alfred University, 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rnral New-Yorker.] 

SABBATH MUSINGS. 

Were gome kind, benevolent parent, who had the 
well-being of his posterity at heart, to take down the 
history of his son, and from the earliest period of his 
existence, carefully and truthfully to note every act, 
deed, and, if possible, every thought, of the little 
mortal, and continue the history up to his manhood 

“Of making many hooks there is no.end,” was 

long ago written, and needs no confirmation in this 

day of letters, and of steam. Our numerous authors, 

aided by onr active publishing houses, are sending 

forth a constant and never-failing supply, which 

crowds our bookstores and scatters reading matter 

throughout the world. Go where we will within the 

bounds of civilization, we find hooks in greater or 

less abundance. They travel with us by land or sea, 

sit by onr side in the school room, and greet our 

sight, like the faces of old familiar friends, in the 

library and lecture room. They lie “bound in velvet 

and edged with gold ” upon the rich man's table, and 

though, perhaps, old and worn, are highly prized and 

carefully treasured in the abode of poverty, for desti¬ 

tute indeed must he tliat home which cannot boast 

possession of even a few well-chosen volumes. 

From this mass of reading matter, we are free to 

make our own selections,—our own “choice of read¬ 

ing” -and perhaps nothing more plainly shows the 

great diversity of taste mni^aleiit among men than 

this. One delights in Miog-iphy,— in studying the 

lives and characters of earth’s mighty and great, 

whether patriot or warrior, statesman or philanthro¬ 

pist,— another draws his chair before the blazing 

lire, and whiles long hours away in the easy rhyme 

and smooth flowing verse of ancient and modern 

Poetry. Some revel in History and world-wide 

Travel, others in Philosophy and its kindred branches, 

and others still find pleasure alone in the Comic and 

Humorous, enjoying many a hearty laugh and conse¬ 

quent side ache over “the Widow Brcnorr Papers,” 

or “Mrs, Partington's Carpet Bag of Fun.” Many 

there are who make their “choice of reading” a 

means of moral and intellectual growth, For them 

the purity of truth and certainness of fact possess 

unnumbered charms. But the great majority passing 

by the true and useful, the pure and good, lengthen 

the day and prolong the night, waste their energy 

and injure their health, by the perusal of what is 

generally denominated “yellow covered literature,”— 

the fictitious productions of weak and sickly imagina¬ 

tions. 

Onr choice of reading is, in a greater or less degree, 

modified by the influences surrounding us. and the 

circumstances and situations in which we arc placed. 

Thus the farmer will be interested in whatever per¬ 

tains to Agriculture. Teachers and Students in the 

various editions of School Books, Physicians.in Medi¬ 

cal Works and Treatises, the Divine in the. study of 

Theology, mid the Christian in his Bible. And, by 

the way, it would he well, did we all make this 

“Book of Books” our “choice of reading,” love it 

you can get it honestly, do so,—if not, get it any nay and mature age, and then present to him this curious 

you ran, for it is an article that must be had in spite history,- and, without giving him any intimation 

of everything else. In the “used-to-be times” the whose life it portrayed, tell him carefully to study it, 

young were particularly cautioned to ho industrious the first few pages would perhaps he read with a 

ami frugal, in order to lay up something for a rainy smile of credulity, as to whether it were not a fable; 

day. Now the motto la, spend just as first as you can and, perhaps, in contempt, he would throw it away, 

get, and if you don’t get fast enough, spend before as not worthy his perusal, tin reading a little further, 

you get it. Once the brains were thought to have a however, he would meet with the account of some 

place in the head; now it is conceded tliat they lay in circumstance which would remind hirn that sonie- 

tho pocket those who carry the heaviest purse hav- thing similar had once happened to himself. A little 

ing the most brains, of course. I can remember more attention would he given to the subject, and on 

when merit was talked of. II persona were worthy, reading to the end, he would be compelled to believe 

1cni.llc.l to respccl, whatever tlwir station,- -„ay. he would knOw that the whole history was 

now, though a man may be as mean as mean can be, true to the letter; and, although he was at first scep- 

il lie Is rich, nobody, dare speak a word, he is a good tical, he would he forced to believe that what he had 

fellow. 1'ormcrly children were taught to “obey considered too silly—too ridiculous even to read, was 

their parents In all things.” If any were stubborn hut “ loo true." Now, suppose, on being first intro- 

then, “ spare the rod aud spoil the child;” now children dneed to this strange book, he were told to begin to 

are governed only by the “law of love,” and what Is read at the last page of the history. He would not 

the effect? Simply this, parents are obliged to obey read half the page before exclaiming, “This is my 

their children in all tilings, or run the risk of being own history!” and turning hack, page after page, not 

tured out of doors. Instead of the graceful how and one doubt would enter his mind as to the truth of the 
curtesy, when the old gentleman or lady passes by, it whole story. 

is “get out of the road, old man; il you tumble down, Thus, man now, in this “age of progress and re- 

tliat is your own look out. > oung America never form,” is told to read and study the Bible—the only 

will grow old; it isn’t paying business. Book which the God of Nature lias ever given as a 

Does any one stick up their nose and say this is key to His whole work. The world's Philosopher 

simply a harangue with no meaning to it,—things begins to read the first chapter of Genesis, which 

aro just the same they have been ever since the world means “Creation” or “Beginning,” and before he 

stood? Look about you, my good sir, and if you reads three chapters, he throws the book away in 

have one grain of “common sense ” iu your head, you 
will see proofs of what 1 have said]every day you live. 
This is a fast age — and all we can do is to secede. 

January. 1861. Psi. 
-4 ■ ♦ ■ >- 

THE HUMAN EYE. 

The eyes of men converse as much as their 

contempt, and declares that there is “no reason” in 

it. (For men have discovered, and have made the 

• acquaintance of a bright celestial creature, which has 

been sent to minister unto them, whose name is Rea¬ 

son, and they now, like their ancestors, have lost 

sight of the Creator, and worship the Creature.) 

But let the intelligent, honest reader, turn to that 

page of the Great Book which gives the history of 
tongues, with the advantage that the ocular dialect the “last lime,”—that is, the Christian Dispensation, 

needs no dictionary, hut is understood all the world which is the last, because it shall endure “till time 

over. When the eyes say one thing, and the tongue shall he no longer.” Let him read the testimonies 

another, a practiced man relies on the language of given by St. Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, and 

the first. If the man is oil his centre, the eyes show there learn what to believe, and to what end. (John 

it. You can read in the eyes of your companion 20: SO, 31.) Then read the ‘ Acts of the Apostles,” 

whether your argument hits him, though his tongue there to learn what to do, in order to become a sub¬ 

will not confess it. There is a look by which a man joct of the King of Kings,—the Prince of Peace,- 

shows he is going to say a good thing, and a look 

when he has said it. Vain and forgotten are all the 

line offers and offices of hospitality, if there is no 

holiday in the eye. How many furtive inclinations 

are avowed by the eye though dissembled by the lips! 

One comes away from a company, in which, it may 

easily happen, he has said nothing, and no important 

the Author of Life and Immortality; and then read 

the next twenty-one Epistles, to tell him how to con¬ 

duct himself towards all beings in the Universe. 

Let the doubter ask himself:—Did not Christians 

meet last Lord’s Day, in honor and in memory of 

JKsrs CHRIST? Did they not meet in His name the 

Lord’s Day before last? And so hack, did not Cliris- 
remark has been addressed to him, and yet, if in tj Christians, meet every Lord's Day, at 
_...,„*L ...tal *1.- ..... .vi.. 1 l.li x 1. * J *' 

sympathy with the society, he shall not have a sense 

of this fact, such a stream of life has been flowing 

Into him, and out from him, through the eyes. 

There are eyes, to he sure, that give no more admis¬ 

sion into the man than blue-berries. Others are 

liquid and deep — wells that a man might fall into — 

others are aggressive and devouring, seem to call out 

the police, take all too much notice, and require 

crowded Broadways, and the security of millions, to 

protect individuals against them. The military eye 1 

meet, now darkly sparkling under clerical, now 

under rustic bowers. ’Tis the city of Lueoda-mon; 

’tis a stack of bayonets. There are asking eyes, 

asserting eyes, prowling eyes, and eyes full of fate,— 

some of good, some of sinister omen. The alleged 

some place, for the same purpose, during the last 

eighteen centuries? And if he is still skeptical with 

regard to the authenticity of all the facts recorded in 

the Bible, he would, with equal propriety, doubt that 

the Declaration of American Independence was 

signed by many patriots oil the 4th day of July, 1776. 

But the honest inquirer, who thus pursues this 

most important study, with a desire to learn, and a 

trill to obey, whether he he Sage or Philosopher, or 

whether lie he unlearned, in the world's acceptation 

of the term, will know, of Iris own experience, that 

the testimony is true. (John 4: 42, ib. 7: 17, ib. 13: 

35.) 

If men would study the Bible as diligently, for the 

purpose of eliciting the truth of the facts therein 
power to charm down insanity, or ferocity in boosts, stated, as they do for the purpose of finding fault 

is a power behind the eye. It must be a victory wjth ^ and - pickingflaws” in its morals, its history 

achieved in the will, before it can he signified in the and it , prophecies, it is doubtful whether even one 

Fa/jih Waldo Emerson. honest man could he fouud to doubt its Divine 

+ -*- origin. The Hon. Ho a me Je.ny.ns, a great English 

The Old Yeah.—The almanac for the year died statesman, was once a skeptic, and had determined to 

without a groan. He seemed as vigorous only the write a book against the Bible. In examining the 

day before as the first day of iris life, and held his Bible for the purpose of exposing its absurdities, he 

own to the last moment. Were it not that another was convinced of its truth, and then he wrote a hook 

child of the same family, hearing the same general 

features, and apparently of the same temper, is ready 

lo take his place, we should he inconsolable. For 

no other friend have we to whom we can go for 

advice as we could to him. lie spoke mostly in 

on the “ Internal EvIdences of the Christian Religion,” 

which shows the folly of skepticism in a masterly 

style. 

I have seen unlearned meu look through a telescope 

from the wrong end, and declare that it did not aid 

figures. His knowledge in various tilings was not their eye a hit, while by a little instruction, as to its 

small, ami was exceedingly practical. He held con- use, they were enabled to see distant objects very 

verse with the stars, and seemed to know what was clearly. Many men look into the Bible at the wrong 

going on among all the planets. He was fond of end, or from a wrong motive, and then it is only a 

looking alter the tides; he kept a calendar of various stumbling block to them. The work most necessary 

events and days. We seldom took in hand an im- for mortals to do is defined in the Gospel, (John G: 

portent matter without consulting him, and never 27 to 29,) and this work is made much easier by 

found his judgment of events wroug. Nothing taking Paul's advice to his pupil Timothy, viz,:—to 

pleased him more than on some winter night to be “study,” and to make the studyuioreeasyandefiee- 

drawn forth and held before the glowing fire, and he tual, by “Rightly dividing the word of Truth.” 

persuaded into spiritual converse. — 11. IU. Beecher. (I Tim., 2: 15.) “T believe, I know, and am sure,” 

-■--4-.-*- • -- says the genuine Christian, “that Jesus is the Mes- 
A Reproof to Ultra-Puritanism.— I am not of ' *iah, the Son of the Living God, the Savior of Men.” 

opinion that all the arts are to be rooted out by the 

Gospel, as some ultra-divines pretend; but would wish 

to see all the arts employed, and music particularly, 

in the service of Him who has given and created 

them.—Luther. 

IVilliaiiisville, N. Y., 1861. T. W. 

By the removal of prized and cherished earthly 
props and refuges, God would unfold more of hi3 

own tenderness. 
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TnF New American Crcr.oiMtoiA: A Popular Dictionary of 
* General Knowledge. Edited by Guo. Ripley and Chas. A 

Dana. Volume VI. [Macgttlivray—Moxa.] New V Ork: D. 

Applet'0 & Co. 

Tnis volume of the American Cyclopaedia begins with Mac. 

and ends with Mnx., being entirely occupied with one letter. 

This volume fully sustains the reputation secured for the 

work by those heretofore published. Wo cannot expect, 

in a work of this sire and price, elaborate Treatises on 

points of Literature Science and History; but we have what, 

for the general reader, is far better, a clear and condensed 

.account of the principal facts and ideas required for a general 

understanding of the subjects and characters named We 

arP gratified in saying that after making allowance for all the 

deficiencies in special nrtielcs to he expected in a work of 

such extent, it is by tar the best work of its class accessible to 

the general reader in this country. The aitn of the editors 

has been to make a fair and a useful book, and they have 

succeeded. It is folly to judge this work, as some scholars 

have done, by a standard which neither the editors nor 

publishers proposed to themselves in the outset. What they 

promised and attempted they have accomplished, and the 

work thus far hears internal evidence of scholarship, good 

judgment, aud deligont labor. We arc more and more 

impressed with the value of the notices of living celebrities. 

It is often more dldlenlt to get the most elementary facts 

about a living man, whose antecedents everybody wishes to 

understand, than to get a full history of a man of half t|io 

importance who has been dead a thousand years. L. Hai.i. A’ 

Bro., Subscription Agents. 

RAILWAY Propkrty. A Treatise on the Construction and 
Management of Railways: Designed to afford Useful Knowl¬ 
edge, in a Popular Style, to the Holders of this Class of 
Property: as well as to Railway Managers, Officers, and 
Agents' By John B Jarvis, Civil Engineer. [8vo.—pp. 341. ] 
New York. Phinney. Blakenmn A Mason 

Perhaps there is no public improvement involving so great 

an outlay of Capital for construction and maintenance, as 

the American railway, that has so defective a system in the 

management. Upward of 5.1,000.one, (too have been Invested 

in the railway s of the United States, upon about 2(1,000 miles, 

giving to the area property benefited by this great outlay of 

capital, about, one mile of railway to thirty-eight square miles 

of territory Yet whoever is at all familiar with the manage 

ment of this vast line of roads, has been amazed at the very 

imperfect system which prevails, even upon the best lines. 

The rapidity of construction has undoubtedly been one cause 

of this defect—but still there is not a road that, if owned and 

managed by a single proprietors, would not largely increase 

its net revenues. 

This work by Mr Jarvis, one of the most, eminent engi¬ 

neers of the present day, embodies the results of a long anil 

extensive experience, and is calculated, if properly studied, 

to product; great good to those who are really interested in 

the prudent management of the property committed to their 

care. Railroads arc as yet in their infancy, and their import¬ 

ance, as a means of developing the resources id' the country, 

hut partially appreciated. Anything that can be done to 

make them more efficient and profitable, will be of great, 

advantage to the whole country. Upon one subject Mr. 

Jarvis has done great service, and that is, by pointing out 

the way in which, by constructing light tracks, and engines 

and ears to correspond, sections of country may be reached 

that otherwise would he inaccessible. If the heavy machinery 

and expensive rail were to be ndopted. Light ears, light 

locomotives, and a light rail, In' shows conclusively could be 

UBed to great advantage, even now, upon many of our Hues 

of traffic. The work should bo read and pondered by every 

one who is interested (and who is not?) iu the successful 

management of railroads. Sold by Dewey. 

BOOKS RECEIVED. 

The New Amarican Cyci.OP.ed1a: A Popular Dictionary of 
General Knowledge. Edited by Geo. Ripley and ('has. A. 
Dana. Volume XI. [MacgUlivray—Moxa.] New York: D. 
Appleton A Co. 

Considerations on some of the Elements aud Conditions of 
Social Welfare and Human Progress. Being Academic and 
Occasional Discourses and other Pieces l!y C. S. Henry, 
D. D. fun. 415.] New York: D. Appleton A Co. Roches¬ 
ter—L. Hall ft Bro 

Tre Cim.DRKN's Picture Faulk-Book—Containing One 
Hundred and Sixty Fables. With Sixty Illustrations by 
Harrison Weir. [pp. 280,] New York: Harper A Bros. 
Rochester—Steele. Avert A Co. 

The Children's Piutihk Book op Birds. Illustrated with 
Sixty-oi)t? Engravings by W. Harvey, [pp. 276.] New 
York: Harpers. Rochester—Steele, Avery & Co. 

Education: Intellectual, Mural and Physical. By Heriiert 

SPK.xcKK, author of “Social Statics,” “The Principles id' 
Psychology,” and “ Essays—Scientific, PolftSeal, and Specu 
lative. [pp. 383.] New York: D. Appleton A Co. 

This is a remarkable book, fitted to lead to no inconsidera 

file change in the matter of education. It treats of four great 

subjects, of the most extensive and most important applies 

tion. The first, which should have the controlling power 

over the other three, is an admirable answer to the question, 

asked by the author, “ What knowledge is of most worth t" It 

is surprising that this question, fundamental to the business 

of Education, has scarcely been considered only in the most 

limited respect, viz., that every one must be aide to road, and 

writs, amt cipher, a knowledge required for all business and in 

all pursuits. Wliat next? Though much more had been 

thought on the proper subjects to follow in our country than 

in the old world and under old institutions, the author 

proposes a new and most, desirable arrangement of the 

objects for study suited to tiro different situations and business 

of life. A new era iu education was opened to the minds of 

the British public, and the philanthropic rejoiced iu the 

possible, because practicable results. A great change Is 

needed now in our higher Common Schools and in all the 

High Schools, which will be a departure from the classical 

and scientific system of our Colleges and Universities. The 

first essay leads to the other three on Intellectual. Moral, aud 

Physical Education. The whole work baa received general 

and unqualified approbation and commendation, it deserves 

to be read and studied by all our efficient educators, and by 

every man or woman of liberal education. For sale by L. 

Hall A Bro. 

The Union Text Book: Containing Selections from the 
Writings of Daniel Webster; the Declaration of Inde¬ 
pendence: the Constitution of the United States; and 
Wasiiimiton's Farewell Address. With Copious Indexes 
For the Higher Classes of Educational Institutions, anil for 
Home Reading. (12mo.—pp. 502.] Philadelphia: 0 G. 
Evan*. 

Here is a judiciously compiled and most opportune work. 

Were its contents carefully read, studied, aud the lessons 

taught duly heeded by the people of extreme sections of the 

Union—alike by the lire eaters of the South and the fanatics 

of tho North—we should hear little of disunion, ami have no 

practical demonstrations in the lino of accession. Though 

first published several years ago. the jirnsent edition is 100*4 

seasonable, and should he widely read at a time when such 

strenuous efforts are being made to dissever the links which 

bind the American Union. The volume Is appropriately 

dedicated “ to the Governor or each State in the Union com¬ 

posing the United States of America.” [From the Publisher. 

Herodotus. In two volumes. New York: Harper A Bros. 

Wk have before spoken of the new and hitherto untried 

enterprise of the Harpers in publishing a series of texts of 

the Greek and Lutin classics. We have here the repubUcation 

of the works of the father of history. Twenty years ago it 

was the fashion among scholars to ridicule Herodotus, decry 

his authority, and call him au old and untrustworthy gossip. 

But time and investigation have changed all this. Every 

year's study of tho arrow-headed inscriptions, and other 

sources of information which science lias explored, has given 

new interest and authority to the fascinating pages of 

Herodotus. The great work of Ravvlixson has put all the 

learning requisite for understanding the value and place in 

history of Herodotus in tho power of all English readers. 

Scholars who w ish to consult tho Greek, will find this a most 

beautiful pocket edition, iu a clear and readable type. For 

sale by Steele, Avert A Co. 

Physical Training of Children. 

Is it not an astonishing fact, that though on the 

treatment of offspring depend their lives or deaths, 

and their moral welfare or ruin; yet not one word of 

instruction on the treatment of offspring is ever given 

to those who will hereafter be parents? Is it not 

monstrous that the fate of ft new generation should 

be left to the chances of unreasoning custom, 

impulse, fancy—joined with the suggestions of 

ignorant nurses and the prejudiced counsel of grand¬ 

mothers? If a merchant commenced business with¬ 

out any knowledge of arithmetic and book-keeping, 

we should exclaim at his folly, and look for disastrous 

consequences. Or if, before studying anatomy, a 

man set up as a surgical operator, we should wonder 

at his audacity and pity his patients. But that 

parents should begin tho difficult task of rearing 

children without ever having given a thought to the 

principles — physical, moral, or intellectual which 

ought to guide them, excites neither surprise at the 

actors nor pity for their victims. 

To tens of thosands that arc killed, add hundreds 

of thousands that survive with feeble constitutions, 

und millions that grow up with constitutions not so 

strong as they should be; and you will have some 

idea of the curse inflicted on their offspring by 

parents ignorunt of the laws of life. Do but consider 

for a moment that the regimen to which children are 

subject Is hourly telling upon them to their life-long 

injury or benefit; and that there are twenty ways of 

going wrong to one way of going right; and you will 

get some idea of the enormous mischief that is 

almost everywhere inflicted by the thoughtless, hap 

hazard system in common use. Is it decided that a 

tmv shall lie clothed ill some flimsy short dress, and 

be allowed to go playing about with limbs reddened 

by cold? The decision will toll on his whole future 

existence—cither in illness; or in stunted growth; 

or in deficient energy; or in a maturity loss vigor¬ 

ous than it ought to have been, and consequent 

hinderances to success and happiness. Arc childrou 

doomed to a monotonous dietary, or a dietary that is 

deficient in nutritivencss? Their ultimate physical 

power and their efficiency as men and women will 

inevitably be more or less diminished by it. Are 

they forbidden vociferous play, or (being too ill- 

clothed to bear exposure,) are they kept in-tloors in 

cold weather? They nro certain to fall bchav that 

measure of health and strength to which they would 

else have attained. When sons und daughters grow 

up sickly ami feeble, parents commonly regard the 

event as a misfortune — as a visitation of Providence; 

Thinking after the prevalent chaotic fashion, they as¬ 

sume that these evils come without causes; or that the 

enusesare supernatural. Nothing of the kind. In some 

cases the causes are doubtless inherited; hut in most 

cases foolish regulations are the causes. Very gene 

rally parents themselves aro responsible for all this 

pain, lids debility, this depression, this misery. 

They have undertaken to control the lives of their 

offspring from hour to hour; with cruel carelessness 

they havo uegleeted to learn anything about these 

vital processes which they aro unceasingly affecting 

by their commands and prohibitions; in utter igno 

ranee of the simplest physiologic laws, they have 

been year by year undermining the constitutions of 

their children; and have so inflicted disease and 

premature death, not only on them but on their 

descendants. “ Education ; intellectual, Moral and 

Physicalby Hkbbuiit Sprnokh. 

fluted; of rocks piled upon rocks; of mountain tow¬ 

ering above mountain; of battlement frowning against 

battlement! It seems as if a sea of molten rocks had 

been suddenly solidified, while rolling in lofty and 

elevated waves, sinking in awful gulfs, boiling iu 

caves or domes, or spouting in fiery pillars against 

the sky.” 
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LETTER TO FARMER BOYS.-NO. IV. 

MAJOR RORKRT’ yYTSTDKItSOjV 

Pear Brothers:—Paul Morphy is a noted chess 

player. You have all, I dare say, heard of him, and 

read of him. He has become very renowned merely 

because lie excels all others in playing chess, llo 

has spent many years —utterly wasted the precious 

time that God gave hitn to benefit his fellows to 

ennoble his own soul — and which he should regard as 

the most precious boon of Heaven—recklessly 

squandered it in m®ving hits of ivory over a checkered 

board! And yet l’AUL Morphy is not the only one 

who plays away his time. Wo hear men say, Oh, but 

chess playing is discipline for the mind—it rouses and 

quickens the intellect — it causes one to think, Ac.” 

If mathematics, philosophy, or metaphysics will not 

dovelope your intellect —if they will not discipline 

your minds — if the wonderful creations all around 

you — if the scene that (ion painted but yesterday, 

where tho sun first gilds tho orient clouds if these 

will not cause you to think, then if there lie any 

virtue iu chess or checker playing, resort to it. If 

after you have exhausted the great store house of 

knowledge, aud have no more to learn—have no 

more good to accomplish no more deeds of kind¬ 

ness to perform — when there are aronml you no 

more ignorant ones to be taught — no more sorrow; 

ing ones to ho cheered and helped — then if any time 

remains to you, sit down and learn to play chess. 

But, young brothers, you may say, “Why, many 

posed Santa Anna would renew on the 24th. Ho groat and learned men play chess and oven cards!1’ 

was one of the Commissioners sent by Mr. Fillmore a great many do, and they have a wonderful weak 

to investigate the Gardiner fraud. In 1855 be was spot somewhere, they’re not half as smart as they 

promoted to a Captaincy, and in 1H5G ordered to might ho. It'you wish to imitate others, take for 

Florida, where he remained till 1858, when he was your example a character in which no weakness has 

sent, to Fort Moultrie, ever been displayed. It is not well to imitate tho 

Brevet-Captain Truman Seymour is a native of follies or the vices of those who are called great. 

Verm out. He entered West Point in 1848. He was Monsieur Blokhin made the discovery that lie 

in Mexico, as tin officer of light artillery, and behaved eould walk upon a rope. Hugging to his bosom the 

with such gallantry at Chevubuseo, as to receive the idea that the “ Fools were not all dead yet,” he 

brevet of captain, lie is at tho head of tho list of mmie to our glorious Umpire State, aud proved the 

first lieutenants of hia regiment. truth of it, for hundreds of people — who thought 

First Lieutenant, Theodore Talbot, of D. C., was themselves possessed of considerable intellect and 

appointed in 1S47, from Kentucky, to a second lieu- common sense — flocked to see a man do that which 

tenantry. A Southern man by birth and feeling, he is the most diminutive squirrel that runs the length of 

loyal to the Union. your father’s fence can do! What au amount of 

First Lieutenant Jefferson C. Davis is an Indi- self-respect, what a hulk of manhood a man must 

aniim by birth, and was a lieutenant in the third possess, to pride himself on a thing which a crea- 

Indiana Volunteers, under the command of Colonel tore wholly destitute of Intelligence can perform bet- 

Heniiy S. Lank, Governor elect of Indiana, and did ter than ho! And 1 can but, see a great similarity 

good service at Buena Vista, and for good conduct Between the performers and the lookers-on. 

received a commission in his regiment during the , trust y))U|. ^00(j your elevated manhood, 

year 1848. W1|| y0U t,f (l letter way of spent]Ing your time 

and money, than iu running to see a lllondin-liko 

the dignity of the Mandarin when promoted, and a before. No disturbance of the normal course of the performance, even if visiting the rural districts, iu 

disgraceful official or ruined merchant, who formerly functions con pass away and leave tilings exactly as that essence of all nuisances, the most vulgar of all 

had lived in luxury, appears little to regret the change they were, in all cases a permanent damage is done vulgarities, the circus. Seek to make far better 

he has undergone. There is no fear of death among —not immediately appreciable, it may lie, but still men of yourselves —to be of infinitely more use 
I,hem. though they have the rclios iti this dead con- there; aud, ah.fig* with other such items, which to the world — to have your bodies hold greater and 

stuntl.y before tlieir eyes. Tho country is covered Nature, in her strict account-keeping, never drops, nobler souls than those of a Morphy, a Blondin, or 

with graves, and in many places about Shanghai' the will tell against us to the inevitable shortening of our some silly low bred clown, 

coffins aro opeuly exposed in the fields. They are days. Through the accumulation of small injuries it 

oven kept in tho houses till a propitious day arrives is that constitutions are commonly undermined, and 

IV.r the burial, months passing by sometimes before break down long before their time. And if wo call 
to mind how far the average duration of life falls 

In the last issue of the Rural we gave an interest¬ 

ing sketch of the life and services of Major Robert 
Anderson, the gallant soldier now in charge of Fort 

Sumter, and we aro very much gratified at being 

enabled to present bis portrait to our readers. The 

engraving was made from a painting iu possession of 

his wife, and is by her pronounced a perfect likeness. 

Wc have already given a biography of Major A., 

and as wo doubt not that a mention of those who are 

in Fort Sumter with him, and are nobly assisting in 

the performance of his entire duty to the country, 

will be received with feelings of pleasure, wo give 

the following brief sketches of his second officer, 

Oapt. Abnkr Doublem an, Brevet-Capt. Truman Sey¬ 

mour, and Lieutenants Taylor and Davis. 

Capt. Doubi.Eman entered West Point in 1838, and 

graduated In 1842. lie was at Corpus Christ!, with 

Gen. Taylor, and with him at the Rio Grande. Ho 

bore himself bravely at Monterey, and, as an officer 

of Prentiss’ heavy battery, made a forced march of 

thirty-five miles on the night of February 23d, 1847, 

from the Rlnconada Pass to the battle field of Buena 

Vista, to take part in the action which it was stip- 

Minnie Mintwood. 
Alfred University, N. Y'., 1800. 

TO MAKE A ROSE FROM SHAVINGS. 

the body is removed. 
When the coffin is decayed, the hones are carefully below the possible duration, we see how immense is 

gathered; and in a country walk one very often the loss. When, to the numerous partial deductions 

Wk have received from a lady correspondent in 

Michigan, Mrs. B. C. Pauli., the following method 

comes upon jars containing “potted ancestors.” which Imd health entails, wc add this great final do- of making a rose from wood shavings;—Cut out 14 

Money is saved IV.r the purpose of a ooffln, and is put duction, it results that ordinarily more than one-half petals same as No. 3, and 18 of No. 2; tlieu 20 of the 

by till ready for use. The first time 1 saw this was in of life is THROWN AW AY.— Westminster Review. 

Morbid Nervousness. 

The morbid nervousness of the present day 

appears in several ways. It brings a man sometimes 

to that startled state that the sudden opening of a 

door, the clash of a falling fire-iron, or any little 

accident, puts him in a flutter. How nervous the 

late Sir Robert Peel must have been when, a few 

weeks before his death, he went to the Zoological 

Gardens, and when a monkey suddenly sprang upon 

ills arm, the great and worthy man fainted! Another 

phase of nervousness is when a man is brought to a 

state that the least noise or cross occurrence seems 

to jar through the entire nervous system,—to upset 

him, as we say; when lie cannot command his 

mental powers except in perfect stillness, or in the 

chamber, and at his writing tabic, to which lie is 

accustomed; when, in short, he gets fidgety, easily 

worried, full of whims and fancies, which must bo 

indulged and considered, or he is quite out of sorts. 

Another phase of the same morbid condition is 

when a human being is oppressed with a vague, 

undefined fear that things are going wrong, that his 

income will not meet the demands upon it, that his 

child’s lungs are affected, that his mental powers are 

leaving him,— a state of mind which shades rapidly 

off into positive insanity. Indeed, when matters 

remain long in any of •the fashions which have been 

described, I suppose the natural termination must be 

disease of the heart, or a shock of paralysis, or 

insanity in the form either of mania or idiocy. 

Numbers of common-place people, who could feel 

very acutely, but who could not tell what they felt, 

have been worried into fatal heart disease by 

prolonged anxiety and misery. Every one knows 

how paralysis laid its hand upon Sir Walter .Scott, 

always great, lastly heroic. Protracted anxiety, how 

to make the ends meet, with a large family and an 

uncertain income, drove Southey’s first wife into 
The Odyssey op Homer—with the Hyms and Battle of the 

Frogs and Mice. Literally translated, Avith Explanatory 
Notes. New York: Harper & Brothers. 

Tuts is a continuation of the series of translations of the 

Greek and Latin claries which tho Harpers have been for 1 , . ,, , „ 
. .. ...... , . , 1 nervousness year after year. Not less sad the end ot 

sometime engaged in repnutiUg. It is letter adapted to merely | ^ 

English readers than any of the poetic translations. They 

lunatic asylum; and there is hardly a more touching 

story than that of her fears and forebodings through 

DIPHTHERIA. 
a little cottage near Shanghai?. There was an old 

cob-webbed coffin in the corner; I asked a young lad 

why it was there; ho quietly pointed with his thumb 

over Iris shoulder to his grandmother, standing close 

by, and said it was for her; she was very old, and was 

nearly wearing out the coffin before she was put into 

it. At funerals females are hired to do the “ Inconso¬ 

lable grief” parts of tho performance, it seems very 

ridiculous that such a custom should be kept up when 

it is known by everybody that the mourners howl for , . . 
" . , , , symptoms; the sensation of a bone or haul substance 

hire. They Certainly work hard lor tlieir money, and ”"1"' ’ , , .. 
. ’ 11 1 1 . i- -r >l in the throat, rendering swa owing difficult and pain piteous moaiiB would he heart-rending li they m ,u * their 

were real. — Twelve Years in China 

I 
MISFORTUNES OF IGNORANCE. 

ful, and a marked fmtor, or unpleasant smell of the 

breath, the result of its pntrefftcfive tendency. On 

the appearance of these symptoms, if the patient is 

old enough to do so, give a piece of gum camphor, of 

the size of a marrowfat pea, and let it be retained in 

the mouth, swallowing slowly the saliva charged 

with it until it is all gone. In an hour or so give 

another, and at the end of another hour a third; a 

If any one doubts the importance of an acquaint- f™rth will not unusually he required; but if the pain 

ance with tint fundamental principles of physiology and unpleasant breath aro not relieve , it may be used 

as a means to complete living, let him look around two or throe times more, at a little longer intervals, 

and see how many men and women he can find in 

middle or later life who are thoroughly well. Occa- , , .it 
sionally only do we moot with an example of vigorous or two of spirits of alcohol to it, and mix it with an 

health continued to old ago; hourly do we meet with «qu»| quantity of powdered loaf sugar, or bettor,pow- 

examples of acute disorder, chronic ailment, general 

say two hours. If the child is young, powder the 

camphor, which can easily be done lay adding ft drop 

larger size. Cut them on tho length of the shaving, 

and curl them slightly at the edge with the scissors, 

then form a loop of wire as shown by No. 0 in the 

diagram, and having twisted a strip of shaving round 

Ah the newspapers are full of remedies for this dan- it> c(UUuionce to tic on the petals with some strong 

geroiis affection, of the throat, some of them very good thread. Tie on the 14 small ones; then tho next 

and some of them very silly, we will give one which 

we know to be used by some eminent physicians, and 

which we have never known to fail, if applied early. 

Diphtheria in its early stage may bo recognized by 

any person of ordinary capacity, by two marked 

dered rock candy, and blow it through a quill or tube 

into its throat, depressing the tongue with the haft, of 

a spoon. Two or throe applications will relieve. 

Some recommend powdered aloes or pcllitory with 

the camphor, but observation and experience have 

satisfied us that the camphor is sufficient alone, it 

acts probably by its virtue as a diffusa!)!© stimulant, 

and antiseptic qualities.—N. Y. Examiner. 

‘ 

A WONDERFUL ISLAND. 

A Missionary describes, iu a late Pacific newspa¬ 

per, a visit which lie paid to a little-known island of 

tho Marquesas group, whose formation is volcanic. 

His observations were made during the month of May 

last. “A Iter two hours,” he say*, “ of great heat and 

extreme toil, we stood on the dividing ridge of the 

island, some 3,500 feet above the ocean. Our path 

while on all sides wo see the perpetual minor ailments I had led up steep and narrow ridges, down which we 
looked into awful depths of 500, 1000, and 1,500 feet 

below. In one place 1 measured the width of the 

ledge on which we wore walking, and found it to bo 

two feet and four indies. Sometimes the sides of the 

debility, premature decrepitude. Scarcely is then 

one to whom you put the question, who lias not in 

the course of his life brought upon himself illness 

which a little knowledge would have saved him from 

Here is a ease of heart disease consequent on a rheu¬ 

matic fever that followed reckless exposure. There 

is a case of eyes spoiled for life by over-study. 5 es- 

terday the account wits of one whose long-enduring 

lameness was brought on by continuing, in spite oi 

the pain, to use a knee after it had been slightly in¬ 

jured. And to-day we are told of another who has 

had to lie by for years, because he did not know that 

the palpitation he suffered resulted from an over¬ 

taxed brain. Now wc hear of an irremediable injury 

that followed some silly feat of strength; and, again, 

of a constitution that has never recovered from the 

effects of excessive work needlessly undertaken; 

can get from this a better i<lea ol' tho poet and the |mem than 

from Cotvi-Eit or 1’oi'K. The explanatory notes aro valuable 

for learned as well as English reader-. For s ilo by Steele, 

Avery St GO. 

Famous Boys: and How They BecameGreatMen, Dedicated 
to Youths and Young Men, as a Stimulus to Earnest Living, 
[pp. 300.] Now York: W. A. Townsend A Co. 

Trl-e Stories of the Days of Washi.votoh. Rostrated, 
[pp. 312.] New York: Phinney, Blake man x Mason. 

The above entitled are capital books for this young* Tlie 

first named inculcates good lessons in au entertaining and 

impressive manner, and the last imparts important historical 

fact* and incidents In a pleasant, instructive and attractive 

style. For sale by 1*. Hall k lino, and D. M. Dewey. 

her overwrought husband, in blank vacuity; nor the 

like end of Thomas Moore. Aud perhaps the saddest 

instance of the result of an overdriven nervous 

system, in recent days, was the end of that rugged, 

honest, wonderful genius, Hugh Miller.—Recreation 

of a Country Parson. 

Chinese Views of Death. 

There is nothing in the Chinese character more 

striking than the apathy with which they undergo 

afflictions, or the resignation with which they bear 

them. There is so much elasticity in their disposi¬ 

tion that tho most opposite changes in their condition 

produce but little effect. A Coolie can admirably ape 

which accompany feebleness. 

Not to dwell on tiie actual pain, the weariness, the 

gloom, the waste of time and money thus entailed, 

only consider how greatly ill health hinders the dis¬ 

charge of all duties—makes business often impossible, 

and always more difficult; produces an irritability 

fatal to the right management of children; puts the 

functions of citizenship out of tlm question; and 

makes amusement a bore. Is it not clear that the phy¬ 

sical sins—partly our forefathers' and partly our own 

—which produce this ill health, deduct more from 

complete living than anything else, aud to a great, ex¬ 

tent make life a failure and a burden instead of a bene¬ 

faction and a pleasure? 

To all which add the fact that life, besides being 

tli 11s immensely deteriorated, is also cut short. It is 

not true, as we commonly suppose, that a disorder or 

disease from which we have recovered leaves us as 

precipice below us were at an angle oi GO to 70 de¬ 

grees, and sometimes they Were perpendicular. Wo 

walked along on the crest of spurs, climbed over 

cones, and threaded our way along the steep sides Ol 

hills, holding on to grass and shrubs, and scarcely 

holding on at that. 
“From the central summit of the island the view 

was magnificent. Such a wild assemblage of hills 

size, and so on till the flower is complete. Cut the 

rose leaves also on the length, and vein them with 

the scissors, holding the points a little apart, so as to 

give the vciu a raised look. Gum them on the wire 

stalk, which you will form same as design No. 7. Be 

careful to bind the spray neatly to the main branch 

with a slight strip of the shaving, and fasten off by 

a little guru at the end. 
. --♦-« # - 

Cutting-Ant of Texas and its Dwelling. — The 

Cutting-Ant of Texas builds subterranean habita¬ 

tions, consisting of cells, sometimes tilling an area of 

ground twenty-live feet square, to the depth of six¬ 

teen feet. Tlieir cells are Irom six to twelve inches 

in height, and are connected by passages from one to 

three or four inches in diameter. From these cav¬ 

erns, where they dwell in myriads, they have been 

known to dig a passage under a stream in order to 

get at a garden on the opposite side. Their food is 

both animal and vegetable, consisting of insects, 

berries, grain and the leaves of trees. They will 

sometimes entirely strip a tree in a single night. In 

Western and Central Texas, they are regarded as a 

terrible scourge, and many efforts have been made to 

exterminate them, but tlieir immense number has 

made it impossible. They appear to be divided 

into classes, some building and repairing the cells, 

some procuring food, some tending the sick and all 

having peculiar duties to perform. 

It is the love of truth that clothes the martyr with ^ ■. 

a name which outshines the blaze that kills hitn. It t J 

and valleys; of spurs and ridges; of profound gulfs binds the soul to all true spirits on earth, in lb'.i,en, 

and yawning chasms; of needles, more wonderful than I and to God. Compare emulations oi argument, '*H 

Cleopatra’s; of leaning towers, outvieing the famed pungencies of sarcasm, dealings ol fancy, pride o 

one of Fisa; of cones, rounded, rent, rugged, upright, logic, and pomp of declamation, with the simple .Jjt 

inclined, truncated, inverted; of precipices at every ; thoughts which the love of truth suggests, and they aro Mg' 
angle, bold, green carpeted, festooned, grooved, I but asthe sound of an automaton to the voice of mail. 
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NKW A DVERTrSEMENTS. the present emergency. To Congress is reserved the j The Somhem Imbroglio. bat no sacrifice of principles. The right of a State to 

>rk Spectator—Fmnd* Hall A Co. Et kaf th\^eVanCe *hat SoCTn Carolina. _ The steamer Star of the secede can never be admitted. Once in the Union, 

tdhzmmxst-***** So*, mu "T wia tnSnt s"mu,r’in *»*“ »•« »“«*»«»«»v*- *• n**™**. 
de-K. H. Appleby, me responsiDimy. Alter eulogizing endeavoring to enter Charleston harbor about day- Tkwrmvv The r»mckw „ V1 . . „ v 

the blcs8inga conferrod b-v tbe Union- hc “J* "bould light on the 9th last, was opened upon bv the garri- ville on the Vth in t rf , « Nttsh' 
ui'.v r-.rSaU - .1. < Raymond it perish, the calamity will he as severe in the South- son on Morris Island and also bv Fort Moultri, on tl c ,th m>t. The Governors Message re- 

'^^MSSSS^. «"■ -1> a. Northern Sal*. The .ecci™ move- The Corner pe. »h'.»t an." wet t. ». ‘“T f T *T? 
L»t< nuBfricji ■- c. Reiuik*. mcnt iH chiefly on an apprehension as to the genii- rv\ * • v # r r, f«>r the consideration of existing difficulties lie left to 

ments of tlu/majority in several of t.m Northern iZlZT Z*7^ -*? ^ «•» tbe for the present evils 

si’BciAL notices. States. Let the matter be transferred from the Amlerson wit!, awhiteZrannroached0^ T Consti,utionai amendments. On the 

ompl&lnU, &c. political assembly to the ballot box. The people Lieut Hall had an interview with r<,.v wh?r€0,f' Tennessee should maintain her 

-- --~-~ will redress the grievance. In heaven's name let the The communication from Major Amlereon is ^ * and ^dependence out of the Union. aCV%^ <\!4/ | j trial be made before we plunge into the assumption, j f0i)0wg. Illinois.—In regard to the present existing difficul- 

31(K-1 OfUCt'. “r.1"’..“'T*"’:'- .i»&*»«**,«. »/M (m. “t !Lt!'ls.r!,‘:.”*’:?*"**. T.If <":iI,van“*f 

The New York Spectator- Francis Hall & Co. 
How to obtain Webster's Pictorial Dictionarv- 
Notn [)umo ITnivervitv J£ev. 1'. Ililion. Pres 
Karin for Hale - K. I! "Appleby. 
N’uix-t vinen Wanted 1, H Myers. 
Agents Wanted 1' W. Scofield’ 
Hennlb— Parley for Sale— J. C. Raymond. 
To Nurserymen—John R. Garretaee. 
Fresh I’eacli Spines Thoi>. Hervndeen. 
St. Catharines N'nreerie* C. Beadle. 
Apple Root Graft* F. K. Phoenix. 
Agents Wanted — National Agency. 

SPECIAL NOTICES. 

Bronchial Complaints, &c. 

the present emergency. To Congress is reserved the 

power to declare war and remove the grievance that £l)c Jmog Con&cnser. 
TKNNESSKE.-The Legislature assembled at Nash- - Linen was first made in England, in 1253. 

ville ou the ith inst. The Governor's Message re- pr-, • , . _ 
„ ...... .. , *“ re — Hats were invented for men. in Paris. 140, 
commends that the question of calling a Convention T, v 

for the consideration of existing difficulties lie left to " ' '' '' b"V th^ p0UDl1 ln Par 

the people, and says the remedy for the present evils ~ Knit B,°''kin?? were inveated iD in 

m 
NEWS DEPARTMENT. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., JANUARY 19, 1861. 

DOMESTIC NEWS. 

Affair* nt Washington. 

Ax earnest effort will be made in the Senate to 

order the investigation, through the Judiciary Com¬ 

mittee, into a charge of a treasonable plot to establish 

a Southern Confederacy, with its scat of government 

at Washington. 

The President lias prepared a communication to be 

laid before Congress, disavowing Cave Johnson’s 

award in the case of the Paraguay claimants, and sus¬ 

taining Minister Olay in the matter of the diplomatic 
relations with Pern. 

It appears from the official report that since April 

last the Government has sold to various parties 21,000 

muskets, altered from flint to percussion locks, at a 

cost of twenty-two cents each. The amount realized 

was $00,000. They were almost worthless, and pre¬ 

viously condemned by the ordnance officers. 

Gen. Dix was nominated and unanimously con¬ 

firmed as Secretary of the Treasury on the 1st inst. 

Secretary Thompson lots resigned to the President 

He appeals to Congress to say in their might, the 

Union must and shall be preserved by all Constitu- an unarmed vessel hearing the flag'of my country" ine umon’ lct them 1,0 redressed within the Union, 
tional means. Ho recommends Congress to devote ■ 1 have not been notified that war has been ^ unconstitutional laws, trenching upon the gtiaran- 

themselves to prompt action with a view to peace. lif'i'ar<‘i by Carolina against the United teed rights of any of our sister States, have been 

Ihe division on the line of 3b deg. 30 min. is m,g- rrritted without your sanc tion or authorin' VnTr ,,'"‘od "P"n oth«'r State books, let them bo removed. 

Sib: Two of your batteries fired this morning on 

refusal whereof, Tennessee should maintain her 

equality and independence out of the Union. 

Illinois.—In regard to the present existing difficul¬ 
ties at the South, Gov. Woon says if grievances to 

any portion of our confederation have arisen within 

the Union, let them be redressed within the Union. 

uu« o. ou ueg. ou min. is siig- mitted without your sanction or Buthoritv. Under 1 M OUUB‘B- ulvn* oo removed, 
gested as calculated to produce an adjustment. It is that hope I refrain from opening a Are on your bat- R prejudice, and alienation towards any of our fellow* 

an imputation on members to say they will hesitate a tc!‘ies- 1 have the honor, therefore, respectfully to countrymen, has fastened on our minds, let it be dis- 

moiiiciit. The danger i. on a.. I. .ennl of the i Steuggffi, “eOT°„” i“°V"rgT"'. UV'* 0"™lves 
States, forte and arsenals have been seized by aggies- civilized government, was committed in obedience to ai" 0:,< l -allowing neither threats to drive us 
sive acts. Congress should endeavor to give the difli- .vonr instructions, and notify you if it is not dis- from what we deem to he our duty, nor pride of 
cullies a peaceful solution. He states the reason (1)ut I regard it as an act of war, and I shall opinion prevent us from correcting wherein we may 

why he had refrained from sendingtroops to Charles- ! ^nger.'permlT any veswU^pass wTSS*the Sn«5 haVe crred* He reco,nmenda that if Illinois has 
tou harbor, believing this would have furnished the J the guns of my Fort, passed any laws tending to obstruct the Federal au- 

pretext, if not provocation, on the part of South In order to save, as far as it is in my power, the thority, or conflicting with the constitutional rights 

Carolina, for aggression. Referring to Maj. Ander- £ o'f“m? doSon, r^ie°Ugodd of others, they at once be repealed. Hpeaking'not 

son, he say*: 1 bat officer could not, before be left ' hoping, however, your answer may justify a further njere*^r 01 "ini^e*f* but reflecting what be assumes to 
Fort Moultrie, have held that post forty-eight hours. I continuance of forbearance on my part, I remain ,je t,,e Toicc of Illinois, irrespective of party, as it Fort Moultrie, have held that post forty-eight hours. 

relations with Porn felt that the duties were faithfully but Imperfectly anoekson. ments of President Jackson, “The Federal Union, it 

u«r ****** APri, nz™*- »• -«— »•—- «• ss? zr**"or so,,a u m 
ruak^S^omflint topeiroStck^ Mt.1Iowa,-d, of Michigan.moved that the Message M.ssooa.-Governor ^Rtkwai.t, in his Valedictory, 

cost of twenty-two cento each. The amount realized ■" n kucd l0.a h,'ct,iU Gommittoe or five, with hostility} any attempt to reinforce the troops at. Fort that Missouri occupies a position iu regard to 
was ${(0,000. They were almost worthless and me- instract,0“810 inquire whether any executive officers Sumter, or to retake and resume possession of the these troubles that should make her voice potent in 

viously condemned by the ordnance officers. tbc V‘ been' °r arc now treatin* or coin‘ SaTor'A £son aSoncd anor^fk^gthe lhG C°UnCilB °f the ,wUon- WU1> freely a dis- 
Gen. Dix was nominated and unanimously con- ‘ r “7 PT° °'' f°r thc «nd doing oSer damir«H,t! ^ unionist per «within her borders, she is still defer- 

firmed as Secretary of the Treasury on the Nt inst Uanhler lorU' !,ll(1 other property; whether any the authorities Of the State as indicative of any other mined to demand and maintain her rights at every 

Secretary Thompson has resigned to the President T"»nd ior their SUWH(,cr llaB bcen and hy Impose than the Coercion of the State by the'armed hazard. Missouri loves the Union and will never 

a c«n"»;«ion » Socr,0»rj .f ... on M„ '"“l"*'*T "T. U'""" “ a 
ground, after the order to reinforce Major Anderson ' ’ u * '* ' cnteicd into any pledge w(.|^t armed or unarmed, having troops to re inforce coniPromiso> a,ld 18 willing to abide by a fair com- 
was countermanded on the 31st of December there MOt t0 S< ,"] any rt-‘inr,J,T( mcnte of troops to the Fort Sumter aboard, mu to enter the Harbor. Special promise—not such ephemeral contracts rts are enacted 

..» 

respectfully, 
(Signed) Robert Anderson. 

Gov. Pickens, after stating the position of South 
Carolina to the United States, says: 

Any attempt to send troops into Charleston Harbor 
to reinforce the. forts, will be regarded as an act of 
hostility; any attempt to reinforce the troops at, Fort 

instructions to inquire whether any executive officers Sumter, or to retake, and resume possession of the 
of the U. S. have been, or are now treating or com- *°rts within the waters of South Carolina, which 

° Unins A OiLitolix. lit.a. 1 TA.. .. . .. 

be ordered South, without the subject being consid¬ 

ered and decided on in the Cabinet. 

Commodore Shubrick, who arrived from Charleston 

on the Sth inst., stales that the greatest anxiety and 

terror prevails there, enhanced by every fresh report 

of movements at the North. It is believed that a re¬ 

vulsion of feeling against the disunionista must soon 

take place, unless Georgia adopts a course to infuse 

new life into the secession movement, and give the 

already wavering people new accession of courage. 

The correspondence between the South Carolina 

Commissioners and President Buchanan appeared in 

the Charleston papers. It had been submitted to the 

Covention in secret session the evening previous. It 
consists of three letters. 

The first is dated Dec. 29th, from thc Commission¬ 

ers to the Presideut, in which they demand aH pre¬ 

liminary to all negotiations, a disapproval by the 

President of the act of Major Anderson in seizing 
Fort Sumter. 

The second, dated Dec. 30th, from the President, 

in which, while admitting that Major Anderson acted 

without express orders, he yet refuses to repudiate 
the act. 

The third is dated January 1st, in which the Com¬ 

missioners attempt to refute the allegations of the 

President's letter, wherein liCAjnstifies Major Ander¬ 
son’s conduct. 

The last letter the President returned to the Com¬ 

missioners with the following endorsement: 

“This paper, just presented to the President, is of 

such a character that he declines to receive it.” 

The War Department is in possession of informa¬ 

tion that the Governor «»f South Carolina has forbid- 

on what considerations; whether the Custom House, 

Post Office, and Arsenal at Charleston had been State. ‘ .* and agreed to in solemn convention of all thc parties 
seized, and;by whom held in possession; whether any , Under these circumstances the Star of the W-eBt, it interested. Missouri lias a right to speak on this 

revenue cutter lias been seized, and whether any J* ?Ut!'r u,t> harbor with subject, because she has suffered deeply, having nrote 

efforts have been made to recover it- the Committee and consequently she was 'll red‘'into.1 The1 actTs aWy ,0Rttt* niuch- in Repast few years, by abductions 
to have power to send for persons and papers, and perfectly justified by me. of slaves, as all the rest of the Southern States put 

report from time to time such facts as may be , 1,1 regard to your threat about vessels in the together. The Governor deprecates the action of South 

ro,uir.iI I.J tke MllOMl Honor, A«. VooT^nK C‘roll”a- !»•!* w«M <W more ,,m- 

■D motion of Mr. Leake, the Select Committee the harbor has been lolerated by the authorities of P-^iywith thc measure had it originated among those 
on the President's Special Message were instructed the State, and while the act of which you complain who, like ourselves, have suffered severe losses and 

to inquire whether any arms have recently been ^ >n p«;rfecteonsist*ncy with the rights ami elution of constant annoyances from tile interference and den 
removed from Harper’s Ferrvto PH,share. , ,r B„ 'l.!* how.'T ^conduct you     ,lf f 

not to lire on such a vessel until a shot across the ", V . . / ' ... MUl “ 
bows should warn them of the prohibition of the oniPro,«l8o insunng all the just rights of the States, 

Under these circumstances the Star of the West, it 
is understood, attempted to enter the harbor with 
tioops, after being notified that she could not enter, 

and consequently she was fired into. The act is 
perfectly justified by me. 

In regard to your threat about vessels in the 
harbor, it is only necessary for me to say, you must 
judge of your own responsibility. Tour‘position in 

A -O- - luntmvvwu . - : TV .7 .cilUtlLU > l.'fv IU.HSUS alia 
to inquire whether any arms have recently been | is in perli-ct consistency with the rights and dutioB of constant annoyances from the interference and den 

<• ei«.bur«. »„•„ if..- ■" Th^ i, £ 
l>y whose authority, and for what reasons. 'J'he roso- I any country, or can be reconciled with anv other Union bo long as it is worth the effort to preserve it 

lution was amended so as to extend the inquiry as to than that of your Government imposing on She cannot be frightened by the post utifriendlv b-'U 
41,« w.n..,.,nl __.-_u .1. , the Mate the condition of a conilliornd TU-nvinr,/. . . . •' 1 ixuuiy u gis the removal of arms in all the arsenals. 

Thc Speaker laid before the House a letter signed 

by the Mississippi delegation, stating that they had 

received official information that tliis State passed an 

ordinance through a Convention representing the 

sovereignty of the people, in which the State lut:- 

withdrawn from the Federal Government all powers 

the state the condition of a conquered province. 
(Signed) F. W. Pickens. 

Upon the receipt of Gov. Pickens’ missive, Major 

Anderson replied as follows: 

Tolna Excrllrvcy Gov Pickens: 

Sir,—I have the honor of acknowledging the 
recipt of your communication, and say, that under 
the circumstances, 1 have deemed it proper to refer 

lation of the North, or dragooned into secession by 

the restrictive legislation ol the South.” The Governor 

denies the right of voluntary secession, and says that 

it would be utterly destructive of every principle on 

which the National faith Is founded. He appeals to 

the great conservative masses of the people, to put 

down selfish and designing politicians and to avert 

i have Hi i >v also to express the hope that no 
they approbate it and will return. obstacles will be placed in the way, and that you 

will do me the favor of giving every facility for the 
Legislature of Non York. departure am -eturn of thc bearer, Lieut. Talbot, 

0 who is directed to make the journey, 
.senate. —Ihe Assembly’s concurrent ltesolu- (Signed) Robert Anderson. 

tions introduced by Mr. Littlejohn, were taken up, Gov. Dickens immediately granted the permission 

the rules being suspended for that purpose. desired, and directed Lieut, Talbot to have every 

Mr. Spinola moved to amend by making the pream- facility and courtesy extended to him, as bearer of 

Die read: dispatches to the United States Government, both 
W hereas, I reason, as defined by the Constitution going and returning, 

of the Uiiitou btutCB, exists in one or more Strifes nf u ,r.i . 
the Union, &c. 1 Mississiri-i.— Ihe ordinance for the immediate 

Mr. Spinola warmly advocated the passage of the 8CCP*don of th® State bas Passcd the Jackson Con- 

Resolutions. Mr. Grant offered the amendment, which Vcntl0n bv a vote of 84 to 15- The I”"»un&nt 

was adopted, and resolutions passed, ayes 28, nays 1. pl“Ce* 10 lhc city are iUumillllted t0'night- (!,in8 ■» 
, , . * being fired aiul fireworks set off in honor of the 

den the U. S. Mill-Treasurer at Charleston paying the the Union. Ac. 

drafts oI the paymaster in favor of Major Anderson Mr. Spinola warmly advocated the passage of the 

and his command, and the Sub-Treasurer has refused Resolutions. Mr. Grant offered the amendment, which 

accordingly. was adopted, and resolutions passed, ayes 28, nays 1. 

Lieut. Talbot has arrived from Major Anderson with Assembly. — Mr. Littlejohn — The information we 

dispatches to thc government. Lieut. Talbot reports have received over the telegraph wires this A M A rT 0 , , 

that the <!<,n,liU,,n of Fmt Surator iR so favorable point out the period when thc partizan should be n° Tj' ™ at iM° ”le was takcn 

as was believed by the government. Twenty-seven swallowed up in the patriot. I therefore ask consent < 7! ! c ! 'V y the1troops of t!us 

guns are mounted on the first tier, eight on the of thc House to offer at this time the following pre- T f °f 
third tier, and they are mounting others. The second amble and resolutions. ^ powder’ 3d0,00° roJind8 of niusket catndges and 

tier of embrasures is blocked up. The fort, he thinks, Whereas, The insurgent Mate of South Carolina, “JTV''Zt Therc was no defence. It is 
will hold out. two months with the present supplies— after seizing the Post Office, Custom Mouse, moneys minore‘1 t!iat i o,t ^lorSan was token last night, 
there being plenty of fuel and good water. and fortificutious of the Federal Government, has. by An ordinance to dissolve the Union between the 

xir Tr„ ... , , fii'iug into a vessel ordered by the Government to State of Alabama and other States, under tho eom- 
Mr. lriiM.ott has arrived in Washington with pacific convoy troops ami provisions to Fort Sumter, virtu- met ami «tvl,. ,.r itmt,„i f . 

overtures from Governor Pickens of South Carolina. »*ly declared war; and whereas, the forts and prop- ‘ , * ,, ' l . totes of America, was 

At the caucus of Secession Senators held here on r' tb<- * ’ |,n Georgia, Alabama pa'81 ‘ ’ " "ll'‘lltloll‘ 
Saturday niirht Meaam i- , ,, . . and Louisiana, have been unlawfully seized with hos- Louisiana.— All the troops in New Orleans were 
baturday night, Moss s. I toputnek and Itonjanim tile intentions; am whereas, her Senator and Con- under anna on the 9th inst, by order of Gov kb,ore 
advocated resigning when their States seceded, insist- fB'essmen avow and maintain their treasonable acts: riv , .. , , * 
ing that It would be dishonorable to remain afterward tber6fo'^ ^'e C?, ) embarked to seize the Arsenal at 
Messrs Slidell and Toombs ,1,1 • . ,, ‘ Resolved, If the Semite concur, that the I.egisla- BiUo11 Ihe New Orleans batallion and four 

Toombs said*!! Ta / " f I ”T ofrN7 with the companies embarked at U o’clock l,r Forts Jackson 
loomhs . aid it e.j.» « revolution, and they were in to value ol the Union, and determined to preserve it and St I'I.HHt. fnriv nritea „„ ,i - • . 

tern, and must «tay here to Ihwm t the Government in unimpaired, hail with joy the recent firm, dignified, ' 1' w to the Mississippi, 
every possible way. f'.nd Patriotic spirit of the President of the United commanding the approach to New Orleans. 

States, and that we tender to him through the chief The secession ticket was triumphant in New 
Ihe appointment of a special committee by the House magistrate of our State, whatever aid in men and Orlean . All the Senatorial delegates and all but 

^V...m.reF..S,,,,Mi,,Uckrt»re',OlMM. Thc 
cc. S1011 Message, and consider the whole subject, is eminent, and that in defence of the more perfect city has been carried by over 500 majority, 

regarded iw an endorsement of the message in that Union which has conferred prosperity and happiness Virowia.—The following has n^ml the House- 
branch. The whole message receives almost nnlvcr- uPon 1 *"• American people, renewing the pledge ,, . T1 . ■ 
ho) ..,. i- . given and redeemed bv our fathers. am ivndv t,, . ''‘so.e.i/, I hat in view ol the imminent danger of 

tests against, busty and unwise action, and records 

his unalterable devotion to the Union so long as it 

can be made the protection of equal rights. 

Massachusetts.—On the 3d inst. Governor Banks 
delivered his Valedictory. It. is an important docu¬ 

ment, giving a detailed review of the material, educa- ... . . . , . . • , m it . . » r-C --- *' • ■ ' >v ii "i imiMildl, UUULtt* 

desired, and directed Lieut, Talbot to have every tional and military progress of the State during the 

facility and courtesy extended to him, as bearer of three yeans he fiUed the executive chair. The as- 

dispatches to the United States Government, both sensed value of the property of the State is $897,000,- 
crninrr *lnii nvmnrr _ 

— Hats were invented for men, in Paris. 1403. 

1 — They buy tbeir wood by the pound in Paris. 

— Knit stockings were invented in Spain, in 1550. 

, — R's estimated there are 7.500 Indians in Michigan. 

— Recruiting for the army is very brisk in New York. 

— During 1880. there were 11,714 deaths in Philadelphia. 

Mr. Medary has resigned his office as Governor of Kansas. 

, — Tht‘ "hole number of slaves in Maryland is about 75,000. 

Judge Williams, of Southern Kansas, has resigned his 
office. 

— Union cockades are coming into vogue in the Northern 
States. 

— Hay, in Philadelphia, brings from 80 to 85 cents per 100 
pounds. 

— The majority for immediate secession in New Orleans 
was 380. 

— Mr. Buchanan was hung in effigy at Springfield, Ohio, on 
Fast Day. 

— A family of wild cats was killed at West Granby, Conn., 
last week. 

— Charles HafTnagle, U. S. Consul-general to India, died in 
London, Dec. 8. 

— Isaac V. Fowler, the late Post-Master of New York, is 
living in Mexico. 

— Handkerchiefs were first manufactured at Paisley, in 
Scotland, in 1743. 

Tbe Marine Corps of the United States now consists of 
two thousand men. 

— In Middle Tennessee the slaves are increasing faster than 
the white population. 

There are upward of 30 widows residing in one short 
street in Bristol, R. I. 

— A statement of the marine losses reported in 1S60 shows 
a total of 383 vessels. 

— In Chicago, on Monday last, at 7 A. M., the mercury 
stood at 12” below zero. 

— It is stated that Mrs. Anderson received six thousand calls 

on last New Year's day. 

Another of the editors of the New Orleans Picayune, L. 
L. Latham, Kgq„ is dead. 

— Seventy thousand persons are croyloyed in connection 

with the French railroads. 

— Wm. IT. Seward lias accepted the post of Secretary of 
State iu Lincoln’s Cabinet. 

— The artesian well in the State House, Ohio, has reached 

2,775 feet, and cost $15,000. 

— Exchange on New York was selling .at 7 per cent, pre¬ 

mium, on the 10th. at Chicago. 

— In Providence, R. I., during the year 1860, 102 persons 

died aged 70 years and upward. 

— Rock oil, similar to that found in Pennsylvania, has been 

discovered in Bourbon Co., Ky. 

— Nine thousand illegitimate children are annually born in 
Scotland—population 3,000.000. 

— A little girl in Pulaski, Tenn., was fatally poisoned a few 

days since by eating patent candy. 

— A solid cake of gold, worth nearly $50,000, has been sold 

to tbe Bank of New South AVales. 

— Our entire importation for foreign fabrics has fallen off 

$11,000,000, as compared with 1859. 

— Tbe freight agencies at Cincinnati are said to cost $60,000 

a year; a heavy tax on shareholders. 

— Rarev advertises for a vicious horse to experiment re. 

and offers $100 premium for the worst. 

— Exchange has fallen to 2.G in Chicago, and Western 

money is selling in Detroit at 90 cents. 

— Tbe- whet* number of r,r»st offices in the United States, on 
the first of December, I860, was 28.552. 

— Felix Marshall, of Rockville. Md., found buds and blos¬ 

soms on his peach tree, Christmas day. 

— The Mayor of New York city, in a recent message to the 

Council, recommends secession of the city. 

— Slavery In Russia ended on New Year’s. The serfs, 

40,000,000 in number, were then to he freed. 

— John Williams, an Englishman, died of starvation, on 

Madison street. New York, on Monday week. 

— Au ice boat, on Cayuga Lake, ran across the ice on New 

Year’s, at the rate of a mile in half a minute. 

000. The enrolled militia untRbora 166,389 men, A Madison street, New York, on Monday week, 

considerable share is devoted to the Personal Liberty _ An ice boat, on Cayuga Lake, ran across the ice on New 

law and its removal from the statute book. Gov. Year’s, at the rate nf a mi]o in half a minute. 

Ban Kb concludes a* follows: —Meeting* have been held in many portions of the country, 

There can be no peaceable secession of States. a,ld vo1<*p "t thanks tendered to Major Anderson, 

li ether tiie government is a compact between States —During the year I860, there were 74 railroad accidents, 
or a Union of the people, it ia nevertheless a govern- ',-v which 67 persons were killed and 313 wounded, 

merit, and cannot be dissolved lit the bidding of any —Senator Trumbull, from Illinois, has been re-elected to 
dissatisfied States, Jt lias pledged its faith to the the U. S. Senate by a vote 64 to 46, on a joint ballot, 

people of every land, and that pledge of faith can not —Tho 46th anniversary of the battle of Nc-w Orleans was 

be broken, It lias been sanctified by the sacrifice of ProU.v generally observed throughout the. country, 

the best blood of the people, and thut sacrifice bas —One of the tunnels on the Baltimore aud Ohio railroad 

made it a nation indissoluble uud eternal. Neither 'ined throughout with cast bon. and lighted with ga*. 

can that portion of the Continent now occupied by — During the past year, four asteroids and four comets were 

the American States be portioned out to hostile na- discovered. The number of asteroids now discovered is gixty- 

tions. By war and bv purchase every part of the tvvo' 
country has acquired indefeasible and perpetual ~ Mr. Brood, the newly elected Mayor of Lynn, Maas., is a 

. ,, . ,, , „ , ... working shoemaker, aud quietly occupied his bench on elec- 
rights m every other part. The interior will never tiondav. 

allow the keys of the Continent, on the ocean and —Henry Jarvis was frozen to death on his father’s door- 

tbe gulf Shores, to pass into the hands of an enemy, step, at Richmond, Va., on Saturday week, after a night’s 

sal commendation from the Union men, and censure 

and repudiation from the secessionists. The latter 

regard the declaration of the intention to defend and 

hold thc Federal property as a declaration of war and 
coercion. 

given and redeemed by our fathers, we are ready to 
devote our fortunes, oiir lives, and sacred honors in 
upholding the Union and the Constitution, 

Resolved, If the Senate concur, that the Union 
loving citizens and Representatives of Delaware, 
Maryland. Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky, Mis¬ 
souri and Tennessee, who labor with devoted Courage 
and patriotism to withhold their States from the 
vortex of secession, are entitled to the gratitude and 
admiration of the whole people. 

Resolved, If the Senate concur, that the Governor 
be respectfully requested to forward a copy of the 

Virginia.—The following l.as passed the House: „ Bl’1110 ?uch romU can fol!ow as th° destruction of 
Resolved, That in View of the imminent danger of the .f ™r'ca,‘ government; the contest will be too 

civil war, this Assembly in behalf of the Common- terrible, tho sacrifice too momentous. Tbe dillioul- 
wealtli of Virginia, ask respectively, on the one hand ties incur path are too slight, the capacities of our 

«p'T.’.l"r r“,r””',lie w- w** <• 
ble. Unit, peace may he preserved, that they respect- ■)U*t,ly ''irebodiug* or to excite permanent fears, 
ively and reciprocally communicate their assurances tho life of every man is lengthened by trial, and the 

made it a nation indissoluble uud eternal. Neither '«lined throughout witLcaat Iron, and lighted with gae. 

cau that portion of the Continent now occupied by — During the past year, four asteroids and four comets were 

thc American States lie portioned out to hostile na- discovered. The number of asteroids now discovered is sixty- 

tions. By war and bv purchase every part of the two' 
country has acquired indefeasible and perpetual ~ Mr. Breed, the newly elected Mayor of Lj-na, Mass., is a 

. . ,, , rn. . , . ... working shoemaker, and quietly occupied his bench on elec- 
ngilts ill every other part. The interior will never tion day. 

allow the keys of tbe C ontinent, on tho ocean and —Henry Jarvis was frozen to death on his father’s door- 

tbe gulf shores, to pass into the hands of ail enemy, step, at Richmond, Va., on Saturday week, after a night’s 
nor can the maritime cities, or States, exist iodepeu- debauch. 

dent ol the good will and support of the plantation —Charleston is the only city of any prominence in the 

and farming communities of the interior, and though Union in which the population has decreased during the last 

we should assent to an unnatural and treasonable ten years. 

separation, thc generations that succeed us w ould —It is said that 2,060 gallons of molasses were made this 

contend for centuries to recover their rights, until at la8< season from Chinese sugar cane, in Cumberland county, 

last conquest nr annihilation ended the struggle. Maryland. 

But no such, result can follow as the destruction of “ A Russian trade8,nan haa PresPnt<?d to tfae Emperor 
4i, „ , _ ... . Alexander a topaz weighing 20 pounds, found by him in the 
the American government; the contest will be too r;ver prals-i 

terrible, tho sacrifice too momentous. The difficul- .... „ 

ties in our path are too slight, tho capacities of our , . ,. 
, v v,,‘ sleighing is now very fine over three-fourths of the surface of 

people too manifest, und thc future too brilliant, to Nevv England. 

ffliroresd.mni i- aua patriotism to withhold their Mates from the 
Congressional Proceedings. vortex of secession, are entitled to tho gratitude ami 

Senate.—Mr. Hunter reported back the House bill ad>uDation of the whole people. 

to supply deficiencies, w ith amendments strfkiuir out i Re>oIved; 'f tl,e s,‘n:'t,:‘ ctm?,,r- 11,1,1 the Governor 
*9no non in ti,o „i„, F .1 milts, su lking out be respectfully requested to forward a copy of tbe 
*" n t ie C “ -Sl' f°r ll,e Suppression of the slave foregoing resolutions to thc President of the nation 
trade, and inserting $500,000. Also, that fixing the and ><> the Governors of all the States in the Union, 

compensation and mileage of Senators al $13,000, ami T1)C question was then taken on the adoption of 

their miscellaneous expenses at $3,000. the preamble and resolutions, and they were adopted 

All. Hale presented the credentials of his colleague to 2. 

Daniel <-l.uk, a Senator for six years after the 4th of [In accordance with the foregoing, Gov. Morgan 

March next. Received and read. telegraphed to President Buchanan on the 11th inst,, 

House.—The Speaker laid before the House a rues- as Allows: 

sage Irotn tho 1’resident. He says at tho opening of ^" ^,s T-Welleruy James Iiuchanan, President, of the 

the session he called attention to the dangers of the {?nUed Slat™' Washhl&™ ('<‘y 

Union, and recommended such measures of relief n SlK:„ ~ 1,1 obedience to the request of the Legisla- 
he believed would have the I' , ' ture of this State, I transmit herewith a copy of the 
ne Dcnevca would have the effect of tranquilizmg the concurrent resolutions of that body, adopted this 
country, and save it from the perils in which it is day, tendering the aid of the State to the President 

needlessly and unfortunutciy placed It is not noecs- 1 ol t4,c 1 niu'd states, to enable him t0 enforce the 

sary to repeat this opinion and recommendation. | J^ernmen't' liPh°ld ^ aUth°rity °f th° Fedoral 
His opinions arc expressed and remain unchanged. 

He regrets to say that matters, instead of becoming 

better, are still worse, and hope is diminished. 

in response. Also that thc status quo of all the strength of every governmei 
movements tending to collision, and concerning the rcvolt „ , ,,.Vflit.fini, r rlnil 
forts and arsenals of the nation, shall on either hand '. , KN 01 'Don. I don 
be strictly maintained for the present, except to repel d,,|,,'e God that has hitherto 
actual aggressive attempts. Also that the Governor 

.I'ci m ,i ucii. icurs. _ The number of fires in the United States iu I860, at which 
iv man is lengthened by trial, und the tho loss was $10,000 and upward, was 298. and the aggregate 

foregoing resolutions to the President of the nation |'"mm,lll'l'ate by telegraph immediately these reso- 
aml to the Governors of all tin* States in the Union lulluns ,0 tl,e 1 resident and Governors of the Soutli- 

„„ .. ... . , ’ ern States. 
■ he question was then taken on the adoption of 

the preamble and resolutions, and they were adopted Tin- Governors on .Secession. 

bj 117 to 1. As was promised in our last issue, we continue 

[Iu accordance with the foregoing, Gov. Morgan the publication of the views expressed by Gover- 

telegraphed to President Buchanan on the 11th inst,, nors of the various States upon the question of Se¬ 
as follows: cession: 

serve us now and forever. 

rument must be tested by loss $13,211,000. 

I doubt liot that the Provi- — The Auburn State Prison, during the year which has 

therto protected us will pre- just closed, has earned a surplus of twenty-five thousand dol- 

\ lars over expenses. 

— Judge Seymour, of the Conn. Superior Court, has decided 

News Paragraphs. that students have a right to vote in the town in which they 

The entire press of California is opposed to seces- aie attending college, 

sion, and in favor of mutual concession. AH the —Miss Jane P Whiting, a lady 44 years of age, fell deiul 

Republican papers advocate the repeal of the personal *om !"‘urt diseaBe- at H 'veddinff ^ given in I’ort,and’ ct’> 
liberty bills. New Year s even,ng. 

. — A machine has been invented in England w hich, being 
It is remarkable that tbe twenty-four English peers attached to tbe stern of a ship, pumps her out with a rapidity 

who have died since tbe year commenced, have in ratio to her speed, 

exactly completed, on tbe average, tbe full measure _ \ IU.W license la iscoksln.—Gov. Randall delivered bis Message exactly completed, on tbe averai 

upon the 10th inst. He say a this is not a league of of “three-score years aud ten.” 

States, but a government of the people, Thc General , 

Government cannot change the character of a State L,BE,“A has receutly ,08t 0110 of its noldest and 
Government, or usurp any power over it not dele- “08t ardcnt Christian* in the death of John Day, 

gated; nor can any Mate change the character of the ,h’Cf Jlfceof^ 'tepi.DHc, and one of its founders. 
He was born in North Carolina, in 1197. Cl 'V . 1 opinion aiul recommendation, j Government. " * U. S. government, Strict or increase its jurisdiction, ™ ™ t arotino, ,n 1 itte. 

his opinions arc expressed and remain unchanged. I have the honor to be your Excellency’s obedient or impair any of its rights, lie said thc Constitution The Fulton Starch Factory, near Fulton, Oswego 

bette ‘grCn °,7 mutlrvmst**1 of becoming *crvant’ Ebwin *>*>**•:I wakes no man a slave. Slavery cannot go into free Co., was burnt on the Ctl. inst. Loss estimated at 
Ul r f* h ! . W<!-8P’ '"'J , l0?f ,is 'iilniuisllod' Mr. Doty, private Secretary of the Governor, pre- territory under the Constitution; neither can it exist from $100,000 to $160,000. Building insured for $40,- 

. r ^ l4l0B 0 01141 f ’ll"lina, 1*6 says sented the annual report of the Commissary General, out-ide ol local law. Therefore, the Personal Liberty 000;—stock $20,000. The building was occupied by 
mere is no other alternative but to collect the revenue 1 with a message from the Governor calling attention laws are found, or should be, upon the statute book lessees. 

«* "»■*«*>* ««\ Ever, living linmnn Wing the T„h advices teengh. to England bythe last Wes, 

— A new license law went into effect January 1, in Canada; 

the number of taverns is limited to one for every two hundred 

and fifty inhabitants. 

— Bartlett & Co., of Hartford, Conn., made 800 gallons of 

syrup from the Chinese sugar cane last season. It yielded 

eight barrels per acre. 

under existing laws. His duty Is to execute and not j tary stores, which thc Legislature should take early 
to make the laws — the right and duty to use the ! measures to supply. 

military and naval force against those who illegally In addition to this he recommends that in order to 

a.->,iil the federal Government are clear and tindis- 1 meet any emergency which may arise, the Lcgisla- 

putabk., but. the present state ol things must be under ^ ture make a suitable appropriation from tbe Treasury, 

executive control. We are in the midst of a great to be used under the ordinary restrictions at thc dis- 

re\ olution, and be recommended Congress to act in | cretion of the Military Department. 

right to a legal test, whether lie is a free man or a African mail state that the monster who is now Kin”- 
slave. Should the Legislature think Iho Personal 

Liberty law of Wisconsin! conflicts with the U. S. 

Constitution, it should be made to conform there¬ 

with; no fear, or hope of reward, should induce u free 

people to break down the walls of tbeir protection, i have been retained by him at Abomey, in order that 

We will make a sacrifice of feeling to circumstances, they may be witnesses of these appalling sacrifices. 

— Judge Manierre, of Chicago, has decided that the per- 
The Fulton Starch Factory, near Fulton, Oswego j sonal liability of stockholders for the redemption of Illinois 

Co., was burnt on the Cth inst. Loss estimated at currency is all a humbug. 

from $100,000 to $150,000. Building insured for $40,- — A thic-f in Troy, on Saturday week, set fire to a lady’s 

000;—stock $20,000. The building was occupied by hood, apprised her of the fact, and while she was putting out 
lessees. the flame, picked her pocket. 

Tiie advices brought to England by tbe last West _Tho BaJtimoru Methodist Conference has resolved to 

African mail state that the monster who is now King 9eParate inference, on account of the 

of Dahomey has actually sacrificed 1,700 human °f taU#r W ebwr* 

beings in honor of his predecessor, aud intends to . Z "if ? * C°?“ gr0Wer‘ 

complete the number ol victims to 2,500. Ten ! across the Iathams, most of It to Europe. 

European traders, probably Spaniards or Portuguese, , _Tbe Charleston papers publish the proceedings of 

have been retained by him at Abomey, m order that | Congress and dispatches from the North, under the head of 
the} may be witnesses of these Appalling sacrifices* I “Foreign News," by way of a harmless joke. 
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FOREIGN NEWS. NEW NOTICES AGENT-FRIENDS. 

Great Britain.—The political crisis in America is 

is most serious in England. The 1 imea in a regarded as ., „ 
leader thinks it quite possible that the problem of a 

democratic Republic may be solved in a few days, by 

an overthrow, in a spirit of folly, selfishness and 

short-sightedness. i 
Fhanck.— It is reported that the I* rench fleet is 

about to Bail for Gaeta. It is rumored, on the con¬ 

trary, in Paris, that Russia and France agreed to 

support Francis II. in resistance till spriug. 

The Empress Eugenie is not allowed to attend 

Cabinet meetings as formerly. 
Itai.t.— Reports relative to the state of affairs at 

Gaeta continued contradictory. 
A dispatch from Gaeta, 22d, says the bombardment 

of the city is continued with vigor. 
The Spanish Ambassador left his palace on account 

of its being riddled with bullets. 
New Sardinian batteries can he seen, and are evi¬ 

dently ready to take part in the bombardment. 

The garrison at Gaeta has been diminished in num¬ 

ber by the dismissal of a portion of the Royal Guard, 

whose fidelity was doubtful. The remaining defenders 

were in a deplorable state, but their resistance could 

be carried on still further for a considerable period. 

Austria.—The Times’ correspondent at Vienna 

was confident that nothing but brute force can induce 

the Austrian Government to quit the Quadrilateral. 

There was a report that England and France had 

come to an understanding in regard to Vienna urging 

the cession of Veuetia without any territorial recom¬ 

pense, . 
It is stated that Austria had opened negotiations 

with Rome for the complete abolition of the Con¬ 

cordat. 
Accounts from Hungary are very unsatisfactory. 

No taxes were being paid. 

China.—The text of the Chinese treaty is published 

It contains a reference to Mr. Ward’s agreement to 

pay Sovereign homage to the Emperor. But the 

telegraphic summary at Liverpool makes the sense 

obscure. 
The English indemnity is nominally £3,000,000 

sterling, which is considered to be small. 

The fate of the entire party of prisoners taken 

September 12th, has been ascertained. The death of 

Capt. Brada/.on occurred on the 1st, and he was saved 

much autfering that others underwent. He was be¬ 

headed by the order of the Tartar General. The 

Abbe^ de Luc was beheaded at the same time. 

India.—Accounts from Calcutta are to the 23d of 

November. Nona Sahib was reported at Thibet with 

several thousand followers. 

E3F~ Premiums to Ci.ru Agents.--It is not too late to form 
new clubs and secure the valuable Specific Premiums offered 

therefor. See list and particulars - headed " Good Pay for 
Doing Good - in preoodiwr colnntn. We are datlv sending 
copies of Dictionaries. Macauley'* England, l.o-simr’s Illustrated 

L’. S,. Everybody's Lawyer, and other choice ami valuable 
standard works, as premiums, aud have hundreds more which 

we hope to dispose of in like manner. Now is the time to secure 
them. To aid canvassers we always cheerfully sand specimens, 

show-bills, Xc., free. 

£ -ff- AMOTIONS to Corns are now in order, aud whether in 

ones. twos, fives, tens or twenties will receive attention and be 
gratefully ark now lodged. It i.- small clubs, and subsequent ad¬ 
ditions to them, which must make up the great bulk of our 
subscription - and hence w e fully appreciate the ellorts of those 
who form the rivulets upon which w-o depend to swell our 
general circulation. Agent-Friends will please bear this in 
mind, and send on the names of all who will join their clubs- 
The hard times and panic have no doubt caused many to delay 
renewing or subscribing,- but they, and tlw-ir families, intend 
to have the Rl-kaL, aud wo hope our friends will afford them 
opportunity. Many agents are furnishing the Hukal, aud 
taking pay iu produce, ftc., while not a few generously ad¬ 
vance the money In alt such instances, we endeavor to be as 

liberal to agents as they are to subscribers. 

Anorr rt.rtt Terms. Ac. -VVe endeavor to adhere strictly 
to our club rates, which require a certain number or subscribers 
to get the paper at a Hpeeilied price say leu to get it at $1.50 

per copy, twenty to get it at SI.it, Arc. But, iu answer to fre¬ 
quent inquiries. (often in connection with remittance.; for less 
than a full dob.) w e would state that, iu ca-e* where from t to 6 
copies are ordered at $1,50 each, with a reasonable prospector 
filling up a club of ten. soon ior at least before April tat.) we 
sendthcoi and when the club is completed shall give extra 
cop\ and premium. Wo also pend lit to IS copies at the rate for 
20, ($1,25 per copy, | where the person sending is laboring for 

and confident of obtaining a full club as above. This wo do on 
account of the hard times, and because we iliink the clubs will 
soon be filled; yet, if it. were nottor the panic, and high rates 

of exchange at the West, we should maintain tbo old rule 
requiring the full rate in proportion to number sent, and 

making deduction when Clubs are completed. 

S3P-In some cases w here we have large, lists, complaints are 

made that all the papers do not arrive together, or in one 
package. This is unavoidable for a few weeks, an we are con¬ 
stantly receiving additions to clubs, and find it impossible to get 
all the names iu their proper places the day they are received 
hence mail from the letters, separate from the books, and of 
course send in two or more packages. We are doing the best in 
our power to respond to orders promptly', aud give uo real 

cause of complaint. 

CHICAGO, .Ian. 10. The receipts of hogs were light to-day, 
being oulv 3,8*3, of which 3,731 were dressed and 1.149 live, 
against 2,ivl9 on the corresponding day in 18110. The market 
opened firm for dressed hogs, and a large business w an done at 
S.W.5,7.5 the ruling rakes being #5,• .'>,1-5. dividing on 200 tbs, 
the market cloning firm. Nome parties who bad hogs on the 
market withdrew them In anticipation of :i furthei advance 1 e- 
inv established tomorrow Live hogs were also higher The 
sales at $4,40." 1,87'.. the outside prices only being paid for 
choice lots. Nlm sales wore: 

800 averaging 275 tbs. at -..#4,75 

TTOW TO OBTAIN 

I 1 WEBSTER’S PICTORIAL 

90 
2(H) 

.40 
LIT 
122 
81 

315 
200 
255 
300 
207 
2*7 

4,87 k. 
4.75 
4. .5.5 
1.75 
4,50 
4,115 
l Times. 

LOUISVILLE. Jan. 9. —The arrivals are large, aud prices 
quicker, and a disposition to buy all on the market, and a good 
man v sold to South Carolina, (Seorgirt, ancf Tennessee traders 
Price* range from $l,25,e.i p4 100 lbs.- Courier. 

TORONTO, Jan. 12 Dressed bogs have been brought in by 
farmers only to a -mail milt,her, and the purchasers for packing 
have n,,t been much on the market., owing to the small supplies 
Price- li.avo varied slightly, But anything above R5,t!2G Uo- been 
paid for local use. In a few cases $.5,7.5 r S.twR have lorn realized 
but these rates cannot be depended upO0 i" the event of In¬ 
creased receipts, for which we muv With confidence look during 
the coming week flood pork, we lliitik, would lm placed at the 
following rater Hogs weighing from 

150 to 200 lbs .$5.00,1 5,25 ; 1 fix) lbs. 
200 to 250 lbs 
300 to 400 lbs . 

5,Z5fti>5.«0 
. 5.50C" 5,62*a 

Uo. 
do. 
[ Globe. 

THE CATTLE MARKETS. 

. 01 . , 7 1 . i' 
C 

4 .1 i/i C 
c 

Co.MMKurtAi. I.NTHU.K;K.\rK—Rrerulstuffs.—In London, Mon 
day, English wheat met fair sale at 2* advance over previous 
Monday. Country millers took nil moderate quantity foreign 
at 1h advance. American Hour brought full prices. 

She to the ihUUk. 

GOOD PAY FOR DOING GOOD! 

VALUABLE GRATUITY TO EVERT PERSON FORMING A CLUB, 
Iv order to give civvy Cliib Agent or Active Friend of the 

Rural u Benefit, we have concluded to offer the following 

Liberal Specific Premiums to every verson who forms a Club 

for tin- New Volume ! 

WB WILL GIVE 

1, Wcti-ui’* I'ltiibridjieri Pictorial Dictionary 
(cacti price Sti.ixi i and an extra copy of the Rural In every pm 
son remitting IN) for Forty Yearly Suliscrilters to the Rusal 
N- w- Truker, (at least twenty of which must be new Snlmcifber*, 
or jho-soP* who have not taken the paper regularly tor lcdn.) 
previous to the 1st of April, IStil. The same (Dictionary and 
free copy,) lo every person remitting $37,50 for Thirty New Sub¬ 
scribers, ft« above. 

ti. l.ossiug's 11 lust pii toil lliitlory of the I nilrd 
States (Imperial *ro with 300 IlIuHtmtions, - price, $3,50,) and 
an extra copy of the Rural free, to every person remitting $37, 
50, as above,"for thirty Copies, at leu -t twenty of which must he 
for new Miii-eriberv 

.linenitIny's. Ilistory of Liighiud, (Harper's Ed. 
tion, iu 4 volumes, 12mo., bound iu leather —cash price, $3.) and 
an extra taper free, to every person remitting $30, a» above, for 
Twenty-F-Ur Copies, at least twenty of which must be for twin 
Bubsert beiw 

4, Macaulay’** Ellglnud, (same edition as above, in 
cloth binding price, $2,50,) and an extra paper free, to every 
person remitting $24 for twenty new Jsubacribera, as above. 
Macaulay - England (as above,) to every person remitting $25 
for Twenty subscribers, old or now. 

illurkcts, Commerce, &c. 

NEW YORK. Jan. 9- -The current prices for the week at 
all the market* are as follows: 

II KEF CATTI.E. 
First quality.$9.25c 9.50 
Ordinary quality. . .. - s.fftoo.on 
Common qualify. . 7.00.; 3,00 
Inferior quality,.t>,0U(itti.5d 

COWS AND CAI.VKS. 
First, quality,...$55,nttc 60.00 
Ordinary quality..- -. - • - • - 4b,On,. 50.00 
Common quality. 30,(HK.r;>j,00 
Inferior quality,...2,",iX*c30,00 

VKAt. CALVES. 
First quality, Ti) lb. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality,... 
Inferior quality,... 

SHKKP AXI> LAMBS. 
Prime quality. .. 
Ordinary quality,,. 
Common quality, .v**" 3,<5 
inferior quality,.2,75i."'3,00 

SWING. 
First quality.   AkfQWfC 
Other qualities,. I n " 5 o 

ALBANY, .lyp, I I -Beeves —The market i« again dull and 
depressed. Last- we< k was hard on seller-, but I lit- week is 
worse, and, as usual. those w ho sold lit tlm opening on Saturday 
realized better prices than those w bo held until to-day, and it; is 
safe to sav that there is a decline of GtJ-V' T> lh-. live weiclii 
The qUalitv of the cuttle show* a little improvement, although 
there are verv few liret cla-adrove* among the offering*. I tie 
Kiirricrn bnv i rs aie taking quite lightly, and there will not over 
809 tiead go to I rigltfoli, Frov i den re, ,Vc. 

KfifK'I'n* The followintr is our eomparntire statement ot 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, eatimating lli 
to the car: 

DICTIONARY 
IJ’RKK Olf COST’! 

The Publisher* of the nkw York i itfii i.vioi.k 

OFFER TO PRESENT 
aenpv of \\ riisiTu'* New rmottut. I'wnutnoKn Du’Tioxauv, 
containing LAlXI beautiful • lluatratlve wood nils, and sold at 
$6,.50, to any person w ho will send them the name* of 

THREE NEW .SUBSCRIBERS, 
with SIX DOLLARS in adomce. As the subseriptinii price of 
the paper in two dollar* a year, they thus substantially otter to 
give away the Dictionary 

The CnfU)NU;l.fc numbers .-Hieing it.; onnlrilmtnr* some of the 
most popular writer* of wholesome sketches torthe family and 
the young, and i* supported I* the best talent m the Baptist 
de’inininntfoii. And now that there are no similar competing 
offers from otlmi nailer*, it w ill i-efimnd verv easv lo obtain tho 
Bubscriliersand tlii- mfeinltleput bunk. M VliK i’llE TRIAL 

Speeimen copies sent free to am address on upplientlou. 
Address P. CHURCH k Co, 

No l( paik Row. New York 

I LOW TO OUT A IN PATENTS on fc-jectetl Ap- 
1 1 ntimtiuns, and in other cases Send lor Circular to 

571- It J FRASER. Rochester, N. Y. I 

YTOTK E IM 
. N Tbi* Instirtni 

Itvni: l Ml Elf MTV, INDIANA_ 
on, layorald.v know n In tho public for the Inst 

.sixteen year; i- new able to offer Tester Inducements than 
ever before, in couwquenee ol recent impiovement*. the Col- 
lege buildings enn aeromiundiite two loin.bed and 5t>v boarders, 
and a niore healthy and delightful Inerttiun cannot lie found. It 
I* situated tienr Smith Bend, on cite Michigan Soujlmru R. R., 
within a few hwurs' travel of all our priiviiprii cities. 

TEE TvL S . 
Entrance Fee. .$5 00 
Board, Washing, Bed and Bedding, DoetoF* Fees 

and Medicines, and Tuition in the English 
Course.. ..$1.35 00 per annum 

Latin and Creek, extra,   20 1X1 •• 
Spanish, Italian. French, and German, each, 12 on •• 
Instrumental Music.  20 00 •• 
Drawing, . 121X1 •• 
Calisthenics,   .5 iHl •• 
I'sg of Philosophical Chemical Apparatus. 1000 •• 

Payments to he made half-yearly, in advance. 
The (iret session commences Urn first Tuesday of September 

The second Session opens lie- first of February aud emix in 
June, when the principal ami public examination is made. 

H ' Annual Descriptive Catalogue detailing full particular* 

.$5,25." 7,00 
4,nods,00 

KtJRA I Nkw-Yorkkk Oitics, 
Rochester, Jan. IB, IStil. 

Fi.rn'K iB without change in rates, and the dullness hitherto 
observable still pervades the market. Indian Meal lias declined 

12'j cents per 100 pounds. 
Grain - The only changes manifest are iu Corn (new) which 

is selling at 45 cents per bushel, and in Buckw heat which lias 

fallen off 3 cent* 
MfcATt* — Pork has taken an advance. Mess has put. on at) eta. 

per barrel, and fresh is up 50 et*. frl 100 lbs. 
Pon.Titv Chicken* are worth 7i.uficts. 'pi lb. 
Hay The average 1h a little lower per tun than for several 

weeks. The range U $8,00(0 12,ix», although an occasional load, 

if of very line quality will readily bring OOcaSl.OO better. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Ft.oru and Grain. Egg*, do/,en lfip 16c 
Flour, winter w beat, *5,25*" 6,75 I loner, box. I.',. It 
Flour, spring do,. ... 5,IXK"5.00 , Candies,box. 12" 13 
Flour, buckwheat, . I),ixj./2,oo | Candles, extra 
Meal, Indian. . . ’ 1,121, 
Wheat, Genesee., l.nO" 1.30 
Best vvidle Canada, 0,00"d.3.5 
Corn, old. ..(Miri.uio 
Corn, new.Ut.i IA 
Kve, 60 tbs. >) hnsh.>X)(n ti) 
(lilts, by Weight... 27*"26 
Barley. . . 50".45 
Buckwheat. ux«'4u 

tl I 1■ 11,1 
Mt; ats. 

Pork, Mess_$]5,5l>eOO,UO 
I'ork, clear. . 179X1" IN.iXJ 
1‘ork, cwt .ti,nfei0,7f 
Beef, CWt. , ..t.lXfad.iXI 
Spring lamtiB, each,.. t,Mt"2,00 

Cattle. 
Sheep. 
Hogs,. 

This week. 
.2,304 
_5.030 
_ lit) 

Last week. 
2,354 
2,914 

Fremium. 
Extra. 
First, quality 
Seeoini quality •.. . 
Thirl quality 

This week, 
..5 (Vj'SGc 

Cl" Cyl 
3‘g(<i I C 
3 pr.-t'.C. 
2',.(""'2Ge 

Cor. week 
last year. 

2,295 
5,83-1 

120 
Last week. 

—(a)— 
4' utu'5 G 
3V" 4'„c 
3 (rt.'BjC 
2lr"'2V< 

0. Mu' flItlny's Enylanil, (ill cloth. au above.) to even- 
for Fifteen (coj>ie», at least ten <>t which person r- milting $21 

must be for item subscribers. 

B. M ebxier’s C‘«niitln*t I lousy ttnd Fittuily I>lc- 
tionnr* M.v-oli and Brolhci:. Edition, bound in leather, cash 
price, $1.50 postrpaiii, and a free copy Of the Rural, to evi v 
person rwnitUnir $lefor Twelve copies, at least eiyht being for 
new subocribera 

7. W ebster's II. *V Family Dictionnry, feist 
paid, and a free copy of Rural, to every person remitting $i5 fur 
Ten new subscrihera; or 

S. Everybody’s bnnyrr (bound in law style, price 
$1,25, pott jiai'i, Uiu, any JL2.4 or $1 work, mentioned herein, 
post-paid, and a free copy of Rural to every ponton remitting 
$15 for Ten subscriber*, whether old or new. 

0. Wrbxlrr's C. II. iV F. Dictionary, post-paid, nnd 
a free "o| v ol Rural, to el "iy person remitting fill) for-six new 
subsci ihel*. 

10. The Hor«c nnd hi* Diisputsei* (lilarlraled, bound 
in leather, price $1,25,i post-paitl, and a free copy of Rural, to 
every one remitting $19 for Nix subscriber*, whether old or new. 

1 t. I.ossiim'iv I’irtoi-iul United State* (12tim with 
SOU Illustrations, mice ?!d post-paid, to every person remitting 
$8 for Fire Mib-eribers, three bring new—or $5 for Three sufe 
scribeis, two being new. 

12, Cole’s FrniI Hook (price 40 cents.) pari paid — 
OR. it' preferred, THE .SKILLFUL IIOl SKWIFE, isame priae./ 
post-paid to every person remitting t-4 for two subscribers, 
one being new. 

(PersOti* entitled to any of the above hooks, and preferring 
other work* ot eqiia' value, mentioned herein, can no accom¬ 
modated on stating their w isbes, For instance, any one entit led 
to •• Everybody2s L'lwyer," ran Iqive ''The Hero- and Ills Dis¬ 
ease--' or " Ir,g s i'Klurial,' and vice wnixt Any one entitled 
to Macaulay's History can have instead, and post-paid, either 
two of the iJollai or ten shilling hooks : ami auy one entitled to 
Losxing'sIllustrated History, can have instead, and post-paid, 
two o.qiivs of tlm Counting House and Family Dictionary, xc 
The Fictorittl Dictionary. Lo-eiug -i Illustrated History, ami Ma 
cauliy'* History are trio heavy to send by mail but nil the 
other work- will lie sent vast paid to any part of the Lulled 
States wi'Uin 3,vOl imle-.J 

Mutton, catctws 
Hams, smoked. 
Shoulders. 
Chicken*. 
Turkey*.. 
Geese,. . 
Duck* -{t pair .. 

Dairy, kc. 
Hntt<‘r, roll.12'./" |6 
Butter, firkin...12V" 13 
Cheese,  .Iff" 11}3 
Lard, tried.   .Iff" 11 
Tallow,rough.9 («i 6 
Tallow, tried.t) ("• 8** 

.A’,"-hr. 

. imri in 

.7 i'7‘g 

.7l"'N 

.ffiblU 
_ tff"50 

tl 

... (IffirU 
Fui'ir and Root*. 

Apple*, bushel, 25" 25c. 
Apple*, dried 'll" 24 
Peaches, dried, filb.. Off" ID 
Cherrie*. dri.-d,.IX),i 12 
Plum*, dried.<K>10 
Potatoes,..25«" ID 

IlintsS and Skins. 
Slaughter. .4 fat D, 
Gulf, .3 I" 3 
Sheep Belts,__5ff.r!25c 
Lamb Pelt* .5D " ,ss 

Skbdh. 
I'lover, bushel .$5,1*t" ,4,25 
Timothy. 2,22m io) 

StNDItlKH. 
Worn!, hard... .fifi.ffk" 6,fft 
Wood, soft 3,no ,.3,00 
Coal, Lebigli 7.1X1" 7,'Xl 
t'oai, Scranton.5,75" il.txi 
Goal. PittMton.5,75" 45,tH) 
Coul, Sliauiokixi.ti.75" K.IX) 
Goal, Giiar. . lo < I2'j 
Salt, bid .. . .1,7.5" 1.7.4 
Hay, tun.8,ff.i" 12,00 
Straw, tun.l),Uff" 0.00 
Wool. )■> tb. . 30'750c 
Wliitelish, bbl.9,0ff"9,50 
t odtlsb. quintal. 4,tiff n .4,25 
Trout., bbl .8,Off 18,5i.l 

SHKKI’- The Xtipplv Is good and the demand liri.sk and prtee* 
have advanced. Oiir biltebers here are buying IVeelv , and the 
Eastern demand i* increasing. Sales at, price; ranging from I 2c 
per lt>., live weight, for common, 5c for good, and 5'..c for extra, 
weighing M0 ths. „ , ___ , . 

lions There Is more inquiry for live liar;, am! the trade.is 
brisk at 1,.e advance over last week * rates, say <-i,, " A7,," lor 
good, heavy corn fed. Journal 

CAMBRIDGE, .Jan 0 -At market 656 cattle, about 500 beeves 
and 1.46 stores, consisting of working oxen, cow*, and one, two 
and threw vwir* old. 

|!i:i-E G ITT I k Prices, extra. $ti,5ff*a 7,00 ; first quality, $6,00." 
0,00. second quality, S5,25> 0,00 , third quality, *3,80; ordiuttry 
quality, $2.7-4 

WoiiKiNi; 0XB.v-f7.Kc.'13ft 
Cow* ami CaI.VK* s'30, $35, $4ff".ti0. 
SToiir:-; Yearling*, Sff..40, two years old, SdOChlJ; three 

year* old, $1 k.1 IS. 
Siikkc and La MR* 2,750 at market. Prices—In lots $1,50, 

$2 fft" 2..MI. i- vt ia and ‘electious, $2,87," 0,00 each. 
1*141,1*8 —75e " $1.2.4 each. 
Tallow 7e >) Ih. 
lllDHU - f'" 
\ i; a t. C.U.VKH 

THE IMtOVISION MARKETS. 

NKW YORK. -Ian 14 -Ft/it'R Market.ojiened quite linn, with 
holders generally asking an advance ol 5" Uic but notwith 
sttindinglhe favorable accnoul* by the America, closed with free 
seller* lit closing rates of last- week. Sales at S.4,20" 5, in for su 
per State: $6,flff_ie8,tiJj for extra do; $5,3ff":5,101''I snpei Western; 
$4..4.Vd 5,9.4 for ciiiiiiiuoi to medium extra d". EX7,4 .4.95 for in¬ 
ferior to good sliipping iounds extra loiinil hooptffen. Gana 
dian in moderate request and price, without important change, 
sales at $5,tO" 7.25 for common lo choice extra. 

Grain wheat advanced about lc, tlm improvement is obsi-rv 
able e.liietlv ii|ion amher spring; sab * t.’birugo spring lit $l,2ff« 
1,23'.,, Mrfwaokee ciuti at ft,30; umber U'lseon-iii .iirdlowaat, 
$1.31" 1,32, winter red Western at $1.3tln I,.-;-, w Hi t •• Michigan at 
$1,50m 1,55, • anaduelubat $1,3.3; white California til $ I .'55. Rye 
quiet lit 77ot.7tie Burley dull 111, iWf.lidr Corn les- doing and 
without important change; holder- generally are ih--posed to 
insist Upon 'nil prices, -ales at 720 72',c lor mixed Western, de¬ 
livered-, 7(l'„e I'll!' do. at KK depot, 70c. tor yellow Southern, 71c 
for old weevil cut whits Hun tin ill Out* roily in limited request 
at.'k'oi 37c lor Western. Canadian auff -srativ 

Provision* Pork quiet and stemly; rulec at f 17.125' 17,2.4 tor 
me**; #13,Off ' 13,12 tor prime. Dressed hogs opened firm and 
closed ln*itv t at fir»Cu7‘„e tor corn fed. Live hogs firm at Sir:" tie. 
Lard firm;-ak s at iD' .jblOLc. Butter in iiioarinto request at 
10 ."I te for (lluo; I l(".20c for State, Cheese steady at, ffujlD’aC tor 
inferior to prime. 

A8KB8- Market quiet and steady. Sales 35 bids, at $.4,IX) tor 
Pots and Pearl 

Hoi-* A better Inquiry prevails from brewers, and prices a re 
Ann though not iiuolablv higher. Tim sales are 250 bales at 25 
"35c, cash the latter rate for choice. 

Vi'ttr Calf Skind— I0@Uc p lb. 
None, 

BBIGIITGN, .Ian. in. At market 920 Beef Cattle, 190 Stores 
l,2ixi simei) and Landis, and IIX) Swine. 

Bkkf Gatti.k Price;, extra, #7,50"u.ix); 1st quality, $6,7S'i) 
7.IKI; 2d do, $li,(XXti*9,1X1, 3d do, $l,.4ff"' ;4,.4n. 

WoKKINU OXKV ?” '8ft 
Milch Cnwss — $14 i t~ ; common, #U«" 20. 
Vi ai.Gai.vR* $.3.IH>"|4,I«I. . ; .A ,, 

* 

'huik* d.i’ii'.p* 0-. (none hut slaughtered a (.market.) 
(-a i.v Skin* — iff a lie i.l lb. 
Tallow t» cti'.jc. ’ft it*. 
PKt.TS — ?l,ffliiil.no each. 
Siikkp and Lamm* -$i,25f«.1,B>; extra. $2,0ft"4,50. 
SwiNR - Store, wholesale, 6G"| c; retail, li .’7c. 

'I' 11 E WOO I. M A It Iv ETri. 

NEW YORK. Jan. 10, There ha* been a slight improvement 
iu Ha' demand for domestic, and prices are tinner. The general 
toil* of the market is hotter, and a verv fair business may be 
anticipated during tho coming month The -ales embrace sum 
15,1X10 lleeees, ui.xinlv medium. .0. 35" lie; and about I2.00U lb* 
super pulled at 3V* Ilk*. Also of foreign ■'*’ ball - Douskot sold al 
pje, and a small lot. ot Mexican on private terms. 

American Saxony Fleece. >) Ih,... . . AH" Er> 
American full-blood Merino, t.3n.4ti 
American half-blood and Uireo-lotiil bs Menno, .38 - 43 
Anu-riean Native and one fourtll Merino,.33",.3.4 

urnished gratis, on uiqdicatlon. 
57.Vltn.k4t jy 

In all it* bmnchi)*, vj/. — Book 1 i.t.rhti?attox'3, View* of 
Building*, Machinery, I.andseane*. Portrait* of Horses, Cattle. 
;ko., Seals, Label*. kr„. executed promptly ami on reasonable 
terms. Office, No. 86 Arcade, (over Post-GIfiee,) Rochester, N. Y 

572-13t L. C. MIX. 

8 
' T A. IR. OF THE EEESS. 

1801. 

‘ C.RKAT IN MOUTHS OF WI9K8T CKNHURK.' 

THE NEW YORK MERCURY 
FOE TILE NEW YEAR. 

T HE 

IlKV. I' DILLON, i'ronident. 

NEW YORK SPECTATOR 
IT O II 10 03.. 

THE I!EST SB1II TVKEKlf \E\VSP\I’EH 'l,\ NEW YORK. 
It has been established for Sixty-Four years. It. is not sur¬ 

passed h.v any "f it* contemporaries in the variety and value ot 
It is always up with the times, and furnishes it* it* contents, 

adere wit h t.)u 

Ijntost ISTows 

from all parts of Ihe World. 
It is published every Mi INDAY and THURSDAY, and contains 

tiie latest Domestic and Foreign New*, up to the hour nf puMu a 
liun, including full Report* of all Matters of Interest in New 
York and neighboring cities; Reliable Correspondence and Con¬ 

gressional Report* from Washington; Public Document*, both 
State and National ; a CorrOKpondebco of unu-nal merit from 

London, Paris, and other European cities; the latest Telegraphic 
Despatches from Special Correspondents and those received by 
the Associated Press; An Accurate Wholesale Price Current; 
Daily Sales of Stocks, and ample Daily Reports ol everything 
connected with Trade and Commerce. Asa 

■» il. 

8 PU 
Tin; Nkw York MKRtuijv, the largest twn-dollar literary 
weekly in the world, make the opening of a New Year tho 
occasion for homing n cuniprehioislvij prospective prospectus 
bulK-lin. 

Although tho patriarch of the weekly press dicing now In its 
twenty third year,i Tiik Mkrourv toon)* with, the firs and vigor 
of youth, as well a- with tho wisdom am! dignity ot utHriiro 
v ears. Presenting, as it doe., t he ere rue de fit rrevie of literature 
4 enriched with tho entrancing nuutor-pivcea of the greatest 
ruin mice is in the world gDtteriug with the hrillltuil wit and 
humor oftlm sharpest pen* ol the time abundantly gTirci<lied 
with tin* rarest gem* of native poesy - overflowing with 
"thought* that, breathe and word* that hireu " form the great 

w riteiH of it* Ifttlnense eiintribul.orinl staff, raid honored all over 
the country, for it> perfect freedom from tur.rtfrlnir ealeulaleil to 
wound or repulfli' tie' most.*cn»ittivt> mnralfst or einrs of people 

it ha* Is-eii for rear* Me* U'XfRV. TitK T).aoiikr, Till; moni¬ 
tor, and Tint Wiai'OMK III KMT OF Itl'.MIRXPM OK lltOUSANDS 
OF AMKRH'AN ItilJtlli*. 

The publisher-and proprietor ; of Tiik N lew York Mrruury 
have made the motto of its columns: 

'Here shall voting Genius wing Id* oeghf (light. 
Rich dew-drop* tdmking from his pinnies of light,” 

and during the pro.i'nt year (18*111 it- grand, nuuiitable army nf 
writer*- whose untied salaries exceed the ttdnh nt Un.se paid to- 
tin President and. Vise preddml of the United Main; and it* 
brilliant constellation of literary specialities will tie materially 
extended. Tho*, oue of the proprietor*' nr*,v engagement* is 
that of tho nitty, waggish, qui/./.ical, wldim.it -1, worhl-ietiowned 
and pungent 

(i. K, PIULANIHUI DOKSTIPICS, P. It., 

who contribute* to Tire; Mkrctky aslde-gpllttlngxertes of Bur¬ 
lesque Biographies. Lectures, sermons. Fa*! out Artlebi*, Giiti- 
cisio-ot I'aililingx, I'la vs. Statutes, etc, under the general and 
sigullleent title of •• Divkumion* of Dolmtky* , or U.VKLKqcttr 
Hit* at tiik Timm*,-' 

In the Plctnlilil ftepartment appear the magnificent illu«tra- 
tion* of that prince ol' Amur!can artist*, Fki. x 0. G. Daiii.kv, 

Throughout (lie present year, tlii* iriiigio'Jeent and famous 
JnnitNAi. of Am mm' an Litkratpuk will re retain glorious Ro¬ 
mance*. Sketch' -, So.ill-, Poem*, Gem* of Humor, Moral and 
Domestic Essays, Criticism*, etc , by the most noted American 
and English writers, who have I*'on engage-fat vast expense to 
write lor Tiik Mkkitry We may tiiuno thoftillowing regular 
contnbutorial force 

THE NEW YORK SPECTATOR 
is unsurpasKcd 

A* an evidence that it* literary publication* aro of the most 
exalted character, the publisher* refer to 

“ntTE south,” 

wliicli lias been written especially for tho Scrutator, by one of 

tiie most accomplished American writers : and to tile intensely 

interesting story of 

“EAST Xji ''ST 3XT 33 . * * 

NOW IS TUB TIME TO SUBSCRIBE. 

To ail mm sutisn-ihrrx who desire it. Ihe proprietors urilt send 

a copy gratis one mouth, on tli' receipt of the address. 

During the year HlO proprictm* desire to add 

100.000 
Names to thalr list, of subscriber*. Any ono who will send the 
names of nVO 81 IIH4 Kl BEKS w ilh SIX ROLUliK will 
receive for one year a copy of either of the following publica¬ 

tion.*, a* the sender may doBire 
WEEKLIES. Harper’s, Home Journal, Saturday Evening 

Post, Sciontiiie Ainerieair, Rural New-Yorker, Country Gentle¬ 
man. New York Ledger, New York Weekly, Life Illustrated, 
Vanity Fair. 

MOMTWUKk, A ■riciillurist. All III*' Year Rtnind, Atlantic 
Monthly, Gffde.v* Lady-* Book, Harpers' Magazine, Knicker¬ 
bocker Miani/ini*, Leslie’* Gazette of Fasbion, Merry's Museum, 
National Magazine, Nic-Nax. Yankee Notinn* 

To Club* the terms are exceeilingly liberal, a* will be seen by 
the following prices One copy one year, Two copies one 
year, $5; Five copies one vein . $11; Ten copies one year, (sent to 
one address,) $20; Fifltceti copies one year, (sent to ono address,) 

$28; Twenty copies one year, (.sent to one address) $35. 
Payable invariably in adv-lncr, at tho office, or remitted by 

mail to the office direct. 
Any person sending it* a Club of Twenty or more, will be 

entitled to an extra copy. F K A NCIN If ALL A; 4'4L, 

Proprietors, Iti Pine Street, New York. 

Q. K. PHILANliEU DOESTICK f P 
AllTIII It M GRANGER. 
J0HEI’lI RABREK. 
i'KLIX O. G HARLEY, 
GRACE GARDNER, 
GEORGE ARNOLD, 
Rkv. K M DEVINS. 
NED BUNTLINE, 
WILLIAM ROSS WALLACE, 
cm SIN MAY CaUI.KTON, 
Dr J II ROBINSON, 
S P. URBAN 
Mu.*, M. E ROBINSON, 
J A PATTEN. 
Kbv. K B WELCH, 
W o. EATON 
GEORGE MARTIAL, 
B AIT IE TYNG, 
It. II. NEWELL. 

B. 

Other celebrated writer* will also contrtbuta — making Tim 
M krcoky a great focus of all that is Entertaining, Iustructive, 
AVitly, and Wise. 

Our special Nkw-Ykah'm Gift to our readers will he a bril¬ 
liant now novelette, entitled 

CAT HO LINA; 
OR, 

THE NICHE IN THE WALL 
A Tale ol' IjouLstium- 

BY DR. J. II ROBINSON. 

Extra Pulled, 
Superfine, Pulled,.. . 
No, 1, Pulled,... . , 
Lamb'*, Pulled.... 
California, extra, . . 
California, line, unwashed,. 
California, common do, . 
Peruvian, washed.. 
Valparaiso, unwashed,. 
South Aiimrieati, common washed,- 
South American Kntre Rios, do, .. 
South American, unwashed,. 
Srmifi American Cordova, washed, 
Eiret India, washed.. 
African, an washed,. 
African. wiL*hcd. _ 
Sint nta, unwashed,. .Iff"118 
Siiij rna, wn-lied, . .*2-1,a 25 
Mexican, unwashed..  .(XXyiflO 
Cape,  .. 2.V" 52 
Donskoi, . 8(3)29 

|,V Y Eepung Rost, 

.335.-37 
.WKa 33 
... .23." 25 
.2K«>30 
. Offiiffl 
.I2@8.4 
. 12(3 I'l 

.1.25(3.'to 
.—(m— 

. . .235525 

.14(a) 18 
...14:,i 111 

.... .19022 
.Iffy 30 
.ffW H) 

.Oftnilll) 

rPO NUBSEBYM 
1 ,1u.-l received 25 dozen new paftero 

E INT 

firalting l\niv«*«s 
made expresslv to order, and win ranted, at No. 3 Buffalo Street, 
Rochester, N. Y, f.874 2t| N. B. PHELPS. 

11 i KnnrATiON kxi'kiiI-knck 0»rf a a 
rft II'' witli Economy Examine the "iHiin-. <*f r i II'' 
tlii! Fort Edward ItislIUte, at Foi t lalwjird, W i- liiri-lou Co., 
N ( 8u|R'iiurBtick Building* IH i'eaele-i-. A lire ding rare 
advantage* iu bolVt lliv -olid and e-nurtjiiliTai brnte-he*. A 
Graduate* Cooiuefor I.adit'- t'oiniuercial m • lire --(<•;< I Goin .-e 
for Gentlemen. No Seminary has a nvMrr rhixx uj Rim tents." 
S' ff~ Cost poi year for Breuxl, I'urnished room, feel, washing ami 
Common p-.n ■ 11-!* bi ue-hr-, $110. Sjiring term begin* March 
28ith. Good Stuilenls received at any time. Address as above. 
Rev. JOSEPH E, KING, ffriitcipal. 674-4t 

The opening chapters of which will appear in Tir-s IdRactmr. 
for January 6, ltitil. 

Thf, Nkw A-(IRK Mkkourt is sold by all newsman, and 
periodical dealers in America. To *nh,*c'ril*r* it is regularly 
mailed every Saturday morning, for F2 r tear, three copies for 
Aft; six copies /or $9, eight copies I'm $VJ, witli at cxti i. copy 
free to tint gotleruii of t he elnh Si- romiths subscriptions, 
received, Always write plainly the nano- tf your Past .ifhce. 
f inmty. cmd Stole. We lake the rmt.-oi all sol /out bunks at 
par. Pax meut must invariatdv he inane in ailvanaw. 

I jfre Specimen Gople* cut free to dl iitqdieaiff*. 
Addres; all letters ami icmltnnci > pirel-pfild, tv» 

CAL'l-ixvvELl-, MiDTmvoirnrt * wiutncv, 

Proprietor* of the New I'm t- ihreury, 
071 -4t 46 nnd 48 Aim Street, V w York City. 

| J0WES IMPROVED HAY SCALES V 
THE BEST XTNT USE I 

II.VY SCALES. 

CATTLE SCALES. 

HAY SCALES. 

No Pit ret above ground - no Ironbliy 
with water or icy no friction on knife 
edge- weigh truly if not level -sim- 
plesl in u--x liehverc l at any Railroad 
SUtion. S-od lor Gii .trials. 

liiSterMolPn Porlabin Hat/ PrtMM-, 

AIJ5AN Y, Jan, 11 Fi.i)i-r am) Mkai,—^There is only u limited 
trade demand for Flour, Willi sales to a moderate extent at pre¬ 
vious prices. Buckwheat Flour is stilling in Ih" street at Jd ti'.e. 
1,75. and from store at $1,(47^ ,,'lff) lbs Corn Meal is saleable 
at $1,31’" I.H. 

'{Vain- Wheat quiet ami unc.lmngi d. Corn without material 
lingo to note, willi ral-s I.2IXI bn. old mixed Western at 0ti." ii7. change._, 

In other grains nothing t ranspired Journal. 

!HPH« - qu..,. 
sale-of I.MI.ffX)lbs. fleece and pulled, nu'sllv rite latter, at 39 > Iff' 
for the better grades. tln foreign sale* ret I;*) hale* Mediterra¬ 
nean and South American on private tena*. 
Saxony arid Merino, fine,501" 69 
Full blood,.. .. 45/" 49 
*; and ’, blood. 39" 47 
Common,... 35.".'48 
Pulled, extra,.. .43.1.4.4 
Do. Superfine,.. 3*<"42 
Do. No. I..- .2KasK) 
Do. No 2,. . 20!" 25 

Westeru mixed,.25"'3) 
Smyrna, washed, . ,.. l(V*u-i8 
Do. unwimheil,. . . IXV IH 
Syrian. 1V"24 
Cape. .3H " .47 
Crimea.MM7 
Buenos Ayres... . 9",45 
Peruvian,'washed. 20" 31 

rp || « it jl K Y » S 

CONVERTS 

C A T T J- Il I'OOI) FOIL 

THE 

I ’ooresl H sty g>v Slmw 
O A S U PE RIOft PROVENDER, 
barrel* containing 41:* feeds with measure $14. 

I N *T 
Wind 
Half barrel* containing 224_feed.» with measure $7. 
Cases containing 112 feed* in pi'r.!-iigc,- $4. 
A 1’aiPidilet couponing (estinionhil* mailed freu. 
I Ti DEPOT, 21 BROADWAY. NKW YORK. 
Agents wanted in every City and Town 

TERMS OF THE RURAL-IN ADVANCE. 
DOM.Alt* .v Year. Three Copies, one year, Two DOM.ATI* a Year. There t'npies, one y/eue, ; Nig 

Copies amt one tree lo rtub Ayent, $19; Tm, nnd onejrec, fil.r; 
Pillteni, and one Jeer, $21; Twenty, and one.her, $25; and any 
great- >• numher at the sunn- rate only SVZ'i per ropy! Club pa¬ 
pers sent lo different post-ojlicrs, tf desired. Axvwjwui Am-ru an 
poslaijf on rrrjnrs mmUtl lo i/fl •yjU7iti~icf, $it6< is UW lowest 
V tub rale for Cano-lit, and $2,25 fo Europe. 

c Hill.'on all ol wnt Jianks ml', s amt Canada taken at 
par but Agents null please remit New I'ork, Canada, or A'-Mt 
E,inland mom v when concern- nt. All suboeriptton money remitted 
Oh l/raft -m ■ Jim- -Vi w York, Rostov, Albany or Rochester, iless 
cxiJianw:1 maybe cental tint risk 'if the Publisher, ij vuuls-. 
payable to his order. 

Please write all addresses plainly and carefully, in order that 
they may be accurately entered upon our books and correctly 
printed by our Mailing Machine. All subscriptions should be 

well inclosed, and carefully addressed aud mailed to 
l». 1>. T. MOORE, Rochester, N. Y. 

I'fr associah ii Effort leads to success in canvassing for 
periodical:;, as well as in other enterprises. For inutauee, if you 

are forming (or wish to form) a dub for the Rural Nkw- 
Yokkf.k, and cannot fill it up In your own neighborhood, get 
some person or perrons a tf w miles distant to join with Or assist 

you—adding their names to those you may procure, aud send¬ 
ing all together. PleatiO think ot this, and act upon the 

suggestion if convenient. 

BUFFALO. Jan. 1.4. i t.oi'R Tlm market continue* quiet 
and no radical ehangn has taken place in quotation*. Rales for 
liouram linn, and a moderate local and interior demand tire 
vails; sab*. 2.9) bids. 

Grain Wheat steady, but we have to note no important 
tniniaetiouH Com, oats, and other grains also steady, and in 
limited inquiry. , ... 

lion* l)re- ed Img* firm with fair receipt* aud a moderate 
inquiry. Courier. 

PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 14. Flour — Firm at $.4,50 5,75 for 

Gn'tix Wheat firm, sale*of white nt $1,iff" 1,55: red at$l 80 
(d 1.33. Corn advanced lc.; old yellow at 7k\ new at til." 65c. 
()ats active at 35c. 

TORONTO. Jan. 12. Flour During the past, week there has 
been a moderate inqidrv for Hour, and several sale* have been 
consummated. There is only a small amount olVering, and the 
alixence of sim'k lias restrict'-d bu-l I"'--*, ;is il ha* likewise ini- 
poi ted a firm tom- to the market. The demand runs principal ,v 
tin superlinv and extra, and other grades are comparatively 
neglect- 'I, excepting iiethap* very favorite brands of double 
extra. We quote as follows: 

i . 
(Jxtt x, .. 5,25*15,41) 
Double Extra,... . ti.txxvi6,35 

Grain- The market lots been meagrely supplied witli fall 
wheat throughout the week, the total receipts amounting to 
not over 3 ffX) huri-cl*. Prices have renmltied without change, 
and are vtcadv at $1 Ida.1.1'. for good to pm,a-, and very rarelv 
$1 ltifot extra prim* lot-. Spriug wheat i* ill good re quest, am) 
is'fim, at 9ffu*«'' ;ibiishel the litter fora priini* sample. Bar¬ 
ley \y only sparing!) sujqdl-.d and all oltcreng i- taken up hr the 
local brewers at .4u.i .'g.e M Im-liel K i» Is wanted, but very little 
offei* For good load: tW-:.-vtac>'I (Blftis. would lie paid, tint.*arc 
offering in small quantities only, but quite sufficient for local 
consumption at 2fr"27c, Peas are in good demand, probably for 
shipment in the spring. We quote purchases during the week 
at 50 ".45c, the latter within the past few days quoted frequently. 

Globe. 

^liHHvtisenunts. 
ADVERTISING TER VI.S, in A«lvancc —TiirRTT- 

Frvw OwfYH a Link, eacll in^rtion. A price and .h half for 
extra display, or cofita per line ol sfioicw. Special Xoticms, 
(following moling matter, lattdc'Jf) tfixly Ceptaa l/wic 

xs; 
- -* PER DAY. risen t* R 'anted 

• ) Address, with Stamm for return postage, 
NATIONAL AGENCY MiR 

Kvrry where, 

to, Ohio. 

Cl K V E I: I N <; ” tJ It \ l* 

.774-26t 

VINES, 

Tiik MiVi-i-rite r- have for -a!.- "t"BEVELING ” GRAPE VINES 
(for plate of which see "Hortioiritiirist" of November, IMtiO,) 
w liien they off' ' to nil who wa»t j'")d curly fruit loddfereutly 
grown sample:- were tested nt tie- tmeriran Ponmlogiral So¬ 
ciety, in Philadelphia, last linl, and caused many to prefer the 
< 'reveliti:r t." ’ l.ogan, iKrliella.,Ve \Viierrior grown with the 
I abella, It h.v, been murli preferred for -uperlor -weetne**, 
earlier and evner ripening, and hariginc well on tlm cluster. 
B ripen - last -if August and fnyt of September. 

PKIGEri — Good two-vear old Yipes, $1.00' veh. Good venr- 
ling Vines, 59 cent* each. By the doze re or hundred at reduced 
prices. Adores* !'. M. GOODWIN 3c BRO., 

Kingston, Luvoma County, Pa. 

HAY 

HAY 

HAY 

PRESSES. 

PRESSES. 

PRESSES. 

CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS. 

CHURCH BELI-S. 

TOWN CLOCKS. 

TOWN CLOCKS. 

For Baling Hay, FI *x, Broom Corn, 
liar-., Wf,d xre! Cot.t.i n. Sii -|J" Great- 
Power worked In-two men. Hundreds 
in u*e. Send for Cit rulars. 

Cast St ret Hell*, 

Weigh less cost l«r-* — heat'd further 
than other first < Ih** Helix. Never 
break by fiv.xt*. \\ anantod. 12 months. 
Send for eire okns and testimonial*.—- 
Fixturw inhde hv imsiJq at lowest, 
price*. Send for Circulars. 

Tour* PtorR*i 

Of the most approved character, of my 
own manufacture, warranted equal to. 
any. iti use, at greatly reduced prices. 

f or foil particulars uddises 

.4.47 -cowl f 
JAMI.H lU tXj-KY, 

93 MiUn St., ffuflhlov N. Y. 

Report of Chat. Downing ami others, Committee •■/the Amtri 
can PumotogiCiU Society — Fall of I Sfil). 

■'Cievcting," libmmsbiirg, or Catawiwa, by Mr lioodwin. of 

AIMM-H GRAFTS—1 will sell Apple Grafts this win¬ 
ter and coming spring, Apple tqrdts zot up in Ih© best 

sty Ft", on good healthy stock, and impuiar varieties, *uch as aro 
gen orally growti iu tlii., vicinity, for ift.lX) J) I'.iXXi iti quanti¬ 
ties over bl.iKX). W. i>. STROWOEK- 

Penlield, N. Y., Dec. it, Jflfit). 669-tf 

\FOU 
1 1 wet 

SAI.IC A Farm coni'lining TN2‘.. acres 4 miles 
vest of Geneva, ,zutario County, N. Y Price, AllUXXi. 

Address tlm suhacrifier, al Genova" C S, BROTHER, 

I-3A It AI PUR SAI.K_One of th* best and best «tu- 
P ateil farms in Monroe (lo,, lyh-w ti mils* weak of this City, in 

n xo 
I f. 

NI'ltSKIlV 4IICN. 1 have 70 acre* of choice land 
a XntsKKY, l" rent for a term of voir; Twenty acre* 

of it adniirablv udaph'd by "ii and situation fur a Vinkvaki,. 
Addres-. soon, JOHN R. GARRETSKE, Mp'-nueiport. N. Y 

Kingston, Pa. Ripe enslv m Septembe 
grape, with a peculiar red on the stem 
fruit. 

Plfrttu I*. MkaU, E.->m (Editor of the Horticulturist,)111 !l letter 
inquiring about the origin of the “Groveling," say* "f want 
to say neo e about It It is an excellent early Grape, anil | have 
been tticonilllelldiiiig it " 574-2t 

U 

(A1_ .. 
t ) to canvas* in Omiada only. The.-e trie; rseeiveit tbo 
Diploma of the Provincial Agricultural Association last fall. 

Apply to G. BEADLE, Ht. Catharine*. C. W. 

IARIWH I'KAUIl STOVES. - The *ufrcriber , will 
I furniah fresh Peach Slones from a region where disease was 

never known, for 50 i t- per lnisbel. 
THOMAS HERENDKKN. Mac- don. Wayne Co., N. Y 

Special Notices. 
ASTHMA. 

From Rev. TJ. Letts, Frankfort, III. An old lady of our 

acquaintance has been greatly afflicted with Asthma for many 

years, and has tried a multiplicity Of prescriptions, with little 

or no effect. My wife sent her a part of a box of the ‘ Bron¬ 

chial Troches,’—after a few days we heard that she found 

great relief from their use, and to-day she sent a messenger 

some five miles to procure more; we had only oue box left, 

but could not refuse it.” Browu's Bronchial Troches, or 

Cough Lozenges, are sold throughout the United States. 

A GENTS WANTED — To -"11 Scokiki.b’u Variety 
l\ Stationary Envelope, with u gift in every one Far 
furthci particular* uddri'M G. W. SCOFIELD, 

Proprietor Gift-Book Emporium, Geneva, N \ 

Pi'LE ROOT GRAFTS-A reliable and we be 
j\ lievti urn quailed assortment. Iit.DOO for $.40. One year 
graft*, 1,(XX), $25. Seed-, Scion-, Ac. See Led. 

F. K. PIUJKMX, Bloomington Nnrxory, IU. 

THE I’ORK TRADE. 

ALBANY, Jan. 14-Tbo trains due tbi* mornin-' from the 
West tiad not arrived up th" elo*ti of 'Chang- l'r-e receipt* 
since our la-t add up 500 bead. The market rule* -teady and 
verv firm, w itli a fair home and Eav4. rn packing demand The 
sale* of tho morning reach about -tixi ln-ad lit ?o.ia(gti,87.,i for 
pig* and $7; / 7.20 for fair to heavy fancy State - Journal. 

CINCINNATI, Jan. 111. Tie- hog market wa-rittmr dull to 
da. 1 hough tlm receipt* were quite light, but tlwy were offered 
with un'ex'oeeted freeilretn for tulurti delivery, which induced 
packer* te. hold oil and not offer over $6.25, while firmm> asked 
Si, ,91. But sales were made thi* afternoon at $i!,25. lli-re¬ 
ceipt* Ot hog- forth" past week, the season up to till* date, und 
up to the corresponding date* for several previous season*, were 
an follows: . 

Total for the week.. . -.-.*'7.■ A-j 

Up to Jan. 5, I860.., . 

•• •• 1858  SLEW’ 
- “ ..-338.252 
•* •< 18.46.366.8M 
“ « 1855.327,438 
“ - 18.4-1.362.791 
- •• 1853,  355,121 

\ ) E.\ R DI-ESri HAHI-KX FOR SALE, AT JS1-T 
I A per ho-bid. or ID et* pei out."-. Send 'wo red -tamp* to 

pay return postage, where sent by the nonce, or three heiea- for 
tw o red -'allies, postage paid. Thin d) Spring Bai ley, it weigh* 
60 lbs to the bushel. 

j. c. Raymond, i*enny»n, Yate*Co„ n. \ • 

\T|'RSF.RYAIEN WANTED—Iwi-h to employ two 
. N \uriennnen, Ofie a* foremai), anti one . a.- i tanl. I have 

MAA1ILY NEVVSI* VITJL’' — Edited by Man. 
f) Louise llatikin*. A Mammoth FICTOF.IAI. of 56 col¬ 

umn*, efteh nearly 2 FEET lung, xvitli over JPO.OlX) I'oiiHtant. 
render*, being really tlm I. \ UCKST and BEST Family I’aperiu 
the World, fornntv SIXTY G.-nt*a Year 

FIRST and only SUt’CF.ssrr |, Tapir EVER imbli»iic<l by a 
LA 1)3 and wllfi n,*plittofTRIJK Philanlbrupy it always aim* 
to help the de-. rviog, where they try to help thenmelves; but. 
it ha* NO *yinpathy with **-tronv inilitl"!" women who are 
noted for making a great noi*« and sktitiklng Irom useful oc 
eupation. 

3 - SPECIMEN CODIES sent GRATIS, am! FREE of POST¬ 
AGE Get. one by nil mean*, and see what it is like, before 
subscribing. You will then a*k your neighbor* to join you 
and form a club. In that way it costa only FORTY CENTS 
a Year. 

U \\rO.MEN OK NEW YORK.”—A Curious rmw 
y V Book, bv Marie Louise Hankin'. 

Full rage DoRT.UTS and SKETCHES Thirty-Six LIVING 
W().\! KN t SC- Spiritual Medium*. Shop Girl*, Lap Doc* Moth 
m, Female Dhllanthiopl*t*, A t.illl Hunchback, Dashing 
Widow*, Sorrowing Mother*. Oiiem Singers, Female Vagrant,*, 
Berjnri-d Bride*. Alan Hater-. Disowned Daughters, old Dollar 
Women. Female Writer*. True tVmuan, kiv-cinating La-lies, 
Mechaee’s Wive', Theater Girt*, Outi’iud Wires Boarding 

the town ol'Gate*, no the Buffalo road, will Do gold at a great 
bargain if application in made hooii A mall farm nf 50 to 80 

ir the City, or a limis-'a*d 161 "*orl)i i to $5,OX) in the ier. A' good, early, blue ; aeres. i.-.-r llie.i "v.or a bouse 
w hen .separated from the Jitv, would betak m in p.irtpav 

| tlm lireniiscs, or at No, 8 Hill 
Frk’scii k Co., of 

Roclieuter, N. Y. 

nsent. Fur particular*a)qdy on 
street, tJ the office of Joil.v M. 

M. HUNTINGTON. 
A USU*t. 21, WHO. 55-4- tf 

( ! READ 
I wanted 

(; I ! R I OS IT Y. - Particulars -cut free. Ageuta 
(649] HIIAIV A CLARK, Biddel'or-I, Maine. 

no FARMERS, Al El’ll AN ICS, & BUILDERS. 
| Our " frvepre--ili(e ConHict'' i« uealnst high pri* «•». We 

offer you, ;U74 Main St., Rochester, Iron, Nail*. Hanlware.Oila, 
Dainte, Color*, Wia-iow*. IXoors, Blind*, finer.. Spade*. Bhowk, 

Y meri 

MOORE. IIEBING k CO. 

O ofY TST Or TJ JN. INT O 

ISLANDS, 

SOUTH 

house Keeper- l.a-fic- of Fort uni . La*"t-I!eer Girl- I'orturm 
TellersWraii.il ill Hliiek, Cftntid nee Women, uogtu Ladies, 
I’erbut La-lbs. Broken-hearted Women. Clergymen* Wives, 

FROM 

JARVIS 8c BAKER'S 

IX TIIK 

PACTFTC OCEAN, 
IMPORTED nr tiik 

ji ,n e it i (\i ,v u vji A’ o c o .ii r./ .v r, 
Offioe5 WilliMin Strfot, 

NEW YORK. 
C. S. MARSITAl-L, Pres't. IT. MATIIER. Sec'y. 

J. K. CHAPPELL. Agent, t'4) Exchange Ht., Hoc lire, ter, N. Y. 

Corn ik«**, Cultivator*, nnd other mtic!- ' ton numerous to 
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The snow had begun in the gloaming, 

And busily all the night 

Had been heaping fields and highway 

With a silence deep and white. 

Every pine, and fir, arid hemlock, 

Wore ermine too dear for an earl, 

And the poorest twig on the elm tree 

Was fringed deep with a pearl. 

From shed* now roofed with Carrara, 

Came Chanticleer's muflled crow, 

The (did rails were softened to swan’s down— 

And still fluttered down the snow. 

I stood and watched by the w indow 

The noiseless work of the sky, 

And the sudden flurries of snow birds, 

Like brown leaves whirling by. 

I thought of a mound in sweet Auburn, 

Where a little headstone stood. 

How the flakes were folding it gently, 

As did the robins the babes in the wood. 

Up spoke our little Mabel, 

Saying, “ Father, who makes the snow?” 

And I told her of the good All-Father, 

Who rares for us all below. 

Again I looked at the snow fall, 

And ^thought of the leaden sky 

That arched our first great sorrow, 

When the mound was heaped so high. 

] remember the gradual patience 

That foil from the cloud like snow, 

Flake by flake, healing and hiding 

The scar of that deep-stabbed woe. 

And again to the child I whispered, 

“ The snow that husheth all, 

Darling, the Merciful Father 

Alone can make it fall.” 

Then, with eyes that saw not. I kissed her, 

Aud she. kissing back, could not know 

That my kiss was given to her sister, 

Folded dose under deeji ning snow. 
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[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

SOWING THE WIND 
AMD REAFINO THE WHIRLWIND 

BY T. S. ARTHUR. 

[Continued from page 20 last number.] 

CHAPTER VI. 

“Isn’t she sweet, Hiram,” said Mrs. Foster, as 
she held her youngest born, a baby in its fifth month, 
up for a kiss. 

“Sweet as a rose,” be answered, touching his lips 

lightly to the baby's lips, but in so cold a way that 

the mother’s feelings rebelled against such strange 
indifference. The father’s eye, though resting on 

the cherub face of his little one, did not feel any im¬ 

pression of its beauty. There was a barrier of sin 

around bis heart, which, for the time, kept back the 

spell of innocence. His thoughts were with his 

troubled feelings, away from home and its cherished 

ones. Though present with them as to the body, he 
was yet afar off in spirit. 

“You’re not well, Hiram,” said the young wife 

and mother, awaking from the happy dream in which 

she had been passing the hours with her two darlings. 

The coming homo, at evening twilight, of her hus¬ 

band, had been like the opening of a door through 

which a cold blast pressed in upon the warm air of a 

cheerful room. There was a chilling atmosphere 

around him. He had come in from the outside 

world, and a shudder was felt at his entrance. Often, 

before, bad Mrs. Foster experienced this shock, or 

jar, or repulsion, whatever it might be called, on her 

husband’s appearance, but never to the degree now 
felt. 

“I’ve been troubled with a headache all day.” 

That is not true, Hiram Foster. Your head never 
Avas freer from pain. 

“Oh, Pin sorry!” And Helen pressed her hand 

upon his forehead, and looked at him with a tender 

concern in her eyes. But he could not War to have 

her read his face, aud so turned it away. She did 

not hold the baby for him to kiss again; nor did 

Flora, his two year old darling, after being pushed, 

with a strange absentmindednsss, aside when she 

attempted to get upon his lap, venture near him 

again. He sat in silence and a stern abstraction of 

miud, that his wiio knew had some other cause than 

a simple headache, until tea was announced. 

•‘Can’t you eat anything, Hiram?” Mrs. Foster 
saw that ho was only sipping at his tea. He lifted 

his eyes from his cup, and looked across the table at 

his wife. Only for a lew moments did he hold her 

gaze, and then let his own fall away. There were 

questionings in her eyes that his tell-tale face might 

answer in ft wfty. the hare imagination of which 
caused him to shudder. 

“Iam better without food,” he answered, 

tea is all 1 want, and may relieve the pain 

head.” Hack to the refuge of lies again! Unhappy 

transgressor; the way in which you have chosen to 

walk is a hard one, and you will find the difficulties 

steadily increasing us you press omvard! 

“Not going out, Hiram!” It was an hour after 

supper time. The young man had been lying on a 

sofa, 'with shut eyes, pretending indisposition, in 

order to hide the trembling anxiety and fear that 

were in his heart. Now, rising up, as if ft sudden 

purpose had moved him, he went into the passage, 
and was reaching for his hat. 

“Yes, for a little while,” he answered back, and 

was away before his wife could follow him with Avords 

of remonstrance. 

Night had fallen, dark aud starless, and the chill 

November air struck coldly against his face. After 

leaving the bouse, Mr. Foster walked rapidly towards 

that part of the town in which the store of .Mr. Over¬ 
man Avas located. Turning u corner, that brought 

him in view of the store, he saw a light gleaming 

through two crescent-shaped openings in one of the 

shutters, that which closed against the window at the 

back part ot the store, where the desks and fire-proof 

were located. He stood still, instantly, striking his 

hands together. Fear caused his knees to shake. It 

Avas even as had been a little while before suggested 

to bis mind. Mr. Overman's suspicions Avert- going 

in the right direction, and he was at the store exam¬ 

ining the books, to see if the leak he had spoken of 

could he found in that direction. There Avere not 

less than fifty false entries in the cash-book. Was it 

possible for him to escape, should Mr. Overman’s 

eyes, sharpened by suspicion, go over that account? 

The wretched young man felt as if suspended by a 

hair over some awful chasm. 

For several minutes he stood, with tlio.se sharply 
outlined crescents of light holding his gaze by a kind 

of fascination. Then he commenced moving totvards 

them, as if they possessed a weird power of attraction, 

“The 

in my 

until he stood on the narrow pavement, bordering an 
alley but little frequented, that ran doAvn beside the 

building, and close against the AviudoAv. His steps 

Avere noiseless as the steps of a cat. He held his 

laboring breath, and barkened eagerly. But no sound 

came from within. After listening for sonic time, he 

was about moving away. Avhen his ear caught the 

Avell-known rattle of paper, that often accompanies 
the turning of leaves in a blank-book. It sent a thrill 
along every nerve; for in that sound wa.s a confirma¬ 
tion of every Worst fear. 

“ Gon help me! ” It was a silent, despairing ejacu¬ 

lation; not a prayer sent up from a low deep of 

misery, bearing hope, were it never so feeble, in its 

bosom. 

“Lost! Lost!” He moved back, noiselessly, out 

into the darkness, holding both hands tightly against 

his breast. To his home, and the tender, innocent, 

beloved ones there, his thoughts went, and he saw 

that home all desolated; his wife heart-broken, and 

his babes disgraced. For some moments the idea 

of (light held his mind. But no — no! — it was thrust 

aside. He could not abandon all. Avhile there was a 

shadow of hope. His false entries were dexterously 

made, and might elude the vigilence of bis employer, 

who was not by any means an adept at figures. Even 

if a few errors were discovered, he might be able so 

to confuse Mr. Overman’s mind by corrections and 

explanations, as to make all appear fair. 

These suggestions gave partial and momentary re¬ 

lief to his distressed Ice lings’. There was in them a 

feeble gleam of light. All was not yet lost. 

For ten or fifteen minutes Hiram Foster, chilled 
by the dump, cold air, lingered in sight of the 
burning crescents, their sharp outline imprinted on 
every object to which ho turned his gaze. 

“1 must know what he is doing!” he said, at last. 

I cannot go back with this horrible uncertainty 
eating Into my heart. If 1 only could find a ladder.” 

He crossed over to the rear of the store, and looked 

along the pavement for several rods down the dark 

alley. A small packing-box stood against a door. 

He drew it out, aud stepped upon the side. But it 

was not high enough. He went further down the 

alley, and found a rickety half barrel, with the head 

and chime hoop* of one end gone. Nothing else, at 

ail suited to his purpose, was to he seen. By placing 

the half barrel on the box, and mounting thereon, he 

might get high enough to look through the crescent 

openings in the shutters, and see what Mr. Overman 

Avas doing. To think, in the excited state of his 

mind, was to act. The box was conveyed, in silence, 

to the window, and then the half barrel brought and 

placed on top of it, with the shattered, defective end 

downwards. 

Hiram was in too nervous a state to do any thing 
carefully and coolly. He struck the barrel against 
the box in lifting it, making noise enough lo be beard 
inside by any one not greatly absorbed in thought. 
Aware of this, he moved away, and stood aside from 
the window for nearly a minute, so as to be out of 
Mr. Overman’s range of vision, should lie happen to 
push open the shutter. But all things remaining as 
at first, lie ventured back, and stepping upon the box, 
mounted to the top of the half-barrel, which yielded 
sensibly under his weight. His head was now even 
Avitli the two narrow perforations in the shutter, and 
us he looked down through them, lie suav Mr. Over¬ 
man standing at one of the desks, and bending over 
an account-hook. He aviis so deeply absorbed in 
what he aviis doing, that he seemed almost moveless. 

But all at once ho turned towards the window, with a 
quick movement, and looked up towards the crescent 
openings through which Hiram Foster was gazing 
doAvn upon him. The young man saw his face for a 
moment,— it aviis pale, anxious, but stern,— saw 
it only for a moment, lie drew buck quickly, 
with an instinct of fear, as Mr. Overman’s eyes 
were thrown upwards. The movement disturbed 
the nicely poised support on Avhich he stood.— 
Over wont the barrel, and over went the man, 
Avitli a loud crush and rattle, upon the pavement. 
In the fall, Hiram struck his head against one of 
the curb-stones, inflicting a severe wound near the 
temple, and above the right eye. For a moment or 
Iavo he was stunned by the shock; but the peril of his 
situation restored him to full Consciousness, and in¬ 
stantly springing to Ins feet, he glided away from the 
Avindow, just as it aviis thrown open by Mr. Overman, 
and tint strong light came out, tilling a large circle 
Avith its rays. Hiram did not wait to see what, next 
might be done, but let winged feet hear him away 
into the heavy darkness. 

“Hey! Who goes there? Stop! Stop!” 

Jt aatus the voice of a night policemen, avIio’s ears 

had caught the sound made by the falling barrel, and 

who had seen the light Avhich came suddenly from 

the window thrown open by Mr. Overman. Hiram, 

in his flight, passed within a few yards of him. Did 

he stop at this summons? No! But sprung away at 
ft speed defying pursuit. 

A countenance turned instantly white with terror, 

met Hiram on his entrance at home; and no wonder, 

for one side of his face and neck avuh red with blood, 

flowing freely from the wound near his temple. Mrs. 

Foster’s colorless lips moved irapotently, and she 

sat puralized for some moments. 

“Oh, husband! What is it? What has happened?” 

came at length in u fluttering and choking voice, as 
she started to her feet, 

“ Don’t be frightened. It’s nothing. Get me some 

water, Helen. 1 struck my head against a projecting 

sign. Does it bleed much?” The voice of Hiram 
shook us if lie had a chill; and there was a strange¬ 

ness in liis tones that troubled the cars of his wife. 

Mrs. Foster brought hurriedly, a basin of water, 

and Avashing ftAvay the blood, came to an Ugly, ragged 

cut about an inch long, just above the right eye, 

towards the temple. The blood still flowed freely. 

Nearly ten minutes elapsed before it could be 

scions of a brain-whirl and a moment of suspended 

thought. Then, with silent feet he crossed the 

passage, and entering his chamber hurriedly got into 
lied. 

a long, full 

CHAPTER VXI. 

It seemed an age to Hiram,—the period that 

elapsed before Mr. Overman went away. He heard 

the intermitted and intermingling sounds of voices 

below, but no articulate words reached bis ears. 

When, at last tie jar of a closing door gave notice 

that the visitor had retired, and his wife came up to 

the chamber, he was lying in a nervous chill. 

“What did he want?” By a strong effort. Hiram 

not only steadied his voice, but repressed the tremor 

that jarred along every nerve and muscle. 

“I don’t know. He merely asked to see you,” 

replied Mrs. Foster. 

“ What did you say?” 

“ 1 told hirn that you came home at tea time with a 

bad headache,— and Avere in bed,” 

“ You didn’t say that I had just gone up?” 
“No.” 

There came IVors Hiram’s breast 

respiration of relief. 

“It was as well, perhaps. I wonder what he could 

have wanted?” His mind had found relief from a 

pressure of uncertain dread. 

“I don’t know, dour. Mr. Overman looked dis¬ 
turbed about something.” 

“He hasn’t seemed like himself for some time 

past,” said Hiram. “Business is dull; and f think 

that worries him. Did he seem much disappointed 
at not seeing me?” 

“It did not strike me that he was disappionted. If 

I understood the meaning of his face, it expressed 

something like relief, or pleasure, when I told him 

that you were in lied. But, he had a look about him 

different from anything I had ever seen before. *1 

wished to ask him a question to-night, but it will do 

as AVell in the morning,’ he said, as he went away.” 

“ How does the cut in my forehead look?” asked 
Hiram. 

“Bad,” was Helen’s answer. 

“ Will my hair cover it? See!” 

“Only in part,” said Mrs. Foster, as she drew the 
hair down towards the wound. 

“ Ut mo see.” And the young man crept out from 

under the bed clothes among which he had thrown 

himself without removing his garments, and going to 

a toiJet-ghisH, held the light to his lace and examined 

the ugly red scar near the temple. 

How avill that look ?” He had drawn a lock of 

hair dowu so low that the wound was hidden. 

Mrs. Foster shook her head in a dissatisfied way. 

“ Let the cut be seen,” she said. “ What harm 
can arise?” 

“No harm. But avIio likes to be disfigured in this 

way? I’eople might think I’d been drunk, or in a 
fight.” 

“ If people choose to think evil, let them. To be 

right and to do right should be our chief concern.” 

There was a searching, questioning look in the 

eyes of Mrs. Foster, from which Hiram turned 
away, murmuring, 

“ My poor head! Hoav it does ache!” 

And removing his clothes, while he kept his face 

so ranch in shadow that its expression could not be 

seen by liis wife, he laid himself doAvn, shutting his 
eyes, and turning to the wall. 

Did the question of loss and gain come into | 

longhtoS lire ah Foster, as he lav in such anxit 

staunched. 

“This doesn’t help my poor head, any,” said 

Hiram, remembering that lie had complained of 

headache at tea time. “ The pain blinded me bo that 
I could hardly sec my Avay in the dark. 1 think I’ll 
go to bed, now. Perhaps 1 can get to sleep," 

And lie arose, and was at. the foot of the stairs 
leading up to their bed-room, when some one rung 
the bell loudly. 

“Say that I have a sick headache, aud am iu bed, 

Helen, if any one asks for me. Don’t Intimate that 

I have just gone up. gay that I am in bed.” 

Hiram Foster grasped the arm of bis Avife in a 
nervous way, and looked so wildly iu her face, that a 
vague fear crept like a cold shadow upon her heart. 
What could all this mean! 

“Don’tforget!” There was warning, anxiety, fear, 

and command in the strange expression that gleamed 

on liis excited face, ns he said this, and then went 

hastily uji stairs. 

At the top he lingered for a few moments in a 

listening attitude. The door was opened, lie heard 
his name. 

“ Is Hiram at home?” The voice was that of Mr. 

Overman! A faintness came upon him. He grasped 

the hand railing by which he stood, and was eon- 

____ the 
thought of lire am V'ostke as be lay in such anxious 
fear all night that sleep visited him only at long 
intervals, and then fled quickly before affrighting 
dreams? Did a picture of how it might have been, if 
he had kept liis honor unsullied, stand out in all its 
tranquil beauty, contrasted with the dread actuality in 
which he was shuddering like a criminal at bay? He 
had a true-hearted, tender, loving wife, and two as 

sweet babes as a father’s heart could desire. His 
income was large enough to meet every want that 

happiness required,—had been large enough from 
the day of his marriage. Not a single thing 
bought by dishonest gains, had given him any 
true pleasure;— always his enjoyment was marred 
by an intruding concern. There was a great form 
of evil ever threatening him, and ever throAving 
n shadow from uplifted hands over life’s sunniest 
landscapes. Kimtions of pride, as ho contrasted 
his handsome house and grounds Avith those of 
men quite as well off, honestly, as he was, would 
uoav and then .apple over his heart; but they soon 
fell hack again under the pressure of a superincum¬ 
bent anxiety. \ gratified love of possessing this 
world’s goods, \\u« the only thing like a compensating 
balance to all the loss he aa’ivs sustaining,— but how 
poor arid insignificant was this to the riches of 
enjoyment he av is madly casting aside. 

Did the question of loss and gain come fairly into 

his mind? Yes; hut it was pushed, with a feeling of 

bitterness, away. He felt that it avus too late. The 

haunting spirit of evil, Avhich had been his dread 

companion ever since that fatal evening when liis 

feet wont out from right paths, seemed to throw its 

arms close around him, aud to shadoAV into confusion 

and obscurity liis thoughts; so that all right conclu¬ 

sions and purposes were dispersed like unsubstantial 
vapor. 

Morning found him exhausted, but in a heavy sleep. 
Nature had asserted her poAver over the senses. Mrs. 
Foster, as the light came iu, aud gave distinct out¬ 

line to every feature of his face, suav, with painful 

concern, its pinched look and pallid hue. In staunch¬ 

ing the flow of blood from the Avound in his forehead, 

she had covered it with a strip of adhesive plaster. 

From the edges of this, blood had oozed out; and 

there Avere blue and purple discolorations extending 

down towards the right eye, the veins around which 

Avere visibly congested. On his pule lips, shut closer 

than is usual in sleep, sat an expression of trouble, 

that startled a slumbering sigh in her bosom, and 

brought blinding tears to her eyes. 

Without disturbing her husband, Mrs. Foster went 

down stairs. A little while before breakfast was 

ready to be served, she returned to the chamber, and 

found him still sleeping. While standing close OA’cr 
him, and debating in her mind whether to arouse him 

or not, lie sprung up with an exclamation of alarm, 

and a look of terror in his face. Mrs. Foster had 

never seen so Avild and frightened an expression on 

any countenance. 

“Oh, Hiram!” she ejaculated, drawing her arms 

around his neck. But, he tried to escape: pushing 

her away, aud shrinking towards the Avail. The brief 

struggle brought him fairly aAvake. 
“Oh, Helen! It’s you! What a dream I have 

had!” He was shivering like one in an ague fit. 

Covering his face Avith the bed-clothes, he lay still for 

a little while, trying to compose himself, aud put on 

a serene countenance. 

“What time is it, Helen?” He pushed aside the 
bed-clothes, and looked out. liis face Avas calm. 

“Past seven,” she ansAvered. 

“So late! Why did you let me sleep?” And he 

arose up quickly. 

It Avas after eight o’clock, an hour beyond bis usual 

time, when Hiram Foster reached the store of Mr. 

Overman. Nearly a quarter of an hour had been 

spent in trying so to arrange bis hair as to conceal 

the wound on his forehead; but without a satisfactory 

result, liis groat desire to conceal this scar, coupled 

itself in the mind of his wife with the unusual visit 

of Mr. Ovkrm an on the night before, and his anxiety 

to give the impression that he had not been out since 

tea-time: and in doing so, cast a vague fear into her 

heart. That something was wrong with her husband, 

she felt sure; something that fore-shadowed evil and 
involved disaster. 

“ What’s the matter?” Mr. Overman confronted 

Hiram as he entered the store, and with knit brows, 

and a look of searching inquiry, put this question. 

“I came near knocking my head off last night,” 

answered the young man, coolly, and with a forced 

smile. “See!” And he pushed up the hair that 

partly covered the dressing which lay over the cut he 
had received in falling. 

“ How did that happen?” There was not a relaxed 
muscle on Mr. Overman’s face. 

“I returned home with a severe headache last eve 

ning. After supper, it grew worse, almost blinding 

me with pain. I went into the cellar, foolishly 

enough, AVitlmut a light, and got this knock on the 

head. I Avas so stunned for a little while, that I lost 

my senses. You came to sec me, Helen said. Was 

it for anything very particular? I’m sorry that I was 
in bed; Helen might have called me.” 

“It Avasof no consequence,” Mr. Overman replied, 
in a tone that showed his mind to be in a state of 
doubt and dissatisfaction. 

“Have you reached any solution of the matter 
about which Ave talked yesterday?” Now, of all 
things, Hiram wished that subject postponed for the 
present; but he brought it into the light, desperately, 
in order to give Mr. Overman the impression of 
perfect innocence on his part — an innocence that 
courted investigation, knowing that it had nothing to 
fear from the fullest exposure of truth. 

“A partial solution,” was answered coldly, and 

avUIi eyes fixed so steadily on the young man, that 

the gaze could hardly be borne. Hiram was con¬ 

scious of tell-tale looks, and tell-tale color on his 

cheeks. Not feeling it safe to tread further on this 

dangerous ground, lie passed Mr. Overman, and went 

to the*hack part of the store, where his work with 

the account books chiefly lay. The tire-proof had 

not been opened. He took the key from a drawer in 

the desk, where it was lying with the door keys, and 

unlocking it, brought out his books, and commenced 

posting from the journal. While thus engaged, he 

had occasion to refer to the cash-book. In doing so, 

he noticed a slight pencil mark near a figure that 

represented a false entry. His heart stood still in¬ 

stantly, and he felt a nearer approach of the shadowy 

form of evil that haunted him night and day. Clos¬ 

ing the book, and pushing it, aside, lest Mr. Overman 

should observe him,— how wary and suspicious is 

guilt! —how constantly on the alert! — how full of 

human prudence! — Hiram bent over his ledger, 

affecting employment, while lie debated what were 
best to be done. 

The false figure bad been made two days before, 

and, in virtue thereof, sixty dollars appropriated by 

the young man. Now, if Mr. Overman had detected 

the error, and then counted the cash in the money 

box, which was a thing to be inferred, he must be in 

possession of the fact that sixty dollars were “short.” 

Hiram’s first conclusion was to restore that sum 

to the money box at once. He had the sixty dollars 

still in his pocket. Hut, then came the thought, that 

Mr. Overman had marked the figure purposely, ami 
was, of course, on the alert. He knew just Avhat was 

in the cash-box — not over forty dollars—and to add 

sixty thereto, would be to ensure certain exposure, 

should the false entry be referred to that morning, 

and a counting of the cash take place. 

“ Better wait,” said he to himself. Tf money comes 

in freely, I’ll add sixty dollars to the bank deposit.” 

“ How was your cash yesterday?” asked Mr. Over¬ 
man, about an hour after Hiram came in. The young 

man, anticipating just this question, had considered 

more than a dozen different answers, not one of 

which seemed safe or prudent re make, aud he was 

quite as unprepared when it. came as in the beginning. 

“ Biglit, I believe, sir.” An answer had to he 

made, and this was ventured, blindly. He spoke in a 

tone of confidence. 

“Let me see the cash-book.” There was an unu¬ 
sual quality in Mr. Overman’s voice. 

Hiram took the cash-book from a rack over the 

desk, and opening it, passed a piece of India rubber, 

quickly but firmly, over two or three pages, along 

the columns of figures, saying as he did so — 

“ I forgot to rob out the figures made in pencilling 

a balance.” 

That simple act saved him. Mr. Overman could 

not find the entry he had marked with a pencil. 

After running liis eye a few times, up and down the 

roAVs of figures, he shut the book, and went out into 

the store to attend upon a customer who had just 

come in. [To be continued next week.] 

For Moores Rural New-Yorker. 

POMOLOGICAL ENIGMA. 

16 is a magnificent, large 

My 31. 55, 25. 65, 37. 58, 80, 21 is likely to be classed among 
our valuable hardy grapes. 

My 35, 11. 20, 18, 26, 2. 60, 10, 54, 42. 19. 25, 53, 57, 16, 38 is a 

small, high-flavored strawberry. 

My 53, 62. SO, 47 . 5. 34, 71, 54 is a variety of the quince. 
My 2S. 45. 63, 35, 30, 61,61 is a somewhat-noted Western apple. 

My 59, .1. S3, 96. 54. 21, 33. 72 is a large juicy autumn pear. 

My whole may be found in Genesis. 

Rochester, N. Y , 1801. Harry Gaylord. 

I l)r Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 15 letters. 

My 2, 15, 5, 9 every person has. 

My 14, 3. 5. 12 is food for man and beast. 

My 10, 8, 4, 1 is worn by gentlemen. 

My 2. 15, 12, 14 is an important part of a vessel. 
My 9, 11, 10, 3 is a bird. 

My 1, 3, 5 is a plant. 

My 7, 11, 9 is a measure. 

My 6, ]], 9 is a kind of fish. 

My whole is the most authentic and entertaining history 
ever published. 

So. Sodas, N, Y.. 1861. 

KW Answer in two weeks. 
Jo. Velev. 

A PUZZLE. 

Insert one vowel, in proper places, between the following 
letters, and make six lines of rhvme: 

GyLdydtbU, 

Cachntndtlkndply; 
NdnnLrktHddrHll, 

Wssmrtgllntndgy; 
NddudgynnLrk. 

Cll’dngrmshppygprk. 
Jfjp” Answer in two weeks. 

LITTLE JOKERS. 

and they are 

” “Oh, 

Young lovers are called turtles, 
generally greeu turtles. 

“Sift, you have broken your promise 

never mind, I can make another just as good.” 

A Tennessee paper announces that “the inaugu¬ 
ration of the Governor was celebrated by firing 
minute guns every half hour /” 

Tiiougr a man should geuerully adapt himself to 
his place, there’s no necessity for his getting tight 
because he is in a tight plaee. 

“How tall are you, inyjeAvel?” “I stand six feet 

iu my shoes!” “Six feet in your shoes! Why, no 

man living can stand more than two feet in his 

shoes; you might as Avell say you stood six heads in 

your hat.” 

It is an old and true saying, that a man should not 
marry unless he can support a Avife; and, from some 
examples we have seen, we are beginning to doubt 
seriously whether a woman can prudently marry 
unless she cun support a busbaud. 

Smith met two editors who had been at “ outs,” on 

the street, Avalking arm in arm. “Hello!” said 

he, “the lion and the lamb lie down together, do 

they?” “0, yes,” said editor No. 1, “Jones, here, 

did the lyin' and I did the lamin', and of course we 

came down together.” 

Wise Advice.— Coventry Patmore, in his new 

poem, giAresthe folloAving advice: 

So let no man, in desperate mood, 

Wed a dull girl because she’s good. 

To which one might add: 

And let no woman, in her plight, 

Wed a bad man because he’s bright. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

SURVEYOR’S PROBLEM. 

Lelinnino at the northeast corner of a certain piece of 

land, and running south sixty rods, thence west eighty rods, 

thence north fifty rods, thence to the place of beginning, it 

is required to lay off ten acres from the southeast corner or 

south line. g, g Cagwin. 

Verona, Onei- Co., N. Y.. 1861. 
tiy Answer in two weeks. 

A NICE LITTLE EXPERIMENT. 

A Ring Suspended by A Burnt Thread.—Tut a teaspoonful 
rif salt in a wineglass of water, stir it up. and pit .. i„ It soma 

coarse cotton, such as mother calls No. 16; iu about an hour 

Like out the thread and dry it. Tie a piece of this prepared 

cotton to a small ring, about the size of a wedding ring; hold 

it up, ana set fire to the thread. When It has burnt out, the 

liug will not fail, but remain suspended, to the astonishment 

of all beholders. Philosophers account for this effect by 

stating that the salt in the thread forms, with the ashes of 

the cotton, a tine film of glass, which is strong enough to 

support the ring, or any other small weight. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c„ IN No. 573. 

AnsAverto Floral Enigma: 

Supply the wants of each, and Ihey will pay 

For all your care through each succeeding day. 

Answer to Illustrated RebusInattention often induces 

individuals to pronounce speakers Inarticulate. ’ 

Answer to Mathematical Problem;—The side of the square 

is 10 rods, and Contains 100 perches The triangle base is 10, 

perpendicular 7,'L hypolhenuse l2>f, and contains 37L 

perches. The rectangle 5 by 12',,, aud contains 62.perches. 

Answer to Charade:—Balak-lava, 

Answer to Riddle:—Feet.—Gen. 1: 24 and 25. 
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% 
Iam composed of 84 letters. 

My 1, 5 43. 15, 18. 59, 66. 57. 49, 71, 13 is a juicy, sweet, and 
neh autumn apple. 

M.\ ,3. ]4. ■!_. 11, 16, 2, 21, 7<. [55, 6. 38 is a beautiful little 
summer pear. 

My 84 15. 72, S3, 41. 3. 16. 79, 5. 39, 65, 25, 64. 40 is a cherry 
of the Morello class*. 

My 12. 24, 82. 44, 29, 45, 70, 48, 46, 8, 4, 15, 27, 32, 10 is one of 
the freestone peaches. 

Mv 37, 5<? 52, 23, 51, 72, 74, 22, 
plum. 

My 64. 76. 5. 34, 69, 50, 75, 59, 57, 66, 11, 24, 17, 54, 67. 2, 68 is 

a gooseberry in considerable favor. 

My SI. 19, 52, 9. 26, 54, 78, 8 is a hardy and productive rasp¬ 
berry. 
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late>d. Coincident with me opinion 01 L.OI.kman, 

and Percivall, and many other writers, is the 

experience of l>r. Dado, and many intelligent horse 

dealers of the United States also; for the disease, in 

the first place, is not so prevalent here as in the 

crowded cities and barrack stables of the old world: 

and, secondly, we do not find so many blind horses 

here. Whenever a case of simple or spec Hie optbal- 

mia occurs, we generally find the subject located in 

a filthy stable, or on low, marshy ground, or else he 

has been shut up for many hours In a railroad ear, 

there respiring over und.over again the foul products 

of combustion and excretion. 

.Come we now to the direct care of the horse. As 

we have so frequently expressed our views with 

regard to feeding, we will only mention the cardinal 

principles, — regularity and sufficiencii, ■ and pass to 

certain of the labors and manipulations which should 

ho given to every horse occupying ft stable. The 

apartment ho occupies tdu uld he kept clean. He 

should never he allowed 1 > stand up to the heels in 

litter, his own ordure, or other tilth. All excrements 

should be removed at U’1'-: once each day, and a 

Clean place he given him to stand, or to lie down. 

Herbert, and other horsemen, have declared that if 

proper attention were given in this respect, the com¬ 

mon disease, known as Urease or “Scratches, would 

very soon become exceedingly rare, il it. did uot alto¬ 

gether disappear. In this connection we ruay enter 

our protest against poor beds, or no beds at all, for 

horses. A horse can appreciate a good comfortable 

lodging-place as well as, at least, one-half of the 

men, and he has a great deal better title to it. than 

that number of the genus homo. 

(Irooming is very much neglected by our farmers, 

and they have fallen into this carelessness from the 

fact that for a considerable period of the year I »rses 

are worked all day, and turned out at. night. hen 

such is the ense, thu comb and brush may be dis¬ 

pensed wHh. little imi'„ JM^ essarv than to rub tlie 

I dirt from the limbs, — but tins last should always be 

done. To the stabled horse, however, grooming is 

, of the utmost consequence. It enlivens the skill, 

, opening the pores and enabling il in the performance 

of its secretive and excretive functions, — the blood 

passes freely to the extremities, and in part remedies 

’ any defects of exercise. Where, it is possible, groom* 
, ing should not be accomplished in the slall or stable. 

f The scurf, dandruff and dust which are removed from 

the coat are taken by the atmosphere and conveyed 

r to the feed, manger and lungs, and it cannot he oth- 

^ erwise than to their detriment. Many will need con- 

siderable argument to bo convinced of the propriety 

and necessity of grooming, hut if the doubters would 

e witness the benolit to the horse’s skin, and to the 

animal generally, arising from friction, let them rub 

the legs of a tired horse well with the hands, and 

observe the effects. Enlargements subside, the pain 

ful stiffness disappears, natural warmth is regained, 

the coat becomes smooth and line, the animal revives, 

eats with zest, and quietly lies down to repose. 

The stable care of horses is a subject that, now 

needs discussion by practical men, and this need will 

increase in proportion as farmers do away with old 

systems of pasturage, and adopt soiling as the method 

of furnishing fodder to domestic animals. May we 
HI n 

not hope, then, as we drop the matter for the present, 

that Rnui, readers will give their views and ex- 
iy 
, pc n cnees. 

rules the nations, who canseth the wrath of man to 

result in His praise, and restraineth the end of wrath, 

and do our whole duty to our families, our country, 

and our fellow man. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
AX ORIGINAL WEKKt/Y 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY JOURNAL 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors 
As that season of the year is now with us when 

the liorse spends a goodly portion of the time in the 

stable, a few words concerning his quarters, and the 

treatment he should receive therein, will possess at 

least the feature of opportuneness. 

First, the stable. We are very much gratified III 

Tiemsing the various volumes dedicated to the horse 

g from the press, at, the 

construe- 

Value, Purity, Usefuluess and Variety 01 wwwnie, arm umiira 
and beautiful in Appearance. Its Conductor devotes hid per¬ 
sonal attention to the supervision of its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the UC«aj. an eminently 
Reliable Guido on all the important. Practical. Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately Connected with the business of 
those whose interest* it zealously advocates. As a Family 

JOURNAL It Is eminently Instructive and Entertaining beinit 
so conducted that it can be safely taken to the Hearts and 

and his interests, issuin 

prominence which is given to a proper 

tion of his home, and the sincerity and warmth with 

which bis necessities are spread before the reading 

public. It argues well for the humanitarian spirit of 

the age, and we look forward to the adoption of the 

measures proposed by our veterinarians for an allc 

viution of the many ills to which this noble animal 

is heir. Who will say that disease is not born amid 

the foulness, filth, and pestilence of the pens la 

which the horse is often confined! While wc have 

ever been ready to acknowledge bis wondrous power, 

we have frequently doubted the triteness of the say¬ 

ing sometimes applied to men who have undergone 

privations and exposure, — “ they have endured 

enough to kill a horse,”—and yet its full force would 

become apparent upon visiting the places where 

horses are pooped during the passage of the long 

hours. It was, indeed, miracnlons that they should 

take up their abode, even for a brief space of time, 

in one of these damp, dark, fetid dens, and come 

forth alive. 
It is essential that the stable be dry. In the choice 

Entbrkd according to act of OowrryM, in the year PZ 
0. 1). T, Moouk, in the Office nt the Clerk ot the District 
Court for tho Northern District of Now i ork. 

V-tr Our only object iu copyright in* tbit, paper la to »scare 

what every honorable jonrnalirt will freely grant—proper 
credit for articles selected from it* panes Any and every 

generally combined with great activity. They are 

exceedingly staunch to the collar, free from any 

redundancy of hair on the legs, and are by no means 

coarse about the head. They are rareLy of a largo 

size, but usually range from fifteen to sixteen hands. 

Thu most inferior kinds have ragged hips, and goose 

rumps, it speaks highly in favor of this breed, that, 

at the late meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society 

of England, they carried away the majority of prizes, 

As these horses are inclined to be small, size should 

bo nthSBded to ami encouraged »» much us possible. 

It should be observed that they are rather more liable 

to strains of the sinews and the joints than most 

other breeds. 
The animal from which our engraving was taken 

won the first prize at the meeting of the Royal 

Agricultural Society at Windsor, in 1851, and is the 

property of Mr. Thomas Oatlin, of Bentley, Suffolk, 

Wb present Rural readers with a representative 

animal from a breed of horses which are very much 

prized in certain portions of England. In Norfolk 

and Suffolk, two of the finest agricultural districts in 

the “fast anchored isle,” the "Suffolk Punch” has 

long been celebrated for power, performance, and 

endurance. Those farmers who are cognizant of 

their qualities, maintain that they possess the combi¬ 

nation of strength, compactness, and activity, more 

highly than any other breed, it is impossible to 

trace the omrln of this breed of horses; Imf they !m • o 

as some of their neighbors, who had the same kind 

of sheep and kept them in good store order only. 

But this does not prove that the heavy lleeces were 

worth as much by the pound as the others,- it only 

proves that the buyer or seller was dishonest or 

Ignorant of the value of the article in which he was 

dealing. 
We frequently see articles in agricultural papers 

wherein men boast of their very heavy fleeces,— 

which means that they have taken from single sheep 

an unusual weight of second quality wool, —oil and 

the dirt that adheres to it in spite of ordinary wash¬ 

ings. Now, what are these heavy fleeces of wool, oil, 

Ac., made off Certainly they are made from the 

feed the animal consumes, — so, if the food given to 

three sheep had been given to four, or more, it. would 

have yielded quite as many pounds of dean Wool, 

which would have been worth from fifteen to twenty 

per cent, more than that of the heavy fleeces. If 

sheen are kept for mutton, then make them fat, and 

land per annum, and keep a single cow, unu as a 

family of four persons depend on that cow for milk 

and butter, I have been trying the latter method. 

First, I feed two and a half large wagon loads of 

pumpkins, then beets, 

bran and shorts, 

chopped fine, and mixec 

large a supply of corn stalks fodder 

consume — 

slightly Oj 

chopped fine, and mixed with 

i, twice a day, then small potatoes, 

1 with Indian meal, with as 

as the cow would 

-her shelter being hall'stable, half shed, 

jen to the eastern sun, entered nt will, and 

well bedded. The cow Is a young grade Durham,— 

a beautiful pet,—she calved last spring, and is 

expected to calve again next spring. There was no 

falling on; but rather an increase of milk at the end 

of pasture, and the average yield of Gutter has thus 

far been nearly five pounds per week since the cow 

was taken from grass. Taking her present rations 

for data, t.he account will stand thus: 

0 bushels of Indian meal, per 4 weeks, at.- ft (W 

10 bushels of small potatoes, at 12%c- - 1 20 

S3 It, 

20 pounds of butter, at 106. per pound .. 3 20 

The skim milk for pigs, the extra manure for the 

land, some milk and cream for house use, and the 

above small balance remains to pay for the labor. 

The cow has eaten per day 3(1 hills of corn stalks. 

About one-fifth more would have been required, 

without other food, if she were dry, to keep her in 

good condition. Farmers can figure from the prices 

in their own vicinity;—the inference is plain without 

. comment. Peter Hathaway. 

Milan, Erie Co., O., 1861. 

able price of ditit'rent, products—these, and other 

questions, the farmer must take into account in 

forming plans for the next season’s campaign. 

There are other mutters, too, that should receive 

attention, such as clearing land, fixing and making 

gates, repairing implements, Ac. If better seed or 

improved stock is to he obtained, there will he no 

more convenient season for opening a correspond¬ 

ence on the subject, or for spending a season in 

travel for the purpose of obtaining the necessary 

information or making selections. If building is 

contemplated, the arrangements can now be for¬ 

warded with advantage. What would now he a 

Bource of interest and pleasure, in the spring would 

prove a great annoyance. There are many other 

matters that will suggest themselves to our readers 

that can be got out of the way before spring work 

commences, bo as to leave a clear field for the 

great conflict. 

The past season was one of plenty. Providence 

smiled upon the labors of the industrious husband¬ 

man, and great was bis reward; yet the Clip of pros¬ 

perity was dashed from ids lips. All was done that a 

good Providence could do to make this nation pros¬ 

perous and happy, and yet man, with little less than 

HIGH FEEDING —CARE OF COWS 

Eds. Rural New-Yobkhr: — The suggestion of 

John Johnston, illustrated by his own interesting 

am! reliable experience, in relation to high feeding 

Of farm stock, will doubtless claim the attention of 

enterprising and progressive farmers. Yet practical 

farmers are aware that indiscriminate high feeding, 

in all places, and in all circumstances, is not profita¬ 

ble. All good farmers who deserve the name,—and 

that name is becoming more and more elevated,— 

will feed their stock well, whether there is immediate 

profit iu so doing or not, for the same reason that 

they will keep their buildings coated witli paint, and 

their fences in neat order, that reason being that 

dollars and cents is not the only standard by which 

they estimate their surroundings. Beyond this, 

keeping of stock well, which all are bound to do, or 

not keep stock at all, it is an interesting subject of 

experiment when and where high feeding is profitable. 

There are two methods of caring for cows in the 

one is, to dry them up soon after 

GROWING FINE WOOD 

Fine Wool in its perfection cannot be grown on 
fat sheep. Hence fine sheep, kept for wool growing 
purposes, are most profitable when kept in good store 

order only. 

Suppose I have a piece of land that will furnish 

feed for one hundred fall-blood Merino sheep the 

year round, hut will keeji them in good store order 

only, and they yield mo four pounds of superfine 

wool per head, worth fifty cents per pound, making 

$200. Then suppose the next year I keep but eighty 

sheep on the produce from the same piece of land, 

(the sheep and feed being the same as the year 

before,) but the sheep having one-fifth more feed, 

FARMING AT THE WEST AND SOUTH 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—By your leave, I pur¬ 

pose giving a brief sketch of my rumblings over the 

West and South for a number of years past, and 

having opportunities of viewing a large portion of 

the western country, perhaps u description of the 

the same may prove acceptable to many wtio contem¬ 

plate removal thence. 
Michigan so nearly resembles New Y'ork State in 

climate, scenery, people, and productions, that it 

seems more like a branch ol the Empire State than a 

separate one. 
Indiana resembles Michigan iu many respects, 

drain of all kinds grow to perfection. 

Illinois is one of the first agricultural States in the 

Union. Crops of all kinds thrive, while the prairies 

are capable of supporting vast herds of cattle. The 

soil is generally a rich black loam. Level prairies 

cover the greater portion of tlm State, while the Rock 

River Valley has, perhaps, the richest and bent agri¬ 

cultural lauds. The northern portion of the State is 

healthy, while the central and southern portions are 

the reverse. Fevers and ague are the most prevalent 

diseases. 
Wisconsin suits me the best of any of the States 

through which I have traveled. The climate so 

1 nearly resembles New York, as also the looks of the 

winter season 
grass is gone and pumpkins are consumed, and then 

feed them well on corn fodder and hay. If their 

shelter and bedding is good, and they receive careful 

attention, this method insures their coming out the 

following spring in excellent order; and during thu 

winter period of gestation, they have rest. The 

other method is, to supply them with some kind of 

Mn.uuknt food as soon as the grass begins to fail, and 

keeping them to their milk, continue to feed them 

through the winter, and up to near the time of 

calving, with roots, small potatoes, beans, shorts, and 

Indian meal. If the cows are accustomed to this 

method when young, and the whole matter is skill¬ 

fully performed in-doors and out, the result will 

astonish those who have never tried the experiment. 

Large quantities of nice, yellow winter butter, very lit¬ 

tle inferior to that made from grass, may be obtained. 

Yet 1 think if an exact account were kept of the cost 

of the extra food, and the value of labor, the credit 

cash balance of this latter method would be found 

very small. 

As 1 am now only plowing two and a half acres of 

ing causes; hereditary iiiuuence is supposed to in- 

one among the many causes prolific of the malady; 

yet veterinarians are undecided in their opinions as 

to whether the disease itself, or only the predisposi¬ 

tion, is transmitted. Mr. Percivall considers 

hereditary influence as “ predisposed only — not 

excitant; nor sufficient of itself to produce opthal- 

mia.” Professor Coleman teaches, in his Lectures, 

that “the disease is never seen prior to the domesti¬ 

cation Of the animal; never occurs on a common or in 

the open air, but is the product of the poison generated 

from the effluvia of the breath, dung, and urine of 

horses standing together; in prool of which the 

disease is found to he more or less prevalent, accord¬ 

ing as the stables, in which horses stand, are venti- 
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land, that it i* there an eastern man would feel con¬ 

tented. Lands are advancing in price every year. 

Minnesota, although a few degrees further north¬ 

ward, is a rich and prosperous State. Climate 

healthy, grains of all kinds grow luxuriantly. 

Iowa resembles Minnesota in many particulars, and 

is also a very rich agricultural State. 

ash Luc price ol hk :t an establishment, and are an* their purses in the end will not be the loBera thereby; TlnirirtC! rtf <31 e- *• 

swered $2 an hour. We think as they drive on you and the more it is practiced, the more convinced are SMWtySM dNJWMtUrJU JpOttttWt. 
are paying dear for your luxury . 

In spite of our precautions we begin to feel the 

effects of the sharp atmosphere, so we will turn our 

stepH towards the river again. There we see the 

steam ferry-boat lying idle. Asking the cause, we 

Missouri is a large grain-growing district. Fruits are told that the channel is closed for the first time 

of all kinds are cultivated with success. The lands in three years at this point. We drop into one of 

are rather hilly, and plenty or good water and tim- the numerous resorts to warm ourselves. Here we 
her are to he found. The climate is not adapted to observe an old Kentuekv farmer- m. 

NEW YORK ROC AX SOCIETIES. 

Cortland Oo. ao. Son err—This progressive Society ba* 

elected the following bourn of officers for 3861: President — 

William L. Tai.lman, Preble. Virr President—Samuel Bab- 

coch, Ifomcr. Treasurer — Morgan I,. Webb. Cortlandville. 

fy'crelary Alonzo D. Blodget, Oorllandrill*. In announcing 

tbe result, the Cortltod Gazette gays the Society could not 

wo drouth, to majre the l**t of such means to keep and ** placed in better hands. The reports of the retiring office™ 
her are to be round. The climate is not adapted to observe an old Kentucky farmer; he seems friendly improve their stock until the return of grass 

producing cotton but tobacco and hemp form a and talkative, and as all of the Kentuckians are, as The following table, gathered from reliable'sources, 

large .tom among the exports of the State. It » a ours is a trip of observation, we will ask him about shows the value of potatoes, carrots and ruta bagau 

healthy State, and » rich in minerals. the prospects of the farm for another year. He re- the roots usually grown for stock-, compared with 
Kansas comes next. Much has been said in praise plies that "the wheat is not hurt yet by the winter Rood hay • 

of thia T6rrttorj. bu> ! » greatly (Ij.uppoitited l.»Uhe worn, burl It Tight .mart-1„ ,„„1 " 200 tbs. or notate am oonaj in tnn m. .n... 
when I came to view the land. The soil is rich, and 

is capable of producing good crops, but the great 

fault is the scarcity of timber.— not enough can be 

found in many localities to furnish fencing. Along 

water-courses timber is plenty; but a person who 

improves a prairie farm has to haul his fencing a 
great distance. 

adds, "I don’t know, boys, what we are coming to 

w ith * these ere ’ fellows around town with their di». 

union badges on.” We inform him there are but few 

such, and that news has been received here that the 

Governor has said he would hang every one he caught 

with those badgoB on, when he replies, "Well, it 

makes a bad feeling anyhow. If these editors and 
The late discoveries of gold at Pike's Peak, have political preachers and political demagogues were 

ciused a great rush to that point, and a good knowl- hung, we should be *sm r’ of tills trouble ” Why 

edge of Kansas and gold hunting humbugs have my old friend, why do you think that? "Because 

.uvii uuu wiu nub oc mo luscni wereoy; *4 I ^ * tt vm*-’ ,sf & • *. ,, 

and tbe more it ia pn»ctit«d, the more convinced are «#,1,9S 01 <-»0r«mtttr*l #0(Utl«. -«»«» *«• Th. Mlo.tog 

.hey of .be eeono.oy and profit of each » eouree of - nSnZT " W' L"“- 
xra. •„ ,U ,, , . , . NEW YORK XOCAX SOCIETIES naucock. \ ice Promt mis Hon. George P. Ilarrisoo, Chat- 

tceding. Not, only is the protit derived from the ,, „ ' bam; T. M. Furlow Esg. Sumter- r v n„.< . ,, 
roots, as Buell, but the relative value of the hav, J”Ryr'*-N^0° Ao'Soru:TV -Thi« Progrer«re Society bas Beasley, Troup; J. 6. Sproull Esq Cass H ,n r* > r, n 

a- well as that of the roots, is increased when fid T "Jr™/™**- Wt 

together. And it becomes an object, the present cock. Homer. ^ C. W. Howard, Kingston, C^sCo. 

season especially, for such farfners as have been Secretary—Alonzo 1>, Btodget, Cortlandvill*. Ia announcing Oakland Co. (Mich.) AclSouixty— At tbs annual meet- 

deprived or their nsnal amount of fodder by the the result the Cortland Owtette says the Society cooM not ln?’j3n Rtlj. tho following officer* m ere elected: President— 

ilOutb, to make the l*-*t of such means to keep and ** p’ared in better hands. The reports of th* retiring Office™ £ „ I'AI-7)W,K- r‘<* Presidents —Ut District, E. P. Harris, 

mprove their stock until the return Of grass. show the Society to be in a flourishing condition. Action r ' '•'’eves, .!J, John .1. Merrill; 4th, H c. Andrews; 

The following table, gathered from reliable sources, **** re,ail>e *" the erection of Boitat)le b'dldings on the ». Knight Secretary 
it,™-, a,. , . . . Fair Grounds during the eneuino season Josepn K. Bowman. Executin' Committee — M L. Brooks, 
hows the value of potatoes, carrots and ruta bagas, ° »»*', Wm. Arford, Clarkson; Charles K Carpenter, Orion 

he roots usually grown for stock, compared with 0vK,r,A W Socnm—The recent annual meeting of this Chauneay W. Green, Farmington; Edwin Phelps, Pontiac- 

rood hay: flourishing Society, held at Hampton, reunited in the election Dr- Z M. Mowry, Milford. ’ ’ 

300 lbs. of potatoes are equal to 100 lbs. of hay. "/ e*Ce1U‘at b°Wd °f ofr!,'r" for 1861: /v"« y—.. 
3.r>0 “ carrots •' " “ '« '''n‘ "■ "• ARMHTRO.vt;, Rome, Fire /'resident* — S. A. y, • a 

300" rutabagas " “ “ " Coville, Verona; Morgan Butler, New Hartford Treasurer- tlUVCll iV OlCS QUO jtClU^ 

Again: by allowing 60 pounds to the bashel. of the b L Kome. Recrrtary R. Moni.-on, Utica. Erecu- ___ 
bove roots we have the following- O57”mi^-O"0r«l! C'-uodirt, Yeronn; T. E. Marson, ~ I ----- 

S‘ Mnrcy; O, Terry, Marshall; T. E. Morgan, Deerfield- Luke SfWTiWKvra at tiik Hoctu-A /letter Fcdiue.—\V<s 

67 bushel* of potatoes are e^ual to » ten of hay. Cnsn. Westmoreland; Henry Rhode*, Trenton; Wm. Cooper, ftro.in 'i"!lT ^‘P1 of Ictt<’r9 from rending, thinking people 

]00 “ rute°i,a.-as “ " « " hitestown; S, M. Foster, New Hartford; F. H. Connnt, 1 ''x'diDg in various Southern Slates — farmers, planters, and 

. Camden; R. G. Savery, Aunaville. Tim Treasurer’s report ot,",r^ who own sufficient property to have " a stake in the 

' c tlm‘1,c’ Wltii t ie QSual y'e,d Peracre, it showa that the balance on hand. Jonunrv s men nuttua. hedge"—Mid from their content-. t-an judge somewhat of the 

300 lbs. of potatoes aio equal to 100 lbs. of hav. 
2S0 “ carrots " " “ '« 
300 " ruta bagas ,! “ “ “ 

Again: by allowing 60 pounds to the bushel, of the 

above roots, we have the following: 

67 bushels of potatoes are equal to a ten of hay 
02 " carrots " *• “ 

100 " ruta bagas u " « 

show the Society to be in a flourishing condition. Action 

was taken relative to the erection of suitable buildings on the 

Fair Grounds during the ensuing season. 

O.vktda Co. Society.— The recent annual meeting of this 

flourishing Society, held at Hampton, resulted in the election 

of the following excellent board of officers for 1861: Pren 

'lent — E. B. Akwstro.yu, Rome. Vie*. President*_8. a. 
Coville. Verona; Morgan Butler, New Ttnrtfor.1 Treasurer— 

T. L Lewis. Rome. Uecrrtary—R. Morrison, Utica. Kreeu- 

t<ee Committee — George Benedict, Yeronn; T. E. Marson, 

Marry; 0. Terry, Marshall; T. E. Morgan. Deerfield; Luke 

Goan, Westmoreland; Henry Rhodes, Trenton; Wm. Cooper, 

Whites town; S. M. Foster, New Hartford; F. H. Conant 

been obtained. 

they gave doleful accounts of gold-hunting. They 

all admitted there was some gold, but that it would 

cost more to g6t it than it was worth. " None but 

men who have capital,” said they, “can hope for 

success, as it requires machinery to reach it.” We 

comrauioiion, and some don’t want to, but will keep 

circulating the report, and so keep up an excitement. 

And preachers, instead of preaching the Gospel of 

Jfsi’s OfiRlBT, preach the nigger, in the North they 

cry over the oppression of the poor negro, arid mourn 

und snivel because their follow man is in bondage,_ 

will be seen that root culture pays; a fact of which 

many a farmer and stock-grower has been convinced 

bv practical demonstration. 

Wileli Stock — Jersey Cows. 

A COKKK8PONDKNT of the Connecticut Homestead, 

xhowfi that the balance on hand, January 5,1860, wo*, 5307. DO - 

"boll* amount received during the year I860. 51,429.14' 

balance on hand. $49 04. The Treasurer’s salary was abol¬ 

ished. A meeting of the Executive Committee is to be held 
at Holland Patent, Feb. 14th. 

— The Exhibition of Fruits Grain, and Roots, is said to 
have been quite good, and premiums were awarded to over a 

after reviewing the efforts made t>:> improve our wr'r,'°f tlm best cultivate™ in the county. We believe the 
horses, beef cattle, sheep, Ac., thinks that milch °ru’i<1« Soc.iefy excels any other local one in this particular, 

passed many new-made graves on the route. These while in the South they try, by every conceivable 

men had lc-ft home and friends in the pursuit of gold, means, to make their hearers believe that they are 

and now they rest where the Indian and Buffalo roam, doing the will of Gon in holding the negro and in, 

Nebraska has some good lands, but as we pass proving his condition and raising him from barbarism 

westward about 300 miles, the soil is very poor, to civilization. Yes, we are improving him but 

1 here is, as a general thing, more timber than in losing ourselves what he gains. Oh, would that we 

Kansas, and I much prefer Nebraska in an agricul- were ‘shut' of him or had never seen his black ,,ro¬ 

ta ral point of view. Grains of all kinds do well. file. Ami then comes the demagogues. They see the 

y ruit has been cultivated with .success. the state of affairs, and with their .usual tact take ad 

As we approach Fort Kearney, we enter the great vantage of it, and echo the cry.” 

buffalo range, extending some 00 miles. Tens of The foregoing is the sentiment of the conservative 

thousands of these animals arc to be seen grazing. racn here, and they are not few either. But they are 

Their flesh is as good us beef, and every traveler, if a calm, thinking people,—they see plainly what dis- 

he has a good rilie, can keep himself well supplied ,inion wil1 hiad to,—a bandit’s warfare commencing 

with fresh meat. # The bufftlo, when wounded, will 'n the Border States, and extending east until all of 

turn on the hunter, and it requires a fleet, horse to the States are overrun. 

keep out or his way. The Indians subsist almost But I am detaining you too long with the sayings 

exclusively on the incut of these animals. The and doings in the valley of the Father of Waters. 8o 
Pawnees, Sioux, and Cheyennes, roam all through r will bid you adieu, hoping that the Union men of 

this region. They are civil towards the whites, for Missouri will find a sympathio chord extending 

they dread the U. 8. troops stationed among them. , throughout the Union, that will bind secession, and 

But they will steal occasionally, and are confirmed consign it and its abettors to oblivion. s. f. t. 

beggars. The Sioux females are very pretty, and Hannibal, Mo., 1861 

would take the laurels off the brows of many of those 

who are called beauties In the States, i am a friend ABOUT LONG ISLAND LANDS, 

of the Indian, ami hero I will volunteer a word in his F.ns. THtkai. Nfw.y«.• tk»* ,. 

cows have been too much overlooked, and gives his 

experience with Jersey cows in this manner: 

The Jersey cow I consider the best, for the reason 

that she i» a sure and young breeder, producing 

increase often at eighteen months, which is not the 

case with the Ayrshire, as she is a poor or uncertain 

breeder; and she has tbe advantage of yielding a 

very rich milk. It will be said that she is a small 

animal; that is true. Hut size has very little to do 

ami it* officers ami members me entitled to ere lit therefor. 

CiiRnaxgo Society.— At the annual meeting, held at. 
Norwich on the 1st inst , the following board was elected for 

1861: President—Hlnadim Frink, PI) mouth. FiVvPresident* 

—G<orge Davis. Sherburne; E. A. Bundy, Oxford; Leroy 

Shattuck, Norwich; George Juliand, Greene; L. H. Talcott, 

Smyrna; N. P. Hitchcock, Titcher; Jonathan Mathewson, 

New Berlin ,1eartary—)mae Foote, Norwich. Treasurer— 

Daniel M. Holmes, Norwich. Manager*— Hiram Hale, Nor¬ 

wich; Willjam H. Wheeler, Pbarsalia; David Baird, Greene 
A nrno ToaT... j L  L   I , as-.* 

hedge r—and from (heir content- ran judge somowhat of the 

rentiinents which prevail on the nil absorbing topic of dis- 

union. Indeed, we think such letters give ns a better idea of 

the popular sentiment than can be obtained from the tele¬ 

graph dispatches emanating from New York, Washington, 

Charleston, &c,, and published in the dailine under startling 

headings. From the tenor of letters received during the 

past two weeks from Mar vie mi Virginia, North Carolina, 

Kentucky, Tennessee. Alahoma. Mi*iseippl, and Texas, we 

are confident that a great reaction has taken place, and that 

the mass of the people of the South, aa well as those of the 

North, are in favor of “ the Union, the Constitution, and the 

Enforcement of the L»w«," Quite a number of correspon¬ 

dents say the crisis i* phased—more than intimating that lira 

union is (or soon will be) ‘ played out "—and wc doubt not a 

vast majority of the people, even in the States which haro 

resolved to secede, are in favor of maintaining the Union 

intaot. If a few Southern tire-eaters and Northern fanatics 

were hung so high that Haman would havo to look up to see 

them, all would bo safe—but we trust the country will soon 1| a 1*1 • ’ - - ■' •J ».«/ V4\J ' - --"V KUUIU ftlUU—OUlWO trUSl tbl1 COl 
g ourHclv^a Whjttlie gains. Oh, would that wc with the milking qualities of the animal. The writer. TaCky’ Oovf,ntr-T» John A- Smjrn/i; Jrmrph rifchtheraelf without erfcnthat poor sacrifice 

were shut of him or lm.l never seen his black pro- several years ago, took some of this stock to the Rtete ’,ul "n'1^. Bninhridg.; A*« Foote, Sherburne; Era*tn«p. smith, ---' 

file. Ami then comes the demagogues. They see the Fair, and received as a premium the salutation '■llllwri. ^hn C. Bu.b.y, SmithvMIe; Christopher Boyce, Pkolieio Cowa-Canada-Ahead.'-in the 

the Btete of fiflWre, aud with their twutt, tact take ad- "IWto. (MR lOrmm, - - »Wo.U, h SS^*S25lSK2 £L%mZ£ 

This premium was not awarded by the Uoinmittee on Gorman ; n, unison R. Hakes. Pitc.hc-r a w 

in the Border States, and extending east until all of Two ridiculous Jersey cows, on common keeping, 

the .States are overrun. produced, from the iBt of April, 1*69, to tho 1st of 

But I am detaining you too long with the sayings April, IKtiO, what milk a family and two calves (one 

and doings in the valley of the Father of Waters. So Of which I sold for two hundred dollars, while I 
I will hid yon adieu, hoping that the Union men of refused that sum for the other,) needed, and five huri- 

MisBouri will find a sympathio chord extending <lred and six pound# of butter, which was sold for 28 

throughout the Union, that will bind secession, and cents per pound tbe year through, making the total 

consign it and its abettors to oblivion. s. f. t. product of these " Woolly Horse" Cotes three hun- 

Hanmbal, Mo., 1861. dred and forty dollars and eighty-four cents. 

Fair, and received as a premium the salutation ‘ , T*’ ''•rmtopher Boyce, tamo Cowa-Canada. Ahead.'-ln the Rwral of Sept. 

"Halloa there, Barn urn "Woolly horse,” etc. Oxford- A T I’er I -V Nnrtp n " n i'T! ^herwood, H, I860, a correspondent gavo an account of a cow in Iowa 

This premium WM not awarded by the Committee on Gcimon ; lb unison It. Hakes, Richer '"a W ' St rone b^n C^al,ef‘ring tbc world to 

Milch Stock, (as they did not look in tho direction of ttcDoangh} Asa Pellet, Plymouth; A, A. Stoddard, Otselic; Capron, of Paris. C. W.'wlm ec-nlVs ^dTcume^te "which 

the animate while they were on the grounds.) 1 wish •« 0l^,d- IAa*Uen; Solomon Wait, Preston; J. B. show that a Canmla female borina has far eclipsed the Iowa 

I were acquainted- with the anther of the remarks. I ■ Af'"” one. Mr. G. writes that Jas. Ddraxp, of Dundaa, G. W.', 

would like to send him tho following statement: P.khbsklaku Co. Ao. axb Mafl-p’s Society. —The annual ha<i 8 <>ow which ho thinks hue bent the world and Iowa too! 

Two ridiculous Jersey cows, on common keeping, WJUl largely attended, and the interest in the Society Ha says:—“She had at her first calving 3 calve*, *ocond, 2; 

produced, from the lBt of April, 1K6!>, to tho 1st of to received n new impulse. The exhibition of tlllr,h 4; fourth, 4, (I saw her with these four;) fifth, only 1; 

April, I SCO, what milk a family and two calves (one "'"‘'T *,ul "reds, «-a« very fine, and attracted 4,-making eighteen calves at six Mrths and in six 
of which 1 sol.I lor .. ,i„n__ ruble utteriio n. Officers for 1801: President — .Unny years.'’’ This statement is conflimod by a recent letter from 

ABOUT LONG ISLAND LANDS. 

F.ns. TtifKAi, New Yoiikkr: — That article from 1 f|V| . .. -. ’ - J 11 it I. |L| 1.1 
behalf. 1 here are many wrong impressions among Suffolk Go., on the scrub oak plain lands 
I lb w nine i 4 1.*. J *. hm * *■ I 

i*r«|iaralinn of Hones for Use. 

The best and cheapest method of preparing 

OSOOOD. Vice Presidents—George Vail, J. IT Willard, Hugh 

Rankin, Lewis E. Gurte), Nicholas Weaver. Secretary - \v 

T. Willard. Treasurer — H. W. Knickerbocker. /Hredurs — 

Edward Chamberlain. Wm. Lap.-, W. Newcomb, It. I. Van 

Boose a, J. G. Mott, W. R. Smith, E. Cole, I). W. C. DeFor- 

rest., E. Stevens, T. Knowlson, L. Wilder, C. W. Herrick, B. 

B Hewitt, S. Carpenter. H. E. Denison, J. Whiting, W. R. 
Defi-t'ctd, 

years’’ This statement in confirmed by a recent letter from 

the owner of the cow, (addressed to Mr. 0., and wnt us for 

inspection.) We think Canada Indisputably ahead, and that 

tho above is the most extraordinary instance of bovine 
fecundity wc ever recorded. 

In a 1*. S. to his letter, Mr. Capron mentions (and 
incloses) an extraordinary announcement made in the Toronto 

Globe of Nov. llHh, os follows:—" The Woodstock Time* pays 

that Mr. Thomas Wallace, of North Norwich, has a cow in ..tt rxuun-y n, hi nnri.U DfOrWlCO* tia« li COW III 

WyomiNci Co. Society.— The Mirror makes the gratifying hlH Pni*<>,sion gave birth, about fifteen months ago, to 

the whites concerning the red man. That they ure 

capable of receiving education, and of succeeding in 

the pursuits of the whites, is shown by the Wyaudots, 

Uclawaics, I’ottawutumies, and Shawuees, of Kan¬ 

sas, whoso farms are the best improved of any in the 
Territory. 

Kentucky and Tennessee present to the eyes of the 

traveler ninny pretty farms and plantations. Missis¬ 

sippi is a large cotton-growing State, and the cotton- 

crop is generally good. It is not until wo come to 
Louisiana that wc see large sugar plantations. The 
cabins of the negroes are all tastily white-washed, 

and look like a village on many of the plantations. 

The most of the machinery in the sugar-houses is 

manufactured in the north, and I noticed that 

Bodies ter was represented by her machinery in a 

large refinery. Thousands of dollars are paid into 

Island, was evidently Written by one of those north 

shore men who own land and village lots there; they 

now evidently feel that the scepter is departing from 

them since the settlements have began in the wilds 

along tho Long Island Railroad. The very assertion 

that it costs $50 an acre to clean the land of its 

vegetable incumbrances is prima facia evidence of 

the lands' organic wealth. John Jounkton und 

myself were both there in October, and examined 

both soil, fruit, and crops; vide Johnston's very 
favorable notice in the Country Omltem/vn. He told 

me on Iris return, that there were no better fields of 

timothy and clover in Western New York, and that 

tbe soil was more alluminoug than that he saw on the 

farms at the north. Four hundred dollars’ worth of 

line peaches were sold from one new orchard carved 

out ol the oak plains, and all the crops were good. 

Large clearings were making at an expense of $16 to the hands of northern men every year for machinery. Large clearings were making at an expense of $16 to 

l exas is destined to be one of the most prosperous $20 the acre, and villages growing, 

agricultural States of the Union. Her goil is rich, Waterloo, N. Y., Jan., ism S. Williams. 

and capable of producing crops of all kinds in tho 

greatest quantity. Tho people have'suffered with Chapter on Hens.—Our farmers in this section 

convenient, and put them into a tnb of ley, to remain 

tln ro during pleasure, until the animal matter is all 

extracted and incorporated with the ley. The min¬ 

eral part of tho bones will now be found very friable 

and easily pulverized. They should be rinsod clean, 

pulverized, and put into another tub or trough. 

Apply to them some diluted sulphuric acid, in the 
proportion of one 1**41 to five ol wnt.-,. inn 

them frequently, and in a short time they will be 

entirely decomposed and fit for use. These two 

masses, being equally rich in the elements of fertility, 

the one of ammonia and tho other of phosphorus, are 

equally valuable as fertilizers, and adapted to any 

and every variety of soil that may be deficient in 

these elements, are equally necessary for the healthful 

maturity of every growing plant, whether of grain, 

grasses, fruits or roots. 1 now advise a mixture •>! 

these two masses with the general compost, to secure 

a general diffusion of them upon the different fields to 

Sanford, and Carlo* Btebblns, Directors. Tho society seems t'xhibiU!‘i b.v S. K k W. Witherspoon, 67 Buffiilo street, this 

likely to succeed in raising the balance due on its Fair <>n lsah *r“i were the cynosure of scores of 

Grounds. eager eyes. They were bred amt fattened by Danikl and 

Waynk Co. Society— At the recent annual meeting the J°"N Smit"’ f'lt,lpr a'"1 Stin' of Wheatland, in this county, 

following hoard of officers was elected: President— S. B. T!lt*'t‘ e“M specimens of the gonna Sur were only 20 months 

drouth the past season, but this does not happen s*\v it will not pay to keep hens, and though they do be manured. My reason for the genera! diffusion of 

every year. Stock and sheep-raising are tho most keeP them, they say they are more plague than profit, 

profitable pursuits. The climate of Texas is very 1 have not founfl it so. Last year I commenced with 

healthy, ami consumption is rare indeed. The State fourteen liens, which I kept till May, when I parted 

is very prosperous, and many railroads are in course two of them, and so they gradually dwindled to 

or construction. Considerable excitement prevails eight ill the fall, I kept a careful account of all the 

throughout the State in consequence of the Presi- Cggs, and, as far as possible, of the number each one 

dential election. Gon grant that this glorious Union hiye.d, as well ns the expense of keeping. Tho work I 

may ever remain (is our forefathers left it to us. May <1'<1 not reckon, as that was a pleasure 1 would not like 

we know "no 8011th, no North, no East, no West," to forego. 1 was obliged to buy the grain for them, 

“ Firm, united let us be, 

Rallying round our liberty.” 

Houston, Texas, 1860. D. W. Dokan. 

LETTER FROM MISSOURI. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Perhaps some of our 

New England friends would like to hear how "mat- 

tors and things in geueral” are progressing on the 

Great Father of Waters. If they could see it now, 

they would drink it was like the jockey’s horse, 

“showing a great deal of bottom, hut little speed," for 

we are having a taste of a “Down-East uniter." As 

yet, our wheat is not injured, for we have been blessed 

which consisted of wheat, screenings, barley, oats, 

and buckwheat, and amounted to $5,03, I consider 

the screenings a superior food for liens. The num¬ 

ber of eggs I received during tho year was 1879, or 

166 dozen and 7 eggs, valued ‘ at 124 eents per 

dozen, $19,67. I also raised one brood of nine 

chickens to replenish my flock. Does it pay? I 

think it does. One hen layed 211 eggs, or 17 dozen 

and 7 eggs. A writer for the agricultural press says, 

these masses upon the different fields is, first, every 

plant needs them. Secondly, the farmer’s resources 

in this line will be mainly within himself. This will 

he true of those that live at a distance from villages 

and cities. Their resources must be small. Thirdly, 

the elements of the bone, both animal and mineral, 

were taken from the different fields, and should be 

returned to the same fields. To keep up tho fertility 

of each field, it is necessary to return to it annually 

the same elements that are taken away. The farmer 

may secure a larger crop of any kind on any field, by 

robbing Other fields of the same elements of fertility 

to enrich that one. Rut such a policy would not only 

be bad, but ruinous, if pursued. 

Ifnijttimis anti SVnsu’m. 
KyAaMUinc; TiAiiiER.— 1 would like to le/irn more definitely 

Oavjtt. Vice PrMidkrit-n. G. Dickerson. Secirtanj^E. P. 

Knowles. Treasurer—W. D. Perrinc. Board of M<rnayers— 

F. T. Palmer, 11. J. Leach, lie nr) Graham, Jr. John Westfall 
It. N. Thoru.m 

Alii any Co. Society—Annual meeting Jan. 9th. Officers 

elected: 1 'resident —William IIukst. Vice President— Har¬ 

mon V. Strong, IVatervleit. Secretary—John Wilson. Treas- 

unr—Joseph Hilton, New Scotland. Directors—Vfm. Tuttle, 

John Waggoner, John H Booth, H. L. Godfrey, Wm. Lap* 

Yatics Go, Society— At its recent annual meeting, this 

Society made the following excellent selection of officers for 

the present year: /'resident — Guy Shaw. Pice President — 

John Southerland, Secretary—John Mallory. Treasunr— 
B. L. Hoyt. 

Ska.nuatki.es Farmers’ Club— Thin model organization 

held its annual meeting on the 6th inat. Though the worthy 

" Secretary, since 1860,” boa not favored us with a direct 

communication mi the subject, we are enabled to give tin- 

list of officers for 1861, ns published iu an exchange: Presi 

dent — Henry Ellery. Vine. Presidents — Alford Lamb and 

John Dnvey Board of Directors—Jacob II. Allen, WillsGiift. 

Lewis Spaulding, Joab L. (’lift, Edward Shepard, John Calvin 

Drown, Jas. A. Root, Jcdndiah Irish. Christopher C. Wyckoti 

lewis W Cleave land, Joseph Tall cut, and Chester Moser. 

William J Townsend, Treasurer, 3d term. William M. 

Beauchamp, Secretary, since 1850. 

f fin Oxford Ao. Association (Chenango Co.) has chosen 

officers for 1861, as follows: President—W. G. Sands, Oxford. 

Vice Presidents— E. A. Bundy, Oxford; R. Chandler, Coven 

try; Ransom Yale, SmithviUc; E. J. Berry, Preston; A. 

Alcott, Guilford. Secretary—*. Bundy, Oxford. Treasure)— 

Isaac S. Sherwood, Oxford. Directors—Johu Shaltuck, Nor¬ 

wich; E. P. Smith, Guilford; J. M. Phillips, Coventry; Silas 

Tillotson, Greene; Eleazer Isbell, McDonough; R, T. David¬ 
son, 0 a ford, 

Tim Coi.t'Mtins An. Society (Chenango Co.) elected the 

following officers at ita annual meeting, Jan. 8th: President_ linns will not lav over 1(1 dozen, ordinarily with the lllt Pr0C(-ss ”1' preserving posts. I think it is called Kvanii following officers at its annual meeting, Jan. 8th President— 

te«t of coro. I think him mloinkon. 1 inmn,! trying ^ 

again thin year, und have cotutnnnced will, ten hone. . Kmtojs-V. T-Hotmt.. J>.Mam- 

—J* J]. I j*, Her ki ntter Co., A, K, 1861. 

yet, our wheat is not injured, for we have been blessed Wood fok Fuel.—It is now time to cut the wood h<iut« und ahocsv is von interior to what \t. u#e«l to bo. and 
with a few inches of snow every severe freeze, and at for fuel, and as many have written their opinions, I ^o'wh" ^Sm.^ 
present we have about four inches on a .sleet fonuda- will give mine. Let every person cut over a twen- Fktb,*: i?a*d the rawuor, thej grow on trees, nwaj' up North!” 

tion; ticth part of his woods yearly, till all is cut, and keep iwitink dcy pick a/or* H*m 

II yon will stand for a few hours on Market street, the same secure from animals, and lie will have a 
you will get an insight into the way the people out never-failing supply,—tliftt is, if the twentieth will Durymes-/ .- ,f /.odometerm cheese Making. 
. . . wAv.vv*. —ie»w(l by a lactamclor^ tn6)v U&^ivutdmorofcCe Lu the rich 
nere enjoy such a luxury, hut you will need over- test ft year. Perhaps there might be some profit in nos* of different enwg’ milk—^tuutis, some have much thicker 

shies, oven-oat and mittens, for the air is keen, filling up, where the trees are sparse, with raspberries, will ^ 
navmg huea ourselves, and taken our stand, we will blaoKbernes, whortleberries, .Ve„ so that the grass the lactometer, contains four enihs of uu inch cream, make 

observe the vehicles as they pass. Here comes a maybe kept out, and the leaves prevented blowing th^-teU^ 

Hue, dashing. Iron-grey, drawing “a Yankee jumper," away.—N. H., Lakeville, A. 1., 1861. claimed that there tyonlil be as much cheese iu oue ease as in 

The PrxDKB Union Ao. Society (Yates Co ) elected the 

following officers at its recent itnuua! meeting President_ 

Uriah Hair. Vice President—John C. Shannon. Treasurer 

—Daniel Supplee. Secretary—P, MrKcy. Directors—Harri¬ 

son Shannon, George Kels, Josiah Morron, James Reeder, 

James Havens, S. Young*, Nicholas Webb. 

Roshville Union Ao. Society.—Officers for 1861: Presi¬ 

dent— W. N. Pkkky. Ptee President* — H. M Boardman, M. 

A. Pierce, M. B. Watkins, Treasurer — C. L>. Castle. Kec. 

Secretary—J. Sayre. Cor. Swciary — George \V. Stearns. 

(viz., two white-oak poles, shaved and bent, with a 

dry goods box on,) tho occupants, a gentleman and 

lady, who seem to enjoy themselves hugely. Here 

comes another, made alter the same style, but there 

seems to have boon a little more pains taken with 

this, for it has a square box made of planed boards. 

spirit of tho 

llay and Roots — Comparative Value. 

In writing upon this subject, a correspondent of 

the New England Farmer remarks that hay is the 

as much iTiim-n a* another u na-e roilk contains, s,iv. twu m A l urrcc, M. l>. Watkins, treasurer — C. D. Castle. Kec. 
three-tenths—quantity of mil., being the samel' Some have Secretary—3. Sayre. Cor. Secretary — George W. Stearns, 
claimed that there Mould be as much cheese in one ease as in Directors—I*. F. Ayres, J. H. Codv, L. Adams F. 11 Green 
the other, but not of so goo I quality, hence this iiiuuii-v. r, t, ’ ’ 
Will some of your dairy correspondents give us a little light Holbrook. 1(1. Chamberlain, 
on the subject? o—_. 

Here comes another jolly set, twelve negroes in a chief article of food for stock during the winter sea- 

two orac ft agon—wo can hear thorn corning fur a sou; and, generally speaking, if a sufficiency of good 

lung distance, some arc talking, some are laughing, hay is properly fed to stock, they will thrive upon it, 

and all are stretching their lungs to their full extent, and increase in weight and value. But it is not 

and these are followed by "boys” on horses and always, nor oven usually the case, that farmers have 
mules. I)o you ask why the negroes .are allowed such 

liberty't I will answer. The negroes in Missouri 

are nominally slaves at any time,—but Christmas 

week is their own,—they have no work to do unless 

they choose,—and if wo see one at work we can set 

him down tvs free. They use “mossa’s bosses and 

a sufficiency of the best quality of liny to feed to 

their stock, with no exceptions in the way of coarse 

fodder, damaged hay, straw, Ac., and in case tho 

latter is fed, or when the usual yield of hay has been 

reduced by reason of drouth, or other causes, 

root crops a fiord a valuable auxiliary, whether used 
wagon,” have things generally their own way, and go in connection with the former, eras a substitute ^ 
where the V nleaso In their Own L/nvndiin. kni n- tu r , i i + , ■ •, ?. , ..lake stenc lime in a large tub or ban el, ft uh boiling water, 
To oof f M b 'Tsn . ’ ri ’ ’ U lf llK'-V 'l,r the ]iltU?r* 'Unce 14 oftcn beuomi‘* n^C6sary to covering to keep in the steam. When thus slaked! pass r, 
go out, tho laws require them to havo a pass. Rut know the comparative- value of potatoes, carrots and quarts through a tine reive, it will then be in a state of fine 
UP htiro OVkAVif tim;. rtiartiarfb titUI. Q . ... A 1 1 .a . .. . 

Anotiikr — Renting Whey to Cows.— What is the result of 
tho ex[m rienee of those dairymen who have practiced feeding 
tlu-ir "hey to their cows— hmre particularly upon the health 
and durability of tho cows?’ I have heard some contend that 
COWS would do ft ell for two r,r three year.-, perhaps, but then 
their tooth would fail, and tho cows have to be gi>ou up —A 
Yocno Dairyman, l/erkimer Co., /V. V., 1861. 

Finn Proof 1’aj.yt. or Wash. —I saw an inquiry from “A 

Subscriber" in the Rural of the 12th iust., relative to a 

recipe for making a fire-proof paint, or wash. I herewith 

send two wbieh 1 know are excellent: 

Fire-Proof and Water-Proof Faint.—Take sufficient quantity 

of waw-i for use, odd as much potash as can be dissolved therein. 

When the water will dissolve no more potash, stir into the 

solution first, a quantity of (lour paste, of the consistency of 

painter’s size; second, a sufficiency of pure clay to render it 

of tho consistency of eream Apply with a painter's brush. 

Water-Proof and Fire-Proof Cement for Poofs of /Kruse*.— 

Slake stone limp in a large tub or barlel, with boiling water, 

covering In keep in the steam. When thus slaked, pass 6 

wc have spent time enough with the Hamiso, and while 

we have boon watching him, vehicles uf all conceiv¬ 

able shapes aud sizes, drawn by good horses aud poor 

oacs, mules and donkeys, have passed us. Here 

comes a dashing team drawing a fine New York double 

cutter, or light sleigh, with six in it. Wo are uequaiut- 

ruta bagas, that farmers muy be able to substitute, in 

part, these roots for hay. 

It is becoming more and more the practice of our 

best farmers to feed out, not only their carrots, tur¬ 

nips, Ac., but their potatoes, instead of selling them 

from the farm to be worked into starch, iu the belief 

flour. To thin add 1 quart of rock salt and 1 gallon or water invested ff placed in the band* of its worthy creditor*. 

Boil the mixture, and skim it dean. To every 5 gallons of Officers elected: President—WM. B. Rcrhakd, Ohio. Sare- 

this skimmed mixture, add 1 pound of alum and V2 pound of tary— Ben. Perloy Poore, Washington. Treasurer— R B. 

The I nion Society of Marathon, Lapeer, Freetown and 

Willett (Cortland Co.,) ha* chosen tho following officers for 

ISO! ■ President—Thomas Barky. Vice President—<!. Peuoyer, 
Ogden Gray, John Corp, F.. B. Arnold. Secretary— Lucieu A. 

Hazen. Treasurer—E. Clark Oarley. Directors—Thomas B. 

l’hcttcrplace, D. C. Squires, Alan son BcDjamin, Ransom Green 

Titk DeWitt Farmers’ Cum (Onondaga Co.) was formed 

on the 12th inst, and the following officers elected: President 

—V. V. Nottingham, rice /‘resident*—I. M. Shoudy, P. P. 

Middler, II. T. Fellow*. Treasurer—Rufus R. Kinne. Secre¬ 

tary—J. Henry Smith. 

NATIONAL, STATE AND OTHER sbCIETTES. 

United States Ao. Society—Annual meeting at Waeh- 

ington. Jan. 9th Not largely atteuted Tbe Treasurer 

reported over Si 000 cash on h ind; also that $8,000 of the 

avail* of Chicago Exhibition (in 1S59) had been placed in tbe 

hundB of H. Waokr, Esq., for investment, of which sum he 

had paid over to the Treasurer during the past year less than 

$1 500. From which we infer the National Society has quite 

a fuod, and would suggest a portion of it might be well 

invested if placed in the Land* of its worthy creditor*. 

Officers elected: President — Wm. R HciuukR, Ohio. Scent¬ 

ed with thorn, so we will be impertinent enough to I that the good of their farms demands it, and that 

copperas; by slow degrees, add ti pound potash and 4 quarts 

fine sand, or wood ashes, sifted. 

Both of the above will admit of any coloring you please. 

It looks better than paint, and is as durable as slate.— J. J. 

Brown, l/oneoye Falls, N. Y., 1861. 

French. One Vice President from each State and Territory. 

A report was approved deprecating the practice of holding 

exhibitions in different sections of the country, and resolu¬ 

tion* were adopted recom nendiug the establishment of a 

Department of Agriculture by the Government. 

' old, and weighed respectively as follow*, in pounds'—598, 494, 

535, 4D6, 433. 48S, 5Hi, 625. 605, 600, 030, 602. This is an 

average of 526, or an aggregate of wvr six thousand ami three 
• i. -j. — ,--- o<c sum ui- xmu.iuoou ml* 

si.-in breed, with a Cross of Leicester and Suffolk. They arc 

* ban !*omu fellows — plump nod small boned, resembling the 

Suffolk* in form. Such porker* are worthy a town long 

celebrated in the animt* of wheat growing, and for it* *upe 

, rior soil and progressive cultivator*. Can any of our readers, 

in this State or elsewhere, tell of a better dozen hogs, only 
twenty months old? 

Brazilian Pop Corn.—We are indebted to our friend and 

occasional correspondent, Dr. M. W PuiLuru, of Edwards, 

Miss., for the most beautiful enr of corn, of it* sue, we ever 

saw—which he labels a* above. It contain* twelve rows, i* 

' three aud one fourth inches long, and only three fourths of 

an inch in diameter! Hu Buy*—u Twenty-nine btalks the 

crop; 250 ear* the product. Ono hfalk had 25, another 20 

ears.” The ear has 239 kernel*, of a dark red color, each 

about the size of a No. 3 shot. (We hope our Mi*smmppi 

friend* don't propose to pop at any human body, through a 

gnu, with this article I ] We think it identical with tbe 

“ Lgyption Corn," (sold by one Ckandal, of HI., last year,) 

about which Re it A L readers have been advised aforetime. 
• * - 

The Yai,k Ao’i. Lkctdrkb Postionkd— The Homestead 

of last week makes this brief but positive announcement:— 

“ Apprehending the effect of political excitemcntln diminish¬ 

ing the interest and usefulues* of an agricultural convention, 

it has been decided to postpone a repetition of the ‘ Yale 

Agricultural Lecture* ’ to another year. The regular lecture* 

of the iustitution on Agricultural Chemistry and the general 

principles of agriculture, will be given a* usual, commencing 
February 1st.” 

Tax on Dogs.—The lo*s accruing from the depredations of 

dogs among sheep, is becoming onerous in some part* of this 

Htate. as it. ha* long been at the West, and wo are glad to 

notice that the subject Is receiving attention and action. At 

the last meeting of the Oswego County Ag. Society, a resolu 

tion was passed and a committee appointed to sue to the 

deforcement of the law taring dogs, and to make complaint 

before the Grand Jury of Assessors for neglecting their duty 
in this respect. 

Wiikat Crops — a eerage in Different States.— The wheat 

crop of Wisconsin last year i* said to have “ averaged twenty- 

eight (28) bushel* per acre.” Can any of your Rural readers 

correctly estimate the average crop of I860 in the State, of 

New York? it would probably surprise persons who have 

not turned special attention to the matter, to hear (hat the 

average wheat crop of this State fifteen yearn ago, when 

wheat-growing was iu a palmier state than even now, did not 

equal me half of the present alleged average in Wisconsin. 

Even this last-mentioned average is not too largo for good 

farming; but i» it not exaggerated?—Geneskk. 

About Cattlh Running in the Highways— In reply to 

the assertion that “ the road i* the poor man’s pasture,” the 

President of the Ohio State Hoard of Agriculture makes this 

interesting statement;—" My attention and that of other* 

has been directed to ascertaining the actual ownership of the 

cattle found runuing in the highways, and the result ha* 

been the conviction that less than five pei cent, of the cattle 

found at large are owned by poor aud Undleas person*. In 

almost every instance, in the rural district* over which my 

acquaintance extend*, the cattle found on the road are the 

property of neighboring landholders, and in country villages, 

merchants, lawyers, doc to is, tavern keepers, master-me¬ 

chanics, and other persona in comfortable circumstances, are 

pasturing tho road* and common*; white the really needy 

families, for whom onr sympathies ought to be t-a listed, are 
buying milk by the pint,” 

A Goon Cukesk Vat is advertised in this paper—one which 

Wf have heretofore noticed favorably, and to which we now 

cheerfully direct the attention of Dairymen, without the 

solicition or knowledge of any ono interested ia ite manufac¬ 

ture or sale. Tbe 6*me enterprising firm (Mcsarg. Cooler, 

of Watertown,) ako furnish other article* which are indis- J 

pensahle to dairy farmer*. Read tho advertisement for 
particular*. , 

Pkindle’s Ag'l Caldron and Steamer—'Those who have 

inquired of ub about this machine, and all others interested, c 

are referred to an advertisement in this paper, announcing 

that it is being manufactured and sold by a firm in Rochester. ( 



FRUIT - GROWERS’ SOCIETY OF WESTERN NEW YORK. 

A3STNTTAI. MEETING — DISCUSSIONS. 

As we promised last week, we now give a pretty 

fall report of the discussion at the last meeting of the 

Fruit Growers’ of Western New York. The subjects 

are important and the remarks will be found interest¬ 

ing and profitable. 

Gathering and Packing Fruit. 

The best mei’iod rf gathering, packing, and transporting pears 

to market. 

Dr. Sylvester, of Lyons—Never gather fruit until 
it is well matured. Pick by hand and carefully 
place the specimens in peach baskets. Take them to 
the fruit-room and allow them to sweat for a week or 
more, then pack in half barrels. Arrange carefully 
in packing and shake down frequently. Put in only 
a few at a time and shake down often. After the 
barrel is full, press on the head pretty hard, so as to 
bruise those on the top. This is necessary to keep 
the fruit from shaking about and becoming injured 
on the way to market. Keep pears until they will ho 
nearly ripe when they reach the market, otherwise 
they will not bring as good a piice. In asaortiug, 
make three classes. In tills way the two best will 
bring more than all would if sold together. Put 
nothing In head or bottom of barrel, but sometimes, 
if very ripe, wrap each fruit in paper. 

L. H. Langworthy—May not all pears be picked 
when the seeds become colored? 

On as. Downing—Home varieties of pears never 
color their seeds,— the Lewis is one of this kind. 

P. Barry—It witl not answer to allow summer 
pears to remain on the tree until the seeds are colored, 
or they are worthless. When summer pears are fit to 
pick, the seeds are soft and light colored. Seeds of 
pears house-ripened seldom become dark colored. If 
ripened ou the trees, the seeds ripen nt the expense of 
the flavor. Winter pear* should be allowed to remain 
on the tree until frost, if the leaves hang on, bill the 
pears should be picked ns soon ns the leaves fall, or 
they lose flavor. About the ‘20th of October is the 
nsoal time for picking winter pears in this section. 
Pick by hand and pack in small boxes or half barrels. 
Pears ripen quicker and do not keep as well if stored 
in large masses. After packing; put the boxes in a 
cord place on the north side of a building, where 
they may remain until very hard frost. We then put 
the boxes in a ham and cover with straw and leaves 
until the thermometer gets down to about zero. 
Then put in a cool cellar. In p irking, care should be 
had to put the ripest or most matured specimens by 
themselves, and those less mature alone, so that ail 
specimens iri a barrel will ripen at about the same 
time. Mr. H. spoke of the difficulty and danger of 
attempting to send winter pears to market in the 
winter, on account of frost, lie thought they must 
be sent to market In the fall, like winter apples. As 
soon as they become so plenty as to make it an object, 
fruiterers in large cities will prepare rooms for ripen¬ 
ing and give all necessary attention to the process. 
Much has been said about ripening pears at a high 
temperature. This is not necessary. If the fruit 
was matured on the tree they would ripen in the 
cellur. Every good winter pear will do so. Pack¬ 
ing of A atrium pears is an important matter._ 
Many sent, from Western New York last season were 
found spoiled when they reached the Eastern market. 
We should be careful In selecting as to ripeness. 
One over ripe and rotting specimen will injure many. 
If one or two Specimens are spotted with fungus, It 
will spread and spoil a barrel. All defective fruit 
should he discarded. Fruit for a distant market 
should be put lift in small packages. Barrels or 
boxes should ho clean and dry, and means of escape 
afforded for any gases generated, and the speediest 
means of conveyance should In? selected. 

II. E. Hookkic, of Rochester As much trouble is 
not necessary for the preservation of winter pears as 
many suppose. Last season let Glout Morceaus 
sweat a few days, then put them in barrels, on the 
first of November, boring holes in the heads. Placed 
the barrels on the north side of a building, where 
they remained until early in December. They wero 
pul in cellar 15th of December, and are now used 
from till? barrel just as winter apples. To see whether 
a higher temperature would improvo them, several 
times took some Into a warm room, arid all agreed 
that those fmrn the cellar were heat. We cannot 
keep winter pears hero until about ripe and then send 
them to market. They should be sent in tile autumn. 
Tried a few half barrels of Glout Morceaus, hut they 
became black and unmarketable. Like to keep ap¬ 
ples and pears out of a cellar in the fall as long as 
possible. Think all fruit when put up in somewhat 
largo packages retain their flavor better than wln-n a 
few specimens only are put together. They retain 
their aroma better. 

L. Bum Kit, of Ontario Co.—Had found by experi¬ 
ence that pears picked on a bright, warm day rip.-ned 
quicker than those picked on a dark, cool day. For 
keeping, therefore, preferred to pick very early in 
the morning, or on a dull, cool day. The pear 
undergoes mote of a sweating process than apples, 
and barrels should always be ventilated. Make three 
holes in both ends. Halt barrels the best for pack 
ing. better than boxes, more convenient and cheaper, 
and the pressure on tlio fruit is more equal. They 
are also more conveniently handled. The barrels 
should be filled in the orchard and then put under 
shelter in a cool place, as described by other gentle¬ 
men, until cool weather. 

Mr. Jacobs Dealt largely in fruit and had consid¬ 
erable experience in shipping. The greatest error 

in tlie grape, but we pay little attention to its keeping 
qualities, which is an important matter. 

Mr. Sharpe agreed with all those who considered 
this question a very important one. lie had laid 
upon tba table specimens of Autumn ripening pears 
which had thus far been kept undecayed, and he 
hoped that winter fruits could he kept until summer. 

IT. N. LaNGWoktuy — Once having some line 
Bartlett pears which he wished to save for a fall 
exhibition, and fearing that by tin; ordinary mode of 
keeping they would not last, he put them in tin 
canisters, and placed them in ice. Tlio consequence 
was that his peare at the exhibition were green and 
remained unnoticed, while those who kept them in 
the common way had tine yellow specimens. They 
afterwards ripened and were of good flavor, 

W, P. TowNaKNn, of Loekport—Had put Bartlett 
pears in baskets in the ice-house, and kept them for 
a long time, hut found on exposure to the air tlie.v 
became discolored and never acquired their natural 
flavor. 

Barry—A fruit after arriving at full growth, or 
what is called maturity, should progress slowly and 
steadily towards perfection. If the rijionltig process 
is entirely suspended for a long time, the living prin¬ 
ciple seems to be destroyed and never can bo restored. 
It is then like dead matter—like a stick, that may 
dry up or rot, bnt will never make any step towards 
ripening. Mr. Brooks bail mentioned the proper 
conditions for a good fruit-room — coolness, dryness 
and evenness of temperature. In England it is 
found impossible to keep fruit in cellars. 

Townsend—On three occasions bad tried to pre¬ 
serve pears in Schooley’s preservatory. They could 
be kept a very long time, but never afterwards had 
anv flavor. 

\V. B. Smith, of Syracuse, had kept early fruit for 
exhibition by placing it in boxes, and covering it 
with the damp saw-dust in the ice-house. When pre¬ 
served in this manner for a few days, no injury would 
he done, but. if kept in this condition for a long time 
was worthless. 

Dr. Spence thought the ripening process was not 
a vital principal, but a chemical process, which coulil 
he suspended for a long time, and renewed without 
injury to the fruit, 

L. B. L,a vow Orth y Cold will preserve vegetable 
and animal bodies from decay. A fish may be frozen 
and carried a thousand miles, yet when thawed it 
shows usual life. Could not believe there was any¬ 
thing like animal vitality in fruit, it is doubtless a 
chemical process. Found no difficulty in keeping 
grapes packed in layers in peacli baskets. 

Dr. 1\ G. Torey, of Rochester, who exhibited some 
of the best kept grapes on the tables, picked about 
the lirst of November, and put in pasteboard boxes 
about 8 by 112 iuclies, and 4 Inches deep. Putin 
cellar ns soon as packed, and put in the hoxea the 
same day they were gathered. Had experienced 
some difficulty in keeping grapes in an upper room 
during November. 

I,. It. I.anhwortiiy thought a little exposure for a 
few days would evaporate a portion of the moisture 
and help their keeping. 

Dr. Sylvester hud kept grapes through the entire 
winter. The fruit, .should he fully ripe whim picked, 
if exposed for some days they begin to shrivel, but if 
packed immediately they keep sound. Packed in 
small boxes, two layers in a box. Keep In upper 
room until very cold weather, and put in cellar. 

H. N. Lanoworthy— Packed grapes in baskets In 
maple chips from the last factories, and in this way 
kept them until lute in April, without difficulty, 

CHAP. Downin'!) Had tried every way he had ever 
heard of and failed in all. 

Hoao, of Loekport, packed grapes in boxes, first 
covering the bottoms with cotton; then paper. Ilpon 
this ho placed a layer of grapes and covered them 
with paper. Then another layer of grapes. Keeps 
lu a cool room. Low even temperature is necessary 
to their preservation. 

L. Barber, of Bloomfield —We raise for market in 
our town more than thirty tuns of grapes every year. 
We never pack grapes as soon as picked, hut have 
small houses made on purpose for drying or curing 
the stems. The grapes are placed on shelves, and 
arc permitted to remain in this room, well ventilated 
for about two weeks, and until the stems are ri(Mined. 
Not one pound out or ten will be. saved from mildew 
if they are packed with tlie stems green. Any grapes 
that arc not fully ripened shrivel, but well ripened 
bunches Will not. Grapes should hang on tho vines 
until we have had two or three hard frosts. After the 
stems are dried the grapes arc packed in small paper 
boxes, as rinse as possible, so tint tliuy will uot 
move, and these small boxes are packed in cases. In 
this way they may be sent to any market und will 
come out plump and line. 

Mr. La Rowe, of Steuben Co., said Mr. McKay, of 
Naples, picked bis grapes in half barrels, (whole, 
barrels, sawed in two.) They were carried to the 
storehouse and kept in these tuba until tlie atoms 
shrivelled, sometimes four weeks. After that assorts, 
puts in paper boxes and sends to market. Grapes 
always sweat, and the surest way is to core well before 
packing. 

Yellows In tlio Peach. 

Can the yellows in the peach t»: introduced by the tmfxn tat ton of 

trees from ivfectedrdistricts) 

11. N. Langworthy —Hnd known the yellows a 
great many years ago. A tree with this din- 
ease will ripen its fruit a month earlier than the 
healthy tree, but it will soon die. I once bad a very 
large, tine looking peach, that ripened much earlier 
than any large pencil wc had, and I thought I had u 
new and very valuable variety, but the same summer 
the tree diod of the yellows. 

1.. Il, Lav;worthy thought the yellows contagious. 
His attention was called last summer to a young 
orchard of 800 tree**. In one portion half-a-dozen or 
more of the trees were dying, and the proprietor 
thought there must be iron in the soil. I examined V j* -. . n - Wf »wi kllUUkllk. bill'll; III 11 n b IRI 1 rUJJ 111 Mil* WO II I ft 111 1 fli-f I 

andPIaR»th.TCia ’i m pa<ik,?K in f00 laree tjack' and found then, affiiote.l with the yellows and 
1W?’ a v ' ni‘«lectlQ? to as30rt I'Kir advised their immediate removal. At liret only one 

I-was affected. Gaodsell, our o.deat TnSZt 
and a bad name. Barrels for'early apples should be 
ventilated, but it is not necessary for winter apples. 
Half barrels are best fur pears, and the crates like 
sometimes used for peaches, the worst possible con¬ 
trivance, as the slats cut and bruise the fruit. 

P Barky — Could not agree with others in regard 
to the use of half barrels. Jn France pears are 
packed and sent to London and other places, in small 
boxes, something like cheese boxes, bolding about a 
peck or less each. The pcaru are placed in layers 
between dried moss and leaves. 

E. Moody, of Loekport—Thought fruit should be 
placed in the cellar immediately after gathering 
There the temperature is comparatively uniform' 
while out-of-door* there i» constant change, causing 
sweating and injury. A cellar in a side-hill would 
be better than a common cellar, us it would be drier 
and of a more equal temperature. 

ucc nucctau. uuouaen, our oiliest nurseryman 
here, tried some experiments with trees affected with 
tliiB disease. Among other things, he iuocculated 
healthy trees with the sup of those which were dis¬ 
eased. and killed them. A gentleman of Pen fie Id 
once brought rnn a large peach ripe, very early, a 
month before we had any large peaches ripe, und 
claimed that it was a seedling. I suggested th« yel¬ 
lows, and found afterwards that tlie tree soon died, 

Dr. Sylv ester, some 11) years ago, being East, pro- 
fired some peach seedlings from New Jersey, j„u„ 
J. Thomas cautioned mo against this course and 1 
burned up rny seedlings. Ho stated facta of his own 
knowledge which Ltd me to believe this course, was 
the only sale One. If this disca-c extends to Western 
New York, il will bo very had for ns, and will prob¬ 
ably be as fatal to our trees as it is in New Jersey, 
In that State it is so bud that they expect but ono or 
two crops of fruit. 

I rated by tlio pollen of the flower. Mr. B. thought 
the cause to be a poor, impoverished soil, and gene- 

I ml bad management for a series of yours, wftloh de* 
I v id ops the disease and makes it constitutional, and it 
i is propagated with the tree. The cure seems to be 
■ to remove the tree to a fertile soil. Would prefer not 

to purchase trees from a district where the disease 
i exist-*. 

i T • W. La v, of Monroe Co., never saw a case of this 
r disease in his town, and large crops of peaches arc 
i raised there. The host orchards cams from Jersey 

and wero planted 15 or 10 years ago. Hud known 
trees brought from New Jersey recently, but had seen 
no sign of disease. 

Barry—All the young peach orchards in New 
Jersey look healthy, and tiicir nursery trees *lo not 
have the yellows, or at least do not show it. Gene¬ 
rally after bearing the second crop they die. In some 
parte of the State they are exempt from the disease. 

Host Stock for ikn Cherry. 

Whith it the best stock far tlie cherry for general purposes^ the 

Mbscant or the Mahaleb.? 

\V. P. Townsenii thought the wood of the Mahaleb 
stock is more dense and hardy than the Mazy.,ml, 
and the tree is not as subject to bursting of the 

, bark. Some varieties arc peculiarly adapted to ibis 
stock. 

! Geo. Ellwangrk— The Mahaleb answers on a 
greater variety of soils than the May.zard, and is 
particularly adapted bo a clay soil. The hark is not 
us liable to buret n« upon the Ma/zani stock. In fact 
sum*' varieties now cannot be grown to advantage on 
that stock. 'This is the case with the Black Tartarian 
and Kirtland'a Mary. When worked low the bud w ill 
not outgrow the stock. Grown in this manner they 
stand the winters well. A chewy should receive no 
pruning after it is planted out. k should bo got into 
shape when young. The tree when .young makes a 
vigorous growth on Mahaleb stock, but alter three 
years old the growth is slower, and tlm tree Is not as 
large. 

('has. Downing—There is a tree In my neighbor¬ 
hood on the Mahaleb stock, 18 to '20 inches in diame¬ 
ter, 40 years planted. This stock is no doubt better 
adapted to the Houtli and West than the Mazzard. 

Northern Spy Apple. 

The Kent hern Spy apple? what is the value of it as an onhard 

fmU? 

D. W. Beadle, St. Catharines, C. W., had fruited 
it only two years, but found it very promising. The 
fruit largo, high colored and abundant, and hung 
well on the trees, a great advantage with us, where 
we are troubled with severe south-west winds in the 
autninn. 

Barry - The Northern Spy has been charged at 
previous meetings of this Society with being a shy 
bearer, knotty, Ac. We have now had more experi¬ 
ence, ami can gather together sufficient information 
either to establish ils good character, or condemn ii. 
us unworthy of cultivation. My impression is that 
since, we have been able to sc*- its character more 
generally exhibited, and thus have been able to Judge 
of its merits not from particular cases of success or 
fai I tiro, it has become fur more popular. 1 consider 
it omi of the greatest treasures we have of the apple 
family. 

Sharpb—Rome ten years ago obtained scions of 
Northern Hpy and grafted them into an old apple 
tree. Waited for seven or eight years and set a boy 
budding the young shoots of the Spy with penis. 
He did bis work so badly that all the buds died, and 
the next summer, 1859, it bore, four barrels of splen¬ 
did Rpys, which kept until the next May, and was 
unequalled by anything I ever tasted for flavor and 
freshness. Last year it bore five barrels, which I sold 
at $1,50 per barrel, while 1 tumid gel only a dollar for 
other sorts. 

H. T. Brooks—In 1855 set out an orchard of 1000 
trees, ami of this number 150 wen; Northern Spys, 
from hearing it well spoken of. But one of tin* best, 
fruit growers in our county told me I had made a 
great mistake, and I was disposed to alter them, but 
on consulting with my friend Mr. Vick, he advised 
rnc to wait, and my Northern Spy*) would give a good 
amour t of themselves. I shall consider it a great 
acquisition if this fine flavored miffi; can tie grown 
in Western New York. 1 had a vny few specimens 
last season. 

Fish - The Northern Spy I consider a great hum¬ 
bug - I mean for a large class of planters—those who 
want to set out trees one season and gather the fruit 
tlie next. When 1 commenced the. nursery business, 
commenced growing the Northern Spy, ami didn’t 
like to give it up, but people would not buy them. 

Hoag — Rome ten years ago met the late James If. 
Watte, who asked me if I wished a good apple. He. 
gave me ono with which I was exceedingly well 
pleased. Next year, in the month of June, saw some, 
in the New York market. It was at that season so 
delicious that 1 bought scions und grafted -11) trees 
nine years ago. Had no apples until 1H59, and then 
only a few. I had become somewhat tired of waiting 
and thought of grafting over, but now am well 
pleased I did not, for the last season had a large 
crop. Thought if the head was thinned out and 
strong shoots shortened, the tree would bear curlier. 

W. 11. Smith — Had a tree grafted nine years. Last 
season bore a few specimens. This year between five 
and six barrels. 

Bahukh—Know the history of the Northern Spy 
as it originated in my t*>wn. 'it is, ns had been said' 
a slow bearer. Grafts on an old tree will IVult in 
seven years. When it commences frultlhg, it over¬ 
bears, and unless thinned, the fruit is poor. Thin is 
particularly the case with old trees. All old ne¬ 
glected tree will not produce good Spy*. The tree 
m ust be vigorous and taken care of to‘produce fruit 
of line quality. This apple needs care in shipping 
for it is tender and juicy, and easily becomes bruised’ 
Some localities seem particularly adapted to this 
apple. Know of some dry aide-hills, of gravelly loam 
with a southern and custom exposure, where tun Spy 
grows superbly, and is the best and raOJJt profitable 1 
apple grown. 

Dr. Sylvester — In some parts ol Wayne County ' 
the Hpy Ims borne large crops of line fruit. It bus, 1 
however, the disadvantage, of coming late into bear 
ing. A young tree must stand eight to ta n years ' 
before it will commence bearing. It lias another 1 
habit, that of growing thick with small branches 
and unless in the hands of u person who will prune! ' 
the quality of the fruit will not be good. But if the ! 
fruitgrower has a good soil and will attend to hi.-* 1 
trees, by planting the Hpy he will have a fine apple, 
ami oue that witl keep. I 

l‘n>(., Muonv had been a decided advocate of the I f 

world, while there is no handsomer fruit There is 
no better apple for the family, but for transportation 
to distant markets, it bad more faults than any apple 
he whs acquainted w ith. Dealers do not like them 
as ft packing apple, because they arc so thin skinned 
and tender and so liable to bruise. 

Ttio White Doyenne I’enr. 

Is it advisable la plant, I IFWlftrrvi Xru> }~ork, the While lby 

emir pear fur orchard purposes, in view if its pirsent Habib 
ity to crack and spot in certain localities I 

S. B. Gavitt, of Wayne county — Would nnt 
recommend it for general culture in Western New 
York, although there are some localities where, in 
sandy soils, it seems to do well. Fails on gravel, 

\V. f. Smith, Geneva —The Virgalicu has done 
remarkably well in Geneva and about Canandaigua. 
Ni'v f saw better lYujt than lias been produced in our 
section within a few years. 

Hhari'k, of Loekport — Set out three years ago a 
thousand White Doyenne pear trees. They boro a 
few specimens year before Just, and last year more, 
but both seasons they were cracked. 

Smith, of Syracuse, would advise a trial of deep 
plowing and draining. 

Barker, of Bloomfield — In our locality we have 
no trouble with the Virgalicu, We have never had 
cracking tu amount to anything. 

Smith, of Syracuse, believed the disease induced 
by local causes. 

Dr. Syi.vkstEii agreed with Mr. Smith, for he bad 
seen in the same orchard trees standing upon the 
west siiie of a hill with the fruit cracked, while upon 
the east side, and not over 100 rods distant, the fruit 
was untouched and splendid. Hoil on west side 
gravelly; on the east side sandy loam. 

Townsemi—The Virgalicu cracks badly with me, 
while in the orchard of a near neighbor tlie fruit is 
clean. Mr. T. thought the cracking was produced 
from some atmospheric cause. The fruit upon both 
dwarf aud standard trees sailer alike. Out of fifteen 
barrels, only picked out two bushels that could be 
called good. 

Smith, of Geneva, didn't like to give up tho Viren- 
lieu. It is a hardy tree, ami one of our best 
market pears. There is nothing of iis season us 
good. Mr. H. was afraid till our delicate pears would 
he subject to this influence. 

H. E. Hooker did not believe that one bushel in 
ten of the' Virgalicu pears grown and picked were 
lit to ship. Mr. Jacobs, mi extensive fruit purchaser, 
he noticed was present, and he would like his 
opinion in regard to the Virgalicu as a market pear. 

Mr. jAL'OBfUMlid, as a general thing, we cannot do 
anything with Vlrgalleus grown in this county. In 
and about Geneva the fruit is very good, and New 
York fruit buyers get some very good specimens 
from that section. I'rctty much all dealers discard 
that variety. 

HiiKiM'ARn, of Bloomfield — Generally raised good 
Virgalieus. Last year they did not ripen up well, 
but this year ripened early and were good. Had no 
cracking. 

Lttwanger — lb* Virgalicu has done pretty well 
with us, and wc have hud very little cracking. But 
it lias cracked badly all around us. There is no 
necessity for planting this variety, for wc have plenty 
ol other good pears of the same season. Would not 
recommend it for general culture. 

HOOKER — Do think either eurvente of air, or soil, 
or had culture is tho cause of cracking. Have known 
it crack under the best culture, on high and low 
ground, and on all kinds of soil, 

Dwarf mid Standard Trees. 

What is understood by the term « standard, and what by the 

t>rm a Uxoaif, tree? 

Townsend—On this subject there seems to be a 
great misapprehension among tree planters. A 
standard tree is one grafted or budded on a similar 
stock, so that the tree grows full or standard size. 
A dwarf comes from a bad inserted in a root with 
which it will unite, but yet furnishes an interruption 
to the flow of sap, generally a sort of smaller growth, 
which induces curly fruitfulness and a small growth 
of tin; tree. 

Barber thought the matter plain. A standard tree 
is one grafted on a stock similar to the (graft, ami a 
dwarf budded on a dissimilar stock. 

Hooker thought the term dwarfing was applied to 
the working of scion upon a stock which tended to 
produce diminutive growth, and thus tended to fruit- 
fulucM.-i ami to increased size of the fruit. In the 
pear this « fleet is produced by working upon tlie 
quince stock. There are oilier terms, ami which 
result from other causes, as, lor instance, a tree of 
any size may be rendered “ pyramidal ’’ by suitable 
pruning. In tin; pear we call a standard tree one 
which is worked upon the pear stock or standard 
stock. As applied to apples, the. working upon Para¬ 
dise stock induces a diminutive growth. In the 
cherry, working upon tlio Mahaleb induces a growtli 
not so much dwarfish, ami l think there is some 
impropriety in the use of the term when applied to 
the cherry ou this stock. In tin; plum, the working 
on wild plum stock produces a tree somewhat 
dwarfish. A tree which is simply pruned low, is 
not thereby rendered a dwarf tree, because such 
pruning does not produce, diminutive growth. 

J. O. Blond understood a dwarf tree to be one 
which is worked upon a Shrub, or a small tree par¬ 
taking of a shrubby character, and thus a dwarf tree 
is made to partake somewhat of tlio character of tho 
shrill) upon which it is worked. 

Ei.lwangkk said a tree that ia not allowed to 
branch near the ground, hut has a clean stern for 
some four loot, is culled a standard. One that has 
a clean stem for about two feet, is called a half 
standard. This is the French system. Jf a pear 
tree on quince root is pruned up to a clean stem 
three or four feet, it is called a dwarf standard. 
But a standard treo without qualification means a 
tree on its own stock pruned up with a clean stem, 
the usual height. 

Mr. Vick thought tho term originated in this way, 
the trees selected by the nurseryman to stand in his 
ground as specimen trees, became to bu called 
standards. Afterwards the term was used to specify 
those trees which stood on their own trunks unsup¬ 
ported by wall or trellis. 

C. W, Shelve — A standard tree is one that stands 
on a log, or trunk, and this term is used to distin¬ 
guish it from a tree or plant branching from the 
ground. 

Hr, Bristol thought that, for instance, in the 
pear, a dwarf means tlie tree worked upon the quince 
stock, and asked'—Jf one of your nurserymen gets an 

The top of the tree is the demand, and the root is the 
supply, Ike tap can be so severely pruned as not to 
leave wood buds enough to draw tip the sap from the 
roots. ‘ 

Mr. Hooker thought that other things, snclt as 
soil, manure. Ac., were of more consequence Hum 
this question. There is a wonderful recuperative 
power in nature; and fruit trees have a strong power 
to adapt themselves to eurnmxtanees. It Is aston¬ 
ishing how readily tree will adapt themselves to the 
circumstances in which they are; placed. Had tried 
experiments, ami the growth of those that were 
pruned were greater than those not pruned; but tlie 
Vital top was only about tho same. As an abstract 
question there is a great deal to ray upon both sides. 
Mr. Hovey thinks that the pruning should be done 
the year after transplanting, while others think that 
we should prune when we transplant. There are 
various ends to be served by pruning. If wc want 
the plants to hear fruit immediately, we prune ono 
way; we prune in another style produce ft bushy 
tree, ami in another to produce a pyramidal tree. 
Mr. H. had removed hits of trees without touching 
;i litnb with ;i knife, and they had all done well. In 
•act, lie seldom lost a tree by removal. 

Mr. Hekkndkrn John .I. Thomas once tried the 
experiment of three dl lie rent modea of pruning the 
top* upon the same sort Of tree, leaving the roots all 
nhkr, 4nd nil growing under similar cirouuii$t4ince8. 
In the first case they were not prune.I in at all, and 
the trees niade very little if anv growth. In the 
second case tlio tops were pruned moderately, and 
tho trees grew ^nmowhut, Mending out BliOots norne 
five or six inches In length, ami looked decidedly 
better. In tin* third ease The tops were pruned 
severely, and the tree*) grew very tbriiiily. 

Mr. Barry said that the practice of nurserymen in 
their own grounds did not furnish a safe guide for 
their customers. \V hen we remove trees, they nro 
taken up ami planted Immediately, hut trees received 
by our customers have to lK; packed and sent on a 
long jounioy, in which they receive more or leflu 
injury. Ho Would recommend that the tops should 
m all cases be reduced a good -leal at the time of 
planting. When we receive trees from France, us they 
usually reach UR with their tops more or less 
shrivelled, we always prune them severely. The late 
A. J. Downing preused the importance of this 
matter upon planters. Small trees would require 
less pruning than large ones, but in all cases dead 
ami injured limbs and roots should he removed. 

Barber —The roots of trees should be placed in 
tho earth, opt in wads or bundles, hot spread out ns 
nearly us possible as they were when grown, ami any 
decayed portion, or dry or dead part of either a root 
or branch, slinuld be removed, under all circu.uista.nc8. 

Mr. IIerenukkn remarked, that these fine fibrous 
roots spoken ul by tho gentleman, are almost always 
dead, and if we cMiminu* the roots of trees which 
have been removed, we shall timl that all the new 
growth of tin* roots is from roots fully tlio size of a, 
pipe stem, while the smaller roots have decayed. 
Mr. If. thought Hint ns a general thing, much 
would i.e gained by rather olose pinning of the roots. 

Mr. SuAiti'E said lie unco had a great number of 
peach trees oue year from tho bud', and tho tops 
being so dry, lie feared they would not live; he cut 
them down, leaving only stumps from l'2 to 20 inches 
above ground. They all lived, and made the finest 
trees he had. 

— * • +- 

fiovtuuttimit gtotes. 

ltneollT OP 'NIK A MICHIGAN P0M 010)010 At SOCIETY .■_This 

Report is uow published, und makes a ha mlsotiiii volume of 

over 200 pages. It ih published for the use of melubon*, and 

those in Roe heater aim vicinity can obtain their copies at the 

Rural office. Any person can become a member of tlio 

Society by forwarding ffl to the Treasurer, Thomas l’, James, 

ol Philadelphia, win) will forward tlio volume by mail. 

AcKNOWLKDOMBNTa—Wo nro indebted to E, |„ Sim-Aim, 

of Marcellas, N. Y., for good specimens of tlio Rubicon apple, 

which Mr, 8. left at our office, on his return from tho West. 

PROCKBIUNOH OK Tint OHIO PoMOl.OUIOAL Sooikty. — Wo are 

indet.t..,I t > awn*} unknown friend for a report of the proceed 

bigs of (Ids Society, which wo will notice next week. 

Tmc HoHTtOCLTURtNT for January is ou our table, and is 

exceedingly neat in appearance, while its contents aro both 

interesting and valuable A.** wo have before informed our 

readers, the printing office of tlio Horticulturist w ns destroyed 

by lire just us the January number was ready for press, 

fbis lire must have made a clean sweep, for tlie editor 

announce* that nothing was left but tho editor and tbo pub¬ 

lisher; while these remain, wo must consider tho loss com¬ 
paratively light. 

— S.«- ' l l* ■.* RUMIVUU. IJl Lilt. 1 /• I t I I ^ * ■ 
Northern Hpy. Twelve years ago planted a "nod ty1' a hundred dwarf pear trees, wliat would he 
many trees and induced others to do so. Bonn-had }mt would it he merely a large tree cut down 
become discouraged waiting for fruit and had "rafted ,,'v’ or B ho trees from pear scions worked 
over their trees, but those who had nnt ,inm. "P011 stocks? Trees in grounds which are 

after Dackin". Y P thue Iuimed|ately Chah. Downing had known this disease for thirty 
temperature. Carry the pears there immediately 
after packing. J 

H. k Hooker-A neighbor, Mr. Mathews, con¬ 
structed a fruit-room in one part of his cellar, but 
couhl not save his pears. They do better in a cellar 
in barrels. 

Keeping Friiirs. 

1 ’he bed method of jmrercing fruits, so as in. every way to pro- 
tong Hu period of consumption. 

Hugh T, Brooks, of Wyoming, considered this 
subject a very important one. ]n the country the 
people had got the idea that they cannot avoid losin" 
a good portion «r their fruit. One-tiur.t at least of 
the fruit put into cellars comes out m a damaged con 
ihtiori. Cellars uillcr very much in their keeping 
qualities, and we hardly know why. Is dryness, 
evenness ot temperature, or coolness needed? A 
Inend, Judge Taggart, had a dry cellar, and the 
apples shrive led. He put them in his garret and 
they kept well. .Some think a garret preferable to a 
cellar for preserving fruit. - 

13a *SSARP’ 1;'>«kport, presented specimens of 
Louise Bonne do Jersey, Bartlett, and cither pears 
which fee had kept as they were picked, without 
ripening, in a cellar, by some process which he did 
not disclose. 

C. B. isi - SELi. thought this a very important ques¬ 
tion because of the advantages possessed by winter 
maturing fruity and by fruits which can easily he 
kept, Over preserved imity sweetmeats and dried 
iruity x hey are better for the health, re ve trouble 
rethi,1 PuUin« «P’fud arc much more pleasant 
to the taste, I'.uawlles have usually depended upon 
sweetmeats from January until strawberry time and 
ir by any means wc can preserve fruit in the natural 
state during a good portion of tils time, thediffi rence 

i 800,1 bG apparent. Notice 
should be taken ot the keeping qualities of grapes. 

uincsiTj productiveness, Jce., are qualities sought 

years. His brother, Mr. Manioc, and Mr. Barry, did 
not thick it contagious, but lie coulil not agree with 
them. When he took potmcsslon of his present place, 
twenty-three years ago, there was no yellows in New¬ 
burgh, hut a little of the disease appeared in a neigh¬ 
bor's orchard, ami he urged him to take the trees out 
and burn them up, which ho neglected to do, and from 
this it spread all over the country. 

Dr. Si'j.MjE considered the fact fully established 
that this disease is contagious. 

Mr. Hharpr expressed decided fear that this disease 
would be generally introduced. There were men in 
his county who were obtaining large quantities of 
peach tree* from Now Jersey to lit) their orders. 

Towkse.vji, of Loekport, knew of 9(1,000 New Jer¬ 
sey peach trees brought to his place to supply orders. 

11. K. Hookkh thought there were two sides to this 
question, Had known peach trees brought from New 
Jersey make good and permanent orchards without 
the least sign of disease. Home of the oldest orchard * 
in this comity arc of that character. The owner of 
uiic of these orchards had obtained trees from New 
Jersey almost every year to fill up and enlarge, his 
orchard, ami without figii of yellows. Htill. in other 
eases he had known trees brought from that State 
that were very much diseased. 

Dr. Hyi.vt. -TER remembered that in 183G there was 
not in New Jersey one-tenth aa much of this disease 
■is now. T he New Jersey nurserymen send here for 
their pity to plant, and they evidently think that the 
disease is contagious and can be communicated from 
the pity 

Mr. Downing thought the disease could bo propa¬ 

gated by the pits. 
Mr. Hooker stated that when trees are sent from 

New Jersery to the Kouth they do not have tie 
yellows. 

Mr. Barry thought the yellows not contagious. 
Home have supposed that the disease is oommuui- 

become discouraged waiting for fruit aud laid grafted 
over their trees, but those who had not done so 
already, never would, for this year there had been 
enormous crops on all the trees.' The Northern Spy 
tree should be kept op.ni. Mr. M. thought the North¬ 
ern Spy adapted to a great variety of soils. Had 
seen it grow on warm loam, on day, and on the cold, 
wet sands just north of the ridge. It is late in leaf¬ 
ing out and in flowering, and this i., a recommenda¬ 
tion- Tlie President knew of localities where there 
seemed to bo no certainty of a crop of anything hut 
Northern Spy and Tollman Sweet, on account of Jute 
spring frosts. 

Townsend — Some 10 or 12 years ago my father 
gralted two old trees. They grew rapidly uiid soon 
ionned thrifty taps. Waited live or six years for 
fruit, find then gut out of patience and Chopped off 
the tops of the shoots to induce fruitfulness. Next 
season got nine barrels. Pul them in the cellar and 
opened latter part of March, Found two-fifths rot¬ 
ten, arid many that appeared sound were rotten in 
the center. 

Barry —The general verdict I think is that tho 
Northern Hpy is the finest of all apples, it needs 
good soil, earn, pruning, &e. But tuis is desirable 
for all trees. It is :;iid that for the Northern Hpy it, 
is more necessary than for almost any other variety, 
liiia may bo true, and it deserve* more, for it is 
better. It needs thinning, but Ibis thinning must be 
doue judiciously, or a new crop of shoot* are forced 
out This pn li ng will not be so necessary after tlu* 
treo comes into bearing. It is well known that 
wherever tho Hpy bears it gives an enormous crop. 
This bends down tho branches, cheeks the flow of 
sap for the formation of wood, and favors the forma¬ 
tion of fruit buds. These give another large crop, 
aud «o ori for years, until the ground becomes* impov¬ 
erished, the t ee stunted, and the fruit consequently 
poor and worthless. The remedy for this is to thin 
out tho fruit so us to leave only as many specimens as 
tlm tree will well mature without injury. 

L. B, Lanoworthy thought he grafted tlio first treo 
witi this variety in ti e county ot Monroe. Am had 
been said, the tree needs p un ng and has a tendon* y 
to overbear. The fruit is tine, juicy, sprightly,picy, 
aud holds its flavor longer than any apple in the 

upon quince stocks? Trees in grounds which are 
kept to produce samples of varieties of fruits are 
"specimen ” trees, aud aro not necessarily -tundart! 
trees. 

Mr. Barber thought that these were arbitrary 
terms, and we ought to havo them settled clearly. 
We want farmers to understand us according to our 
terms. A standard tree I* a tree worked upon a simi¬ 
lar stock, while a dwarf Is a tree worked upon a dis¬ 
similar stock. You may make a tree grow dwarf by 
cultivation, a-* the Chinese dwarf even tlie oak tree, 
hut these are exceptions. 

Influence of ihc Htock upou the Graft. 

IVViaT influence has the. stork upon the graft in modifying or 

changing the quidity of the fruit. 

H. T. Brooks— I think this a very important ques¬ 
tion, and I beg the attention of gentlemen who prop¬ 
agate trees, to it. We often observe tlio same 
varieties of apples growing upon different trees 
having a different flavor. Mr. 1(. thought tho char¬ 
acter of the stock Would show itself in the fruit. 

Me. Barber said many farmers believed that graft¬ 
ing an acid apple upon a sweet tree would improve 
the flavor of the fruit. 

II. N. La.no worthy had a specimen of Bellflower on 
exhibition, which he believed to be very much 
modified by being grown upon a sweet tree. 

Mi. Vick tiiouaut Ibis a question which needed 
careful investigation, anil men; surmises should not 
be advanced. He, therefore, moved that this ques¬ 
tion be postponed to tho next meeting, which was 
carried. 

Pruning at tho Time of Transplanting. 

In traneplanting trees, is pruning the tops and roots of import¬ 

ance, and if , a, under uihat tircunulwwet? 

L. Barber— In taking up trees we should take 
up all the roots wo can. Such rooty as are 
marred should be examined, and the injured 
parts should be cut away. Where the roots are 
pruned clean, there are more small roots thrown 
out from the pruned roots than from roots left 
unpruned. The top should be pruned to correspond. 

CAKES AND COOKIES. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — Noticing that good 
recipes will be favorably received by you, 1 send a 
few for the benefit of your lady readers, which I know 
to be good. 

Fruit Cake.—One and one-half cups of butter; 3 
do. of wugar; 5 eggs; 1 j cups sour milk; l teaspoon 
of saleratns; 3 teaspoons of cinnamon; 3 do. cloves; 
2 nutmegs; 2 pounds of currants; 1 pound raisins; 
quarter of ft pound of citron; 1 gill of brandy; 4£ 
cups of flour. 

Molasses Cookies.— One pint of molasses; l egg; 
1 teacup of butter; a piece of alum tlie size of a 
walnut, dissolved in half a teacup of water; 2 tea¬ 
spoons of soda; flour enough to roll out. 

Bhqar Cookies.—Ono teacup of butter; 2 do of 

sugar; 1 cup of water; 1 teaspoon of soda; 1 egg; 1 

teaspoon of cinnamon. 

Cm* Cake.—One-half cup of butter; I cup of sugar; 
1 cup of buttermilk; 2 eggs; 1 teaspoon of soda; 2 
cups of flour. — H. L. Gray, Hast Springfield, Ot¬ 

sego Co., N. V. 

-♦ » i— 

What an Old Lady Can Do. — Reading in tlie 
Rural concerning tho doings of an aged lady, and 
thinking praise due the aged, I .send you a sketch, 
which, if you think proper, you may publish. 

A lady now lives in tlie town of Gainesville, Wyo¬ 
ming Co., by the name of .1 km son, aged ninety-one 
years, seventy of which have been spent iu weaving, 
and last autumn she pared, cored, and strung, twenty 
hushels of apples. Let us women of New York fol¬ 
low her example by being industrious while life and 
strength remain. — A., A him, tine Co., 1801. 

r • - * 

Tomato Catsoi*. — One peck tomatoes, cut in fine 
pieces; 1 teacup full white mustard seed; I do. line 
salt; 1 do. brown sugar; 1 do. nusturtion, cut fine; 
2 medium sized roots horse radish, grated; 2 do, do. 
pieces celery, cut line; 2 do. do. onions, ent fine; 2 
do. red peppers, cut line; l tablespoonful ground 
black pepper; 1 do. alspico and cloves, equal parts; 
1 teaspoonful ground cinnamon; 1 do. mace, added 
to one and a half pints good vinegar. Mix all of the 
Above thoroughly, und bottle for use,—A SuusciuBkR, 
Shrewsbury, tin., ldfil. 

V-' «- .-4 

lets Cream.—Will some of the kind readers of the 
Rural please give a recipe for ice cream, and greatly 
oblige?—Annie, lirodcpcrrt, N. Y., 18G1. 

-A ■ ♦ ■ «- 

[special notice.] 

Important.—Du Land k Co.'* Chemical Salcratus can he 

purchased from your grocers; it H pur**, healthful, and will 

produce the most deni rah In reulta,— in always reliable, and 

can he depended upon to have tho snipe effect, to-morrow, 

upon pastry, bread. Ac., a** it had to-day. Why will you 

longer use an Inferior article when you can buy Du Land k 

Co.’* Salcratua for the Name money that you have to pay for 

a worthless preparation? 1)K Land k Do.'* Saleratmt is man¬ 

ufactured at Fariport, Monmo Co., N. Y., where it is for rale 

at wholesale. The grocers in the largo villages and cities 

also wholcBalo it, and good grocer* everywhere retail it. 
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THE LAST OF THE HOUSEHOLD. 

BT AXNIK M. BKACII. 

Sns in living alone in the old brown house, 

Where her parent* livctl and died,— 

The loved and the cherished have gono to sleep 

In the church yard, ride by side. 

She has watched them all, while the damp of death 

Has settled upon each brow, 

Till she, the oldest, is left alone 

In her father’s mansion now. 

Still burns the fire on the old hearth stone, 

But she sitteth there alone, 

Where once the light of the cheerful blaze 

On a happy household shone. 

It is New Year Eve,—but they will not come, 

As they came in the days of yore,— 

Those brothers and sisters, a welcome warm 

To find at their father's door. 

The teakettle sings on the ample fire, 

And she spreadeth the board with care, 

And putteth the chairs in their places 'round, 

As she did when they all were there. 

Then she taketli the Bible—GOD'S book of truth — 

And reads where her lather read; 

And they seem not BO very far away — 

The friends who are with the dead. 

They are gone,—hut she knoweth the road they went, 

Twas “ the straight aud the narrow way,”— 

They are only hid from her eight awhile, 

In the light of a purer day. 

She will soon be done with the “ cares of earth,” 

And will go from the mansion old, 

O’er the darkly rolling river of Death, 

“ To that City whose streets are gold.” 

And when another New Year Eve comes round, 

They may all have met once more 

In the mansion which was not made with hands, 

On the beautiful, Shining Shore." 

Cambria, N. Y., 1801. 

one to two years for a hundred dollars,— and when 

we have got it earned, half of it is gone to save tis 

from being naked. We are expected every time we 

bake and cook, to put tilings together as nicely as any 

learned man who makes gas or gun powder could do, 

— all for a few shillings per week. 

When a fellow comes to fix mistress, teeth, he 

takes dinner with the family,—we can’t, when they 

consider themselves up in the w orld. 

I have observed that when people do their own 

work, they frequently scorch the bread and over salt 

the pudding, hut they seem to relish it better and 

have more charity for themselves, than for us, when 

we do the like. 
I aint agoing to say but wbat people bad better do 

their own work. I guess it is heat neither to hire or 

be hired. Folks seem to he made on the plan of 

working for themselves, they work so much better. 

But if people arc too proud to work, or wont, or can't, 

I reckon it might help 'em in their minds to consider 

that it might he worth say one shilling a week to 

baVo Bridget look after the lires, -one shilling to 

bring in the water, two shillings to trot round with 

the youngest, and something to put tip with the 

oldest, that I never could see was ao lovely as mis¬ 

tress seemed to suppose, —one shilling for getting 

the sauce and washing it, <tc., Ac., Ac., even if we 

had to be told every other time to go and do it. 

Don’t let those that hire us expect too much for too 

little. Make up your minds to take a dollar and a 

half’s worth of work for a dollar and a half,— 

and when th>■ meanest of all work t.v done for the 

meanest of all pay,— rail it even. A Hiked Girl. 

KISSING. 
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CHILDREN’S THANKS-A LIFE SKETCH. 

It was a pleasant, sunny day in the curly Autumn. 

The leaves were yet green upon the trees, and the 

flowers, having as yet lost none of their varied and 

endless beautiful colors, still displayed their wonted 

loveliness. In the yard front of the cottage I had, in 

the spring, stocked a few flower beds with a variety 

of plants, such as I knew were pretty and fragrant, 

and would eontinuu in bloom a good part of the 

season. On this pleasant day, as was my custom, I 

was out watering and training them, and silently 

admiring their exquisite bounty,—musing, too, of 

that Great Creator who could thus design, paint, and 

endow with life these frail, beautiful, and perfect 

types of our life and its fieetness,—when my ear 

caught the lisping murmur of children’s voices. 

Looking up 1 saw two little ones,—a boy and a girl,— 

approaching the inelosure, prattling along with won¬ 

dering eyes, busy as usual with every surrounding 

object. The hoy, about five years of age, was leading 

by the hand his little sister, who might have boon a 

year or two younger than himself. They were both 

well dressed, pretty, and interesting in appearance. 

Ciimbling upon the fence they watched my motions 

fora time, expressing praise of the flowers in their 

childish way. As I had often seen them when 

passing hand in hand, I felt somewhat interested in 

them, and determined to have some conversation 

with them. Accordingly I asked the little fellow, 

what was his name. “Hunky 11-," he lisped in 

reply,— his large brown eyes sparkling with pleasure 

at the notice I had taken of him. “Where do you 

live?” I questioned again. “ Way off there,” he said, 

pointing down M— street. Observing 1 had culled a 

fine bouquet, he asked me wistfully, “What for you 

pick the flowers?” “Do you love flowers?” I said. 

Half abashed he replied, “Yes, ma'am,- what for j 

you pick theiu?” he repeated, eagerly eyeing the 

hunch I held in my hand. “For you, my little man,” 

I said, stepping forward, and placing them in his 

outstretched hand. “What to do with them, eh?” 

“Give them to your mother to put in the bouquet 

holder.” 1 knew lie had a mother,- motherless 

children do not look so tidy and cheerful. With a 

half credulous look he Deposited, “to put Into the 

vase,—yes.” Evidently highly elated with his prize, 

yet hardly knowing what to say, he scrambled down 

from the fence with a smile on his face. “Come 

Iiia,” said lie, as the little girl lingered, “come Ida.” 

Sho was soon on tho ground, and taking her hand 

they walked away, occasionally looking hack at me. 

Ere they were out of hearing from his prattling 

tongue, 1 caught the grateful exclamation, “kind 

lady, ain’t she, Ida?” 

Money or thanks could not have repaid my kindness 

like those simple words,— “ kind tody,"—spoken not 

as mere words of courtesy, but from the heart of a 

little child unlearned in artfulness or deceit, and as I 

turned away to resume my pleasant labor, 1 could not 

wonder that the Saviok blessed little children, and 

said “ Let them mine unto me and forbid them not.” 

Michigan, 1881. Mas. 8. F. HADDOCK. 

A PLEA FOR HIRED GIRLS. 

Mu. Moore:—1 have heard you were a good sort of 

a man, and i suppose you are no respecter of persons, 

so you will print for the “ hired girl " as well as the 

“mistress.': Now, I want to say a few words to “A 

Farmer’s Wife,” who wrote a distressing account of 

hired girls. She said if you hire an oldish single 

woman, she can’t be turned from her ways any more 

than the north pole; in a little while she is mistress, 

and you stand and look on in mute astonishment, 

with folded hands, ami weak, submissive counten¬ 

ance, wondering what will he the next thing in the 

programme. If you try a youngish girl, you are in 

perpetual spasms. She will not assume any care or 

responsibility. She must run to see every passer-by, 

and stand and chat with a companion, while tho 

bread burns to cinders.” 

So it seems that an old girl is about as bad as “the 

old boy,” and a young girl, if possible, worse. She 

says “when 1 have three, 1 am in purgatory,—when 

I have two, I am driven to distraction,—and when I 

have one, 1 am harrassed within an inch of my life! 

I must say I feel something sorry for “Farmer's 

Wife,” but I always thought the lured girls had the 

hardest of it. If we don’t, it is because fretting is 

worse on the constitution than work, hut then we 

aint allowed to spell mistress at that when we are 

willing to. We are expected to he as amiable as the 

angels, at a dollar a week,— if we venture to be other¬ 

wise, even in the worst of storms, like St. Paul, 
“the hour of our departure is at hand.” 

Now, I suppose we do as well as we are paid. I 

have been told that a lawyer frequently gets a hun¬ 

dred dollars for a day’s work,— we must work from 

A kiss is like a sermon; “itrequires two heads and 

an applicationIt deals with the hidden spirit by 

means of tangible symbols. It Is like faith, in that it 

is “the substance of things hoped for.” It is the lan¬ 

guage of affection, the echo of love and the concen¬ 

tration of bliss; it is of “good report,” and pleasing 

to our ears; it is eloquence “dwelling with sweet 

accents upon the lips.” It is both vocal and instru¬ 

mental “ harmonies” in a language and with a senti¬ 

ment intelligible in all languages and in all ages. It 

is the “seal” of a father's blessing, the “witness” 

of a mother’s love, the “guarantee” of a brother’s 

protection, the “surety" of a sister’s devotion, the 

“gate” to a lover’s heaven, and something that mere 

friends have nothing to do with. 

It is very fashionable for Missi s of' a certain age to 

insist that “ it is all foolishness, and decidedly silly.” 

We never hear such an expression without thinking 

of a circumstance that actually occurred, somewhere 

in Indiana, if we rightly remember. A gentlemen 

stopped at a house by tho wayside lor information as 

to the route he was taking, and found a woman iron¬ 

ing, with her little child trying to amuse itself upon 

the floor; the little one was some two-and-a-half 

years old, very neatly dressed, evidently scrupulously 

cared for, and eminently handsome. The gentleman, 

while talking to the mother, picked up the child and 

kissed it; I lie little one looked up in such perfect 

astonishment that the gentleman remarked, •• Why, 

my little dear, one would think that you were not 

used to being kissed.” The mother answered for the 

child, “I don’t believe, sir, that she was ever kissed 

before in her life. I'm sure 1 never did such a tiling, 

and never knew Its father to do so.” Lord have 

mercy on that child and send it somebody to love it, 

was tlio gentleman's prayer, as he made sure that his 

wallet was in its place, and took himself out. of the 

house as fast as possible, Not to know the holy kiss 

of a mother, the fondling embrace of a father, the 

earnest lip-press of brother and sister, is to fail in 

the development of the soul ill an essential and vital 

degree; and surely what is so wondrous holy in 

infancy, so rcliuing in childhood, so worthy in 

parents, and so prevalent upon the hearthstone, is 

not a matter to lie disposed of with a sneer, or dis¬ 

missed with a “pooh!” 

“ Kissing, like the marriage bells, or the blessed 

truths of the blessed Bible, never wears out; it is, like 

them, always new, fresh, and interesting; and, for 

the same reason, viz., it deals with the affections, 

which, unlike the intellect, loves tho familiar; de¬ 

lights in the old, and is coy of the new arid strange. 

The. variety of kisses is not small. There is the kiss 

paternal, the kiss fraternal, I In- kiss connubial, (and 

pre-eonnuhial,) and the kiss promiscuous. The last 

two varieties arc the only ones to which we object. 

We have often thought, in reference to the kiss pro¬ 

miscuous, one of the blessing* of the man over the 

woman consisted in being relieved of this Conven¬ 

tional duty. It seems to us, in very many instances, 

like casting pearls before swine; and in illustration 

of the old adage, " Familiarity breeds contempt.” A 

man ora woman who ymkes himself common in this 

respect, must not wonder if they are not always 

appreciated. 
Notwithstanding all that we have said, wc are not 

slow to confess that in many eases the practice 

is carried to unseemly and ridiculous lengths. What 

sense is there in a lady’s receiving every feminine 

caller with the same expressions that she would greet 

the return of a long absent brother or husband? 

Is it not a hypocritical lie for Mrs. Jones to thus 

express affection for Mrs. Quidnunc, when, in her 

heart, Mrs. J. wishes Mrs. Q. at home?- Is it. not 

outrageous to he expected to put a mother’s lips to 

everybody’s baby, clean or dirty?—London Critic. 
♦ * ♦ • ♦ 

A Mother’s Grave.—Earth lins some sacred spots, 

where we feci like loosing shoes from our feet, and 

treading with reverence; where common words of 

social converse seetu rude, and friendship’s hands 

have lingered in each other; where vows have been 

plighted, prayers offered, and tears of parting shed. 

Oli! how thoughts hover around such places, and 

travel hack through unmeasured space to visit them! 

But of all the spots on this green earth none is so 

sacred as that where rests, waiting the resurrection, 

those we have once loved and cherished our broth¬ 

ers, or our children. Hence, in all ages, the better 

part of mankind lniva chosen and loved spots ol the 

dead, and on these spots they have loved to wander 

at eventide and meditate. But of all places, even 

among tho charnel-houses of the dead, none is so 

sacred as a mother’s grave. There sleeps the nurse 

of infancy, the guide of our youth, the counsellor of 

our ripei' years—our friend when others deserted us; 

sho whose heart was a stranger to every other feeling 

hut love—there she sleeps, and we love the very 

earth for her sake. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

TWO DREAMS. 

Complaisance, which is a willingness to please 
and to be pleased, renders a superior amiable, an 
equal agreeable, and an inferior acceptable; it 
smooths distinctions, sweetens conversation, and 
makes every one in the company pleased and cheer¬ 
ful; it produces good nature and mutual benevo¬ 
lence; it encourages the timorous, soothes the turbu¬ 
lent, and promotes universal harmony; it is a virtue 
that blends all orders of men together in a friendly 

intercourse of words and actions. 

BT V ■ B. GUIWITS. 

Last jnmiT rane- IIORPHKCS to mjr bed, 

And softly to my spirit said, 

“ Come, follow me;” 

Then, through the “ivory gate,” I passed 

Into a realm, with storm o'ercast, 

Of land and sea. 

I saw, upon the seething waves, 

Men fiercely battle o’er their graves, 

Then sink within; 

1 saw them spread with ruin o’er 

The land that stretched from shore to shore, 

A fame to win. 

Then sorrow sat upon my soul,— 

But spake a voice above the roll 

Of the great strife,— 

“ Is there no peace upon the earthy 

Scan closely thou its broadest girth 

For Joyful life." 

Then sought I in the woodland shade, 

Where Solitude her couch had made; 

And in the town, 

Where steps throng on, and faster still, 

In measure with the tireless will, 

Both up and down 

But all were eager all were evil, 

Each had a dagger, each a devil 

About his heart; 

The air was poison’d with their breath, 

Each brooklet muttered o'er the heath 

Of deadly art. 

In grief I cried, "It is not well,— 

All, all is wrong!” then swept a 9woll 

Over my soul, 

Of sound unearthly, demon-bom; 

The sun forsook the lurid morn, 

Tho moon her goal. 

Then 1 awoke, and breathed a prayer, 

Such horrors ne'er again to bear,— 

Then slept again. 

This time my dream had sweeter tone; 

1 wandered in a peaceful zone, 

Free from all pain. 

My soul was like a healing wound; 

There was a balm in zephyrs’ sound; 

And with caresses, 

Tho bird-notes came to my relief, 

Like cooling spring and rustling leaf 

In wildernesses. 

From every -limb a welcome hung, 

And each sound was a welcome sung 

At my approach. 

This was the region of sweet peace, 

Where gladsome spirits ne’er decrease, 

Nor cares encroach. 

Again I woke, when well 1 knew 

In those two dreams there was a view 

Of human life; 

The oue, as life is, without hope,— 

The other, when with her (lowers its slope 

Is richly rife. 

Avon, N. Y . 186b 
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DAY AND NIGHT. 

A pai.k shimmer ol greyish light illuminea the 

eastern skies, and the stars grow pale in their west¬ 

ward course. Soon a soft, rosy flush overspreads the 

gray dawning, and glorious timings, as of sunset, 

follow, till the horizon is robed in clouds of glorious 

hues,—the flame-color ami gold, the softly flushing 

pink, and the golden-hued amber. As the so arise, 

tho stars retreat toward the trcc-cownod hills of the 

west, and tho birds awake, filling the air with melody 

that declares “It is day.” From every tree-top their 

pure notes swell out upon the cool air of the night- 

winds now bidding adieu to the earth in their 

solemn, deep, and dreamy breathings among the 

foliage. The lark, from his home in the sweet dewy 

grass of the meadows, wings his way upw. rd to meet 

the sun, and poising in mid-air, be surveys the glory 

above and beneath, and pours forth his welcome to 

returning light in songs of praise to the Creator. 

Lighter and lighter grow the skies, till the sun 

rises, outshining all tho stars and glory-tinted clouds. 

Earth’s face upturned to heaven shines more sweetly, 

sparkles more brightly in the sunlight, and the birds 

sing on; the beast* awake and join in the full chorus 

of welcome. From the meadows may he heard the 

lowing of cattle, and man, the nobler creation, rises 

to the labor of another day. 

“Day unto day uttereth speech.” Life on the 

earth speaks of a sustaining power, an Almighty, arm 

renewing earth’s gladness and beauty. Too soon the 

sunlight drinks the flashing dew-drop* from the 

bending flowers and sparkling grass, the holiness aud 

loveliness of day-break passes away, and life’s bristle 

and activity commences. “Man goes forth to his 

labor,”—the farmer to his barns and yards, the 

merchant to his store, the mechanic to his shop, 

while the “gmle wife" prepares tho breakfast, aud 

the little ones commence another day’s mischief. 

The hours fly on ami the great thoroughfares of hu¬ 

man activity fill with those Intent upon their several 

cares and plans, foi which they have come forth. 

Through all the day the minds unwearied continue 

their unending labors,— it is wo ok, work, work; 

think, think, think; from daylight to dark. 

But the day declines,— night approaches. The sun 

sinks behind the western hills, and the glorious 

pageantry of day-dawn is renewed in the golden 

robes of sunset. These, too, pale and lade; and the 

stars, “ ever vigilant watchers,” come forth, faintly 

at first, but brighten and beam upon the earth in its 

mantle of twilight with all their olden glory,—the 

glory ol' the new creation when the ** morning Stars 

sang together, and all the sous of God shouted for 

joy.” The rosy clouds have faded, and the pearly 

shadows on the blue ether grow firmer and more 

distinct as night approaches. The moon lifts her 

head above the mountaintops, and with majestic 

grace pursue* her glowing path, rivalling all the stars 

in the glory of her brightness. The evening winds, 

in solemn melody, chant among the trees the eternal 

anthem,— “ Praise God.” The birds carol their 

evening hymn aud repose in their leatly bowers,—the 

dews fall gently, and the flowers bend their heads 

upon their stalks and rest,—the streamlets and 

fountains are softened in their music, for the night 

is come. 
The stars, unwearied, keep their western way, and 

“Mortals the sweets of forgetfulness prove,* 

save where a lamp declares the lone night vigils of 

some weary soifl,— perhaps friends bending over the 

wasting form of a dearly loved one. And, may be, 

’neath the tender light of the stars, in the holiness of 

the midnight hour, the immortal passes from its earth 

home, an«l in the solemn hush of night tho recording 

Angel writes, “From earth departed, iuto eternity 

entered an immortal soul.” The stars look pityingly 

down on the agony of bereaved ones, yet stay not in 

their eternal march. Under another roof the bowed 

head of the student, as he pores over his books, 

declare* some soul searching for that “ which is more 

precious than gold, whose price is above rubies.” 

He toils late, arid by perseverance conquers,— then 

he rises and looks out upon the night The stars 

above shame his dimly burning lamp, and extinguish¬ 

ing its feeble flame he gazes forth upon the glory of 

the lights above. There shine the Pleiades,— here, 

in its eternal vigilance, stands Ursa Major,— l^eo 

lights another portion of the heavens.—and from 

another point Orion and Gemini look steadfastly 

down upon the smiling earth. The moon has 

reached the zenith, and with pride beholds herself the 

seeming center of the Universe, and her satellites 

glory in their proximity to such loveliness. Looking 

out upon this grand page before him, surely the 

aspirant can say, " Night unto night showeth knowl¬ 

edge.” 11c wonders not that Pythagoras and 

Galileo studied the phenomena of the sky. 

Gently the zephyrs of night whisper in the bowers, 

gently the flowers nod assent to the whispering; 

softly the waters glide and the moon and starlight 

brightly bathes the whole, revealing the beauty, the 

holiness of night. Night is holy, ami with its calm¬ 

ing, soothing power influencing him, the student 

seeks repose, for soon the rosy dawn and rejoicing 

earth shall proclaim the birth of another day,— the 

gilt of another flower for man to wreath in tiis gar¬ 

land of life. Day comoth and calls him to the 

fulfillment of the eternal law of activity, assuring 

him that his labor shall not be in vain. For, “while 

the earth reinaineth, seed-time and harvest, cold and 

heat, summer and winter, day and night, shall not 

cease. Iona. 

Girard, Penn., January, 1881. 

PARENTAGE OF JEFFERSON. 

The following from the pen of Hon. D. I’. Thomp¬ 

son, we find in the editorial columns of the Green 

Mountain Freeman: 

The circumstances of ths union from which sprung 

the illustrious American statesman, Thomas Jeffer¬ 

son, have never, we think, except in such general 

terms as would convey no definite idea of their pecu¬ 

liar character, yet reached the eye ol' the public. 

But having learned them from the aged neighbors of 

Mr. Jefferson, during a former sojourn in Virginia, 

and being well convinced of their entire truth, wc will 

venture to relate them for the amusement of our 

readers. 

Mr. Jefferson’s father was poor, hut an industrious 

and intelligent mechanic; and. as society was con¬ 

stituted in Virginia, he was wholly excluded from the 

ranks of the aristocracy, and could have had no hope 

of forming a family connection with them, but for 

the following incident: 

One of the proud and lordly Randolphs wishing 

some repairs to he made on the doorsteps of his 

mansion, and having heard of the expertness of the 

young carpenter, Jefferson, who resided in the same 

parish, sent for him to come and do the work. In 

this family there were several bcnutifhl and accom¬ 

plished daughter* who were the acknowledged 

belles of that part of the country; while one of the 

sisters was so far behind the rest, either in accom¬ 

plishments or the faculty of showing off to advan¬ 

tage, that she was subject to mortifying neglect by 

the young men who thronged the establishment, 

being generally left at home while her more favored 

sisters were taken off for the constant rounds of 

parties and pleasure excursions in vogue among the 

wealthy families of the place. It was during oue of 

these instances of neglect that young Jefferson 

happened to be at work on the steps, and the respect¬ 

ful attentions he then hud an opportunity of paying the 

slighted girl, so strongly affected her with the com 

trast with those she had been accustomed to receive 

from all other young gentlemen who were admitted 

to the house, that her actions soon revealed to the 

quick eye of the ambition* young mechanic a condi¬ 

tion of heart that he thought he might improve to 

advantage. And acting on that belief, lie persevered, 

and so well profited by his opportunities that within 

a few days a mutual engagement was formed, and a 

runaway match concocted and carried into ©fleet. 

There was, to ho euro a terrible rumpus kicked up by 

the proud Randolphs when it was discovered that one 

of the family had disgraced them and herself, as they 

esteemed it, by running away with, and marrying a 

poor mechanic. But finding there was no help for 

it, learning, upon inquiry, that the young man was 

as smart as he was bold, they at length recalled the 

truant daughter with her husband, installed them 

into the family, and gave them their patrimony. 

From this match sprang, wc believe, two sous and 

several daughters, a part, of whom, like Thomas 

Jefferson, (be subsequent statesman and president, 

strikingly inherited the intellectual characteristics 

and enterprise of the father, and the other part, the 

quite ordinary and common traits of the mother. 

• •* 

NATURE’S ALPHABET. 

Nature's alphabet is made up of only tour letters, 

wood, water, rock and soil; yet with those lour let¬ 

ters she forms such wondrous compositions, such 

infinite combinations, as no language of twenty-four 

letters can describe. Nature never grows old; she 

has no provincialisms. The lark carols the same 

song in the same key as when Adam turned his de¬ 

lighted ear to catch the strain; the owl still hoots in 

a b flat, yet loves the note, and screams through no 

other octave; the stormy petrel is as much delighted 

to sport among the first waves of the Indian Ocean as 

in the earliest times; birds that lived on flies laid 

bluish eggs when Isaac went out into the fields to 

meditate at eventide, as they will two thousand years 

hence, if the world does Hot break her harness from 

the orb of day. The sun is as bright as when Lot 

entered the little city of Zoar. The diamond and the 

onyx, and the topaz of Ethiopia are still as splendid, 

and the vulture’s eye is as fierce, as when Job took up 

his parable. In short, nature’s pendulum has never 

altered its strokes. 

•*- • • -*• 

A Contented Man.—I tell you, if a man is 

come to that point where he is content, he ought to 

be put in his coffin, for a contented live man is a 

sham! If a man has come to that state in which he 

says, “I do not want to know any more, or do any 

more, or be any more,” lie is in a state in which he 

ought to he changed into a mummy. Of all hideous 

things, mummies are the most hideous; ami of mum¬ 

mies, those arc the most hideous that are running 

about the streets and talking.—Henry Ward Ileecher. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New Yorker ] 

THE BETTER LAND. 
« _ 

Thkrk is a land far, far away, 

Unseen by mortal eye; 

Unstained by sin, undimuied by care, 

Where pleasure* never die. 

Unlike tills sinful world of ours, 

Ite skin* are ever bright; 

No clouds o'empread its sunniest hours. 

Nor day gives place to night. 

No tempest, with its rode alarms, 

Invades those regions fair; 

But soft and ragrant zephyrs fill 

The pure, celestial air. 

No fervid ray of summer’s sun 

Falls on the radiant brow, 

But light effulgent from the throne 

Illumes their pathway now 

No blasting winds, or winter's cold, 

Can chill the fadeless forms; « 

They’re safe within the heavenly fold, 

Secure from earthly storms. 

They dwell with CHRIST, a happy band, 

Redeemed from sin and pain — 

By them alBiction, sorrow, death, 

Is never known again. 

Friends are not called to gather there 

Around the dying bed 

Of loving ones, and bid adieu. 

Or farewell tears to shed. 

No, no; tbeir sufferings now are o’er, 

Their happiness complete; 

For on that bright, eternal shore, 

No sorrows shall they meet 

But ever in the glorious beams 

Of Con’s eternal love, 

They’ll dwell throughout unending day 

In that bright world above. 

nart’s Grove, Ohio, 1861. S. A. P. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE CREATOR’S WORKS. 

We find ourselves in an immense Universe, where 

it is impossible for us, without astonishment and 

awe, to contemplate the glory and the power of Him 

who created it. From the greatest to the least object 

that we behold,—from the star that glitters in the 

heavens, to the insect that creeps upon the earth, — 

from the thunder that rolls in the sky, to the flower 

that blossoms in the fields, — all things testify a pro¬ 

found and mysterious wisdom,—a mighty and all- 

powerful hand, before which we must tremble and 

adore. 

Neither the causes nor the issue of the events 

which we behold, is it in our power to trace; neither 

how we came into this world, nor whither we go 

when we retire from it, are we able of ourselves to 

tell; but, in the meantime, find ourselves surrounded 

with astonishing magnificence on every hand. We 

walk through the earth as through the apartments of 

u vas palace, which strike every attentive spectator 

with wonder. All the works which our power can 

erect, all the ornaments which our art can contrive, 

are trifling in comparison with those glories which 

nature everywhere presents to our view. 

The immense arch of the heavens, tin* splendor ef 

the sun in his meridian brightness, or the beauty ot 

his rising and setting hours,—the rich landscape of 

the fields, and the boundless expanse of the ocean,— 

are scenes which mock every rival attempt of human 

skill or labor. Nor is it only on tho splendid appear¬ 

ance* of nature, but amidst its saddest forms that we 

trace the hand of Divinity. In the solitary desert, 

amid the high mountains,—in the hanging precipice, 

the roaring torrent, in the aged forests,—though 

these he nothing to cheer, there is much to strike the 

mind with awe,—to give rise to those sublime and 

solemn sensations which elevate the heart to an 

Almighty. All-creating power. 
Kendall, N. Y., 1861. William H. Higgins. 

The Clearing of the Cloiob.—There is nothing 

in what has befallen, or befalls you, my friends, 

which justifies impatience or peevishness. God is 

inscrutable, but not wrong. Remember, if the cloud 

is over you, that there is a bright light always on the 

other side; that the time is coming either in this 

world or the next, when that cloud will be swept 

away, and the fullness of God’s light and wisdom 

poured around you. Everything which lias befallen 

you, whatever sorrow your heart bleeds with, what¬ 

ever pain you Buffer, nothing is wanting hut to see 

the light that actually exists, waiting to be revealed, 

and you will be satisfied. If your life is dark, then 

walk by faith, and God is pledged to keep you as 

safe as if you could understand everything. He that 

dwclletb in tho secret place of the Most High, shall 

abide under the shadow of the Almighty. 

At the Cross. — Calvary is a little hill to the eye, 

hut it is the only spot on earth that touches heaven. 

The Cross is foolishness to human reason, and a 

stumbling-block to human righteousness; but there 

only do Mercy and Truth meet together, and Right¬ 

eousness aud Peace kiss each other. Jesus < iikist 

was a man of low condition, and died a death of 

shame on an accursed tree; hut there is salvation in 

no other. There is no Mercy-seat in the universe hut 

at His feet. But, lying there, wc shall not only be 

accepted, hut shall not lack some gracious word from 

His lips. There the broken heart shall hear its best 

music—a still small voice, it may be, hut God will 

! he in the voice, and the contrite spirit shall he re¬ 

vived.— Dr. Huge. 

Flowing Water is at once a picture and a music, 
which causes to flow at the same from my brain, like 
a limpid and murmuring rivulet, sweet thoughts, 
charming reveries, and melancholy remembrances. 

Alphonse Karr. 

Profanity.—In the use of profane words, no idea 

■ is to be expressed, no object 1* to be attained, no end 

secured, no ear to be pleased, no appetite is to be 

administered to, no passion to bo fed, no title to be 

acquired, no wealth to he earned, no possible good, 

either real or imagined, is had in view. They mean 

nothing. They arc wicked cheats, playing a game of 

deception; attempting to palm off a blustering sound 

for a substantial thought. Profanity is surely a good 

witness of a terrible dearth Of wisdom — a frightful 

scarcity of ideas. Nor will any one pretend that 

there Is any go'-”1 in profanity; for, besides being an 

arrant cheat, it is an idle and wicked use of the 

name of the greatest being in the Universe—the best 

and truest friend of every human being. 

Pulpit Controversy.—1The proper controversy of 

the pulpit is controversy with sin, which is the great 

heresy. It is better to overcome evil with good, 

to absorb error in truth. Vtrtutrm, vidennt. We 

must observe the errors which appear in the places 

where we preach; those, at least, which have footing 

therein; but we must not do them the service of 

publishing them, and propagate while we oppose 

them.— Vinet. 
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[Written for Moore'n Rural New-Yorker,] 

FEMALE COLLEGE AT POUGHKEEPSIE. 

Matthew Vassab, Esq., of Poughkeepsie, has : 

asked the Legislature at Albany for a charter for a 

Female College. It is to bo situated on a beautiful . 

farm within a mile and a half of that city, lie has 

now plans and specifications for a building which is 

to cost near one hundred and eighty thousand dol¬ 

lars. He proposes to transfer to the Trustees of the 

Institution at least two hundred thousand dollars in 

addition for the endowment of the professorships, and 

the purchase, of Library, Cabinet, Ac., for the pur¬ 

poses of instruction. When this plan shall have 

been carried out, it gives to the purposes of female 

education one of the best endowments on this conti¬ 

nent, if not in the world, lie designs to pay salaries 

high enongh to command the best teachers in the 

country, and also all the educational facilities requi¬ 

site to carry the inst ruction to the highest practicable 

point. We congratulate our female readers on the 

prospective endowment of an institution of learning 

for their benefit, which shall secure to their sex all 

the advantage* given by the best endowed colleges in 

the land. Ladies have often complained that they 

had not the educational opportunities furnished to 

men. The design of this munificent endowment is 

to remove this reproach, and give to females an 

Opportunity to carry their studies to the highest 

point, under the ablest teachers, who shall be spe¬ 

cially devoted to individual branches of learning. 

Like Petek Cooper, Mr. Vassar proposes to 

become his own executor, and endow and establish 

this institution while he himself is alive and able to 

attend to the realization of his own views, llow 

much better to take this course than for him to hold 

on with a miserly grasp to his property fill his last 

breath, and put the labor and thought of carrying 

out his views upon executors after he could use Ills 

wealth no longer. Wo would commend this example 

to many whom we eonld name, who make slaves of 

themselves while living, in order that when dead it 

may be said of them by thankless heirs that they 

" out up well.” 
In our country the laws have wisely prohibited the 

entuilment of estates. By consequence, unless a man 

can bequeath to his children intelligence, moral 

worth, and business capacity enough to achieve a 

fortune for themselves, it is nearly impossible for 

him to secure to them for any length of time the 

property which he leaves. No economical maxim is 

truer than the common one, that it requires more 

business skill to keep property than to accumulate it. 

As a general rule, the skill and capacity to keep and 

manage a large estate, can only be secured by the 

labor, thought, and self-denial necessary to amass it. 

Hence the reason why wo see so few large estates 

which remain through three generations in one 

family. Looking over the family history of wealthy 

men, we find, in perhaps the majority of Instances, 

that large inherited wealth has been anything but a 

blessing. We cannot have an aristocracy of wealth 

among us, so long as We cannot entail property. So 

long as property is movable, it will go into the 

hands of those who have the most business capacity. 

The long and painful struggles of the poor hoy who 

depends on bis own energy and Coo's blessing for 

success in business, constitute the training of the 

men who are the real financial forces in our country. 

Let a man of wealth give his sons to understand that 

they will have from him no money at all, or at most 

only enough to give them a atari in business, and 

they will feel the necessity of getting education 

enough, and working hard enough, and being self- 

denying enough, to cope with the sons of the poor. 

Real manhood comes from real work, — work of the 

head, or the hands, or both. But few men or boys 

will work as hard as they can or ought to, without 

the stern impelling power of necessity. 

Who are our leaders in politics, in religion, in 

finance, in agriculture, in the mechanic arts? They 

Ore in general the sons of the comparatively poor. 

These leaders have become such, not because of their 

poverty in itself, but because their poverty compelled 

them to work. It is all nonsense to suppose that u 

poor man’s son has any advantage over the rich 

man’s, except in the necessity that is laid upon him 
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Remarks. — The mean heat for 19 years ending with I860, is 46.79 degrees, and f 
17.05 as derived from the observations made here for the Regents of the University. t 
46 »2 degrees. In only six Decembers in 24 years, viz., of 1830, 1851, 1854, 1856, 1859, 
annually is, for 24 years, ending with I860, 31.98 inches, and for 17 years previous 
Agricultural products very abundant; health very high. — 0. Dewey. 

PARAGUAY TEA. 

It may be that some of onr readers have never 

heard of the celebrated Paraguay or Jesuit's Tea. 

An herb which is an article of trade in Paraguay to 

such an extent that its preparation and exportation 

give profitable labor to whole provinces, is worthy of 

attention. The botanical name of this plant is Ilex 

Paraguayensis. The leaf, as prepared, is called 

yerba mat6, and it is used to such an extent that 

it may bo called the national bevorago of South 

America. 
The single town of Parauagua, containing about 

three thousand inhabitants, exports Inear a million dollars’ worth of the 

mat6 every year. It has a somewhat 
bitter taste and a slightly aromatic 

odor wlicn steeped, and one can easily 

detect in it the peculiar chemical ele¬ 

ment which gives the exhilarating 

effect to the tea of China. Its use was 

learned from the Indians. A person 

who lias once acquired the habit of 

using it, finds it difficult to lay it aside. 

When drank to excess, it produces an 

effect on the system similar to that 

resulting from the excessive use of 

coffee, tobacco, or spirituous liquors. 

I It is often taken us a remedy or pallia¬ 

tive, in sea-sickness. The laborers in 

the mines, and the native oarsmen on 

the rivers, use It as the most desirable 

refreshment after a hard day’s labor. 

with success, even though they ciyuld excel? Cer¬ 

tainly not. They are wanting in principle, they fail 

in firmness and decision of character, they cuie not 

to stand np for the right, but heedlessly adopt the 

wrong. 
Is not this effect produced by the same cause 

among us teachers? Look now at, tlm toucher who 

hesitates in the path of duty,—whose brow with 

than Lazarus—that a member thereof may ascend 

into a higher sphere, from which he may look down 

upon ids benefactors with derision and scorn! 

Now, it may lie better that some few individuals 

the species of the genus Crocus. it^Jis a solid, 

uncrystallizable body, of" a beautiful golden yellow 

color, which is neither altered by acids nor alkalies; 

it is soluble ill water and alcohol, but insoluble in 

many cares grows fretted, and who is upon the point education. It strikes me it would be wiser and more 

,,r, i,,i:it.in«/ some rule of right. As a well-read book, just to afford them all equal advantages, and .1 one 

should be thoroughly educated than that all should other; it produces, with some metallic oxyds, beauti- 

retmtin in mental darkness; but 1 don’t understand ful lake colors; and can be fixed upon fabrics, where 

wliy live children should be suffered to grow up in its tinctorial power is remarkable, 

ignorance, in order that the sixth may have a finished FjJhol, In a memoir read before the Academy 

education. It strikes me it would ho wiser and more 0p H0jences, gives some valuable hints on the preser- 

just to afford them all equal advantages, and if one va[jon „r ['rash llowers. We may preserve many 

of them happens to bo ambitious of knowing more flowers for a longtime in a frosli state by Inclosing 

BRAIN DIFFICULTIES. 

,,r violating some rule of right. As a well-read book, just to afford them all equal advantages, ana « one 

so the children read his countenance, every ges- of thorn happens to bo ambitious ol knowing more 

lure every word, every look, are carefully watched, than the rest, let him go to work upon Aw own 

and woe bo to that man who hath not his members account and rely upon his own exertions for the 

in subjection. Need wo then nsk, are firmness of accomplishment of that result. H. Itrockway. 

pi,, and declstou of character ludl pwumbfe - - 

qualifications of the teacher? Try well, <>h, Teacher, ^ t* Of $»<* 

the gilts Uon has given thee, - ascertain whether or Vyl-Iiy* MWUivlHlvy w)v<v 

not thou art lacking here, for lie who attempts to __— 

teach without these, leans upon a broken staff, which JmtiwiirT mrr,u 
shall deceive him in the hour of trouble,—which BRAIN DH IIGULUL . 

“* h,ud’ **4 ',0 10 * K"‘rC° it to the opinion of ^Tminont phjnicinn. tknl 

But mark do not imagine that when we talk of the present century has witnessed a very large in 

lirmn. ^ wo mean obstinacy, - tar be it from ns to crease of brain disorders, and that this Increase hie 

recommend such a trait/ The obstinate person taken place in an aceelerated ratio us the stra.n upor 

sticks to his theory, or favorite idea, in face of right the commercial and lWhllc lile of the people has be 

and wrong, even when he knows lie }a wrong, still come greater. The intense competition which a- 

clin.m to it with the tenacity of a parasite. How present exists among all tho liberal prolcssions tin 

foolish, bow detestable such a mind. Nor would we cxmtcm nt accompanying ... Lrge monetary Irons 

L understood to recommend that humility which actions which distinguished the present, .lay, 

eauses its possessor to be trampled upon and under- gambling nature of many ol its operations, and tin 

mted by his pupils,-this, indeed, is not humility, hut oxirtana tension to which all classes of the commu 

unworthy self-abasement, which we confess to be as nlty are subjected in the unceasing struggle io 
uuwormy .m position and even life, has resulted m a corobra 

dangeious as i s i x inn .... excitement under which the finely organized brail 
Choose, then, a happy mean, - a mean which is )mt tQ0 Kivefl way. 

neither found in stern obstinacy, nor m weak Immil- ^ ,}rl hftm jlv the United States, give 

ity, but which lies in that firmness which lays its ft ^ ^ loraMe iW.fioUnf( (Jf the increase of th 

hands upon both. To speak in plainer words, let us Cfir(jbral (li8or(lcrs itl j,j.s 0wn country, in which h 

remark, 1st, Have few rules, but have (Am well t,m( in(5anity umi other brain diseases ar 

observed; 2d, Never uphold a rule which you know thre0 tfmeH (W pi.cva|ent aH in England. This stab 

to he wrong in its principle; 3d, Never give up a mont would seem to confirm the notion that go-t 

good rule simply because your pupils so desire. heailtmn—if we may bo allowed the term, — i 

Racine, Wis., 1861. A. J. W. ... „ mental fabric to its breaking poiti 

L ■: 

It is the opinion of many eminent physicians that 

the present century has witnessed a very large in¬ 

crease of brain disorders, and that, this Increase lias 

taken place in an accelerated ratio as the strain upon 

the commercial and public life of the people has bo- 

coma greater. The intense competition which at, 

present exists among all the liberal pretensions, the ” 

excitement accompanying th. large monetary trims- *>i 

actions which ’ distinguished the present day, the d 

gambling nature of many of its operations, and the 11 

extreme tension to which all classes of the commu- 

uity are subjected in tlm unceasing struggle for •' 

position and even life, inis resulted ill ft cerebral ^ 

excitement under which the finely organized bruin ^ 

but too often glves way. 1 
Dr. Brigham of Boston, in the United States, gives l: 

a most deplorable account of the increase ol the t 

cerebral disorders in his own country, in which ho 11 

asserts that insanity and other brain diseases are 

three times as prevalent ns in England. I his state- I 

raent would seem to confirm the notion that go-a- !l 

them in sealed lubes. At the end of some days all 

the oxygen of the air confined in the tubes will have 

disappeared, and will have become replaced by 

carbonic acid. If we introduce into the tubes a little 

quicklime, it removes from the flowers some of their 

humidity, whirh facilitates their preservation. Lime 

also takes up the carbonic acid, and the flower thus 

becomes placed In pure nitrogen. All flowers are not 

preserved alike by this process; yellow (lowers are 

those which are altered the least. 

HOW THE WORLD IS GOVERNED. 

There arc about one hundred separately organized 

governments in the world at the present lime. Nearly 

one-half are monarchies in Europe; and of these a 

large proportion are petty Principalities and Duke 

doms, Containing altogether about six millions of 

inhabitants. Of the governments of Europe, Orent 

J Among the higher and middle classes 

It is equally popular as a beverage, and 

is used on all social occasions. 

It is prepared from the leaves and 

small stems of the shrub, or tree, which 

grown wild, and has never been suc¬ 

cessfully domesticated. The leaves are kilu-dried, 

and afterward pounded nearly to powder, in a soit of 

mortar, by water power. It is exported, in bundles 

of about one hundred and twenty pounds’ weight, 

which are packed In raw hides. It, Is prepared for 

use much the same as common tea. A small quan¬ 

tity is put in an ornamented gourd shell (the Clip in 

common use,) with or without sugar. Upon this hot 

water is poured. The mat6 is imbibed through a 

silver tube as wo take juleps.* The lower end of this 

tube is enlarged Into a globular or semi-globular 

form, (as in the specimen engraved above,) which is 

perforated with small holes to prevent the powdered 

leaf from passing into the mouth. This tube is 

called the bttmbilha, and with the cup, (an engraving 
inhabitants. Of the governments ot Europe, (.rent ^ whi(.h W(J al,,(( givCf) i8 paH«od from hand to hand 

Britain is a limited monarchy; France is nominally ^ tho ls untll cac[, hint partaken of a cup in 

constitutional, but, in reality, an absolute monarchy; 

Russia and Austria are absolute. Prussia, Spain, and 

Sardinia arc limited, with two Chambers of Deputies. 

There are only four lie publics in Europe -Switzer¬ 

land, Sim Marino, Montenegro, and Aneoru. The 

three latter contain an aggregate population of not 

over 120,000 people. Switzerland, secure in her 

mountain fastnesses, is now, by common consent, 

left unmolested. The governments of Asia arc all 

absolute despotisms. Thibet has the name of being 

A. J. W. 

EDUCATION IN LOWER CANADA. 

mail’s, except in the necessity that is laid upon him From the Report of the Superintendent oj Educa- 0f latont mental exhaustion going On, which modi- 

to work. The poor boy knows that lie must work or for Lover Canada, for the year 1859, we learn that t)(( collnt 0f, jt j„ a matter of general 

starve. The boy who knows that he can live on the the general results of the year have been satisfactory. 0])S(,rvfttl0n that the children of men of Intellectual 

accumulations of his father, feels the absence of tho The Normal Schools have had increased success; 219 emin(mc0 ort(,„ |,0HHegg feeble, if not diseased brains, 

most powerful stimulus that can affect a human students were trained in them, and 196 diplomas y|(, g|rap]e roa80U (j,at tho parents have unduly 

being. If lie is ambitious, he thinks that his wealth have been granted. Connected with these imitations f.x„rciHe(i that organ. What applies to individuals, 

will command him social position, and very likely arc three Model Schools, witli 669 pupils. I lie j„ tt certain modified degree applies to the race. A 

headism-if we may bo allowed the term,-is a hierarchy, but difiers ,» no pracUca sense from a 

straining the mental fabric to its breaking point, despotism. In Africa, the 1 urbury Kates, and all lie 

And we must remember that the mischief must not various negro tribes, of whatever name, are ruled 

be gauged merely by tho number of those who fall despotically, except Liberia, winch is republican, 

by the wayside; there must be an enormous amount and may be the opening wedge of Civilization on 

There is a somewhat similar shrub indiginous to 

North Carolina, which Rev. Mr. Fletcher considers 

identical with the Paraguay tea. But good botanical 

authorities consider the shrubs tu belong to different 

species. Tlm leaves of tho North Carolina plant arc 

also used as a substitute for tea, and ship masters, wo 

arc told, carry it to sea for the use of seamen, esteem¬ 

ing it a. healthy beverage. A friend has left a small 

package of the mate at our office, but from our own 

experiments in drinking it we are by no means pre¬ 

pared to recommend it as it substitute lor tea or 

starve. The boy who knows that he can live on the the general results of the year have been satisfactory, 

accumulations of his father, feels the absence of tho The Normal Schools have had increased success; 219 

most powerful stimulus that can affect a human students were trained in them, and 196 diplomas 

being. It lie is ambitious, he thinks that his wealth have been granted. Connected with these instutions 

will command him social position, and very likely are throe Model Schools, with 669 pupils. 'I lie 

enable him to get office by bribery without deserving whole amount expended for Normal and Model 

exercised that organ. What applies to individuals, Sandwich and Society Islands arc limited monarchies, 

in a certain modified degree applies to tho race. A and tho other islands in the Southern and t’uoifle 

generation that overtasks its brains is but too likely oceans belong mostly to the different European 

despotically, except Liberia, wnicn is rcpuiuium, _ since the above was written, a scientific physi- 
uml may be tho opening wedge of civilization on ^ ^ whom we fiavo g„me of the tea, lias furnished 

that continent. u8 tbe following report of its effects upon himself: 

Tho great islands in the Southern and Pacific ()^ w#1({,ling) j roun,i th.. quantity of Yerba Mute given to 

oceans are mostly independent and despotic—such )i|(i ul thu lu.lfAI, 0moe, to be nearly on« ounce, or this I 

is Japan with a population of twenty millions, and a decoction by boiling In water, and drunk ono-balf of 

Madagascar, containing about five millions. The )t. [n thirty minutes afterwards, t took the other half. The 

it. Why should he put his very life Wood into work? Schools within tho year, lias been $36,810, of which ^ h(, Kllcooe(je(i by u *ycond still more enfeebled in Powers, and are ruled according to their respective ,tr),u,h with exaggeration of all sounds, any 

Only a few are so happily constituted that hard labor sum $9,431 proceeded from the fees paid by the |t8 nientai organization, and this exhaustive process forms of government. Outlie American continent, /r(Un/ry bci„’gj i »hould judge, apparently doubled in 

is to them a normal condition. The great body of pupils. The expense of tlm two teachers’journals , increasing if thc^social causes producing there is but one monarchiul government; that of lnl(.H/ily Nonn of these nffects were to the extent of 

effect on tho system was not unlike strong green tea in 

some particular*, while in others it was somewhat different. 

Those I should call unusual were a fullness about the bead 

and cars, tho drums of th« cars having the sensation of being 

|iut on tho stretch, with exaggeration of all sounds, any 

ordinary sound being, ! should judge, apparently doubled in 

men work because compelled. Poverty Is a rough 

nurse, but she rears heroes. 

Let rich men give their sons to understand that 

work will be a necessity for them, and they do the 

have exceeded the receipts by $839; but twice that ^ continue in operation. Brazil, which is, however, liberally constitutional, 

snin is due for subscriptions. \yc have some means of measuring the magnitude In the tlireo great geographical divisions of America, 

The most formidable obstacle to the gradual f)(, ovll w]lcry ft[)80Jate lunacy is concerned, inus- there are now eighteen separate Republics. The 

increase or teachers’ salaries, and therefore to the mu(;I( ftjJ we 1)03fleag official returns to deal with, British Possessions in North America exceed tho 

improvement of their material and social condition, wj,ic|, gauge its rate of increase or decrease with United States, in territorial extent, and they enjoy a 

la acknowledged by all to be the preference given, in pre^y tolerable accuracy; but we have no such large amount of political freedom, 

many places, to teachers, both male and female, who t|||.a||S of ascertaining tho nature of the increase Of +. ♦ 
hold no diploma, and, therefore, put up with small th loss grave disorders of the bruin which do CALCULATING THE YEAR 
salaries. Cases have occurred, especially in poor or n(>t (|ring the \,ationt Hnder the cognizance of the MODE OF CALCULATING THE YLAR. 

remote localities, where teachers have been chosen ,aw ,f W0 coulJ take count of the number of able Tn|, Ghal(Jean9 and the Egyptians dated their years 

without regard to their ability, and solely with an mou wh0( at the V)iry height of their efficiency and t, alllmillllll („luiHOX/ The ecclesiastical year 

best thing to secure for them a manly and forcible improvement of their material and social condition, wj,'ic;j gauge its rate of Increase or decrease with 

character, and by consequence an honorable place l» acknowledged by all to be the preference given, in w tolerable accuracy; but wo have no such 

among their fellow men. Let them put their daugh- many places, to teachers, both male and female, who mt!.l||S of ascertaining the nature of tho increase of 

tors in a similar position, and they will secure them hold no diploma, and, therefore, put up with small tho8e n<> lo8S grftvo disorders of the brain which do 

against those direst foes to female happiness— salaries. Cases have occurred, especially in poor or n„t t,rjng the patient under tho cognizance of the 

professional fortune hunters. No man of wealth can remote localities, where teachers have been chosen lftW Jf we coul(] t.4k(. count of tbe number of able 

secure these results for his children but by seeking without regard to their ability, and solely with an m(m wh0) ftt tjl0 vury height of their efficiency and 

out some worthy object of charity and devoting a cy„ to the lowness of the salary. I(| tho vory plenitude of their power, are struck with 

good portion of his property to it while he is healthy The number of Common Schools was 3,199; that in-im0u9 cerebral disease, such us softening of tho 

in body and mind. of pupils, 168,148; the contributions amounted to hraio, and dropt out of life as gradually and as noise- 

We have been led into these remarks by the notice $498,436. There were 5()9 students in universities |,.gs|y ils the leaf slowly tinges, withers, and then 

of Mr. V ass a it’s proposed Institution. Wc hope an and superior schools; 2,750 in classical colleges; to tins ground; if medicine had any system of March, and that of Nunia in January. The Brahmins 

example so excellent ruuy be followed by many. 1,962 in industrial colleges; 6,568 in mixed colleges; gtatistics which could present us with a measure of begjn year jn February, when the leaves begin to 

There arc not a dozen Institutions of learning or 14,278 iu academies lor girls. the amount of paralysis that comes under its obscr- green. Their year consists of eighteen months, 

charity in the country which are adequately endowed. Teachers’ salaries: —97 males received less than vutron, «*r of the apoplectic seizures which so sud- b.ivlni, tweuty days each; the lust days are spent 

Objects large enough and good enough to fill their $100 per year; 487 irom $100 to $299; ,41 from $290 deuly blot out life,—we should doubtless be astonished 

heads and hearts are pressing themselves on the to $399; 61 from S-100 and upwards. 1,000 females lbc vcry ]lirge increase which has of late yours 

attention of the wealthy on every side. received less than $100; 1,922 from $loo to $199; 196 taken place in affections of the brain.— Edinburgh 

_♦ . ♦ _ from $200 to $399; and only one female teacher 

[Written for Moore’s Rural Neiv-Yorker.] received $400. in many municipalities, teachers are * * ^' * 
FIRMNESS AND DECISION provided, iu addition, with lodging and firing. COLORING MATTER OF FLOWERS. 

MODE OF CALCULATING THE YEAR. 

The Chaldeans and the Egyptians dated their years 

from the autumnal equinox. The ecclesiastical year 

unpfeaiuuilnaBS, ami soon passed off These latter symptom* 

may li»v<* Ueuu QCQaoiomsl by thu unusual quantity taken. 

Knowing l required live times the dosu of nearly everything 

to produce th" same effect that, is produced in most others by 

smaller quantities, was the reason of my taking the whole 

ounce, but I would uot recommend the taking of more than 

one quarter that amount by others. In taste, it is not unlike 

a very poor quality of green ten, and has the same astrlngenoy. 

• reading proof we wish to amend this remark. Of unjinny 
ve do mil take juleps, hut allude tu the auxins wirranth or 
those who imbibe such things. As W- hope most 
readers are innocent us to Juleps, we will add that they an 
taken (by three loud of spin In,) to A pr'»;iMmllur to Chat of 

imbibing cider with a straw.—Kn. Ik N. A 

iu tho very plenitude of their power, are struck with ^ tjic JcW8 [n,j,au in foe spring; hut In civil affairs 

insidious cerebral disease, such us BoftCtiing of the uso the Egyptian year. The ancient Chinese 

brain, and dropt out of life as gradually and as noise- reckon0,| tho now moon nearest the middle 

lessly us the leaf slowly tinges, withers, and then ^quariUB. The year of Romulus commenced in 

[Written for Monro’s Rural N’uw-Yorkor.J 

FIRMNESS AND DECISION. 

Review. 

COLORING MATTER OF FLOWERS. 

Is firmness a quality indispensable to the teacher? 

Before we answer this question fully, let us look 

around us and see what effect this trait of character, 

or its opposite, has upon others. 

In the common walks of life we behold the mer¬ 

chant, the mechanic, the professional man, busily 

engaged in their different pursuits, prosecuting with 

vigor, energy and enterprise their daily avocations. 

Yet even among these wo observe that some excel 

EDUCATE ALL. Some interesting researches on vegetable coloring 

matters have lately been concluded by M. Eilhol, of 

having twenty days each; the lust days arc spent 

in mirth, and no business is suffered to be done, nor 

any service in the temples. Tin: Ahyssinians had live 

idle days at the end of every year, which commenced 

on the 26th of August. The American Indiana reckon 

from the first appearance of the new moon at the ver¬ 

nal equinox. The Mohammedans begin their year 

the minute the sun enters Aries. 

The Venetian*, Florentines and the Risuns, in Italy, 

THE HARMONY OF LIFE. 

The life of a family has been beautifully compared 

by Home one to a full orchestra, each member of 

which performs a separate part. The bass instru¬ 

ments, calm and deliberate, like the grand-parents, 

keep the time and remind tho rest of their duties. 

Tho little warbling Mutes, like a nest-full of children, 

breathe to the sun their ceaseless songs of uncon¬ 

scious joy. The violins and the tenors, fatheis and 

mothers in the family, sing also,— but they know 

what life is, and know the reason of their joyfulaes* 

or their sadness. The sighs of the horns and haut¬ 

boys resemble the poetic aspirations of youthful 

hearts in love with an ideal — hearts that have us yet 

Most people do riot, as it appears to me, duly 

appreciate the importance of a general diffusion of ---- - -- - * - - ...... - , ,i 
knowledge. ItU deemed essential that a few should qualities:-it Is a clear yellow solid, soluble In the .lay on which the troops were reviewed, which 

be well educated; and accordingly hero and there a water, alcohol and ether, and furnishes very beautiful was tlm first day ot March, finder the ( abmngians, 

boy is selected to pursue a course of academical and lake colors with metallic oxyds, and can be used for it began on Christmas Day; and under the Capets, on 

collegiate studies with the view of having him go painting and dyeing fabrics of a bright and very Easter Day. The ecclesiastical year begins on the 

into some one of the professions. His parents, and durable yellow. It has been mimed xanthogene. first Sunday in Advent. Charles IX appointed, in 

brothers, and sisters, work harder and fare poorer The colors of red and blue llowers are found to be 1564, that the civil juir s ion < < ommeni.i. on a s 

that this favored boy may have a "liberal educa- due to a similar proximate principle, which will be of January. The Julian Calendar, which was so 

tion.” They even deprive themselves of many of tho blue in llowers with ft neutral juice, and red or rose called from Julius Uicsar, was termed by ope *reg- 

comforts of life -deprive themselves of intellectual colored in those where the juice Is acid. The name ory, iu 1752, which plan was suggested by Lewis 

food and nourishment-starve their bodies and of this coloring matter is cyanine, a solid uncrystal- ] Lilio, a Calabrian astronomer, fhc Dutch and the 

He has extra* 

(311 UUjltJl uiirii uj 4Ui i uuwij »/• • ■ --» --- v- , , .... 

:ted the coloring matter from began the year at the vernal equinox; the French tasted none of the prosaic, disenchanting realiti 

white flowers, and finds it to possess the following year, during the reign of the Merovingian race, on 

and become noted for their business capacities, while | brothe 

others remain in comparative obscurity. 

But, is thu cause less apparent than the effect? 

Behold the merchant who habitually cheats and 

deceives his customers, — is it a wonder to you 

that he meets with ill success in life? The farmer 

who makee believe at farming,—only does it by 

halves, — the carpenter who slights his work to save 

time,—the doctor who deceives his patient, although 

that this 

biiue,—tuw uutiui nuo ucwnw u.n [mutiH, aituuuiju i mat vauuuv uC disposed ... ... ............ — , —--, ^ | , 

almost at the point of death,—should these meet ‘ intellectual paupers —more ragged and wretched body, named crocoxauthine, is also met with in a whic our year commeneu m m 

■oops were reviewed, which Let every one perform his own part in the right 

h. Under tho Caluvingians, time, and we shall have a perfect whole solemn or 

iy; and under the Capets, on gay, graceful or majestic, a triumphal march ot a 

lastical year begins on the symphony In do — according us the great Master 

Charles IX appointed, in above has written the fnusic. But if the pai to clash, 

diould commence on the 1st if the bass, departing from its appropriate gravity 

n Calendar, which was so and dignity, becomes frivolous or trilling, if the 

■, was formed by Pope Greg- tenors, instead of being consistent and gentle, 

an was suggested by Lewis become careless or harsh - it the violins take the 

itomer. The Dutch and the part of the horns, and the trombones that of the 

introduced the new style in hautboys then the harmony is destroyed, and tlm 

y reckoned from the 25tii of spirit lost. Instead of a soft and melodious sym- 

wae observed in Britain until phony, whose sweetness charms even in sadness, we 

new style, A. I). 1752; after have a nameless jarring noise, full of uugoverned 

;ed on the first of January. movements and aimless sounds. 
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Roe's Western Reserve Premium Cheese Vat and Heater—H 
ft K. I. Cooper « 

JlanH-r'n Series of Willson's Readers—Harper k Brothers. ’ 
I riDdl.' m P.\tont A?l Caldron and Steamer- Bennett A; Co. 
Ito Life >d AB'lrow Ja<-l!(«oii Muaer, Brothers. 
lUe Clirivi KM Review, QuidtnlV -Bruton ft Andrew* 
American Ntavery Aln»oa I’.rr.trw. 
Trees and Pant* for Su e -Win 1’arry.j 
Galvanized Index Pens—J J( Trvnn. 
Advice In the t !u.-n>|..r*x <"l K. ti. Htorkr 
Bee-keeping kxp!a|„,.,' II. Quinby. . 
hreab Pear.Seed tor Sale FrnU ft Co . “1 
A PJ’le Grafts for Sale- T. T. Soul liwick. " 
J'alian Beeannd Queens M. M Baldridge. 
Apple Grafts tor.Sale—L. J. BffiingH. 

hpbcml NOTICK8. 
Brown's Troches for Bronchial Complaints, Ac. 

mill ^Icu-^lorlin*. 
news department. 

ROCfH ESTER, N. Y., JANUARY 26, 1861. 

DOMESTIC NEWS. 

j the report assert-, would not in reality change the 

Constitution, they would only have the effect of re¬ 

storing it, by the added provisions, to wiiat it was in 

point of fact on the u'ay of its adoption through the 

operation of the circumstances which then sur¬ 

rounded it, an'.1 which erected the barricades against 

the present sectional contents, a* constitutional pro¬ 

visions would now. If a constitutional majority can¬ 

not be united ill support of the Crittenden resolutions, 

or the substance of them, then a dissolution of the 
Union is inevitable. 

The report recommends that steps be taken for 

calling a Convention of the States, with a view to a 

peaceful separation by providing for a partition of 

the common property of the United States; settling 

terms on which the social and commercial intercourse 

between the separated States shall be conducted; and 

making a permanent arrangement with respect to the 
navigation of the Mississippi river. 

Army bill passed. Adjourned. 

Affairs at Wnsbingturi. 

Every foreign government represented here is 

distinctly opposed to the secession scheme, and will 

make their views public when the occasion occurs. 

Word has been forwarded to Gen. Scott, from Hai¬ 

ti more, that 2,000 young men are fully organized arid 

ready to come on from that city, at the shortest 

notice, to assist in the defence of the District and the 
Federal Capitol. 

Colonel Hayne, the South Carolina commissioner, 

called on the JToeidont, on the ICtb inst., and was 

politely received, lie stated, verbally, that the pur¬ 

pose of his mission was to demand the unconditional 

withdrawal of the garrison of Fort Suintor. The 

President heard him through and then requested him 

to submit it in writing, when he would consider it 
and communicate his reply. 

The Cabinet have determined against holding any 

intercourse with any South Carolinians as ambas¬ 
sadors. 

Col. Hayne has, it is understood, moderated his 

views since his arrivsl here, lie will remain here 

several days. The opinion is almost unanimous in 

secession circles, that all collisions for the present 

should be studiously avoided. Lieut. Hall has re¬ 

turned with instructions to Major Anderson. Their 

character has not transpired, but it is asserted from a 

reliable source that the troops will not be withdrawn 

from Port Sumter as demanded by the South Caro¬ 

lina authorities, and that the post will be defended. 

Such is the present Condition of affaire. 

Lord Lyons, Mr. Schleidcn, the Bremen Charge, 

and other members of the Diplomatic Corps, have 

requested Secretary Black to furnish official informa 

lion whether the Government of the U. S. recognizes 

clearances of vessels which may he issued by the 

authorities of South Carolina, and also, whether for¬ 

eign vessels could properly pay duties to South Caro¬ 

lina officers. Mr. Black’s answer has not. transpired, 

but it is understood to have been In the negative, in 

reply to both questions. _ Ho states, however, that 

foreign vessels entering seceding ports, and paying 

duties ignorantly, would have more indulgence than 

others; l.ut udds, that the government is reluctant to 

consider the subject in the'present unsettled condi¬ 
tion of the country. 

Tim President, on the 17tli, sent to the Senate the 

name of Mr. Holt, asj Secretary or War. It was con¬ 

sidered in Executive Session, and from all accounts I 

the preliminary discussion was of an exciting char- I 

acter. An effort was made by its opponents to refer ! 

it to the Committee on' Military affairs. But this was * 

strenuously and successfully resisted by the motion 

of reference being defeated by a vote of 31 against , 

Li. I lie objection to Holt by bis opponents is that 

in their opinion he 1b a coercionist, and Ibis some of f 

them openly avow. Mr, Holt has since been con- ‘ 
firmed,— 38 against 13, 

It is now regarded as certain hero that neither the ! 

coming nor the inauguration of the President elect “ 

will be attended with any disturbance or opposition i ° 

Gen. Scott’s well matured plans have baffled the * 

arrangements of the conspirators, and the intelli- d 

genco from Baltimore in regard to the volunteering ° 

in aid to Gen. Scott, and the fact that the Baltimore ' 

Ghief of Police has officially asserted his ignorance 

of any hostile schemes on foot in that city, have ’!' 

tended to strengthen public confidence. dl 

Ihe Indian Office is in possession of late intelli- *U 

gence that five thousand Sioux warriors have col- 

lected on a fork of the Platte River and threaten to 

take Fort Kearney and wipe ont the white settlers V 
and step all furtlier emignition westward. J 

Hon. Mr Rives has left Washington for Virginia ^ 

and professed himself to be greatly encouraged,'after " ' 

interview with prominent Northern politicians, at the H 

prospect of adjustment, at least so far as to retain °V 

the border States within the Union. He was also P< 

hopeful of a final pacific settlement of the contro- at 
veray that has so nearly rent us in twain, ql 

The bids for the Treasury Joan reached $12,.500 000 tn 

at from 0 to 12 per cent. The awards it is under- *r 

stood will be matte to all bidders under 11 per cent., 

and the average is about 10.1 per cent. There were 

about 100 bidders for the $.000,000 loan, ranging from St 
■9 to 12 percent 

_ ■ ■ - - flje 

<CoHgi-ossH>xutl Proceedings. 

Senate. The Vice-President presented a mes- lie 

sage from the. President, answering the Senate reso- scs 

luljon relating to his appointment of Joseph Holt to wa 

perform the duties of the office of Secretary of War, I 

made vacant by the resignation of Secretary Floyd! Ri< 

He fully sets forth the legal reasons for the step. of 

Mr. Iverson obtained leave to retire from the Com- Co 

mittee on Claims, for the reason that the duties were 
too laborious. Tl, 

Mr. I'osHenden presented the credentials of Hon. 

Lot M. Morrill, as U. & Senator from Maine, in place gai 

of Mr. Hamlin. The credentials were read, and Mr. fro 
Morrill sworn in. oi 

i Th® clu‘ir Presented a communication from the sec 

Governor of Ohio, directing him to present the ere- wat 

denlials of Hon. S. P. Chase, as U. 8. Senator from foil 
Ohio. The credentials were read. j \ 

House.—Mr. Maynard offered a resolution instruct- Co1 

ing the committee on the President’s special message *"? 

t) consider that portion which recommended a poo 

vote on the question at issue between the different H 

sections of die country, and now agitating the public ‘'ll' 

mind, and that the committee report thereon at an cZ, 

early day in hill or joint resolution. Adopted. poo 

1 he minority report from the Committee of Thirty- Ple- 

three, signed by MeaM-s. Taylor of I.a., Phelps of Mo., Cnv 

Rust of A rk., Whitley of Del., and Winslow, of North beg 

Carolina, embraces. In substance, the following: in "t 

The report says the present difficulties can only he CSpl 

remedied by amendments to the Constitution, and mig- a Vo 

g sts that the amendments proposed in the Crittenden then 

resolution, if adopted, would restore tranquillity to * ’ C( 

the country and place the Union on such a foundation ‘ 

that it could never bo shaken. Those amendments, vent 

Legislature of New York. 

Senate.—The Committee on Federal relations 

made a report, denying the right of a single State, or 

several States, to secede, as repugnant to the princi- 

, pies for which the General Government ia formed, 

1 and as treasonable, and to be resisted by all consti¬ 
tutional means: 

Resolving, That the Legislature will sustain the 

I Executive of the State in office, and pledge the raiii- 

t tary power and resources of the State, and will pro¬ 

vide for calling forth the militia to execute the laws 

of the Union, to suppress insurrection, and repel in¬ 
vasion from within or without the. .State. 

Resolving, That New York is faithful to the Union, 

and will make all needful sacrifice to maintain it, 

and to support the several States in all their consti¬ 
tutional riglite. 

Resolving, That Congress has no power to interfere 
with Slavery in the States. 

Resolving, That, also, Congress has the power to 

abolish Slavery in the District of Columbia, and that 

it is inexpedient to exercise it, unless, First, by a 

majority vote of the District, and with the consent of 

Maryland. Second, by gradual abolition. Third, by 

compensation to mi willing owners. 

Resolving, That Congress should not prohibit or 

interfere with the inter-slaveholding traffic; and 

Resolving, That the rendition of Fugitive Slaves is 

a Constitutional obligation that should be faithfully 

observed, and that tlm law of 1h60 seriously obstructs 
it, and should be modified. 

The report is signed by all the Committee. 

I he nomination o! ( anal Commissioner was made 

in the .Senate, by 22 votes for Benj. F. Bruce, and 9 
for Wm. W. Wright. 

Mr. Field presented a written report on the condi¬ 

tion of the defences of the State. The uniformed 

militia of the State at present comprises 19,430 men; 

11,000 are Without arms lit for active service. There 

are 160 field-pieces in good order. He recommends 

the purchase of some heavy field-pieces, and 1,200 
small arms. 

Biles Passed.—Incorporating Vassar Female Col¬ 

lege, To confirm the act of Notaries Public and in¬ 
crease their powers. 

Assembly.- In the Assembly the Governor trans¬ 

mitted a letter from James Buchanan, as follows: 
To His Excellency, Hoc. Morgan, \r. 

Sin:—1 have had the honor to receive your com¬ 
munication concerning the resolutions which passed 
the Legislature of New York on the 1 tth inst. tender- 
ing aid to the President of the United States in the 
support of the Constitution ami the Union, and shall 
give them the respectful consideration to which they 
are entitled, from the importance of the subject and 
the distinguished source from which they emanated 1 

Yrnirrt VPl*v I).. ... * ' ours very respectfully, James Buchanan. 

The Governor also transmitted the reports of the 

Trustees of the State Agricultural College, and of the 

; Commissioners of Quarantine. The latter was re¬ 

ferred to the Committee on Ways and Means. 

The report of Commissioners on Quarantine show 

receipts for the year $33,300, and expenditure $10,. 

277. The Commissioners strongly urge the impolicy 

| of longer omitting to make provisions for the pro¬ 

curing of and building permanent Quarantine and 

defraying its current expenses, declaring if the* port 

ol New 5 ork should be visited next summer with 

yellow fever, as severe in character as has frequently 

occurred in past years, with the present imperfect 

and limited arrangements, the result will be most 

disastrous. 'I he Providential exemption from Quur- 

anline diseases two seasons past, should not lull the 
public mind iuto false anil fatal security. 

The Committee on Federal relations, through their 

Chairman, Mr. Robinson, reported. In presenting 

the report, Mr. R. stated That the report was signed 

by all hut Mr, Pierce and Mr. Birdsall. Mr. Elling- 

wood wus absent when the report wus signed, hut 

agreed to its propositions. All those signing, how¬ 

ever, did not desire to commit themselves to every 

position of the report. The report sets forth the evils 

at present agitating the country, hut declines to in¬ 

quire who is to he held responsible for the existing 

troubles; declares that New York, while standing 

firmly in support of the Union and the laws, both by 

moral and material aid, will recognize the importance 

of doing all in her power to concllliate dissatisfied 
States. 

The House proceeded to nominate Canal Commis¬ 

sioner viva voce, in place of 8. H. Barnes, deceased. 

Benj. F. Iiruce, of Madison, was named by 89 Repub¬ 

licans. The Senate and House then wont into joint 

session on the nominations. Agreeing, B. F. Bruce 
was declared duly nominated. 

Bills Passed.—To authorize the Supervisors of 

Richmond county to borrow $38,000 in official funds 

of the county. To incorporate the Vasser Female 
College. 

he The Legislature organized on the 15th inst It 

■e- will confine its action as far as possible, dnring the 

in session, to business arising from the action of the 

iic Convention, The Governor’s Message urges the 

ir- necessity that Alabama at once proceed upon the 

st most efficient war footing and the appointment of a 

o- Military Board by the legislature. 

n* Arkansas.—Notwithstanding the pressure which 

p, has been brought to hear on Arkansas by the Missis- 

ie sippl and Louisiana .Secessionists, the .Senate of that 

State have refused to pass a hill calling a State Con- 

>r vention. The loyalty of the people to the Union, and 

a the importance of the projected Pacific Railroad to 

d Arkansas, are the reasons for this action. 

” Missouri, in the House, Mr. Rtevenson’s snbsti- 

d tDt« for Convention hill, asking Congress to allow 
us to call a National Convention, was lost_104 to 

G 12- Mr- Eacriss’ amendment to the original hill, 

submitting the action of the Convention to the pco- 

pie, was then adopted, and the bill was passed— 106 
to 17. 

A petition praying for the adoption of the Critten¬ 

den proposition by Congress, bearing nearly C.OOO 

r names, has been forwarded to our Representatives at 
l_ Washington. 

Virginia. In the Senate the Commissioners on I 

Federal Relations reported resolutions that, in the 

s 0P'“'on of the General Assembly, the propositions 

. embraced in the Crittenden resolutions constitute 

such a basis of adjustment as would be accepted by 
s the people of this Commonwealth. 

South Carolina. The Governor has sent a mes¬ 

sage to the House of Representatives detailing plans 

for guarding the coasts, arid for the purchase of three 

steam propellers. He prefers small screw propellers 

f tight draft -each propeller to be provided with 

thirty-two seamen. One propeller to be stationed at 

Charleston, one at Beaufort, and one at Georgetown. 

Also, to fortify nil the inlets and mouths of the river, 

and redoubts, with ordnance, and for boats to keep 

up a constant communication between them as a pro ¬ 

tection against sudden Invasion and lawless bands. 

Resolutions have been unanimously passed by the 

Legislature, declaring that any attempt by the Federal 

Government to reinforce Fort Sumter will he regard 

ed as an act of open hostility and a declaration of 

wur. Also approving of the act and promptness of 

the military in firing on the Star of the West, and 

promising to support the Government in all measures 
of defence. 

North Carolina.—The Senate was engaged all 

day on the 16th inst., on the hill providing for the 

calling of a State Convention, and there was consid¬ 

erable debate on the details. No vote has yet been 

taken on the hill, and there are no indications as to 

how it will result. The House has been considering j 

the coercion resolution. There was a split on the 

details. Many speeches were made, and various ' 

amendments offered to the rcolution, hut no vote was J 

taken on it. AH the members are against coercion, 

but some are against the right of secession. 

Georgia.—The Convention met at 10 o’clock on t 

the 15th inst. Judge Banning was chosen temporary t 

President. Subsequently Geo. W. Crawford was 

elected President, and A. B. Lancar, of Muscogee, L 

Secretary. A Committee was appointed to wait on « 

Commissioner Orr, of Sooth Carolina, and Shorter, t 

ol Alabama, and request them to commoicatc with s 
the Convention, and also to accept scats 

Louisiana.—A disjvteh from New Orleans, the h 

Hdh, states that the city troops which took Baton s' 
Rouge arsenals returned and received a grand recep- tl 

lion, Ihe arsenals at Fort Pike are now occupied d 

by Louisiana troops. The action of Governor Moore tl 

in relation to the oeoupancy of the forts, was received M 

there as a peaceful measure, and generally sustained " 
as patriotic and timely. I tt 

Four States have now declared their separation fr 

from the Union. The dates of the adoption of the U 

ordinances of secession are as follows:—Dec. 20_ 

South Carolina ordinance passed. Jan. 9 — Missis¬ 

sippi ordinance passed. Jan. 11 — Florida ordinance 

passed. Jan. 11 —Alabama ordinance passed. 

It defend them to the uttermost, and to proffer to the 

ic ! resident of the United States the whole military 

ie power of the State for that purpose. 

Kentucky. Gov. Magoffin asks the Legislature 

ie to express their approbation of Mr. Crittenden’s reso- 

a lotions, and says that eight States will have seceded 

before their deliberations close, and that. Tennessee 

h has referred the whole subject to her people. Vir- 

i- ginia and North Carolina are disenssing the propriety 

it of a similar course, and Missouri seems likely to 

i- adopt a like policy. He submits to the Legislature 

d the propriety of providing for the ejection of deie- 

o entes to a Convention to assemble at an early day to 

determine the future interstate and federal relations 

j. of Kehtucky. Meanwhile, he would leave no experi- 

v ment untried to restore fraternal relations between 

0 the States, He recommends a convention of the bor- 

, ‘*er *lave States to meet early in February, in 
Baltimore. 

^ I lie Governor says that the hasty and inconsiderate 

action of the seceding States does not meet his 

. approval, hut Kentucky wiB never stand by with 

j folded arms while those States, straggling for their 

t constitutional rights, are being subjugated to an anti- 

slavery government He asks the legislature to de- 

, cIarc by resolutions the unconditional disapproba¬ 

tion of Kentucky of the employment of force In any 

, forai against the seceding Ftetce, and asks an appro 

priation for arming and cquiping a volunteer militia. 

Pennsylvania. — On the 2d inst, Gov. Packer 

delivered his valedictory message to the Legislature. 

He declares the doctrine of secession erroneous. 

The constitution is something more than a mere 

compact Organized resistance to the Federal Gov¬ 

ernment is rebellion, and if successful it may be 

purged of the crime by revolution. If unsuccessful, 

the persons nmy be served as traitors. But while 

denying the right of a Htate to absolve its citizens 

Lorn allegiance to the Federal government, never¬ 

theless It is proper that we carefully and candidly 

. examine the reasons alleged, and if they arc well 

founded, they should be unhesitatingly remedied and 

reparation made for the past and security given for 

the. future, for a government created by the people 

should never do injustice to any portion of its citizens. 

Pennsylvania being Included in the States alleged 

to have refused compliance with the fugitive slave 

law, he unhesitatingly avers that the State has been 

almost invariably Influenced by a high regard for the 

rights of her sister States. After examining the 

present State laws, he says there is nothing to pre¬ 

vent a revival of the act of 1R2G, leaving to the 

claimant the right to seek a remedy under the 
National or State laws. 

lie recommends that the consent of the State be 

given to the master while sojourning in or passing 

througn the territory to retain the services of the 

slave. He suggests the re-enactment of the Missouri 

compromise, and that the line he extended to Cali¬ 

fornia by the amendment of the constitution. He 

recommends the legislature to instruct onr Repre¬ 

sentatives in Congress to support such an amendment 

to be submitted for ratification, and if Congress fails 

to propose it, let it emanate from the people. ; 

He closes by declaring that Pennsylvania is de¬ 

voted to the Union, and will follow the stare and i 

stripes through every peril. But before reassuming 

the responsibilities that are foreshadowed, it is the , 

solemn duty of Pennsylvania to remove every just 

cause of complaint, so that she can stand before high ( 

heaven without fear and without reproach, and then 

she is ready to devote her lives and her fortunes to i 

the best form of government ever devised by the wis¬ 

dom of man. Though a dark cloud now rests upon t 

the Union, my hopes and affections still cling to it. 

My prayer is, that He who orders the destinies of r 

nations will again have mercy upon us and bind us 

together in stronger and more hallowed bonds of t, 

fraternity, so that the Union may remain unbroken 
throughout all future time. 

®l)c News dloniiciiscr. 
— Blondin, the rope-walker, is in London. 

The Nebraska Legislature adjourned on the 11th. 

— The Charlestonians have recruiting agents in New York. 

— In England, there is a King Charles spaniel valued at 

— In I860, fifteen persons were convicted of arson in Phila- 
oelphia. 

— A petrified tree, from Pike’s Peak, is on exhibition in 
Chicago. 

— There were 23.000 deaths in New York city during the 
past year. 

— Austria has just issued bank notes of the value of four 
cents each! 

Silver leads, of great extent, have been found near 
Oregon city. 

— Business at Havana is languid, owing to advices from the 
United States. 

— Ohio has tendered her power to the President to maintain 
the federal laws. 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

The Southern Imbroglio, 

Alabama.—In the Rural of the 19th inst,, we 

gave tlio intelligence Of the withdrawal of Alabama 

from the Union. Late intelligence states that certain 

of the citizens object to this action, and are now 

seceding from the Scceders. A large public meeting 

was held in Huntsville on the 10th, at which the 

following resolutions were passed by a largo majority: 

Whereas, Information Ims reached us that the 
Convention muv in session in Montgomery 1ms 
enacted an Ordinance of separate State recession 
without submitting the question to the vote of the 
people at thu ballot box, 

Resolved, That the refusal to submit the question 
ol secession to a vote of the people at the haihrt box 
(iirei tly, is a usurpation of power on the part of the 
Convention — that the act argues a distrust of the 
people, and is a violation of the fundamental princi¬ 
ples ot our Government. 

Resolved, That to Bahru it quietly to this act of n 
Convention, itself unconstitutionally culled, is the. 
beginning of a system of submission which will end 
m the overthrow f popular Government and the 
establishment ol di spotisin. 

Resolved, that Unless the question is submitted to 
a vote .if the people cf the Elate at. the ballot hex 
then onr delegates to said Convention are requested 
t) consult with members friendly to co-operation and 
the sovereign right of the people through the. ballot 
box, on tiie propriety of withdrawing from said Con¬ 
vention, under protest. 

*t T,,t1 Governors on Secession, 

h During the past two weeks we have been giving 

y the views ol the Governors of various States on 

t secession, as expressed in their messages, and con- 
it tinuc the same in our present issue. 

Maine. — The inaugural of Governor Washburnk 

11 gives an encouraging view of the material growth 

and prosperity of the State. He recommends con- 

* cM'htion and forbearance, and talks of good will 

? towards the South, which no criminations should be 

allowed to interrupt, and the setting of ourselves 

right in whatever respects we may have been wrong, 

as the offerings which, as good men and patriots, we 

‘ should lay upon the altar of our country, and in 

doing this we need not Conaent to the abatement of 

1 one jot or tittle of the principles affirmed by the peo- 

| l)le nt the recent election. We will stand by the 

> Constitution of our lathers, and the Constitution as 

' it is, and make no compromises that would involve us 

in the guilt ol moral treason and justly render us the 

scorn of mankind. The Governor devotes a para¬ 

graph to the subject of Personal Liberty bills, recom¬ 

mending the repeal of any statutes which may he 

lound to be either unconstitutional or justly regarded 
as offensive. 

Michigan. — In his Inaugural, Cov. Blair denies 

the right oi secession, and in alluding to the present 

position of South Carolina says, if it could properly 

be done, I presume the country generally would he 

willing to let that restless little nation retire from the 

confederacy forever; hut that cannot he without 

admitting the right of secession to exist in all the 

States; this done, and no government remains to us 

but a voluntary association of States, dissolvable at 

the pleasure of any of them. If South Carolina may 

of right secede, then may also New York and Lou¬ 

isiana thus cutting off the free right of way of the 

entire Northwest to the ocean, in both directions. 

The doctrine cannot be admitted. Self-preservation, 

if no other reason, would compel us to resist, 

lte claims that the Constitution of the United 

States is riot a compact or league between independ¬ 

ent sovereign States; on the contrary, it is a founda¬ 

tion ot government established by the people of the 

United States as a whole, perpetual in its character, 

and possessing ail the elements of sovereign power 

and nationality. He denies that the personal liberty 

law s have had the effect to prevent the execution of 

j the fugitive slave Law in a single instance, hut when¬ 

ever appeal has been made to the Court# to enforce 

that law, it has been done in good faith, He invites * 

judicial scrutiny into the legislation of the States, 

and Is willing to abide by the result, hut is not will- ! 

ing the State should ho humiliated by compliance 

with tiie demand to repeal these laws, accompanied r 

with threats of violence and war. He concludes by j 

recommending that at an early day the Legislature > 

ma o it manifest to our representatives in Congress, ' 

and to the country, that Michigan is loyal to the <! 

Union, the Constitution and the taws, and will i 

Great Britain.—Napoleon in reply to Lord Cow¬ 

ley on New Year’s said he regarded the future with 

confidence, convinced that friendly understanding 

g between the powers will maintain peace, which is the 
n object of his desires. 

i- A meeting of Jews from all parts of the world had 

been held at London to concert measures for the 
E restoration of the child Mortara. 

I, Francis. — The Bank of France ban raised the rate 

i. discount from 4 j to 5i per cent. 

I Negotiations for a treaty of commerce between 

e France and Belgium, terminated satisfactorily. Im- 

a portent reductions were made in favor of Belgium 
coal and iron. 

[. It was rumored that France may ask further indeifi- 
j nity from China. 

The Moniteur says the financial events of foreign 

. countries influence the French money market in a 

j manner to he regretted, but declares that the report 

n that France is under the necessity of making anew 

n loan, is without any foundation. 

, The detachment of French troops which was under 

. orders for China, has been sent to reinforce the 
French troops in Syria. 

> PRPSSI a.—The King of Prussia is dead. The official 

I Prussian Gazette announces that the Prince Regent 

assumes the reins of government as King William V. 

i A Berlin letter Bays, the excitement in all the 

States of the German Confederacy greatly resembles 
the agitation preceding 1843. 

The Frankfort Journal asserts the early sitting of 

the German Diet. A proposition would be made to 

call on the Cabinet of Turin for categorical explana¬ 

tion relative to the decree of the Governor General 

of Ancona, in which Trieste was described as an 
Italian town. 

Austria. —The Emperor of Austria has received 

Count Teiekel, and announced that he would grant 

him a full and complete pardon, on the condition of 

conducting himself henceforth as a faithful subject. 

Count Telckel promised this, and left the Imperial 
palace a free man. 

Ihe Emperor of Austria sanctions the incorpora¬ 
tion of Wolovina with Hungary. 

Count Reohberg, Austrian Premier, it is stated, has 

resigned. 'lh.> resignation is nut yet definitely ac¬ 

cepted. Count Monadorf, it is said, is likely to suc¬ 
ceed him. 

Italy. — Poerio was elected President of the Elec¬ 
toral Committee at Naples. 

It wan reported that a Sardinian loan of 300,000,000 

franca was about to be negotiated at Paris. 

An insignificant attempt at revolution at Naples, <j 

on the 3(‘t!i ult., was easily suppressed. Naples and 

the Provinces were tranquil. v 

Commercial iNi'Ki.Lfoi NCB—Breadstuff's.—There has been t 
no regular torn market since the Batting cf the America, 
j lour qii'it' U Cull. Wheat qui -t. Tiie severe weather 
inti'i fei inirwith tnin.q.nrtntion from the interior. Wakefield. '* 
Nash & Co. report (lour quiet, hut firm at extreme rater. U 
Wheat firm at full pi-ircs. Corn firm. The holi tiiys in itice'i 
quiclne 8 in the market. 

J'nnrMoHS.— The Provision Market wob quiet. Poik dull. ht 
Lard quiet. ’ 

tnti- ~ T'h<? -'rtimated value of the exports from Milwaukee, for 
dc I860, is $12,774,700. 

Oba- ~ '*■' sr0^ Hudson has just commended; the 
ic« is eight inches thick, 

any 
pr0- ~ Tho M}lool8 of the United States are attended by 

about 4,000.000 children. 
itia. 

Ttie gold yield of the Pike s Peak region for the current 
KLR year, is about $6,000,000. 

”■ Moreau s daughter died a beggar in a Brussels 
’’m' hospital it few weeks ago. 
iere f,. , , 
, ~ vn Friday week, two fires occnred at Detroit, destroying 
,ov~ property valued at $50,000. 

, . A factory for the manufactory of fire arms is about to be 
l,ub established at Camden, 8. C. 

— There are confined in our State Insane Asylum one hun- 
ens drod and twenty one persons. 

* Presbyterians of Ireland now have five synods and 
. nearly five hundred churches. 

boulhern students of Union College, at Schenectady, 
tnd N. Y., have resolved to secede. 

— A sweet potato was raised last season at Oyster Creek, 
pie Texas, that weighed 29 pounds. 

HnJl a million dollars is employed to manufacture beer 
?cd and ale in the city of Milwaukee. 

— Hie ton du Lac (Wis.) jail is now empty, though the 
Sen county contains 80,000 inhabitants. 

the Decrease of California gold was $6,600,000 last year, 
the Total amount received, $33,660,400, 

lre- — There are now on deposit in the savings banks of New 

the York move that fifty million dollars 

— Nearly 2,000 cases of measles occurred in Manchester, 
N. tl., during the last three months. 

California will remain firm to the Union — such is the 
tig sentiment of the recent intelligence. 

^1C The Rhip Allioni, from London, brings on freight 900 kegs 
uri of w/iite gunpowder, a new invention. 

|li- _ The President has decided to remove all diaunionlsta 
He from offico in the city of Washington. 

— The estate or Glengarry, belonging to Mr Ellice, M. P.. 

int i« to be purchased for the Prince of Wales. 

— The Ogdenshnrgh Journal says tho thermometer stood 
30' below xero, nt that place, Sunday week. 

^ ^ Kansas farmer recently took a toad of hay 46 miles to 

nd ElwoOd to exchange it for something to eat. 

tig —The number of militia in the free States is 1,226,513, 

lie while that of the slaves States is only 778,624. 

^ Thirty-two thousand and four arrests were made, for all 

gh offenses, in Philadelphia, during the last year. 

— On the 13th, at sunrise, the thermometer, at Rutland, 

t-0 VL, was 24° below aero. At Middlcbury It was 29*. 

— The Androscoggin Company, at I-ewiston. Me., have just 

tti taken in 600 bales of cotton, received from Calcutta. 

1 Maine is about to prepare her military force, to be in 

of readiness in ease the Federal Government calls for aid. 

11H — -4 French hermit died of sheer want, in a hole on the 

of bank of Wabesipinecon river, Iowa, on Saturday week. 

!n — The total number of arrests in the city of St. Louis last 

year, amounted to 7,066, of which 19 were for murder. 

— The American inarino losses reported in 1860, gives a 

total of 3S3 vessels, valued (without cargo) at $6,237,(XX). 

— The New York Observer says that the N. Y. City Tract 

V- Society's receipts for I860 were $16,206; expenditures, $17,109. 

th — The Baptiste in Maine have 278 churches and over 20,000 

,g members. In Massachusetts, 288 churches and 36,260 mem- 

ie. bcrs' 
— The amount of coal annually mined iu Groat Britain, 

and for tho most part consumed in that kingdom, is 66,000,000 
,a tuns. 

le — The Canadian Literary Institute and Baptist College at 

Woodstock, C. W., was entirely consumed by fire on Monday 
ie week. 

— The oldest bishop in France, Mgr. Philibert de Bruillard, 

n died, on December 15, at Monfieury, at the age of ninety-five 
^ years, 

jj — Georgia baa appointed a Commissioner to go to Europe, 

with the intent of making financial and commercial arrange¬ 
ments. 

1 Lieut. Col. Wm. Henry Walker has resigned his position 

in the U. 8. Army. He was shot seven times in one day in 
n Mexico. 

a —During the past week, 460,000 pounds of poultry were 

t shipped by the Camden and A in bey Railroad for the N. Y. 
markeL 

— It is rumored that the crown of Hungary has been offered 

to Prince Napoleon by Kossuth and the Hungarian Committee 
r at Milan, 

— Two hundred troops from Fort Leavenworth, with 28 

officers and 127 horns, have passed through Chicago for Fort 
j McHenry. 

t — Three shocks of an earthquake were felt at Lancaster, 

Pa, on Sunday night week, accompanied with a heavy peal 
of thunder. 

. — The Detroit Common Council have disbanded the volun¬ 

teer and substituted a paid fire department; employing steam 
j, fire engines. 

, — Three men, named Walker, Brodie, and Goodman, have 

been arrested in New York for making and pledging bogus 
gold medals. 

— A manufactory of iron chairs, of all sizes, ia being 

established at Bristol, R. I., which will work up 1,000 tuns of 
iron per month. 

In Baltimore last year, 10,804 persons were arrested, ten 

of them lor murder, while the lodgers in the station houses 
numbered 9,332. 

Henry Adrian, an American, lost his life in Constantino¬ 

ple, Sept. 13, by attempting to rescue a Turkish girl from a 
burning building. 

— A Paris surgeon is said to have proved, fey experiments, 

that a bone taken from an animal just killed, unites with that 
of a living animal. 

— Large numbers of eats are said to be in waiting opposite 

West Point, tor the purpose of transporting the Hying artil¬ 
lery ordnance, &c. 

— W. Jones, an Indiana farmer, for whom Mr. Lincoln split 

rails thirty years ago,-ia at Springfield, III., on a visit to his 
former hired hand. 

At Verona, Italy, a peculiar and fatal disease has made 

its appearance, beginning with intense colic, and causing 1 
death in a few hours. 

— Four hundred recruits from tho recruiting stations at 

New York, Rochester, and Buffalo, arrived at Governor’s to 
Island within three days last week. M 

Trof. Gardner, the New England Soap Man, is lecturing :;4 

to large i u tiences oT ladies and gentlemen, in various parts of \jp 

this State, as we observe by our exchangee. 

Th ‘ coal operators of Pittsburg have recommended tho ''•«« 

suspension of the mines until the 1st of March. This will }§ 

thr ow several thousand miners out of employment. Pv, 



£lte publisher to the ^nMir \ BVICF T () T 11 11 1; N RM I* 1,0 y K I)_ 

wi^lA,|ANrV,'>lll,,()K-V,;';XT iw rwTfollo^ would advise all who would l'ko a certain and well pa Vine bu*ii- 
m'«a to canvass fbrthe AVIUlltN DUKLIHIIINO COMl’ANV 
I have been bo employed the last s car. ;md have made, clear of 

. ^"lebooke Ihe ■»<>>» Mtleuhle ... i„. 
renmllng and useful, and tie* Ire-t bouuil, nfmiv I have ever 
weWrTl;. ' l'* m*J» **»» <Wtl»; and >mi can do just us 
2n-A»J2.U , •vn<1 ' :r ,ht'lr C'UdideuUal Circular to If, «.. 

j\ ,,WMK «■'*«« THK 1'KESBNT TIME. 

The Life of Andrew Jackson, 
BY JAM US PAilTON. 

Three Vom, Octavo, with Steel Porti-ai**. Price from Hr, to 
according to ntv Ip of binding 

.1, inln^vt"5"1.. '• n dAi'KaoB. in moulding tlie polities and 

“IIV prominent tunotur he ,t ,r .‘,1 . i,7eapeci- 

rar^nisaiJSS raSE?** 

ALBAN Y Jan. ?1.—Thore a giv>d dcinajvt for corn f<ni hosts 
lb. the nut i k» for the choicoHt lota. Durinr tlie 

week about L’,000 head changed hands. 
Drk^kd HoOvS - l ho market on Saturday was some what do- 

pnwd. owing to the ofi wra^her. Out the changes that luivo 
vmoo occurred Ivim? ftvonible for packing, holders are looking 
for something better than the following quotations of S/itur- 
dajr s sale* 

J5 head State, arerftging 27fl t**».. (X) 
131 ** *' r* f,VA Hvii t '-•1 

THE PEOPLE’S GREAT BOOKS 

ao,000 copies already sold. 

THE HORSE AND HIS DISEASES: 

NEW NOTICES TO AGENT - FRIENDS, 

e 1S ;V K^!x,ir,w " ''r <iuauh'>> of Victoria J ' Uhtjlvjrh. Alter 100, $75 per J. i-j 
Alh n m ilnrdc |(jier.beny, >1 per id" Ss per 1,00V 
Silver Maple Seedlirurs, lioc.t* per if*), i*»r i <HJO. 
12 acre* 1.:/*n or New Koch• lie BJurkherrv 
2 JUTev |)n relies ter Ulru-kl vrry. 
20,uW reach Tree*, choice varieties Strawberries, Onnher 

rlr%-,,i!t ^H'plv/d other NrK;sr;<y Stock, oflie^qualitv. 
\f Hrnd for 0 f \itnlntrv*' 0M/i> 
d m l\ I » 1 1576-31) inson, X J. 

A Ready Knfurdny. .Inn. li«th. 
j \ iHRRlr.W S 1. ,\ \ Ell Y. DISTINGUISHED 
!T.M 58 :?‘"'VKIV; OP KMSMxn TnmniSTs. nod Jiutified hv the 
l.-iw of Nature n.v Rev Simi-ki. Stuirnv, U. D.. Antlmrof 

Discoursed on the.'iupremiev him! ohlfipition of C 
X'V Umo.. 91a pfuri’B Cloth, Kxtr.1 I’riee, $1 00 . 

i„ 'A,* "1 ,lr S '*l!''l;v i«m.« to look .-a American Slaverv 
J!’1 in It.iolt; eniifnrmalile l» the law „r 

>nti|r'. He di.stin.en,.hen its moiul and .-•or.ial features from its 
political and economicaliMpeeta It is believd. he will he ivVund 
,?„ 'i,Vhnlref" i } '-‘xhnusUvel.v Mudled the whole Hnbject 
and to have prmluced his atyumCiils with candor and I'erce In 
the present, eve, tiny proui trie nee of thh- tonic it U well enirnlv 
to examine both sidi*. of tin* nuesthm 

,, MASON H ROTH BUS. 'hihlinherH 
"dr*H _ A k 7 Mercer Street, New York 

rpHE CHRISTIAN RKVlllW, QUARTERLY*. 

NKW SERIES. 

IUrr’7r- 'j.oarterlv, will hereafter l>« published 
Lte vfr ft7o '•>• l(KV l»K. Rohinmon, ot the 
Rocheet. 1 1 lieologiciil Sonnuto . aided in- eminent coutrihii'niv 

KlSfnSftSr* •«&&’ " -lh"»« 5 
nurpiMe or both edit *, and publisher, to make the 

WlOiVi ,th,‘ denoii I nation to which it hclencs 
White it will drfernl .is oeras.im mar venulre, the principles 
held by the ureal, body of Itapusta, it will discuss, in acompre* 
IlTancv Mlij-. topice connected with Theology 
1 un.'V.i ... n1:'11"1 'dmnxnir, a,„t Christ inn Morulitv 
I.nrhte, I Ii'tni'i Will have a place In its discus- ion. ... fir „s .. ill 

2S •• " henry..'""V.'' f 00 
as “ •• very lauoy. . 71-.> 

—Arptw 

,i.n!I,iAOOl.J”'1i.!I - TDorn .s a food innnlry for mens pork; 
the rub,nr rate is $15,7a, hut a pale of a lot of extra heavy was 
made at $1 . I'/eased hoiia are in (rood supply, but were nuieklv 
hiken at prices fully orpivi to tlioso of yesterday, the 
ook* ottered were of very' heavy weights geuerailv. Times. 

CINCINN VI'T. Jan 17 The nUpply of hogs during the la.-- •’» 
hours was not over SiV head, and pnres were a Bha.lt* firmer tlio' 
not higher. The weather ts ing unfavorable. ma,le the market 
rather nutet. Rolders of lieavv loU are Asking ft! ,50. which is 

ROBERT JENNXNOS, y. S 

Uni/cssor uf PntMow ant-Operathe Swyrr,, in th> 
XOoUegr of Pkilailrlphia, Pi-Qf&tor 0/ V,<„,lr. 

m £Ac htlr Agricultural Oilleoe qr Ohio. .Sr, 

of thr Immciyi Veterimxrv rUsociaiioi 
Of Philadrtphia, iStc., P.tc 

to send them. We have been paving premiums for thia year's 
clubs right Along, as ordered —and within the past ten daya 
havr fmt, bf mail and rxprrs.t, hunriroU of volumes of premium 
books to ao'pfs. Hence those entitled to premiums have only to 
send on their orders in order to reeejvn r:'if Those who keep 
adding to their lists fas many do. directing u» vot to send an.v 
premiums At present.) until April, will probably secure larger 
and more valuable premiums—yet we send whenever desired, 
and all who Add enough to their lists before April can obtain 
further premiums. 

Li!" Annmova to Cu:ua ure now in order, and whether In 
ones, twos, fives, tens or twenties will receive attention and lie 
gratefully acknowledged. It is small clubs, and subsequent ad¬ 

ditions to them, which must make up the. great hulk of our 
subscription - and hence we full y appreciate the elforteofthoro 
who form the rivulets upon which we depend to swell our 
general circulation. Agent-Friends will please bear this in 
mind, and send on the names of all who will join their clubs. 
The hard times and panic have no doubt caused many to delay 
renewing or subscribing,- hut they, and their families, intend 

THE HORSE AND HI-t DISEASES, although but Two 
Months from th*> rIimk nltvxwiv 

^wwo-V1^Ti'i'SrnuvH"1 **"'1‘r<>***1 of L. ,f 

ksssj ws.'sste a k; 
work on tlio H"1 m* nuliliaJimiI it 1 it 
of the Origin. i!ii-tr';,Sd'SulV1I!,;n 
tin various|,rt>i*it,"| Rirrejicau, Asiatic African 

,0,v:'* " tli the phvak'nl Ibrnfal 
{*“” *''9 j’fcullnriiies nl lh,. Aiiiuinl. and how 

tl" number lunleonilt- 
aP*! R’?, roi'tD . also of Breeding Hii.*.l imr 
Stabling, Feeding, Oiouining, Slioiung, am] tin! 
geiieral management „| tho Hoi-se' with th« 
ImwTo treat ';fi,;l;lnii'l1'""'iV ... also, 

o.Ki^'Yoj'ir'iV;'4^:*. 
THK HORSE AND HIS DISEASES Ml, ytm of th,. (,ul;Wfl 

h\ mptoniH, ami trefttrn.»nt of StranirlDn Sore 
, .. <Si*«rrIi. Inline,,'ii"'rtron! 

l'l,,"nev. Broken Wind, 
hronm Cou^h, )<ourin^ atiH Wliistlinir I *4111- 

Id th. with other dl>*ef»^(‘ii of the Mouth ivml 
Reapn-H oi y (irrunr, alro, of Worma |!»U 

Ss&Ssz 
Owna ' ’ BoWU“'1 t-iv,,r »uli ffinr 

THE HORSE AND HIS DISEASES teU« voi, „r tho eanaefl 

Ctei1; Vi'LT1”"’"1 r,r ,,lo"‘i* ireii 
korj KnooK, Wind i.VUIm, Foumlrr, Solo linii^e 
and Hravol-I n,i'i,cil IlAofr, f^atehiS, (’nnke? 
riiruah, and Oocim; aim,, f,f Mi>grlm»'Vertigo’ 
Epilepsy, Stagger*, anil other diaras'ei* of ri,n 
DTi1' * I‘",i Ho#tl; afro, Matula foB 
Sl'l -ei T' ' .', Fi,r' • ' l-'ever Mango SurftMt. I/orked Jfiw RhftiiintiHu.,, nl . 

H^SrrH"ftl,e Gr". •5,hI Heart' A-r ,'."oP; 

Don. Tapping, and other "S^Tiat 

THE HORSE AND HIS DISEASES tell, vml 0I linin'. 

Halter or Htmf^ howW 

lo’rtif i" r!,"UoT, MIU"'!- and eight**, !u,d |'ow 
’ I?l|lc. and Break him to Harness; 

also, tin* form and law of IV aKH \vtv Thn 
whole being the result nf niore lUn fineen 
years careful s„,dv „t t|„. habit,, ,,ee",liaritlcA 

aniinalg'" w,'akn,"*t'tl t,f ‘''is noble and nseful 

•^ItfiBSiTiSkSBSi Sraif&t '""•.•'ft'' <r .Sr.iS„,„, jrsssiw'X'sAwa •ass 

miwicmv." 

ro ifii>k :tt AmericHM Slavery 

TIIK CATTliK MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, Jan. 16. The current price* for the week at 
all the markets are as lollows 

BKKP CATThR. 
.*9,25<5»..60 
.*.b.AOifl'J.OO 
.*... 7 lYVv'iM IVI 

First quality. 
Ordinary quality, 
Ckiininon quality, 
Inferior quality,.. 

OOW8 A.VP CALVKH. 
First quality,.... 
Ordinary quality,.""" 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality,. ........I..... 

_. J _ VBAb OAI.VRB- 
First quality, T) lb. 
Ordinary quality,.. .. 
Common quality,.. 
Interior quality’. 

„ . .. SHRKP Ayn LAM1IS. 
rnme quality,. 
Onliuary quality.. 
Common quality,. * 
Inferior quality,.. 

,, 8 WINK. 
Ftrvt quality. SS'@6?yC 
Other qualitie*. S&a'SJic 

ALBANY. Jyy. Ill - - Bkkvks The receipt* are somewhat 
heavier tins week than last, hut the number on sale in the 
AardHisahout the Wipe flit* usual (lumber of buyers are on 
lia id hut those from (he East Mly that tin, market at Brigliton 
is Mat, and will not Justify In baying hut gpnringlr. even at 
dvooimigprlcea. lie* NuwYorkersareraorngpeculative They 
hnd hoh ore rather anxious to realize, and are liqving pretty 

T:<^ ,^'7(''av"u’ r,Jre;‘' l>flw'« down SVAYc il) lb. live weight 
iiL U Average quality Is abore medium, 

and there an* two email droves of strictly premium. 
Kkckiits—The following is our coninamtivc statement of 

receipts at this market over the Central Ituilroad, estimating 16 
vO lilt* car. 

. . . Cor. week 
„ ... 1 “I? week. I.ast week. last year. 

.2.W0 2..'iOI 2 142 
Sheep,..3,38# 6.030 ft'770 

... .... ....... | ^ 200 
_ i'mriRS We quote the market comparative)v active at tlie 

>T GR VI*’TS--.V reliable arnl we 1 
led assortment, 10.000 for $50. (ins ye 
;/!-'.s*;mns, ,Ve, Nee. list r 
Iv I HOEN1X. Bloomington Nurv.*rv, Ill. 

INDIANA. \HITHI D 4.VI It UN I\ Elf SIT V, INDMNV — 
. > I bis Institution, favorably known to the public for tin* last 

ever hefm'e'^i^em'V lo SM''' imliicem.mts than 
!" I.i"! ,n consequence ot recent improienients the* Cob 
' '"-"Idings can accommodate two hundred and fifty hoarders 

.Hoi a more health, and delightful location cannot be found It 
i**-.iluatcd near South Bend, on tlu» Michigan Southern It, K 
mthin a few hours' travel of all our principal cities ' 

TERMS. 
Kntmncp Feo . . ** ,w 
Bonn), Wiihliin?, Bud hih) Urddinir, Doctor'^ Fees 

anil MedimnoH, and Tuition in tho Kuirli*h 

Latin ami Creek, extrii. per 
Spanir.li, Italian. French, and C**rn,an, each. I 'At 
Iiisti-mnent-U Music, .,rtni; 
Drawing, .. . Tool 
(allstlmnics, flik)** 
Cso ol I’lulosophical Chemical Apparatus. . IUiM 

lavitients to Is* made li.ilf-yearl v, in advance. 
YhV^.«Hr«H<‘u"'"*' ',f,"""«ne<>s the IIret Tuesday of Septemlyr 
inr' s''"’" vr,"."« ‘he first, of Eel ri.a.ry am! en'ls i„ 

■ V,n Au*r*P'""-'<7'-1: i;i,,1.l",,hllV examination is made. 

r«;,:.sh;i{vrtl?:;^%XB^1,,<,,° 
6,5-Bn\Hjv Rkv. I’, on,LON. Preifident. 

Jflil 1 ( ) K»( < 'TID\-E.X< HLLIiNCK (ID 4 s / x 
iT i* . i*i"',t l1K!'°"Vmv Kxaniiue tho claim* of rih J J 
the Fort Edward Institute, at Fort Edward. WiisImfgtouOa 
N. V , b upon or'I,nek Buildings IS Teaelii c* Atrordiiiv runi 
advantages, in both tin* -olid and ornamental hranehio* A 
.I'aduates I onise tof Ladies Cnminerelnl or Claosienl Courie 

.. Spinor,, ha* n tuthln olnss 
Ss*11?'1 v"irtor MT*rd, furnished room, fuel, wasliingand 

2fith Onoll'qinH* *1|l,) h>r\tw term begins Marc.l 
Bond Sturh'MtK rero.ivffl nt jmv Limn A#iiln*Ua 

C 
4 (7lY> c 

C 

Admirably adopted to blend Inttnu't.im in the Art if Rradinn 
and Instruction in Useful Kpawledye." 

BRONCHITIS. 

From Rev. S. Soigfried, Morristown, Ohio. — “Having 

received the most salutary relief in Bronchitis, by the use of 

your excellent 1 Troches,' I write for another supply. I had 

tried several Cough and Bronchitis remedies, hut none witli 

ti relief at all comparing with that experienced from the 

Troches. Brown’s Bronchial Troches are sold by all Drtig- 

00,000 COPIES SOLD. 

IE FAMILY DOCTOR; 
CONTAINING 

remedies, easily obtained, for the 

CURE OF DISEASE IN ALL FOR.MS, 

PROF. HENRY S. TAYLOR, M. D 

Jrtarkete, Commerce, &c 
lAii.ureo ''.'1.1111,1 1MI1 i UK tow reached the enormous sale 

ol m\ty lilOPHA.vn copies, and wherever 
known m Unim-nlly approved, both by 
Die Faculty and other* In plain language, 
free from medical technicalltie*. it tells you 
bow to attend upon sick, and how to cook 
for them ; how to prepare Drinks. Foul- 
tu es. etc. and how to guard against infec¬ 
tion from Contagious Discasce : also *.f the 
MviTiptorns ol Fever and Ague, and Bilinus, 
1 ellow, Typhus, Scarlet, and other Fevers 
with the best ami simplest, remedies for 
tlicir cure 

TAYLOR'S FAMILY DOCTOR tolls you of the various Dis- 
eiiHesof Children, and gives the symptoms 
ol roup, i bolero, lolantum, Colic Diar- 
rhp*a, Worms Scald Head. Ringworm, 
Uiickrn I ox, ftp., with the l»*„t i.mlslrul 
lilest mode ot treatment., also, of TeM.li- 
!',"'* , “ u,\' osmtiH, Vaccina tin i,, w h on pi ng 
Cough, Measier, Influeima, Consumption, 
Dyspepsia. Asthma, llropry, Bout. Rheu- 
ma'i i", Ltiiiilmgn, Envlpelai*. Cholera 
Morbus. Mnllgiiaiit Cliolera, Small iv.x 
Dysentery, Cramp. DL'CJLg.'Hnflli,* ltUiMor 
Kidneyn mid Liver, and gives thn heat luui 
Himplest remedies lor their cute. 

TAYLOR'S FAMILY DOCTOR tells you of the symptoms of 
i leuiixi. Mumps, Venialjgia. Apoplexy 
I amivmh. the various iPmaae* „f the 
(liroat, l ath, Ear and Eve, Epilepsy, 
Jaundice. Piles, Rupture, Diseases of the 

• II I ' HoinoiiTinge. Venereal Dincaa-s, a*ul 
Hydrophobia, and gives the l».**t and sim¬ 
plest remetbes lor theireure. The best and 
simplest treatment lor Wounds, Broken 
Bones, and Dialnontiiiiis. Sprains, Lonkiaw 
Fever Sores AVIdP* Swellimr*. Cleers] 
Whitlow*, Lolls, Scurvy, lliu-m. and S’erof- 
uia. AJH0. nt tin* viinouK rlinnnjU'M p(*o»iriar 
to woman, jind Mu* for Minir 

I*Ural Nkw Yorkkk Okkjok, ) 
liocheatur, .Jan. 23, iStil. j 

In FT/hh and Chain there is no change to note of Importance, 
The only alteration we hear of is in Rye, which is somewhat 
more in demand for the East, and firm at our figure*. 

Dxiuv- Be-lter has lessened in range hut no advance has been 
taken in best samples. Eggs are up to IS cents per down and 
ure scarco. 

Hay - Inferior grades are looking up, hut no change ha* taken 
place in best qualities. 

rocheatsh w hols HALE prices. 
Flour and Grain. 

FTour, winter wheal,W.'ffidi; 75 
Flour, spring do_5,Odea,up 
FTour, buckwheat,.. Cl.0X0.2,00 
Meal, Indian. (ad,tjr 
Wheat, (renesee, 1,'Wa 1,30 
Best wliite Canada, u.oo3 1,33 
Corn, idd.otK'Mtta 
Corn, new —.IAX.r-15 
Rye, id It.s. jl hush id-i 01 

Oats, by weight,-2ft@2(l 
Barley...WS.ftft 
Buckwheat,.. lib-iMU 
Itflfl fid Cdl . i^T* 

W«WEN OF NEW YOU Iv.”—A Coriou* new 
I- yy Boole, by Mere J.mir-e Haidaii;*. 

tVUMI?NW''.l--2 ‘*,-I S Wi -1K K'I'CIIIW "I Thirty Hiv I.rviNG 
WOMEN. : --put ual Mi-dmms. sim|1r;iH,*, Lap DoneMoth- 
Ut'i a'"v *' ''nUiiitlfropipts, A l.ittlo IluiH'libaolc, [lushing 
1,1 . h vfjym»wlnff Mntn.-»v, Opi*rfi sBuront, FonuiU* VaimintH 
1 enured Bride* Maq-HiiU'ie. Disowned Daughters, Oldikidlar 
Women. l;-inale Writers, I'run Woman, Fa-einating l.adio* 
..feeluim*-- Wives, tliedei Clcls, Outcast Wives, llnanling- 

t!’i"i.“*Kv'‘I"""■ ,:pl!nn’,r ,;Vrtl!’!"- I-mrer.ltour Girls Fortune 
'/l )k omen m Block, Coufidenc** Women, Bogus i,miles 

/'-AdieN Broken-hearted Women. Clergymen's Wives' 
dd Mens 1 uri1""'. Widows Daughters, Female. Adventures*.,* 

Conli'hmtiiil Sermon-. Ac 100 paces, p.'mo , to Kngravings in 

mi'd 
othmx Address MARIE LDLWE HANK INS’VtOO* 

fl74-T2t 132 N'hk*„i m*.. xr„... 

— ,18®18c 
....LiU 
.. laa'13 
... fin.u.U 
JOTS. 
...25@2Sc 
, 44*0155 

,.. IJOaDO 
...Oil, Si 12 
- ■ i'll a It) 

2.‘xa.i W 
UN*. 

1 i 4‘* 
...8 (ol 8 

-. fttn^iw 

S5,80f,j.5,26 
. 2,25^25,00 

$*'5,(Kf"‘5,0() 
. 3,Uu aJ.';,00 
.7,00" 7.00 
-5,7f<a f.,00 
.5,7.V<itl,0d 

...5.75,7*6,00 
. I0®l2*i 
L7.Xal.76 

» ‘U°.lO.UOfa 12,id 
,7' A0". O.OlXai 0.U0 
’J' - ■ . :50750c 
telish, hhl.Sl.OtjS 0,50 
. >',V fluihtal 4,fift'c:,5,25 
'b ‘,t'!.- fvOtljo«,W 

UAHKUTs. 

super Stab*, $6,fia\\e0 for extra I, « **n * **J •wJU6S 
n, 2.5,1,rf«:5,7C for conimoii to medi u ni ’**x tia'^li u^'Vi, » 

n .0 'hoku.U|.u,!rn,'r Vd’UUunr. sales nt SS.fXX^flb foi 

« Wheat quiet and slightly in favor of hover* the ml 

iteW«; fey % 
.« »t ISTc; white California at lav Vrev V^? 
e.ituwa at 166,* u lute Michigan at IWe. Kve dSfl* wfts 

5r Barley scarce and flnnly held att«S)7o7^^ -nJc* Kfan* 
mut Ic Juwer. with moderate Imsaiers doiii*- afreafr 
.mx-.i Western, in store and delis-red, TO.'t.V frmimw 

;rr'“‘r yuli?'v '•* 

r esvv rod l„WMr| ‘r Vp"' wllVa demand, is kic • l'1 u"?' hir prime, r des *u SI7 7.5 1*00 r,,r 
18.A' for heavy unrospected do: SPJ.oii0,|•'-'5 r,,r H.li,* ,m. 
t umuepeeted Western Prime do, iU.ilm.T dd Ins ^ 
T' I -r prime. Dp v*ed Hog* firm am in fairdcnrodM 

nt ",UI ''ciMOlid fair; role* iuiol- 
Him ,* moderat" request at 10*:. He, ror Ohio )4'| 

17",55 
13./.I6 
;ixai43 
3.V35 
3*'fr:i7 
HO'm.'tT 
23® 25 
2a@30 
Ollf" no 
lau'Sr, 
12tf'i If) 

Amcrie.'in jl.'ijl Idond and lhrrc-foUiths Merino 
American Native and one-fourth Merino 
Extra Fulled,. 
Superfine, Fulled,. .. .. 
No. I, Fulled. ..■ • 
I.amb'*, Pulled,. .. tiG.FRAUENSERQfl 

1 VA^.'oNO.WJ?* fcC 
Cajlfoffiia, extra, ..... 
California, fine, unwashed... 
« nloornla, cruumon do, 
Peruvian, wiwhed.. 
Val paralao, 11 nwiuhoi,.. .. ]' ] 
South American, e,mimon washed, 
South American Rut re Rios, do, . 
South American, unwashed,_ 
South Ameiieoti Oordova, washed. 
East India, washed, 
African, unwa.-iied, . 
African, washed, . 
Smyrna, unwashed,... . 
Smyrna, washed.. 
Mexican, unwashed, . 

7668 
t*7i|0 

10.7 (50 
.36(7 *14 1 a<* hook is pnnu'O iti rlear arnl opon tvne, illtii 

appropriate Engraving*, and will he forwarded ton 

tt^!ndlngl:n$lS,?,I,t °f ^ «•«>• - 

jki 000 A YEAR P'‘UI bu m,ide by cnteijj 
1 everywhere, in selling 

and ottler popular work* of ours. Our inducement 
are exceedingly liberal. 

WATEBTOWN, N. Y. 
OWNERS OF THE PATENTS. AND EXCI 

UFACTURKKS FOR NEW YORK A 
EASTERN STATES. 

Roe’s Western Resei*ve Premium 

150,000 CODIES SOLD. 

EVERYBODY’S LA WYE I 
ri,rem,ll,'V’r;rl''luM' vlr,'tBook Illdhtuationb. View* of 
Building*, Machiuei.V, Landscape*, l'ortnut* of Horses, flattie 
ftc., • ea s, Lalwj*. &c„ executed promptly anil >*n icosoriahle 

hoi. 86 Arcade, (over Fost-Oiiict*,) Rochester. N. Y 
" ■ ,-'!t 1,. a mix. 

' I j* , B A DM.—The Wine Graiie of Amrr- 
I ioa. Bend for a Circular E. W. SYLVESTER, Lyons, N. Y. 

A V1’1',1; «MAin*«.-l Will sell Apple Oiaft, thi* win- 

#. |f ft; 
tk“ ore'fVmfflwoW" 1,1 t,i,h Vlc,uU-y' for A:vK,Ii>'-T'i'mv!;';,l,/t'',i: 

Pcnlicld. N. Y.. Dee. 3. i860. D* 8Tft0WG^ir 

^w^wo*1'1' A Cairo containing 182',; aerm. 4 mile* 
1 . 1^ ' 1 Oeneva, Ontapp Ooiinty, N Y. Frlci*. iin Oi»l 
Address the *ub*orilier. at itnncxn. C. * itiiOTOfw 

.Z'fnK'l) 
. VhOSSS 
. Hulls 

I l(o*2l 
ay 7.57 

. I fail 7 

. !*"'-l5 

COUNSELLOR IN BUSINESS 

UTtA-NIC CROSBY 

MKMBKK OF THK FHJLADBLPUJA BAK 

the only correct I,aw and Fnnn Book ever 
puhllslied. that is equally adapted to nil the 
States, and endorsed by over 1 > < >< >o ,mr. 
chaser*. Old and impeifect work* of a similar 
name, Put mie h inferior character, have been 
»!rnk Hr Vu<‘. |,"hlic in J'lw.. tills, mid inii(h fJlHKU*Hfa«;lu>Ti cauxul tliufp-hy. liivo 
strict, orders foi Frank Chcsiiv s book, as pole 
Lslied by John k. Forri'.it, of ]Trilx,|elphiu, 
‘.".'1 ri'lu.sc all others, or, what i* Is lfcr, rend 
all ordei** direct to fhn puhliOicr. It loll* you 
*!ml\.‘\, ,aW MR1l:,rl-'i""h>|# Papers, timid* 
and Mortgage*. Afttdu' It.;, Powers 'T Atturm.'V, 
Nuti'M .iiifl HiIim nr Exclmriife. Mna jrlvi'M 
lorms tni Avreetnent* of alt kinds, Hills or Sale 
Leases, 1 etitron*. Rccei|<s and Release*. 

CROSBY'S LAWYER AND COUNSELLOR IN BIKINI'S* 
tell* you the Law* for the Collection at Debt* 
with the Statute* of Limitation, ami amount 
and kind nf Property Exempt from Execution 
In every State , al*o, how to make an Aftslgn- 
tnenl properly, with form- Tor Cnnij osition 
with 0redit0j>. and the Insolvent Laws of 
every State. The legal relation* exulting he- 
tween (tuardiaii and Ward, Master and Apnren- 
tlce. and LiimKord and Tenant; also, what 

LUWO! FOR SAMM. 
I ated fai nmln Monror* Co , . ,, 

the town of Rates, on the Bulla! 
bargain if application is made *< 
acres, near the City, (,. .. I.. 
"Sty, would lie taken in pair 
tlie premises, or at No. 8 J 
FIlKNfll It CO., of 

Rochester. N. Y , August 21. I860. 

rno parmern. 
I Our " Irreorcssllde Conflict" 

offery©n al 74 Main SI , Roches 
I ;iJntx, (,o1on», Wirulowfi, Dooiy. 
vGfn Ilnoi*, t *ii |i i vat tors, j 
r»D tilir-n. Alw>, Dm* crl. hnUiMj ol 
we oHer cheaper than the cheapen! 

/w*tf j 

-lino of the best and best *itu- 
l.ving 6 miles west or thin City, in 
■•'Jo load, will la* sold at a ■ o at 

, *"on A -mall farm of An to 50 
Pr !l 1)0,1and lot worth 4 to 83,00) in the 

payment For purlieu l&rKHpply on 
.* “ the ofih*.*-J J.iliV M. 

M. HUNTINGTON. 
554-tf 

Al Mi'll A N It’s, A* HI IJ.DMIt S. 
' i* Hgainst high price*. We 

Wj. iron. N'.iib, Hard ware.Oil*. 
. Blind*, Hoc*. Spadas, Shovel*, 

>u»<l olru'f article* too miincron* t<> 
'• Straight Ilrall Plow," which 

lark's, MorcerCo., Pn.t ou the 14th of Df‘<vinht»r flf 

lO^^n^ho'fiTth'yonj^of'hta ags!e,1Se HuCeri,u’1'’ TB0MA8 

which 

'B'ORK. HFIRING ft CO. 

MERIC AN O-U AN O 
FROM 7 

JARVIS Sc BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

IN THK 

SOUl’II PAC'l DTC OCICA-N, 

IHPORTKIl JIT TIIK 

1E K I Cj!J\' UUetiJYO C o P el .V J", 

Offion, <1(5 WillL.irx Sl.i*ts©t, 

NEW YORK. 
it Mather, kc'V. 

Agent, CM Exchange St., Roche«ter, N. Y. 

P*!1!^** TIIK IMII,LION -So.hkthi.su Nicsv 
iro-*!' "T' S£- 7..Mansion House Block, 5H State Street 
KOI heeler. Y 7 fft2S*tf.l If. F’ UTI dnv 

C H K K S F* 
-A- 3\T D XI E jrs 

WITH IMRKOVKI) 

AND 

sisiiJF — ADjnrrsTTivr 

ADVERTISING TERMS, in A 
Fivk Obnts a Link, each insertion. , 
extro display, or S25£ cents per line of space’. ... 
(following reading matter, leaded.) Sixty Cents 

i Advance — Thiktv- 

A price and a half for 
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THE SNOW FORT. 

POKM POIi TIIK ROTS, BY JORPPn BARBER. 

Jji the happy days of boyhood, 

Five and thirty years ago, 

(life’s golden age of joyhood,) 

We built castles of the enow. 

In the glittering cl rift - we quarried, 

And our mason work was rare 

As those mansions, many-storied, 

Manhood fashions out of air. 

Though our ramparts and our fosses 

Might have puzzled old Vnuban, 

What cared we, the urchin bosses, 

For old fogy rule and plan? 

Our out works were the queerest 

Ever reared by human skill, 

But of names we chose the dearest — 

Every fort volc bunker Iiill. 

How the parts of British leaders 

Went a-begging, one and all; 

How we all were earnest pleaders 

For front place* on the wall! 

Boys detailed for service foreign, 

Fell in line with clouded brow, 

Each one clamored to be Warren, 

And uone wanted to he Howe. 

The battle — ahl we fought it, 
Not at all by History’s light; 

How the pesky English caught it, 

How they always lost the fight. 

In despite of truth we chased them, 

And to facte entirely blind, 

As down the hill we raced them, 

How we peppered them behind! 

Thus we fought, the fight of Bunker’s 

In the days that knew no care. 

Ere the snow we tossed, as younkers, 

Time had sifted on our hair. 

Now, alas! in the fierce battle 

We wage daily with the world, 

Harder shots against us rattle 

Than our hoy arms ever hurled. 

And ’tis not the generous tussle 

Of the snow fort on the knoll, 

But a strife with those who hustle, 

Not the body, hut the soul; 

And. instead of gleaming missiles, 
Poisoned shafts fly to and fro, 

And we march o'er galling thistles, 

Not the velvet of the Know! 
Knickaboch'r Magazine. 

arms, or watched them in their innocent gambols, a 

sense of o’ershadowing evil would creep into bis 

heart, and extinguish all delight. A thought <>l 

exposure, and disgrace for them, never came without 

a shudder. 
And so the months and years went on, Hiram 

retaining his place with Mr. Overman, and steadily 

pursuing his system of abstraction, with a blind and 

evil infatuation, that, under the haunting fears which 

were his daily companions, made life a hell upon 

earth. Among men, he wore a fair and pleasant 

face; but a face that seemed to grow old rapidly, 

and to lose the signification of earlier years. To his 

wife he became more and more enigmatical. The 
frank, cheerful, loving husband of their early married I future 

life, changed to a reserved, abstracted, cold, and, at 
To her, it was plain that some 

whenever his wife came in, until dark. At tea time 

he joined his family, and endeavored to look uncon¬ 

cerned. His two children hung about him with 

loving caresses, and but for that dreadful secret, the 

shadow of which was ever on his life, there would 

not have been a happier man in all the region round 

about. For a wife, he had one of the truest and len- 

derest of women; and no liome-nest had in it sweeter 

or more loving children. But, all the while he felt 

that a cruel hawk was in the air above his nest, ready 

at any moment to strike his beloved ones with his 

fearful talons. More than ever did this fear oppress 

him now. 
Would there have been a. home comfort less, or a 

of darker promise, had Hiram Foster been 

content to take the world honestly and trust in God 

for weal or woe? Let us see. Mr. Overman bad a 

warm side toward his clerk, and if things had pros- 
times, irritable man. 
areat trouble lav upon bis mind; but, whenever she . .. 

«-*•* *• «■« ■"»*•■* “ "" **ck I ..ir “r Jz. 
in such a resolute, and sometimes impatient, way, 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

SOWING THE WIND 
AND REAPING THE WHIRLWIND. 

BY T. S. ARTHUR. 

[Continued from page 28 last number.] 

CHAPTER Will. 

<<How is the cash?’’ asked Mr. Overman, as he saw 

his clerk, sitting with an appearance of perplexity,— 

how well it was feigned*—over the cash book, after 

the accounts of the clay had been made up. 

“It doesn’t come out exactly right,” answered 

Hiram. 

“Short?” 

“No sir.” 

“ Over?” 

“Yes sir.” 

“How much?” 
“Let me run up the columns again," said the 

young man. And, in mere pretence, he bent down 

over the book. Then the cash was counted in the 

presence of Mr. Overman, and the balance in bank 

added thereto. 
“The excess is just sixty dollars.” Hiram spoke 

with well assumed unconcern. 
“ Let me see the cash book.” And Mr. Overman 

looked over the entries a few days back, coming down 

page by page. But he could not find the erroneous 

entry be had discovered on the night before. 

“1 must find this mistake,” said Hiram, as he drew 

the book again before him. “Let me try the 

footings once more.” In this trial, he went back, 

page by page, until he came to that on which the 

false entry was made. “ Is this figure intended for a 

six or a naught,” he spoke as if to himself. "It 

should be a six. Ah, here it is, now! 1 called it 

naught, in the addition of the column. Look, Mr. 

Overman. The figure is carefully made; but it 

stands for six.” 
“Yes, 1 see.” But the tone did not express full 

satisfaction. The cash had been pronounced right 

on the day before, lie. did not remark on this fact., 

however; but accepted the adjustment as right. 

From this time, for many months, Hiram Foster I 
kept back his evil hands from peculation. In the 

discharge of his duties to Mr. Overman, he was more 

than ever attentive, seeming to have no thought or 

care but for his employer's interest. Early and late 

he was at the store, and ever prompt and efficient in 

the transaction Of business. So much pleased was 

Mr. Overman, that, from kindness of feeling, as well 

as from a sense of justice, he kept the clerk s salary 

at one thousand dollars, instead ef reducing it to six 

hundred. During these months of honest dealing 

with his employer, Hiram was in a more peaceful 

state of mind than he had known since the day he 

stepped aside from the ways of integrity. Fears 

haunted him, however, all the while,— if not so im¬ 

pending as they had been, still, with an unquiet 

sense of danger. 
But, there was no integrity in his heart. That 

principle of right, in which lies a man s true honor 

and safety, had been crushed out. Ouly fear ol con¬ 

sequences restrained him, and as that iear dimin¬ 

ished, the old eagerness to possess himself of what 

belonged of right to another, grew stronger aud 

stronger. Scarcely six months elapsed before he was 

at Iris work of abstraction again; now, however, he 

proceeded with the extremest caution. Instead id 

letting a false entry represent every instance of rob¬ 

bery, lie appropriated money from sales made in the 

store at times when Mr. Overman was absent, so that 

no examination of the account books could lead to 

detection. But, us this method of accumulation was 

slower than suited his eager desires, a system of false 

entries was also pursued, every one of them laying 

upon his guilty mind an additional weight of concern. 

They were the tracks left behind him, as guides to 

pursuit; and he felt this, all the while, us a keen 

seusc of danger; a danger more, dreaded, day by day, 

I as the two home flowers. — Flora and Uki.en,— 

I opened daily, with increasing fragrance and beauty, 

f in the sunshine of their mother's love. And yet, for 

all this he seemed under a kind of possession from 

A evil spirits; a possession that was like an irrcsistable 

J power, driving him onwards in an evil way he had 

entered in an evil hour. 
Hiram Foster loved- his two little ones very 

tenderly. Naturally, he had a fondness for children, 

and this, when it stirred the father’s heart, became a 

strong impulse. But, always as he held them in his 

that, in self-protection, she had learned to keep 

silent. This was ground upon which she must not 

tread. Here he stood alone, and would admit of no 

companionship. 
Mrs. Foster was a woman of pure religious 

feelings, a member of her father’s church, and a 

communicant. Her husband always accompanied 

her on the Sabbath, and showed respect and rever- 

a for the things of worship. He was, to all 

appearance, an attentive listener to the sermons of 

Mr. Prescott, which were frequently so keenly 

searching, that, if he really followed Hie thread ol 

the good minister’s discourses, he must have recog¬ 

nized pictures of himself and shrunk from their 

deformity. But, for the most part, bis thoughts were 

occupied with other things than doctrinals, or life- 

precepts. Attention was only an assumed exterior, 

and the minister’s voice but an idle sound in his ears. 

Being a pew-holder, Hiram, after a few years, was 

chosen a secular officer of the church. He accepted 

the mark of confidence and respect as an assurance 

that, so far, no breath of suspicion had tarnished his 

good name. But, the distinction was only felt os a 

new weight of concern; for, if the ever dreaded ex¬ 

posure of tils mean peculations should come—and 

that presentiment was an nbidingthing in bis mind — 

the disgrace would be so much the deeper. 

Mrs. Poster understood but too well that in her 

husband’s mind was no religious sentiment. Bhe 

was glad always to have him attend church with tier, 

and bis election to an office in the church gave her 

hope that, in the associations it would bring, some 

higher interests would lie awakened. But, she per¬ 

ceived no change in the man, though he began to 

talk more about the church, and entered with some 

spirit into whatever concerned its outward well being. 

Always ho gave liberally. 

Ten years after Hiram Foster’s marriage, Mr. 

Overman failed in business; and, in the settlement 

of his affairs, was aide to pay only seventy cents on 

the dollar, under an extension of two years. The 

failure threw Hiram out of employment; Mr. Over¬ 

man being required to reduce expenses to the small¬ 

est possible sum in the arrangement with creditors 

by which he was permitted to continue business. A 

son, eighteen years of age, was brought home from 

school, to take Hiram’s place in the store. 

The amount which had been abstracted, up to this 

time, reached the large sum of fifteen thousand dol¬ 

lars, all of which was securely invested, at distant 

points, and in sums not exceeding one or two thou¬ 

sand dollars. Hiram had been very wary. Of all 

things, he dreaded discovery; ajul to guard against 

such a fatal disaster, managed his investments with 

the utmost caution. 

a 

so 

CHAPTER IX. 

Frank Overman, who succeeded Hiram Foster, 

was ft clear-headed, intelligent young man. With a 

view to going into his father’s store, lie had taken ft 

thorough course of hook keeping. From some cause, 

an early dislike to Foster had been infused into his 

mind; a dislike which was never concealed. Hiram. 

more than once, tried to overcome this, hut the boy 

kept always at a reserved distance. Now that ho was 

to take his place, he sought to get near and familiar 

hut Frank still repelled him coldly. Foster pro 

posed to give a few weeks of his time to the work ol 

closing the old books and opening a new set,, and 

Mr. Overman favored this, as it would make liia 

son’s duties simpler and easier in the beginning. 

But Frank objected, and maintained his point 

against all arguments. 
“I would rather take the work as it is now, and 

make myself familiar with the business,” he said. 

“1 shall go back with most of the accounts, and 

trace them up, in order to get the run of things. 

There’s no use in going to the expense of a new set 

of books; and whenever they arc needed, 1 wish to 

open them.” 
Have it your own way, then,” replied Mr. Over¬ 

man. •* Perhaps you are right, after all. You’re not 

afraid of work, 1 see; and that is a good sign.” . 

There was, for the ears of Foster, a meaning in 

the young man's voice, when he spoke of going back 

through most of the accounts, that caused him no 

little uneasiness of mind. It he had been permitted 

to open a new set of books, the old ones, in which 

were the footprints of his crime, would have been 

laid aside, and a guarantee of safety thus secured. 

But, to have these come, daily, under the scrutinizing 

eyes of Frank Overman, was to put everything 

in jeopardy. Bo imminent seemed the clanger, as 

thought dwelt upon it, and his imagination grew 

excited with possible contingencies, that lie found no 

peace day nor night. Having no employment, there 

was time for an idle mind to cut, like a sword, into 

its scabbard; anil before six weeks had elapsed, he 

ivas in a state of such nervous apprehension, that 

sleep almost fled bis pillow. 
Every few days be would drop in at the store, and 

mite the appearance of things. Frank was always 

at the books; and in answer to any questions lie 

might propound, gave cold and evasive answers, in 

which lie saw foreshadowings of evil. 

“Have yon found any mistakes in my work? he 

ventured to ask one day. He tried to speak in a tone 

of indifference. 
“ Yes.-’ Frank gave only a monosyllable in 

answer, hut the look which accompanied it sent a 

thrill along his nerves. He was conscious that a 

betrayal of guilt was in his face, and let his eyes fall to 

hide their expression from the young man’s appa¬ 

rently intent observation of his countenance. 

“ Let me see them,” said Foster. 
“I’m too busy now,” replied Frank, and turned 

back to the work from which the question of Foster 

had withdrawn him. 
“Are you sick, Hiram? What’s the matter? 

You’re very pale!” Mrs. Foster looked at her hus¬ 

band in alarm, as he came in a little while alter this 

visit to the store. 
“One of my bad headaches,” he replied; “that’s 

all,” and passing her, he went up stairs and threw 

himself, in the exhaustion of haunting fears, upon 

his bed. He remained there pretending to he asleep 

But the exhaustion of bis means, through this clerk’s 

robberies, caused him to abandon this long-cherished 

purpose, and Anally to dispense with his services 

altogether. As a partner, acting in concert with 

Mr. Overman, and yet with the leading force of a 

principal, he would have given an efficient life to the 

business in certain neglected directions, which could 

not have failed to increase its profits very materially. 

Thus, he would not only have received, in all the 

passing years, a good income, but laid stone after 

stone, in these passing years, the solid foundations 

of an honorable prosperity — a prosperity that should 

be a blessing and not a curse. 

Alas! how different was all now. Ho had acquired 

property; but the tenure by which be held it wub of 

such a doubtful character that his mind did not rest 

a moment in security. It was felt, ail the while, as a 

millstone about his neck, to sink him into the gulf of 

perdition should iris feet be driven from the solid 

ground. Through all the days, an oppressive con¬ 

cern weighed upon his mind; through all the nights, 

haunting fears tormented him. Busy thought was 

ever suggesting danger from this point, or danger 

from that. In men’s faces, tones, eyes, he read sus¬ 

picion or w arning. Remarks, born from no thought 

of him, would startle him with alarms. He was 

alwayB on the alert. There was, for him, neither rest 

nor peace! 
A's he sat at tea with his wife and children on that 

evening, a loud ringing of the door hell made him 

start ami turn pale. Trifles agitated him now. Mrs. 

Foster saw the effect on her husband, and a vague 

fear came over her like a cloud. 

“ Who is it?” There was a husky sound in the 

voice of Hiram Foster. 
“ Mr. Frank Overman,” replied the servant. 

Foster pushed hack his chair, and arose with a 

suddenness that startled his wife. Bhe saw blank 

terror in his lace. 

He’s gone,” said the servant. 
Gone! What did he want?” Foster sat down 

and leaned on the table like one suffering from 

exhaustion. He was aware that his appearance was 

betraying far more than he wished to be seen, and ho 

made an effort to put on a composed exterior. 

He said that his father would like to Bee you this 

evening.” 
Very well.” And Foster turned his face as 

much away from the light as possible. 

It. was now over a week since the unhappy man 

had slept bcyoiffl fin hour or two at a time. For Hu- 

last two nights, his mind had not ouce lost its 

waking consciousness 
and exhausted, and subject to disturbance from little 

things. Aware of a growing inability to assume a 

composed exterior, ho felt that his danger Mas 

increasing; for if called to answer, on any suspicion 

of wrong, it would he impossible to hold hack his 

countenance from a betrayal of guilt. 

After tea he went out; not so much with the 

purpose of going directly to Mr. Overman’s as to get 

alone in order to think. But thinking had become 

most unsatisfactory process. Anxious fears were 

oppressive that thought ran swiftly to inevitable 

consequences, instead of giving hope, encourage¬ 

ment, or means of escape. The more he thought, 

the more his mind fell into bewilderment. 

For half an hour Mr. Foster walked the street, 

and then, with a desperate compulsion of himself, 

went to the residence of Mr, Overman. At the door 

he stood with the feeling of a man whose next step 

would be to certain ruin. He rung the bell, passed 

in. and entered the parlor. Mr. Overman was there 

ubme. The face of the kind-hearted oW man, which 

wronged you, Mr. Overman! Heaven is my witness 

that I have not been unfaithful in even the smallest l 

thing.” 
Hiram Foster was visibly agitated, but spoke 

with an assured manner. Yet. in tbns calling upon 

Heaven to be witness of perjury, he felt as if the very 

blackness of darkness had gathered around him. No 

moon, no stars, were in his sky — only thick, impen¬ 

etrable clouds. He shuddered as one upon whom a 

cold wind blows suddenly. 
“ I must accept your solemn denial.” Mr. Over¬ 

man did not speak like a man from whose mind all 

doubt was removed, and Hiram felt this. But what 

more could he say! There was no higher tribunal to 

which he could refer. 
Poor, unhappy wretch! When Hiram Foster 

went out again into the still night of nature — bright 

as noonday compared to the night that enshrouded 

his soul —be felt that pitfalls were in his way, and 

that to go forward in safety was next to hopeless. 

He had three thonsand dollars invested in the stock 

of a New York bank, and if Mr. Osborne was the 

man who had discovered it, there was no question in 

his mind that he would, on his next visit to the city, 

make sure of his identity in the case. Frank Over¬ 

man was, he felt certain, under the stimulus of ill 

will and suspicion, making a thorough examination 

of the books, and if be went over the work, entry by 

entry, discovery was inevitable! [Conclusion next 

week.J 

I am composed of 37 letters. 

Mv 2, 10. 22, 28,17. 4 is a county in Ohio. 

My 15. 6, 29, 13. 19. 24, 32 is ft county in New York. 

My 1. 21. 2,17, 29,16 is a county in Missouri. 

My 34, S, 11. 20, 17 4. 16, 26, 36, 20 is n county in Maine 

My 1(1. 7. 17. 12 is a county in Pennsylvania. 

My 36, 3. 29. 5. 35, 2. 23, 31 ie a county in Virginia. 

My 9. 17, 4. 37. 19, 10. 25 is a county in Yermont. 

My 9, 21. 36, 14. 17, 4 is a county in Tennessee. 

My 27, 3, 22, 30 is a county in Kentucky. 

My 33, 17, 6, 26. 36. 3 is a county in California. 

My whole Is a quotation from Shakgpeare. 

Jefferson City, Mo.. 1861. 

JFgr” Answer in two weeks. 

X. Y. Z. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCBLL ANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 8 letters. 

Omit uiy 2, 3, 6, 8, and transpose, and I am a prohibition. 

Omit my 1, 4, 6, 7, and transpose, and I am to entice. 

My whole is what many know very little about. 

Green Mount, Va., 1801. J. W. Bowers. 

Or Answer in two weeks. • 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ANOTHER REBUS. 

When a 

LITTLE JOKERS. 

When a 

Bellevue, Ohio, 1869. 

Answer in two weeks. 

empty put : 

B. putting : 

J. E. Anderson. 

Never “ fot form’s sake” write your name across 

a bill, unless you are prepared to meet the certain 

consequences. 

Vanity.—What no man, nor woman either, by any 

accident, ever possesses, but what is always very 

largely developed in every body else. 

A i.itti.e fellow one day non plussed bis mother 

by making the following inquiry:—“ Mother, if a man 

is a mister, ain’t ft woman a mistery?” 

Of two million young ladies who last year were 

asked to sing, it is a fact that sixteen did so without 

making an apology for having a bad cold. 

Never flirt with a young widow who calls you by 

your Christian name the second time you meet her, 

unless you have quite made your mind up to the 

worst. 

“Testimony ok the Rooks.” —The New York 

Commercial Advertiser Hays:—The most beautiful 

pocket edition of this highly interesting work that 

we have ever seen is— a twenty dollar gold piece l” 

Danger of Jesting.—“ When is a brick a tile?” 

asked Brown, Bcuior, of Smith, Junior. “Give it 

up? When it’s a projectile.” So saying he threw a 

brick-bat and broke a window. His preceptor for¬ 

gave him the mischief he had done, but flogged him 

for punning. 

Luxury of Liberty.—Bosom friend: Well, dear, 

now that you are a widow, tell me, are you any the 

happier for It? — Interesting W idow: Oh! Ho. But I 

have my freedom, and that’s a great comfort. Do 
He was, therefore, nervous j yon kn0W( iny dear, 1 ate an onion yesterday for the 

first time these fourteen years. 

CHARADE. 

Mv first is pretty, light, or dark. 

Ami often is gray, black, or blue, 
The learned say it has three coats, 

And also has three humor* too. 

My ser.ond’e used for horse and ass, 

And sometimes men and women still. 

My whole is like a pretty fringe, 

Which does my first with beauty tinge; 

It* movements upward, downward, tend, 

And is to man or beast a friend. 

Answer in two week*. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM. 

Two men, A and B, start at the same time from the same 

place, and travel north; A at the rate of 4 miles and B 5K 

miles per hour, At the end of half an hour, A turn* and 

goes northwest 7?^ miles, then north 2 hour* and 16 minutes, 

and finally changes his course again and goes west. B. after 

going north miles, turns aud travels east 3‘,i hours, then 

northeast 0 toilet*, after which he til ms and goes north. Iiow 

far apart will they be at the. end of 6 hours IVom sturting? 

Gainesville, N. Y., 1861. J- M. Brainbrd. 
Answer in two weeks. 

The prevailing disposition has extended to the 

feathered tribe, aud we saw one the other day, as 

in the above case, who was determined to . 

A USEFUL PUZZLE. 

Here is a capital thing with which to puzzle your friends, 

vouug and old. and at the same time give them a first-rate 

lesson ill spelling. Get one or more person* to take a pencil 

and paper, and write the following sentence, as you slowly 

read it: 
Preferring the Cornelian Kites. and separating the innuendoes, 

1 unit merely state that, a peddler's pony ate a potato out of a 

cobbler's wagon, gauged by a sibyl. 
We lead It off to a large company the other evening, 

including many well educated persons, ol whom three were 

school teacher*, but not one of them wrote all the words 

correctly. One wrote It thus: 
Prefering the Comedian hue*, and seperating the inuendoet. 

1 will merely Stale that a jtedlar's jnmey eat a potatoe out of a 

cottier’s waggon, gagued by a sybil. 

This includes thirteen wrongly written w ords. The puzzle 

will be apt to fix the correct spelling of these words, at least. 

—American Agrivu I twist. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, Ac., IN No. 574. 

Answer to Geographical Enigma:—Honour thy father and 

thy mother, that thy days may be long upon the land. 

Answer to Illustrated Rebus: 

» An honest mun’s the noblest work of God. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Terms, in advance. 

Answer to Poetical Enigma:—Canvass. 

Answer to Puzzle:—Be not too wise in your own eyes, or 

you’ll see what a great fool you be. 

the care and suffering consequent upon his recent 

failure had robbed of its cheerful aspect, was grave 

almost to severity. 

“Hiram,” he said, as he extended his hand to 

Foster, and then referred him to a seat, “ I want to 

say a few words about a matter that lias been on my 

mind, and troubling me.” 

“Well, sir.” 
The voice did not sound like that of Hiram I oster. 

It was strange in his own ears, and strange in the 

ears of Mr. Overman. 
“ I was told, a few weeks ago, that thirty shares ol 

stock were standing in your name on the hooks of 

a certain bank in New York. Is that so? 

“ No, sir.” The ftuawer was prompt, hut false 

Mr, Overman looked steadily into his face. IIikam 

felt like a man over deep water, with the ice giving 

way under his feet. To say “yes,” was to hazard all; 

in “no,” there might be safety 
“No, sir.” lie repeated the denial. “Who said 

that* I had hank shares?” Faintly rose indignation 

in his tones. 

Wiiat is Woman’s Mission? — This momentous 

question being asked the other evening, Spooney, 

paid:—■* As Woman was the — aw—intewiaw animal, 

he thought her mission was to—aw — wait on the 

supewiaw — to be —aw —a sawt of upper servant, 

and see about one’s dinnaws, and one s aw fuini- 

chaw, and things.” “ In fact,” said Mrs. Snorter, 

Woman’s Mission simply is to polish the spoons." 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
the largest circulated 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY WEEKLY, 
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BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
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To OUR Lady Reader. — When are lands like cer¬ 

tain animals? When they’re I allow. Dear. 

Why is a small dog like Bunch or Judy? Because 

it’s a Pup, Pet, 
Why is a young lady cutting High 

Central Pond like a popular song? 

Skaty— Darling. 
Why is a fact like my Devotion? 

because it's True — Love! 
Why is a catarrh like Total Immersion? Because 

it’s a Cold, Duck. — Vanity Fair. 

Dutch on the 

Because she’s 

Because — ah — 

A German at a Bank.—A German, who had S300 

in gold deposited in one of the Western hanks, step- 

ned up to the counter the other day, presented his 
1» tunun. | “It v i i IT Q* i 

A gentleman, who is often in New York,” said certificate, ami demanded his gold. He was pam, 

‘1 

man 

Mr. Overman. “ One of my creditors.” 

“Mr. Osborne?” 

“Yes.” 
“ 1 will sec him, and know by what authority he 

makes such a statement.” 
“Not yet, if yon please,” said Mr. Overman. 

will say to him that jou deny the fact.” 
If any stock is standing in the name of Hiram 

Foster, it does not mean me.” The young 

spoke in an assumed manner. 
“ 1 should hope not,” remarked Mr. Overman. 

Should hope not! His mind was not satisfied, and 

IIiram saw it with increasing concern 

“ There is another thing,” said Mr. Overman, after 

a brief, hut embarrassed silence, “that 1 would like 

you to make clear. Since my troubles, it has been 

suggested to me by more than one person. 

--Fay on, 1 am ready to answer.” 
“ Your salary has been only a thousand dollars. 

“ Y'es, sir.” 
“People say that you have lived fully up to that 

sum annually, ami yet you are the owner of property 

valued at not less than four or live thousand dollars." 

“People know more of my affairs than I do 

myself,” answered the young man with some asperity 

of tone. "It has never cost me over six hundred 

dollars a year to live, and what I saved annually, 

carefully Invested, amounts to no more than fair and 

honest accumulations.” 

when lie said to the banker, 

“Vot you gif for golt now, eh?” 

“Five per cent.,’’ was the response. 

“ Oh, yaw, flat ish gout. I sell you dese for good 

paper monish.” 
“ All right,” was the reply, and $315 in currency 

was handed the ex-depositor, who took $15 from his 

roll of notes, and handed back $300, saying: 

“I deposit datmit you. You’re goot, 1 sees.” 

And taking liis new certificate, he departed with 

his $15 premium. 

An Opinion.—A highly respectable colored gentle¬ 

man, rejoicing in the big-sounding name of George 

Edward Fitz-Augustus, visiting the Washington Mar¬ 

ket, a few days since, thus delivered himself to a fat 

countryman, whose stock of vegetables he bad been 

busily investigating: 

“Are these good tatCrs?” 
“ Yes sir!” responded the countryman. 

“ A later,” resumed George Edward Fitz-Augustus, 

“is inevitably bud unless it is inwariably good. 
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placing in the hill with sweet corn, cucumbers, 

melons, &c., and will give an excellent account of 

itself. If any portion is moist, it can be saved and 

used as liquid manure, by placing a few quarts in a 

barrel of water. It will then be just right for forcing 

forward young plants to get them out of the way ol 

insects. 

Planting tin: Same Crop in Succession. 

Ens. Re Hal New-'Yorker:—It is too late to say aught 

against the rotation of crops. As a general rule, it no doubt 

is altogether the best practice. But if the manure we put on 

| the soil contains all the elnmentsofthe plants grown upon it, 

I why cannot we continue to grow the same crop for a succes¬ 

sion of years? Sometimes it is very convenient to do this — 

| G, W. R., Genesee Fallir, Ar. 1'., 1861. 

solve in water, so that it will wash down among the 

roots by the rains in the form of liquid manure. 

Then, I want it so that when it dries it will not cake 

like clay or cow manure, but will separate and crum¬ 

ble to a powder. After 7 apply this top-dressing to 

grass, if the weather is showery I do nothing, but as 

soon as it becomes dry, T pass over the Held with a 

brush drug, which divides it and spreads it as evenly 

over the soil us if sown by a machine. Now any 

farmer can make such a. compost, and can test its 

qualities in these respects before applying to the soil. 

As 1 have no favorite theories to inculcate, and only 

wish to present the truth, I will state that without 

care thcro is a great loss ol valuable elements when 

manure is allowed to ferment in the pile, and even 

a*-.: - ?..>AtssK'Hst 

—- ■ 

n 

Wk cannot say if all the elements needed by a plant w|lPn the greatest precautions are taken the loss is 

were furnished in the manure, it could not be grown 

in the same soil for a succession of years. This may 

lie true in theory, but it would be very unprofitable 

in practice, as any one’s experience will teach him. 

We cannot always say with conlidenoo that we have 

furnished in a manure all that a plant needs. Then, 

It is found by experience, that after a certain crop 

has been grown upon apiece of land for a year or 

two, although we may manure as freely as before, 

the result is not as good as at first; while with a 

change ef crop the most desirable results are witness- 

considerable. One hundred weight, of fresh manure 

when it is well rotted will weigh but fifty or sixty 

pounds. A good portion of this loss is water, but 

the loss of valuable matter which escapes in the form 

of gas is by no menus small. To prevent this escape, 

charcoal dost, common earth and swamp muck, are 

the most effectual. After mixing any or all of these 

materials with the manure in the heap, cover the 

whole with about six or eight inches of earth, lint, 

T think the farmer should so arrange things as to 

have every ounce of manure he possesses, old or new, 

l)E.S.l(iN IfOI{ 

Ill- 

Ill I ,Tj_S I I VJC CO'l'TAt >K. 

ed. Our nurserymen find that after growing# crop placed upon the land before planting in the spring. 

INQUIRIES AND NOTES. 

Farmers’ Insurance Companies. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—I understand that in Europe 

farmers insure each other, or have mutual insui'auce com¬ 

panies for protection, not only against fire, but against hail 

and other destructive Btorms. They also insure cattte. Now, 

could not a simitar system be introduced here with great 

AftV>4llfts£Cf~ 1. Vf- •?. 

Insurance Companies of a mutual character have 

been established among the farmers of England and 

the Continent as protection against fire, luiil, and the 

loss of cattle and horses by accident or disease. 

These have not. always been successful, and perhaps 

not sufficiently so to warrant their introduction to 

this country. Such institutions require to he managed 

with great care and ability, or confusion and loss is 

the result, involving members in difficulties from 

which they would gladly extricate themselves. In 

insuring against Iobs by hail, it was found that certain 

districts were very much subject to loss from this 

cause, while others were almost entirely exempt. 

Farmers residing in districts were the loss was apt 

to he great, were anxious to insure, but, those in the 

districts comparatively exempt could not be induced 

to unite with their less fortunate brethren. The 

result was severo losses for the members, which in a 

few years generally ended in the abandonment of the 

enterprise. The insuring of Oattlc was for a time 

more successful. It was Hie rule to pay three-fourths 

the value of any animal that died. It was, however, 

found that among cattle that were insured, losses 

were move frequent than among the uninsured, and 

it began to be pretty generally believed that when an 

insured animal became sick, the owner did not use 

proper care to secure its recovery. Again, farmers 

who took particular pains to keep their animals in a 

healthy condition, found that they were taxed to pay 

for the resnlts of the bad management of their care¬ 

less neighbors, aud this feeling did much to make 

cattle insuring associations unpopular. Then, when 

any epidemic, such as the pleura-pneumonia, oeeured 

in a certain district, the loss became so great,—call¬ 

ing for such heavy advances from the members of the 

company,—as to induce many to believo that the best 

course for them to pursue was to run their own risks 

and be their own insurers. We do not wish to dis¬ 

courage the trial of these institutions in our country, 

and present the facts only to insure caution. 

To Save Manure from the Hen-Yard. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker : —It is understood that hen 

manure is one of the richest manures we make on the farm; 

but much of it is wasted, no doubt. What is the beat way to 

keep it for nse in the spring? I? it good to mix with ashea, 

or any other material?—I.vuuiliRK, Wai/nr Co.. W. I". 

We cannot overvalue the manurial product of the 

hen-house, nor take too much care for its preserva¬ 

tion. The hen manure may bo mixed with the 

compost Leap and its value be preserved in this way, 

but we would advise a different course. Every 

farmer wants a little extra or fancy manure for 

special purposes, and where there is no guano the 

next best thing is fowl manure, so we advise that it 

be kept separate from all other manures. Another 

advantage of this course is that we are enabled to see 

its effects and thus form a proper estimate of its 

value. Keep an old hoe, broom and shovel in the 

fowl-house. Every day, along in the afternoon, when 

the droppings from the roost have become somewhat 

dry, scrape and sweep up all the manure, and place 

it in barrels. If you have many fowls, it is well to 

have several old barrels filling at the same time, so as 

of apple trees, no amount of manuring makes the 

laud in just the right condition for a second crop, 

but with ordinary enrichment a good crop of peaches, 

or other trees, may be grown. Plant# of a fine, 

delicate nature, may be grown in succession much 

better than those that are more gross. We have 

known wheat grown upon the same soil for fifteen 

years, hut he who tries potatoes, or turnips, or melons, 

or squashes, for three or four years, will become 

satisfied that lie is working agaiust nature. Homo 

have supposed that there is an excrement from plants 

which proves injurious, and finally poisonous, to all 

of the same variety, while it is not injurious, but, 

perhaps, beneficial to other plants. 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF FARMING. 

MANURE—SAVING AND COMPOSTING. 

In my last I spoke of the importance of the com¬ 

post heap, ami at the risk of repetition, I will remark 

that I consider manure tin: foundation of good farm¬ 

ing, and my experience has never taught me any 

economical method of making, saving, and using 

manure without composting. This I mean as a gen¬ 

eral rule, but to it there are exceptions. For in¬ 

stance, if I were planting corn ami had a quantity of 

fresh manure, I would apply it to the crops at once, 

and not think of composting it for a year. Again, I 

Often find it advantageous to draw fresh manure into 

the Held in the winter during sleighing, leaving it in 

convenient piles, and spreading as soon as the 

ground is dry enough to get upon it with comfort 

and without injury to the soil. When manure is in 

small piles, or spread during winter, it undergoes no 

fermentation and no change of any kind. Manure 

spread in the fall may be rukod together in the 

spring, when it will bogiu to ferment and heat, and 

be excellent for hot-beds, showing that no fermenta¬ 

tion took place during the winter. I know of no 

objection to this course except in sloping laud, 

where some of the valuable properties would be 

washed away. 1 believe the compost heap to be 

as important as the granary or the burn. It does not 

follow, however, that, because a farmer needs a gran¬ 

ary and barn, that everything must he stored before 

being used or disposed of. 

Suppose a farmer has a hog or an animal die, or 

shoots a sheep-killing dog, or loses a good many 

chickens with the croup — is it good economy to 

bury them? No, sir, put them in the proper store- 

ho’use of fertilizing materials, the compost heap, 

along with muck and scrapings, weeds and leaves, 

and in a little while they will make you a rich dish 

of which you will have reason to be proud. In this 

way you can turn them into excellent sweet corn and 

cabbage, or almost anything else yon may desire. 

Borne of my readers may think that I am pressing 

this matter rather more than its importance demands, 

but those who do not know should learn, and those 

who do know should remember, that the carcass of a 

Of stable manure I in ed not speak at length, and 

will only notice a few facts. Horse manure will fer¬ 

ment and become burned and worthless sooner than 

auy other, except, perhaps, that of sheep, and there 

is no manure quicker, or sooner, in its effect, if well 

saved. Cow manure contains a good deal of water 

and does not readily ferment, and if allowed to dry is 

not easily disintegmted and distributed. It is also 

slow in its operation, and consequently lasting. 

There is a mechanical difference in tlio manure of 

different animals, but as a general rule its value 

depends upon the food ,L animal receives. No cow 

f-u-i n:i':e /GB - straw Mack, and if a 

horse was fed from tne saifte straw pile, I think there 

would be very little difference in the quality of the 

manure. But feed the cow plenty of meal and her 

manure would be richer than that of the horse from 

the straw. We all know the manure of fowls is 

exceedingly valuable, and it is because they feed on 

grain aud animal matter which they obtain in the 

form of worms, insects, &c. Guano is the richest 

manure we have, because it is produced by birds that 

feed exclusively on lisli. Admitting this principle, 

which cannot be disputed, 1 ask every farmer to take 

especial cure of the richest manure produced on his 

farm. 
To save and gather manure usually considered of 

little account is an important matter. A ll the liquid 

manure should be preserved, and this is so important 

that it is worthy some labor and expense for its 

accomplishment. The slops from the bouse should 

be saved, and every farmer should provide some con¬ 

venient arrangement for doing this, otherwise it. will 

not be done. The muck from a swale or swamp is 

exceedingly valuable for mixing with manures, but I 

have never found great advantage from its use in a 

crude state. A noxious weed is as valuable when 

rotten as the most desirable plant. Those whose 

farms are situated near large villages or cities can 

obtain fertilizing materials cheap. Ashes from Soap 

factories I have drawn and used with very satisfac¬ 

tory results. The waste from woolen factories is 

exceedingly rich. It is estimated that twenty-two 

pounds of woolen rags are equal in value to one 

thousand pounds of stable manure. The common 

refuse from the factories is not as valuable. I never 

bought cheaper manure than I obtained several years 

ago from the button factories and comb-makers. It 

consists of turnings and scrapings of hom and bone. 

From the manufacturers of glue, a manure consisting 

of hair, bones, lime, pieces of hide, Ac,, can be ob¬ 

tained, and 1 have made arrangements to give this a 

trial another season. Every farmer who is on the 

Most of the plans wc have given for houses, of 

late, have been designed for level sites, but some of 

our readers may find it convenient, or necessary, to 

build on uneveu ground, or hill-sides, and for the 

benefit of such we present a plan for a Hill-Side 

Cottage, with some suggestions on the advantages 

of such sites, from Village and Farm Cottages, by 

Ci.it a v el a np A Backus. When judiciously selected 

and properly built upon, such sites have many advan¬ 

tages,— such as plenty of air, thorough drainage, 

elevation above the miasmas which often float over 

the lowlands, line views, and basements well lighted 

and vcnl.ila.ted. Basements, as they are usually made, 

more or Iosb beneath the surface of the ground, are 

our aversion. Too often they are damp, almost al¬ 

ways ill-ventilated. If city houses must have them, 

they should rank, and generally do l ink in the class 

of necessary evils. The man’s sanity might almost 

be doubted, who should put a basement to his house 

in tlio country. But it often happens that the form 

of surface and nature of the ground are such as allow 

the two sides or ends of a house to be of different 

depths, thus admitting entrance from without on two 

lloors. In some families, such a division of the house 

divides also its duties and labors to great advantage. 

To give such u story its highest value and avoid the 

needless use of stairs, it should contain all the rooms 

a nd appliances needed for the labor of the household. 

The apartments should be entirely above ground, 

well lighted and ventilated. The ground outside 

should be lower than the floor, and should descend 

from the house, not only for drainage, but to prevent 

the settling within of the denser gases and vapors. 
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The floor should be elevated somewhat above the 

ground, and the side walls should be “ furred off” 

look-out, can, in most sections, lind means to obtain with wooden strips to which the laths are to be nailed, 

good manure at a reasonable rate. Ceres. 

FEED THE STOCK WELL. 

Mr. Rural:—I notice that our friend, H. T. B., 

has not yet got it digested, that feeding cattle and 

hog weighing one hundred and seventy-five pounds sheep so that they keep improving the year round is 

contains about as much of the most important ferttl the true policy; aud be appears to fear lor trade ami 

izing elements a# two tons of good stable manure, commerce il the sheep and cuttle are fed so much 

and that of a cow weighing five hundred pounds grain as I propose. I have always supposed H. U. B, 

about as much as six tons of manure. Now, no sen- was only a farmer and a Major. .Now I say let lar- 

sible farmer would throw away this quantity of mere look out for themselves, and never mind trade 

stable manure, vet mv observation leads me to and commerce, as trade and commerce will only 

contains about as much of the most important lertil 

izing elements as two tons of good stable manure, 

and that of a cow weighing live hundred pounds 

about as much as six tons of manure. Now, no sen¬ 

sible farmer would throw' away this quantity of 

stable manure, yet my observation leads me to 

believe that very many farmers waste the richest 

manures produced on their premises. But the flesh 

of animals cannot be placed near the roots of plants 

without doing injury, nor can it be spread over a 

large surface. In this, and in-many other dilemmas 

in which tlio farmer finds himself placed, the com¬ 

post heap affords just the assistance needed. 

The compost heap, again, permits the fanner to 

prepare special manure for particular crops or soils. 

This matter is studied and understood by the gar- 

thus forming an air-chamber between the outside 

stone and the inside plastering. The cellar, back of 

the rooms, should be separated from thorn by an air¬ 

tight partition, and well ventilated, to prevent the 

intrusion into the house of its damp or impure air. 

A due regard to health demands the use of every 

precaution to secure dryness, to retain warmth, and 

to exclude those Insidious vapors, charged with dis¬ 

ease ami death, which are wout to gather in dark 

and low places. 
Such a story should be a real story, not a low, 

mean, back place, but a respectable portion of the 

bouse. Let the door he screened if necessary, and 

let the whole be made pleasing by the judicious 

disposition of flower and vine, and shrub and tree. 

Houses tints built cannot easily be regular in form 

and arrangement. Nor is it desirable that they should 

he. In placing such a structure, the surface, rather 

than boundary of the ground, should be consulted. 

The house must he fitted to the declivity, even though 

it do not conform exactly to the street. 

The hill-side plan shown in engraving, is meant 

for a position below the road. The principal front is 

therefore on the higher side. Gentles wells by 

some valley side, or on the outer margin ot a plain, 

often furnish sites well adapted to this plan. To 

make it harmonize with such a spot it is made broad 

and low. 

The internal arrangement, as shown by the plans, 

needs but little explanation. The windows opening 

on the veranda and on 

I® ® Hie small balcony at 

VC 1 iiro lonK> ari<l 
_ ' H are hung oii hinges. 

K InnnJI The basement has a 

■ iox.4 6 ~ 1/ fuel cellar, F, a vege- 
\ table cellar, V, c, a 

H 1 —q_p closet, c, and the im- 

j|| 1 || portant rooms, l, k, 

■ and k. In the attic 

_ plan there are four 

F fl bedrooms and as many 

j .ft closets. These rooms 

are ten feet high in 

-- gfl the highest part, and 

12 14 I but two feet and nine 

_ B incites at the side; a 

~~jK~^H^HHBBBi result which is due to 

haskment plan, the lower pitched root. 

The stairs are of a compact form, and occupy but 

little space. The position of the uppper flight ot 

stairs determines that of the lower, and makes neces¬ 

sary the recess in the stone wall, as shown by the 

basement plan. Where so close a calculation is re¬ 

quired, as in this case, a small alteration in one part 

of a staircase, without, a corresponding change in 

some Other, may just wr 

spoil the whole tiling. \ / 1 \/l 

Indeed, few changes X | X| 

in a plan are sale, or ■ y Y| 

likely to be successful, 9.4x14 H PH™-7l 

unless they are con- B | E / I 

sldcrcd with ininnte JI M 

and judicious refer- v f- 1 " '1"‘ 

enee to their bearing I C c 

on every other part; I ” I c 

aud this is about equal 1^ J, i «■ 
s to original planning— 

i a thing more easily 
talked of than done. | 9.9*13 | 9.9s 13 

, The position, on the Iy ~7\ 1 FT 

|- whole, most eligible I \/ I \/ I 

for this house, is 00c |/\ I /\| 

10.6x10.2 

9.9x13 

jii which its shaded 

ido should face the attiu plan. 

west, and its parlor windows look out upon the south. 

The road might wind round tlio southern end, with a 

sufficient space between for shrubbery and lawn, 

while the garden might stretcli down toward the vale. 

Upright hoarding is the proper covering for the 

sides of this building, though clapboards might be 

! used, if especially preferred. Height ot basement, 1 

' I'ect. Main story, 8 feet 11 inches. Lost, $1,375. 

gained on the average twenty-live pounds each, from 

17th October last until this day (17th January.) I 

to put only a little in each, and it will become quite dencr. He prepares the soil and manure necessary 

A dry by the next day, when an addition is made. In 

r this way the manure may be kept dry, and will 

■1 receive no injury and impart no bad smell; but if it 

p is put away wet, it ferments, loses some of its value, 

1 and becomes offensive. The barrels therefore should 

1 be kept in a dry place. In the spring this manure 

for each class of plants, having discovered that what 

is good for one, is poison for another. The farmer 

might give some attention to this subject with profit. 

To illustrate this point 1 will state my experience at 

top-dressing grass land. I have found that fresh 

manure is of comparatively little benefit for such a 

help the farmers so far as it is to the interest of those ---— 
engaged in trade and commerce. I don’t like to call and every farmer that lias tried knows, draining and gained on the average twenty-five pounds each, from 

H. T. B. a fogy, but I must say 1 think he is in the dung have the same effect here,—of largely inereas- 17th October last until this day (l.th January.) 

mist, else he would understand that by feeding stock jug the products from the laud,—and that of every have last spring’s lambs that have gained over mx- 

better, so that they keep growing every clay as long thing the land produces. Drained and dunged land tceu and a hall pounds, each, in same time. e 

as they are kept by the farmer, they would noi only produces more grain, more milk, butter aud cheese, y<"b Major, it never paid me to kt-i-p sto< k on ess 

pay the farmer, but they would make a great deai more beef, mutton, and wool; in fact, more of every improved them, and ii you could learn me low o 

more manure and that of far richer quality, and in a thing. Guttle and sheep don’t lose more flesh from make mouey by keeping on straw, I mig 1 save .1 

few years the State would produce double the 15th November to 1st of December, than any month great deal of grain and oil cake, which wou K° '» 

quantity of corn, oats, barley, and bay, it now does* *IU tho year on drained and dunged land, as they do help trade and commerce. I u° ‘ ()|dd |UN^ 

Then the Major would not be alarmed for trade aud where the Major lives, where the cattle have to live fed five hundred tuns of oil cake men in t le a« 

commerce. on straw aud frosted com stalks. On drained and twenty-two years, which would hurt commerce a 

I would ask the Major what has so largely increased dunged land wc cut up our corn before the frost kills little, as no doubt had f not bought it, it won - 

the crops of grain and grass in England and Scoh the stalks. I am afraid it would give me the dys- been exported to ^nd. 

land for the last thirty years. Is it not draining and pepsia if I had nothing else to Iced my cattle but | o{^u^°orCZ^ higher manuring must be the 

will crumble up, and will be found excellent for purpose. For grass I want a compost that will dis- 

land for the last thirty years. Is it not draining and 

dung? Yes, it has been draining and dung that has 

done it, and nothing else. Now make the same 

applications to the land in this State (N. Y.) I know, 

pepsia it l fiao noming eise w 

straw and frosted corn stalks, I wish the Major ntiOiiV UUU li uovuu wvi a* .. • *- - a 

would come here immediately, and I will show him result; and don’t help trade and commerce until you 

what good keeping does. J have 146 sheep that have have helped your brother farmers to show what good 

•No 



feeding does. One of ray neighbors Bold, on the first the day, which defies all that satire or ridicule may as man —they did not know how to repel it. It was "it dried the best and brightest wood be ever cut.” 

of this month, (January,) ten two year old cattle to a invent to make its use unpopular. found enshrouded in its cocoon in the interstices of It is the practice to cut nearly all timber in the corn- 

butcher for over $60 each. These cattle he raised Now, in view of all the inventions above noted, the straw, and it was supposed to have been nour- parative leisure of winter; but there is no doubt that 

from calves, and kept them as all cattle that are which had their origin in this century, I would ask isbed and bred there, the .same as it is supposed by it would be better to pay a higher price to have it 

intended lor market should he kept, whether they H. T. B. if something creditable to the age has not many now to be bred in the cracks and flaws of the done in summer. We would especially invite obser- 

are to be sold at two or three years old. At least six been done to lighten the tolls of womau, and give her wood hive, instead of arming the combs, where it vation and attention to the subject. 

usually does all its mischief before leaving to find a 

place to spin a cocoon. The straw hives, from the 

.nature of the material used, was thought to afford too 

of this mouth, (January,) ten two year old cattle to a 

butcher for over $60 each. These cattle lie raised 

from calves, and kept them as all cattle that are 

intended for market should he kept, whether they 

are to be sold at two or three years old. At least six 

out of the ten would have paid to heop another year; 

lint my neighbor lias others to till their places for 

next season. 1 wonder how many cattle there arc in 

the Major’s neighborhood that are not worth $20 at 

the same age. No, no, Major, it will never do to feed 

cattle on straw and frozen corn stalks. You will be 

an old fogy before you know it. I may sell my sheep 

next month, (in tact I will sell any time I can get a 

paying price,) and feed others, and I would like to 

see the Major here before I part with them. 

My sheep and lambs had nothing but pasture until 

the second day of December, and I guess they did 

not lose any thing from loth November till Decem¬ 

ber 1st, See II. T, B.'a article in Rural of 12th of 

January, 1861. 
Near Geneva, N. 

John Johnston. 
V., Jan., 1861 

FACTS IN REGARD TO SORGHUM. 

Eiih. Hcrai. New Yorker:—It is a fact that through¬ 

out Illinois, town, and other Western States, this pro¬ 

duct was grown during the last year to considerable 

extent. It is also a fact that it was "worked up,” 

and that large quantities of sirup were made from it. 

We estimate and believe that within a radius of thirty- 

five miles from this point seventy-five thousand gal¬ 

lons of merchantable sirup were manufactured du¬ 

ring the last fall. It is an apparent fact that this 

product is rapidly gaining in flic confidence and 

favor of the people, and that it will bo more largely 

grown the coming year. It is also a fact that Sorg¬ 

hum sirup is good, and that it sells in our village 

markets in direct competition, at present low rates, 

with the New Orleans sirups, and at about the same 

price. It is a fact that, many specimens of sirups 

have deposited a sediment of' grained sugar, or, in 

other words, "have grained.” it is a fact that some 

invent to make its use unpopular. 

Now, in view of all the inventions above noted, 

which had their origin in this century, I would ask 

H. T. B. if something creditable to the age has not 

been done to lighten the tolls of womau, and give her 

more time for mental cultlike; and if we, as a nation, 

have not reason to be proud of our rapid improve¬ 

ment in science, mechanics, arts, and intellectual 

culture. Religion has elevated woman to lie our 

equal in all that ennobles, beautifies, and adorns 

social life, making every man’s fireside who wills 

it, and who will make the least sacrifice to obtain 

it, a perfect oasis in life’s desert. h. 

Mexico. N Y., 1861 

CRIBBING HORSES.-AGAIN. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—In your paper of the 

12th ult., I saw a quotation "About Cribbing Horses.” 

Having been troubled some with such horses, and 

having successfully removed the habit in a number of 

cases, I feel disposed lo let what light I have on the 

subject shine, for Mr. Fi.'.TONTon’s benefit, as well as 

your readers generally. Possibly, however, it may 

be but an old light. 

1 regard cribbing as a habit, not a disease, nor 

symptomatic of disease. It may originate from 

improper or irregular feeding, but all the cases that 

have come under mvown observation, I have invaria- 

bly traced to association with other cribbing horses. 

Therefore, I believe that the habit is acquired by 

allowing horses to associate with a crihber, or even 

to be stabled together. The horse 1 now have was 

perfectly free from this habit a few months ago, and 

had never cribbed previously. A crihber was then 

placed in the next stall, and in one week’s time my 

horse was proficient in the art, and actually preferred 

to stand and crib all night than to lie down. I allowed 

him to become thorough master of this habit before 

the old crihber was removed. My horse then under¬ 

stood the business better than any other horse I ever 

saw. Ho had improved on his teacher, and learned 

Rats Afraid of Powder. 

Ii. H. Ballard, Owen Co., Ky., writes to the 

ttural Notes an5 Stems. 

Acknowledgments, and a Suggestion,— Thanks, most 

sincere, to those whole-souled friends of the Rural New 

Worker who spend one, two or three days tiding over their 

respective towns to procure oubscribers. Wo have many 

interesting letters from such, and wish we could find or make 

room for copious extracts. While they are doing what will 

many hiding places for the worm, and were accord I American Agriculturist, that with one-fourth pound Pro<lu('* goo.) to individuals and community, we hope 

ingly discarded for those made of wood, which in 

this respect were much better. But at the present f°r a year. “The powder is not used to drive a T'''"'nstnen* A letter from an ardent Ruralist In Brie Co., 

time straw is not objeetiontble in tin's respect; such bullet or shot through the animals, but is simply ^ an‘1 perused.! tells of traveling through the 

hives are troubled no worst than others. The moth burned in small quantities, say a loaspoonfnl in a RXcribers "h* Lw IIumI I!'" resolt “ 24 new 

is not as persevering as formerly, or the bees are Place» alonK tbt,r ™®na1 l,atM and at the holes where being able to fill out the club on the start.) nn,i advances his 
more so. they come out, with proper precautions to prevent own money — saying it will be necessary to visit ids friends 

The second reason why they have been discarded— accidents from fire.” He says lie has proved its effi- -wain to collect. Well, we trust they are so well pleased with 

perhaps I might better say, why they have not again cacy by repeated trials. The rat has a keen sense of *b,J Rural that each will pay at sight, without asking 

come Into general use — is the form of the hive. The Hracb. and if he has sense enough to .know that he is — Those or our readers who wish to unite bsuincss with 

round, conical shape, gradually terminating in an not wanted when he perceives the odor of the burnt pleasure, are reminded that now Ujust the season for visiting 

obtuse point, gives no chaace for using the surplus powder, the remedy will be of great value. Let our and —obtnlniug Hcrai. subscriber* Take a Rural In your 

boxes. As the only inducement to bee culture, with readers experiment and report if the value of this P0'*'1 whenever you travel or visit, an.l let your and its 

most people, consists in surplus honey, a hive afford- method can be rr/M'fied. active'MmA JL'JL'ahlT'l 'IZ'ZLil' 

The second reason why they have been discarded— 

perhaps I might better say, why they have not again 

come into general use — is the form of the hive. The 

round, conical shape, gradually terminating in an 

of gunpowder he can keep every rat from his premi- friends exPf nentG pleasure Ln visiting their neighbors and 

sea for a year. "The powder is not used to driven b'wnsmen. A letter from an ardent Ruralist in Buie Co., 

bullet or shot through the animals, but is simply ^nst opPD"i and pe,usei1 ' tolls of traveling through the 

burned in small quantities, say a tcaspoonfttl in a *7" J °f,f ~a"4.tI,at th" rcsoUii24««0 
. w , , 1 subscribers. He only collected $5, (as he. was not sure of 

place, along the,r usual paths, and at the holes where b(llBg aWe to till out the club on .he start,) Z advanced 

they come out, with proper precautions to prevent own money —saying it will he necessary to visit lii* friends 

specimens of cane produced a much better article of three new ways of cribbing, viz,—with his under 

molasses than others, grown on similar soil, and jaw or chin, his mouth being shut,—with hiB nose 

worked in like manner, by pressing it against the wall; and, lastly, by bearing 

ln view of the facts in regard to superiority of pro- down with the end of his nose, or with his teeth, his 

duct, we would advise the planting of only that seed mouth being shut, against the bottom of the crib, 

grown on cane which produced good sirup in alum- These additional ways he learned after i had tied his 

dance; for the best sirup is where the greatest yield j»w» together to prevent the old method of cribbing 

is obtained. Mr. K--, who has been extensively with the upper front teeth. I then took a small strap 

engaged in manufacturing sorghum sirup, tells us he »nd buckled it around Iris neck, close to bis head, 

has come to the conclusion, from the wide difference a,,d kept, tightening it till In* could not crib; that is, 

in value of the product worked by him, that much of could not force air down his throat. I had him wear 

the seed lias become “mixed” and deteriorated in that strap day and night for a month, and hi* has 

value. He recommends planting truly the best seed of not cribbed since it was removed, nearly four weeks. 

the best cane. I have never known this remedy to fail where it was 

In view of these facts, we would urge individuals sufficiently persevered in. 

intending to plant, to ascertain, if possible, from This habit is, 1 think, almost, if not entirely, 

itinerant manufacturers in their midst, where they limited to the Northern States; for during a‘three 

may obtain the best seed. It is tiie general opinion years’ residence in the Southern Confederacy, (?) I 

hereabouts that the manufacture has less to do with never saw a cribbing horse. The habit appears to 

the production of sugar than the purity or excellence consist in filling the stomach witli air, and the strap 

of the plant, bet cultivators plant only the seed of prevents this. Should this communication throw 

such canes as produced crystal 1 stable or sugar depos- any light on the subject, I shall he glad, us many 

iting sirup, and 1 fully, and firmly, and reasonably lino horaoa arc trained hy this obnoxious habit, it is 

believe, that such improvement will lie made in the as disagreeable to horse fanciers as "snuff-dipping” 

production of this crop as to crown by success our among the ladies is to a Broadway dandy, 

desire to grow sugar. It is a fact that the cano sugar This town is largely engaged in cabinet manufac- 

produclng region was fifteen years in acquiring the taring —not Mr. Lincoln’s Cabinet—but bureaus, 

knowledge or skill required in making sugar. Give Ac. Business is about as brisk us ever. We have 

us fifteen years with sorghum, and we will make sugar, nearly a foot of snow and fine sleighing. Long life 

We have no desire, or need, to urge tho increased to the Rural. J. H. Sanborn. 
cultivation of sorghum, -we only caution growers Rwndiug, Mas* l *61. 

to heed the hints above given. It cannot bring a [lv Mr. g. will furnish the list propoRe(] in hi8 

worse crop to plant seed produced by the canes giv- notP( it wiU bo a gratification to circulate the dol¬ 

ing the greatest and best return; and it may result ment8 to which he refers. We are certainly obliged 

in great improvement, and we have faith in the real- to hinl for hiH expressions of apprecintion.-Ens.l 
mniinii <tf flirt m flint nnnli am II Kn f Ln nnnnU ■* 

worked in like manner. 

in view of the facts in regard to superiority of pro¬ 

duct, we would advise the planting of only that seed 

grown on cane which produced good sirup in abun¬ 

dance; for the best sirup is where the greatest yield 

is obtained. Mr. !\-, who hus been extensively 

engaged in manufacturing sorghum sirup, tells us he 

has come to the conclusion, from the wide difference 

in value of the product worked by him, that much of 

the seed has become “mixed” and deteriorated in 

value. He recommends planting only the best seed of 

the best cane. 

In view of these facts, we would urge individuals 

intending to plant, to ascertain, if possible, from 

itinerant manufacturers in their midst, where they 

muy obtain the best seed. It is the general opinion 

hereabouts that the manufacture has less to do with 

the production of sugar than the purity or excellence 

of the plant. Let cultivators plant only the seed of 

such ca nes as produced crystal I stable or sugar depos¬ 

iting sirup, and 1 fully, and firmly, and reasonably 

believe, that such improvement will be made in the 

production of this crop a* to crown by success our 

desire to grow sugar. It is a fact that, the cane sugar 

producing region was fifteen years in acquiring the 

knowledge or skill required in making sugar. Give 

us fifteen years with sorghum, and we will make sugar. 

We have no desire, or need, to urge tho increased 

cultivation of sorghum. — wc only caution growers 

to heed the hints above given. It cannot bring a 

worse crop to plant seed produced by the canes giv¬ 

ing the greatest and best return; and it may result 

in great improvement, and we have faith in the real¬ 

ization of tho hope that such will be the result. 
Amboy, lib, 1861. W. Ii. Gardner. 

LABOR-SAVING IN-DOORS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — Under the above 

caption, in a recent issue, of your journal, H. T. B. 

takes the lords of creation severely to task for their 

exclusiveness of invention all tending to abridge 

man’s labor and comparatively nothing to abridge 

woman’s toil, and ends with a nourish of trumpets to 

herald Daniel’s clothes dryer. All this is very well, 

if his dryer is par-excellence. Perhaps H. T. B, is a 

bachelor, and wishes some eclat for contending for 

“woman’s rights,” If so, 1 wish him ail the success 

hia efforts entitle him t,o, and will endeavor to note 

some thiugs for his and other’s eyes —showing that 

much haB been done by inventors to ameliorate the 

condition of the laboring women of America. 

Any one whose memory runs hack to the begin¬ 

ning of this century, will call to mind the time 

when the housewives and daughters of those days 

took tho raw wool and cotton, broke, corded, spun, 

wove, and colored the same, all hy hand, for family 

use—and bees for braking, carding, and spinning, 

were among the social gatherings of an afternoon of 

those days, for both young and old ladies. Most of 

the linen which was the common garments of men 

and boys in those days, was of the handiwork of 

females. 

Every farmer’s wife had her tape loom, and hosiery, 

gloves, and mittens, were made by hand. Now, 

steam and water power, with their thousands of 

wheels, spindles, jennies, and looms, make all these 

fabrics, with careful hands to guide them. The 

knitting machine makes every variety of hosiery, 

gloves, wrappers, and drawers, and easy coats for 

comtnon wear. The Jacuard loom turns out carpets 

of oriental splendor, unknown to our grandmothers, 

and we have patent carpet sweepers to take up the 

dust, without milling the surface. 

The cook stove was an important invention to 

Bottkk-Makino in Winter.—I have long thought I 

would communicate my experience in butter-making 

in winter to the Rural Nkw-Yorker, and you muy 

throw it under the table if not acceptable to yon. I 

set my milk without warming, in a cool milk room, 

and let it stand from t welve to forty-eight hours as 

occasion requires, then set it on a grate on the stove, 

and let it warm gradually a little, — not as warm as 

new milk, but a little. This 1 do in the morning, 

and the next morning skim, and if you or your 

readers ever saw thicker, nicer cream, I never did. 

It is a luxury to take it off. I put it. in the churn and 

grate a middle sized orange carrot for about five 

pounds of butter, and strain the juice into the cream, 

which makes sweet, delicious butter, and yellow 

enough. Do not get your milk too warm, as it 

injures the butter.—J. II. L., Herkimer Vo., A'. Y, 

-»-»♦.«- 

gf t-gff \)t t. 

Straw Bee-IIives — Their Value. 

Eighty years ago, nearly all the bees in tho coun¬ 

try were in straw hives. That they were prosperous, 

we have abundant testimony. A few of them are 

occasionally found at this time—enough to prove 

their superiority in early swarming. A few years 

since, in connection with a partner, 1 bought twenty- 

two; these, with forty made of wood, equally as 

good in respect to the number of bees and stores, 

were placed in one yard. As the swarming season 

ing no facilities for obtaining It, must of necessity be 

discarded. When the colonies failed that we bad in 

these hives, we did not restore them on that account. 

1 know one bee-keeper who still adheres to these 

hives, putting the early swarms and prosperity of 

the bees before any of the advantages of box honey. 

I know another who expended some three hundred 

dollars in constructing wood hives to answer the 

same purpose of those niade.of straw. He conceived 

the principle to be in the greater warmth afforded to 

the bees. To make wood answer instead, he made 

them double, inclosing a dead air space bet ween the 

outer and inner hive. Many others — including a 

patentee of a movable comb hive — have used and 

recommended hives made on this principle. But all 

these efforts are only partially successful. As soon 

its bees arc inclosed with an air tight covering to 

secure the warmth, the moisture accumulates, and 

their combs mold. If an opening is made to secure 

upward ventilation to carry off this moisture, a part 

of tho animal heat goes with it, and the gain by a 

double Inclosure Is very little. On the other hand, 

the straw hive absorbs the moisture as generated, the 

upward ventilation may he avoided, and the needed 

warmth will remain with the bees. The advantages, 

then, appear to be in the material — not the hive, or 

the manner of making it. 

Mr. I.angstromh, speaking of materials for making 

hives, says: “Straw hives have been used for ages, 

and are warm in winter and cool in summer. The 

difficulty of making thorn take and retain the proper 

shape for improved bee-keeping, is an insuperable 

objection to their use.” 

I think 1 have shown satisfactorily, that straw is 

the best material for bee-hives, if the shape could be 

adapted to our wants. 1 have taken this trouble for 

the purpose of calling attention to this subject. 

When there is a demand, a supply should be forth¬ 

coming, Now we bee-keepers want a straw hive 

adapted to improved bee culture. I have recently 

thought much on this matter, and have actually con¬ 

structed a hive adapted to the movable frames, and 

have put bees into it us an experiment this winter. 

But as T am not particularly gifted in making im¬ 

provements in bee-hives, it is not at all probable that 

I have the best plan. I wish to induce some of our 

Yankee ingenuity, that is now wasted on worthless 

patent contrivances, to take another direction, where 

there may be some benefit. M. Quinsy. 

St. Johnsville, N. If. _ 

Straining Honey and Making Beeswax. 

Brake up the comb iu small pieces, have ready 

a small tin pun, the bottom perforated with small 

holes, a leaky one will answer. This makes an 

excellent strainer for tuauy purposes. Fill the pan 

half full of comb, .place this in a larger pan elevated 

Winter fare of Cattle. 

A writer in the Vermont own Telegraph gives 

the following as hi - mode of wintering stock: 

How many farmers there arc who, towards the 

close of winter, complain of being short of fodder 

and are compelled to purchase hay at high prices to 

carry their stock until pasture time. I know from 

experience what this is, and find it does not pay. 

There are two causes and also two remedies for this 

state of things, viz:—Too heavy a stock and too 

wasteful feeding. For the former the remedy is ob¬ 

vious: for the latter, a great many farmers have not 

yet discovered a preventive; but go cm in the old 

way of feeding in common square racks in the yard, 

either corn-fodder, straw, or hay. Here is where the 

light, shine. Iu the last mail wo received a note from an 

active friend asking for about a dozen number* to complete 

his volume for 1860. Ho *ay* he always Carrie* a Rural 

with him, and shows it and t.-dks it when among non-sub¬ 

scribers. A suggestive example, isn’t it, Reader? 

A Comprehensive Request.—One C. F. C., of Gibson Co., 

Tonn., writes:—“ l’lease send me a specimen of the Rural 

New-Yorker, and also specimens of the Atlantic, Harper’s, 

the Horticulturist, and Hovey’s Magazines, and oblige yours— 

h.« 1 wish to subscribe for a paper, one or two magazines, and 

perhaps I can make up a rich " We arc naturally sanguine, 

have considerable confidence in humanity, and often venture 

more in our business than friends think safe or advisable,_ 

yet, while it would afford us pleasure to oblige C. F. C., we 

hardly think it proper to invest a dollar, beside postage, to 

comply with the request relative to said magazines. We 

cheerfully mail specimens of the Rural, but fear if we should 

also send the magazines, the recipient would have so much 

loss occurs, and did every farmer know the great a Kood thing (first class reading) that the supply might 

gain there would be in cutting up everything he 

feeds, Instead of feeding it whole, there would be no 

more complaints of “short of fodder.” I have tried 

if and find I can winter ten bead of cattle on cat fod¬ 

der now, a here 1 only wintered fire head last year, and 

what is more, keep then in better order! I feed in 

the yard, in troughs six feet long, eighteen inches 

deep and two feet wide at the top, sloping to one foot 

at the bottom. My cattle eat it up clean — hard but a, 

stalks and all; and one ordinary bundle of fodder,— 

such as would be generally given to a steer at one 

meal,— lasts an animal a whole day. 

Another advantage is, my manure is all short, 

easily handled in the spring when I heap it up under 

the sheds, and I am not bothered by the long corn 

stalks all through it. Cattle prefer their fodder cut, 

and will cat it more quietly. The same saving may 

be accomplished in the stable, by cutting the hay fed 

to horses, cows, Ac. They soon learn to like it 

better than long hay, and then they can waste none. 

Let every farmer wlio has not tried it, and who has 

been worried to know how to get his cattle through 

the wintei rightly without buying hay, try this plain, 

and if he does it right, he will never regret the out¬ 

lay for the cutter. 

Ktujttfrtes and gumum. 
What is the Matter with the Pick?—Cnn some of your 

correspondent* tell roe. through tho Rural, what to do Tor 
rny pigs? They breathe hard for ten day* or two weeks, then 
the ears and none turn black, and they die. They do not 
swell or choke up.—A. K., 'tUltmadyc, Ohio, 1861 

Pulling at the Halter—Witl some of the Re ual readers 
tell lm* Lew to eon* a horse *,T nulling si tbr. hnJL.rl' I Urn 
a fine mare that will, perhaps, one* in a hundred times, pull 
tremendously. Now, it is not pleasant always to latch with 
a large rope around the nock to bo prepared for this pulling. 
She is a spirited animal but otherwise kind ami does not 
pull because she I* frightened.—Niagara, Niay. (’a., Ar. V. 

Grinding Corn and Con togktiikk—Is it Hurtful to Cattle? 
—Will Rural editors answer the following questions, or per¬ 
mit some of their numerous subscriber* to do so in their 

««• «• *>"*• l»<*» the bottom by ft.I Mod* 'SK'i, ^,,‘'SW.*Sb' iK 
of wood, uud place the whole in a stove oven, upon 

a couple of common brick. Let the temperature be 

Of (sufficient heat to bake common ginger cuke. In 

a short time the honey will have drained through 

nicely, also most of the beeswax. Remove carefully 

to a cool place, and let it remain till perfectly cold. 

The wax hus now formed a solid covering for the 

honey, which you ean easily remove and mold to 

your fancy. The comb that remains in the strainer 

throw into an iron kettle, and when you have 

finished straining honey, add a pailful of water to 

your kettle of comb, and place the whole over u hot 

the sium* corn ground separately?—A SuitsuRiHKR, Ohio. 

We have hoard farmers complain of injuries received by 

feeding corn and cob ground together, and wc have also 

heard practical men claim that the most advantageous mode 

i, bird the making up of a club ! We make a great many 

small investments for the benefit Of subscriber.- and bor¬ 

rower*— the least of which is answering latter* and paying 

postage, (tbongh often the time required to obtain tho 

information make* the expense uo trifle) — but must be 

excused, on the score of modesty, from complying with the 

request quoted, and many of a similar character 

Devons for California. Ac. — Wo learn that Messrs. John 

and Wm. S. Core, of Freetown, Cortland Co., (of whose fine 

herd of Devons wo have made favorable mention in the 

Rural,) have recently sold several pure Devons to Seneca 

Daniels, of Saratoga, who Is to take them the overland route 

to California the ensuing season. Among them is “Fancy,” 

(1268) bred by 11. G. Faii.E, — awarded the 1st prize at the 

N. Y. State Fair in 1854; also same at tho State Fair in 1858, 

as best Devon cow over three years old. Also “ Fashion,” 

(12X0) bred by Mr. Van Rknssel.er. of Otsego, from Fancy 

by imported ;'Mayl>oy” (71.) Messrs. C. have also sold (he 

Devon bull “Messenger,” [bred hy Mr. V. R,, sired by “Pon¬ 

tiac," (527), bred by Mr. Fails:, from “Ladybird,” (820) bred 

by Geo. Tamer, of Barton, K.xcter, England,] to A. W. North, 

of Binghamton, N. Y. 

Great Turkey Story.—A correspondent atQuinda.ro, Kan 

saB, furnishes the following singular story: —“ Lost spring I 

had three turkey- liens, but no gabbler, and they had laid their 

first lot of eggs before I could get one. These egg* were 

taken from the turkeys, aud given to other hens, without my 

knowledge, and when 1 was told the fact, I grumbled a good 

deal at the loss of the eggs, for I was confident they would 

not hatch, nnd I wanted them for the table. But, to my 

great surprise, in due time every one produced a turkey, 

Now, the wonder is, bow did these egg* become impregnated? 

No male turkey could have been with them Do turkeys 

possess a double m-a ■' WiU pome one learned in such matters 
explain?” 

--+-+-*- 
*1*100 1 IICt.D OV \f AN,IKE Vmtl - A pemajyAAA’tenl writer 

us that Dea. Amasa Holmes, or Homer, N. Y., grew.last 

season a crop of Mangel Wurzel yielding nine bushels per 

square rod, or at the rate of 1,440 bushels per aero. “He 

had several hundred bushel*, aud never fails in growing 

enough to feed his stock — keeping them in good health ami 

thriving well. He bag wintered hogs successfully on these 

and sugar beets. Dea, H. find* it advantageous to dreas the 

ground with clean manure, and generally continues the 

cultivation of the same plot for several years. Hi* soil is a 

clay loam, not naturally very productive.” 

-- ♦ -- 

How to Obtain English Ao’l Journals.—A California 

of feeding was in thi* condition. As “Subscriber' wishes subscriber inquires how he can best procure some of the 

Rural readers to give their views, he will doubtless be 

gratified. 

Scab on the Eye-lids of Cattle.—Noticingin the columns 

of the Rural for January 5th an inquiry for a remedy for the 

above named disease, I would say to W. W. Chapman, take 

fine gunpowder, (if not fine, make fine,) mix with hog’s lard, 

rub on the parte affected twice or three times, and it. will 

effect a cure. I have known it to come out on different parts 

fire. Boil about five minutes, then strain through of cattle, and go through u whole hard.—E. D. Lewis, Jasper, 

your tin strainer into a tub of cold water. When Steuben Co., hi, F., 1861. 

cold, skim off the wax, and melt it. Press it "’mi rc8ard to thn inquiry of w. w, Chapman, in the 

through a coarse linen cloth, and you will see hoes- Rl,BAl' of Jan^ *th- feting scab on the eye-lid. of 
. ...... ,, , cattle, webavefonnd that salting very often is the preven- 

wax worth having. A inend at tuy elbow says I tive atlll , rae would ,.ffect a cure._j. M, Eduehton. 

have made sixty or seventy pounds of beeswax in fKafcon, Mtgan cv„ *»*.. lm 

one season, and sold several hundred pounds of - 

houoy, and thinks it pays better than anything else a Protrusion of tub Rectum in Swine.—I have a hog that 
,, ,,_* , ‘ vi _ 1* Doubled with the main passage of the body, or alimentary 

tanner o! small means cun do. Marus, canal, protruding, and bleeding profusely at times. I have 
Lansiugville, N. Y., 1851. tried linseed Oil in her feed, but. tn does not effect a cure. 

_„ ^ Will vou, or some of your reader* please inform me. through 
the ji,,,.AL what J must do, and much oblige—A Subscriber, 

gural Spirit of tftt This difficulty is somewhat (i-cqceiit in young pigs, and is 

English AgT Journals, and whether we can give the address 

of a ridiablc party who will receive and forward subscriptions. 

For the benefit of our correspondent, tho information of 

other* interested, and the good of the cause, we will do 

a little free advertising by stating that Messrs. Saxton & 

Barker, Ag'l Book Publisher*, 25 Park Row, New York, 

are agent* for most of the English and other foreign 

agricultural journals. They are reliable, and usually very 

prompt in business transactions, a* we can attest. 

With regard to the inquiry of W. W, Chapman, in the l^oinns of ^ovintUunil Jwidles. 
[trai. of January 5th, respecting scab on the eye-lids of J 

NEW YORK LOCAL SOCIETIES. 

The Onondaga Co. Ag. Society, located in one of th4’ 

best agricultural districts in the State, has been disbanded! 

Cause, a debt of only $1,800 ! Thi* must be humiliating to 

the enterprising and progressive farmers of Onondaga, unless 

there is a more potent reason than the one assigned. They 

ought to have more “ pluck " than to «give it up so,"— and 

place. The self-healing sad-irons have eased the 

operations of dressing your linen, and the wash-board 

and machine have come, to the relief of the laundress, 

and displaced tho "battle-board " of old times. 

Sofas and easy chairs have displaced the rude 

benches, and bark and splint-bottom chairs. Ma¬ 

chines griud our coffee and spices, and render useless 

the wooden mortar. Cisterns, with pump attach¬ 

ments, have loft the “ rain trough” to decay, and the 

old “oaken bucket” no longer vibrates in the wind 

on the well pole. The ax and the “till bow” have 

hrh. .U|.«|UUV iu owqr mnuiiig, A lew years - often fatal. It Is most prevalent iu towns or cities, particu- 

sincc, iu connection with a partner, I bought twenty- Thc ,>otnto Dweaae. ]arly where a considerable animal rood i* given to the animal. 

two; these, with forty made of wood, equally as A correspondent of the Bristol (English) Times I* may al*o be produced hy violence. Keep the pig clean and 

good in respect to the number of bees aud stores, draws attention to a method employed in Russia to and deny all food, with the exception of a little milk. 

Wore placed in one yard. As the swarming season prevent the disease. Professor Bollmon, of St. Ilef,jrf4 returning the rectum. Secure the pig carefully, wash 

approached, the straw hives indicated the strongest Petersburg!), planted some potatoes which had been rePl!4ce lbe ?ut-f,t the somp tiaie pushing it up a 

colonies. The first five swarms were from these accidentally dried near a stove till they were so j8*’’ ^rm,8h 
' J the anus, and fasten tn n knot. No solids should be given 

hives; and when seventeen had issued, thirteen had greatly shriveled that it was thought they would be for several days, but keep the animal mostly on milk, 
come from them. All sent out swarms but two— quite useless for seed. They grew, however: and 

several of them two or three; while full one-third of while all the other potatoes in the neighborhood Scours in Calves.—will the-editors of the Rural be so 

the wood hives failed to swarm at all through the were very much diseased, these remained sound, on^thathirbecn Unvhm sfncMasrrti\\\ndC^anhear o^no 
season. Here was an advantage in swarming, greatly The Professor afterwards adopted the principle of cure.—P-. Prusjtect Farm, Darn vide. X. Y., lftfil. 

in favor of straw hives. We kept some of these drying his seed potatoes at a high temperature, and Mucl1 ac"Ut-v iu lUe stoui“cl* and bowel* attends this dig 
hives several years, which continued to maintain, in the plan has never failed. His example was followed , tll*'re1"re lf 14 necessary to get nd of it, first of all, by 

this respect, their superiority. Since our trial of by various other persons, with the same success: and thf ^ ’T**0’ "^T w ^ S® 1 » uu exhibition of chalk, or some other medicine wub which the 
them, I have inquired oi many wlio have had them on many estates drying houses have now been built acid wiu readily combine. Two ounce* of castor oil. or three 

in use; all testily to their early- swarming. 1 think it W carry on the process. It is said that the progress ounces of Epsom salts, may be given. Opium, iu some form 

would he suio to give eight or ten days, at least, as °f the disease on potatoes partially attacked is com- or other, roust always he united with the chalk. It is of no 

the average time that those will swarm before others, plctely checked by the heat. The experiment is very USL> 10 ?et ri,i of one complaint when others are lurking and 

The swarming season, generally, is the time when simple, and it has this advantage —it may be tested readjr to nPTear- It’'ri11 ntd he sufficient to neutralize the 

bees get most honey. A colony that would collect without any serious amount of trouble or loss. acidity ot tho stomach; the months of the vessels that are 

three pounds per day, during* the honey harvest, -- pouring out all this mucu* and Mood must be stopped;-and we 

would be just thirty pounds better off at the end of Time for Cutting Timber. have no,:a more powerful or useul medicine than this. Itacts 
k J 1 \ 1 by removing the irritation about the onhees of the exbalent 

tho season. I his amount stored in surplus boxes, "W e have been long satisfied, says the Country vessels, aud when this is effected, they will cease to pour out 

and sold at twenty cents, would be in value as much (rentleman, that the best time to cut timber is in sum- *° much fluid, other astringents may he added, and canni- 

as a good swarm of bees. In many seasons, we have mer, if it is not left in the log, but is immediately native Wangled with the whole to recall the appetite, and 

a full yield of hooey for only a few days. A swarm worked up into boards, rails, or whatever ia intended rouse the bowel* to healthy action. The following medicine 

located at the last of this period might fail to get It dries rapidly, and becomes hard and sound. Cut '"l! ^ combinalion of a“ the8e tbin^: 
even winter stores, when ten days earlier would have and saw basswood in summer, and iu a few weeks it prepared cha k two drachm*; powdered opium, ten 

, , ,, "* grains: powdered catechu, halt a drachm: ginger, half a 
made all safe. But it is unnecessary to oiler any will become thoroughly seasoned, and will finally drachm: essence of peppermint, five drop*. Mix, and give 

further proof on this point; all will admit that early harden so as to almost resemble horn. Cut it in win- twice every day in hah a pint of gruel, 

swarms arc better than late ones. VY hen these results ter, and it will be so long in seasoning as to become Him will he the proper dose for a calf from » fortnight to 

indicate that straw hives give the earliest swarms, partly decayed before the process can be completed. two month* old. If the animal is older, the dose may be 
and such swarms are the most valuable, the miestiein No doubt, the nresein e ,>f the water nr n.,.,.,,* increased one-half. 

ip Rural, what J roust do, and much oblige—A Subscriber, we hope the "sober second thought” will induce action 
ansville, Iv. V. iBfit. worthy of themselves aud the rich county they inhabit. 
This difficulty is somewhat frequent in young pig*, and is . .. . , . 

lighten ie toils of the kitchen, and gladden the them, I have inquired of many wlio have had them on many-estates drying houses have uow been built 

hearts of those who had long cooked over hot fires, in use; all testify to their early swarming. 1 think it to carry on the process. It is said that the progress 

and handled the heavy iron furniture of the fire- would be sufa to give eight or ten days, at least, as of the disease on potatoes partially attacked is com- 

the average time that these will swarm before others, plctely checked by the bunt. The experiment is very 

The swarming season, generally, is the time when simple, and it has this advantage — it may be tested 

bees get most honey. A colony that would collect without any serious amount of trouble or loss. 

three pounds per day, during the honey harvest, - 

would be just thirty pounds better off at the end of ,or Cutting Timber, 

the season. This amount stored in surplus boxes, AVe have been long satisfied, says the Country 

and sold at twenty cents, would be in value as much Gentleman, that the best time to cut timber is in sum- 

as a good swarm of bees. In mauy seasons, we have mer, if it is not left in the log, but is immediately- 

worked up into boards, rails, or whatever is intended. menis, mno ion tnc rain trongn to decay, aud the a full yield of honey for only a few days. A swarm worked up into boards, rails, or whatever is intended, 

old "oaken bucket’ no longer vibrates iu the wind located at the lost of this period might fail to get It dries rapidly, and becomes hard and sound. Cut 

on t ic well pole. 1 he ax and the '• till bow” have even winter stores, when ten days earlier would have aud saw basswood in summer, and in a few weeks it 

given place to machines that out Bnd fill our sausages; made all safe. But it is unnecessary to offer any will become thoroughly seasoned, and will finally 

and the “ Old Dominion ” gives a finer aroma to our further proof on this point; all will admit that early harden so as to almost resemble horn. Cut it in win- 

coltee. The sewing machine, another great invon- swarms arc better than late ones. When these results ter, and it will be so long in seasoning as to become 

. mreuwiMM. IH luevoiiet, T &ere nave ween two principal reasons. The first is, ter part, hastens this incipient decay. Rails cut and 
whereby native charms have been greatly improved, that when the moth was first introduced into the split in summer, and the bark pealed to hasten dry- 

the crinoline stands out as the crowning climax of country, its ravages exceeded any thing that we have ing, have lasted twice as long as winter cut rails. A 

t ie inventions of men for the gentler sex. Its exten- at the present time. Its nature and habits were less correspondent of the New-Eiiglaud Farmer says he 

sive use and utility make it one of the institutions of understood. It seemed to be new to the bees, as well cut aud split a chestnut tree early in summer, and 

Dr. Dadd, in his Diseases of Cattle, says that whim sucking 

calvea are under treatment, the mother should have a few 

dose* of the following compound:—Finely powdered charcoal, 

8 ounces; lime water, 4 ounces; tincture of Matico, 2 ounces; 

water. 1 pint. Divide into four parts, and give one portion 

every four hours. The same may be used for calves, only in 

smaller quantity. 

worthy of themselves and the rich county they inhabit. 

Oswego Co., (at Mexico.)—Officers for 1801: President — 

Alvin Lawrence, Mexico. Secretary — C. L. Webb, Mexico. 

Treasurer — L. II. Conklin, Mexico. We have not seen the 

proceedings of the annual meeting, but learn that a com¬ 

mittee was appointed to confer with a committee of the other 

County Society on the subject of uniting. 

Seneca Co Society.— Officers elected at recent annual 

meeting: President—O W Wilkinson Vice President — 

Wm. Dunlap. Secretary—Charles Seutell. Treasurer—John 

E. Coe. Directors—llclim Sutton, in place of O. W. Wilkin¬ 

son, elected President, Orin Southwick, James D. Rogers. 

Saratoga Co.—Officers for 1861: President—Joheuii Bac- 

ccs, Northumberland. Cor. Secretary—Fredrick S. Root, 

Saratoga Springs. Itec. Secretary—John A. Corey, Saratoga 

Spring*. Treasurer—Reuben S. Burttis, Stillwater 

Westchester Co.—Officers: President — Henry Keeler, 

Lewisboro. Cor. Secretary — James Wood, Bedford. Itec. 

Secretary — John Cowan, White Plains. Treasurer—James 

Armstrong, White Plain 

Columbia Co.—Officer* President —Norton S. Collins, 

Hillsdale Secretary — Abraham Ashley, Chatham Four 

Corners. Treasurer—J. S. Sbufelt, Chatham Four Corners. 

Otsego Co.—Officers for 1861: President—Alfred Clarke, 

Springfield. Vice President—Charles J. Stilman, Coopers- 

town. Treasurer—G. Pomeroy Kcese, Coopoimtown. 

I.i:nox F & M. Association (Maidison Co.)—Officers for 

1861: President—Franklin M. Whitman. Vice Presidents— 

E. C. Saunders. James H. Woodford. Secretary—I. N. Mes- 

singor. Treasurer — T. F. Hand. Balance of $224 on hand. 

Vermont State Ag. Society.—The annual meeting was 

held at Rutland on the 10th ult. Officer* for 1801 —Presi¬ 

dents— Ii. 1L Baxter, of Rutland. Vice-Presidents — Edwin 

Hammond, of Middiebury; Henry Keyes, of Newbury; J. W. 

Colburn, of Springfield; John Jackson, of Brandon. Record¬ 

ing Secretary — Charie* Cummings, of Brattleboro. Cor. 

Secretary—Daniel Needham, of Hartford. Treasurer-—J. W. 

Colburn, of Springfield. Additional Directors—Fredrick Hol¬ 

brook. of Brattleboro; L. B. Platt, of Colchester: David Hill, 

of Bridport; H. S. Morse, of Shelburne; D. K. Potter, of St. 

Albans; G. B. Bush, of Shoreham; Elijah Cleaveland, of 

Coventry: H. G. Root, of Bennington; Nathan Cashing, of 

Woodstock; John Gregory, of Northfield; George Campbell, 

of Westminster. The Society has a balance of $3,635.08. 
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REPORTS—FRUIT GROWERS’ MEETINGS. 

We are pleased to observe that Fruit Growers in 

all sections of the country are increasing in numbers 

and in zeal, and that they are not only anxious to gain 

information, but are taking the right means to obtain 

it. Never before were so many fruit growers’ meet¬ 

ings held as during tlm present winter, and should 

we give even a brief sketch of all, our Horticultural 

Department would be filled with these proceedings 

to the entire exclusion of other matters. We have 

already given considerable space to the doings and 

sayings of our friends, and have much more material 

on hand to which we shall allude hereafter. Wc 

know of no better way'than this to obtain or dissemi¬ 

nate information. It is from the united experience 

of cultivators in all sections of the country that we 

obtain reliable facte. There is no royal road to 

knowledge peculiar to editors, as some seem to im¬ 

agine. A correspondent lately proposed a certain 

question, which he wished answered in the Rural, 

and requested os not to refer him to the proceedings 

of any meeting of fruit growers for an answer. We 

are always ready to give our own opinions, and we 

aim to have these opinions founded on our own 

long experience. Rut if found to be contrary to the 

experience of fruit growers, we always hold them 

open for revision and correction. Horticulture is 

making rapid advances at, the present day. We are 

all learners. Let us hold fast all that experience has 

proved to be true, and constantly add to our stock of 

knowledge. 

FRUIT GROWERS OF UPPER CANADA. 

We are indebted to D. W. Beadle, of St. Catha¬ 

rines, C. W., for the following interesting report of 

the proceedings of the Fruit Grower's Association of 

Upper Canada: 
APPLES. 

After electing officers for 18(11, the meeting took 

up the list of apples, and the experience of cultivators 

in different sections was fully brought out. 

Early Harvest.—Quality best of its season. Tree 

perfectly hardy at Toronto and elsewhere, except 

Paris, where it is somewhat tender. Recommended 

for general cultivation. 

Red Astrachan.—Quality very good, very handsome, 

and sells readily in Toronto market. Tree very hardy 

in all parts of the Province, strongly recommended 

for general cultivation. 

Duchess oj Oldenburg.—Quality very good, beauti¬ 

ful in appearance, tree perfectly hardy everywhere; 

vigorous, very prolific: bears young, and bears every 

year. Recommended 1'or general cultivation. 

Sweet [faugh.—Large size, best sweet apple of its 

season; valuable for market. Tree hardy at St. 

Catharines, and at Paris, tender at Toronto, and a 

moderate bearer. An annual bearer at St. Catha¬ 

rines. Recommended for further trial. 

Early Joe.—Quality best. Tree very hardy, hut a 

very slow, small grower, Recommended to be grown 

as a dwarf tree in gardens. 

Early Strawberry.—Small, and tree a shy bearer. 

Summer Rose.—Quality good; tree very hardy, hut 

a feeble grower. Recommended for further trial. 

Primate.—Quality best; hardy so far as known, hut 

being new to most of oar cultivators, it was recom¬ 

mended for further trial, 

St. Lawrence.—Quality very good at Toronto, best 

at Paris, somewhat variable at St. Catharines. Tree 

perfectly hardy in all the Province, a good bearer 

and fair grower. Recommended particularly for the 

colder parts of Canada, 

Famense or Snow Apple, is well known in all 

Canada, and everywhere highly esteemed as a dessert 

fruit. Very strongly recommended, especially for 

the northern and colder parts. 

Fall Pippin.—Quality very good. Tree occasion¬ 

ally tender about Toronto; a moderate bearer. Rec¬ 

ommended for further trial. 

Porter.—This was hut little known, though one of 

the best market fruits at Toronto. Tree rather slow 

grower. Recommended for further trial. 

Keswick Codtin.—Quality very good for cooking. 

Tree very hardy, good grower, early bearer. Recom¬ 

mended for general cultivation. 

Hawthornden.—Good for cooking; very handsome. 

Tree very hardy, good and early bearer. Recom¬ 

mended for general cultivation. 

Golden Sweet.— Very good sweet apple, valuable 

for market. Tree very hardy, good grower, great 

bearer. Recommended for general cultivation. 

Twenty Ounce Apple.—Good cookin ■?, size large. 

Tree hardy, moderate bearer. Recommended for trial. 

Gravenstein.—Quality best, best in all respects. Tree 

hardy at Toronto, Paris, St. Catharines, and so far as 

heard from. Recommended for general cultivation. 

BenonL—Not well known; highly esteemed by 

those who had tried it. Recornmeuded for trial. 

Jersey Sweeting.—Rest fall sweet; valuable for mar¬ 

ket. Tree hardy so far as tested; but the variety 

being comparatively new, it was recommended for 

further trial. 

Fall Jennetting.—Quality very good for baking; 

size large. Tree hardy, fair bearer. Tested only in 

a few localities, aud recommended for further trial, 

Hubbardston Nonsuch.—But little known; where 

tried had been fonnd very good for both table and 

cooking, and tree hardy and prolific. Recommended 

for further trial. 

Baldwin.—Bestiality; valuable for market; keeps 

well until spring. Tree tender to the northward; an 

early and great bearer. Recommended for suitable 

localities. 

Rhode Island Greening.—One of the most valuable 

and moat profitable winter market fruits. Tree a 

great bearer, begins to bear early, but quite teuder to 

the north, and particularly at Paris. Recommended 

for appropriate localities. 

Spitzenberg.—Quality best. Tree hardy, very slend¬ 

er grower, but had proved only a moderate bearer at 

Toronto, and Paris, and St. Catharines. At Hamil¬ 

ton and Niagara it was a good bearer. Recommend¬ 

ed for certain localities. 

Ribs ton Pippin.—Quality best for both table and 

cooking; valuable for market. Tree hardy every¬ 

where; good and early bearer. Recommended for 

general cultivation. 

Roxbury Russet.—Quality good, size above medium. 

Tree hardy at Toronto and St. Catharines, but only 

moderately hardy at Paris. Recommended for its 

long keeping qualities. 

American Golden Russet.—Quality very good; larger 

than Pomuie Gris. Fine long keeper; valuable for 

market. Generally hardy, good grower and good 

bearer. Recommended for general cultivation. 

Northern .Spy.—Quality best, size large, very hand¬ 

some, long keeper, hangs well on the tree. Tree 

hardy everywhere; rather tardy in beginning to bear, 

bat after it has begun, is an excellent bearer, and by 

always blooming late in the season, the crop often 

escapes late frosts, which destroy the crop of other 

varieties. Recommended for general cultivation. 

Smaar,—Quality best. Tree requires a warm, dry, 

rich soil; very tender at Paris, and a good bearer at 

Toronto. Recommended for appropriate localities. 

Fortune Gris.—Quality best : small russet; in eating 

all winter, and will keep until July. Tree very hardy 

and a good bearer. Very strongly recommended as 

a table apple for all parts of the Province. 

yellow fieUjtower.—Quality very good, but the tree 

is a poor grower, and very poor bearer. Rejected. 

Helm nut.—A new variety, proved good for cooking 

and table at Taranto, and the tree very hardy and a 

good bearer. Recommended for further trial. 

Wugener. — Quality best; large, beautiful tree, 

very hardy, very prolific, and an early bearer. 

Recommended as a new variety of great promise. 

Tollman Sweet. — Best winter sweet apple; tree 

very hardy everywhere; but at Torouto the fruit was 

small and scabby, though fine elsewhere. 

Reality of Kent, was but little known; quality 

good cooking: size large, very handsome Tree; a 

good bearer and hardy as far as tested. Recom¬ 

mended for further trial. 

Calvert.—Quality good cooking; large, handsome, 

tree erect, vigorous; not generally known, though it 

received the first prize of the Provincial Agricultural 

Association last fall as the best baking apple. 

Recommended for further trial. 

Westfield Seek-no-Further.— Quality best; a Febru¬ 

ary table fruit; tree hardy and a good bearer as far 

as heard from. Recommended for further trial. 

Vandervere.— This varied greatly according to the 

soil; best on sandy land; at Toronto the fruit was 

scabby, and not worth cultivating; tree hardy and a 

good hearer on suitable soil. 

Rambo. — Quality very good; size medium, keeps 

until January; tree very hardy and prolific; but 

though the tree was hardy at Toronto, the fruit was 

very small and scabby. Recommended for suitable 

localities. 

Dominie.—Specimens of this variety were exhibited 

from St. Catherines nurseries; but being new to most 

of the members present, it was recommended as a 

new variety promising well. 

STRAWBERRIES. 

On motion, the list of apples was laid on the table, 

and the strawberries taken up. 

Wilson. — Excellent flavor, enormous bearer, very 

hardy. Recommended for general cultivation for 

market. 

Jenny Lind. — Early, large, prolific; at Toronto it 

ranks next after Early Scarlet. Recommended for 

, general cultivation. 

Durr's New Pine.—Finest in flavor of all the straw¬ 

berries, hardy and a good bearer. Recommended 

for general cultivation. 

Trollope's Victoria. — Late, large, excellent flavor, 

hardy, not valuable for market. Recommended for 

g antic men’s gardens. 

Monroe Scarlet.— Had proved a good bearer, of good 

flavor, and hardy at Paris, Grimsby and Toronto; 

but at Toronto did not bear well. 

Triomphe de (land.--Had failed at Paris, but every¬ 

where else it proved to be of the finest flavor, hardy, 

and one of the most promising new varieties. 

Hooker.—Much admired for size, beauty and flavor; 

but was tender in many localities, and liable to win¬ 

ter-kill. 
. raspberries. 

Franconia.—Mr. Leslie, of Toronto,—Strong cane, 

berry dark red, prolific; the most, hardy variety, 

flavor best, very valuable for market. Mr. Holton, 

of Hamilton,—something too acid for table, be9t for 

cooking, flesh firm, plant hardy. Mr. Freed, of 

Hamilton,— not as luscious as some, but very good; 

valuable for market. Mr. Murray, of Hamilton,— 

very good in every respect. Recommended for gene¬ 

ral cultivation. 

Brruckle's Orange.—Mr. Beadle, of St. Catharines, 

had fruited it only one year, it. bote the winter well 

without protection, and fruited well; fruit rich and 

fine. Mr. Leslie, of Toronto, found it tender. Mr. 

Holton, of Hamilton, had grown it on poor soil, 

and then it proved a poorer bearer than Franconia; 

flavor very good, plant not very hardy. Mr. Freed, 

of Hamilton,—quite hardy with me, strong grower, 

left it unprotected for three years, and it bore good 

crops each season, flavor good, not so high as Yellow 

Antwerp. Recommended for further trial. 

Faslolff. — Mr. Leslie, of Toronto,—a strong 

grower, not very hardy, occasionally bears heavy 

crops, berry large, flavor very good. Mr. Arnold, 

of Paris,— is very tender, produced a small crop, 

fruit very soft, can hardly he gathered without bruis¬ 

ing. Mr. Freed, of Hamilton,— cane and fruit very 

tender. 

Knevett's Giant.— Mr. Holton, of Hamilton,—I 

have had it three years, on a poor, light soil, canes 

very strong, tolerably hardy, not quite as hardy as 

Franco rlfc. Good bearer, berries very large and con¬ 

tinue in use a long time, flavor best; the flesh hardly 

firm enough to Carry well to market. Recommended 

for further trial. 

PEARS. 

Madeleine.— Recommended for cultivation as the 

best earliest pear. 

Bartlett.—Tree too tender for the coldest sections, 

tender at Toronto, hardy at Paris, and a universal 

favorite at Hamilton; bears young and abundantly on 

the pear stock. Recommended for localities not too 

cold. 

Oshand's Summer.—Quality best, medium size, tree 

hardy at Toronto and St. Catharines. Recommended 

for further trial. 

Tyson.— Quality very good, tree perfectly hardy. 

Recommended for general cultivation. 

Belle Lucrative.—Best quality, tree hardy and pro¬ 

lific on pear and quince stock at Hamilton and St. 

Catharines, but rather tender and poor bearer at 

Toronto and Paris. Recommended lor further trial. 

Beurre Gifford.—Quality best, tree grows slow, bnt 

is perfectly hardy. Recommended for further trial. 

Louise Bonne de Jersey.— A universal favorite at 

Toronto, Hamilton and Paris; tree perfectly hardy 

and a great bearer. Recommended for general culti¬ 

vation. 

Flemish Beauty.—Very much esteemed at Toronto, 

Hamilton, St. Catharines, and wherever tested; tree 

very hardy, and good bearer on pear stock. Recom¬ 

mended for general cultivation. 

Beurre d’ Anjou.— Quality best; tree hardy every¬ 

where, but being new was only recommended for 

further trial. 

White Doyenne.— Quality best; tree hardy at To¬ 

ronto, Hamilton, and St. Catharines; rather tender at 

Paris; at Torouto the fruit was too small to be good. 

Recommended for further trial. 

Seckel,—Quality best fruit quite small; tree small, 

bnt bears abundantly, and is hardy throughout the 

Province. Recommended for general cultivation. 

Duchesse d’ Aiigouleine.— Not hardy at Hamilton, 

and a poor bearer; blossomed well, but did not set its 

fruit; at Toronto only semi-hardy, but bore pretty 

We have before noticed the appear¬ 

ance in Europe, last year, of double 

Zinnias, and ,tho special attention they 

received from florists and the press. 

The Zinnia, in its many varieties, is no 

doubt familiar to most of our readers, 

having been cultivated for many years, 

and without any ot her change than that 

of color. We figured the common 

variety in the Rural of last, year. 

All attempts of European florists to 

obtain a double flower have been un¬ 

successful, and the present double varie¬ 

ties are of Eastern origin, the seeds 

having been just received from the 

East Indies by M. Gr azani, of Bagneres, 

France, and afterwards by Messrs. Car¬ 

ter, of London. How they originated, 

or came to India, is at present un¬ 

known, but that they are a great ac¬ 

quisition no one can doubt, and Dr. 

Lindley says, *■ not a whit less in¬ 

teresting tliau that of double dahlias.” 

We give a representation of the flower. 

Seeds have been obtained from Europe 

by some Of our florists. 

well; at Paris was hanly and fruit large; at St. 

Catharines hardy, and bore abundantly. 

The hour for adjournment had how arrived, and 

much interesting matter was necessarily postponed 

to a subsequent meeting. The Association voted to 

hold another meeting at Hamilton, in July next, and 

one in September, at Toronto; the Secretary to 

notify each member of the day of meeting, at least 

ten days previously. All Canadian fruit-lovers and 

growers of fruit are invited to join the Association 

and contribute theirexperienec in their several local¬ 

ities, to the end that it may be ascertained wliat vari¬ 

eties are best adaptad to the climate. J. Hurlburt, 

Esq., I,. L. !>., of Hamilton, Secretary of the Asso¬ 

ciation, will be happy to receive the names of any 

persons wishing to become members. 

GRAFTING AND FORCING THE VINE. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:— Last winter I obtained 

some Delaware Grape scions of Mr. Charles Down¬ 

ing, a very obliging gentleman of Newburg, N. Y., 

for tho purpose of grafting some old vines, in tho 

mouth of February last, 1 concluded to try an expe¬ 

riment, in order to get an early and large growth, 

and thus obtain “the fruit of the vine” much sooner 

than by planting the cuttings, or propagating the 

buds in pots. I took a part of the root of a two- 

year-ohl Isabella cutting, which F had taken up and 

laid in the fall previous, and splice-grafted it with 

a Delaware scion, having two buds, and secured them 

with waxed paper. The stalk had about half a dozen 

small roots, which I shortened to about a finger’s 

length. Fn this condition, I put it in a box about a 

foot square in size, and carefully filled It up with a 

mixture of sand, loam, and leaf mold, leaving the 

topmost hud of the scion even with the surface. Tin* 

box was then placed in a warm room, watered, und 

otherwise attended to, us occasion required. In 

about ten days the scion began to sprout, and soon 

commenced growing finely. At the end of March it 

had attained tho high-1 rj - ix or eight inches, putting 

forth leaves, tendril* and Fvou fruit steins. It con¬ 

tinued to grow quite vigorously until May, when 1 

set it out permanently, in the following.manner: I 

dug out a cavity in tho ground beside the trellis, into 

which tho box was placed, after the bottom had been 

carefully unfastened, leaving the earth inside tho box 

even with that of the outside. The box was then 

raised out of the ground, and tho earth was then 

adjusted about it, and thus the operation completed. 

As warm weather came on, the graft began to grow 

abundantly, and continued to do so until it had 

attained a height of six feet, and had put forth eight 

or ten branches from one to throe feet long. 

I grafted two or three dozen other roots, which 

were layers, tho last week in April, which were set 

out in the Held, bnt not, one of them grew; probably 

because they did not start scon enough. The utility 

Of this mode of force culture, is to obtain the fruit, of 

new and rare varieties much sooner than can be got 

from cuttings in the ordinary way. I am very con¬ 

fident that this mode of “grafting the vine” is the 

best that can be adopted. S. Forshay. 
Penn Yuu, Yates Co., New York. 

inquiwtf im\ s. 
Cooper’s Market and Colvkrt Apples.— Can you, or 

some of your subscribers inform me concerning the apples 
known by the name of Colvert and Cooper’s Market? Last 
spring I engaged a lot of trees from an agent of one of the 
Rochester nurseries, and was very particular in stating the 
kinds I wanted. But, on delivery. I found quite a share were 
marked as above mentioned, and being anxious hi get. uiy 
orchard started, I set the trees, and they are ail living at 
present. As I cannot find any one iu thin ruction acquainted 
with those kinds of apples, l urn at loss wbat. to <|n t have 
thought of engrafting them anew. An answer to the above 
Wdl much oblige—A SUH8CR1HBR, Shirley. January, 1861. 

Cooper’s Market is a very good late keeping apple. With 

proper treatment, it may be kept in good condition until May. 

It is represented also as quit.' productive Mr Downing 

describes it thus:—Fruit, medium, obbmg, conjc Skin yel¬ 

lowish, shaded with red and striped with crimson. Stem 

short, cavity deep, narrow. Calyx closed, haem small. Flesh 

white, tender, with a brisk sub-acid llavor. Oeccmher to 

May. Witli the Colvert, we arc not familiar It seems to be 

considerably grown in Canada, and at the Provincial Show 

last autumn, received the first premium as the best baking 

apple, though it is represented iu the meeting of fruit growers 

at Hamilton as not generally known. 

Oraprs por Out-Boob Culture.—Cau you, or some of 
yoilr correspondents, give the numes of the beat varieties of 
native as well as foreign grapeB adapted to out-door culture 
in this climate? Also, which are best lor wine making, and 
which for table use? The grape is beginning to be exton 
sively cultivated uhont here, and if you could through the 
columns of the Rural, give, from time to time, such informa¬ 
tion ma would he instructive, it would be very acceptable to a 
great number of your readers about here and elsewhere. 
People arejust beginning to etc the importance of cultivating 
the vine, uud very few know which H&rts to elioote, as Well as 
how thuy should he trained and cultivated. I have myself 
some fourteen varieties, set out one year ago, and would set 
out more as soon as it can be determined which are the best 
and most profitable to raise. 1 hope that you will enlighten 
us on the subject, through your valuable paper.— F. C. B, 
Waterloo, N. Y., 1861. 

Our correspondent must remeriber that reliable informa¬ 

tion. in regard to the value of new fruits, cannot be obtained 

in one season. They must be tried under different circuit1- 

stances, in different soils, exposures, &c,, before we can 

judge of their earliness, and productiveness, and quality, 

compared with the older sorts We see the Isabella grape 

grown all around us, and exposed for sale, small, unripe, and 

worthless. Were We to judge or the Isabella from such 

specimens, we should consider it entirely unworthy of cul¬ 

ture. Again, we see specimens that are large, black, sweet, 

and high-flavored, and judging from these, wu would call the 

Isabella an excellent grape. Now. a seedling grape is grown 

by somebody and exhibited. It Beerns to be very good, llavor 

as good or belter than Isabella when it is gTown well. Now. 

what can we tell about the value of this grape? It has 

doubtless received extra care, and Is exhibited under the 

most favorable circu instances We cun say it looks promis¬ 

ing, or that it promises to be valuable, but that is all. It will 

be years before its value, as a grnpo for general culture, cun 

be known. In your fourteen varieties of hardy grapes, you 

doubtless have all that ore known to be valuable for general 

culture, us well as many others that will prove worthless. 

We know not more than a half a dozen that we would recoin 

mend for extensive planting. 

Pruning an ORCHARD.— 1 should like to be informed, 
through your excellent paper, the best way to treat an apple 
orchard in regard to pruning, or not, pruning. When I came 
to my farm first, I pruned, Or. what we call cleaning, trees 
ever, year, iu the spring, and I noticed the trees were getting 
sickly from year to year. I came to tho conclusion perhaps 
pruning trees was injurious, and left them to take their own 
w:jy for the last, three years. They now look more hardy aud 
fresh than they have been for the Inst ten years; but wliat 
may be the result at last with the trees?—A Suu.-uiuiikr, Pan- 
caster Cn., Pa 1861 

,Seven* pruning is only necessary when ilu orchard lifts 

been badly neglected, and then must be considered a neces¬ 

sary evil Where trees are taken care of every year, it will 

not. be necessary to lake off large limbs. “A Subscriber ” 

acted wisely H we are pursuing a course under which our 

trees languish, St is best to change, and as long as the trees 

oontinile healthy and making proper growth, no fear need he 

entertained for the future 

Dwarf Fears. Would you plant an orchard of dwarf 
years on such land ns this? It, fronts the east, naturally very 
rich, will produce at least, a hundred bushels of corn per 
acre in a good season, and lies low, being at the font of the 
slope. What four or five kinds lire the best for family use, 
and for profit? Do you know If the King apple has been 
cultivated in Western Pennsylvania, and how it succeeds?— 
SUBSORIIIHR. Dua'A. (Al, Pa..1801. 

Your soil and situation, we think, would do well for pears. 

For half a dozen varieties, we would recommend the follow 

Ing: -Tyson, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Beurre Diel, Buffum, 

Duchess,- d'Angnulcmo, and Vicar of Wiekllold Wo do not 

know that the King apple has been cultivated in Western 

Pennsylvania, blit we think tliero can be no question as to its 

success there. 

Ontario Crape.—Please to inform me. through the Rural, 
if you have been able to obtain any additional information in 
regard to (be merits of the Ontario grape the past season.— 

Fayetteville. Orion. Co.. .V. F, 1861. 

We are not yet prepared to express an opinion in regard to 

the Ontario grape. It is large and of fair quality, about as 

good us the Isabella, but as to its earliness, Ac., we know but 

little. All the specimens we have seen were from the same 

grower, and no doubt received good care. 

$0rtUnlttu*nl 
INDIANA POMOLOOICAL SOCIETY'8 LI8T OF FROTT8. 

List of Varieties Bkuomjibnued for General Cultiva 

TION—Apples.—Rumbo, Maiden's Blush, Wine Nap, Fall Wine, 

Early Harvest, White Pippin, Jersey Black, Smith’s Cider, 

Treuton Early, American Summer Pearmain, Kail Pippin, 

Carolina Bed June, and White Winter Pearmain, for most 

localities. 

Fears on Pear Roots.—Flemish Beauty, White Doyenne, 

Bartlett, Seckel, Belle Lucrative, Early Catharine, Stephens 

tienesee, Julienne. 

Dwarf Pears or Pears on Quince.—Louise Bonne do Jersey, 

Duchesse d'Angouleme, Belle Lucrative, White Doyenne, 

Buffum, and Flemish Beauty, if double worked. 

Cherrws on MahaUtb Stocks.—Early Richmond, Early May. 

Peaches.—Crawford s Early. Van Zandt’s Superb, Crawford’s 

Late, October Yellow, Serrate Early York, Old Mixon Free. 

Quinces.—Orange Quince. 

Currants.—Jted Grape. White Dutch, and Refl Dutch. 

Gooseberries.—Houghton’s Seedling Mountain Seedling. 

Grapes.—Catawba, Isabella, Concord, Clinton, Diana, Dela¬ 

ware. 

Raspberries.— Ohio Everbearing, Purple Cune, American 

Yellow Cap. 

.Strawberries.—Wilson’s Albany, Longworth s Prolific, Large 

Early Scarlet, Hooker, (for amateurs.) 

Keco.mmkndku ah Promising Wkll—Apples.— Northern 

Spy, Pickard’s Reserve, Golden Sweet, Broadwell, Fall 

Green Sweet, Peck's Pleasant, Indiana Favorite. 

Standard Pears.— Dos Nonnes. On Quince.—Don Nonnes, 

Vicar of Winklield, or Le Core. 

Cherries.—Belle Maguifique, Donne Maria, Reine Hortense, 

Late Duke. 

Currants.—White Grape, Victoria. 

Crapes. —Hart fo rd Prol iflc. 

Report front, the .Society's circulars, so far as relumed, Jan¬ 

uary Wh. 1861.—No variety named, unless recommended by 

four different cultivators, The figure opposite the name 

denotes tho number of individuals recommending t he variety. 

Total number of Circulars returned, 10. 

Rest .Six Varieties of Apples. — Red Astrachan. 4; American 

Summer pear main, 4; Rambo, 8; Wine Sap, 6; Early Harvest, 

8; Maiden’s Blush, 4. 

Total number of varieties returned, including tho above, 31. 

Best Twelve Varieties of Apples.—American Summer Pear- 

main, 4, Rambo, 8; Newtown Pippin, 4; Early Harvest, 8; 

Maiden’s Blush, (»; Rawles’ Janet, 5; Wine Sap, 5; Kail Wine, 

6. Total number of varieties returned, 56. 

Be l. Sir. Varieties i.J’ Standard Pears—(Only six cultivators 

answering.)—Bartlett, -1; Flemish Beauty, 6; White Doyenne, 

6; Seckel, f>. Total number of varieties named, 19. 

Rest .Sir Varieties of Pears on Quince Stocks.— Duchesse 

d’Angouleme, 4, White Doyenne, 4; Buffum. 4; Stevens’ 

Genesee, 4; Beurre Diel, 5; Lonise Bonne tie Jersey, 4. Total 

number returned, 24. 

APPLES.— There is scarcely an article of vegetable food 

more whlcly useful and more universally loved than the apple. 

Why every farmer in the nation has not an apple orchard 

where the trees will grow ut all, is one of the mysteries. 

Let every family lay In from two to ten or more barrels, and 

it will be to them the most economical investment in the 

whole range of culinaries. 

A raw, mellow apple, is digested in an houT and a half; 

while boiled cabbage requires live hours. The most healthful 

dessert which can be placed on the table, is a baked apple. If 

taken freely at breakfast, with coarse bread and butter, with¬ 

out meat or flesh of any kind, it has an admirable effect on the 

general system, often removing constipation, correcting 

acidities, and cooling off febrile conditions, more effectually 

than the most approved luediciaes. 

if families could be induced to substitute the apple, sound, 

ripe, and luscious, for the pies, cakes, candies, aud other 

sweetmeats with which their children are too often indis. 

creetly stuffed, there would be a diminution in the sum total 

of doctor's bills In a single year, sufficient to lay in a stock of 

this delicious li ult for a whole reason s use.—Or. Halt. 

Oknkbkb Vallky Horticultural Souiktt—Annual Meet¬ 

ing.—The meeting of this Society, for the election of officers 

and committees, and transaction of annual business, will be 

held at the Court House, in this city, on Monday, February 

■1th, at 10 o’clock A. M. 

TOMATO CATSUP FRUIT JAR CEMENT. 

Rns. Rural New-Yorker:—Seeing an inquiry in 

a late number of your valuable paper for a recipe to 

make catsup, I send mine, width we think excellent. 

Take good, ripe tomatoes, steam them till done, then 

squeeze them through a colander, all but the skins; 

boil tho juice till quite thick, then add a quart of 

good vinegar to four quarts of juice, put in pepper 

and salt and spices to suit your taste. 

For Cement—take one pound of rosin to an ounce 

of billow, and melt together. — Anna Bodink, Water¬ 

loo, N. K, 1861. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker.— Noticing a call in 

your paper for a recipe for tomato catsup, I will 

send you mine, which I think onu’t bo boat: Four 

quarts of tomatoes); one of vinegar; fonr red pep¬ 

pers; three tablespoons of salt; two of black pepper; 

two of allspice; one of doves; three nutmegs, I 

boil my tomatoes as long as I can and not burn, and 

then strain through a flour sieve, add one pint of vin¬ 

egar and boil down again, then add the other pint of 

vinegar with all the other articles, and boil down ns 

thick as 1 can. If it is boiled sufficiently (as it is tho 

boiling that makes it keep well,) it will keep three 

years if made right, and it is nice, I tell you. — Mrs. 

J. L. Holt, Rockville, Conn., 1801. 

Observing an inquiry in the lute Rural Nkw- 

Yorkkr for making catsup, I send tho following, 

which 1 know to bo far superior to any other. 

Heat the tomatoes, then squeeze them through a 

sieve. To six quarts of tho pulp and Juice add throe 

quarts of the best vinegar, set it over a slow lire to 

boil, und when it begins to thicken add half an ounce 

each of cloves, allspice and pepper, one-fourth ounce 

of cinnamon, and two nutmegs, all finely powdered; 

boil it to the consistency of thin mush, then add four 

taldespoonfuls of salt. When cold, bottle and seal 

it. This should be boiled iu a porcelain kettle, or 

removed from brass to tin before the milt Is added. 

Healing Wax. — Molt in a tin basin, or some iron 

dish, two ounces gum shellac and four ounces resin. 

When melted, add two ounces beeswax, and some 

coloring material to suit the fancy. For a bright red, 

add two ounces vermillion; for green, add chrome 

green, Ac. When required for use, set the basin on 

the stove, melt the wax, and insert the bottles.— 

Mart R. La sin, Onalaski, H7.v., 1801. 

HOW TO WASH CLOTHES. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—I wish to give my 

sister readers of the Rural who have not a good 

washing machine, a simple recipe for washing 

clothes, many of whom 1 know have never tried St¬ 

and which they will find far superior to the old- 

fashioned way of rub, rub, rub, pound, pound, pound, 

in tepid water. 

Soak the clothes over night, or longer, in cold 

water, rubbing soap, with the hand, on the dirty 

spots; in tho morning, wring out, and put in a 

pounding barrel, tho dirtiest at the bottom; on these 

pour plenty of boiling hot. suds; pound them, taking 

off the top layers as fast us done, and you will find 

that but a few of the very dirtiest will need any 

rubbing whatever, and but a little boiling. In this 

way I usually get my washing all out of the way be¬ 

fore breakfast Monday mornings, and though not 

exactly a pleasant recreation, yet the horrors of wash¬ 

ing day are diminished fully one half. 
Seneca Co., N. Y., 1861. Mrs. E. M. V. 

CAKES AND CRACKERS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker. — Thinking a few moro 

recipes would be acceptable, 1 Hend you some which 

1 think are very good. 

Hell Cake. —Two cups of sugar; one cup of but¬ 

ter; one cup of cream; six eggs; one teaspoonful of 

snleratna; raisins. Flavor with lemon. 

Cream Cake.— Four cups of flour; two cups of 

cream; two cups of sugar; lour eggs; one teaspoon- 

ful of saleratiis; salt. 

Tumulkr Cake.— Four tumblers of flour; two do. 

of sugar; one do. of milk; three-fourths do. of but¬ 

ter; one teaspoonful of soda; two teaspoon fu Is cream 

turtor; two eggs; raisins. 

I would like to inquire of the readers of the Rural 

how to make good baker’s soda crackers, that will be 

brittle. Also, how to make sweet crackers. 
West Cheshire, Conn., 1801. Elizabeth. 

Apple Jelly.—In answer to the inquiry of “ House¬ 

wife,” in the Rural of Dec. ‘22d, “whether any one 

has made apple jelly to compare with that in a tin, 

left when sweet apples have been baked,” 1 would say 

I have, and for the benefit of housewives, I will state 

my method. Wash, and out in quarters, (to be sure 

of no impurities,) any quantity of apples you choose, 

boil them iu a porcelain kettle ono hour witli just 

enough water to cover them; place them in a colan¬ 

der, or sieve, bnt do not wash them, and let them 

drain over night; to every pound of juice, after 

straining it through a cotton jelly-bag, add one 

pound of refined sugar; boil briskly about ten min¬ 

utes, flavor according to taste, (quince is my choice,) 

and turn into molds. — A. Subscriber, Hcu/esville, 

Ohio, 1861. 

Buckwheat Cakes.—Seeing an inquiry in the 

Rural New-Yorker as to the manner of making 

buckwheat cakes without soda, I send mine, which 

we think very good. One pint Corn meal to four 

pints buckwheat flour; one tablespoonful salt, enough 

warm water to make thick batter, —add nearly a tea¬ 

cup of hop yeast, and let rise. T think our friends 

will like this.—A Subscriber, New Garden, Ltd., 1861. 

-> «- 

Fried Cakes.— Take 4 tablespoonB of sugur; 2 

eggs; 3 tablespoons of butter; I teacup of sweet 

milk; 2 tcaspoonl'uls of cream tartar; 1 teaspoon of 

soda.—Maggie, Nundu, N. Y., 1861. 

Ornamental Leather Work. — Will some one 

send a recipe to the Rural New-Yorker for making 

leather work, with autumn leaves, and oblige Mrs. 

M. J. B., Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky., 1861. 

Sarsaparilla Sirup. — If any of the Rural read¬ 

ers have a recipe for sarsaparilla sirup, will they 

please send it. — E. I*. 0., Dallas, Texas, 1861. 

(special noticb.] 

Again wk say,—Use Dk Land & Co.’s Saleratus; if you 

have any regard for the health of yourself or family, throw 

to the dogs the miserable, impure stuff, which has so long 

exercised your patience, and made your bread, pastry, lee., 

disgusting to look at or to taste. UK Land’s Chemical Salera¬ 

tus is pcrpectly pure, and will produce the most satisfactory 

results when used in preparing food. It Is sold by most 

grocers and storekeepers. It is manufactured at Fairport, 

Monroe Co., N. Y. 
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[Written tor Moore's Bural New-Yorker ] 

MY FRIEND. 

I Dio not know her in mv childhood'* yrars, 

When all the world scciued like a fairy land, 

And love a thing of eourwt; or in my youth. 

When to the future hope* bright promise* 

A gorgeou* coloring 'gave, and the light heart, 

By Borrow un»ubdued, hail not been taught 

The worth of faithful love; hut after year* 

Of wel experience in the world'll cold ways, 

Trusting too oft a fair outride to find 

Myself betrayed by seeming truth, when I 

Had almost learned to doubt as false 

Each friendly tone I heard she came to me. 

She loved tne. O, to woman, in her hours 

Of Hadness or discouragement, how such 

Appreciating love can warm the heart 

Into new life, how such true friendship takes 

The sting from all our griefs. 

Seldom 'tia given 

The precious boon, a heart that loves us. and 

A mind that under*toud* our feelings too. 

Such was my friend; who not alone gave me 

Her loving sympathy, but knew besides 

Why I was snd. She chided not when I 

To my sad thoughts gave words, but. by her love 

Chased each dark cloud away. 

How ofteu in our youthful zeal we prate , 

Of faithful friendship, hut to years mature 

Tis given alone to know its real worth. 

Geneva, Win., 18(50. ' B. C. D. 

♦ • ♦ * ♦ 

| Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

OVER-DRESSING, AGAIN. 

It is well that the Rural, has opened its pages to 

discussion upon this subject, for extravagance in 

dress has become the national sin of American 

women, and notwithstanding Linda’s spirited de¬ 

fence, they are without excuse. 

The fact that husbands are often bought by an 

expensive toilet, Is the very reason that over-dressing 

should be avoided, for what true women would wish 

to marry a man who wedded only for wealth. How¬ 

ever, that class is small which, in seeking u bride, 

places wealth before personal attractions, and when 

introductions are solicited to "that little butterfly of 

a coquette, made radiantly beautiful by silks and 

laces,” in nine eases out of ten it Is something in 

the look, word, manner, or in the taste displayed, 

that is the chief feature of attraction; and, generally 

speaking, an elaborate and showy wardrobe does 

little to assist in gaining admiration. On the con¬ 

trary, (if we dress to /dense tlie gentlemen,) they must 

often be dutpleased, if riot disgusted at the low stand¬ 

ard by which we judge their taste in our extravagant 

attire. 1 am sure they would be better pleased, if 

the fair ones used a little more common sense, be¬ 

coming women of America in the nineteenth century. 

Linda says that "personal beauty is rarely appre¬ 

ciated, except it be assisted with the elegance of 

dress.” In good society at present, personal beanty 

in simple but tasteful array is appreciated more 

highly than plainer features associated with rich 

apparel. Hut few things have a greater bearing upon 

our success in society than dress, which depends not 

so much upon its elegance, as its grace and fitness. 

Expensive attire may usually be dispensed with, hut 

taste and neatness can never be omitted. I know a 

beautiful lassie who wns wood and won in a corn- 

colored print, and whose suitor was highly educated 

and refined, moving in the first circles in our great 

metropolis. Her beauty was none the less appre¬ 

ciated because of her simple dress. Vulgarity is 

often clothed in a silken garb, but refinement cannot 

be mistaken in tasteful though unassuming garments. 

"And often the chief attraction of the handsome 

face is dependent on some peculiarity of stylo, or 

shade of color in dress, which is made the .subject of 

study by those who know the secret of their power 

in society.” It is the duty and privilege of woman 

to make her dress a subject of study, and adopt that 

which is most becoming. Every delineation of form 

and feature should ho taken into consideration, anil 

from among the great variety of styles in fashion, 

that one selected which will enable her to appear to 

the best advantage. Expensive and superfluous dress 

is not necessary to produce a pleasing effect. It is 

good judgment and skill in every department of the 

toilet, however minute. If I were to appear an eve¬ 

ning in company with a view to charm an ideal ad¬ 

mirer, T should certainly choose the dress which 

would give the best effect, though it were of plain 

material, rather than the most elegant, if it were de¬ 

ficient in any particular. Let the clothing he fash¬ 

ionable and faultless, but it need not be superfluous 

to he admired. 

Certainly, American gentlemen do not prefer the 

stolid English, the phlegmatic Herman, or the plain 

features of the French, to our fair and spirited 

women, with all their sin of dress: but if the dear 

little wife who presides in the sweet vine-wreathed 

cottage of our own beautiful land, without adopting 

the sober colors of the English, would study more 

perfectly the true science and art of dress, in which 

the French excel, she could, with less inconvenience, 

be arrayed becomingly in the style her husband most 

dearly loves to see, which is oftener the tidy print, 

or the robe of plain material. Is it not, gentlemen? 

As we like to please the fastidious of the other sex, 

let us hear their views upon this important subject. 
I’iffurd, N. Y., Jan., 1861. ,1 ank K. Hiobv. 

the virgin huntress Harualyce she vies with the 

wind in swiftness, 

“ Volum-m fuga praevertitnr Eururo v 

or, without apparent effort, like the circling bird of 

prey, sails in gentle curves. Her dress, added to an 

inborn ease of carriage, gives her, when at full 

speed, an airy lightness, which man. with his still' 

clothing, can never perfectly acquire. 

And then, as a health giving exercise, it is unsur¬ 

passed. No swinging of heavy dumb-bells within 

the four walls of a gymnasium, no scaling of lofty 

ropes and ladders, not even the exhilirating canter of 

a spirited pony, can suffuse the ebooks with a more 

glowing tint of Nature’s rouge. How the deep respi¬ 

rations of the pure and bracing air of Winter 

expand the I rings, quicken the circulation, brace up 

the weak nerves, and cause the spirits to overflow 

with gushing exuberance. 

The peculiar aspect of things at this season lends a 

kind of charm to the sport. The delicate frost-work 

with which the trees are fringod, glitters in the sun¬ 

beams like the flash of myriads of gems and con¬ 

trasts bo strongly to the deep green lines of Hummer. 

The heautifbl nights, too, seem to possess additional 

brightness, and skating has almost the fascination of 

a scene of enchantment in the soft radiance of moon¬ 

light. Resides these attractions, the rapid motion 

which u tew skillful strokes give the practiced skater, 

produces sensations of delight which Can scarcely 

ever wear away. It seems apparently unaccountable 

to glide so swiftly almost w ithout exertion, that we 

can hardly realize we are not inspired by some wierd 

influence, or like Mkkcttry, have wings to our feet. 

Indeed, instead of being boyish, ns many were 

wont to think, it is one of the most manly, exciting, 
invigorating, and delightful' recreations with which 

we are acquainted, and we only wonder that it has 

hitherto mot with ho little favor from the fair Hex. 

Americans, and especially American ladies, arc justly 

censured by foreigners for not taking sufficient out 

door exercise, and their pale faces and fragile forms 

show the accusation to be only too well founded. 

We hope there is a good time coming, when the 

youthful maiden will discard the pule lily and take 

up the blushing rose as the emblem of true nobility. 

And, fair ladies, let me add, when you seek to paint 

your cheeks with that ruddy hue, don’t wend your 

way to the apothecaries, but with a pair of trusty 

skates betake yourselves to the ice, and be assured 

that from those who seek Nature’s favors in the 

right way, she will not withhold the boon. 
Poughkeepsie, N, Y,, 1801. Cokur. 

HOPE FOR ROUGH HOYS. 

(For Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

SKATING FOR LADIES. 

Wk have observed with much satisfaction that the 

art of skating iH becoming popular among the ladies, 

and though it would hardly be considered an innova¬ 

tion in Holland, where it has long been practiced by 

the rural dames, yet here it is comparatively a new 

thing to see ladles striking out upon the ice with all 

the boldness aiuMudiffrencc of practiced skaters. 

The ladies, I think, show their good sense in enter¬ 

ing with so much zeal into a recreation at once ho 

beneficial and so free from all objection. 

It is to he hoped that this manly and invigorating 

sport will receive a new impetus from its fair de¬ 

votees, and be no longer looked upon as mere child¬ 

ish amusement. Tho effect is already becoming ap¬ 

parent, for grown men, who lately thought themselves 

far above such child's play, as they termed it, arc 

often seem conducting their fair companions to tho 

ice, and teaching", them to perform evolutions they 

had themselves almost forgotten. The ladies, how¬ 

ever, frequently evince such an aptitude in learning, 

that their instructor,s are speedily left behind, and 

they can then smile at the awkwardness of their less 

graceful teachers, and exult in their own stability, 

though hut a short time before they never ventured 

on the ice hut to find themselves sadly removed from 

the perpendicular, A good skatress (pardon the 

new wood) is a most graceful object whether, like 

Don’t he discouraged, mother. What though the 

boys are rude and rough, that should not discourage 

you. The new farm is rough and rugged when the 

husbandman first begins to till it, hut by patient toil 

he gradually extracts the roots, removes the bould¬ 

ers, levels the knolls, and fills the hollows. If the 

soil seem at first to refuse a return for his toil —pre¬ 

senting only heaps of rocks, and more unsightly 

heaps of barren earth don’t let him he discour¬ 

aged, for there is a mine of wealth in thg deeply-dug 

and well-wrought field, which shall soon yield ample 

profits for the labor and pnlirnre invested. The old 

marsh shall blush with beauty und health. The sand¬ 

hill shall yet be spread with a carpet of green a mon¬ 

arch might lie proud Hi own and tread. The bould¬ 

ers shall yet kiss the foot of both the proud and hum¬ 

ble the poor and tho rich and draw forth praises 

from the man of science and of taste. The tough, 

unsightly tuBunck shall yet yield food that feeds the 

tiller. Don’t bo discouraged, mother; for those very 

forbidding characteristics in your hoy, when checked 

and moulded by an Intelligent and persevering disci¬ 

pline, will be of vast worth to him when a man. It 

may cost more to subdue and direct a stubborn will, 

but when the work is done, you have made an 

efficient commander. It may cost more to polish the 

rude boy, but you have succeeded in giving the 

world a man instead of a statue. There is a jewel 

under that forbidding frown und hostile resentment. 

If you would realize its full value, he very patient. 

Train surely and carefully. 

Your investment may not at oner yield you a re¬ 

turn; nay, it may be years ere it affords you much 

fruit of a desirable beauty or richness; but be well 

assured of this: the more diligent and patient your 

toil, the sooner will you lie blessed with a satisfac¬ 
tory return. 

♦ - ♦ • ♦ 

FASHIONABLE WOMEN. 

Fashion kills more women than toil and sorrow. 

Obedience to fashion is a greater transgression of the 

laws of woman’s nature, a greater injury to her phys¬ 

ical and mental constitution, than the hardships of 

poverty and neglect. Thu slave woman at her task 

will live and grow old, and see two or three genera¬ 

tions of her mistresses fade and puss away. The 

washer woman, with scarce a ray of hope to cheer 

her in her toils, will live to see her fashionable 

sisters all die around her. The kitchen maid is 

hearty and strong, when her lady lias to be nursed 

like a sick baby. 

It is a sad truth that fashion pampered women 

arc almost worthless for all the good ends of human 

life. They have but little force of character; they 

have still less power of moral will, and unite as little 

physical energy. They live for no great purpose in 

life; they accomplish no worthy ends. They are 

only doll forms in the hands of milliners and ser¬ 

vants, to bo dressed and fed to order. They dross 

nobody; they teed nobody; they instruct nobody; 

they bless nobody; and save nobody. They write no 

hooks; they set no rich examples of virtue and 

womanly life. If they rear children, servants and 

nurses do all save to conceive and give them birth. 

And when reared, what are they? What do they 

ever amount to. but weaker scions of the old stock? 

Who ever heard of a fashionable woman’s child 

exhibiting any virtue and power of mind for which 

it became eminent? Head the biographies of our 

great and good men and women. Not one of them 

had a fashionable mother. They nearly all sprung 

from strong minded women, who had as little to do 

with fashion as with the changing clouds. 

A Touching Sight, Nothing can be more touch¬ 

ing than to behold a soft and tender woman, who had 

been all weakness and dependence while treading the 

prosperous paths of life, suddenly rising in mental 

force to he the comforter and supporter of her hus¬ 

band under misfortune. As the vine which has long 

twined its graceful foliage about the oak, and been 

lifted by it into sunshine, will, when the hardy tree is 

rifted by the thunderbolt, cling round it with its 

caressing tendrils, and bind up its shattered boughs, 

so woman, who i» the dependent and ornament of 

man in his happier hours, should be his stay aud 

solace when smitten with sudden and irretrievable 

calamity. , 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

THE BEGGAR. 

BY AMANDA T. JON KB 

Br the (lavement, July rousing 

In the glowing autumn air, 

'Mid the din of wheels confusing, 

Stands the beggar, pale with care 

Along the street tin wearied feet 

Of trade worn men go t.o and fro, 

And laughing girls gold-crowned with curl*. 

Leap by with faces all a-glow 

Crimson robes, in gorgeous fashion, 

Wave before him in the breeze, 

But hi* eyes are dim with passion, 

Taking no delight in these 

O’er his head locks are spread 

White aa moon-illumined cloud; 

He is old,— but how cold 

Is the pity of a crowd! 

Rays of sunshine, quick and elfish, 

Touch hi* eye* of faded blue, 

As if even light were selfish 

And would mock him with ita hue. 

Glide away, oh, scarlet day,— 

I.et night hide his sorrow deep, 

Twilight rain sooth his pain,— 

None should see an old man weep 

See him dutch the iron railing 

With his seamed and dusky hands; 

For his little strength is failing, 

And he swaycth a* he stand*. 

Who will heed his hitter need? 

Stalwart form* are stalking past — 

All unheard his pleading word, 

And the red sun sinketh fast 

Oh, if hut A liny would sadden 

To a look of gentle ruth! 

As he hurries by Id gladden 

Some dear home with sunny youth 

Woe is deep, smiles are cheap, 

But a smile can half restore 

Gleams of thought richly fraught 

With the light and love of yore 

Once how bravely could he tussle 

With the strong in friendly strife. 

Proud of well-tried limb and muscle, 

Valient in his vigorous life 

Now his arm, hardly warm 

With tho red blood’s lazy tide. 

Weak and old—scarce can hold 

By the railing at his side. 

Ago has smitten him with languor, 

But with sudden, desperate treftd, 

And with self accusing anger. 

Start* ho forth to earn his bread 

Vainly starts, soon departs 

All the strength that longing gave, 

Sinking down — ah, me! the town 

Soon must dig this beggar's grave 

Kindly, Twilight, bend above him 

With thy meek and ti nder grace — 

Gentle Winds, draw near and love him — 

Clouds, rain dew upon his face, 

All the crowd, worn and proud, 

Shall look down with saddened eyes, 

When the day, red and gay, 

Gilds the pavement where he lies 

Black Rock, N. Y , 1861. 

|Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

ELEMENTAHV^ LITERATURE. 

Thu world is suffering under a flood of books got 

up expressly for the benefit of children und youth 

Scores of second rate minds, ambitious of imparting 

their knowledge and thought, und perhaps sensible 

of their comparative unfitness to address the ina- 

turor intellects of men and women, are continually 

turning to the field of so-called juvenile literature to 

find a suitable sphere for the exercise of their talents. 

Thus we arc met on every hand by books for begin 

tiers,— books designed to simplify the principles of 

science 1o the understandings of the young, and to 

reduce thought to the level of their capacities. The 

value of this class of writing is of course various; 

while some are so very simple as to disgust those for 

whom they are intended, and others so admirable as 

to be the almost equal delight of young and old, the 

majority have, per Imps, no very decided character, 

as is to be expected of works making no claim to 

originality, but only aiming to present in a popular 

and attractive form the discoveries and sentiments of 

original thinkers. Passing by the probable good 

accomplished by this multitude of hooks for elemen¬ 

tary instruction and entertainment, let us consider 

lor a moment the disadvantages of placing in the 

hands of tho young, for study or perusal, works 

giving at second-hand the information originally pre¬ 

sented by a superior class of books. 

Persons of any considerable reading cannot have 

failed to notice in how much more clear, forcible, 

and intelligible manner, opinions, sentiments, and 

truths are placed before the reader’s mind by writers 

to whom they belong by original thought or dis¬ 

covery, thun by others who have no right to them 

lmt that of acceptance, and who only aim to interpret 

and popularize them. The reason of this is evident. 

The processes, often severe ami toilsome, by which 

the searcher for new truths reaches his object, the 

patient going over again and again, all the ap¬ 

proaches to the subject in hand, ho familiarize the 

whole matter to his mind that when lie comes to 

speak of it he does so with ease, and naturally em¬ 

ploys the plainest., simplest language. In announcing 

and explaining Iris discovery. Whatever additions 

subsequent investigation may make, the original or 

central idea of any science or system is not likely 

ever to be stated with such distinctness und direct¬ 

ness as by its founder, for no other can be said too 

have such intimate and thorough acquaintance with 

it, and it is to be supposed that tho one who under¬ 

stands a thing best will communicate it best to 

others. The opposite notion, that the appreciative 

disciple will make the principles or doctrines of his 

master more intelligible to the common mind than 

the master himself, is the excuse for a large propor¬ 

tion of the book-making now and for years past 

going on. That the proposal to play the interpreter 

between the great teachers and the ma»8 of learners 

is quite gratuitous, so far as any desire on the part of 

the former to be so explained is concerned, no one 

will be disposed to deny, while tho encouragement 

the latter continually receive in their efforts to sim¬ 

plify and reduce to common comprehension tho ideas 

of their masters, is due to the fact that tho studying 

and reading world have fallen into the belief that 

they are not endowed with minds capable of receiv¬ 

ing those ideas as originally enunciated. 

And this leads u* to speak of the greatest disad¬ 

vantage the use of juvenile books is likely to prove 

to us; it tends to frighten us away from better hooks. 

If one had courage and resolution to break through 

the dread of great authors, which an exclusive ac¬ 

quaintance with inferior ones inspires, the harm of 

studying only those of the latter class to early life 

might be in considerable measure repaired in later 

years; but to such an extent does the ordinary 

system of education increase our natural awe of great 

names, that too often we content ourselves with 

drinking from the lesser streams of thought and 

knowledge rather than attempt (what seems too hold 

an undertaking,) to reach the highest sources-of 

human wisdom. Rut if, as wo supposed above, the 

discoverers in science and the great masters of 

thought communicate themselves more successfully 

than others can speak for them, what hinders bur 

going directly to them for instruction? We surely 

do ourselves u wrong if we accept anything less than 

then best teaching we can obtain. What boy or girl, 

old enough to read anything worthy tho name of 

poetry, but can understand Shakspeaur, and Mil- 

ton, and Homkr, better than scores of the minor 

poets? Why then should they not he encouraged to 

read those flint, leaving an acquaintance with singers 

of feebler, more imitative strain, till they have 

secured the best? There is certainly no need of ap¬ 

proaching, through a crowd of lesser lights, the 

poets who are acknowledged on all hund3 to express 

themselves in the clearest, simplest, most natural 

language in which poetical thought can he clothed. 

And, what i- true of I’oetry, is equally so of Philoso¬ 

phy, Mathematics, History, Political Economy, or 

any other branch of Mcicnce. Clearness of thought 

gives clearness of expression; and whoever is master 

of the principles of any science is master of the 

language of that science, and of course can make its 

principles more easy of comprehension by others. 

The only necessity for the great proportion of ele¬ 

mentary books of science arises from children being 

set to study at a very early age; but we deny that 

there Is really anything gained by such a course; 

when boys and girls are old enough to undertake 

with profit, Geography, History, Mathematics, Lan¬ 

guage, Ac., they are sure to get the best help from 

the best writers. A. 
South Livonia, N. Y., 1861. 

G 

BORN ABROAD.” 

Now, brothers are born abroad, by the wayside, on 

the train, in town and country — everywhere, but in 

the old "homestead.” There is even a bond woven 

closer than a common pulse, the bond woven of iden¬ 

tical association. The same trees to dream under, 

the same hearth to creep to, the same wood to be 

sprinkled with rainbows, the same meadows tor the 

berries and the birds, and the one brook for the ang 

ling, the same birthplace tor the dead—for they are 

“born into the spirit world” nnw-a-day the like 

sweet faith for the living; these are the things which 

make that saying true, "better is a friend that is 

near, than a brother afar oil.” Not horn along the 

trail or the warpath, hut in the place hallowed by 

that love whose embrace warms us Into life, and 

those dyings that ally us to the dwellers in the bright 

homestead of Heaven, and make ns "poor relation " 

of the people in Paradise. 

To be born at a neighbor’s, to sit in the twilight of 

an alien, to love the vine that stranger hands have 

trained, is the lot of more than half the world. 

Happy is he who can trace the far apart threads of 

lives that are lovely, till they all converge in some 

dear beginning of living and loving. Let those 

threads be gossamer, floating never so lightly on the 

summer wind, if only they are fastened there; let 

that beginning be of the humblest, if it only be my 
home tied yours; if only ours aud theirs. 

And happy he, the landscape of whose childhood 

cannot be effaced by Vandals like a record upon a 

slate; where God did some plowing as we thiuk, and 

left the furrows of hits hills, or the mighty " bout” of 

his mountains, but where In fact He wrote with His 

fingers, even as on the tables of stone on Sinai, and 

sculptured a borne for us when living, that should 

outlast the Sexton’s for us when dead. Thank God 

they cannot say to the great billow of green that 

tossos a forest above " the cot where we were born,” 

“ Peace be still,” and those billows Bhall obey. They 

may make an eyelet hole indeed through the moun¬ 

tain, and fling the iron shuttle with its thread of 

thunder from base to base, but the sun must still 

climb those eastern cliffs ere it ih morning, ami they 

must glow with the last steps of day before it cun be 

night. fi. /■’. Taylor, 

HOW TO SECURE INDEPENDENCE. 

To secure independence, the practice of simple 

economy is all that is necessary. Economy neither 

requires superior courage nor eminent virtues; it is 

satisfied with ordinary energy, anil the capacity of 

average minds. Economy, at bottom, is but the 

spirit of order applied in the administration of do¬ 

mestic affairs: it means management, regularity, 

prudence, and the avoidance of waste. The spirit of 

economy was expressed by our Divine .Ntoster in 

these words, "Gather up the fragments thurromain, 

so that nothing may be lost.” Ills omnipotence did 

not disdain the small things of life: and even while 

revealing His infinite power to the multitude, He 

taught the pregnant lesson of carefulness of which 

all stand so much in need. 

Economy also means the power of resisting present 

gratification tor the purpose of securing a future 

good; and in this light it represents the ascendency 

of reason over animal instincts. It is altogether dif¬ 

ferent from penuriousness: for it is economy that can 

always best afford to be generous, it does not make 

money an idol, but regards it as a useful agent. As 

Dean Kwiit observes, "we must carry money in the 

head, not in the heart.” Economy may be styled the 

daughter of Prudence, the sister of Temperance, and 

the mother of Liberty. His eminently conservative 

of character, of domestic happiness, and social well¬ 

being. It allays irritation, and produces content. It 

makes men lovers of public order and security. It 

deprives the agitator of his stock in trade, by remov¬ 

ing suffering, and renders his appeals to class-hatred 

completely innocuous. When workmen by their 

Industry and frugality have secured their own inde¬ 

pendence, they will cease to regard the sight of 

others’ well-being in the light of a wrong inflicted on 

themselves; and it will no longer be possible to make 

political capital out of their imaginary woes. — Lon¬ 

don Quarterly Rerim. 

[Written for Moore'*Rural New Yorker.] 

CONSOLATIONS OF HEAVEN 

BT JBNNIK 11. WARD 

How oft have hope’s vision* 

Deceived the fond-hearted. 

Like the rainbow they Rhone — 
Like tho rainbow departed — 

When their light, that once sparkled, 

I* darkened and gone; 

See! the rainbow that fades not, 

It arches God’s throne! 

Earth’s grounds, oh, how tempting 

Their flower* and their fruit, 

How we love their sweet shadow, 

But a worm’s at the root! 

When lh;/ gourd, that once sheltered, 

Is withered away. 

Be the shadow of Junes 

Thy shelter and stay! 

As the Dove, when of old, 

From the ark it went forth, 

Some green spot to rest on, 

To seek through tho earth; 

When it found that the deluge, 

So deep and so dark, 

Left no green spot uncovered, 

Returned to the ark,— 

So, when floods of affliction 

Have deluged all round, 

And no green spot of gtadne**, 

No Hope-branch 1* found, 

Then flee to the Savior, 

The true ark of rest! 

Ob, there’* no place of shelter 

Like Hi* pitying breast! 

From Him, thine own Savior, 

Wliate’er may betide thee, 

No distance cun sever, 

No sorrow divide thee; 

Earth’s friends may far sake — 

But He’ll forsake —never; 

Earth’s loved one* must die,— 

But He lives—forever. 

Wilson, N. Y.,1861. 

The truest criterion of a man's character and 

conduct is invariably to be found in the opinion of 

his own family circle, who, having daily and hourly 

opportunities of forming a judgment of him. will not 

fail in doing so. It is a far higher testimony in his 

f.ivor for him to secure the esteem and love of a few 

individuals, within the privacy of his own home, 

than the good opinion ol' hundreds in his immediate 

neighborhood, or that of ten times the number 

residing at a distance. In fact, next to a close and 

impartial self-scrutiny, no question comes so near the 

truth as for a man to ask himself —" What is thought 

of me by the familiar circle of my own fireside?” 

\V*ould that all remembered this! 

fWrltten for Moore'* Rural New-Yorker ] 

TRUST IN GOD. 

" Carting all your care upon Him; for he enroth for you.”—1 

Pktkk, 6: rib 

Few things are more calculated to prevent us from 

serving God effectually than carking care. Yet, 

there is much in the world that is fitted to beget such 

a feeling in the mind of the Christian. The corruption 

of his own heart is often a source of unhappiness to 

him; and even if, by the grace of God, all his inward 

foes are not only subdued, but are utterly driven out 

of his bosom, there is still enough to weigh down 

his soul. Ami the temporal circumstances of tho 

child of God arc often such as to beget anxiety. His 

home is often the abode of poverty. Frequently he 

watches duy after day at the couch of a loved one. 

ami sees the light go out from eyes that have beamed 

softly upon him. Or he him stood by the lifeless 

form of the companion of his childhood, or followed 

to the grave her who had been tho "angel of his 

household." Under such circumstances, we are in 

danger of being swallowed up with over much sor¬ 

row. But the text recommends a better course of 

action, namely, casting our care upon God. 
The text does not recommend u trust i» (ion that 

allows Its possessor to neglect any duty. Many live 

as though they supposed they had nothing to do in 

regard to their salvation. They act as though they 

expected to be wafted to heaven without exercising 

any watchfulness in avoiding the dangers that beset 

the voyager upon the sea of life. Such carelessness as 

this has no warrant from the Scriptures; but they 

everywhere tench the necessity of watchfulness. 

They represent tho Christian as a warrior. If the 

soldier fails to be on his guard, ho is likely to be 

surprised by Iris toes, and to suffer loss. Is the care¬ 

less professor likely to " Fight the good fight of 

faith?” We will never wear the victor’s crown until 

we have fought many battles. Rut after we have 

discharged our duty, we should then leave the result 

with God. We are to rely unfalteringly upon His 

promises, even when to the eye of reason all appears 

dark and hopeless. The man of strong faith is care¬ 

ful for nothing. Though his bark is out upon the 

stormy sea, and the clouds gather darkly around him, 

he does not despond, for faith shows him Christ 

standing at the helm. 

Many aro the reasons why the Christian should cast 

his care upon Gon; but the one given in our text, 

that “He carcth tor him,” is suiliciont. There is a 

heartless philosophy in the world, that seeks to rob 

man of the watch-care of God. It asks scofiingly, 

whether the sovereign of a million worlds will con¬ 

descend to take any notice of ho insignificant a crea¬ 

ture as man. Rut it 1ms never yet been proven that 

man holds an inferior place in the seale of being; 

and whatever false philosophy may teach, the 

believer in Revelation knows that God watches over 

the interests of lliBchildreu with the greatest care. 

The infidel may tell us that— 

“To Him no high, no low, no great, no small, 
He fills, he hounds, connects, and equal* all 
******* 

He sees with equal eye, as Gon of all, 
A hero perish, or a *parrow fall; 
Atom*, orsystems, into ruin hurled, 
And now a bubble burst, and now a world." 

Rut Christ said to his disciples, "Ye are of more 

value than many sparrows. As long as it is admitted 

that “Gon so loved the world that He gave His only 

begotten Son to die, that whosoever belioveth on 

Him should not perish, but have eternal life,” it will 

be impossible to deny that He takes a deep interest in 

the welfare of His children. 

The character of God is such, as to afford a firm 

foundation tor trust in Him. lie cannot fail to 

supply the wants of His children on account of igno¬ 

rance of those wants. The child may die for want of 

the comforts of life, which its earthly parent would 

rejoice to supply, was he not ignorant of its condi¬ 

tion; but the eye of our heavenly Father is ever upon 

us—His ear is open to our faintest cry. How cheer¬ 

ing to the humble Christian is the language of 

CnKisT, " Ln, 1 am with you always, even to the end 

of the world,” 

And his power is equal to his knowledge. Many 

an earthly parent has wept over tho misery from 

which he was unable to shield his child. Often has 

the earthly monarch seen the huppincsB of his faithful 

subjects destroyed by a ruthless invader, whose pro¬ 

gress he had not the power to stay; hut no being in 

heaven or earth has the power to pluck His children 

out of the hand of Gon. 
Shall he be cast down who has such a proteetor? 

Shall he repine over the petty sorrows of life, whose 
privilege it i-. constantly to look up arid say to Goo, 
" WhAt time I uru afraid I will trust in Thee.” Hhall 
he not rather rejoice in the fact, that God has assured 
him that "llis light atltictions, which are but for a 
moment, shall work out for him a far more exceeding 
and eternal weight of glory.” K. L. Leonard. 

Bristol, WiS 186b 
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,wrt, mining— Qurirt* Crushing—Uydrautic mimng-GoUl, 

where fowui-kmoU*t of gotd. and silver coin'd in the past 

ten years—Amonmt of coin in the world. 

San Francisco. Not. 1, 1860. 

There are various kinds of mining in California. 

Quartz mining is now Considered the most safe and 

profitable mining carried on in the whole country. 

As the process is not familiar to a great many in the 

Atlantic States, a detailed description may not be 

uninteresting. 
The position of a quartz lead in the mountain is 

generally at an angle ranging from twenty to fifty 

degrees. The most common method of working it, 

is to sink a perpendicular shaft at a sufficient distance 

from the lino where the vein is seen to crop out on 

the surface, and strike the angle at the depth desired, 

or thereabouts. From this shaft, workmen com¬ 

mence removing the quartz along the vein, to form a j 

tunnel, and os the rock is removed much more easily 

and rapidly by beginning at the tunnel, and working 

upward, this plan, of course, is adopted. 

The “ Allison Hunch Lead/' at (trass Valley. Nevada 

Co., is the beat paying, most extensive quartz mine 

in the State, or, in fact, in the whole world! Under 

the guidance of one of the proprietors, and arrayed 

in an India-rubber suit of clothing, we descended the 

Bhaft. On reaching the bottom wc found a consid¬ 

erable stream of water running in the center of the 

railway constructed along the tunnel to the shaft. 

On, on we went, trying to keep a sure footing on the 

rail track, inasmuch as water-tight boots even then 

became a very necessary accompaniment, to ttie India- 

rubber clothing. The miners, who were removing the 

quartz from the ledge, looked more like lialf-drowned 

sea-lions, than like men. We did not ascertain their 

wages, but we are quite sure they deserve all they ob¬ 

tain. Stooping, orratherhalf lyingdown upon.thewet 

rock, among fragments of quartz, props of wood, and 

streams of water, with pick in hand, ami by a dim 

but water-proof lantern, a man was strenuously at 

work, picking down the rock—the gold bearing 

rock—nml which, although very rich, was very rotten, 

and consequently not only paid well, but was easily 

quarried and crushed. Although this rock was pay¬ 

ing not less than $350 per tun, we could not see the 

first speck or gold in it after a diligent search for that 

purpose. At the bottom of the drift, another man 

was employed to shovel the quartz into a tub standing 

on a railway car, and push it to the shall, where it 

was drawn up and taken to the mill. 
\VG now invite the reader to visit the mill and note 

the modus operandi of ernshing the rock and extract¬ 

ing the gold. After the quartz is emptied from the 

cart Into the yard, and the large pieces broken by 

hand to about, the size of a man's fist, or a little 

smaller, they are Hhovcled with the dust and finer 

portions of rock upon an inclined table or hopper, on 

which a small stream of water is conveyed through 

a pipe from above, and by which the quartz is washed 

down the hopper to a solid, cast iron bed-plate, and 

beneath the stampers. The stampers being elevated 

by convex arms attached to a revolving shaft, which 

is propelled by steam power, when at the required 

height, fall suddenly down upon the quartz, and 

being shod with heavy cast Iron, which, added to 

tlm stampers, make the whole weight of a stamp from 

600 to 1,000 pounds, crushes the rock to powder upon 

which it falls. In front of the stampers is a very 

fine* sieve, or screen, through which the water, gold, 

and pulverized quartz, are constantly being splashed 

by the falling of the stampers, and should the rock 

not be pulverized sufficiently fine to pass through 

these dischargo screens, it agnin falls back upon the 

bed - plate, to receive another crushing. If fine 

enough, it falls upon an apron, or Into an amalga¬ 

mating box containing quicksilver, and into which a 

1 C C T fT 
have traversed tho wave-roll-ing sand; And tho' 

1 have roved o- ver moun - tain, I’ve crossed o - ver flood, w 
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fields were as green, and the moon shone as bright, It was not, not my own 
No, not my own na - tivo 
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land. No, no, no, no, no, No, not my own native land, No, no, no. 

J J. J'J'J- J“J fi:__?■ 
" " I 

And the right hand of friendship how oft have I grasped. 
Smiling eyes have looked brightly and bland ; 

But still happier far were tho hours that 1 passed. 
In the west, in my own native land, 

Yes, in tny own native laud. 

Then all hail, door Columbia, tho laud that we love. 
And where flourishes liberty's tree: 

'Tig the birth-place of freedom, our own native home, 
'Tig the laud, 'tia the land of the free, • 

Yea, 'tis the land of tho free. 

(From Mason's Nui'rwil ginger, by permission. 1 

THE SHIP OF THE DESERT. 

From a translation of a French book recently 

issued by Mason A Bros., of New York, and which 

originally appeared in Paris last summer under the 

title of “ Lrs Mysteres dn Desert,1' we extract the fol¬ 

lowing interesting account of the animal figuratively 

known as tho Ship of the Desert 

Dromedaries, which bear the same relation to the 

camel proper as the thorough-bred does to tho 

draught horse, are divided into classes. Those most 

esteemed among tbc Arabs come, from Muscat. Homo 

of these T have known to fetch as much as three 

thousand francs each. They are of a reddish color, 

and their speed is combined with strength. Next in 

value are those from Soudan, which are nearly white, 

of small size, but fine as thorough bred greyhound*. 

These dromedaries are wonderfully fleet, but they 

cannot carry heavy burdens. Tho dromedaries of 

Hedjaz, of Nedjed, and of Yemen, although of good 

blood, have not the reputation of those mentioned 

above. Their value ranges from two hundred to 

three hundred francs. They can seldom travel more 

than ten leagues in a day’s march; that is to say, 

from sunrise to sunset, deducting the three hours of 

mid-day, which the traveler usually devotes to 

refreshment and repose. Those of Muscat and of 

Soudan, on the contrary, can make their forty or 

fifty loagnea within the same time. 
The dromedary in general, the dramas camelos of 

the Greeks, tho ramelus Arabics of Pliny, is called 

hedjin, or djrmnz, by the Arabs. Its hair, which is 

soft and woolly, grows more thickly upon the hnrnp 

the throat, and the limbs, than on other parts of the 

animal. In general appearance it resembles tho 

ordinary camel, than which it is slighter, however, 

and of more elegant form; its legs and whole frame 

being so slender, indeed, that on first seeing it we are 

tempted to doubt whether it can he one of those 

high-bred animals of whose Teats we have heard so 

much. Its best pace is a well-sustained trot, of unva 

rying speed throughout the whole journey. The 

walk and gallop of the animal are most distressing to 

the rider — particularly the walk. 

On a long journey, when food is scarce, the brain 

files and bushes of wormwood that grow by tho 

dash-board is inserted, that all the water, gold, and 

tailings may pass through the quicksilver to an 

inclined plane, or blanket-table below. Across and 

above the apron, or amalgamating box, a small 

trough is fixed with boles in tho bottom for the pur¬ 

pose of distributing clean water equally on tho apron 

or into the amalgamating box, and by which the 

pulverized rock and gold uot saved abovo is washed 

down to the blanket*table and there saved. 

Another novel invention for gold mining is termed 

« hydraulic mining.” By this process, which con- 

sistH in passing a stream of water through a conduit 

from a bulkhead with great pressure upon the dirt 

and earth to be removed, whole mountain sides have 

been washed down, and tlicir golden treasures 

exposed to tho eyes and hands in search for them. 

Some serious effects of the labors of gold diggers is 

seen in the filling up of tho river beds and preventing 

their higher navigation, (lulches and ravines arc 

filled with their “waste earth,” and afford wagon 

roads across places otherwise impassable. In one 

place we discovered huge trees buried in an upright 

position, and only a few feet of their tops peering 

above tbc earth and rocks piled about them. 

Gold (and very likely the love of it,) exists, to 

greater or less extent, in almost every country. It 

has been found in small quantities in Hpain, Portugal, 

Sweden, tho Germanic States, Turkey, and e.ven in 

England. The produce of the Russian gold mines is 

from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000 annually. Besides 

California and Australia, gold is found in Hindustan, 

China, Malacca, Japan, Borneo, Now Guinea, and 

New Zealand. It lues also been discovered in con¬ 

siderable quantities in Lower Canada, and recently 

Vermont claims similar honors. The eastern gold 

region of the United States is considered as begin¬ 

ning in Virginia, und extending through North and 

South Carolina into Alabama. In 1843, $1,200,000 

was dug from the mines of Virginia. The west coast, 

of America is the region having the greatest number 

of gold deposits. It is found in all the South Ameri¬ 

can States, and is also procured from various parts of 

Africa to the amount of $2,500,000 annually. It is 

estimated that the total yield of gold during tho year 

1859 was $260,000,000; and it is uow supposed that 

the whole stock of gold and silver now in circulation 

throughout the world is $4,600,000,000! During the 

last tm years the coinage of gold and silver in the 

world has amouuted to the astonishing. sura of 

$2,200,000,000. 
It would be an item of interest to know how much 

gold (in value) is used yearly in the arts. In the 

single business of dentistry, in the United States, 

$2,500,00/ I’s annually consumed. s. b. r. 
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BEECH AS A NON-CONDUCTOR. 

wayside afford a scanty repast to tho dromedary, who 

nibbles at them w ithout slackening bis pace. Should 

this resource fail him, he makes tho most of circum¬ 

stances, and trots cheerfully on to the end of his jour¬ 

ney. He can endure hunger for threo days—thirst for 

eight or nine. In Hedjaz and Yemen they feed their 

dromedaries on beans and herbage; in Assir, on the 

stones of dates; In Thearna, on dourah, or millet, and 

On the tender shoots of the acacia mimosa, cut into 

little sticks and roasted over the lire. 

Tho dromedaries are tethered, like horses, before 

the dwellings of tlroir masters, who generally make 

them kneel down when they want to mount them. 

An active camel rider, however, springs at the pum¬ 

mel uf the saddle, plants one foot against the knee of 

the animal, and the other on its curving neck, and 

gains his seat without making it kneel. The saddle, 

which extends from tho shoulder to the haunches, is 

fastened with two girths. It consist^ simply of three 

pieces of wood, put together so as lit the hump, the 

end pieces projecting about a foot above the seat. 

These saddles are generally very hard, the rider’s 

share of them being nothing but a frame of wood, 

covered with leather. Nature has singularly adapted 

to these uncomfortable scats that portion of tho anat¬ 

omy of an Arab tligt comes in contact with them; but 

the European who ventures On them Is sure to suffer 

Fortunately for myself I bad long been a hardened 

Arab; yet, as it was a fur stretch to Mokallah, 1 had 

insured myself from injury on this occasion hy 

placing on the saddle a couple of splendid Abyssinian 

sheep skins, a gift from Gberif llusseiu, of Aiiu 

Arisch. The dromedary’s share of tho saddle is 

carefully padded with straw, tho center of it being 

accurately fitted to the animal’s hump, on which the 

hair is allowed to grow, the better to guard against 

friction. * , 
The rider sits on Iris dromedary somewhat as a 

woman does on horseback. A simple halter is gene¬ 

rally sufficient for the guidance of the animal, unless 

he happens to be of an intractable disposition, in which 

case a rein attached to a metal ring inserted in the 

nostrils is used. For urging on tho animal they use 

a cane with a spike at the end of it, with which they 

prick him behind the ears. Sometime* a courbash, 

or whip of hippopotamus hide, is used for this pur¬ 

pose, hut it should be applied sparingly. Generally 

speaking, the dromedary accommodates bis pace to 

suit the will of his rider, putting great energy into 

Iris action when hard pressed. If over-driven, how¬ 

ever, be either drops, exhausted, or lies sulkily down 

and tries to bite his tormenter. 

There is an article in the Hurai, New-Yorker of 

the 6th nit., on “ Protection from Lightning,” that 

may possibly lead some ono to seek shelter in tho 

very spot where he may receive the fatal bolt. I am 

awaro the assertions, that tho “ hooch tree is a non¬ 

conductor of atmospheric electricity, ami that light¬ 

ning never strikes it,” luvvo gone tho rounds ol 

newspaper publication from time immemorial. It is 

high time that such statements were returned to 

the “ moles and to tho hats,” for facts tell another 

story, and facts arc stubborn things. 

The grten beech is a good conductor of atmospheric 

electricity,—the next thing to a lightning rod, the 

assertions to tho contrary notwithstanding. There 

was a severe thunder-storm in this section live years 

ago lust summer. After it was over I saw a smoko in 

the woods. Thinking it was the effects of lightning, 

my hired man and myself started off at once to sec 

what was burning. We found that a beech tree had 

been struck hy lightuing, when a hemlock within 

two rods, and other trees all around, were uninjured 

and untouched. The top limbs or it were dead, and 

they were scattered in every direction. It was a 

large tree, and one side of the lower part of it was 

dead, rotten, and dry, for twenty feet or more, and 

this was burning finely. Tho lightning made a path 

as it came down from the top-most limb until it 

reached the green timber. It glided over this with¬ 

out leaving a “trace boliind.” Tho sido that was 

dead below was marked at t,: w t*. 

Home two years after this, aefother beech tree was 

struck by lightning on iny own farm, only about 

sixty rods from the one I have already mentioned. 

The top of this too was dead, hut not decayed in tho 

least. The lightning look out a strip about as large 

as a man’s hand, until it came, to the dividing line 

between the green and dry timber, where it broke off 
abruptly. Finding a good conductor, it went down 

harmless. Close and continued observation taught 

me, many years before these events took place, that 

lightning does not “ spare the hoechen tree.” 

pare it, 1 gradually opened my hand to look at my 

prisoner, and saw, to my no little amusement as well 

as suspicion, that it was actually “playing possum,” 

fcigDiug to be dead most skillfully. It lay on my 

open palm motionless for Homo minutes, during 

which I watched it iu breathless curiosity. I saw it 

gradually open Its bright little eyes, amt then close 

them slowly as it caught my eye upon it. But when 

tho manufactured nectar came, ami a drop was 

touched upon the point of its bill, it came to life 

very suddenly, and in a moment was on its legs, 

drinking with eager gusto or the refreshing draught 

from a silver teaspoon. When*sated, it refused to 

take any more, and sat perched witii tho coolest self- 

composure on my finger, ami plumed itself quite as 

artistically as if on its favorite spray. I was enchant¬ 

ed with the bold, innocent confidence with which it 

turned up its keen black eyes to survey us, ns much 

118 to say, “Well, good folks, who are you?”—Rut¬ 

ledge's Illustrated Natural History. 

intellectual culture, for the scholar to noglect tho 

proper exercise of this invaluable faculty. 

The two principal instruments for communicating 

our feelings, thoughts and perceptions, are the pen 

and the tongne. These should he employed daily, 

both iu writing and telling what we have read, 

studied, seen, heard, or thought about. School 

recitations, and explanations of examples, on the 

part of scholars, are of tho highest excellence as a 

means for tho accomplishment of this end. The 

writing and reading of essays, as well as discussions 

and declamations, and, in fact, everything connected 

with a good literary socloty, may, and should be 

rendered available by every scholar old enough to 

engage in them. A Scholar. 

-• -♦ 

ROGER WILLIAMS. 

It takes long years of severe discipline to remove 

the prejudices — tho rust of ages—and imbue a 

people with a new ami grand Idea. The Puritans 

suffered severely from religious persecution, and 

braved the perils of the sea, the rigors of a northern 

winter, and the terrors of a wild and unknown laud 

inhabited by a savage foe, for tho dear privilege of 

religious freedom the God-given right to worship 

their Creator according to the dictates of their own 

consciences. But, a little of tins old evil leaven 

remained. They had learned in tho school of sad 

experience that religious freedom was very good for 

those who believed as they did — excellent for the 

Puritan and his right; but they hud not learned that 

more difficult lesson, to grant to others the privileges 

they sought for themselves. Ho they persecuted the 

Baptists and Quakers, drove them from their homes, 

and oven compelled some to soul tlo-irfaith ami devo¬ 

tion with their lives. Among those thus persecuted 

was one of the purest and best men who ever lived, 

U00K.it Williams, who, driven from Massachusetts, 

founded the Htate of Rhode Island, where all reli¬ 

gious belief was alike tolerated. We present our 

young readers with a portrait and a sketch of the life 

of this good man, for the facts in which we aro 

indebted to Lohsino’h Illustrated History of the 

United Htutes. 
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Sherman, Cffiaut. Co., N. Y., tftttl. S. Rchtis. 

The article referred to by our correspondent, was 

a floating waif, and was give an insertion for the 

purpose of arriving at the facts. Many of our 

readers possess considerable skill in wood-craft, ami 

if the statements were at variance with truth we 

knew they would not let the matter rest without an 

exposition. Prof. Dewey gave an opinion adverse 

to the views expressed, and we expected to hear tho 

relation of experiences supporting that opinion. 

The first of these is that of Mr. IIustis, and we 

would be pleased to hear both sides (if there be two 

sides to the question,) discussed.— Eds. 

> • 

BIRDS’ SENSE OF DANGER. 

The power of judging of actual danger, and the 

free and easy boldness which results from it, aro by 

no means uncommon. Many birds seem to have a 

most correct notion of a gun’s range, and while 

scrupulously careful to keep beyond it, confine their 

care to this caution, though tbc most obvious resource 

would he to fly right uway out of sight and hearing, 

which they do not choose to do. And they some¬ 

times appear to make even an ostentatious use of their 

power, fairly putting their wit and cleverness in 

antagonism to that of man, for tho benefit ol their 

fellows. 1 lately read an account, hy a naturalist in 

Brazil, of an expedition ho made to one of the islands 

of the Amazon to shoot spoonbills, ibises, and other 

of the magnificent graltatorlal birds, which were 

most abundant there. Bis design was completely 

baffled, however, hy a wretched little sandpiper that 

preceded him, continually uttering his tell-tale cry, 

which aroused all the birds within hearing. Through¬ 

out the day did this individual bird continue its self- 

imposed duty of sentinel of others, effectually 

preventing the approach of the fowler to the game, 

and yet managing to keep out of the range of his 

gun.—CJosse's Romance of Natural History. 

The Natives of Algiers. — The higher the posi¬ 

tion of the Moorish lady, the less is her mind likely 

to be kindled by education. For nearly thirty years 

have the French given laws to Algeria, and yet there 

is not one of the natives who has adopted a single 

European idea, or deviated in the slightest degree 

from the traditional habits and institutions of his 

ancestors. — The Corsair and his Conqueror. 

Arthur, in his work on Italy, says: —“After all 

that we may say of an Italian sky, it is not equal to 

that of Egypt, nor to that of many parts of America. 

The most ravishing dome of blue sky my eyes ever 

looked upon, was from Mt. Auburn, near Boston; 

and the most exquisite sunrise was over the waters of 

Iaike Erie, between Buffalo and Niagara.” 

There is nothing so true that the damps of error 

have not warped it; nothing so false, that a sparkle 

of truth is not in it. 

MUSIC FOR YOUTH. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Some time since I 

wrote a short piece for the Young Roraust column 

of your paper, on music; and it has been responded 

to inn very alilo manner by Manly II of Limn, 

and with your permission, 1 should be happy to con¬ 

tinue the subject, as it is one that will bear study, and 

should be kept before the people, that they might be¬ 

come more Interested in it and try to bocome profi¬ 

cient in its execution. 

Music is a sweet gift from Hempen, by it, the gor¬ 

geous palace is disrobed of its sickening sptendor; 

and tho humblest homo is rendered enchanting. 

Then why should we not seek more diligently to cul¬ 

tivate the one talent which wo all possess, for there is 

none which has not been blessed with a single talent, 

which, by cultivation, would at length become 

source of great joy. 

Music is a blessed gift, without it the gentle cooing 

of the dove, the sweet warbling of tho wild wood 

songster, the merry chirping of the crickets, the busy 

hum of bees, the riplmg of tho waters as they wend 

their way carelessly over the pebbles, wuuld be for¬ 

ever hushed, and the world would become a dreary 

habitation. But tho world is full of music; not a loaf 

stirs without adding Its mite to tho full chorus of 

forest voices; not an insect flutters its glittering 

wings without scattering around it a shower of fairy 

sounds; the thunder which rolls through the sky is 

not without music of its own peculiarity. As a former 

writer has said, “There Ih music even in tho stars, 

which is heard hy the eye, not the car.” 

The world is a great, organ; the deep rolling Of the 

ocean is the bass, and the soprano is composed of 

the clear thrilling notes of the song birds, aided by 

the thousand commingling voices of God’s creatures 

united In one grand anthem of praise to the Almighty 

Creator. 
14V must hare music. Without it the tender heart 

would soon droop and die. Almost every living thing 

would perish unless it could express its overflowing 

joy. The influence of muBie is great upon humanity, 

for a single strain of music has been known to check 

the rising passions of a madman, and cause him to 

weep like a child. The influence of music is felt by 

children; it fills their souls with that tenderness and 

love for each other which they never forget in after 

life. 
Music is apart of Heaven; the dying saint who is 

about to be ushered into the golden city, longs to de¬ 

part this life and be with angels who are continually 

making melody with their harps. Just before he 

takes iris departure from earth, his eyes dilute, his 

lips part with a smile, and his IIuttering soul strives 

to break from its imprisonment to be with God and 

the angels, where there is music forever. 

Akron, N. Y., Jan. 7, 1801, Furry V. U-. 
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SCHOLAR HIS PURPOSE. 

HUMMING BIRDS. 

The Ituby Throat is very easily tamed, and is a 

most loving and trustful little creature. Mr. Webber 

has given a most interesting account of a number of 

Ruby Throats, which he succeeded in taming. On 

several occasions he had enticed the living meteors 

into Iris room by placing vases of tempting flowers on 

the table and adroitly closing the sash as soon as 

they were engaged with the (lowers, but he had 

always lost thorn by their dashing at the window, 

and striking themselves against the glass. At last, 

however, bis attempts were crowned with success, 

and “ this time I succeeded iu securing an unwounded 

captive, which, to my inexpressible delight, proved 

to be one of the Ruby Throated species, tho most 

splendid and diminutive that comes north of Florida. 

It immediately suggested itself to me that a mixture 

of two parts refined sugar with one of fine honey, in 

ten of water, would make about the nearest approach 

to the nectar of Itowers. While my sister ran to pre- 

Tim purpose for which the scholar attends school 

is to obtain an education, that he may be respected 

and useful. To this end there are several particulars 

which he should carefully observe. A habit of close 

and continued application of the mind to study, is of 

paramount importance to every scholar, for without 

this he must utteily fail of accomplishing his object. 

Patience and perseverance must also be. reckoned as 

essential elements iu the characterftl the true scholar, 

for there is no short way, no “royal road,” for the 

proposed end. Hours, days, mouths, and even years 

must be devoted to thoughtful study, before the 

scholar can show many signs of a good education. 

There are three objects that the scholar should ever 

keep in view in striving for an education, viz: first, 

mental discipline; second, the acquisition of knowl 

edge; and third, the communication of that knowl 

edge to others. The faculties of the mind may be 

disciplined to a limited exteut by tho more acquisi¬ 

tion of knowledge, but they can never be fully de¬ 

veloped without the habitual practice of communi¬ 

cating those mental acquisitions to others. Hence, 

it may be perceived, how prejudicial it must be to 

ROGER WILLIAMS. 
« 

Roger Wii.i.iams, the subject of our present 

sketch, was born in Wales In 1699, and was educated 

at Oxford. Iu 1631 he was driven by persecution to 

America, and settled In his ministry at Salem, Mass. 

Rut Iris evil fortune followed. In 1635, the General 

Court of Massachusetts passed sentence of banishment 

upon him, and ho crossed the borders of civilization 

to find liberty and toleration among the heathen, in 

January, 1636, ho withdrew from Salem, traversed 

the forests alone for fourteen weeks, wading through 

deep snows, enduring all the rigors of tho climate, 

only sheltered by the rude wigwam of the Indian, and 

finally reached the cabin of Mahsahoit, Chief of the 

Wampanoags, at Mount Hope. Here he was enter¬ 

tained until spring, when live friends from Boston 

joined him, and he located himself upon the Hcekonk. 

Finding that ho was still in the domain of tho 

Plymouth Company, and acting under the advice of 

Gov. Winsi.ow, he crossed over Into tho country of 

the Narragansetts, where he could not he molested. 

Embarking with his companions in a light canoe, 

they paddled around to the head of Narragamwtt bay, 

landed upon a green slope, prayed, and chose a spot 

for a settlement, CaNOMICBK, Chief Sachem of the 

Narragansetts, made Williams a grant of land, and 

in commemoration of “Goo’s merciful providence to 

him in distress,’" he called the place Providence. 

As the settlement increased, Its fame extended, and 

tho persecuted tied to it for refuge. All creeds were 

allowed full liberty,—political opinions were under 

no more restraint than religious,— in short, a [Hire 

democracy was established. Mr. Williams reserved 

to himself no political power, leader and follower 

possessed equal dignity and privileges. It was only 

required of each settler to subscribe to an agreement 

that he would submit to such i-uIph, “ not affecting 

conscience,” as the majority adopted for the public 

good. The settlement enjoyed special favor with 

the Indians, as it was entirely umolested during the 

Pequod war, and prospered wonderfully. 

In the early part of 1638, a parly of nineteen, with 

concurrent religious views, at the invitation of 

Williams, left Boston and settled In his viciuity. A 

purchase was made from Mi antonomoh, of the island 

of Aquiday, of which they took possession, naming it 

the Isle of Rhodes, and calling their settlement Ports¬ 

mouth. A covenent similar to that of Roger Wil¬ 

liams, was signed hy the inhabitants. I liese little 

bands grew by repeated accessions, and in 1639, New¬ 

port, near the lower extremity ot the island, was 

founded. Liberty of conscience was absolute; love 

was the social and political bond, and upon the seal 

they adopted was the motto, Amor vinret omnia,— 

“ Ixivo is all powerful.” Although tho varied settle¬ 

ments had different governments, they had united 

interests and aims, and they sought for themselves 

an independent charter. To obtain this, Roger Wil¬ 

liams went to England In 1643. After encountering 

many difficulties, he procured from Parliament a freo 

charter of Incorporation on the 24th of March, 1644, 

and all the settlements united under tho general titlo 

of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations. Thus 

was founded the Commonwealth of Rhode Island. 

For thirty-nine years after the union referred to, 

Roger Williams followed his calling, and in April, 

1683, at the ripe ago of eighty-four, he laid aside Iris 

armor in the city he had founded, leaving behind 

him a memory fragrant with good deeds and kindly 

offices. 

Judgment is not a swift-growing plant; it requires 

time and culture to mature it, whilo fancy often 

springs up and blossoms in a single hour. I he fra¬ 

grance of the first, however, is everlasting, while 

that of tho latter is as transient as its stem is fragilo. 

— Hosea Ballou. 
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NEWS TDEP^nTTNtrETsTT. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y„ FEBRUARY 2, 1861, 

DOMESTIC NEWS. 

Aflaira at Washington. 

Titk telegraph this (Monday) morning states that 

the President expect* to hear of a collision at any 

time at the South. An attack is apprehended at any 

moment at Fort Sumter or Fort Pickens. 

Ex-President Tyler hail a long, satisfactory and 

friendly interview with the President on the 24th ult. 

The latter expressed the hope that there would he no 

collision between the Federal and State forces during 

his administration, and that he should certainly make 

every effort to prevent riot and to preserve peace. 

The National Railroad Convention, which was in 

session during the last week, held a meeting to take 

into consideration the condition of National Affairs, 

and appointed the following gentlemen as a Commit¬ 

tee to dralt resolutions of their sentiments. Mr. 

Marsh, President of the Erie Railroad; Mr. Corning, 

President, of the X. Y. Central; Mr. Thompson, Pres¬ 

ident ot tho Pennsylvania Central, Mr. Garret, I’resi¬ 

dent of the Baltimore and Ohio, and M. I/lloromedieu, 

President of the Hamilton and Dayton. The Com¬ 

mittee reported a series of resolutions which were 

unanimously adopted, to the effect that the plan em¬ 

bodied in the Crittenden resolutions, for dissipating 

the evils now threatening the existence of the Union, 

meets our approbation. The Convention, consisting 

of about sixty gentlemen, made a visit to the President 

of the United States, and Gen. Scott. 

It is said that the Grand Jury presented Goddard 

Bailey for larceny of the Indian Trust Fund, and 

Russel as accessory, together with Secretary Floyd, 

for conspiracy to defraud the Government. 

The Post-office at Pensacola has been abolished, 

the mail service discontinued, and the Postmasters 

throughout the country directed to send all letters 

addressed to Pensacola to the dead-letter office. This 

course was in consequence of the interruption of the 
mails by the Florida. . 

There appears no reason to doubt that a well or- , 

ganized conspiracy is in existence, having lor its ] 

object the seizure of Washington by the Southern i 

rebels, and that the leaders are fully determined to , 

precipitate a crisis. The arrangements for repelling ( 
invasion, however, are ample. 

The following paper, proposed by Representative [ 

Montgomery, has been circulated iu the House: t 

We, the undersigned, members of the 26th Con- , 

gross, convinced by the various votes taken on the 

several propositions presented for our consideration ; 

from time to time, that there is no hope that any t 

measure which will reconcile t usting difficulties he- j 
tween the sections of our com try, can receive aeon- e 

slitutkinaI majority, ami as none of the present mein- r 

hers were elected in view of the existing trouble, and y 

believing that in a time of so great peril it is proper jj 

to refer this question to the people of our several „ 

districts, propose that the members of this Congress 0 

resign, to take effect on the 21st of February next; f. 

and that we immediately provide for the election of „ 

our successors by the people, who shall assemble on y 

the 21st of February next, and to these representa¬ 

tives, bearing the instructions of the people, the 

various propositions of Compromise now pending, ™ 
and heretofore to he proposed, should be referred. 

The election is not to interfere with the officers or ** 
employes of the House. 

Fifty members of the House have already adopted [e 
the plan, and have signed the proposition. 

A dispatch from Gov. Dickons, says the best under- he 

standing exists between Major Anderson and the a* 

South Carolina authorities, ami there is no apprehen¬ 

sion of immediate hostilities. di 

The friends of the Virginia peace proposition as- £h 

sign as a reason for pressing it on the attention of l ( 

other Border Slave Suites, that it will have the effect th 

of preventing them from joining the Cotton States, P" 

and if adopted by them, will afford an opportunity for j,1 
the latter to return to the Union. 

Secretary Dix communicated to the House an im , 

Portent document in reply to Mr. Sherman, Chairman 

of the Committee on Ways and Means. It gives first * 

the amount of the public debt, and a detailed descrip- rjq 

tion of the public debt, and of the different kinds ol 

debt. Second, The amount and details of the float- 
ing debt, and unpaid balances, with claims. Third, ,C 

1 he amount ot acceptances ami other acknowlcdg- 

mentsof debts by the different Governments. Fourth, t,K 

The facts connected with the recent sales of Treasury ] 

notes. Fifth, The amount required to paythe public tai 

dues, accruing prior to the first of July next, and iu Hn< 

this connection, the estimated amounts from dues (io 

and imports, the public lands and miscellaneous 

sources up to that date. The Secretary estimates the ins 

amount necessary, prior to July next, in addition to fol] 

the accruing revenues, as $20,000,000. He then sug- l,rc 

gests measures to raise this money, and among them wr< 

refers to the surplus revenue deposited in the States Pec 

in 183(5, as a specific fund which might be pledged or 
recalled. to i 

Letters received from l’aris, by the Asia, etate that to 1 

on New 'i car's Day the Emperor, Louis Napoleon, on 10 •' 

the official presentation of the Diplomatic Corps, ex- mei 

pieesed to Mr. Faulkner, the American Minister, the C’P 

hope that no State or States had separated, or would an^ 

separate from the Union. The Emperor also ex- whi 

pressed the wish that the United States might long 

continue a united and prosperous people. fate 

Mr. Ynlee, of Florida, announced the withdrawal 

of himself and colleague from the Senate. 

Mr. Clay read the withdrawal of the Alabama 
Senators. 

Mr. DaviH stated that the secession of Mississippi 

terminated his functions here. In parting he said he 

felt no hostility against any Senator. He hoped the 

relations between them might he peaceful, though 

he must part. If lie had offended uny he would uow 

make reparation for such offence. Adjourned. 

! Horst.— The Speaker laid before the House a 

letter signed by the Alabama delegation withdrawing 

from further participation in the deliberations of the 

House, in consequence of the secession of that State. 

On motion of Mr. Morris, the Judiciary Committee 

were instructed to inquire into the propriety of 

amending the Neutrality laws so as to prevent military 

expeditions being allowed to aid seceding States. 

The House Military Committee have paused a bill 

appropriating §1150 for the Boldiers of Fort Sumter’s 

losses, by precipitate leaving of Port Moultrie. 

The House resumed the consideration of the 1‘ost- 

route bill, and adopted the Senate’s amendment, 

making the postage of letters to and from San Fran¬ 

cisco the uniform rate, Hi cents, whether carried by 
the steamer or overland. 

Mr. Grow offered a resolution that a select commit¬ 

tee of live be appointed to inquire whether any 

secret organization hostile to the United Staten exists 

tri the District of Columbia, and if so, whether any 

officer or employee of the Federal Government is in 

the executive or judicial departments thereof. 
Adopted. « 

Mr. Colfax called up the po*t route bill which 

passed the Mouse last session, and was returned from 

the Senate with amendments, which were now con¬ 

sidered and nearly all agreed to, Including provisions 

for procuring and furnishing one cent stamp wrap¬ 

pers and envelopes, requiring letters which have 
been advertised to lie sent to the Dead Letter Office 

within two months, letters for the seaboard to be I 

retained for a longer period, under the Post Office i 
regulations unclaimed, money from the Dead Letter 1 

Office to be applied to promote the efficiency of that 1 
bureau. , 

, Legislature of New York. 

Senate. — The resolution to fix the 5th of Feb- 

t ruary for the election of U. 8. Senator, was adopted. 

In Executive Session the appointments of Dr. Gunn 

1 us Health Officer of New York, Hcnj. Welch, jr., as 

I Commissary General, and W. S. Benton as Auditor of 
, Canal Department, were confirmed. 

The Senate took up the hill relative to the Finance 

Department of the City of New York. On motion of 

1 Mr- Sessions, an amendment was adopted retaining 

1 Ml Bevel!n in office as Chamberlain, by a vote of 17 

to 10. Mr. Robertson's amendment was also adopted, 

providing that the Barrie Chamberlain may at any 

time, and from time to time, change the bank of 

deposit for the City of New York respectively, upon 

notice thereof to the Comptroller of said city*; and it 

shall bo the duty of any hank or hanks holding such 

deposit at the time of such notice, to transfer the 

same forthwith to the bank specified in such notice; 

and in case of the refusal of such bank, it may he 

compelled by mandamus, to make such transfer, and 

shall be liable to pay 5 per cent, as damages for 

detention, besides interest from the date of demand. 

In the Senate Mr. Conolly offered concurrent reso¬ 

lutions, that the conservative action of the Border 

Slave States in refusing sanction to unconstitutional 

measures of seceding States, merits grateful acknowl¬ 

edgments from the people of New York. That the 

refusal of Gov. flicks, of Maryland, to convene the 

Legislature of that State to promote the objects of 

the secessionists, excites the profonndest admiration 

of our country. It will acknowledge him a patriot 

of the highest order. Liberty will own him a bene¬ 

factor — the human race a friend. A Iso, that a copy 

of these resolutions be transmitted to Gov. Hicks. 
Adopted — 27 to 1. Adjourned. 

House. —The Speaker made the following Com¬ 

mittee on the condition and wants of the people of 

Kansas: Messrs. Turner, Randall, Wells, Macomber, 
Bergen. 

Mr. Camp offered the following: 

Whereas it is known Unit the President elect will 
leave Springfield in a few days for Washington, and 

Whereas, the journey to the National Cupitol should 
he marked by such manifestations of popular respect 
a* are due, ns well to him, as to the office he is about : 
to assume, and 

HTierce;.?, the loyal people of New York will cor- , 
dially welcome him at every point and assure him of 
the devotion to the Constitution and laws of the 1 
Country, therefore, , 

Resolv' d, If the Senate concur, that his Excellency < 
the Governor be requested to invite Mr. Lincoln to 
pass through this State on his way to the Federal 
Capital, and tender him the hospitalities of the an- 1 
thoiitles and the people. Adopted unanimously. \ 

Rills Passed. — To incorporate Artists' Fund So- I 

ciety of New York City. To increase the salary of ( 

Deputy County Clerk of New York. Adjourned. i 

Congressional Proceedings. 

Senate.— Mr. Hunter, from the Committee on 

finance, reported the Indian Appropriation Bill, and 

asked to be excused from further service on the 

finance Committee. He said it was evident that the 

party in the majority in the Senate would soon be 

changed, and be thought justice to himself and the 

Senate required him to be excused. Mr. Hunter has 

been Chairman of Finance fifteen years. He was 
excused. 

The Kansas bill was read a third time aud passed 
—yeas 36, nays 16. 

The bills for the sale of public lands, and the 

removal of the Arsenal at St. Louis, and the con¬ 

struction of a newj Arsenal at Jefferson barracks, 
were passed. 

The Governors on Secession. 

We close our extracts from the Messages of the 

Governors of the various States, and think our readers 

will be enabled to judge as to the reverence in which 

the Union is held by the sentiments therein expressed. 

Pennsylvania. — The last issue of the Rural con¬ 

tained a portion of the valedictory of Gov. Packer, 

and we now present an extract from the Inaugural of 

Gov. Curtin. The Governor pledges himself to stand 

between the Constitution and its encroachments, 

instigated by no hatred or ambition, fanaticism or 

folly. The election of a President has been made a 

pretext for disturbing the peace of the country, by 

wresting from the Federal Government the power the 

people conferred upon it when it wus adopted. 

There is nothing in the life and acts of Mr- Lincoln, 

to warrant that his Administration will be unfriendly 

to State or local institutions. Nothing has occurred 

to justify the excitement which has blinded the judg¬ 

ment of a pan of the people, ami which is now pre¬ 

cipitating them into revolution. If Pennsylvania has 

any luws infringing upon the rights of any State, or 

which contravene any !• cderal law or obstruct its 

execution, they ought to lie repealed. Blie nevor has 

faltered in the recognition of all the duties imposed 

by the National compact, and will by every act con¬ 

sistent with devotion to the interests of her people 

promote fraternity and peace between the States. 

M hen her trade was prostrated and her industry par¬ 

alyzed by legislation of the General Government, 

favoring adverse interests, Pennsylvania waited pa¬ 

tiently for another opportunity to declare the public 

will in a Constitutional manner. 

Though the State has suffered from adverse legisla¬ 

tion, no voice of disloyalty or treason, nor arm has 

been raised to Btrike at the severed fabric of our 

National Union. It will be our duty to unite with 

the people of the loyal States in just and honorable 

measure of conciliation. If they are just and mod¬ 

erate the danger may be averted; ours is a National 

Government having all the attributes of sovereignty, 

and among them is the right of self-preservation. 

rawal No State or combination of States can secede nor 

absolve themselves from the obligations of the Union, 

bama To permit this without the consent of the rest, is to 

confess the Government a failure. Pennsylvania will 

(sippi never acquiesce in such a conspiracy nor assent to a 

lid he doctrine involving the destruction of the Govern- 

d the ment. If it is to exist, it must have the power ade- 

ough quate to the enforcement of the supreme law in every 

I now State. It is the first duty of the Federal Government 
to stay the progress of anarchy and enforce the laws, 

lge a and Pennsylvania will give it a united, honest and 

wing foRhful support. The people mean to preserve the 

f the integrity of the Union at every hazard. Amend- 

Itate. merits to the constitution made in a constitutional 

littee manner, our people will consider and act as deliber- 

,y 0f ately upon as their importance demands. 

itary Makyi.and. — Gov. Hicks was petitioned to con¬ 

vene the legislature of Maryland, and to take certain 

l bill action with reference to Secession, He refuses to do 

iter’s so, and has published an address to the citizens giv¬ 

ing his reasons for refusal. We quote the following 
Jost- extracts: 

lent, I firmly believe that a division of this Government 

'ran- would inevitably produce civil war, The secession 

1 by leaders in South Carolina and the piratical dema¬ 

gogues of tlte North have alike proclaimed that such 

mit- would be the result, and no man of sense will qncs- 

any tion it. Whitt could the Legislature do in this crisis, 

cists if convened, to remove the troubles which beset-the 

any Union?, We are told by the leading spirits of the 

s in Booth Carolina Convention, that neither the election 

eof. of Mr. Lincoln nor the non-execution of the Fugitive 

Slave Law, nor both combined, constitute their 

lich grievances. They declare that the real cause for this 

pom discontent dates as far back as 1833. Maryland, and 

ton- no other State in the Union, with a united voice, 

ons then declared the same insufficient to justify the 
■up- course of South Carolina. 

ave (- an it he that the people who then unanimously sup- 

lice ported the cause of Gen. Jackson, will now reverse 

be their opinions at the bidding of modern secessionists? 

ice I have been told that the position of Maryland should l 

■far be defined so that both sections can understand it. ^ 

hat Do any really misunderstand the position? Who 1 

that wishes to understand it, can fail to do so? If 1 

the action of the Legislature would be simply to 

declare that Maryland is with the South In sympathy 

tJ*’‘ an<! feeling, that she demands from the North the - 

repeal of the offensive unconstitutional statutes, and 

nu appeals to It for new guarantees, and that she will 7 

wait a reasonable time for the North to purge her 

01 statute books of unjust laws, and with due justice to 1 

her Southern brethern, and if her appeals are in / 

cv vain, will make common our cause with the border v 

of States in resistance to tyranny if need he, it would tl 

"8' only he saying what the whole country well know, p 

17 and what may he said much more effectually by her 

‘d’ people in their meetings than by the Legislature j 

ri.v chosen eighteen months since, when none of these j 

01 questions were raised before them. ^ 

That Maryland is as conservative as any of the Booth- 

il ern Btates all know who know anything of her people Jfl 

or history. The farmers and agricultural classes, plan- 

u‘ ters, merchants, mechanics, and laboring men—those 

e: who have a real stake in the commonity, who would ' 

10 he forced to pay the taxes and do the fighting—are the s' 

ld persons who should be first consulted, instead of 

excited politicians, many of whom have nothing to 

L lose by the destruction of the government, hut may °' 

°m hope to derive some gain from the ruin of the State. 

'' Such men will naturally urge you to pull down the 

'1 piliurs of this sacred Union, which their allies at the 
L North liftvo denoiiiinsli d r; covenant with hell. 

e I lie people of Maiylaud, if left to themselves, a 

e would decide, without exception, that there is noth- la 

,f ing. in the present causes of complaint to justify 

a immediate secession; and yet, against our judgments m 

if and solemn convictions of duty, tve are to he precipi- 00 

!• tated into this revolution because Bouth Carolina lli 

y thinks differently. Are we not equal, or shall her 

’• opinions control our actions, after we have sol- to 

eninly declared ourselves, as every man must do? 

- Are we to be forced to yield our opinions to those 

f of another State, and thus, in effect* obey her man- wfl 

, dates? She refuses to wait for our counsels. Are lia 

we bound to obey her Commands? . of 

The men who have embarked in this scheme to wt 

] convene the Legislature, will spare no pains to carry wo 

J their point. The whole plan of operation in assem- tlic 

( bling the Legislature is, as I have been informed, a * 

i already marked ont. The list of Ambassadors who I 
are to visit the other States are agreed on, and No 

the resolutions Which they hope will lie passed by car 

. the Legislature, fully committing this State for seoes- dis 

sion, are said to be already prepared. In the course j of 

of nature, I cannot lone long to live, and 1 fervently 1 1 

trust to be allowed to end my days as a citizen of | bet 

this glorious Union. But should I be compelled to ^ the 

witness the downfall of that God-inhcritcd power our ] 

fathers established, ns it were, by the special favor of an] 

God, I will at least have the consolation that at my j„„ 

dying hour I neither, by word or deed, assisted this fur~ 
disruption. j 

Massachusetts. — The Rural of the 19th inst. tot 

contained an extract from the valedictory of Gov. Fra 

Banks, and we now present the opinions of Gov. Ii 

Andrews, who was inaugurated ou the 6th inst. rop 

The enrolled Militia of the Btate exceed 155,000, T 

while the active Militia are but 5,(500. The Governor eho 

suggests that a large number be placed on an active ent 

footing, that the State may be ready to contribute her Kin 

share of force in any exigency of public danger. any 

The Personal Liberty law lie believes strictly Con- jom 

stitntional. The right of a person to reclaim an arm 

alleged fugitive must always bo subordinate to the A 

original indefeasible right of every freeman to his Frai 

liberty, lie submits the subject to the wisdom of the com 

Legislature. On secession he speaks to the effect Croi 

that the people of Massachusetts respond in the as It 

words of Jackson, “the Federal Union must be gov? 

preserved.” min 

The Soulliern Difficulties. ’mu 
Tl 

But very little of importance has transpired t(j 

since our last issue, but we make note of the tendency d'i 
of affairs, as follows: 6 

Hun 
South Carolina.—The Legislature has agreed on ipt 

a flag for the State. The ground is to be blue, with a 

white oval in the center, and a golden Palmetto ' T)] 

thereon. There is also to be a white inner crescent .v 

in the upper flag-stafl' corner. The Senate adopted m 

the resolution authorizing the Governor to send 111 

volunteers to Florida in case of threatened invasion lama 

of that State. The number of men is unlimited. * 

Louisiana.—At the Baton Rouge Convention the 

following vote was taken on the ordinance declaring , 

the immediate secession of Louisiana from the 

Union: A eas 113, nays 17. The Convention has , 

adjourned, to re-assetnble again iu New Orleans. 
too c 

Mississippi. — A dispatch from Jackson, Miss., Coil 

on the 22d, says the Convention has elected seven deelin 

delegates to the Southern Convention to meet at there' 

Montgomery. The Convention also passed an amend- (s*l3*; 
ment to raise eight regiments of troops, and Jefferson 

Davis was elected Major General. 

Kentucky.—A telegram dated Frankfort, 28th, says 

that the Legislature will call a Convention, but the 

call and action of the Convention will both be sub¬ 
mitted to a vote of tbe people. 

Missouri. —Advices from different parts of the 

State indicate a Union feeling, and that tbe Conven¬ 

tion will be filled with conservative men. 

Alabama,—The Alabama Btate Convention has 
adjourned until the 4th of March next. 

Gkoroia. On the 24th nit., seven hundred Btate 

troops assembled in Georgia and made demonstra¬ 

tions on the United States Arsenal, Gov. Brown 

demanded the surrender of the Arsenal, which was 
complied with. 

Southern Fortifirations. 

The following table of the United States forts 

and navy yards, south of Mason and Dixon’s Line, 

shows the position, cost, and strength of each: 

War garrison. 
W here located. Cost. Men Guns. 

Fort McHenry, Baltimore.f 140.000 860 74 

* Fort Carrol, Baltimore . 135,000 800 159 

Fort Delaware, Del. river, Del. 639.000 750 151 
f ort Madjtton. Annapolis, ltd, _ 15 000 160 31 
Fort Severn. Maryland . cm, rll , , 

^i)c (Honfrcnscr. 

Port Caswell, flak Mnnd. N C. ... 

Fort Sumter. Charleston, S. C. 

Castle Pinckney. Charleston, S. C. 
Fort Mpultrle, Charleston, <?. C_ 

Fort Pulaski, Savannah, (in. 

Port Taylor, Key Went.. 
Fort Jefferson, Tortugas_ 
Fort Barancae, Pensacola_ 

Fort Pickens, Pensacola. 

Fort Mcltco, Pensacola_ 

Fort Morgan, Mobile. 

Cost. Men. Guns. 
f 146.000 360 74 

— 135,000 800 159 
-- 639.000 750 151 

— 15,000 160 31 
6,000 60 14 

. . 575,000 400 88 
2.400,000 2,460 371 
1,664,000 1,120 224 

. - 460,000 300 61 
c. 5,000 60 10 

571,000 400 87 
677,000 650 146 
43,000 100 25 

-- 75,000 300 54 
-- 923,000 800 150 
.. 80,000 70 14 
- - 61,000 100 25 

1.000 185 
.. 1,500 293 
-- 315,000 250 49 

109,000 — 26 
. 769,000 1.260 212 
. 380,000 650 151 

1,212,000 700 132 
- 143,000 600 124 
- 817,000 600 150 
- 472.000 300 49 
- 447.000 300 49 

342,000 300 52 

• —- - - - tii.vuu oknj qy 

Fort Livingston, Barrataria Bay, I.a.. 342.000 300 62 

♦Incomplete. 

News Paragraphs. 

The total number of passengers carried between 

Europe and the United Btates last year, in the Trans- 

Atlantic steamers, was about 74,000, of whom 50,000 

were bound westward. This is an increase of more 

than 1.5,000 in the aggregate, compared with the 
previous year. 

Tin: number of immigrants arrived at New York in 

18i;o, were 103,621; of these 46,65!) from Ireland, 11,- 

112 from England, 1,506 from Scotland, 80!) from 

Wales, 37,636 from Germany, 1,470 from France, 1,- 

JM/ from .Switzerland, etc. The emigration is 25,000 
larger than for two years past. 

I he municipality of Naples have decreed a statute 

to Gen. Garibaldi, to be erected in one of the public 

squares, to be called after him. it lias also decreed 

medals of honor to those of the National Guard who 

have distinguished themselves during tbe late mem¬ 
orable events. 

-♦ t # » »-—--- 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

Great ]>»itajn.—The weather hud moderated and 

s, a tliaw bad become alm< st general throughout Eng- 
3. land. 

:y The Post's Paris correspondent says tbe Govcrn- 

ts meuta ol Italy, Spain. Greece, and Turkey arc 

j. contemplating a reformed tariff'in accordance with 

that lately contracted between England and I ranee, 

ir It is asserted that England will no longer propose 
I. to Austria the sale of Venetia, 

? Lord Palmerston, in his speech, had referred to the 

e situation of affairs in America. He says that there 

i- "ilK too much reason to fear that the Union, which 

e had conduced to so much happiness, was in danger 

of disruption, lie expressed u fervent hope that 

o whether the Union is maintained or dissolved, it 

Y would be accomplished by amicable means, so that 

. the world might be spared the afflicting spectacle of 

t « hostile conflict between brothers. 

i France,—Returns from the Bank of France for 

1 November, exhibit, as anticipated, a large decrease in 

/ cash of over 82,000,000 francs; an increase in bills 

- discounted, of 00,000,000 francs; and in bank notes, 
i ] of nearly 33,000,000 francs. 

r 1 it was stated that a negotiation was pending 

f I between France and all the Continental States for 

i the abolition of the passport system. 

Italy.—Advices from Gaeta prior to the present 

armistice, state that the Piedmontese were construct¬ 

ing new batteries only two hundred yards from the 
5 fortress. 

It was said that the Cabinet at Turin bad resolved 

to tolerate the intervention of no other power than 

France, and to resist by force any attempt of the kind. 

It is not true that the French fleet at Gaeta will be 

replaced by a Russian fleet. 

The Wurtcmhurg Moniteur says that Sardinia will 

shortly give notice to the German Diet of the differ¬ 

ent annexations to, and formations of, the Italian 

Kingdom, and that the Diet will refose to recognize 

any Representative of that Kingdom. The same 

journal boasts that the German aud Russian Federal 
army can meet any enemy. 

Austria.—An autograph letter from the Emperor 

Francis Joseph, dated 7th inst., contains a very 

comprehensive amnesty for Hungary, Transylvania, 

Croatia, and Bclavonia, on account of such persons 

as have merely aimed at a change in the system of the 

government as established before. October last. The 

ministers are ordered to put this ordinance into 

immediate execution. 

The Pesth Telegram says the government is resolved 

to adopt a Provincial Electoral Law for Hungary, on 

the basis of the 5th article of the law of 1848. ' The 

Hungarian Diet will assemble on the 2d of April. 

Turkey.—The dismissal of Safeti Pascha has been ( 
rescinded. 

The news from Servia reports increasing disquiet , 
there. 

Prussia.—The King of Prussia had issued a proc- i 

lamation, in which, after paying a warm tribute to 

the late King, he declares himself faithful to the tra- , 

ditionH of his house, and desires to protect the Con¬ 

stitution, to elevate and strengthen the people, and y 

advance their position arnoDg the German Btates. 

He snys:—Confidence in peace is shaken, but I will t 

endeavor to preserve it, and concludes by asking for 

tbe courage and confidence of the people. j 

Commercial Jntki.liiir.vev— «r-mid“fff— Hour dull, aud 
declined 6d since Tuesday. American 29ts#82s- Wheat dull, 
and declined 2d. Buyers demanded afurthei reduction, and 
there vras some forced sales at 4d@(id. Red American ll«3d 
(ai 13»; white 52s<<xl4.s(»d. Corn dull, and 6d lower. Mixed 
offered at 37s6d without buyers. White 39s(5.40s. 

Provisions.—Pork dull. Lard dull, and slightly declined’ 
quoted at 5d8@60n. I ti 

^ Tlle effecta at our panic have reached England. 

'n6 “ The wir,,er is v*ry cold in France and England. 

— Got. Weller has accepted the mission to Mexico. 

— ^b°le number of patents issued for 1860, 3,896. 

— The school Houses of Ohio are worth $4,707.000. 

— The total taxable property of Ohio is $888,000,000. 

ite _ Tlje home ^madron i„ to be concentrated in the Gulf. 

— Tllf pol,i product of California for 1860 was $42,325,000. 

as ~ ThP foreign apd domestic debt of Ohio is $16,927,834. 

— Floods have occurred on the Ohio aDd Mississippi rivers. 

— Gold still continues to flow into this country from abroad. 

— They are boring for oil in the vicinity of McConnelsville 
Ohio. to 

— There are 20 Protestant churches and 104 clergymen in 
Paris. 

- The steam tannage of New York is 120.589 tuns, mostly 
marine. J 

,s. - The cost of the Crimean war is said to have been $250.- 
" 4 000,000. 

59 - Rev. Charles Lowell, D. D.. of Boston, died on the 20th 
51 aged 76. 

J] — Twelve slavers were captured last year, and 3.000 negroes 
14 rescued. 

— I- ranee is actively making preparations for war, it is 
1 reported. 

M 
il ~ Baj'wSF trains are interrupted by heavy falls of snow in 

Virginia. 

7 Russell, the Indian Fund Bonds Receiver, has been 
g hailed out. 

5 — A new German paper is to he commenced at Omaha, 
4 Nebraska. 

Fort Kearney and Sonth Pass wagon road have been 
* completed. 
5 
5 — The average valuation of land in South Carolina is only 

?2 per aere. 

I — The total valuation of property in San Francisco is 
j $35,809,639. 

" — There were exported from Bangor, in I860,120,000 bushels 
1 of potatoes. 

■ — Over $80,000,000 worth of articles passed over the Erie 
1 canal in i860, 
l 
) ~ The new Armstrong guns cost the English Government 
( $10,000 each. 

■ “ Prof- C- W. Hackley, of Columbia College, N. Y., died 
Thursday week. 

— Gov. Denver is a prominent candidate for U. S. Senator 
from California. 

— Grace Greenwood has' been lecturing in Canada, with 
great acceptance. 

— Forts Johnson and Casswell, off Wilmington, N. C., 
have been seised. 

Mayor Hightman, of Boston, asks for the restoration of 
the license system. 

— The real value of taxable property in the State of Michi¬ 
gan is $275,000, OOP. 

— A severe shock of hd earthquake was felt at Gorham, N. 
H., on Friday week. 

— The young Queen of Naples has left Gaeta, probably to 
seek refuge at Rome. 

— Twelve canal boats, each 96 feet in length, are being con¬ 
structed in Lockport. 

An immense amount of fraudulent coin is in circulation 
throughout the West. 

— The ordinary coining capacity of the Philadelphia mint 
is $7,600,000 per month. 

Cleveland, O., is the 19th city in population in the Union. 
In 1868 she was the 28t1i. 

— The Savings Institutions in New York city have on 
deposit over $40,000,000. 

James Dalton, a policeman in Cincinnati, is reported heir 
to £1,600,000 in England. 

— Ten thousand people attended a Union meeting at Balti¬ 
more, <.n Thursday w eek. 

— Brigham Young has contracted to construct 400 miles of 
the Pacific telegraph line. 

— There are 310,000 land owners in Ohio, the average of 
ie whose estates are 84 acres. 

— A man was killed in Cincinnati, on the 12th ult., by fall- 
e ing on a slippery sidewalk. 

c — The population of the United States is 30,990,000. of 
1 which 3,878.000 are slaves. 

1 — Karey's late lectures and exhibitions in New York have 

^ yielded him $2,160 per day. 

fa tee United States there are nearly six tiraeB as many 
J journals as in Great Britain. 
,c 

— The hanks of New York are nearly glutted with specie. 
They now hold $36,000,000. 

A 
r — The U. S. Coast Survey Schooner Dana has been seized 

a by the Florida secessionists, 

s — Oil has been discovered, in large quantities, in the town 

, of Cuba, Allegany Co.. N. Y. 

— There are 9 English, 2 French, 1 Spanish, and 4 German 
r daily papers iu San Francisco. 

r — Ncwb from Denver to the 19th ult., report times improved, 

and the quartz mills doing well. 

t fa tee city of Canton, China, there are, on an average, 

about 5,000 suicides every year. 

. — Gov. Banks has gone to Chicago to assume his duties 

with the Illinois Central Railroad. 

i —An enormous cow, weighing alive 1,650 pounds, was 

slaughtered at Boston last week. 

— Geo. Toppan, Jr., of Boston, recently died of hydropho¬ 
bia, He was bitten by a pet dog. 

— During the last session of the English House of Com¬ 

mons, 10,473 speeches were made. 

— Floyd, the resigned Secretary, had a banquet given him 

at Richmond, Va., on the 11th ult. 

— The Bank of Kentucky has made a donation of $500 for 

the relief of the poor of Louisville. 

— Lola Monlez, tbe notorious, talented, and eccentric 

woman, died in New York last week. 

— Snow fell on Monday week to the depth of six inches in 

West Alabama and East Mississippi. 

— A number of country newspapers have nominated Major 

Anderson for the Presidency In 1864. 

— The pilots of Pensacola are forbidden, on pain of death, 

to bring U. S. vessels into the harbor. 

— A drunken man. name unknown, was almost devoured by 

hogs near Alton, Ill., a few days since. 

— Horse railroads have been introduced into Mobile. The 

first was inaugurated on Christmas day. 

— There are seven monthlies in sau Francisco, one of 

which ig medical and another religious. 

— The Dubuque Times says an order has been received 

from Georgia for 10.600 bushels of corn. 

— Albany, N. Y.. is the largest-lumber mart in the country. 

The trade for 1860 amounted to $6,000,000. 

— A demonstration was made in Rome, on the 23d, at St. 

Peters, in favor of annexation to Sardinia. 

— The Cincinnati Commercial states that the town of 

Aurora, Iud., is now lighted by water gas. 

— Twenty patriots of the revolution died during the past 

year Eighty-two are all thal are now left. 

— The Rhode Island Senate has passed the act repealing 

the personal liberty bill, by a vote of 21 to 9. 

— A child was born in Fort Sumter last week. The infantry | 

department is re inforced in spite of secession. / 

— The Monterey Bulletin announces tbe discovery of im¬ 

mensely rich silver mines in Northern Mexico. • J 

— Rocky Mountain News says coal oil has been discovered V 

iu the mountains, five miles from Cannon City. J 

— Thirty cases of muskets and a large amount of aminuni- f 

tion, for Savannah, have been seized at New York, 
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IfEW NOTICES TO AGENT - FRIENDS THRESH PEAR SEED FOR SA.EE.-Wo have 
' .just recotved u lino lot-of Imported Pour Seed Withered 

specially for n*. with tiio irrpfttwt cajt 
*VJ Sekd sout out by vim hnH p vcn perfect satisfaction 

FROST k CO . ROChest^i 

TJKK-KKKPIN44 i:\PLAINKn_Thn u«,t prwU 
I I (Yi/work yet ptiblutlieil. Sent ffoe of posture for Brku 

l°«* «ve Kv tie* wwurm, with li .lmn Queens, Rina* Honey 
«c.t &c. Circulars, with juirtieuliirs, sent t«> ail who will forward 
thiur aduretw. M QUINRY. St JohnsvilK N Y. 

BOO K F OR Til E P R E SENT T IIH E* 

The Life of Andrew Jackson, 
BY JAMBS BARTON 

VoU (Wav... with Portrait*. Price. from 35 to 
?l\ according tostyle nf binding 

... G.n ,1 \< K*oy, in moulding the oolitic*and 
t!m tjvrnts "i lit* t:m. ran hardly ho overstated and 

mu it x <it hw character iiml action mnv bo easily detected in 
n Niu.cf.ou can thorough I v imilcniUnd our nroM'nt 
>ti ana movements without study iu« the past auriesneci 
roimiieiit »mmu' lho (treat ... of till! past (* J \utraoiv 
hirn.v, by lip iiImo.it ummlmim* testimmiv of the nrc“K 

BRONCHITIS. 

From Mr. C. If. Gardner. Principal nf the Rutger's Female 

Institute, N. Y — I have boon afflicted with Bronchitis 

during the past winter, anil found no relief until I found your 

Troches." “ Brown's Brow hint Troches,n or Cough Lozenges, 

are for sale throughout the United States 

tanees, since the middle et December, gives roe lies, assurance 
that the friends of the Ill'KAi. are both active and successful in 
theireftorts to extend its circulation. And tin) fact that our 
exchanges have given about live hundred complimentary 

notices of the Rural since the 1st of Nov List, proves that the 
paper is appreciated b.v (he heat judges of the cost and value of 
newspapers Due of our associates is preserving these notices 
in a scrap-book thus entitled: "Our Looking-Glass: or. The 
Mutual Admiration Society of the Rural New-Yorker. • We 
keep step to the Music of the Union.’ Several Steam Presses 
A Co., Publishers—U. S. A." Had we space, and if we were not 
extremely modest, a few of the notices would be published. 
But we can only record the vote of thanks, at preseut. 

t'17~Our Spnrmc I'iikmu mk auk Promptly Paid.—An Agent 
Friend asks —"Are. the specific Prizes to be given now, or not till 
the first of April'" Answer— Just as our friends prefer. We 
endeavor to pay all Premiums promptly— as soon as directions 

are received as to the books or extra Itl'RALrt wanted, and where 
to send them We have been pay ing premiums for this year’s 
clubs right along, as ordered -and within the past ten day* 
have sent, tin mail ami neper**, hundred* n) volume* of premium 
hooks to <ujrnts. Hence those entitled to premiums have only to 
send on their orders in Order to receive l f" Those who keep 
adding to their lists (as many do, directing us tint to send any 

premiums at present.) until April, will probably secure larger 
and mere valuable premiums—yet we send w Uenever desired, 
and all who add enough to their lists before April can obtain 
further premiums. 

VK~ Auditions to Clubs are now in order, and whether in 
ones, two*, lives, tensor twenties will receive attention and bn 
gratefully acknowledged. It is small clubs, and subsequent ad¬ 
ditions to them, which must make up the great hulk of our 
subscription - and hence we fully appreciate the e (Torts of those 
who form the rivulets upon w hich we depend to swell oar 
general circulation. Agent-Friends will please hear this in 
mind, and send on the names of all who will join their clubs 

The hard t imes and panic havo no doubt caused many to delay 
renewing nr subscribing, -but they, and their families, intend 
to have the Ren At. and we hope our friends will afford them 
opportunity. Many agents am furnishing the Rubai., and 
taking pay in produce, Ac... while not a lew generously ad¬ 
vance the money In all such instances, wc endeavor to be a- 
liberal to agents as they are to subscribers. 

Aboct Club Terms, tec,— We endeavor to adhere strictly 
to our club rates, which require a certain number of subscribers 
to get the paper at a specified price — say ten to get it at$l,5U 
per copy, twenty to cot it at 81.25, Ac. But, in answer to fre¬ 
quent inquiries, (often in connection with remittances for less 
than a full club.) we would state that, in cases where from 1 to 6 
copies are ordered at $1,50 each, with a reasonable prospect of 
tilling up a club of ten, soon (or at least before April 1st,) we 
send them — and when the Club is completed shall give extra 
copy and premium. Wo also send 12 to IS Copies at the rate for 
20, (81,25 pey copy,) where the person seudilig in laboring for 
and confident of obtaining a full club as above. This we ilo on 
account of the hard times, and because we think (lie clubs w ill 
soon be filled; yet, if it were not for the panic, and high rates 
of exchange at the West, we should maintain the old rule 

requiring the full rate in proportion to number sent, and 
making deduction when clubs are completed. 

C'K~ Premium* Tn Clpb AORMTH.- It is not too lato to form 
new clubs and secure the valuable Specific. Premiums offered 
therefor. See list and particulars headed "Good /'op fur 
Doing Good " -In this eolurnn. (below .) We are daily sending 
copies of Dictionaries, Macau leys England, Lossing's Illustrated 

f S., Everybody's Lawyer, and other choice and valuable 

\ KENTS WANTED—To sell Soorm.n s Variety 
J V Stationary Envelope, with ;y gift, in every one For 
further particulars add revs r W SCOFIELD, 

l'roprietnrGllt.-1'ook Emporium, tlcneva, N. Y. 

IjIOK, SALE -Large oi small quantity of Victoria 
J Rhubarb, Sri per loo $26 per I. oo. 

Allen's Hardy Raiphem . 31 per loo, $8 per 1,1km 
Silver Maple Seedling , .si cl- tier loo, iy per |.fluff 
12 acres Lawton or New Rochelle Blackhmy 
2 acres Dorchester Blackberry, 
20,01m Beach Trees, choice varieties Strawberries. Cranber¬ 

ries, and a good supply- ol other Ni’kbrky Stock, of iiestqualit.v 
I t~ S'-wl r - 
Jan, IA, ISfft 

ittarkets, Commerce, &c 
Rural Nkw-Yokker Device. > 

Rochester, Jan. 29, 186L 5 

Trig past week was a pretty brisk one in some departments of 
trade, ami the effect is still visible in the firmness characterizing 
the market. 

Floi'K is as last quoted, lint holders are uot very anxious to 
realize, and stocks are small. 

Grain —Wheat is in better demand We bear nf sales of 
several thousand bushels red at 31,Iff,/1,12 Good samples will 
readily command the hitter figures. Barley is drooping, as our 
malster? are not actively engaged in purchasing. Buckwheat is 
yvorth 3S@dOcents, as to quality. 

I’rovibonb — l’ork advanced slightly. Clear has put on 81,00 
Y> barrel The range in the hog is $6,6Ai 7,00. the former for 
the most inferior, and the latter for very choice. 

Seeds — Dealers in Clover deed are beginning to feel of the 
market, ami start at $4,AX* 5,00 as the range, 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 
Flour and Grain. ; Eggs, dozen.18@18c 

Flour, winter wheat,§5,25 ■ 0.75 Honey, box..12bvl4 
Flour, spring do, 5,0tun5,0tl Candfes. box. ISa Ki 
Flour, buckwheat,.. u,0u’ 2,o0 Candles, extra. oqT, 11 
Meal, Indian_ 1.12 Fur it and KoOTS 
Wheat., (ii-ncM'c. I,ih»c1,8ii ; Applet), bushel_ 2.V,)2-Vc 
Bent wrote Canada, - 0,0051I,;t5 \ Apples, dried.,.it;,:.Vi 
Corn, old.ffUjLSoc i Peaches, dried, tb...0fl(n>Iff 
Corn, new.OOS t.v Cherries, dried,.iK),a,t2 
Rvc, ri) tbs. f t bush r*\.i dm Plums, dried,.on., 11) 

nuiiminson, 

A Just l’,iMlvh<tl. 
i '\ MEEK AN >sl. At Kit MISTI NG K ISII ED 

moil Tim Si.avkiiv op Knoi.isii Tiikoiusts, ami dudllied In the 
Law of NaMire, By Rev Sami n. SniirliY. D. it,, \utlioi of 
" Discoursei)oa tie- Suprem:ii.'.i and obligation of Cmiscience " 
One Vol 13mo„ 3ld pa tca Cloth, Extra I’rlee, f I dm. 

In this treatise Dr. Skaiii'UY aim ■ to look at Amci inin Slavery 
in the abstract and prove it, in itself, e.iurortnahle to tin- law ot 
Nature I le distinguishes its nmral anil • -icial leal me - IV,,m It., 
(lolilJcal and economical aspects. It is tudievml, he will be touiid 
to have carefully and exlianstlvidv studied the whole lubjert 
and to have prodnCed his arguuieuts w,tH eimilor and force. In 
’ be prer-enl citing pronenence of this topic il in well ciilmlv 
to examine both sides of t be question. 

MASON BROTHERS, Publishers. 
57fi-3t 5 A 7 Mercer Street, Nuw York. 

and well adaptedlt>r 
all purposes where 
-team i a required 
fur heating. It is 
iiJhii wcl ndaptedfor 

lluinwlio I’urposea 
where a Caldron 
Keitlt Is required 

Full particular* 
given in lUuNtnvted 
Ci eularr.. which 
will bo RKNT t-auiK tn 
ul I applicnnts. 
MANUFACTURED 

INI) SCIU) ||v 

m\m k co, 
159 Buffalo SI.. 

r>, a 'I I l.’dTI.’ll M \- 

WATERTOWN, N. 

OWNERS OF THE PATENTS. AND E.' 
(JFACTURKRS FOR NEW mirk 

EASTERN STATES. 

A IM’IjK liOIIT <JltAFTM— A reliable and wrs bo 
. \ lieve I)net,milled a.--.,il tmiTll, lO.OIIfl for Jut). One year 

gratis. l,imu, 82,’". Seeds. S,-ions,\e.. .See List. 
F K. PIIOENIJi, 11 loouii iigt.oi i Nursery, III 

Roe’s Western Reserve Premium 

\TOTUE DA1UK I’NIVKHSITV, INDIANA. 
. N Tins lu-titiitloii, fin otiibly know n In Die public for lltn )ant. 
sixteen years, i- mnv able to offer greater imlueementsthan 
ewr her,,re. In eotiKeouence of reent iniproveinoiit.x, the Col 
lege buildings enn aecommoilute two hunlhed and fifty hoarders, 
ami a more healtln and delightful locution cannot be Dminl It 
is fiit.ua.ted m ar South Bend, on t.he Micbigati Southern It R , 
within a lew liom.y travel ot all our principalcitici 

TERMS. 
Entrance Fee.85 00 
Board. Wa-hing. Bed and Bedding. Doctor's Fees 

and Medicines, anil Tuition in the English 
Course,.. $1(15 00 per annum 

I .a tin and Greek, extra, . 21) no " 
Spanish, Italian, Frem.li, and Oerman, each, 1200 
Instiumontal Music,.. 20 00 " 
Drawing, . 1200 
Oalisthenics, . .... .. . _ fl 00 •• 
Use of I’liiluiophii'ul Cbeimcitl Anpiiriitun, 1000 

Payment* to l,e made half yearly, in ady .ane.e. 
The tint seralon eommencci the lir-t Tuesday of September, 

the second Session opens the first of February and ends in 
June, when tie- principal and public examination is made. 

t~ Annual Descriptive Calaloguo detailing full particulars 
fun,iilesl grail-:, on application 

57A Cmktljy Iticv. P. DILLON, President. 

kli*-j 1 ( \ EIH t'ATION—EXt’EKM NCI IgM t i v 
rji II"" with Economy Exairiilir Hie cl.Ttmsuf Up II"' 
tie’ Fort Ed wap I Institute, at Fori Edward, Washington Co., 
N. Y Superior Brick Building-: IS Teacher: AlTnnling rare 
advantage in both lb,- solid and ornamenLd timnche*. A 
GraduatesCnuncfor I. idit'n. Ciiiimierei.il or Cln. u-n.l t'oiiivc 
tor Gentlemore " ,Vo Semitiaru hits >i luMcr ehm of Students." 
nr tjo-t, pel veto for Hoard, I'moisbed rnoio.fuel, w tsbine and 
Common English hra.nehos, $1)0. Spring term begins March 
88th. Good Student received at any lime. Address a*above. 
Rev. JOSEPH 15. KING, Principal 571-it 

Chicken: 
Turkeys. 
Geese, . 
Ducks j) pair 

Daii 
Rutter, roll.. 
Bulter, firkin 
Cheese. 
Lard, tried 
Tallow, rough 
Tallow, tried. 

ISffitb 
13,I'M 
liXiiil 1 k 
tOpelll 
0 [oi *) 
.8 @1 8> 

THE PROVISION iUARKETS. 

NEW YORK. Jan. 2s' Flour Market deelined Sc, with 
rat her more doing lor export, while the home t raile no- only 
buying to a moderate extent. Sales at. $51051,5,25 for super 
Stale; $5.;tnu 5.JO for extra do; 95,11 fa A, 25 for *,uper VVe-tern, 
$5,:tl>" a.tkl for common to mediiioi extra do; 85,TUiCC,7A for in- 
l"iior to ffoorl ADtpping brands extra round h"op Ohio elosimr 
steail.v Of the sales about Iff.unff hid*, were for export, Cana- 
diau dull and priees without rlffiugg; sales at AVOia(7,25 for 
cummoti to choice extra. 

Grain--Wheal a shade easier, ivitb a np d ■ ia(e biHiri--,« doing 
for expert; busim-'N i> . till materially cheeked h» tin* lirmness 
of t, Iglit. sides Cliii'.-lgo spriiei at 81. IN a 1.22; Milwilllken club, 
arnher W isconsin, arid Iowa at $1.87'' 1.29 delivered. Canada club 
at $1.25: red State aud winter rcil Western at $1.31 1..3I, white 
Western at Al.ldp white Canadian «t9l,t*l < 1,51. white Ken¬ 
tucky alitl.fo; white State at SI.III. Rvei|Ui,|, sates at 72,, 75c. 
Bariev unchanged and in limit.-d request; sales Canada lyur at. 
72c, in store. Com about le. Idglier, with moderate export and 
home trade i(e|uai|,i sale? iq-iqffe, for mixed Wcslcrti, In store 
ami delivered; 7)("7Sc, for new white Sonlhem; (MsiffOe. for new 
yellow do, Oats plenty and dull at 3tS[g\'i7J-jtt for Western, Can¬ 
adian and State. 

PkovibIon*- Pork dull and heavy; wiles at 317,7-V 1 S.IRI for 
mess; $13,00for prime. llou> teadv at 7U, w'Ve for com fed. 
dressed and tP.jcfor lire. Lard dull ami heav\; uilesal y’, a inf, 
Butter In fan reqmvl at In Me for Ohio; I fi.it ISH*. for State. 
Cheese steady at [1, Ifif.e. tor inferiorto |irime. 

Asnus —i'lic di 'ii'itul i* (Inn for Pots a( «q; ivtirlnare eteiuly 
ut$5,l2U; Hie arrival- light. 

Hoes The market i- qiiiiUaad prices flrirt, at 25r,3,2e. for 
Tieiv, ami s rtii*. for J -and traps growth. 

Skkps — I be ilemand for l ‘lover seed Is limited hut the market 
is firm; sale* of Ito bags at M'^ a sic. 

ALBAN V. Jan. 28 Fon'K anuMkal. Our market for flour 
is very qu iet ami there is nothing lining beyond supplying the 
wants ot the trade at fortnnr price*. There'!* »erv little Buck¬ 
wheat Flour arrixin - in lie- street, but it is selling freely from 
store at. SI -71,. Corn Meal steady. 

Grain Wheat in limited milling request, with sales white 
Michigan in two lots at $1.Iff >1,12. Corn steady hut quiet; rales 
old mixed l(«t ■ a ..I IBS.', bar round yellow is hold at BSkjbfiUC. 
In other grains there is nothing doing. —Jour 

HC EFAI.O, Ja v 20- Flour —The deoRiinlfcir Hour contin¬ 
ues quiet moderate-, tuid quolations remain the same; wiles took 
plat e yesterday at 55,121 , - 5,.'>7 : liir extra Indiana, ami $5,50:,i 
il,UO for double extras. 

Grain Wheat, qiiiil with a fair milling inquiry. Corn steady 
ut 15e for new. and fRV- for old. Oats and other grains steady. 

Iliii: :-kii floras firm and hi tair demand 

TORONTO, Jan. 25 Flour The trannaetion* of the week 
navi! been limited, in eonaoqmqjee iff the snilill amount, offering, 
lllld (tie dllleiencj- between the views of holders and Sellers, 
The market ha-, however, remaim'd brio, although willood any 
material improvement The demand !< -till t-ouiined to Super 
lion, lor w Inch 81,80 lie been realized foe some small pnreels, 
but. suuud lots are flnnly held it J5 F.mcv is nominal at $'>,12'., 
:a.5,37!.. . Extra, tn.firt : .5,75. and nominal Ibiuhle Extra, $*m ii,25 

tin- latter for “ (.amlitoo." Oatmeal is unchanged. VW re¬ 
pent. I he quotation of $3,30qe3,6u , / barrel. 

Grain Tie* r6C0ilit* of fail wheat from farmers within the 
past few ifii) -. have increased to about 2,IHH1 ho bids j r day, and 
there is ne.re activity among Ivuv.-i - Tiiere i- a good dent ot 
competition, and prices are kept well up to the outside limit, 
The average price would la- about $UH.— the range of prions ex¬ 
tending from 91.fiV I.2l pi bushel. The ruling outside figure for 
the puniest lots was $1,80, and il was paid freelv Spring wheal 
is very active in demand, but with small amount- offering. 
From$l(,v),03 was paid pretty freely, aud in some li-w cn-es, 
generally for seed wheat, $),lH.a l.tJ, ?} huabel wa* realized 
Barley offers epnumd v and in good local ritqutfijt at. filiaMr y i 
hiishel. Pea., nv In good demand aud the supply -till fall- short 
of the amount which it was expected would 1st received liv this 
time. The price is advancing, probably with ajview to induce 
better supplies. Yesterday fifiu.5)5'was paid quite freely f) lei. 
by weight, and tile by measure Oats continue to offer In only 
moderate quantities, and price* remain firm at 285, 27c. t-l busk. 
—Globe, 
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Dlltl It hKY’s Idlllll E O It CATTLE 

A- CONVERTS THE 

1 *<joi*«*sst. liny oi* Slrnw 
INTO A SUPEI1IOR RROVENOER. 

Whole barrels coiitaltiltig T(8 feed* with measure $14. 
Halt finrreIs contnining 221 teed* with measuro $7. 
Cast-s containiiig 112 loods in pmik.lgcs 
A Pamiihlet. containing testimonials mailed free. 
! V-DEPOT, 21 l)ROADWAY. NEW YORK 
Agetd* wntitl'd in every City and Town. 574*2fit 

ADVEKTISINH TERMS, in Advance —Tin2TY- 
Eivu Cknth a Link, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52', emits per line of space, SpruIai. Notiukb, 
(followingreading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a. Line 

In consequence of it* large and increasing circulation, wo 
are obliged to put. the lust form of the Rural to press earlier 
than formerly, and advertisement* should much us on Monday 
to secure insertion the same week. 

GOOD PAY FOR DOING GOOD! 

u l,x,ism.v xeivsi-ArKR.'* - mm-c 
r Louise Hankins A Miiiiimolb PICT'• RIAL of 50 aid- 

limns, each in-arli 2 ElUKT long, with over Jffil.lKXI constant, 
mode rs, being ii'illy tin- I .A Itli EBT nod BEST Ifamilv Paper m 
the World, for onl v SIXTY Cents a Year, 

FIRST aud onli SI Cl'ESSI-TJI. Paper EVER published by a 
LADY , and with a spirit of Till’E Philanthropy.italway* aims 
to help the deserving, when they try to belli thotnselve ; but 
it has NO sympathy with " .f.rnng minded “ women who are 
noted for making a meat noise ami shrinking from useful oc¬ 
cupation. 

!> c -SPECIMEN COPIES sent GRATIS, ami FREE of POST¬ 
AGE (let one by all means, and see what it is like, before 
sulvirrilling- You will then a-sk your mightier* to join you 
ami form a club. In that way it costs omy FORTY' CENTS 
a Year __ 

^ \ Y EO MEN OK NEW YORK/* -A Curious new 
\ V Book, by Marie Louise Hankins. 

Full Page Pll/lTAITS and SKETCHES ol Thirty Six LIVING 
WOMEN I "-Spiritual Mediums, Shop I inis, I. up Dias Moth 
ers, Female Plelaotloopists, A 1.11,lilt' llonrhbaeli. Dashing 
Widows, Sorrowing Mother-. Opera Singers. Female Vagrant*, 
Perjured Bride*. Man-Haters. Disowned Daughter*, Old Pedlar 
Women, Female Writer-. True Woman, Fascinating I Julies, 
Mechanic.*' Wives, Theater Girls, Outcast Wives, Gmurdlng 
house Keepers, I Julies of Fortune, Lager Itcer Girl*. Fortune 
Tellers. Women in Jllottk, Corthdenca Wop ion, fSngiiH Ladies, 
Perfect. Ladle*, Broken-hearted Women. Clergymen* Wives, 
i i|d Mou'h Darling*, widow's Daughter*, Female Adventure,‘.lies, 
Confidential Sermous, Ac as) pages, l2mo , 5ff Engravings, in 
Fanny I'lotll; Price. ONE DOLLAR. Sunt post paid. Desctip- 
iinn of "Contents'’ GRATIS. 

GRAND SPECIFIC PRIZES. 
REMIUMS FOR EACH ANI> ALL, NO BLANKS t I | \VfN4* -eld over .•<(«) id them Vat* in the first obeese 

| | countie.'; of this State, in Ilu- laat two years, it is iiiiuei'c- 
sarv to lllld teatlmnniiila, ai the V are apiiroved ol every w hore, 
and are admitted to Is- the ONLY CHEESE apparatus tit for 
use. I la ving iniele great imnrovenienU lu the HEATER aud 
VALVES, and are making thorn in the most xuhstontioj and 
perfect, manner, wo are now prepared to deliver and to fill orders 
from a distance on the shortest notice 

Watertown, Jan. 7, lWil. 

In order to give every Club Agent or Active Friend of the 

Rural a Benefit, we have concluded to offer the following 

Liberal Specific Premiums to every person who forms a Club 

for the New Volume ! 

•W 33 -W ILL Q- T V E 

1. Wrlisier'* I'nnliiidged Pictorial Dictionary 
(cash price $11,00,1 ami an extra copy of the Rural to every per 
sou remitting $50 for Forty Yearly Subscribers to the Rural 
Ac».'-iorker, (at least twenty ot which inn-l.be )ufW Subscribers, 
or persons who have not taken the paper regularly for 1800,1 
previous to the 1st. ot April, 1*01. Tim same (Dictionary and 
free copy,) to evory person remitting S37.-VJ for Thirty Ann Sub 
senbers, as above. 

•J. I.OHslng's 1 lliialrittnl History nf the (Inlrr*«l 
Mute* (Imperial Hvo,, with 300 IllUKtrations.—price, 83.50,) and 
an extra copy ol 1 he Rural free, to even person remitting $37 
50, as above, for thirty Off pie:., m least twenty if wllivii must be 
for new subscnlK'rs. 

:t. Mneituluy’* History of Ent;laii«l, (Harper’s Ed) 
Lon, in 1 volumes. l2mo„ bound in leather — eusli price, $3,) and 
an extra oaper free, to every person remitting $30, as above, for 
Twenty-four copies, at. least twenty of which must be for new 
subscribers. 

-1. Mum ii In y’* Eng Inn il, (same eilition as above, in 
Clotli hin'Jiiiff prirn, ami an L‘xtr.4 pajuM* fr60* to every 
person mimt.lnv 1^5 for twenty ww {snbKcriberM, as abovi*. 
Macaulay s Kuvlaud (as above,) to every person remitting $25 
fur Twenty subscribers, old or new. 

5. Mnrniiluy'-i Envlund, (in cloth, a* above.) to evry 
person remitting $2) for Kifteeu Copies, at least, ten ot which 
must be tor new Mibsonbtq-*, 

\Y r ioter’* ( on)itlu^ IIoumc nml l iunily I)ir- 
llanary {.M/uon iin*1 Brothfi t Bililion. bound in loathL*r, c,HMh 
price, Si,AH post-paid, nod a free copy of the Rural, to cvei v 
person remitting $l<j lor Twelve copies, at least eiaht being for 

I, ESS li t R|,I'!Y for Main at c 1 pe 
ler quantities at the same rate. 

A.*f-'LINTON, St. George. Brant Go, 

PER MONTH. A<ii; M's 
Town. It. i . no Patent.Mi dieint- 

g li.-w and ot real uilr i i'adu 
J. H. I'AKDEE, I'-iig-liam/e >g 

i a NT Kt) in every 
,Book Ageffci. but 
,i;-s sent free. Ad. 
'j’oorne Go., N. Y. 

CHEESE PRESS. 

rnEi.N's Patent, Eccentric Press—a new, simple, 
durable and cheap Press. | tOIILlTTLE’S I MPRO V ED If t, A C K CAP 

1 / RaBI'IiICUIiY. —.30,0011 plants lor -ale, niiqmgatcd in the lie*l. 
manner, from a very thrifty stock of yearling bushes, Em- par¬ 
ticular iaforiruitiun mldn-aM G. E. WIIJ'OX. Fairport, N. V'. 

CHEESE HOOPS. 

ADE I icavv, well finished and painted, and for sale 
. at Watertown, N Y. .— In the town nf Wolcott, 

t 21. one of 50; one ol 70, and one 
$40 per acre. For particular- ad 
I, Red Greek, Wayne Go., N. V 

CURD KNIVES. 

rpiIE Celebrated Stud Curd Knives, which completes the 
I list of tools ncee-: m y to make the Best, Cheese, and that 

which commands lho llidiiKST Puif’K 
All for sale by II. A. E. V. rtlOPEK, 

67fi-2t No. 2 Iron Block, Watertown, Jefferson Go., N. Y. 

CENTS WANTED to obtain subscription* to the 
" Na'i'Iun'.m, I''amili M V, i/i’.i," v, 11ic ticeil Janu 

tWII. Tim highest commi--ion will t*. paid. For circulars 
samples, send two Scent stamps, and uudress 

J DODGLAH- ROBINSON, l36Giand St., New York. 
| [OWES IMPROVED HAY SCALES! 

THE BEST TINT USE ! 

„ _ no trouble 
- - no friction on knife 

igh truly If not level —*im- 
■ ■ Delivered at. any Railroad 

A DAY.— Good Agent- Wanted everywhere. Fe 
TV) males, School Teachers, Post Masters, Clergy men, aud 
tie rs. Address MARIE LOUISE II4NKINS A- GO. 
574-12t. 132 Nomkhii BtrOOt, New York. 

v / HCEVEMNH" tl BA PE VINES. Orders for 
V Vine-’ot tld* real I v rMieiuns anil early Grape aero in 

inicd by Gur.h will eeeejve ptompt tilti-utioii. 
Good oop year VinesNOi- each. $4 perdoxen. 
Good t-wo.a ear Vine* *H,isi eaoh, 87 per ffoxen. 577-21 

P M. GOODWIN Ar lIRO Kmv'*ion, LuzernnGo,, Pa, 

tLEB No Pit - set above ground 
with water or ice 

SCALES. edges —wc' 
pleat in it- 

VLF.S. Station Send lor Gireutaiu 

iniperaoir* Portable #/<•// I’rr**, 

ESSES. For Baling Hay, Flax, Broom Corn, 
pqaira jtngs, Won) and GottOn. Simple Great 

l'OWer worked hy two men. Hundred* 
ESSES. in use. Sena for CMroulam. 

fast Sleet Hells, 

Weigh less — cost lees heard flirtbor 
than other brut e.lan.3 Bell*. Never 
break by frost* Warranted 12 months. 
Send for circulars and testimonials. 
Fixture* made by myself, at lowest 
prices. Send for Cire.ulnra. 

To ten Glories, 

Of the most approved character, of my 
own manufacture, warranted equal to 
any in use, at greatly reduced prices. 

I jIliMIlt A FEMALE 4'OLI.EH E—Sf-ii tly a Col- 
I J i.KuK iu its organization, coiiivof study, and Bacedlau- 

reale Dearer, with an able Faculty, extensive Apparatus, cle 
gunt and spacious rooms, ami a 'k’pftrtqffPlt of ib.unustic iudus 
try. Whole expense $75 per half yearh se-uron*. 

Addrera Rkv A W' C'GWLi'TS, Il I)., President. 
S IK sS'ext Session Opens Fob. 7th. 1*1)1. 577-31 Lx all it* bronchos. Vi/.: Book ILLUHTUVTIONH, Views of 

Building*, Machinery, I juelHCaue*, Portraits of Horse*, Cattle, 
Ac , ,SealH. Lalad*. Ac., executed promptly and on reiumnablo 
terms. Oflioe, No 86 Arciele, (over Post-Office.) Rochester, N. Y 

X7V. I*t» I 1' VI IT 

CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS. 

CHURCH BELLS. 

\EA R THE Oil, It EG IONS — Want mi, an active 
partner, with $5,00 to ?l.ond, either to superintend the 

manufacturing, nceasionall v vinit the "il Regions, taking orders, 
or If preferred, selling, lim ing, and shipping good* from the 
Store, or amiiHl in both No risk KsInHlLhed 1*57, In one of 
the fastest improving oitie* ol 19,000 inhabitants, - a respectable 
and profihibln business relied on. A member of a Christian 
Church only need apply, Addr-emi Box 323, Erie City. Pa. 

THE FORK TRADE. 

CHICAGO, Jan 26.- The rei;elnts of lings liir the 21 hour* end¬ 
ing with 9 o'clock to dm, wore (toot) bead, against 1.461 on the 
corresponding(Ikr in IHGo. T|in market was active forilrcKicd 
bugs, at about yesterday'* price*, both packers and chipper* ta¬ 
king hold freelv at id.Ofeo.US lor those under 200 lbs , and $6,26 

: 6,30 for those weighing over 2ffu tfis. A oumber of choice 
heavy lota wcie taken at $6,;‘.'ra 6-In Among (lie latter a lot of 
321, averaging 32(1 ft-.-, sold at, $6.39. I ive bogs were aotivu ut 
quotations—Times. • 

LOUISVILLE, K'y , Jan. 21.—to our last weekly review w<* 
noticed that the packing sejoioil had closed here, and that the 
number or bogs slaughtered was 53,629 heiel less than Inst sea¬ 
son, Though there i- such a deficiency in l,he numlier of bogs 
slaughtered, the amount of bacon packed, srill fall but little 
short of last year. Tile gain in weight. i« said to lie fully 17 i I 
cent., whieli will nnnrlv make up for t lie deficiency of the mini 
le-r parked, .vei tlie stock mi hand is short of last season, owing 
to the fact that there wa* a large amount of the old utock left 
over, while this year it was all sold before the parking season 
eommeuced. Price.-; have at least reached last vetir'xquotation* 
On this im.v Imt year ine-s pork wild at $17,fiff. The prospect 
nuw is that price* will rule higher than last season 'hairier. 

CINCINNATI. Jan- 21. Tint snpplv of hog* lnu been quite 
light during the week, and tin- indications arc that, the pension is 
drawing to a close. Price* advanced Iroiri day to Hat. ami llie 
market cloned very firm last evening at $6,50Cnl6,75 lor light to 
heavy. Those now arriving are unusually large, several lots 
averaginig 309 Ih*. and upwards. Gazelle 

TORONTO. Jan. 25 -The receipts of pork have Increased du 
ring the week, and a good deal of activity Dow pervades the 
market. Price do not very much differ from those current last 
week, except that outride figures are more freely iraid. W« 
quote. 

Light hogs, from 130 to 150 lb*. .$5.25 per 160. 
Medium hogs, from ISO to 20Utt/». .$5,50 

Heavy hogs, from 200 and upward . .$5,75 " 
We quote barrelled pork at the following rates -New rness 

$lfift l7: prime mess $15; anil prime $12 per barrel of '3d) tbs 
Globe. 

ATEU YORK STATE A4JUICH LTIJHAL HO- 
, N GIKTY annual Mkktino, Wolimilm. February 13th, at 
tile Capitol. Albany Wednesday tiominf;. Lecture on Insects 
by Dr Furrat, and Addle.** by J. Stanton ifuui.o. Exhibition 
Agricultural and Dairy Products and Fruits, on Tlmradav 
Thursday Evening, Adiire:-.* by President Agricultural Discus¬ 
sions on Thursday in the l.ectucc Room Pro posit ion* from 
place* di'Hlrtug the next Annual Exhibition, arc desired to he 
sent to the Secretary |ireiiou» to Annual Meeting, with it-.-ur- 
ance* if loeJited a< desired, the usual provlstnn* a* to ereettous 
and I’xpeuseA will be provided. By order Ex Com 

Albany, Jan. 25. 1*61 B, P JOHNSON, Sec'y. 

no R SALK A Farm contaiuiilF 182' - acres, 4 mile* 
1 west of Geneva, Ontario County, N. Y. IT ice. Jdo.ooiJ 
Address llin subdci-lhei. at Geneva C B. BROTHER 

pARM ROR SALE. Onenft.be best and hciitHitii- 
1 a ted farms in Monroe Co., lying 6 miles west, of this City, In 

rnilE CHRISTIAN REVIEW, QUARTERLY. 

IVD’.W SKULKS. 

The CtiKiSTrA.v Rkvikw, quarterly, will hereafter be published 
hy the subscribers, and edited hy Rkv Irn. Koiiinson, of the 
Rochester Theological Seminary, aided hy eminent contributor* 
In all tiarUi of the cnuntr.v It, will ho published on the first of 
January, April, July, and October. 

It Is the purpose of both editor and publisher* to make the 
Ruvikw worthy iff the denomination to which it belong* - 
While it will defend, us occasion may require, tlm principles 
held hy the great body of Baptist*, It will ijiseus*. in a compre¬ 
hensive and catholic spirit, topics connected with Theology. 
History, ricibttce, Houtid Learning, and Christian Morality 
Lighter IheintiK will have a place in its iliseu: anus, so far as will 
he consistent with its essential character The aim will bo to 
meet the wants of ttie scholar and student, and at the -aim! time 
to adapt the Rkvikw to the tn-i.es anil attainments of all late Hi 
gent, reader* But. to effect tilts, its lint iff subscriber I must he 
greatly enlarged Khali wo not have your co operation in ex¬ 
tending it* circulation 1 

For $3,i)0, paid strictly in advance, the Rkvikw will he Rontono 
year, postage pre paid To Clubs of three or more it will l«i 
sent at 32,50. Pleasn scud at (men your name and Post Office 
address. Money remitted at the risk of I'm- publishers. Any 
mini.etcr sending the name of three subscribers, with the money, 
shall receive a fourth copy gratis. 

Addri-*H BENTON A ANDREWS, Punbimreti-s. 
29 Buffalo Street, Itoohester, N Y. 

the town iff Gates, on the Buffalo rmul. will be sold at a great, 
bargain if application U made noon, A small farm of SO to 80 
acres, mm the I Ity, or a house and lot worth 4 to $5,000 in the 
city, would be taken in part payment. For particular* apply on 
thu premise*, or at No. 8 Hill street, at the office of John M. 
FuKBRR * Co. .ff M. HUNTINGTON 

Rochester, N. Y., August 21, I860. 554-tf 
I A K M FOR SALE OK TO III K K. A valuable 
I' Farm of 82 acre* In New Jer-ry, near New York, good 

land, well sltnated, and .. ehurehe*, school, &Q About60 
acres under cultivation There is good furniture in the limixc 
also horses, oxen, cows, Ac., on the place, with wagons and 
farming utensil* of all kind*, which will be *old with it —and at 
a great bargain for a small payment down Ail thu credit which 
may reasonably be required on the balance (in annual Instill 
incuts,) will be given For further piutiruhus, address 

IT B BREWSTER, .lit., 
(Box 362 P ().,) New York City 

Also- A place of about 15 acres in thu Oily of Madison, HY* 
etmrin, with a good house, and excellent slate of cultivation, 
grapery. Ate., Istlng within the city limit*, ami thu capital of the 
Ktate, and the most beautiful city in the West. It. will fitSojd 
low to rinse an estate, and will be a fortune tn the purchaser iu a 
few years, as thu city must have it tor building purpose—mean¬ 
time a market is at the their for all its produce. Ae. 

577-It. AuPKKits Art Abovr. 

STEEL FLOWS. We are man u furl u ring for the spring 
trade large number* of our Mohawk Valley Clipper Plows, 

with steel mold-hoard and land-side, with steel or cast point, as 
desired, and would refer you to the following persons, ixtux 
have them in use 

John Johnston, Geneva, N Y. 
J. Lnokk.xoi.i., Dior), N. Y 
Wm. SUmjMKH, Pomsrin, K. C 
K. C, Kbl.iff, Lyon*-. N. Y 
Col. A J. Humxku, long Swamp, Florida. 
A. J. Bowman. Utica, N. Y. 
A. Buadi.kv, Mankato Minnesota 
F. Ml UK re. Eton, N Y 

We are also manufact lulne Havre's Patent Horse Hoe and Po¬ 
tato Covering Machine* Say re-* Patent Cultivator Teeth in quan- 
titii'H for the tnule, and all kind - ot steel anil swage work lit tbo 
AgTicultural line Send for a •’ocular. 

REMINGTON’S MARKHAM At GO.. 
545, Iam-tf Onion Agricultural Works, Ilion, N. Y. 

TERMS OF THE RURAL-TN ADVANCE. 
Two Dollars A Ykar Three. Copies, earn year. $5,- Six 

Copies, amf. utw free to t'lah Ayrnf, $10,- Ten, and one free, $15; 
Fifteen, and one free. $21,- Twenty, and one. free, $25,- and any 
greater number al llo- same rate — tally $1,25 jut copy ’ Glut, pa¬ 
pers sent to di ff event poxt-edfiees. if desired, ,1.x wi pay Atnrrwan 
postal))' on Copies mailed In foreign rowntrb's, $1,37 is the lowest 
tV ub rate for Canada, and $2,23 to Run/jiC 

l~-&~ Bills mi all solvent Banks in .S’ and Canada taken al 
par, hut ,1 nerds will phase remit Mm York, Canada, or Meat 
Enytarul money when convenient All subscription money remitted 
by Draft on. either New York. Boston, Albany or Rochester, dess 
exchange, i may be sent at the i-i.ik tf the Publisher, if made 
payable lu his order 

tjr Back Numiirrs from January 6th arc still furnished to 
new subscribers, so that all who send soon may secure the 
Complete volume. 

Please write all addresses plainly and carefully, in order that 
they may be accurately entered upnu our books and correctly 
pointHi> by our Mailing Machine. All subscriptions should be 
well inclosed, and carefully addressed and mailed to 

I»- I». T. MOO UK, Rochester, N. Y. 

OTJPERB 3NTEW PETUNIAS 
0 1'OH 1861. 

Vfr. have the pleasure of offering the following collection of 
N'kw Pktumas, seedling* of our own. which have not yet been 
sent out. 

They have been produced b.v artificial cross impregnation, 
between the best and nio-t remarkable varieties in cultivation, 
carefully pursued for several year* 

We have on hesitation in offering them a* fully equal, if not 
superior, to any vet kuown.and an Immense Improvement both 
in llowur. foliage and habit upon those In common cultivation. 
Well rooted plant* will he ready to send out first of May 

Price 50 cents Each —$4.00 per Dozen. 
SFATIOX 1.—Very targe Single Varieties, dist/ortli' Spotted and Striped. 
No. 1, CHIEFTAIN White ground, with luge distinct blotches 

of violet purple. 
No. 2, GENF.SF.K White, with clear violet blotches. 
No. 3, STAR White, with distinct stripe- and spot* of crimson. 
No. 4, VIRGIN!) S — White, w ith stripes arpl hlotchys of clear 

cherry. 

SECTIOV II,—Large Double Varieties, 
WITH WEI.I. KORMKI), SMOOTH, KKCH.If.AR PETALS, LIKE ROSES. 

No. 5, CAMILLE Purplish rose, remarkably compact. 
No. 6, C'H KREB—White, tiuguiRwith sulphur and shaded with 

rose in the centre. 
No. 7, AM.YBILIS Rosy lilac. 
No. 8, TRIUMPH Purple, shaded with lilac. 
No, 9, BAKONIFLORA —Rosv purple, -bailed with buff. 
No. 10. UNION - Creamy white, tinged with rose. 
No. il. RUPERBA - Bluish purple. 

^Pll FARMERS, MECHANICS, &. BMLDERS. 
J. Our "Irropreiwlhfii Conflict" is ngaiiiHt high prices. We 

offer you, at74 Maiu 8t., Rochester. Iron, Nails,Hardware,Oil*, 
Paint*, Color*. Windows, Dooo., Blind*, Hoes, Spades, Shovels, 
Corn Hoes, Cultivators, and other articles too numerous to 
mention. Also, the celebrated "Straight Draft Plow,” which 
we offer cheaper than the cheapest 

535-tf MOORE. HEBING ii CO. 

rpHE PEOPLE S GREAT BOOKS TI1E CATTLE MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, Jan. 23. -The current prices for the week at 
all the markets ace a* follows. 

It KEF CATTLE. 
First quality,... .$!).(10®9,50 
Ordinary quality.8.5or3i9,oo 
Common quality.7.083)8 00 
Inferior quality...6,00@6,50 

COW* AND CALVES. 
First qual ity.J.W.iKLj gi.ixi 
Ordinary quality.4n,iKrs.50,ik) 
Common quality. 30,00(3 35,00 
Inferior quality...... .25,Mu.30,00 

VEAL CALVES. 
First quality, Vt th.  6^(o'73^c 
Ordinary quality,. e 
Common quality. -1 art) e 
Inferior quality,... . 3F7 u 4 c 

SHEEP A.VI) LAMBS. 
Pri mu q unlit v..$5,26717,00 
Ordinary quality,.4,6051.5,110 
Common quality,.  3,00603,75 
Inferior quality,.2,75(5)3,00 

SWINE. 
First quality... i; (5M(a 
Other qualities. SJfSi’JaC 

ALBANY, Jan. 28 Bekvk* — Holders have the hlu- - to¬ 
day. fin- supply I» much greater than wits expected. » bile the 
demand has fallen off ill proportion. Holder* are offerihg fieel v 
ill a decline of kb ’...c f > lb, live weight, from one quotations iff 
last week, but tney are met with the reply We don't mint to 
buv; we will take your cattle ou commission, but we won’t buy 
this week." 

Receipts—The following is our comparative statement of 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 16 

Cor. week 
Last week. last year. 

20,000 COPIES ALREADY SOLD. 

THE HORSE AND IIIS DISEASES: 
b y 

ROBERT JENNINGS, V. S„ 

Professor of Pathology and. Operative Ifnrgrry in the Veterinary 
College, of Philadelphia, Professor of Veterinary Medicine 

in the, late Agricultural College of Ohio, Re/relary 
Of the American Veterinary Association 

of Philadelphia, Etc., Etc. 

A MERICAN GUANO, 

FROM 

JARVIS «c BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

IN THE 

SOTJT r 1 ! * A.OTDTO OCKLAJNT, 
IMPORTED HY Tlt» 

jutiERt cjtjy' o f ./.v o C o ,n p.fjvr, 

Office, <><i Willimti Hfcroet, 
NEW YORK. 

C. 8. MARSHALL, Pves't. H. MATHER. Secy. 

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 69 Exchange 8t, Rocheeter, N Y. 

The book contain* 384 pages, appropriately lllnstnited by 
nearly One Hundred Engraving*, ami will lie forwarded to any 
address, postage paid, on receipt of piiee, $1,00, Or, iu cloth, 
extra, $1,25. 

For single copies, or for term* to agents, with other inform 
ation, apply to or adoics* 

JOHN E. POTTJIL Pa bit* her, 
No 617 Sannom St. Philadelphia, Pa. 

i- YK Associated Effort leads tosuceuNi in canvassing for 
periodicals, a* well a* iu other enterprises. For instance, if you 

are forming (or wish to form) a club for the Rural New- 

Yorker, and cannot (ill it up in your own neighborhood, get 
some person or person* a few miles distant to join with or assist 
you—adding their names to those you may procure, and send¬ 
ing all together Please think of this, and act upon the 
suggestion if convenient, t 

Vir Tilt: Documents Free.—Specimen numbers of our new 
volume will be sent free to all applicants. We shall take 

pleasure in also sending, free and post-paid, our large Show-Bill 
for 1861 (beautifully colored by hand,) Prospectus, Ac., to any 

and all persons disposed to aid in extending the circulation of 

the Rural New-Yorker. Reader, please send us the addresses 
of such of your friends, near or distant, as you think would be 
likely to tubscribe or act as agents, and we will forward the 
document* accordingly. 

riMCETH FOR THE M11. LION —Something New 
1 Office, No. 7 Mansion House Block, 58 State Street. 
Rochester, N. Y. |625 tf ] E. F. WILSON. 1625-tf. | 

HEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 

IMPROVED FAMILY SEWING MACHINES A D V 1 4 i: TO THE I N EMPLOYED. 
X \ A CANDID BOOK AGENT write* us a* follow* "1 
would advise all who would Iik*• a certain and well pavingbusi 
ne** to eanvu- < for the Airituitx publishing comi'anv. 
1 have been so employed thu lost year, and have rna«li>, clear of 
all nxpensoB, over tSti2<M>, and am doing better now than 
ever before. Their books are the inint ouleiible the nuwt In- 
tereatliitf and usefut, and the best bound, iff any f have ever 
examined.” This man write* the truth ; nod you can do jne t ** 
well if you will .end for their Confidential Circular to E. G. 
KIOKUK. Auburn, N. V. 

5U£5 Hi'oadvvay, TV <• w Yorlt. 
Thksk Machine* combine all the lute imprrivemenU for tb-m 

mint), Stitching ami Filling Seams, aud are the best in use for 
Family sewint. and tailoring work 

Prices from 1.50 to $!.'*). llemmi-n, W extra. 
S. W. DIBltLE, Agent, 

515-tf No.". 8 and 10 Smith'* Arcade, Hoebester, N Y 

JOB SALE.— 50,1X10 Apple Root Grafts, healthy stock, 
\' put up in good order, price $5 per l.uoo. 
576-2t L. J. BILLINGS, Old Ridge Nursery, Webster, N. Y 

/ 1 ItAFTS AT !«(»,.50 PEIt 1,000.-1 offer lot -ale 
V J first clam Apple Graffs, of popular varieties, at $1,50 'fl M, 

I have for sale No. 1 Plum, Pear, and Quiuee Stock*, and 
Peach Pit* T. T. SOUTHWICK, Dansville, Liv. Co., N. Y. 

IIME.— I’agr'* Purpoluul Kiln, Pnti'utcd July, 
J 1857.—Superior to any in use for Wool or Coll 2>S c.oril* 

ol wood, or It; tuns of coal to 10U bbls. coal not mixed with 
stone. Address (43t-tf.j C. D. PAGE, Itocbester, N, Y. 

Cattle, 
Sheep, 
Hogs,. 

H»V M. C. MORDOFK, Bruedeniolpure Short horn 
. and Abimn-g Cattle, South Down and Silesian Sheep, 

Suffolk and Essex frigs, Rochester, N. Y. 673-tt 
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RICH AND POOR. 

IT RICHARD M . M ] lN X 6■ 

Wiik.v God built, up the dome of bine 

And portioned earth's prolific floor. 

Die measure of his wisdom drew 

A line between tin; rirb and poor; 

And till that vault of glory full, 

Or beauteous earth be scarred with flame. 

Or Raving love he all in all, 

That rule of life will rest the name 

We know not why, we know not how, 

Mankind are framed for weal or woe — 

Hut to the eternal law we bow; 

If such things are they must be so. 

Yet let no cloudy dreams destroy 

One truth outshining bright and clear, 

That wealth abides in hope and joy, 

And poverty in pain and fear. 

Behold our children as they play! 

Blest creatures, fresh from nature’s hand; 

The peasant boy as great mid gay 

As the young heir to gold and laud ; 

Their various toys of equal worth, 

Their little needs of equal care, 

And balls of marble, huts of earth. 

All home* alike endeared and fair. 

They know no better! — would that we 

Could keep our Knowledge safe from worse; 

So power should find and leave us free, 

So pride lie hut thn owner’s curse; 

So, without marking which was which. 

Our hearts would tell, by instinct sure, 

What paupers arc the ambitious rich! 

How wealthy the contented poor. 

Grant us, O, Godl but health and heart. 

And strength to keep desire at bay, 

And ours mutt be the better part, 

Whatever else besets our way. 

Kac.li day may bring sufficient ill; 

But we can meet and fight it through, 

If hope sustains the hand of will, 

And conscience is our captain too. 

®tue jriMg-Sliltet. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

SOWING THE WIND 
AND REAPING THE WHIRLWIND. 

[ Concluded from page 36 last number.] 

BY T. 8. ARTHUR. 

c riyYij,ricrt x. 

Hiram Foster, after leaving the house of Mr. 

Overman, did not go directly home. He was in no 

state to meet his wife, and answer her ine.vltahle 

questions. Without any purpose in his mind, he 

walked onward, until lie found himself out upon the 

suburbs of the town, and in the neighborhood of a 

mill poiul. As the dark water revealed its surface, 

there came the thought of plunging in and thuB 

escaping the dreaded evils that were as hounds upon 

his footsteps. One leap,— a moment of mortal 

agony,— and all would be at an end! 

That dark presence, which had never been afar oil' 

during the past ten years, drew very nigh to him 

now: seemed to lay upon him its ghostly hands, and 

push him forward. Terror seized hisBoul,— reason 

wavered,— his enemy was hearing him down with n 

fearful malignity. In the last moment of this 

dreadful contest, how feeble the strife on his part! 

Justus he was going to spring out wildly into the 

black waters, be saw, as clearly as if the vision were 

a reality, the forms and faces of bis children. Hack, 

back, he moved from the tempting brink, back, as 

they approached,— until he was twenty feet away. 

Then be stood stUl in darkness and alone. But the 

fiend’s spell was broken, and he turned his feet home¬ 

ward. A haggard face met his wife as she opened 

the door for him, - a haggard face, and restless, 

fearful eyes. He was panting like one who pursued. 

“Oh, husband! What ails you? What has hap¬ 

pened?” she said, anxiously. He had locked the 

door, hurriedly, on closing it., and exhibited all the 

appearance of a man suffering from great alarm. 

“Listen!” he said; and he stood still, hearkening. 

“What is it, Hiram?” There was no sound 

without. 

“ A man chased me for three or four squares. 

“ Chased you!” 

“ Yes. As I came through that lonely place, on 

this side of Fleetwood's mill, I heard steps behind 

me, and on looking around, saw the dark figure of a 

man. 1 quickened my steps, and ho did the same. 

Then I started forward, running, and he came after 

me at full speed. He was almost on me when I 

passed through the gate. Hark! I heard a noise.” 

His face whs working painfully, and his eyes were 

full of terrors. 

“ I heard nothing, Hiram,” said his wife. 

“There it is again!” 11c turned towards the 

parlor, the door of which stood open. “Are the 

shutters closed?” 

“Yes; 1 closed them myself." 

“There! Didn’t you hear it again. He’s trying a 

window.” 

Fear crept, chilly, into the heart of Mrs. Foster. 

Did her husband hear real sounds, or were his senses 

at fault? She stood still and listened. 

“I hear nothing. Your mind is over-excited. 

Come into the sitting room.” And Mrs. Foster 

drew her husband away from the hall in which they 

were standing. He silt down, though still with 

uneasy looks, and a listening air. 

“ That’s some one walking uround the house,” he 

said, as a new fear came into his face. “There! 

Didn’t yon hear a man cough?” 

But Mrs. Foster heard no sound. 

“ Does your head still ache?” she asked. 

Foster laid a hand against his forehead, and sat 

like one trying to recollect something. 

“ Headache?” He spoke in an absent way, as if at 

fault. 

“ Yes; you complained of a bad sick headache at 

tea time.” 

“Oh.—yes, — yes. Headache? No, — my head 

doesn’t ache exactly; but it has a strange feeling.” 

“Strange, how?” asked his wife. 

“I don’t know. It feels, some how, as if it wasn't 

ahead,” and lie turned his neck from side to side 

two or three times. 

Mrs. Foster now urged him to go to bed. 

“What's the use of going to bed?” he answered. 

“I shall only lie awake. 1 never sleep any now.” 

“ But what will you do, Hiram?” Tears began to 

fall over the distressed face of his wife, to whom the 

thought came, with a sudden chill, that he was losing 

his reason. 

“Sit up and watch for him.” A gleam, not of 

fear, swept over his countenance. " I’ll get my 

revolver, and make sure work.” He got up with a 

resolute air. 

“Oh, Hiram! No, — no!” And Mrs. Foster 

caught the arm of her husband; but lie shook her 

off, almost fiercely, and starting from the room, ran 

up stairs. Hhe followed, like his shadow. The 

revolver, to which he referred, was kept in a locked 

drawer, the key of which be always carried. The 

key was in the lock when Mrs. Foster seized his 

arm; as she did so, it fell to the floor; she caugbt it 

up and concealed it. 
“Whydid yon do that?” Ilia wild face flushed 

with anger, and he grasped her arms with a grip that 

left tin- marks of his lingers deep in her tender flesh. 

With loving wordB and earrasses Mrs. Foster tried 

to soothe her husband; but he only demanded the 

key. 

“Give me that key!” said he. "There’s a man 

after iny life, and I must defend myself. Give me 

that key!” 

“ Who is the man?” asked Mrs. Foster, seeking to 

divert his mind. “ Who’s after your life?” 

“I’ll tell you,” be answered; “but you mustn’t 

breathe it to a soul.” 

His manner changed,— his grasp on his wife’s 

arms relaxed,— be was as one about to impart a 

great secret. 

“There, sit down, dear,” and Mrs. Foster drew 

him towards a chair. “ Now tell me; I’ll keep it as 

secret as death.” 

Poor wife! How pale with fear and agony her 

face! What a new relation for her! What a night 

of terror had closed down, suddenly! 

“ 1 know the man who chased me. I’m sore of it ” 

said Foster confidentially. 

“ Well, dearl Who was it?” 

He bent close, and whispered — 

“Frank Overman!” 

“No,—no, Hiram! That’s impossible. Why 

should he want to injure you?” 

“He hates me!” 

“ O, no.” 

“Yes he does. He hates me, and wants to kill 

me! I know. It’s his fault that I lost my place with 

his father. He’s always hated me. I know him. 

He’s a very devil. And now he’s trying to kill me. 

It was he who waylaid me to-night, and he’s watch¬ 

ing round the house now.” 

Hiram Foster spoke with all the earnestness of a 

man thoroughly convinced of what he said. 

“I’m sure you’re wrong, Hiram,” answered his 

wife; “so very sure that I’ll go out all alone, and 

walk around the house to satisfy you that nobody is 

near ns.” 

“O, dear, no,— no! Not for the world, Helen! 

Not lor the world! He’d rush in the moment you 

opened the door anil murder us all. Let me have 

the key. I must get roy revolver. We’ll be all 

murdered,” 

He grew strongly excited again. 

“ I’ll keep the key for the present,” Mrs. Foster 

answered, firmly. “If any body attempts to break 

in, yon shall have the revolver in time for protection. 

But, you know I’m afraid of pistols.” 

He quieted down at ibis, and after a great deal of 

pursuasion, was induced to go to bed; but he would 

only take off his boots, coat, and vest. Mrs. Foster 

dimmed the light, and laid herself down beside him. 

In a little while he raised up, and sat listening. 

“Don’t you hoar?” he said. “Somebody’s at work 

on the outside door.” 

Mrs. Foster rose up in bed, and hearkened for 

some moments. 

“It’s nothing but your imagination, Hiram! 
Nothing m the world. Why will you torment your¬ 

self in this way? Lie down and go to sleep.” 

The wretched man fell back upon bis pillow with a 

sighing groan. 

“ If narm comes to me, it will bo all your fault, 

II ici.kn,” he said, half mournfully, half despairingly. 

If I had my revolver, 1 could defend myself.” 

“You shall have it the moment I see danger,” 

replied Mrs. Foster, in an assuring voice. “ But 

there is none now, believe me, my dear husband. 

You are as safe this moment as you ever were in all 

your life. Got) is your protector from evil.” 

“God!” The voice in which this name was 

spoken sent a shiver to the heart of Mrs. Foster. 

The tone was not blasphemous; nor one of rejection; 

but it expressed utter hopelessness, as if lie bad said 

“For me, there is no help in Gon!” 

What a night followed! We will not linger in 

detail. It would fill pages. There was no sleep, no 

rest, no relief from haunting terrors. Not for so 

long a time as half an hour did Hiram Foster once 

lie in bed. Bear was all the while conjuring up new 

alarms, and taking on new shapes. Many tilings 

were darkly hinted, in half-incoherent muMeringu, 

that started strange questionings in the mind of Mrs. 

Foster. There was fear of Mr. Overman, as well as 

fear of Frank; fear of some impending ruin, as well 

as personal fear. 

“Thank GOT) for daylight!” he said, as the dawn 

opened, at last. 

A kind of mental stupor now came over him. 

Nature, yielded to the night’s exhaustion and sought 

restoration in apathy, if not sleep. Mrs. Foster's 

lirst act in the morniug was to send for her lather, to 

whom she related all that had occurred during the 

night. Mr. Prescott then went up to see Hiram, 

who had not yet arisen. He found him with wide 

open, brilliant, but restless and strange looking eyes. 

Sitting down by the bedside, the minister took his 

hand and said, 

“ I’m sorry to find you indisposed, Hiram.” 

The young man looked at him a little fearfully, and 

seemed to shrink away; but did not answer. 

“ How are you now?” asked Mr. Prescott. 
“Very well,” he replied, a little heavily. “All 

I want is sleep." 

“You don’t sleep well?” 

“No sir. I haven't closed my eyes for three 

nights.” 

“ Not for three nights, Hiram ! How comes that?” 

“ I don’t know. 1 get to thinking, and it keeps me 

awake.” He was arousing from his stupor. 

“ What do you tbiuk about? What troubles you?” 

“I’m not doing any thing, you know. What is to 

become of us?” 

“ Fear not, my son. He that gives food to the 

raven will not forget you and vours.” 

Hiram shook his head. -Jfc- 
“Take no thought for the morro^ let the morrow 

take thought for the things of,itself. Sufficient unto 

the day is the evil thereof,” said Mr. Prescott. 

The unhappy young man shuddered at the com¬ 

forting words. They brought no assurance to his 

mind. Ah! How insanely had he taken thought for 

the morrow,—thought that cursed his to-days, and 

shrouded his to-morrows in doubt and fear. There 

was rebuke, not consolation in the words that come, 

daily, to so many hearts with peace and hope. 

“Does any thing else trouble you?” asked Mr. 

Prescott. 

“What else shottld trouble me?” Foster’s tone 

was rather sharp, and he looked suspiciously at his 

father-in-law. 

“ I merely ask," said the old man, as he searched 

the face of Hiram. 

“ But, why do you ask?” 

“The loss of a situation doesn’t usually trouble a 

man in the way yon are troubled, Hiram. There is 

something beyond this, I am satisfied; and, as your 

best friend, and the one, after your wife, most inter¬ 

ested in your welfare, 1 ask your entire confidence. 

There's something wrong in your affairs ” 

“Who says go?” The young man started up, with 

a look of terror, and be began trembling violently. 

Mr. Prescott laid a band upon him and said, with 

great seriousness of manner, 

“Hiram! many people think you are better off in 

the world than you should be.” 

“ What! Who? What people?” There was blank 

alarm in his face. 

“I, for one. And now, Hiram, 1 conjure you by 

every consideration of safety, to make an open 

breast. If your feet are astray, let me know it, that I 

may lead you back, if possible, to paths of security.” 

“They are not astray, sir! I can lay my hand 

upon my heart, and call God to witness my in¬ 

tegrity.” The young man spoke almost vehemently. 

“Hiram! Beware! God is present! God hears! 

God is righteous!” 

The hand of Mr. Prescott was lifted in warning. 

His tones were solemn. His startling sentences and 

impressive manner threw hack the young mau upon 

himself. There was a shudder,— a strongly agitated 

countenance,— and wild terror in the eyes, as if be 

stood face to face with destruction. Then, a low, 

blood-curdling laugh chattered on the air. 

“Hiram!" Mr. Prescott caught the hand of his 

son-in-law in an affrighted manner. But the young 

man drew back, with returning fear in liis counte¬ 

nance. 

“ Keep off!” he cried. “ Don’t touch me! 1 wont 

be taken.” 

“Hiram! My son!” 

But Foster bad sprung out of the bed, on the side 

opposite to that on which Mr. Prescott sat, and was 

making toward a window. His wife came in at the 

moment, and it required all the strength of both her 

father and herself to keep him from leaping out. 

“There is nothing to fear, my son.” Mr. Prescott 

spoke in soothing tones. No one is present but 

Helen and myself, and you arc safe with us.” 

" Am I?” He came back from the window timidly 

and doubtingly, looking first at Mr. Prescott and 

then at bis wife. “And you wont tell them I am 

here?” 

“ Tell who, Hiram? No body wants to harm you,” 

said his wife. 

“They’re after me, the blood hounds!” 

“0, husband! O, father!” Mrs. Foster wrung 

her hands impotently. 

“I’ll not be taken! I’ve sworn to that!” Hiram 

turned again to the window; bat his wife sprung in 

advance of him, and interposed her body. At this, 

wild terror seized him. Grasping her arms, he 

jerked her away with a giant’s strength; threw off 

Mr. Prescott, who caught hold of him, as if he iiail 

been a child, and was out of the window before they 

could recover themselves. A piazza ran around on 

that side of the house. From the roof of this he 

leaped to the ground, and commenced running away. 

Men were passing on the street, who at a call from 

Mr. Prescott, caught him and bore him, struggling 

fearfully, back into the house. 

CHAPTER XT.' 

The harvest, time of Hiram Foster’s life had come, 

and here was the,bitter fruit. He bail sown the wind, 

and was now ga, "t Yir. the whirlwind. A mind nat¬ 

urally sensitiw.i rid (vcitafte had broodco over the 

dangers that be si hi j path - had dwelt on the fearful 

retributions that seemed impending—had felt so 

long the dark presence of a haunting phantom, which 

constantly impelling to evil, as constantly suggested 

tormenting fears — that reason gave way; gave way 

in the very prime of life; and a mad house received 

him among its reason-wrecked inmates; received 

him, but. never gave him hack restored. When the 

doors opened outward for Hiram Foster, a sheeted 

corpse came silently over the threshold. 

Months before this last act in the tragedy of a life, 

which but for crime would have been so full of hap¬ 

piness, the work of restitution had been completed 

by Mr. Prescott and his heart-broken child, even 

to the last farthing. Sufficient evidence appeared 

among the papers of Foster to indicate the means 

by which he had acquired bis property. Satisfied 

that neither she nor her children had any dairy to 

hold even the smallest part t hereof, she passed every 

thing to Mr. Overman, ami returned to her father’s 

house as portionless os when she went out. The sum 

thus obtained by Mr. Overman, and received from 

the hands of Mrs. Foster with a feeling of painful 

reluctance, was just sufficient to pay the deficiency 

left standing in the settlement with his creditors. 

This amount, it is true, had been signed off; but Mr. 

Overman was an honest man. 

Never, — from the day Mrs. Foster passed out 

from the home where her children were born; from 

the home where some of the happiest hours of her 

life had been spent; from the borne which but for the 

criminal infatuation of her husband, might have 

been one of the sunniest homes in all the land — and 

returned to lay her head in a sorrow too deep for 

tears upon the breast of her mother, —was she seen 

beyond the threshold of her father’s house. A few 

years of suffering, from any true realization of which 

our hearts shrink away, and she laid herself down in 

the sleep that knows no waking to mortal pain. Her 

children live; but the. memory of their father’s guilt 

is a shudowT that ever dims in other eyes the beauty 

of their characters, Of the particulars of that guilt, 

they have remained in ignorance. But it is kept in 

remembrance by others ami told to their disgrace, 

over and over again, in thought less gossip, or a 

spirit of mean depreciation. They are growing up 

in the home of their grandfather, in loveliness and 

purity; hut more than one true-hearted man, who 

felt their attractions, has turned with a sigh away, as 

the story of their father’s guilt shocked his ears, to 

seek another alliance. 

Ah! If guilt cursed only itself! If wrong deeds 

came back, in retribution, only on the wrong doer! 

If men bad to bear alone the consequences of folly 

and crime! But, this may not be. Our lives are 

bound up in other lives. If we build our bouse upon 

the rock, the safety and blessing thus secured will be 

shared by those whose lives pulsate with our lives; 

but, if we build upon the sand, destruction will over¬ 

whelm them and us in a common ruin. 

The way of transgressors is hard, — hard always, 

from the first act to the inevitable consequences. 

There is no escape from the law that binds effects to 

causes. As the cause is, in quality, so will the 

effect he. tlvil actions always produce unhappiness; 

and crime against others, disaster. No. there is no 

escape; and the intuitive consciousness that it must 

be so, is a troubling ghost in the life of every man 

who steps aside from the path of honesty, and leaves 

behind him, as ail such do, the foot-prints of his way. 

i If we sow the wind, we shall reap the whirlwind. 

If it m& I 
[Oxk of our artiste, though a somewhat phlegmatic German, 

appreciates a “good thing," and on being shown the annexed 

letter, resolved to ‘ illustrate the subject” (or subjects,) 

thereof. Knowing less of this country, perhaps, than he 

Ought, bo has evidently got the impression that Western 

officials partake of pork and corn, white those of the East 

indulge in fish and — fish; say cod and herring. In present¬ 

ing his idea, we of course assume the position of patriotic 

statesmen, and “know no East, no West,” Ac.] 
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WESTERN VS. EASTERN POLICEMEN. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker;—In a late number of 

your excellent paper, you state that the average 

weight of the Boston Police is 211 pounds. Now 

that may be something to boast of down in Boston, 

but out in Michigan we can beat it “all to nothing.” 

It is true, Boston is larger than Cold water, and keeps 

a larger number of Police, but their solidity is deciil 

edly below par. Why, Sirs, in the little City of Cold- 

water we keep only one Police, and his average weight. 

is 2744 pounds! Our City Attorney weighs 24C, ami 

our City Miller plump 225, all avoirdupois. As our 

City increases in population, we shall, of course, 

increase the number of Police, but will be abundantly 

able to find them in this section of country who will 

compare favorably with the above. 

Truly Yours, II. Haynes. 

Coklwater, Mich., 1801. 

♦ • ♦ • > 

“My Dear Husband,” said a devoted wife, “why 

will you not leave off smoking? It is such an odious 

practice, and makes your breath smell so?” “Yep,” 

replied the husband, “I’ve been thinking of it, but 

then only consider the time I have spent, to learn to 

smoke. If 1 should leave off now, all that time and 

money would have been wasted, don’t you see? “ Oh, 

I didn't think of that!” And Mr. Bcroggs smokes on. 

-4- • 

A Goon One.—Borne years ago the Knickerbocker 

Magazine used to offer a brass quarter dollar to the 

person who made a rhyme to the word “window.” 

The following is the “ effort ” of a successful rhymer: 

“ A cruel man a beetle caught, 

And to the wait him pinned, oh! 
Then said the beetle to the crowd. 

“ Though I'm stuck up. ' am not proud;" 

And his soul went out of the window. 

-♦ * - ■* 

Just Bo. — A calm, bine-eyed, self-possessed young 

lady, in a village “ Down East,” received a long call 

the other day, from a prying old spinster, who, after 

prolonging her stay beyond even her own conception 
of the young lady's tmdumne*, tame to the mtiu 

question which ban brought her thither. “I’ve been 

asked a good many times if you was engaged to Dr. 

D. Now, if folks inquire again whether you be or 

not, what shall I tell’em I think?” “Tell them,” 

answered the young lady, fixing her calm blue eves 

in unblushing steadiness upon the inquisitive fea¬ 

tures of her interrogator, “tell them that you think 

yon dont know, and you are sure it is none of your 

business.” 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MYTHOLOGICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 44 letters. 

My 13, 38, 0. 7, 35, 5, 44 7, 32 was the daughter of Fandion 

My 23, 3, 40, 1. 41, 23, 30 was the god of the sea. 

My 31, 14, 24, 10, 20 was Ihe muse of love and marriage. 

My 12, 20. 23, 8, 22, il was n Trojan warn nr. 

My 11. 7, 10, 42, 24 was the goddess of flowers and gardens. 

Mv 7, 20, 17, 2, 15 was a river of the lower world. 

My 41, 7, IS. 43, 34, 3, !* was the son of Laertes. 

My 37, 2S, 12, 7, 0. 82 was one of the muses. 

My 30, 22. 30, 8, 84 were the goddesses who presided over 

human destiny. 

My 21, 32, 25, 4 was the god of war. 

My 27, 33. 0, 1, 20, 23 was the son of Neptune. 

My whole is an Italian proverb. 

Gainsville, N. Y., 1801. J. M. Brainerd. 

£[y Answer in two weeks. 

POETICAL ENIGMA. 

Trough few we are, great are our powers; 

The business of the world in ours. 

We can your secrets tell, or keep; 

At our command you laugh or weep; 

Teu thousand thousand changes prove 

Our power in hatred or in love. 

Without us, learning could not live, 

Nor science all her treasure give. 

Nor Dickens had attained his throne, 

Nor Thackeray’s vivid thoughts been known. 

So small are we that we can lie 

Within the compass of a die; 

Or we can stretch our grinning faces, 

And make men tremble for their places. 

But if we prate till time should fail, 

We'd ne’er have done our wondrous tale; 

Though wo have lived for ages past, 

For ages more we still shall last, 

fry Answer in two weeks. 

(Tltc £uMi$!ter to the Public. 

PUBLISHER’S SPECIAL NOTICES. 

Back Number* of (hi* Volnme will be xent to 

New Subscribers, until otherwise announced; 

but all wishing them should Subscribe Soon. 

I'i7~ Any person so disposed can act as IocaI agent for the 
Rural Netv-YorzeR. and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, ami their kindness be appreciated. 

tf,_ Send on the Nakks.—Now is the time to forward lists 
of subscribers for 1871 and we hope agent-friends will •* hurry 
up” the names aa fast a* possible. 

I f’ No Travtllvg Agents are employed by us, as we wish 
to give the whole Held lo local agents and those who form clubs. 
And beside, we wish it distinctly understood that all persons 
traveling through the country, professing to hold Certificates 
from ns. ARB impostors. 

t~-g~ Cr.rnn?N<; with the Magazines, kc.—We will send the 
Rural New-Yorker for 1861 and a yearly copy of either The 
Atlanta-. Harper's, Godey's, or any oilier S3 magazine, for $4. 
The Rural and either The Horticulturist. Honey’s Magazine, 
Arthurs Magazine, or any other $2 magazine, for $3. Canada 
subscribers must add the American postage 

Ff" The Rural is published stnet.l v npon the CASH svstum 
— copies are never mailed to individual subscribers until paid 
for, and always discontinued when the subscription expires. 
Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep no credit books, 
experience having demonstrated that the Cash System is alto¬ 
gether the best for both Subscriber and Publisher 

Voluntary Aosnts nor the Rural —Any and every 
Subscriber or reader in requested to act in behalf of the Rural, 
by forming clubs or otherwise. Nina is the time for it- friends 
to manifest theirinterwtin the paper and the cause itadvocatcs, 
either by obtaining new subscribers, or inducing others to act in 
its behalf If any lose or wear out numbers in showing the 
paper,—that's the best way to get subscribers, -wo will duplicate 

them in order to make their flies complete for binding. 

ITT-Premiums to Clur Agents.- It is not to late to form 
new clubs and secure the valuable Specific Permlums offered 
therefor See list and particulars — headed " (food 1’ay for 
Ik,inn Gaol."— in Rural of-Ian. 5 and 1(1 Wears daily sending 
copies of Dictionaries, Macanlev's England, landing's Illn~.trnf.ed 
U. S., Everybody's Isiwyer, and other choice and valuable 
standard works, as premiums, and have hundreds more which 
we hops to dispose of in like manner. Now it the Time to Act. 

I if- Look Sharp, Fihknos ’—It those ordering the Rural 
would write all names of persons, post-offices, Ac., correctly 
and plainly, WE should receive less scolding about other people's 

errors. Our clerks are not infallible, but roost of the errors 
about, which agents complain are not attributable to any one in 
the Rural Office, People who forget to date their letter? at 
any jdace, or to sign their names, or to give the name or address 

for copies ordered, will please take things calmly and uotcharge 
us with their sins of omission, etc. 

tjf7“Tin: Money wi: Rkokivk.— Bills on all solvont. Banks in 
the U. S. and Canada taken at par on subscription to the Rural, 
but our agents and other friends will please remit New York, 

New England, or Canada money, when convenient. Postage 
Stamps can l«e remitted for fractional parts of a dollar. For all 
amount# over $5 we prefer Drafts on either New York, Phila¬ 
delphia, Bofftou, Albany, Rochester, or Buffalo, (lessexchange,) 

payable to our order—and all suen drafts may he mailed at the 
risk of the Publisher. If our trienda throughout the Union, 
British Provinces, kc, will comply with these suggestions so far 
as convenient, the favor will be appreciated. 

j KOOKS FOR, RUHALISTS. 

Tire following works on Agriculture, Horticulture, A-c., may 
be obtained at the Office of the Rural Nkw Yokkkii. We can 
also furnish other books on Rural Affaire, issued by American 

publishers, at the romal retail prices,— and shall odd new works 
as published l7iT~ Rural Agent" entitled t» premium#, and 
who are offered a choice of book*, can select from this list. 
American Farmer's Eney- Do. Klcmenteof Ag, (’hern 

clopedia, .$4 00 istrv and Geology I Off 
Allen's Am Farm Book .100 Do. t'atochtem of tlhemlatry 
Alien's Diseases ol Domes¬ 

tic Animate . 75 
Allen's Rural Architecture ! 
Allen on the Grape.1IW 
Am. Architect, nr Plans for 

Country Dwellings ,600 
Atncricari FtOrist s Guide,, , 75 
Barry's Fruit Garden 125 
Bloke's Farmer at Home. 125 
Boussingaultis Rural Econ. 

OBJ I 25 
Bright on Grape Culture til 
Brownes Bird Fancier ffl 
Brew new Uoulirr Ye.i-" [ -i 
lio. Field Rookof Manures I ga 
Bridge man'# Card. A;si. .1 50 
Do. Florist's Guide... W 
Du. Kitchen Gardener s In 

gtrnctor......— , «i 
It.. Fruit Cult. Manual 50 
Brock's Itook of Flowers 1 00 
Bliters Flower Garden 1 25 
Do. Family Kitchen GanJ. 75 
chemical Field l/ieUis* 1 oo 
Chinese Sugar Cane and 

Sugar Making ... 25 
Clmrll/in's Grape Grower'* 

Guide .. t*o 
Cohbett's Am. Gardener .Ml 
Cottage and Farm Bee¬ 

keeper . 25 
Cole's Am. Fruit Book 50 
Do Am. Veterinarian Ml 
Dadd's Modern Horse Doc 1 Ml 
Do. Am. Cattle Doctor— 100 
Do Anatomy and I’hysi 

oloy of the Horse 2 00 
Do. colored plates 4 00 
liana's Muck Manual 10.1 
Do. I'ri/.o Essay on Manures 25 
Darlington's Weeds and Use 

ful Plants I 50 
Davy's Devon Herd Book 100 
Domestic mid Ornamental 
Poultry.... -100 

Do. colored plates _ 2 00 
Downing's Fruits and Fruit 

Trees I .Ml 
Downing's Landscape Gar¬ 
dening. .... 8 flu 

Do. Kuril! Essays.... .500 
Kftstwood s Cranberry Cul 

turn... __ .50 
Elliott's West. Fruit. Hook 1 25 
Every Lady her own Flower 
flardyner. . 50 

F ii r m Drainage, (II. F 
French) . . i tM 

Fessenden's Fanner and 
Gardener....I 26 

Do. Am. Kitchen Garden. 69 
Field's Pear Culture .1 00 
Fish Culture . . . I on 
Flint on Grasses .125 
Guenon on Milch Cows Ml 
Herbert to Horae-keeper# 1 25 
Hooper's Dog A Gun, paper, 25 
Do. do. cloth. .Ml 
Hough's Farm Record .3 (0 
Hyde's Chinese Sugar Cane 25 
.Johnston's Ag. Cheuil-try 1 25 

ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEM. 

A ran cancelled a debt of $873 by paying a certain sum 

on Morolay, twice that sum on Tuesday, three times Tuesday’s 

payment on Wednesday, four times Wednesday’s payment on 

Thursday, and so on till Saturday; what sum was paid on 

Monday? 

[;y Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 575. 

Answer to Pomological Enigma:—And out of the ground 

made the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the 

sight and good for food. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—The Sacred Volume. 

Answer to Puzzle: 

Gay Lady Ada at a ball, 

Can chant and talk and play; 

And Anna Lark at Haddar Hall, 

Was smart, gallant, and gay; 

And Ada and gay Anna Lark, 

Called Anagrams a happy spark. 

Answer to Surveyor’s Problem:—27-452-1000 rods from the 

southeast corner the line must be drawn. 

IT-er Any of the above named works will be forwarded by 
mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price specified 

Address IK IK T. MOOILF, Rochester, N Y. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
TI1K LARGEST CUMJPLATKD 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY ANO FAMILY WEEKLY, 
18 PUIILISHKP EVKUY SATURDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y, 

Terms in A.dviince : 
Subscription —Two DOLLARS A Year. To Clubs and 

Agents as followsThree Copies ooe year, for 15 ; Sis. and one 
free to club agent, for $10; 'fen. and one free, for $1.5; Fifteen, 
and one free, for 321 ; Twenty, and one free, for $25 ; and any 
greater nu m bur at same rate —only $1.25 per copy—with an 
extra free copy for every Ten Subscribers over Twenty. Club 

papers directed to individuals and sent to aa many different 
Post-Ofliecs as desired As we pie-pay American postage en 

paper# sent to the British Provinces, our Canadian agents and 
friends must add 12.fi cents per copy to the club rates of the 
Rural. The lowest price of copies sent to Europe, Ac., is $2,50 
— including postage, t?N~ Agents who take Special Premiums 
for clubs formed previous to April 1st, are also entitled to one 

extra (free) copy of the paper for a club of either Six at $10, Ten 
at $15, or Twenty at $25; - and those who do not compete lor or 
wish the premiums e-an have an extra copy forevery teu subscri¬ 
bers over twenty. Any one who ha# formed and received pre¬ 
mium fora eluti, (forf«6J,| can get a second premium by sending 
another club, or receive a free copy of the paper forevery addi¬ 
tional ten subscriber* forwarded. 

irff-Tnx above Terms and Rates are invariable, and those 

who remit less than specified for a single copy or club, will be 
credited only as per rati--, and receive the paper accordingly. 
Any iierson who is not an agent sending the club rate ($1.50 or 

$1,25) for a single copy (the price of which is $2) will only receive 
the paper the length of time the money pays for at full -ingle 
copy price. People who send us less thun published rates, and 
request the paper for a year, or a rig urn of the money, cannot 
be accommodated—fur it would be unjust toothers to comply, 

and a great inconvenience to return remittances. The only way 
to get the Rural for less than $2 a year is to frirra or join a club. 

Advertising— Thirty-Five Ckxts a Link, each inser¬ 

tion. A price and a half for extra display, or 62hi cents per line 
of space. Special Notices, (following reading matter, leaded.) 
Sixty Cents a Line. tyThk Rural Nkw-Yokkku has a far 
larger circulation than any similar journal in the world, and is 

undoubtedly the best advertising medium of its class in America. 

fur School# .. 25 
Lamndroth »n the Hive and 

11 one v Bee __.1 25 
Lcuchnr'v Hal House* 125 
I .bring'* Familiar Letters to 

Fanner* 50 
Linslev'* Morgan Horae# ! OO 
Mi tier'-11*-*- keeper'* Manual] 00 
Milenotltbe Horne# Font 50 
MUlmrtl on Cow. 25 
Mr*. Alicl'r Skillful llirase- 

wrfv and Ladies'Guide 50 
Saxton'* Rural Hand Book*. 

laondl* a H-r-He* ..i. I, \ pfl 
Muon's I Add Drainer sn 
Nash # Progressive Farmer i0 
Nell)'* Hard. Companion . 1 (XI 
Norton's Element* of Agri¬ 

culture . . SO 
OlOU'isSorgho and Implied oo 
Pari lee on the Strawberry CO 
Pudderi* I suet Measurer 50 
IVrxciz'* New Culture of the 

Vine .       25 
I’belli* Bee-keeper'# Chart 25 
qni u.tiV* M valeric* of Bee 

keeping ,100 
Rabbit. Fancier 50 
Randall'- Sheep HiiHband- 

r v .  1 25 
Ri. hard son on the Horse, 25 
Do. Bests of the Farm 25 
Do. Domestic Fowl# 25 
Dor on the Hog . 25 
Do. on the Honey Bee . 25 
Dm on the I)«g.. _ . 25 
Rrcinolln'* Vine dresser* 

Manual.   50 
Shepherd'#Own Rook_2 00 
Stewart'#Stable Book.. ...2oo 
Stray Leaves from the Book 

of Nature.  100 
Stephen*,’ Book o! the Farm 

2 veils 4 00 
SkiUfhl Housewife . 25 
Skinner'.* Element# of Ag- 
nculture. 25 

Smith'* I.anilucapc Gar¬ 
dening 1 25 

Timer'# Principles ol' Agri¬ 
culture . .. _2 00 

Thomas' Farm Implements 1 00 
Thompson'# Food of Ani¬ 
mal#.   15- 

The Kor»' < III Iturlnt 25 
Tnnliam'a Chemistry Made 

Easy.. . 25 
Turner# Cotton Planter'# 
Manual. 100 

Warner * Hedge# and Kvor- 
green*- . .... .1 oo 

Waring'* Element# of Ag 
riculture. 75 

Werk* on Bens . .. 25 
White* Gardening for the 

South ... .1 25 
Wilson on Flax. 25 
Youatt k Martin on Cuttle 1 25 
Youatt on the Horae.125 
Do. on Sheep ..... 75 
Do. on the ITog.. . 75 
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action of front, I ho late ilifloasc, however, in pota- 
toes, balllcil nil precautions; mid the decay has 
frequently been an great where every care was taken 
to exclude moisture, us where no such pains were 
taken. As a general rule, however, dryness and 
exclusion from the air are the grand points, together 
with such a degree of temperature as may not pro¬ 
mote vegetation. Under such treatment, healthy 
produce will seldom decay, and any original tendency 
to decomposition will most probably he arrested.” 

I he lirst, thing necessary to the preservation of 
Unit or roots, is that they be well grown and well 
matured. When either is immature ami watery, it 
is not in a condition for preservat ion, and decay soon 
commences. A potato that requires a long season 
for its growth, the top of which is usually killed by 
frost, cannot be depended upon for winter keeping. 
The Hubbard Squash, if well ripened, will keep 
sound until May; but. specimens not fully ripened 
it is diilicult to preserve until Christmas. Care in 
handling is another important matter. The least 
bruise causes the living fruit to become a decaying 
mass of corruption. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 

The Rural New-Yorker is designed to be unsurpassed in 
Value, Purity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents, und unique 
and beautiful in Appearance Its Conductor devotes his per¬ 
sonal attention to the supervision of Its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render tho Rural an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the important Practical, Scieutific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business of 
those whose interests It aealously advocates. As a Family 

Journal it Is eminently Instructive and Entertaining— being 
so conducted that it can be safely taken to the Hearts and 
Homes of people of intelligence, teste and discrimination. It 
embraces more Agricultural, Horticultural. Scientific, Educa¬ 
tional, Literary and News Matter, interspersed with appropriate 

and beautiful Engravings, than any other journal,—rendering 
it the most complete Agricultural, Literary anii Family 

Newspaper in America. 

For Terms and other particulars, see last png-c. 

E.yterrp Recording to act of Congress, in the year 1861, by 
H R. T. Moore, in the Office of the Clerk of the District 
Court for the Northern District "f New York. 

t'fr- Our only object in Copyrighting this paper is to secure 
what every honorable journalist will freely Kraut — proper 
credit lor articles selected from its pnges. Any und every 
journal is at liberty, and invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each original article or illustration to Rural New-Yorker. 

MACHINERY AND THE WOMEN 

H. T. B. TO O. M. 

THE SWORD AND THE PLOWSHARE don’t understand me to say that she wouldn't get 
married if she-. I meant tu remark that the lady 
aforesaid was satisfied that the women had been fairly 
dealt with in the matter of patent rights,—she be¬ 
lieves the men folks, when they study how to save 
labor, study for the women as much as for themselves! 
“The lords (she informs us,)have not only tried their 
bind* at improved implements for dome site labor- 
saving, but have been eminently successful therein.” 

‘‘That ' old oaken bucket’ no longer hangs !u the 
well, to be lifted, by almost superhuman efforts, over 
the high curb, made so to keep tho cattle out.” 

When Dr. Lyman Bkkchkk and some of bis family 
were capsized in their carriage, Mrs. Stowk Jumped 
up, and devoutly exclaimed, “ let us thank God that 
none of us are hurt.” “Thank (Jon for yourself,” 
said the Doctor, “ I’ll examine my hones lirst.” Ho, I 
imagine, a multitude of fair sisters will exclaim 
touching the “old oaken bucket” which still hangs 
in Uu-ir wells. Even where pumps have been vouch¬ 
safed, a big stream does not always respond to a 
gentle touch, -frozen up in the winter, dry in the 

In looking over the past history of the world, the 

observing man cannot but feel surprised at the little 

advancement made in agricultural knowledge. Here 

and there a ray of light may he observed — some 

bright star ahlniug for a season and giving promise 
06 fetor. po<>«, i.ot |Q * little while it In lost, and all 

again is gloom and darkness. That some of the 

ancient nations possessed considerable knowledge of 

agriculture we must admit, yet this knowledge is 

lost to the world, and even its extent and value is a 

matter of Conjecture. War has been the deadliest foe 

of agriculture — it has been the profession of kings 

and princes at once the occupation and the scourge 

of the people. War has presented the chief road to 

honor, and fame, and wealth, and consequently the 

young and the ambitions have Bought glory on the 

tented field, to the entire neglect of the peaceful pur¬ 

suits of agriculture, which was left to those too old, 

or too young, or too indolent to ”ngage in the more 

active and honorable profession of war. This state 

of things rendered the business of tilling the Boil 

unsafe as well as disgraceful, for the invading army 

often devastated the land, and the farmer beheld the 

fruits of months of toil swept away in a day. The 

sword, in Hacred Writ, is represented as tho great 

adversary of the plow, and in the good time coming, 

when the earth shall be filled with peace und hanoi- 

( 'KI.KHlfA/rKD IIORHJ hhujheu 

warded to him in London. His Lordship replied 
“that the horse could not be sent, — Mr. Rahey 
must go for him. He bad not been out of bis box for 
three years, and to approach him was impossible 
without endangering life.” 

We have not space to give tho result in detail. 
Suffice it to say, Mr. Raeky introduced himself, the 
conilict was terrible, but mind gained a complete 
mastery over brute force. In course of time Mr. 
Rakby became proprietor of tlie animal,—the once 
dreaded Cruiser is now the pet of his conqueror, and 
is on exhibition at N’iblo’s Garden, New York city. 
(.'miner is dark brown, of medium size, and with 
heavier limbs than is usual in horses of gucli pure 
blood, arid is as gentle and tractable as any stallion 
that can lay claims to high breeding. 

In connection with the foregoing, a brief sketch of 
Mr. Raeky may not be uninteresting. He was born 
In Franklin county, Ohio, and is now in the thirty- 
third year of his age. Ilia fattier was living in what 
was at that time almost a wilderness, neighbors being 
few and far between. John, being the youngest 
child, had no playmates, and being of a sociable 
nature, he soon found companions among the farm 
horHes and colts, and it was a source of pleasure to 

lmcst “trick horses.” Stimulated by his success, he 
bought other colts, and took horses to educate. 
Such whs bis reputation, even while yet a youth, that 
be had pupils sent him from the distance of two or 
three hundred miles. 

It was now conceived by him, says the *Old Spirit 

of the Times,' that his success and experience could 
be reduced into a system; he had dim idea*that what 
he accomplished was merely the result of Intelligent 
treatment of ail animal naturally superior, and that 
the Creator, having intended the horse for tbe com¬ 
panionship of immortal beings, must have given the 
exalted animal intellectual endowments in harmony 
with his destined purpose. With this developing 
idea lie now for tho first time macticallv noticed 

that 1 can never pardon “old ma —,” your fair 
Correspondent for broaching it. 

“Then the coffee roaster, which Husan or Jambs 
(I would like to see a frizzle-headed boy make him¬ 
self useful in doors, just once,) can turn so easily while 
tho coffee is browning,”—well, may he they do have 
one of those things iu Cayuga County. 

“And the mince mill, cutting the meat for pics as 
well as for sausages.” I can explain that to your 
entire satisfaction. You sec that cutting “sausage 
meat” fell to the men, and they generally went at it 
after wriggling round in their dozy chairs six times 
and making all manner of excuses. When, therefore, 
“ in tho coarse of human events,” they saw a chance 
to make it easier, they produced a machine, — that it 
is ever applied, except very occasionally, to “cutting 
tbe meat for pies,” you will permit me to doubt; 
everybody knows there is but one in the neighbor¬ 
hood, and that was broken when last heard from. 

“ Even the castors on the large table saveB many a 
hard lift.” 

I submit, my dear madam, that yon are over gener¬ 
ous in that statement. Vou vary well know there are 
next to no castors on tlie every day kitchen tables, 
and as for that new dining table, that never corues out 
except when the minister or Mrs. A. makes a visit, 
or it is our turn to give a Thanksgiving Dinner, — 
why, then, even the men folks share so largely in the 
general enthusiasm that they would, if politely asked, 
help out with a table from which I conclude that the 
few “castors” we have are superfluous. 

CAUSES OP DECAY of the cells, the union of which is frequently com 
pletely destroyed, as in tissue affected by frost; but 
this is scarcely matter of surprise, as the Bubtle re¬ 
productive bodies of mold arc capable of penetrat¬ 
ing iuto the most hidden tissues, as is proved by 
myriads ol (acts. Mr. Hassall, indeed, has succeeded 

For some time we have heard complaints of the 
unusual decay of fruits, roots, &c. No care in gath¬ 
ering or storing seems to insure success. Without 
being able to give any particular light on this subject, 
we call attention to some interesting facts by Prof. 
Berkeley, who lias given more attention to this 
question perhaps than any other living amu. 

Many productions, both of the farm and garden, — 
such as roots, tubers, and fruit, which contain a large 
proportion of water,— are subject to more or less 
rapid decay. Chemical changes are constantly taking 
place in tbe constituent parts; and in fruit especially, 
sugar is formed at the expense of the lignine and 
water. As soon, then, as the formation of sugar has 
arrived at its maximum, or, in other words, when the 
fruit is ripe, there is a tendency to further change, 
and decay commences. Carbonic acid is formed, the 
nitrogenized substance enters into a state of putre¬ 
faction, and the sugar undergoes fermentation. The 
more free the admission of atmospheric air, or its 
oxygen, the more rapid is the decay. This takes 
Place cither in detached spots, which’ soon become 
continent, or the whole mass seems at once affected, 
In general, even when the cnticle is not ruptured, 
threads of mycelium, principally belonging to the 
most common species of Penicillium, Aspergillus, 
Mucor, and Oidium, will be found in the interstices 

onwiuuueu; out to wnaiuus weakness is owing, 
is still matter of doubt. It is not simply decompo¬ 
sition, in tho regular course of nature, ub in fruits; 
which decay only, in ordinary cases, when their 
proper functions have been performed. Potatoes are 
also subject to a dry decay, which is especially dis¬ 
tinguished by the circumstance, that tubers so 
affected will not germinate; whereas, in the potato 
murrain, the pushing of the eyes Is rather accel¬ 
erated, probably from the partial conversion of focula 
into sugar, and an excellent crop may bo obtained 
from highly diseased tubers. 

Decay frequently taken place, both in fruijs and 
vegetables, from external injury. In delicate kinds, 
such as peaches, tlie damage is in a short time dis¬ 
cernible; and, in all, it is soon more or less visible. 
The cells being ruptured, the vital powers are 
destroyed, and, iu consequence, decomposition takes 
place; which, according to circumstances, increases 
with more or less rapidity; besides which, a fit 
matrix is at once established for the development of 
fungi. 

The great thing in the preservation of fruits, 
especial care having been taken to bruise them as 
little as possible in the gathering, is to exclude the 
access of oxygen. As regards the main produce of 

many years since, uy I'KCEEiz, and tbe more recent 
observations of Liebig, as to the presence of the 
mold; though we are far from denying the powerful 
effects of the growth of fungi in promoting decom¬ 
position, living, as they do, at the expense of the 
substanceBon which they grow, which they could not 
do without producing chemical change. 

In the case of tubers and vegetables, whether 
abounding in fecula or sugar, which are destined, iu 
general, to another year’s growth, decomposition 
seldom takes place from mere exposure to the air, 
except accompanied by such a degree of cold as 
destroys, to a greater or less extent, their tissues. 
Still, decay does take place very frequently when they 
are stored lip for use, originating, generally, from 
numerous points in their substance, and rapidly 
extending, and passing at length into complete 
putrefaction. This lias, of late years, attracted 
general notice, from its prevalence amongst potatoes. , 



EW-YORKER. 

“O, there’s the churn, 

Dick ’ makes the butter in. 

which the dog, or old well, such as every one should have for the slops of 
„ the house, unless they are used for fertilizers. I 

The Z "and old Dirk may eat all the butter they intend to make a room four feet square, and four feet 

„r„ in the Christain households of this happy land deep, under the platform so as to repair the vahesii 

CARE OF WOODLANDS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yokkek: — The motion of II. T. 

II. I second. And now that it is moved and seconded, 

I trust the public will so manifest their approval, that 

not only the further destruction of our wood lots will 

be arrested, but groves will be planted where needs be, 

until our common country shall have that protection 

from the piercing storm, which the severity of our cli¬ 

mate demands. How pleasant, then, would lie a drive 

.hum in the Christa in households oi mm nappy muu . >.. 7 .. . , 
_ if ,U„ will tot „ tow of the hie dairies alone. neoeesarj-. The pipe londniK Into the well .» one a „ 

“ The 'rain water ie now drown down from the loft a lourth inch gaa-pipe, and any ruction-pomp 1l>» 

l,v turning a Bngcr lancet, itodead of being lined up attnehed at the top. It i» a, much expoaed a, a 

!ui“ with nil L .lop, to be mopped «p." Ph-P »• >*• ** "" *** 
i n /hi Madam those who try this method will say with me that they 

hook on that picture, end^then on ,h„ Madam ^ another well. ft. 
sees signs of a shower, goes lor the pound ing-barrel m Jfto 21 1801 

to put it under the eaves, — recollects that Mi. took _^ ^_ 

it to steep his seed com in, - looks np Mr. - gets the WOODLANDS, 

old barrel, — what hat, become of the hoard, — finds 

another, — Washes the dirt from it-gets terribly El)9_ UuBAL Nf.w-Yokkkr: — The motion 
washed herself by the driving storm, - gets into the g j ^ ^ ^ now tfaat it ig moved and gl 

house to see the sun slnne out on an empty barrel j tmgt ^ puWic wiU B0 nmnile8t tbeir appre 

auspicious of yellow linen! . , not only the further destruction of our wood 
•< But a little while ago, hand cards, and wheels, ^blJ, e wi„ be plailted wh(!rc , 

and looms, were almost exclusively depended on to ^ ^ comm*n C01IlUry shan have that p: 

clothe the family.” from the piercing storm, which the severity c 
There is some let up here, it is true, hut the miser- ^ d<Jffiandfl llow pleasant, then, would li 

able scamps who got too proud to wear the best in wintart whcu tbe groyC8 protect the snow 

“home made,” and so took to “ broadcloth i foUg ingtead of findjng fl huge drift here, ba 

marie our dear lady believe that they did it to save and 0Verywhore u picroiag wind, « 

mother and titter from /hr me of fl,r " cards and the > ^ ovcr.coats for protection 

Zoom,’’—the Hypocrites. They require more labor ^ how „wwl a drive by Uie side of 
in washing, an.l starching, and plaiting, and ironing ^ ^ by nftture,g gonggton,; or 

one shirt bosom, than was bestowed on their grand- ^ ^ # ^ ftt tbe babbling brook, w 

father’s tow shirt In a who e winter, - ruffles, and g00k Bhelter from the midsummer su 

plaits, and small buttons white punts, and vests, and sentiments such scenes might 

embroidered habdkerdne s to be washed once or Hf)W many wLo „ow leavc their home after 
twice a day, and as much oftencr ns the lords, ^ ^ ^ ^ cnjoyment at tl|# viMag 

from accidental causes, may A room for babitg wWch a Carswell, or even 
his young lordship, all to himself, to he swept and ^ put t)l0,p doqucnoc to Hrn 

cleaned from tobacco shuns, with extra meals when ^ ^ niora| paving ,nflWnCg it„ on 

he “ goes out.” may also he reckoned among the im- mcn(Mi<>))_ Who tbat hag uoticed a dolaw„ 

provements. Pudding and milk for supper, with a durj u0rth.ea8t storm, the picture of d 
bowl or two for the older, and basins b,r the younger, ^ *ekj„R „hclter behind a rail fence, 0: 

were soon disposed of, - but now, the poor cook has ^ & ^ with tongue hanging, 

to go through all the intricate windings ot ans.un foj. fer0atb( ^ md uot coatemplate a 

art, and when she’s got the gourmamla full, she lias a ^ ^ ^ notblng ofthc appeal p, human 

pile of dishes to dispoM '>1 tbat would make the for- re|wembor; oh U|leri, of the soil. Provj. 

tune of a Connecticut pedlar, if he had em to sell. ^ ^ ^ h(j wbo ,oo]tg not to the comi 

I have been trying to keep under my suspicions, domeatic animal, looks in vain for the rit 

but I can’t, hang moil I don t believe your lair the animal is ready to bestow l'or kindness, 

correspondent U offer a husband, and has been show- jjor should we look at the matter on I, 

ing oil her amiability, and her good opinion of the p0CUniary |M)|nt of view. Look at that c 

men, Just to catch somebody — she iieed'nt have re- 0|jeHt, at that hopeless, hectic cough so in< 

fused me, 1 didn’t oflcr, ami want a going to. I have prevalent in our land, and inquire what 

a wife who seems satisfied — I suppose because she ^billing, piercing, unobstructed winds ol 

didn’t e.rperf much. I*., a highly esteemed bachelor wjnter, and spring, have acted in the dran 

friend, a door or two from me, is not engaged; but ftt 1h), once noblc raoc 0f aboriginces, and i 

my fears will for the present prevent me from sug- wator alone the cause of such fatal wastin 

gesting to him S Journey la Cayuga Co. ■ n. t. b. complaints. Would 1 could so trumpet 

P. S. Come to think, n little policy is perhaps ex- importance of the subject, that a united efl 

cusahlo in such matters, and 1 will recommend my be the result, until every home wouldbecoi 

friend to look in that quarter, if the lady, upon net to attract its inmates from the brotbc 

inquiry, proves amiable, is a good cook, and will t0 the sweet concert of birds, ever ready 

agree to stop her crinoline at the present expansion, their gratitude. 

— n. t. b. Patient reader, do I hear you complain 

^ ’ * wood lot is becoming ragged and untt 
HATCHING CHICKENS ABTIFICIALLY. would advise you to put it under fence. . 

how tough the sod, the falling leaves will r 
Wishing to try the experiment of hatching chick- tbp m grftBgf and tho „now 0f winter wi 

ens on the Kyptian plan, 1 littod up a room sixteen gflnt|y down us a mulching, and you will be 

feet square, and nine feet from floor to ceiling, with hQW gocm tll0 whoj0 ]ot will become a 

shelves in the center of the room to put the eggs on. m,rsci.y< You may remove the grown t 

Strips were nailed on the edge of the shelves to keep fcnog or f,K.)> k,aving ttU brush, and usel 

the eggs from rolling off. Tho room was boated by w(|()d 8catter,,d ovcr the land for iua 

a hot-air furnace in the collar. I commenced py- iUotbj„^ ,uore re q pi red but to wait pa 

chasing eggs quite early in the spring, ami as 1 pur- Providence, as if partial to tho 

for the slops of they get to the corn it is so far advanced the bugs can 

r fertilizers. I do it but little injury. T have tried it for three years 

■e, and four feet and it never failed of the purpose intended, while at 

air the valves ii the same time some of my neighbors’ corn was badly 

well is one and injured by them. 
m-pump can be In conclusion, I would say I am so well satisfied with 

, exposed as a the millet and Hungarian grasses for fodder (though 

I am sure that 1 prefer the millet,) I do not feel much inclined to 

th me that thev look further for a substitute, though I last year sowed 

or two will, and that the butter is of a more uniform 

color and consistency, by avoiding one source of 

‘ white specks,’ in part, at least, from the dried parti¬ 

cles or spornles of the cream, which may be seen in 

the form of a tough skin upon the cream, often j 

times so hard that they are not sufficiently broken in , 

churning to form perfect butter. 

Hural Notes anh Stems. 

The Wkatitek of the past two months has been remarkably 

pleasant for the season We do not remember a winter in a 

decade of years during which the temperature has been so 

uniform. While we have frequent accounts of heavy gnow 

storms, both East anil West, blockading railroads. &c., it is 

worthy of note that, we have not had a fall of more than 1 prefer the millet,) I do not feel much inclined to “Some may think that this is rather a small affair | ,vfir,|,j. 0f „f,tc that we. have not had a fall of more than 

look further for a substitute, though I last year sowed to seek information upon, but let me assure them, if ! four inches of snow at. any one time in this locality—and not 

a small quantity of Panic Grass Seed, which appeared any such there arc, that it is by observing the I six inches on the ground at any period during the winter— 

to do well, but as I needed it all lor seed, I cannot say minutia, in every branch of business, is the only way yet. fair sleighing almost continually for two months, 

bow the fodder will compare with tho common millet, to eminence yet found worthy to be pursued.” 

I intend to give it a trial this year. In an old volume of the Genesee farmer there is an of Manrh(,stpr Ontario county, gwestbese facts and 

Both the Hungarian and millet grasses arc extern acc0uut of three carefully conducted experiments. figlJres;_ ; 0n lbeJ5th of January. I killed»young turkeys 
sively grown in this neighborhood, and are well liked. fur tile purpose of determining whether more butter j that weil?t,ed 4,50 n,s. after bring dressed. I shipped them 

Koxbury. Dane Co., Wis. 1861. hV. If. Cook. j8 obtained from a given quantity of milk, when set the next day to Boston. Hass., and they were sold for 15 cents 

- I in pans partly filled, than when full. Contrary to the per lb.—amounting to ?6fi. Freight and charges paid at 

OSIEB WILLOWS AND THEIR USES, [expectations of the experimenter, from Hie same Boston, $7.3fr-Ieaviqg ?oi.6l that I received for-the 30 t™ 

Eds. Rt-rai, New-Yorker:— For some years the 

Osier Willow trade has attracted much attention, 
until our common country shall have that protection Eds. Ritrai. Nuw-YoRKERi-For some years the per cent, more butter was obtained than when set in 

from the piercing storm, which the severity of our cli- Osier Willow trade has attracted much attention, pans half full. _ 

mate demands. How pleasant, then, would be a drive from tbe fact that the importations from Europe have —- ~ 

in winter when the groves protect the snow where it so largely increased, amounting, we are told, the past Weight of Hogs-Gross and Net. 

falls instead of finding a huge drift here, bare stones season, to over two million dollars. Now, while we A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer, speaking 
1   ..... InaxMiv >.« cniAiiol r\ f l/iu’.lil fill PYifHrifll'fttlVf'lv . r il. .... V.ft T l.nttft itic+ Vinon liliffllGri »i(T 

quantity of milk in the full pans, some three or four ^ or “ ’‘'•'rage of «8 W each, If any of youi readers 
* ... .... r.v.+,».„nri t„ «» Vat that, I would like to hear from them. The yearling 

beneath a grove at the babbling brook, where the ™^t profitable use to which they can appropriate it. first waH weighed alive, and again after being killed, 

herd seek shelter from the midsummer sun. Who But why speak of swampy soil alone, when it w,U showing the loss in blood: 

knows what sentiments such scenes might awaken, grow just as well on any rich soil, as can be demon- Gross Wt. Net Wt. offals. Blood. 

How many who now leave their home after the labor strated to the sat,sfaction of any one who doubts. *0 g g? % ‘ ^ 

of tb« .lay, to 000k cojoynient at tit. »ill»«« tavorn. have aoe„ in th. 1»*» ;«”“r »<-»•'28 S S 

chased them I Coated the shell with fresh lard, and ( 

packed in bran to keep tlieui IVcsli li!] 1 got enough ( 

to put in the heated room. When 1 got two thousand 

six hundred and eighty-live, I put them on the shelves 

in tho room mid Opened the register. About three 

hundred of the eggs were not greased. The temper- 1 

ature of the room varied from 100° to 100° Fall., 

occasionally running ns high ns 108° in the upper 

part of the room near the ceiling. A pan of water 

was kept well filled on the stove in the furnace, and 

wet cloths over the register, and hung around tho 

room in which were the eggs. A thermometer and 

hygrometer w as kept in the room to tell the temper¬ 

ature and amount of moisture. I endeavored to 

keep the air as nearly as possible saturated with 

moisture. I examined the eggs every day, and 

turned them every morning. I kept, wondering every 

day why the greased eggs did not show signs of 

incubation when those that were not greased did. 

At the end of ten days the form of the chicken would 

he distinctly seen in the ungreased eggs, while those 

that were greased did not show scarcely a red streak. 

1 came to the conclusion that hatching greased eggs 

was a failure, and removed them from the oven. As 

soon as I could purchase move eggs, 1 put into the 

heated room or oven five thousand four hundred and 

thirty-two eggs. This time none of them were 

greased. 1 kept the temperature and moisture iff the 

room the same as before. On the twentieth day the 

chickens began to hatch, and continued hatching 

during two days. The whole number that came oat 

was one thousand and eighty-four. 1 kept the 

chickens on the floor of the hatching room and an 

adjoining room, that was also heated by hot-air for 

one week, when I removed them to a building con¬ 

structed for the purpose, that was built of pine 

hoards and battened, one hundred and twenty feet in 

length and twenty-two in width. This building was 

warmed by two furnaces, one in each end. There 

was a system of hot water pipes that ran through the 

building. The water was heated by the furnaces. 

From this hatching, six hundred chickens were 

reared. 1 ran the institution till 1 lost about two 

hundred dollars, when 1 discontinued it. Thinking 

1 was making this article too long for publication, 1 

have left out the particulars of hatching, feeding, 

rearing, &e. E. P. Howi.and. 

Buttle Creek, Mich., 1861. 

A CHEAP WELL OF PURE WATER. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — It may interest some 

of the numerous readers of your paper to know the 

result of my experiment to obtain a cheap well of 

form habits which a Carswell, or even a Gough 

may in vain pour out their eloquence to arrest. 

Nor is this moral saving influence its only recom¬ 

mendation. Who that has noticed a domestic animal 

during a north-east storm, the picture of despair, in 

vain seeking shelter behind a rail fence, or exposed 

to a midsummer sun, with tongue hanging, and pant¬ 

ing for breath, that did not contemplate a waste of 

flesh, to say nothing of the appeal to humanity. And 

remember, oh, ye tillers of the soil, Providence has 

decreed tbat lie who looks not to the comfort of his 

domestic animal, looks In vain for the rich reward 

the animal is ready to bestow for kindness. 

Nor should we look at the matter only from a 

pecuniary point of view. Look at that contracted 

chest, at that hopeless, hectic cough so increasingly 

prevalent in our land, and inquire what part the 

chilling, piercing, unobstructed winds of autumn, 

winter, and spring, have acted in the drama. Look 

at the once noble race of aboriginces, and ask is fire¬ 

water alone the cause of such fatal wasting by lung 

complaints. Would I could so trumpet forth the 

importance of the subject, that a united effort would 

he the result, until every home would become a mag¬ 

net to attract its inmates from the brothel, to listen 

to the sweet concert of birds, ever ready to warble 

their gratitude. 

Patient reader, do I hear you complain that yonr 

-wood lot is becoming ragged and unthrifty? I 

would advise you to put it under fence. No matter 

how tough the sod, the falling leaves will rest among 

the tall grass, and the snow of winter will press it 

gently down us a mulching, and you will be surprised 

how soon the whole lot will become a beautiful 

nursery. You may remove the grown timber for 

fence or fuel, leaving all brush, and useless, rotten 

wood scattered Over tho land for manure, and | 

.nothing more is required but to wait patiently the 

result. Providence, as if partial to the maple, has 

furnished the seed with wings, with which it will 

find its place to every’ unoccupied part of tho lot. 

It was my intention to offer a few remarks on the 

management of a grove where nature does not 

furnish tho seed on the spot; hut I fear (having 

wandered from the text,) I have already trespassed 

too far on your space, and on the patience of your 

readers. I would, however, remark what has come 

under my notice in reference to transplanting maples. 

Go, just us the hud is bursting into leaf, get thrilty 

young trees, about the size of your wrist, Out off all 

the top, leave a fail' portion Of root, not over long 

exposed to the hot siln, plant carefully and give a 

liberal mulching of coarse manure, and my experience 

'for it, your trees will all live and give beautiful thrifty 

tops, only protect from the cattle. 
Whitby. C. W., 1801. W. Paxton, JR. 

[We will he glad to hear from Mr. Paxton on the. 

subject indicated in his closing paragraph, or any 

other topic which may suggest itself, whenever he 

finds it convenient.—Ens.] 

or even a Gough patches, all on different varieties of soil, from a creek 

cc. to arrest. bottom to some of the fine ridge-lands which adorn 
il,a* Bftc.firm and all are llourishinc finely. That the recom- that section, and all are nourishing finely. That the 

animal willow will flourish on dry soil, is evident from the 

)!lir> jn fact that so many fine willow trees are to he seen 

xposed adorning rural homes all through our country. In 

d pant- ^cncca Comity, ou clay land, may be seen some as 

arte of ,i,ie patches us can possibly grow. 
And Now< why not use them for hedging. Their rapid 

The above were about an average of the bogs killed 

in this vicinity, and the result shows that a fat hog 

loses a little less than one-seventh of his weight by 

being dressed. I also weighed the different parts of 

one of the above hogs, with the following result: 

Head, 24 pounds: shoulders. 20; hams, 42; side pork, 

00; lard, 17; bone and lean meat, 74; total, 276 

pounds. Thus we see that tbe head is about one- 

growth, making, in some instances, from 7 to 8 feet eleventh, tho hams and shoulders about one-fifth, 

the first year, and the fact that stock will not browse c]ear nufe pork about one-third, bone and lean meat, 

them, is certainly evidence that they will make ex- about one-third of the net weight of the hog.” them, is certainly evidence that they will make ex- about one-third of the net weight of the hog.” 

eellent fence. And then, in trimming the hedge, the _( , # . 1_ 

owner has a fine crop for market, which will bring, , . 

when nicely pfeetod, from one Jiundredto one hundred l if 

and twenty dollars per ton in New York city. Here -■ 
is a chance to make our fencing the most profitable Making Ohkksic.— Will the Bcral, or wiine of its 
is a (.uunti- i i - h' i uumerotwcontributor*, [>loa*o Inform a young baud rnm>actijig 
part of the farm, instead of being a tax upon us. the wuxfws operandtof lnakl'utcheeMiV Livingoul ffriie-M- 

I ..t ,,a think 1,1 a few articles to which willows are dom, an I do, and wishing to start, a dairy, you will tdo»«« 
Get US tnillK OI a lew aniens wmL" j0ferln mo, through you paper, how to commence and con 
already applied. Willow cradles receive us when ,|uct, a dairy.—A SSrm-'cuutKit. Versatile-*, WyavdoU Oo-, O. already applied. Willow cradles receive us when 

we first enter the world; willow-covered bottles re¬ 

fresh us; willow rattles amuse us; willow wagons 

draw us; willow chairs support us; willow’ baskets 

carry our dinners to school; and from these infantis- 

niftl or homeoputhy uses, we soon begin to indulge 

in allopathic principles. 
Hall’s Corners, N. Y., 1801. J. M, W. 

-» - ♦ » ■*- 

Frosty Bits in Houses’ Mouths.—In the Rurual 

of January 10th, you quote what the Ohio Cultivator 

says about the cruelty of putting frosty bits into the 

mouth of the horse, all of which every one must 

admit, and I hope none practice. The best way that 

It. would gratify ns t« furnish “BuhscrlbOT11 the informa¬ 

tion desired at once, but the discussion ol the topics proposed 

would monopolize onr entire space. All lo- wishr- to know 

will be given during the present volume A series of article* 

on the Dairy have already been commcneod, (sc-c issues of 

January 5th and 19th,) and tho subject will be fully agitated. 

Meanwhile we would be pleased to hear from our correspon¬ 

dents on tho question above set forth. 

turkey that T bred the above from “ still lives,” and weighs 

twenty-five and a half pkunds." 

From South Carolina we have received quite a num¬ 

ber of favors during the past two weeks —straws which 

indicate that the wind is changing. One letter is headed 

-- Republic of S, yet the writer is anxious to secure the 

Rcual lie can have it. but we decline addressing in that 

wise vet awhile. Another who wants the paper says: — “As 

wc are not of you, and as our currency has depreciated, what 

kind will suit yon? I suppose ended Stales postage stamps or 

Tom Bknton’3 ‘yellow boys’ will answer the purpose." Yes, 

any thing issued by authority of onr common uncle — 8am- 

rm. — is acceptable, and so long as I S. stamps and mint 

drops are at par throughout the country, there is hope for 

the Union, the Constitution, the Maintenance of the haws, 

the Prosperity of the People, and Perpetuity of the Republic. 

• *- 

The RrRAi, New-Yorker in Virginia.— The political 

excitement, lias been such that we thought many \ irginia 

subscribers might secede from our books this year or, rather, 

not invite us to re-enter their names therein Hut, though 

our friends in that and other Southern States did not remit 

as early as usual, they are now making amends — albeit some 

express fears that the mails will “fail to connect" before the 

close of the year. Among other letters received during the 

past week, one from a friend in London Oo.. Ya., (contain¬ 

ing payment for a. club of twenty-nine subscribers,) after 

speaking of the discouragements of the lovers of the Union, 

Nay„;_" ]f the Government should stop the circulation of 

Northern newspapers, I hope thee will remit pack the excess 

that we may he entitled to. Il appears like a silly reqnest, 

but we cannot make any calculations until the Recession 

Funeral Is over." Yes, friend, if tbe Old Dominion—the 

birth place of Washington and his compeers —is so unwise 

ns to leave a Union, to the establishment of which her sons 

so largely contributed, we will return any excess received 

from her patriotic and Union-loving citizens But we do not 

anticipate any such result, 

Great Crops op Tt Bsiiy in Canada.—Our Canada friends 

seem determined to beat the States' farmers in crops and 

stock raising. We have recently given testimony on some 

points, and now D. 8. BCTTERPIKI.n, Esq., or Norwich, Oxford 

county, C. W., takes the Stand in this wise:—“ In the Rural 

of Dec. 22, 1 noticed your description of a largo turnip, 

weighing 17'4 lbs , grown by Mr, C. F. Weavkk. of Pcnfield, 

Goon Beds por Horses.—In the Bubal of Jan. 26th, while N y lin(j thought it would not be amiss to give you a short 
peaking of tho stable <-.-iro of horses, you enter protest t U (, (iuU p;l>?u ,.r0p in this c-ouuly. Sooth Oxford, 
gainst poor beds, and say “ a horse can appreciate a good, aecourn oi me am a ' • . „ 
oinfortable lodging place, as well as at least one half the C. W. The Directors or our County Agricultural Society 

” All true m>twithrt.andiriir I have a horse tbat doesn't i son r,.>- the host, and S10 for the second best acre of 

forth, and in less ihan one-half minute the bit will be 

war mod by iurk^, Fan dw Lac, Wis. 

gurat spirit of thr 

llnHci’-Hreaklng t’olts. 

Horses, or rather colts, says the Wisconsin 

Farmer, soon learn under a good master, and the best 

him'" I am far from beiog the only man whose horse d'mbe her, and scattered over the different towns in the county, 
llcves sound doctrine, therefore I would be exceedingly happy ,f( PonnL.i;tion with James Williams, Esq., and Gkorgb 
to learn, through your useful paper of any method Ibat Will «. y ()(. n(.nq,nm. 1 was appointed to examine and 
obt'ure a horse or tuu persuasion to accept of a little -imw, vv iskman, r,sq. oi ■ , *’ , „ .. . 
In- comfortably down i’ll it and remember how the thing i» report upon the same. Our plan of procedure was to care 
done long enough to try it the second time.—SAMUKI. Sky ,.^,11,,, ar.d select ari average square rod, pull tops, 
HOUR, Koclcford, III., 1861. elpftn off lha ea) tlj ,ind roo(*( count and weigh the same, 

We are sorry to hear that Illinois horses havo -Vbo.lt vitiated noting the quality or sun, am,- of sowing, «■«)« nC ,->.ih»«B, 

tastes, and are somewhat fcarful that Prairie Farmers have 

been lax in certain duties devolving upon them. Horses are 

teachable, and if brought up “ in the way they should go,” 

we would rather piu our faith on their not departing there¬ 

from than on one half of tho “Young America” you could 

shake 11 stick at in a month. It may be that the horse of our 

friend, at sonic period of his existence, - the /icy-day of 

Ac- We awarded the first prize to Mr. John Rteii, ol Dere- 

hara. Tbu produce of his turnips was 1,429 bushels and 

40-GO, or 42 87-100 tuns per acre. Average weight 5 lbs. 2 ot. 

each. The second to Mr. Wm. AgUR, of tho sama place; 

produce 1,256 40 60 bushels, or 37 16 tuns per acre —average 

weight. 4 lbs. 3 oz. The average yield of the 21 competitors 

was 906 bushels per acre, (would have sent you the report 

timo to nut on tbe halter is when the coll is with his vouHl for instance,—was indulged with a dreaming place, iu f-„n, but think It would bo taxing your space rather more 
" ’ ...... a. n. .. . . .... a. . ti> ...... ...... i.otlnr 

IU-ST, Dial OI ms vuengvn ... I.. -.  - hf ,f stlfT |lnd „oro, an,i looking down upon his couch, 

never forget bis feat, but will pull, ana pull again, 0Xcblitueil) ojf „.an ni,tkes a chap feel like that, it bates 

though he may sue that lie is now tied with a cart j^pugbar clane out how the lord and ladies can slnpu at all. 

HUNGARIAN GRASS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:— In a recent issue of 

your Journal you quote from a correspondent of the 

Northwestern Farmer, who objects to the raising of 

Hungarian Grass, because it exhausts the soil by the 

extraction ot tatty matter for the formation of its 

seeds. This is, 1 admit, to some extent true, hut not 

as much (at least with me,) as lie would lead one to 

suppose. I have raised the Hungarian and also the 

common millet, for the last eight years, and have yet 

to lind that- It is more exhausting than a grain crop. 

But perhaps this may be owing to my manner of 

growiug it for fodder and for seed. 

For fodder I sow the seed quite thick, that the straw 

may be tine and better fitted to the purpose it is 

intended for, and instead of letting it remain until 

the seed is quite ripe. 1 cut it while yet green, and 

find it superior for fodder, (judging by the way my 

horses eat it,) to what it is when left until the seed is 

rope. This is because his memory is better than iris 

judgment. Ho cannot well distinguish between the 

size of his first small halter and the large rope that 

now holds him. He will only recollect that lie lias 

broken one halter, and he supposes he can break any 

other. 

A Novel lee House. 

THE Winstead (Conn.) Herald gives this account 

of the manner in which Mr. Goodwin, of New Hart¬ 

ford, tills bis ice house: — 
“Mr, Goodwin is supplied with excellent water 

at all. Be gnrra. Pin done- wid feathers intlrely." Horses, 

especially those who have previously had good care, some- 

Tiik Friends ok the Rural NkwAorkkr including 

long-time subscribers, new recruits, constant or occasional 

borrowers, and the rent of Us readers — are invited to road the 

announcement headed Oood Fay for Doing Qood," on the 

times learn tbi=- habit when 11 slovenly groom allows the g(m.nth (advertising) page of this pftper. All «ho can con- 

ordure to accumulate under their feet; others are naturally stonily aid in uiigtm-nting tho circulation of the Rural, are 

hot aud irritable, and display their temper by paw'-tig and particularly r>-quested to note the Extra Gifts ottered (in addi 

stamping. We liave known horses in wInch this habit had t(fm tn f,fr„„.r gffers.) for lists procured between tide date and 

become a vice. They destroyed their litter, broke up the Hour , ,,e ]st o(- A,,r||. The premiums are so liberal that hundreds 

of the stabln, knocked off their shoes, ami injured their feet who bavi. ll(,Ver acted iu behalf of the paper, nifty easily 

The Winstead (Conn.) Herald gives this account 

of tlie manner in which Mr. Goodwin, of New Hart- £ufficJently ,ong t() euabio the horse to shift his posture, or 

ford, fills his ice house;— ro0V6 in his stall; but these must ho taken off at night, 
“Mr. Goodwin is supplied with excellent water othunvise the animal win seldom lie down. Unless, however, 

from a spring at a considerable elevation above his the horse possesses peculiar value, it will be better to dispose 

house. Connected with a pipe which supplies the 

latter is a branch pipe leading to the ice house, 

across which it is extended. Within the ice-house 

this pipe is pierced by twenty or thirty small holes, 

from which as many tine jets of water rise to tho 

roof, lulling back in drops over the whole bottom 

surface of the house. These jets are only let on 

when the weather is cold, and the doors and ventila- 

of him ftt once, than to submit to the danger and incon- 

venitiQCO tbat bo may occasion. 

W atek-Puoof BliAnciKG.—Noticing an inquiry, In a late 

number Of the Rural New Yorker, for a recipe to make 

Water-Proof Blacking, I would recommend the following:— 

Melt ten pounds of tallow and five pounds of lard in a pot 

over a slow fire; in another pot (very gently.) two and a 

half pounds of beeswax; add this to the tallow, mixing well. 

secure from $3 to $10 worth of valuable books. Young men 

will find the opportunity a rare one. 

— It is proper to stale in this connection thift we are abun¬ 

dantly satisfied with the result thus far this year —our list 

being several thousand greater than it was twelve months 

ag0 Z. and hence feel like giving every one disposed to assist 

in reaching the circulation we have resolved to attaic. a 

decided benefit, even at a temporary pecuniary sacrifice. 

Goon Farming Defined.— A capital definition of good 

’ farming was given by a Mr. Kane at an agricultural discussion 

In Dorsetshire, England. He said he fed his land before it 

was hungry; rested it before it was weary; and weeded it 

I before it was foul. 

much less waste than that packed in the ordinary 

way. It costs him nearly nothing. 

the seed is quite ripe. 1 cut it Willie yet green, ami Win|eH sheep-A Bad Beginning, 

find it superior for fodder, (judging by the way my ^ (wbo wintered eigbty sbeep last winter 

horses cut it,) to what it is when left until the seed is wLich he says were old 
Tierfe.otlv ripe. I do not find any other effect from tvith the 1 -- . 
I * , v » . . . . . Anmitfh to die nnv lio>Vt wbo raised without trouble 
the use of il than what s greatly beneficial to both enough to am aqy now, wm 
UK. Ube o 11 > b J forty-four lambs from forty-seven ewes, aud whose 
(toftin nnd horses* Indeed, mine pictw it to tbe best * . . . 
catue tutu noises. u* ftvc.ra£red over three and a half pounds, givos 
timothv hav wc are able to raise out here. In sowing nctua a - g 
: J A l.  _wire, tn th.. acre. -I do iu the Ohio Cultivator the following lively dcsenp- 

mixture cool, and tm boxes id snant?.—01. ji 

Co., Pa., 1SC1. 

Water-Proof Blacking.— Seeing in the Rural New 

Yorker an inquiry for a good Water Proof Blacking. I take 

pleasure in sending the following;—One pint castor oil; one 

half pound tallow; a lump of good rosin, as large as a wal- 

PkxnsyLVAXIa Statb AO. Society.— The annual meeting 

of this Society was held at Harrisburg, Jan. 15th. Hon. 

Jacoii S. Ha idem an whs re-elected President, and most of 

the other officers re-elected. At a meeting of the Executive 

Committee some awards were made which are worthy of note 

rearing, Ac. E. P. Howland. timothy hay wc are able to raise out here. In sowing 

Brittle Creek. Mich., 1861. the seed very thick, — one bushel to the acre, —I do 

-- not find any loss iu the produce. Though it does not 

A CHEAP WELL OF PURE WATER. grow so long, nor so strong in the straw, yet it will 
produce tlie same quantity of hay, and of a superior 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker: — It may interest some quality. Tho richer the land the more seed it will 

of the numerous readers of your paper to know the bear to the acre. 
result of my experiment to obtain a cheap well of Tn order to keep lnysell supplied with seed of .1 

pure water. I have such an aversiou to drinking good quality, I sow as much land as is required, very 

from wells to which cats, rats, bugs and snakes find thin,—suy one peck to the acre, by which means 

access by tumbling from the top, and in which sur- 1 uot only get a superior article, but also a greater 

face water, drippings of the platform, and filthy produce of seed per acre, the straw being very eoarse, 

gases, unite with the pure streams bubbling up from but it serves as fodder tor oxen, and they will eat it 

the bottom, that I determined to leave no passage for better if cut up for them. I have now in m\ loom, 

external visitors except through tbe valves of the hemA of millet seed nine inches long, and thick in 

pump. My well is like ordinary wells, only it is proportion. They were not picked heads, but taken 

arched over with stone at the bight of five feet from from a small patch sown by accident on new breaking, 

the bottom. The pump, which is iron, passes down There is another purpose for which 1 have found 

through the top of this arch, and tlie well is filled to the millet of great use. We have, for tlie last three 

the surface with the earth which was thrown out in years, been greatly troubled with the chinch bug, and 

digging. My well is twenty-two feet deep, and cost, in order to prevent their ravages among the corn, I 

with the pump, thirty dollars. Stoned to the surface, have sown a strip about one rod wide between the 

it would have cost fifty dollars: but the great advnn- corn and other grain, and when they ' tlie hugs,) are 

tage consists in having pur© water at all seasons of driven out from the wheat or oats, tuuy remain in tlie 

the year. Tlie valves are four feet from the surface, millet until they eat their way to the corn, but few of 

and a lead pipe conducts the water from tho leak them passing through. You can see the progress they 

back into tbe well. I think, however, it would be make from day to day by the millet changing color, 

nut- a lump of burgundy pitch, a* large as ft fern's egg; three aud imitatiou by other Societies. For example, a p.u-uer 01 

cents worth lampblack. This should be melted over a slow th(1 Ya,„, of was voted to a lady of Wilkeabarre, “ an a 

tire, and when to be applied, should be about milk warm and tesUraouial of appreciation of her efforts and liberality in the 

applied with a clean sponge. I have tried it. and think there decoration of Floral Hall.’’ A goblet valued at *25 was also 

k nothine better.-A Subscriber, Verona. IV r , 1861 awarded ta Gen. E. W Stcudevant, as an appreciation of 
U ® 1 . .»♦ . . _ t. : I.: nt AW rt writ mr   

tion of his experience iu keeping sheep the previous 

season, without the comfortable shelter which his 

flock now enjoys: 
In the fall of 1858,' I started into the winter with 

about eigbty fine sheep without any shelter. But 0 '■ 
how 1 came out! Against spring opened up, 1 had nut. and enough lampblack to make it a dark color. Meitaii 

rtxtv-six. But that was not all. I bad gone to the together till they are well incorporated, and put away to use 

expense and trouble of getting two very nice bucks; as you may want it. It is first-rate to koopatl kinds of steel 

and from about fifty ewes I raised about half as many .T Wre^AZ'mZd, Handy Co.. III. 

lambs, by raising four or live by hand. \\ as this all. ^_ 

No! When I sheared them, I put what wool 1 had g(,lKON THE Eyk.u1,s 0f Cattle.-In the Rural Nkw- 

got off my dead slu-ep iu among my other wool, and y0KKER (lf iJan 6tbi Mr. Chapman wishes to know what is 

then my sixty-six fleeces did not average three pounds. tbe nmtter w ith his cattle, and the remedy As to the cause, 

_— I am not certain, but of tho remedy, quite. My experience 

Best Depth for Milk l’ans. in this is that it most always begins about the eye. and quite 

* «.ss« 
what is the best depth tor milk pans, all things t , ^ spirits of turpentine to the parts affected, for a few times 

sidered — material, durability, &c., and adds. dailv !u)d tUe c&use will be removed, and new hair present 

“ It was formerly asserted that two inches in depth jt.ldp_^ E yiJLLs, Amber, VV. r 1861. 

is uh much as oughi to be put into a pan of any size 

at one time, when cream or butter is the object: but yERMOvr jjt:TTKK AND Cmkksk.— It isin print that Franklin 

lately it is thought by some that evaporation and couutv Vtv ig e,.c.al in the butter and cheese line. Dairy 

mnlied with a clean sponge. I have tried it. and think there decor!ltion ol' Floral Hall. '' A gobtet valued at *25 was also 

s nothing better.-A Subscriber, Verona. VV r , 3861 I awar(]*d 1p Gen. E. W. Stcudevant, as an appreciation of 

Avo-mv-KR MODE -Dne of the Rural'S Illinois correspon- his services before and during tbe exhibition at Wyoming — 

, tlZTZ ; recipe fen a Wa e -Proof Blacking, for uZ, and a certificate of life-memborebip voted to Gen. dXS. Irvine, 

*» I re. 1° 5«re, - I of Conin'Co, tor Us public spirit iuto liberality «>! lie Society. 

have used it for years, and my father used it before me:—One- Wisconsin Ag'l and Mech’l Association.—At the annual 

half pint linseed oil: M pint noatsfpot oil; % lb. mutton tallow; meeting of this Association, held in Milwaukee, Jan. 22, the 

y U, beeswax: a piece or rosin about the size of' a hickory fon0,ving officers were elected: Frrsidcnt T. C. Doorman. 

nut and enough lampblack to make it a dark color. Melt all yice j>reUilenU—Alexander Mitchell, H. Crocker, J V. Rob- 

together till thev are well incorporated, and put away to use binS) jj Ferguson, IL Darker. Moses Whitesides, W D. Mein 

as vou may want it. It is first-rate to koop all kinds of steel doe Secretary—f. A. Laphnm. 7VrufurfT-Hurrison l.mling- 

ulows and other taolu from rusting, as well as boots from tou ExeCulive Committee T. C. Dousman, 8. S. Dagget, 

soaking water._8. S. Williams, Morris, Grundy Co., Ill- Himon Ruble, W. H. Itobkirk, J. L. Burnham, 8. R Bavis. 
___ -pbo gentinel says it was decided to hold the next Fair in 

80 IK on the Eyk-lids of Cattle.—In the Rural New- Milwaukee, commencing Sept. 10, and to offer premiums 

Yorker of Jan. Sth, Mr. Chafman wishes to know wfeit is aulouutiui: to $7,000. The Executive Committee were 

the matter with his tattle, and the remedy As to the cause, authorized to hold a Spring Fair, for the sale oi stock, 1 

I am not certain, but of the remedy, quite. My experience deemed expedient. |This Association is, we believe^ join 

in this is that it most always begins about the eye, and quite gtock one. on the plau of the Si Lomsund proposed Western 

often extending to other parts of the body in the form of a Nl.w York Association.] 

scale, or scurvy. Remedy.—Apply equal parts of hog's lard NATIONAL ASSOCIATION (Kalamazoo. Mich.)—At the annual 

and spirits of turpentine to the parts affected, for a few times meeting of the stockholders of tbe “ National Association 

daily, and the cause will be removed, and new hair present ^ ImproVing the Breed of Horses," ?5,000 wax voted to lie 

itself.—B. E. Mills, Amber, N. 11,1861. offered in premiums at the Fourth Annual lab- lor 18ul. 

__ - The precise time is not yet determined, but the list of pre 

VERMONT Butter \nd CnEESK.-It isin print that Franklin miums will soon be made out and forwarded to all applicants. 

couutv Vt I great U the butter and cheese line. Dairy The following officers were chosen: Frenffen/.-Hon. Chas. 
couutv, vt, is , , • lstu, ... . ,.T Setrelaru—Geo. F. Kidder. Treasurer—«■ “ 

U.H-h JUW liv. v.F -- -- " _ - , I ..1 • | | - 

better to conduetthe water from the leak into a blind and appearing as if blighted and deau. By the time milk gi 
proportion 

atX-W . 



Mr. Loomis remarked tliat lie mui never .* 
healthy tree attacked by a borer. He believed a tree 

like the human body in this respect. As long as 
healthy and sound, the insects would not 

thought discrimination should be used in 
k that all trees should be trained accord- 

the natural growth of their branches. The 
the Benonilow, 

which they spread in 
He did not believe it the 

of the borer to deposit eggs in healthy, living 
trees should be set 

TO M A K V, A WINDOW SHADE was 
it remains 

injure it. 

Mr. Catt 
training trees 
ing to t— ... 
Bellflower should be trained high 
according to the iuanuer in w 

attaining their growth 

nature 
bark. In planting, said he, 
toward the southwest. 

Mr. Millikin said it was tl 
that induced thorn to seek tall trees, 
and planted ISO trees of tall form. They grew for a 
while, but soon all were attacked by borers. 

Mr Stains dissented from the opinion that healthy I 

trees'are not attacked by borers. He believed the| 
can=e of injury was the want of proper shading. He| 

I held that trees must be branched near the ground. 
Mr. Loomis inquired if the borer ever attacked 

the north side of a tree, to which several gentlemen 
answered in the negative. Then he assumed that 
injury was first done by scorching; after the tree was 

scorched, it was attacked by borers. 
Mr. Stoma believed that the instinct of the >oier 

taught it, that u hot aun was necessary to the hatching 

<A m* Tey said that all the remarks made tended 

i t0 confirm his position, that shading the trees was 
i necessary to prevent the attack of borers, The same 

thing might be observed in regard to fruit trees, 
1 In recent clearings he found that young trees leti 
- exposed to the sun had been attacked by the borers. 

Kps. R\ kai. New-Yorker:—Place a piece of good 
bleached cotton, the required si/.e, on a stretching 
frame, and give it a coat of raw linseed oil, that it 
may be thoroughly saturated. l>et it dry, then paint 
the scene on the opposite side Ivom that on which 
the. raw linseed was applied. For a mezzotint, use 
nothing but fine drop blin k, boiled oil, and turpen¬ 
tine; first dampen the surface of the cloth with raw 
oil, slightly. The lights arc made by scraping off the 
rolor with a knife or spatula. Where deep shade is 
required, use the pigment that you have made thick¬ 
est, and where lighter ones are used, as in distance, 
use thinner pigment. The knowledge which artists 
require in painting, will enable them to judge of the 
proper consistence. Tin*, high lights and semi-lights 
are made by scraping. The foliage of some trees, for 
instance, may be made by moving the hand in a ch¬ 

iding the spatula between the thumb 
.6 blade, and touching the cloth at 
1, The form of foliage must sug- 
of scraping. A trunk of a tree in 
pay be made with one stroke of the 
hick pigment, and if the light is 
to from the left hand, scrap off about 
io left third part of the trunk, hold- 
rather fiat, so that the shade on the 
lend too abruptly. There is much to 
t and taste of the painter that cannot 

OHIO STATE POMObUUiCAo 

The Ohio Bornological Society is one of the most 

efficient in the country. It was organized in 1 «. 
and the regular meetings are now held biennially, 
alternating with the meetings of the American 
Pomologies) Society; but special meetingsi may be 
held at anv time, on the call of the President and 
Secretory, and the Committee ad Interim are expected 
to meet at least once iu each year, in addition to the 

regular meetings of the Society. 
The last meeting was held at Cincinnati on the 

15th and Ifith nit., and we give a synopsis ot the 

discussions. 
apples. 

Indiana Favorite- Described by Dr. Warder, as 
red, striped, good size, and resembling the Red V an 
dervere or Newtown Spitzenburgb; not so fine in 
flavor, but a better keeper; supposed to he a seed¬ 
ling of the Vandervere Pippin- At this point, a long 
discussion sprung up on the size indicated by the 

terms “medium” and “good size.” 
Buchanan Pippin- A seedling raised by Mr. Bu¬ 

chanan; medium size, red, a long keeper, and best 

-Much depends upon the state of growth of the poronl 1 
plants; if they are growing very luxuvianllv previous to set¬ 
ting their seed*, the Seed bugs will prove strong growers but 
if, on the contrary, the plants are weak, and when setting, 
and while maturing seed, are stimulated into a strong and 
vigorous growth, the fruit will he larger, and the tendency 

to produce double flowers very much increased 
is u fact well known to the German florists, who are 

proverbial for producing double balsams, Asters, and Btnok- 
gilly flowers. It also explains the reason why the Oahha 
and Hollyhock flowers remained so long single, although the 
plants were as strung growers then us now, uud Why their 
seedlings are so certain to degenerate, no matter how strong 
the plants are, unless every moans are taken to stimulate 
them while setting and maturing seed. It may also explain 
why Tulips and Pansies are so generally produced single at 
this day, as any stimulus given to them, while in flower, 
causes the colors to run and intermix, thus spoiling tbmr 
beauty in the eyes of critics, for auy tendency to double flowers 
hi these plants is accompanied by defective coloring. 

“ The best raiser of the Stock gilly that I ever knew, used 
to grow his plants in very small pots and poor soil, until the 
blossom buds began to form; he then planted them out in a 
bed of rich mil, and supplied them liberally with manure 
water, until the seeds were ripe, and from seeds so produced, 
be had always a large proportion or plants that, had double 
flowers, and thu plants of a fine dwarf habit, which would 
not, be the case when the stimulus was applied during all the 

period of growth,” 

Tun "Wratukr, Ftum-s, &c„ in London—a friend, now 
on a visit, to England, writes us on the 1st ult :-‘,l have 
been into several fruit rooms here, and I assure you the fruit 

When at Philadelphia last autumn, wo wore 
sented with specimens of the Bartrara pear, t is <’ 
medium size, pale yellow, obovate. juicy, welting, ot 
flue texture, and of the “best” quality. It was 
brought before the American Bornological Society at 

itB last seaaiua in Philadelphia* hy H. K. Sion. l* 
Mitchell indorsed its good qualities, and stated that 
it was well known to Dr. Brinckle, who had token 
pains to obtain its history from the Bartkau lamily. 
Mr. M. said it was so much superior to the old Bar- 
tram pear, tliat that variety should be discarded and 
stricken from the lists and this insertedjm its place. 

is very poor, hardly tit to no consume .... 
visited the Sroithfield Cattle Show, and it was a very fine 
affair, the cattle being superb. The Sydenham Crystal Palace 
is a triumph of which tho nation may well he proud. I also 
visited the Thames Tunnel, and all other remarkable places 
in and around London. Every florist Is trying to get seeds 
of the double Zinnias, and I bought a package containing a 
very few seeds for sixty cents We are getting very season* 
ble weather bora at present, the ground being covered with 
i crystal and white.’ t miss the sleighing, stoves, and such 

I like comforts, very much.”_ 

Mui.tcm in I’akvo.—One of our subscribers, Mr. George 
Hayward, or Brooklyn, lias been reading and doing to some 
purpose. He writes us as follows:-” 1 have raised this year, 
upon nine feet square, in my lot at tho back of the house, as 
follows- three and a quarter pecks or onions gathered tor 

njiny green with lettuce; omi 
;ood «• abbage lettuce; twelve 
nd crop of greens from tho 
icumbere; a good supply of 
and fall; hall' a bushel of 

shows what can be done.— 

BUCKWHEAT CAKES 
THE BOTANY OF JAPAN 

e obtained access to ft j 
Umpire, we shall Boon 
Is Flora; and in ft few I 
a will be decorated with 

uige land. Mr. John (1. 
ted English nurseryman, 
in Japan, and will soon 
of its Flora. Mr. V. 

Ith of July, and imnmdi- 
rchos. From his letters, 
Hardeners' Chronicle, we 

not in summer also? We noeu in winter uu> iuuu 
which contains most carbon; that is, the heat pro¬ 
ducing principle, something: which will keep up the 
internal fires to compensate for the external cold. 
Meats, everything containing fat, arc largely made of 
carbon, hence we instinctively eat heartily of inputs 
in winter, but have small appetite for them in sum- 

while other forms of bread materials, meal and 
Hour, are desired all the yenr. It is because buck¬ 
wheat cakes arc superior to bread as to fatty matter, 
while the syrup and butter used with them arc 
almost entirely of carbon. Ho that there is nothing 
mnri* suitable for a winter breakfast than buckwheat 

York, whore almost 

mer, 
ately comme 
published in 
make the following extracts: 

“1 have already picked up in an old Japanese gar¬ 
den one or two nice plants, which I think will prove 
to be good tilings; from what I have seen as yet 
think there are many good evergreens here, but no 
Conifers of note. Cryptomerift japouica is common, 
hut all the rarer species are further north, and indeed 
I would rather find them there than here, as 1 tear 
they would not he hardy. I propose going on to 
Jed do as soon as an opportunity offers, and then 

to Hakodttdi. As the winter sets in 
' • in the north, I shall be able, after 

Hakodttdi, to return, to Jeddo, getting 
Ae„ and then, coming back to 

i, take all mv collection to Hong Kong. 
inVvdgoV alrstl be able to get ft good 
’ '»P fa*/ glass cases. Ami 1 hope to 
seeds of new hardy lerns in my next 

not yet quite fit. 
' I some time in rambling over 

ighborhood, and looking into all 
;ain acoesB to in the town. J lie 

excessively civil, and in no one instance 

plants of easy culture for a glass case, we would name m- 
gonia vex. TtftdOBWintia discolor, Tmdesrantia wbrlno, Saxi- 
fruga sarmentOBU, Hydrangea vanogatu. any one of the vat ic 
gated rubidiums, 2 Ferns (l Adiautum, 1 Eteris or Bleehmnn), 
Lycopodium, say L. deuticulatum, co-si urn, or nrboreum; Va 
negated Periwinkle. This list will afford a great variety ol 
form of foliage, color, and habit, bearing confinement toler¬ 
ably well, and aro plants that can he readily procured of 
almost any florist. - Gardener's Monthly. 

ltKCOKO OP TUIC PllOORESSIVK GARDENERS’ bOCIKTY. Wo 
are indebted to the Secretary, It. B. HOOvr, for a copy of the 
proceeding* of tho Progressive Gardeners’ Society of Phila¬ 
delphia, being the find, annual report, for 1800; It is a 
pamphlet of 130 pages, and gives a pretty fall report of the 

I discussions nt the various meetings, as well us twelve essays 

probably 
early in November 

Collecting at I- 
seeds of (’onifei'ic, 
Nagasftk 
From wl 
many plants suitab 
send you some 
letter; but they are 

1 have been occupied 

the hills in this neiL 
the gardens I can gain 

people are ... 
with the least hindrance; on the contrary, 

any plant I take a fancy to, and 

he relied on as being ripe at the same time. It is 
necessary to study the character of each individual 
variety, in order to understand them sufficiently well. 

Mr. Riley spoke concerning one pear —the Vicar 
of Winkfteld. He formerly thought it a very poor 
fruit, hut in keeping a quantity in his cellar some six 
or eight weeks, lie found them of very good flavor, 
nearly equal to the Bartlett. He put them in a dry 
cellar, taking care to exclude the light and air. He 
did not believe it was the atmosphere that shriveled 

the fruit, hut the light. 

SMALL FRUITS. 

Strawberries. — Mr. Win, Stems spoke of the vane 
ties. Wilson’s Albany was not such as he wouh 
plant for his own use. Us flavor was not to the taste 
and the fruit stalks were too short. Still its greit 
productiveness makes it profitable. The Iowa, or 
Washington, was the most reliable and profitable as 
as an early variety. Needs wide planting and good 
culture. But if he were going to plant largely for 
market, he would choose the Wilson’s Albany. After 
planting, must be cultivated so as to keep them per¬ 

fectly free from weeds. 
Lawton Blackberry.— Mr. Knox has ten acres of 

these plants. They produce enormously. The ber¬ 
ries are line when ripe, but the character ol this 
fruit has been injured by picking before ripe. They 
arc luscious, and popular in this market. He had 
crops for four or five seasons, and never failed, save 
from tlm June frosts of 1859. He plants in rows live 
by ten feet apart. He pinches off the tops, and uses 

m, stakes. They never winter-kill. 

have I met 
every one gives me 
Beemed pleased to do it* 

I have been as far inland towards tho center of the 
Island as foreigners can get, but have still a good 
many hills and valleys to visit. The vegetation on 
the hills and mountains, the higbeHt of which access¬ 
ible to foreigners is 2000 feet, is very varied; but at 
this season of the year there is scarcely anything in 
(lower. I often walk all day and scarcely get more 
more than ten specimens. There are many shrubs 
seeding, hut none of these are ripe, and I am com¬ 
pelled to leave them until my return from the north. 
Amongst shrubs, Aralla Steboldl is very common, 
several species of Viburnum, Came lias, and numerous 
other evergreens. In tho gardens horn 1 have picked 
up several nice things, of each of which before I 
leave for the north 1 will send home a specimen. 

The only Japanese nursery near here is about 15 
miles distant, and in a part of the country where 
foreigners cannot go. I have, however, sent a man 
there to bring me what ho can find. All tho plants 1 
have hitherto obtained aro potted and put away in 
my garden here at the temple. 1 have between fort) 
and fifty plants, and almost fancy myself at Chclset 

while 1 am watering them, Ac. 
I have been collecting specimens of Japan timbe 

trees growing in this neighborhood. I have obtain®! 
:$3 named kinds, and hope to get a similar collectioi 
at Jeddo and Hakodadi. I think these will hover, 
interesting, as being the first collection ol the kin 

made in Japan. 
I can give you no description ot the beauty ot tu 

scenery about here; we are entirely surrounded I* 
hills and mountains, so much *o that ou entering tb 
harbor you cannot see anything of the town until yo 
are close upon it. and then it hursts upon you all i 
once. The entrance to Nagasaki harbor is coi 

TOMATO CATSUP-ICE CREAM, &c, 

Eos. Ritual New-Yorker:-Noticing a request 
from a subscriber for a recipe for tomato catsup, I 
take the liberty of sending one which we have tested, 
and found not. wanting. A Iso a few others, which aie 

good. 
Strain your tomatoes and me.i- 

them, boil 4 hours over a slow fire, i o one 
add 3 tablcspoonfuls of salt, J of 

‘2 of cloves, 1 of mustard. Boil 
Cool and bottle 

inquiries anil Answers Tomato Catsup 

sure 
gallon tomatoes 
pepper, 2 of spice, 
two hours. Add l quart vinegar 

tight. 

Ick Cream.—1Take of new milk 
quarts; 2 pounds sugar, and 12 eggs. Dissolve the 

| sugar in tlio milk, beat the eggs to a froth, and add 
to the whole. Strain, and tiring to a scald, but be 
careful not to bum. When cool, flavor with extract 
of vanilla or oil lemon. Pack the tin freezer in a 
tub, with broken ice and salt, whirl the freezer, and 
occasionally Bcrape down from tho side what gath¬ 
ers ou. Tho proportions are one quart of salt to 

every pail of ice. 
Pi-KK Cake.—Three cups flour; 2 cups white sugar; 

1 cup butter; 1 of sweetmilk; 3 eggs; 2 teaspoorriuls 
cream tartar, (in the Hour,) ouc of soda, (in the milk,) 

stir all together at once. Nellie. 

Le Roy, N. Y., 180L 

Long Keeping Apples. —I have some apple* which are 
two years old said to in- the English IM. I exhibited 
thom at tho Connecticut Stab- Fair in 1*™, llt ,t"’ w ,l0'1 
I rid"e Town Fair in 1800, and they an- now at the present 
bmirL sound as When picked from tlm tm- wilk* prospect 
of lumping one year longer. Will you describe the Kngll^h 
Russet, through your valuable paper and much '"' s”' 
( uAitLEH \. Debouch, Wtmdbndge. Conn , Inn. W/i l .J 

The English Russet is a valuable, long keeping apple, but. 

its origin, wo think, i* unknown. It is not, certain that it is 
an English apple. Mr. Downing thus describes it “The 
English Russet is a valuable, long keeping variety, exten 
Sively cultivated, and well known by this name on the Hud 
son, hut which wo have not been aide to Identify with any 

TO DESTROY APPLE TREE WORMS 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker: — Noticing an inquiry 
in a late number of your paper for making “break¬ 
fast rolls,” f will give a recipe which I think most 
excellent. Take two tablespoowfols of hop yeast, 
one pint, of sweet milk, one table-spoonful of sugar. 
Sponge over night, and in the morning add a little 
soda. Make into small rolls, then let it stand a little 
time to rise before baking. — M. J. C!., I’eiifeld, ft. 

Y„ 1861. 
lx answer to Louise L., of Macedon, N. Y., I will 

give a recipe for making the best breakfast rolls, 
according to our notion. Take unbolted, or Graham 
flour, and boiling water, with a little salt. Mix quite 
stiff, stirring with a spoon until cool enough to work 
with the hands, then with the hands roll into rolls 
three-fourths or one inch in diameter, and bake iu i 

quick oven. — M. G. M., Girard Mich., 1861. 

Trees made by grafting on stickers instead of plants raised 
from seed, aro apt to cause trouble, as described by our cor 
respondent,. When a tree U stunted by neglect, the sap vos 
sets in tho trunk become contracted and do not afford an 
opportunity for the. flow of the sap. Tho consequence is that 
dormant buds near the root are pushed Into activity, and a 
mass of sprouts is the consequence. Remove the suckers 
and give the trunk a good scraping, prune from the top some 
of the old wood, and in a short time the evil will be rente 
died. Keep the ground mellow, so that as soon as a sprout 
appears you can remove it entirely, and not break it off, a* 
this only increases tho evil. We have a Shekel pear tree that, 
when we took possession of the place, ha-1 scores Of suckers 
all around the trunk. By pursuing this course for a couple 

of years It lias been entirely cured. 

^orticultural $ote$ out of reach. I take a pair of shears, made for the | 
purpose, with handles about seven or eight feet long, 
or longer. Make a coarse edge on your shears by 
tiling, and have them made strong, and then in a 
sunshiuy day you can go around the tree and can see 
the nests and clip them off at your pleasure. If cut 
off now and left to remain until spring on the ground 
or till time to hatch, there will be nothing left of 
them. 1 cut them from our cherry trees, and the 
next summer not one were seen. From one Cherry 
tree 1 cut twenty-one nests, and if they had been left 
that summer they would have ruined the tree. Now 
is the time, in January and February, to kill the 
worms. They are very plenty on all the trees I have 
noticed this winter, and next season will damage the 
orchards much, il not got oil. If left on until 
hatched out, it is four times the work to get them off. 

The Winter Rose Rauihii. —The editor or the Kt kai. 

Xkw Yorker, in copying our article on this Radish, remarks 
thut our engraving is not a good one, as hu has grown it; and 
hi this he is no doubt right, for we have seen it very much 
as lie figures it, grown from seeds purchased at the stores, 
aud we think it has degenerated. Some of our frontispieces 
have been open to criticism, but this is uott>-uo of our portrait 
of the Row Radish; we assure our Hr kai, friend that this is 
a very accurate and fair representation or the RnuLb as we 

t-rew it from the origiual «-ed, except tliat iu the coloix-t 
edition the color should bo brighter. The Kt rai. agrees with 

us in regard to its excellence —Horticulturist. 

So well do we agree with our friend of the Horticulturist, 
as to the value of this radish, that it Is the only winter 
variety we would cultivate. Hut wo think we obtained the 
first seed that ever came to this country, having obtained It 
in 1850, from Vilmokin & Co., of Paris, and we have obtained 
our seed from the same source ever since. Our drawing 
represents the radish as we grew it, and we observe that it 
agrees orecisely with the colored representation published by 

[SPECIAL NOTICE.] 

Excellent.—“Compose yourself, my angel,” sail 
c. it, was nobody’s fault; tho cook could not have 
made good bread witli tliat inferior Salerutmc I 
you that after this day we will use B* La.nii’s Ha 
our house; for Mrs. J. tells m<- that she always u». 
never has any such lu--k us this with it—lot tb; 
contrary, she makes with it the mod enchant In 
cakes, biscuit, bread, pie-crust, &e„ and tliat it alw 
like a charm,” The grocers sell it. It is maunfie 
l). B. De Land .t Co., Fairport, Monroe Co., N. A • 
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THE FIRST LOVE. 

uy jank k. higby. 

How fast the sands of time have run 

Hi life’s deceitful ^lass; 

How much the changing years have done 

For Wii.mk and his lav. 

It seemeth only yesterday 

Our youthful hearts were met 

In Love's embrace, that is to-day 

Nothing hut fond regret. 

And hopes, and fears, and sorrow's tears, 

With dull, corroding care, 

Have follow’d all the fleeting yean 

That left them treasure there. 

The wreath (hat fancy lov’d to twine 

Upon my brow, is set, 

And other cherish'd loves are mine, 

Hut that one dri anieth yet 

In visions of the stilly night 

I meet that form again. 

And earth hath not a joy more bright 

Than is my blessing then. 

But day-dreams lure my spirit hack 

The old familial way, 

To find hU footsteps in the track, 

And hitter tears will stray. 

A widely sever'd path it is 

1 hat we are treading yetj 

And, though 1 never would be his, 

I cannot quite forget. 

Piffard, N. Y., 1861. 

»- 
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LITTLENESS. 

It Is one of my idiosyncrasies to have a particular 

Am y for objects that are diminutive; delicacy of 

proportion being, iu my eye, almost a accessary 

attribute of beauty. Scenes and objects which arc 

extensive or colossal, may be described as sublime 

magnificent, and majestic; but, to sue), things as 

bave a Itihpntmn charm about them, the words beau- 

triul and lovely are most apropos. Wo admire the 

iris-tinted humming-bird, no more on account of the 

beauty of its plumage, than for its bewitching tluni- 

ness,—and so with nil things of similar delicacy. 

But, leaving this rather metaphysical side of my 

Bubject to wiser heads, 1 will proceed to enumerate a 

few of my favorites iu the charmed circle of little 

things premising, however, right here, that every 

general rule has exceptions, and that, in consequence 

ieie are some little creations in nature and art for 

which I have little affinity. And first among mv 

ikes, I like Unit ladies, partly, perhaps, because 'l 

JOlong to that class myself, and, very strangely, think 

a good deal of myself. Be that as it may however, 

,, f ™nf.r,ued my opinion, by recalling the 
ang.mge which devoted husbands use in speaking of 

the.r better halves. They always speak of them as 1 

I. Lincoln did Of his not long since, as "the tittle 1 

woman down the street,'* or " the dear little bird at f 

home, though, for all we know, their wives and his 1 
arc live ieet nine at the minimum. a 

I have also a decided penchant for little hands as !i 

part and parcel of the aforesaid little ladies-not 11 

quite so small but as soft and white as snow-flakes. a 

! J hundM' 1 mt'an' tw look Ut, for I believe large fl 

meso^dTi rf“'- At ,WM* !»****« tells w 
^ nut'll f! T a K00d <1,;ul more sense 
about it than my fancies have. Yes, now I think of 

i , am certain I have been acquainted with some 

dear pams 0f hands that have grown large and brown 

in toiling for a husband’s comfort, or a child’s happi¬ 

ness. To be sure, they are not so pretty to look at, w 

but ! respect them infinitely more than 1 do those U 

wh.te and jewelled little hands of the young lady la 

who reads romances in the parlor, while her mother “ 
is making pies in the kitchen- it 

Next in my list come little feet, if I may be par. Gi 
doned for introducing such a word to the fastidious ou 

ears of a refined public. Really, i shouldn’t have an, 

ventured it, if 1 had not thought of those pretty lines cm 
of the poet: 

| when 1 was a wee child; but many an other thing 

» that looked like living ever so much longer, is gone” 

- Tfie butter-cups remind me of my tiny sister Annie. 

She used to gather these golden flowers, and in her 

infantile glee, tear the shining bits apart and scatter 

them to the winds. They were such frail things, I 

thought, But they come now just as they did then, 

while Annie, the darling, is forever gone. In the 

mornings of every year, for more than a -core, these 

frail blossoms have opened their eyes above her nar¬ 

row grave, but her soft eyes open not. 1 gather a 

cluster of these yellow blooms every summer and 

when they fade, 1 think of Annie. Perhaps 'i atu 

wandering from my text in speaking of her. but 

Annie whs a little thing, -onlyfour when she died,— 

ami writing of little things makes me remember her 

Wow they grow in heaven 1 know not, but to me’ 

sweet Annie comes in dreams, as a little angel, with 

j little bird-like wings, and a crown deftly wrought 

but tiny as ust.tr. J cannot think her large. 

But in accordance with my premises, 1 want to I 

tell you of a thing or two of little size which I do 
not like, a nd never will. | 

One is a little clumpy man. Certainly no one is 1 

amenable for his size; but I do believe I should he nn j 
reconciled to my lot If I were a man, and little at that 

1 know some little men are talented, - some regular 

LiUiputs 1 have seen who were wondrously eloquent- 

but even in their highest flights of graceful oratory I 

have always caught myself thinking, if not saying. 

"Ah me, whut a pity Nature didn’t clap an inch or 

two more on the top of your heads.’’ No, I’m cer¬ 

tain nothing would persuade me to marry a little man. 

Next in ray catalogue come little canes, little 

dandy caues, such as those elegant gentlemen carry 

to keep company for a conspicuous watch-chain and 

ornamented opera-glass. They think, these exquis¬ 

ites, that the ladies admire them for these embellish¬ 

ments; but they don’t,—at least, common sense ones 

like me, don’t. A good, honest enno, large enough to 

tr “Ki u,‘ in,irra ,,ld gentleman down the street, shows 
lf that it is made for some good purpose; but these 

y l,ilult-v> Polled, delicate little canes, are made for 

fl noth,,1g. M 1 can see, but to aid a young mau in 
, making a fool of himself. 

* 0nt‘ or two th'"K« more, Mr. Type-Setter, and I’ll 
. spare you. Don’t you hate these little box stoves 

, that you come across now and then ? If you don’t, I 

» d0, An,] thifl is w|iy 1 "nee spent a cold winter with 
. a very economical family, who provided me with a 

little stove, not much bigger than a mouse-trap, and 

under Madam Economy’s supervision, it proved a 

very saving piece of furniture. For, us little sticks 

of wood are a necessary concomitant of similar sized 

stoves, and as mine host next to never remembered 

to have any sticks cut short, the beat from my little 

stove was out short at once, because the wood was 

not. I effected a change in IOy lodgings as soon as 

practicable, and now before I engage a boarding 

place, I always look to sec if there is a little stove on 
the premises. 

Last of all, and worst of all, I dislike little souls. 

Many people are so greedy for gain, in such haste to 

be rich, that they forget that souls, like other things 

made to grow, want nourishment, and so, instead of 

acting the benevolent part toward them, they shut 

them up in some pinched up corner of their bodies 

and neglect and starve them, till they become as dry 

and almost as invisibly little as the kernel of a worth¬ 

less ehineapin. But these maltreated souls are not 

always going to stay so. Some day they will emerge 

rom their obscurity, and becoming each a Nemesis, 

W'U *?mkble ' Wigeance < n their despotic masters. 
Fayetteville, N. Y., iSlIl. AMP 
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THE LAST OF A NOBLE RACE. 

BY J. W. BARKER, 

[Ralph Farnham, the last of that noble band of patriots 

»lio fought on Honker Hill, died at Acton, Maine, a few 
veeks since.] 

Dropping as the golden stars 

In the deep ethereal blue. 

Fading slowly, one by one, 

k rom the all-admiring view; 

Or, as from the western mountain 

Fades the latent golden ray, 

Tinging now the crystal fountain 

In the sunset hills awav,— 

Thus the noble heroes vanish 

From our nation's galaxy. 

Passing through the “shadowy valley” 
To a nobler victory. 

O’er the smiling hills of June, 

Nature spread her softest green. 

Beauty 'mid the roses by 

All the smiling hills between; 

Down the merry streamlet singing 

Toward the deeply blushing sea, 

While a thousand homes were ringing 

Witli the peals of ” liberty." 

Gallant sires and gallant brothers, 

Leave the plowshare on the sod, 

Boldly hurry to the conflict, 

Trusting in the freeman's Goo. 

I*rom the fields of* Lexington, i 

And front Concord’s bloody frar, t 

IV here the inouotain eagle soared 

Over freedom's natal day; 

IrP Hie hill at early morning c 

feee those noble patriots swell, ^ 

In their souls a fir# is burning 8 

Which the despot cannot quell. n 

See them press the friend and brother, o 

While deep thunder rends the sky, k 

Pledged to God and one another, j, 

There to conquer or to dio 

e’ 
Leaden death is sweeping round, Cl 

Strong in truth they heed it not, m 

In the light of happy homes, sf 

Toil and danger are forgot; . 

Hands may fail, but spirit never, 18 

Freedom is a child of light. 

Livelh on, and lives forever,_ I 

Lives amid the darkest night. Bf 

Warren fell, but freedom triumphed, ha 

Charlestown suffered sword and flame, thi 
Yet above the fearful earnsg* ’ ce 

Freedom wrote her angel name. trc 

But those heroes have departed, cal 

Ripe in years and noble-hearted; " 1; 

As eternal scenes were dawning, j8f. 

Blest they that eventful morning, q1], 

When they dared the haughty foe, nrfi 

Laughed to scorn the threatened woe; 

And above the hills of promise m0 

Saw the golden day-star rise,— 80b 

Saw the mellow light of freedom aro 

Fringing all the distant skies. fish 

They are gone, but, living yet to a 

On the fair historic page, °I'H 

They may guide our rebel feet, * 

Guide our haute and light our age. like 

If the spirits of those heroes witl 

O’er earth* scones are e’er intent,— otht 

If from out their bright entrenchments, pict 
Earthward, sontinols are sent,_ | . 
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SHE JUST LOVED HIM. 

,H'r beneath her petticoat, 
""ce stole in and out, 

As if they feared the light » 

If such an ethereal thing as poetry can harbor the 

word, surely my common-place prose can. But 1 do 

rather wonder at the use of that word " petticoat " 

m a poem. I wonder if it wouldn’t have suited both 

°L the hur,lun aud Poetic, just as well, if 
some French word, that, meant the same thing, but 

t idn t sound so vulgar, had been introduced. How¬ 

ever m no poet, 80 I won’t, play critic on a poet’s 
fine fancies. 

ti 1 !i?S,IHlle !<ifl °r S#tin sliPPer- just the size of 
the little foot, that is, on three-ply carpets or velvet 
apestry; but I do not respect tho good sense of the 

owners of such appendages, when they refuse to put j 

on a thick leather shoe, or rubber boot, on a walking 

excursion, for fear people will think their feet are 
large. 

I admire little children.-not little gentlemen and 

l-uhes, whom their mammas set up in the parlor, as 

stiff and prime as so many wax dolls, or take into 

the streets to be admirod,-but bonajide children, who 

have been "brought up” in the country, and own 

sparkling eyes and rosy cheeks. Those that I like 

wear calico dresses, and homo-spun aprons, that are 

not too nice to admit of a frolic in the grass, among 

dandelions and daises, or an egg-hunt in the barn or 

a game of hide and seek on the hay-mow. Some of 

the dearest, sweetest little boys I have over known 

go barefooted in summer, wear coarse cheeked pina¬ 

fores and very often a brimless straw hut. I don’t 

call those pale, dyspeptic, starched and ruffled little 

creatures that one meets in the city streets, chil<lre„. , 

icy are early in life thoroughly initiated into tho love i 

of finery and display, and too often grow up to be silly t 

dandies and heartless coquettes, which varieties of , 

the germs hoy I hold in unqualified contempt. But , 

next to children. I love those first cousins of theire, 1 

the lovely race of little flowers. Not the flaunting t 

fragrant less tulips, or the gay yellow lily, or big bra- v 

zen-faccd sun-flower, looking as though it meant to t 

stare all creation out of countenance: but sky-colored c 

spring-beauties, that seem the reflection of tl.e blue « 

eyes of the children who gather them; and early 

violets, and the sweet little bells of the lily of the v 

valley every one brim full of fragrance. There is w 
the verbena race, too, beautiful in whatever dress they 

M ear and tiny pink rose-buds. snowy candy-tuft, and jl: 
bridal wreath,”—I like them all. 

But, perhaps no flower is so great a favorite with M 

me as the yellow butter-cup that gilds the fields so v< 

gorgeously in summer time. I hardly know why l „r 

fancy it so greatly, unless it bo that 1 loved it in 

< i hum], and it is a sort of weakness, common to », 

ever) u y, i believe, to love the things that were i,; 

dear to them when they were boys and girls. Life is te. 

so strange; butter-cups look just as they used to I . 

ppi. "She just loved him,” Aunt Eunice Clark says 

at, "»><*«» people ask her how she managed to bring up 

loae (,E0K0E 80 well. She speaks wisely, too, for the old 
ady lady never possessed a spark or what is called 

her " government.” She used to tell those who thought 

i their duty to warn her about being "so slack” with 

,ar- Lsokoe, (hut she knew they were right; that she 

,us ought to be more severe, but she didn’t seem to have 

ive any gift that way,—she was sorry, more so than they 

ues could bo possibly, that George was such a bad boy 

but she could only love him, and there wasn’t any 
use in her trying to do anything else. 

Now if Aunt Eunice had understood human nature, 

which she did not at all, and had managed George, 

she could not bave calculated better, for George was 

oae of th08e spirits boys whose Combativeness is 
ever ready to overflow, und if any one forbid ills 

!. d°i«K anything lie would surely do it from a spirit of 

H opposition. There were some who were ever on the 

" Watt;,‘t0 him do something wrong, and he took 

, good car* uot t0 disappoint them. But his mother 
*8 never irritated him, whatever were his misdemean¬ 

or 0r*' sl'° J“8t loved bim- l^he carried a sad and 
patient face in those days, which haunted her unruly 

Ll boy more than anytliiug else. 

'* ,E,lt 88 <iEOl“1K older, bo disappointed those 
who were ever predicting that he would always be 

8 a 90urce of 8orro" to his mother. He gradually left ' 

t !ns ,nid habits, became industrious and kind to 1 
his mother, whose heart was tilled with joy for 

i George was her only Child. But hla old disposition 1 

8 re,naiued still, although ho did not yield to it as in i 

> the days of his childhood; but it rose up occasion- < 

J 8 l-v' Particularly when lie thought of marrying. 1 
i There were two girls of ins acquaintance, who were 1 

his favorites above all others, but be was a long time 0 

I dec,dl“l? between them. Ho had an intuitive knowl- b 

' odge uf i"8 mother's opinion, although she had t( 
never tittered a word on the subject. ti 

He know that she thought that Caroline Mintokn P 
although a dashing girl, was bad-tempored, and Had •' 

no real love for household duties: while ho knew that h 

she had ever a smile of welcome for Mary Hill, b< 

whom, in his sensible moments, he could but c< 

acknowledge himself was much more amiable than " 

Caroline. But lie still could not help a feeling of 
fepite towards his mother for seeing things us they gi 

were; so one day after studying upon the matter, he »t 

resolved to ask her advice about the two young Ei 

ladies, almost declaring mentally that he would marry iu 

ti‘e 0,10 “he did nut choose. So he told her that he be 
was thinking seriously about marrying one of the 8,1 

two above-mentioned young ladies, provided, of tic 

course, that they would accept him, and asked her «tt 
which of the two she liked best. of 

"My son," said Aunt Einice. tenderly, "marry 

your own choice, uot mine. I promise you to love a v 
whoever you do.” c. 

George was melted. He never thought of that we 

interview afterwards without a tenderer feeling t-ue 

towards his mother. Not many weeks after that, wb 

Mary Hill was his promised wife, and before the it v 

year was ended she became the mistress of his house ivy 

and heart, and lie had the satisfaction of knowing dri] 

that Mary just lilted his mother’s affectionate heart, atm 

And now, when she is older and more dependent on us, 

him for comfort, he just loves her with a truth and mm 

tenderness which is ever the mother’s richest reward. J pies 
Geneva, Via, 1861. B. C. D. whe 

Earthward, pontiaaU ato gent,_ 
An- they uot rilfi ’-•fl,, . ,1 ;,'r u„ \ 

With tlielr myrtle ptiw«r4n<I lite 
Breathing on Uiean t mU,v# 

Soothing paasiou* heated strife? 
We may hear them through the shadows, 

Parting where they nobly fell, 
“ Guard the flag that floated o’er u«, 

Love the snored ensign well.” 
Buffalo, N. Y., 1861. 
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PERFECT GRATITUDE. 

ave 'V ,3KN we consider the relation which man, in his 

hey °nglual I’ur’ty, bears to the Divine, we can not fail 

oy; t0 rea,l5ie t),c sublimity which filled the heart of the 
my Imaln,i'‘d'> when he uttered these words,— " For thou 

bast made him a little lower than the angels, and 

re. ,ast downed him with glory and honor." Man is 

jjs, 1® noblest work of Gon,—a combination of heaven 

fas Und partb, — a typo of that eternal power, whereby 

is the sun, moon, and toe innumerable stars are kept in 

!j|g their orbits, and around which the lightnings, like 

of aWlIt winged chariots, are made to revolve. But in 

he °rdeI't0 ftPP,oa°b onr subject more definitely, we will I 

ok ‘Slkl! frolu out t,K‘ feeble, perishing casket, which 

ier foniiS tbo m"rfal num> the rare but real creation form- 
n iug the etem il God. 

Vi hat an inclosed garden is the human heart in its 

l.v Pr,mary rtamp! True it is, that disobedient man has 

greatly marred its loveliness,—has torn away the lily 

sc and the rose, and planted in their stead the brier and 

3e the thorn, but when on that bright mom which spake I 

rt creation's birth, it came forth fresh from the hand of 

t0 don, every plant fragrant, sweet, and fair, we do not 

>r wonder that its Maker looked upon and pronounced 

'n j1 very good. ' We do not wonder that He collected 
n its every gem, and studded them in a love-wreathed 

casket, whereon was engraven His own ima-re. 

f‘ btehgbtful bower! Well may tiny songsters make 

e tlloir neatM; and "bunt upon its festooned vines songs , 
e of its purity, benevolence and gratitude/ On that i 

I- bright morn, "when the stars or Heaven sang . 

I and the sons of Gon shouted aloud for joy ” i 

there descended from Heaven a soft-winged worship- 

, per, and took its place among the sons of earth Its 

1 low wings trailing in the dust, it bowed before the 

t humble manger, and lifting its clasped hands to f 

, heaven, praised Gon for the little babe within its !] 

t confines. Under its new breath of inspiration the , 

i " world knelt in solemn adoration, and from the . 

r general heart-altar there arose such a silent flow of " 

gratitude that the Angela of heaven veiled their faces 

and feared to look,lest they might marthejoyousscene.’ 

Ever since that bright morn, gratitude has been an if 

inhabitant of our earth, and the little arbor in every di 

heart-garden is cheered by its genial rays. Thick tL 

and fast as the spangled rain-drops from the silver- SI 

tinted iountains, blessings descend, filling our out- bi 

stretched cup, and flooding our souls with new bursts bf 
of grateful love. ( >] 

Away down in the halls ofineuioiy, arises the form of en 

a well-remembered one. Endeared by those close asso- wi 

ciiitions which form the. heaven of onr lives, how could if 

we be but one. Pure, holy and almost perfect, with vjr- an 

lues all clustering in a bright nucleus, revolving around 

which were cousteliatiuus us faithful as immortal, 

it was easy for our hearts to entwine their choicest rat 

ivy around such oak,—to give the weak, trailing ten- em 

dri Is to other pruning, and to learn to live in that dre 

atmosphere which makes us purer as we breathe. To chi 
us, that one possessed the keys of heaven: and ever the 

mingled with the consciousness of pardon, is a gentle the 

pleading voice and a magic leading to Calvary. And All 

when, one short year since, we pressed the' marble the 

hand upon the lifeless breast, and smoothed for the 

i last time the plaited locks upon the icy brow,—when 

we iraPrinted the warm kiss upon the ashy lip, sealed 

forerer, and then laid her gently beneath the snow- 

white Illy, think you, we knew not what gratitude 

was? Ah, yes! the silent heart can best express the 

meaning of that word, as kneeling beside a new- 

atriots madC moun'?’ u thanks fJon for a friend. 
'a few 4I Pe[m!t a 8m,e' Aro,,nd th” Bttle family altar, as 

the shades of night are gathered close, and the even¬ 

ing zephyr sings a. low lullaby, is assembled a band 

of ftear ones. Every heart is lifted in silent worehip 

as the chosen one thanks Gor. for the full blessings 

oi the day. Little hands are taught to clasp and 

turn towards heaven,—little hearts to bow in holy 

fear, and little voices to breathe—" My Father.” Oh < 

we sometimes think that the angels around the great 

white throne must envy, as they linger with seraphic 

wings over such a scene, tho beauty and holiness 

surrounding it, and would fain exchange their celes¬ 

tial duties, to return to earth and join sue), worship- 

pors. Let those who arc deprived of it speak, and 

tin y will say that to them it is a glorious, heavenly 

picture, over which should be unfurled a pure white 

banner, angel hands should have the care thereof, 

and inscribed upon its sacred purity, in shinin- char¬ 
acters should he—Perfect Gratitude. 

Adrian. Mich., J861. ,, 
Mollik. 

[Written-for Moore* Rural New-Yorker] 

THE CYNIC. 

There are some people who take to faultfinding as 

naturally as ducks take to the water, —they seem 

to lie iu their natural clement only when snarliireat 

somebody or something,-never looking upon or 

enjoying the bright side of life, but, like the poison- ef] 

ous spider, extracting venom from the fairest bios- rr 

soms and the choicest fruits. Cold-hearted and ill- 

natnred themselves, they are never willing to see— jj, 

or, if compelled to observe, will not appreciate a t)n 

k.ndly virtue or a noble deed in another, and to the fr( 

honest and friendly praise which one good heart is w] 

ever ready to accord to another, they ever render the «„ 

curt rejoinder, or the sneering smile. We have all tin 

met such persons and heard them converse. Thev Voi 

sometimes play the amiable in society, but sooner or ] 

later they betray the hidden venom within the heart. 0ci 

The hand book of mommy which they carry, is not tio, 

od with records of the pleasant things of this 

life,—it does not, mention the blessings which they 

have received, the comforts they have enjoyed or 

the favors from others which they are so ready to ae- R 

cept—no, these are not worth treasuring up; but the 

troubles and cares of which all have their share, aro 

carefully garnered - gathered, as it were, Into one ,! 

“baneful band,” and they appear to take infinite sat- nh„ 

refaction in gazing upon the congregated miseries. 

They really seem to experience a grim sort of plea*- ,.in. 

ure in considering themselves the most miserable of '<1 

mortals, and not content with thus making them- .. 

selves supremely unhappy, they render every one | 

around them equally so, as far as they are able Sel- 

fish and uncharitable themselves, they are ever ready n “ 

to assign the same, or, if possible, worse qualities to ' 

others, and in this way do they reveal the bitterness Z. 

of the fountain within. The generous soul delights " 

like ttie beneficent sun, to paint every object around T™ 
with its own fair hues, assigning with alacrity to " Up 

others those virtues with which it is itself endowed 

picturing forth its own purity and brightness in the -t, ' 

characteristics which it so cheerfully accords to oth- I 

ere. So the cynic unconscious^ reveals nature in 1 

the judgment he deala to others. Keen through the . '‘"1 

windows of his soul, benevolence becomes extrava- 

gance; sobriety, moroseness; cheerfulness, heartless 

levity; neatness and taste, a love of vain show; and 

[ the most harmless amusements are sinful indulgen¬ 

ces iu his eyes. Tim brightest virtues and the 

noblest traits are distorted and discolored iu his 

vision,—the happiest hearts are wounded by the 

taunts of his tongue,—toe most cheerful firesides « 

are darkened by his presence, - moving through the eB<" 

warm currents of society like the gloomy iceberg of 

the frozen north, he crushes aud chills wherever he 

goes. Snules fade in his presence, the purest emo- 

tilde [Written for, Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

(the TRUST IN GOD. 

lew- „„ 
BY K. H. FORD. 

r, as Bend dim, clouded skies above thee, 

ven- Hover shadows ail around thee, 

Yield not to despair.— 

,. Folded is the silver lining 

P Of the dark clouds, soon a shining 

11 £B Surface they will wear, 
and 
l0]y Ro11 t!ie Bavre of sorrow o’er thee, 

yp , Seeming in their power to crush thee, 

Let not thy faith remove,— 

63 An the moni severe the chastening, 

tnc A'l the nearer thou art resting 

ess In thy Father* love. 

!CS“ 
" Life is but a troubled ocean,” 

'B Dangerous storms must be thy portion 
nrJ Sailing o’er the tide; 

'B-V But "o hidden rocks shall wreck thee, 

ite For tby Pilot s'iCc will guide thee 

of, °’cr the waters wide. 

ar* O’er the billows foaming, tossing, 

To a haven of “sweet rest,” reposing 

In perfect calm and peace, 

Anchored there no storms can reach thee, 

There all doubts and fears will leave thee, 

There all troublings cease. 
Geneva, N. Y., 1861. 

-*- ♦ ♦ i --- 
tlS 

' [Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

at “T WOULD NOT ALWAYS REASON.” 

>r -So says the poet Bryant, in one of his poetical 

effusions, and who does not agree with him in this 

^SfCKt? N<Vh° WOUld be ever guided by cold reason, 
and be a faithful subject to her tyrannical sway? 

ant is .^ud to deal wisely with his themes, and 

a th.s is a sage remark, quite worthy of the source 

t I rom whence it came. Certainly, there is no one 

8 who car, desire to check each impulse, each act or 

hough prompted by nature, while he looks at it with 

the forbidding eye of reason, considering it in its 
’ Vftrions lights and shades when thus seen. 

lteason should he our guide sometimes, but wo may 

occasionally castoff ite fetters, and permit imagina 
■ tion to reign unchecked a short lime, 

“ While we trace 

The mazes of the pleasant wilderness 
Around us.” 

But we should not be entirely ruled by it, so that we 

can never throw aside its heavy, burdensome weight, 

and yield to nature’s love of mirth arid pleasure. 

It must be doll enough to be always reasoning and 

philosophizing, with a grave, solemn mind and coun¬ 

tenance, such as one must necessarily have under such 

circumstances; never relaxing the one from the ex¬ 

cited state of its reasoning powers, or the other into 

a genial smile or a hearty laugh at some merrv play¬ 
fulness, or witty sally. 

It gives one such an air of coldness, and beartlesa- 

ness, to he. always controlled by reason, that it actu¬ 

ally makes one almost repulsive. We should never 

think of loving such a person as we should one who 

sometimes permits nature’s promptings and impulses 

to appear in his behavior, without being subdued by 
reason. 

It is well to make it our counsellor, but not to allow 

it to become a tyrant over us, restraining the deeper 

emotions, and making us beings of cool, deliberate 

Lculation with never one free, unrestrained thought, 
word or act. 

: For tho spirit needs 

Impulse* from a deeper source than liors, 

And there are motions in the mind of man 

Thai efae roust look upon with awe. I bow 

Reverently to her dictates, but not lew 

Hold to the frail illusions of old time,— 

illusion* that shed brightness over life, 

And glory over nature.” 
Seneca Co., Jan, 1861. R w 0 

lions are chilled by his breath, and the ties of con¬ 

sanguinity and love sundered by his ruthless blows. 

No character is so pare as to be free from his assaults- 

no home so happy but he will scent and proclaim the 

skeleton there. Supremely miserable himself, he is 

a torment and a dread to others; when his true char¬ 

acter becomes known, he is by the many despised, by 

none loved, by all feared and shunned. e. a. t 
Fast Henrietta, N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore*Bural New Yorker.] 

WITH THEE ALWAYS. 

Happiness.—Tillotson truly says that man counte 
happiness iu a thousand shapes, aud the faster he fol¬ 

lows it, the swifter it flies from him. Almost every¬ 

thing promises happiness to us at a distance —such a 

step of honor, such a pitch of estate, such a fortune 

| or match fora child-hut when we come nearer to 

j it, either we fall short of it or it falls short of our 

expectations: and it is hard to say which of these is 

the greatest disappointment. Our hopes are usually 

larger than the enjoyment can satisfy; and an evil 

long feared, beside that it may never come, is many 

times more painful and troublesome than the evil 
itself when it comes. 

T hk 'i ears, i hey do not go from us, but we from 

tiiem. stopping from the old into the new, and always 

leaving behind us some baggage, no longer service¬ 

able on the march. Look back along the way we 

have trodden: there they stand, every one in his 

place, holding fust all that was left in trust with 

them. Some keep our childhood, some our youth, 

and all have something of ours which they will give up 

to neither bribe or prayer,—the opinions cast away, 

the hopes that went with us no further, the cares that 

have had successors, and the follies otit-grown,—to be 

reviewed by memory, and called up for evidence 
some day. 

Have friends proved false and left thee in thy ex- 

• tremity? Have adverse tides borne thee down, and 

j kft thee alone iD the lowest depths of bitter ungulsh? 
If so, listen, do you not hear, in accents soft and 

i sweet, words like these:-"! am with thee always » 

0, does not thy very being thrill with glad surprise, 

with intenser joy, ns this new manifestation of the 

love and presence of Him who " knoweth our feeble 

irame, ’ and stands ever ready to minister to our 
wants. 

Ihen when the sky gathers darkness, and raging 

tempests hurl fiery shafts in thy pathway, fear not, 

for He that stilled the tempest on Galilee has lost 

none of His power, aud it is He who promiseth to be 

with thee “always, even unto the end of the world.” 

Always! Thrice blessed promise. With thee not 

only when the sun of prosperity shines nndimed by a 
passing cloud, but 

“ (V hen the winds of adversity rise 

And hopes that were brightest are fled. 

When storm clouds darken the skies 

And our joys are all withered and dead ” 

Then, when the grave closes over the lifeless forms 

of those held most dear, go not forth into the world 

again feeling that thou art alone in thy desolation, 

witli not a friend on whom to lean for support in thy 

unmitigated sorrow, for the great heart of Him who 

wept with the sisters of Lazarus, is yearning to pour 

into thy bruised and bleeding heart the balm of con¬ 

solation. tV hen thy feet also draw near the swelling 

flood, and the rushing tide sweeps over thy frail form” 

bearing thee in triumph out into the chilling waters 

ol Death, then, high above the raging waves, will rise 

the oft repeated promise,—" I am with thee always.” 
Oxford, N. Y., 1861. P M Turskk 

< >nk Drop at a Time. — Have you ever watched an 

icicle us it formed? You noticed how it froze one 

drop at a time until it was a foot long or more. If 

the water was clean the icicle remained clear, and 

sparkled brightly iu the sun; but if the water was 

but slightly muddy, the icicle looked foul, and its 

beauty spoiled. Just so our characters are forming. 

One little thought or feeling at a time adds its influ¬ 

ence. If each thought be pure and right, the soul 

will be lovely, and will sparkle with happiness; but 

if impure and wrong, there will be final deformity 
and wretchedness. 

A Shower op Mint-drops. — If gold and silver 

rattled down from the clouds, they would hardly I 

enrich the land so much as soft, long rains. Every ' 

di op is silver going to the mint. The roots are ma- 

chiuery, and catching the willing drugs, they assay 

them, refine them, roll them, stamp them, and turn 

them out coined berries, apples, grain, and grasses. 

All the mountains of California are not so rich as are 
the soft mines of heaven. 

Meeting Our Own Prayers.— In eternity it will 

be a terrible thing for many a man to meet his own 

prayers. Their very language will condemn him; 

for he knew his duty and he did it not. Those fer¬ 

vent prayers, which the good man labored to make 

effectual, will be "shining ones” in white raiment to 

conduct their author into the banquetiug-house of the 

Great King. But the falsehoods uttered at the throne 

of grace will live again us tormenting scorpions in 

the day of the Lord’s appearing. "Be not rash with 

thy mouth, nor let thy heart be hasty to utter any¬ 

thing be foie God, is an objection that forbids more 

j than irreverence in prayer. It forbids os, by impli¬ 

cation, to ask lor that which we do not sincere!v 

desire. Above all, it forbids the asking from God 

those blessings which we are hindering by our ne¬ 

glect, or thwarting bv our selfishness and unbelief. 

Beautiful Reply.—"What are you doing?” said 

a minister, as he one day visited a feeble old man 

who lived in a hovel, and was sitting with a Bible 

open on his knee. " Oh, sir, I am sitting under His 

shadow with great delight, and his fruit is sweet to 
my taste.” 



YOi&Kia 

occasion at the name time to get a peep into tne 

cottages of the laborers, and publishes some line 

showing what he saw, and giving the 

creation between himself aiul the 
uvttvstt engravings, 

points in the conv 

“British Landlord.” 

In the first wood-cut we have “the British Land 

lord” introducing Mr. Punch into his stable, where a 

warmly clothed and nicely groomed horse is subjected 

to inspection. “ Landlord (/<»'/•)- ‘ Yes, Mr. Punch. 

Nice, clean, airy boxes, plenty of light, perfect 

draiiuure and ventilation; the best of food ami water, 

To appear ivell, a country no me, oe iv large m 

small, must be finished. It must have an appearance 

of completion ami repose, and not of unfinished hard 

work. It must be suggestive of country quiet, and 

not of city bustle; hence there is nothing more appro¬ 
priate than a summer-house in a sequestered spot, or 

a rustic chair under 

_ the shade of some 

- rV'- C jJvY, spreading tree. No 

. ,^>v garden of any ex- 

-•J ..''■•i't*-** tent appears well or 
■comfortable without 

ufot sin’ll places for rest. 

•’ - “ and repose. With- 
• - .. .j. • - - . 

- ,^vv out them it has a 
I jegjvjfi; 

tiresome look, sug- 

. w'-‘jr > gestive of aching 

WrankchcsUfrom'nthe 

woods cut in proper shape and nailed. Any in¬ 

genious carpenter or gardener can put up an arbor 

, Ci this style that will cost but little, A very pretty 

design for a rustic arbor we observed in the Marti 

mlturist for October last, which we give our readers. 

The pleasures and pains of life are made up ot 

small joys and small sorrows, those of every day oc- i 

eurrence. that light up the face with constant smiles, ■ 
or corrode the heart, like the constant dropping ot 

water upon the stone. Hundreds and thousands of 

our people are seeking home and home pleasures 

in the country—in 

the suburbs of our Jj£ ^ 

cities ami large U* ■ 
villages—and yet C S 1 Ml 

find 

■ 

ee.s where till these IK*' 

t'-'u-s - 

where money was /’ 7" : 
lavished like water, ^ vL . 

and yet there was 

an absence of taste 
in little things that painfully forced the impression 

upon the beholder that the owner wasa man of wealth, 

fond of display, with some notions of rural lite, but 

without sufficient taste to make or enjoy a home in 

the country. As a general thing in building and im¬ 

proving an estate, we commence on too large a scale, 

and cither become tired of the trouble or the outlay 

before the establishment is finished. The consequence 

is that the work is never completed, or is finished in a 

careless and cheap manner, that contrasts strangely 

with that first done. 

Cutting Hay on the Alps. 

Tn>: hum of the factory has not silenced the 

shepherd’s song; and the Alps are still the principal 

dependence of the people, but are now chictiy private 

property, yet subject to general laws. Only so many 

cattle can be kept upon a certain space, and persons 

are appointed to count them and attend to the clear¬ 

ing of the pastures, livery Sens. is bound by oath to 

give the number correctly. No one is allowed to 

have a great flock of sheep to the injury of the wild 

hay, and no one is allowed to begin cutting it before 

August. This is to prevent accidents to those in the 

valleys, who must receive notice of the time, because 

it comes tumbling down from the heights with such 

force, that persons may be killed or seriously injured 

if they do not keep out of the way. Those w ho cut 

it are obliged t.-> fasten themselves to the dills with 

hooks or clamping irons, by which they hold with 

end use the sickle with the other, and in 

Cuss-Book or BOtant Being Outlines ot the Structure, 
physiology, and Classification of £lanta; with a Flora o! 
lire United States and Canada. By Ai.rno.NSO Wood. A 

,al 0f Female Academy, Brooklyn. [12ino. j»t» 

832.] New York: Published hy A. S. Barnes A Burn- 
Cincinnati* Ricltcy. Mallory ct GQi 

M'GInnis. Mobile: Randall & Wit 

M., Prinoiji 
IZZ.] 
Trov: Moore A Kims. 
New Orleans: H. D. 
liams.—1861. 
Thb Class-Book of Botany was published in 1845, and was 

the first Flora of the plants of our country, on the Natural 

System of Classification. It was then a great advance on all 

that had appeared from the American press, and so strong 

was the attachment to the Lin naan, or artifical, method, 

that, it was held by many to be premature. But, Its success 

was beyond anticipation. In the following years it was so 

greatly improved by the analytical tables formed bv the 

anthor, to whose great discrimination and tact, shown in 

these tables, the young botanist is under the highest oblige 

f.ions for ease and pleasure it* the examination of plants, that 

it became a favorite work. It was, however, a local Flora, 

embracing the planta north of Virginia and east of Ohio, with 

the. adjoining parts of British America It* extension was 

urged by the friends of Botany at the South, and it ha* 

become a Flora of the 1 nited States east of tho Mississippi, 

except the lower part, of Eastern F torida. Virtually. it 

includes most of the plants, which are found adjacent to the 

western bank of the Mississippi, and the country adjoining 

the great, Lakes and north shore of the St.. Lawrence. Only si Pebble! 

Only a pebble! Oh man, that stone which you 

thrust so contemptuously out of your way, is older 

than all else on this earth! When the waters under 

heaven were gathered together unto one place, that 

pebble was there. Who can tell tts the story of those 

first days, when tho earth was In sore travail, when 

her heaving bosom belched forth torrents of fire, vast 

avalanches of hissing, seething water, and volumes 

of deadly vapors? When glowing, blazing streams 

of lava threw a bloody red glare on the ailent., lifeless 

earth, and amidst a trembling and thundering that 

shook the firmament, a thousand volcanoes at mice 

lifted up their fiery heads; when out of the foaming 

waters there rose suddenly the rooky foundations of 

firm land and greeted the light that God had created t 

That pebble was Life’s first offspring on earth. The 

Spirit of God moved on the waters, and life was 

breathed into the very gases that were hid in the 

heart of the vapory globe. They parted in love, they 

parted in hate; they tied and they met. A tom joined 

atom; loving sisters kissed each other, and this love, 

the great child of that Spirit on earth, brought forth 

its first fruit, the pebble! Other stones also arose; 

Thr / V/i/ion of (Ac British Peasant to the Hntish i.anaiora, 
Humbly Camptaminy showeth unto your Honor, 

That your petitioner having ventured upon the liberty (fur 

which he hopes to be pardoned) of having peeped into the 

stable* of your honor (but ho solemnly declares, with no 

evil Intentions and he would not take an oat without leave,) 

has perceived that If thought, sense, and kindness were ever 

...anlfn&teil towards animate. it is in your honor's stables 

Ditinkini} Imi'uhw Water. -Sot a pitcher of iced 

water in a room, inhabited, and in a few hours it will 

have absorbed from the room nearly all tho respired 

and perspired gases of the room, the air of which 

will have become purer, hut the water utterly filthy. 

This depends on tho Tact that tho water has tlm fac¬ 

ulty of condensing, and thereby absorbing all the 

gases, which it does without Increasing its own bulk. 

The older the water is, the greator its capacity to 

contain these gases. At ordinary temperatures a 

pint of water will contain a pint of carbonic acid 

gas, and several pints of ammonia. This capacity is 

nearly doubled by reducing the temperature to that 

of ice. Hence water, kept in the room awhile, is 

always unfit for use, and should he often renewed, 

whether it has become warm or not. And for the 

same reason, the water in a pump stock should all be 

pumped out in the morning before any is used. That 

which has stood in the pitcher over night is not fit 

for coffee-water in the morning. Impure water is 

more injurious to the health than impure air, and 

every person should provide, the means ot obtaining 

dwelling, begging pardon for mentioning such a place,) 

Hopurttto’plAOci iru provided for your honor’s horses, ho that 

they sleep apart, and arc in no way detrimental to one 

another. 
That your petitioner, knowing tho kindness of your honor's 

nature, us shown by this provision, Mid by hundreds of other 

acts of your honor’s, not to speak of your honor’s lady, and 

the young ladies, (all of whom hu humbly wishes a happy 

new year, if ho may be ho bold,) takes tbo liberty to believe 

that your honor cannot know that your petitioner’s cottage, 

on your honor’s estate, is badly built, is uot drained, lias no 

ventilation, has a rotten floor, and Is so cold that Ln the win¬ 

ter the only way your petitioner and his family can keep 

bodies and souls together is by huddling together, adults, 

children, grown up lads and girls, all together in one wretch¬ 

ed bed room, out of whleh they cons* half poisoned by the 

foul air, not to offend your honor’s delicacy by saying any 

thing more than that they ore good for far less work than 

could otherwise bo got out of thorn. 
Your petitioner, therefore, for himself, his wife, four 

grown ip children, and live little ones, 
Humbly prayet.ti unto your honor. 

That you will sk Okxoiooslt Pleased to I beat Him 

I,IKS A lloRSK. 
and work, &c., Ac. 

Martin's Natural History. Translated from the Thirty 
fifth German Edition by Sarah A. Myers. Containing 
Two Hundred and Sixty two Beautifully Colored Illustra¬ 
tions. First Series. p2mo<—pp. 4li7 | New York: l’hin 
ney, Blake man k Mason BnfHlloJ Breed, Butler & Co. 

Hkrk is a work which will command the attention alike of 

the teacher, student, and reader of popular works of a useful 

Character. This and the volume which is to follow will com 

prise, in a condensed form and comparatively small compass 

the g let of all information now available respecting tho Animal, 

Vegetable, and Mineral Kingdoms. And as the subject is 

receiving increased attention, creating a demand for cheap 

and yet reliable text-books, the publishers caunot fail or 

being well rewarded for the taste and enterprise exhibited in 

giving thia translation to the public, They announce that 

“ The number, the beauty, and the value of tho illustrations, 

have very justly attracted the attention of students of 

Natural History, and eommended this work as eminently 

worthy of being reproduced in this country; ’ and that " The 

translation has beeu made with entire fidelity to the original, 

and enriched with such additional notes as render It morn 

complete in those departments that relate to the animals, 

plants, and minerals of America/' 

— The work is issued in the best style—the coloring of the 

plates beiog “to the life,” and therefore worthy the highest 

commendation. Every student of Natural History should 

possess a copy of this admirable work. Sold in Rochester by 

D. M. Dewey, Arcade 

A SNOW STORM ON MOUNT ROSA. 

In the “ Glaciers of thr Alps," a volume recently 

sent out by John Tyndall, P. It. S„ we have the 

following description of it Snow Storm upon Mount 
Rosa, at an elevation of more than fifteen thousand 

feet above the level of the sea: 
“The fall of anow waa, in fact, aaliower of frozen 

(lowers. All of them were aix-leaved; some of the 

leaves threw out lateral riba like ferna, some were 

rounded, other* arrowy and serrated, some were 

i. Irian rtf. Vi it ru reticulated, but there waa no deviation 

And your petitioner will ever pray 
-It is often a question among peo- 

quainted with the anatomy and 

, whether lying with head exalted 

or level with the body, was tho moat wholesome. 

Most, consulting their own ease on thia point, argue 

in favor of that which they prefer. Now, although 

many delight in bolstering up their heads at night, 

and sleep soundly without injury, yet wo declare it to 

he a dangerous habit. The vessel* in which the blood 

passe* from the. heart to the head are always lessened 

Lying in Bed 

plo who are un 

physiology of in 

I am fond of pets, and like to have a number of 

them about my yard* and barn. It is pleasant to be 

recognized with affection by the animals around us. 

They thrive better under kind treatment than when 

subject to kicks and culls, 

mala to make anreeablr pets, 

dog*, and many 

ing very agreeable, 

Miss Gilbert's Career. An American Story. By J. 0 
Holland, author of “ Bitter Sweet,” “The THtc.omb Let 
ters,’’ “Gold Foil,” Ate. New York: Charles Scnbner. 

Tne author of this story i» already a favorite with the 

reading and lecture going public. In his previous works he 

has shown himself master of a clear and elegant style, fin* 

powers of description, and n dedicate appreciation ol tho 

finer shades of human life and character His admirers were 

possibly justified in expecting of Mr. Holland an abler novel 

than he has written It must be confessed that this book Is 

not so successful In its aim as the Titeomh letters, which gave 

our author the public ear. There aro deficiencies in the 

working out of the details of the story which indicate a want 

of art, and posBibiy of patience, The leading character. 

Blague, is sadly deficient in individuality, and he is described 

rather than portrayed. He certainly fails in impressing 

himself on the reader's mind a* a real personage. The more 

common characters of the story, who are not put prominently 

forward, are well worked out, and display dramatic talent of a 

high order. Notwithstanding these defects, which wo have 

A idtorin of Locust*. 

As wo went quietly through the streets the two 

soldiers by whom T waa escorted raised a sudden cry, 

exclaiming, “Allah! Allah! turn away from us this 

plagne by which we are threatened, and direct it 

toward the land of tho unbelievers!” 

“ Wherefore this cry?” asked I of those who ut¬ 

tered it. 
“Turn your eyes toward the east,” said one. 

T looked in that direction and perceived that the 

horizon was wrapped in gloom, the stars appearing 

as if obscured by a veil; on asking my attendants the 

cause of which, they said: “Do you not see the lo¬ 

custs coming? Allah protect us!” Now a drowsy 

tumult began to vibrate in my ears, increasing in 

There is a choice in ani- 

Bome persona prefer 

of them have the faculty of becom 

1' j. But there is always a fearful 

drawback to the pleasure derived from dogs in that 

dreadful malady, hydrophobia. But give me a lamb 

for a pet, tho emblem of innocence while young, ami 

useful when too old for a plaything. 1 have two pet 

sheep which 1 will describe, hoping thereby to en¬ 

courage some of your young readers to choose their 

pets of this useful churn of animals. Their names are 

Tidy and Bokln. They arc a cross between the Cote- 

wold and Leicester, and will bo four years old next 

May. They know their names as well as tho boys, 

aud are prompt to answer when called. They lead 

as well as a horac, and urc useful in taking tho flock 

from field to field. They are well cared for, have a 

stable, stalls, baiters, &c., and are frequently invited 

into the house to sec company, and are much ad¬ 

mired for their stately bearing and dignified manner*. 

They are somewhat aristocratic in their feelings, and 

do not like to associate with common sheep. Tidy 

i* very tall, being three inches taller titan Mr. Raukv s 

famous Shetland pony, girts four feet, and weigh* 

bnrwfvfiri and twentv live pound*. Bokin is more 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE OLD NUMBER FOUR PLOW 

BY J. K. RA318A.Y 

Last time I returned to u my father’s plantation,’ 

The vale-dimpled landscapes were vividly green; 

The breeze* were fill’d with the sweet exhalation 

Of flowers aud songs, and the sky was serene. 

My spirit rejoiced In the beauties of summer, 

And fancy took (lights unattemptud before, 

But suddenly sank when I saw a new enraer 

Had taken thn place of the “old number four.” 

My joy was dispell'd by the shadow* of sorrow. 

As all the reverses arose to my view 

Since I Steer’d the old plow, with its share like an arrow, 

Its iron-bound beam aud Its handles of blue. 

How oft in the fields, when the crimson of morning 

Made goldeo tlm mists on night's shadowy shore, 

As the wood-robin welcomed tho daylight returning, 

I turned the brown furrows with “old number four.” 

And all the day blest, with the thrilling reflection 

That soon as the eventide slowly drew near, 

I would clasp to my breast, with a gush of affection, 

My golden-haired Mart, Hie tenderly dear; 

And wander with her, in my rapture a sharer, 

’Neath a roseate sky round earth’s flowery floor, 

Till earth seem'd to fade and the heavens come nearer 

The field that was farrowed by “old number four.” 

Perhaps, after all, Us this rose of our spirits, 

Plucked out from life's wormwood, yet gathered in vain, 

That gives the old plow sneh a “halo of merits,” 

Being mingled with joys that return not again 

But my heart fondly turns from life’* wearisome changes, 

And beats for the beauty that blent it before; 

And loves to contemplate wherever it ranges 

The rapture connected with “ old number four 

Hamilton, C. W., 1861. 

Chamber's Encyclopedia: A Dictionary of Universal Knowi 
edge for the People. On the basis of the latest edition of 
German Conversations Lexicon. Ulustrated by Wood En¬ 
gravings aud Maps. Now York: D. Appleton & Co. 

Tins valuable work has reached its twenty-fourth part, and 

the publishers are faithfully redeeming all pledges made in 

connection with its publication. Celibacy is the closing sub¬ 

ject in the number before us. We cannot conceive of any 

work which would prove more practical in a young man’s 

library than this, and tho mode In which it is published 

(monthly issues, at IS cents each,) renders its procurement a 

comparatively easy task for those of limited means. Liberty 

Hall At Bbo. are the Agents for Rochester. 

THE HUMAN BODY, 

That all the organs wore designed to discharge 

jculiar functions, no one can doubt. If there be 

jsign in a watch, there is design in the construction 

• an ; and i? there is design in the construction 

design in the construction of 

Tattlers.—Don’t you feel a little ashamed, you 

mean, sneaking creature, whoever you are, going 

around and telling what yon hear people say, 

meddling with everybody’s busine**, and making 

mischief generally. Do you want to know my opinion 

of yon. I think you don’t deserve a place upon the 

earth, for there is no spot bad enough for you. I 

don’t despise a right down mean person half so much 

as I do these contemptible, mean decent folk*; for 

the reason that 1 always know just what to expect of 

of an eye, there is 

every organ in the human body. 
Galen, that wonderful man, whoso opinions influ¬ 

enced the medical world for thirteen hundred years 

with unbounded sway, was converted from atheism 

by the dissection of a human body. ^Tor shall we 

deem such an event singular, if we consider, for a 

moment, how wisely ami wonderfully it is made. 

Look at the elements wrought into this animal 

economy; at its structure and functions. What va¬ 

riety of parts! How unlike! How (singular its struc¬ 

ture! How diverse its function*! Here are bones 

and blood, solid* and fluid*; here the opaque muscle, 

and the transparent humour; tho brilliant, adorning, 

vegetating hair; the keenly sensitive nerve; the more 

than curious digestive apparatus; tho breathing lungs 

and beating heart. How various the organs designed 

for multifarious use*! In health they discharge all 

their functions well. 
Here are gathered into one frame, “compacted by I 

that which every joint supplieth,” harmonized, and 

stowed side by side, the most different, conflicting 

I elements — oil and water, acid and alkali, solid and 

fluid, vegetable and animal, iron and oxygen. In 

this organism, all these, and more, not only tolerate 

each other, but harmonize and co-operate together 

for the general good. Kach is indispensable to its 

follow, and one cannot say to the other, “ 1 have no 

need of thee.” Hitch are the elements, not hetero¬ 

geneously commingled, but wisely arranged in this 

body. — Mow to Enjoy Life. 

There is a better principle than that the majority 

j shall rule — it is that justice shall rule. 

Martin's Natural History. Translated from the Thirty 
fifth German Edition by Sarah A Myers. Containing 
Two Hundred and Sixty-twn Beautifully Colored Illustra¬ 
tions. Second Series. [12mo.—pp. 490.] New \ork. 
Pkinney. Blakentan A Mason. Buffalo: Breed, Butler Ac 
Co. Rochester—D. M Dewey. 

The Dkebslaybk; or. The First War-Path. A Tale. By J. 
Fknimork Cooi-ek. Illustrated from Drawings by F. 0. C. 
Barley. [12mo—pp. 697.] New York: William A. Town¬ 
send A: Co. Rochester—Liberty IUll A. Bko. 

Christian Nurture. By Horace Bishnell. [l‘>mo.—pp. 
407 ] New York: Charles Scribner. Rochester—K. Har¬ 

row & Bko. 

Sonus kou tub 8ov.EOWl.va. By II. X. With an Introduc¬ 
tion l.v Wm R. Williams, I), b. [ltimo.—pp. 2S2.j New 
York: Pkinney, Blakeman N Mason. Rochester—Dewey. 

The Children's Piute re-Book, or Quadruped's, and other 
Mammalia. Illustrated with Sixty-one Engravings by W. 
Harvey, [pp. 276.] New York: Harper A: Bros. Roches 
ter—Steele, Avery Ai Co. 

Stories or Kaixbow and Luck y Up the River. By J acob 
Abbott [pp. 192.] New York: Harper*. Rochester— 
Steele, Avery A: Co. 

PUNCH ON LABORER’S DWELLINGS 

Thk London Punch is doing a very good work in 

exposing many evils in England, some of which may 

be unknown, and the enormity of other* overlooked 

because so common. The majority ol English farm 

laborers live in cottages on the farm* where they are 

employed. For the use of these they pay a certain 

rent, or as is generally the case, they receive certain 

wages with the use of the cottage. Many ot these 

dwellings are unlit for the habitation ot human 

beings, aud great efforts have been made by the 

benevolent for their improvement, and not without 

some success. Prince Albert has been very active 

in this movement. Punch, it seems, was invited by Little drops of raiu brighten the meadows, and 

little acts of kindness brighten the world. 



NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. aflairs were adopted, and the bill postponed till Mon¬ 
day. Adjourned. 

House. — A resolution was adopted instructing the 
t ommittce on the District of Columbia to inquire 
into the expediency of retroceding to Maryland a 
portion of the District, not necessary to the wants of 
the Federal Government. 

On motion of Mr. Aldrich, the Committee of Ways 
and Means were instructed to consider the expedi¬ 
ency of repealing the tariff on sugar. 

The Speaker presented the President’s message: 

To tin Xenatt and 1 /mac of Representatives of the United 
Staten. 

I deem it my duty to transmit to Congress a scries of Reso- 
,u,4"tii; adopted by the Legislature of Virginia no the Kith 
instant. haring in view the i.nacsful settlement of the existing 
questions which now threaten the Union. 

They were delivered to me on Thursday, the 24th iost by 
hi-President Tyler, who bar left hi. dignified and honored 
retirement In tile hope that he may render service to his 
country in this her hour of peril. 

These Resolutions, It will be perceived, extend an invitation 
to ah such States, whether si:lv< ImUlIng or non -laveholdine, 
hk are willing to unite with Virginia in an earnest rflort to 
adjust the present unhappy controversies in the spirit in 
whirl, the Coiistttutioii was originally formed, und consist¬ 
ently w ith its principles, so a* to atlnrd to the people of the 
alaveholdirig States adequate guarantees for the security of 
their rights to appoint Commis-ionem to meet on the 4th of 
February next, within the City of Washington Similar 
' otnmiKaioncrs have been appointed by Virginia to consider 
and if practicable, agree upon some Mutable adjustment 

I confess 1 hail this movement, on the part of Vlvjrinin, 
with great satisfaction, from the past history of this ancient 
and renowned Commonwealth, we have the fullest a-vurance 
that what she has undertaken she will aocomplish. if ,t can 
be done by able, and enlightened, and persevering cAorta ft 
o highly gratifying to know that other patriotic. Slates have 

a conference that holds out the possibility of an 
honorable settlement of the national difficulties. 

The Annual Appropriation bill for the next fiscal 
year was reported, and made the special order for 
February 8th. 

The action of the Military Association of the State 
was transmitted by the Speaker. A series of resolu¬ 
tions were adopted by the Association condemning 
the action of the seceding States, arid professing 
devotion to the Union, and the readiness of the Asso¬ 
ciation to hold tiiemselvcB in preparation at all times 
to aid in enforcing obedience to the Constitution and 
laws. 

i he bill relative to the attendance of petit jurors at 
County Courts and Courts of Sessions was passed. 
Adjourned. 

The Secession Movement. 

Louisiana.—The State Convention re-assembled 
in New Orleans at noon, of the 29th ult,when a salute 
of fifteen guns was fired. At 124 o’clock, the Conven¬ 
tion went into secret session on the question relating 

E. R. Barnkli., Douglas Democrat, was elected 
Speaker of the California Assembly on the 17th nit 

The Democratic Convention assembled on the 31st 
ult., at Albany, and Peter Cagger called the Conven¬ 
tion to order, on the part of the State Committee. 

was nominated temporary 

£l)c Ncros ^onhenser Timby'b Patent Barometer John M Merrick A Co. 
Tree Seed*. &c— Schroeder & Co. 
Roe's Western Reserve Premium Cheese Vat—Roe A Blah 
A Superior Farm for Sale—11. ('. Wood. 
Something New ,1. Wlntlev, Jr. 
Double Zinnia Seeds for Sale - das. Vick. 
Country Agents Wanted—Hankins A Co. 
Nursery to le t for a Term of Years. 
Apple Seeds for Sale—J. Rapalje. 
Family Newspaper- llankins A Co. 
Hook Agents—J, Will tier, Jr. 
Women of .New York Bunking A Co. 
Stencil Tool-- p I,. MdhUen. 
Employment—,!. 'Whitley, Jr. 
Something New A. K. Fav. 
Agents Wanted J. Whitley, Jr. 
Pieuro-PneuroonIn i,i Cattle—Geo. J. Smtergood. 
Jt.:t) inn Bun$ S B. PhrgODR. 
Hand-made Stencil Tool* J E. Bryan 

JO’KCtAL NOTICES. 

Brown's Troches for Bronchial Complaint*, Ac. 

Ex-Lieut Gov. Church 
chairman. 

The following committee were appointed on per¬ 
manent organization: Chancellor Walworth, Sara¬ 
toga; J. B. Skinner. Wyoming; Bullard Johnson, 
Oswego; Dennis McCarthy, Onondaga; Edmund 
Driggs, Kings, 

Also the following committee on credentials: T. H. 
Houghtailing, Cayuga; R.. H. Cushing. Montgomery; 
C. W. Armstrong, Albany; Eli Cook, Erie; Jas. R, 
Flanders, Franklin. 

The following resolution was unanimously adopted : 
Resolved That in the judgment of the Convention 

in view of the present public exigency and peculiar 
nature and objects of this body, it is expedient to 
admit te seals all alternates who may have been sent 
here without entering into, or determining any ques¬ 
tions ol regularity, or organization, or prejudicing 
thereby tint <k*ciPiofl8 of uny previous Democratic 
v (inventions, as to questions of organization. 

After an adjournment Hon. R. H. Walworth 
reported the following permanent officers of the Con¬ 
vention: 

President — Amasa J. Parker, Albany. 

V,ce Presidents. — 1st Dist. - Charles O’Connor, 
James Wadsworth, Gilbert Deane, A. Belmont. 2d 
Dist — J. 1L Brown, Gouv. Kemble, g. J. Wilkin, 
Leo. Thompson. 3d Dist — Erastus Corning, Jas. S, 
Thayer, S. Sherwood Day, C. L. Kerstead. 4th 
Dist. —A. C. Paige, Bishop Perkins. Wm. Coleman, 
.luhn D. Willard. 5th Dist. — Horatio Seymour. s’ 
h. Edwards, W. C. Crain, G. W. Bond. Gth Diet - 
Hiram Gray, Henry Stevens, Charles Stebbins, John 
H. Prentiss. 7th Dist. — Peter Vawger, Charles H. 
[ arroll, Jacob Gould, John Magee. 8th Dist._H. 
■L Redfield, Fred. Martin, Geo. Palmer, Thomas A. 

.application* ior patents rejected last year, 8,612. 

— Col. Fremont is spoken of as Lincoln’s Minister to France. 

— The Gulf Squadron has been ordered home from Mexico. 

— Mad dogs have made their appearance in Prairie du 
Chine. 

— A lady of Wheeling, Ya., has laid in a trance for ten 
days past. 

— The Massachusetts Legislature will repeal the Personal 
Liberty bill. 

— Thirty-five men were killed last year in duels in the 
United States. 

— Bronze coin, to the amount of $200,000, is about to be 
issued in France. 

— Some of the street railroads in England are now import¬ 
ing cars from America. 

— 1 he Oswego Starch Company made about 8,500.000 lbs. 
of starch the past year. 

— Fourteen persons are in the Tombs, New York, awaiting 
trial for capital offences. 

— The value of dry goods imported into New York, the 
past year, is $101,944,900. 

In the city of Canton. Chinn, there are. on an average, 
5,000 suicides every year. 

Tbe citizens of Washington have resolved themselves 
into a special police force. 

Snow Ml to the depth of eight feet in the vicinity of 
Montreal, Wednesday week. 

— The Presbyterians of Ireland now have five synods and 
nearly five hundred churches. 

The receipts of the I S. Colonization Society last year, 
[ from all sources, was $14,363. 

Orange Co. sent to New York and Brooklyn, during 1860. 
nearly 6,000.000 quarts of milk 

— The Constitutional Government is in full operation in 
Mexico;—or was a few days ago. 

— The Rome (Ga.) Courier says that on Sunday week snow 
fell to the depth of three inches. 

— In 1850, of the 347,525 persons in the United States own¬ 
ing slaves, two only owned 1,000. 

— The uumeer of fires in Quebec last year were 56. Prop¬ 
erty destroyed valued at $00,256 

An agent of the French Government is bargaining for 
the purchase of the Great Eastern. 

Hogg killed one hundred aud fifty Bheep, valued at $1,000, 
at Chatham, Ill., on Saturday week, 

— Coal Is $14.50 a tun at Charleston and Savannah 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., FEBRUARY 9, 1801 

DOMESTIC NEWS 

Affairs nl \\ nubinjj!on. 

It appears from official sources that representa¬ 
tions concerning the troubles of foreign vessels in 
Charleston Harbor have been made to the Govern¬ 
ment by British, Spanish and Bremen Ministers. 
.Secretary Black’s reply is to the effect that the Presi- 
dent would deeply regret that any injury should hap. 
pen to the commerce of foreign or friendly nations, and 
especially that British subjects at Charleston should 
suffer by the anomalous state of things existing 
there. Mr. Black quotes from law to show that the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Government to collect 
duties on imports is exclusive. Whether the exist¬ 
ing state of things at Charleston will or will not be 
regarded as sufficient reason for not executing the 

penalties incurred by British subjects, is a question 
Lord Lyons will see no necessity for bringing up until 
it practically arises. Each case will doubtleas have 
its own peculiarities. Mr. Black regrets that this 
consideration compels him to decline giving any 
assurance on the point presented. 

Secretary Dix has instructed the commanders of 
Revenue Cutters, if attacked, to make the best 
defence in their power, and if assailed by superior 

by the rederal Government The Convention have 
elected, viva vace, John Perkins, A. Declonet, D. F. 
Kenner, C. M. Conrad, E. Sparrow, and II. Marshall 
delegates to the Montgomery Convention, after a 
Ughly exciting debate. Slidell and Ben jamin were 
defeated. The Revenue Cutter Cass and her officers 
have surrendered to Louisiana. 

ihe telegraph this (Monday) morning announces 
that the New Orleans Mint was taken possession of 
by the Secessionists, on the 1st inst. Secretary Dix 
made a draft upon the Assistant Treasurer at New 
Orleans for the coin and bullion in the Branch Mint, 
about $35(1,000, and that worthy refuses to pay over. 
On the receipt of this refusal, the President called an 
extraordinary meeting of the Cabinet, and the whole 
subject was considered. It is understood that Sena- 
tors Benjamin and Hlidell were sent for to know if 
they were aware of this transaction. The Govern¬ 
ment telegraphed the Collector and Treasurer ior the 
facts connected with this seizure. 

Texas.—Dates from Austin, Texas, to the 29th ult., 
are received. The Texas Legislature had assembled, 
und Lov. Houston had sent in bis massage. He 
favors the call of a State Convention. Both Houses 
had voted to repeal the Kansas resolution, passed by 
the Legislature in 1858, The House took no anil 

pressol actual power i* lotilincil within very narrow limits. 
It Is my duty at all times to defend aud protect the public 
property within the seceding States so far as may he practi 
cable and ctpccially to employ Constitutional means to pro 
teetthe property of the United States, aud'to preserve'the 
public peace at. this seat of Federal Govern went. If the 
seceding States abstain from any aud all acts calculated to 
produce a collision of arms, thru the dangers 
deprecated will no longer exist. I ' 

so much to he 
-—si— ---- - Defence, snd not aggies 

slon. has been the policy of the Administration from the 
beginning, but while 1 can enter juto mi engagement, such nr 
that proposed, I cordially commend ,1 to Uongrcss with 
much confidence that it will meet their approbation, to 
abstarti from the passage rd any law, the enforcement of 
which will occasion collision of ante pending the proceed 
mgs contemplated |,y the action of the General Assembly of 
V irginia 1 am one of those who will not despair of the 
Republic. 1 yet cherish the heller Hint the American people 
will perpetuate lira Union of the States nn some terms nisi 
and honorable for all sections of the country. I trust that 
the mediation of Virginia may he the destined means under 
he i incidence of God. ol accomplishing tbir inestimable 

benefit. Gloriouf as are the memories of her past history, 
such an achievement, both in relation to her own fame and 
Hot welfare of tile whole country, would surpass them all 

... , (digued.) James Bwuaxay. 
Washington. Jan. 28,1801. 

Mr. Grow moved a suspension of the rules to take 
up the Senate’s amendment to the Kansas bill, which 
passed 117 to 42. So the Kansas bill lias nassed 

Border States. The Fourth favors the appointment 
of a Committee of five to memorialize the Legisla¬ 
ture urging them to submit the Crittenden Compro¬ 
mise to a vote of the Electors of the State at the 
earliest practicable day. The Fifth in-gup Congress 
to provide at an eariy day for Constitutional amend¬ 
ments, or failing action by Congress, urges the Legis¬ 
lature of the State to take Initiatory steps for sum¬ 
moning a general Convention to propose amend¬ 
ments to the Inited States Constitution. The Sixth 
favors the response of the Virginia Resolutions for a 
meeting of Commissioners. The Seventh names 
Millard Fillmore, Addison Gardiner, Greene C. Bron¬ 
son, Erastus Corning, Horatio Seymour. Washington 
Hunt, Amasa J. Parker, Cbas. O’Connor, Samuel .1. 
Tilden as Commissioners. The Eighth says that the 
worst and most ineffective argument that can be 
addressed to seceding States is civil war Tl„. 

of Marysville, Cal., amounted to $100,000. 

— By railroad aeoltfoats In lew). ttaere were killed in the 

United States 74 persons, and 315 wounded. 

— The Minnesota Legislature have changed the name of 
Toombs county to call it after M»j. Anderson. 

— I be vast alms-house of I'hiladelphia is overflowing, with 

hundreds applying at the doors for admission. 

— A gentleman, heretofore standing high in St. Louis, has 

committed forgeries to the amount of $40,000. 

— South Carolina owns more slaves, in proportion to her 

population, than any other State in the South. 

— The public school houses in Bangor are furnished with 

slabs of slate 3 font by 6. instead of blackboards. 

— John Jackson, proprietor of the Sunday Transcript, 

published at Philadelphia, died on Tuesday week. 

Hie Lexington (la.) Gazette doe# not believe Uiat there 

are 250 secessionists in the county of Rockbridge. 

Ihe Collector at Mobile has refused to honor Federal 

drafts, under orders from the Governor of Alabama. 

Hicks, amumriving (he rea,/incus of Maryland to re¬ 

spond to the appointment of Commissioners. 

Gov. Hicks concludes by rejoicing that Virginia 
has taken this step, aud trusts it will be met by a 
corresponding spirit in other States, 

North Carolina,—The Convention bill has passed 
both houses. It is to be submitted to the people. • 

South Carolina.—Col. Ilayne’s communication to 
the President was completed and delivered at a late 
hour on the 2d inst. In it a demand is made for the 
surrender of Fort Sumter. 

First—On the grounds of the right of eminent do¬ 
main and sovereignty; and secondly, on the ground 
ol tiic right ot the sovereign State to condemn to 

J ost Masters in the seceding States, for supplies of 
postage stamps, blanks, wrapping paper, Ac., but 
these are furnished on the condition that the Post 
Masters will acknowledge und conform to the laws 
affecting the postal service. 

A special Washington dispatch of the 31st ult., 
states that Col. Hayne, of South Carolina, has pre¬ 
sented South Carolina’s ultimatum regarding the 
occupation of Fort Sumter to the President. South 
Carolina proposes to nav full value for nil n,» i.ta,i.,..«i 

I jvsnlcnt, at any time before July first, to borrow on 

the credit of the United States a sum not exceeding 
$25,000,009. Certificates to be issued for nut less 
than $1,000, with coupons payably semi-annually with 
interest, and the faith ol the United States pledged 
for the payment of the interest und principal. Passed 
120 to 42. 

The Indian Appropriation Bill was taken up, when 
Mr. Washburne, of Illinois, moved to proceed to the 
consideration of the Senate’s Resolution to count the 
votes for President and Vice President, and notltv 

He proceeds to consider the question of the refusal 
to settle the question as one of property,—as one of 
dollars and cents,—the Government basing its whole 
action on the idea of protecting property. Colonel 
Hayne contends that the question should be consid¬ 
ered as one involving property alone. As such it 
could easily be arranged, lie says further, that he is 
instructed to assure the President that any attempt 
to reinforce, would be considered a declaration of 
war. Ihe Cabinet is in session on tlie communica¬ 
tion. The anticipation is that the President will only 
reply to Col. Hayne that he will send a communica¬ 
tion to Congress, and that he will reply to the reason¬ 
ing iu a special message. This course deprives Col. 
H. of a rejoinder. Col. Hayne thinks there will be 
no attack on Fort Sumter until after the orgaization 
ol the Soutl^rn Republic, unless an attempt be made 
to rc-inforee, 

Kentucky 

and moved its reference to a Committee of the 
Whole, on Friday, Lost. 

A motion to refer to the Committee of Federal 
Relations without instructions, passed—15 to 8. 

The bill to provide for the redemption of State 
Stock, issued to the Auburn and Rochester railroad, 
passed. 

Mr, Ketch urn called up the concurrent Assembly 
resolution tendering to the President elect the hospi¬ 
tality of the State, and it was adopted. Yeas, 24 — 
Nays, 1. 

Messrs. HiJlhotisp, J. McLeod, Murphy aud Abell 
were appointed a joint Select Committee on the part 
of the Senate, on the Virginia resolutions. 

The bill making an appropriation for the purchase 
of Arms lor the State was taken up in Committee eft' 
the whole, and made the .speciul order for Wednesday. 

Congressional Proceedings, 

Sen ate. — The Pacific Railroad bill was taken up. 

Mr. ( handler moved to amend so as to give six 
sections of land per mile instead of one. Adopted. 

Mr. Clark moved to amend that the grant of lands 
and bonds is lo be made on the express condition 
that Congress shall hereafter have power to amend 
the provisions of the act, but not to diminish the 
specified amount of contribution. Adopted. 

Mr. Wilkinson moved an amendment the effect of 
which is to provide for the Northern route. He said 
he did not sec- the propriety of voting $36,000,000 to 
a State just in the act of secession, and not giving a 
Rond to States true and loyal to the Constitution. 
He characterized the bill from the House as a bill of 
abominations. After discussion the amendment was 
agreed to. Ayes, 22; nays, |«). fl 

The Dili, thus amended, was then taken up and 
passed by a vote of 37 to 14. 

The Agricultural Report from the Patent Office was 
received and referred to the Committee pn Printing. 

The annual report of the Commissioner of Patents 
was received and ordered printed. 

The Diplomatic Appropriation bill somewhat 
amended, was passed. 

Ihe Executive Judicial Appropriation bill was 
amended and passed. 

The bill to erect the ter 

Veen elected United States Senator by the Wisconsin Legisla 
ture. 

— Bears are forsaking the mountains in Yolo Co.. Cal., is 

great numbers, and committing great ravages in the settle¬ 
ments. 

— It is stated that the latest “fashion” announced from 

Europe is that of dressing very plainly when going to 

church. 

— Mr. Douglas received in Michigan just one vote more 

than he did in Wisconsin, thus: Michigan. 65.052; Wisconsin 
65,051. 

— It is estimated that there are 30,000 Americans in Europe, 

and that they spend among them a sum of $150,000,000 per 
annum. • 

— Both Mississippi and l.ouisiana have declared their pur¬ 

pose not to blockade the Mississippi river against “ friendly 
States. ” 

— There is a girl of 21 in the prison at Georgetown.. Va., 

who has become hopelessly insane from inordinate use of 

tobacco. 

— J. M. S. Cozzen, formerly member of Congress from the 

Baltimore District, Md., died of apoplexy at Cairo, on the 
31st uli. 

— A shock of an earthquake, and snow six inches deep, 

visited Knox\ille. Tenn., on the 13th ult., for the first time 
in 20 years. 

— A scientific expedition 

The Kentucky Senate passed by a 
a vote of 25 to 12 Mr. Fiske's resolution appealing to 
the South to stop the progress of revolution, pro¬ 
testing against Federal coercion, and resolving that 
when the Legislature adjourn on the Gth of February, 
it be to the 24th of April, to hear ihe responses of 
our sister States to our application to Congress to 
call a National Convention. 

High Treason.—Judge Smalley delivered an im¬ 
portant charge to the Grand Jury in the United 
States ( ircuit Court, on the law of high treason. lie 
told them that the seizure of United States property, 
and tiring on the Cnited States flag by persons owing 
allegiance to the Cnited States, constituted high 

I’olfticaI Intelligence. 

The Democratic State Committee of Pennsyl¬ 
vania have adopted a call for a Convention on the 
21st inst. 

The Republican Joint Legislative Caucus to nomi¬ 
nate a U. S. Senator, met in Albany on the 2d inst. 
Ansel Bingham, of Rensselaer, presided. The Clerks 
of the Senate and Assembly, and Mr. C. S. Under¬ 
wood. Journal Clerk of the Assembly, acted as Sec¬ 
retaries. All the Republican Senators and Assembly¬ 
men were present, except L'Amoreux, who was absent 
Horn sickness. Ihe rules of the Assembly were 
adopted to govern the Caucus, and the floor was 
cleared of all but members and privileged persons. 
Senators Sessions and Mr. Farnam acted as Tellers, 
len ballots were taken when Ira Harris was nom- 

is about leaving France to explore 

I Southern Siberia, and particularl}- that portion contiguous to 
the Amoor, 

— American sewing machines, in richly ornamented cases, 

were among the most fashionable of the New Year's gifts in 
Paris this season. 

— Several ladies regularly attend the medical lectures of 

professors of the University of St. Petersburg, and take 
notes, like students. 

— A regiment of volunteers has been formed in the South¬ 

ern part of Indiana to aid the people of Kentucky, in ease of 

insurrection among the slaves. 

Death of Ex-Gov. Rub’t Letcher, of Kentucky. 

The Louisville Journal announces the death of Ex- 
Lovertior Robert Letcher. His history and character 
are well known to Kentuckians. He had filled many 
honorable positions in public life, commencing his 
political career as a member of the State Legislature, 
representing his district through several terms in 
Congress, occupying the gubernatorial chair, and 
retiring with the close of his mission to Mexico under 
Mr. Fillmore. 

■ritory of Jefferson was con- 
•_$ sidereal aud amended, changing the name to Idaho. 

) I Trumbull called up the resolution offered yes- 

terduy for the appointment of a .Joint Committee to 

provide a mode for counting the votes for President 

and Vice President, and notifying the President 
re, elected, which was passed. 

Several amendments from the Committee on Indian 
inated, 



FOREIGN NEWS. 

Great Britain.—The Queen’s Bench have applied 

for a writ of habeas corpus, in the case of Anderson, 

the fugitive slave imprisoned atToronto. The motion 

was founded on the affidavit of the Secretary of the 

British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. The 

Court, after consultation, granted the writ. Chief 

Jnstice Cockbnm admitted that in doing so it might 

be regarded as incompatible with Colonial independ¬ 

ence, but still the Queen’s Bench had jurisdiction, 

Anderson being regarded as a British subject. 

It is stated that several rifled cannon have been 

shipped from Liverpool to Charleston. 

The weather again is quite severe throughout 

England. 

Florence Nightingale is quite ill. 

The bullion in the Bank of England had decreased 

£400,000. 

France.—The l’aris Moniteur explains the reason 

of the French fleet being stationed at (lac ta. It says, 

the dispatch of a fleet to Gaeta was intended as a 

mark of sympathy for a Prince cruelly treated, but. 

its stay could not be indefinitely prolonged without 

its presence constituting an encouragement and ma¬ 

terial support to Francis 11.. and the fleet would .ac¬ 

cordingly be withdrawn. 

Warlike preparations are very active in France. It 

is said a levy of 150,000 men will be asked from the 

Legislature. 

It is rumored that a semi-official article is about to 

appear, declaring that if Piedmont makes war against 

Austria, she must expect no aid from France. 

The drain of gold from the Bank of France con¬ 

tinues. An arrangement has been made with the 

Imperial Bank at St. Petersburg, similar to that with 

the Bank of England, for the exchange of 30,000,000f. 

silver for gold. 

The French army is to be increased by seventeen 

regiments of Infantry. 

The French Legislature is summoned for February 

4th. 

Persigny has indorsed free circulation of all foreign 

journals throughout the French Empire. 

Prussi a.—The Prussian Chambers were opened by 

a speech from the King. He said friendly relations 

between the great powers were being strengthened 

by recent meetings. He said it was a national duty 

to bring a solution and banish difficulty. He reite¬ 

rates bis intention to remain faithful to the principles 

be had already announced. A political amnesty has 

been proclaimed by Prussia. 

Austria.—It is stated that a treaty between Prussia 

and Austria guarantees the possession of Venice to 

A ustria. 

It is asserted that King Francis wrote to the Em¬ 

peror of Austria, declaring his intention to defend 

Gaeta to the utmost. 

Italy.—The Opinione of Turin, Count Cavour’s 

journal, has a leader that shows the battalions of 

Austria cannot be put to flight by a few bands of 

volunteers, nor can her fortresses be taken except by 

immense military effort. 

It is reported that Gen. Turr consented to act as 

mediator between flavour and Garibaldi, with a view 

to persuade the latter to postpone the threatened 

attack on Venice in the spring. 

The Prince Qarignan arrived at Naples, and was 

warmly received. Victor Emanuel has issued a pro¬ 

clamation calling on the people to show toward 

Carignan that they desire a unity with Italy. 

' H 1* '•u'h'l at Gaotu, but it wsci roportod. that a. !iw» 

would rc-open on the ‘21st, and that the Sardinians 

would attack by sea without delay. 

It was reported that Garibaldi announced his inten¬ 

tion to go to Constantinople shortly. 

The tendency to war in the spring is reported as 

slackening in Italy. 

Hitxcary, — Gen. Klapka was preparing for a 
rising in Hungary. 

Turkey. -The trials of the Beyrout ussussins bad 

been concluded. The Druse prisoners had been 

sentenced to death, and the Turkish to exile. 

, Commercial Lvtkm.ioknce - Breadstuff*, — Richardson, 
Spence h Co uopoi-t floor slow, and fir! cheaper. Quotations 
29*Ci -51 old. Wheal in limited demand, at about former rot,ox 
Bed western Is 41rijiI2* 4d; red southern at J2a 4d(iitl3s: white 
western at I3sf« l.is 3d; southern at 13e 6d(«»14s 6d. Corn — 
rather more demand at 38s<a.3S* lid for mixed and yellow; 
white Alow at 40s. Wnknttold, Nash .X Co. say that holders of 
Hour insisted on full tales, and they eall common 6d dearer. 

Provisions quiet and unchanged bard dull. 

NEWS PARAGRAPHS. 

The passport system between France and England, 

so far as the subjects of the two nations are concern¬ 

ed, was totally abrogated on New Year’s day, by order 
of the Emperor. 

A tree near WilliamsCollege, Mass., is so situated 

that it draws nourishment from New York, Massa¬ 

chusetts uud V ermont. It stands on the spot where 

those three States meet. 

The monarch tree of the Sierra Nevada, known as 

the “ Miner’s Cabin,” was blown down by the hurri¬ 

cane of the 14th ult. It was thirty feet in diameter, 

and supposed to bo 3,000 years old. 

The Galena Advertiser says there were 18,553,511 

pounds of lead shipped from the mines of that locality 

the past year, which, at the average price of 5J cents 

per pound, was sold for $1,020,443 10. 

The Emperor Napoleon creates a great Bensation 

driving on the Bois de Boulogne in his favorite 

phaeton, drawn by Vermont trotting horses. The 

horses attract about as much attention astbe driver. 

PROF. Haddock, aged 65 years, died at his resi¬ 

dence in West Lebanon, Mass., on the 17th ult. He 

was an eminent scholar, long a tutor at Dartmouth, 

and, under Pierce, Charge to Portugal, lie was a 

cousin of Daniel Webster. 

hie aggregate value of the real property insured 

against fire in the city of London, amounts to a sum 

not Jess than $200,000,000,000, and this large sum is 

probably not less than fifty per cent, of the total sum 

held iu the city by the London offices. 

Japanese Tommy, who, though least in the Em¬ 

bassy was first iu the a flections (especially of the 

ladies) of the American people, is the sou of an in¬ 

terpreter. lives on mice, and receives a nett revenue 

of two dollars and eighly-seven cents per mouth. 

The Harrisburg (Pa.) Telegraph says:—“A lady 

has been in the habit of picking her teeth with pins. 

A trifling humor was the consequence, which termi¬ 

nated in a cancer. The brass and quicksilver used 

in making these pins will account for Ibis circum¬ 

stance. Tins are always pernicious to the teeth, and 

should never be used for toothpicks.” 

A high price was recently paid for an American 

book in London, at the sale of the stock of Mr. 

Joseph Rams. The volume iu question was a little 

pamphlet of ten or twelve leaves, published in 1638, 

and entitled “ Newes from America.” It brought 

£13 ,5s. Mr. Sams bought it for five shillings, from a 

person who purchased it for a sixpence. It was cer¬ 

tainly a capital investment for both. 

tHtf fuMtsher to the luhtte. illarkcte, Commerce, &c. 

GOOD PAY FOR DOING GOOD! 

Agents Friends, Sursopibers, and all other persons 

who wish to Do Goon, and have no objection to receiving 

Goon Pay therefor, are invited to give the following Premium 

List a careful examination, and decide whether the induce¬ 

ments are not sufficient to secure prompt and energetic 

action. It will he seen that the premiums are very liberal— 

the best yet offered — and so arranged that every person who 

remits for Two or more Subscribers, will secure a Valuable 

Prize,! Read the list. 

GRAND SPECIFIC PRIZES. 
PREMIUMS FOR EACH AND ALE —NO BLANKS! 

In order to give every Club Agent or Active Friend of the 
Rural a Benoilt, we have concluded to offer the following 
Liberal Specific Premiums to every person who forms a Club 
for the New Volume t 

WE WILL GIVE 

I. Webster’s llna.hr!(lged Pictorial Dictionary 
(cash price $6,00.) and an extra copy of the Rural to every per¬ 
son remitting $50 for Forty Yearly Subscribers to tip' Rural 
/Veto- Parto r, iat least twutv ofwhieh must lie new Subscribers, 
or persons wli.i have not taken the paper regularly foe 1 Still,) 
previous to the 1st of April, 1361 Trie mine i Dictionary and 
free i iipy,l to every person ronuttiujf 837,50 for Thirty New Sub 
scribe i-m, am above. 

'£. I,Ox-Gnu’*. I lliisirnteri History of the United 
State- Imperial8vii, with 300 Illustrations,—price. $3,60.) and 
art extra copy Of the Rural free, to every person remitting 837,- 
50, as Above, for thirty copies, at least twenty of which most bo 
for new subscribers. 

Aliu-nniiiy'n History of England, (Harper's Mi- 
tion. in 4 volumes, l2mo„ bound in leather — cash price, 83,) and 
an extra paper free, to every person remitting $30, ns above, for 
Twenty Four copies, at least twenty of which must bo for new 
subscriber*. 

4. Mooniilny'* Euijlnnd, (same edition as above, in 
cloth binding prlcr, $2,50,) und an extra paper free, to every 
person i-einTtttng $25 for twenty new (Subscribers, as above. 
MacAulAy a England (as above,) to every person remitting $25 
for Twenty sohaoribers, old or now- 

3. Macaulay** Kiiglaml, (in cloth, as above.) to every 
person remitting $21 for Fifteen copies, at least ten ot which 
must be for new anbse.rib"ra¬ 

ti. \\ cb-iev’d Counting lioimr and Family Dic¬ 
tionary iMason and Brothers' Edition, hound in leather, cash 
price. $1.50) post paid, and a free copy of the Rural, to every 
person remitting $18 forTwelve copies, at least rigid being for 
new subscribers 

?. Webster1* CL II. iY Family Dictionary, post 
paid, amt a free copy of Rural, to every person remitting $15 for 
Ten new subscribers; or 

5. Kvrrjbmijfs hnvrycr (bound in law slile. price 
81 .25.) post-paid; fOK, any $1,25 or ft work, mentioned herein, 
post-paid, and a free copy of Rural, to every person remitting 
$15 for Ten subscribers, wbet,tier old or new. 

II. Wpbsrcr’ii C. II. A F. Dictionary, post paid, and 
i free copy of Rural, to every person remitting'$10 for six new 
subscribers. 

I 0. The H »l'*c and Ilia Discuses (Illustrated, hound 
in leather, price 3t,25.) pouf-prtb/. and a free copy of Rural, to 
every one remitting $10 for Six subscribers, whether old or now. 

I 1. Lossinsj's i’ictorinl I'nitcil Stales (llinto., with 
200 Illustrations, price $1.) post paid, to every person remitting 
$8 for Five subscribers, three being new—or $5 for Three sub 
scribers, two being new. 

i £. Gain's Fruit ltnoU (price 50 cents.) par! pout — 
ok. if preferred, THE SKILLFUL HOUSEWIFE, (stum price,) 
postpaid to every person I emitting $4 for two mi brer I bars, 
one being new. 

[Persons entitled to any of the above books, and preferring 
other works of equal value, mentioned herein, can lie accom¬ 
modated on ►luting their whims. For instance,any Olio entitled 
to '' Everybody's Lawym*," rail have "The Horse’and His DIs 
eases" or " Lossing'* Pictorial," and vice versa. Anv one entitled 
to Miu-uiila.V's History CAB have instead, and post-paid, either 
two t.f the dollar or ten shilling books . and anv one entitled to 
Lossing's Illustrated History, can have Instead, and post-paid, 
two copies of the CountingHouso and Family Dictionary, Ac. 
The Pictorial Dictionary, Lo-ring's Illustrated lJiatorv, arid Ma¬ 
caulay's History are ton heavy to send by mail but, all the 
other works will be scut post-paid to any part of the United 
States within 3,000 miles j 

ext *■» re « nt r*» » 

H S 1 i i 
STILL BETTER! 

Extra Gifts for Clubs before April! 
Having resolved to “keep the ball moving” until April— 

in order to attain a l.xkoicly imhikahkd CIRCULATION — we 

have Concluded to give such liberal rewards for effort* as will 
pay any and every one for time and Double devoted to the 

formationpf clubs. We therefore iim&a the following Oilers 

IN ADDITION tu the premiums abort?enumerated .- 

I. To icvkhy rKRsnv proouringand remitting for Forty Yearly 
Subscribing, (half of Mm number being new subscriber!,) to the 

RcitAL New V'liRKse. between the 9th of February and 1st of 
April, wk will (mvk, tin addition to the tfictiaparu and. free 
copy above edfered.) LOSS (Mi'S ILLUSTRATED ! II,STORY'OF 
THE I'NITER STATES,—a large and beautiful Octavo Volume 
of *72 pages, splendidly illustrated, and printed In the best st y !e 
nu extra paper—caul) price, $3,50. The -ame work In e*vdry per¬ 
son rsiriitlitig. according to our twins, I'm Thirty New Hubaeilb- 
ors within tie* ame period |lf preferred (o I.ossing'a lli.xhnn , 
we will give MACAULAY'S 111-'I'nRY ' H' ENGLAND. In tout 
volume-, hound in leather, (price, $3, i on a bound volume of I lie 
Khuai N kw Yokki.Rfor IKS*, 'fill, or (III, it, proftu-i-mf, (pries, *3) 

v. To KYKitv 10:1,-soy remit tin-.' as above, for Twenty Arm S11I1- 
sel ibers.w ill give a.- an extra prtmtluto, a copy of W EPSTEK S 
F II A FA V| I |,Y DP "I'll IN ARY, pin I paid- lie* inns! complete 
and Vaivable work yf its price published — or any 31,1)5 book, 
post-paid, abov.- mentioned. 

•!. To kvkhy I’KiLsoN remitting for Fifteen subscriber', as 
above, al least ten helng new, or lor Twelve of which eight arc 
new, or for Ten Vein -uti.eeilie IS. (see No.'. 5, 6. and 7 above, I we 
will give, or send imd-paid, a COpv Id' EVEKYIftIDY'S LAW- 
Y'KR, or any other $1,25 or it book, tthnve named. 

t. To kvi-iilv i-Klisiin remitting foe Ten Subscriber-, whether 
old or new, or for Six new subscribers, as above, we will give, or 
semi nost-iiaid, a copy 01 LuSSLNGS PICTORIAL UNITED 
-STATES,—l2mo., 9UU engravings, price, $1 

!Tg7* There, Friends and Strangers, is just what we offer 

and propose to perform ! You cun afford to make a little 

kxtka effort, we reckon, to secure such liberal and vacua- 

HLK prizes. In fact, Wfl shouldn't be surprised if you should 

trust some or your neighbors and acquaintances a few weeks, 

(such as you know will pay,) aud advance the money, iu 

order to make a “ sure thing.” You can decide. 

TERMS OF THE RURAL-IN ADVANCE. 
Two Dollars a Yu xe Three Copy-otw year, $5 - Six 

Copier, and one free to Club Agent, $10, T’-n. owl. one free. *15; 
l‘\llter»t, and one Jntt, $21; Twenty, and. one free, 325,- and any 
greater -number u/ the same rate only $1,35 />/v copy! Club pa¬ 
pers seal to different fuixt-uflbnt. if desired As we pay American 
postage on copter mailed ta foreign countries, $1,37 is the lowest 
Club rate,)or Canada, and $2,35 to Europe. 

I V" Bills on all rrtveut. Banks in V S and Canada taken at 
par, but Agents mil please remit New York, f 'unada. or New 
England money when convenient. All suluertpUcm money remitted 
by lb-aft on- cither New York, Boston. Albany or Roehester, dess 
exchange,) may be rent at the risk- of the Publisher, if matte, 
payable to his order. 

I ff- Back NUMUKIiS from January 5th are still furnished to 
new *nbserlhunt, so that all who send soon rauy secure the 
complete volume, 

I’Ilosu write ai! addresses plainly and carefully, in order that 
they may be accurately entered upon our books aud correctly 
PRI.NTKI) by our Mailing Machine. All subscriptions should be 
well inclosed, and carefully addressed ami mailed to 

1». I>. T. MOO UK, live hester, N. T. 

Slyolb Apditionh to Clubs. - - A We.-tero Agent, iu remitting 
for one addition to his club --ays:- " if seiidiug single sub;s:np- 

tions don't suit, let me know." Well, Sir, it tines suit, exactly. 
You, or any other friend after forming a club for this volume, 
are at liberty, and requested, to make additions anytime within 
the year at club rate -by ones, twos, throes, or any number 
So, being right, go-ahead, good friends; the morn additions the 
merrier—and you will observe by a notice elsewhere that wo 

oiler EBra Premiums for additions, or now elubs, between tins 
date and April 1st, 

triT Look Sharp, I-'iuk.ndh : -If those ordering the RURAL 

would write all name* of persons, post-olliees, Ike., correctly 
and plainly, ivn should receive loss scolding about Other peoplds 
etrnrs. Our clerks are not infallible, but most of the errors 
about which agents complain are not attributable to any one in 

the Rural Office. 1’eople who forget to date their letters at 
any place, or to sign their names, or to give the name or address 
for copies ordered, will please take things calmly and notcharge 
W with their sins of omission, etc. 

Special Notices. 

BRONCHITIS. 

Bronchitis.—A Chronic Inflammation of the small Mucus 

(Hands connected with the Membranes which line the 

Throat aud Windpipe; the approach of which is often so 

insidious as scarcely to attract notice—• an increase of Mucus, 

aud a sense of wearisomeness and loss of power in the 

Throat, after public speaking or singing. It arises from 

cold, or any unusual exertion of the voice. These incipient 

symptons are allayed by using Brown's Bronchial Troches, 

which, if neglected, an entire loss of voice is often experi¬ 
enced. 

Rural Nbw-Yorkbr Or sick, ) 
Rochester, Feb. 5, Ibid. ( 

Flour —There is but little doing iu Flour, and such sales as 
are effected are at the rates of last week. 

Gkalv The only change we have been able to note is in 

wheat, the inferior grades of which are advancing. The range 
is $I,1(X>! 1,30, — a start of 4 cents per bushel on the minimum 
figures. 

Provisions The Pork season is pretty much over, but little 
is doing, and prices are unchanged. Butter b.-t? declined I cent 
per pound. Eggs have, fallen off 2 cants per down 

Siikku Pi-.lts are advaneing slightly , choice having put on 12', 
Cents ear'll, daring the week. 

Skkos There is .-is vet but little demand for seeds, and the 

market has lost any firmness which max have rharacterixwd it 
one week sineo, and we note something of a decline in both 
Clover and Timothy. The range for Timothy is quite large as 
there is a vast difference iu the saroplos presented, and these m-o 
selling at all prices from 81,HM to $2,.50 A tip-tup article will 
readily command our maximum figures. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Flour and Grain , Eggs, down. ...by.11 the 
Flour, winter xvboat,83,v-VCB,75 Honey, box .(j., h 
Floor, spring do, ... S.riOue&OO | <'andles, box ..IV-i 13 
Flour, buckwheat, .. O.uOiw 2,00 1 Candles, extra.OflQd-t 
Meal, Indian. 1 l,12'„ Fruit xmi Roots. 
Wheat, Genesee,- I, lO(ii;l,30 , Apples, bushel. . 26e 25c 
Best whiteCnnada, 0,007,1.35 1 Apples, dried.n ips 
Corn, ohL..OH .-.tec | lVaojies, dried. >1 tb . .OOndO 
Corn, nexv.no.a-is : Cherries, dried,.. . HOk 12 
Kyc, 00 lbs. >1 bush.6tX'i HO i'llillis, dried.. iKI.THl 
Oats, by weight,_3\r 2ii 1 Pntatoe*,.25« 10 
Barley..IfiWM I Hunts and Skins. 
Buckwheat,.. .3k5i40 , Slaughter..4 ue u , 

.62Jij(}u7u Calf. 
Meats. i shetui l’eits, .w-i issc 

Pork, Mess.. .$lfi..HX'-V'00,lM Lamb Pelts.sUaKK 

TIIE WOOL r>I A IMvETS. 

NEW YORK, Jan. 31. -The market continues quiet, but 
hoblei s are lirin in their x inxvs, and the few small stiles made are 
al good lair prices. In domestic 111'ores we hear sales of about 
15,000 lbs. mainly medium, and quarter grades at 30., Me. Cali¬ 
fornia and pulled wools have linen quiet. In foreign there is 
little doing, but prices are • leadv We have only to notice sales 
pi 200 Imlr-s flnnsk-ii reported on private terms. Imt supmised to 
bo at 20c . 

American Saxony Fleece, 'pi tb. . t7M55 
American full-blood Merino,_ -l.'G Kj 
American hfttf-b|nnd and th ree-foil ribs Merino, SR'u'dS 
American Native and one-ioiirth Merino.,33:7 35 
Extra Fulled, . ; 
Suputfluft. Pulled.. .3H<ij33 

Lamb's, Pniled,. .   21^5)30 
1 'alifVii-oia, c \t ra..]oO@lH) 
California, line, uuxvashed,.. . .'' .!l2(3k35 
California, common do, .... lAndp 
Peru vian, wished.... . . . _25pi;30 
v al|iaraiso, unwashed....._ 
Snmb American Mes., unwAsiieii. L‘w'23 
-sou.tii American Merino, umvaslied.23c - 25 
houl li Ainericiiii, common w ashed. .137,-15 
South American Entro Rios, do. ..    I37ci5 
South \iuericnn, an washed, . RlidO 
Sontn -Vrnerican Cordova, washed. .  19(7:22 
Cape Good 1 lojie unwashed.... . . .23011,30 
East Illdm, w&htid.  IIPu.lO 
Alnean. unwashed. iriiiio 
African, w.idu-d. .] II" 11 "lofta «>i* 
Smyrna, unx-asheq,. KYli'irt 
Sni.vvn.-,, washed, . 
MexicaiL unwashed. dflot'-OO 

liV. }'. Evening Post. 

BOSTON. Jan. 1 In fleece and pulled wool thorn is nothing 
new to notice and in foreign no movement of imy onportMuee. 
Saxoi. v and Merino, fine, is.,55 1 Western mixed, 20(0150 

Oats, by weight,.iV- 2d 
Barley . bYS-.te 
Buckwheat,.. 357C40 
Beans,..  .62)yic70 

Mkats 
Pork, Mess. .SlB.-HY-irlO.iK) 
I'm-h, clear.—is.ixtc i-.ijx) 
Pork, cxvt.  iT,fi3w7,00 
Beet. cwt..blW.Ti.Ol) 
Spring lambs, each,.. I,.'av'i 2,,X1 
Aflitton, carcass.k<05<; 
I lams, smoked .  UK/i/10 
Shoulders,..TiaffL 
Cbickeus,. 7@$ 
furki y;  •.>.• Ill 
(Juese.......  -to.-.'-o 
DucksTl pair.38ui M 

Dairy kn. 
Butter, roll... .l.Y<?>t5 
Butter, firkin. l.'fki bt 
Cheese, .. Weil MS 
Lard, tried.lOiadil 
Tallow, rough .0 im 0 
Tallow, tried.8 ,.-l 

Full blood, . 
1, and blood,.. 
Common,. 
Pulled, extra,. 
Do. Superfine, . 
Do. No. 1.. 
Do, No. 2.. 

II' 17 
. (3 

3UUL.3.3 
..4011 -I.H 

. 25(5-33 
..16(5'25 

Smyrna, washed, 
Do. unwashed. 
Syrian. . 
Cane,.. 
Crimea. 
I i iieuos Ayres,. 

SOCij'SO 
... 11X320 
.. Hn'iT 
.. IU U -23 
. ,.U)@50 
... 9017 
... Itn'-I.X 

Peruvian.’washed,.26,7130 

Lamb PelLs - -50(aia» 
surps. 

Clover, bushel..$.1,00 -150 
Timothy.2,iKH'i2,-iri 

SlNPKIKS. 
Wood hard...83,lXX"'5,00 

.... 3,0 - 7 3,(XI 
Coal, Lehigh . ... ..r.OiV.D 7-'s* 
Coal, Scranton_ ..sj.Ta'-Sjio 
Coal, I‘it (stun__5,7A7it;,iX) 
Coal. Sbatu'ikin.n.7.rx5T,oo 
Coal. C’luir. 10512'.. 
Salt, bid .. . 1.70 - . 
Hay, tun..10,00(a)12,iX) 
Straw, tun.0,iX&) 0,00 
Wool, Tl ft.. 30:7750c 
Wbitelish. bill.!),,)<><,9,50 
Codfish, YI quintal. 4,150^6,25 
Trout, bid. . 8,00(518,80 

O i c i. 

I JOE'S WESTERN RESERVE PREMIUM 

1 CHEESE VgSLT, 
ft OK It It /..//«, ,rina/*/M, t.atrr t'o., Ohio, 

Soi." only by themselves or Agents, except in Vermont and 
, oart of s.- w ) ork, to and including Caynga, Tompkins 

and iio£u ( nTintl»M. 
liver l,5<xi have been sold always gives Mtisfilfition - are 

mani* ol ln\aviP8f aud tipM innUM’iftl, in a tliOJ'ouifli nmnnor and 
good 0 lush. Every thing simple and eiibsLautial will heat 
ex ell ami quick. Our new cut oil -Aiils everybody has few 
parts -will not get out ol'order -works peri'ccUy. Tim heat 
|A wli.1t o l Willi the touch of the band, and plenty of water 
toniijhed boding hot, Heater, reserve water chamber and cut 
off of cast iron and copper. Water vat om-ne.l r.» ,|rv in fifteen 
second* the dryness adding to cleanliness and 'duraoility 
Every tiling complete, compact and durable. 

Eoe’s Patent Adjustable & Expansion Cheese Hoop, 
just the thing warranted to suit. 

Ajcenla DAVID LEWIS, Seio, Allegany Co,, N. V 
STEPHEN TIIOMAS, Joliurnusbun;h, N. V 

I “Send fopf.lrcubrs. ItOi: .1 hlmu. 
Madison, Lake Co,. Ohio, Jan. 31, I SHI. 578-tf 

Jg’’-t It.Hrx Hill S \ I,F. In tin* town of Wolcott, 
I Wax ne Co., N Y. One of 24; one of SO; one ot 70, mid one 

ol 75 acres rices from fcO to 840 tier acre. For partionlain ud- 
dress GEO. II. PREsrON, Red Creek, Wayne Co., N. Y. 

u / HfKVELING” GKAFK VINES. Urdus for 
\ V ines of this really delirious and early Crape- accom¬ 

panied by (lash will receive prompt attention. 
Good line ,x eiu- Vines tec i-ftclj, $( per dozen. 
Good two x ear Vines $i,do eaeli. $7 par dozen. 577-3t 

P M. HOOiiwlN \ BRu,, Kingston, Luzerne Co , Po. 

pvODLITTLK’t- IHFItOVLD K LACK FA1* 
I A Itva-uMiRi —30.0(10 plants Tor Kile, propagated in the best 

lOimm-i-, from -3 very thrifty stork of , carling bushe.-i. For par- 
tleiilar inl'onnation mtdri-M G F WILCOX, F.iirporl, N. Y. 

T7ITsNI.lt A FF YI ALK CO 1.1. KG K.-tStrictly a~C()L 
I'J LKOlt in it- orgauizatuln. eimro- of si udv. mid Bacralau 

rente /Jenree, wdhan able Fucully, uxtensivo Apparatus, elo- 
gantuml spneJoiiK rooms, and a drpai tue-ul. or domestic indus- 
trv. V hole expense $7.'i per half x early sessions. 

Address Kro, A. W. COWLES, 1) |L, President 
t tr Next Session opens Feb. Tth, |86l. 577-.'it 

\TK\V VffRK STATE AUlMCHLTIHtAL HO- 
<’IKTY \vsu xi. MkKtino. Wednesday, February 13th, at 

tiu‘ (unitol, Aloau.v IVedftcxilQy fCvrntinjt Lecture on InwioUi 
by Dr. Kirrir, .iqiJ b.v ,1. Stanton GoirLh. Kxhlbition 

- -» rv I. 1 » . , rr ' /Vi’f’/frr$y, |itJL-LUT*? OH I IlHvH'lo 

' ' ' " 1 ' 'N' ' rions on Thursday in tin- Lecture Room. Propositions from 

>hunt i, r. i I'111v n teJi • . , -i ii,.- flofogir, v’i -r y - .«H.v - ,i--, . • 
•duriu/ the xveck, pr/iiyipan- illie xlnence of IJ-ge Curious Now Book ol l-EM ALE Cil AHAI "I'KKB in tip-: (TTY. 
•:-4 and tin.- Ilrm views 41'bu, ri . i/,-rA G a good demmel j-or Bwciuicng and Terms inclose red stamp to HANKINS »Y 
he lower grades, but at firiciM tvp low to elfijct sales, and «0W York. 078 

THE PROVISION MARKETS. 

NEW YORK,. Fkil I li'r.otni Market somexx'lmt irregular. 
Extra Stale is linn; with an active demand, while nom-lv all 
other kinds are dull, xx ith a tendem-.v to flix’ur pnrehnsi-i- Sales 
at $5, IS> 5,25 fur ell per State; M,3U(g)8,4l) for extra do; $5,1-Vic5,25 
for super Western; $3.;l0 r5,55 lor common to medium extra do; 
$5,6^015,73for inferior to good bhipplng brmiiU extra round hoop 
Ohio cloring rather quiet. Ilamidlan dull xxbile prices have 
undergone no important, change; sale:, a I for com¬ 
mon to choice extra. 

Grain Wheat still continues in favor of purchasers, with a 
modi-rate busine's doing Ibr export: wiles chntee hiuber Wiscon¬ 
sin mid Iowaal$l,'27!'l l,3S delivorcd; Xi-mtei reii Western at #1, 
335’1,31. delivered n* the latter price: handsome white California 
at while We -tern ut SI, lOu'l.te. xyJiito Canadian at$l,7i0; 
mixed do at $1.31. Rye tony aud lower, sale-i at Ii2'..;(i li7c. 
P-iu-b-v dull at. ri/i'iiindc. Corn heavy and a almdr i-nsier; sales al 
(MivSH.’fiK'-e for old mixed Western, in store and delivered; (Wr. 
for nusmind do. delivered; 8-lc lor nexv do. at. railroad depot, iw.r 
fl!) for nexv Southern yellow; !A,vTU'. for xrliite do. I lata <jul| mol 
lower; sales al .V<«'-;«i* je. for Wcstwii. Canadian and-Slate, 

PUOVWIHNH Pork dull and lower; wiles at *17,75 for mess- 
$1.3,00 for prime linns-lull at 7' i(i>7 V' for corn red dressed; 
I'qrii'.e,for live. Lftnl heavy and lower; sides at, pk.oi lilL. lint 
ter dull and in lair request at IUplJIc. for Ohio! Il.uldc. lor 
Stare, Cheese steady at itmioS-x for inferior to prime. 

1 lopH -Continue in Pilr demamd (oM-eonomptioiL with an oc¬ 
casional aide fore-, ire t, and I.ho market i- linn, ana for the bet¬ 
ter grades tmoymii. The stocjt, xxliicii i< not luiye, is gradually 
becoming concent,rabid: He- -ales aggregate iipout Sflo baltss al. 
I.X»v20e I'm- ordinary new, 20011250. for good lint sort, and 27(7i 32e 
aud even hiidu-i- Oir rboiuc quulitv arid fiuic.y loir-, which are 
very scarce. Of old. xye notice ales id' 300 bales prime lot- ex¬ 
port to the East tmller, at He cash 

Hkupp i‘loverseed is beax-v und nrilbmit .-.ales, 
ASII KM I’ots are steady, with sales at $5; Pc;ul imvo advaiKed 

121., cents, with sales at$5,25, 

ALBANY, Fch. i Fr.neic xvn Mkal, The market for Hour 
present1 no new fcatm-c, The demand is moderate and prices are 
stead) Buckwheat Floor and Corn Meal m e quiet 

Grain -The supply of Wheat is small, and Im vers and sellrra 
are apart in their view-. Corn standy with a um’derale business 
doing; sali-s round yollow at 60e. for new and blc, for old, llm-- 
Iev uuehanged in value, with a limited inquiry, rales two-rowed 
State at MO. Hatb qn-et mol steady; tstli: State at 32‘^e—dour 

BUFFALO, FWi. t Fl.Olni. Tim ib -uaml for flour ormtlu- 
ues nm-b-mte, ami wo have no chau rc to nob-in limitations; 
sale.-! at M,>41,1)5,00 for extra Wisconrin, S5,12',,a,',.37 for extra' 
Ohio mid Indiana: 85,500(10.00 for dmdun exlras. 

Grain -Wheat quiet, .sales MTIwauker club at $1,01. Corn 
steady; -;i!i-- obi wus pnuk- on rijitlirdiiv al'lerimon it .*()■•, i„,xv 
still held at 45c. tlal-and Burly) sload'-. but nothing doing in 
either. 

Dkkksko Hour firm at > 6>;c for C invliao. -Com Ado. 

iT»rtxi:.TM, r. ■ • • j-t» nj-pv • i--i u ilob,gm 
Hour during the week, piftiripafiy\ror/, ,Ve absenee of l*gc 
ntook.i 4M<. tiMf firm viowft^i J.'U»iti v, i.-$ a iroud doin^ml i 
for the lower glade*, but. at prices low l-> '-lleet, -atles, and 
business lias tlii-i-efore been restricted Superfine is hold at. M 
per barrel; wiles Imo been made M sr„ -1,85. l-.ue-v ,s mtudu- 
>dly ipifib-d at $5,lWaP,25. Extra, $5,37! ,5.50; Double Extra, $.V 
73't[6,25 per barrel. 

lib xiN I he price ot tall wheal, in view of Iargolv fncreiio’d 
deliveries, lias heap xvell sustained, and although outride llgnres 
are ,o!pcix lint lower, there ia not rpnc.b ... Ibe axe- 
rage rale. Tim '.(|er range li-om $M(X« I.IS: hut the price* most, 
frequently paid were Sl.l&e 1,17 The uverave late lor the pa-.t 
two days would he about $1,Hi The market xxus moderutely 
Grin, Jknd t.'iivviiid.1. tin1 v>fi.-< »111ifiHiiivMut Tlirru c.oti- 
t-JnapH to tie a good demaud for spring ivboat.nl price , relatively 
more lie.oi-alde l.bmj tin- rale - ourri-at lor Pill gram, Tin. ,7- 
Crip!,* form about nut--third of Mm entire Uiillvorb-x, and are in 
much larger proportion than in former vear- The present 
quotation* are for the be-I grade* $1;-, 1,03, and ip one or two in* 
.vtnnors *1,05 w.-i- realized Barb-.-, i.- mil. in umdi-rate snpplv, 
bill, 1* steadi- at MtoMc ,1 buslu-l Rv« is -emi-e und wnpted .at. 
W<efi6c r) bushel I’ea • are In good VoqCb-xt and with more lit- 
rral sopplieH, then- has been a good deal ol activity in the 
trade. We quote pea* at DpoMe (I Imsbel. Mat* continue to 
oiler hi only niodmate quantities, and prices remain firm at 20 
Q)27c ti bushel- Globe, 

THE FOK K TltADE. 

CHICAGO, Jan -31. The hog it in ik c I has eontlnaed excited 
and with large receipts ling been subject to (laiJy lluotuiitions, 
closing however moderately Ilrm. at .$0. .v.l'fli'., gross for live 
ami {Mi,12*,.(/i'll.40 m-tfor dr-rsed. The receipts lor the week atej 
for t-lm cmreritonding period the past two real* gum up a- fol 
lows, viz In I-.V.I.-Ire....,ed 2.037. live 1.53(1, (n ISiJO, ,lres-.ee! I lifts 
live 3,l5tfl, and in ISOI, dri d Is, Id, live I0.2K5. Tip. pa,-I,, os for 
the llnee ditlerent-easmis to tlii.i livn-- i-a.* follnwa ■ lolWl 
{.3.5,1)00; to l-HiO, 167,91s, amt iu 18IH. 201 flu), Tho large rec.-ipp; of 
bog* do mil -. to frighten operator-, a; a healthy demand 
exists I'm-all pruvi.".io.n prpdii'-t*, Time; 

CLM INNATE Feb. I The roceiid < of hogs during the week 
were 10,772 head. Another week will prohali) v close the season 
eKseutmlly, though paekine-,xill be conlinm-d op n small ucale 
us long as prices keep up and the weather fiirors. Tim market 
is firm at. $6,10 for light, to $5,70 for heavy.- fUtrt.fr, 

TIIE TATTLE MARKETS. 

NEW YORK. Jan. 3o -The current prices for the week at 
all the markets are .Li follows: 

KKKK CATTLE. 
First quality . $8.50009,00 
Ordinary quality.7,50(5)8,25 
Common quality.6,50(7(7,25 
Inferior quality.5,50(a)6,25 

COWS AND CALVK8. 
Firet 'pialily, .$.55,00060,(XI 
Ordinary quality,.   40,00(n)50,00 
Common quality,.   80,00«v«,00 
Inferior quality. 25,00^)30,00 

VEAL CALYES. 
fin-t quality, y) fb. BH@7}Z<S 
Ordinary finality,. 5.^6 o 
Common quality. 4 (25 c 
Inferior quality. .. 3^,4 c 

^Vbncvtiscmcnts* 

ADVERTISING TERMS, iu Advance — Thirty 
Fivk CIk.vth a Lix'k, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52t: cents per line of space Special Notioks, 
(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a laue 

lx consequence of Its largo and increasing circulation, wo 
are obliged tea put the last form of the Rural lo press earlier 
than formerly, and advertisements should reach us on Monday 
to secure insertion the Hama work 

Q'OMKTI! ING NEW, that will pm/. Sample free.— 
k 7 Agents Wauled. |«7H-2t) A. H. FAY, Jersey City, N. J. 

Ij^JII'IjO VMENT.—“ Why stand yc all the day Idle T’ 
I J l will give .you work. J. WHITLEY, Jit., Publish'd:. Davis' 

Block, Geneva, N. Y. 578-2t 

OOM KTH ING N EW - \gcnts wanted 
meeting with on parallel I sale- Address .) 

WHITLEY, Jit., Pul),, Davis' Block, Geneva. N Y'. 578-21. 

NEW, that will pap. Sample free.— 
f578-211 A. R. FAY, Jersey City, N. J. 

,.: :.... ......mi. 1 i>ipoMii.miis 1 roin 
places desirmg the next Animal F.xhihlUon, ao- desired to In- 
sent to the .Seoretary nrexlous to Annual Meeting, with assur¬ 
ances ff located us deslivd, the usual provislonsas lo erections 
and expan.-iea will be provided. Bv order Ex Com 

Albany, Jan. 25, 1861 It, l» JOHNSON. Roc'y. 

/ t If \ I* TS A P 84,-111 PER iJMIO, I otl'er for sale 
V I first cbios rVpnlo Grafts, of (mpulai varieties, at $1,50 4) M 

I bax-e for sale No I Plnro. Pear, and Oiiiuce stocks and 
Peach Pits. T. T. SOUTH WICK. Dausville, Liv. Co,, N. 3' 

r J3III-, OPORTO GRAPE.- 'l'lie Wine Grata* of Amor- 
I ica. Send for a Circular. E. w SYLVESTER. Lyons, N. Y. 

| TALI \ N DEES AND Q| EENS FOR SALE-For 
I p:Mii«*.iil;wn m*tmI parly for Circular 

57o’*3ti*Ow M. M. linl.DKJlXJKi Mi'lilloporf, Niuff. ('o.t N-. Y. 

IjAR ESI I PEAR SEED EOR SALE. W« have 
.Juat received a line lot. of Imported Pear Seed gathered 

specially form* xxil.li the greatest care. 
All t'KAR Si-'-uti sent out by us lm« given perfect satisiuction. 
57(J-3t FROST ,V. Co,. Rochester, N, Y. 

Ij'OR S A I, E—l arge or small (inutility of Victoria 
J 1 Klmlmi-I), 9.3 per IIH), $25 par l.i iM) 

Allen'S HhiiI.v Itnsplieri v, SI per DIO; $8 per 1,000 
Silver Maple Sei-dliii"- , te 1 I pei 100, St per 1,000 
12acres Lawton or New Rnrlirlle Blackberry 
2 aerie Dnrcb'-stri- Bbtekbpri-y. - - * . . ^ iU'ir- WDIUIII'MP! |rm< ixlil'l I'V . 

du-l t \ EOR 11 SET of 11 A Ml- vt villi’ g'l'i.'vn ■ 29,13X1 Peach I'rnos. e.lmi.v varieties Strawberries. Cranhm 

- ft "Steffi)?®.. 
■ temp fol samples. .1. E. Bill AN.rraueca River. N. 1 Jau, p-,. i.-wtl [576 3l| WM. PARRY, <'iimaminson, N. J 

1 ( t( W ) '<1ENTS WANTED — To sell a. meat work 
I .3 n n r Great inducements offered. Address .1. WHIT 

LEY, J11 , Davis' Block, Geneva, N. Y’ 578-41 

I>ODlx Alt ENTS—I want your address. Arure chance 
J will be given you so do tint, fail to send for iny nexv mode 

of -oiling book* Him I tree. Address J. WIIITLEV, Jr. Pub., 
Davis Block, Geneva, N. Y 578 21, 

*Wv ni SIlEI.S APPLE SEEDS EOR SALE.—1 
—' ' havo noxv 00 band 20 tmshels first quality Apple Beed, ai n^iv im 1U1.1111 4.(1 niiniii’in uint < 
Hie Genesee Heed.Store, Roclie.sler, N. Y 

578-2teo\v J. RAPAtiJE. 

#1i\A PER 1HONTII Hindi* with STENCIL 
rJ I ' 7 TooEH. Mlnearntbe rhmprsl and lust. Send for 
latest t irruuLr and sampjes. All' fm- Address 

D L, Mil.LI KEN, lliandoii, Vt.. 
578-2t Or No, 70 Third St., (P. o. Bo* 1,710) St. Louis, Mo. 

| NO! IILE ZINNIA SEEDS EOR SALE. 1 have 
I ‘ to-dav received from Vu.xiomv \ Co . of Paris, aquantitx 

of Die seeds of this Splendid \'i-xv Annual. I will send it out in 
jmt'kages of /.-a sredx tor 25 cent ,. or twenty en ds lor Ml cents. 
post paid. Address JAS. V ICK. Rochester, N. Y. 

(COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED.— 
W a May. Mrs. Hanldnn want--# A^r**nt« at hoiue or to 

tr>r/x3* •*. 7 k-»r V'-♦nr » *» 1/» M v V’! ’ ,1-1, »>, » .- 

. , SFIKEP AND LAMBS. 
Prime quality . $5,25®7,0O 
Ordinary quality.   4,«Xa.5.00 
Common quality,. 300M375 
Inferior quality,...2'75@8,U0 

awjwB. 
First, quality. rt„0Jljro 
Other qualities. . 5.V(«W?-i<5 

ALBANY. I- oh. 4 Bbkvks - There is no new feature to note. 
The supply is in excess of the demand, and although some tm v - 
ers think t bey an, paying a shade higluir. we cannot -uv that 
prices aril better. There are a number of buycra here from Nexv 
Y orb, but as was tho ease last week, neiu iy all prefer to take 
droves on commission, instead of on speculation. Tin* Eastern 
men un- Imy log apuliuglv, and a* a general thing inquire for the 
best. I lie average quality is fair. 

KBCRIPT8—The following is our comparative statement of 
receipts at tins market over the Central Railroad, estimating 16 
to the car; 

. . Cor. week 
„ ... This week. La«t week. last vear. 
Cattle.2.381 3,;J90 2 720 
Sheep,.2,640 5,632 8,895 

Flogs.. 

last. vear. 
2,720 
5.895 

254 
Salks— The sales made thus far do not, warrant us in making 

any material change in our quotations 
,, , This week. Last week. 
Premium..4-'i(ol5 « 4K(ii>5 c 
.4 ‘ *(7/ ,4(1,0 ilmAHa 

tn-t MUal tv .3>s(V3’ c 3Js@3f|c 
Hecund quality.. (o ff c (pj3 c 
Tlurd quality...,... (t;,2(4c (i(i2,Qc 

. 111.81* — Hopplv comparatively light, but ib-maud liv no means 
active, and prices not improved. Rales of 1,000 bead during the 
week at t - -V ; > th 172 State of very nice quality at $1,.'** >) 
head; ayenuze IK) tbs. 

I loins - jfoll ami lower. Two or three lots, average 210 and 
250 lb*, sold at 5!-.,c Heavy selling -oxvlv at 5'fc, and now and 
then a select lot at 58,0. 

Dkmsi'u Hoi * Receipt* .*inc* Friday 783 hand Sales 209 
Michigan, aver 269 lbs at $6.90; thi- looming, 56HLate at $7 for 
2IX) lb*. AVer, aud $7,19 for 325 tbs. - Atlas and Argus. 

BRIGHTON, Jan "I -At market 1009 Beef Cattle, 950 Stores, 
1,800 Hheep and I,ambs :tu4 2tX)Hxvtm*. 

Bkek Catti.k Prices, c.vtiit, S7,Od«0,90; 1st quality, $6,S0$ 
7,75!; 2«i do, $t).istfa0,0(l, 3d do. $0.00®S,0U 

WoiKi.v; iixr.y —None 
Mitctr Cows—*3afe44; common, Jtft'-i20. 
Veal C.vbvns- Jit.ttufet.oo. 
Storks Yearling*, fOgO; txvo-year' old, $12« 14 ; three years 

ol* J. $14.(116, 
IftliK* - 61s " 7c V lb. (none hut slaughtered at market.) 
Calk Skins—Iffaltc ft tb. 
Tallow -61, " 7c. tl lb- 
Pkltk — St.ttn "1,75 each. 
Shkkp AM I Laii as — $l,25(<i, 1,75; extra, $2,00(«.3,45.,s- 
Swine —Store, wholesale, 5qj6c ; retail, 0®)cl 

T TA LI AN DEES.—Orders will noxv be. received fop (hot" 
1 bees to In- delivered in the Spring .1 rirenlor will hr sent to 

all nppHr.end- imhoing a slump. In it will be found the term- 
and nlsu ropurt* I'i-iiiii Mr. LAXosTitmii, Or IClRTl.AXP. Mi, 
Uit.u'i*itTT, Mi- IlAi.imuMiK, and othcis, testifying fultx, from 
actual observation, to tin* great. *ii|iiu-ioiily of (bis race over tie- 
common bee. |578-tlj S. It PAJ5SGNS, J'liihiilog, \. V 

VJ’I ItSEltY TO LET, FOR A TERM l)F YEARS — 
, x StliiattuI ip Hie City ot tin) ful n, s\«* 11 storked and equip¬ 
ped, with eltlgunlainl tii lefu) gi-oumU, a line dwelling, a mim- 
ncr "t lanui aud commodious Green-Umt-it-s. well arranged aod 
il'lapted for a large and prolitalde Inwiness. Tin* i* a iaie 
clianci' fnra practical ion-er.yrnau with smiill means It will bo 
loaded low, a* the proprietor is eng.-n-ed m other busuiess. Ad¬ 
dress drawer 298, Cleveland, Ohio. 578-21 

I JXaEXJRO-FISTEXJIvtlOINriA. 
1 1 rxr ca gv ’X' eje Xj i-: . 

A kk.xikpv for this ilestriirt.ive disease, (when given m it- earliest 
stages,) is preiianid by tlie subsci-ibcr. Hcvorai laruiet’s in the 
neighborhood of Philadelphia can t»- rnrurrisi t". who lone 
successfully used it. GEO. .1, HCATTEKGOt qt, 

Drimjuisi*, 
N. YV. corner Fifth and Callnwldli Hlri-ets, 

-- it.. run. IOELffltlA, Pa 

A SIIEKIIIOU EARJI EOR SALE 01 114,.-,-. 
f \ choice la ml, under a good state of cultivation. altlUlfed op- 
liocite the N. Y. Gentral Roili-nod Depot, in the village of I'itts- 
tord, Monroe t'o,, E. Y . six tiub-s east nf Rocbi-htei Ha- a, 
you tig, bearing Apple Orchard ■ ,1 Sat tu-.,-. choice fruit, tltX) 
i’eftcli null 890 Dwarf Pear Tree* set, three years ago, i- llm-lv 
watered and pic. e:ses ntnpv very great iulvahta-q- in l-'icatioa. 
II1,; well, adapled, for nurxrry ton-poses. H ill t* sold cheap if 
applied tor soon. A large portion nf purcho .e prieocAn remain 
on bond and mortgage it il'-siied. For pni1.iculii.rs inquire of 
DANIEL \V<ttHi. No.39 Arcade Gallery, RocIi‘-*ter, N. Y„ m- 
of the subscriber on tho premises. II. C. wood 

“jj'AMILY NEWSPAPER.^ 
J Me-. Hanltiiw* Mammoth Pictorial i* in ilsHixth Yoluqie 

».n«l has309,'XWreaders, t- oil of riuxravIlicH and Fashion Plates. 
Large, t, nicest and best, in tie- world for Xft eu. a vear. Aiikn i-h 
wanted. Ladles, Tcnc-neiH, Clergymen, nr l'o*i.-Masters. For 
Specimen Copies and Terms to Agents, inclose red stamp to 

578 HAMvJNH k CO., N-w York. 

| OHN 1VE- MERRICK <& CO., 
Pole Proprietors and Maoufiielurers of 

TIMBY’S PATENT BAROMETER, 
FOR THE UNITED STATES. 

< >IUr-4*, JVo. "7 Cent rail K.velmitfve, 

WORCESTER., MASS. 

Trim Nkxv Patknt Htavimrp Ivhtp.l-mkxt dilforn in its con¬ 
struction and operation from ail others, being i-onstrucP d ixit.ii 
a Ft.KXtBJ.l-. Ski TtoN, ho arranged as to 

Compensate! for the Changes in Temperature, 
Leaving tiiO beiglitof tilO Morcnri.ilcohiion entirely nnchangei] 
b.V the cxlrtrtnen of te-at and cold, whether placed iii-iluorsor 
out, am! jubstantlally obviates the hitherto great uncertainty 
of reading the Banimeter 

’I'his Insti-nnieiit i* "tfi.-rwise u\ natn.v r-oiiTAPi.t, having been 
safely transporleil to oven lu-ntlpp of the United 'tates ,w,,| 
xlmo.iP, and entirely free tirqu leaking and ruin, consequent 
upon the use of Wsx ANP OTI/BIi TkA«l. in attempting to se¬ 
cure the ineicurv In the tula- 

Ttiis Instrument i* ilm*i| and endorsed bv many of the most, 
eminently practical and scientific men in tlie United HLitcs. 

Parti'- purchasing Barometer, -lemld be careful and see that 
the Instrument )* itiai-ked Ttauf'8 Patuxt. 

The above fnstruinents are put, up In tin- finest Rosewood and 
Zineubi CH*ev, xxilh Tiiennom- ier* atUclord. I'rico from $7 to 
$11). 3 ST~ Agents wanted In every County. 578-tf 

f|Ht K E S E EDS! T R E E S E E D S ! 

SCHROEDER Sc CO., 
NO. 79 STATE (STREET, ROCHESTER, N. Y., 

Oi-tvr among many other varieties of Tree Heeds, the follow¬ 
ing lead!Qf| -"*t-. ot tin* prices mimed . 
Abies Kxcelru, (Norway Hpruee.j.per tb $0.50 
Pinna Austrieeu*, I An strain Pine,). “ jjg 

" Silveslris, jseotcli Pine,J.. ..    •• J 
" S'tmbllA, I White, |.   " 2.50 
" Ceinbra, ICeiid'rian,] . ])oo 
" Piuta. lltaliau Htono Pine,J .  “ 2,00 
" I'u mi I is, f Dwarf,}.   " 2| 09 
•• l.arleaq jUoi-»ican,| . r.ja) 
“ IHinUiter, |Miiriiiuni,|   •• ram 

ncea IVcIinata, (European Hilver Fii.J. ■* i(oo* 
Larix Kuropn-ii*. fEoi-opeati I,arcli.| . •• Qio 
JuniperuL Comniiinis, (iCuglish,! . " 0,50 

Virginiaim, jlted Cedar.]. ■* 1 00 
Thuya Oc.riilentnlfa, | American,I . " 1.59 

“, Orirntulbi, tCblnane.)   ** Ana) 
Fraxinus Excelsior, l Europr.tn Black Aah.J. " ijat 
Acer I'latanoide*. |Norway.) •• 1,1m 

■' Rubrnm, (Sciu-let.J '   ** Sijq 
PEAR SEEDS, $2,OH ft It., in quantities of 25 tbs, and over,'at 

wholesale prices, 
Apple Hi*ed*, Cherry, Plum, and Peach Pits. 
Angers and FoOteriay Quince, very strong. 
P'*ar, Plum, Dwarf Apple. Dwarf Cherry, Manetti Rose, 

Stocks, Ac., Ac 578-enw-tt 

” \\rOMEN OF NEW YORK.”— 
' ' Mr*. Hankins’Curious New Book of Female Charac¬ 

ters in the City, is v*i'>' interesting, and strictly moral. Fancy 
binding; 850 Page.*, 50 Engravings; 88 "... rail*. Moiled free for 
$1. AGENTS Wasted—l.odie* and Teachers. For Description 
of Book aud Particular* of Agency, inclose red stamp to 

878 HANKINS a CO., New York. 

A Just. IGibllstieil. 
1*1 KK H AN !S I, A V E It V, DISTINHUISHEI) 

naixi Title M..I VKIIY oir E.v;i I8p Tilt,OKI--; ps, arid Jii-lified by tlie 
Laxv of Nature Itv Ib-v Hxmi-i-.l Hiimiay. It, D. Author of 
" Diseoiiises oil the HllPfeillf' y and ollligntiou of Crquiuleuce." 
One V ol I2IIIII., 318 pages. Cl mil, Extra. Price, $1,90. 

In tlii * Lrcalir.e Dr. Simiutii alms to lout. at. Ameriean Slavery 
in the abstract utul prove it, in itself, conformable to the laxv of 
Nature, lb- distinguish'):, it* moral -iml tociul features jrom its 
[lOlltl'-al and eeononfi'talaspects. It is believed, lie will be found 
tu have carefully and exhaustively studied the whole subject 
and to have pt'uihii-i-d his !|rgumeilts wll.li eandor and force. In 
tho present exciting prominence nf this topic it lawrll calmly 
to examine both sines of tie- qm-stiou 

MASON HlltmilCRS. Publlsber*. 
576-3t. 5 A xb-re,-i St.reet, Nexv York. 

I JR1NDLE S PATENT AGI1H l LTI UAL 

* OALDHON AND STEAMER- 
Tina is a new and 

valuable improve¬ 
ment for 

COOKING 

FEED FOE STOCK, 

and well adapted for 
ill purnosea whore 
ileum 1 s required 
for beating, H Is 
also nel ailaoteil for 

Mil all 

DomcKtie Purposes 
xv here a Caldron 

p!t<"trl» la rni|Uired. 
(E Full purliculara 

given In llbiHtrated 
‘Circulars, w h i cli 
will be ,'i.\T ii-kkk to 
all Mpplii'ant-i. 
MAN' FAC-TURED 

A.VIl HlJl.li IIV 

mmt & co, 
150 Bull (do St., 

— ROCH ESTER, N. Y. 

A 1‘1’LE ROOT (iUAi TS A reliable and we be- 
J \ llexe imi'i|ijalh i| assortment, fil.ueo for $50. One year 
grafts, 1,000, $25. Seoils, Suious, Ac. See List. 

F. K. niOfiWfX, Bloomington Nursery, III. 

vroTii 1-: IIA.UI-: university, Indiana,— 
I x This [m-titutioii, ftivornbly known to tlie public for t he last 
sixteen xc»i> i* now able to offer greater ituiucrmt'njatban 
ever before, tu i.-ousi'fiuema* of i-eeunl imprUVeini-nU, the Col¬ 
lege building- can accommodate two hundred and fifty hnardere. 
and a more healthy and delightful location cannot be round. It 
is situated near Sniitti Bend, on the Michigan Seuthtfm R. R., 
within.a few lumj-s' travel ut' all odr principal cities. 

TERMS. 
Entiariee Fee.... . . .. $5 (3) 
B«unl, Washing, Bed and Bedding, Doctor'* l-i-i-a 

and Medicines, anil Tuition in tho English 
(.'"ur»e, ....... .$135 99 per annum 

Latin nqil Greek, extra,_ . .. . 201KI “ 
Spanish, Dalian. French, and German, each, 12 68 
Itmlruiuonlal Music,.. . 20 oo “ 
Drawing, I - un « 
Oaliuthcnies, _       5flo “ 
Use of Phil.pineal Chemical Apparutus, . 10 00 “ 

Payments to bo made half-yearly, in advance. 
The fir*t e-ssiiin ciniiiuence* tlie first Tuesday of September. 

The second Si-s-ioo opens Hus first of February and Hilda in 
June, xvtien the principal and public examination is made. 

2 . -Annual De-rriptive Catalogue detailing full particulars 
furnished gratis, on application. 

575-itnA-it jy Ruv, P. DILLON, President. 

rpiIOltLEY’ri FOOD EOR CATTLE 

1 CONVERTS THE 
Poorvwt Hay or Straw 

INTO A SUPERIOR RROVENOER. 
Wholo tinrrcls containing 448 reels with measure $14. 
Half barrels containing 224 feeds with measure $7. 
Cases rontaining 112 feeds in packages $-1. 
A Pamphlet containing testimonials mailed free. 
IT" DEPOT, 21 HIM) AilW A Y, NEW YORK. 
Agent* wanted in every City and Town. 574-26t 

I.[ «fc ill. Ill OR DO EE, BreederH of puro Short-horn 
I | . and Altirrmy Cnltb. South tlnum and Silesian Shrip, 

Sullolk and E»*e-/>Pi{j*, Rochester, N. Y. 573-t.f 

hi.V If .11 EOR SALE.— tine of the best and best situ¬ 
ated farms in Monroe Co.. I ring I! mile* went of tIlia City, in 

the town rd Gates, rm the Buffalo road, will be sold at a great 
bargain if application is made soon A -mall farm of 50 to no 
acres, near the City, or a house and lot worth 1 to $5,lX)9 in the 
city, would bo taken in part payment. For particular* apply on 
tlie premise*, or at No. 8 Hill street, at the office of John M. 
Fiikm u A Co., of M HUNTINGTON. 

Rochester, N. Y., August21, I860. 554-tf 

MMI EA RSI ERS, II Eft IIA MIS, A KI1ILDER8. 
1 Our " Irrepresftible Conflict ' in against high prices. Wo 

offer you, at 7-1 slain St., Rochester Iron. Nail*. Hardware,Oils, 
Points, Color*. Windows, Doors, Blinds, lines. Spades, Shovels, 
Corn floes. Cultivator*, ami oilier article* too numerous to 
mention. Also, the celebrated “Straight Draft Plow," which 
wo offer cheaper than the cheapest. 

535-tf MOORE. HKBING a: CO. 

\ MEBIG AN <3- TJ JNT O , 
VKOAt 

JARVIS Sc BAKER'S I8UND8, 

ty THK 

SOXJrri-T T»A.ClDTO OCEAN, 
1MPOKTKD IIV TIIK 

gf.« E U / C J gV U V el .V O C O Jfl I* JI 

Office, till William Street, 

NEW YORK. 
C. S, MARSHALL, Pret't. fl. MATHER, Secy. 

J K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 09 Exchange St., Rochester, N. Y. 

rpF.ETH FOR THE I>II ELION — SoMKTIUXa NKW. 
J Office, No, 7 Mansion House Block, 58 State Street 
Rochester, N V !',25 tf.| E. F. Wit,8ON. 

WHELLEK & WILSON MANTJFACTUKING CO’S 
vv IMFltDVKl) FAMILY 5KW1SC MACHI.\ES 

5 05 Broadway, NT f* w York. 
Tiiksh Machine* cumt-ine all tho late improvtanenU for Hem¬ 

ming, Stitching anil Felling Seams, and are the best Iu uaefor 
family sswivi and tailoring xxork. 

Prices from $60 to $1*0. ileuue* is, S5 extra. 
3. W DIBBLE, Agent, 

515-tf Nos. 8 and 10 Smith'* Arcade, ituchester, N. Y. 

T DIR.-I’aBc,B Perpetual Kiln, Patented July, 
J J 1857.—Superior to anv ip use for Wood or Coal. 2,\J cords 
of wood, or l>i tuns of coal to 1(8) hhls.—coal not mixed with 
stone. Address {434-tf.] C. D PAGE, Rochester, N. Y. 
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AN HOUR AT THE OLD PLAY-GROUND. 

MT USURY MOXSORD. 

I sat an hour to-day, John. 

Beside the old brook litre am, 

Where ire were schoolboys in old time. 

When manhood was a dream. 

The brook is choked with fallen leaves, 

The pond is dried away — 

1 scarce believe that you would know* 

The dear old place to day. 

The school-bom*- is no more. John, 

Beneath our locust trees; 

The wild rose by the window aide 

No more naves in the breeze; 

The scattered stones look desolate, 

The sod they rested on 

Has been plowed up by stranger 1 lands. 

Since you and I were gone. 

Die chestnut tree is dead, John, 

And wbat is sadder now — 

The broken grape vine of onr swing 

Hangs on the withered bough; 

1 re ail our names upon the bark, 

And found the pebbles rare 

l.aid up beneath the hollow side, 

As we bad piled them there. 

Beneath the grass-grown hank, John, 

1 looked for our old spring 

That bubbled down the alder path 

Three paces from the swing; 

The rushes grow upon the brink, 

The pool is black and bare, 

And not a foot this many a day, 

It secmB, has trodden there. 

1 took the old blind road, John, 

That wandered up the hill; 

Tis darker than it used to be, 

And seems so lone and still! 

The birds sing yet among the boughs, 

Where once the sweet grapes hung, 

But not a voic« of human kind 

Where all our voices rung. 

I sat me on the fence. John, 

That lies as in old time, 

That same half-panel in the path, 

We used so oft to clime — 

And thought how o’er the bars of life 

Our playmates had passed on, 

And left me counting on this spot 

The faces that are gone. 

llM iP'tfil'g-lWIjM. 
[Wrtten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.J 

FRED CARLTON’S VALENTINE: 
OR, LOVE VERSUS SKATES. 

BY JESSIE CARVER. 

Fked Carlton was just twenty-one,— intelligent, 

good looking, and accomplished. His father occu¬ 

pied the honorable position of village lawyer in one 

of our western cities, and Fkkp, hia only son, had 

ever been indulged in every wish or fancy. He had 

just retnred from B-College, where he had grad¬ 

uated with the highest honors, and was now at home, 

waiting, like Micawhkk, for ■“something to turn 

up,” — meanwhile, unlike that worthy individual, 

luxuriating in all the comforts of a happy home, gay 

society, and a freedom from care and restraint 

unknown to him since his boyish days. 

Header, you must not suppose our Fred a hero 

without blemish. Far from it, — generous, frank, 

impulsive, ho was an agreeable comnsnion. wul-ayro- 
pathising friend; but, alas, vanity entered largely 

into his composition. Nor Is it to be wondered,— 

bnt enough of this anon. Upon his arrival home he 

was, of course, (as one la in every small place,) 

lionized to death. No tea party, sleigh ride, or even 

sewing circle was complete without Kurd’s presence, 

and a bevy of bright-eyed lassies were ever ready 

with smile and response to his greeting,— almost 

transported upon being the object of his gallantries 

to singing school or sociable. After a while this 

homage became irksome, and our hero was fast 

tending toward “ennui,” when a letter came to 

Squire Cari.ton announcing the speedy return of 

Dr. Means, an old friend, and resident of Rockville, 

who had been in Europe for the past three years, for 

the purpose of educating and restoring to jiealth his 

daughter Bessie. This letter stated that the family 

would sail from Havre on the 23d of December, and 

as it was now the second week in January, they 

might be expected every day. 

Fred was greatly interested in these tidings, and 

daily passed the Dr.’s residence, which was undergo¬ 

ing a process of cleaning and furnishing. He remem¬ 

bered Bessie Means as the favorite playmate of his 

childhood, — a light, laughing gipsey. Together 

they played “houso” under the great oak tree, its 

acorns serving for cups, and its leaves forming 

material for crowns innumerable, with which to 

deck the infant qnccn. Together they had waded 

through the intricacies of the alphabet, multiplica¬ 

tion table, and in after days that bugbear, “Col¬ 

burn’s Mental Arithmetic.” After Fred entered his 

teens, and was old enough to go to boarding school, 

he acquired the usual boyish contempt of girls and 

primary schools, so that, save a few weeks’ visit at 

home during vacation, he had seen little of his 

young playmate. 

Bnt now he found his old interest awakening, and 

he looked forward to the arrival of the wanderers 

with pleasure. A few days after, as Squire Caul- 

ton’s family were seated arouud the supper tabic, a 

message arrived saying that Dr. and Mrs. Means and 

Bessie were safe at homo at last, and would be 

happy to see Mr. C. as soon as convenieni. Of course 

this announcement produced great joy. The meal 

was quickly finished, and Squire Carlton asked his 

wife if she would like to walk over to Dr. Means w ith 

him to welcome them home again. She answered in 

the affirmative, and as they were starting out, Fred 

jumped up declaring he would not stay at home alone, 

and must go too. When they reached the house and, 

after a warm greeting from the Dr. and liis wife, 

were introduced to a graceful dark-eyed maiden, 

Fred could not realize that this was little Bessie. 

She wore the jauntiest little crimson jacket trimmed 

with ermine, the soft fur contrasting so richly with 

her warm, clear skin. Her hair, arranged in the 

French style,— which was exceedingly becoming to 

her,— revealed a low, broad forehead, set off by a 

pair of the blackest arched eye-brows. As she 

glanced at Fred, he felt a wee hit of concern as to 

the impression she might form of him; and as she 

coolly answered his questions relative to her journey 

and return, he wondered if she had got a new heart 

as well as new ideas in the old world. The evening 

glided swiftly by, and our friends, alarmed at the 

lateness of the hour, and reproaching themselves for 

detaining the wearied travelers from rest, hastened 

homeward tilled with pleasure at their evening's 

entertainment. 

Days and even weeks passed swiftly by, and the 

Iriendship of childhood seemed revived. Fred was 

seen going to the Dr.’s morning, noon, and night,— 

sometimes to get a recipe for his mother from Mrs. 

Means, or a prescription from the Dr. or some snch 

errand, always liaj/pening to step into the parlor t-o 

speak to Miss Bessie, and sometimes staying the 

remainder of the day. Bessie,— little minx,— was 

well enough pleased to chat with him. She would 

play and sing little French songs for him, and be 

could hold worsteds, sharpen her pencils, and make 

himself generally useful. If she wanted to go to 

visit at any distance, Fred’s pony and cutter and 

Fred’s self were always at her command, and the 

arrant little flirt made good use of them. 

Fred could not understand her. She was the first 

young lady lie had ever met who dared venture an 

opinion or sentiment differing from his own. She 

was saucy enough to combat all his pet theories, and 

(provokingly enough,) often vanquished liitn. Noth¬ 

ing seemed to please her better than a hearty quarrel; 

repartee was her " fort,” and though she was always 

glad to see him, and accompany him upon rides, etc., 

etc., yet he could'nt, for hiB life, tell whether she 

cared one straw more for him than she did for the 

twenty other young men in Rockville. 

One clear, cold winter’s night, as they were sitting 

by the fireside in the Dr.'s parlor, Bessie spoke of 

the pleasures of skating, -of seeing the women in 

Holland skate,—and described the great skating park 

in Boston, where She herself had ventured out on the 

field of glass on skates. “By the way, Fred,” she 

exclaimed, “ we can have a skating ground. Where 

the meadow overflowed last week, it is all one field 

of ice, and father says it will stay thus until the 

freshet in the spring. J brought tny skates from 

Boston, and we will go down in the morning and try 

the ice.” Poor Fred! At this proposal he was 

quite confounded; for, strange to say, he had never 

learned to skate. Being distant from any lake or 

river, 'skating was impracticable, but now to be 

forced to acknowledge ignorance of so common an 

art, pride forbade. He therefore told Bessie that 

he had no skates, but would send to 0-for a pair, 

and would receive them the following week. She 

was greatly disappointed at this postponement, but 

lie assured her that it would stay frozen until the 

time appointed,- inwardly hoping it would not. 

That night, when Fred went home, lie remem¬ 

bered having an old pair of skates in the garret 

which had belonged to his Uncle James, the hunter, 

and he bethought himself to try them in the morning, 

and thus gain a week’s practice in advance of the 

trial. Congratulating himself upon this piece of 

fmesse, he slept souudly, and wakened in the morning 

at a late hour to breakfast, skating, and Bessie. 

After partaking of the former, ho hunted up the old 

skates, and leaving the house by the kitchen door, 

went down In the meadow to look for a chance spot 

of ice, large enough for it is attempted exploit. He 

found a ditch somewhat overflowed and frozen over, 

forming a sheet of ice of about tweuty square feet in 

extent. Buckling on the clumsy skates, which were 

very different from our light modern affairs, he made 

the first effort, — one step forward, “ Oh!”—down he 

came. Jumping up again, he started once more,- 

doii'n again, fiat on Ills back this time. After many 

falls and bruises, for he knew little of the science (?) 

of skating, he was able to maintain an upright posi¬ 

tion, and amble slowly about his little “park.” 

“What an awkward position,” he said to himself, and 

all day he endeavored to glide about gracefully, us 

Bessie said they did in Boston, He did not go to see 

Bessie until after supper, and then he was so tired 

and lame that ho V iew lit wa> dull i-noujtrh company 

for her. llowcvei he consoled himself with the 

reflection that all this labor was for her. She sang 

for him her sweetest songs, was more bewitching than 

ever, and he went home internally vowing he would 

skate all the days of his life, provided she would skate 

with him. 

Fkkd prided himself upon his originality, and the 

next morning, as he was starting for his “Hark,” he 

thought of an old fashioned mirror be had seen in the 

garret, and that it would be a grand idea to carry 

that down to the ice and place it so that he could see 

himself as he practiced, and learn to preserve a 

graceful attitude, by studying its reflection. No 

sooner thought of than adopted, and our hero was 

speedily on his way toward the meadow—the huge 

mirror on one arm and the aforesaid skates on the 

other. Ciilok, the cook, looked rather amazed at 

seeing him emerge from the house with these articles, 

hut Fred, intent upon victory, little heeded surround¬ 

ing objects. He soon reached tho ice, and resting 

the looking-glass against an old stump, where he 

could view himself, he adjusted the skates, and 

sallied forth for the first attempt. He skated directly 

in front of the mirror a short time, and then boldly 

dashed forth on to the center of the pond, when 

‘ creak, ’ 'crash,’’ and down went poor Fred in the mud 

and water to his chin! Was it. imagination, or did 

he hear sounds of Bessie’s stifled laughter? It must 

have been Bessie ! How to get out he did not know, 

unless by wading through the thick mud and break¬ 

ing the ice for several feet- Exclamations not 

particularly grammatical fell from our Romeo's lips, 

and the poor skates rest in the ditch to this day, I 

fear. Once extricated from this "Slough of Despond,” 

he seized the mirror and hastened homeward, chilled 

and crestfallen. Fortunately the kitchen is vacant, 

and he meets no curious gaze. A change of dress 

and glass of cider somewhat soothed our friend’s 

irritated feelings, and he spent the remainder of the 

forenoon in reading. 

After dinner his mother asked him to carry a 

basket for her over to Mrs. Means, and have it tilled 

with slippery elm for the ’Squire’s cold. Fred, of 

course, dutifully accedes to this request, and soon is 

at the Doctor’s door. As Bessie meets him, he marks 

a curious, comical smile she wears, and notices that 

she can hardly keep from laughing. She sees that 

he looks thoughtful, and tries to he more sedate. As 

conversation led from one topic to another, Mrs. 

Means said, “Why, children, Friday is the 14th of 

February,—Valentine’s day.” 

“lhad almost forgotten it, replied Bessie,” and 

then an animated discussion took place as to the pro¬ 

priety, good taste, and abuse of Valentines. 

“Any way, 1 shall always send them to whom I 

choose, and whatever kind I choose,” said the pert 

little maiden. 

“Even at the risk of wounding or offending?” 

asked Fred. 

A roguish smile was his only answer, and the sub¬ 

ject was dropped. Afterwards, when his thoughts 

reverted to this conversation, he wondered that he had 

been so blind- A merry game of back-gammon 

finished the evening, and as FkED started for home, 

the rain-drops fell upon his cheek, bringing joy to 

the heart, for he knew the warm south wind that 

brought the rain would soon melt, away the obnox 

ious “ skating grounds ” and he would be free from 

that horrible engagement. The proverbial January 

thaw had been delayed, and now came in February,— 

better late than never, and never more welcome. 

Fred procured a dainty little trifle of a Valentige, 

— a confusion of lace paper, satin and cupids. On 

the inside he wrote a few lines,— the beauty of which 

consisted in their emanating from the writer’s heart 

instead of brain,— not particularly original in con¬ 

struction, as “ love" rhymed to “ dove,” and “bliss” 

with “ kiss.” Enclosing this in a huge envelope, he 

directed and mailed it himself, waiting at the Post- 

Office to see the doctor take it from the box, glance 

at the superscription over bis spectacles, deposit it 

in his pocket, and walk elowly homeward. In vain 

Fukd watched for his expected Valentine, but he 

Beemed for once doomed to he neglected. Night-fall 

came, and yet no token of anything from Bessie, or 

any other fair maid. As he went to his room to 

arrange hi- dress preparatory to making his usual 

evening call, he spied a little frame hanging beside 

the mirror, and upon examining it found it contained 

a pencil drawing; tho subject, or outline, he could 

not make out in the fading twilight, lie quickly 

procured a light and to his grief and vexation, found 

it to be an exact sketch of bis downfall and ducking 

upon the ice! The urtist had done justice to the 

scene, and every point was faithfully depicted,— the 

old stump, supporting the mirror in an erect position, 

the glare of ice, so deceitfully smooth, lint its shining 

surface just broken, as our unfortunate Fred sinks 

in its center, his arms aloft in the air, vainly indeav- 

oring to extricate himself. The expression of his 

face was too comical, and spite of his chagrin and 

vexation, he could not help smilingat the truthfulness 

of the sketch. Beneath, in a delicate running hand, 

which he recognized too well, were these familiar 

lines — 

Where ignorance is bliss, tis folly to he trite V 
Fred's Valentine ” 

i’oor fellow ho storinod about the chamber as only 

young Romeo’s can storm, vowed vengeance upon 

the “ little liusscy,”—and declared lie never would 

notice, no not even speak to her again. Yes, hut 

reader, even in his rage he conld nut help smiling 

(secretly, of course,) at her characteristic reproof in 

thus prepareing this gentle reminder; hut to think 

that she, Bessie Means, must have seen him, fret¬ 

ting and fuming in the tnud, and that she must know 

how vain he was; then came selJ'-rebuke, and 

promises to be wiser iu future. His mother coming 

to call him to supper found him still standing before 

the aforesaid Valentine, in quite a subdued stale. As 

he looked up she commenced laughing, and asked 

what ihterested him. One glance convinced him that 

she know all, and his “How could she, mother?” 

called forth another merry laugh. This vexed our 

hero, and dashing the unfortunate picture against the 

wall, he followed Lis mother down to the dining-room. 

That evening Feed spent in the library. He deter¬ 

mined henceforth to spend his time in cultivating Urn 

mind, and, as a preliminary effort- commenced read¬ 

ing “Prescott’s Philip the Second.” He read two 

or three pages in the first volume, bnt the light hurt 

his eyes, and produced strange optical illusions, 'l'he 

names of all the old Spanish Queens seemed changed 

to Bessie, and ail the other words seemed mounted 

on skates! Sinking hack in his chair, bis book 

gradually closing, he was soon lost in a reverie, and, 

alaB for the romance, the reverie was lost soon in 

sleep. 

“ Hurrah! Why, wont you speak to me ? Asleep! 

Ha, ha, ha!” and there, right in front of him, stood 

that provoking Bessie, her face beaming with fun 

and good nature, and her eyes dancing with delight, 

“Why, sir, you prefer staying at home to being 

beaten at back-gammon. What an intellectual young 

man,— extravag^i t, loo. to burn such brilliant Kero- 
s^i*.e to ill .14.. q.A ) ,i.i l 

To this ba .'i y jMREiyit) first made no reply, hut 

gravely resumin. r * hook, informed Miss Means 

that he was greatly interested in Prescott’s last 

work, and intended spending nine hours in reading 

every day.” 

“Yes,” Baid she, Byou must enjoy it, as you seem 

to be reading it up ’side down,” and, sure enough, 

there it was opened in the middle, and reversed. 

He could maintain his dignity no longer, and both 

joined in a hearty laugh; then Bessie, seating herself 

upon a stool at his feet, said to him, “Now, Fred, if 

I have offended you, 1 am sorry; or if you think I did 

w'rong in Bending that picture, 1 regret it; but the day 

of your mishap 1 came to your house very soon after 

you left, and Aunt Chloe told me to go down in the 

meadow and I would find you there,— skating. 1 

thought of course I might come, and hurried there, 

just in time to see you ”■ - 

“Don't, Bessie.” pleaded Fred. 

1 saw at a glance that you was taking private les¬ 

sons, so I hurried back, fearing you would hear me 

laugh. Now wasn’t it comical? 1 drew that picture, 

and then I didn’t dare show it to you, so I thought it 

might be your Valentine. Now, I am very sorry, and 

when your dear little missive came to-night, (I know 

you sent it,) 1 cried tears of repentance, so I came 

over with father on his way to meeting, and thought 

1 would ask you to forgive me, and perhaps go home 

with me!” 

Was she forgiven? After a long chat iu the library, 

Fred accompanied her to her door, and as he 

hastened down the garden walk, a voice came from 

the porch,—“ Good-night, Fred,— don’t go skating 

again! 

In one corner of his bureau drawer, carefully en¬ 

veloped in tissue paper, reposes Fred Carlton’s 

Valentine; anu beside it, in many outer coverings, 

are the old, ugly skates, which took such a memor¬ 

able part in his first and only lessons in the art of 

skating. Fked has grown more manly now, and 

perhaps a trifle more gray,— certainly less vain. He 

practices law in the City of Naehota, and Dame 

Rumor says that the uew Grecian Villa he has just 

purchased will soon acknowledge Mrs. Fked Carl¬ 

ton, — formerly Bbssie Means,—as its mistress. 

Fred often 6peaks of hiB skating experience, and 

declares that his cold bath that day actually cured 

him of vanity, taught him a lesson, and brought him 

a wife. 

“But, you never learned to skate,” chimes in 

Bessie. 

“Nor did yon ever send hut one Valentine,” 

answers our persevering hero. 

“Yes, bnt that one accomplished much, and may 

the Patron Saint long be remembered by the young 

and joyous, now and evermore.” 
Chicago, 111.. Jon.. 1861. 

Mother and Child.—The greatest painters who 

have ever lived have tried to paint the beauty of that 

simple thing, a mother with her babe—and have 

failed. One of them, Raphselle by name, to whom 

God gave the spirit of beauty iu a measure in which 

he never gave it, perhaps, to any other man, tried 

again and again, for years, painting over and over 

that simple subject— the mother and her babe — and 

conld not satisfy himself. Each of his pictures is 

most beautiful—each in a different way; and yet 

none of them is perfect. There is more beauty in 

that simple every-day sight than he or any man conld 

express by his pencil and his colors. And yet it is a 

sight which we see every day. 

HUSBANDS AND WIVES. 

It was the freshest of April mornings, with a soft 

wind, that had rifled all manner of sweet scents 

from dimpled hollows, purpled over with young 

violets, and solitary brooksides, fringed with white 

anemone stars, and wafted them into the city streets, 

to revive many a wearied dweller among paving 

stones. Mrs. Arden, standing at her window, looked 

down at the few feet of earth that city people digni¬ 

fied with the title of “garden,” and felt the sunny 

spring influences even there. 

“What a lovely morning!” said she to herself; 

“this is the very time to put my dahlias into the 

ground, and take care of the roses — how fortunate 

that to-day will be comparatively leisure time to me! 

Women don’t often get released from the domestic 

treadmill, and what with spring sewing, company and 

house-cleaning, I have been literally a plave for the 

last three months. Once-out in the open air, among 

the flower-roots, and I shall feel as though I was 

entering a new life!” 

Ignorant Mrs. Arden! Had she lived to be thirty 

years old without knowing that a married woman 

ought not even to breathe, without first asking her 

husband if it was proper and convenient? Mr. 

Arden had laid out an entirely different programme 

for his lady-wife; and in he came, discontentedly 

eyeing the new overcoat he had been buying. 

“Nellie, can’t you fix this overcoat Bomehow? 

There is something hiteby about the collar—you can 

tell where the trouble is, you are so smart with your 

needle!” 

Mrs. Arden took it out of his hands, and looked at 

it despairingly—there was full three hours’ work 

about it. 

“And Nellie—if yon wouldn’t mind altering these 

shirt-bosoms —they’re all in a wrinkle—the pattern 

was a bad one.” 

“You insisted on having them made according 

to the very pattern, entirely against my advice.” 

“Well, 1 know 1 did,” said Mr. Arden, rather 

sheepishly; “Martin said it was a good one, but 

Martin don’t know everything.” 

“I wish yon bud found that out before the shirts 

were made,” said Mrs. Arden petulantly. 

“I say,” interposed her spouse, apparently rather 

desirous of changing the subject, “ what are you 

going to have for dinner?” 

“1 don’t know, I’m sure,” was the vexed reply. 

“ I believe men urc always thinking about eating — 

no sooner is breakfast over than diuner begins to 

trouble them.” 

“1 wish you would make one of those puddings I 

like—make it yourself, for Susan always mangles it. 

We haven’t had one for a long time now.” 

“There goes my day of leisure that was to have 

put my garden in such beautiful order,” sighed Mrs. 

Arden. 

“ 0, pshaw!” said her husband, contemplating his 

whiskers in the glass, “ what do you care about gar¬ 

den-work? A woman ought to lind her chief happi¬ 

ness in domestic duties. 1 don’t approve of this 

everlasting fidgeting about flowers!” 

“ Harry,” said his wife, “ you would not be at all 

contented if your office work was so endless that 

you never got a moment’s time to smoke a cigar, or 

read a book or a newspaper.” 

“N—no, replied Mr. Arden, hesitatingly, “but 

then you are not a man.” 

“ No—1 know 1 am not,” said Mrs. Arden, quickly, 

“if I were, my wife should have a tittle leisure to 
tirpallii- nrcastioxially.” , 

Mr. Arcteu wcni,|iut, shutting the drain with some 

vehemence behind film. “ I never did Le such a 

complaining set as women are,” was hit- internal 

reflection, a» he walked rapidly down the street. 

Two or three hours’ steady work soon disposed of 

the press of office-business awaiting him, and he 

threw himself back in a chair to rest and look over 

his newspaper. But the balmy wind fanned his fore¬ 

head like narcotic incense, and the sensation of dolce 

far nimte was inexpressibly delightful—the closely 

printed columns became a confused blur, and the 

first Mr. Arden knew, he was — not exactly asleep, 

perhaps, but certainly not very wide awake. Some¬ 

thing carried him back to the time when Nellie had 

been a bride — fresh and blooming as a rose. How 

well he reruemberc^tho blue light of her eyes, and 

the satin brightness of her complexion. She had 

grown wan and weary-looking since those days. 

Was it possible that he hud been lacking in care and 

tenderness? It was rather an uneasy twinge of con¬ 

science, for he did love her, rattle-brained and 

thoughtless though he was. He thought of her, sit- 

tiug alone through the glorious April day, bending 

over the work ho had assigned to her, until the pallor 

deepened on her cheek, and the eyes grew dim and 

lustreless—he remembered the many, many days she 

had spent in the same wearisome occupation. No 

wonder that the little garden was a sunny spot to her 

—no wonder that she loved the flowers, whose fresh¬ 

ness seemed to revive her whole nature, A man 

may he very cruel to a woman without even beating 

her, or denying her the necessities of life. Suppose 

she should drift away from him, like a delicate leaf 

upon a swift-running stream! He shuddered at the 

very idea. She was not strong — the time might 

come when a narrow grave and white headstone 

would he all that remained of his little wife. A nd 

then—should he not remember all these things. 

He started up from the troubled net-work of flfcicy 

that had woven itself into a vague dream; the sun¬ 

shine lay brightly on the floor, and the finger of the 

office clock pointed to the hour at which he usually 

went home to dinner. The pudding was made, the 

coat in prime order, the unsatisfactory shirts ripped 

apart, and Nellie, though pale and tired looking, 

came to the door with a smile, to greet her husband. 

“ Why, Harry, what on earth have you got there?” 

she exclaimed, as Mr. Arden came up the steps, 

really staggering under the weight of two or three 

blossoming geraniums and verbenas, which he had 

brought from down town with incredible difficulty. 

“ Thought you’d like some flowera for your garden, 

my dear,” exclaimed he; aud Nellie straightway 

gave him a pleased, bapjiy look, which he did not 

soon forget. 

“And now,” said he, after dinner, “there isn’t 

much to do at the office to-day, suppose you and I 

devote the afternoon to garden work. We can make 

the little place as neat as a pink.” 

“0, Harry, that would be delightful!” exclaimed 

she, with brightening eyes; “ hut those shirts—” 

“0, no matter about the shirts! let ’em wait! I 

want to see your cheeks a little redder, my love!” 

Mrs. Arden wondered in her secret heart what had 

wrought this agreeable change — she didn’t know 

anything about her husband’s dream.—1.ifelllustrated. 

It has been said that the three sweetest words in 

the English language are happiness, home and 

heaven. About these cling the most touching asso 

ciations, and with them are connected the snhlimest 

aspirations. 

♦ 

ARTEMAS WARD ON SECESSION. 

Artemas, the great Showman, gives a rich speech 

on secession in a late number of Vanity Fair. We 

quote the conclusion — endorsing the writer’s views 

as to how and by whom the “fitin” should be done, 

and admiring his patriotic, stand relative to the stars 
and stripes: 

“I say to the South don’t sesesh! I say to the gal- 
yient peple of that sonny land, jes lock up a few hun¬ 
dred of them tearin Aroarin fellows of yonrn in sum 
strong boxes, and send 'em over to Mexico. And we 
peple up North here will eonsine a ekul number of 
our addle brained rip snorters to the same lokallerty, 
and thar let 'em fight it out among tbeirselvcs. No 
consekents, not the sliteet, which licks. Why shonld- 
en’t the peple who got up this file do the fltin? Get 
these ornery critters out of the wav, & the sensible 
peple of the North and Sooth can fix the matter up 
very easy. And when ’tie fixed let both seeshuns re¬ 
solve to mind their own biznese. 

“ Feller.Sittcrsens! I am in the Sheer A Yeller lccf. 
I shall peg out 1 of these dase. But while I do stop 
heer 1 shall stay in the union. I know not what the 
Bupcrvizers of Baldinsvilte may conclude to do, but 
for 1 I shall stand by the Stars A Stripes. Tinder no 
sircumstances whatsuraever will T sesesh. Let every 
Stmt, in the union sesesh & let Palmetter flags flote 
thicker nor shirts on Square Baker’s close line, still 
will I stick to the good old flag. The country may 
go to the devil, but 1 wont! And next summer when 
1 start, out on my campane with my show, wherever 1 
pitch my little tent you shall see flotin prowdly from 
the center pole thereof the American Flag with nary 
a star wiped out, nary a stripe less, but the same old 
flag that has altera llotid thar! and the price of ad- 
mishun will be the same it allers was—15 cents, 
children harf price.” 

San Francisco taker the Hat.—The latest men¬ 

tion of the Golden State is a plan to make white 

dogs useful. Your San Franciscan seizes up his white 

cur, and with stencil plate and black ink, inscribes 

his business card upon each side of the wretched 

pup, and sends him forth, a quadrupedal locomotive 

advertisement—a doggerotype of the fast people of 

a fast age. It is reckoned that a lively dog will he 

worth at least five dollars per day, or equal to a 

quarter of a column in a newspaper. 

(!'.onu'v fit flw 
For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

GRAMMATICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 26 letters. 

My 1 is an article. 

My 2, 6, 7, 8 is a common noun. 

My 10, 17, 13, 23 is a personal pronoun. 

My 16. 4, 20, 22 is a conjunctive adverb. 

My 5, 3, 8 is a common noun. 

M.v 16, 19. 22, 26, 18 is an irregular verb. 

My 9, 13, 12, 16, 10, 18 is a proper noun. 

My 26, 24, 11, 21, 18, 19 is an adverb of time. 

My 14,1, 16, 17, 13, 19 is a verb in the infinitive mood. 

My whole is an old saying. 

Leicester, Ltv. Co.. N. Y., 1861. S. E. Cox. 

O'" Answer in two weeks 

ILLUSTRATED REBUS. 
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For Moore s Rural New-Yorker. 

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM. 

Two ships, the Brooklyn and Star, are intending to can 

oonudo Fort Moultt lo and Fort Johnson, and wish to nscer 

tain if they are near enough to have their guns take effect on 

the two forte They know the distance between the forte to 

he 600 rods. They separate and measure the angles, and find 

them to he as follow* —At the Star, tin- Anglo subtended by 

the two forte was measured, and found to be 41’ 2.V; aud that 

by Fort Moultrie and the other (ship, was found to be 60* 12'; 

at the Brooklyn, the angle subtended by the two forte was 

measured, and found to be 48' 10'; and that by Fort Johnson 

aud the other ship, was round to be 47“ 40'. Required the 

distance between the two ships; the distance* between the 

ships and the forte. R. D. McCkasse.w 

Rochester, N. Y., 1861. 

1 Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 576. 

Answer to Geographical Enigma —Slander, whose edge is 

sharper than the sword. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—True love. 

Answer to Rebur:—AVhen a great be empty, put coal on. 

When a great he full, stop putting coal on. 

Answer to Charade:—Eye-lash. 

Answer to Mathematical Problem:—32.933 + miles 
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his bntter product largely increas'd, so much so as 
to furnish a great profit on the jextta food consumed. 
The same would hold good in regard to the cheese 

dairy, though to a greater degree 
In confirmation of the impoilnnce of concentrated 

food, I give a statement obtain'd from Mr. II. Sack- 
who lives at Hobart, in Delaware county, of 

their sphere of usefulness over a still wider range. 
The mere discipline of writing such papers would be 
of incalculable advantage to all who engaged in it. 
In a short time a body of Transactions would be accu¬ 
mulated which would become a storehouse of valua¬ 
ble hints for the descendants of those who begnu their 

accumulation. 
But we shall be met with objections of this kind 

among practical farmers:—“I cannot write long 
papers," say such. " I have not the skill in compo¬ 
sition necessary for the composition of such papers." 
But we oak such persona if they cannot tell what they 
know, in talking? We never meet a farmer, however 
defective his education, who cannot with great case 
and clearness tell the results of his experience in 
stock raising, or with various cropB and soils. If a 
man can talk he can write. The trouble with men 
who are not accustomed to composition is, that they 
are not satisfied with writing naturally as they talk. 
If the practical farmer is willing to lay aside all 
thought about tine writing, and simply set down his 
ideas as they come to his mind, he will have no tron 
ble. When the Duke of Wellington was l'remier in 
England he asked a member of the House of Com¬ 
mons to take a seat in the Cabinet. The answer was, 
“ 1 cannot talk in the House." “ Nonsense,” said the 
old veteran, “do as I do, say what you think, and 
don’t quote Latin." If our farmer friends will take 
Wellington’s advice and write down simply and natu¬ 
rally “what they think," they will find no difficulty. 
It may be said by some, “ My education is defective. 
I cannot writo or speak grammatically, and my spel¬ 
ling is bad." Wbatof it, my friend? Will that make 
your experience any leas valuable? Your bad educa- 
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the prodnets of a single cow fait seven months. 

271 pounds butter, sold at 20c ^ lb, _ . $54 20 
Calf fattened and sold for.. . . 6 00 
Milk sold . .12 60 
Milk used in fttinilj of six grown people_ 10 80 

Total for seven months. .582 50 
The other five months would probably be worth 

at leaBt. -. 8 50 

Making, for the year,_..... ...J..f01 00 

I inquired his method of keeping. He fed bis cow 

ber own milk and the slops of tiic house, as he kept 

no pig. Here, then, was the secret of his large yield 

of butter. Among the dairymen through that region 

two firkins of bntter, or 1.60 pi mi.-., is considered a 

good average for a cow. Mr. r < i am Bit’s cow pro¬ 

duced more than 100 pounds *>ve the average. 

Probably if the whole milk had ".'cu used for butter, 

she would have given at least double, or four firkins. 

The cow was the pet of her owner, and when 1 saw 

her, in high condition, lmt not large. If placed 

upon the scales she would have weighed from 700 to 

750 pounds. She indicated a dash of Short-horn 
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sb if ted from time to time, and finally placed in a 
largo tub about eighteen inclius in diameter. During 
winter it bad the protection of a cool green-houso. 
Last spring it was placed out in the open air with 
other plants, and Hoon began to make a vigorous 
growth, forming a splendid tuft of long slender rush¬ 
like leaves, gracefully drooping to the ground. The 
latter part of August it began to throw up ltd stout 
reed-like stems, from which sprang two flower-spikes 
that attained the height of eight feet, terminated 
with plumes of feathery flowers fifteen inches long, 
of a light or silvery color, which actually glistened 
under our bright sun. It has been justly described 
as a “fountain of foliage, acquiring more and more 
force from day to day, till at last the gushing lluid 
sprung up into jets of living silver.” 

Such is the Pampas grass as grown under unfavor¬ 
able circumstances; when allowed to acquire strength 
in a deep rich soil, it attains the height of twelve 
feet and throws up forty or fifty of its magnificent 
plumes, as represented in our engraving. South of 
Washington, where it will prove hardy, and attain 
these or larger dimensions, what a treasure it must be! 

In our gardens it is doubtful whether auy protec¬ 
tion will make it safe to leave it out in the open 
ground: but uo matter; though we inay not have the 
pleasure Of witnessing such grand specimens, smaller 
plants possess beauty enough to pay for all the winter 
room they require. We doubt not it could lie kept in 
a dry cellar with perfect safety, and transferred to 
the open ground in spring, lifting it after blooming 
in autumn, as we do many other plants. 

When, growing it requires an abundance of water. 
The soil should bo rich and light, and the aspeet 
warm. As soon as the weather becomes severe, it 
should be removed to the green-house, where, placed 
in a good position, its mass of gracefully recurved 
leaves render it a conspicuous and very ornamental 
object. By increasing from time to time the size of 
the tub, large and very fine specimens could un¬ 
doubtedly be obtained. It is well worth all the labor 
that may be bestowed upon it. It is readily propa- 

Pkrjtaps it would not be considered, by our readers, 
a very grave ollence should we introduce, and almost 
for the first time, a little of the ornamental on the 
first page of the Rural. It being understood, then, 
that we have the approval of our friends, we leave 
the horses, and cows, and sheep, and barns, and a 
most beautiful engraving Of the pig that took the 
prize at the late Dublin Exhibition, and which we 
will give in a future number, and introduce a plant 
which wo have observed and admired almost every 
day the past summer. Many times have we resolved 
to furnish our readers with a description and engrav¬ 
ing, and now we purpose to carry our resolution into 
effect. It is no other than the Pampas (Jrass of 
Brazil, which there grows in such abundance us to 
cover the vust Pampas, or level plains, for hundreds 
of miles. 

The* London Horticultural Society was the first to 
Introduce Ibis plant as worthy the attention of culti¬ 
vators in Europe and America, and large quantities 
of seeds were distributed by this Society in 1856, and 
in the Autumn of 1858 the reports from cultivators 
in all parts of England, spoke in glowing terms of the 
huge proportions and magnificent appearance of this 
famous grass. The finest specimen we have seen was 
on the grounds of Ellw anger & Barry of this city. 
At the base it was some eight or nine feet in 
diameter, and the flower-spikes about the same 
distance from the ground. In our northern climate 
the plant must be removed to the cellar or green¬ 
house in winter, but us far Mouth as Washington it 
would doubtless prove entirely hardy. 

Messrs. Hovky of Boston, and some gentlemen in 
the neighborhood of New York city, have good 
plants. Mr. Hovky gives his experience and opin¬ 
ions in his magazine, as follows:- “Coming from a 

pose to solvo the question. I only know that 1 never 
tasted sweeter milk or better butter than while in 
that county. 

Johnston, in his Agricultural Chemistry, (a work 
which every young farmer ahuuld own and read,) 
says we have reason to believe that the natural and 
immediate source of the fat of animals is In the oily 
matter which the food contains. Hence, the farmer 
who wishes to fatten his sheep or cattle, feeds them 
with food rich in oil, as oil cake, or linseed oil mixed 
with cut straw, bran, or meal. 

Until quite recently no experiments had been 
made for ft sufficient length of time, or by competent 
persons, to test the theories of the laboratory, or the 
closet. Special feeding had produced peculiar and 
unlooked for results, but it was left for Tnos. Hors¬ 

fall, an English farmer of moderate means, but 
possessed of abilities which eminently fitted him for 
the task, to reduce the whole subject of special food, 
and its application to a favorable result, to the 
definite proportions of a science. 

His experiments, conducted with great care and 
skill, and running through a series of years, were at 
length communicated to and published in the 
English Royal Agricultural Society’s Journal, anil 
re-published in the Transactions of the New York 
State Agricultural Society for the year 1856. And 1 
venture the assertion, without the fear of contradic¬ 
tion by any intelligent farmer, that there has never 
before been published so much valuable knowledge 
for the dairyman, and stall feeder, in so small a 
compass. 

Mr. Horsfall directed his experiments to establish 
the fact, that by a Hording an ample supply of the 
proper elements, he could increase the animal condi¬ 
tion, and also increase ami improve its product. It 
could not be done witli the ordinary farm produce, 

of which ho usually fed cabbages anil kohl-rabi, in 
moderate quantities. Of meadow bay it would 
require, beyond tho amount necessary for the main¬ 
tenance of the cow, an addition of full 20 pounds for 
the supply of casein in a full yield of milk, (10 
quarts,) 40 pounds for the supply of tho oil for the 
butter, and 9 pounds for the phosphoric acid. It 
would therefore require the cow to consume GO lbs. 
additional, of hay, to keep her in condition, and sup¬ 
ply the full yield of milk. 

TIriB being simply impossible, he turned his atten¬ 
tion to what are termed artificial, special, or feeding 
substances, and to select such as would he rich in 
albumen, oil, and phosphoric acid, regard being had 
to their comparative cost, with a view to profit.—p. 

THE COW AND HER KEEPER. 

All the elements contained in milk exist in the 
food which the animal consumes, put together and 
combined nearly or quite in the form in which they 
there occur. Certain plants contain one substance, 
as the leguminous, which are rich in materials for 
casein. Peas and beans are peculiarly in this class, 
and are valuable for producing growtli in young 
animals, and for increasing the curd in milk. On 
the other hand, those plants containing oil, will 
materially increase the quantity of butter in the milk. 
But as the milk must contain both the oil for butter 
and casein* or the curd, it follows that if food be 
furnished to t.'ue cow rich in either of these elements, 
but deficient in the other, there may be serious loss, 
inasmuch as all fed to her beyond what she requires 
for her sustenance, and to supply tho demand for the 
milk, must be rejected and thus wasted. 

It is by the skillful combination of all these ele¬ 
ments, existing ready formed in certain plants, and 
feeding them to the cow in such a manner that she 
can consume the largest amount, under the most 
favorable circumstances for its thorough digestion, 
that her utmost value is obtained. The use of con¬ 
centrated food becomes of prime importance to 
every man who wishes to reach the highest value 
from his cow. Thousands, nay, tens of thousands of 
dollars are annually lost to the dairyman for tho lack 
of this knowlege, or the want of practice upon it. If 
the farmer who devotes his dairy to butter were to 
feed bis-cows daily with a small quantity of any of 
the unctuous oils, as cotton seed oil, or rape oil, 
mixed with bran, or meal of any kind, he would find 

bis stable one day, he saw bis horse standing in the 
yard, looking as though he was repeating the last 
four lines of the “ Beggar’s Petition," apostrophised 
no doubt. Upon inquiry, learned that sometime 
previous, while the ground was frozen, he was letting 
him play at the halter, and in making a turn, he re¬ 
members that he slipped, and from that time on had 
been more or less lame. Especially on starting had 
he shown it, and when standing, had,put this foot 
forward. A learned Veterinary Surgeon, whom he 
had consulted, had told him that the horse was not 
really laine, but had contracted the foolish habit of 
standing with this foot forward. His remedy, (oh, 
shade of Dadd and Youatt, pardon!) founded upon 
this view of pathology, was to put on a stifle shoe on 
the well foot, and thereby make him stand on this, 
and learn to keep it under him. Upon removing this 
excrescence of ignorance, the animal immediately 
resumed his position upon the well foot, with every 
look and act of gratitude, more easily imagined than 
described. Fortunately for tho case in point, the 
horse, from this exposure sickened, and died soon 
after with pneumonia; and while a learned disciple 
of yEsculapius was making a post-mortem, and talking 
learnedly to the gaping crowd of grey and red hepat- 

And now, Mr. Inquirer, allow me to say to you in 
all candor, that the very best remedy under tho 
canopy of heaven, in my humble opinion, fOrSwecnie 
or any other disease, is to know you have got It! The 
second is like unto the first, viz., to know what you 
have when you have got it. The third is of minor 
importance, viz., what will restore the diseased or¬ 

gan to a healthy condition. 
The above premises, at first thought, may seem 

nonsensical, (and with many will at the last,) and yet 
a little reflection will teach almost any brain that is 
too large to fill tho cranium of an oyster, that in nine 
cases out of ten, and 1 had better say 999 in the 
1,000, of the fatal cases of disease in the horse which 
they have seen treated, a scientific examination would 
have demonstrated that the first remedy spoken of 
had not been given or understood. Having owned 
as many as one horse in the last thirty years, and 
seeu two others, I propose to give a case in point, 
and if it does not demonstrate any of the above posi¬ 
tions, will perhaps prompt an inquiry which may he 

of some use. 
Some four or five years since, a friend of mine 

owned a most magnificent animal, which, for style, 
speed, and docility, is seldom equalled. In passing 

SomethlNO over two years since, the following 
query was made in the Rural, viz.,—“ What is the 
best remedy for Sweenie?” Having waited thus 
long and patiently for some abler pen to come forth 
in vindication of the wrongs, outrages, and useless 
tortures to which the noblest animal given us for our 
use, is so often needlessly subjected by those self- 
styled V. B.’s, raethouglit I would fire it squib from 
my pop gun, in hopes it might call out a thunderbolt 
from some big battery of experience. The same prin¬ 
ciple applies in investigating disease in the brute as 
the human subject, and to one disease as to all others, 
and consequently so far as the analogy holds good, 
the same reasoning to the one as well as the other. 
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ization of the lung, and its difference from tuber¬ 
culosis, which was as well understood, no doubt, us 
the Indian dialect in the House, several years since, 
by the sarcastic Bonne. Poor Farmer, with scalpel, 
(alias butcher’s knife,) was busy in dissecting each 
limb from coffin to shoulder joint. On the larucside 
we found the appearance of the limb healthy until we 
got to the shoulder joint, where the whole of the 
tissues which compose the joint were thickened and 
highly vascular, showing a high degree of inflamma¬ 

tory action. 
Now, here was a valuable animal ordered from a 

warm stable into the open yard, and compelled to 
stand on an inflamed joint three weeks, (six being 
necessary to the cure./ through the ignorance of one 
of these self-styled V. 8.‘a. It must be evident to 
every reflecting mind that the horse, when the joint 

LONG- ISLAND LANDS-AGAIN. 

Eds. ItpKAi, Nkw-Yokker:—I notice in your issue 
of the 12th inst.. an anonymous article headed “Suf¬ 
folk County, Long Island," in which it is stated that 
the cost of clearing land in that County, between 
Thompson and Suffolk stations, is “ about fifty dol¬ 

lars jut acre.'' '1'he truthfulness of this statement is 
a fair specimen of the truthfulness of the whole article. 
It so happens that thirty acres of the land to which 
he alludes as having been cleared and cultivated the 
past summer, has been done by my sons, and as to the 
expense, I think myself pretty well “ posted up.” ft 

trill not exceed twenty dollars per acre. 1 speak of my 
own land—and that is a fair sample of the average 
between the stations named. 

Your correspondent says, “no returns can be ex- 

Twelve cents worth of uriguentuin will cure a dozen 
cattle, else they are worse than any I have seen. 
Will Mr. Ohafman please report after he has seen the 
effect of the unguentum1' John Johnston. 

Near Geneva. N. V., ISfl. 

$tu Qcc-Qct\)tv. 

A Hive with Movable Frame*. 

became unendurable, would lie down until no doubt pected the first, and but little the second year.” Who 
he became thoroughly chilled, which was the excit¬ 
ing cause of the lung disease with which he died. 
Were this an Isolated ease, or an exception, and not 
the rule, it would bg of far less importance in this 
place. He this as it may, one thing is sure, viz.,— 
unless wc have a clear idea of what we have to deal 

would expect returns the first year, while the process 
of breaking np is going on? But, by the way of ex¬ 
periment only, small patches of corn, potatoes, tur¬ 
nips, and buckwheat were put In, with, fas my sons 
write,) ?nnsf satisfactory results. The cost of the 
manure used was less than one-fourth the value of 

with, we shall stand a good chance of being like the the crops. Where there was with others “but partial 
the blind leading the blind. What (lieu is Bweenie? 
Physiologists tell us that iti all organs of locomotion 
wo have two sets of antagonistic muclea. that are, or 
should be, nearly balanced in power, and that these 
muscles are supplied with nerves, upon which their 
power of action wholly depends. II was the vener¬ 
able John Hunter, 1 think, that laid down this 
law of the system, viz.,—“ If you destroy the nervous 
influence to an organ, you destroy in the same ratio 
the function of that organ.” Now, Bweenie, us it is 
called, is no more or less than an injury which the 
nerves that supply the muscles of the shoulder have 
received, either from over-exertion, as in running, 
or a direct blow,—or, what is more commonly the 
cause, nine times in ten, of too bard a draft iu a 
collar too large. 

Having seen a colt three months old sweonied in 
both shoulders, we concluded it could have been 
done in no other way than by running, or coming in 
contact with a foreign body when in motion, and this, 
for both shoulders, would have been a singular coin¬ 
cidence. What are the phenomena attending this. 
First—From five to eight, or ten days, seldom over 
eight, the muscles of the shoulder which has received 
the injury, is swollen, and painful 1,o pressure, and 
the animal is more or less lame, Generally about 
the fifth or sixth day the swelling and pain begins to 
subside, and with it the lameness disappears. After 
the tenth day have never, in an uncomplicated Swce- 
uic, seen the horse lame, nor do I believe he ever is. 
About this time the muscles begin to waste, and then 
an altered motion in the horse’s gait, analogous to 
what there is in old topers from paralysis of one side. 

You ask them if there is any pain in the limb which 

success,” as alluded to by your Correspondent, there 
were but partial and imperfect efforts made to en¬ 
sure it. 

With regard to the culture of cranberries on Long 
Island up-lands, the results already obtained are con¬ 
clusive and satisfactory. In Ih.Vj a silver medal was 
awarded by the American Institute, to Mr. Yovsa, of 
Lakeland, for “best twenty five bushels of cranber¬ 
ries.” These were grown upon less than one-third of 

an acre,—the plants having been set in 1854, and cul¬ 
tivated vfithout manure of any kind. No one who ever 
made the experiment failed to get the plants to grow 
and to fruit after the first year. The profits of cran¬ 
berry culture on Long Island, as stated to me by Mr. 
Yotjno and Mr. l.M nois, the most extensive growers 
whom I met, “ arc very great indeed -greater than 
they over thought could be realized anywhere.” My 
own opinion in, that the growing of hay ami potatoes 

alone, to say nothing of the cultivation of small fi-nlls, 
can be made us remunerative, owing to market 
facilities, as the cultivation of wheat in Western New 
York or Canada West. Sufficient and reliable data have 
been obtained .which will warrant this conclusion. 
Your correspondent, had he wished to state facts 
from which his readers, if intelligent agriculturists, 
could form an opinion for themselves as to the capa¬ 
bilities of these lands, might have told you that al 
Deer Hark, only four miles west of Thompson Sta¬ 
tion, upon soil just like that between Thompsou and 
and Suffolk stations, clover and timothy have been and 

are successfully and extensively grown — and that clove) 

has hem very successfully used as a fertilizer, lie 
might have said too that on the same farm, from a 

hai acre field of clover sod three thousand bushels of 

Bus. Rural Nkw Y*Rkkr:—In a late number of your 

valuable paper, yon have answered an inquiry about feeding 

bees, and in your remail* you Bpeak of a hive with framer. 

Now, I am trying to get l start in the “ bee line,” and want 

to get a right start, and m I have never seen a hive made as 

yon speak of, if it will nit be asking too much, I should like 

a description of the hive or a description of the best, hive in 

use that it is practicable for a farmer to have.—C. D. Tewkp 

BCRy, Lamoille., III., ISA 

Tnr. hive spoken if is one with movable frames, 
something like pictirc frames, inside of which the 
bees make the comb. These frames ean be taken out 
at arty time and examined, to ascertain the quantity 
of honey stored for winter, to extirminate the bee 
moth, or for any other purpose. This may be consider¬ 
ed a hazardous system by tlmse not acquainted with 
faces; but a little tobacco smoke will quiet the bees 
so that they may he ixainiticd with safety. The timid 
may use the bee-bat made of wire, and then there is 
not the least danger. This hive gives the keeper 
entire control of his hens; and he does not, therefore, 
work iu the dark or tepend upon good luck for suc¬ 
cess. This system of keeping bees was first practiced, 
wo think, by Dzikiwon, of Prussia, in 1845; but 
instead of a frame h( used only a cross-bar, so that 
the comb was attach'd to the hive on the sides, and 
in moving them it wts necessary to use the knife to 
detach them. This plan was improved upon, if eur 
memory serves us correctly, by Baron Herlei’sch, 

who invented tho square frames so that the combs 
could be removed without the least injury. About 
the same time, and without knowing what, was doing 
in Germany, an lnvilid minister, forced to seek out¬ 
door exercise, llev. L. L. Lanurtkotti, undertook 
for his amusement the study of the honey-bee, and 
invented and patented a hive very much like that of 
D/.ikrzon, as improved by Bbrlkphoh, with movable 
frames. The right to make any number of hives the 
purt-liaser may need is sold, we believe, for $5, and 
may be obtained lor any of the Western States, of 
K. 0. Otis, of Kenosha, Wisconsin, with till neces¬ 
sary descriptions. They arc simple, and can be made 
by any one handy with tools, at a small cost. We 
have not the least interest in this or any other bive, 
but this seems to be the only sensible way of keeping 
and caring for bees. We have used these hives for 
some yours, so we speak from experience. If the 
experience of other lee-keepers differs from ours, we 
will cheerfully publish the facts, as our only object is 
to elicit truth. 

they drag after them, and they will answer you in potatoes were grown, worth in the field at the time of 8lwj of, (;olonles. 

plain English, No. The horse gives you the sumo 
auswer by standing as well on thut limb us the other, 
by drawing as well as before; and when you ask him 
to trot, lie answers you in just as intelligent language 
as the toper, viz,,—by a want of his natural motion. 
The animal which was a square traveler before, now 
becomes what over-wise horsemen know as a paddler; 
not as sure footed, but otherwise uh well fitted for 
his duties as before. Having heard it stated times 
without number, that horses wore lame from Bweenie 

digging, over fifty cents per bushel. Are these some 
of the “stories manufactured by speculators and 
other interested persons” to which your correspon¬ 
dent alludes? 

There are other facts connected with the various 
articles which have from time to time appeared 
against Long Island lands, which it is well enough 
for all who have read them to know. Some years 
since, lengthy advertisements of these lands appeared 
in various journals, over the signature of Dr. Peck, 

for months and months, would here enter my feeble of the city of Brooklyn which advertisements, so 
protest against all such nonsense, and caution each far as the nature and capabilities of the soil are eon- 
•,,,•1 •,rury (in» t" rJVill y o ill Illt'llOOi lu ill, corner!, I liolio-o, upon j>ei sirnut emmmaiion, To be 
shoulder for a more serious complication with this i substantially correct, friiosc advertisements md not 

disease, where the lameness continues afterathe tenth 
day, or where the horse fiivors one foot more than tho 
other. The distinguishing features between disease 
of the hoof and shoulder, may be taken up at another 
time. 

appear in the American Agriculturist, a paper owned 
and edited by one Orange Jniii, of New York. 
During the spring of 18C0| articles appeared in 
.Iron’s paper, evidently intended to counteract the 
effect of the advertisements just spoken of, and dam 

And now, Mr. Inquirer, I trust you have got two of aging to Long Island lands. Some owners of these 
the best remedies for your disease. You should now 
know it when you see it, and when you know it, should 
know that you have simple paralysis of the nerves 
which supply the muscles of the shoulder joint, Now 
let me ask you, for humanity's sake, to look around 
you, and inquire if the numberless patients o( paraly¬ 
sis which you meet in our large cities, have been 
blistered from one end of the limb to the other, or 
had their skin blowed up,—or a skoke or horse¬ 
radish root si x or eight inches long stuck under the 
skin and allowed to rot out, in a two-legged brute, 
for a similar pathological condition to what you 
have here in a four-footed oue. Remember the lan¬ 
guage of horses is not like Balaam’s Ass, but more 
intelligent than many of their masters, to those who 
appreciate them. 

Ask yourself the simple questions,—What do T 

lands have since brought an action against .) dud for 
$10,000 damages. It is said the issue of this suit 
will very much depend upon the value of the lands as 

it shall appear in evidence upon trial. It is just possi¬ 
ble that tlie article which lately appeared in your 
journal is the “cropping out” of ignorance and 
prejudice; but In view of the fact just stated, it is 
more natural to surmise that it was written either by 
Jr no himself, or by some one in his interest. At any 
rate it would have had greater weight than any 
anonymous article can have, had the author given his 
name to the public in connection with his statements, 
as a guarantee of his willingness and ability to sub¬ 
stantiate them. Yours respectfully, 

Ei.AM Btimson. 

St. George, Brant Co., C. W.. 20th January. 1801. 

Remarks.— Entertaining a favorable opinion of 
want to accomplish? And how am I to do it? Com- their value, we have no desire to depreciate Long 
mou sense will answer you by saying, that, you want 
to restore the nerve force to these wasted muscles, in 
the simplest way possible. If you are not too lazy, 
you can do it with simple friction by the hand. I 

know an old Dutchman that professes to cure this 
disease with a corn cob which grew on a stalk 

Island Lands,— but, having published several articles 
in their favor, could not refuse a rejoinder from one 
whom we supposed, and still suppose, to be uninflu¬ 
enced by any third party. Though the author’s name 
was not given in connection with the article alluded 
to, it is in our possession — in connection with a note, 

producing throe ears; but you must keep the butt Of saying the writer is responsible for his statements. 
the cob constantly up, or else “it won’t make the 
narres run right!” Any stimulating lianiment, with 
friction, persevered in, will accomplish the same 
thing. 

Were 1 a learned M. I)., would give you a formula 
something after this wise:—Oleium Tiglii, 1 ounce, 
Oleium Origanum, 2 ounces, Ac., Ac., Ac. But 
as I am simply Poor Farmer, will say in plain Eng¬ 
lish, that a compound of many of the essential oils 
will do. And one thut 1 have never known to fail in 
the last twenty years, is the following:—Oil of Spike, 
1 oz.; Oil Origanum, 2 oz.; Tar, 1 oz; Crude Oil 
Amber, 2; Hpirits Turpentine 2; pulverized Canthar- 
ides, ) oz. Mix, and shake well before using. Two 

tablespoonfuls to the shoulder, well rubbed in, is 
enough per day. 

The strength of the Cantharides depends much on 
the way they have been saved, Ac., and should you 
chance to get a pure article, your proportion of it 
may be too strong. Have never found it necessary 
to vesicate the skin. Perhaps it would be as well to 
mix the rest, and then add this until you find what 
the skin will bear. If your collar flits the horse, and 
you will apply this twice a day, unless the skin gets 
sore, and then omit for a few days, until the soreness 
subsides, you can work your animal every day, and 
restore him to a healthy condition. Should you trust 
it to the second person to do, and he gets careless 
and blisters the skin, have It well washed every day 
with castile soap, and then grease with fresh lard 
until the hair gets Out that bus been lost. 

South Avon. Jam, 1801. Door Farmer. 

In justice to Mr. Judd, we may add that wo do not 
believe he knew anything about the article until it 
appeared in the Rural, though we may be mis¬ 
taken.— Ed. 

ANSWERS TO INQUIRIES. 

A Good Red for Swine.— Warmth iB a great 
desideratum iu wintering swine. Ours sleep this 
winter iu the manure thrown from our horse stables, 
and a very comfortable place they find it. We 
believe it an advantage all around, as the horse 
manure will be better kept, and well mixed with 
swine manure and straw.—Jno. Sanfield, Feb., 1815L 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Yokkkk:—Seeing that the ox of 
W. I. S., of Gaines, works well, eats well, and runs 
well, all he has got to do is to feed him well, and I 
warrant him to get fat if not worked too much. 

The Foot-Rot in Sheer can bo cored by thorough 
paring, and a salve, made of lard and finely pulver¬ 
ized bine vitrol, applied every three or four days for 
three or four times, and then once in two weeks for 
two or three times. The sound ones must be dressed 
with the salve also, and the diseased must be separated 
from the sound at first dressing. No use for tobacco 
or anything but the vitriol and lard, or butter. If the 
weather is hot, a little tar mixed with the salve makes 
it stick better. 1 pulverize the vitriol by hanging up 
un iron pot or wash kettle, put in half a pound of 
vitriol and a cannon ball, and move the pot so that 
the ball will roll round on the vitriol and it will pul¬ 
verize it as fine as wheat Hour. 

Manure Heating.— H. T. B. need take no fear the 
dung or straw in sheep sheds will heat if kept dry, 
and all sheds should be water-tight. Whoever saw 
dung or straw heat without it got, water, and a good 
deal of it. See Rural New-Yorker, Jan. 5th, page 6. 

Scab on tub Eyes of Cattle.—If VV. W. Chat¬ 

man will rub a little unguentum on the eye lids of his 
cattle, it will cure the scab he mentions, but lie must 
be very careful to put on very little. I have known 
some very valuable cuttle killed by applying too 
much, and letting out in cold storms immediately 
afterwards. Put on a very little, rub all over the dis¬ 
eased part, and a little outside of the scabby place. 
The first application generally will effect a cure. 

1. On the 16th of June, 1855, I prepared two 
hives, by inserting in each a set of sixteen frames 
furnished with guide cotnb. Roth sets were of exact¬ 
ly the same weight, ami were arranged in two tiers, 
in the same, manner in each hive. I then introduced 
in the one a swarm of bees weighing six pounds, and 
in the other a swarm weighing threo pounds, and 
gave them queens which, judging by the hives they 
were taken from, were equally fertile. On the 8th of 
October following when all the brood had emerged 
in each, 1 took out V^l -ames, and brushing off' the 
hCes carefully, «-acb net mqmrutolv. rtu 

delimiting thi^ frames and guide combs, 
I found that the combs built and filled by the six- 
pound colony weighed 40 pounds tij oz., and those 
built by the three-pound colony weighed 17 pounds. 
The product, in combs and honey, of the larger 
colony was thus ascertained to be 6 pounds Gj oz., 

or more than twice the product of the smaller colony; 
and this excess was the result, exclusively, of the 
greater working force which that colony had from 
the start. This experiment shows that three pounds 
of bees are insufficient to enable a colony to labor 
advantageously. 

2. I repeated the experiment in the same manner 
in 1856, excepting (hat I gave the weaker colony 
four pounds of bees. The season was unfavorable, 
and on the 15th of October, the stronger colony had 
produced only Ml pounds 2 oz. of combs and honey, 
and the small 10 pounds 0 oz. Ileuco the stronger 
had produced, proportionally, only 3 pounds 4j oz. 
more than the weaker, 

3. Simultaneously with this second experiment, I 
fitted up another hive in like manner, and introduced 
in it a swarm weighing five pounds. Weighing tho 
product of this colony at the same time in October, 
it proved to be 15 pounds 15 oz. I judged hence 
that six pounds of bees was probably about the 
weight which a swarm or colony should have when 
hived. 

4. In 1857, which was an unusually good honey 
year in my neighborhood, I again repeated these 
experiments, giving the stronger colony seven pounds 
of bees, and the weaker six pounds. The result, as 
ascertained in October, when all tho brood had 
emerged, was that the stronger colony had produced 
50 pounds, and the weaker 50 pounds 11 ounces. 

These experiments are certainly not to lie regarded 
as furnishing a rule applicable under all circum¬ 
stances and in all localities. Rut they show that in u 
comparatively poor honey district, such as mine is, 
a swarrn should contain about six pounds of bees, in 
order to be able to labor to most advantage. Some 
important particulars also require to be taken into 
consideration, when bees are to be weighed. Those 
with which 1 experimented were taken from clusters 
hanging outside of their respective hives, and may be 
supposed to have had comparatively little honey in 
their stomachs. One hundred and seventy-seven of 
them weighed half an ounce—being at the rate of five 
thousand to the pound. When about to swarm, bees 
naturally, or instinctively, gorge themselves witli 
honey; and at such times one hundred and twenty- 
five would probably weigh half an ounce, or four 
thousand to the pound.—Berlepscii, in American Bee 

Journal. 

Tlie Uce Annoyance in California. 

Since the extensive importation and production 
of bees in California, they have become, in many 
respects, a source of great annoyance. The house¬ 
keeper, in cooking, the grocer and frnit dealer, all 
have them swarming by hundreds, and perhaps 
thousands, around their premises, rivaling the house 
fly in troublesome propensities. A Sacramento coal 
dealer recently obtained a quantity of coal which had 
a cask of molasses broken over it. When the coal 
was brought into the yard, the bees collected in such 
quantities that lie spent half a day with a hose in 
washing off the coal in order to remove the tempta¬ 
tion. They have partially destroyed the produce of 
several vineyards near Sacramento; when the grapes 
were gathered it was found that the little thieves had 
extracted the juice. As a matter of course, a large 
number of bees are necessarily destroyed while poach¬ 

Spirit of the 
Fnwt Work Wanted. 

A IMen for the Birds. 

Hon. Samuel A. Law, of Meredith, in this State, 
and for the last three years Member of Assembly 
from Delaware County, has written a communication 
upon the Act of last winter, one section of which 
forbids the killing at any time of the nightingale, 
night-hawk, blue bird, yellow bird, Baltimore oriole, 
finch, thrush, lark, sparrow, martin, swallow, robin, 
or bobolink, between the first day of February and 
the first day of September, under a penalty of fifty 
cents for each bird killed. The reason for the pass¬ 
age of this law he states to be the agency of these 
birds in preventing the increase of noxious Insects. 
It lias been urged that the robin was so destructive 
to cherries and strawberries, as to Justify its destruc¬ 
tion. This opinion, Prof. J. W. P, Jknkk, of Mid- 
dleboro’, Massachusetts, has successfully refuted. 
The plan adopted fay him was, to obtain birds at day¬ 
break, mid-day, and sunset; to obtain them from 
village and country; and to preserve the contents of 
their gizzards. 11c demonstrated conclusively that 
insects injurious to vegetation constitute the haturul 
aud preferred food of the robin, and that during two- 
tbirds of the year the bird takes no vegetable food 
whatever. Whenever vegetable food was found in 
the body, it was only in limited quantities, and 
mixed with insect food. This was only iu the 
months of June, July, August and September, and 
then the vegetable products consisted mainly of 
elderberries and pokeberries. The edible fruits 
destroyed were in too minute quantities to warrant 
complaint. . 

Ex J» crime ills witli Potatoes. ^ 

The following statement of experiments in the 
cultivation of potatoes, made by George It. Under¬ 

hill, Queens Go., N. Y„ was communicated to the 
American Agriculturist, by the Secretary of the Glen 
Gove Farmers’ Club. 

Planted 41 acres of land with Mercer potatoes in 
furrows 2j feet apart. Harvested 1270 bushels. 
Average yield per acre 2G0 bushels. 

Crop sold for . __: $652.00 

Cost of Manure_ _ _$392,00 

Expense of Culture... 110,00 
Cost of Seed. .... 25,00 

Total Expenses . $527.00 

Net Profits (25.64 per acre)_ _$125,00 

Three plots were set off, and the potatoes carefully 
measured, for the purpose of testing the comparative 
profit from the use of different kinds and qualities 
of manure; the results of the experiments were as 
follows: 

Plot No. 1, containing one acre, was enriched with 
100 loads of New York stable manure, and 350 lbs. 
guano per acre. The manure was placed in the bot¬ 
tom of the furrows, the guano sowed on it, aud the 
potatoes dropped on both, and covered with a 
plow. Yield 250 bushels. 

Oil Plot No. 2, containing one acre, used 150 loads 
old New York stable manure, and 350 lbs. guano per 
acre. Yield 308 bushels. 

Plot No. 3, containing three quarters of an acre, 
on low damp ground, manured the same as No. 1— 
except four rows in which no guano was put—yielded 
at the rate per acre of 347 bushels. 

The crops from rows in which guano was used, 
exceeded in value that in which there was uone, at 

The rate per acre of.... . $54,00 

Coat per acre for guano .... ... 10,00 

Net gain by the addition of the guano. 44.00 

With the exception of three of four rows on the 
lower side of the damp ground, in which tbe potatoes 
were nearly all decayed, there was not a bushel of 
rotten oaes in the whole piece. The seed used, was 
about the size of hen’s eggs, with the chit cud taken 
off, and cut in two pieces. 

ami gtomris. 
DURABILITY OF ClIKSTNT'T Timber.— In renewing my sub¬ 

scription to the Rckai. New Yorker. 1 embrace the occasion 
to ask of any one who can furnish it (through the Rural,) 
some explanation, or confirmation, of an article in the 
Rckai. ol December 22d, taken from the Boston Cultivatm 

Rick Boots and Shoes.— Noticing in the Kukai. of the 

26tll alt. the complaint of C. W.. that hoot- and shoes were 

picked before folly ripe, I send you tho following recipe for 

maturing them, and also rendering them water-proof. One- 

half pint ncatsfoot oil; 2 oz. beeswax; 2 oz. spermaceti; 6 oz. 

mutton tallow; lj-j oz. gutta perclia,— mix over a slow fire, 

and apply while warm.—W. W. A., The Square, N. Y. 

Incombustible White Wash.— In the Rural of January 

12th, I noticed an inquiry for fire-proof paint, or wash. I 

send you the following:—Pass fine, freshly-slaked lime 

through a fine sieve, and to six quarts of the lime tlins 

obtained, add one quart of the purest suit and one gallon of 

water, boil the mixture and skim it clean. Then, to every 

five gallons of this mixture, add one pound of alum; half 

pound of copperas, and put in slowly three-fourths pound of 

potash and four quarts of fine sand. It adheres firmly to 

wood or brick.—Young Subscriber, Malone, AT. V 

FIB. IS, 

ing on forbidden ground. Jh there no remedy for 
these difficulties? asks the Sacramento News. Can 
hues he kept from annoying everybody but their own¬ 
ers, and at the same time preserve their own lives? 
or must the evils complained of continue to increase 
in magnitude? 

Rural Notes anb Stems. 

The editor of the Connecticut Homestead having 
attended a county fair where a new race track had 
jnst been completed, and fired into enthnsiasm by 
the spirit of tbe occasion, takes a prophetic glance at 
the results of the general adoption of race courses. 
He does not overlook foot races, as an efficient means 
of limbering the joints of stupid laborers.—proposes 
a race of wheelbarrows, loaded with 300 pounds of 
dirt, best two in three, half-mile heats, as a means of 
quickening the pace of Michael and Patrick,—thinks 
that cow races would be useful for animals that fre¬ 
quent poor pastures, as many now cannot travel far 
enough In a day to fill their stomachs on the scant 
herbage,—and does not forget that many cats miss 
their prey from a w ant of greater quickness, and he 
therefore proposes cat races, as a means of prevent¬ 
ing the heavy depredations now committed, and 
thinks if cats generally could he brought up to a 2,40 
speed, it would prove, the salvation of many a grain 
bin and root cellar. Ho even asserts that many a lien 
brings up a lean, half-starved brood of chickens, for 
want of higher activity in scratching, and thinks 
some means should be devised to bring them np 
to the scratch. He is of opinion that when horse 
racing becomes universally popular, that mothers 
will name their children after fast animals, “and the 
Riblcs will be lit up with blazonry of modern horse 
nomenclature, as for example, Flora Temple Smith, 
born Oct. 10, I860—J’atehen Smith, Nov. 1, 1861.” 

i HE \\ bather— Great and Sudden Changes.— In our last 

number brief mention w a* made of the weather—stating that 

for two months it had been remarkably pleasant for the sea 

son—that the temperature had been very uniform, with little 

snow, and fair sleighing almost continually during the 

winter, in this locality The paper containing this favorable 

report, had scarcely gone to press ere a great change occurred 

in the weather—a severe snow storm commencing on Wednos 

day night and continuing through the day following, (7th 

inst.,) tbe mercury being 6 below zero at 2 P M., and while 

the snow was falling rapidly. At 10 i* M the mercury 

reached Hi below. High winds prevailed during the storm. 

About one fool of snow fell in twenty-four hours. We find 

on examination that many peach buds are destroyed, and 

fear the crop will prove an entire failure tn this section, 

I Ate Saturday night the weather moderated materially; on 

Snnd&y and Monday the streets were flooded with water, and 

umv (Tuesday A M.) the sleighing hns disappeared 

Best Breed of Swine for tiik West.—u Agricula,” who 

professes to have had no little experience with the best 

breeds of swine known in the West, writes to the Valley 

Farmer that he places the Chester County White first on the 

list, without hesitation. He has found tho hogs of this 

breed ' perfectly hardy, prolific breeders, and good nurses; 

thriving well in our climate, nod under good management 

attaining a weight of 400 to 500 lbs. with good treatment, at 

tbe age of from 12 to 18 months—and being, in fact, all that 

could be desired of a hog.” It is also said they are quiet and 

peaceable, good graziers, and fatten readily at nny age desired. 

After speaking well of the Berkshire* and Suffolk*, the writer 

concludes:—" Rut, taking all things into consideration, it 

will be difficult, to find a breed possessing more good traits for 

Western men than the Chester White. And those who are 

raising hogs would find a cross of thi« breed of inestimable 

value It would increase their size, improve their form, 

hasten their maturity, and, what is more important than all 

el„o materially lessen the amount of food for a given number 

at pounds of pork This, too, would be the case with all the 

breeds mentioned—but none of tbe other breeds combine so 

many excellent qualities.'1 

Unparalleled Fecundity.—A member of the Society of 

Friends, who resides in Cayuga county, sends us the follow¬ 

ing remarkable statement. He believes it to be perfectly 

reliable, as a relative knew something of tbe case, and had 

no doubt of the correctness of the account. Our friend 

writes:—“ The following well authenticated statement exhibits 

an instance of extraordinary fecundity in a how of the Chinese 

breed, w hich, it is believed, may challenge competition with 

any other upon record. She was in the possession of Joseph 

Tii.nky of Writtle Parish, in F.ssex, F.nglaud, The fact is 

made public with the view of demonstrating the superiority 

of that breed (for fecundity) over perhaps that of any other 

In six years (the time she lived, being killed by accident,) she 

had fifteen farrows of pigs, viz.—First, farrow. 18—brought up 

12; second. 16—brought up 10; third, 21—brought up 13; 

fourth, IK—brought up 12; fifth, 29—brought up 20; sixth, 24 

—bronght up 12; seventh, 25—brought up 12; eighth, IS— 

brought up 11; ninth, 26—brought up 19; tenth, 21—-brought 

up 9; eleventh, 26—brought up 11; twelfth, 21—brought up 

II; thirteenth, 27—brought up 10; fourteenth, 11—brought 

up 10; fifteenth. 5—brought 5. Farrowed 301—brought up 

177, so that, dividing 177 by 6, the years she lived, she brought 

up 29 each year aud 3 over, on an average. It may be 

remarked that it was the practice to allow but half the furrow 

to be with her at a time.” 

American Stock Journal.—This valuable monthly entered 

upon its third volume in January, and, judging from its 

improved appearance and interesting and varied contents, 

must be achieving merited success. It is the only journal 

of its class in this country, and worthy tbe support of all 

specially engaged in breeding and improving domestic animals, 

or rendering them profitable. I). O I.insi.ky Editor and 

Proprietor, No. 20 Park Row, New York, ft per annum. 

Clinton Co.—Officers: President—F. l. C. Kailly, Platts¬ 
burgh Secretary—Wuv Ilf liaily, Plattsburgh Trtjfsurer— 

Roswell O. Baker, Beckmantowrn. 

Soingsi of g^riotltura! 

New Jersey State Ac,. Society.—Thu annual meeting of 

this Society was held at Trenton, Jau. 10th. The report of 

the Executive <Vimmitt.ee show* that the operations of the 

Society were successful during the past year —and that of 

Mr. Treasurer Saxton confirms it, pecuniarily, by exhibiting 

a balance of $2,003.19 iu the treasury. Board of officers 

elected for isot: President — N. N. IIalsted, Esq., Hudson 

county. Fice Presidents — A. W. Mnrltlcy, Camden; N. S. 

Itue, Fillmore; A V Bound, Flcinington, Henry Hilliard, 

l’e&p&ck; Benjamin Haines, Klixubcth. Secretary—Win. M. 

Force, Trenton. Treasurer — C. M. Saxton, Orange Execu¬ 

tive Committee—K. A. Doughty, Atlantic Co.; John C. Deacon, 

Burlington; Cornelius Fernet, Bergen; John R. Graham, 

Camden; Hon. Downs Edmonds, Jr., Cape May; Benjamin F. 

Lee, Cumberland; John C. I.ittell, Essex; Col John B. Jes 

sup, Gloucester; C. Van Vorst Hudson; David Sanderson, 

Hunterdon; U. B. Titus, Mercer; I S. Buckalew, Middlesex; 

Dr A V Conover. .Monmouth; B. S. Condit, Morris; John S. 

Forman, Ocean; M. J. Ryerson, Passaic; Hon. Joseph K. 

Riley, Salem; Joseph Thompson, Somerset; Thomas Law¬ 

rence, Sussex; William Reid, Union; Philip F Brake))-, War 

ren. A General Committee was also appointed, consisting of 

as many members in each county as there are members in 

the House of Assembly. 

Illinois State Ag. Society — Officers for 1861-2: Presi¬ 

dent.—TV. H Van Errs, Dixon. Executive Committee—Lewis 

Ellsworth, Ex-President, Naperville, and the following Vice 

Presidents—0. B. Dealt, Galeua; A J. Mattson. Prophetatown 

R It. Holder, Bloomington; R. It. Whiting, Galesburg; J' 

W. Singleton, Quency: A. B. McConnell, Springfield; Win. 

Kilo, Paris; W. S. Wait, Greenville; IT. S. Ozburn, Pinekney- 

ville. Hoard of Councillors — Kx Presidents Jas. N. Brown, 

Berlin; IT. C. Johns, Decatur; C. W. Webster, Salem Treas¬ 

urer—J W. Bunn, Springfield, /fee. Secretary—John Cook, 

Springfield. Cor Secretary—Jobn P. Reynolds. The Fair 

for 1861 is to be held at Chicago, Sept. 9—14 The Society 

offers cash premiums amounting to $20,000. Citizens prizes, 

$2,000. The Illinois Society must be in a prosperous condi 

tion to announce such liberal prizes. 

NEW YORK LOCAL SOCIETIES. 

Ki rai. of December 22d, taken from the Boston Cultivator 
respecting -‘the durability of chestnut -iiiogles.” All my 
experience and observation with chestnut lumber, (confined, 
however to weather hoarding and fencing hoards,) condemns 
it for any purpose whore nails have to he used, on account of 
the nail hole, in a very few years, becoming large enough to 
slip over the nail head.— Geo. T. Pacll, Smith held, Fayette 
Co.. Fa.. 1801. 

Ontario Co. Ag- Society.—The annual meeting was held 

at Canandaigua, on the 6th iast Officers elected for 1861: 

President — Lindi.by W. Smith, Farmington. The other 

officers are the same as last year, viz.: Vice Presidents—W 

G. Donilson, C. Edward .Shepard, Theo. Sprague, John Rob- 

iusOD, John H. Bonham, Sandford G. Anguvine, Lester 

Sprague, David E. Hammond, Win. Johnson, Shotwoll Powell, 

Jared 11 Houghton, Hiram Taft, Joshua Swan, Cur Sucre 

lory—Gideon Granger, Canandaigua. Rec Secretary — John 

W. Holberton, Canandaigua, Treasurer — George Gorham, 

Canandaigua. 

Thk Seneca Falls Union Ag. Society last week elected 

the following officers for 1861: President—Geo. W. Randall. 

Vice-President — John Cuddeback. Secretary—Simeon Hoi 

tou. Treasurer—Fred. R. Mundy. Pircctors—Philo Cowing, 

Lyman F. Crowell, John G. Hoster, John Loutenshlager. 

Stepbeu G Armstrong, J. B. C. Vreeland. This Society held 

its first Fair last season. Its entire receipts were fl 405 07— 

expenditures, $1,032.28—leaving a balance of $373.44 in the 

treasury. TbiB is an excellent beginning. The Courier says: 

<• Efforts are to be made to have the Society incorporated by 

the Legislature, and we have no doubt that it will soon 

become one of the most prosperous Agricultural Societieg 

of the State.” 

Canaseraoa Ag’l and Mech’l Society —At the annual 

meeting, held at Dansville, on the 2d inst., tLe following 

officers were elected: President—Hugh McCartney. Vice 

Presidents-—Lester B. Faulkner, H. Dyer, W. W. Healey, W. 

T Cutis, Geo. Coe. Secretary—Geo. A. Sanders. Treasurer— 

T B. Grant, 

Drydk.V Ag. Society (Tompkins Co.) — Officers for 1861: 

President—Peter V. Snyder. Pice President — Charles 

Givens. Secretary — A. F. lloupt. Treasurer — Eli Spear. 

Directors — Jackson Jamison, Oliver Tyler. Fair to be held 

the last of September. 
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HORTICULTURE IN MASSACHUSETTS. 

We are indebted to the Secretary, Eben Wright, 

Ebq., for a copy of the Transactions of the Massachu- ( 

setts Horticultnral Society for 18*50, a neat pamphlet c 

0f ninety live pages. It contains the reports of seve- s 

ral Committees, the awar<l of premiums for the year, V 

and other interesting matter. 
The Committer on Ornamental Gardening visited 1 

the Woodlavm Cemetery, where they found everything 1 

kept in a very neat and tasteful manner, and were t 

particularly pleased with many plants of that beauti- c 

ful and too much neglected shrub, Kahnin lat.ifoUtt, 

growing in the grounds, which were the most, perfect ’ 

they had ever seen. Plants of the Rhododendron and ' 

a great variety of shrubs anil trees, all presented a ' 

thrifty appearance. At Mount Auburn Cemetery the 1 

Committee spent two hours, and say they think it ! 

safe to say that, there is not in the world a cemetery 

that is in all respects equal to Mount Auburn, Wil¬ 

liam Bacon’s Rear Orchard receives especial com¬ 

mendation. It is situated on what was once low 

marsh land, which has been filled up and prepared 

for the trees. A great quantity of spent tanbark has 

been used to render the soil light and triable. All 

the trees scorn to be tbirfty and healthy, producing 

large crops of fine fruit. After viewing the grounds 

of Hon. Samuel Walker, of Roxbury, the Com¬ 

mittee say the soil seems particularly well adapted 

not only to growing pears, but to growiug pear trees. 

The Committee on Flowers report that the past 

season has been remarkably favorable for the produc¬ 

tion of flowers, and the floral shows were far superior 

to th.it of past years. They say they were “no 

longer frightened and horrified at those monstrosi¬ 

ties called floral designs, nor was the Hall decorated 

with amaranthine and immortelle crosses, pinned up 

by a huge rosette in the shape of a large yellow 

dahlia or marigold. Instead, wo had quite a number 

of pretty little baskets, showing into what dainty con¬ 

trasts flowers could be arranged, and what pretty 

effects could be produced by skillful fingers.” This 

point is of importance, and we commend it to the 

attention of managers of Horticultural Societies and 

amateurs everywhere. 

The Committee on Fruits say that winter fruit, 

apples and pears, have ripened np a month or more 

earlier this year than usual, while the pears have an 

unusual tendency to decay. Early and severe frosts 

are assigned as the cause. Winter Nelis, Lawrence, 

and Glout Morccau were fully ripe in the autumn 

months, and before winter set fairly in there were 

comparatively few pears to be found. The Committee 

express doubt whether money can be made by grow¬ 

ing either apples or pears at the priees obtained last 

fall. 

THE OPORTO GRAPE. 

Among the new grapes we had an 

opportunity to examine the past sea¬ 

son was the Oporto, shown by E. 

Ware Sylvester, of Lyons, N. Y. 

It is a black grape, and wc have no 

doubt is a native. It will never be¬ 

come popular for eating, but is very 

strongly recommended for wine. The 

pnrple coloring matter under the 

skin makes the wine of a rich Port 

color, and it is said in other respects 

to resemble Port. wine. We have 

tasted this wine, and it is at. least 

equal to most of our native wines. 

Mr. Sylvester furnishes us with 

the following facts in regard to this 

grape, and also an engraving of a 

bunch which was taken by our engra¬ 

ver from a cluster of the fruit the past 

autumn: 

“A few years since my attention 

was directed to a grape cultivated by 

farmers and amateurs in this vicinity, 

for the manufacture of wine for medi¬ 

cal, sacramental, and social purposes. 

The cut is a good representation, 

drawn by actual measurement from a 

cluster Ibis season. The skin is black, 

covered with bloom; the juice is thick, 

and when fully ripe, dark red, staining 

the hands a purple color, and impart¬ 

ing to wine made from it, without 

water, the dark color usual to Port 
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There is an opinion that the original 9m 

vine was given to Miss or Mrs. Dunlap, IlifB wilft 
by a ship captain, and that he brought Mjmjjjj 

it direct from the city of Oporto, 

which would make it a foreign grape; 

but the growth of the wood, the shape 

and texture of the leaves, its perfect 

hardiness, with the vines never laid 

down, in lat. Vi deg. north, lead me 

to the conclusion that it is an Ameri¬ 
can seedling, though it may be the child of foreign bouquet of old Port, and is pronounced by good 

parents. Having asked the opinion of N. Longwortli, judges nearly or quite equal to the best imported 

I Esq., on the subject, he writes, ‘If the Oporto is Port; and there is in* doubt in my own mind that 

perfectly hardy, I cannot think it a foreign grape.’ 

The wine made from it has the flavor and peculiar 

the world, and to be just what the public need, which, al ter 

a fair trial, prove to he no better, if as good as ttie old and 

well known varieties. 

from this vine may he manufactured a wine which 

would supersede the foreign article.” 

ask for is almost sure to be produced; call at the 

same place for black walnuts, butternuts, hickory 
I nuts, chestnuts, beech nuts, and there is no proba- 

Htiia wrf.rries—The Committee say that no variety ties shall we raise:' One of our intelligent cultivators will 

is more profitable than llovey’s Seedling when well answer plant for six varieties, Bartlett, gecktsl, Hcurro Bose, 

cultivated The Jenny Lind is a favorite variety to Fulton, Winter Nells, and BulTum. Another would add, m- 

crow with the Hovey. “Of all the new sorts that -ubstitute, Boum d’Anjpn, Mnrrfam, l.ouise Bonne de Jer- 
P ,, , i sey, Flemish Beauty, Sheldon. Swan’s Orange, and other 
have been introduced w.th.n a lew years lew stand ^ ^ limm|M,y woll tM„yeai, 

the test for this part ot the country, while a host ol prtlt( y c„rtnjf, if a soil is at all adapted to the production 

such varieties as Peabody, Wilson’s Albany, Richard- of oue c(uinot get far astray, if he plants these sorts, 

son’s Early, Late, and Cambridge, Scott’s Seedling, while experience may teach him that there are other vane 

McAvoy’s Superior, and many other American sorts, ties that can be grown to profit. 

to say nothing of the legion of foreign sorts, which Particular attention is given by the Committtee to 

have in almost every instance proved failures, have seedlings, which we shall notice hereafter, 

beer, or soon will be, forgotten, as they deserve The OommUtkk on Vegetables make some very 
to be.” The Committee thus speak ol some new seng}blt# reili\kg ou t;u importance of the kitchen 

foreign sorts: | garqen_ “ The kitchen garden is often regarded by 

Reart.—Tbs crop of this fruit lias been remarkably large bility that you will find all. quite likely none of 

this year. Never, m the history of the country, have pour;* (j,ein g0f too> Ulp public houses when* lints form 

Mold ho low iu Boston market aa during the month of .Septum of ^ (1(.MMI,vt at dinner, the table is invariably 
her Ol‘last year Bartlett, pears, of good quality Mold as low ..... . , ,, „ , .... r.,„ 

supplied with imported varieties, to the (so hit as tny 
as two dollars per bushel, while those of inferior quality $oid '* 
at a stilt lower rata. The question is often asked, what vafte experience goes,) utter exclusion of native Sorts, 

ties shall we raise? One of our Intelligent cultivators will Indeed, to such an extent is the prejudice m favor ol 

1 AT. a 

This subject of the improvement of American nuts 

is well worthy the attention of amateur as well as pro¬ 

fessional fruit-growers. If it be true that nut-bearing 

trees yield more and better fruit in an open exposure 

than in a close forest, to wlutl point of excellence 

might not their products be brought by careful culti 

vation. Is there any reason why they should not he 

susceptible of improvement as well as the apple, 

peach, pear, plum, cherry, or strawberry? Thanks 

to those who have devoted themselves to the produc¬ 

tion of new and improved kinds of this latter and 

similar fruits, we have now an abundant supply of 

them, answering to every shade of appetite, and 

extending through the whole season from spring till 

late autumn. Apples, indeed, we have in winter, 

and pears and grapes may, iu time, come to be com¬ 

mon at that season; hut nuts seem designed to 

complete the variety of winter fruits. Their rich, 

concentrated, oily nature indicates their peculiar 

fitness us food for Bold weather. Then, let. each of us 

plant, a few seeds of nut-hearing trees, the best we 

can obtain —and try what garden culture will do for 

them. They will at least serve for ornament; and 

what nobler shade tree can be desired than a well- 

grown chestnut or hickory? Indeed, the walnut, 

butternut, and beach are far handsomer than the 

universal locust,. And let us live in anticipation of 

the day when our Downings, Wilders, Kirtlaniis, 

Eli.wangrrs, Barkyh, and others, may give their 

names to improved varieties of American nuts. 
South Livonia, N. Y., 1861. A. 

PEACHES AND PEACH BORER. 

Eds, Rural New-Yorker:—Now that general at¬ 

tention is being directed to the choicer kinds oi fruits, 

especially dwarf pear.« and grapes, is not tliut old 

favorite, the peach, somewhat neglected. Being in¬ 

terested prospectively in quite mi extensive young 
orchard of the latter, I ha ve watched your very useful I 

paper with unusual anxiety for “practical notes,” 

from successful cultivators, of this noble, but rather 

transient fruit. The peach is popularly regarded as 

the most delicious orchard fruit of our climate; and 

certainly in a pecuniary view, considering its early 

hearing, its adaptability to rather poor soils, anti the 

small amount of labor required, it stands at the head 

of them all, at least, in those sections of our country 

known as “ the pouch districts.” The large amount 

of money drawn from some of the cities din ing the 

“peach season,” is a fact worthy of note by suburban 

farmers in places where this fruit is known to sue 

ceed very well. From a pretty close observation tor 

several years past, I am of the opinion that Miehi 

gun will soon rank as a great, fruit-growing State. 

Apples, pears, grapes, and strawberries, have yielded 

in profusion, and all who witnessed our pencil trees, 

Napoleon, Nouveau I’oitean, Rostiezer, Soldat Laboureur, St 

Michael Archango, Urhaniste, Uvedalos St. (iermain, (for 

baking. ) Vicnr of WinkDelil, White Doyenne. 

Saving Apple Sunns,— Will yon, or some of your sub¬ 
scriber* of experience in the nnrserr business, inform mo the 
best win' nf sowing apple needs for raising seedling* for graft, 
ing? Whether it would be proper to freeze the needs, or 
sunk them in water before sowing, or not?—A StiiiseuniKii, 
Holley. .V 1801 

We would mix the apple needs at once with sand, slightly 

IlLOist, and put it away iii a cool place secure from mice, 

until time for planting, which is ns soon n- the ground is in 

working order. Apple semis, as soon as taken from the 

pomace in the fall, should I c dried and stored away as 

described, If not planted at once. We once knew a lot of 

apple seeds so much dried when received as to ho considered 

worthless, They wore placed in a barrel with warm water, 

and allowed to soak for six hours. Then taken out and partially 

dried, and placed in boxes, with sand, for about ten days, and 

planted. Nearly all vegetated. 

part of the dessert at dinner, the table is invariably literally loaded down with Red and Yellow Rare 

supplied with imported varieties, to the (so far as my H{p*.js. the past season, will agree with mo that the 

experience goes,) utter exclusion of native Sorts. praek orchard (precarious though it may be in some 

Indeed, to such an extent. Is the prejudice in favor of H,,as0„H) jB aa “ mslitutiuii ” that Will riot be ignored 

foreign over home grown nuts carried, tliut. there is |,y ag at, present. 

little doubt a majority of our city population, as well | Wim!d recommend setting the trees one rod apart 

as scoroBof country people, are more familiar with tins jr, the rows, and the following varieties as the best 

RECIPES FOR ICE CREAM. 

Ens. Ruhai. New Yokker: Tii reply to Annie I 

would say, take one quart of new milk, add half 

pound coffee sugar, half dozen well beaten eggs, and 

scald until it nearly boils. After it becomes cold, 

add flavor to the taste, and freeze as soon as yon can. 

This recipe I have used in my business for several 

years, and find it aa good as any I am acquainted 

Avitb. — Confectioner, ilomer, IV. Y., 1861. 

To one quart of milk add one teacup white sugar. 

Heat the milk scalding hot (with care not to scorch 

it,) add to the milk four eggs, well beaten, and let it 

cook till as thick as porridge. SeusOn with straw¬ 

berry, or to suit the taste. Stir occasionally while 

cooling and freezing.- Jennie, Abington, Pa, 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — In your issue for Jan. 

2il, “Annie,” of Brockport, wishes some of your 

readers to send a recipe for making Ice Cream, 

Whipped Tee Cream. — To*pno quart of milk add 

three teaspoonfuls of flour, stir it very smooth and 

boil over a slow tire till it is cooked. Set away to 

cool, then sweeten quite sweet, and flavor to your 

taste. To every quart add threo pints Of two quarts 

of thick cream. (Sweet cream of course.) Whip the 

cream and mix it in. Judge by the taste whetherJt, 

is flavored and sweetened enough; if not, add more, 

stirring it thoroughly, and then freeze. 

Philadelphia Ice Cream. Two quarts of sweet 

cream; three spoonfuls of arrow root; whites ol 

eight eggs, well beaten; one pound of loaf sugar. 

Boil the milk, thicken with the arrow root, and pour 

the whole on the eggs. Flavor and freeze. 

The rule for freezing it is to use one-1.liird Halt and 

l.wo-thirds ice, chopped fine. — Rural Header, Pa- 

1 lermo, JV. K, 1861. 

A BATCH OF CAKES. 

La Constance—This is a new French variety exhibited for t|10ge w|l0 may p0 following larger and more compli- 

the first time this season, by Hovey* Co. Fruit very large, uSUj Q, ,ife> aB a H,)ot hardly deserving 

color of Hovey’s Seedling, of regular conical form, cpnte to the intelligent and reflecting mind, 

H.vor «r»t W ....1 ~y l>ro». . »"■*«« can b8 madc m„„. „„„cl,vs( „„ 1am! 
variety for amateni*. r « 

Wonderful.—A new Epgliftli variety, large Hizc, coxcomb P&J'H a higher rate o! interest than a VVol man ago < 

shape, dark color, firm, flavor good; said to be very pro- kitchen garden, and the quantity of vegetables it, may 

ductive. 
May Queen.—Same origin a* the last; small, early, flavor 

fair; same season as Jenny Lind; not desirable. 

Uonte tie St. Julian.— A foreign sort. Fruit large, color 

rich crimson, coxcomb shape, flavor peculiar, great bearer. 

JHihe de. Malakoff. —Large size, color dark, flavor decidedly 

poor, not worthy of cultivation. 

Im Belle BordeUdte.—A French variety of strong Ifautbois 

flavor, highly esteemed by some and as strongly disliked by 

others; very productive. To amateurs, who are fond of a 

strawberry of this flavor, it is of value. None of the foreign 

sorts rank high when compared with the best American 

varieties, and are not desirable for general cultivation. 

Every one would not indorse the last remark 

regarding the quality of foreign strawberries. 

Cherries.—The Black Tartarian takes the lead for size and 

quality. Black Eagle was as fine as usual. Tho Cumberland 

appeared very well. The Downer is, perhaps, all things con¬ 

sidered. one of the most valuable sorts. It is grown exten¬ 

sively for market. 

Raspberries.- The varieties most extensively cultivated are 

Franconia, which is grown by market gardeners; Knevett’s 

Giant, which does not bear trausportiou as well as the former 

variety, though a very much better fruit; and the Brinckle s 

Orange, which F very handsome and productive, but not a 

favorite with the market farmers 

Currants— A new and very pretty currant, the Gloria of Sab- 

Ion*, has been Introduced from France, It is very small, acid, 

and valuable only on account of its unique aud pretty striped 

appearance. The Cherry Currant, which is extensively culti¬ 

vated, is a very large, coarse, acid variety, of decidedly poor 

kitchen garden, and the quantity of vegetables it, may 

be made to produce, under proper cultivation, is 

really astonishing. The eye, ns well as the other 

senses, cannot fail to be pleased by » well stocked 

vegetable garden; it not only contributes largely to 

good living, but uIbo to healthy exercise and refine¬ 

ment.” 

The Victoria Marrow pea is stated to lie worthy the 

attention of every cultivator of this delicious vegeta 

hie. It is very productive, hut not as early as the 

Champion of England. The Early Daniel O’Rourke 

pea is one of the earliest and most, productive; a 

well groAvn peck measure of them, even lull, will 

flavor of almonds and Brazil nuts than that of hotter 

nuts anil hickory nuts. ft. is with American nuts 

somewhat as with Arnemau fruits; hundreds of chil¬ 

dren living in the country, in localities well adapted 

to the growth of the linest fruits, eat their half dozen 

nr more oranges each summer, who have never tasted 

or ho011 a pear or peach of any hut the commonest 

kinds. m 
V comparison of thejj^tej of domestic with those 

of foreign lints must ^STiice Uhy unprejudiced 

judge that the preference shown by us to the latter 

is not founded solely on their superior merit. Take, 

for instance, the black walnut ami the Brazil nut, 

the former, perhaps the coarsest of native, the latter, 

one of the least delicate of foreign outs, and what 

advantage has the Brazil nut over the walnut, that 

tempts us to lmy the one while bushels of the other 

are suffered to go to waste on our farms? Let speci¬ 

mens of both be submitted to an uneducated taste 

one that has not, learned to inquire under what sun a 

fruit was ripened before it. can judge of its qualities 

and 1 think the probabilities are, that the Brazil 

nut will he voted rank and greasy in comparison 

with the other. The almond probably Stands first of 

all nuts in general estimation, and so far as flavor is 

concerned, it is perhaps entitled to this distinction; 

hut it has an objectionable dryness and consequent 

hardness, rendering it more 11iflic 1111 of mastication, 

I would recommend setting the trees one rod apart Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—As I have some good 

in the rows, and the following varieties ns the best recipes which I have not seen iu your paper, and 

shippers, and most profitable for a sttccessional thinking that they might not come amisH, I send you 

orchard here, -ripening through six weeks, usually some. If these meet with ft good reception, I will 

from the middle or last week iu August, viz:—Troth’s try again. 

Burly Red, Serrate Early York, ((rosso Mignonne, Silver Cake.— Two cups white sugar; 1 cup bnt- 

Cooledgo’s Favorite, Large Early York, Yellow Rare 

Ripe, Crawford’s Early, Old Mixon Free, Red Cheek 

MelocotOn, und Crawford Late. Thu only formidable 

enemy to the peach tree in this part, of the West, is 

Mm ‘•(.‘rub,” or larva of tho Kgeria K.ri/.insu, which 

^orks bet veil), tlm niuk and the wood i.eu. the colkVr, 

and therefore much easier reached than the “Apple 

Borer,” which encases itself, through a tortuous 

course, in the hard wood. 

Nearly all the supposed winter-killed peach trees 

that have come under my observation, were those 

first undermined, or girdled, through total neglect ot 

heading this insiduoiis destroyer, 1 have been re¬ 

viewing pretty carefully the score of preventives that 

have been suggested, and have conn: to the conclu 

sion that the simplest, and therefore the most, practi¬ 

cal way of abating this nuisance, is the heaping of 

mounds of earth, eight or twelve inches high, around 

the base of the tree, after a thorough knife worming 

in May. The earth may be leveled, and the tree re¬ 

examined, late in the fall, after the Beetle has ceased 

laying her eggs, which is usually done in June and 

September, 

It would he perhaps useless to enter into a lengthy 

I SfT“thep«d“i se ven-an il a-) 1 a I f pon nds. ^ ^ th W of* the rationale of this treatment, hut 
Myatt's Linua us rhubarb is recommended as the best moisture; comparing .la ^ would state that the plan has been found to work 

.Land Victoria the best The CahoOU docs hot ^ 1"°"* * practice, where carried out faithful,y every 

merit cultivation in Massachusetts, The best flavored 

variety ever tasted by the Committee is a seedling 

variety called Early I’rince Imperial. It is peculiarly 

adapted to family use, though it may not prove sillti 

ciently productive for the market gardener. The 

Hubbard squash is still receiving the highest praise 

from all that desire a fine squash for the table. A 

special premium in plate, valued at $25, was awarded 

to James .). H. GkrGORYfor its introduction. This is 

right. If Mr. Gregory will now discard every other 

squash and grow pure seed, he will confer a still 

greater benefit upon community. Unless this is done 

we fear that in a few years it will be impossible to 

quality. It may do for a market fruit until it is more fully obtain pure seed oi this valuable squash, Avliieh we 

known. La Caucase, Versa!liaise. Red and White Grape and consider the only winter variety worthy of cultivation 

many other sort* have been shown, which appear well; but, _ ^ ^ ^_ 

bo far as your Committee can judge, the old sorts. Red and ^ 

AVhite Dutch, still maintain their position at. the top of the AMERICAN NUItt. 

list. 
Gooseberries.— Two or three contributed English sorts Our fondness for everything foreign sends us 

grown to great perfection. Of the American varieties, abroad for many things, which, after all the trouble 

Houghton’s Seedling and Mountain Seedling take the lea.!. aiK[ expense necessary to obtain them, are no better, 

cial advantages of foreign growth, importation and 

high price to enable it to keep place above the rich, 

fine, plump, well cured fruit of the hickory. Then, 

there is the delicious butternut the best of them 

fully equal to the English walnut, and far superior to 

the filbert and the beech nut, small, but of exquisite 

sweetness—if it were not vulgar to choose American 

nuts, wliat need would there he of bringing hither 

those of foreign countries at such expenditure of 

money, except, for tlm satisfaction of curiosity, or 

to make up a deficiency in tho home supply? The 

impression seems to lie that our domestic nuts, which 

can bo had for the picking up, are of no value- well 

enough for children, perhaps, hut that only the 

choice kinds, such as are brought long distances, and 

cost much money, are worthy the attention ot grown¬ 

up people. 

But the low opinion in which American nuts are 

hclil by our own population, ought not to discourage 

the raising of them; its effect should lie rather to stim- 

year. 
Grand Rapids, Mich., 1861. 

Fiovtunttuvul iotc$. 

Weather at Nbwbuiioil— Mr. Downing writes us, Feb¬ 

ruary 8th:—“ Very cold again tills morning, 14 below zero— 

yet, on the whole, we have had a mild, pleasant, winter, 

except a few very cold days, January 13th, 20 below zero 

Peach birds all killed.” 

some. If these meet with a good reception, I will 

try again. 

Silver Cake.— Two cups white sugar; 1 cup but¬ 

ter; 1 cup sweet milk; the whites of six eggs beaten 

to a stiff froth; teaspoonful cream tartar; half do. 

soda. 

Gold Cake.— Two cops brown sugar; two-thirds 

cap butter-, two-thirds cup sweet milk; yolks of six 

eggs, anil one whole egg; f teaspoOnliil cream tartar; 

half teaspoonful soda. 

Soda Jelly Cake.— One cup sweet cream; *2 cups 

sugar; 2 eggs; half teaspoonful soda; 1 of cream tar¬ 

tar; (lour to tho consistency of batter cakes. Bake 

oil tins about an inch thick, pile on a plate with a 

layer of jelly between each. 

Donation Cake,—One and three-fourths pounds 

sugar; l pound butter; If pounds flour; 1 pint sweet 

rnilk; 5 eggs; teaspoonful soda; fruit if you please. 

1 have tried the whole of these and know them to 
bo good. Jknnik Perkins. 

Huntington, Feb., 1861. 

The Toothache.—An exchange gives the follow¬ 

ing:—"My dear friend,” said IL, “I can cure your 

toothache in ten minutes." “ How? how?” I inquired. 

“ Do it in pity.” “Instantly,” said he. “ Have you any 

alum?” “ Yes.” “ Bring itanri some Common salt.” 

They were produced. My friend pulverized them, 

mixed them iu equal quantities, then wet a small 

piece of cotton, causing the mixed powder to adhere, 

and placed it in my hollowtooth. “There,” said he, 

“if that does not cure you I will forfeit, my head. 

You may tell this to every one, and publish it every 

where. The remedy is infallible.” It was as lie pre¬ 

dicted. On the Introduction of the mixed alum and 

salt, 1 experienced a sensation of coldness, and with 

it— the alum and salt—I cured the torment of the 

toothache. 

Gooseberries.— Two or three contributed English sorts Our fondness for everything foreign sends us the raising of them; its efl'ect should he rather to stim- 

grown to great perfection Of the American varieties, abroad for many things, which, after all the trouble plate attempts to improve and popularize them. The 

Houghton’s Seedling and Mountain Seedling take the lead. ant| expense necessary to obtain them, are no better, jf,I'eiioi‘ lota of domestic ante which are often brought 

The latter m a new sort that, originated among the Shakers im^Lireally inferior, to what we have at home, j,, market, are, perhaps, a partial excuse for the pref- 

at New Lebanon, New York, and on account of its erect rfhifl unpfttriotic plirtia.lity for the products of other eretlC0 ,,f nut-eaters for foreign varieties. Doubtless 

- *.. * «-*«r* * ...- *■» — .-‘-.t 
fruit is not of the very highest quality. grown on our own soil, or iminutacturcd III our ,tn,j hickory uute have never opened a plump, full- 

Blackberries— The Dorchester sunns to bo the favorite, shops, has long been the subject of severe reproach ni/.ed, full-flavored specimen of either kind. It is a 

while the Lawton is not extensively cultivated. by our public speakers aud writers; especially politi- principle in Political Economy, that demand creates 

Peaches._-The crop of peaches was good this year, and cal economists of tiic Protectionist school; and supply: the converse of this is true in an important 

some Bplendid specimens of Coolidgt-’s Favorite, Crawford's much logic and some force has been expended to sense; the production Of an article of improved 

Early, und other well known sorts, were on our tables, teach our people that iron, wool, flax, silk, Ac,, and quality excites demand where none existed for the 

There is strong reason to believe that the peach is recovering their manufactures can he as successfully pi oducetl original or inferior type. That our domestic nuts sire 

from its diseased condition, and that we shall again be able to kere aH elsewhere. With uo intention of invoking susceptible of some degree of improvement we oau 

iaisi peach*” •1> legislative aid for tlm encouragement of American easily believe by comparing the fruit produced by dlf- 
Grapes. Tho crop of grapes this year has been almost an „nt.growing| and no ambition to convince the forent trees Of the same kind. From one chestnut, or 

enure We am obliged to go without grapes two A i producer that foreign nut-bearing trees hickory, or butternut tree you will gather large, plump, 
years out of three. Even the Concord, that is claimed to be 1 v 
ten days or a fortnight earlier than the Isabella, did not, a* a may he so reconciled to onr soi I and climate as to full-mcated, sweet - tasting nuts; another produces 

general thing, ripen this year. What is true of this variety, yield fruit in their native abundance and perfection, Hniull, shriveled, mean-flavored ones. My limited ex- 

is true of all varieties of good quality. A few Diana, Deta i J call attention to the subject lor the sake ot pointing perieuce in nut-gathering goes to show that the qual- 

ware, Hartford Prolific, and other grapes, were shown, oi out the comparative neglect with which tile Anieri- jty and abundance of the fruit depend, in a groat 

Gknkskk Valley Horticiiltckal .Society. The annual 

intuiting of thih Society was held at the Court House, Roches¬ 

ter, on tho 8tji histand the following officer* elected for the 

ensuing year: President- James Vick. Vice Presidents - 

Jacob Gould, L. A. Ward, Win, A. Reynolds Secretary-C. 

W. Seely*. Treasurer—F. W. Glen. 

Chicago Gaiuiknkkh’ Association.—The annual election 

of this Society took place on Monday, January 7th, at Chicago, 

HI , when the following officer* Were elected: I'resilient I 

D. Dragoon. Vice. I'resiitenls — .l. Worthington, C. Layton. 

How to Cure Bacon.- In answer to the question, 

“how to cure bacon by tho mild process, ’ a late 

number of the Irish Gazette gives the following direc¬ 

tions:— “Bingo oil'tho hair, and scrape thoroughly 

clean; when cut up, rub the flesh side well with com¬ 

mon salt, and pack the pieces on top of each other 

on a tray with a gutter round it, to catch the brine; 

once every fonr or live days the salt, should he 

changed, and the Hitches moved, placing those on 

top at the bottom; five nr six weeks of this treatment 

will suffice to cure tho bacon, when they may be 

Secretary—-EdgarHaumler*. Treasurer— J.G. L'ro. Kxecutiee hung up to dry, first rubbing them over with coarse 

Hoard—C. D. Bragdon, J. Worthington, J. c. tire, J. C. Grant, |jnm> l)T any aort 0f sawdust except deal; if' smoking 

A T. Williams. Lihrariom—William Lombard. |)e preferred, hang in a chimney; if not, in a dry, 

I,oss or tub Pbacii Ckor.—The severe cold of Thursday airy part of the kitchen not too near the fire, 

night, the 5th inst., ha* no doubt destroyed the peach buds-— 

supply; the converse of this is true in an important 

sense; the production of an article of improved 

quality excites demand where none existed for the 

original or inferior type. That our domestic nuts an- 

in this section of tin- State, and over a large extent of eoun 

try. Tins thermometer, in sheltered places iu this city, 

indicated 13 below zero, but in some exposed places in the 

country, it was much lower. We have examined buds from 

several orchards, and have not yet lound one wound, or that 

I would produce fruit. 

this section of the State, and over a large extent ol eoun Wisconsin Gake.— One cup milk; two eggs; one 
y. The thermometer, iu sheltered places in this city, half cup butter; two cups flour’, two tea- 
dicated 13" he.low zero, but in some exposed places m the * * . 
,untry, it was much lower. We have examined buds from spoons cream tartar, one * n 

veral orchards, and have not yet found one sound, or that GingER Dhot Cake. Two cups molasses; one Of 

ould produce fruit. , butter; one of sweet milk; one spoonful of ginger, 

-- -half <lo. of cinnamon; half tablespoon ful saleratus, 

inquiries and mx». £ “ ST* Lt *” * 

TUSjt PM*.™ CM-Two-third, of « cup ot 
ell? What time is best to graft?—1.11. M., ttaquoit, N. Y. lmtter; 0ne and a half of sugar; 3 eggs; a cup of 

Louise Boone do Jersey does well on quince — nothing mj- f0(ir 0f flour; a full cup of chopped raisins; 

here as elsewhere. With no Intention of invoking susceptible of some degree of improvement we can ^UllUU'ttfS' 

legislative aid for the encouragement of American easily believe by comparing the fruit produced by dif- ^ * 

nut-growing, and no ambition to convince the ferent trees of the sarin- kind. From one chestnut, or pKars on Qihnoe Stock.—"What kinds of pear* flourish 

American producer that foreign nut-hearing trees hickory, or butteniuttree you will gather large, plump, 

may he so reconciled to our soil and climate as to full - maated, sweet-tasting nuts; another produces 1 ' _ .. 

yield fruit in their native abundance and perfection, small, shriveled, mean-flavored ones. My limited ex- yet filunTcut all L 

I call attention to the subject for the sake of pointing perieuce in nut-gathering goes to show that tho qual- , ^ t„l( to ,(warf cuilur0, hot enough is 

very satisfactory appearance. 

Alleu's Hybrid and Allen's No. 13 were On exhibition 

several times, and were tested by your Committee. 

Tl.e former is a grape of the best quality, aud said to he 

hardy If sneb should prove to be the case, and our seasons 

will allow of its ripening, It must be a valuable sort. Of the 

can nut-eating public treat the fruits of our owu measure, on the situation of the tree. 1 have picked 

better. Our nurserymen have not yet found out all the 

varieties that are adapted to dwarf culture, but enough is 

known to fui-uisli a good list. In addition to the one men¬ 

tioned, there I*. - Doyenne d’F.te, Tyson, RoStiezer, Beurre 

forest trees, and the, perhaps, consequent indifference up more and larger chestnuts under a tree standing r)ic-1, BulTum, SteAno.-.’ Genesee, Duchess.- .l'Angouteme, 

cultivators feel iu regard to this branch of agricul- „„t in a field, apart from other, or, at least, many Vicar of Wlnkftcld, Glout Morceau. and many others that 

turai economy. other trees, than I could ever find under one of the do admirably on the quince root. Bears are usually prupa- 

That the different kinds of American nuts, with same kind in the woods. Yet, a favorable situation q,^‘‘J^p2denir ilaUttll. The American 

No. 13 we cannot -ay a* much iu praise, though time may i nerhans the occasional exception of chestnuts, are does uot always insure good fruit; there seems to he 
. . ...... . . .. r r , _ „ . .Win.! 

prove it to he equally valuable A grape was sent to the 

Society culled the Ontario, but your Committee believe it to 

be identical with Union Village. It is evident that the culti 

vation of hardy grapes in this State has thus far been nearly 

or quite a failure; aud yet every year there are new varieties 

announced that are mperior to all others, the best grape in 

accounted by our people inferior to the foreign varie¬ 

ties, is plainly manifest in groceries and on hotel 

tables. Go into any establishment of ttie former 

kind, of any pretension, and inquire for almonds, 

filberts, English walnuts, Brazil nuts, and what you 

a difference in the nature of trees of the same kind, 

i know a fine, thrifty hickory standing in a cultivated 

field, many rods from any other tree, which has 

always borne fruit of small size and of second-rate 

quality. 

two-thirds of a cup of currants; the same of citron; 

two small teaspoons of cream tartar; one of soda; 

Bpicesto suit.—Mrs. (}. W. Ai.i.kn, Rochester, N. Y. 

[STSOIAL NOTICK.) 

‘.‘D. B. Dk Land Ai Co.’s Palciatu* foraver,” shuttted Kate, 

as she ran up the stairs, followed by Biudgkt, with a freshly 

baked pan of biscuit in her hands. “ Dk Land’s Stateratus 

forever.” They were indeed templing, and no wonder that 

Vicar of Wlnkflcld, Glout Wore.-ttu, and many others that [SI-koiac . •1 

Iri,iX“ '<*«'•« -»"• - —aF»I~ “*>• *>'»»«*»«"«-'h7;'(- 
gated on the quince rout by budding, which may be done a* aa she ran up the stairs, fol owe >y > Wl 1 - 

soon as the bud* are sufficiently matured. The American baked pan of biscuit in her bauds. Dk Lands • atera. 

Bornological Society recommend the following {varieties forever.” They were Indeed tempting, and no wonder that 

for quince culture:-Beurre Supertin, Reurre Hardy, BulTum, the girls were delighted with their first experiment «.tb this 

Belle Lucrative. Belle Epine Dumas, Beurre d’Amaulis, favorite of housekeepers. Thi* Saleratu* is perfect!: pur., 

Beurre d’Anjou, Beurre Dial, Beurre Langelier, Catillac, healthful, reliable, and of uniform quality Manufactured 

Duchesne d’Angoaleme, Doyenne d'Alencon, Easter Beurre, and for sale at wholesale by D. B. Dk Land & o., 1-uupor , 

Figue d’Alencon, Glout Morceau, Louise Bonue de Jersey, Monroe Co., N. Y. Hold also by all dealers. 



[Written tor Mooru’t, Rural New-Yorker.] 

OH, HUSH THAT SONG. 

BT Cl.AKA p. YAWGEK 

Oh, bosh that song,— the tears have started,— 

And broken spell* my soul have hound; 

The lute like voice of one departed 

Blends with the music's melting sound. 

The summer Bind was softly blowing, 

And warbling many a gladsome bird. 

And Hummer's glorious flower- were glowing, 

When last that plaintive song I beard. 

’Twa* when the pye of day was closing, 

(Oh, many and many a year gone by,) 

With one dear hand in mine reposing, 

I gazed upon the sunset sky. 

The streams meandering through the meadows 

Were glittering in the golden glow, 

And silently the lengthening shadows 

Were stealing o’er the vale below; 

Those tuneful lips that song were breathing,— 

Those lips forever silent now.— 

While radiant youth and joy were wreathing 

Her glowing cheek and beanving brow. 

That pnei less one since then has faded, 

And meekly closed her dark eye’s lid,— 

Those glousy looks no moro are braided, 

That bright brow ’neatb the turf is hid. 

The hand and heart, so fondly plighted, 

Lie mouldering in a Southern grave; 

While A.-, whose deathless love was plighted, 

Still wanders, lonely, o’er life’s wave. 

Then hush that song,— the tears have started,— 

And broken spells my soul have bound; 

The silvery voice of one departed 

Blends with the music's magic sound. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

THE BROKEN-HEARTED MINISTER. 

BY HATTIE HOPEFUL. 

Pooh, brokeu-lieartcd man, Raid Mrs. Toby, liow I 

pity him. His wife is not a Christian, then, recol¬ 
lecting herself, she added, she did not know as she 
ought to say that; but who did not come to com 
munion, seldom to churoh, and was never known to 
engage in works that were expected of a minister's 
wife. She seldom called or visited anywhere. Her 
health was poor, she said, her family large, and 
seemed to need her constant care, and so she thought 
herself excusable from all the duties incumbent on a 
minister's wile. Ue always went alone to call on the 
sick, or visit the members of his church. Poor, 
broken-hearted man, I wonder lie married such a 
woman! 

When she had concluded this sympathetic, but 
uncharitable harangue, we ventured to remark that 
wo supposed she was his choice, or, at least, ought 
to have boon, since man is the One to whom society 
accords the right to choose a life partner. 

But I think he was not much acquainted with her 
when he married her. 

Ought he not to have formed a better acquaintance 
lirst. instead of hastily rushing into matrimony 
before ascertaining whether she would he a suitable 
companion lor life? If people would exercise pru¬ 
dence, patience, and honesty, in the selection of life 
partners, there would bo fewer broken hearts, and 
feW'-r petitions for divorce than now. Marrying, and 
i»mnf»rty!tig, is not as pleasant an nlliiir on either 
side, hut society so well as individuals are much to 
blame for such occurrences. 

Instead of first being prepared for the active duties 
of life, the mere girl is taught to think she must 
have a beau, to secure which, she must be fashion¬ 
ably dressed, uud early sent into society. The mere 
boy triton thinks himself a man. Over-cstitutimating 
his capacities, and ignorant of the many duties 
incumbent on manhood, he breathes love to the first 
thoughtless girl who will encourage him. Iu many 
instances, they as thoughtlessly and hastily marry, 
afterward to learn the fact that they are unharmoni- 
ously mated. And instead of wisely consenting to 
differ peacefully in opinion, each making great sacri¬ 
fices, us duty dictates under such circumstances, 
discord and disunion is hastily sought, which proves 
a fallacious remedy. 

No life is all happiness, nil pleasure, or all pros- 
po> ity. .Stern duties, earnest labor, sad reverses, 
must, at some period of life, be shared by all. One 
may enjoy prosperity to-day, or this year,—another 
day or year adversity may he his, and prosperity 
another's. Such is life,—a changing scene In the 
present state of society, and they who would enjoy 1 

it must be contented in the circumstances in which ! 
they find themselves, until time, industry, honesty and 1 
persovering etlort can improve those circumstances. * 

Individuals aro at fault in encouraging hasty mar- * 
riages. Pretended friends arc ready to advise, * 
encourage and recommend, unsolicited, some friend ' 
or dependent, to rid themselves of a burthen, or 1 
secure some other object in view. Thus aided and 
encouraged, many thoughtlessly assume responsi- * 
bilities for which they are unprepared, united with 3 
partners whose thoughts are unharmonious, unless 11 
Charity, that thinketh no evil—cudureth ull things- 1 
suffereth long and is kind —hopotli all things —be 1 
made a dally practical affair. It Goo's ministers ^ 
cannot exercise this Charity, who will? tl 

But she says her health is poor, and her family 
seem constantly to need her care and attention. 

Why, then, should she he expected always to 
attend church, or co-operate with her husband in his B 
duties connected therewith? Was he not employed “ 
with the understanding that he had a large family, n: 
and a wife in feeble health ? Why expect or demand n 

her services under such circumstances? Why with- g 
hold sympathy and charity under such circum- lc 
stances, rnakipg her feel that she is scarcely welcome ci 
to their house of worship, though she seldom can go di 
there? May not his seeming broken-heartedness lo 
arise from this very source, iustead of any defect of ») 
his wife’s? True, a minister and church will be tb 
more prosperous when his wife visits with him, and 
co-operates with him in his work. She also would 
be the gainer, both in spiritual and temporal things, w 
though it is not her absolute duty, as she is not bi 
employed to do this. When she assumes this work, th 
she finds unexpected bread cast upon the waters. m 
When her domestic labors are too great for this, and H], 
she has no one else to assist, it would he better for th 
her husband to assist what lie can; he, no less than ;s 
every other human being, needs some muscular exer- „n 
ciae to secure health. Let him not think it unmanly 
to assist in domestic work in-doors, when the cares 
and the health of his wife demands assistance which of 
she cannot otherwise procure. He can do much to sc 
relievo her of many domestic duties; affording her ca 
time to accompany him in many of his visits,— thus tin 
her spirits and his would be greatly refreshed, and th< 
lion’s work become more pleasant and prosperous. of 

In ministerial visits, the poor, the aged, and the 
► infirm, though residing at a distance, ought not to 

— he forgotten. If they are not paying members, they 
would be more likely to become such than if they 
were neglected, and it ought to be remembered that 
their mite is more than the rich man’s treasures. 
Beside, they make a greater sacrifice, and more effort 
to attend church than those nearer, and should be as 
highly esteemed. Israel’s Hhepherd Is to care for his 
wlioie Hock,— to look after the missing ones, nurse 
the aged, and the tender lambs,— this is his work as 
Gon’s agent, and his reward (Ion giveth him in His 
own good time, not man. When he does this great 
duty faithfully, God blesses and crowns his labors 
with success. I Ait him call on all within his pre- 
cints, members and non-membeiR, and his kindly 
sympathy and attention would be appreciated, and 
his kind words be cherished, even by the most seem¬ 
ingly neglected and hardened. In this way more 
souls might he saved, and Idesi-mgs poured upon his 
head, which would make him feel there was no cause 
for him to appear to others as a broken-hearted man. 

OUhco, Onon. Co., N. V., 1861. 
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WILLIE IS DEAD. 

“ W xi,lie is dead! ” Our informant was a neighbor 
who left a few minutes after, and now the words are 
passed from one member of the household to another 
in subdued accents. The children drop their toys, 
and sit silent and thoughtful. The baby in gathered 
closer to its mother’s bosoxi, for she is again re¬ 
minded that death is in the land, and her own darlingR 
are not safe. A merry little fellow comes dancing 
in, shouting to his hickory horse, until he reaches 
the center of tho room, when he stops and looks 
wonderingly around the little group, sitting there so 
silently and solemnly that even childhood is awed. 
“ Wh.uk is dead,” says his mother, softly, and the 
reins fall from his hands, and the cane he had brought 
from the garret drops upon the floor. He never saw 
any body dead but once, and then they lifted him up 
so that he could look over into the coIJin where 
Grandpapa lay, so pale and cold. Jt is hard for him 
to think ol the bright-eyed, sunny-haired little Wii.uk 

)t °* rl,'nrl• Ho wondered if his face looked pinched 
|je uud wrinkled, like Grandpapa’s, and whether he 

should over see him, or hear his laugh again. All, 
to Bttlc wondered Death has much of mystery for 

older ones than you. 

H thi» ^ the effect of the simple news of his death 
^ in another home, what must it bo in the one where it 
t occurred? How anxiously watched the parents thro’ 

the uigbt hours; how they counted the fast failing 
pulse, ami gathered hope from every look of recog- 

r' nition; but just as the sun was rising, tho last life - 
’ drop vanished silently as the dew from flowers. Then 

broke forth the long-sealed fountain of tears in the 
lt father’s heart, and the mother’s wild grief refuses to <r< 

lt he comforted. Coldly and harshly grates upon their Kl 
( ears the kindly meant condolence of friends, and even f°i 

the voice of the man of God, as he reads from the 
volume of love, words of sympathy and promise, but 
add* to their distress. All the father's ambition, all ere 
the mother’s hope, seem to he centered upon Himone, *hi 
and they hardly know, until sickness lias seized upon lai 
another, Unit all their children are alike dear. oil 

In after years, when time has gathered much of Wv 
' dust, and some of ashes, into the IJrn of Memory, Th 

" hen those who are left have wrung thoir hearts with in 
I a more hitter anguish, they will look hack upon tin’s '| 
! dispensation as one of mercy and of love,—hut they Th 
r c*nnot *<•■• it now, and many, many tears are sbud rcu 
^ over little Willie’s grave. rol. 

There is something sweet iu the death of a child, in 
, We lov<' to look Upon the placid beauty of its face ere fee 

passion has set his seal upon it. Life does not seem thii 
to he rent by such a force from a being like that, as the 
from the strong mail, whose heart, is set upon the the 
world. I here maybe, doubtless there are, times in fori 
tho life of every one, when tho thought of death is re si 
not altogether unpleasant; when we have grasped at the 
the enjoyments of earth and secured but their shadow; The 
wheu the flowers wo attempted to pluck have shut atte 
themselves up within a shell, shrinking from our is i 
touch, and the tempting fruit has “ turned to ashes inci 
on the lips; when each ideal pleasure has proved and 
an ignis fatuns that fled at our approach.—a bubble peo; 
that burst, at the touch, or a gilded arrow, "piercing for 
us through with many sorrows,” then does death upo 
sometimes seem like leaving behind us all trouble, dcsi 
and entering with joy a haven of rest. Yet we gen- dow 
Wally cling to life with tenacity, even though there stan 
he more oi bitter than sweet in our cup, and moro of dish 
shadows than sunbeams on our pathway; and wo are is th 
continually seeking for gold amid the glitter, and the . 
substance in the show. We look upon true friendship the ) 
as an immortal thing, and we do well, we think of 
its earthly embodiment as not lasting, and ’tis reason; thc , 
for amid the varied changes of life, early friends illU., 
sometimes forsake us, and where It is not so, death t.omi 
often claims them Just when we prize them most, and t(ll. , 
we learn, -often late, it is true, but always do we um] 
learn, that nothing of earth is sure and abiding. tnivi 

The Christian’s faith is barely sufficient to stand coun 
the test ol the change of worlds. I have seen the mur; 
aged disciple falter when became to the threslihold, cnee 
and gladly turn back to life; but 1 have' seen those, mint 
too, whose confidence was unshaken us they neared able 
the "Dark Valley,” and leaning unwaveringly upon can t 
the strong arm ot lion, they passed triumphantly to unite 
their immortal home. *** a|)LH1 

Aldcn, Erie Co., N. Y., 1861. f. 
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A PATRIOTIC DREAM. 

BY A. H. BULLOCK. 

Wim visions strange, that smile or lower. 

Imagination teem*, 

When we, .it midnight's silent hour. 

Are in the land of dreams. 

At time* a counterpart they seem,— 

The sequel of a play, 

A sort of af’orpiece they gleam 

To thoughts we have by day. 

But oft they come, a* if by chance, 

In Fancy's endless train,— 

With wildest phantoms sore entrance 

The frenzied sleeper’s brain. 

A subject onto either class 

It falls my lot to be,— 

And let roe tell you what did pass 

The other night with me. 

They took me to the land of Penn, 

Where, in that same old hall, 

Were met again those valiant men, 

Who hurst the Lion's thrall. 

The “ Father of his Country ” there 

Was chosen to preside,— 

Never, in portrait, was his air 

So firm and dignified, 

And he wax there, whose master hand 

Had fixed the lightning's path,— 

And he, whose thrilling tones, so grand, 

Did rouse the people's wrath. 

He, with his mighty pen, was there, 

From Montieello's Rhade, 

With Qbinoy's dauntless chief to share,— 

A giant pair they made. 

There “ Richard Hunky Lee’’arose, 

And said, “ I nni rexolved 

Our Union — though evil minds propose — 

Shall turner be tilstolwd. 
Came no discussion — not a word — 

Ail eyes with lli-e did glow, 

Stern from each patriarch was heard, 

“ No, never — un,ier — no!" 

Like a shrill echo came that sound 

From every warrior's grave, 

Who foremost fell on battle ground — 

His life for Freedom gave. 

From heroes’ hones, in ocean deep, 

Entomed in darkness low, 

Did ring — it Btartled me from Bleep — 

That loud, resounding “ Ao/” 

Burns, N. Y., 1861. 
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THE WEST. 

to render them bigoted in their views, or partial in 
action. Her greatest danger lies in a disregard of 

- virtue and religion. Thousands are in her midst 
who, in oppressed Europe, learned to associate 
religion and tyranny. These, while they build up 
her interests with one hand, sow with the other the 
seeds of future ruin. Peopled mostly by the vigorous 
and impulsive, thc restraints of prudence and virtue 
are often little regarded. Change is inscribed upon 
all her banners. Whether her advance movements 
shall result in true progress or not depends upon 
their character. 

*' The rudiments of empire here 

Are plastic yet and warm. 

The chaos of a mighty world 

I* rounding into form.” 

Happy shall he be that upon those moving elements 
makes impressions of enduring excellence. 

Butler, Wis., 1861. M. Osborn. 

-♦ • »-- 
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VOICES. 

Hushed is the lute whose quivering tones had 
floated down with their soulful harmonies, touching 
the hidden spring which unlocks the door of onr 
hearts’ holy ol holies, but the echo of that, rich, soft 
music lingers still. And it Is ever thus. Earth’s 
voices come to us in the still hush of years gone by, 
murmuring not so loudly, it may be, ns those of the 
present, but winding in 'mid the loud, discordant 
sounds of every-day life, like the low, dreamy warb¬ 
ling of a bird, as the twilight shadows deepen, and it 
sinks to rest — tending oft to bring peace and quiet, 
where the spirit was restless and troubled. When 
the sad, sweet bells of twilight chime,— when, in the 
grey east she glances with her mournful eyes, and 
the far-off hill* arc tipped with the golden sunset,— 
when night softly drops her silvery robe, and pale i 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

THE QUESTION. 

BY MARGARET ELLIOTT. 

What is Truth? 0, quiet dreamer, 

Hast thou seen it in thy way* 

Found st thou aught that is not seeming, 

And in all thy placid dreaming 

Hast thou solved the mystery? 

What i* Truth? Tell me, 0, scholar! 

Searcher into hidden lore! 

Have the ancients ever known it, 

Or the wares of Time e’er thrown it,— 

Like the sea shell,— on the shore? 

What is Truth? Tell me, 0, Poet! 

Wearer of the mystic rhyme! 

In thy warp of wierd romances, 

Woof of brilliant, starry fancies, 

Are there threads of Truth sublime’ 

THE ANSWER. 
Thou hastasked me, 0. my brother, 

What is Truth, and where it dwells’ 

Hast forgotten thou art mortal, 

And too weak to ope the portal 

Where the fount of knowledge wells? 

Cease thy vain and futile strivings 

To o’erleap the bounds of clay. 

Weak and weary of Earth’s sorrow, 

Wail thou for the soul’s to-morrow, 

Thou sbalt find it — not to-day. 

Gainesville, N. Y, 1881. 
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THE GARDEN OF THE HEART. 

In imagination I saw a garden, thc garden of the 
heart. The plant of Disobedience choked that of Cynthia looks down in all her queenly splendor as Z P G.sobedience choked that of 

she wends her way up through the stars nerr h«o,o 0hcdienie’ wh,le ,he Pi** Cnforgiveness covered 

A Thought for Husbands. — Rev. I)r. Thomas 
Brainard thus feelingly admonishes married men: 
"I would ask husbands to appreciate those who 
make the joy of their dwellings. Are not the kind¬ 
nesses of wives often unnoted, nnthanked, unre¬ 
garded ? They are shut out from the world’s applause; 
let them rest in the assurances of your gratitude and 
consideration. Wheu you see them cold and still in 
death, it will not grieve you to remember that your 
love has thrown sunshine into the shade of their allot¬ 
ment, that your prayers and example have given 
them aid in the right training of your children.” 

Loss of Children. — In the first days of affliction, 
words are but poor consolation, for we know how 
bitter the cup of their sorrow. Yet words even, from 
those who have trodden the same dark way, may bo 
like balm in the wounds, for there is a companion¬ 
ship iu grief. We weep with those who arc weeping, 
thanking God that the first keenness oi such agony 
Is not lasting, or else we should die under these 
afflictions. 

All Should Learn to Sing.—As it is commanded 
of God that all should sing, so all should make con¬ 
science of learning to sing, as it is a thing that 
cannot be done decently without learning. Those, 
therefore, who neglect to learn to sing, live in sin, as 
they neglect what is necessary to their attending one 
of the ordinances of God.— Jonathan Edwards. 

he The West is settled with people of every latitude, 
t<, from the Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico. The New 
xir Englander, fresh from his rocky soil; the straight¬ 
en forward New 'i orker;thc genial, careless Southerner, 
he all “Mite '‘pen tho common ground of thc West, to 
„t build their homes. Nor are those all; for years 
ill emigration has been rolling westward from the 
to, shores of tho Old World. England, Germany, Ire- 
>n land,— indcod, all Europe send hither their sons. 

and often, In the same community, the representa- 
of lives of half a dozen different nations live and labor. 
y, The effects of this diversity of character are visible 
th ‘*i various ways. 

is i he first effect is th<* -'IaMm. of a common sympathy, 
■v The influences under «*ALaeh udividual has been 
‘d rcuredare so different Vdti those which have sur¬ 

rounded his neighbor, that the people possess little 
L in common. Hence there is an isolation in social 
•e feeling. Many a parent lias keenly felt thc force of 
U this truth, as ho has seen his children go out from i 
is the protecting shelter of home, to be subjected to 
e the influences of evil associations. Western society, 
n formed of tho crudest materials, and without those 
s restraints of public sentiment so powerfully felt in 
t the older States, has become to some degree reckless, 
; The active scenes of business life occupy time und 
t attention to such an extent that friendly intercourse 
r is almost wholly excluded. Men are constantly 
s incited to exertion by the hope of gaining wealth, 
1 and however varied may be the character of the 
3 people in other respects, they are united in the rush 

! for gold- With fascinated gaze they fix their eyes 
i upon the glittering treasure as the one thing to be 
, desired. Often thc barriers of principle are thrown 
- down, conscience is hushed, and duty bidden to 
■ stand aside. Honesty is coupled with symplieity, and 
I dishonesty receives the name of shrewducss. Such 

is the Btate of public opinion, and vigilant must he 

thc eye, and careful the guardianship, that will shield 
the young from its dreadful effects. 

Another effect of the great variety of character in 
thc West is a lack of unity in pushing forward the 
interests of education and morality. Forests are be¬ 
coming cities, and beautiful villages are gemming 
the wide rolling prairies. Smoothly cut meadows 
and cultivated fields everywhere, meet the eye of the 
traveler. But while the physical resources of the 
country are thus being drawn out, ita mental and 
moral condition is apt to be regnrdod with indiffer¬ 
ence. Unless a country is favored with cultivated 
minds us well as highly tilled lands, it will not he 1 
able to educate its sons or make its own laws. How 
can there be any advance iu this direction without j 
united effort? Political changes aro often brought 
about by iutrigue; aspiring men, by working upon 
the prejudices of people, exalt themselves to posi¬ 
tions of influence, and thus accomplish their selfish ' 
designs. But the teacher and moral reformer must 
work by nobler means. They must lift high the 
standard of moral purity, and in the face of opposi- 11 
tion, und amidst discouragement, toil on, sure of ' 
final success. 11 

There is another and more favorable effect arising q 
from the divorsity of elements in tho West. Amidst (( 
so many different tastes and beliefs, there is a wider j, 
range of thought, and more comprehensive views, tl 
than In tho older sections of country where constant n 
intercourse and common sympathy build up a unity 0 
of sentiment. The New Englander on his Granite 
hills repels from his cold sympathies the fiery , 
southerner; while the native of the Cotton States t( 
disdains the calculating Yankee. The matter of fact 
Englishman and the silent German view with dis- 
trust the boisterous Irislimau; but thrown together 
in the New World of the West, their Interests 
gradually merge together. As business brings them vi 
into contact with one another, prejudice melts away, h 
and the peculiarities once so strongly marked, slowly ti 
disappear. Thus the western man, if ho but hold ci 
firmly to right principles, is in a position to build th 
up a noble character. And the West, us a country, 
possesses those characteristics that will qualify her 
to mediate between extreme sections of country, and di 
to exert a controlling influence upon the affairs of so 
the nation. Time may so assimilate her people that th 
unity of sentiment shall prevail where important w< 
interests are concerned, but not to such a degree as pa 

she wends her way up through the stars, perchance 
some of them the morning stars which first sang 
together, hear ye not a voice, silent, but Rublime and 
beautiful? 

Morn in thc east ! All nature takes up the glad cho¬ 
rus welcoming tho "King of Day” as in a llatuing 
chariot he appears above the horizon, kissing the 
tears from the eyes of weeping flowers, chasing 
the dew from the hill tops, and down in the valley 
shedding his warm and cheering smile. Hear yo not 
a voice a* morn, on glad and rapid wing, dispels the 
somber shades of night? 

And the little rivulet has a voice, — a low, musical 
laugh, such as haunts us in our dreams. The gleeful 
sunshine looks into it* sparkling waters, ever loving 
to listen to its merry music. Here thc fairy moss 
loves to cling, and the lily spray droops low its tiny 
bell to listen. I he little wild-wood songster, weary 
of its sweet woodland notes, seeks here thc free 
waters to lave it* tired wing*. 

A mighty voice hath old ocean. Its moaning 
wave* are forever chanting o'er the loved and lost; 
for ’neatb its rolling billows the old and young alike 
rest; thc golden head and the grey-haired sire rest 
side by side. 

There are voices of little children, fresh ar.d sweet 
as the May winds,—their gleeful notes drop like 
fairy pearls and hold us spell-bound, with their deli¬ 
cious melody. 

There are spirit voices, gentle and harmonious, 
winning and soft as the evening zephyrs, which float 
round our path like soothing angel/ Perhaps 'tis 
tho voice of a mother, an<f it wandei<f in our heart*, 
peaceful and still as when in days of childhood she 
guided us lest our wayward feet should grow weary 
and slip by thc way. 

There is a voice in the wild, wild wind, as it 
chant* a *ad requiem o’er the deserted hearth-stone,_ 
as it rises grand and solemn ’mid the solitude of 
dark towering mountains,—breaking ’mid rocks,— 
modulated low and sweet us /Eolian harp when it 
wanders down in the valley. And when it takes up 
its grand chant over ocean’s bed and the great hr- ' 
them is lost amid the clouds, hath it not a mighty 
voice? Aduxe. 1 

Hillsdale, Mich., 1863. < 

THE TO MR OF THE LAST SIGNER. 

The ancient seat of Carroll, of Carrollton, and 
his tomb, is distant about fifteen miles from Balti¬ 
more, Entering thc gateway, we drove through ft 
nolde avenue, planted on each Ride with trees of ev¬ 
ery variety, and soon found ourselves in front of the 
Carroll inansiou, which is a long, comfortable two 
story building, terminated at thc north end by the 
chapel, which has become famous as the repository 
of the remains of the gallant old signer of the De¬ 
claration of Independence. His tomb is set in the 
wall on the left altar, and presents a shield and scroll 
of white marble, on which is carved in relief, a pen 
and roll of parchment, surrounded by thirteen stars; 
a Latin inscription, appropriate to his great act, 
appears on a scroll in tho center. Below this are 
some [igures in basso relievo, representing Fame with 
inverted torch, and History guarding a funeral urn. 
The chapel is cruciform, and contains a haudsome 
marble altar, some flue old pictures, a good organ, 
and is decorated with rich and beautiful wiudows of 
stained glass. The floor, which is elevated, contains 
some fourteen or sixteen pews, which are occupied 
by the family ot Mr. Carroll and their friends. The 
body of the church contains about forty commodious 
pews, where bis slaves, who are carefully instructed 
iu the Catholic faith, sit and kneel. 
-4 » ♦ * »- 

Men of Principi.k.—The man of principle needs 
not the restriction of seal or signature, or any legal 
instrument. He deals in solitude as iu public, at 
midnight as in tho sunshine. His grasped hand is as 
good as a bond, and his promise as sterling as gold. 
The complicated interests of men, which so often jar 
and conflict, are reconciled in him with a beautiful 
harmony. He is himself the embodiment of justice, 
the symbol of a perfect society. His charities are 

| that of Forgiveness with its broad, poisonous leaves. 
The red blossoms of Auger, and the dark leaves of 
Hate, were side by side with those of Love, the blos¬ 
soms of which wore turned toward the earth, and 
drew from it a poison which stained them. No dew- 

^ drop of Pity fell from the blossoms of Compassion; 
10 for this beautiful plant was covered with that of Sol- 
[p fishness, which grew rank and large. What wonder 
^ then, that the tiny blossoms of Purity closed them- 
" selves, and that the lovely plant of Affection drooped 

and faded beneath thc unlovely ones of Mistrust and 
al Scorn. Tho pink blossoms of Vanity unfolded their 

broad petals; and, whilo those of Modesty were 
r dwarfed, those of Self-Esteem had an unnatural 

g growth. These were all connected by minute fibres, 
H or roots, which sprung from Disobedience. 
^ Wearily toiled the gardener over his garden, and 
(i he sighed as lie saw that it boro no resemblance to 

the one given him for a pattern,—which was perfect, 
Pore, and lovely,—so beautiful that angels hovered 
over it, and spoke in low, sweet accent* of His great 

’ love and care. Purity (teemed written on it, — Com- 
t passion, Tenderness, and Sympathy, bloomed there,— 

and more than all, Love, for, over the garden was 
t written in golden letters — "Goo i* Love.” And 
, the gardener thought of Him who had wrought this,— 
' of His goodness, labor, and patience, — of His kind¬ 

ness, sympathy and compassion,—and said, "Shall 
mine become perfect?” And thc gardener wept. 

’ Gently he heard the whisper, " Be ye also perfect; 
. j work, watch, and pray." Once more lie looked at 

the Divine garden, then at his, and said, earnestly, 
' “Father, help me;” and with the words, “Work, 

Watch, Pray,” still sounding in his ear, he began the 
task of cultivating rightly hi* garden. 

First he pruned the plant of Self-Esteem, which 
tended much to destroy Vanity. “ Be of good cheer,” 
said a voice; therefore he took courage, and culti¬ 
vated a little plant called Cheerfulness, which grew 
on one side of his garden. With Prayer he cut down 
Disobedience: but the soil had been so long neglect¬ 
ed, that it sprung up again and again; yet with 
Watchfulness, Labor, and Prayer, lie so far destroyed 
it, that Obedieuce grew nearly perfect. And the gar¬ 
dener said, as he thought of others who were toiling, 
and of their sufferings, — "1 will have compassion 
and pity for them; I will try and be selfish uo longer.” 
So Compassion und Pity once more bloomed, and 
their dew-drops fell upon the plant of Love, which 
lifted its head. And the gardener said, —as he saw 
the perfect symmetry of its form, though its leaves 
were discolored, — " I must neglect this no longer.” 
Therefore he labored, watched, und prayed, and saw 

as the result, that Love grew purer, and rose higher. 
Mistrust and Scorn he banished now; and Affection 
bloomed, und shed its sweet influences around. 
Gradually Cheerfulness spread. His garden was 
growing better, but ouly through hurd, unwearying 
labor; for many times destructive weeds sprung up, 
which needed great watchfulness and labor to destroy. 

The gardener was glowing Old, but still he toiled; 
lie labored for a garden free from weeds. His hair 
was white and thin, his step feeble, his eye less 
bright; but he looked still to the Divine garden. 
"Forgive, even as thou would’st be forgiven;” he 
heard, and he murmured iu reply, " Help Thou me 
to forgive.” He east his eyes to his own garden, 
and almost wondered as he beheld it. Forgiveness 
bloomed in loveliness; its odor filled the garden; and 
above all rose Love clinging to Purity, with blossoms 
of dazzling whiteness. Cheerfulness was a border, 
now, around the whole garden; it* bright, sunny 
blossoms were called Happiness. The gardener’s 
face grew radiant as he beheld this great and happy 
change. He clasped his hands and look toward 
Heaven. A low voice murmured, " Rest thee now.” 
And the gardener saw a beautiful plant called Resig¬ 
nation, — then slept, long, calmly, and peacefully. 
But one bright, glorious morning, when every thing 
was radiant with light, he awoke, and beheld in 
Heaven the plants of his garden. 'There no weeds 
would molest; these were not suffered to grow there; 
but as ages after ages would sweep by, he could im¬ 
prove it; still having the Divine garden for a pat¬ 
tern,— cultivating, laboring, engrafting, until his not the droppings of a formal pity, but the ointment **rD> cultivating, laboring, engrailing, until his 

of a yearning love. In his soul there is a fountain Planfe shou,d b(f Iike unto tht‘ ^rfect ones; for, lo! 
of humor, and close by, a fountain of tears. His he him8elf Wi‘8 tlu're- IIaIW Gardener! And as a 
spirit is an instrument strung to every proper mood, crown of gold, and a palm of victory were given 
touched by the light graces of the passing hour, or him' “thought I heard a voice whispering in my touched by the light graces of the passing hour, or - . 
swept by "solemn thoughts that wander through ear’ "Cultivate thy garden; Work, Watch, and 
eternity.” Pray.” Alice Ashlky. 
- < ■ • • --Canandaigua, N. Y., 1861. 

Looking People in the Face. — I have known-* ■ ♦ » -»- 
vast quantities of nonsense talked about bad men not The Province of the Pulpit.—Christianity cm- 
looking you in the face. Don’t trust that conven- braces all. It shows the sovereignity of its principles, 
tional idea. Dishonesty will stare honesty out of not by destroying anything whatever, but by assiuii- 
countenance any day in the week, if there is any- lating all things to itself. To the Christian, every¬ 
thing to be got by it.— All the Year Round. thing becomes Christian. Nothing is absolutely 

♦ foreign to the province of tho gospel. It saves the 
A Dinner of fragments is often said to be the best whole of man. It saves the whole of life. Nothing, 

dinner; so there are few minds but might furnish except sin, is profane. Life is not divided. There 
some, instruction and entertainment on their scraps, is no point at which Christianity stops abruptly. As 
their odds and ends of thought. They who cannot well forbid the atmosphere of two countries to inter¬ 
weave a uniform web, may at least produce a piece of mix above the mountains which form a boundary 
patchwork.—Guesses at Truth. between them.—Rev. T. II. Skinner. 



SCHOOL MATTERS OP NEW YORK, 

On the 31st ult., H. H. Van Dyck, Superintendent 
of Public Instruction for the State of New York, 
submitted to the Legislature the following tables and 
abstracts, exhibiting the operations of the Common 
School system of the State for the year ending Sep¬ 
tember 30th, I860. Many portions of this Report, 
contain facts and figures of general interest, and wo 
make snch condensation as our space will permit: 

Senooi. Districts.—'The whole number of reported 

school districts in the State, exclusive of cities, is 

11,382; being an increase of 24 during the past year. 

the districts five times the number of volumes now 
received, and that of a valuable standard character. 

The subjects here laid before Rubai, teachers and 
readers are worthy of much consideration. Me shall 
resume the publication in our next Educational 

department. 

RUIUI, 15UILDlN(rS-No 

“YOU ARE A STUPID BLOCKHEAD!" 

Ark you sure of that? Is it not just possible that 
the boy’s teacher is the stupid one? Are you quite 
certain that yoHr questions, or your explanations, 
are expressed in intelligible language? Don't you 
talk so rapidly that none but the brightest scholars 
can follow you? Docs not your severity of manner 
frighten the poor fellow so that he cannot tell what 
ho knows perfectly? Are you not in your anxiety 

The average number of persons between the ages of t0 make him recite promptly and brilliantly, embar- 
4 and 21 years, in each district, is80 1-G. Thcaverage rassjng him so that he cannot recite at all? Have 
number attending school in each district is 53. In y0u ever done, anything to give that hoy self-confi- 
this calculation, the schools of the various villages denue? Have you ever heartily encouraged him, 
are included, and hence it is obvious that, in the sympathized with him, made him feel that you are 
strictly rural districts, the average attendance of pupils j,;8 friend? Have you ever earnestly tried to find the 
is much less than the number above given. avenue to his heart and his head? Say to yourself 

SCHOOL Houses.—The number of school houses in thoughtfully, “ After all, am not 1 the stupid one?" 

the State is reported at 11,650; of which 11,379 are 
in the rural districts. This shows an incroaso over 
the number reported in 1859 of 74. It is also a credit¬ 
able fact that, in addition to the increase to the aggre¬ 
gate number of school houses, many of the old 
structures have been superseded by new and more 
commodious buildings. How many have been thus 
erected within the past year, the returns do not 
indicate; but as a new school house is scarce ever 
built without a quarrel in the district, calling for the 
intervention of this department in some shape, there 
is indirect proof afforded that no inconsiderable 
number of districts are in the enjoyment of accom¬ 
modations superior to those formerly possessed. 
The character of these structures is indicated as 
follows: 

Hut grant that the boy is naturally a “ stupid 
blockhead.” Is it his fault? Had he the making of 
his own brains? And is it, not misfortune enough to 
have been born a blockhead without your repeatedly 
reminding him of the disagreeable fart? Will your 
Statement make him any brighter, or yourself the 
more amiable? Put yourself down in that boy’s 
place. How much better would you feel, how much 
more clearly would you think, bow much more 
cheerfully would you study, If your teacher were to 
make u publie, announcement of your stupidity? 
Would you not be either utterly discouraged, or 
righteously indignant? What right, then, have you 

iers dim jN our we stated that an 

>V e shall arbor must be simple and in keep- 
catioual jUg with the place and its objects; 

and that unless near the house, so . 
that both could be seen at the "^Silll 

•” same view, it should not bo of -Tg 
showy carpenters’ work. When *jLrr--: _ ._ T 

ible that ftn arbor or SUnimer house is near ij 

mi quite jjoobc, jt may be considered a -3 

nations, kind of an accompaniment, and 

m t you may partake of somewhat the same 

scholars slyle of architecture, though of 
manner conr«c the style must bo much - 

ell what modified to be in keeping with its 
anxiety obj0(jt aa a summer resort. When 
embar- tjie sumraor house is away from ■' 

Have the house, in a retired part of the 
•If-confi- garden, it belongs to the garden 
>d him, aion(», and should be simple and 
you are rustic in its character. -U /A 
find the The builders of arbors make two okyS'ffi: 
yourself great mistakes. In the first place. 
one?” they are made too expensive and 
“ stupid too showy. These structures are , 
iking of ttot for show, hut for rest and 

ough to comfort. There can be no objoe Mjj&ZM 

peatedly tion to neatness or taste in their 
ill your construction, but a great outlay in 
•self the elaborate or fancy work shows 
it hoy’s exceeding bad taste, and is quite offensive. Most 
w much Qf jj,fi summer houses we see1 are damp and 
h more gloomy, instead of being cheerful and pleasant, 

w ere to Many a time have we turned back when about to 
upidity? enter one of these places, as we'felt the chilly damp 
,ged, or air, to seek a more pleasant resting place under the 
ave you shade of some neighboring tree. These struc- 

mm 

to outrage that scholar’s feelings by your cutting torea should not be placed where the shade is so 

Log. Frame. Brick. Stone. Total. 

In thfc cities . as 230 3 271 
In the rural districts- _ .263 9.828 732 556 11,379 

I860, total__ .. 263 9,866 96*2 559 11,65(1 
1859, tolal. . _ ... 281 9,801 903 591 11,576 

The expenditures during the past year forsites, build¬ 
ing, hiring, purchasing, repairing, and insuring 
school houses, and for fences, out-honses, furniture, 
<te., amounted to $<342,290.(13. 

School Attendance.—The number of persons in 
the State, between the ages of 4 and 21 years, is 
reported as follows: 

Cities. Rur. Diat. Total. 

In 1860_ .403,488 912,412 1.315,900 
In 1859.. .378,054 894.432 1.272,486 

Increase. .. 25,434 17,980 43,414 

words? If his father were sitting in your school¬ 
room, think you that you would utter such harsh 
words? And have you the. thoughtlessness, or the 
meanness, to use language in the father’s absence 
which you would ho ashamed, and would not dare, to 
use in tils presence? Is it not your duty to remem¬ 
ber that that boy has sensibilities to be moved, feelings 
to be respected, as much as you have? And have not 
his parents a right to demand that you shall treat 
him with kindness and patience? Will you not do 
away, then, with all bitter words, assured that they 
do no good, but much harm? Massachusetts Teacher. 

• > 

INDIFFERENCE AND CAPTIOUSNESS. 

WiTiiotiT the zealous co-operation of the comrau- 

dense as to cause dampness, nor should they be 
so constructed fts to exclude air ami sunshine. If 
so. they are the most gloomy places that can be 
imagined. 

It is well to have a summer-house in a situation 
somewhat retired, but it should be so placed, if possi¬ 
ble, as to command a good view of the surrounding 

JlfWtttifif, If. 
ALL ABOUT DOGS. 

New York City is the center of the canine trade 

for this continent, many persons being engaged ex¬ 

nity, our schools can never reach that high point of clusivcly in buying and selling, and breeding and 

The number of pupils attending the public schools 
in 1859 and 1860, is i stated thus: 

1859. 1860. 
in the cities . ....... 
In the rural districts. 

. ..250,908 
... .600,625 

268,159 
099,229 

Total_ ...851,533 867,388 

excellence to which it was the design of their friends 
and founders to carry them. The pride and enthu¬ 
siasm of society should be fully awakened, and 

training dogs of all descriptions. The leading dog 
vendor in this city does a very extensive bossiness. 
At his store ho keeps a select assortment always on 

continually manifested in their favor. When this is hand for sale, and ill his country residence he gener- 
the case, a spirit of emulation is roused among ally lias seventy or eighty animals, besides, perhaps, 

Assuming the correctness of the enumeration anil 
report of attendance at school for the rural districts, 
it appears that, of the 912,412 persons of school age 
thus reported, 599,229 attended school during the 
last year, for a longer or shorter period. Private 
schools not being in anywise subject to the jurisdir 
tion of the school commissioners, the returns in 
respect to their number, and the pupils in attendance, 

1856. 1857. 1859. 1860. 

10 months and over . 53.850 54,434 52,995 64,302 
8 do and less than 10, . 65,972 53.716 58,539 60,202 
6 do do 8 133,113 117,507 115,832 117,022 
4 do do 6 .182,654 179 611 178.1X19 181,077 
2 do do 4 205.971 221.656 239,708 237,175 

Leu* ; than 2 months _. ..... 191,175 215,213 206,390 207,610 

Totals_ .832,735 842.137 851.533 867,388 

teachers and scholars, and new life and energy per- thrice that number boarding out in the vicinity, 
vade and animate the whole system. Many of his dogs are of rare breed and beauty, and 

Nothing can be more unjust to the public schools proportionally valuable. Among the rare dogs is a 
than complaint without investigation, condemnation Siberian blood hound, Sultan, a nephew to the cole- 
without a hearing. Sweeping and indiscriminate bratod dog Prince, which cost, $1,1)00, and after his 
denunciations can have little or no foundation in exhibition in England, was sold for twice hisoriginal 
truth. Much of the clamor ugalnst them is based cost. Sultan is 14 months old, weighs 160 lbs., ami 
upon ignorant prejudice, and the hostility of narrow girts 39 Inches. Prince, at tho name age, weighed 
and selfish minds. If parents, instead of listening to 220 lbs., stood 364 inches in height, and measured 
the often frivolous aud exaggerated statements as to from nose to tail V feet 9 Inches. There are not a 
their management, would visit the schools them- dozen of this breed of dogs owG'd in this city, and 
stive* they w<>n i ,)d that, h many cases, whore non- of them avo valued at $1,000 ©«eb 
there has been no benefit or advancement on the part The Bruno breed was originated by this dealer, and 
of the pupil, the fault has heen, not in the teacher, was obtained by crossing the Newfoundland with tho 
or the system of government, but in the loose rule at St. Bernard mastiff and the Alpine Shepherd dog. 

are entirely unreliable. mo own imvoiouh aau e.\ngguiuiou bvuuuuuuvb us tu irom no 

The reported number of children attending the their management, would visit the schools thorn- dozen o 
public schools for a scries of years in aa follows: selves, they would *'.©d Hint, ri many oases, whore none of 

home, the absence of all parental restraint, and the 
consequent want of sympathy and co-operation in 
any regular plan of instruction and government. 
Parents should feel that a common school is a place 

These animals are highly prized by Southerners as 
watch dogs, and pups readily fetch $100 each. They 
are large dogs, sometimes attaining the length of 7 
feet, and 34 inches in height, and a weight of 130 lbs. 

In regard to this subject,, I repeat the observations 
made in the last annual report from this Department, 
that “not much reliance can be placed on the cor¬ 
rectness of the returns as to attendance ill the schools, 
either at this or any previous period.” We aro 

dependent for their reliability entirely on the records 
kept by teachers, and the carefulness of trustees in 
transcribing them. In too many instances, these 
details of daily attendance are kept upon loose scraps 
of paper — not unfrequcntly they arc lost altogether, 
or carried away by the teacher after serving as the 
basis of a rate bill,— whilst the absence of actual 
data at the time of making the annual report of the 
district, is supplied by tho “guesses” of intelligent 
trustees. The average time school was taught In the 
year, exclusive of cities, was 7j months. 

Teachers Employed.— The teachers employed 
during the last two years, are thus classified: 

1859. 1860. 

Males.... .. 8,515 8.224 
Females....  ..17,896 18.139 

of discipline and authority. That to enjoy its The St. Bernard mastiff is very rare, and of course 
benefits, they must conform Btric.tly to the laws brings high prices. 
necessary for its successful management. If parents 
encourage or wink at the frequent absences and 
delinquencies of the pupil, why should they com¬ 
plain, if, at the end of the session, no proficiency has 
been made.—Memphis School Itejwrt- 

-1 ■ ♦ ■ <- 

OUR COMMON SCHOOLS. 

Totals...26,411 20,363 

As many teachers are employed in more than one 
district during the year, the number above stated is 
probably exaggerated. A more true indication of 
the number of persons actually engaged in the busi¬ 
ness of teaching is found in the report of the “ num¬ 
ber of teachers employed at the same time for six 
months,” or more. These are returned as follows: 

1859. I860. 

In the cities. __...___ 2,527 2,731 
In the rural district*. . 12.132 12,290 

Totals., 14,659 15,021 

This may be fairly assumed as the number of 
teachers actually employed when all the schools are 
supplied. These returns clearly indicate that, so far 
as our common schools are concerned, the business 
of teaching is rapidly passing into the hands of 
females. I have no lamentations to utter over this 
ostensible fact. While there are circumstances 
under which the services of & male teacher may be 
indispensable, it is still my opinion that, in most of 
our district schools, the presence of a well qualified 
female teacher will eventuate in the moral and intel¬ 
lectual advancement of the pupila beyond that which 
they would attain under the auspices of u majority 
of the teachers of the sterner sex. 

,s the The common school gives the key of knowledge to 

ictHul the mass of the people. 1 think it may with truth be 

if the said that the branches of Knowledge taught therein, 

igent when taught in a finished, masterly manner,—reading, 

n the in which I include the spelling of our language; a 

firm, sightly, legible handwriting, and the elemental 

loyed rules of arithmetic,- are of greater value than all the 

rest which is taught now-a-days at school. I am far 

I860, from saying that nothing else can be. taught sit our 

8.224 district schools; but the young person who brings 

18.139 these from school, can himself, in his winlerevenings, 

20,363 range over the entire field of useful knowledge. Our 

l one common schools arc important in the same way as 

t< d is the common air, the common sunshine, the common 

on of ia'n>—invaluable for their commonness. They are 

busi- 1110 cornerstone of that municipal organization which 

nura- '8 the characteristic feature of our social system; 

>r six they arc the fountain of that wide-spread intelligence 

ws; which, like a moral life, pervades the country. Erom 

I860 the humblest village school there may go forth a 

2 731 teacher who, like Newton, shall bind bis temples with 

12,290 the stars of Orion’s belt,—with Herscbel, light up his 

15 021 cell with the beams of before undiscovered planets,— 

t with Franklin, grasp the lightning.—Eduard Everett. 

Brooding on One TnouonT.—If you thiDk long 

and deeply upon any subject, it grows in apparent 

The Newfoundland is the most popolar dog witti 
all classes, and large numbers of them, both pure 
breed and mongrels, arc sold annually. Perfect 
blackness of color is the American test of purity of 
breed, and pups answering this demand sell at $10 to 
$25 each. The Shepherd dog, or Scotch colly, is in 
large demand, and when well trained, brings from $50 
to $100. Of terriers there are many varieties, the 
black and tan being tho favorites, and probably the 
most fashionable dog in existence. When finely 
bred and well cared for, this is an elegant animal, 
quick, sharp, ami intelligent, an excellent “ ratter,” 
and capable ot' being trained to hunt anything. 
They vary in weight from 1 to 25 lbs., having of late 
years been greatly refined by crossing with the 
Italian grayhonnd. When persisted in, this produces 
very elegant animals, but their proportions generally 
lack symmetry, and they become delicate and unfit 
for active exercise. The black and tan is valued in 
proportion to his diminutive size. In price they 
average from $20 to $100 and upwards. The black 
and tan tarrior wc believe to be the best dog for 
farmers. They are not large enough to injure sheep, 
and they aro fine watch (logs, the best of ratters, 
gentle and affectionate playmates for children, and at 
home both in barn and in house. The Hootch terrier 
is one of the hardiest of dogs, very courageous, and 
the enemy of all vermin. He Is at present very fash¬ 
ionable, and his price ranges from $10 to $30. 

For sporting and hunting dogs —beagleB, harriers, 
pointers, aud setters, well trained, bring high prices. 
The black and tan German beagle sells in great num¬ 
bers at $15 to $40 for shooting and hunting purposes. 
Setters and pointers, when well brod and broken, 
bring from $75 to $100. Spaniels are Hi but moderate 

country, and if this is impossible, it should give a 
view of the most interesting part of the grounds, as 
no one would like to sit long in a position where 
nothing pleasant is to bo seen. 

In our last issue wo gave an engraving showing a 
good rustic summer-house, designed by Georue E. 
Harney, of Lynn, Mass., and now we give another 
from the same, source, requiring more expense and 
carpenter's skill, it is octagon In form, the roof 
curves up. as shown in the view, and is coverod with 
ornamental shingles. One of the sides of the octa¬ 
gon forms the entrance, the rest are fillod with 
blinds, which riso and fall by means of pulleys, 
forming either a close or an open arbor. It has a 
seat around the inside, and two moveable tallies. 

which men can contravene only to their own detri¬ 
ment or destruction. The immutable law of God, as 
expressed in nature, makes the territory assigned to 
the Anglo-Saxon race on this continent one nation. 
The same mountain ranges run through the whole 
land. The great valley, beginning in Carolina and 
Tennessee, reaches to tho borders of Canada. The 
broad Atlantic slope is one continuous plain. The 
immense basin of the Mississippi includes, as the 
bosom of a common mother, the States from the 
Lakos to the Gulf of Mexico, The Ohio, tho Missouri 
and the Mississippi, aro arteries which carry the same 
living flood throngh the vast region through which 
they flow. 

The country is thus physically one, and therefore 
its organic life is one. We cannot divido a tree 
without destroying its life. We cannot divide a river 
without producing an inundation. The union of this 
country, therefore, is determined ny the homngenity 
of its people, by its history, and by its physical 
Character. It cannot bo permanently dissevered. 
The mistaken counsels or passions of men may cause 
a temporary separation, but the laws of nature will 
ultimately assert their supremacy, aud avenge, by 
terrible disasters, their temporary violation.—Prince- 

ton. It,•view. 

■ - 

The Pi.annino ok Cities.— The Loudon Builder 
says that a spider’s web furnishes a bettor plan for 
tiie laying out of now cities than any which has yet 
been devised by surveyors and engineers. Any one 
who can find a distinct and complete web unbroken, 
will see how beautifully regular it is, and how per¬ 
fectly adapted for the quickest passage from any one 
point to another. Tho concentric rings are not 
circles, but polygons, the radicating exquisitively 
regular and straight. 

every State admitted into the Union, while the origi¬ 
nal number of stripes are retained. For the’engrav- 
ings in this article, wo are indebted to Lossino’s 

finely illustrated History of America. 
-» ■ ♦ i »- 

MUSCLE AGAINST BRAINS. 

Eds. Rubai, New-Yorker:—Athletic sportsjliave 
becoDie very fashionable. Ball-playing, and skating, 
and boat-racing, claim the special attention and all 
the leisure time of tho youth of our villages. 
‘•Muscle” is cultivated, I fear, to the neglect of 
those uobler part* that distinguish man from the 
brute —the head and the heart. Young ladies, too 
delicate to assist their hard-working mothers in house¬ 
hold duties, can skate by the hour, without fatigue, 
it seems that in Plato’s time there were fast young 
men, and the cultivation of muscle and skill, in 
racing and driving, even then, secured tho applause 
of the masses, while the groat philosopher looked on 
such scenes with sorrow. The following, which I 
copy from an old book, I think may bo read with 
profit by the young men and women of tho present 
day. Philo. 

Tins youth and the philosopher. 

A <‘, itKC I a s youth of talents rare, 

Whom Pluto's philosophic cure 

Had form'd for virtue's nobler view, 

By precept and example too, 

Would often boast his matchless skill 

To curb the steed and guide the wheel; 

And, as tie pass'd, the gazing throng, 

With graceful ease, and smack’d the thong, 

Tho idiot wonder they express'd, 

Was praise and transport to his breast. 

At length, quite vain, he needs would show 

His master what his art could do; 

And bade bl:< slaves tho chariot lead 

To Academus' sacred shade. 

The trembling grove confess’d its fright, 

The wood-nymphs started at the eight; 

The muses drop their learned lyre, 

And to their inmost shades retire. 

Howe’er, the youth, with forward air, 

Bows to the sage, anil mounts the car. 

The lash resounds, the coursers spring, 

The chariot marks the rolling ring; 

And gath'riug crowds, with eager eyes 

Aud shout, pursue him us lie dies. 

Triumphant to the goal return’d. 

With nobler thirst, his bosom burn’d; 

And now along Hi’ indented plain, 

The self-same track ho marks again, 

Pursues with care tho nice design, 

Nor ever deviates from tho line. 

Amazement seiz’d the circling crowd, 

The youths with emulation glow’d; 

E'en bearded sages hail’d tho boy; 

Aud all but Plato gaz’d with joy 

For he, deep-judging sage, beheld 

With pain the triumphs of the fiold; 

Aud whou the chnrioteer drew nigh, 

And, (lush’d with hope, had caught his eye, 

“ Alas! unhappy youth," ho cried, 

“ Expect no praise from me," (and sigh’d.) 

“ With indignation 1 survey 

Such skill and judgment thrown away; 

The time profusely squandered there, 

On vulgar arts beneath thy care, 

If well employ'd, at less expense, 

Had taught tliee honor, virtue, sonso; 

And rais’d thoo from a cotv'hman’s fate, 

To govern men and guide the state.”—Whitehead. 

NAMES OF THE MONTHS. 

THE AMERICAN FLAG. 

There never was a more fitting time than the 
present to give a few facta regarding tho adoption of 
our country’s llag - a Hag that has afforded protection 
to every American citizen in every land — a flag 
which the weakest nations of the earth have honored, 
and the strongest dared not insult — yet one that has 
been insulted and trampled in thu dust by the citizens 
of our own land, over whose headB it has proudly 
waved for scores of years. 

It was in January, 177(1, when the British were in 
Boston and the Americans encamped at Cambridge, 
that Washington unfurled the first American, or, as 
it was called, the Union flag. As shown In the 

x engraving, it was composed of 
'• h thirteen stripes, alternate red 

J7,4ft v 'sS I aud white, symbolizing the thir- 
teen revolted Colonies. In one 
corner was the devieo of the 

p.,British Union llag, composed of 
/ — ^ ‘ two crosses — the cross of Rt. 

George, which is a common cross, a horizontal 
and a perpendicular bar; and the cross of St, An¬ 
drew, representing Scotland, which is in the form of 

an X. 
When General Howe saw this flag with the Union 

device in the corner, waving over the American 

George, which is 

Probably there are many among us who do not 
and yet would like to know from whence the months 
of the year derived their separate names;—then 
listen and we will try and give you the desired 
information. You must surely know that tho names 
of the months were given by the Uomans—and that 
their origin is, consequently, very peculiar. They 
are as follows, viz:—January, the first month, which 
was so called from Janus, an ancient king of Italy, 

who was deified after his death. The word was 
derived from the Latin word Januaries. 

February, tho second month, is derived from tlife 
Latin word Fehruo, to purify; for this mouth the Ro¬ 
mans offered up expiatory sacrifices for the purifying 

of the people. 
March, I,lie third month, anciently the first month, 

is derived from the word Mars, the god of war. 
April is so called from the Latin word Aprilus— i. 

e., opening: because in this month the vegetable 
world opens and buds forth. 

May, the fifth month, is derived from the Latin 
word Mojo res, so called by Romulus, in respect to¬ 
ward the senators: hence Males or May. 

June, the sixth month, from the Latin word Junius, 

or the youngest of tho people. 
July, the seventh month, is derived from the Latin 

word Julius, and so named in honor of Julius CiesaA 

August, the eighth month, was called in honor of 
Augustus, by a decree of the Roman seuate, A. D. S. 

September, the ninth month, from tho Latin word 
Septem, or seven, being the seventh from March. 

October, the tenth month, from tiie Latin word 
Octo, the eighth, hence w« have October. 

November, the eleventh month, from tho Latin 
word, Nmu-m, nine, being the ninth from March. 

December, the twelfth mouth, from the Latin of 
Decern, ten, so called because it was the tenth month 
from March, which was anciently the time of begin¬ 

ning tiie year.—Selected. 

— ■ ■ - ■ ■ — ■ - 

Men and Animals.— How superior are men in 
intellectual and moral qualities to the animal crea¬ 
tion! For example, let a bird discover a store of 
seeds or fruit, aud tiie foolish tiling goes and tells of 

School District Libraries.-The Superintendent thought. For myself, I feel the force of this law so 
• l ot. . i. rt ... -.a • . -I.. m 0 T _ 

magnitude and weight; if yon think of it too long, it demand. Of pet Spaniels, the King Charles stands camp, he expressed great joy, for lie regarded it as a R00(j fortune, and all the birds in the neighbor- 
may grow big enough to exclude the thought of all at the head of the list. Hosts of them are sold every token of friendship for England, and an evidence hood ,lock to enjoy it. Even a little ant will bring 
thingH besides. If it be an existing and prevalent year, of impure breed and inferior points, at prices that a conciliatory speech which the King had made |lia w)10;e tribe to feast upon a newly-discovered 
evil you are thinkiug of, you may come to fancy that varying from $25 to $200. A perfect King Charles recently to the British Parliament was well received But let a man discover a mine of gold, or 
if that one thing were done away, it would be well possesses seven distinguished points of beauty— by the army, and that submission would soon follow. any kind of valuable treasure, and he will keep it to 
with the human race: all evil would go with it. 1 roundhead, short nose, long, curly ears, large, full About this time privateering was authorized by himself as long as possible, and take the greatest care 
can conceive the process by which, without mauia, eyes, black and tan color, without a speck of white, Congress, and private citizens fitted out vessels of war to conceai ;t from others, 
without anything worse than the workable uusound- and of weight not exceeding 10 lbs. The genuine to prey upon British merchant vessels, depending- 
ness of the practically sound mind, one might come are rarely found. One dealer here has one for which upon their booty for their conpensa- Passion and Reason.—Truth enters into the heart 
to think as the man who wrote against stopping he paid 44 guineas, and not loug ago one was sold at tion. Some of these carried a white of mim w)|t,n it is empty, and clean, and still; hut 
thought. For myself, I feel the force of this law so auction, in England, for the enormous sum of 625 flag decorated with a green pine tree. j when the mind is shaken with passion as with a 

calls the attention of the Legislature to tho district deeply, that there aro certain evils of which I am 
libraries, lie says that in many of the cities and afraid to think much, for fear I should come to be 
larger villages, where tiie sum annually distributed ®hlc to think of nothing else and nothing more.— 

is sufficiently large to keep the libraries in proper Eraser’s Magazine. 

condition by the purchase of recent publications, • 1 * ‘ * 
they no doubt answer a most desirable end. But Humboldt said ten years ago, “Governments, 
concurrent testimony from nearly every quarter of religion, property, books, are nothing but the seaf- 

guineas, or $2,000.—N. Y. World. 

— V **♦>♦ -♦- 

NATURE FOR THE UNION. 

This country is geographically one. The bounds 

of nations are not arbitrarily assigned; they are, in 

general, determined by fixed laws. A people indeed, 

One of these was captured and exhib¬ 
ited in tl’.e Admiralty Office, London, 
and was described in the London 

Chronicle of January, 1776:— “Tho 
field is of white bunting; in the mid¬ 
dle is a green pine tree, and upon the 
opposite side is the motto- ‘Appeal 

the State represents the libraries in the rural districts 
as almost totally unused and rapidly deteriorating in 
value. The whole number of volumes reported the 
last year is 1,286,536, which is 317,674 less than was 
reported in 1853, although $55,000 have been appor¬ 
tioned in each year since that period for library pur¬ 
poses. If the money devoted to this object were 

folding to educate a man. Earth holds up to her 
Master no fruit but the finished man. Education is 
the only interest worthy the deep controlling anxiety 
of the thoughtful man.” 

a3 in the case of the Romans, may conquer other lo Heaven! A map of Boston, pub 

nations, and gather them all under one despotic head 
in despite of their essential diversities. But this is 
a temporary contravention of tiie laws of nature. It 
is the configuration of the earth’s surface which 

lished in Farm iu 1776, had for a j 
vignette an English soldier endeavor¬ 
ing to take from an American one of those flags 
shown in the engraving above, which the latter was 

The chief art of learning is to attempt but little at determines the boundaries of nations. Greece was manlully deh-udlng 

a time. The widest excursions of the mind arc made 
expended under the direction of some competent by short flights, frequently repeated; the most lofty 
hoard, it would not only insure its application to the 
purpose contemplated by the law, but would give to 

fabrics of science are formed by the continued accu¬ 
mulation of single propositions.—Locke. 

geographically one. So was Egypt; so is Italy, 
which is now at last struggling to uttain its normal 

state. Spain, France, Great Britain, Germany, are 
all one, not by the will of man, but by physical laws, 

On the 18th of January, 1777, Congress ordered 
“thirteen stars, wtiite, in a blue field,” to be put in 
place of the British Union. This has ever since been 
the design of our flag, a star having been added for 

Passion and Reason.—Truth enters into the heart 
of man when it is empty, and clean, and still; hut 
when the mind is shaken with passion as with a 
storm, you can never hear the voice of the charmer 
though ho charm never so wisely; and you will very 
hardly sheathe a sword when it is hold by a loose 
and a paralytic arm. 

11 ahtk. — Ilastc and rashness are storms and tem- 
posts, breaking and wrecking business; but nimblo- 
ness is a full, fair wind, blowing it with speed to the 

haven.—Fuller. 
-« . ♦ -- 

When, in a case of doubtful morality, you feel dis¬ 
posed to ask, “Is there any harm in doing this?” 
please answer it by asking yourself another, “ Is there 

any harm in letting it alone? ” 
. - ♦ • ♦- • ♦ - 

One-hale of the time ordinarily spent in vain etforts 

to regain lost health, would suffice to preserve it. 



NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

The Rook for the Time*--.!. W. Bradley. 
Fruit and Ornamental Troon lor Spring of 3861 — Ellwanger k 

Barry. 
Howard's New Mower— U. I,, fiowani. 
Hailey s Original lockage* ot Stationery and Jewelry—J. L. 

Bailey. 
Wheeler* Wilson * Improved FamilvScwinp Machines — S. 

W. I)il>Me, Ay* ot, 
<’amMi,-er» Wanted -Dick *i Fitzgerald. 
New t’n , nlioga (imja-i- 0, 1’. Biwell k Salter. 
Experienced arid Reliable Agents Wanted. 
Farm for Sab- or to Rent— A. N. Wright. 
Agents Wanted 1' Beech. 
Apple Seeds for Sale- ,I. Rapaljc. 
Farm for Sale Cheap I, Van Deuaen 

HI'BCtAL NOTICES. 
Brown’s Troches for Public Speaker- 

thin )iH tlie reply to his deraaud, that the occupation 
of Fort Sumter jb no cause for irritation, but a pro- 

and to this principle he should stand forever. When 

I came here 1 took an oath to maintain the Constitu- 
tection to Carolina, is ironical for a grave subject. If tion of the United States. Does not that mean the 

let 

the responsibility rests on Carolina, that government 
is unconscious of the fact.'1 

The President has approved and signed the $25,- 
(100,000 loan which passed both Houses as originally 
reported, with amendments providing that the reve¬ 
nue from the Joan authorized by the act of June, 
1W0, or so much as may be deemed necessary, shall 
be applied to the redemption of treasury notes issued 
under the act of December, and for no other purpose. 

The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to ex¬ 
change at. par the bonds of the United States for said 
Treasury notes at legal interest and shall not be 
obliged to accept the most favorable bids as provided 

Union of the States? By that oath I shall stand. 
Whenever my immediate constituents instruct me to 
withdraw from the House, their wishes shall be com¬ 
plied with. I shall, however, not only withdraw, but 
resign my seat, hut after I do so, I shall continue to 
be a Union man, and stand under the flag of the 
country that gave me birth. 

The Speaker laid before the House a message from 
the President, inclosing a resolution from the Ken¬ 
tucky Legislature, which asks Congress to call a 
National Convention to amend the Constitution. He 
commends the proposition. 

The House proceeded to the consideration of the 

NEWS DEPARTMENT. the United States, and any portion of said loan not 
— taken under the first advertisement, he may advertise 

ROCHESTER, X. Y„ FEBRUARY 16, 1861. according to his discretion. 
-.— -- - — — By reason of the receipt of information of the 

DOMESTIC NEWS seizure of New 1 ork ships at Savannah, together 
with the recent action of the New Orleans Custom 

A flairs at Washington. House, in obstructing the interior commerce, in effect 
Tuk Peace Convention organized according to levying tribute, and the declaration of tin; Montgom- 

the programme, and has thus far been conducted wit h cry Congress in opening the Southern ports free to 
closed doors. On the 6th iust., a resolution was in- foreign commerce, John Cochrane of New York will 
trod need proposing to conduct the proceedings with ca" «p and press to a passage the bill introduced 
open doors. It was earnestly debated. The result heretofore by him providing for tlie thorough cxecu- 
was a restriction upon Commissioners cornmunicat- Don of the Federal Revenue laws for the protection 
ing their doings to outside parties. The Commis- of the commercial interests of the nation against 
sioners are social, harmonious, hut arc yet discussing flagitious attacks upon them by the seceding States, 
no movements looking to practical results. 

The nomination of Judge Pettit for Judge of the Congressional Proceedings. 

District of Kansas has been determined upon. Senate,—A message was received from the Presi- 
Secretary of State Black will probably soon be dent, transmitting from the Governor of Kentucky 

nominated as Associate Justice ol the Supreme Court resolutions applying to Congress to call a Convention 
in place ol Justice Daniels, deceased. to present amendments to the Constitution. The 

Steam frigates Colorado, Mississippi, and Minneso- President said it afforded him great pleasure to per 
ta, now at Boston, and the ltoanoake, at Brooklyn, form this duty. He felt confident that Congress 
are at once to be put in requisition for service, con- would act with" the consideration to which the reso- 
nected with collection of revenue at certain ports lotions are entitled, on account of their patriotic 
where the same can not he collected by the usual gource, as well as great imnortauce. The sublet 

for, unless he shall consider them advantageous to bill re-organizing the Patent Office, and amending 
the United States, and any portion of said loan not the Patent Laws. It came from the Senate last ses- 
taken under the first advertisement, he may advertise sion, and was now passed by the House with ainend- 
acoordiug to his discretion. j ments, 

By reason of the receipt of information of the An amendment appropriating $125,000 for the pnr- 
seizure of New York ships at Savannah, together chase of the Wendell establishment for a public 
with the recent action of the New Orleans Custom printing office, was debated and adopted. 

The tellers to count votes for President and Vice- 
President, are Trumbull of the Senate, and Wash- 
hum, of Illinois, and Phelps in the House. 

Several Alabama Post-Masters declined to render 
accounts, saying they would wait the action of their 
States. 

Additional evidence continues to he received of 
violation of private correspondence in the South. 

The President’s course in relation to the proposi¬ 
tion of Hay no was similar to that towards the former 
Commissioners, that he had no authority to treat 
for disposition of the forts and other public prop¬ 
erty. It was his duty to defend them to the best of 
his ability, and tho consequences must fall upon those 
who attack them. 

(Jov. Letcher, of Yu., was on the floor of the House 
on the tlth Inst., and was greeted byj.members from 
the North and South. He expresses the opinion that 
Virginia will accept no plan of Compromise guaran¬ 
teeing less than the Crittenden propositions, and 
adds that the Virginia Convention will recommend 
secession as their ultimate action unless that is com¬ 
plied with. 

The following in relation to the revenue cutter 
Robert McClelland, which was surrendered to the 
State of Louisiana, is derived from an official source. 
The cutler is one of the largest and best in the revenue 
service, just rebuilt ftud refitted. Her commander 

of the commercial interests of the nation against 
flagitious attacks upon them by the seceding States. 

Congressional Proceedings. 

Senate,—A message was received from the Presi¬ 
dent, transmitting from the Governor of Kentucky 
resolutions applying to Congress to call a Convention 
to present amendments to the Constitution. The 
President said it afforded him great pleasure to per 
form this duty. He felt confident that Congress 
would act with the consideration to which the reso¬ 
lutions are entitled, on account of their patriotic 
source, as well as great importance. The subject was 
laid on the table. 

Mr. Wigfall offered a resolution inquiring of the 
President why troops were concentrated in the Dis¬ 
trict of Columbia. Mr. Pearce advocated the resolu¬ 
tion, which passed. 

A bill to provide a government for Idaho, was 
taken tip. Mr. Crecn’s amendment changing the 

Mr. Colfax called up a hill to suspend mail service 
in seceding States, which, after debate, was passed— 
131 against 2C. 

The House passed a hill for the adjustment of the 
claims of the Puget Sound Agricultural Co., under 
the treaty of Great Britain. It authorizes persons re¬ 
siding In Wasington Territory, within one year, to 
make application for confirmation of the title to the 
lands claimed by them. 

The Speaker laid before the House the message of 
the President, inclosing the correspondence between 
himself and Col. Hayne, of Booth < arollna. Referred 
te a select committee of live, and ordered printed. 

On motion of Mr. Boteler, a resolution was adopted 
requesting the President to communicate to the 
House the correspondence between our Government 
and that of Peru since 1854, on the subject of the free 
navigation of the Amazon and its tributaries. Adj. 

Legislature of New York. 

Senate.—The Virginia Commission Resolutions 
were taken up. Mr. Montgomery offered an amend¬ 
ment expressing a willingness to unite with the 
legislature of Virginia and other States, in an appli. 
cation for a Convention to assemble at an early day, 
to propose amendments to the Constitution for ratifi¬ 
cation by the several States. After a protracted 

boundary, was adopted. On motion of Mr. Wilson, session, the resolutions on the Virginia propositions 
the name was changed to Colorado. The bill passed, were amended by adding the names of John A. King 

Mr. Pearce reported the deficiency hill, with tho and Gen. Wool to the Commissioners, and then passed. 
House amendment, and recommended the Senate to 
insist on their amendments, and asking for a Com¬ 
mittee of Conference. Agreed to. 

The President sent a message to both Houses, 
giving the correspondence between himself and Col. 
Hayne, Ilayne's letter of Januaty 31, after stating 
the refusal to surrender Fort Sumter to he the occa¬ 
sion for war, and stating the question to be one of 
mere property, he says:—If the evils of war are to be 
encountered, especially the calamities of civil war, 
elevated statesmanship would seem to require that it 

The hill appropriating $50(1,000 to arm the State 
came up as special order, and was passe d. 

Mr. Hammond introduced a resolution asking the 
Convention at Washington to sit with open doors. 
Adopted. 

Thurlow Weed was appointed Commissioner to 
V ashington, under the Virginia resolutions, in place 
Of Addison Gardiner, declined. 

Assembly. — Reports on the Institution for the 
Blind, and criminal statistics of the State were sent in. 

The Governor presented resolutions from the 

to New Orleans and Mobile, to save if possible the 
two cutters in service there, ('apt. Morrison, a 
Georgian, commanding the Lewis Cuss, at Mobile, 
must have surrendered her before Mr. Jones' arrival. 
On the 29th of January the Secretary received the 
following telegraph dispatch from Mr. Jones: 

•' -Nkw Orleans, Jan. 29th. 
ilTo the lion. J. A. I fix. Sri 1/ qf the T/'raru ri/: 

“ Capt. Breshwood has refused positively, iu writ¬ 
ing, to obey any instructions of the Department. In 
this I am sure he is sustained by the Collector, and I 
believe acts by his advice. What must I do? 

“Signed, • W. H. Jones.” 
To this dispatch Secretary Dix immediately re¬ 

turned the following answer: 
“Tkeascky Dkcartmk.vt, Jan. 29th. 

"To if in. II Jours. .Yno OrUnns: 

"Tell Lieut. Caldwell to arrest Capt. Breshwood, 
to assume command of the cut ter, and obey the order 
through you. If Capt. Breshwood, a Iter'arrest, un¬ 
dertakes to Interfere with the command of the cutter, 
tell Lieut. Caldwell to consider him a mutineer ami 
treat him accordingly. It any one attempts to haul 
down the American Hag, shoot him oil the spot. 

Jons A. Dix, Bec'y of Troa’s.” 
This dispatch it, is said must have been intercepted 

-both at Montgomery and Ncw^Orlcims, and withheld 
from Mr. Jones, nml.that the conduct of Capt. Bresh¬ 
wood was consummated by means of a complicity on 
the part of the telegraph line with the States of Ala¬ 
bama, and Louisiana, whichJatter State has accepted 
the cutter. 

The telegraph this (Monday) morning states that jeeted to the exercise of the right of eminent domain, 
the impression in Washington among gentlemen who hut il has political relations to it of a mnob higher 
are well acquainted with the^subject, is that no appre¬ 
hension need ho sustained relative-to an immediate 
attack on Fort Sumter, as that question will he refer¬ 
red to a Southern Congress. Meanwhile the South 
Carolina authorities will keep strict guard of the 
coast to intercept any attempt to reinforce Major 
Anderson. All domestic supplies and mail facilities 
arc to be denied and every possible means taken to 
weaken and starve out the garrison. 

The testimony of Lx-Senator Benjamin before the 
Indiana Bond Committee is said to have been very 
direct and damaging to Secretary Floyd. He assorts 
that when he became accidentally aware of Floyd’s 
manner of giving acceptances, lie warned him against 
it, and Floyd promised to desist. Afterwards Floyd 
issued them to the amount of $4-,000,000. 

should be accepted as an u.mvotdable alternative pf Kentucky and Minnesota Legislatures, which were 
something still more disastrous-such as National ordered entered on the journal and printed 
dishonor, or measures materially affecting the safety The Governor also transmitted a letter i’rom John 
or permanent, interests ol the people, that it should A. Dix, asking the passage of a bill to authorize the 
a a choice < eli irately made and entered upon, and indorsement of tho State to United States bonds to 

of set purpose; but that war should be incident or the amount of deposit fund in this State. On motion 
accident attendant upon policy professedly peaceful, of Mr. Robinson Uw letter was referred to the Com 
and not required to effect the object which was mittee on Ways Means 

avowed -us the only end intended, can only he ex- The Assombl/Tu o’clock, on the 5th inst in 
cnse.d where no warning has been given as to eonae- accordance with lav. proceeded to nominate a candi- 
quences. South ( urolina cannot, by her silence, dab- for United Stales Senator in place of William 
appear to acquiesce in the imputation that she is II. Seward. Ira Harris, of Albany, was nominated 
guilty of an act of unprovoked aggression iu tiring by all the Republicans except ADthony Field Finch 
on the Star of tin- West. Though an unarmed vessel, and Rice, absentees; Pender^ not voig' ‘ ^ 

^irhritT<TtT’.e"tCring ^ ti0 «* Oneida, was nominated Ly all the 
against he. v.II. Gov 1 icken s instructions to him Democrats except Cozzans, not voting, and Long 
aceompauied Hayne’" letter. OdeH and Woodruff, absent. For Harris 88* Bey- 

i ecietary Holt lOplicd on the 0th, acknowledging mour .Tl 

the President', receipt of Hajoc’s letter. He but The lion* then „„„,i„ated E. W. Leavenworth 
55V., a auunitary of ilayne « instruction., which arc „,d .1. Carson Brcvoort, for liceents of tl.e Univer- 

° ‘I!\e CC... »'ty. in Place of David Buell and George B. Checver. 
do not come as a military man to demand a the Democratic vote being cast for Jeremiah W 

mirrondc, of tbo lortress. l,„t as „ l.e.l .miner, a, the Camming, . .I„l„, D. Willard. The two lions,. 

Nate Attorney to claim for tho State the tl.en went into Joint session, tho nominations iX 
exercise of .» undoubted right of eminent domain, found to agree l,a ..is was duly “to2 
and to pledge the - late to make good all injury to the United Staten Senate, and Leavenworth and lirevoort 
rights of property which arise from the exercise of Regents of the I nivereity 
the claim.” J 

The proposition, therefore, is to buy Fort Sumter, The Secession .Movement, 
sustained by a declaration in effect that it Smith r, ... 
. ..... , ” 1 11 011111 1 he Secessionists met at Montgomerv Alabama 
Carolina is not permitted to make a purchase she „ „ luu,ubOI,lorL Aianama, 

... - . , .. „ ]*>"eu.isL, sue on the 4th inst. II. W. Barnwell was chosen chtir- 
wiil seize thefort by lorce of arms. As an invitation ... , . . . " cnosen cnair- 
t ,i . .. „ man pro tern. An impressive p raver was off-red bv 
lor tlo- negotiation for the transfer of m-onei-iv of * * 10,111 
. . ,, ,. 1 P,,,J,tny oi j{agji Manley, (in motion of R It Rhett ii„w«n 
friendly Governments, this proposal impresses the . , ' KIKU’ ll0"e11 
D. . . , , . ' 1 1 u" Coho wus elected as permanent President hv •n ehi- 
Presidcnt ns having assumed a most unusual form 4 , , lesioem ny aeua 
lie has. however, investigate! the claim on which ii “ «»« <'>“« *« 1«" 

propose. be baaed. Apart    the daeiarsiim, ^Vr V 'Son If L )^ ^ 
that accompanies it, the title of the United States , ’ , , ’ 
to the first is complete and incontrovertible. Now , C°f-?n T 1 ,witl* CloHcd doors and 
as to its interest in the property proprietory in the 1 }’ ?, ,be D-'^actions have leaked out, 

ordinary acceptation of the term: It might he sub- 55 ™ ,T" the S,!' !' (''"lstitutiori Vro- 
iected to the exercise of the right of eminent domain ^.ioua^ Government were unanimously agreed upon. 

but it has political relations to it of a much higher ‘ T* g0V,Mnmcnt wiU 
and more imposing character than those of men- fi x operation with full power and ample 

— H !'«-s .iurisdictioi. .over the struct*n ^iilTe^Le" " rCC°U' 

sompatib'le' witli "elaims oTlUrt dolt^TWa J "TT" ? T'* °“ * ^ & 
LUthonty is derived from the peaceful cession of South federaev 0'Ji'ieru ton 

Carolina herself, under provisions of the Constitution T.„ V,‘ -, . A 
•r the United States. South Carolina can no more nn ( !f T 1 appo,nt Committee8 
issert the right of eminent domain over Sumter than T’ flia,ice-and naval, postal, 

Maryland can over the District of Columbia/ The ^ ^ of Mi88” 
ii*i ,• . was then elected President, and Hon. \. H Stenliens resident, however, is relieved from Iiirthornecessity ... ., , , . 1 ■> 

, ,i- , * , * of t,a., \ ice President of the Southern Confederacy 
■f prosei-utnig this mqniry, from the fact that he has ti.,. y' . . , i he vote was unanimous, 
lot the constitutional power to cede or surrender it. , 
ti A lesolution was adopted for a committee of three 
Tho question of reinforcing Sumter was so fnily . 1 . " 0 ree 

, . - Alabama Deputies to report on what terms suitable 
lisposed of in my letter of January 22d, to Senator v,.:iau - ». * * terms muwoio 
.pa ii . k. builcJmgs in Montgomery for the use of the several 
•hoell, acojjy ot whieJ» ftccompauies this, that \u i > * z* ^ „ . * , 

departments of the Provisional Government ran he 
liscnssion need not be renewed. 1 then said:—- At obtained 'lovtrnmeni can oe 

he present moment, it is not deemed necessary to .., . , . „ 

einforce Major Anderson, because he makes no sue). ? m "T g ,D f°rCe until 
cones,. Si, odd his ^ i,.. op attered by the ^ Congress, all 

and more imposing character than those of mere 
proprietorship. It has absolute jurisdiction .over the 
fort and soil on which it stands, which is clearly in¬ 
compatible witli claims of eminent domain. This 
authority is derived from the peaceful cession of South 
Carolina herself, under provisions of the Constitution 
ol ttie United States. South Carolina can no more 
assert the right of eminent domain over Sumter, than 
Maryland can over the District of Columbia. The 
President, however, is relieved from further necessity 
of prosecuting this inquiry, from the fact that lie has 
uot the constitutional power to cede or surrender it, 

The question of reinforcing Sumter was so fully 
disposed of in my letter of January 22d. to Senator 
Slidell, a copy of which accompanies this, that its 

issued them to tl.e amount of $4,000,000. discussion need not be renewed. 1 tl.en said:-- At obtained . ^ wovernmem can oe 

Col. liayno, in reply to the President, on the Oth the present moment, it is not deemed necessary to _, 
inst, says;--Although an emphatic refusal to my reinforce Major Anderson, because ha makes no such - * , d ‘ . / '‘7 , t'"ntllilu,,g’n °rCe unt'[ 

demand closes my mission, I desire a correct request. Should his safety, however, require rein- i.1Ws in force in tin iTn’t . / // ( ^ '* onkross> a 

impression in prevail that Souih Carolina wished to forcemeuts, every effort will be made to supply them.” /*nvpn,, T, . _ f °n \ *8t 01 
purchase Sumter. South Carolina would make com- The Vice-President announced that he had received a tariir '/ill' v i i.f i'' n' "" i un ,'r.1 is law 
pensation alone lor the properly, but the idea of the resolutions of the Democratic State Convention lJnited Rtateg ' 0D “ g00f S broogIlt froru the 
purchasing it entirely ig inconsistent with the asser- of Ohio. Objection was made to their reception, on . „ , . .. A 
tion of the paramount right in the purchaser. South the ground that they were not specially addressed to /'/•'■ / 10f v'tisA op e >'is meting tie < ommit- 

Carolina claims to have dissolved her political con- the Senate. After some discussion, the resolutions 1 venue fn^tl6 1”'<'tn!'tl-v a t:irin f°r rai8ing 
nection and destroyed all political relations with were received. Yeas 33-nays 14. revenue fo. the support of the Government. 

your Government, with everything within her bor- The Naval Appropriation hill was taken up and '7 * C" ’’' . ns / °”Veu,lon Se¬ 

ders. She is a separate and independent Govern- passed, when the Senate adjourned till Monday "fwT the Centra» Gov’ 
__J ernment at Washington for postal arramrements and ™L ?ZTTW',T y "ri *“ *••'Tavlor K.n, to the Clerk', teble the the future te be provide,! lor hv the SouthernC 
except fort Biunter. Ihe avowed intention to hold Louisiana ordinance of secession, which was read, gress. Resolutions were passed ‘indorsing the action 

i ziz rrr: Mr-T-,ook ,cave “f *• °f u,e u°'ngmy - 
course to be pursued. He asks tl.e President if he is Mr. Bouligney, another of the Louisiana Represen- Stephens'! ° gU'‘S " ’ ” '1" h°n°r °‘ 1,ftV>S a“d 

aware that holding fortresses by a foreign power tatives, made an explanation that he had not received Pensacola advices of the 2d are received V truce 

£T „ " Wb - «f «>e ordinance of ***** Ho ha,I boon condoled between Uen, Simmer and Z 

i C!D5 oHcred‘ sa*vs houUl ' arolina was not elated by the Convention, and would not State forces. The Mississippians were to start for 
does not wish Fort teumter because of a misplaced be governed by their action. He was the only ruem- j home on the 4th. The Alabama troops remain until 
confidence in a government which deceived her. He her of Congress elected as an American Union man, relieved. 

November last. It is understood that under Ibis law 
a tariff will be laid on all goods brought from the 
United States. 

A resolution was adopted instructing the Commit¬ 
tee on Finance to report promptly a tariff for raising 
revenue for the support of the Government. 

Louisiana. — The New Orleans Convention de¬ 
cided for the present to recognize the Central G'ov- 
ernment at Washington for postal arrangements, and 
the future to be provided lor by the Southern Con¬ 
gress. Resolutions were passed indorsing the action 
and appointments of the Montgomery Congress, and 
a salute of lOrt guns were fired in honor of Davis and 
Stephens. 

Pensacola advices of the 2d are received. A truce 
had been concluded between Lieut. Slimmer and the 
State forces. The Mississippians were to start for 
home on the 4th. The Alabama troops remain until 
relieved. 

Texas. — The Texas convention met at Austin bn 
the 28th. The ordinance of Recession passed on the 

1 I 166 to 7. The Governor, Legislative Supreme 
( ourt Judges and Commissioners were present. It 
is to be voted on the 23d of Feb., and if adopted, to 

| go into effect on March 2d. The Governor recog¬ 
nises the Convention. The people declare their at¬ 
tachment to the South, and desire a joint Southern 

l Confederacy, and if none is formed, will form the 
Republic of Texas. 

Virginia. — Very few delegates elected are sub- 
missionists. They intend to exhanst every honorable 

i means, but will go for secession unless the Southern 
rights are fully guaranteed. If the peace congress 
fails to effect a settlement, the convention will doubt¬ 
less refer the question to the people. 

Nokth Carolina. — The House, on the 4th inst., 
passed unanimously a resolution declaring that in 
case reconciliation fails, North Carolina goes with 
the other Slave States. 

The Late Storm. 

On Wednesday, the 6th inst., we were visited by a 

storm which has not had a parallel for many years. 

I he fall of snow was not very heavy in this immedi¬ 
ate vicinity, hat the wind blew with such force us to 
cause drifts which laid a complete embargo upon 
mails, railroads, etc.. The storm culminated during 
Thursday night, when the thermometers hereabouts 
indicated 13 or l b below zero, according to position. 
The storm hud a wide range as we are informed by 
telegraph. Rock Island, 2"; Chicago, 14°; Kala¬ 
mazoo, 5* below; Buffalo, «“ below; Nurida, 20° 
below; Oswego, 23* below; Utica, 30° below; Al¬ 
bany, 20 below; Ogdensburgh, 38° below; Water- 
town, 40° below; and thus it varied all through New 
York State. At Albany on the 7th, the thermom¬ 
eter at noon stood at 38' ; at 7 o’clock P. M., zero; 
at 11, 10“ below zero; on the 8th, 7 A. M., 28" below 
zero was observed by the registering thermometer — 
showing a fall of (i(! degrees iu 10 hours, and the 
lowest point on the record since the winter of 18.55, 
when the same thermometer, in the same position, 
marked 27 degrees below zero. The barometer rose 
about 11 inches during the same time, in N. Y. city 
the gale was very furious, unrooffing buildings, blow¬ 
ing down trees, chimneys, Ac., but it lacked the cold¬ 
ness observable in other portions. The telegraph from 
Baltimore stated that the gale unroofed thirty houses. 
Walls and chimneys were demolished and trees up¬ 
rooted. Tide lowered three feet. 

In Canada the thermometer indicated at various 
points from 10* 1o 40' below zero. There was much 
more snow than in New York. Tho telegraph from 
Collingwood on the 8tli, said, “The weather is 
clear. Snow 8 feet deep in drifts of half a mile. 
Thermometer 11" below.” 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

Great Britain. — The London Times in another 
editorial on the American crisis, is very hitter on 
President Buchanan. It says few men who have 
been called upon to play so important a political 
part have been found so utterly unequal to their 
situation. 

A prospectus had been issued of an India Cotton 
Company. It is proposed to establish agencies. It 
is proposed to purchase cotton of the growers direct, 
and to endeavor to improve the nrocess of picking 
and cleaning by machinery. . 

An influential meeting took /lace at Manchester to 
deviRc measures to relieve the cotton trade of the 
anxiety resulting from their dependence on the 
Southern States of America, Resolutions were 
passed recommending efforts commensurate with the 
danger, and approving the steps taken for the forma¬ 
tion ot a Cotton Supply Co. Several American 
vessels were registered at Liverpool under the British 
flag, to enable them to carry salt to South Carolina, 
and return with cotton, without fear of capture. 

Franck. The proceedings in the Senate and 
Legislature are ordered and placed at the disposal of 
each journal every evening. 

France, it is said, l« making extraordinary military 
and naval preparations. The excuse is the menacing 
attitude of Denmark and the speech of the King of 
Prussia. There is great activity in the French 
arsenals and forts. A camp at Chalons is to he 
formed early in the spring, consisting of 00,000 men 
under Marshall McMahon. There was uncommon 
activity at Toulon arsenal, as the government intends 
sending three or four fleets to sea, together with 
twenty steel-clad frigates. 

Italy.—The batteries of Gaeta unexpectedly 
opened, on the morning of the 22d, a heavy fire 

against the Sardinians. The latter promptly replied 
and compelled the place to remain silent and the 
heseigers continued the lire. Fourteen vessels were 

before Gaels. At noon on the 22d the fleet got into 
line. The Sardinians are actively erecting new 
batteries. 

Garibaldi calls for fresh donations to procure the 
necessary means for facilitating to Victor Emanuel 
the enfranchisement of the rest of Italy, The Vigil¬ 
ance Committee are urged to penetrate every Italian 
with the idea that in spring Italy must have a million 
of patriots under arms. 

ArsTiuA—Has issued au official ordinance relative 
to the 30,0(10,000 florins loan already announced, 

Spain.—Rumors have been current of disturbances 
in certain provinces in Spaiu, but the Correspondence 

Autographa says that they arc unfounded. 

Denmark.—Tho Denmark Minister of Marine 
ordered the equipment of 22 steamers. The reserved 
corps of sailors are ordered to assemble the 1st of 
March. A committee is appointed to purchase gun 
boats, 

Hanover. — A dispatch says the last difficulty in 

reference to the redemption of the State dues is 
removed. 

India and China.—Tien Tsin dates are to Novem¬ 
ber 21st. An installment of the Admiralty had been 
paid. A great part of the expedition have arrived 
at Hong Kong. Twenty-live hundred English troops 
and a quota of French troops were left at Tien Tsin. 
Lord Elgin and Hope Grant arrived at Shanghai, 
December 4th, und on the 7th both started for Japan. 
The Peiho was completely frozen up. Baron Gros 
and Mr. Ward had been at Canton. A steamer had 
been up the inland waters near Canton with perfect 
safety. The rebels were still in force and gained 
strength. The Yamgts was much infested with 
pirates. 

Calcutta dates are to December 30th. Monster 
meetings had been held protesting against the 
Government gift to Tippoo Saltan's descendants. 
Troops had been ordered to Daugeling. 

Commercial Intelligence — Breadstuffs. — Wakefield, 
Nash A: Co.. Richardson. .Spence & Co.. Riglaml, Althva K 
Co., report (lour dull, and a decline of tkjgjls per barrel ou 
the week. Quotations 28sd(l(a}31efld. Wheat dull. ld@M per 
centum lower Red western 11 s(l 13. Corn dull and declined 
6dw9d since Tuesday; mixed ;t0s9d(a3Ts; yellow 30s<gi39B6d. 

1‘rorisions. —I’ork dull. Lat'd Steady. 

JTcrue Conbettser. 

— The debt of Virginia now exceeds $32,000,000. 

— Liquor sielling has been entirely stopped in Harden, Iowa. 

The English Duke of Athol has a deer pasture of 400,000 
acres. 

— The Great Eastern is undergoing repairs at Milford Haven, 
England. 

— The St. Louis cathedral spire, in Louisville, Ky., is 286 
feet high. 

— Diptheria is making sad ravages in Hancock and Franklin 
counties, Me. 

— State of Kentucky leases its State Penitentiary now for 
$8,000 a year. 

The Capital of Washington Territory has been removed 
to Vancouver. 

All the free negroes have been driven out of Charleston, 
South Carolina. 

The Postmaster at Mobile denies that letters have been 
violated in his office. 

Three deaths of children in New Vork, Thursday week, 
from burns and scaldB. 

The next State Fair of the Illinois Agricultural Society 
is to be held in Chicago. 

— Seventy thousand persons are employed in connection 
with the French railroads. 

The cultivation of cotton in Asiatic Turkey is receiving 
some attention in England. 

— Rev. Mr. Spencer lost all his five children in a fortnight, 
by diptheria, at Pawlet, Vt. 

— There are 0,000 miles of canal in Great Britain, represent¬ 

ing a capital of $200,000,000. 

— The Florida volunteers, under Col. Chase, are said to 
have retired from Pensacola. 

— Ex-Secretary Cobb was defeated as a candidate to the 

Georgia seceding convention. 

— A family which applied to a charitable society in New- 
buryport for aid, keep. 17 cat*! 

— In Providence. R. I., during the year 1S60, 102 persons 
died, aged 70 years und upward. 

Last year’s wheat crop of the six Northwestern States 

is estimated at 94,000,000 bushels. 

1 here are in London 36 refuges, homes, and industrial 
schools—15 for boys and 21 for girls. 

The earnings of the N. Y. State prisons last year were 

$238,627, and the expenses $282,705. 

— Mrs. Burch died recently at Junius, N. Y., aged 112 

years. She. was married 90 years ago. 

— The military force of Pennslyvania is 355,000 men, of 

whom 19,000 are uniformed volunteers. 

The plague is said to be raging in the Southern parts of 

Asia, hundreds of deaths occurring daily. 

— The grand jury at Washington have letters which fasten 

complicity upon Floyd in the bonds robbery 

Timothy Maloney, editor of the Tompkins County Demo¬ 

crat, died of consumption, Wednesday week. 

— A plan is being adopted for lighting the ships in the 

British navy with gas, manufactured on board. 

On the 31st of Dec. last, there was, in the New York 

State Treasury, u cash balance of $5,040,470 99. 

The quantity of gold, silver, copper, and bronze coin¬ 

age, in Great Britain, i* valued at $45,000,000,000. 

A brilliant meteor paaseil over Bermuda, Jan. 5, explod¬ 

ing some distance from land with u terrific report. 

— The census marshals of New York return 32 cases of 

intermarriage between whites and colored persons. 

— A proposition to erect a marble statue to Ex-Gov. Banks 

has been rejected by the Massachusetts Legislature. 

— A young man. who, two years ago, inherited $70,000, is 

now posting bills at Chicago. Rum has ruined bim 

— By letters from Liberia, December 15, it appears that the 

Liberian Republic bail captured two slave schooners. 

I be Savings Banks in Rhode Island have deposits to the 

amount of $9,163,760 in the names of 35,406 persons. 

— It is said the Pope has recently disposed of some line 

works of art, from the Vatican, to the Emperor of Rnesia 

— The measles are now prevailing in Kllicottville, N. Y., 

to such an extent that all the schools there have been closed. 

— There is some talk of a reduction iu the postage rates 

between France and England, from four pence to two pence. 

— A boy was- iu prison, iu New York, from Saturday night 

to Monday morning, for stealing a pickle, valued at half a 
cent. 

— The house in which Thomas Jefferson was born, at 

Shadwell Depot, Albemarle Co., Ya was burned on Thursday 
week. 

— Hon. Allen Ayrault, a leading politician and agricul¬ 

turist of Livingston count)', died at Genesee, on Monday 
week. 

— The oyster-packing trade of Baltimore, for the year 

I860, reached the sum of three and a half million dollars in 
value. 

— A diseuse, something like the black tongue, lues made 

its appearance, recently, among the horses and cattle of lies 
Moines. 

A little boy in Oxford, Mass., a few days ago, fell into a 

pig-sty, and was dreadfully mangled by a hog before he was 
rescued. • 

— Draidioal remains, similar to those iu Ireland, and the 

hoar-stones of England and Scotland, liuve been discovered 
in India. 

— Two Jewish converts, of the name of Leman, have 

been ordained priests, and are in the Romish Church service, 
at Lyons. 

— The medical colleges in the United States, so far- as 

reported, graduated, last year, 1.497 students, as doctors of 
medicine. 
* 

— A gun has just been cast at Pittsburg, with a twelve-inch 

bore, which will throw a ball over six miles. It is called the 
“ Union.” 

— The snow in the northern towns of Herkimer Co. is said 

to be full five feet deep. A sudden thaw would cause a terri¬ 

ble freshet. 

— The census of Missouri shows that State to have 1,407,536 

whites, 113,188 slaves, and 3,902 free negroes, or, in the aggre¬ 

gate, 1,524,626. 

— There are now thirty-six living of the five hundred and 

eighty-six who mustered into service from New Orleans, in 

December, 1814. 

— The New Orleans journals are explaining and apologizing 

for the interference, by force, of the free channel of the 
Mississippi river. 

— From the French postoflice returns for 1860, it appears 

that, on an average, every inhabitant of France writes eight 

letters per annum. 

— A soldier of the war of 1812 committed suicide in Missis¬ 

sippi, a few days ago. He was moved by grief for the disso¬ 

lution of the Union. 

— The Glasgow Examiner states that one day in Christmas 

week, the thermometer was actually, in some parts of Scot¬ 

land. 40” below zero. 

— The Jordan Transcript announces the death of James 

Martin, at Elbridge, on Sunday week, at the age of one him 

dred ami twelve years! 

— Henry Dow. a lad of 16 years of age, has been sentenced 

by Judge Yredeuberg, of New Jersey, to be executed on the 

4th of April, for murder. 

— The contractors of the Southern Pacific Railroad have 

bound themselves to complete 25 miles of the road, west of 

Marshall, Texas, by May 1st. 

— A piece of land was recently sold in London at the rate 

of $1,900,000 per acre, sufficient to cover it with silver equal 

to half a dollar in thickness. 

— Henry L, Wilson, brother of Charles L. Wilson, of the 

Chicago Journal, and the business manage*' of that establish¬ 

ment, died on Saturday week 

— The school mistresses sent out to Oregon by Gov. Slade, 

of \ t., were to pay a line of $500 if they married under one 

year. Most of them paid the fine. 



NEWS PARAGRAPHS Improved Method op Tanning. — It is the pretty 

general opinion of those who wear boots that leather 

is not as good as it used to be in old times, when 

men were honest —that it is deficient in strength 

aud durability. We cannot say how well founded is 

this opinion. In out report of the last State Fair at 

FI inira, we noticed favorably some calf-skins, sheep¬ 

skins with the wool on, muskrat skins, itc,, exhibited 

by K. I>. IIallock, of this eity, that appeared to us 

to he remarkably strong and tough, and entirely 

destitute of that smell peculiar to skins tanned with 

the hair on by the old process. The Committee were 

so well pleased with this system of tanning that they 

awarded Mr. H. a silver medal and a diploma. Since 

that time we have paid a little attention to this new 

process of tanning, and find that the skins are per¬ 

fectly cured in from two to four days, and without 

the use of bark or injurious chemicals. The material 

used is cheap, and can be grown from seed by any 

farmer where corn will succeed. Skins tanned by 

this method may be washed, and when dried do not 

become hard, but are as soft and pliable as when 

new. The leather is remarkably tough, and a narrow 

strip ent from a sheep-skin is so strong that it is 

impossible to break it by hand. 

u..uuu.»'>u< |iiiiiw , silos, in, »n,nu ior Dies.'; *13,00 for prime 

\owoJ • ?'!',** for corn fed 
dressed 5* ,.,.)*>. for,live hard dull atei heavy, sales at <H„[o 
10'.,. Butler in fair request nl l<!(*14o. for Ohio; !*,, ffic. for 
State. Cheese steady at >.v,» |0\.e. fm inferior I.. prime 

Hors—Continue in steady mod. rate demand mostly for eon 
sumption, at farm prices the built or the stock is made in of 
trades liehnv j.i ,me. .mil ;i.v n-'t much sought IV. lire inquiry 
eontineil chiefly to Choice miahties: sales lire shout I'D hales 
-V™ rents; am I 30 no. choice: :«c, rash. UId growths are 
neglected 

SHVPS- Kor Hover seed the demand litis been In-, active i»t 
Pnf?wviu VDrof lmv?'"' The sales of the week „,.u imount 
to I.ikm) wura, rnriKinvr from 7c for ninimon to Se Ifor choice. 

ASHES— I liemarket is steady, In it business small, at 3f>,00 for 
1 ots, and #5.25 tor Pearl, the pn- yjoits rate*. 

ALBANY, Feh. U— KbOtrit ami Mk.u.. In Flour, the bust 
ness dome is unite limited and principally confined to the retail 
trade tor the -apply Of the citv wants. 

IN There i« a good supply of Wheat offering, wl'h no 
buyers. Corn quiet but steady at TA- for new round yellow 
Rye and Bariev doll. Oats are held it 32r. with little no 
inquiry. 

Hues The falling off in the value nr this article within the 
past two months, is homy seriously leit by ladders. ,\ fortnight 
auo, sales of the crop <.r lWt> were made at 2iV, and tin* n..n t. 
itur lurther rales of 20 hal<?»or the same lot wen* made at Hr 
three months. -Journal. ' 

BUFFALO, Keh. ll Ft.ont, -The demand for Hour is mod 
>ww h1vt‘ ?}' chauirr to note in quotations; sales.at 

S4,_0ft?fs,00 lor extra State for fair t„ yood extra 
Wisconsin; #6,00 forcholee do; W.MUrt-.'i.-js for extra Michigan 
Ohio and Indiana, #A,50i;,i.'R,00 for double extras 

Okain W heat in moderate demund and market without 
stnkluR oltanke Coni tn moderate demand; sales was reported 
on Saturday afternoon, tree from store, at HP Oats and othe- 

-W t Ml Sll l.GN UM'I.E SEEDS IN)It SAI.K.- 
w' / li:u»nmv on hand 2U imshels first quality Apple Seed 
Also It)bushels of )Tierre l'it-, aud to bushels' Hum Fits, .if. 
per bilalud. nt t.hb Genesee Need Store, Rochester N Y 

..* .1 it.UllJK 

WOMEN OF NEW YORK 
V Mnukinrt l ui n»iik New Book of Fmmile < 

ter; in th•• ( [v, in very intm<Htimr. and strictly moral 
binding; ,isn Hmrfin; 00 Kngr&vittint; ;w; jVirtmit* v-.niwi 
*' AGKNTN Wanted Udies^iid IvX™ For bet 
ol Book amt Flirtlcnlari) of Agency. Inclose red xtam.i t„ 

^OE’S WSSTBBU HESERVil PREMIUM 

1 CHEESE VAlT, 
u o /; a- «/../#« tlliMIhea, t.nkr Co., ft/tin, 

iheU|,w?!^l?riJ','"’x-1T.or 'T ".V'-Pt hi Vermont and Uk l 1^111 »>! New \ ork* to Hum iueluding Cavi.lK&, Tompkititf 
iind lioga ( Omitit*, * 

I'W I,AIM have been sold—always gives sati,-Auction - are 
iii.-ulo ol heaviest and host material. in a thorough manner and 
vood tiiusli. Eve* vtlilnv simple and substantial will heat 
even aud muck. Our new cut off suits everybody — liau few 
pari I will not get out of order works pv rh . tl, The heat 
isshn oil with the touch of the Imml, and plenty of water 
lurntslied boiling hoi Ileator, reserve water-chamber and ent- 
oll of cast iron and copper. Water vat opened to drv in fifteen 
seconds Ihe rlrynex* adding to cleanliness aud duraollity 
bviq'Vttunw yotnplpte, compact and dumbl** 

Ros’b Patent Adjustable & Expansion Cheese Hoop, 
just the Ihirm warranted to -nit 

Agent-* Has ll* LEWIS. Scan, Allegany t'o., N. Y 
_ , STEPHEN THOMAS, Jnliusonsburgh, N. Y 

im' t i Circulars. KOJ3 A. lil. Vllt. 
Madison, l ake Co., tjhlo, Jan. 31, l.kfll. 57S-tf 

| -K.M'KIUFNCEI) AM) RESPONSIBLE 
VIM,'' 1 UV...w! .>:,',>,:vi"""issio". Town or County rights 

i'oor1 N o' C. J.1 for cutting Hay, straw, hr Corn 
t ilks. S». Il» rapidl.v nt i«*> ishcU. r.in 1 »*» moiitn' 1 v t,,;i< 1 In any 

country shop Securit y will he repnrod that tlie proceeds of 
*^i[w- Khali ho di.il v pm»l ovi*r AiMppmh 

I'ATKNTKK. Chh*.unc* Knllrt. JfiiMA 

tThc to the ^nMir j OHCIST 3VI. MERRICK Sc CO., 
Sole FrOprietpru and Mannfiicturerg of 

TIMBY’S PATENT BAROMETER, 
FOB THE CNITKl) STATES. 

Oflice, IVo. 7 Central Exchange, 

WORCBSTBR, NtA-SS. 

.J,',1!?- Nl 'V ,l’'rKNT. Staniiakd IjtffTiit MFtNT differs in its con- 
' Ath1 operation IVom all otheis, being constructed with 

a I' t.KXlllIJt Skction, so arrange,Ito 

Compensate for the Changes in Temperature, 
Leaving the height of the Meic.„riiil,.„lui„n untirolv uticliangvd 
I’V O',, extremes nl bent mot cold, whether placed Iti-doorsor 
out, and sub-Uintl,illv uhviates the hitherto .great uncertainty 
nt ri'iiainff tun Miirom»*u'r, J 

This Instrument is, otherwise KNTiUnpv POdtTAiu.g, having boon 
sat'd,V trnnsporteil to every section of the I nlted States and 

Si.voi.i-; p ditto vs to C[,t'ns—a Western Agent, in remitting 

tor one addition to his club says.—" If sending single subscrip¬ 
tions don't suit, let me know. Well, Sir, it dors toil, exactly 
You. or any other friend after forming a club for this volume, 
are at liberty, and requested, to make additions any tune within 

the year at club rate -by ones, twos, threes, or any number 
.So, being right, go-ahead, good friends; the more additions the 
merrier — and .vou will observe hv a DOtice elsewhere that we 
otter Hzlra Premiums lor additions, or new clubs, between this 
date and April 1st. 

Look Sharp, Frinnos!—If those ordering the Kttrai 
would write all names of persons, post-offices, &e., correctly 
and plainly, wk should receive le«s scolding about oUot people's 

rrrors. Onr clerks are not infallible, but most of the errors 
about which agents complain are not attributable to any one in 
the Rubai. Office People who forgot to date their letters at 
any place, or to sign their names, or to give the name or address 

tor copies ordered, will please take things calmly and not charge 
)« with their sins of Omission, etc. 

lyr Tuk Mo.nky wk Rkokivk —Bills on all solvent Banks in 
the lb B, auil Canada taken at. par on subscription to the Klifur,, 
hut onr agents and other friends will please remit New York, 
New England, or Cano>la money, when convenient. Postage 
Stamps can ho remitted for fractional parts of a dollar. For all 
amounts ovnr we proffer Drafts on eitherlfow York, Phila¬ 
delphia, Boston. Albany, Bochcster, or Buffalo, (lessexchange,) 
payable t.o our order - and all such drafts may be mailed at the 
risk of the Publisher. If otir tnends throughout the Union, 
British Provinces, <fec.. will comply with these suggestions so far 
as convenient, the favor will tm appreciated. 

E Atf-OfR Sl'KCIFP' PRKMII’MS ARK PROMPTLY i'AIP. An A go 111 
Friend ask- "Are the specific Prizes to he given now, or not till 
the first of April!" Amst/w — .tust as our friends prefer Wo 
endeavor to pay all Premiums promptly- as soon as directions 
are received as to the books or extra Bur.ua wanted, and where 
to send them. We have been paying premiums for this year's 
clubs right along, as ordered - and within the past ten days 
haw srnt, In/ mail ami orpirss, ImmlmU of vutUmt * uf premium 
honks to mient# Hence those entitled to premiums have only to 
send on their order- in order to receive, i Those who keep 
adding to their lists (as many do, directing us not to send any 
premiums at present,) until April, will probably secure larger 
and more valuable premiums yet we send whenever desired, 
and all who add enough to their lists before April cun obtain 
further premiums, 

ViT~ Ci.niiBtNo with tiik Magazines, &a—Wo will send the 
Rural Nkw-Yorekr for IStil and a yearly copy of either Thf 
Atlantic. Harper's, Oodeg's, or any other $3 magazine, for $1. 
The Rural and either The Horticulturist, Ih/Oey's Magazine, 

Arthur’s Magazine, or any other $2 magazine, for $3. Canada 
subscriber* most add the American postage. 

• VoLl'.vraky Aos.vr -FOR titf, Rprai, Any and every 

i'libseriber or reader i * ongr^tod to act in behalf of the Rural, 

by forming chibs or otherwi.e. Ntm is the time for its friends 

I > v 11- r, A S ORIHINH PACK At; EM OF 

STATIONERY AND JEWELRY. 
THE BEST |X THE MARKET. 

ThOsie paCkaj*-cH con till n 12* boots White ami (-'olo rod Not.o V:i 
IKM . ami \\ Into and ( olorod knvnlopes; also, norno mu- arti 
ol** <>i .knvLdrv "Im Jo-wi'lrv of evorv doMcriction of 
coods used hy the **lt t Hook rlealeni, and valued by them from 
•Mi cent* to $30 

pkhk ir, cents \ pack a ok. 

Beware of poor imitations Buy only Mai lev* Packages, 
you will get more lor your money Ilian bv ftov other source 
ImlUCuruent* tor getting up Clubs -ti Packages for $l.j:, If, 
I ookages tor 5,1,1m. 33 Packages for Jti.sa. The postage on each 
package sent by mail is I.'.cents, which must lie paid in advance 
I raveling tgenls and Peddlars supplied w Hi a better article, 
and at a lower price than can be obtained elsewhere Mur 
upon tn write Unit tnoy run rttdl ten of our puckiipoH to one of 
liny other. Live u* a trial, and judge fur yourselves, .fnwoln 

0 djhiut one half the usual prices Address 

VyHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
lMl’ROVKl) FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

pAKIUS POK NA1.1C. In the town of Wolcott, 
, " ay no Co., N. i One of 21; nun of A0: one of 70, and one 
7A acres. I rices I rum *20 to W0 per acre For particular* ad¬ 
's- LLO. It. I KLriTON, Red Creek, Wayne (Jo„ N. Y. 

$M,OO@60lOO 
. tO,IKia)M,00 
. .'in,tKvr>\'«.oo 
. 25,00^30,00 

Itrilers for 
pc—ae.eom- 

THE WHEELER d. WILSON MANI!FAtTUKINl; CO. !**« 
to state that they have reduced the prleeft of their SEWIN'd 
MACHINE!*, while they have added new and important im 
provements. The reductlnu is made in the hope that the Corn 
puny will have no more legal expenses defending their patents 

t ttliei' . it),> llroiuiwEgy. New Y'ork, 

NKAU Til I'. Ol I, 11 Mi, ION’S - WA.NTKD, an lietIY0 
J (lartner, with So,no !<> Al.ooo. idtlier to qipei-inb-ud Ihe 

empiifuelIinng, nccii.aonaUv visit the Mil Region*, lakingorder* 
erit tirclerred, i-lling, bininv, and . hipping goods from thti 
Store, or a-Ust III both No risk K.tahliHhed IM57, In one of 
the tustpht impi-nvitig cilie* ..| l.'l.iNgi inliabitaiit.-;, a resiieelnblo 
and priititfildu Im-in'- relied on. \ nuilnber ot a (ff,risliaa 
Lliurcli only need apjilv. Addre.*- R(>\ JStS, Eflo City l‘a 

No. a Two Un'ewi Mower, will cut friim eight to ten acre‘ 
per day, ,tM 

No. I. I'wo Horse Mower, w ill cut from twelve to Bfienn* 
aeres tier day.. AlOOOO 

Comblnvd Mower and Reaper, twelve to fifteen acres per 
•J-Wi . ..... 00 

They are so arrstnged that 

The Entire Machine Runs on Wheels or Rollers, 
and with a Fate.it Adjustable Lever and Roller, tlm driver ling 
perieet control.ot the finger-bar in hacking oi mixing it over nh- 
struetkmx, or in transtmitlng the Machine ti .no field to field 

t hey throw out and In gear l.y the driver without, leaving hia 
xcnt. and llterv la no ueuexKlt.v of backing up to give the kai* e~ 
"i",".n betnro entering Hi'', p*-*, nor ... drive /lUt to |.p*vi iit 

< Hijrjfinif. n.'\v»> tii* 4iui' ^liiirf ii»» ilown uf Hu* 
tin).* to eall*e war neck - "Ti your liorse* no t'li'jglllv pr Ik- 
lug dewn, Hid any buy can ni.iriAg" riii'in 

Lacli Mari line ix warranted to be made of good niutrrl.il - to 
cut. any and all kinds of gram without clogging -to have no side 
draught, and to he worked with lc*« labor lor man and (earn 
Mian any luachlnn now idl'tood fm sale, doing the wiine amount 
ot work. Send for a Circular. Addre-x 

■r‘T>At |{. L. HOWARD, liuffaio, N. Y. 

lMsK 1,000.— l ofTor forsalo 
e Lrn Its, ot popular varieties, at $ I,.Kl« M 
" 1 Flnm, Fear, and quince Stock.* and 
T HMHTIIWICK. Dan ville, l.iv Co., N Y 

PATENT \1C H’UI.TUttAL 

CALDRON AND STEAMER- 
_ ’ in' js a new and 

valuable improvo- 

pi w'u/icin'L'i‘ \! 'v 

"r -Hove of p;.u .crtlging 1, 
PUD lbs, lor which fi»ic was asked. W e understand that the hold 
er refuxml 5'(c f) n., live weight. 

I.ivr ilona Continue In fair request nt the decline, Sale- 
about 2.900 head. Stiller* -l»,!Vu5e. and coi n led s'dit not 
many selling at "Utxide uiiol.uttuns Atlas mul Argus. 

„ BRK»HT0N, Feh / At. market -ftto Beef Cattle, 80 Stores, 
2,000 Sheep and Lambs, and S00Swine 
, Kkkf CATTI'K Prices, extra, $7,2Tm 0.00; 1st quality, $6,7.Y</! 
7,001. ad do, Stl.IKKaiO.IK) ; fid do, SO.PtXa 5,IH) * 

WOKKI.XIi OXKV -AH7[-i fig) 
Miluii <;<iw.n—*<0.48; cominnn, SlAJUlU. 
V ka i. Ca i.vkia - *3,nop. I,no. 
Storks Yearling*, • 0 , tWO-yeare old, $l2(a l.'l; three years 

OI*l. «14(.*P.I7. 

pRTJIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES 
^ For Spring of 1801. 

KI.TjWAMfrKU II.MIHV solicit th*- .UU-ntlon of Hauler 
Nin iurynn-n, 1 ami *>lh< rs, to tljuir Iuiri* ami line sloe 
whuh th**.v now c»l)i'r at wholeHiJ© an»i retail, at low piic** 
It pinhmcoM 

STANDARD l< 111 ’ IT TREES, tor Orchard*. 
DVVAKI* l-’lll'IT TU10KS, fot fJar<li?!iri. 
I)VV AKI' ^ TKKKS. i.vuiirliriKH,) for Orchanl hnn- 

cultiire. ol Hi I lh(f Illicit vuntstK1*. S*-lucti*nis m;i(iu l»v K A J! 
for that juirpoHc. J * 

HAltlfV OKAI'KS. N.-w and Old. 
I' UKKMiN («KA Hv*. lor Viru-rM*^, all tli<t host, 
aKcee^ll-L-' .V> A a...-t o- I he best Native and Foreign 
BI,A<-ktlERUtES, New Rochelle arid Dorchester 
KASFHEKKIKS, all of the unwt, popular vurietlex, includii 

six of the be-t Adtulnoai bearing xort* 
LOOS Eli Eli III ES, American uml Knglieh. 
• l l!R A NTS, tweiitv liexl, vjirii'tii - 
KILBERTS. i'HESTM Ts. M'AI.NCTS. and KIRS. 
Rill BARB, Mvatl'* l,iM|ia;i|rt IlfUl UtliUi line sort* 

Special Notices 
' . ' ' .. - •-*** .'"..•KMI.-.I l.'l IV I- 1 I I , A 1 i V * 1, . I 

Calf Skim HXa lie h lb. 
Tallow -OcnDii'qt- r) lb. 
Fki.ts— Sl,oOjp.i|,M each. 
StiRKP AM. Law Hi St,2ar«,2,fi0; extra. 5».0n@5,60 
SwtNK — Store, wholesale, ota fic; retail, %>7c. 

f'AM BHID'.’K, Fell ll Lt market 470 cattle, about 1110 beeves 
ami 7o stores, consisting of w omiug oxen, cows, and one tw o 
and three ycar.l old. 

Hrnk Catti.u Plier s, extra, 5d,Mk(/ «,75, first nualitv, *fi Oufif 
IMKI, second nnnlity. M.UOfa'-U.UO ; third ([utility, 83,2.5 ; orilinai v 
umilltv, 82,75 

VVoRKixn myky — 87lYiidfW. 
Hows AMI U.ALVKW A,IP, 8.35, 840fu<l50 
SrotiKK Yearlings, SdCftD; two years old, Jiadd-i; thr.io 

years old, $JAa l7. 
Siikki- AMY I, a mis —2,.W0 at market. Prices—In lots $1,eh 

(nil.75; extra arid selection.!, $2,25pj 5,25 eaeli. 
Pblth —Sll'"81.25 each. 
Tallow «■, .i 7c ft lb, 
IflllKH—-ttjbl'Ec. >i lb. (-ALK Ski.x.i —Uf i lloit) tb. 
Vkal Calviih —Xujie. 

TO PUBLIC SPEAKERS, 

And others who make a free use of the vocal organs, h'lnm 

Iie.v. /■; ll. Chapin, ft ft, Neiv Turk. 11 Brown’s Bronchial 

Troches.”—•'I consider your Lozenges an excellent article 

for their purposes, and recommend their use to Public 
Speakers.” WORK OF THK U. S. Mi.N'T.—The total coinage of 

the United States Mint anil branches, from 1793 to 

June 30. 1800, has been as follows:—(Jolt), $583,408,- 

006,93; silver, $125,275,775,03; copper and ni’ckle, 

$2,646,813,56. Grand total, $7 HI, 229,595,52. The 

whole number of pieces coined was 776,921,687. 

Cotton in Nioabaopa, - i€ajor John I’, lleiss, 

formerly oi Tennessee, and more recently of Wash¬ 

ington, has returned to Nicaragua to settle there per¬ 

manently. 8o satisfied is ho with the cotton-raising 

experiments made upon the high and healthy interior 

lands of that region, that it was his purpose, immedi¬ 

ately to put a hundred acres under cultivation for that 

staple. There is no longer any doubt that large dis¬ 

tricts of Central America are well adapted to the cul¬ 

ture oi’ cotton by white labor, as the table lands, 

away from the coasts and river bottoms, are as 

healthy und salubrious as they are rich and fertile. 

Dk. John Wakkeiklu Francis, M. D. LL. L>.f died 

on Saturday morning in New York, in the 72d year of 

his age. He had been Buffering for a long time from 

a very painful disease—a carbuncle on his back. Dr. 

Francis was born in New York in 1789, and was the 

son of a German, who came to this country in 1783. 

He graduated at Columbia College in 1809. and was 

PLK ROOT GRAFTS A relinhln and we be- 
ii'v uni'uuulU'd ii.x-cii-t.iMi'Mt, 10,000 for $50. Ono year 
1,000, S-A- Si-ri!*, S'-1"ll-, ,Vi" SiJii.it. 

F K. PHOENIX,. Bloomington Nursery, IU. Markets, Commerce, &e 
ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT P II O U li liVS F O O R F o R CATTLE 

L CONVERTS THE 
Poorest liny or* Straw 

INTO A SUPERIOR PROVENDER. 

Whole bimelx containing -MS feeds with measure 814. 
Half barrels containing 224 feeds with measure 87. 
Cases contain I ii v 112 feed* in pnekages S-l. 
A Funiplilet eoiiUiluliiK testimonial* mailed free. 
S vY-DEFmT, 21 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
Agent* wanted in every City and Town. 574-26t 

Rcral Nkw-Yokkkr OmtiK, ) 
Rochester. Feh. 12, tail, ( 

k Lot'll. Such sales as were effected clnriug the past week, 

were at prices within the ra- ge of our quotation table. There 
is hut little doing except to supply demand of retailers. 

Grain The only change noted is in Rye, which has advanced 
somewhat. The range is fiU/i'.tSS cents ptu bushel of tit) lbs. 

PROVISIONS Drettred Hogs have declined owing to the 
" melting mood " of the weather for two days past. Hams now 
range from 0& tile; Shoulders 6fi(h7e. 

Dairy —Roll Butter ranges from 1.3m. I.3c, as to quality,— 
Cheese Is slightly lower. 

Fai'i ra AND Boors Green Apple* have put on 6 cents per 
bushel durJng|the week, dried tire worth 2LYu.fi cent* pi pound, 
l’otatoes have advanced and range from 35(5145c, as to variety. 

.Skkiis Clover is without change, There was an error in the 

EYEItGREF.N TREES. i I'.KMN'IK*' 
FLOWERING SIIRI 118, DAHLIAS’ 
R08ES, PHJ.OXKS, 

BORDER I'l. ANTS. 

BUI,HOI'S ROOTS, Summer and \ntmnn Flowei 
iJet Aumrylli', Ghidiolux, Tutierose. Tigrldia. Trilv 
Colchiouni, Japan Lille*, the finest ne» varielii- -, 
othor M)iPcit*K. 

OREEN IIOISK AND BEDDING OPT FI,A NT- 
popular classes, grown extensively and sold cheap. 

SUPERB NEW PETUNTAS 
Twelve new varieties of I'et.iiutax. which we thi 

to any in cultivation, win be ready Io go out May 
the 12 names and descriptions furnished on annliei 

THE WOOL MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, Feb. 8. The market] in util I very innoliie, tho' 
pnceK are fully sustained. Tho lew sales that urn making are 
alolgether for iiuniodfiit" use, and being mostly between dealers 
are kept secret. Should * xeUlement of the existing political 
dlffimiltle* soon lie effected we may look for some improvement 
III till' market, hut while the njospeet, for the future i* nrn er 
tain it is hut natural that, both Imver and -idler should operate 
with caution The sales for t ip; Wei-k are iMtmi* 25,11110 It'S medium 
grade* fleeces at Sl@40c; a few small lots pulled w ools at UtkoiAO 
10,000 lbs. tine Russia at 27to; 10.000 tbs. coarse Texas at file, 20 
000 it,.*. I.'alifurnitt, and.HI bales Mexico on terms not made i,ub- 
lic. tVe c|iioU‘. 

American .Saxony Fleece, p) tb,..45WM8 
American full blond Metino, 4i ^ 
Amerlcmi half-blood and three-fourths Merino,. .Stknrii) 
American Native and one-fourth Merino,. .. fi'fitojfgi 
Extra Fulled. .   xicvV 
Superfine, Fulled, ..81®83 
No. 1, Pulled,.23(ni25 
Ixiinh's, Fulled.  28(5*30 

MOIt IMIFF, Breeder* ot pure Short horn 
cji I 'attic. South Down, aud Silesian Sheep, 
Pigs, Rochester, N. Y. 573-tf 

J jOWE’S IMPROVED HAY SCALES? 
TELE EESX IKT USE I 

HAY SCALES. 

CATTLE SCALES, 

HAY SCALES. 

Mniprr 
HAY PRESSES, 

HAY PRESSES. 

UAY PRESSES, 

California, extra,...... _ 
California, tine, unwashed, 
California, common do, 
Peruvian, washed, .. 
Valparaiso, unwashed, _ 

For Baling Hay. Flax, Broom Corn, 
Rag*, Wind and Cotton. Simple—Great 
Power worked hv two men. Hundreda 
in use Send for Circulars. 

Cast Steel lleUs. 

Weigh lev* cost lexx heard further 
than other first class Helix, Never 
break hy finite, Warranted 12 months. 
Send for circulars and testimonials,— 
fixture* made bv myself, at lowest 
price* Send for Circulars, 
Touts Gin/.*, 

HI' the tnnrt approved character, of my 
own manufacture, warranted equal to 
any In use, at greatly reduced prices. 

South American Mev.. unwashed, 
South American Merino, unwashed, 
South American, common washed,. 
South American Eutre Rios, do, .. 
South American, unwashed. 
South American Cordova, washed, 
Cape Good Until' nnwaxhed,. 

CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS, 

CHURCH BELLS 
.25(et28 

East India, washed. 
African, unwashed, 
African, washed,.. 
Smyrna, unwashed, 
Smyrna, washed, . 
Mexican, unwashed, ___________.| 

[N. Y. Owning Post. 

BOSTON, Feb. 6.—The market continues quiet, for both for- 
ign aod domestic word, and no sale of any importance 
--- xr-~ 3X5,30 

1%26 
fltad 7 

lU-i2.fi 
.19(3)50 
. 9(5,17 

9'o'45 
2fif„3D 

lOYIKTIIlNt; MOW 
I Agents Wan ted. [578-2 at greatly reduced prices. 

LYTlPLO^tlKNT. 
I’j I will give you work 

Block, Geneva, N Y. 

J \>1 It* G. nCIXLKY, 
9.3 Main St., Buffalo, V. Y. Calf,...■ 

Sheep Pelte,. 
l.iilub Pelts. 

Skkps. 
Cloven bushel . 
Timothy.. 

Sn.vpKiKB. 
Wood, hard_ 
fiVood, soft, . 
Coal, Lehigh_... 
Coal, Scranton. 
Coal, Pitt* ton. 
Cool, Shmnokio_ 
Coal, Char. 
Salt, bbl.. 
Hay, tun. 
Straw, tun. 
Wool, f) tb . 
Whitefkhj half bbl. 
Codfish, Y> quintal 
Trout, half bbl_ 

Publisher. Davis' 
578-2t 

|''A KAl FOR SALE. 
1 ated farms in Monroe Co. 1,91 l,n ill Mi N KW — Agents wanted to ..ell a New 

Jsme^ttngwith unparilledsales. Address .1 
11 LEY, Ju , Pith , Davis' Block. Geneva; N 3' 57H-2t 

at.d farms in Monroe Co., lying fi miles west of thin City, in 
the town of Gates, oil tin* Buffalo road, will lie sold at a great 
bargain if nmilirntinn ,. niade -non. A xinail farm of 50 to 80 
seres, near the City, or a house and lot worth 4 hr $5,000 in the 
city, would betaken in part payment. For purtieulars apply on 
Urn pnuomes or at No. 8 Hill st reet, at the nffli.. of John M 
Kcpm h A Co of M. HUNTINGTON ' 

Rochester, N. Y.. August 21, 1860. • 664-tf 

.$-l,W)(o,4,fil) 

. 2,IX)(c','2..U) 

$3,OOW5,00 
3,IKXa3,00 

-7,iXXo-7.it) 
..6,7s(3ia,o() 

5,7»ofi,iX) 
. .5,7.95(1,IX) 
. Umi2!4 

1,75K i ,75 
8iUX'UI2,iX) 
.0,00(31 0,00 
. 3l>. c 50c 
4,25(5,4,50 
4.5Ua)5,00 
.4,00(5,4,25 

Cape, . 
Crimea,. 
Buenos Ayrei 
Peruvian, wa. 

f i AGENTS WANTED 
l t Great inducement* offered. 
Davis' Block, Geneva, N. V lti(o,25 

I>OOK AGENTS—I want your uddras*. A rue chance 
) will be given you , *o do not fail to send for mv new mode 

ot soiling book*. Sent free. Address J. WHITLEY. Jr. Pub. 
Davis Block, Geneva, NT. V 5782t 

rpo I* A RIM ICRS, MECHANIC*, vV HFILDERS. 
I Onr “ Impressible Conflict" is against high prices. We 

offer you, at 74 Mam St., Rochester Iron. Nail*. Hardware,Oils, 
Paints, Colors, Windows. Doors. Blinds, floes, Spades, Shovels! 
Corn . Hoes, LnltivatOrs, and othor articles too ninnornox to -. .J0«s. Ciiltivatoi-S, and other articles too unun 
mention. Also, the celebrated "Straight Draft. Flow 
we offer cheaper than tho cheapest 

3S8-tf MOORE, HEBING - 

^1 Of ) MONTH made vvirli STENCH. 
iOOIgS. Mine are tlin chmprM and best- Send fot 

Circular and mm pi hr. All frr<\ Addrehw 
t D: MlWJKRtV,. Brandon, VL 

578*2t (Jr No. 70 Hard St., {V O. Box 1.710) SI. I.ouid, Mo. 

(COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED.— 
$r .- Day. Mrs Hankins want* Agent* at home or to 

travel tor her Pictorial “FAMILY NEWSPAPER," also for her 
Curious New Book of FKM VLB UHAKAUTEKS in tiik CITY 
•orspecimens and Tertua inclose rod stamp to HANKINS ,v 

CO,, New York. V7H 

On the 25th of Dec. last, at the residence of the bride’s father 
hy Kev. D. MfiKNiGHTANDREW J. PKOVT.V, of Cannon. Kent 
Co. and JUDITH ANN ELIZA SHOTWKLL, of Courtland, 
Kent Co., Michigan. 

A INZE ERIC AN O-XJ^AlSrO 
KUOM 

JARVIS 3c BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

IS THK 

SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN, 

IMPOKTKI) nr THK 

./.n !•: it t f■./.v o n.ijYo c o.n /*»/ jh' y, 

Offleo, tit. Williain Street, 

NEW YORK. 
C. S. MARSHALL, /’rest 1L MATHER, SecV 

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent. 69 Exchange St, Rochester, N. Y. 

THF, PROVISION MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, Fur. ll — Flock Market ,Ju 11, heavy and 5f«! 
19c lower. Shippers are only buying to ,i limited extent while 
the Iiimie trade refuse to nurehase more than sufficient to sup¬ 
ply the most pressing w*n>* Sales at $5,itVr5,IU for DU per Stats: 
$3,13.0.5,25 lor extra do; $5.9.S,i5,II) for super Western; $5,1^7/15 40 
tor common to intMlium extra do; $5,45mg,,56for intVi ior to good 
shipping brands extra round lump Ohio. Canadian dull and 
lower; sale* at $5,2<»'u,tl,7S for common to choice extra 

Gkai.n Wheat null, unsettled and nnininafiy l uge lower 
shippers, in view of tile high rate* of freights arid the extreme 
difficulty iu selling exchange, are pot disposed to buv tn any 
material extent except at a decid.-d decline from present quota- 
tiniix; sale* tali CluC-int spring -,t St.lo, Milwaukee club, amber 
Wisconsin und Iowa at fi,21 a 4,24 delivered; winter red Weslarn 
at *1,28; white We.-tern at $1, i.v. Rye dull, xah- at «x*. Bar 
ey steady, with a little better inquiry; sales nt 75c (’ora dull, 

heavy and declining; sales at 65c for old mixed Western, in 
sl°re—closing witb Iree seller sat the**- fig ores; 63u. for new do, 
at railroad depot, 64c for new Southern yellow; 62',c. for mferi- 
or new white do. Gats in moderate requot; salex at 3X536^0, 
for Western, (.unadi.in and Stale. 

Provisio.xs —Fork quiet aud steady for mv.-. and dull and 

A I)\ EltT ISIN t i T KR MS, In Advance — Thirtt- 

I ivk Ukvts a Link, each insertion A price and a half for 

extra display, or 52 kj eents per line of space. SrKCixr. Notiokh, 

(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Line 

In consequence of its large and increasing circulation, we 
are obliged to pat the last form of the Rcral to press earlier 
than formerly, and advertisements should reach us on Monday 
to secure insertion the same week. HE 9111,1,ION— Somktiiwo Nkw. 

.ion Hon-- Block, 56 State Street. 
|.V25-tt] K. Y. WILSON. 

l'erpetiml Kiln, l'ntAvnted July, 
an> 111 Ii-e for Wood or Coal 2<u cords 

[ tOiOO bhU.—coni not mixocj with 
rtf] C. 14. PAGE. Rochester, N. Y. 

h'AMILY NEWSPAPER.” 
, , Mrs. Hankins' Mainiuolli Pictorial Is in it* Sixth V.ilu 

huu ham »J00,iXH) w>a<leiu Full of KngraviniM ati4 Fa%blon FJn 
IrtirtfeH.t, nIco8t bout in tho world lor <*1*, a voar Aia. 
wanted. l.mliuA, To.whoi Cl^rcvinon. or I'ost M.-mors 
Hjieo.imeu Copies .mil Tenrn to AkouU, idoIoko red hUtmo tn 

*78 llANKlNB ri CO , New Yorl 

jj^A IOI FOR SALE <'ll MAP.— It contains about 
1 '.'-('acres, located about U, miles south east of Newark Dc- 

pot, IS li. K. Kor t»arUcular.saddreHH L. VAX OEUSKN 
Arcadia, Wayne Co., X. V. 579-4t 



MOOM’S SURAL HE • 16. 

FIFTY AND FIFTEEN. 

With gradual gleam the day was dawning, 
Some lingering stars w ere seen, 

When swung the garden gate behind as.— 

He fifty. I fifteen. 

The high-topped chaise and old gray pony # 

Stood waiting in the lane; 

Idly my father swayed the whip lash, 

Ijghtly he held the rein. 

The stars went softly back to heaven. 

The night fog rolled away, 
And rims of gold and crown* of crimson 

Along the hill-tops lay. 

That nmm the Uelds, they snroly never 

So fair an aspect wore; 

And never from the purple clover 

Such perfume rose before. 

O'er hills and low romantic valleys, 
And flowery by roads through, 

I sang my simplest songs, familiar, 

That he might ring them too. 

Our souls lay open to all pleasure,— 

No shadow cam. between; 

Two children, busy with their leisure, 

He fifty, I fifteen. 

****** 

As on my conch in languor, lonely, 

I weave beguiling rhyme, 

Comes back with strangely sweet remembrance 

That far removed time. 

The slow-paced years have brought sad changes 

That morn and this between; 

And now, on earth, my years are fifty, 

And his, in heaven, fifteen. 
AQanlic Monthly. 

8ki *Uje:e, 
lWritten for Moore's Rural New-Yosker.] 

MAGIC. 

UY KMILY HUNTINGTON MILLER. 

CHAPTER X. 

“ Open, Sesame ! and the rock it opened." 

Thanksgiving Morning in New England! Not 

such a bleak, desolate morning as sometimes comes, 

even on festal days, when tlio brown earth lic-s bare 

and naked in the cold, but everywhere, on every¬ 

thing, a deep, pure covering of snow; almost track¬ 

less, save hero and there where the little barefooted 

snow-birds bad marked curious patterns with their 

the magical piece in her hand." “I’ve got it! Oh, 
I’ve got it," she shouted, “all my wishes, and we 

shall all be so glad." 
“ Wbat shall we be glad for?” asked her father. 

“Oh I’d rather not tell you now. 1 want to wait 

and see if it really comes true. A buy says there’s 

nothing at all in wish-bones, but I hope there will be 

in this," and Jenny applied herself very contentedly 

to her breakfast. 
“Margaret,” said Fred, at last, leaning back in 

his chair, “ what time shall we have dinner at 

grandpa's?" 
“About two or three o’clock, I presume," said 

Margaret, not quite understanding the drift of the 

qnestion. 
“Do you think I shall be hungry again by that 

time,” queried Fred, folding his bands in a very sug¬ 

gestive manner over his jacket, and looking despair¬ 

ingly at bis sister. 
“Judging from all past experience, I think you 

will," replied Margaret, laughing. 

“ By the way, Margaret,” said Mr. Newman, sud¬ 
denly, “1 suppose you attended to those packages 
that Jous brought from town last night.” 

“ He brought nothing hot the books and paper.” 
“Nothing! qre you sure?” . 
“ Perfectly sure, for I stood at the door as he drove 

up, and took them from his hands. 1 asked if there 
was anything else, and lie said ‘nothing more, Miss.’” 

“That is too vexations,” said Mr. Newman, impa- 

fa the §<m»g. 
back to his trouble be said abruptly, “ We are plain, — ^ ■ 
hard-working folks, my wife and T, but it ’pears to me For Moore.g Rural New-Yorker, 

our children are a great deal more to us than if we had CLASSICAL ENIGMA. 
more things to set our hearts on. I pitied you all _ 

when that little Bertie of yours died; 1 thought i composed of 23 letters, 

then that death was the worst thing that could come My 1 was not id the Latin alphabet. 
to a little child. But, Miss Margaret, just think of My 2, 21 was metamorphosed by Jnpiter into a white heifer, 

seeing her every day grow ing strong and hearty, but My 3, 6.17, 18, 39 were “ inferior pod. at Rome.” 

forgetting all the little cunning words she used to My 4. 18. 6 wn* a small island in the Agean sea. 
r , , , . , * _____„ Mv 6.10,18, 14, 9 were the followers of the queen Boadicea. 

know, and never looking glad or sorry any more.” ^ ^ jg> ^ ^ ^ hrio of VirgiI,gqEpic. 

M ARGA BET was weeping, partly from sympathy and My e 14 2], f, was the name of several towns, 

partly from the thoughts of little Bertie, and joy My 8,18, 20, 23. 21,17 was the great hero of Troy, 

that she had no such dreadful memory Of her. One My 9, 6,10, 2, 39 received his knowledge of medicine from 

I am composed of 23 letters. 

My 1 was not in the Latin alphabet. 

My 2, 21 was metamorphosed by Jopiter into a white heifer. 

thought of comfort came to her, and she thought it 

would coinfort John, ho she said, 

“Your poor little M ary will always bea child, John. 

She will have a child's heart, and a child’s soul, and 

she will always be pure and sinless. There can never 

Apollo. 
My 10, 0, 22. 21 uttered the udelmda eat Carthago." 

My 11 was a letter of the Greek alphabet. 

My 12. 21, 17; 2, 20, 6 was a part of the Greek and Roman 

armor. 

My 13, 21, 14 was a botanic term. 
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Every Patriot and Statesman. 

IT is not a PARTISAN BOOK, bnt a compilation from the 

be any care or anxiety for her to bear, few wants that My 14, 18, 7, 13, 6, 14 was one of the four national festival* reports of Debate* and Other reliable sources, of the SPEECHES 

she can ever know. It is as if God had sealed up 

her soul in a life-long baby hood; and I think, John, 

He will watch her and protect her just as lie does 

those little snow-birds out yonder.” 

John's eyes turned involuntarily to look at the 

little brown things, shaking the snow from the peach 

tree by the gate, and, as he looked, one of them tril¬ 

led out his quick, glad song. Something in the 

song, or tliethoughts it brought of simple, trustful 

J u“7 u,uu*ul —attention to my orders. I had been at a great deal of 
That morn and thus between; . J . . , .. . 

And now. on earth, my year* are fifty, V*™ ariJ expense to send to the city for some fruit 
And hi*, in heaven, fifteen. and other things, as a present to your grand mother, 

AGantic Monthly. an(; charged John to call at the Express Office for 

—them. 1 would not have failed to get them for any- 

Itue “It was very late when he got back, father,” said 

____ Margaret gently, “and he had so many errands to 

attend to. I thought lie looked sad and anxious too.” 
IWritten tor Moore's Rural New-Yosker.] „ Thcr(. oftnUol be any excuse for him,” said Mr. 

MAGIC* Newman, positively. “ It isn’t the first time cither 

that he has served mo so. I shall dismiss him the 
by KMii.Y Huntington miller. first chance 1 get, and fill bi« place with sonic one 

cjIyVl>rr;ER, x. who will take the trouble to try to remember my 

“ Open, Sesame! and the rock it opened." orders. He has been here too long - let me see: it 

Thanksgiving Morning in New England! Not will be five yeais next suminei, 

such a bleak, desolate morning as sometimes comes, . “ Only four, father,' said Margaret, with a plead- 

even on festal days, when tlm brown earth lies bare ing look in loi ej< s. 
, , , . ,, . , . , „ “Five; I remember distinctly. It was tne year I 

and naked in the cold, but everywhere, on every- .... J 
thing, it dep, put* coverl»K of snow; almost track- the oh -nil 
lew, Rave hern eed there where il.c little harefooted “» «•» the enmmer before But.* .!,«!,» eeid 

. e • • -v , , . ... *»i 4L • Makg.akkt, with h little treniule in her voice; “dont 
BnovMnrdn had marked curious patterns with their > 
tiny feet, or some farmer had gone with long stride* y°“ remember when she saw him coming to the 

from the kitchen door to the barn, to shake down h”’lse' how she would hold out her bands and say, 
IV... ... .ter, e,™ r.init«■ i„ ‘ Bketik so tired,’ and lie so still in bis arms, while 

from the kitchen door to the barn, to shake down 

bay for the cattle. Before sunrise the snow clung in 

damp masses to the hemlock boughs, and here and 

there on the maples and oaks, but as the long, red 

rays grew warmer, it slid oil' in little avalanches, and 

the green branches sprang up with a little toss of 

relief, while the stiller li’ees dropped their burdens 

more gradually, so that the ground beneath them 

looked ns if they bad been indulging in a dignified 

game of snow-balling. Blue smoke curled lasily up 

from roofs newly thatched with down, and at many 

and many a window, rosy faces were pressed against 

the frosty panes, while warm breath and busy lingers 

tiently; “that fellow does not pay one particle of dependence, made a faint little rainbow on the clouds 
attention to my orders. I had boon at a great deal of jn his heart, and lie went away more quiet, more 
pains and expense to send to the city for some fruit hopeful than when be came. It was Margaret's 
and other things, as a present to your gram! mother, Way to find some comfort for everything. [To be 
and charged John to call at the Express Office for concluded next week.] 
them. 1 would not have failed to get them for any- _t , m , ,_ 

tW“ ft was very late when he got back, father,” said STRING OF PEARLS. 

Margaret gently, “and he had so many errands to Bbtterft portjon in a wife than with a wife, 
attend to* I thought he looked fcad and an*ioiis too. Though a good life may not silence calumny, it 

“There cannot be any excuse for him,” said Mr. w;u disarm it. 

Newman, positively. It isn t the fiist time either jj0 woman p, capable of beiDg beautiful who is not 
that he has served me so. I shall dismiss him the . ^ being false. 
first chancel get, and fall bis place with some one 

who will take the trouble to try to remember my Keap not bo"ks alone’ bot men; an(3’ chiefly> be 
orders. He has been here too long—let me see: it careful t0 road 
will be five years next summer.” A man passes for a sage if be seeks for wisdom; if 

“ Only four, father," said Margaret, with a plead- he thinks he has found it, he is a fool. 

ing look in her eyes. The light of friendship is like the light of pbos- 

“ Five; I remember distinctly. It was the year 1 phoros—seen plainest when all around is dark. 

sold the old Hculitt place. Wealth does not always improve us. A man, as 
“It was the summer before Bertie died,” said ],e tobe worth more, may become worth-Zeaj. 

Margaret, with a little tremble in her voice; “don’t ' . . , . 
, , , , . . .. The miser lives poor to die rich, and is the jailor 

you remember when she saw him coming to the ’ . * , ,. . ... J 
f , , ,,1,1.111, of his bouse ami the turnkey of Ins wealth, 
house, how she would hold out her hands and say, J 
' Bertie so tired,’ and lie so still in his arms, while Enjoy the glory of the sun, and not put out your 

he carried her up and down the garden walk? We eyes by tryit\g to count tho spots upon his face, 

all wondered she should cling so to the great rough Love is our best gift to our fellow beings, and that 

man, almost a stranger too.” which makes any gift valuable in the sight of heaven. 

Oh, words fitly spoken! At the very mention of A man’s nature runs either to herbs or weeds, tbere- 
tbc little dead darling, the fountains of tenderness in fore let him seasonably water the one and destroy the 
the father’s .heart were unsealed, and be listened in other. 

silence, only saying as she finished, Happiness must arise from our own temper and 

“ Yes, I remember. John is a good-hearted follow ac4;onS| aDfi not immediately from any external con- 

with all his faults, and I think he really loved my ^ftions. 

little inrl ^ • 
,, ,, . , „ „ Value the friendship of him who stands by you in 

Almost at the moment, the “good-hearted fellow" , /. . ... , 
, „ ... the storm; swarms of insects will surround you in 

made his appearance at the door, and after shaking , 
, , , , * the sunshine. 

of the Greek*. 

My 15, 18. 4, 21, 14 -was a t> rant of Syracuse. 

My 16, 6. 18, 6, 14 was a song dedicated to Apollo. 

My 17, 21, 7, 0 was the latin name for the “ Eternal City." 

My 18,17, 2, 19 was the goddes* of discord. 

My 19, 6, 7, 21, 19 was an island in the ACgean sea. 

My 20. 4, 9, 21 was the muse of History. 

My 21, 16, 19 was the female Roman divinity of plenty. 

My 22, 8, 6, 3, 18, 19 was one of the Seven Sages of Greece. 

My 23, 21, 16, 6 was the chief outer garment of the Romans. 

My whole is the name of a recent American historian. 

St. Armand, C. K., 1801. L. B. Hibbard. 
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and OPINIONS of the 

FOVJVnBKS OF THE REPUBLIC 

on the question of SLAVERY, as expressed in the CONGRESS 

of the CONFEDERATION. In the CONVENTION to form the 

CONSTITUTION, and in the several STATE CONVENTIONS 

to ratify the same. 

A distinguished feature of the discussions are the Speeches of 

MADISON. RUTLEDGE, ELLSWORTH, 

RANDOLPH, LIVINGSTON, PATRICK HENRY, 

DR. FRANKLIN, ROGER SHERMAN, MASON, 

PINCKNEY, LOWNDES. 

and, in short, all thov men of the Revolutionary time* re¬ 
nowned alike for their patriotism. st.iTeemanfihip ami virtue*. 

It will include the HISTORY of the ORDINANCE of 1787. by 
Peter Force, Esq., the great Congressional compiler,—the 

only authentic account of that famous Ordinance ever pub¬ 
lished. The slavery agitation is then traced in its various 
phases, in Congress, from 1790 to 18A0, including the Debates on 

the MISSOURI COMPROMISE of 1820, the Debates in Congress 

in 1831, '36, '3t», including the Speeches of 

JOHN QUINCY AOAJWS, Nil,AH AVRJGIIT, 

JAMBS BUCHANAN, Ate., «fcc., 

the agitation orthe Slavery Question in the House of Represen¬ 

tatives in 1830, the RETIREMENT OF SOUTHERN MEM¬ 

BERS, the so called GAG RULE and vote thereon, the 

Great Speech of Henry Clay, 

in the Senate, RESOLUTIONS of MR. CALHOUN in 1W7, his 

SPEECH, and extracts from the Speeches of 

the frosty panes, while warm breath and busy linger* Almost at the moment, the “ good-hearted fellow " ^tornr t 
strove together to clear a tiny place, where the eager made his appearance at the door, and after shaking sunsliino 

eyes might catch the first glimpse of Thanksgiving himself like a great shaggy dog, and stamping the 

out of doors. Pleasant as heart could wish out of snow from his heavy boots, came in. His eyebrows Wv. must 1 

doors, and pleasanter still within; et P*a«t Me. ,Nkw mid hi« busby black beard were whit nod with frost,, picture, wiii 

man thought ho, as be looked up from his now paper where ids breath had frozen upon them, and hia face of a g'.cd MAN thought ro, as he looked up from hi* now paper 

to bid hi* daughter Makgaukt good morning, and bore witness to a long struggle with the keen outside 

glanced around the cheerful breakfast room. The air. In his hands lie bore several large packages, 

little French clock upon tho mantel chimed out its which he handed to Mr. Newman with an awkward 

silvery call. The breakfast boll rang vigorously at bow. 

the foot of the stairs, and in ft moment more two “ I hope you did not leave these in tho sleigh all 

curly heads darted in at the door, leaving it wide night, John,” said Mr. Newman, a little anxiously, 

open behind them, iu the eager nice to see who “No’Squire,” said John, holding his hands before 

would be first to bid father good morning. It was the fire, “the fact is I forgot all about the Express 

hard to tell who won, since both shouted together at till T got clean home last night. Yon see I had a 

the top of their voices; but iu the meantime the quiet heap of things on my mind, and I’m natcrally forget- 

Makgaket had shut the door in her own gentle way, 

smoothed down the rug, which tho hurrying feet had 

disturbed, and while her lather waa looking fondly 

into their happy faces, her skillful fingers had settled 

Feed’s refractory collar, and pulled Jenny’s night¬ 

cap out of her apron pocket, whore she had thrust it 

in her haste. 

It was always Margaret who did such things for 

everybody, but they were all so used to her care¬ 
taking that they hardly thought about it. “ It was 

Margaret's uay,v licr father said; “there was some 
magic, about her, for she always did just the right 
thing at the right time.” 

The family were all together, so they seated them¬ 
selves at the table. They were all together, and yet 
it seemed hard to say it that Thanksgiving morning, 
for there had been a time, only a few years before, 
when they would still have been waiting for some¬ 
body. Waiting to bear a slow, soft step upon the 
stair, and to see a pale, delicate woman enter, with a 
sweet good morning for all. Waiting to see a little 
child, a goldcn-hcaded, dancing thing, come totter¬ 
ing in with the half-spoken words and winsome ways 
of babyhood. There was a vacant place at. the table, 
and a little empty chair in the corner, that seemed to 
be always waiting too; but they never came, and 
never would come any more; so with an involuntary 
glance toward the door, and a half sigh, Mr. Newman 

turned to the bountifully laden table. 

“ We certainly have a great deal to be thankful 

for," said he, more cheerfully, looking at Margaret’s 

tender eyes, overflowing with love and sympathy, as 

her quick heart took iu the thought that, had prompted 

her father’s sigh; and then at the merry children, too 

full of unmixed glee to dream of such a thing as 
sorrow. 

“Father,” said little Jenny, “ why don't you ask 
me what part of the chicken I perfer, just as you do 
Margaret?” 

“So 1 will, Jenny,” said Mr. Newman, smiling, 
“ now what do you choose?” 

“Oh, I perfer one part just as well as another,” 
said Jenny, gravely, “only I should like the wish¬ 

bone, if you please." 
“Here it, is for you,” said her father, “only you 

must promise to break it with me.” 
“ Must I tell you what I wish about?” 
“ Not unless you please." 
“Margaret." said tbe little maiden, “ do people 

ever wisli more than one wish to a wish-hone?" 
“ 1 don’t know," said Margaret, “ I should think 

you could if you chose?" 
“ How many, Margaret, — should you think three 

would be too many?” ami Jenny’s round eyes looked 
very anxiously in ber sister’s face. 

“No; I think three would do very well." 

“ Well, then father, I’m ready to pull now. You 
see I want three things so much I don't know which 
to choose, so I shall wish them all;" and the child 
grasped the bone very tightly with her plump little 
fingers, and prepared for a desperate pull. The bone 

fnl. I felt powerful bad about it, so I jest got up 
about three o'clock this morning, and hitched up the 
black mare, and went down after the traps. I've jest 
got back this minute." 

“ And you took that long, cold ride while we were 

all asleep,” said Mr. Newman, with a feeling of con¬ 

demnation, as he thought of his hasty words. “I 

declare it was too had.” 

“Oh, its no manner of ’count about me, ’Squire. 
Maybe it will cure me of being so forgetful, and then 
I couldn’t sleep no way, so it was just as well to be 
up — better too; a man would go crazy, I reckon, 
that hadn’t anything to do hut think about trouble.” 
John looked despondingly into the fire, and seemed 
to be talking more to himself than any one else. 

“Your wife is well, I hope, John ?’’ said Mr. New¬ 

man, anxious to find out the cause of his trouble, yet 
not knowing exactly how to do it. 

“ Oh, yes, she’s well,” said John, “ and the child¬ 
ren too. I Vpo.se 1 ought to bo thankful for that; 
but then there’s worse things than sickness. Fra 
thinking, or death either;” and he dropped his voice 
again, and looked into the fire as if he hoped to find 
some comfort there. In a moment more he went on, 
addressing himself this time to Margaret. 

“May be you didu’t know, Miss, about my little 
girl that had such dreadful fits last spring. 1 forget 
what tbe doctor called ’em, some long name or other. 
The last one she had lasted so long we thought she 
never would come out of it; and my poor wife was 
taking on dreadfully, and praying that she might 
only live. The Doctor spoke up kind of sudden, and 
says he, * Don't pray for that, ma'am, she'd a great 

deal better die,' 

“ IVe didn't think much about it then, for we were 
so glad when the poor tiling opened her eyes and 
smiled again. But a few days afterwards, when I was 
holding her in my arms, ] thought about the Doctor’s 
words and wondered what he meant. 1‘vo never had 
the heart to ask him ; but I've watched the child ever 
since, and I’ve come to know what he meant, uud to 
see that it is true, uud that my little girl will he — 
is a—.” He fairly broke down here, and pulled at 
his great woolen tippet as if it choked him. He 
eould not say that dreadful word about his little 

girl. 
Jenny stood looking at him, with her black eyes 

full of tears of pity for the sorrow she could not at all 

comprehend. Mr. Newman paced tbe room and bit 

his lips; but Margaret, with more compassion in 

her face than words could speak, went up to him as tie 

sat bowed over, aud laying ber hand on bis shoulder 

said pityingly, 

“ Ob, John ! is it so bad as that?” 

“Just as bad ns that, Miss,” said John; and, not 

trusting himself for another word, be picked up his 

cap from the lloor, pulled it down over his eyes, aud 

went hastily out. 
“Stop a moment, John,” said Margaret, stepping 

into the hall after him, “here are some cakes and 
tarts that I made for a little Thanksgiving treat for 
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FINE WOOL SHEEP—HIGH FEEDING. 

Mb. Rural:— T notice the remarks of 8. H., of 
ConeRiiH, In your Issue of Jan. 26th, on raising fine 
wool. His fleeces of fine wool, weighing on the 
average 4 lbs., are very respectable. If every farmer 
would raise 4 lb. fleeces, there would he little use for 
advocating a higher system of feeding; but Mr. S. H. 
must be aware that his is rather an exception and not 
a rule. It may do very well as far as the wool is con¬ 
cerned, but generally those that have wool to sell 
have mutton sheep also to sell, and I maintain that 
from CO to 70 cents expended daily for either corn or 
buckwheat at present prices, to his 100 sheep, over 
and above what ho now feeds them, would, in my 
views of feeding, pay a good profit. In the first place 
it would enable him to sell his mutton sheep immedi¬ 
ately after they are shorn, when mutton generally 
brings a much higher price than late in the season; 
besides his lambs, owing to richer milk from their 
mothers, would bo both larger and fatter, and he 
would ultimately have much larger sheep. Nothing 
prevents Merino sheep from being one-third heavier 
when they are fat for the butcher market, but the 
poverty-stricken way they itie kept in their youth. I 
have often had yearling Merinos weigh 12dlbs. gross, 
when sold, and that is A fair weight for much larger 
breeds. 

S. H. says 5 lb. fleeces wont bring so much per 
pound by 10 cents as those weighing only 4 lbs.— 
that is If the buyer and seller are honest. No such 
deductions were ever made on any five pound fleeces, 
nor <i lb. ones either, that I have sold. I shall boast 
nothing shout honesty; but I wonder if any one 
would believe that 8. If., if offered 60 cents per pound 
for 6 lb. fleeces, would tell the buyer, “No, I am too 
honest to take that; those fleeces weigh 5 lbs. each, 
and are not worth over 40 cents. You can have them 
for that." 

There »"> to my opinion, «, gain in high feed- 
i>a cvin1; way. 'Pb-* high teed;- • cm have *ub year¬ 

ling wethers ready for market and get as high a price 
as many a farmer gets when two years older, and that 
allows him to keep more breeding ewes; therefore he 
can turn oil'his increase cither in Iambs or yearlings. 
Often good fat lambs will bring as much In market 
as many three year old Merino wethers, or even more. 
I was raised amongst sheep, have had care of them 
ail my life, and I am more and more convinced that 
the better they are kept, the better they pay. Breed¬ 
ing ewes should not be kept too fat, else there is often 
serious losses at yeaning. Neither should the young 
ewes intended for breeders he kept too fat; hut all 
the wethers and old ewes kept from breeding cannot 
be made too fat. Any man may see at once that if 
lambs can be sold to the butcher for $2,60 to $0, it is 
folly to keep them poorly arid sell them for $2,60 to 
$3 at 34 years old, which is generally the price of the 
common run of Merino wethers at 3 to 3J years old. 
Even if they get $2 per fleeco for keeping them, at 
the price of hay hern, that would never pay. A 
sheep, if fed as much good iiay as he will eat, will 
consume 600 pounds during the feeding season, and 
that, consumes the fleece or the •( pounds at 60 cents, 
which would be pasture and expenses lust. No, sir, 
sheep kept in that way will not pay here. We must 
keep them on straw and grain till March, if not 
longer, and then feed good hay as the weather gets 
warmer. In that way we winter them both cheaper 
and better, and then we have a large part of our 
meadows for other purposes. When hay is worth 
from $8 to $10 per ton ut the barn, it wont pay to 
feed to sheep when wool is 40 to 60 cents per pound, 
unless grain is fed along with it, heavy fleeces raised, 
the lambs got to market or kept until yearlings, made 
fat aud got to market immediately on being shorn, or 
before if practicable. But enough about sheep at 
present. John Johnston. 

Near Geneva, N. Y , 18(51. 
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WINNER OF THE FIRST PRIZE AT TF1K WINTER MEETING OF HE KOYAI. DUBLIN AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, 

IS COTTON KING? 

While the improved breeds of cattle have excited 
almost universal attention, and have formed one of 
the most important features in our Annual State 
Fairs; vhile the contest between the friends of long 
and abort wnnled, and South-Dawn She on has *“ < 1 

both inv’ '•sting and exciting; and while many nave 
exhibited undue interest in fancy breeds of fowls, 
the pig for many years lias been almost forgotten. 
Knowing this fact, the managers of our Fairs have 
provided few pens for this family of domestic ani¬ 
mals, and but a small portion of those provided have 
been occupied. That all breeds are alike profitable 
to the feeder, or that the subject is unworthy the 
serious attention of farmers, wo cannot believe. 

Wo present our readers with a portrait of one of 
the finest hogs wo have seen for a long time. 8bo 
was exhibited at the Winter Fat Cattle Hhow of the 
Royal Dublin Society, and obtained the first prize in 
the class of “single pigs, large breed, of any age,” 
and is an enormous white Yorkshire pig, of great 
depth and thickness. She was bred and is now 

owned by Mr. Bruce, of M illtown Castle, Ireland, 
and is nearly two years old. Mr. B. bad previously 
obtained with this animal four ilrat class prizes, and 
we present her as a peri' i f)i_,idol of a large pig. 

J«, Irish Farmers? 

ing, but not too large; back broad, and very slightly 
curved, with wide well-set pump, chine and loin 
broad; ribs springing; deep sides and full chest; 
color white; hair long, and thinly set, It is a lino 
**">i' linen of the tiiv: arov'" vcr.v l’uat, fee Hu rapidly, 
an, Alii ivaoify, unde.1 $001) i.ii'i.agp r .a t '“.txSn te 
from 216 to 360 pounds in twelve months from birth, 
and the quality of pork is remarkably good, having 
a good proportion of fine lean flesh.” This change 
was effected by the Lincolnshire breeders, but those 
of Yorkshire have improved the form, and at the 
same time preserved the size of this old breed. J. 
A. Clarke, in the Cyclopedia of Agriculture, says, 
“the specimens lately exhibited of the large York- 
-liire breed have attained a size too largo for any 
useful purpose, and would exceed in Weight that of 
a moderately grown Scotch ox. The present taste of 
the public is decidedly set against such an over¬ 
grown sort; at present, however, they make large 
prices.” Here wo have no such prejudices against 
large pork for packing. 

It may be a matter of interest to agricultural 
readers jnst now, to look at the possible bearing of 
any disturbances in the South which may interfere 
with the usual supply of cotton. As it is claimed 

rn'i-u,,., ; K',, e at oogt»» ki.o>v .1 

pedigree, and legitimate claims (if it have any,) to 
bear its name and sway. Of the Importance and 
value of cotton as a textile fabric, there can be no 
doubt. But it should be borne in mind that fibrous 
plants are very numerous, and that the Almighty has 
not ehnt us up to one source, important as it rnay be 
for our supply of vegetable fibre for clothing. There 
arc probably fifty different species of plants which 
yield vegetable fibre in such a form as to lie useful in 
some degree, and under favorable circumstance, for 
t,lie manufacture ol' cordage, paper, and cloth. In 
addition to this, wc have the wool and hair of 
different animate, either domestic or capable of being 
domesticated. We have the various varieties of the 
silk worm, some of which, like that lately introduced 
into France from the East, can be cheaply fed and 
reared, and made to produce a coarse fabric suitable 
in point of cheapness for common wear. It may bo 
said that none of these have been proved equal In 
cheapness and excellence to the cotton. But it may 
be answered that no man can predict the effect of the 
application of scientific and inventive intellect to 
the general subject of textile fibres under the impulse 
of necessity. The inventions of Hargreaves and 
Arjcwright in England, and of Whitney is this 
country,'actually created the cotton culture in the 
South, and the cotton manufacture in England. It 
is unsafe for politicians or economists to presume on 
peculiar advantages which the Creator has given to 
to any one country or climate. There is a law of 
compensation which presides over all God’s blessings. 
It may be doubted whether cotton is a “King” at 
all, and with still better reason may it be doubted 
whether the cotton of the Gulf .States of North 
America ia " King.” 

Let us look at this matter a few moments. Cotton 
grows freely in almost all the warm countries of the 
globe. In almost all these countries it may be 
supplied to an indefinite extent. The limitation 
upon its production is either the lack of civilization, 
and a government which can protect regular labor, 
as in Africa; or in the means of transporting it to 
market, as in India. It is well known that half a 
century ago India was the great cotton growing and 
manufacturing country of tho world. Our older 
readers can remember when “India Cottons” were 
common in our own country. What has changed all 
this, and enabled Old and New England to carry 
cotton fabrics to India? It is not that India has 
ceased to raise cotton, or weave it, for a hundred 
millions of people arc clothed with cotton of their 
own raising. It is simply because English and 
American talent has applied machinery to clean, and 
spi*1) aud weave the cotton, so that by these means 
they are able to enter into a successful competition 
even with the marvelously cheap labor of the rice- 
eating natives of India aud China. In this way 
England, herself, has thrown her fabrics made of 
American cotton into India, and by reducing the 
demand of raw cotton there, has reduced the amount 
grown. Raw cotton is easier obtained from America 
than irom India, for want of the means of transpor¬ 
tation over the immense distances between the cotton 
fields and the Indian sea ports. The quality of the 
American article is better, but this depends, in a 
great measure, on the skill of the cultivator. The 
railroad system of the English iu India is now about 
coming into activity, and this will enable the natives 
to reach a market with all the cotton they may have 
a demand for. it may be safely said that in five 
years’ time India may be made to supply a very large 
part, if not the whole of the English demand for raw 
cotton. 

't hfr *mrrav)i)£ 

* if-cite. 

There is a great prejudice in England against large 
pigs, and the old Yorkshire bus been modified in size 
as well as improved in form. While in this country, 
packers pay the highest price for large hogs, in Eng¬ 
land a pig weighing from six to eight score, or from 
120 to 1 GO pounds, will bring more in market than 
one of greater weight. Tho Yorkshire pig is one of 
tho oldest as well as one of the largest breeds, but 
until improved by modern breeders it was extremely 
long-logged and wcak-loined; very long from head to 
tail, color chiefly white, with long course curly hair, 
and yielding a coarse flabby flesh. The Improved 

Yorkshire, sometimes called Lincolnshire, however, 
“ is well-formed throughout, its head of fair length, 
with pleasant, mild, docile countenance; ears droop- 

Our readers are aware of the issue of the late Chi¬ 
nese war. The capital of England and France can 
now avail itself of the teeming millions of China 
with their rich lands and cheap labor for the supply 
Of cotton. The Chinese are a migratory people,— 
they will go anywhere, or do any kind of work, for 
money. They are the Yankees of tho East. The 
English can establish Chinese colonies in Australia 
and introduce the cultivation of cotton there to any 
extent. We know that our cousins over the water 
are very philanthropic, but they are not scrupulous 
when their own power or safety is put in jeopardy. 
All the islands of the Pacific may he thus made to 
yield the coveted staple. So ean Egypt and Turkey, 
Sicily and Algeria, Jamaica, British Guiana, Central 
America and Brazil, and English capital and skill are 
present in all those countries. The exploration and 
civilization of Africa has for many years been a 
favorite subject with the English people and Govern¬ 
ment. Africa furnished the finest cotton lands on the 
globe. Love of money ia everywhere the great civi¬ 
lizing force. When the petty tyrants of Africa find 
that a man is worth more to plant cotton and hoe 
cotton than to sell to the coast slave dealers, the 
trade in cotton will supersede the trade in men. If 
they continue to make raids for captives, these petty 
kiugs will bo more likely to send them into the cot¬ 
ton field than to the slave ship. 

The recent letter in the livening Post from Hon. 
E. G. Squibb, shows that nothing is needed but a 
stable government to make Central America one of 
the most profitable cotton regions in the world. 
England is an adept at protectorates, and we are not 
exactly in the condition to enforce the Monroe doc¬ 
trine for the benefit of the Southern Secessionists. 

It should be remarked that in this effort to open 
new fields of supply for cotton, France and England 
have a common interest, and will work together. 
Lord John Russell has just put all the Consuls of 
the British Government at the service of the Man¬ 
chester Cotton Supply Association, and thus we find 
that private capital and self-interest are rc-inl'orced 
by government in the great work of seeking new 
fields of supply for the mills of Great Britain. The 
secession movement and its possible consequences 
have set all this powerful machinery into the intensest 
activity. For years this Association has been making 
explorations, but apparently with no great vigor. 
Now all these considerations of danger and self-inter 
eat arc increased in force by the general dislike of the 
slave system of the South. Such machinery, with so 
much capital, with so much weight of motive drawn 
from morality and self-interest combined, can hardly 
fail to be effective. 

The manufacturing districts of the Northern States 
are alike interested with England to ascertain the 

extent to which their laboring population are liable 
to sailer from a stoppage or diminution of tho supply 
of cotton. It is true that there seems at present to be 
little danger from this source. As cotton is the main 
dependence of the seceding States, and as their tax 
atiou will be enormously increased by their late 
action, they must raise cotton in order to raise 
money,— to raise money from their cotton it must be 
sold. It will be sold to those who have money to buy 
it. If tho Southern ports are blockaded, tho cotton 
Can be sent by railroads overland nearly as cheap as 
it can he shipped by sea. If war or insurrection stop 
the cotton supply from the South, we shall have *>pen 
to us through the command of the sea all those new 
sources of supply which the activity of the English 
and French shall lay open. 

But though we see no reason to fear a deficiency of 
raw cotton for our mills, we have another kind of fibre 
upon which we can fall backhand this can bo raised 
in all the Northern States, and to any extent, ft. is 
known that flux can be prepared for spinning by 
jennies in the manner of cotton. Several mills for 
its manufacture have been started in our country. 
But so little pains have been taken by farmers who 
raise flux (mainly for tho see(l,) to prepare the fibre 
and get it to market, that for till the finer fabrics the 
manufacturers were obliged So import from Europe, 
mainly from Russia. Upon this there was a duty 
equal to that laid on imported linen, so that they get 
no protection. Their succcfk so far as quality is 
concerned, was complete. lint the active competi¬ 
tion of foreigners in the substantial absence of all 
protection, finally induced thdm to abandon the man¬ 
ufacture of the liner class of goods. The coarser 
fabrics are still made at a profit, and, without doubt, 
when attention iu given to tin preparation of llax, so 
that the home supply will l« equal to any demand 
made upon It, the same roi^ht be true of the more 
dedicate fabrics. A recent le;ter to tile writer from a 
distinguished manufacturer, whose means of iufor 
ination have been unusually K»od, says that there ia 
so much flax raised, lor the iced alone, in the single 
State of Ohio, that if the quality of the article was 
properly attended to, and tho fibre well broken and 
cleaned, it would serve, in addition to the seed, to 
supply the entire Union w tli linens. Beyond all 
question the Northern States are able at any time to 
raise sufficient flax to replaio the whole amount of 
cotton now spun without any serious addition of 
cost to the consumer. It wai recently stated in Bos¬ 
ton that flax could be purchased in Ohio, curried to 
Jloxbury, cot,Ionized, and delivered at the place where 
it was grown for fifteen cents per pound. 

The process of separating the ultimate fibres of the 
flax from each other, and preparing them tor spinning 
with same case as cotton or wool, is now well under¬ 

stood and easy. The old idea that (lax is of neces¬ 
sity an exhausting crop, is now controverted on 
good authority. With the enormous capacity of our 
western prairies for production, and the facilities 
now existing for preparing the fibre for use, it is 
evident that a very slight advance in the price of 
cotton would stimulate the culture of (lax so far as to 
meet all the necessities now supplied by cotton. It 
is by no means certain that free labor and scientific 
skill might not enable llax, or some other fibrous 
plant, to change places witli tho regal plant of the 
tropics, Oue thing is certain. Wo need have no 
fear in regard to an immediate supply of our spindles 
and looms should war or insurrection diminish or 
destroy the crop of cotton in our Southern States. 
Wo can even do much toward furnishing fibre for our 
English neighbors in tho improbable event that their 
new sources of cotton supply should bo insufficient. 
We are thus aide to assure our Southern friends that 
in any event we shall not he iu danger of suffering 
for shirts, bedding, or calicoes. We are, on the 
whole, disposed to think that cotton is not “king” 
cither dr jure ov de facto. We will suggest to tho 
cotton planter that fashions in trade are apt to 
become a rage. The embargo destroyed the timber 
trade between the United States and Great Britain,— 
it. did the same work for the trade in beef and pork. 
Before tho Revolution in Hayti, that inland was the 
great source of supply for coffee. But that being, in 
a great measure, cut off by the insurrection, Brazil, 
under the impulse of foreign capital, took np tho cul¬ 
ture of coffee and now is ready to supply the world. 

We venture to predict that the present secession 
movement will, by opening new sources of supply for 
cotton, effectually tako away from the Southern States 
the control of tho cotton market, and leave them 
where Jlayti is iu relation to Brazil in the culture of 
colfi-e, and where l.ouslami stands relatively to (Julia 
in the growth of sugar. The bold assumption that 
the cotton of the Gulf States is “ King,” aud that 
this secures tho success of the Southern Confederacy, 
will be sure, in the end, to compel the cotton growers 
of the South to take the humble place of unequal 
competitors with a dozen other sonrees of supply, of 
w-hose existence they now hardly dream. 

In case matter;; look stormy iu the spring, it may 
be well for our farming friends to recollect that we 
may need an extra amount ol flax to keep our spindles 
going, while the seed, as a staple article, will ulwayB 

meet a ready cash sale. Meanwhile we invito those 
who have had experience iu flax raising to give us, 
in definite form, the results of their labors. The sub¬ 
ject has received some notice in previous volumes of 
tho Rural, but the present condition of affairs in our 
country now renders eucli a discussion peculiarly 

appropriate. 

PRACTICAL SERMONS ON SHORT TEXTS, 

DEEPENING THE SOIL. 

“ Boils should bo plowed as deep as the substratum will 

admit ol' its being dorm by tho forces of one ordinary team, at 

least once in u course of crops.”—JlfDOK 11 u K L. 

In this country it will be found a general rule, that 
the plow seldom penetrates more than four or live 
inches into the soil, and in most eases the soil is 
plowed to the same depth for every crop that is 
grown upon it, thus exposing only two surfaces, as it 
were, to atmospheric action. This may, and did, 
answer very well when the soil was newly cleared, as 
the superiuenmbent forest contained a large amount 
of fertilizing mutter near tho surface; but this matter 
having been used up, the continuation of this system 
of plowing has resulted in worn-out lands, with a 
concrete hard-pan intervening between the cultivated 
and the uncultivated soil, preventing tho roots of 
ordinary crops from entering the sub-soil in search 
of food, and also in a great measure obstructing the 
drainage of surface water, and the ascent of moisture 
by capillary attraction. 

It would be well if our farmers would pay more 
attention to this important matter. In carrying out 
a system of rotation of crops, I would hero strongly 
recommend the soil to be turned up in the first 
course to tho depth of four inches, and to be deepened 
one or two inches at each successive crop till the 
seeding to grass, when it would be twelve or fourteen 
inches deep. On the commencement of each rota¬ 
tion after grass, begin again at five inches. Jn this 
way a new stratum of soil would be turned up each 
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„ . . . • „ hf ninth to their feathers. I Feeding Cokx and Cob Meal.—In the fall of 18.r>7 I fed an 
a fine, refreshing rain, which gave new h e to our in w a < r, r , , gently from ox ou corn an” Coh mPal lo fatten- When killed, his paunch 
withering crops, and fresh vigot to the fanner. » all toulhe taKen g y contained a may two-thirds filling it, entirely composed of 

Our corn crop averaged about seventy bushels to the nest, when beginning to set, p acct irJ * the hard, flinty shell which envelops the end of the kernel 

the acre excluding those farmers who plant their hie coop on the ground, under cover, we c -*m R„,j i^ft on the* cob in shelling. This was so hard that it 
„„ noddle of June drop from six to watered, and in two or three days, at most, let out. could not he broken with the pole of an a*. It. remained un¬ 

corn ltt)OUl me III I hums «>• * .. ._u_The .. . .. . . ._• . .... _ mi.._* 

year, to recive the ameliorating influence of the 

atmosphere, and also allow such manure as is applied 

to become thoroughly incorporated with the soil. 

In deepening the soil it will be found most advan¬ 

tageous to have the operation performed in autumn, 

that the new soil turned up may be ameliorated by 

the frost before growing a crop upon it. 
Of course, this system is not intended to take the 

place of sub-soiling, as understood in England; but 

even where the sub-soil plow is used, it will be found 

eight grains in each hill, plant even without first 

plowing the land, and after planting, perhaps run 

the cultivator through once, and then leave Mature 

to do the rest. The result of this kind of farm¬ 

ing is a crop of weeds Instead of a crop of corn, 

advantageous to vary the depth of the after plowing and the ruin of the land lor another p. 
advantageous w «ry t aorry to say we have too many such farmers in 
to suit each .nd.viduftl cr P* • Corn land should be plowed well, about 

Hamilton, C. W., 1861. tu\ . ... mil ,ml if 

watered, and in two or three days, at most, let out. c«al<l not ho broken with the pole of an ax. It remained un- 

liens one or two years old are most profitable. The dissolved by frost or rain till late in 'be spring. The next 

hen-house must be kept clean, —whitewashed two or ,-car I f»d a cow with the same result, only the mass was not 

three times during summer. I make, yearly, by more than half so large. Two horwia la this vicinity died, 

throwing in muck and loam, from lime to time, from and an examination showed the same collection of indigest- 
inrcw inf, in miica <*uu > mQ„,lrD ible matter, but it was not hard or caked as intlie otbercases. 
four to six horaa-cart loads of superior manure, w men , , , , lour w iiuuwuim ' . Cob meal mar be good for stock, like the roan s sawdust, and 
I have found most valuable for starting corn in the ^ wit)| him that t-be more grain and the less cob the 

spring. I place one or two handfuls in the furrow, j t(0^P<—y y_ Conger, Lexington, Rich. r«,., Ohio. 1861. 

brush over a little dirt with the foot — drop corn on Subscriber wishes Rural readers to giro their views as to 

SUGAR FROM SORGHUM-HOW MADE. 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker. — Since the publication 

of ray article on Sorghum in your issue of Dec. 1st, 

1 have received a host of letters, — nil from “ Rural 

Readers,” — inquiring how 1 made Sugar. These let¬ 

ters testify that the Ruicai. is rend from New Jersey 

to the extreme limit of Western Kansas, and also 

proclaim that fiorghum is not dead east of the Mis¬ 

sissippi, the exulting assertion of your would-be 

prophet correspondent in the Rural of Nov., 1HC0, to 

the contrary, notwithstanding. The following are 

among the questions proposed: What did your Evap- pays the best. ... . . 
orator cost? What is its size and weight? Dow Considerable attention is being paid to the raising 

much sirup or sugar will it make in a day? What of Sorghum. Farmers say that it makes a superior 

will an acre of cane produce of molasses, or sugar? article of molasses. If the raising of Sorghum con- 

When is the best time to plant the cane, and how tinucsto progress, Iowa will soon be able to lurnish 

do you cultivate it? Is the Imphee better than herself with molasses, independent of disunionists. 

Sorghum? &c. Manuring is much neglected here. Some think 

I answer, Fir.it—My Evaporator cost sixty fire dol- that to manure land is useless, especially the rich, 

lars at Laporte, Ind., and fifteen dollars freight. It black soil of Iowa; consequently they' burn their 

is six feet in diameter, —the rim six inches high, - straw, instead of keeping It to make manure. With- 

tbe bottom flat, one-half inch thick, and weighs one out manure on some of our old farmB in the East, 

thonsand pounds. It is a circular, cast iron pan, farming would Boon prove ft bad business, and manure 

with a division through the center,—making two on our rich land does really invigorate the soil, 

semi-circular pans, each holding fifty gallons. It is giving the farmer encouragement when the crop is 

supported on an iron post in the center of the straight ripe, and his hard labor thus rewarded. 

tlir; fall, and if top, and cover with broad hill. C. W. Turner. 

$urai Spirit of flu 

wall of the brick furnace,—the size and shape of one 

of the semi-circular pans, the. whole rotating hori¬ 

zontally, so that only one pan at a time is over the 

furnace, or fire. Fora fuller description address A. 

II. Miller, Laporte, Ind., and get a circular free, 

which will fully explain the invention. 

Second—This Evaporator reduces 50 gallons of 

juice into molasses per hour, - or GOO gallons per 

day,—making from 12 to It; gallons of molasses per 

hour — depending on the ripeness and purity of the 

cane. My best yield was 5 gallons of molasses from 

20 of juice, —the worst was 0 from 40 of juice. Ripe 

cane gives a larger yield of sirup than green, and 

black seed cane more and better than partly red 

seed, — which is a mixture of broom corn. 
Third— An acre of cane will produce from 100 to 

320 gallons of molasses, — this is my own estimate, 

from four years’ experience in cultivating sorghum. 

A good average yield to me is 200 gallons per acre, 

and one gallon of sirup yields ten pounds of dry 

sugar. 

Fourth — The best time to plant the cane is when 

you would plant corn, — the earlier the better, to 

ensure perfection. My cane I planted last season on 

' ... " ,.ln(. nliould be plowed well, about brush over a little dirt with the foot —drop corn on Subscriber wishes Rural readers to give their views as to 
the A est. - . feU d jf topi un(j cover with broad hill. C. W. Turner. the heat way to foci com ground,-with or without the cob 
eight or ten inches deep, y ’ __ a t_After trying both ways, I believe the cob to 1>p injurious to all 
possible before the weeds get ripe, (we ave oo ~ . . , ( -yv . ... kinds of animal, as it is entirely indigestible (except for 
many weeds in our crops, even when doing the best ilUfUl ^JUfU 01 luv 1*3.5, fowls, such as Inrkeys. Ac.,) consequently causing symptoms 

we can to prevent them,) then harrowed well in the - of irritation of the bowels, thereby carrying off the real nu- 
Bpring and it is ready to he u furrowed out ” into Homes’ Feet Uniting with Snow. trition* qualities of the corn to some extent After feeding 
rows four feet apart, which, being crossed, is ready A correspondent of the Spirit of the Twines onehundred bushels <4 corn and cob meal,! have decided 
V , ^<1 xo ’uore tlian f0ur grains should be asks how to prevent snow balling in a horse’s foot— that the only real argument in favor or this method is,-it 

T lanted in each hill Corn should be plowed three and the editor responds:—Soft Soap made with wood saves shelling the corn. I much prefer to shell the corn and 

a.. 
until it begins to tasslc, andmoreif the land is weedy, of horns’feet, which causes them immediately to cast sbort6bef0ie r^in,.._G.A djlltnoham, Lisbon, AC. 1', 1881. 

The practice of hoeing corn I consider useless, as the snow therefrom. Let this be done just prepara- 
' XV throws up enough of ground tg the corn, tory to sleighing. Bach time that the horses may be Foot-bot in Sunn-Anothcr Remedy.-In the Rural New 
the plow tlliows 1 b h . „ Aoir>a nlcinh-ride it will he neces- Youkkr of January 5, a subscriber wants to know what will 
The corn crop is the surest in Iowa, and undoubtedly sbedded daring s day s sleigh nde, it wdl be ueces r ^ „ I 

o.,yv in renew the application ol the soft soap, as l,u" * 5 . , , . .. ,, 
pays the best. 8arJ to renew II bavo tested it myself, and I never had to uao it mof" than 

Considerable attention is being paid to the raising tbeir standing on varm stulde compost does away one application being sufficient either for the Fouls In 

of Sorghum. Farmers say that it makes a superior with its efficacy. __ _ hornedcaith- nr Foot Rot In sheep. Takeoae-and-ahalf gills 

article of molasses. If the raising of Sorghum con- T|)||rt Corn- o! vinegar, 2 o*. verdigris; 1 or., of white arsenic; 2 or of bole 

tinues to progress, Iowa will soon be able to furnish A correspondent of the Nebraska Farmer, after Vd * be dillved* and the whole 

herself with molasses, independent of disunionists. describing his method of selecting seed corn in the ]>p mjv„! t,lgether an,j ap|,|ied with a father to the hoofs 

Manuring is much neglected here. Borne think field in autumn, and keeping it in a moderately warm tj,?v llAVe been well cleaned from mud. If the first ap- 

that to manure land is useless, especially the rich, dry place in winter, says that in the spring he tests it mjcatioubas not the desired effect, Twill warrant the second, 

black soil of Iowa; consequently they burn their as follows“He rolls or wraps each ear in paper; —Robert Douglas, Trujiah, Cort. Co., A. K, 1861. 

straw, instead of keeping It to make manure. With- twjgt8 n,,. little end, and shears ofi the paper at the +. + .+■ 

out manure on s<»me of our old farms in the East, big end down even with the ear. lie then draws out — . . * ^rtfifllltural 
farming would soon prove ft had business, and manure the ear carefully and shells it. If the shelled corn of rCtlJlUMmuR o y* 

on our rich land does really invigorate the soil, any ear dO0» not fill the paper, it is rejected. In this N y statE ageiCULTUKAL society. 

giving the farmer encouragement when the crop is wn j,e sorts out. the heavy kenieled and small cob * ' ' — 

ripe, and hi. l,«rd labor tUm rewarded 6„d„, and ,, impro„„s pi, crop.- . ZTJ2Z ^ 

Peas. — E. C. Ppck. East Bloomfield, Ontario Co.. 1 88-100 
acres, 92 bushels, $8. 

DrSORETioSARV. —Hiram Olmstead raised 955 bushels Ruta 
Bagas on 135 rods land and 254 bushels Carrots on 44 rods of 
land, 58. 

GRAINS AND SEEDS. 

One t/n/hel Ho' amount of grain exhibited. 

Winter Wheat.—A. I Pine. Pittstown, Rena. Co., $3; 2d, 
C. W. Bella, 2; 3d. E. S. Hayward, 1 

Spring Wheat.—C. W. Eells, 53; 2d, A. I. Pine, 2; 3d, D. 
W C. De’Forest. De Fricstville, Bens. Co., 1 

P.VK.—E. 8. Hayward, 53; 2d, A. I. Pine, 2. 

Bart kv—Four Rowed —Hiram Mills, 53; 2d, C. Oaks, Oaks 
Corners tint. Co., 2; 3d, Hcnrv Wier, JohDSonrille, Kens. 
Co., 1. 

Barley—Two Rowed—A. H. Buck, 53 

Discretionary—E. Merriatn, for sample Russian Barley, 
T rand, 

Oats.—H. Mills, “Scotch Oats." $3; 2d. C. W Eells, 2; 3d, 
If. Wier, “ Poland Oats," 1. 

Buckwheat.—C. W. Eells. $3; 2d, H. Wier, 2. 

Flax Skied.—H. Wier, $3; 2d, same, 2. 

Yhllow Corn.—A. T. Pine, $3; 2d, H. Wier, 2; 3d, C. W. 
Eells, 1. 

White Corn —H Wier. 53. 

Pka8.—A H. Buck. “ Black Eyed,” S3 

Brass —H. Wier. 53, 2d. A. 1. Pine, 2; 3d, H, Wier, 1. 

Timothy Heed.—2d, A. I. Pine, 52. 

Discretionary.— Oliver Ynnvalen. Cortland, Cort. Co., 
one ijuart English Turnip Need. Turns. Mrs. H. Wier, 15 bus. 
Corn in ear. California Millet, and Broom Corn Millet, Trans. 

1 wish to know the dimensions of u ton of hay, or 

how many cubic feet docs it contain in a stack of To Relievo GhoUing Cattle 

solid hay? 
Iowa City, Iowa, 1861. 

Wm. Baxter. 

FOREST SCREENS AND BORDERS. 

Eds. Dural New-Yorkbb:—H. T. B.bas conferred 

a public benefit by his article upon “The Forests,” 

The subject of planting has often been a matter 

Of serious thought with me. That this is not owing 

to any uncommon cleverness, will be readily seen 

Onk who is familiar with cattle gives the follow¬ 

ing directions for relieving them from choking;— 

“ Put one arm over the neck, so as to have one hand 

on each side, find the substance that the animal is 

choked wfith, then place your thumb below it on 

each side, and shov^it gently up into the mouth. I 

have relieved a great many choked cattle for myself 

and neighbors, and never found a case but I succeeded 

in- One case I had where the animal would not take 

it into the mouth when it was shoved up; in that ease 

we put a ring into the mouth, and another person 

Joints of gtpiruUural ^ocuties, 
n. y. STATE agricultural society. 

Thu Annual Meeting of this Society was held last week at 

Albany. The attendance w as not large, though quite respect- 

aide, and the sessions interesting. Though wn hare notes 

and reports of the entire proceedings, we can only give a sy¬ 

nopsis Of the most important at present. 

The Society met in the Assembly Chamber at 12 o’clock on 

Wednesday, President Huntington in the chair. The Treas- 

Bcttkti—3 tubs, J. S. Holbert, Chemung, Chem. Co., $15; 
2d. Mrs. K Merriam. Leyden, Lewis Co.. 10. 

Butter Mad* in Junk, August, and November —Wm. 

Pugh, Turin, Lewis Co.. 515. 

Winter Butter,—Clift Fames, Rutland, Jeff Co., $5; 2d, 
A. I Pine, 3; 3d, C. W. Eells, Trans. 

Cheese.—Clift Kamos, 515; 2d, Moses Karnes, 10 

EliCITS. 

Apples.—20 varieties, F.Uwanger k Barry, Rochester, (40 
varieties,) 54: 16. Win. H Stingerland, Normanskill, 3; 2d, 
A. 1. Fine, Barrv end 1. Best dish. I) W C. De Forest, ». S. 
Medal. 

Pears.—Collection (41 varieties.) Fllwanger k Barry, Dip. 
and 8. Med. Beet w babe la Grapes, R P- Wiles, Albany, 
S. S. Med. Dr. Ptesbrey Buffalo, exhibited samples of Isa¬ 
bella wiue, two years old. which was highly commended by 
several gentlemen, judges of wine S, Med. C. N. Bement, 
Po keeps!e, for Currant and other Wines exhibited, S. Med. 

Discretionary Premiums.—D. A. Bulkoley. WilHamstown, 
Mas*., IS varieties Corn in ear. Downing. D. A. Bulkeley. 
sample Seedling Potatoes, yield Inst year perncre 584 bushels, 
Bridgman. Wm H. tUingerlaod, Carrot*and Mangel Wurzel, 
Trans. D. L Halsey. Victory, Cayuga Co., 3 Rouen Ducks, 
(dressed ) S Med. ’M. Van Aukeu. Cohoes, Van Auken * 
Washing Machine, 3. 3. Med Marcus Pratt. Ireland s Corners, 
Victor stratr Cutter, S. S. Mt»l. T>. U. Pnnolt?, fviwt Bethany, 
N v. Corn Planter. S. S Med. Miss Lucy N Andrus. Turin. 
Lewis Co., Peoell Drawing Lewi? Co. Fair Building, 3. 3. Med 

Irrigation.-—A valuable practical Essay on Irrigation was 
urer submitted his report, the figurative portion of which we I)r„8(.nteil, and is in the hands of the Committee on Essays 

|lnd the Eway will appear in the Transactions, with report of 

when T report that “our house” stands on a hill, we put a ring into me moutu, ami auouiti person fl.omKlmlmlocalcomrnlttee.. . 

where bleak winds rake it “ fore and aft,” and from easily took out the offending substance while I held RUiiM£F 

all points of the compass; while as often as the it up to the swallow*”_ interest m*tv*d on <AO\ op hand. 

west winds rise, fhe tempest holds a regular 1# foi* swine* r»D 

subjoin: 
Luther 11 Tiul.er. Treasurer, in account with the New I "ark 

State. Agricultural Society, 
]lj> I860. 

To cash nn baud «t date of last report.$t>,im OT 
Amiiml Memberships received . jtw 
Life Momlii-rsUipi- received... in 
Premium returned... ..... . , JHJ5 
Stall- aiituopriution fur Entomologist.'... J,<« UU 

Do. do. for Society .-. » 
Cant, from Elmira local committee. . . 
Net receipts of Elmira Fair.. . rAinn 
Kent of refreshment stands at Elmira Fair. 
T„1i.eoci rkodivliI tin cUhll fill hltlld .. '*•' 

carnival. Thus am T often reminded of the greatest 

need of our country houses,—protection against chill¬ 

ing winds and wintry blasts,—screens and borders 

for utility and beauty. 

It is doubtful, however, whether any sharp reproof 

we might apply to those who have gone before us, 

would serve in anywise to mitigate our troubles, or 

make them more endurable. Why should wo tom- 

Salt for Swine. 1860. 
A correspondent of the Amialen der Land- By Cash Pavmont.s as follows n— 

. , ... Premiums nt Winter Meeting, I860.. 
mrthschaft states some interesting experiments to Kxprtisrs at, dm do . 

test the use of salt in fattening swine. He selected . 

two pairs or harrow hogs weighing 200 pounds 

anier.c. One pair received with their daily allowance 3alms-» and Traveling expense,-...... . • 
1 ’ . , • -I I Salary of kntemoloinst, Dr. Ami I'ltch. . 

of food two ounces «f salt; the other pair, similarly Expeiiscsoi LiGmi-.v and Museum —. 

fed, none. In the course of a week it was easily seen "I!::! """i::"":—' 

that the salted pair had a much stronger appetite St“!;l0uay.: 

$18,5ti3 82 

the 2d day of May, but on account of the drouth plain, since, very probably, we should do the same .>iau others, and after a fortnight the salt was Pri-uiinmsat Elmira 
• .... fin lifmti to new 

it did not come up until the 10th of June. It ripened 

by the 1st of October. I am certain it will ripen as 

early as corn, and will grow where corn will grow. 

1 obtained my first sited civ.m *i,,. Patent Olfioo in 
mu spring or i •>.„> - and have followed the direction* 
given by the Patent Office ever since, — which is to 

plant 8 or 10 seed in a hill, Si feet apart each way. 

thing under like circumstances. They doubtless 

erred, and lost much, both to themselves and us, by 

not leaving some of the young growth for borders, 

and « far wider extent of forest; so that the cleared 
(and ahouldiVic still el|eetw4ly protected l'roiu -tonus, 

and the highway ofteuer embowered in wood, with 

shade to refresh the traveler and his tired beast. 

increased to two ounces apiece. After four months 

the weight of the salted hogs was 360 pounds apiece, 

while that of tlie nnsalted, five weeks later, reached 

f>niv:;nn wounda. 4’-DcrimentwasrepeatedIwtth 
almost precis,-y ivstills. The author feeds 

young ]i!gs, according to their age, a quarter to one 

ounce daily, breeding sows very little during preg- 

Ol iirvi'MismiiD, luuu-.'UM .. , OKtZ AQ 
bnoy clium oi l KW. .- I-SS2? 

Balaru-* am! Traveling expense*...... —. 
Salary of Eiitetnoloiri-'t, Dr. A-a I itch- - 
KxjM-iiSt-SOl Library atnl Museum . J" 
I'nstiige account.. .. {J.Jj; 
Inclduntalexpense* -••• • .. iii no 
Prlntinir, Advertising »nd Stationary . , 51* S 
Expense*, of Elinira fair .-. V'.Jiloji, 
Premiums at Elmira fair. . . y'-o., -. 
Cash on hand to new account . ..' 

518.56S 82 

Mr Secretary JohnSox read the Report of the Executive 

Committee, which comprised many interesting facte and rug 

We-*enm o v ill be v''GT*oT,**,| to Die ’ • 'CttnsaetiODS. 

On motion the usual Committee of twenty.foar—three from 

each Judicial District—was appointed to nominate officers for 

the ensuing year, and recommend a place for holding the 

When the cane is large enough to cultivate I thin out Such types of the primal forests would be prizes uanCy) and during the heat of summer withholds it next Annual Fair. The Committee subsequently made the 

to 4 stalks in a bill, then tend the cane like corn. It worth something, and should long retuaiu as mcmen- jn a Kreat degree from all, as it induces thirst and following report: 
.. .. i-. . « n .• <_i rt_ /-«.«•/r i mils r»f CInnnflflirfi. 

is important to sucker the cane once during the sea¬ 

son, at least, in order to obtain large, heavy stalks. 

Fifth— I made sugar simply by boiling the juice 

down thicker than for molasses and setting it away to 

grain. The entire process is easy, certain, and may 

be briefly described. I filled one of the semi-circular 

paus with juice, turning it over the furnace and tire— 

got to boiling as soon and as fast as possible. An 

intense and uniform heat while boiling is absolutely too fast to condemn. Those old forest trees were not 

essential to disengage the glucose, which, if not quite the thing to constitute the borders needed, after 

burned out, will prevent the sirup from graining, — all, though such borders might have been long since 

here is the secret—when the green scum rises to the established, (as indeed they have been to some 

surface 1 skiiu it ofi’ with ft wire cloth skimmer,— extent,) had any one set himself about it, and found 

which comes with and belongs to the Evaporator,— means to do it.. 

and bye-and-bye numerous black Hakes, resembling l well remember an Incident in my early years, 

the iron scales on and aroynd a blacksmith’s anvil, bearing upon this subject. There was a piece of ten 

will boil up to the surface. This is the disengaged acres or more cleared, about our log house, having 

glucose, and I skim it oil' also. When the sirup is on it here and there a tree left standing. This 

thick enough for molasses, I use an irou rake stirer space was surrounded by forest. One day in mid- 

along the bottom of the pan to prevent scorching, as winter a heavy gale swept over us. The forest stood 

that would prevent our getting sugar. When the firm, hut when the gale reached the open space, one 

mass is thick enough to string in water. 1 turn it off after another of the tall lorest monarchs, left to 

the tire and bring the other pan on contuing fresh withstand alone, yielded to the force of the blast, 

juice — which endures the same fate as its prede- until the most of them lay prostrate, leaving hut 

cessor. I now draw the sugar sirup out of the pan poor encouragement to the advocate of any discriini- 

through a lancet in the rim, and place it in buckets nating or partial treatment of the trees. 

or tubs to cool, after which I pour it into au empty Sometimes, doubtless, money ruled the hour, but 

flour or sugar barrel with small gimlet holoa in the ofteuer the wants of a numerous family demanded, 

bottom, and place this over a molasses barrel to 0r soeincd to demand, an increased area of cultivable 

drain. Sometimes the graining process begins in iami- and in this connection, we may well remember 

two hours after it is oft' the fire, and sometimes not ^ho grant to the Isrealites to cut down the timber, 

until after two days or more. If the temperature of 0llj makc ,v wall against any city that was to be sub- 

thc room is warm and nearly uniform, the sugar will dued. if, now, we begin to bestir ourselves in the 

he drained dry in ten or twelve days. same spirit that actuated our fathers, and if we apply 

The foregoing is the result of my own experiments, nil our skill and labor in selection and careful and 

and 1 bold myself responsible to the public for the judicious arrangement and culture, which they did 

toes of the care and wisdom of the Creator, because 

He has thus adorned and defended the earth as a .. ..P„ 
heritage for man, who, if he would pursue the same A Lrak In the NiaM*. qeti, «.f Albany; John A. Contf. of »t 

®' , • , A WRITER in the American Agriculturist, while ford, ol Jclfnnton; Ezra Cornell, ol 
course, and work in harmony with natures Lori, . .. .. Moopo. or Mot roo; Samuel W .fuhnao 
wrrate show that amid nresent cares l,e had a kindly trcatinK thls toPIC> discoursed thuB:- Not a leak m Cormpondiny Secretary—H F John 

* , , 4, C4*ii the roof, though that would be bud, but in the floor, RucovOiim Scarctarp—Knutiw Coroiij 
thought of the future tenants of these (arms, btill, . , . .. , , , , . Treasurer—Luther H Tucker, of All 
if our fathers thought best to out down the forests, >« and le^s too, leaks between Ohhjs^t. C mer- ol 

. . ....... ., every plank! Why should this be allowed? Why of < Union; John Winslow, or Jeffi 
or seemed not to flunk much about it, let us not be * 1 ' . . ..iV|_ or, j t,nvf. nnn Ontario; Samuel Thorue^ ot Dutches^. 
. .. .._a. mu— .. not make the floor tight as possible, and have one - Ajl' ltt8e rtea that wm 

liability to disease. 
President—Hon. George Geduks of Onondaga. 
Yin Presidents (die* fur each Judicial District)—John Jay, 

of New York. Hen). F. Camp, Ot Westchester; Herman Wen¬ 
dell. of Albany; John A. Corey. r,f Saratoga; S I>. Hunger- 
(V.riL ot Jefferson; Ezra Cornell, ol Tompkins; I> l>. T. 
Moore, of Motroej Samuel W Johnson, of Cattaraugus. 

(iu'rttpondiny Secretary—11. P Johnson, ol Albany. 
Recording Seirelary—l*rnstus Corning. Jr of Albany. 
Treasurer— Luther 11 Tueker. of Albany. 
Recent ire Committee—T. C. Deter*, of Hem-see; N. Laphftm. 

Of Clinton; John Winslow, of Jefferson K Sherrill, Ol 

and the Essay will appear in the Transactions, wnu repon oi 
Commitlte-e. _ 

On Thursday evening the Annual Adilrea* was delivered by 

the ri tiling President; after which the President elect, Hon. 

Guo. Gkddem, prononneed the following Inaugural: 

ficritlemm of the New Yori State Agnmdtural Society: —l 
assume (he duties of this place in obedience to your action, 
not at all in accordance with my own pleasure, 1 have been 
content to be a learner in the Society, anil feel earnest diffi¬ 
dence at being placed at its head. 1 know what the Society 
has done for the mate. The past it secure — what shall be in 
the future I Go rod predict. This Society lias done for the 
State of New York, or rather the-State of New York has 
done through the Society, more in its sphere of duty than 
ha- been accomplished by auv other Government with so 
little expense. . 

Tin- Society has risen in calm and quiet progress; the law 
that organised it ban hut few sections. It did hut give it a 
legal form and existence. It has moved in it. own strength. 
The on Mi i- spirit of the localities where it* Fair- have been 
held, ha- provided ter them. In relation to thus- hairs I 
hare not ha-! the advantages of comparison by foreign travel, 
hut the la-i Fait which ! saw. (the one at Albany,) Ihelieve 
to have been the hekt representation upon a Kiugle field, of 
more value and excellence than has been elsewhere gathered. 

Sinn- you have been pleased to make me yotir Preside n LI 
have looked around to inquire i«to its responsibilities. This 
Soci’etv owes it* sueei'K* to its Executive Committee —not so 
much to it.* President as to that Coimnitteo. In them you 
I,.,, ,, houn exceedingly fortunate. Gentlemen Who have been 
mans vears with ii*.' have acted there Some have retired, 
lyWeahnenv* I ’i-ry touch regret. I would like the assist 
Mice ul their practical Loowtedae a-'-* I dislike to part trom 
Trii-uls so i mironglitv ieri. it. t -tcanfc -> - . -- it-, i-- , —J/ 

have done me in this appointment. Were I ungratelui, I 
should he iudiseriminuting. Accepting it with diffidence and 
asking vour indulgence, I turn to the Executive Lomrmttee, 
and ask them to do to me u; to my predecessor — to attend all 
the meetings and if possible, to make this a year of success. 

Rural Notes anil Stems. 

o farmers. Write for Your Paper.’’—This has long been 

the motto of the Prairie Parmer, always a capital paper — 

whether conducted by Wright and Wight, as of yore, or 

Emery and BkagiiON, as now—and here is a suggestive item 

ou the subject from its first number for 1861 Readers of the 

proof of the statements I have made. A new im¬ 

petus has been given to the cultivation of Sorghum, 

and the invention Of the Evaporator mentioned, is to 

us what Wuitxky’s cotton gin was to the Cotton 

States half a century ago. We, in this county, know 

we can and will retain at home thirty thousand dol¬ 

lars which annually is paid out and lost to us for 

sugar and molasses. 

In conclusion, I would say to farmers, — east and 

west of the Mississippi, — plant .Sorghum, and not a 

garden patch, but five or ten acres, — get a good mill 

and an Evaporator like mine, and if you are not sat¬ 

isfied with the result by this time next year, you may 

sentence me through the triboual of the Rural New- 

Yorker. In a good cause “I ask no favors and 

shrink from no responsibilities.’’ J. Williams. 

Kingston, Mo., 1861. 

gutter near the heels of the stock, to carry off the 

urine into a tank below, or in a heap of muck or 

other absorbent? Ur, in place of this arrangement, 

have the floors well covered with litter, of straw, 

peat, tanbark, saw dost, plaster, or any dry absorbent 

material. Any body can see that this would save 

nearly all the urine for useful purposes, and would 

make the air of the ^tables pleasant and healthful to 

the stock and their owners. The importance of this 

economy will appear when we reflect that I be liquid 

voidings of a cow range from nine hundred to twelve 

hundred gallons a year, according to the age and 

size of the animal; and of a horse, from eleven hun¬ 

dred to fourteen hundred gallons a year, which are 

worth more, pound for pound, than the solid excre¬ 

ments.” _ 

and gumvm. 
“ Ohio” Broom Cor*.—I noticed in aback number ql the 

Ritual, (Feb., 1800, I think,) a communication relating to 
broom corn, in which -i variety called the “Ohio" was re- 
commended ak best lor cultivation Can you, or auy of your 
readers, inform me iv B) whore 1 can get some of the seed of 
that varietyv—M. N. C . Vernon, 17., 1861. 

Fork-raising at tic West.—As the Rural gives valuable 
essays on the raising and management ot sheep and cattle. I 
would he pleased if nolle of your readers would give one ou the 
management of hogs,—their experience it) raising, profits, 
and also the bent breed,. The soil here is a clay loam, adapted 
to hay, corn, wheal. A’ The prevailing crop has been bar 
and l am afraid it lias prevailed inn long. <Jnr ground is 
gradually deteriorating year alter year, and we must have a 
change in our present arni products We raise, only enough 
Stock to consume one tenth of nur hay. heoev We have no 

VJJllttWU, nniuoT i tuviuv, --..V 
Tht* Uummitteo rriiorted ihat Watertown was tile only . xkw Yoiikkit, who ought also to b# writers for it? 

laical departments, will ,d«« -holder the remarks 

Committee copied for their edification:—" teend us your experiences — 

The report of the Committee was adopted, and the officers u.p „f the lesson* you have learned the past season. We 
,, ,v.:« .ai.» W» U»l- it that 

nominated duly elected. 
A motion, offered by Mr. Deters, of Genesee, to hold a 

Fair, in July or August next, at Canandaigua, or some other 

pednt in the interior of the Sfate, for the Trial of Agricul¬ 

tural Implements, was referred to the Executive Committee. 

The proposition seemed to meet with imich favor, and the 

Ex, Com. subsequently decided to curry it out. 

A resolution, in favor of the passage of the Assembly bill, 

authorizing the collection of agricultural statistics, was 

adopted. 
A resolution approving of the proposed exhibition of in- 

diistry of nil nations, in London, in 1862, and pledging the 

Society to aid in the enterprise, was adopted. 

are not altogether selfish in this asking We ask it that 

there may be a mutual benefit. It assists the man who 

writes, because the effort to put it upon paper involves an 

analysis of his subject, and begets new thoughts and oftou 

new conclusions, It assists us, because it adds to the useful 

ness and practical value of the paper to practical men; and 

it aide our renders, because they are thus enabled to compare 

the experience of others with their own—to amend their 

practice when the reflection of the ideas of others mirrors 

its molts. It w ill please us, therefore, if there be at once 

frank, mutual friendship and reciprocal relations established 

between ourselves and our readers, and among our readers 

themselves—a desire to mutually benefit, aid, and encourage. 

On motion of lion. T. C. Deters, a resolution was adopted by cheerfully and promptly advising, and w riting tor each 

affirming the impossibility- of offering separate premiums for 0ther.” _ 

Imported c*ttlp, »*!.««*-»* -a,***—* , v»ou»l.Va.'««T-I. CU»n»»t. K. U., 

rr " „„ ,o„od„o.„ .Od aa—4 on tin. Ml, M. UK, .. !«*.« taw,.,, doportod UU.Ufc, 

imported cattle, and in favor of their taking their chances of 

prize** iritll domeFtie cattle. 
Several important questions were introduced and discussed 

during the sessions, and referred to the Executive Committee 

for action. 
On Wednesday evening, Dr. Asa Fitch, Entomologist to 

aged 00 years arid 6 months. A long and useful life has thus 

been closed, andMr. lllHBABD has gone to the grave mourned 

bv all who enjoyed his acquaintance. The Boston Cultivator 

the Society1 read a paper on the entomological peculiarities says ho died in his early home on the hanks of the beautiful 
!!!!!! L, U,. ^ an essay on Connecticut, rendered attractive by his superior taste and 

in cutting down, we shall do more iu the next twenty- gradually deteriorating year aft**- year, and we must have a 
_ , , . a-. -i jf chans’i1 Iu our presetit urm products- Wt* raise only enough 
five years towards making our.s the beautiful land it on^toutii uf our hay. heocv we have no 
is callable of being made, tliau bv one hundred years manure. Our hay is suit South every year and there is ooth- 

*. .. .. , , ,, \ , . rin-retained lor the laid. We got twenty dollars a ton tins 
of railing at others lor what they have clout, ui failed geu^0H| jmt the |.in,] nothing. At one time we could get 
to accomplish. And, perhaps, our children will oue a good seeding to gny- the first season, hut now. w hen w e 

j ... , . plow worn meiuioVs. ^id get one crop of corn while the 300 is 
day rise up and call us blessed, rejoicing that they J,.xtiow the cnuawill mt grow arol make ag.. meadow fi.r 
liad fathers and grand-fathers, “not overmuch a cuusiderabjo time, h-nce my inouiry as t,, the raising and 

management of hogs. ( mention hogs in particular, as they 
Wise.” D. AiUTBiK. are quick of sale and clu convert clover into meat. >Ye can 

Oneida Co., N. Y., 1861. depend on nothing l-tler than clover for the strengthen- 
intr of our wurn li • 0-, Stotic* CoInti. T . 

-D>6L 

PROFIT OF KEEPING HENS, &C. ^Cosstipatiox in SieEi-.—My sheep Tire dying off. and I 
- cannot determine the uitiue of the disease, nor lind a remedy, 

EPS. Rubai. Nbu'-Xobkek: Noticing in a lata 

number of vour paper au article respecting hens, and condition until t.kea mtli the disease. Symptoms as 

the profits lroiti keeping them, I will sheeifully add ;ui ] ia shli..t liine< s.(, i,oar> fail down, sometimes net 
mv testimony in their favor. I kept, the past year, rit down on tbeir lutumfes when down, never feet up Rgain. 
iuj itsuuiuaj , ,,, ip. on the side, throw He head straight hack to the shoulder,. 
twenty heus, — raised two broods of chickens, nan wjJd P5prcs8pm T[) th-rave. amt very har.1 breathing, have 
from six to eight in the family, and received thirty- -pasius, kick, struggle and groan, and appear in great dustress- 
nom six io Ligiu J, a (!ne tlmt was taken to tee night was found tle»d m ihemorn 

nf the nast season —and Mr. J. S. Gould read an essay on ... ... * 
1 ' ... .. skill. Ilis businew concerns were conducted with a great 

Grasses and then cultivation._ ^^ ^ au(( u[lrigMm^, InduBtrious, frugal, just 

The Winter Exhibition and benevolent, he lived a quiet, peaceful, happy life. He 

. wna one of the earlv settlers of Claremont, and contributed 
Of Fruits. Grains, Dairy Products, Ac., on Thursday was not ^ ^ ^ ^ pr'omote iht) pr0sperity of this flourishing 

large, but included snpenorspee.mens m each elan. ' ” have jj „ will remembered us an intelligent and success- 
only space to give the bst of premiums awarded as follows. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a Ujng senM of years he 

A „ n \AKMS n Aa Tallin To S50 had the reputation of sending the best fatted beef to Brigh- 
Grain Farm. A. B. Benham, Dryden, Tomp. Co. 550. Marke‘ ]It, raised and fed fhe mammoth ox “Olympus." 

^ Butter Da.ey Farm. - Robert Harvey, Leyden, Lews Co., ^M kJt. ^ yariOTe fartB of tkis country, and 

Cheese Dairy Farm. — Leonard S. Stranding, Deer River, afterwards sent to England._ 

, Lewis 0o., 550. " * . , r n 
Discretionary —A. H. Buck, Lowville, Lewis Co., (Cheese Steam Flows in Franck, — A Parisian journal, Lc l.eme 

Puirv Farm,) S. Med. Special premium, Hiram Olmstead, j1H(1utriel says that ten steam plows, with twelve-horse power 
Walton, Del Co., (Butter Dairy,) 510. engines to operate them, are now being made under the 

IrSTaSS'SiSffiSM orUcT, of tb, Emparo, by Mr. TUCKO.K, ,t Bar le VT-1- 

Lawrence Co., special premium on Scotch Wheat. Trams., locomotive ts to be placed on one side of the field, the p C §. 
Solomon Walrath. Bread from Scotch Wheat. Bridgman’s ^ ^ drawn bv an L.njless chain, the opposite extremity of 

agricultural statistics. which is secured by an anchor. The plows are in gangs of 

Tompkins Countv Agricultural Society. $30; Ithaca Farm- eight, four to operate in one direction and Win the other, 
era' Club. 20. ’ After each passage of the plows back and forth, the engine 

draining, ac. aD(J tlle ttllctloT are moved along at the side of the field a 

A. H. Buck. Lowville, Draining Peat Swamp. $10. distance corresponding to the width plowed, which is about 

grasses, ac. . .. four feet. This plan was tried several years ago in England. 
Mrs. Isaac Clement. Mechanicsville, 100 varieties, $15. 0 

field drops Kentucky State Fair.—Notwithstanding the excitement 

RMr Htekme0i.ns°te’al. Wal- about Secession, our Kentucky brethren seem to think that 

ton, Del. COm presented a crop of 67J4 bushels Spring Wheat the old-fashioned plan for saving and strengthening any gov- 
raised on 2 and 18 rods. 'Ibe crop did *mt meet the ic- grnn^nt.—encouraging agriculture and mechfuiic arts, is 

hu*hel7?therefore uoto^d ^1“the best, nod they have, consequently, set apart five days 

Dye -C L. Kiersted. Kingston, Ulster Co , 2 acres, 86 (17-21) iu September, for holding then Annual btate Lx- 
busbclk. 515; 2d, same, 6 acres and 5-100, 198 bushels, 10. bibilion. Louisville is the point deHgnated The amount 

Buckwheat_C W Bolls, LairdsvUle, Oneida Co,, 1 acre 0f the premium list reaches 53,000, and the prises are judi 
4 LK. 311-5 bushels, 58. Hiram Olmstead raised 3143 bushels - , distributed between the departments of agriculture 
Buckwheat on 112 rods land. The amount of land required 
10 be cultivated was one ac.ro. His laud is short that amount, and manufactures. _ __ 
hut hiH crop exceeds the required amount from an acre. * 
Awarded a discretionary premium ot $8. The Hop Crop op New York. — The returns of the m- 

Bari.ky. — Iliiam Mills. Lowville, Lewis Co.. 2 acres. 108; •. gpoeior show that, from Jan. 1, 1860, to Jan. 1, 1861, the 

bushels, 15, _ . ... a.,.mint nf lions insnected iu this State was 2120 bales, weigh- 

r«, - Ulie Iliav was WKVU 111 ac naa ti'UMH 'IV*.. .; - 
FARMING AND CHOPS IN IOWA. three dollars and fifty cents tor eggs, l ue puces poi boated, paw* that l have trioa to doctor five 

Eds. Rural Xew-Yorkkr:—Perhaps some of the 

readers of the Rural will be glad to hear a word 

from Iowa, concerning the crops and other agricul¬ 

tural matters. The crops last season were excellent, 

—never better. The wheat raised here is generally 

spring wheat, as fall wheat usually winter kills, so 

the farmer is preferred, because deemed more certain, 

although the latter is much better liked for flour. 

Our yield in this vicinity has not been more than 

twenty bushels to the acre. We raised a fair crop, 

dozen through the year were from fourteen to twenty- 

two cents. The average price would probably not iiu^ Cayenne pepper, is a preventive tev the well oues have 

vary much from seventeen cents per dozen. I did given tar and sulphur. iCanyou. or any ol your reader-, tell 
vaiy rauen ltorn seventeen uu 1 h th diae.,80 't1ie rtP1edy, and , preventive.-Jkssf. 1 

not take account of whole number of eggs gatheied, M Kendall, Orleans Co., N 1'. 1861. 

only what were sold. It is mora than prnhAle that your sheep aresufiering from 

The hens were fed through the year each morning constipation. Rcduco iheir food and give physic. Doses of 

with scalded cob-meal, to which was added, and well Epsom salts (half an olc-e to an ounce,) will be found one of 

mixed, little scraps of boiled meat, given hot,- the very best purgativA fur sheep. Afterpurginqv keepon 
1 , 1 , r, lirrtit fonil for a short twit*. AwoplfXV Hpt to BUCK in 

during afternoon shollei corn or oa s, — p en y 0 arD kept ;,^00 high condition, especially if the 

pure water. _ animal is costive. In 4uch cases, where the symptoms are 
I think we keep nothing on the farm her? that w ith j hggriivalt.j an,i fioat’q will ensue unless relief be speedily 

u good aeudlng to gnu. the hrst season, but now. wUen ive . dairy Farm —Leonard S. Stranding, Deer River, 
plow worn meadows, aid get one crop ol eoru wlnle the sod is (ntiss caiix. Jj”ju 
rotting, tho grass wilL lot grow aud make a good meadow K.r Lvwls i o., r 
a considerable time, h nee my inquiry os to the raising and Discretionary —A H. Buck, Lowrvdie, Lewis Co , (Lhtesi 
management of hogs [ menllon hogs in particular, as (inw ■ Dairy Farm,) S. Med Special premium, I drain mislead, 
m o quick of sale and oiu convert clover into meat. We can W alton. Del Co., (Butter Dairy,) 510. 
depend on nothing Mtei than cl. .ver for the strengthen- Grass Crot. — C. L. Kiensted, Ulster Co., crop Grass, 4 tons 
in g nf our wurn land;-.—3. li - C-, AlldnsviUe. Switz. Co., hid . ^ ffis. per acre. Trans.; Solomon Walrath. Canton, fet. 
1861. Lawrence Co., special premium on Scotch Wheat. Trans.; 

jt.Const!ration » St.El-.-My sheep are dying off, and I Solon,on Walrath. Bread from Scotch Wheat. Bridgmans 

cannot determine the utture of the disease, nor find a remedy Gardener. agricultural statistics. 
Their feed ha» been plaitv ot good hav. some bean tedder, , . ... 
and a little corn once t day They are fat, strong, and in Tompkins County Agricultural Society, *30; Ithaca Farm- 
,»i,,m) condition until uieu with the disease. Symptoms as t-te Club. 20. 
follows:—Are taken with .1 irt-Tnlding and shivering all 01 er, draining, ac. 
and iu short time, say a half hour, fall down, sometimes first A bucJj. Lowville, Draining Teat Swamp, $10. 
sit dow n on their huumftcs. When down, nevurget Up again. gkaSSBS, ac. 
Lie on the side, throw tie Imiid straight back to the shoulder, - ’ ... . .. „ 
w ild expression to tb-eye. amt very hard hreathing. have Mrs. Isaac Clement, Mechanicsville, 100 varieties, $15. 

spasms, kick, struggle a*d groan, and appear in great distress- field ckofS- 

Onc that was take.nln tie night was found dead in me morn- _ Wheat _Clift Eames, Rutland, Jeff. Co., 3 acres 
mg and badly bloated, pome that 1 have tried to doctor live ■ j.ods v j0q p,ughels, $15. Mr. Hiram Olmstead, Wal- 
troin one to three days,get blind in about -4 hour.- and thtu > . q ,,J(.senterl a crop of 57 ’4 bushels Spring Wheat 
eyas look white and roily Have given the Hick ones brandy • . ' ttnfj ya rmy9. The crop did not meet the ro¬ 
und Cayenne popper is a preventive tei the well ones have ‘ irt>1|jeut“ ‘(lf t'h,. Soeietv as to the amount per acre, (30 
given tar and sulphur. |C;in you, or any of your readers, tell 9 , , . . nni.awarded anv regular premium Trams 

Oats. — C. L. Kiersted, 3 54-100 acres. 308>4 bushels, 515: 
1, Ira R. Peck, East Bloomfield, Ontario Co., 15 acres, 1,284 

s Burtis. Oaks Corners, Ont. Co., 
E. 3. Hayward, Rochester, 1 67- 

Thk Hop Crop op New York. —The returns of the In¬ 

spector show that, from Jan. 1, 1860, to Jan. 1, 1861, the 

amount of hops inspected iu this State was 2120 hales, weigh¬ 

ing 403,680 pounds. Of this amount. 469 bales only were the 

growth of 1860. With the exception of 1859, when the total 

reached 1530 bales, weighing 286,330 pounds, this is the 

smallest yield of any year since 1851. 
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reasons to fear that the spot or scab, to which it is 
subject at the East, will also attend it here. On 
young trees especially it seems disposed to bear only 
on the inner branches, for which reason the fruit 
lacks color and flavor, unless the trees are kept 
thoroughly pruned. 

With me the fruit averages very large, and doubt¬ 
less for that reason fails to keep as long as it has the 
credit of doing at. the East. It is now in its prime. 

Plymouth, Midi.. l>Vb. 11th, 1861. T. T Lyon. 

Tiiu Northern Spy is now more abundant In our 
market than any other variety. In this respect it 
seems to have taken the place of the Baldwin and the 
Greening. A few such seasons as the past, would 
make the Spy very popular here. 

to examine and taste the last season, was the 
Dorchester Beauty, a seedling of Mr. Clapps, 

of Dorchester. Mass. It is inferior to Clapp's 

Favorite, which we before noticed, and far less 
promising; yet it is a handsome pear. The 
Native Fruit Committee of the American Pomo- 
logical Society describe it. as “ a handsome, but 
rather poor fruit.” The Fruit Committee of the 
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, say “the 
tree is a line grower, and very productive; size 
rather large, 2$ by 2[; inches; torni, obovate; 
skin, yellow, with a carmine cheek, inclining 
to orange, and containing a few gray dots; 
stem, three-fourths of an inch long, inserted in 
a very small cavity, with several faint rings; 
calyx, medium; segments, erect, set in a super¬ 
ficial plaited basin; core, medium; seed, plump, 
light brown; llesb, not very juicy; flavor, pleas¬ 
ant; quality, very good. Ripe, irom the middle 

of August to the middle of September.” 
This is one of the most beautiful looking 

pears that have been produced, but the speci¬ 
mens tested by the Committee were dry. and of 
ordinary quality. The past season having been 
unfavorable for the production of fruit of high 
flavor, it is not safe to express a very decided 

opinion of any new fruit. 

VEGETATION OP SEEDS 

In a few weeks the chauging seasons will again 
bring “seed time.” The precious seed, containing 
the germ that under favorable circumstances will 
produce a plant like its parent, will he committed to 
the earth. But, much that is sown will fall in stony 
places, and be withered by the scorching sun as soon 
as the tender roots reach out in search of nourish¬ 
ment from the soil; some will he choked with thorns 
and weeds, and never reward the sower for his labor 
or expense. So it. was ages ago, so it is now, and so 
it will continue to be, perhaps, for ages yet to come. 
The lovers of flowers are now providing themselves 

INSECT POWDER 

dealers. We think it perfectly sate to say mat ax 
least eighty per cent, of these seeds are good, and 
will produce plants if properly treated, and yet we 
have no doubt that nine-tenths will never be seen 
again after they are committed to the earth. It is 
well then that we should investigate the cause of this 
destruction of valuable seeds, and ascertain if we 
can, the conditions necessary to their growth. 

A portion of the people think altogether too lightly 
of this snbject. They appear to entertain the idea 
that seeds will grow anywhere, and under any cir¬ 
cumstances. Hence it matters but little whether 

vegetable parasites, &c. Until recently, the botanical 
source of this powder has not been known. For a 
number of years it. was erroneously considered to be 
a native of Persia, but it has been traced beyond 
question by Dr. Koch, as having its origin in the 
Caucasian provinces, and to be the contused blos¬ 
soms and flowers of l’yrcthrum roseum and Pyreth- 
rum carnenra. It is of a yellowish, gray color, 
perfectly odorless, yet slightly irritating the nostrils; 
at first almost tasteless, but afterwards leaving a 
burning sensation upon the tongue This is simply a hot-bed frame, with glazed sash, 

as shown in the engraving, placed upon ft bed of line, 
mellow earth, in some sheltered place in the garden. 
By the exclusion of air, and the admission of sun, 
the earth becomes warm, and the moisture is confined, 
as in the hot-bed. After the frame is secured in its 
place, a couple of inches of fine earth should be placed 
inside, and the frame closed up for a day or two be¬ 
fore the seeds are planted. As the cold-frame tle- 

Tho high price 
obtained for it, taken in connection with the scarcity 
of the article, has induced dealers to adulterate it 
with plants of similar characteristics, such as chamo¬ 
mile flowers, Henbane, &c.; but the presence of these 
extraneous substances can, without difficulty, be 
detected by their peculiar odor, and from the fact 
that, in proportion as these substances arc intro¬ 
duced, the efficacy of the power is impaired. 

From experiments lately made in Europe, it has 
been Hiillieiontly demonstrated that the plant can be 
propagated from the seed, anrl that It will thrive in a 
climate similar to that of our Northern States. 

I have recently heen informed by a gentleman who 
obtained some of the seeds of this plant from the 
Agricultural Bureau at Washington, that, the plants 
therefrom are in a flourishing and prosperous condi¬ 
tion. 

As its effects for the destruction of bugs, roaches, 
parasites on delicate plants, Ac., have been fully 
established, and it being otherwise harmless, its 
introduction into general use would be of great 
importance to families and horticulturists, from the 
fact that it would exclude the use of poisonous arti¬ 
cles, now resorted to for such purposes, which are 
often the cause of serious accidents.—Amer. Journal 

of Pharmacy. 

itself in this vicinity, is European, and has not else¬ 
where taken such a hold. Celandine, which fills our 
waste places with its delicate green leaves at the very 
beginning of spring, and displays its pretty yellow 
blossoms later, with which children anoint their 
warty fingers to rid them of their excrescences, is 
European. The Water Cress, common in our mar¬ 
kets in spring, the Hedge Mustard, which sends up 
its gaunt spikes of fruit so commonly by the road¬ 
sides, the Shepherd's Purse, covering waste places 
everywhere with its early greeu, the Wild Radish, 

which lias become a very troublesome field weed, are 
all European. Among the common and more or less 
troublesome usurpers of the soil are St, John’s Wort, 

Bladder Campion, Mouse Kur Chickirecd, Purslane, 

Common Mallow, or cheeses as the children call 
them, nearly all the Clovers, May Weed, and White 

Weed, This last is a thorough plague in grass lands. 
Its strong roots kill out. the grass and are dillieult to 

extirpate. Its origin here is differently explained. 
Some say it was introduced as a pretty flower; others 
that it was brought over, like many others, with 
grass seed or in luggage. In Europe it is a pet of 
the poets, and, under the ‘romantic names of Ox Eye 
Daisy and Marguerite, it has been celebrated inverse. 
Here it is universally execrated as an intolerable 
pest. The Canada. Thistle is not liy any means a 
Canadian visitor. It comes from Europe, and its 
legion of seeds have spread it broadcast over tin- 
land. The Burdock, equally common and the sport 
of children, comes from the same source. Succory 

or Cicory has established itself thoroughly around 
Boston. This is the same plant, cultivated abroad for 
the “ Chicory,” which is used to adulterate coffee; 
the root being used niter roasting and grinding. 
Here it is only km>’vh|4' its beautiful starry 
blue flowers. The False rmudelitm has completely 
established itself in our grass lands, and sends 
up its brandling flower-stems In autumn, cover- 

Domestiu Duties.— A knowledge of domestic 
duties is beyond all price to a woman. Every one of 
our sex ought to know how to sew, and knit, and 
mend, and cook, and superintend a household. In 
every situation of life, high or low, this sort of 
knowledge is of great advantage. There is no 
necessity that the gaining of such information should 
interfere with intellectual acquirement or elegant 
accomplishment. A well regulated mind can find 
time to attend to all. When a girl is nine or ten 
years old, -die should be accustomed to take some 
regular share in household duties, and to feel respon¬ 
sible for the manner in which her part is performed, 
such as her own mending, washing the cups and put¬ 
ting them in place, cleaning silver, or dusting and 
arranging the parlor. Tins should not be done occa¬ 
sionally, and neglected whenever she feels it con¬ 
venient; she should consider it her department. 
When older than twelve, girls should begin to take 
turns in superintending the household, making pud¬ 
dings, pies, cake, Ac.; to learn effectually to do those 
things themselves, and riot stand by and see others 

do them.— Mrs, Child. 

hot-bed frame. 

pends upon the sun for Sts warmth, it must not be 
started as 30on as the hot-bed, and in this latitude 
the latter part of April is early enough. Plants will 
then be large enough for transplanting to the open 
ground as soon as danger from frost is over, and as u 
general thing they will he hardier, and better able to 
endure the Bhock of transplanting, than if grown in 
a hot-bed. A frame of this kind any oue can manage. 
Watering occasionally, will he necessary, and air 
must be given on bright, warm days. 

we plant in the same manner. Our weeds are hardy 
and prolific, very tenacious of life, and are able to 
propagate themselves under the most unfavorable 
circumstances, otherwise they would not be weeds. 
Most of our troublesome weeds arc of foreign origin, 
the seeds being brought here by accident. Perhaps 
the largest part thus introduced have lived for a sea¬ 
son and perished unnoticed, while the hardiest 
became naturalized. If the florist would bo satisfied 
with only the most hardy and prolific flowers, snch 
as would take care of themselves, then ho might 
pursue a careless system of planting and cultivation, 
fill his garden with dandelions and poppies; but be 
wants the rare and beautiful flowers of every land, as 
far as climate will permit, to adorn his garden. He 
ranst have those that flourish naturally in warmer 
climes, and under more genial skies, and to do so, 
care and skill is required, and a different system of 
culture than is necessary for the propagation of wcedB. 

There are others who have altogether an exager- 
At»U «*»' Uut difficnltiait to be encountered in the 
growth of plants from seed. These views may have 
been the result of repeated failures. They think a 
Hot-Bed or a Green-House essential, and that without 
these conveniences little can he done in growing 
valuable plants. This iB not the case, yet it is a fact 
that in a hot-bed, if properly managed, seeds will 
grow freely; and, it is well that wo should ascertain 

why this is so. 
In the first place, however, we will examine the 

causes of failure. If line seeds are planted too deep, 

they either rot in the damp, cold earth, for the want 
of the warmth necessary to their germination, or 
after germination perish before the tender shoots can 
reach the sun and air, so that that which was 
designed for their support and nourishment proves 

their graves. 
If the soil is a stiff clay, it is often too cold at the 

time the seeds are planted to effect their germination, 
for it must be understood that warmth and moisture 

are necessary to the germination of seeds. Neither 
of these will do alone. Seeds may he kept in a 
warm dry room, in dry sand or earth, and they will 
not grow. They may be placed in damp earth, and 
kept in a low temperature, and they will most likely 
rot, though some seeds will remain dormant a long 
time under theBe circumstances. But place them in 
moist earth, in a warm room, and they will com¬ 
mence growth at once. Another difficulty with 
heavy or clay soil is, that it becomes hard on the 
surface, aud this prevents the young plauts from 
“coming up,” or, if during showery weather they 

guides: and gw,$wn\i? 
INJURY TO AN ORCHARD BY MICE. 

T am In trouble, and if you, or Home of your numerous cor 
respondents, will help me out of it, 1 shall consider it a favor. 
Two years ago iust fall I commenced to set a young orchard 
Of the first set, (ISO,) I lost fifty I then tried another nursery, 
setting iu the Billing, nnd lost hot very few Yet my field was 
not filled. r,nst spring I filled out the fluid, and lost hut three 
Last tall I had three hundred trees all alive doing first rale, 
of the best varieties that I could obtain from three different 
nurseries, ft made me feel good to walk through the lot. 
Ihnlng the present week 1 was out, to see my trees, and ton ml 
that the mien had eaten the bark from oue third of them, 
clear round, limn one to ..r iru lies up live frees. My anxiety 
is to save the trees alive—Asa Ckonjuan, Cota, Frl>., 1861. 

There is no more truthful saying Ulan that prevention is 

better than cure. Perhaps most of these trees may yet bo 

saved, but if so, it will be at the cent of a good deal of time 

aud anxiety. If a piece of tarred cloth had been tied around 

the base of each tree, they would have been saved. A piece 

of tin may bo bent around mo as to keep the mice from tho 

bark, or a couple of horse shoe drain 

I?1 1 tile, or a wooden box, will answer the 

h i Ai-Lml same purpose. It Is well also to destroy 

Comfort Within Doors—How to Makea Lounge.— 
Many a oue lives a lifetime wanting the little luxuries 
pertaining to comfort within doors, because of an 
impression that he cannot afford to buy. and there¬ 
fore cannot have them. It is not so although the 
glosH of silk, or mahogany polished, may not be had, 
a little application iu leisure hours, a little thought 
and considerable determination or perseverance, will 
procure all the comforts, if not the show. Money 
expended to lit up one show room, or to purchase 
one marble-top table, if applied in tho purchase of 

even more simple, ny hand-glasses. me engraving 
above shows one form. The baek may be either 
boa/d or glais, and if the funner, it should he. placed 

so as to face south-east, tho’ 
the better way is to have the 
ends board and the sides 

■v\ glass. Another and very 
" L— -:—i—convenient style of hand- 

"i-r - | glass is made square, being 
\ i \ a simple frame with glass 

■_i_1_ set in the sides and top. 
square hand-glass. A simple frame with a 

pane of glass on the top, will answer a very good 
purpose, though it would bo better to have the front 
glass. Otherwise the box should be lower than shown 
in the engraving. These contrivances, though so ■r > suggest the best remedy we Know or n 

the tree is small, and only a small portion is girdled, cut the 

bark even at the edges, and then take the hark from some 

limbs, and lit it as nicely as possible iu the place girdled, thus 

restoring the back taken from the trunk, by that, taken from 

the limbs. It may lie iu one. or iu more pieces, and secured 

in place by grafting wax, aud over this any soft material may 

he tied. The way it is done is shown in the engraving above 

If tho tree Is too large, and the 

bark is removed too great a dis- B||| j 

tauce up tho tree for this opera- O i|| 

tion,.after smoothing the injured ffipwciUj 

hark, cut scions, and by them ilf 

connect tho upper and lower por j | jc J 
tious of tho bark, as showuin the ‘ | [jl 

second engraving. TheBe shoots j. I JJ 

or sciiiUS must be made wedge 

shaped, and inserted in a cut 

made by a chisel, about an inch 

above aud below the edges of tho gnawed bark, and well 

seemed in their places 

A correspondent, of Indiana, writes:—“ I think I have found 

out a very satisfactory way of disposing of those trees whose 

trunks liavu been winter killed or girdled by mice. I cut the 

tree olf with a saw just below where the hark is sound, and 

then insert, between /lie baric and waod, scions, as for cleft 

grafting. These make ft thrilly growth, and if allowed to 

grow without being mutilated with tho knife, will make fruit 

in a short time. Had 1 known this plan five years ago, I think 

Curb for Neuralgia.—Some time since we pub¬ 

lished, at, the request of a friend, a recipe to cure 

neuralgia. Half a drachm of sal ammonia in an 

ounce of camphor water, to he taken a teaspoonful at, 

a (lose, aud the dose repeated several times, at, inter¬ 

vals of five minutes, if the pain he not relieved at 

once. Half a dozen different persons have since tried 

the recipe, and in every case an immediate cure was 

effected. In one, tho sufferer, a lady, had been sub¬ 

jected to acute pains for more than a week, and her 

physician was unable to alleviate her sufferings, when 

a solution of sal amnfbriia in Camphor water relieved 

her in a few minutes.— Alta Californian. 

BOX HAND-GLASS. 

changes, cold storms, and frosty nights. In this way 
seeds usually considered difficult of growth, can be 
grown with ease. For melons, cucumbers, Ac., these 
hand-glasses are exceedingly useful. Indeed, in this 
latitude it is almost impossible to raise good melons 

without them. 
But, where these conveniences arc not to he had,— 

though we hope there are few of our readers so tin 
fortunately situated,—make a good bed of light, mel¬ 
low soil, in a sheltered situation in the garden, and 
as soon as the weather becomes settled, and the 
ground warm, sow the seeds, carefully covering with 
a little fine earth, and if the seeds are sinal^ sift it on. 
Then cover tho bed with damp moss, which will pre¬ 
vent the surface from drying. The covering must be 
removed as soon aa the young plants make their 
appearance above thq ground. 

If these hints are heeded, we think our readers will 
have little cause to complain that their seeds refuse 
to grow. In a future number we will resume the 

subject. _ 

To Make Hard Boat of Soft. —Take good soft 
soap, any quantity you choose, bring it to a boiling 
heat, then add salt, gradually, stirring it constantly 
till you observe it separate,—something like curds 
and whey. Then let it cool, and you can cut it into 
bars and take out, leaving tho ley iu the kettle. To 
purify it further, put the soap again into the kettle, 
and add an equal quantity of water, and for every 
five pounds of soap, one-fourth pound of rosin, — 
make it boil, and again add salt as before. When 
cold cut it into bars and lay it up to dry. —A Prac¬ 

tical Housewife, Gorham, N. Y., 1861. 
is not so apparent. The soil, we will suppose, is well 
prepared, line a8 it can be made, aud of that loamy 
or sandy character best fitted for small seeds. We 
will suppose, too, that the seed were sown on the 
surface with a little earth sifted over them, and that 
this was not done until the season was so far 
advanced as to furnish the warmth necessary to 
secure vegetation. Under these very favorable cir¬ 
cumstances many seeds will grow, and if the weather 
is both warm and showery, very few will fail. But 
if, aa is very common at the season of the year when 
we plant our seeds, we have a succession of cold 
rain storms, many will periBh. A night's frost will 
ruin all. If, however, the weather should prove 
warm and without showers, the surface will become 
very dry. and the seeds having so slight a covering 
will be dried up and perish aa soon as they germi¬ 
nate, and before the roots attain sufficient size and 
strength to go down where the soil is more moist. 

It is to overcome these evils that Hot Beds are 
useful. By being protected on the sides and ends 
with boards and covered wi|h glass, they confine the 
moisture which arises from the earth in mist, and 
thus the atmosphere is kept humid and the surface 
moist, and the plants are not subjected to the 
changes of temperature, as a uniform state can be 
maintained, no matter what the weather may be. 
The bottonu-heat of the hot-bed warms the soil, and 
enables the grower to put in his seed early and 
obtain plants of good size before the soil outside is 
warm enough to receive the seed. The principal 
advantages of the hot-bed, however, can be secured 
by what is called a Cold Frame. 

Tun Colvkkt Apple. —I noticed In the Rural of Feb. 2d, 
au inquiry from a subscriber iu regard to tho Calvert apple. 
1 have several young hearing trees of this kind. They fruit 
well, are large, red striped, pleasant sub-acid, good for cnli 
mu-y purposes for eating tolerably good rather coarse flesh, 
hut liable to fall when tolly grown on account of tlieir size 
and weight. It I*a late fall"apple, and often keeps till Jari 
uurv Cooper's Market apple is a stranger here, 

1 wUti now to make an inquiry, to wit; how much Orchard 
grass seed is required per acre, and the best time to sow it.— 
I. S Avkuy, WiXplpqvilb-, Mad. Co., N. Y Feb 6, 1861. 

About twenty-four pounds, or two bushels of orchard grass 

Is usually sown on an acre, either in the autumn or early in 

the spring. When sown with clover, only about one-half 

this quantity of seed is necessary. 

Grafting. Ac.— In my orchard, which l am trying to im¬ 
prove iu various ways, are two thrifty apple trees tho larg¬ 
est iu the orchard—from eight to twelve inches In diameter 
below the limbs, but they bear little fruit, and that is worth 
less. Will you, or some correspondent, liavo tho kindness to 
inform roe which is the surest and quickest way to obtain 
good fruit, —to graft, or remove ■them, and supply their 
places with youtig and thrifty tree")1 Also, which is the best 
time to paint outside work — spring or tallV—C. W. TcKNr.R, 
IfighUm, Feb. 15, 1861. 

By grafting the old trees you will obtain good fruit several 

years before yon could obtain any from young trees, and in 

larger quantities. Paint either late in the autumn or very 

early in the spring. 

Cooking Ego I’lant.—A correspondent asks how 
to cook egg plant. Cut tho plant in thin slices, 
sprinkle with salt, and let them stand half an hour, 
pour off the water that the salt extracts, and dry the 
plant with a towel. Beat an egg, dip the plant in it 
and then in rolled cracker, fry brown in butter. Some 
prefer simply dipping them in the egg witlfont the 
cracker, or rolling them in flour without the egg. 
Season highly aud cook slowly.—S. J. T., South 

Side, Staten Island, N. Y., 1861. 

THE NORTHERN SPY APPLE 

INTRODUCED PLANTS 

In the last year’s Transactions of the Massachusetts 
Horticultural Society, we find an interesting article 
under the above heading, by Charles J. Sprague, 
from which we make the following extract: 

“There are few places which afford such an abun¬ 
dance and variety of naturalized foreign plauts as 
the vicinity of Boston. The number of plants 
recorded in Dr. Gray:s Manual of the Northern 
States, as being acclimated iu that region, is 260 out 
of 2351, or just one-ninth of the whole. Of this 
number more than one-third are to be found more or 
less commonly around Boston. The causes of this 
are the immigration of people of many nations who 
have brought with them, in their apparel or luggage, 
the seeds of the commoner plants of their own 
country, which would be likely to adhere to them; 
seeds mingled with the grass seed imported here; 
and others attached to the many articles of merchan¬ 
dise coming constantly into the country. 

Some of these have spread themselves so widely as 
to have become intolerable peBts to the agriculturist, 
who does not know, perhaps, that the enemy he 
Beeks to destroy iB a foreign one. It is a singular 
fact, that nearly all the weeds which have become 
the special curse of New England farmers are intro- 

First Premium Corn Bread.—Scald a pint of 

Indian meal, add to It a pint of sponge; half teacup 
of molasses; small teaspoon of aalaratus, stir in flour 

with a spoon till quite stiff, put in pan, let it rise, and 
bake it one hour. Mrs. E. S. II., Rochester, N. I. 

[special notice.] 

Taken. — However, that is neither here nor there; she 

went home to breakfast, and hail scarcely caught the full fla¬ 

vor of her first sip of tea, wheu the servant passed her a 

plate of biscuit, the sight of which, to say nothing of smell, 

immediately threw her into violent hysterica. 11 Oh!" she 

exclaimed, iu an agonizing tone of voice, ' take the horrid 

things from my sight.” TIiIh sad spectacle would have been 

prevented had the cook used D. B )>k I.axd A Co. s Chemical 

Saloratus, instead of the worthless, impure stuff which did 

find its way into that otherwise peaceful and happy house 

hold. I). B. Dk Land A Co., Fairport, Monroe Co., N. Y., 

make a perfectly pure and reliable Saleratug. It can be pro¬ 

cured of most dealers in groceries, and at wholesale from the 

grocers in large towns, and of the manufacturers. 

I.occst Thorn For H*o#*8. — Will the Rural, or some 
of its numerous contributors, please Inform mu whether 
Honey Locust is adapted to the purpose of making a hedge. 
When is tho proper time for planting the weds'/ Is it beet to 
plant the seeds in a nursery, or iu the hedge row? Is it 
uec.e»sa.ry to scald or soak the need before planting)1 — N. E. 
Prentice, Oiutalia, Ohio, Feb., 1861. 

Pour hot water upon the seeds and allow them to soak 

twelve bourn. Plaot in April, in rows, and transplant to the 

hedge when one or two years old. For further information, 

see Rural of January 12, of present year, page 14. 



[Written for Moore'n Rural New-Yorker.] 

MUSINGS. 

0, it is pain, 'titt agony to know 

That those we love so tenderly below 

Will sometimes prove unkind; 

Will turn in coldness and in grief away. 

Forgetting we are human well a» they, 

By impulse madly blind. 

Perhaps it was an idle breath that fanned 

The zephyr; and with desolating hand 

Left sadness in the soul 

Perchance a jest, a careless spoken word, 

Untaught of 111, that quickly fountains stirred, 

Which How at I,ove r control. 

0, I had thought of Friendship as a thing 

Too precious, far too pure an offering, 

To free from earthly stain, 

And Love an emblem of the deathless mind, 

Too changeless, gentle, and refined. 

To cause one throb of pain. 

Timidly have I watched them as they grew, 

Leaf after leaf unfolding to the view 

In luxurious beauty bright, 

And when I fixed my most admiring gaw?, 

And thought them steady as the noonday blaze, 

They vanished from my sight 

0, morning dew is not more brief, I said. 

Than Friendship,—but a moment prized, then fled, 

Leaving us doubly lone,— • 

We strive, we yearn to gain a flower so pure, 

But, having gained, we deem the prize secure, 

And soon Us (led and gone. 

Is there not some haven here, I cried, 

Where envy, jealousy, and human pride 

Will cease to mar our love? 

An angel, white-robed, from the viewless Heaven, 

Sighed, not. on earth, fond dreamer! is it given,— 

Seek it in worlds above. 

South Danby, N. Y,, 1801. Mary A. B. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

EXTRAVAGANCE IN DRESS. 

In tho Rural of Rob. 2d, I noticed continued 
observations on “overdressing,” and as the subject 
is one in which all women are interested, we presume 
that those who wish are at liberty to engage in the 
discussion. Thus far the subject has been ably, yet 
tenderly treated, it lias been like trimming and 
pruning a poor tree to make it hear good fruit. 
These anglers after truth arc seemingly satisfied with 
tho superficial, and let the deep stream of substan¬ 
tiality lie unrippled; while if thoy would sink the line 
which they have so richly baited, they would draw 
up many living, sorrowful truths. 

There is no greater evil for the philanthropist to 
oppose than that of over dressing. Were the custom 
destroyed, the human family would not only be ben¬ 
efited socially, but mentally, morally, and physically. 
How many fathers arc mourning on account of debts 
that they cannot liquidate, while their gay, thought¬ 
less daughters are expending the little lie has left in 
superfluous dress, dress that is a detriment to 
themselves,—for tho time and thought that they give 
it, if wisely used, might improve the mind that they 
are now dwarfing, — instead of beiug the mental pig¬ 
mies that they now arc, they might be growing up 
into the stature of perfect womanhood. 

With me the effect nf oner dressing has been a life¬ 
time lamentation: I regard it a curse in many ways, 
but the least important consideration is the idea of 
“p/easing gentlemen,” If woman thoroughly studies 
the law of harmony, it will teach her the art of dress¬ 

ing to correspond with her looks, and that is perfect 

taste. Those are moments ignobly used that woman 
spends in striving to please the fastidious tastes of 
man,—but if Blie would dress plainly, and neatly, 
and spend the residue of her time in decorating her 
mind, the genuine man would udmiro her, however 
scornfully tho would-be-gentleman might treat her. 

There is a consideration which, with woman, 
should be pre-eminently above the one of merely 
pleasing; for there are now hundreds aud thousands 
of women in our land who have been ruined by a 
love of dress. The wages of an ordiuary woman are 
sufficient to dress her only comfortably; therefore, 
she cannot honorably procure the fashionable ele¬ 
gances in which almost all ladies of wealth indulge. 
The poor working girl dislikes to he siugled out by 
her dress as a servant, consequently she dishonors 
herself that she may appear like other women; and, 
instead of despising her on account of her immor¬ 
ality, 1 would pity her because she possesses no more 
individuality of character, and would condemn that 
class who set the unworthy example. 

Fashion is a tyrant, and sends more women to the 
haunts of vice than all other causes united; and if 

the Sisters of Charity are longing for a great work to 
do, let them, with the chain of example, draw their 
sister women from the clutches of this monster; then 
they can truly say, “ / have fought a good Jight." 

Livonia. N. Y., 1861. A Fujitsu or Woman. 

•*- . ♦ i t- 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorkor.] 

THE OLD HOMESTEAD. 

Thbhe is a sweet, magic charm in those three sim¬ 
ple words,— the old homestead. It awakens buried 
memories; it kindles the soul witli the recollections 
and associations that made home the dearest and best 
place on earth in the days of our youth and childhood. 

We remember loving smiles and gentle words from 
a dear mother’s lips. Wisdom and knowledge we 
learned, and lessons of obedience, from a kind, 
watchful father. They have proved a talisman of 
good to us in life’s conflict. Other scenes and homes 
may be more gay and beautiful, yet they fail to 
awaken the heart, or please the eye with such deep 
love and reverence as the old homestead. 

There are moments in the life of every one when 
the past will arise to the mind, and we behold loved 
friends and scenes so plainly that it seems like the 
opening of a new grave. Wc forget the preseut, we 
care not for the future, our sonl is dwelling upon the 
past. With mingled pleasure and sadness we recall 
to mind the familiar faces and loved forms that were 
wont to gather ai-ound the bright, cheerful hearth¬ 
stone of our own loved home. With pleasure, for at 
tho old homestead we ever found friends near and 
dear, friends firm and true ever greeted us with joy. 
And though wc travel far aud wide, — though riches, 
honor, and famo become ours.—though friends by 
hundreds crowd around us with praises and congrat¬ 
ulations— yet we never find that pure, sincere, disin¬ 
terested friendship, that ever bade us welcome ut the 
old homestead. 

And vet with all these pleasant memories there is 
mingled a lone of sadness; for there arises a picture 
so mournful that we would fain turn away from it. 
We would not if we could forget it, though the pic¬ 
ture were thrice as gloomy and dark. We remember, 
so distinctly, though but a child in years, when 
Death first entered the old homestead and unfurled 

' his dark pinions. We saw' and feared his coming. 
We knew when he crossed our threshold, though his 
step was silent and his form unseen. With bursting 
heart and tearless cheek we stood by the couch of the 
dying, and saw Deaths icy glance steal over the 
beloved eyes that would never again beam with love 
and affection in our family circle. The voice was 
forever silent that we thought was to guide us with 
words of wisdom ami instruction. Cold and motion- 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

WASHINGTON. 

HT .1. VAN LAW. 

“A i.argk circle round the moon last night. 

less was the form of the strong man, who had been from WademgUms diary. Dec Yi, it 

oar guide, strength and counsellor. Death had fin¬ 
ished his work and left as noiselessly as he entered, 
but oh, what a chill and gloom his presence had east 
upon every object. The very stillness seemed pain¬ 
ful, every heart was too full for utterance. But no 
one could doubt, aB he looked upon that mourning 
group and saw their sad, grief-stricken countenances, 
that they had drank to the very dregs the cup that 
had been placed to their lips, " though the blanched 
lip breathed forth no plaint of common grief.” 

We well remember how very lonely the old home¬ 
stead seemed to us. How weeks and months passed 
ere the dark shadow which Death had cast over it 
grew less drear and gloomy, and it has never seemed 
to wear so joyous and cheerful a look since Death 
broke the chain that bound the dear home circle. 
Yet we love and prize it more although grief and 
sorrow are mingled with its scenes. It renders the 
old homestead more sacred and precious when we 
recall to mind the memory of the departed; though 
we sec the vacant chair, and sadly miss the welcome 
voice, wc would not exchange its sweet, sad memo¬ 
ries, for the fairest, gayest home that earth cau give. 

GainesvilleSummary, N, Y,, 186J- Ao.vkn FattKRSOS. 

TWritten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

TO FARMER’S WIVES. 

With your permission, Messrs. Editors, I would 
like to say a few words in defense of “hired help,” in 
reply to an article entitled “Hard Troths,” which 
appeared in the Rural of December 1st, and signed 
“A Parmer’s Wife.” 1 have observed that the hardest 

mistresses are those who were obliged to go out to 
service themselves when young, and now fee! so elated 
because they are able to keep help, that they treat 
those they hire as though they were a much lower 
order Of beings. 

As a general rule, good mistresses have good help. 

Kueh has been my experience while engaged in teach¬ 
ing for four years, and hoarding ut many different 
places in the country, village, and city. If the house¬ 
keeper is orderly, pleasant, aud kind, her help will 
usually be of the same stamp. Rather sympathize 
with the poor orphans, us many of them are, and 
teach them with patience and kindness, how and 
what you wish them to do, than to be continually 
finding fault with them, until they are discouraged in 
their endeavors to please you. Examine your own 
heart, and see if you would like to lie censured and 
blamed ail the time. If you get a girl that you can* 
not teach to do yonr work properly, better dismiss 
her immediately, than to scold incessantly. In nine 
cases out of ten it makes her worse, and spoils your 
own disposition, if it is not already too late for that. 
‘Reverses of fortune ” are very common, and perhaps 

one of these days your own loved und petted daughters 
may find it necessary to go away from home to obtain 
a livelihood, and thou how would you like to have 
them treated as yon treat your help? 

Palermo, N. Y., 1861. Rural Reader, 

LYDIA H. SIGOURNEY. 

The initials “L. H. 8.” have become familiar to all 
readers of poetry; the signature to many a pure and 
beautiful sentiment. We saw them in childhood, 
ami we see them still. Only yesterday, “ L, H. 8.” 
sang a song for the Union. 

Ever since Mrs. Sigourney was Lydia Huntly, the 
young teacher in Norwich — beautiful in singleness 
of purpose, and sincerity of soul, her life has been 
that of a true and earnest woman, and a rebuke to 
the crazy creatures that, pen in hand, and skirls 
aloft, reefed to clear all such obstacles as household 
guards and gates, liavo gone agog, to set the wry- 
necked world aright. 

Mrs. Sigourney has regarded her gifts as talents 
lent of God, and no mortal lives to say she has not 
used them well. Her volumes for the young, her 
prose and poetic works, would form a little library, 
not one line of which, so far as we can see, can she, 
when dying, wish to blot. 

Some people fancy they pay her a compliment in 
entitling her the “American Homans,” as if there 
were anything in common between them, except a 
beautiful womanhood, a heaitfuI nature, aud the 
“gift divine.” Differing in habit of thought, and 
purpose of life, as much as in poetic character, Mrs. 
Homans all glowing or all shadow: melodious as a 
bird, songful as a Syren; Mrs. Sigourney, precise, 
clear, finished; the one can pen a hymn for u New 
England congregation in a winter’s morning; the 
other warble forth a wild-wood Tuscan psalm from 
the green depths of summer, that shall jloat away and 
be blended with the murmur of brooks and hues, and 
the rustling of the leaves. Mrs. Sigourney can un¬ 
fold a sacred text, and give it the pure, white wings 
of poetic expression; Mrs. llemans could tear a leaf 
of her heart out, and fling it abroad, all sparkling 
with recent tears. Mrs. llemans could make tho 
trumpet speak, aud banners rustic in her verse; Mrs, 
Sigourney cau weave a song for the triumphs of the 
Trince of Peace; Mrs. He mans wrote, indeed, the 
“Pilgrim’s Hymn;” hut it was left for Mrs, Sigourney 
to write the “ Pilgrim’s Prayer.” 

Both gentle, Loth loving, both women in the no¬ 
blest meaning of the word, and yet in all how differ¬ 
ent: our country-woman with leas genius, as with 
less waywardness: more self reliant, witli sterner 
views of duty, "apt to teach.” In a word, the one 
was a child of Erse aud Tuscan blood, ardent, impul¬ 
sive, all emotion: the other a daughter of New Eng¬ 
land, with a large, warm heart, and a clear bright 
intellect, who deems duty a sacred word, and life a 
solemn and earnest thing. — Chicago Journal. 

The End ok all Ambition.—To he happy at home 

is the ultimate result of all ambition; the end to which 
enterprise and labor tend, and of which every desire 
prompts the prosecution. It is indeed at home that 
a man must be known by those who would make a 
just estimate of his virtue or felicity; for smiles and 
embroidery are alike occasional, and tho mind is 
often dressed for show in painted honor and fictitious 
bouevolence. 

The century wn* growing old,— 

The night wsa wearing to its noon,— 

A monarch on Mt, Vernon stood, 

And gazed a while uj>on the moon. 

A circle round the orb was spread, 

> That seemed a halo round his head 

No other crown his brow had preet, 

And yet a Natwn bowed to him 

With homage such as never yet 

I Has greeted robe and diadem; 

And noblest hearts in ev’ry land, 

Gave Freedom’s sceptre to his hand 

* * * * * * 

When thrice that moon arose and set. 

A hand had pressed that noble brow 

And left a glistening coronet 

As cold and white as virgin snow 

The bands a million homes had blest, 

Were folded on hi» pulseless breast. 

Wherever sped the fearful tale, 

A sad and dirgelike wail was beard, 

That trembled up from ev’ry heart 

As zephyrs stir th' Afolisn chord. 

Each turned to Heaven a tearful gaze 

And blessed the one they could not praise. 

Our Banner floated on the sea 

As o’er the Waves our vessels sped; 

But crape, around its folds entwined. 

Proclaim that “ Washington is dead.”* 

Then England’s Cross to half-mast falls,— 

France shrouds her standards and her halls! 

And thus, wherever hearts were tme, 

And love of Freedom fired the brain, 

The Freeman would hi* oath renew, 

And Slav'ry shake her loosen'd chain 

And thus for him our flag unfurl'd, 

Received the In,mage >jf the World! 

My Countrymen! from sea to sen, 

From land to land, It* folds are spread; 

Unchanged In all save added stars. 

As when it waved above Ms head 

But bands, with Fraud and Treason dark, 

Are laid on Freedom’s sacred ark! 

O! would 111* spirit might return, 

To breathe upon the smould’ring fires 

That in Columbia's sons must live 

To make them worthy of their sires, 

That they might join like bands of steel, 

For “ Liberty " and “ Common Weal." 

Athens, O., 1861. 
♦ * • A 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker. J 

THE WINTER TIME. 

Winter! Glad old Winter, is peculiarly the intel¬ 
lectual harvest-field of the farmer. In budding 
spring-time, ’tis true, odd hours may he devoted to 
intellectual feasts, — sweet morsels may be picked up 
during summer showers, when out door work is pre¬ 
cluded,— and, when the driving Autumn storm beats 
ceaselessly against the window-pane, a cozy seat in 
the parlor may ho given up to literature; hut. in win¬ 
ter, when tho fierce front king comes down from the 
North, and takes up i'AfAhode in the fields,—wages 
fierce nightly warfare with the elements, the farmer 
seeks the shelter of his cottage roof, the cheery com¬ 
fort of his fireside, and gives himself up to mental 
culture and the bliss of the home circle. 

Heareli the “ wide, wide world,” and yon find no 
spot so sacred, so loved, or (Vaught with interests so 
great as the home-circle of the agriculturist. The 
fanner talks nature’s language, partakes of nature's 
bounties, breathes full inspirations of tho pure air of 
heaven, and is thus assimulated to the character of 
nature’s God. Who oversaw a true farmer who had 
not a kingly bearing? Neither is it a false idea of 
power. It sits gracefully, yet modestly upon bis 
shoulders. All the surroundings of the farmer par¬ 
take of tho same spirit. Why not? A winter evening 
by the farmer's bright fireside affords more real pleas¬ 
ure than a life-time of the soul-distorting and benumb¬ 
ing existences of the city. Bee the toil-crownod 
hero, as he sits by the table, reading the Rdral, or 
other agricultural journals, to the noble matron by 
his side with her needlework. See the boys and 
girls with their books, the smaller ones with their 
toys, and the one in the chimney corner, jack-knife 
in hand, manifesting tho first buddings of genius. 
And, too, the farmer’s evening visit. The “sover¬ 

eigns” discuss politics,— tho ladies, domestic econ¬ 
omy aud the additions to the next. State l'air,—while 
the children seek the kit'hen, and enjoy “ hugely ” 
“ blind man’s buff ” and he like. And the farmer’s 
evening prayer circle. Enter reverently that holy 
place. It is not polluted by the presence of the 
grasping miser. The preud, cold heart of fashion is 
not there. The mean anl sordid heart of worldly 
ambition is not there. It is the tribute of Nature to 
Nature’s God. The calm firm, reverent voice of the 
hardy yeoman breathes mt its devotion, lie who 
has become acquainted with the goings forth of his 
Creator where lie is in>st frequently met, speaks 
reverently, lowly. The matron’s voice of earnest 
entreaty is there,— the s.ul seems to throw itself at 
the feet of Christ a saoillce. The gentle voice of 
youthful innocence blend like the notes of the dove 
in this perfect melody of devotion. 

Farmers’ God has thus surrounded you most boun¬ 
teously with his boneficen e. Do these blessings bring 
with them responsibilitl-s? Yes, fearful responsi¬ 
bilities ! You are not on y to develop the resources 
of your landed estate; but within your homes, around 
your firesides, is the hope of the Nation; this you are 
to develop. Do you knov that the bright-eyed boy 
who follows you in tho routine of toil, and whose 
budding intellect is keen y alive to every cheering 
influence, is the embryo Sutosman, by whom senates 
are to be awed, and ut tho sound of whose voice a 
nation will tremble? The tuighty men of our time, 
Statesmen, men of Science the clergy, philosophers 
and leaders of the press, a;* farmer’s eons. Do you 
see in the little girl whom you caress so fondly, and 

you are building an enduring shelter, to which their Qf * 1 O-'TYV ■*•>* 
hearts may flee when chilled by the cold world which ^ $ y WtCf$♦ 
they so soon must buffet. w. p. m. __*ZJO__ 

Alfred, N. Y., 1861. ~ 

_ , ^ ,_ [Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker] SUPPLICATION. 

J.HE MLLODY OF WATERS. The shades of evening gather, 

The stars look down on me, 
From the morning stars that sang together the As by my closet window 

ocean caught the key-note, and a thousand mountain I lift my voice to Thee, 

rills and pleasant lakes joined in the harmony. Softly Gh, Lord, mr great. Redeemer, 

they do sing together, the falling rain drops, and On Thee I cast my care,— 

to the music are set words of “home sweet home ” Thine eye is ever on me, 

memory. Then do the voices of those who love us Oirett me nn« in i 

whisper through the shadowy night, chanting the I thank Thee, heavenly Father, 

heart’s own song,—those noteB that, falling from the For tbe WcasinSB of this day, 

harps of Heaven, were lost amid the spirit's harp- And that I have the privilege 

chords,—and while the rain drops full, the lips do Of kneeling here t<i pray 
‘ ’ w From all the world secluded, 

80 y say. From toil and tumult free, 

“ Be it ever so humble, there’s no place like home.” I here retire at twilight 

For, as thoughts flow softly in a dream, so do light And spend an hour with Thee, 

winged visions float around us as we listen to the I ask Thee for the pordon 

falling rain drops,—to the “ rain upon the roof.” Of all my sins this day, 

Laughing over the pebbles with a music clear as of Tbat through my Savior's suffering* 

silver bells, the streamlet hastens down the mountain They niBr b,‘ wash‘'d awaY 
side, into the vale below, and sighing there, doth Righteous, and pure, and holy, 

lull tho lily and the rose to sleep, and throw a spray, ’ nV!' 1 P 

light as the breath of the morning, over the meek- As He who died for me 
eyed violets. On through the valley, with its glad 

music, it hastetll to tell the lake, the pleasant lake, of And now’ oh’ rifihtc‘nUi Father- 

the concert it gave upon the mountain side. T 1 pray ™ee be™°,u nPar 
,, , .. , ' , , . In every hour of trial, 

a in ies i iroa< line watei, hut each tiny wave In trouble, or in fear. 

lifts Its speck of foam to the sup beams, and rings out Direct my erring footsteps 

a sweet refrain to the laughing winds, und weary In all Thy ways aright, 

feet that tread the shore rest, and sorrow is charmed Till, freed from earth's temptationa, 

away, and a mantle of peace falls softly over the 1 with Thee in 
weary cares and gloomy fears, for the music is verv North Cayuga. N. 1.. 1861. Nellir 

soft. A peaceful lullaby — a hymn of praise — is the ’ ’ * - 
music Of the lake. [Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ) 

The ocean hath a minstrcsly. The waves mount CHRIST WITH US. 

upward and talk to the stars,—as if they told the 
story of all time, so deep are the meanings,—as if of How consoling the thought to the Christian, that 

hidden things of the future they spoke, so mysterious ^ie satne tender affection still animates the breast of 

are the muffled voices,—full many a funeral dirge is 0lir RIessed Savior, exalted though be is, that 

chanted, full many a destiny revealed,—and listening, prompted Him to leave His holy abode and become 
over the heart of man a tide of sorrow rolls,_for the an inhabitant of this sin-polluted earth. No sorrows 

feeling of awe and dread awakened by the mighty His followers are called to bear, but He lias felt tlie 

voice of the ocean. same. His ear iB open to the cry of the feeblest who 

In the voice of the waters there have lingered l°vos His name, His hand ever ready to apply the 

tones that could play upon the spirit’s harp, calling healing balm. 

thence music plaintive in its sad burthen, or light and Ho we< at Hmes, monrn the absence of onr Heavenly 

gay. The captive in a strange land hangeth liis harp Father’s smiling face? Hear Jesus cry in deepest 

upon the willows, and while the waves play at his a£ony> “My (}od, my God, why hast thou forsaken 

feet, sings of the rivers in his own loved land. The me*'’ Are temptations rolling upon us like a flood? 

chief tain pines for the light canoe, and the stronc. Forty days and nights did He endure the assaults of chieftain pines for the light canoe, and the strong, 
deep tide,- the Indian maiden, for the glassy pool 
and the shining lake, and she longs to hear the dash¬ 
ing wave and the ripples clear, for the songs of her 
wild, free ’heart are echoed there, and the whole 
world loveth the echoes. 

Then, mountain rill, ring out thy myriad fairy 
bells,—broad river, awake thy richest tones,—ocean, 
breath forth thy deepest harmonies,—for the Lord of 
Glory doth bow His ear to listen, and sometimes He 
doth set the gate of Paradise ajar, that the rourmur- 
ings of the River of Life may flow down, and blend 
with earth’s sweet music,—the melody of waters. 

Hillsdale. Mich., 1861. Bessie Day. 

GENIUB AND APPLICATION. 
— 1 

Bomk persons commence their career of active life 
under the most brilliant prospects of the highest suc¬ 
cess, and that full promise given ut the outset fails of 
realization. The result is only a medium success. 
There has been a fulling off from the judgment people 
had formed of what would be accomplished by so 
much talent and genius. At another time, persons 
have entered npon the career of active life giving the 
promise only of a tolerable and average success, and 
our expectations have been more than realized; the 
highest usefulness and proud celebrity have been 
attained. 

Why such results from these various promises at 
the outset? Mainly for this reason; the one class of 
individuals relied upon genius, native talents, to ac¬ 
complish greatness for them; the other class brought 
earnest and persevering application to their aid. lie 
lying on genius, the former accomplished ouly the 
slight modicum of success to which good talents 
without industry can ever attain; the latter practiced 
from the first on the true principle that worthy and 
large success must have the price of thorough appli¬ 
cation paid for it. The class of individuals foremost 
in the beginning are outstripped by their less gitted 
brethren quite early in the race; and in the end, the 
persons of untiring application have excelled. * Isaac 
Newton was a man of genius, but application to his 
chosen pursuit did more for him than genius, since 
he him self declares that what he accomplished wsa 
owing to patient thinking.—Morning Star. 

-- 

WIT AND WISDOM OF SYDNEY SMITH. 

A book with the above title has recently been pub¬ 
lished in England. We give an extract in which the 
laughing philosopher shows up the extravagance aud 
folly of the government: 

“ The world never yet saw so extravagant a govern¬ 
ment us the Government of England. Not only is 
economy not practised, bat it is despised; and the 
idea of it connected with disaffection, Jacobinism, 
aud Joseph Hume. Every rock in the ocean where a 
cormorant cau perch is occupied b y our troop*,—h B 
a Governor, Deputy-Governor, Storekeeper, Deputy- 
Storekeeper,— and will soon have an archdeacon and 
a bishop. Military colleges, with 34 professors, edu¬ 
cating 17 ensigns per annum, being half an ensign for 
each professor, with every species of nonsense, 
athletic, sartorial, and plumigerouB. A just and ne¬ 
cessary war costs this country about IDOL a minute; 
whipcord 15,000/.; red tape 7,000/.; lace for drum¬ 
mers and fifers, 19,000/.; a pension to one man who 
has broken his head at the Pole; to another who has 
shattered his leg attho Equator; subsidies to Persia; 
secret service-money to Thibet; an annuity to Lady 
Henry somebody aud her seven daughters,— the hus¬ 
band being shot at some place where we never ought 
to have had any soldiers at all; and the elder brother 

whose perfect bloom of health, and bright sparkling returning four members to Parliament. Such a Beene 

Innocence.—What a power there is in innocence ! 
whose very helplessness is its safeguard; in whose 
presence even Passion himself stands abashed, and 
stands worshiped at the very altar he came to despoil. 

-—-« ■ » « «- 

Childhood often holds a truth, with its feeble 
fingers, which the grasp of manhood cannot retain, 
which it is the pride of utmost age to recover. 

eyes gludden yonr heart, the future woman who of extravagance, corruption, and expense as must 
shall adorn the proudest circles of the land, and bless paralyse the industry, and mar the fortunes, of the 
the home of a Wasuinoto*. or Adams. It in every most industrious, spirited people that ever existed." 
word true. There is thus given into your hand a-»-»■♦-. —- 
high and holy trust. Your Country demands, aud all Tuk highest charity is to pay liberally for all 
that is noble within you ilamunds that you educate things had or done for you; because to underpay 
your sons and daughters, the common school opens workmen, and then be bountiful, is not charity. On 
wide its doors,— the Kemiifory is within a few’ hours, the other hand, to give, when by so doing you sup- 
drive of your home. Both! of these great interests, port idleness, is most pernicious. Yet you cannot 
but especially the first, mu»t receive your fostering refuse to give a street alms, if your charity has no 
care. It is your ditty to graduate your children at other channel; you would feel that refusal iu such 
the schools, but especially graduate them at the a case was a mere pretext to save your money. But 
hearthstone. Enthrone love upon the family altar, if your wealth is wisely and systematically given, 
and bring them up iu perfect union. Thus shielded then the refusal of idle appeals does no harm to the 
from the winter’s blast, and under your protection, heart. 

the evil one. Do we mourn the departure of loved 
ones? See the immaculate Bon of God at the grave 
of Lazarus. “Jesus wept.” Are supposed friends 
unfaithful?—those we trusted proved recreant to the 
trust? One of his chosen twelve betrayed the Lamb 
of God to his enemies. 

Oh, blessed he God, wo have an High Priest who is 
touched with the feeling of our infirmities, for be was 
iu all points tempted like as we are. Tried and 
tempted one, look up, hear Jesus’ voice whisper, “As 
tby day, so shall thy strength be,” and he assured 
that “these light afflictions which are but for a mo¬ 
ment,” if rightly improved, “shall work out for you 
a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.” 

Chenango Co., N. Y., 1861. Kybil. 

JOHN IN PATMOS. 

Never was an exile so cheered in his banishment. 
Domitian sent John to work in the mines of the 
earth; hut God called him to explore the deeper and 
richer mines of futurity and heaven. He does not 
seem to have had any human society in l’atmos, but 
he wa.4 not alone! That ocean fock of the Cyclades, 
like Carmel in the days of old, was covered with 
horses and chariots of lire. Thus, the Imperial edict, 
though unintentionally, sent him “to an innmner 
able company of angels, to the general assembly of 
the Church in heaven, and to Jesus, tho Mediator of 
the new covenant,” to hear and see how “the blood 
of sprinkling” was honored at the eternal throne of 
God, and all the godlike universe of being; for, from 
the “tops of the rocks” of Patmos, he behold this 
beautiful vision of immortality, as well aa the pro¬ 
phetic visions of futurity. Thus, this lono island in 
the vEgesn sea was to him “ft gate of heaven” wider 

than Bethel to Jacob, or Hotel) td the elders of Israel, 
or Tabor to Peter, or tho Sanhedrim to Stephen. 
Who would not submit to exile, even on a solitary 
island, for the sake of such revelations ? John could 
well afford to let all the curtain, thus drawn off from 
the invisible world, drop its folds upon the scenes and 
society of the world.—Philip. 

Time — Its Importance.—The eloquent Robert 
Hall thus moralizes upon this oft-repeated subject:— 
“Time iB the most precious of all our possessions; by 
far the greatest deposit we have received, in regard 
to what depends on its use. There is nothing in 
eternity but what springs out of time. All the good 
which eternity has iu 6tore, and all the evil, all 
the promises aud all the threatenings of God in Scrip¬ 
ture, all will be realized in consequence of, and in 
proportion to, the improvement or abuse of the pres¬ 
ent time of our probation. Time is the seed of 
eternity. At the judgment, the question wbieh will 
decide your destiny will be no other than this — how 
you have used your time? And the less there remains 
of this precious article, the more valuable it should 
appear. The narrower becomes tho isthmus that 
separates us from eternity, the more time seems to 
enlarge itself iu moral magnitude. In a word, to 
squander time is to squander all.” 

Love to Christ. — They that love Christ love to 
think of him, love to hear of him, love to read of 
him, love to speak of him, for him, to him. They 
love his presence, his yoke, his name, His will is 
their will, his dishonor is their affliction, his cause 
is their care, his people are their companions, his 
day is their delight, his word is their guide, hia glory 
is their end. They had rather ten thousand times 
suffer for Christ than he should suffer for them. — 
Mason. ^ 

Pew. — There is dew in one flower and not in 
another, because one opens its cup and takes its in, 
while the other closes itself, aud the drop runB off. 
God rains His goodness and mercy as wide-spread as 

the dew, and if we lack them, it is because we will 
not open our hearts t<f receive them. 

In the world to come, our knowledge will be 

measured, not by the amount of thought-power we 

have, but by the amount of heart-power. 
- ♦- —- 

Whatever makes right living, according to the 

law of God, difficult to a sincere man, that is a 

burden. 

Two duties must run through a Christian’s life 
like the warp through the woof, blessing and trusting. 



and a part of the troops to mutiny, he supplied the 
army with four or five thousand barrels of tlour upon 
his own private credit; and on a promise to that 
effect, persuaded a member to withdraw an intended 
motion to sanction a procedure, which, although 
common in Europe, would have had a very injurious 
effect upon the cause of the country; this was no loss 
than to authorize General Washington- to seize all 
the provision that could be found, within a clrclo of 
twenty miles of his camp. While financier, his 
notes constituted, for large transactions, part of the 
circulating- medium. Many other similar instances 
occurred of this patriotic interposition of his own 
personal responsibility for supplies which could not 
otherwise have been obtained. 

Allusion has been made Above to the gloomy pos- 
tore of affairs during the year 1780; at this time the 
wants of the army, particularly of provisions, were 
so great as to threaten its dissolution. This state of 
tilings being communicated to Mr. Mokrih, ho 
immediately proposed the establishment of a Hank, 
the principal object of which was to supply the 
army with provisions. This plan beeomiug popular, 
ninetysix subscribers gave their bonds, on this 
occasion, by which they obliged themselves to pay, 
if it should become necessary, in gold and silver, tho 
amounts annexed to their names, to fuilil the engage¬ 
ments of tho Hank. By this means, the contldoucc 
of the public in the safety of the Bank was confirmed. 

Mr, Morris headed the list with a subscription of 

£10,000; others followed to the amount of £300,000. 
The Directors were authorized to borrow money on 
the credit of the Bank, and to grant, special notes, 
bearing interest at six per cent. Tho credit thus 
given to tho Hank effected the object intended, and 
the institution was continued until the Hank of North 
America went into operation in the succeeding year. 

In the year 1781, Mr. Morris was unanimously 

appointed by Congress Superintendent of Finance, 
an office then for tin- first time established. No man 
in the country probably was as well fitted for this 
important task, as he possessed a happy expedient 
of raising supplies, and enjoyed the entire confidence 
of the country for punctuality in the fulfillment of 
his engagements. At, the time of his appointment 
the treasury was more than two millions and a half 

and the greater part of this debt was of 

worthlessness, loss, under which some have sought 
to fly back again into the world, though penniless, 
and others have perished at their own hands. No 
more powerful light could he thrown upon the truth, 
“no man liveth to himself,” and no more convincing 
proof could be given that “all things” are unable to 
throw around life that charm which springs from 
Simple usefulness. 

Since our hurried visit, some dreadful revelations 
have been made by so called “apostates,” who have 
instituted proceedings for the recovery of their 
property: but for all we know, Priscb still lives, 
with a sufficient number of dupes to support him in 
luxury and wantonneas, and hitherto shielded from 
the interference of law by the privacy of his doings, 
the difficulties of escape, and the horror which 
haunta those who have tied from this misnamed 
“ abode of love.'' J. M. 

Middle port, N V , 1861. 

and brandishes a bludgeon, and man with wealth and 
power is there as elsewhere, an oppressor of the weak, 

an abuser of his race. Yes — 
11 Mad’s inhumanity to man 
Makes countless thousands mourn.” ROBERT MORRIS 

LETTERS FROM CALIFORNIA 

THE AGAPEMONE, BRIDGWATER, ENG. 

One bright day in tho year 1854, being in the 
neighborhood of Bridgwater, we took it into our 
head to pay a visit to this mysterious institution, 
whose associations had been so notoriously disrepu¬ 
table. Previous inquiry bad informed us that the 
head of the establishment, named Prince, was once the 
curate of an adjacent village, and distinguished for bis 
evangelicism; hut having been led into some extrava¬ 
gances. (in consequence of his success.) was sus¬ 
pended by his Bishop. He then commenced preach¬ 
ing in the open air, in and around Bridgwater, at 
first earnestly entreating men to fly from the wrath 
to come. Then he limited the time during which 
salvation could be obtained, and the number who 
should enjoy it. The next step was to constitute the 
church he had succeeded in forming, the only true 

church, and the climax was to proclaim himself the 
incarnation Of the Holy Ghost, and, as such, deserving 
of the profonndest homage of all upon whom he 
bestowed salvation. This character he now retains, 
— this homaire he now receives. — and is called 

Mule, paddng—Size of a pack-train - Amoum cam™ 
mXiie_limn they are unladen — Packers in the evening — 

Their hardships and sufferings — Advantage taken by the 

mountain traders ^ ^ Cal Nov. 10i 1860. 

The majority of Rural readers, doubtless, arc 
aware that packing by mules Is the principal, and 
about the only way, by which the mining population 
of Californio, in the remote and almost inaccessible 
parts of the mountains, are supplied with provisions 
and other necessaries of life. The sturdy, hardy, 
indomitable miner, in liis search for gold and sudden 
wealth, is not to be baffled by hardships or depriva¬ 
tions of an ordinary character. In their prospecting 

ELECTRICITY—BEECH AS A CONDUCTOR 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker:—In your issue of Feb. 
‘2d, 1 read an article headed “The Iieech us a Non- 
Conductor,” in which 1 was much interested. It 
seems to me the writer has not given the reason why 
the beech is so seldom struck by lightning, or persons, 
or animals, which may have taken refuge under it. 
Any one at all familiar witli the science of electricity 
knows that green wood is a conductor; dry, baked 

wood a non-conductor; charcoal a conductor, and 
ashes a non-conductor. These properties beech wood 
possesses in an eminent degree. Not only so, but the 
limbs of the beech are peculiarly adaptod to conduct 
a charge of electricity silently from the cloud to tlie 
earth, or from the earth to the cloud, tw the rase 
may be. 

To illustrate my idea, let a person Like a charged 
Leyden jar in one hand, and present a knuckle of the 
other to the knob connecting with the inside coating, 
and lie receives a shock, hut let him, while holding 
the charged jar, present, instead of his knuckle, the 
points of three or four needles, and he will be sur¬ 
prised, perhaps, at the result; for instead of the Bhook 
as before, the electricity is conducted off silently, and 
no effect is produced. Now, let us apply these prin¬ 
ciples to the subject under consideration. Tad us 
suppose a cloud charged with positive electricity 

raised, bearing the title “The Agapemone,” or in 
the popular phrase, “Temple of Love." Of the life 
within little is known. The external display is 
great. When the “ Lord,” himself, goes out, he 
rides in the State carriage of a deceased Queen, 
drawn by blood horses, accompanied by out-riders 
and blood-hounds, and having by his side, his Queen, 
(not his wifo, necessarily, for but a little before, his 
wife was dismissed to the laundry, and a charming 
girl from the laundry elevated to the throne,) dressed 
in the regal purple. Aa to what passes within the 
walls of the temple, people can only conjecture, and 
conjecture is not slow to draw the most horrible con¬ 
clusions from the barest probabilities. Had we 
yielded a credulous ear to all we were told, our ideas 
of the place would have been associated with scenes 
not surpassed by the orgies of pagan Home in honor 
of Venus. Infanticide, hatred,—in fact, some would 
have it to be a perfect bell, in which every foul pas¬ 
sion found unrestrained expression. However, we 
wished to see and judge for ourselves. 

About an hour’s walk upon rising ground brought 
us to the spot. The buildings are not remarkable, 
except for a lion rampant upon the top of the chapel, 
sustaining a flag-staff, from which floats at certain 
times a banner, hearing the symbols of purity and 
affection. Walking up to a low building outside the 
gates, and used as a laundry, our steps were chocked 
at the door-way by finding tho eyes of half-a-dozen, 
not houris, hut of the plainest women imaginable, 
fixed upon us. We do not say this disrespectfully, 
but we had dreamed a little on the way about 
“ bewitching forms of lovelines*.” Perhaps the 
public imagines (in keeping with its other notions,) 
that here brnty is regnant. Tt is not so. These 

world. He absolves himself from society, from 
friends, from kin, to pursuo a calling attended with j 
risk to health and life, in an effort to amass an inde¬ 
pendence. The miner spends his life in a cabin in 
some ravine, gulch, or on some mountain stream, 
year after year. In many places there are quite a 
nfimb r settled down in one locality, which they call 
a mining camp, but these miuing camps throughout 
the mountains seldom attain any great population, 
without the diggings prove more than ordinarily rich, 
and then it is but temporary; for as soon as the 
ground is pretty well worked, and does not pay fair 
wages, the miner seeks new fields for his labor. 
These mountain settlements have all to be furnished, 
of course, from the great cities of the Btate, with the 
food they eat, wearing apparel, mining implements, 
and the necessaries of life, which, to tho miner, 
are limited in number, but important in their 
character. 

The supplies above mentioned, in tbc absence of 
wagon roads extending to many mining localities, 
have to be packed upon mules over the summit of the 
mountains, and down their steep, almost precipitous 
descents, these animals wend their way along tho 
narrow and serpentine course of tho trail. Moles are 
particularly adapted to this service, and their superl- 

m arrears, 
such a nature that payment could not he delayed. 
But Mr. Morris was equal to tho work, and the face 
of things soon began to change through Ills exer¬ 
tions. At the close of the war, Mr. Morris con¬ 
tinued his mercantile pursuits; but an unfortunate 
speculation in lands robbed him of his fortune, and 
left him much embarrassed. Hu died at Philadel¬ 
phia, on tho 8th of May, 1800, in tho seventy-third 

year of his age. 

isolated, (or, if you please, one in tho forest,) great 

beech tree, and what is the effect'd Instead of a dis¬ 
charge of the electric fluid of which we ure sensible 
by the report which wo call “thunder,” it is taken 
by the numberless points of tho limbs and conveyed 
silently to the earth, the great reservoir of electricity. 

In the two cuhos mentioned by Mr. Hcstis the 
limbs or top of the tree were dead, and conse¬ 
quently non-condnetors. In the first ease mentioned, 
there were other trees surrounding the beech “ unin¬ 
jured ami untouched.” That is not at all surprising, 
when we remember that the dry beech was a non-con¬ 
ductor, and consequently, if not capable of conduct¬ 
ing tho electricity silently away, must be destroyed 
by the passage of the fluid over It In the other case 
“the top of this, too, was dead, but not decayed in 
tlie least;” the fluid passed on, Injuring the tree until, 
“ finding a good conductor, it went down harmless.” 
This effect 1 attribute to the cause ^ntioned above. 

Let it not be understood that 1 the beech a 

safe shelter during a thunder-storm, but it seems to 
me that our knowledge of electricity, arid the con¬ 
ducting properties of the green beech, will warrant 
us in believing it much safer, under such circum¬ 
stances, than a position in an open field or under any 
other tree inonr climate. H. R. Tarek. 

Morion, N, Y-, Knl>., 1861. 

AN AMERICAN WEED IN ENGLAND 

An aquatic wood, said to be a native of this country, 
is causing a great deal of trouble in the small streams 
of England, and even in the Thames, threatening to 
seriously impede navigation, and creating a good 
deal of anxiety. It is called the Anachans alsbias- 
Irum, but is commonly known as tho American weed. 
H is thought to have been brought from this country 
adhering to sticks of timber that had been rafted 
down some of our streams. It throws out roots and 
branches even when floating, and when stopped by 
any obstruction, soon forms fields, to the dismay of 
navigators. vVe do not think this plantcan be found 
in the Northern States, but it may grow South. 
When Mr. Wood’s new work on the Flora of the 
Southern States is published, we may obtain some 

knowledge in regard to it. 

Mrs. S. O. Hall, writing from Ensliam, on the 
upper Thames, sayB:—“ It is in this neighborhood wo 

Robert Morris was a native of Lancashire, Eng¬ 
land, where he was bornin 1733, His father, a Liver¬ 
pool merchant, removed to this country while Robert 

was a boy, and soon after died, leaving him an 
orphan at 15 years old. Robert nerved a regular 
apprenticeship to the mercantile business, and at the 
breaking out of the Revolutionary war was a wealthy 
merchant of Philadelphia. On the third of Novem¬ 
ber, 1775, Mr, Morris was elected ft delegate to the 
Continental Congress, and his well known abilities 
as a merchant caused him to be selected a member 
of the Committee to negotiate bills of exchange, 
to borrow money for the Marine Committee, and to 
manage other fiscal concerns of Oongress. 

Mr. Morris never hesitated to become Individually 
responsible for means required by the public service. 
An interesting illustration of this fact is furnished in 
his conduct In the December following tho Declara¬ 
tion of Independence. For some time previous, the 
British army had been directing its course towards 
Philadelphia, from which Oongress had retired, leav¬ 
ing a committee, consisting of Mr. Morris, Mr. 

Clymkh, and Mr. Walton, to transact all necessary 
Continental business. While attending to the duties 
of their appointment, Mr. Morris received a letter 
from Gen. Washington, tlion with his army on the 
Delaware, opposite Trenton, in which letter lie com¬ 
municated to Mr. Morris his distressed state, in 
consequence of tho want of money. The sura he 
needed was ten thousand dollars, which was essen¬ 
tially necessary to enable him to ohtain such 
intelligence of tho movement and position of the 
Cnemy, as would authorize him to act offensively. 
To Mr. Morris Gen. Washington now looked, to 
assist him in raising the money. 

This letter ho read with attention, but what could 
he do? The citizens generally had left tho city. He 
knew of no one who possessed the required sum, or 
who would bo willing to lend it. The evening 

Eos. Rural New-Yorker:— 1 can jnst as well ac¬ 
count for difference of opinion on Lightning, as 
anything else; but any observing man who has 
roamed in the beech woods as much as wo old 
settlers have in an early day, (when our pasture was 
very extended,) to find our roaming cattle, knows 
that the idea that is frequently set forth by our 
“ Lightning Lecturers,” that lightning never strikes 
a beech tree, is not true. Facts are stubborn things, 
and cannot be subverted. I have frequently seen 
beech trees that had been struck, aa many perhaps 
as any other kind of timber. Now, has not the 
height of a tree more to uo with it than the kind of 
timber? Tho tall hickory is said to be a good con¬ 
ductor. I once saw where lightning had struck a 
very Util hickory of about twenty inches [diameter, 
following it down within some twenty or twenty-live 
feet of the ground, then left the hickory, glanced and 
struck a scrubby beech near the top and shattered it 
so that it killed it. Now, if the beech is a non¬ 
conductor, and the hickory a good conductor, why 
did lightning leave the hickory for the beech. I 
once saw an article from a Kentuckian, who wrote 
that the best way to tap maple trees was to dig down 
at the roots—cut off a small root, and set the bucket 
under and catch the sap from the root. That was 
jnst as rational aa to suppose that Lightning never 
strikes a beech. Yankee. 

Troy, Mich., Feb., 1861. 

fluttered from their cotes, and played fearlessly 
around our feet. This we wero told to regard as 
typical of tho feeling which characterized the insti¬ 
tution. In the stables we found the “bloods” and 
hounds before described, living in the best of stalls 
and kennels. When we passed into the gardens, a 
sceue of exceeding loveliness burst upon us. The 
ground hud been so skillfully laid out that the distant 
hills, while they formed a back ground, seemed to be 
the natural limits of the spot. On the side facing 
the south were a number of green and hot-houses, 
mimicking the great Exhibition of '51; those parts 
not glass, gorgeously painted, and surmounted with 
gilded minarets and spires. In these every clime 
was imitated, the choicest exotica flourished and 
bloomed, and birds of rich plumage and sweet song 
pleased the eye and charmed the ear. In one of 
these houses, trellis work ran up the sides and along 
the ceiling, bearing some of the magnificent and 
odorous parasites of India, which sending down 
their tendrils, burst into clusters of waxen blossoms, 

J shaped like stars, and absolutely intoxicating in 
their exquisite perfume. Musical instruments of 
various kinds lay around, aa if just abandoned by the 
performers. Into the chapel and “abode of love” 
we were not permitted, and narrowly as we watched, 
the only indication of life we saw was a female face 
lor a moment at one of tho windows. With one 
more glance at the ornamental gardens, with their 

I mosaic of (lowers and sparkling fountains, and a 
hearty expression of thanks, we left. 

Our first thought was, that to one weary of the 
friction of the world, and possessed of wealth, thiB 
place promised the most perfect retreat that taste 
could desire. Tim thought had hardly presented 
itself before we began to analyze the character of 
the institution, and were not long in concluding that 
it, and all such epicurean realizations, embodied the 
moat intense selfishness, and the most absorbing self¬ 

worship, the most degrading idolatry of all. In all 
others, some redeeming features may, perhaps, be 
found. To all usual objects of worship, some excel¬ 
lencies are attributed, which elevate the idol above 
the devotee, but to w'hicli be may approximate; bpt 
here self is the center and circumference of all. The 
flowers breathe their perfume, the birds utter their 
song, wealth contributes its luxuries, and desire is 
sated by a thousand ministers, not that the heart may 
go up to God in recognition of His wisdom, or in 
gratitude for Hia mercies, but that the individual may 
he gratified. Not a thought, not a deed, but has this 
as its sole intent. To live is self. What can be 
worse for human nature,—more contrary to tho 
original design? Having no high standard of excel¬ 
lence, morality is forgotten; no duty, uo high and 
holy work, no mission, the mind loses its vigor, and 
becomes hopeless, because aimless. Confined to 
self, there comes at Last a crushing sense of vacuity, 

up in rotation, forming a circle, get down on their 
haunches, and are relieved of their burdens, which 
done, they go off following, or keeping in close 
proximity to the one with a bell. The packers build 
a fire, cook their supper, crack jokes for an hour or 
two, or play a social game of cards, and, after 
appointing from their number a guard for the night, 
roll themselves in their blankets and lie down to rest, 
the cold earth for their couch, the blue heavens for 
their canopy. 

Verily, how little do those who live in brown 
stone houses, and walk on velvet carpets, or ride In 
gilded coaches, realize the fatigue, suffering, and 
danger attending the development of the great wealth 
of our country, of which we proudly boast. While 
at certain seasons of tho year the life of the packer is 
full of novelty and peculiar pleasure, at other times 
it is fraught with hardship and suffering unparal¬ 
leled. Many times a storm overtakes a train in the 
mountains; the moles succumb to exhaustion, lie 
down and die; the packers themselves, amid cold 
wintry blasts, at last in the desolate howling forest, 
find the same melancholy fate,—the snow for their 
winding sheet, and their bodies food for wild beasts. 
Perhaps, as was often the case in early days, the sup¬ 
plies expected by this very train are needed in some 
far-off isolated mining camp, and thus the loss of the 
train entails misery and starvation upon hundreds of 
persons. Several years since, the miners on the 
Middle Fork of Feather river ran out of provisions 
during a cold and dreary winter, when snowed in on 
all sides from 20 to 40 feet deep. Three hundred 
started across to obtain succor and relief from star¬ 
vation; before they found any, several of their num¬ 
ber perished in the snow. 

Again, some of the mules make a misstep, and 
down, down they go, over the rugged sideB of the 
mountain, against rocks, trees, aud other obstruc¬ 
tions, to their final and utter destruction. It is a 
novel scene to pass a mule train upou a trail in the 
mountains; the tinkling of the bell, the “hippo, 

rnula/” of the Mexican muleteers, echoes in the still 
unbroken silence of the forest, sounding strange to 
an inexperienced ear, and lending enchantment to 
tho wild monotony of the event. 

L Many of the mining camps are hemmed in by deep 
- , snows for four aud six months of the year, and pro- 
rj visions have to be packed sufficient to last the winter, 

while the weather is mild. When there is a prospect 
of provisions running short, and, in many cases, 

Dj when there is uo just grounds for alarm, the moun- 
^ tain trader takeB advantage of it, and adds to tbe 
V price of his goods, many times fabulous, unprece- 
6$ dented, and cruel! Thus the words of Cowper are 
K literally verified in these mountain fastnesses — the 
(A- last place usually where tyranny erects her throne 

broken oil-. Although, at pres¬ 
ent, it cannot propagate itself by 
seed, (all the flowers being male,) 
its powers of increase are pro¬ 
digious, as every fragment is 
capable of becoming an inde¬ 
pendent plant, producing roots 
and stems, and extending itself 
indefinitely in every direction. 
Most of onr water-plants require, 
in order to their increase, to be 
rooted in tho bottom or sides of 
the river or drain in which they are found; but this 

is independent altogether of that condition, and 
actually grows as it travels slowly down the stream, 

That this weed is 

SCIENCE AT THE BOTTOM OP THE SEA. 

Dr. C. Wallico, who accompanied the recent ex 
pcditioii to survey the projected North Atlantic tele¬ 
graph route between this country and England, has 
collected some important new facts Jn natural history. 
Hjs main object was to determine file depth to which 
animal life extends in the sea, together with the 
limits and conditions essential to its maintenance. 
He has proved that at a depth of two miles below the 
surface animal life exists. Hero, Where the pressure 
is calculated to amount to at least pne turi and a half 
per square inch, and where it can hardly bo conceived 
that the most attenuated rays of rtruggling light can 
penetrate, Dr. Wallich has not only discovered the 
ininnte infusorial Forarninifera, whose calcareous 
envelopes protect them from p-essure, and whose 
organization is of the simplest character, hut he has 
obtained, from a sounding 1,2(0 fathoms deep, a 
number of star fishes, (genus Ophiocoma,) adhering 
to the lowest fifty fathoms of tho deep sea line, which 
must have rested on the bottom fur a few minutes, so 
as to allow those star fishes to attach themselves to 
the rope; so that it is now established that in these 
regions of watery desert and e-'erlasting darkness, 

there exists a 

Tho quaker hesitated a moment, but at length 
replied, “Robert, thou shalt have it.” The money 
was soon told, was transmitted to Washington, 

whom it enabled to accomplish his wishes, and to 
gain a signal victory over the Hessians at Trenton, 
thus animating the drooping spirits of patriotism, 
and cheeking In no small degree the proud hopes 

aud predictions of the enemy. 
Auother instance of patriotic liberality is recorded 

of Mr. Morris in 1779, or 1780. These were dis¬ 
tressing years of the war. The army was alarmingly 
destitute of military stores, particularly of the 
essential article of lead. It was found necessary to 
melt down the weights of clocks and the spouts of 
houses; but, notwithstanding resort was had to every 
possible source, the army was often so destitute that 
it could scarcely have fought a single battle. 

In this alarming state of things, General Wash¬ 

ington wrote to several gentlemen, and among 
the rest to Judge Peters, ot that time secre¬ 
tary to tbe Board of war, stating his necessities, and 
urging an immediate exertion to supply the deficiency. 
This it seemed Impossible to do. Mr. 1’ktkrs, 

however, showed the letter of Washington to Mr. 
Morris. Fortunately, jnst at this juncture, a pri¬ 
vateer belonging to the latter gentleman bad arrived 
at the wharf, witli ninety tuns of lead. Half of this 
lead was immediately given by Mr. Morris, for the 
use of tho army, and the other half was purchased 
by Mr. Peters of other gentlemen, who owned it, 
Mr. Morris becoming security for the payment of the 
debt At a more advanced stage of the war, when 
pressing distress in the army had driven Congress 
and the commander in chief almost to desperation, 

AMERICAN WEED 

after being cut." That this weed is “a foreigner” 
there can be no doubt. Weeds very closely resem¬ 
bling, if not identical witli It, are found in American 
rivers. Mr. Marshall is of opinion that it is an impor¬ 
tation from North America; and that, probably, its 
first visit was paid to us in a load of American tim¬ 
ber. He considers that all attempts to “ get rid of 
it” must be futile; that it never ccm be eradicated; and 
that all we shall be able to do is to “ keep it down.” 
Its rapid spread is one of the marvels of nature. It 
is becoming a serious evil; tho Commissioners of the 
Thames should lose no time in grappling with the 
common enemy.” 

There are some who refuse a favor so graciously 
as to please us: and there are others who confer an 
obligation so clumsily, that they please us less by the 
measure than they disgust us by the manner of a 
kindness, as puzzling to our feelings as the polite¬ 
ness of one who, if we had dropped our handker¬ 
chief, should present it to us with a pair of tongs. 

“ highly-organized species of radiate 

animal, living, entwining, and flourishing, with its 
red und light pink tints aa clear and as brilliant as its 
congeners which dwell in shallow and comparatively 

sunshiny waters.” 
Doubtless othors exist for this is but a preliminary 

inquiry so conducted, and in time we may come to 
hear of a uuw submarine fauna, peopling these dark- 
abodes, and preparing this subaqueous floor justas 
the land on which we now walk, once submerged, is 
believed to have been prepared. 

Goon service is prompt service. It ceases to be a 
favor when he upon whom the service is conferred 
has lost in patience and hope deferred what he might 
have bestowed in love aud gratitude. 
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Harper'* New Monthly Magazine --Harper & lire- 
Fine Imported FloW'-rSee-d*—Ia> Vick 
Roe's Western Reserve Premium Cheese Vat—Hoe & Blair. 
Aster House, New York 
Apple Trees tor Sale -C. II. Roger*. 
Apple Seeds .1 It Conklin 
Farm lor Sale —C. H. Roger*. 
Superior Flown and Vegetable Seed—McElwain Bros. 
Raspberry Plant*- Cha- l.yon 
Loral A cents Wanted- • K. <' Frost. 
A Good llnsinof*; Ftianee—AiretiP Wanted. 
Gardner Wanted—James Smith 

SPKCTAI. .VOTfCKS. 

Brown's Troches for Cough*. 
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DOMESTIC NEWS. 

A On i re nl "Washington. 

Tub Government lias official information from 

Congressional Proceedings. 

Senate. — Mr. Foote offered a resolution that a 

committee of three Senators be appointed to make 

arrangements for the inauguration of the President 

elect. Adopted. 

The Naval Appropriation bill was then taken up. 

Mr. Hale offered an amendment, to build 7 steam 

sloops of war. Carried. Year*, 30; nays, 18. Seve¬ 

ral appropriations for the Pensacola Yard were struck 

out 

Mr. Holt offered an amendment repealing the act 

preventing the purchase of patented articles. 

Mr. Pierce proposed to amend—“except arms.” 

Agreed to, and amendment carried. 

Vice President Breckinridge being sick on the 

10th, the Secretary called the Senate to order. On 

motion of Mr. Powell, Mr. Foot® took the chair. 

Mr. Hale said that he had been asked by the unani¬ 

mous request of the naval committee, that the vote 

excusing Mr. Thompson from serving on the naval 

committee he re-considered. The vote was re-con¬ 

sidered, and Mr. Thompson was not excused. 

The resolution for printing 25,000 additional copies 

of the agricultural report from the patent office was 

Gov. Morgan, in communicating the letter, stated 

that Mr. Lincoln would be in Albany next Monday, 

and he had delegated a portion of his Staff to meet 

him at Buffalo and escort him to the Capital. 

Mr. Ball moved the appointment of a Joint-Com¬ 

mittee of five from the House, and three from the 

Senate, to make preparations for the reception of the 

Presidentelect. Carried. 

Messrs. Ball, Ferry, Pendergast, Bergen, and Pro¬ 

vost, were appointed on the part of the House. 

The bili appropriating $50,000 to the relief of the 

suffering in Kansas was passed — ayes 88. nays 22. 

Concurrent resolutions appointing Francis Gran¬ 

ger, Commissioner to Washington, in place of Thur- 

low Weed, declined, were called up and adopted. 

The Senate hill to enable the United States Gov¬ 

ernment to raise money on tlieir bonds, was reported 

favorably. On motion of Mr. Robinson, the hill was 

read a third time and passed — hi) pj 3. Adjourned. 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

The Secession Movement. 

the Collector at New Orleans, notifying that duties passed. 

on goods passing up the river will he collected at Hie bill providing no extra numbers of any docu- 

New Orleans in behalf of the Treasury of Louisiana, ment to he printed without a joint resolution of both 

The President received a telegram from Mobile, Houses was passed, 

announcing the rnaltrcutmcut of the British Consul The bill to carry out the treaty with New Grenada 

there. Lord Lyons has called at the State Depart- waa passed. 
ment for facts. The Tariff bill was taken up, the question being on 

The report of the Select Committee, of which Mr. 

Morris, of 111., was chairman, gives detailed facts 

relative to the abstraction of the Indian trust bonds. 

Thirty or forty witnesses were examined, including 

Ex-Secretarica Floyd and Thompson. The latter is 

exonerated from any complicity in the theft; but he 

as well as former Secretaries of the Interior, arc cen¬ 

sured for the insufficient manner in which the bonds 

have been held in that Department, there being no 

adequate responsibility attached to the custodian. 

According to Russell’s own evidence, he did not know 

at first, where the bonds of which he obtained posses¬ 

sion, came from. Bailey was an agent for the nego¬ 

tiation or sale of the bonds, and Lea was an interme¬ 

diate party between ltussell and Bailey. It was also 

ascertained that Mr. Floyd gave acceptances to the 

amount of nearly $7,000,000, or from $2,000,000 to 

$3,000,000 more than Russell, Majors & Co, ever 

loaned, while these contractors received all the 

money that was due them. 

The President has issued a proclamation declaring 

that an extraordinary occasion requires the Senate to 

Mr. Seward’s amendment extending the time when 

duties shall he paid to three years. The effect is to 

leave the system as it is now, and was, after some dis¬ 

cussion, agreed to—yeas, 25; nays, 18. Mr. Seward 

moved to strike out all in the hi 1) relating to the 

warehousing system. Agreed to. Adjourned. 

House. — Mr. McClemaad introduced a resolution 

which was adopted, reciting that by the seizure of 

the Mint, Money6, Custom House, &c., by the revolu¬ 

tionary authorities of Louisiana, the United States are 

put at defiance; and calling on the President, if not 

incompatible with the public interest, for all the facts 

in the case, and what steps, if any, have been taken 

or contemplated, to recover property. 

Mr. Sickles offered a resolution recommending the 

celebration of the 22d as a National Holiday. 

Adopted. 

On the 13th Inst., the House opened with prayer 

by Chaplain Stockton, in which he said; 

“ Bless the outgoing Administration; may it close 

its labors in peace, without further violence and 

without any stain of blood, and we pray for the 

Louisiana.—The State Convention adjourned on 

the Pith, until the 4th of March, to await the action 

of the Southern Congress. 

Tennessee.—As far as heard from, all the Union 

candidates are elected by overwhelming majorities. 

The Convention is defeated by a very large vote. 

Alabama.—Standing Committees were announced 

on the 12th, in the Congress of the Southern Con¬ 

federacy. 

A dispatch was received from the Louisiana Con¬ 

vention, opposing the election of Davis and Stephens. 

A resolution was referred continuing Custom House 

officers in office. 

A resolution that, as soon as the President is in¬ 

augurated, Commissioners be sent to the Government 

of the United States, was referred. 

During the secret Regsion, resolutions were passed 

taking charge of all questions or difficulties now ex¬ 

isting between Sovereign States and the Southern 

Confederacy and the United States, relating to the 

occupation of forts, arsenals, navy yards, and other 

public establishments, and the President waa directed 

to communicate this resolution to the Governors of 

States. 

Congress appointed a committee of six to make 

arrangements for the inauguration, which was to 

come off on the 18th inst. 

An official copy of the Texan ordinance was pre- 

Great Britain.—Lord John Russell, in a letter, 

tendered to the Cotton manufacturers, through the I 

Manchester Chamber of Commerce, the services of 

British Consuls in cotton producing districts, to 

assist in determining the possibility of obtaining 

from other sources such supplies as may compensate 

for the possible falling off under the present crisis. 

It is rumored that England, France and Russia are 

on the point of coming to an understanding fora 

peaceable solution of the Danish question. 

The American crisis is the leading topic in the 

journals, and among the business community. Mr. 

Seward’s speech is published at length, and its merits 

freely discussed. The London Times applauds his 

argument that South Carolina is guilty of rebellion, 

and says they are the principles which should have 

emanated from the President. 

Queen Victoria opens Parliament in person on the I 

5th, and Napoleon the French le gislature on the 4th. 

France.—France has intimated to other govern¬ 

ments the necessity of a Conference of their respec¬ 

tive. representatives, on or before the !5tli of February, 

to consider the Syrian question, as the French occu¬ 

pation ceasefe in March. There is a vague report in 

circulation that orders for two hundred gun-boats 

have been given to private builders. 

It is asserted that the Pope insists on the execution 

of the Paris Convention on the subject of the occupa¬ 

tion of Syria. 

It is reported that France has demanded explana¬ 

tions of recent warlike speeches of the King of Prussia. 

This is denied at Berlin. 

Business in France is very dull. 

The Army and Navy Gazette says the Emperor has 

resolved to construct, with all dispatch, ten iron 

cased frigates of the La Glorie class. This is no mere 

idle rumor, hut a stubborn fact. 

The Patrie says it is not true, as some journals 

have said, that the French Government has encour¬ 

aged Denmark to resist the demands of Germany. 

Neither is it true that France is organizing a squadron 

to he sent to the Baltic. 

Austria.—Austria is raising a loan of 30,000,000 

florins, in anticipation of taxes becoming due. 

It is again asserted that a treaty exists between 

Prussia, Austria and Russia, guaranteeing Venetia 

to Austria. 

It is said that, the Emperor of Austria has decided 

£I)C Xcwe Conimiscr. 

— The debt of Virginia now exceeds $32,000,000. 

— The French distillers are making hrandy out of coal. 

— Judge Whitney of Bingbanrpton, Y. Y.. died on the 14th. 

— Hydraulic, engines are being used to blow church organs 

with. 

— No less than $1,560,000 are invested in bee culture in 

Ohio. 

— Several printers have recently been driven- from South 

Carolina. 

— John McManus died of starvation in Brooklyn, N. Y., 

last Sunday. 

Rented, with the credentials of the delegates, one of 1,0 grant a constitution to Venetia, which will leave 

whom has arrived. Objection was made to its recep- the government to the Italians, 

tion, on the ground of its not being ratified. Mr. 11 is asserted that Metternich notified Thouvenel 

convene for the transaction of business on the 4th of incoming Administration — that Thy blessing may (*rigg, of Texas, was invited to take a seat. 

March at noon that, day, viz: to receive and act upon 

such communications as may he made to it by the 

Executive. The proclamation is in accordance with 

usage, and to enable the incoming President to 

nominate for confirmation the members of his 

Cabinet 

The Secretary of the Treasury says in a letter to Mr. 

Sherman, the liabilities due, and to fall due before 

rest on the Presidentelect in his journey hitherward; 

that Thy good Providence may he around him day 

and night, guarding him at cWrystep; and we pray 

that he may he peacefully and happily inaugurated, 

and afterward by pnre, wise and good counsels, that 

lie may administer the government, in such a manner 

as that Tliy name may he glorified and the welfare of 

the peoplo, in all their relations, he advanced, ami 

the 4th March next, are nearly SI 0,000, Of Ml. The ac- that an example of civil and religious liberty he fol- 

cruing revenue will, it is estimated, net about $2,- lowed in all the world.” 

000,000, leaving $8,000,000 to he borrowed. There is 

in the Treasury, subject lu draft and letter, more than 

$5,000,000, while drafts to about $2,000,000 are un¬ 

answered. The short time to elapse before the close 

of the present session renders It. indispensable for the 

Secretary tn advertise for n loan. Am appropriation 

of $200,000 is asked for to replace the ordnance, 

ammunition, &c.f which has been seized at various 
Southern port*. 

The session of the Rub-Committee of the Peace 

Conference lasted till midnight on the 14th, and was 

at times stormy, Guthrie’s proposition was substan¬ 

tially that of the Kentucky Legislature, and was 

finally carried with the proviso, that no territory 

shall he hereafter acquired without the approval of 

three-fourths of the Senate. 

Investigations of fraud upon the Congressional 

library, reveal most extraordinary peculations on the 

part of the seceding members. They have gono off 

loaded down with valuable hooks, the property of the 

United States, in utter disregard of the commonest 

rules of decency. 

Letters received on the loth from the South give 

assurances of a vacation in the secession excitement, 

and state that hopes of an amicable ad justment of the 

difficulties are strengthened. The exertions of the 

officers of the Provisional Government are expected 

to be given in favor of a settlement. The announce¬ 

ment is made from sources entitled to such confidence 

that apprehensions of trouble at Washington are 

removed. 

Some Postmasters recently appointed in the seced¬ 

ing States, decline to take the oath to support the 

Constitution of the United States. Of course the 

offices will have to he discontinued, if persons cannot 

he found to take and hold them according to law. 

Advices from Colville Depot, Dee. 23, represent 

the English and American Northwestern boundary 

commissioners as progressing satisfactorily. The 

first stone of the final monument of the boundary was 

laid October 25th. The chief commissioner lias 

started for home. 

Special Agent Jones, dispatched l»y Secretary Dix 

tc New Orleans, has satisfied himself that the revenue 

cutter McClelland was surrendered to the authorities 

of Louisiana through complicity between Collector 

Hatch and Capt. Brushwood, before the ordinance of 

The Senate was notified of the readiness of the 

House to have the Electoral votes counted. The 

Seuate entered with tellers and other officials, and 

took stations: and after a short address from Mr. 

Breckinridge, he opened the different Certificates, 

which were read by the Secretary of the Senate. 

The reading of all the Electoral votes having been 

completed, the tellers reported the result, whereupon 

the Vice President, rising, Raid: 

“Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois, having received a 

majority of the whole number of Electoral votes, is 

duly elected President of the United States for four 

years, commencing on March 4th, 1801; and Hanni¬ 

bal Hamlin, of Maine, having received a majority of 

tho whole number of Electoral votes, is duly elected 

Vice President of the United States, for the same 

time.” 

A committee was appointed in conjunction with 

the Senate, to wait on and notify the President eleet 

of his election. 

A debate took place on the amendment to the 

postal hill, increasing the pay of route agents $1,000 

per annum. Passed. 

The amendment to the deficiency hill in contro¬ 

versy between the two Houses having been settled 

through the Committee of Conference, the Senate 

receded from the appropriation of $300,000 for carry¬ 

ing into effect the contract of the Navy Department 

with A. W. Thompson, for certain harbor and coal 

privileges on the Chiriqul Isthmus. 

The House adopted the report of the Committee of 

Conference on the disagreeing amendments ol" the 

Legislative and Executive and Judicial appropriation 

bill. By this tho Secretary of the Treasury is author¬ 

ized to discontinue refining at the Mint whenever 
considered expedient, hut loaves the place for coin¬ 

ing as it is now. These passed the Seriate. Adjourned. 

An act was passed in secret session continuing 

Custom House officers in office until the first of 

April, and requiring them to take an oath of fealty 

to the Provisional Government. 

The Secretary of tho Treasury was instructed to 

report a plan for reducing the expenses of collecting 

tho reveuue 2u per cent 

Tax as.—The Texas Convention passed an ordi¬ 

nance favoring the speedy foundation of a Southern 

Confederacy. It elected seven delegates to the South¬ 

ern Congress. 

Virginia.—The returns from twenty counties in 

Virginia, show a much larger vote in favor of the 

Union, than the entire vote for secession in all the 

State. 

A joint rerfjlution will he offered in the Virginia 

Oonveuti'-C.a^^-ip.tvrtiMaw**-*. Hunter uud Mason to 

resign their teats in the United States Senate, on the 

ground that their secession sentiments do not repre¬ 

sent the voice of Virginia, 

The State Convention met at Richmond on the 13th 

inst. John Jenney, of Loudon, was elected President, 

and made a Union speech, hut said Virginia would 

insist on her rights as the condition of remaining in 

the Confederacy. 

It is asserted that Metternich notified Thouvenel 

that Austria will consider an attack by Garibaldi, on 

any part of the Austrian territory, as casus belli. 

Austria is making full preparations to suppress the 

recent Hungarian outbreak. 

Italy.—The seige of Gaeta continued suspended, a dollar and a half for each inhabitant. 

Movement* of the President Elect. 

Abraham Lincoln, the President elect, left bin 

home in Springfield, III., on the 11 tb inst., en route 

for Washington. Large crowds, made up of all par¬ 

ties, gathered at the various railroad stations along 

his course of travel, eager to see and hear the man 

who is to preside over the destinies of our country 

for four years from the 4th of March, and to do him 

honor, and whenever time lias permitted, he has ad¬ 

dressed the Sovereigns. Mr. Lincoln has not allow¬ 

ed politicians or letter-writers to draw out his line of 

policy, and it was thought that a development would 

inevitably he made in his addresses. Weure inclined 

to the belief, however, that not much satisfaction ha* 

been obtained thus far by those who are most anxious 

to read his secrets. We give bis speech at Buflklo, 

N. \ ., the fir?" in this State, where he remained more 

than twenty-four hours, and where it was hoped a 

leak might be discovered. 

Mr. Manor am: SWvw Citizens i,f Buffalo, and the State of 
Vttio York1 am litre to thank ) ou briefly for this grand re 

secession. 

it is understood that, delegations from Virginia, 

North Carolina and Missouri, will vote against the 

report of the Peace Conference. Maryland, Kentucky, 

and Tennessee will go for it. It will probably be 

adopted by a majority of the States represented jn 

the Conference. The telegraph this (Monday) morn¬ 

ing says that those who were most hopeful of bene¬ 

ficial results from the Peace Conference are beginning 

to despair, and some of the Commissioners have ad¬ 

vised their distant friends accordingly. 

Lieutenant Gilman, one of the officers in command 

of Fort Pickens, arrived at Washington ou the 13th 

inst., with dispatches from Lieutenant Slemmer and 

Legislature of New York. 

Senate.—The hill to authorize the State indorse¬ 

ment to United States bonds, came up for a third 

reading. Mr. Spinola moved to recommit, and 

advanced an opinion that as at present drawn, it 

was in conflict with the Constitution. After some 

debate, the hill was passed — 17 ayes, 7 nays. 

The bill to appropriate $50,000 for the relief of the 

people of Kansas, came up from the Assembly. After 

some discussion flic hill was read a third time and 

passed — 22 ayes, 5 nays. 

The Senate concurred in the joint-resolution ap¬ 

pointing a Committee to meet President Lincoln; 

when a communication from the Governor was 

received, announcing the declension of Mr. Weed to 

serve as Commissioner. The resolution of the As¬ 

sembly appointing Francis Granger Commissioner to 

Washington in place of Thurlow Weed, was called 

up. On motion of Mr. Truman, it was laid on the 

table — 15 to 13. 

Mr. Conolly moved to request a report from the 

Long Island Railroad Company, of all its business, 

ception given to me, not personally, put its tlm representative 
of our great and beloved country. (Cheers.) Your worthy 
Mayor tuts been pleased to mention in hi* address to me the 
fortunate and itp/emlilo journey which I have had from home, 
on mv rather cir uitnus route tn tho Federal Capital. I am 
very happy that he was enabled in n oth to congratulate my¬ 
self and company on that fact It i» true, we have had noth¬ 
ing to mar the lih.osure of the trip. Wo have not been met 
alone by those vho assisted in giving the election to me— 1 
say not alone, »ut by the whole population of the country 
through Which • e have passed This is a* it should be Had 
the election fall u to any uUjvr of tho distinguished candi¬ 
dates iusic-ad of.oyself, under the peculiar circumstances, to 
say the least, it would have be-.o proper for all citizens to 
greet him as you now greet me. It as evidence of the devo 
tion or th, whtib people to the Constitution the Union, and 
the perpetuity ol tho liberties of this country. (Cheers I 

1 _I I I ^  .!  Al.tt _v. .... % i « 

The cause assigned is insufficient means to carry it 

on. It is reported, via. Rome, that the first firing 

re-commenced with vigor on both sides. 

It is said that Francis II received a letter from 

Napoleon, counselling the King to cease resistance. 

The King’s reply was not known. 

Out of 380 elections kDown, in South Italy, 290 

favor moderate policy. 

The latest from Gaeta says a flag of truce was sent 

from the fortress to t he fleet, and the firing was soon 

suspended on both sides. 

King Franpis had sent a fresh circular to the Min¬ 

ister, staling that he was resolved to meet all the 
perils of his position to the end. 

Returns from Southern Italy are favorable to the 

Government. 

It is said that Prince Cnrignan has gone to Gaeta to 

negotiate for the surrender of the fortress. 

Italian troops, in pursuing the reactionists, had 

entered the Roman States. Sardinia demanded a 

restoration of the soldiers made prisoners by the 

Papal Zouaves, and seized Bishop Sabine as a hostage. 

Debats says the Italian Parliament proclaimed 

Emanuel King of Italy, immediately on assembling. 
Nothing was known relative to Garibaldi’s reported 

departure from Caprera. It is thought by some that 

lie had gone t,o Dalmatia, lu a letter to an English 

friend, he expressed an anxious wish to make a 

journey to England, but was unable to fix the time, 

lie thanked the people for their moral and material 
aid, 

Spain.—The Spanish infant Don Juan has decided 

to relinquish his pretensions to the crown, reserving 

only the eventuality of being elected by universal 

suffrage. 

Denmark.—A ministerial ordinance has been ad¬ 

dressed to all the functionaries whose duties are in 

any way connected with the calling outof the soliders 

for the army, ordering them to take such step;- as will 

enable them to execute as speedily as possible the 

orders for the military convocation already pro¬ 

claimed, or for any other which may be made. 

It is said that the Great Powers urgently requested 

Denmark to grant concessions to .Schleswig. 

India.—Tho India mail has arrived with Calcutta 

dates to Dec. 22d. The Times’ correspondent at Cal¬ 

cutta says there is not a contented miml nor tranquil 

tongue in all the Province, by the mismanagement of 

Mr. Grant. The $2,000,(KUI annuity spent in the in¬ 

digo manufacture, have been this year withdrawn 

from circulation, and in a poor country like Calcutta, 

the consequences are naturally those of discontent. 

China.—The China intelligence is to December 

15th, from Hong Kong. Lord Elgin was at Shanghai 

on the 8th of December, and is expected at Hong 
Kin unwilling oti aov occasion that I should b»* pq iw'imjy & 

thought of a- to have i< supposed for a moment that these Kong immediately, 
demongtrat(Mi& ire tenderml to nn- personally They are At Shanghi great alarm existed from reports 
tendered to the country, to the institutions of the country. , e 
und to the perjetuity of the liberties uf the country, for brought lit Ot the IUOVemeUtS of the rebels. 
which these limitation* were made and created. Your Foo Choo was quiet. Disturbances had broken out 
worthy Mayor lif- thought lit to express the hope that I may . .. .. 
he able to reliev the country tn<n the present, nr 1 should 111 ‘"e northeast part of the Province, and one or two 
say the threatcuLl, difficulties I-mi sure 1 bring sheart true walled places had been taken. The John Adams, 
To the work. ( reuiOhiloii* applause.) For the ability to „ .. , 
perform it. I mint trust iu the Supreme Being who ba* never Niagara, Hartford, and guu-hoat Saginaw, were at 
forsukun this fWorcd land, through the. Instrumentality of Hong Kong. 
this great and idielligouc people Without that juudatnnce, I „ . T „ 
shall surely fail. With it. 1 cannot fail. When wo speak Commercial Lsrm.u^itCK.—Breadsluffs.—Flour quiet at 
of threatened dill ulties to the country, it ig natural that it hoc quotations—28s6d(ii 31*. Wheat in moderate demand at 
should he ex pec lad that something should be said by mrself Red Western ll*5d@12s4d ; Southern 12s6d@ 
with regard to particular measures. Upon more mature re- A' white Western 13sal3s3d ; Southern 14^a;15s. Corn 
flection, however, cithers w ill agree with me that when it is gugntly dearer, but difficult to sell. Some quote (3d cheaper, 
considered that these difliculties are without precedent, and f *« raa8'c fo* «*«*d arid yellow is 37s@3&s3d ; white 38»6d inst., with dispatches from Lieutenant Slemmer and stoekholders, Ac., stating as the reason for the reso- considered that th«c difficulties are without precedent and 

Ihe commaafler of the vessel, off Pehaoeota, to the lotion that the offic er, of the road had refused to 

government. He left Pensacola on Saturday eve- Bhow their stock hooks to the shareholders. Adopted ami get all the light possible, so that when 1 do speak author- 

hi»g, having received a passport from Major Chut, The Preside,* appointed *•»«.,„ Fen?. Ketch™,. i*1j?Sj'r^S3lr 

who is in commaud of the 1-lorida troops. He says and Conolly a Select Committee on the part of the inconsistent with the constitution, the Union, the rights of 

«,efolio.ihgve»el. ,ro <,fr the harbor: ,h. BrooHjh, SeM,e. to make arrangement, for the reception of r»5v“o &.“«£ 

Sabine, . t. Louis, Mueeuuman and 5\ yamlotte. The the President. Adjourned. (ided to me their rates, lu this connection allow me to aav 

Foo Choo was quiet. Disturbances had broken out 

in the northeast part of the Province, and one or two 

walled places had been taken. The John Adams, 

Niagara, Hartford, and guu-hoat Saganaw, were at 

Hong Kong. 

Commercial I.vtki.ugknc k .— Breadsluffs. —Flour quiet at 
lute quotations—28sCd(«-31e. Wheat in moderate demand at 

40b. 
Provisions.—Fork dull anil unaltered, 

tide for good anil really choice. 
Lard quiet at 57@ 

Brooklyn did not land her supplies for Fort Pickens, Assembly.—Mr Doty, Private Secretary to Gov- 

Lieut. Slemmer having notified them that he had ernor Morgan, presented a communication from the 

ample supplies for three months. There are 1,200 Governor, transmitting a letter from President Lin- 

troops at Pensacola, and it is all that Maj. Chase and coin, as follows: 

others in command can do to restrain them. Lieut. 

Gilman says he would not he surprised if an attack 

was made at any moment. The health of the officers 

and men on.txwud the vessels Is good. 

The Supreme Court of the United States, recently. 

Stringkiei.d, Feb. 4, 18G1. 
Sin:—Your letter of the 30th ult., inviting me, on 

behalf of the Legislature of New York, to pass 
through that State m route to Washington, and ten¬ 
dering me the hospitalities of her people, has been 
duly received. With feelings of deep gratitude to 
you and them for this testimonial of regard and 

that you, as a of tin- groat American people, need unly 
to maintain your einipomirc, (-tain! up to yout sober convic¬ 
tions of right, to ycli r obligations to the constitution, and to 
act in accordance iuththe.se sober convictions, and the clouds 
which now arise in the horizon will be dispelled and we shall 
have a bright and glorious future, and when this generation 
has passed away, tens of thousand* will inhabit this country 
where only thousands inhabit it now, 

in the California laud case, established an important esteem, I bog you to notify them that I accept the 
principle as to that Rtate, in effect that when a claim- invitation so kindly extended. 

ant has obtained a confirmation of title and a pat nt, „ 0 1 our obedient servant, A. Lincoln. 
. . P. S.— Please let ceremonies be only such as to 

thcadverse party in possesoion cannot in an action occupy as little time as possible. a. l. 

resist the title of the patentee. To HiB Excellency7, E. D. Morgan. Governor of New York. 

The English papers claim a right to navigate the 

Mississippi, which they say secession cannot abro¬ 

gate. By the treaty of Paris, signed on the 30th 

of November. 1732, it was stipulated that “ the navi¬ 

gation of the Mississippi, from its source to the 

ocean, shall forever remain free and open to the sub¬ 

jects of Great Britain and the citizens of the United 

States.” 

The London Times on Disunion.—The London 

Times of the 10th ult., alluding to Lord Palmerston’s 

6peech at the recent Southampton banquet, says:— 

“ The third topic dwelt upon by Lord Palmerston is 

the future, if, indeed, we may not say the actual dis¬ 

ruption of the American Union. While Italy is con¬ 

solidating, America is disintegrating. That privilege 

of a single entire nationality which Italy ib shedding 

tears of blood to obtain, America is flinging reckless¬ 

ly away. The Southern States expected sympathy for 

their undertaking, from the public opinion of this 

country. The tone of the press has already done 

much to undeceive them, and if anything more is re¬ 

quired, they have the assurance of our disapprobation 

from the person whose public station gives him the 

right, and whose intuitive sympathy with the feelings 

of the nation gives him the power, better than any 

one, to express its opinions.” 

— It is reiterated that a National Convention will probably 

bo the mean* of settling our difficulties. 

— The Grand Haven (Mich.) Clarion says that several cases 

of diptheria, have appeared in that place. 

— .Samuel H. Black was arrested on Friday, ip New York, 

on a charge of counterfeiting copper cents. 

— Judge Lord, of the Land Court, St. Louis, has declared 

that religious journal* are not “ newspapers.” 

— Eighty-seven arrests were made on Sunday week in New 

York, for violations of the Sunday liquor law. 

— A lady swallowed a cambric needle at New Albany, Ind., 

last week, and suffers acptely in consequence. 

— There arc in England and Wales 300,000 Sunday sekeol 
teacher*, and 2,500.000 Sunday school scholars. 

— The estimated number of persons indirectly dependent 

on cotton manufactures in England is 1,000,000. 

— A horrid Indian nnu-sacre of seven emigrants in Car*on 

Valley, is reported in the news from Pike's Peak. 

— King Victor Emanuel has granted 200,000 franc* in aid 

of the public schools to be established in Naples. 

— John A. Rockwell, formerly Member of Congress from 

Connecticut, died on the 11th inst., of apoplexy. 

— In the year 1850, a* appear* by the census, the number 

of slaves that escaped from the South wu» 1.011 

— The total number of new buildings erected last year in 

Boston is 984, CoBting in the aggregate ?5,978,161. 

— A writer tn the Medical Time* recommends sulphur as 

highly efficacioUH in the treatment of rheumatism. 

— Dispatches received by di*tinguished secession leaders 

indicate that an export duty will he laid on cotton. 

— At the late Presidential election San Francisco polled 

nearly four thousand more votes than New Orleans. 

— The New York Times says the sentiment in favor of 

enforcing tiie law* grows stronger in Congress daily. 

— Rocky Mountain News nays that coal oil has been dis¬ 

covered in the mountains, five miles from Cannon City. 

— The attempts hitherto made in Australia, with the view 

to the introduction of tho salmon, have proved failures. 

— It is said that nearly $1,000 was cleared at the Concert, 

in Troy, Monday night, in aid of the Kansas Belief Fund. 

— There is a great deal more feeling of animosity now than 

ever, in France, between the clergy and the government. 

— By letters from Liberia, December 15th, it appears that 

the Liberian Republic had captured two slave schooners. 

— In St. Louis last week thorn were eighty four deaths, 

sixty-one of which were children live yeais old and under. 

— The Supreme Court of Indiana has decided tho “ Liquor 

Law " of that State to be constitutional iu every particular. 

— Fifty shiploads of cotton, valued at between live and six 

millions of dollars, cleared from New Orleaus Monday week. 

— There is a house in Union, Conn., tenanted by three 

families, where three births happened in one night last week. 

— The depreciation in the value of slave property in Mis¬ 

souri, consequent upon the secession movement, is forty per 

cent.. 

— The measles are prevailing extensively at Baldwinsville, 

Onondaga county. Some 260 cases are reported within the 

village. 

— The citizens of Cortland, N. Y., are making an effort to 

establish telegraphic communication between that place and 

Ithaca. 

— A {line tree was lately cut in the lumbering region near 

Eau Claire, Mich., which yielded over six thousand feet of 

lumber. 

— A drayman of New Orleans deliberately rolled a hogs¬ 

head of sugar over the head of a little child recently, and 

killed it. 

— From one thousand hills of hops planted one year ago, 

in California, one thousand pounds of hops were gathered 

last tall. 

— Tile quantity of Anthracite coal sent from Pennsylvania 

in the year 1860, was 8,500,000 tuns; increuse over 1859, 613,- 

717 tuns. 

— Garibaldi continues to call for his million of armed 

Italians, who shall effect the redemption of the whole 

Peninsula. 

— A little girl named Buckley, of South Adams, Mass., aged 

about 12 years, slid down a hill into the river on Monday, and 

was drowned. 

— Dr. Foster, who tore down and trampled upon the Ameri¬ 

can flag at Covington, Ky., a few days since, has been fined 

$20 for that offence. 

— Coal now produces to the State of Pennsylvania $30,006,- 

000 per annum. 

— In the tongue of the right whale there are from 300 to 

800 gallons of oil I 

— A score-and-a-half of Sioux Indians ask to be made citi¬ 

zens of Minnesota. 

— The receipts of U. S. Colonization Society last year, from 

all source*, was $14,363. 

— Cambridge. Md., was lighted with gas, for the first time, 

on Saturday night week. 

— The levy of French soldiers is to be 50.000 greater this 

year than it was in 1860. 

— There are nearly seventeen thousand deaf and dumb 

persons in Great Britain, 

— A subscription is being raised in Virginia to purchase tho 

birth-place of Gen. Scott. 

— There are eonfined in Auburn prison at the present time 

no less than 804 criminals. 

— Snow fell to the depth of eight feet in the vicinity of 

Montreal, Wednesday week. 

— Peru has just sent 15,000 bales of her cotton across the 

Isthmus, most of It to Europe. 

— The South Carolina postmasters are still ordering post¬ 

age stamps from Washington. 

— It is a singular fact that no divorce has ever been granted 

in the State of South Carolina. 

— No less than 1,500 lives were lost by nautical disasters in 

the Gulf of Venice during 1860. 

— The total number of bauds employed in the English cot¬ 

ton factories in 1800 was 397,190. 

— The deaths in New York last week numbered 367, a de¬ 

crease of 36 from the week previous. 

— Congress has voted to make the 22d of February, Wash¬ 

ington’s birthday, a national holiday. 

— The number of lakes and ponds laid down in the map of 

Berkshire county, Mass., is ninety-six. 

— England obtained from other sources than the United 

•States in 1860, 860,000 bales of cotton. 

— In some place* on the mountains in Williamstown, Mass., 

the snow is nix feet, deep on the level. 

— A nuus of copper, weighing 13,000 pounds, was recently 

taken from the mines near Ontonagon. 

— The national debt of the United States amounts to about 

— Russia is rapidly extending her telegraphs into the 

Amoor country, intending to reach the Pacific and the vast 

country of Siberia. 

— The census of Missouri shows that State, to have 1,407 - 

536 whites, 113,188 slaves, and 3,902 free negroes,—in the 

aggregate 1,524,626. 

— The Amherst, (Mass.,) Railroad is again open for public 

travel after nearly three weeks’ suspension, and a monstrous 

amount of hard labor iu clearing away snow and ice. 



j ()()() CANVASSERS WANTED 

To Sell New and Popular Works 
WHICH ARE 80I.H EXCLUSIVELY BY SUBSCIUITION 

THE WOOL MARKETS. 

NEW YORK. Frl* 14.—'There ha* been a. wry moderate hqal- 
nen doing since the dale ul‘our lart report, jU»J the market i< 
ln'iivv We notire nom-scnlial change In pitfe* riio siiImoI 
domesticfleeceslor the week amount r.> about SflJlW lb? medium 
to choice Saxonv at SftirtMc. In pulled wools « ;• hear ot nothing 
,|„i,nr Then- 1ms (m*i*n snino inquiry tor tulitornis wools, mill 
suit's made to tlm . m ot of lO.OOU lb., at price? within our range. 
Foreign wool* of all descriptions have been dull, anti wo do uut 
hear of a single salt* having been mode. 

American Snxuny Fleec®, DHb.. . 
American full-blood Merino, . iU‘• ■ 
American half blood and tbrvo-fonrths Merino, She m 
Amorionn Native and one-fom Hi Menno.. . ... ..y-. ’.55 

California, extra,.. 
California, line, unwashed. . 
California, common do.Hr- tf; 
Peruvian, washed. . 
Valparaiso, unwashed...~‘7 ~ 
South American Me*. unwashed.. " 
South Amerieun .Merino, unwashed,  7. 
South American, common washed..b * 2 
Sontii American Kiitre Rios, do, ...  f 
South American, mova-dird,... .. .JV'*” 
South American Cordova, washed, ...Id;.. 
Cap** Good Hope unwashed. 
East India, washed. ’''.‘vi 
African. unwMhiid. " !2i 
African, washed.  m- io 
Smyrna. unwashed, .*!':! J. 
Smyrna, washed. . 

I Mexican, unwashed.. - ■ • ou.i 'V 

publisher to the gtthtif. 

PAY FOR DOING GOOD Ont Books comprise n lame assortment of valuable Family 
Works which command a tendv wile, and Agent* now employ 
cl by us are iimkiiur from if*) to -fton per month. Female 
A dents can make a good living by -''llina nur Hooks. For farther 
particulars and descriptive Cutaloug"* address 

DICK .V FITZGERALD. 
IS Aim Street, Nt>w York 

J?r We have just published a hook Containing about 1,200 
Engravings which we sell for $1,00. 579-tt 

A STOR HOUSE, 
xi. rv lil W Y o 1A It . 

This Hotel is in excellent condition. Recently many Im¬ 
provements have boot!Blade Mr Stetson, its former proprie¬ 
tor, has returned to supcnise its executive department. Its 
tables are bountifully supplied, waiteis excellent, and il is con¬ 
ceded that it lias never boon so oiinifortnhlo during its history. 
The new wnlct closets have n» <-Muujs in this cmmtrv 

The young proprietors are full of enterprise and courtesy, 
and spare no pains to make thou patrons comfertuble. 

Men of business, of* fiintilies w ho really need solid comforts 
handsomely dispensed, will find this time-honored Hotel hotter 
that! ever, 

Its proximity to business, the convenience* for reaching ove ry 
part of tin* city, f'entrnl Park, \ *, ramie i s it tin* best for the 
Merchant or casual Traveler. .WO-UJt 

r nil IC OPOIITO GK \ I’E*— The Witte Grape of Amer- 
I ica, Send for a Circular E. W SYLVESTER, Lyons, N. Y. 

I TALIAN HICKS A\l) ((I KI'NS FOR SALE—For 
I particulars send early forCirculnr 

576-311*00 M. M. lULDKIDGK, Middleport, Nlag. Co., N. Y. 
COUGHS. 

Tna administration of medicinal preparation* in the form 

• a Lozertffe, is of all modes the most eligible and convenient. 

iore especially as regards a Cocgh Remedy. " Brown .< 

ronchial Troches" or Cough Lozenges, allay Irritation which 

,duces Couching, having a direct influence to the affected 

KA It BLESS HARLEY lor Hah* at Si per bushel 
or pmalter nuHntitif* .'it tin* junno rate 

A_ CLINTON. SC iteonre. Kranl Co., 0. W 
prize! ncaa me hh. 

GRAND SPECIFIC PRIZES. 
PREMIUMS FOR EACH AND ALL-NO BLANKS! 

Is- order to give every Club Agent or Active Friend of the 

Rural » Bene tit, we have concluded to ofTer the following 
Liberal Specific Premiums to every person who forms a Club 

for the New Volume i 

•W E "W ILL GIVE 

1. AVebsfrr'i* Unabridged Pictorial Dictionary 
/cash pt ice $6.00,1 and an extra copy of the Rural to ct’.trv per¬ 
iod remitrihg *» for Forty Yearly Subscribers to the Rural 
MeW-Ttrrker at least twenty of which must be w Subscriber, 
or persons who have not taken the paper regularly forl^OJ 
nrerious to the i*t of April, tsfii. The.SMS® 
Prop copy.) to every punwu remitting $37,50 for Thirty anus Sub¬ 
scribers,' os above.' „ . , 

*>. LmrainttN lllnirtraied IINtnry ot the United 
State* (Imperial Rvo.. with AM Illustration?,-price, $3,50,1and 
an extra «opv or the Rural free, to even person remitting ,- 

Ls shove, fm thirty ctpSes, ft’ lead twenty or w hich must be 
for nrw subscribers. 

:t. Alacnnlny’u History of England, ! Harper s Ivin 
tion in 4 volume*, )2mo., bound in leather—cash price, $3,1 and 
an extra paper free, to every person remitting $30, its above, for 
Twenty-Four copies, at least twenty of which must be for new 
subscribers 

4. Macaulay’* England, (same edition a* above, in 
cloth binding -price. $2,5(1,) and an extra paper tree, to every 
person remitting $25 Tor twenty new Subscribers as above. 
MacauUv's England (Os above,) to every person remitting $25 
for Twenty subscribers, old or new. 

5. Macaulay'*’ England, (in cloth. aj above.| to every 
person remitting $21 for Fifteen copies. f.‘. . --t -.“ 
must be for new sulwcriben* 

«. \Vi h-tor'w Counting ll«u*o and Kninlly Dic- 
(Mason and Brothers' Edition, bound in leather, casn 

~^~~y -y.w 9 

m:\v monthly magazini ■To sell a i/reat work. 
Address J. WHIT 

373-it 

i ACCENTS wanted 
i ' Great inducements olTered. 
Davis' Block, Geneva, N Y. No. Cxxx.] CONTENTS. [March, 

the ballad of THE SHAMROCK. By Fits! Jambs 
O’Bhikn. 

lu.csTKATioxs The Fauna®.—The farting.— In the 
Cabin. ThU Grave 

PONTIAC. Bv J. T llB.UU.RY. 
1 i.i rsTiiations Pontiac. The Fort, at Detroit Gladwyn 

and the liultun Girl. I’onliitc and Gladwyn. Pontiac in 
Council -Escape of the Prisoner*. Tnrtureoft.be Prison¬ 
er-. Attack "ii the Schooner. The Fire-Raft- Arrival of 
Keinfon’eniotits. - DalzeU's Defeat. The Fight on tint 
Schooner. Death of Pontine. 

FISHING ADVENTURES ON THE N'EWFOI’NDI.AND 

i[.[,i>'T'tiv rio.xp. tIff for the Banks Tall Fishiug — Our 
Cook Dressing down Riiiine out a Noithfaster. Hours 
of Idleness Shaving the Virgin Bocks The Spout oil Cape 
BtovIi*. tlalliim a Shark. Among the loebyn**.- Stranded 
in Forty Fathoms I lard a Stmhoard. - Taking a Sight. 

A STORY FOR A CHILD. By B.vyaBPTatton. 

THE OTHER FAMILY 
BIGGS HOARDS. By J. W. Watson. 

(»NT THE KIO GRANDE. 
the talk OF THE TKKFF.THKXE.SS. 
A FEW WORDS ABO! r SORROW. By Miss Mrt.0CK. 

HORROR. A TRI E TALE. 
A JOYOI'S FRENCHMAN' IN VIRGINIA. 
THE OLD MAN AND THE SPRING LEAVES. By John J 

Piatt. 
THE ADVENTURES tiF PHILIP. By W M. Thackkhay. 

Cit.vPTKit IV. A Genteel Family. 
Cuattkii \ The Noble Kinsman. 
Ii.iai MTUationh. V liitl Hiiniuy. What Natiuin sau 

unto David At the Door 
WOOL GATHERING. By Geokor AK.vold. 

(COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED.— 
^ $.‘t a Day. Mrs*. Hjuikinp. want-. Auvnt-H at homw c»r to 
travel tor InT rirtorial “l‘AVtII«V XKW’SPAt’KIV* Tor her 
i-HtJouuNew Ihiok of FK.Nf AfiK CIIARACTKK3 in THIS CITY. 
For SjH'ciijieiia and Tni-ma imdo.sn n;d rtamp to JL\NKINS & 
CO., Now York- 673 

markets, Commerce, &c 
BOSTON, Feb. 14 - AAV have to notice i "ontpariti 

week for domestic wool and in prices no change Hie 
The sale- have been uliont UNI 1*00 Its. inclnding lleect 
ed. Foreign bus been more inquired for. with ml-'. ■ 
Mediterranean, Cape and South .Anieriean and ,.«t lev 
vian at various prices as to duality 2u0 hale* t ape W 
bean shipped to England. 
Saxouv and Merino, riue. t.'s , A5 
Full blood,.t i fi *7 

and ’i blood.e1’*" 43 
Common.—3lV<c.!3 
Polled, extra,....40a 43 
Do Superfine.3S<; III 
Do. No. 1.2.'<n 33 
Do. No. 2.16@25 

Rural Nkw-Yorkkr Ofpiok. ) 
Rochenter, Feb. 19, 1361- 1 

OrR market may be more noted Ibis morning for dullness 

than any other special feature. There are but two changes in 
Die whole range of articles quoted Timothy Seed is 25 emits 
higher Sheep Pelts have put on 25 cents each, for beet. The 
whole country are now looking forward to AVashington and the 

scenes to be enacted ou the 1th c*r next month, when nn impe 
tos will be given to trade and commerce, or the nation plunged 
into anarchy and distress. The enigma will then begin the pro¬ 
cess of solution, and all will know just what is to be expected of 

them a- eiti/ens uf the Republic 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Eggs, dozen. .lAailbc 
Honey, box.hie’14 
Candles, box......12S<t13 
Caudle*, extra ..... OftmU 

Km rr A-vn Roots. 
Apples, bushel... .2-V' 31c 
Apples, dried, ft lb. iy*i5<t)3 
I ’rashes dried, j) lb.. O') / 10 
Cherries, dried,. Plfif 12 
Horn*, dried.. —.—ikwiio 
Potatoes...flfiC'i 45 

HI OKS v>0 SKI.X.S. 
Slaughter.4 © t'4 
Calf,.8 V 8 
Sheep Pelts.mfartft!) 
Lamb Pelts.56@88 

| T V 1,1 A N IIEIX—Order- will now be received for thewe 
1 bees to ho lclivered in tie* Spi i ng ,1 eirt-ular will tie sent to 

all npiiliiwntf I’li lntinp a slamv Jtt il will 1»* found the term* 
and also reports (nun Mr. Lv."i-iRol'il. Dr. KlKrtAXP, Mr. 
Bkackktt. Mi I’.Ai.nnttxsf:, anil others, te-lifving fully, from 
actual olwervation, to the gi eat ■irp.-rlorlty of this race over the 
common he-*. |578-tt'| S, B. PARSON'S, Flushing, N. Y. 

Western mixed,... 
Bmyrn i, washed, . 
Do. unwashed. 
Syrian.... 
Cape. 
Crimea. 
KllOUie Ayre*,. 
Peruvian, washed, 

' 1 Mit Hankins' Mammoth Pictorial la in its Sixth Volume 
and has 300,000 reader*. Full of Engravings and Fashion Plate*. 
Largest, nicest ami be«t in tti<* worlil lor "aria a rear. Aukvth 
wanted. La-lie*. Tern'lier-. Clergymen, or Poet.-Ala.ster*. For 
Specimen Copies and Terms to Agent'*, undone red stamp to 

578 HANKINS .It CO„ New York 

r>LETJR.O-T>NEUJTVLOlNrig0k. 
I T IV O ATTIiffi. 

A RKMKPV for this destructive disease, (when given in it* earliest 
stag''*,) is lire pare* I b* the -abseriber Several tlirifU' IS in 1-ho 
neighborhood of Philadelphia can be referred to. who have 
-ucce—fully used it GKO. J, SCATTKKGODD, 

Duro/ilMT. 
N. \V. corner Fifth ami Callowhill Street*, 

578-3teow PttlLADKRRlttA, J'u 

Ft.orR asp Gkaik 
Flour, winter wheat,$5.2aa (*.75 
Flour, spring do..... 5,tH)(gl5,00 
Flour, buekwlieai, .. O.OO.rtjkOO 
Meal, fndiao. , '/Jav 
Wheat. Genesee,.-LlOMbSO 
Best White Cauadii... O.Oftil I.N* 
coni, old.mm 
Com, new ...,S2'Jr 
Rye, 00 lb*. VI hush- ttrirt-O 
Oats, by weight.T>v-'l'v 
Barley,- .. 
Buckwheat.,-3.-''.-.’ 
Beans, —. ..—olhQi <•» 

Mbats. 
Pork Me** .$l6,tMMOO.OO 
Pork, clear... 
Pork fiwt .n,iiTK»L.bt/a 
Beet.cwt.. v.-KX o *i 
Bpring lamb*, each, LSOwf-.OIl 
Mutton, earcast*.«“Lc 
Hams, smoked. w 
Shoulder*,. -,’8©4 
Cbie.kcn*. • • 
Turkey*. . 

Ducks p pair ..S.^a.K 
DAIRY, &C. 

Butter, roll.--- J J’1 ] 
Butter, Grkin.fj;1'' 
Cheese. 
I,ar-l, tried.10© 10 
Tallow, rough.o tel 11 
TallOW, tried..8 © 8 A 

On the 12th inst., I*v Dr. \. G. 11 Ain., GILBERT H- KEY 
NdLDS an-l SARAH A.' PARKER, daughter of Richard 1 arkkh, 
Esq., all of this city. 

at least ten ot which 

(.'oiintinM House and Family Hie** 
tlonnry (Mason and Brothers' ralltion, bound in leather, ea-h 

*1 80) nosl-paid, and a free copy of the Rural, to every 
* L.. ---. m—,— — ,u least expht being for 

II. yV: Fuinlly Dictionary, post 
remitting $19 for 

style, price 

V A Mr-. Hankins'Curious New Boole of Fgumln Charac¬ 
ter* in the City, is very interesting, ami strictly moral Fancy 
binding: 350 Pave?; •'*> Engraving-. Sti Portrait-. Mailed free for 
$1 AGENTS Want."! Ladies and Teachers. For Description 
of Book and Particulars of Agency, inclose rod stump to 

S7H II \STICl.VS k CD.. Now York. 

person rem'lttirig llbior Twelve eopfea, 
new eub-Cfiber*. 

7. \\ * ti-l> r'w < 
paid, and a free copy of Rural, to evety person 
Ton new snleeribers; or 

S. Kvnrvhody’n Lawyer (hound in law 
*1 95 1 vast-naiil. iOR, anv $l,2r. or $1 work, mentioned herein, 
post-paid, and a free copy of Rural U> every person remitting 
$15 for Ten subscribers, whether old or new 

«) AVclratPi'w »• s'* V- Diclionary, post paid, and 
a free < >*P.v of Rural, to every person remitting $10 for B)X new 
gubsoribcix . . , , . 

10. The Ilniree mid his. l)l«ca*CH(Illustrated, bound 
in leather, price 31,'45,1 ptul-vaiil, nnd a lreert.ony of Rural, to 
everV "U** remitting $10 lor Six subHcnbura, whether old or new 

1 1. LOBo-ltiK’M uictorinl United State-. (12mo.,with 
200 Illii-'.'ationa price $1 ) post-paid, tott,over-v Vw,‘li!.,!e 
$8for Five subscriber*, three being new— or $5 lor lUrresub 
Bcrite*^ two hfrijijf n^w. 

i*2, ('ule's Fruit Book I price 50 cents.) port-paid — 
or if preferred, THE SKILLFUL IIOHSEWIFE, isamo pme.) 
post-paid — tt> every person remitting $4 for two subacribers, 
one being new. .. 

(Prr-ou« entitled to any of the above hook*, and preferring 
otiiei works ol equal value, mentioned heroin, can lie ftceom 
modafed ou Stating their wiehc*. l*or in*tang?,any one outitl .1 
to" Kverv body's Lawyer," can have "The Horec ami Hi* Dis¬ 
ease*'' or • Losaipg * Pictorial," and Hire versa. Any one entitled 
to Macaulay s History can have instead, and PoaVp^x 
two i-r t be dollar or fe" shilling book* , and anv one antith a t o 
Lossing’* Bin. trated History, c«n have instead, and port-paid, 
two copies of tin* Counting House and k amily Dictionary, Nc. 
The Pictorial Dictionary, Bossings Illustrate') IliRtorv, and Ma- 

Skrds. 
Clover, bushel.. 
Timothy. 

SP-X’DRIKS. 
Wood, hard. 
Wood, soft...-.- .. 
Coal, Lehigh. 
Coal, Bo-ranUm — 
Coal, Plttston.. 
Coal, Kliamokin- 
Coal. Char. 
Salt, bbl. 
I lay, tun. 
Straw, tun. 
Wool, XT tb . 
Wliitolish, half bbl. 
Codfish, ID quintal 
Trout, hall'bbl. 

.$4,OOP'S.511 
■ 2.1 

.33.00(3 fl.ii) 
3,1 tit *03,00 

. .7,01X37,00 
-5.75(5 ti,(10 

.. 5.75(50', 00 

.Jh.7t&6,00 
.. UK'1' I- 
. l,7«Sll,75 
H,()(X«tl2,0O 

.0,1 Kiel 0,00 
. SOTftWc 
.4,25(5 4,50 
4,«)@5,00 

.4,00(5)4,25 

S E E D M ! T It I! K S IC K D 8 J 
SOHROEDER it, CO., 

!) STATU ST RE FT, ROm ESTER, N. IT, 
•IK iiiuiiv other varieties ot Tree Seetb), the follow- 
*nrt*, at the price* uatiied: 

.per lb $0,50 
... " 1,75 
... *• 1,60 
... " 2,50 
... " 1,00 
... " 2,00 
... " 2,00 
... " G.OO 
_ ** 1,0t) 
... *• 1.00 
_ •• 1,00 
... “ 0,50 
... •• 1,00 
.. ** 1,50 
.. ** 3,00 

1,00 
.. •• 1,00 
. « 3,(X) 

In quantities of 25 lb*, and over, at 

and Peach Pit*. 
, very strong. 
Dwarf Cherry, Manetti Rose, 

578-eow-tt 

THE CAREER OF A POLITICIAN. 
ti.M'STKatiiiv;- Ilia Debut. Provided tor -Education.— 

His Calling. In Pursuit "f Knowledge.- Culture. Philan¬ 
thropic Active Life. Promotion - Foresight. On the 
flench. Cmiifvnsaionul. 

FASHIONS FOR MARCH. 
lu.i stit m'liiY.*. t iirriage Dress. -Cap*.— I nder-Sloevcs. 

— Chemisette, 
Mu. Track boy's New Story, with all the original Illustrations, 

is continued in Mil* Number of Hari’bk * Nkw Montht.Y M aoa- 
/,ink. It i* hero printed simultaneously with its publication in 
England, from advance sheets fin nlsbed to the Publisher* by 

the Author. The admirers of " Pendenni.-" and ‘ fho New- 
comes" who in the opening chapter* renewed tholr acquaint 

anoe with their friend*, Arthur Pendenni*. Laura, and the 
Major, will Bad the circle of favorite* enlarged in the present 

Nuuibnv. 
The Publishers have also made arrangement- with tin* Author 

or " Adam Bede" and *• The Mill on the Flqss," for a New Story 
for tin* Magazine. 

A Series of Illustrated Papers describing Life, Character, and 
Scenery in every part of the American Continent, from Labra¬ 
dor to Oregon, prepared from personal experience by favorite 
Author*and Artists, is in preparation, and w ill appear from 

time to time. 

A complete Set of Harper * Map,nine w ill he a desirable acqi'i- 
Mjtton to am public, or private library. iK’iudiv the 1 ales, 
Booms and E-sav-which rorm tie* leading feature*of Periodi¬ 
cal Literature, each Number of the Magazine liter contained 
article* "I permanent value. Nearly Tw" Hundred Papers, 
illiirtrntod by ncru limn Two Thousand Engraving-, have been 
ifevote'1 to American History. ISngmiihi. Induslry, Character, 
and Scenerv Each of our great Agricultural Maple* bus beep 
made tile subject eblbonilB ttrlicloi The l esiilts of tllf 
plumtion? ol Lrav ... heretoferu 11 ml''scribed have 
been I'liiefullv epitomized. The ‘Literary Not."*** cmuo'ly 
limiartqil "stlinates of mor" th in two thousand book*, conipris 
lug utmost own work of any vulm whleh has Vn-voi is-iv-l p".m 
Mi" American jjrasH dmitig the lusl tiui year-, the •• Monthly 
[{,'em ,| of (*i|rrent Event-." though tilling a small ■ipaee in eueh 
Numher, contain.' matter sufficient to fill several volumes. 
Every cvenl of historical iuipnrtnne.e is here nob"l. il ramfehc* 
a more eomplele history of tlie last, ten year* than can be lonud 
,n nuv other accearlhle shape 

The pulilishers of ITaKPKIis Mauazixk, awiue ol it* pernia- 
ueiit YMiie, have eleclnitvpted every page They can therefore 
supply am Number from the beginning upon the following 

ADVERTISING TE1MMM, in Advance— Thirty 

Fivk 0k.nth a LINK, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52)4 rent* per line of space Si'kiiia), Noticks, 
(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Line 

Lv consequence of it* lar ge and Increasing circulation, wo 
are obliged to put the Inst form of the Rirai. to press earlier 
than formerly, an'! advertisements should reach ns on Monday 

to secure insertion the same week. 

•• PiniiNtor, IMari'lima,] .. 
Plena l’ecllnnta, | European Silvi*: 
l.nrlx Europa us, |F.iivoiaian Lari 
Juuipovus t’oniniuui*, |English,) 

•' Virginluiia, [Kod Ccla 
ThuyaOe.chlenialtn, [American,] 

Uriel'trill*. [Uiiiiu'se, 1 
Fraximis Excelsior, I European 11 
Acer Platanoide-, [Norway.J- 

" Ruhrum, |Scarlet,| 
PEAR SEEDS. S2.is) ed ft.. 

wholesale price*. 
Apple Sc*"I ,, Cherry, Plum, 
Angers ami Kootenay Quince, 
Pear, Plum. Dwarf Apple, 

Stocks, Ac., Ac, 

rOHN 3VL- MEEEICK Sc CO., 
V Sole Proprietors rind Mumrfacturer* of 

TIMBY’S PATENT BAROMETER, 
FDR THE UNITED STATES. 

Olllf *", No. 7 <'(•rit.rsil Kxchftilge. 
WORCESTER, MASS. 

Tins Nkw Fathnt Stavpaiio InhtRi mbnt difTers iri Its con- 
Htmctlon and operation fi rmi all others, being constructed with 
a Ft.KXim.K Ski rtox, «" arranged a* to 

Conipcnsutc for the Changes in Temperature, 
Leaving the height of t he Mercurial column entirely unchanged 
hv th" i xtii'ri.cs of heat and vld, w hether placed in-ilonraor 
nut, and •,ob?tiinRally obviates the hitherto groat uncertainty 

, '"siding Mu' ilurqinetHr 
This Instcm vni i* "them Ise I'xTIJoa v port iib tA Intving been 

snfciv tr".o»ti*iitcil to every section of the United States ami 
viiko.vp and entirely free from leaking ami ruin, conseauent 
Upon the ue of iVu a.vj> oniKR TBArti, In attempting to*o- 
enro the niercun In the tube 

This llirtruinen’ i- ms'd and vmlm -cd hy many ot the most 
*>Tiiinonu|y nr.K'licD'l iimi su.U-ritilic itiisu in th(’ I vKtAt.GH. 

1'jiriitv. t»uIkislimild b« tarcfulandaoo that 
tie* histrument i-marked TlMllY * Patknt. 

The above Instrument are put up in the finest Rosewood and 
7,iue.otu Cases, with Thermometer** attached. l*Hce trom$7to 
*10 2 -r- Agent* wanted in every i’ourity 578-tf 

THE PROVISION MARKETS. 

NEW YORK Fkh 18 - Flock \hirket Steillk1. bettor, but 
the demand, both fee ox port mil Imme rnnsiunplion, le^actlvn 
Snip? at i-\ l.Va 5,20 for an|»*r State, $5,30655,40 for extra do; 35,15 
*„/, -si for super Wi-steru. $5.30"i6,aO for common to ruediuin ex¬ 
tra' do $5,«i*(-9,H» for inferioi to good sblliping brands extra 
round boopDili"—closing with holder* a little more disposed 
to realize Canadian a trifle lnghei. with a moderate bu.siiic;-.- 
,l,ilng , sales at Ri,X\n*i,75 for cmnuion to choice extra. 

Gkux Wheat about le higher, hut till* export demand .'* Pin 
tonally rliecUed bv I he advance in rreu/bt-. wiles cboice ainber 
Wisconsin at $1.24, in Htrtrp winter red We-tviri it( $l.31("'l,32. 
handsome Uimndn club at $1,2«, delivered elide Western at 
$1 ate 1,50; red Long l laml at $1,3H.« 1,30V: interior red and 
white mixed Western together at $1,471^1.33: white Cal'fern 111 
on pi red Tenners." at 51.3-'* , Rye iinMwtd hnn !£" 
sales at tide Barley zeurce and pretl v firmly belli at 70c 80c. 
sales Western on p t. Corn atiout 1c. hotter, with a moderate 

A few bushels of first class, 
J. D. Conku.v. Locke, Cay. U 

O 1)*).) local agents wanted, to sell 
• >.).) ... of the i/etiutw Kin? n4 Tompkins t o. and 

Wagoner, the two he*t market, and talde Apple*- Send hv mail 
to E. ('. FROST, Havana, N'. V.. and got plates and terms free. 

/ I AR|)H\HR WANTED—f’no that understand? the 
x T management of a ( old Grapery, arc! the Cultivationnf 
Emit Trees, can find a -dilution by applying to 

JAMES SMITH, I‘*l fit Bt) l.lov.l Street, Buffalo. N \ 
N. «... A i '.iing tiian, a .VWrtaiWii.tl'itraJ. ■w'-’t 

OR n.lHVKU A VEGETABLE 
Otn catalogue of I'ttoim and kakk -.Is lor l«*d 

, and will lie sent to am arldre-s upon cec-ipt of a 
p. It a fnU iien^ription ot the uilicrent 
inirticiil‘ii reCtlODX for odilivation. 
I. WaI.Y BROS , Sneec’.ssors to Allen A* Mcl.lwam 
Muiu ‘ 

ers w.Umi bv m-nml. | il (Mno*unm m ifowinp jubm'i.v, 
• MACAlil S illSTDRYDF ENGI.aND, in ton, 

voliiiiiib, lionad in Inathcf, (nricO) a bound rolum** ol the 
ID RAJ, Nkw-YoukRR for 18,58, '50, or'60, a* preferred, (price, $3.) 

2. To kvkhy rintaos lemittingB- als>vo. for Twentr /gw Sub- 
scrilsM-wc will give a* an exti.i premium, a cony of \\ EBsTEKh 
0 II A t 4 Ml LY DICTION ARY. post paid the most complete 
and valvable wm k of its price published or any $1.25 book, 
post paid, above mentioned. 

8, To BVTitr I*KKS"X reniitling for Fifteeu flubsciibor*, os 
above at lea-t ten being new, or lor Twelve of which eight, are 
new, or for Ten row Ribscribcrs, (sue «, i«td 7wwve,l we 
will hriv»\ or u4ijii poKt-p/iid, *i ropv of h* V h I»A BOO i ^ - 
YER. or anv other $1,25 or $1 hook, above named. 

4. To KVBJtT vBRfnns remitting for Ton Bobsijrihers, whether 
old or new, or for Six to w *ub*crits*r*. its above, we will give, or 
send post paid, a copy fit I,t).-8|N'GS ITbl'ORTAL I SITED 
STATES, 1-gioo., 200 eng rail figs, pri-t. $1. 

f Fr" There, Friends and Strangers, is just what we offer 

and propose to perforin! You can afford to make a little 

kxtra effort, we reckon, to seenre such libbkai, and vacua 

bi.k priz-es. In fact, we shouldn't be surprised if you should 

trust some of your neighbors aud acquaintances a few weeks, 

(such as you know will pay,) and advance the money, in 

order to make a " sure thing.” You can decide. 

T M l,.TO PER. 1,000. - I offer for salo 
aple Graffs, of popular varieties, at $1,8(1 #1 M. 

No. I Plum, Uisu, and Quinc.o Stocks, ami 
T f. SOUTH WICK. Iliin.'ivillo. lav. Go., N. Y. 

HOH A' it Fell R, .riariinon, Fake Co.i Ohio, 
Sul.annfa. tiirers for the V. S. except Vermont and the 

Bruit half New York. , , ,, ,, , . 
This Vat has h. en the longest. Iieforc ho public the UlO-t. 

extensively used are) diligently improved, and t* Isdleved to be 
lb** be-t. In the world. Well made, -implo durable and compact, 
it combinc* everv want and convenience ol the dairy man 1 m* 
new arrangement r.ir shiittiin off the he,It and furnishing hot 
water i- extremelv simple works perfectly and not liable to get. 
out of order, Warranted to go" satislactuin-rthee-tiimr, lor 
cheese lwaking hv some of the bij-1 (kiirvmen, with *-.ru’h \ ,tt. 

Roe', Patent Adjustable Expansion Ulme Hoop a neat 
thing warranted. S s-Send for Circular. . 

Aiikms DAVID LEWIS. Johnson-bat-un, Wyhnung Go., N 

Y. STEPHEN THOMAS, Scio, Allegan. ■" . N. A . 5*011 

;’S PATENT A Cl RIG (J LTD ItAL 
CALDRON AND STEAMER 

TIIK CATTIiK HI A RKETH. 

Kooh^Htw'i N. V . 
[ MAVK this dav (Fell, tilth,I received n fresh invoice of FRYE 

FLOWER ,)YI> VFJt FT A III.F SEEDS from Europe, 'in- 
bracing some of the IInr-3 varict.es ever ottered to the ho m* ol 
flowers. Many urn new and rare. Among them are mo 

"’STOUTS - Ten Week New Largest Flow ring. 8 color- sep¬ 
arate, oi mixed Emperor, larett flowt"oil. Ilrompti/n, (Winter) 

-Sulphur Yellow, new. , . in im.,„ 
. Globe Flowered, Dwarf Pyramidal Bouqm't I* low- 

Perfected, IH rolors, either separate or mixed 
lew iVonii, t varieties, separate colors, or mixed 
Flow" red , t'hry.'intliemliui Flowered, (1 colors, 

_ ' ,ew Giant Emperor. 
l:,i'„* Flowered, 12 rolora. sepcTiito or mixed. 

Dwarf Hyacinth Flowered; Stocli 

.$(),(?)( 5,9,50 

. S,25(5'.*,75 

. 7.00(a)8,()0 

. 5,60@6,50 TEEMS OF THE RURAL —IN ADVANCE. 

Two Doi.LAKS A Year Three Copies, one year, to; Six 
Copies, and one free to Club Alien!, $10,- Ten. and one free, *15; 
Fi1tl,.n. and u)H free, #21; Twenty, and one .tree, $25; and any 
am,t,i numher at the same rale- .#• ,25 per rp/pu! Club pa 
]iers tnd to different poddWi' e.*, ij desired. As we pat/ Ament an 
podayeon eopies mailed to Jumna fount rot, $1,37 w the lowest 
Club rat- lor Canada, aud $2,25 to Eitirapr- 

• /Rits on nil solo, ot Bank; at 77 S. and Canada taken at 
pur, bul Admit will ptetue remit Mew Fork, Canada, or Mew 
Enalsaui iwaon when etmoenirnt AH si/Jjsenptijm money remitted 
by Itraft on eiQur Mew York. Boston, Album, or Rochester, (lets 
erehanye.) may lie sad at. the risk of the 1‘uMisher. if made 
payable to hit orderr. 

Baj'K NrjniKRS from January 6th are still furnished to 

n-w subscribe!*, so that all who send soon may secure the 

complete volume. 

Please write all addresses plainly and carefully, In order that 
they may be accurately eutored upon our bo6k* and correctly 
printkd by our Mailing Machine. All subscription* should be 

well inclosed, and carefully addressed and mailed to 
IE I». T. MOORE, Rochester, N. Y. 

,$55,00(5'AO,ni1 
. 40,l)U@50,00 

30,011 ojtfi.00 
25,00®;«),00 ASTERS 

ered, Truffaut 
La Superb: New Drown, 
Uanum uluA IT... . 
separat*.* or mixed; A 

BALSAMS Ro-l 
LARKSPUR Double 

Flowered. „ ,,, 
Hiil.I.VIIDUKS From Show t lower.-*. 
MARVEL OF PERL Eight varieties. 
SWEET PEAS Seven varieties, separate colors. 
IMPUTEES - From Choice Flower*. 
ANTIRRHINUM Flower Alim, Striped; Brilliant; Fuefly, 

Gala1he-":i.*h color separate or mixed. 
OMNVULVFLUS MINOR Tri-Color; Splendeus. 
CONVOLVULUS MAJOR Purpurea. . 
G.VILLAKDIA Pictu. L.oplnis Mini Marginata 
GODKT1A Atnnenn. Wiblenowii 
PHJ.OX DRUM MOM'll Scarlet. lasopohh, Bine, w hite eye, 

Alba Ur.ulntu, (pure white, purple eye. All ot these separate. 

°VdRTULAGGA Alba Striatu; Caryophyloidc*, rose, striped 

WpANSnCs""i' q'lialltv, 11 quality; from red flowers; from 
striped flower- from light flowers, violet bordered. 

WALL FLOWED—Ten varieties. 
SALPlGLOSStS— Variabilb. largest flower; Dwarf, hne. 

ALSO,— Oalliopsii; Dianthti* Glilnetisl*; Aconitum Lycrm- 
tonuui; Aqiiilegia, doable; R.irtonm Anrea, Lampanula. Cobea 
Scandens, cUltiber, Sweet William, bent seed; I etuma, 3 varie¬ 
ties, Zinnia Elegant* many varieties. 

TP.\'nrhislinB Iflowers. 
Hki.ichrYSCW. several varieties and color*; Aurocunitm, 

Ro Joim anil Alba; AM Ai<avrilc*. Ul-c..l..r a,n Tri color, GhOBB 
Am \hantii itiontnlirena,) l'amen, Ruluii. and Amea riuperua , 
Pul.vim YMVA StpABTi. line white UoWei , RHOPAJiTK Ma.x- 
(il.Krtn, very line, Xni(.i.vriD;Mi*M. l'm*.uleaand ( onrpacU. 

< rtitH-l GritHhO*. 
Antoxantliom Gracilc, Bri/Jg Minima and Maxima, Lamarkia 

aureii; i hlorvs Kadlnta. Eragrosti- Efegaus; Elyimis Hystrix; 
Lagnro- I/vatu-: Peoul-ctiim LmlgiaTiUirn, Stipn I eunata. 

hf.fi,Ui C 
4 (5)5 c 
37a(ii : 4 C 

,S5.5(IC'"7,00 
. 4,0flte5,0O 
. 3,00,7)3,75 
. 2,75(5)3,00 

rn H O R LEY’S F O O l> V OR CATTLE 
1 CONVERTS THE 

I'oorest Hsiy or Straw 
INTO A SUPERIOR RROVENOER. 
Whole barrels containing 448 feed* with meat-ore $14. 
Half barrels containing 224 feed* w ith mcaSUro $7. 
Cares containing 112 feed? in packages $4. 
A Pamphlet, containing testimonial* mailed free. 
I'ir DEPOT, 21 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
Agent* wanted in every City and town. 574-2M 

HA M. (!. MORDOKF, Breeders of pure Short-horn 
, and Alderney Cattle, South Room and Silesian Stoop. 

So poll: sou ■ r. I... ' ' tel N Yi r“ 

H3A R M FOR HA LIL— One of the beat nnd best situ¬ 
ated lama in Monroe Go., lying 8 mile* west of this City, in 

the town of Gates, on the Buffalo road, w ■ 11 be *old u t a great 
barffain if ikppll^Atioo in niH*te A snuil 1 Uirmoft*) U) tsO 
flcrcH m?nr the City orahou-^Hiid lot worth l to fntho 
citv, would botitV^ti i«. i^rt mrnwut > or pnrtkuiar>| Apply on 
the proim-e-.. or at No, S Hill street, at r'"‘/,' t‘K.'Vi’x;iiT<ra-M 
Fkksi-H k Co., of , M HUNTINGTON 

Rochenter, N. Y., August21,1W0. 554-tf 

HEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 

IMPROVED FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 
WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Heramers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

Z~dr Vout.ntahy AOBNTS FOR thk Rl'IiaI,.—Any and every 

Subscriber or reader is requested to act in behalf of the Kfuai., 
by forming clubs or otherwise, Mow it the time for its friends 
to manifest their interest in the paper and the cause it advocates, 

either by obtaining new subscribers, or inducing others to act in 
its behalf. If any lose or wear out numbers in shmvinv the 
paper,—that s the best way to get subscribers,—we will duplicate 

them in order to make their flies complete for binding. 

Up- Thk Money wk Kkckive — Bills on all solvent Banks in 
the IT. S. and Canada taken at par on subscription to the Rt’KAt., 
but our egents and other friends will please remit New York, 
New England, Or Canada money, when convenient. Postage 
Stamps can be remitted for iractional parts of a dollar. For all 
amounts over $5 we prefer Drafts on either New York, Phila¬ 
delphia, Boston. Albany, Rochester, or Buffalo, (le,-- exchange.) 
payable to our order—aud all guen drafts may be mailed at the 

risk of the Publisher. If our lriends throughout the Union, 
British Provinces, Ac., will comply witn these suggestions ao far 

as convenient, the laror will be appreciated 

l AnniTiovs to Clcub are now in oider. and whether In 
ones, twos, fives, tens or twenties will receive attention and be 
gratefully acknowledged. It. i* small clubs, and subsequent ad 

ditions to them, which must make up the great bulk of our 
subscription —and hence we fully appreciate the efforts of those 

who lonn the rivulets upon which we depend to swell our 
general circulation. AgcntiFrierids w ill please bear this in 
mind, and send on the names of all who will join their clubs. 

The hard times and panic have no doubt caused many to delay 
renewing or subscribing,— but they, aud their families, intend 
to have the Rl HAL, and we hope our friend* will afford them 

opportunity. Many agents are furnishing the Roral, and 
taking pay in produce, &e.,— while not a lew generously ad¬ 

vance the money. In all such instances, we endeavor to be as 

liberal to agents as they are to subscribers. 

i« FA RBI 10ItS, MW II AN II. >» & III! 11. DERM. 
Iln, •* Irrepressible Conflict" is against high price*. We 

r von at 74 Main 't., Rochenter. Iron, Niiil*^Hardware,Oils, 
nt*. Color ', Window*, Donra, Itlindi*, Hoes, ijpade*. Shovels, 
o iloe;, Cultivator*, and other articles loo numerous ti> 
a tion. Also, Hie celebrated "Straight Draft Plow, which 

".^cheaper than the cheapest^oo^ HRBING & CO. 

H Iwish tloi' "in lv to call the attention of mo*e intending 
to lei V a MOWER, ora MOWER AND REAPER tor Urn coining 
harvest, to mv NEW MACHINE, and the reduction of prices 

I shall have for the coming harvest four ilillerent size Ma- 
ehlne.i. and sell them a« follows , , 
Mv One Hone* Mower, capable ot cutting from live to six 

acre-per day. *70i)0 
No. 2 —Twii-Moiho Mower, will cut from eight to ten acres 

(ti*r listv* . r 
No. L Tw.i Hoi-e Mower, will cut from twelve to fifteen 'W"*-* 

acres per day,- . . . .... .$100 00 
Combined Mower and Reaper, twelve to fifteen acres 

day,... . • . .$130 00 
They are so arranged that 

Tho Entire Machine Runs on Wheels or Rollers, 
and with a Patent Adjustable Lever and Roller, the driver lias 
perfect control "1 the linger bar in backing or raising it over ob- 
structioti*. or in transporting the Machine from field to field. 

Thcv throw our. and in gear by the driver without leaving Ills 
seat, and there is no neemsity of backing un to give the knives 
motion before entering the grass, nor to drive fait to prevent 
clo qrin ■ They have no »ido draft uo l«*artng down or tlie 
pole to cause ,ui'e neck" on vour horse* -no eloggiug or break¬ 
ing down, and any boy can manage them. , . , 

Kaeh Mac In tie is warranted to fie made of goou material — to 
cut any and all kind.-, ofttiuss walmut clogging to have no sole 
draught, and to he worked with less labor lor man and team 
than any machine now offered for sale, doing the same amount 
of work. Send for a Circular. Address 

579.t»t R. L. HOWARD, liufTtuo, N. Y. 

Early French Short-Horn Carrol. Best Winter Savoy Lah 
have Earlv Wlnningitadt. Cabbage; German Cucumber v ery 
Long Green; Early Oval Rose Bielisfi. Karl . I am Cauliflowei, 
I.enormnnii i auliflo"> i. very large, late: French Dwarf .oha 
Self-blanching Cauliflowei’ Lesters Perfected loraato Largo 
Red Solid Tomato, Hubbard Squiuli; leltow Sweet loinlp 

For the convenience of threw: who orilai ..I* 1 will -end any 
of the above, by mail, postage paid, at 10 cents pOr package, 
when liie order .hall amount to 50 cents w.hc11 “IS 1 
amounts to $1. one package extra may be ordered, l< or *2, three 
package* extra, and for 35, ten extra packages, all ot which will 
lie sent tree of postage. 

iVo\'«*lt irtei- 
1 have seed* of a few Novkltiks well worthy of attention. 
NEW DOUBLE ZI.N N I A, which i. u prezentr-d in Europea* 

almost ns beautiful as a Dahlia. Ten Seed* for 25 cents. 
Ill \ NT til S 11EDDLWIOH— Beed., per package. 25 cent*. 

MERIC AN a- XJ Ax 1ST O : 
TROSt 

JARVIS 5c BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

JN TIIK 

SOUTH UjVOEBTC OCEAN, 

t.WgOllTKD BY THK 

tijcuicAjy uujmvo co.nr.i.M 

OfHo©, 86 Willi.-*in Street, 

NEW YORK. 
MARSHALL. Pretl. H. MATnER, See'y. 

K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 09 Exchange St,, Koohcster, N. Y. 

PEKTII FOR TI1E MILLION —SoMKTHiJTO Nkw. 
| Office, No. 7 Mansion House Block. 68 State Street 
Rochester, N. V. K WILS0N 

I ME.— Page’s Perpetual Klin, Rule nted .Inly, 
J 1857.— Superior to any in use lor Wood or Coal. 2,Si COrd* 

rwnnd firlk tuna of coal to 100 bbl*. coal not mixo»l with 
;one° Address^110[434-tC 1 C D. PAGE, Rochester. N. Y. 



1A1 

THE SNOW-DRIFT. chair was in its accartomed corner by the parlor fire, “Well, Jenny,” said Mr. Newman, when the 

„ „ .. and in it sat the dear oldlady, with her placid smile of gathered again around their own fireside, “how w: 

Crowning with h.-«utv all the field’s expanse: welcome for all; while grandfather stood near her, it about that wish-bone? Did it prove to be a goo 

Thy Parian glow and sculptured symmetries erect and dignified, >«i* hands crossed on the top of one?” 
Eclipse the wildest wonders of romance. his ivory-headed staff, which was his constant com- “ Oh, father,” said Jenny,” I was just going to te 

Thou Bluest a monarch on thv Doric throne, Panion’ raore from habH tban iKtl,a1 MW?<U Th<*r'‘ ?'>a' 1 wiBhed ,irMt for a new doU- becaaBe 1 b™h 
Carved with plinth, cornice, architrave, and frieze; were words of greeting for all, questions to ask my old china’s head off, and I wanted one to curry t 

Thy architect a cunninger skill doth own, and answer, items of domestic news to circulate, and Thanksgiving. And then T wished that somethin 

Than wrought with Phidias or Praxiteles. i then, after a while, the hoys, large and small, went would make Cakiue happy, because last year sh 

Toppling in pride above the garden fence, ont> according to regular custom, for a rabbit-hunt, cried so had, and said she wished she was deac 

Of this fair world thou i»<me*t the fairest part; in which they usually saw few rabbits and plenty of Then I wanted to wish something nice for MaKgakei 

Thy splendors shame lh« rarest excellence fun, and finished up with a grand game of snow- because she always does nice things for other peoph 

That glow* in Grecian or In Tuscan art. balling. As soon as they were gone, the older girls but I didn’t know of anything she would like, so 

J,a*t night tin- north wind from his distant lair went UP ^ thc Krc!,t front cban,bcr l0 httVC il Coi!J JUKt wiBb,‘d Kh'- w,H,ld bav* what «*e wanted most ( 
.swept with m*-l fury down the boreal seas; chat over matters of special interest to young ladies anything iri all the world.” 

Piping a shrill Mast <>u tlm startled air, from sixteen to twenty, while the little ones gathered “ Very good wishes, little one,” said her father 

lie tossed the snow, and shook the shuddering trees. in grandmother’s room, and held a private thanks- “now did you get any of them?” 

The mountains made obeisance, as he flew. KivinK f°r tbt< b,"e,it of their dolls. Jenny’s new “ Why. father,” said Jenny, earnestly,” don’t yo 
And smote their harpsichord of ancient pine*; doll waH formally introduced, admired, and chris- think, when I went up stairs I found the cunningei 

He piled the multitudinous snow into tened, and installed mistress of ceremonies, by virtue doU, ail dressed complete, in my new' gaiter. An 

Kanges of mimic Alps and Apennines. of being the best dressed lady in the collection. to-night I heard Carrie tell Aunt Esther that sli 

So here r find thee, Mcmnon of the morn, If you take a peep into the front chamber, you will b,ld aucb a nice, happy time all day. And Marga 

Rising from out thy sea’s unhmken white; find Bix fair faces nestling together around the fire, KKT’ dld ^on iln.Vthinf- you wanted?” 
As Lovc'a fair goddess, on the ocean born, and perhaps among them all, Margaret’s will least <,ddly enough, Margaret blushed again, and coul 

Rose from the waves on nebulous clouds of light impress you as beautiful, yet your eyes come back to no* n,eet th« <*«* of ,hc little n««»tioncr. 

How glorious if thy beauty, isle of snow, it again and rest there with a sense of quiet content. 1 ^l, ss hbe did’ p8”1 Mr. Newman, with a heart 

Might here transfigured and forever lie; That dark-eyed girl leaning upon Margaret’s laub'b>' hut slm wont tell you about it to-night, si 

a bright Atlantis in the world below, lap) iH Lom8K Ki.mer, tho acknowledged queen and you r,eedn’<' “Hk ber-” 

Dropped from thc broad bine ocean of the sky. beauty of- thc whole COUBinbood. while the rest arc ‘,i,ow red ym,r ®beekB aro- Margaret,” sai. 

Unworthier late, some base iconoclast listening eagerly to her glowing account of a laic dl‘NN'> 'ook'nK admiringly at her sister; “I wisl 

Thy flowing lock* is waiting to destroy; sleighing party to the city, Margaret’s eyes have tliey wer(: tbflt ,l11 tbe l,mo> y°u look eo rancl 

Perhaps thou’Itliiss the virgin earth at last gone around the room, and missed something they {m,Uicr- J asked Mr‘ Fjki.ihncJ, to-night, when yoi 

Beneath the vandal foot of some rude boy. were jn Benrch of. Xhis WM (jARWJt WjleORP, the WaH Hmgi”g WiU* I'0D,M Kt'MKK’ if ,K! didn,t thinl 

Bnt though profaned and ravished on thc plain, crippled cousin, whose hack had been so injured by ' "" wus a fr''nt d<o/ the prettiest, and he said hi 

'rhe friendly sun thy spirit shall renew; a fall in babyhood as to make her a cripple for life. bcilcvod he lliJ- 1 tbink be ifl a rf’al "*««’ man, but 

And the B.,ft-footed couriers of the rain Bhe seemed almost to shrink from the merry talk of ^ BM what bufiinc8a b« bad to come to ooi 
Once more translate thee to thy native blue. tho otherB< and f„j that h1ip waa an „nwdcoinc guPHt Thanksgiving.” 

_UaqaHne. thc|n ()n|y gnvndmother H,om,d “Tb®»- Jk*ny- t)lat will do,” said her father 

"""""""keep a double share of love and tenderness for her; aufik‘IIS moie than ever. “So you really think al 

fjf. h lt> 4 irt W ’Mf 'TIT, J>1| If (rttM and when the girls bounded away unmindful of her, ll,in8fl canR‘ <lf tbat wish-bone, dc 
(Lv 4i Jv (jy X JV Jv JP ” ly Jv il jy X * she never thought of following, but shrank closer to yo” ' 

- grandmother's chair, and folded fn her thin hand the We"’ no’ ^her,” said Jenny, slowly, looking 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yoskcr.] aged one, scarcely thinner or more shrunken. thoughtfuny at her sister, “/ rat fur /hirJc it tca> 

AT A f iri “Where is Carrie?” asked Margaret, in a pause ga ret. 
A It J a> . 0f IjOcisk Elmer’s chatter. * * 

by EMILY HUNTINGTON MILLER. “ Oh, she staid down with the old folks,” said her FUN, FACT, AND FANCY. 

thoughtless sister Bessie, “she’d rather be there, she . 
(Contlnue<i from page 60, laHt wc«?k.) is sucli a <}UC6r IfttJo thrng*19 WAN S or^une ofk*n turns hift head; his bar 

CKjVf»rrKXt XI. Margaret made a motion to raise Louise from her l<,rt'ine aH ofu'n !,verts tbe heads of bis friends. 

The old Newman homestead, where Thanksgiving ,aP’ hutshe only pouted her red lips and said, “ Now, TnE rarewcl] of Home wives to their husbands every 

gatherings had been held time out. of mind, "waH a Maggie, don’t bring her up hero, that’s a good girl, morning—buy and buy. 

large substantial farm-house, built in the style of the ^ke makeH me so nervous, with her sober face and Spendthrifts economise in wbat they give, thc 

old Puritans, with beams of solid oak that seemed as KT«at mourn fill eyes. I feel as if it were a sin to charitable in what they spend. 

lasting as iron. No one had cared to change its old- IttURb and lalk bcfoEe her’ wben k!k’ finflfere so much, Emerson tells us that “ the tongue should be a 

fashioned appointments, so the parlor kept its dark is so miserable.” faithful teacher.” Certainly the eye ought to be —it 
heavy panels, its carved moulding, sand fire-place with “ Cahrik is not miserable,” said Margaret, “slie always has a pupil. 

painted tiles, the great kitchen with its polished is V0U’ patient, and even happy in her way, and we - M . . 

floor, its towering eight-day clock, and its open <>u«ht to t«'ke more pains to amuse and cheer her. • . b ” ' noce"ce» the second is 

wide-mouthed fire-place that swallowed up huge logs Tlic Rteatest happiness that is left to her is the Jove f”jj0w«*il'byHtli*” other CPar ^ " ^ °Ut qn,ckly 

in its fiery throat—all these belonged to a past of her friends, and we must not forget that she needs ’ ° " ’-V " " K r' 

generation, and yet they seemed well fitted to the ,ovo a SffOat deal more than any of the rest of ns.” A M ATttON’ late,y bf;inR aH,(cd wl,y she didn’t learn 

simple dignity of the quiet old people who lived there. There was no need of another word. Tears sprang <,H 1 r<‘”<'h language, replied that one tongue was 

It lias been said of so holy an old age as theirs that *,,to ^BR8,R'S hlno eyes, and the qu.V.k hearted girl f'un,r,,mt for a woman. 

“as, sometimes when the day is done, the sun seems Htarted for the stairs. “ l,et me go, too,” said Mar- 2bal should he like fire, which is not only hot, 

to hang for a half hour in the horizon, only to show <iAHE,r> ft,,d the girlH went down to the parlor but bright; a blind horse may be full of mettle, but 

how glorious it can he; so (loo seems to let some together. There was pleasure ns well as surprise in he is ever and anon stumbling, 

people, when their duty in this world is done, hang ^l0 lame girl s Iac6, when Bessie rushed into her To converse with spirits — lay a five cent piece on a 

in the west that men may look on them and see how c<mK'r’ ftnd Ravc her an impulsive kiss, saying, “why table in a grog shop, and they’ll show themselves 
beautiful they are.” don’t you come up stairs with the rest of us, yon dear quicker than yon can say “ beans.” 

Clear minded, and still vigorous in body, Mr. New- 'iUk' R”h'J «ides?” Vet it was not until Margaret Famk is an unfl<5rtakcr ttiat ft m ,ju]e 

man, the older, seemed only resting from the labors lmd added ber ear,|,’al’ Carrte» w” want , ,, , . .. , , . 

and cares of life, while his wife,gentle, loving and yo« a>’ .lll,'n‘’" au<lK>’and mother bad "aid, “go, out their fu»ijjg^M|l lollowV them to the grav!'" 
beloved, though Tor many yearn an invalid, Hllllkopt doai, a loving litilc pnt on the tl.in hand, thftt 
her cheerful smile, and Her heart seemed as young Cak,uk al(iwly from her chair, and came with Each day brings its own duties, and carries them 

and warm as ever. There was no event of the whole ber fja,tinR Rt°p up stairs, alon« wiUl ili and tUcy ai'e a» waves broken on the 

year so often looked forward to by the children and How full of love and thoughtfulness every one tlu-^1™t*K',n ' omi,1R aftor* bllt nonc cver 

grandchildren, far and near, as the Thanksgiving seemed to Cariuk, and what merry tales they told " s ,M<' 

visit to grandmother’s. Even little Jenny, the young- around the fire, looking into her face now and then <;riek humbles to the dust, but also exalts to the 

est and wildest of all thc troop, was never tired of ad- with sunny eyes, till she almost forgot her misfortune c*oudB’ ^ f,bill',,s as with an ague, but also steadies 

miring grandma’s fair, pale face and soft white hair, In the joy of being loved and oared for. Iilu‘ frost; it sickens the heart, but also healH its in- 

and wondering if it could really be true that Undo Throe o’clock surprised them all, and they rushed ,‘rni't'es* 

William remembered when her Chocks used to be the windows as a merry shout announced the return “John, how 1 wish it was as much thc fashion to 

round ami red, and her hair black and shining. On o(’ the would be hunters, red-checked, noisy, and trade in wives as to trade in horses!” “Why so, 

this particular morning she was almost beside her “hungry as bears.” They had caught two rabbits Dick?”—"I’d cheat somebody most shockingly 

“Well, Jenny,” said Mr. Newman, when they 

gathered again around their own fireside, “how was 

it about that wish-bone? Did it prove to be a good 

one?” 

“ Oh, father," said Jenny,” I was just going to tell 

you. I wished first for a new doll, because I broke 

my old china’s head off, and I wanted one to curry to 

Thanksgiving. And then 1 wished that something 

would make Carrie happy, because last year she 

cried so had, and said she wished she was dead. 

in which they usually saw few rabbits and plenty of Then I wanted to wish something nice for Margaret, 

fun, and finished up with a grand game of snow¬ 

balling. As soon as they were gone, the older girls 

went up to the great front chamber to have a cozy 

chat over matters of special interest to young ladles 

from sixteen to twenty, while the little ones gathered 

in grandmother’s room, and held a private thanks¬ 

giving for the benefit of their dolls. Jenny’s new 

because she always does nice things for other people, 

but I didn’t know of anything she wonld like, so I 

just wished she would have wbat sbe wanted most of 

anything in all the world.” 

"Very good wishes, little one,” said her fathc-r, 

“now did you get any of them?” 

“Why, father," said Jenny, earnestly,” don’t you 

doll was formally introduced, admired, and chris- think, when I went np stairs I found the cunningest 

tened, and installed mistress of ceremonies, by virtue 

of being the best dressed lady in the collection. 

If you take a peep into the front chamber, you will 

find six fair faces nestling together around the fire, 

and perhaps among them all, Margaret’s will least 

impress you as beautiful, yet your eyes come back to 

it again and rest there with a sense of quiet content. 

That dark-eyed girl leaning upon Margaret’s 

lap, is Louise Elmer, thc acknowledged queen and 

beauty of the whole eousinhood. While the rest are 

listening eagerly to her glowing account of a late 

sleighing party to the city, Margaret’s eyes have 

gone around the room, and missed something they 

doll, ail dressed complete, in my new gaiter. And 

to-night I heard Carrie tell Aunt Esther that she 

had such a uice, happy time all day. And Marga¬ 

ret, did you get anything you wanted?” 

Oddly enongh, Margaret blushed again, and could 

not meet the eyes of thc little questioner. 

“ I guess she did,” said Mr. Newman, with a hearty 

laugh,” hut she wont tell you about it to-night, so 

you needn’t ask her.” 

“How red your cheeks are, Margaret,” said 

JENNY, looking admiringly at her sister; "I wish 

they were that way all the time, you look so ranch 

prettier. I asked Mr. Fielding, to-night, when you 

was Hinging with Iajuisk Elmer, if he didn’t think werc in search of. This was Oaruih Wilfoiip, the i 

crippled cousin, whose hack had been so injured by y°U Wft® * Kr"at d*al 11,0 »ir<Jtti«Bt’ and he aaid be 

a fall in babyhood as to make her a Cripple for life. bc,,eVod he 'li'L 1 tbink be ifl a real n5ce man- but 1 
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MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 17 letters. 

Mv 6, 7, 8, 9, 13. 16 is a season of the rear. 

My 5, 9, 10, II, 17 is found in the earth. 

My 4, 7, 8. 1 is an adjective. 

My 5, 2, 14, If,, 16 is a sweet concrete substance. 

My 12, 7,11, 9 Is used by a surgeon. 

My whole is tho name of one of the ablest and most accom¬ 

plished scholars this country has produced. 

Rochester, N. Y., 1861. C. H. Arlks. 

Answer in two weeks. 

ILLUSTRATED REBUS. 

oX'XttXY 

She seemed almost to shrink from the merry talk of 

the others, and feel that she was an unwelcome guest 

among them. Only dear grandmother seemed to 

keep a double share of love and tenderness for her; 

and when the girls hounded away unmindful of her, 

she never thought of following, hut shrank closer to 

grandmother's chair, and folded in her thin hand the 

aged one, scarcely thinner or more shrunken. 

“Where is Caiirie?” asked Margaret, in a pause 

of Ixiuise Elmer’s chatter. 

“Oh, she staid down with the old folks,” said her 

thoughtless sister Bessie, “she’d rather be there, she 

is sucli a queer little thing.” 

Margaret made a motion to raise Louise from her 

lap, but she only pouted her red lips and said, “ Now, 

Maggie, don’t bring her up here, that’s a. good girl. 

She makes me so nervous, with her sober face and 

great mournful eyes. I feel as if it were a sin to 

laugh and talk before her, when she snfibre bo much, 

and is so miserable.” 
“ CarrlB is not miserable,” said Margaret, “she 

is very patient, and even happy in her way, and we 

believed he did. 1 think he is a real nice man, but 1 

can’t see what business he had to come to oar 

Thanksgiving.” 

“There, Jenny, that will do,” said her father, 

laughing more than ever. “So you really think all 

these pleasant things came of that wish-bone, do 
you?” 

“Well, no, father,” said Jenny, slowly, looking 

thoughtfully at her sister, “/ rathsr think it teas 
Margaret.” 
-♦ . . ♦ 

FUN, FACT, AND FANCY. 

\\\x 

Answer in two weeks 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

POETICAL ENIGMA. 

est and wildest of all thc troop, was never tired of ad¬ 

miring grandma’s fair, pale face and soft white hair, 

and wondering if it could really be true that Undo 

William remembered when her chocks used to he 

round ami red, and her hair black and shining. On 

this particular morning she was almost beside her- 

A man’s good fortune often turns his head; his bad 

fortune as often averts the heads of his friends. 

The farewell of some wives to their husbands every 
morning—buy and buy. 

Spendthrifts economise in what they give, thc 
charitable in what they spend. 

Emerson tolls us that “the tongue should be a 

faithful teacher.” Certainly the eye ought to be_it 
always has a pupil. 

The first of all virtues is innocence; the second is 

modesty; and neither departs without being quickly 
followed by the other. 

A MATRON, lately being asked why she didn’t learn 

the French language, replied that one tongue was 

sufficient for a woman. 

Zkai, should he like fire, which is not only hot, 

but bright; a blind horse may be full of mettle, but 

he is ever and anon stumbling. 

To converse with spirits —lay a five cent piece on a 

tion to tho living, but bedizens the dead, furnishes 

out their fuiHjJfc^j^iitl lollows them to the grave. 

Each day hi mg- its own duties, and carries them 

along with it; and they are as waves broken on the 

shore, many like them coming after, hut none cver 
the same. 

Chief humbles to the dust, hut also exalts to the 

clouds; it shakes as with an ague, but also steadies 

like frost; it sickens the heart, hut also heals its in¬ 

firmities. 

"John, how i wish it was as much thc fashion to 

self with excitement 5 and when her father went out and left them for old black Judy’s Thanksgiving din- before night.” 

on some business, saying ho should lie at the door ri,T- The great tabic was soon loaded with the 

with tho sleigh in just an hour, she was too impatient Thanksgiving feast. The huge turkey, browned to a 

tojeait for Margaret’s qnict movements, but ran up n’CC|ty> filled th« post of honor, and presided hand- 

Stetirs to dress herself. Margauet followed her in Homely over the dishes of minor importance that 

time to fasten thc pretty crimson dress, and tie the filled nP Die board. Old and young were soon ranged 

little white apron. around it, and for once Carrie forgot her usual poti- 

“ Margaret," said Jenny, trying to stand still for Don, to be allowed to wait and eat at the children’s 

a moment, “do you think my old China would do table. 'Every heart responded in thankfulness as the 

better to carry than no doll at all?” aged grandfather bowed his white head, and offered 

“ 1 wouldn’t take her,” said Margaret; “ a doll thanks for the bounties of the year. There was a 

without a head isn’t worth much.” moment of silence afterwards, before the full tide of 

Jenny gave a little sigh, and then bounded away talk set in, und then there was so much conversation 

for her shoes. In a moment more she rushed hack among the elders,—so much sly fun and open nieiri- 

ner. The great table was soon loaded with the To be idle and to be poor have always been re- 

Thanksgtving feast. The huge turkey, browned to a proaches; and, therefore, every man endeavors, with 

nicety, filled the post oi honor, and presided hand- the utmost care, to hide his poverty from others, his 

Homely over the dishes of minor importance that idleness from himself. 

filled np the board. Old and young were soon ranged ... „ . , . , 
nmu 11,1 il urwi iw a........ . A PUYMC“* ^PP*1 at tbe aboP of » country 

" l. ’ u< young were soon ranged “ A fhysiCian stopped at tbe shop of a country *wm1 om free, (hr $21; Tivanty. and one bwo, for*26; and any 
around It, and lOT OHCe (aRKHS forgot l)0<r usual poti- a , . - , . . greater number ut Mine rate — only $l,2fi pur copy —with an 
tion, to be allowed to wait and eat at the children’s "£ T * a pharmacopoeia.- ext«frlHJCor,T hr ^ T« 8u £rT£nty. CU(|1) 

table. 'Every heart responded in thankfulness as the T'' '! . !,ku°W of D0 Hucb t^P-n. dieted to individuate and **nt u. «* many different 

with a 601x1.1111 of delight. 

“Oh, Margaret Newman .' what do you think i 

fonnd In one of my new gaiters? Just the sweetest 

doll, and all dressed complete. That’s the very first 

thing I wished for with my wish-bone, and who in all 

the world could have done it?” 

Margaret smiled one of her quiet smiles, and 

Jenny exclaimed, “ You put it there yourself. I jnst 

rimeiit among the .voting folks,—and so much eating 

to be done by all, that it was no wonder the chil¬ 

dren grew weary of their play, and waited impa¬ 

tiently for their turn at the feast, it came at last, 

and was enjoyed most heartily by them; for there 

was a peculiar relish even to bread and butter when 

it graced the Thanksgiving table. 

In tho evening the little party was increased, to 
know, for this is a piece of that very blue dress you are Jenny’s great astonishment, by thc arrival of Mr. caiN-” 

farmer living i ’>out these parts.” Fost-OfHccMua desired As we pre pay American postage on 
rn„„ .. . , r „„„„ . papers sent to tiio HnUxh PiovinwK. our Canadian agent* and 
In. record of life runs thus: Man creeps into friends must add I-”, cent* per copy to the club rates of the 

Guild hood, boutids Into youth, Bobors into manhood, Kctrai.. Tha lnwntf. prtco of copie* M«at to Europe, 
soften# into ago tottorH into second childhood, and — Including poKtajje. tAfrnt* whoUkoKpecml Kminuim* 

stumbles into the cradle prepared for him. for d.nb" fornu‘(1 PTnriou’' APril lHt. ar« ,dh'1 enhtled te one 
extra (free) copy of the paper for a club of either Six at $10, Ten 

“If I were mentioning that 11 domestic fowl en- at$18, or Tkenjy at $us, and those who do not compete fur or 

tered my room by the window, how could I state the wishthn premiums can have an extra copy for eTcry ten subfleri- 

fact, and name the prevailing epidemic? By simply *M,WT" Aav,<M,e wbo baM forT1 ^ rw*ivwl «"*- 
, „ * . . •> 1 * muuuter aclul), (forltel.) can get a second premium hyoemiing 

saying. In Hew a hen, sir (Influenza)?” another dub. or receive ufrao copj- of the paper for every uldl- 

“ No one would take you to he what you are,” said lio,ml Wu subscriber* forwarded, 

an old-fashioned gentleman the other day to a dandy *3T“T"k above Terms and Rates are Invariable, and those 
who had more hair than brains. “Why?” was loss than spedfled ter a angle wpy or club, ivill ^ 
. 1. . • eroditod omy ft# pf^r mien, ana mcoivo the paper Accordingly 
immediately asked. “Ilecauso they can t nee your Any peroou who U not an og<*at Bonding tho club rate (Sl.60 or 

putting on this minute*;” and Jenny vented her grati¬ 

tude by hugging her sister violently, and declaring 

her “tho very dar Hugest Margaret In all the world.” 

Just as their preparations were completed the sound 

of sleigh hells was heard, and in an instant more a 

boisterous “hurrah!” from Frbd announced that the 

sleigh was at the door. Jenny ran down to the gate, 

looking like a little Esquimaux in her many wrap¬ 
pings. 

“1 believe the birds arc keeping Thanksgiving,” 

Arthur Fielding, their young minister. What was A Physician of Cincinnati, who had lost his morn- 

Ktill more surprising to Jenny, no one but herself Dig’s milk from the front area, recently put an emetic 

seemed to wonder at all at his coining, but os Marga¬ 

ret looked particularly happy and contented, she 

concluded it. must ho all right. In tbe course of the 

evening all but a few of the oldest ones went into thc 

great kitchen for a regular game of romp. They 

began with blind-man’a-bnff, and gradually subsided 

into quieter plays. Long before they finished, Mr. 

into the pitcher, and tlic next morning discovered a 

policeman a little distance from his honse making his 
“ returns!” 

Fisher Ames, an eminent philosophic statesman 

of the early period of our history, once said that “a 

$1.2ft) tor a jingle copy |tb* price of which Is $21 will only receive 
the paper the length of time tho money [aiyn for at full single 

ropy prior. People who send u* lest than published rates, and 
request tho [taper for a your, or a return of the money, cannot 
hr accommodated — ter it would bo unjust to others te comply, 
ami a great inconvenience to return remittances. The only wav 

te gut Uit* Rural for let * than $2 a year is to term oi Join h club. 

JtftnertfsiHfi—Thirty-Five CrntH a Link, each inser¬ 

tion. A price and a half for extra display, or /t*.^ cents per line 

of space. Special Notices, (following reading matter, leaded,) 

Helping completely wou Jenny’s heart, by the while a republic ia a raft which may never sink, hut 

monarchy is a aerchantman which sails well, but Sixty Cents a Line. t tf'Tntc Rural Nkw-Youxxk has a far 
will sometimes strike on a rock and go to the bottom; krger circulation than any similar Journal In tin;, world, and is 

said sbe, as the little brown things fluttered lip from enthusiasm with which lie entered into thc sport, and then your fret art always in water ?» 
11m nnmi; on alio nnuuo.l ».!<(. .. a iAi . . « i l J J the snow as slm passed, and settled with a twitter on 

the peach trees. Margaret looked at them too, und 

sighed softly as she thought for a moment of John 

and his little M ary, bnt her heart was always open to 

sunbeams, and straightway through ils windows came 

these renumbered words, “Are not two sparrows sold 

for a farthing? and not one of them ialleth to the 

ground without your Father. Fear ye not, therefore, 

ye are of more value than many sparrows.” And 

Margaret was inly glad. 

Jenny und Frkd chattered incessantly, and found 

new objects of admiration every moment. Now it 

was an old hemlock, heavily plumed with snow; then 

a clump of alder, strung all over with its coial ber¬ 

ries; but Margaret and her father were very silent, 

and as they glided smoothly along scarcely heard the 

voices of the children, or the merry music of tho bells, 

helped every one else to enjoy it. It was lie who 

chose Carrie for judge when the forfeits were to 

he redeemed, and quitly brought out an easy chair 

for her to sit, in, when he saw she looked weary. 

Jenny was very glad, when they went back to the par¬ 

lor, to find herself lifted upon Mr. Fielding’s knee, 

with Margaret on the sofa beside them. 

“Mr. Fielding,” said she, at last, “are yon any 

relation to us; my cousin, or uncle, or anything?” 

“I believe not, Jenny, said Mr. Fielding, very 

gravely, “don’t you think It is u pity?” 

“Well, then,” persisted Jenny, " what made you 

come to our Thanksgiving party?” 

Mr. Fielding looked at, Margaret, and Margaret 

smiled a queer little smile, and blushed very red; and 

then he laughed very heartily, ft great deal too much 

for a minister, Jenny thought,—at any rate she did 
for other hells, some sweet, some sad, that memory not choose to sit there and be iuugbed at, so she 

was chiming in their hearts. slipped away to see Carrie, and left them alone 
They were not tho first at the homestead. Uncle together. 

William was there with his grown-up boys and girls, “You look very tired, my ehild,” said Aunt 

ami his handsome wife, who kept her good looks Esther, as she helped the lame girl to put on her 

bravely for a grandmother. Aunt Esther and her wrappings. 

husband, with their two tell boys and a troop of 

young folks, with just enough fathers and mothers 

sprinkled among them to keep their stock of fun and 

frolic withinj proper bounds. Grandmother’s arm- 

“1 ain tired,” was tho answer,” hut this has been 

such a happy day. Every one has been so kind to 

me, and oh, mother, it is not such a droadful thing 

to be lame, after alL 1 think I shay be more patient.” 

At best, life is not very long. A few more smiles, 

a few more tears, some pleasure, much pain, sun¬ 

shine and song* clouds and darkness, hasty greet¬ 

ings, abrupt farewells,— then our little play will 

close, and the iniurer and the injured will pass away. 

Is it worth while to hate each other? 

“Mary, my love, do you remember the text this 

morning?” 

“No, papa, 1 never can remember the text, I’ve 

such a bad memory.” 

“ Mary," said her mother, “did yon notice Susan 

Brown?” 

“Oh, yes. What a fright! She had on her last 

year’s bonnet done up. a pea greon silk, a black lace 

mantilla, brown gaiters, an imitation Moniton collar, 

a lava bracelet, her old ear drops, and such a fan!” 

A Hootch parson, in the Rump time, said in liis 

prayer, “Laird, bless the Graud Council, the Parlia¬ 

ment, and grant that they may all hung together.” A 

country fellow -aid, “Amen” very loudly, adding, 

“I’m sure it’s the prayer of all good people.” 

“ Friends,” aaid the minister, “I don’t mean as that 

fellow meani. My prayer is that they may all hang 

together in accord and concord.” “No matter what 

cord,” replied the other, “so that it be but a strong 

larger circulation than any similar Journal in tlui world, and ia 

undoubtedly the best advertising medium of |ts class in America. 

Back Numbers of this Volume will be sent to 
New Subscribers, until otherwise ttuuouuced; 
but nil wishing them should Subscribe Soon. 

I3T“ Any person so disposed can act as local apeut for the 
Rural Nkw-Yorkkr. and those who volunteer in the good 

cause will receive gratuities, and their kiudneisM be appreciated. 

W*Eucmuwn to Cum Aoknts. - it is not to late to form 
new clubs luid secure the valuable Specific PermiumH offered 
therefor. See list and particulars headed " Good Pay for 
Doing Good"— iu Rural of lust week. Wo are daily sending 
copies of Dictionaries, Mucauley'x England, Lowing HMiustiate-rl 
U. 8., Everybody's Lawyer, and other choice and valuable 
standard works, a* premiums, and have hundreds more which 

we hope to dispose of in like manner. JS'ow is the Time to Art. 

No Trawling Agk.vth are employed by us, ns wn wish 
to giro the whole Hold to locaJ agents and those who form olobs. 
And boside, w$ wish if distinctly understood that all percooc 

traveling through tho conntry, professing to hold certificates 
from us, ARK IMFOHTORS- 

IV Tiib Rural is published strictly upon the cash hystum 

— copies are never mailed to individual subscribers until paid 
for, and always discontinued when the subscription expires. 
Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep no credit books, 
experience having demonstrated that tlic Dash System ia alto¬ 
gether the best for both Subscriber and Publishes. 

IV associated Effort loads to success in canvassing for 
periodicals, as well as in other enterprises. For instance, if you 
aro forming (or wish to form) a club for tho Rural Nkw- 
Yoiockr, nod cannot fill it up In your own neighborhood, get 
some person or persona a fow miles distant to join with or assist 
you—adding their names to those you may procure, and send¬ 

ing all together. Please think of this, and act upon the 
suggestion if convenient. 

rPHE BOOK FOR THE TIMES. 

THE teachings 

PATRIOTS AND STATESMEN, 
OR, 

The “ Founders of the Republic ” 

s li A. V E n Y, 

“ J-'tat Justiita.'f 

THIS GREAT NATIONAL WORK SHOULD RE IN THE 

HANDS OF 

Every Patriot and Statesman. 

I'M a singular creature, ©f inventive art,— 

No scioneo can prosper, without l take part; 

Yet in paper or book you cannot mo discry, 

Though placed right before you, and full in your eye. 

From quarrels and discord, I always keep clear, 

Though misusagn might make mo in riots appear. 

Vain follies are not the desire of my heart, 

Yet in foiiy I take- a conspicuous part; 

i never wn* placed yet directly in right, 

And nonc have e'er seen me in darkness or light. 

My places of residence all ought te learn — 

Although it would take many years te discern; 

Now, Pd say te all those, who are seeking my face, 

You will find me, at close of day, in niy right place. 

Great Bend, Jof, Co., N. Y., 1861. Sofiiro.via. 

Answer in two weeks. 

• • 

For Moore's Rural Newr-Yorker. 

ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEM. 

Find two number*, such that their product shall lie equal 

te the difference of their squares, ami the sum of tiieir squares 

shall be equal to the difference of their cubes. 

Le Roy, N. Y., 1861. D. S. Thompson. 

ffy Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c„ IN No. 578. 

Answer to Grammatical Enigma: — A rolling stone gathers 

no moss. 

Answer to llliotrated Rebus: — Ought men ,io cypher (High 

tor) aught which undermines their understandings or is in¬ 
cendiary to their passions. 

Answer te Mathematical Problem; — 

Distance between the two ships...395.6 rods. 
“ “ “ Star and Ft. Johnson... 467.7 “ 
“ “ “ “ “ Ft. Moultrie . 743.5 “ 

“ .Brooklyn und “ . 690.5 “ 
“ “ “ “ Ft. Johnson_ .634.8 w 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
THIS larobst uibculatkd 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY WEEKLY, 
18 FUBLISIIKU KVKRY SATURDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Terms in Advance i 

Subscription —Two Dollars a Ykar. To Chibs and 

Agenle as follows: -Three Coploi* ou« year, for $6 ; Six, and one 
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IT is not a PARTISAN BOOK, but a compilation from the 

reports of Debates and other reliable sources, of the SPEECHES 

and OPINIONS of the 

FovjyritKBs of run be public 

on the question of SLAVERY, a* expressed in tho CONGRESS 

of the CONFEDERATION, iu the CONVENTION to form the 

CONSTITUTION, and in the several STATE CONVENTIONS 

to ratify the name. 

A distinguished feature of the discussions are the Speeches of 

MADISON. BUTLEDGE, ELLSWORTH, 

RANDOLPH, LIVINGSTON, PATRICK HENRY, 

DR. FRANKLIN, ROGER SHERMAN, MASON, 

PINCKNEY, LOWNDES, 

and, in short, ail those men of the Revolotionary times re- 
nowned alike for their patriotism, statesmanship and virtues. 
It will include the HISTORY of the ORDINANCE ofI7«7. hy 
PeTKK Forck, Esq., the great Congressional Compiler,—the 
only authentic account of that fatuous Ordinance ever pub- 
liohed. The slavery agitation is then traced in ita various 
phases, in Conge**,, from 175k» te Mao, including the Debates on 
the MISSOURI COMPROMISE „r 1820, Uie Debates in Congress 
in 1831, 7M, '36, including the Speeches of 

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, SILAS WRIGHT, 

JAMES BUCHANAN, A-c, &c, 

the agitation of the Slavery Question in the Honse of Represen¬ 

tatives in 1839, the RETIREMENT OK SOUTHERN MEM¬ 

BERS, the so-called GAG RULE and vote thereon, the 

Great Speech of Henry Clay, 

in the Senate. RESOLUTIONS of MR. CALHOUN in 1847. his 

SPEECH, and extracts from tho Speeches of 

CLAY, CALHOUN, 

WEBSTER, CASS, 

HOUSTON, 

TOOMBS, &c„ 

on the i OMI KOM1SE of Mr. Cl,AY in 18V1, and extracts from 
the SOUTHKltN ADDRESS, tho REPEAL of tho MISSOURI 
COMPROMISE and organization of the Territories of KANSAS 
and NEBRASKA in 1874, and the 

National Conventions and Platforms 
of the various pert ice on the subject of Slavery from 1818 to 

I860. It will also contain the 

DlfKIJ SCOTT 

and other deciaiona of the Courts upon the Slave Question, the 

Great Speech of Alexander Hamilton, 
AUVOTATIWO 

Monarchial Qoveynment, 

Also, bln plan of GOVERNMENT, tho InHturura) AddrrtoHOso 

WASHINGTON, ADAMS, J EMERSON, AMI KADISOJV. 
And the Farewell Add re wee of 

WASHINGTON ACIfKON, 

altogether thin i« a mortCOMPLETE and AUTHENTIC HIS¬ 
TORY of thin all-absorbing question, from the FORMATION OF 
THE GOVERNMENT to the PRESENT TIME. IT IS THE 
ONLY HOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED, and a- a work of 
HISTORICAL REFERENCE is INVALUABLE. 

NOTICES OF THE PRESS. 

From many Notices of the Press, of all Parties, 

we take the follow lug : 

Wk would ieIvino every one who takes «n interest and would 
judge jiiNtly as to the queatioq which lor many years has most 
absorbed our polities!, to buy this book. The acta and iientl 
incuts of the founder* of the Constitution, and uf all the suc¬ 

ceeding Conventions, Congresses, Presidents, Orators, and 
Statesmen, are fairly und fully produced, we think, iu this 
volume of 405 pages. (Lis work is a clear, full abstract of past 

opinion on this subject, PhilmfeipMa Aurlh Ameiican. 

F.vkuy man who takes any Interest In the political history of 
this country,- of whatever complexion his opinions may lie — 
should procure a copy of this admirable work, As a book of 
reference it will prove invaluable. Evening Argus, Pit ita 

It relates to a subject of vital interest to tho whole people, 
anil places within tho reach of every intelligent map and wo¬ 

man the opinions of thc founders of our Government upon that 
subject, the whole constituting a vei v admirable and succinct 
history of slavery in the United States. Philwleljihia /wjuirrr. 

Mu. Ciiasb lias ahowu industry, tact and impartiality in tills 
compilation, which isfull and instructive, withoutbeing tedious 
Of bulky. The reader her,, iu a single volume, the view* for and 
against slavery, of the leading lights in this country, from the 

formation of the Constitution. At this crisis, when political 
excitement runs high, such a work as this is almost invaluable. 

1‘ress, Philadelphia. 

It is simply what it purports to be a history of the Slavery 
Question one that should he in the hands of every intelligent 
citizen, t.uieme Union. 

Wn strongly recommend this valuable work te the patronage 
of the public — Sercoitun lleratd, fkranton, Penn. 

Ai.tooktiikii, it is tho best compact source we know of for 
studying up the great question of the nation, past, present and 
future. SpringJieJd, (Mass.) Iicpuh. 

AVk commend it te all who w ould be well and correctly in¬ 
formed upon the subjects of which it treats, and predict for it 
an extensive circulation —Journal atui Statesman, Wilmington, 

Delaware. 

AVlTH this book in hand, every person can become familiar 
with this vexed question, if it were widely circulated, it would 
do much good, and correct many erroneous impressions.— Pree 

Press, Easton. Pa¬ 

ir is a deserving w ork, w ritten with decided ability, and con¬ 
taining the very information which every American should he 
possessed of — Sentinel, Lawrence, Mass. 

It is cortaiuly iodiortant at the present juncture, that every 
one should Ire well informed on this subject Wo therefore say 
that this is a timely and exceedingly important, work. — United 
States Journal, Arno I’ork 

It will lie found u volume appropriate and acceptable at the 
present crisis, to many thousand* of our citizens, while it is also 
of permanent historical value. - Evangelist, Aew York. 

Tins we deem a great national work, one which must do much 
good in the future, as well as at the present time. It is no par¬ 
tisan book, but a compilation Irom the reports of Debates, and 
other reliable sources. Every American citizen should pur¬ 
chase and read it for himself. - Lawrence Journal, New Castle, 
Pemuylvania. 

STYLE AND PRICE. 

It is a closely printed volume of nearly 600 pages, and will be 
sent, postpaid, te any port of the country, on receipt of price, 
0-nk Dollar. 

A RARE CHANCE FOR AGENTS. 

f -7“ Agents Wanted in every town and county in the United 
States, to whom the largest ooiumi.wion will be paid. Send for 
a specimen copy at once, whiob will bo sent free of postage, with 
lull particulars of the agency, on receipt of the price, O.vu 

Dollar. 
J. W. BRADLEY, Publisher, 

.Yo. (JO JYortlt Fourth Street, 

679-21 PHI LADELPHIA, I’A. 
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will burn before they are wilted,, The best way is to 

cut in the afternoon and lay on the ground to wilt. 
This wilting forwards the process of curing, and ho 

manuring, careful and laborious cultivation, accom¬ 

panied with skill, and a sacrifice of manure for other 

unless it can be purchased — are to be taken 

ably answer the purpose; we have used it extensively, 

and found it efficient; Acetic acid, 2 ounces; water, 

8 ounces; chloric ether, 1 ounce. Mix; take a pad, 

composed of three or four folds of cotton cloth, im¬ 

merse it in the mixture, place it over the Beat Of 

uplont, then coniine it so as to produce slight press¬ 

ure on the tumor, the outer bandage to be moistened 

as often as convenient. Heat at this stage is highly 

important, because the periosteum, or else the inter- 

osseous tlbro-cai-tllagc between the splcnt and cannon, 

IB inflamed, and all motion aggravates It. In a case 

of long standing, and even io ono having a well- 

marked tutnor, stiffness and lameness may be relieved 

by the occasional application ol acetate of cantharides.n 

ing money in the dairy business on so small a piece 
of land is not tlattcring. A good average yield of 
butter from cows, wo believe, is 1G0 pounds each. 
This, at 12 cents per pound, would make the product 
of each cow about $20. It will take unusually good 
management and a good deal of labor to keep a cow 
on three-fourths of an acre of land. But suppose 
seven are kept on this five acres, we have only $140 
as the product of their butter. Of course a better 
plan would he to keep a less number of cows 
and some pigs, to which the skimmed milk should 
be fed. We are only endeavoring to show the prob¬ 
able results of different methods if exclusively 

followed. 
crop requires a great amount of labor. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
*K ORIGINAL WCT.FCt.Y 

agricultural, literary and family journal. 
crops 
into the account by any person who intends to enter 
on its cultivation. In the Immediate vicinity of ma¬ 
nure that can be purchased, this crop is increasing; 
perhaps it is in other places, but what the effects may 
be on the profits of other crops, there liaH not boon 
sufficient time to determine since the introduction of 
what is now a staple. Mr. Benjamin Clark, of Mar- 
collus, who is perhaps bettor acquainted with the 
facts in regard to the culture of tobacco than any 
other man here, estimates the production of 1859, as 

or the value of $150,000. 
From Air. Clark, tho following facts and estimates 

in regard to this crop are derived: A warm, rich, 
well drained, and mellow soil should ho had, and 
then twenty-live loads of rotten barn-yard manure 
should lie put on an acre. The laud being in high 
condition, this amount of manure will he. consumed 
by a crop. The plants should ho set about the first 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOOEE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 

Tint RttRaL NRW-Yokknr !« desis-ned to be unaurpmwed in 
VdM. Parity, TTrtfoInMs and Variety of Content*. And unique 
and beautiful in Appearance. Its Conductor devotes hie per- 
eonal attention to the eupervUion of its various departments, 

and earnestly labors to tender the RURAL an eminently 
Reliable Guide oo all the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the buirinu«* of 
those whose Interest* it jealously advocate*. A* a FAMILY 
Journal It U eminently Irietmrtlvo and Kntertxininit— Leins 
bo conducted that it can be safely taken to lho limit* and 
Borne* of people of iotellU'oriw, taste and discrimination. It 

embrace* more Arnr.ultuial, Horticultural, Scientific. Educa¬ 

tional, Literary and News Matter, interspersed with appropriate 
and beautiful ffnirravinipi, than any other journal.— rendering 
it the most complete Agricultural, Litkuaky and Family 
NkWS]*APKR in A merino. 

For Tkrmh and other particular*, see last pa«o. 

The onion 
With good clean culture, on a rich soil,—and we 
think the black soil of the prairies would be admir¬ 
able,—600 bushels would not be an extraordinary crop. 
At the Fast they sell at from 40 to 00 cents a bushel. 
At the lowest price an acre would produce $200. If 
the market is good at the West, we know on no better 
crop for a five acre farm, lire Keeping, if properly 
managed, could ho found exceedingly profitable, as, 
In addition to the honey, the natural increase Is so 
great that the revenue iB not small from the sale of 
swarms. Then, they feed on the product of the hind 
for miles around. Two hundred swarms, if only 
averaging twenty pounds each, at the low price of 
twelve cents per pound, would give about $333, and 
this estimate we think is far too low, 

Tho first object of the farmer should ho to provide 
for his household. A well kept garden of one acre 
will furnish a family many of tho luxuries of life, 
and about all the necessaries that can bo produced in 
our climate, except flour, clothes, fuel and meat, and 
go a good way towards furnishing the tatter. On 
such a piece of land we grow a magnificent supply 
of summer vegetables, as good as grace the tables of 
the best hotels in the land, or the finest private estab¬ 
lishment. Our spinach, lettuce, peas, beans, beets, 
r tuliUower, early potatoes, corn, cucumbers, toma- 

«Vl\/ HI <i (iuSi.l Jaw Vt 0 f 'A\l *' 

berries, raspberries, blackberries, early apples and 
pears, and plums and melons in abundance. At the 
setting in of winter, wo find our collar well tilled 
with potatoes, beets, carrots, turnips, celery, 
squashes, cabbage, and a scoro or two of barrels of 
Baldwin, Northern Spy, Greening, Spit/,on burgh and 
Swaar apples, and fifty or sixty pounds of hbney, 
bottled fruits, dec. All this, and a great deal more, 
we produce from our small farm of one acre, to say 
nothing of the gay flowers that border our walks, and 
the beautiful boquets that grace our tables every 
summer’s day. 

Corn Meal and Potatoes. 

Eos. Rural Nbw-Yokkkr:—1 *'ib to inquire, through 

the columns of the Rural, how much Inii. in meal is equal 

to ono liiinhel of potatoes, and if I" ■ H ho better for them if 

cooked?—A. R , Caledonia, Ur. Oo., .V Y,, 1801. 

For tho sake of economy, we should say by all 
means cook both the meal and potatoes. A great 
portion of tho concentrated food given to animals is 
wasted, passing away undigested. If grain is fed to 
horses without being ground bruised, a portion 
passes through the stomach without being completely 
digested, and a flock of fowl - ' d no bettor fare than 
to be allowed the range of the dung heap, and will 
grow fat on the wasted grain. A striking illustration 
of (his system of feeding is to be seen at the West, 
where cows and fatting cattle are fed large quantities 
of corn either in the. ear or on the stalk. Their drop¬ 
pings, after heavy rains have washed away the soluble 
parts, look like heaps of br ken com — the tender 
germ being digested while the harder part of the 
kernel remains as sound as when eaten. Bhiising or 
grinding wonderfully helps digestion, but cooking so 
prepares the food for the op- rations of the stomach 
that little or none of the nufilivc matter is wasted, 
hut is absorbed by the lyt 1 h !c vessels and assimi¬ 
lated by tho various tiarijKfc| body. It bus been 

- i • Hint ^’ftoen 

pounds of Indian a, to one bushel of 
potatoes; or that one pound of meal is as valuable as 

l-LANT WITH THIS PUUKICRH GROWING 

toughens the plant as to make it practicable to hang 
it without much loss in breaking leaves. 

Tho conclusion of the above article — including 
the mode of curing, &e., witli illustrations—will be 
given in our next number. 

Enturkd accordliut to net of Conrr-'ss, in the year 18*11, by 
[1 It T Mno««, In tho Oflin- nf the Clerk of the llihtrlct 
Court for the Northern District of New York. 

t'-JT- Our only object. In copyri/htintt this paper is to secure 
what every honorable journalist will freely (riant proper 
credit for articles selected from it* routes- Any and every 
jonrnal is at liberty, and Invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each (lfhuniil article orillustratinn to Rural JVtfW- Yorker 

FORESTS-INFLUENCE ON CLLMATE 

one ounce to a square rod, equally distributed all 
over the bed, Boll hard with a hand roller, but do 

ajv not cover the seed. 
dfMMwk (Glass should bo kept 

yj».m over the bed until 
the plants appear, 

m; which will tic in 
two or throe weeks; 
aftor they n re up and 
started, the glass 

" i ~~ will be required 
,{ \ only at night and in 
J K cold days. The bed 

should be kept moist 
and free front weeds. 

” //>*■ Wini. the pL.iito Art- 

' throe inches high 
PLANT AND HOOT AS HUT. tllOy UTO lui'gC 

enough to set. To prepare the land, the manure 
should ho applied as early as the ground is dry 
enough to plow. The last of May plow and harrow 
again, so as to mix tho manure well with the soil. 
Mark the land one way for rows, three feet four 
inches. Make hills by hauling up a few hoC8 full of 
dirt and press it well with the hoe. In taking the 

ENQUIRIES AND NOTES 

A Hntnll Farm—Ilnw to IWnkn it I'rofitnblr. 

Edh. Rural NOw-Yorker:—Will you confer a favor on 

mo, and others In like circumstance*, who depend on the 

cultivation of a few acres for tho *upport of thcmaelvcs aod 

families, by giving tbn best course to puisne to make the 

most of tho mint I parcel of land wo posucs*? That you may 
.'I-HAII'i I■ y LUCS ll,'.uji4.t, 1 ,l,*C,t 

l-ocution.— Fifty sir mile* Northwest of Milwaukee, on the 

UfflOIM and Milwaukee Railroad; one mile from Rolling 

Prairie Depot, five mile* each way to a village; one contains 

1,600 inhabitants, and the other 8,000. 

figl, ifx— I have live acre* of rich, Muck prairie, capable 

of raising good cabbage or onions without manure. 

Anmme. Markets.— Wheat, 7f> cents; com, 37; barley, 37; 

oats, 18; potatoes, IS; butter, 13; Cheese, 10; tiggB, 8; hay, 

$0; pork, ff>; cabbage, onions, he,, very little Bale, except 

very early for Milwaukee and ObicAgo markets. 

Now, how *baU a man go to work to support a family of 

(ivo |arson*, aod lay by something for a rainy clay, off of this 

live acre* of land, in condition as specified? I'lease give 

particular*, and oblige un old subscriber.— L. I,. E. 

(lira Wisconsin friend will have need for all tho 

skill and energy lie possesses to “make a living for 

five persons and save a little for a rainy day,” from a 

farm of live acres, situated as it is among the cheap 

and rich prairie lands, and abuudaqj produce of the 

West. Did our correspondent livo within a few 

ichiles of a large city affording a good market, we 

would say grow small fruits, strawberries, raspber¬ 

ries, currants, and blackberries,—for market, as well 

a* early and choice vegetables, the production of 

which would afford a largo amount of profitable 

labor. IaiiiI is the farmers’ capital, and our friend 

will find it somewhat difficult to manage tilings 

profitably with the small interest lie has in the soil. 

Well-directed labor is the producer of wealth. Iron, 

by labor, is made much more valuable than the same 

weight of gold. A great amount of labor must be 

laid out upon this piece of land to produce support 

for a family. A laborer with no interest in the soil, 

whose only capital is ton shillings invested in a 

shovel, can produce by his tabor a dollar a day. 

The small farmer with five acres, and therefore with 

several hundred dollars invested in laud, and with 

the necessary skill to labor wisely aud efficiently, 

should do as well as this, and bettor; but to do so, a 

system must be pm-sncd that will alfor-l much more 

work than ordinary faming, or the owner will be 

doing nothing and earning nothing a great portion 

of the year. 

For the sake of making this matter plain, we will 

suppose the whole lot put down to grass and cut and 

sold for hay, as this will afford the least labor. If 

the product is two tuns per acre, and sold at the 

price stated by our correspondent, the money 

received will be only $00. A crop of corn would 

require more work, and we will suppose the whole 

put into corn, and the product 80 bushels to the acre. 

This, at 37 cents per bushel, would yield $148. it is 

evident that Borne system must be pursued that will 

afi'ord more profitable labor, and at tho same time 

return something to the soil. Suppose, then, we 

procure pigs, and feed out the corn. ThiB will give 

plenty of manure and considerable labor in feeding, 

killing and marketing. Five pounds of corn,if eco¬ 

nomically led, will make about one pound of pork, so 

that every bushel of corn fed out will return GO cents, 

or $240 for the whole crop. Another way to increase 

the labor would be to grow roots, sach as carrots, 

beets, and especially parsnips, for makiug pork. In 

this way, we think, twice as much feed can be 

obtained from the same land as in growing corn. 

If cows and other stock are kept, no animal should 

Tobacco — tS rowing nod Luring. 

Eds. Rural Nrw Yorkkk:—I wish information, through 

the columns of your valuable paper, with regard to the cul¬ 

ture of tobacco. How treated, what, time it nhould he cut, 

and how nmnuged after cutting? Information in respect, to the 

above will he thankfully received by a reader of tho Rural,— 

F. Johnson, Burton, b'eb1831. 

We have on hand a number of inquiries of similar 
import to the above, some of which have quietly 
rested in our pigeon holes for months. But, as the 
season is advancing, it becomes necessary to give 
the desired information. More"Tobacco is probably 
grown in Onondaga than in any other county in this 
State, and in the last volume Of Transactions of tile 
State Agricultural Society, wo find In tho Agricul¬ 
tural Survey l>y lion. duo. Gnomes, an interesting 
report of tho products of that county, from which 
wo make the following extracts showing the method 
of growing and curing Tobacco. This will probably 
give all the information sought by our correspondent*. 
As to tho culture aud use of tohacco, we arc of 
opinion that the former is decidedly injurious and 
exhausting to tho soil, and tho latter in most eases 
as deleterious to the human system. Still, as people 
will consume the weed, thus creating a great demand 
for its production and rendering its culture profit 

able, it may be our duty to furnish needful informa¬ 
tion on the subject of its cultivation and preparation 

for market: 

on each hill half an hour lyVfffw] 
before setting. Make a hole, nV.imW\!m 
put in tho root, and press 
tho dirt close to it, all the 'WMvjJ 

way to the lower end. If , 
any plant does not live, take •'3ES32* 
care to set another. Unless '‘‘•ant sot in tub uili,. 

tho earth is wet, or at least moist, water the plants 
soon after setting as may he necessary, in about one 
week cultivate and boo. In ten or fourteen days 
repeat the operation, and continue to cultivate ho as 
to keep the weeds down. The tobacco worms may 
appear about the second hoeing; kill them as fast as 

they show themselves. When the blossoms appear, 
break off tho stalk, leaving about fifteen leaves, 
taking off about seven leaves. 

Kplents on Ilorwc*. 

As tlie column* of the Rural Nkw-Yokkkk are open to 

give all the information you can to yonng and old, and a* I 

am a beginner io life, 1 am In need of information in regard 

to splents on horses tegs. What is the cause? I* it apt to 

produce lameness, or cause tho horse to stumble, Ac.? If 

curable, wind, is the remedy and treatment? Any informa¬ 

tion Trom you will he thankfully received by — A Suusukiiiicr, 

Solano Co., CaUfomiU, Dec., !8<W. 

Splknt is a very common disease, and is situated 
between the large and small metacarpal bones, and 
generally on the inside. In the young animal these 
hones arc connected by ligamentous substances which 
become inflamed and the excited vessels throw out a 
bony deposit. This would seem to bo an effort of 
nature to strengthen the parts by ossification. The 
bony substance being deposited under the periosteum, 
or covering of tho bone, puts it upon tho stretch, 
causing pain, and lameness follows. .Should the ossi¬ 
fying process be slow, lameness is not usually exiiib 
ited. The location of the disease has much to do 
with producing lameness. If situated nearly midway 
between tho knee and fetlock, tho gait of the horse 
would not he affected, hut if near the knee joint they 
stiffen and cramp its action, aud if low down they 
interfere witli the play of the back sinews. 

Causes.. We are not ready to indicate the causes 
of this disease. Veterinarians are by no means cer¬ 
tain, and this doubting lias led to much speculation. 
It may come from a blow, or injury in the form of a 
sprain. It may be the result of predisposition in the 
breed, and to this constitutional tendency Henry 

William Herbert inclined. 

Treatment.- English veterinarians claim to have 
been most successful in its removal by the operation 
of periosteotomy, which consists in making a small 
incision through the skin at the upper and lower 
parts of the splcnt, passing up a small, narrow knife, 
and so cutting down on and dividing the periosteum, 
thus relieving the tension and irritation. A small 
seton from one incision to the other is used for two 
or three weeks to keep up a counter irritation. In 
very slight cases a blister may be applied with good 
results. Iodide of mercury, ono drachm, and one 
ounce of palm oil, are most suitable for this purpose. 

Dr. Daihi objects to the manner of treatment just 
given. He says:—“Some surgeons blister for the 
cure of splent; others saw oil' the tumor; and peri¬ 
osteotomy has been resorted to in view of cure; but, 
unfortunately, splent is no more curable than spavin 
when once the cartilage is converted into bone; and 
as, in the majority of eases, it is but an eyesore, and 
detracts but little from tho value, and still less on the 
score of usefulness of the liorse, it may be well to 
pause ere we operate for the cure of an incurable 
disease.” We give Dr. D.’s mode of procedure:— 
“In the early stages, supposing some inflammatory 
symptoms present, we rcBort to cooling, evaporating 
lotionB; these are various. The following will prob- 

I'LANT HEADY TO TO!1; PLACK FOR TOPPING, b. 

After topping, break off all the suckers. In about 
another week, go over again, breaking off’ suckers 
and killing worms. In another week repeat the 
operation. 

TOBACCO PLANT IN PULL BLOSSOM. 

The cultivation of Tobacco, as a crop, was com¬ 
menced in this county in 1845, by Chester Mores and 
Nahum Grimes, both of tho town of Marcellus. By 
the census of 1855, It appears that in tho preceding 
year there were raised, in tho whole county, 471 j 
acres, yielding 654,987 pounds; which gives, as the 
average yield, 1,178 pounds to the acre. It is thought 
that thiH crop pays a better profit, on suitable ground, 
when skilfully handled, than any other raised here. 
Expensive buildings are first necessary; then high 

PLANT AFTKIC TOPPING. 

By tliis time tlie crop is ready to begin the harvest. 
This may be known by the suckers which start at 
every leaf, and when they have all appeared down to 
the lower leaf, tho plant is ready to cut, every sucker 
having been removed as it appeared. Tho stalks are 
cut at the root. In a warm day cut in the morning 
aud evening. In the rniddlo of a hot day, the leaves 

iT.vl ■ u/j 
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asccndB perpendicularly, and thus prevents the clouds 

from sinking, and the constant winds (trade winds or 

monsoons,) where they can blow uninterruptedly 

over large surfaces, do not allow the transition of 

vapors into the form of drops. In the forests, on the 

contrary, the clothed soil docs not become so heated, 

and, besides, tbs evaporation from the trees favors 

cooling; therefore, w hen the currents of air loaded 

with vapor reach the forests, they meet with that 

which condenses them and change into ruin. Mince, 

moreover, the evaporation of the earth goes on more 

slowly beneath the trees, and since these aUo evapo¬ 

rate very copiously in a hot climate, the atmosphere 

in these forests has a high degree of humidity, this 

great huiaidtiy at the same time producing many 

springs and streams.” 

Testimony of this kind could be accumulated, and 

I hope that the reading public will give the matter 

serious thought.—h. t. b. 

a farm may be made profitable, and kept up in fer¬ 

tility, but rather by a steady and continual persever¬ 

ance in a good and judicious system of cultivation— 

and if this is so carried out as to maintain an equi¬ 

librium between the productive powers of the soil 

and the exhaustive powers of the crop grown upon it, 

we need have no fear of “prospective,” or rather 

progressive, “sterility” resulting. j. m. 

Hamilton, C. W„ 1861. 

patented his ‘‘movable frames” in 1852,— when he 

devised them I am not prepared to say,—whereas the 

Baron of Berlepsch did not devise or “adopt mov¬ 

able frames till 1855.” 

J also notice an error in regard to the price of an 

Individual right to use Mr. I.angstkotu's movable- 

comb hive in the Western States. Mr. Otis adver¬ 

tises thus:—“ An individual or farm right to use this 

invention, including one hive, will be sold for ten 

dollars.” M. M. Baldridge. 

Middleport, Niagara Co-, N. Y., 1861. 

Opjt remarks in answer to the inquiries of a cor¬ 

respondent, who desired information respecting the 

Movable Frame Hives, were made from memory, 

without consulting with books for dates, as we could 

give all the information sought without this. The 

improvements of Mr. Langstkokh were made about 

the same time with those of Dzierzon, but Mr. I-. 

takes precedence in point of time over Baron Bek- 

I.EP3CH, for we find by the Patent Office Report that 

Mr. Langstoth’s patent was obtained in 1852. It is 

not claimed in any European work that we have seen, 

that Baron Berlepsch made his improvements on 

the Dzierzon plan until 1855.—Ed. 

had a bushel of roots daily. I prefer a mixed feed, 

grinding oats with the corn for oxen, and rye for 

milch cows. It is very well known that corn meal 

alone is very heavy feed, and uuless great caution 

is nsed, animals become sickened. Now the cobs 

ground up with the corn, even if they contain no 

nutriment, which is far from being proved, form an 

excellent divisor to Separate the meal and create the 

stimulus 6f distention in the stomach, so essential to 

the perfect digestion of its contents. For this pur¬ 

pose we give cut straw with meal, not supposing that 

when fully ripe it has much more nutriment in it 
than good saw-dust. 

Coating Fence Posts with Cement. 

Wm Kenxey, of Paris, Ky., makes the following 

Suggestions in the Country Gentleman of the 14th 

inst.:—A few evenings since, while engaged in setting 

fence posts, I was revolving In my mind the many 

suggestions offered for their preservation, and while 

thus engaged an idea occurred to me, that I do not 

recollect to have ever heard advanced, and which I 

submit lor your consideration and use. Hydraulic 

cement bas been used for many purposes other than 

stopping leaks and plastering cisterns. It makes a 

hard and durable paint, mixed with flax seed oil, for 

wood work and out-door machinery much exposed to 

weather, and is impervious to water. After once 

mixing it with water and suffering it to harden, it 

cannot be again dissolved, and on plastering cisterns 

when fully dried, it is there for all time, and as hard 

as adamant. Now suppose we were to prepare a solu¬ 

tion of this cement in water, and give the ground 

end of our fence posts several successive dippings, 

drying after each dipping, to the depth we want them 

to stand in the ground —might it not make some of 

the less durable timber more durable for posts_ 

Discontinuance of the Rural American-.—Some friend 

ha, mailed os the Rural American of Fob. 334, —the only 

number we have seen this year, except one dated Jan. 20th, 

-Sunday.) The number before ns announces the discontinu¬ 

ance of the R. A. the article commencing thus—" It, becomes 

my painful duty to announce to my subscribers, that misfor¬ 

tune has come upon me, and the consequence is, that the 

Rural American ceases to exist with this week’s issue!" Then 

follows a long explanation —the gist of which is that the 

former political course of the R. A., and the recent hard 

times, caused the catastrophe- If all he says of hia troubles 

is true. Mr. Miner's case is a pitiable one indeed; and, though 

he ha= prored our bitterest enemy — having wilfully slan¬ 

dered and libelled us, beyond reparation,— he has as much of 

our forgiveness and sympathy as human nature will permit 
us to extend. 

The fate of the R. A. teaches a lesson which should be 

heeded—ror, though the reasons assigned may have had some 

influence, we apprehend they are not the true causes of its 

failure. The R. A. was simply an imitation in mechanical 

style, kc., of u journal which the public declared and still 

reiterates, by its substantial and extensive support, to be 

superior in all that constitutes an Agricultural and Family 

Newspaper. Cnder the head of “Tim Rural New Yorker 

and one of its Imitators," we discussed this subject at some 

length in our issue of Dec. 8, I860.—stating, in conclusion, 

that the claims of (his Rural were based upon its merits 

alone—that we did not wish it mixed or confounded with any 

other “ Rural,"— and 6nally inviting the public to examine 

and compare the two papers, in Contents. Appearance, Price, 

Ac. There we let tbe matter reft, without further notice of 

the R A. or its venomous attacks, and tbe verdict of the 

public has been so flattering and unanimous that we are con¬ 

tent with the result In some instances traveling agents of 

the R. A. have professed to be acting for the Rural New- 

Yorker, bat when the papers arrived the fraud was exposed 

—the subscribers receiving the R A I We hope the publisher 

was not cognizant of such transactions. In some cases, people 

have written us that they would form clubs for this Rural if 

we would take $1 per copy—otherwise for the R. A., as it was 

so cheap (?) — but whenever wo replied at all, our answer 

wos Nay—that the Rural Nkw Yorker could not bo afforded, 

and would not he furnished, at leas than its published rates. 

We hope those who subscribed for the R. A. on account of 

its cheapness— and the agents who formed clubs therefor — 

are satisfied with the dividends received from their invest¬ 

ment- and efforts ; while such as have bocu deceived by trav- 

cling agents will, we trust, learn wisdom therefrom. 

THAT MACHINERY QUESTION 

ABOUT CHEESE - MAKING 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:— In a late number of 

the Rural, I noticed an inquiry from one of your 

Ohio subscribers, asking information relative to the 

processor manufacturing cheese. It would lie difficult 

to give in writing a clear idea of the somewhat com¬ 

plicated method of cheese-making; it would require 

at least several long articles to give an intelligent 

description of the making, curing and caring for 

the cheese dairy. The best treatise on the subject 

that I have seen, was written some years since, by 

A. L. Fish, a practical dairyman of Herkimer Co., 

and published in the Transactions of the N. Yr. State 

Agricultural Society. 

The present anil prospective price of cheese will 

induce many to engage in this branch of agriculture, 

and doubtless many butter dairies will be changed to 

cheese; and to all those who intend to 

Questions for the Curious. 

Ena. Rural Nkw Yorker:—I have been an apiarian for 

many years, but do not understand all the mysteries of bees. 

It is generally admitted that the queen lays all the eggs iD 

the hive, and tho question is bow the eggs for drones are all 

iu the cells that were made to hatch the drones in. and the 

eggs for working bees are in tbe cells that were made for the 

working bees, and the queen eggs are in the cells made to 

hatch queens? Does tho queen distinguish between the 

different kinds of egg* whoo she lays them, or do the others 

separate them, and place them in proper order? Or is it the 

mode of reasoning that makes the difference? If the queen 

lays each egg in the roll where it hatches, she must have 

some previous knowledge what kind of egg she is going to 

lay.—A. Willson, MosrceUut, N. E, 1861. 

We believe the theory now pretty generally adopted 

is this: The “ spermathem ” or fertilizing fluid is con¬ 

tained in a little sac, shown in the engraving, (a) 

and opening into the viaduct (6). The ovaries (e, d,) 

commence 
cheese-making I would say, while I do not discard 

written methods or theories, I would advise them to 

avail themselves of the experience of a practical 

cheese-maker for the first season. Young men or 

women can be obtained from tbe cheese dairy dis¬ 

tricts that would be competent to superintend the 

maniifactnre, and subsequent care of the dairy, at a 

cost of $2,50 to $3,00 per week for young women, 

and $lti to $20 per month for young men; or, if pre¬ 

ferred, good tenents can be obtained, who would rent 

farms for a share of the products. The usual rate 

here is, the tenant has two-fifths of the cheese and 

butter, and one-half of the grain. 

Bet me give your readers who arc unacquainted 

with this branch of farming, something of an idea of 

the proceeds and expense attending our dairy busi¬ 

ness. Our dairy farms average about 200 acres, 

divided as follows:- woodland, 25 acres; meadows, 

50 to 00 acres; plow laud, 10 to 20 acres, and balance 

pasture. This farm would keep team, 30 cows, and 

raise young stock sufficient to replace the old, worn 
out cows, and 

Produce for market 10,000 lbs Cheese at 10c,_$1,000 00 
200 lbs Butter at 18c,_ 36 00 
600 lbs Pork at 7c.. 42 00 
Calf skins_ _ ... 20 00 

“ Beef (old cows,).. 60 00 

Total,. ..$1,158 00 

The expenses to carry on the farm, providing the 

proprietor and his “better half” are workers, would 

The Famine, anti DKsrrrmOK in Kansas are no doubt 

real, reports to the contrary, notwithstanding. On Monday 

of this week we received several letters from Linn, Wabaunsee, 

and other counties, which speak of the suffering of the people 

for want of clothing and provisions. In a letter containing 

payment for a small club of subscribers. Dr Wm. B. Carpkn- 

Titit, of Linn Co., says he cannot add to the number on 

account of the extreme destitution, and adds:—“ No one can 

have any conception of the number of destitute families 

among n- I give it as authentic that at the expiration of 

fifteen days from now, not less than 600 persons will be in 

want cl rations in my own township, and unless something 

occurs to send us a supply for these hungry creatures, some 

will have to be borne to their tombs.” A letter from C. A, 

Hotchkiss, of Wabaunsee, says:—“As regards the destitu 

tion prevailing here, I would state that crops were a com¬ 

plete failure from tbe fall wheat planting of 1859 to the 

present, nnd as most of tbe settlers had little means 

left after building dwellings and paying for their claims, 

many are destitute of clothing and provisions. Breadstuff's 

have been borrowed from one another until tho supply is 

nearly, and with some quite, exhausted.” 

To Prevent Sheep kenning oyer Stone Walls.— 

Wo often hear it said by many good farmers, that “I 

should like to keep sheep, but I have so much stone 

wall it is impossible to keep them in their proper 

places.” I herewith send tbe Rural New-Yorker 

my method of making a good stone wall, the best 

kind of fence for sheep, which you are at liberty to 

give your readers if you think it worth anything. 

Take common fence boards Hi feet long and 6 Inches 

wide. Saw a portion of them 2 feet long, raise up 

tbe cap stones of the wall, place these short boards 

under, letting them project out from the wall one 

foot -placing them 8 feet apart —then take the 16 

feet boards, and place them on the short ones In a 

transverse direction, and nail with wrought nails, 

taking care to place the short, boards so as to receive 

tbe ends of two long ones, or so as to break joints as 

iu making board fence. If the cap stones should be 

too light, yon can easily double them. This done, yon 

season, and with good care and feed, they will 

give as much milk in winter as in summer. Second, 

if the farmer wishes to buy calves, they can be 

bought much lower in the fall and winter than in the 

spring. Third, they are apt to receive more atten¬ 

tion during winter, because the farmer is about the 

barn more, and can provide for their wants better 

than iu summer, when he is necessarily busy about 

the farm. Fourth, they are ready to turn out as soon 

as the grass will give a good bite, and they will be 

strong and healthy, and better prepared to withstand 

the cold of winter than late ones. Lastly, they are 
ready to market six mouths or a vea/ earlier than the 

late ones. They should have new milk at least two 

weeks, and then skim-milk may be given once a day 

for another week, when it can be substituted entirely 

for new milk, but it, should not be given in such 

quantities as to cause them to scour. After they are 

five weeks old, a little linseed oilmeal Should be put 

into their milk, increasing the quantity from time to 

time, and when they arc eight weeks oid, if milk is. 

scarce, they can be fed wholly on it, put into a little 

warm water. At this time they will relish a few 

roots, and they will do them good. I have fed a calf 

this winter on beef scraps, a single handful, dissolved 

iu warm water, night and morning, and he did as 

well on it as on skim-milk. Calves should lie loose, 

in a warm airy place, have plenty of litter, and plenty 

of good fine or aftermath hay to eat, and occasion¬ 

ally a shovelful of dirt to lick. Calves raised in this 

way cannot fail to be good ones, especially if of a 

good breed. 

SkaneatklxB Farmers’ Club.—In reply to our remark (in 

Rural of Jan. 26th,) that we had not been favored with a 

direct communication on the subject of the recent proceed¬ 

ings (annual meeting) of this Club, the worthy Secretary 

writes us, contradicting the statement, and saying he sent a 

copy. True, friend Beauchamp, you did send a copy, hut 
Mot direct to us—for we publish'-'* **t the liEM./ 

between the date of the Iptti-r and its receipt from the person 

to whom it was addre#»cd! You also sent a letter, addressed 

tons, (in a business letter from a third person.) but it was 

not received until our notice bad been prepared, 

— The Secretary writes that the Club last year held 34 

meetings. -‘Our library contains 161 volumes. Our Fair 

occupied three days. Tbe .Society erected a substantial build¬ 

ing. 100 feet long and 28 wide, for the accommodation of 

exhibitors. The -aru of $365 was freely contributed to pay the 

expenses incurred, as ours is a free Fair." All this gives 

evidence of the right spirit, and we hope the farmers of 

other localities will emulate an example so laudable. 

For hired man, one year,... $150 00 
u gill, “ .100 00 

For extra help, haying and harvesting. 75 00 

Total, ...j...$325 00 

'J be profits would depend of course on the amount 

of capital invested in farm, cows, Ac., and this 

varies so much that we will not attempt to fix tbe 
valuation; 

I wonld be pleased to have some of your corres¬ 

pondents furnish your paper with a similar estimate 

of tbe produce aud expense of wool and grain 

farms. F. Smith. 
Norway, Herkimer Co., N. Y., 1861. 

of the seminal fluid m-^ssary to their fertilization. 
The drone cells beinJ^^L the abdomen of tbe 

queeiureceives wo <*■ egb* nro not Im¬ 

pregnated, and dronda ts Cue result. In support of 

this theory it is shown that young queens, if confined 

and not permitted to take their ilight for tbe purpose 

of meeting the drones on the wing, will lay only 

drone eggs, even in worker cells. Those who believe 

this theory, consider that the eggs of an unimpreg¬ 

nated queen have sufficient vitality to produce drones, 

but not workers. Tins ingenious theory originated, 

we believe, with Mr. Samcki. Wagner, of York, Pa. 

Queens, it is believed, are produced from eggs that 

by ordinary treatment would produce workers. But 

they are placed in cells much larger than those of 

workers, or drones, and somewhat resembling a small 

pea-nut, as shown in tbe engraving, and 

are generally made on the edges of the 

Combs, and with the mouth banging 

down. It is a question yet undecided, 

whether the eggs are laid in these cells, for are placet! there by the workers, 

being removed from worker cells, where 

they have been laid by the queen. In 

these colls are deposited, for the use of 

the queen larvae as soon as hatched, a 

larger quantity of food then is given the 

workers, and of a different character, 

jpr which, when fresh, has the appearance 

of starch, and when old, a light quince 

jelly. It is a little acid, and is called royal jelly. 

The manner of treatment, in connection with this 

food, is supposed to produce the queen from an egg 

that if allowed to remain in a worker cell would have 

hatched an imperfect female, or worker. 

SERMONS FROM SHORT TEXTS 

ROTATION OF CROPS, 
Aiknowlkgmknt.—We are indebted to C Edwards Les¬ 

ter— u name somewhat known in the annals of literature — 

for a paper of Tomato seed, labeled “ Lester's Perfected 

Seedling," Ac.; •• price, 25 cts. per 100 seeds.” Accompany 

mg it wo are favored with an autograph letter, requesting 

the publication of an article from a New York paper, which 

Mr. L. thinks “w)tJ interest many of your [our] readers if 

you [we| print it.11 Inasmuch as the article is the best kind 

of an advertisement—giviug the origiu of his Tomato, whe#e 

the seed may he obtained, &c.,— we refer Mr. Lester to our 

Terras of Advertising for conditions upon which his long 

story can be told in the appropriate department of this 

journal People who ask so much space gratis, and charge 

so high for seed, are not on our free list. 

P. 8. The Tomato is a good one, as we can attest. Having 

grown it last year, we can furnish Mr. L. a quantity of the 

seed at half the price he asks! 

“An annual change of crops upon a field, while under 

tillage, tends very much to economise its fertility, and to 

increase the profits of the labor bestowed upon it."—Judge 

Buel. 

Yet mark, a change or rotation of crops does 

not add to the fertility of tbe soil, but only prevents 

the particular elements contained in il Irom being 

exhausted so quickly as they would by a succession 

of the same crop. The addition of manure in some 

form or other is absolutely necessary to prevent the 

diminution of the vegetative power of the soil. The 

exhaustive powers of each grain, or white crops, 

taken from the land may be stated to be, wheat 40 

per cent., rye 30, barley 26, oats 25, corn about 20, 
peas 10. 

A well prepared fallow adds about 10 degrees to the 

fertility of tbe soil; clover mown, 12; pasture, 20; 10 

tons of ordinary farm yard manure per acre, 62 per 
cent. 

In carrying out. an alternating system of crops, the 

profits gained depend much on the manner in which 

it is done. Col. R-, of Norfolk Co., C. W., pur¬ 

sued a three course system lor several years, that 

maintained the soil (a sandy loam,) in such condition 

that his winter wheat averaged 40 to 45 bushels per 

acre, every year. He kept 300 acres of his farm 

exclusively for the production of wheat. The land 

was divided into lots of 100 acres each; each year one 

lot was under fallow, one in wheat, and the other in 

clover. Sheep enough were kept on the wheat stub¬ 

ble and tbe clover, after mowing one crop, to leave 

the land pretty well enriched by their droppings. 

The clover liay was used to feed the stock on the 

farm in winter, and the manure made applied to root 

crops on other portious of the farm. The sheep 

spent a good den! of their time during winter herded 

on the clover field. The clover was allowed to errow 

gfmjuims ana 
Bust Foop for Breeding Sows.—Will you. or some of the 

readers of the Rural, Inform me. through the columns of 
the same, what is Him best food for sows that have small pigs, 
where no milk is to he had? It has been said that corn meal 
was not good, as it dries up the milk —Frank Graham, 
Bailey Hollow, Pent) 1861. 

Cement Floors for Cattle Staples.—1 wonld like to 
inquire whether any of the Rural s subscribers Lave had 
experience in waterline- cement fora floor for stabling cattle, 
in the basement of a baru, with a wall on three aides, laid in 
lime aud sand, so it will not be exposed to the frost? Will 
some one give me the desired information? Ry so doing you 
will much oblige—A. R. Daniels, Mentor, Ohio, 1861. 

Japanese Wheat — Caution.— A correspondent aska us 

about what is advertised as a new kind of Drain, and called 

Japanese Wheat. We have never seen the article, or any 

thing iu it.- favor, except an advertisement which claims that 

it will produce 300 bushels per acre! — an assertion so decid¬ 

edly Munchausenish that none but the greenest of the green, 

or most confiding of the confident, need be cautioned to 

beware. Tbe Valley Farmer — published at St. Louis, in 

w hich place the grain is sold—says the Japanese Wheat is a 

new commodity to gull the people and get their money.” 

After asking when the day of humbugs will he over, the 

same paper adds:—“A certain party came to the ‘Valley 

Farmer ' office, and wished us to advertise it — hut we would 

not insert it for any priije. The people can use their money 

to better advantage.” 

Oats for Shfuf.—Will you, or some of vour numerous 
readers, please inform me through the column-of the Rural 
New-Yorker whether oats are eood for-hoop if not, what 
is the best grain they can be fed?—F,. S. Jexne, Clyde. N 1' 
1861. 

Tins subject has been pretty fully discussed in various 

volumes of the Rural, Summing up the experience of quite 

a number of sheep breeders it would appear thus—The con¬ 

dition of the auimals at the period when the grain was first 

given is the governing feature. If they were weak and poor, 

and oats were given somewhat freely, disastrous results gen 

orally followed,—if in good store condition, and the allowance 

was fed out judiciously, the effect w5 beneficial. 

In regard to the second query of our correspondent, writers 

and experimenters seem to he about equally divided. Some 

argue that the oats is the natural grain of sheep.—others 

have had better luck" with corn. Either grain, if fed out 

with care and judiciously, we are inclined to think will aid 

and assist the individual who desires the best interests of his 

flock. 

out-door exercise., (Rev. I.. L. Langstkotu.) under¬ 
took. for his amusement, the study of the honey-bee, 
and invented arid patented a hive very much like that 
of Dzierzon, as improved by Berlkpsch, with mov¬ 
able frames.” 

It would appear from the foregoing,—or does, at 

least to me,—that Mr. Langstroth “invented and 

patented ” his “ movable frames about tbe same 

time " that tbe Baron of Berlepsch improved upon 

the Dzierzon cross-bar hive, by inventing the “square 
frames.” 

Whether other readers of the Rural get the same 

impression from a perusal of the above extract that I 

do. I cannot say,—not having conversed with any,— 

but if they do, as a matter of history, I would state 

that their impression is erroneous. 

There seems to be an opinion prevailing among 

“ patent hee-liive ” men. that the “ movable frames ” 

used as designed by the Rev, Mr. I.angs i KOTn are an 

“ old invention,” and hence Mr. L. is not legally en¬ 

titled to a patent on them. How this may be is not 

for me. but tbe patent laws, to decide. By the way, 

liowevcr, I would remark, that if the “movable 

frames” nsed as designed by Mr. Langstkotu, are 

an "old invention,” as some seem to believe, it seems 

a little singular that the celebrated Apiarist of Europe, 

Rev. Mr. Dzierzon, should have preferred the “mov¬ 

able cross-bars ” to the “frames." when the “frames” 

would have saved him such an euormous amount of 

labor, to which he was continually subjected by de¬ 

taching, by the aid of the knife, the combs from the 

sides of the hives. 

What I propose to say respecting the ‘ frames ” 

devised by both Mr. Langstkotu and the Baron of 

Berlepsch, is, that Mr. Langstroth is justly en¬ 

titled to the priority of date. Mr. Langstroth 

Clover nnd Meadow Lands. 

The Valley Farmer speaks thus concerning the 

management of clover and meadow lands:—Stock 

should always be turned off from clover so early in 

the fall as to allow the plants to make a growth of 

leaves sufficient to protect them from the action of 

the snow and frosts of winter. When eaten off to 

tlie ground, and the surface becomes trod hard and 

compact, the roots will he drawn up frequently three 

inches above the surface before spring. 

If clover aud meadow lands have already received 

close fall feeding, by all mean- stock should be kept 

off during February and March, so that the surface 

may become somewhat lightened by the rain and 

frosts, that the tender growth of spring may proceed 

without injury. One hundred pounds of feed gleaned 

from a clover or timothy field in the winter or early 

spring, will cut short the crop of the coming season 

live hundred pounds or more: so that it will prove 

the most miserable economy to allow a hoof to press 

upon lands that are intended either for hay or sum¬ 

mer pasturage. 

Effects of Corn-Cob Meal. 

As this subject is now being discussed in the 

columns of the Rural, we give the view’s of a Con¬ 

necticut farmer as expressed before the Homestead 

Club. He says:—As every one is invited to give 

his free opinion in your farmers' club, I venture a 

word. I have fed corn-cob meal for many years, 

both to cattle and horses, as I suppose with decided 

advantage, and as I have never had any animals 

sicken when on this diet, I infer that there is nothing 

injurious about it. To working oxen or milch cows 

I have never exceeded four quarts per day, and to 

fattening animals double the quantity. These last 

Wheat is New Hampshire.— Speaking of the growth of 

wheat in the vicinity of old Dartmouth, last season, the N. 

H. Journal of Agriculture says:—“Col. Culver, of Lyme, 

hue grown on six acres of fall sown wheat, 180 bushels, and 

on three spring sown, 120 bushels The Town farm, in Han¬ 

over. on a field of six acres, produced 226 bushels. John D. 

Bridgeman raised, on a little less than two acres, 06 bushels; 

and Elijah Tenney, East Hanover, from three bushels of 

seed, on 2?a acres of soil, grew 125 bushels of nice Bpring 

wheat.” 
Use of Hen Manure,—Seeing an inquiry in the Rural of 

February 2d, in regard to the best way of using hen manure, 

1 thought I would send you my method. Pulverize the ma¬ 

nure, add as many bushels of plaster as you have of manure, 

and to every five bushels of this mixture, add one of salt. I 

have used this for ten years For corn. I put a handful of the 

mixture in the hill when I plant, and. if I have enough, a top- 

dressing after hoeing.—P. C. Daniels, Oiueyo. A. V., 1861. 

uuder for the fallow. Three plowings were given to 

the (allow, and the wheat sown as early as possible 
in the fall. 

I his system is similar to the one pursued iu Nor¬ 

folk Co., England, except that there white turnips 

arc grown in place of a naked fallow, the sheep fed 

off on the turnips in the field during the winter as well 

as pastured on the clover. This three course system 

is not, however, one to be recommended as profitable, 
except where wheat and mutton both command a 
high price and ready sale. 

I think the following rotation, which may be called 

a seven course system, is one that will be found most 

profitable, regard being had to the adaptability of the 

farm and locality for particular crops. First year, 

oats or peas; 2d year, roots or corn, heavily manured; 

3d year, barley: 4th year, wheat, seeded down to 

grass or clover, the grass to remain 3 years before 

again breaking up the soil,—the last year it is to he 

pastured the entire season. It is not by a succession 

of heavy manuring, followed by heavy crojiping, that 

Rf.medy for Blind Staggers.—A writer in the Charleston 

Courier gives “an effectual remedy for that formidable dis¬ 

ease in horses, the blind sxaggers." the recipe being as follows: 

“Gum camphor, one ounce; whisky or brandy, one pint — 

dissolve. Dose—One gill, in a half pint of gum arahic, flax 

seed, or other mucilaginous tea, given every three or four 

hours; seldom necessary to give more than three doses. The 

horse must be kept from water twenty four hours. Never 

bleed in this disease.” Horsf.s Pulling at the Halter,— Seeing an inquiry in 

the Rural of February 2d for breaking a horse of pulling at 

the halter, I give you my mode of treatment, which is the 

best I ever knew for that purpose. Take an inch rope, put 

it around hi» neck, and throw it over a pole in front of him, 

about as high as his head — the pole being fixed solid — run 

the rope back under the pole to one of his hind feet, hitch it 

around his fetlock, fasten, and let him pull. This is the best 

remedy I have ever tried, and will effect a cure.—H. F. Her¬ 

rick New Berlin, henango Co., X. V.. 1861. 

Lv answer to the inquiry, how to break a horse of pulling 

at the halter, I would say tie him to the limb of a tree, or 

something that will give, but not let him loose. I think this 

an effectual remedy.—J. W. 0., North Huron, Wayne Co., N. 

Y„ 1861. 

Erie County (lJa.) Ag. Society.—At the recent annual 

meeting of the Stockholders of this Society, the following 

officers were elected for 1861: President—Anthony Saltsman. 

Vice President—John P. Vincent. Sec. Secretary—Samuel P. 

Beecher. Cor. Secretary—Irvin Camp. Treasurer and Libra¬ 

rian—Wilson King. Also, twenty-four Managers. 

Union Ag. Society 10tu Congressional District, (Indi¬ 

ana.)—The following officers were elected for 1861: President 

—J. D. G. Nelson. Treasurer—H. H. Hitchcock. Secretary 

—Jno. Mitchell. A Board of Directors composed of one 

from each of the eight counties comprising the District, and 

an Executive Committee. Fair first week in October. 



Apples. 

The best six varieties of apples for an orchard of one hundred 
trees; 

Early Bor vast.__5 Fall Pippin, _20 
Red Astniolian,. .5 Rhode Island Greening. .. .30 
Lowell, (known here as the Red Canada, (here called 

Mich. Golden Pippin), ...10 Steele's Red Winter,)_30 

0° the above list, Fall l’ippins and Tthodo Island 
Greenings are open to the charge of unproductive¬ 
ness, in the South-western portion of the State, where 
New York Vandevere and Belmont, may be substitu¬ 
ted for them. 

Best twelve varieties of apples for an orchard of one hundred 
trce.s. 

Early Harvest,_3 Fall Pippin...  5 
Red Astrncluin. 3 Yellow Hellltower,.  5 
Large Yellow Bough,_2 Rhode Island Greening,_10 
Lowell.  4 Roxbury Russel, .._20 
Gravenstein.   4 Red Canada,. 30- 
Keswick Codlin,_  4 Ladies'Sweeting. 10 

Best twenty varieties of apples for an orchard of one hundred 
trees: 

Early Harvest,.. 3 Belmont,..2 
Red Astrakhan,.. 2 Yellow Bellflower,_ 5 
Large Yellow Bough,. 2 Roxbury Russet, .. ..10 
Earfv Joe,.. _   2 Rhode island Greening, .. .10 
Atner'n Summer Pearniain, 3 Egopus Spitkeuberg_ 5 
Gravenstein,-3 Jonathan._ 5 
Fall Pippin........ 2 Swa&r, .... _3 
Pomme de Neige,_ 1 Northern Spy,__3 
N. Y. Vandevere.. _. 4 Ladies’ Sweeting._ 7 
Hubbarifeton Nonsuch,_2 Red' Canada,..20 

The above lists are constructed so as to give, as far 
as possible, a proper succession of varieties during 
the year; and, as the fruit, from this number of trees 
would far more than supply the wants of a family, 
the lists are so arrauged as to furnish the surplus 
during the winter, when the fruit can be easiest kept, 
and most conveniently marketed. It is, however, 
the opinion of the writer, that from twenty-five to 
thirty varieties, at the least, would be requisite to 
fully gratify the varied wants and tastes of a family 
of discriminating fruit fanciers. 

Best varieties for rz market orchard of one thousand trees, where 
there is a reliable market, near by, and where this is to he 

the sole business: 

Early Harvest,.. 25 Hubhurdston Nonsuch, ... 50 
Red Astracbiui, . 25 N. Y. Vandevere,..__ 50 
Sweet Bough. 25 II. f. Ureeniug.100 
Lowell,___ 2ft Baldwin,... __  50 
Gravenstein,.  50 Jonathan,.  50 
Fall Pippin,__ 50 Roxbury Russet, . _ 150 
Tollman Sweet,.  2ft Rod Canada,. 300 
Ladies' Sweeting,_2ft 

Best, varieties for a market orchard of one thousand trees, remote 
from market, where, from any cause, the marketing of sum¬ 

mer or autumn varieties may be inconvenient: 

Fall Pippin,.  50 Rhode Island Greening,.. 200 
Itubbardston Nonsuch, 100 Roxbury Russet,_ 250 
Vamlev e ofN. Y , or West- Red Canada,_...... 400 

field Seek no further, 100 

Many persons at the present day, who wish to con¬ 
nect orcharding with farming proper, consider it 
more convenient and profitable to plant but a single 
variety. Although doubting the propriety of Imag¬ 
ing our hopes upon the success of a single variety, it 
is believed that no other variety will be found so pro- 
dactive, reliable and profitable as the Bed Canada. 

rears. 

Pears have been but sparingly planted in tins State, 
hence our knowledge of the comparative value of 
different varieties, as drawn from home experience, 
is hardly of ft satisfactory character. The lists here 
given are, consequently, the result, to a great extent, 
of the writer’s experience, and that of a few friends 
with whom he has been able to confer. 

Best six varieties of the pear, for family use, on the. pear stock, 
for an orchard of one. hundred trees: 

Hloodgood, _ . ft Swim's Orange,_ .15 
Bartlett__20 White Doyenne,... 2ft 
Belle Lucrative, :.10 Winter Nells, . " 25 

PARK AND GARDEN FENCES 

A good looking, durable and sheap garden fence is 
a most desirable ‘‘institution,” and one which many 
of our readers, no doubt, have failed to obtain, even 
after making considerable outlay for the accomplish¬ 
ment of the object. It is no strange thing In travcl- 

CULTIVATION OF FLOWERS 
TOMATO CATSUP-BOILED CUSTARD 

In onr last we endeavored to give some informa¬ 
tion in regard to the vegetation of seeds, and we hope 
our friends will be prepared at the opening of spring 
to test the value of our suggestions. We now purpose 
to say a few words about the cultivation of flowers. 
As we before pointed ont some mistakes in the sow¬ 
ing of seeds, we now call attention to another great 
mistake made by the lovers of flowers, and one which 
has done a good deal of mischief — the cultivation of 

too many varieties. The amateur visits the nurseries, 
or reads the catalogues of seedsmen, and makes up 
his mind to purchase a collection of the finest things to 
be had. They art obtained, and the result is a great 
amount of labor expended on a great many flowers, 
none of which receive that care which is necessary 
to the full development of their beauty. The labor 
is found to be so great and the result so unsatisfac¬ 
tory, that the amateur florist becomes discouraged, 
and perhaps the next year the garden is entirely 
neglected. It is well for the nurseryman to cultivate 
everything that can be obtained in our own and other 
lands, for he has every taste to suit and new things to 
test, but the object of the amateur is not a great show 
of sorts, but a fine effect-to make the garden gay and 
beautiful. This can best be accomplished by a few 
good flowers well grown. Nothing is more unsatis¬ 
factory than a great mass of poorly grown flowers. 

The fault we have mentioned seems to be the fault 
of the country. We appear to grow flowers more for 
ostentAtion than for the love of the beautiful. Our am¬ 
bition is to Lave a greater variety than our neighbors, 
while the quality of the flowers is of secondary con¬ 
sideration. Perhaps, however, the taste for the beau¬ 
tiful is not lacking, but we lack the knowledge how 
best to gratify that taste. 

In Europe it is quite different. There special atten¬ 
tion is given by individuals and families, and even 
whole neighborhoods, to the cultivation of a particu¬ 
lar flower, and the result is that they not only grow 
them to the greatest perfection, but effect such an 
improvement that, the grower or village becomes cel¬ 
ebrated for its Carnations or Pansies, or Hollyhocks, 
or Ten - Week Stocks, or Asters, and the florists in all 
parts of the world seek to obtain seeds from the 
favored locality. Sometimes the workmen of an 
establishment make a specialty of a certain flower, 
and contend with each other, or with persons of 
other places, for prizes made up by subscription 
among themselves or donated by employers for the 
purpose of encouraging refined taste and innocent 
and delightful amusement. When we arrive at some¬ 
thing like this in our country, we may hope for rapid 
and permanent improvement. 

Horticultural Societies exist in many of our large 
cities and villages, and many more are being estab¬ 
lished, but if the Bhows of nurserymen were excluded, 
in most cases the exhibitions of really tine flowers 
would be meagre indeod. We really hope the com¬ 
ing season will exhibit an improvement in this respect, 
and that our readers will remember that, one flower 
well grown is better than a score of poor, weedy 
things. No one need be ashamed to bIiow half a 
dozen good Asters, or Ten-Week Stocks, or as many 
Dahlius or Roses, for it is the i/ualily and not the 
quantity that Bhows merit in the cultivutor. This fact 
should not be forgotten by Judges. 

liut, what can done the present spring toward pre¬ 
paring for a creditable exhibition? Bedding plants 
can be obtained at almost any nursery, and a dollar 
or two will buy a fine collection or Verbenas. A few 
Hybrid Perpetual Roses may also be obtained that 
will flower the present season. Roots of Picotees and 
the improved Hollyhocks cun also be procured at 
most of our nursery establishments, as well as of 
Dahlias. Then the whole collection of Annuals are 
available. Select a few of the best, give them special 
care, and you can make a show the coming summer 

and autumn that will astonish yourself and secure 
many good prizes. 

br>s. Rural New-Yorker;—Noticing a request for 
making catsup, I send you a recipe which is the best 
I have yet found, and which I think it would be diffi¬ 
cult to change for the better. Slice a peck of ripe 
tomatoes with half a dozen onions, placing them in 

base, which is of stone. This style is 
designed for front-door yards and 
cemeteries, and costs about $1,75 per 
foot. 

Many of our private citizens, us 
well as the city authorities, have ob¬ 
tained this fence, particularly the one 
with wooden rails, uud it may he now 
seen in almost every street, especially 
in the suburbs. So far they have 
proved [firm ami durable, and have 
given general satisfaction. Wo think 
they are worthy the attention of 
RutAL readers in otherplaces. They 
have already, we. learn, been con¬ 
structed iu Lockport, Albion, Water¬ 

loo, Lyons, and other villages, both East and West 
of Rochester. In a few weeks spring work will com¬ 
mence, and it is solely tor the benefit of those of our 
readers who may design to improve their grounds by 
surrounding them with new and tasteful fences, that 
we now.call especial attention to one with which we 

It need not be sealed, a cork is sufficient to prevent 
the flavor from escaping. It is very fiery at first, but 
in two or three days Is ready for use. Ah there Is no 
vinegar or sugar to cause fomentation, it. will keep 
any length of time if in a cool, dry place. I have 
known it kept three years. If your condiment loving 
readers will try this once, they will pretty likely send 
vinegar where Suaksphauk threw physic. The 
tomatoes are acid enough of themselves. 

Boiled Custard.—Beat the yolks of seven and the 
whites of two egg with a teacup of sugar. Heataquart 
of milk, and add the eggs, stirring constantly till it is 
ol the consistency of thick cream. Remove from the 
fire before it curdles in the least, (a little practice will 
b<- necessary to show just when,) and when it cools, 
flavor to your taste. Put it in cups or a large dish, as 
you design it for dessert or for tea. Just before it is 
wanted, beat the whites to ft stiff froth, and pile them 
on the custard, laying a few spoonfuls of tart jelly 
over the whole.—Nellie, Alexander, N. Y., 1861. 

I’ARK FENCE, WITH WOODEN POSTS AND RAILS. 

GINGER BREAD, CAKES, AND CRULLERS 

Bus. Rural New-Yorker;. The following recipes 
I have proved to be good, and therefore send them to 
you, in consideration of the numerous inquiries for 
them by the ladies of the Rural. 

Ginoekrrkad.—Oriff enp of molasses; I cup of 
sugar; I cup of sour cream; 1 tablespoonful of but- 
ter, or take 1 tablespoonful of buttermilk with J a 
cup of butter; 2 tahlespoonfuls of ginger; 2 largo 
teuspoonfula of saleratus; a little salt. Mix it, not 
very stiff, roll out like baker’s gingerbread, and bake 
from ten to fifteen minutes. 

Hard Sugar Cakes. — Two cups of white sugar; 
1 cup of butter; ? of a cup of water; 1 teaspoonful 
of saleratus; spice with nut-megs. Roll these thin, 
and bake quick. 

Country Crullers.—One bowl of cream; 1 coffee 
cup of sugar; 1 egg; a little salt; 2 teaspoonfnls of 
saleratus. Mix rather stiff.— If. C. H., Mmdon, 

N. Y„ 1861. 

DOOR-YARD, OK CEMETERY FENCE — WROUGHT IKON, 

names, Harvest Redstreak, aud Summer Swaar. To 
these may be added Sops-of-Wine, Romaiitto, Eng¬ 
lish or I'oughkecpaie Russet, Scolloped Gillillower, 
Tewksbury Blush and Green Newtown Pippin. 

every case has proved our statements correct. Our frieucls, 

therefore, need blunder no more, but come to the proper 

source for their information. 

After the neve re frost in January, I860, which injured the 

peach buds, we nmdo the following remarks upon Us elfeets: 

“Thk I’kaoii Bids. — Some of the peach growers In this 
section were a little anxious after this last, revere cold to 
ascertain its effect,; upon the pouch buds, ns rumors that they 
were badly Injured begun to gain credence On trees that 
from any muse made a rapid growth lute in the season, some 
of the buds have been destroyed, but. in the main they are 
uninjured. 

“Later reports and examinations have shown that the 
buds have received more injury than we supposed. How¬ 
ever, we hftVe yet hopes of u lair crop in this section. A 
letter received from Ohio speaks dlw ourugiugly of the pros¬ 
pects in some portions of that State,” 

The present year, in some orchards iri this section, we have 

been unable to find u live bud, while in others, particularly 

along the lake shore, the injury appears to be even less than 

last year, three-Com fits of the bad* being round. Tl.u idea 

that the Duds in regard to the prospects of a crop cannot be 

ascertained until after blossoming iu the spring, is incorrect. 

Of course we cannot tell whether untimely frosts iu the 

spring will kill the blossom or not, but. whether all, or a 

portion, of tlie blossom buds are are winter-killed, or whether 

all are safe, ran lie ascertained now beyond a doubt. 

We cannot tell how long a man may live, or how soon he 

may die, but the fact that he is now alive and well may be 

learned without difficulty. 

CULTURE OF ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS 

The soil for these should not he over rich, and 
should be dug deep; the surface should be rendered 
smooth and fine before sowing the seed; small seeds 

sown on rough ground fall between the clods uni/ into 

the crevices and get buried. Attention to this simple 
hint will save growers much disappointment, and 
seedsmen a great amount of blame; for, in cases of 
failure, the quality of the r- vK is almost invariably 
impeached. Hardy. Juut, fee sown from the 
middle to the end ofiSopftemWr tor spring flowering; 
the plants ought to he thinned out before winter, to 
prevent their damping off, and transplanted early in 
the spring, to the flower border, or, when more con¬ 
venient, may be sown where they are to bloom. 
Many of the Hardy Annuals, especially the Califor¬ 
nian, flower more profusely, produce liner blooms, 
and remain longer in perfection during the spring 
monthB than at any other season of the year. For 
summer and autumn flowering, sow from the middle 
of March to the middle of June. A common error 
in the cultivation of Annuals is in allowing them to 
grow too close together; and many, of what would 
otherwise be an attractive bed of Annual Flowers, 
are ruined for want of thinning. We therefore say, 
thin early, and sufficiently to afford ample space for 
the perfect development of the plants left. It is also 
very important to afford support to such kinds as 
require it, before they get broken or injured by wiud 
or heavy rain; perhaps the simplest method of doing 
this is to place among and around the plants small 
neat branches, like pea stakes; the lateral shoots will 
extend among and hide the -takes, and the support 
afforded by this simple and inexpensive means will 
in most instances be found all that is required. But 
perhaps the common practice of covering the seeds too 

heavily, causes more disappointment than all other 
errors, l^mall seeds should be covered very lightly, 
and with soil not liable to cake by exposure t.o sun 
and air. Common garden loam and leaf soil, or old 

dung, passed through a fine sieve and well inter¬ 
mixed, will be excellent for covering with. Half- 
Hardy Annuals should not be sown in the open 
border before May, and the ground will require the 
same preparation, Ac., as recommended for Hardy 
Annuals. But the best method of raising these, is to 
sow in pans, or boxes, in April, or on a bed, about 
three inches thick, of light soil, placed on a gentle 
hot-bed formed of stable manure or vegetable refuse, 
aud protected with a frame fit hand-glass. Water 
sparingly, and give plenty of air, when the plants 
appear, and thin out, or prick off iu small pots, and 
be careful to get the plants well inured to the weather 
previous to planting in the open border, and also to 
give water as may be necessary, after planting, till 
established.—Hand Hook of Annual Ilecord. 

Toilet Foai*.—Readers of the Rural will oblige 
me exceedingly by Informing mo how to make, in a 
simple manner, in my own kitchen, a good toilet 
soap, a description J,of the handiest oils or fats 
necessary, the right kind of potash or soda, the 
mode of scenting; aud, in fact, the whole modus 
oporandi, as homespun as possible.—L. M. C., St. 

Mary's, C. W„ 1861. 

Preserving Buttermilk.—Take a vessel that will 
contain nearly twice as much as you wish to save. 
While milk is plenty, fill it two-thirds full of butter¬ 
milk, aud then fill up with water. Drain off the 
water and refill with fresh once a week, stirring it 
well each time after filling, and you will have a good 
article always ready, — A Practical Housewife, 

(lorham, N. Y., 1861. 

To take Stains out of Silver.—Steep the silver 
iu soap lye for the space of four hours; then cover it 
over with whiting, wet with vinegar, so that it may 
lie thick upon it, and dry it by a fire; after which rub 
off the whiting and pass it over with dry bran, and 
the spots will not only disappear, but the silver will 
look exceedingly bright. 

Progressive Gardener's Society, Philadelphia.—1The 

following officers have keen elected for 1861:—President— 

John Pollock. Vice-President—James Eadie. Treasurer— 

H. A. I Leer. Secretary not yet elected. 

UityuiritfiS anti FRUIT CULTURE IN MICHIGAN, 
Madeleine, .   ft Flemish Beauty,  .10 
Bartlett, _15 Swan’bOrange,. __ 10 
White Doyenne,.  15 Vicar of Wiukflold, ' Aft 
Winter Nells,_ ... 10 Tyson,. 5 
Btoodgood,.5 Sterling,. "I”lO 

With the low prices that rule in our markets for 
this fruit, it is doubtful if the planter would find the 
cultivation of dwarfs remunerative, until the tastes of 
buyers can be cultivated to a higher standard. The 
writer, therefore, does not recommend to plant them 
at present, except for amateur or testing purposes. 

Peaches. 

Until within five or six years, we have felt sure of 
a crop of peaches in this Htatc, as often as each alter¬ 
nate year; but. more recently, during the succession 
of severe winters, a large proportion of the trees 
have been killed, and many of the remainder badly 
Injured. At present, as a general rule, we can hardly 
reckon with certainty on more than one year’s crop 
in five, although there are numerous localities scat¬ 
tered about the country where the crop is compara¬ 
tively certain; generally, such as are sheltered by 
high grounds or protected by water. Among the 
most noted of these, is the strip of country lying 
along the east shore of Lake Michigan, from the 
south liue of the State, north to the valley of the 
Grand river, and perhaps further, and extending 
back from the lake a distance of twenty or twenty- 
five miles. In this tract of country, aud especially 
near the lake, the crop is said seldom or never to fail. 
The loss of the peach crop in this State is occasion¬ 
ally the effect of late spring frosts, but is more fre¬ 
quently caused by the winterkilling of the fruit buds. 

Best six varieties of peaches: 

Serrate Early York,.ft Early Slocum,  .10 
Cooledge’s Favorite,... 10 Early Crawford,.2ft 
Barnard's Seedling,  -30 Late Crawford,.I...A20 

The number of each, in an orchard of one hundred 
trees, is appended as an indication of the relative 
value or productiveness ol' each. 

Best twelve varieties of peaches: 

Serrate Early York,.ft Early Slocum,.10 
Cooleilac's Favorite,..._ft White Imperial. 5 
Barnard's Seedling, . .10 Early Crawford,_ ' .15 
Large Early York,-ft Late Red Rareripe.ft 
Jacques Rareripe....10 Oldmixon Free__10 
Poole’s Late Yellow,.. ..10 Crawford's Late,. .10 

With the present ample railroad facilities for trans¬ 
portation, our Xothern markets are supplied with 
peaches in advance of the season, so that the very 
early varieties become less profitable. Under this 
state of affairs, the following is believed to be a prof¬ 
itable selection for a market orchard of one thousand 
trees of this fruit: 

Barnard's Seedling.300 Crawford's Early,.400 
White Imperial,.100 Crawtord'g Late", .200 

Among the apples grown in this State, and which 
have proved unworthy of further cultivation, are two 
varieties ripening nearly with Early Harvest, and 
believed to have been introduced here from Western 
New York. They are known here by the local 

To Destroy Leak Rollers.—The orchard on the place on 
which I livii i4 completely overrun by an insect, known here 
as the leaf-roller u worm that strips the t.reeH of their foliage 
and htowMunH. By striking the trees with a brush, I find that 
they will spin oil on u wel;, like a spider, when they can be 
easily brought to the ground by cutting their thread in two 
with the brush. I noticed that when on the ground they 
immediately made for the tree I cut a ditch four inches 
deep near the tree, slanting, or concave, so that they would 
fall back in attempting to crawl up arid would frequently get 
from a pint to a quart at one time in the ditch, when I would 
pound them with a stick until they were all killed. Rut in a 
tew (lays they would be as numerous as ever, owing t.„ young 
ones coming out I could kill all on twenty trees In onodfiv My 
Object, ui writing in to know if you, or any of your subscribers, 
can gi ve a more speedy or otlectual remedy than the one I 
have tried? I know that my plan will exterminate them for 
the present, but it they continue to hatch out for any length 
of time, it would be tedious. I suppose some application 
will have to bo made to the trees. If you know of any, 
advise me through your columns. Any information on this 
subject would ho thankfully received by—A SUBBtiRlliKu, 
Tamarva, 1861. 

Tho caterpillar described by our correspondent we pro- 

sumo Is the Palmer Worm, and we give engravings, showing 

Furs.— Fine furs should be kept in a cold place. 
An experienced dealer will tell, the moment he puts 
his hand on a piece of fur, if it has been lying in a 
warm dry atmosphere; it renders tho fur harsh, dry, 
and shabby, entirely destroying the rich smooth soft¬ 
ness which it will have if kept in a cold room.— The 

l,ady’s Newspaper. 

Kitchen Odors.—A Bkillful housekeeper says, that 
the unpleasant odor arising from boiling ham, cab¬ 
bage, etc., is completely corrected by throwing 
whole red peppers into the pot at the same time 
the flavor of the food Is improved. It is said that 
pieces of charcoal will produce the same effect. 

Knitting Stockings, Husk Mats. Will some of 
the good elderly ladies who read the Rural, give 
directions to knit a heel and prettily shaped toe? 
Also, how to make a husk mat or delaine or rag mat, 
as I have some scraps that can be used for nothing 
fdse.—Prudence, Port Wayne, Ind,, 1861. 

Black Writing Ink. — Take one-fourth pound of 
copperas; 1 pound of logwood; 4 pound powdered 
nut-gall; 2 ounces gum arabic, and 1 gallon soft 
water. Boil the gulls till the strength is out; then 
add aud boil the other articles, — strain and bottle for 
use.—J., Glendale, (J., 1861. 

Union Cake.—One cup of butter; 2 cups of pow¬ 
dered loaf sugar; 1 cup of sweet milk; 3 cups of 
sifted flour; j cup of corn starch; 4 eggs; 2 tea¬ 
spoonfuls of lemon extract; j teaspoon of soda; 1 
cream tartar.—1\, Otisco, N. Y., 1861. 

purpose. An old tin pan served iu the same way, and 

fastened to a pole, may be used for catching them. Soap 

suds, applied by a garden engine, is said to prove quite 

destructive to the worms, and whale oil soap is recommended. 

The engraving shows the perfect insect double the natural 

size, the cross-lines, A, being the true size. The worm is 

also shown of two sizes, the larvae, when small, being some¬ 

what tapering, as represented in the small figure. 

THE PEACH BUDS. 

“ We are sorry to see the papers about the country catching 
so readily at the report that the lute severe frost hoe destroyed 
the peach buds, and that we are to budeprived of this profita¬ 
ble and delicious fruit the coining season. IV■■ do Tint credit 
the reports. They were made last year on just as good 
authority iu now—and wn gave publicity to them, supposing 
that thi-re was no mistake—hut the sequel showed a fine 
crop. These reports induce people to set high prices upon 
the crop where it is produced, and they will not be relieved 
of the Inlpresaiou that the crop is short nntil the fruit is 
actually iu market. It is best for producers, buyers, and 
consumers, all to understand, a., nearly as possible.'the true 
state of the crops of all kinds. This, so far as peaches are 
concerned, cannot be arvived at till the trees have blossomed 
and passed the period of danger by spring frosts. 

Tho above is from the Jiochester Daily Union, and we have 

observed other articles of a similar import m that and other 

journals during the past week or two, all of which go to 

show the truth of the saying of Artemius Ward, that people 

“shouldn't have nothin' to do with what ain’t their forte.” 

In the first place, the Union, last spring, published flying 

rumors, or the hasty opinions of excited and frightened 

growers, without ascertaining the facts by examination or 

otherwise, and, according to its own acknowledgments, made 

a great blunder. It announced that the peach buds were 

killed, when enough were alive to give a good era*. Now, 

as our Triends of tho Union feel so much -orrow that the 

papers are publishing reports which they do not credit, aud 

a3 we are doubtless included in the offending number, we 

just wish to show that we have given the facts, and time in 

Ox Marrow Pomatum.—Take two ounces of yellow 

wax; 10 ounces lard; 8 ounoeB beef marrow; melt 

all together, and when cool, pc fume with the essen¬ 

tial oil of almondH.—.L, Glendale, ()., 1861. 

Scotch Short-Cake.— One pound of white sugar; 
1 of melted butter; 1 of /.ante currants; 2 quarts of 
flour; 1 glass of brandy — spices,—knead well.— 
Ettena, Peoria, N. V, 1861. 

Fruit for Miciiiga v.—As you are good at answering ques¬ 
tions, I w ill ask one. Whut would be your selection tor a 
pear orchard of one hundred trees (standard)? Location, 
forty miles from Detroit?— H. T. Bancroft, Borneo, Mich. 

What is i.he best twenty varieties of applesfor our locality? 
—D. N,, Kalamazoo, Mich., 1861. 

The above are two out of about a dozen Inquiries from 

Michigan which wo have received within the past two or 

three weeks. These inquiries we cannot better answer than 

by publishing iu full, as we have done in another column, 

the very Interesting report of the American l’omological 

Society, made by the Chairman of the Michigan Fruit Com¬ 

mittee, T. T. Lynx, Esq. 

[SPECIAL notice ] 

Romance.—But poor Miss Squkkrs! Her auger, rage, and 

vexation; the rapid succession of hitter and passiouate feel¬ 

ings that whirled through her mind ns she surveyed, first, 

the biscuit, then the pastry, he... which was spread before the 

gaze of her aatidiou* guests' How she vowed that Saleratus 

had been her ruin; that but for tb« eccentric aud unaccount¬ 

able peculiarities of this preparation, she should at that 

moment have astouished the lucemhledcompany with creamy 

(uilces and delicious pastry. If *he had only used l>. B. Dr 

La.vii & Co.’s Saleratus, which is perfectly pure aud reliable, 

she would have been spared all this mortification. She pro¬ 

cured I)B Land’s Saleratus the very next day of her grocer, 

and lias had no such trouble since I It can he purchased from 

any good grocer, and Is sold at wholesale by the manufac¬ 

turers at Fairport. Monroe Co., N. Y., and by the principal 

grocers in all parts of the country. 

Osier Willow. —Will you please inform me, through your 
paper, where the Osier Willow is to be obtained, or whether 
it Is the same as our common Weeping Willow, and greatly 
oblige—A SuusiCKiUKK, Sherburne, Chenango CoA'. V. 

The willow used for basket making is not the Weepiug 

Willow. We think the Osier can bo obtained at most of the 

nurseries. 



phoses do not occur, I shouldn't wear a dress with 
a very long sweep to it, nor thin shoes with no soles, 
or *next to none, nor pink and cerulean Bilks, with 

I white gloves, to go shopping in. Our London and 
Parisian friends don’t blame us for wearing these 
elegant toilettes at parties and opera* — for they do 

I it just as much as we do, hut they never do it, mind 
, you, on the cars or “aboard ship.” 

But the worst over-dress 1 know of is that variety 
which takes all the money one has, and more too, to 
keep it on. J know a married lady who dresses ele¬ 
gantly,—as one of her young lady friends says, 
“perfectly bewitehlrigly,”—but her husband hasn’t 
paid his honest debts for a long time. People say 
he lives by shoving. I don’t understand the term 
exactly, but ho isn’t a barber; so I take it that the 
word is one of the technicalities of the law, referring 
to the “modus nperandi ” of that profession. 

But to sum up all in a few closing “finalies,” I 
would say with some sage who lived long ago, that 
“ a pretty face is worth a dozen letters of recommen¬ 
dation.” Sydney Smith once said, or wrote, that 
“ a becoming bonnet had been the making of more 
than one young girl.” I ought not to have tried to 
quote that—for it is a long time since I read it, but 
the substance is there, and forms a capital argument 
for extravagant young misses, whose mamas refuse 
to let them purchase that " love of a hat,” just in 
from Paris. If I am not pretty myself, I like to see 
people that are so. Girls, if becoming bonnets and 
handsome dresses are any aids in rendering your 
pretty selves prettier, I say, use them. Only i pray 
you don't be vain,— a pretty, vain girl, putting on 
airs, is to me an object of the utmost commiseration 
and disgust. Don't be extravagant, buying jewelry 
and “ fixings ” you can’t pay for, and don't wear your 
“best dresses” in the streets and on the cars. 

Fayetteville, N, Y., 1861- A. M. 1*. 

In the lumber regions of Michigan, they have been 
having busy times. The tick of axes has been heard 
in the solemn woods, like watches in a goldsmith’s 
window, and sawmills have laughed hoarsely at each 
other from valley to valley. And this suggests a bit 
of a catechism, three questions long. Did you ever 
stand up to your knees in snow and cut down a tree? 
And did you think yon were marring a shaft which 
the wit of a Wren or a Walter could never rebuild? 
That yon were cutting down a greater than Gibbon, 
that had been making history these hundred years? 

Well, stroke followed stroke. The echoes startle a 
dry twig or a withered leaf here and there, and down 
they rattle, and sink into the white grave they were 
not born to. Pretty soon the giant frame sways a 
little, and a red squirrel takes a flying leap into a 
neighboring tree, deserting bouse and home, and 
what great store of winter treasure. Then there 
iB a crackling, ns of a kindling lire. The nigged 
grains give way. The branches that have defied 
a hundred tempests, vibrate like a pendulum a bent 
or two, and then slowly, solemnly, sweep down 
through the frosty air, and crash along through the 
untrodden snow. There is a break in the mighty 
ranks — a magnificent ruin under foot. The air 
closes silently into the mold the tree has made, as if 
God had never reared there a pillar of his “first 
temples.” 

There were nests in that tree, and when spring 
leaves her breath upon the gale, the birds shall come 
again, vainly seeking their old homesteads. You 
triumphantly leap upon the fallen monarch, yon cut 
a “ length,” and it is dinner time. Yon make a 
cushion of the dry leaves. From the root of a hollow 
tree yon draw forth an old tin-pail with a young tin- 
pail inverted on the top of it. For “service,” a 
large, clean chip is ready to your hand. You draw 
forth from the white napkin the white bread and the 
smooth white pork. Your pocket-knife answers for 
a carver, and fingers were made before forks, and 
isn’t it a princely banquet? You masticate and muse. 
That tree is to be turned into a home; that home is 
to be yours, but as you think it, “ours,” and there 
is something about that “ onrs ” that gives you an 
indiscribable sensation of warmth—as much as when, 
at night, with wife on one side and bairn on the 
other, you bask in the little summer of your own 
hearth-light. 

But tlie voices of the coming teamsters disturb your 
reverie, and “whoa-haw!” answers back the distant 
hill, and “ gee!” goes thundering through the ravine. 
The crack of the long whip becomes a perfect explo¬ 
sion of joy. Every little hill has a whip of its own! 
The grave, respectable old woods, are in ft frolic. On 
through the snow come the patient pairs of the yoke; 
Archimedes is called into requisition, arid the log — 
that’s the name for the dead tree — is heaved on the 
sled, and drags its slow length along towards the 
saw mill, whose short asthmatic hark comes to your 
ears from a distant “run.” The old saw-mill! Do you 
remember when you rode backward and forward, on 
the “ carriage,” with the hapless log? How you 
grew braver, and rode out—out, till you Bat over the 
deep abyss of waters, beyond the gable end of the 
mill? Have you overseen anything, except the grave, 
so deep and dark since then? And what treasures 
you made of the saw-dust—what mysteries there were 
in the gate—what terror in the lloom—w hat wonder¬ 
ful fish above the dam—whatan immense forest came 
up boldly around the mill! You have since learned 
that there were two acres iu it, “ more or less.” The 
sawyer is dead—the mill is dismantled—the stream 
has run dry—the wood is a fallow, and the fallow a 
grave. 

But there’s another “length to cut,” and girded 
anew, you mount the chopper’s rostrum, softly singing 
to yourself in pauses, a bar of “Woodman! spare 
that tree,” that put no bar, however, to the destruc¬ 
tion going on around, and by and by you have a 
clearing — corn goes through the sword exercise, and 
salutes the morning with its green blades, and pump¬ 
kin vines, like children “just let loose from school,” 
run all over the field. Other harvests and new' har¬ 
vesters come—and you, and your trees, and your 
reveries, are alike forgotten.—B. F. Taylor. 

[Written f#r Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

GOD THE CHRISTIAN’S STRENGTH. 

[Written for Moore's Roral New-Yorker ] 

THE ROBIN'S MORNING SONG, 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

MILLIE MAY. 

Mv flesh and my heart faiieth, but Goo is the strength of 
my heart and my portion forever.—Psalms, 73 : 26. 

Yes, though disern- may waste the frame 
And bear oar strength away, 

And sorrows crowding on the heart 
Make dark the weary day. 

Yet Thou, onr God, art ever nigh,— 
Thou art our portion still,— 

Thy breath revives the fainting soul 
That trusts Thy holy will. 

Though friends may nil forsake us when 
Misfortunes round us press. 

We look to Thee in confidence 
To shield as from distress; 

To Tliee in constant trust we turn, 
Though nil nlv prove untrue, 

The precious promises tbou'st given 
Thy loving kindness show. 

Though He»h is weak, though heart should fail, 
Yet Thou art ever near, 

Our strength, our portion, and our aid. 
In darkest hour to cheer. 

0, soothing thought, through all the ilia 
That hero on us may crowd, 

The Christian soul, in trusting love, 
May stay itself in God. 

Geneva, Wis., 1861. B. 0. D. 

JIT CKO. A. HAMILTON 

JtiriT as the night was fleeing. 
And day began to dawn,— 

When rays of light wore gleaming 
Across each green-laid lawn. 

There came a joyful warbling, 
So shrill, and sweet, aud long, 

From the tree beyond my window— 
It was the Robin’s song. 

Kach echo stirred my spirit 
With welcome raptures there. 

As sweetest notes came swelling 
Upon the morning air. 

And with each joyful echo. 
That made the morning ring. 

Thus loud, Bad lear, and oheeriy, 
Did happy Kohin sing. 

*• Awake, awake each Robin! 
The gilded morning greet, 

The light, the light is glowing— 
The morning air is sweet; 

So fair the sky is tinted 
With gold and violet hoes, 

Come catch the inspiration 
Of morning’s brightest views 

11 I’ll sing a morning anthem. 
And loud my praise Bhall be, 

And hen- ahull be my altar, 
In the boughs of this old tree; 

The band that feeds the sparrow 
Supplies the Robins well. 

And joyful notes this morning 
My gratitude sh*U tell. 

“ How bright, how bright the morning! 
How pleasant perch and rest, 

While mate and I were watching 
Our nestling* and our nest! 

And now a* dawns the brightness 
We’ll sing our songs Of praise, 

And make the orchards echo 
With Robin's joyful lays 

“ Come to the tree-top cariy, 
Come to the top-most bough— 

Dear mate, we’ll sing an anthem, 
And wake Our nestlings now; 

And then from Nature’s bounty 
We'U feed them all day long. 

And soon they’ll join in singing 
The Robin's Morning Sony 

South Butler, N. Y , 1861. 

’Twab in autumn, I remember, 
In the golden month September, 

When I met thee first, tny darling Millie Mat; 

And life’s burdens touched me lightly, 
And its run beamed out. more brightly 

In the glory that thine eyes shed on my way. 

0, thy voice dropped like a blessing 
In my earn its food ejircasing, 

And the hunger of my soul was felt no more, 
When 1 drank the nectared ..weetnes- 
Of thy spiritual completeness, 

From thy lips, in words more precious than all lore. 

Ab when clouds meet in the heaven, 
A now course to both is given. 

Thus we met and trode a path untried before; 
And the flowers smiled a». we neai-cd them, 
And thorns blossomed while we feared them, 

And rich balm from hidden source the zephyrs bore 

But those blissful days were clouded. 
And my soul with darkness shronded, 

When faHe words from slander’s tongue had mado thee doubt 

And when spring came with her shadows, 
And her carols in the meadows, 

Sadder grew my life, and darker still without thee. 

Once f sought, hove, to regain thee, 
To my aching heart to chain thee, 

But Distrust sat ou his throne, the work was done; 
Up and clown the earth I wandered, 
Aud God's precious moments squandered 

Vainly seeking one to roll away the stone. 

Years have passed and while I’ve striven, 
Thou hast folded wings in Heaven, 

But I wept not when 1 knew that thou wast gone; 
For the great prayer of my being 
Would be answered in thy seeing, 

That, though wronged, I loved thee purely, thee alone 

Am! I aiu not disenchanted, 
Though my life Is daily haunted, 

By the mem’ry of those hitter days of yore; 
Aud, though all beside is blighted, 
Still the love that erst was lighted, 

Beams with light increasing in my heart’s deep core. 

Avoca, N. Y , 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New Yorker.] 

EARTH’S GUARDIAN ANGELS. 

Not once alone did the angels sing “Peace on 
earth, good will to men,” but evermore ministe|ing 
spirits do hover near, with blessings for the children 
of men. Upon willing wing they speed from their 
bright home, hearing messages of joy, —love tokens 
from those who have east aside the drapery of dust 
for the robe of immortality. Thus do we feel the 
sacred ministrations in dark temptation’s hour, and 
the way that before was narrow and full of gloom, 
becomes a shining path, loading to rest. And when 
tin; eye grows dim, and the heart is sad, —when the 
burden ifl heavy, and the step weary,—unseen hands 
do wipe the tears away, and voices soft as the mur¬ 
mur of dying day, whisper words of consolation. 

The holy stars have ever watched above the earth. 
At the time of her birth they sang together, and at 
her doom they shall he shrouded in mourning. 
Alike in times of war and tumult, and when the 
olive branch flonrisheth,—alike over dreaming inno¬ 
cence and dark browed guilt, over life and death,— 
alike they have watched, charming away sadness, 
calming the wild tumult of passion, breathing to the 
soul aspirations as high as heaven. Oh! many a 
Hjiirit, through the stars, hath looked up the aisles of 
glory, oven to the New Jerusalem, and hath learned 
to worship there. 

Beside the river the lily wept, and the rose upon 
the mossy bank, for the river’s bed was dry, and the 
violet thirsted. The prayer of the. flowers arose to 
Heaven, and the gentle rain fell. Full many a bene¬ 
diction rests upon the earth for the sweet sake of the 
simple flower, the springing grass, the growing 
grain. Beauty merymhete is a sileut appeal to the 
Father of Light for His blessing, and beauty of soul 
is a perpetual prayer. The good of the earth are its 
Balvation,— its true guardian angels,— aud where the 
heart beats truest, wannest, and freest,— there the 
love of Gqd abides, — there Heaven’s choicest bless¬ 
ings rest,—there is the passage from earth to Heaven. 

Hillsdale, Mich., 1861. Bkssik Dat. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

EARLY MEMORIES. 

It is but a tiny tress of golden hair. Why press 
it so elosely In thy hands? Ah! there is another 
ringlet of durkcr hue, nestled closely beside it, ’neath 
the folds of the gllted paper. Why do you gaze bo 

dreamily upon the beautiful landscape spread before 
you ? Nature has lavishly decked it with pleasing 
objects. Art, too, smiles upon thee, as may be seen 
by that lovely home. Yet the long sunny afternoon 
wears away, pnd you sit there, all unconscious of the 
enchanting scenery, or the gorgeous sunset. Ah! I 
have the secret now. You are busy with childhood 
reminiscences. Yon have floated afar down the dark 
river of Time, in the fanciful barque of Memory. It 
is truly a lovely sccno that meets your view, the 
loved home circle of youth. Surely nothing can be 
more puro than the love of those young sisters for 
you, the eldest of the merry trio. Happy were you 
indeed, when the object of that sweet affection. No 
pleasure was perfect unless shared with them. But 
there came a change. I ana,— the pet and darling of 
all,—lay for many days upon a bed of suffering, and 
then the Death Angel cast his wings solemnly over 
your happy home, for the first time, and bore your 
sunbeam from your arms, leaving darkness and sor¬ 
row instead. Bilently yon pressed the last kiss upon 
the marble brow, and severed the longest and bright¬ 
est golden tress from among the others, — all that was 
left you now of one that was no fondly cherished in 
life. Henceforth it would be to you a sacred token. 

Doubly dear was Nelly to you now,— your only 
sister. Often, hand in hand, did you stray to Lina’s 

grave, and as you strewed it with the early spring 
flow era, you talked, In your childish way, of the time 
when you would meet your darling Lina again. 
How long and weary seemed the path to school if 
Nki.i.y was not by your side. She now was all the 
world to you. But ere the winds of autumn had 
robbed the woodlands of their green foliage, another 
grave was on the hillside, another little form was 
missing from among your number, and a dark and 
glossy ringlet was beside the golden tress. Though 
but a child, yet you felt how cheerless was to be your 
future, unblessed by a sister’s love. None could ever 
be to you as they had been. 

As years passed away, Lina and Nelly were forgot¬ 
ten by others, but you have felt their loss more keenly 
than at first. How often have you sighed for a 
sister’s sympathy, and kindly counsel. You marvel 
that any should esteem them as light its they appear 
to do. It matters not to you, that the world looks 
on, and calls you cold and heartless. They know 
not the dilations caused by a glance at those silent 
mementoes, nor the depth of affection for the loved 
and lost of your by-gone days. You know they are 
angels now, and dwell at the right hand of the Goon 
Shepherd, who hath said, “Suffer little children to 
come unto me. and forbid them not, for of such is lite 
Kingdom of Heaven.” And you seem to feel their 
presence, and to hear a soft whisper, “Yet a little 
while, and we shall again stand a happy band of 
sisters, never more to he parted.” Lucbbia. 

Burns. N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore'e Rural New-Yorker.] 

DRESS AND OVERDRESS. 

As the columns of this obliging sheet were, not 
long since, opened to “free speech” on the subject 
of dress, 1 suppose it is not too late for me to free my 
mind on the all-important topic. I flatter myself that 
my opinions will he well worth having, from the fact 
that I stand on rather neutral grouud, being “a regu¬ 
lar blue stocking,” so far as raiment is concerned, and 
not caring a fig what I wear, nor how it’s put on. 
Naturally enough, therefore, I don’t please the gentle¬ 
men, for they are exceedingly particular about such 
matters. I comb my hair straight back behind my 
ears, and, of eonrso, that don’t suit—for gentlemen 
adore curls. 1 wear an old and faded wrapper, with 
a rumpled collar, in the morning, and an elderly and 
highly soiled silk in the afternoon, and that don't 
suit the fastidious gentlemen either; no more do my 
slip-shod slippers, and ink-stained finger-ends. But 
/ don't oare; I don’t intend to get married, and so 
don’t trouble myself to inquire about the whims of 
these lords of creation. But if I did, girls, I should 
dress quite differently. If I really did want to catch 
(that's the proper word, 1 believe,) if 1 did think it 
worth my while to try to “catch” a nice, genteel, 
agreeable, worth-having young man, (it’s a pity, there 
are so few of them,) I’)l toll you how I should dross, 
I should have the neatest ami daintiest of calicoes, 
close-fittiug, and tastefully trimmed. It should be 
dark in December, light in June, and with it should 
be the snowiest of collars, and the smoothest of hair. 
Above all things don’t wear curl-papers. I would as 
soon wear a false front, or a “scratch,” us curls made 
by being twisted up over night. It’s a certain sign 
that a young lady is on the shady side of thirty. You 
say the gentlemen don't tell you so? They tell you 
so, indeed! These silver-tongued gentlemen don’t 
tell yon girls much that they think. If yon had that 
pretty, economical morning costume on, which I 
have just described, they would pronounce it charm¬ 
ing, of course; but if you happened to be caught iu the 
other guise, such as / wear, why, these men, don’t you 
know, would assure you that you were bewitching in 
anything. Of course they would. That’s their way. 
Why, if you had fiery red hair. Miss Fannie, they 
would tell you it was the loveliest shade of auburn, 
and if your eyes were the ugliest sort of gray, these 
dear friends of yours would pronounce them a most 
charming blue. Yes, and if you aro like most girls, 
you would believe them. Now, I should tell you, 
right out, that your hair was red and your eyes nearer 
green than azure. That’s what elderly unwedded 
ladies are good for—to speak the truth—other people 
haven’t independence and strength of mind enough 
to do it But such individuals are usually styled 
“ cross old maids,” and, of course, don’t love you as 
the gentlemen do, by no means. 

What a lengthy digression 1 have made, and all 
about the beaux, too. Well, now, I’ll drop them if 
only to convince them that very few are worthy of 
my notice. Neatness and economy are the handmaidens 
oj virtue and goodness. That's a sentiment worthy, 
so I fancy, of Aristotle or Seneca. That’s all I 
have to sity about dress,— SO I shall proceed to over¬ 
dress. And writing the word remiudeth me of a 
Southern belle, whose ' ’ go to meeting toilette ” 1 once 
had the felicity of beholding. Ladies like the minuti* 
of such things, so I’ll specify them. Item first of said 
wardrobe was an elegant white hut, adorned, inside 
and out, with a profusion of red buds and their 
mother roses, in full bloom. Item second, a pink 
tarletan frock, lew in the neck aud short at the 
shoulder. Ditto third, red coral decorations on the 
ale baste r neck and arms. Ditto fourth, an orange- 
colored sash, depending in long streamers to the 
ground, no scarf, no cape,— nothing but a parasol, 
small and sky-colored, to protect lior from the sun. 
And so she went to church. Now that’s what I call, 
emphatically, “ over-dressing, ” though, to be sure, 
she hadn’t over-much on, taking into view the neck 
and arms. 

But if you smile at her, it is no more than your 
cousins over the water do at you, when they see you 
in rich aud trailing silks and satins, sweeping the 
filth from the crossings, while the delicate white hat 
catches the dust, and the glitter of jewelry, extrava¬ 
gant enough for a court ball, catches the eye of the 
vulgar crowd. If I were an Empress, ami could ride 
in a coach and six, with graceful pages to uphold the 
tram of my rustling silken robes when I alighted, 
perhaps I should wear one. But living in Democratic 
America, where an Empress was never seen, and 
where Cinderella's fairy god-mother’s metamor- 

fWritten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

AMERICAN POETS. 

Turs far, there have been other things that have 
flourished more in our land than poetry. Wcnrca 
busy people, and have not much time to devote to 
courting the muses. With ns, the labors of the 
mechanical inventor are better rewarded than the 
genius of the poet. The best of our bards have had 
to follow some business by which they could gain 
their bread; and their poems were written in their 
spare moments. Bryant is a political editor; and 
Halleck was, until a short time ago, a dry goods 
clerk. We have no rich patrons of genius, who 
will provide for the wants of the poet; and even if 
there were such, onr ;f>ets wou'd bo too independent 
to receive much al ^-^fT/ienV 

Yet we have pools :r.r when;, we need not blush. 
True, we cannot yet boast of any great Epic; but we 
need not feel much ashamed of this, when we remem¬ 
ber the short period we have existed as a nation. 
England can boast of but one great Epic. But we 
have poets to whose songs the world listens, and 
there is no danger that the poems of Bryant, Lono- 

fki.i.ow, Whittier, and Pkkcival, will soon be for¬ 
gotten. Then we have young songsters, who bid 
fair to sing in strains that shall immortalize their 
names. 

Our poetry does not generally possess a strongly 
enough marked national character. While one or 
two of our poets would be known as Americans by 
their poetry, there arc others of our hards whose 
nationality would never be discovered by the perusal 
of their poems. This cannot be owing to any want 
ol material in our history, or the natural scenery of 
our country. True, onr hills ure not crowned with 
old castles, which have bid defiance to the storms of 
time for a thousand years; or our vales filled with 
the ruins of abbeys and monasteries; but we have a 
history full of stirring events. We have battle-fields 
upon which our ancestors fought in freedom's cause. 
Why not sing of Lexington, Monmouth, and York- 
town! And may not the Indian fnrnish the theme 
for many a song? But let it be the Indian as nature 
has formed him,—not a being snch as never had an 
existence, except in the poet's imagination. It is a 
singular fact that the best drawn Indian character 
that is to be found in poetry, is the production of a 
Scotchman.* But is not onr natural scenery of the 
most beautiful and sublime character. We have 
broad rivers, wide spread prairies, high mountains, 
and sunny vales. We have dense forests, and spark¬ 
ling fountains. Why, with all this material for 
poetry around them, should not our poets have more 
of a national character. 

Tho moral tendency of the writings of onr princi¬ 
pal poets is good, though they are not its religious in 
their character as could be desired. There is not 
one of them, with the exception, perhaps, of Whit¬ 

tier, ivho does uot appear to ignore the distinguish¬ 
ing character of Christianity. With the exception of 
a single obscure reference to Christ, all of Bry ant’s 

poetry might have been written by a deist. Even 
“ Thnnatopsis ” and the “Hymn to Death " say noth¬ 
ing of Him who “has abolished death, and brought 
life and immortality to light.” .Some one has remarked 
of Poe, that he did not take interest enough in the 
subject of Christianity, even to sneer at it. Willis 

lias written what ho calls Sacred Poems, but they are 
not remarkable for tho spirit of piety which they 
breathe. But if they do not write religious poems, 
most ol their productions are, at least, innocent- We 
have no Byron among our bards, who strikes with 
the power of a fallen Seraph atall virtue. The parent 
may place the poems of Bryant, Whittier, Pkbci- 

val, and Hallkck, in the hands of his children 
without any fear of corrupting their minds. 

Rochester, Wis., 1861. S. L. Leonard. 

A monarch vested in gorgeous habiliments is far 
less illustrious than a kneeling suppliant, ennobled 
aud adorned by communion with God. Consider 
how august a privilege it is. when angels are present, 
when cherubim and seraphim encircle with their 
blaze tin* throne, that a mortal may approach with 
unrestrained confidence, and converse with heaven’s 
dread Sovereign. 0! what honor was ever conferred 
like this? When a Christian stretches forth his 
hands to pray, aud invokes his God, in that moment 
he leaves all terrestial pursuits, and traverses on the 
wings of intellect the realms of light; he contem¬ 
plates celestial objects only, and knows not of the 
present state of things during the period of his 
prayer, provided that prayer be breathed with 

fervency. 
Prayer is a heaven to the shipwrecked mariner, 

an anchor to them that are sinking in the waves, a 
staff to the limbs that totter, a mine of jewels to the 
poor, a security to the rich, a healer of diseases, and 
a guardian of health. Prayer at once secures the 
continuance of our blessings, and dissipates the 
cloud of our calamities. O blessed prayer! thou art 
the unwearied conqueror of human woes, the firm 
foundation of human happiness, the source of over- 
during joy, the mother of philosophy. Tho man 
who can pray truly, though languishing in extremest 
indigence, is richer than all beside; whilst the 
wTetch who never bowed the knee, though proudly 
seated as a monarch of a nation, is of all men the 
most destitute.— Chrysostom. 

The Changes of Time.—Time changes all things. 
It is the language of our hexameters at school, and 
of our declamations at college; it is confirmed by 
the lamentable experience of our manhood, and re¬ 
membered in the hitter reflections of our age. The 
old god with his scythe and hour-glass, his wrinkles 
and his wings, wakens us to a melancholy sense of 
his supremacy, when he interferes with the enjoy¬ 
ments which are springing up in freshness and ver¬ 
dure around our own hearts; when he points to the 
blighted friendship, the hlasted love, the sympathies 
extinguished, the brotherhood severed in twain. 
Listen to a young man of twenty. He has formed 
opinionswhich no temptation will shake, connections 
which no circumstances will dissolve. He is going 
into the world with a Bet of companions whose 
thoughts and feelings are his own, and he will defy 
the corrupting influences of cold society, hand in 
hand with men whose principles be embraces, whose 
genius he admires, whose talents must make them 
illustrious, whose ambition will never make them 
base. Five years hence, all this will appear to him, 
according to the temper of his mind, very ludicrous, 
or very sad. 

OUR GRANDMOTHER’S TOILET, 

In no particular has the present generation become 
more fastidious than in what is requisite for the use 
of ladies in their own dressing-rooms. Essences, 
powders, pastes, washes for the hair, washes for the 
skin, recall the days of one’s grandmothers, when 
such appurtenances were thought essential and were 
essential; for our great-grandmothers were not rigid 
in points of personal cleanliness; and it is only 
undeanliuess that requires scents to conceal it and 
applications to repair its ravages. Our great-grand¬ 
mothers wore powder and pomatum, and had their 
hair dressed three times a week; going to bed in the 
cushioned structure, after suffering torture for some 
hours, lest they should, in the weakness of human 
infirmity, lean hack in their chairs. Our great-grand¬ 
mothers, too, had their white kid gloves sewn to the 
bottom of each sleeve, lest they should incur the 
calamity of a sun-burnt arm. Our great-grandmothers 
were afraid of cold water, and delicately wiped their 
faces with the corner of a towel no larger than a 
pocket handkerchief. There were those among them 
who boasted that they had never washed their faces 
in their whole span of existence, lest it should spoil 
their complexions, but had only passed a cambric 
handkerchief over the delicate brow and cheeks, 
wetted with elder flower water or rose water. I 
believe the nearest approach to the ablution we now 
diurnally practise was the bathing their lovely coun¬ 
tenances iu May-dew, esteemed the finest thing in 
the morning for the skin by onr belles of the last 
century; so they lurned out betimes in high-heeled 
shoes and negliges, trotted down the old avenues of 
mauy a patriarchal home to the meadow, and, satur¬ 
ating tucir kerchiefs iu May-dew, refreshed with it 
the cheeks flushed over night at quadrille or great 
casino, and went home contented that a conscientious 
duty had been performed!—The Habits of Good 
Society. 

TnE Thief in Office. — The Gospel admits no 
amphibious morality. It does not promulgate one 
code for those who are in office, and another for 
those who are out. .Some men seem to think, when 
they engage in public affairs, that they can fold up 
their cnoral character like a garment, and lay it 
snugly away on a shelf at home, and after perpetrat¬ 
ing any convenient number of political frauds aud 
peculations, may return and put it on again, clean 
aud bright as before, But moral distinctions are 
uot so clastic. They are solid as the foundations of 
the earth, and immovable as the pillars of heaven. 
The man who, as a legislative or administrative 
officer, would repodiate the public debts, is a dis¬ 
honest man; and if he could and dared, he would 
repudiate his own. The politician who joins hands 
with robbers for public plunder, in whose palm* are 
bribes for corrupt legislation, is a wicked man; and 
be will only wait till social profligacy shall be 
winked at as readily as political, and he will at 
once stand forth a full-grown villain. 

Sensitive People—There is no help for being 
sensitive, but it ought to teach a person tenderness 
towards others. It doesnot, however. A greatmany 
people who pride themselves upon their “frankness,” 
and always "speak their mind,” are the very last 
ones who will hear the same things from anybody 
else. They never are untrue to their convictions,— 
not they. They mean to be faithful and do their 
duty, and so they are always flaring your faults in the 
most offensive manner. But go to one of these people, 
—say to him, “ Mr. lletebcl, I feel it my duty to tell 
yon that your temper is not the sweetest, that your 
children behave bad at school, that they lie, pinch, 
play truant, and are dirty into the bargain;”—and lo! 
you have disturbed a whole wasp’s nest of evil 
passions, and probably your family and the netohels 
will be put in non-intercourse all the rest of your 
life. Speaking one’s mind, with these people, means 
their privilege of sticking needles into every one’s 
feelings they choose, whereas all the neighborhood 
must be sweet as summer toward them.—Monthly 

Religious Magazine. 
The Gospel Triumphing.—We often take despond¬ 

ing views of Christianity. But look at this state¬ 
ment, showing the advance the Church has made. 
There were of Christian communicants, in the first 
century, 500,000; in the fifth century, 15,000,000; in 
the tenth century, 50,000.000; in the fifteenth cen¬ 
tury, 100,000,000; in the eighteenth century, 200,000, 
000. Is there not something really inspiring iu such 
a view? Yet a little while, and we may say: “From 
the tope of the rocks I see them, and from the hills I 
behold them; who can count the dust of Jacob, and 
number the fourth part of Isreal?” 

* Octalissi, in Camfbki4.'s “Gertrude of Wyoming. 

Glorify a lie, legalize a lie, arm and equip a lie, 
consecrate a lie with solemn forms and awful penal¬ 
ties, and after all it is nothing but a lie. It rots a 
land and corrupts a people like any other lie, and hy- 
and by the white light of God’s truth shines clear 
through it, and shows it to be a lie. 

Domestic Happiness.—Six things, says Hamilton, 
are requisite to create a “happy home.” Integrity 
must be the architect, and tidiness the upholsterer. It 
must be warmed by affection, and lighted tip with 
cheerfulness; and industry must be the ventilator, 
renewing the atmosphere and bringing in fresh salu¬ 
brity day by day; while over all, as a protecting 
canopy and glory, nothing will suffice except the 
blessiug of God. 

You may speak oat more plainly to your associates, 
but not less courteously, than you do to strangers. — 
Friends in Councils 



Presto. 

EARLY 

In the early history of our country, when the 

ludians roamed over our forests and prairies, ready to 

attack the settlers for the purpose of revenging any 

real or imagined injury, or for the purpose of plun¬ 

der, it became necessary to provide means to suc¬ 

cessfully resist those sudden and often unexpected 

attacks. One plan adopted was to build what was 

called a Block-House, or Log Fort, in every settle¬ 

ment, to which the inhabitants could resort at the 
_ first alarm. These lllock- 

ted lor defence, a-. :l few 

‘h unerring ritles could keop 

at bay a large party of 

rl Indians, while the women 

4,1,1 chii‘,r,'n wcr° fr«® 

i froin <lanSer- They were 

„ ir.miH *•*> Skals. Ancient and Modern, innswawo 
C<>I>1"Described With a retell of the History of Coins and 

CofonmL Ii.-tniction* for Voung Collectors, Tables of Com- 
tttritv. ,vo_ Edited by V C. PRIM*, ««th.r of 

PTl*U Life in' Egypt" and Vubia Tent Life in the Holy 
I*nd " New York: Marper Ik brothers— tSbl. 

Turks is now among many a strong fancy for coin collect¬ 

ing like other similar fancies this may become a diseased 

„ ,«.-ion- But. guided by adequate knowledge and good sense, 

the collecting of coins may be a pleasant diversion, and con 

duce to the improvement of the Individual and the preserva¬ 

tion and diffusion or historical knowledge. As soon aa a peo 

pie begin to b« civilized they begin to trade. Aa soon aa they 

bfCin to trade they begin to invent some contrivance to serve 

m money, or a representative of value for the purposes of 

exchange. Shells, beads, pieces of iron, or the skins of fur 

hearing animals, answer this purpose in the rudimentary 

conditions of society. But a very little advance in knowledge 

of the arte anil experience of the necessities i>C trade have 

uniformly led to the employment of the precious metala. 

When a unit of value has been established and fixed by the 

weight and fineness of the pieces of metals nsod, some stamp 

or coinage mark indicating the weight and fineness is natu 

rally adopted. This is generally done by the authority of 

government, and the money then passes current by govern 

mental authority, and becomes a legal tender in disputes an ) 

i a courts of law. It will Is- seen at a glance that the history 

of coinage is part and parcel of the history of trade and civil 

iration As coins have lieen generally dated and marked by 

tome allusion to the chief authority or reigning sovereign, 

they have often settled dates, and become of definite value in 

ascertaining-*dynasties and connecting periods with each 

other. The execution of the coinage furnishes an iltustra 

tlon or the progress of the arts throngU different period* and 

in different countries. A collection of coins reveals to the 

eye of the connoisseur a clear idea of the state of the fine _ 

wp)i M the mechanical arts through the period which the 

collection covers. This manual, prepared by Mr. Priuk, 1 

furnishes as much knowledge of Numismatics, or the science 

of coins, ns most persons can afford the time to acquire. It 

seems to have been prepared with much pains taking. The 

engraving Is well done, and the book, taken as a whole, is an ^ 

excellent manual Tor the collector, and adequate introduction 1 

to a branch of curious antiquarian learning upon which 

numbers of books have been written. For sale by Btkeus, 

Avkby fa Co. 

Considkrationh on some of the Klcmiinte and Conditions of 
Social Welfare and Unman Progress. Being Academic and 
Occ-isionnl Discourses and other Pieces. Lv C. b. IIknut, 
Ti p [pp. 415 ] Now York ' I>. Appleton fa Co. 

This work, ns the title indicates, is a collection of miscel¬ 

lanies. The articles are, however, united by a community iu 

tone and aim, and are very properly collected in the same 

volume. There is, however, one exception to this remark. 

The earlier and the later articles, while pervaded by the 

name scholarly enthusiasm and moral spirit, show that there 

has been iu the author's mind something like a change from 

a strong sympathy with conservatism to the position of an 

ardent reformer. This change is typical of the process 

through which the minds Of mnny men have passed within a 

few years. No one who knows Dr. Hk.miY can doubt the 

purity of Ills patriotism and the sincerity of his convictions 

in whatever changes hismind hasundergono. The discourses 

are elevated and scholarly in character, affluent and flowing 

in diction, full of enthusiasm for high education, and a lofty 

scorn for alt that tends to degrade or underval.io elegant 

culture. The thinly disguised allusion In one of there dis¬ 

courses to the distinguished editor of the Tribune, is not 

calculated to enhance our estimate of Ills authority on the 

aims or methods of education. As a piece of good-natured 

satire, it strikes home with telling force. The articles on 

President-making are worthy of careful study by those who 

we seeking for tbn causes of our national disintegration. 

The article on Politics and the Pulpit U an eloquent defence 

of the right and duty of the pulpit to discum political ques¬ 

tions in their moral aspects and bearing*. This volume la 

worthy of careful study by all thoughtful men, and is an 

admirable illustration of tbo intimate wdatiou of high culture 

from thee Draws not a 
Parting is 

Part- ixig is m. 

2. Winter, good bye, 
miT Parting is nigh • 
lt[|: And if you longer stay, 
—The birds will quickly say. 

Winter, good-bye, Ac. 

3. Winter, good-bye, 
Parting is nigh; 

ZirE Then haste, and quickly go, 
it;: With all your ice and snow. 
■ Winter, good-bye, Ac. 

[From Mason’s Normal Singer, by permission 

* U V 
’art-ing is 

Its chords have vibrated with the theory of that action of the fins may be considered 

the neonle in all ages.* The Alpine unsupported by fact. Zoning in 
also remarked that the tish, when Keeping t 

' * ' -a great distance; 
i, and it turned round, 

apparently performed by the tail, 
dod about the 

It was 
a direct line of (light, proceeded for 

hut when this was deviated from, t— 

(which action wu» i.. _ _ 
not by the pectoral litis,) it only proccc _ 

length of a yard anil dropped into the water. I ho 

greatest length of time I have soon them tly has been 

thirty-two seconds, and their longest flight from 200 

to 250 yards. The Flying-fish has a steady flight, re¬ 

sembling that of some birds, but when pursued by 

enemies, or frightened by the passage ol the ship 

through the water, it loses this graceful style of voli 

tutiou, its (light, becomes hurried, irregular and awk¬ 

ward,—a kind of scrambling pace,—and it frequently 

drops Into the water and again renews its flight in 

tlm same unsteady manner. When a largo shoal ot 

them emerged at the same time trom the sea, it was 

perceived that some of them dropped immediately, 

others passed over a distance of twenty yards and 

fell, while the rest continued a steady flight of 170 to 

200 yards, and passed out of sight. Their tong pec¬ 

toral tins or wings have the rays united by it line, 

delicate membrane, flexible and transparent; the 

color of this membrnno varies, and some have the 

ventral fins so largo as to appear to have four wings. 

(Jatherin tts of a Naturalist in Australasia. 

and put into the ground like fence-posts, but dost? 

together. The upper ends wore sharpened, and the 

whole fastened together with green withes or other 

oontrivauoeB to mako a strong fence. While enjoy¬ 

ing the fruits of the toils and sacrifices of the early 

settlers Of this country, it is well that we should 

occasionally look back to the history of their suffer¬ 

ings, us It will give us a better realization of the 

glorious privileges we enjoy. The neat little engrav¬ 

ings given in this artielo and others that we have 

before published, are taken from that highly inter¬ 

esting and instructive work, Lobsino’8 History of tlm 

United States. 
instrument is not broken — the music is not lost 

the right soul knows that it will yet burst forth 

— no one knows whether in years or iu ages in 

more swelling and universal symphonies —and in the 

great contra-dance of nations they will take theii 

measure from Yankee Doodle, and constitutional 

liberty will marshal the sets and call the figures. 

Thk Illustrated Norsk Doctor Being an Accurate and 
Detailed Accent of the Various DbldBOs t0 which the 
Equine Race arc Subjected; together with the Latest Mode 
of Treatment, and all the Requisite Prescriptions, Written 
in Plain English. Bv Edward Mavtiimv, M. R. C. ' • 
author of ‘The Horse’s Month Doga: their Manage¬ 
ment,” Editor of '• Blais's Veterinary Art, etc. Ulus 
trated with more than Four Hundred Representations. 
[ SV.,_f>p. 5315. | New York: D. Appleton fa Co. (k rom the 

Publishers. 

Tint PaiNoiri ss ok Brkkdini!; or. Ole 
logical Laws involved in the iteprO 
ment of Domestic Animals. By 8. L. ,, . - 
„{ the Maine Board of Agriculture, [pp. 164. J Boston. 
Cmsby, Nichols, Lee fa Co. 

Oi.n Mackinaw or. Tho Fortress of the Lakes and it* But 
roundim/*. By W. P. Strioki.anu. [l2mo.—pp. 4<W. 
Philadelphia: James Challen fa Son. Rochester—Dakrow 

Since the fiat of the Creator which drove our first 

parents from the Harden of Eden, work has been 

ordained for man, and from tho decree, by the sweat 

of thy brow shalt thou live, there seems to be no 

escape. Work either of tho mind or body is ono of 

the necessities of our being. God, when he issued 

his decree, seems at tho sarao time to have implanted 

in our very nature a necessity to fulfill that decree. 

That command, then, has not only the forco of a 

decree, but also that of an absolute necessity on onr 

part. Bhould wo not then submit with becoming 

humility to the decree, and be active rather than idle. 

Tim farmer, as ho proceods to plow and sow his 

fields, sees all nature aglow with activity and beauty, 

I —tho tiny grass-blade awaking from its winter’s 

i Bleep, directing Its bpire upward to moot the ftret ray 

nun, as well as to point him to that 

who rnaketh the grass to grow,—the 

heir trunks to take out their supply of 

'u.i rov"' humor ia it8 l)ower °r “Pishing it strong,' ana 
ttecratary drawing the long bow. It it* the humor of exaggera¬ 

tion. This consists of fattening up a joke until it is 

rotund and rubionnd, unctuous and Irresistible as 

Falstaff himself, who was created by Shakspeare, and 

fed fat, so as to become for all time the ver£ imper¬ 

sonation of humor in a state of corpulence. That 

place in the geography of the United States called 

“Down East” has beer, mt-. prolific in the m<m- 

tlicir secondary lease; how many worthy nave ac¬ 

quired an unworthy. Thus " knave ’’ once meant no 

more than lad, (nor does it now in German mean 

more;) ‘-villain” than peasant; a “boor" was only 

a farmer; a “varlet” was but a serving-man; a 

“menial” one of tlm “many” or “household;” a 

“churl ” but a strong fellow; a “ minion ” a favorite:, 

“man is God’s dourest minion,” (Sylvester.) “Tlrae- 

Borver” was used 200 years ago quite as often for ono 

in an honorable us in a dishonorable sense, “serving 

the time.” “Conceits” had once nothing conceited 

in them; “officious” had reference to offices of kind- | 

ness, and not to busy meddling; “ moody ” was that 

which pertained to ft man's mood, without any gloom 

or sullennesR implied. “Demare” (det motors, of 

good manners) conveyed no hint, as it does now, of 

an overdoing of the outward demonstration*of mod¬ 

esty. In “crafty” find “cunning” there was noth¬ 

ing of crooked wisdom implied, but only knowledge 

and skill; “ craft,” Indeed, still retains very often its 

more honorable use, a man’s “craft” being bis skill, 

Bryant and Stratton’s Commercial Law kor uisinehs 
jTkn_Including Merchants, Farmers, Mechanic*, etc , and 
a Book of JL-fe reuce for th- Legal Probhwion, a( apted to 

all the State* of the Union, to be used ^ n J v 
Law Schools and Commercial Colleges. By Amos Dkan 
EL. I)., Professor of Law iu the Law Department of the 
University of Albany. New York: D. Appleton & ” 

The long title ot tbl* book give*) t» a description of the 
TU„. Tti.iv he different oniniOD* among members 

water to cool themselves. Only there do they travel 

Ho fast that the signal-whistle is of no use for their 

engines, because, on one occasion ftt least, the train 

was in, and smashed in a collision, long before tho 

sound of tho whistle got there! Duly there can a 

blow be struck so “slick" as to take an animal’s ear 

off with aucb ease, that the animat does not know be 

is one ear short until he puts bis forefoot up to 

scratch it. Only there, surely, arc the thieves so 

’cute that they drew a walnut log right out of its 

hark, and left five Blecpy watchers all nodding aa 

they sat astride a tunnel of walnut-wood rind. North 

Carolina, we suppose, can not be “ Down East,” else 

sonic of the stories that “Skit” tells in his “Fisher’s 

River Scenes and Characters ’’ have the old family 

features as like aa two peas. Charles Lamb's idea of 

the worst possible inconvenience of being in a world 

of total darkness was, that, after making a pun, you 

would have to put out your hand and grope over the 

listener's face, to feel if he was enjoying it. It would 

graph from a work recently issued by Appleton A 1 

Co., entitled “ A Run through Europe,” of which 

Erastus C. Benedict, Esq., is the author, has a tone 

that is very refreshing: 

“ In the quiet of the evening, as I sat in my room, 

looking broadly out upon Trafalgcr Square, my 

thoughts ran back over my rapid zigzag run through 

Continental Europe, and naturally and inevitably 

compared the free constitutional popular monarchy 

of England with imperial France, imperious Austria, 

and bigoted Italy. I thought of the great battles 

of modern timeB—those terrible days of slaughter 

that have taken their names from the fields soaked 

with human blood — not one of them was tought on 

British soil, though in some of them the British 

soldier was in the thickest of the battle, and, under 

British leaders, covered their arms with glory. The 

statues of George IV and Charles I were fadingUu 

the twilight, and the lion of the Percy’s high born 

race, and the lofty column and sculptured monament 

of Nelson, whose greatest achievement gave its name 

to the square, were duskily relieved against the sky. 

[ was in that dreamy mood In which the will seems 

to give up the mind to the control of association, and 

images come and go with as little sequence as the 

phantasmagoria of actual dreams — Arms and Liter¬ 

ature —Chevy Chase, and Bannockburn, and Marston 

Moor— anfi the Boyne, and Wellington, and Crom¬ 

well, and Marlborough, and Nelson, came and went, 

till arrested by the strain of a strolling musician, who, 

1 with a gentle instrument like a flageolet, whose tones 

1 were quite in harmony with my thoughts, struck up 

the air of Yaukee Daodle. Let any one, who for 

‘ months baa been absorbed with scenes ao unlike any- 

t thing American, judge how, for a moment, every- 

t thing European would vanish even more quickly 

than a phantasmagoria, and home, and friends, and 

country — the success of our arms, and the pride of 

our national glory, would fill his heart with the joy 

of affection, and his eye with those waters that well 

up from the deepest springs of the soul —I was 

entirely overcome by it. 1 remember freshly when 

it was fashionable to laugh at Yankee Doodle, as a 

vulgar air, written to make fun of our extempore 

Yankee soldiers of olden time. How- it was written 

by Dr. Shackburgb, or some one else, and given to 

need to neutralize the value of a book like this. The know! 

edge of general principles which this book contains, cannot 

fail to be of use to the business man in the conduct ot his 

affairs, in settling questions of right and wrong, where doubt 

arises, and in pointing out the natural method of adjusting 

difficulties and preventing lawsuit*. At a manual of educa 

tion for those iu preparation tor business life, it wilt doubtless 

be -valuable. The reputation of tfie author, aa a lawyer and 

teacher, is a sufficient guarantee that the work has been well 

and correctly prepared For sale by b. Hall fa Bbo. 

original decree, and sustai 

only true nobleman. 
Joi'dunrille, February, 1W1 

Ingenuity ok an Insect.—Being In the habit ot 

rising early, I have my breakfast table got ready over 

night. On sitting down this morning, a remarkable 

circumstance attracted ray attention. About twelve 

the table, and over the sugar basin, I saw 

Fast-Day Sermons, or. The fuipn on mo oiaie 
Country, [pp. 336.] New York Rudd & Carlton. 

Tins book impresses a thoughtful man with an emotion of 

deep sadness. It is the fearful proof of tho broad chasm 

which ha* grown up between the North and the South, and 

furniBhea more than a glimpse of one of the most powerful 

causes of the present state of our country. In the extreme 

views coining from tho North and Senth on the subject of 

slavery, we hare a sad exhibition of what may be called 

eeographical morality. The obvious sopbirtry and want of 
L : L __..L I, a• trr.mos nf 

THE YEAH 1860. 

BunEi.y another year has flown by as onjthe wings 

of the wind. It has gone, laden with many mementoes 

of real, every-day life, and 1'anoifol imaginings. 

Could it speak, it would tell of many a Bad thought, 
ones. Many a’looking 

Where Wealth Begins. inches from 

Wealth begins in ft tight roof that keeps the suspended In mid-air two small lumps of sugar about 

rain ami wind out; in a good pump that ylelda you the size of large peas. At first 1 felt much surprise, 

plenty of »weet water; in two suits of clothes, ho to for I looked, and looked, and looked again; but sugar 

change your dress when you are wet; in dry sticks to it was, and there they were — a tact. I blew at them, 

burn; in a good double wick lamp, 00d three meals; they moved, like the pendulum of a clock, but what 

In a horee, or a locomotive, to cross tho land; in a held them i could not see. I thought of Mahomet h 
boat to cross the sea; in tools to work with; in books tomb being suspended between hoaven and eat'th^; 

to read; and so in giving on all sides, bytoolBand then I 
auxiliaries, the greatest possible extension to our world 
powers, as if it added feet, and hands, and eyes, and 

blood, length to the day, and knowledge, and good- 
will.—1‘Conduct of Life” by Ralph Waldo Emerson. 

and many, very many, joyous 

forward into the unseen future, with fond hopes and 

bright anticipations, made life very dear; and the 

world, beautiful aslt ia, enchained our attention with 

living realities, prompting to noble i in pulses, {earnest 

resolves, and the ardent purposes of youth, with 

which Life and health have nerved us. 

And now, having bid the year departed a kindly 

farewell, we can hut hope that the new year which 

that the busy little I has dawned upon us may bo fraught with i* rich 
blessings, joyous anticipations, and happy realities, 

as was tho past, and ull be spent in noble deeds, 

good works, Christian zeal and fidelity. 

Let our motto ever be, “Onward and Upward,” 

through all the varying changes of our lives, and let 

“ Duty point with outstretched tigners 

Every soul to action high,— 

Woe betide the soul that lingers, 

Onward, onward, is tho cry." 

Truly, the past has been an eventful year. Stirring 

and exciting times in the Government,—States aeeod- 

ing, and the Union, so long the boast of Americans 

and freemen, on the brink of dissolution. Verily! 

However, I lil ted the can¬ 

dle up to the ceiling, arid away ran a aider along the 

ceiling, which at once told me 1' ’ . 

thing had been to work in the night. 1 then closely 

examined, and saw that each lump was suspended by 

a single thread or web of the spider, and whom I 

must have disturbed, or he would have had them up 

in his icrial abode before long. 

Christian Nurture. By Horacb uushnell. 
407.] New York: CTutrleS Scribner 

This work was first published more thxn a dozen years ago, 

and gave rise to a very brisk theological controversy. It had 

passed out of print, and is now re issued with large additions 

intended to confirm and illustrate tho positions orlglnully 

taken in ihe work. It is designed to fnrnish a philosophical 

and theological basi* for the doctrine of Infant Baptism. 

Very many Christians, who are believers in Infant Baptism, 

will hesitate to accept the principles on which Dr Blsjinki.J. 

defends it Apart from its peculiar positions, the book con¬ 

tains much discussion on the training of children, which will 

be read with great profit and interest by all persons interested 

in the subject Dt. Bvbunkli. ia a brilliant writer and an 

original thinke r If his w orks do not always carry conviction, 

they are sure to excite interest and suggest thought Sold 

in Rochester by K. Dakrow & Uuo. 

How to get sleep A Remedy for Sleki'lessnesh 

is to many persons a matter of great importance. 

Nervous persons, who arc troubled with wakefulness 

and excitability, usually have a tendency of blood on 

the brain, with cold extremities. The pressure of 

the blood on the brain keeps it in a stimulated or 

wakefuistate, and thff pulsations in the headare ofteu 

painful. Let such rise and chafe the body and ex¬ 

tremities with a brush or towel, or rub smartly with 

the hands, to promote circulation, and withdraw the 

excessive amount of blood from the brain, and they 

will fall asleep in a few moments. A cold bath, or a 

sponge bath and rubbing, or a good run, or a rapid 

walk in the open air, or going up or down stairs a 

few times just before retiring, will aid in equalizing 

circulation and promoting sleep. These rules are 

simple, and easy of application in castle or cabin, 

mansion or cottage, and may minister to the comfort 

of thousands who would freely expend money for an 

anodyne to promote “ Nature’s Bweet restorer, balmy 

Tuk Edisbi kub Rsyikw. American Edition. Volume L1V. 
No. I. New York Kspriuted by Leonard Scott fa Co. 

Tuk January issue of tbl* Review contains ten article*, a* 

follows:—Church Expansion aud liturgical Revision; Japan 

and the Japanese; The Victoria Bridge; Political Ballads of 

England and Scotland; Ocean Telegraphy; Autobiography of 

Dr. A. Carlyle; Motley’s History of tho United Netherlands; 

Forbes and Tyndall on the Aip* and their Glaciers; The King¬ 

dom of Italy; Naval Organizations. Here U, most assuredly, 

enough of good, substantial reading, with sufficient variety, 

to suit the literary want* of any one. Dkwky, Agent 

Dar SommkRh 

Bustle is nothindustry, any morelthan impudence 

ia courage. 
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respecirui transit of Lincoln throngh the city. The 

Police force was all out and fully equipped, and all 

good citizens were anxious that no indignity should 

have been manifested. The apprehension enter- 

tained, was that certain disreputable parties who 

lately attached themselves to the Republican organi¬ 

zation here, and who were expected to make a dem¬ 

onstration, would have caused bud feeling in the 

minds of some and partially caused'a disturbance. 

Otherwise there was no reason to apprehend any¬ 
thing unpleasant here. 

Not a little sensation prevailed throughout the city 

this morning, as Boon as it became known that Mr. 
Lincoln had arrived in the eariv train m «. .. I 

FOREIGN NEWS 

wl)c Conic user 
hie inaugural ceremonies on the 18th, it is said, 

were the grandest pageant ever witnessed in the 

8but.h. There was an immense crowd on the Capitol 

Hill, consisting of a grout array of the beauty, mili¬ 

tary, and citizens of the different (Stales. We give a 

few paragraphs from .Jefferson Davis- Journal. ” 

Cmfown of tenmrwaf thr Covf'dvau StoJr, A 
icn. t- rtentU an,/ AWto- —Called to the .iiflieult -m l 
r‘-*jjoa*Mi) stafacti of the Oh:.-r Executive of the Provisional 
Government Which rm. have instituted. 1 approach to the 
■liacbarge of .he Intle* *H.,tT,<.d me with «r, hrimht.. * 

Cheat Britain, The English Parliament was 

opened according to programme on the 5th ult The 

Queen delivered her speech in person. She alludes 

pointedly to the political troubles in the United 

•■states, expressing her fervent wishes that there may 

be an amicable adjustment of all the difficulties in 
the following terms: 

Serious differences have arisen among the States 

or the North American Union. It is impossible for 

me to look without great concern upon any event 

which can affect the happiness and welfare of a 

people closely allied to my subjects by descent and 

closely connected with them by the most intimate 

and friendly relations. My heartfelt wish is that 

these differences may be susceptible of satisfactory 

adjustment. The interest which I take in the „-mt 

— U,I nas oeen struck in Madison Co., -V. Y. 

— The Chinese call our President, PhiU-si-tim-tCh. 

— Penny bathing houses are proposed in Philadelphia. 

— Russia has now a splendid fleet in the Mediterranean. 

000 000 * C°8t °f tl>e CrimeaD War is 8*Jd to have bee» *250, 

— Railways trains are interrupted by heavy falls of snow ii 
Virginia. 

— The average valuation of land in South Carolina is onh 
f 2 per acre. * J 

?.'isS,639°ta'TaIuation of property in San Francisco if 

— Snow fell in some parts of Alabama recently to the depth 
of five inches. 

— The small pox has entirely disappeared from Columbia 
South Carolina. 

— There are in England and Wales 39,338 known thieves 
and depredators. 

— There are now nine Cardinals’ hats vacant in the Sacred 
College at Rome. 

— The wheat crop of Minnesota last year is estimated at 
S,000,000 bushels. 

— Counterfeit threes on the Beverly Bank of New Jersey 
are in circulation. 

— A Stay law has passed in the Senate, both of Virginia 

ROCHESTER, N. Y.,. MARCH 2, 1861 

not he obstructed l.y hostile opposition to our enjoyment hi 
Uic separate existence .•in,* Independence, which with the 
blessing of Providence We have averted and intend to main. 
t.iin Our present condition, achieved in a manner unprece¬ 
dented in 11m history or nations, illustrates the ides that gov 
ermnenta rest upon the consent of the governed, and it iMht- 
rlgbt or the people to alter and abolish governments when 

ixssssr ”f"" "j-'» 

We have vainly endeavored tn secure Iran.rullity and obtain 
respect for the r,tl»U to which we were entitled J a 
sitv, not a choice. We have resorted to the remedy of 
ration, and henceforth eur energies must he directed to the 
onduct of our own Altai™. and the purpetoltr of the confod 

eriiev winch we have formed. If a just perception of mutual 
interest .hall permit u.< peaceably to pursue our separate 
pohluml cnr. er T||V most f itfitest desire will have be,-n f„l 

■ IJed. But il this be denied us. and the integrity of our ter H 
toi v and jurisdiction be allied. it will but remain for m, 
wuth hrin resolve u> appeal to arm* and invoke the btestdnen 
i f 1 rovidence on a .art c»ti„e. As » ..A 

delity. Preparations had been made to meet him at 

the station this afternoon, and the Mayor of Wash¬ 

ington was to make a welcome address; but Mr. Liu- 
, coin has thus spoiled the programme. 

, About ten o clock, Mr. Lincoln, accompanied by 

Mr. Reward, paid his respects to President Buchanan. 

After un interview between the President and Mr. 

Lincoln, the former introduced the latter to the mem¬ 

bers of the Cabinet who wore then in session. Mr. 

Lincoln, in company with Mr. Seward, subsequently 

paid his respects to Lieut Gen. Scott. Mrs. Lincoln 

and family, and sister, arrived in the afternoon train. 

At 4 r. M. a delegation, without respect of party, 

headed by Senator Douglas, called on Mr. Lincoln 

and paid him their respect's. The meeting was less 

formal, perhaps, than would he the case with any 

other gentlemen, from the fact that they were all 

friends and acquaintances before. The interview 

between Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Douglas was peculiarly 
pleasant. 

Mr. l'uleston, Secretary of the reace Congress, 

presented a communication to Mr. Lincoln, announ¬ 

cing that the members of CongrcsH were anxious to 

pay their respects to Mr. Lincoln. At 7 o’clock Mr. 

Lincoln left his hotel and proceeded in a carriage to 

the residence of Mr, Seward, with whom he dined. 

At 9 o’clock Mr. Lincoln received the Peace Con¬ 

gress. Gov. Chase, of Ohio, introduced Mr. Tyler. 

Mr- Lincoln received him with all the respect due his 

position. The several delegates were then intro¬ 

duced to Mr. Lincoln by Gov. Chase in the usual 
manner. 

Nothing decisive has occurred in the Peace Con¬ 

ference. Indications are that the majority report 

will be adopted by a close vote. The proposition for 
a National Convention is gaining ground. 

toms tn these .States have resigned, while others have 

entered upon the duties of the Government of the 

Suites without considering it necessary to perform 

this official ceremony. The documents embrace 

correspondence relative to customs, New Orleans 
mint, &c. 

Official advices were received on the 21st from 

I ort Sumter. Nothing occurring of especial interest. 

The garrison is in want of money but had no con¬ 
venient means of supplying it, 

Dispatches from Europe announce the determina¬ 

tion of the European powers to abide by the lixed 

policy of recognizing no new government before its I 

recognition by the government from which it bus 
separated. 

Gen. Scott stated, on the 21st, that he had intelli- 

gence from Charleston, that Port Sumter would be 

Attacked that day. It is said that the intelligence 

came from Major Anderson himself. Per contra, the 

government has information that an attack will not 
be made before the 4th of March. 

.. Tho administration has been advised of the fact 

-) purchasing steamers for 

ntcy. Advices from Montgom- 

--rn Confederacy will re- 

-1 to maintain 

as an act, of war, 

instantaneous reprisals, 

i are in readiness to , 

ocean at a moment’s ; 

arrangements are 

privateering on the 
when occasion calls lbr them, 

an army officer at Savannah says lists 

::.j army of the new Confederacy j 

-i men j 

commissions, r 

necessary V, provide a speedy ami efficient Oftranization of 
the branch, , of thr executive department, S'S 
rhsrgii ot foreign intercom-lie, him,,. .-, military aflairl nod 
porta! wmoe. For the purpose Of defence, the confirte"to 
Mates may, under ordinary circumstance*, rely mainly unou 
their militia, butit is deemed advisable in the pre»ent->c,ondi 
t,on ol alf.nrt,*thrre should be a well-instructed dis, inline, 1 
army, more numerous than Would usually he required on a 
pence establishment. J on a 

* * * • ♦ * 
The e- paratinn ol the Confederate Stales hae been marked 

by no aggression upon others, and followed by „„ .lomosti, 
comUIxion Our industrial pursuit* have received uo c 

he cultivation nt our field* progresses a* heretofore and 
oven should wc be involved In wir, there w'uiMbeno con 
bi durable diminution to the production of the stapler winch 
have constituted our exports, in which the commercial world 
has at, interest scarcely- less tJian our own, This common 
interest of producer and consumer can only to intercepted bv 

"OUM obstruct ffo S % 
lore.lifii niarkeU, a errurse of conduct which would be detri 
meuta to muniitacturing and commercial interests abroad 
Should reason guide the action of the government from 
winch we have separated, a policy so detrimental l/. L l 
hied world, the Northern SUU-s h,, lE"ould uetto So 

awo bv even II stronger dcaire to inflict injur y upon us Rut 
if this he otherwise, aterrible respnimibility wil|Presl ;{ 
and the suffering of millions will hear testimony to tha^oUw 
and wickedness of our agereseorh. In the meantime We 
wili remain tons, besides the remedies before ruegestod the 

an "nmnT tL‘™UZW* tor “Ron the commerce of 

fat he, -s iK that of thpfe Confederate Nutiei! TtJ tbrtr'exno'hition 
rf hi *ii; H'V judirial construction it has received, w P)iave a 
light which reveals tU tru« meaning. Thu* instructed m to 
thoronel' inter,M-etarion or that instjumont, ever remember 
itig that all Offices are but trusts held for the people and that 
dole gated powewAre to be strictly cons® /will hope V 
due dih gout'.- in the performance of n,v duties that I may not 
dtsuppomt your c-xp.-ctations, yet tp retain, retiring some 
thine-ol t.I«...t n .ii „_,i _ . . . . . . Mm'l 

offered by the Government. The total bids reached 
£13,000,000, 

Ihe Bank of England had agreed to the govern¬ 

ment proposition for reducing the allowance of the 

national debt. The government payment is reduced 
£5,000 per annum. 

I- rani r. The French Chambers opened on the 

•1th. The Emperor’s speech opens with an explana¬ 

tion of liberal concessions and greater latitude to the 

Legislature. It refers to the satisfactory nature 

of the commercial reforms and treaties, and then 

prececds to foreign affairs. He said he had 

endeavored to prove that France sincerely desires 

peace, and that without renouncing her legitimate 

influence she does not pretend to interfere where her 
interests are not concerned. 

Non-intervention has been his policy in the Italian 

complications, and the motive for sending the fleet 

to Gaeta was to furnish a last refuge to the King. 

Erroneous interpretations and a partial departure 

fiom neutrality, at length necessitated the with¬ 

drawal. He points to the recognition of the annex¬ 

ation of Savoy and Nice as an evidence of tho main¬ 

tenance of the rights of France, and to the proceed¬ 

ings in China as the way the honor of France is 

that agents are at the North 

the Southern Confedc 

ery indicate that the Southen 
gard any attempt of the United States 

authority in the seceding States 

which will be followed by i~~ 

A large number of privateers 

commence operations on the i 

warning. It is reported that 

already made in California for 
Pacific Ocean 

A letter from i- 

for volunteers for the t- * 

have been open one week, during which time 35 

entered as privates and 2000 applied for 

(•apt Meigs has returned from Florida, by the 

direction of Secretary Holt, to resume the charge ol 

the Washington Aqueduct, leaving in c-hurge the for- 

till cations nt Tom,gas, to Major Arnold, of the artil¬ 

lery. He represents that they are in good condition 

to resist an attack in any quarter, and probably by 
this time they have been reinforced. 

[The telegraph on Saturday night brought Hie fol¬ 

lowing startling intelligence. We cannot believe 

that partisanship could thus transform men into 

demons, and though we incline to the idea that the 

sanguinary portions of the dispatch are void of truth 
we give it as a matter of news.] 

’ 0nTklirsd^' after Mr. Lincoln had retired at 
amsburg, Pa., he was aroused, and informed that a 

stranger desired to see him on a matter of life and 

death. Ho declined to admit him unless he gave his 

name, which he at once did. Such prestige did the 

name carry that while Lincoln was yet disrobed he 

granted an interview to the caller. A prolonged 

conversation elicited the fact that an organized body 

of men had determined that Lincoln should never be 

inaugurated, or leave the city of Baltimore alive if 

indeed he ever entered it. The list of names of the 

conspirators presented a most astonishing array of 

persons high m Southern confidence, and some 

whose fame is not confined to this country alone. 

Statesmen laid the plan, Bankers endorsed it, and 

i adventurers were to carry it into effect. * As they 

understood, Lincoln was to leave Harrisbnrgh at (J 

o dock this A. M. by special train, and the idea was, 

if possible, to throw the cars from the road at some 

point where they could rush down a steep embank¬ 

ment and destroy in a moment the lives of all on 1 

board. In case of a failure of this project, their plan 

was to surround the carnage on the way to the depot ! 

at Baltimore and assassinate him with dagger or pis- ’ 

tol shot. So authentic was the source from which 
the information was obtained, that Mr. Lincoln, after 1 

counselling with his friends, was compelled to make a 

arrangement* which Would enable him to subvert the 

plans ol his enemies. Greatly to the annoyance of n 

the thousands who desired to call on him last night, 

he dee med to give a reception. The final council w 

was hehl ays oViock. Mr. Lincoln did not want to ai 

yield and Col. Sumner actually cried with indigna- it 

Don, but Mrs. Lincoln, seconded by Mr. Judd and sc 

a+ *oLincoln s original informant, insisted upon it. 9( 
At . o clock Mr. Lincoln left on a special train. He 

wore a Scotch plaid cap and a very long military w 

toat, [so that he was entirely unrecognizable. aI 0f 

complied by Superintendent Lewis and one friend, ve 

he started, while all the town, except Mrs. Lincoln, th 

CoL Sunmer, Mr. Judd, and two reporters, who were ,r 

Mt om to secrecy, supposed him to be asleep. The L 

telegraph wires were put beyond the reach of any *>s 
one who might desire to use them. 

J1'0 j!I®eraPh trom BaltimQr<? *his A. M., (Monday) J 
states that a largo crowd greeted the arrival of the for 

train with the Presidential party at York. Mr. Wood as 

announced from the rear platform that Mr. Lincoln Th 

vras not aboard, having gone direct to Washington. wi1 

Mr. 1 ood then introduced Robert Lincoln (who hap. se 

n jo, °e T 1 j' j"'0 “ Um >*‘,I,>'- *■*» at 
11.40*the train passed the Maryland boundary. The wh 
Committee from Baltimore joined the party at Wash- dut. 

ragton consisting of W. G. Snethen, W. T. Marshal. tha- 

p ‘ T- Bhm*abeI* W* M. Palmer, and T. S. im, 
Corcoran the latter on behalf of the Electoral Col- h0s 

ege. Ail oi them feel very indignant at the want of has 

confidence in the citizens of Baltimore, as evinced sen 

by Mr. Lincolns course, though it was understood win 

he was opposed to it but was overruled by other par- T 

ties who have assumed the control of his 

Treasury notes, that the time of issuing should i 

limited to June 30, 1802. Also, an amendment ft: 

ing them at $i50 instead of $20. Agreed to. 

The tariff bill was taken up. A duty of 40 pi 
Ocnt. was placed on all wines. 

An amendment of the Committee, lessening th 

duty on sugar, and placing a duty of 4 cents per 11: 

on tea, and H cents on coffee, was agreed to_'2 

against 17. An amendment placing 5 per cent o' 

wool, was carried 20 to 19. An amendment of l 

per cent, on hooks, periodicals and watches, wai 
carried. 

Mr. Hale moved that statuary and paintings o 

American Artists he free, hut a duty of 10 per cent, 

on all others adopted. A duty of 15 per cent, on 
copper ore was adopted. 

Mr. Doolittle presented the credentials of Timothy 

O, Howe, Senator elect from Wisconsin. 

Mr. Fierce reported from the Committee of Con- 

torenco on the Executive and Legislative Appropri- 

ation bill, that the committee had agreed. The re¬ 
port was agreed to by the Senate. 

Ihe bill tor the payment of the expenses incurred 

in the suppression of Indian hostilities in California 
was taken up and passed. 

A resolution giving a quit claim to certain lands 

in Iowa, was taken up. After discussion the reso- 

. . ’ -“O w* * wu j, 
with lull power for an unlimited period, a loan 01 

three or four hundred million of francs, and the call¬ 
ing out of the military reserves. 

The Dope has ordered his soldiers to return to 

Home, notwithstanding the orders of M. Dcmerode 
to the contrary. 

Fifteen thousand Sardinian soldiers had passed 

through Umbria on their march to the kingdom of 

Naples. The reactionary movement in the Abruzzi 

was organized by Count Pratair and M. Demerode. 

The Sardinians have evacuated the Papal Territory, 

in compliance with the orders of the Emperor Napo¬ 

leon. 'the Spanish vessels which were dispatched 

to Gaeta have been repulsed by Admiral Persano. 

Francis II has issued an appeal to the Sicilians, 

offering them the Constitution of 1812, a Sicilian 

army and navy, and an entire administration. He 

asks of them to give an asylum to a royal family 

abandoned, but brave and too well instructed by 
misfortune. 

Letters from Genoa state that while the elections 

were proceeding in one of the communes of the 

Ol $356,000. 

— The Black Warrior river, Alabama, recently rose to an 

immense height. At Tuscaloosa, it was 64 feet above low 
water miu-k. 

— General Jose Antonio Paez, .Minister Plenipotentiary of 

Venezuela to the United States, has been recalled by the 
government. 

— A woman of forty-two, Anna Marston, attended the 

funeral of her eighth husband in Portsmouth, England, on 
the 13th ult. 

There are one thousand one hundred and two newspapers 

and lour hundred and eighty-one magazines now published 
in Great Britain. 

— Father Kemp and his “ Old Folks ’’ appeared for the 

first time in England, at St. George's Hall, January 24th. and 
were well received. 

— Paris contains 503 newspapers, of which 42 are devoted 

to politics, and have to deposit caution money in the hands 

News Paragraphs. 

In the year 1841, during the brief existence of the 

Lone Star Republic of Texas, a letter sent from 
Arkansas to Brazoria, paid the follow 

SI,50! Filty-two letters can now he 

same route lor that amount, 

1 re full compliment of employees 

mills, Lawrence, Mass., is 

2,700 as soon as 

in the Pacific 

now 2,100, and will he 

the machinery is all set up in an 
extension of the main building just completed. 

By the annual report of the South Carolina Rail- 

road, it appears that the income of the year, as 

compared with that of 1859, has suffered a diminution 

ot $97,000, The receipts of cotton are 78,711 bales 
less than in 1859. 

Gov. Pickens, of South Carolina, has a suit pend¬ 

ing in the Marine Court in New York, against the 

Atlantic Steamship Company, for loss of baggage 

when he returned from his Russian Embassy, He 

appears in Court as a citizen of the United States, 

and could not main tain the suit otherwise. 

Terence Beli.ew McManus, one of the Irish refu¬ 

gees of 1S48, breathed his last two or three weeks 

since in San Francisco. He took, with Meagher and 

Mitchell and O'Brien, a prominent part in the trouble? 

of 1848 in his native country. He was arrested and 

movements. 
a crowdjblocked up all tbe Calvert street depot, ami 

on the arrival ol the train, greeted it with groans on 

learning [that the report of Mr. Lincoln’s having 

stolen a march was not a hoax. Most ample arrange- 

ments had been made for securing the saf* and 

He was arrested and 
sentenced to penal servitude in Australia, but escap¬ 

ing, took up his residence several years ago in Cali¬ 

fornia. He was very popular among the residents 
there. 



LEGISLATURE OF NEW YORK * Aboft Ct.ru Tkrks, fa-.—We endeavor to adhere strictly 
to our club rate.s. which require a certain uumber of subscribers 
to got the paper at a specified price —say ten to got it at $1.50 
per copy, twenty to get it at *1,25, A;c. But. in answer to fre¬ 
quent inquiries, (often iu connection with remittances for less 
than a full club, l we won 1,1 state that, m CHECK where from 4 to ti 

copies are ordered at $1,50 cacti, with a reasonable prospect of 
filling up a club of ten, soon or at least before April 1st.) we 
send them —and when thu club is completed shall give extra 
copy and premium. We also -end 12 to 18 copies at the rate for 
20. ($1.25 per copy I w here the person sending is laboring for 
and confident of obtaining a full club as above This we do on 
account of the hard times, and because we think the clubs will 
soon be filled; vet. if it were not tor the panic, and high rates 

of exchange at the West, we should maintain the old rule — 
requiring the full rate in proportion to number sent, and 
making deduction when clubB are completed. 

THE WOOL MARKETS, 

NEW YORK, Feb. 23. 
erate, a few sales are maki 
small lots. Prices gener 
fleeces have sold to the 
grades at prices within urn ,,uikc. 
forma wools have been taken by 
15c. Foreign wools . 
better than nominal, 
bales against 2.17:....... 
tic wools are 1-15 bnles. 

American Saxony Fleece, y) fb, 
American full-blood Merino, 
American haif-rdood and three-fourths Merino 
American Native and one-fourth Merino. 
Extra Pulled, .. 
Superfine, Pulled. 
No. 1, Pulled. . 
Lamb's, Pulled. . 
California, extra,. .... . 
California, fine, unwashed”_. 
California, common do, 
Peruvian, washed. .. . 
Valparaiso.uowashed,__ 
South American Mo v unwashed. 
South American Merino, unwashed, 
South American, comI'lni] washed, 
South American Eritre llios, do, 
South American, unwashed,. *' ””. 
South American Cordova, wiodnub 
Cape Rood (Jope unwashed. 
East India, washed. 
African, unwashed,....”. 
African, washed,...”"”””. 
.Smyrna, unwashed..””””””. 
Smyrna, washed.. 
Mexican, unwashed. 

u. e • W ANT ED-To sell Sen 
. stationary Envelope, with a gift 
ter particulars address (• \y g 
owtf Proprietor (lift-Book Emporii 

vkai for male cheap.— u 
lUbacrMlocated about IE i„j|e> , ,, 
m.. te.7 1’or particulars address 1, 

The inquiry still continues very mod. 
imr to manufacturers hut onlv in very 

: without change, Domestic 
of about 25.mu Its various 
About 15.Xx) lbs coarse Cali- 

carpet manuftictutors at I2ui 
•f till kinds are very dull and prices little 

_ Inn imports since Jamtarv 1st. arc 2.537 
h i same time last year. The receipts of domes- 

Senate.—The bill to increase the salaries of all 

the deputies in the State departments reported 

adversely. Agreed to. 

A message was received from the Assembly desig¬ 

nating the Speaker of that body to receive President 

Lincoln, in consequence of the illness of the Lieut. 

Governor. 

The order of resolutions being reached, Mr, Hill- 

house moved that the Speaker of the Assembly be 

designated to receive the President in the absence of 

the Lieut. Governor. 

Mr. Hammond considered that the privilege be¬ 

longed of right to the President of the Senate. 

Mr. Spinola offered a resolution, that, 

Whpreas, An irrepressible conflict has arisen for 
the possession of the President elect between the 
rival factions of Republicans, therefore. 

Resolved, That Mr. Lincoln be telegraphed to 
switch off- at Schenectady and go to New York direct 
via. Troy. 

The whole subject vras then laid on the table, 12 

to 10. 

The Senate again took np the resolutions designat¬ 

ing Speaker Littlejohn to receive the President elect, 

and after a warm debate the resolution was adopted 

designating Senator Colvin to perform that duty. 

The annual appropriation of State tax for the snp- 

port. of common schools, passed. 

The Susquehanna Railroad bin had a third reading 

and passed — Ayes IS, nays 12, 

Assembly — The bill was passed to appropriate 

the proceeds of the State tax foi' the support of com- 

mon schools and for other purposes. 

Jay Gibbons, of Albany, on a question of privilege, 
stated that ho had been accused and arrested on a 
charge of corruption in bis official duty 
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1.000 CANVASSERS wanted 

To Sell New and Popular Works 
WHICH ARE SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY SUBSCR11TI0N 

Or u Books comprise a large assortment of vainaMn T,’, m, I,, 
ftmks which command a ready m.H«,SulAg ununw ernnhl? 
71 by ok a,-., making from «o to IlSi u.o rmu.th 
Agents can make a.good living bv -a'llb g mlr dm ks Forfi rtw 
particulars and de-rriptive , .,!.,loiig.'s u.iih'ess Forfurther 

Flat Justilia 

Special Notices 
THIS GREAT NATIONAL WORK SHOULD BE 

HANDS OF 

Every Patriot and Statesman 

TO PUBLIC SPEAKERS AND SINGERS. 

" Brawn's JironrJiial Troches," or Cough Loxeoges, From 

ProR. M. Stacy Joii.vso.v, Teacher of Music, S. Female Col¬ 

lege, La Grange, Ga. “I have found their use very effica¬ 

cious in removing that irritation of the Throat so common 

with Speakers anil Singer* l have enlisted several gentle¬ 

men in their favor, among whom are Professor Winks, Prin¬ 

cipal of Brownwood University, and Rev. M. Tkagck, of this 

place. Tile Troches have only to be tried to recommend 
themselves.” 
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[.V. V Evening Post. 

BOSTON, Feb. 21 -Rut slight transactions in wool, aud these 
at the annexed rates 
Saxony and Merino, fine,4R,> 55 
Full blood, . 44;,>17 
t* and *i blood.. 360/43 
Common.:nG:w 
Pulled, extra. 40t,t'48 
Do. Superfine. . 8»,Mo 
Do. No. I,. 253.’13 
oo- no. a.160125 

It .4 not a PARTISAN HOOK, but a compilation 
reports ot Debates and other reliable sources of the S 
and OPINIONS of the 

Founders of the Republic 

on the question of SLAVERY 

of the CONFEDERATION, i 
CONSTITUTION 

.* “”*** 

\\ ,rHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO'S 
nii'KOVED FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER A WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. beg 

yiin rvps ',"1 l,avt’ ,',"luCt"1 fl>« Prices of their SEWING 
MACHINES, while they have added new ,ml imporUnt im. 

prorementa 1 he reduction is made In the hope that tin. Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patents. 

OfiU-e 505 Broadway, NT aw Yorlc. 
•S. W. DIBBLE, Agent, 

_ ROCHESTER, AT F 

' HARLEY foe Sale at $4 per bushel 
no titles at tln< wuiw r^te. 1 

CLINTON, St. George, Brant Ce., G, W 

Western mixed... 
Smyrna, washed, 
Do. a ti washed,... 
Syrian.. 
Cape. 
Crimea. 
Buenos Avres. 
Peruvian, washed, 

as expressed in the CONGRESS 
n the CONVENTION to form the 

aud in tlie several STATE CONVENTIONS 
to ratify the same 

A distinguished feature of the discussions are the Speeches of 

MADISON, RUTLEDGE, ELLSWORTH, 

RANDOLPH, LIVINGSTON, PATRICK HENRY, 

DR. FRANKLIN, ROGER SHERMAN, MASON, 

PINCKNEY, LOWNDES, 

and, in short, nil those men of the Revolutionary times re¬ 

nowned alike for their patriotism, statesmanship and virtues 

Markets, Commerce, &e 

Rural Nkw-Yotikkr Oktick, > 
Rochester, Feb. 26. 1861. \ 

Flour is as last quoted with light transactions. 
Grain—We hear of but little doing in wheat, and such sales 

aa are reported are at the ruling figures of the past few weeks. 

Beans have put on 12>i r)25c. during the week, and are bought 
up readily at the advance. 

Provisions—Fresh Pork has declined materially, and the 
changeable weather has made it rather slow of sale. 

PouLTKY-Chickens and Turkeys have advanced in price and 
are rather scarce. 

Fritt Moat varieties of dried fruit have met with a decline, 
owing to the large offerings. 

Potatoks-As spring advances Potatoes begin to gain iu rates. 
The advance of the week is fully equal to 5c on the bushel. 

Hay is not quite so plenty, and best quality has started up 
50 cents per tun. 

nOCTIliSTEB WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Eggs, dozen.14CaM4c 
Honey, box........Life 14 
Caudles, box...I2«13 
Candlen, extra_OOwyid 

I mriT evn Roots. 
Apples, tmxhel.2S,i.')lc 
Apples, dried, tilt. . 2>/3 
I eaches, dried, yi lb_ftfe'll) 
Cherries, dried,...OOgUO 

luma, dried.xtfe'io 
Potatoes,. 10(5^0 

Minna AND Skins. 
Slaughter..4 (ii 4«; 
Calf .,3 (5i R 
8lieep Pelts.5H9I630 
Lamb Pelta --W@i88 

Sbkdb 
Clover bushel....'. .$4,iM5M,5<) 
II toothy,.2,25u>j2,75 

SiiNimiKS. 
Wood, bard.*'!.Xt,i.'5,X) 
Wood, soft . S,0001)3,00 
Con , Lehigh- . 7,0X47,IS) 
Coa , .scranUm.5,7,on 
,oh . Piltston.5,75(j)6,oo 

coal, Sham ok in ....Ajsgjfi.oo 
ulnl'S‘!ar- ' . I0liJil2k| Salt, bbl. . 1.78wM.75 

He offered 
a resolution that a committee of five be appointed to 

investigate the charge. Adopted, 

The resolutions of the Senate, complimentary to 

Gov. Hicks, of Maryland, were called up and adopted. 

The President elect arrived in Albany at the date 

indicated by the programme, and was conducted by 

Committees to the Assembly Chamher. The Cham¬ 

ber presented a tine appearance, being densely filled. 

The Speaker’s desk wa9 occupied by Senator Colvin, 

who was selected by the Senate to receive the Presi¬ 

dent elect, and by Speaker Littlejohn, who stood on 

the left. When Mr. Lincoln entered the Chamber, 

the whole assembly arose and greeted him with clap¬ 

ping of bands. Senator Ferry, advancing to the 

front of tlie Speaker’s desk, said: 

I have the honor to introduce to the Senate and 
Assembly of tlie State of New York, in joint conven¬ 
tion assembled, tlie Hon. Abraham Lincoln, of Illi¬ 
nois, President elect of ihe United States. 

The Speaker of the Assembly, descending from the 

desk, greeted Mr. Lincoln, and leading him to the 

desk, introduced him to Senator Colvin. After shak¬ 

ing hands, Senator Colvin descended from the desk, 

leaving Mr, Lincoln alone there, and addressed him 

from the Clerk’s desk, as follows: 

Mr. Lincoln:—In behalf of the representatives of 
the sovereign people of New York, wc welcome you 
to the Capital, and to the Representative Halls of the 
State. Wc welcome you as the President elect of 
30,000,000 of people. We welcome you as the Presi¬ 
dent elect according to the forms of the Constitution 
of the United States 

579-tf 

3Uuurtt0cnunt0 
ADVERTISING TEBAIS, in Advance — Tiiirtt- 

Fivk Cents a Link, each insertion, A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52)6 cents per line of space, Special NoticBS, 
(following reading mutter, leaded,) Sixty Outs a Line 

*T?~Ti!k Rural Nkw-Yorkfr commenced it« Twelfth 
1 ear and V opime with an edition ot over Skvknty Thousand ! 

Though the columns are wider than formerly (giving more 
words per line,) and the circulation much lan er, we do not 
purpose to increase the Advertising Rates at present. The Rural 

is undoubtedly the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of 
its ( lass in America—for. iu addition to its immense circulation 
among the most enterprising and eueeoRsfHl Farmers and Hntli- 
cnlturists, It is taken and rend by thousands of Merchants, Me¬ 
chanics, Manufacturers and Profeiviional Men. 

• "* tv consequence of its large aud increasing circulation, we 
are obliged to put the last form of the Rural to press earlier 

' ) All ENTS WANTICD- 
’ Great inducements nflVntd. 

Davis Block, Geneva. N. Y 

-To sell a great work. 
Address J. WHIT 

57,3-41. 

Floor and Grain 
Flour, winter wheat,SA/iV-ifi.75 
Flour, spring do, 5,()«3l5,fl() 
Flour, buckwheat, .. U.tKX.r 2,00 
Menl, Indian . , r U2\, 
Wheat. Genesee_ LlOfajI,*) 
Best white Canada,, 0,WX‘>>I,35 
Corn, old.mt.7i.5ik; 
Corn, new_ _.0US/.45 
Rye, Ik) tbs. V bush _6uSt)6 
Oats, by weight.A'<n 2ii 
Bariev . . 
Buckwheat,. 
Beans. 

Mk ATS. 
Pork, Mess,. 
Pork, clear. 
Perk, cwt. 
Beel, cwt. 
Soring lambs, each, 
Mutton, carcass_ 
Hams, smoked. 
Shoulders,... 
Chickens. 
Turkeys. 
Geese,. 
Ducks 51 pair 

lUll 
Buffer, mil.. 
Butter, firkin 
Cheese. 
Lard, tried 
Tallow, rough 
Tallow, tried. 

u'AMILY NEWSPAPBR.”- 
Mir Hankins'Mammoth Pictorial is in UeHivih 

and has 300,mkl readers. Full of Engravings anti Fashion I*!,,. ' 

*»i«: ?r xtMPB 
..* 

( I'liA ctass il (fraft'i^fJmpuVuwIrietips 

uWOMEN OF NEW YORK 
, ,i iriiiikiiiH' Curimi. New Book of Female 01,.in¬ 
ters in the City, lM very interesting and strietlu ,i 1 Vlr,e-- 
binding; 3ft) Pages; 50 Engi livings; hr, Portraits V MaLbil rlfntr 
$1. AGENTS Wanted T.adies imd Toaelims For 
of Book and Particulars of Agency, inclose red ftami Uj *'b°a 
Jr hankins a oo.. New York. 

pRINDLK’ri PATENT AGItH UT.TI RAL 

CALDRON AND STEAMER- 
, n—i ■ Tins is a ncW ami 

'7. improve- 

* C ALIIOUN, HOUSTON, 

WEBSTER, CASS, TOO.TIBS, Jkc.., 

on the COMPROMISE of Mr CLAY in 18»), and extracts from 
the 80UT1IEKN ADDKESH, the REPEAL of the MISSOURI 

COMPROMISE and organization of the Territories of KANSAS 
and NEBRASKA in 1884, and the 

National Conventions and Platforms 
of the various parties ou the subject of Slavery from 1848 to 
I860. It will also contain the 

Drod Scott 

and other decisions of the Courts upon the Slave Question, the 

Great Speech of Alexander Hamilton, 
ADVOCATING 

IVIomn-rliinl Government, 
Also, his plan of GOVERNMENT, the Inaugural Addresses of 

Washington, Adams, Jefferson, & Madison, 
And the Farewell Addresser, of 

WASHINGTON AND JACKSON, 

Altogether this is a most COMPLETE and AUTHENTIC HIS- 
TORYof this all absorbing question, from the FORMATION 
OF THE GOVERNMENT to the PRESENT TIME IT IS THF 
ONLY HOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED, and as a work of 
HISTORICAL REFERENCE is INVALUABLE. 

Sunt. post, paid, to any part of the country, on receipt of 
price, 0.\k Dollar. 

J. HT. BRADLEY, I'ublLher, 

881-31 No 66 North Fourth St„ Philadelpuia Pa 

nniOROUOll-BREO STOCK for SAI.IC.-Two 
1 Thorough-hi ed Durham Hulls, aud I Spanish Merino Bucks 

Also, one Lotswoh] Buck. Address ISAAC BOWER, Stock 
Breeder, North C hili. Monroe Co., N. Y. 

tm'Sxf ) T,1’1'11 , MONTH. Acknts W.IVI'KO in every 
J- l »V/ Town If is no l'at,4«nt/Mt*ilioino or Rook Atjoncv hut 
something new and of real value. For partienlars ad.iress with 
stamp, J. S. PAKDI'.E, Binghamton, Broom,.• Co., N Y f.581-2t 

. .40.050 

.. .SSr ii 'M 

.i:4@13 
13@M 

. 9tf«H) 
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VTAPlPWPpD YOUNG LADIES' INSTITUTE, PITTS 
-I> 1 HELD, MAS,3.. opens its null Seon-Annual Rossjon 
'pril ttli. In location and educational facilities it, is uusur 

passed. I or fu ether information address LYfUr!'. 
THE IMtOVlsiON MARKETS, 
’okk. Fkk 22 — Flour- Market dull ac 
ilesat $5,lftii6,2i) lorsuper State, $5,.'iiXa)5„'i 
t.^.Vl) fnr Millmt- U'miti.rn .. 

KKt C \ SPEAR, Principal 

. and when you shall bavo 
assumed, as you soon will assume, the office of Presi¬ 
dent of the United States, you may, in the discharge of 
your Constitutional duties, rely upon the support of 
the people of this great State. 1 have the pleasure, 
Sir, to introduce you to the Legislature of New York, 
in joint convention assembled, to welcome the Presi¬ 
dent elect of the I'nited States. 

Mr. Lincoln replied at some length, but we omit 

his speech, as it contained nothing new with refer¬ 

ence to wlmt will be the policy of his administration. 

>1 In OV I'.I> WILLOW PULL lilt.—The Buhnrrihcr 
I M now prepared to fill nrderx for hn first Premium Willow 

I cclm, improved, if forwarded curly. Drafts on Albany Now 
York, or Boston, received For description see Rural Ncw- 

A orkor olriept 22, I860 As recently unproved, the price is J80 
Address 15.31 -fit I .1 M Win ill     vv 

FT ' 1 K,‘‘1 K><» SEMINA It Y— pnra for board 
r. u i?r w**htug. I.timi/hed room, tu.d tuition;:,, . 
hnrl;- for H wee! ... 1. f In., r, . 'r 
hJSLLa8£i"»anr 111 ' *r",* Buildingi oi-iy,nimntlatioiis, li 
hranes. apparatus, and I,-noiltv. ample in,| e-. -elle , 
< ounnercuil ourso. graduallng couim-s I,,. l.;,|„.„ and gentle 
men. and furnishes exfra advantages Mnsie. IRinting, and to 
fityoiing inen for( ollcge nr a Prof<-.don. Spring T.-i-m com 
mcnccs March 27 ter (kimiistir ' atalogne,, addre- the Prin 
clpal, I B. VAN PKIT ICN, Fairfield. N Y 58I-3F 

m xi- , ,Lr "'7 ,io “tj«t depot, data dull at 35t*iM7c 
for w i storii. Canadian amt State 

PllOVr.ims Tmk market quiet, sales at $17.25 tor mrs>, $12,- 
7j for prune Liirn n,shade firmer, sales itlLrailiPie liuttcr In 
tan request at liroiU,; lor Ohio and Houlflc for State Cheese 
stna.lv altro.'IOLc for inferior to prime. 

Hops Continue in sleadv lair demand for consumption at 
i’eslIJ"1* iwles are about 2ft).hales at 25s.'32ets, as iu 
•nudity. Mriutlv priniM lf)t!Liirtv, a a bofofd uotiord v»*rv 

pr,CA* ab0T? ,,ur highest range. fu‘ old growths 
there have been itn recent lransa<-t,ious 

.SKKtis Clover i- steailv, with sales to the country at 7V7V<-, 
I iiiiothy has iinriroved both in demand and price; we note sa/"H 
ot the week ql'afmut I.Ofiil hags at #2,7d,i 2,37',,. ’ a,eH 

',’t,VsWit,hi hgj't, receipts and fair demand, are a little 
high* i. sales bblsfitMlflj! Pearl $5,25—nothing iloue. 

fctf&ANV Eeh. 2o Fi.mru —There is a steady trade demand 
for Hour and a fair huMness doing at provioue raten. 

(»u.UN.-i ne demand for wheat is restricted hy the difficultv 
exper-.'irei in shipping East, and hy local millers being tempd- 
r inb supplted. i ,qru quiet and the market is heavy. In Rye 
nfSTmrf n"th-!'K l|oi,u*f, A, f,l,th"r sale was made on Rati inlay 
nl7.000 Inis I orunto barley f.,, come far ward, on p. t. OaU 
steady, sales 700 Inu. State at 32'in. 1 a 

DKKs.srn florin Keoei (its since on r hist pc head. The stock at. 
the depot is rapidly diminishing and is now light The market 

280 «*• “«**> « 
Ssr.u A mdet market. Medium Clover is held at 7i^c -Jour. 

Hi I FAI.lI, Feb. 28. Floor There is a moderate demand 
\rI'* *h'' inarket ,s steady. We note .-ales of extra In 

Ohio at Stfoo51 C ‘0ir'0 “Ura U,"° ftt *i-s0' ■ind double extra 

t Wheat 'l"i)'t and no gales No. 1 Chicago spring is 
quoted at 9fic, No. 2 do. at tine, and Milwaukee club at tiA ryfic. 
^ng-'ia, at 45c Oats quiet at 24 .•,25c, and barley at from 

Skkh -Boed quiet. A vile or Western Timothy was made on 
t'^fe* f r','1‘,’3 t'unadian tluiothy Li quoted at from 82,75 
to $3,12.'-, and Glover at 64.257'id.Six as to nnalitv —Cmt s./„' 

jllllJJ) Pumcsu'e Parpowj 
.where a Caldron 
[Kt'ttlew roquir»»«L 
f ,fulJ partlculani 
given In Illustrated' 

[Cireolara, which 
[will beow.vT rung t<> 
all applicanta. 

I MANUFACTURED 
I a,vt» sou) nr 

1 Mmrr & co,, 
USD tlujrah St, 

ROCHESTER, N. V. 

chc Sublisltcr to the Sublie H m ^4*^ S-A»XiE-—T1j« .‘mbsonher 
1 u ’"'' A-Uclion. a Farm, in tin, village of Hon- 

MnVeh i'L» yjrc“\ the twenty-Brat day of 
March, in.-it., at 2 o Clock I. SI. eontatmng 108'y acres in a good 
State of cultiviil.mil, well watered with living springs, with grind 
Inn Mings thereon yi) acres of win at on the ground- Also at 

PlaCl* anil time, three yoke of work oxen, one -pan of 
horses One span of celts, (wo Cows, 40 crmr.wi winded sheep 30 

fcY? Si1??1*' ^nuj^asy for further particulars inquire of 
B, ll. MoAi.IMNK, 22 Arcade Hall. Rochester, V V . nr of the si,Ik 
si.nberat lloneoye balls. f58l-2tj SAM I, COCHRANE 

aCPKKIOIC FLOWER AND VEC LTABI.I 
> A SEEDS. Dili eatalogui! of CBOICK amt Rim. seeds for 181 
h now ready, ami will he sent to an.v address upon receipt of 

C?n^w1th^«wGcg^hreetta'u/for cuftivation! f"' "W 'liU' 

Springfield.^^ B“ l” Alluu A MeElwain 

'HO It I- E Y ’ S F O OP FO It V, \ T T L 

L CONVERTS THE 

I*ooresl I lay or Straw 
INTO A SUPERIOR PROVENDER). 
Whole barrels containing 14.3 feeds with measure $14. 
Halt barrels containing ffl-t lends with raonMire $7 
Cases containing 112 feeds in paelmgns $4 
A Pamphlet containing testimonial)! mailed free. 
£3F“DEI'OT, 21 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
Agents wanted in every City and Town. 574-26t 

T K E p P O Ft T O O- K. A. p B - 
i1,„iUPV-,"i<it very strong gTower. and m perfectly hardv, 

w fwRed ammaUi ror more than ten years. It it very 
n a^fntil’so'les iavtng pro.loced from 5fo lOlmshnlseae.I,, 

in Ming'Io Hf-flMin. Tliff wlm> i»rt» 1- a n»adv from S'2 to Yj 
gallon Lead what the public say of the Oparto 

" It Is esteemed hv f'liy siciitlt'. a pond Fort Wine. It, is some 
wlwtflMnneent, rtahuiel of fine hedv The vmoaare unfailing 
and good bearcra, —Rov. Dr Lniinshury 

''Ihuve six diirerent, kinds of Graiies, and the Oporto i* the 
thsl V»!lwrr 0t 1 i1'1? 1'TeWJn*Ya,V1 than anv other grape 
that I am acquainted with. A Devnreau, in the Rural. .Ian,. 

••For several yearn wi have mode wine from the Oporto 
P™V°' ?u 1 “ale at one dollar per bottle, selling 50 
bottles for single order-1 Sylvester Clark. * 

8tron^ vinen $1 to $.’i. For vinrH or rlrioil.Hr'* 
581 2taow K. WARE SYLVESTER. Lyons, N Y 

* * »»itr.4l i3 publinhed strictly upon the c\sn 8y«Ti;M 
-copies are never mailed to individual subscribers until paid 
tor, and always discontinued when the subscription expires. 

Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep no credit books, 
experience having demonstrated that the Cash System is alto’ 
gather the best for both Subscriber and Publisher. 

HP- Premiums to Club Aukkth —It is not to late to form 
new clubs and secure the valuable Specific Perraiums offered 
therefor. See list and particulars —headed "Good Pay for 
Ooing Good -in Rtnur. of last week. We are daily sending 
copies of Dictionaries, Macauley's England, Lowing,. Illustrated 

S., Everybody's Lawyer, and other choice and valuable 
standard works, as premiums, and have hundreds morn which 
we hope to dispose of in like manner. Now is the. Time to Ad. 

*y-AesoruTHn Effort leads to success in can nosing for 
periodicals, as well as in other enterprises. For Instance, If vou 
are forming (or wish to form) a club for the Rdkai. Nkw 
roiiKEK, and cannot fill it up in your own neighborhood, get 

aome person or persona a few miles distant to join with or assist 
you —adding their names to those you may procure, and send¬ 
ing all together. Please think or this, and act upon the 
suggestion if convenient. 

nr-Look Siukp, Ffuk.yds l-Tf those ordering the Rural 
would wnte all names of persons, post-offices, Ac.. correctly 
and plainly, WK should receive less scolding about uUu-r pmpUf 

en-ors Our clerks are not infallible, but most of the errors 
about which agents complain are not attributable to anv one In 
tbe Rtral Office. People who forget to date their letters at 
any place, or to mgn their names, or to give the name or address 
tor copies ordered, will please lake things calmly and not charge 
t/Jf until _- • . ° 

J YOE’S WESTERN RESERVE PREMIUM 
* 1 CHEESE V^.T. 

ItOK F It /,.//Ic, Htarthion, Later Co,, Ohio, 

l^'teir N^Yorik 3 ,0‘' thR t;- S- except v*nnont and the 
This Vat has been the longest before the public the mini 

Lbn l?ei)V?6VlhL,W'‘ ^^nH' /'liqroved, /i„,| U believed to be 
;1n tl1" wI’r1'1 W"1 made, -uiiipli', diirnble and compact, 

It combine-, evert want, and convenience of the dairyman The 
now arrangement for shutting off the heat and furnishing hot 
ruUhW,"&?Hlt!i tadfuctlv and not liable to vet 
out ...r order. Wanauted to give -atislacr.ion-directioni* for 
cheese.making |,y some of the best dairymen, WitheiuM, Vat 

Robs latent Adjustable Kxpansinn Chees<! lloon i neat 
thing warranted. I (T-Send for Circular. 1 

YA2t^pI7i.-vAt(V,I1>I|'l''JV-S! •'ohnsonsburgh, Wyoming Co., N. 
i^bTiil IirsN iMOMaS, hoio, Alleirany Co., N V. fiftOtf 

5 ' '*'1 H DO !•'I«% Breeders of pure Short-horn 
• and Al'ternru Cattle. SmU/i Down and Silesian Sheep, 

fsujjolk and h.urx K<»chi;«t4?r, N. Y. S7S-tf 

.. ...v* *, ‘ i.i Hi/unswuat iowor. princinniiv 
from the difficulty and expense in shipping East The demand 
is. in consequence, rvstneted, and prices lavor the huym Tho 
askilor No, I Superfine is $1.75, but we believe sulrr- 
could be effected at f4,i;5, between w(lich figures the price tg 
piobah y found. Fancy is very nominal at |fn.5.r, Rxtrafe 
also without movement at *0,40145,60. double extra Sti -) bbl 

Giruv-Kall wheat is in mode,site request at *i,p»,7. ,12 for 
med„im to good, a.i.l *1,14 for the beet. Some e’ ci m .mn 

weeu^TreuT lV’,t tl,ie aurrflnSTbT 
^prinjf ls in demand it sUSAiir rnUv rintrirm r,.,,., 

Ylf,)C|?HCOXSm,>n *? t00*'frf>m r.:.rVood U» prlnJi 
,) * Vtr ,A wr only tor wry Jnoiiui lot' ot 

goldendrop barley is lower, with verv littlu offering Yes- 
Jerdav, 50o per bushel was the price named, althom-h little w-ia 
day? and YP>Y ^^price.’som^ 
2rt W bu?imi.-Me^ at ^ ule,ilum wte being about 

pRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES lx al! itsI branches, v,r. -Rook Illpstkations. Viewa of 
Kmldmgs, Machinery. Landscapes, Portraits of Horses, Cuttle. 
Sc^, Seals, Labels, Ac. executed promptly and on reasonable 
U ;86 Arcade, (over Post-Oftic«j Rochester, N. Y 

1 ■' 1.. a 

| | OWE S IMPROVED HAY SCALES l 
THE BEST XTNT USE * 

HAY SCALES. No Pit set above ground—no trouble 
m. op . , ..u "j!*1 water or ice —no friction on kniio 

CAT ILK SCAr.ES edges weigh truly if not level—sim- 
II \ Y qr a r 1,-u E 1,1 u“''- HeRyered at any Railroad 
ha i ml ALES. j Station. Jor Cirmilur*. 

tnecrreolPn Portable Hap Prtst, 
HAY PRESSES. For Baling Hay Flax, Broom Com, 
HAY PRESSES. Wool and Cotton. Simple-Great 
iii\r uiuwni, rower—worked by two men. Ilundroda 

A For Spring or 1861 
RLI.WaNGER ,v BARRY solicit the 

N niserymen, Dealers and others, to tin 
which they ' ' 
It embraces 

STANDARD FRUIT TREES, tor Orcluinlf. 
DWARF FRUIT TREES lor Gardens 

- I'WARF MAIDEN TREES, (yearlings,) for Orchard house 

fOrtWc rnirpoe-" Variutl%Jt' ^lecHona made by E. A B., 
HARDY DRAPES, New and Old 
Fj£REIGN GRAPES, for Vtnerien, all tho best 

BI Af'KBFKRIFS' b?,t V'"'V" and Foreign, 
e is'wamiic . 'ii ?.,K'icIi‘'11,! 110,1 Dorchester. 
KAbl BKRRIE,--, all -d the most pOjmlai varieties including 

sJv Ilf the best Autumnal hearing sorta including 
G^OSEBERSIES. American .. English. 
< t RF.AM -, twen ty be-t varieties 

4{»C^’ VPvS;T-N;riX WALNUTS, axn FIGS 
hULBAKIt, Myrittn l.tmui.u* and otbnr tin<t worth. 

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT. 
1 >W«xt and best we have 

and old among ’ an'1 desirable, new 

DECIDUOUS ORNAMENTAL TREES 
EVERGREEN I'KEKS. B.LO.NIF- ' 
Ff'OWERLNG .SHRUBS. DA1IUAS,' 
ROSES, PIIEOXE8 

BORDER PLANTS ’ 

inw^SO'ir R9.VTr' ,S'11,1 ">':•!• and Autumn Flowering, includ- 
ing Aniary llit>, Gladiolnx, luberoxi■ Tigridia, I'ritonia \ur,-.i 
Cotchicum, Japan Ljlieo, Ihe firieat new varieties, aud all the 
Other deximble species. 

GREEN HOUSE AND BEDDING OUT PLANTS .'of all the 
popular classes, grown extensively and hold cheap. ’ ‘ 

attention of Planters, 
.1 . ...Jr large and fine stock 

now offer at, wholesale and retail, at low prices 
introduced the past two vents A n urn her of the be„t l'tihlie 
'nmires in Rochester are thus inclosed, os well os many private 
reside”,-es( All these Fences have proved Jumble, aud given 
the ntinost satisfaction and while thev answer all tlie purpose* 
ot A heavy iron fence, they can he COimlructed for (ine-thlrd the 
cie.l F(1 • •:-1 - Fence- can he light or heavy, to suit lh- ob.ce 
Wo err fcnpy fkPQ requinMi. H 

Another style is composed entirely of wrought iron tt is 
neat ami handsome, and, of course, very durable, and narticu- 
,lr!-v. fiPPllcaMo tol .emeterv purposes, and nu lc-> so lor private 

v* v,n 's°ce iH, <*^*1- u .•«„ b« varied m 
ItSiS* wlcn*0 ,lu"le>fnd Cftn he set iijion stone posts or a 

.1 H 'salso a cheap fence, costing only about one half 
.1 r.iui-li as Wp best cast-iron fences, and is even more durable 
lont cannot be I,roll.-u by the heaving ol Ou, g.,mud by frost 
to which fences are exposed. J ' 

The undersigned is also prepared to furnish to order Balcouv 
ltailings, in Mutable style.-, of wrought iron, which are pronor- 
tionutoly cheap and v^py durfcblt*. ' 

BWFEUK N CKS. 
The Mayor and A Idol men of Rochester, Messrs. O. L. Ange- 

v|ne. I). I), f Moore. - D Porter. Police fnjUee iior,i,,...n 

TI1K LATTICE MARKETS, 

NEW YORK, Feb. 20. —The current p 
all the markets are as follows; 

p. . ... BERF CATTLE. 
First quality,.. . 
Ordinary quality, . 
Common quality,. 
Inferior quality,. 

p, . ... COWS AffD CALVKS, 
First quality,... 
Ordinary quality, .. 
Common quality.. 
Inferior quality. . 

YEAL CALVES. 
First quality, 4*} ffi_ 
Ordinary quality,...I.i” 
Common quality. ’ 
Inferior quality',. 

„ . ... SHEEP AND LAMBS. 
rnme quality,. 
Ordinary quality.. 
Common quality,... 
Inferior quality,. 

First quality. 
Other qualities,. 

, BRIGHTON, Feb 21 - At market— uoq j 
lefeki Sheep and Lambs, ami Swine 
_ Bekf. Cattle—Prices, extra. *0,00660,0« 
7,75 ; 2d do, *h,1x4,16,25, 3d do, S0,iXK«,'5,0o. 

WOUKIVO Oxen -*86(4 1X4 
Milch Cows—*35,j j.-,, common, $l'X,i,2 
Veal (.-ai.vks --f3,x»„.4.xj, 
Sto.cks - Y curlings, Si)i 0 two-yea re old 

oi'l, i.'i J7 

Weigh les« cost less — heard further 
than Other IIret class Bells. Never 
break by frosts, Warranted 12 montha. 
.Send for circulars and testimonials.— 
Fixtures made by 01 vself, at lowest 
prices Send for Circulars. 

To ion Cloefct) 

Of tbe most approved character, of nr 
own miintUncuire, warmoted equal ta 
any in use, at greatly reduced prices, 

address 
.1 AUKS «. I>| DI.EY, 

93 Main St., Buffalo, N. T. 

CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS, 

CHURCH BELLS. 

. - .*8,7509.25 

... 8.00(0,8,SO 

... 7,000)8,00 

... 6,5<Xa)6,50 

.*55,XXoAO,00 

. 40,00to‘50,00 

. 30,XXo.35,00 

. 26,00(0230,00 

C'yijL'sC 
5’>:o,6 c 
4 05 c 
3FiaA c 

*5.50507,X) 
. 4,X/o 5,00 
. 3,XX0.3,75 
. 2,750.3,00 

iXLNI.lt WANTED — One that Under-iands the 
aagemeiit of a Cold Grapery, and the Cultivation uf 
''■*• Oaii hnd a situation by applying to 

SMI I H, Oi A: M Street, Rulfalo, N. Y. 
A younv' man, a Srofnhmtm prefisrreil. 580-2t 

H SALE,- On« ut* the best arid bt* 
II... Swe t:V/'K1"1 Monr.Ve lying 6 mil-.s west nfrbiH t 

wn of Gates on tLe Buffalo road, will be sold at i 
bargain if application is made soon A small farm of t 
acres, nuar the City, or houso aud lot worth 4 to *,5,xs) 
city, would he tJiken m part, payment. For particular*hi; 

or »* J'° M UU' Street, at the office ,ff /!, 
Frk.ntu A Co., of vi nr vrivrn 

Rochester, N. Y,, August 21, 18ft). k / 

l <fi,KeJi-I>IKR A? V »! ' M us, iV It Hi ED 
I Our " Irrenrcc.-tlile Conflict" Is against liigh prime 

ofierymi, at 74 k™ St„ Kbcle stor, Iron, Nulls,llardwm 
I Writs. 4. olore, Windows, Do.ns. Blinds, linos, .Spades, S) 
( ii u lines, ( ulevators and other artlcloH too nuiner 
mention. Also, the cnlnbrsted "Stinlght Draft Plow" 
wc oiler cheaper than the cheapen. MA-H' ' _ 

A ri'LK TREKS FOR SA I.K.—fin,000 Apple Trees 
A Y ot Hi-most popular vari.itier The trees are four years 
oki, HTiaifrht, tiirilt.v .'tn'i i?» condition tor removal. VVoultl 
t?rrnu . I 1^6° ,0t' 0n’' 0F tw" JltTSODS, Oil rilich 
terms Its would be wtiSfaclory to the parties. The trees are 
very near to F mst « nursery in Rochester, and ran be -en by 
ca,hug on llios. Smith, Francis St. near the premises For 

rURh„'b C 11 ROGERS, Palmyra. V Y. 
Rochester, Feb. 14, isiil ‘ 58n-tf 

TjlAini FOR SA EE 
J way betwr 
well watered, h 
other outbutfdi-.,,, 
Trees recently set out. 
balance may’ remain for u term "i f 
when wanted. For particulars addren 

Feb. 14, 1861 - --- -- 

if. a.- . Contalaiug 40 aq-eR, lving irilrl- 
cii fyrrifonJ an«l !• airport, in Monroe Co. It Im 

.uwft liuvr n**iuly nvw^. with bnrn and 
an orchard in boariinr, bOKido lmh) Aj>f>!o 
A payment required dowu. Tho 

“ years. Possoiwion given 
--ess ,vgi..i - 

carltun h Rogers, paimym, n. y 

A MERIC AN G-TT-A-ISr 
non 

JARVIS St BAKER'S ISLANDS, » 

la- The 

SOUTH lUA-OIPTC OCEAN, 
IMFOETKP fir THE 

•I ‘tt K It K Ctit »V ti tt./ .V tt V O ft! I* ,v I*. 
Officio, OB William Streefe 

„ „ NEW YORK. 
C. 8. MARSHALL. Prex't. H. MATHER, Src’y. 

J, K CHAPPELL, Agent, (ill Exchange St., Rochester, N. Y. 

O 1 EKI, I LOW S.—We are manufacturing for the sprin 
‘ .’ trade large numbere ol cur Mohawk Valley Clipper Plow,- 

u r,,',lf|1’"ar>J and Und-r .de, with steel or cast point, a 

have Ulern'in^ you tu the fullo'v^« wh 
Jott.v JoHFSTOW, Geneva N Y 
J. I.V0ER80LI., Ilioo, N, Y. 
VVm, SiiMMKii, Pouiaria, S. C. 
R C. El,I.i.s, l.vonr, X. Y. 
Col. A. ,1. Si'mmkk. Long Swamp, Florida. 
A, J. Bowwxji. Utica, X Y. 
A. Braplkv. Mankato. Minnesota 
l- MaCKtai Utica, X. Y. 

We are also manufacturing Sure,- Patent Horse Hoe and Po 
I.ito Covering Machine. Sa.vr- - Patent CulDvator Teeth in no an 
..ties lor the trade, and all kinds of steel and -wage work ia l 
Agricultural line Send Tor a Circular 
... .. RKMI.NGTO.VS, MARKHAM k CO„ 
Iw6,lam-tl l mon Agricultural Workjf, Ilion, N. Y 

10@llc p ft. Jiff every 
: for tlie 
580-l3t 



THE SNOW. 

8nmm down, gracefully down. 

Over the forest and over the town. 

Robing the earth in a pure white gown 

Wafting to and fro; 

Drifting, circling, eddying round, 

ComeB the feathery anew. 

Gently it falls, quietly falls, 

OoToring huts and covering halls, 

Building it* miniature cities and walk 

Over the earth below; 

Spreading in sheet* and rolling in balls— 

Dancing, frolicking snow. 

Cold and bleak, frontn and bleak, 

Flying about in a merry freak, 

Twirling around the mountain peak 

Down to the valley below; 

lairing itself In the rippling creek, 

Fickle and fleeting snow 

Over the ground, the frozen ground, 

The crystal fiak«« chose each other round. 

Forming a valley or building a monnd, 

When tho north winds blow, 

With their icy breath and moaning aouno 

Drifting the virgin snow. 

Clinging to tree*, the evergreen trees. 

Forming fantastic images. 

Scattered as the merry breeze 

Hushing onward doth go; 

Losing itself in the snowy seas, 

Fair and fragile snow. 

Sweeping away, melting away, 

When tho sun with it* golden ray 

Into the arbor creeps to play, 

Where the violet* grow; 

Melting, wasting, hiding away, 

Frail and beautiful enow. 

] felt at once I should there find the quiet contend 
raent which was not often a guest iu ray city abode. 
Uncle Philip and Aunt Fanny received me with 
sincere and unaffected cordiality. They wore both 
descending into the valley of old age, hut their 
hearts still heat quick and warm with ready sympathy 
for the young. Their only child, a daughter in the 
bloom of youth, had been removed from them by the 
Angel of Death,—they lived quite alone with their 
faithful domestics, and seemed to rejoice that my 

Mountains, and early in September I was to return to 
my city home. Then it was that we pledged the 
mutual vows, before only recorded upon the tablet of 
each heart. Uncle and aunt joyfully gave us their 
blessing, and we were both hippy. I thought of that 
“happiness which makes the soul afraid," but why 
should 1 tremble? Were we not all the world to 
each other,—and what had we to fear? 

It was agreed that immediately after my arrival in 

BOMS LITTLE JOKERS. 

QVbucrtisemcnts. 

p 2? . P U T N A 3VE , 

NEW YORK, 

Informs the Trade and the Public that he baa just issued. In _ , i,_Informs the Trade and the Public that be bas just issued, in 
What miss will rum any man. Mis-managemcnt. handsome style, a new and complete series of 

What miss always makes her lover go astray? Jryijig’g Whole Works— StUUiyside Edition. 

Mis-lead. , (INCLUDING WASHINGTON.) 

A country editor, speaking of a blind sawyer, On tinted paper, with Steel Vignettes: neatly put up in boxes. 
.. . ,„„„ nan oom « Complete in21 vol*., 12mo, cloth;.$28 00 

says:— Although he can t see, he can saw. Half calf, extra, or Antique,..47 to 
, , ,  , Sheep extra, white paper (no pUt«s.)..„—.30 DO 

An Irish lover remarked that it is a great pleasure 

to be alone, especially when your “swateheart is Irving’s Works — Snnnyside Edition. 

faithful domestics, and seemed to rejoice that my New York, pArL 8h0uld write to my father, asking * Col 
presence would drive all loneliness from their fire- his consent to our union, which was to take place the sa>8- on% ’ HaJ 
side. And to me, those long, sunny days at Glen- following spring,— tlri* was understood to he a An Irish lover remarked that it is a great pleasure 
wood seemed to flit by on rainbow pinions. There me(ely fonnal procedure, as there was not the to be alone, especially when your “swateheart is J 

were many little things which I could do to add to ahadow of a doubt as to its result And so we wid ye.” 
the comfort of my kind friends, and many an hour j)arte(]( with a faith in our mutual constancy, which At wfiat period of life does a young lady devote Co, 
did I spend, busily sewing for aunt, and listening to naUght coold have shaken. herself to arithmetic? When she begins to sigh for Ha 

uncle’s oft-told hut never wearisome reminiscences Hqw g]ow,y di(1 the days roll on, after Paul had (cipher) a lover. Jfb 

of my own loved mother, or some Btory connected ^ jja(j they DOt been cheered by the blight ^ young gentleman lately advertised for a wife once 

with the childhood of his darling pet, Mabel. hopes which over hovered around me, 1 should have through the papers, and got answers from eighteen 
But Glenwood was soon to have another guest, and ^ remaining month of my sojourn intoler- husbands, stating that he could have theirs. ^ 

for me a new. strange happiness. One day Aunt aMy wearisome. But it was some consolation to hear ^ western paper says:—“Wanted, at this office, Sh 
Fanny received a letter from her nephew in Boston, ^ 0ft-re iterated praises of my lover, from the partial ftft edHor who can please everybody. Also, a fore- 
announcing his speedy arrival, llewas tircc, e of our kin(J relations. And then, in less than man who can so arrange the paper a* to allow every ^ 

; wrote, of the hot and duaty city, and longed to spend ^ rnonth8i w(. were to meet in my own home, and roftn,B advertisemcnt to head the column.” lla 

a few ,.(* week, w.t. h„ ™»d« *» , thought .HI, Urn* pride of Introducing Mm Mm. Tn. wh,„. lnd Hoe_th. red cheeks, the . 
country: he Bhould delight in sketching the beautiful . ~ IJow favorak>iy would niy father's mind be 
scenery that Nature had so lavishly bestowed upon JmpTCHWfd by hia I10ble hearing and manly indepen- 

them. rirmr'A i itowonvions would mama and Bektha ho. 

man who can so arrange the paper as to allow every 

roan’s advertisement to head the column.” 

The red, white, and blue —the red cheeks, the 

white teeth, and blue eyes of a lovely girl —are as 

"Papl is an Artist, my dear,” said his aunt, turn¬ 

ing to me, “ and 1 am very glad you are here to help 

entertain him.” 
I too waB very glad, and yet I could scarce help 

chiding myself for the interest I felt in one whom 1 

had never beheld. On the afternoon of hiH expected 

arrival, 1 was conscious of an unusual desire to 

create a favorable impression, when 1 arranged my 

r 111 TVUlVxj WvJ --—- «f 

impressed by his noble hearing and manly indepen- > & ^ a young soldier in the battle of life 
dcnce! How envious would mama and Bektha ho, for 

. U d V .7 - r\ f <in rviftAiT Q \iuml. that I had won the devotion of so gifted and hand- 
some an admirer. Yes, it would be a decided «Anvx*c 
triumph, amply repaying me for many a half forgot- Bince( dnr5] 

ten mortification* market, an 

On a delightful September morning, I took a fond pictures,” a 
leave of my good uncle and aunt,—they could not fog villages 

“ Advance tn Breadrtt7FFs.”—Two or three years 

since, during a season of excitement in the grain Irving’* Washington for the People. 
market and when prices were clear up “in the To meet a large demand for this great National work in the 

.. , , .... _e v most economical form, and bo that it toay be placed in every 
pictures,” a merchant, residing rn one of the nourish- intelligent family in tb**hin»U an edition' ha^becti i>rpf>ari>d hy 

leg village. In the cMm. part of MW «•»« <*“ P"““Soi.E wr,RK IK m LARGE VOLUME, 

. (INCLUDING WASHINGTON.) 
On tinted paper, with Steel Vignettes: neatly put tip in boxes. 

Complete in 21 vols 12mo. cloth; .$2S 00 
Half calf, extra, or Antique.. .47 00 
Sheep extra, white paper (no plates.)......30 DO 

Irving’s Works —Snnnyside Edition. 
(OMITTING WASHINGTON.) 

Same style as fibere, in boxen 
Complete in IfiTolr . with Vignettes. cloth*. .$20 00 
Sheep ■ "-liit..-.i dm plate*. . 22 0<J 
Half calf, extra, or Antique. ... . 35 00 
The above are now ready In the liert style, of binding, and 

may he ordered through any bookseller, and can be supplied at 
once. 

Irving’s Life of Washington, 
L THE POPULAR EDITION IN 12mo. 

Complete in 5 vols., 12mo. cloth.. $7 to 
Sheep,. .. 8W) 

II. THE 8UNNYSJDK EDITION IN 12mo. 
On tinted paper, with 24 Sled Plates and 24 Wood Out*. 

Complete in 5 Tola. 12mo. cloth, . .$8 (M 
Half- calf, extra,!—.. .13 00 

III. THE LIBRARY EDITION. LARGE TYPE. 
Complete in 6 vols.. 8vo., with Mat in, Ac., cloth,.$10 00 
Sheep, ..12 50 
Half.calf, extra,.. . 16 00 

V. THE ILLUSTRATED EDITION. 
(With 102 Kngravings on Steel, and numerous Wood Guts.) 

5 rola. imp. Hvo, large paper, cloth, ..$20 00 
Half morocco, extra,. — -S) OB 

have been more kind and affectionate to an own order to one of our milling firms tn the Flour City, 

SSc‘l I” in the «».* I “w ««>J •■**»» '» w for • non,he. of WmU of *f.vnrl« *~4 »f flnn. 

line J:t0K; 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker J 

EDITH RAYMOND. 

A LOVE S TO K Y . 

BY KATE CAMERON. 

“Edith!” My father spoke in the tender tone of 
voice he always used in uttering my name; it might 
be because it was my dead Mother’s name,— it might 
he because my countenance was so faithful a por¬ 

traiture of her, his first and long-lost love. 

How well do I remember that evening in the early 

spare bed-room,” assigned to my use. As I plaited 

my long, black Inur, 1 half envied Bertha her golden 

ringlets,— it seemed as though they would better suit 

an artist’s fancy, and I could not hut wish that 1 

had been a blonde instead of a brunette, albeit 

I could see my complexion was clear, and my cheeks, 

as father had predicted, were blooming with afresh 

and healthful hue. I could not easily determine in 

what dress to appear, but at length decided on a rose- 

colored tissue which 1 had never before worn. In 

my hair 1 placed a few green leaves, and half-opened 

rose bu<ls, and felt that 1 had never been dressed in 

better taste. 
Taking my embroidery iu my hand, 1 joined Aunt 

Fanny in tbo little parlor. She was seated in her 
low rovking-chair, with the constant knitting-needles 

dear to me. How different Seemed my homeward 
journey, co that over the same route four short 
months before! 7Vn all the future looked uncertain 
and aimless, now my heart’s deepest yearnings had 
been answered. I loved and was beloved. My fathcr’p 

The desired article was forwarded, and with it the 
bill, which “ aggregated pretty roundly,1* in the esti¬ 
mation of the purchaser. The flour went off 'Mike 
hot cakes,” however, and the “outaid© pressure” 
was so strong on the merchant that he was constrain- 

How well do 1 remember that evening in tbe early making a cheerful clicking in the quiet room. Very approval. It was Kina ana m eve.y ,x 
spring-tiine! We were assembled in our handsomely pleasant was the coney parlor, with its plain, antique mon, and T felt it would be very precious to 

furnished parlor,-the folding-doors which led to furnltnre, and the family portraits in their quaint ray own dear Paul. 
the drawing-room were dosed,- the windows were costumes hung about the walls. There were snowy Father thought it best to inform mama of the 
draped with curtains of rich damask,—the carpet curtains at the windows, looped hack with blue engagement as soon as she returned; and she con- 
was bright in hue and soft to the tread,—and the ribbons; and on the mantel, table, and stand, were Rratulated me accordingly, although I rather doubted 
whole apartment betokened the presence of wealth vases which 1 had that morning arranged, fragrant her sincerity. The weeks glided away, all brightened 
and luxury. Our homo was in the city, and my father with Byringa and wild Honeysuckle. hy the sunlight of love and happiness. January was 
was a rich man. He was seated now in a large, At, aunt’s request, I placed the bonks I had brought the month appointed for Pafl’s visit. The long let- 
velvet easy-chair, and a paper was in his hand, but with me upon tho table, ns she thought their rich tors which ! weekly received from him all mentioned 
for several moments 1 had felt his gaze upon my face, bindings would he quite an ornament to the room, that time as a bright spot in the future. At that 
and knew that he was’watching me, as I busily plied besides, Pall was Wfld of poetry. Aunt Fanny, it meeting the wedding-day was to be named; it would 
the needle Mama, (I never called her mother, that must be confessed, with all her goodness of heart, probably occur in May, and I had already commenced 
name was sacred to the sainted one aUwhose knee 1 had not many literary pretensions, and must be ex- some of my sewing, thinking I would av«id the ^ ^ ^ 
ha<1 firHt learned to lisp it,) mama Bat on the other cused for following the example of too many others, hnrry and confusion so often attendant upon a brief Mj 8 j b , are eMi)y foun(J. 
side of tho center-table, reading the latest novel. My and judging merely from external appearances. season of preparation. The week came which was My iT< 2,13 is an offensive quadruped, 

half-sister the beautiful Bektha, was at the piano AVe sat very quietly for a H-w moments, each ocou- to bring the dear guest to our mansion, but the day My 1H, 16, 7,17 was a Hebrew mouth. 
nracticiuK her music lesson, for she was only sixteen. | pied with her own work and thoughts. The balmy of his arrival was still unknown to me. I watched 

greeting was warm and loving in an unwonted de- od to order a second shipment of the same brand, 

gree; indeed ! fancied that Uncle Philip had made closing his letter as follows:—“ In making your bill, 

known to him the state of affairs, there was so much please hear in mind that there is a future state—let us 

tenderness in his manner as he called me his own pray!" 

dear child. _— 

fm tbe foittw. 
I was called into the library to answer a few ques- __^ ** 

tion> of paternal nnjrtely, and tlion I received the ,-OT mock-'. Rond Ne.-Yo,l,r/ 

heart fcit bleating of m, doer parent Ho entered mscELLfUSEofJs ENIGMA, 
the letter at once, and handed it to mo for my 

approval. It was kind and cordial in every expres- co d of 19 lettcr(. 

had first learned to lisp it,) mama sat on the other cused for following tue example oi 

side of the center-table, reading the latest novel. My and judging merely Irom extern! 

half-sister, the beautiful Bektha, wins at the piano We sat very quietly for a few mo 

practicing her music lesson, for she was only sixteen. | pied with her own work and thoi 

while I, six year© her senior, had long been einanci- June air came m ai the open wlmh.wM l-i. .. rttl. the , 

pated from all studios, save the desultory ones which conntle.ss sweets of the country. Uncle P ID LIP sat 

1 pursued alone. in the front portico watching for the afternoon stage, j 

“Edith, my child, you are growing pale and thin: At length Aunt k anny broke the silence by com¬ 

as soon as it is a little warmer I must send you into menting on my appearance. 

tho country, and the pure mountain breezes will “I declare, Edith, you do look just as handsome 
plant fresh roses upon your cheek. Your Uncle aa a picture. 1 can’t help thinking of poor Alice, 

Philip will he glad to receive a visit from vou,—I Paul’s mother. Hlie was just about your height, 
will write to him to-morrow.” ' and looked a good deal like you, only she had brown 

Uncle Philip Moreland was my mother’s eldest hair and hazel eyes. She was ten years younger than 
brother, and lived in a quiet New England village. I, and seemed just like a baby when at eighteen she 

“Very well, father,” I answered, “1 would like married Mr. Vbhnon and went to live in Boston,— 
to g0 !) poor child, she only lived three years. Paul is very 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker/ 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 19 letters. 
My J, 12, 8, 19 was a Jewish king. 

My 2, 8,13 is a Latin preposition. 

My 3, 16, 15, 7. 1 are more valuable thaD words. 

My 4, 15, 5 is used by fishermen. 

My 6, 2, 17 is a name applied to a sailor. 

My 6, 3. 1, 12 i»i a city of Italy. 

My 7, 6, 13 this enigma is not very. 

My 8, 19, 4, 7 is a hone of the arm. 

My 9, 15, 2, 16 is a useful metal. 
My 10, 15, 7, is a large body of water. 

My 11, 15, 4, 13 is a coin of the United States. 

My 12, 5 is a proposition. 

My 13, 15,17, 1, 15 can he said of but few writers. 

My 14, 2, 17, 0 is a musical instrument. 

My 15, 7, 10, 6 is one of the points of the compass. 

My 16, 8, 6, 1, 6, 1 are easily found. 

My 17, 2, 13 is an offensive quadruped. 

on dear legible tvpc. with full Index and Appendix. ILLUS¬ 
TRATED with Twarrr Stkkl Flatus. 

Price in cloth (to Subscribers only,) ... $6 00 
Cloth extra, marblo edges, . .6 A) 
Sheep extra.. ..6 00 
It will also he issued in Twenty-six Numbers, (each No. con¬ 

taining Two Stc©l nates.) ITice, Twenty-five ceuta each. 
SALMAGUNDI, By luvi.vo & PArLDrvn, I vol.. cloth. $1 85 

Life and Letters of Washington Irving. 
By PiJCKRR M. Irvtiwl R«i.. bis literary executor. In prepa¬ 

ration, and will he published as early as practicable. Probably 
tilling:)vol*., l2mo. 

Bayard Taylor’s Travels. 
Complete in H vois. Cloth. $10. sheep, $12; half calf, extra, $13; 

half caff, antique. $18 
1. Europe. Views a Foot, 2 plates,,......$126 
2. Mexico and California. Eldorado. .. 126 
3. Palestine. Ate. The Lands of the Saracen 2 plates.1 25 

Nile, . i SO 
6. India. CWnn, »ml Japan. 2 steel plates...........160 
6. Northern Travel Norway, lApUnd, Ac. Portrait auil 
View,.1 25 

7. Greece and Russia. Two plate*, - ...125 
8. At Home and Abroad. 600 pp.. 2 plates,. . 1 25 

•' As a vivid delineator, it would be rtinieult to overmatch Mr. 
Taylor.”— I.iurrpaol Standard 

“There is no romance to u« quite equal to one of Bayard Tuv- 
lor's hooka of travel- Enel, under hi?, wonderful pen, ia more 
charming than Fiction.”- Hartford, H' VnhHean. 

“One of the most enterprising, practical, and charming of 
modern travelers."■ New Bedford Mmairy 

•• There is u charm in everything that Bayard Taylor writes.” 
—Boston Krenina Oturtle 

" Bayard Tay lor, the prince of modern traveler*.' - -Maryland 
Democrat. 

of his arrival was still unknown to me. I watched 
and il's.j i'fo f ' d»v* with the increasing anxiety 
which thei exilic.All Steal: ever feels. 1 could not 
fix my mind upon any employment,— I grew nervous 

and impatient. 

The morning of the third day I awoke with a 
severe head-ache; the pain was intense, and I felt 1 
must spend the day in my room. Twisting my long 
hair in a loose coil, and throwing a morning dress 
on, I made myself as comfortable as possible on^ a 
lounge, close to the glowing grate. My windows 
were darkened, and I was trying iu vain to compose 
myself to ft refreshing slumber, when a servant 
tapped at my door, and answering my summons, she 

My 19, 2, 5, 8, 4 in learned at college. 

My whole is a celebrated edifice in England. 
St. Armand, C K.t 1861. L. B. Hibbard. 

tlT Answer in two weeks. 
- ----- 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

BIOUKAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 16 letters. 

My 1, 6,15, 11,16, 6 was an eminent Irish naturalist. 

My 2, 6, 6, 5, 16 was an American poet, historian, and editor. 

My 3, 11, 12, 8, 10, 10 was a brave aud active officer in the 

Revolution. 

My 6, 4, 9, 8, 4, 14 was the first Christian King of Britain. 

My 7, 5, 8, 13 was a distinguished metaphysician. 

My 9, 15, 6, 0 was a groat English botanist 

My lady-mftmft looked up from her hook with an like her,” she continued, “and always makes me handed me a neatly engraved card, “ 1’aiti. Vernon.” m.v 19,15, 3, 5 was an eminent Scotch critic. 

expression, half pride, and half contempt, and said, think of her.” 
decidedly, “ Bertha and I shall go to the Springs.” But hero she was interrupted by the sound of ap- 

“And I,” rejoined my father, “shall find it very proaching wheels, and Uncle Philip’s exclamation,— 
comfortable at home with books and business.” “The stage is coming, Fanny!” and both hastened 

“ Mr. Raymond,” said his wife, (she never called to the gate to meet their welcome visitor. I kept my 
him 'Edgar,’ in the loving way my own mother seat by the window, and saw a tall young man alight 
nsed to,) “1 do wish you would he less of a hermit,— from tho lumbering vehicle, kiss aunt, and ?hake 
it would he far more respectable if you were to hands with uncle, lie wore a traveling suit, and as 
accompany us, and you ought to have some regard they came up the neatly gravelled walk, between the 
for the opinion of the world.” straight flower beds, ho took oil’ his broad-brimmed 

A M, croeBCil .»>■ Mbirt W, but 1« wrrcly »1™* I,MW "i» '"“"fd wl“ 

said, “You can go, but 1 prefer remaining at home.” 
This stern, cold manner, was nothing new to me; I 
had thought of it many times, and perhaps 1 rather 
blamed my father for not being more yielding and 
conciliatory in his conduct toward his haughty wife. 
I conld not see as plainly as he did, how mercenary 
were her motives in her successful endeavor to ob¬ 
tain the offer of his hand; for his heart she little 
cared, and the feeling existing between them was 
unworthy the name of love. No wonder that 
silvered locks, ami deep lines of care, made my 
father look prematurely old; while all that Mrs. 
Raymond Bought for, was admiration for herself 
and daughter, and lavish means to add- to their 

charms. 
For weeks before the May morning when I was to 

start for Glenwood. onr sewing-room was a scene of 
busy disorder,— a chaos of silks, muslins, and costly 
gossamer-like robes, which by the patient skill of 
dress-maker and seamstress, aided by my own nimble 
fingers, were gradually added to the wardrobe of 

Jiigh, and that dark curls clustered around it; there 
was a pleasant smile upon his lips, which did not 
vanish when they CUteB'od the house, and we were 
duly introduced to each other, Indeed, 1 thought 1 

saw a look of agreeable surprise in his clear, brown 
eyes, as he bowed politely, and said he was very 
happy to make Miss Raymond’s acquaintance. 

After a little conversation with his friends, who 
listened to his words with the utmost attention, for 
they were both very proud of him, he rose and began 
looking over the hooks npon the table. “ Ah! Aunt 
Fanny, you have an addition to your library,’’ lie 

remarked. 
“Oh! those arc all Edith’s,” was the reply, “1 

asked her to put them there, because I thought they 

wonld please you.” 
1 could not help feeling grateful for aunt’s frank¬ 

ness, for I had been thinking Mr. Vernon would 
consider me rather egotistic in displaying so many 
volumes, with “Edith Raymond, New York,” 

I had scarce thought of the possibility Of his com- My 
ing that day; but l said, “tell him I will be down J() 
directly,” and when again alone, I stepped to the ' ' ^ 
mirror, and tried to arrange mv hair. 1 was shocked My, 
to see how pale and haggard I looked; tho pain in my '17 
head was almost blinding me, I could scarcely open oiei 
my eyes, and I felt that even the partial gaze of a Fc' 
lover would liml but little that wan attractive in my 
appearance; hut it would not do to Unger, and 1 
wrapped a crimson shawl around me to relieve the ^ 
pallor of my cheeks, and went down staira. 1 was ^ 't 
so weak that I leaned on the bannister for support, lh0rp 
and when T reached the parlor door, I paused for a rie(j t 
moment to gain strength to enter. I now dreaded (-\eM 

the meeting as much as 1 had before longed for it. I I atari 

opeued the door softly, and there stood Paul, gazing thus: 
earnestly npon the large portrait of Bertha, which 
hnng at one end of the room, lie turned at my 
outran and exclaimed, “Why, Edith, how you 
look Whit is the matter?” I could hut feel that 
he was contrasting me with tho blooming face npon ; 
the canvass, and 1 answered, “ I do feol sick this 
morning, dear Paul, but I am very glad to see yon Then 
here,” This seemed to recall his thoughts, and he ngn 
kissed me tenderly, toiling me he was also rejoiced An 
to see me, but deeply regretted finding me ill. “It 

My 13, 6,12,10, 2, 3 was an English divine and mathematician 

My 7 II, 9, 8.16, 5 wan a French dramatic writer. 

My 10, 2,16, 16, 11,10, 3, 15, 12, 5 was a deservedly celebrated 

lady. 
My whole was the name of an English writer who died in 

1761. 

Glendale, Ohio, 1861. J- M. C. 

Jfjjf~ Answer in two weeks. 

Papers for the People. 
[EmbracinK History, Uinerapliy, Vorairw. Travel*, Narrative., 

Ac., pie eared by able wi item expressly for the work.J 
Edited by W A- R ClMWtiK-itB In monthly parts, each part 

eonUinimr 64 la.-i-e pages with an ••nirrovhiv Price 25 cent* , or 
in 3 vols , rorttl 8vO. 

The World’s Progress: A Dictionary of Dates. 
Edited bvG P. PittsA. SC. Hon. Mem. Goon. Hist. Bor,. 

Wisconsin iliift. Boc-,. Ac A new edition. tvviRnd runt broushl 
down to I860. In one volume, laiv« T2rno., $2 00. 

Cyclopaedia of Universal Biography. 
By Pakka Godwin, a Me* Edition continued to ism I.ar«e 

12mo., $2<W. . 
These two manual* are belie-., d to lie the must nompridienmve 

and UBefnl book* of rt-fi-rvnce of their kind in the market 

STANDARD TEXT HOOKS. 

Prof. St. John’* Manual of Geology. 
For the nso of Colleges and Schools, ii'iisumr-.-j i»i|, 

12mo., $1 00. 
E. P. Smith’s Manual of Political Economy, 

New Edition I’imo. cloth. $) 00. Used in several Colleges as 
a Text-Book and well calculated for popular n-rut in* 

NOW PUBLISHING FOR SUBSCRIBERS. 

THE NATIONAL EDITION OF IK VINO’S WORKS. 
Knickerbocker’s New York. I Crayon Miscellany. 1 vol. 

1 vol. | Cityt Bonneville. I vol. 
Sketch Book vol. 1 j Oliver Goldsmith, 1 vol. 
Columbus and liis Companions Mahomet. 2vol8. 

8 vols Grxnu'hv 1 vol. 
Bracebridge Hall. 1 vol Albnrnhrn. 1 vol. 
Tales of a Traveler. 1 vol Wolfert's Roost. 1 vol. 
Astoria. 1 voL Life of WaAlUnt-ton. 5 vole. 
10 volumes issued. (Jan.. 1861.) 7V schoU wilt be ready Dec., '61. 

Also recently published, uniform with this ueriee. ns a com¬ 
panion volume, nt the same price. BA LMAGUNDI. By Iuvi.vo, 
PAPUIINO, Ac Edited, with Note*, by E A Duyckinc.k. E*q 

LOT OF PUZZLES. 

ALL the papers are ■ cry bus, just now in originating pus- lb£ of m aklTooo. 
tWn io lax tll6 ingenuity of both youug and old, uuuwa gfiO rolumet< of tin* best UtPisivim? *nd th<s niorit durtirii 

thereto, doubtless, by the first given below, which has wor- Nra*'w ' 
ried tho Parisians, for some time. It is Hind that all the Blatu*- a ChASSIFlL'-Ji OKNMtAl* a aTA1-.< n»uK «'l all hn 

dead walls, and shop doom, are now being sacrificed to this k,"rliA awl Aln<>nca“’ W,U* ^ 

Interesting exercise tu mathematic*. Draw a series of lines, - 

[ This edition will be sold rsdvsir-lv to Subscribers, tmd 
will be greatly xnperior tn any evvr K-f'ore Utuod. Avery 
handsome set <<i these univeivallv popular work* is thus placed 
within the means of Oil — lira piibhfAHuu being extended over 
21 months. . , _ , * ,, 

* * Subscription?1 received lor the whole Berle*. nr for the 
wo’uis. (without tbe Washington or B.'umaviindi.) Hi volumes. 

Mr. 1). M. DEWEY Is Agent for Rochester, N. Y. 
Erotn Boston Daily Adr>rtuer. 

"Among the lltenir.v . nlerptrse- ..1 the day, none excite more 
interest with lover* of American literature than tint publication 
of anew ttnd beautiful edition of the work* Of living. Ibis 
series is beautifully printed on tinted paper, and is worthy of 
tbe national reputation of tho author.’ 

sugukntionn nit; hoiakiioiji librakikn Of 
Essential and standard Books a»d the most economical mode 
of obtaining them. With impartial lists ot’25(l, 600 1,000, aud L- 
260 volume* of the best literature and Tho ino.-t actiintble ear 
turns. <*. I*. PUTIN AM. Library Commission Agency. 532 
Broadway, New York Pnot-fro- for2IstaiVip*. 

A CLASSIFIED GENERA I, CATALOGUE id all Important 
Books in the market, English and American, with prices, .sent 
post five, fur M cents. 

Then, with three strokes of the finger, and without return¬ 

ing upon any line already touched, wipe them all out. 

Another puzzle is to make four lines, thus: 

t r i i 

MOOUE’S RURAL MEW-YORKIill, 
TBE LAltQKST OIROOLATKP 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AKD FAMILY WEEKLY, 
IS PCBLJ8UKD EVERY SATURDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Terms in Advance: 

Subscription—Two Dollars a Year. To Clubs and 

Agents a» follow*Three Oopies one year, for $5 ; Six, and one 

free to club agent, for $10; Ten, and ouo free, for $15; Fifteen, 
and one free, for $21; Twenty, and one free, for#26; and any 

in nnl v a liead-ache ” 1 replied, “ I shall soon be Then, by adding five other straight lines, make ten of the greater number at same rate —only $1.25 per copy with an 
I ' ’ 1 _y.i. Fw.i. sy.nv fm- cverv Ten Subscribers over Twenty. Club 

quite well.” 

He glanced again, involuntarily, at the painting,— 

“Where did you get that picture, Edith? and whom 

does it represent?” 
“I do not remember the artist’s name,” was my fingers, were gradually added to the wardrobe of written upon the i y leaf He g’ancmd at them allI, y ^ ^ the artiat,H name,” was my 

mamaand Bertha, iu tbe shape of fashionable and apparently sat stie< wit i ic se ec ion. .in 1 ’ ... resp0nBe “ bat tba subject ia my siRter Bbbtha.” 

elegnn. M.v p,ml* left until I*. «1>P™™ <" >»-.»*>-»«*« **, *.*• bc ..J, the then 10 bcauti. 

last, and then, were merely cut and basted, as 1 some time n a in urn o me. . ful, so angelic? but Edith, darling,” he added, “you 
should have ample time to finish them daring my “ Very presumptuous he if? getting. g ' - v very pale, let me load you to the sofa.” And 

quiet sojourn in the country; they were compara- 1 aaul nothing. with a skillful hand he arranged tbe pillows, and I 
tively few in number, and Simple in style and texture. But fOrtnali y cou no ong cxis in was soon reclining upon the easy couch, with Paul 

At mv own request I bad for several yea* received of Glenwood. The next day we were “Paul” and u, me in a low, sweet voice, 
from mv father a certain allowance, made liberal by “ Edith >’ to each other, and if uncle’s happy home ^ ^ 

hia generosity, and this I always devoted to the had seemed pleasant to me before, it was now a pei- 
replenishing of my wardrobe and little library, feet Paradise. 1 was the young artist’s companion * * 
leaving an occasional surplus for benevolent pur- in many of hi# rambles; together we climbed tbe pUIM PEopus.-There is a set of people whom we 
raiF.ra for I had earl v learned the pleasure to be mountains, and wandered through the valleys. There cannot bear-the pinks of fashionable propriety- 

whole. 
The following is an improvement npon the last. Put down 

six lines, thus; 

I I I I J I 
Add five Btraight lines and make nine. 

Take seventeen matches, pencils, or anything of that 

extra free copy for every Ten Sutecribere ovei Twenty. Club 
papers directed to individnals and »eut to as many different 
Post-Offices as desired A- we ore-pay American poataee on 
papers Bent to the British Provinces, our Canadian agents and 

friends must add I2.V cents per copy to the dub rates of the 
Rural. The lowest price of copies sent to Europe. Sts., is $2,50 
_including postage. t^-Ageuts who take Special Premiums 

his generosity, and this I always devoted to the 
replenishing of my wardrobe and little library, 
leaving an occasional surplus for benevolent pur¬ 
poses, for 1 had early learned the pleasure to be 
derived from ministering to the wants of others. 

Manta and Bertha were not to leave until several 
weeks later, bat they deemed it expedients get over 
all the bustle and labor of preparation while I was 
there to render them my assistance, — this was 
nothing new, and, as usual, 1 had submitted without 
a word of remonstrance. At length, ray trunks were 
packed: a few choice books for leisure hours, and 
some useful presents for my good uncle and aunt 
were among the contents. My father’s kiss, and 
“Goodbye, Edith, God bless you, my child,” were 

of far more value tn my heart than the embrace of 
my selfish mama aud the beautiful Bektha. 

A long day’s ride brought me to my destination, a 
neat farm house, situated amid picturesque scenery, 
and wearing such a cheerful and home-like look, that 

Prim People.—There is a set of people whom we 
cannot bear —the pinks of fashionable propriety — 

was not. a single beautiful or picturesque spot within whose every word is precise, and whose eveiy move- 
the circuit of many miles that we did not visit, and ment j8 unexceptionable —but who, though well 
while Paul was sketching the fine sceiH-ry, 1 will- versed in all the catalogues of polite behavior, have 
ingly read aloud in our favorite authors. not a particle of soul or cordiality about them. We 

Uncle Philip and Aunt Fanny seemed well pleased allow that their manner may be abundantly correct, 
at onr growing intimacy; yet weeks passed on, and There may be elegance in every position, not a smile 

Of which five matches or pencils must be picked up, in order 

that three squares only shall remain. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker 

ALQEBRA1CAL PROBLEM. 

A grntlkman purchased a span of horses, for which he 

gave his note of $000 on interest, at six per cent, for such a 

length of time aa will make the interest equal to one. ploa 

the quotient of the principle, divided by the square root ol 

the sum of the principle and interest. Required the length 

then: was not one word of love spoken between us. 
We needed no outward utterance, for our’a was the 
true communion of kindred souls. In our hearts we 

both felt, the power of the poet’s assertion: 

" Words are little aid 

To Love, whose vows are ever ramie 

By the heart's heat alone. Oh ! silence is 

Love's own peculiar e’oqueuce of bliss.” 

ont of place, and not a step that wonld not bear the 0r timo for which the note was given W. F BKNfTo.V. 

measurement of tbe severest scrutiny. This is all 
very fine; hut what we want is tho gayety of social 
intercourse; tbe frankness that speaks affability to 
all, that chases timidity form every bosom, and tells 
every man in the company to be confident and happy. 
This is what we conceive to he the virtue of the text, 
and not the sickening formality of those who walk by 

H I llJv 111 U UcLUH »»«w vv au i uvoiiuHVivii) w ii/iaIL V/1 

use situated"amid picturesque scenery, July had vanished, and August already entered its rule; and would reduce the whole of the human life 
such a cheerful and home-liko look, that second week, Paul was about leaving for the White to a wire-bound system of mysery and constraint. 

Hickory Corners, Barry Co., Mich.. 1861. 

Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &e., IN No. 579. 

Answer to Classical Enigma:—William Hickling Prescott 

Answer to Illustrated Rebus: — Big pig, little pig, root, 

hog, or die. 
Answer to Mathematical Problem:—56 feet. 

Answer to Charade:—A-corn. 

description, and arrange them on a table, or level surface, in for clnbs formed previous to April 1st, oru also eutitted to one 
the annexed shape. extra (free) copy of the paper for a clul. of either Six at $10 Ten 

at $15. or Tweuty at $25;- and those who do not compete lor or 
wish the premiums can have an extra,copy for every ten /ubscri- 

. bers over twenty, Any one who has formed and received pro- 
:.:.:-: 1 mium for a club, (for 1881,) can get a second premium by sending 

; I I another club, or receive a free copy of the paper for every addi¬ 

tional ten subscribers forwarded. 
• _j_ ' l~ff~ Thu above Terms and Rates are invariable, and those 

. , , . . who remit lee than specified for a single copy or club, will be 
Of which five matches or pencils must be picked up, in order credu<)d ijnly M pL,r ana receive the paper accordingly 

that three squares only shall remain. Any persou who is not all agent sending the club rate ($1,50 or 

* ' ~ $1,25) for a single copy (the price of which is $2) will os !y receive 
For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker ^ papertbe length of time the money pays for at foil single 

ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEM. copy price. People who send us less than published rates, and 
_ reqnestthe paper for a year, or a return of the money, cati«~ 

,, , , • ,, v, be accommodated — for it would be unjust to others to comply, 
A grntlkman purchased a span of horses, for wluch be ^ lucODVeuieuce to return remittances. The only way 

gave his note of $600 on interest, at six per cent., for such a ^ ^ Kl.ral j-or (fertD than $2 a year is to form or join a club 

length of time as will make the interest equal to one, plos # . _Tua.Tt_FlVK CE*Ta A L,nk, e*:h inset 
the quotient ofthe principle, divided by the square too ol 

the sum of the priuciple and interest. Required the length ^ gpKC1AL yjOTiCES, (following reading matter.leaded,) 

or time for which the note was given, w. F. Bk.nson. gixty a Lhie r^-TRE Rural New-Yorkkr has a far 

Hickory Corners, Barry Co., Mich., 1861. larger circulation than any similar journal in the world, and 

Answer in two weeks. undoubtedly the best advertising medium of ite class in America 

gry any person so disposed can act as local agent for .hv 

Rural Nkw-Yorkek, and those who volunteer in the goo 

cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appm 'a 
See “ Good Pay for Doing Good” in last week s Kl’Ka i- 

Back Numbers of this Volume will be sent to 
New Subscribers, until otherwise announced * 

but all wisbiug them should Subscribe Soon. 
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imagined, gave him some uneasiness, and taxed Ins 

energies to the utmost. Nig " theory" of farming 

was now to he put to a severe test. Others might 

indulge their fancy—he must make farming pay. He 

had been forewarned by a prominent citizen that 

"nobody can make money by farming in these parts 

— the only to do that, is by the "rise, of land,"— 

a theory unfortunately pervading many new countries. . 

Mr. Johnston was now fairly in the field. The 

success which attended his efforts — his prominent 

position before the agricultural public, as the advo¬ 

cate of “ high fanning,” justify some personal details. 

His history throws light upon a problem of vital 

importance to thousands who wish to know how a 

farmer in moderate circumstances, can pay off his 

debts, rise to competence, and if such a thing 

should scent to be necessary—to affluence. 

First—he was industrious. When he went to see a 

Oencva banker, lie found him in bed. However, he 

gives, it as his mature anil deliberate opinion, 

that those who would do the most work, should work 

ten hours a day, take their rest regularly, and plenty 

of it—• an opinion in which I most heartily concur. 

Impaired energy, incurable disease, premature death, 

follow attempts to do too much. 

Second — Ho did bis work well — plowed deep for 

those times, and tamed the sod well over, 

Third—Ho saved his manure, and applied it — 

which all farmers did not do iu those days, if indeed 

they do now. Observing that one of his acquaint¬ 

ance* neglected to cart out his manure for several 

years, Mr. Johnston told him one day, that for a 

moderate sum he would t&i^e his manure off out of 

his way, and clean up his ; urds handsomely. The 

owner of the manure considered it, said he thought 

the price asked was reasonable, and he would be glad 

to give it, but was afraid hts neighbors would laugh 

at him. Mr. JonNS'roN waited a little longer, and so 

did Ihc man art; he then Raid to his acquaintance, 

'‘Really, that manure is a very great annoyance 

t- »•*». ’ w!” not ‘ ,,it of your way, 

but will pay you >‘o ” Tb<* owner now ■' 

' began to think that it o? cornu ait.ird to 

pay fifty dollars for it, and draw it, it must have some 

positive value, and he could afford to cart it out on 

his own land. ... Accordingly lie commenced drawing 

it at once. 
Fourth—Mr. Johnston pulled his stumps. At the 

cost of about 18 cents apiece, lie removed some two 

thousand stumps, believing that it would cost more 

to work round them and lose the laud they occupied, 

than to remove them. He employed a mdteliine for 

that purpose. 

Fifth- We now come to what makes Mr. John¬ 

ston’s experience particularly valuable to American 

farmers. While he was st.ll under the necessity of 

husbanding his resources, and could not afford to 

misapply a dollar, he commenced tile draining, and 

continued it from year to year, till he expended more 

than /iio- thousand dollars, and laid more than fifty 

miles of drains. No soonir had ho purchased ft farm 

than he sent to Scotland for model tile; these lie 

took to sundry brick makers, who were unable to 

copy; he then applied to a manufacturer of earthen 

ware at Waterloo, N. Y. who said ho could make 

the tile, if Mr. Johnston could afford to pay his 

price. Three thousand tie were engaged, at $2-1 per 

thousand, which was clump enough, as they had to 

be molded by band, Mr. Johnston used these with 

satisfactory results. Ho then told the manufacturer 

that he would pay him $16 per thousand for ton 

thousand. The manufacturer took time to consider, 

and subsequently inforineJ Mr. Johnston that he 

would furnish the tile, as le had invented a machine 

for molding them. Mr, Johnston afterwards agreed 

to take all the tile he could make, at (I think,) $12 

per thousand. This was tin origin of tilo making in 

America,— there arc now five establishments in full 

blust in Mr. J.’a vicinity, Mr. Johnston’s services 

as the pioneer tile druintr of America are highly 

appreciated. It is not ioig since several eminent 

agricultural gentlemen of .his State,—including Col. 

I I.. G. Morris, Ekastcs Coknino, James S. Wads¬ 

worth, HoilACK GrKKLKY, Li.THKII Tctckkk, I). D, 

T. Moore,—presented Mr. Iounston with a magnifi¬ 

cent service of plate as a tfken of their appreciation. 

I will not say Mr. JonNSTOf is proud of it, but 1 will 
say, he has a right to be! 

Sixth — Mr. Johnston, bf a liberal application of 

lime, salt, and plaster to hit land, has done much to 

demonstrate their value. Ie first applied lime to a 

half acre of wheat, — thouiht ho could discover a 

difference in the fall, but » the spring, soon after 

the snow left, he could see where the lime was put 

very distinctly; took mane friends to see it during 

the season, and when he harvested it, found that his 

limed land gave him twite as much wheat as the 

other. Encouraged by thil experiment, he borrowed 

money of a friend and purchased a whole lime kiln 

at nine cents per bushel, aid applied it at the rate of 

eighty bushels per acre, hfieh a liming will last, he 

thinks, live or six years. Tis soil is clay loarn, and 

is not benefited by ashes; hit he is a decided advo¬ 

cate of salt, which ho apples at the rate of 300 or 

•100 pounds per acre. He also makes a free use of 

plaster upon his grass grouid. 

Seventh—Mr. Johnston’s advocacy of high feeding 

is well known. He feeds Urge quantities of oil meat 

' — sometimes as many as fifty tuns in a winter — buys 

coarse grain, but never ^lls any. Tii this way lie 

makes abundance of good manure for the farm, and 

has the best animals for mirket. 

Mr. Johnston claims to 

about fertilizers which are long, short, green, or 

partially decayed, and bnt very little concerning 

those which are well rotted, and finely pulverized. 

Now, this latter state is just what the producer should 

desire. He cannot afford to wait for the profits of an 

investments any better than those pursuing other 

callings, and yet were we to judge from the deposits 

made by many tillers of the soil, we would readily 

conclude they were sowing for their posterity to 

reap. When the materials for enriching land are 

comminuted, a less quantity is needed, this can be 

directly applied, and the results are speedily apparent 

to both eye and pocket. 

Let the crop be what it may, the necessary pabulum 

ought to be found in the soil just as soon as growing 

vegetation requires it, ami it should be in proper 

condition for absorption by the roots. In every 

stage of growth organic food is an essential to the 

development of the plant, and, therefore, it must be 

present at the date of planting. Mineral elements 

are more vigorously drawn upon at certain periods 

than at others, and as many of these fertilizers 

undergo Important changes ill the soil before they 

are fitted for plant-food, it is best they should be 

incorporated with the soil previous to the deposit of 

the seed. For example, bone dust, when given to 

wheat lauds, oftentimes exhibits greater proof of its 

virtue two or three years following its application 

than during other periods. Unfermenteil manures 

are frequently put upon corn with the idea, of bene¬ 

fiting the crop on the ground, but this method is, 

probably, as often a failure as a success, after crops 

receiving the more decided effects. 

As regards the peculiar mechanical operations con¬ 

nected with the application of fertilizers, tlio Ritual 

has already published the views of practical and expe¬ 

rienced agriculturists. There is the same diversity of 

opinion upon this topic that marks all other subjects, 

and the various modes,— Hurface-tnaouring, plowing 

under, thorough incorporation with the soil, etc.,— 
Uuv-S < 1*, fau'ia. saxavl -yopfi. *V*> ryf Opinion 

t^'Lt ft rulti •: >0 irifftOHf * iri'Jn 

given for this portion of farm operations. 0amp* 

bei.i.’rt Agriculture contains a paragraph or two upon 

this branch of our subject which we cannot refrain 

from condensing and giving to our readers. All 

kinds of manure, according to Prof. C., should bo as 

thoroughly incorporated with the soil as possible. 

Heavy manures, as lime or plaster, he would apply to 

the surface after breaking up, then stir the soil, and 

tlicir weight gradually sinks them duriug cultivation. 

Soluble Ingredients, such ns the alkaline salts in 

ashes, arc soon carried down by rains. Fermented 

manures should be speedily Covered, or mingled with 

the soil, because their ammonia is iu a volatile form, 

and unless composted soon escapes. The tendency 

of volatile matters is to the surface, and when thus 

passing through the soil they are arrested and 

absorbed. This fact is especially distinguishable 

upon porous soils. 

As regards top-dressing, Prof. C. considers it 

favorable to grass and clover crops in the winter and 

spring. Organic manures have tlicir soluble ingre¬ 

dients caniod down into the soil by rain, and the 

roots find their food at tho very beginning of their 

spring growth. The unrotted portions of the manure 

remaining upon the surface arc soon covered by the 

leaves, and decaying, form a rich, warm mold about 

the roots. Top-dressed corn will do well if newly 

gathered manure he used, containing urine, and 

other matters readily soluble. During Autumn and 

Winter, manures may always be applied to the surface 

without serious loss, and often with decided advan¬ 

tage. At all events, if they are to be exposed to the 

washings of rain, it is better it should bo done upon 

the field than uround the barn. 

The subject we have thus somewhat hastily treated, 

Is one of vital import to ail those whose interests are 

connected with the soil, and we hope that the labors 

and experiments of the busy period so soon to open 

will be conducive to “progress and improvement” 

in our system of agriculture. 
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tobacco uousk without noons, k.\o hoarding, ao., to show •run hammer of minium: tiik tobacco 

and to secure this, cover over with boards. Tho 

next thing ia the removal of tin- loaves from the 

stalks, taking this time to separate the broken leaves 

from the unbroken ones. They are then made into 

parcels of Hi or 18, called “ hands,” and are fastened 

by winding a leaf around them. File those hands 

tips on tips, the squaro ends out. This preserves tho 

moisture. The pUc should be kept, covered with 

boards, and the sides also covered, leaving the wound 

ends of the hands exposed to the air. If everything 

up to this point has been skillfully done, in four or 

five days the tobacco will be fit to pack in cases, and 

taka to market. The cases should be of pine, two 

feet six inches square, by three feet eight inches, and 

Of inch lumber. Place the hands tips on tips, and 

the wound ends against the ends of the box, press with 

a lever or screw until 400 ponnds is in, then fasten on 

the top. The tobacco now goes through tho sweating 

process, and will lose about ten per cent, in weight 

before lit for use. 

This tobacco is known in the market as “seed 

leaf,” and is principally used for wrftpp* rn for cigars; 

the refuse is exported. A crop handled in* the man¬ 

ner described, and with skill, will mdi ii New York 

city at from twelve to fifteen cents a pound; hut 

from want of proper care and skill, the crop of this 

county does not bring an average price of over eight 

cents. 
Cost of drop. 

Tho planlB are worth per aero . $ 2 60 

Manure, 10 cords, my._ . . . 20 00 
Fitting ground and marking .. 4 60 

Planting and setting .... ... 6 00 

Cultivating and flrxt hoeing . . 2 00 

Cultivating and Mecond hoeing . 1 60 

Topping, mid killing worms, nay._ ... 1 00 

puckering, first and second times .. 2 00 

•Suckeiing, third time__ .... 4 00 

Harvestiog and hanging (four men and team one day,) 6 00 

Stripping one tun. .. 10 00 

Five packing boxes. 6 00 
Labor of packing ... _ __ 1 60 

Twine, for hanging___ . 1 00 

*00 00 

A tun, at 13] cents, is worth $270; deduct 10 per 

cent, for shrinkage, and 1] cents per pound for trans¬ 

portation and commission, in all $52, leaves $218 as 

net proceeds. Tho cost being taken from this, $00, 

and we have $152 for use of land and buildings. 

This is the best statement that can fairly be made 

for this crop. If the price be put at the average onr 

growers get, viz., eight cents per pound, wo have for 

the crop, 1,800 pounds, after shrinking, $144. De¬ 

duct $00 for cost, and $22.60 for commissions and 

transportation, in all $88.50, which deducted from 

the amount received, leaves $65.50, as the ordinary 

profit per acre. 

mends what he has tried, tells what he knows, prhc 

tipes what lie tenches. It maybe proper to observe 

that he not. only made his farm support itself, tint 

pay for the improvements, mid for several additions 

to it, which from time to time he made. 

I may mention here, that Mr. Johnston sat up a 

threshing machine about 1822, believed to be the 

first threshing machine in America. 

I cannot, injustice to Agriculture, second to no 

earthly interest, close this notice of one of its most 

enlightened, enthusiastic and efficient promoters, 

without claiming for him the respect dim to eminent 

services. Whether judged by his zeal in a good 

courts his energy of character and force of will, or 

by the results of his labors, lie is entitled to rank 

among the distinguished of mankind. Not claiming 

the discovery of new principles or processes, ho has 

seized with a vigorous understanding, and a deter¬ 

mined purpose, upon cardinal points in hushbandry, 

and while American farmers denied, donhted, or 

delayed, ho pushed boldly on. reducing theory to 

practice, and forcing in . liesenco by the logic of 

fm to. His Cviebrity h» llVipo.-e i .tpun him a large 

correspondence »’;•< „n every seel ion of our Con¬ 

federacy, (the South included,) which he conducts 

with admirable promptness and patience. He gives 

advice, and answers questions, in all departments of 

practical life. Active and healthy, we trust he may 

long be spared to his family, his friends and his 

country.— H. T. n. 

Entered accordiiur to act of Couprewi, in the rear 1861, by 
D. D. T. Moons. in the Office of the Clerk of the District 
Court for tho Northern District of New York. 

V.iT Onr only object in copyiiifbting this jmper is to secure 
what every honorable joomallpt will frool-y grant —proper 
uredit for articles selected bom Its pap's. Any and every 
journal is at liberty, and invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each original article or il!munition to Rural New-Yorker. 

MANURES. AND THE MANNER OF APPLICATION 

The warm, sunshiny hours with which we have 

recently been favored, are only the advent harbingers 

of blessings in store for the sons and daughters of 

earth. All greet them with joy, aud to none cm 
Uii'.j prove more welcome th in to the farmer, who, 

after a season of repose and comparative inactivity, 

holds himself in readiness for the campaign which is 

so soon to open. These glorious Spring days teem 

with prophesies the realization of which sober 

tutumn may witness,-—they bud with promise, but 

whether we partake of the fruit Is, in great measure, 

the result of our own endeavor. He who presides 

over all, and in whose hands are our destinies, lias 

said that seed time and harvest should not fail, yet 

there are conditions to which man mnst not only 

subscribe, but he must bring heart and soul to the 

work if he would enjoy tho bounties with which 

l’rovidence rewards the earnest laborer. 

In successful farming we may consider it an axiom 

Jliat to be fed by tin sod, the agriculturist must feed it 

in return. Iu many portions of our country, young 

as it is, wo can already perceive the baneful effects of 

constant cropping without giving hack to the land 

any of the elements of fertility removed. Tt was 

thought by cur fathers that a soil naturally so ricli aa 

marked various Staffs In the Confederacy, was inex¬ 

haustible, - indeed, it is so argued with reference to 

Certain tracts of our Western prairies at the present 

day,—and yet a generation has hardly disappeared 

befure these Edens have given place to sterility, and 

“worn out lands” have became the patrimony of 

their children. This condition of affairs will inev 

itably result where the rule is from the farm, and 

those who would avoid such disastrous consequences 

will be obliged to reverse the order, putting prom¬ 

inently into their creed and their action the better 

guiding principle, to the soil. We must collect and 

prepare every material calculated to renew the ener¬ 

gies and preserve the constituents of our heritage, 

and as we “would freely receive, freely give.” 

The use of special fertilizers for keeping up the 

condition of our estate, may he well enough when 

every source to which we can turn for plant-food 

upon onr own domain has been invaded, its supplies 

devoted to their legitimate purposes, and that in the 

manner beat calculated to yield the greatest profit 

from the materials used and the labor expended. 

This latter is the point to which we wish now to 

direct the attention of our readers. Very many have 

large quantities of manure, but the mode of applica¬ 

tion is such that not a tithe of the benefit is obtained 

therefrom which might bo received, and what is 

gained seldom comes just when wanted. 

Manures may be divided into two general clauses, 

liquid and solid. In one or the other of these Conns 

they are given to the soil. Rut few experiments with 

liquid fertilizers have been made by American 

farmers. The population of our country is not suffi¬ 

ciently dense, and land is too plenty and too cheap 

to make it pay, except in gardens near large cities, 

where a ready market and good prices can be 

obtained Tor vegetable productions. In a liquid 

state we have u more speedy exhibit of its properties, 

and where it can be used with pecuniary advantage, 

the profits are quickly transferred to the credit of 
the producer. 

The Bolid form is the one in which our farmers 

feed their lands. The principal reasons for this 

mode of application, in addition to those already 

advanced, are the ease with which it may be handled, 

and the high rates of labor. In eertuin portions of 

Europe, where help can be obtained for a meagre 

outlay of capital, liquid manures are held in very 

great estimation, aud with justness. Hut the condi¬ 

tion of the manure when applied by the majority of 

our farmers, is not proper. We hear a great deal 

CULTURE OP TOBACCO.-CURING 

According to promise we conclude the article 

commenced last week on tire Culture of Tohacco, 

aud its value as a farm crop. 

After wilting, draw to the house, which should be 

twenty-four feet wide, fifteen feet high, so as to have 

three tiers, one above the other. A building of this 

width and height, thirty-five feet long, will store an 

acre, or one tun of tobacco. The girts on the side of 

the building should he live feet apart; a row of posts 

through the middle is necessary to put girts in, to 

hold the poles that the plants are tied to. The best 

poles are made of basswood sawed one and one-half 

by four inches, and twelve feet long. 

EDUCATION FOR THE FARMER 

This subject has commanded the attention of 

many minds; it has occupied the columns of news¬ 

papers, the pages of hooks, and the valuable time of 

clubs, conversational meetings, and audiences at 

Fairs; yet it la a question still open for solution. I 

do not know thatl can add anything to what has 

been said, but shall we maintain silence on a subject 

of such momentous importance, so vital to the inter¬ 

est of farmers, and of our country? lie cause the truths 

of Christianity were once set forth by oar Savior, 

elucidated by tho ApoBtles, and frequently preached 

to the people since that time, shall they ho neglected 

now? The voice of tho whole Christian world an¬ 

swers, “No,—let them be held up to our view con¬ 

tinually,—let them be set forth distinctly,—let them 

be applied practically,—or we shall Lb. forget them. The tongue of man 

was given him to speak, his ears 

to hear, and iris mind to perceive 

Let these faculties he 

HANGING TOBACCO ON THU POLES. 

The plants are handed to a man who, standing on 

a movable platform made by a light plank, receives 

them, and beginning at the top tier he winds a piece 

of prepared twino around the stalk, fastening the 

first plant to the pole; the second plant ia placed on the 

otherside of the pole, and a single turn is made around 

the stalk; then again the third stalk is put on the 

same side of tho first, the twine passed around, aud 

the next on the other side, and so on to the end of 

the pole, where the twine is made fast. About thirty 

or thirty-six are hung on a pole, one-half on each 

side. If tin’s twine gives way, it is manifest that they 

will all be let loose. The poles are put on the girts 

H. T. B. VISITS JOHN JOHNSTON 

On the shore of a beautiful lake—you’re badly mis¬ 

taken if you think I am going to write a romance — 

lives John Johnston, the Farmer. He was born 

seventy years ago, iu the south of Scotland. 

“Blood will tell,” undoubtedly, for Mr. Johnston 

reproduces the remarkable zeal of his grandfather 

and his father, in behalf of Agriculture and Agricul¬ 

tural Improvement. Several years of his early life 

were spent with his grandfather, who routed a large 

farm, and conducted it with marked ability; here he 

took liis first lessons in draining land, high feeding, 

and progressive farming generally — lessons he has 

shown no disposition to forget. 

After renting and managing a farm on his own 

account for a few years, Mr. Johnston removed with 

hjs family to America, in 1820. lie came near pur¬ 

chasing a farm at Rochester, N. Y., bnt missed that 

chance, as many others, to their subsequent regret, 

have done, and purchased three miles from Geneva, 

N. Y., on the eastern shore of Seneca Lake, where 

he bus ever since resided. 

Mr. Johnston’s “ worldly goods" now consisted of 

$1,200, which he paid out for one hundred and twelve 

acres of hind, partly cleared, nearly destitute of 

buildings, and no way implicated m fancy farming. 

He was now forced to run in debt for his outfit to the 

amount of some twelve hundred dollars. This, with 

the cost of his improvements, it may he well 

H't bo of vitul importance that 

truths so well known should he fre- 

quently enunciated to make them 

valuable to us, is it, not also irapor- 

jjj'piSgtSsSsliS" taut that a subject affecting so 

’ directly the welfare of tho farmer 

aa much as education does, should 

be constantly talked about? We 

may be ready to acknowledge truth, hut unless 

it be kept before our minds, other truthb are im¬ 

pressed thereon, and we become occupied with them. 

If a just idea bo set forth plainly, and urged upon 

onr attention, wo not only acknowledge its truth, 

bnt we are made ready to carry it into execution. 

From a want of interchange of thought, men become 

TOBACCO STACK Kl> APTKU STRIPPING, 

about fourteen inches apart. In this way tho whole 

building is filled. Skill is now demanded to regulate 

the ventilation until the crop is cured, which is 

determined by examining the stem in the leaf, which 

should he hard, up to the main stalk. Then in damp 

weather the tobacco can be taken down and laid in 

piles, with the tips together to keep it from drying, je no theorist; he recom 



indifferent about intellectual matters, and at last lose 

faith in the potency of ideas. 

This train of thought was awakened in my mind 

by the question of a young man of intelligence, who 

has labored steadily for some time on the farm. 

“What use can a farmer make of an education?” 

Does not education (it the farmer for the pursuit of 

his vocation? On further conversation, I discovered 

that he referred to that style of education fashionable 

in Borne High Schools and Colleger which certainly 

does lead hoys into habits diametrically opposed to 

the steady, quiet pursuit of the farmer, and the old 

query came up, how Bhail a boy be so educated that 

be shall “be a man for a’ that?’ Too many boys 

intended for the. farm, learn at School or College, 

more about games, theatre going, smoking and 

drinking, than about those things calculated to aid 

him in his business, education should not make 

the educated discontented, it should give them prac¬ 

tical knowledge of their position in life, of the 

powers they possess, and the control they should 

have over their whole being. Nor should it traiu the 

faculties in such a manner as to enable them to per¬ 

ceive a truth, but never put it in practice. In short, 

learning the man to work as an animal, while be 

reads, writes, and talks like an educated, intellectual 

being. We cannot get away from the fact, that the 

education of surrounding circumstances has really 

more influence titra the education of the school room, 

and that the early impressions a boy receives con¬ 

cerning the business of life, will do more to deter¬ 

mine his position than the intedtion or desires of 

parents. 

The youth gets a notion that the professional man 

holds a more honorable position than the farmer,— 

has more leisure, lives better, and has better associ¬ 

ates, and enjoys life better than the farmer; or, he 

becomes convinced that the exercise of his faculties 

will be bettor rewarded as a merchant, or manu¬ 

facturer, where shrewdness seems to him to be more 

in demand than in agriculture; hence he is drifted 

into one or the other channel, as his fancy may 

dictate. I shall not argue that attractions do not 

exist in business or professions which have no founda¬ 

tion, for we all know that contact gives exercise to 

the faculties, polishes the man and furnishes a mental 

stimulus of a kind which cannot be obtained In the 

isolation of the farmer; but if the farmer receives 

such an education as will best lit him for the dis i 

charge of his business duties, he may here be on a 

level with any other business man, so far ns his 

natural capacity will admit. Indeed, he needs to be 

able to compute values,—to determine the relation 

between labor ami capital,—between raw aud manu¬ 

factured material,—to seek a market calculated to 

give him a remuneration for his efforts; and to do 

this he needs not only the knowledge of the mathe¬ 

matician, but to know'the quality, origin, and value 

of the raw materials of earth a^d air from which he 

makes his crops, and Anally his animals, -to know 

how to replace these when removed, and keep hie 

manufactory well supplied with stock, his machines 

in good order, bringing out goods of first class, 

which must be properly dressed, stored, or packed 

for market. In no sphere is shrewdness more re¬ 

quired,—in no business can ingenuity be better 

exercised. 

Nor need the farmer be behindhand in intellectual 

matters of a different character, Books are plentiful 

and cheap, papers easily to be had, libraries abundant, 

lectures plentiful, and social intercourse much favor¬ 

ed by ease of intercommunication by rail, steamboat, 

or private conveyance. In short, thq same valuable 

moans which exist to favor the city or village- busi¬ 

ness man, are at the command of the farmer,—aye, he 

has more than they often have,—plenty of sunshine, 

pure air, and muscular exercise in the open day. 

None can deny that there are drawbacks to enjoyment, 

but much depends on the will of the farmer and his 

family, and this will is fashioned by his education; 

so that to begin at the root of the matter, the educa¬ 

tion of the farmer must he right. The impressions 

of early youth, which are to control the life, must he 

right. 

In any business, if the man is merely a w orker, a 

plodder, a copyist, his life is dull, uninteresting, and 

morose, as cold, selfish, and sordid as is the ignorant, 

slaving farmer. Let. a man be the subject of his 

work, I care not what it is, yon will find him a poor 

specimen of humanity. Education is intended to 

euligbten him,—not only to hand to him the deduc¬ 

tions from the experience of the human race up to 

the time of his coming into existence, but to train 

his faculties so that he may be able to observe things 

as they are in nature,—their relations to each other 

and to himself,—also to show' him that man being an 

intelligent animal, endowed with reason, should con¬ 

trol, as subordinate, his passions, and direct his 1 

animal forces to useful ends. This style of education 

makes the man intelligent,—devclopes all his powers, 

and stamps him us a potent agent of goodness and 

usefulness in the world. Beyond this material edu¬ 

cation lies the field of morality and spirituality, or 

religion. No argument is needed to show that even 

the materialist may be made more successful, and 

lead a higher life, If he be educated in these things. 

Are wo not convinced of what the quality and 

essence of a farmer’s education should he? Ho we 

not plainly see what must he its direction? Can we 

as easily point out the means to he employed? Let 

us ponder, let. us strive. Let us seize every sugges¬ 

tion of value, and rest not until the great problem of 

education for the farmer he solved.—u. c. v. 

> * + ♦ ♦> 

WORKING POE WAGES-TAKING LAND. 

Taking a farm to work on shares seems to be 

considered the next best thing to owning one. 

Hiring out by the day, month or year, is accounted 

comparatively vulgar, and, with native Americans, is 

fast becoming obsolete. Judging from the frequency 

aud urgency of inquiry one hears made for chances 

to work land on shares, it is to he supposed that 

applicants believe they see a decided advantage to 

themselves in applying their labor to laud for a por¬ 

tion of the products, over wbat they would enjoy by 

working as hired laborers. The gain of the former 

method is counted in two ways,—greater personal 

independence and increased pecuniary profit. 

Whatever may be said in favor of taking land, 

there are certain reasons why it is better for men of 

small capital to engage by the month or year at a 

fixed rate of wages. Those who have only their 

labor to invest in farming, or whose means are so 

limited that they cannot afford to run the risk of bad 

seasons or failures of crops from any cause, have a 

a much safer, surer dependence in the equal, steady, 

moderate gains arising from Belling their work at a 

fair price per month or year, than in the more capri¬ 

cious—sometimes larger, sometimes smaller—returns 

resulting from a division of the products of the farm. 

Tu the course of a long period of goueral agricul¬ 

tural prosperity, there comes occasionally a year of 

reverse, and, in these seasons of ill luck, the farmer 

often loses a large share of the value of his year's 

labor, and sometimes a considerable portion of the 
gains of former years. To those who depend for a 
support on a share of what they raise on other men’s 
farms, Bach seasons are especially disastrous, while 
the hired laborer is not sensibly, if at all, a fleeted by 
them. But the pecuniary loss to the farmer from an 
un.usually cold, or wet, or dry, or frosty season, or 
injury by insects, or depressed markets, or whatever 
other hindrance, does not comprise the whole damage 
he sustains; the disheartening, discouraging influ¬ 
ence he Buffers in consequence of failure to realize 
all he expected from his labor is, many times, not 
the least Important item of loss. Those who work 
their own farms are of course more independent, and 
can better bear to be disappointed of the looked-for 
gain; it will not be Burprising if a turn of ill-luck 
should cause such as rent farms, or work them on 
shares, to suffer a considerable abatement of hope 
and energy. 

Again, nothing contributes more to the formation 

of a habit of reckless, extravagant expenditure, than 

an irregular iucome. Those who know what their 

income is, know what they cun afford to spend; and, 

if they have fixed rules of economy, and are deter¬ 

mined to save a certain sum each year, they can reg¬ 

ulate their expenses accordingly, and gradually, by 

moderate but sure and steady gains, accumulate for 

themselves a respectable little capital wherewith to 

engage In business on their own account. The agri¬ 

cultural laborer who works for an employer at a good 

price per month or year, cun, if prudent and ordi¬ 

narily fortunate, save a fourth, perhaps a third of 

his wages; if he have no one but himself to support, 

he can do better than that. And, knowing exactly 

or nearly what he is to receive, there is no difficulty 

in calculating what he can afford to spend. But it is 

not so easy to graduate! one’s expenses to a varying 

income. People who take farms are apt to think 

they can afford to indulge in a more libcrul style of 

living than hired laborers, because they expect to get 

more for their work: and some years the returns of 

farming are such as to wurrant the greater expendi¬ 

ture. But when it happens that the income is less 

than usual, it is not easy to at once contract expenses 

correspondingly; and so perhaps the earnings of the 

next year are anticipated to supply the deficiencies 

of the present. As the income of the hired laborer 

is subject to but slight fluctuations, so he has no 

temptation to increase, or necessity to contract his 

expenses; while he who takes land often falls into 

habits of expense which are perhaps excusable in 

prosperous times, but which make years of scarcity 

ruinous to him. A. 

South Livonia, N. Y., 1861. 

-l ^ I ♦--- 

ABOUT CHEESE-MAKING. 

HOB. Rukal Nkw-Yokkkk;—In looking over the 

columns of your paper, I not ice an inquiry, by some 

young gentleman who, perhaps, is just about to enter 

into matrimonial responsibilities, wanting to know 

the process of making cheese. Cheese-making dates 

back to time immemorial, and the process of making 

has of course been exposed to improvements ever 

since it was first discovered, aud comes dow n to us 

as follows: 

1st, A good selection of cows is necessary. 2d, 

One of the best cheese vats must be had. 3d, Ad¬ 

justable cheese hoops. 4th, A good press. Having 

procured these implements, we procode to the pro¬ 

cess of making cheese. 

In the first place, wc strain the night’s milk into 

the milk vh 1, then pour coin water into the water 
vat, sufficient to abstract the animal heat from tu¬ 

rn i 1 k. In the morning we skim the cream off tlie. 

milk, and build a fire in the heater before we com¬ 

mence milking, then we strain in the morning’s 

milk, and heal, to from 85 4 lo l»0c, after which add 

rennet enough to coagulate the milk sufficiently to 

commence work in from JO to 50 minutes. Now' the 

curd should be broken up fine. For this purpose we 

use a curd knilc, which wc consider preferable to our 

hands. The breaking of the curd should be done 

with care. After the curd settles, an addition should 

be made to the fire, sufficient to raise the tempera¬ 

ture of the whey to from 98° to 104°. It will be 

well, perhaps, to stir the curd while Bcalding. The 

curd being cooked, and the whey being druwn off, 

the cord will he ready for salting. It may be salted 

to your taste. Some say, as a rule, that 2A pounds of 

salt should be mixed with 100 pounds of curd, but I 

think this hardly sufficient. Now the curd is ready 

for the press. It may be put into the hoop aud be 

pressed lightly at first, but gradually increasing for 

twelve hours. It should then be turned, a bandage 

put around it, and again pressed for twelve hours 

more. It. is now ready for curing. It should be 

turned and greased daily for a month, and colored as 

you like. 

1 might say more of interest, perhaps, but consider 

this the best and shortest mode of operation I have 

ever met with, and tried. Stephen Thom as. 

Scto, AUeg. Co., N. Y., 1861. 

CHEAP PROTECTION FOR ANIMALS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — We saw, recently, so 

cheap and efficient a means of protection for domes¬ 

tic animals, that we cannot refrain giving it to the 

readers of the practical in the Ri rai, New-Yorker. 

Protection is all important, and the how, as here 

sketched, is w ithin the reach of all. 

wk 1® 

;-u,k 

mm® 

Here we present an engraving of the said shelter,— 

you see it is wind and almost frost-proof, and, after 

all, nothing but a straw-stack well piled over and 

around a cattle shed. The amount of Buffering such 

a structure would save the prairie farmer’s herds, we 

leave for his conjecture, premising that we are well 

satisfied with the operation of ours, of similar archi¬ 

tecture, both for cattle and swine. * tv. h. o. 

Amboy, Lee Co., HI., 1861. 

As intimately connected with the foregoing, we 

give a brief article from a correspondent of the 

Prairie Farmer, on “ Good Shelter for Stock." ft is 

as follows: 

Proportioned to the number of cattle, procure two 

pieces of scantling, (say 6 inches by 8—-2(.) feet long.) 

With a two-inch auger bore a hole, a foot or eighteen 

inches from each end. and one in the middle. Then 

procure six posts, ieither round or square,) 7 feet 6 

inches long. Make round tenons suitable for the 

auger holes, and set the posts in the ground in a line 

east and west — three in front and the other three 

about eight feet in the rear of the first; put on the 

plates, and steady the posts by ramming the earth 

well around them. Lay rails or poles across the 

plates about a foot apart, over the entire frame. 

Now lay on corn stalks so as to form a ridge just mid¬ 

way between the plates. (18 inches* high,) the entire 

length of the shelter, then begin to form the cover 

by laying on more stalks so that the shack end shall 

lay on the ridge first made, till the entire length of 

the shelter has been gone over, putting the stalks 

first on the south side, and then on the north; now 

lay on another ridge lengthwise the shelter, over 

these; first put on the rails, and on this ridge put on 

a second cover of stalks, being careful to have them 

meet well on the ridge, the north side being finished 

up last that snow and rain may pass ever. 

Shelters of this kind are more readily put up than 

any kind I have ever tried, and form a secure protec¬ 

tion from leaking rain or snow as there is little dan¬ 

ger of the top being blown off by violent winds. 

For calves, sheep, or fattening hogs, shelters four or 

five feet would be abundantly high. Cora stalks put 

up in this way keep as nicely for provender as if 

carefully stored away in ricks for late use, and may 

be used for food, when shelters are no longer needed 

for the season. 

THE RATS ON SECESSION. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—In No. 5 of your 

present volume, I find an article taken from the 

American Agriculturist, on blowing up rat-holes with 

powder, to drive away the rats. Now, for one, I 

would like to have the plan /af-ified, or changed for 

something better. There are several ways to drive 

them off, but I am sure I would not be justifiable in 

driving them from my premises to those of my 

neighbors. They will be 6ure to go. There are 

some of my neighbors who drive them from their 

barns by taking a drum and beating on it a few 

evenings in succession: but they are sure to be a 

nuisance to some one. I will give my plan of 

destroying them by wholesale, which may be a 

benefit to some of my brother farmers. I make a 

hole in my granary, or whatever I wish to lead them 

into, of convenient Hize, with a slide that I can shut 

by full, a string leading outside of the barn. I then 

bait them, and let them have free access a few nights. 

When 1 think they arc about all in, I slip up and 

draw the slide, then 1 get Sam to hold a good strong 

bag over the hole, draw the slide, when a little 

thumping from tM inside will soon have them all 

into the bag, where you can dispose of them as you 

see fit. If you do not get them all, try again. If 

any have a better plan, I would like to see the ratifi¬ 

cation in the Rural. 0. p. f, 

Owogo, Tioga Co., X. Y„ 1S61 

-♦ « ♦ » ♦- 

gual spirit nt ttu *£xm. 
Pressing the Sorghum. 

Mr. H. G. Bulklky, of Kalamazoo, Mich., states 

that by slightly steaming the cane of .Sorghum before 

it is pressed, all the juice can be easily extracted with 

a common set of pressure rollers, which must greatly 

increase the production. As the pressing of this cane 

constituted the chief difficulty with farmers in obtain¬ 

ing syrup from it, this discovery is of great impor¬ 

tance to them. 

How to Make- Water-Tight Ponds. 

The great Illinois stock farmer, Mr. Nrkawn, 

gives in the Prair — * nf toslrina 
‘After excavating the 

basin ho fences XsVs it as a'yard to feed Ms 

cattle and hogs in. The bottom thus becomes well 

puddled by the trampling of their feet, making it 

almost water-tight. Ho has basins thus prepared that 

have not been empty of water but once in 12 years.” 

Hard Crusl Formed in Plowing. 

It is well known that when land has been plowed 

for many years at a uniform depth, a hard crust is 

formed at the bottom of the furrow. The Country 

Cmtlrman says:—“Wc lately had occasion to inspect 

a piece of ground that had been plowed aud was soon 

flooded by a creek, and all the loose or plowed soli 

washed completely away, leaving this under crust 

untouched, and showing every mark and scratch of 

the plow as it passed over. The crust had been made 

so compact by the whole weight of the plow, and 

that of the turning sou superadded, that the flood 

made not the slightest impression upon it, although 

the soil was naturally quite uniform down to a depth 

of two or three feet.” 

Carrying tlie Whip. 

There is more in the movements of the driver of 

an ox-team, and in currying the whip, than most 

farmers think, says the Ohio Farmer. Oxen, how¬ 

ever quick in their movements, or upright their walk 

in the yoke, soon become dull, aud get the practice 

of “shoving” or “haiqing,” in consequence of Hip 

driver lagging along, Or, as is often tlie practice, 

going ahead of his team and from time to time stup¬ 

ing back and whipping them. A driver of an ox- 

team should walk dircttly opposite the yoke, walk 

straight, and carry his Whip as upright as a soldier 

would his gun. Use atvhip-stock with a short lash, 

and touch the cattle o^ly with the lash, and never 

strike them on the nose or over the eyes.” 

I- 
Seed Corn — finely {termination. 

The Bureau Go., ill.,) Republican says that Dr. 

Chamberlin of that omnty has been experimenting 

with seed corn, in the \{ew of hastening gemination, 

and has made several discoveries which are made 

public. The Rejmblict4 says: 

•■Last year Dr. Cmmberlin of this place made 

some practical experiments, and demonstrated that 

nearly half the time may he saved in germinating the 

seed by tlie use of chpride of lime. Not satisfied 

with the success of lastwear, he is again experiment¬ 

ing. In his offict litmus four boxes; in the first is 

corn planted without waking, and the seed not ger¬ 

minated; and in the acond, the seed was soaked in 

warm water, whichhasjust commenced to germinate; 

in the third is seed soiled in a solution of lime, aud 

green blades are just leeping from the ground; in 

the fourth is seed soakjd in a solution of chloride of 

lime and copperas, iu qual parts, and the blades are 

now nearly three inclof! above the grouud. All the 

seeds were plauted at (the same time, in the same 

quaLity of soil, and taken from the same ear. The 

boxes have all had an ,equal share of heat and light, 

neither allowed any atvantage over the other. 

“ This experiment fkould attract the attention of 

farmers. We conclude from four to six weeks may 

he saved by the use of tbloride of lime and copperas, 

which is a matter of lP ordinary moment, when we 

reflect that a delay in fie germination of the seed of 

two weeks, frequently places the crop within the 

reach of the frost in tke fall. Another fact of some 

importance may also be mentioned. The copperas 

used in soaking will prevent the birds, squirrels, 

worms, Ac., from eating the seed. Dr. Chamberlin 

assures us that one pound of chloride of lime and one 

pound of copperas, in water, will soak enough seed 

for twenty acres. The cost will not be over twenty- 

five cents. Every farmer could afford to make the 

experiment, even if he should fail to derive any 
benefit from it” 

Turning .Stock to Grass Early. 

A recent issue of the American Farmer has an 

article on this subject, from R. W. Downman, of 

Fauquier County, \ irginia, given in response to a 

solicitation on the part of the Editor. We extract as 
follows: 

Talking with graziers, I find the opinion to be gen¬ 

eral in this county, (which annually fattens for market 

upwards of twenty thousand beeves,) that the earlier 

cattle are turned to grass the better. When I com¬ 

menced grazing, four years ago, [ found this to be 

the general practice, and T followed it without making 

any experiment myself, but T am informed by one of 

mv neighbors Mr. Charles J. Stovin — who has 

grazed for thirty years past, on an average, two hun¬ 

dred head of cattle annually — that he has seen the 

experiment tried. Two lots of cattle, equal in all 

respects, and which had been wintered alike, were 

selected in the spring, and one lot turned to grass ten 

dayB earlier than the other. The first lot took a start 

of the other and maintained it through the season, 

being ready for market one month sootier than the 
second lot. 

There can be no doubt, whatever as to the fact that, 

in our count}' at least, the sooner wc can get them 

to grass in the spring the better. The grass at that 

season is tender, and has the quality of purging the 

cattle, loosening their hides, and causing them to 

shed oft. It thus prepares their systems to take on 

fat rapidly as soon as the pasturage becomes stronger 

and more mature. Later in the season it seems to 

lose this quality in a measure. I have known men to 

turn their cattle oil their meadows for eight or ten 

days, early in the spring, so as to give them a start, 

against the regular pasture becomes fit to turn on. 

This is one of the finest grazing sections in the 

country. The land seems to be naturally adapted to 

grass, running into sod very quickly after a fallow. 

One of my neighbors — Mr. .1. J. llunton, of Wood- 

stock — has a field of one hundred acres of green¬ 

sward, upon which he fattens from eighty to ninety 

head of cattle every year; and in a good glass season 

I have seen portions of the field from which a good 

swath of grass might have been cut when the cattle 

were taken off in July. On the rest of his estate he 

fattens about two hundred head. On the adjoining 

estate of Airlcy, Mr. Charles J. Stovin fattens about 

two hundred and seventy-five head. He has a field of 

about one hundred and fifty acres, on which this 

spring he turned one hundred cattle and ninety 

sheep, and kept them there until the first of June, 

when a portion of them were moved off. 

There are sods in this county nearly fifty years old, 

and so firm and strong that, to quote tlie language of 

our representative, the Hon. Win. Smith, “a bullock 

of a thousand weight may walk over them after a 

week’s rain without soiling his hoofs more than a 

lady would soil her delicate satin slipper by crossing 

a Turkey carpet.” This may sound like hyperbole, 

hut unto all that doubt, I say “ come and see.” 

and 
Fmub on Poos.—As you publish something in your spicy 

... - ,r ‘.jii v.,■»l<t. am! the rest «>f inawkiint ’’ sW will 
you tell me whnt to tin sill fnc ileus on toy dog? lie 
Bcratcti^nt dims good. yet they do noti.eem.ti> mind it much. 
They do not seem to be much iu favor of secession,—perhaps 
they d» not, know It is fashionable, nnd as they do not choose 
to go of their own uee.ord, I would like to ou*t them.—11K T K 
Dry dr,:, a. j'. lsoi 

English Dairy Chkbse. — Will some of the Rural’s 
numerous readers give me the rules for making what is 
called English Dairy Cheese, and oblige — F. T. Haskltine, 
Maj/mtanie, Dane Co,, IViV . 1861 

in answer to the Inquiry of Mr. IIaseltinb, we cannot 

probably do better than give an article written on the subject 

by “ I’and published in our last volume. The writer 

passed a goodly portion of his time in the dairy region of 

this State last summer, and took much paint, to learn all the 

“ art and mystery ” of cheese making. The method is as 

follows: 

“ This cheese is a single meal, or. in other words, the milk 

is run up or set directly from the cow, both night and morn¬ 

ing, no artificial heat being used in any part of the process. 

The milk is colored to a butter color by nnnntto, rubbed 

down in milk and added before the rennet. The preparation 

of the rennet, and the quantity used, is the same os In other 

good dairies. Tie- milk stands an hour after the rennet ha.-, 

been put in. The curd is then cut up in the usual way, aud 

worked moderately as it begins to settle. The whey is 

gradually withdrawn, aud as soon as it begins to balden, so 

as to hold together, it is put into a cloth and sink, and gc-ntly 

worked and pressed till the whey is well out. It is then 

broken up again, salted at the rate of an ounce of salt to 

three pounds of curd, and put into the hoop or vat, and 

moderate pressure put on. The hoops are 13 or 14 inches by 

5 or 6 inches deep, but the cheese wheu pressed should not 

he over 4 S. inches thick The manipulations are. much as in 

Other dairies, except that when the cheese is turned the first 

and second limes, it is w ell rubbed w ith salt, and stands in the 

press three days. In one dairy, instead of rubbing on the 

salt, after standing in the press for twelve hours, the cheese 

was pat into :t strong brine for twelve hours, taken out. 

wiped dry, and put hack in the hoops or vat, und pressed two 

days longer. No grease is used upon tlie cheese, and they 

are cured in a cool, damp room, if possible. They get a very 

hard rind, are sent to market in bulk, about the 1st of 

November, ami handle as safely as so many pieces of plank. 

They weigh, usually, when taken from the press, about 26 

pounds, and when cured 2() to 21 pounds. The cheese is 

expeoene tr make and handle, as compared with the larger 

and two meal cheese. It is, however, rich, mild, and easily 

cured, aud much sought after in the cities, among the Kng 

lish population, in the same manner as the Litnburgli cheese 

is the favorite kind with the Germans. Neither, however, 

have any superiority over some of our best American cheese 

that is well cured.“ 

Waiits on tiik Eyes ok Houses.— 1 wish to inquire, 
through your valuable paper, of your numerous contributors, 
what will remove a wart from a horse's eye? 1 have a valua¬ 
ble horse that has a wait about half an inch from the corner 
of his eye nearly as largo as a quarter of a dollar, aud it 
seems to be inclined to Bpread. ir some one will tell me 
what will remove it, thev will much oblige a subscriber.—W. 
W., Tioga tU, A’. I 1861 

Those excrescences, arising from the cuticular covering of 

the skin, are Bo me times very annoying to horses, especially 

when occurring about the eye, 

Treatment.—A wart having a broad base, Dr. Dadd says, 

should he treated in the following manner: Take a common 

suture needle, and arm it with a double ligature; each liga¬ 

ture is to be composed of three threads of saddler’s twine, 

well waxed; pass the needle right through the centre of the 

wart, close down to the skin: tie each half separately, with a 

suryems knot, as tight as possible; cut the ends oil pretty 

clese to the knot, aud iu the course of a short time the whole 

will drop oil. A wart having a small circumscribed pedicle 

may be removed in the same way, by tying a single ligature 

round its base. If the exposed surfaces should not heal read¬ 

ily, moisten them occasionally with tincture of aloes and 

myrrh; aud if they show a disposition to ulcerate, sprinkle 

them with powdered charcoal and bloodroot. equal parts. 

To get Rid of Sorrel.—I noticed au inquiry in the Rural 

on this subject. I have found unleached ashes the most 

effectual for the purpose. Sow annually at the rate of two 

bushels per acre, for two or three years in succession, and 

the sorrel will entirely disappear.—J. M., Hamilton, C. IF. 

Uural Notes anb Stems. 

A Word to Rcralists—Now that the political excite¬ 

ment is likely to subside, for want of proper nutriment, we 

not only look for a restoration of confidence, but a return to 

such habits ot thought and action as will insure the increas¬ 

ed prosperity of the T’ooplo and Country. The agitation 

wanes at a favorable time for Ruralists, for the season of their 

greatest activity is approaching,—but whether the trouble 

ceases or not, It is alike the duty and interest of our friends 

to pursue their calling with industry and skill. For whoever 

is President or whatever party administer* the Government, 

that avocation which feeds all and clothe* all, must be 

intelligently Anri energetically pursued, as It is the real foun¬ 

dation of the sustenance and prospenty of both People and 

Nation. Every Producer is a Patriot—and there is at present 

great need of a demon*.!ration of love of kindred and c-ountry 

on the Karen, and in the Shop and Factory. If the bar-room 

am: corner grocery political brawler- («elf clected statesmen) 

—as well as many party editors and speech »>3kere —of all 

-eettooK were obliged to go to work in Garden, Field or Fae 

tory, the political trouble- of the country would be forgotten 

in three months, and an era of unexampled peace and pros¬ 

perity most (Successfully inaugurated. IVc think Rural 

readers will concede thus much. Would that the political 

doctors might prescribe so safe a remedy, and their patients 

(which we cannot expect to reach.) take the medicine! 

— A word, in this connection, about the Agricultural Press, 

which has not been greatly favored during the Presidential 

campaign and the late “ troublous times.” Though we have 

no special cause of complaint—this Journal having rode 

out the stonn unharmed—we would suggest that the present 

is a good time to substitute Rural Newspaper* for 6ome of 

those which have so long been at the top of the wave. The 

Agricultural Press deserves well of the public, and wo hold it 

to be the duty Of the industrial, producing clam's, to give it 

ardent support’and encouragement—a -ubstantinl recognition 

of its general usefulness and earnest advocacy of the cause of 

Improvement in Agriculture and kindred Arts and Sciences 

• - 

Wonderful Wisdom and Benevolence.— One W., of 

Yates Co., lectures us, condemns a correspondent, and pro 

poses to benefit our readers vastly, (for a valuable considera¬ 

tion,) in this wise: 

How many strange and foolish theories are started and 
palmed off upon your numerous readers for “valuable infor¬ 
mation “ which are as worthless as the useless nostrums they 
recommend It, perhaps, to a cer tain extent-, may bo lauda¬ 
ble. out there are. cases where Ignorance is so glaring, nnd 
the consequences or following such directions are no pro- 
eminently dangerous, that I have sometimes thought the 
free adirii-iion to your columns of all sort* of articles, wax 
not really disadvantageous to the farming interest. Of this 
character I cannot but regard the communication of J. H, 
Sanborn, in your issue of the 2d nit., on •• Onhbing Horses.” 
I have ascertained hy experiment and practice that.hiA theory 
is erroneous, and his practice brutal in the extreme, without 
in the leaet benefiting the animal which he tmata. Now, I 
assume that it is a disease — not a habit, and being a dir 
case, it can be cured by the application of tlie proper reme¬ 
dies I can cure it. but am in honor bound not to make a 
public disclosure; but if any man will send me his horse, I 
will return biin cured for fit), or for the same will instruct 
him *o that he can appty it himself, audit is withal so simple 
and common •■ii.-n that it is matter nf surprise that our 
veterinarians hare not seen it before. I will Imparl all the 
information requisite for a complete core for the above sum, 
ac 'orr.pani-i! with ;t pledge of bunor not to impart it. to others 
without the same pledge, by addressing W., box —,-, N. Y., 
enclosing the money. If the disease is not disclosed and the 
remedy not an effectual one, the money shall be returned. 

That is refreshing. On reading the first sentence, thought 

we must at once engage the writer to edit the Rural. The 

next, though lea* clear, made u* feel bad for our readers; 

while the third induced us to pity the ignorance of J. H. S., 

a* much as the fourth caused wonder at the profound wisdom 

Of \V Hut the remark about a secret and sure remedy, and 

being “in honor bound not to mako a public disclosure,” 

with the generous offer to impart knowledge so valuable for 

the paltry trlllr of ten dollars and a pledge tjf honor, dc.,— 

together with the surprise expressed that our Veterinarians 

are all ignorant of the core, (leaving the reader to infer that 

unless he invested an X at once, the great secret might be 

lost to the world,) — increased our admiration of W.’s pro¬ 

fundity aud benevolence And on reading the conclusion — 

about sending $16 to an anonymous address, and the assur¬ 

ance that, if the remedy did not prove effectual, the money 
fjJWtt l«! —- urn HiHHUlftN WKXJ tUFApI TJOnlUrc t lillt, 

Seriously — though we have aforetime been favored with 

various communications attempting to advertise free gratis, 

the above is the greatest dodge of all. Of course we would 

not insert such a proposition in our advertising columns, as 

we reject all such matters; and if the writer really supposed 

it would be given, with the address, he m\ist be a greater 

curiosity than the whole of Ram urn’s Museum—a marvel 

of assurance or verdancy, Hut the richest part of the whole 

is that the letter (w hich contained the name of the writer, 

though separate from the article, and marked piivate,) was 

not even post paid ! The F. JL at the place where it was 

mailed, noticing the address, and being a friend of ours, 

kindly put on a stamp, and sent along the precious document! 

Fakmkk's Club of Little Falls. — We arc indebted lo 

Fiiilo Reed, Esq., Treasurer, for a pamphlet containing the 

annual address delivered at the Fair of this Club, on the 12th 

of Octotior last, by Hon. L. Chandler Hall; also, the Annual 

Report of the Secretary nnd Treasurer. The address is an 

able one, and contain.- many' valuable suggestions. The Re¬ 

ports of the officer? arc interesting, and show that the Club 

made considerable progress In advancing its objects during 

the year 1860. Permanent Fair Grounds were obtained and 

improved, and a successful exhibition held. The Club already 

has a library of 125 volumes, and holds frequent meetings for 

lectures, discussions, &e. It lias a balance of about ?80 in 

the treasury. The recent annual election resulted as follows: 

President—8. S 1, ansi no, Manbeim. Vice President—A. Wil¬ 

cox, Little Falls. Secretary—X A. Willard, Little Falls. Cor. 

Secretary—A W, Eaton, Little Falls. Treasurer—I’. Reed, 

Little Vails Directors—R. 1) Brown, IV. M. Door, Asa Wil¬ 

cox. S 0. Whitman, A Reed, W. A. Feeter 

Carrington s Dkaining Plow—11A Subscriber,” who in 

quires relative to • an implement for making underdraius 

without the use of tile or other material, by applying sutli 

eient power to force it the required depth, and form an open 

ing for the escape of water —saying he has seen a notice of 

such an one from A- B, Drcb'.xeos, in some paper—isiuformed 

that the article alluded to Is, probably, Carrington's Drain 

Plow.' It was illustrated and described, and also advertised, 

in the Rural of March 31,1860, to which we refer our cor¬ 

respondent aud other# for particulars. The plow is strongly 

recommended by Mr. Dickinson and other practical farmers. 

Wukke are the Famous Stallions f—A correspondent 

writes from Erie Co., this State, wishing to know “where 

some of those horses—Patchen, Messenger, Toronto Chief, 

Bashaw, Jupiter, or Abdallah—will stand this coining spring,” 

He adds that he has several mares, old and young, which it is 

desirable to try with full blood horses, if within reasonable 

distance ami terms. Cannot answer, hut presume the orvuers 

of some of the horse# named will he likely Dr impart the in¬ 

formation at proper time, through our adrertiaiug department. 

Neither can we yet say where a Spanish Jack is to he kept, 

about which the same correspondent inquires. 
-• ♦ -- 

•Japanese Wheat" a Species of Millet.—Wo are in 

debted to John Hiner, P. JL, Columbiana, Ohio, for a few 

grains of what was sent him. from St. Louis, iu response to 

an order for Japanese Wheat. It is simply a variety of Millet 

—a small, round peed, resembling our wheat about as much 

as a turtle * egg does a goose egg. It is evidently an unmiti¬ 

gated humbug—and probably the same article sold at St. Louis 

a year or two ago under the name of Hungarian Grass! 

Fine Wool.—We are in receipt of a very excellent sample 

of Spanish Merino wool, from the flock of Mr. M. S. Abell, 

of Orwell, Vt. An Orleans Co. (X. Y.) correspondent informs 

us that Mr. A. has been engaged in breeding sheep and grow¬ 

ing fine wool for a number of years, and has sent a number 

of bucks to that county the Mock of which has proved to be 

decidedly fine. The sample of wool before us is certainly of 

superior quality. 
■ ■ - 

Reader, if you wish to Do Goon and receive Good Pay 

theiefor, read what is printed under head of “The Publisher 

to the Public,” on page 83,—not omitting the offer of Extra 

Gifts for Club* formed before April. As the period of compe¬ 

tition is limited, early action is important. The times are im¬ 

proving; form new clubs and thus secure valuable prizes. 



wiwmwML «r —■ ™s shouU* 7“d 
at \ ^ Wc nave not time to give a list of the most desira- 

~ -- ble shrub# tor tilt lawn, out will do ho next week, 

THE FLOWER GARDEN. together with direction* for making borders, Ac. 

------ 4- * • >■ 

In previous numbers we have given general rules DETERIORATION OF FRUIT TREES. 
to be observed in planting seeds, and also pointed - 

out some errors to be avoided. We purpose in this TaE causes 0f the deterioration of tree fruits are, 

and future numbers to give directions somewhat more excessive cropping of the orchards by grain- 

specific for the management of the Flower flarden. growinp. favraer3 with but a scanty supply of 

What we say will no doubt seem very common-place mam)re8) whien robs the surface soil of the fertiliz- 

to gardeners and amateurs ot experience, hut such iDg elements obtained from the manures, the utmos- 

must remember that our object iB the general good. phere and lhe rajns and snows, that give thrift to the 

the dissemination of knowledge and taste among the ^re&8 lind men0wness to their fruits. The trees being 

masses of the people in whose souls the Author of thus deprived of such food to incorporate in their 

manures, whien robs the surface soil of the fertiliz¬ 

ing elements obtained from the manures, the atmos¬ 

phere and the rains and snows, that give thrift to the 

trees and mellowness to their fruits. The t rees being 

locality, and but very little fruit may be expected from the | 

Isabella except from buds closely connected with the old vine. 

The above announcement, I am well aware, will be received 

with some hesitation and much regret; but so far as my'ox 

animation of the fruit buds is concerned, I am constrained 

to admit the fact.—H N. Lanoworth v. Greece, near Soc/uvter. 

March. 1861. 

To Savr Treks from Mice, &r.—To prevent miee or other 

vermin from eating the biuk of irees, take, in the fall, soil 

from the privy vault, and thin it with water. Then lake a 

broom and give your trees a good washing, which will not 

only keep the mice from eating the hark, but will do consider¬ 

able benefit to the trees by taking ot! all the moss and rust, 

and leaving the hark clear and idean when washed off by rain 

in the spring. If the gases be too strong for the nostrils, do 

not lose the benefit on Unit account. Take wood charcoal for 

a deodorizer. It certainly is a true saving, that prevention is 

thus deprived of such food to incorporate in their I better than cure; and there is another saying equally tr 

PRESIDENT LINCOLN’S INAUGURAL. 

Fel/otr Citizens of the United States 

In compliance with a custom as old as the Govern¬ 
ment itself, 1 appear before yon to address you 
briefly, ami I take in your presence the oath pre¬ 
scribed by the Constitution of the United Stales to 
be taken by the President before lie enters on the 
execution of his office. 

T do not consider it accessory at present for mo to 
discuss those matters of administration about which 
there is no special anxiety. Apprehension seems to 
exist among the people of the Southern States that 
by the accession of a Republican administration, 
their property and peace and permanent security are 

among the people that, object, while strict, legal right 
may exist for the Government to enforce the exercise 
of these offices. The attempt to do so would be so 
irritating, and so nearly impracticable withal, that f 
deem it better to forego, for the time, the uses of 
such offices. 

The mails, unless molested, will continue to be 
furnished in nil parts of the Union. So fnr as possi¬ 
ble the people everywhere shall have that sense of 
perfect security which is most favorable to calm 
thought and reflection. The course here indicated 
will be followed, unless current events and experi¬ 
ence shall show a modification or change to be 
proper, and in every use and exigency my best dis¬ 
cretion will be exercised, according to the circum¬ 
stances actually existing, and with a view and a hope 
of n peaceful solution of national troubles, and the 
restoration of fraternal sympathies ftnd alfectlons. 

That there are persons in one section or another who 
seek to destroy the Union at-all events, and are glad 

[ of any pretext to do it, t will neither affirm nor deny. - ... Kadnf! fn 1 , T l, ucil ......... . ...... i iii,i m,'ii „ ****■• p| any pretext ID UO IV, W111 1111 U OCI »* n I Ml HIM lie ll V. 
Beauty has implanted an innate love ot tue oeautirui, system Wjth harsher matter taken up by the descend- that the cure is sometimes worse than the disease tarring , to ll(. endangered. There has never,been any reason- | n„t if there, be suc.li, 1 need address no word to them. 

which needs only to be watered to be awakened into jng rootg from the subsoil, become diseased, and are 

life and activity. The flowers of the field, all the unR)jle to sustain the great number of brandies 

glories of inanimate nature, were made for our enjoy- formed wjten ja a young and thrifty state of growth, 

ment and profit, and He who created them gave us qqie nlattor taken up by the descending roots from 

natures capable of receiving from their contempla- ^|ie gULsoil gives strength and solidity to the trees, 

tion the most sublime pleasure, and the highest good. and acidity to their fruits, while the surface soil 

We. all feel this yearning for the beautiful. Few pass gjves luxuriance to the trees, and mellowness, sweet- 

a well-kept garden, with its velvety grass and flow- neaa and davor to their fruits. A union of these 

ering shrubs, or its beds of gay flowers, but are gjves thrift and longevity to the trees and improves 

impelled by this principle of their natures to slacken tde qUa.]|t,y of fruit produced. So much are skillful 

their speed, or pause for a moment to do homage at gardenera impressed with the truth of this, that they 

Flora’s shrine. Often such will say— “ Could I have 0ff* pnrt 0f ^ap root3 of seedling trees when poisonous, and in some persons oven edible mushrooms will 

such a garden, or even a few choice flowers, how they transplant them, so as to make them send forth produce disorder of the stomach and bowels/ ' The English 
delighted I would be;’' and yet, perhaps, they have latPrft, f00t8 in diffevcnt directions, to gather more Gardener’s Chronicle, alluding to the above ease, remarks 

all the means necessary for just sueb a display, or nutviment than lhe tap roots could furnish. They that not only is 11 ******* the wholesome 

one even greater. To these, we know o n plain prac thag enlarge the quantity and increase the fertility of of of xvhicll mllv eaton with impunity, 

tical hints will be of more valne than a lengthy essay, ^ gllrface 8oij by deep digging, trenching and whiK, oth,,rrt are injurious, as, for instance, the. Braxillan 

or fine descriptions ol new and raic pio uc ions. manuring, so as to keep up the equilibrium of the Cherry, und the Deadly Nightshade, both oi'which belong 

The best soil for the garden is a mellow loam, but maner3 for jbe henefit of both the trees and their to the Solunncett, or potato family. 

almost any fair soil can^be made suitabletbyfruit. Trees so treated are products of nature and Soi-anum Oapsicabtrcm.—Tina is a neat little plant, chiefly 

deep digging, and enriching with good .Ul manure, ^ Good gardeners do not plant trees with their valuable for producing in abundance its pretty little truit in 

or compost made of stable manure, eaves, y roots above the ground, but with their Collar on ft autumn and winter. The berries are bright scarlet, glossy 

lonm, Ac. If the soil is heavy, sand and ashes may jevej witb the surface. They first examine the sur- and round, about the size of a cherry. It requires similar 

be applied with advantage. The compost or manure, ^ce aQ(j Bubsoj|i and then plant just such trees as treatment to die capsicum. Sow the seeds iu a hot-bed in 

if well mixed with the soil, will mellow it, and work t],vjve tberc. When the subsoil is largely March, or in the house in April. Trick offthe seedlings singly 

a decided change In its texture in a few years. The char„ed wjth ferruginous matter, it immediately and plant, to a large pot, when necessary. Rich sandy loam 

thorough preparation of the soil Is a very important " ^ ^ canker an(1 „ d rot>!, and no power will suit it well- In tea autumn it will be covered with its 

matter; in fact, the foundation of all good culture * ^ cm gav0 them when they touch it. briKht gCttr,<,t ^ 

and must not be slighted. We would recommend , , , Apolooktic. — In consequence of the pressure upon our 
that the ground should be dug eighteen inches deep PruHmg.-b armcre do not prune their fruit trees #f important politi(„ll news—which all are anxious 

for the first time, but afterwards for two years the to remove too great a ciop, nor * o toy sciapi. o to read iu the present crisis of the country—we are compelled 

denth of a spado or fork will answer, when it should the moss and rough bark to save the trees fiom resigo a portion of the space devoted to Horticultural mat¬ 

in- a cain dun ei ah teen inches, or it would be better becoming “bark bound,” nor wash them with solu- u.r. This will account for the non-appearance of several 

for a dentil of two feet With each digging, manure tions to wanl off inHeot9 and “ Bim Htroke-" AU<1 90 matters P«Pared for this »ttrabwi for which our fr!en,ls ,nliy 
riunU X worked in. Thi. may be conaidered their frail, dwindle ihU, m,i8»Uo.n«. A. well kWh, 

,ro„lde.ome. when eonrpared with the labor lhrmere may they eapeet Ure.r Alderney, Unrlmm and Ayr- , . , _ , 

ordinarily give their land; bat it n,».t he remem- .hint cows to continue the,r «per,only over other |Jnp,mS| aKlt gUWMtWS. 

bored that in the garden everything me.t he grown breed, and keep IM from - hide bound," hollow 

in the hichest perfection. In a quarter of an acre of horn an(1 scu,’vy» if fed uPon stuiw 0,l|y'm w,ntei' Gbowino Craxbkruiks.—By reading an article in tho last 
- \ tii . at mid without cleuniijc utul currying* and on poor, volume ol (be Kcral, by K. ^tavto.v, of Hay City. lfio.lj..I 

vegetable garden, we should grow as much as the was Induced to get u few cranberry plants to try my lack in 
farmer obtains from ten times this amount of land, weedy pastures in summer, without a tree to shade that line. I went thirty miles into Canada, into n wild marali. 

. , i I(~ *.■. ,,nv. tin*nKcIui*4 AcTainftt_- n.4 to thflir und irol ftbout two huiinv®d pbtnt^, und net thoni out ubout 
while, if we would obtain flowers such as are de- or to mb themselves against, as to expect men th)? wcok in jMliy. , had to keep tbs hoe pretty busy to 

scribed in irardenintr iournals, or are figured in fruit trees to flourish and yield abundant crops of keep the weeds down, hut some <tf uiy vine* grew three feet 
. . , „ „,fof r,5„0 M.em the verv best of large and mellow fruits when deprived of an essential h-ugtb test summer, and in the full I picked thirty well 

colored plates, we must give mem tue \ciy west oi b * ^rown bt*rm*jf from the now* I ptant^d ln*t May Hum any 
fare This is the reasou why some persons are sorely part ot their subsistence and proper care. Some any bent that? If #o, let «a hear from tbam. I wish to hear 

disappointed. They read descriptions of choice farmers keep their orchards too many years under i~t"m 

things, and purchase the seeds or the plants at a high sod, which deprives tbt trees ot culture; the grass 

price, but they arc not what they were led to expect, takes up all lhe ammonia and other fertilizing cle- 

The description is of flowers well grown; they have ments from the surface soil, and all the air the soil 

given no more care than they would to a cabbage or obtains is by worm boles; the roots are smothered, 

a hill of corn. Hence the difference. the tree gets, diseased, and their fruits become 

For the front of the bouse, there is nothing so worthless, 
appropriate aud beautiful as well-kept grass, with a The Causes of the scarcity oj f ruits are deteriora- 
V■* m.wcrtng utinriiB, and tr l*.9vvi.onSit, t.«SK»n i««4 — U -f «»ut *rcba,.l* l»y neglect, fruit 

trees and others that only attain a small size, like the trees have not been planted in a corresponding ratio 

Mountain Ash. If the grounds are large enough, the with the increase of our population; the losses 

lawn may extend around the sides of the house, caused by the death of many trees after planting, 

Without great labor it is almost impossible to make owing to the unprepared state ot the soil, an 

flower beds look well at all times. Early iu the improper method of planting and cropping the lands 

spring, for instance, tho ground is bare and uninvit- close to the trees immediately utter they are planted; 

ing, and remains so for a long time. But, grass the many disappointments caused by planting varie- 

becomes green and pleasant in a few days after the ties unsuited to certuin soils and localities, and many 

snow is gone, and in fact never looks bad, while the turning out to be spurious varieties; the wftfit of ft 

evergreens give a lively appearance at all (seasons of proper knowledge ot the nature ol trees by fanners, 

the year. In April or May the leaves of the decidu- and the ravages of insects by the destruction of 

ons shrubs appear, and with them, and in some varie- insectivorous birds; the plundering of orchards by 

ties even before the loaves, the gay blossoms are seen, crowds of Sabbath-breakers around cities, towns and 

and from this until .Inly, no day will pass without villages; the extravagant prices of grain and dairy 

flowers. Every day some new shrub puts on its boll- produce at times, stimulating farmers to their cxclu- 

trees will prevent miee from outing the hark, but it stops up 

the pores of tho liurk. which stunts tho trees in growth, nnd 

lavs the foundation of premature decay. This has always existed nnd been open to their inspection. It is 

been the result from my experience. — Robert Mouoi.as, found Ip nearly all tho published speeches of him 
a- v ism who now addresses you. I do but quote from ono of 

those speeches when 1 declare that I have no purpose, 

Bkwark op Toxsonots Mushrooms.—At a recent coroner's directly or indirectly, to interfere with the institution 

inquest at Ipswich, England, the jury gave verdict of » Death f aIavey «»0 Stetes where it exists. I believe I 
1 . , , have no law lul right to do so, and I have no lnclimi- 

caused by eating poisonous mushrooms, and recommended tjon ^ ()<) go Tgofle who nom<n8tod and elected me, 

that great caution he exercised by persons eating this article. (,i(, gf) wiWl H flll| knowledge that I liavo made this 

Dr. A. S Taylor, in his work on Medical Jurisprudence, Bays aad many similar declarations, and have never 

• there does not appear to bo any satisfhetory ruloe for dis- recanted ihern, and more than this, they placed in 

tinguishing the wholesome mushrooms from those which arc [the platform for my acceptance, and as it law for 

poisonous, aud in some persons oven edible mushrooms will themselves and to me, the clear aud emphatic resolu- 

nroduco disorder of the stomach and bowels." The English tions, which 1 now read: . 
‘ . . „ „„, “ Itesnlved, That tho maintenance, inviolate, nf 
Ganlcncr s Chronicle, alluding to the above case remarks tl .ght8 of’lhe States, and especially the right of 

that not only .s It difficult to distinguish Hie wholesome sup- to order and control its own domestic in- 
from tin- poisonous mushrooms, hut there are other families according to its own judgment exclusively, 

| of plants, a portion of which maybe eaten with impunity, j3 essential to that balance of power on which the 

while others are injurious, R«, for instance, the, Braxillan perfection and enduntnco of Dili! political fabric do¬ 

able cause for such apprehension. Indeed, the most | t0 those, however, who really love the Union, may l 
ample evidence to the contrary has all the while , not spook before entering upon so grave a matter as 

the destruction of our national fabric with all its 
benefits, its memories, and its hopes? 

Would it not be well to ascertain why we do it? 
Will you hazard so desperate a step, while any por¬ 
tion of tho ills you fly from have no real existence? 
Will you. while tlm certain ills you fly to are greater 
than all the real ones you can form? Will you risk 
the commission of so fearful n mistake? All profess 
to be content in the Union if all constitutional rights 
can he maintained. Is it true, then, that any right 
plainly written in the Constitution has been denied? 
I think not. Happily the human mind is so con¬ 
stituted that no party can reach to the audacity of 
doing this. Think if you can of a single instance in 
which a plainly written provision of the Constitution 
has ever boon denied. 

If, by the mere force of numbers, a majority should 
deprive a minority of any clearly written Constitu¬ 
tional right, it might, in a. moral pointed’ view, justify 
revolution,—it certainly would if such right were a 
vital one, but such in not our case. All the vital 
rights of minorities and of Individuals are so plainly 
assured to them by affirmations and negations, guar¬ 
antees and prohibitions, in the Constitution, that 
controversies never arise concerning them; but no 
organic law can ever be found with a provision 
specifically applicable to every question which may 
occur in prnctldal administration, -no foresight can 
anticipate, nor any document of reasonable length 
contain express provisions for all possible questions. 

Shull fugitives from labor be surrendered by Na¬ 
tional nr State authorities? The Constitution does 
not expressly say. Must t 'ongress protect Slavery in 
the Territories? Tho Constitution does notexprcssly 
say. From questions of this class spring all our Con¬ 
stitutional controversies, and wc divide upon them 
into majorities and minorities. If the minority will 
not acquiesce, the majority must, ov the Government 
must cease. Tlo-re is u>i alternative for continuing 
the Government but acquiescence on the one side or 
the other. If a minority in such a case will secedo 

sod, which deprives tlte trees of culture; the grass 

takes up all the ammonia aud other fertilizing ele¬ 

ments from the surface soil, and all the air the soil 

obtains is by worm boles; the roots are smothered, 

the tree gets, diseased, and their fruits become 

worthless. 
Tlie Causes of the scarcity of Fruits are deteviora- 

; aaT f ot.l *rchsr<l* !>-* neglect. l-V-.lt 

trees have not been planted iu a corresponding ratio 

with the increase of our population; the losses 

caused by the death of many trees after planting, 

owing to the unprepared state of the soil, an 

Cherry, nml the Deadly Nightshade, both of which belong pend, and we denounce the lawless invasion, by vital one, but such is not our ease. All the vital 
to the SolnnaeoH. or potato family. armed force, of the soil nf any State or Territory, uo rights of minorities and of Individuals are so plainly 

matter under what pretext, as tho gravest of crimes.” assured to them by affirmations and negations, gnur- 
Soi.axitm OArsrcASTRi m.—This is a neat little plant, chiefly I now reiterate these seulinienta, and in doing so T antees and prohibitions, in the Constitution, that 

valuable for producing in abundance its pretty little fruit in only press upon the public attention the most conclu- controversies never arise concerning them; but no 
autumn and winter. The berries ara bright scarlet, glossy sive evidence of which the case is susceptible, ibid organic, law can ever be found wiili a provision 
and round, about the size of a ekerrv. It requires similar property, peace and security of uo section are to specifically applicable to every question which may 

, ,, be tn any wise endangered by the now incoming occur m practical administration.—no foresight can 
treatment to tho capsicum. Sow the seeds m a hot bed m Aaministyltirtll. | add; too, that all the protection pate, nor any document of reasonable’length 
March, or in the house la April. Prick off the seedlings singly vvliicb, consistently with the Constitution and tlu* contain express provisions for all possible questions, 
and plant in a large pot, when necessary. Rich sandy- loam laws, can be given, will bo cheerfully given to all the Shall fugitive* from labor bo surrendered by Nil 
will suit it well In Urn autumn it will he covered with Itp States when lawfully demanded, for whatever cause,— tinnnl nr State authorities? The Constitution does 
bright scarlet berries. a* cheerfully to one section as to another, not expressly say. Must Congress protect Slavery in 

There is much controversy about the delivering up the Territories? Tho Constitution does notexprcssly 
ArouuiKTii:. — In consequence of the pressure upon our of fugitives from service or labor. The clause I now Hay. From questions of this class spring all our Con- 

columns of important political news—which all are anxious read is as plainly written in tlie Constitution as any stitutional controversies, and wc divide upon them 
to read iu tho present crisis of tho country—we are compelled other of Its provisions; into majorities and minorities. II the minority will 
to resign a portion of the space devoted to Horticultural mat- ' N'" Pp''sor‘ »>cld to service or labor in otic State, „„t acquiesce, tile majority must, or the Government 
ter. This will account for the non-appearance of several U,c law* 'bte'cuf. escaping into arm her, Shall, must cease. Tlu-re IS no alternative for continuing 

, _ . _. in con&cilttenct* ot any law or regulation therein, be tho: Government bnt acnmcMcenco on throne aide or 
matters prepared for this number, lor which our friends may djacitargcd from such service or labor, but shall he the other. If a minority in such a case will secedo 
he looking. delivered up on claim of the party to whom service rather than acquiesce, they make a precedent, which, 

♦ or labor may I"' dm." ' in turn, will ruin and divub- them, for« minority of 
Tt lK 8carcflJy questioned tbut this provision was their own will Hcoede from them whenever a majority 

iUUl intended by those who made it lor the reclaiming ol require to be controlled by ‘-neh a minority. For in- 
wliat wc cull fugitive slaves, and the intention of the stance, why won't any portion of a new confederacy 

(irowixo CRAvnKuuiHs.—Bv rending an article in the last l«w given, is the law. All members of (’ongress a year or two hence arbitrarily secede again preoifhdy 
volume of tin? Kural« by K. sta\to.v, of Bay City. Miob.T I bavguu their support ^ wbolo (oustitution, to Uus portious of Mic [ireflPiit I 'nion claim to Bocedefrom 
was induced to get u few cranberry plants in try my Im-k in provision us much as any other. To the proposition, jby \|| svIm cherish disunion sentiments arc now be 
that line I went thirty miles into Canada, into a wild marsh, then, that slaves whose cases come within the terms ;ll(. educated to the exact temper of doing this. Is 
and got about two hundred plants, and set them out aboiit 0f this clause, “ shall be delivered up,” their oath# there such a perfect identity of interest, among the 

Arc,...U » r. c«»» •» to l.™d»co"l,.r- 
in length last summer, nnd in the full I picked thirty well Now, il they would make Hit i.lloit m good tempt i, uinnv ijuly and prevent, renewed secession f 
grown berries from'he vines, I p tan ted last May. linn any could they not, with nearly equal unanimity, frame Ulitinly the cent nil Ui&a of secession is the essence 
any beat that? if so, let iihhear tom them. I wish to hear and pass a law by means of which to keep good that anarchy. A majority held in restraint by eonsti- 
fruni Home experienced hand hnw long and what time of the nnl,niinous oath? There is some difference Of opinion tutlonal check and limitation, and always changing 

fl'e'iSV to1 tii cWt rt on tT-’ Vi i vulu nd bt- ^ent clcar"o[ whether this clause should he enforced by National f,Bflily witli deliberate changes of popular opinions 
grass the whole time it is kpetfoi the purpe»s of ccimbei dos; or State authorities. But surely that distinction is and nenlimerits, i> the only true sovereign ol a free 
Of will tlrn plant! Imop themselves right alter a while? Please not a very material one. If the shive be surrendered, IH.„p|0> Whoever rejectH it does ot necessity tly to 
answer, and oblige a new beginner in tho cranberry culture, jt can bo of little consequence to him or to others by anarchy or despotism. Unanimity is I in possible. - 
—Amiaiiam Wit'mrr, Suspension Hrttli/e, A 1'., 1801. which authority it la* done, and should any one, in The rule of a minority, as a permanent arrangement, 

We have had no extensive experience iu craiiben v culture, any case, be content thill this oath shall go unkept. jH wholly inadmi-.sable, so that rejecting the majority 
though we have done a little in this way. When the plants an a merely unsubstantial controversy an to how it principle, atm re by or despotism in some form or 
get pretty thorough nosseiuian of the ground, they are said should be kept? ,, other is all tllflt is left. 
to overcome ti,„ weeds w - . ut help. Now plantations , Again, in any Jaw upon the subject, ought not all f d,-, not forget the position assumed by some, that 

, , , ‘ , * , . the safeguards ol liberty known m civilized and Im eonstitutiomil questions are to be decided by the bu 
n-qm.v a go d deal of >'• f -p them clean. M e do not j mM(, j„ri*p, «dence to he introduced, ho that a free Court, nor do 1 deny that, such decisions must 
believe it ueren-joy 1-. iu-,. % t I d it d.me. Ho j t(>|4|| p(. qot jn anv case surrendered on ft slave t Ami hiuditre In BVtiry *Mtec t»p*-n parties U) a suit ns to 
spring or the year is the best lime. Where spring frosts are | m|g]u ,t not he well at the same time to provide by t|ie object of that suit. While they are also entitled 
common, they am Hooded to preserve the blossoms. law for the enforcement of that clause of the Consti- l0 v,.ry high respect and consideration in all parallel 

I have ft piece of swampy land of about half an acre in ".Mon which guarantees that “ the citizens of ouch 'by all Other departments of the Government; 

tlrtul to the plants; ami should the ground he kept clear ol 
iztiiss the whole time it is kp"t for tfic purpose of cnioliin io«; 
or will the plan 1-3 keep themselves riglitaftera while? Please 
answer, auu oblige a new beginner in the cranberry culture. 
— Aiuiamam Wit.mer, Suspension Hrtitf/e, ,V T., lSlil 

owing to the unprepared state Ot the soil, an I 1 hack .a piece ol swampy land ol about mill an acre in 
, ,, ,, . extent, and wish to turn It tn profitable account,. How will 

improper method ot planting and cropping the mtlds i ausvyor to set it with ci-antwrrfos, a** it can lie earily Hooded 
close to the trees immediately after they are planted; , in winter? How shall I cultivate them? When is it best to 

turning out, to be spurious varieties; the want of a 

proper knowledge of tlie nature of trees by farmers, 

and the ravages of insects by tho destruction of 

insectivorous birds; the plundering of orchards by 

crowds of Subbath-breakers around cities, towns and 

villages; the extravagant prices of grain and dairy 

produce at times, stimulating farmers to their exclu- 

in winter? How shall I cultivate them? When is. it best to 
act the plants—in spring or fill? As the piece of land is on 
the front of my farm, f wish to ornament. It as much n« posRi 
hie h.v settlin' Duloim Firs about the outside. Will the 
plants do well where there i« shade?—A SriiKCfiliiKR, sly/-. C. 
It'., I88i. 

Some of our readers have had much more experience with 

tlie cranberry than we have, and we leave this question with 

them. We have always planted in the spring. There is no 

difficulty in transplanting. No plant roots more freely than 

the cranberry. 

the safeguards of liberty known In civilized and hu¬ 
mane jurisprudence tn Im introduced, ho that a Ircc 
man lie not in any case surrendered a# ft slave? Ami 
might if not Iu* well at tho same time to provide by 
law lor tlie enforcement of that clause of the Consti¬ 
tution which guarantees that “the citizen# of each 
State alialI lie entitled to all the privileges and immu¬ 
nities of citizens m tin* several Staten.” 

I take the official oath to day with no mental reser¬ 
vations, and With no purpose to construe the Consti¬ 
tution or laws by any hypercritical rules and while 1 
do not choose now to specify particular act# of Con¬ 
gress as proper to be enfon ed, I do suggest that it 

f do not forgot tin* position assumed by some, that 
eonstitoMonul questions are to be decided by the Su¬ 
preme Court, nor do 1 deny that such decisions must 
he binding in evttry >1431,* upon parties to a suit as to 
tlie object of tlmt suit. While they are also entitled 
to very high respect and consideration in all parallel 
discs by all other department# of the Government; 
and while it is obviously possible that such decision 
may lie erroneous in any given case, '-till tin* evil 
elVe’cts following if being limited to that particular 
case, with the chance tbut it may be overruled, and 
never become a precedent for other cases, can better 
bn borne than could tin* evils of a different practice. 
At the same time tlie candid citizen must, confess 

day dress, and is the center of attraction for days sive production, and blinding them to the import- ' it bo otoLteel go^ed 

«« «««»«*.. ..S ‘ - r rtations, to conform to and abide by all those acts 
the cranberry than we have, and we leave this question with ^ unrcill.alod. than to violate any of them, 
t,hpm. We have always planted in the spring. Ibero is no t,o find impunity ill having them held to be 
difficulty in transplanting. No plant roots more freely than lim.01|,4jtutionftl. 
the cranberry. __ It. i# seveuty-two years since the first inauguration 

of ft President under our national constitution. IHi- 
IrtowKit for Najir.-I inclose you a Mower and some rillJ, that period fifteen different aud greatly distil.- 

leaven, and WII 1 bo thankful ,r you w. I favor me with inter 1 * , }t(/onfl havi. Hiiccession admim-Lered the 
fiuilwtri nnciri ilia itv. ti:ilm> hfttV rinfl IV1 k HILTI he I)UtjiiriMI. iMlIBUnU l.lvIGt.un lltv» 

will be lunch .safer for nil, both in official and private +vul|, jf Mie policy of tlie government upon a vital 
ft 4 _1 .1.1,1.. V.. ..it il.A .. . ... . . " . « 1 I - A I :__ 

or weeks, when it gives place to another candidate 

for admiration. 

In making the laicn, thoroughness is particularly 

necessary, for we do this for a permanent work. 

Any error or neglect in this respect cannot be reme¬ 

died without destroying what we have done and com¬ 

mencing anew. The soil for a lawn should be dug 

two feet deep, if wc wish it to make good turf and 

keep tolerably green during our warm summers, and 

anCO of fruit culture, as they thus get a yearly return 

for their labor. When farmers’ mind# become as 

strongly imbued with the importance of fruit tree 

culture as they are now with politics, then the 

country will be studded with flourishing and profit¬ 

able orchards. 

ami whether Die Mower hrtoin.s to the moss like leaves I 
send with It? Till-re are two other color-, white and in ok. 
and being a great admire) nf Mower*, would like to obtain 
some of this kind, but am entirely ignorant of its name and 
nature, or whether 1 must obtain tla* seed or the roots. 
Please, enlighten roe.—MitK. E. (i. 3., Hast Randolph. N. 

The Mower sent us is nGn/iphnUum. and tho leaves supposed 

to belong to it are branches of * common moss. Wc judge 

executive brunch of the government. They have 
conducted it through every peril, and generally with 
great success. Vet, with all this scope for precedent, 
f now enter upon tin- same task for tho brief cotteUMi 
tfonal term of four years, under great and peculiar 

difficulties. 
A disruption of the Federal Union, heretofore only 

menaced, is now formidably attempted. I hold that 
mencing anew. The soil for a lawn should bo dug How is such a change to be effected? It may be both were taken from a winter bouquet, and if not made iu jn contemplation of universal la w and of tlie Con- 
two feet deep, if we wish it to make good turf and effected |,v imparting information to farmers in a France, the ttewm* probably cum* from that country Their citation, the Union of these States is perpetual, 
i - * i • , | J , , natural color i* white., but the French ^tuin them of various IVriK'tuitV I.-* impiHMl, il nut. fcXTjreBBCu* iti tufi tiinuii* 
keep tolerably green during our warm summers, and p]ain and sociable style as to the best way to produce ^ ftnd ,nakn l|ipm up wjth L„„ws aml mf)SBi into wr«ath«, mental law of ail national governments, it. is safe to 

it should be well enriched with rotted manure. Be tree fruits profitably. Toll them bow to renovate a hoa tB &0 w„ bav„ a natlVt- GwuWtim growing on our assert that no government ever had a provision in its 
careful and not use fresh manure full of the seeds neglected orchard, nnd how to prepare tlie soil for a comm0n’ ltI„, bv tho road-dde« The GmphaHwi I# a i-r-n organic law# for its own termination. Continue to 

of weeds, or it will cause trouble. In the first place young orchard; how and when to plant the trees, nialnlant. and waakent forsate bynurserymo.., butnow w« execute JU1 too_express provisions oi our nauona. 

We have a native (inapludimn growing on our I asscil that uo governinfint evei h.ul a piovisioii * ■ IJUU(1UITI.CS, ObU, Uftvr aumi" WII VMM .- V , 4 t' V #* 4- ri 

neglected orchard, and bow to prepare tlie soil for a uomnj0ng ail(| by tho rnad-ld-'- The Grmphahm/ lx a p-ron organic tow« for its ^ 

young orchard; how and when to plunt the trees, I nial plant, aad was kept for sate by nurserymen, but now wo 
execute all the e 
Constitution, and 

acts question, affecting the whole people, is to be irrevoc- 
mm, ai,lv fixed by decisions of the Supreme Court, tho 
-o be instant they are made, in ordinary litigations between 

parties in personal actions, the people will have 
ition <.,^#01 to be tlu-ir Own, ujiless having to that extent 

I Jo- practically resigned their government into tin- hand# 
#tin* of that deservedly eminent tribunal. Nor is there in 
1 'be this view anv assault upon the Court or tlie Judges, 
have (t fa ft duty,* from which they may not shrink, to 
with | dec|(|e cases properly hrongbt before them, aud it is 
dent, Il0 fault of theirs if others seek to turn their deci- 
stiMi sions to political purpose#. 
!nliar One section of our country believes slavery is 

right and ought to be extended; while tlie other 
only believes It is wrong and ought not* to be extended, 
that This is the only substantial dispute. The fugitive 

Con- idavo clause Of tlie Constitution, and the law tor tlie 
itual. suppression of the foreign slave trade, are each a# 
urida- w,.|] enforced, perhaps, as any law can lie in a com 
ife to uiuuily where the inoral sense of the people i in per 
in lls fuctiy supports the law itself. The great body of the 
tie to people abide bv every legal obligation, in both 

express provisions of our national CflSesF and n tew break over in each. This, i think, 
d the Union will endure forever, it cannot be perfectly cured, and it would be worse in 

walk without having it apparent that you took great 

pains to avoid a straight walk, then make it straight. 

Dig out the soil from the walks to a depth of from 

twelve to eighteen inches, and use the earth thus 

obtained in filling up low places. Then dig the 

ground intended for the lawn to lire depth stated, 

rake off the stones and throw in the walks. If enough 

is not obtained in this way, procure stones in some 
other way sufficient to fill the walk to within about 

four inches of the surface. Plant shrubs aud trees, 

and when this is done, rake the lawn ground level 

originate new varieties, publish only the truth as to 

their merits. Councilmen of cities, pass enactments 

for all kinds of fruits to be sold under their proper 

names. There was such a law in Albany, N. Y., 

twenty-four years ago, and the citizens generally 

j interested themselves about it, and procured fruits 

with their proper names from different places, gave 

them to the market clerks to compare with fruits 

sold, and all who could not name their fruits had 

them named for them. This brought hosts of fruit 

dealers from New York city to purchase the fruits by 

name, and created such a stimulus to fruit culture 

Daiikks fi.ijm Tkkk. I do not wish lo trouble you with 
inquiries- but ns you alwny* rein willing to answer them for 
tho benefit of your reader!, t will make a few for the tirst 
time*. Oau ft barren plum tree be made tu bear fruitv if so, 
wliftt kind of treatment would it require ? Would the liberal 
owe of the pruning knife le of any benefit? \Ve have a tine 
tree which is about fix year- of age, hot il iu- never vet 
homo ft single pltl|ir. It uppixirr to be 11 healthy one in every 
respuct, —YOt'Xo Sciiscitiiir.it. 

If your tree is in a rich soil, ftnd making a vigorous growth 

of wood, pruning the roots might induce fruitfulness. Prun¬ 

ing the brauohea in June, when iu full leaf, would he very 

likely also to Induce the formation of fruit bud.- It is not 

best, however, Hi be in too great a hurry for a little fruit. If 

speak, but tines it not require all to lawfully rescind 
it? Descending from these general principles, wc 
find the proposition that, by legal contemplation, 
Min Union is perpetual, confirmed by the history of 
the Union itself. 

The I'nion is much older than the Constitution. It 

not remove our r* -pective sections trom each other, 
oor build an impassable w*all between them. A hus¬ 
band arid wife uiuy be divided, divorced, and go out 
from tho presence and beyond the reach ol each 
other, but the different portions of our country can¬ 
not do this. They cannot bnt remain face to face, 

was formed in fact by the articles of association in | an,.l intercourse*, ’cither amicable or hostile, must 
1771. It Wit# matured and continued in tlie Declara¬ 
tion of Independence in 177b. it was further ma- 

continue between them. Is it possible, then, to make^ 
that intercourse more advantageous, or more satis-* 

tured, and the faith of all the then thirteen States factory, after separation than before? Gan alien# 
expressly plighted and engaged that it should bo makotrcatles easier than friends can make laws? Can 

1 1 . . a. ? I ..*• ... • . 1 ** *?0 . . . J. r. 11  . 4*    .1 i . *,. -  ^ 1 :.... . 

and smooth. Edge the walks >vlth a narrow piece of that thousands of farmers planted out orchards at 
turf, taking care not to place it higher than the sur- ,mce_ 

lor u little truit. it | ordainjng and establishing tlm Constitution was to 
you have planted a good tree of a tine variety, the delay iti form it more perfect. Union. But if the destruction 
fruiting will doubtless he to the advantage of the tree, and in 0f (|u-. Union by one, or a part only, of the State# bt 
the end to your own profit. „ lawfully possible, the Union i# less than before, the 

face of the lawn. Then sow thickly Kentucky Blue 

Grass or Red Top, or both mixed, at the rate of about 

three or four bushels to the acre. After this is done, 

bow a little white clover, at the rate of about half a 

pound to the acre, or more. Then rake all in. Now 

level off the stones in the walk, making the top pretty 

level with stones of smaller size, and cover with 

about four inches of gravel. Make the road full. It 

should not be more than half an inch below the turf 

at the edges, aud raised toward the center, which 

I say to every farmer in the land, plant out young 

orchards, or renovate your old ones. They will 

make you rich, the country rich, and exalt the 

national character. We have quadrupled our pro¬ 

duction of grain within the last quarter of a century; 

let us now turn our attention to the culture of tree 

fruits, and we will soon be enabled to export as much 

of them as we do now of grain, aud when you are 

old and leaning upon your staff, your descendants 

will flock around you to get a feast of fruits from the 

will make the walk rounding. The work is now parental orchard.—Walter Eli.ek, Philadelphia, Pa. 

done. It is best to prepare and sow the lawn as ♦ . — 

early as possible in the spring, so that the grass seeds ^ HreHitstil ST 
will have the benefit of spring showers. Iftbeweeds XfUrTvCUlTMtiU 

appear pretty thick, it is best to weed them out by 
, , .. , , , , , , Tub Phacu Buds.—We have continued our observations m 
hand, particularly docks and other perennial weeds, 1 , .... (,,, ,, , , . . t. 
, . . , : „ . regard to the condition of the peach Duds, and find them in 
but annual weeds can be prevented from maturing in Wertcrn New york, more than at first we were dis- 

seed by mowing, and ol course none will appear next poged (0 hc-lieve. There may be a few raved near the lake 

season. It the ground is in good order and sown ghore, or in close proximity to some of our inland lakeB, and 

early, by June the grass will look quite well, and the in a few favored localities, but the crop is gone, 

second season will l>s in fine order. It should be Tint following, from a well known and careful fruit grower, 

mown occasionally during the first summer. The is important and rather startling: 
walks, when constructed as described, may be kept Ena* R»«AL:-Kro» an examination made on my ground* 

in order with little trouble, and will be perfectly dry. of the ""T °f *£7?'"*, £* 

Wiu.ow for il Klimts.—A subscriber wishes to know wheth¬ 
er Osier Willow will make good hedging for field fences, and 
if so, where can the willows be got ? Will the willow grow 
from cuttings? if Ho, what lime must they he cut, and how 
planted? Is the bunch viltow, that grows along streams, 
Osier ?—K. H N . Ar. J'. 

Some of the basket willows, or Osiers, may make a good 

fence if properly cut back ; but their chief value for basket- 

making is their talk slender growth, which would be an ob 

j notion for hedge-making. Tlie common yellow willow, we 

beiteve, is the one used at the West. Cuttings of willow, 

stuck in the ground in the spring of the year, will grow. 

Cambrioov. Bota-Mc OajuiE.v Ckai'K —Can von Inform me 
as to tlie quality anti habit! of the Cambridge Jtotariic Garden 
Grape, whether it is hard; or not, or will ripen on the south 
side of a wall ? One was <(<nt ;r* ft present to me, anil! am at 
a loss where to place it, or whether it is a No. 1 grape.—.rt*n- 
SCRIBKR, Glen Cove. 

The Cu/mbridge /lolartic Garden Grape i- a foreign variety, 

and is generally known as the Stack Prince. It is touch dis- 

posed to shank, and its cu tore iu the open ground, we think, 

would be labor lout. 

Tint E.xtii.lSil WaLXHT &c.— Can you, or any of your 
numerous subscribers, give me any information or experience 

or the 1. moil by one, ot* a part oiiiv, m me niaut# n«* 
lawfully possible, the Union is less than before, tho 
Constitution having lost tlie vital element of per- 

Petuily* . _, ____ 

perpetual, by the articles of confederation in I77k, treaties be more faithfully enforc-d between alien# 
'* and finally, in 1787, one of tlie declared object# for than Laws can among friends? Suppose you go to 
,t- 11 ordaining and establishing the Constitution was to Wltr. Y'oiJ cannot fight always; and whenever, with 
lay in form a more perfect Union. But if the destruction niUcli loss on both sides, and no gain on either, you 
ind in 0f tj,ft Union by one, or a part only, of the State# be C4JlWe fighting, then the identical question# a# to 
, lawfully possible, the Union is less than before, tlie terms of intercourse are again upon you. This 

Constitution having lost tlie vital element of per* country, with its institutions, belongs to the people 
rheth petuity. who inhabit it Whenever they shall grow weary of 
*• an'! It follows from these views that no State upon Its tfic cxjHt,lng government, they can exercise their 
ii/ow own mere motion can lawfully get out of the Union, constitutional right of amending, or their rcvolu- 
.,,am> that resolve# or ordinances to that effect arc legally tionary right to dismember or overthrow it. 

void, ftnd that acta ol' violence within any State or I cannot be Ignorant of the fact that many worthy 
good States against the authority of the United State# are and patriotic-citizens are desirous of having the Na- 

usket- insurrectionary and revolutionary according to cir tional Constitution amended. While I make no re- 
m ob chmstances. I, therefore, consider that, in view of commendation of amendment, and fully recognize 

‘ the Constitution and tho laws, the I 'nion is not i.lu- full authority of the people over tho whole sub- 
v" "" broken, and, to tlie extent of my ability, i shall take Ject, to be exerci-ed in either of the modes prescribed 
allow, Clir0| the Constitution Itself ^ expressly enjoins m tho instrument itrelf, I should, under existing dr- 
*'• upon me, that the laws of the Union be* faithfully curastane.es, favor rather than oppose a fair opportu- 

executed in all Urn States. Doing this, 1 deem it, to npy being afforded the people to act upon It. 1 will 
'a-'tei he only a simple duty on my part. 1 shall perfectly venture to add that to me the Convention mode seems 
south i perform it so far as is practicable, unless my rightful preferable, in that it leave# amendment# to originate 
am at masters, the American people, shall withhold the with the poople themselves, instead of only permit 
-.-ten- requisite authority, or in soul© authoritative manner ting them to lake or reject proposition# originated by 

direct tho contrary. others not ©Apedally chosen for the purpose, and 
iriety, 1 trust thi# will not bo regarded a# a menace, but which might not precisely suit, as they would wish 
:b dis- only a# the declared purpose of the 1 nion that it will other# to accept or refuse. 

constitutionally defend and maintain itself. In doing 
this there need be no bloodshed or violence, and 
there shall be none unless it is forced upon tho 
national authority. 

The power confided to me will be used to hold, 
in regard to grafting the shell bark, or hickory nut? Also, rjccu.(y and the property and place# belong- 

t„.. *** Jl, u«„ «*, ***«.Kat rs’iif ts 

others to accept or roluse. 
I understand a proposed amendment to the t ’onsti- 

tion—wliieh amendment, however, I have not seen— 
has passed Congress, to the effect, that the Federal 
Government shall never interfere with the domestic 
institution# of States, including that of persons held 
to service. To avoid misconstruction of what 1 have 
sail), I depart from my purpose not to speak of parti* 
eiilar amendments, so far as to say that holding such a 
provision a# implied constitutional law, 1 have no 

walks, when constructed as described, may be kept i ™ *“•*--*• -. ..J --- -, impofits; but beyond what may be necessary for tlu-se ' eular amendments, solar asto -ay ip. noiuing suen a 
in order with little trouble, and will he perfectly dry. of the b,1<bi of fruits’ ,V,r lLe |,arpT of deWl™ "in* Tin- English walnut httb* tender m this lat.todex>hen th,.r,. wiU be n0 invasion, no using of force provision us implied constitutional law, 1 have no 

1 | “ i prospect for fruits the coaiag reason, l aw pretty fully of the young, and the eutla ot t.ae shoot* are injured m the winter, jurqjQ*), qramuug tho people anywhere. objection tn its lining made express and irrevocable, 
sometime# a little gras# will spring up along the <;piuioa that Isabella Grapes, as well as /‘caches, liavo HuihTcd If the tree make* a very rapid succulent growth, it sometimes When hostility to the United State# shall be so The Chief Magistrate derives all hi# authority from, 
edges, but this can lie destroyed by a sprinkling of tllt< „.ll[1(, fatal effects from frost, ou the memorable Thursday suffera rather severely, as it grow* older, it becomes more great and so universal a# to prevent competent resi- the people, and they have conferred none upon him 
dry salt, though occasionally it is well to use the hoe night, few of the old varieties or grape#, except the Clinton, hardy. There is a dwarf ninety that bear* very early, and in dent citizen# from holding the Federal office#, there to fix the terms for the separation of the State#. The 
and remove any earth that may have washed from the 1 standing in exposed place#, but have sullered »evcrely in thi# the most suitakl*-for gardens, called Dwarf Prolific. will be no attempt, to .ore© obnoxious slrangei# I *' - 111 PJK‘- 8‘-J (Concluded on page 82.1 
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BURIED HOPES. 

a T *1 A KG 4 It K T KHIOTT. 

Wkkp for the buried hopes! 

Silently one bv one, 

Slipping away froth the tightening clasp 

Of hands that held them with eager grasp; 

Fading, rm fades the blt vaed light, 

Into the gloOmy shades of night, 

They diod; anil the grave of the “ Might have been ” 

Holdeth them all its walls within. 

Weep for the buried hopes! 

Ask, “ Will they ever rise? 

Dawns there no resurrection morn 

On tbo bright hopes faded, and perished, and •< ne? 

Do we part with them now forever and ayo? 

The friends we have roved we shall meet in the sky, 

But the thoughts we have cherished the heart’s strong 

desires, 

Will they greet US again when this earth expires?” 

We up for the burled hopes! 

But ask not their coming again! 

Tin better, far better, to say they arc gone; 

They are faded and lied, they will never return. 

Tis better to sink in a dumb despair 

Than to watch and to offer the empty prayer. 

Earth offers no balm to the weary breast 

Bereft of all hope; hut (Jon giveth rest. 

Gainesville, N. Y., 1861. 

j taste, aad high moral and intellectual culture. The 

I young Christian is often led to the indulgence of this 

habit, under the false plea that it does no harm. Is 

there not harm in that which robs the soul of any 

portion of true cultivation and refinement, and which 

is so unfavorable to the spirit of devotion? 

Christ, our teacher and ensample, was a perfect 

model of Christian dignity and graceful courteous¬ 

ness of maimer; yet blended with severe simplicity, 

a stern adherence to right and rebuke of wrong, all 

beautifully tempered with cheerfulness and love. 

Always accessible, kind and social, he never stooped 

to any approach to levity. If we arc of this spirit, 

we will not forgot that refinement and propriety of 

language and manner iB becoming to those who seek 

a pure and spiritual life beyond this, where all our 

faculties and affections will expand under the full 

anil perfect influence of the good and beautiful. 
Buffalo, N. Y., 1861. Muh. F, A. Dick. 

• ♦- * ♦ 

WOMAN AND HOME. 

[Writtenfor Mooro'a Rural New-Yorker ] 

THE GULF STREAM. 

BY MRS. A. h. HORTON 

(Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE BEAUTIFUL. 

Goo has given as ten thousand aids to worship 
Rim. Everywhere has Tie scattered tokens of Ilis 
love, power, and beauty, as suggestive iuffucnces to 
draw our souls out and upward toward Him, the 
Source of all excellence and beauty. There is also 
implanted within our hearts a deathless principle of 
love and admiration lor beauty and excellence, modi¬ 
fied, it is true, by constitutional truits and educa¬ 
tional bias, yet ever a living principle In the heart 
of all. 

Uow richly is this element of our being ministered 
unto! The whole earth is a temple of beauty; and 
to the Christian who has a mind to perceive, and a 
heart to feel, i.t is also a temple of worship. The 
ocean is an anthem, winds the prelude, flowing 
waters, whispering breezes, and birds of soug fill up 
the symphonies. And when these breezes come 
whispering to us from the wild pine woods, how 
sweet and solemn the music which is wafted to us 
from their lofty spires! 1 never listen to its sound 
without a thrill of hushed delight, ami a glud spring 
of adoration to (ion. I have sometimes thought that 
even angels might pause in their flight, and listen 
with holy joy to this ceaseless song of praise, which 
nature sends buck to God. Poets have sung the 
praise of old ocean in strains beautiful and sublime 
as itself; but in all its power and might, where do we 
find aught so irresistibly grand as the words of 
Isaiah, in reference to creative power, "who hath 
measured out the waters in the hollow of His hand”? 

The Alps, gemmed with a brilliant corouet of snow 
and ice, and robed in olouds of purple and roseate 
hue, stand in their eternal vustness and solitude, 
impressive emblems of power and praise—uneqimled 
in grandeur, nave in the magnifieont panorama of 
the boreal regions, with their glacial fields and 
unknown sou»: BYiadowy and silent are these polar 
circles, save when nature speaks, grand, thrillingly 
awful, yet so clothed in woudrous beauty so puve. 
spiritual, Gon like, aud ever ami anon lighted up by 
blushing aurora, like the smiles of attendant angels. 
Who that has read the lamented Hank's sketches, 
with the intense and thrilling interest they so richly 
inspire, has not felt his conceptions of Gon clearer, 
and in ;,ho heart a now sense of adoring love? 

Flowers, too, spring tip in our pathway every¬ 
where, like sweet messengers of mercy, and never 
are they so precious and beautiful as when culled by 
the hand of sorrowing affection for the graves of the 
loved and lost. What unutterable tenderness and 
love thrills flu* heart of the Christian mother, wife, 
or sister, as she gathers these fragrant uml beautiful 
creations of our Father’s hand, and offers them, as 
the incense of her deathless love, to the angelic 
spirits of her cherished dead! Precious ami beauti¬ 
ful link of communion between our heart’s purest 
love and sorrows and the spirits of the departed. 

Ail do not feel the power of beauty alike. To 
some, sublimity is the principal element; while 
another will forget the grandeur of Niagara itself, in 
admiration of the exquisite (lower that grows upon 
its banks. Others, again, think only of beauty as 
manifested to the senses in the grosser forms of 
fashionable life, developed in female charms, grace, 
and elffgAOCc of dress, or the polished and dignified 
carriage of manly perfections. 

Infancy and childhood, in its fairest forms, is, per¬ 
haps, the most beautiful example of perfect grace 
and loveliness given us from heaven. Miss Marti- 

nkai.! says, "a babe in a household is a well-spring 
°f joy.” It la also an over springing fountain of 
pure and holy feelings, allied closely to the love and 
parity of heaven. 

Wo be to the hearts whose obtuse or cold nature 
shuts in their souls from an appreciation of the beau- 

rfifnl. It la the most blessed and powerful aid we 
possess by nature, m our aspirations after immor¬ 
tality. Yet Satan takes advantage of this principle, 
as of many others, and by perversion leads us into 
errors that prove snares to the feet, so as to retard or 
Bturnbie the unwary. He would have us so enchanted 
with the beautiful here, that our eyes should never 
look beyond the present hour. Fashionable elegan¬ 
cies, amusements beautified gml polished by nature 
and art, blended with pleasure and the graceful 
enchantments of beauty, are all fascinations by 
which he would enchain the soul to earth. Even 
wise men and philosophers, both ancient and 
modern, huve been so satisfied with the excellence 
and beauty they discovered in the earth, as to wor¬ 
ship Nature, rather than look onward to the source 
of all perfection and beauty. Even our best, domestic 
affections are used as weapons to keep us from posi¬ 
tive duties. He would tie our hands with the cares 
of life, and magnifying the really holy and impera¬ 
tive duties of home, to the almost entire exclusion 
of the outer world; be would thus dry up our sym¬ 
pathies, and foster selfishness rather than love in our 
hearts. Again, cheerfulness is a positive Christian 
duty. The hope, genial (low of spirits, uml joyous¬ 
ness of childhood and youth, are beautiful and inno¬ 
cent,--a source of light and happiness in the home 
circle and general society. Yet oven here, in this 
fair field of our legitimate pleasures, lie mingles 
tares with our wheat. Hence, the levity and trifling 
we too oftoii Bee filling up the hours of social con¬ 
verse, to the almost entire exclusion of those higher 
thomee, that if rightly understood and loved, would 
conduce so greatly to the developoment of cultivated 

Titkkk is a bundle of delights bound up in the 
sweet word home. The word is typical of comfort, 
love, sympathy, and all the other qualities that con¬ 
stitute the delights of social life. Were the every-day 
enjoyments of many pious, intelligent, and affection¬ 
ate families of our country faithfully portrayed, they 
would exceed, in moral heroism, interest, and 
romance, most of the productions of the pen of 
fiction. The social well-being of society rests on our 
homes, and what are the foundation stones of our 
homes, but woman's care and devotion. 

The man that battles for his country’s altars and 
her fires, must go forth from a domestic sanctuary 
that is made bright and beautiful by woman’s nyinpa- 
thy and self-denying interest,. The chilling air of 
selfishness and neglect in the home circle is as 
destructive as autumnal frosts to noble impulses and 
philanthropic efforts. 

A good mother is worth an army of acquaintances, 
and a true hearted, noble-minded sister, is more pre¬ 
cious than the “dear live hundred friends.” The 
love we experience for domestic blessings, increases 
our faith, is an infinite goodness, and it is a foretaste 
of a better world to Como. Our homes are the sup¬ 
port of tbo government and the church, and all the 
associations and organizations that give blessings 
and vitality to social existence are herein originated 
and fostered. 

Those who have played round the same door step, 
basked in the same mother’s smilo, in whose veins 
the same blood (lows, are bound by a sacred tie that 
can never be broken. Distance may separate, quar¬ 
rels may occur, hut those that have a capacity to love 
anything must have at times a bubbling up of fond 
recollections, and a yearning after the joys of by¬ 
gone days. Every woman has a mission on earth. 
Bo she of high or low degree — in single blessedness 
or double —she is recreant to her duty, if she sits 
with folded bands and empty bead and heart, and 
frowns on all claims to her benevolence, or efforts for 
the welfare of others. There is "something to do” 
for every one — a household to put in order, a child 
to attend to, some parent to care for, some class of 
unfortunate, degraded, or homeless humanity to 
befriend. "To whom much is given, of them much 
will he required.” That soul is poor, indeed, that 
leaves the world without having exerted an influence 
that will he Celt for good after she has passed away. 

There it little bequiy in the lives of tfcono women 
who are drawn into the guy circles of fasbionubU- 
life, whose arena is public display, whose nursery is 
their prison. At home, does woman appear in her 
true glory: in the inner sanctuary of home life, can 
she be most like (hose who walk above "in soft 
white light,” and follow the Lamb whithersoever he 
goeth.—Journal am/ Messenger. 

Thebe is a mitfbty river ever erweepiag 

From where the tropic Skieu bend o'er the ?«;i. 

On, t>n, forever on, its course shit keeping. 

Tire lew as time — a wobderous mystery. 

And never is its swift., warm current failing, 

When mightiest Btrraxa* move sluggishly and blow, 

'Vlieu melting snows their channels broad are filling. 

Its banks it ne’er was known to overflow. 

Upon the I>ordor8 of that stately river 

No city rears its domes — no turrets gray 

Frown o’er Its waves — the din of trade and labor 

Reaches not there — nor Bound of childhood’s plav 

Not through green hanks where summer flowers are blooming 

Above its Waves, when trees their shadows throw, 

From ’mid whose boughs joyous bird notes are Wending. 

Ami timing to the water’s measur ed flow 

No, through the fierce Atlantic’s whelming surgee 

Steadfast and calm Its swift warm waters pour; 

Through banka of worried waves its course it urges. 

Sublimely grand, unheeding Ocean’s power. 

Sounded may be thy fame, “ Father of Waters;’’ 

To the " Fair Rhine ” may raptured thouaands throng; 

By Arno roam — where dwell Italia's daughters — 

Or for the classic Tiber raise a song: 

By Gauges' sacred stream may pilgrims wander; 

Stand where dark Danube'a waves are rolling free; 

f!y the broad Nile, on Egypt’s mysteries ponder; 

I’ll sing of thee, strange river of the sea. 

A type sublime thou seemost, Ocean river. 

In thy proud grandeur sweeping throngh the sea. 

Of the unswerving Will — the high Endeavor — 

That through Urn £t>a of Fife holds on its way 

Careless alike, if Power blames or praises, 

Where Duty’s voice isbeard, quick to obey, 

That fearless, through life’s dart, bewildering mazes. 

Steadfast, and strong in right, pursues its way. 

Northvitle Mich., 1861 
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PENCILINGS. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

PARENTAL INSTRUCTION. 

How interwoven with the hearts, thoughts, and 
destinies of millions of the human race, are the pre¬ 
cepts inculcated in early youth. The heart is then 
capable of being fashioned, its the potter molds his 

I clay; and us the child is then taught to love the good T'Bevf'rwitlin?: we are ever seeking for some unknown good, 

I and eschew the evil, or the contrary, so. generally ' KTer rcachmg forward to the future, while oftwltk thankless, 
i _mi i. _t_ i,* t.'. . Unrepentant heart*, wc take ropioingly <mr daily gifts. 

Murmuring that but a moiety of Heaven's bkvwiogs should 

[Written for Moore's Rural Now-Yorker q 

IT NR.EST. 

A MOTHER’S LOVE. 

Many a mother lives whose gray hairs have no 
beauty in the eyes of her children, and claim no 
reverence from those for whose welfare she would 
cheerfully pour out her heart’s blood. Many a 
mother's love is repaid by unkindness and ingrati¬ 
tude. Many an hour of wearisome toil and patient 
watching meets no other recompense than deeds the 
knowledge of which wrings her faithful heart with 
anguish. Yet through all the misfortunes, even 
through the dishonor of her children, her love knows 
no variableness. Her sympathy is given, though 
unsought: it is not forced upon the attention, but its 
soothing power is felt. In the silent night watches, 
her tears flow for them unbidden, and her voice goes 
up in supplication that lie who never slumbers will 
watch over and comfort them. In their presence her 
heart is never weary of planning, her hand of execu¬ 
tingsweet offices of affection; and in their absence 
the arms of her love are around them, and the 
incense of her prayers in their behalf rises continu¬ 
ally before the Eternal One. A mother’s love! 

There is none 

In all this cold anil hollow world, no fount 

Of deep, strong, deathless love, save that within 

A mother’s heart. 

How to re Handsome.—It is perfectly natural for 
all women to be handsome. If they are not so, th 
fault lies in their birth, or in their training, or in 
both. We wonld, therefore, respectfully remind 
mothers that in Poland, a period of childhood is 
recognized. There, girls do not jump from infancy 
to womanhood. They are not sent from the cradle 
directly to the drawing-room, to dress, sit still, and 
look pretty. During childhood, which extends 
through a period of several years, they are plainly 
and loosely dressed, and allowed to run, romp, and 
play in the open air. They take sunshine as does the 
flower. They are not loaded down, girded about, and 
oppressed in every way, with countless frills and 
superabundant flounces, so as to be admired for their j 
much clothing. Plain, simple food, free and varied j 

exercise, and good mental culture during the Whole 
period of childhood, are the secrets of beauty in after 
life. 

Home Like.—Even as the sunbeam is composed of 
millions of minute rays, the home light must be con¬ 
stituted of little tendernesses, kindly looks, sweet 
laughter, gentle words, loving counsels. It must not 
be like the torch-blaze of unnatural excitement, 
which is easily quenched: but like the serene, 
chastened light which burns as safely in the dry east 
wind as in the stillest atmosphere. Let each bear 
the other’s burden the while: let each cultivate the 
mutual confidence which is a gift capable of increase 
and improvement; and Boon it will be found that 
kindliness will spring up on every side, displacing 
constitutiocal unsuitability, want of mutual knowl¬ 
edge, even as wc have seen sweet violets and prim¬ 
roses dispelling the gloom of the gray sea-rocks. 

Life’s Problem.—The brief winter day is fading, 
and here I -tt by the window, thinking, -thinking,— 
till my brain is weary. The problem of life! Hhall 
it be forever unsolved? Am l in my lot and place in 
the great ( reator’s plan? Jn discharging the duties 
immediately around me, am T meeting my obligations, 
or do 1 linger on the outskirts while the work planned 
out for me is yet untouched? 0, to live in vain! To 
have inscribed upon the final page of life’s record, 
Fallal. Father above, look from Thy Throne and 
let the answer he deeply graven upon my soul, 
"What wilt thou have me to do?” Ah, my heart, 
looking up to the Holy One, is there no shrinking 
from duty, no hiding thine eyes from where God’s 

linger pointoth? Thou hart asked for thy life-work, 
but went there not up with that petition the wish that 
it might lie in some field of thine own choosing? 
Thou sayest, let me do good to my fellow men: it 
would be beautiful to cast sunlight around some 
darkened pathway, to make music where discord 
reigns, and to plant the flowers of friendship in 
hitherto barren soils. Dr^ . -or, causi thou offer the 
chalice of friendship to unattractive, the deso¬ 
late, and the for0. A* fight thon kfndlest upon 
his way may never reflect upon thine, but beamings 
from heaven shall shine around thee, and life’s mys¬ 
terious problem shall begin to grow plain. Perform 
the duties nearest thee, faithfully and well. They 
may be more eventful than any which distance gilds. 
Arc thy days dark,—does gloom press with leaden 
weight upon thy heart? Toil on,—thou shalt soon 
reach the sunny side of the hill. When trouble 
comes, do not lie down ami let her trample thee in 
the dust, but rise up and face her dread presence. 
If there is no bright side, look npon that which is 
the least dark. Dissolve at once and forever all part¬ 
nership with Despondency, and take Hope and Trust 
for thy bosom friends. Every victory gained over 
Despair and Inaction, is molding thy character toward 
perfection. Here is thy life work: thou hast conflicts 
to wage with self, with wrong and error. Strive on, 
and sigh not for another’s gift or lot: success in thine 
own sphere is the noblest object of thy ambition and 
shall one day result in a glorious reward. 

•‘Not onn of the counties voyagers 

On litV* mysterious main 

Hath laid down his burden of sorrows 

Who hath livtui and loved in vitiu.n 

Dreamland.—It is very bright and beautiful, filled 
with sunlight and music. Its landscapes arc lovely, 
its skies bright, and not a note of discord is heard 
in all its sunny realm. Kaaey often beckons us 
thither, when, wearied in life's toilsome valley wo 
fold for a moment our hands to rest. 8he opens the 
bright gateway, ami iu we glide. Instantly our feet 
are lifted from the dusty pathway of common life 
and placed upon the sun-gilded mountains which 
looked so hopelessly distant in the dull world of 
reality. Fame meets us in the way and crowns us 
with her garland. The productions of genius lie in 
rich profusion all around us. Dreamland is the 
favorite resort of the gifted olios of earth. Milton 

wrote Paradise Lost, but whit; was that in compari¬ 
son to the glorious song to which he listened when 
Fancy led him awhile into Driamland. The sculptor 
in his studio creates lovely forms around him. but 
let him close his eyes to chifcl ami marble, and far 
lovelier visions will rise before him. Weary months 
and years of toil might not iufiice to transfer those 
bright imaginings to marble. The painter charms 
with his actual creations of beauty: but who that has 
never been to Dreamland could suppose that far love¬ 
lier scenes pictured themselves to his mind's eye 
whenever ho looked in at the sunny windows of that 
gorgeous realm. 0, it is a glorious world; its 
resources arc without limit, and each one may find 
in it a little realm of his turn, where he is the 
" bright particular star.” Troops of friends surround 
him, and each thought and wish is an achievement. 
But when wo recrosa its shuing threshliold, how 
dark and forbidding docs this dull working world 
become! The brightness and music have gone: and 
when we ask whither to seek t ub scepter of conquest 
and the crown of victory, they point us to the steep 
and rugged path of endeavor. m. o. 

Butler, Win., 1861. 

will be their paths through life. It is impossible to 
fathom the intricacies of the heart, its susceptibility 
to enduring impressions, or note with what delicacy 
is traced thereon those innumerable traits which dis¬ 
tinguish the rharactera of mankind. Nor can we 
always know what simple and apparently harmless 
things, or incidents, may bias the mind contrary to 
what we would dosire. Parental precepts and exam¬ 
ples have a great influence upon the characters of 
children, and if correct principles are early instilled 
in the mind, time can never wholly efface them, even 
if they forsake the paths of virtue. 

Parents, then, cannot be too careful in every thing 
that rein tea to their children, or in any of the duties 
and responsibilities devolving upon them. They 
should act consistently at all times, and then will 
their instructions he deeply implanted in the heart. 
But the slightest deviation from truth and justice 
will generally be detected, and shake, in a moment, 
the foundation upon which you wished to build the 
superstructure. Nothing can be more pernicious in 
its effects upon the minds of children, than to teach 
by precept what is not taught by example. Confi¬ 
dence, the basis of families, societies, and nations, is 
destroyed, and cannot easily be regained. Mistrust 
finds a secure retreat where it had never before been 
able to penetrate, and once there the eradication will 
be most difficult. 

Nor should either parent take the part of the child, 
when corrected by the other in a proper manner. 
This is sometimes done, but such a parent can have 
no idea of the injury thus committed, or having once 
done so it would never be repeated. In such cases 
the child, if not always shielded from punishment, 
has the effect of it nullified by the false sympathy 
exhibited, so (hat. it is of no benefit, Such a house¬ 
hold is divided against itself, and upon the children 
the effect is ruinous. They will fear and hate the 
one, and despise the other; time between them, all 
moral restraint is lost. Neither should they he pun¬ 
ished too severely, and never when in a passion. As 
you seek the benefit of the child, you correct him 
from love for him, and when angry, even if you do 
not overstep the bounds of prudence, it will not be 
as beneficial as it otherwise would. In this progres¬ 
sive age, the difficnlty seems to be that they arc not 
corrected at all, or in such a manner that it does 
little good. If yon apeak to a child to reprove him, 
and lie answers cutely, it will not do to smile approv¬ 
ingly and let it pass, lie will Boon learn to mock at 
all reproof, and despise good instruction, and conse¬ 
quently he becomes rude and uncivil on all occasions. 

Children should be tanght to be obedient, to respect 
the aged, and deport themselves properly, but herein 
they have been and are still i^trOgrading. And this 
is an age, too, of which so much is boasted concern¬ 
ing inventions and discoveries, and the social and 
moral advancement, as well as the general diffusion 
of knowledge among mankind, compared with former 
periods. That this should he the case, under such 
circumstances, cannot he otherwise than humiliating, I 
ana i nope |,iiicuu. ...it >i. ..it ... u.vii |,u,'vi v\j ,ms- 

vent further progress in that direction. ’ c. A. V. 

South Gilboa. N. Y., 1861. 

Failings. — The finest composition of human 

nature, as well as the finest china, may have flaws iu 

it, though the pattern may be of the highest value. 

Wk Buffer for the offences of our progenitors; our 

descendants will suffer for outs. The self-justifying 

ancestor may asservate that ais surfeits of viands 

and wines, and his indulgences in narcotics, do him 

no harm; but three generation! afterward, delirium 

and gout will shriek out their denials ia his great- 

grand-children.—Horace Many. 
_[ I_ 

Every man complains of his memory, but no man 

complains of his judgment. 

WINTER IN THE COUNTRY. 

* * * * All this time yon have been toying 
Avith your toilet, and now that it is finished, you take 
a more prospective view of the outer world. You 
live in the country, of course; and you see your cuttle 
In their cheerful or cheerless precincts (but perhaps 
they maintain the stoical rnein and stand all 
weathers,) patient beneath projecting eaves of snow 

on their foretops, chewing the stray wisps of hay 
which had almost effected a thorough retreat under 
cover of night and the suow. Then you see the hay¬ 
stacks in the field beyond, all u-glistcn like domestic 
Alp or Appoiiine with the sunrise on their summits; 
aud lo, the gate-posts have put on a weird human air 
in their grotesque head-dress. The kitchen-maid 
here appears with a bucket ami tries to find the well. 
The curb it seems to have been the especial care of 
the Snow-Whim (for this wild spirit of the drift needs 
an apotheosis into capitalization and personality,) to 
barricade, for around it the white banks arc heaped 
up highest. At length the sweep goes up and a 
new snow-storm drifts in the breeze and sunrise like 
innumerable white doves about Sal lie's glowing face, 
as the bucket goes down. 

Jingle, jingle, jingle. Here’s a sleigh. Your enter¬ 
prising friend and neighbor, Roberts, pioneers the 
merry cavalcade that before the day is gone shall 
make music wherever they go, with cloaks and 
shawls, and furs, and blankets, and bufl'alo skins, 
and warm hearts, and bright eyes, and song, and 
shout, and laugh, and happiness, and love, and 
sleigh-bells. Now you have just thought, by some 
unexplainable suggestion, of Sir John Franklin and 
snow-shoes, and Esquimaux, and white bears, those 
terrible ghosts that haunt the North, and reindeer 
and ice-bergs, and fields of ice; and you marvel if 
American enthusiasm will Dot burn through a North¬ 
west passage, and whether the Ice-King will fold his 
ermine silence and majesty about him forever and 
never abdicate his throne at the North Pole, and — 

^ our breakfast bell rings. Your wife puts her arm 
in yours at the bottom of the stair. Ah, where sum¬ 
mer blooms all the years in two Loving hearts, what 
if on the brow of both it snowed? The sweet soul 
(" the dear girl” you will call her,) whose "sphere” 
has been your smile, only, and her childrens’ happi¬ 
ness for many a year, has been up and down, busy 
with home, for two hours, and how rosy yonr 
childrens' faces look, as with glad appetites they sit 
around you and you see the beautiful Aurora stream¬ 
ing up over the snow of your age from the dream of 
your childhood that has stolen away into their bright 
eyes and bird-nest hearts. 

" It snowed, papa!” says Bennie—with his lips like 
blossoms, aud his blue eyes fivo years old. But be 
doesn’t mean that you are growin gold.—Prentice. 

Be our portion. And even when we murmur at our fate, 

A wiser One than we, who Pees Oar need irf cb.wteiaing, 

Draweth near, and on our -.el weak, orrine hearts, 

La.veth some harden, grievous to be borne, that thus, 

Bv trial, as the gold is purified, we too may come forth 

Brighter, purer, holier, our faith made clear, our lovo 

renewed. 

Oft do we grope blindly in Goo's own glorious sunlight; 

Shutting our hearts to Nature’s harmonies. We alone, 

Of all her workspace careless, '.banblew, and discordant. 

O. can we gaze and meditate on all around, above us, 

And not feel a thrill ol rapture? Can we still walk willfully 

In very weak nor*, far apart from Gon, with not a angle 

Offering of thanks, a prayer, a humble prayer of grateful 

praise 

Arising from the inmost soul? And yet, with proud, 

Aye, e’en defiant hearts, we stumble on, thinking ourselves 

Sufficient for ourselves, spurning the Tight, and scorning 

The control of Tower Almighty, — raging because Ilia 

mysteries 

Cannot bo understood by such we 

1 .nok abroad upon the various scenes that life is teeming with, 

Aud gay if, with a single item of humanity, thou wouldst 

Exchange thy lot. Each heart its sorrows hath, each heart 

its joys, 

For every smile there >-oiue« a tear of woe; for every joy a 

sorrow 

Is in store; for every bliss a pain, and when the heart is 

lightest, 

Then dark clouds are hovering, ready to envelop it. 

Wisdom Infinite allots to all earth's sons as seemeth best of 

Good and evil, Joy may not predominate, lest we, reveling 

In the gift*, forget the Giver. Sorrow may not reign, 

Only sufficient hero to ns is given that we tnay see how vain, 

How weak, how trifling all these earthly scenes, amt, know 

ing this, 

May learn to prize the rest that comcth to earth’s weary ones, 

Within our Father's mansions And who shall gay it is not 

Ordered best? Who dare to question these, Hig wise designs? 

’Tls not for such as we to murmur at. IDs plans; 

And, with weak, powerless hands. to mark out for ourselves 

The path that wo would walk iu Therefore, brothers, sisters, 

Eel u*, with humble, loving OAre place inwoee on the 

altars of 

Our hearts, which shall arise, in prayer and praise, up to 

The Great White Throne, Trusting the many precious 

promises 

Which unto us are given; walkingin blindness if he willaitso; 

And knowing what He wishes us to know; believing, too, 

That when life’s pilgrimage is o’er, these myrteriea shall be 

All revealed; ant! these blind eyes, which God will Mien 

undone, 

Shall see that He hath best ordained it so 

Cleveland, N. Y., 1861. Clara. 

- ♦-— 
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GOING HOME, 

Love ok Children.—“I love God aud little cliil- 

First, I looked upon the face of a dead girl, iu 
whose living form was enshrined all that is pure and 

lovely. She was a very marvel of truth and beauty, 

such beauty as the artist loves to gaze on, and as he 

drinks in the divine meaning, feels himself nearer 

God; but while lie gazes, turns away in despair at 

his own creations,—sees them grow dimmer and 
dimmer, until -it foot they alow.. ♦ t.. t„ 'V«m tlio 

and ho feels that no Rkmiik andt dyes can vie with 
that life’s rosy current, tinging the cheek in shades 
that come and go as the hum's setting beams play 
upon the cloud; that none but the Great Master can 
chisel a thing so fair. But now she sleeps and the 
beating pulse keeps pace no more with life’s tuneful 
measures. The angels have borne her home. 

Next, I gazed upon the palo brow of a youth 
stretched upon his bier, who had but just tasted his 
first draughts of Fame,— and they were sweet, oh 
how sweet- He had grasped what to him ivas ever¬ 
more a charmed enp, and ho could not lose the 
deeper draughts. They had already given hia eye a 
more radiant lustre, set ambition’s signet upon his 
brow, and upon his lips a firm resolve. Yes, he 
would be Fame’s forever. But ere he bad drained 
the cup to its dregs, and mingled the bitter with the 
sweet, our Father called, ami he, too, went home. 

Another, in the ghastliness of death, was one in 
full maturity of womanhood, the watchword of 
whose life had hecn “Onward.” She had wrought 
her tasks deep and •well, and hers was a destiny that 
charmed the world. They said, too, that her heart 
was as great as her intellect; but now the wreaths of 
laurel that bad bound her brow lay withered and 
dead. She had passed to a land that is always 
sunny and beautiful, with Amaranthine bowers, 
where no death-chills penetrate, and laurels are green 
forever, 

There a hero of many battles lay confined with his 
martial cloak around him, and by his side his trusty 
sword, ns much prized as .1' it. had been Damascan. 
lie had fought for his country and a name. Long 
years before he had dreamed that " it was much to 
be a warrior, more a conqueror,” and his dreams 
had lived. To him the charm of life was found only 
in the flash of serried steel, —and the last word that 
died upon his lips was “victory.” But death was 
the conqueror, and the veteran sleeps with his fathers. 
Such is life. 

t: What shadows we ate, 
What shadows we pursue.” 

Rochester, N. Y., 1861 M. V. T. 

Two Ways ok Preaching.—A young minister 
once, in a sermon addressed to a fashionable audi¬ 
ence, attacked their pride and extravagance as seen 
in their dresses, ribbons, ruffles, jewels, &c. Iu the 
evening, talking with the old minister for whom he 
had preached, "Father D.,” said he, "why do you 
not preach against the pride ami vanity of this 
people for dressing so extravagantly?” "Ah! my 
son,” said Father D., “while you are trimming off the 
top and branches of the tree, I am endeavoring lo ait 

it up by the roots, and then the whole top dies of 
itself.” 

dren,” says a German writer; as if there were some 
connection between the two, as there certainly is. 

And the late Washington Irving, in a notice of the 
poet Campbell, speaks of the love of children as 
“an infallible sign of a gentle and amiable nature.” 
It whs so emphatically in him. And when he came 
to die, uu fairer chaplet was laid npon his bier, than 
was placed there by the little boy who said, in allu¬ 
sion to the double loss he had sustained, " I have 
lost two of my best friends — my little brother and 
Washington Irving.”—Child at Home. 

Breath of Religion. —Religion should influence 
its professor in all the relations of life. Whatever 

ho does, he should do it better for being a Christian. 
Religion should make one a better student, u better 
servant, a better master, a better parent, a better 
child, a better man in all respects. The pious but 
eccentric Rowland Hill, remarked, "That he would 
not give a farthing for that man’s religion whose cat 
aud dog were not the better for it.” 

Sensuality.—The wicked and sensual part of the 
world are only concerned to find scope and room 
enough to wallow iu; if they can but have it whence 
they have it troubles not their thoughts; saying 
grace is no part of their meal; they feed aud grovel 
like swine under an oak, filling themselves with the 
mast but never so much as looking up either to the 
boughs that bore, or the hauds that shook it down.— 
South. 

e 



THE 
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DISTRICT SCHOOLS. 

It is a fast now acknowledged by all who are ac¬ 

quainted with educational matters at the present day, 

that the schools of our cities and large towns are 

superior to those in the rural districts. Many of the 

reasons for this difference are. by no means, chargea¬ 

ble to teachers, and will, in time, we trust, be 

removed; in the meantime, let teachers do all in 

their power to elevate the schools with the facilities 

at hand, and wait patiently for the “ good time com¬ 

ing.’’ The schools of towns and cities are larger, 

and admit of a more thorough classification, thus 

affording the great advantage of class exercises, where 

mind stimulates mind, teachers are less frequently 

changed, and are generally more experienced than in 

country schools. 
It cannot he expected that the rural districts will 

possess all the appliances necessary for giving an 

advanced course of instruction at present, if it would 

bo desirable at any time; but there is no good reason 

why*, in all the rudimentul course,— which is the most 

important, of all,—our country schools should be 

inferior to those of largo towns. 
The great want of all our schools is. that of trained 

teachers. The doctrine which holds that any person 

possessing proper intellectual and moral qualifica¬ 

tions is prepared to instinct the young, is false,—just 

as false as it is to suppose a person qualified to enter 

upon the practice of medicine, because he can furnish 

evidence of a tolerable knowledge of Human Physi¬ 

ology, when, at the same time, he is, perhaps, almost 

entirely ignorant of the laws of Hygiene; and knows 

nothing at all of Therapeutics. That such immediate 

evil may not. result from the former, as from the 

tion upon the character or efficiency of the officers 

recently chosen, I ftm impelled, in view of the past, 

to suggest that the Legislature should make provision 

in some manner for enforcing thu faithful discharge 

of the dHties pertaining to the office under considera¬ 

tion. In not a few cases the incumbents are engaged 

in other avocations requiring a large share of time 

and attention, whilst their duties as school commis¬ 

sioners are regarded as of secondary importance, to 

be discharged as convenience shell allow — others, 

though nominally devoting their whole time to the 

office, arc negligent in the discharge of their official 

duties, and not (infrequently subject their constituents 

to much trouble in the attainment ol services, which 

the commissioner should perform with alacrity and 

punctuality. The power of removal from office for 

persistent neglect of official requirements, with 

proper guards against its abuse, would go far toward 

securing a fidelity of service demanded alike by tlie 

public interests and the obligations of duty." 

Teachers’ Institutes.—The Teachers' Institutes, 

held in the various counties during the last autumn, 

under the auspices of the school commissioners, were 

uot as numerously attended aw those of the preceding 

year, although the appropriation by the State, for 

instruction and contingent expenses, was materially 

increased at the last Legislative session. This result, 

says Mr. Van Dyck, is uO doubt to be attributed to 

the fact that the term of office of the commissioners 

was about to expire, and that hence their influence 

over teachers, and their own exertions to secure a 

full attendance, were in some measure lessened. The 

whole number of teachers present at the Institutes 

was 5,913; and the average expense per county. 

$130.58. 

Normal School.—The number of pupils in this 

department of public instruction during the past year 

was 331, and of its graduates during the same period, 

73, of whom 32 were males and 11 females. The 

_ -r— — - . ' 

AMERICAN WATCH COMPANY'S MANUFACTORY, WALTHAM, MASK. 

latter practice, i3 readily granted, but that, the final whole number of pupils who have entered its classes 

result is less pernicious, can hardly Ire denied. is 3,480; of whom 1,193 completed the full course of 

This want of training several States have aimod instruction and received the resulting diploma. 

result is less pernicious, can hardly be denied. 

This want of training several States have aimod 

to meet in the establishment of Normal Schools. These 

schools aim to Vie professional, and all young persons, 

before entering upon the profession of teaching, 

should, if possible, avail themselves of the advan¬ 

tages there offered for the study of the Science of 

Education and the Art of Teaching, especially the 

latter, for teaciting is an art. 

For those who cannot avail themselves of these 

advantages, and those who may wish to teach only 

for a short time, the want should be met us fully as 

possible, in the establishment of Institutes, suffi¬ 

ciently frequent, and of sufficient duration to admit 

of several weeks' training under experienced teachers. 

In these exercises, the pupil teachers might be called 

upon to condnct the recitations, at which the mem¬ 

bers of the class could so play their part, (if any 

playing should appear necessary in the way of dull¬ 

ness,) as to call forth all the power and tact of the 

practicing teacher, in elucidating and teaching a 

subject.; thus disciplining and preparing each other 

for the future duties. 

With a band of teachers thus drilled, good and 

attractive sclioolhouses, and with a reasonable atten¬ 

tion from parents, under the supervision of officers 

qualified to conduct these Institutes, and to counsel 

and instruct the teachers, our country schools would 

soon rival those which, in the efficiency of their 

instruction, are considered the best in the world. 
Palmyra, NY., T86f. * HI. Hollister. 

SCHOOL MATTERS OF NEW YORK. 

In our issue of February 16th we gave condensa¬ 

tions of such portions of the State Superintendent's 

Report to the Legislature as our space permitted, and 

now publish those matters of general interest which 

the condition of our columns compelled ns to omit at 

that period: 

School Finances.—The Superintendent presents 

the following summary of the financial reporta of the 

public schools for the year ending Sept. 30, 1860: 

. . .Receipts. Cities. Rur. Dint. 

Balnncll on hand, Oct. 1, 1859 A 399,0*32 *16 S 79,404 37 

Amount received of State Appor¬ 

tionment . 378,860 92 941,344 92 

Proceeds of Gospel ao<l School 

Rands_,. 473 64 18,617 50 

Amount raised by district taxes . 1,471,344 58 544,071 29 

Amount raised by rate bills_ 420,257 98 

Amount received from all other 

sources..’._...__ 18,815 89 28,362 63 

The Kind ok Teachers we Want.- A great de¬ 

ficiency in the character of the instruction imparted 

in our Common Schools has been its lack of adapta¬ 

tion to the ordinary business avocations of the com¬ 

munity. In comparatively few instances is any effort 

made to convey knowledge not embraced within the 

limits of the most elementary branches. The con¬ 

ditions of society in our day are such as to demand a 

more extended course of instruction; and an ac¬ 

quaintance with the principles of natural science 

becomes a necessity not to be overlooked in the 

education of any child. A knowledge of mechanics 

is essential to every person Who proposes to derive 

his subsistence from almost any handicraft pursuit— 

of chemistry to those who design to devote thom- 

selvcs to agriculture —of geometry, mensuration, 

and algebra, to those who intend to become engi¬ 

neers, architects or builders—of physiology to those 

who would cultivate health and longevity — of the 

principles of government to those who desire to 

become intelligent citizens —and of all, to those 

who would fill reputably aud successfully the varied 

stations in life to which onr free institutions invite 

even the humblest members of society. Far the 

greater number of teachers in our common schools 

are incapable of imparting instruction in those and 

cognate branched. It is thiB deficiency will eh the 

instruction, of the formal Bchool la especially eaten 

lated to supply. Its graduates are prepared to carry 

this essential knowledge into the schools, and create 

a desire for a higher course of study on the part ot 

those whose advantages arc now so restricted by rea- 

Bon of the limited acquirements of their teachers. 

They form a means of comparison to school commis¬ 

sioners by which to estimate the qualifications which 

should characterize those who apply to them for 

license to enter the Bchool. - fn these and a thousand 

other ways, they serve to elevate tho standard ot 

common school instruction, whilst their success in 

the vocation they have chosen, and the respect which 

their character aud condnct uniformly elicits from 

the community in which their calling la exorcised, 

reflect the highest honor on the institution from 

which they have graduated. 

have become celebrated as time-keepers. and are fast j 

supplanting those of foreign manufacture. We know 

whereof we affirm in this respect, from personal 

knowledge, and the testimony of friends upon whose 

judgment the utmost reliance can be placed, ®nd 

therefore hope it will uot long ho true that “ wc pay 

five millions of dollars to European manufacturers 

every year for the foreign made watches that inun¬ 

date tho country, aud us much more for keeping 

them in working order, while we have artisans 

among us capable of earning tho first five millions, 

and of saving more than tho last to their customers, 

by doing the work thoroughly.” 

Among the many tributes to the value of the 

American Watch, and tho enterprise of its manu¬ 

facturers, we have seen nothing better expressed 

than an article in Harper's Weekly, descriptive of a 

visit to the establishment, at Waltham. It is from 

the pen of the graceful and versatile author ot the 

“Potipltar Papers’'— Okokob William Curtis, also 

celebrated as one of the most accomplished lecturers 

In tho whole country—and so interesting that, we are 

constrained to quote it entire, as follows: 

“Governor Banks, of Massachusetts, recommends 

in Ilia last Message, that the dome of the Boston State 

House be gilded. That dome is the most conspicuous 

object as you approach the oity; and it is soon from 

all the neighboring heights, as the dome of St. 

Peter’s is scon from the villas about Rome. Boston 

also sits upon its three hills, dark and massive, like a 

feudal baron; and the gilded dome would be only 

like a glittering crown, reminding the feudatory vil¬ 

lages around of the grandeur of their lord. That lord 

ought to be proud of bis subjects, for no city in the 

world had ever a more thrifty, prosperous, intelli¬ 

gent neighborhood of villages, which overlap and 

run into each other, contented with themselves and 

proud of the whole. , 
“Now if, some winter morning; when yftn wish to 

get a little nearer to tho secret ol that thrift and 

character, you take one of the trains that are inces¬ 

santly disparting westward from Boston, after crossing 

the Back Bay, and gliding through the gardens or 

Brookline and Brighton, skirting the valley of the 

Charles Rivet, you will find yourself in the pretty 

nice, and the heat is not less than a hundred degrees 

of Fahrenheit. 
“ And there is one pleasant impression — the pleas¬ 

antest of all — that you bring away. While the infi¬ 

nite variety of machinery seems almost self-intel¬ 

ligent, the workmen and women impress you with 

the heartiest respect? and when, as you pause in the 

office, you are shown the beautiful watch that was 

recently given by the citizens of Waltham to thewifo 

of Governor Hanks, you aro irresistahly reminded 

that he came out of a factory m this very town to be 

Speaker in Congress and Governor of his State; and 

rollout that, as you have just seen the making of 

watches that mark the time ol day, so, among tho 

makers, you hnvo seen the nmn whose intelligence 

and ability mark the time of our civilization and pro¬ 

gress— a time in which tho welfare of society is 

getting to lie more and more established upon the 

only permanently sure basis, the sell-respect and 

intelligence of labor. 

“There are the spires of Waltham the pretty 

white town of West Newton—and, whiz! hero are 

tho steep tiers of dark brick houses rising to the 

State House. You observe that Bostou lias not yet 

its gilt crown on; but remembering what you have 

seen — reflecting that now it is shown that we can 

furnish ourselves with the best watches so much more 

cheaply than when we import them — you will stop 

at tho foot of the State Honao steps long enough to 

say, ‘You dosorvo a crown, because these things 

have been done under your eye and by your spirit.’ 

“Then, if you choose, you may rise and invite 

Beacon street to give three cheers for tho twentieth 

century!” 
-M-> | ^ I «-• 

CURIOUS HORSES. 

We have now on exhibition in London four 

“African Horses," of which we read in the handbill 

that they are of perfect symmetry, well matched, and 

all of a dark-brown color, tho tallest being 31 inches 

high. The owner had the honor of exhibiting them 

to her most gracious majesty, who expressed herseli 

much pleased with them. Tho horses, or rather 

ponies, are now stalled in the same room whore the 

REASON AND INSTINCT. | 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: - Philosophers teach ] 

ns that the main difference between beings govotned 

by reason and those governed by instiuct is, the 

former in all their undertakings make mistakes, and 

they perfoct nothing but by trials and experiments, 

while the latter never make mistakes in any of their 

calculations, ami are, consequently, susceptible of 

no improvement. To illustrate they say, that the 

youngest parent bird is taught by instinct how to 

provide for her young, and to use the signs and 

sounds for communicating to their young, iw well as 

tho old bird that has reared many broods. 

Now, then, 1 do not rightly understand tho rulo, or 

else I have witnessed an exception. It has been a 

question among metaphysicians, “which is the 

mother of tho chicken,” Ac. I will not attempt to 

discuss this question, hut will relate the case above 

referred to. 

About two years ago last August, as I was one 

morning passing through tho barnyard, I observed 

i an old hen Bitting right whore I wished to pass. A 

few feet from her sat a half-grown pullet, one alio had 

reared the same season. As 1 approached, they 

showed little inclination to move out of my way. 

With my foot l assisted tho old hen from her Sitting 

posture, and immediately three little chicks ran from 

under her; at the same time, the pullet arose and two 

chicks ran from under her, also. Tho clucking of 

the old hen called the chickens all to herself, in spite 

of the efforts made by the pullet to restrain them. 

Chickens will follow tho hen that clucks, —tho pullet 

didn't know how to cluck! 

I passed on and thought no more of it, until a few 

days after, as I was passing near the same spot, T saw 

tho same hen and pullet sitting a few loot apart, as 

before. With a good (leal of bustling and squalling, 

the old hen got up, and one solitary chicken ran from 

under her, while four sprightly little fellows ran from 

under the pullet, and as they moved off, tho wholes 

five little chicks ran after the pullet, and even tho old 

hen, rather than be left alone, followed her important 

young assistant, which by this time hud learned to 

cluck as fast as any old hen in the yard. But I 

think if she had made the same noise in other cir¬ 

cumstances, I should have mistaken her meaning, 

yet the little chicks seemed to understand her quite 

well. 

Time passed on. The pullet improved daily iu 

i clucking, and, strangest of all, she soon lcarnod to 

i practice all the airs assumed by maternal hens. She 

would bristle her feathers, spread her wings, and 

; squall vociferously, if any stranger came too near 

i her adopted protege. 

Now it soerns to me that instinct failed to perform 

her work, and the young hen was under tho necessity 

of looking to reason for a guide. Probably tlve old 

hen had commenced laying before she had weaned 

,• her former brood, and when she felt like sitting had 

1 driven some other hen from her nest, appropriating 

[ the eggs to herself just as they were ready to hatch. 

a But I cannot imagine what caused the pullet to desire 

a sharing the family cares with her mother. 
I ! Java, Ohio, Feb., 1801. W B. 0. 

sources..’.______ 18,815 89 28,362 63 

$2,268,557 09 $2,032,118 69 

2,268,557 09 

$4,300,676 78 

Payments. 

For teach ers’wages.$1,118,078 14 $1,479,886 24 

For libraries .. 

For school apparatus_ 

For colored schools__ 

For expenses of school houses, 

viz.: sites, building, hiring, 

purchasing, repairing, and in¬ 

suring; fences, outhonscs, fur¬ 

niture, &c... 

For all other incidental expenses 

Amount on band, Oct. 1, 1860... 

Totals..S 

Total in cities. 

6,846 04 

75,449 71 

20,985 28 

361,321 86 

b 208,453 63 

477,422 49 

.$2,268,557 09 

27,189 83 

6,973 88 

4,137 53 

280,968 83 

153,956 04 

79,006 34 

$2,032,118 69 

2.268,657 09 

Total in the State. $4,300,675 78 

If the amount remaining on hand, October 1st, 

I860, (at the close of the school year,) be deducted, 

it will give as the actual payments for school pur¬ 

poses during the twelve months preceding, in the 

cities, of 51,791,134.C0, and iu the rural districts, 

§1,953,112.35; or a total in the State of §3,744,246.95. 

Apportionment ok School Money for 18G1.— 

From the following statement we can learn the 

amount of school money and its apportionment for 

the current year: 

Moneys Apportioned, dx. 

From common school fund.$ 155,000 00 

From United States deposit fund. 165,000 00 

From State school tax.... 1,064,473 15 

Balance in t reasury_ 986 80 

Total...$1,385,459 95 

The above account is apportioned as follows, viz.: 

For the payment of school commissioners’ 

salaries.... .... $ 56,000 00 

For district quotas, as per table___ 419.686 74 

For pupil “ “ 11 _$852,556 35 

For u “ for Indians_ 1,036 06 for Indians. 

For libraries, as per table 

For libraries for Indians.. 

.$852,556 35 

1,036 06 

. 54,937 06 

62 94 

853,592 41 

55,000 00 
Balance for contingent apportionments.. 1.180 80 

Total.„.$1,385,459 95 

School Commissioners and their Duties.—Super¬ 

intendent Van Dyck offers some wholesome sugges¬ 

tions to this class of individuals. The Commis- 

siouera were chosen for the various districts into 

which the State is divided at the last general election, 

and entered upon their duties January 1st, 1861. The 

Superintendent says:—“Without any designed reflec- 

THE AMERICAN WATCH. 

We believe in American industrial institutions, and 

that it is the especial duty of Americans to excel “all 

the world and the rest of mankind” iu the arts of 

Production aud Manufacture — that we should avail 

ourselves to the fullest extent of the great natural 

advantages of our soil and climate, arid the inventive 

genius, skill, and industry of tho people, to become, 

more than any other, tt Nation which shall, so far as 

possible, produce both the necessaries and luxuries 

of life, lienee, we rejoice whenever a new branch of 

useful production or manufacture is introduced iu 

any part of the country — anything which will render 

us more independent of foreign nations, and Belf- 

reliant and skillful as a people. And we hold it to 

be the duty of our people to encourage, iu every 

proper manner, those who, in thus endeavoring to 

compete successfully with the old world, not only 

elevate us among the nations, hut bestow great and 

permanent benefits upon community. Among the 

benefits thus conferred, wc may mention the employ¬ 

ment of artisans, the building up of villages and 

cities, and consequent creation of new home markets 

for our surplus agricultural products. 

These thoughts, founded upon views long enter¬ 

tained, are expressed as introductory to what we 

purpose saying and quoting, voluntarily, relative to 

the manufacture of Tlte American Watch. This busi¬ 

ness is conducted by The American Watch Co., 

(represented by Appleton, Tracy <V Co., Waltham, 

and Bobbins A Appleton, New York City,) a fine 

view of whose extensive Manufactory is given above. 

The establishment is located on the banks of Charles 

River, in the town of Walthum, Mass., and iB said to 

occupy a site of surpassing beauty. [The enterprise 

was first started ut Roxbury in 1850, bot subsequently 

removed to and made permanent in its present loca¬ 

tion.] “ The manufactory occupiesan area of one hun¬ 

dred by one hundred feet, and forms a quadrangle, 

with an open court in the center. The building is two 

stories iu height, and has eight hundred feet of floor 

line, with about sixteen hundred feet of bench line 

for the accommodation of the workmen. The 

motive power is a twelve-horse steam engine, which 

gives motion to the lines of shafting in all the rooms, 

to which are attached the numerous ingenious, deli¬ 

cate and wonderful maohinee which are u*ed in the 

various processes for transforming the crude mate¬ 

rials into the exquisitely finished parts of the watch, 

the completest result of human ingenuity and skill 

yet attaiued.” 

The Watohes manufactured at this establishment 

vll!a«« of Wert Newtott, It i* #1* and wooden, and talking fish was formerly exhibited. They aro pretty 

neat and cheerful. MpecinUF « U tho qpxt Rttic creatures, of a sort of mmmv color. Tho heads I 

moment from the comfortable grebes, wrapped in are not like those of ordinary English horses or 

which yon arc slipping along the road behind a solid ponies, but have a peculiar foreign look about them, 

pair of horses, making music as they go. A few mo- They have very long tails, and their tiny hoofs have 

ments bring yon to the road which winds above a broad not as yet been shed. Tho weight of the smallest is 

basin of the Charles, upon which they aro cutting ice. about.nino stone. It. requires some one more oxpe- 

The surface of tins river is lurrowod by a horse and riOnced than myself to say for certain of what breed 

machine, and the process looks to yon like winter they really are; but they are, T think, not Shetland 

plowing. But yonder are spires amoug the trees; ponies, tor this animal is for the most part short 

and nearer, upon tho very edge of the. river basin, is and thick, with a broad back and stout legs. The 

a low, two-story building, full of windows. The present specimens are, on tho contrary, narrow in 

spires’ are tho spires ol' Waltham, and the many the back and remarkably fine about the legs. They 

windowed building is the factory of the American may bo said to be well-bred creatures. The hair, too, 

Watch Company. is more wo°* Man l'K’ OKUttury hair °f a horse. 
“Of all the manufactures, that of watches must be The proprietor lias just clipped them, so that their 

the most exquisite and delicate. But why should well-made proportions are shown oil' to good advan- 

Europe make our watches? asks common sense and tage. I should feel obliged if any correspondent 

the genius of American enterprise. Why should it? would kindly tell us if he has seen such ponies in 

asks tho American Watch Company; and in this fac- Africa; and if so, in what part?—F. T. BuCKLAND, 

tory that Company is demonstrating why wo should in The Field. 

make them for ourselves. And It is a very pretty * * 

and satisfactory answer to n very plain question. WONDERS OP CHEMISTRY. 

“There are some two hundred and forty or fifty 

hands employed, of which about a third arc women, Science is full of wonder, hut chemistry is the pci- 

and only about a dozen in all are foreigners, mainly (moe of wonders. The following from Lyon Playfair 

Englishmen; and the work is almost exclusively done wj[j awaken curiosity: 

by machinery; but machinery so delicate and beauti- The horseshoe nails dropped in the streets during 

ful that, when your mind has become a little excited th# d;i.,y trafflc Peappettr jn the form of swords and 

by observing the Innumerable, and to yon, inexplieft- qql0 c[ipj,ingH t)f the travelling tinker arc 

ble processes of the different shops, you fed as if you wUh Ul(. 1)arj„ga 0f horses’ hoofs from the 

had seen the human brain in foil play, thinking out bedithy, or the cast-off' woolen garments of the poor- 

watches. ftst inhabitants of a sister isle, and booh afterward, 
“The fineness of the work is bewildering. Hero ^ ^onn of dyeH brightest blue, grace the dress 

are screws of which a hundred and fifty thousand ^ court]y dames. The main ingredient of the ink 

make a pound. They are kept in tittle glass phials, wjth whWh , noW writ0 waa p08sibly otico part of the 

like those of the Homeopathic medicine cases. And h of an old becr barrel. The bones ot 

here arc shavings of metal so fine that live thousand ^ aniraalH yjL.|,l the chief constituent of lucifer- 

must be laid side by side to make an inch; and here The d of port wine carefully rejected 

are measures that will indicate the ten-thousandth ^ win„ flriljl<er iu decanting his favorite 

part of an inch: Here, with a flying steel point, ^ llW taken by him in the morning in the 
touched with a paste of diamond dust, the maide ot fom of poW(lerH remove tho effects of h 

the fine bores of the "jewels” are polishing; am ^aoch. Tho offal of tho streets and the wash in) 
here the galvanic process sets the pure gold upon the { f ^ carefully preserved in the lady 

plates, while just beyond, wheels, with their outer n battle, or are used by her to flavor blan 
rim studded with small wisps or brooms ol brans ^ *m. her frien(j8. 

wire, revolve with a velocity that makes the room ° ^_ 

hum, and impart to the plates that sparkling, frosty 
complexion which is peculiar to the inner plates of Record of the Weather at Washington. —T1 
watches. method of recording and predicting the weatbe 

“The precision of the work by machinery metho- pursued each day ut tho Smithsonian institute, 

dizes the whole business. Tho Company may have peculiarly simple. 1 hey have a map of the I nit* 

turned out about forty or fifty thousand watches, and States hung upon a board, with pins stuck through 

these are all divided into different classes, sizes, &o. the points where the observers of the Institute a 

For instance, there may he a thousand or five thou- stationed. Daily reports are received from many 

sand “foundations” cut and shaped to-day. They these points. Each morning an assistant hangs 

are all exactly of tho same size; each line iu one cor- gnriu of coi n oa the pins to Indicate the tate ot tl 

responds with the same in all tho others. Each hole weather—black if raining, green if snowing, brov 

ia drilled in precisely the same spot, so that the if cloudy, and white if clear. All stornu navel Km 

screw which will fit one hole in one, will perfectly fit and thus they arc enabled to predict, with great o< 

the corresponding holo in all. So with the wheels tainty, the condition of too weather twelve hours 

also; and if your watch in California or Hindustan advance, 

loses some such part, you have only to send to tho 

factory its number ami class, and yo* have by return Using Zing in Contact with Plaster and Iuo 

mail tho part wanting. Do you gnees how it is —A report of a committee appointed by t’ue Centi 

packed? A thin layer of cork ia cut open and the Society of Architects, in Paris, recommends “tli 

part inserted; then it is closed and tied with a bit of where zinc is used, it should be applied with grt 

silk, put in an envelope, and dropped into the post- care, as certain precautions, very simple, but new 
to bo overlooked, are Indispensable. Thus—conts 

“Wondering aud charmed you follow on through with plaster, which contains a destructive salt, is 

the different work-shops of the cheerful and airy be avoided; also, contact with iron, which is ve 

factory — for it is open everywhere to the sun, there injurious and liable to cause a rapid oxydatic 

is uo deleterious dust from any of the processes. Eave-gutters should always be supported by galvs 

There ia one room — the salamander room — in ized brackets, and no gutter or sheet zinc should 

; which the enamel for the dial is set in a fervid fur- laid on oak boards.” 

A FEW FACTS FOR “S. M.” 

Messrs. Editors: — In looking over the columns 

of the Rural a few weeks ago, 1 saw an article from 

“S. M.,” in which ho says, “Give us pure, unadulter¬ 

ated wine, for mercy’s sake, and let us hurl our most 

severe denunciations at the drugged wines, and bran¬ 

dies, Ac.” If “8. M,” will look out and read the 

following Scripture references, he will find that God 

has hurled his denunciations and woes at wine and 

wine drinkers pure unadulterated wine, too, ami not 

drugged wines or brandies. 

Again, “8. M.” says, “I fear this denouncing the 

use of wine, ia not hitting at the right place.” It is 

hitting at the very stepping stone of debaucheries. 

Every man or woman who manufactures wine for a 

beverage, la aupporting and extending a system which 

ia proving the ruin of our noblest brothers. They 

are nourishing a viper around their own hearthstones, 

which will eventually coil its slimy folds around the 

manliest form and ruin tho noblest soul. No one 

cun be in favor of the Temperance Reform, or a sup¬ 

porter of it, who countenances in the least the 

| drinking of wine. Again, “some noted writer has said 

that man needs some stimulant, let that be what it 

, will; and if that is tho case, strong drink will be 

resorted to in the absence Of wine.” Another noted 

writer has also said that “there ia only one stimulant 

that never falls, and never intoxicates—Duty.” A 

man who lias a clear conscience and a clean heart, 

needs no wine to drown ill deeds. 

References— Prov XX, 1; XXXI, 4; XXI 17; XXXIII, 
29, 80, 31, 32. Isa. VII, 22; XXIV, 9; XXVlfl. I, 7. Jer. 
XXIII. 9; XXV, 26, 27, 28. Num. IV, 3. Dhu. I, «; V, 1,2,4, 
23 Lev. X, 9. Juilv. XIH, 4 Hos. ITI, 2. Lake I, 13. Rom. 
XIV, 21. Kph. V, 18. I Tim. Ill, 3, 8. Pet. IV, 3. 

Alfred University, N. Y., 1801. Minnik Mintwood. 

-v* ■ ’ 

The “Spectre of the Brocken.”—1>. S. writes 

from the Isle of Wight, describing a sight of this 

phenomenon, which lie obtained on the liighdowns 

behind Bonchuroh:—“ A dense fog was setting in. 

from the sea, and pouring along the Hanks of the 

downs, above which the wreaths of mist were piled 

form of scidlitz powders to remove the effects of hta up like a wall immediately iu front of us. Behind 113 

debauch. The offal of tho streets and the wash luge I an almost level sun was shining brilliantly across the 

of coal gas reappear, carefully preserved in the lady’s 

smelling bottle, or are used by her to flavor blanc¬ 

manges for her friends. 

Record of the Weather at Washington. — The 

method of recording and predicting the weather, 

pursued each dayr at tho Smithsonian Institute, is 

peculiarly simple. They have a map of the United 

States hung upon a board, with pins stuck through at 

tho points where the observers of the Institute are 

stationed. Daily reports are received from many 01 

these points. Each morning an assistant hangs a 

grain of corn on the pins to indicate the tate of the 

weather —black if raining, green if snowing, brown 

if cloudy, and white if clear. All storms travel East, 

and thus they are enabled to predict, with great cer¬ 

tainty’, the condition of flio weather twelve hours in 

advance. 

Using Zinc in Contact with Plaster and Ikon. 

— A report of a committee appointed by the Central 

Society of Architects, in Paris, recommends “that 

where zinc is used, it should be applied with great 

care, as certain precautions, very simple, but never 

to bo overlooked, aro indispensable. Thus - coutact 

with plaster, which contains a destructive salt, is to 

be avoided; uiso, contact with iron, which is very 

injurious and liable to cause a rapid oxydation. 

Eave-gutters should always be supported by galvan¬ 

ized brackets, and no gutter or sheet zinc should be 

laid on oak boards.” 

an almost level sun was shining brilliantly across tho 

summit of the downs, right upon the wall of fog. 

Tho^refraction of the sun’s rays through the mist, 

produced a beautiful iris, of an oval form, the colors 

faint, but perfectly distinct. While we^wero looking 

with admiration on this, we became conscious of 

dark Bpectral forms of colossal dimensions, in the 

center of the halo. On raising our arms and lifting 

our lmta, our movements were mimicked by the ima¬ 

ges, and wo at once perceived that the appearances 

wc were gazing on were no more than ,our ,owu 

shadows, projected by tho sun at our backs on the 

fog-wall, and there received as the image* of a magic 

lantern on tho white sheet. After watching these 

singular phenomena for some ^minutes, aa they and 

the surrouudiug halo alternately faded away or in¬ 

creased in distinctness with the decrease orjincrease 

of the density of the mist, the fog reached our posi¬ 

tion, ami, of course, tho spectres were lost'ultogcther.” 

Trifles not to dk Trifled With.— A friend 

calied on Michael Angelo, who was finishing a statue. 

Some time afterwards he called again; the sculptor 

was still at his work. His friend, looking at.the fig¬ 

ure, exclaimed: “You have been Idle since I saw 

you last!” “By no moans,” replied the sculptor; 

“I have retouched this part, and brought out this 

muscle; 1 have given more expression [to this lip, 

and more energy to this limb.” “Well, welL,” said 

his friend, “hut all these are trifles.” “It may bo 

bo,” replied Angelo; “but recollect that trifles make 

perfection, and that perfection is no trifle.” 



PRESIDENT LINCOLN’S INAUGURAL. 
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people themselves can do this if they choose, but the 
executive, as *uch, has nothing to do with it. His 
doty is to administer the present government as it 
came to hia hands, and to transmit It, unimpaired by 
him, to hi* successor. Why should there not be a pa- 

Atfairs al Washington. 

The War Department received dispatches on the 

26th ult., stating that Gen. Twiggs had surrendered 

the military property to the revolutionists in Texas. 

The telegraph was from the commissary of subsis¬ 

tence, and dated at New Orleans, He adds that as a 

tient confidence in the ultimate justice of the people? loan, the use of the Government means of transporta¬ 
ls there any better or equal hope in the world? In tion was allowed to take the federal troops to the 
our differences, is either parly without faith of being , ' 
in the right? seaboard, and they were also permitted to take with 

If the Almighty Ruler of Nations with His eternal | them three or four cannon and their side arms, 
truth arid justice'be on your side of the North, or on On the 26th ult., the Secretary received documents 
yours of the Sou til, that truth and that justice will f,.0[t, Texas, lowing that as early as the 7th of Feb- 
sure ly prevail by the judgment of this great tribunal, h ^ t0 
—the American people, by the form of the govern ruary Gen. I wiggs was entering into negotiations 
ment under which we live, this same people have ( with the Texans for the surrender of the military 
wisely given their public servant* but little power for ; property. Col. Waite was several weeks ago ap- 
mischief,a»nd have, with equal wisdom, provided (or A . ,, „ . ,, ,. * „ / 
the return ol that little to their hands at very short in pointed to succeed Gen. Tw iggs as tho chief of the 
tervals. While the people retail, their virtue ami military department in Texas, but it appears he had 

tion Of the legality of the acceptances issued by to be regretted, and that whether each discontent* and ho- 

Secretary Floyd. He holds that by authoritative tl5l!*v are without just cause or not. anv reasonable, proper 

decisions of the Supreme Const in previoo, c.se, of Z> SS£S'S£lSSlS’£S 
like nature, the Government is liable for the*e ** recognized by the Constitution. n*oe>.-*ry to preserve the 
accentanees |*'*ce l. , '‘0U1Dt,T «md the perpetuity of the Union, should acceptances. be promptly and cheerfully granted. 

Secretary Holt addressed a letter to the Governor ,k n th* Si rjate »»<* House of Repn wntntteen of 

Of Lo.Mtata. demanding tho ration of the IST^tTSi 
ernment property seized at New Orleans. H«* de- » oblrtr,,<'t W»d«r th« T*cov«ry and Bin-render of fugitives 
__ ' iron, service or labor, are in dermralinn of Cnn.tltnt:_. 
ernment property seized at New Orleans. He de¬ 

nounced the seizure as an act of flagrant and 

atrocious spoliation. Gov. Moore returned the letter 

with the endorsement, that when addressed in the 

nsual language of official intercourse, he would con¬ 
sider the matter.. 

The Secretary of War has published an official or- 

to no regretted, and that whether such discontent* and hos- , ~~ . 
tilityare without just cause or not. any reasonable, proper (I M ff 1\ fm e if Art N 
and constitutional remedies and additional aD<J more specific ^ V V IU S3 VUzUIIUtUSCt, 
aiiil effectual sruarnnties of ih^ir peculiar rirbt* aad interests-—_-_ 
a* recognized by the Constitution. neces-*ry to preserve the -- 
neace of the country and the perpetuity of the Union shocld _ Tbc t_*_r ...... 
lie promptly and cheerfully granted. " he London Institute contains 60,000 volumes. 

th«nmm'd «♦!* th5 House of Bopresentatives of - The President elect was born on the 12th of February 
the United States of America in Congress assembled. That *11 1809 ceoruary. 
attempts on the part of the legislature of any of the States 
10 obstruct or hinder the recovery and surrpnd'er of fngitives — Macgregor .raird. the African explorer, has just died in 
.run, service or labor, axe in derogation of the Constitution ol England, 
the T mud States, inconsistent with the comilv and good 
neighborhood that should prevail smoDr the several Stales ~ There were 912 convicts in the Auburn Prison, on Mon- 
nnd dangerous to the peace of the Union. day week 

Resolved, That the several States be icspectfully requested . 
to ounce their statutes to he rewind, with a view to ascertain ~ The firKt clearance of the season ” is announced at 
it any of them are io conhict with or tend to embarrass or Cleveland, 
hinder the execution or the law* of the United States, made 
in pursuance of the second section of the fourth article of the 

doc ^ “ . UIUC,a,or- Coistitefo.n of the United ftat«*Tfor the ihalirerv un of tier 
der, dismissing Gen. 1 wiggs from the army for <*«n* held to labor by the laws of *o.v State, and escaping 

Mrs. Lincoln and Mrs. Hamlin received calls together in 
New York. 

My countrymen, one and nil, think well upon this | authority here as one of the most disgraceful and 

"VV"B “P’ J"iggs iroiu me army for son* held to labor by the laws of any State, and Waning 
tho chief of the treachery to the flag of his country, in having sur- Herefrom, 8r|r1 tbc senate and Hoo-e of Reprcsentativcs .ar- ~ Jefr- °avis. the President of the Southern Confederacy 

appears he had rendered, on demand of the authorities of Texas, the Forthiu^rape^,^ jS reuse TcZZta * ** °M' 
n. Twiggs’ Bur- military post* and other property of the United Staten tu,tlal obligations and by a due regard for the peaco of the —Gov. Morgan has donated $200 for the relief of the 

e governmental in his department, and under his charge. suffererg- 

time; but no good object can be frustrated by it. j mental in inducing Twiggs to surrender the govern- 
Such of you as are now dissatisfied, still have the old ment property. 

The recently passed post, route hill contains a see- rT*7t! s,ut*.*i¥itu a r“<u,e't that they willlny the same be 

tion requiring 10 cents pre-pa,d letter postage to and He solved, That we recognize Slavery- a* now exieUne Io fit- 
from the Pacific Coast, without regard to distance_ 01 tbo rniu-11 *'ut*s by the usages of tho laws of those 

All drop letter* hereafter bo propajd with post- ISIS 52 
age Stamps. (ir Slavery in Kur.lt State* in dine gun! of the right* of their 

—- owners or the. peace of society. 
Congressional Proceedings. r That we recognize the justice *nd propriety of a 

1ill execution of tbc Constitution and lawn ttuidi; in nur- 
Senatk.—Mr. Johnson, of Arkansas, presented Jua°ce thereof on tbe subject ofTapitive Rlaven, or fu^ltiv^H of 100, in France. ^ ]4g 

, . . . r from HerVK'f* or laJuir krill i1unnnr,U,..*,l,.o retl ZL i - the credrntiftk of PhariaD u Q * . d [rotn Keryloo or IAj»or, and discountenance all mobs nr bin 
i - credentials oj Charles B. Mitchell, Senator eleCzt dranoos to the execution of such laws, and that cltteennof 

Constitution unimpaired, and, on the Meiiaitiv** noint n *. . , . Congressional ProceedincM. r iVea* jjcojrni»ft!be .justi!:** and prnpristr of a 
the law* flfi-Z ,,, , ,1,1,1 (”J th'- 27th a dispatch to the War Department by * faithful execution of the Constitution and |»w» made in pur- 

srs«- .... u,a, «„,Liere, ’ ^d"lTMr; ZTx VTtt fmmui ™ 
would, to change either. Texas all forts, arms, and munitions in that State. 6 cred nt]a,s of Charles B. Mitchell, Senator elect drances to the execution of such law-, and that citizen* of 

If it were admitted that yon who are dissatisfied Twictts’ name has been stricken fcon, Trom Arkansas. eiu'-U State ehall be «nt,tl«d tn all the privilege* and innnuni 

i .h,“ from «»>"-» •’ »r.w.a, te, bin,»M yzsKSi zsssu„ 
patriotism, Christianity, and a firm reliance on Him | The United States Court on the 25th ult., in the °f lhe in tbe seced(jd iol no^t°h ereto 
who has never vet lor*aken this favored land, are still I case of the Indian trust bonds fraud, dissolved the fetatt's wa* taken np add passed,—d4 to 12. destroy but to mwtatn and harmonize the Institutions or the 

cS„tt° adjust, in the best way, ali our present inaction, deciding the Goverment bonds legal *1*™™°*™* ™ amendment, pealing tba ^ 

y the same be- I leer cases have broken out in a British vessel-of-war. 
built of green timber. 

existing in fif- 
■ laws of those J’*r- Lincoln has already received 700 applications for 
■ or otherwise, office from Minnesota, 
re with slaves 
right* of their l he Oswego Times says Fort Ontario, at that piace, is 

now garrisoned by rate. * 
propriety of a 

h made in pur- The number of persons who annually arrive to the age 
»■ P..!__ mo ?p_ . , 

from Arkansas. 

On motion of Mr. Wade, the bill in relation to the 

each State shall he entitled to all the privileges and inimuiii 
tie- of citizen • in the several States. 

Rejoiced, Thnt we recognize no meti conflicting element in 

— The price of Kossuth notes in Hungary has advanced as 
much a* 40 to 60 per cent. 

The pods of the Southern black locust tree are exported 
to England as food for cattle. 

difficulties. 
In your hand*, my dissatisfied fellow-countrymen, 

and not in mine, i* the momentous issue of civil war' 
The Government will not astsail you. You can have 
no conflict without yourselves being the aggressors. 
You have no oath registered in Heaven to destroy the 
Government, while I shall have the most solemn one 
to preserve, protect and defend it. 

1 am loth to close, Wc are not enemies, hut friends. 
We roust not be enemies. Though pn-sion may hav e 
Ktrained, it must not break the bonds of our affection. 
The myHtic chords of memory stretch high from 

where holders of bonds received them without 

notice of fraud, and the United States has no redress. 

A dispatch to the Government on the 2«th ult., 

reports that a large expedition is leaving Galveston 

for the Rio Grande, consisting of six companies from 

Galveston and Houston, and two from the interior. 

The object is declared to be protection to the frontier 

P “Hu passed,—M to 12. destroy hut to *ustain and harmonize the Institutions of the — Near Si. Paul. Minn., on the 0th ult.. rn.x horses were 
Mr. bimmons offered an amendment, repealing the i'l'lllUr-v' ttn,i that equal justice Is .lone to ail part* of frozen to death in one stable. 

21 for Prev«Bt,DK the Secretary of War purchasing equality «Mlju*tt^ ^|pP,T " 1 ,'!rnc,‘ on u'n'"- uf _ speciai relieiouf fen-irex are ^ m r . ziewor preventing the Secretary of War purchasing 

patented article*. Mr. Pierce said it had been 

repealed except a portion relating to the fire arms 
amendment. Adopted. 

I he annual report from the Smithgonian Institute 
was received and ordered printed. 

equality *nd justice to all, — Special rcligiouf rervices are now held in London, con- 
Kcnolv,,d that the faithful ohrervaore on the part or ull ducted in the Gaelic laiiMittse 

the State* of all constitutional obligation* to each other and language. 
to the kederal Gorernmentl* e-aenlial'to the peso- of the ~ Sma" prevailing in New York, there having been 

‘Twiwd, That each Stale he requested to revise It* statute., ^ dea‘hS ^^ U within R W'eek' 
M 'u iunuI|d same as to rec.nro, without — The 1‘eunHylvania House passed a joint resolution eivine 

ctf datiori by Congrere, to citizens of otlicr Stateh traveling $30,000 for the relief of Kansas 
‘herein, the same protection a- citizen* of such Stale, enjoy- 

id also protect the citizenf of other States, traveling or *'o- — The Manufacture of beet-root sugar in France has fallen 
P?P®l»r violence or illegal *um- off the last year about one-fifth. 

Ary punishment* Without tn8l in dun form of Uwfor lm 

, — A number of thu mills In Lowell, Mass., contemplate a 
,V/r „Md'i ' ,at eacn Stat0 'T hl? ra«pe«trnlly requested to reduction in the hour* of labor. 
Ki-i.t such lavw a« will prevent, and punish any attempt n bat 

strained, it must not break the bonds of our affection, in th* ev,J'nt of the Uuited States troops being wlth- 
Ihe mystic chords of memory stretch high from drawn. Col. Ford, an old ranger, commands the 
every hafitte-fleld and patriot grave to every living regiment 
heart and hearUi-Btone all ov*.-r this broad land, utid S. n ‘ ^ 
will yet swell th« r-liwus of the 1 nion when again 10 eace ConveHtion adjourned nine die. Many 
touched, as surely they will be, by the better angels Commissioners have gone home. Leading members 

of our nature. j of the Convention in the Border States express satis- 

■" ' '■- ' _ ~~ faction with the Franklin plan of adjustment and 

2^4*4414,1 (\,4' } express thetr determination to make it a distinct is- 

5iUra L d I l (I t4 It l4)4 fiue in 1,10 approaching election. They maintain that 
VAnAA* their States can be held in the Union by it. 

Here is the plan of Mr. Franklin of Pa., which is a 

ISTE'W'S DEPARTMENT. modification of that of Mr. Guthrie of Ky., in full de- 
---- tail: 

ROCHESTER, N. Y„ MARCH 9, 1861, Sue. 1 In all the present territory of the United State* 
-:_ north of the parallel of 36’ 30' of north latitude invohrafan-u 
-- ■ servitude, except u, punlahttcnt of crime, i* prohibited. In 

DOMESTIC TvT-raTTTQ all the present territory south of that line the statue or pnr- 
JAWiXLJli* IIC, JN.h,W*3. sons held to MrvtOC or labor as it now nxial*. *heM not bo 
---- changed. Nor shall any law he passed by Conare** or the 

Territorial I.cgislature to hinder or prevent the T ik-in.» 
A NEW NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION persons from any of the State* oftbi* Union to jimiterritory 

- __ nor to impairThe rights arising from said *elution. But the 
a ...... i , , same shall he subject fz.- judicial cognizance in the Federal 
A u u am am Lincoln was duly Inaugurated as Presi- f-ou its. according to the con,-.,, of the common law. When 

ISOTEWS DEPARTMENT. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y„ MARCH 9, 1801. 

DOMESTIC NEWS. 

A NEW NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION. 

Aiiuau am Lincoln was duly inaugurated as IVesi- 

-K4H *iWi ... * ^ iher^io, tho «imc protection citizen* of SUle W 
bill i ox the orgauization of the Territory of land aUo protect the cltkftof of other -StAtep. tmvHing or 

Colorado was taken up. Mr. Green moved that the jounli»»? ther.-in, ugaim-t the popular vihlenee or Illegal *um- 
d.„,, „ _ ... . lut nury porn-.hment, without trial in dun form of law for Ur, 
Senate concur with the amendment of the House, puted crimes. 

The House amendment was agreed to — ve»a or.. Resolved. That each State he also regriertfullv reuueirted to 
navB iq - ’ * ' enact snob law- a* will prevent aud punish any attempt nhat- 

•> ' ever in nuch State to recognize or set on foot the Iawliuw in- 
The bill to organize a Territorial Government of state «r Tcrriu,ry, 

Nevada wac , , Resolved, I hat the 1 resident be requested to transmit 
- ( d was taken up and passed. coping of the foregoing resolution* to the Governors of the 

The bill to organize the Territory of Daontih ??v?ral s,atr'- H'j,h 11 requoBt that they he communicated to 
, , , , J "as their respect) vr T.cgielature*. 
taken up and passed. Resolved, That a* there are no propositions from any quar- 

Mr. Fessenden made a report from the Conference t ir to w‘th cUvery in the Dwtnet of Colombia, or in 
- - 1 konierence places Under the exclnriveiurifdlction of Congress, and Mtu- 

ate within the limit* of State* that permit the holding of committee on the Diplomatic bill. Agreed to So w'thin tho 

the Consular and Diplomatic bill passed. ' ' fettee'doe 

Mr. Seward presented credentials of Mr. Harris. subject*. 
Qnna^riw i.InzG f.,,.... V_ .,u ‘u“ Senator elect from New York. 

of the United States ^ H°USG amemlmont t0 0* Route bill was 
latitude, involuntary affieed to, and the hill passed. 

HneihrsSRne1" ^ "om™itlee of inference on the patent hill 
W exist*, shall not bo imported. The report was agreed to, and the bill 
1 by ConpryeM or ;he paHaed. 
out the taking ot such mv ^ 
nion to raid territory, 1 f,e Committee of conference on the tariff bill 

JSSStoe Federal rt'I,orted’ recommending the concurrence of the 
common law. When Rouse amendment, striking out the duty on tea and 

dent of the United States, on Monday last, the coffee. Agreed to and the bill passed 

impressive ceremonies being undisturbed, except by h. that required for u member of Congre*- l/«halj, if its thim T1,e hnny bill was taken up and pas 
the plaudits of an immense concourse of t.em.h'' of B°ve,7,,raeSt»» bn admitted' tnh, thl. un;pn on 
Th. . , , ,, „ , ' poopit. an equal footing with tho original Btatcti, with or without In 
ihe inaugural Address of the President, whioh we voluntary servitude, as tho constitution of *u.-h suie may 

publish elsewhere, is considered by men of all oar ‘‘Ts^v 

ties, so far us we have heard opinions expressed, an except by 'discovery. andJbr naval''md «i»r(^'i!tat» 

able and sUtesmanllke paper-eminently firm and 

dignified, yet conservative ami national in its posi- ,!",i*r.v servitude, and a ingiority of aU u,* SonaU.ra from 
tions, arguments and conclusions The Hat 1*10*1 ^'"itc* xi-hlch prohibit that relation; nor shall territory bone 
, .. , . , lusiuns. ine last 1 rasi- ..uired bytraatg, unieu the voks of n maioritv «i ihi 8o«l 
dential Inaugural which we specially eonwnendad, tqre k"i" each eht»* of state* hcreimUj.T .....uti,,,,, .! i,« ...j,, 

emanated fr.m a Democrat, but this one is to.uch d m>o rt rech ’trtwtT'’ Ul"'! * Hio zaUScs 

i lie army oiu was taken up and passed. 

The Vice Presi<Vitt announced the reception of 

CTor in such Mo to recognize or set on foot the lawlawi in- — A few gentlemen of New York city have presented an 

t0 tnlnsml1 elegant carriage to Mrs. Lincoln. 

coping of Ihe foregoing resolutions to the Governors of the — Tbe Postmaster of Now Orleans has issued a shin plaster 

SStr^^v^wISSSf th3t tLOy ‘'°,UmUnil’A,e<1 ,V which ««ived in payment of postage. 

riarer^ 1 ~2r M““tg0me7 C7TT h“ PWSed at aCt eStabli8h' 
fdaco* under the exclusive jurisdiction Of Congress, and situ. ‘ 6 h6 ^ nf,vl£'ltK,n 01 Ihe Mississippi 

ate within tbe limit* of Suite* that permit the holding of —Andrew Johnson, the patriotic Senator from Tennessee 
Nlaves, 01 to interfere with the inter state fliVH triiHr. thl. „ ’ F. uoin HDoessef, 
committee doc* not deem it necessary to take any action on commenced llfB a practical shoemaker, 

those subject*. _ Mrs. Gore, the great English authoress, recently deceased, 

After the adoption of the Resolutions of tbe Cora- wrote 200 Toluraes of book* io her lifetime, 

lnittec of Thirty-three, the House took up the joint ~A mechanic of Hartford, Ct., ha* invented a machine 

resolution reported by the Committee, which reads w,dch will make 100,000 iflate pencils jmr day. 

as follows: — Mr. Doxat has retired from th* editorship of the London 

“ Joist Rrbomjtion to Aukxu tits Oo.wi iti-tjom ok tiik Observer, after 64 years and fi months’ gerricc. 
UxiTKi) States 

M tit it retoloed by Pie. Senate and JIou*f of tUpre»en/(Utve$ of ~ A J’ Hlnck,*y hlw contm^'1 to cIean the streets of 
Uif United Stales of America, in Congrm assembl'd, two thirds Isew York Clt>' for fivft years, for 1279,000 a year. 
of botli lfausc* <v/ti/vrrt»)//. That the following article*!* l.ro- t z-v.- ,1 , . 
posed to tin* Legislatures of the several State* a- an amend 1 Chma' th 0WnerR of 1,,niales slaves who do not pro- 
ment to the Constitution of the United State*, which when c,m‘ husbands for them are liable to prosecution, 
ratified by three-fourth* of raid I*>gi*laturc*i shall in. valid , ... , _ 
to all intent* and purposes, ns part of the said constitution T lc st*anier I loneer. for Hr. Livingstone, the African 
viz: traveler, ha* got a* far at the Cane of Good Hone 

After the adoption of the Resolutions of the Com¬ 

mittee of Thirty-three, the House took up the joint 

resolution reported by the Committee, which reads 
as follows: 

“ Joi-vr Resolution to Aukxp tub Constitution ok thk 
I'XITKl) Statks. 

•* Article 12. No amendment of thU constitution having 
a for it* object liny Interference within the State* with the rr 

to be fmjiwriwr to that or any Other promulgated , *K‘■ Neither the constitwtlon, nor any amendment tions to report, 

during the past twenty years for, while it is iS^ IH.jual readen 

imbued with sentiments of lofty patriotism, it United States, the relation established or recognized by the referred to,—the ( 

exhibits that firmness of purpose, and kind regard aewiire iu i.hlJitVtrit/?(?”%dumbin''1 wRhlmt-the wnw«t*3r Nows.—En. 

communication from Ex-Fresident Tyler, President 
of the Peace Convention recently held That of the first article of the constitution as ‘rail other 

„ . , , y u’ tm« con- peraona,'shall originate with any State that doe* not renAir 
ventiOn approved ol what wits enclosed, asking Con- fti*e that relation within it* own'limit*, or shall be valid witii- 

gross to submit the same to the Legislatures of urnon’" “M>ntof 0,'° of tUe States composing the 

which xvl^mra-fithC‘ ,’r,J,KmiUOn agreed ttP°n' Mr- Corwin woved to strike out article 12, and in- 
which modified from Mr. Guthrie’*- plan. On sert in its stead as follows: 
motion of«Mr. Csl^trt^n If was ordered nrintod ■Tb.t.,, .. v-__ 
and referred to the select Committee, with instrue- which will iiutl*>Mze or give Congress piwer to abolish or tn- 
tlons tO report. ' teifere. within any State, with the domestic institution* 

... 1 , thereof, including that of persons held to labor or servitude 
[RURAL reader* can hnd the communication hy the laws of said State.” Carried. 

referred to, the Gutbrie-Franklin plan, — in Wash- Nfr. Morrill, of Maine, offered a resolution 

— In China, the owners of females slaves who do not pro¬ 

cure husbands for them are liable to prosecution. 

— The steamer Pioneer, for Dr. Livingstone, the African 

traveler, ha* got a* far at the Cape of Good Hope. 

— A bill for the suppression of fortune telling has passed 

the Lower House of the Pennsylvania Legislature. 

— There are five living ex Presidents of the United States— 

Van Buren, Tyler, Fillmore, Pierce, and Buchanan. 

It cost the city of Cincinnati for lighting the public- 
lamps, for the quarter ending February 1st, $16,000. 

— Tbe contribution* to the Kansu* Relief Fund in New 

York city, for the week ending Feb. 15th, were f 16J4L 

— The exports of book* from England nre five limes the 
x-alue of the import*, the former nearly a million dollars. 

for the righto and interests of every and all section* Maryland, and without, the cm 
of Ult IToi/,1, ... ... making the owners who do n< 
ol the Union, belitting the great crisis in our tion, nor the power to fntcrler 
national affhirs. It shows that Abraham Lincoln wnutlves and other* from Urli 

by no means coutemplntes being the mere President *0 bound in labor ol- sendee 
of a party or section, but of u whole nation of thirty '‘bo.h“i' involuntary *ei 

millions of freemen — that ho will alike protect and and 'iwriiorils where* the sun!’-U|*' 
seek to promote the best interests of the whole nor tll,‘ P(!'vnr to prohibit th* rei 

4 • *r>* r< j v, . persons iioltl to Jalior 01 jiivolant 
American Confederacy, North and South, Lust and Territery oftfie United Stttv.-'m m 
West. We liave only a tejeirmnh renort of the thereof whore it i* osialdisheil nr r 
IninmiMi i , 1 nod the right during tiansiioilatio 
inaugural have lead no expressions of opinion in^ at ports, shores and landings 

Maryland, and without, the consent ol the owner* or 
making the owner- who do not consent just roinaensa 
t,on, nor the power to interfere with or prohibit Renre 
sentstlxr* and other? from bringing with them to the 
idly ol Washington, retaining and taking away, person* 
so Injund to Jahor or sendee; nor the power to interfere 
will, oi ahoh-h lOvoIiintMiy service in places under thu 
exclusive jurisdiction ol the United States within those States 
and rerritortes where the sump i* established or recognized- 
nor Hie power to prohibit the removal or transportation ol 
person* held to labor or involuntary service in any State Or 
Territory of the 1 nited blAU -to auv other Slate or Territon- 
thereof where ll »* established or recognized by law nr usage*• 
and the right during transportation bv sen or river, of tonrh- 
lng at ports, sjiores and landings, and of liunilng in r**o of 

Mr. 1 rtimbull presented the credentials of Mr. 11 rc hereby invested with full power to exumine wit- 

Lime, Senator from Indiana. nesses as to William H. Russell, or any person for 

He reported from the committee appointed to visit *lini indirectly paying money to any officer of the 
e President and Vice President elect. United Suites, or any other person to assist him in 

Air. Lincoln said:- With deep gratitude to mv contracts or allowances from the Govern- 
unlijmen fur this mark of confidence, and with ment, or assist him in the transaction of business with 

dev flvru L. ,ny *b'hty 10 Perfor,u ”y d»ty, even the same, 
der favorable circuinstances, now rendered .iimKitr 
llieult by existing national peril, hut with firm ^ <hi motion of Mr. Colfax, the House concurred in 

oy me laws nj ram Mate. - Gamed. _ Mr. McDermott'* wife and two children were burnt to 

Mr. Morrill, of Maine, offered a resolution that the deHth iu his *,w,',linlf' Sunday night week, at Point Plearart, 

Select Committee «n the abstracted bonds, be and V’J‘ 
’ Tt. w . A.' . r m . , ... 

Mi. Lincoln -aid:— With deep gratitude io mv 
countrymen for this mark of confidence, and with 
great distrust of my ability to perform mv duty, even 
under favorable circumstances, now reudVred donblv 
difficult by existing national peril, hut with firm 
reliance on the strength of our free government and tl,e ‘Senate’s amendments to the bill stopping mails i 

^people to the just princi- seceding States. 

oe auminisiereo according to the Constitution— ngnim nanaii through any state urTcmory 
run* n.. r, against it* uixrent Is prohibited. J 
that the Laws will be kindly yet (irmly and hnpar- Sr,.-, .1 The third paragraph of the second section of the 
tially enforced - will he likely to restore Confidence . lurlh ,fLrti,'k' ,jr.ihp £?".h'tilution «hall not hr. construed to 

and induce wise men of all parties and sections S 

second the efforts of one so solemnly plcdsed la sustain ,rt’n> enforcing the delivery ofliigiUveefrotnliibortothn per 

<*• U™” "« w«... Iju,,. ”'t«.I"S’ttx"ShliSS,.rM, 

au.„c„pi,dtepatobf™.„«.»,pc.ks rfsaswj 

of the reception of the Inaugural, and the ceremonies ?.r 1 * L1**1,0.1 ,"u"1 State* or the Torritorie*, from placee 
which folIon.A.1. ooyouil the liinvuthereof. r 
Which followed. Jkc, 0. Tho firaU third and fifth section*, together with 

' During the delivery of the Inaugural, which com- 1 ’!is RCCt,”ri t*51 "fthose (UnendmcHt*, and the third paragraph 

meneed at 14 o'clock. Mr. Lincoln was much cheered, i^S 

especially at any allusion to the Union. President Mi^reflWainhe'sut!.7 ^or“holiahed withoutthe 

Buchanan and Chief Justice Taney listened with the *«<;. 7. Congrcra *hall provide bv law that the United 
utmost attention to every word of the address, and ut .V1 thl' r Gill value of hi* fugitives 

its conclusion the latter administered the usual oath, 

wh,cl1 ™ 
by like violence or intimidation, and the owner therein nre- 

The Chief Justice seemed very much agitated and M|d abstracted in the pursuit nt his remedy for the 
in,.,a,,* Oh** ,,,1.cc,„iW.v ,„f, 

attguration to-day makes the eighth ceremony of the n‘tlPS °*the st'v<’J'n| Su‘u' 

kimi at which ' hief Justice Tanev has officiated, hay- Information is before the proper authorities, tending 

ing administered tlm oath of office successively to to Prove an organized band of 500 men hud 

Van i5urei'. 'cr> Polk, Taylor, Fillmore, Pierce, sworn that Mr. Lincoln should never sleep in the 

Buchanan and Lincoln. The ceremony was <vvceed- White House. A detective who joined them said the 
ingly impressive. plan is as follows:—The entire hand are to occupy a 

After the conclusion of the Inauguration ceremony, position as near to the President on inauguration day 

the President was escorted to the Senate Chamber, as lhe.v can obtain: one of their number, standing iu 

thence to his carriage, and the military accompanied the centre of them, is to shoot Air. Lincoln with an 

him to the White House, with Mr. Buchanan and the air g«n, when the crowd of men arranged round the 

Committee of Arrangements. On reaching the assassin will so hide him as to render detection 
Executive mansion, the troops formed in a double impossible. 

T,;e r«y*«*«•». w«a*x»«.msao. 
Air Bnchanan J. ' T Vxt ?■ \ 1 n,aus,®D* mt>stlc manufactured postage stamps contrary to law. 

hI',| „d Zr uT: , • T " *° ’he *W« «- aopimmeut I,a, K-an r„„,i,l„.|l with a ,,,cdnteh. 

txpLll *te h„„, T "vf", "r «“• ”» W.r l>cPartm,„t re„l„d dumL 1‘roni 

admIti»tr»UM rnluta h, ! 'T "' *<!r^S’ d’“t J,*Jor on Ihc 2*tl, nil, llo has not teen 

„ Tbe lK IValdonu,^! * ’,ros”'l»“ -Z* #>• »«* continne, on the bomb 

Of District Attorney O d whe b t0 the residence P™of batteries at Cummings’ Point, but he could 

t hf W,U temP°rari^ ** *« of Fort Sumter sweep the whole away 
sojourn till his departure from the city to-morrow in a few moments, 
evening.” 

• i ^ t vv uuiiuuii 

in me by a generous people, and while the position 
was neither- soughtnOr desired, 1 am truly grateful for 

stricken out. 
Nko. a The fintu third and fifth section*, together with and it then passed. 

this section six of those Ahicinhnenta, and the third naraeranh . , ,;11 
oi tho secoud section of the first article of the constitution A hill teimbursing Commodore Paulding's expenses 
,‘n hV),,Uu,-a-'rtj‘Ph4the Ki-coml -ctih.n of the fom-tli in defending suit by one of Walker's men, wasnassed 

... report of */*.,«, CoIM.,lttee on ,1/r^ 

“d, Pr“P“”m», » taken 
liom lahni in all euses where the marshal or other Officer * *' a8liet^ the resolutions of the 
whose duty it wa* to arrest such fugitive, w#* prevented from House also be taken up. Agreed to 
“ ».5V.^. 'T"“? «•' >iott.uS a*- Mr. Ia**^ ~ :1.._ 

rOREIGN NEWS. 

Great Britain,—The proceedings of Parliament 
were unimportant. 

In the House of Commons, Lord John Russell said 

that the San Juan question with America was still 

open, but England had made a proposition in a fail- 
spirit, and hoped it would he acceded to. 

With regard1 to the fugitive slave Anderson, the 

only correspondence had been u demand from America 

lor his extradition, and a Simple acknowledgment of 
the demand. 

The Great Eastern will again be ready for sea in 

March. Her destination is said to be New York. 

France.- A London letter in the Paris Moniteur 

States shall pifi'to C" «Cr the fall v*|uV*of jffir ''fi-'5 'eUCe and <-’riltendcn'8 proposition, was taken ^rts that a number of English merchants are about consumption. 
irom labor in all coweswhere the marshal nr other"officer U^' ^r‘ ^0I1^(,S ftfc*ie(^ *-'iat the resolutions of the to present an address to the Queen, praying that a —The California Stage Company have eight differen 

so doing1 g V,Ofenre o^hbe takW up. Agreed to. negotiation be opened with France for a mutual ' staat' routPH ou the Pacific coast, embracing 1093 miles ii 
setnhlagcs, or when, after arrest. *ucii fugitive xva*°rescued Mr. Lane reported frotii the Committee of Confer- reduction of existing armaments. t)ie aggregate 

vented ohrtm^SYn th^pura^t^f IZT “W ence tbe Or*s0a war debt biI1- tLal tbe Senau* I The Bonaparte-Patterson case was again before the , ~ TLo ^ of Father Chiniqny’s colony, at St Anne, Ill. 
recovery of such fugitive Congress shall ii-ovide 'by law lor aSree to the House amendment, with an amendment ] french Court on the sth. have contributed S00 bushels of corn to aid tbe suffering 

£ of i5,a,e , T’fvilcges aud imn.u- making the amount paid $2,100,000, and allowing 1 The Imperial Attorney explained its legal bearing, *M>0p,e in ***"**■ 

r ,. .. . . . , ' ’ tllf‘ Auditor to receive additional evidence in regard I anJ said the only question is, is the marriage null or — Grt">n corn’ beanK’ radishes, and the general run of early 
. ' v “ .. ,L‘ °r<? ie l'ropt'1'authorities, tending to supplies furnished, Ac., and that the Secretary of one of publication in France? and argued that this veeeUlbles> ttre in tbc' ,naik<-'t again, from the second crop, at 

i n, , « T Tf *’ 500 mc" l""1 1 '• to ,»>• tho claimants M ton decided in the affirmative. ! T"“ 
tv „ Lincoln should never sleep in the the bonds of the United States. The report was The Court adjourned its judgment eight davs ! ~ A unifor,« penny postage scheme for all Italy is among 
wmte House. A detective who joined them said the agreed to. Italy. A Turin telegram of Feb l °tl Y _ tbe first measures to be presented to the national Parliament 

piano M followai-Tha entire band arc to neenp, a Up content, Mr. Crittenden, from tbe Select Com- 0«u will capital.*! ,or,„„rrow rnornlne Claldini 

po» non as near to the president on InangqrnUnn day miitee ou the proposition adopted by the Peace Con- will occupy Mount Orlando and all tbc foiHicatiom F ' “".I 'T"7 f C*“df,ll“'T‘1 h“ 0™“*“*““" 

a;;rthem 1°.“ ,bt ,n vnr- •*«^ ^ ~ “* - -^ ^ . cniu oi them, is to shoot All. Lincoln with an ol the proposition, occupy the osty, tbe garrison remaining nrisonera of .. , 

3rwt“bi„?rr,”rr;rvhe •» -««^ «,»*.„», ^ Bz«t 
impossible ° rendei detection fiumbull,) and himself formed a minority on that Surrendered. The King and Queen will then, with Smithsonian Institute. 

committee, and wished to present a substitute as a their suit, depart on board the French ship Murette. _ The death of Maj. Gwyne, U. s. A., at Norfolk Va 

I he Post Master of Madison, Florida, is using do- minority report; bat the minority held that was not Austria.—It is said the subscriptions to the new announced. Maj. G. had been forty years in the service and 

mestic manufactured postage stamps contrary to law. competent* so he asked leave to submit a joint resolu- loa,‘ exceed 30,000,000 florins. served with distinction. 

The Department has been furnished with a specimen. tion >» his own name, in which the Senator from The Comitat of Peath had voted an address to the - Yantile Mack, a fat boy recently exhibiting at B-munn’s 

The War Department received dispatches from Illinois concurs: Emperor of Austria as King of Hungary, declaring Museum, died An Wednesday week. ’ He was seven years old, 

Major Anderson on the 28fcb ult. He has not been II’hereas, The Legislatures of Kentucky, Illinois, tilHt lbe recent Royal rescript has destroyed the con- a°d weighed240 pound's. 

sick. He says the work continues on the bomb jWd New Jersey, have applied to Congress to call a fidenoc created by tbe Imperial diploma of October —The weight of tbe cattle sold by public auction, in 1860 

proof batteries at Cummings’ Point, but he could eutetion'^i’eref prop°9iBfc' aQlejiduleate ^ the Con- last. The law prohibits the payment of taxes by the ln 1>arre «a* 12.373,924 kilogrammes." The pork sold amounted 

with the guns of Fort Sumter sweep the whole away Resolved, That'the other States be instructed to r'iot’ and a forccd loan COnld remove the citizens 1,090,193 kilogrammes. 
in a few moments. take the subject into consideration and express their from the lftwful ground they have taken, and unre- —The Governor of Florida ha* removed Hon. E. Alarvin. 

— The population of Toronto, Canada West, according to 

the census just taken, is 44,425. The increase in five years ’* 
2,605. 

— There Is at present over thirty-seven millions of specie 

in the hanks, a larger amount than ever before held in New 
York. 

— The Neptune Insurance Company of Philadelphia, a 
twin sister of the Quaker City Company, has made an assign- 
ment. 

— The Chicago Journal publishes the city tax list of real 

estate to he sold for non-payment of taxes, covering six 
pages! 

— Mount Baker, the Oregon volcano, was in active opera¬ 

tion at last accounts, throwing off clouds of smoke and 
steam. 

— Mr. John Lamb, a tanner of Pennsylvania, is using 

petroleum, or rock oil, for the tanning of leather, with great 
success. 

— A company is forming in Liverpool, with a capital of 

one million of dollars, to establish a hotel with American 
features. 

— The Alabama Senate has refused to abolish the smoking 

of cigars and pipes in the Senate Chamber when the Senate 
is in session. 

— The copper coins at present in circulation, in England, 

equal in weight six thousand tuns, and in number five hun¬ 
dred million. 

— Clarence G. Keats, a nephew of John Keats, the Eng¬ 

lish poet, died, a few days since, at Evansville, Indiana, of 

consumption. 

— The California Stage Company have eight different 

stage route* on the Pacific coast, embracing 1 093 miles in 
the aggregate 

— Tho people of Father Chiniqny’s colony, atgt Anne, Ill., 

have contributed 800 bushels of corn to aid tbe suffering* 
people in Kansas. 

— Green corn, beans, radishes, and the general run of early 

vegetables, are in the market again, from the second crop, at 

Brownsville, Texas. 

— A uniform penny postage scheme for all Italy is among 

the first measures to be presented to the national Parliament 

on its next meeting. 

— Ihe Gov. General of Canada lias issued his proclamation 

convening the Legislature on the 16th of March, for the 

with the guns of Fort Sumter sweep the whole away 
in a few moments. 

THE cabinet. Advices from Charleston state that shortly after the 

mi,.,,-!, arrival of Jeff, Davis in that city, he paid a visit to 

Hat Mg t 1 loma^ aunoi,nced- ^ is supposed Port Sumter, and had a long interview with Major 

follows" jINlOLN s ablDet wiH be constituted as Anderson. It was afterwards given out at Charleston 

Hrrrlm,.,. , it- 7I r, that th ere would be no fight ut .Sumter. The floating 
s/ V ’ Y ‘-r ' Y • ‘-bva.bd, of New York, battery wua launched on the 2fith ult., and the Dahl- 

t % ™aS7~ : °HASE- °f 0hi°- g«*e guns wore hourly expected. AH the troops on 

'~IMY * AMKU0N’ ofP<5nn' furlough were ordered to return bv Wednesday the 
Secretary of the Navy—Montgomery Blair, of Md. "~Al~ " 
Secretary of Interior—C. 13. Smith, of Indiana. 

Post Master General—GlDEON Wells, of Conn. 

Attorney (reneral—Lnw aku Bates, of Missouri. 

It is intimated that Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, may be 

substituted for Mr. Ciiase, in which case the latter 

will probably take a mission to Europe. 

stitution. therefore, --” wo payment, oi Taxes oytne 

Resolved, That the other States be instructed to !’ict’ and a forced loan conld remove the citizens 
tak>.' the subject into consideration and express their *101u ^ie lawful ground they have- taken, and unre- 
tviH to Congress, in accordance with the 5th Article served return to a constitutional life can alone save 

I oi die Loiislituuou. ala t-* j ,, " 
King and the country. The Comitat of Oden- 

'lhe hill relative to the distribution of hooks, burg has resolved to pay tuxes as heretofore till the 
reports of the Supreme Court, Ac., was passed. Piet shall have taken its resolution. 

The bill donating land in Minnesota and Oregon Switzerland.—A Berne telegram of the 18th says 

lor school purposes passed. it was thought, through the medium of the Swiss 

U. S. Judge, because he would not recognize the jurisdiction 
of the Republic of Florida. 

— On Saturday week, a fine large specimen of the horned 

owl rat for hour* on one of the pinacles of the spire of St. 
Audrexv’s Church. Montreal. 

— The Oregon war debt bill, as it has passed the House, 

appropriates $2,700,006, besides payment for horses, xvhich 

Will make nearly $3.000,000. 

— Wisconsin has appropriated $5,000 for the relief of Kan¬ 

sas. Tbe People of the State hare made and are still making 

grene guns were hourly expected. All the troops on House.—The Speaker presented the report of the c°nsnlate at Algeria, that Mr. Cobden proposed that w,ii make nearly WooujkY' ' ,lilvment or orses’ which 

furlough were ordered to return bv Wednesday the Coinmittee of 33 on the condition of the Union Switzerland should mediate between the contending ... . ‘ 

27th ult. y The House adopted the resolutions as reported by State* * America. The federal counsel had declined ' ^ °f Kan' 

Flag officer Montgomery, of the Pacific Squadron, Mr’ < onvin' Mr- Sherman, of Ohio, previously tl,e Proposition ou the ground that it was not quali- large appropriations of grain" ' " J,e :'t l making 

writes the Department that the Saranac had returned moved to lay lhe® on the table, but the House 1 fled ,or 8nch an offiucx but at tbe same time expressing - Once the most sicklv city in the worl i Live l l 

from the unsuccessful search for the sloop-of-war refused by a vote of 66 to 2-1. The vote on the adop- thanks to Mr. Cobden. now become the most heritby in consequence‘of uTadop- 

Levant He had strong hopes of safety. The Wyom- tl0n was 136 aSainat '53- The resolutions read: Commercial—Liverpool Breadstuff*.—Fi0Ur dull and quo- j tion of scientific sanitary measures. 

ZTV" “ard'' ha<i n0t ret'lrned- inffdllconteniiialni(!lnlhti01'i“i0,h0f tiie -,ltl"“11 the exi*- ™ ltef 'll, I’Litel'tef'odliios'’cora ~ Ttlc a,nount of aonunllj- tak.a from mines iu Ohio 
Cate„ CU8h,»s h» give. M .ri.i.n .. toe g„es. ZXZgStiftS&SM. J - «— “ 



Bossing's Dlustrated History, can have instead, and poat-paia. 
turn copies of theCountingtlou.se and Family Dictionary, &e. 
The Pictorial Oictionary, Lessing's Illustrated Hitftorv, and Ma¬ 
caulay’s History are too heavy to send by mail —but ail the 
other works will be sent post-paid to any part of the United 
States within 3,000 miles ) 

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS, THE TATTLE MARKETS, 

NEW YORK, Feb. 27 —Thp current p 
all the markets are as follows: 

HBKF CATTUB. 
First quality,. . 
Ordinary quality,.. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality... 

COWS AM) 0AI.VK8, 
First quality. .. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality, . . 
Inferior quality,. 

VKAL OALVKS. 
First quality, V> It. 
Ordinary quality,..,. 
Common quality,.. 
Inferior quality’,. 

SIIKKP A SB I, AM US. 
Prime quality. 
Ordinary quality, 
Common quality, 
Inferior quality, 

THOROUQ-H BRED STOCK. 
■ l«8 Sub,.rt'.ent, HKOldK CAMFUK1.L ,y co , mu now 

engaged in Breeding and Importing Kami Stock of the first 
qua itv Mr. Bitonitt was formerly of (he firm of IIcNOKPJ'OitD 
vV buqruK (which III;in la dissolved.) Ills skill and large ex 
prrioncy in the l,u-in,-.. :lVL. „*|| known to Hrnnijers 

I ai t Ilf the stock can bo seen at S. G.iMiqiBU.'a place three 
miles west of l UC5. or ,,ml a half miles from the Whitos- 
boioOepnt, \ \ . Central l-Uihimd 

Mr. Hugh IIkdiuk is now visiting England and Scotland select¬ 
ing animals. Parties wislnmr to purchase Short-HoniK or.Ivr- 
riorer. IsBicester Bheel), nr Yorkshire Hogs, can address 

The Reck tor toe tames—i « nmuiey 
Garden field and othpr Seed* — R_ T. Allen. 
Ttnnseru's Pia Plant—Freeman k Brothers- 
Thorough-Bred Stock .ins Brodie and S. Catnpb 
TmDortnnt to even- Farmer who Keeps Stock, 
ilfred Academy and Gniverxifv—W. C- Kenyon. 
Oesiraid* Seeds—G K Needham. 
Tree4 and Stocks for Sale—Harver Curtis. 
Apple Seedlings for Sale—Horace Blackman. 
Native Evergreens—Jos a. Root. 
Hawthorn Plants—Joshua Chaffee 

SPECIAL KOTICKS- 

Brown's Troches for Public Speakers and Singers. 

STILL BETTER! 

Extra Gifts for Clubs before April! 
Having resolved to -‘keep the ball moving” until April— 

in order to attain a LaBCkly i.ncrkaskd CIRCULATION—we 

have concluded to give such liberal rewards for effort* as will 

pay any and every one for time and trouble devoted to the 

formation of clubs We therefore make the following offers 

IN ADDITION to the premiums above enumerated. 

1. To kvkry i-HRSox procuringnnd remitting for Forty Yearly 
Subscribers, (hull'of the number being new subscribers,! to tbe 
Rural Nrw-YoHKSk, between the 9th of February and 1st of 
April, wk will give, tin addition to the- Bictinnarv and free 
copyahmeefftrtdd L08SINOW H.LUSTRATRD HISTORY OF 
THR UNITED STATES,—a large and beautiful Octavo Volume 
of 672 pages, splendidly illustrated, and printed in the heat style 
on extra paper—cash price. $3,50. The same work to every per¬ 
son remitting, according to our term-, for Thirty iVno Subscrib¬ 
ers within.the same perm,I ill' preferred to Lowing* Hiatory, 
we will give MAC-A! I,AYS HISTORY OF ENG I. AND. in four 
volumes, bound in leather, (price, $3.1 lik a hound volume ottbe 
Rural Nkw-Yorkkr for WISH, 759. or 60. a* preferred, (price, $3.1 

2. To KVKTiv cKitsON reroitling as above, for Twcnt v Arm Sub 
scritgira.wo will give naan extra premium, a copy of WEBSTER'S 
C II. .V KAMII.Y DICTIONARY, post paid the most complete 
and valvable work of its price published — or any St,25 book, 
post-paid, above mentioned 

8. To Kvisnv purson remitting for Fiftepn subscribers, ns 
above, at least ten being now, or for Twelve of which eight are 
itmi, or for Ten ticin Kithserihers, fseo No.'s 5, 6, and 7 above, I we 
will give, or send post-paid, a copv Of EVERYBODY'S LAW 
YKR, or any other $1.25 or $1 book, above nuined. 

4. To KVKHV pkrson remitting for Ten Subscribers, whether 
old or new, oi for Six m-io subscribers, as above, we will give, or 
send post-paid, a copy of LOSSING'S rlCTORI A I, UNITED 
STATES—l2nio.. 200engravings, price,$t. 

FlT" There, Friends and Strangers, is just what we offer 

and propose to perform ! You can afford to make a little 

kxtra effort, we reckon to secure such uiikkai. and vALFA 

RLE prizes. In fact, we shouldn't be surprised if you should 

trust some of vonr neighbors and acquaintances a few weeks, 

(such as you kuow will pay,) and advance the money, in 

order to make a “ sure thing You can decide. 

CHEESE tfaT 
ttOK A' lt/.,/lK, .Hiuffaen^ I. filer /'»„ Ohio, 

Ei^half'New Y.’i’.'k" fW U'" & Die 
This Vat bag been thn longest before the public tbe most 

extensively used anil diligently improved, and in hellnved to be 
the best in tlio world. Well made, simple, durable and comnact 
it Combines every want and convenience of the dull v man The 
new arningeinent for shutting off the bent, and furnishing hot 
water is extremely simple: works prileeth and not liable to get 
lint Ot order. Warranted to give satisluotion directionn for 
Cheese making by some of the best dairymen, with each Vat 

Roe'S Latent Adjustable Expansion t’hoeso Hoop a neat 
thing— warranted. I f~ Send for Circular. 

AiiRNTfl- DAVID LEWIE, Johnsonabutvli, Wyoming Co N 
Y.,STEPHEN THOMAS, Scio. Allegany Co , N Y WOU' 

LEGISLATURE OF NEW YORK TM-O-O TKA( 'HINOS 
.$5.rsX5.’7,00 
. 4,0l)(a'5,(>0 
_ 3,01 @3,75 
. 2,75@3,00 

SWINE. 
... 5ki®5Kc 
.... 4J^Gj)5 c 

At market —050 Beef Cattle, 89 Stores, 
., _ . and 150 Swine. 

Kkkp Oattlk — Prides, extra, $0,06pi0,l»: 1st quality, S7.00(d) 
7,00 ; 2d do. $6.00(00,50: 3d do. 80.OOW14.25. 

Working Oxkn $7R<t,Oo 
Milch Cows St'<„ 47 , common. Slftnild 
Veal 0.u.vkH- Jk't,ikLi)4,iXi, 
RtorKS- Yearlings, JiVVi.l); two-years old, $13/714; three years 

old, JUii lO, 
Hipkn ■ 4'i,Tn>5e ft) ft, (none but slaughtered at market.) 
Calk Skins — Htullc >1 lb. 
Tallow— 6,V(Siws[ '<> lb. 
Pelts—$l.i*jiVilL26 each 
Siikkp anp La.mii* 5l,50(ii:2,00; extra, $J,06@5,50 
SwiNk —Store, wholesale, Sjn7C; retail. 6@8c. Fat Hogs, 

utidre.'Xid, still fed, 53,,< 

CAMP-RIDGE, Feb, 27 At market 312 cattle, about 250 beeves 
and 62 stores, consisting of working oxqtl, cows, and one, two 
and three years old. 

Bkkk Cattle - Prices, extra, $6,75C'i'7,0O; first quality, $6,0(1® 
6,25, second quality, $15,5(^.00,00; tbard quality, $3,5s); ordinary 
quality. $2,75. 

Working Oxrn — $80oi>i85 
Cows and Calves- ski $35, Sux.itai. 
Stokes- Yearliugit, $0/00; two years old, SlAulfi; three 

years old, Sl/lndU 
Siikki* and Lam ns 2,iM57 at market. Prices —In lots $1,50, 

@1,75; extra and selections, S2.50(a 6,00 each • 
Felts—Sk'iiSt,25 eueli. 
Tai.i.ow— iy-fndc. t> lb, 
Hides—4V(bflc- Yilb Calf Skins — iowmic lb. 
Vkal Calves None 

Senate.—The Executive veto of the bill to ex¬ 

tend the time of collection of taxes in Oneida county, 

was announced. A spirited and somewhat spicy de¬ 

bate followed on the question whether the bill should 

pass, notwithstanding the veto of the (Governor. 

The bill passed over the veto by a vote of 23 to 3, 

Mr. Goss called tip the concurrent resolutions to 

appoint a committee to act with the Canadian com¬ 

mittee in relation to the Reciprocity'Treaty, and they 

were adopted, 18 to 7. 

The fallowing hills were passed:—To amend the 

statutes in respect to highways: to change the name 

of the. town of Cnion, Monroe Co., to that of Hamlin; 

to grant certain privileges to the Southsido Railroad 

Company; to make an appropriation for the payment 

of Commissioners for loaning money of the Cnited 

States; to amend the act to facilitate the progress of 

civil actions where the people of the State arc parties; 

concerning the navigation of the canals, and collec¬ 

tion of tolls. It allows boats to go no faster than six 

miles an hour. The Assembly hills to provide for the 

better regulation of the New York lire department, 

and the hill to create a Board of Commissioners of 

appeals of New York city lire department; to amend 

the Brooklyn Consolidation act: to amend the act for 

the regulation of Central Park. 

Asskmmi.y.—The Governor presented a memorial 

from the Legislature of Kansas, setting forth the- fact 

that the people have suffered during the past summer 

from one of the most severe drouths ever known in 

the history of the Country, and that not less than 30,* 

000 were dependent for suhsistance on outside re¬ 

sources until the next harvest, and that a large 

amount of seed wheat, corn and potatoes, will he 

wanted for early planting: and that a great depth of 

snow, covering the dry grass of the prairies, causes 

starvation amongst the cattle, and that the condition 

of the people in the spring will be helpless, without 

a liberal and prompt response to this appeal. The 

Legislature solicits State aid from her sister States, 

and expresses entire confidence that funds maybe 

committed to the care of the Territorial Relief Com¬ 

mittee of Atchison, who will faithfully and equitably 

distribute all contributions received by them over the 

Territory. The memorial is signed by the Speaker 

of the House, the President of the Council, and is 

accompanied by a letter of endorsement from Gov. 

Robinson. 

The Speaker announced the following select com¬ 

mittee on proposed amendments of the Constitution, 

to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors as a bev¬ 

erage: Messrs. Wayue, Angeil, Chapman, Johnson, 

and Ellingwood. 

The annual appropriation bill was passed; also, 

the half-mill tax bill, to pay interest on the debt 

created under Art. 7, of the Constitution, and a bill 

to authorize Commissioners of Canal Fund to invest 

a portion of the canal debt sinking fund, in anticipa¬ 

tion of tax for the completion of the Canals. 
avr. 4Hm»Ihiu iniiN>4ucA«.i w nynoluUon eiup$»w*?ring 

the Judiciary Committed to inquire into alleged 

abuses in the re-pannelling of jurors, with power to 

send for persons and papers. Adopted. 

A bill was passed to allow Agricultural and Horti¬ 

cultural Societies to hold thirty thousand dollars 

worth of real estate. 

The Assembly returned the Senate resolution ask¬ 

ing consent of that body that the Senate adjourn from 

the 1st to tbe 7th of March, with a statement that 

they had given consent. Adj. till March 7th. 

PATRIOTS AND STATESMEN 

Pounders of the Republic 

hi ’ A f * * * R ' l KH*— Bern! a for 
i* y onr Illustrate*! mid Descriptive C'nUilnjD'uo of over Wsortft 
Of NOW urapOH. Alno Currant*. Ra.Hpberrio*. UonHcbcrrie*, he. 
Amo Hone* and V lowering Shrub*. 
67!Mt C. P. BKSE1.I. k SALTER. Rochester. N Y 

44 fiat .Jtielilin 

THIS GREAT NATIONAL WORK SHOULD BE IN THE 

HANDS OF 

Every Patriot and Statesman. 
!.()()() CANVASSERS WANTED 

To Sell New and Popular Works 
WHICH AllB 801,1) EXCLUSIVELY BY SUBSCRIPTION, 

Otrn Books It is not a PARTISAN BOOK, but a compilation from the 
reports ot Debates and other reliable sources, of the SPEECHES 
and OPINIONS of the 

Founders of the Republic 

on tbe question of SLAVERY, jwexpressed (n the CONGRESS 

of the CONFEDERATION, in the CONVENTION to form the 
CONSTITUTION, and in the several STATE CONVENTIONS 
to ratify tbe same. 

A dtstiiqjnisbed feature of the discussions are the Speeches of 

... . ... comprise h, largo assortment of yqhmblo Family 
11 orks which command a ready sale, .and A.pqit- now -mplov- 
od by us are miikm* t'rom $50 to *W0 ,.o, month. Female 
Agents can make snood living by HoUtn* our Hooka Forfurther 
particulars and descnplive Oatftlouifcs address 

DICK k FITZGERALD, 
1M Ann Street, Now York. 

pV7e have ,llht published a book oontnlntoK about 1,800 
Engravings which w® sell fbrit.Oi). S79 H 

THR WOOT, MARKETS, 

NEW YORK, Feb. 28.--Tins market iw entirely devoid of uc 
tivitv Tbe demand for Domestic Fleecefl -and Pulled Wools dn 
rintt the past week has bouu very moderate, and theumrrnKato 
sales will not Probably Amount to more than in.ink) ft*. The in¬ 
quiry for California Wools have fallen off, and the onlv trans¬ 
actions we hear of embrace about 6,000 lbs low grades lit. ju ices 
within oQt canne. Reports have been circulated at tlie West 
that prices fill I v equal to those of last year maybe expected 
this HpnUv, hot Upon what authority ive ran not imagine for, 
with very lai-KC -.forks already on hand, and the (Carnation 
which prevails in tlm market, very Tew will be willing to buy 
Word and tiny prices upon which they must eventually accept 
a decline, it briny almost certain that prices at tho npnnliiK of 
tin' clip will tie from kjnfic. Imver. Tbe Philadelphia North 
American of this mommy rmnarks ' There tx little oy pul hiny 
doimr, and we have no ebonite to notice in Pulled or Fleece, 
manufacture™ buylny in a small way only at previous rates." 
We quote 

American Saxony Fleece, ^1 ft,. 
American full-blood Merino,.. 
American half-blood amt t.hree-frmrt.hu Marine 
American Native and one-fourth Merino,.. 
Extra Pulled, . 
Superfine. Pulled,. 
No. 1, Pulled, . . 
Lamb’*, Pulled, , 
California, extra, . . 
California, line, now a.-, 
California, common do, 
Peruvian, washed... 
Valparaiso, unwashed. 
South American Mrs. 

MADISON, RUTLEDGE, ELLSWORTH, 

RANDOLPH, LIVINGSTON, PATRICK HENRY, 

DR. FRANKLIN, ROGER SHERMAN, MASON, 

PINCKNEY, LOWNDES, 

and, in short, all those men of the Revolutionary times re¬ 

nowned alike for their patriotism, statesmanship and virtues. 
It will include Dm HISTORY or the ORDINANCE or 1787, by 

Petkr Forge, Esq. the treat Conirrossionnl compiler,—the 
only authentic account of that famous Ordinance ever pub¬ 
lished The slavery airitation is then traced in its various 
phases, in Congress, from 17911 to 1850, incliidlntt the Debates on 
the MISSOt RI COMPROMISE of 1S2II, the Debates iu Conffress 
in 1831, ’35, '36, inoliulimr the Speeches of 

JOHN UU1NCY AUAM3, SILAS WRIGHT, 

JAMES BUCHANAN, Arc., 

the agitation of the Slavery Question In the llouso of Represen 
tativesin 1839, the RETIREMENT OF SOUTHERN MEMBERS, 
the so-called GAG RULE and vote thereon, the 

TERMS OF THE RURAL-IN ADVANCE. 
Two Doli.iv.s a Yk.VR Three Copies, one year. $5; Six 

Copies, and one free to (iuh A pen!, till; Tm, nml one free, $15,- 
fYMem, and one Jret, $21; Twenty, and one fro , $25; amt my 
greater number at the tana rati only $1,25 pur ropy! Club pa¬ 
pers Knit to different posl-aflicr.*, if desired. As we pay American 
postage on copies mailed to foreign, eon ntlies, $1,37 is the lowest 
('tub rate for Canada, and $2,25 In Europe 

Please write all addresses plainly and eorefully, in order that 
they may be accurately entered upon our books and correctly 
printed by our Mailintr Machine. All subscriptions should bo 
well inclosed, and carefully addressed and mailed to 

I>. D. T. MOORE, Rochester, N. Y. 
.4.5/148 
4lfiii44 
36*40 
.38635 
Xi’Cil 

.31(5-33 
-23(0)28 
-SKoNto 
.00[«)0l) 
.1-2(036 
. 12(5)20 
.25(530 

r PIIH OPORTO 12 KA PPL—The Wine Grape of Amor- 
I ica. Send tor a Circular. E. W. SYLVESTER, Lyons, N, Y. 

(COUNTRY AG PINTS WANTED.— 
- $3 A Day. Mrs. Hankins wants -Went- at homo or to 

travel tor her Pictorial •; FAMILY NEWsI'AI'EK," idsa for her 
Curious New Book ot FEMALE Cll VRAITKR8 in tiik CITY 
korSpeoltncns and Terms inclose red stamp to HANKINS & 

Sp ccial Notices 

COUGH LOZENGES. 

lirnvm's Bronchial Troches, At this season of the year, 

when so many are troubled with hoarseness, influenza, and 

bronchial difficulties, these Troches afford a grateful relief 

We have seen Instances of their good effects in cases of 

inllanimation of tbo bronchial tubes, and of the hoarseness 

of children. They contain nothing which cnn Injure Dm 

constitution, and have a soothing effect very efficacious in 

assisting expectoration, and prevent the accumulation of 

phlegm. For public speakers, singers, and all persona 

troubled with hoarseness, they are invaluable.— Portland 

Transcript. 

. k - Hun washed.. -IAa)21 
South 4 mei'lenn Meitiio, unwashed,. . .... .2h'i 23 
South American, common washed. ...l.'Vj lA 
South American Ktitre Rios, do.13(5)15 
South American, unwashed,.srijiio 
South American Cordova, washed,..Itun 22 
Cape Onnd Hope unwashed,.2S®28 
East. IiiiUk, washed,..  I6fai30 
African, unwashed.. ttn'1,8 
Atrican. washed. .     16(5)2$ 
Smyrna, unwashed. . 10(7,tiff 
Smyrna, washed,..   28a'2fl 
Mexican, unwiubnd,. . I 

BOSTON, Feb. 28 Fleece and Pulled We d lucre been in 
moderate request.. Die sales Of Die week comprising 100,000 lbs. 
at prices indicating no change. In Forvic n Dick, have been 
-ales of 130,000 It s Valparaiso at 13c. 6 tmyA and 150 bales Cape, 
South American and Meditcrrnneun, and 1.50 ballots Peruvian 
on privute terms, 

Saxony and Meriuo, (ine.4ffi>i’«fl Western mixed,..20@>30 
Full blood,..li e 17 Smyrna, washed,.150720 

and blood... .3fta 13 Do. unwashed,. .. £»., 17 
Common, .. .3l»>i'33 Syrian, .  I0u,:i3 
Pulled, extra,.40 i 48 Ca/ie, .19@50 
Ihi. Superfine,..TVii in Crimea.__9&i>i7 
Do. Nil I,..iVu .'IS Buenos Acres,. Ufa 45 
Do, No 2, . . IP,, 25 Peruvian) washed,.. . 21(5)30 

rrA I,I AN BKI'IS.—(irdeis will now lie received fur Ihv-so 
bees to He delivered in the Spring I nrrulnr will, be teat to 

aM applicants inclostng a stamp In it will be found Dm terms 
and also reports from Mi. LaNGSTKOTII, Hr Kirti.anp. Mr. 
nUAOKKT'I*, Ml* B.U.DKIlXiK, :itul nflHTri, tPMtifvifllf fllllv, from 
RCtiml obsorvatum, to the gr«Hi nii|x*rioritv ot tliif* t>vor the 
common bee lB7H-tt| S. It. I'AIMUNS, Flushing, N, Y. 

Great Speech of Henry Clay, 

in the Senate, RESOLUTIONS of MR. CALHOUN in 18-17, biz 
SPEECH, and extracts from the Speeches of 

CLAY, CALHOUN, HOUSTON, 

WEBSTER, CASH, TOOJIBS, &c., 

oti the COMPROMISE of Mr. CLAY in I860, and extracts from 
the SOUTHERN ADDRESS, the REPEAL of the MISSOURI 

COMPROMISE and organization of the Territories of KANSAS 
and NEBRASKA in 1854, and the 

J Mrs, Hankins Mammoth Pictorial i» in itaSixlh Volume 
and has 300,(MX)readers. Full of Knin avings and FashionPfnteS. 
Largest, nicest and beat in the world tor 7f» cU. a veer. Auknth 
wanted. Ladies, Teachers, Clengyim n, or Post Masters. Fur 
Spenmen Loides and Ierros to Agent..-, melme mi) slanip to 

“W HANKINS k CO.. New York. 

/IRVKTS AT HI PER 1,000. 1 offer fo. ale 
' I first olww Apple Grafts, nt popular imrlotbia, at $i (G M 

! have for sale No. I Plmn. Pear anil Oninee Stocks, and 
Peach Pits. T f. SOUTH WICK, Ilunavllle. f,iv Co N Y 

Diktktic—Many people have a prejudice against Salera- 

tus, thinking, and with reason, too, that this preparation Is 

unhcnlthful. and ought to bo avoided; but the best chemists 

and most learned physicians Bay that Salemtus, when free 

from impurities, is not only not unhealthful and provocative 

Of dyspepsia, but that it, in reality, promotes digestion and 

strengthens the digestive organs. A new process of refining 

this article, lately introduced, (ind in use oi)ly by D U, Dk 

LaNU A to , of the Fairport Chemical Works, Fnirport, Mon 

roe Uti., N V , enable* Diem to make a perfectly pure Sale- 

ratus, which should at once be iu use in every household. 

The polity and reliable quality of I)K Land k Co.'a Saleratus 

should make it. immediately popular. It is for sale by most, 

grocers and storekeeper ;, and the grocers in the largo towns 

and villages wholesale it. 

National Conventions and Platforms 
of tbo various parties on the subject of Slavery from 1318 to 
1869 It will also contain the Via, »» J W LV IV • - 

” Mrs Hankins'i'irlmm New Book of Female Charac¬ 
ters In the Lily, is very Interesting, sod stricDy moral Fancy 
binding; 350 Page 50 Engravings, 36 Portraits Mailed free for 
*1. AGENTS Wanted I .idle* and Truelierf,. For Dcieription 
of Book and I'nrtieulars of Ageticv, inclose red sUiinn to 

57« HANKINS « CO.. N^r York. 

and other decisions of tho Courts upon tlm Slave Question, the 

Great Speech of Alexander Hamilton, 
ADVOCATIN'!) 

Monarcliini Grovernment, 

Also, liis plan of GOVERNMENT, tho Inaugural Addresses of 

Washington, Adams, Jefferson, & Madison, 
Awl the Farewell Addresses of 

i-T^isrEtnvro isrx^. 
XIV CgYT’rliTl. 

estructive disease, iwheo given in its earliest 
hv the snl jci'iber. Several furniera in the 

'luhtdelphUi can be referred to, who have 
I. GKO. J. sca'iter6ood, 

Druddist, 
N. W. corner Fifth and Callowliill Streets 

/'////, A DELPHI A, Pa. 

At the Baptist Church, Lima. N. Y.. on Wednesday, Feb. 
27th. li.v Rev. It R. Sam. Mr. WELLS B.iKKII, of West Bloom- 
Held, and Miss CARRIE W. PECK, of t.bel’onoer place. 

678-3teow 

iilarkcts, Commerce, &c 
WASHINGTON AND JACKSON 

A DVUftT I SIN G T ER ,TLS, l, In Adviiucu—Tniarv 

FlVK Cunts a Link, each iii.nirtion, A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52'- cents per line of spnze Sl'Kidad Noriuuff, 
(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Line 

Rt itAi. Nww-YnKKKK ooirtoenced d» Twelfth 
Year and Volume with an edition of OVei Skvk.vtv Thousand I 
Though the columns are wider than fjnnerly (giving more 
words per lino,) and Die circulation inic.h larger, we do not 
purpose to increase the Advertising Ratio at present. The Kouai. 

is undoubtedly Die Best and Cheapest Advertising .Medium of 
its Class iu America—for, in addition to Ha immense circulation 
among the most enterprising and succei.-fal Farmers and Horti¬ 
culturists, it is taken and read by thousinds of Merchants, Me¬ 

chanics, Manufacturers and Professioral Men. 

Altogether this is a most COMPLETE and AUTHENTIC HIS 
TORY of this all absorbing question, from the FORMATION 
OF THE GOVERNMENT to the PRESENT TIME. IT IS THE 

ONLY BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED, and as a work or 
HISTORICAL REFERENCE is INVALLIABLE She iWishcr to the i’uhtir 

STYLE AIN!) 1MJK E. 
It is a closely printed volume of. nearly 500 pages, and will 

be sent., post-paid, to any part of the country, on receipt of 

price, Onk Dou.au. 

A HARE CHANCE FOR AGENTS. 

I y~ Agents Wanted in every tow n and county in the Gutted 
States, to whom the largest commission will he paid. Send for 
a specimen copy at once, which will be Kent free of postage, 
with full particulars of the agency, on receipt of the price, Onk 

Dom.ah. 
J. W. BRADLEY, Publisher, 

jVV*. till *Y«rtA fourth Street, 

632 IMULA DICI,!' III y\ , PA. 

GOOD PAY FOR DOING GOOD! 

Agk.vts - Fkikn'dh. SubsoribkkS, and all other persons 

who wish to Do Good, and have no objection to receiving 

Good Pay therefor, are invited to give thefollowing Premium 

List a careful examination, and decide whether the induce¬ 

ments are not sufficient to secure prompt and energetic 

action. I t will be seen that the premiums are very liberal— 

the best yet offered — and so arranged that every person who 

remits for Two or more Subscribers, will secure a Valuable 

Prize! Read the list. 

K (JK Kl'INS — j varieties, 5 to 12inches 
1,0011 

JAMES A ROOT, Skaneatele*. N. Y. 

HAWTHORN PLANTS —From Six 
to Twentv iriche., ohoro ground, for Kilo hv 
UA CHAFFER, Gmiilv, ilium Go., Feb . 1861. PATENT AGRICULTURAL 

CALDRON AND STEAMER 

Tins is a new and 
valuable iaiprove- 

FKBD FOR STOCK, 

/Vl4 V and well odapteilfor 
«lhui J \ |y,„ all purpose* where 

fefc. Vjjr\\k y 11 ►team is required 
5Kkl n :'I|||1; fi"' heating. It is 
SHf.vJ Iw-' ft,fi, J. ,ii«o wel adapted for 

\ PER MONTH. —At ;!•:vtm Wantkd in every 
'iPi. ' Town. It is no Patent Medicine or Book Agency, but 
something new and of real value. For particulars address with 
Stamp, J. S. PARDEE, Binghamton, Broome Co., N V. [5Hl-2t 

( W i APPLE SEEDLINCS, ONE YEAR 
' /* / I ild. extra large, for rale at S3 per 1,060. 
HORACE BLACKMAN, Newark. Wavnel i , N Y. GEAND SPECIFIC PEIZES 

LM1R SALE roil 1'jVSH.—2Dot) i tour old Peach 
r Trites, health and stucky. S lo i feet high, f-iil per J,CJ0«; I. 

000 I year do, selected. 8V, to ■. feet high -"8 per 100, 33 per l.iiOO, 
.i.oon I year ora Weeping Willow 4 feet high. .- HI per 1000. 2 year 
old Plum on Peach Stocks. SW per 100. H iRVEY CURTIS. 

Fell. "Hi, 1861 flivego NnrffOrv, Tiogjl, Co., N. Y. 

\/T APLEWOOD YOUNO LADIES' INSTITUTE, PITTS- 
.» 1 HELP, MASS., opens it* 4iith Seuii-Annuol Se.’-.sion, 
April 4th. In Ideation and educational facilities it ia uo-nr 
passed. For further information addtvss 

581-6t REV. C V SPEAR, Principal. 
| \MSIRA1ILK SEEDS,— Engli-h, -hort. small Oats. 
1 " weighing 41 Ihs to the hnsbrl, and tliroe weeks earlier than 

the Common Oat, 2 hiiahola and twit $2 Early Yellow Corn, I 
hiisnel are! jag 32, Connecticni Seed Leaf Tobacco, 'j >iz. 20 c.tM, 
pOKt paid Choice and Fresh Garden SeeiL, all the NoneUie--. 
20 packet* selected Flower Seed* for f I pi e paid. Knjl.v appli¬ 
cants will lie sure of n suppl v. 

Buffalo, N. V.. Feb. 24, I.Sfil. C F NEEDHAM. 

pint OVEI) WILLOW mi.LIIC—The subs, fiber 
1 in now prepared to fill ardent for hi:- first Prom in in Willow 
Peeler, improved, If forwarded enrl.v, I'r.'if' • on Albany, New 
York, or Boston, received For description see Rural New 
Yorkerol Sept 22. I860 As recently improved, the price m?su 
Address f.V>l-3tj J M. WOOD, Geneva, N. \ . where a Caldron 

. Kettle is required, 
i- Full particulars 
; given in Illustrated 

;j Glicnlais, w tiich 
J1 will be SKNT FkKK to 
I all applicants 
|l .VlANt l' ACTGUED 

XXII SOU) IIY 

? ct.v.urr i- i% 
159 Buffalo St , 

Rochester, n. y. 

THE I’ROVIrilON MARKETS. 

NEW YORK. March 4 Fi.oi k -State and Western dull and 
heavy, while prices generally have undergone no important 
change; shippers generally are holding off fur u material con- 
ees-mn Sales at 35,5,15 for super State; J5,2UV»5,30 forex 
tra do; 55.ii.Vm 3,15 for mi per Western; f5^W«5.4i) for common to 
ineuium extra do; ^6,li(r/5,50 for inferior to good shipping 
brands extra round hoop Ohio, S5,60t" 7.0u for trade hramls do. 
1 anadtau dull and heavy, salys at $0,2Dirii,75 for common to 
choice extra 

Cirartf Wheat without important, change lioldsra are a little 
more lb.-.mi:,cd to realize; rales Milwaukee dull and amber low* 
and Wisconsin lit SI,2; in store; hlMwJ* far do. lleh voted - 
lattor priceii tn'veil1 haud.-.qne; winter red Western at SI,3Iim 
Gits, delivered. guodMnte Gauadian at $1,55, * lute Western ut 
d.-Gra 1..W latter for very ebojeo. Rye quiet, at h7!>,7l'lc. Bar 
ley scarce and firm at 74'.affOe eales State at 7lc font dull and 
lower lor new and -tea-tv tor oid, with a moderate export «le- 
rnand; rales at 1.0,irid .c lor old mixed Wer,t.q n, in stow; 07te 
67t<.c for do. delivered; VKaSBc hir new do. at UR. depot and 
ol)c for new Southern yellow; atoJOrfor comp,up t-cfair white 
southern. , I )at* plenty and dull at 34 ^ „ Vk; for Writ torn, Carm- 
dinn and State. 

I’ROVie.lo.vs Pork ..-teady, with a fair deiimiel -ale* 
at917.25 for in''-*, SI7.50U 17.75 for uinnsiH et.-q J.Rjsq* 13m 
for pnme—latter price for very etiole.K. Hogs dull and prices 
favor purchasers, -ate* at *i 7 for corn fed Ureh,ed;5J aillc 
fur live. Lard unchanged, sales at 'J'fo, l(d,c. Butter in fair 
re<|iiestat I0^(il4c|or Oluoand HCuddctor State. Cheese steady 
at W'ii lutac for inferior to prime. 

llora The market i* without oaw feature Consumer^ con- 

173 A | r |>'l ELD 8E.H 1 NA R V— $33,50 pays for hoard. 
1' fuel, washing, furnished room, and Tuition, iu common 

English fni 14 weeks in this, one of the oldest and most flourish 
ing In,dilutions iri the land Building-, aecoinxiiodutioos, II 
hntrie.s, apparatus, null Faculty, ample and excellent. It inis a 
Commercial Course, graduating courses, for Indies arid gentle¬ 
men, and furnishes extra advantages in Music. Fainting, and to 
lit young iiieo for College or 1* Profession, .Spring Term com¬ 
mence* March 27 Fin* ltoimis Or Gatalogite,, iidilre-,, the l’riu 
cipal, J. B. VAN BETTES', Fairfield, N Y 581 lit 

f MP0RTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 
1 HORSE. COW, SHEEP, OR IIUR.~Thi.rwsv* Food rou 

GaTDA; F-ir Horae* it i* iriiflapeiouliht io promoting and sus¬ 
taining all the animal functions in health and vigor. For Milch 
Cows it ia Invaluable, ineieasing the quantity nml improving 
till)quality of milk. Km- Beast- nothing etui compare with it 
for feeding quickly For Sheep nud Pigs the effects produced 
in on" month will exceed all expectation. 

A Pamphlet mailed free to any addresx. 

rr*DEPOT. 21 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 574-26t FOR SALE.-Thi' subscriber 
I will -ig|l ug Public Auction, a Karin, in the village of linn 

eoye Fall-, Monroe county. N Y . on the tiventydlrsldiiy of 
March, in.-L, at 2 o'clock P M., containing IDJi, acres in a good 
el ate of cultivation, well watered with living springe, with good 
buildings thereon, 2d acres nf wheat on Hi" ground. Alan, at 
tlm same place and time, thren yoke of work oxen, one spaii of 
horses, one span of COll*, two cow*, in Co&rsn Mutinied -beep, 31) 
... ... ; . 1 . .... 0 ol 

H. D. MiiAi.ftaOC, 22 Arcade Hull, Rochester. V Y., orofth* sub¬ 
scriber lit florienye Fall*. (Sffl-'-’t] 8 A Mb COGHKaNK 

A P1»LE TREES FOR SALE. 60,000 Apple Trees 
i \ of the most popular varieties. The tree-, are four years 
old, straight, thrifty and in good condition for removal. Wnnld 
be glad to wll this entire lot to one or two person.*, on *nch 
terms as would he satisfactory to the par tie- The tree* are 
very near to Frost's nomq-y iu Rochester, ;it|il eon lie risen by 
calling on Thus. Smith. FiancL-. St , near tho preinixe.H. For 
further particulars addre.ra C. n ROGF.ItS, Palmyra, N. Y. 

Rochester, Feb. 14, 1861. .Vsa tr 

TT Sc M. C. MOR 1)0IT, B reuders of pure Short horn 
I 1 . and Alderney Cattle South Down and Silesian Siir.p, 
Suffolk and Essex Pigs, Rochester. N. Y. 073-tf ALLRED VC A OK.1l k AND ALFRED t NI- 

f V VRRSITY Under one Hoard of Instruction, located at 
Alfred Gentle, Allegany Go , N Y„ on the line of the N. Y. A 
E, Railroad. 

Every Departiqeiit conducted by Professors of long experi¬ 
ence a- Educators, and earnestly drvotod to t.) 1.•. 1 buslims* 
Patronage extensive, and of a high order Tho new University 
Kdlfico furnishes superior accommodation* for the Female Do- 
jitu tineui. Ladies' ruiltn- (separate sleeping room adjoining 
each.) handaomely furnished and carpeted. 

Exjienscs, per year, for tuition and board, Including fuel arid 
furnished rooms, onlv *loo. The \kxt term opens March Toth 
Fall term, for 1861, August 14th For circulars, add, "-- 

W C. KENYON. 

XnARM FOR. WALE.— One of the best and liest situ- 
1! a tad Is, rn is iri Monroe Go.. 1\ irjg 6 miles west of Dos City, in 
the town of Gates, no Die Buffalo road, will be »oldatagreat 
bargain if application is made noon. A small farm of an to 80 
acres, near tun City, or a house and lot worth 4 to $5,(KX) in the 
city, would bu taken in pint payment. For purtteu Inr* apply on 
the premises, or at No. 8 lull Street, at Dm office of Jrii(jt M. 
Fskncii k On., of M. HUNTINGTON. 

Rochester, N. Y., August 21. I860, M4-tf 

rpo FARMERS, MEt HANICS, At HIT I.DKUH, 
I Our "Irreriresdhlo Gonffict" is against high price*. We 

offer you. at 74 Main St.. Rochester. Iron. Nail*, Hardware,Oils, 
Paint*, Colors. Window*, Door*, BliudH, IIoc*, Sptules, Shovel*, 
Coro lloe*. Cultivator*, and other articles too numerous to 
mention. Also, the celebrated "Straight Draft Plow," which 
wo offer cheaper than the cheapest. 

535-tf MOORK. HEBING & CO. 

1 r / V H ) X 7 */V**^’*® t * 1' * V F E ./ J\‘ T . 
J • J. n J j.-jy, U; LliVf A IN' Si BROTHERS 

Would call the attention of Nurscrymt n, Market Gardeners, 
and others, to the large ntuck of thin superior variety, which 
will be sold 

x>''i’ 1.000. 
S-i per IOO, 

LARGE, STRONG PLANTS. ALSO, 

linn lie A Orange Raspberry at $35 *) 1,000,- $0 f 100. 
Second size. $30 7*, 1.000; $ I >*. |l)0. 

582-It] FRF,KM AN & BROTHERS. (Late II. C. I'kkkm.vn.) 
RareucnfOOfl Fruit Garden and N’urtery, Ravenswood, L, L 

, -j r-e o w'iuii'i iu raw ie. price 
post-paid, fog, any $1,25 or $1 work, mentioned herein, 
ant, iinua free copy of Rural to every person remitting 
■ fen subeenhen., whether old or new.' 

\\ t-bslr r’r* t. 11. Ac P. Dictionary, post paid, and 
copy nt Rur-M, to every person remitting $10 for six new 

[jTAR.vi FOR *v\ LE —Containing 40 acres, lying mid 
P way lictween Pit.Uford an<1 Fairport. iu Monroe'Co. It is 

well watered; lias a fra mo dwelling nearly new, with barn and 
other outbuilding*, and ait orchnrd in hearing, betide 200 Apple 
Tu-e* recently set out. A small payment required down, Tho 
balance may remain for a term of years. Possession given 
when wanted. For particulars address 580-tf 

Feb. 14, 1861. CARLTON II. ROGERS, Palmyra, N. Y. 

A MERICAN GUANO 
Y. ntovt 

JARVIS Sc BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

IN TflK 

SOUTH. PACIFIC OCEAN, 
IMfOKTKD IIY TIIK 

JMclllilll C A JV tiVciJK'O V O -TI IM.V’ i’. 

Offic*3* Oti Willisuri Htreet, 
NEW YORK. 

c. s. Marshall, pmst. H. mather, Set/v- 
J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 69 Exchange Ht, Rochester, N. Y. 

A 8TOR HOUSE, 
T-U 2V K W YORK. 

This Hotel Is in excellent condition. Recently many im¬ 
provement- have been made. Mr. SW-on, its former proprie¬ 
tor. ha* returned to supiTviaa it* executive department. It* 
tables are bountifully supplied, waiter- excellent, aud it is con 
.-.•dud tlrnt It has never been so comfortable dming it* history. 
The new water-closet -. have no equals iti rlli*country. 

The youog proprietor* are full of enUtrpn-e and courts yv. 
and spare no pain» to make their patrons comfortable. 

Men of bunineo*, or families who reallv ..I solid comfoits 
handsomely dispensed, will Hud this time-honored Motel better 
than ever. 

Its proximity to business, the conveniences for reaclnng every 
part of the city, Central Park, kc... renders it the best for the 
Merchant or casual Traveler. 580-13t 

p AUDEN, FIELD, AND OTHER SEEDS.— 
' J Every description of FIELD. G MtDEN. FLOWER. FRUIT 
and other Tree aud Shrub Seeds, ail of r.he most reliable char¬ 
acter. fresh ami true to their kind, both of American and 
Foreign growth 

Order* by mail promptly filled. 
Cotalogues, either Whole*iilc or Retail, forwarded on applica¬ 

tion. 
Dealers supplied on the most favorable terms. 
Ai.mcrtrruAi, \.\0 IIobtidultl’KAL Implements of every 

kind, the latest and most approved patterns. 
Kkhtilizkks ■ i'eruviau, American and manipulated. 
Gcaxo — Boxb Dust, Coarse. Fine and Sawings. 
Phospuatk — Poudrette, Plaster. Ac. 

R. L. ALLEN, 189 k 191 Water Streets, New York. 

npEETH FOR THE MII-LION-Sqmmthwo Nkw 
1 Office, No. 7 Mansion House Block, 58 State Street _ 
Rochester, N. Y. [525-tf.J R. F. WILSON. [525-tf.] 



STABS OF MY COUNTRY’S SKY. 
_ w 

BY LYDIA H. SIGOURNEY 

Are ye all there? all ye all there, 

Store of toy country's sky? 

Are ye all there? are ye all there 

In tonr ► bluing home* on high? 

“ Count us! Count oh!” woe their answer, 

Ab they daraled on rny view, 

1b glorious perihelion. 

Amid their fields of blue. 

11 1 cannot count ye rightly, 

There’s a clout with sable riin; 

I cannot make your number out, 

For my eyes with fears are diru. 

O, bright and blessed Angel, 

On white wing floating by, 

Help me to count, and not to miss 

One star in my country's sky.” 

Then the Angel touched my eyelids, 

And touched the frowning cloud 

And its sable rim disparted, 

And it lied with murky shroud. 

There was no missing Pleiad 

'Mid all that sister race: 

The Southern Cross shone radiant forth, 

And the Pole Star kept its place. 

Then 1 knew it was the Angel 

Who woke the hymning strain 

That, at our dear Redeemer’s birth. 

Flowed out on llcthlehcm’s plain. 

And still its echoing key-tone 

My listening country held, 

For all her constellated Htars 

The diapason swell’d. 

line Stovv-fSiUfY. 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

EDITH RAYMOND. 
A LOVE STORY. 

BY KATE CAMERON. 

[Concluded from page "6, last number. I 

Jnstas J wish oil, my father was the first to enter | 

the room; an introduction was hardly necessary, and 

in a few moments the two persons dearest to me on 

earth were apparently much interested in one 

another. I waB very happy, anti would have risen 

and re-arranged my toilet, had not an occasional 

paroxyism of pain warned me that for one day, at 

least, 1 must remain perfectly quiet. 

In an hour more, mama and Bertha came in 

from ft shopping expedition. They had learned from 

the sen-ant that there was a gentleman in the parlor 

with Miss Kthth; so their outer wrappings were laid 

aside, and they entered the room, dressed in faultless 

taste. Father introduced them, and 1 could see 

Paul's admiring gaze fixed upon Bertha all the 

while lie was listening to mama’s studied greeting. 

I did not wonder at it, it seemed to me that my half- 

sister had never before looked so bewitchiugly lovely, 

and 1 well knew how devout a worshipper at the 

shrine of the graces was my Artist-lover. 

Dinner was annouced, and my Father stopped as 

he was passing my conch to stroke my head, and 

say, “poor child!” then stepping into the hall, he 

waited for Wr. Vernon, who bent down and kissed 

my brow, and then I was alone. 1 could not think,— 

my suffering was too great for that, but there was no 
undefined shadow of approaching Borrow, which 
seemed to dim my spirit. 1 longed to lift the vail, 

and meet the dread certainty, whatever it might be, 

face to face. 
In the afternoon, the conversation turned upon 

music and the opera; and mama reminded Bertha 

that the celebrated oantatrice, whom she bad been 

so anxious to bear, was to appear for the last time 

that evening, and expressed her regret that “dear 

Edith’’ would be unable to go, otherwise they might 

get up a delightful little company. Fal l glanced at 

Bertha, then at me; he felt sure, he rejoined, that 

Edith would excuse him for one evening, especially 

as she needed repose most of all things, and he 

should be only too happy to wail upon the ladies. 

After a little hesitation, they acquiesced; but I 

saw that my father looked displeased, although he did 

not speak: yet the cloud which I bad learned to inter¬ 

pret, darkened Ida brow for a moment. “ Shall I not 

help yon up stairs, Edith?” lie asked at last, kindly; 

“ I fear this excitement has been too much for you; 

your cheeks are flushed, and your hands dry and 

hot,” he continued, standing by my side. “No, 

dear father,” I answered, “let me stay here until 

evening, 1 am already feeling better.” 

Most of Paul’s conversation was addressed to 

mama and Bertha, though he often looked at me 

with a smile, or spoke some kind word, as if in 

atonement for a greater neglect. The short winter 

afternoon drew to a close. The family took tea, and 

the ladies went to dress for the evening. Paul sat by 

my side until they came down, and then, with a fond 

“Good night,” ho Jell me and joined them. Bertha 

was dazzlingly beautiful, in jewels, ermine, and 

velvet. Mania, dressed full as richly, wore an 

exultant smile. BhC felt that she was helping her 

daughter wiu a prize in Life’s lottery. 

No sooner had the carriage rolled from the door, 

than I said, faintly, “now, father, dear, 1 am ready,” 

and taking me in his arms as lie would an infant, he 

carried me to my room, and rang the bell for the 

maid to assist me in undressing. Very kindly did 

he kiss me, and again murmur, “ poor child.” 

For hours, dark phantoms and an undefined dread 

hovered about toy pillow; at last, a troubled, but 

deep slumber, brought the balm of forgetfulness, and 

when I again awoke, it was late in the morning. I 

felt too weak to rise, and when my faithful attendant 

came softly into the room, I asked her to bring me 

toast and coffee, and told her 1 should not attempt- 

going down stairs that day. On her returning with the 

refreshments, she said, “Mr. Vernon is in the parlor, 

and wishes to know how yon are feeling to-day, and 

bow soon he may hope for the pleasure of seeing 

you.” 

"Tell him,” I answered, “that I am better, but 

very weak; I shall be happy to see him tomorrow 

morning.” In a little while I heard strains of music; 

the sweet voice of Bertha blended with the rich 

tones of her piano. My heart told me that she was 

not playing for her own amusement merely, and I 

was not surprised to learn that Mr. Vernon had 

remained to dinner, and left late in the afternoon, 

again expressing his regrets at my continued illness. 

The following morning I was aide to meet the 

family at breakfast. At an early calling hour, Paul 

came again. Mama and Bertha were both out, and 

we spent two hours with nothing to interrupt our 

pleasant converse. Very kind, considerate, and 

thoughtful of my comfort, seemed my betrothed; but 

not one word was spoken of our future, and 1 felt 

that it was not for me to introduce the subject. 

Paul urged another engagement for not remaining 

with me through the day; but said he would come in 

again towards eveuing, and then he left. At five 

o’clock he called, but for a moment, he said. He 

hoped I was now quite well; the next day we would 

go out together, and visit some of the places of 

interest in the city. Ho trusted I did not doubt his 

love for me, and Urns “ striving to make assurance 

doubly sure,” he again went away. 

That evening mama proposed to father that they 

should give a party in honor of his future son-in-law. 

Father did not seem to think it necessary,— indeed, 

I felt that be disapproved ot Paul’s attentions 

to Bertha. However, he did not dispute the point, 

but, as usual, left it all to bis wife. Hhe and Bertha 

arranged the matter, and fixed the time one week 

from that night. I fancied I saw in this plan a plea 

for lengthening Paul’s visit, which I knew be bad 

not originally contemplated a* lasting more than a 

week at the furthest. But I was not to have a voice 

in the matter, and why should J not rejoice at any¬ 

thing which could keep him near me? 

The day following, Paul called for me early, as he 

had promised, and we had a delightful time; visiting 

picture galleries, and stately edifices, some of the 

“lions” of our great city. I felt very proud of 

Paul as I leaned upon liis arm, arid he said, warmly, 

“ You look like Glenwood and yourself, to-day, dear 

Edith.” But when we returned to the house, and I 

had gone to my room to lay aside my outer garments, 

mama and Brrtiia quite monopolized him, and 

made him promise to remain through the rest of 

the day. He chatted with them until dinner time, 

while 1 sat by the window, sewing. 

But why dwell thus minutely upon the events of 

those days? Is it because I dread the record of the 

next week’s occurrences? 

On the sabbath, Paul accompanied us to church, 

and I heard his voice, dear and full, in the responses. 

We sat beside each other and used the same Prayer 

Book; it was bound in velvet, and my name was j 
engraved on the gold clasp. 

“ Will you give this to me, Edith?” he asked, as 

the services concluded. 

“Certainly, if you wish it, Paul; but it is a | 

strange request.” He hurriedly placed it in his 

breast pocket as if it could soothe the troubled 

throbbings of lvis heart. 

A day or two more passed, in which Bertha saw 

Paul quite as often as I did. He seemed entranced 

when listening to her musical voice, or watching her 

countenance which was ever the same in its perfect 

radiance. It lacked the rhanging expression that 

was the chief charm of Paul’s own face. Bertha 

was more like a living picture, or breathing statue. 

One evening I had been alone in my chamber, 

watching the rich sunset hues of the western sky, 

when remembering a new volume of poems which I 

had left on the Center-table, T went down to get them, 

that T might thus beguile the time of its weariness 

until Paul should come, as lie had promised to at 

seven o’clock. 1 opened the parlor door and saw it 

was quite dusky there, for the windows were toward 

the east, and already had twilight wrapped the earth 

in shade. What was my surprise to hear the voices I 

of Paul and Bertha proceeding from the recess of ) 

the damask draped window. They did not hear my 

soft steps. 1 had approached the table arid taken the 

book, which 1 readily found, when 1 heard Bertha 

nay,—“ But what will Edith think? J must not take 

you away from her.” 

“Edith is generous,” was the response; “nor 

would she wish my hand without my heart, and Jiat 

is yours., my beautiful Benito a! Must I plead in 

vain?” 
But 1 could hear no more. With noiseless, yet 

hurried tread, I left the apartment, and in another 

moment had reached the library door. Father was 

there alone; he bad just lighted the gas, and ns he 

saw the startled expression of my face, ho exclaimed, 

“Why! child, what is the matter?” 

“ Paul,—Bertha,—” I gasped, and throwing my¬ 

self into his arms, 1 laid my head upon his shoulder, 

am^ sobbed long and convulsively. Gently did he 

soothe me, and when 1 became more composed, I 

told him all, how I had over heard Paul’s declara¬ 

tion of love to my sister, and how sure I felt that it 

was reciprocated. My father’s face wore a stern look 

which almost frightened me; hut I did not cease my 

intercession until he promised to do as I wished, — 

give Bertha, instead of me, to Paul. 

“You are right, child,” ho said, at last. “Mr. 

Vernon is no longer worthy your love. It shall be 

as you request. And, ‘ he added, bitterly, “if the 

daughter prove to be like the mother, he will be 

punished, he will be punished!” 

So the bell was rung, and a servant sent to the 

parlor with the word that Mr. Raymond wished to 

see Mr. Vernon for a few moments in his library. 

Five minutes elapsed, which seemed an age to me, 

and then I heard Paui.’r footsteps, slow and 

unsteady, along the ball, and when he entered the 

room, a troubled look of doubt and uncertainty was 

on his usually frank and open brow. I stood by my 

father’s chair; he motioned Paul to he seated, and 

then proceeded:—“I am informed, Mr. VERNON, that 

you have transferred your attentions from my eldest 

daughter to her sister, and I felt that I had a father’s 

right to learn the truth from your own lips.” 

He stammered a reply, but 1 interrupted him. 

“Forgive me, Paul, for overhearing words that 

were not intended for my car, I went into the parlor 

unperecivcd by you, while yon and Bertha were 

conversing in the window, and so I now give you up 

toiler. Be tine to her, Pail, for she is child-like 

and trusting.” At that moment she seemed to me 

as aunt Fanny had said Paul’s mother did to her, 

“just like a baby.” But I,— 1 was a strong woman, 

—I could endure anything! And I continued, hold¬ 

ing out my hand, ■ Good bye, Paul, God bless you. 

It- will not be right for me to see you again for a long 

while.” Ho seized ray hand, pressed it- to bis lips, 

and said, “ My noble Edith, Heaven will reward you 

for all this.” He seemed much affected. My father 

remarked with some bitterness, “I presume, Mr. 

Vernon, that you will require nothing more from 

me. Having but these two daughters, it will be 

impossible for me to accommodate you, should you 

choose to make another change in the object of your 

affections,” and ere Paul could reply to this well 

merited sarcasm, he was coldly bowed from tire 

room, and my father clasped me to his heart. 

“What can I do for you, my poor, dear Emm?” 

he asked with pitying fondness. 

“ Only help me to be strong, my father; I must not 

think now.” 

“ I felt bow it would all end,” continued he, 

“when I saw bow much Mrs. Raymond was capti¬ 

vated with this young man; T knew something wrong 

would be the consequence. Depend upon it she is 

at the bottom of it all. It is her maneuvering to 

secure so desirable an alliance for her daughter and 

you, my child, are the sacrifice.” 

“ Don’t, father, don’t, — Icaunot, btar this now,— I 

must not dwell longer upon this painful theme. 

Good night my dearest friend,” and kissing him. I 

left him for my own room, which I resolved to keep 

until Paul should leave town. 

The next day, a small package was banded me; on 

opening it, I found an elegantly bound Prayer Book, 

far more costly than the one which, at his own 

request I had given to Pact., accompanied by a 

pencilled note: 
“ I replace your Prayer Book, Edith. Would tbatl 

could as easily restore your peace of mind, and hap¬ 
piness of heart. But you will be happy. It is I who 
have sinned, and who must suffer. I am unworthy 
your remembrance. Forget me if you can. Paul. 

Well might he say, “ if you can.” Forgetfulness 

is not a boon granted to those who sorrow over 

blighted hopes! For one whole day, mine was the 

mournful task to uproot, every fond memory and antici¬ 

pation, which bad bloomed or budded in the garden 

of my heart With tear-dimmed vision did I read 

the lesson which none can fully understand until 

stem experience has written it in their own history. 

" Alas I for tiife bright promt--’ of our youth ! 

How toon the golden chord* of Hope- are broken, 

How U'Oa we Ond that dreanru- we trusted most 

Are very shadows 1” 

Henceforth the name of Paul Vernon must not 

have power to thrill my very being; he was no longer 

my own, but another’s,— and that one my sister,— the 

daughter of my father! For his sake I rauBtbe calm; 

it was my duty. And then I remembered that, each 

one must, bear a cross, and this was mine; and then 

I prayed for strength to endure this heavy sorrow, 

and my prayer was answered. Think not that with 

that serene t wilight hour, ended my sufferings. Ah, 

no! only from that time 1 ceased to bear the burden 

alone. It was a relief to me when I learned that the 

talkeil-of party had been given up; that was a step 

further than mama dared go. Having gained her 

object in securing Paul for Bertha, she forbore to 

add aught to the crushing weight of my grief. 

My father told mo when Paul had gone, and once 

more I mingled with the household bodily, but there 

was little of spiritual intercourse between us. My 

only social horn's were spent in father’s library. At 

my request he promised not to give Uncle Philip an 

account of the recent events, which we knew would 

excite his indignation; it was better to wait until all 

was over, and then lie would hove no opportunity to 

remonstrate with Paul. 

The wedding was to he iu April, for Paul had 

decided to go to Italy, to remain at least two years. 

I could hut think how fondly I had ever hoped to 

visit that classic shore, but not mine the coveted 

boon. I must stand silently by and see another in 

the enjoyment of the blessing. 
But 1 soon found that idleness must be avoided if T 

would retain any degree of composure. I had suffi¬ 

cient pride to keep my cheek from paling, and my 

form from wasting, until the cold world should be¬ 

stow its pity upon the broken reed. But in my hours 

of solitude, it was so hard to be cheerful, and I 

determined to he constantly employed. 1 marked 

out for myself a thorough course of Historical and 

Biographical reading. 1 also offered to write two 

hours daily for father, copying business letters or 

important papers, and soon had the satisfaction of 

finding myself an indispensable assistant to him. 

This, with a dally wail; for healthful exorcise, and 

the reading, occupied my mornings. Writing, sew¬ 

ing, music, or poetiy filled up the remaining hours 

of day; and the evenings were sometimes devoted to 

lectures, or a cliurch service, which 1 attended, 

accompanied by some lady acquaintance; for inti¬ 

mate fi ieud 1 ”• 

Tlii I • pv "to accnsr- lajr-eir oi seiiisiinoss, an a 

thought of my sister so soon to leave me, and I was 

doing nothing for her,— nothing for the bride of my 

Paul. It cost me a severe struggle, hut I conquered, 

and then I ofloral to aid her in her preparations. She 

seemed very grateful, and kissed me with unusual 

affection,— J tbofight with a pang Of remorse for the 

wrong she had done me. A portion of each day I 

now spent in the sewing room, and garment after 

garment passed from nay hands completed. At last 

I placed the finishing stitches in Die bridal robes of 

snowy satin, trimmed with costly lace — and it was 

my own hand that fastened the orange wreath ami 

graceful veil over the sunny tresses of the fair bride. 

They wore married in church on a warm April 

evening. Father and mama formed part of the group 

around the altai\ but 1 sat alone in our own seat, 

holding the prayflr book which Paul had given me. 

Like a vision of beauty Bertha glided past iuc 

through the aisle. I could not seo Paul’s face, but 

the tall and graceful form, the wealth of dark-brown 

hair, were visible, and I felt his presence. The im¬ 

pressive service commenced, and soon I heard the 

rich tones of Paul’s voice, vowing to another the 

love once pledged {o mo. With ft fixed, stony gaze, 1 

looked, until I could not see for the tears that blinded 

me, and then I bowed my head upon the prayer book, 

at the moment the newly-wedded knelt at the altar. 

I prayed for grace and strength, and they were given 

me. And when the organ ponred forth its deep- 

toned melody, my spirit seemed to rise exultant 

above tho cares and changes of this fleeting world— 

and I thought of that blessed home above, where 

“they neither marry, nor are given in marriage, but 

arc as the angels of God in beavon." 

Slowly did they pass from the church. My father 

paused a moment, and 1 took his arm and returned 

home in tho carriage with him and mama. When 1 

entered the drawing-room, Paul and Bertha were 

receiving the congratulations of tbeir friends. Father 

was standing near, and he led me up to them. Ber¬ 

tha kissed me, with the words, "My darling sister, 

I am very happy 1” But Paul only took my band 

and said — “Edith !” 
I moved through the crowded rooms that night, 

striving to make it pleasant for all oof guests. Per¬ 

haps I carried ray complaisance too far for a young 

lady of twenty-three. 1 might have been too patron¬ 

izing; for ! heard one lady say to another, “Well! 

really, Miss Raymond is getting to be quite an old 

maid! She already wears that benevolent smile 

characteristic of the race.” But I cared little for the 

opinion of the world; I had the approval of my owu 

conscience, and 1 was content. A week intervened 

between the wedding aud their departure for Europe. 

That occurred on the first of 31 ay, the anniversary of 

my journey to Glenwood. "W e had sent cards to 

Uncle Philip, with a brief account of what we. knew 

would be to him startling intelligence, immediately 

after the marriage. He- replied at once with great 

affection: but it was easy to see his indignation was 

thoroughly aroused. Very kindly did he urge my 

coming to Glenwood again for the summer, but that 

was not for a moment to be thought of. I must wait 

for time to heal the wounds of estrangement, ere I 

could trust myself to revisit those loved scenes. My 

father proposed that 1 should accompany him on a 

long tour through some of the Western States to the 

great lakes, Niagara, and the Thousand Isles. Mama 

had already declared her intention of spending the 

season at Newport and Cape May. All this wus 

talked over before Mr. and Mrs. Vernon left us. I 

was glad to have Paul know that I should not remain 

pining at home. They sailed on a bright morning. 

Bertha smiled amid her tears as she parted from 

her mother, but she bade father and me a cbeefnl 

good-by. Paul said but little — but when I gaily 

remarked, “Think of me in Florence,” he answered, 

with a touch of sadness, “I shall never forget yon, 

Edith!” Had he already repented? But that was 

no concern of mine. For a long while we were all 

lonely. It was mama’s first real trial, the parting 

from her darling child; hut she consoled herself with 

her preparations for the summer’s pleasures. We 

left New York the same day, traveling in opposite 

directions. 

Delightful were our rumblings through that long 

summer. My father, ever kind to me, his pet child, 

seemed to redouble his thoughtful attentions, and 

spared no pains or expense to gratify my slightest 

wish. Our tour was protracted until late in Septem¬ 

ber, then, as we were on our homeward way, we 

received a telegram, begging us to hasten, as Mrs. 

Raymond was very ill. Wo rode day and night, but 

when we readied home it wfts too late for human aid 

to avail aught. She only lived three days. In her 

djing hour she called us to her bedside, and taking 

our hands in hers, already cold with the death-damp, 

she hade us ever love her darling Bertha, and 

prayed us to forgive all that she had done to cause us 

pain. That death hour drew the veil gently over her 

past errors, and my father aud I never again spoke 

of her save with that charity which “tliinkethno 

evil.” 

• Letters were exchanged with Bertha after her 

mother’s death, and then for a year we heard nothing. 

The winter months we spent in our city home, and 

the following summer we went to Glenwood. 

Another Autumn, and we heard from the wan¬ 

derers. A letter from Paul announced the advent 

of a daughter, named from their chosen abode, 

“Florence.” There was not a word of returning 

to America. Two years more, and only an occasional 

letter reached us. These again ceased, and we scarce 

ever mentioned the absent ones who had brought 

upon themselves this apparent oblivion. 

J had now passed my twenty-seventh birthday, and 

bad so long worn the dignity of housekeeper, that I 

felt even older. One day a large letter with a foreign 

post-mark was brought in. It was directed in Paul’s 

clear hand, but the letter itself was traced in tremb¬ 

ling characters by Bertha, The contents startled 

me. She wrote, as she said, upon her death-bed, 

knowing that soon she should he in her grave far 

away from home and kindred. She entrusted her 

little Florence, now three years old, to my care, 

begging me to he a mother to her, and make her like 

myself; not allow her to lead the frivolous and use¬ 

less existence she herself had led. Touchingly she 

prayed me to forgive her, and to forgive Paul for all 

they had caused me to suffer. And with a message 

of love to our father, she bade ns both a long fare¬ 

well. There was a postscript from Paul, from which 

I knew that many weeks ere the sad letter was 

received the hand that penned those lines was cold 

in death. 

My father seemed much affected by the mournful 

tidings; indeed, be appeared to grow old very rapidly, 

and could not bear to have me out of his sight. My 

whole life was devoted to bis comfort. But ere win¬ 

ter again commenced bis icy reign, our family circle 

was increased by the arrival of the husband and child 

of our lost Bertha. Paul was sad, but very kind; 

there was an expression of earnest thoughtfulness on 

kis face, which T hod never before seen it wear. I 
FLORENCE Was a penvut nuum-aui; tu pci eun, » uiln- > 

iatureofhor mother, with the same matchless beauty, 

but with a deeper toned nature, and more affectionate 

and witming ways. Paul’s first intention was to 

leave her with us, and go to his old home in Boston. 

But father persuaded him to open a Btudio in New 

York, and remain with us; he said his house was 

large, and seemed so lonely with only two or three 

inmates. Florence was already a pet with her 

grandfather; and indeed she seemed the bright link 

uniting aU our hearts. 

Little remains to be told, for with me the age of 

romance lias passed, and I cannot now, as formerly, 

dilate upon the occurrences of each day and hour. 

Tn after-life we only count the years, while youth 

hoards the moments. For a year had Paul and his 

little Florence been with us; and very dear were 

they both to my heart. The love which I had first 

felt seven years before, seemed to arise phoenix-like 

from the ashes of the past, and it was now a purer, 

holier affection. 1 think Paul read this in my eyes, 

for 1 often met his earnest gaze fixed on me. And 

then again, he told me of his love. Of liis early 

repentance for his fully in linking his destiny with a 

mere child, instead of the mature mind whose aid he 

so much needed. Of the unavailing regrets iu which 

he indulged, and then of the struggle, in which he 

had finally been victorious, and devoted his life to 

making Bertha more like the ideal he had long 

cherished of a true wife. In a measure, he succeeded; 

but Bertha lacked that depth of feeling and earnest¬ 

ness of purpose which could enable ber to sym¬ 

pathize iu his aspirations and aid his endeavors. 

Their life was embittered by tbe recollection of their 

early error, nor could they forget the great wrong 

they had done me. But death severed the tie which 

united them, and then again Paul and I were thrown 

into each other’s society. And now, did I love him, 

could I love him? 

Again our father gave us his blessing — and on my 

thirtieth birth-day I became tbe wife of my first, my 

last, my only love, Paul Vernon. We visited Gleu- 

wood, taking our little Florence with us; and the 

delight of our good uncle and aunt was unbounded. 

We went together to ull the well-remembered haunts, 

and lived over again the joyful experiences of that 

lirst summer of our acquaintance. And contrasting 

then with now, we felt that our discipline, although 

severe, had been wisely ordered. We were better 

prepared for the stern conflict of life. 

We are again in our city borne; and now I close 

this long record of eight years of ray life. My path¬ 

way has led through sunshine aud shadow; but now, 

whatever be in store for me, I go forth, leaning upon 

a strong arm; and however thorny may be our mor¬ 

tal pilgrimage, yet 

See we not up earth's dark glade, 

The gate of Heaven unclose?” 

We are a happy family — father, little Florence, 

Paul aud I. Nor are our Dead forgotten. Beside 

mama’s monument in Greenwood, there is one erected 

to tbe memory of our beautiful Bertha, though an- 

CGusecrated by the presence of her dust; for “o’er 

her the myrtle showers its leaves, by soft winds 

fanned.” Carefully trained plants shed a wealth of 

bloom and perfume around the spot; but they are 

less sweet and enduring than the flowers of love and 

forgiveness, with which our memories have entwined 

the names of the Departed. 

itoohcFU’i. N. 3'.. ltutl. 

It is a good rule always to back your friends and 

face your enemies. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker 

AGRICULTURAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 40 letters. 

My 23, 37, 39, 10, 2, 15 is a well known kind of hay. 

My 6, 38, 14, 37 is very fond of manure. 

Sly S, 5, 15, 33, I 29, 30, 34, 12, 25 is one great cause of poor 

forming. 

My 38, 11, 4, 35 is what most fast young men sow in their 

youth. 

My 29, 31, 22, 14, 7 is what every farmer ought to have 

plenty of. 

My 3, 31. 39, 24, 9, 34, 21, especially in the Western States, 

a .re tho fanners’ deadliest enemies. 

My 15, 22, 34, 19, 37 is what every fanner ought to read 

regularly. 

My 31, 38, 23, 24, 29, 39, 15, 40 is the center of one of the 

host, farming district* in the West. 

My 35, 14, 28, 24, 37,16 is still retained as the emblem of the 

harvest field, although long since gone out of use. 

My 23, 37, 28. 31, 24, 35 is what too many farmers’ boys want 

to bo. 

My 13, 39. 26, 30, 20, 38. 16,25con«titutesan important article 

of food. 

My 23, 39, 32,13, 38, 6, 17, 18. 33, 11, 13 is what a great many 

farmers never saw. 

My 27, 19, 34,10, 2, 6, 20 is generaliy a very busy time. 

\fy 36, 14, 15, 40, 21 is what every farmer ough to protect. 

My whole every farmer ought to remember. 

Rockford, Ill., 1861. E. W, Hicks. 

EVg?” Answer in two weeks. 

ILLUSTRATED REBUS. 

{o<rm. /^XC f S IRK 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker, 

ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEM. 

A poulterer going to market to buy turkeys, met with 

four flocks. In the second were six more than three times 

the square root of double the number in tho first; the third 

contained three times as many as the first and second; the 

fourth contained six more than the square of one-third the 

number in the third, and the whole number was 1,938. How 

many were there in each flock? H L. 

Marshall, Calhoun Co., Mich., 1861. 

Answer in two weeks. 

“BITE BIGGER, BILLY.” 

A great friend of the children, Mrs. Gii.drrsi.hvk, of 

Buffalo, contributes the following beautiful and touching 

incident to the Bovs’ and Girls' Department of tho American 

Agriculturist: 

“ Walking down the street, we saw two very ragged boy* 

with hare toes, red and shining, and tattered clothes, upon 

which the soil of long wear lay thick aud dingy. They were 

• few axd far between'—only jacket and trowsers, and these soli¬ 

tary garments were very nuneighborly, and objected ton union, 

however strongly tbe autumn wind hinted at the comfort 

of such an arrangement. One of tho boys was Jubilant over a 

half-withered bunch of flowers some person kad cut away. 

11 say, Billy, warn! somebody real good to drop these ’ere 

posies just where I could find'em, and they're so pooty pad 

nice? Look sharp, Billy, and maybe you'll Hnd somethin, 
wnclrjr*—on, pitir. oiuy, ir nnc otn * m..r.„ i,.,k a peach, and 

’tain’t much dirty, neither. Cause you hain’t got no poach, 

you may bite first. Bite bigger, Billy, may be we’ll find 

another ’fore long.' 

‘‘That boy was not cold, nor poor, and never will be; his 

heart will keep him warm, and if men and women forsake 

him, the very angels will feed him. and fold tbeir wings about 

him. ‘Bite bigger, Billy; may be we'll find another 'fore 

long.' What a hopeful little soul! If he finds his unselfish¬ 

ness illy repaid, he will not turn misanthrope, for God made 

him to be a man, one. to bear his own burden uncomplainingly, 

aud help his fellows besides. Want cannot crush his spirit, 

nor filth stain it, for within him and about him the spirit of 

the Christ-child dwelleth always. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 580. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Knigraa:—Hugh Swinton Legare. 

Answer to Illustrated Rebus:—The Rural iu circulation 

reaches nearly 100,000. 

Answer to Poetical Enigma:—The letter Y. 

Answer to Algebraical Enigma:—’ , (5 ± 5.) and ± )l 
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small animals, ami strong enough to form a barrier 

against large ones, is very expensive,” 

The ease with which the willow is propagated, and 

its rapid growth, makes it particularly valuable for 

shelter from the sweeping winds. Cuari.es Rown- 

ixii says, 'a screen of twenty-five feet in height may 

be grown from willow cuttings in fire year.t, and at a 

slightly retarded rate of annual increase until a 

height of sixty feet is gained; thus almost immedi¬ 

ately affording that shelter which is so indispensable 
that there is no safety without it..” 

The Purple Willow ia said to bo the best variety 

that can bo grown, either for a hedge for protection, 

or a screen from the winds. It is also one of the 

best, and in fact the best that can be grown in this 

Country lor basket making. We know some of our 

readers have had experience in growing the willow 

lor hedging, and wo invite them to give their mode of 

treatment for the benefit of our correspondent, and 
all others interested. 

fat at this state; indeed, this 's’ate is injurious, as it 

predisposes them sometimes ‘.-i abortion; hut what is 

usually termed ‘good stove condition’ should be 

maintained through the whole period of gestation. 

It cannot he expected from feoy domestic animal a 

healthy offspring, in our rigero-ia climate, if the dam 

has been permitted to sufl'er the hardships of cold 

and starvation; therefore it will ho wise if the sheep 

husbandman will always hold up to view the apo¬ 

thegm, 'so the dam, bo the,^offspring.? There must 

be good condition to sustain the mother in the try- 

up, or kick, or lay down, and yet is under no more 

restraint when in motion, than in the ordinary 

harness. Who is the inventor, or why called Ameri¬ 

can, we cannot say. 

Having first called attention to the loss which, 

according to analysis, thus takes place in the dairy. 

In a little Handbook of Dairy Husbandry, published 

last year, his figures are Communicated by him thus: 

In 1887, 55 cows were milked; they yielded 31,700 

gallons, or 321,000 pounds of milk, besides rearing 

43 calves. From this quantity of milk 25,424 pounds 

ol cheese and 3,460 pounds of butter were made. 

Now the milk contained, by analysis, according to 

Mr. Harrison, 12,480 pounds of casein and 11,566 

pounds of butter, whereas the cheese and butter con¬ 

tained by analysis only 0,705 pounds of casein and 

8,306 pounds of butter, leaving 2,715 pounds of 

casein and 3,190 pounds of butter unaccounted for. 

A Chain Harrow. 

For several years we have seen notices of a Chain 

Harrow being exhibited at Borne of the English Agri¬ 

cultural Shows. It ia represented as a very effective 

implement for breaking clods, mellowing the surface, 

and covering small seeds, such as clover and grass 

seed, which it is said to do as neatly as can he done 

by the gardener with a hand-rake. It also collects 

the weeds on the surface, leaving them in rolls. 

Cultivation of Barley. 

.r<-',c111. issue of the Royal Agricultural Jour¬ 

nal, we nnd an article upon Harley Culture, giving 

the experience of many years in regard to soils, 

manner of preparation, seeding, etc., with which it 

may ho well for our farmers to contrast their 

methods. The writer gays that the soils in which 

barley flourishes most luxuriantly 

loams, and it Is not 

distinguished as barley-laud 

Canonizing FInx. 

I.v a late issue of the Rural, you speak of flax being 

eottoniwl,—please tell us what is meant by that term Who 

has a jenny for spinning flax1' In fart, tell us all about it.— 

A Constant Reaokb, Manchester, X r,, 1861. 

Y hkn Max is rotted and cleaned, the fibre appears 

in long threads, which, in the ordinary process of 

spinning, are twisted around each other. These long 

threads make up common flax, or hemp, and are 

shown under the microscope to consist of ohlon.. 

arc free-working 
uncommon for such laud to bo 

This preference arises 
from the natural habit of growth in the barley, 

which requires a considerable freedom of action for 

the dovelopcment of that bunch of fibres of which 

its root consists, fn the preparation of land for its 

growth this has to be remembered; for, if the char¬ 

acter of the soil ia not naturally of tlio description 

required, we ure compelled to adopt measures for 

rendering it as much so as possible. The firmness 

which Is so necessary for wheat is objectionable here, 

and the more completely it is destroyed, the better. 

Upon the lightest class of barley soils there Is great 

danger of the manure being washed through the 

soil; on such lands, therefore, the use of the plow is 

avoided in the spring, as the inversion of the soil 
wthiui Cay.-mt . ui manure, and the aid of a enf- 

th tp« greatest J tivutor suffices to loosen the soil for the seed-bed. 

—“®tie Chain | ^ther soils are brought Into a suCh' iontly loose and 

to break down atul fr*« condition for sowing by means of a single 

t performs the | plowing, but by far the larger breadth of our soiiB 

equalled by a J requires further preparation. No other kind of grain 

a land it saves sutlers so much in its quality as barley, from being 

ay, that where *oivn In an unfavorable seed-bed. 

ill'scutch, one Tt>® beat.qualities of barley, as well as the largest 

scutch into a crops, arc.produced from soils very free arid open in 

to teeth sharp- thcir character, and these indicate the condition to 

ce without be- 1 which we should endeavor to bring any soil upon 

j which this crop is to be sown. To promote the same 

freedom in the soil, the seed should always be sown 

INQUIRIES AND NOTES, 

CHAIN HARROW. 

■ Our engraving shows the appearance of this harrow, 

which is made ol' links of round iron, and in twe 

parts, so that it can be used with one horse or two, 

They are sewn leet si.v Indies in width. We cow 
rnemj tin-' harrow t , tho notice of imreeuieiTt mann. 

EUROPEAN A' RICULTURE, <db. Rural New-Yorker:—In looking over jour issue 

ef February 9th, I And »n article from a correspondent, on 

Osier Willows and their uses. Now, Mes-v*. Editors, I am 

enxluu- t<> learn more about the cultivation of the Osier 

'lVJ re— -" - - a..-,. L*nu -Uil. • 

-COV ' 8 •• *'•*«»•' ' u.n - iDUitin. in ji« y-nr, ft l» a deep 

muck, with clay subsoil, and A*h, Elm, Soft Maple, and com 

mou Willow, grow luxuriantly upon it. Will such land as I 

have described answer for Osier Willow? Where can cuttings 

be found? When is tho best, time to cut them-and also tho 

heat time to set them - spring or fall? Also, tho manner of 

setting them? I could plant best In tho fall, an my land Is 

dryer then than in the spring-W. (; , Jrvndequott, X. Y. 

Iue Willow delights in a moist, mucky soil, but 

experience has proved that it cannot he grown suc¬ 

cessfully in stagnant water. It requires depth of 

soil, richness and raoisjure,— a well drained swamp, 

therefore, is just the thing, and even if overflowed 

in the winter and spring, and occasionally in summer 

during heavy storm?, it may be used advantageously. 

Heavy, retentive upland soils, when deeply worked, 

aie suitable for the Willow. The deep prairies of the 

West seem prepared by nature fur the especial growth 

of the Willow. Some varieties will bear more water 

AiTnorOH there in t o <• ; difference bo- 

! twf'l':l fTje Agmuh i. ..»o nd molcu, 
J *-Jmur Irena xarffA £t£0.n -nce.r. s>|. !- as *,ji, 

clfiaaW, maiketii, .V\; every yen: {hie drew- rrrrre is* 

growing less. One** our farms w*re new, and the 

soil rich and cheup-,evciy year an-additjon of a few 

acres was added to the cultivated land by the winter’s 

chopping and clearing. Then the experiments of 

English agriculturists with guano, orspecial manures, 

or even composts, and the talk of the importance of 

preserving the fertility of the land, seemed little less 

than nonsense t.u many. Now, with the exception 

of the more Western States, our farms are all cleared, 

and tlio land under cultivation. Farms sell at a high 

price, while the soil has been robbed of its virgin 

fertility, and manure has become a matter of almost 

as much Importance here as ia Europe, lu some 

sections of the country immense snms are expended 

by farmers for guano ami artificial manures, that a 

few years ago would not have found purchasers at 

any price. The communication between our own 

and the European Continent is now so perfect, tiiat 

London and Liverpool, for commercial purposes, 

neem like American ports, and are far more accessible 

than many of our own country. Europe, too, especi¬ 

ally Great Britain, within tho past twenty years, 

has learned to look to us for many of the products of 

the soil, for the support of her teeming millions 

engaged in manufactures. Thus, the agriculture of 

England and America is every year becoming assim 

ilated. Nor, is all the change with ns; for while the 

English may see little in our usually rude system ol 

farming worthy of adoption we have done much, 

by our implements and machinery, for English 
agriculture. 

So closely allied 

carded and spun by machinery like cotton, and is 
said to be " cottonized.” , 

We suppose that the jennies for spinning this cot- 

tonized flax are subject to all the general conditions 

of the spinning jennies for cotton, which are used 

only with profit in large numbers, witli machinery 

impelled by steam or water power. There is a manu¬ 

factory of couonlzed flax at Fall River, Mass., and 

others, wc believe, elsewhere. The process of sepa¬ 

rating flax into its ultimate cells has been known, 

according to the Patent Office Report for 1859, since 

1747. A similar process was patented in England in 

1801, and in this country in 1828. It is said to have 

been known in China for centuries. 
iron Sheep Trough on VVheels. 

We have given several plans of hay-racks for 

sheep, and now we present our readers with a sheep 

trough, made of wrought iron, on wheels, so that it 

can bo easily moved, for feeding roots, grain, Ac., to 

sheep, such as is used in England. 

Feeding Beans to Ewes — Scours in s>heep. 

Somk of my neighbors say that feeding beans to ewes 

during the winter months will cause the lambs to be weakly; 

others say not. Please tell me through the columns of the 
RtHAL, 

1 have a flock of yearlings which I keep separate from the 

old Hock, about 40 in number, which I feed one-half bushel 

per day of mixed beans and oats, about equal quantities, 

with what hay they will eat, and I find some of them scour¬ 

ing bu.tly, and nearly all of them tunning down. They have 

a warm shed Tell me tbroueh the Ilrrut. n.o 

are our agricultural interests, 
that the Agricultural Journals of England are highly 

interesting, and the practice and improvements of 

English farmers of the utmost importance to those 

of America. Our own Journils and improvements 

seem not to be less'appreciated by the Agricultural 

Editors, of Great Britain, for we seldom take up a 

foreign paper of this character, without observing 

articles from the American Agricultural Press, or 

American implements recommended to the English 

farmer. In a late number of the Irish Farmers- Ga¬ 

zette we find a description yf the following, of which 

we had not before heard! 

Patent American llorse Break. 

This is recommended as superior to any other 

horse break ever invented, and is said to have re¬ 

ceived especial commendation from Prince Albert, 

and many of the most prominent men aud largest 

horse owners in the country. By its use the timid 

and nervous horse is broken without injury or alarm; 

and the vicious one, bfiug subdued and rendered 

tractable, again becomes valuable to its owner, which 

is unattainable by any break in use. 

Tell me through the Rubai, what the trouble 

is—Youxc Kauai kb. Jtabama, X. Y., 1801, 

The subject of Feeding grain to breeding ewes has 

been discussed at considerable length in our columns 

by breeders, and the disputants have brought for¬ 

ward fact and theory in support of their respective 

views. Were the arguments summed up, it would 

show a pretty equal division of the forces. With the 

large majority, however, corn seems to have found 

special favor, and oats are deemed the most baneful. 

Our own opinion, as has been heretofore expressed, 

is that grain can be used without evil results follow¬ 

ing as a necessity, hut it must be given sparingly and 

with judgment. Until two or three weeks before 

lambing, breeding ewes need only he kept in good, 

plump, ordinary condition. In backward seasons^ 

or where the grass has not obtained a fair start at the 

period of lambing, careful flock-masters feed their 

ewes chopped roots, or roots mixed witli oats or 

meal, and the results, as exhibited by the flocks of 

this class of men, would seem to indicate that such 

course was excellent economy. If ewes were in poor 

condition when the feeding of grain commenced, 

and nothing but dry hay was given in connection 

with the grain, we would not be surprised at a great 

mortality among the Iambs,-if the ewes escaped 

IRON SHEEP TROUGH on WI! EKJ.fi. 

The engraving gives a very good idea of the con¬ 

struction of this trough. It is usually made about 

nine feet long, with a bar along the top, to prevent 

the sheep getting over or into it. It is highly recom¬ 

mended by farmers, as it prevents waste- of feed, and 

is said to save its cost in a single season. It is at 

least worthy the notice of American farmers and im¬ 
plement makers. 

tau-; uuw and heb keeper, 

As nothing I can say will so well describe Mr. 

Horse all’s method as his own words, portions of his 

eseay are here reproduced. He says, “ My food for 

milch cows, after having undergone various modifi¬ 

cations, has for two seasons consisted of rape cake 

five pounds, and bran two pounds, for each cow, 

mixed with a sufficient quantity of bcun straw, oat 

straw, and shells of outs, in equal proportions, to sup¬ 

ply them three times a day with as much as they 

will eat. The whole of the materials are moiBtened 

and blended together, and after being well steamed, 

are giveu to tho animals in a warm state. The atten¬ 

dant 18 allowed one pound to one and a half pounds 

per cow, according to circumstances, of bean meal, 

which he ia charged to give to each cow in propor¬ 

tion to her yield of milk, those in full milk getting 

two pounds each per day, others but little. It ia dry 

aud mixed with the steamed food on its being dealt 

out separately. When this is eaten up, green fo'-id, 

PATENT AMERICAN lKlRSB-BHEAK 

The engraving shows the construction, 

very simple, and it seems to us is well cal 

accomplish the work designed, as the hoi 

no injury to himself or the driver,—can n« 
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the supply Of Kreen food to thirty or thirty-fi e 
pounds per day each. After each feed, four pounds 

of meadow hay, or twelve pound* per day » gnen 

to each cow, and they arc allowed water tw.ee per 

day, to the extent they will drink. 
“During May my cows are turned out on a rich 

pasture, near the homestead. Towards evening they 
are again housed for the night, when they are sup¬ 
plied "with a mess of the steamed mixture, and a 
little hay, morning and evening. During June, when 
the grasses are better grown, mown grass >a given 
them instead of hay, and they are allowed two feeds 
of steamed mixture. This treatment is continued till 

October, when they arc again wholly housed. 
For the purpose of testing the accuracy of his 

theory, he commenced weighing his milch cows in 
January, 1854. He continues, "It has been shown 
by what I have promised, that no accurate estimate 
can be formed of the effect of the food on the pro¬ 
duction of milk, without ascertaining its effect on 
the condition of the cows. 1 have continued this 
practice once a month, almost without omission, up 
to this date (I860). The weighings take place early 
in the morning and before the cows are supplied with 
food,—the weights arc registered, and the length of 
time'(fifteen months,) during which i have observed 
this practice, enables me to speak with confidence of 

the results. 
«The cows in full milk, yielding from twelve to 

fifteen quarts each per day, vary but little,—some 
losing, others gaining, slightly, the balance in the 
month's weighing of this class being rather a gain. 

“ It is common for a cow to continue a yield from 
six to eight months before she gives below twelve 
quarts per day, at which time she has usually, if not 
invariably, gained weight. The cows giving less 
than twelve quarts per day, and down to five quarts 
per day, are found, when free from ailment, to gain 
without exception. This gain, with an average yield 
of nearly eight quarts per nay, iB ut the rate of seven 

to eight pounds per week each. 
" My cow* in calf are weighed only in the incip¬ 

ient stages, but they gain perceptibly in condition, 
and consequently in value. They are milked to 
within four or five weeks previous to calving." 

The weights of three of his cows and a heifer arc- 
given, and the gaiu on each from July to April. 

Wi * 

bedding swine on the manure. 

No. 1854. 
ewt. qrs. ins. 

1 weighed, July, 10 1 20 
2 S » 8 2 10 
3 » “820 
4 (heifer) “ u 7 0 0 

1855. 
cwt. qrs. lbs. lb*. 

April, 11 3 0 gain, 148 
“ 10 2 0 “ 214 
“ 10 0 0 “ 184 
“ 9 3 0 “ 300 

"A cow, free from calf and intended for fattening, „ 
continues to give milk from ten months to a year ^ 
after calving, and is then in a forward state of fatness, . 
requiring but a few weeks to finish her for sale to the . 
butchers. It will thus appear that my endeavors to ‘' 
provide food adapted to the maintenance and im- 
provement of my milch cows have been attended 

with success. 
“ On examining the composition of the ordinary ! 

food which I have described,—straw, roots and hay,— 
it appears lo contain the nutritive properties which 
are found adequate lo the maintenance of the animal, !>e; 
whereas the yield of milk has to he provided for by a im 
supply of extra food. The rupc cake, bran, and bran eJ' 
meal which 1 give, will supply the albumen for the ve( 
casein. It is somewhat deficient in oil for the butter, v'< 
while it will supply in excess the phosphate of lime thi 

for a full yield of milk.” fir 
After giving a description or *W b—■—a.i.aimuiu' ^ 

of such a »ysteiuNof reeding upon his pastures, which 
is very instructive, and important lie closes thlnj 
branch of the subject with the following important J 

fiicl. 
“Oh comparing the results from my milch cows 

fed in summer on rich pastures, and treated at the 
same time with the extra food 1 have described, with " 
the results when on winter food and while wholly 
housed, taking into account both the yield of milk ah 
ami the gain in weight, I find those from stall feed- 
jug fully equal to those from pasture.” ” 

On the subject of preparing food he says:—"I hj 
have cooked or steamed my food for several years. 
It will be observed that I blend bean straw, bran and (I 
malt combs as flavoring materials, with oat and other 
straw, and tape cake. The effect of steaming is to 
volatilize the essential oils, in wliich the flavor o 
resides, and diffuse them through the mass. The f 
odor arising from it resembles that observed liotu ^ 
the process of malting. This imparts relish to the q 
mass, aud induces tlm cattle to eat it greedily: in u 
addition to which I am disposed to think that it 
renders the food more easy of digestion and a$simi- c 
lation. 1 use this process with advantage lor fatten- y 
iug, when 1 am deficient in roots. With the same . 
mixed straw and oat shells, three to four pounds c 
each of rape cake, and half a pound of linseed oil, ^ 
but without roots, 1 have fattened more Ilian thirty ' 
heifers and cows free from milk, from Mureli up to v 
the early part of May. Their gain has averaged fully t 
fourteen pounds each per week,— a result I could t 
not have looked for from the same materials if ^ 
uncooked. This process seems to have the effect of f 
rendering linseed oil less of a laxative, hut cannot 
drive off any portion of the fattening oils, to volatile 
which would require a very high temperature. My 
experience of the benefits of steaming is such that if 
1 were deprived of It, I could not continue to feed 

with satisfaction. ' 

“To one leading- feature of my practice 1 attach 
the greatest importance,— the maintenance ol the 
condition of my cows giving a large yield of milk. I 1 
am enabled by the addition of bran meal in propor¬ 
tion to the greater yield of milk to avert the loss of 
condition in those giving from sixteen to eighteen 
quarts per day, while on those giving a less yield, 
aud in health, I invariably effect an improvement. 

“When wo take into consideration the disposition 
of the cow, to apply her food rather to her milk than 
to her maintenance aud improvement, it seems fair to 
infer that the milk oi a cow- gaining flesh will not. be 
deficient in either casein or butter. I have already 
alluded to the efficiency of meal in increasing the 
quantity of butter. I learn also, from observant 
dairymen who milk their owu cows, and cany then 
butter to market, that their baskets arc never so well 
filled as when tlieir cows have fed on green clover, 
which, as dry material, is nearly as rich in albumen 
as beaus. From this wo may infer that albuminous 
matter is the most essential element in the food of 
the milch cow, and that any deficiency in the supply 
of this, will be attended with loss of condition, aud 
a consequent diminution in the quality of her milk." 

f r. 

► , -- . 
?S Piles in Swine.—In answer to an inquiry in the 

| Rural, for a cure for piles in pigs, I will send you a 
lK simple but sure remedy, having tried it myself, and 
T having known others to do the same. In every 
U instance it has proved effectual. Take rosin, pul- 
V verizo fine, and sprinkle on the parts affected a few 

times, and, my word for it, you have the cure. If 
Mo any one tries the above remedy, let me know the 

result through the Rural.—T. W. H., Eden, N. Y. 

Ena. Rural New-Yorkek: — On page 54 current [ I 
Volume. I notice an article headed " A good bed for j 
Swine." Now it seems to me that Mr. Sanfi*i.1> has ] 
one idea without the rest. I know not the exact i 
locality that Mr. S. resides in, and J think it matters i 
but little about that, but in Illinois (where I reside i 
when at home,) swine arc not generally allowed to - 
sleep on pianure piles (or heaps,) ol any kind, as it 
is deemed verv injurious, there being too much i 
steam and unnatural heat caused by fermentation. 1 
have Been swine come out of manure heaps (where 
they were allowed to sleep,) as still as an old foun¬ 
dered horse, and a chance if they ever got over it. 

My mode is this: Provide good shelter, warm and 
clean, with plenty of good straw, give them a chance 
to run Out all they choose, and a dry bed at night. 
I change their bed once in four weeks, for the same 
reason that our own beds are aired. This will bring 
my swine out in the spring all right. It may be 
proper to say that I am a farmer, on a moderate 
scale, 240 acres, 13 miles west of Chicago —and gen- 
orally fat from 25 to 40 swine yearly, and that I write 
from actual experience. — Ilunoian, Gouvemeur, 

N. Y., 1801. 

Eds. Rural Nrw-Yobker. —Seeing an article in 
your paper of Feb. 10th, from Jso. Sakkusld, recom¬ 
mending the “manure pile" as a “comfortable" 
sleeping place for swine, and fearing lest some inex¬ 
perienced farmer might be induced to try the experi¬ 
ment, T enter my protest against any such swinish 
practice. If Mr. 8. permits his hogs to occupy their 
“comfortable" quarters till spring, he will find them 
covered with a scurf and such an accumulation 
of filth upon them, that a Noah’s deluge would not 
wash them clean. Nothing short of strong soap-suds 
and an hour’s disagreeable labor, will cleanse them 
of the oleaginous excrement with which they are 
covered. No man should ever pursue sucli a dirty, 

filthy and unhealthy practice; if he does, bis hogs 
will soon resemble the rooter represented in your 
“ Rebus." Let Mr. Sankikld put his hogs in a good, 

» warm, dry pen, keep it well cleaned, and their bed 
renewed every few days, with plenty to cat, and he 

' will have pigs that, he will be proud to show to his 
neighbors. —TI. H. T„ Cochranton, Pa., 18G1. 

Ik you want a litter of sickly and crippled young 
pigs, you cannot accomplish that object better than to 

i let thorn lay on a pile of unfermented horse manure. 
1 Old hogs may have constitutions to stand through 
' the process of fermentation without any perceptible 
' injury, hut I have always found the young ones to 
r suffer from it. As for mixing the manure from the 
| h0r«e and cow stable together, I endorse that, as it 
f! has a tendency to prevent the ammonia evaporating 
" from the horse stable manure in a d|-y season. — 

Tobacco Smoke for Bees. 
Eds. Ri’kai. New-Yorker:—As a general thing, 

I have been much pleased with the articles in yonr 
paper found under the heading “ The Bee Keeper" 
But there is one thing in your issue of Feb. 18, to 
which I decidedly object, and that is the recom¬ 
mendation of tobacco smoke for quieting beeB. This 
is wrong. It i» inhuman to sicken the poor things 
with the fumes of tobacco, when the same object can 
be attained just as easily, and by an'instrumentality 
far more congenial to the feelings of the bees. Sprin¬ 
kle them with sweetened water, and I will guarantee 
you that they will be as quiet, and in much better 
humor, than if you blow tobacco smoke in their face. 
The bee loves sweets, and cannot resist the tempta¬ 
tion to sip them whenever presented, and when once 
full, is as hurralcs* as a bee without a sting. It will 
never volunteer an attack. You may handle it the. 
without any fear of the dagger at its extremity. But 
If people will have smoke, let them use cotton, or 
cotton rag*,—it will answer as well, and be less inju¬ 

rious to bees. H' H' T- 
Coehranton, Feb. 20th, 1861. 

We don’t know that tobacco smoke injures the 
bees, but we do know that sweetened water will quiet 

them just as well, and perhaps better. 

k.j& 

those substances w-hich afford nourishment to the 
body, which is evidence in my mind to prove that 
cobs are nutritious to cattle. Ruminating animals 
are furnished with digestive organs capable of ex¬ 
tracting nutriment from substances which for swine 
would be entirely inert. Bwine being destitute of the 
ruminating apparatus, derive no nutriment from 
cobs, ground or uogronnd, after the com is ripe. I 
have repeatedly given my hogs ears of corn partially 
ripe, and they were very careful to avoid as much of 
the cob as possible. I have occasionally fed my 
swine, of late, with cob meal, and the poor brutes 
resented the treatment like a dainty boarder, and 
would grunt for unadulterated meal. On the whole. 
I have made up my mind that cob meal is very good 
for cattle, but worthless for hogs. Gobs, by the 
pound, are probably of equal value to butts and stalks, 
and when ground with the corn, are a substitute for 
chopped fodder for cattle and hors**. 

Robert Douglas, Tntxton, Cort. Co., A. Y., 18G1. 

---♦- • ♦ - 

SALTING CATTLE, AND THE SCAB. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Sometime last Decem¬ 

ber or January, T made an inquiry through the col¬ 
umns of your paper, concerning the “ Scab" on the 
eye-lids of my cattle, and the remedy. I have 
received several communications from different indi¬ 
viduals, and also answers from several gentlemen 
through the columns of the Rural. Among the 
first was the suggestion of Mr. EikiKRTOn, in regard 
, _.n. ■ •' ' ut 
once I also washed the parte aflfeeted with strong 

brine, which very soon effected a perfect cure. 1 
have noticed the fact, and I believe it is id most 
universal, that farmers neglect to salt their cattle often 
enough during the winter months, especially Novem¬ 
ber aud December, or during the change- from green 
to dry feed, which I believe is the cause of the 
“Scab.” Others have mentioned other causes, such 

as lice going to the eyes, and causing an irritation 
around them in order to furnish themselves with 
food. This was not the case with my cattle, for 
there are no lico on them that T can discover. I 
have killed deer that were affected with the same 
disease to all appearance, and I know there are no 
“deer licks" in all this region of country, conse¬ 

quently they get no salt at all. 
In regard to Mr. Johnston’s remedy, in the Rural 

of February Id, to apply a “little ungnentum ou the 
eye-lids, but be careful to put on very little," T think 
the suggestion as to the quantity used is a very good 
one, and my experience with the drug is, the less 

used the better for the cattle, 
My plan for salting cattle in the winter, is to pro¬ 

cure a basswood log,—or some other timber that 
will split and work easy,—about eight or teu inches 
in diameter, length according to the number of 
cattle. Split it in two parts, dig out troughs, set 
them on legs about two and a half or three feet high, 
place them in the open yard, and scatter salt the 
whole length of them as often as needed. Let the 
cattle “lick" whenever they please. They will keep 
the troughs free from snow and water, and I think 
will not be troubled with disease of any kind, if well 
fed> W. W. Chatman. 

Brookfield, Mich., 1861. 
___> * ^ —-- . 

Stic grt-ifctirr. 

American Bee Journal. 

For some time we have been aware that the 
Apiarians of this country have seriously contem¬ 
plated the publication of a /icc-Journal, to he 
devoted exclusively to the Honey-Bee. Accordingly, 

on the first day of January, the American Bee Jour¬ 
nal made its appearaftee in Philadelphia, and we 
have now the first three numbers on onr table. It is 
a monthly of twenty four pages, well printed, and 
edited with great ability by the most experienced 
Bee-Keepers in the country, while among its con¬ 
tributors are numbered Borne of the best Apiarians of 
Europe. It is published by A. M. Spangler & Co., 

of Philadelphia, at $1 per year. 
•--- 

It a linn Bees. 
Eos. Ruhaj. New-YOkkkr:— I see advertised in yonr 

valuable paper, by two different people, the Italian Beea. 

Being aware of numerous humbugs advertised in the papers, 

I appeal to you whether I would be safe in purchasing a hive, 

and whether they are superior to our native bees? A. H., 

Bridgeton, Cumberland Co., .V. J,, 1861. 

The Italian bees are said, by the best apiarians we 
have, to be less irritable in their disposition, and to 
be more industrious, accumulating more honey than 
our common bees. From the evidence we have seen, 

wc judge this to be the tact. 
_••4- 

gfnn\ spirit of ttw 'Qxtw. 
Benefits of Irrigation. 

Tue Boston Cultivator states that Mr. Ephraim 

Mastin, of Button, N. H., raised the past season 
“herd-grass which grew «ve feet nine inches in 
height, with heads seven inches long. Jt was taken 
from a field where the twentieth successive crop grew 
without the application of any manure, except the 
semi-annual deposit of a small stream from Kearsarge 
mountain, which 1ms been turned upon it in the 

spring and fall." 

On I Straw ns Food for Sick Animals. 

T hank often noticed, says Dr. T)add,* in the 
American Mock JouriwLtoat sick horses will eat oat 

i“)w in h'-aW ' ‘ of fbddcrj im» 
matter of unurHCy lioweqtW. fiulBW win fru 

German ..Keepers’ Convention. 

The Ninth Annual Convention of German Bee- 
Keepers was held in the city of Hanover, early in 
September last. Four hundred and fifty members 
were in attendance, aud the discussions, wo aie 
informed, were animated and interesting. We 
expect to receive a full report at an early day. 

The Tenth Annual Convention w ill be held next 
September, in the city of Grate, the capital ot Lower 
Styria. Count Joseph Kottkrlinsky, was chosen 
President, the Rev. Anthony Semlitscu, Vice Presi¬ 
dent, for the current year. Mr. Andrew Schmid, of 
Eichstadt, is the stated clerk.—Am. Bee Journal. 

Straw Bee-llives. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Yobker:—In alate issue of your 

valuable paper a request was made for a Straw Bee- 
Hive adapted to the present improved state of bee 
culture. I wish to state through your columns to all 
lovers of this branch of rural industry, that I have 
constructed such a hive —combining all the advan- 
vantagee of warmth, absorption, and evaporation of 
moisture, both lateral and upward, that the old con¬ 
ical straw hive does, and at the same time receives 
the surplus honey boxes with same facility as the 
best hoard hives. It is alike adapted to the movable 
frames or cross bars. It can be made ot any required 
warmth, size or shape. The want of such a hive has 
long bceu felt by the bee-keeping community. The 
facts adduced in the article alluded to, commend 

1 themselves to the intelligence of practical Apiarians. 
To bee-keeping friends, (and I suppose there is a 

little more of the genuine article in that fraternity 
f than in most others,) I would say, any information 
> desired concerning this hive will readily be given. 

Manlius, N. Y. MsLA-vemox Stilwell. 

atikw ill lire*- , ' . torjfakind of fodder; ioi » 
matter of conrscy howe^r. sotw vnrtei—.—- Are i 

Oat straw contains a larspl proportion of nutrimental 
matter and some 'phov’piiues, hd, " hen converted 
into a sort of bran by means of mill-stmies, is a very 
nourishing diet. This sort of ailment is useful when 
combined with ground oats, for animals whose sys¬ 
tems lack the requisite amount of phosphates. A 
milch cow, for example, the subject of a prostrating 
disease, is very much benefited by food of this kind. 

Quantity of Food for Slock. 
Frequent observations have shown that an ox 

will consume two per cent, of his weight of hay per 
day to maintain his condition. If put to moderate 
labor, an increase of this quautity to three per cent. 
will enable hifo to perform his work, and still main¬ 
tain his flesh. If be is to be fatted, he requires about 
four and a half per cent, of his weight daily in nutri¬ 
tious food. A cow to remain stationary, and give no 
milk, cats two per cent, of her weight daily; and if 
in milk, she will consume three per cent. It is evi¬ 
dent therefore that two cows may he kept in milk on 
the same amount that it would take to keep three 
doing nothing. So sayk the Michigan Parmer. 

., woeten5iiU " C.’iit Bay Im t ows. 

A CORRESPONDENT lof the Connecticut Homestead, 
in an account of a notjd milk farm near Hartford, 
says the farmer, Mr. Gates, cuts most of his hay in 
winter, moistening it, thoroughly mixing it with 
a thin swill of rye, cok and cotton-seed meal, and 
water, allowing the mat to lie irfetn one feeding time 
to another, to swell am! sweeten before using. " 1 say 
sweeten, not turn sour.L he feeds before it comes to 
that." Thu writer thfeks the process analagous to 
that undergone in a r*ur apple, which “ il braised 
on the side, the juice f that spot becomes decidedly 
sweet iu a short time, j the saccharine ferment, con¬ 
version of starch int i sugar, and all that," taking 

place. _1_ 

Jefferson Co. Premium Cheese. a 

At the Winter Meeting of the Jefferson Co. (N. Y.) £ 
Ag. Society, the first prize on Cheese was awarded to c 
Reuben Lekfwowell, of Henderson, and the second 
to A. D. Stanley, of Adams. Accompanying their 
exhibit were statements of the manner of making, j 
which we condense from the Northern New York f 

Journal, as follows: 1 
Mr. Leffingweli. keeps 35 cows; has 80 acres of 

pastnre, June grass and white clover; 40 acres mea- 1 
dow. seeded to lierdsgrass and clover; feeds meal and f 
shorts in spring; average yield of cheese per cow is , 
450 lbB. Bet night’s milk into tin vat, and take off 
cream in morning. Return cream by dissolving in - 
warm milk, then put rennet in with cream anil turn i 
the mixture into the milk in the vat. Warm milk 
with steam to temperature of 85 degrees for reception 
of rennet. Preserve rennets with salt. Separate 
whey from curd with a perforated tin strainer. Scald 
with steam two hours at the temperature of 100 
degrees. Salt at the rate of 3 lbs. of salt to 100 lbs. 
of cheese from press. Color curd with annatto 
applied at the time of setting milk. Put curd to 
press warm, press about 20 hours, average weight of 
cheese 75 lbs. Bandage cheese about 2 hours after 
going to press, turn ouce in 24 hours. Feed whey 
mostly to cows. Average income last year per cow, 

forty-three dollars. 
Mr. Stanley has 35 cows, feeds on 75 acres; 

grass, timothy, red top, and clover, meadow equal to 
50 acres, of the same kind as pastures. He says, 1 
feed grain and roots, corn meal, and carrots cut in 
the spring, till the grass comes; average yield per 
cow, 400 lbs. 1 set my milk in tin vat at night, take, 
off cream in the morning, return cream most of the 
season, put the. cream in strainer and pour the morn¬ 
ing’s milk to it; warm milk by putting warm water | 
into a wooden vat that the tin vat sets in, sometimes 
use thermometer, hut generally common sense; the 
usual heat to receive rennet 82 degrees in cool 
weather, and less in warm; prepare rennets, wash 

1 them, fill them with salt, hang them up to dry, to fit 
them for use, soak them in pure water with a mixture 

* of sage and salt: set my milk in tin vat; separate 
! whey from curd with a perforated tiu strainer; scald 
' bv putting water between wooden vat aud tin; com¬ 

mence scalding when we are through cutting up; 
scald gradual till well cooked. Usual time three 

» hours, use about 4 ounces salt to 12 lbs. of curd, 
t Color cheese in spring with annatto when T put in 
, rennet: put my nurd to press when cold. I give it 

,-n nniount' j^»r«iire sufficient to pre»A “ in et 

. 10. 
Rural Notes anil Stems. 

To CoRRBSPONDKfTS. —The manifold fa tors we are receir 

inK from practical friends are gratefully appreciated. The 

most timely and important will appear as fast as our space 

permit*. We often receive several good articles on the same 

subject, and it is difficult to decide which to publish, but, like 

President LINCOLN in forming his Cabinet, bare to “assume 

the responsibility' of selection — perhaps rejecting better 

timber, often, thao that used. We beg to repeat here, that 

anonymous articles, however good, are excluded by our rules. 

Receiving so much that is genuine, we have little time to 

examines and no space wherein to publish, the essays of those 

who are too modest to give us iheir real names We do not 

insist upon giving the names of writers to the public, but 

must have them as evidence of good faith and originality. 

Another thing We do not, at present, wish to engage con¬ 

tributors for any department of the Rrusi.; nor can we 

undertake to return rejected articles—especially stories, 

poetry, and other miscellaneous effusions. Onoe more. We 

cannot, at any season, attend to half the inquiries received 

asking replies by letter, and recent illness has precluded us 

from responding to even the most important of this class. 

Courtesy is a good thing, but not practicable under some 

circumstances, as we can attest from experience. 

-1; 
hoice iu Silting D :ns. 

U. w. IL, in tue Farm* and Gardener, says:— 
“Not every lieu thut rumples up her feathers and 
clucks, clucks, clucks, with affected matronly indig- 
natiou and important r, is fit for the great duty ol 
bringing forth a hrooj. A good sitting hen should 
he large. Size is important, because of the greater 
amount of warmth iurpaped to the eggs, as well as 
giving the hen the ability to cover the eggs thor¬ 
oughly, and thus sjeurt regular hatching. She 
should he welt feathrnd. .f the lieu which shows a 
desire for incubation, has f> meager coat of feathers, 
try and get her out of the lotion. If she will sit in 
spite of you, give b<4' but few eggs. Avoid cross- 
grained, ‘fuss and fjather jens.’ They may do the 
hatching very well, hut prov: poor mothers. ’ 

Cobs and Fab Me*l for Cuttle and Bvviue. 

A CORRESPONDENT of tht New England Parmer 
says that breeders txprees d.ffereut opinions about 
the value of cobs as fpod for domestic animals; some 
regard them as no hotter thau sav-dust, while others 
think they contain nutriment. I agree with the lav 
ter, in opinion, from practical ibservation. Soon 
after the last corn harvest, I had vecasion to shell a 
quantity of corn before the cobs vere fully dry. I 
sat by our oxen a m3 cows, broke up he oobs, aud led 
them to the cattle, who devoured tlRm with apparent 
good relish, I have often fed cattle i itb cobs before, 
and observed them to feed at a he p of threshed 
cobs for a definite time, but as cobs grew dry they 
become tougb, and hard lo masticate and therefore 
cattle are not so fond of them, fatie and swine, 
like human beings, have an instinctive jreference for 

hours. The average weigTTtnr Cheese up to this tunc, „i 

70 lbs. I baud i&o my cheese when I turn them, in m 
three or four hours alter putting to press; apply ley I 
to them when taken out of press; after which apply J* 
whey; butter while curing, turn them once in 24 “ 
hours. Dispose of my whey by feeding it to calves 
and hogs. My soil is clay loam, sandy loam, gravel, 
and black muck; do not keep a full dairy account, u 
Average income per cow last year thirty-five dollars. 

gnqumts anti i 
r 

Hamburgh Crkesr.—It would be very grntifyius to me if r 
some of tWe Rlrai.'s rcudere would I'tmii-b. through its (l 
columns the manner ol making the “ Hamburgh Cheese " so . 
j„stly celebrated throughout Western New York.— F. T. 1 
Hasi.ktixk, Muzomanir, Bane Co.. lUot., 186J. * 

J 
Pbopoktionb of I.imk a.vd Sand in i atim. Water Pipe.— ; 

Will some of vour contributors or readers, who have expert- 
men ted. inform me how much watertime, or cement, it takes 1 
to the rod for laying pipe to convey water? 1 saw in the i 
New• Yorker, a year or so ago. that pipe can he constructed , 
of Hint) aud sand’ hot I have no idea how much it will take to 
a rod,—H. Wood, Jr.-. Indiana Co., Pa.. 1861. 

Vitiated Taste in Cm.vi s — Men oftentimes, through a , 
perverted tasle, acquire a liking for strange things, hut such 
is seldom the cnee with the brute creation. However, I have 
a calf which exhibits (would you call il the progress of civili¬ 
zation?) a peculiarity, and I mo “In tho pursuit of know! 
edge ’’ This calf is JO the habit of eating slivers from the 
fence, the huts of cornstalks, fee. hut has im relish for hay. 
meal, or any good fodder. Will not some of the Rural's 
readers tell me how to correct these practices? J. M Rdgnr 
TON, Watson. Aiityan Co.. Mich.. 1861. 

Bund Staggers in Horses.—In the Ri-kal of March 2d, 
1 saw a remedy for blind staggers:—Gum camphor, one ounce; 
whisky or brandy, one pint Can this be given at any time, 
or must it he given when the staggers are coming on?— 
Querist, Lindanville, A. 1861. 

The remedy is published just as we found it, with its proper 

credit, &c. We suppose that the general rule, applicable to 

all remedial agencies, is in full force with respect to this, viz., 

when they are needed, the sooner administered the better. 

Horn Distemper. —1 noticed iu a late issue of the Kriui,, 
the inquiry of a gentleman for a remedy to cure the Horn 
Distemper. I do not propose giving one, but simply to c>ul 
vour attention to the same subject. I have a cow that was 
taken with this disease last July aud from the thousand or 
more infallible cures recommended. I tried cutting offi her 
tail (supposing, of course, that T had commenced at the 
right end, ) rubbing her back with salt, pepper, and vinegar, 
pouring turpentine on her head. fee-, all of which did no 
good. 1 then bored her boros, (which were nothing hut a 
shell.) putting in pepper, salt and vinegar. After ft lew days 
they began to discharge, and continued so to uo for three or 
tour months, when the How ceased. During this time tue 

’ cow seemed to be getting much better, but as soon M the 
matter stopped she grew worse, declined eating, and J think 
would have died but for the singular ciicuraotance ot her 
breaking out in the forehead, from which place she has cou- 

i tiaued to discharge ever since, with occasional exceptions, 
and at such limes she is worse. As a matter of course she is 
very thin io flesh, and seems to be on the decline. II any o 

i vour readers can inform me what to do for her, they will 
confer a very great favor. — O. F. B., Belleville, -Y J 1861 • 

We do not think it at all strange that --a decline " in the 

5 condition of the cow has resulted from the treatment received. 

This boring, sawing off horns, and cutting oft the tail, ib bar¬ 

barous, and yet so prevalent, that every cow leech considers 

himself “ armed and equipped according to law." if be has a 

,. gimlet in his pocket and a saw under his aTra. Our corres- 

t pandent asks the advice of Rural readers, and we hope it 

will be freely given, though we have little faith, under the 

circumstances, that anything can now be done in the way of 

S restoration, as the power of working miracles has departed. 

r Nature will do much, even when subjected to gro» abuse, 

1 but there is a turning point iu the scale, which, having onoe 

a passed, she can never recruit wasted energies, or rally the 

I declining functions of animal life. 

Maple and Sorghum Sweets.— We are indebted to Mr. 

Martin A. Hoadley, of Wallace. Steuben Co., N. Y., for a 

sample of Maple Sugar of light color and superior quality— 

both good looking and toothsome. Mr. H. says the only 

secret of making sugar white is to keep it clean, aa black sugar 

invariably ha* dirt in it. 

_Mr. A. U. Miller, of Laporte, Ind., sends us a sample of 

Sorghum Sugar — a very handsome, dry article. We think 

the flavor, though good, is not superior. Mr. M. writes: — 

“ This sugar was made by -imply boiling down the juice to 

the proper density for sugar, without the introduction of any 

foreign substance whatever to either cleanse or cause it to 

crystalize, but simply neutralized tbe free’ acid in the juice 

with lime water. In one experiment f tried the bone-black 

filter. This improved the taste, but not tbe general appear¬ 

ance of the sugar.—nor did it increase the per cent , the 

effect being to facilitate draining " Mr. M. sends ua also his 

annual report of the Manufacture of Sugar from the Chinese 

Sugar Cane, which contains further evidence that, this branch 

of husbandry can he rendered profitable in tbe West. 

Stock Raising in tue West.—An article in the Fort 

Wayne (Ind.) Times of the 6th inst., indicates that Short¬ 

horns arc being appreciated in Indiana and lllinoia, as well as 

in other sections of the West. It says that I D. O. Nelson, 

Esq., of that county, who is one of the best and mostsuc- 

ce^ful cattle breeders in the West, has just sold a fine lot of 

Short-horns—consisting of one bull, one cow, and eight 

varlings —to Mr. Jons (J. Bui.ach, of Princeton, Ill. The 

Kile includes Mr. N. s stock bull “Emigrant" (sired by im¬ 

ported Emigrant) and several of his calves, and it is believed 

they will make their mark in Illinois. The Times adds that 

“Mr. Nelson commenced breeding Short-horn Durliams in 

1854. by purchasing at the Kentucky Stock Company’s sale 

one bull calf (GoWftnder) four month* old, for wliich he paid 

5175, one heifer at $300, another at $340, and two or three 

j other* at less prices, but none less than one hundred dollars 

each. It was regarded by nearly everybody as worse than a 

hazardous experiment, but he has by untiriug industry and 

perseverance, proved it a complete success. He has realized 

from one of bis cows alone nearly as much as he gave for the 

whole of his first purchase.” 

Experiment with Guano— Spring Wheal —Writing to the 

Journal of N. Y. Plate Ag, Society, our observing and 

I experienced friend, Joseph Watson, of Clyde, Wayne Co,, 

- reports “That on the trial of the ‘Phoenix Island Guano,’ 

. on corn, potatoes, carrots aud beans, and vines in plots and 

' row* adjoining them, on which plaster was applied, could not 

pecelve that Guano was any better, if as good as plaster.” 

| We have received returns of some other applications, where 

1 the Guano was decidedly advantageous. It may be owing to 

1 tlm kind c«r soil. J Mr. W. says:—“ Crops, generally, good 
* ugnlii Hits iKvafin, An —- - ' - 00 Ewr-L^ta 
. of spring wheat from three acre*. I'll try it agito — a^-e+ss 

1 such success, and such cjuaJily s* obtained thin season, of Tea 

y Wheal variety, I’ll abandon winter wheat —a rotation of 60 

y bushels of corn, 30 bushels of wheat, 2)£ tuns of clover, and 

j 2'-a bushels of seed, for three years, and rest and pasture the 

fourth year, will do for me." 
B -- 

’ The Personnel op Barky, the Horse Tamer—now giving 

II* “ raree shows " in Philadelphia, where be has made a great 

I. hit, the receipts of liis exhibitions averaging over $1,600 

each_Is thus described by the Philu. North American:— 

“Barky weighs one hundred and sixty-eight pound*, stands 

five feet eight inches high, and has sandy hair and com¬ 

plexion. Hi* eye is gray, hi* brow* prominent, and his 

if nostril i* of that peculiar conformation that I.avaTKR 

1b describes a* indicative or powerful will. Ilia phiaique 1* 

p’ indurated like that of a gladiator. His arm is like a solid 

strand of whip cord, and his cordial shake of the hand grips 

you like a vice. Ho wears side whiskers and moustache, and 

T iu voice and personal appearance, is singularly like to on! 

handsome fellow citizen councilman Freeman. In lecturing 

,0 Mr. Rakky lays no claim to literary merit, hut merely seeks 

I"1 to fulfill hismuwion of teaching humanity forthe dumb brute.’ 
til 

What Ailed the Pigs. — In the Rural of Feb. 2d, is the 

above inquiry. A few years ago some of my pigs were sick, 

breathed hard, ears and nose turned black, when one of my 

neighbors told me the cause was bedding the young pigs with 

oat straw. I removed the oat straw bedding and saw no more 

of the disease. Since then 1 have heard of several farmers 

that have lost pigs from using oat straw for bedding while 

they were young. — A Subscriber. Albion, N. Y., 1861. 

Influence or the Rural—Another Partners' Club.— A 

correspondent writing from Gouverneur, St, Lawrence Co., 

speaks in high terms of the value and influence of the Rural 

New-Yorker, After alluding to our recent article on 

Farmers’ Clubs — it* suggestions relative to orgaoiziug and 

conducting thorn—he adds:—“The farmers cd our town have 

formed themselves into a similar association for the purpose 

of exchanging ideas and otherwise mutually benefiting mem¬ 

bers. The club meets every Wednesday evening. Several 

interesting and instructive discussions have already been 

held, and essays read on a number of practical subjects. It is 

intended to form a library The officers of the club are as 

follows: President—John Thomson. Wee Ptest's — Andrew 

Dodds 2d, Goodman Carpenter, Irwin S. Barnes. Secretary— 

Edwin A. Dodds, Treasurer—William Ells. Librarian — 

George Parker. _ 

Change ok the Patent Law.—By the Tecent amendment 

to the patent laws it is provided that “ all patent* hereafter 

grauted shall remain in force for seventeen years from the 

date of issue, and all extension of such patents is hereby pro 

hibited.” We think this a most judicious act, as it will put a 

stop to a vast amount of corruption and intrigue at Wash- 

ington. Wi*h it also prevented the exten»ion of patent- 

heretofore issued, especially those from which fortunes have 

been realized, like that of McCormick’S F.eaper. It is be¬ 

lieved, however, that Mr. McC.'s attempt to obtain a renewal 

will prove unsuccessful. 
-. » -- 

Tonawanda Valley Ag. Society.—At the last annual 

meeting of this progressive Union Society, tho lollowing 

board of officer* received a unanimous vote: President—J G. 

Shepard, Alexander. Fire Presidents—Dr. S. L. Grosvenor. 

Wm. Powers. Attica. Heman Blodgett, Alexander; Dr. E. C. 

Holt, Bennington; M. Wallis, Ebenezer Losee, Darien. It- 

Secretary—S. Folsom, Attica, Cor. Secretary—E. Bishop. 

Treasurer—F. R. Wright. Librarian—G. Dorrance. 

— - - 

Washtenaw Co (Mich.) Ac. Society—The following are 

! the officers of this Society for 1861 President—J G. Lkland, 

1 Northfield. Fire Presidents—Calvin Wheeler, Salem; Wm. 

S. Maynard, Ann Arbor; L. S. Wood, Lodi; I. V. Wakemnn, 

! Dexter; N. Sheldoin, Lodi Bee. Seoretary—L. WoidetimanD. 

! Ann Arbor. Cor. Secretary— W. N. Strong, Ann Arbor. 

1 Treasurer—l' B. Wilson, Ann Arbor. 

’ The Farmers’ and Mechanics' Clcb, of Franklin, Del. 

J Co., was recently organized and the following officers chosen: 

J President— Be ill a ii L. Bowers. Fiee Presidents—M. S. 

Kellogg, AY. M. Mills, Eli Hopkins, Hiram AVhitney. Seers 

taiy—Henry E. Abell. Treasurer—Harvey Mann. Directors 

* —S. F. Miller, Elijah Roe, Enos Munson. P. F Nortkrup, J- 

•i Edgar Payne, _,_ 

Read the advertisements. The new ones are timelyand 

interesting, and somewhat numerous withal. Business mea 

lire evidently of opinion that the season is at hand for active 

operations, and that it is unnecessary to wait longer fcr 

politicians, or the Government, to arrange affairs. 

-YA v’D; 



and the Lilacs, of which there are now half-a-dozen 

good varieties. As the Lilacs were about loosing 

their flowers, the members of the spicy Caliranthus 

family, the African Tamar ix, the Deutzia gracilis, and 

several of the Spiricas put on their holiday dress. Of 

the latter the lanceolata, though common and cheap, 

is one of the very best. It was figured and described 

in the. Run a i, of January 1*2, the present year. This 

will bring us to about the ^Otli of June, when that 

most magnificent Chinese shrub, the Weigela rosea, 

will flower, and prove the most attractive object on 

the lawn; and he who plants a Weigela will never 

regret the trouble or the investment. It follows that 

old favorite, the Snow Hall. 

Here we have a succession of flowers from the first 

of April until July, or about three months, from 

shrubs alone, and the Indigo Shrub, the Smoke Shrub, 

and the Altheas, and others, will prolong this season 

unite into the autumn, while the Snotc Deny, with 

COLORING RECIPE, CAKES, &c, 

In our last we promised to name a few of the trees 

and shrubs most desirable for the lawn. It may he 

observed, in the first place, that the trees suitable for 

the lawn, depends upon its size. It is a great mistake 

to put large trees on a small lawn, so that two or 

three will shade the whole ground and prevent the 

growth of everything else. If you have hut li.tie 

room, therefore select but few' trees and those o( 

small growth. A portion, say one-fourth, should be 

evergreens, as they produce a fine effect both in sum¬ 

mer and winter. The Aorway Spruce makes a pretty 

large tree, and this should be understood at planting, 

or it may be placed so near the house or some impor¬ 

tant walk that its destruction will he necessary when 

it obtains anything like full size. The Arbor Vitas 

and the Red Cedar are small growing trees, and pro¬ 

duce hut little shade. For deciduous trees, the 

Mountain Ash and trees of a like character are desira¬ 

ble, and the Magnolias should have a place on every 

lawn. Magnolia tripetula, or I mbrella J ree, macro’ 

phylla, or Broad Leaved, conspicua, or Chandelier, 

purpurea, Soulangeana, and .glauca, are of small 

growth and the hardiest. Every year we have them 

flowering in our grounds, and we are surprised that 

CULTURE OF THE PLUM, 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:— It must be acknowl¬ 

edged that in Western York the Peach is an uncertain 

crop. We had fruit last year, but the present spring 

our buds are killed, and we shall have no fruit, — 

and this was the fate of our fruit for several years 

previous to the last. Now. we want a substitute for 

the peach—a more certain crop. 

HOW TO MAKE TOILET SOAP, 

Apples will do for 

a winter fruit, but they cannot take the place of our 

summer peaches. The pear is being cultivated by 

many fruit growers, and the summer varieties may <lo 

tolerably well to take the place of the peach, hut I 

think the Plutn is, in many respects, a better substi¬ 

tute for the peach, being mnch more like that fruit, 

while in some respects it has an advantage over that 

old and deliciousfavorite. For cooking and preserv¬ 

ing there is nothing equal to the plum,— in fact it is 

the only fruit that is improved by cooking. By 

The common White Thorn is a very being cooked, the peach and pear lose their flavor, but 

of a branch, wjio wj[[ 8py that the Damson family is nut much 

improved by cooking, and there is no fruit, if we 

except the cranberry, that is equal to it for tarts, 

pies, and sauce, while for bottling, this class of plums 

is uneqnaled. 

The plum is now sought by shippers for the 

Eastern and the Canada markets, and last season I 

noticed threo dollars per bushel was paid for good 

plums, while the best English Damsons were eagerly 

purchased at four dollars per bushel for the Montreal 

market. I sold some at this price, ami was informed 

by the purchaser that ho had a contract for all he 

could furnish at $(i.,r)(l in Montreal 

diversified with rock, wood and water. The scenery 

is picturesque ami grand, and the natural advantages 

and capabilities of the place are well appreciated by 

the proprietor, and none of its natural beauties have 

been marred, but rather improved by art. In forming 

my designs, and in the execution ot the work as tar 

as completed, 1 have strictly adhered to the natural 

style, and my views in this respect have been in ac¬ 

cordance with those of the proprietor. In ground 

operations no leveling has been attempted, except to 

overcome some steep ascent in the drives, or to 

remove some slight obstruction on the surfaoo. I he 

fences, cates, bridges, Ac., are all executed in rustic 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker?—In reply to L. M. C„ 

St. Mary’s, 0. W., here are two recipes for making 

Toilet Soap, which are very good, at least, so I think: 

Transparent Soar.—One pound common bar soap; 

1 pint, alcohol; 15 drops citronclla, or other perfume; 

half oz. spirits of hartshorn. Have your soap cut 

very lino, put all the material in a clean iron kettle, 

stir it slowly until all is dissolved. Let it. just come 

to a boil, then take It up in any shape you please, lu 

molds or bars. 
White Bah Soap.—Eight quarts of water; I lbs. 

common bar soap; half pound sal soda; l o/,s. alco¬ 

hol; 2 ozs. saltpeter; 1 oz. borax. But all into an 

iron kettle, stir till all is dissolved, then boil ten 

minutes.—J. E. Wolcott, Pittsford, A'. V., 1801. 

\T 

COMMON WHITE THORN. 

The Flowering Thorns are a very interesting class 

of small trees, not as generally planted as they 

deserve to be 
pretty shrub, and we give an engraving 

but the Double 'White, and Double Red, and the Pink 

and Scarlet single varieties, make beautiful trees, and 

nothing is more beautiful when in flower. They can 

be obtained at most of our nurseries. The White 

Fringe ib a very small tree, growing from twelve to 

eighteen feet in height, bat flowering when quite 

small, and very desirable both on account of its large 

and fine foliage, and its singular fringe —like white 

flowers, having the appearance of cut paper. Where 

the Laburnum or Golden Chain is hardy, it should be 

planted, but in this latitude it is a little tender. We 

might add to this list, but our object is to name only 

a few of the best varieties. Of course those who have 

a large extent to plant will not neglect the Horse 

Chestnuts and other beautiful trees of large growth, 

both native and foreign. 

How to take Care op the Hair.— As to men, 

we say, when the hair begins to fall out, the best 

plan is to have it cut short, give it a good brushing 

with a moderately stiff brash, while the hair is dry, 

then wash it well with warm soap suds, then rub into 

the scalp, about the roots of the hair, u little hay rum, 

brandy, or camphor water. Do these things twice a 

month — the brushing of the scalp may be profitably 

done twice a week. Damp the hair with water every 

time the toilet is made. Nothing ever made is better 

for the hair than pure soft water, if the scalp is kept 

clean in the way we have named. 

The use of oUb, of pomatums, or grease of any 

kind, is ruinous to the hair of man or woman. We 

consider it a filthy practice, almost universal though 

it be^for it gathers dnst and dirt, ami soils.wherever 

it touches. Nothing but pure soft water should ever 

be allowed on the heads of children. It is a different 

practice that robs our women of their most beautiful 

ornament long before their prime; the hair of our 

daughters should be kept within two inches, until 

their twelfth year.— Hull's Journal of Health. 

gn<iuirie0 and Answers 
PEACHES FOR MARKET. 

Will you please inform mo and others tlie best ton varie¬ 
ties of peaches for market, commencing at the earliest, and 
so ouf I wish to plant »u orchard of about two thousand 
trees, and want to elect, so that I cau harvest at all seasous. 
Are free or cling stocks the best for budding?—8. H. ColK, 
Allenitiille, Indium. 1801. 

The kind of stocks will make no dilfcrence. Iu preference 

to naming the varieties best suited to this locality, wo give 

our Indiana friuud extracts from the Reports of several of 

the Western States to the American homological Society, of 

the varieties best suited to their several localities, judging 

that this course will best convey the information needed. A 

committee was appointed at the last session of this Society to 

prepare, with the aid of local committees, lists of fruits 
Adapted to OilVerenf -ectlons of the country, “ due. regard 

being bud to soil, climate, and other circumstances, aliectiug 

the tree and fruit.'" The committee, we undent tend, have 

entered upon their work with energy, and we anticipate great 

good from their labors, and much light upon the diBicult. 

question—What varieties are best adapted to the dilferout 

sections of the country? 

Thomas S. Kknnkdy, Chairman of the Kentucky Fruit 
Committee, makes the following report on Reaches:—“The 

following list of twelve varieties, which are named In tint 

order of ripening, and which embraces a period extending 

from July to October, is recommended for an orchard tor 

family use, of oue hundred trees, to bo divided In equal pro¬ 

portions of each kind. For an orchard of one thousand trees 

for market purposes, the earliest kinds sell for the highest 

prices, and the late varieties are generally in great demand 

for preserving; lienee a larger portion should bo of llie early 

and late kituls, when prices are high, instead Of the kinds that 

mature during the glut of the season. 

“ Early Tiilotson, free; Crawford s Early, free; New York 

Cling, (Syu., Rope's Cling); Van Zandt's Superb, free; Old 

Mixon, free; Catharine, cling; Crawford’s Late, free; Colum 

Now, 1 ilo not 

nay that thiB price may always he obtained, but T do 

think that good cooking plumB will always sell at a 

remunerating price. They bear transportation well, 

if picked at a proper time, and there is little danger 

from bruising iu shipment, while a few days’ delay 

that would ruin a cargo of peaches, causes no injury 

to plums. This makes them safe for shippers. 

Tlio Cureutia hud tb.. Ulauti K-n-t jiruwl or, injuri¬ 

ous to the plum that its culture for a time was almost 

abandoned, but. now they are not serious. A proper 

use of tho knife will prevent injury to the trees by 

the knot, while a little care will save abundance of 

fruit. This all will admit, I think, who have had 

experience during the past three or four years. 
Monroe Co., N. Y., 1801. Pbunibr. 

Apple Pie.—It is a conceded fact that the most 

superior apples make but an insipid pie in the 

spring. I would like to give the numerous lady 

readerB of the Rural the benefit of my improved 

recipe, “if you please.” 

Make a nice, fluky crust, pare and cut the apples in 

rattier thick aliceB, spread them on yonr plate an inch 

thick, or more, sprinkle a handful of sugar over them 

(1 prefer white,) then spread two or three tablcspoon- 

fulB of currant jelly over them, a little flour from a 

Hour dredge, nutmeg, three tablespoonl'uls of water, 

and a lump of butter the size of a small butternut, 

and you will have a superior pie. Grated wtiite 

Bugar on the top crust beforo putting iu the oven is 

an improvement. To prevent the juice boiling out 

in the oven, wet the edges of your crust with the white 

of an egg; water will do, but egg Is better.— .). E. 

Wolcott, Pittsford, AT. Y., 1861. 

GRAFTING THE GRAPE-VINE 

daphne mezereon. 

In selecting Bukubs, it is best to do so with refe¬ 

rence to their season for flowering, so as to have as 

long a season as possible, and an uninterrupted suc¬ 

cession of bloom. First among the early spring flow¬ 

ering shrubs, is the Daphne Mezereon, tlie pink (lowers 

of which will begin to appeal about the lust of April 

in thiB latitude. This is followed by the Japan 

Quince, with its bright scarlet bloom, and Forsythia 

viriditsma, one of the prettiest of the early flowering 

shrnbB, the flowers appearing before the leaves, and 

some 

Jelly Cake.—Three eggs; 1 cup sugar; half cup 

butter; lj cup flour; half teaspoon saleratus; bake 

in thin loaves. Spread the jelly on when the cake is 

warm, and roll immediately. 
Ginger Cake.—Two-thirds cup molasses; one- 

third cup butter; 7 table-spoonfuls water; oue tea¬ 

spoon ginger; half teaspoonful salt; half do. saleratus; 

li cup flour; bake quick. 
Ginukk Cookies.—One cup molasses; half do. 

butter; half do. water; half teaspoonful saleratus; 1 

do. ginger; flour sufficient to stiffen enough to roll 

out.—Ida, Saw/uoit, A. Y., 1861. 

which one of the drives is carried, and which is 

marked 10 on tb« map, that is well worthy of notice, 

rising as it docs from the copter of the road with a 

A Delicate Dessert. Lay half a dozen crackers 

in a tureen; pour enough boiling water over them to 

cover them. In a few minutes they will be swollen 

to three or four times their original size. Now grate 

loaf sugar and a little nutmeg over them, and dip on 
enough sweet cream to make a nice sauce; and you 

have a delicious and simple dessert, that will rest 

lightly upon the stomach —and it is so easily pre¬ 

pared. Leave out the cream, and it is a valuable 

recipe for sick room cookery. 

AN ORNAMENTAL FARM 

We have in this country but few fine rural resi¬ 

dences,—such as would he called in Europe country 

seats,—all laid out in parks, lawns, and gardens, for 

beauty and pleasure, Buch as is very common in 

England, and which gives such a pleasant variety to 

its scenery. We do not regret that this is so, for 

where we find a few sufficiently wealthy thus to 

gratify their taste, we find many poor. Here wealth 

is divided among the people, few amassing a very 

large amount, and few fail to obtain sufficient to 

gratify all reasonable wants. But where persous 

have, by industry, or ability, or good luck, accumu¬ 

lated a large fortune, we are pleased to see them 

expend a portion in the cultivation of the beautiful 

trees and plants which the Creator has placed here 

for our enjoyment,—in showing how nature and art 

combined can make a copy, imperfect though it be, of 

the first and best of all gardens, where grew every 

tree that was pleasant to the sight and good for food. 

Such establishments serve as light-houses, to guide 

the masses in the work of improvement. 

Last season we received an invitation to visit the 

country seat of Wm. P. Lktchwoktu, Esq., on the 

A Cure for Rheumatism.—Bathe the part affected 

in water in which potatoes with their skins have been 

boiled, as hot as can be borne, just before going to 

bed. By the next morning the pain will be much 

relieved, if not removed. One application of this 

aim pie remedy has cured tho most obstinate rheu¬ 

matic pains. This is vouched for by au English 

paper; it looks to us like an “old soldier,'’ but if it 

lie a remedy, God bless the afflicted. 

Spreading Straw on Meadows, lea. - A number of sub¬ 
scribers, as well as myself, wish to know through the means 
of your valuable papnr, if the spreading of dry straw from 
tbs stack on meadows is of any, and if so, what benefit to it? 
also, would it bo a hew fit to spread it under apple trees which 
stand on meadow land? Any comments or suggestion* on 
the matter will be greatTully received. — Alonzo Deyo, 
Colon, 1861. 

Straw, or anything spread on the grass under young trees 

that would have a tendency to destroy tho gTass, would be ben 

etieial to the trees. This straw would do if thick enough to 

exclude light and partially the air. Of course this system 

would not bo advantageous to a meadow. Whether a light 

covering of straw would help the grass or not, we must leave 

to those who have tried the experiment. 

[SPECIAL NOTICE.] 

Ti*y it.—With these words the strauger put a package ol 

Dk Land is Co.’b Saleratus into Katk’b hand, and disap¬ 

peared. Ever after this memorable day, poor bread, dingy 

pastry, and sulphurous biscuit, were unknown in this fam 

ily, but tho fume of Katk’h excellent pastry, bread, Ate., 

spread over the wholu school district, and led many envious 

people to make the inquiry, “ Whose Saleratus do you use?” 

to which she invariable replied, D. if- I?K Land A Co.’s. It 

cun be purchased from most grocers and storekeepers, and is 

for sale at wholesale by the manufacturers, at Fair port, Mon 

roe Co., N. Y., and by the grocers in the cities and village* 

throughout the country. 

KORBYTHIA VIR1DIS3IMA. 

of a clear, deep yellow color. Our engraving shows 

a branch in bloom with the leaves just appearing on 

the point. 

From our notes taken last season, we find that 

the Tartarian Honeysuckle was the next in flower, 

followed by some of the early Spirieas, as Nicondertii, 



represented Adam as created at sunrise to go forth 

and labor amid tbe glories of the day, and Eve as 

created at sunset, amid the quiet and gentle glories 

of the night. 

It is said the woman was created more for ornament. 

In that we agree. But the barderthe steel the brighter 

the polish. Thus the more solid and useful the attain¬ 

ments, the more susceptible of refinement and love 

liness. May not the arts that are often made the 

study of a lifetime by the opposite sex be of equal 

value to her? Does not the witchery of music per¬ 

vade her being? May she hope to solve the raysteiy 

of the canvass? Can she not compete for laurels 

with the artist, whose life is only another name for 

beauty? Whatever her tastes and pursuits may be, 

she court* the approbation of her teacher and leader, 

man. Some particular star is ever guiding her along 

the pathway of life, variable itmay be, yet it remains 

in her shy of destiny, sometimes threatening to with¬ 

hold the light of her life, and again shedding a luster 

that wakes earth a paradise of enjoyment, 
rfabimondsport, N. V., 1861 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

WISDOM OF YOUNG AMERICA 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

RETROSPECTIVE. 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

LIFE. 
Ik the still and quiet chamber 

There's an empty cradle bed, 

With a print upon the pillow 

Of a baby 's shining head 

Tis a Tair and dainty cradle; 

Downv, soft, the pillows white 

But within the blankets folded 

lies no little form to night. 

Once the mother sat beside it 

When the day was growing ditu 

And her pleasant, voice was singin 

Soft and low, a cradle hymn 

Now, there k no more need of sin. ng, 

When the evening shadows ere*' 

For the cradle-tied is empty, 

And the baby gone to sleep. 

Little bead that Used to nestle 

In the pillows white and soft; 

Little hands, whose restless fingers, 

Folded them In dreams so oft; 

Lips we pressed with fondest kisses. 

Eyes we praised for purest ray, 

Underneath the church yard daisies 

They have bid yon all away. 

Ah, the empty, useless cradle! 

Wo will put it out of sight, 

Lest our hearts should grieve loo soi elv 

For the little one to night. 

We will think how safe forever, 

In the bettor fold above, 

That young Iamb for which we sorrow, 

Restetb now in Jesus’ love. 

BT CARLIK MAVNB 

I T nor oil 7 in life’s bright spring 

That sorrow’s cloud my way would darken never, 

That friendship’s flowers, instead of withering. 

Would live forever. 

I gathered bright, heart flowers, 

Which, like the stars that gem the sky above us. 

Are sent to light thene saddened hearts of ours, 

To light, to loyjj us. 

One was a priceless pearl; 

I called it love, Twas near rne morn and even. 

With azure eye, rose cheek, and sunny curl, 

The gift of heaven. 

Tbe present knew no gloom; 

The future blighting rare seemed not to cumber; 

And joy-Ugbts, dantingU, my life’s far tomb, 

I could not number. 

Earth seemed a Paradise, 

And all were angels sentfrom heaven to grace it, 

86 fair, so beautifal,— oh, why did vice 

At all deface itf 

But life’s glad -jiriug went by, 

Aud summer came with all its golden glory; 

The birds of friendship ifluig, sod heaven saw I, 

Around, before me. ■ 

Os yonder mossy bank a violet blooms, 

Filling the morning air with rich perfume,— 

It opened with the morn, and died at noon. 

A dewdrop glistens on a rose’s breast, 

The gen tic zephyrs lulling it to rest; 

But when the Min shines waruj, its life is past. 

A paper boat is launched upon a stream, 

Its Bnowy sails a moment brightly gleam, 

Then it has vanished, like a passing dream, 

A glorious rainbow decks the summer sky, 

Sweet bow of promise sent to cheer the eye. 

Tis faded when the rain storm has passed by. 

So man a few brief years may tread life’s Bbore; 

But soon the sonl shall burst its prison door, 

And we shall walk earth's sunny vales no more. 
Ashtabula, Ohio, 1861. 

Li.viu Bknxett 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker,] 

NEW ENGLAND FARMER’S HOMES 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

A WORLD OF CHANGE. 

ties of life. Nature is not ho lavish of her gifts that 

they- are to he had for the asking; her brightest 

treasures are to be won only by untiring labor. This 

the farmer learns by experience. His life, as a 

general thing, is not calculated to soften down the 

ruggedness of his nature, (a nature that is partially 

forced upon him by this mode of life,) unless some 

refining Influence be exerted in hist home. 

A farmer’s home should be rendered as attractive 

as that of the merchant or professional man. His 

own Interest and the well being of his family 

demand It. '1 he neglect of this, !h one great i-eason 

why so many farmers’ boys and girls, too,—the very 

strength and flower of New England,—are yearly 

emigrating to the Far West, there to build up new 

Stales, and new homes, far more beautiful than those 
they have left. 

It is generally conceded, I am aware, that the neat 

white house, overshadowed by stately trees, is the 

type of New England farm houses. In the vicinity 

of our populous villages this is so; but outside of 

this, where tbe nreessities of society do not actually 

demand it, the ease is usually different. Tt is not 

always the lack of means that gives such a bleak, 

desolate look to these isolated dwellings; for there 

My burdened .lyre be hu»bed! 

le I sing, sad thoughts are coming r ox » mu; x sing, sau uiouglits are coming ever, 

Like fallen spirits that, by grief heart crushed, 

Are joyous never' *'*” 

trilling on the balmy air are hushed by the Angel 

1 whose mission is to Beal the lips, close the expres¬ 

sive eyes, still the restless limbs, gather the departed 
souls, and bear them to Him who made them. To¬ 

day you see the maiden with the flush of health 

mantling her cheek, the light, quick step, and the 

j hopeful trusting heart of youth. To-morrow that 

cheek is blanched, that footfall meets not your ear, 

that heart quickens not its boating at your approach, 

for Death called her, and you lay the new sleeper 

down to rest. To-day yon press the hand of man¬ 

hood, you look in the beaming eye, yon brush the 

hair from the broad brow, you twine the arms lovc- 

ingly around the neck, you listen to accents of 

tenderness, and you weave for yourself a happy, 

golden future. To-morrow the hands are folded, the 

light from the beaming eye has gone out, the hair 

is smoothly combed back, the lips return not ydur 

fond pressure, the golden fabric you wove is rent. 

With an anguish of which you never dreamed, you 

see him lowered down, down, to bis earth-bed, and 

you turn away only to know yonr heart lies burled 

also. To-day you barken to the old raan’B tremu¬ 

lous voice. Age has whitened his locks, deepened 

many Hues on his chock, but a smile lurks in his 

nndimmed eye, quiet happiness sits on the throne Of 

his heart. His mind reverts to youth, and be relates 

with animation some Incident of that period in whtch 

he was a participator. Perhaps it is his first battle. 

IT is picture is so vividly drawn that you seem to hedr 

the clashing of steel .and the roar of artillery, the 

clatter of horses’ feet and the intermingling of voices 

as each party gives its orders. To-morrow you 

vainly wait for the words to flow, for the hand to bo 

laid softly on your head. Death's signet sits upon 

the lips of your grandfather, and with a sad heart you 

yield him to its embrace. 

To-day you leave the home of childhood. The 

changes which have been are barely perceptible, be¬ 
cause you flaw chBiigr.a With them. To morrow tow 

return. Perhaps you may meet here and there a 

familiar form, but the many are strangers. You 

man to all intents and purposes, and therefore he 

shaves and anoints desperately to acquire the one, 

and treasures up his loose change to Invest in the 

other. Having secured these indispensable prelim¬ 

inaries, he takes his place, without the least hesita¬ 

tion, in the ranks of manhood, especially if he can 

boast the additional accomplishment of chewing and 

smoking. As soon as he arrives at an age In which 

the mind is most susceptible of improvement, he 

wisely concludes that he has become too old to 

attend school, and that it is more befitting a young 

gentleman, such as he is, to fall in love like On. Pi.ah 

witli some romantic maiden, or else drive fast horses, 

play cards, and indulge occasionally in a glass of 

something stronger than nature’s beverage. 

It seems to us that Young America could find a 

better way of displaying his wisdom than in the 

modes specified above. Let him pause and consider 

Hidden Valo, 1861 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE DRESS QUESTION: 

LINDA " 

ine unknown reiormer is growing more specific. 

He says “fashionable women," instead of “American 

women, which distinction is quite pacifying, since it 

enables us to define our own position. 

As women generally possess a fondness for dress, 

and nearly all approach as near the latest styles as 

their means will ullow, the term “fashionable” has 

an extensive application. One would think, to read 

irom tne glare ot the Rummer sun, or protect them 

from the fierco winds Of winter, it is not the lack of 

time, cither, that, prevents farmers, wives cultivating 

dowers arid shrubs enough to bring at least a portion 

of Don’t! blessed sunlight of cheerfulness around the 

most dreary dwelling. It, cannot be from motives of 

economy that the front gate is off its hinges, and 

each wandering cow or horse passes in and out at 

will. Vet, oftentimes, these unsightly buildings arc 

owned by farmers who have a due regard for the 

comfort of their stock, and the management of their 

farm, owned by men who would he indignant if it 

was but hinted that the comfort of their favorite 

horse or sheep eugrosaed more of their time and 

attention than the welfare of their family,—by men 

wliOBe bills for tobacco and other extras do not sur¬ 

prise them in tiie least; hut if new paper for u.inom, 
oi white drapery t&t a Window, is spoken of, then 

financial ruin stare* them iu the face. This class of 

people mw neither few nor small. Almost every town 

termed uieir tooimnness when young, and sigh 

over the mistaken fondness of parents, and indul¬ 

gence of teachers, which caused them to struggle 

through life, hampered by the defects of their early 
education, disheartened by the future, and mourn¬ 

fully recalling the sadly neglected past. There is 

much truth in the trite maxim, “ Young folks think 

old folks are fools, but old folks know young folks to 

be so,” and we would seriously commend it to the 

attention of our fast youug friends. It is rather 

humiliating, to be sure, but then we must remember 

that it is the consciousness of inferiority, and the 

desire of excellence, which lead to persevering ex¬ 

ertions and final triumph, and that the indispensable 

preliminary of making our young friend apply him¬ 

self to the pursuit of true wisdom, is a settled 

conviction of his want of that desirable possession. 

Therefore, if he is really wise, he will neglect no 

opportunity of improvement, remembering that he 

has but one life to live,— only one season of youth 

to improve or waste. A very few years will show 

who are the wise ones, and indeed it requires no 

miraculous power to be able to point them out now. 

Will they be the indolent, the easc-lovinir. and last 

passed? What changes. Old friends gone, and new 
luces all about me. A glance in the mirror reveals 

to you the fact that you, too, have changed. The 

youthful, erect form you carried away is beading; the 

smooth, placid brow has many furrows it did net 

then wear; the glossy hair has threads of gray; a 

look of care wreathes itself around your temples. 

Yon have assumed the mother crown, and you wear 

its laurels with a quiet dignity. You are astonished, 

and a strange mixture of thoughts take possession of 

your mind, as you survey yuiirself in the mirror of 

time, aud repeat, a world of change Is this. 

Change is one of Heaven's mandates, I know, but 

when I think it has invaded my home, and left there 

its impress,—when 1 think of the Hues thickly and 

deeply engraved on my mother’s forehead,—of the 

silver threads which cluster around and shade my 

father's brow, of my sister and brother, who long 

since Stepped across the threshold of Time, — of an¬ 

other fondly eberished sister, now deformed for life,_ 

of the scattered members of our circle,—the tears well 

up and fall like rain-drops from my eyes, and I am 

sad, unspeakably sad, and only the thought. “ He 

doeth all things well,” assuages or soothes my grief. 

There is a world where change never enters,— 

where there is no restless longings for the dear oneB 

gone,—where tbe weary, aching heart is lulled to rest 

on the bosom of Cukist. Iu that wdrld may it be 

my happy lot, when Death touches my heartstring, to 

find a welcome reception. Katy. 
Genoa, N, Y., 1861. 

remaps our unknownYreformet would preach 

“moderation” unto all “women,” but does he not 

know that the word is obsolete?£;i'eople don’t settle 

down on medium ground|nown-dayH. They hurry, 

and crowd, and jostle along the’Jgreat highway of 

lire, each one anxious to outstrip his fellow in pur¬ 

suit of riches, lashion, fame, and power, knowing 

there is always plenty ol room in that far-off region of 

Eureka, that is only gniued by real heroes who lean 

on their own stall; keeping right before the mental 

vision what Poor Richard says about Providence 
helping those who help themselves. 

It is said “you write no books.” Don't for the 

world let any one know yon ever dreamed your 

destiny was “undeveloped in un inkstand,” or you’ll 

be dubbed a “ Blue Stocking.” You are ridiculed 

for your superficial attainments, yet among the scores 

of inslituliona iu this republican nation, how many 

are there where you can compete for as thorough a 

collegiate course as the opposite sex. Greek roots 

are not deemed proper food for yonr mental diges¬ 

tion. \ our miud is expected to acquire the requisite 

light and the flowers. Make your home so'bright 

and cheerful that your family will think it the 

brightest place in the “ wide, wide world.” Make it 

a place to be remembered in after years by your 

children, as the nursery of their truest principles and 

highest hopes,—a place that shall be enshrined in 

their memory as the truest type of what a home 

should be. Then, perchance, in the future it shall be 

sung of our homes, ns England's gifted one sung of 

hers,— a song that has hallowed them forever. 

“ The cottage homes of England, 

By thousands on her plains, 

They are smiling o'er the silvery brooks 

And round t he hamlet fanes. 

Through gloving orchards forth they peep, 

F.ach from its nook of leaves, 

And fearless there the lowly sleep 

As a bird beneath her eaves. 

Success makes Enemies.—They who are eminently 

successful in business, or who achieve greatness, or 

even notoriety in any pursuit, must expect to make 

enemies. So prone to selfishness, to petty jealousy 

and sordid envy, is poor human natnre, that whoever 

becomes distinguished is sure tube a mark for the 

malicious spite of those who, not deserving success 

themselves, are galled toy the merited triumph of the 

more worthy. Moreover, the opposition which origin¬ 

ates in such despicable motives, is sure to be of the 

most unscrupulous character; hesitating at no 

iniquity, descending to the shabbiest littleness. Op¬ 

position, if it be honest and manly, is not in itself 

undesirable. The competitor iu life’s struggle who 

is of the true metal, deprecates not opposition of an 

honorable character, but rather rejoices in it. It is 

only injustice or meanness which he deprecates and 

despises; and it is this which the successful must 

meet, proportioned iu bitterness, oft-times, to the 

measure of success which excites it. 

Kkepinu tue Sabbath. — God is revered by the 

services which multitudes pay him, and delight to 

pay him, on the Sabbath, as they take an offering and 

come into his courts. We look upon these Sabbath 

gatherings over all the land, as the evidence of a 

deep-seated, far-rearching piety, which clings to the 

arm of God aH the nation’s only fortress aud refuge. 

They are the exponent of a devotional sentiment 

which the world cannot smother or repress. They 

are a hopeful sign A good, present and future, 

springing from the Literal hand of a Father who loves 

to pour benefaction* dowu in answer to the adoration 

of beseeching sohJS- And so long as the Sabbath is 

observed in its ategrity, we will not tremble for the 

safety of the -*rk either of our religious or civil 

liberties. / 

And green forever be the groves, 

And bright the Uowerv sod. 

Where first the child’s glad spirit loves 

Its country and its God.” 

Rutland Co., Vt.. 1861. Mrs. 

Expression of Dress. — Wo men are more like 

flowers than we think. In their adornments they ex¬ 

press their natures, as the flowers do in their petals 

and colors. Some women are like the modest daisies 

and violets; they never feel better than when dressed 

in a morning wrapper. Others are not themselves 

unless they can flame out in gorgeous dyes, like the 

tulip or blush rose. Who has not seen women just 

like lilies? We know several marigolds aud poppies. 

There are women fit only for velvets, like the dahlias; 

others are graceful and airy, like azaleas. Now and 

then yon sec hollyhocks and sunflowers. When wo¬ 

men arc free to dress as they like, uncontrolled by 

others, and not limited by their circumstances, they 

do not fail to express their true characters, and dress 

becomes a form of expression very genuine and 

has witnessed. Are these to be crushed out, to be 

buried in oblivion? Are the hopes which the lovers 

of Freedom throughout the world have chirisked, to 

be frustrated forever? Instead of being the admi¬ 

ration of even the opponents of Republicanism 

throughout Christendom, are we to become their 

jeer f Are our national sinB soon to meet retributive 

justice? Ah! we are wedded to guilt, and in the 

blindness of passion permitted to raise a suicidal 

hand? The first stride in our national decadence 

seems already taken. Said the immortal Wehsisr, 

“ I desire not to behold what is behind the enrtaifi of 

Disunion.” But that curtain is now lifting, hpd 

beyond, the distant horizon reveals the dark waps 

of the Stygian waters, Abt My Country! m 

loved, my glorious Country! Must thou be plunge* J 

beneath those inky billows? Must the sad words — 

“Sit transit gloria mundi,” be said of thee? May- 

Almighty God avert the threatened fate. 

Sumner, Iowa, 1861. .HAnaiBT M. Griffith. 

The Lo'£ of Gold.—The treasure of some men is 

gold, anyne love of it grows so strong as to become 

idolatry5- Such men never rise above the merest 

drudg-/y in the world. They eat and drink, but it is 

to ejfble them successfully to toil on. Morning, 

no'O. and night, it is the same drudging slavery and 

scission to the cravings of a vicious appetite, 

ihere is not one noble sentiment or feeling can live 

in their heart, because the lust of gain fills it so com¬ 

pletely as to leave no room for anything else. They 

can do nothing but grovel, like an earth-worm, eat¬ 

ing dust, and casting out their slime, in orderto form 

a pathway along which to crawl. It is pitiable and 

sad to think of, but it is a sight only too often seen 

iu this sin stricken world of ours. 

I have known a goad old man, who, when he 

heard of any one that had committed some notorious 

offence, was wont to say within himself, “He fell 

to-day, so I may to-morrow.” — Bernard. 

The law should be to the sword what JP® handle 

is to the hatchet: it should direct theyotroke and 

temper the force. / 



LETTERS FROM CALIFORNIA. 

INTei-.- Series. — Number ITour. 

Mexican vaquero— Spanish mustangs. or wild horses— Hiding 

a mustang at th'fnir — His attempts to unhorse his rider — He 

is turned loose andrecaptured by hi* pursuers with the lasso— 

Process repeated and re-repeated — The. wild horse subdued — 

Mexican and Californian national sports — Catching the roos- 

Irr—' Hiding fur the half dollar'’ — Thrilling excitement 

and great amusement — Shock- of an earthquake.. 

San Franc taco, Dec. 1, I860. 

The California vaquero is, certainly, a useful 

specimen of tlie genus homo. In a country where 

fences are rare, and fencing timber scarce, where 

stables and barns are almost unknown, the swarthy 

vaquero does duty as fence and cattle pen. He pre¬ 

vents llte herds of the rancheros (farmers) from stray¬ 

ing, and protects them, mounted with spur and lasso 

on horse, against the predatory excursions of coyotes, 

wolves, and bifurcated cattle thieves. The vaquero is 

an ancient California institution, and like all the old 

features of the country, his glory is fast passing away. 

He is not now the gay and happy creature he was in 

“days lang syne," ere the soil knew the footsteps of 

the Yankee, or the country felt the beneficent Bway 

of Anglo-Saxon rule. 

During the early settlement of California, and for a 
long time previous, immense herds of wild horses 
roamed over the Tulare and San Joaquin plains. 
These mustangs (wild horses,) were /era naturce,—had 
no owners, acknowledged allegiance to none. From 
these herds, the old Spaniards were accustomed to 
replenish their horse stock as it gave out, and a more 
spirited and hardy race of animals was never known. 
They were rode down and taken with the lasso by the 
vaqueros. Mustangs, after having been broken to 
harness, readily commanded from $25 to $40 per 
head. At present, the stock of wild, unowned 
horses, is nearly run out. No herds of mustangs exist, 
to test the prowess of the vaquero. There are no mines 
of horse flesh, into which he may plunge with the 
nata and lasso, and find the wliercwithall to recupe¬ 
rate his fortunes and the means to minister to his 
passions for monte and cock-fighting. With the 
exception of the sinnnal rodeos, at which the ranche- 
ros assemble to affix- the brand of ownership to their 
live stock, there is now but little opportunity for the 
vaquero to exhibit his skill, and shine forth in nil his 
glory. Another decade of years and they will dis¬ 
appear. 

At one of the California district fairs, we recently 

witnessed (to us,) the exciting and novel exhibition of 

the vaquero mounting with boot and spur a mustang, 

never before treated to a saddle and rider. He was 

as wild ns a mountain buck. His attempts to unhorse 

his rider were unceasing and labored. He would 

thrust down his head, bow up his back, anl Jump 

upward and forward, and come down with a ven¬ 

geance that would almost make the earth tremble. 

After several unsuccessful attempts at leaping, and 

rearing, and jumping, he broke into a furious run, 

or race, of several hundred yards, pursued by five 

or six swarthy vaqueros, on fleet but trained mus¬ 

tangs. As soon as they came up to him he stopped 

short and repeated his first attempts at jumping high 

offfrom the ground several times, coming down with 

braced limbs, and thus jarring seriously his rider, and 

nearly snapping his neck from off his body. Failing 
in ill A attempt to tree himself, he whirled, and with 

foaming mouth, distended nostrils, and glaring eye¬ 

balls, returned with furious speed over his track, fol¬ 

lowed by his pursuers, and after leaping fene.es auil 

ditches brought up against the broadside of a build¬ 

ing. Hero mustang halted, and apparently seemed to 

go into a cool calculation fig to his chances of suc¬ 

cess,— moditating upon the ways and means how 

best he might accomplish the feat of unhorsing his 

bold rider. While the brain of the mustang was 

belabored with this problem, we thought we could 

discover similar mental conflict in the countenance 

of the daring vaquero. Boon they all broke from 

their moorings, and, like a fleet before a furious gale, 

flew past us, ami away they rode for half a mile, 

when the wild horse jumped, whirled, made a circuit, 

and soon came dashing past the gaping, excited 

throng, and bronght up once more against a row of 

drinking saloons, and made a dead halt. He was 

much sobered, and doubtless felt chagrined to think 

that he was a victim, instead of a victor. He was 

now turned loose. With evident satisfaction, he 

reared his tail arid dashed off at full speed. A new 

act was now to open — the mustang must be lassoed— 

?o a half dozen vaqueros with lasso in hand, put after 

him in hot speed. They soon came up to him und 

threw a lasso over his head. With the ether end 

wound firmly around the horn of the saddle, the 

rider whirled and rode back from whence he came. 

Soon the slack of the lasso was used up, a snubbing 

process ensued, the mustang was thrown furiously 

upon bis side, where he lay humbled, and, withal, 

sorely disappointed. Now he was permitted to 

escape again,—then pursued and lassoed— then let 

loose and then re-captured, when he was led up before 

the crowd, all dripping with sweat, and so com¬ 

pletely exhausted and subdued, that a child could 

have led him anywhere. To us it was rare und novel 

sport, and was keenly relished by the assembled 

thousands. 

Mexicans and Californians have but few’ national 
sports, and those not of the most refined and intellec¬ 
tual character. Horse-racing, card-playing, cock- 
fighting, practicing with the lasso, and bull-fighting, 
const;tutu about the sum total of their amusements. 
Most of their out-door amusements aro engaged in, 
on saint, or especial feast-days, when the- population 
assemble at some point, and there indulge their par¬ 
ticular tastes to their hearts’ content. One of their 
amusements is denominated catching the rooster. 
1 he bird is buried partially in the sand, his head and 
neck only being uncovered. The game is, for a 
horseman, while under full speed, to pluck the fowl 
lrom his unpleasant roost. It is not every one that 
can accomplish this feat, and frequently an unlucky 
or unskillful cubaltero is unhorsed in the attempt. 

During the I air above alluded to, we were agreea¬ 
bly diverted by a Spanish amusement termed “riding 
ior the half-dollar.” A half-dollar was placed in the 
race-way, elevated some two inches above the sur- 
iaee. The feat consisted in seizing it with the band 
Jvhile riding at full speed. Some live or six Span¬ 
iards entered the arena with spirited horses. Only 
one rode at a time. The first riderlstarted, spurring 
jrs horse into a furious gallop, and when opposite 
re tempting silver, he swayed and swooped over his 
flexible body, seized the prize, and readjusting lmn- 
se‘ a?aio iu his saddle, held up the shining silver 
abiid the shouts of the populace. Another coin was 
fUrnished by the spectators, and a second contestant 
ste i ted full speed for the tempting bait. When oppo¬ 
site the coin, he made his plunge, missed, and came 
near being unhorsed. A thrill of horror siezed every 

beholder. He finally recovered his seat and returned 

to repeat the attempt, but with no better success than 

at first. A third started his horse into a keen race, 

and at the proper moment, dove for the luring piece. 

He was carried several yards with Ins body at right 

angles with the under side of Iub horse, and only by 

the most desperate exertions did he regain his seat 

in his saddle, and that, too, unattended with the half- 

dollar. A sense of relief came over the minds of all 

as he righted up from his perilous position. Practice 

doubtless has much to do with success, for while one 

competitor bore off the coin five out of six attempts, 

nearly all the other riders failed four out of every 

five trials. Although it was attended with danger to 

those immediately engaged in it, yet it afforded much 

merriment to several thousand spectators. 

Reccntty, in Humbolt county, the shock of an 

earthquake was sensibly experienced. Several houses 

were moved some feet off their foundations, dinner 

plates were sent ajar, chimneys toppled to their fall, 

dogs were disturbed in their kennels, children ran 

wildly to their mamas, wives embraced their hus¬ 

bands affectionately, and a distinguished son of F.scu- 

lapius bad several glass jars filled with precious 

elixirs, thrown down, broken and contents entirely 

lost. Nothing more serious occurred on this memo¬ 

rable occasion. Shocks of earthquakes are not un¬ 

common in California, as this city can testify. 

3. B. If. 
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THE CITY OF WASHINGTON. 

Washington city is about four and a half miles in 

length, and about two and a half in breadth, stretch¬ 

ing along the batiks of the Potomac, from the eastern 

branch to Rock Creek, in a direction front southeast 

to northwest. Its area is 3016 acres, its circnm- 

fereuce fourteen miles. The streets running north 

and south are named numerically, as 1st street, 2d 

street, Ac; those running east and west, alphabet¬ 

ically, as A street, B street, Ac. This monotony is 

agreeably relieved by magnificent avenues from 130 

to 160 feet wide, cutting them diagonally. The 

avenues are named after the several states of the 

Union, and radiate from the Capitol, as a center, 

forming at intervals throughout the city triangular 

lots, tastefully enclosed, and adorned with trees and 

shrubbery. 

The depot at which strangers arrive from the north 

and west is immediately north of the Capitol, sit¬ 

uated at the corner of New Jersey Avenue and C 

street, from which the approach to the principal 

thoroughfare, Pennsylvania Avenue, lies southwest. 

Along this avenue are the principal hotels. After 

securing a hotel, or boarding house, the stranger 

directs his attention first of all to the Capitol. The 

principal approach to this edifice from Pennsylvania 

Avenue at. the head of which it stands, is through a 

well spread lawn of very ample dimensions, encir¬ 

cled with flower beds, and tastefully ornamented with 

clumps and avenues of stately trees, in the midst of 

which sparkling fountains are constantly sending 

forth their gushing melody, and coolness to the air. 

Following the course of one or the other of these 

shadf avenues, lie will gain, by a flight of steps, the 

approach to the (‘apitol, by its west entrance. Hav¬ 

ing reached the ample terrace surrounding the build¬ 

ing, he will stop for a moment to admire the scene 

presented to his view, and take in for the first tirtie a 

partial outline of the city, which from this point is 

pronounced by those who fiave a lively conception 
for the boS'itiftiL and among oUu-rn by I4»ron Von 

Humboldt, to present one of the finest panoramic 

views in the world. 

Immediately beneath his feet he will overlook the 

lawn through which he has just passed, containing 

thirty acres, and enclosed by an iron railing more 

than a mile in length, with the naval monument in a 

basin of water, within a few yards of him, while in 

the distance, spread out like a map, will lie the city, 

with its avenues, its walks, and its various public 

edifices extending to the picturesque heights of 

Georgetown on the one side, and the beautiful 

Potomac river — here upwards of a mile in width — 

on the other. Beyond the Potomac he will see the 

Virginia shore, from a high slope of which, Arling¬ 

ton, the seat of G. W, P. Cnstis, is visible, and Icsb 

distinctly, the antiquated and venerable town of 

Alexandria, Va., about eight miles distaut. 

From this point he will perceive that the Gapitol 

furnishes a nucleus from which the avenues radiate 

in all directions. Pennsylvania Avenue, the prin¬ 

cipal one, being terminated by tbo grounds surround¬ 

ing the President’s mansion, which famishes another 

nucleus for the radiation of some of the avenues. 

Nothing can exceed the beanty of this Beene at sun¬ 

set, when the western sky is lighted up with the gor¬ 

geous tints of the rainbow, and the whole avenue is 

bathed in its golden light. The Capitol consists of 

the original building as designed by Hallet, Head- 

field, Hoban, and Statcobe, covering one and a half 

acres of ground; and the new wings designed by the 

Government architect, T. U. Walter, and covering 

two and three quarters acres of ground, making the 

extent of the entire building four and a quurter 

acres. The original building is 352.4 long in 

front; the wings 121 feet deep; the east projection, 

containing the portico and steps, 65; the west projec¬ 

tion, containing the library, 86; the north and south 

wings, containing the Senate Chamber and Hall of 

Representatives, are 70 feet high to the top of balus¬ 

trade; the Senate Chamber is 74 feet long and 42 feet 

high; the Hall of Representatives, 00 feet long and 

60 feet high, both surmounted by domes. The Ro¬ 

tunda is 96 feet in diameter, and was surmounted by 

a grand dome 145 feet above the level of the ground, 

which has been removed to make place for another 

still more magnificent, which was designed by Mr. 

Walter, and will be over 300 feet high from the level 

of the ground. 

The new wings are to the north and south of the 

original structure, and are intended for a Senate 

Chamber and HalL of Representatives; each wing is 

238 by 140 feet. The erection of these additions has 

rendered necessary the enlargement of the grounds 

north and south, and at no distant day the Capitol 

park and gardens will contain about sixty acres. 

The building fronts toward the east, so that the prin¬ 

cipal part of the city, and all the public buildings, 

are behind the Capitol, The stranger ascending 

Capitol Hill from Pennsylvania Avenue, enters the 

building by tin: western door, and ascends a flight of 

steps leading to the Rotunda, which is a magnificent 

apartment, having cost $2,000,001), occnpying the 

center of the main building, and lighted from above. 

There Arc four entrances to this apartment, one lead¬ 

ing to the Senate Chamber, one to the Hall of Repre¬ 

sentatives, one to the eastern portico, and one to the 

passage by which the stranger lias just entered it. 

The panels over these doors arc enriched by si ulp- 

ture, in bas-relief—that over the one leading to the 

Senate containing a sketch of a treaty of Penn with 

the Indians; that over the one Leading to the Hoase, 

of a rencontre between Daniel Boone and the Indiana; 

that over the one leading to the eastern, the landing 

IJiiOI'AUD AND ANTJdLOl'lO. 

The Antelope depicted in our spirited tugraving 

was, when living, in the collection of the Earl of 

Derby, England, and, in its wild state, a native of 

Africa. The leopard came from the London Zoolog¬ 

ical Gardens, having died from the effects of the 

severe winter. It was an adult Female, full grown, 

thongh small. Both are now preserved In the Crystal 

Palace collection. The illustration represents the fol¬ 

lowing not uncommon circumstance :— An Antelope 

having having gone to the water to allay his thirst, 

has boon surprised by a Leopard. The Antelope, in 

its fright, whilst darting from the water up the bank, 

turns bis head sharply round, in agouy. und, accident¬ 

ally, buries one bom entirely, and the other partially, 

in the body of the Leopard. Tin- litter, in his turn, 
j no* oa*ty bflfluctc iilutmt iT) w-ts tv- 

but in all probability bus received a vJesffly thrust, 

and the carnivorous beast fallsy .nsteail of the harm¬ 

less ruminating animal, the prey upon which he in¬ 

tended to feast. Gordon Gumming, in his travels, 

relates a similar circumstance of a lion which was 

killed by the horns of the Oryx, u large wild Antelope 

of Southern Africa. 

There arc several species of Antelope. All, except 

two or three, inhabit the t >rrid zone, and that portion 

of the temperate zone bordering on the tropics. They 

are generally of a most elegant form. Their disposi- 

of the Pilgrims at Plymouth; and that over the west, 

the preservation of Capt. Smith by Pocahontas. The 

sides of the Rotunda are divided into larger panels, 

for the most part filled with historical paintings. 

Four of these, painted by Trumbull, represent the 

Declaration Of Independence, the surrender of (Jen. 

Burgoyne, the surrender of Lord Cornwallis, and the 

resignation of his commission by Washington at 

Annapolis. An additional panel contains a painting 

by Chapman, representing the baptism of Pocahou 

taa; another, the departure of the Mayflower, by 

Weir; another, the landing of Columbus, by Van- 

derlyn; and the last, De Soto discovering the Missis¬ 

sippi, by Powell -all of them splendid works of art. 

The Bouth door of the Rotunda leads into a circu¬ 

lar vestibule, surmounted by a small dome, leading 

to the lobby of the Hall of Representatives. From 

the lobby the entrance to the galleries of the House 

are gained; that immediately In front of the door, 

leading to the gentlemen’s gallery, while two at the 

extremity of the lobbies open into the gallery set 

apart for ladles and the guests of members of the 

House. The floor of the House is appropriated to 

the use of members, and persons privileged by the 

rules of the House. — Auburn Union. 

fteM, jlrittitifif, $f. 

plants; it sticks to glass, metal, wood, stone, etc., 

and hardens under water. 1 have tried, 1 think, a 

hundred different experiments with cements, and 

there- is nothing like it. It is the same us that used 

in constructing the tanks at the Zoological Gardens, 

London, and is almost unknown iu this country: One 

part, by measure, say a gill of litharge; one gill of 

plaster of Paris; one gill of dry white sand; one- 

third of a gill of finely powdered rosin. Sift and 

keep corked tight till required for use, when it is to 

lie made iuto a putty by mixing in boiled oil (lin¬ 

seed), with a little patent dryer added. Never use it 

after it has been mixed (that is, with the oil) over 
fifteen hours. 

This cement can be used for marine as welljaa 

fresh-water aquaria, as it resists the action of salte 

water. The tank can be used immediately, but it is 

best to give it three or four hours to dry.—Architect's 

Journal. 

tion is'very restless, timid, and watchful. They are 

of great vivacity, remarkably swift and agile, and 

their movements are so light and so elastic as to de¬ 

light every beholder. 

A pleasing description of them is given in A phi- 
son's “Damascus and Palmyra.” lie says:—“We 

suddenly came in sight of a large herd of Antelopes. 

Tbe Arabs seized their lances, we drew our pistols, 

and distributing ourselves in ati immense circle, wo 

walked our horses towards them slowly. They heed 

ed us not till we approached near, when they began 

to hold lip their beautiful heads, adorned with slight¬ 

ly curved tapering horns, and trotted up together; 

then, seeing us spurt ing our horses from behind the 

little hillocks all around them, they dashed through 
u-3 with iitfudUy of w iu.il. I. n< vu thrown, 

pistols discharged, but, all iu vain; they quickly 

di»t»uo«d the lice test, horse, which was a grey Arab 
mare, and then stopped, and turned round end looked 

at us, and then took to their heels again, bounding 

over tiie ground in such a way that they appeared to 

fly rather than to run.” 

The lleetnoss of the Antelope was proverbial in the 

earliest times, and the roe is still “swift on the 

mountains.” The light Gazelle, with its beaming 

eyo and graceful figure, has eVer been a favorite with 

the poets of the East. 

without, any pause along narrow and confined seas or 

up funnel-shaped inlets, have occasionally proved 

disastrous to a fearful extent. Thus it Is recorded 

that upward of one hundred thousand persons per 

ished in the year 1832, and again In 1842, in this way, 

numerous complete villages and towns being washed 

away by a wave advancing from the North Sea over 

the low lands of Holland. Between Nova Beotia and 

New Brunswick the ordinary spring tide often rises 

to a height of one huudreil feet, sweeping away the 

cattle feeding on the shore.—Pickens' " All (lie Year 

Round," 

THE UPS AND DOWNS OF STATES. 

The following interesting table was prepared by 

C. T. Fooler, of Utica, and published in the Herald 

of that city. It will be seen that New York com¬ 

menced as the fifth State in 1790, rose to the third 

position in 1800, to the second in 1810, and from 

1820, when she displaced Virginia, has been the 

"Empire State.” Pennsylvania has held the most 

even position in the jostling rivalry to gain the head 

of the column. Several Western States have rapidly 

ascended. The entire table is interesting: 

BIG WAVES. 

When the great ocean is disturbed, it forms surface 

waves, which are sometimes of great magnitude. In 

a gale, such waves have been more than once mea¬ 

sured, and it is found that their extreme height from 

the top to the deepest depression of large storm 

waves, has been nearly fifty feet, their length being 

from four to six hundred yards-, and their rate of 

raotiou through the water about half a mile a minate. 

Such waves, breaking over an obstacle of any kind, 

or mingling strangely with the clouded atmosphere 

raging above, are the wildest, grandest, and moat 

terrible phenomena of nature. When they approach 

land, they break up into much smaller bodies of 

water, but these are often lifted by shoals and 

obstructed by rocks till they are thrown up in miu.-os 

of many tuns to a height of more than a hundred feet. 

The tidal wave Is another phenomenon of water 

motion of a somewhat different kind, producing an 

alternate rise and fall Of the water over all parts of 

the ocean every twelve hours. 

In addition to the true waves there are also many 

definite streams or currents of water conveying large 

portions of the sea from one latitude to another, 

modifying the temperature of the adjacent land, and 

producing a mixture of the waters at the Btirface or 

at some depth which cannot but be extremely con¬ 

ducive to the general benefit of all living beings. 

Storm tides, or those waves which occasionally rush 
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1 Va. Va. Va. N. Y. N. Y. N. Y. N. Y. N. Y. .24 
2 Fa. Fa. N. Y. Va. Fa. Pa. Fa. Pa. .28 
3 N. C. K. Y. Fa. Fa. Va. O. O. O. 22 
4 Mas. N. C. N. C. N. C. O. Va. Va. 111. J18 
5 N. Y. Mas. Mas. O. N. C. Ten. Ten. Va. .12 
6 Mi) 8. C. S. C, Ky. Ky. Ky. Mas. Did. .36 
7 - c Md. Ky. Mas. Ten. N. C. Ind. Mass. .23 
8 Ct. Ct. Md. 8. C. Mai. Mas. Ky. Mo. .78 
9 N. J. Ky. Ct. Ten. S. C. (In., 0a. Ten, .14 

10 N H. N. J. Teu. Md. Oa. Ind. N. C. Ky. .16 
li Me. N. 11. Cia. Gfl. Md. S. C. III. Ga. .19 
12 Vt. Oa. N. J. Me. Me. Ala. Ala. N. C. .16 
13 G<ii Vt. 0, N. J. lud. Me. Mo. Ala. .23 
14 K y. Me. tie. Ct. N. J. III. 8. C. Miss. .40 
15 R. 1. Ten. Vt. N. 11. Ala. Md. Miss. Wis. 1.48 
18 Dei. R. I. N. H. Vt. Ct. Mo. Me. Mich. .89 
IT Teu. Dei. It. I. La. Vt. Miss. Md 8. C. .05 
18 0. I.a. Ind. N. 11. N. J. La. Io. 2.54 
19 .Miss. Del. Ala. J.a. La. N J. Md. 16 
20 lad. Miss. R. I. ILL Ct. Mich. N J. .38 
21 Ind. Miss. Mo. Vt. Ct. La. .23 
22 Mo. Del. Mi s. N. H. N. If. Me. .06 
23 IU. Mo. R. 1. Mich. Vt. Tex. 1.82 
24 Mich. 111. Del. li. I. Wis. Ct. 24 
25 Ark. Fla. Ark. Tex. Ark. 1.14 
28 Mich. Mich. Del Ark. Cal. ess 
27 Ark. Flu. Io. N. H . .02 
28 Io. R. 1. Vt. 
29 Wis. Cal. R. I. .18 
30 Del. Min. £7.43 
31 Fla. Fla. .66 
32 Kan. 
33 De! 22 
34 (Jr. 

CEMENT FOR AQUARIA. 

Many persons have attempted to make an aqua¬ 

rium, but have failed on account of the extreme diffi¬ 

culty in making the tank resist the action of water 

for any length of time. Below is a recipe for a 

cement that can be relied upon; it is perfectly free 

from anything that could injure the animals or 

DRINKING WINE. 

• 

Tuts is, decidedly, the wine-drinking ago. One 

cannot call on a bride, or spend an evening with a 

friend, without having their temperance principles 

tried to the utmost. Indeed, the person who says no 

then, can most assuredly say it anywhere. For it is 

politeness at the present day to decide yourself what 

your guests shall partake of. and if you sec they 

really do not wish it, you must urge it upon them 

until, from politeness, they accept, and then con¬ 

gratulate yourself upon your attainments in good 

imiuuers. We have currant, raspberry, blackberry, 

and cherry wine, besides grape. The first varieties 

are within the reach of nearly every family, and now, 

in nearly all the pleasant homes in village uud country, 

you will find one or more kinds of wiue, und mothers 

and sisters are offering it to those who are dearer to 

them than life, never thinking that it may be the first 

step to a life that would pale their cheoks to mentlou. 

The question to bo decided in every thoughtful 

mind is, will this course of action (as somo argue,) 

do away with Intemperance, by satisfying the appe¬ 

tite with “ harmless, home-made wine;” or will it 

only increase, and in many cases create, an appetite 

which will never be satisfied, but will continually 

cry for more, until its victim lies in a drunkard’s 

grave? It becomes us to think of this subject, for we 

all have friends and relatives who are influenced by 

us, however wo may wish to evade it. Are wo will¬ 

ing to offer them the wine cup, and to accept it our 

selves when, perhaps, we are leading them to certain 

ruin? Are we prepared to do this when we think of 

it seriously, and do not allow ourselves to bo lead 

away and blinded by fashion? Those who sow the 

wind will assuredly reap the. whirlwind, nud moth inks 

it will be a fearful harvest when mothers, wives and 

sisters see the ruin, for time and eternity, which wine- 

drinking has accomplished, and realize their agency 

in this mattor. 

Bomu are waking up to a realization of this evil, 

others are thoughtlessly following the prevailing 

Cushion. Methiuks in the weary life struggle upon 

which we have all entered, there is a nobler calling, 

a holier office, than to be tempters of those who are 

weary and nearly fainting by the way. There are 

many discouragements and trials which loving hands 

cannot turu aside from our life-path, bringing duya 
which are dork nrul dreary Ui oik Bhall we. then, 

present another temptation, adding to It octr voice, to 

>t all powerful? When the light of eternity 

shall dawn upon us, and wo stand face to face with 

“ Our Father,” how joyful will be the reflection that 

our words and example have been a life-giving influ¬ 

ence to others, and have encouraged, and porhaps 

lead them into paths of pleasantness and peace. 
Bath, N. Y., 1861. Jennie 3. 

» * ♦ » ♦- — 

A GOOD AND A BOOR COW. 

Few old farmers ever realize the difference in 

profit between keeping good aud poor stock. The 

following from GoODAUc’s Principles of Breeding, we 

commend to the careful attention of every one who 

has tlie least idea of becoming a farmer, or of 

keeping even « cow. It should make an impres¬ 

sion never to be forgotten:— “ Let us reckoq a little. 

Suppose a man wishes to buy a cow. Two are offered 

him, both four years old, and which might probably 

be serviceable for ten years to come. With the same 

food and attendance the first will yield for ton 

months In the year an average of fiye quarts per 

day—and the other for the same term will yield seven 

quarts, and of equal quality. What is the comparative 

value of each ? The difference in yield is six hundred 

quarts per uuuiim. For the purpose of this calcula¬ 

tion we will suppose it worth three cents per quart — 

amounting to eighteen dollars. Ts riot the second 

cow, while she holds out to give it, as good as the 

first, ami three hundred dollars at interest besides? 

If the first just pays for her food and attendance, the 

second, yielding two-lifths more, pays forty per cent, 

profit annually; and yet how many farmers having 

two such cows for sale would make more than ten, 

or twenty, or at most thirty dollars difference in the 

price? The profit from one Is eighteen dollars a 

year—-m ten years one hundred and eighty dollars, 

besides the annual accumulations of interest — tho 

profit of the other is — nothing. If the seller has 

need to keep one, would he not be wiser to give 

I away the first, than to part with the second for a 

hundred dollars? 
- . + -« —- 

THE FARMER AND THE CITIZEN. 

When a citizen, fresh from Dock square, or Milk 

street, comes out and buys land in the country, his 

first, thought is to a fine outlook from his windows; 

his library must command a western view; a sunset 

every day, bathing the shoulder of Blue Hills, Wu- 

chusetts, and the peaks of MonaduOO and Uncftnoo- 

nue. What, thirty acres, and all this magnificence 

for fifteen hundred dollars! It would be cheap at 

fifty thousand, fie proceeds at once, his eyes dim 

with tears of joy, to fix tho spot for his corner-stone. 

But a man who is to level the ground, thinks it will 

take many hundred loads of gravel to fill the hollow 

to the road. The stone-maker who should build the 

•| well thinks lie shall have to dig forty feet; the baker 

; doubts he shall never like to drive up to the door; the 

j practical neighbor cavils at the position of the barn; 

| and the citizen comes to know that his predecessor, 

| the farmer, built the house in the right spot for the 

buu and wind, the spriug, and water-drainage, and 

I the convenience to pasture, the garden, the field, and 

the road. So Dock square yields the point, and 

thingB have their own way.—Emerson. 

Doubt is oftentimes Faith trying her little wings 

in the great air, and fluttering back to her earth- 

nest., 



kindness towards tbe people of other States, and her 

honor and interest alike demand of her to do all in 

her power to bring about harmony and reunion 

among the people of the whole country. 

The ship Moonlight sailed from San Francisco on 

the 19th ult. for Hong Kong. Among the cargo was 

$150,000 in treasure, and the remains of 400 deceased 

Chinamen. 

Fort Point, at the entrance of San Francisco har¬ 

bor, was occupied on the 2‘id for the first time by tbe 

Federal troops. 

The Supreme Court in the case of Fremont agninBt 

Floeri, decided that the holder of the United States 

patent and lands under the Mexican grant possesses 

all the precious metalB contained in the lands. 

Accounts from all parts of the State are received 

concerning planting operations, and the breadth of 

land sown with wheat is much greater than last year. 

attitude toward the Government, but be prepared to 

repel any assaults made upon her. The debate 

exhibited the effect of the Inaugural to some extent. 

The Union men, including Messrs. Cox and Goggin, 

urged that some action was necessary, as all Vir¬ 

ginia’s previous efforts had failed. They wait the 

opinion of the Border Slave States before deter¬ 

mining, but contemplate no union with the North on 

unequal terms. 

The majority report from the Committee on fede¬ 

ral relations, recommends that the Border States hold 

a conference to determine further action and oppose 

coercion. 
Tbe minority report by Wise, requests Northern 

States to give an answer by Octoberto certain demands, 

and in tbe meantime every step be taken to preserve 

the peace of the Government; retaining only sufficient 

force in forts to protect them; neither Government 

nor seceded States to commence hostilities. 

Another minority report is for a secession ordi¬ 

nance. 
Still another report is that the Government must 

immediately adopt measures to afford the people of 

theslaveholding States full constitutional rights, Ac., 

and recommends that Commissioners be Bent to 

Montgomery to confer with the Confederate States. 

days, and that only a limited amount of vegetables is 

left in the fortress. Supplies of all kinds are running 

very low. Major Anderson, however, was still able 

to procure fre-h meats and butter from tbe Charles- 
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New Grapes, New Strawberries—O, T. Hobbs. 
Grape Vines- Knluiertoek A Baker. 
Cranl-eriv Hants Wm. ii. Starr 
Copper I.'iglitning Conductors—N linttar. 
Reliable Ain-ute Wanted. 
Native Evergreens—'V. Sibley. 
Farm for Sale—Wtn Smith. 
Orleans Co. Market lair— I). N. Hatch. I res t. 
The Voyage to Europe It AfiplatnnA Co. 
Failcv Seminary Joint P. Griffin, Principal 
Shade Trees for Sale- Burr Butler 
Wbat every Farmer need»—Saxton At Barker. 
Raspberries, Ate—John 8, Gonlil 
Honolulu Squash John S. Doom 

8PBOIA1. XUTJCKS. 

Browu's Trochee for Public Speaker* and Singers. 

— The Chicago harbor is free from ice. 

— Recruiting hat? become brisker in New York. 

— Penny bathing houses are proposed in Philadelphia. 

— Russia has now a splendid fleet in the Mediterranean. 

— The small pox is said to be prevalent in Gallatin. Tenn. 

— The Hudson river is now open from New York to Albany. 

— England is the tin plate manufacturer for the whole 
world. 

— Trade between South Carolina and Boston has been 

resumed. 

— Diptberia is prevailing to an alarming extent in Pinwid- 

die Co., Va. 

— The total free population of all tbe seceded States foots 

up to 2,287,754. 

— Over 8,500 volumes were given to Harvard College 

library last year. 

— They are opening up oil wells in Canada, in the low 

lands near Port Sarnia. 

— Sounding-boards over church pulpits are again coming 

into vogue in New York. 

— A large order for Webster's Dictionaries has been received 

from Shanghae, in China. 

— There were 57 divorces decreed in San Francisco, in 

I860, of 155 petitioned for. 

— Silver !b looking tip out of its dark abodes, and promises 

again to get ahead of gold. 

— Hon. Joseph Ridgway, a former Congressman from Ohio, 

died at Columbus recently. 

— Several destructive fires have occurred in the wooded 

lands on Long Island lately. 

— There is a house in Paris which sells annually half a 

million pairs of wooden shoes. 

— Whole families bad to sleep in the streets in Washington 

the night before tbe inauguration. 

— The resignation of Mr. Preston, as Minister to Spain, has 

been filed in tbe State Department. 

— There are no less than six different bands of American 

Ethiopian minstrels now in England. 

— There are 22 savings banks in Rhode Island, holding 

$9,163,700, belonging to 35,405 depositors. 

— Two hundred and forty-two steamers, of 103,662 tuns, 

were built Id the United Kingdom in I860. 

— A diner at a London restaurant recently died in a spasm, 

from eating mustard in excess upon his food. 

— A panorama is exhibited in Liverpool, showing the pro¬ 

gress of the Prince of Wales in this country. 

— Col. Hamilton, of Texas, it is stated, will refuse to resign 

his seat in Congress, even if hi* State secedes. 

— The first canal boat of this season arrived at Chicago, on 

the 6th inst.. laden with 4.000 bushels Of corn. 

— Samuel H. Black was arrested on Friday week, in New 

York, on a charge of counterfeiting coppet cents. 

— The New York Syrian Relief Committee have closed 

their formal labors. They have received $29,923.82. 

— The Philadelphia American expresses the opinion that 

Pennsylvania is fifty millions richer for tbe new tariff. 

— A new kind of steam engine, called “ Pendulous,” work¬ 

ing with great economy, has been invented in England. 

— A steam train of barges, connected by joints, has been 

built at Glasgow, to navigate the winding rivers of India. 

— A dead child was almost entirely devoured by rats, in 

a hovel in the Five Points, in New York, a few day* since. 

— The cotton mills of Bombay now comprise 311,642 

spindles and 4,025 looms—a largo increase upon former years. 

— The number of persons killed and wounded in Texas by 

the Indians, dnring the past three months. Is estimated at 470. 

— A nursery has been established in Boston, where tbe 

poor women can leave their children when they go out to 

U. S. Ikennte— Extra Kesmion. 

The Vice-President laid before the Senate a 

letter from Mr. Chase, resigning his seat as Senator 

from Ohio, and asking him to have the goodness to 

make it known to the Senate and the Governor of 

Ohio. On motion of Mr. Lane, (I)em., Oregon,) a 

copy was ordered to be furnished to the Goveiyor of 

Ohio. 
The point of difference between the two Houses on 

the bill reorganizing the Patent Office, was with refer¬ 

ence to the extension of Patents. The Hoose had 

amended it, providing that no patent should be re¬ 

issued when the Commissioner was satisfied that both 

inventor and assignee bad netted $100,000. The 

Senate amended this by confining that amount of 

profit to tbe inventor alone. The Committee of Con¬ 

ference consisted of Douglas, Cameron, and Fitch, of 

the Senate, and Cox, Frank, and Barr, of the House, 

who adopted, in place of what is above stated, the 

following: — All patents heretofore granted, shall 

remain in force 17 years from the date of issue, and 

all extension of such patents is hereby prohibited. 

The bill was thus passed, It stops all the corruption 

and intrigue aa to present patents in Congress, and 

all patents granted after this passage cannot be 

renewed at the Patent Office. 

fin motion of Mr. Hale, a Committee of two was 

appointed to wait on the President and inform him 

that the Senate was ready to receive any communica¬ 

tion lie might be pleased to make. Messrs. Hale and 

Douglas were appointed such Committee, and imme¬ 

diately proceeded to perform their duty. 

On the Senate again coming to order, Mr. Hale 

reported that the Committee had performed their 

duty, anti that the President had informed them that 

he would forthwith communicate a message to them 

in writing. Mr. Nicolay, the Private Secretary of 

the President, appeared with the message, when, on 

motion of Mr. Hale, the Senate went into Executive 

Session. The following gentlemen were confirmed 

as members of Mr. Lincoln’s Cabinet :—Hon. Wm. H. 

Seward, Secretary of State; Hon. Salmon P. Chase, 

Secretary of Treasury; Hon. Simon Cameron, Secre¬ 

tary of War; Hon. Gideon Wells, Secretary of the 

Navy; Hon. Montgomery Blair, Post-Master General; 

Hon. Caleb B. Smith, Secretary of the Interior: Hon. 

Edward Bates, Attorney General. The votes were 

unanimous for all except Messrs. Bates and Blair, 

four or live votes being cast against each of these. 

Mr. Bright presented a list of the Standing Com¬ 

mittees which had been agreed upon by both parties. 

On his motion tbe list was unanimously adopted. 

The following are the Committees; 

Foreign Relations — Sumner. Col lamer, Doollttlp, Harris, 
Dougins, Polk, Breckinridge. 

Finance—Fessenden, Simmons, Wade, Howe, Hunter, 
Pearce, Bright, 

Commerce —Chandler, King, Morril, Wilson, Clingman, 
Salisbury, Johnson. 

Military—Wilson, King, Baker, Lane, Rice, Latham, 
Breckinridge 

Naval Affairs — Hale, Grimes, Foot, Cowan, Thompson. 
Nicholson, Kennedy. 

Judiciary — Trumbull, Foster, Ten Eyclt, Cowan, Bayard, 
Powell. Clingman. 

Post Oflice—Collainer, Dixon, Wade, Trumbull, Rice, Bright, 
Latham. 

Public Lands — Harlan, Bingham, Clark, Wilkinson, John¬ 
son, Mitchell, Hiiggs. 

Private Lands—Harris, Ten Eyck. Sumner, Polk, Bayard. 
Indian Affairs —Doolittle, Baker, Cameron, Ten Eyck, Se¬ 

bastian. Pearce, Nesmith. 
Pension* — Foster. Bingham. Lane. Biuuwona, Salisbury. 

Powell, Mitchell , 
Revolutionary Claims—King, Chandler, Wilkinson, Nichol¬ 

son, Nesmith. ’ _ 
riuim. ci -i , o;— ——, 0,1 ivan, nragg, 1 oik. 
District of Oolurnbia — Grimes, Anthony, Morril, Wade, 

Great Britain.—A resolution was introduced into 

the House of Commons for assessing and levying 

income tax. Carried by a majority against the 

Government. 

The Australasian sailed for New York on the 15th. 

Nothing has been heard about her. 

The Daily News says that the Great Eastern will 

leave, the first week in March, for Norfolk, where she 

has been guaranteed a cargo, chiefly of cotton, for 

Eugland, the freight of which will amount to about 

$76,000. 

The Parliament proceedings were unimportant. 

The army estimates issued show a net decrease of 

£185,000, notwithstanding the number of land forces, 

146,000, iB slightly in excess of last year. The total 

sum required is £15,606,000. 

A violent gale swept over the country on Wednes¬ 

day, the ‘20th, aud coutinned till Thursday. The 

Crystal Palace whs severely damaged. Part of the 

north wing is in ruins. 

France.—Reinforcements for the French army at 

Rome were continually leaving Marseilles. 

Eugene Scribe, the celebrated dramatist, is dead. 

Several persons in Paris connected wTitb the trans¬ 

actions in tbe mines bad been arrested. 

Prince Napoleon’s journey to Italy bas been 

deferred, the Emperor having enjoined him to 

remain in Paris for the present, on the ground, as it 

Is alleged, that the anti-clerical views of the Prince 

would give a rude impulse in Italy to the question of 

the Pope's temporal sovereignty. 

The French occupation of Syria is to be prolonged 

two or three months beyond the time originally fixed. 

Italy. — The Italian Parliament was opened by 

Emanuel in pereon on the 18th. 

The number of troops made prisoners at Gaeta was 

11,000. Beven or eight hundred cannon, and 60,000 

muskets were fouud there. Three Generals accom¬ 

panied Francis to Rome. 

Gen. Cialdini was ordered to summon the Com¬ 

mander of the fortress at Messina to surrender. 

Victor Emanuel received at Milan the Prussian 

Envoy Extraordinary. 

The conspiracy in favor of Murat was discovered 

at Naples. 

The Papal Zouaves had invaded Sardinian territo¬ 

ries. The volunteers repulsed them. 

The Pontifical soldiers had fortified themselves at 

Nanzano. 

Tbe Journal of Rome denies any arrangement 
bctvrCfn tMfc Holy Wee ,in<I I'lciimom. 

Gen. Ciahlina and Admirable Persano had left 

Gaeta with troops for Messina. The fortress had 

been summoned to surrender under pain of an imme-' 

difitc attack; but Gen. Pergola is reported to have 

declared his intention to resist till the last extremity. 

The Sardinian General is reported to have proceeded 

towards the Neapolitan fortress of Civeletta on the 

TrftntO, and would Commence an immediate attack 

unless surrendered. 

The Official Ojnnione denounces the rumored 

existence of negotiations between Sardinia and 

Rome. 

The order of the day of Gen. Gnyon censures the 

demonstration made by the national committee, and 

rejects the address of congratulation which the 

latter extended to the French; and also recommends 

the soldiers of his command to avoid in future all 

popular assemblies. 

The suppressions of the conventions has given rise 

to several popular disturbances. The rioters attacked 

several conventions, but were dispersed by the Na¬ 

tional Guard. 

Austria. — It is reported, via. Hamburgh, that 

orders had been sent to Trieste, to arm at once all 

sailing vessels of the Austrian Navy. They are to be 

stationed at Zara, Cattcro, Tiume, Rogusa, Ac. 

Twelve, gun-boats are to be sent to the Gulf of Guar- 

rero, to watch the coast of Turkey. 

The Royal rescript convoked the Diet, at Buda, for 

April 2d, to make arrangements for tbe coronation of 

the Emperor as King of Hungary, and to inaugurate 

Diploma, arid to elect a Palatine of Hungary. 

The Emperor of Austria has signed the new Con¬ 

stitution, which among other things, grants legisla¬ 

tive powers to the Diet. 

A telegram from Vienna announces that the state 

of affairs in Hungary is becoming very serious. 

Several districts, among them Roab, Sorngny, Pet- 

warden and Warden will be declared in a state of 

seige. 

Spain—Had agreed with Morocco that the payment 

of the indemnity — 200,000,000 reals—shall be com¬ 

pleted immediately. The customs and duties at Tan- 

giers and Magadore, are to he hypothecated to Spain 

for indemnity. 

Russia.—A proclamation for the emancipation of 

serfs would be issued in Russia on the 3d. 

Direct transaction between the Bauks of St. Peters- 

burgh and France, changing 30,000,000f. in gold for 

the same amount in silver had occurred. 

China. — Fresh disturbances have commenced 

against Christians in Cochin China. 

India.—Famine was very severe in the north-west 

provinces of India. 

Cohmerclu. Intelligence — IWewUtuffs. — Richardson. 
Spence & Co. report flour very dull, and offered at a decline 
Of 6d without sales. WUeat dull; all qualities considerably 
declined, and prices irregular Red Chicago Ilsld(ajl3s3d; 
Red Southern 12s6d(&»13s; White dull. 13s(ijd5s; Common 
quiet, and declined Cd, Mixed 36s9d. Wakefield, Nash & Co. 
say wheat has declined la<g)2d. 
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Tliu Southern Confederacy., 

In the Congress of the Southern Confederacy, 

Mr. Clayton reported a bill providing that in the 

event of a conflict, or the refusal of the United States 

to recognize the independence of the Confederacy, no 

Court in the Confederated States shall have cogni¬ 

zance of civil cases of citizens of the United States. 

All pending eases shall be dismissed. 

A resolution waa adopted authorizing the Presi¬ 

dent to instruct the Commissioner to the European 

powers to enter into a treaty for tbe extension of in¬ 

national copy right privileges. 

Braxton Bragg was confirmed Brigadier General. 

Wm. G. Hardee was confirmed Colonel of tbe first 

regiment of infantry. 

On motion of Mr. Curry, the Judiciary Committee 

were instructed to inquire into the expediency of 

prohibitieg tho importing of slaves into that Confed¬ 

eracy from tbe United Btales, except owned by per¬ 

sons emigrating lor settlement and residence. 

The flag for the Confederated States was unani¬ 

mously determined upon. The design originated 

with the committee having the matter in charge, and 

was not taken from any of the models presented. 

Mr. Mallony has been confirmed as Secretary of the 

Navy. 

A private telegram from Montgomery says that the 

revenue laws have been adjusted by the regulation of 

the Treasury Department, so as to avoid any prejudice 

to the steamboat interest. 

Arkansas.—Advices received from Arkansas state 

that the Convention of that State met on the 4th iust., 

and elected Union officers by six majority. 

North Carolina.—This State has voted against 

holding a Convention, by over 1,000 majority. The 

members elect, in case the Convention is called, are 

two to one for the Union. 

DOMESTIC NEWS. 

Affairs at Washington. 

The commissions of the new Cabinet officers 

have been signed. Mr. Seward was the first to enter 

upon the duties of his office at the State Department. 

Secretary Dix held over until the 0th inst., at the 

request of his successor, Gov. Chase. When Mr. 

Dix entered upon his duties, the Treasury was liter¬ 

ally bankrupt. There were requisitions on the table 

from the Departments, which there were no means of 

paying, exceeding $1,900,000; fishing bounties im¬ 

posed, amounting to nearly $150,000, and Treasury 

notes overdue, amounting to about. $350,000— in all 

$2,700,000. These have all been paid. The accounts 

were (Stated in expectation of Mr. Chase’s entrance on 

his duties, and they show balances in the hands of 

the Treasurer and disbursing officers, applicable to 

the current expenses of the government, exceeding 

$6,000,000. These, with the current receipts from 

customs, amounting to about $80,000 a day in coin, 

it is believed will enable the incoming administration 

to sustain itself without calling for further loans for 

a considerable length of time. 

Messrs. Forsyth aud Crawford, South Carolina 

Commissioners, have as yet made no official commu¬ 

nication to the Administration, owing to the sickness 

of Secretary Howard, and an informal intimation that 

a little more time would he agreeable. The Com¬ 

missioners have been actively occupied since their 

arrival in consultation and unofficial intercourse, 

having reference to the object of their commission. 

The subject of Hie collection of the revenues and the 

reinforcing of Fort Sumter, lias not yet engaged the 

attention of the Cabinet. Great efforts are being 

made to effect a peaceful solution of the question of 

the forts and tho revenues. 

Ex-Secretary Floyd has published ft statement vin¬ 

dicatory of the Hcceptancesin favor of Russel, Majors 

& Co., and of their legality. Instead of being $6,000,- 

000 of them outstanding, be show’s there were only 

$600,000, and declares tho contractors have secured 

these by the assignment of property ample for their 

protection, and that if the Government will permit 

the earnings of the Trains for 1861 to he appropriated 
to ttm acceptances, tbe/ will be liquidated in that way, 
without recourse to tile assignments. It would seem, 
also, that the Government owes me contractors up¬ 

wards of $600,000, which is equivalent to the cash 

value of the Indian trust bonds, of the abstraction of 

which Mr. Floyd repudiates all previous knowledge. 

He denounces the conduct and proceedings of the 

Select Committee with great severity, and says their 

sole object was political persecution and defamation. 

At the Diplomatic meeting on the 6th inst., Mr. 

Lincoln made the following reply to an address made 

by M. Figunierc, in behalf of the Diplomatic Corps: 

Gentlemen uj the Diplomatic liody ■—T’lease accept 
my sincere thanks tor your kind congratulations. It 
affords me pleasure to confirm the confidence yon generally express in the friendly disposition of the 

nited Slates, through mo, towards the Sovereigns 
and Governments respectively represented. With 
equal satisfaction. I accept the assurance you are 
pleased to give that the same disposition is recipro¬ 
cated by* your Sovereigns, your governments, and 
yourselves. Allow mo to express the hope that these 
friendly relations may remain undisturbed, and also 
my fervent wishes for the health and happiness of 
yourselves personally. 

The correspondence which reached the War De¬ 

partment on the 7th inst., shows that Gen. Twiggs 

received the order of Secretary Holt, relieving him 

from the command, three days before he surrendered. 

All the statements therefore, representing that he 

was unable to ascertain tbe view’s of the Department, 

are entirely false. Hjs treachery was deliberate and 

infamous. 

The drafts drawn by Secretary Dix, on the Assistant 

Treasurer at New Orleans, to pay for work done on 

the Custom House, and also the drafts by Ex-Post¬ 

master General King on the same office in connection 

with postal affairs, amounting to between two and 

three hundred thousand dollars, have been returned 

unpaid. 

Dispatches from flag off icer Stribling wore received 

at tbe Navy Department on the sth inst. He says 

that in consequence of the disturbed state of China, 

he lifts not, until January 1st, considered it prudent 

to send any vessel to the southward. The John 

Adams had sailed for Manilla, Siam and Singapore. 

The commerce of the United States with Siam, he 

says, is of considerable importance, and an occasional 

visit of a man-of-war to that country is advisable. At 

all the countries around the China Sea and Japan, 

the frequent presence of men-of-war is beneficial to 

our commerce, ns well as to our countrymen residing 

there. He expected to go north with the Hartford 
and Saginaw. 

Texas dates to tbe 26th ult., have been received. 

Texas forces under Col. Ford, accompanied by Com¬ 

missioner Nichols, found at Brazos twenty soldiers 

under Lieut. Thompson, about twenty heavy guns, 

and plenty of artillery stores, ammunition, «Vc. Capt. 

Hill had privately withdrawn his light battery, and 

with his party was en route for Brazos, to destroy the 

gun carriages and movables there. On demanding 

of Capt. Hill the surrender of Fort Brown, he called 

Capt. Nichols and his men traitors, and sent to Fort 

Ringgold for two hundred men. Capt. Hill’s men 

say that he is determined to defend Fort Brown to 

the last, and would not obey any order from General 

Twiggs to surrender. The troops at Fort Brown were 

in excellent health and spirits, Texas troops were 

being sent from Galveston to re-inforce Col. Ford, 

who waa at Brownsville. 

Important intelligence was received on the 9th inst., 

at the War Department, from Charleston. A messen¬ 

ger who left Fort Sumter on the afternoon of Tuesday 

last, reports that salt provisions remain for only 15 

Political Intelligence. 

The Republicans of Rhode Island met in Con 

vention at Providence, on tbe 7th inst, and unaui 

mously nominated for Governor, James C. Smith, 

formerly Mayo; of Providence; Lieut. Governor. 

Simon H. Greet), of Warwick; Attorney Geueral, 
Sullivan .Ralb»w. ••£_4n>duat,.»i Secretary of kui*. 
John B. Harriet, of Providence; Treasurer, Samuel 

A. Parker, Newport; Congress, East District, 

Christopher Robinson; West District, Wm. D. Bray- 

ton. The Convention was full and the proceedings 

pefectly unanimous. 

In tbe Massachusetts Senate, on the Sth inst., the 

Personal Liberty bill, as reported by the Committee 

some three weeks since, was passed to be engrossed 

by a decided vote. This modifies and explains the 

present laws, and makes writs of habeas corpus 

returnable only to the Supreme Court, and providing 

that the evidence, &c., shall be governed by the Com¬ 

mon Law. 

The Democracy of Michigan met in Detroit on the 

7tli inst, and nominated Chas. J. Walker, of Wayne 

Co., for Justice of the Supreme Court. 

The Constitutional Union and Democratic Conven¬ 

tion of Rhode Island, have nominated Wm. Sprague 

for Governor, David G. Arnold for Lieut Governor, 

and the rest of the present State officers. 

— On tbe 1st of January there were ovec 8,000 A ate maos 

in Paris, many of whom are said to he permanent residents 
there. 

— Joseph Pierson, residing iD Bucks Co., Pa., is said to 

have realized $600,000 in six months, from coal oil in that 

State. 

— In the Hermitage district, in Tennessee, the disunion 

ticket had four votes, and the Union ticket bad seventy-one 

votes. 

— The Duke of Newcastle has sent to Mayor Wentworth, 

of Chicago, as a present, two of bis full-blooded Southdown 

sheep. 

— Greek coins have been found in England, within a 

short period—supposed to have been brought there by the 

Romans, 

— Major Bowman, of the Corps of Engineers, has been 

appointed Superintendent of the W'est Point Military 

Academy. 

— Application has been made by a firm in New York for a 

patent for paper neckties, printed in imitation of silk and 

gingham. 

— A woman recently obtained a divorce in Defiance Co., 

Ohio, and married a second husband in the afternoon of the 

same day. 

— It is stated, on reliable authority, that an order has been 

received in New York, from England, for 32,000 barrels of 

refined oil. 

— The California Legislature have expunged the resolu¬ 

tions of censure formerly passed against the late Senator 

Broderick. 

— Two comets are now looked for by astronomers—the De 

Vico comet, which appeared in 1855, and the celebrated comet 

of Charles V. 

— On Friday week fifty-two swans were placed in the Cen¬ 

tral Park pond, New York, which was filled up to the usual 

summer level. 

— The Dunkirk Journal says that there will be eleven 

first-class steamers running out of that port during the 

coming season. * 

— The Algiers journals record the death of a sheik named 

Ben Moloka, aged 110, and of an Arab named Aissa Moham¬ 

med, aged 113. 

— Joseph Foote, a Revolutionary soldier, aged 100 years 

and 5 months, died at Coventry, Chenango Co., N. Y., on 

the 21st ultimo. 

— The French Emperor has caused Longwood and the 

tomb of Napoleon, at St. Helena, to he restored to their 

former condition. 

— A San Francisco paper reports the arrival at that city of 

a Japanese merchant, who came to purchase goods to he sold 

in his own country 

— Georgia papers »ay that the damage done to the State 

Railroad by the late freshet will require an expenditure of 

$100,000 for repairs. 

— The supply of copper in the mining regions, in England, 

steadily decreases — the deficiency in a few years amounting 

to nearly 2,000 tuns. 

— At a town meeting in South Seituate, Mass., the inhabi¬ 

tants voted not to pay their taxes until next year, in conse¬ 

quence of the hard times. 

— A fearful storm occurred on the coast of England and 

Ireland, the Sth and Otli ult., destroying many lives and a 

great amount of shipping 

— The Auditor of Louisiana says that within 30 years there 

have been 91 defalcations by State Tax collectors, the amount 

swindled exceeding $350,000. 

— There has been on exhibition at Watertown, N. Y., a 

perfectly white dear, which was taken in the great woodB in 

the Northern part of the State. 

— The Albany papers estimate the damage occasioned by 

the freshet at that city, at $100,000. The Troy papers set 

down their loss at about $10,000. 

— John Johnson, an old citizen of Ohio, and a companion 

of the celebrated Daniel Boone., was found dead in bed, in 

Washington City, Monday week. 

— The officers and crew of the British war steamer Triton 

have recently been paid £26,000, as prize money, earned in 

the capture of slavers on the African coast. 

The Secession Movement. 

Missouri — 8t. Louis, March 5.—The conven¬ 

tion met at 1 o’clock, and was opened with prayer. 

Resolutions were read, moving that the protest of 

8t. Louis against coercion by the Federal govern¬ 

ment he reduced to writing, and a copy sent to the 

President of the United States. 

Many resolutions were received aud referred, in¬ 

cluding one providing for a committee to confer with 

Border States as to the best manner for keeping the 

Western States in the Confederacy. Another declar¬ 

ing secession a dangerous political heresy, and that 

the Southern States had no excuse for seceding, and 

asking the Northern States to repeal the present lib¬ 

erty laws. Another that Missouri will furnish neither 

men nor money for the purpose of coercion, and that 

a national convention be called, making the Critteu- 

den proposition its basis of action. Another requir- 

the Federal Government to deliver the Custom 

Houses and other public offices in the seceding States 

to the people. 

A resolution was unanimously adopted, thanking 

Crittenden and Douglas for their efforts to preserve 

peace. 

Among the resolutions was one by Gov. Stuart, 

that no overt act has been committed by the Federal 

Government to justify either nullification, secession 

or revolution. Also, one by Judge Orr, that we 

have the best Government in the world and intend 

to keep it. 

Resolutions were adopted providing that a com¬ 

mittee he appointed to wait on the Commissioner 

from Georgia, and inform him that Missouri dis¬ 

sented from the position taken by that State, and 

very kindly hut emphatically declining to share the 

honors of secession with her. 

Virginia.—In the Convention, Mr. Goggin read a 

series of resolutions against coercive measures for the 

collection of the revenue, and that Virginia will repel 

such attempts; requesting the co-operation of the 

Border Slave States in effecting a plan for uniting, 

with the hope of restoring harmony to the Union, 

and of re-forming the United States upon the basis of 

the Constitution modified to protect, the rights of per¬ 

sons and property in the Territories for nil time; that 

in the event of a separation of Virginia from the 

Union, the Government property in Virginia ought 

to be resumed by her, a? well for the defence of her 

citizens and property, in particular locations, as for 

purposes of general defence; that while Virginia 

remains in the Union she will assume no hostile 

Legislature of New Yorli. 

Senate,—The bill to amend the act to facilitate 

the construction of Lake Ontario and Hudson River 

Railroad, was reported complete, and on motion of 

Mr. Spinola, was made the special order in committee 

of the whole on Tuesday. 

Bills Passed.—To authorise commissioners loan¬ 

ing money of the United States, in certain contin¬ 

gencies, to release the same in certain cases; to ex¬ 

tend the charter of thePeekskill and New Paltz Ferry 

Company. 

Assembly.—Mr. Comstock moved that the bill in¬ 

corporating the New York Eclectic Society be report¬ 

ed complete. Agreed to. 

Rills Passed.—To amend the act of incorporation 

of companies for the navigation of Lakes aud Rivers, 

by including in its operation the waters of Long 

Island Honnd harbors; to authorize the transfer of 

insane convicts from Utica to Auburn; to amend the 

act authorizing the formation of corporations for 

manufacturing, mining, and mechanical purposes; 

to provide for reports from Supervisors of towns. 

From ilie Pacific Side. 

The Pony Express arrived at Fort Kearney on 

the Sth inst., with California dates to the 23d ult. 

The steamer St. Louis sailed for Panama on the 

21st with ISO passengers aud $994,000 in specie. 

The ceremonies at the Union celebration on the 

22d absorbed all the business of the day. It was 

universally observed by abstaining from business, as 

our Fourth of July celebration. In San Francisco it 

was estimated that more than 30,000 people attended 

the Union meeting at the square. It is generally 

conceded that this impromptu Union demonstration 

was the largest mass meeting ever held in Han 

Francisco. 

Resolutions were unanimously adopted declaring 

the unalterable attachment of California to tbe 

Union; that there exists no power under the Consti¬ 

tution for a State to secede; that California will 

cheerfully acquiesce in any honorable plan for the 

adjustment of existing difficulties, so as to secure 

the rights of all the States; that if one or more 

should effect a final separation from the Union, Cali¬ 

fornia should aud will nevertheless cling to the 

Union. California entirely repudiates the project of 

a Pacific Republic as visionary, mischievous and 

impracticable; that the true attitude of the people of 

California at this time of trouble, is that of fraternal 

Dk. George Seymour, of Litchfield, Ct., died on 

the 29th ult., from the effects of the National Hotel 

disease at Washington, contracted four years since. 

Denmark is arming to the teeth, and the legislative 

bodies and the people are determined to sustain the 

King against any attempt that may be made against 

the integrity of his dominions by the Prussians. 

Rocking-chairs are an American invention, and a 

correspondent of the Historical Magazine asks when 

they were introduced into use. Twenty-five years 

ago they were sent to Europe as presents, and in 

France were then regarded as great novelties. 



t!P~ No Traveunu Aoents are employed by ns, as we wish 
to give the whole field to local agents and those who form clubs. 
And beside, we wish it distinctly understood that all persons 
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates 
from US, ARK IMPOSTORS. 

Z\\c to tlte guttli* _ Wan-.li 6.—At market 544 cattle, about 450 hoove* 
and 104 stores. consisting of wonting oxen, cows, and one. two 
and three years old. 

Bkkk CATtl.K—Prices, extra, $6.75(517,00; first qnalitv, *6,0051 
Qu"tiitvl'$e'vUfl ,ty’ 45’50t5't),0°I Hiird quality, $3,60; ordinary 

Wokkixo Oxen - ioCtaltM 
Cows ast» CaLVKh - J3)0 *35, $40<iW. 
Storks —Yearling*. two years old, $1««1W; threo 

years old, *1*1*019. 1 
Shekj- am* Lamps - 1,700 at market Prices-lu lots $1,25. 

@1.50 ; extra and select ions. $2,26pfi5,50 each. 
Pki.ts —-*t//'*I,25 each. 
Tallow— ri‘#n7e >. tb. 
Hides — V lb. Calk Skins—to@ilc ¥3 tb. 
1 k al Calves - None. 

TORONTO, March 9-flRRr The supply oflive stock ha* ben 
limited. $4,W.rt> -i 100 lb*, hn* been the extreme, prices paid 
Large market* are expected to-morrow and Saturday, us Iho oc¬ 
currence ol some country fairs have given btiyore an oppor¬ 
tunity Ol accumulating stock. Deliveries from farmers' wagons 
have been limited, and prices have I icon steady, at $5@fl per 
100 pound*. 1 
paidKKI” "Scarco ,vnd 1,1 demand. JA.ftflfij.O each, would be Ireely 

fmpR8-Recf hides $5.3U®5,60 V 100 lbs. Sheep-akin* 80c@$i. 

rp < > Ii Id 11 O N II R S K 1 

cw)hit)ri*lmfer {°l Wll° Uli' 8Priug our usual Ni 

PIP AHH 'V? 7 f'Tl at m l’<-r 1.000, I LA kb, standard, I ami 2 vem-s. $20 to $27 per 10 
nwurr 2 «i*» tn •• 

I'll'M TURKS, * years, *27 per 100, 
riVirtmtpa ! I’eaeU l.oltom*, $,.* ,„.r]00. 
CHERRIES, line, ft to 7 fent, $16 m.r ion 
PKACHKS | year from bud, $8^ Z 
\\ ith a targe stock of Small Fruita. *ncli as Curra 
no* GooseVrrle*. Strawlterrics, LaXn Black™ 
itt tno Jo went ratrN, k v n istkxti n 

Toledo, Ohio, March 7 1*01 \HNEsTOCK 

S"**11 the animal Inaction* in health and vigor. VorMil, h 

‘n™lh" *mel '"<""‘-d 
A Pamphlet mailed free to auv addles* 

try-depot, 2l BROADWAY, NEW YORK. W4-2«t 

' I STOCK. 

engaged in Breeding and Importing Farm Stock ,>f tin. 
quality. Mr Brodib was formerly of the firm of lluxuatnuin 
“ BOt'tJtK (Which firm I* now dissolve.l) Ills skill ami !*i«o ex- 

r*1 s^assaiv *. 

. “J* B|gpi* w ^PT.^Wojr Knjrliind and Scotland nolcct 
in^ auiiualji, ! artkftH winHIritf t»> nnrenruto .^horURonu or Avr- 

IidiCfi*t*»r 8liec*n, nr VorkHnlro Horn Can iidilrmi* 
M- 'qjf‘ii'V1?! '«■ K"nt‘ Mill, .1XV*;£ &., or 

S, CAM! DELl, ft (_.() . New York Mill*, Oneida Co., N Y. 

Special Notice 
HOARSENESS, &c. 

Brown's Bronchial Troches.—These cough and voice lozen¬ 

ge*, which we advertised a tew week ago. are superior for 

relieving hoarseness to anything that we are acquainted with. 

We have tried them during the past winter, and make this 

statement gratuitously for the benefit of our brethren in the 

ministry.—Cettfral Chrixlian Herald. Cincinnati. 

by forming clubs nr otherwise. Now is the time for its friends 
to manifest their interest in the paper and the cause it advocate*, 
either by obtaining new subscribers, or inducing others to act in 
its behalf- If any lo=e or wear out numbers in showing the. 
papdr —that's the best way to get subscribers.—we will duplicate 
them in order to make their files complete for binding. 

Sixulk Additions to Clubs.—A Western Agent, in remitting 
for one addition to bis club says :—• • If sending single subscrip¬ 
tion* don't suit, let me know." Well, Sir, it dors suit, exactly. 

You or any other friend after forming a club for this volume, 
are at liberty, and requested, to make addition* any tune within 

the year at club rate—by ones, twos, three*, or any number. 
So, being right go-ahead, good friend?; the more additions the 
merrier and yon will observe by a notice elsewhere that we 
otter Extra Premiums for additions, or new clubs, between this 

date and April 1st 

13^“ Additions to Clubs are now in order, and whether in 
ones, twos, five*, tens or twenties will receive attention and be 
gratefully acknowledged. It i* small clubs, and subsequent ad¬ 
ditions to them, which must make up the great bulk of our 
subscription and hence we fully appreciate the efforts of those 
who form the riTulets upon which wo depend to swell our 
general circulation. Agent-Friends will please bear this in 
mind, and seod on the names of all who will join their clubs. 
The bard time* and panic, have no doubt caused many to delay 
renewing or subscribing,—-but they, and their families, intend 
to hafe the Rural, and we hope our friends will afford them 
opportunity. Mnny agents are furnishing the Rural, and 
taking pay io produce, kc.,— while not a r.w generously ad¬ 
vance the tnntiry. In all such instances, we endeavor to be as 
liberal to Agents as they are to subscribers. 

Jltarkcts, (Bommeree, &c MW WPsJ,.°9S-Si.liM,l,*S; SOT® JfflS: 
P»jwi<I' Ko, lu,t'h,'r i nfunmitio"';eilln'li ,aciliti*“ U ",,f'ar 

J A Norway Spruce 1 ft, *t.u ky ami well furnished fin fjT.ikl 
I'o. 14$ fee* " •» •• San ,< 
Ito. 3 feel " •* *■ „ 

beoteb and Austrian Pines, ioto 12 inches, $fto *3 1,000. 

A Iho, Balsam Kim, White Cedar, Siberian Arbor Vitm, Swedish 

tran apian ted! r*l0ftn 1,nc"' AU °r the above threo time* 

to1'snit uie*tim,)she UboVe' pr<>per siz<' r"r retailing, and all sol.l 

Niii -ervtm>n and venders .icalt with liberally 

Snrch' isti FAHNESTOCK ft' BAKER, 
March T, 1801. Toledo, Ohio. 

Rural Nkw-Yokkkr Office, ) 
Rochester, March 12, 1801. ) 

Our market is in about the condition noted last week Two 
changes are observahle, a decline in the prices of Rve and Calf 
Skins, ns will be seen by reference to the table The roads are 
in a very bad state, and but tew farmer* are to bo seen in the 
streets. Business i* dull and the transaction* are limited. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Flowh and Grain Eggs, dozen.12fml3o 
Flour, winter wheat,$A,25op6,75 Honey, box.UAalt 
Flour, spring do,— fi.bOMftOO Candles, box...12@I3 
Flour, buckwheat, .. O.nq - 3,00 Candles, extra.ou@U 
Meal.Indian.. @hlS>» Fruit and Roots. 
Wheat. Genesee. LlO@iI,9U Apple*, bushel_ 2S@3tc 
Best white Canada,.. O.utVrd..35 Apples, dried, *3 It... 2J2 ./3 
Corn, old.OiXa ftOc Peaches, dried, ^3 ft_ix.iiio 
Corn, new ---nuu'tft Cherries, dried, ..OUu lO 
Rye, ft) tb*. bush— ikXolrvt 1*1 unis, dried.otiffiiil 
Oat*. by weight.2.V r26 Potatoes,__ liLiftO 
Barley....SO&ca (IinKS and Skins. ' 
Buckwheat,-.S'« 4ti Slaughter.. I dl 4>. 
Beana....7Sn.;g?I,iX) Calf,.. .7 (al 7 

Mkat8. Hhocn Prlts. 
Pork. Mess.?l6.BO(iOO.OO Land"Pelt* Z'.'Z'ZVW^ 
Pork, clear..18.0udilii.oo Skkd*. 
Pork, owt.6,uLi41.it Clover, bushel.$4,00@4.ft0 
Beef. cwL......t,(H(a.e.OO Timothy. .  3,25002.73 
Spring lambs, each,. ..t,ftU.e 2,i*l Sundrijc*. 
Mutton, carcass.  .ftgfic Wood, hard.$3,00@S,I)0 
Hams, smoked. SoftlO Wood, soft. ;i,O0@3,00 

tizo, reported on private terms, but */iiJ to be nt 
prices. 

American Saxony Fleece, $3 lb. 
American full-blood Merino.. 
American half-blood and three-fourths Merino, 
American Native and one-fourth Merino, 
Extra Pulled.. 
Superfine, Pulled, .. 
No. 1, Pulled. . 
Lamb’*, Pulled. .. 
California, extra,.. 
California, fine, unwashed,. 
California, common do, 
Peruvian, washed..,.. 
Valnaralito, lu^wu-mcd,_////Ji.V. 
South American Me*., umvosheii, 
South American Merino, unwashed,. 
South American,common washed."  
South American Knlre Rios, do. 
South American, unwashed. 
South American Cordova, washed, . 
Cape Good Hope unwashed,. 
East India, washed. . 
Africnn, unwaxhed. 
African, ivashed. 
Smyrna, unwashed,. 
Smyrna, washed. ... 
Moxtoui. unwashed. 

flC^f ON, March 7 —The market ha* been firmer 

H r ‘ V 1 1 «K»IINA K Y.- $33,50 pnv* for board, 
rl |- 4^L- Trashing, turnbficil room, and tuition,'in common 
Inw iiiHtimM* "•••'.Bn in this, one of the oldest and mo*t nourish- 

K IniitltiitKitDi in tbif IvumI. Hnlldttoftff. ice on• morinti <t nk U- 
biniicH, apimratu.-!, and !• acuity, ample and i-xcellont it ha»'a 
!jj;,1;,'1 'ij.r,j S! f L’clad.latino courses for l.ulle* and genUe* 

t vo nv " ? inlvanuu.-'., in Music, l*&iutirig. and to 
iiicnc H1 Maivl'i vr' 'dlcgc or a I'mfi ,,n„i Spring Term com- 

SSTira MTKia ...'‘"hi':;;'" 

A ri’l.li Titles rou UII.OOO Apple Trees 
, i r ,1’1 moNt. popular varieties. The tree* ore four years 

M1!' v t”.Stood condition for removal Would 
rern* Llwoi,1 Lot U> «"• or two pnreoni on «ch 
tirn)8aMWAiiM !>»♦ imti^fuctorv tn flu* nartica Tim troA* /irA 

c'lirLron w.m$' nnry 1 u- calliug on Thu* Smith. Ft-auci* St, near tlm uremia"* Kor 

_ U' R RtM!R,w- 

IjIAKM FOIt SALE —Containing 40 acres lying mid- 
1 wav between Plttslm-d mid Falrport. in Monroe i'u^ it, j* 

wed wiileicd; lias a irarne dwelling nearly now. with bam and 
oi lier outbuildings, and ivu orcliaid in hearing, betbdc 2ihi Apple 
I ice* recontli set out., A small payment required down The 
balunco may romaiti Tor il term of IVssesami, LqVe„ 
when wanted, I* or particular* address revi ir 

Fob. 14. 18(11. CARLTON II. ROGERS. Palmvm N V 

. LN.i' tS 
II " 44 
SAn 10 
.3214,35 
3A<i;t7 
,31iot« 
23fii25 

.23(4,30 

.OOffiUO 

.visas 

. ia@iso 

GOOD PAY FOR DOING GOOD! 

Agents - Friends, Suiiscriiiers, and all other persons 

who wish to Do Goon, and have no objection to receiving 

Good Pay therefor, are invited to give the following Premium 

List a careful examination, and decide whether the induce¬ 

ment* are not sufficient to secure prompt and energetic 

action. It will be scon that the premiums are very lihnral— 

the best, yet offered — and so arranged that every person who 

remits for Two or more Subscribers, will secure a Valuable 

Prize! Bead the list. 

. wiz'lO 

.UIC5.1I 

.■lOfuftO 
38@44 

yj I S S O XJ Pt X FARMS! 

T II K 

//.f.v.v//;.//. -7-VH sr. Jissi.ru n. n. co 

OFFERS KOR SALE OVER hOO.OOO ACRES, 

IN NORTHERN IMISSOURI, 

Of the Finest Prairie nnd Timber Farming: 

Lands in the West, 

1.1 Iwil* to Hull Pure honor*, nt I*nv Price*, on the lung 
4lr«-<llf of ten year* ut live per cent. Interest. 

1 *nraplilet s, C 'iroulnra nnd Maps, 

Giving full nnd reliable information on tlm Cllnnitc nnd its 
healthfutues*, Soil, Water, Timber, Coni. lto.-k, Produe* 
tIon*, Market*, ... be had gratuitously on application 
by letter or otherwise to 

GEO. S. HARRIS, En*tern l.und Agent, 

40 STATE ST., BOSTON, MASS,, or to 
•IOSIAII HI NT, Li.ml Cvniin!**|i>ner 

OF THE H. ft ST. J. K. R,, HANNIBAL, MO. 

The undersigned continue* to act as Agent of the 

New England Colony to Missouri, 
and will furnish all desired information of this promising enter¬ 
prise. Aildrcs* I5H3-II) GEO. 3. KAURIS, Boston, Mash. 

,ia@ia 

. 9® 10 
uf.ino 

.1) (ill ti 

.8 @ 8>V 

Cmnea. 
Burn os Ayres, 
Peruvian, was! 

the provision markets. 

NEW YORK. March II.— Ft,nru-Market dull, heavy and a 
tritle l.iwer for common and medium grade*, with only a very 
Umiteil demand for export and home comm .option Sale* lit 
$5,00@5,13 for wiper State; $f.,|»'.i3,26 for extra do; $8,UU@5,1l» 
for super \V cst.ern; $■',Ifxr< 5,A' for common t.o medium extra do- 
$5,4iXu!fl,.Wfnr inferior tn good shinning brand* extra round lump 
Ohio; $5,fii).y>7,tk) for trade brand* do - eliaiu dnll and licuvv 
with sale* of extra State lA.mored at $h, in. Canadian .lull aiul 
drooping; «l«* at $5,25vrti,75 for common to choice extra. 

Chain. Wheat lex* active and a tr.lie lower; there in not so 
much inquiry for France: wile* Chlcnge Spring at, $l,l0ji l,17 in 
store and delivered; N’orth-wctero club ot $1,19 delivered Mil¬ 
waukee club at $1,Shell,32 delivered; winter red Western at $1 3fl 
delivered, Canada club at Ul.Sf; white Western M fl.dttgDMk}! - 
Rye dull and scarcely nolirnt; sale- Jersey atOOc. Bariev with 
onf important change; sale# State at Cfi(W3o, ns to qaality. - 
Corn, old ixdilll ami new in fair request nl sli.;hi!Vbutter prices 
sale* at Ode for primu old mixed Western. In store; fitiX'OffifiOc 
for new do. at 1U2 depot anil delivered: fi'Jutoc fdr fiew 3mith¬ 
em yellow, 6.3.’ 57*. IV.r new white Southern, ti.it- plenty and 
dull at,'l2” die foe Western, Canadian, SJ^ito.'lt^c for Stale. 

GRAND SPECIFIC PRIZES 
PREMIUMS FOR EACH AND ALL-NO BLANKS t 

In order to give even/ Club Agent or Active Friend or the 
Rural H Benefit, we have concluded to offer the following 
Liberal Specific Premium* to t-iv.rg person who forms a Club 
for the New Volume ! 

"WE WILL GIVE 

1. Wch-tor’a Unnbriilged Elciorinl Dictionary 
(cash price in,on,' and au extra copy of the Rural to every per- 
son remitting AK) for Forty Yearly Subscribers to tiie Rural 
Aet4>- rurfo-r, (at l^a<t twenty of Which, must bo nmu Sub^F.iihHi'H, 

At the residence of the bride s fat Iter, " Lake Side,” Warren 
Cnnnr Fob. 14. hv Rev. Mr. r.OHPRtx, BENJAMIN CARTER and 
AMELIA I. eldest daughter of Wm. Hopkins, Esq, 

Lv Genoa, N. Y„ on Friday morning, Feb. 22.1, by tho Rev. 
f.!TS?rS5K,)' 1 ’• f) - at H*0 residence of the bride'* fat her, W M. . 
k UENCH, nt Chemung Co., au.l Mias SARAH S. PRICE, eldest 
daughter ot Lkwis Piuck, Esq. 

POE’S WESTERN RESERVE PREMIUM 
1 1 CHEESE TTAT, 

non a' itij.iitt. ,n«d/»(m, /,*/,« r«., o/iio, 

Emrt'baff New York™ '°1' l"‘ S' PXC0l>t Vermont .md the 
I'liis Vat hi.a been the longest before the pnt.Hr> - tlm most 

extensively used and dillgentlv improved, and I* believed U. be 
t m* bo.sfc in tin; wof’bj. U ull injuU*. Mimpli*, •1ij(kMh jaihI ucnipiiot. 
it combines *»ver.V Wfintunrl aot>vofii»Mic*3 of tin* iIAiryin«n The 
new arrangeuieut fo; abutting off the beat and ruruislting hot 
water is ext re unit v -.irnple, work- r-tfeelly anil not liable to get 
out ot ort er. Warranted to give -atldaetiou dimetiona for 
cheese-making bv some of the ben l.mvmen, with noch Vat, 

Roe * Patent, Adfu.table Exp«u»'mn cip.uso Hoop-a neat 
tmnjc warrant.Dil B {r~ Svnrl lor«'(icnlcr 
xr^'Srr.- DAVI|) l.KWISr Jo’/iii.n'>n.«,f»nrtrbf WyominjrCi> K 
Y„ STEPHEN THOMAS, Sejn, Allegany On , N V. Mu'tf 

or persons who have not taken the-paper regularly for 1860,j 
previous to the 1st of April, 1851. The same (Dictionary and 
free ropy, i lo every pet sou remitting $87.80 for Thirty New Sub- 
scribvn, us Above. 

'i. Li>*Nin-'» Illuetrntnd Ilistorv of th« United 
State* 11 III pe rial 8vo„ with »«) Illustrations,-price, $3,80.) and 
an extr:. copjy of tb** Rural free* to t*v(*ry r^rsop remitting 
50, for thirty coj»i«a, at Umxt twenty of which iimatbe 
for new tfubucriboi^, 

:{. Alncnalay’s lllatory of Enulnud, (Harper’s Edl- 
tion. m 4 Volum05, 12d»o., bOUhd in leather owh price. S3.) ami 
an extra paper iron, to every porfOn remitting $30, above, for 
Twenty-Four copica, at least twenty of which muni be for new 
Bubscribitr*. 

4. Vlnen uIn y’* Unxland, (•tune edition a* above. In 
cloth binding- |/iirr, $2,50,/and an extra paper Tree, to every 
peraon remitting $21 for twenty new [subscribers, as above. 
Macaulav :• i*.uv,I:\m1 (uh above, 1 to e.vurv person mmittimr $25 

-ADVERTISING TERMS, lu Advanco—Tiitrty- 
Fivk Crntu a Link, each Insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52 k. cents per line of space. Spkoial Nottcks, 
(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Lino 

ViT TlIK RintAL Nkw-Yorkbu commenced its Twelfth 
Year ami Volume with an edition of over Skvknty Thousand i 
Though tho column* urn wider than formerly mlving more 
word* per line,) and the circulation much larger, wo do not 
purpose to increase t l.e Advnrtisi ng Rates at proseu t. The Rural 
is un.loubtedly the Best und Cheapost Advertising Medium of 
its ( lass in America -tor, in addition to Its l.iitntitue circulation 
among t he most enterprising ami Mi«ces*fti| Fat tpersand Horti¬ 

culturists, it. is taken and read by thousand, ot Merchant*, Me¬ 
chanics, Mftnulanturcra iuul ITof*s»ion*l v-n v 

• *. In cousequenen of its large and iiiurea*n,g rj,-uhition, we 
are obliged to put tha lost 6>nn of the KuUal to pc.w.s earlier 
than fowncriy, and advprtindnents sluiiih. jL,S'uUUtu 
to secure insertion the same week. T ’a 

i\J" K W AIVIX XIM n: J S< )< ) Iv H. 

PARTON’S LIFE OF ANDREW JACKSON. 
VoN. #3. 

“ The best life yet written of tiny of our public men.”- Mian- 
tic Month/ii, 

"The best biography extant of any American politician ”— 
I.on,ton, Critic. 

" The most readable biography, for it* extent, which lias ap¬ 
peared of any of our public men." -ffixfariml Magazine. 

©LMSTKIFS JOURNEY IN THE HACK UOUNTRV. Tlio 
concluding volume on "Our Slave State*." bv this au¬ 
thor. $1 2ft. 

“ Full of important matter and replete with valuable sugges¬ 
tions." -Ijondou Press, 

A mostrte.-ptv bitereyttna ini-i important work.- NttlWnu 
Review, London. 

N "l"1 IUl("tAl"||lfld books” (Oil their subject)— 

" No more important contribution* In co temporary Atnon- 
i-an liisiory have been matin. '—Atlantic Monthly. 

ABBOTT'S ITALY. From the Earliest I'eriod i.i the I 're sen t 
Hav Cuifomi with "Austria and Russia," by the same 
author, each, I vol., $150. 

" The best digest of Italian history we know of.”— Boston 
Tranxr n pi. 

" It gives a succinct but very graphic account of recent Italian 
politics."-North American, 

"HEELER ft WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 

IMWYKP FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 
WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser anti Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

BUFFALO, March 11 I't.nrP The market for (lour is quiet, 
at SI,:H) tor extra State; *4,73t>ifl.ixi for extra Wisconsin and Can¬ 
ada S5.12\.;(/’5,.37k, for extra Ohio, Indiana and Michigan; $5,50 
@ii.il0 lop ilouhle extra*. 

Grain—Wheat in moderate demand, with sales of Canada 
chili atafle. anil white winter do, at $1,20. Corn dull at 45c- 
Oai* nominal at 2-le, Barley nominal at non. 

Skkiis Seeds firmer, 
Hons -Dressed Img. quiet at 3*vVidc. —Com, Adv. 

TORONTO..Mart'll ft. Fr.iif'K Flour ir-quiet hiiUirm, and we 
nave heard of few wile* (hiring the Week. A I oond lot of super- 
line extra was reportedn;- basing sola earlv in the week at,$5 - 
75 on eara, »>i<t-cIlOiCG brand* of the rame grade inight bring 10c 
more- Extra may In-uominallv quoted at $5,lli-rft fin Sn'per- 
tlri" i* generally held firm ut .M.Tfi, and fnw sales have been ef 
feeteil below that figure, thong 11 free offer* offtl.M ex won. 
Ireely made. There (« bo inquiry fur lower eru.de* Bag flour 
I'.r Im.kers use I slow -ft|, ql g-I.J.Vfft. We quote 

«l 1 ... 5,75 DO 

( jOUNTRY AGENTS WANTED 
* . A, *>AV- Uankin.s wantH Atr«j)t> bomo m 
travel lor her I’ictorial " FAMILY NEWSFAPEIt " also for 
Curious New Hook of FEMALE CHARACTERS i« -run CT 
For Spei-lmen* and Terms 
CO., New York. 

f| III K VOYAGE TO EL'UOPK, •$ 5 CENT 
line, A HTEUKOSCOl'K 

ami u Stereoscopic ' lews, representing scenes in 12 differe 
( outitries In Europe. Prim only 15 cents; per mail free.28ct 
or highly colored. 50 cent*; per mail. 63cents. 

D. APWjKTON ft CO., Frfiit.iSfiBRS, 
443 ft 145 BHeadway, Nnw Yot k. 

•USSIMi’S LIFE A NO TIMES OF CII If.If MCIHYLC.lt. 
Vol. I. $1 au. 

•• Fills quite a gap in American history."—Providence Journal 
" Extremely interesting."—Boston Post 

"A singularly instructive and entertaining piece of bing- 
aphy, llarpcr < Monthly. ( AKT.KANS (Ol NT Y AIAIilillT PAIR. The 

A ' Orleans t-ounty Agncultuial Society will hold a Market 
lour lor Exhibit ion. sale or exchange iff Stock, Seeds Agricul- 
tiiridand .Maniifactured Articles, fte., on tho Fair Grounds ut 
Albion, Saturday, April fitli. 1861. Grounds ftue Tor Exhlhltors 
and visitors. 0. N HATCH. IWt. 

L. A. liANKiNfvrosv, Hocy. f>*3-3t 

■ Mm l{&uklurt' Mammoth Pictorial U in itHSlxth Volm.iD 
und has 800,(XX)readm- Full of Engravings and Fashion Platea 
Largest, nicest und bust In the world for 76 ci«. r • 
wanteil. Ladies, Teachers, Clergyman, or Row 
Specimen Copies ami Terms to Agent*, - 

AW HANKINS ft CO 

flMAFTH AT Ml f*EIt 1,0UU. 
V 1 lii-st Clare Apple Graft t, of popular vai-ietfes, at Si 13 \t 

I have lor Bale No. I I'liim. Rear, and Quince Stock- and 
I each 1 its. T. T. SOUTHWtOK, ItauflVllle, Liv Co., S Y 

“WOMEN OF NEW YORK 
. ,, H.aukin*'.Curious New Book of Female Churac 
tern .'" the ( ity, L* verv interesting, and strictly moral Failed 
biudtiiK; 3J0 .X) T*ri^TAvihuh. .*U1 iJortniilrt. Mailed frf*n iVir 
#*• AtiENIS Wanted -1,ailie*and Teachers, For Deset-iuUcm 
of Book and I'artlculaiH of Agencv, inclose red sbiinn to 11 U n 

■pRINBLIS’H PATENT AGKICUXTTJRAI, 

CALDRON AND STEAD 

MKABCItY’M AMERICAN SLAVE! 
I Vol. $1 Od. 

" Will command more attention than ha; 
any work on that subject In this country." 

" Ah a man who.se probity ha* over been b 
a scholar possessed of great political iicutrn- 
logical writer, Dr. Seahury is unsurpassed b 
American Church,''—Churchman. 

' ‘'l'*-11 t c:ir. AfigM a 
. or RoRt-Ma«ter*. For 
ntqlo*n red stamp to 
'ft' .ft l::> , Suw York. 

/ IRANBPIf ltV P L, A N T SI — ft lliki.noo /'ultimtcd 
\_J t'ran/ieini Plaids, of the eelelu-ated Capa Cod and Bell vtt- 
neties, now being taken up for planting, for -.tin at low prices 

lira ( fUirnBRftY Oi.i.Ti-nmr, a treatise on the Culture of tho 
t.inlH-rrv, both marsh aud upland. Sent, pre paid, on receipt 

of 12 cents in postage stamps. Apply to 
.0., WM. 11. STARR, East New London Nurseries, 
5Kl_tcow. New Lotltton, liiira. 

I-TARiM I'OK SA LI-, — t optaining 150 acre*.— one of 
the best wheat and stock farms in Monroe Cn. (5ou barrels 

ol Apples raised last year) lying 3 mile* west of tills city in 
rite town of Ogden. , ..fa mile north Of the Buffalo reed, p'.rm 
of the late A. Shepard, deceased I Terms easy. For partieu- 
lurs apply on the premises, or to WM, SMITH, Livonia, Living¬ 
ston County, N. Y. 

March 16, 1861. 5S3-2teow 
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SELECT LIST OF STRAWBERRIES. 
Ten Varieties and 1.000 Plants for Teti Dollars. 
For $10 wi> will furnish 100 plants each of the following choice 

kinds —Trioniphe tie Gand, Trollope's Victoria, Vlconit.easc 
Iiericart deThurv, Filmoro, Iti itlsli iftmcn. Bun-* New Rine, 
Jenny Lind, Hooker, M'Avoy'* Superior, and Wilson’s Albany. 

Five Varieties and f)00 Plants for Five Dollars. 
For $5 we will furnish inn plants each of the following kinds 

Tnompbo fu* (t^rjil.Trollopo'H Victoria, Buir'a N'**\v Pine, Ji-unv 
l/ind #up1 VVilKon’t Albany 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS BY MAIL. 
Fnr$l we will -end to any Rost Otffce (ndflress in the count. 

poat-pajtl. and t-Arefully put u;. In cotton ami oiled silk, so a* to 
carry ralety, 25 good plant.* of tf... Wi|...n . Albany. We will 
send, for the same price, the game number iff plants (26.) of any 
variety offered In our catalogue al 25 cent • per dozen, 

For $1 we will send 20 plants ol theTrioinphe tie Guild, or any 
other variety wo Oiler al 5d cent.* pet dozen No order tilled 
for plants by mail for less titan one dollar'* worth, Of tuiv one 
kind. 

RASPBERRIES. 
Out stock of plant* t* v-ry large and fine. Wo have over 

twenty vurictu-s, including RriJtCkied Orimge ntf$|,fi(,l per dttz.; 
35.U0 tier 100, Fnincouia, at 75 Cents per dozen, $4.no per lot), 
Faatolir, Uivcr's Large Fruited Monthly. Kocvett'.* Giant, llad- 
Min River Antwerp. Red and Yellow Antwerp, and others, id. 75 
cents per dozen, $3,(Xt per bid, Improved American Hlack Cap, 
■Ui cents per dozen, N't.ix) per liXI. 

persons wanting large quuntitie* of the above, will he fur- 
uished at very low rate.*. 

SELECT LIST OF RASPBERRIES. 
For $10 we will furnish 1U0 Brinclri.- - Orange, the finest flav¬ 

ored Raspberry, a- well as one of the largest, most beautiful 
aud productive. 

fiXI Franconia, a very large red berry, of good flavor, attrac¬ 
tive, and enornioiiKly productive 

biff Improved tYmeVicaa Black Cap; much larger, more juirgr, 
better llavored, with fewer seed, and every wa v superior to the 
eotitmon Black Chit. The plant, is entirely hardy and very pro¬ 
ductive, and the fruit is much sought after in the market,' 

Tho above kinds include the three color* - Orange, Red, and 
Black -and furnish a pleasant variety in flavor. We regard 
them as the beat for amateur*, und the most profitable for mat 
ket culture. 

BLACKBERRIES. 
New Rochelle,.. .$1 txi per dozen; W00 per 100 
Dorchester,. 75 o.ts. " " 4 fid " •• 
Now man’* Thorn!ere. 76 cr- " • ;tnq *• <• 
For $ld we will -end too of each *.f tb.* above kind*. 
We have fruited th.-so varieties Tor five rears, and having ten 

acres in cultivation, we are prepared to furnish wholesale pur- 
clitLsers at the lowest rate*. 

LOGAN GRAPE VINES. 
Having procured a supply of the above early and valuable 

Grape, of A I'homson, *>1 Delaware, Ohio, wo will turuish good, 
well.rooted vim*', at 76 ectita eoclt. $7,00 per dozen; or by 
mail, securely put up, and postage paid, $1,00 eacli. 
it/ Semi tor Catalogue, enclosing .tamp. 

J. KNOX, Lock Box 155, Pittsburgh, Ifti, 

THE CATTLE IRAK 

NEAV YORK, March 6.—The current c 
all the markets are as follows: 

BEEF CATTLE, 
First quality. 
Ordinary quality,. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality’,. 

COWS AND CALVES. 
First quality... 
Ordinary quality,. 
Conrinjon quality,. 
Inferior quality...' 

... , VEAL CALVKS. 
First quality, fb. 
Ordinary q uality.. . . . . 
Common quality.. 
Inferior quality. 

.. . ... 3J4KEP AND LAMBS. 
Prime quality,. 
Ordinary quality,.. 
Common quality."" .. 
Inferior quality,..,.. 

SWINE. 
First quality. 
Other qualities."""l!.. qjj&Ti 

wireF^ Thenm1' U , Thft uuiikel. is more active this 
^ .* prvttv liqht, jiMjirlr ]<jg xhoi t uf tv#*f*lf 
while the demand i- -inmewhnt better' i'rit-r- are t.erb-ii)* >i 
sliazte better, and the tales aw quick, while there i- no improve- 
Tuent iu the average quality improvo- 

fha Prt.pt-ller* will commence runnimr to ilav and for the 
season will const,tuto formidable rival* of the Hudson River and 
{(ar)om l.n•!tor th<v live f-tocii ciirrylnhf tuaijr 

^ cuXTtts. sasse fti 

cattle.Th^rk- J1\rk' 

fc::;';.2'"w ^ & 

.^‘-i:ek- 

SHt:rr—The city demand ia extremely light, the heaviest tleal- 
i'ta.re f*vi“8 ‘"fF cannot afford to pay the price* a-ke.l 
1 h|re is someinqian , however, for New York ,xn.l Hrivlihm 
and in view t.l the light receipt*, the market is buoyant :.l a 
shade advance in price,*. We notice .-ales 250coarse Pooled it 

0 1»MK,aver.*g., 102 lb*. |«s prime do. at fiCcW ft,aver 
10t* lbs; 190at .Vgc, average lfiu ft,*. 
PlaS^S2 Noc*—V^ery little doing Oeausonal rales are mu-fi¬ 

at StS,26($0,6O—-outside tor strictly prime Ipte - Allas if: Argus 

o ,?«L!FTO.V, March 7 -At market -900 Beef Cattle. 75 Stores 
2,«0*j Sheep an 1 Lambs, and 7oo Swine. ° % 

Rkkf CXTTLH — H.vtrd, $7.XtFfiO.W); 1st Quality, $0 CAYch 
7.t>» . 2d do, Sfi.OtVn 6.00; •'« do, $0,00('e5.50. 1 7 * ' KJ 

Working Oxen—$7*a«io. 
Mti.rii Cows— $4&c 47; common, $19@20 
V kal Calves -$a,ffOQjji5,00. 

oldSnW r.tVearli"^' ^lUJ; tw°-yeai'8 Old, $14@16; throe years 

lit pes— 4*^<75c ti ft, tnone hut slaughtered at market.) 
Calk Sbim.* —iiyajicsfi tt. 
Tallow — 6)&a-7c. ti )b. 
Pelts — Sl.OOCail.25 each. 
Sheep and Lamb* —$1,50(5.'1.75; extra, $2,00©5.50. 
SwrxK — Store .wholesale, 5%(&lc; retail,! 6fe8c. Fat Hogs, 

undressed, still fed, oc *> ’ 

\ AT J V K F.V l',l(l,|{ MAn. Nurse, men and othet 
» *. can be supplied Willi Native Rvcrgreens. for earlv or kit 
Spring pluming, at. the following prices l!i\l-am Fir un. 
Spruce, $5 t., $*, Hemlock and Cedar $4 to 65. per thousand do 
liveredat their nearest R.R. Station. The above price.-, will vm- 
ucconiing to iilft distancf to bo ^hippod, at»4l Qiiauiity or«)t‘j'f*<l 

iQease tulart^ W SIBLEY, 
(.'are of Dr C, Beadle, Ft. Catharine- N tuV:..| •,, C. \\ 

STILL BETTER! 

Extra Gifts for Clubs before April! 
Having resolved to “keep the ball moving” until April— 

ca order to attain a largely increa.sud circulation_we 

have concluded to give such liberal rewards for efforts as will 

pay any and every one Tor time and trouble devoted to the 

formation of clubs. We therefore make the following offers 

IN ADDITION to the premiums ajhove enumerated: 

I. To BV key PERSON 
Subscribers, (' _ 

Rckal New- Yorker, bet ween the 9th 

.. .$9.00(a9,50 

... S.lWtaiS.SO 

... 7,OOfrR,IS) 

... 6,00(1:0,75 

.$55,00060,00 

. ■I0.0l>'7o/*),o1| 

. 3o,0uvc;j5,oo 
, 25,00;«130,IX) 

I I lili IA IJIjE A11 KNTS WANTED Tn ,-U Magic 
1 l and other general publications, in every city, town und 

village at. which R good living may be mad®. There is nothing 
bogus about Hus valuable agency, a* tnav he seen from a eircu- 
lar which will lie .-nitre, to all applicant* Those only engaged 
who can give ratlstactory reference*, tlnl v o/iu agent (male or 
female,) In a district will la- employed, Andres.* "Box 4, am. 

«i@7J*C 
5>i@« e. 
4 faft c 
3,‘i,'7c4 c 

.$5,503(7,00 
. 4,00955,00 

3,003,3,75 
. 2,753.3,00 

procuring aud remitting for Forty Yearly 
(half of the number being new snbacribers,) to the 

. or Febrnaiy and 1st of 
April, «r; wn.r. give, (in addition to the dictionary and free 
copy above offered.) LOSSLVi.'.H ILLUSTRATKD HISTORY OF 

LH^''-VITK!' S'FjYTK S. —large and beautiful Octavo Volume 
t'-1"' "- -rtdcodutly illiLstrated, and printed in the best style 

on extra paper cash price, S3,5). The taint work to ev.-rv per¬ 
son remitting, according to our terms, for Thirtv New Subscrib¬ 
ers within tire retuo period. Jlf preferred to Loreinc'* ltistoi v, 
relnm ? i ®4*?AF '* ™S™*y OF KNGLAND, n, four 

, , , u‘ ^“‘her, (ilnrut, $3, kik a bound volume or the 
Ri lal aN hw \ okkkr tor or 'CD, a* preferred, (price, $3.) 

a. To KTTRr rekhon remitting a* uhnTo. t'nr Twcntv New Sub- 

Bcnber>,ive ivffl give a* an extra premium, a copy of WERSTBITS 
-• H. ft I AAHLY DICTIONARY, post-paid the most complete 
and val val.to work of its pnen initilished or am $1,25 book, 
pestcpunl, above mentioned, 

aW-J°e*Bn K1T* pe,RS<,sr Temitting for Fifteen .subscribers, at 
,T*“ b^n<f‘WW, or for Twelve of which eight are 

wm’J?, f Ten new subscribers, (see No.'*5. 6. and 7 above.) we 
Yvd y ft',r "'!\r r'D*Rcaid, a copy of KVERYBODY'S LAW- 
i KK, or any 012kji $1,^5 or £] book, above named. 

„Iu'To KV*KV PKRSO.v remitting for Ten Subscribers, whether 
're C'r '1X ”'"u'sub-ci-iljnin. a* above, we will give, or 

STatf*?1'^' u..C(lJV' 1,1 Lg.wsLVG'S PICTORIAL UNITED 
limo., eugravuigs, pace, $1. 

STy1 There. I riends and Strangers, is just what we offer 

and propose to perform! You can afford to make a little 

extra effort, we reckon, to secure such liberal and valua¬ 

ble prizes. In fact, we shouldn't be surprised if you should 

trust some of your neighbors and acquaintances a few weeks, 

(such as you know will pay,) and advance the money, in 

order to make a “ sur e thing.” You can decide. 

f iOPI'KH I.IGHTMM; < ovun Tims.—I; 
yj CAN * Continuous Copper Strip Lfehtuing Conductors 
ented Nov. I), I860, furnlMhcd at wlndi-Milc. and retail 

Particular attention given to the irote.-tion of build inn 
he country with fuel; 

Circular* sent when 

carucuiar attention given to the pi 
Single conductors sent, to any part nt tb 
tion* for their proper application, 
quested. 

Agents wanted everywhere in the United State* A lilie 
commission allowed to those obtaining Jobs. 

583 N. RRI'ITAN, 83 Main Street, Rochester, N, Y 

\ KVV HRAPICS-NEVV 8TUA WHIiltlMJ: 
. . thi' American Carden of Experiments.! S M a i. I fi, 

■well rooted v ines ol my new Grape, North America, i.-\l 
hardy and productive, betb-r than Isabella, ami a full 
earlier,) will lie sent by mail, ecurel.v pocked aud pre pi 
$2 each, $15 nor dozen. 

Randolpli i’ine Strawfiem, earliest and "very best” 
tor every amateur. $2 per dozen. O. T.'HOBBS, 

Randolph, Crawford I'o. 

ruil.tl I'OK SAl.K_0 
I1 ated farma in Monroe Co., Ivi 

Die town of Gatec, on the Rnfial 
bargain if application I* 

city, would be taken in part par me nil 
the premises, or at No. 8 I 
French ft Co., of 

Rochester, N. Y., Aiuost 21, ISfiO. 

road, will be sVild nt a great 
-.i made soon. A small farm of 51 to od 

acre*, uear tho^Clty, ora house and lot worth 4 to $5.non in the 
...*“ ! • • For particulars apply on 

street, at t.lie office of .Infix .VI. 
M. HUNTINGTON. 

554-tr 

rP« KAK..UKKS, MIN II AMf’S, A. Ii(TJ ll>KHS. 
I itur " Irreprereii.le ( miflict" i.< agofiist high prices. We 

offer you at 74 Main St., Rochester, Iron. NaiU. Hardware,Oils, 
1 lunta. Colors, Windows, Doors, Hlinds, Hoes, Spades, Shovels 
Corn Hoes, Cultivators, and other article* too numerous to 
mention. Also, the celebrated "Straight Draft Plow," which 
We oiler cheaper than the cheapest. 

Wft-tf MOORE. HEBING ft CO. 

A 3VE A. Xj G- _A- Tv(E BELLS.- 
. Y AT price.* within the reach ... .-very cburcli -chool bouse 

lactorv, cemetery, oi l.inu In the laud. Their ns.-al I over tho 
I nlted States for the past two years has proven them to e'oro- 
h"ie more valuuhle qualities than unv other, among which 
tone, strength, durability, vibrations and sonorau- qualities are 
unequalled bv any other manufficturer. Sizes, 50 to fi.fluO ft.*, 
costing lets than bait other metal, or 12), cent* per tb, at which 
price we warrant them 12 month*. Send for circular Tor *i/,e* 
FuacRUtaes. ftc, M. H OH ADWICK ft CO.. 

100 William Street, Now York 

A MEHICAN GhU ANO 
FftOH 

. JARVIS dc BAKER'S ISLAND8, 

IN THK 

SOXJULI BgVCID'IC OCEAN, 
IMPORTED BY TUB 

J.Tt H n I C J A" HVJJYO V O .11 /■ J wV , 

OfFitio. <T<$ Willinirn Si.r**tst, 

NEW YORK, 
C. S. MARSHALL, Brest. H. MATHER Secy. 

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent, W Exchange St., Rochenter, N. Y. 

w i HAWTHORN PLANTS - From Six 
/ to Twenty inches aboveground, for wile bv 

JOSHL'A CHAFT EE, Gedck-s, Onon. Co., Feb., 1861. TERMS OF THE RURAL —IN ADVANCE. 
Dollars a Year Three Copies, one year *Ji - AYe 

tb Am-nt, 

*tBe^numb?l'nnh?' free, $26- and'any ijrtraic/ nii mot r at the * (line Tate — only $] *26 tier conn > fVnh n/r 

pZImk ifa'**e* . dsvw gay American 

I’leaae write all iddreeaes plainly and carefully, iu order that 
c.- n xy be accurately entered upon our books and correctly 

kinted by our Mailing Machine. All subscriptions should be 
wt 11 “dosed, and carefully addressed and mailed to 

ff ff- T. MOOUEft Rochester, N. Y. 

1 A ()(>(> A t ~V.YV/; f V Pin PiJJVT, 
xej.yjyjyj j-keeman & duoti ikhs 

Would call the attention of Nnrrerymen, Market Gardeners, 
and others to the large stock of this superior variety, which 
will be sold 

$:ti> yxe-r 1,000. 

!Ri-i per IDO, 

LARGE, STRONG PLANTS. ALSO, 

Brinldr's Orange Raspberry at $35 t-4 1,000; $5 100. 
Second size, $30 'ri 1,000; $4 f) 100. 

5S2-4tl FREEMAN ft BROTHERS, (Late H. C. Freeman,) 
Ravenswood Fruit Garden and Nursery, Ravenswood, L. I. 

\K N A Hi ENT A I, T U K K > AND S 11 R (JUS. 
J Wk have a large assortinent of verT fine Shade and Grna- 
lentallrees for Lawns, &c., comprising among them 

foeping Poplars. Purple Beech. 
Mountain Ash, Oak Leaved Mountain Ash. 

. Glow, New American Weep- Cut Leaved Birch, 
„ , Weeping Eltns, viminalis, 

Kilmarnock do., Double Flowg Horsechestnut, 
Rosemary Leaved do, Red do. do. 

rp , , „u. „ , FAHNESTOCK ft BAKER. 
Toledo, Ohio, March 7.1861. 583-5t 

HEETII FOR THK TIlKIriflN -Somktiiiivo New 
L Office, No. 7 Mansion House Block, 58 State Street 
Rochester. N Y. [525-tf.j E. F. WILSON. 



3.bi)ct1tscincnts My daughter was happy in her hosband, happy in her 

new home. But I saw very plainly that the bliss of 

the old home was lost to her. 

Nearly two years went back tnto the past, 

shadowed in this manner, when a little human 

blossom was laid in its cradle. A little struggling 

wee thing,—another Minnie. Poor me! Here was 

another influence to be stemmed, as boats stem 

another wave and another gust. But I braced 

myself; and when 1 had been forced into Minnie’s 

chamber, stood over the poor child with the little 

one on her arm, arid heard the faint voice add to the 

sweetly beseeching look, “ do kiss me, father!” I 

shook my head and went ont. 

One day a strange change came over the young 

mother, alarming the experienced, and giving to the 

physician that ominous a>r of grave mystery which 

strikes into the soul of the loving. I moved about 

full of fear and guilty distress. The symptoms 

became more and more alarming,— she was sinking. 

I was called to her bedside, aa that of my first (lying 

child. As I bent over the white face, almost trans¬ 

lucent with meekness illuminated, my eyes all 

had never said a word to her which any man might 
So wife and I got easy not have said to any maiden 

again. 
But what should 1 see, one evening at twilight, 

while sauntering out under the shadows of my own 

grove of forest oaks, not far from the house, but two 

figures flitting hither and thither among the distant 

trees? Like a knave, as I was, T sat on the ground 

and watched them; watched them nervously, glar¬ 

ingly, till 1 saw Jemmy Bran give Minnie a kiss on 

her lips; and looked lovingly after her as she slipped 

away. I was reclining upon the sward by ber path. 

Determined to meet and confront them. I sat and 

watched her coming. Certainly Minnie’s face never 

wore that expression before. It was not gleeful, but 

it was radiant, and her eyes, which were bent on the 

ground, and hence only visible as she came very near 

me, had a light and depth that 1 uever saw before. 

She passed me; so utterly was the child absorbed in 

her own emotions. 
“Minnie!” I said, in a tone which startled myself 

scarcely less than my child. 
“ Oh!” and she sprang from the path as though the 

sound had been a rattle among the grass. 

I raised myself slowly 1 am very slow when very 

angry, and standing stiffly before her, glowered down 

into her eyes,— Minnie’* beautiful, living eyep,— 

with a sternness which had never failed to terrify. 

But the child, though she trembled like an aspen at 

first, brought her father's spirit to the rescue, and, in 

the strength of love and innocence, looked into her 

father’s angry face with groat composure. 

I must not repeat the words that followed; they 

never shall he written; and would to God they had 

never been spoken! Minnie had given him her 

heart, and would give her hand. How could she 

help it? Even her father's anger should not prevent 

her fulfilling her word; for was not Jemmy Brun 

worthy, and was not her father’s anger unreasonable 

and unjust? All this she said to me with the deep 

calmness of a perfect heroine, while I stood there 

almost as much astonished as angry. 

“Wife, it’s all up with Minnie,” said I, striding 

into the sitting room, and breaking in upon a most 

delightful reverie, only relieved by the solemn tick¬ 

ing, of the clock and the busy click of knitting 

needles. 

“Lord! what’s the matter?” and the ball of yarn 

rolled across the floor, while a flower pot on the win¬ 

dow fell, spilling and crashing on the bricks outside, 

“there goes the flower-pot—tell me quick—you look 

us pale as a sheet.” 
“Minnie has promised to marry that scape-grace 

in spite of us; she says she will to me, in the face of 

my absolute commands.” Thereupon I walked the 

floor, wife staring at me the while. “ I’ll never for¬ 

give her—never!” 

“ Husband, stop and think. He —’’ 

“! won’t stop and think. 1 say I’ll never forgive 

her, and I won’t. Call her in.” 

Wife left the room in search of Minnie. At length 

they came; both tearful. We sat down together, a 

constrained group; Minnie very tearful, but very 

sweet and beautiful. The interview was short, aud 

It was an old, distorted face,— 

An uncouth visage, rough and wild; 

Yet from behind, with laughing grace, 

Peeped the fresh bean tv of a child. 

And so contrasting, fair, and bright, 

It made me of my fancy ask 

If half earth’s wrinkled grimness might 

Be but the baby in the mask. 

Behind gray heirs and furrowed brow, 

And withered look that life puts on, 

Each, as he wears it, cornes to know 

How the child bides, and is not gone. 

For, while the inexorable years 

To widened features tit their mould, 

Beneath the work of time and tears 

Waits something that will not grow oldl 

And pain, and petulance, and care, 

And wasted hope, and sinful stain, 

Shape the strange guise the soul doth wear, 

Till her young life look forth again 

The beauty of bis boyhood’s smile,— 

What human faith could find it now 

In yonder man of grief and guile,— 

A very Cain, with branded brow? 

Yet, overlaid and hidden, still 

It lingers,— of hi* life a part; 

As the scathed pine upon the hill 

Holds the young fibers at its heart. 

And, haply, round the Eternal Throne, 

Heaven’s pitying angels shall not ask 

For that last look the world bath known, 

But for the face behind the mask! 

Atlantic Monthly. 

ONOLL’LI SQl AriH.—25 .Seeds of this celebrated 
Squash, sent bv mail upon receipt of IS cents in stamps. 

JOHN'*. GOOLD, Haecdon. Wayne Oo , N Y 

KASP BERRIES, CHEAP.— 5,000 Brinckle’fl 
Orange and MuO Franconia Raspberries Also. ” OJ0 vc: 

fine 2 year-old Isabella vines at the lowest rates. Address 
JOHN .* GOOLD. Mxcedon. Wayne To., .V. Y 

Husbands and letter paper should always be well 

ruled. 

If a man is dissipated, his fortune will probably 

soon be so too. 

What sea would make a sleeping room? A dry 

attic, (Adriatic.) 

When you dispute with a fool, he is very certain to 

be similarly employed. • 

When two gentlemen fight a duel, each of them 

is a man after the other’s own heart. 

A van may generally expect a domestic “ breeze ” 

when bis wife begins to put on " airs.” 

Why is a selfish friend like the letter-P? Because, 

though the first in pity, he is the last in help. 

The wise carry their knowledge as they do their 

watches—not for display, but for their own use. 

Why is the letter G like an individual who has left 

an evening party? Because it makes one gone. 

When is the letter L like a piece of unparalleled 

generosity? When it enables a lady to make over a 

lover. 

Seneca says that love is a disease. It seems some¬ 

times to be a combination of diseases—an affection 

of the heart, and an inflammation of the brain. 

A retired schoolmaster excuses his passion for 

angling, by saying that, from constant habit, he never 

feels quite himself unless he is handling the rod. 

AA^IIAT EVERY FARMER NEEDS !—Th» Cor 
W prebensw Farm Record, arranged for enteric? all tkv 

operation* of the farm for 25 year*.—a most capital work, win:,; 
no intelligent farmer should te without, and which took two 
silver medals at our last S'tatr Fair -Price, fflJO. SAXTON A 
BARKER. Agricultural Book l'utiHehetv, 25 Park How. Now 
YoTk. iW-at 

Cl HARE TREES FOR SALE.— 1.000 Horse Che5‘. 
11 nut Trees, 6to 12 feet high. 825.00 per Ift) standing, .anil t-M,- 
00 do. delivered at Depot, in Palmyra, with ttraw matting on 
tope, well secured. Root', arc safe on c*r< without mats, for 
1,000 miles travel »n April, and to middle o! May. 

583 81 UR ItlTI.F-K. Palmyra. Wayne Co.. N. V 

Q‘)Q nfl A TERM OP I t WEEKS, PAYS 
for Board, Waul'ing, Furnished Room and Furl 

In Kftllov Seminary, Fulton, Oswego Co., N. Y. Board or 
Room* (nr mlf-boardsne in the rib aye Many rtedents board 
themselves. Tuition from *5 to S-\ Graduatin'?, Literary and 
Music Course. Spring Atid open* March 2ktb. For Circulars 
addn ss tests JOHN GRIFFIN, Principal 

First-class prize medal, 
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1855. 

LAWSON & CO., 
PRINTING ink manufacturers. 

London (JEnglantl) and .VVir t'ork. 

Furnishers to the principal offices in Central Europe and 
America, and also to all the principal Illustrated Papers on 

both Continents. 
A superior article guaranteed. Prices a< low, for all descrip¬ 

tions, as those of any other manufacturers 
ONLY DEPOT LV THE UNITED STATES. 

683] &6 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK. f)am-3t 

’I’HE OPORTO O-RAPE. 
J Far Cut, see Rural of Feb. 16th. 
Tbe Onorto is a vr-rv ctrnng grower, hti*1 is perfectly hardy, 

having fruited annually for more than ton years. It la Tery 
productive, old vines haring produced from 5 to 10bushel*each, 
in a single season The wtue find* » ready sale from 52 to 3-i f i 
gallon. Read w ltat the public sav of the Oporto. 

** It is esteemed by Pby isiciane a good Port Wine. It is some¬ 
what astringent, rich and of tine tody. The vines are unfailing 
and good bearer*.1’ Rev, Dr. Lonn*l»iry 

"t have six different kinds of Grapes, and. the Oporto is the 
best of either of them for wine, and belter than any other grape 
that I am Acquainted with. -A. Devereau, in the Rural, Jan.. 
1866 

" For several years we have mult wine from the Oporto 
Grape, and Itnd a ready sale at one dollar per bottle, selling 50 
bottles for .-ingle order*/- Sylvester Clark. 

Strong vice* SI to $3 For vines or chcnlnrs address 

Good Farmer. — “ Sambo, is your master a gootl 

fanner?” 

“O yes, massa, fuss rate farmer — he make two 

crops in one year.” 

“ How is that, Sambo?” 

“Why, he sell all his hay in de fall, and make 

money once; den in de spring he sell de hides of de 

cattle dat die for want of de hay, and make money 

twice.” 

MY DAUGHTER MINNIE 
COURTING BY TELEGRAPH A few years ago—well it is not less than forty — 

my little home-flock was led, in the matter of years, 

by my daughter Minnie —a pretty name, I always 

thought Minnie was a good child, and being the 

first-born, was half maternal in her management of 

the later comers, even down to little “Pigeon,” the 

latest and tiniest of all. 

The picture of Minnie is just as fresh in my memory 

as though the forty years which have simmered and 

evaporated since, had been weeks instead. But it is 

a father’s eye that looks over these years at Minnie, 

and the beauty may be half fancy—a sort of affectional 

illusion. Those we love are transparent, you know— 

we imagino it is surface tint and surface-light of 

which we arc thinking. This much I know, Minnie 

was the best, most affectionate, and wildest of 

daughters — one of those spirited, but industrious 

little creatures, upon whose enterprise and tact the 

greatest and strongest of us will involuntarily Jean. 

“ Minnie, shall I want five or six breadthB in this 

skirt?” her mother would say. 

Looking up with just a little knitting of the fore¬ 

head, after a moment's thought* Minnie would answer: 

“ J think five will do, mother;” and five it was. 

I can hear, even now, the voice of Minnie’s mother, 

—she has been gone twenty years, dear heart!—call¬ 

ing from the head of the stairs: 

“ Minnie! Say—Minnie! ” 

“ What, mother? ” 

“ What shall we have for dinner to-day? ” 

“ You are tired, mother; let’s have a little ham and 
some r.£ga, v*itb »nmt» peas from the fr.urtlen, and 

bread.” That settled the bill of fare. 

And so it was through the livelong day; for in all 

domestic policy Minnie, though only prime minister, 

possessed regal power. 
At this time,—this forty years ago,—1 was, of 

course, in the prime of life, and full of the cares and 

responsibilities which cluster and cling to one’s man¬ 

hood. I was largely engaged in active business,— 

received some slight evidences of public confidence, 

—saw a large family coming up about me,—from all 

of which my natural positiveness and force of charac¬ 

ter received more or less strengthening. One night, 

■when the lust candle had been extinguished, and all 

was hushed, my wife said, with some anxiety of tone: 

“ Husband, I feel uneasy about our Minnie.” 

“Minnie? Why, what is the matter? is she sick?” 

“ No; she. isn’t sick, but-” 

“ But what, my wife?” 
“Why Minnie is—1 mean, she seems to be—well, 

Pm afraid she like* Jemmy Brun.” 
“Jemmy Brun! She’d better not.” And I leaped 

to the floor and walked to the window. “Jemmy 

Brun and our Minnie! a pretty match!” 

Everybody knows that for the last few years, tele¬ 

graph companies in England have employed females 

in the instrument department of some of their prin¬ 

cipal stations. The work is light and clean, and very 

well adapted for young ladies. Mostof them acquire 

the art of tclcgraplng in a very short time, and there 

are now in the service many who are able to Bend 

and receive messages as well as the best of the male 

staff. Young ladies ore much the same everywhere, 

and it would, of course, be next to impossible for 

them to remain any length of time in a room without 

desiring to hold a fair amount of conversation. As 

the nature of their employment demands that for the 

greater part of the time they arc at the oflicc they 

must sit at the instrument to which they are appoint¬ 

ee, tkey cannot very well hold conversation with 

their companions. Ho, when a circuit happens to be 

slack, the young lady who has charge of it tinds a 

great deal of relief in speaking to the clerks at the 

other end of the wire. After 1 lmd been sometime in 

the service, and was supposed to be thoroughly ac¬ 

quainted with the work, 1 was appointed to a station 

which I do not wish to be known by any other name 

than Merton. After I had introduced myself to those 

who were to be my fellow clerks, 1 took possession of 

the instrument appropriated to me, and, as usual, 

inquired the name of the lady with whom J was to 

work. Quick >s thought, 1 received for answer, 

“Amy Wat-on. Who are you?” Having given my 
name and W nation from t ftjcb 1 had come, we 

entered into lynwrantion ipou general : bjt-cto, 

H lV *1 1 n".: • flifierem town* 

through ^ r Lad passed, Ac. I soon found 

that in aiiditnn v> being an Excellent hand ftt tele¬ 

graphing, my fait correspondent was very entertain¬ 

ing in conversation; and it was easy to discover 

from the way in which she acted during a press of 

business, that she was of a very amiable disposition. 

These conversations went on for some time, till at 

length 1 was miserably dull when away from the in¬ 

strument, and always eager to discharge, as quickly 

as possible, those duties which occasionally called 

me away, ac that I might return to speak to Amy. I 

was most anxious to see the being who exercised such 

an influence over me. and at length, after much per¬ 

suasion, and having obtained the consent of her 

widowed mother, we exchanged portraits. If I was 

in love before, I was doubly fo now. 

Having obtained the likeness, 1 was more eager 

than eve ’ to see the original. To hear the sound of 

her voice—which I was sure, from the expression of 

her face in the portrait, was soft and sweet—to see 

her smile on me, and to gaze into her large, bright, 

blue eyes, seemed to ine the objects most to be de¬ 

sired of any in the world. 1 applied for, and obtained, 

leave ol absence for a fortnight., and instantly pro¬ 

ceeded to N-. We met; aud everything that I bad 

pictured was naught compared to the beauty and 

amiability of the original. Before 1 left, we were 

engaged tube married; and three months afterwards, 

having obt iined, through the kindness of my superior 

officer, a transfer from Merton to N-, Amy Watson 

ohau • i iisr name for mine. Since then we have 

lived happily, for we are still lovers, and have never 

had cause to regret thatthe principal part of our love 

making was by telegraph. 

| [OWES IMPROVED HAY SCALES! 
THE BEST 11ST USE 1 

HAY SCALES. 

CATTLE SCALES. 

HAY SCALES. 
In^er 

HAY PRESSES. 

HAY PRESSES. 

HAY PRESSES. 

ThedInby and tiik Statesman.—John Randolph, 

the celebrated orator and statesman, was in a tavern 

lying on a sofa in the parlor waiting for the stage to 

come to the door. A dandilicd chap stepped into the 

room with a whip in his hand, just come from a 

drive, am), standing before the mirror, arranged his 

hair and collar, qnlte unconscious of the presence of 

the gentlemen on the sofa. After attitudinizing a 

while, he turned to go out, when Mr. Randolph asked 

him:—“Has the stage come?” “ Stage, sir, stage!” 

said the fop, “I’ve nothing to do with it, sir.” “Oh! 

I beg your pardon,” said Randolph, quietly, “ I 

thought you were the driver.” 

For Balms Hay, Flax. Broom Corn. 
Rtur*. Wool and Cotton. Simple—Groat 
Power worked bv two men. Hundreds 
in iiwj. Send for Circulars. 

Cant Hterl Util*. 
I Welch k-*i — coil If-**—board further 

.1 ” » v f . 1 n tt _ CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS. 

CHURCH BELLS. 

Send for circular* and testimonial*.— 
Fixtures made bv mvsolf, at lowest 
prices Send for Circulars 

Tout* Clock*9 
Of the most approved character, of m7 
own manufacture, warranted equal to 
aby in use, at greatly reduced prices. 

j.iOOKS FOR EURALISTS. 

The following works od Agriculture. Horticulture, kc .mav 
he obtained at the Office of the Rural N BW-Yoaa kil We can 
also furnish oilier books on Rural AlTaon*. i<KU«d bv American 
publish era, at tile usual retail prices,— ami shall add new week.* 
as published, ty Rural Acenu entitled to premiums, and 
who are offered a choice of books, con nelect from this list 
America u Farmer's Kncy- Do. Elements of A*. Cbeni 

elopedia, .. . .*4 00 islry and Uedloi 
Allen's Am. Farm Book-1 ud Do. Catechism of' 
Allen s Diseases of Demur. for Schools. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

BIBLICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 46 letters. 

My 2, 24, 17, 45 was a husbandman. 

My 20, 26, 22, 15, 11,18, 37 gathereth in summer. 
My 1ft, 27, 30, 35, 41, 33 was a Jewish queen. 
My 12, 16, 26, 23, 29 goet.h before destruction. 

My 17, 28, 40. 36, 25 was very rich in cattle, in silver, &e. 

, ......100 
etuistiy 

... 25 
LanestrotU on the Hive and 

Honey lid*..I 26 
LettC-nur’s Hot Houses t 25 
Li etna's Familiar letters to 

Fat 1 in'vs.   50 
I.’-': ~ '“ 

Mile* 1 tie Hors, - Font ' . 
Millmru ’n Cmv. 25 
Modern Cookery by Mis* 

Artou and Mrs. 8. .1. Ha*'' l 25 
Mrs. Abel’s Skillful House 

wife and Ladle if Guide. to 
Easton's Rural Hand Books, 

bound in 4 Dentil. . .each 1 25 
Munc s land Drainer. 50 
Nash* Fnjttvtsivo Farmer '<) 
Neill - fiord. Companion .1 tt) 
Norton's Element* of A.-rt 

calUiin 60 
Olcoll'sBOivho and rmphei'l 00 
Pardee oi) the Strawberry to 
PcdderV Land Measurer 5o 
pcrwo i New Culture of the 
Vine.  25 

Phelps" Bee •keeper'* Chat t 25 
Vuiuby a Mysteries of JJei;- 

. pine ' • 100 
quincy on .Soiling Cattle, 50 
Rabbit Fancier SO 
Randall's Sheep Husband¬ 

ry . .-..1 25 
Richardson on the 1 torso,.. 25 
Dri, Pests of the Farm.. . 25 
Do. Domestic Fowls. 25 
Do. ontbeHoK ...... 25 
Do. on the Honey Bee 25 
Do. on the Dog.. 25 
K. inieliuV Yine-tlresecra 
Manual. 50 

Shepherd s Own Book ,2tt) 
Stewart's Stable. Bonk 2 00 
Stray Leaves from the Book 

of Nature ..1 00 
Stephens’ Book of the Farm 

2 voU.4 00 
SkBlfnl Housewife. 25 
Skinner's Element* of Ag¬ 

riculture . 25 
Smith's Landscape Gar- 

denim:. ..... _ 1 25 
Timer's Principle!! of Agri¬ 

culture . . 200 
Thomas Form Implements 100 
Thompson's Food of Ani¬ 

mals ...... . . 75 
The Rose Culturiwt- 25 
Topha m's Chemistry Marie 
Ett*v.. 25 

Turner's Cotton Planter's 
Manna) . .100 

Warder's Hedy> t) and Ever- 
greens’. .1 00 

Wiring's Elements of Ag¬ 
riculture . 75 

Weeks on Bees. ?-5 
White* Gardening for the 

riai’Jtll .1 85 
Wilson on Flax. 25 
Youatt ft Martin on Cattle 1 25 
Y01u.il on the Horae.125 
Do. on ?hcep. 7.5 
Do on the Hog. ... 75 

Berry'* Fruit Get640 . >25 
Rlake’s Far cer «t Mono . I 2"' 
AousMos.Ht. t'.* KuraJ Econ¬ 

omy . ......1 2"' 
Bnght on Grape Culture 50 
Browne's Bird Fancier 50 
Browne's Poultry Yard. .1 to 
•jo. Field Book 01 Manure*. 1 26 
Aridgematj’s Card. Ass 1. .. 1 50 
Do. Florist's Guidjj.... 60 
Do. Kitchen Gardener's In¬ 

structor .. T •- to 
Do. Fruit Cult. Manual ... 60 
Brack's Book of Flowers... .1 90 
Biiiat’e Flower Garden— 126 
Do. Family Kitchen Card 75 
Chemical Field lectures. 1 00 
Chinese Sugar Cane aud 

Sugar Making. 25 
Chorlton s Grape Grower * 

Guide .. to 
CohheU's Am. Gardener to 
Cottago aud Farm Bee¬ 

keeper ...   25 
Cole's Am. Fruit Book. to 
Do. Am. Veterinarian.. 50 
Dadd's Modern Horw) Doe 1 tt) 
DO. Am. Cattle Doctor l t)u 
Do. Anatomy and Pr>ysi- 

oloy of t he Horse.2 00 
Do. onion'd plates..4 00 
Dana's Muck Manual.1«> 
Do P|ic« [•:<•;<y on Manures 25 
Darlington s Weeds and Use¬ 

ful Plants . -.1 to 
Duty's Devon Herd Book .100 
Domestic amt Ornaments*! 
Poultry.1 to 

Do. colors'll plates. .......2 (K) 
Downing's Fruit.- aud bruit 
Trees. 1 60 

Downing's Landscape Gar¬ 
dening. . .  3 to 

Do. Rural E-*avs. 3 00 
Eastwood's Cranberry Cul 
tnre.   to 

Elliott’s West. Fruit Book 1 25 
Every Lady her own Flower 

Gardener. . 50 
Family Doctor bv Prof. 11. 

8. Taylor... .- 1 26 
Farm Drainage. (H. F 
French). 1 tt) 

Fessenden's Farmer and 
Gardener .   ..125 

Do. Am Kitchen Garden.. 50 
Field'llPuirCulture. . .. i to 
Fish Culture..1 to 
Flint on Grasses..125 

I Guenon on Milch Cows_ to 
Herbert to Horse-keepers. 125 

I flooiie r's Dog k G u». paper, 26 

My 43, 33. 36 12, *J, 38 were cultivated in olden times. 

Mr 1. fl 42, « 1* what our Sutb-r in - "w-tiroo* colle 1. 

M* 14, «, 17, ft, 34, 45 muketh many friends. 

My 7, Jft, 36, 3d, 35 is the lost enemy to be destroyed. 

My 44, 3ft, 13, 25, 17. 22 was one of the Apostles. 

My 19, 40, 32,17, 25,11 troubled the king of Babylon. 

My 6, 3, 31 had (locks and herds. 

My whole is a proverb. 

Sebrnon Lake, N. Y , 1861. Samvel Whitney. 

rr' Answer in two w eeks. 
fathers are said to do; but I told Minnie again that 

she had lost my love and care. Then 1 was so foolish 

as to see Jemmy Brun, and in a very silly speech 

inform him that since he was taking my daughter 

from her father without his consent, he need expect 

no gifts or favors now or henceforth. She w ould not 

be allowed to share in the family inheritance, nor 

should I render the least assistance if they “should 

come to want.” 1 shall never forget the queer look 

the young man gave, — a glance in which pride 

seemed almost vainly struggling with a duster of 

mirth-sparkles. 
“Very well, sir; >ve will try not to ‘come to 

want.’” That was all he said; hut the cool self-pos¬ 

session of his manner made me feel as though I had 

undertaken to drive a nail and had pounded my 

fingers. 
I had always been demonstrative toward my child¬ 

ren,—the elder as well as the younger. .Minnie hud 

never lost her right to her father's knee, nor did she 

ever meet me in the morning or part from me at 

night without a kiss. This was denied her now. 

Poor child! It was the sorest trial of all. Once or 

twice she clung tearfully to me in my sternness, and 

reaching up to clasp my neck with her white arms, 

tried to bend my lips to hers. No. I promised her 

never a kiss while J lived. 
Women are strange creatures. There was wife, 

who had entirely sympathized with me, as 1 sup¬ 

posed, absolutely giving aid and comfort to our 

recreant daughter. 1 verily helieve that long before 

the wedding day came she was as tlu r -uglily inter¬ 

ested in the whole aflair as though Minnie had been 

about to marry the best business man in town.— 

Little use was it for me to tighten my purse strings, 

and direct that the child should have no marriage 

outfit of ward-robes, pillow-cases, counterpanes and 

the thousand and one et cr?»rvi« in which mothers 

take such pride aud pleasure. In spite of me, but 

surreptitiously, Minnie was well provided for, I am 

sure. I remember that the shopman’s bills for some 

ten months thereafter seemed unusually full, both 

in number of items and footing of column; and I 

shrewdly suspect that my wife had arranged with 

the tradesman to have the articles scattered along 

through the months. She was always a good 

financier. 
The ceremony was performed in church. 1 was 

present, lest my absence should give too great 

notoriety to the family jar. Useless. The whole 

town having long since been made acquainted with 

the state of a flairs, the bride's beauty and the brldc- 

me with a 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 19 letters. 

My 12, 2, B, 7, 9,14 is a town in Maine. 

My 12, 9, 11.15, 9, 10 is a city in Massachusetts 

My 5, 10, 17,13, 2, 6, 18 is one of the United States. 

My 1, 18, 3,16,13. 0, 7, 15, 9, 6 is one of the principal cities 

of the United States. 

My 4, 18, 14, S is a county in Kentucky. 

My 17, 2, 19, 8, 9, 10 is a town in Ohio. 

My whole is a day very much celebrated. 

Buffalo, N. Y., 1861. Frank A. Rathbcn. 

Jpps" Answer id two weeks. 

Ti ; : t ic a thousand things in this world to afflict 

and sadflen — but oh! how many that are beautiful 

and - " 0. The world teems with beauty—with 

object that gladden the eye aud warm the heart. 

We might be happy if we would. There are ills that 

we cannot escape —the approach of disease and 

death; of misfortunes;, ibe sundering of the early 

ties, and the canker-worm of grief— but the vast 

majority of evil- that beset us might be avoided. 

The curse of Intemperance, interwoven as it is with 

all the ligaments of society, oue which never 

strikes but to destroy. There is not one bright page 

upon the record of its progress —nothing to shield 

it from the heartiest execration of the human race. 

It should not exist—it must not. Po away with all 

this -let wars come to an end, and let friendship, 

charity, love, purity and kindness murk the inter¬ 

com se between man and man. We are too selfish, as 

if the world was made for us alone. How much 

happier tvould we be, were we to labor more earnestly 

to promote each other's good. God has blessed us 

will) a. home that is not dark. There is snnshine 

everywhere — in the sky, upon the earth — there 

would be in most hearts If we would look around us. 
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Term* in Advance: 
Subncrlptlwr»—Two Dollars a Year. To Clubs and 

AgeDts as follows >—Three Copies one year, for $5, Six, and one 
free to club ayvnt, for SR); Ten, and one free, for $15; Fifteen, 
and one free, for $2!; Twenty, and one tree, for $28; and any 
greater number at same rate — only i),23 per copy — with an 
extra free copy for every Tea Subscribers OTer Twenty. Club 

papers directed to Individuals anil sent to as many diBerert 
Post-Offices as desired As we pre-i>ay American postage on 
papers sent to the British Provinces, our Canadian agent* and 
friends must add 12.N cents per copy to the club rates of the 
Rural. The lowest price of copies sent to Eorope, Ac., i* $2,50 
—including postage, t'ir Agent* who take Premiums 

for cluba formed previous to April 1st, a.ro also entitled to one 
extra (free) copy of the paper for a club of either Six at $10. Tea 
at $15. or Twenty at $25;—and those who do not compete lor or 
wish the premiums can have an extra copy for every ten subscri¬ 

bers over twenty. Any one who has formed and received pre¬ 
mium for a club, (for 1861.) can get a second premium by sending 
another club, or receive a free copy ol the paper lor every addi¬ 

tional ten subscribers forwarded. 
The above Terms and Rates are invariable, and those 

who remit less than specified for a single copy or club, will b* 

credited only aa per rates, and receive -.he p&r+r according 
Any person who is not au agent sending the club rate ($!,5U o; 
$1,26) for a single copy (the price of which ifi $3) will oxlv receive 
the paper the length of time the money pays for at thll rim- 
copy price. People who send at Uts than published rates, au 
request the paper for a year, or a return of the money, conn-.' 
tte acoommodcutd—ijv it would be unjUfit toothers to comp., 

and a great inconvenience to return remittances. The otdt 
to get the Rural for lees than $2 a year is to form or join a clu. 

one or two periodicals. There was an air of senti¬ 

ment about him, in his looks and manners, which 

came precisely within the scope of my contempt. 1 

had known it in others,—in strong business men,— 

this ntter contempt for the least possible manifesta¬ 

tion of sentiment: for those unthrifty fellows who 

have never an eye for business, hut hang upon the 

skirt-; of thought, clasp imagery, and ride upon 

rytbm. You may see it now every day in commercial 

antagonism of fact and fancy,—of the figures which 

dot the pages of the ledger and those which illumine 

the lines of the poet. “ The muses frowned on me,” 

said a German poet, “for keeping aeeoont books.” 

Undoubtedly. Nor is the knight of the balance-sheet 

lees intolerant toward those miserable fellows whose 

entire stock in trade can be stored within a very little 

cavity just behind the frontal bone, 

My good wife had a time of it cooling ine down, and 

prevented the adoption of most violent measures. 

Even when I had formally surrendered to her supe¬ 

rior discretion, I chafed by times like a hear in 

baruesa. Jf wife bad not been almost a Rarey in 

tact, I should certainly have broken into plunging 

even sooner than 1 did. 

Minnie was taken one day into solemn conference 

by her mother, with only pussy in the doorway as 

auditor. But the child, though she blushed very 

mach, moved about from seat to seat, and tore pieces 

of paper into bite, declared that she was heart-whole 

yet — as why should she not be? — for Jemmy Brun 

Answer in two weeks 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

A PUZZLING LETTER. 

friends Dear Sir: friends 

stand By your 

I bearing disposition 

that a 

man world 

is contempt whilst the 

ridicule 

ambitious. 

Peru, La Salle Co., Ill., 1861. 

Jfy Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEM. groom’s popularity set many eyes on 

sparkle of criticism in them. 

“ He needn't look so savage like," muttered a gruff' 

old yeoman behind me; “there ain’t a likelier young 

fellow anywheres hereabout than Jemmy Brun; an’ 

though Minnie be purty as a pink, it’s a good match, 

I say,— a real even bargain, —so.” 

l>ODg, long months went by after the marriage,— 

tedious, unhappy months for me. I knew 1 was 

being soured by this self-imposed restraint on the 

affectional part of my nature. Minnie came to her 

old home sometimes. Once or twice she begged for 

the return of the old love.—the old home kiss. No. 

IVhat number (excuse me if you find any fault,) is that of 

which the square root is equal to its Bquare, and if nine be 

added to the number, the square root of the sum will equal 

the number itself, plus three) C. R. Skinxkr. 

Unian Square, N. Y., 1861. 

Answer in two weeks. 
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into the creeks, and rivers, and the ocean, who can 

calculate the immense advantage that will accrue to 

the farmers and their families, in the removal of the 

cause of so much disease and death. This, at least, 

is worthy of a thought. 

The season of active labor is at haud. The sure 

harbinger of spring, the robin, has made its appear¬ 

ance, and sings gayly among our trees. Before the 

work of cultivation commences, a good deal may 

need to be done. The ice-king has a strong arm, and 

in the exercise of his power sometimes does consider¬ 

able mischief, which tiie farmer should repair just ns 

soon as he resigns his scepter. The fence and gate 

posts will be found lifted up and thrown out of the 

perpendicular, particularly if standing in low places, 

and they should be righted before the ground settles, 

or the work will be more troublesome. Some of the 

rails may have fallen 1‘roln the fences, and these 

should he replaced, or in time of pasture these low 

places will tempt your cattle to had habits, besides 

permitting them to do mischief. The door-yard does 

not look very well, for as we always expect it in the 

spring it is littered with chips, <tc., and although 

this does not appear particularly had now, it will in 

the bright fine weather when all is pleasant and beau¬ 

tiful around. Rake up the refuse and place it on the 

manure heap. The tools, implements, Ac., of course 

were repaired during the winter, but it is well to look 

them over now so that nothing be omitted that will 

cause trouble and annoyance in the busy season. We 

almost feel as though we owed an apology for men¬ 

tioning these things, as they may seem to some like 

a reflection upon the habits of our readers. But, we 

are all forgetful, and a few hints in this direction will, 

at least, do no harm. No good general would com¬ 

mence a campaign without having thoroughly sur¬ 

veyed the ground, and marked out his line of opera¬ 

tions. The farmer should show equal wisdom, for he 

lias a host of enemies and adverse circumstances to 

contend against and on the wisdom of his plans in a 
great meaautf tn«#t depot>.3 nm .. KcoaIh, an da 

fi»< . 'fcryt.hirj; > rp-rixrg tntuf.A) 

should be On hand, so that there may be no disap¬ 

pointment or delay when needed. 

Of the prospects of the coming season we may have 

something to say hereafter. Whatever adversea may 

come upon us as a nation through the folly of men, 

we have the satisfaction of knowing that the earth 

will continue to yield her increase regardless of their 

wanton caprice, and the world will need food and 

Clothes, which it is the business of the farmer to 

supply. 

suppuration, there is a chance LV-onvery; 

whereas, should they become stationary, or 

go back and disappear, death is the inevitable 

result. The medicinal treatment Of raurraiu 

has been unsatisfactory, from the fact that the ^ 

patient has not been taken In charge at as 

early n period us the nature of 'be malady JSsSjl 

demands. It runs its course with such a 

rapidity, that, when the stock-owner lias, at 

length, become alarmed at the condition of •■r&Sgg 

his animals,— before any of the remedial N \ 

agencies administered can materially affect 

the system, death closes the scene, If the * Y 

caution sounded in the congh would alwayB : 

strike upon quick ears, and cause a system Of 

watchfulness and care to be instituted, and a jSB 

thorough dose of physic administered when 

the cough is noticed as increasing in fre- 

queney and virulence, the probabilities are 

that the discus© would be- arrested, or, at 

least, its violence abated. Yocatt recom- 

mends bleeding in the early stages. Physic 

should be cautiously, yet not' t :-orously 

resorted to. Small doses of purgative medi¬ 

cine, ivith more of the aromatic tbar, we gen¬ 

erally add, will be serviceable/not hastening 

or increasing the debility which generally is at hand; 

but If the bowels be sufficiently open, or diarrhoea 

should threaten, and yet symptoms of fever should be 

apparent, uo purgative must be given, but sedatives 

should be mingled with some vegetable tonics. The 

peculiar fetid diarrhoea must be met with astringents, 

mingled also with vegetable tonics In combating 

the pustular and sloughing gangrenous stage, the 

the chloride of lime will be the h< ,-t external appli¬ 

cation; while a little or it administered with the 

other medicines' inwardly may po- ibly lessen the 

tendency to general dceoinposltJm. The external 

application of it should notlj: con; • d to the ulcer¬ 

ated itails alime, bet it Miot ! At plentifully 
Hprinklo.i over mol p ini>cted 
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BEARDSLEY’S FLA Y ELEVATOR, OR FIORSK POWER FORK 

The most valuable labor and time saving imple¬ 

ments to the farmer, are those adapted to operations 

which must be performed In a brief period and at a 

busy season. Such are seed planters, reapers and 

mowers, horse rakes, hay elevators, Ac., which sub¬ 

stitute mechanical and animal powers for human 

muscles at times when the demand for the latter is 

often far greater than the supply. Indeed, but for 

the use of such mac blues, the immense crops of last 

year —especially those of the west could not have 

been secured without immense loss, and in many 

instances it would have been impossible to harvest 

even half the product of large farms in proper 

season, lienee it is that every now invention which 
V ■ Or l"-"'ini:,i,, ft;,. !. y,„ , ,1 ,rCi„ 

", V ' ' '■ 1 ■ •• ' - ' .. , ,i ) U bom n'yi 
the great mass of cul'.i 

We havo often described and commended machines 

for the prominent operations of the seasons alluded 

to, and now have the pleasure of introducing to the 

notice of ItuHAL readers a new and apparently very 

valuable apparatus for elevating hay. This elevator, 

or horse-power pitchfork, was perfected last season, 

wo believe, and is the invention of Mr. Lkvi A. 

Beardsley, of South Edmeston, Otsego Co., N. Y. 

T he Bmail illustration shows the fork, and the large 

one the manner of arranging the pulleys for its 

operation. The inventor claims that his two-horse 

fork can lift hay at the rate of one-sixth to one-fourth 

of a load to the fork-full, which must be a great 

saving of time and human muscle—it being a vast 

deal easier to drive a team or guide a fork-full, as 

above represented, than to go through the back- 

acliing process of hand-pitching. Three pulleys are 

used in operating the fork, one of which is fastened 

to a rafter, or to the purlin plate over the mow — 

being so made that it can be unhooked by a pole, 

and hooked to another rafter or to another part of 

the purlin plate. 

The patentee thus describes the manner of using 

this fork:— “ Place the fork on the load, length-wise f* with it, and by stepping 

\ upon the rods that brace 

X • the lines, they will readily 

jjl enter the hay. Set the 

.Ajjv, hook and fasten the lifting 

chain to it by lte ring. 
\ yV i ne hi.rscH can then elevate 

\V- Die fcrk-fun <nc 
' /y 4 Wlfl-thc luglifc'pi>... te]i- 

dropped, the man on the 

load pulls the catch cord, 

X which he keeps in his 

VLhand, when the fork will 

'vy 'A drop a little, and by means 

\\ of the side ropes, the tines 

\\ II are drawn wide open, and 

VuJ the hay is discharged. The 

JjV spring on the upper end 

J' keeps the fork open, so that 

—"7 it is ready to enter the hay 

on the load when lowered by the backing of the team.” 

The fork figured above has four tines, as will he 

seen, and is worked by two horses. Mr. B. also 

makes a two-tined fork, for one horse. The hitter, 

full rigged, costs $12; other $16. 

•'he winter is about passing away. Its white robe 

is to-n and soiled; but here and there, in some,shady 

ravine or upon the northern hill side, may bo seen a 

stray fold retaining its original purity. The winter 

wheat and rye are uow exposed, and we can judge of 

lhc present prospect for a cron. The meltimr snow 
Buy- "TW .AmV .Tnc we ijmeowM ,. . re. i, 

or a drain would have been of great advantage, if 

made in the autumn — and even now will be of 

service. Now we need no level, no engineer to point 

out the low portions of our fields, those that need 

surface drainage, for the rising sun converts every 

hollow into a bright mirror or a pool of fire that daz¬ 

zles and blinds the eyes. Wo hardly knew before 

why certain portions of our lands remunerated us so 

poorly — why they refused to return even ten-fold for 

our labor—but the cause is revealed in colors of 

living light. During every thaw in the winter, and 

all the spring, the water lies hero and the soil becomes 

Beared and unable to furnish the roots of plants 

sweet, healthy food. Even in the summer, during 

hard showers, these low places are, for a season, 

flooded, while, if the soil is heavy, it becomes pasty 

when wet: and when dry, as hard as unburnt brick, 

almost impervious to the air and the moisture of dews 
and gentle rains. 

The American spring is thought to he peculiarly 

unpleasant, with little to interest and please, while 

travelers from all lands praise our beautiful autumns. 

But even in the spring-time, the observing farmer can 

find plenty of food for thought — many valuable les¬ 

sons to be treasured up. The effects of drainage are 

seen to great advantage during the wet, muddy 

weather of the present season. Every drain can 

be traced the whole length of the field by the color 

of the soil, resulting from its dryness. The soil over 

the drain, and for a few feet each side, will be per¬ 

fectly dry, so as to make walking easy aud pleasant, 

while in the center of the space between the drains, 

if a couple of rods apart, the pedestrian will sink in 

the soft mud up to the ankles. Prom this may we 

not learn the advantage of draining, and also another 

important fact, that we usually put our drains too far 

apart to secure thorough drainage? If the drains in 

the field which wo now have in our mind had been 

placed one rod apart instead of two, it would have 

been, when we visited it a few days since, dry enough 

for plowing and planting, as the soil over them and 

for several feet each side, was mellow and friable, 

while ten or fifteen feet distant it was wet, and from 

appearance will not be lit to work for several weeks, 

ihe idea that a small drain tile with a bore a couple 

of inches in diameter, aud sunk two or three feet in 

the ground, can carry water from the surface and 

eight or ten feet on each side, and make the soil dry 

and mellow, seems rather ridiculous to those unac¬ 

quainted with the practical operation of draining, 

but an examination of its effects at this season of the 

year, will convince the most skeptical. 

In oar attempts to ripen wheat so early as to cheat 

the midge, it is well, of course, to seek varieties that 

mature early, but in thorough drainage we have the 

best prospect of success. Not only is soil thoroughly 

drained in condition to be worked earlier than that 

which is undrained, but it is several degrees warmer, 

particularly in the early part of the season, when 

warmth is needed, as any one can ascertain by exper¬ 

iment. The effect of this in the early growth and 

maturity of crops will be realized by all. 

One great and general good we think will result 

from draining when it shall become universal, or, at 

least, common —and yet it is seldom taken into the 

account ol those who drain, or those who advocate 

the practice. It is known that the malaria arising 

from stagnant water causes most of the diseases to 

which the dwellers in the country are subjected. 

Y hen our lands are generally provided with the 

necessary means for carrying off the water quickly 

sound ones. For a di ink, u€<■ swci, *). Y i. of nitre, 

half an ounce; laudanum, half an oifncc; chloride of 

lime, in powder, two ounces; prepared chalk, an 

ounce. Rub well together, aud give with a pint of 

warm gruel. This may be repeated every six hours, 

until the purging is considerably abated; but should 

not be continued until it has quite stopped. The 

purging abated, we must give something to recall the 

appetite and recruit the strength. For this purpose 

atonic drink Is recommended, compounded «.s fol¬ 

lows:—Colombo root, two drachms; Canella bark, 

two drachms; ginger, one drachm; sweet spirit of 

nitre, half an ounce. Rub together, and give iu a 

pint of thick gruel. 

In addition to the foregoing mode of treatment, we 

also have the Homeopathic, and this has met with 

considerable success. J>r. Dadii says the indications 

to be observed are, first, to preserve th» system from 

putrescence, which can be done by the use of the 

following drink:—Powdered capsicum, one teaspoon 

ful; powdered charcoal, two ounces; lime water, 

four ounces; sulphur, one tcaspoonlul. Add to the 

capsicum, charcoal, and sulphur, a small quantity of 

gruel; lastly, add the lime water. A second und 

similar dose maybe given six hours after the first, 

provided, however, the symptoms are not so alarm¬ 

ing. The uexi indication is, to break down the mor¬ 

bid action of the nervous and vascular systems; for 

which the following may be given freely:—Thorough- 

wort tea, two quarts; powdered assafu-tida, two 

drachms. Aid the action of these remedies by the 

use of one of the following injections; Powdered 

lobelia, two ounces; oil peppermint, twenty drops; 

warm water, two quarts. Another, — infusion of 

camomile, two quarts; common salt, four ounces. 

In all cases of malignant fever, efforts should he 

made to supply the system with caloric, ( by the aid 

of stimulants,) promote the secretions, and rid the 

system of morbific materials. 

DISEASES OP gATTLE.-MUB.BAIN 

It would seem that this dreadful disease was visit¬ 

ing some portions of the West, for we have recently 

received from Michigan and Wisconsin several inqui¬ 

ries as to its symptoms and manner of treatment. 

Although some of our most experienced veterinarians 

contend that the herds of American farmers enjoy 

special immunity from this scourge, it is evident that 

the malady, though deprived of many of the horrors 

attendant upon it in Europe, occasionally exhibits 

itself in our stock. Nor is the fatality which marks 

its course in the Old World materially lessened in 

our country, for we annually lose large numbers of 

cattle. 

Murrain is classed among the diseases of the respi¬ 

ratory system. It makes its first lodgment here, and 

for longer or shorter period,— as the disease is pacific 

or violent,— this portion of the animal economy is 

alone affected, ft is a complete puzzle to the novice, 

as it assumes a greater variety of forms, both in its 

earlier ami later stages, hut it can generally lie dis¬ 

tinguished by some of the following symptoms: 

A cough, constantly recurring and painful. This 

oftentimes precedes the disease a week or longer, 

and is frequently unattended by other signs that 

would indicate anything more than a simple but 

severe cold. After a few days, heaving of the flanks 

will be added to the cough; the pulse quick, hard, 

and small, with irregularities; the mouth hot; the 

root of the horns cold; thu- excrements hard and 

black, sometimes liquid, with the sume dark color, 

and in the latter ease very fetid. Extreme soreness, 

or tenderness, is now observable along the spine, 

while the center of al! pain would seem to be directly 

over the loins. The cough constantly increases and 

becomes convulsive; aud matter, brown or bloodv. 

To prevent this, Borne throw up a bank of earth on 

each side. This answers the purpose in a measure, 

hut it is objectiouable on account, of the facility it 

affords for sheep and other animals to run over the 

wall. My plan is to dig down and lay the foundation 

on the subsoil. This secures it effectually against 

the action of the frost, and at the Hame time allows 

you to leave the ground level ou both sides of the 

wall. A good plan is to plow and throw out, with 

the shovel or scraper, a trench from six inches to a 

foot deep, or more, according to the nature of the 

soil, and a little wider than your wall, before you 

draw the stone* Then, when the wall iH finished, 

plow eight or ten furrows toward the wall on each 

side, throwing not more than oue against it, leaving 

it smooth and level, and your work is done iu a neat 

and substantial manner. Some will, perhaps, object 

to this, on account of the cost, but it is the cheapest 

way in the end. I have seen men lay a wall on the 

surface as cheaply as possible, and in less than five 

years have to take it down and lay it over, while an 

extra outlay of ten per cent, on the original cost 

would have made it a permanent thing at first. 

A pattern may be made by any one who can handle 

a saw and hammer. Take two strips of board of the 

required leugth, set them at a proper angle, and uail 

two or three short pieces acrosB, as iu figure 1. This 

will answer, though it is better to have a frame of 

light scantling. For a wall four and a hall' feet high, 

two feet and a half wide at the bottom, and one foot 

at the top, is a good proportion. It may be varied, 

of course, according to the size and quality of the 

stone. For large, round boulders, it may be made 

wider,—if the stone are Binall and square, it may be 

narrower at the bottom. 

A wall of such stone as we have in thi« section, 

requires from two to three rows of boards, cut aud 

laid crosswise, to bind it. Split timber, or stave 

culls, will answer, and are cheaper. Set up your 

pattern, and stretch a line on each side three or four 

rods long, and as high as the -first row of boards, or 

Lower, if convenient, and you are ready to go to 

work. You must exercise your own judgment as to 

the best way to lay every particular stoue, and a 

quick eye and some practice is necessary, in order to 

be able to place every stone just where it should be, 

without taking it up more than once. Only some 

general directions can be given, as, perhaps, no two 

stones are exactly alike in form. 

Lay the foundation with the largest stones you have, 

carefully filling up all the spaces between them with 

smaller stones. Make It up level as high us the first 

course of hoards, and be especially careful not to get 

the center higher than the outsides. After you have 

put on the boards, lay on each side a course of the 

largest stone you have left, and proceed in the same 

manner. Finish with a flat stone as wide as the top 

of the wall, or if you can get them wide enough, let 

them project over two or three inches on each side, 

as in figure 2. If you have no flat stone, you may 

finish with a round one, as seen in figure 3, by laying 

a course of boards immediately below. 
Murray. N. Y., 1801. James A. McMastkk. 

LAYING STONE WALL, 

Ah the time is approaching when many farmers in 

this section will engage, more or less extensively, in 

ibis business, a few hints ou the subject would not 

be unseasonable. If fences of any kind arc only to 

be tolerated a» necessary evils, then a poor fence 

must be a great evil; and of all poor fences, a poor 

stone wall is, iu my estimation, the poorest. As 

long, however, as farmers raise both grain aud stock, 

a good wall is a good thing. It is an ornament as 

well as a protection to the farm, and where there are 

stone on the fields that must be got off in order to 

clear the land, it is about as cheap as any other good 

fence. When laid as it should be, it is a permanent 

fence, and if it ever does tumble down, the materials 

are there on the spot to put it up again. Having 

been engaged in the business for the last five years, 

aud having seen hundreds of dollars fairly thrown 

away for want of a little practical knowledge on the 

Hnbject, I will try to give a few hints that may he 

useful to the inexperienced. 

The first consideration should be to get a good 

foundation. If the foundation gives way, you need 

not expect the wall to stand. There are some soils 

where you may lay the foundation on the surface, 

and it will stand; but wherever it will settle much, 

this will not answer. Where the soil is much 

affected by the frost, it becomes very soft in the 

spring, aud the foundation settles downward and 

outward, thus bringing down the whole superstructure. 

Fig. 3. Fig. 1, Fig. 2. 

Having decided on a plan, the next thing to be 

considered is drawing the stone. The best way is to 

draw yonr largest stone’first, enough for the founda¬ 

tion, right on the line where you wish the wall,—in 

the trench, if you have one,—and the remainder at a 

convenient distance on both sides. A little attention 

at this stage of the business will save a great deal of 

labor. Where the stone have been thrown indis¬ 

criminately in the corners of a crooked rail fence, 

and a thrifty crop of briers and thistles has grown 

up among them, as I have seen sometimes, it is very 

disagreeable work to “clear the track.” Nearly all 

the stone have to be handled over before yon are 

ready to commence building. 

SOAPING COBN, DOCKING LAMBS, &c. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—The following excel¬ 

lent letter from Judge Marshall, of Steuben county, 

though not intended for publication, has so many 

excellent suggestions that I venture to send it to you 

for the Rural.—l*. 

On the first evening’s discussion at the State Fair, 

I was requested to make no me remarks relative to 

growing corn. If 1 recollect right, Mr. Robinson 

was the only reporter on the first evening. As I have 

been informed, the published accounts in the several 
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the spring, pressing the plants which have been 

thrown out by the frost, into the earth again; that it 

exercises a most happy influence upon oats, if used 

after the plants have attained a height of three or four 

inches: in a word, Mr. Editor, that it is good almost 

everywhere, and ranks very properly with the most 

important implements on the farm? 

It is astonishing, that while we are making pro¬ 

gress in almost every other direction, we have done 

so little toward the general introduction of the roller. 

My own experience with it has been so entirely satis¬ 

factory, that I cannot forbear urging its importance 

upon every farmer who has thus far not tried it- 

face soil and covered with the same, while by the 

machines it was planted full two inches in the soil, 

and low enough to find moisture. 

My conclusions at the time last spring were, that 

in planting a large field the bother and hindrance of 

planting spronted com was greater than the gain, as 

it bothered the boys in dropping, and was not so 

plain covering, vet 1 think if the spring is not favora¬ 

ble to planting in April, I Bhall try it aguin this year. 

To any one planting a small patch late, it iB a good 

means of forwarding growth, and to any one wishing 

a miniature hot-bed, we recommend a mixture of 

chloride of lime and copperas, wet or thoroughly 

dampened by water, scattered among the seeds, the 

whole kept damp enough to steam, but not wet 

enough to hinder or drown steaming,—the result 

will be sprouts in a few' hours. 

Perhaps I should add that we planted our corn last 

year in April,— that the soil was in a very favorable 

condition, the weather line, and that seed planted 

under any circumstances germinated and pushed for¬ 

ward very rapidly. 1 give you ray experience, and 

think, on the whole, that soaking, as referred to, may 

pay where the planters do not go on the rim. 

Amboy, Ill., March, 1861. W. H. Gardner. 

agricultural papers were copied from Mr. Ik’s notes. 

When I got my Country Gentleman, and the remarks 

I should have made, I was surprised, and somewhat 

chagrined to see what work Mr. It. had made. Me 

states that 1 plant my corn 4 feet each w'ay. I plant 

31 feet each way. He says I smear my corn with soft 

soap, and let it dry till I plant. 1 put my seed corn 

in a large kettle, — aB I can stir much better in a 

kettle than a tub, — heating the soap in another ket¬ 

tle, and when hot, pour on the seed, stirring with a 

paddle at the same time, and getting as much soap 

on the corn as T can make adhere. After this, 1 add 

plaster so as to make the kernels seperatc. Make it 

nearly dry. My object ix to get as ranch soap and 

plaster on the corn ax possible. I only prepare as 

much as we can plant in half a day, letting it stand 

in the shade while planting. If exposed to the sun, 

and drying winds, it becomes dry, and the soap and 

plaster will scale off. 
Mr. It. said I took hen manure and unleached ashes. 

I stated that I took a loud of hen manure to the barn, 

put it on the floor, threshed it fine with a flail, added 

about the same quantity of leached ashes, and kept it 

dry till wanted. Put a small handful iu each lull 

before planting the corn. A handful of hen manure 

and unleaohcd ashes would be likely to kill the corn. 

Mr. Robinson state* that 1 keep my sheep on straw, 

and a little grain. I stated thut dnring the previous 

year, from nerentity, I had to keep my sheep mostly 

on straw and grain, as hay crops were so very 

light in this section. Most farmers had to feed 

straw, as huv was not to be had under $15, and then 

they were obliged to go some ways after it. I always 

select my best, hay for my sheep, and feed, occasion¬ 

ally, some straw, for change, as sheep life a variety. 

I very much desired to say something in relation to 

my mode and time of castrating and docking lambs, 

but as there were many present more competent to 

speak, 1 thought it was best for me to be a listener 

than speaker. However I will give you my mode: 

flet up your ewes and lambs, when the lambs are 

from 3 to 12 days old, in the latter part of the after¬ 

noon, in a dry yard or shed. Drive them into a close 

pen, where you can select the lambs without raising 

them much. As you pick off the lambs, put them into 

a Bnug pen. 1 put boards at the sides and ends of a 

hay rack, and put them into that. If the weather is 

hot, let the lambs cool off before disturbing them 

further. If convenient, have a person to pass them 

out to another who holdB the lamb in a position to 

suit the operator, who should, with proper instru¬ 

ments (I use a shoe knife,) first mark the ear, if that 

is practiced, and then take off the tail with a quick 

blow. Let out the ewes as soou as you have taken off 

the lambs. Let the lamb go, he will quickly find his 

mother, and both ewe and lamb w'ill soon lie down. 

Usually, the mutilated member will then stop bleed¬ 

ing. Keep them in the yard over night. In about 

six or ten days, bring up the ewes and lambs, as 

before. Drive them into the pen. pick off the lambs, 

part the ram lambs, and those that may want tailing, 

into the pen, and let out the ewes into the yard. Hand 

out the lambs to an assistant,—who should be seated 

on a low stool or bench,— take the lamb by the hind 

legs, one in each hand, put the lamb on his back, 

with his rump on the holder’s knees, his head against 

the man’s breast,—as this is a convenient, position 

for the operator. Keep in the yard over night. In 

the morning the lambs will move off as smart and 

lively as if nothing had occurred. 

Docking and cast rating should not be. performed at 

the same time, as the operations together are too 

-overo for the lambs., I think docking tire more 

a-c operation of the two. These1 operations an 

.-‘rurally fferfr/rmed iu 'the (morning, and the sheep* 

then turned to pasture. The ewes arc hungry and 

Discreditable Abstraction. — Wo bare heretofore com 

mended the Southern Homestead — a handsomely printed 

“Weekly Newspaper for the Farm and Fireside,'’ published 

at Nashville, Tenn. The paper has generally been well con¬ 

ducted, and exhibited the possession of enterprise, taste and 

tact on the part of its managers. In its issue of Feb. 16tb, 

however, we observe an application of these qualities which 

we do not specially admire — a display of taste and tact any 

thing but credilalile, and which we are surprised to Bee in a 

reputable journal. It. is no less than the substantial repro¬ 

duction. as original, of nr. editorial given in the Rural New 

Yorker of Jan. 12th. entitled “ Mechanical Condition of the 

Soil.1’ The same heading is retained, and the article given 

prominently on the first page, with only two or three slight 

changes For instance, where we said "through the col¬ 

umns of the Rural.' our friends say tbrongh the columns 

of thin paper'': and where we wrote and printed "A Western 

New York farmer of our acquaintance,” they print "A very 

intelligent farmer" &c.,—showing excellent judgment and 

tAct, for most Western Ne-.v York farmers of our acquain¬ 

tance are very intelligent! With these verbal changes, and 

Ihe omission of a few lines at the close, our respected con¬ 

temporaries furnish an excellent article — though some 

worthy people, on learning haw It was done, might be so 

uncharitable as to pronounce it otherwise than honorable. 

It is consoling to learn, however, fas we do from a flaming 

double-column prospectus in the nnmber alluded to,) that the 

8. II. is " Ahead of Competition.' and that its list, of contrib¬ 

utors embraces " The Best Writers of the Southern States !’’ 

— We observe that -everal other distant journals continue 

to make similar use of the contents of the Rural, though 

every number is copyrighted. F.ven so able and popular a 

paper as the Baltimore Weekly Sun — which can afford to be 

just and honorable to its contemporaries—recently abstracted 

and changed an important article by one of our contributors, 

giving it as an original. Some of the self-superlative, lite¬ 

rary weeklies are guilty of like weakness We beg to call 

the attention of all these "abstractionists’ to the notice 

relative to copyright on our first page, with the assurance 

that we do not intend to pay for protection, and still be left 

out in the cold, evenin the genial climate of the Border States. 

business. You may find water before you get dis¬ 

couraged, and you may give up in disgust, but the 

chances are two to one against. For fifteen years all 

the water used in iny family, for culinary purposes, 

was brought from a well of my neighbor across the 

highway. The well was over sixty feet in depth, 

the distance carried ten rods, and up quite a steep 

hill. Who will dispute this being up-hill business? 

In addition to all this, there was the annoyance 

your correspondent speaks of, such as cats, rats, 

bugs, and snakes, finding access by tumbling from 

the top, which rendered the water unfit for use a 

portion of almost every summer. 

Four years ago next April, at the suggestion of a 

friend, I bought of a Rochester manufacturer, a rain 

and river water filter, No. 5, for twelve dollars, and 

set it in the cellar by the side of the stairs. We 

usually put three or four pails of rain water from the 

cistern in at a time, then draw from the bottom, by a 

faucet, as we need, pure, soft water, that has neither 

taste nor color. With this arrangement ice seems 

more necessary than that of the well. But what 

farmer, after trying it, would deprive himself of the 

luxury of ice, to make hard butter with, or keep 

fresh meat, or, above all, to carry to the field, instead 

of drinking the warm, sickening stuff, which he 

must necessarily do if without it ? I would not go 

back to the use of hard well water if I could have it 

ax bandy as could be desired, and free of expense. I 

would advise all those, — especially such as are situ- 

Prcniiinn Butter in Jefferson County. 

At the Winter Meeting of the Jefferson County, 

(N. Y.,) Ag. Society, seven “Dairy Premiums’’ were 

awarded, and we condense from the statements of the 

competitors. The first premium was received by 

Cuaki.es S. Simmons, of Watertown. He says: — 

My dairy consists of 32 cows; they feed upon about 

65 acres of land; pastares seeded with timothy and 

clover. It requires about 35 acres of meadow to 

winter my cows; my meadows are seeded with timo¬ 

thy and clover. Generally feed grain with a few 

roots; commence feeding about the first of March. 

Average yield about 190 pounds per cow. Strain ray 

milk in tin pans, abont 8 quarts in each; if the 

weather is warm, about 6 quarts in a pan. Set milk 

in cellar on racks; it stands from 36 to 60 hours, the 

weather governing. Cream stands in tin pails on 

cellar bottom about 12 hours before churning, do not 

stir cream; ubo thermometer churn; wash butter in 

cold water; use butter workers; wash and salt with a 

ladle; then pack; use rock salt—Ashton brand—one 

ounce to a pound. Pack in hundred weight pack¬ 

ages; scald packages; cool them with water, rub 

with salt, pack solid and cover with solar salt. Early 

made butter stands on cellar bottom in same room 

with the rest; examine butter once in six or eight 

weeks to see that there is plenty of brine and the 

covering'is tight. Average yield in 1859 was about 

175 pounds per cow; this season made about 125 

pounds per cow. Sour milk fed to hogs. Farm is 

composed of muck and loam with lime gravel sub¬ 

soil. Mr. S. dates his report, Aug 1, 1860. 

The winner of the second premium, Daniei. Todd. 
of East Rodman, gives his mode thus: — Set milk in 

ten quart pans about two-thirds full; set in the cellar; 

set about 48 hours before skimming. Skim the milk, 

stir the cream well, put in a cooler and set in aspring 

we have in the cellar, over night; use dash-churn and 

dog power; wash with a ladle until the water is per¬ 

fectly clear; use Ashton salt; work once and pack; 

w'eigh butter and salt before mixing, three quarters 

of an ounce to the pound: pack in 60 weight tubs. 

We soak in brine before using; keep butter in cellar 

through the season; milk 13 cows; average yield in 

1859, about 140 pounds; this year, about 80 pounds 

to the cow; feed the sour milk to the hogs. Farm, 

slate soil. Mr. T. also calculates from 1st August. 

Ens. Ritual Nkw-Yokkeh: — From some ideas 

obtained from the “Rukal’h First Premium Barn,” 

and also a correspondence with its builder, I have 

proceeded to put up a frame, the plan of which I 

would like to Rubmit to your readers for their investi¬ 

gation. 

Meeting of Cattle Breeders —The third annual meeting 

of the (New England) “ Association of Breeders of Thorough¬ 

bred Neat Stock ” was held at Springfield, M»*g , on the 6th 

inst. Abont fifty breeders of thorougb-bred cattle were 

present, the Short-horn men being most numerons, and the 

meeting was also attended by many farmers interested in the 

proceedings The main business consisted in the report of 

the Committee on Pedigrees, it* discussion, and action upon 

its recommendations. It advised the publication of a list 

[in a herd hook] of such animals as the committee approved — 

and a committee was appointed to attend to the publication 

of the pedigrees of all approved animals, If desired by the 

owners. Members of the Association are to be charged 50 

cents for the publication of each pedigree. The. report of 

the Committee on Short horns elicited considerable discus¬ 

sion. especially relative to the progeny of certain hulls — 2d 

Duke of Lancaster, (5951,) Topper, (2708.) aud Pan, (6272,) — 

a point which was finally referred to the uew Committee. The 

Treaxurer reported a balance of S131 13, Officers were elected 

for the ensuing year as follows President— JPaoli Lathrop, 

South Hadley Falls, Mass. Fur Presidents — Daniel Buck, 

Poqnonnock, Conn.; Randolph I.iuatey, Meriden, Conn.; John 

Brooks, Jr., Princeton, Mas*.; Jabey. S Alien, East Windsor, 

Conu.; Win Blrriie, Springfield, Moss. Sec'y and Treat.— 

Henry A. Dyer. Brooklyn, Conn. The Committees on Pedi- 

greesare: On Shorthorns. — S. W. Buffum, Winchester, N. II.; 

S. W. Bartlett, East. Windsor, Conn.; Phineas Stcdinan, Chic¬ 

opee, Mass Devons — H M Sessions, South Wilbraham, 

Mass.; B. H. Andrews, Water bury, Conn.; K. H. Hyde, 8 tat 

ford, Conu. Ayrshire* and Hereford* —II. II. Peters, South- 

boro, Maas ; Thomas G. Hatch; Luke Sweets ter, Ambers', 

Mass. Alderney* — John T. Norton, FnrmiDgton, Corn I 

Thos. Motley. Boston, Mass.; Daniel Buck, Poquonnock, Coun. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — Perhaps some of your 

readers w'ould he glad to know of a remedy by the 

use of which they may be able to raise a few chickens 

without the experiment being rendered almost profit¬ 

less through disease. It is not a little surprising to 

sec turpentine, tobacco, and a host of other nostrums, 

recommended as cures for this difficulty, when, in 

fact, they can never reach the cause, or effect a cure. 

It must be known that the stomach and wind-pipe 

are quite different iu their office, and that the cause 

is in the wind-pipe. On dissecting one of these 

chicks, you will find in the wind-pipe, near the lungs, 

a small, reddish worm, about an inch long, and the 

circumference of a knitting-needle. I have often 

found a half dozen of these worms in one chick, and 

they grow until it is choked to death. My mode of 

treatment is Gist, provide yourself with a quill from 

the hen's wing, strip it of the feathers to within an 

inch of the tip, wot it and draw down to a point, 

place the chick between your knees, with the thumb 

and finger of the left hand open the month, stretch 

up the neck so that you can see the opening of the 

wind-pipe, then pass tiie quill down, give it a turn or 

two, and draw out. In this way you will draw out 

and loosen the worms so that the chick will cough 

them up. This should be ^he work of a moment, aud 

in the hands of a, skillful! operator success will cer¬ 

tainly follow. JA.may hit necessary to repeat in a 

In the engraving the scale is 15 feet to the inch,— 

a, sill, « by 8; h, purlin beam, 6 by 6; c, main stay, 

fastened at the top and bottom by ii rods of iron. 

These rods pass into the ends of the stay 18 inches, 

and are run into a nut 1 inch in thickness, the nut 

again resting on a cap of bar iron j inch thick, 2 

inches wide, 6 inches long. The buns and caps, or 

washers, are introduced into the stays by a mortice 

through them, just large enough to receive them. 

At the lower end, the rods pass through the sill and 

are secured with cap and burrs. At the top, they pass 

through purlin beam and plate, and fasten as at. 

bottom. Those rods are upset where the screw is 

cut, so as to give the full strength of rod at that 

point, d, main brace, 0 by 6, the lower end resting 

on the end of sill, against foot of post-, and the top 

fitted to lower aide of purlin beam, against main 

stay, without tenon or other fastening at either end; 

e, posts, 6 by 6; /, rafter, 2 by 4. I give the size of 

timbers to show that they are leas than one-half the 

size commonly used. The whole house is of pine. 

Some of the advantages of this plan of structure 

arc, Iilist, the whole structure, and all its contents, 

I rest ou the masonry, leaving il'o entire space beneath 

Vriear far the iff rangement of stalls, cellar, store.-roy m. 
imrae.powir, tVp., uninterrupted by w»l>» nhceo^i 

any kina. Ctvaoi, >u, bn VO ,00 big beams to pitch 

oyer. Third, light timber may he used throughout 

with perfect safety, as my experience proves. 

Fourth, tho whole structure is bound together, so 

that no wind will uff'cct it which is not strong enough 

to tear it in pieces, or upset it bodily. Mine is 

anchored to the wall by spiking the stautial studs at 

the top and bottom. Scaffold beams are formed by 

letting 2 by 8 scantling into each side of the post, 

brace, and stay, one inch and spiking to each. The 

joists arc not let into the sills, but laid on the top of 

them. M- L. Coe. 

Waupun, Wifi., 1861. 

^Inquiries ana gVttgwm 

SriKKi- Polling their Wool.—Please tel) ms the cause of 
tny sheep pulling their wool. At shearing they were troubled 
with ticks, and we dipped every sheep and lamb in a strong 
decoction of tobacco.—J. D O., Eagle. ITyo. Co., Ar- i'¬ 

ll' our correspondent will give hit sheep an occasional dose 

of sulphur in their food, we are confident they will engage in 

a more profitable employment. 

Experiments —Timklv Scggrstions. —Though tho im¬ 

portance of carefully conducted experiments has often been 
ur/efto upon our reset..<< -Lilly order t 
the present season, and wet commend the T.mdwui|r 

tionsby Mr. Wm. H. Cook, of Dane Co., Wi*., a* worthy of 

particu lar attention :— “ I would suggest to the mauy readers 

of your valuable paper who are farmers, that as tho Spring’s 

work will shortly commence, it is desirable for all such as 

conveniently can do so to try some carefully conducted expe¬ 

riment with such manures as may be most convenient to 

apply to the various crops growu on the farm —ail experi 

roetits to be by actual measurement, of ground and weight of 

Contraction op the Hoop. — Will the Rural furnish « 
remedy fn* this disease' — ir trmtrem, T" f 

A run at grass Is the Dost thing When uSe horse is stabled, 

repeated poultices of soft soap and rye meal, applied cold, 

have worked wonders. When the hoof softens, dress, night 

and morning, with turpentine, linseed oil, and powdered 

charcoal, equal parts. .Murrain in Calves. 
IT. B. Patrick, speaking of this disease in the 

Prairie Farmer, says:—“I kr.ow of no remedy for this 

disease; but 1 bleed freely (as you say) as a preven¬ 

tive. I have never knowu stock in low flesh to have 

an attack of murrain; hut those highly D-d do have 

it,—caused probably by a superabundance of blood, 

and hence inflammation. I used, for many years, to 

feed saltpetre mixed with salt; but it did not save 

them. About the time, in spring, that they could 

get a full feed of grass, and were gaining rapidly, 

they would commence dying. One year I had some 

fifty bead. As soon as they commenced growing, 

and conld get full feed of grass, they began to die,— 

one or two per flay,— until 1 lost several. I finally 

yarded those ?t#t alive, corded their necks and took 

from each two quarts or more of blood, —bled them 

until they staggered and then let them go. 1 lost, no 

more. Since that time, as soon my calves commence 

gaining iu the spring, I bleed them, and lose none.” 

Rain Water for Cows.—It is my design to construct a 
elatenu, ami &upi>iy my milch stock therefrom with water; 
but hearing that soft water has a tendency to dry them up. 
1 would like an expression as to the truth or fallacy of tho 
statement from dairymen It doe* not look reasonable, yet 
old milkmen sav such is the fact. Please explain.— T. H , 
West Brighton, JV Y. 1861. 

We cannot conceive of any reason why the use of soft 

water should operate in the manner described. As the expe¬ 

rience of dairymen is called for. however, the subject is left 

for their dissection. 

Swelled Legs in Horses.—We have a young horse that 
had the grease last winter, and one of her legs now swells 
badlv Knowing that you are always ready to unpart intor- 
matmn. 1 would like to know if you, or any of the readers of 
the Rural, can tell me what will reduce the swelling; A 
Constant Reader, JViayara Co.. A*. Y ■1861. 

Horses in the spring and fall are subject to swelled legs. 

The powers of the constitution are principally employed iu 

providing a new coat for the animal, and the extremities 

have not their share of vital influence. Mingled cordials and 

diuretics arc indicated here — the diuretic to lessen the quan¬ 

tity Of the circulating fluid, and the cordial to inv igorate 

the frame. 
Swelled legs are often teasing in horses that are in tolerable 

or good health; but where the work is somewhat irregular, 

the cure consists in giving more equal exercise, walking the 

horse out daily when the usual work is not required, and 

usrng plenty of friction in the form or hand-rubbing. Band¬ 

ages have a greater and more durable effect, for nothing 

tends more to support the capillary vessels, aud rouse the 

action of the absorbents, than moderate pressure. Hay- 

hands will form a good bandage for the agricultural horse, 

and their effect will probably be increased by previously dip¬ 

ping them in water. 

KEEPING FARM ACCOUNTS 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:— The keeping of an 

account of the flatty transactions and events of life is 

not only interesting to look over in after years, hut in 

many cases profitable to every person, and more 

especially to the cultivator of the soil. For the past 

eight years 1 have kept a “ Farm Journal,” somewhat 

after the following method: 

185S. Or. Dr. 
Nov. 19.—Snowed last night; very cold; win¬ 

ter set in. 

1859. 

Aug. 8.—Sold veal calf $2.50; 24 chickens at 

12)a cents . ..5 5 50 

Aug. 10.—Bought 12 lbs. sugar $1.00; dry 

goods $4.50_ $ 5 50 

Dev. 31.—Stock and produce sold from farm 429 83 

1S80. 
Mar. 10.—Bought clover-seed sower; gave 

note, $9.00, due Nov. 1. 

Apr, 24.—Paid for Rural New-Yorker. 1 25 

jUUe 4.*-Great tornado in Illinois. Iowa. &c. 

Nov. 24.—Snow; cold and windy; severe storm 

Nov. 28.—Sold in Detroit to J. M., 45 bushels 

apples, at 30c...— 13 50 

Dec. 1.—Paid W.C. for work 1 mo. and 1 

day, at $13 _T_.13 50 
1861. 

Feb. 7.—Very cold, mercury IS6 below zero 

at 8 o'clock P M. 

The advantages, besides the employment of a few 

moments in a pastime, are these. The setting in of 

winter in 1857 earlier than for the previous 

fifteen years, is often a matter of dispute. I turn to 

my Journal and find the record. So also of the com¬ 

mencement of the past winter, a time long to be 

remembered by many. And I wish to know when the 

note given for clover-sower becomes due, so as to 

make arrangements to meet it,—which I also find. 

Again, W. C. in a few days brings back a five dollar 

note on a broken bank. I find by my journal that I 

received said hill of .1. M.. and 1 also learn that said 

Successful Dairying.—Hon. Zadock Pratt, of Greene 

Co., the millionaire tanner, aud of late years more than 

amateur farmer, now over 70 years of age, reports the fol¬ 

lowing successful result of last year’s operations on his farm 

of 203 acres:—"Kept 50 cows. The aggregate quantity of 

milk was 26,276 gallons, or 525)4 gallons per each cow, being 

an average ol' about '2'-e gallons per day for each. The butter 

amounted to 9,143 pounds, or about 1 S3 pounds for each cow, 

being an arorage of about 12 oz. per day for each; the 

average quantity of milk to each pound of butter was about 

11>£ quarts. The whole amount of pork was 6,516 pounds, 

or about 130 L pounds for each pig. The receipt- were, for 

butter $2,148.89, for pork $456.12, for calves $80 — total 

$2,685. Expenses for working the farm, including $700 

■In reply to A. K. Daniels’ interest on investment, $1,125.75. Net profits above interest, 

attle, in a late issue of the $1,359.26. Col. Pratt has kept similar statistics for several 

y we have had experience showing an increase in the net profits each successive 

his inquiry. It was paved year.” 

isl months to dry before it * 
he cattle to lie upon with California State Ag. Society. — The last number of the 

h, where they stood, next to Journal of this society contains the proceedings of its 

e, the stable's were cleaned Annual Meeting, held Jau. 30. The Society is api»arc-ntly in 

cd, we have since put plenty a progressive condition. We give the list of officers for 1861: 

all. letting sheep or calves President—Jeuosik C. Davis, Yolo. Vice Presidents—Abel 

;U spring By giving plenty Steadies, Pablo De La Guerro, Frank F. Fargo, M. D. Boruck 

le of valuable manure. AVe E. S. Ilolden, A. P- Smith, A. Haraszthy, J. I’ Ryan, J. D 

jan plank for stable floors. Haynes, Charles Justis, J. R. Crandall, J. A. Banks, S. A. 

cs for stock; think they are Merritt. A. Delano. J. R. Walsh, A Hayward, J. \\ . Thomp- 

Wlicnt Culture — An Experiment. 

A correspondent of the Eastern Farmer thus 

details a test of various fertilizers upon a crop of 

wheat:—‘‘Last spring 1 experimented a little in 

sowing wheat. I measured off two acres of land- 

then divided into three equal parts, numbering them 

A R C. On ‘A," 1 applied bone-meal at the rate of 

600 lbs. to the acre. On ‘ B.‘ I applied Phosphate, 

made at the rate of two casks lime and two bushels 

rock salt to one cord muck. On * C,’ I put 225 lbs. of 

rock salt. 1 sowed the whole with wheat, the 5th 

day of May, and harvested the 23d day of August. 

During the first part of the season, that on the bone- 

meal grew the best, though the difference was slight 

between that on the bone-meal and that ou the phos¬ 

phate. As the drouth of mid-summer increased in 

severity — that upon the phosphate gained upon both 

the bone-meal and the rock salt, but Inter in the 

season the wheat upon the rock salt became the 

stontest and ripened the best. At the time ol har¬ 

vesting, a long and severe rain storm came on, which 

injured mv wheat so much that 1 could not tell by 

soaked corn,—the second day 1 took the machine 

again aud dry corn, and the boys disliking to drop | 

the soaked corn would fill occasionally with dry corn, 

and finally finished off with dry corn. This gave 

corn planted in three different ways, — soaked, with 

the hoe — dry, with the hoe — and dry, with the 

machine. Iu the result there was very little if any 

perceptible difference between soaked corn with the 

hoe, and dry corn w ith the machine,—that planted 

dry with the hoe was several days behind the other 

two methods. 
Corn planted with machines universally came better 

and more readily last year than that planted with the 

hoe, whether it was a machine with roller or a staff 

dropper, such as I used, with the orifice pressed by 

the foot. The reason I assigned was. that in planting 

with the hoe the seed was dropped upon the dry sur- 

PISCICCLTURK.—It is said that the artificial propagation of 

fish has proved a complete success in Europe. The Tay breed¬ 

ing boxes, established iu 1S57, turn out 500,000 young salmon 

every year. The Irish breeding places have also succeeded 

admirably. The artificial lake at Huningue, near Basle, cov¬ 

ering seventy acres, is doing much to repeople the exhausted 

rivers of France with fish. 

Canada Yet!—Heavy Turnip.— Mr. J. A. smith, of Baris, 

C. W., sends ns this item:—" Having seen in the Rural some 

boasting abont roots, I am tempted to tell you of a turnip 

raised near Galt, C. W., by Mr. Wm. Turnbull, which 

weighed, when topped aud cleaned, 855£ lbs. This is no fiction, 

though it is but just to say the turnip grew among carrots ' 



by the heavj§ftt crops. The fruit is even more beauti¬ 

ful and attract#.^*tjian the Baldwin, unusually perfect 

In form and even-sized; and, although not a culinary 

fruit, its flavor and aroma adapt it admirably to the 

dessert, and though less rich than some others, it 

proves to be adapted to more tastes than almost any 

other standard variety known here. 

This variety has won its popularity here mostly 

upon top-grafted trees; und it would, perhaps, have 

never reached its present position but for the fact 

that the well nigh universal re-grafting of the orchards 

of this region gave it a wide distribution, under 

circumstances calculated to obviate the difficulties 

arising from its slender growth. Under these cir¬ 

cumstances its popularity has become such that at 

the present time nearly or quite one-hall' of the trees 

now being planted hereabouts are of this variety, or 

stocks planted for the purpose of being top-grafted 

•with it. 
Some years since, the writer, unaware of its identity 

with this, obtained trees of Red Canada from the 

CAKES AND GINGERBREAD 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Thinking that good 

recipes will be favorably received by you, I will con¬ 

tribute a few for the benefit of your lady readers, 

which 1 know to bo excellent. 

. Scotch Cakr.—Stir to a cream a pound of sugar 

and three-quurters of a pound of butter; put in the 

juico and grated rind of a Ictnou, and a wine glass of 

brandy. Separate the whites and yolks of nine eggs, 

beat them to a froth, and stir them into the cake, 

then add a pound of sifted flour, and just before it is 

put in the cake pans, a pound of seeded raisins. 

Almond Cake.—Beat the yolks of twelve eggs to a 

froth, with a pound or powdered white sugar. Beat 

the whites of !) eggs to a Btiff froth, and stir into the 

I yolks and sugar. When the whole has been stirred 

together for ten minutes, add. gradually, I pouud of 

sifted floor; (, pouud of almonds, blanched and 

pounded flue; stir in 3 tabU-spoonfuls of thick cream. 

As soon as the ingredients are well mixed, turn the 

cake into buttered pans, and bake immediately. 

Frost tho cake with the reserved whites of the eggs. 

Meahitkk Cake.—Stir to a cream one teacup of 

in a garden, a fine velvety lawn. A gentleman just j 

returned from Cuba, in describing the magnificent 

tropical scenery of that country, the palms, the 

orange gTovcs, the fields of pine apples, Ac., remarked 

that after all, the eye searches anxiously and in vain 

for the lovely lawns of England and America. In 

addition to the flowering shrubs and trees we have 

described, it is well to make a few beds on the lawn, 

of a graceful form, in which may be placed plants 

that will keep up a constant bloom during the whole 

season. But these few beds will not satisfy a lover of 

flowers, and borders or beds must be provided in 

other parte of the garden, where a good assortment of 

the choicest plants can be grown, and this constitutes 

the flower garden proper. 
Flowering plants are divided into three classes. 

Plymouth, Mich. 

- this feeling against old and 

has been the introduction to 

fine apples of Western 

long them is the Buck' 

go size, as will bo seen 

- which we take from the Transac- 

American l’omologieal Society. This 

saw at Philadelphia, last autumn, where it 

was shown by Col. BumtainoK, of South Pass, Illi¬ 

nois. It. is very largo, deeply shaded with crimson, 

anil spotted with large grayish dots. It is believed 

to be the name as the Meigs, Jackson Red, and Bun¬ 

combe, of the South, and is called Winter Queen in 

Virginia and Kentucky. It was placed by the Porno- 

logical Society ou tho list promising well in 1858, 

and is considered au excellent apple throughout the 

West and South West. 

One great benefit of 

well-known varieties, 1 

general notice ot many very 

anil Southern origin, aud ar 

ingham, an apple 

by the engraving, 

tions of tho x- 

apple we 

It has been found that some of our best Northern 

and Eastern apples lose their valuable characteristics 

when grown at the West. 

appear i- 
fruit is much inferior to the same varieties grown at 

the East, or to other varieties of the same season, 

both of Eastern and Western origin. This liffct 

caused a general and unwarrantable prejudice 

against Eastern apples, and for a time it was not 

uncommon to hear the opinion'expressed by Western 

flamers and fruit-growers, that no Eastern variety 

'would attain perfection In their soil and climate, 

while a few rashly went so far as to condeiuu all our 
I nonolAK tfQ Dtof ? <10 fl <1 IITIHtl Ited to Western onlture. 

Eds. Rural:—In your valuable and interesting 

paper of the 9th inst., I notice an inquiry, by a sub¬ 

scriber, in regard to the planting and culture ot 

cranberries, the time of setting out, Ac. It is to be 

regretted that so few in the Northern and Middle 

States have made cranberry culture an object of their 

attention. Massachusetts is, perhaps, the only State 

where the cultivation of the cranberry has, to any ex¬ 

tent, been entered into, and there it has most richly 

repaid all the expense and outlay of tho*e who have 

been engaged in it. It is not unfrequent that the 

low, marshy meadows in the vicinity of Barnstable 

Bay, by proper preparation and two or three years 

* — \ In some crbci 

uusuited to the climate, while in 

cultivation of the plant, produce crops varying from 

one hundred and fifty to two hundred, and even three 

hundred bushels of the fruit to the acre. No crop, 

in my opinion, will yield a more remunerative return 

for a long series of years, than tho cranberry, and 

this from lands that arc comparatively valueless. I 

know of cranberry plots that yield an average nett 

annual income to the proprietors, amounting to more 

than the interest of $12,000 per acre: and after the 

vineB are once fully established, the labor, (except 

that of gathering them,) is a mere trifle, scarcely to 

he taken into account at all. 
* 

In answer to your correspondent, who wishes to 

turn his half acre “ to profitable account,” I know of 

nothing that promises so well as to “set it with 

cranberries.” As he remarks, “ it can be easily 

flooded,” the presumption . t can he also drained. 

If so, as soon as this is don a i the coarse grass, 

Ac., sufficiently dry, it should he burned over, and 

plowed about six inches deep, and the plants Bet in 

rows two feet and a half apart, and about twelve or 

fifteen inches in the row. The vines should be 

BLEACHING COTTON-BISCUIT, Ac 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—The following recipes 

I have proved to be good, and therefore send them to 

you. 

Bleaching Cotton. — For every five pounds of 

cotton goods, take 12 ounces chloride of lime, dis¬ 

solve in a small quantity of boiling water, and when 

cold, strain off In a sufficient quantity of warm water 

to immerse the goods. First, boil the goods fifteen 

minutes in strong snds, or weak lye, wring ont, 

rinse in clear water, put the goods in tho chloride 

water from ten to thirty minutes, with frequent air¬ 

ing, then rinse well. 

Soda Biscuit.— One and one-half pints of sweet 

milk; 4 pint sour milk; 2 teaspoonful3soda; 3 cream 

of tartar; small piece of butter; mix as for other 

biscuit. 
Cookies.—One teacup sugar; 1 do. of sweet milk; 

'i do. butter; 2 teaspoonfuls cream tartar; 1 of soda; 

1 egg. Flavor with nutmeg or cartway. Roll very 

thin und bake quick. if 4 

Gingerbread, 

M Consul, at Shanghai'. About tho year 'bat 

man sent to tho Horticultural Society numerous pupm and 

samples of cocoons, as well as of tho raw and manufactured 

sillt. Unfortunately the pupa? were all dead. Suggestions 

by the lata Mr. Mitchell, tar the better transmission of pupae, 

were sent to Mr Aloock, hut we do not. know whether further 

experiment was made. When the Great Inhibition of 1851 

took place, the samples of silk and Mr, Alcock’s papers were 

placed in the hands of the late Dr. Boyle Tor exhibition 

among other oriental product*; but the box containing them 

suddenly disappeared, and has never been recovered, it was 

thought to have been mislaid, and, if so, may possibly exist 

at the India House. The samples of woven silk had much 

the appearance of nankeeD, rather coarse and very strong, 

and would not have been taken for silk by any ordinary 

described, which may be lutd at from twenty-u 

cents up to fifty dollars per acre, aud our State horn 

stead law gives forty acres of swamp lands to at 

one who will settle on them. The counties lying t 

Bake Huron, in particular, present opportunities I 

the enterprising adventurer to engage in this prof 

able employment, as they are but littlo settled, at 

are within a few hours, by steam, of Detroit. 
Cn Mii-li . 1861. WM. BaBSBTT 

THE ONTARIO GRAPE 

BALDWIN vs. RED CANADA APPLE 

While tbe fruit growers of Western New York are 

proposing the almost exclusive planting of the Bald¬ 

win as a lpwkst. fn,it. in Eastern Michigan-, u region 
of similar climate, soil, population, and horticultural 

wants, aud where the varieties of Western New York 

are at least equally successful, we are assigning it 

quite a subordinate position, having adopted another 

favorite, which, in our estimation, quite eclipses this 

sturdy New Englander, and bears oil'the palm of profit- 

Thla is none other than the old Nunsuch 

Cat a 1,001)158 Rue HIVED.— Selected Roses ana otner uaruy 

plants, from Pmntlanh, Green Mount Garden, Balti 

more—a neat descriptive catalogue of 31 pages. 

— From John G. Barkkii, Hartford, Conn., Spring Cata 

logue of new and choice Bedding Plante, Seeds, Bulbs, &c. 

_From W. H. Starr, New London, Conn., the Cranberry 

Oulturist, a well printed pamphlet of 32 pages, containing 

descriptions of tbe best varieties of cranberries, directions 

for culture, find the kinds adapted to different soils aud situa¬ 

tions. As the culture of this fruit is attracting considerable 

attention, we shall give some extracts from this work in future 

numbers. 

_From the same, Descriptive Catalogue ot Fruit und 

Ormurton ta.1 Trees. Flowering Shrubs, Green House Hants, 

Two teacups molasses; 1 sour 

milk; 2 eggs; 2 teaspoons soda; 2 tablespoons fin¬ 

ger; 1 teacup shortening; 1 teaspoon of alum, dis¬ 

solved in water. Mix not very stiff; roll out like 

bakers’ gingerbread,—hake from ten to fifteen 

minutes. 
Jelly Cake.—Four eggs; 1 cup sugar; .j teaspoon 

soda; 1 teaspoon cream tartar; 1 tea cup flour. This 

quantity will be enough for two square tins. When 

baked, spread with jelly, and roll. s. 0. 

Portland, ioula Co., Mich., 1851 

sons Of -‘ort Ltalhoii-ita Bnilalo, — 1 win, mm 

your permission, proceed to state what I on that 

occasion saw and tasted. In the first week ot October 

last, upon a clay soil, with the surface, if 1 mistake 

not, covered with chickwccd, I saw tho so-called 

Ontario and the Isabella grapes growing within three 

feet of each other at the ground, and the branches 

aud fruit so interlaced and mixed, that it was difficult 

to say upon which vine they grew, without tracing 

the branches to the ground. The branches of the 

Ontario would, I think, average one-fourth larger 

than the Isabella; the berries were round, and nearly 

double the size of the Isabella, and I should say the 

Ontario was at least ten days the earliest, and a friend 

who was with me at the time, thought from two to 

three weeks earlier. Flavor very similar to Isabella, 

but rather less pulp and musk. If yon think it would 

he interesting to yonr readers, I will at some future 

time give at least fifteen years of the history of this 

so-called Ontario grape vine. 
Paris, C. W., March, 1801. Cm as. Arnold. 

By all means, give us the information. Nothing 

can be lost, and something may he gained, by a his¬ 

tory of this grape, about which so much has been 

said, and so little is known.—Ed. 

ableness. 
or Red Canada, a variety which, in New England and 

Eastern New York, is said to be scarcely worthy of 

cultivation, but which, here, is hardy, prolific, and 

always fair and bfeautiful, while to these qualities it 

adds an exceedingly pleasant flavor, and a capacity 

for keepiug which enables us to offer it in the market 

in the finest condition as late ub May, aud even June, 

when it will usually command a price much above 

what can he secured for Baldwins at any time during 

their season, which here will seldom, if ever, con¬ 

tinue beyond March. 

The manner of its advent into this portion of Wol- 

verinedom was on this wise:—About thirty or thirty- 

five years ago, a company of traveling grafters, in 

passing through this region from Ohio, set a quantity 

of scions in what has since become one of the most 

extensive market orchards of this section, leaving 

with the owner a written guaranty that they were 

Rhode Island Greenings. On coming into bearing, 

the owner finding them not what he bargained for, 

was curious to know the true name, and was told, by 

persons, that they were doubtless a sort of 

established, and produce a line crop. Meadows so 

treated, will frequently produce seventy-five to one 

hundred bushels of cranberries to the acre the third 

year, and one hundred and fifty the fourth season 

after planting. 
Should it be impracticable to drain the swamp and 

plow it, the entire surface, with all the grass, roots, 

Ac., may be removed to the depth of about fouu 

inches, and vines planted, the same as after plowing. 

Or, if sand is convenient, the entire surface (after 

clearing off the grass, Ac., as much as possible,) may 

be covered with the sand to the depth of three inches, 

and the vines planted as before directed. If they are 

good, healthy, vigorous plants, they will root readily, 

and soon commence growing in the new locality. 

The spring is always the best season to set ont the 

plants, when plowing is not practicable. It is always 

better to have a cranberry plot so situated that it can 

be flowed to the depth of a foot or more, during the 

winter and spring. The ymter protects the plants 

from the too severe freezing of winter and the late 

spring frosts, when the vines are in blossom. It also 

proves a remedy against the ravages of the worm, 

that is gome times troublesome during the fruiting 

season, by letting uu the water for a day or two, and 

“drowning out” the depredator. 

In regard to shading the pilot, I do not see any par¬ 

ticular objection to planting firs around the margin. 

The cranberry requires the sun to ripen well, hut the 

shading would be so partial, that no serious detriment 

wonld accrue to the crop in consequence. 
Wm. H. Stark. 

How to Make Kisses.—1 will send the Rural my 

recipe for making kisseB. I like this one better than 

any other. Beat the whites of six eggs to a stiff 

froth; to tliia add 1 pontid powdered loaf sugar, 

sifted, stirring constantly. Add 1 teaapoonful at a 

time, until all the sugar is thus used, to the whites. 

Butter white papers, and lay them on oak shingles, 

(heat the shingles before you commence baking the 

kisses,) fill the buttered papers by dropping a small 

teaspoonful in a place,—let them remain in the oven 

till they brown a very little, then take them out and 

lay them On plates till they cool. After they un¬ 

baked, lay two together, the sides which were on the 

paper being joined. Before you fill the papers again 

you must butter them, or take new ones. Before 

at the Columbus Nursery. There has been a change in tins 

firm tho present winter. Ellwanobr & Barry disposed of 

their interest in this nursery to A. G. and R. G. Hanford, 
who have heretofore done a very successful business in the 

West. This establishment, at the head of which is our old 

friend BatkHAM, we have no doubt will merit and receive a 

liberal share of patronage. 
— From U. K BLifts, Springfield, Mass., Descriptive Seed 

Catalogue of choice Vegetable, Agricultural and Flower 

Seeds. Tho Catalogue of Mr. Bliss contains about 70 pages, 

anil is the largest, best arranged and best printed Seed Cata 

logue in tho country 

Tub Rkd Si'iijkH.— Tho Michigan Farmer pnblllhes the 

following recipe, discovered by Dr. A. Bush, of Detroit:— 

Twelve ounces common soft soap; three ounces (by measure) 

turpentine or camphine; mix well together, ibis is for six 

gallons of water, which must be stlirod well together, aud 

applied with a common garden syringe, or the same propor¬ 

tion for any quantity. 

Fruit at St. Joskpii, Michigan. — A friend writing from 

St. Joseph, Michigan, says:—“The prospect was never better 

here at this season of the year for a large crop of fruit of 

every description, especially peaches. We have had nu 

weather cold enough to injure fruit buds yet. One degree 

below zero has been the coldest, while twenty miles back 

from the lake it has been twenty-five below/ 

some 

Spitzenburg, for which reason they came to be some¬ 

what known, from the name of the aforesaid orebard- 

ist, as the “Welch Spitzenburg.” Afterward, alriend, 

who called on him from Western New York, was shown 

the fruit, and assured him that he was well acquainted 

with it, aud that it was Steele’s Red Winter. This state¬ 

ment was doubtless made under the impression that it 

was no other than the Baldwin, of which this is asyno 

nym in Western New York. This name, thus confer¬ 

red, soon superseded every other, and is now almost 

exclusively applied to it in this region and wherever 

it has been disseminated from here. In ignorance of 

these facte, many persons have ordered from the EaBt 

trees of this variety as they supposed, aud have been 

disappointed in receiving the Baldwin, while the 

nurseryman, for the same reason, has lost his reputa¬ 

tion here for correctness or reliability. 

It must not he inferred from these remarks that the 

Baldwin is unsuccessful here. On the contrary it is, 

probably, quite as successful here as in Western New 

York. Under these circumstances it becomes inter¬ 

esting to observe the manner in which these varieties 

have risen to the positions they occupy. 

The vigorous, robust habit of the Baldwin, renders 

it a favorite with nurserymen, while its eariy and pro¬ 

lific bearing commend it to the impatient urchardist, 

who is naturally anxious to secuie early returns from 

his investment. While it is very fine as a culinary 

fruit, it is probable that very few discriminating 

pomologists will rank it above second rate, as a 

dessert variety. 

On the other hand, the Red Canada is one of the 

most slender growers we have; and, for that reason, 

will not become a favorite with nurserymen. It is 

not quite as early a bearer as the Baldwin, neither is 

it unusually tardy; but, when once fully in hearing, 

it is quite as prolific as that variety, and, in the opin¬ 

ion of many, even more so, as it not only produces 

a full crop the bearing year, but usually produces 

more or less while the Baldwin is gathering strength 

for its biennial effort. On account of its slender 

habit and the production of its fruit upon the ends of 

its branches, it is seldom if ever broken down, even 

Cooking A pules.—Mrs. F. D. Gage, in the Ohio 

Farmer, thus writes:—One of the most notable house¬ 

wives and best cooks in the State, has a new way of 

cooking apples, at least, it was new to me, and will, 

no doubt, he new to many others. She pares the 

apples, and quarters them, placing them''in a tin 

plate with tho core side up; If dried apples, a little 

water is added; they are then set in the oven, which 

is always hot at meal time, and roasted; when done, 

they are slid on a common plate, and sprinkled with 

sugar, to bo eater! warm, with bread and butter and 

cakes. It would require canned fruit of extra flavor 

notice of a new silk worm, which feed* on tbe Ailanthus, 

which may la* highly interesting to our countrymen, and 

perhaps revive afresh tho interest which existed some years 

ago. As the Ailanthus, on which it feeds, can he so much more 

easily cultivated than the mulberry, tbe subject is worthy of 

attention, and especially of tho Government, which might 

expend money to more advantage in introducing them than 

importing tea needs: 

“ In March, 1859. M. Guerin Menevillo addressed a note to 

the Emperor on the introduction into France of a new kind 

of silk worm, living in the open air, on a very hardy plant, 

the ailante, or Japan varnish tree, and producing two crops 

a year of ft strong silky fiber, employed for centuries past in 

China to make clothes for the great mass of the population. 

The object of this note was to request the Emperor to pro¬ 

vide the means of making an experiment on a largo scale for 

the rearing of the silk worm. The authority was immedi. 

ately granted, and the imperial domain of I.amotte-Denu vron 

was selected us the place. The result is now published, and 

[ it suroasses all expectations. Tho new silk worms have like- 

New London, Conn., 1861, 

CRANBERRY CULTURE IN MICHIGAN 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker;—Having experimented 

on a small scale with cranberries, perhaps my success 

will interest some of your numerous readers. In the 

spring of 1857, I set out a few hills of the vines on a 

recently drained swale, on which the timber had been 

cut down about twenty years, but it had never been 

plowed. The surface had the appearance of being 

rich in vegetable mold; but on plowing it, the sub¬ 

soil proved to be nearly allied to quicksand, with a 

loose, porous substratum reaching down to living 

water, five feetfrom the surface. So my expectations 

of raising large crops of corn and potatoes failed. 

But not so with my cranberries. They grew as tho’ 

the place had been made on purpose for them; and 

last October 1 gathered from eighteen square fec*t, 

eight quarts of cranberries, which is at the rate of 

six hundred and five bushels per acre. The cranberry 

is indigenous in this State. It is Invariably found in 

marshes, but Will grow on quite dry, sandy soils. 

Flooding is unnecessary. It is the easiest plant to 

propagate that I am acquainted with. It can be 

transplanted any time when you can get it into the 

ground,—in the middle of Jnly just as well as any 

time. Some of my vines set in the Spring have borne 

and ripened fruit tbe same season they were trans¬ 

planted from their native soil. They spread similar 

to the strawberry, but not so rapidly. Their spread¬ 

ing may be facilitated by throwing a little loose dirt 

over the runners. There are thousands of acres in 

this State of as good cranberry land as that I have 

To Dress Rice.—A lady recommends the follow¬ 

ing:—Soak the rice in cold salt and water for seven 

hours; have ready a stew-pan with boiling water, 

throw in tho rice and let it boil briskly for ten 

minutes, drain it in a colander, cover it up hot by 

the tire for a few minutes, and then serve. The 

grains will he found double the usual size, and quite 

distinct from each other. 

Fruits Received.—From H. K. Stkvkns, of Riga, N. Y., 

beautiful specimens of Northern .Spy, large and well colored; 

and the best lot of Roxbury Russets we have ever seen or 

tasted. 

the property of Count lie Laniotte-Horace More than three- 

fourths of the worms produced excellent cocoons, though 

the condition of the atmosphere was very unfavorable, and 

it is now fully ascertained that the now worm gives a profit of 

cent, per cent., aud often much more, whereas the mulberry 

silk worm is reckoned veiy successful when It makes a return 

of fiitcen per cent, on the capital employed. The silk of the 

aUantc worm differs essentially from that of the mulberry 

worm. It is of an inferior quality, well adapted for coarse 

fabrics, and cannot enter into competition with that employed 

in the rich tissues of Lyons. The varnish tree will grow on 

the most barren soil. The cocoons may he prepared by the 

peasantry themselves, whereas tho ordinary silk requires 

much skill and care in dressing it. The now silk will form an 

excellent substitute for cotton, of which Franco unnnally 

imports 69,504,000 kilogrammes from the United States, M. 

Guerin Jteaeville proposes to call the new silk ailantine, or 

cynthiaue, In order to distinguish it from the other kind In 

u*e. He is DOW studying the best means of promoting the 

production aud manufacture of the new silk, which he posi 

lively declares will ere long supply the chief clothing of tho 

people.” 
We believe the earliest information respecting tliia insect. 

I wa? derived from Mr. Rutherford Alcock, when acting as H. 

inquiries anti 
Tim Pkbpbctbp Tomato.—I wish to make an inquiry in 

regard to the “ Perfected Tomato." Last spring,I procured 
some seed Of J M. Tborburn, l planted them carefully, and 
had good success in raising plants, and then? car* tie no doubt, 
that tbe plants were from the seed to obtained: but, strange 
to <av. they produced two distinct kinds of tomato, both 
different from any that 1 had ever raised before Nome of 
the plants produced a very largo, smooth, bright red tomato, 
»ad others, a tomato identical in color to the “Fejoe," but 
smoother rounder, thicker, und more Itefhy, with fewer 
seeds than the Fejcc/ both very line, and so nearly equal 
in quality that. 1 could not decide which wan the best, but 
preferred the Fejee colored, because of St* more perfect Shape. 

Query.— Which of these two is the genuine “Perfected 
Tomato?’’—F. S. J., LibcrtyviUe, Md. 

We have not seen tills variety, and are not acquainted with 

its history If raised from what b called the “Fejee” vari- 

cty, it is quite likely to inherit ft tendency to return to it 

occasionally.—Gardeners' Monthly 

We obtained seed of this tomato from the same source, last 

Spring, and grew from our plantx apparently two distinct 

varieties, one a bright red, and the other deep pink. We 

saved seed from both of these, aud will try them again the 

present season. Both were excellent tomatoes. 

A Very Good Substitute for Coffee.— Take 

one large orange carrot, slice and brown very slowly 

on a griddle, steep, and drink without sugar: or take 

half this amount of browned carrot, and half your 

usual quantity of Java, or Rio Coffee, steep, and use 

sugar. — H. M. 0., Sumner, Iowa, lSDl. 

D. B.Dk Land A Co’s Salb»ati/8.— Thank your stars, ir 

you are superstitious enough,—fiat lie glad, and express your 

thankful no w» that you can procure from your grocer a per 

fectly pure aud reliable article of Saleratns. Be. convinced, 

by atrial, of the truth of our remarks when we, say that it is 

just the quality that has so long been desired by house 

keepers. Di: Land A Co.’s Chemical SaleratuB is manufac¬ 

tured at the Fairport Chemical Works, Fairport, Monroe Co., 

N. Y., whine it is for sale at wholesale. The grocers cud 

dealers generally have it for sale. 



[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

CAFRICIOUSNESS OF TASTE. stick and candle, three magazines, four diaries, one 

coarse comb and one fine-tooth o^fej one thimble, one 

breast pin. one cologne bottle,' one collar, one vol¬ 

ume Molieke s [days and French Dictionary, one 

Testament, one Italian Reader and Dictionary, one 

pen-holder, one letter, one newspaper, one blank 

envelope, one lucifer match, one piece foolscap, half- 

dozen used-up steel pens, one pair stockings, one 

pair garters, one Spanish Grammar, three pairs hooks 

and eyes, sundry pins, one inkstand and stopple, Ac. 
South Livonia, N. Y., 1861. , 

“Nothing is more capricious than taste," remarks 
Linda, Perhaps this is to, but I would like to know 
what taste hits to do with dress? Who drosses accord¬ 

ing to the dictates of taste? Not Esquire Ik’s wife 

and sister, who wear dark blue bonnets, bearing a 

profusion of red roses, when they had previously 

concluded that delicate white ones would add to the 

beauty of their fair complexions. No, they would 

[Written for Moore's Rural New Yorker.] 

I AM A HIRED GIRL. 

I am a hired girl! 

There was a time, oh. would it were forgot, 

And all the days spent in that, hill side cot— 

The rose tree climbing 'side the old brown door, 

The honey suckle, ever drooping lower, 

To lift the snow-drop as It clambered tip, 

fasting the sweets from Nature's dewv cup; 

Glistening in the pure and healthful ray 

Of the bright sun through the live-long day. 

A happy group was ever gathered there, 

And joyous songs forever filled the air. 

Freighted with love that lent to life a glow, 

Unscathed by sorrow, and unknown to woe. 

And, oh, how often do I wander back 

O’er the long trodden and well beaten track. 

Thinking that, all again will real seem. 

But, ah! vain hope! it is but as a dream. 

No mother stands to meet rue at the door, 

No father smiles, a* in the days of yore, 

No brother greet* the coming of mv feet, 

No sister waits ray tearful glance to*meet, 

For, ohl the home is broken—all are gone, 

Who once were gathered 'round the family stone. 

And I’m a hired girl, not that it’s a curse— 

It meat/erly supplies my scanty purse, 

(Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

WHAT WAIT WE FOR? [Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

UNDERNEATH. 
What wait we for? The day has come 

The rising sun and opening flower, 

And song of birds and wild bees’ hum. 

All greet with joy the morning hour. 

The fields are to the harvest white. 

The grain ita nodding plumes bends low, 

As if the reaper to invite, 

And yet we still delay to go. 

What wait we for, with folded hands. 

In pleasure's gay, enchanted bowers, 

While swiftly glide the wasting sands 

Of life * most precious, priceless hours? 

Life hath n nobler aim than this; 

Tig toil Insures success, not fate. 

If we these golden chances mis*, 

To-morrow may bn all too late. 

What wait we for” There's work to do 

For every heart and every hand 

In this wide world of want and woe. 

Where ein ha* blighted erery land. 

Let each go forth while yet ’tis day. 

Fearless with Heaven inspired might, 

To wage a warfare ’gainst the wrong. 

And battle bravely for the right. 

What wait we for? while ignorance 

Wraps much of earth in darkest night, 

And we, the favored ones of God, 

Walk in the clear and noonday light! 

We who the keys of knowledge hold, 

Entrance to none rfiould e’er deny, 

But wisdom's gate* to all unfold, 

The way to immortality. 

What wait we for? All o’er the world 

Want, woe. and misery are found; 

The poor ye always have, said Christ, 

That charity might thua abound. 

Let each give, then, lu liberal shares, 

As God bath prospered biro in store, 

If rich, give alms; if poor, give prayers; 

And thua be blest forevermore. 

What wait we for? Nothing to do? 

Then dry the tears on Sorrow’s cheek, 

And pour the balm on wounded hearts, 

Sweet words of loving kindness speak. 

To scatter wide the seeds of Truth, 

Nurture the tender germ of Hope, 

And reap the harvest many fold, 

Gives largest talents ample scope. 

What wait wo for? The time iB short, 

Life’s little day is wan.ng fast, 

E’en now Death’s shadows drear athwart 

Our pathway fall our skies o’ercast. 

Then let us haste, while Mercy pleads. 

Repent, believe, and be forgiv’n. 

Our Savior follow, where He leads. 

Safe through life’s tils to rest in Heav’n. 

What wait we for? bet us arise, 

Cast off the purple robes of ease, 

Gird on the Christian armor briebt. 

Br IDA fair piked. 

Undkr our winters lie beautiful flowers, 

Golden and crimson through all the drear hours, 

Soft petals folded, secure from the blast, 

Waiting in patience till winter is passed, 

Rising in beauty with spring's early dawn, 

Glory and gladness to lend to the lawn. 

Under our sorrow*, which seem to de-troy, 

Of dimes lies hidden a life's fount of joy, 

.Silently waiting till time from our eves 

The salt drops of sorrow shall sweep to arise, 

Like the rainbow iff summer just born of the storm, 

With colors resplendent, t Wsunlight to warm. 

Underneath life this faint flutter of breath, 

This torch dimly burning, soon waning in death, 

Immortality lies, with a silent disdain, 

Awaiting time’s rust on mortality's chain, 

Awaiting the honr when thn soul from the sod 

Shall ascend in its glory to dwell with its GOD. 

Underneath death, but just vailed from our eyes, 

Await* for our entarance, the Heaven wc prise, 

Seraphs are sounding the triumphant strain, 

While on our lips dice the murmur of pain, 

Golden gates opened by death's silver key, 

Angel ones welcome the spirit set free. 

Independence, N. Y., 1861 

incy aid. Net Mrs. 1)., who is so tall '-hIic knows 

she don’t look well in strips " nor little Miss Dump- 

ung, who is so short that the length of her skirt is 

scarcely siitlieient for the width of a half-dozen stripes 

running roundwjsc, bnt must, nevertheless, wear 

such, because “they are all the go this year." Not 

Miss Julia, whose rosy face bears testimony that, her 

taste would not have led her astray, when she ex¬ 

hibited her new brown merino to a companion, Bay- 

ing,—“ they had a piece of beautiful green there, and 

I wanted it the worst way, bnt thought I must get 

this, because brown is all the fashion this season.” 

Not that young school-girl, who trails her long dress 

through the mud or snow for a half mile or more, 

twice a day, just because Sarah Smith wears one, 

when a dress six or eight inches shorter would be 

much more becoming and convenient. Not those 

who make childrens’ clothes so short they fail to 

reach the limbs above the stockings, which the chill 

winds of spring and autumn, yes, and summer, too, 

render as red as the feet of certain fowls, fabled for 

laying the golden egg, causing them not only to look 

as if they had grown out of their clothes a year ago 

or more, but to suffer the bitting stings of cold, and 

lay the foundation for weary hours of pain, and sick- 

I here is no greater every day virtue than cheerful¬ 

ness. This quality in man among men is like sun¬ 

shine to the day, or gentle, renewing moisture to the 

parched herbs. The light of a cheerful face diffuses 

itself, and communicates the happy spirit that 

inspires it. The sourest temper must sweeten in the 

atmosphere of continuous good humor. As well 

might fog, and cloud, and vapor, hope to cling to the 

sun illuminated landscape, as the blues and morose- 

ness to combat jovial speech and exhilarating laugh¬ 

ter. Be cheerful always. There is no path but will 

be easier traveled, no load but will be lighter, no 

shadow on heart or brain but will lift, sooner in the 

presence of a deter mined cheerfulness. It, may some¬ 

times seem difficult for the happiest tempered to keep 

the countenauce of peace and content; but the 

difficulty will vanish, when we truly consider that 

sullen gloom and passionate despair do nothing but 

multiply thorns and thicken sorrows. Ill comes to 

us a providentially as good, and is as good if we [Written lor Moores Rural New-Yorker | 

musinos, 

Hi art h hath its sorrows, and deep, corroding cares, 

— all share in the common lot,—eyes that were 

brightest dim, with blinding tears: hearts that were 

lightest, with intenser anguish break; the day of 

rosy dawning closes in deeper gloom. Almost daily 

are we called to witness some proof of the mutability 

of earthly hopes, and thus, from the frailty of the 

earthly are wc fought to place our best affections on 
things heavenly, 

Not long since I beard 

ness, and premature death. 

It is evident, even to casual observers, that a ma¬ 

jority dress themselves without any regard to taste 

whatever, bnt merely to follow the fashion, either 

near or remote, and this produces a tendency to over¬ 

dress. It is not caprkioumeas of taste that causes this 

proclivity; but in making taste, the innate love of 

order and beauty yields to the behests of capricious 

fashion. It is not only & pleasure but a duty to make 

one’s self beautiful, harmoniously bo, by outward 

ornaments and inward adorningH. And as mind is 

more enduring than matter, so should the exterior 

adomings bo made subservient to the growth of 

beauty in the spiritual, and not the reverse, as is 

most frequently the cuae. Ma y Myrtle. 
Albion, N. Y., 1801. 

“ which pa«s not away.” 

-1 a mother dwelling with 
delight on the speedy return of a loved son. The 

erect and manly form, the fair brow, the dark flashing 

eyes, all held a sacred place in that mother’* heart. 

Cherish them well, O mother, for tbon may’st never 

see them more. With eager haste her thoughts flew 

over the few months that might intervene before she 

fondly hoped to clasp the dear one again to her heart, 

it wan well that her vision deserted not the dark, 

fearful-looking cloud which rose every moment 

nearer; she saw nothing but the rosy hued in her sky. 

The shadow had not yet fallen. Just then, when 

feeling most secure, shot forth the dreadful bolt, en¬ 

tering and burning to its very center the mother’s 

heart. Ileart-reuiling was her anguish, as in piteous 

accents she cried, “ my sou, oh! My son. would I 
had died for thee, my son.” 

N\ c longed to breath words of comfort and holy 

cheer into the sorrowing mother’s ear. and .mint her 

DING-DING-DING. 

spending a few days in an excellent hotel at 

h. The guests were numerous, and so were 
the servants. When about to retire, I noticed that 

the barkeeper rang the bell repeatedly before any ser¬ 

vant appeared to accompany me to my room. Dircet- 

ly under my room, in the court of the house, was the 

bell which summoned the waiters to the office. Hour 

after hour the bell was jingling, the repetition after 

the first call having more and more of u scolding, 

imperative tone. The truth I found to be, to my cost,’ 

that the servants, naturally lazy, had become ac¬ 

customed to wait for the third or fourth call before 

stirring, so that they did not consider themselves 

really called until the last ring, whereas the simple 

and invariable regulation to answer the frst ring 

would have secured proper obedience, and all the 

subsequent ding-di+gs were not only needless, but 

mischievous. It would not be strange if they should 
be entirely disregarded at last. 

Parents are apt to ring too often. One command 
or request is enough, ir n is unoerstood. Lverv I 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yopker.] 

THE BORROWERS. 

in reply to the article of “Cousin S.,” in a late 

Kfkal, under the above caption, I have a few words 

to say, as her missive contains so ranch bitterness 

toward those “ inveterate foes of decency.” I have 

been a housekeeper for many years, and my husband 

was a subscriber to a magazine and one or two 

papers. My neighbors usually took one or two 

papers or magazines, and when I had read mine, I 

was very glad to change with them, if they desired, 

if not, I borrowed theirs, in order to secure a greater 

amount of reading than we were able to bny, count¬ 

ing it a privilege to borrow, or to lend. Now, when 

my husband “sleeps his last sleep,” and two children 

are looking only to me for support and while I 

cannot buy, 1 am glad to borrow. Ami ns long aa 
the Hi ral, ami sotqo other paper* vbiiSi 1 have read 

we had been talking of "Woman’s Rights,” one 

winter evening, in Aunt Betsy’s room,—talking girl- 

fashion, but none the less decidedly or enthusias¬ 

tically, from the fact that it was a subject wc knew 
little but fancied much about. 

At last Alice said, looking around to where she 

sat, her specs pushed up, and her eyes fixed rather 

quizzically on us, - “ what do you think about 
‘Woman's Rights,’ Aunt Betsy?” 

'Veil, girls, ’ she said, after a moment’s pause, 

“ T can tell jon just what I think, and I’ve a sort of 

an idea that it won’t do you any hurt either, seeing 

that I’ve seen more of the world than you have.” 

"Why, Aunt,” broke in Alice, “you’ve never 

been Tint of Saddlersville in your life, and we’ve been 
to the 1-alls, and the Springs, and i-.vor so many oUier 
places.” 

That may all be, child; but talking about 

“Woman’s Rights,— her rights are in her world, 

aint they? and her home is her world, isn't it? I 

think, may be, my dear, that I know full aa much 

[Written for Moore’* Rural New Yorker. 

ODDS AND ENDS. 

Definition, (founded on fact.) An American 

female help—an indmdj^l wbo\ when her mistress’ 
friends come visiting, vj^ppk-’ sauce o,f the table 

for tea: when her own puts onlprescrves. 

Mr. ani> Mrs. afford an illustration of St. 
Pierre’s theory of love being founded, not on 
resemblances, but on differences; that is, if you 
choose ho to interpret it in their case, it is not “deep 
calling unto deep,” but deep calling unto shallow, 

command, and the trouble of government is at an 

end; while the opposite principle has in it the ele¬ 

ments or procrastination and rebellion, which will 

reach beyond the family and beyond time. 

Teachers make the same mistake. Perhaps the 

school is noisy. Ding-ding goes the bell. The noise 

continues. Ding-ding-ding. The timid give heed, 

but the clamor ceases not. Ding-ding-duig-tfm^- 

m.va. . The school is brought to a stand at last; but 

the probability is that every subsequent uproar will 

-demand an additional ding, The training, to be 

authoritative and effectual, should be such that the 

first touch of the bell should arrest every ear, and 

the refusal to heed that should be dealt with as re¬ 
bellion.— Heber. 

GARDENING FOR WOMEN 
The Arab's Proof. Some years ago a French¬ 

man, who, like many of his countrymen, had won a 

high rank among men of science; yet who denied 

the God who is the author of all science, was cross¬ 

ing the great Sahara in company with an Arab guide. 

He noticed with a sneer, that at certain times his 

guide, whatever obstacles might arise, put them all 

aside, and kneeling on the burning sands, called on 

his God. Day after duy passed, and still the Arab 

never failed, till at last one evening the philosopher, 

when he rose from his knees, asked him, with a con- 

temptuons smile, “ How do you know there is a 

God/” The guide fixed his burning eye on the 

scoffer for a moment in wonder, and thee, said, sol¬ 

emnly, “How do I know there is a God? How did I 

know that a man and not a camel passed tuy hut last 

night in the darkness? Was it not by the print of 

his foot in the sand? Even so,” and he pointed to 

tiie sun, whose last rays were flashing over the lonely 

desert, “ that footprint is not that of man.” 

a man as Elder-could bring himself to preach so 

long sermons as he did. One can account for it only 

on the supposition that when he had once mustered 

up energy enougu to commence preaching, he was 
too lazy to stop, 

•1 - — says that a good share of the quarrels that 

occur between married people, originate in the hus¬ 

band’s determination to indemnify himself for the 

deference he felt compelled to pay his wife in their 
courting days. 

Why do the lower classes of English and Irish 

understand the American dialect of the English lan¬ 

guage better than we Yankees do theirs? The fact 

that we speak purer English than they, does not seem 

sufficient to account for it. 

When does a man estimate himself highest, when 
he regards himself as the equal of wise men or the 
superior of fools? 

It has been England and Russia against France, 

and England and France against Russia; when will 

it be Russia and Franco against England? 

This good old omnibus, the Earth, the older it 

grows, the faster it, seems to carry us round the sun. 

We talk of the wonders of steamboat and railway 

travel, but what are they in comparison with the grand 

rate at which we are all riding and never thinking 

THE FOUNDATION OF CHARACTER, 

knowledge. The humble cottage of the laboring 

poor, not less than their grounds, may be adorned 

with pet plants, which in due time will become red¬ 

olent ol rich pertume, not less than radiant with 

beauty; thus ministering to the love of the beautiful 
in nature. 

The wife and daughter that loves home, and would 

seek ever to make it the best place lor husband and 

brother, is willing to forego some gossiping morning 

calls, for the sake of having leisure for the ealtiia- 

tiou of plants, and shrubs, and flowers. The good 

housewife is early among her plants and flowers, as 

is the husband at his place of business. They are 

both utilitarians, the one it may be in the abstract, 

and the other in the concrete, each as essential to the 

enjoyment of the other, as are the real and ideal in 

human life. The lowest utilitarianism would labor 

only for the meat that perisbeth. Those of higher 

and nobler views, would labor with no less assiduity 

for the substantial things of life, but would in addi¬ 

tion seek also those things which elevate and refine 
the mind and exalt the soul. 

The advantages which woman personally derives 

from stirring the soil and snuffing the morning air, 

are freshness and beauty of cheek, and brightness of 

eye, cheerfulness of temper, vigor of mind, and 

purity of heart. Consequently she is more cheerful 

and lovely as a daughter, more dignified and woman¬ 
ly as a sister, and 

Heights of Redemption,—Oh, who shall measure 

the beightsof the Savior’s all sufficiency? First tell 

how high is sin, and then remember that as Noah’s 

flood prevailed over the top of the earth’s mountains, 

so the flood of Christ’s redemption prevails over the 

tops of the mountains of our sins. In heaven's courts 

there are to-day men that once were murderers, and 

thieves, and drunkards, and blasphemers, and perse¬ 

cutors; but they have been washed, they have been 

sanctified. Ask them whence the brightness of their 

robes hath come, and where their purity hath been 

achieved, and they, with united breath, tell you that 

they have washed their robes, and made them white 

in the blood of the Lamb.—Spurgeon. 

to be constantly busy. It is thought a mark of idle¬ 
ness in a woman to sit a whole evening, unless read¬ 
ing, without some manual employment; and if she 
go abroad to spend an afternoon, she must carry her 
knitting or sewing, but her husband or brother may 
accompany her without any work to occupy bis 
bands. 

The fine lady aud gentlemen are of modern origin. 
Moses gives no account of them in his history of the 
creation,—they were unknown in his time,—even the 
Now Testament makes no mention of them, though 
it speaks frequently of men and women; from which 
we conclude that uature, good, economical soul, 
picking np some shreds and parings of humanity in 
these latter days, thought she would try what could 
be made of them, and astonished herself, as well as 
all former creations, by the success of her efforts. 

What a chapter might be written on the incon¬ 
sistencies of authors! Emerson writes to persuade 
us of the folly of reading, and Carltle talks to 
enjoin upon us to keep silence. 

True Inventory of articles found on a lit(t)erarv 
table, which was a chest. One portfolio, one candle- 

hiLENT Influence.— It is the babbling spring 

which flows gently, the little rivulet which runs 

along, day and night, by the farm house, that is 

useful, rather than the swoolen flood, or the roaring 

cataract. Niagara excites our wonder, and we stand 

amazed at the power and'greatnss of God there, as 

he “pours it from his hollow hand.” But one 

Niagara is enough for the continent, or the world,— 

while the same world requires thousand® and tens 

of thousands of silver fountains, and gentle flowing 

rivulets, that water every farm, and meadow, and 

every garden, that shall flow night and day, with 

their gentle quiet beauty. So with the acts of our 

lives. It is not by great deeds like those of the 

martyrs, that good is dune; it is by daily and quiet 

virtues of life,— the Christian temper, the meek for¬ 

bearance. the spirit of forgiveness, in the husband, 

in the wife, the father, the mother, the brother, the 

sister, the friend, the neighbor, that good is to be 

Reverence for the Bible.— I suppose that the 

reverence of many persons for the Bible is owing to 

the confidence which they hate in persons they be¬ 

lieve to be Christians. ! suppose that there are hun¬ 

dreds of men that are exceedingly skeptical in regard 

to the Bible, who have a certain bidden reverence for 

it. Why ? God sent them an angel, and let her walk 

with them two years, and then took her home; and 

they hold her memory with such sacredness, that 

they say, “If there ever was a Christian, my wife was 

more attractive and confidiugusa 
wife. 

Hence the fruits and products of garden culture, as 

they relate to woman, when viewed objectively, are 

but small, relatively, as compared with the benefits 

secured in regard to herself, as the center of social 

refinement and enjoyment, amid such a world as ours. 

A husband who revolves round such a center, cannot 

but be a good neighbor, a useful citizen, a kind 

father, a loving aud confiding companion. Do not, 

then, mothers and sisters, the latter wives in prospect, 
neglect the garden.—Selected. 

Prayer is ever profitable; at night it is our covet¬ 

ing; in the morning it is our armor, Prayer should 
be the key of the day, and the lock of the night. 

Prayer sanctities all our actions. He is listed in 

God’s service and protection, who makes it his first 

work to he enrolled by prayer under the standard of 

the Almighty. He carries an assistant angel with 

him for his help, who begs his benediction from 

above; and without it he is lame and unarmed.— 
Feltham. 

Much as we may need energetic remedies against 
contagious diseases, we need them against contagious 
vices more; and quarantine laws in favor of moral 
health are the most necessary of all sanitary regula¬ 
tions. — Horace Mann. 

Cato observed, he would much rather that pos¬ 
terity should inquire u-hy no statues were erected to 
him, than why they were. 

companion of an evening and the companion 
require very different qualifications. 



conform to chemical laws. The economical reduc¬ 
tion from their ores of copper, tin, zinc, lead, silver, 
iron, are in a great measure questions of chemistry. 
Sugar-rekning, gas-making, soap-boiling, gunpowder 
manufacture, are operations all partly chemical; as 
are also those by which are produced glass and por- 
celian. Whether the distiller’s wort stops at the 
alcoholic fermentation or passes into the acetous, is 
a chemical question on which hangs hia profit or 
loss; and the. brewer, if his business is sufficiently 
large, finds it pay to keep a chemist on his premises. 
Glance through a work on technology, and it 
becomes at once apparent that there is now scarcely 
any process in the arts or manufactures over some 
part of which chemistry does not preside. A nd then, 
lastly, we come to the fact that In these times, agri¬ 
culture, to be profitably carried ou. must have like 
guidance. The analysis of manures and soils; their 
adaptations to each other; the use of gypsum or 
other substance for fixing ammonia; the utilization 
of coprolites: the production of artificial manures,— 
all these are boons of chemistry which It behooves 
tbe farmer to acquaint himself with. Be it in the. 
lueifer match, or in disinfected sewage, or in photo¬ 
graphs,— in bread made without fermentation, or 
perfume extracted from refuse, we may perceive that 
chemistry afl’ecta all our industries; and that, by 
consequence, knowledge of it concerns every one 
who is directly or indirectly connected with our in¬ 
dustries.—“Education, Intellectual, Moral and Physi¬ 
calby Herbert Spencer. 

TT, ,|T Afl) UTHRr. IDBXJ S*””.— 

pp 3Q> ] Buffalo: H. H. Otis—1861. 

It unsaid that "rushing into print is a disease." If our 
recent*experience is to be depended upon, we might add 
that I is infectious, and contributors to the Rural are 
spefilBr liable to attack Nor is this predisposition a matter 
0f render. If it is their good fortune to please and gratify 
theliterary tastes of the people through the columns of the 
„ Xiy press why should not the convenient form the book- 
cuker imparts be given to their productions? In the special 
.L, tie fore ns, however, there are additional reasons for 
j^pearing. and these the preface thus details:—“In this age 
/ feminine supremacy, it appears to be the unavoidable duty 
tif every young lady to either cater to refined taste in the 

/lecture room, glide through the skeleton-hung halls of 
pharmacy, or set her cap—her thinking cap, of course—over 

/ the luxuriance of her shingled tresses, and treat the world— 
I the tnorld, ladies and gentlemen.—to a book. Having thus 

decided. ITi.au results. Those of our subscribers who have 
formed a literary acquaintance with Hiss Joxes, will appre¬ 
ciate the opportunity afforded for the procurement of her 
verses in the tasty garb with which they are decked. There 
are many in our parish of reader*. however, who have not 
enjoyed this privilege—tho-e whom wo hare had tbe pleasure 
of visiting for only (he f> w brief weeks which have elapsed 
since the Now Tear—and in *ucli we recommend ite pernaiL 
The pure, unaffected, and simple in poesy, has been sought 
after in the volume Vfrre us, and attained. We cannot 
refrain from quoting the dedication:—"To my Father, who, 
for more than six years, has joyfully heard the harps of the 
blessed; aad my Mother, who, tarrying yet, kindly listens to 

; - fnatri preluding strains of my own little h-’-i thesehumble 
son - are lovingly inscribed." For sale by D«r*0W k Buo. 

Dear Brothers: — In looking over a paper to-day, 
my eye chanced to notice the following paragraph, 
as being particularly appropriate for farmer as well 
as all other boys: 

“Young man, don't he a loafer — don't call yourself a 
loafer — don’t keep loafers’ company —don’t bo hanging 
about loafing places. Better work hard all day for nothing’ 
than be lounging in stores, bar-rooms, or around street cor¬ 
ners, with your hands in your pockets." 

No, “don't keep loafers’ company," for if you do, 
you’ll be a loafer yourself,—you cannot associate 
with rowdies without becoming in some measure 
contaminated, Twas no later than early last eve¬ 
ning, while passing by a store and glancing in, that I 
saw no less than a dozen or fifteen men and boys 
sitting ou the counters, boxes, &o,, and I wondered 
if not at that very time four-tenths of the man por¬ 
tion of the world were similarly employed. T don't 
believe a merchant wants a gang of loafera obstruct¬ 
ing his store, or an editor idlers in his office. It has 
always been a mystery to me why men cannot learn 
to “ mind their oum business." If a man has no 
business in a Btoro or office, he should stay out, and 
by so doing, avoid much mischief, and save much 
unnecessary trouble. 

Now, farmer boys, this reform depends mostly 
upon you. We are all apt to imitate our superiors, 
and you, holding the proudest position in the world, 
can exert more lullueuce than any others. 1 think 
brothers, you can sot an example that your fathers 
would do well to imitate, and that is, show an energy 
and promptness, In the ordinary business affairs of life. 

I have frequently known farmers to visit a neigh¬ 
boring village or town for the purpose of transact¬ 
ing business thut could be accomplished in half an 
hour, and yet spend nearly a whole day. The farmer, 
above all other men, needs to economize his time. 
There is so much to be done on a farm, — the fences 
need repalriug, (door-yard fences,) the girls want the 
shrubbery trimmed, the climbing roses need racks, 
and a thousand other things that tbe farmer should 
do, and would, if he only knew how to spend the timo. 
You have the time to spend, farmers, and you too, 
farmers’ boys, if you will only improve your time to 
the best advantage. I nstead of lounging about stores, 
or street corners, or stopping every other man to 
harangue about politics, you should he beautifying 
your homes, benefiting yourselves, or cultivating 
your intellects. 

Among the many things that GOD has given for our 
happiness, are the flowers, Some. farmers (not all, by 
any means,) think it quite beneath their dignity to 
cultivate flowers. But, sirs, I would like to have you 
understand that Gon did not think it beneath his 
dignity to make flowers, and it is not beneath yours 
to cultivate them. Farmers’ daughters generally have 
a desire to have their homes ornamented with Na¬ 
ture's jewels, but arc prevented sometimes, because 
the dooryard has no enclosure with which to prevent 
its being a genuine rendezvous for the horses, cattle 
and pigs. If you wish to render your country a val¬ 
uable service, brothers, you can do it in no bettor 
way than in building a tasty yard fence, and trans¬ 
planting some of the niceBt evorgreens in your fath¬ 
er's forest (those that are transplantable,) into the 
dooryard. Your sisters will tend to the smaller 
shrubbery. It would be a profitable expenditure ot 

Youthful Years of Lord Bacon. 

No one lapse is known to have blurred the beauty 

of his youth. No rush of mad young blood ever 
drives him into brawls. To men of less temper and 
generosity than his own—to Decereaux and Montjoy, 
to Percy and Vere, to Sackville and Bruce—he leaves 
the glory of Calais sands and Marylebone Park. If 
he be weak on the score of dress and pomp; if he 
dote like a young girl on flowers, on scents, on gay 
colors, on the trappings of a horse, the ins and outs 
of a garden, the furniture of a room; he neither 
drinkB nor games, nor runs wild and lose in love. 
Armed with the most winning way3, the most glow 
ing lip at court, he hurts no husband’s peace, he 
drags no woman's name into the mire. He seeks no 
victories like those of Essex; he boms no shame 
like Raleigh into the cheek of one ho loves. No lady 
Rich, as in Sydney’s immortal line, has cause 

“To blush when he Is named.” 

When the passions fan out in most men, poetry 
flowers out in him. Old when a child, he seem3 to 
grow younger as he grows in years. Yet with all 
hia wisdom he is not too wise to be a dreamer of 
dreams; for while busy with his books in Paris, he 
gives ear to a ghostly intimation of his father's death. 
All his pores lie open to external nature. Birds and 
flowers delight his eye; his pulse beats quick at the 
sight of a fine horse, a ship in full sail, a soft sweep 
of country; everything holy, innocent and gay, acts 
ou his spirits like wine on a strong mao’s blood. 
Joyous, hopeful, and swift to do good, slow to think 
ovil, he leaves on every one who meets him a sense 
of friendliness, of peace and power. The serenity of 
his spirit keeps his Intellect bright, his affections 
warm; and just as he had left the halls of Trinity 
with his mind unwarped, so lie now, when duty calls 
him from France, quits the galleries of the Louvre 
and St. Cloud with his morals pure.—“ Personal His¬ 
tory of Lord Bacon,'1 by Wm. Hkpwokth Dixon. 

Cassell’s IPr.rm.AR Natural Bistort Prnfmely Illus 
trnted with SpUndifl Engravings and Tinted PI*'es. Pub¬ 
lished in Purtr on the First And Fifteenth of each Month. 
London and New York: Cassell. Better & Galpln. Ameri¬ 
can Office 37 Park Row, Now York. 

Cassell's serial publication., ire exceedingly popular in 
England, sud when well known, will be equally so in this 
country, being works of real m rit. and not mere picture 
books got up for show and sale, df« itAve received no serial 
the present year with which we U * becX more interested, 
or better pleased, than in Caisetl'S Natural History, Each 
part contains 32 large quarto pages, well printed on good 
paper, and profusely illustrated with engravings of the finest 
description These engravings illustrate the appearance, 
parts, and habits of tbe different animals described, and are 
of great assistance to the student of natural history. The 
letter press descriptions are clear and interesting, and the 
general arrangement of the work is all that could be desired. 
Each part 16 cents, to be obtained of the publishers. 

death,—who accepts the terms, let him follow me." 
They followed to a man. Day after day were 
they harrassed by the enemy, and it was at length 
found expedient to disband, each to seek a shelter 
for himself. Our hero was now hunted aa a wild 
beast, and while thus pursued, his wife, who had 
clung to him amid u|I his perils, died of exhaustion 
and fatigue. After her demise, Garibaldi made hia 
way to Genoa, and thence to the United States. 

Upon his arrival in this country he modestly de¬ 
clined all demonstrations, took up his residence upon 
Stateu Island, and earned his support by labor, lie 
had with him a friend named Mkuocl to whom one 
day he said, “We are all idle; you are a man of busi¬ 
ness; you know a good deal about chemistry and 
machine work; why can’t you suggest some employ¬ 
ment which will make our lives and those of our 
friends here more comfortable and Independent?” 
“I can," replied Mjtncoi. “Let us make candles. I 
know u process by which tallow can be transformed 
Into a hard, transparent, and sperm-liko substance, 
from which candles can be made more economical 
thnn any yet in use.” “Good!” said Garibaldi. 

“Everybody wants light, and who knows hut that 
one day we’ll make your candles light the universe. 
Let’s get to work at once.” To work they accord¬ 
ingly went. An opera singer named Sai.vi furnished 
means, and a copartnership tvas formed under tho 
name and style of Salyi, Mhucci, and Garibaldi,- 
the first representing cash, the second, ingenuity, and 
tho third, labor. Tho candles, when manufactured, 
wera sold to Avkzzant, then a New York commis¬ 
sion merchant, now u General with Garibaldi,— and 
the work went on. Tn course of time a manufactory 
was erected, which has since degenerated into a 
drinking saloon, and in the vary bar-room where 
amid tho enthusiastic vivas of a German and Italian 
crowd is now drunk his success, the great Italian 
was in the habit of sweating over his vats. 

But his restless spirit would not permit this quiet. 
Once more he is upon the ocean. Ho visits Califor¬ 
nia, Chinn, and Europe, and finally returns to Italy. 
His late transactions are so familiar to the American 
public that we need not recount them. As an illustra¬ 
tion of the eminent character and love borne him by 
the King and people of Italy, we make the following 
extract from the correspondence of one of our Ameri¬ 
can Journals: 

“Tho political men who surround the King evince 
the necessity of feeling their own way, and to guess 
what might give pleasure to Garibaldi. ‘What 
would lie have?’ said one of them to one. 1 Gari¬ 

baldi’s character, on account of his immense virtues, 
of bis heroic self-denial, Is a very difficult one to deal 
with. One does not know how to lay hold of him. 
What could we offer him? The rank of Marshal? 
Ho will not accept it, out of regard for ClALDtNt. 

The great cordon of the Anuunziata? Ho would 
answer lie wears no orders. The title of Prince 
of Calatafimi? lie would say his name is Goiseppe 
Garibaldi, and he is quite light if he objects to 
change his name. A pension to Garibaldi? It 
would only offend him. An estate? He would say 
Caprera Is all he wants.” 

The Phrenological Journal, speaking of his physi¬ 
cal conformation, says:—“A nobler-looking man was 
never made. He is about the medium height, and 
finely proportioned. His face is sad in its expres- 

OmsKrrE Garibaldi; and if any living person is 
worthy of this attention, we are not aware upon 
whom it could be more properly bestowed. A patriot 
from youth, his life has been devoted to the elevation 
of those upon whose heads the hand of tyranny has 
been heavily laid, and his achievements in behalf of 
the oppressed are household words. 

Garibaldi was born at Nice, in Italy, on the 4th of 
July, 1806, and is, consequently, about fifty-four 
years old. His father was a mariner, and our hero 
was early Indoctrinated into the mysteries of sea 
craft,, and taught to disregard its dangers. Acquir¬ 
ing the rudiments of an education with avidity, he 
became a sailor. The principles of mathematics and 
the natural sciences were among his favorite studies. 
Hia love of learning never deserted him, and during 
his early years one of his chief delights was histori¬ 
cal reading. In thus commencing with the past, he 
discovered what had been tho glory and power of bis 
native country, ho saw what she was in her debase¬ 
ment and degradation, and his bold heart throbbed 
with aspirations For her redemption. 

Garibaldi followed his profession with vigilance, 
making voyages to various portions of Italy, the 
Levant and the Black Sea. It was during one of 
these voyages, says the Phrenological Journal, that 
he first went to Rome, and there, amid the mono 
merits of her former splendor and greatness, and the 
many evidences of her existing poverty and distress, 
he conceived the hope of her resurrection. When 
told that a society of young Italians was already in 
being, who had devoted their Lyqft to the glorious 
work, the dincoviriy fll'e 4 Anspfoikubie Joy. 
He, of course, eagerly enrolled himself among their 
number, and when the uprising of 1834 took place, 
be became a prominent actor in the eventful scenes. 
But the movement proved disastrous In its results, 
and Garibaldi among others was condemned to 
death. Making his escape in disguise from Genoa, 
he navigated tho Mediterranean for somo time alone, 
anil finally succeeded in reaching the coast of France, 
whence he took passage in a friendly vessel to Brazil. 
•Finding the patriots of La Plata in arms, he engaged 
in their service as a naval officer, and soon mingled 
in their public affairs. 

In 1848, Italy became a scene of turmoil, and Gari¬ 
baldi Immediately set sail for his native shores. He 
arrived ut Rome in time to anticipate Mazzini, Avkz- 

zan'i, and others, in their earlier efforts to organize 
the Republic. His known ability pointing him out 
as one of the men best fitted to conduct the military 
defense of the nation in case of attack, lie was ap¬ 
pointed a General of a body known as the Legion, 
which was composed of the bravest and most accom¬ 
plished among those designated as “Young Ttaly.” 
We cannot enter into detail concerning the stirring 
incidents of the campaign against France, Austria, 
anil Naples,— it is enough to say that they were 
worthy of the noble spirits who battled, and of the 
cause in which they had periled everything. But 
they struggled in vain against the triple combination. 

Rome was taken, the sorrowful city was compelled to 
surrender, hut Garibaldi and his noble-spirited young 
soldiers refused to lay down thelrarms. They resolved 
to force their way to a'safe place of refuge. Their 
leader’s speech on that occasion would have done no 
dishonor to Bmmrsorthe Gracchi. “Soldiers!” he 
said, “ in recompense of the love you may show your 
country, I offer you hunger, thirst, cold, war, and 

C , IU,L’( ILLTTSTKATHD HISTORY OK ENGLAND. The Text 
by J. T. Smith to the reign of Edward I, and from that 
period by William Howitt. London and New York. 

Wf. have received several numbers of the above beautiful 
and valuable publication, and have been very greatly inter 
ested in its pernasl. The author* have evidently brought all 
their mental forces to the task, and whiln the subject-matter 
is pre.-inte-rl in a pleasing and attractive form, the truth of 
hv-tory is not hidden from the eye of thn render. Tho wood 
engravings—of which from forty to eighty are given in each 
part—have been prepared in the best style of the art. Each 
number contains sixty pages of letter press, and these are 
sold at 15 cents. Address Cassell, Pkttkh A Galplv, 37 

Park Row. New York 

North British Review Reprinted by Leonard Scott*Go., 
New York. 

The February number of this excellent Review Is before 
u», and the contents are fully up to the standard. Eleven arti 
cles are presented, aa follows.—India Convalescent; Shelley 
and hia recent Biographers; Large Farms and the Peasantry 
of the Scottish Lowlands; Lord Dundonald, Modern Necro¬ 
mancy; Engineering and Engineers; The Political Press — 
French, British, and German; Home Ballads and Poems; 
Hessey's Hampton Lecture; Dr. Carlisle * Autobiography; 
L-tU Palm, i-Ann end our Foreign PoUCV With the present 
issue begins Volumo XXIX of tbe American edition. D. M. 
Dkwky is the Rochester agent. 

FACTS IN THE HISTORY OF GLASS 

History of thk United Netherlands: From the Death of 
Willi an the Silent to the Synod of Dort, With a Full View of 
the Engllsh-Dute.h Struggle against Spain, and of the 
Origin and Destruction of the Spanish Armada. By John 
Lotuhok Motley, I.L. D., D C. L., Corresponding Mem- 
hex of tlin Institute of Franco, author of ' The Rise of 
the Dutch Republic ” Volume 1. |8vo,—pp. 632.) New 
York: Harper A Bros. Rochester—Stkklk k Avkky . 

Mkkokwcs or Castile, or, The Voyage of Calhav By J. 
FKNlMOHK COOKER. Illustrated from Drawings by F. 6. C. 
Dari.ky. (P.’mo.—pp 530.) New York: W A. 'Townsend 
* Co. Rochester—L Rut A Bito , Subscription Agents. 

The PrertrrtTv.es and Practice op Land Drainage: Embrac¬ 
ing a Brief History or Uoderdruining; a Detailed Examina 
tion of its Operation and Advantages; a Description of 
Variou* Kinds of Drains, with Practical Directions for 
their Construction- the Manufacture of Drain-Tile, etc. 
Illustrated by nearly One Hundred Engraving*. By John 
H. Kmkkaht, author of tbe " Wheat Plant," Correspond¬ 
ing Secretary of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture, etc. 
(lomo.—tip. 454.J Cincinnati: Robert Clarke & Co. [From 
the Publishers. 

Ter Romance ok the Revolution Beings History of the 
Peisoual Adventure* Romantic Incidents, and Exploits 
incidental to The War of Independence. Illustrated 
(lfimo.—pp. 444 ] Philadelphia: 0. G. Evans. [From the 
Publisher. 

Thk Old Loo School House. Furniture'I with Incident* of 
School Life, Notes of Travel, Poetry, Hints to Teacher* 
and Pupils, and Miscellaneous Sketches. Illustrated. By 
Alex. Gi.akk, Editor of ‘ Clark’s School Visitor,” [16m o. 
pp. 288) Philadelphia: Leary, Getz & Co. [From the 
Publishers. 

Tim Children'* Biiilk Picture Book. Illustrated with 
Eighty Engravings. |pp. 32l ] New York: Harper & Bros. 
Rochester—Stkelk & Avery. 

Pamkinna. and other Poems By Tiios. Baily Aldrich. 
[pp. 72. J New York: Rudd & Carle-ton. Rochester—Adams 
At Dabney. 

Flirtation, and What Came of It. A Comedy in Five Acta. 
By Frank fi. Goodrich, [pp. 92.] New York: Rudd k 
Carleton. Rochester—Adams k Dabney. 

One ok Tiikm. By Cbarlks Levrr. author of “Charles 
O'Malley.'' etc. [8vo.—pp. 187.] New York: Harper k 
s. Bros. Rochester—Stkklk k Avery. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — Herewith I send you 
a short sketch of the history of Glass, believiug that 
it will he interesting to many of your readers. 

Two thousand years ago or upward, a company of 
merchants who had on board their ships a cargo of 
nitre, were driven by the winds on the shores of Gali¬ 
lee, close to a small stream that runs from the foot of 
Mount Garmcl. Being here weather bound until tho 
storm abated, they mado preparations for cooking 
their food on the beach; and not finding stones to 
rest their vessels upon, they used some lumps of nitre 
for that purpose, placing their kettles on the top, and 
lighting a strong fire underneath. As the heat in¬ 
creased, the nitre Blowly melted away, and flowing 
down the beach, mixed with the sand, forming, when 
cooled, a beautiful, transparent substance, which ex 
cited the astonishment of the beholders. 

A great many years afterwards, towards tho close of 
the fifteenth century, an artificer, whose name is not 
known, accidentally spilled some of the material he 
was melting. Being in a fluid state, it ran over the 
ground until it found its way under one of the large 
llag-stones with which the place was paved, and lie 
was obliged to take up the stone to recover his glass. 
By this timo it had grown cold, and to his surprise 
he found from the flatness of the surface beneath the 
stone, it had taken the form of a slab, — a form 
which could not be produced by any process of blow¬ 
ing then in use. 

.Such was the accident that led to the discovery of 
the art of casting Plate-Glass. Wm. A. Kellogg. 

East Scott, Cort. Co., N. Y., 1861. 

Tub charms of the flowery month of May and of the 
leafy June have been ofton described, as well as the 
fading glories of October, and the enjoyments of the 
bleak winter; hut March, whom almost every one 
calls a blustering old fellow, has charms for me. 
Aside from the remembrance of the joys of sugar 
weather, which this month usually inaugurates in 
that distant and favored land, called “ Down East,” I 
like it. What is more agreeable than a bright March 
morning, after a long cold winter. The snow has dis¬ 
appeared or retreated to the corners of the fences; 
the hoys appear to take a parting slide on the few 
patches of ice which remains; the fowls come 
forth in crowds, for the first time in some months, 
and you hear their cheerful cackling from the wood- 
pile and hay-stack, culling up visions of fresh 
eggs In abundance; the farmer begins to talk 
about seed wheat, and discuss, with unusual ani¬ 
mation, the comparative value of the different 
crops. Joyous activity reigns in every department 
of the farm. Other months of the year have each 
their own delights, but March seems to be truly the 
season of hopeful anticipation, b. c. d. 

Geneva, Wis., 1861. 

but the tone was not harp-like, and there was not a 
breath of wind. Then it swelled and approached; 
and then it seemed to lie miles away in a moment; 
and again it moaned, as if under my very feet. It 
was, in fact, almoBt under my feet. It was the voice 
of the winds imprisoned under tne pall of ice sud¬ 
denly cast over them by tho peremptory power of the 
frost. Nobody there had made air holes, for the 
place was a wilderness; and there was no escape for 
the winds, which must moan on till the spring 
warmth should release them. They were fastened 
down in silence; but they would come out with an 
explosion, when, in some still night, after a warm 
spring day, the ice would blow up, anil make a crash 
and a racket from r.hnro to shore. So I was told at 
my host's that evening, where I arrived with some¬ 
thing of the sensation of a haunted man. It had 
been some timo before the true idea struck me, and 
meanwhile the rising and falling moan made my very 
heart thrill again.— Once a IVtxk. 

FREAKS OF THE FUNGI 

The fungus is a kindly friend— a fearful foe. We 
like him as a mushroom. We dread him as the dry 
rot. He may be preying on your roses, or eating 
through the corks of your claret. He may get into 
your cornfield. A fungus has eaten np the vine in 
Madeira, the potato in Ireland. A fungus may creep 
through your castle and leave it dust. Fungi are mostat 
home upon holes of old trees, logs of wood, naked walls, 
pestilential wastes, old damp carpets, and other such 
tilings as men cast out from their own homes. They 
dwell also in damp wine cellars, much t.o the satis¬ 
faction of the wine merchant, when they hang about 
the wall3 in black, powdery tufts, and much to his 
dissatisfaction when a particular species, whose 
exact character is unknown, first attacks the corks of 
his wine bottles, destroying their texture, and at 
length impregnates the wine with such an unpleasant 
taste and odor as to render it unsaleable; more still 
to his dissatisfaction when another equally obscure 
species, after preying upon the corks, sends down 
branched threads into the precious liquid, and at 
length reduces it to a mere caput inortuum.—Athemeum. 

Veneered houses, as they are called, are becoming 
quite common in some parts of New York and New 
England. We do not think they can be recommend¬ 
ed for their cheapness, though they seem to possess 
many other good qualities. The following is the 
manner in which the veneering is done:—The house 
i3 built as all balloon frames—lined with one inch 
boards ou the outside—the foundation wall must ex¬ 
tend far enough beyond the sills for the brick to rest 
on, the brick all laid up in good mortar so as to pre¬ 
sent a face 2 by 8 inches; and when the wall is laid 
up live bricks high, drive a five-inch spike into each 
studding; let the head of the spike be held close to 
the brick, that it may, in driving, scrape itself into 
the brick, thereby holding it firm and tight. Spike 
every tier of five bricks, until finished. Studding 
here are generally 15 inches apart; it will, therefore, 
take one Bpike for every five bricks high and fifteen 
inches long; 7) bricks lay up one square foot. Old 
frame buildings with weather-boarding on, can be 
veneered the same way, and if not plumb, you can 
fill the space between the boards and brick with 
mortar, to keep out rats and mice. In an old frame 
house, you will have to make the foundation walls 
wider that the bricks may have a resti ug place. The ad¬ 

vantages claimed over brick houses are, that they are 
much safer in a storm, and always dry, and no damp¬ 
ness whatever; and over a frame house, they are 
much warmer, and do not need painting every few 
years, which is quite a saving; and lastly, will last at 
Least one generation longer. 

The Man of Force. 

There is always room for a man of force, and he 
makes room for many. Society is a troop of thinkers, 
and the best heads among Itiem take the best places. 
A feeble man can see the farms that are fenced and 
tilled, the houses that are built. The strong man 
sees the possible houses and farms. His eye makes 
estates, as fast as the snu breeds clouds.—“Conduct 
of Life," by Ralph Waldo Emerson. Agriculture in Schools.—The “Union School” 

ut- Huntington, L. I., has adopted a plan Hint may be 
imitated to advantage by other schools. It is a juve¬ 
nile agricultural society, which holds annual exhibi¬ 
tion*, and awards prizes, a* in other similar exhibi¬ 
tions by children of a larger growth. The premiums 
are confined to articles produced by the pupils, male 
and female, but articles for exhibition are contributed 
by parents and friends, to make the fair more attrac¬ 
tive. The prizes competed for, are composed of 
books, agricultural papers, tools, and small sums in 
cash, for the boys; and thimbles, scissors, needles, 
workbaskets, teaspoons, etc., for the girls. For the 
best loaf of Graham bread, a kneading bowl and 
rolling pin are offered. There Is no doubt that such 
an addendum to a school may prove highly beneficial 
to the pupils, in a hygienic, moral, and industrial 
point of view.—Exchange. 

Recuperative Force in Children. 

We watch in children with pathetic interest the 
degree in which they possess recuperative force. 
M hen they are hurt by us, or by each other, or go to 
the bottom of the class, or miss the annual prizes, or 
are beaten in tho game,— if they lose heart, and 
remember the mischance in their chamber at home, 
they have a serious check. But if they have the 
buoyancy and resistance that pre-occupies them with 
new interest in the new moment, — the wounds cica¬ 
trize, and the fibre is the tougher for the hurt.—Ibid. 

The Highest Buildings in the World.— The fol¬ 
lowing list of lofty buildings is taken from the French 
scientific almanac ( Aunuaire par le Bureau des Longi¬ 

tudes,) for I860. The measurement is above the 
earth in each case, (uut above the sea:) 
Highest Egyptian Pyramid .. . 470 
Tower of the Strashurg Cathedral ..—... .403.90 
TowerofSt. Etienne (Vienna) .......452.7ft 
Ball of Ht. Fetei « (Rome) over the dome.. .433 
Tower of Michael’s (Hamburg) __ 426.30 
“ The Arrow " of Antwerp Church___363.70 
St. Paul's at London------360.90 
The Milan Cathedral Tower...357 60 
Pantheon at Pari*---259.18 

To the above may be added the chimney of Messrs. 
Tcunaut’s chemical works iu Glasgow, which is 450 

feet in height. 

FROST MUSIC, 

I was once belated in Canada on a tine winter day, 
aad was riding over the hard snow on the margin of 
a wide lake, when the most faint and mournful wail 
that could break a solemn silence seemed to pass 
through me like a dream, I stopped my horse and 
listened. For some time I could not satisfy myself 
whether the music was in the air or in my own brain. 
1 thought of the pine forest which was not far off; 

Chemistry iu the Work ol' Education. 

Still more numerous are the bearings of Chem¬ 
istry on those activities by which meu obtain the 
means of living. The bleacher, the dyer, the calico- 
printer, are severally occupied in processes that are 
well or ill done according aa they do or do not Confession of a fault makes half amends, 
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Home for the Industrious—J. W. Foster, Land Commissioner. 
A Card—Robbins It Appleton. 
Hard Times tirade Easy—George G Evans 
Schenectady Agricultural Works—G. Wwtinghousc & Co. 
Fruit and Ornamental Tree* T. C Maxwell At Bros 
Beardsley* Uav Elevator Ixvi A Beordxley. 
Agent# Wanted -Daughaday k Hammond. 
Crape Vi re - _ Wtn I'ertT A' Non. 
Agents Wauled—Hooker, Farley At Co 
Cranberry Vine*—Noble Hill. 
Nurseryman Wanted- Jar. Chappell. 
Berkshire Pwine Wm. J. Pettee 
Farm for Sale Alex. If Grant 
Native Evergreens D. 1, Hi in moil* & Co 
Doolittle Improved Black Cap Knepherry G. F Wilcox. 
Strawberry Plante—(', I». South worth 
The Nan Osmond Sweet Potato—C. B Murray. 
Grape Vine*— W. C. lA>omie. 
One Frice and Low l*rice Gilman 
Pear Seed* D. F. Holman. 
Dairy Woman Wanted T. C. Peter*. 
Prindle'g Patent AgricuRurai Cauldron and Steamer 

WUCIAI. NOTICSA 

Brown's Troches for Public Speakers and Singers. 

uml Jjkw-ijotta 
NEWS DEPARTMENT. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., MARCH 23, 1861, 

DOMESTIC NEWS. 

Affaire; at Washington. 

The telegraph this (Monday) morning says that 

the Cabinet came to no decision Saturday on the 

proposed evacuation of Fort Rum ter, in opposition 

to which some very strong arguments are made. 

Recent letters from Major Anderson resent with 

indignation insinuations against his disposition to 

hold the fort to the last extremity. 

A member of the Virginia Convention called on 

the President on the 16th inst., who assured him that 

no vessels would be sent South with hostile inten¬ 

tions, and there would he nothing done in regard to 

the affairs of the South for sixty days, and it was his 

purpose to restore peace and prevent the shedding of 

blood. 

Tt is said on good authority that Messrs. Crawford 

and Forsyth — the Commissioners from the Southern 

Congress — entertain the strongest hopes of preserv¬ 

ing the peaceful relations between the two Govern 

ments. There is no doubt but their diplomacy is 

judicious. 

It is estimated that there is between five and ten 

thousand applicants for appointments connected with 

the Post Office Department. 

The number of letters daily received is unprece- 

dently large, sometimes amounting to six or seven 

hundred. Nineteen clerks are engaged in attending 

to them. 

The applications for employment in the other 

departments of the public service are correspond¬ 

ingly numerous. 

A special dispatch to the N. Y. Post says startling 

rumors are circulated in Washington, to the effect 

that a collision has occurred at Pensacola. It is 

reported that the United States forces under com¬ 

mand of I.ieut. Slcmmer have been attacked by the 

Florida rebels, aud that a serious conflict ensued. 

Other reports, of u vague character, state that the 

outbreak did not occur in the neighborhood of Fort 

Pickens, but in the immediate vicinity of Pensacola. 

No intelligence of a’delinite character, however, lias 

been received, hut there is intense excitement and 

great anxiety to learnffurther particulars. 

It in understood that the Senate will adjourn next 
week. 

Orders have been received from the Navy Depart¬ 

ment for the sailing of several ships of war, but their 

destination is not announced. 

The correspondent of the N. Y. Herald states posi¬ 

tively and authoritatively that no foreign born citi- 

Eens will be appointed heads of diplomatic posts in 

Europe, during the Republican administration. The 

Secretary of State is immovable. His determination 

is fixed, and will not be shaken by any influences 

that may be brought Upbear on him. Remonstrance 

after remonstrance, both verbal and written, have 

been lodged with him, hut all to no purpose. He 

has made up his mind, and is prepared to take the 
consequences. 

Upon the data of Major Anderson’s last statement 

to the War Department, his stock of bread is reduced 

to fourteen days, and rice to about twenty-three. 

With the other supplies on hand he might maintain 
himself a month. 

In the U. S. Supreme Court on the 15th inst., Judge 

Wayne announced the decision in the case of Mrs. 

Gaines. The decision was that she was the only 

legitimate child of Daniel Clark, and bis universal 

legatee, uuder his last will, arid as such entitled to all 

the property, real and personal, of which said Clark 

died possessed. The decision further states that she 

is entitled to recover possession of certain property 

purchased by defendant Henning, with the rents and 

profits, and measures will be at once taken to enforce 
this decree. 

Chief Justice Taney delivered the decision in the 

matter of Kentucky against Governor Dennison of 
Ohio. 

The court says the demanding State has a right to 

have every such fugitive delivered up, and that the 

State of Ohio has no right to enter into a question 

whether the act of which the fugitive stands accused 

is criminal or not in Ohio, provided it is a crime in 

Kentucky, and it is the duty of the Governor of Ohio 

to deliver, upon any proper process: that the act 

charged is crime in Kentucky; that the act of Con 

gross in 1793 determines what evidence is to be sub¬ 

mitted to the State of Ohio, and that the Governor is 

ministerial merely, like a sheriff or marshal, and 

appeals to his good faith iu the discharge of the 

Constitutional duty, for the reason that Congress 

cannot impose any federal duty upon ollieers of a 

State, and when such officers are called upon by act 

of Congress to perform such duty, it conceives good 

sense and good faith on their part; and on these 

grounds a mandamus was refused. 

1 he Post Office Department has been notified by 

the contractor that the cheap one cent stamped 

envelopes, combining the new improvement of the 

dissolving lines, are now ready for distrbution. 

These envelopes are chiefly intended for circulars 

and have been issued in response to memorials from 

publishers and merchants of New York and other 

cities. They will, during the present week, be dis¬ 

tributed among the most important post offices, for 

sale by them at one dollar and ton cents per thou¬ 

sand exclusive of the stamp, which is a deduction of 

40 cents per thousand upon the rates of the present 1 

cent stamped envelope, combining this improvement. 

Official dispatches from the East India squadron 

say that one of the vessels had been dispatched to 

Ningpo, for the purpose of finding out, if possible, 

the pirates who recently captured two American 

vessels. The Pacific Mail brought no information 

relative to the missing sloop Levant. 

r. S. Senate—Extra Setwion. 

The Senate took np Mr. Foster’s resolution for 

the expulsion of Wigfall, when, on motion of Mr. 

Firamons it, together with Mr. Clingman’s substitute, 

was referred to the Judiciary Committee. 

Mr. Trumbull, from the Judiciary Committee, to 

whom was referred Mason’s resolution about Carleton 

and Sanborn, referred back the resolution with the 

recommendation that it be postponed till the third 

Monday in December, which was agreed to. The 

committee deem it premature to order payment at 

this time. 

Mr. Fessenden offered a resolution directing the 

Secretary of the Senate to strike from the roll of the 

Senate the names of Senators from the seceded 

States who have declared that they are no longer 

members of the Senate. 

Mr. Clark offered a substitute which Mr. Fessenden 

accepted, viz.: 

Wherea*, The seats occupied by Brown, Davis, 

Mallory, Clay, Toombs, and Benjatniu, as members 

of the Senate, have became vacant, therefore, 

Resolved, That the Secretary be directed to omit 

their names respectively from the roll. 

Mr. Mason ineffectually proposed to amend the 

resolution by making it read “the gentlemen named 

have ceased to become members.” Mr. Clark’s 

substitute was adopted. 

Legislature of New York. 

Senate.—Mr. Ramsay moved a reconsideration 

of the vote upon the Judiciary Committee Report 

against incorporating an Association for the safekeep¬ 

ing of valuable packages, by means of burglar proof 

safes. Agreed to, and the bill was recommitted. 

The resolutions to appoint a Grinding Committee, 

were called up and adopted. 

Bn.t.s Passed.—A bill to incorporate the Bellevue 

Hospital and Medical College; to fix the corporate 

name of Hobart College; to extend the time for the 

construction of Lake Ontario and Hudson River Rail¬ 

road; to re-lease the interest of the people of New 

York in certain lands in the town of Prattsburgh; to 

incorporate the Veteran Scott Life Guards; to desig¬ 

nate as public holidays, the 1st of January, 4th of 

July, 25th of December, 22d of February, general elec¬ 

tion days, and fast days.—providing that promissory 

notes, Ac., falling due on such days, he due on the 

preceding day, was amended, so that the notes 

falling due on all legal holidays shall be payable the 

day after; to create the office of Commissioner of 
Lunacy. 

Assembly.—Under general orders, the House took 

up, iu the Committee of the Whole, the bill amend¬ 

ing the exemption law, by limiting the exemption of 

Clergymen to those in actual charge of a church or 

congregation, or who shall have been so in charge 

for fifteen years, A long debate was had on the bill 

in Committee of the Whole, aud the enacting clause 

was stricken out. 

Mr. Merrit moved to disagree with the action of the 

Committee of the Whole, and ordered the bill to a 

third reading. Carried—57 to 38. 

The Attorney General gave it as his opinion that 

the vote required to pass the Albany and Susquehanna 

Railroad bill is a majority vote only, and that the bill 

is not a two-thirds hill. 

The Annual Report of the American Institute was 
presented. 

The Speaker presented the statement of the New 

York State Commissioner, in relation to the cost of 

opening streets in the city for a series of years. 

The Senate hill to aid the construction of Lake 

Ontario and Hudson River Railroad was passed. Adj. 

Captain Hill, on the 6th inst. The News says that 

Fort Brown will be given up as soon as transporta¬ 

tion can be found for the Federal troops, the latter to 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

Great Britain.—The House of Commons debated 

take to their post of destination two light batteries of the Syrian question. The conduct of the French 
artillery. The steamer Daniel Webster was still off 

Brazos waiting to take the Federal troops. Other 

vessels will probably be dispatched to take the remain¬ 

der. The Texan troops at BrazoB are represented to 

be fortifying the island so as to make it impregnable. 

Maryland. — The State Conference assembled 

again. The Chairman said that it was understood 

Gov. Hicks was still unwilling to call a Convention, 

and it was evident that the sentiments of members 

were somewhat modified. It is thought a Committee 

troops is generally condemned. Lord John Russell 

admitted that the occupation had been useful, but 

thought it desirable to terminate it as soon a* possi¬ 

ble. Lord Stratford de Radcliflc moved for the cor¬ 

respondence relative to Syria. The Government ob¬ 

jected, pending the sittings of the Paris Conference. 

Lord John Russell said that nothing had as yet been 

determined relative to a prolonged occupation. 

The Blavc trade was debated in the House of Com¬ 

mons upon resolutions offered, declaring that the 

will be appointed to confer with the Virginia Con- i efforts heretofore made are ineffectual to stop it, 

vention. 

Louisiana. — The Louisiana Convention voted 

down an ordinance submitting the Constitution of 

the Confederate States to the people — yeas 26, 
nays 74. 

The Legislature has passed a resolution approving 

the conduct of Gen. Twiggs in surrendering the Fed¬ 

eral property in Texas to the authorities of that State. 

Virginia.—Mr. Goggins’ proposed amendment to 

report of the Committee on Federal Relations, pro¬ 

vides for the withdrawal of the State from the Union, 

and without determining her future association, 

recommends a conference of the Border States at 

I-*xington, Ky„ in May next, to propose a plan for 

constructing a government to be formed by said States 

and the Confederated States of America, but which is 

not to be binding till ratified by the Convention, 

which is to adjourn'over to await the result. It 

declares that the Union can only be restored by an 

amendment to the Constitution, emanating from the 

non-slaveholding States, for the security of Southern 

rights, and urges a pacific policy throughout 

Routu Carolina, —The Charleston Courier of 

Thursday announces the commissioning of the Lady 

Davis as the first war vessel of the Southern Confede¬ 

racy. Rhe is armed with 24 pounders, and is under 

the command of Lieut. T. B, Huger, seconded by 

Lieuts. Dozier and Grimball, all late of the Federal 

Government. The Courier ulso states that the bat 

teries bearing on the ship channel are of the heaviest 

kind, and that they are now in a high state of perfec¬ 

tion, and ready for any force that might he sent 

against them. It believes the reinforcement of Fort 

Sumpter an impossibility. It estimates that there are 

3,000 highly disciplined troops in the various fortifi¬ 
cations. 

The Southern Confederacy. 

The following is the Cabinet of the Southern 

Confederacy, as at present constituted: 

Secretary of State—Robert Toombs, of Ga.; Secre¬ 

tary of the Treasury—C. L. Memminger, of S. C.; 

Secretary of War—Leroy P. Walker, of Ala.; Secre¬ 

tary of the Navy—Stephen R. Mallory, of Fla.; Post¬ 

master General—John II. Reagan, of Texas; Attor¬ 

ney General—Judah P. Benjamin, of La. 

Advices from Montgomery say that President 

Davis has received most ominous communications 

from Washington, respecting the intentions of the 

Administration to blockade Southern ports, and 

attempt to collect the revenue. The Montgomery 

Cabinet, it is said, thereon resolved, as soon as a 

vessel was stopped outside of a Southern port, to put 

50,000 troops in motion for Washington, believing 

that the people of the border States would rally to 

assist them. 

An Ordinance has been adopted altering the free 

banking act, which substitutes the stocks of the Con¬ 

federated States for those of the United States stocks, 

and allows the issue of two for one; no foreign citi¬ 

zens or corporations are allowed to hold the stocks. 

The President and Vice President are to hold office 

for six years. The principal officers of departments 

and the Diplomatic service arc removed at the 

pleasure of Hie President. Other civil officers are 

removed when their services are unnecessary, or for 

other good causes and reasons. Removals must be 

reported to the Senate when practicable. No cap¬ 

tious removals are tolerated. Other States are to be 

admitted to the Confederacy by a vote of two-thirds 

of both Houses. The Confederacy may acquire terri¬ 

tory, and slavery shall be acknowledged and pro¬ 

tected by Congress and the territorial government. 

When five States shall ratify the permanent constitu¬ 

tion, it shall be established for such States; until 

ratified, the provisional constitution still continues in 

force, not. extending beyond one year. 

Mr. Davis’ veto of the African Slave Trade Act 

objects to the section authorizing the sale of Afri¬ 

cans to the highest bidder, as in opposition to the 

clause in the Constitution forbidding such trade. A 

vote to pass it over the veto was—15 yeas to 2 nays. 

The tariff published, goes into operation the first 

of May. Compared with the act of the States, moBt 

of 30 per cent, duties have been reduced to 25. The 

greater portion of 24 and 19 per cent, duties nave 

been reduced to 15 per cent. There is a large ton 

per cent, schedule and a small free list. 

The Government of the seceded States has 

appointed W. L. Yancey, Dudley Mann, and T. But¬ 

ler King, special commission to England and France 

to obtain a recognition of the independence of the 

Confederate States, and to make such commercial 

arrangements as their joint interests may require. 

The Secession Movement. 

Georgia,—The Georgia State Convention has 

transferred the forts, arsenals, arms, ami munitions 

of war to the Government of the Southern Confede¬ 

racy. An ordinance has also been passed, appropri¬ 

ating $500,000 lor the support of the Government, 

and authorizing the Governor to issue 7 per cent 

bonds to that amount. 

Texas.—The Galveston Civilian of the 11th inst., 

says that the surrender of Fort Brown was agreed 

upon quietly between the Texas Commissioners and 

Personal and Political. 

Hon. David Wilmot was elected United States 

Senator from Pennsylvania, on the 16th inst., in 

place of Simon Cameron. He received 26 Senatorial, 

and 69 Representative votes. Hon. W. Welch 

received 5 Senatorial, and 29 Representative votes. 
Scattering, 2, 

(Jen. Bkaukegarue, now in command of the rebel 

forces at Charleston, has much fame as a tactician. 

It is said that when Gen. Scott’s council differed in 

opinion as to the plan for attacking Mexico, after 

others had spoken. Gen. Scott called on Lieut. Beau- 

regarde, whose conduct at Vera Cruz, Cerro Gordo 

and Contreras, had strongly attracted his attention. 

That young officer observed that, inasmuch as he 

differed in totu with his brother engineers, he felt 

great diffidence in expressing his views; but he 

finally agreed with the plan of Gen. Scott, it was 

acted upon, and tbJ city was taken. 

The Ohio Jt*gij|^fC l.■. twenty one votes for 

United States Senator, on the 16 inst., without a 

choice. The lust one was Horton, 1; Sherman, 24; 

Dennison, 26; Schenck, 22; Harlan, 3. Adjourned 

to the 20th inst. 

51k. Roswell Stocking died in York, Livingston 

County, on the 13th inst., aged 7.3 years. Mr. Stock¬ 

ing emigrated from Massachusetts to the Genesee 

Valley about 1814. For nearly 50 years he has been 

a resident of York, and an occupant of the same 

farm on which he died. 

Mil Faulknkr, Minister to France, has applied for 

a discharge, and awaits with patience the arrival of 

his successor. 

Election returns from 122 towns in New Hamp¬ 

shire foot up: For Berry, (Rep.) 32,376; for Stark, 

(Dem.) 28,169. The majority for Berry thus far is 

about 4,000. 

Col. J. B. Brant, a veteran of the war of 1812, 

died at, St. Louis on the 15th inst., in his 71st year. 

He was in the hard fought battles of Fort George, 

Lundy’s lAine, aud Fort Erie. Between 1815 and 

1838 he passed through all the stages of military pro¬ 

motion to Lieutenant Colonel, and resigned in 1839. 

He was twice married—the last time to Miss Sarah 

Benton, niece of Thomas H. Benton. 

The bill to repeal the Personal Liberty Act has 

passed the Senate of Maine, by a vote of 17 to 10. 

News Paragraphs. 

The evaporation from the surface of the American 

Lakes, is estimated at 11,800,000,000,000 cubic feet 

per annum, which accounts for the enormous differ¬ 

ence between the large volumes of water which enter 

the lakes, and the comparatively small quantity which 

leaves them at Niagara Falls. 

The Corlis Steam Engine Company of Providence 

have just completed an engine of 130 horse power 

for Messrs. Pirie & Son, iberdeen. Scotland. The 

fact is very gratifying to our national friends, as the 

most celebrated manufactories of steam engines in 

Europe are located in Scotland. 

A new writing apparatus for the blind has been in¬ 

vented by the Rev. Mr. Ward law, of Scotland, origi¬ 

nally for his own use. The hand and pen are kept at 

work on the same line, but the paper moves upward 

at the proper distance, as each line is completed, by 

a slight touch from the left hand. 

The influx of specie is so great that the United 

States Mint in Philadelphia is now worked to its ut¬ 

most caparite. The coinage for February will prob¬ 

ably exceed $9,000,000. From July, last year, $400,- 

090 have been received from Pike’s Peak. Messrs. 

Clark, Gruber &c Co., have a small mint in operation 

in Denver City, where $5 and $10 pieces are coined 

of various degrees of fineness. 

Gold and silver are found in the same quartz 

together in Utah territory. At one place a tun of ore, 

valued at$30,000, was found in a “ packet” of the lead. 

At Carson river preparations are made to establish 

quartz mills in the summer. Coal has also been dis¬ 

covered which promises to he very valuable, since 

wood is scarce at $10 a cord. 

The recent publication of unclaimed dividends and 

deposits, in the banking houses of Newark, N. J., 

has been the means of informing many parties of 

moneys lying to their credit, which they had entirely 

forgotten. In one case the amount had been lying in 

one institution for over thirty-two years, the first inti¬ 

mation of it being conveyed to the owner by the pub¬ 
lished notice. 

and providing for the introduction of free labor in 

the West Indies, as the most effectual way of suppress¬ 
ing it. 

Russell and Palmerston strongly deprecated the 

policy of the United States, in prohibiting the right 

of search, and permitting the prostitution of its flag. 

Mr. Braxton feared that the Southern Confedera¬ 

tion would revive the slave trade. He hoped the 

Government would never recognize them without 

express stipulations. 

An injunction had been granted against persons 

engaged in London lithographing notes of the King¬ 

dom of Hungary, purporting to be issued by Kossuth 

bearing arms of the Kingdom. It is said the issue 

contemplated was 150,000,000 florins, and 3,000 per 

sons had been engaged in the manufacture, and the 

notes were on the eve of delivery. The Austrian 

Minister called at the British Foreign office to inter¬ 

fere, but Lord John Russel declined. Application 

was then made to one of the city courts, 

The Great Eastern will probably he ready next 

month for another voyage to America. 

The Duke of Sutherland is dead. 

The Australasian is safe. Capt. Hickey reported 

that she broke both flanges of screw, Feb. 20, lat. ,30 

deg., long. 24 deg., but continued on her voyage 

westward, till the 26th, under canvass, when a heavy 

gale was experienced from the westward, and she put 

before it, reaching Queenstown on the 3d. During 

one day site made 280 miles under canvass. 

France.—The French Senate was warmly debating 

an address in response to the Emperor’s speech. 

Prince Napoleon justified the policy of Piedmont, 

and uttered sonic sympathetic words relative to 

Venice, but would deplore an untimely attack. He 

opposed the union of the temporal and spiritual 

power of the Pope, hot said the indepedence of the 

Pope must he insured. 

A pastoral letter by the Bishop of Poictiers, com¬ 

paring the Emperor to Pontius Pilate, created a great 

sensation. The Government was debating what mea¬ 
sures to take. 

M. Tbouvenel officially assured the American Min¬ 

ister at Paris, that no delegates from any seceding 

Rtates had been received by the Emperor or himself. 

The Committees to the Senate adopted the project 

of address with responses to the Emperor’s speech, 

indorsing the Emperor’s policy and lauding his pro¬ 

tection of the Pope. 

The Paris letter in the Daily News mentioned a 

rumor iu accredited quarters, that Prince Metternich 

just communicated to M. Thouvenel an important 

note from the Court of Vienna, asserting therein that 

the Austrian Government declares that it will never 

recognize Victor Emanuel King of Italy, but if 

France withdraws her troops from Rome, she will 

immediately replace them by an Austrian army, and 
if the ltevolutioniuta make tin* least in (five meat in 

Venetia or Hungary, she will cross the Miucio. 

Italy.—The seige of Messina, by Admiral I’esano, 

was soon expected to commence. Sardinians occu¬ 

pied the heights commanding the Citadel. It was 

said the resistance of the Governor of the Citadel 

arose from orders from Francis II, and representa¬ 

tives from foreign powers. .Messina protested against 

the damage that might ensue. 

The Italian Senate, by a vote of 129 to 2, adopted 

the project of a law conferring the title of King of 

Italy on Victor Kmanuel and his successors. 

The assertion is repeated that the Piedmontese 

brigade is now to enter Rome, and that the Romans 

were secretly preparing to receive Victor Emanuel. 

The Papal Government were preparing a statement 

to the effect that all the responsibility of late events 

lies with Napuleon. 

The French were about to occupy a portion of 

Trisinone. 

An accident happened on the Casoita Railroad, by 

which nine persons were killed, and 41 wounded. 

Cardinal Bruuelli was dead. 

The inhabitants of Vitorbo had petitioned the 

Italian Parliament for annexation to the Kingdom of 

Italy. 

Austri a.—The Emperor of Austria has signed the 

new Constitution. The Diet, which is composed of 

the Upper and Lower House, has the right of legisla¬ 

tion. The Hungarian Constitution remains intact. 

Gen. Klapka, in a conference of democrats at Turin, 

spoke against any revolutionary attempts iu Hungary, 

representing that country unprepared. 

Prussia.—Prussia has not yet assented to the 

French project in reference to Syria. 

Russia.—Fearful inundations at Galatz are report¬ 

ed. Hundreds of persons drowned, and immense 

quantities of grain lost. 

The Governor of Rt. Pttersbngh announced that no 

Government measures relative to peasants will be 

published till the 2d of March. 

Turkey.—A serious insurrection had broken out 

in Rutornia. An insurgent body numbering 5,000, 

supported by the Montenegrins, pillaged and set fire 

to the city of Behar, after killing over 50 Mahomme- 

dans, including several women. 

India and China,—India and China mails were 

received. Private letters report that the rebels had 

taken Woosung, and commenced a general massacre. 

The French had interposed on the score of humanity. 

Liverpool Markets.—Breadstuff’s dull, with a de¬ 
clining tendency. Richardson. Spence & Co., and 
Wakefield, Nash & Co., report flour dull. Prices are 
easier, hut quotations unchanged. Wheat quiet and 
irregular, with a partial decline of ld(g2d per cwt. 
Corn dull; mixed, 31s 9J<(£.37b. 

Provisions quiet. Beef quiet. Pork dull, and bacon 
heavy. Lard dull, aud slightly declined — 54s@56s. 
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®l)c Conietser. 
—Japanese Tommy is dead. 

— The population of Ohio, official, is 2,383,789. 

— Barnums monster brook trout, a four pounder, c dead 

— Hay is selling in Brunswick, Me., at twenty doRrs per 
tun. 1 

— An earthquake shock was felt in New Jersey a fe\ days 
since. 

— The population of San Francisco is between 5T.OOGan(j 
58,000. 

— Michigan alone consumes annually about 220,000 bar>]g 
of salt. 

of Illinois, as officially declared. $ — The population 

1,711,738. 

— Five million pounds of lead were made at Dubuque, th- 
past year. 

Camphor is said to be an antidote to that terrible poison, 
Strychnine. 

— Five printers occupy the pupits of five churches in Ports¬ 
mouth, Va. 

— The official census returns show the population Califor¬ 
nia to be 376,000. 

The Siamese Twins, Chang and Fug, are giving exhibi¬ 
tions in California. 

— The United States take annually about $40,000,000 worth 
of silk from Europe 

— The correspondent of the London Times has been 
ordered to quit Rome. 

— The value of dry goods imported into New York, the 
past year, is $101,944,900. 

— There are said to be 30,000 veterans of the war of 1812 

in New York State alone. 

In the United States there are nearly six times as many 

journals aa in Great Britain, 

— Since 1857, 600 naval cadets have joined the British navy 
from the Royal Naval College. 

— Coal, to the amount of 60,000,000 bushels, is annually 
taken from the mines in Ohio. 

— Prince Albert’s progress through South Africa cost the 
Colonial Government $60,000. 

In the city of Canton, China, there are, on an average, 
about 5,000 suicides every year. 

Steamboat navigation of the Hudson, between Albany 
and New York, has been resumed. 

— The United States forts built in Southern waters have 
cost the country nearly $19,000,000. 

— The amount of Northern manufactures sold to the South 

in 1869, is estimated at $240,000,000. 

— Rosa Bonhcur has been adding to her fame by executing 

beautiful statuettes of animals in bronze. 

— A couple living in Stormont, Canada, have 26 children, 

all residing with them In the same house. 

— Of the 1,168 persons who died of old age in Massachu¬ 

setts, I860, 460 were males and 608 females. 

— Among the articles sent to Paris from China, are said to 

be 75 splendid pieces of for for the Empress. 

— The rates of postage just adoped by the Confederate 

States are more than double those of the U. S. 

— An embezzlement to the amount of $67,000 has been 

discovered in the Commercial Bank of London, 

— The totat population of New Jersey is 672,024. Of these 

644,080 are whites, 24,936 free colored, and 8 slaves. 

— Gaeta ha* one memorable circumstance connected with 

its history. It was there that Cicero was assassinated. 

— Col. Fremont’s journey to Europe is for the purpose of 

Becking foreign investments in his Mariposa gold fields. 

— Three hard-working miners took out of a quartz vein on 

Feather river, Cal.. $20,000 worth of ore in three days. 

— A pictoral pocket hible, finely illustrated, has been pub¬ 

lished in London, at a cost of eighty-seven and one-half cents. 

— The Iowa State Board of Agriculture have reduced the 

salary of the Secretary from eight to seven hundred dollars 

— At a recent snow-shoe nu-e in Montreal, mostly Indians 

engaged in it, four miles were run in a little short of half an 

hour. 

— One hundred and four Musquakee Indians have renounced 

ed their savage habits, and settled at Tama county, Iowa, on 

farms. 

— It is said that the venders of lottery policies in New 

York, draw, from the poor of that city, over $200,000 per 

annum. 

— The Educational Journal of Forsyth, Ga.. reckons the 

total number of slaves connected with Christian churches, at 

465,000. 

— Owing to the recent drouth in India, it is estimated that 

four millions of persons are deprived of the means of sub¬ 

sistence. 

— The income of the South Carolina Railroad, for the year 

I860, shows a falling off of $97,000, as compared with that 

for 1869. 

— The Tremout nouse in Chicago, about 400 feet square, xb 

being raised from its foundation by 5,000 screws, worked by 

600 men. 

— It is said that the Empire Spring, Saratoga, has been 

sold to D. A. Knowlton, of Westfield, Chautauqua Co., for 

$100,000. 

— A raving lunatic in an asylum in California was restored 

to reason by seeing her father, from whom she had long been 

separated. 

— Ripe strawberries were on sale at New Orleans on the 1st 

inst. At Raleigh, N. C., on the 6th, the peach trees were in 

full bloom. 

— On Wednesday week one of the richest veins of oil that 

has yet been discovered, was struck in Walnut Bend, Ven¬ 

ango Co., Pa. 

— The Delavan House in Albany has presented a bill of 

one thousand dollars for.entertaining the President and suite 

a single night. 

— The American residents of Japan observed November 29 

as Thanksgiving day, in accordance with a proclamation by 

Minister Harris. 

An Act to prevent married persons from deserting 

from each other, was lately passed by the Hungarian 

Legislature. Strange that a people just emerged from 

barbarism, enacts means to perpetuate a tie the 

sundering of which Christian Legislatures are en¬ 

deavoring to facilitate. 

The missionary station at South Borneo has been 

abandoned. In May last seven missionaries were 

murdered, every statiou, withitsschoolsaudchurches, 

was plundered and burned, the native Christians per¬ 

secuted and dispersed, and the society lost £3,000. 

The mission, established in 1836, consisted in 1859 of 

ten stations, under eleven missionaries, 435 members 

of the church, 1,295 pupils, and 700 manumitted 

slaves. 

— The Homestead law-, which has passed the Mich. Legis¬ 

lature, donates to the actual settler 80 acres, instead of.40, as 

under the old law. 

— Vinal Nelson, a carpenter, fell a distance of but five 

feet, while at work on the Melodeon building, Boston, and 

was instantly killed. 

— A manufacturer at Hadley, Mass., has contracted to fur¬ 

nish 30,000 wooden soles for thick boots and shoes. They are 

made of buttonwood. 

— President Lincoln’s Inaugural, some three thousand 

words, was telegraphed to New Orleans entire, in the short 

Space of three hours. 

— The total value of the annual products of American in 

dustrv. is estimated at $4,000,000,000, of which $200,000,000 

is the value of cotton. 

— The wife of President Davis, emulating the custom of the 

White House, is giving receptions at the “ Executive Man¬ 

sion," in Montgomery. 

— The recent rains have caused the young grass in the 

New York Central Park to shoot forth, making the sward 

look green and pleasant. 

— Anderson, the fugitive slave, was in Montreal on Tuesday. 

He remains in that city till the opening of navigation, when 

he proceeds to England. 

— The first Connecticut shad of the season was caught on 

Monday week, at Stratford, the earliest ever caught in that 

vicinity for twenty years. 

— The Dubuque Fanners’ Club, at their last meeting, 

decided almost unanimously that Hungarian grass is an 

injurious crop to raise as fodder. 

— Upwar d of one million papers of vegetable and flower 

seeds have been put up at the Agricultural Division of the 

Patent Office within the past sixty days. 

— 0 Granger, who died in Iloraeliaville, last week, was 

captain of the boat that conveyed Gov Clinton and suite over 

the. Erie canal at the time of its opening. 

— In the summer of 1859, the Volunteer Riflemen of Eng¬ 

land numbered but 1,500 men. Now a force of 140,000 men. 

perfectly equipped, are fit to take the field. 



ALBJWM . March 18. Beeves- There isa verv largesupply of 
Bee'"* on the market this week, the Central Railroad having 
brought down no less than 232 rnr loads, and nearly 100 head 
were driven in from the adjacent country The market opened 
with considerable spirit, speculators having control, but it 
closes languidly at a decline of fall r) lb, lire weight, as com¬ 
pared with the rilling rates of last week. 

Rkckipts — The following is our comparative statement of 
receipt? at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 16 
to the car: 

. Cor. week 
_ this week Last week. last rear. 
Cattle,...,,....,.3.712 2,220 2,6*8 
Sheep..2.4tU 3,300 3,130 
lings... . Hi) 
Prices.- -The market, which opened unusually active, closes 

rather languid, at the roll owing quotations 
. This week. Last week. 

Premium.j (A.V.e 
Extra— . .4J,c 
first quality...3\><4 c SVxuSic 
Second quality....sCcoflfce 3S®3,Hc 
Third qualify.molijjc 2»j*:3 c 

■shred—Sheep are in Light supply and fair request, and have 
advanced Si si *) head. 

Hons--I.ive l!ng< are firm. Sales of prime corn-fed at 
5Jic, and Pigs at & 

, BRIGHTON, March W—At market—S75 Beef Cattle, 75 Stores, 
1,500 Sheep and Lunbg, and too Sivine. 
_ Beep Cattle- Prices, extra, *7.2AWI.OO: 1st oualitv. 86.50(a) 

Back Numbers of this Volume will be sent to 

New Subscribers, until otherwise announced; 

but nil wishing them should Subscribe Soon. 

ty AST person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
Rrast Nfw-Yorvkk, and those who volunteer m the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated- 
See " Good Pay for Doing Good" in last week's Rubar, 

py Volcxtarv Aoksts for vhx Rural—Any And every 

Subscriber or reader is requested to act in behalf of the Rural. 
by forming clubs or otherwise, .Vote w (hr time for its friends 
to man ifest their interest i n the paper and the cause it advocates, 
either by obtaining new subscribers, or inducing others to act in 

its behalf- If any lose or wear out nnmbors in showing the 
paper.—that's the best way to get subscribers,—we will duplicate 

them in order to make their files complete for binding. 

inn VARIETIES OK GRAPE VINK* —Fot 
,1 ' “«* cheap. Catalogues mailed free. Address W 0. 
LOOMIS, Lowell, Oneida Co.. N. Y. 

TV E w Y <3 yT h. 
This Hotel is in excellent condition. Recently many im" 

proveinenu linvo been made, Mr. Stetson, its forma^^onriS- 
t»>r, has returned to supervise iLi miccurive department Its 
tables arc honnt,felly supplied; waiter, .■ycellnnl! auditm com 
TM^!r1» him,“ever been *'> Comfortable during its history 

havi* co Mttttlt* m this country y 
Dim i on tig proprietors are full of enterprise aild rntirtmtv 

“'MiVi’nHnwi nil"’X Ul r,HkV.hhoir pattona comfortable 
Mr n of liuienex,, or lam 11 oh who really need solid comforts 

than'ever* y lvil1 ,i"‘1 ‘hi* Umo-honored Hotel better 

1JJ* r>;?,xlnl!‘y tobiuineas. tlie conveniences for reaching every 

f Alt APE VINES —Cultivated at the New 
V.J Grape Nursery. Bridgeport. Conn 
Proprietor*. (>urv <- —.-.-i— 
than the lowest. 1 'eiawnre 55.00 pi . 
> ear old vines,325,1)0 per hundred. Seim uvu inrve coot stamps 
(the cost.) and get our Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue »f 
llanly .Nntlie Grape Vines, or one cent and get Wholesale 

2t 

H • IT A N D O K N A I>I E N T All T ft E i g , 

J VINKS, BKLB8, Ate. 
Apple Trues Standard and Dwarf, best kinds 
CKaR Treks 1 do* do., good assortment. 
Chkkky Trkks do. do. 
Pkaoii Trkks I One year old—tine trees 
Grai’K Vixks ' Native and Foreign, a fine stock, including a ;tiantil.y of extra strong plants, for immediate 

noting 
CURRANTS ! OlloSRIlKRRIKa ! ItASl-HKRItlKS 

Blackiikkrihs '. Sthawhkruieh : Einnumt. &o , kn 
Evkkurkrxs • nwiDtot 3 Trkks i SitRi.im, ,v<- 

Norway SnttttK' American Arbor View fhr Hedges uni Screens 
RoSks ! Climbing. Hybrid. Perpetual and Moss, a flm- assort 

ment. 

Balboas Boots! Lilies ! Gladioli, &c. 
A largo assortment of tile best. 

Bedding Plants.—A_ tine assortment, of the best varieties,— 
together with many other nuraen articles for sale cheap 

Send for Catalogues. T.'C MAXWELL k BROS., 
March 12. 1661. (584-3tJ Geneva N Y 

. ... .. England 
W.M. PERRY A SON, 

wara large, varieties reliable, and prices tower 
Delaware $8.00 per-doteo; Concord, large two 

lelve to r d|f:;i^m',7 "I tbi* ?•’,* 'lnd valuable preparation, heg 

K5*li. Vi: 

U* use not only rcitiovt*.< tho vermin on animals, butclenDKOA 
Jheirby materially benefiting theirgeno 

ouanti'tv ll’ *nd improving wool, both in quality aud 

This article completely supersed 
arerable work of preparat ion j„ Von 
washing, aa it is ready at all times 
descriptions of Sheep, even to, Ktvi 
ntshed at a much retraced cost, 

KISHEU A t o., 
6S3-13 

Haw. 

Special Notices 

BRONCHIAL AFFECTIONS. 

A clergyman writing from Morristown. Ohio, speaking *f 

the beneficial effects resulting from the use of l- Brown's 

Bronchial Troches. * says: “Last Spring I feared my lungs 

were becoming dangerously involved, aud until I UBed your 

Troche* could not preach a sermon of ordinary length, with¬ 

out hoarseness; hut now i with the assistance of 'Troches ') I 

have in the past five weeks preached some forty sermons." 

,NE PRICE and Low PRICE, at 
Store, 8 State Street, Rochester, N. Y 

itliu'kcto, Commerce, &c 

Rural New-Yorker Offipe, j 
Rochester, March 19, 1861. \ 

FloCR is without alteration in rates, and the trade is almost 
wholly confined to the retail demand. 

Grain -The only change we have noted is in Corn, which has 
declined very materially. 

Provisions are as last quoted. 

Seep* —Clover has lallen off slightly. Timothy is selling at 
the prices heretofore ruling. 

Hay is not quite as high aa last week, but the decline is only 
considered temporary, 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Flock and Grain. 
Flour, winter wh«il,$5,2S@S,75 
Fiour. spring do,.... 5,lW!elB,l10 
Flour, buckwheat, .. O.OOa 2.00 
Meal, Indian. f.li’V, 
Wheat, Geriottee,-l.liX i l.3o 
Best white Canada,.. 0.00 >1,35 
Corn, old...IXti45c 
Corn, new.(10(5)42 
Rye, CD Tbs. \) bueh .... af.ffXiS 
Oats, by weight.,.25a26 
Barley,.auaAS 
Buckwheat,.35 5)40 
Beans.75cVu81,00 

Meat*. 
Pork, Mess.*16,60.3DO,Oil 
Pork, clear.lg.OXollll.OO 
Pork, cwt.fl.lf) h 6,25 
Beef, cwt.4AXti)6,00 
Spring lambs, each,.. .1,50,52,00 
Mutton, carcatd.4Ca18c 
Hams, smoked.  SJf^ilO 
Shoulder*...G'-ypnT 
Chickens.9t<i:l0 
Turkeys.llKn.l I 
Geese, .  .405.50 
Ducks %') pair..3s,5.44 

It.VfRT, Ac. 
Butter, roll.ISgilS 
Butter, firkin.lAad4 
Cheese.9alo 
lArd, tried.lOftulO 
Tallow, rough..0 (a' 6 
Tallow, tried.8 ;5) 8 

I k ^ ‘ —Order* Will OOW bo received for these 
I ohch to be deliyerni in the hpring ,t circular unit tn 

all applicants utclosing a stomp In it will he found the (erma 
nutl also re pur l« from Mr L.UVqRTKOTn, Dr Kjrtuinp Mr 
BRAUKicrr, Mr. BAi.Diiimre, and others, testifying fully from 
actual observation, to tlu; great BUpetiority of this rnen over (ha 
common bee t^SM'l n.J*’ PAi(S()NS, Kln'hing^ V 

u K^mily NEWSPAPER.”- 
and hue Mnnimoih P.elorial is its Sixth Volume 
ami im* .yJO.OOOrtuiuc iu H nil of lMi«niviru/M atnl Fashion 
LiirtronF und I»;*{ in tha worm for 7:» vt*. ,i vo;u Ai kivth 
wanted Ladies. Teacliersj Clergymen, n* 
Swctmen C opies and Terms to Agento. IncSnse red stamp to 

i * A NKINS k CO., vew York. 

f CKAKTS AT *1 **Kft l.OOO. t offer rnrsali 
\ i "cet riass Apple. Grafts, of popular varieties, at la M 

riK' r 

“WOMEN OF NEW YORK.”- 
Hankins'Curious New Book of Female Ohara©, 

tors in thji City, iH very mleresttng, and Mrn tly moral Fancy 
W'i'ftf'T' 5UKngri»vi„a>., StI Portraits Mailed free for 
?I ,\(.I',N S tViinled had es and reaehers f or Description 
ot Book and Particulars or Agency. indpM red stamp to 

HANKINS .V C0„ New York. 

1“I l)<>KK, Breeders of pure Short hum 
h 1 • •'l"d, ■V'l'-ruiy rattle. Smith Down aud Silesian Sheen 
Sujrol/cuni Essex Pigs. Rochester, N. Y. '.75 tf' 

1^0 () ( ) /j 1 "v-vvw v s r i n v t. A jy T. 
I am 6c. RROTHERS 

Wottr.n call the attention of Nurserymen, Market Gardeners 
and others, to the largo stock of this Buporior variety, whicli 
will be sold 

per 1,000. 
bji-1 per loo. 

LARGE, STRUNG PLANTS. ALSO, 

Bi-inkle's Omni/e Raspberry at $8'. ft 1,000; $5 » 100 
Second size. ?30 "j( 1,000; ^4 100. 

582-4U FREEMAN A BROTHERS. (Late n. C. Freeman ) 
Raveusw.. Fruit Garden and Nursery, Ravenswood. I, I, 

GEO A, MOORE, Agent,. 68 Main Street, Buffalo, Agent for 
Ene, Ghautaiiqna, and Cattaraugus Counties. California, extra,.. 

California, fine, unwashed. 
California, common do. 
Peruvian, washed,.. 
Valparaiso, Unwashed. . 
South American Me*., unwashed, . 
South American Merino, unwashed, 
South American, common washed.. 
South American Rut re Rios, do, .. 
South American, unwashed,.. 
South American Cordova, washed,. 
Cape Good Hope unwashed. 
F.a»t India, washed. 
African, unwashed,. 
African, washed . 
Smyrna, unwashed,. 

NE PRICE and Low PRICE, al 
Stnre, M State Street, Rochester, N. 5' I MPORTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 

'-'/JW. aniOCP. OK HOG, Tttoiu.rv s Foot, for 
i ATTr,K,-Por Horaemt is indiRpensnbln in promoting and „,i*- 
taming all the amniiil functions in health aud vigor. For Milch " I ** ’* y !▼ It A PIC.— T)u> Win© (trano of Atner- 

tea. Send for a Circular. E. W. SYLVESTER, Lyons, N-Y 

I DOR S,\ LF. 50,000 Raspberry Plants, of the Doolittle 
lLFr";!l'v!'’1' --ile i:heap warri|,,t."| (I,- t quality Address 
i.IIAS. i.VON 01’ CHAbk. MOAT., Victor, Ontario Co», N. Y. 

(± ,R A F* E V X 3XT E s . 
tr • Bmaware, piano, Rehecca. Conrord, Hartford P'.ddio 
Union \ II age, Northern Muscadine, Groveling, Catnvba, Isa¬ 
bella, Clinton, &c., at the very lowest, rate* 

T . , FAHNESTOCK A^tKKti 
Toledo, Ohm, March T, I Wit. Mf; .iRR-st 

Lows It (a invulimblo, inc.l;ea»ing lltc quantity and improving 
... "r """ .For Beaut* Iiothfo* can compare with it 

!■ nr Sheep and Pig* the effects produced 
the quality of milk 
for feeding qutek I y . ... 
in nne. month will exceed all expectation 

A Pamphlet mailed Tree to any adilnw 
ry~DEPOT, 21 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 674 2«t 

rPHOKOUGH BRED STOCK 
I I UK Subscriber*, KKOldF, CAMPBELL .V 40., are now 

engaged in Breeding amt Importing Farm Stock of the Drat 
quality Mt Hropih was Conncrlv of the firm of Hn»OKJU>oiu> 
k KtsopiE (which firm ts now dissolved.I Ills skill and large ex¬ 
perience m the business are well known to Breeders 

Part of the Stock can be scon at S. Cawimiki.i. h place three 
mile* went of ITtipii, nr nne and a half mdes from the W hi ten- 
boro Depot, N ) Central Railroad. 

Mr. IInun Bkodik is now visiting England and Scotland select 
ing anirnals Parties wishing tn purchase XhnrCdlorns or Ayr- 
shires, Leicester Sheep, or Yorkshire Hugs, can address 
582 131J JAMES BROhll; Rural Hill, Jrfcraen Do . N Y,or 

S. C/VMPBEI.l, A; Cl)„ New York .Mills, Oneida Co., N. Y 

YT^^FiyVi0 Y0UN0 L^01^’ ihstituti. pitts- 1Y L I11 ELD, Al l.Sx., opens its qiiTi Seim Vnuuul’ Session, 
April Uli. In location and educational facilities it is unsur¬ 
passed. For turtluo ioloruratinn address 

®®1 "f REV c. v SPEAR, Principal 

A PPhE TRKKS FOR S.\ I. F—fiO.tWO Apple Tree* 
J~\ uf the most popular varieties. The trees are four years 

Smyrna, washed._.•iXSvat 
Mexican, unwashed.-JI"!""!”—(St 

[A*, i’ Evening Rost. 

BOSrttN March IH Fleece and pulled wool have been iu 
fW demand, with Sides id 17AUiK) II-. at S8CO50Q for coniHiou to 
to fine fleece, and ,4tr,c4.y for No. I to extra pulled. I „ Foreign 
Hie sale- have been 880 hale* Mediterranean and Cape at various 
prices, ns to quality; and some considerable lots or Cane are also 
jindeistnod t., have been sold at. about 26a, 6 mow, 1st (Miles Cape 
had also heeu exported to Liverpool. 
Saxony and Merino, fine,Ifi'iOW Western mixed,..2IY580 
hull blood,.. .11:17 Smyrna, washed, . .. i:. ■ i, 
S and blunil,.SetH 43 Do. unwashed. t**i|7 
Common, .iktuiA'l Syrian.-I-IIIIlirD23 
I irlled, ext ra.4(15)48 Cape,. .19(5 60 
(,n- Superfine. 33Vol0 Crimea..aijn 
f'°- w° *.'iq.i .'V) Bueno* Ayres,.fte 15 
Do. No. ..lffaCifl Peruvian, washed.26(5)30 

Coal, Shamokin. 
Coal, Char. 
Salt, hhl ......... 
lUy, tun. 
Straw, tun. 
Wool, p lb. 
Whitefiah, half tils 
Codfish, hi quintal 
Trout, half hhl. 

w .*u(i i*i>>v r mt Tq ;« 
Store, 8 state Street, Rochester, N V 

/ JlfU'IANS COUNTY HI A K li 1CT FAIR. -The 
V. / Orleans County Agricultural Society will hold a Murket 
fair for Exmhition, *nle or exchange of Stock, Seeds, Agricril- 
turnl and Manufactured Articles, kc., on the Fair Ground* at 
Album, Saturday. April Cth, 1861 Grounds free fur Exhibitors 
nod visitors 0 jy HATCH, 1’res'f 

i . A. li.u myoTOff, Son y 

TAOYVNKR.»t4 I’KOLIFK' SEEDEINO STRAW'. 
. ...oKItBY. This splendid new variety, said to vnrp.i-- even 
the Wilson in productiveness, and in qualiti equal to the best 
we now pl.iee withiu the reach of even- bod;, who may desire 
them, via., on the receipt of One Dollar we will deliver "by mail 
into the hand nr Hie purchaser. 82. LIVE I ‘I . A NTs Unv dis 
tanco under 3.000 miles. Also, Wilson's and Feabody's'Seedlings 

THE PROVISION IUAUKKTS. 
NEW YflRK. March J:<—Fierrii— Mark*t quite firm, with a 

moderate demand. Sales at 9A, 10(5)8,15 for Miper State, Sk'i,2Un 
5,25 for extra do, JA.lOs'.M.A for superfine AVnsteru, JA.JOpf^6 45 
for commnn to rnediniu extra do, t5.4(Xa>3,60 for InfeMor to good 
extra n.und hoop Ohio. CaiiHiUau quite firm. *ile> at A5,25n n.75 

Grai.v. Wheat, market firm, with a tan export demand; sales 
Chicago *pnnp at SI. 16; common Can a/la club at Si.20. Mil wan 
kee cluh at. SI.23 •• 1,25; winter red Western ar. $1,31. Rye quiet 
d 635. Vic Barley steady: rule* Canada En.il at 7.V. Coro 
market quite firm; sale* at (SeMtSfc for old mixed Western, iii 
store, and S3(lt6lc. for new do. Cats steady at 82A,;a341sc for 
State, Western, and Canada. 

Pkovisuivi Pork quirt and steady; sAlgs at *16,78 fur mess, 
$I2,6i)(h 13.1*1 for llritrie. Lard. Uticlianged Small aulcr at u>,,3) 
10c, Butle r jo fair request at lOfaildc for Ohio andl gg lffc for 
State. Cheese sleaily »58(4U(iii for inferior to prime. 

Hops—The market continue* quiet. The inquiry is confined 
to Brewer-who are purchasing only to supply their pressing 
wanks. (AM are inactive and nominal. AV e quote 
I860..23iiOi 1*147 . ..... , . 2fir8 
186#... . - .ttXtf'IH 1866.. SBm 

Seed*- Clover Seed is in good demand for the local trade and 
the in**i4rel Is firm, *j»l«*i.f -t.'<) bags in lots at 7>Jo&s. Timothy 
-.'.si n -elling li.e-l.v at *3,21. iv, and In-mall lots ut $3,fit) 
per bushel. ' 

Asuks -The inquiry for Dots Is fair, at #5,25.55,31 ‘.. Pearls 
are steuilv at. #.5.31'A. 4 18 

J'2°*r 'I'Jy > tppl.v this week is l.lOumore tjmn the previous 
week, and th. -aliw are pretty dose, and under tlu- intluem-e of 
U.eweat ,ei lhe market is quite dull. The following is the 
price of Ihor* this week: Live. Dead 
First quality corn-fed, large size..#« .i 5\n 7 'n-7i*e 
^OCOnd qU illtl run,-fed. ,v ;,rr- . 1 
rirat quality, -mall sixes, fat anil prime, 

for market butchers.. .5(47,51... 71 ,,-1 ,, 
second quality -.till-fed. fat,.. I‘„ t'.e Bri'c; ilc ' 

aie.-.l fed.I'L I-Kc 5 ', 60 . 

ALBAN Y. March1 IS. -Floi k xxn My vl-There is a moderate 
business doing in Hour, mainly for the supply of the home 
trade, at unchanged prices. We quote 

Common to ifood .State,..,. «•! rwisr .-y* 
Fancy um»1 extra Statu, ._.**.***..A* Iirm5‘**5 
Common to ^ood \V * Htern.. *.*.".* .*>'’i&a.r, VT/i 
Kxtra Michiacnn, Wisconsin, In«lianu, ic., ..V.!*i 5*7.Vu 7 i)0 
hxtra Uhio, . h on:, 7 m 
Common C.f.ivlian..V....;.5 aSSSffi 
Extra Car, ml an. .. BTsSSaii 
Fancy Oeues.-ce,.* ..BikVoqt'no 
Extra Gem.. and city brands. . 6 (W7 

Grain Tin le i.- a limited milling inq'uirr"for Wheat with 
with s!iir>' / m v'r rtat,! ati 8liK<* deliyered. Corn rather quirt, 
IFmA,: 1 , stein mixed at (lOc, delivered. Rye quiet - 
Bailcv rtemlr, withsjilOn four-rowed Suite at a-.- Oats ‘rather 

52TrtaftdwiwS. wiuket iM Si4les Sut-' "> <-'44 
Drksski. Hons —The hiiK,ness is light and confined tn retail 

°«iero',rq ,l":i'1/rr'>li Slate at ?6,75tu7. dividing on 175Jt,i. 
iwf'a'TIvl|,!!!''-»,!Mulll'V IS buoyant and the demand 

/\ MERIC AN GUANO 
FROM 

JARVIS Sc BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

I?f THK 

SOUTH I^yYCTDTC OCEAJN, 

iMPORTKn nr thk 

sun a u u c jt j\' a r-/.v o r o .n t* jv y, 
OlHoe, 66 "WUliwrn Street, 

NEW YORK. 
S, MARSHALL, Rres’t. ]L MATHER, Sec'y. 

J. K CHAPPELL. Agent. 69 Exchange St., Rocheater, N. Y. 

old. straight, thrifty and in gOml condition for romoval. Would 
be glad to Hell the entire lot to one or two persons, on such 
terms as would be satisfactory to the parties. The tree* are 
verv near to Frost's nursery in Rochester, and can he seen by 
calling on Thus. Smith, k rancis St, near the premise*. For 
further particulars address 0,11. ROGERS, Palmyra, N. Y. 

Rochester, Fell. 14, 1.461 r,q) tf 

l^AItlYI FOI1 HA LE — Contaitving 40 ac.ro*, lying mid- 
l way hid.weeu PiUstord and Fhirporl. in Monroe Co) It is 

well watered: has a frame dwelling nearly new, with barn and 
other outbuildings, and an orchard in hearing, beside 200 Apple 
I rees recently set. out. A small payment required down. The 

NE Pit ICE and Low PRICE, r 
Store, H State Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

BKTII FOR THE i>l 11,1, ION hiv'V,^ T,,K. WIM.JON-SOMKTtrriva New. 
I Office, No. 7 Mansion House Block, 58 State Street 
Rochester, N, Y, [525-tCj i ON. 

T Perpetual Kiln, I'nu-nted July, 
I , ,r _ Supui i.,:- to in u*c foi 4Vo«dorCoaL 2k cords 

of wood, or llg tuns of wial to lot) bids.—coal not ml veil with 
stone. Address [434-t.r | C. D. PAGE, Rochester, N. Y 

A M A L q A M BELLS - 
/ > at prices Within the reach of *»erv chorh school house 
l’lnHeJv»^V2Crar,ii0r n,rin ,l"* >***»;’ ' Th">- use all over the 
United state* tor the past «wo v -ars hr A ,j then, tn eotn- 
hino more vaJuah,. qnaUtfe* ibau 
tope, Htrength ....MF- .n*q,uaTltieH,are 
unequalled hv any other mannfactui-'r S ;si to 6 600 ths 
costing lei* than halt other metal..,, ivNc-nt $ It!'at whicli 
pnee we warrant them 12 months. Sen^l for circular for aige.i 
‘f'JSSftVies, Ac. M. C, CHADWICK & CO., ’ 

W8_4t 190 AViilum Street. New York 

ADI lilt f ISING TERMS, in Advance — Thirty 

Fiyk Cents a Link, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52Aj cent* per line of space. Special Notices 
(following reading matter, leaded.) Sixty Cents a Line 

I'iT The Rckai. Nkw-Yorker commenced it* Twelfth 
A ear and A oluine with nu edition of over Seventy Thousand f 
Though the columns are wider than formerly (giving more 
words per line,) and the circulation much larger, we do not 
purpose to increase the Advertising Rates at present. The Rckai, 

is undoubtedly the Best nod Cheapest Advertising Medium of 
it* i la-8 in America—for, In addition to its immense circulation 
among the most enterprising and Micee.sxfn) Farmers and Horti¬ 
culturists, it is taken and read by thousands or Merchants, Me¬ 
chanics, Manufacturers and Professional Men. 

\L PRICE and Low PRICE, st 
Store, H State Street, Rochester, N. Y 

Homes for the Industrious! 

583-5t 
NE 
Store 

’RICK and Low PRICE, at < 
8 Stnto Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

^ K EVERUKEENS-6 to 
x packing free, #4 to 85 r.i i.ono 

<t D I. SIMMONS A i 0„ , 

jEAlf SEEDS! PEA If SEEDS f • 
sale at #1,60 per pound, by n 

March 16,1861 f58t 4t,| 

1NE PRICK and Low PRICE, at 
/ stoi-p, 8 Stale street. Rochester. N. Y. 

yiOLITTLE IMPROVED U 
' Raspberry', a few thousand choir 

it^omible tfrui#. ’’ *' - 

T uve,; ^ 1>i<>,• Jv.‘r RKIES. eoTopriMiij <Jr 01 *“ thu Spring our usual NurBery Stock, 
oi?, do TREKS. 8 to 7 feet, at #85 per 1,000. 
I KARS, standard, t aud 2 yearn, #20 to #27 per 100 
J''.’., J«wf, 2 “ #12 to 822 “ 
1 LI M I REES, 2 year-, #27 per ion 
euvi.Dird ’!i Peach ImtlOinx, #18 per 100. 

hf vrwfSuf‘, ,",''4r° 7 ,‘"r i0°- tir-ki * ye:tr IroTn bud, *.s per 1(K). 
n ith a lar^o KtOclc ot Small Fruits, smeb Ay HurrAntR Ra^nber- 
rloM. (.ooaobemi^, strawberries, I .ah ton BlAckberriei. all 
at-ril!,loWi'ih rauK I V EAHNEST0CK k BAKER, xoiedo, oh jo, March 7, Mtii. &&!& 

VTARRLKHEAO MAMMOTH CABBAGE.— 
*.Ihe kirccat. Cabbage in the world, they have been grown 
Neighing m*. anil averaging over flit Ihx, lw the acre > A nack- 
ag" of over 1.000 -eed. With directions for coltiration, 25 cents ; 
nvif pacKO1^,SJ.OO. ( irciilarM cantaitmj^ :«r» **nir»Hvirir ol'this 
and the Mason und Stame Mason, with recommendation'* of men 
who lave rained them hy the acre, and liait meru plant head 
hard, tender and very jweet.—gratis Stone Moron and Ma-on, 
n itl directions for culti vatmn, S3 cent* each, per ounce Hub! 
hard Squa-h mf ting ( was tile original intrudncen.) 15cent- for 
about, so seed. Alt seed warranted to reach each purchaser 

JAMES ,L If GREGORY. Maehlehraii Min 

- A prime lot for 
HOLMAN. 
Geneva, N. Y 

BLACK C A P 
--—re plants for sain nq 

G. I' WILCOX, Fair port, N, Y 

Si'gSlra? PLANTS—For sale Cheap—Early 
»- - ..xai let, Ilovc v 4 Seedling, Wilson’s Albany, Hooker'*Send- 
ling, and Triomplie de Gaud. (I. D. SOUTH WORTH, Penficld 

( )^}': ;in,i Low PRICK it GILMANS Shoe 
' y Store. 8 State Street, Rochester, N Y. 

rPIIK NANSEMOND SWEET POTATO—its Cal 
L lure at the .North, and experience of growers. Semi for it 

Price one stamp, V. B. Ml RP.AY, Fo*t«p; CroKwngs. Ohio" 

D\IRY HOMAN VVANTED—In a Dairy of from 
30 to lit cow * Kpe’.s Cheese (m, used For one who can 

come well recommended, good wages will he given at Darien 
Genesee l to., n Y . by T. C. PCTKRS " M ^ V-2& ’ 

]^EKKrmRL SWI.NE.-1 have 3 fine pain-, 

° 1,1 ?'"d(ly Ul from now, from difToront 
famllicK, at *25 per pair, boxed, provisioned. Ac. ® C 
-March, 18$l _WM. J PETTEE. Lakeville. Conn, 

( l''!*' f’HIf'E and Low PRICK, at GILMAN'S Shoo 
■ h' Sta y 

-Lowland Bell Vines from 
he fruit ha.-, taken the first 

5 '57 and '58. Price 
. ,l v. 

tieu Go., Y. 

'.—A man who i* tbor- 
supervision of a 

can be furnished hhu on 

jAME5~CHAPPP.i l,, Rocheater, N. Y. 

/ \N E PRICE and Low PRICE, at Gil m iyx «i 
V ) atore, 8 State Street, Rochester, N. Y 8 S1,oe 
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UAUGHADAY V flAMMO.VD, PuhlUhcra 

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO., HAVE FOR SALE 

1,200,000 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS, 
lo Tracts of Forty Acres and upward, on Long Credit and at Low Prices. 

MECHANICS, FARMERS AND WORKING MEN. PRESENT POPULATION. 
PHE attention or Urn cntorprl8ih« and indnatrloua portion of The State u rapidly tllhug up with population • 868 025 
L the community ;« directed tu the followtog statements persons having been added Btaw 1850, making the present 
ind liberal mduccm,,nts offered them hy the population 1,7&,«63, a ratio of 108 percent, hfton years. nt 

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS. 
i hich, lie they will perceive, will enable them hy proper The Agricultural products of TIlinoM arogreater than those 
uergy, penwayeranoo and industry, to provide c.omfui tnble °r”"-v "ll'cr state. The prurtucta sent out during the past 
'tones for themscly.-c and familits, with, comparatively yar esceedeil l,6(Hi,()00 tons, The wheat crop of I860 an 
peaking, very little capital proaches 35,000,000 bushola, while the corn crop yields not 

l> s* than 140,000,000 bushel,-. 

FERTILITY OF THE SOIL. 
Nowhere can tlmindustriotia farmer secure mich imne-di 

ate results for hi-labor as upon those pratr esoils, they bom, 
composed of a deep rich loam, the fertility of which, la un 
surjiasKud hy any on the globe. 

TO ACTUAL CULTIVATORS 
Since 1854, vh 

Toledo, Ohio- 
V from one to four feet long. , 
premium at each State Kair exhibited in ijms ‘r~ 

VTIJltMERYlWAN WANTED. 
f > on gl, I v com 
Nursery. _ If be has a fanxily, a house 
fhe premise^ A pply In or add res- 

ires. They 
rs, awl every contract contains 

- The road haa bocn constructed 
thro these lands at an expense Of $.'50,000/100. lu 1850 the 
population of the forty nine roimtii* through which It passes 
was only 335,508 ; smeo which 47m,203 have been adrtod 
making tbu whole population 814 Md , a gain of 143 per cent. 

EVIDENCES OF PROSPERITY. 
As an evidence of the thrift of the people, it may bo stated 

that 600,u(m tons or freight, Inducing 8,600,000 bushels of 
grain, and 250,000 barrels of flour, were forwarded over the 
line last year. 

EDUCATION. 
Mechanics and workingmen will find the free 3chool system 

encouraged by the State, aud endowed with a large revenue 
for the support of schools. Their children can live in sight 
ot the church and schooltioime and grow with the prosperity 
of the loading ritato in the Great Western Empire 

PRICES AND TERMS Of PAYMENT. 
The prices of theae lands vary from 86 to 825 per acre 

according to location, quality, &c. First class farming lands 
sell for about $10 or $12 per acre ; and the relative expense 
of subduing prairie laud aa compared with wood lands is In 
the ratio of 1 to lu in favor of the former. The terms of 
sale for the hulk of thesn lands will be 

One Year’s Interest in advance, 
at s.x per ct. per annum, and six interest notes at six per ct. 
payable respectively In one, two, three, four, five and six 
years from date of sale; and four notes for principal, payable 
in tour, five, six and seven years from date of sale - the 
contract stipulating that one leulh of (he tract purchased 
shall ho fenced aud cultivated, each anil every year, for 
five years from date of sale, so that at the end of five years, 
ouc-half shall be fenced and under cultivation. 

Twenty Per Cent, will bo deducted 
. ., except the same should beat 

six dollars per acre, when tho cash price will ho five dollars. 

«, prices anil terms of payment, can he hail on applica- 

J. W. FOSTER, Land Commissioner, Chicago, Illinois. 
r?SKIl!'i8q,,ilnne\onu. "I*ou *l»e Illinois lSS, 1M9, 190, APPLETON’S RAILWAY GLIDE. 

"*_>*s. ^ ^ ^ -4. ^ . 

ticJlonthly1 life > et written of any of our PxbUc men.''—Allan- 

rllT,ht’ be*!1 biography extant of any American politician."— 
Lcmluti Critic. 

"The most readable biography, for ft* extent, which has ap¬ 
peared of any of our public men JfuloriecU Magazine. 

OLMSTED'S} JOURNEY IN THE RACK COUNTRY. The 
concludingjoliuno on "Our Slave ritates," by this au- 

■ Full of important matter and replete with valuable sugee*- 
tiona"—Rmulon Rress. 

"A most deeply interesting and important work.”-^Saturday 
Review. London. 

v" r}'Jvnusr* an(J unexamhleJ books” (on their [subject.)— 

" yp more important contributions to e.otempnrary Ameri¬ 
can history have been made."—Atlantic Monthly. 

ABBOTT'S ITALY. From the Earliest Period to the Presen t 
Dav. Uniform with " Austria aud Russia," by the same 
author, each, I voi, $1 50. 

"The beet digest of Italian history we know of."—Boston 
Transcript. 

*riy,L'fJ o‘uerinct but very graphic account of recent Italian 
politics. —iVbrtA A lueriecou 

THE CATTLE MARKETS, 
NEW Y ORK, March 13.—The current 

all the inaraets are as follows : 

First quality,... 
Ordinary quality, ...II”’”’’. 
Common quality, ...... 
Inferior quality..III””””” 

. ... C0W8 AND CALVES. 

oX2;?&|i(V;iI”l””";iiii;i;;. 

Inferior quality, ..IIIIIII IIHHH"H 

First quality, ?v Jb 0tSffi7rie 
Ordinary quality.IIII'.I”. 

Inferior qiaUtyi: . 4 ^ c 

Prime quality,... 
Ordinary quality, 
Common quality, 
Inferior quality,. 

First quality. iuxrz,kis~ 
Other qualities.IHIHIIIIHHHIII 

C^rBRlDGE. March 13 —At market 750cattle, about 650 beeves 

ami tW yeAra nldtUtlg °f W01tmg osen' cow«, ani* one. two 

6 aJ>K*,L^ATTI',iraprice* extra. 86,755)7.25: first quality 88 06® 
quiclitv^iOaK)1 ua i*T' ^.755m,u) ; third quality, 83,75 . ordinary 

Woktci.vt; OxF..v — $8fiCcItS) 
Cows AXt1 Caavks —845. $4l»r<v67. 

yearaoldlH^^ : two >’eara old* «*§»•; three 

A"VD Laaibs— 1,500 at market. Prices_In lots Si 7* 
@2.0»; extra and selections, 82,50^6,00 each $ ,76' 

Pelts-81<d.$L25 each. ^ 1 
Tallow — 6W5j7c ;) lb. 

Vea^8Calves^- None CALP V «>• 

die States are moving to Tllinnis In great numbers. Tho area 
of Illinois is about equal to that of England , and the soil is 
so rich that it will support twenty millions of people. 

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS. 
These lands ore rraitig nous to a railroad 700 miles iu length, 

which connects with other roads and navigable lakes and 
rivers, thus affording an unbroken communication with tho 
Eastern and Southern market*, 

APPLICATION OF CAPITAL. 
Thus far, capital anti labor have been applied to developing 

the soil; the great resources or the Stale In coal and Iron are 
almost untouched. Tho in v.crlable rule that the mechanical 
arts flourish best where food and fuol are cheapest, wifi fol¬ 
low at an early day In Illinois, and in the course of the next 
ton years tin* natural laws and necessities of the case war¬ 
rant the beliel that at least five hundred thousand |ieople 
will bo engaged in the State of Illinois in various manufactur¬ 
ing pursuits 

RAILROAD SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS. 
Over 8100,000,000 of private capital have been expended 

on the railways of Illinois. Inasmuch ar part of the income 
from several those works, wlrii a valuable public fund in 
lands, go to diminish the Suite expenses, the taxes are ugiit 
anti must consequently every day decrease. 

THE STATE DEBT. 
The State Debt Is only 810,105,394, 14, and within the 

last three yearn Ini* been reduced 82.959,746 80, and we may from the valuation i„r cash 
reasonably expoet that in ton years It will become extinct, i ' 

Pamphlets descriptive of tli Und*, soil, climate, production.* 
tion to ii. 

.89,50(010,00 

.. 8.2S@fi.25 

.. 7,253:8.00 

.. 6,50fa'7,00 

X/lAv horse power fork. 

'-•* A 1 Kn* Fork can be u-cd with cither 
osk or rwo H0B8XX. Price, full 

lev*")1 $12.*^ rope aai1 lhret< puI- 
..See dencription in RcraL New 

V A orkkii of ^Hreh 2)4, 1361 
1 Sen. iforaCircuJar. 
B Addrefttj 

/ f-E>l A. BFhVKDSLEV, 
_ ' South Edmettm, Otsego Co., y. V. 

GENTS WANTED to SELL !•’R| IT TREES. 
WE wish to employ a nuud-er of experienced and truat- 

hy men to sell trees, Ac,, from our Nurseries al literal 

SUJ5KP A.VD LAMBS. 

riiphy. 

SEABIKV'S AMERICAN SLAVKRY JUSTIFIED. 
I Vol. Si 00. 

" Will command more attention than has yet been given to 
any work on that subject in this country "—Church Journal 

* u,.^,a ,nau " hose probity has ever been beyond question, as 
a scholar posseted nr great political acumen, as a forcible and 
logical writer, Dr. Seabury is unsurpassed by any divine in the 
American Church. —Churchman. Churchman. 
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did not think he could ever be more to her than be 
had been. She hoped to retain his friendship and 
was truly sorry to give him pain. 

So Elmer, like a prudent suitor, had held his peace 
on that subject,— for a while. She was but eighteen 
thou. It could not be expected that she should know 
her own mind. She had seen but little of the world 
and other men. In a year she was going abroad. He 
would wait, and try to deserve her by redoubled 
kindness and upright conduct. All in good time, 
never fear! 

He had then been a member of their family for 
Borne time. Every thing went on as before, and in a 
little while the unpleasant embarrassment of living 
in constant contact with one wbom she had thus hu¬ 
miliated, wore away from Diana's mind, and a touch 
of pity mingling with her high estimation of his good 
qualities, made her even kinder to him than usual. 

Her father had urged him to accompany them on 
their European tour, but he declined, pleading busi¬ 
ness as an excuse. Perhaps he hoped that separa¬ 
tion might weaken the impression which she had 
made dpon him. and fortify his mind for what might, 
after all. prove a real disappointment, 

-die did not know, til! afterwards, how precious her 
letters had been to him. To her, they were but hasty 
travel-notes, and she sent them to him with no more 
emotion than if he bad been any other friend. She 
knew she was improved in every respect by that long 
delightful journey, and had she been as vain as some 
girls, she could in this have found sufficient cause 
for Elmeivs renewed admiration. A round of visits, 
given and received, succeeded her return, and for 
many weeks she could think and talk of little but the 
wonders and delights of her recent experience. 
Their stay had been too short for her; she would 
willingly have taken up her abode in “Merrie 
England’’or “Sunny Italy,” and often in jest with 

“You do not mean to say that if Mr. Due seldorf 
were to offer you his hand, heart, and a fortune, 
which I know is not inconsiderable, that you would 
decline them?” 

“I should, most emphatically. Hut tell me. Miss 
Penetrate, on what you found your newly discovered 
romance?” 

“ O, various things, too numerous to mention. 
I’ll try and enumerate. He comes here very often,—” 

“ To see ray father.” 
“ Don’t interrupt. He comes here so frequently 

that one might think he boarded inthehonse, and—” 
“ He did, Once.” 
“Fudge! He goes to church with yon nearly 

every Sunday.” 
“ilo owns the pew we sit in. Who has a better 

right to occupy it?” 
“ He does not own the occupantv. Hut I shall not 

attempt to tell you any more if yon do not keep still. 
Von know that pretty thing that T have been knitting 
for yon to wear on your head? Well, he has scarcely 

derlying this self-possessed exterior, I believe I have 

warm and lasting affections.” 
it Indeed you have! No one can know yon as I do, 

and not he sensible of that.” 
“Since my mother’s death I have not only been 

the lady of my lather’s house, but his almost constant 
companion. From my infancy it has been his plea¬ 
sure to have me near him, and to cultivate and direct 
my tastes, which are much like his own. People say 
be is wealthy; I suppose he is, aud I, as his only 

comfort and advantage that. 
In the company of 

the storied 

The undersigned, Practical Watchmakers and Dealers in 
Watches, having bought and sold American Watches for a 
number of years past, and having dealt in all kinds of foreign 
Watches for a much longer period of time, beg to state that 
they hsTe never dealt in Watches which, as a class, or in indi¬ 
vidual instances, hare been mde satisfactory to themselves or 
customers, whether in respect of durability, beauty of finish, 
mathematically correct proportions, accurate compensation 
and adjustment, or of line time-keeping result:, than those 

raanufacted by the Waltham Company. 

C. A. BURR & CO.. Rochester. N. Y. 
E. S ETTENHEIMER & Co., Rochester, N. Y. 
H. & D. ROSENBERG, 

WILT.ARD & HAWLEY, Syracuse, N. Y. 
N. HAIGHT, Newburgh, 
WM. S. TAYLOR. Utica, 
W W HANNAH. Hudson. 
it. r. a h c. carpenter, Troy, « 
HOSKINS & EVANS, Owego. 

HAIGHT k LEACH, Auburn, 
JOHN H. IVES, Fairport, “ 
WILLIAMS & CO.. Canandaigua, 

J N. BEXNET. “ 
A 8, STORMS, Poughkeepsie, “ 
A. RUMRILL k CO , N. Y City. 
N E. CRITTENDEN, Cleveland, Ohio. 
WM. BLYNN, Columbus. " 

JAMES .T. ROSS, Zanesville, “ 
H. JENKINS k CO., Cincinnati, “ 
BEGGS * SMITH, 

WM. WILSON McGREW, ** 

DUHME It CO., 
J. T. & E. M. EDWARDS, Chicago. 
T J. ALEXANDER, La Salle, 111. 
JOHN H. MORSE, Peoria, 
A. HEPPLF.R, 

W H RICHMOND, “ 
H. D. KAYS, Bloomington, “ 
A. B. G1LLETT, 
S. D. LILLESTON, Decatur, 
J B CURRAN. Springfield. 
J W. BROWN, Quincy. 

E B. TOBIN, 
A. P BOYNTON. Galena, 
WM. M. MAYO. Jacksonville. 

BASSE * HULSMAN. Quincy, “ 
G. H. BASCOM & CO., Terre Haute, Ill. 
W P. BINGHAM & CO., Indianapolis, Ind. 

CHAH. G FRENCH, 
J. Mcl.ENR. 
C. A. DICKEXSEN, Richmond. 
THEO F. PICKERING, Kalamazoo, Mich. 

GEO. DOTY, Detroit, 
M. S. SMITH. Detroit. 
A. B. VAN COTT, Milwaukee, Wis. 

JOHN KLKI V-\ Karine, 
GEN NET BROTHERS, Madison, “ 

H. N SHERMAN, Beloit, 
S. C. SPAULDING, Janesville, 
SAMI. BROWN, Jr., Norristown, Pa. 
GKO. W. STEIN, Easton, “ 
RF.INEMAX It MEYRAN, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

DAVID LAYERACK, Paterson, N. J. 
THOS. GOWDEY, Nashville, Teun. 

W. T, RAE, Newark. N. .1 

V. W SKIFF, Savannah, Ga. 

Caption.—As our watch is now extensively counterfeited by 
foreign manufacturers, we have to inform the public that no 
watch iB of our production which is unaccompanied by a certifi¬ 
cate of genuineness, bearing the number of the watch, and 
signed by our Treasurer, R. £, Robbins, or by our predecessors, 

Appleton, Tract & Co. 

As these watches are tor sale by jewelers generally through¬ 

out the Union, the American Watch Company do not solicit 

orders for single watches. 
ROBBINS A- APPLETON, 

Wholesale Agents, No. 182 Broadway, New York. 

BT MRB. BAKR1KT BEECHER STOWE. 

It lies around us like a cloud— 

A world we do not see; 

Yet the sweet closing of »n eye 

May bring us there to be. 

Its gentle breezes fan eur checks 

Amid our worldly cares, 

Its gentle voices >< hisper love, 

And mingle w ith our prayer*. 

Sweet heart* around us throb and beat, 

Sweet helping hands are stirred, 

And palpitates the vail between 

With breathing almost heard. 

Th" -ilence, awful, sweet, and calm. 

They have no power to break; 

For mortal words are not for them 

To utter or partake. 

So thin, so soft, so sweet, they glide 

So near to press they seem— 

They seem to lull us to our rest, 

And melt into our dream. 

And in the hush of rest they bring 

Tis easy now to see 

How lovely and how sweet to pass 

The hour of death may be. 

To close the eye, and close the ear, 

Wrapped in a trance of bliss, 

And gently drawn in loving arms, 

To swoon to that—from this: 

Scarce knowing if we wake or sleep, 

Scarce asking where we are, 

To feel all evil Rink away, 

All sorrow and all care. 

Sweet souls around us! watch us still, 

Press nearer to our side, 

Into our thoughts, into our prayers, 

With gentle helpings glide. 

Let death between us be as naught, 

A dried and vanished stream; 

Your joy be the reality, 

Our suffering life the dream. 

daughter, have every 
well applied means can procure 
father and other friends, 1 have traversed 
lands' of the Old World, realizing all that my young 
imagination had taught me to expect and long for. 
I have stood on the field of Waterloo, and heard from 
the lips of a veteran warrior how my childhood’s hero, 
Napoleon, was shorn of his laurels. I have seen and 
conversed with Wellington himself. I need not 
tell yon, for you know the history of the two short 
years we spent amid the scenes ever nearest to my 
heart. Can you wonder that the vapid prattle of our 
ball-rooms, and the supertlcial knowledge displayed 
in most of our drawing-room society, palls upon my 

taste ?” 
“I cannot, truly; for with all my natural vivacity 

and ability to make the best of the company I am in, 
I am frequently bored to death with everybody's efforts 
to make others admire them, when, to a thoughtful 
mind, there is so little to admire. I wonder that you 
did not marry abroad, for I despair of your ever being 
suited with any one whom you may meet here.” 

“Marriage, dear Sylvia, is an event in my life 
which 1 have no desire to anticipate. Not that I am 
actually opposed to it, I should be willing to marry 
a man that 1 could /or*; J probably shall some time. 
And that brings me to the matter of which we were 
speaking at first. T was going to correct your picture 

for yon td wear on your bead? 
looked at me since I have been here, much Ipbs to 
know what 1 was doing, till the other night when he 
heard me say. I wished to finish it before 1 went 
home, as it was for you, ‘For Diana?' be asked, 
with sudden interest. Then be took it in his hand 
as carefully as If it had been a sick bird. ‘How 
pretty! wimt is it for?’ he asked next. 1 told him. 
and intending to set it off to the best advantage, 1 
put it on my own head. Now you think, of course, 
that lie paid me some neat compliment or other. 
Not at all. He musingly said — ‘ How 
will he to her hair and complexion.’ 1 
wasn’t provoking!” 

Diana laughed heartily, and cried, 

more?” 
“ Yes! When he rode up on home-back yesterday 

morning, and you was out, 1 went to the door to 
speak with him. 1 admired the beauty of his horse 
and inquired its name. Ho looked wonderfnlly 
pleased, and said, ‘You will like her. I know, when 
1 tell yon it is Diana.’ Now, my lady! 1 think the 
evidence will warrant conviction.” 

“Ah! well,” replied Diana, in a weary tone, “if 
we have talked nonsense enough for one afternoon, 

we’ll go home.” 
“But, Djan, do tell me! Did you never think of 

this before? I know you did. You are keeping 
something from me.” 

“There are mnnv things which we should keep 
even from dear friends. Did yon never keep a 
secret because it was more another’s than your 
own ?” 

“There, now! I know 1 was right! I won’t tease 
you, hut please tell me this, — didn’t yon know he 
liked you?” 

“0, yes! always. Hike him, too!” 
“0, "dear! You know what I mean. Ah! now I 

have you! I've guessed it!” arid Sylvia fairly clap¬ 
ped her liandu in gle*. 

“Hush!” exclaim'd Diana. “Some one will 
surely hear you. I’erhaps Mr. Dbssklporf himself. 
But tell mo what YOU have guessed.” 

“ Why. did vou not tel) me once, when 1 asked vou 
how many offers you had ever bad, that yon had 
twice refused the same person? I know that this is 
the one. You can’t deny it,” 

Again U* deep blush mi Diana’s cheeks told of 
strong cmnwtn in the usually calm breast. This time 

Anything 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA.. 

I am composed of 26 letters. 

My 6, 2, 11, 14,16, 10 is the name of a city in Ohio. 

My 11, 17, 7. 25, 9, 16, 4, 38 is the name of an ancient Greek 

general. 

My 13, 23, II, 2, 4,13, 21, 12 is the name of a battle field of 

General Taylor. 

My 9, 11,11, 9. 3, 12. 9,19 is the name of one of the Western 

States- 

My 10, 2, 20,14 is a girdle. 

My 17,11,11, 14, 8 is the name of a female. 

My 1, 19, 5, 9, 14, 11 is a man’* name. 

My 22, 24, 6 Is a small Insect. 

My 15, 17, 6, 26 Is the name of a Greek letter. 

My whole was the name of a Mexican general. 

Hooper’s Valley, N. Y.. 1861. L. H. White. 

Answer in twr, weeks. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.J 

THE LITTLE WICKET 
BY CAROLINE A. HOWARD, 

To every woman’s heart there is a tiny door, whereby no 

man may enter, save he who has the key. 

They formed a beautiful picture, those two young 
girls, framed in, as it were, by that luxurious and 
lirelit room. Diana West reclined in a large arm¬ 
chair, with her slippered feet stretched out to receive 
the genial warmth of the glowing grate. Her long 
hair was loosened from confinement, and fell on her 
shoulders in a heavy, dark mass, contrasting well 
with the rich colors of her dressing-gown. On the 
floor beside her sat Bylvja Fay, one round arm 
thrown carelessly across her companion's knee, so as 
to form a resting place for the curly head. 

It would be difficult to find two persons more 
opposite; tbe one in the full bloom of womanhood, 
the other little more than a child. The clock had 
struck twelve, yet there they sat, and the low murmur 
of their voices went on as if sleep were a stranger to 
their bright eyes, and weariness never Cftme to their 
graceful forms. But while the autumn winds wailed 
dismally without, and the bright fire bid defiance to 
them from within, it was pleasanter to fling aside flu 
finery which had graced the evening party, and, as 
girls will do, chat over the good time, than to lie 
awake in bed and think about it in the dark. 

“I am surprised that you do not think Marcos 

Arnold handsome,” remarked the younger of the 

two. 
“ Why? Has my little Fay fallen in love with my 

lord of the curling lip and the flashing eye?” 
“By no means! my lady of the silver how. One 

glance of his haughty eyes is enough to make poor 
little me quake with fear. I couldn’t live without 
some one to pet and indulge me, and I should as soon 
expect Jupiterbimself to descend to playing marbles, 
as Mr. Marcus Arnold to bestow caresses upon any¬ 
thing. However, T thought he might be more to the 
taste of my dignified and queenly friend.” 

“ You arc but a poor judge of human nature if you 
think so. The law of affinity would decree that the 
qualities which you ascribe to me should be the very 
reasons why I should not fed attracted by the same 
characteristics in another.” 

“But, Dian, dear, you seem to me so superior, in 
all respects, to the frivolous and superficial young 
men who form so large a part of society now-a-day’s, 
aud J have such respect for your mind and talents, 
that in selecting a partner for you, I involuntarily 
single out some tall, dark man, very learned, very 
grave and firm, with ft will as strong os your own.” 

Diana smiled and said, “I know not whether to 
consider that last idea a compliment, but 1 will not 
quarrel with you tor it. 1 believe I have a pretty 
strong will of my own, and it is scarcely strange, 
since I have always had ample room to indulge it. 1 
believe some very wise xvriters argue that humanity 
is created in halves, which, sooner or later, will he 
united. Now, i beg to set you right, if possible, on 
tbe score of my other half. But in the first place, 1 

me; though 

For Moore's Rural New-Yerker. 

A PUZZLE, 

Five letters do compose my name 

Backward and forward spell the same; 

Read me, and you will quickly see 

What death will make both you and me. 

Windham, Ohio, 1861. E. F. Jagger, 

53?” Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEM!. 

GOOD NEWS 
1 have a meadow in tbe form of a right angled triangle, 

containing three acres. I mowed a strip two rods in width 

around it. and found I had cut just one-half of it. Required 

the sides of my meadow. C. Church. 

Vinl&nd, Wia., 3861. 

or Answer in two weeks. 

ONE THOUHAND CHANCES 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c„ IN No. 582 

Answer to AgricoRural Enigma:—Debt is the vampire that 

sueks the farmer's blood. 

Answer to Illustrated Rebus:—Competence is the great 

incentive to industry-. 
Answer to Algebraical Problem:—18, 24, 126, and 1,770. 

WORTH OF WATCHES, 

JEWELRY, & SILVER PLATED WARE, 
To be disposed of on an 

Entirely New and Original Plan! 

2,500 AGENTS WANTED. 

All persons desirous of securing an Agency in this 

NEW ENTERPRISE, 

Should send their names at once and receive by return of 
Mail, 

OUR INDUCEMENTS, 

Which afford a rare chance to make Money without risk. 

AGENTS’ CATALOGUES 

Now ready, and sent to any address on receipt of a three 

cent stamp, to pay postage. 

Address 

GEORGE G. EVANS, 
439 CHESTJ\'VT STREET, 

584-4t PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

“Then, my friend, I am confident that you have 

never loved.” | 
“ 1 suppose you speak from experience, you speak f 

so earnestly. Is it so? Look up, my little Fay, and 1 

answer me.” ' 
Syi/VIA blushed, but raised her head, aud laugh- , 

ingly answered,—“ Not exactly. Instinct, a woman’s i 

intuition, would teach me that.” 
“ 1 suppose yours is a correct theory. Something j 

In my heart, tells me so. Sometimes 1 hope that I 
may never fall a victim to ' une grande passion 

Love is a game to be played by two; but the woman’s 
part is all made up of sacrifices,— the man reaps the 

advantages.” 
“True, I grant yon, in some instances, but rather 

a wurped view. I think, dear Di, that you will live 
to modify it, and T hope you may, for I think this is 
but a wretched life for a woman to live, unless love 
reigns all-powerful, to cast out the sense of sacrifice 

from her heart.” 
“I declare! Yours is a wise little head, if it is 

yellow and curly. 1 shall have to confess you yet, 
for 1 expect there is an * episode from the book of 
life at eighteen,’ hid away somewhere in your expe¬ 

rience.” 
This was but one of many cosy and confidential 

chats which took place during Sylvia Fay’s visit of 
a week. We have to do with but one more. It was 
a golden October afternoon, and the girls were in the 
woods collecting leaves for Diana's Herbarium, with 
bright berries and bits of evergreen to ornament the 
parlors. They had been silently pursuing their 
researches for some time, when Sylvia said, 

“ My Queen of the Chase, I've a niind to tell you a 
discovery that I have made. You cannot guess 

what.” 
“ A rare plant, or a choice leaf, perhaps.” 
“Pshaw! your thoughts and mine are as different 

as possible. No, indeed! You see I had hoped 
during this visit, to regale myself on some such 
choice bit of romance as finding my friend, -the 
forest maid,'in love, and having despaired of such 
an event, I have looked about and endeavored to be 
satisfied with finding some one in love with lurr." 

“ And has your patient search been crowned with 

success? I am curious to hear.” 
“ I think so, though I forbear to boast too loudly 

of my sagacity when there is a possibility of mistake. '' 
“ And who may bo the unfortunate swain?” 
“ No swain at all, my love, and that, to me, is the 

fun of it. It is no less a personage than your father's 
bachelor friend, Mr. Dusseldorp.” 

Sylvia did not see, blind little puss! that Diana 

blushed till her face and neck were alike rosy red. 
For a moment she did not reply, but stooped lower 
over the moss which she was uprooting. Her voice 
was perfectly steady when she answered without 

raising her head, 
“ A remarkable discovery truly, and one which T 

can in no way account for. Without jesting, my 
child, tell me what could have put such an absurd 

notion into your head?” 
“ Absurd! I don’t see the absurdity, except in the 

fact that he is full ten years older than yon are, and 
’ such a grave old fellow that I don’t like the prospect 

at all.” 
“What prospect?” asked Diana, sententiously, 

and without changing her position. 
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The annexed letter relates to One of our Two-Hoisc Powers 
and Thresher and Cleam-i 

(isctoi.A, Stark Co., III., Feb. 19th, 1861 
G WKSTtNGtiop8K A Co — I thould have written you before 

now giving an account eff the success- of vour machine with us- 
We threshed last summer ami fall about lo.Ooi) bUeiieD w heat 
at 4c and 4.0011 bushel* Oat* at 2c. The greatest number of 
bushels we threshed in one day w;i* 200 ot wheat, commencing 
shout 9 A. M , hut as a general thing. Out day & work averaged 
from IS! to 200 bnshcL. according to the yield per acre We 
threshed 530 bushels of Oats in one day, and wneie Oat; were 

*00<isrd a, uat 500 IT vfe&raE **coM;imx 
5S4-2t Schenectady, New York. 

and a great inconvenience to return 
to get the Rural for less than $2 a year is to form or join a club. 

think you have a rather erroneous idea of 
the error being one of the affections, 1 can easily for¬ 

give it.” 
“It is an old and quite true remark, that the ties 

of friendship are strongest between opposites, ami a 
long acquaintance verities it. That which to your 
partial mind seems dignity and mental strength in 
me, is, in a great measure, the effect of a robust 
physical organism, increased by the course of health¬ 
ful discipline which, thanks to my good father’s care, 
has made me a well developed woman.’’ 

"Perhaps so,” replied her friend, “but my dear 
girl, do not accuse me of flattery, if I say that I 
never knew a woman who possessed your attractions, 
who seemed to have so little vanity,—so little desire 
to win the admiratiot»‘of men.” „ 

“There, again, ray little enthusiast, yea are liable 
to a mistake. Opinions would differ much tts to my 
attractions. Yon, I can easily see, admire in others 
those traits in which you are wanting. To measure 
over five and a half feet, with corresponding weight, 
well proportioned, is to yon the acme of physical 
beauty in a woman. Few will agree with you. The 
majority of our acquaintances will call me masculine 

in personal appearance, and many will apply the 
same term to a certain tone which marks my mind 
and manners. I cannot describe it. hut in some de¬ 
gree I feel it myself. That I have few womanly 

weaknesses, as they are called, is mainly owing to 
my education. T inherit from my father a quickness 

Nkk "Goon Pay for Doing Good" in our last number, 

ty Back Numbers from January 6th are still furnished to 

subscribers, so that all who send soon may secure the new 
complete volume. 

ty~TnK Rural is published strictly upon the CASH HysTU.m 
_copies are never mailed to individual subscribers until paid 
tor, and always discontinued when the subscription expires 

Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep no credit books, 
experience having demonstrated that the Cash System is alto¬ 

gether the best for both Subscriber and Publishes. 

I'fr- Premiums to Club Agkntb.— It is not to late to terra 

new clubs and secure the valuable Specific Permiums offered 
therefor. See list and particulars—beaded "Good Pay for 
Doino Good"- in Rural of last week. We are daily sending 
copies of Dictionaries, Macanley's England, Logging's Illustrated 
U. S., Everybody's Lawyer, and other choice aud vaJoatile 
standard works as premiums, aud have hundreds more which 

we hope to dispose of in like manner Now is the Time to Act, 

Associated Effort leads to success in canvassing for 

periodicals, a* well as in other enterprises. For instance, if you 

are forming (or wish to form) a cJub for the Rural New- 
Yorker, and cannot till it up in your own neighborhood, get 
some person or persons a few miles distant to join with or assist 

yoa—addlng their names to those you may procure, and end¬ 

ing all together. Please think of tins, and act upon the 

suggestion if convenient 

t3jr- The Money wk Receive.—Bills on all solvent Banks in 

the U S. and Canada taken at par on subscription to the Rural, 
but our agents and other friends will please remit New York. 
New England, or Canada money, when convenient Postage 
Stamps can be remitted for fractional parts of a dollar For all 
amounts over $5 we prefer Drafts on either New York, Phila¬ 

delphia. Boston. Albany. Rochester, or Buffalo, (less exchange,) 

payable to our order—and all suon drafts may be mailed at the 
risk of the Publisher, If our triends throughout the Union. 
British Provinces. kc„ will comply witfi these suggestions so far 

I ag convenient, the favor will be appreciated. 

iftAQ f\(\ A TERM OF 14 WEEKS. PAYS 
JyJ t,>r Board, Washing Furnished Room and Fuel 

in Falley Seminary. Fulton, Oswego Co.. N Y. Board or 
Room* for self-hoarding in the village Many students board 
themselves Tuition from $5 to $8, Graduating. Literary and 
Music Course. Spring Term opens; Mareh 28th - forCirculars 
addreas f68S-3t] JOHN P GRIFFIN, Pnncrpa1. 

OilADE trees FOR SALE.-1,000 Horse Chest 
O) nut Trees, 6 to 12 feet high, $25,00 per 100 standing, and $31,- 
00 do. delivered at Depot, in Palmyra, with straw matting on 
lops, well secured. Roots are sale on care without mats, tot 
1 000 miles travel in April, and to middle Ot May 

563 BCRR BUTLER, Palmyra. Wavue Co.. V V 
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and add three pounds of sulphate of zinc, (white 
vitriol.t stirring the whole to incorporate it thorough¬ 
ly. The wash should be of the consistency of thin 
paint, and may he laid on with a whitewash or other 
brush. The color is pale stone color, nearly white. 
Ifyonwishit to be Btraw color, add yellow ochre, 
two ponnds in powder; if drab, add four pounds raw 
umber. 

Another good wash is made as follows:—Slake lime 
with hot water, in a tub, to keep in the steam. When 
dissolved, and in a half fluid stale, pass itthrough a 
fine seive. Take six quarts of this lime and one 
quart of clean rock salt for each gallon of water—the 
salt to be dissolved by boiling, and the impurities to 
be skimmed off. To live gallons of this mixture, 
(salt and lime,) add one pound of alum, half a pound 
of copperas, three-fourths of a pound of potash, (the 
last to he added gradually,) four quarts of line 
sand, or hard wood ashe3. Add coloring matter to 
suit the fancy. 

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman gives 
the following:—One bushel unslaked lime; halt a 
gallon salt; three pounds alum, powdered; three 
pounds saleratns. Mix and put in a tight barrel with 
one head out. If the lime is quite fresh, cold water, 
—if not, then use hot water. Keep stirring while 
slaking, adding water as required, so as not to become 
dry atany time. If it heats dry, it becomes lumpy, 
and must not be overflowed with water so as to pre¬ 
vent the slaking going on. Stir np well from the 
bottom. When finished, it may be thick as mush. 
When to be applied by a brush, make the mixture 
the consistency of whitewash,—about the thickness 
of cream. Apply the tirst coat very thoroughly, 1111- 

The winter vetch is sometimes denominated a 
‘•stolen crop," because it intervenes between the 
regular crops in a rotation, and Is grown out of the 
ordinary course. Thus, winter vetches grown on a 
grain stubble, are consumed in sufficient time to 
permit the land to be sown with turnips. 

As the production of a large bulk of stems and 
leaves isthe principal object when vetches are grown 
for forage purposes, it is obvious that the land ought 
to he in good heart and clean. land is rich, it 
may not be necessary to apply dung previous to sowing 
the seed, and we may depend only on the after use of 
guano, &e., for promoting the growth of the crop; 
but when the land is only in moderate condition, ten 
or twelve loads of farm-yard th ug per statute acre 
must be spread, and plowed in before sowing. 

Vetches are sometimes sown on clover ley, but 

generally after a grain crop. If r.he land is foul, it 
must he scarified and cleaned, then dunged and 
plowed, after which the seed is sown broadcast and 
harrowed in; the water-furrows between each ridge 
being cleaned out by the plow. The seed is also 
sown by the drill machine, the land 'icing previously 
harrowed line, a turn of the harrows al ter the drill 
completing the operation. Prom two bushels to two 
and a half bushels of seed are required to sow a 
Btatute acre, according to the condition of the hm,l- 
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IMPROVED STRAIGHT UlfvAHT PLOW 

Among the patents issued under the new law, the 
Improved Straight Draft Plow of Messrs. Uulofson 

I>e Gakmo, of this city, is one of the most valuable. 
Having witnessed a trial of this implement last sea¬ 
son, we can speak with some confidence of Its value, 
and take pleasure in presenting an illustration and 
brief description of it as recently improved. We 
considered the plow, as first invented and used, wor¬ 
thy of conmieadatiou, and think the change will 
enhance its value and popularity. The patentees 
thus apeak of the Plow as now manufactured: 

“ It is perfectly adapted to two or to three horses, 
the draft in either case being on a line with the land- 

side. The beam is shown in the cut as adjusted for 
three horses, and by loosening the nnts on the top of 
the beam it may lie moved parallel, laterally, tbward 
the mold-hoard, for two horses, when the coulter or 
jointer, us the case may be, should be changed to the 
opposite side of the beam. The slots, through which 
the clamping bolts pass, being open from side to 
side, renders it unnecessary to remove them in order 
to make said changes. This plow is commended 
in the very highest terras by all who have used or 
even tried it.” 

— For further particulars relative to this improve¬ 
ment see advertisement of the proprietors. 

Entered according to act of Congresg, in the year 1361, bv 
0. D. T. Moors, in the Office of the Clerk of the District 
Court for tbe Northern District of New York. 

Our only object in copyrighting this paper is to secure 
what every honorable journalist wifi freely grant—proper 
credit for articles selected from its pages. Any and every 
journal is at liberty, and invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each original article or illustration to Rural New- Yorker. 

meats had been performed, and though he was 
esteemed good, even where speed was the requisite, 
so much ground was lost before motion was attained 
that winning was an impossibility. No drug can 
reach the parts affected, and veterinarians pronounce 
it ineurable. Once exhibited, it never disappears 
except with life. High-spirited, nervous horses, are 
most subject to attack. Where the disease is the 
result of debility, the general health may be im¬ 
proved, aiiti ifr. iAAMi t\.v. Hirtsj.h., be 
daily rubbed with the following embrocation: Lin- 
sood oil, one pint; spirits of hartshorn, two ounces; 
flue mustard, one-half ounce. Administer, as medi¬ 
cine, one ounce each of powdered golden seal, pow¬ 
dered gintran, cream tartar, charcoal, and one-half 
ounce of assafietida. Mix these, divide into eight 
parte, and give one, moruing and evening, in the food. 

the animal have a tablespoonful of sulphur in the 
food, for three Or font days in succession; in the 
meantime annoint the affected parts daily, with a 
portion of the following: — Cod liver oil, Bounces; 
sublimated sulphur, 2 ounces. Mix, and apply by 
means of u sponge. In the course of four or five 
days wash the surface of the body with warm water 
and soap, and then give the body a thorough spong¬ 
ing with the following: Lime water, 1 quart; Sub- 
Lmated '■wTpTirr, 2 ounces. This treatment generally 
cures the most inveterate eases. 

Faint for Out-Bnildings. 

Lim. Rural New Yorker:—Will you please inform me 

the bent method to make white-wash forout biiildiugn, fences, 

Ac., Unit will stand the weather?—A. C., Mimieapolis, Min., 
■ 1861. I 

Elis Rural New-Yorker:— t avail myself of the supo- 

rior advantage of your valuable paper for obtaining a, recipe 

for making a wash or coating for the outaido of buildings. 

Many years stnee I saw in a paper a recipe for making the 

kind of wash which was need on the outside of the President’s 

house, familiarly known as the White nouse, at Washington, 

D. C., and which was represented to be more impervious 

and durable than paint. Sow, if you or any of your numer¬ 

ous correspondents will produce that recipe, or any other 

equally good, you wi II greatly oblige a subscriber. As I have 

Bevertl outbuildings ivhieh I wish to serve with such a coating 

this spring, the answers to the following questions would be 

thankfully received. 1st. Should the composition be hot or 

cold? ‘dll. How can the white composition be changed to a 

straw color, to a yellow or flesh color? 3d. If more than 

one coat is necessary, how many? 4. What is the beat season 

in the year for putting on the wash, &c.? Any information 

on this subject will oblige —Alkx. Mc<b, Cherrywood, Nortii 

Pelham, CL IF., March, 1861. 

VV ater-lime and linseed oil we have seen aBed as a 
paint for out-buildings, and after being on a year, it 
appeared as good as new. Whether it proved durable, 
we cannot say, but perhaps some of our readers can 
inform us. Gas tar makes a most durable paint for 
out-buildings, preserving the wood to which it is 
applied, for an indefinite time. Indeed, we think a 
coating every few years would make wood almost in¬ 
destructible, except by fire. The tar is so black that 
it is almost impossible to affect its color by anv pig- 
ment that we have tried. In Europe, however, it is 
made, by some process, of a chocolate color, and is 
used to a great extent for farm sheds, feuces, Ac. 
The recipe, which was published pretty generally, 
for a wash such as was said to lie used on the Presi¬ 
dent’s house, we have not been able to find, but if our 
recollection serves us right, it was made of lime, 
ground rice, and skimmed milk. We give a number 
of good recipes for making the wash desired by our 
correspondents. They may be put on cold, and the 
color changed to suit the taste, by any cheap coloring 
materials to be found at tbe stores where painters’ 
materials are sold. A second coat is generally neces¬ 
sary. If the weather is fine, without rain or dust, 
these washes may be put on at any time, but oil- 
paints should be used when tbe weather is cold, so 
that the oil will form a hard body on the surface, and 
not soak into the wood, as it will in a hot day, leav¬ 
ing tbe lead on tbe surface, to be washed ofi' by the 
rains. 

Two quarts skimmed milk; 2 oz. fresh slaked lime; 
5 lbs. wbitiDg. Put the lime into a stoneware vessel, 
pour upon it a sufficieiit qnantity of milk to make a 
mixture resembling cream, the balance of the milk is 
then to be added; and lastly the whiting istlien to be 
crumbled and spread on ihe surface of the fluid, in 
which it gradually sinks. At this period it must be 
well stirred in, or ground, as you would other paint, 
and it 1b lit for use. There may be added any color¬ 
ing matter that suits tbe fancy. It is to be applied 
in tbe same manner as other paints, and in a few 
hours it will become perfectly dry. Another coat 
may then be added, and so on, until the work is com¬ 
pleted. I bis paint is of great tenacity, and possesses 
a slight elasticity, which enables it to bear rubbing 
even with a coarse woolen cloth, without being in 
the least injured. It has little or no smelL, even 
when wet, and when dry is perfectly inodorous, it 

Golds among bnullm—Sore-Mouth. 

Eos. Rural New-Yorker: — I would inquire through 

yonr valuable paper, If you, or some of your numerous sub¬ 

scribers, would tell out what, alls my lambs, and what will 

euro them? They have been sick six weeks, were taken w.th 
soro lips, run at the nose and the eyes. When 1 first discov¬ 

ered the sort! lips, I put tar on them, and now the lips are 

well and the flow of the. nostrils is lessened, — A SciiSCRIUER, 

Piftim, Or/mns Co., A' Y. IStJl. 

During winter, sheep that are exposed, or whose 
shelters are imperfectly constructed, arc subject to 
Coryza, or cold, and experience much difficulty be¬ 
cause of the excess of mucus, which clogs the nasal 
passages, rendering breathing a laborious operation. 
The eyes, through sympathy, also suffer. Sheep 
often die of suffocation when not relieved. Some¬ 
times the inflammation extends to the bronchial 

organs, and pulmonary consumption results. When 
tbe flock are thus troubled, remove to warm shelters, 
and administer a dose of purgative medicine. Good 
quarters, and wholesome food, are the preventives, 

and are worth a dozen remedies. 
For the sore lips wo know of nothing better than 

what you have already employed. Hog’s lard and 
sulphur will also prove efficient in their treatment. 

vetch-break, at leant, which we intended to bow 

early, dunged when plowed for the winter. When 
the store of farm-yard manure 1b not more than suffi¬ 
cient for other crops, we must depend upon guano, 
superphosphate, and the other manures already men¬ 
tioned as being suitable for leguminous plants. 
These light manures tray be partly applied at the 
time, of sowing, and harrowed in, and partly left 
until the plants are above ground, when a wet day, 
or when rain is evidently near, should be selected for 
applying them. Thus, half the allowance may be 
applied with the seed, and half when the plants 
are up. The quantity of seed in the case of summer 
vetches required to sow an acre is similar to that 
mentioned in the case of the winter variety, although 
the seeds of the latter are smaller than those of the 
summer kind. Oats are also sown with summer 
vetches. After sowing and harrowing, the land 
should be rolled, so as to make tbe surface level fir 
tbe scythe; but this cannot be done after sowing 

winter vetches, as rolling previous to winter would 
be injurious, particularly if tbe toil is inclined to be 
stiff. All surface stones which would impede the 
scythe must bo removed. In arranging the sowing 
of summer.vetches, the extent sown at one time 
should gradually Increase as tae season advances, 
with longer intervals of time brtween each sowing, 
otherwise the crop would either not be ready when 
wanted, or might get too far ahead before tbe pre¬ 
vious sowing was fully consumed. 

We may mention that if winter vetches are cut 
before showing flower, they will grow again, and 
produce a fair crop of seed; bettor, indeed, than if 
left uncut, as the plants are not so thick, and they 
pod better. 

Stringhalt— Is it Curable? 
I wish the advice of some of your numerous readers, — 

perhaps “Poor Farmer” oan aid me 1 have a fine, smart 

little mare, which is. 1 (ear, affected with strinrjhalt.. She was 

broken very carefully, last fall, — «u not struck a blow, 

except a slight touch of the whip once or twice which a child 

would hardly have felt, — has never plunged nor kicked, and 

never drew a load ia her life. She has never been driven 

o»er had roads, nor had any chance U strain herself, unless 

in jumping in the lot. About three Weeks ago ray brother 

said something was the matter with my colt, and I immedi¬ 

ately sent her to a home dealer in the place, who pronounced 

it a case of Stringhalt, and «aid that there was no cure. I 

Farm Culture of the Pen. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — I wish information through 

the columns of your valuable paper with regard to the cul¬ 

ture of peas. I have a piece of land on which l wish to sow 

peas. It Jg covered with flint and limestone, and has been 

laying under pasture for the last throe years. Will it increase 

or diminish the crop If it wore manured, and how many 

bushels will it require to the acre. Any information on this 

subject will be gladly received. — A. U., Caledonia, IAv. Co., 

iY. Y, March, 1861. 

A hood sward, well turned over, and dragged, does 
well for the pea. A little well rotted manure would 
help the crop, but too much manure, especially if 
fresh, causes a rank growth of haulm, without in¬ 
creasing the quantity of peas; indeed, wo have often 
found the crop diminished by this course. It is best 
to put the peas in as deep as possible without disturb¬ 
ing sod. Tbe pea is about the only thing that is 
not injured by very deep planting. Was it not for 
the pea-bug, the pea would be a profitable crop to 
precede wheat, as it may be sown early enough to be 
well out of the way of fall sowing. Frost does not 
injure the pea, therefore it maybe sown as curly as 
the ground can be worked, but to avoid the bug some 
delay to plant until the middle or latter part of May. 

win uouriuess receive a xair trial here. Nome years 
since the seed was imported by our seedsmen, but the 
lack of demand discouraged its importation, and 
wc are not oertain seed can be procured here, but 
any quantity can be obtained in Europe, cheap. The 
last number of the Irish Farmer's Gazette contains 
tbe following article on the culture of vetches, which 
at this time we think will prove both interesting and 
instructive to American farmers, for though our cli¬ 
mate In all sections may not be as favorable to their 
growth as that of Great Britain, yet in many parts, 
and particularly on the rich lands of the West, we 
are confident they will be found exceedingly valuable; 

Vetches, or tares, as they are sometimes desig¬ 
nated, are more extensively cultivated for green 
forage purposes than for the sake of the seed. Grown 
in succession ami cut green, they afford a large sup¬ 
ply of most valuable food, relished by every descrip¬ 
tion of domestic/animals. They are also occasionally 
consumed on the ground by sheep folded upon the 
crop, and when this system is practiced, a consider¬ 
ably larger number of sheep can be kept on an acre 
than on a similar extent of the richest pasture, whilst 
the land is enriched by their droppings, particularly 
when an allowance of cake is given to the folded 
sheep. A crop of vetches consumed in this manner, 
and having cake as an auxiliary food, puts the land 
into good condition to produce a crop of wheat, 
besides contributing a large quota towards the supply 
of the moat market. 

Vetches are divided into two classes—(1) the win¬ 
ter vetch, and (2) the summer vetch; these names 
being given from the habits of growth possessed by the 
two varieties, one being hardy and capable of stand¬ 
ing the effects of winter, whilst the other cannot be 
sown until spring. It is considered, however, that 
the distinction arises solely from the mode of culti¬ 
vation which has been practiced with each kind, so 
that If the winter vetches were sown in spring, the 
seed permitted to ripen, and again sown in tbe spring, 
the plant would gradually acquire the appearance 
and peculiarities of summer vetches. The winter 
vetch “iB distinguished by being usually of smaller 
growth, and its pods being-more smooth and cylin¬ 
drical, containing more seeds, and in its general 
habit is like the wild variety” (Lawson). It is es¬ 
sential that those who intend to grow winter vetches, 
should assure themselves that the seed they procure 
is that of the true variety, and the best way is either 
to grow their own seed, or procure it from a respect¬ 
able seedsman, who will not, for his own sake, give 
the buyer anything but tbe seed of the true winter 
vetch. 

HOW NATTJKE AIDS THE FABMER 

“ There are two kinds of matter in the Universe — etherial 

or electrical matter, and gross, or, an it’is frequontly called 

by way of distinction, ponderable matter. Thi> two, how¬ 

ever, may have the name essence, and differ from each other 

only in the aggregation of the atoms of the latter; or, in 

other words, what we call grots matter, may be but a segre¬ 

gation or kind of crvstalJntion of the otboriul matter in defi¬ 

nite masses.—Agricultural Patent Office A’< port, pa:;e 464. by 

Professor Henry. 

Bomb of the operations of nature, in connection 
with Agriculture, are so subtle and secret, that the 
only way we can investigate them is to collate facts 
on which we can found hypotheses, and when an 
hypothesis is found to harmonize with all the facts, 
then we may venture, perhaps, to exalt it to tbe rank 
of a theory. From the front windows of my witting 
room I look dally across the highway on a rivet- 
upland lot of twenty acres. The natural drainage of 
adjacent territory has cut this field into ravines, per¬ 
haps fifty feet deep whore they strike ttie river, and 
consequently the field has a very uneven surface. 
The soil is a sandy clay loam. Some years ago this 
field took its turn in a three year course of wheat and 
clover, but for a number of years it has been perma¬ 
nently used as a sheep pasture. During this last 
term no fertilizer has been applied by mau. Last 
year this lot was summer fallowed and sown with 
wheat. It was obvious, on inverting the sod, that 
the soil had gained iu richness during this period of 

rest, and now the luxuriant, matted, carpet-like 
covering of wheat assures that, barring the midge, 
the chief danger lies in too luxuriant growth. 
Where tbe sheep loved to congregate the soil isevi- 

The bug has then done its work before these late 
planted peas are sufficiently matured for its purposes. 
The objection to this course is that late planted peas 
stiller from the hot sun, often mildew, and seldom 
produce a good erop. Borne, however, succeed with 
late planting. Peas arc usually put in broadcast, 
though drilling ia practiced to some extent, and we 
think it the best practice, as the cultivator can then 
be used. When sown broadcast, about three bushels 
are required for an acre, but less than this quantity is 
needed for drilling. 

Ens. Rural New Yorker:—I wish to inquire if you, or 

any of your numerous readers, can give mo a remedy Tor the 

mad itch that is now prevailing among our cattle and sheep? 

One of oar no; lighbors lost a line cow and several head of 

sheep lately, and it is feared that it will run through the 

whole vicinity. Please send the remedy, if any, aud the 

cause, and oblige—A. A. Williams, Holton, Bar. Co., Mo. 

Wk are inclined to the belief that the difficulty 
with your Btock is the Mange, a disease generally 
produced either by poverty or contagion, and is 
owing to the presence of an insect (the acorns) which 
burrows under the skin, and breeds to a great extent. 
An intolerable itching is one of the leading symp¬ 
toms, and thus the affected part becomes sore and 
denuded of hair, and the skin, after a time, becomes 
thickened, and drawn up In folds or whales. The 
treatment consists in rubbing in with plenty of fric¬ 
tion, an ointment containing sulphur, such as the 
following: — Sulphur vivnm l ounces; linseed-oil or 
train-oil 8 ounces; oil of turpentine or oil of tar 2 
ounces. Mix. 

Dr. Dadd attributes the disease to the presence of 
parasites. Hence it can be communicated by contact 
or touch; and is, therefore, contagious.. This latter 
fact suggests the propriety of removing the diseased 

cues. animals from the healthy 

Dr. D.’b manner of treatment is as follows: —Let 
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A gain, a sandy soil is too poor for remunerative 
cultivation; apply u little manure, grow a succulent 
green crop, plow it under, then seed with clover, 
bow planter, and pasture for a few years with sheep, 
and you have a soil adapted to a judicious course of 
remunerative cultivation. Yet what has been really 
added by man is trifling compared with the result. 
Once more we may inquire, whence corneB the 

increased fertility? 
Again, Judge Burl wrote, many years ago, that 

London gardeners, although they used manure in 
great abundance, found it expedient to give their 
soil periodic seasons of rest in grass. And we know 
well that farmers, in all their courses, have been 
taught by experience the absolute necessity of this 
same recurrence to grass, without which no course, 
however otherwise judicious, would be complete. 

Do not these facts prove that the farmer, exert 
himself as he may, is dependent upon the recupera¬ 
tive aid of nature; or, in other words, that nature 
can do something for him which he has not yet 
learned to do for himself; nor will he learn how to 
do that something until the chemist can in his labora¬ 
tory, out of the constituent elements, make a piece 
of silk, or elaborate a diamond, or fabricate a piece 

of gold. 
Perhaps some light is thrown on the subject by the 

quotation at the head of this article. But let, not the 
farmer who has impoverished his soil by excessive 
cropping, hope to obtain the recuperative aid of 
nature quickly or eai^ly, if at all. It is as true 
physically as morally, " Whosoever hath, to him shall 
be given, and he shall have more abundance; but 
whosoever bath not, from him shall be taken away 
even that he hath,—Matthew 13: 12. 

Nature works by means of vitality; if that is 
largely diminished, her processes are slow. In such 
a case, perhaps, her method would bo to grow a 
forest on the soil, and thus prepare ft for luture 
generations. To obtain the recuperative aid of nature, 
then, we must work in harmony with nature, and the 
more we do for ourselves the more she will do for us. 

Milan, Erie Co., Ohio, 1861. Peter Hatha way. 

P. S. In my last article, the types made me feed a 
cow on beaus. I wrote bran. 

ON CHEESE MAKING. 

Ens. Rcral New-Your eh:—In a late issue of your 

valuable paper I saw an article on making cheese. 

That being my business, I will give my mode, and if 

considered worthy of notice, you may insert the same 

for the benefit of new beginners in the art. 

I use a tin vat. fitted inside of a wooden one, with 
one inch of space between. The object, of this is to 
use cold water for cooling the night’s milk, and also 
warm water to heat the milk to the desired tempera¬ 
ture. I strain my night’H milk into the vat. and then 
turn enough cold water into the space between the 
vats to cool the milk and prevent the same from 
souring in warm weather. I then strain the morn 
ing’s milk in with the night's milk. 1 do not take 
the cream off the night’s milk, as I am not in favor 
of skim milk cheese. The cream will mix with the 
milk at 90° 

After the morning’s milk is in the vat, I draw' off 
the cold water and add warm water enough to heat 
the milk to 90°. I then add renett enough to coagu¬ 
late the milk in 30 or 40 minutes. Lot it ntaad until 
it will break short across the Auger, then cut it up 
with a common wooden knife: let stand a short time, 
and cut again with a curd cutter, made of tin, cutting J 
lino. The curd should Ws cut carefully, SO as not to* 
break the pieces, and should be handled carefully 
until it is well scalded. At uo time should St be 
pressed in the hand. 

After the curd is cut, let it stand and settle. As 
soon as it is settled, so that the wiiey rises, corn 
menee dipping off the whey Into a heater. As soon 
as it becomes warn, dip from the heater back into 
the vat, stirring the same gently with the bands, and 
so continue, dipping back and forth, increasing the 
beat gradually until the same is 110°. Keep the heat 
up to that point about one hour, draw' off the w arm 
water from the vat, then the whey, and as soon as the 
whey is all off turn u pailful of cold water upon the 
curd to cool the same, so that it will not. mat togethor. 
Weigh the curd and add one tcacupful of good fine 
salt to 20 llis. of curd, then work the same together 
carefully. The curd should be worked as line as 
kernels of corn, working until it is cool. Put to 
press and press moderately for two hours, then turn 
the cheese and add more weight, pressing as hard as 
the hoop will hare. Turn again in six hours, chang¬ 
ing strainer every time that the cheese is turned. 
After prossiug ‘2-1 hours, take the cheese from the 
press, grease and bandage, and turn every day until 
cured, handling carefully, so as not to break the edges 
of the cheese. D. Hone. 

Orleans Co., N. Y., 1861. 

CURE FOE PULLING HORSES. 

Ens. Rural Nkw-Yobker: — Noticing an inquiry 
for instruction in the method of breaking pulling 
horses, I am led to give my experience in a very 
hard case. First, 1 provided myself with a leather 
head-stall, and chain halter-stnil, such as the horse 
could not break. After making all safe on his head, 
so that there could be no failure in the fixtures, 1 
led him to a tree and hitched him to the outer end of 
a strong branch, and provoked him to pull. As the 
horse pulled, the branch gave, hut still held him fast. 
After a long struggle he gave np. Then I vexed him 
again, and the same scene was re-enacted. So it was 
repeated until he was disposed to pull no more by 
any ordinary provocation, and then he was compelled 
to pull by the active application of a good switch 
over the head, until it was impossible to irritate him 
enough to hardly straighten his halter, when he was 
led away perfectly cured. 

I had used this horse five years, and suffered the 
annoyance such cases inevitably bring: but in 
probably live years more that I used him, I never 
knew him to pull enough to “ break a tow string.’’ 
For some cause the “ give and take,” so to speak, of 
a swinging branch, will cure when nothing else will. 
I think the above method will prove effectual in all 
cases. h. 

Bellevue, Ohio, 1861. 

IRON WATER-PIPE —AN INQUIRY. 

Messrs. Ens.:—Have any of the Rural readers 
experience in the use of the iron pipe for conduct¬ 
ing water? We have a well of beautiful soft water 
near the house, but so situated that to reach the 
kitchen, it must be pumped about thirty feet hori¬ 
zontally and twelve feet perpendicularly, or else we 
must go down a flight of stairs lor it, as the house is 
built on a slope, and the kitchen is, to all intents and 
purposes, up stairs. Not a very convenient arrange¬ 
ment, you may imagine, but as we did not build the 
house, and choose to live in it, we must do what we 
can to remedy the evil. We have used the lead pipe, 

but as the water .stood in the pipe a good deal, it 
required much labor in pumping off, to get that fit or 
wholesome; besides, it was continually leaking, and 
requiring repairs, so we discarded it, and we much 
regret that, in purchasing another, we did not make 
stronger efforts to learn what kind was preferable. 
We did try, hut as the season was advancing, and it 
was ho hard to bring water up stairs, we bought, on 
recommendation, “ Holley’s Pitcher Pomp,” patent¬ 
ed in January, 1860, and an iron pipe with it. The 
pump is well enough,—draws and throws water nicely, 
—but the pipe rusts, rendering the water hard and 
disagreeable; besides keeping pails, dippers, boilers, 
washbowls, &c., covered with rust, in spile of pump¬ 
ing off every time it is used, which is such hard work 
that most prefer to go to the well, and lug water up 
stairs, which we have done all winter. Is there any 
remedy, or must we throw it away and try another; 
and if so, what sort of pipe can we have that will not 
spoil the water, and require to be pumped off to get 
the pure for use? Farmer, 

Western New York, 1861. 

'Btt-'gtt\uv. 

Bee-Culture nt the West. 

Wk have received from the author, or some 
friend at the West, a copy of an interesting paper 
read before the Dubuque (Iowa) Farmers Club, by 
John Kino, Esq., on the Culture of Bees. Not hav¬ 
ing space for the whole, we give a few extracts: 

Feeding Beks in the Spring,—It is an easy mat¬ 
ter to he a successful bee-keeper. A little attention 
at the proper time, is all the bee requires. When 
they commence dying in the spring, for the first ten 
or fifteen days there are few flowers, during which 
time they should be fed plentifully with unbolted rye 

Jlou,r—which I have been in the habit of doing for 
years, at the time indicated, with entire success—as 
it. answers all the purposes of pollen. It is indeed 
amusing to see the bees wallowing, and carrying in 
their little pellets of flour. The article is, however, 

discarded as soon as blossoms make their appearance. 
The meal can be put in large wooden dishes, and 
placed a few rods from the hives. A barrel of pure 
water should be kept near the Apiary, and a clean 
piece of coarse canvass thrown over the water,— 
which means they have access to it without the risk 
of being drowned. 

Artificial Swarming.—With a Langstroth hive, 
bees can be increased very rapidly by artificial Bvrarm- 

ing, avoiding the risk of losing young sw arms by the 
natural mode. 

My plan is to take an empty hive and set it by the 
side of one about ready to swarm; lift three or four 
cards, one of which must be stocked with brood 
comb, or eggs; place them, with the bees attached, 
into the empty one. This should be performed about 
lft o’clock A. M., on a pleasant day, when many of 
the bees arc absent in quest of food. Then remove 
the old hive a few feet to one Bide, set the new one 
in its place in order to catch the returning bees. In 
a few hours thereafter the new one will be the strong¬ 
er hive. In this way bees can be multiplied very 
rapidly. The process is simple and easy. 

Destroying the Miller. — With the help of a 
movable comb hive, the Apiarian can readily examine 
the interior of his hive, and learn many things by 
“occnlar demonstration” which lie had to guess at 
in the common box hivee. Then, entrance blocks in 
front of 'tiovublo covirb lAvos are good moth traps, 
and thousands of the grub can be destroyed in that 
way. 

Still a better plan, or one more destructive to the 
miller, is to fill a number of basins with sweetened 
water, and place them near the hives at night, re¬ 
moving or covering them in the day time. I have 
taken from two basins, in a single morning, upwards 
of a hundred millers. Bo fond are they of sweetened 
water, that when presented to them in a basin at 
night, they rush to certain death. 

If every Apiarian in the United States wonld atten¬ 
tively use the “entrance blocks,” and sweetened 
water, so rapid would be their destruction, that in a 
very few years we might expect to see the bee moth 
well nigh exterminated. Old hives containing comb 
only, should not be permitted to lay around in the 
vicinity of the Apiary, as the moth will soon take 
possession of it, and fill the hive with a mass of webs. 
A few' old hives thus lying around, would produce 
moths enough to ruin fifty good hives, if left undis¬ 
turbed. This insect is the natural enemy of the bee, 
and care should he taken to lessen their number. 

Italian Beks.—We shall soon have the Italian 
bee disseminated among us in this State. They are 
doubtless hardier than our natives. When in Cleve¬ 
land last November, 1 called upon Mr. E. T. Stfrtb- 

vant and Dr. Kirtland, on different days — the 
weather was cold and disagreeable. At both places 
Italians were carrying in honey and pollen, while the 
black bee was nicely housed up. The Italian may 

have the advantage over the native in this country, 
from the fact that we have much cold, changeable 
weather during the spring months. 

Profits of Bek-Cclturb.—There is no kind of 
business that would pay so well in this State, with a 
small outlay, as bee-culture. The wonder is, that 
farmers do not go into it extensively. Iowa, Illinois, 
and Wisconsin, are well adapted to bee-culture. 
Among the grasses, the white clover is probably the 
richest in honey. It is of spontaneous growth in this 
State, and springs up where the prairie grass is killed 
out. Bass wood is plenty, and produces much pure 
honey, Raspberry blossoms are also rich. The 
prairie flowers of this State are filled with the deli¬ 
cious nectar. M illions of pounds of honey are wasted 
in Iowa alone, because we have not bees to gather it. 
Apple, cherry, and plum blossoms afford honey. 

Some of my young swarms, that came out in June, 
made two hundred pounds of pure honey last season. 

Making Beeswax. 

The papers have occasionally given directions for 
making beeswax, but I have seen nothing near so 
satisfactory as our method, which we have practiced 
for nearly twenty years. During this period, our 
stock of bees has rftuged from fifteen to seventy 
swarms, and 9ome seasons we have had a large quanti¬ 
ty of wax. Our tools consist of an Iron dish-kettle, 
that will hold about three gallons, a tub the size of a 
washtub, a piece of board one foot wide and two and 
a half feet long, a rolling pin similar to that used bv 
cooks in making biscuit, and a bag made of coarse 
toweliug. To operate advantageously, two persons 
are required. The kettle, containing two or three 
quarts of water, is placed on the stove, and the comb 
put in and boiled until thoroughly dissolved. It is 
then poured into the bag, aud laid upon the board, 
which has been placed iu the tub in the same position 
a washerwoman has her washboard, and the wax 
rolled out. The tub should have a pail of cold water 
in it before the wax is put in. The top of the bag 
comes over the upper end of the board, and is held 

by placing the knee against it. While one hand is 
rolling out the wax. the other puts in some more 
water and comb, and keeps up the fire, Ac. By the 
time one batch iH rolled out. and the bag emptied, 
another is hot: in this manner comb can be worked 
up at the rate of about a barrel an hour. The wax is 
now taken out and put into a kettle of clean water 
and melted, and afterwards set away to cool. When 
the comb is old and black, this process should be re¬ 
peated two or three times. If you wish to whiten it, 
put the cakes in a light, warm place,—before a south 
window. If you wish to keep it yellow, put it in a 

dark place. 
Some have advised putting the comb in a bag, and 

then sinking it in a kettle of water and boiling it, but 
we have failed to get out all the wax in this way. 

Erie Co., N. Y.. 1861. A. F. H. 

Bees in Australia. 

The beeB introduced into Australia have multi¬ 
plied rapidly and largely. They labor there almost 
the year round. The honey produced in the spring 
remains liquid; the winter honey is thick and of a 
doughy consistence at first, but speedily crystallize*. 
The quality of the honey is excellent, though differ¬ 
ing according to tbs location of the apiary and the 
kind of pasturage. That gathered in the southern 
districts of the country is extolled as the best. 

snlt for Bee-Stings. 

.Salt, slightly moistened with water and applied 

to the wound, has in many instances relieved the 

pain caused by the sting of a bee, and prevented 

swelling. But, like remedies for the tooth-ache, it is 

not effectual in every case. 

gunrt spirit of the 
Old Corn for Pork Making. 

J. M. Conner, in the New Hampshire. Journal of 

Agriculture, glves-some valuable hints on fattening 
swine, from which we olipasingle paragraph:—“The 
practice of late fatting, and feeding on soft corn, is a 
ruinous one. Every former should manage so as to 
keep a year’s stock of corn on hand, so as to make 
all bis pork from old corn. It is worth from 15 to 25 
per cent, more than corn just harvested. Hogs 
should not be kept half-starved through the latter 
part of summer, waiting for the new crop, as is fre¬ 

quently the case.” 

I’otutoes—Twice Plowing. 

I usr ally put potatoes were corn has grown the 
year before. In the winter or fall of 1859, I plowed 
my ground for potatoes deep, and in the latter part of 
April last, after giving it a good coat of barn-yard 
manure, I plowed again and planted deep. The re¬ 
sult was that my potatoes were a little longer coming 
up than those of some of my neighbors who planted 
nearer the surface; but when drouth came, the tops 
did not die; they kept green and growing until near 
frost, and 1 had a good crop of Peach Blows, White 
Mercers, and Black Mercers; also a few Buckeyes, 
which 1 tried for the first time, aud which turned out 
very well. •The Black Mercers mostly rotted, but I 
do not think it was owing to the time or mode of 
planting, which I consider was an improvement, 
especially the fall plowing, as the ground is in much 
better condition RUgr the action of winter on the 
fresh plowed ground, than when not so plowed. Bo 
^ays a.corr^sptyi e Germantown 7 raph. 

Roiian Notes o^ Milking Cows. 

A WRITE u inf the Ajifrictin Flock Journal says, 
the first process in the operation of milking is to 
“fondle” with the cow—making her acquaintance— 
and thus giving her to understand that the man, or 
“ maid with the milking-pail,'' approaches her with 
friendly intentions, in order to relieve her of the 
usual amount of lacteal accretion. It will never do 
to approach the animal with combative feelings and 
intentions; shoulder the milker swear, scold, or hick, 

and otherwise abuse the cow, she may probably prove 
refractory as a mule, and may give the uncouth and 
unfeeling milker the benefit of her heels—a very per¬ 
tinent reward, to which he, the uncouth milker, is 
justly entitled. 

Before commencing to milk a cow, she should be 
fed, or have some kind of fodder offered her, in view 
of diverting her attention from the otherwise painful 
operation of milking: by this means the milk is not 
“held up,” as the saying is, but is yielded freely. 

The milker should be in close contact with the 
cow’s body, for in this position, if she attempts to 
kick him, he gets nothing more than a “push,” 
whereas, if he sits oil at a distance, the cow has an 
opportunity to inflict a severe blow whenever she 
feels disposed to do so, 

Before commencing to milk a cow, the teats should 
he washed with water; warm or cold, according to 
the temperature of tlie atmosphere, the object of 
which is to remove filth which might otherwise fall 
into the milk-pail, to tie disgust of persons who love 
pure milk, and hate unfcloanlineBs. 

Milkers of cows should understand that the udder 
and teats are highly prganized, and consequently 
very sensitive, and thele facts should be taken into 
consideration by amatjur milkers, especially when 
their first essay is mad» on a young animal after her 
first impregnation; at this period the hard tugging 
and squeezing which many poor “ dumb brutes ' 
have to submit to, in consequence of the application 
of hard fists and callonied fingers, is a barbarity of the 
very worst kind, for it often converts a docile creature 
into a state of vicionsness, from which condition she 
may not easily he wcajed. 

How I Broke Steer* When a Boy. 

When a boy, says a comspo*deut of the Ohio 

Farmer, it was one of my greatest pleasures to yoke up 
and break in a pair of y.mng steers. II recollect my first 
yoke, and how I trained them, jnslas distinctly as if 

how they were stronger than myself, and how angry I 
I got; how my father looked quietly on and said 
nothing, until it was near my school hour 'for I then 
went to school daily,) and 1 had not even got the 
yoke on one of my miniature oxen; but then he 
checked me in my anger, and sent me to school, with 
a promise next day to Bhow me how to get along 
gently. Well, the next day came in due course, and 
with my father’s assistance I got my animals together 
in one corner of their pen, and. by patting them, soon 
had them so quiet that I could lay the yoke, without 
its bows, on their necks; next I got my bows, and 
by steady patting and constant cautions from my 
father to keep my temper, 1 soon managed to get 
them around their necks and fastened into the yoke. 
Next I tied their tails together, and left, for school. 
At noon 1 untied thi-ir tails, and gently released them 
from the yoke, by taking out both bow pins at the 
same time, being careful, however, not to let the 
bows drop, for that would frighten them. The next 
day I yoked them again, and without help,—tied and 
left, them as before. The third day after yoking I let 
them out of their pen into a large yard. Here they 
ran like good fellow* for a while, but as their tails 
were tied together, they could not get out of their 
yoke, and soon they were tired and laid down. I left 
them in the yard, and in the yoke all day; at night, 
before unyoking, I made them move around a little, 
but their fear was gone, and they did not run, as in 
the morning. The day following T got on the yoke, 
and at first there was a little disposition to run. I let 
them go, and soon as I could get near them, patted 
them a little, pnlled them around, and with my whip, 
which was a stick about four feet long, with a lash at 
the end about one foot, f soon taught them to stop 
by touching them over the head, and saying whoa. 
From stopping at the word whoa, they soon got so 
that I could do with them as I pleased about the yard, 
and in two weeks I dally drove my steers, attached 
to a little cart, all around the village. These steers 
were turned away to pasture, w'hen weaned from the 
cows, and had no yoke upon them until in the month 
of September, when they were yoked and put upon 
the lead of the team for going upon the salt meadows, 
gathering hay. They were then as tractable as old 
oxen, and ever after were gentle, quick, and true at 
their work. Ab I grew to more mature years, I after¬ 
wards trained many a pair of calves, as well as many 
a yoke of two and three year olds, for my fat her, who, 
like many another in New England, was in the yearly 
practice of buying young cattle from Western drovers. 
By using gentle means, ami gradually accustoming 
the animals to the yoke, I could soon get steers never 
before yoked, to go true and steady. 

gtnjuirirs and gumws. 
Fred for Dairy Cows,—Will some of the Rural's mimef- 

om dairy subscriber* bo kind enough to inform a beginner 
what kind of feed l* the mo*t profitable to purchase to feed 
bo cows with hay. after calving, until gnuw comes, Canada 
mill feed nt ?I0 nor tun; buckwheat, brau at the same; corn 
at GO cents for Go pound*; pen., nt 60 cent* for 00 pound*, oats 
at 22 cents for 32 pounds; or oil meal at $32 pci tun?—A. C. 
Adams. Erie Co., JV. I"., 1861. 

Wind-Mill >or Raising Water.— Among the thousand 
useful things that you have published, and are still publishing, 
will you Or SOtae of your readers give ns the best description of 
a pump propelled by wind, to raise waterfrom a well, front six¬ 
teen to tw enty feet in depth, to water a small stock of cattle? 
— A. A., Forth Chili, Monroe Co., ,V. V., March. 1861. 

We have described various mills for raising water, in past 

years, and have occasionally soon such in operation, some¬ 

times successfully, at other times with indifferent result*. A 
lew yowi-c cinoo v>n noticed tUey weie In use on fuAne of our 

Western railroads, for raising a supply of water for the 

engines. We hope some of our readers w.II give us their 

experience with wind-machines for raising water. 

Fori, Seeds in Orchard Crank.—Inclosed 1 send you some 
seeds which I found in orchard grass seed, that I purchased 
for clean seed. Will you please inform me what it is? Is it 
quack? If so, is there no means of punishing such enemies 
to their race as those who raise aud sell it, 1 had sown 
about two acres with this orchard grass, mixed with the send 
I send you, before I discovered this seed. If it is quack, what 
is the liest course to avoid the coming evil?— W., Fort lJyron. 
March, 1861. * 

The seed sent us is not that of the common Quack Grass. 

It seems, however, to be of the same family. Bad we a per¬ 

fect plant., wo could give Its name, but it is very difficult to 

do so from the seed alone. 

Cuke for Scaii in tiik Eve-lids of Cattle.—Take flour of 

sulphur, and add as much turpentine as will thoroughly wet 

it, then add as much train oil os will make it as thin as the 

pure oil, then rub it into the affected part. Two or three 

applications will cure it. Take care when rubbing that you 

do uot get the disease yourself. If you do, the same ointment 

will cure you. I know by experience. It is what I call ring¬ 

worm —K, Douglass, TrwtUM, jY K. 1861. 

Stretches in Sheer.— Your correspondent from West 

Kendall, on “Constipation in Sheep,'’ eannot determine the 

nature of the disease in his sheep. His flock is troubled with 

what is called here the stretches. Now. as an “ounce of 

prevention is worth a pound of cure,’’ if the gentleman had 

fed his sheep some kind of root* two or three times a week, I 

think they would have been all right. My sheep used to 

have the trouble he speaks of, hut never since I fed them 

roots Any kind will answer. The disease is caused by being 

fed dry feed, steadily, ior n length of time. Sheep should, at 

all times, have excess to pure water, nearby. In cold weather 

they will not go after it. I used to give my sheep lard when 

they had the stretelies. The disease is dry cholic, and they 

want quick physic. I presume castor oil would answer the 

purpose; but if sheep have plenty of roots, fresh water, aud 

a good supply of suitable food, I think they will not be dis 

eased in any way. I have never lost, except by dogs, to exceed 

two per cent.—Wm. Conk, Troy, Mich., 1861. 

Rural Jfotcs ani jJtcms* 

The New Advertisements encroach upon our readiDg col¬ 

umn.- somewhat this week, yet they are generally timely and 

appropriate — such as will interest, and we trust benefit, many 

of our readers All of a j radical character should be care¬ 

fully- examined—from the admiratdy-arranged announcement 

of B. K. Bliss, on last page, to the sententious two-line cards 

of the one price and low price shoe-dealer, on seventh page. 

1 bad performed the task but yesterday, and yet it is 
now thirty-six years since that happy time. My first 
pair of steers were like myself, quite young; that is, 
they were three weeks old. and I jn« ten years, when 
first 1 put the yoke upon them, Illy as I was, I had 

to make my own yoke aud bows. My yoke was made 
from a piece of four by four oak s»ntling, aud my 
bows were of hickory sapling*. A Anghbor who was 
a mechanic, aud then practiced mating more or less 
of ox yokes and bows, showed me Row to mark aud 
cut out my yoke, and how to bend lad fit my bow*, 
but neither he nor my father would Live me further 
help, saying that if they let me do tie work myself I 
would know how to do the next; but that if they did 
the work and let me took on, xuy boy inind would get 
no correct idea of the bow: and tba in making my 
second yoke I would require just as much showing 
as in the first. I think they ware co rect, for I have 
made many a yoke and bows since, and that, too, 
without any further teaching. 

But to my steers. I recollect my first morning, 
w'hen trying to catch the calves and get my yoke on, 

The Weather has been quite unfavorable during most of 

the month now closing—the severe cold, frequent storms, 

and high winds, rendering it necessary to give stock extia 

feed and attention. The sudden changes throughout this 

region have been anything but comfortable to human bipeds; 

but, as “misery loves company,’' it- may console some to 

learn that the South ha« uot escaped—it having been impos¬ 

sible for even the South Carolinians to secede from cold 

weather It is hoped that with the advent of April, we shall 

have brighter skies and a more balmy atmosphere. 

The Wheat Crop at the West.—Though it is yet too 

early in the season to learn much in regard to the prospect 

of the wheat crop of this region, we have some favorable 

reports from the West and Southwest For instance, the 

St. Louis Republican of veceut date says:—“The farmers of 

Illinois have every reason to be satisfied with the appearance 

of the wheat crop at this time. We have reliable informa¬ 

tion from more than twenty counties of Southern Illinois, 

giving assurance that during the past ten years the wheat 

fields iu March have never appeared so promising as now. 

The growth is admirably well set, covers the ground well, is 

healthy and strong, encouraging large expectations of full 

granaries at the close of the season. The amount sown last 

fall was unusually large, and 1861 bids fair to he as distinguished 

in Illinois for the affluent wheat harvest, as was 1860 for the 

plethoric corn crop in Central and Northern Illinois.” 

N. Y. State Fair — Trial of Farm Implements and Ma¬ 

chinery.—The Executive Committee of the State Ac Society 

transacted some important business at its meeting in Syracuse 

on thn 21st inst. It wa* decided to hold the next Annual Fair 

at Watertown, on the 17th, 18th. 19th and 20th of September 

next — a compliance with the usual requirements of the 

Society as to grounds buildings, necessary local expenses, 

kc., having been guaranteed by x committee of citizens. 

The fine Fair Grounds of the Jefferson Co. Society are to be 

occupied, and also an adjoining tract, so that there will be 

ample ‘■pace and good conveniences for a large exhibition. 

The location is regarded as perhaps the best that could be 

designated off the Central Railroad, as Watertown is said to 

have a larger number of commodious and well kept hotels 

than any other town of its popnlation in the State, and 

possesses other advantages. As the producers of Northern 

New York are generally progressives, we predict that, If the 

weather proves favorable, (and the time designated seems 

right for it, i the exhibition will be creditable in itself and 

well attended. 

— At the same meeting the Executive Committee made 

partial arrangements for a Trial and Exhibition of Farm 

Implements and Machinery, open to the competition of the 

world, which is to be made under the auspices of the Society 

the ensuing season — to commence in July or August, and 

continue two or throe weeks. The design is to have a 

thorough and complete trial of the roost important imple¬ 

ments- used in cultivating the soil, seeding, harvesting, and 

preparing crops for market — such as plows, cultivators and 

harrows; seeding machines, (drills and broadcast,); reapers 

and binders, mowers, horse rakes and power forks; horse 

powers, threshers, separators and corn-shellcre; also steam 

engines, ditching machines &c. The location of the trial 

has not been decided, but either Syracuse, Auburn or Geneva 

will probably he designated. -Such a trial as lhat contem¬ 

plated must prove of sreat interest to both manufacturers 

and farmers, and, if conducted in the manner intended by 

the Committee, Its results will be of vast benefit to the 

agricultural community. 

The Skaneateles Farmers’ Club is an institution of long 

standing, widely and favorably known. It haa been com 

mended in this and other journals, and its example iu holding 

frequent meetings for discussions, lectures, etc., (weekly 

during Winter, and monthly through the Summer, we be¬ 

lieve,) cited as worthy of imitation. But we never appre¬ 

ciated tiic position, usefulness and influence of the Club,—or 

what it had done and was doing.—until last Saturday, when 

we had the pleasure of attending one of it* regular meetings 

Though we had heard of the progress of the Club, wo hardly 

expected to meet a sufficient number of members and friends 

to fill a commodious ball, (which hall, by the way, is rented 

by the Club and contains more than the germ of a Library, 

Cabinet, Ac.) Suffice it to say, now, that brief as was our 

visit, we saw and heard enough to satisfy us that the efforts 

and influence of the Club must largely redound to the benefit 

of individuals and community. Of .the model village of 

Skaneateles, and surrounding country, we may have our say 

in future—only remarking, here, that we fav much in both 

worthy of note and commendation. 

was extended to other counties in the State 

Ms.iauxxs.nt or II ay. — At a recent meeting of a Farmers’ 

Club in Mas*., where hay was the topic of discussion, it was 

decided unprofitable to mow lea- than a ton of hay to the 

acre, and injudicious to rake hay designed for horses with a 

horse rake, on account of the dust. Swamp or low land hay 

needs more drying than that grown on drier ground, but 

there t* such a thing a* drying hav too much. One roan, 

who dried rowen clover seveD days, found nothing would eat 

it, while that cored In half the time was well relished. Hay 

when housed green should be kept by itself, if it is expected 

to euro well. When green and dry hay are mixed together, 

the green undergoes fermentation, and the whole is induced 

to mold. None hut cattle of perverted tastes prefer moldy to 

bright hay. Two quarts of rock salt sprinkled on a ton of 

hay is about the right quantity in packing 

Points ov a GOOD Ox.— At a recont Legislative Agricul¬ 

tural Meeting in Boston, Mr. Sheldon, of Wilmington, gave 

hit rule of judging a good ox, as follows: —“ You should 

stand before him aud he sure he has a line hazel eye, large 

nostrils, long from the eye to the nostril, broad at aud above 

the eyes, rather slim horns, toes straight out before him, 

straight in the knees, bosom full, back straight, und ribs 

round and wide as his hips. If you find thwe points, said 

the speaker, you need not ask of what breed he is, but if you 

want one, buy him. Ho said that he had found that a black- 

eyed ox was not to bo depended on, as he will kick and be 

ugly, while a short headed ox will start quick from the whip, 

but he will soon forget it.” 

Reported Cr re tor Glanders. — In the columns of our 

exchanges during the past tew weeks, we have frequently 

observed an item, purporting to emanate front the “ Official 

Gazette," of Turin, which states that somebody in Sardinia 

has discovered a never failing cure for this dread disease. 

The remedy is composed of arsenic and strychnine, and it 

may be all correct, but our latest Veterinary journals do not 

make any mention of this remedial agent. Vie doub* not 

that, if administered in sufficient quantity, it will meet the 

requirements of the patent meffleine sent out by a Western 

quack, and “ if once used no other medicine will be taken. 

Curing tbe glanders by killing the horse is uot just the thing 

wanted, however. . 

Atioir Matching Hornes.—An experienced horseman, H. 

K. Stow, sensibly suggests that in matching horses it is far 

more important to select those ol like qualities in gait, speed, 

aod action, than to make looks the criterion He says:—“A 

man explores the country for a hundred miles in circuit, in 

search of a horse to match one he already owiib, and ira 

aginos he haa got a good match when he has found one 

merely of like size aud color. No such thing; he has only 

spoiled both. If dissimilar in the qualities which constitute 

a match, by uniting them together in service, he diminishes, 

instead of increasing, their value, since each will be forced 

into the service of the other." 

A Patriarchal Horse. — Wilkes' Spirit says— “ We have 

given several instances of horses which had attained a great 

| age before they died, but we have just come upon an account 

of one to whom those wo have mentioned heretofore were 

comparatively colts. The horse iu question was a small 

black Galloway, eleven hands high, and he was a resident of 

a small village near H&ddingtou, in Scotland. He was foaled 

in 1720, aDd ax the time of his death he was 69 years old. 

Moreover, he was hale aa well as old. A few weeks before 

his death he trotted for several hours at the rate of seven 

or eight mileB an hour, and fed well on his oats and hay' to 

thn last." 

Heavy and Handsome Steers.— Our attention has just 

been attracted by the passage through the street of a beauti¬ 

ful yoke of Devons, gaily decked with ribbons. On inquiry 

we learn that they are twin steers, 4 years old, weigh 4,480 

lbs , and the property of Mr. Mossa Smith, of Brighton, near 

Ibis city, by whom they were bred and fattened. They are 

well matched, and decidedly extra iu other respects. 

A Colt by Charleston. —This celebrated American horse, 

which was taken to England by Mr. Ten Bbobck for racing, 

aud was afterward turned over to the breeders, has bred a 

horse colt from the mare Contraction, by Emilius. This 

mare iB the dam of Underhand, a flyer for a little one. We 

will now be able to see of what stuff our racers are made. 

Decrease of Fink Wool Sheep in Michigan.—The Mi,ch. 

Farmer gives an article from Mr Geo. A. Peters, of Wash¬ 

tenaw, which states that there are at least five thousand less 

sheep in that county than were held by farmers last year. 

ITe thinks when the coming clip of the State is marketed, 

“it will be man)', ye», very many thousand pounds less than 

last season." Mr. F. also affirms that there is less wool in 

proportion to the number of sheep—that “ the average clip 

this season will be from one-half pound to one pound less per 

head than last season, for the simple reason it is not on tlie 

sheep’s back "—and concludes that wool must be from 9 to 12 

cents per lb. more this year than last to make the coming 

clip average with the preceding one in amount of money. 

The editor of the Farmer adds that Washtenaw “ has always 

stood first for a greater produce of wool than any other 

county in Michigan; but during the past year the fine wool 

flocks have been culled very freely for sheep to takoto Texas, 

Iowa and Missouri.” It is also said that this culling process i 
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NURSERYMAN WANTED.—A man who is thor¬ 
ough! v competent to take the entire supervision of a 

Nursery. If he has a family, a. bouse can be furnished him on 
the premitter. Apply to or adores. 

fl84tf JAMBS (J1J Al'PELL, Rochester. N. Y. 

grape of some kind, or-die, why we suppose they are 

justified in planting it and eating it, if they can accomplish 

such a feat, though we never could But, this talk about the 

grapes of PIscliOl and the luscious Fox, is all nonsense, aud 

as for cooking grapes, we don’t think grapes were ever 

designed to he cooked or pickled. We don't believe the 

grapes of Eschol were ever made into pies, or pickles, or sauce 

sections of the country, there was an abundance of 
apples last year. Bid the farmers in those regions 
all cure property for their trees? and do we in our 
section all neglect them? The idea is absurd. 

I know of orchards that have been treated in the 
best manner as recommended, to make them (ruitiul, 
as barren as the tig tree of old! Other orchards 
again were planted and left to nature to tend, and yet 
these uncared for trees occasionally bear a fair crop of 
fruit — twice as much as those well attended to. Can 
your correspondent point his finger to any one 
orchard that has been scientifically treated, hearing 
profitable crops of fruit in a neighborhood where 

neglected trees bear none? I trow not. Farmers 
generally are not quite so ignorant as not to see that 
apples at a dollar a bushel would pay, if care in tend¬ 
ing their trees would bring about that desideratum. 

But, at least in this section, they have have too long 
" had their labor for their pains," to he easily gulled 
with new theories. Why should extra care nnjo pro- 

For several years past we have known of a very 
delicious little russet apple, grown on what is called 
the Ridge Road, within a few miles of this city. It 
has been called Sherman's Pattone Gris, having been 
first found in the orchard of Mr. Siikrman. Messrs. 
H. N. and L. B. I.angworthy have grown this apple, 
and taken considerable pains to trace out its name 
and history: and to them we are indebted for several 
specimens, from one of which onr drawing is taken, 

as well as for the following facts: 

riRAPE VINES —Cultivated at (he New England 
\ X Grape Nimorv. Bridgeport, Conn. W\l. FERRY .V SON. 
Proprietors Our* are targe, varlotle* ratable, and prices lower 
than the lowest, Delaware $3,00 per down Concord, large two 
year old vines. «».«> m hundred, Send two three coot stamps 
(the cost.i and v>‘t oor Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue of 
Hardy Native Grape-Vine*, or one cent and get Wholesale 
Catalogue. _ AS4-2t_ 

In onr last we described a few of the Dost ouioous 
plants, and also gave such brief directions for their 
culture as we deemed most important. We will now 
name some of the most popular herbaceous Biennials 

and Perennials. 

a? have a soft, succulent 

not woody, like a shrub, partially or entirely 
,-inter, and starting from the 

They are Perennial, flowering for 

New English Uiicbaru.— Haklry’a .Scarlet Defiance was 

awarded a First Prism. May 2d, 1800, by the Pomological 

Society of London, when eighteen varieties were exhibited; 

a portion of each kind was examined, baked, and also a por¬ 

tion examined green. The Society report that it. is ttnques 

tionaldy a fiirst-class variety, very stout in habit, medium 

in length; pulp deliquescent, high colored, and richly sub¬ 

acid. Excelleut for market, as well as private growers.— 

Gardeners' Monthly. * 

Herbaceous plants are anch 

stem, 
dying to the root every w 
root every spring, 
several years, generally commencing to do so the 
second season; and Biennial, which live and flower 
for two or three years, then die. like the Hollyhock. 
They can be perpetuated by dividing the roots. We 
have not space for a list of Herbaceous plants, but we 
will name a few, as a guide for the purchaser the 
present spring, aud will extend our remarks on this 
class at the time of flowering, noticing each one as 

it comes into bloom. 

The Aconitum, or Monkshood, is a desirable blue 
flower for the border, growing in spikes two or three 
feet long. There are several varieties, and the whole 
family are poisonous. 

Antirrhinum, or Snap-Dragon, is a very pretty bor¬ 
der flower, blooming the first year, but better the next 

The roots may be divided, but it grows so 

TOILET SOAP — AGAIN, 

Eds. Rural New - Yorkkr: — Having seen an 
inquiry in a late issue of your puper, how to make 
“ Toilet Soap," 1 will send my recipe, which has been 
tried and found good:—One undone-fourth gallons 
clear water; 6 lbs. of opodeldoc soap; .{ do. sal soda; 
2 tablespoonfuls alcohol; 2 do. spirits of ammonia; 1 
do. turpentine; 1 do. camphcne; I do. powdered 
borax. Shave the soap fine, then boil all together 
until dissolved. Tf, after it is cold, you tiud it is not 
hard enough, melt again. Make it in any form you 
please. Color with Chinese vermilion. ‘‘The mode 
of scenting depends on yonr own judgment, as In 
cooking. I like sassafras. Try this recipe; 1 think 
you will like it.—Ltd a B., Ml. Vernon, Knox Co., O. 

Kns. Rural New-Yorkkr.—Tf “L. M. C.” wants 
a recipe for making soap, hero is one I know to he 
good. We think it can't be beat. Take six pounds 
of sal soda; three pounds of unslaked lime; seven 
pounds of grease, and four gallons water. Put the soda, 
lime, and water, in a pot, boil until they are dis¬ 
solved; let the dregs settle, pour off the liquid, throw 
away dregs, add the grease to the liquid, and boil till 
it is of the consisteney of honey, then pour it off to 
cool; cut in cakes, or any shape you please; Bcent 
with anything you like.- Farmer's Wipe, Honeoyt 

Falls, 18(31. 

QlIADIi TIIKKS FOR SAKE.- 1,000 Horse Chest- 
0 nut Treed, 0 to 12 feet high. $25,00 per 100 stamlmg. and $31.- 
00 do. delivered at Depot, in Palmyra, with straw matting on 
toon, wall secured. Roots are sale on cars without mats, tor 
1,1X10 miles travel in April, and to middle ot May. 

383 BURK BUTLER. Palmyra, Wnvna Co.JN. Y. 

APE V I WE 
" ' Goncord, Hurtful.! * X Delaware, Diana, Rebecca, Goncord, Hartfbid Prolific, 

Union Viliams, Northern Muscadine. Crawling, Gatnwba, Isa¬ 
bella. Clinton, Ac., at the very & UAKKR. 

Toledo, Ohio. Mara.11 7 1801 ASS-at 

/ IB A N HER ICY P L AN Tft! — 2,000,000 Cultivated 
v Cranbrrry J'laiihtf of tbt* cplfbrute’d C&pO Cod #nd Bel 1 V8r 

rietiea. now being taken up for planting, lor sate at tow nnres. 
Tun ChaNhkoky CoLTi'iUSf, a treatise on tho Culture of the 

Cranberry,both marsh and upland Sent, pre paid, on receipt 
of 12 rents in onstage stamps. Apply to 

WM. 11. STARR. East New London Nurseries. 
t™» Now ilondon, 'low. 

I \ OWN Kir* PROLIFIC SEEDLING STKAW- 
1 ' BERRY This splendid new variety, said to surpass even 

the Wilson in productiveness, and in quality equal to the best, 
we now place within the reach of every body who may desire 
them, vir., on the receipt of Hue Dollar we will deliver by mail 
into the band of the purchaser, lift I IVE PLANTS, anv dis¬ 
tance under 3,000 miles. Also. Wilson s and Peabody's Beedlings 
at 60 cents per dozen, by mall, or $3 per thousand, delivered to 
It. R. Co., ai Macedou depot I. W BRIGGS A- SON, 

6K't3t Miu cdon. Wayne Co , N. Y. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—The origin oi this 

apple is not very well settled, but is supposed to be of 
French origin, and described in Borne Pomological 
works as tbe Pom me 11'Or. The trees producing 
these apples, have been growing some years on 
the Sherman farms, in the town of Greece, in this 
county, as the Pom me Gris, which is an entirely 'lit* 

season 
well from seed there is not ranch occasion for this, 
unless to preserve a particularly fine Howcr. 

Aquilegia, or Columbine, is an old favorite garden 
flower, and some of the new double varieties are very 
fine. They are of a great variety of colors, and should 
be grown in beds or masses. 

Campanula, or Bell-Flower, is a very interesting 
family of flowers, including one of our oldest garden 
ornaments, tbe Canterbury Bells. 

Delphinium, or Larkspur, is well known. There are 
many superb varieties. Some of them grow five or 
six feet in height, and of the most brilliant blue color 

imaginable. 
Diant hits, Pink, includes tbe Carnations, Picotees, 

Garden and Chinese Pink, and the Sweet William. 

/ \K NAMENTA I, TREES AND -0IIRIIBH. 
V / \Vc have a large luwnrtinent of very line Shade atul(Orna¬ 
mental Trees for lawns, he.., comprising among them 

Weening Poplars. Purple Beech. 
•< Mountain Ash. Hal. Lcaved Mountain Ash, 

Willow, New American Weep- Out Leaved Birch, 
ing, Weeping Kims, yimtn&Hfl, 

Kilmarnock do.. Double Flow'g Horse-chestnut, 
Rosemary t,caved do, Red do. do. 

FAHNESTOCK A BAKER. 
Toledo, Ohio, March 7. iwi vec.t 

Mixture for a Cough or Cold.—Take one tea- 
cupful of flax seed aud soak it all night. In the 
morning, put into a kettle two quarts of water, a 
handful of liquorice root, split up, one quarter of a 
pound of raisins broke in half. Let them hoil till the 
strength is thoroughly extracted; then add the flax 
seed, which has been previously soaked. Let all 
boil half an hour more, watching and stirring, that 
the mixture may not burn. Then strain, and add 
lemon juice and sugar. 

rpoLEIH) NllKNERlKs. 
J We. (liter for rule this Spring our usual Nursery Stock, 

comprising 
APPLE TREES, 6 to 7 feet, at $K"i Per 1,000. 
PEARS, Standard, I and 2 year-. $20 to $27 per 100. 

II,,. Dwarf, 2 '• $12 to $22 
Pl.t M TREKS, 2 vein a, 827 per 100. 

|)>, do. Peach bottoms, $18 per 1U0. . 
CHERRIES, line, ft to 7 feet, 31.6 per 100. 
PEACHES. 1 yonr from bud, $8 per 100. 
With « largo duck of Small Emits, such as Currants, Raspber¬ 
ries. Gooseberries, Strawberries, Lawton Blackberries. tot. all 
at the lowest rates FAHNESTOCK & BAKER. 

Toledo, • 'In.., March 7. lBfil 583-fit 

Marblehead mammoth cabbage. 
Tim hu gest. Cabbage in the world.—they have hern grown 

weighing 02 !h». and averaging over 30 lbs, hu the (tree! A park 
age of over 1,000 -end, wlt.li direction* for cultivation, 2-6 cents , 
five paekftt*. 81,00 * "iroulurs containing an engraving of this 

twenty-flvo years. The conditions that have been so 
inimical may change, and our trees again become 
fruitful. We “live in hope," and continue to plant 
trees more than ever before, and it may be—at least 
we hope so—that an overruling Providence will again, 
in His good time, crown our labors with success. 

When such unjust aspersions, Mr. Editor, are being 
hurled against the “bone and sinew" of tbe coun¬ 
try, it is but just and right that the farmer should 
have the privilege of exposing the injustice of the 
charge. And I hope Mr. Elder will In future give 
us the information how to make our trees fruitful, 
instead of tiring “random shots," that are as likely 
to hit the innocent as the guilty, thus doing more 
harm than good. J* B. Gamier. 

Columblo, Pn., March, 1861. 

As the season is near at hand when fruit trees are 
to be purchased, if not already obtained, and trans¬ 
planted, a lew suggestions wi’l not be out of place, 
as selection, transplanting, and after-care, are of more 

importance than most people imagine. 
First, Select none but the best approved kindB, of 

thrifty growth, as one good healthy tree is worth 
more than half a dozen poor scrubby ones. Some 
men are always satisfied with cheap trees, some 
refuse lot that a good nurseryman would not sell at 
any price, but consign to the flames. Such treew are 
a*nuisance on any man's farm. "Get the best,' 
should be the motto with every one in selecting fruit 
trees, and in the end the extra cost and trouble will 
he amply repaid in the early return of an abundant 

mm,,oor 
rejected by the “speculator" even, who says he sets 
trees merely for the name of it, not for the fruit, for 
a man of sense, (and there are many such,) would pre¬ 
fer to purchase a farm witli no fruit trees on It, 
rather than one with a lot of “callings” cumbering 

the ground. 
Second, After your trees are obtained, see that 

they are set as they should be, in well prepared soil. 
Ground planted to corn or potatoes lust year, is best; 
yet all well tilled, dry land, free from grass, is a good 
place to plant trees. The soil for an orchard should 
be rich, and tilled deep, in order to furnish nutriment 
and moisture so essential to the growth of trees. Be 
snre to keep the roots of y<mr trees fresh and moist 
until you are ready to set thiiu, by keeping them well 
covered with earth. Bet as 10on as the ground settles, 

Sponge Cake.—One ^nobler of white coffee-sugar; 

1 do. of flour; 3 eggs. Stir the mixture thoroughly; 
hake lf> minutes, and you have a good cake. 

Cream Cake.—One cup sweet cream; 1 do. sugar; 

2 eggs; 1 cup of flour; 1 teaspoonful cream tarter; 4 
teaspoonful soda.—Mns.L. S., Little Valley, N. Y. DETERIORATION OF FRUIT TREES. 

F VERGREEN TREES- 
t’J Norway Horn re 1 It, stocky aud well fu rnished $40 (,) 1000 

Do'. V\ feet . $60 " 
Do. 2 reel •' •• " *70 “ 

Bc.otch and AuKtriuu Pines. 10 to 12 Inches, $.60 ft 1,000. 
Ho. •' “ 18 “ $70 

Also Balaam Fire, White Cedar. Hitxii'tnn Arbor Vitto, Swedish 
Junipers, Coraican Pines, to;. All of tho above three times 
transplanted. 

Fine Tret " of tlo' above, proper st*6 lor retailing, anil all sold 
to MU if tlm ^aWn^i. 

NurM.*rycm*n iifn4 vcn<3i*«*»i* HYivrMlr 
fifcm KAHNRHTOfJK k, MAKER, 
March 7. IHfil Toledo, Ohio. 

Bns. Rural New-Yorker:— In yonr issue for 9th 
of March, there appears an article under the above 
captious heading, from Mr. W. Elder, of Philadel¬ 
phia. I would much rather pass by without notice 
-o iiHi uvnu.in.u (wattle, did he 
his snarp pen at a vocation that 

up in 
and hope to remain while life continues 
I have read many sensible articles from his prolific 
pen, on Gardening and kindred subjects, and believe 
I have profited some from kiB generally lucid and 
plain instructions. But this stereotyped phrase of, 
<< Farmers neglect their trees," is so frequently made 
use of by persons ignorant, of tbe subject, and such 
as never have either planted or eared for trees all 
their lives, but simply expect the fanners to furnish 
them with the fruit, in abundance and cheap, that T 

Mr. E. hike this untenable beading, 

A Hint to Medicine Takers. If any person who 
is obliged to take offensive medicine, would first take 
a bit of alum into tfie mouth, they could then take 
the medicine with as much ease as though it were so 

V IK'I lit 
wrought 

have followed for a living for half a century, 
a farmer. An Inquiry about Doughnuts.—Will some of the 

fairer part of creation Inform Rural readers (W. in 

particular,) howto provont doughnuts from absorbing 
too much of the lard they are fried in, and whether 
the free use of eggs will prevent it.— W., Rochester, 

N, Y., 18(31. 

r‘ > v v r t n r /, .#.,v t . 
I f jy ?y r FREEMAN <Sc BROTHER8 

Would rail tbe attention or Nurserymen, Market Gardeners, 
arnl others, to the large stook of thiii Muperior variety, which 
will be Hold 

sfjiltd pt-r 1,000. 
I*-I I»« r IOO, 

LARGE, STRONG PLANTS. ALSO, 

Brinkle's Grange Xasph&rn/ at $35 1,000; $5 $ 100. 
Second site, $30 'p 1,000,- $t jjl 100. 

682-MI FREEMAN & BROTHERS, (Late II. <’ Frkkman.) 
Ravenawood Fruit. Garden and Nursery, Ruvenswood, I,. I. 

Remedy for Bores.—Of a great many cures for 
both man and beast, I have never met with one equal 
to wild black cherry bark steeped in water, for sores. 
It is remarkable for cleansing and healing. Several 
great cures have been performed of late. am sorry to see 

and then try to reason or argue on so great a fallacy. 
Because onr fruit trees won’t bear, tho farmer must 
bear tbe blame, and be charged with “ neglecting 

liis trees,” forsooth! 

A few extracts from his article will show the drift 

of the whole. 
He says:— “The cause of the deterioration of tree 

frnits are, the excessive cropping of tbe orchards by 
grain growing farmers, with but a scanty supply of 
manures,” Ac. And again, “The matter taken up 
by the descending roots from the sub-soil, gives 
strength and solidity to the trees, and acidity (?) to 
their fruits; while the surface soil gives luxuriance 
to tbe trees, and mellowness, sweetness, and flavor to 
their fruits.” Query: Will sour apples produce sweet 
fruit, by having their roots kept near the surface; or, 
will sweet apple trees produce sour fruit by permit¬ 
ting their route to penetrate the sub soil? 

Again, in "pruning, farmers do not prune their 
fruit trees to remove too great a crop, nor do they 
scrape off moss and rough bark to save tbe trees 
from becoming bark bound, nor wash them with 
solutions to ward off insects and sun-stroke (?) and 
so their fruit dwindles into insignificance." I admit, 
“we are never too old to learn," and so I suppose if 
we want fruit, we most now wash, scrub, prnne tbe 
“excess of fruit" —dig, delve, manure, Ac,, accord¬ 
ing to instructions. Suppose, however, that we have 

PPLJi TREES FOR HALF— Apple Trees 
of the most popular varieties The trei»M urn four years 

old. straight, thrifty aud iti (food condition for removal, would 
be itlad to sell the entire lot to orie or two jiersons, ou swell 
terms us would ho satisfactory to the parties The trees are 
very near to Frost's rmiaery la Korhesler, and run ho seen by 
calling on Thus. Smith, Fraud" SI, near the promises. For 
farther portlonlareaddress C. 11 ROGERS, I’aliiiyva, N. Y. 

Rochester, Feb, 14, 1881. 1 6,so-tl 

[special notice.) 

A Word to Grocers.— Always keep the purest Sakeratus 

to he found in tho market Your customers should be able 

to supply themgelvea with a perfectly pure and healthful 

article. D, B. 1)k Land A Co.’s Chemical Saleratus will give 

perfect satisfaction to the most fustidious housekeeper. Man¬ 

ufactured and for sale at wholesale by I). B. I)k Land & Co., 

Fair port, Monroe Co., N. Y. 

/ 1 K\FTS . 
V l first class A 

I have for sale 
Peach Pits. 

IT S I I'Klt 1,000.- I offer Tor sale 
r>plc Grafts, of popular varieties, at $l rt M. 

No l Plum, Pear, and Quince Stocks, and 
T T SOUTH WICK. Dansville, I.iv, Co., N. Y. 

DINE IMPORTED FLOWER SEEDS. 
FOR SALE BY JAS. VICK, 

RoehdNti.r, N. Y. 
I u\ vk this day (Feb, 19th,| received a fresh Invoice of PINK 

FLOWER A Ml) VEGETABLE SEEDS from Europe, em 
bradiur some of the finest, varieties ever offered to the lovers of 
flowers. Many are new and rule, Aniony them are tlm 
following 

RTOCKB — Ten Week—New Largest Flowerim*, if colors sep¬ 
arate. or mixed Emperor, laiye flowered. Brampton, (Winter) 
—Hiilplmr Yellow, new. 

ANT ICRN Glotm Flowered. 11 Wait Pyramidal Bouquet Flow¬ 
ered, Tnilfuut'r Perfected. 18 colors, either separate or mixed, 
..1 N v Crown 1 i epai olo , or mi < i 

Ranunculus Flowered : Chrysanthemum Flowered, 9 colors, 
Separate nr mixed; New Giant Emperor. 

BALSAMS Rose Flowered, 12 color-, o perate nr mixed. 
LAltK'ITlt Douhlc liwai( Hyacinth Flowered; Stock 

Flowered 
HOLLYHOCKS - From Show Flowers. 
MARVEL OF PERU Eight varieties, 
SWEET PEAS Seven varieties, separate colors. 
PfOOTKI'S From Choice Flowers. 
ANTIftRlIfNl M Flowin' Alba, Striped; Brilliant; Firefly; 

Galafhe each color separate or mixed. 
('UN V<>1.VI LI'S MINOR Tri-Color; Splendeus. 
CONVOLVULUS MAJOR -Plirpnrea. 
GAII.f.AKMIA Picta,Josephus. AlbaMandnatu. 
GODKTIA Amoena; Wildenowii. 
Fill,OX DKL'MMONDH Scarlet; Loopoldl, Blue, white eye; 

Alba Oenlata, (pore white, purple eye.) All ol these separate, 
or mixed. 

PORTL’LACCA —Alba Striata; Caryophyloides, rose, striped 
With deep carmine. 

P.aNSiF.S I quality; II quality: front red flowers ; from 
striped flower,, train Ifehl flowers, violet bordered. 

W ALL FLOWER Ten varieties, 
SALPIGLOSSIS - Vartnliilis, laiyest flower; Dwarf, fine. 
ALSO, C.illioOM-; Diaothus ChineosiH; Aconitum Lycoc- 

tpuuni, Aqiiilcvia, double, Martouia Aura a; Campanula; Cohen 
Scnndens, climber, Sweet William, best seed; Petunia, 3 varie¬ 
ties; Zinnia Kievans, many varieties. 

Everlasting Flowers. 
Hkmc'IMiyhum, several varieties and colors , AUROOLIniitm, 

Komuiu and Alba; Amaka.vi urs. Bi nder and Tri-color; Gi.ohk 
Amaranth, (Qompbrana,) Carrico, Rubra, and Aureu Superha; 
POLYeoi.YM.VA Stiukti, fine while flower; Ruopantk Man- 
m.Ksu, very fine, Xbrantupmum. Coerulea und Compact!]. 

Ornamental Grasses. 
Aotoxnnthnm Graeile, Brixu, Minima and Maxima; Lamarkia 

anrea; Chlorvs lVwliata; Erayrostis Eleijuns; Elyiims Hystrix; 
Laiftirus Ovatus; Penni etmn Lonifistlhini, Stipa Peuuata. 

Vegetables. 
Early French Short-Horn Carrot, Best Winter Savoy Cab¬ 

bage, Early Wlnnlng&terit. Cabbage, German Cucumber, Very 
Long Green. Early Oval Howe Radirh, Lari % Paris L'anliffower; 
Leriortnand Cauliflower, very large, late, French Dwarf Solid 
Self Id,'niching Cauliflower t >--!<■ r ~ Perfected Tomato, I,arge 
Rea Solid Tomato, Hnhhnrd SqiW> h; Tel tow Sweet Turnip. 

For the convenience of tluec w ho order reedn I w (II tend any 
of the above, by mad, postiige paid, a: 12 cenper package, 
when the order atiall amount to 99 centr When the order 
amount." to81, one package extra may b" onlcred. For $2. three 
puckiige. extra, and for $5, ten extra package,;, all of which will 
bo rent free of postage. 

Novelties. 
1 have Honda of a few Novki.tirs well worthy of attention. 
NEW DOUBLE ZINNIA, which ia represented ip Europe as 

almost a« beautiful ae a Dahlia, Ten Se-.ds for 25cents. 
DIANTH I S IlKIMIEWIGll Seed.-., per package. 25 cents. 
DfANTHUH J, ]<'INIATI's, y,cents. 
VIJMULUS ROSEA PALLID . '.'Scents, 
PODUf.KPfS A FKIN IS, L mid Melbourne, flner.tof tlie apecles, 

10 neeiL pei J5 eenle 
EL’UHaRJDIUM GKANDIFLOP.A ALBUM, per package, 25 

cents. 
CALI.Ini'S IS CA RDAin N EFT )I,1A H Y BP.1D A, 25 cent - 
MANTfll S CHINKNSIS NANUS, VAR, ATROSANGULV- 

ELS FLOiVERKD briUlunt und very hardy, 25 centr. 
PHLOX DKUMVC.VPJI K.UioWITZl - dark roae, striped 

with white, 20 cents. « 

horticultural 3.t)ucrti6cmcuto 
f lUEIMtY HKEDEINtllS.—Cherry Trees, two years 
\ J old. Apricota two yeara old. Also, n general asHortment 
of Nniaery Stoe.k, os reasonable rates, R WHITE it CO., 

585-31 Newark. Wnymi Co., N V. 

NTJltSIdliY S'L’Of’lv KOTt S^\1-DL 
100,ouO strong plants of Wilson’s Albany Seedling Straw¬ 

berry. in,000 Isabella Grape plant., 2 and 3 years old. Cherry 
Trees, 2 and 3 yr„ old Also, a large -npplv of the Small Fruits, 
and other Nursery Stock Apply to or address 

JAYNfi Hi PL ATMAN, Benton. Yates Co , N. V 

TJI-EASA NT VALLEY WINE CO.'S LEADING 
I, varieties of Nativk and fokkkiv Gravk Vinks, for Vine 

yard Culture, at low prices. 
I if~ Aerid for full Descriptive Catalogue and Prospectus. 
T M. Yocxolovk, Secy. G. II. WHEELER, !wt. 

JOHN F WEBER, Bup't. 
Hltmmondsport, Steuben Co., N. V . 18(11 5“5-lt 

\EW IIA HOY GRADES—We are prepared to fur 
null one year old vines, (true to ninny, / of mod of the new 

Grttpea Also, New Rochelle or Lawton Blackberry, Uiis 
spring, .it prices to out tho times. Also, a line large si/ed Hop 
Tree, which will bear hops tho coming season. Price list, sent 
to all applicants free, A. W POTTER Ifc CO., 

Grape Law n, Knowlwillo, Orleans Co,. Y V 

( ' K EAT A LISTIN' SHAKER STRAWBERRY. 
1. X Tbe price of thin rnamiiiotb variety will he reduced this 
spring to $2 per driy.cn, or $10 pci hundred. Dellyeti d in rota¬ 
tion aa ordered, The Great. Aaalin was exhibited last year in 
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Koehcster, and Albany, and 
acknowledged to 1st the must, beaidd'ul, and to average the 
largest nod moat productive of any strawberry m cultivation. 
A liberal discount to those who purchase by tile thOUMind Or¬ 
ders addressed to either 585-lt 

CILU NCY MILLER. ShakerTtustee. Albanv, N. Y., or 
WM. S. CARPENTER, 1118 Pearl .'tree!,, New York 

IMPORTER IREN ('ll STANDARD PEAR 
1 TREKS —To arrive per .hip " I'ellonin,' from Havre, a splen¬ 

did collection of Standard Pear Trees, containing none hilt the 
most approved varieties, selected exprosly for us, l'roni tho 
large it. Nurserici , u Franco, consisting in part n- follow- Kart- 
b-tt, Sock el, Bello Lucrative, Benrre Bose, lfeuTro Clairgeuu, 
Beurre iTAHjoij, Winter Nells, iltc. 

An excellent opportiirdty is P"j» ottered to Farmers. Market 
Gardeners, and Amateur CuRivatorr. to obtain a Choice assort¬ 
ment of Fruit Tree, of the above well know n varieties. 

Priced list, of tbo above, together w ith other Nursery Htock, 
Bulbs, Ac., forwarded ou application, bv 

8POHNKK ,v CO.. Noirervmen and Florists. 
586-lt, Jamaica Plain Narferlw, Jamaica Plain, Mare 

^ortifuttun got^is 

“Tuk Fox Graph.—Th! 
this region, and grows to. [grealgrtection Formerly the 

!■ andt tis nothing worth; but 
[lUce.Ol is coming into general 
it th-gx-llkti flavor, from which 
n thurocesa of preparation for 
i e b int pickle, if used before 
ruit bos the very best; of pro- 
; betlfor pier. It also makes a . . •.. ii.. .x „il ... 

fruit was permitted to !ri| 
latterly It has grown into tl 
use. It has been found tli 
it takes its name, departs I 
use. This grape makes' nl 
it U fully ripe. The ripe* J 
serves, and there i» nothin 
most excollent wine. As! 
grapes, and flourishes ia I 
should it not receive a !<r 
troubled with blight, like* 
rival those of Kscual. f: 
Nature— bonuty and tlnj 
the gift. Let every farmit 
tion and propagation of Hj 
repay him for his care. i| 
neglected." 

The above comes to us ); 

pose, means please insert in 

cannot get a better grape th 

A Tl VU EVERGREENS-ti to 15 inches big 
pwking free, $1 to $5 rt LUQO- 

1-51 D, L, SIMMON’S A CO,, Colhorne, C. W. 

JEAR SF.ERS! PEA R SEEDS !! 
Mile at Sl.AO per ponnd, bv D. F. 

Narcti 1ft. 1881. [58-Mt) '_ 

T\OOLITTLE I>1 PROVED R L A ( K V A 1* 
I " RASPBERRY. A few thousand Cholen iilants for sale on 

reasonable terms. Address G F. WILCOX, Fail-port, N. Y 

A GENTS WANTED m SELL FR1 IT TREES. 
X A. Wv. wish to r mploy a number of experienced and t rust¬ 
worthy men to sell trees, to:., from our Nurseries at liberal 
wages, 

Whoi.khai k ic-v.t vhs famished with Nursery, Stock of all 
ihiscription.s at the lowest wholesale rut' s. 

HOOKER, FARLEY k CO.. 
684tf Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 



take advantage of the circumstance. But how was it 
in reality? Of late years he had not kept his ac- 

[ counts with the same accuracy as formerly; he knew 
what he received, but the disbursements were quite 
another matter.— sometimes he knew and sometimes 
not. but one thing he must have known, that he could 
no longer keep pace with the demands npon his 
purse. It was perfectly natural that he should 
endeavor to keep it to himself as long as possible, the 
world being ever ready to criticise and judge harshly, 
often when it is undeserved, but all would not do, the 
truth had to be known at last. It was very unex¬ 
pected, however, t* all but the knowing ones. But 
when it became generally known, the smile of deri¬ 
sion 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

OUR WORLD. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

CHILDREN. [Written for Moore's Rural New Yorker.] 

OVER THE SEA. 
AT ASA ROGERS WATSON. 

Yes, come ye little children. 

With your frolic, and your noise, 

1 love your lively prattle, 

Ye merry girls and boys! 

I'll cast my books beside me. 

And mingle in your glee; 

And ail life's noisy tumult 

Will then forgotten be. 

Ye are my heart's bright sunshine, 

Which chases from my brow 

The shades of disappointment 

That gather ’round it now ^ 

Man delves in sordid treasure, 

It holds him in its thrall; 

But ye. bright rays of heaven, 

Make him forget it all. 

I hear your lisped accents, 

And catch the struggling words, — 

Each note is as harmonious 

As those of warbling birds. 

Come, let me stroke yonr-tresses! 

Come, climb upon n>y knee! 

There’s room for half-a-dozen.— 

Come, fairies, come to me’ 

Then come ye happy children! — 

I wait your prattle here; — 

And, with your soft caresses, 

My gloomy feelings cheer! 

I fain would kiss the roses 

That blossom on your cheeks; 

They arc the sweet elixir 

A wearied spirit seeks. 

All would he void of music 

Without your gladsome noise; 

Come, como ye now, and cheer me, 

Ye laughing girls and boys! 

AT MtN.VJK MUfrwOOD 

BY MARGARET ELLIOTT. 

I look for a ship that shall come o’er the sea, 

In the morning’s flush and the sunset's gold 

Its white sails are bringing a treasure to me, 

A wealth of beauty and love untold. 

I look for the ship, — will it never come? 

Do I look in rain for the snowy sail? 

I question the waves, but the waves are dumb, 

And a fearful answer is borne on the gale. 

acter, ana "indecent," thousands claim the right “This world ianot so bad a world 

to inquire why? That the use of hoops is abused, is As some would like to make it;” 

not denied. Tell u,s a fashion of dress that ever Tig bright and beautiful, rm sure, 

existed that was not abused. There is nothing If we'd but rightly take it. 

“ indecent” in the nse of moderate sized hoops, the It>sab'3 sympathies, I ween, 

resolutions of a religious conference to the contrary Are things we all might covet, 

notwithstanding. In behalf of a million American And ,f we only wte «» good 

women, I deny the truth* of the assertion. Nine- 

tentha of the whole Civilized world will look upon It rp‘14 troe; ^Hrlt may oft arise, 
as an insult. A"d ten’,er Ui,n Hope's dawning; 

_ . , , .. But then.'tia said the darkest hour 
*> hen hoops first came iirto fashion, they were T , .. 

... , . .. Is Just before the morning, 
looked upon by some with distrust; but they have And gh(n!,d Dlisf„rlunc chance to wield 
advanced steadily, and are now worn almost univer- Her grief stained lance, and sever 

sally in this country. Their advantages are so Some cherished lie, we still should cry 

numerous, that when once worn they are never die- w jlWdetpermdnm’1 ever. 
carded. They enable a woman to make her dress r. . 

• , ... , . ' Tia true, that friends may prove untrue, 
assume a comely shape, without such killing loads as And b&aelr, too. deceive us, 
were formerly worn. They are light, agreeable, and Prosperity n'n u» may frown, 

very pleasant to walk in, as there is no fear of step- And death, too. oft bereave os. 

ping on the dress; and, what is more important, they Perchance the taeks assigned to us 

do not injure the health, like thin Shoes, low-necked May always not be lightest; 

dresses, or short sleeves. Bnt of P‘UB1D? things of earth 
But I am drawing out this article too long. In Wo’ll v,cw the side that’s brightest, 

conclusion I will say, that if t&cse modern reformers Me Vf'L" not let each petty grief, 

wish to begin a crusade against dress, it will be Or thoughts of coming morrow, 

better for them to take Borne more tenable ground. Disturb our peace and joy, fall we 

Erie Co., N. Y., 1801. A F. IL ArR 0VPrwb,'ln,ed in sorrow 
... .. . ... , . , , Life’s ocean’s waves may wreck our bark. 
We noticed the resolutions, and the edict spoken of With Hope and Joy well freighted, 

by our correspondent, circulating quite freely in the And wbatwe ve hoped and prayed for long, 

papers of the West, and at the time classed the entire Lost soon as His created, 

story as the emanation of some knight of the quill But we will ever bravely bear 

whose stock of news was limited, and who found the All ills assigned to mortals, 

wherewithal to “fill up ” by thus creating a sensation For better days will surely dawn. 

item. The paragraphs were furnished with a loca- And when at Heaven’s portals, 

tion, and we looked for a denial, but have not seen it We’ll And that those who wear the crowns 

as yet. The whole matter, however, is one which Most glorious and brightest, 

will right itself, for both Conference and Bishop have Ar* th<!“ "!T’ h,,re upon the earth 
over-stepped the authority conferred upon them. . ore tjur ens not the lightest. 

Neither the Bishop nor a Quarterly Conference has a Alfrcd 1 mverfi,t-v’ N- Y •>1861 

right to nmke a new rule of membership of the ’ ’ * ‘ *'- 
Church, as this would be. This can only be done by rWrittenito Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 
the General Conference, which meets once in four CALCULATION AND MISCALCULATION. 
years, and held its last session at Buffalo, in 1800. 
Neither can we conceive that a minister has any right ^ ELI” l*ien’ m.y income for the year amounts to 

to refuse the Bacrament to a member of the church. two linndped dollars,— not quite as much as I ex- 

Complaint must first be made for violation of disci- P6Ct<^' Nathan Jones, after casting 

pline, then follows a trial, 

rose upon many a lip as they said, “Ah! that 
explains the prosperity of Mr. Jones; he has been 
doing a heavy business, but it seems it was with 
other people’s money.” The fact was he bad been so 
extravagant, and, perhaps, arrogant, that few could 
sympathise with him in his difficulty, 

IVith hair dishevelled and garments torn 

I sit and weep by the ernet sea; 

The cold wares glitter and leap in the snn, 

And mock my grief with tbeir heartless glee. 

Bnt I hear ’mid their plashing a cry of despair, 

A low, wild Cry, and a dying moan, — 

The surf is tangled with golden hair 

Anda white hand gleams thro’ the sbitneringfoam, 

The property 
wag sold and the debts,paid, when but little re¬ 
mained; and now, when past the prime of life he 
removed to the West, there to commence the world 
anew. 

How much better for Mr. Jones had he contented 
himself in his first situation, when he was doing as 
well as he could reasonably expect; but no, be wished 
to get rich quickly, and be somebody more than plain 
Mr. Jones, and basing his calculations Tot the future 
upon his circumstances as they then were, he failed. 
And no wonder, as he then hired little, but after¬ 
wards be paid out a large amount to this account 
yearly. Moreover, the family expenses were greatly 
increased, to which add extravagances and other ex¬ 
traordinary expenses, and it will cease to be surpris¬ 
ing. And herein is the great difficulty with too many 
of our farmers; they undertake too iarge a business 
for their capital,—hurry and drive to do a good deal 

It is better to die than to live and grow cold. 

And faithlevs, and false as the shifting rand, 

For Love, Faith and Truth will never grow old 

If they bloom on the shores of the Better Land 

Far over the ware* in the Land of Rest 

I know that my treasure u waiting for me, 

To usher me in to the home of the blest 

When the Angel of Death takes me over the sea. 

Gainesville, N. Y. 1861. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

SYMPATHY FOR THE SORROWING. 

There are few things harder to bear, in our inter- 
1 course with our fellow men, than the repellent 

coldness it is often our lot to meet, when our bowed 
1 hearts are yearning for sympathy and kindness. Men 
J may lightly estimate another’s sorrows*—may talk 
? boastingly of the strength and courage with which 

they could sustain the weight under which other 
^ shoulders bend; but only the heart to which the suf- 
• fering is given, knows its extent and bitterness. It 

is not easy for a proud and self-reliant spirit to under¬ 
stand the skrinkings of the heart whose powers of 
endurance suffering has weakened, nor can such an 
one comprehend the agony they sometimes inflict upon 
a sore and bleeding heart, by the cold indifference 
that turns with a “don’t care” from a suffering 
fellow creature. 

Why should they, upon whose path the sunshine 
brightly beams, shut tbeir hearts to the claims of 
sorrow? Why turn indifferently from those upon 
whom the storm and sleet have beaten, and withhold 
the word that would nmke the heart glad? Oh, how 
much more of hope and gladness might illumine this 
vale of tears, if men made self-gratification less an 
object of ambition, and sought more to emulate Him to 
whom no heart ever went for sympathy in vain. There 
are none so low that Jesus will Dot regard,—no grief 
so slight He will refuse to listenAo its moan. Then, 
may we willfully pain one heufft to whom He has 
given life?—make darker byword or act the already 
darkened way? May we add to the grief of those 
whom God has wounded?— taunt another with weak¬ 
ness because we are strong? . 

Joseph's brethren,— when in their affliction they 
ro*»>«>rnWr«4 fom*r t-suvltlc*, ' uttorc4 t* f*clftimeilt 
posterity would do well to consider. “ Wc are verily 
guilty concerning our brother, in that we saw the 
anguish of his soul when he besought us, and we 
would not hear; therefore is this distress come upon 

«*•” YY'ho shall say that the weakness wo deride 
to-day shall not be ours to-morrow? That the storm 
cloud that has robbed another's life of its brightness 
will not yet enshroud us in gloom? “When lie 
givetli quietness, who then can make trouble? and 
when He bideth His face, who then can behold Him? 
whether it be done against a nation, or against a man 
only?’’ 

“ If every pain and care we feel 

Could burn upon our brow, 

How many hearts would move to heal 

That strive to crush us now.” 

Sherburne. N. Y., 1861. Lina Leu. 

Philomont, Ya., 1861 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker ] 

WOMAN-INCENTIVES TO DUTY. 

Is it a well-proved fact that woman is an inferior 
existence;—tbht she never ascends to the highest 
pinnacle of intelligence, and takes the blessings 
•which Heaven offers? Is her soul so dead that she 
never longs to drink from the deep fountain of in 
tellectuality, at which her brother man satiates his 
thirst for immortal good? 

With one earnest glance of life, all these interroga¬ 
tions arise, and a solution, either correct or in¬ 
correct, follows. In studying these living marvels, 
we find it to be an invariable fact, that the rays of 
intelligence which illuminate the hnman mind, are 
convergent in the mind of man, and divergent in the 
mind of woman. Man concentrates every ray of 
truth upon a specific object, until he can clearly see 
to perfectly accomplish that object. He perfects the 
thought that interests him moat, and thereby makes 
proficiency in something. Woman’s thoughts are 
seldom, if ever, brought to a focus; consequently 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

RAVEL.—RAILROADS vs. STEAMBOATS, 

How often have I been struck with the different 
sensations we experience in traveling by the cars nr 
steamboats. If wc are accustomed to live retired 
lives, we notice them all the more. Enter a crowded 
car, and almost before you can reach a seat, if you 
are bo fortunate as to find a vacant one, the iron 
horse gives a fierce neigh and starts on his journey, 
making a din and clatter which wakes up your ideas 
thoroughly. Look around you, and every one else 
seems animated. You cannot remain uninterested 
amid the lively discussions going on. Politics, sheep 

I raising, foreign news, and the markets, are succes¬ 
sively disposed of. Every faculty «f your mind seems 
roused to unnsual activity. But after a time you 
reach the steamboat landing, and soon transfer your¬ 
self to the cabin. After the usual bnstle, the boat gets 
under weigh, and goes gliding quietly down the lake. 
1 ou look around; sonic of the passengers arc quietlv 
reading, some of the mattor-of-fliet ladfes sut talking | 
over their family matters, as coolly ns if they were 
seated in their parlors at homo. Scat yourself by an 
open window, and look out on the blue waters and 
the distant shore, and if you have an element of 
reveries or poetry in your nature, it will then, if ever, 
assert its power. You may forget the weary round I 

before a committee 
appointed for the purpose, and this committee must 
either condemn or acquit. Either party then has a 
right to appeal from the decision to the Quarterly 
Conference. It is best to have Bishops and Ministers, 
as well as other people, keep the laws. 

rWritten Rir Moore'* Rural New-Yorker.] 

THOSE “HARD TRUTHS.” 

>See here, Mrs. Madam Farmer,— begging your 
pardon,—do you perceive what a furore you have 
stirred up among the laboring population? A regu¬ 
lar “strike” is likely to result. Have you received 
any challenges, aud do you understand the use of 
weapons?—any except the broom-stick, ladle, Ac.? 
But probably you could deal justice with them. It 
seems to be supposed that you drive your girls about 
with the hrootn luindto, ami cudgel them over the 
head with a pudding-stick, all the time “fretting and 
scolding,” till, doubtless, youfiavn’t a pound of flesh 
on your bones,—in short, a regular Old Blue Beard, 
perhaps, dragging them around by the hair, and 
shutting them up in some dark cellar, when they do 

1 Merciless 
-it’s evident 

have the hardest of it!” 

knot hole;” 
patience and sympathy.” “If 

there is not the requisite light in her mind to enable 
her to penetrate any intricate subject, and, therefore, 
she makes proficiency in nothing. The fault is not 
that Nature did not make an equal distribution of 
gifts, but that woman, by will and circumstance, 
has become almost incapable of excelling in anything 
useful. It is true that some, comparatively very few, 
have excelled in literature, science, and art, but 
those few have scrupulously obeyed the aspirations 
of the soul, and listened to the whisperings of genius 
as to the commands of a divinely commissioned 
teacher. 

Another cause of the mental inferiority of woman 
is, that she allows herself to be attracted by every 
passing vanity, and instead of consulting the garden 
of the mind, she neglects it altogether, and spends 
the golden moments “ in stooping the pinion back 
to earth, which boareth up to heaven.” 

It is the climax of folly for woman to complain of 
oppression, until she better improves the privileges 
that she now possesses. When the era shall arrive 
in which woman will walk just as far as permitted in 
the field of truth, then we shall see the gates opening 

avenues, that she 

happen to “ burn the bread to cinders 
woman! No wonder you have trouble 
enough the poor girls 

One advises you to retire into a 
another recommends “ 

you were a good mistress, you would doubtless have 
good help.” You, probably “went out to sarvice” 

yonraelf once, and that's the reason why you are so 
“ hard ” on your poor girls. 

You had better be more considerate, as lots of 
people have met with “ reverses of fortune,” and your 
own “petted daughters may share their mother’s 
early fate.” Tt would be ludicrous, anti too bad, if 
you should not happen to have any daughters, on 
whom the consequences of your cruelty could de¬ 
scend. 

Being somewhat, ignorant of domestic et ceteras, I 
am at a loss to imagine what sort of work that 
“meanest of all” was, that you hired done, and then 
did not pay for it! That proves, “ out and out,” that 
you are a most unprincipled and uukind mistress, and 
do not deserve 11113' help. 

However, now Madam, will you take an old man’s 
advice, and remember that truths are not always to 
be outspoken, especially '• hard truths.” 1 have read 
human nature a little, and standing, as I do, on neu¬ 
tral ground, 1 did not interpret your expressions as 
some have, and rather suspect that one reason why 
you have so much trouble, is because you arc a poor 
band to manage girls, being too indulgent and 
familiar, so that, finding you so easy, and kind, and 
forgiving, they become careless, and as the saying is, 
“ run over 3’ou,” as some will. But it is belter to be 
too clever than on the other extreme: stiLl, the 
“happy medium between the two extremes,” would 
be the best policy, if you could arrive at that place. 
Not thinking of any bad place to send you, nor wish¬ 
ing }'Our posterity any sad reverses, I will merely 
hope for better success for 3rou in future. 

Coven Hoven. 

and had removed the inanmbranec. Be this as it 
may, tho next time be rave Mr. Smith be casually 
introduced the subject ei the farm,— ascertained the 
lowest cash price, —and; a few days after bought it, 
paying a good price for (he same. 

Mr. Jones was thought to be a thriving man, 

which, indeed, was true, so that be had no difficulty 

in mortgaging this last farm,— after paying down 

into other, and mure extended 

may go On, and on, until she reaches the fountain of 
perfect justice. Worthiness will secure for her the 
longed-for equality! It is but seldom we find a woman 
"’bo possesses genuine nobility of soul,—that sterling 
principle which causes her to be a purifying element 
in society,—and it is because she basso long stooped 
to the conformity of foolish and fashionable customs, 
that she is mentally deformed; and while she is be¬ 
ing '■delightfully entertained ” in the gossiping circlo, 
man is pursuing something useful, and increasing, 
therefore, the disparity of mind, aud also position! 

Impatience is another cause of woman ever being 
with the substrata of society. If, perchance, a glori¬ 
ous thought springs up in her mind, she cannot wait 
for its maturity, but, in her eagerness, she gives it to 
the world onl3r half grown. She evidently cannot learn 
that a thought needs time, as well as nutriment, to 
complete its beauty and usefulness. 

Man is not the opposer of the elevation of woman 

How often have we 

Oh, precious gospel! Will any merciless band 
endeavor to tear away from our hearts this best, this 
last, and sweetest consolation? Would you darken 
the only avenue through which one ray of hope can 
enter? Would you tear from the aged and infirm the 
only prop on which their souls cau repose in peace? 
Would you deprive the dying of their only source of 
consolation? Would you rob the world of its richest 
treasure? Would you let loose the flood-gates of 
every vice, and bring buck upon the earth the horrors 
of superstition or the atrocities of atheism? Then 
endeavor to subvert the gospel; throw around you 
the (ire-brands of infidelity; laugh at religion, and 
make a mock of futurity; hat be assured, that for all 
these things God will bring you into judgment. I 
will persuade, myself that a regard for the welfare of 
tbeir country, if no higher motive, will induce men 
to respect the Christian religion. And every pious 

Heart-Power.—A man’s force in the world, other 

things being equal, is just in the ratio of the force 

and strength of his heart. A full-hearted man is 

always a powerful man; if he be erroneous, then he 

is powerful for error; if the thing is in his heart, he 

is sure to make it notorious, even though it may be a 

downright falsehood, Let a man be ever so ignorant, 
still if his heart be full of love to a cause, he becomes 
a powerful man for that object, because he has heart- 
power, heart-force. A man may be deficient in many 
of the advantages of education, in many of those 
niceties which are so much looked upon in society; 
but once give him a good strong heart that beats hard, 
and there is no mistake about his power. Let him 
have a heart that is full up to the brim with an object, 
and that man will do the object, or else he will die 
gloriously defeated, and will glory in his defeat. 
Heart is power.—Spurgeon. 

that is frequentl}- supposed, 

heard good old orthodox people say that, “we can 
have all the religion we live for.” Thus it is with 
woman, she cau have all the rights for which she will 
live. Amie W. 

Livonia, N. Y., 1861. 

Gift and Grace of Faith. — The difference 
between the gift and the grace of faith seems to me 
this. According to the gift of faith I am able to do 
a thing, or believe that a thing will come to pass, the 
not believing of which v-ould not be sin, according 
to the grace of faith I am able to do a thing, or 
believe a thing will come to pass, respecting which I 
have the word of God as the ground to rest upon, 
and, therefore, the not doing it, or the not believing 
it, would be sin. 

For instance, the gift of faith would be needed that 
a sick person should be restored again, though there 
is no human probability, for there is no promise to 

that effect the grace of faith is needed to believe that 
the Lord will give me the necessaries of life, if I 
first seek the kingdom of God and His righteousness, 
for there is a promise to that effect.—Mueller's Life of 

Trust. 

The Culture of SorroW.— Nearly all sorrow, 
while it lasts, depresses action, destroys hope, and 
crashes energy: but it renders sensitiveness more 
acute, the sympathies more genial, and the whole 
character less selfish and more considerate. It is 
said that in nature, but for the occasional seasons of 
drouth, the best lands would soon degenerate; bnt 
these seasons cause the lands to suck up from the 
currents beneath, with the moisture, all those mine¬ 
ral manures that restore and fertilize the soil above. 
It is thus with sickness and with sorrow; once sur¬ 
mounted, they fertilize the character and develops 
from the deep fountains of the human heart a joy and 
fruitfulness not otherwise attainable. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

ARE HOOPS UNCHRISTIAN, INDECENT? A Strong Minted Woman on Barjes. — A major¬ 
ity of babies, says Mrs. Swisshclm, are to tbeir moth¬ 
ers what a doll is to a little girl—something to dress, 
a means of displaying odds and ends of finery, and 
exhibiting one’s tastes. If infants were treated on 
the principle that a good farmer treats a lamb, gos¬ 
lings, chickens, pigs, Ac., viz., well fed and kept 
warm, they would live and grow just as well-cared-for 
goslings live and grow, and we never knew one die. 
Dutch babies wear caps, and bow could any lady of 
taste have her baby look like a, Dutch baby? Just so; 
and Dutch babies generally live, laugh and grow fat, 
for they are “smothered in flannel” and feathers, 
and are kept all in a sweat. Dutch mothers do not 
keep their babies for model artist exhibitions. They 
cover them up, keep them warm and quiet, and raise 
a wonderful number of sturdy boys and girls. We 
treated our baby on the Dutch plan, and never lost a 
night’s sleep with her. 

As the discussion of the Dress Question has become 
quite general in the columns of the Rural, why may 

I not claim a small space to defend the moderate use 
of hoops, as an article of dress. 

A shomime since, a Western Conference adopted 
resolutions that, “the wearing of hoops by females 
is inconsistent with a truly Christian character, — is 
by some considered indecent, aud that therefore, we, 
as a Quarterly Conference, disapprove of the wearing 
of hoops by our female members.” Through willful¬ 
ness, or neglect, some of the sisters of the com¬ 
munion failed to obey this edict, and at a recent 
meeting, held in Montgomery Count}', Ohio, were 
consequently cut off from the Church, for it is stated 
in a Westeru journal, that the Bishop “forbade any 
one with hoops on to partake of the sacrament, 
affirming that they would not be welcome to the 
table of the Loud.” I shall not discuss the propriet}' 
of religious societies making the wearing of hoops a 
bar to membership, for that is nobody’s business but 
theirs. They have a perfect right to decide what 
shall be the qualifications of their members. They 
may resolve that “a man’s boots shall weigh three 
pounds avoirdupois.” and “his bat hold six quarts 
dry measure,” or that a woman’s “dress shall clear 

Reading.— The amusement of reading is among 
the greatest consolations oi life; it is the nurse of 
virtue; the upholder of adversity; the prop of 
independence; the supporter of just pride; the 
strengtbener of elevated opinions; it is a shield 
against the tyranny of all petty passions; it is the 
repeller of the fool's scoff and the knave’s reason,— 
Sir Egerton Bridges. 

God Ever Good.—Omnipotence may build a thou¬ 
sand worlds, and fill them with bounties; Omnipo¬ 
tence may powder mountains into dust, and burn the 
sea, and consume the sky, but Omnipotence can not 
do an unloving thing toward a believer. Oh! rest 
qoite sure, Christian, a hard thing, an unloving thing 
from God toward one of his own people, is quite 
impossible. He is a3 kind to 30a when he casts yon 
into prison as when he takes you into a palace; He is 
as good when He sends famine into }-our house as 
when He fills your barns with plenty. The only 
question is, Art thou His child? If so, He hath 
rebuked thee in affection, and there is love in His 
chastisements.—Spurgeon. 

Love of Nature.—He who has a love for Nature 
can never be alone. Tn the shell he picks up on the 
shore, in the leaf fading at his feet, in the grain of 
sand, and in the morning dew, he sees enough to 
employ his mind for hours. Such a mind is never 
idle. He studies the works of his Maker, which he 
sees all around him, and finds a pleasure of which the 
devotee of sin and folly can form no conception.. 

A cheerful heart paints the world as it finds it, 
like a sunny landscape; the morbid inind depicts it 
like a sterile wilderness pallid with thick vapors, and 
as dark as the “Shadow of DeaDh.” It is the mirror, 
in short, on which it is caught, and lends to the face 
of nature the aspect of its own turbulence or tran¬ 
quility. 
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high that the feet of scholars could not reach the 
floor, and the backs to the wall. I had purposely 
reserved these seats for the parents, so that they 
might feel the benefit of the cold winds cutting their 
backs and whistling about their feet. They took 
seats as directed, and soon nearly all the parents and 

seated, Mr. H. and wife among them, 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

PAEENTAL EDUCATION. guardians were 
he in the coldest scab 

I made no attempt to teach, nor did I hurry matters. 
It was terribly cold; soon all were suffering, chil¬ 
dren trembling, old folks restive. I began by coolly 
asking them what was the matter. They gave an 
answer in their looks. They seemed to understand 
what I was at. 1 then said, addressing Mr. H., " Have 
you, or any of you, parents, been hero before this 
winter?" Mr. H. said, “ No, only once to drawa load 
of wood, and then I only looked in at the door." I 
said, “ We stopped at your house, put up our horse, 
and your lady gave us a good dinner.” 

He replied, “I am glad you did." 
“Mr. H.," I continued, “ I noticed you have a fine, 

No candid, intelligent person, will pretend, or 
doubt, that impressions made in youth, while the 
mind is open, are not the most lasting. The scenes 
of childhood and early associations sink deeper into 
the mind than those in after-life. The period of 
youth is the most important of all periods; for It is 
one in which the character is forming,—one in 
which the foundation of future happiness is generally 
laid, and when the mind is willing to receive instruc¬ 
tion from the watchful care and influence of parental 

l«ve. 
The Family Circle te the Primary School of our 

race. In this very place man begins to prepare his 
mind for coming years, when he shall leave home to 
encounter the more stern duties of active and untried 
life. Here he receives ideas and impressioua on 
almost every subject —and he is, through the influ¬ 
ence of parental example and instruction, slowly but 
surely forming his future character. How precious 
these lessons of instruction should be to the youthful 
mind. Who can estimate their worth? Who can 
tell what one good example or precept may accom¬ 
plish? Great, indeed, then must be the responsibility 

EDUCATIONAL SUGGESTIONS 

Study (h& aptitudes of your child* Find out how 
his tastes lie, and direct them aright. The father of 
Claude Lorraine, as the old story, yon may remember, 
goes, was in despair on account of the dullness of 
his boy. He apprenticed him to a baker, but he 
could not rise to the mysteries of making a pie. The 
baker complained that his apprentice marked the 
shop over with flour or charcoal pictures. The 
father sent him to a painter, and he became one of 
the masters of his art. Of another painter, Sir Ben- 

house, warm barns and stables tor your caute anu 
horses, warm pens for your hogs, well tilled with 
straw. You have, too, a fine stock of cattle, a good 
number of horses, colts, sheep, and hogs, all looking 

finely." 
“Yes, all pretty much so.” 

Well, I suppose you have been Borne years here at 
hard labor, getting things thus comfortably fixed. T 
suppose, as you are getting old, you do not trouble 
yourself, especially during such severe weather, to 
take care of them, but stay in the house, and leave 
tho care of yuur cattle, horses, sheep, and hogs, to 

your hired men." 
Rising, a little excited, he said, “ No, Sir, I don’t 

do no such thing, f see to all my stock and things 
myself. I don’t trust the care of them to hired men." 

I continued, “Then 1 suppose I am to conclude 
that you care more for your cattle and hogs than you 
do for your children; for you trust them here in this 
cold shell in the care of a hired person, and have not 
been here to see them during this winter; nor, as I 
understand, have any of the parents or guardians. 
And, is it not barbarous for these little bright ones to 

see and feet they 

AY'TIKKT UNTG-, VIRGINIA 

steam engines, machinery, carriages, paper, iron cast¬ 
ings,- cast steel springs, chains, silk, saddles, &c., 
amounting in value to $2,560,000, and employing 
over 3,000 persons. The city enjoys the benefits of 
substantial water-works with a constant and ample 

supply of writer. 
Wheeling is situated in the center of an area of the 

moat fertile soil, one hundred miles in diameter, tho 
circle extending into Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Vir¬ 
ginia. The products comprise all the smaller grains, 
corn, tobacco, aud the grasses. This fertility extends 
to the summits of the highest hills. The heights 
around Wheeling range from 250 to G40 foot above 
the level of the river. In the higher of these hills 
are several veins of coal, bnt the only one worked is 
about til) feet above the bed of the river, and is about 
seven feet in thickness. It is apparently inexhausti¬ 
ble, and costs from three to four cents per bushel, 
delivered: 2,000,000 bushols arc annually shipped 
from this port to a southern market. 

Wukklino, a view, of whicli we give aoove, » 
situated on the right bank of the Ohio river, and is 
the capital of Ohio county, Virginia. The city 
extends for nearly two miles along the river, has a 
population of about. 22,000, and is first in importance 
among the places in the western portion of the Old 
Dominion. The city proper was laid out in 1703, and 
has had ten additions. Zanes’ Island, lying in the 
Ohio, directly in front of the city, with which it is 
connected by a bridge, contains 350 acres, and is laid 
ont in 923 lots. This portion is called Columbia City. 
The Wheeling Bridge Company, (capital $200,000.) 
spanned the Ohio river with a beautiful Suspension 
Bridge, the wire cables passing over immeuse towers 
elevated ninety-four feet from the bed of the river, 
and stretching a distance of 1,010 feet. This bridge 
was destroyed by a hurricane in 1853, but, wo believe, 

is now re-built. 
The manufactures of Wheeling, according to the 

Census of 1850, were nails, glass, cotton yarns, cloths, 

and duty of parents and guardians who have the care s 
and improvement of children: yet there are many, alas! 
too many, parents, who are not aware that there is * 
any responsibility resting upon them, or any duty for f 
them to discharge toward those in their care. Home ] 
is the primary school, and parents are the principle ) 
teachers and instructors of the human race. The ; 
beginning of education is not the period when a , 
child first goes to school, but when reason and , 
intelligence unveil the infant mind. Long before ] 
leaving home for instruction, the mind receives ] 
impressions and truths which time can never erase ] 
from the memory. This is an important fact, one 
which experience has loug since proved to be true, 
and it must be alarming indeed to that parent who 
has set bad examples for his children, knowing that 
he will be held responsible for their influence on 

society. 

We would say, then, to all who have the care of 
children, take great pains to store the mind of the 
young with usefnl and important knowledge. Think 
not that it costs too much time to train the faculties of 
your children for noble pursuits when they shall leave 
the parental roof to act their part in the great drama 
of life. Be sure and touch them that the foundation 
of future respectability and honor must he placed on 
the firm basis of truth and morality. Improve every 
suitable opportunity to convey some important lesson, 
and labor to discipline the expanding intellect with 
Hficful and lasting knowledge. Do not neglect to 
plant the seeds of virtue, love, and a deep reverence 
for everything sacred — and when they germinate, 
w atch the tender plants to keep the enemy of good 
from checking their growth. Remember, that the 
examples you now set, tho impressions you now 
make, and the instructions you now give, although 
they may lie dormant in the soul for a season, yet 
they will eventually spring up and bring forth fruit, | 
either for goo<f or for evil. We care not how much 
you educate your child’s physical powers, or how 
much you discipline his intellect, if health permits, 
hut we would have you educate his moral and reli¬ 
gious powers, above all others. This is your duty, as 
rational, intelligent, and accountable creatures to the 
Author of your being, who has given you these buds 
of hope for your particular watchcare and molding 
influence, in forming the character, in elevating the 
affections, and in fitting the mind for genuine piety 
and usefulness in the varied events of life, and ever 
keep in view that the great thing for your child to 
leura, is how to be useful and do good, rather than to 
shine with external accomplishments, which are, at 
the best, but a very poor screen to hide the actions of 
the heart. 1)q this, and it will be worth to them 
more than any material thing you will ever be able to 
bestow, and your reward will be the assurance that 
to your children you have performed your duty. 

Chili Center, N. Y., 1861. 3- L. K. 

suffer, neglected here, as you now 

have?" 
Ho replied, “Well, now, look here, Mr. Rtrvens, 

there is something about this I have not thought of be¬ 
fore. T guess you have got us. I never looked at it in 
this light before; hut you and this cold have convinced 
me, and 1 thank you. I feel ashamed, and something 
has got to he done. I do like my childreu better than 
my hogs, but I did not know that 1 had been treating 
them worse till now. It shan’t, he so any longer, if I 
can help it. I thank you again for coming hero 
and showing us our folly. And now, neighbors, what 
do you say? Shall we let our children suffer in this 
way any longer, and he told, and told truly, that 
we treat them worse thau we do our hogs? I can’t 

moon, and partly by oceanic, currents. IV hat is 
wave-motion? The transference of motion without 
the transference of the matter. The most impetuous 
storm cannot suddenly raise high waves; they require 
time for their development. Thus their strength also 
loses itself uuly by degrees; and many hours after 
the tornado has ceased to rage, mighty billows con¬ 
tinue to remind us of its extinguished fury, lho 
turmoil of waters extends hand reds of miles beyond 
tho space where its howling voice was heard; and 
often, during the most tranquil weather, the agitated 

sea proclaims the distant war of elements. 
The waves in the open sea never attain the moun¬ 

tain height ascribed to them by exuberant fancy. 
But a light-house, (Bell Rock.) though one hundred 
and twelve feet high, is buried in foam and spray to 

In violent gales, 

“ It seems to me," says Mr. Taber* “ the writer has 
not given the reason why the beech is so seldom 
struck by lightning, or persons, or animals that may 
have taken shelter under it.” My object was to give 
brief facts bearing on the naked question, leaving 
explanations, and tho laws of electricity, to the intel¬ 
ligence of your readers. It would be an easy task to 
enlarge upon his list of conductors and non-conduc¬ 
tors. Suffice it to say, that all liquids (oils excepted, ) 
and juicy substances, such as plants, ike., arc conduc¬ 
tors of electricity. Dry bodies of various kinds, such 
as leather, silks, glass, Ac., are non-conductors. The 
public are better supplied with laws on electricity, 
than light npoD its effects on the beech tree. 

It is well known that the forked messenger some¬ 
times “ plays possum;’’ or, in other words, it is not 
always uniform in its effects, and this is what stimu¬ 
lates curiosity. More facte have come to my knowl- 

All at once arose fathers and mothers, shivering, 
and some shedding tears, concurred in what Mr. H. 
had said, and unanimously declared that they felt 
ashamed of themselves, hut thankful that they had 
seen their folly, declaring that they would do better 
thereafter. At the close, all oumo and shook hands 
with mo, many with tears in their eyes, and invited 
me tc appoint, a time when 1 would visit them again. 
1 accepted the invitation, and gave the notice. 

At the time appointed I went over with the Town 
Superintendent and two other gentlemen. We found 
all present, old and young, arid many from other dis¬ 
tricts, and we talked the matter up and over. We had 
a good time—a time that will Long he remembered 
in that neighborhood, for good. The host of feeling 
pervaded the bosoms of all. There was a unanimous 
will for a good school house. And "where there is 
a will there is a way.” Before the next cold winter 
caino “with its chilling breath,” thero was a school 
house in a warm sheltered spot in that district, belter 

than a horse hum. There it stands now, and tiio peo¬ 
ple there believe it to bo quite aB much their duty to 
visit and oversee the persons they hire to teach and 
take care of their children, as it is to oversee those 
they hire to take care of their cattle and hogs. 

March, 18B1. A. 8. Stkvxnm. 

the very top, during ground-swells, 
the Beu is said to be disturbed to a depth of three 
hundred or oven five hundred feet; while all is undis¬ 
turbed and still in the deep caves of ocean. — Wes¬ 

leyan Methodist Magazine. 

CHILDREN AND CATTLE 

Editors Rubai. New-Yorker:—I noticed in the 
Ritual of Feb. 0, 1801, a communication on the sub¬ 
ject of treating horse* better than children, wherein 
an English tenant prayed his lord that he, his wife 
and children, might he treated like his horses. Tho 
idea was not new to me, and it recalled to my mind an 
incident that occurred under my own observation. 
While I was Superintendent of Schools in this county, 
in 1844, I had called, during Hie summer, at a school 
in a district in the extreme south part of the county, 
and fouud the house a miserable old shanty, unfit for 
hogs In cold weather, standing upon the line of the 
highway, on a bleak side hill, exposed to cold westerly 
winds and storms. Not a convenience about it neces¬ 
sary for the comfort of children. I talked a little 
with the narente whom I saw, but their feelings were 

THE BEECH, AND ELECTRICITY 

Eos. Rural New Yorker: — Having taken a deep 
interest in the discussion of the question in regard 
to whether tlm Beech tree is a conductor of atmos¬ 
pheric electricity or not, 1 take the liberty of sending 
a few facts that have come under my own observation 
and that of my friends, aud also presenting the 
theory which seems to bo warranted by these facts. 
On my own place a green beech tree, standing about 
thirty feet from a large whitewood, was set on lire in 
a dry hollow about forty feet from the ground at the 
same time that the whitewood was struck and burned 
off at that point. No trace of the passage of the 

fluid was observed upon the beech. 
An oak (a friend tells me he saw,) that stood very 

beech tree was struck by lightning and badly 

Attica, N. Y 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

EDUCATION AMONG RURALISTS, 

THE OCEAN 

The ocean has, naturally, a pure bluish tint. All 
profound and clear seas are more or less of a deep 
blue; while, according to seamen, a green color indi¬ 
cates soundings. The bright blue of ttie Mediter¬ 
ranean, so often vaunted by poets, is found all over 
the deep pure ocean, not only in the tropical and 
temperate /.ones, but also in the regions of eternal 
frost. The North Sea is green, partly from the reflec¬ 
tion of its sandy bottom mixing with the essentially 
blue tint of the water. In the Bay of Loango the sea 
has the color of blood, whicli results from the reflec¬ 
tion of the rod ground-soil. But the hue is much 
more frequently changed, over large spaces, by means 
of enormous masses of minute a I gee, and countless j 
hosts of small sea-worms, floating or swimming on 
tho surface. Near Callao, the Pacific has an olive- 
green color, owing to a greenish matter lound at a 
depth of eight hundred feet. Near Cape Palmas, on 
the coast of Guinea, Captain Tuckey’s ship seemed 
to sail through milk—a phenomenon which was 
owing to an immense number of little white animals 
Bwitnmiug on the surface. I he peculiar coloring oi 
the Red Sea, whence its name, is derived from the 
presence of a microscopic alga, sui generis, less 
remarkable even for its beautiful red color than for 
its prodigious fecundity. In many more instances, 
front like causes, the deep blue is varied with stripes 
of white, yellow, green, brown, orange, or red. 

near a 
shivered down to within about fifteen or twenty feet 
of the ground, when it passed to the beech, and from 
that point there was a small furrow torn through the 
bark to the earth. Two other instances have come 
to my knowledge, in this vicinity, where the beech 
tree has been more or less injured by lightning 
without standing near trees of other kinds that were 

struck. 
The reason why the beech tree is so seldom injured 

by the passage of the electrical current, is because of 
its superior conducting power, and not its being a 
non-conductor. The green beech, especially the 
white variety, possesses a greater specific gravity 
than almost any other tree of our climate, aud will 
sink in water, as woodmen have often observed. 
This, and the thinneBS of the dry portion, render the 
outside, when the surface is once moistened by the 
rain, as good a conductor as any portion of the 
inner wood, and in extremely rare instances only,— 
when the surface bark is thick and dry as in the red 
beech, thus rendering it a non-conductor, —is the 
tree injured by the stroke. In these two respects the 
beech differs from the oak, chestnut, whitewood, and 
other trees often struck, whose thick, dry, non-con¬ 
ducting bark, has to be torn away before anything 
like a conductor is reached aud whose timber forms 
but a poor one at best. 

Two horses, two or three years since, were killed 
on a neighboring farm under a smooth, thrifty, 
second-growth hickory tree (which had bark similar 
to the beech,) aud not a trace of the lightning’s path 
could he observed on the tree. One fact for all to 
think of is, that electricity will leave a poor, or mod- 

farm buildings, hoo.^o, sheds, wood house, barns, 
horse barn, bog pen, all tight and warm, warm straw 
bedding for horses and hogs, cattle all under cover 
chewing their cuds in perfect composure. Mr. H„ 
the man of the house, was not at home. We were 
kindly invited by the lady to put our horse it) the 
barn, and take dinner. The Town Superintendent 

was with me. 
After dinner we wended our way up the stormy hill 

to the school house, leaving word with the lady for 
herself and husband to follow as soon as he returned, 
which they did about 2 P. M. On arriving at the 
school house, how changed was the scene from that 
below in that peaceful valley. The inhabitants had 
been in a quarrel, had moved the school house two 
or three times, till it became racked, so that every 
clapboard and tioor board was loose, and the wind 
and snow were whistling through the cracks in every 
direction. The house had no underpinning except 
large bouldere under the west corners and middle, 
giving the wind a fair eliance to come up turoilgU 
the floor, causing the clothing of the children to 
flutter like the Uttered rigging of an old vessel. And 
worse than all, the lower part of the chimney had 
fallon fliuun TvntUimr ft heftD of brick aud mortar. on 

The first consideration with a Knave ib, now to 

help himself, and the second, how to do it wita an 
appearance of helping you. Dionysius, the tyrant, 
stripped the statue of Jupiter Olympus of a robe of 
massy gold, and substituted a cloak of wool, saying, 
gold is too cold in winter, and too heavy In summer; 

I it behooves us to take care of Jupiter! 



NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Choice and Reliable Flower Seeds—B. K. Bliss, 
fineImported Mower Seeds—Jas. Vick, 
iliird Times made Easv- -George (i Evans 
How, BeanUuiror a Child's Graee-A. Lewis Baldwin. 
Beadle* iiiiiie Bnoks—Keaslle At Com nan v. 
"ebsteqiti the Senate—June* ft f lari 
A So'il-S’irrine Roniaoee of the American Revolution. 
AJJred Acadi-mj iuid University—W i: K-nvou. 
Imported French Standard IL-ar Treee-Spobner & Co. 
KulofMin A; be GarrnoV Improved Hau-nt Straight Draft Plow. 
Pleasant V* ley WineCo.-J y Weber Sui- i 
farm for Kale—S C. Holden. 
Great Austin Shaker Straw berrr-C. Miller ft W. 8. Carpenter 
Sorghum Grow era Manual for 1881—'Wii/ H. Clark, 
farm for Sale— Elect.ua A. Pratt. 
Trees atul Stock, for Sale—1 inner Curtis. 
I Iwwuit ^ luipy Win*- fV* Grape*—J K Weber, Sup’t. 
New Hardy ilrapcr-A W. Potter A Co. 
llano-forte for Sale ll H. 
Cherry Seedlioyv it. White A Co. 
S.u.r.w;ry Stock far Sale—Jayne ft Plattnan. 
Six ftoek* Potato—(.haa C. Holton. 
Wanted—H. Blackman 

BPKC7AL NOTICES. 
Brown’s Troches for Public Speakers and Singers. 

fhmtl |lcu‘-^JorItct 
NEWS DEPARTMENT. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., MARCH 30, 1861, 

TO ALL OUR READERS! 

A New Quarter of lhe Rural will begin next week, 

and subscriptions and renewals are specially in order now 

—to commence with April, or January if preferred. 

The very liberal Specific Premiums and Ex¬ 

tra Gifts offered for Chibs formed before April, are 

EXTENDED TO MAY, so that Agent-Friends, 

Subscribers and others hare another month to secure 

the Valuable Prizes. Read tJie list (headed " Good 

Wyandotte to support it in case of an assault, and nor the third paragraph of second section the tk>T7 f p"5 relfve 10 Inland and Naviga- 
their attacks would tell with effect upon the other fourth article shall be amended nr at riel e i -+v «■ " _'n',me ompaaies, and limiting tenure of 
forts now possessed by the State authorities. It is the consent In th^LTes Wlth°Dt i*?" “ MiHtia’ >•**«» the action of the New- 
practicable to re-enforce Fort Pickens further, if T, e, . _ ' . l0rk tommon Council in relation to the appoint- 
necessary, without serious difficulty, and no purpose 1 ' c011vention adopted the third ment of messenger in bureau on unsafe buildings; 
has been entertained here of abandoning it. „ UJ-°rj ,’-V “y“ **’ Days 42- the nnnnaI BUPPly bill: to incorporate the Veteran 

The telegraph this (Monday) morning brings the int?o' * 8Ujf,tllt€ the fourth reso- S«ott Life Guard of New York; to authorize the 
following Washington items: muon, slightly altering. The resolution was adopted, construction of Street Railroads in Syracuse; to pre- 

Tbe President has Issued orders to Major Anderson ^ '' . 8erve game in Suffolk and Queens counties, 
to put his command in readiness to evacuate Fort takenY re6° relat,nK t0 coercion, was then Some twenty private bills were also passed. Adj. 

Sumter. The plan is said to be that Major Anderson %?“ .f' n„n„oll41l , v 
salute his flag and embark in the war steamer dis- “ M D. then oflered a substitute, that it is New* Paragraph*. 
patched there for the purpose. No opposition will “ece8fry' “e Preservation of peace, that the The New Orleans Delta says that a party of gentle- 
be made by the Charlestonians. * Wlthdraw the military force from the men have bought half a million acres of land in 

* * o o — — 
following Washington items: 

The President has issued orders to Major Anderson 
to put his command in readiness to evacuate Fort 
Sumter. The plan is said to be that Major Anderson 
salute bis flag and embark in the war steamer dis¬ 
patched there for the purpose. No opposition will 
be made by the Charlestonians. 

1 he Cabinet was said to be considering, on Satur¬ 
day, the dispatches received from Lieut Slemmer, 
who states that unless supplied with provisions soon, 
he will have to abandon Fort Pickens. Gen. Bragg 
in command of the Confederate forces near Pickens, 
notifies Lieutenant Slemmer that supplies cannot be 
landed at the Fort unless by permit from Jett'erson 
Davis. The Brooklyn. St- Louis, Sabine, and Wyan¬ 
dotte, are all at Fort Pickens. 

Detective Keese, of Washington, has seized and 
retained, by order of the Court, bogus and counter¬ 
feit notes on 27 banks, amounting to $260,000. Also 
plates, dies, etc. The larger packages contain the 
following: $110,000 on the Bank of Augusta, Maine: 
$00,000, unsigned, on the State Bank of Ohio. The 
dies were of ten cents, one dollar, and quarter eagles. 

I he Secretary of the Treasury has advertised for 
proposals till the 2d of April, for $8,000,000 of the 
Stock of the United States, to be issued under the act 
of February. This sum will be sufficient for the 
wants of the present fiscal year. 

The Administration will reply to the Southern 
/v._ i. » • - 

« j o*. , , . ^ -- aa^aaa n.v -• ■ ~» minion acres oi land in 

’ ded 8tateB> and abstain from all collection of tbe Southern Florida, about one hundred miles south of 

•«*» » amendment * ,h. ^ Urn, l^uoA'™ " Wbe" ^ W“4 

—* y-yrnmitwe are not ^efficiently acquainted with the S... Oe.en.gon, on Uke Snperior, .11 the 

ii.l)c 2Sctos (Honbenser. 

— There are regular cab stands in Pekin. 

— Infanticide is on the increase in Londen. 

— In English vessels there are 300,000 seamen. 

— Furjous storms have heeD raging in the Black Sea. 

— The small pox is somewhat prevalent at Indianapolis. 

— • Awful' Gardiner, the reformed prize fighter, is insane. 

— The banks of Philadelphia have resumed specie pay- 
menu. 1 J 

— Steam tugs are now used on the Grand Trunk Canal in 
-hnglaod. 

— Six daily prayer meetings are now maintained in New 
York city. 

' —AAkAuuiru uiaes Boom OI _m. . r 

Tampa Bay, at two centa au acre, where they intend Jerusalem mpreKP of f rance contemplates a pilgrimage to 

position of the Federal troops in the South to make tw v, , Lake Supenor> a11 the snow 

..cb b., earm-Btly entreat tbe Feb,,.] fi„v- "t,'? i'»th to 
ernment to abstain from any act calculated to brine n * . ' -1 ’n“g one n,ght the mercury m the ther- 
about a collision. tometer indicated 41 degrees below zero, or within 

Mr- Shackleford tffeted . s„b„tiMe to tbe enteed- °“ 
menu that it is the opinion of this Convention that if 1 ',,''ameT South Carolina arrived from Charle9- 
the cherished desire is to preserve the country from ^ &t Boston on Saturday week, with the largest 

There are 3,500 carriage makers out of employment in 
i\ew Haven. 

- The Canard Company have offered the Arabia acd ..—» -.uver wuuiu amount in aepth to ... - cave otlered the Arabia and 

Hi feet. During one night the mercury in the ther- >,aeara for 8ale 
mometer indicated 41 degrees below zero, or within _ — i'1fg’ng for oil has been commenced in the Thirteenth 
one deerree of c.onpe*A.lTTn»n* >Nardof Bnlfajo. 

Pay for Doing Good,”) in Rural of 16/A instant, and Commissioners In a few days, stating that they have v ‘ited . tates Senate is now in session, «»eu at the supposed age of over one hundred and 

.<< if il will ..t vn to tor..,U bo ptiwer tc trent with them, and cm be regarded 1“ of T*'9, ^ ,b' ‘‘“‘■F tradltlo.,, ltl.be. 

r,.,my for mr„ if o.tr.f Win “f “ »~1>W will refer PL”,a“ ? %????“ ??*?*'* “* P“b*P» rraM, ^.crif, for popn- if o,k„,. WiU no, i„ ^ ^ Wetod'jT. 

/r'“* "" ,lM ‘“ri «" ‘milrdf Tbe evidence in tbe irnutrong court martial indi- tL-R*PnU1™” 
See Publisher s Aotices, fyc., in late numbers, cates that there was sufficient force to defend tbe umter of Senators... 

• " * navy yard at the time of its surrender. Expin 

DOMESTIC NEWS. • Office seekers Beem to be on the increase, who Vacancy (secedtd)' _38( 
- throng tbe Departments, much to the interruption of Vacauc* 'weeded) 

AflhirH nt Wnxliington. business. Removals in civil service appear to be Wm. K.Sebwtla^8'..© 18( 
On the I tub inst., dispatches received from Maj. numerous. Four to five hundred applications by CbwL K Mitchell....O 3K 

Anderson state that his fuel was exhausted, and •etter are received daily. famea DixonW.T!C' T r is« 
lights nearly so. Since Gen. Beauregard took com- — —- LaFayctte 8. Foster R 1M 

rnan.i of the South Carolina troops, a Btrict surveil- F. S. Senate—Extra Session. Milton B^tuthnm.'.^O. 18fl 

lance has been enforced, and no Communication is A lettfk was rereivod from tto n -i . Vacancy.186 

allowed aith the city. The only mppltea received at in which be stated that it was bis intentim tobe Atse 

tte Z:;iTh ""“T *»« ™»l»d.r of tbe session of tbe ““So.-0 
m,tv l , V uue market-day to another. They Senate, and in order to afford an opportunity for the v“*"V ’J).18« 

WHh rl°a :ra0U*» a: awy moraeut' to elect. Vice-President pZem., he desired "" (r,Si..m 
g. ri to the evacuation of Fort Sumter, we this fact to be made known. Vacancy (seceded).1SG< 

nave dally conflicting reports. The latest received n. »«. u , ,r _ , \ acancy (seceded).1861 
iH to the nffoc* ti,„T received On motion of Mr. Hale, Mr. Foot was chosen Presi- mniAxi. 

since tu:: zz ZB - A;r;,Foot ,,eing to the ^ 
aummated on Satorday) tbe “TdTZZIEZ 
receive deflnlui intelligence before going to nrcss t ,r recognition of Lyman Trumhufi ....R..i86i 

Much ci.rioKitv is rnLifi. 4 , g0'ugt0 prt8B- the personal compliment which it implied, and lie J'.wa. 
,c , - manifested respecting the action trusted, with a full appreciation of the direct i ’J*0"?® W. Grimes....R ises 
of tlie Administration relative to .. . aiijirtuauon oi tne direct and .Lime* Harlan.K. 1863 

and various rnmnrti tirr.iro 'i i ♦ i t ’ ‘ out^’ contingent responsibilities imposed. Not altogether jusntdoky. 
r .i .r m PJcvail, but information derived unaccustomed to the duties of a nresidinc officer i o. isfifi 

Lr:rt;”: zzzru r,M",rr — .... “a.0 ,mt 
^ K “ g“em"y »»'«■".’i—,,., tb„, the 

the cherished desire is to preserve the country from 
civil war, and to restore fraternal feelings, it would 
be greatly promoted by the withdrawal of the Federal 
troops from such forts within the seceded States 
where there is danger of hostile collision, and we 
recommend that the policy be adopted. The resolu¬ 
tion as amended passed by a vote of 89 to 6. 

The sixth resolution, providing for the adjourn¬ 
ment of tbe Convention to December, was adopted, 
and the Convention adjourned. 

Political Intelligence. 

The United StateH Senate is now in session, 
having been assembled for the purpose of acting 

cargo of cotton and rice ever sent from that port. 
The Charlestonians were highly pleased at the re¬ 
sumption of business relations with Boston. 

Some 300 tuns of old bells, consigned to the Me- 
neelyg, bell founders, have arrived in West Trov. 
They came from Mexico, and bear a very antique 
appearance. One purports to have been cast ninety- 
seven years since, and the others range in date from 
bfty to seventy-five years. They are to be re-cast. 

During the past month, the oldest person of the 
Onondaga tribe of Indians, a woman named Hannah, 
died at the supposed age of over one hundred and 

twenty yearsJ From the family traditions, it is be- 

il.xruMA. 

CALIFORNIA. 

.. . . , , e ---- — — — ■ v oiru jici units 
I resident. The body is thus constituted, politically: at a stiI1 earlier ,1^. 

^.-Republican. O—Opposition Tt *»id that at the late session of t’he Illinois 

T . ..68 J*«miature, the members, among other extrava- 

Expins. Zvnee 70163 tbfi,tl9cIve» a gold pen each, valued at 
MI-Naksota 

Expires 
*• . , . «i.i.ir.aiij^. -- vijv uirilJ UCfN, W 

v^ffidSJ ; S7Wii: %-gg f°r gold pens, effected a "dick. 
Wm tr ri u,., w MississiFPL ' ' furnishing them, for tabiespoi 

StWftSS::::®. :i«5 SSanrJS.IS ~i*. 
CONNECTICUT. ' MISSOURI.'- - 

C3--“ l' IU.IUVU 

$15. Some of the members, who had no special use 
for gold pens, effected a "dicker” with the jeweler 
furnishing them, for tablespoons, castors, and the 

Jamea Dixon. R 1863 Truaton Polk O 1R63 
Lafayette F. Fonter R 1867 Waldo H Joimron O l667 

NEW I1AXPBH1UX 
MilUiu 8. Lathnm-0..1863 John j*. Hal.. ' i; ,h„r. 
. .1867 Daniel R. Clark (*" (r m: 
DELAWARE. 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

Mr Lincoln ha= already received 700 applications for 
office* in Minnesota. 

-The Sons of Malta of New Orleans have expelled Gen. 
Twiggs from their order. 

-The leading railway lines in France pay from ten to 
twenty per cent, dividends. 

- The journeymen coopers of Chicago are on a strike for 
the scrwraith time this season. 

— The name of the postoffice at Rbmebeck Station N Y 
has been changed to Rhine Cliff. 

— It is estimated that there are more than two millions of 
men engaged in a sea faring life. 

- The Southern student*, seven or eight in number, have 
seceded from Dartmouth College. 

— The Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle reports a severe frost in 
Augusta and vicinity on the 5th Inst. 

— A new twenty-horse power steam vessel is building for 
Dr. Livingstone, the African traveler. 

- The spoils secured by the Sardinians atGaeta, was 11.000 
troops, 800 cannon, and 60,000 muskets. 

— The population of Virginia is as follows: Whites, 1 049 - 
663; free colored. 57,579; slaves, 490,887. 

- A pegging machine is In use in New England, with which 
a woman's shoe is pegged in ten seconds. 

— As a proof of how full Washington is, 2,300 persons 
dined at Willard s Hotel on Monday week. 

- Mr. Johnson, the new Senator from Missouri, was one of 
the Commissioners to the Peace CoDgress. 

— Gen Twiggs declined a brigadier-generalship in the 
Confederate army, on account of feeble health. 

FLORIDA. 
The younger children of Mrs. Lincoln are quite sick, and 

--emu ..v.o. OREGON. 
confidence and good will with a full recognition of i.^an'Tn.mbufi " r ?«!!? S^w — ' n 1865 
the tiersonal whUl, s« ,_u.., ' , , J^'mSD -...R .1867 Geo. W Nesmith ....0 1867 

'""-"“'A. .....iooi r/aniei K. Ulark R ir«7 r> . ^ -ee" a onpamer-generalshu) in the 

I James A. bayardllE O 1863 , •>’KW T0R*‘- , 1, Vr f alTAIN'~In the House of Lords on the 7th, Confederate army, on account of feeble health. 

I Wrn. Baulsbury "Co 1865 Ira"Harris ‘."fCCCC'R 1867 / r ''10USC' 9a,d lT wastrue that Russia had sent - The younger children of Mrs. Lincoln are quite sick and 

Vacancy (seceded^' I8f3 John It tT i t, ' p h, ' FrerK:h °°veriiment, approving of ®PPrebenrion is felt that they may not recover. 

r«S}»3{JKfSfgr S-ffl „Jir -n. *-«« *»-.«. f.s,.,ono„„rf 

V-B.T <raT.,m n^VS^T’i; im taolSZ. “* *”dins T\T * ^ 
,,Zpra-Jm ”~‘-C*5Sr In Hi. House of Commons on the 7th an Interteting 

«4SSSf:::iJS i SS ,C"“ Ed”ln 
8teni.e„ AnnIJf°i“,‘ n ,,, oREGo.v. bir Robert 1 eel, Gladstone; and Lord John Russell, Nuking purposes, is said to he the finest in the world 

Lyman Trumhufi “.CrCi867 Geo/w' NesmUh '"'o ike? li,l,‘nded tLc Pollcy Ol England, the King of Sardinia - A ,iu?e eannon ball is now being made at th« a™= 

V . ■"ViUM l AAGLINA. 
Vheanej) ..1805 Thoma« Hra^ O 
\ oenney (seceded).I867 Thou L. Cling.;,an""0 .1867 

INDIANA. OHin 
Jesse D. Bright.... 0..1863 Benj. F. Wade R 1865 
Henry S. I-ane.. ....R."l867 

ILLINOIS. 

v --- - - A\ - A 
Jodd SlifnniiD.R _lg(>7 

OREOON. 

r ntv I DKN.NKTLVAMA. 
James W fTnmee....R 1865 Vacancy. 186;, 
James Harlan . K 1863 Edgar Cowan. . "".R’'i8C7 

military status in the Gulf forts now held by the 
Federal Government, will be preserved. 

President Lincoln has nominated, and the Senate 
confirmed, Mr. Adams, Minister to England; Mr. 
Marsh, Minister to Sardinia; Mr, Webb, Minister to 
Constantinople; and Mr. Sanford, Minister to Bel¬ 
gium: Mr. Thayer, Consul General to Egypt; and 
Mr. Divine, Consul to Cork; Green Clay, Secretary 
of Legation to Spain. 

necessity of relying very largely on the aid of the ;;; 
kind co-operation, indulgence, and forbearance of main*. 

the Senate. A co-operation and forbearance he was w‘li>nt F^^n'.TR 
pleased to say, he had never seen wanting in this Massachusetts. 
body. He thanked the Senate for this flattering tosti- m-nryWn" r 
monlal, and pledged himself, to his utmost endeavors, Maryland. 

to discharge the duties of the position with fidelity, W°« a' Pearc,^. 0 

vigilance, and impartiality. " r Michigan 

On motion of Mr. Wilson, a Committee was K^s! Bingham' R 
ordered to be appointed to communicate the fact of Republicans 

T fiJWTOCKY. | RBODK ISLAND. 

Lrzri-uh W Powmi . 0. 1865 | Jas, F. Simmons.... R .1863 
J v Breckinridge. O. 1867 ( Henry B Anthony ,H 1865 
_ KANSAS. | SOUTH CAROLINA. 

' oenney.   Vacancy (seceded).1863 
v ncaney .     Vacancy (seceded 1.3865 

LOUISIANA. j TK.S'.NKSJIKK 

\ acancy (seceded j .1866 , Andrew Johnson.. O 186.3 
Vacancy (tcccled).1867 A. O. ]'. Nlcliobon 'o 1805 

MAINE. TEXAS. * 

wrH>u*' ^f°rrill -R 1863 Vacancy (sccnded) ... 1863 
W ” b-wi.acn K TV,9 -'VacAncv (scCedeif; 1865 

, MASSACHUSETTS. • VERMONT,. - --—, ' fK.«o.Yr, 
Charles Snrntier.R..1863 Solomon Foot.R 1863 
Henry Wilson.R. 1806 Jacob Collamer.K 1867 

MARYLAND. VIRCiINJA. 

Anthony Kennedy 0 .1865 Janies M. Mason O 1863 
James A Pearce.0..1867 R. M. T. Hunter ..." o' 3865 

MICHIGAN. WIBCHNSIN 

2acb. Chundloi R 1863 Jsa. R. Donlittl. " ' M ikp.v 

and Garibaldi, while several Irish members took the 
opposite side, and Mr. Roebuck made a pro-Austrian 
speech. 

The London Times, in reviewing Jeflcrson Davis’ 
Inaugural .Speech, says it never has read a public docu¬ 
ment so difficult to anulize and interpret. 

In the CommoiiB on the 1th, Lord Hennessey 
charged Lord Russell deliberately with concealing 
important dispatches relating to trade in Tuscany 
and Naples, and repmaclu.d him wilh a. broach of in 
ternational law. Layard said the course of the Gov- 

-A huge eannon ball is now being made at the Ames 

company’* establishment, at Chicope, which will weigh 440 
pounds. e 

- A bearer of dispatches has left the State department with 

Important communications for our Minister to Mexico Mr 
Weller. 

- A Kentuckian named R. D. Cook has discovered that 

brandy, soda, and tea, are an infalliable remedy for the hog 
cholera. . 

- A scientific expedition into Lyhia has been projected by 

the Duke of Gotha, to be under the direction of Theodore 
Hengleu. m - —— ^- — wtwwvii fir- : , 

ternational law. Layard said the Course of the Gov- Att"J th!lt the Iand offices at the West are receiving 

ernment was in accordance with the sentiments of fr°m ^ South’ 'Squiring about desirable 

E=~-- 
coLlT “a Mr- Wi,M“«“ — -b 

«uyn. » °tojC. »Ba by leave of «. f.'„„ entered a llr. Wad) presented tbe credential, of Mr. Sher- 

in Issuing acceplajicesi.'The a JfVf #“*' ®~*" “ “W» l'’ace « 

prosecution upon parties implicaWd^ \Z ^ Us ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

mattef °cLrgudmin TlT-l *’°ng,'ess' touchin« Hale moved to take up his resolution for the 
decided to bf not tiio "1 has.l,Gfn JudlcIa,1>’ election of officers. Agreed to — 28 against 13. 
mandate of law - ■' - Pr viloge ol witnesses, but a Mr. Bright moved its postponement till the first 
, ‘ ’ ,tll< ie c'aee would have to come Monday in December. sfivimr that owintr to tl,» 

« K’U Hi AN. WISfOVlsIN 

2acb Clmn.Ho,. R 1863 Jaa, R. Doolittle...(.R..1863 
K. S. Bingham ... R..1865 Timothy O. Howe_R 1S67 

RepnbllCRns . m 
Opposition__"’’*****’"’. 04 

Vacancies _("i""" """. “‘Jy 

After several days' balloting for U. R. Reuator, by 
the Missouri Legislature, Air. Green’s name was with¬ 
drawn, and Waldo ll. Johnson nominated instead, - pvuvmv.il mb WCUCUHiWS U1 J\1T. nJier* -- ' xx. •« 'JUU3UJI U UJII I IIIUi^U JJlbU>UU, 

man, of Ohio, elected Senator to supply the place of who wa« elected on the 2d ballot. The vote was as 
Air. Chase, who resigned. He was qualified and took Allows:—Whole vote, 145: OGCeSMirv t.O A C’.hnirp V.'i* 

Legislatnre of New York. 

prosecution uuon nartie - , t ' fohibite Mr* CL:ls‘>- wh0 resigned. He was qualified and took 1‘ollows:-Whole vote, 145; necessary to a choice. 73; 

tested bl,!P rt P .. 1“P Cftt6d Wh° have his 8eat- Jobn8f>D> 8°i Honiphan, 36; English, 29. 

the matter charged."1 ™ Tl.Ts °ha^beeT iudicS /p* *0V<?d t0 tJll<’ "P biF refi(,lution for the Jon>aRhekman was nominated by tbe Legislature 

decided to be, not the privileg of wUnesses Z l Tl £ , AF* * ~ ** °f °bi° °n the 2lBt ^ Senator, on the 79th 
mandate of law, and the ease would have to c ^n Mr. Bright moved its postponement till the first ballot, which stood, Sherman, 43; Denniston, 23; 

to an attempt to maintain, on the facts annearinu i »" a*™ ®cember’ 8ay,nR Hiat, owing to the small Schenck, 10. A resolution requesting Congress to 
the course of the trial. On a statC’mennX^IZhJt T ZZ™ ° ^ th<?. De“ocratic side, there call a National Convention, passed both Houses of 
ted in advance to the Court v .g ^mit- could be no fair expression of opinion. This motion tbe Legislature. 

the indictment wat onW, ^ 'T?' °n b°lb Bide8’ was ,iegfttived’ The ***+ however, went into Ex- 

have been rmuntaine 1 ^ qUa8he(3, &S li oonld not ecutive Session, and adjourned without an election. L‘‘8Wa,"rc °r New York- 

6e“ r?rr«:;r:ir e"rri^ vbe 
gresB of the following proposed amendments To LorjplA>;A.—The ordinance submitting the perrna- dilative to protests and legal holidays, 

tlie Constitution, which shall become valid when nent ConslituLion of Confederate States to the f in°orPotrtJe Bellevue HospHal Medical College 
ratified be three-fourths of the Legislatures nirnelv pe0pU f°r ralificatlon or ejection, was defeated in ° ,W yol'k'afk‘r lhe adoption of the amendment, 

No amendments shall be made to the Constitution the Convention. The Convention, after a lively P^0Vlding tbat nothing in the aot shall be construed 

which will authorize or give to Congress the power dobate’ ratified the Constitution by a vote of 100 to 7. |J”VeDt Homeopathic students from entering 

to abolish or interfere within any State with the Arkansas.—The Secession Ordinance has been 'suDnlimenterv to tbe «,.* fnv f , , 

domestic institutions thereof, including that of per- defeated in ^ Arkansas State Convention, by the Balc of It?1 
son, held ,<■ l„b«, or,.rvi.« by .1,, law, of said sL »oK:-A.vo, 3». K, T 

notroK, Cliicapo, and Portland have boon con«|. PrCTaiw “ I-ittloHook, Ark.. MowingU.c rojeotlon ‘be d”“*',!r"Ia of Fjr0 lM”ra”'« C»m' 
U.M cxobange „9i„a f„t the prend, „ wc„ „ tho of tto «oo«l„a ordlnanoo A oompromlae baa boon To amtnd the Cbnrtao of l™-.n o„. ,o. 

the mass of the English people. Sir Bowyer said the 
policy of the foreign office would lead to war. 

The Times says the new tariff of the U. S. estab¬ 
lishes protective duties on a most extravagant scale, 
and the result will be the almost absolute prohibition 
of imports from Europe, and be more detrimental to 
tbe interests of America than Europe. 

Fbancr.—The Senate have finally adopted an ad¬ 
dress in response to the Emperor’s Speech, by 1,200 
to 3 votes. 

A meeting of Hungarian and Polish notabilities is 
said to have been held at the Palace Royal. 

Independent members of the corps legislative had 
proposed various liberal amendments to the Address, 
calling, among other things, for the report of the law 
of public safety, the freedom of the press. J(c. 

The debate would commence on the 11th. 
It was reported that Prince Napoleon was about to 

In 1867, two cases of diptheria were reported in New 

) ork, and in 1860, four hundred and seventy-seven in the 
same city. 

A Berlin letter states that Russia has expressed a wish 

to conclude a treaty of commerce with Prussia and the 
Zollverein. 

— Mr Perry Barnes has caught, in the Chautauqua lake, a 

pickerel weighing 25 pounds, 45 inches in length, and 21 
inches round, 

— The music in the Rev. Dr. E. H. Chapin s church, New 

York, is furnished by a choir of 76 children, chosen from the 
Sabbath School. 

— Connecticut river is now free of ice as far up as the 

head of “sloop navigation,” and Hartford is oDce more a 

commercial city. 

Governor I ickens, of South Carolina, has proclaimed 

martial law over that portion of James Island known as 
“ Fort Johnson.” 

— A man in Bridgeport has sold Barnum a Tom Thumb 

A 4 - -•••VUMIAALMia IU 

the Constitution, which shall become valid when 
ratified be three-fourths of the Legislatures, namely: 

No amendments shall be made to the Constitution 
which will authorize or give to Congress the power 
to abolish or interfere within any State with the 
domestic institutions thereof, including that of per¬ 
sons held to labor or service by the laws of said State. 

Detroit, Chicago, and Portland have been consti¬ 
tuted exchange offices for the French ns well as the 
British mails, to be conveyed via. Portland and 
Liverpool, or River DuLupe and Liverpool, to take 
effect April 1st. The Western Postmasters will 
accordingly send letters for France to the post offices 
of the cities first ab.ove mentioned, instead of New 
York. 

The President submitted to the Senate, for its 
advice, the consent to the proposition of the British 
Government to refer the San Juan question to the 
arbitration of Sweden, Netherlands or Switzerland. 
The L nitud States Government to select.. The Com¬ 
mittee on 1- oreign Delations has made a favorable 
report upon the subject, and recommends the choice 
of Switzerland, 

Seward has written a letter to the Southern Com¬ 
missioners reviewing the entire grounds of misunder¬ 
standing, with a view of restoring harmony, and 
closing with a recommendation for a National Con¬ 
vention. 

made that the people should vote on the first Monday Education of Poor Children 
in \ n nmcf fm. .x .. . . . aaaivaav.u. 

the bills passed during the week, which are as follows: 
Relative to protests and legal holidays. 

To incorporate Bellevue Hospital Aledical College 
of New ) ork, after the adoption of the amendment, 

providing that nothing in the act shall be construed 
so as to prevent Homeopathic students from entering 
the College. 

Supplimentary to the act for the foreclosure and 
sale of the New York and Erie Railroad. 

Relative to the dividends of Fire Insurance Com¬ 
panies. 

I o amend the Charter of the Jewish Society for the 

in August next, for co-operation or secession. Dele¬ 
gates are to be sent to the Border State Convention, 
and report on the rc-ussembling of the Convention 
on the third Atonday in August. 

Texas.—Advices received from Fort Brown, state 
that the Ringgold Barracks at Brazos Santiago, have 
virtually been surrendered to the Texas authorities. 

Resolutions passed the Texas Convention unani¬ 
mously tendering thanks to Gen. Twiggs. 

Galveston advices of the 19th are received. Gov. 

To increase the compensation of State Prison Phy¬ 
sicians. 

To facilitate the trial of civil actions. 

Relative to the Erie, Oswego, and Seneca canals. 
The vote on the bill to amend an act to regulate the 

sale o) intoxicating liquors was reconsidered, and 
the bill passed. 

Air. Manuiere's bill, defining larceny from the per¬ 
son and petit larceny, provides that any person con¬ 
victed of stealing from a person, although of less 

- * — —.—v .— — . jjao buiu uaruum a 10m innmo 
proceed to Toulon to negotiate for the withdrawal of <loK that weighs hut three ounces! It is an English terrier, 

the French troops. and sold Cor $ioo. 
v V* iicm M Ul Hi _ 

MtKiro w , . Italy.—The bombardment of Civitello Trouto com- — two tirgmiam think they have invented a cannon which 
” , e have only space to give a list of menced on the 20th. Gen. Fregolu notified Cialdini can ** fir*d a whole day without stopping, at the rate of 30 

that the works commenced against the citadel were a P 
violation of tbe regulation between him and Gari- — Augustus Craven proposes to use the waters of the Vol- 

baldi, and that he would bombard the city. Cialdini f'T l° ‘'Ti^ the tbousand8 of acre®of hitherto profitless 

responded that for every inhabitant killed, he would ^ ^ ^ 
order an officer of the garrison shot, and that he con- Theie ~ um<?, persons living within a distance of two 
sidered Fereola a rebel ““ eB’ Dea‘ 'VlDBle‘3' whose united ages are six hundred and 

,r, n. . , . , * eighty-eight years. 
The official journal notifies the blockade of the cit- ThOH „ CAO 

adel of Afessina. Hostilities have commenced 411 r Ther* are 811,1 80f gentlemen of Southern origin on 
.. nceu. All Government pay, and doing army duty, while onlv 127 ail' 
foreign vessels have left Alessina, with the exception told, have resigned. 

of those of the Americans and English, . 
B — Lolling, a Mississippi wood chopper, has, within a few 

Spain. I he Spanish Afinistry have pronounced iu year®, realized over one hundred thousand dollars by selling 
favor of the temporal power of the Pope, and repudi- wood to steamboats 

ated the idea of transferring the Papacy to Jerusalem. — Of HO prisoners for life, sentenced during the last 16 

Russia.—The Bank of Poland refuses to make a yeaTS’ NtfW Yorkl oali’ 92 renjaini 243 haring been par- 

specie payment on Russia bonds. Alilitary forces doned'anJ104 died- 

have taken possession of the amount required. ~ A ljril'le 11)18 t,een indented in France, with which a run- 
All is now quiet at Warsaw. It is Stated that the aWay horse’B nostrils are suddenly closed, an effectual method, 

number of neraoric LiiioJ hi, -.1_is “R13’ stoP ttie animal. 

that the works commenced against the citadel were u 
violation of the regulation between him and Gari¬ 
baldi, and that he would bombard the city. Cialdini 
responded that for every inhabitant killed, he would 
order an officer of the garrison shot, and that he con¬ 
sidered Fergola a rebel. 

The official journal notifies the blockade of the cit¬ 
adel of Messina, Hostilities have commenced. All 
foreign vessels have left Messina, with the exception 
of those of the Americans and English, 

Spain.- I he Spanish Afinistry have pronounced in 
favor of the temporal power of the Pope, and repudi¬ 
ated the idea of transferring the Papacy to Jerusalem. 

Russia.—The Bank of Poland refuses to make a 
specie payment on Russia bonds. Alilitary forces 
have taken possession of the amount required. 

All is now quiet at Warsaw. It is stated that the 
number of persons killed by the troops there in the 
late disturbance was 53. 

* --I- O'. 1 V A LA UJU 

te disturbance was 53. — The project of making a new State of the upper penin- 

Wnrsmp nNuw„t.,i „i „ , , Bula of Michigan, with some of the adjoining counties of 
Warsaw presented a gloomy appearance, everybody Wisconsin, has been revived 

no Pill ir mni.u*., .. Oi fPl. . 'A* • . 

TJ 0 ‘•w“uu6 * f yj ija a priBuu, iUlUUUCn OI ie8S 

Houston and the Secretary of State refused to appear than $50 value, shall be adjudged guilty of felony 
on the 16th before the Convention at Austin, when and punished accordingly. 
on XVI m ^ J » A   It _ A J 1 - _ ® i1 
summoned, alter notice, to take the oath. Tlie other 
State officers took the oath. Lieut. Gov. Clark was 
to assume the Governor’s powers on the lfith. The 
Convention had passed an ordinance continuing in 
the state Government the officers who took the oath. 

Virginia.—The Committee on Federal Relations 
The Government has received information of a nlot rZor Tr l',, , " T Reiatmns ^solved That Jay Gibbons, member from the 1st 

ir revolutionizing California and (wl * , . * f?n<?d ! prol'osed araeudluent 10 Hie LL S. Consti- d«tnot 01 the county of Albany, has been guilty of ..Tmi.uuiuAiu), uuiiurnia ana Ureuon. lrnnlirai. r* , . nlln-ml .. _ 
. •.- ... - ‘“wn™ me proposeu amenament to the LL S. Consli- 

ing Gen. Johison and olheTOffice^-^<')re^0X,, imPliCat‘ U iS Frank,in's Bub^tute, changed by using 
m ™, . the expression ’’involuntery servitude ” inEtaad nf 

fo^i:sircr;sroM,oconeo*or8 

^^r^rrndirhs'j”:,"“ X-tttixta 

Assembly.—Mr. Kernan, from tlie Special Com¬ 
mittee to investigate charges of bribery against Jay 
Gibbons, made report declaring him guilty of the 
charges of bribery, and submitting the following 
resolution: 

lie-solved, That Jay Gibbons, member from the 1st 
rtio+i.i.-.4 a!' ^.. zi .ii > 

wearing mourning. The citizens' committee on 
salety had issued a proclamation requesting the main¬ 
tenance of order. Over 100,000 attended the funeral 
ol those killed at the late disturbances. Troops were 
kept within the barracks, and everything was orderly. 

A petition was being signed for the re-establish¬ 
ment of the Polish Constitution. 

— There are 5,598 boats belonging' to the Erie canal, of 

w hich 1.446 are of greater tunnage than the vessel in which 

Columbus discovered America. 

— The best chapters of Dr. Holland’s “ Gold Foil ” have 

been recently issued by a religious society of Britain as an 

English “ Tract for the Times.” 

— The Maeou (Ga.) Telegraph, which has used Georgia and i* ii. . . — v.uiv.u uoa uaeu ueorgia ana 
It is said the emancipation of serfs will be formally South Carolina paper for the past three years, is now printed 

*H 11.1 TTlOi^ fl 1‘ITl rr I nnt _»_ j r n.i • 

- - -vv*iinivu 
between the friends of Houston and the secessionists, 
and many advocate the keeping of the Federal troops 
in that State to co-operate with and protect L'nionists. 

1 he President has determined to call an extra ses¬ 
sion of Congress. 

A collision at tort Pickens is apprehended as very 
likely to occur. If the 400 soldiers on board the 
Brooklyn are landed safely, according to the order 
recently sent from the Navy and War Department, 

Lieutenant Slemmer’s garrison will be in a condition 
t0 re8'st ajjy attack of the Revolutionists, even if 

* * '-- | lttJ " 1 • . -^ — UNO ASA-V* Al guilty Ui 
tutiori, It is Franklin’s substitute, changed by using 0 , . miscondnot., rendering him unworthy of a 

the expression - involuntary servitude.” instead of expelted.^ U°”8e’ 8"d that he be and is “ereby 

Sred0bl^lBlaTBr-; ri,8lltV0f'°re.r8arenotto be ‘a long debate sprang up on the motion to adopt 
impaired by L ongressioiial or Territorial law, or pre- the resolution at once. ' 

“S ? M?XiC0* inth? territ0ry herctof'ore The evidence and report were ordered printed and 

“ShiJir »" L TT f0r, cri“e’ the "“*•«•» - laid o» .he »«, f present 
r . ;„b . 1 nM be l>ro- «"»• lh»WM, through 1,1, Private Secretory, Mr. 

south thereof' Tl^t) ° emt°ml Heglslature I Doty, transmitted the joint-resolution of Congress, pro- 
south thereof The third section is partly altered for posingto the several State Legislatures an article amen- 

The 7Z , vv!ri!! °f Vr°PeTty iU tn‘nSit dator-V Constitution, providing no amendments 
The fifth sec ton prohibits the importation of slaves shall be made which will Lth„ri~ TZl nZ 

proclaimed during Lent. 

The Czar will soon give the project for a Constitu¬ 
tion for Russia. 

Turkey.—The Porte had sent an answer to the last 
Russian note, in which he denies all right in foreign 
interference in tbe internal affim-s of Turkey. The 
Turkish fleet, with troops and six months provisions 

on paper imported from Belgium. 

— Tlie Prince @f Wales’ revenue from the Duchy of Corn¬ 

wall will for the last year, be about $225,000, an increase 

from the previous one of over $20,000. 

— The Emperor of Austria has given to the Vienna protest- 

ants a place to worship in, Concordat or no Concordat. The 

building has been for years a magazine. 

— The Vice President of the V. 8., the late Postmaster on baud, was about to cruise oil' the coast of Dal- The N K'e ,'lt’8'dfcnt of t,lfe H- S., the late Postmastei 

rnatia. Serious disturbances prevail in tbe ministry. Secre^y.of th* Interior’ and tLe Pres 

from places beyond the limits of tlie United States. 
1 he sixth makes verbal changes in relation to remune¬ 
ration for fugitives by Congress, and excises the clause 
relative to securing privileges and immunities. The 
seventh forbids the elective franchise andrightto hold 
office to persons of the African race. The eighth, none 

dutoiy ol the Constitution, providing no amendments 
shall be made which will authorize or guve to Con¬ 
gress power to abolish or interfere within any State 
with the domestic institutions thereof, including that 
of persons held to labor or service; snob amendment 

rnatia. Serious disturbances prevail in the ministry’. 
An altercation had taken place between the Grand 
4 izier and Caliph Paeba, on financial matters. The 
latter disproved the recent policy of the Grand Vizier, 
and demanded new taxes on articles of luxury. The 
carrying out of the new loan has beeu postponed. 

Holland.—The King has prorogued the Chambers, 
consequent on the resignation of tbe ministry. 

of persons held to labor or service; such amendment . Commercial Intelijgemik — Breadstuff*.—Messrs. Wake- 

to be valid when ratified by three-fourths of the aoe™ \slV& Cu“ Rif*ard80n’ .sl'eVc® * Co- Bigland, , . , , , „ -r n-umiB oi me Althya -V Co., report Hour quiet, hot steady, at 2fe8®3te 
Leenslatures of all t.hp American u*Vior,t Hum « r,.u wriorm f.,., u.rt , , . r a . Legislatures of all the States. 

Rills passed.—To appropriate $7,000 a year for five 

, ♦. \.' '-via quivi. u.ii Mrivj). dii -oataoiv 

American wheat tir-m. at full prices for lice. an*i with a partial 
advance of 2d(u-3d for spring rod. Red wheat was quoted at 
lls2dto IZslOd; white 12s6d@34s6d. Corn linn 

ent Secretary of War, were all printers. 

— Sir Roderick Murchison, at a late meeting of the Eth 

nological Society, said there were living, in Poland, animals 

which have been supposed to be extinct. 

— Returns of assessors from all but six counties of Texas, 

show an aggregate value of property of $291,827,584 — an 

increase the past year of over 30 per cent. 

Messina, Italy, with 100,000 inhabitants, has no news¬ 

paper, no school, but, accustomed to the habits of tyrants for 

generation", is amused by pleuty of theaters. 

— The estimated Amount of flour, wheat, and corn in store, 

In Chicago, is as follows: 52,857 bbls. flour; 1,639,371 bus. 

I w heat; 1,589.998 bus. corn; 578,000 bus. oats. 
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THE WOOL MARKETS. FOR MALE ('HEAP—A valuable Farm of 180 acres, 
adjoining the village of Batavia. 1 ‘4 miles from the Court 

House, on the road leading to Carwille, known ns the Soul* 
Farju.-MO aOfjfe is Qr*t quality wheat land, with at non- wood 
land. The buddings tiro large ind commodious, plenty uf Fruit 
ol all kinds, and the location i< verv ilesIrnMe, hot nt so con veil 
tent to the village h>r Market. Mills, Railroads, Churches. 
Schools, tV*’., it htt* n cotiuniDflillff view nf tuti pnuntrv 
around, has a l.ugii door rani, with targe Shade Trees and Ever¬ 
greens I enus made eiisy to suit purchasers. i'osscssloii can 
he given 1st or April. ft. C. HOI DKN 

Batavia. March 21, ifiKt ' asa s 

Special Notices $>28.00 *rTERM OF 
in Fa) ley Seminary. I 
Rooms for self-hoard!d 
Hi am selves. T “* 
Music Course S oring Term open* 
011 f11*• ms I'adO O* i . . • 

- -— 14 WEEKS, PAYS 
tor Board, Washing, Furnished Room ami Fuel 
" rultou. Oswego Co , N V Heard or 

'/■ 1,1 the village Many student* hoanl 
liiitlon fnun M to $8 Graduating, literary and 
*-n,'T"T-w—h aath. For Circulars 

(RUFFIN, Prlaclpal. 

Containing l.'iO acres,— one of 
arm* in Monroe Co. (two barrels 

2-L .11.. (n 
> mad, (farm 
For Portion • 

1 M. SMITH, Livonia, Riving* 

_ 633 2teow 

euted Nov. ti, 1msi. furnished at wholesale lnd retail 
*iv,,n ihl: luol.'etlouofhiitldjngs.- 

rin£ .v;?0ii -i , l'Ul "Vv the conutrv with insirue- 
tmns tm their proper,application. Circular, sent when re* 

UAXKACT OF TOBACCO 

IV, ,,vn F0R DIPPING SHEEP AND LAMBS, ’ 
\M' f OR BKSTR01fI\C AI.L KI.VD8 OF VERMOS OTHER ASHAM. 

Tiik Mamit'nctuferaof tin* new and valuable preparation beg 
leave to call he attention uOannuls ami Hr irirrs to thisW 
factual remedy for destroying Tick-, hire, an,I all other inserts 
injurious to animals and vegetation, and prevent,'mr rim nb.rV.V 
ing attacks of the Flv and Scab n„ Sheep c 1 alltrm‘ 

Its Use not only removes the iCrn.in <>., animal*. but .Meanses 
and no rles the skin, theieln material I v beneHtliig theirgene- 

aunntitv U' a" Br,‘' r "UI,fovlniJr w®»«. «*>th in quail tynnd 

I'hly article completely supersedes that laborious and ,U*a- 
geeeatde work of preparation in vourown t.uibjlngH for Sheen 
Wiwbtag, asiti* ready at all tunes, in anv climate and lorl.U 
tWrintion* or Sheep, even for Ewes in iamb, and can beVur 
mulled at a much reduced cost ul 

FISHER it Soli* Agrm*, 

883-13 *« CMntrtf Wluf, t««>«i„„, Mr**.. 

pllINBLE’S PATENT ALU It |'i,T, R A I, 

CALDRON AND STEAMER* 

NEW YORK. March 23—The market is still dull and heavy, 
the very few -ales tbar are making are altogether for immedi¬ 
ate consumption, nothing being taken on apeeulation. The 
movements in domestic fleeces during the week, embrace about 
30.000 tbs low to fine at SOf 43c. and 3,000 tbs extra at 48c. In 
pulled wools nothing Of importance has taken place. We no¬ 
tice a sale of 4,iti»i lbs fine selected California at at,131c. Foreign 
wools of all descriptions have been very .jull, arid we have no 
sales to advise. 

American Saxony Fleece, £} lb.....454-18 
American lull-blood Merino. 410,-14 
American 11alf-oluod ami three-foii rlha Merino,. 36@40 
American Native and one-fourth Merino.Stic .'Vi 
Extra Fulled. 
Supeitliio, Pulled. 
No. 1. Fulled,.. 
Lamb’*. Fulled.-. 
California, extra. 
California, fine, unwashed,. 
California, common do. 
Peruvian, washed.... 
Valparaiso, unwashed,...... 
South American Me*., unwashed,. 
South American Merino, unwashed, 
South American, common washed,. 
South American Entve Rios, do, .. 
South American, unwashed. . 
South A men ran l.'nrdova. washed, 

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES. 

WhOKVBB is troubled with Coughs. Hoarseness, or Sore 

Throat, will find these "Troches" a most admirable remedy. 

Indeed, at tbis season of the year, those at all inclined to 

bronchial complaints should not be without them. They are 

prepared by Messrs. John I. Brown A Son, who, as Apothe¬ 

caries, Tank among the first in this city, and are sold by all 

the principal druggists.—Boston Journal. 

T/'AIOI Kim SALE- 
11 the best wheat and stuck t*i 

ib;\owi;f ’?;?"! '•'>** billet west or tlTuVaV 
mi! b, 1 ol,a ?n e hort 11 of the Buffalo 

Of the lata a N Shv-pard, deceased,) Term* easy 
lars apply on the-71—- .f- ------- - 
stnn Count, v. N. 

March hi. ldi.i. 

NE PRICE and Low PRH'K, a 
Store. 8 State Street. Rochester. N V 

Improved Patent Straight Draft Plow. 
THIS Flow is adapted to two or three horses, by ttleans of a 

simple lateral adjustment of the beam, retaining the line ..f 
dmft, in either ease, parallel with the UftdUide. It has been 
th&roUghl)i t/M d f-v many .tamers, During the past year, and 
gives per.fee/ SiUnJ.irMon. in i verg instance. It is being exten¬ 
sively manufaetuied at A GORDON'S, lift South Si Paul St 
Rochester, N. Y. No. I Plow, is$7.5d, uinie. ' lull rigged,"311 
No.'s 2, 3, and 4. $8-80each,- "full rigged." $12 

All ooinmiinlcationi in relattou to State or County Rights, or 
tor pattern* >d .-itber of Hie above mve*. should be addressed to 
the patentees. RCLOFSON a DK tJARMu. Rochester, \ Y. 

N. B.—Circulars, containing hill particulbrs sent free. 

iHatkdc;, (Eoinmcvce, &c 
.lSacil 
-21(u>23 

.13(0115 
. 10 
.Utk'22 
2A.1’28 
lti(il30 

to)— 

Rprai. Nkw-Yorkrr OryrcR, ) 
Rochester, March 26.1861. | 

OCR weather has been moderating for the past two days, and 
we are at present enjoying the first spring-like rain of the 

season. 
FloCR—We are nnnble to note anything new in flour either 

as regard* price or transactions. 
Or.us—We hear of a sale of 1,300 bushels Canadian wheat at 

$1,30. Corn and Oats are unchanged 
Seeds—Clover unchanged. Timothy is somewhat scarce and 

the prices ate very' Ami An occasional sample of very choice 
is sold for $3.00 per bushel 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Fiovk A-vn C.RAif? Eggs, dozen.uvfiias 
Flour, winter wheat,f6,2&.ai6,78 Honey, box.12t3'U 
Flour, spring do.S.OOwA.UO Candles, box.HWil2 
Flour, buckwheat., .. 0,i>riii3,00 Candles, extra.I3.<yl3>j 
Meal. Indian. :/> 1,1'j.v, Fruit and Room. 
ICheat, Genesee. I,mini,30 Apples, bushel.2Aai31c 
Be-t white Canada, O.iXl.i 1,30 Apples, dried. },) tb... 2L';.ai3 
Corn, old....IWa-IAc Feacbes, dried, y) tb. OedO 
Corn, new . .Oftn'42 Cherries, dried.Ouru) 10 
Rye. ft) tt.s, fri bush.60(2-63 Plum*, dried.UttailO 
Oats, by weight.2&SS8 Potatoes, .. tita.oo 
Barley..N>u-M Hums ami Skinm. 
Buckwheat.Sflyi io Slaughter.4 M 4*i 
Beans.75cvn>$1.00 Calf,.7 (m 7 

Meats. Sheep Pelts.SdS.TtKtc 
Pork, Mess.$16,30 -100,00 Lamb Pelts.5U1L8S 
Pork, clear.18.lDjpl!).00 SxKns. 
Pork, cwt...6,trie 6,146 Clover, bushel.$4,<»faU,00 
Beef, cwt-....,.4,00(£6,.XI Timothy,.2,iYii2,75 
Soring lambs, eacn..- .1,60012,00 ScsaiRiKs. 
Mutton, carcass .4to3c Wood.hard.$30005,00 
Hams, smoked. Stgilu Wood, soft.3,0003,00 
Shoulders.6',y£7 Coal, Lehigh.7,iX)(a'7,i>0 
Chickens,. -9ad0 Coal, Scranton.5,7Ya>6,00 
Turkeys.10011 Coal. Pittaton.sjAflie.iJO 
Geese.40030 Coal, Shamokin.6,7Au'«,00 
Ducks43 pair.38fi44 Coal. Char. ln,;'l2f£ 

Haikv. Ac. Salt, hbl. .1.7301,78 
Butter.roll.I.'WIS Hay, tun.. . M.OtXmn.OO 
Butter, firkin.13-; It Straw, tun.O.Ottu) 0,0(1 
Cheese.OgUll AVonl, plb.. 8C05OO 
Lard, tried.Ido 10 Whitetish. half bbl.. .4,2515)4.30 
Tallow, rough___0 (5: 6 Codfish, fi quintal. 4,fiiVa)5,00 
Tallow, tried.8 ® 8 Trout, half bbl.4,005)4,24 

Cape Good Hope unwashed, 
East India, washed,-. 
African, unwashed,. 
African, washed. 
Smyrna, unwashed,. 
Smyrna, washed,. 
Mexican, unwashed,. 

.10018 

.233126 
—...—nil— 
[iV. K Evening Post.. 

BOSTON. March 23 —The transactions in fleece and polled 
wool have been to some extent, comprising 250,000 tbs, the sales 
or fleece ranging from 38®50c; and pulled at 300f45c for No. 1 
extra. The sales of Foreign have been 500 bales Cane. South 
American, Chinese and Mediterranean, and 50 ballots Peruvian, 
on private terms. 
Saxonyaml Merino.Hue,4AW33 Western mixed... 
Full blood, —..440-47 Smyrna, washed, 
fd and % blood..36a'43 Do. u n washed,... 
Common..SiKa'SS Syrian,-. 
Pulled, extra.40048 Cape. 
Do. rmperfine.J43 ' so Crimea. 
Do. No, 1.230)33 Buenos Ayres.... 
Do. No. 2.lfia-26 Peruvian, washed 

HAND-BOOKS FOR’ HOUSEKEEPERS. 
BEADLE’S DIME COOK rook 
BK AHLK's IHMK UEC1PE Bill IK 

3 S OIMK FAMH.Y PHYSICIAN. 
'**'■*'' liLADl-ES dime BOWK OF BTIQt KITE. 

IILADl.fc't? DIME llUESSMAKER AND 
I Mil,LfNEB’S Gi IDE. 

DIME BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS. 
BEADLE'S DIME SPEAKERS. Nos. 1 and-’ 

„- , BFAMLK'S DIME I'LVLOGFEK, Nos. 1 &2. 
BEADI.K'S DIME SCHOOL MELfiDlsf 
BEADLE'S DIME LETTER IV KITKR 

MUSIC AND SONG. 
BEADLE'S DIME MELODIST, iMu.de and Words.) 
BEAD! E S DIME MILITARY SONG HilOlv. 
BEADLES DIME. SONG HOOKS. No*. I, 2, 4, al„| 7 

DIME BIOGRAPHICAL LIBRARY. 
EACH JSSI E ilk) PAGES COMPLETE. 

No. t— GAK1B3LOT, the Wimliington of Italy. 
No. 2.— DANIEL BOONE- the Hunter of Kentucky. 
-No. 3.— KIT CARSON the Rooky Mountain Scout ami Guide 
No. 4.—MAJOR GEN ERA I ANTHONY WAYNE, the Hero 

ot two Wain. 

THE DIME FRONTIER AND BORDER STORIES. 
EACH VOLUME 123 PAGES COMPLETE. 

SETH JONES ■ Or. the Captives of the Frontier. 
HILL BIDDON. TRAPPER Or. Life in the Far North-West. 
THE FRONTIER ANGEL A Romance of Kentucky Ran¬ 

ger's Life. 
NAT HA .N TODD Or, t he Fate of the Sinn \ Captive 
I KN GEN I -s EACH For sale at all News Depots, Itookstores, 

and by Country Merchants generally. Send for a (AtaInane.— 
Single copies sent post-paid on receipt of Ten Cent 1. Liberal 
discount to agents. 

Address BEADLE h COMPANY, 
No. 141 William St., New York. 

lj( Domesti* furpejM 

[t where a Caldron 
rKettliils re,]uired 
j* Full particulars 
I given in IlliiHtrated 
3 Circulars, which 

-Will hit *KWT VlUiK to 
-all opplioanU. 

II M ANUFACTURED 
H .i-Nti sor.ti tiy 

/ RKVSETT Jr, CO., 

f ONE' 
[DIME 

M ISSOURI FARMS! 

HE 

*LV« ST. JOSEPH U. n. CO 

OFFEB8 FOK SALE OVER r.OO.OOO ACRES, 

IN NORTHERN MISSOURI, 

Of the Finest Prairie and Timber Farming 
Lands in the West, 

In |g>t* to suit. 1*11 reh 11*01-*, at Iain- Price*, on the long 

Credit uf ten year* at. flvo per cent. Interest. 

Pamphlelti, C'irrulars and Map**, 

Giving full and reliable information on the Climate and its 
heal tilt'll Inesa. Soil, Water. Timber. Coal, Rnek, Prmlue- 

tlaas. Marki-In, Ae., ran be had Ktatuitousiy oil application 
by letter or otherwise to 

GEO. S. HARRIS, ElWtern l.an-1 Ajfont, 

40 STATE ST,, BOSTON. -MASS., or to 
JOSLMI HUNT. I-ami Cominlwiluncr 

OF THE H. k ST.. J, R. It., IIANNIBAL, MO, 

C3T The undersigned continues to net ftg Agent of the 

Hew England Colony to Missouri, 
and will furnish all desired Information of thin promising enter¬ 
prise. Address [683-4t| GEO, A. HARRIS, Bosto.V, Mass. 

1 ,Y-J'2fi 
!*1’17 

!lXal23 
J905II 

. 9(0)17 
au'45 

260)30 

TMP0RTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 
HORSE, COW, S11KKP, OR HOG.—TKOAi.kt‘3 Food kor 

1 A-rn-N.—tor Myraeii it ia indispenafible in promoting and nux- 
tiuning nil tlie animal nmctionrtln health and vigor For Milch 

Lv Farmington, Ontario Co., March 15th, Mrs. MARGARET, 
wile of Joskiui Wklls and daughter of Titos. Mackik, of Clyde, 
aged 4t years and 6 months. 

I.v this city, on the 19th Inst., ORLANDO HASTINGS, aged 
73 years and 12 days. 

I.v this city, on the Ifith inst., of apoplexy. JOSHUA CON- 
KEY, aged 57 years. 

I Tiik Subscribers, BROIHK. CAMPBELL SCO., are now 
(ingage.i in Breeding and imparting Farm Stork of the first 
quality Mr. I till inn: was formerly of the firm of lhrNtiKR.Ft.uu> 
k BROiuio (which firm is now dissolved.) His skill and large ex- 
peni-uci'in the business are well known to Breeders. 

1 art of t.lie Stock win tie seen at S, CAMPIiW.I-'m place throe 
miles west id Utica, or mm and a half miles from thii WhlD*k- 
boro Depot, N V Ceitlrul Railroad 

Mr. Hi *:ii Biiupik is now visiting England and Scotland select¬ 
ing animals. Parties wishing to piirrluise Short-Hornti nr Ayr- 
"hMi'S, Leicester Sliuep, or Yorksniro Hogs, can address 
682-tSt] JAMES IIKODIE, K11r.il Hill, Jufferson Co., N. Y' .or 

S. CAMI'ltEl .1 ,V CD . New York Mills, Oneida Co.. N. Y. 

ADvEUTISIMJ TEIUIS, In Advance—Thirty- 
Five Cents a Ltne, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52kj cents per line of space. Special Notices, 
(following reading matter, leadsd,) Sixty Cents a Line 

* JF- Tiik Rcral New Ydkkkr oommenced its Twelfth 
Y ear and Volume with an edition or oner Seventy Thousand 1 
Though the Columns are widnr than formerly (giving more 
words per line,) and the circulation much larger, wo do not 
purpose to increase the Advertising Rates at present. Tho Rural 
is undoubtedly the Best and Cheapest- Advertising Medium of 
its Class in America—for, in addition t.o its immense circulation 
among the most enterprising and successful Fanners and Horti¬ 
culturists, it. is takeu aud read by thousands of Merchants, .Me¬ 
chanics, Manufacturers and Professional Men. 

\TTGW ,VIVL) TIMIdLY HOOKS. 

PARTON’S LIFE OF ANDREW JACKSON, 
it Vote. s*Y. 

"The best life yet written of any ot our public men."—Atlan¬ 
tic Mnnthlg. 

'The best biography extant or any American politician." 
London Critic. 

“ The most readable bingrnpliv, for its extent, which has ap¬ 
peared of any of our public men." Ifistorkal Magazine. 

DLJISTEIW JOURNEY IN THE RACK (lOPNTRV. The 
concluding volume on "Our Slave States," by this au¬ 
thor. $1 25. 

• Full of important matter ami replete with valuable sugges¬ 
tions.' London t'trss. 

"A most deeply interesting and important work.' —Saturday 
jlnnni), London. 

‘"Admirable and Unexampled books'' (on their (subject.) 
N. Y. Trines, 

•'No more important contributions to eotemporary Ameri¬ 
can history have been made.''—jitlantic Monthly. 

\I1IKHTS ITALY. From the Earliest Period to the Pregen t 
Day. Uniform with "Austria aud RiLssin," by the same 
autlior, each, I vol., $1 60. 

“The best digest of Italian history we know ot"—Boston 
Transcript. 

"It gives a succinct but very graphic account of recent Italian 
poll tics ."—North American. 

dium extra do; $5,53u«fl.65 for inferior to good extra round hoop 
Ohio. Canadian a shade firmer; sale* at$S.StXriSJfi 

Grain. Wheat, market i..'2c hotter, with a fair export de¬ 
mand; sale* Chicago spring at $1.19.;/1,28; Milwaukee club at 
$1,2701,32, In store and ilellvereri; common to winter red West¬ 
ern at $I.2Wn 1.32 delivered, and white Western at 3L4.Yel.50- 
Rye quiet at ft3c'65c. Bar-lev scaree and firm at 78«.SiV.. Corn, 
about ic iietier; sales at fi? cfiyc for old mixed western, in 
store and delivered, and (Kta fiSc for now do., at the RR depot — 
Oats steady at SkaklBc for State, Western, and Canada 

Provisions—i'ork a little mote steady; sales at $lfi,5i.l|a>16.63 
for mess, $12,A)(>i 12,75 for prime. Lard steady, sales at ftatlOc. 
Butter in fair request at ldjr Ho for Ohio ami I km 19c for State. 
Cheese steady at A-j.-IUi.-. 

ALBANY. Yfnrch 25-Fd>i-r avu Mbal—There is a i||0(|.Tate 
unsinDM doing in I;lour, mainlv for the supply of the home 
trade, at unchanged prices. We quote 

Common to good State.Ss.ikWA.K) 
Fancy and extra state.3,1 A/r’S 25 
Common to good Western. ’ b'2sS5 65 
Extra Michigan, W.- onsin, Indiana, &c.5,75ei7>W 
Extra Hhio. .. ..6,(«tai7,(K) 
Common Canadian.6,aj®fl,6o 
Extra Ij.'tuailian.   5,7501,7,01) 

REV C. V SPEAR, Principal 

LUKM FOR SALE — Containing 10 acres, lying mid- 
I1 way beta   Pitt*fnnl and Fairport, in Monroe Co It Is 
well watered; has a frame dwelling nearly new, with barn and 
ntlmr outbuildings, and un orchard in bearing, lM»*ide 200 Apiilo 
Trees rceentl}* set, nut. A small payment required down. Tho 
balance may remain for a term of years. Possession given 
when wanted, For particulars address r**id r.f 

Feh. i t. 1861. CARLTON H ROGERS, Palmyra, N. V 
NE PRICK and Low PRICE, at GILMAN'S Shoe 
Store, 8 State Street, Rochester. N. Y. 

TANTED—200,000 tbs. Dried Apnles. Those having a 
\ good artielo at 2'.j cents p<*r pnnnd, address 

A STOR HOUSE, 
IV JbJ W Y O H. K . 

Tnts Hotel is in excellent condition. Recently many im¬ 
provement* have been made. Mr. Stetson, its former proprio- 
tor. has returned to supervise its executive department. Its 
tables are bountifully supplied; uniters excellent, and it Is con¬ 
ceded that it lms never been so eouifortablo during its history. 
Tho tkt\v w/Hnr-e.IrfVinN tihve nu Uiiualw in thin country. 

The young proprietors urn full of enterprise anil courtesy, 
and spare no pains to make their pattops comfortable. 

Men of business, or fiuotlicH who really used solid comforts 
handsomely dispensed, will bud this time-honored Hotel better 
than ever. 

Its proximity to business, the Conveniences for reac.hipgevery 
part of the City. Central Park, Ac., renders it. the best for the 
Merchant or casual Traveler, 580-13t 

NE Fit ICE and Low PRICE, at 
Store. 8 State Street, Rochester, N. Y 

Fancy Genesee.. . 6,00®6.00 
Extra Genesee aiei city brands,.. , ..«i10u72fl 
Extra Kentucky..5..V»‘o 7,(X) 
Corn meal is iu moderate request nt $1,25-) l.-VC y) iijo ft*. 

Wheat, sales of red winter State at jf.lflc, and tair 
-.- : Li.l.i. Coru. sales of car lot* of now round 

yellow at the Central depot at-55bi 56c, delivered nt East, Albany 
*" Two an'l four rowed State are 

Sales Stab* Oat* nt H2!,'c. delivernt 

kJI.V WEEKS POTATO -Is tho very earliest 
171 largest, aud best variety, ami mat* bo lmd of CIIA'S. C. HOI, 
TON. Rochester, or GKO C. BUELL. 5H5-2t, 

Grain _..._, 
white Indiana at $1,45 

Barley i« in steady request. 
quoted ftt gfib 7d«*. C™........_ 

Feed,—Sales 1,000 bunk. It) f'**-d at, 75c. 

BUFFALO, March 25—PUHTR—The market for flour f* quiet 
sad stiwlv; ml*-* >iiicn i,m la-1 at $l.3tlto 3.01} for extra State ami 
WtBcou*a *c..(»i.15,.-.Tt2 tor extra Michigan. Indiana, and Oiuo. 
and $5,Ktoil),OO tor double extra*, w ith small sales fayorite do. 
at $6,25 

Grain—Wheat neglected; galea Canada club at. 9414171.970 
Corn firmer; a -iruuli lot wo* reported 4li>ic. Oat* quiet at ATol 
24c. Barley ' tea)ly at AYl- .58c Rye nominal at fide. I'eas held 
at 54c. 

Seeds—I* jim; a >ale of 100 bags Canada Timothy was reported 
at $2,75 Clover Lx -oiling at $1,25 

pKoyi8IO.Vs—(Juiet and nothing doing- Com. Adv 

TORONTO, March 23.—Floor-The market for flour during 
the past week has been dull, with restricted transactions De¬ 
liveries in store from team* nave been moderate. 

Superfine extra.$5,(5*0)6,86 

Fancy.4,kYcAo5 
No. 1. 4,557?.1.65 
No. 2,......., .. 4,20(a:'f 3() 

Grain Fall wheat ha* remained standi *kirinir the week, with 
deliveries from teams, to tho amount of400 to 5 hi bushels daily. 
The samples have not ruled very prime, and extreme quota¬ 
tions are only for occasional loads. We quote prime samples 
at $l,ld;,i I,is. ami common to medium at f l.PSo'l.l.T Spring 
wheat ha* been m active rontUHIt, and prices have ruled sternly. 
The receipt* nl wheat, principally spring, by Nortborn Rallwnv, 

NE PKM’E and Low PRICE, at 
Store, 8 State Street, Rochester, N. Y 

A LARGE SKVEN-04 TAVE ilOSEWOOII 
j \ Pijuvi Foiitr, Imiir.by Boanlman,Gray k Co., six months 
“itice, for $350, In perfect ordt*r ami condition throughout., and 
fully warranted, will lie sold for $276 cindi. delivered anv where 
in Rochester, including box fbr shipping Adili-uss B. It.. Post 
Office Box t«M, Rochester, N. Y*. 

MJSSIXG'N LIFK AND TIMES OK IMIILII’ SC1IUYLEIL 
Vol. I $! 60. 

" Fills quite a gap in American history."—Providence Journal 
••Extremely Interesting."—Bostr/n Post. 

"A singularly Instructive and entertaining piece of biog¬ 
raphy. - Harper's Monthly 

TXT HEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
vv IMPROVED FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 

AVITIT NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

/ ANE PRICE and Low PRICE, at. OILMAN’S Shoe 
V 7 Store, S Slate Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

I j1 A It II FOR HALF,— The place formerly occupied 
II by Norman V Pratt, in Ogden, Monroe Co., N. Y„ :»miles 

south of Sjicncertiort. consisting or 31 \ acre* of good grain 
land. I ho house and barn iii-good, both nearly new. Also 2 
fiores ot woodland. Price $75 per aero. For further particular* 
inquire of t,ho subscriber on tin* promises. 

KLECTUS A. PRATT, Administrator. 

SEAKIIIY'S A Ml'KIT AN SLAVERY JCfSTIKIKD. 
t Vol. $1 00. 

" Will eonitnand more attention than hag yet been given to 
any work on that subject in this country."— Church Journal 

"A* a man whose probity has ever boon beyond question, a* 
a scholar possoHsed of great political lu'iimep, an a fnrcibln ami 
logical writer, Dr. Seabury is unsm-pasaed by any divine In the 
Amor loan Church." Churchman 

THE WHEELER k WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. beg 
to Ktatn that they have reduced tho prices of their SEWTNG 
MACHINES, while they liavo added new and important im¬ 

provements. The reduction i» made in the hope that tho Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patents. 

Oftioe 50(5 Broadway, New Yorlc. 

S. YV. DIBBLE, A sent, 

S79-tf UOCI1ESTRR, N. Y. 

OOHKIM >1 liltOWEIl# iHANI-Ali KOR IStil 
1 J Containing a brief liistor.y and description "f the nature 
am properties of the Gliinese Sorghum hud African Dnplice, 
with Honpi'nl nirectiouH. hmusd upon Him MtMrfonoMQl' f,ur most 

operator* in Sirup and Bdgar tnakinir. from thf> iHiriod 
fit tho 1 titrouaction of tho pTftnf, into tlii* nountr\r up to the 
present time, rnce 20 cents, mailed to any "by 

WM 1 f. CL A KK, Ma 11 u I a r tu rr r nf < !a n e Mill %. fcc.., 
122 Main SfTtT-t, Cincinnati, O. 

PUBLI8KKD BY 

IYI A S O N B It O T II ERg, 
Non. 5 At 7 Mercer Street, New York. 

(COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED 
$3 A I)Av Mrs. Hankins wants Agents at home 01 

Good News for the Unemployed! $3 A Day Mrs. Hankins wants Agents at homo or U> 
travel for her Pictorial •• FAMILY NEWSPAPER," also for her 
Curious New Book of FEMALE CHARACTERS in tiik CITY. 
ForSiieciuiciih and Terms inclose red stamp to HANKINS k 
GO,, New York. 878 

Tiik undersigned. Practical Watciimakbkh and Dealer* In 
Watohcs, having bought and -old American Watches for a 

number of year* past, and having dealt in all kinds of foreign 
Watches for a much longer period of time, beg to state that 
they have never dealt in Watches which, ns a class, or in indi¬ 
vidual instances, have been more satisfactory to themselves or 
customers, whether in regpect of durability, beauty of finish, 
mathematically correct proportions, accurate compensation 
and adjustment, or of fine Ume-h cpmg results, than those 
manufactured by the Waltham Company. 

C. A. B1TUR k CO., Rochester, N. Y. 
E. 8. KTTEXHEI.MKU k Go., Rochester, N. Y- 
H. & D. ROSENBERG, 

WTLLARI) k HAWLEY, Syracuse, N. Y. 
N. HAIGHT, Newburgh, 
WM. 8. TAYLOR, Dtica. 

W. W. HANNAH, Hudson, 
h, r. k rr. c. carpenter, Troy, « 
HOSKINS k EVANS, Owego, “ 
HAIGHT k LEACH, Auburn, 
JOHN H. IVES, Fairport, “ 

WILLIAMS k CO., Canandaigua, 
J. N. BENNET, 
A, S. STORMS, Poughkeepsie, “ 

A. RUMKIU, k CO.. N. Y. City. 
N. E. CRITTENDEN, Cleveland, Ohio. 
WM. BLYNN, Columbus, 

JAMES J. ROSS, Zanesville, “ 
H. JENKINS k CO., Cincinnati, ** 
BEGGS & SMITH. 

WM. WILSON MoGREW, “ 

DIJHME k CO.. “ « 
J. T. k E. M, EDWARDS, Chicago. 

F. J. ALEXANDER, La Salle, Ill. 
JOHN H. MORSE, Peoria, 
A HEPPI.ER, •• 

W. H. RICHMOND. " 
H. D. KAYS, Bloomington, “ 
A. B. GILLBTf, 

S. D. LILLF.STON, Decatur, " 
J. B. CURRAN, Springfield, “ 
J W. BROWN, Quincy, “ 
E. B. TOBIN, 

A P. BOYNTON, Galena, 

WM. M. MAYO, Jacksonville, " 
BASSE k HULSMAN, Quincy, •• 

G H. 8ASC0M & CO., Terre Haute, Ill. 

W. P. BINGHAM & 00 , Indianapolis, Ind. 
CHAS. G. FRENCH, 
J. MoLENE, «* 
C. A. DICKENSEN, Rienmond, “ 

THEO. F. PICKERING, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
GEO. DOTY, Detroit, 
M. S. SMITH, Detroit, 

. A. B. van Corr, Milwaukee, Wis. 

JOHN ELKINS, Racine, 

GENNET BROTHERS, Madison, ** 
H. N. SHERMAN, Beloit., 
S. C. SPAULDING, Janesville, «* 

SAM'L BROWN, Jk . Norristown, Pa. 
GEO. W. STF.IN, Easton, “ 

REINEMAN k. MEYRAN, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
DAVID LAV BRACK, Paterson, N. J. 
TH08. GOWDEY, Nashville, Tenn. 

W. T. RA E, Newark. N. J. 

V. W. SKIFF, Savannah, Ga 

Caution. -As our watch I* now exteusiveLy counterfeited by 
foreign manufactu.-‘*rs, we have to inform the public that no 

watch is of our production which is unaccompanied by a certifi¬ 
cate of genuineness, bearing the number of the watch, and 
signed by our Treasurer, R. E. Robbins, or by our predecessors, 
Appleton, Tract & Co. 

As these watches are for sale by jewelers generally through¬ 

out the Union, the American Watch Company do not solicit 
orders for Single watches. 

ROBBINS & APPLETON, 
Wholesale Agents, No. 182 Broadway, New York. 

.... > I.WV* I *I’4, 
8tore. 3 State Street, Rochester, N Y iurm.. ,|,i* ,,, wrjeaj, ju mcipaiiy spring, uv Aoruiorn Kallwnv, 

lor the w eek ending Monday lost, have amounted to near 19 000 
bushels. We quote spring wheat at W/OBSo. an>l golden -hop at 
94.-9t>. For well denned on tuple* of the latter, free hum all 
admixture of othei grains. $i would tie freely pad. Bariev ha* 
been in small supply, and Is active for blight -ample* at 40li52e. 
Peas have been sctive all the wurk although prit-e* have but 
slightly advanced. MV quote sav.v«* as the ruling figures. Oats 
still continue in small supply, but the demand .seem* quite as 
fluctuating. •itt.uRr. being the prices paid. 

.Swcns —Timothy seed remains steady with a fair retail dn- 
niand, at $.ye'3.25 Clover seed morn active, but the demand is 
chiefly of a retail character. fl4,60@4(75 are the prices paid, - 

THOUSAND CHANCES TO MAKE MONEY! 

ONE MILLION DOLLARS 
WORTH OF 

"W atclios, 

«J“ ovAjolry, 

PLEASANT VALLEY WINK CO., HAMMONDS- 
J,,. riTEUIiKN COUN TY. N. Y. WIN KN AM* 
lilf YMil *js nf the finest qualities mid*, from Native Grapes, 
ut the t.ompany's Establishment the past season, at reasonable 
prices 

L ir~ Pond for Circular and Price List 
T. M Younolovk. Sec'y. G. li. WHEELER. Pres't 
5*5-41. JOHN F. WEBER, Sup't. 

T TA L I A N ItI5E8.—Orders will notrhu received Tor these 
J lice* to Is* dcliveind in the Spring A ’ircular will. I,g sent to 
aU appUcamlx inclosing a Stomp In it will bn found the terms 
and also reports from Mr. I.A.voMTKO-ni. Fir, Kirti,»M», Mr. 
Buackktt, Mr Baldbidof, and other*. teslilVIng full v. from 
actual observation, to the great, mipoiinrd-v uf tliis race over the 
common hen. (578-If] 8. H PARSONS, Flushing. N Y [678*t-f] ” H. W FaRSfjNS. FiuxhTng’ Nl y 

U FAMILY NEWSPAPER.” — 
1 Mr*. Hankins' MaitutiOtll Pictmial in in its Sixth Volume 

and has 300,000 reader*. Foil of Engraving.-i and FaahiOu Plate*. 
Largest, nicest and best in the world lor 7ft He, a year AukNTS 
wanted. Ladies, Teachers, Clergymen, or Po*t-Ma*tars. Fur 
Specimen Copies and Term* to Agents, inclose red stamp to 

578 HANKINS k CO., New York. 

I’ll ICE and Low PRICE, at GILMAN'S 8hoe 
Store, 8 State Htreot, RochoBter, N, Y To be disposed of on an 

ENTIRELY IN 1 A iiHIEIl ACADEMY AND ALFRED UNI- 
-f,\ NMl*! TV Under one Board or Instnictiun, located at 
Allred Centre, Allegany Go.. X. A'., on the line of tho N. Y. A E. 
Railroad, 

Every Department conducted In Professors of lone experi¬ 
ence a* Educators, and earnestly devoted to tluur blisinoBS. 
Patronage extensive, and of a high order. The new University 
Edifice tarnishes superior acconimodutlun* lor the Female De¬ 
partment. Ladies' room (separate sleeping-room adjoining 
each,) handsomely Dmnsbcd and carpeted 

Expenses, per year, lor tuition and board, including fuel and 
ni nu shed rooms, only 4>ttM». The NEXT ri-rm opi-u* Marcli 20tlr. 
I*iUI t^rznf for AUifUrtt 14th. For oJrculArH, ailiireBH 

March,t23,1851. W C. KENYON. 

TIIK CATTLE MARKETS 
NEW YORK, Mamh 20 —The currei 

fcll the market* are a* follows r 

MICKF OATTLK. 
First quality. 
Ordinary quality, 
Common quality, 
Inferior quality,. 

First quality. 
Ordinary quality, 
Common quality, 
Inferior quality,’. 

First quality, ti it. 
Ordinary quality, 
Common quality, 
Inferior quality,. 

Prime quality..... 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality,., 

__ SWINE. 
First qnalitv. 
Other qualities,. 

BRIGHTON, March 21 —At market -1 
bheup and Lamb*, and 5tj() Swine 

Bki:k Cattle —Price*, extra. $7.23fr 

ORIGIN AL PLAIM! 

2,500 AGENTS WANTED. 
All persons desirous of securing an Agency in this 

NEW ENTERPRISE, 
Should send their names at once, enclosing a three cent 

stamp to pay postage, and receive by return of Mail 

A X»lt WlYTItTM 

O-A-TAsLOOTJE 
Containing 

OUR INDUCEMENTS, 
Which afford 

A. RARE CHANCE 

TO MAKE 

MONEY 

without risk, together with 

TTUIjTj (PARTICULARS 

Relative to this 

3NT o vol Plan! 
To insure prompt and satisfactory dealings, direct al I orders to 

GEORGE G. EVANS, 
439 CHJi S TJY’ti T ST It E E T. 

6853t PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

A" M. < ■. DIOR DOFF, Breeder* of pure Short-horn 
I . and ALh-mry Cattle, South Down and Silesian Sheep, 

Tuffolk and Rssrte Pigs, Rochester, N. Y. 67.8-tr 

.. $9,50/1; K),uo 

... 8.23@9,28 

... 7,23®8,0U 

... 6,50(^7,00 

St.v5.ooro5.6o.oo 
. 40.00*.50,00 
. 30,00(0.35,1)0 
. 25,00(3)30,00 

. 6,V2J7hiC 
. 6>4;a)8 c 
.. 4 @6 c 

C 

.46.00®»,00 
... 4,00*15,50 

. 3,005(3,75 
. . 2,75* 3,00 

COWS A.VD CALVES. 

VEAL CALVES. 
ANK PRICE an*l Low PRICE, at GILMAN'S 8hoe 
J Store, 8 State Street, Rochester, N Y. 

^ SOUL - 8TIRRING ROMANCE 
SHEEP AND LAMBS, 

AMERICAN REV! ILUTION. 

Every patriot's heart will leap witli joy to learn that, in 

The New York Mercury, 
FOR APRIL fiTH, 

(Now Rea<Iy Everywhere,) 

Is commenced a splendid tale of the heroism and chivalry of 
our patriot-lathers, entitled 

STRONG STEVE, 

THE BORDER RANGER, 

Weigh less - cost, loss - heard further 
than other first Class Bells. Never 
break by i'rn*t* Warranted 12 months. 
Send for circular* and testimonial*,— 
Fixtures made bv myself, at lowest 
prices. Send for CiiuuTar*. 

Town Clock*. 
of the most approved character, of my 
own manufacture, warranted equal to 
any iu use, at greatly reduced prices. 

CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS. 

CHURCH BELLS. 

#» Main 81.. Buffalo, N Y. 
THE REBEL AND TORY LOVERS. 

A. Taxle of tire Olil Dominion. 

BY GEORGE ALBANY. 

Let no one in whose bosom their exists a spark of love for the 
country which gave him birth, fail to read this gTeat. *tor.y of 

THE IIEKOIO DAYS 4>F SEVE.NTV-81X ! 

IjTARM FOlt HA LU. -One of the best and best situ- 
I ’ ated farms in Monroe Co., lying II miles wext of thi* City, in 

thi* town of Gate*, on the Hutlnlo road, will tie no id at a great 
bargain if application i* made soon A small farm of 60 to 80 
acre*, near the City, or a house and lot worth 4 to $5,000 in the 
city, would he taken in part payment. For particular* apply on 
the premises, or at Nu. 8 Hill street, at the office t>r Jons M. 
FttKxmt k CO., of M HUNTINGTON 

Rochester, N. lugn t *t, isfio 564-tf 

rP« MttMKRS. til t M anu s, Hi BD1LDKRH. 
I Onr " Drenressible Conflict" is against high price*. We 

otter you* at74 Nfatn St., Rochester. Iron, Nails, Hardware,Oil*, 
f alutM. Colonj, WIodoWH, Goora, Blindu, flocn, SpfMjnB, Sbovt^la^ 
Corn Hon*, Cultivator*, and other article* too numerona to 
mention. Also, tho celebrated "Straight Draft Plow." which 
we otter cheaper than the. cheapest. 

635-tf MOORE. BERING 3t CO, 

)EAR.DSIrEY ’ S 

HAY ELEVATOR 

XK PRICK and Low PRICE, at GILMAN’S Shoe 
Store, 8 State Street. Rochester, N. Y. HORSE POWER FORK. 

This Fork cun be used with either 
ONE or two house*. Price, full 
rigged (with rope anil three pul- 
lev*.) $12, 

See dcHcription in Rural Nkw- 
Yokkjcu ot March 23, 1861 

Send for a Circular. 
Add'reaa 

I.KVt A. HK.AIID8LEY, 

South Edmeston, Otsego Co., Ar. Y. 

YlTltlHSTKli in tl„- SENATE. 
VV Thu Magnificent Engraving, repifaentim that thrilling 

and aublimi! scene in the I nited State* Senate — Wkbstlr Dk- 
livkbi.m; iris i.rkat 7th t>v MaschBpKRCji has been put down 
in price from Three Dollar- to (ink Urn.laic ajo* Twkx i v Fivk 
Ckm'8 ckic Con. This extraordinary reduction, ha* been made 
duringthe pTCM-nt National ctIma. with the view of bringing 
this.splendid Union Picture within the reach of every home. 
No picture equal to it. In *hw bai ever before been «ol*i for less 
thau from $3 to $10, and the first Jcopie* of the work, rio butter 
than the present one* (a* we a re now printing them from re¬ 
newed plates,) sold rapidly at $10 per copy It i* 2!) by 35 inches 
in size. 

The godlike Webster, on an occasion when the whole nation, 
agitated, was wairiugto hear him, standing In the midst of hi* 
compeer.-, with Fillmore in the chair, witli Clay,Calhoun, Lien 
ton, Bell, Seward, Cass, Douglas, and a whole galaxy of the 
chosen stateHtnen of the day, earnestly listening to every word 
that fell from his lip*, this was indeed a sqhlhm- scene, ami one 
which the artist bn* here dnguerrot,vpeq with a Perfection al¬ 
most incredible. It. i- a full Hiprpsentntioaof the Sonata Cham¬ 
ber, with a correct Portrait each Senator iu to* seat, with 
Portraits also of a large number of distinguished guests who 
were present on the floor ot tho Senate embracing in all 
over one hundred of the most noted men of the nation, each 
drawn from a dagoerrotvpe taken especially for the purpose — 
Every engraving i* accompanied with an outline kev, pointing 
out by number* the location of each prison represented. 

inclose on*- dollar and eight red stamps to our address, ami 
you will receive the picture bv return of mail, carefully rolled 
in a tube, and postage paid. Send a club of four, ami We will 
send one copy extra, making five pictures for $5, All money 
in letters, registered according to law, are at our l ink 

How TO Mskk TOMB MciXKv.-We wish to employ 100 good 
Agent* to engage in the xalc of these picture*, unit we will enter 
into such an arrangement a* will guarantee them $)uo profit 
per mouth. 

JONES & CLARK, Engraving Publishers, 
No. 83 Nassau St., New York. 

WOMEN OP NEW YORK 
’ v Mrt:. Hankins' Curious New Book nf FaimhIm t 

□CU KN KCT.AI»Y A KR l(T f,Tl K Al, U OK KS. 
O The Subseriher.i manufacture tmproyad Emile** Chain 
and J.ever Horae Power*. Combined Thresher* and Cleaners, 
Threshers and Vibrating Separator*, Clover 1 iullers, Wood 
Sawn, Arc... a full description of which will be found in their 
Illustrated Circular, which will be mailed free, to all applicants. 

'I'll* annexed Letter relates to one nf our Two-Horse Power* 
and Thresher and Cleaner 

Oxcmi.A. Stark Co,, Hi., Feb. 19th. 1H61. 
G. (Vr:srr\)itror*E A Co.:—I should have written you before 

now, giving an account of the micros* of yemr machine with ns- 
We lhre*hed last Rummer and full about 10,000 bushel.* wheat 
at 4c, ami 4,9)11 buebelg flat* at, 2c. The greatest number of 
Inikhnl* wo threshed in one da.v was 260 of wheat, commencing 
about 9 A. M., Imt a* a general thing, our day'* work averaged 
from 150 to 200 lmiht-1.*, according to the yield per acre. We 
threshed 580 bo<he|q of Oat.* iii one day. atltJ where Oat* were 
good averaged about 5<X) liusliel*. per itav 8. M. HILL. 

Address G. WESTING HOUSE k CO.. 
584-21 Schi i 

A MERIC AN O* TJ-A. 3NT O 
PROM 

JARVIS Sc BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

IN THU 

SOUTH UYYCrU’rfJ OdCAJSI, 
IMPORTED BY TIIK 

JH JE H I CJiJY CUJJiJYO C O .n P .1 . V F, 

Office, 60 William Htreet, 

NEW YORK. 
C. S. MARSHALL, Pres't. H MATHER, Sre/y. 

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 69 Exchange St, Rochester, N. Y. 

IEKTII FOR. TIIK MILLION -Somkthinu Nkw. 
Office, No, 7 Mansion House Hloek, 58 State Street 

Y [325-tf)_B. f, Wn.gQN. 

IME.— Page's Perpetual Kiln, Pit tented July, 
4 1857.— Superior to any In use for Wood or Coal. cord* 
wood, or lhi tuna of coal to 100 bbl*. -coal not mixed with 
ue. Address (434-t£j C. D. PAGE, Rochester, N. Y. 

( \ULKANS COUNTY MARKET FAIR, —The 
V J Orleans County Agricultural Society will hold a Market 
Fair for Exhibition, aide or exchange, of Stock, Semis. Agricul¬ 
tural and Manufactured Articles, &<■ .on the Fair Grounds, at 
Albion, Saturday, April Sth, 1861 Grounds free for Exhibitors 
and visitors. D. N. HATCH, Pres't. 

C. A. Harrisotos, Sec'y. 5S3-3t 



( CHOICE & RELIABLE FLOWER SEEDS 
V BY MAIL,. 

opportunity, but went about seeking the opportuni¬ 

ties, and so quietly, that few save the recipients of 

his kindness knew the agent. 

Among those called the deserving poor, (surely not 

the poor of whom Jesvs spake!) who came within 

the sphere of their liberality, was a lame girl, who 

had for many years been confined to her home, and 

had supported herself by her needle. She sustained 

the trials of her humble lot with such Christian 

patience and sweetness of temper as to win the regard 

of all who knew her. Diana went often to see her, 

to furnish her with work or to carry little presente of 

fruit and flowers. Bhe seldom went without seeing 

some new evidence of Mr. Dusseldorp’s thoughtful¬ 

ness, and poor Mart never wearied of recounting his 

favors, and sounding his praises, to one whom she 

supposed a willing listener. But as time passed, and 

Diana could not but mark how, at every meeting, Mr. 

Dusseldorp seemed to recover more and more of his 

natural manner, with an easy frankness toward her¬ 

self, which spoke only of the calmest friendship, she 

began to feel a vague uneasiness in hearing his per¬ 

fections so eloquently dwelt upon by Mary Clark, 

the poor seamstress. 

It is a singular trait in human nature, more espe¬ 

cially woman nature, to desire to win and retain 

affection, even when they may not reciprocate it. It 

afforded Di ana a kind of pleasure to feel that she held, 

in her grasp, as it were, the affections of a heart like Ki 

mer Dussbi.hokf’s, and that her love was to him a price¬ 

less thing, too high for him to obtain. Had any one 

told her so, she would have resented the imputation 

as dishonorable and selfish, yet it was true. Thus it 

came to be so that when Mary Clark spoke of him 

she generally managed to change the subject, not but 

that sbe liked to know that he was appreciated, but 

the warmth of Mary's manner, and the light of grati¬ 

tude which made her plain face seem almost hand¬ 

some, suggested a new and important question to 

Diana’s mind. It took no definite form or coloring, 

but might be shaped thus: 

“I do not think that Elmer seems so unhappy as 

might be expected after all. Why should not the 

sense of this disappointment wear away as many a 

similar one has done, and since he finds one love 

unattainable, why should he not console himself with 

another within his roach?” 

She looked at Mary and felt that it would not bo 

hard to win from the affectionate and dependent girl 

all that she had to give, and to Elmer misfortune 

and poverty would be os nothing. 

Well, why should it not be ho? Why should she 

object, since he was nothing to her? Surely she 

would not grudge him so small a consolation. 0, no! 

Of course not, yet—it was not quite agreeable to feel 

that he could be consoled. 0, selfishness! 

Lately he had not been to see them as often as he 

was wont to do. He was very busy. Yet. he found 

time to spend an occasional hour at Mary’s cottage, 

to read and talk with her, "just like a minister,” she 

said. 

Diana ought to have felt glad, but she did not. 

She only said to herself:—“Diana Wert, wlmt ails 

you lately? You are getting to be as unreasonable as 

a child. Are von jealous? Never! Tt shall not be 

said of you that you ever so prized the fickle admira¬ 

tion of any man, more than all, this man, who can 

be nothing to you!” 
But that did not seem, to settle the matter quito. 

From some invisible cause, Diana was losing much 
of her natural cheerfulness, and many things, once 
her chief pleasures, had lost their power to charm. 
She more seldom went from home, and gave fewer 
invitations to her yonng friends to visit her. She 
bestowed more time upon household employments, 
and such homely pursuits as reading, sowing, aod 
learning anew the long neglected pieces which she 
used to play upon the piano before she went to 
Europe. Somehow those that she hud been in the 
habit of playing for, or singing with, Ei.mku, needed 
the most practicing. 

In this way one can pass a great deal of time and 
scarcely realize its lapse. Mr. Wert looked on and 
wondered, pleased to see Diana growing so much 
like her mother. Thus her twenty-third birthday 
found her and passed. 

Mary Clark was wasting surely with consump¬ 
tion, and with gentle pity and tenderness, Diana 
went to and fro, performing little offices of sisterly 
charity. Her aelf-dependent heart could not but have 
softened and grown humbler before the meek exam¬ 
ple of that suffering one, even had she been more 
proud, more selfish than she was. For the first time, 
she was being taught some of the deeper lessons of 
humanity. 

She knew that to the dying girl Elmer Dtssel- 
iiokk seemed like a minister of peace. She knew 
that to many other comforts and pleasures he added 
those of his kindly presence, his earnest prayers and 
counsel, and there grew up in her heart a feeling, 
akin to reverence, for him, very different from the 
familiar sense of equality with which sbe had hitherto 
regarded him. She began to itckofflfuJgc him her 
superior, and once or twice she even wondered how 
she could so carelessly have rejected one of whom 
she began to feel herself unworthy. 

It was spring when Mary Clark died. Diana was 
with her tine day before. Both felt that the end was 
approaching, though neither knew that it was so 
near. MAnv asked Diana to read to her 1’rOm the 
little Bible on the stand. As she turned the leaves, 
she saw the name of Elmer Dtsrkldork, in his well- 
known bund-writing, upon a blank leaf. In answer 
to her inouiring glance, Mary said, 

“Yes, he left it one day for me to read some pas¬ 
sages which-he had marked, aud 1 have not returned 
it. lie said to keep it as long as 1 wished. Lot me 
give il to you now. True, it is not mine, but I pre¬ 
sume it will be yours some day, so let me give it to 
yon.” 

She pronounced the last words with such an arch, 
though pleased expression, that Diana blushed with 
conscious confusion. She wanted to speak and as¬ 
sure Mary of her mistake, hut the words died on her 
lips. She opened the book to a marked passage and 
began to read, while every line seemed to Speak of 
Ki.mrk as if il were a part of him, or hi« words. The 
temptation to take the hook was strong, and she 
yielded to it, intending to return it to him herself: 
but she never did. It was months ere he knew that 
it was in her possession, long after the roses had 
bloomed on Mary's grave. 

Near the close of one of those sultry July days, when 
active life becomes burdensome, amt the weary mind 
haa visions of shadv nooks, Cool waters, and some 
soothing hook of romance or poesy, Diana reclined 
upon a couch in her quiet sitting-room, languidly 
perusing the fascinating pages of Longfellow’s 
" Golden Legend." It possessed a strange attraction 
for her, and she bad read it 60 much of late that she 
had nearly learned it by rote. You know the be¬ 
witching myth? How 

The soul of the maid in peasant guise, 
To that holy height, at length did rise, 
That death for love seemed no sacrifice ? 

It soothed her restless mind and changed the current 
of thoughts which often became tiresome. The book 
w'aa one of the few gifts which she had accepted from 
Elmer, and till bow it had never seemed to interest 
her much. 

Her father’s hasty entrance aroused her from a 
pleasant reverie. Evidently something had happened 
amiss, and a? he threw himself into a chair, wiping 
the perspiration from his brow, her first anxious in¬ 
quiry was for berbrother, who was away at school. 

"No; Ai.rekt is well; but Dtsseldorf’s mills, at 
Maverick, are burned to the ground.” 

For a moment Diana’s check paled, and her voice 
trembled as she asked, 

“And where is Elmer?” 
"There. I expect. He went as soon as the news 

reached him. I fear his loss will be very great, 
though insurance will cover a part,” 

Nearly a week elapsed before Elmer came to see 
them,— a -week of anxious sympathy on the part of 
both father aud daughter. In her calmer moments, 
Diana wondered that site should be so affected by 

this event for she knew that to a man of Elmer’s 
mind, wealth was of little worth except as a means of 
good to others. She knew', also, that in the estima¬ 
tion of his friends, his poverty or riches could make 
little difference. 

At length he carne, looking worn and haggard, for 
sleepless nights and overburdened days had told 
rapidly irpon his strength. He spoke seldom of bis 
loss, but feelingly referred to those dependent upon 
him for the means of living, arid now suddenly de¬ 
prived of employment. He had tried to be every 
where that his presence was needed, hut it was im¬ 
possible to id cot nil the demands upon his time. 
Many of his operatives were very poor, and unless 
immediately relieved, must suffer. His loss was con¬ 
siderable. yet be hoped to be able to keep his people, 
its he called them, from actual want, ami re-establish 
them in bis service. 

Never did a man more nobly satisfy the claims of 
Christian benevolence than he did during those try¬ 
ing days. But flesh and blood cannot endure all 
tilings or forever, and the new mills were hardly be¬ 
gan before their proprietor lay helpless with a fever. 
He refused to give up as long 3“ bis strength held 
out, but was at length compelled, by utter inability 
to endure longer. He wished to remain at Maverick, 
that he might be at his poet as soon as possible, and 
be near when wanted, but Mr. Wert would not listen 
to such an arrangement, averring that his life de¬ 
pended upon rest and freedom from care. Elmer 
resisted strongly, but when Diana’s earnest entreaties 
that he wonld come and let them take care of him, 
were added to her father’s, he resigned himself pas¬ 
sively to his fate. It was well he did, for next to the 
mercy of Providence, their excellent nursing was all 
that saved him from an early grave. 

Tt was a new experience to Diana, this anxious 
watching over a dear friend with the fearful conscious¬ 
ness that at every change in the wan and altered 
face, Death might he holding communion with the 
prisoned spirit. She knew little of sickness, and felt 
herself wholly unequal to the duties of a nurse, so a 
pleasant, inntherlv woman,was installed in that office, 
while Diana assisted as a gentle sister would have 
done. 

Something was at work within her. — she was long 
in understanding the new life which wag gradnal'y 
diffusing through her whole being a glow of sympa¬ 
thy and a patient meekness never experienced before. 
Her heart was fall of pity for her suffering friend, 
and thought* of him never left her by night or day. 
While the fever was at its height, her suspense was 
almost insupportable. W'ishingto obtain some word 
of hope, she met. the doctor one morning on his way 
from the sick room, and begged to know if he con¬ 
sidered his patient in very great danger. Looking on 
♦hat pale face and into the dark, sad eyes, what could 
Dr. KicHAHPfi any bnt that lie hoped everything, 
though he must say that he feared that, medical skill 
would avail little unless Gon willed that he should 
recover. 

Five minutes after that interview, had you been in 
Diana’s room, you would have looked in vain for the 
proud and stately girl in that form quivering with 
suppressed sobs.’ The pride was humbled, though 
not all gone. It lay at her feet obscured by the dust 
of present affliction. And this is what the poor, 
weak heart said t.o the aching brain: 

“ Yes, lu* will die, I know he will! Die. and never 
know that I love him, ifbol that I am!) never live to 
say that he is not changed. O why, why have 1 not 
known this before?” 

And the brain said: 
“Wait! Hope for the best. In a little while the 

worst will he past, then tell him, show him that you 
have not until now understood yourself. Show him 
that the return of health to him brings new life to 
you. It will be his best medicine. A love like his 
cannot change; hi- is yonrs still.” 

But once more her pride arose, and shaking off the 
dust, cried: 

“ Never! If my love is precious to him as once, it 
is for him to speak, not me. Shall the heart for 
which others, as noble as himself, have sued in vain, 
be flung an offering at the feet of one to whom it may 
have become n worthless thing. Never! Yet oh! if 
be should die!” 

Elmer did not die, however. He lived to be as 
exacting as other convalescent*, He must have 
Diana ever at his side, or within call. No hand but 
hers could adjust, his pillows rightly; none so skill¬ 
fully prepare the cooling drinks; no voice but ber’s 
could read to him so soothingly. Yet he seldom 
asked a favor at l.br hands withofit regreting that lie 
inust*make such de- . ods upon her time and patience. 
He knew not the sweetness of these little services. 

Once, when she asked what book she should read 
from, he said 

“ The one that M ary Clark gave yon."’ 
That was all. He had never before referred to it, 

and she supposed that he never knew that Mary had 
given it to her. She did not imagine bow much he 
had wondered why she kept it, and how willing lie 
wa« to leave it in her keeping. 

When Elmer’s inind and body began to assume 
their former strength the doctor ordered occasional 
rides on pleasant days, and as Mr. West and Albert 
were generally from home, ID an a was obliged to 
assume the office of driver. She did not think it 
prudent to trust her charge to the care of the coach¬ 
man. Poor Elmer felt that it must be a great sacri¬ 
fice, but he was actually too weak to reject it.. 

Under the management of Mr. West and an over¬ 
seer. everything at the mills had gone on as well as it 
could have done under Mr. Dcsseldorf's supervision. 
It was now lute in autumn, and as he gained but 
slowly, and seemed extremely sensitive to every 
change of temperature. Dr. Bun Aims had advised 
him to spend two or three, months in Havana, aud the 
Southern States. The subject was actively discussed, 
but it seemed difficult to come to a decision. He 
was very reluctant to spend as much time idling, us 
he termed it, while no the Other hand, Mr. Wert 
strongly seconded the proposal. We can easily im¬ 
agine Diana’s feelings, but her anxiety for his recov¬ 
ery prevailing over selfish considerations, urged her 
At length to add her vote, in favor of the trip. Per¬ 
haps that helped him to make up his mind, for he did 
so, very speedily. 

There was much to do before leaving, directions to 
give and arrangements to make at Maverick, and 
thither he repaired as soon as practicable; so Diana 
did not see him again until he came to spend the 
Sabbath previous to his departure. 

It wonld seem that as health returned to him, it 
had deserted her, for though calling herself well, she 
was very pale and her eyes had an unusual brightness 
when he saw her. With a remorseful feeling, lie 
attributed it to her too devoted cure of him. 

Her greatest fear was that she should, by word or 
act. betray the intensity of her feelings; but her's 
was a well-disciplined nature, and it was with 
scarcely perceptible agitation that she offered her 
hand to him at parting, saying with a smile, 

“ I shall miss you, Elmer. I shall have no one to 
talk to, no one. to rnto with me, sud" — 

He held her hand right, and was looking into her 
face with such u searching expression that she hesi¬ 
tated and said “and ” again, confusedly. 

“And no one to love you half so well as Elmer 
does after all, if lie U old and poor!” he exclaimed, 
catching her to his breast with an eager aud uncon¬ 
trollable impulse. 

You think slm started from him. repelling such 
freedom with dignity, of course? She did no such 
thing. She began to cry heartily; I suppose it hurt 
her feelings, after all that she had done tor Elmer 
Durselpokf, to hear him called such hard names as 
old and poor. 

Her emotion must have been contagious, for when 
he spoke again big voice sank to u whisper, dad she 
not been so near him she could not have heard him 
when he said, 

“ Look up and say that you will love me a little, 
only a little, and l w’ill go quite happy.” 

“Then I will never say it!’’ she answered with a 
defiant air, adding, more submissively, “Unlessyou 
will take me with you." 

“Take you with me? Yes, to the ends of the 
earth, if you say so. I never promised anything 
more willingly! How soon can you be ready?” 

OUR UNION, 

[The following lines were written by the late Rev Samvel 

Gilman, D. D., of Charleston, Sooth Carolina. We admire 

the sentiments contained in them, and regTet that the patri¬ 

otism they embody is not the rule, in place of being the 

exception, in the Palmetto State:] 

Who would sever Freedom’s shrine? 

Who would draw the invidious line? 

Though by birth one spot be mine, 

Dear is all the rest. 

Dear to me the South « fair land; 

Dear the Central mountain band; 

Dear New England’s rocky Ftrand; 

Dear the prairied West. 

By our altars, pure and free; 

By our Jaws deep-rooted tree; 

By the past’s dread memory; 

By our Washington — 

By our common kindred tongue; 

By our hopes — bright, buoyant; 

By the tie of country strong; 

We will still be one. 

Fathers! have ye bled in vain? 

Ages, must yc droop again? 

Maker, shall we rashly stain 

Blessing sent by Thee? 

No! receive otir solemn vow. 

While before Thy throne we how, 

Ever to maintain aw now, 

• “Union — Liberty!” 

Choice Assortments of French aud German Plotter Seeds, 

SAVED BY THE MOST EMINENT CULTIVATORS IN EUROPE. 

Containing only the roost beautiful varieties in packets, in 
which are enclosed four, six, eight, ten, twelve, or more sepa¬ 
rate papers, each containing seeds of a different color or vari¬ 
ety of the same plan! 

Asters. 

12 Extra fine varieties iFrenchl Truffaut's new peony flow¬ 
ered, in separate packet*.$] oo 

24 Selected varieties (French) Truffaut's new peony fl'd, . l 7S 
(•Splendid “ •• fVony perfection, ......_ 75 
6 Finest " Globe ■* ... 53 
5 Superb '■ " New imhriqiie pompone. ... 50 

10 Beautiful " : New Dwarf Chrysanthemum 
flowered,.- J tO 

4 Finest •' (German) Double Cocradeau, or 
_ , Crowned,. 35 

12 Extra fine •' " Pyramidal Bouquet......... loo 
12 Superior “ Quilled,. 75 
12 Very fine " “ Pyramidal flowered,. 75 
12 Fineat '* " Dwarf,. 75 
8 Beautiful “ “ New Ranunculus flowered,. 75 
4 Extra fine " “ •• Dwarf do. do. . 35 
4 Very fine “ “ Hedgehog.<. 36 

Balsams. 

8 Newest varieties, Camelia flowered, . 75 
12 Selected •• Double " . 75 
6 Very fine •• Dwarf,. 50 

12 Beautiful “ New, Rose flowered,. 75 

German Stocks. 

12 Beautiful varieties Ten Week,. 75 
12 Superb new '* ** I.arge flowering. 1 00 
12 Finest ** " Wallflower leaved. 75 
6 Beautiful “ " Miniature. 60 
6 Finest " Autumn Oowering,. 50 
8 Splendid " Emperor, large flowering.. 50 
6 Finest " Brompton.. 60 
6 Extra line " Cocardeun, or Giant Cape. 50 

Larkspur. 

8 Splendid varieties Double Branching. 50 
8 Extra fine " " Tall Rocket,. 50 
8 Very fine " •• Dwarf . 50 
8 Beautiful '• •• ’ Hyacinth flowered,... 50 

Various Collections. 

12 Choice varieties Alpine Plante, (collected by Mr. Ort- 
giea or Zurich,).1 50 

R Superb new ” Cockscomb*. 50 
6 Selected " Climbing Plants,.   50 

25 ■* •• •• •• ..... 1«> 
4 Fine Dlanthus, new miniature varieties for 

, borders,. 50 
12 Beautiful •• Dlanthtts laciniatus. 1 00 
10 Finest " Diftnthui, cliinemuH A imperial double, 76 
10 Splendid " Heliehrysuro (Immortal flowers,) .... 75 
25 Select •' Herbaceous Plants. 1 00 
12 Extra fine '• Hollyhock*, .. J 00 
9 Finest. *• Inoiiieapurpurea. (MorningGlory,)... so 

10 Floe species ” lpcmeA, other annual varieties,. 75 
0 Distinct *’ .Tacnbea, generic, I. SO 

20 Select •' Lupins. 1 0o 
10 " ’• ” . 50 
10 Finest Marigold. 75 
8 Newest " Marvel of Peru. 50 
5 Select •* .Vemophita,.   25 

12 Distinct •* Ornamental Grimies,.   50 
5 Finest, species •' 1 caved Plants. so 

“ The weary sun (son) hath made a golden set,” [Written for Moores Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE LITTLE WICKET “ Going to leave, Mary?” “ Yes, mam; I find I am 

very discontented.” “ If there is anything I can do 

to make you more comfortable, let. me know.” “No, 

mum, it’s impossible. You can’t alter yoar figger, 

no inor’n l can. Yonr dresses won’t fit me, and I 

can’t appear on Sundays as 1 used at my last place, 

where missus' clothes fitted ’xactly.” 

BY CAROLINE A, UOWAKP, 

[Concluded from page 100, last number.] 

If Elmer Dpsbkldorf had hoped anything in his 

own favor from her extended knowledge of the world, 

be might as well have resigned that hope at once, for 

Diana’s ruind was too full of new and exciting scenes 

for low to find a place in it. She scarcely thought of 

Elmer. As may be supposed, it was anything but 

pleasing to have to recall him to remembrance in the 

manner which Bhe did a few months after her return. 

Feeling that in such a matter as her establishment 
for life, her father’s approval would have great influ¬ 
ence with Diana, Elmer thought best to consult. Mr. 
West preparatory to renewing his addresses. Neither 
of them had ever mentioned to ft third party the fact 
of his former proposal. Nothing could have been 
more satisfactory to Mr. West lhau to see his daugh¬ 
ter the wife of bis favorite friend, if she must marry 
at all; yet she was so necessary to his happiness, that 
if she was contented to remain as she was, he would 
have been still better pleased. With many kind and 
encouraging words, he promised to use his influence 
in Elmer’s behalf. 

Full of hope, ho once more besought the lady’s 
favor. True, he could not feel that in any way she 
had ever shown a preference for him; but as she had 
never encouraged another, he felt that liis chance was 
good. Alas! for the fallacy of Unman anticipations. 
She was as inexorable as ever, though by no means 
cold or unkind. She was sincerely grieved, and 
when her father united liis eloquence to Elmer’s, she 
almost wavered, bnt could not bring her mind to con¬ 
sent to marry where she COuld not love, 

Mr. West said that she would be happier married, 

as sooner or later she must be'left alone, and he 

should be glad to feel that she was in such good 

guardianship. 

Elmer said he had ceased to hope that she would 
love him before marriage, but years of devotion 
might win her love at last, and they should be hers. 
He had little to offer in himself, but all that money 
could procure would be at her disposal. Bhe had 
said she wished to go abroad once more; she should 
go. Let her but express a wish, and he would en¬ 
deavor to gratify it A nd she felt that ho would. Bhe 
kftew him to be good and true; but love, like the 
wind, “bloweth where it listeth, and we hear the 
sound thereof, but cannot tell whence it coineth or 
whither it goetb.” 

So Elmer accepted his dismissal meekly, hut 
answered like a true man, as he was, that lie should 
never trouble her more. He thanked her for all her 
kindness, and honored her for her strict adherence to 
principle, but he must go away from that house,—she 
could not. expect him to continue daily in her sight, 
beholding the form and listening to the voice that 
must grow dearer to him. That seemed to Diana a 
sad alternative; for lie had filled a large place in the 
sum of her enjoyment, and she dreaded to lose him. 
She begged that lie would not deprive them of his 
friendship, nor altogether of his presence, more for 
her father’s sake than her own. 

And thus matters stood at the time of Sylvia 

Fay’s visit. Ei.mer came and went, much as of old, 

and no one, save a dose observer like Sylvia, wonld 

have dreamed of the state of his feelings. 

So perfect was Diana’s self-possession that she was 
able to place him quite at ease by her natural and 
social manner. Such little attentions as he could 
render without being obtrusive, lie still continued to 
bestow. He procured for her many pleasures, in his 
quiet way, but contrived so as not to intrude mnob 
upon her society. Sometimes it was tickets for the 
opera, invitations to an excursion, or a new hook left 
upon her table. He made her no presents, tor ho 
knew that she would refuse them; but if sbe expressed 
a wish to read any new work, lie was sure to have it, 
and would lend it to her. 

She was passionately fond of flowers, and devoted 
much time to her garden, and it was strange how 
many rare plants, seeds, and gardening tools, Mr. 
West had given to him to bring home. She never 
asked who gave them; she could easily guess. She 
had given Elmer the privilege of working in their 
garden as much as he pleased, for exercise, as he said, 
and most of his leisure time was so employed. It 
had been her pleasure to adorn the sunny spot in the 
cemetery, so precious to her as her mother’s resting- 
place, and she was not long in discovering that she 
had a valuable though unseen assistant in that occu¬ 
pation. Though she could not account for the fact, 
it seemed pleasant to know that Elmer loved her,— 
to feel that, come what might, lie would always love 
her, though she pitied him for the hopelessness of 
his passion. 

Diana was conscientious, and would have been 
« styled a good girl. Blie was not, however, of a reli- 
p gious turn of mind. Mr. Dusski.uokf had for years 

j been a consistent and earnest member of the Ohnrob 
A with which they worshiped. Diana’s father was as 
F generous and open-hearted as lie was wealthy, and 

many were the heavy hearts made lighter by his 
r unassuming benevolence. His daughter wan ever 
J ready to second his charitable efforts, but she bad 
K little of his ready sympathy. Mr. lUtssuLnoitr, on 
& the contrary, not only did good deeds as he had 

Man, anatomists say, changes entirely every seven 

years. “ Therefore,” says the inimitable Jones, " my 

tailor should not remind me of the bill I contracted 

in 1854. I ain’t the man.'1 

Don’t be in too great a hurry, girls, to Tall in love 

with the young men. Tt often happens that your 

hearts are no sooner theirs than theirs are no longer 

yours. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 35 letters. 

My 6, 8, 28, 29, 35 is a gulf in the Mediterranean sea. 

My 1, 12, 12. 7. 34 Is a kina of fruit. 

My 13, 36. 2, 20, gU. 35. 33. 6. 29 is an bland in the Atlantic 

ocean. 

My 6, 22. 23 is a measure. 

My 3, 21. 24. 16, 32, 26 is to tell. 

My 27, 30, 20, 9. 14 is to respect. 

My 4, 21. 22, 29,10, 16 is a kind of nnt. 

My 4. 17, 33, 30 is one of the United States. 

My, 11, 28, 2, 26, 18, 36, 16, 34, 19 is a city in the Western part 

of the Nfato of Now York. 

My 1, 81, 34, 2, 21 fit a town in South America. 

My whole is a true saying, 

Rina, N. Y , 1861. H. S. Church. 

Jflg.'’* Answer in two weeks. 

9 Distinct varieties Portulacca,. 
8 Beautiful Phlox Dnunrooudii,... 
(J Finest " Petunia*,. 
8 Superb “ Poppies, double,.!. 

12 Splendid " links, Carnation,.   ] 
12 •• “ •* Picotee,... ] 
5 Distinct “ Portulacca. 
8 Finest " Schizonthuic. 

10 " " Sweet Peas,... 
6 Splendid ■' Heabiosa, large flowered,.... 
6 Beautiful " " New Dwarf,. 
6 Extra fine " Snapdragon.. 

12 Selected " SalpiglossD,. 
10 Superb •’ Tropmolum, (Nasturtium,). 
ti Fine *' •• dwarf,,,,. 
6 Superb " Wallflower, German, double. 

10 Distinct " '• double,.. 
10 Fine " Zinnia elegaus... 

Greenhouse and Stove PlantB in Assortments, 

12 Fine sort* Acacia,.. ... 
12 *• ” Cactus,..,,. 
12 " “ Erica, (Heath,). 
12 “ " Ferns. (Filices pi. var.). 
0 “ ” Heliotrope... 
6 •• " Kenncdia... . 
6 '• “ l.untnna, ... 
8 •• “ Primula sinensis (Chinese Primrose,). 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ENIGMATICAL CHARADE. 

I am composed of 8 letters. 

My whole means secured, or protected. 

Change my eighth, or last letter, and 1 am the person who 

secures the protection. 

Cut off my seventh and eighth, and 1 am the protection itself. 

Cut off my last three letters, and 1 am a kind of wooden shoe, 

shod with irou. much worn in muddy weather by the 

peasantry of Great Britain and Ireland. 

Cut off my last four, and 1 am another name for head. 

Cut oil my last five, and I am to stroke or caress. 

Cut off six, and I am another name for father. 

Cut oil all but my first, and 1 am a kind of pulse, or vegetable 

fruit. 

Rockford, III., 1861. E. W. Hicks. 

Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEM. 

Ui j . a ntauta wumiiuii^: ruuug, ........-- --..... 
DianthuS HbhjKWKuI, Nciv Japan Pink, per packet,. 25c 
Diaktiius I.ai’i.vi avi/s. another variety of the above. 25c 
Truffaut's Kjiest'ii Astkrb, the finest in cultivation,... 26c 
Douau. HotaniocKS. saved from a collection of 75 named 
varieties.- . .. 

English Pa.vmv. extra, from the finest Collection in Europe, 
saved from Prize Plowvr* only. .. 50c 

Hunt's riwricr William, the finest ever offered.26c 
Verbena, saved from the I (true lUmaring varieties,.25c. 
CARNATION AND PlOOTEK PlNKH, Very choice. 500 

Do. do. form a tine German collection, 5oe 
Giant Emckrou Aktkiib.n<w color-, ... . 26c 
Caltkolaru, ucw hybrid, from the finest collection in 
Europe.. . 80c 

O.L08IA speciks nova a new variety of CoXR’omb. with 
long spikes of feathery blossoms, silvery white, shaded 
with bright row, . . ..25c 

THERE is a number to which if you add one. the square root 

of the -um will equal nix times the number divided by the 

square of the numbeT itself and if two be taken from the 

number, the square root will be equal to three times the 

number divided by the square of the number itself. Required, 

the number. C. R, Skinnkr. 

Union Square, N. Y., 1861, 
Answer in t wo weeks. 

>1 11J J I IJ I js 11 L IWM', ...... . .... «AAV. 

ClNRRAKlA, from the finest reared flowers,.. 60c 
UlaIUOI.PS h.vbridu*saved from a hupurb collection of the 

finest named varieties. ... .25c 
LvriiNiH HaalkaNa, a beautiful novelty, hybrid between 

1 ulceus and Sleholdii, of a brilliant scarlet Vermillion col¬ 
or, the finest of its class...26c 

NYCTBRISa BKUMJNOIMKn aUIA, uew, » pure white variety 
of this charming plant, the symmetrically arranged white, 
star-like flowers contrast finely with the lively green, neat 
foliage.... . 26c 

(Emjthf.ua (IUavoivloka, new, flowers lurge, over three 
inches in diameter, of a bright golden yellow. Each sin¬ 
gle plant will, under favorable circumstances, bloom ovtr 
two hundred flowers... .. . 25c 

Answer to Biblical Enigma:— Knowledge is power, and 
wisdom is better than strength. 

Answer to Geographical Enigma:—Washington s birthday. 

Answer to Illustrated Rebus:—1 stand on a rock, near a 
river, and see 100 sheep pass over a bridge, on which stands 
509 hogsheads of molasses. 

Answer to Pus/,ling Letter:—Dear Sir: Between friends, 1 
understand, by your overbearing disposition, that a man even 
with the world is contempt, whilst the ambitious are beneath 
ridicule. 

Answer to Algebraical Problem:—0. 
Pansy Faust, or Kjm. *.f thk Blacks, new, this variety is 

of a deep coni block color, coming constant by seed; altho' 
the fore, ol' the flower is not yet perfect, a group ol this 
variety presents a fins appearance .... .. 26c 

- light iili t, a uew color, very prut tv,. —--26c 
Pkhilla orvsmiDKH, u new variety which will Ire found to 

form a pleasing contra*! to Perilla Js’atthinu-usu, Il has 
line, large, rich green foliage, very sweet scented and more 
compact iu habit, —  ..26c 

Pxlox DnL .vuta.Nnii. Kapowitsky, new, deep rose, striped 
with white. . ..26c 

NEW Scabllt ECO Plant . l>ear:ng fruil of the size of a heu'B 
egg. of beautiful scarlet color,. 10c 

MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
THK LARGEST CtKCtTJLATKD 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY WEEKLY 
IS PUBUSHKD EVERY SATURDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

The ninth edition of his Descriptive. Sent Catalogue for 1861 2, 
is iust published, ami will be mailed to all applicants inclosing 
a three Wt stamp It contains a list of !,360 varieties Flower 
Seeds, and upwards of 380 varieties of Vegetable and Agrieul- 
tural Sente, with an accurate description, aud direction* Ifm the 
culture of each variety so simplified as to be clearly understood 
by the most inexperienced person. 

Vegetable Seeds. 
His collection in this department cannot be excelled, and 

comprises all that is essential in variety for the various require¬ 
ments of the Kitchen and Market Garden. 

Vegetable Set fin by .Ifdll, Post-Paid, 

20 varieties, his selection,.$1 00 
•15 do. do .. 2 00 
To those who w ish for Vegetable Seeds in larger quantities he 

would recommend his $10,0O. #5,00. and S3,00 collections, which 
may be safely forwarded bv Express, to all pacts of the country 
A list of the contents of each collection will be found in the 
Catalogue, 

New Plants. 
His -Y- id Plant Catalogue will be published April 1st. and will 

be found to contain many novelties never bet ore offered in thi? 
country, among which ure the following,— loi a description el 
which.’see Catalogue, which will be mailed to any add reus on 
receipt of a stamp. , , 

Itlunthu* Vervehoffelth splendid bedding plant. o'< 
Gu7jluIu SpU ndcMV “ " " 60 
Vci-Imiiiov 40 varieties, selected from all the best European 

varieties of fast year. 30 cts each, SKI for the set- 
Fuchsia*. 13 varieties, SQ cts each; $6 the set. 
Duhilo*, so of the lending European varieties of last year, ?'• 

each ; 8‘J per dozen. , 
In addition to the above w.l! be fouud a fist of all the most 

desirable varieties before introduced, with lists of Carnation 
and Picotee Pinks, Double Holtyhy kir, Monthly Carnations, 
Phloxes, (fhrysantheTnunis, Calceolarias, die-, die. 

All orders must fce accoiniatuied with the cash. 
Address R K. HUNS, Sprhqtfield, Mm*. 

Terras in Advance: 
Two Dollars a Year, To Clubs and Subscription 

Agents as followsThree Copier one year, for $5 ; Six, aud one 
free to club agent, for $10 ; Ten, and one free, for 815, Fifteen, 
and one free, for $21; Twenty, aud one free, for $25; aud any 
greater number at same rate —only $1,25 per copy —with an 
extra tree copy for every Ten Subscribers over Twenty Club 

papers directed to individuals and sent to as many different 
Post-Offices as desired As we pre-pay American postage on 
papers sent to the British Provinces, our Canadian agents and 
friends must add 12ki cents per copy to the club rates of the 
Rural. The lowest price of copies sent to Europe, &c.. is $2,50 
—including postage. PfP Agents who take Special Fremiums 
forcluba formed previous to April 1st, are also entitled to one 
extra (free) copy of the paper for a club of either Six at flu, Ten 
at $15, or Twenty at $25aud those who do not compete tor or 
wish the premiums can have an extra copy lor every' ten subscri¬ 
bers oyer twenty. Any one who has formed and received pre¬ 
mium for a club, (for 1861.) can get & Becoml premium by sending 
another club, or receive a free copy of the paper tor eveiy addi¬ 

tional ten subscribers forwardtftl 
i:£T Thk above Terms and Bates are invariable, and those 

who remit less than specifled for a single copy or club, will be 

credited only as per rates, and receive the paper accordingly 
Any person who is not an agent sending the club rate ($1.50 or 

$1,25) for a single copy (the price of which is $2i will only receive 
the paper the leugtb of time the money pays for at full single 
copy price People who send us less than published rates, and 

request the paper for a year, or a return of the money, cannot 
be accommodated—(or it would be unju.-t toothers to comply, 

and a gTeat inconvenience to return remittances The only way 

to get the Rural for less than $2 a year is to form or join a club- 

Never mind the rest. All you will care about 
knowing is, that Elmer’s journey was postponed 
another week, and at the end of that time Mrs. l>oe- 
sbldorf was ready to accompany him. I presume 
that will seem quite incredible to some of my 
young lady friends who spent a year or two previous 
to their marriage iu preparing the trousseau; but it 
is, nevertheless, a fact. 

Now fur the moral' 0, I believe you said you did 
not like morals? Then we will omit that. Perhaps 
ray story will do without, since it verifies two asser¬ 
tions besides the one at its cop.imeneement, viz: 

“ Faint heart never won fair lady,” and 
" Patient waiting, no loss.” 

A 
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thorough-bred, is undoubtedly of French Norman 
origin. His characteristics are a head rather large, 
but lean, bony, and well formed; very broad forehead, 
ears well apart, and carried loftily; small, clear eye, 

and courageous aspect; bold, up¬ 
standing,but thick crest; abroad, 
full chest, and a strong shoulder; 
a stout, strongly-framed barrel, 
(somewhat llntsidcd is very apt to 
be a fault in this point); excel¬ 
lent loins; muscular thighs; Hat- 
boned legs; atid foot, for tough¬ 
ness and hardiness, not t*b be 
equaled. Immunity from dis¬ 
ease of the legs and feet, is a 
marked quality in the French 
Canadian,even when ill-groomed, 
ill-shod, and subject to every 
hardship. An intelligent writer, 
well versed in the peculiarities 
of this particular race, states that 
“ there are numbers of horses in 
Canada which, under a mass of I shaggy hair, never trimmed, and 
rarely cleaned or dried, possess 
dry, si dewy legs, on which the 
severest service never raise a 
wind-gall. The prevailing color 
of the Canadian is black; next, 
rich dark brown. When true- 
bred, they are remarkable for the 
great volume of their ramies and 
tails, with the wavy texture of 
the hairs composing them; for 
the shaggy coating of their back 
sinews nearly to the knee, and 
of their fetlocks. From fourteen 
to fourteen and a half hands is 
their nsnal size. Their powers 
of endurance are excellent, for 
though not reckoned speedy, 
they win travel fifty miles uaiiy 
for a considerable period.’’ 

Notwithstanding the repute in 
which Canadian horses are held 
by thoso best calculated to judge 
of their merits, it is a remarkable 
fact that, even in these days of 
agricultural progress, no system¬ 
atic attempts have been made 
to Improve this breed in a pure 
form. Quite a number of ex¬ 
periments by crossing have been 
carried through, and with great 
success. The authority we have 
heretofore quoted, gives it as his 
opinion that “ no race probably 
is more susceptible of direct im¬ 
provement than this; and, as 
their excellence is universally 
acknowledged, both as the small, 
poor farmer’s working and 
draught horse, for which they 
are adapted above all American 
breeds, and as brood mares, from 
which to raise a highly improved 
and useful and general working 
roadster, bv breeding them to 
thorough-brads, it is evident that 
this is an end most devoutly to 

The central figure represents 
the Oriental blood of the desert, 
originating, it is thought, in the 
mixture of the various countries 
to which the horse in its purest 
form has, from time immemorial, 
been indigenous. To this breed 
of horses are the English in¬ 
debted for the unrivalled excel¬ 
lence of their racers, which are 
the offspring of a judicious cross 
of the Orientals. The countries 
from which an Oriental strain of 
blood is obtainable, are Arabia, 

liarbary States, Nubia, and Aby- 
siuia. The form of the Arabian 
will not please everyjudge of the 
horse, but none will deny the 

beauty of the head. Broad and 
square forehead, short and line 
muzzle, prominent and brilliant 
eye, small ears, and the beautiful 

W/MMIW course of the veins, always char- 

Itjll'i/ljr'lP actorize the head of the Arabian 
'!•$?•/!/ horse. Tho shoulder, in this 

' breed, is generally unexcelled. 
The withers are high, the should¬ 
er-blade inclined backward, and 
so nicely adjusted that in de¬ 

scending a >till the edge never 
ruffles the skin. The body is 
considered light, and chest nar¬ 
row, but behind the arms the 
barrel swells out, leaving suffi¬ 
cient room for the lungs. The 
Arabian is seldom more than 
fourteen hands two inches in 
height. 

Just below the Arabian we 
have, on the left, the Hunter or 
Trotter, and on the right the 

races, but if we adopt the English standard for 
height, their position is among the horses, the place 
assigned anything over thirteen hands. The Cana¬ 
dian horse, whfere theve is no cross of the English 

more showy action, than their smaller countrymen. 
The vis a vis of our Scotch friend is a genuine 
Canadian, as his countenance readily indicates. Ill 
this country they are often clashed among the pony 

second step to an F.nglish boy’s education in the art 
of horsemanship, as they often possess a fair turn of 
speed, can leap very cleverly, have all the endur¬ 
ance, with greater strength, greater quickness, and 

Ik these latter days, when the powers abroad 
desire to put in practice a new dogma in the science 
of government, an International 
Congress is called, and the idea 
promulgated; when two or more 
of these same nations, adopting 
the bayonet as their platform of 
principles, have depleted the 
treasury, destroyed the national 
credit, carried sorrow and deso¬ 
lation to the hearts and firesides 
of thousands, and wish for a 
dignified mode of backing out, 
then a Peace Congress is sought 
as the means of exit. “ Brother 
Jonathan,” however, has hither¬ 
to reversed this order of affairs. 
Our doctrines were horn, bred, 
and sent out to the eonliiet of 
thonglit by the “ sovereign 
people,” and when anxious for a 
“wordy war,” the Representa¬ 
tives gathered in the city of A 

“magnificent distances,” and 
sounded the slogan. It has be- 
come fashionable to hold meet- Mi Vi 

inga with this special designs- _ 
tion upon matters, important or xJMIBHB 

unimportant, (the latest applica- Jill Bimw 
tion has a Southern prefix,) and 
as we “may as well he out of jMHW 
the world as out of fashion,” we ma jzjuE&B 

bring before Rvrai. readers one 

worthy of scrutiny and careful jiD&Twg&M 
consideration, — A Horse Con- 
gress, witti Delegates from the - \ 
Four Quarters of tho Globe. 

The central figure, at the upper §£-|f|gj|SE 

true representative of the *S7o><- 
land race, unquestionably the 
most remarkable of all European 
ponies. These are to be found 
in all the northern Scottish isles, 
but the most diminutive, and at 
the same time the most perfect, 
are natives of the extreme north¬ 
ern isles of Yell and Gust. The 
average height of the Shetlander 
is nine or ten hands, and none 
are considered truly bred which 
exceed eleven hands,—three feet 
eight inches. Many are found 
which do not exceed thirty or 
thirty-two inches, and are, con¬ 
sequently, inferior in size to 
some of the largest Newfound¬ 
land dogs. The hardiness of 
these little fellows is remarkable. 
Henry William Herbert says, 
“out of many hundreds which 
we have Been, — sometimes in 
droves of fifty or sixty ut a time, 
traveling down from their native 
moors and mountains, the rag- 
gedcst, rustiest, most comical- 
looking little quadrupeds ever 
eye dwelt upon, driven by a 
gigantic six-foot Highlander, 
perched upon the back, perhaps, 
of the smallest of the number,— 
we never saw a lame Shetlander.” 
In their native isles they run as 
wild as the sheep, never herded, 
sheltered, or fed; picking up a 
livelihood from the tender shoots 
of the heather, and the coarse 
grasses growing among it. Even 
when domesticated they fare but 
little better. Oats are unknown 
to them, and a few bundles of 
meadow-hay, or barley straw, is 
a perfect banquet. Their speed 
is not great, but they will cover 
considerable ground under a load 
of 160 to 200 poupds. With a 
great hulking Highlander on his 
back, — apparently better fitted 
to carry the pony, than the pony 
to cany him,—he will accom¬ 
plish fifty miles between sunrise 
and sunset. The colors of the 
Shetlanders are generally black, 
dark brown, and a sort of rust- 
colored sorrel. Whites and grays 
are exceedingly rare, and blacks 
are considered the best of the 
race. 

The Scotch Pony is first cousin 

to the gentleman we have just 
described, and is his neighbor, 
on the left of our engraving. 
This pony is an enlarged pattern 
of the Shetlander. He preserves 
the general form, the close barrel, 
strong loins, stocky airand build, 
but he has a larger neck, higher 
withers, and finer hair in the 
mane and tail. His ordinary 
height is from eleven to thirteen 
bands. The Scotch pony is the 

SCOTCH PONY. 

THE HUNTER, OR TROTTER. 

FARMER’S BROOD MARE. 

SHETLAND PONY canadian. 

THOROUGH-BRED. 

DRAUGHT HORSE—CLYDESDALE. 

ARABIAN, 
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Thorough-bred. “The English thorough - bred,— 
with which the American is identical,"—says Her¬ 

bert, “ contains a larger proportion of Barb than pure 
Arabian blond," and to one or the other of these, 
doubtless, may be traced the origin of the trotter. 

The Clydesdales are represented at the base of our 
engraving, by the right hand figure. These horses 
are found most extensively in the neighborhood of 
the Clyde river, in Scotland, after which they are 
called, where their services in the one-horse carta of 
the districts are well appreciated. Indeed, there is 
no description of horse that appears better adapted 
for single horse carts, or that can get through more 
work in the course of the day. They are for the most 
part powerful horses, standing about sixteen hands 
high, and are extremely active. 'Jheir iaulta are 
a tendency to light bodies and long legs: and Bomc 
of them are hot workers. When free from these de¬ 
fects, they are certainly a most valuable kind of ani¬ 
mal for agricultural purposes. As regards their ori¬ 
gin, we are told that an Earl of Huntingdon imported 
Boine Dutch mares, a breed once much thought of, 
into the district of the Clyde, and being crossed with 
the native breed, (probably the ancient pack-horse,) 
thus became the founders of the now highly appreci¬ 
ated Clydesdale. The prevailing color is blaok; but 
there arc also many browns, and some grays. These 
horses are susceptible of much improvement, by care¬ 
ful selection in breeding, and avoiding the evils 
which we have pointed out as those to which the 
breed are prone. 

We come now to the Farmers' Brood Mare,— the 
left lower figure of our picture,— and though we can¬ 
not say whether royal or plebian blood flow in her 
veins,— whether she is of high or low degree,— there 
is a good look about her which calls up memories of 
“ lang syne,” when she carried us after the cows, or 
took the grist to mill. We never thought of her ped¬ 
igree,— she possessed kindness and gentleness, with 
a dignity of movement becoming her years, and was 
not that enough to fill the heart and win the affection 
of a hoy? We thought so then,— we think so yet,— 
aud he who could turn out upon the road to starve 
the noble animal which had so carefully borne his 
Johnnys and Tommys, in her palmier day, because 
she can no longer satisfy his cupidity, has a lump of 
silex in his bosom. 

THE DAIRY.-NO. V. 

THE COW AND HER KEEPER. 

The conclusion to he arrived at from Mr. Horsfall’s 

experiments, is the important fact that it is in the 

power of the dairyman to so feed his cows that they 

will maintain their condition and a full flow of milk 

at the same time, and that the highest value of the 

cow Is only obtained by supplying her with special 

food, rich in the elements which constitute the vain 

able portion of her product. 

We further find that the essential element of 
success consists in properly blending this food, 
cooking, and feeding it warm to the animal, which 
in winter should be kept in a warm stable. I 
neglected to state in the last number, that he keeps 
his cows in stables where the temperature is kept at 
60°, as near as possible. 

His system of high-feeding combines the advan¬ 
tages of the dairy and stall-feeding, as be does not 
pormit his cows to lose condition, but, on the con¬ 
trary, compels a gain until they go out fat to the 
butcher. In this process, lie usually Keeps a cow 
from one to three years. 

But the question very properly arises, can his 
plan he adopted by all farmers with equal success? 
To this I answer, very decidedly, that it cannot; 
for everything depends npon location. Near cities 
or large towns, where there is a ready market for 
beef at all times, as well as lor milk and butter, it 
would no doubt pay to adopt a plan of high-feeding 
as he has done, but in the larger portion of tho dairy 
region, a modification will he required. Thus, where 
grain cannot be grown to advantage, us in many of 
the more elevated dairy regions, or where, by reason 
of expensive transportation, it could not be had at 
remunerating rates, high-feeding would not be 
desirable. Still it would be well to consider whether 
an improvement upon the present system could not 
be made. In the winter keeping, iu particular, very 
many farmers everywhere, who keep stock, could 
imitate Mr. Horsfall iu the keeping of their ani¬ 
mals iu warm and well ventilated stables. 80 

important do I consider warmth to a cow in winter, 
that unless I could keep her in a stable where the 
manure would not freeze in cold weather, I would 
not keep one at all. 

Again, the steaming of food, and feeding it warm, 
is another important consideration, and one that no 
farmer, w ho has any considerable number of cowrs, 
can overlook without a total disregard of profit.. If 
the cow be well kept in the winter, she accumulates 
in her increased condition, a surplus of material 
which, when she comes into milk, will help to keep 
up the increased flow far beyond what one Hint has 
been kept lean can do. The difference in the yield 
of milk from a cow that has had generous keepiug 
through the winter, and one that but barely comes 
out in the spring lean, with scarcely strength to get 
up alone, can only he appreciated by those w ho have 
tried the experiment. My own opinion is, that tile 
increased product of the one is equal to the full 
value of the other, when they both eotne to the pail. 
80 well is this understood by experienced dairymen, 
that they expend large sums of money to procure 
grain for the winter feed of their cows. Summer 
feeding may not pay, yet 1 have found it customary 
among those fanners who were making the moat profit 
from their cows, to prepare for feeding their cows 
with grain food as soon as their pastures began to 
fail, and the favorite food for this purpose seems to he 
Indian corn, sown broad-cast.. Tt lias been shown 
that whatever will assist the cow in obtaining the 
requisite amount of food at the proper times, will 
abundantly recompense the owner, and lie is a serious 
loser if he neglect to make that provision. 

Where corn cannot be grown with profit, roots and 
cabbages can, and a supply of green food can be 
kept up with little expense until the dairy season is 
over. And roots can be cultivated to advantage in 
every locality where good grass grows, and where 
corn is not a safe or reliable crop. But to make the 
winter feeding of roots profitable, warmth is indis¬ 
pensable. 

It is truly gratifying to notice the improvement in 
barns and stables that are now being built in all sec¬ 
tions of the State. Perhaps some of the best can be 
found in Lewis County. There are barns and stables 
in that County which, for convenience, and for pro¬ 
tection to the animal, cannot he inatohed in the most 
favored portions of the State. But model barns are 
by no means confined to that County. They can be 
found through the whole dairy range, and their 
frequency ia a trusty and safe indication of the 
prosperous condition of the community around 
them. Still there i6 yet a sad neglect by the dairy¬ 
man iu this imjmrtant department of bis business. 

Said a successful dairyman, whose herd consisted | 
of some 80 cows, “I am never satisfied, unless, when 
I pull off my boots at night, and put on my slippers, 
and sit down by the fire, I feel that my cows are as 
comfortable as I am.” And this, I apprehend, is the 
key to the profitable wintering of our cows and other 

stock. 
Special rules are not purposed to be given, but 

only suggestions drawn from a few important facts. 
To be successful with the cow, she must he at all 
times well fed with proper food, and in winter, fur¬ 
nished with warm shelter, dry and well ventilated, and 
in summer an extra supply of food must be prepared 
to supply her wants when the pasturage fails. Ih other 
words, so treat your cow that you will feel she is 
comfortable and happy, and she will fill your pail, 
and, what is quite as well, your pockets.—p. 

MINNESOTA-SOIL, CLIMATE, &c. 

Messrs. Editors: — In the Rural New-Yorker of 
March 9th, 1 saw a notice that in one stable, near St. 
Paul, six horses were frozen to death in one night. 
The injury done to this State by the press East, in 
publishing such humbugs about the severity of the 
winters, is enormous, and, with your permission, I 
would like to give through your paper a few facts 
about Minnesota, obtained from a four years resi¬ 
dence, to all those who contemplate emigrating West. 

Four years ago this spring I left “old Chautauqua,” 
New York, for this State, and took a farm from 
“ Uncle Sam ” of 300 acres, all prairie, at government 
price. Most people from a timbered country, when 
they get here, are afraid of our naked prairies, and 
will select their farms among the groves of oak brush 
and grubs, with now and then a tree; but experience 
soon teaches them their mistake. The expense of 
grubbing, and preparing the land for the breaking 
plow, is from five to tern dollars per aere; that 
expense saved, by taking clear prairie, will fence it 
with a good post and hoard fence, as good fencing 
(pine) can be had for $10 per thousand feet, and oak 
posts for from $3 to $4 per one hundred. 

Good prairie land, near timber and water, and on 
good rouds leading to the river towns, can be had for 
from $3 to $6 per acre, and wood land for fuel, from 
$l> to $10 dollars per acre. The soil for the main 
part consists of a black sandy loam, with a clay sub¬ 
soil. One man with a good team will, with a Li-inch 
plow, turn over one acre of the sod in a daj-, with 
ease, or you can hire it done for $3 per aere. The 
proper time for breaking is from the first of June till 
the middle of July. The spring following you can 
put in your crop with or without plowing again, 
as you see fit. 

Wheat and Wool are to be the great staple products 
of Minnesota, and probably no State in the Union is 
as well adapted to either pursuit. The last year’s 
wheat crop of this State excels any thing of the kind 
on record, and places Minnesota at the bead. Our 
wheat weighs on an average 63 lbs., and the average 
yield is set down at 30 bushels per acre. The varie¬ 
ties of spring wheat, known as Hoosic and Scotch 
Fife, seem to succeed best in this vicinity. The corn 
crop through this section ranges from 30 to 50 bushels 
per acre. All varieties, except the Southern Dent, 
are raised here, and mature well if planted by the 
first of June. Oats are heavy, and yield well. 1 
have always had 50 io 00, and sometimes ttS bushels 
per acre, but I think the average should be put at 
about 40 bushels per acre. We get iu Home cases as 
high as 00 bushels of barley, but not often. Our 
Potatoes are the finest I ever ate, seldom rotting, and 
yielding well. Our surplus grain finds a market in 

Milwaukee and Bt. Louis. The last season, freight on 
wheat to Milwaukee was 20 cts. per bushel, including 
all expenses. When we get our railroad through to 
Lake Superior, we shall have another market to 
depend on, and shall feel ourselves one hundred and 
fifty miles nearer the seaboard. 

Tho raising of stock of all kinds can be success¬ 
fully prosecuted, with an abundance of pasturage 
free from cost, and hay put into stacks at a net 
cost of $1,50 per ton. The climate is peculiarly 
adapted to the growing of wool. The winters being 
dry, still and cold, with seldom any rain from early 
fall till spring, the sheep are healthy, with heavy 
fleeces. Judging from the past four years, I am very 
much pleased with the climate, there being more 
pleasant weather, and less severe storms, than at any 
point in which I have resided, having lived in Ver¬ 
mont, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Northern, Southern 
and Western New York. When I left Now York. I 
expected to he frozen every winter, and blown back 
to Dunkirk every summer; but here I am, never 
having frozen even the “tip” of an car, and perfectly 
satisfied with climate, soil, and locality. The home¬ 
stead low of the State ia very gracious, allowing a 
man 80 acres of land, with all improvements, all 
household goods, all faming implements, one yoke 
Of oxen, and one horse, or one span of horses, 3 
cows, 10 swine, 20 sheep, forage for same for one 
year, aud food for family one year: free from all 
liabilities, except on mortgage given for purchase 
money. As Mr. John Johnston is good authority, I 
would like to ask him if he calls January lambs at 
shearing time that weigh from 90 to 100 pounds, as 
good as his will average? My sheep are Leicesters, 
and we have all our lambs come iu January, Feb¬ 
ruary, and March, and have never lost one In conse¬ 
quence of the cold. A neighbor has sheared, from 
yearlings, 9 pounds and 10 pounds of washed wool, 
and from his imported “Lester” buck, 22 pounds of 
two year’s growth of clip. But, as this is already 
much longer than I intended, I will close. 

Eagle Prairie, Goodhue Co., Miun., 1861. .T. D. Wheat. 

Remarks.—If we were at fault i» innocently giving 
a two-line item of news relative to the supposd effects 
of the weather upon horses in Minnesota, we trust 
the publication of the above commendation of the soil 
and climate of that young and thriving State, will 
procure our full absolution. tVe certainly had no 
thought of injuring the State or its people, and think 
the course of the Rural heretofore ought to free it 
of any such design as that intimated by our respected 

correspondent. 

PRACTICAL SERMONS ON SHORT TEXTS. 

“Every kernel of grain and every ounce of meat taken 

from the farm removes what the soil cannot continue to 

spare without ultimate barrenness.”—H. T. Brooks. 

Unpkr the present system of American farming, 
there is a fair prospect of the above somewhat sweep¬ 
ing and illogical assertion becoming transformed 
into a fact. Constituted as our country is, we must 
continue to depend on our exports of agricultural 
productions for many years to come, as our only 
legitimate means of obtaining wealth, and through 
that wealth the luxurious comforts of modern life, 
it i6 literally “root hog or die ” with ns. 

Rather than frighten the farmers with the bugbear 
of “prospective sterility,’’ I would say. keep more 
stock well, aud raise more grain better. To keep the 

stock well, raise more roots and grass; to raise more 
roots and grass, apply more manure, aud better culti¬ 
vation to the soil. 

It has been stated in many of the agricultural jour¬ 
nals, that the climate of America is not adapted to 
root crops — being too hot and dry. We, in Canada, 
at least, do not find it so, except in the case of the 
common white, or English turnip. Our main depen¬ 
dence for roots is on the purple top Swede turnip, or 
ruta-baga, and the crop of this root, wherever any 
fair amount of attention and care has been bestowed 
upon it, lias been so great that it is found to pay even 
where used upon the farm to feed the stock in order 
to add to the manure heap, not doled out. grudgingly 
like meal, but given at the rate of from one to three 
bushels per dien to each head of cattle. Let any 
man who is ambitious of being considered an 
enlightened farmer/Kuv the experiment of raising a 
few acres of ruta-bu®, applying the manure In the 
unfermented state at tpe rate of from fifty to seventy 
cart-loads per aere, and give a liberal supply of seed, 
say three pounds per (tore, to make sure against the 
fly, keeping the horsc*hoe busy all summer, and he 
will ever afterwards lodk upon it as one of the staple 
crops of the farm. The main point in successful 
farming is to have a plentiful supply of good manure, 
manufactured on the farm, and applied to the grain 
crops through the medium of a fallow crop. j. m. 

Hamilton, C. W., 1861. 

CORN STALKS FOR FODDER. 

In the Rural of Feb. 2d, I noticed an article taken 
from the Germantown Telegraph, in reference to the 
winter care of cattle. The writer states — referring 
to cutting up his stalks for feed, — “ My cattle eat it 
up clean, hard huts, stalks, and all, and one ordinary 
bundle of fodder — such as would be generally given 
to a steer at one meal lasts an animal a whole day.” 
He further adds, “ I can winter ten head of cattle 
on cut fodder now, where I only wintered five bead 
last year.” 

From these statements I concluded that it would 
be well to make a trial of so cheap a plan to econo¬ 
mize in feed, especially, as I Btabled my stock, and 
had the proper troughs for feeding. A patent straw 
and stalk cutter was brought into requisition, two 
nice bundles of stalks selected, run through the 
cutter, aud the cut feed placed in the feed troughs 
for four bead of cattle. They were then placed in 
their stalls, and I retired to figure out how much 
longer my stalks would last by this new method. 
The next morning I was somewhat surprised to find 
nearly one-half the stalks remaining. Thinking they 
might have objected to the length, I cut them fine, 

and added to each mess t wo quarts of meal. Even 
this would not answer,—the meal and leaves were 
selected out, the rest left. 1 next wet the stalks, and 
mixed the meal with them. Rather than eat the 
“bard huts and stalks,” they would leave the meat 

which adhered to them, deeming the pay too small 
to compensate for such a disagreeable job. My 
experiment ended here, with the conclusion, that if 
cattle will cut corn stalks, they must be prepared in 
some other way, or else starved to it. 

Another advantage, “my manure is all short,” and 
yet bis cattle eat them up clean. I can hardly recon¬ 
cile the two statements. 

If any one beside the writer in the Germantown 

Telegraph has succeedodlin making his cattle eat 

cornstalks, “hard bu^yjj^U,”fo simply cutting 

them up, uud baa foWvTBr'theJnid not require 

more than one-half the amount when led in this way 

to keep them In better order, I should like to know 

it, - the way managed — the cutter used — the length 

cut —whether the stalks were raised from corn sown 

or planted, and any other fact which may throw 

light on the subject, and dispel the clouds of unbelief 

which at present surround it. Rpsticus. 
Meadow Brook Homestead, Cayuga Co., N. Y., 1861. 

gunrt of Ute 
Feeding Horses—A Common Mistake. 

The Southern Homestead says that, “The prac¬ 
tice of regulating the food of horses by the amount, 
of work they are required to perform, is a good one 
if properly followed. For example, a horse when 
lyiug comparatively idle, as in winter, should have 
less solid food than amid the bard work of spring 
and summer. Again, if ahorse is about to perform 
a work of extra labor, it is well to fortify him with a 
little extra feeding beforehand. But the mistake we 
refer to is the practice of over-feeding him an hour 
or so before putting him to work. If an extra ser¬ 
vice is required of a horse on any particular day, and 
an extra feed is to be given him, let him have it the 
evening beforehand, rather than in the morning, au 
hour or two before being put to work. Why so? 
Because if ho is put to work so soon after eating, biB 
food does not become digested, and he is obliged to 
cany about with him a large mass of undigested 
fodder, which is rather a burden than a help to him. 
If he is well fed the evening before, the food is 
assimilated—changed to flesh and blood—and sends 
health and vigor through all the system. As a gene¬ 
ral rule, a working horse should be fed regularly, 
both as to the time and the amount. 

should we Wash our Sheepf 

A writer in the Ohio Farmer has opened the 
discussion, and takes the unpopular, (judging from 
custom,) or negative side of the question. Let 
Rural readers consider hi3 arguments, and then let 
us hear their views, pro or con. He propounds the 

query, and then answers: 

“ Humanity, at least, says No! With the natural 
fear a sheep has for water, it must be cruel to subject 
them to such treatment ss they sometimes get by the 
process familiarly called ‘washing’; yet, in truth, it 
is not only a detriment to the wool, but to the sheep. 
We take it for granted, that what is good for the 
health of man in the way of care, holds good with 
the sheep; aud who among all our shepherds would 
think of following his sheep home from a mill pond, 
without a change of clothes, when sometimes it is 
cold enough to make his teeth chatter. How can 
we then expect it to benefit our sheep, especially 
when we have a week’s rainy weather just after wash¬ 
ing, and very often, in this climate, it is cold and 
unhealthy for man and beast. Yet some will say it 
does the sheep no harm; but facts prove that this is 
not the case—both your sheepjand lambs sutler mate- 
uially. But this is only one feature. It costs a great 

deal of time and money, which could be applied to a 
better use in cultivating onr spring crop. It is no 
trifle to wash three thousand sheep every year. 

But the most potent argument in favor of not 
washing our sheep is, we can shear from three to 
four weeks sooner, and thus give the more time after 
shearing for the growth of wool, to protect them 
from the fall rains and from the cold in winter, which 
is no inconsiderable item. How often do we delay 
washing on account of the water being too cold, 

when the weather is abundantly warm to shear. The 
sheep will not suffer with the cold in May, if they are 
cared for during the three days immediately after 
shearing. We would gain one-sixth more clothing, 
to protect our sheep from the cold of winter, besides 
a stronger constitution and a healthier sheep, than if 
we had frozen our sheep in May, by washing them. 

Finally, manufacturers would rather have the wool 

unwashed. They have to re-wash it after ns; why not 
let them do their own washing, and then if it is not 
well done, they will know who to complain of. One- 
half of the wool in some sections of country where 
they have no clear running water, is actually 
damaged by the attempt to wash it on the hack. It 
is made a hug-bear of in market, and thus the pro¬ 
ducer is forced to take less than his wool is really 
worth. Wool-growers! we stand in our own light 
upon this subject. Bat taking unwashed wool to 
market cannot be practiced by one here and there. 
It must be a general reform. How then shall we best 
and most directly get at it? Tt can be done by 
‘County Organizations.’ Shall we make the 
attempt? By so doing we shall practice humanity, 
save labor, save time and money, improve our sheep, 
benefit ourselves, and benefit the manufacturer.” 

Fork vs. Spade. 

The time honored spade is falling into disgrace. 
Look at yonder son of Erin as he drives the shining 
blade into the moist loam, and heaveB out a square 
compressed mass, two sides of which are smooth 
and compressed as possible. If you are standing 
near or working by his side, he will hit it a rap and 
crumble the top of it a little, while the mass probably 
remains intact. The ground will be leveled off with 
a rake, and the lumps will bake slowly, and remain 
likely enough, hard and impervious all summer, if 
the ground is not deeply worked again. When spad¬ 
ing is done in very dry weather, it is not liable to 
the same objection in degree, yet it leaves the soil 
always more or less lumpy. 

How diflerent it is with the use of the fork. The 
spading fork is found of various forms in the shop. 
We prefer one of narrow tines, rather long and very 
thick, made Of good steel. A good quality of steel 
is very important, for often a single tine striking a 
stone or stick, has to take instantly the whole force 
of the blow or shove. The tines should be thick, as 
considerable prying power is often required; aud 
they should be narrow, that the earth may he no more 
compressed than is necessary, A fork like this may 
be driven much deeper with the same force. It will 
lift the earth quite as well as a spade, and without 
packing it. If roots of trees, bo lbs, or anything of 
the kind are present, there is little probability that 
they will be Injured, if care is used, and the ground 
may be loosened sufficiently in many cases without 
lifting the earth at all, in a way to hare the roots. 

The fork, iu fact, may bp used wherever the spade 
can he, and a shovel is not more desirable—we do not 
claim for it superiority in shoveling sand or gravel- 
ami It may he used in many places where a spade can¬ 
not be used. About trees, in raspberry, currant or 
vine-borders, especially, will the fork be found of in¬ 
calculable service, and the spade should be banished 
forthwith. So Bays the Connecticut Homestead. 

gnqmmss and gtotfwrtf. 
Draining Si’adk.— Can you inform me, through the 

columns of your paper; where I can procure a narrow spade, 
,>r “graft,” a. tUu English call it, axf.reHSljr for-tile 
draining; and at what price?—G. N. Lawrence, Vrrrton, 
A. 1861, 

There has been so little call for these spades that manu¬ 

facturers, we think, have not generally made them. They 

are manufactured to order in this city, hut we do not find 

them exposed for sale. It is about time that manufacturers 

got up a supply of all draining tools, as the demand is now 

good, and will be constantly increasing. 

Culture Or PaitSNirt*. - Will you, or some of your sub 
scribe rx. inform   through the Rural, of the best mode of 
cultivating parsnips; whether Meant ground is adapted to 
their growth? Also, whether they will bear transplanting; 
and, agaiu. at what time should they be planted?—A. S. Hak- 
RINOTON, Horodino, A. Y.. 1861. 

We would not plant parsnips on sod ground, unless we 

were compelled to do so. It would be better to have parsnips 

follow corn or potatoes. The parsnip requires a deep, well 

pulverized soil. Sow in drills about, eighteen inches apart, 

just as soon as the ground can he got ready. Frost will not 

hurt the parsnip, Thin out in the rows, so the plants will 

stand six or eight inches apart Where labor is dear und 

scarce, they may ho planted far enough apart to admit the 

use of the cultivator oue way. If the seed is fresh, it will 

readily germinate. 

Fatality among Cai.ves—Inflammation of the Liver.— 
My calves are dying off, and I cannot determine the nature of 
the disease, nor find a remedy. Their feed has been plenty 
of good hay. They are fat. strong, and In good condition, 
until taken with the disease. Symptoms as follows:—They 
arc taken With trembling and shivering all over The first 
one affected was taken in the night, w-as found dead in the 
morning, aud badly bloated. The next. 1 presume, died im¬ 
mediately alter being taken, as lie was perfectly well at night, 
and dead in the morning. Be appeared to lmve died in great 
distress, with the head thrown straight back to the shoulder, 
and ruptured inwardly. On examination, found their galls 
yellow, with very little In them. Can you. or any of your 
readers, tell me the disease, the remedy, ana a preventive?— 
T. O Hrirn, New, Alley. Co.. A- Y. 1861. 

It if probable that the difficulties mentioned by our corres¬ 

pondent arise from a diseased condition of the liver, Dr. 

Dadd gives the following mode of treatment where this 

organ Is suffering from inflammation: 

“ The most rational method of treating this disease, is to 

endeavor to mitigate tho inflammatory diathesis, and restore 

the normal functions ol the liver. In view of accomplishing 

these desirable results, I recommend the following prescrip¬ 

tion—Glauber Salts, 16 ounces; Powdered Mandrake, 2 

dyaclims. The salts should be dissolved iu one quart of tepid 

water; then add the mandrake, and drench the animal by' 

means of a common porter bottle. This drench should be 

poured down the oesophagus, in a gradual manner, so as to 

prevent its being received into the rumen, or paunch. The 

patient should, if possible, be dieted on green fodder; if such 

cannot be procured, some sliced cabbages, turnips, or carrots, 

may be substituted. A teaspoonful of mandrake should be 

given daily in the food. Until the risible surfaces assume their 

natural color. A curable case trill generally yield under the 

above treatment.” 

8trktciiks in Sheep.—Can you or any of your readers 
give me a recipe for the cure of stretches in sheep. For two 
nr three winters past I have had more or less sheep die by 
this disease, nud I would be very thaukful for some informa¬ 
tion on the subject.—E. C., Owaseo, Ar. )' 1861. 

The last issue of the Rural contained a remedy for this 

disease, furnished by a correspondent, and we now give the 

treatment recommended by Mr. Morrell, in liis American 

Shepherd; 

This disease very commonly- occurs in flocks which are kept 

exclusively on hay, or other dry food, and is fatal very often, 

unless an early application Of medicine follows the attack. 

Symptoms.—The sheep will alternately lie down and rise at 

brief intervals, frequently stretching, and refuses every kiud 

of food. It is now generally admitted that it proceeds from 

costiveness, by being deprived wholly of green food The 

disease is uukuown to Great Britain, where succulent proven¬ 

der is so bountifully led. 

Treatment.—Two tablespoonfuls of castor oil, or ono ounce 

of Epsom salts, will he effectual. A small quantity of hog’s 

lard has also been used with success. A neighbor adminis¬ 

ters a large quid of tobacco; and he recently informed the 

w riter that he had never lost a sheep by the stretches after 

administering this nauseous potion. 

Preventive.— Give the flock green food once a week or 

oftener — such ns apples, potatoes, or turnips. Pine or hem¬ 

lock boughs are also excellent. 

Rural Notes nttii Stems. 

The Season— Wheat Crop, efe.— The weather of the last 

two week* of March was quite unfavorable for wheat through¬ 

out this region, especially that on henry soils. We hear 

complaints of the wheat being injured by hearing of the 

ground in some localities, while the crop generally has an 

unpromising appearance. An intelligent Ohio farmer — 

Frank Granger, Esq., of Toledo — who has recently been 

visiting friends in this county, informs us that, so far as his 

observation baa extended, our wheat crop looks poor indeed, 

compared with that of Northwestern Ohio. But we trust 

more favorable weather will revive the crop as the season 

advances, so that, if the wheat-midge scourge has passed, 

(as many confidently believe,! a profitable yield will be 

obtained. The comparatively heavy fall of snow on Monday 

(fiom four to six inches in this locality.) will prove beneficial 

to wheat, though many regard the storm ns an unfavorable 

opening of April. The lateness of the oTrival of warm, 

seasonable weather will of course retard out door operations, 

and farmers may be obliged to push on the spring work, 

when once commenced, with unusual energy. However, we 

may yet have plenty of favorable weather to perform all 

operations properly and in season. 
- 

What of tiik Crop Prospects*— If our friends at a dis¬ 

tance— in all the States, Canada, Ac. — will advise ub as to 

the prospects of the leading crops, they will confer a favor, 

and perchance thereby enable us to impart information which 

will prove of great value to producers. If some plan could 

be adopted whereby its growers could be informed of the 

amount of wheat likely to be harvested, the producers of that 

important cereal conlil make calculations for themselves, and 

not be subject to the dictation of middle men. The recent 

advices relative to the unfavorable prospect of the winter 

grain Of Europe, indicate an increased foreign demand for 

our breadstuff*, and hence the prospect and probable yield in 

this country must be regarded with importance, both at home 

and abroad. In writing, please state the condition and pros¬ 

pects (compared with last season) of the staple products of 

your section, with such risks or enemies to the crops as are 

anticipated before harvest. 

Plant Shade Treks — A Qood Example — Now is the time 

to plant out shade tree*. Residents of both country and 

town can easily increase the attractiveness and value of their 

homesteads by a trifling expenditure at this season. Farmers 

should plant a few shade and ornamental trees, — about and 

in front of their dwellings, at least, — for the benefit of their 

families and friends, to sny nothing of the duty incumbent 

upon all good citizens to aid iu rendering their locality more 

beautiful in the eyes of both friends and strangers. ADd 

every one who ha* a village homestead should surround it 

with appropriate trees and shrubbery. In some of our vil¬ 

lages societies have been formed to encourage this praise¬ 

worthy object by associated effort — an example worthy of 

imitation all over tho land. And here Is another good exam 

pie by a worthy citizen of Palmyra — a man Of taste and 

means. We learn that Carlton H. Rogers, Ksq., offers to 

present a horse-chestnut tree to every Palrnyran who will 

plant and protect it as a shade tree. Air. R. has purchased 

four hundred trees for the purpose. How many village capi¬ 

talists will enhance the public weal by doing likewise? 

AIkdjna Union An. Society.— We have inadvertently 

omitted to notice the recent- proceedings of this spirited and 

very progressive organization. At the late aunual meeting 

tho following officers were elected for 1801: President—\oh 

sky A. Acer, Shelby. Vice President—G C. Cook, Ridgeway. 

Ere. Secretary—S. C. Boweu, Medina, Cor Secretary—Wm. 

Hoag, Ridgeway Treasurer—W. W. Potter, Medina. Direc¬ 

tors—Ur, A. B, Edmonds, and Messrs. Ilardweil and Scott. 

The Society is in a llourishingcoudition—having an increased 

amountin the treasury, after paying all expenses of last year. 

It originally embraced only two towns—Ridgeway and Shelby 

—but nine towns were added last year; and now the. Society 

has decided to “ annex ” all of Orleans, Genesee and Niagara 

counties, three towns in Erie, and that portion of Atouroe 

Co. bordering upon Orleans. Our Medina friends are spread¬ 

ing themselves in proportion to tb«ir strength atul ailtar, 

The Western N. Y. Ag'I and Hort’l Association will do well 

to look to Its territorial rights. 

Victory Ag. Society.— At the annual meeting of the 

Victory (Cayuga Co.) Ag. Society, It was resolved that the 

entries at tho next Animal Fair shall he free, and the pre¬ 

miums honorary, The following officers were chosen for the 

ensuing year: President—ItKxson Kfickkrman, Vice Presi¬ 

dents—Benjamin Jakway, Ephraim Cummings, Hiram Hise- 

rodt, D. W. Telford, Matthias Hager, lire. Secretary—S. 

Hiram Plumb. Cor. Secretary—Isaac Lockwood. Treasurer 

—Walter H. Sayre. Executive Committee—Harvey S. Harris, 

Smith Benedict, Chauucey G. Kimball. 

Grain in Canada.—The good crops produced in Canada 

last season have made better time* iu both Provinces. 

Though much of the surplus has been sold by tho farmers, it 

has uot yet been shipped to market. A late Alontreal paper 

says:—“ We are informed that the amount of grain, flour, 

and other agricultural produce, accumulated iu storehouses, 

iu ITppper and Lower Canada, ready for transportation, as 

ascertained by insurances effected thereon with the various 

offices doing business in Canada, greatly exceeds the largest 

quantity ever known in previous years. We also hear that 

arrangements have been made nt the American Lake ports to 

ship largely by the St. Lawrence route. Forwarders will 

have a busy time when navigation opens. 

Sorghum in Iowa.—In a recent letter, Mr. Rodman Lewis, 

of Van nnren Co., Iowa, writes:—“As we are accused of having 

nearly all of tho Sorghum this side of the Mississippi, we 

want ali the information we can get about manufacturing to 

the beat advantage, 1 helped make about 2 OCX) gallons of 

molasses last fall. Of some forty different lots, l noticed 

that the cane that was turned a little yellow at the joints, 

and was well trimmed, made the best molasses The top 

joint should be all cut off, as there are frequently large 

quantities of plant lice lodged on it between the leaf stalk 

and the seed stalk." 

Valuable Hint about Underdraining.—At s* recent 

Legislative Agricultural meeting in Boston, Air. SiiKnn, an 

agricultural engineer, said “he had drained a lot in Alilton 

where there was only two inches of fall to the quarter of a 

mile, and the drain worked well. If there is a fall of three 

inches to the hundred feet in Land, a tile drain or two inches 

diameter, with forty feet apart, four feet deep, will take off 

all the water, and he would guarantee it would work satis¬ 

factorily All soils resting on a tenacious subsoil, can be 

advantageously drained.” 

Early Seeding at the West.—While shivering from the 

effects of a cold blustering snow storm, on this first day of 

April, we have the pleasure of reading that the farmers west 

or Fox- River, Wis., were putting in their grain two weeks 

ago. Also, that “the farmers of the Southern tier of 

counties in Minnesota, have commenced sowing wheat. A 

large proportion of the crop of Fillmore Co. is already in 

the ground.” 

Early- Vegetables.—The editor of the Lockport Journal 

has just been luxuriating upon fresh vegetables grown in a 

hot-bed by Air. H. AIoCollum, of that village—viz., “acucum- 

ber seven inches long, together with pie-plant, asparagus, 

lettuce and radishes. ’’ 

A Simple Cure for Scratches is given by J. C. Stewart, 

of Framingham, Mass., in the A. E. Parmer. He says he 

has always succeeded in curing scratches in horses by a few 

applications of molasses. 

Orleans Co AIakkkt Fair.—The Orleans Co. Ag. Society 

holds its first Market Fair for the season April 6th — on the 

Fair Grounds in Albion. 

A Word in Season.— The large number of persons who 

have written us letters in praise of the Rural during the past 

three months — and the thousands of others who believe it 

worthy of encouragement for the good it is accomplishing in 

families and communities— are reminded that the present is a 

favorable season to increase its circulation aud usefulness, aud 

that any and every effort in that direction w-ill he gratefully 

appreciated. Please read our inducements on last page. 



ftortknltural #otc$ A (iKNTS WANTF.I.) lo SUM, 
T \ Tl\ 1!KS. We wish to employ a number of trusty men to 
sell trees lor tin the coming season Address CWiK k HAMIL- 
TON. Speneerport Nursery, Sponevrport, Monroe Co., N. Y. 

would not have had mnch use for the hoc. He 
should have pared off the sod to a sufficient depth to 

I take vines from one 

The Codetta is a very interesting tatnily of 
flowers, nearly related to the (F.nothera, or Evening 
Primrose. There are several tine varieties, differing 
in color and habit. Our engraving shows a flower of 
rubicunda, which forms a beautiful open spike, of a 
delicate reddish color. The Godetias deserve gene- 

bave removed all grass roots, 
to four feet in length, and plant them in drills from 
eighteen to twenty inches apart, covering lightly 
every six or eight inches, where they take root and 
new vines are formed. It is not uutisual for vines to 
grow from three to four feet in one season. 

It is not necessary to flood a meadow, but I would 
recommend it where convenient, as it has a tendency 
to check the growth of weeds and grass, and also to 
destroy the Cranberry Moth, which sometimes get 
into meadows, and injure them. The water may bo 
turned on in the fall after picking, and remain until 
there is no danger oi trust in the spring. 

To “ A Subscruier,” 1 would say, that his half acre 
of swamp can lie made prt^’ble if properly pre¬ 
pared, and set with good beiUng vines. There are 
vines that look thrifty, and gww well, but never bear. 
“ The most certain method * obtaining productive 
plants of the best varieties, is to take them from 
places where they are known to lie the kind you wish 
to cultivate," as is truly stated in Starr's Cranberry 
Culturist. As the cranberry is an evergreen, and 
late starting vine, the months of May and Juue is a 
suitable time for setting. They will grow and bear 
in the shade, but the fruit will not ripen as well as in 
the sun. Noble Hill. 

Caton, Steuben Co., N. Y., 1861. 

Catalogues Rkckivkp.— From Ernst Bknary, Erfurt, 

Prussia, Annual Catalogue of Flower, Tree, Vegetable, and 

Agricultural Seeds, with several beautifully colored plates of 

flowers. 

— From Vilmorix, Anorikux & Co., Paris, France, Cata¬ 

logue of Flower Seeds, Plants, Ac. Also an illustrated 

descriptive Catalogue of Plants with Ornamental Foliage. 

— From J. Knox, Pittsburgh, Pa., Catalogue of Strawber¬ 

ries, Raspberries, Blackberries, Currants, and other small 

fruits, cultivated at the Knox Fruit and Farm Nurseries, Pitts 

bnrgh. 

An Exckhimknt at Gmmxo.—I tried an experiment two 

years ago. by crafting apples on pears, and the root, of the 

apple. [The grafts were taken from bearing trees. After 

the grafts were of sufficient growth, I inclosed rich mold 

around them, so that they took root from the grafts the 

spring following. 1 separated them from the stock, reserv¬ 

ing only the roots that sprang from the grafts, and trails 

planted them. They are doing well. The question is. "ill 

they bear in due time, and remain dwarfs liy proper manage¬ 

ment? Can you, or any of the numerous readers of the 

Rural, tell. 

I grafted the Siberhlg Crab on the root of a hearing applo 

tree. I transplanted it the spring following. This season, 

the third year after grafting, it yielded a good quantity of 

It is a beautiful dwarf.— D. C. Hawn, Fort 

Native evergreen and dkcidcois 
Ornamental Fours i Treks Furnivbed in unv quantity 

and of all tramportable sixes, at short notice, after twos con be 
taken un. Faithfully packed and forwarded according to direc¬ 
tions. Printed Catalogues with prices sent tr. applicants. 

Address \VM. MANN, Bangor, Me. ANNUALS AND THEIR CULTURE 

OTKAYVBKKttV PLANTS, SEEDS.—1,000.000 
H Wilson s Albanv Plant., At cent* •> 100, *.Y >' I JOT, *» 
I0.00O. Twenty-live other choice varieties from it! to ** p 1,000 
Our Strawberries took the highest premium at our Horticultural 
Exhibition l.wt- season. Dart inn's Extra Karin Snort Com, 75 
cents peek, 9a bushel. White tirage ilirmnl Seed, ounce 37cts 
post-paid, pound *4 For the convenience nt those who want 
less than a full packet of 7 ' us r S,.<ts I will semi JO selected 
varieties for SI. ami two red -tamps '<> pre pay , 10 packets prir.e 
Asters, Immortal Flowers. Ipomeii", Carnations, Pansies. Ac., 
for 91. Kverv variety of Garden and Mower Heeds, fresh and 
reliable Address GKO, F NKKDHaM, 

March 2N, tool. jis Washington St, Buffalo. 

Those who commence a flower garden must mainly 
depend upon annuals for blossoms and beauty the 
first season, though there are some biennial plants 
that will flower the first year. We have already 
given directions for sowing the seed, and it is now 
only necessary to refer readers to our remarks in the 
Rural for February 23d. These, we hope, will be 
carefully studied, for on their observance depends in 
a great measure the success of the season. It is very 
easy to growjplanta from seed, and it is just as easy 
to fail and losejonr seed and labor. As soon ns the 
young plants make their appearance, lighten the 
earth around them and destroy all weeds. If they 
are too thick, which is most likely to be the case, 
remove a portion to other beds, which should be 
prepared for this purpose, and remove them when 
quite small, as young plants always injure each other 
by growing crowded. Select a showery day, if pos¬ 
sible, for this work, and remove the plants with as 
little injury to the roots as possible. When the 
ground is wet, plants can generally he taken Sp with 
a portion of the earth adhering to the roots, in 
which case they will receive but little check by the 
removal.gNothing is now needed but to keep the 
ground mellow, and all weeds destroyed. 

MoBt of our popular annuals have been greatly 
improved within the last few years, and are now 
worthy the attention of every lover of flowers. Only 
a short time since, the Aster was a poor, single, or 
at best, a semi-double flower, with quilled petals, 
having a rough, unsightly appearance; while now the 
Aster is one of our most beautiful autumn flowers, as 
double as the Peony, or the Chrysanthemum, and 
almost as beautiful as the Rose. Without further 
introduction, we will name a few of the most desir¬ 
able annuals. 

HI W \ ( W W A CUTTER S SEEDLING 8TRAW- 
- )\J\ I »' " uriira Plants :or wife, b.v the first intro- 
ilprrr of tin* fruit to the public in 18W. 

It haabeen tested twelve rear-; e.udures the winter without 
protection Onciri, N. H.. from »ri*d dropped by birds. It bora 
with me iu IXtltt, on BOO cnbic feet of ground. ISO boxes of fruit, 
nt. tho rote of 7,000 boxes net acre; v. it. exhibited at the Massa- 
vhusettH Horticultural the non hve Saturday* In siiccetwion. 
The Fruit Committee recommend its trial. The quality is not 
surpassed, hill stem, bulla easy, carries well to market. Price, 
SO ceilla per dozen, by mall, post-paid, or 81,75 per 100, 910 per 

fruit for Its size. 

Flai», X. Y, 1861. 

M e cannot imagine that this process will make the tree 

dwarfish in its lutbits. 
plIKERY SEEDLINGS.—Cherry Trees, two years 
V. J old, Apricots two years old Also, a general assortment 
of Ninxerv Stock, as reasonable rates, R- WHITE k CO. 

S8.YIU ' Newark, Wnyuo Co., N. Y. 

PLEASANT VALLEY WINE CO.'S HEADING 
varietiesof Native and Fotusms Grape Vines, for Vine¬ 

yard Culture, at low prices. 
Send for full Descriptive Catalogue nod Prospectus. 

T M YOPNCLOVE. Secy. G. II. WIIF.FLFR, I’res’t. 
JOHN V WEBER, Supt. 

“ “--— 585-41 

JOTTINGS OF EXPERIENCE 

GODETIA. 

ral cultivation on account of their profusion of 
flowers and delicate colors. They are becoming 
general favorites. We have this spring obtained 
seeds of several varieties which we have not seen in 

flower. 

Titk Portulacca is a succulent plant that flourishes 
in the hottest, driest weather, and on the sandiest 
soil. They are of almost every shade of yellow and 
red, and white and striped. They have an exceed¬ 
ingly brilliant lustre, dazzling to the eye in the sun¬ 
light. When once planted, they seldom require 
replanting, as they grow like weeds, particularly on 
a sandy soil. The Portulacca may be sown where it 
is to flower, or tnay be transplanted at any time. 

At the first introduction of 

HaroinoxiOspoit, Steuben Go., N. V., 1861 

/I II HAT A I ST IX Mil A lv Hit STRAWBERRY. 
*T The price of this tusmiooth .ururtv will !><• reduced tills 
spring to *2 per doyen, or $10 per hundred, Delivered iu rota¬ 
tion as ordered. The Great Austin win exhibited bed. year in 
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Rochester, and Albany, and 
acknow [edited to he the most beautiful, and l‘> average the 
largest, ami must productive of any Miwwberry in cultivation. 
A libeml discount to those who purchase by the thousand. Or¬ 
dure addressed to either .. fi85-4t 

I'HAtJNCY MU.1.Kit. HliakeeTrustee, Albany, N. Y., or 
W M S. CARPENTER, tils pearl Street, New York 

handful of straw, (rye is best,) about the trees. This 
is very quickly done, and is a sure protection from 
rabbits, and a positive benefit to the trees, both win¬ 
ter and summer. 

Five years ago last spring I set out 50 standard 
pear trees, and the following winter had 18 of the beat 
killed in two nights by rabbits. Had I then known 
of this simple remedy, I should now have had a fine 
orchard. All that were not killed have borne, and 
some of them three times. Picked 11 bushels of 
finest Vir gal ions 1 ever satv, from one tree lust fall, 
Miuiy other trees not so large, were equally full. 
Have manured them with barn-yard manure, leached 
ashes, and beef scraps. The trees have made large 
growth and appear perfectly healthy. 

About four years ago the hark louse attacked ono 
of my old orchards of six acres, and I lost about ‘JO 
trees, and the others were fast dying. After trimming 
off the dead limbs and giving them a good scraping, 
I tried an experiment on two rows of Greenings, 
which were the worst. Procured in the spring of 
1859, a. quantity of beef scraps, and dug them iu 
about the roots. The next year they made an aston¬ 
ishing growth and bore ft good crop. The leaves 
were the deepest, green till hard frost; very different 
from the last few years, when they were a sickly 
(a.Clow. I had before scraped my trees and washed 
them in soap and lye. v. a. 

Near Toledo, 0., 1861. 

Eds. Rural New-YobkRH:—I would like to say to 
the inquirer concerning buckwheat cakes, saleratus, 
&c., that we have found a better and more whole¬ 
some flour for cakes. Perhaps yon have used what 
we cull the brown flour, and prefer buckwheat, but if 
you have nover tried it, and are of our opinion, you 
will not wish for sweeter und more wholesome cakes. 

Winter wheat, or good spring wheat, ground into un¬ 
bolted flour, makes the best of food, and In the manner 
we use ours mostly, avoid the saleratus. Wc take 
sweet, milk and stir in the flour without sifting, to 

drop the. batter 

I MPORTED F It ) N V II STANDARD PEAR. 
I TREES To arrive per *!tip " Pella ilia," from Havre, a splen- 

did collection of Standard Bear Tree, conjoining none hut the 
most approved varieties, selected expressly for nr. from tbfl 
largest Niiinene* In Franco, eotiAistlne 111 part ns follows:- liurt.- 
hdl, Seekel, Hello l.nciative, Benue BOM, Uourrc Chmgeau, 
Heurre d’Anjou, Winter Nidi*, kc. 

An excollenl opportunity is now offered to !• armors, Market 
... and Amateur Cultivators to obtain a choice assort¬ 
ment of Knot Tree.* of the above well known varieties. 

Priced lint of Urn above, together with other Nurnery Stock, 
Bulbs. .VC . forwarded on application, hr . 

SPOON Fit k la) Niip ervnicii and Florists. 
535-4t Jamaica I'lam Nurseries, Jamaica Plain, Mass 

about the thickness of drop cake 
into patty tins, or muffin rings, and bake in a quick 
oven. Wo cat them warm, always steaming the cold 
cakes. We do not use saleratus with them at all, and 
you are unlike us, if, on trial, you do not pronounce 
them sweet, delicious, wholesome, and superior to all 
other kinds of bread. Eaten with butter or cream 
and sugur, or with sirup or honey, they can’t be 
beat. Do please try them, and give your opinion. 

Fine flour is used too exclusively as an article of 
food, and while the coarser grains are so much more 
sweet and wholesome, it is a pity they are not more 
generally used. Fakmrr’s Wife. 

Thk China Aster, 

this flower from China, in 1730, they were single, and 
there were but two colors, red and white. The Ger- 

have taken great pains to improve this mans 
flower, and the tine sorts' were for a long time 
called German Asters. The French, have, bow- 

I EVERGREENS —0 to 16 inches high 
free, $4 to $5 fl I,OHO. , „ ... 

D. I.. SIMMONS k CO., Colborne, C. W. 

jEA It SHEDS! PEAK 
wile at 81,50 per pound, by 

March ia, is6i i.v-.mi| nOOLITTLB IMPROVED BLACK CAP 
RASPBERRY A few thousand choice plant, for wile on 

reasonable terms Address G. F. WILCOX, Fairport. N. V 

l.-tOR SALE- '61.000 Raspberry Pluul- ot the Doolittle 
I' vmictv, for ode cheap warranted llrst quality. Address 

C1IA8 I.YON or Cfl.VS. MOAI., Victor, Ontario Co., N. Y. 

Chrysanthemum-flowered, Fnmyjloivered, JtaHiin- 

culus-Jlowered, &c., from their resemblance to 
those flowers. The Aster, we consider one of 

S our very best autumn tlowrers. It hears trans¬ 
planting well, and Indeed forms stronger plants 

w'th better flowers when transplanted, than If allowed 

to remain where the seed is sown. 

The Annual Larkspurs have been great favorites 
for more than two centuries. The Double Dwarf 

Rocket is of a compact habit of growth, and its 
(lowers are set thickly around a Btcm, forming a fine 
spike of bloom. It requires a rich soil to grow to 
perfection, and there are few plants that will better 
repay good culture. The seed should be sown in 
drills, where the plants are intended to blossom, as 
they will not bear transplanting. From their com¬ 
pact habit of growth, they require but little room, 
and may grow within two or three inches of each 
other, and produce the best effect when grown in 
masses. The Dwarf Hyacinth Flowered is an excel¬ 
lent variety, and so is the Double Stock Flowered, 

which is of pretty tall growth. 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS—For sain Cli pap—Earl 
O Scarlet, Hovers Need Hug, W»t*«n'« Albany. Huuker’a Seed 
ling, andTriompliu dv Gaud G. D. SOI''rHw<)KTFl, Fen field. 

Rag Mats.—I am not a very old lady, but perhaps 
1 can give Piu denck bouio information in regard to 
“rag mats.” My plan is this:—Take any kind of 
woolen or delaine rags, of bright colors, cut them 
bias about one inch In width, gather them through 
the center with strong thread, then take a piece of 
canvas or bagging the size you want for the mat, and 
mark with a piece of chalk the form of the stems. 
Make the basket, or whatever it is, first, then make 
the stems of some drab color, then the flowers, with 
green leaves mixed around pretty well, then fill out 
with black. Great care must be taken not to get the 
rags gathered too closely. ’Tis very pretty when 
done.—Ohim’Kkoot, Palmyra, N. Y., 1861. 

Nurseryman wanted, a man who i» thor- 
mqjlilv comps tout to take the entire nupervinion of a 

Nursery If lit* ha-, a family, a hnn.w can bnfurumhed him on 
the nreiniiiPM. Apply lo or addiem 

584if JAM EH <H AI'CKIJ,. Rochester, N. Y. 
ROOT-PRUNING STRAWBERRIES Agents wanted io sell erlit trees. 

WB wish to employ a number or experienced and trust¬ 
worthy men to sell trees, Ac., from our Nurseries at liberal 

" wuot.KSAi.K Dkai.kkh furnlabed with Nursery, Stock of all 
descriptions at the lowest wholesale rates 

HOOKER, FARLEY AGO. 
Shltf Rochester WimU otle Nuraerien, Rochester, N. Y. 

Last spring T obtained from a nursery some plants 
of Triomphe tie Gand ttrawberries. Tho roots were 
very long, not longer, i perhaps, than is usual where 
the soil is such as to allow them to run as tleep as 
they please; but of 'j-euW length than I had ever 
seen, indeed, -so lot* that it was really difficult with 
a garden trowel to make places in a well spaded bed 
deep enough to admit them (as I suppose they should 
be planted) entire. Notwithstanding the utmost care 
in setting to keep the roots straight, and to pack the 
mold securely About them, and a subsequent liberal 
use of the watering-pot to keep them moist, half or 

more of the plants died; not more than a 
fourth mado ft vigorous, healthy growth. In 

Wf\ August I took up a largo number of well- 
■ rooted runners of different kinds of straw 

berries, and before re-setting, reduced the tops 
M generally to one loaf, and cut off, perhaps, a 

third, sometimes half the length of the roots. 
Cpiy With much Icbb cure than was given those set 

in the spring, these latter plants lived and 
made a fine growth during tho autumn. I 

ll|| can attribute the difference to no other cause 
^jfl than tho fact, that in one case the plants were 

root-pruned, in the other, not. a. 

South I.ivunia, N. Y., 1861. 

1 ,v K HIT AND O R N AMENTA 1. T R E ES , 
J1 VINES. BULIIH, Ac. 
Apple Turks I standard and Dwarf, beat kind* 
I'kahTrkkhI do da., good UKKort-mcnt. 
Chkkicy Taebs ! do, do. 
PBAl'ii Tubbs ! <>□>• year old—line treea, 
Gratis Vinks ! Native and Foreign,- a line -took,—including a 

quantity of extra, strong giants, for immediate 
fruiting. 

Currants I Uooseubkudm ! Rastiuckkies! 
BlaCKHEKAIXA I STKAWIlKIOtIKS ' ItmillAUII, fee.., Ac. 

Evekmiiekss ! Decilm oi s Tube;- Snauits, the. 
Norway Hpurciel American Arbor Vita- forHmlitea and Screens. 
Roses: Climbing, Hybrid, Perpetual and Mona, - a flue awtort- 

mnnt. 

Bulbous Roots 1 Lilies! Gladioli, &c. 
A lttrye ulAortmeut of the beat 

Redding Plants.—A fine assortment ot the beat varieties,— 
together with many other nursery articles for sale cheap. 

Seuri Tor GataloKuns. T. C. MAXWELL k HKDS 
March 12, 1W1. |584-3t| • Geneva, N. Y. 

PHLOX DRUMMONDII. 

Phlox Drcmmondii Is at least one of the most 
beautiful. It is now grown of almost every desirable 
color, from the most brilliant scarlet, to the delicate 
rose; while the newer varieties are of every shade of 
purple and blue, with a (white eye, and striped. The 
variety of colors thus displayed in a bed of these 
flowere, must lie seen to be appreciated, and when 
once seen is not easily forgotten. We know of no 
floral display more beautiful. If sown about the 1st 
of May, they will be iu bloom in July, and will 
oontinuc in bloom nearly the whole of the summer. 

The Balsam, or Lady’s Slipper, as it is sometimes 
called, is a beautiful and showy flower. Only the 
double sorts are worthy of cultivation. They require 
a warm and rich Boil, and will grow, under favorable 
circumstances, two feet high. Tho now varieties, 
called by the French, Camellia, or Rose Balsams, are 
perfectly double. The objection to this flower is, 
that the leaves conceal the blooms, and the side 
shoots hide the center shoot, so that half the flowers 
cannot be seen. Bnt if the soil is enriched with 
liquid manure just as the buds ure formiug, it will 
wonderfully enlarge the flowers at the expense of the 
foliage. In this way, we have made the branches 
appear like wreaths of flowers. Another plan we 
have pursued, is to pluck off the side shoots, allow¬ 
ing only the main shoot to grow. We hope our 
readers will try these modes of treating the Balsam. 

The Ten Week Stock is one of the best of the 
Annuals, and is of every variety of color, from 
white to the darkest purple and browu. Plants 
should be transplanted to where they are to bloom, as 
soon as they show the third pair of leaves. They 
have a long tap root, something like a carrot, and 
unless transplanted young, receive a check from 
which they seldom recover. They grow from a foot 
to eighteen inches in height, with an erect, branch¬ 
ing stem, downy leaves, and long spikes of beautiful 
flowers. 

Fresh Maple Molasses.—A correspondent of Field 

Notes gives the following:— Maple molasses well made 
and put up in cans, right from the kettle, and her¬ 
metically sealed, as you would can and seal fruits, 
will keep as fresh as when first boiled from the sap, 
and this is decidedly tho best plan for keeping, as 
when made in cakcB, if exposed to the air, it will lose 
somewhat of the peculiarly delightful Uavor for 
which it is so prized, and is often injured by insects. 
All this is obviated by canning while hot. To many 
families who do not make On a large scale, this need 
be but, little expense, as tho canB that have been 
emptied through the winter can be used until autumn 
fruits demand them again. Put up your best in this 
way. Where large quantities ure made for market, 
the buyers must select and can for themselves. 

(1 n APE VI N ES. 
I T Delaware, Diatia, Uebecfa. Concord, Hartford rronlic, 
Union Village, Northern Mawadine, Graveling, Catawba, lr,o- 
bolla. Clinton, Ac., at the very lowest rates, 

FAHNESTOCK k RAKER. 
Toledo. Ohio, March 7. 5KLSt 

f \H N AMENTA I, TREKS AND SHRUBS. 
v / Wv. have a large a, ortinont of very One Shade und,0rnit 
mental Trees for Lawns, kc., comprising among them 
Weeping Poplars, I’urple Reach. 

Mountain Ash. Oak Leaved Mountain Ash. 
Willow, New American Weep- Cut Leaved Birch. 

mg, Weeping Elms, vitninalis. 
*■ Kilmarnock do.. Double Flow'gIloroecheatnut, 
'* Rosemary Leaved do, Red do. do. 

FAHNESTOCK A BAKER. 
Toledo, Olii,,, Mar' ll 7. 1861 _«8S-8t 

Boiled Indian Pudding.—Tho “day of pancakes” 
has nearly expired, and I would be greatly obliged if 
some experienced housewife would inform us how to 
make a good boiled Indian pudding—Huch as our 

mothers used to put into a bag and laoil in that huge 
“old dinner pot”—there has been so much game 

made of late, with all tho .fco.'s, that, went to jnake up 
a good boiled dinner, I muBt confess 1 am not so 
much in favor of tho big dinner pots, as of the fixings 
they used to contain.—Mrs. A. Kingman, Medina, 

N. Y, 1861. 

ami 

Planting Aortic Skkds—(J. Q. R., Newark, N. J..)—Tho 

variety raised from seel might he very much unliko the 

apple from which the seed hils taken, and we don’t think the 

kind of stock it. was grown upon would nlfect tho seed in the 

leant. If bo, then pear trees grown from Reed of dwarf tree* 

must partake of the character of the quince. 

rnoLKDO NURSERIES. 
JL Wk oiler for -ale this Spring our usual Nursery Stock, 

cojnpriring 
APPLE TREES, 5 to 7 fret, at ?HS per 1.000. 
PEARS, Standard, 1 and 2 years, $20 to $27 per 100. 

Do. Dwarf, 2 “ *12 to 822 •• 
I'l.liM TREES, i years. *27 per loo. 

Do. do. Pencil holtom*. 818 per MM. 
CHERRIES, line,6 to 7 fept, *15 per 100. 
PEACHES, I year from bud, 8s per 100. 
With a large stock of Small Fruits, such iw Currants, Raspber- 
rieu, OnoKoherriuK, Slrawherrien, Lawton Blackberries, kc., all 
III til.} loweat, late.. F.UINESTt>CK A BAR ER. 

Toledo. Ohio, March 7, ltwi _ _689-8t 

Stkawbkkriks.— I want to know how this plant is propa¬ 
gated, or grown, by your nursery men—from seeds or runners? 

Pie Melon Pie.—Pare and stew the melon, remem¬ 
bering to put in very little water, as the melon is 
very juicy. For each pie use one dessertspoonful of 
cream tartar, a piece of butter the size of an egg. 
Sweeten, and season with nutmeg to your taste. 
Bake witli two crusts.—H. M. G., Sumner, Iowa, 1H01, 

From runners, always; unless they wish to obtain a new 

variety. 
Marblehead mammoth gabbage.- 

Thn largest Cabbage in the world.- they have been grown 
weighing 62 tbs, and aviliving over .40 lb*, by the acreA pack¬ 
age of over 1,000seed, with direction* for cultivation, 25 cents ; 
live packets. 81.00. Circulars containing an enslaving of this 
and the Musnii and Stone Mason, with reconuneii,latinos of men 
who have raised thern.hy the acre, and had every plant hrail 
hard, tender amt very -weet,— gmtis Stniio Mason and Mason, 
with directions for cultivation, A’l cents each, per ounce. Hub- 
hard Squash (of this I wue tin-original introducer.) I# cents for 
about 50 seed. All /■•a warranted to reach each purchaser. 
5N4-6t JAMES./ II GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass. 

CitA.NiiKiiKV Culture.—The question in regard to cranber¬ 
ries just hits my case. Only, where can the roots or plants 
he procured? Also state whether the climate is adapted for 
them in Madison Co., N. Y.— B. E. Phelps, lltiuckville, N. 
r., 1861. 

Your climate is all right. For plants, see advertisements 

In the Rukal. 

Pruning Sir k a as — Phkskkvi.vu Grafts.—Will the editor, 
or some of the readers Of the Rural, please inform me 
where I can purchase a pair of shears suitable for clipping 
scions from tho higher limbs of bearing fruit trees? Also, 
the beBt. method of preserving the scions in good order, 
during the spring month*, whilst traveling in the Southern 
States engrafting orchard*?—T H., .Fontana, Seneca,Go., O. 

Suitable pruning shears can bit obtained at any of the 

dealers m agricultural and horticultural Implements. Per¬ 

haps some of our readers can tell us a good way to preserve 

3cious while traveling, so that they will not shrivel, nor the 

buds start. 

GOLDEN BARTONIA. 

The Golden Bartonia is trnly a most brilliant 
flower. We give Dr. Lindley’s very accurate 
description. “ It is only beneath the bright sunshine 
that its splendid flowers unfold. In the early morn¬ 
ing the plant is a shabby bush, with pale greenish- 
grey branches, and weedy leaves; but as the suit 

exercises his influence, the petals gradually unroll as 
if in acknowledgement of his power, till every 
branch is radiant with gold; and so metalic is the 
lustre of the inside of its petals that one would really 
think they must be composed of something more solid 
and enduring than the delicate and perishing tissue 
of a flower.” It was brought front California in 1835, 
The seed should be Sown iu a rich, moist soil, and in 
a sheltered situation, as the branches are very brittle, 
and easily broken by the wind. 

Cement for Fruit Jars.— Melt together one 
ounce of tallow and three ounces of rosin. Some 
think a small piece of beeswax an improvement.— 
Hattie, Columbus, N. Y., 1861. 

’VEBGREEN T IR. E E S - 
U Norway Spruce 1 It. st>>eky and well furniahed S4o , l looo 

Do. iVjfeet “ •• 860 
Do. 2 font '• ** " *70 

Scotch and Ausfcriau Pines hi to 12 Inches, $50 p 1,000. 
Ihl. “ " 18 " $70 

Also, Bulwutt Fit-. White Cedar. Siberian Arbor Vita-, Swedish 
Junipers Comean Pines, kc. All of the above three times 
transplanted. 

Fine Trees of the above, proper «l'/.o for retailing, and all sold 
to suit tho times. 

Nurserymen and venders dealt with liberally. 
.VA..U FAHNESTOCK k RAKER, 
March 7. isr>1, Toledo, Ohio. 

[SPECIAL NOTICE.] 

We believe that D, B. Ds Land k Co., of the Fairport 

Chemical Works, Fairport, Monroe Co., N. Y., are manu¬ 

facturing as good, if not the best, Saleratus that bus been 

ever produced in this country. A new discovery in refining, 

anti not used in this country, except at this establishment, 

places them in a position to successfully compete, in point 

of quality, with any manufacturers of this article in the 

world. Their Saleratus is perfectly pure, of uniform quality, 

and perfectly healthful. It is now for Bale by most of the 

grocers throughout the country. 

pplo Trees 
. ..... . ...our years 

Old, straight, thrifty and In good condition for removal. Would 
he glad to -ell the entire lot to one or tw o persons, on such 
terms as would la- satisfactory to the parties The trees are 
very near to Frost s nursery in Rochester, and can be seen by 
culling on Thns. Smith, Francis 8t, near the premises. For 
further particulars address C. If ROUKR.H, Palmyra. N. Y. 

Rochester, Feb. 14. 1861 680-tf 

1*I»GK TREES FOB SALE, 
of tho most popular varieties. The 

guano to ground intended for apple seed, and the quantity 
per acre* Would It be apt to injure the sprouting seed if 
applied broadcast, after the seeds were sown? Also, the quan¬ 
tity per acre, and best mode of application for quince stock.— 
A 8t hsckibkr, Rochester, N. K, 1801. 

We would just break up the ground, and then sow the 

guano broadcast, at the rate of about three hundred pounds 

to the acre. After sowing, it -hould be well mixed with the 

soil by dragging, cultivation, or some effective method. If 

sowo after the seed, it would he very likely to do injury, that 

Is, if you used good Peruvian guano. 

rp R E E S E H D S ! T R E E SEEDS! 

SOHROEDER be GO., 
NO. Tl* STATU STREET, ROCHESTER, N. T-, 

Oer-KB among many other varieties of Tree Seeds, the follow¬ 
ing leading sorts, af the prices named: 
Abies Excelsa, f Norway Spruce. [.per lb ?0,50 
Plnu* Auatrinciu, [Au*tmlu Pine.l. •• 1,75 

'• Nllvestris, 1 Scotch 1‘ino.j. 0 1 50 
“ Strobus, IWbite.J. •* 2,50 
•* Cembra. [Ceinbnan,]. " 1.00 
•• Pinea, (Italian Stone Hne,J. " 7,00 

horticultural ^imevtisemmts 

'I ,1 V ETtGIiKENS-Balsam, White Spruce, 
Jtj White Pine, Hemlock, Arbor Vita-. Larch, *4 per 1,000. 

EDW.UtD DIKllSTtiN. Skaneateles, N V. 

•ID GGH ISLVlYEUL,! ,A GRAPE KOd'I’S 
uMiUUU for sale—one year old, made Irom strong cuttings 
well rooted, all originated trout one vine—none better. Price 
*30 per thousand H. PAYNE. 

Lockport, N. Y., April 2. Wd._ 

Carnations.— The Carnations we have in this country at 
onr nurseries and in our gardens, don't seem to answer the 
descriptions of this flower given In foreign journals. Nor (lo 
we grow them good from v H. What is the cause? -Amatbur. 

Our climate is not well suited to this (lower. This w* are 

compelled to admit, and we despair of ever growing it as it 

is grown in Europe. Our summers are too hot and dry, and 

our winters too severe. We have ofteo tried what should 

h&ve been the best English and French need without obtain¬ 

ing even a passable flower. If some one would make a 

specialty of the Carnation, we think something valuable 

would be the result. We would at least learn what can be 

done here with that charming flower. 

4 IH'.ld, l lull Hill X I lit: | J.. X,uu 
“ Pumllis, [Dwarf,].   " 2,(XI 
•• Lancia, [Corsican,]. " 8,00 
•' Pinanter, rMaritima,]. “ 1,00 

Piecn l’ectinuta, [European Silver Fir.J. “ 1,00 
Larix Kuropaius, [European Laich,]. “ 1.00 
Juniperus Cominuuis. [Kuglishj. “ 0,50 

Virginiana. (Red Cellar,]. " 1,00 
Thuya Occidental is, (American,'. “ 1,50 

•• Orlentalls, [Chinese.. " S.ix) 
FiaxlniiH Excelsior. [European Block Asb.J. “ 1,00 
Acer Plalanoidi's, (Norway,]. “ l.od 

'• Knbrum, Irfcarlvt.J . •* 3,'«i 
PEAR SEEDS, *2,00 p lb., iu quantities of 25 lbs, and over, at 

wholesale prices. 
Apple Seeds, Cherry, Plum, and Peach Pits. 
Angers and Fonteiiav Quince, very strong. 
Pear, Plum, Dwarf' Apple, Dwarf Cherry, Manetti Rove, 

Stocks, Ac., Ac. 678-eow-tt 

SALP1GLOSSIS, 

UO. I PLUM STOCKS AT 88 Per 1,000. 
> No, 1 Pear Stocks at *10 per l.ooo. 

Apple Root Grafts at 83 per l.utAb 
All strictly Hist cine* articles T. T. SOtTTHWICK, 
April 1.1*1. Daugvlllft, Liv. Co.. N. Y. 

A PPLE AND PEAR TREKS FOR SALE 
/A CHEAP.—The snbscribor has Twkntv Thousand Apple 

Trees and Five Thousand Dwarf Pear Trees, two yeses old. that. 
he will sell at the following low prices, ft« they must be moved 
this spring, the land being wanted for other purposes 

Apple Trees, per thousand, $25; per ten thousand $200. 
Dwarf Pear Trees, per thousaud. $80; per five thousand 8250. 
Other Nursery Stock at very low prices. 

J. L. CADY. Waterville, Oneida Co., N. Y. 
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[Written for Moore'* Rural New-Yorker.] 

A DOZEN YEARS. 

A dozen tears he dwelt wtth'us 

Before he went away, 

And then he plumed hi* angel wings 

For realms of endless day. 

Those dozen fleeting, golden years, 

Passed like a blissful dream; 

I.i kg short, sweet years of Paradise 

To ns they'll always seem. 

A dozen years—I mind me now, 

As on my breast he lay. 

How. with a smile, he softly said, 

“ I’m twelve years old to day. 

Just twelve years old to-day, mother; 

Tis very young to die, 

But Jesus knows the best mother, 

He wants me in the sky. 

“ The trees are always green in heaven, 

The Bowt* are always fair; 

We can’t begin to think, mother, 

How sweet it is up there. 

My birthday gifts you need not buy, 

Sweat mother, now, you know, 

For mine will lie a crown and harp, 

And robes a* white as snow. 

“ Then kiss me my good-by, mother, 

’Tis but a moment more, 

For I’m sure I hear the music 

From oil that golden shore.” 

I bent, with tears, to kiss his brow; 

A holy light was there, 

And, like a halo, fell the sheen 

Upon his chestnut hair. 

Two* heavenly light, for even then 

An angel bund drew near; 

“ Good-by, sweet mother, I am gone,” 

Kell softly on mine ear. 

The angels brought a gilded bark 

With azure-silken sails, 

They floated o’er the stream of death, 

Borne on by perfumed gales. 

That shallop came from heav’n, I know, 

Heav'n’s light shone round its bow, 

And seraphs wove those silken sails, 

And carved that golden prow. 

From houv'n it came, to heav’n it went, 

1 know, but did not see, 

For Faith, in tone* of wondrous love, 

Soft whispered it to me. 

So now 1 know my boy is blest. 

An angel bright is he, 

And though I soon may go to him, 

He’ll not return to me. 

A dozen year*—they’re but a span 

Of what he has to live, 

And all that life’* a scene of joy,— 

Such joy as God can give. 

A dozen yearn! oh, must I still 

A dozen longer wait, 

Kre, at my call my angel boy 

Will ope the pearly gate? 

A dozen, yes, If 'tis His will, 

I'll wait a longer time; 

And even say, with sweet content, 

My Father’s time is mine. 

Fayetteville, N. Y., 1861. A. M. P. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

WOMAN’S DUTIES. 

My subject you may call a trite one, and such I 
fancy it will be unto the end of time, if the news¬ 
papers of our land continue, as persistently as ever, 
to herald forth the duties, obligations, ami depend¬ 
ency of woman. I must say 1 have become perfectly 
disgusted with this constant prating. One might as 
well imagine that woman was uttertiy ignorant of 
her peculiar duties and adaptations, and that the rest 
of the race, in commisseratioti thereof, had set them¬ 
selves up as her Instructors. Now, with all due 
deference to the wondrous knowledge possessed by 
the “ lords of creation,” it certainly seems to me that 
females are usually quite as intelligent as the other 
sex, and I imagine they know about as well how to 
“ act well their part in life,” 

We are told again and again, that home happiness 
depends mostly upon the wife, mother, sister, and 
daughter. Don't we know this? Don’t we know that 
after a day hits been spent in the discharge of the 
many wearisome household duties, and the husband 
and father, sons and brothers, return from their labor, 
or, as is frequently the case, from lounging in somo 
public place talking politics,—listening to or retailing 
scandle, - don’t we know that, under such circum¬ 
stances, somo tact is necessary to meet dissatisfaction 
and discord with content and pleasantness?—to have 
things so righted round, and straightened out, that 
home shall present a cheerful aspect? 

Besides this, there is a wonderful cry among some 
about the dependence of woman upon man. It sounds 
in our cars from the Atlantic to the Pacilic,—by 
priest and people. Why, they say, of course, they 
are particularly dependant upon us,—of course, the 
Dibit says so. J have known men that could quote 
only one passage of scripture correctly, and that you 
will find in Gollossians, Hie, 18v. Moreover, common 
sense teaches it. If this is common sense, I am glad 
1 never was endowed with it. 

Now, we know that we are, in some sense, depend¬ 
ant creatures,—that one person must rely, somewhat, 
upon auoUicr; but the wife is no more dependant on 
her husband, than be upon his wife. Supposing his 

earnings do provide the provisions and clothing, 
what's it all going to amount, to if his wife docs not 
know how to use these things to the best advantage? 
How is a man to gain wealth, if his wife or daughters 
spend faster than ho can earn. Many a man has ac¬ 
quired wealth who never would but for the economy 
and thrift of his industrious wife, and many are 
struggling now to provide the mere necessities of 
life, who might have been prospering, had they, in 
the management of their business, beaded the advice 
of the wife. But, dear me, no,—they are not going 
to have a woman interfering in their affliirs; and thus 
they olten come to be dependant upon the exertions 
of their “ better bait,” for the support of themselves 
and families. 

They talk to us, too, of our great influence upon 
society,—how essential it is that we should be models 
of pnrity and goodness, so that all who come within 
this magical influence shall be metamorphosed there¬ 
by. Now, how potent soever this maybe in some 
cases, when I see the sous of some of the best of 
mothers following so closely in the footsteps of 
unworthy fathers, I am convinced it is necessary 
somebody should be good besides th# mother. 

When clouds of darkness and sorrow surround the 
pathway, who endures best the blasts of adversity,_ 
iH it man? Nay. lu the severe trials of life, the 
stern man is often soonest shaken, and linds him¬ 
self dependent upon weak woman for aid and sym¬ 
pathy,—the closest observers of human nature have 
testified to the truth of this. 

Some talk much of the great necessity of women 
being Christians. Is it because the soul of man is 

_ less precious,—because he is holier by nature, or 
) because his responsibility to the Creator Is less?— 
that be considers it so much more obligatory upon 
females to yield their wills to the Savior? Such Is 
not the case. They know that the influence of the 
Gospel is to make one meek, patient, long-suffering, 
under till circumstances, ami such a spirit as this they 
like to deal with. One that will not conflict with 
their pet whims and mighty wills. In most instances, 
when you really probe to the bottom of the thing, 
you will find it is all selfishness which prompts this 
cry about the great adaptation of religion to the 
heart and life of woman. That there are noble ex¬ 
ceptions I grant, but among the musses they are few. 

You men who are so supremely particular about 
your food, your clothes, and, in fact,everything, - who 
want your wives and children always to be in apple- 
pie order, and think they can keep so, no matter what 
engaged in, how do you suppose you would manage 
to gratify your exquisite taste, without the aid of 
some one or more of those dependant beings called 
women? Don’t you believe there would be some 
muddy coffee,—some burnt cakes,— some ragged 
garments, and some tumbled linen? It really dis¬ 
tresses me to think of it. But, after all, what’a the 
use of talking or writing? To be sure it frees my 
mind a little, but that is not much consolation, when 
the conviction is constantly forcing itself upon me 
that, 

“A man convinced against bis will, 

Is of the Bame opinion still.” 

Gainesville, N. Y., 1861. Maude Eeliott. 

-«—>-♦■«•»- 
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PRETTY FACES. 

I, Foit one, don’t like pretty faces. I mean such 
as women sigh after, and men write sonnets to. I 
never saw one in my life but looked as though if you 
put your finger upon it, it would go clear through. 
I do like to see faces that glow with the light of 
intellect,—that change with every change of feeling. 
It matters not how irregular the features may be, the 
'Bind is there, and the face cannot fail to he interest¬ 
ing: but these chiselled faces, with no more expres¬ 
sion thun there is to a bowl of milk and water, I can* 
not tolerate, Talk about “auburn hair,” “eyes of i 
cerulean blue,” “rosy cheeks,” “pearly teeth,” and 1 
“ruby lips,” what do they all amount to? Jnst 1 
this, you have a silly little thing, no more calculated 1 
to get along in this cvery-day world than a white ' 
mouse. While her beauty lasts, it is well enough, hut f 
it always fades, and there is no character more ' 
despicable than a woman who has nothing but beauty ' 
to recommend her, when that beauty is gone. As 11 
for pretty met it Shades of Antiquity, how would it ' 
sound to speak of any of the great men of former c 
times as pretty. The very idea of man has some- ' 
thing manly in It: and when 1 see those creatures v 
ladies call “pretty men,” I always want to lift them 
up gently, and set them aside, lest some elfin c 
breeze waft them away. Oh! anything hut pretty '■ 
folks, according to my way of thinking. Why, I had 
rather see any one so homely as to make their faces t] 
ache, if they know something, than these silly, wishy- t< 
washy creatures, though their faces may be as deli- * 
cate as the dream of a fairy. Pretty folks are never V 
smart; but may be you like people that don’t know c< 
much. I beg leave to differ. Nina. C1 

March, 1861. tl 

MOURNFUL VOICES. 

There are voices, mournful voices, that are speaking to me 

now; 

Years have filled a cup of sorrow, sadness sits upon my brow. 

Heath the stern and death the mighty stretches out his chill¬ 

ing wand. 

And my sister little sister, sleeps to wake in Spirit-land. 

Blue-eyed child of sunny summer, winter winds are very cold 

For the fragile, heavenly flowera, planted in this earthly mold; 

So the angels bore thee upward to the garden of onr God, 

Raising np the fallen flower when the storm had chilled the 

sod. 
j s 

Little children matf®|eatb beautiful, so sweetly still they lie: 

But oh I they- forget V waken when they once have learned to 

die! 1 

Yet I murmured o’er Iiy sister, lying peacefully and mild, 

Oh! that I could turn me back again and die. like her, a child! 

For with childhood pleading for me, sealed by death upon my 

brow, 

’Twere a blessing thus like her to be: but oh! what were it now’ 

Blessed fields where fancy wanders! often in the silent night 

Have 1 searched along your pathways for a beautiful, a bright 

Girlish form that clung to me once like a little clambering vine: 

And 1 long to sleep and wake with thee in heaven, sister mine. 

And when clouds roll up the heavens from the depths afar 

below, 

Forming palaces of splendor where the sunset lances glow, 

Or the stars shine on the battlements and crowd around the 

dome; 

And beneath, billows of moon-light surging, as if shoreward, 

come; 
Oft I think that thou art gliding, with a step I hear no more, 

By the pillars, by the arches, through the blue, star-hinged 

door. 

Stretching out a hand of welcome from the spirit-haunted 

shore. Knickcrbochr Magazine. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

BEAUTIFUL SENTENCES. 

IN LOVE WITH CALICO. 

Ah tile “last beat gift” are discussing the dress 
question in the Unit Ah, we think the remarks of one 
of the “ sterner MX,”—a young man in Oswego Co., 
who has been inspired by calico, — are worthy of 
more than a passing notice. Read them, ami ponder: 

“ Calico dresses are a grand institution. Delaines, 
silks, and even satins are good enough in their place 
— in the parlor or hand-box, and all such; hut after 
all the old ‘stand by,’the substantial, is the shilling 
calico. Care must be taken not to soil the silk, 
nothing must come in contact with the nice dress 
that will rumple and stain it; but the calico, that’s 
made for work, and, as the ‘highfalutins’say, ‘nobly 
does it fulfill its mission.’ Silk rarely finds its way 
into the realities of life; that is into the kitchen at 
home, or into the hut of the suffering abroad. 

But calico. 0! what rich meals we get by it; how 
it cheers the suffering as with its bright colors and 
cheerful presence it stands with soft hand ministering 
to our distresses. 

Calico seems to be always more willing and ready 
to give to want than silk. It is a curious fact of our 
nature, that the nicer our dress the harder our heart 
is, as if when dressed in silk we changed our natures 
and rose above base worldly things. What! our silk 
dress be seen near enough to that poor woman to 
give her assistance, or drabbling into a dirty hut? 

No, never! Calico might do it: silk, it’s just 
impossible. 

But when, in addition to all, Calico comes in, rosy 
with tin? exercise of kitchen duties which it knows 
how to do so well, and loves to do so dearly, and sits 
down at the piano or melodeon. and makes the liquid 
melody flow sweetly forth; aye. even blending its 
own sweet voice with the music of the instrument, 
then we appreciate Calico.” 

AN ELEGANT WOMAN. 

There is a person whose harmonious voice gives 
to her conversation a charm found equally in her 
manners. She knows how to speak and how to keep 
silence, how delicately to engage herself with you, 
and use only proper subjects of Conversation. Her 
words are happily chosen; her language is pure, her 
raillery caresses, and her criticism does not wound. 
Far from contradicting with the ignorant assurance ( 
of a fool, she seems to seek in your company, good 
sense or truth. She indulges in dissertation as little 
as she does in disputes: stops when she pleases. Of 
an equable temper, her air is affable and gay. Her 
politeness lias nothing forced in it, her welcome is 
never servile; she reduces respect to nothing more 
than n delicate shade; she never tires you, and leaves 
yon satisfied with her and .yourself. Attracted to her 
sphere by an inexplicable power, you find her witand 
grace impressed upon the things with which she sur¬ 
rounds herself; everything there pleases the sight, 
and while there yon seem to breathe the fresh air of 
the country. In intimacy this person seduces you by 
a tone of fresh simplicity. She is frank, without 
offending any one’s self-love. 

She accepts men as God has made them, pardoning 
their faults and ridiculous qualities; comprehending 
all ages, and vexing herself about nothing, since she 
has tact enough to foresee everything. She obliges 
rather than consoles, she is tender and gay; therefore 
you will love her irresistibly. You will take her for 
a type, and vow to worship her. 

Wic find them scattered here and there in sketches, 
f essays, scraps of poetry,—in narratives, and descrip¬ 

tive writings,—tucked in the corners of newspapers. 
. Often, in the midst of unexpected surroundings, 

they flash upon us suddenly, aud surprise with their 
beauty and fitness. People oftener give utterance to 

, gems of thought unconsciously, than when they take 
• great pains to hunt for them. An elegant style ip 

much admired, and writers on Rhetoric give many 
directions about the structure of sentences; they 
must be clear, appropriate, and harmonious. But 
can any one write beautiful sentences by the mere 
study of expression? We may borrow a thought and 
dress it in words that fail pleasantly on the ear, but 
we can never thus originate those sentences that 
arrest attention and awaken deep feeling in the soul. 
When the heart is intensely interested, the brain 
catches the lire of invention,—the sea of thought, 
ringgish in repose, moves with majesty and effect, 
when aroused by the power of emotion. 

The words of the real orator are often dull and 
common-place, until he becomes inspired with his 
theme. When bis heart is aroused, the magic in¬ 
fluence reaches every faculty of bis mind, and words 
that have a meaning fall upon the ear. Every sen¬ 
tence leads directly to the point lie wishes to reach. 
He concentrates npon it all the light at his command. 
While thus his very soul ii aroused, his words carry 
conviction with them; str.king images and beautiful 
comparisons crowd upon his imagination; and for 
the time the mind* of r, m ners arc under perfect 
control. Thought follows thought, clothed in beau¬ 
tiful and appropriate language. Men who never 
make the least effort at elegance or ornament,—who 
always aim to reach conclusions by the shortest path, 
however rugged, arc sometimes truly eloquent by the 
inspiration of circumstances. Our last Inaugural by 
“Honest Abe,” is a specimen of condensed thought, 
clothed in the plainest terms. He seems to have 
avoided expressions calculated to excite the enthu¬ 
siasm of the people. Yet how beautiful and fitting, 
both in thought and language, is his closing sentence: 

“The mystic chords of memory stretch high from 
every battle field and patriot grave, to every living 
heart and hearthstone all over this broad land,—aud 
will yet swell the chorus of the Union, when again 
touched, as they surely will be, the better angels of 
our nature.” 

Sentiment and expression are aptly blended in the 
following sentence: 

“ Mourn not for the young; the ripple that dies in 
its first murmurings breaks with a song of joy,—but 
the billow, weary with long wanderings, falls heavily 
mouniug on the sea.” 

Here is a gem from a poem, “ Lizzie’s Grave:” 

“White is the world’s tempestuous sea, 

With the rough billows’ foam; 

But the first, wave that launched th.v hark, 

Was that which washed it home.” 

How many pearls of thought are scattered around 
the graves of lost friends; and how precious are 
these to those household bands where the “vacant 
chair” and the missing voice and form speak of the 
sleeping, silent one in the lonely church-yard. A 
sentiment is not fully appreciated unless it reach the 
feelings and sympathies of on r nature. The eloquent 
words of the patriot, spoken in the hour of a country's 
danger, awaken the deepest emotions in those who 
love their land the most. Requiems for the loved 
aud lost, touch the hearts of the bereaved,—hopeful, 1 
inspiring words are treasured by the young and am¬ 
bitious. To the restless wanderers on life’s troubled 1 
shore, how sweet arc words that speak of peace, of 1 
home, and heaven. It is to such that the Savior 
spoke in that beautiful invitation,—“Come unto me 
all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give 
you rest.” m. o. i 

Butler, Wis.. 1S61. 

j and where “corner lots” are of no avail whatever, 
i Dr, perhaps, he more favorably considers it as a 

_ grand highway between nations, which brings in 
supplies aftt-r the market rates hare fallen, or failing 
to bring them in at all, rains all his dividend on the 
carefully chosen Insurance Company Stocks. 

But to the thoughtful observer, to the person who 
believes that nature was made for man, and that by 

I- it he should profit, a moment's consideration will 
readily suggest the many, aye the almost innumer¬ 
able, benefits and lessons which are to be derived 

3 from the sea. Its benefits are crowded before our 
' eyes at nearly every sea port. There we meet with 

e the productions of almost every nation of the globe, 
all sent in payment for our manufactures and other 
article* of export, and thus largely enhancing both 

;i the amount and the profit of our commerce. The 
whale fisheries, which are, in a commercial point of 
view, next in importance among its benefits, afford 

! constant employment to thousands of men, and fur¬ 
nish us with several very important articles of com¬ 
merce. The numerous other fisheries also afford an 
inexhaustible supply of food for man. 

The highest benefit, however, which accrues to us 
- from the sea, iB one which was devised by the Creator 
: alone, and compared with which all the skill and 

sagacity of men in their beneficial endeavors appear 
but trivial indeed. From the pea are generated all 
those vapors which, when re-condensed, form the 
refreshing showers, thereby reviving vegetation, 
fertilizing the earth, purifying the air, and supplying 
a most necessary element in all animal and vegetable 
life. The currents of the sea also impart a refreshing 
breeze to the tropical regions, without which animal 
life there would be almost impossible, and give a 
moderated atmosphere to the region of the temperate 
zones. 

But how great, how wonderful, and how impressive 
are the lessons which wo may learn from the sea! 
How many delightful and sublime reflections are 
awakened in a thoughtful miDd by the numerous 
phases which the sea under different circumstances 
assumes! It is natural for us, when sitting by the 
sea-side we view the clear and placid surface of the 
water as glistening with tbe sunlight it breaks into 
ripples on the beach, to ponder upon the beautiful 
concord of the Universe. Then do we remember the 
many and complex law* in accordance with which 
an almighty power produces this general harmony of 
nature, and meditate upon the great kindness of that 
Being by whom all these beautiful and suggestive 
forms are presented to us. As its vast expanse lies 
spread out before ns, terminated only by tbe horizon, 
rolling gently in its quiet grandeur, and reflecting 
every point, headland, or sail, what an emblem is it 
of the infinite, tranquil peace and love, and ever- 
watebful perception of the Omnipotent Ruler of all : 
things. : 

But suppose the scene to be changed. The sea, as i 
far as the eye can reach, appears to be one living, mov- i 
iDg mass, as it is heaved to and fro in the fury of the ' 
storm. Driven by the resistless force of the wind, 1 
wave after wave, in quick and restless succession, 
rushes on. For a moment the towering crest of each 1 
is seen as it dauntlcssly approaches, and then, break- f 
ing with deafening roar upon the rock-bound coast, I 
it scud* up countless grand and beautiful forms of a 
foam and spray. Then we unconsciously revert to i 
the supreme majesty and power of Him who “ruleth ' 
all things.” Then may we realize, in some degree, c 
the infinite wisdom of Him who, in creating a very t 
useful part of the globe, has at the same time made t 
such a suggestive symbol of His almighty power. a 

Rochester, N Y 1881. w m j. 
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NEARER THEE. 

BY K. H. FORD. 

Nearer to Thee, then welcome all the storms 

That drive roe, Father to thy sheltering arms,— 

Welcome rough winds, if o'er life's tossing sea 

They waft me to a haven nearer Thee. 

Thrice welcome deepest darkness, if it blot 

All false and glaring lights forever out,— 

That, in its brightness, on mv path nmy gleam 

The world’s true light,—the Star of Bethlehem. 

Welcome the disippointments and the tears 

That have so sadly marked the flight of years; 

Yes, welcome all things, whatsoe’er they be, 

If they but hasten my approach to Thee. 

Time, oh, how vapid seem the pleasures of its flight 

Viewed in Eternity’s clear searching light; 

My life is but a moment’s space to flee 

To that unfailing refuge nearer Thee, 

Oh, that each day, in its unceasing round. 

May find me on life’s passage “ homeward bound;” 

The beacon strong and bright upon the lea, 

Guiding me safely heavenward,—nearer Thee. 

Geneva, N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

PROMISES. 

The “Eldest Child." The eldest child of a 
family holds a position, as it regards influence and 
importance, scarcely second to that of the parents 
themselves,— often called upon, in the temporary 
absence of the father and mother, to direct home 
affairs,— always looked up to as an oracle in matters 
of taste and opinion, by the junior members, who 
draw inferences and shape conclusions even without 
the help of spoken words, even from so slight tokens 
as a raised eyebrow, or shrugged shoulder, or im¬ 
patient gesture. Do elder brothers and sisters think 
enough of Ibis? In after life they may, alas! but too 
sorrowfully, wlien they find themselves repeated in 
myriad forms of thought and expression, by those 
who then hung unnoticed upon their lips. Perhaps 
this brief hint may reach an eye hitherto careless of 
these “little things,” which, like drops of water, go 
to swell such a mighty flood, “Little11 things! We 
had almost said nothing is “little” in this world, 
least of nil, those which we short-sighted mortals 
oftenest call such. 

—««♦■-*- 

Composition Commended.—One of the best methods 
to acquire the knowledge of a subject is to attempt to 
write about it. Ideas have a sort of cohesive and 
magnetic attraction for each other, and seem to flow 
together when the pen is taken to express them. 
Many a time have we commenced to pen a sentence, 
and there came to us matter for a paragraph, and 
even for an essay. Then, again, when a person at¬ 
tempts to write, it becomes necessary to acquire ideas 
upon the subject under consideration, lie will do 
this in the most expeditions, practical manner, with¬ 
out loading the memory with those cumuli of particu¬ 
lars and demonstrations in which pedantry is so fond 
of dealing. Hence, the pen teaches better than the 
pedagogue, and the closet is vastly superior to the 
school-room in the work of developing intellect and 
cultivating the scholar.—Selected. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

THE SEA—ITS BENEFITS AND LESSONS. 

Among all the beautiful and varied shapes which 
nature assumes, there is, probably, not one whose 
benefits and lessons are so frequently overlooked as 
are those of the sea. In viewing none other of 
nature’s almost countless forms are we so prone to 
consider first, their mighty power for evil, and after¬ 
wards, as a secondary consideration, the trifling 
amount of good which may be attributed to them. 
In the choice of our reading we are in no case so 
ready to turn from a careful explanation of thoidheo- 
ries and laws of nature to an elaborate description of 
her impressive majesty, as when the sea is repre¬ 
sented in all the sullen grandeur of the rising storm, 
since, as Southey has well said, 

“ ’Tis pleasant by the cheerful hearth, to hear 

Of tempests, and the dangers of the deep. 

And pause nt times, and feel that we are safe." 

To the careless and indifferent man, who views all 
things from a commercial stand point, and who 
makes “Profit and Loss” the standard of nature’s 
utility, the sea seems but a vast and barren waste, 
where no railroad stock operations can be located, 

Parental Authority.—When the child is pre¬ 

pared to submit to authority — to acknowledge the 

superiority of its parent — to ackisowJedge his obli¬ 

gation to render obedienee to his will —the parent 

then has the vantage-ground; he can then cultivate 

the heart, the affections of that child, and everything 

he does will then be received as an act of kindness 

aud condescension; while, on tbe other hand, the 

child who has never learned to submit, takes what¬ 

ever his parents do for him as his right — his due; 

and when the parent withholds any thing from him, 

he considers it a wrong, and it is a wrong as he has 

a right to view the subject, if the parent has indulged 

it up from infancy as the rule, instead of teaching 

him to govern himself, and to yield to authority.— 

Orlando Hastings. 

Life’s Inequalities. — The inequalities of life 

are real things, — they can neither be explained 
away, nor done away, — “you may dig them 

out, but they trill come again. ” A leveler, there¬ 
fore, has long been set down as a ridiculous and 
chimerical being, who, if he could finish liis work 
to-day, would have to begin it agaiu to-morrow. 
The things that constitute these real inequalities are 
four — strength, talent, riches, and rank. The two 
former would constitute inequalities in the rudest 
state of nature; the two latter more properly belong 
to a state of society more or less civilized and 
refined. 

g Not the promises that our friends make, and often 
U forget, or do not fulfill, but the promises which the 
a Lord lias made and given to man, in his revealed 
e, word. Promises which convey hope and consolation 

to all, in every situation of life; and which fail not, 
e for He who made them is faithful to perform all that 
,! he has said he would. We have the assurance that 
c the Lord is not slack concerning his promises, but 
s ready to confer all the blessings which they are 
s designed to give to mankind. 
e When we recall their number and greatness, ad- 
e dressed as they are to all classes among men, con- 
!, veying peace and happiness to every one, without 
1 distinction; we can but raise eur hearts in gratitude 
e to our Creator for making such great and glorious 
i promises to a lost and sin-loving race. Let ns recall 
f a few of tbe many lie has made. To the Christian 
t be has said, “ He that overcometh shall inherit all 
i things, and I will be hiB God, and he shall be my 
i son.” Every person who has sought the divine favor 

and has, with all his mind and strength, desired to 
p have his sins washed away by the atoning blood of 
t Christ, has the promise of being a son of the most 
• High. We have every encouragement to struggle 

against the great adversary of all good, knowing we 
shall be amply blest in this life, anil reap a glorious 
reward in that day when the Lord shall permit us to 
realize fully, in the “celestial city,” that we arc a son 
of God, an heir to an inheritance incorruptible, unde¬ 
filed, and that fadeth not away. 

If we are sometimes unfaithful to our Father in 
Heaven, the kind admonition and promise, “ Be thou 
faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown of 
life,” comes to us with irresiatable force, and we 
arouse to adorn the profession we have made by giv¬ 
ing heed to all the requirements of the gospel. 
What if trials and temptations do come, are we to be 
overcome by the enemy? No. We are to be faithful 
to Him who has always been so to us, by fleeing from 
the Tery appearance »f evil, then we bo 
able to appreciate the counsels of the great “I Am.” 

And when we approach the dark and deep River of 
Death, although we may shrink at the thought of 
passing over its turbid waters alone, without the aid 
of friends, yet we confide in the Savior, for he 

appears and says, “ Fear not, for / am witli thee.” 
“ I am the resurrection and the life.” And we feel 
assured that beyond the grave we are to live again 
and enjoy the society of the redeemed forever, in 
ascribing praise to Him who sitteth upon the throne. 
Who then would not trust in the Lord for strength 
and guidance to overcome all sin, and be made a 
partaker of his salvation? 

Those who arc without hope in these sacred prom¬ 
ises are invited to come and partake of the water of 
life freely, and have their hearts fitted to receive the 
engrafted word which will enable them to realize 
faith in the pledges which Jesus has made. Kind 
reader, the most precious promises have been made 
to you for all, without distinction ol' character, are 
invited to come to Christ, with the assurance that 
“ Ye shall find rest to your souls.” And who does 
not need rest? Who does not long to be happy here, 
and feel conscious that there is a rest for the faithful? 
Trust in the arm of JkhOvau then, and the promises 
which He has made will be fulfilled in giving you a 
crown of eternal life, and a seat with the angel choir, 
to sing the song of redeeming love forever. 

Chili Centre, N. Y., 1861. J. I,. K. 

“TO WHOM MUCH IS GTVEN.” 

I have seen Laura Bridgman, whom God sent into 
this world without sight, hearing, or tile power of 
speech. She could see nothing, hear nothing, ask 
nothing. To her, the very thunder has ever been 
silence, and the sun blackness. Tbe tips of her 
fingers and the palms of her hands have been her 
eyes and tongue. Yet that poor sickly girl knows 
much of the earth, and language, and numbers; of 
human relationships and passions; of what is, has 
been, shall be, should be; of sin, and death, and hell; 
of God, and Christ* and heaven. And all this has 
gone through the poor child’s slender fingers, darkly 
feeling the llugers of another; and thus she tells her 
hopes, and fears, and sorrows. And if she, groping 
so blindly for the Savior, finds Him and rests her 
weak hands on His lowly head — that blessed head 
which bows lowly enough even for this—0, how will 
she rise up in judgment and condemn with utter 
overwhelming, you, 0, sinners! upon whose soul 
every sense is pouriug the knowledge of God, while 
your eyes read his holy Word, and your ears hear, a 
thousand times over, these tidingB of great joy —even 
the glorious Gospel of the blessed God! — Dr. Huge. 

Faith. — The soldiers that, like Cromwell’s, march 
with Bibles in their boots, load the cannon by the 
grace of God, and fire it with a psalm, cannot easily 
be beaten. Give ub plenty of the substance of things 
hoped for, aud an evidence of tilings not seen. Let 
one feel that he stands on truth, that the laws of the 
universe and tbe attributes of the Almighty are 
pledged to his support, and yon might as well try to 
chase a rock as him. Faith justified Abel and trans¬ 
lated Enoch; floated the ark and founded the church; 
crossed the Red Sea, and shook down the walls of ( / 
Jericho. In all ages it has out of weakness become 
strong, waxed valiant in fight, turned to flight the t 
armies of the aliens, and led out willing martyrs for <j 
the mountains or the flames. 

Love is our best gift to our fellow beings, and that 
which makes any gift valuable in the sight of heaven. 
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Words b7 a Lady of Vermont. 
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Robert Burns, sitting down oil one occasion to 

write a poem, said 

“Which way the subject theme may gang, 

Let time or chance determine ; 

Perhaps it may turn out a sang, 

Or, probably, a sermon !” 

We have no fears that our pen will either attempt a 

sang or a sermon, but it is always more inclined to 

take country rambles, and sketch from nature's great 

architect, than to tarry in and describe city scenes 

and manners. But our quill must give over soaring 

and sailing, and soberly tell your readers about a 

Chinese Wedding in High Life, The firm of LrxWo 

& Co., of San Francisco, have a spruce young clerk 

from the environs of Pekin, named Cum Chum. He 

has been (it is said) for some time enamored of a 

moon-eyed beauty, named An Too. Last evening his 

addresses were consummated by bis winning “the 

hand, and the heart in it," of Miss Too. Cum Chum 

is an F. F. P„ (First Family of I’ekin,) and is here 

not only to act as book-keeper, bat to study the 

character of the outside barbarians in San Francisco, 

as it is whispered, with the intention of writing a 

book. Miss Alt Too has seen eighteen summers, and 

came to this country but a short time since. The 

arrangements having been completed at the house of 

Ah Win, in Sacramento street, the hymenial train of 

carriages started from the door of Lun Wo, and pro¬ 

ceeded with the bridegroom and his friends, to that 

of the bride, where the ceremony was performed by 

the said parties affixing their signatures to a paper in 

Chinese characters; after which they returned to the 

house of Ah Wait, where their arrival was heralded 

by the firing of bunches of fire-crackers and the 

mellifluous* sounds of bngags, turn-turns, and one 

stringed fiddles. The principal room in the upper 

story was decorated with flowers, and kin kmjos was 

burnt in all directions, to propitiate the several 

deities who rule the roost hymeneal. A table 

groaned under Its heavy load of soups and other 

good dishes, aud a plentiful supply of chop-sticks 

was provided for the guests to feed themselves with. 

As the happy party arrived, the hu-gags struck up 

a dulcet melody, the turn-turns were smitten, and 

ravishing strains floated out upou the calm evening 

air, th»- whang-chow discoursed celestial symphonies, 

“ And all went merry as a marriage bell.” 

Music by Mrs. H. N. WOOD. 

6VT!:.»E> r LEE •••?-- Ig.gi* S':-TP > ; - j-r g-gl*!.*; 
I build mv nest on the mountain's crest,Where the wild winds rock my eaglets to rest, Where the lightnings flush, and the thun-ders crash 

=£t. 

I build my nest on the mountain’s crest,Where the wild winds rock my eaglets to rest. Where the lightnings flash, aud the thun - ders crash, 

And the roar - ing tor - rents foam and dash; For my spi - rit free hence-forth shall be type for the sons Lib - er - ty. 

And the roar - ing tor - rents foam and dash; For my spi - rit free hence-forth shall be type for the sons Lib - cr - ty. 

Aloft I fly from my eyrie high, I love the land where the mountains stand, O, guard ye well the land- where I dwell, 

Through the vaulted dome of the azure sky. Like the watch-towers high of a Patriot band. Lest to future times the tale I tell, 

On a sunbeam bright take my airy flight, For I may not bide in my glory and pride, When slow expires In smouldering (ires 

And float in a flood of liquid light; Though the hind bo never so fair and wide, The goodly heritage of your sires, 

h or I love to play in the noon-tide ray. Whore luxury reigns o'er voluptuous plains. How Freedom's light rose clear and bright 

And bask in a blaze from the throne of day. And fetters the freo-born soul in chains. O’er fair Columbia's beacon height, 

Till ye quenched the (lame in u starless night. 
Away I spring with a tireless wing. Then give to me in my flights to see , 

On a feathery cloud I poise and swing, The land Of the Pilgrims ever, free! 1 n l'ar lfin' jour pennonfair 

I dart dow n the steep where the lightnings leap, And I never will rove from the haunts I love, 11 *,lr8j' iavi' ln ,nuroP*' there; 

And the clear blue canopy slowly sweep; But watch, from my sentinel track above, -V ° inuK-1 l*1** blast 111 launch, 

For dear to me is the revelry Your banner free, O’er land and sea, ™0, fro,n th" ,ln«'Htafr wrench. 

Of a free and fearless liberty. And exult in your glorious liberty. *nd “Way 1 Jl Uee- for 1 8Corn to 800 
A craven race in the land of the free! 

gathering of her vast wheat fields, she possesses the white sails of the “Sea Bird" and “Flying mass. Vesuvius bus thrown Its ashes ns far as Con- 

tremendous advantages over the States cast of the Cloud” slowly gliding over its surface, now onrving stantmoplo, Syria, and Egypt; it hurled stories eight 

great dividing range of mountains. The importance round some graceful point, then losing themselves pounds in weight to Pompeii, a distance of six miles, 

of fair weather in harvest is indicated in a remark behind the lofty headlands, that rose far above the while similar masses were tossed up 2,000 feet above 

once made by Hon. Daniel Webster—“that a few water, their perpendicular sides half concealed by its summit. Cotopaxi has projected a block of 10!) 

days of foul weather near the beginning of wheat briar rose, blue bells, and wild honey-suckle which, cubic yards In volume a distance of nine miles, and 

harvest in Great Britain, directly affects the interests creeping down their rocky face, kissed their shadows Sumbnwu, In 1815, during the most terrible eruption 

I love the land where the mountains stand, 

Like the watch-towers high of a Patriot hand, 

For I may not hide in my glory and pride, 

Though the hind ho never so fair and wide, 

Where luxury reigns o'er voluptuous plains, 

And fetters the free-born soul in chains. 

Then give to me in my flights to see 

The land of the Pilgrims ever free! 

And I never will rove from the hnunts I love, 

But watch, from my sentinel track above, 

Your banner free, o’er land and sea, 

And exult in your glorious liberty. 

gathering of her vast wheat fields, she possesses 

tremendous advantages over the States cast of the 

great dividing range of mountains. The importance 

of fair weather in harvest is indicated in a remark 

once made by Hon. Daniel Webster -“that a few 

days of foul weather near the beginning of wheat. 

the white sails of the “Sea Bird” and “Flying 

Cloud” slowly gliding over its surface, now curving 

round some graceful point, then losing themselves 

behind the lofty headlands, that rose far above the 

water, their perpendicular sides half concealed by 

briar rose, blue, bells, and wild honey-suckle which, 

nu., M,._ 1Uw .i wvoie and markets of tbe whole civilized world.” This in the liquid mirror beneath. The opposite shore on record, sent its ashes as far a Java, a distance of 

groane unru its uavy o,n o soups am othei rem!U-k 0f the great statesman is founded on the lay in fair beauty, with its green, sunny points, 300 miles of surface, and out of a population of 12 • 
good dishes, and a plentiful supply of chop-sticks C0nCeded facUhat hitherto Mark iM has been the gently swelling hills and plains, luxuriant even to 000 souls only twenty escaped, 

was provided for the guests to feed themselves with. barometeP of price„ for breadstuffs throughout Europe the water's edge with highly cultivated farms, pleas- _. . ^ ^_ 

a d u Ice i n c lo <1 v P * th e' 11 u i ut 11 ms wcTSmitten'\Z ^ Atncri°a' As the f”'ice ot «rain rules there, so ant homes, parks anil pleasure grounds, stretching OLD, OLD ENGLAND. 
. it rates in Hamburgh, Vienna, Paris, and New York, away far as the eye could reach. And amid this 

air the whansr-chow^iscouLed celimtia^Hvmubonlftif Callfornia harveBted the Past 8",mut,r 250,000 acres of magnificent panorama, ever changing, ever beautiful, The mind finds it difficult to realize the idea that a 
' " • " y p wheat, averaging 30 bushels to the acre, turning out one forgets in their enthusiasm to wish for tho ruined country like England was once a steaming morass, 

“And all went merry as a marriage bell.” 7,500,000 bushels. I have seen large grain fields cut castle or old monastery that should give it renowo .covered with the rank tropical vegetation of tho tree- 

Then they who had been bidden to the feast, fell to, down aui1 left for months together in the field and perfect its glory. fern groves; its awful silence only broken by the 

and such a clattering of chop-sticks and dodging untl,re8hcd' f havo H0(m thousands of bushels But one must not linger too long on these romantic hum of the shardy beetle, the rush of the hideous 

about of shaven heads, has seldom been witnessed, sacked and piled up, and left to be stored for many shores, though they are fresh and green in my flying-lizards through lofty woods of ferns and reeds, 

Cum Chum benignly and complacently received the week* or months, within a well Inclosed field, with memory as when T last looked upon them, many ©r the tramp of the giant iguauoitens over the plashy 

showers of congratulations of his friends, and the 00 othcr protection than the shining vault of heaven; years ago. All too soou we found ourselves on the wolds. Imagination, left to itself, could scarcely 

fair Ah Too looked never so charmingly. At a late and ^ have seen burners who have paid SI,800 for shore ot the wondrous lake, which lay in gem like have indulged in so wild a lligiit. as to picture an era 

hour the party separated, happy in the thought that 9ack* sufficient to contain the present year’s beauty on the very brow of the mountain, three when palm trees waved In Kent and Hampshire, and 
crop, and the number would load a four horse team, hundred feet above the waters of the Bay below, the plains of Cumnor were the coral reetb of some 

Two h^rtTthat”iLttM'one” '***' Whcftt micks ar<> «xteiMtvely manufactured Ip this No source of supply has ever been discovered, nor primeval lagoon; when the tiger and hyama lurked 
city by means of heavy sewing machines. They hold its depth fathomed; its only outlet, a tiny stream, in the thickets of Kirkdale; when the trurupetinH of 

on record, sent its ashes as far a Java, a distance of 

300 miles of surface, and out Of a population of 12,• 

000 souls only twenty escaped. 

--—- 

OLD, OLD ENGLAND. 

The mind finds it difficult to realize the idea that a 

country like England was once a steaming morass, 

Then they who had been bidden to the feast, fell to, 

and such a clattering of chop-sticks and dodging 

“Two souls with but a single thought, 

Two hearts, that beat as one,” 

the plains of Cumnor were the coral reefs of some 

primeval lagoon; when the tiger and hyama lurked 

in the thickets of Kirkdale; when the trumpeting of 
had^started along the path of wedlock, and were about two bushels, and cost from 12 to 13 cents each, rushed in wild, playful lm'.jH, (Jown the precipitous the huge northern elephant was hoard on the moors 

side of the mountain. of Yorkshire and the downs of Brighton; when the 

With thoughtful and wrapt pleasure we greeted bison fed on the plains, and tho sullen river horse 

this fair lake well of the mountain, musing upon its and rhinoceros browsed by the Thames and the Avon, 

mysterious birth. Was it indeed the child of some Yet those things were. Tho hammer of tho geolo- 

anolont volcano, cradled in its extinct crater, and gist, like the enchanter’s ward, has conjured up more 

nourished from the hidden depths of the earth? Or then one panorama of Old England, far more weird 

was it, as others said, a fathomless fountain, fed and wonderful than ever was fabled. The historian 

subterrancOusly by distant Lake Erie, with which only seeks to trace back the annals of onr island to 

its altitude is said to correspond? A nd here fancy, the days when it was first peopled by painted savages, 

taking a wild leap, suggested Imaginative possibil- living in wigwams like the red Indian or the Leaver, 

ities of its construction long ages ago, by that and hunting with the rude bow and arrow; the geol- 
oxtlnct race of men who once peopled this continent, ogiHt rcCill,H lho timea wb(!ll „llr iHland waft th|. ,l<>me 

traces of whose noble and highly civilized works yot bf the dragon, the turtle, and the iguunodon. — All 
remain, flad it been a reservoir with maius deep (/ie Year Round. 

id reaching to that distant lake whence they drew _ , i (__ 

"|r ” "' flW’r *• <*««■ THE FALL Op" AN AVALANCHE, 
uit may nave extended on cither side ot tho Hay, 

MU* Nineveh of old was yet the irlory of tho East? Wl(IfC, , . , 
. ., , , While wo chatter over the dinner, wondering how 

imo had lett no records tor us to study, and slowly . r . , , 
, , f * many strawberries go for a spoonful, a terrible roar 

e came back to the Lake before us. Strange and HhakeH tfae cab([). v ■ man sbouti 

»mbre lay, everywhere surrounded by a dense „ftvalftnche! avalanche!” and out we go into the 
rest, tall pines ever wafting o’er it their fragrance . . . ., , • . 

,d solemn mus.e, save where a little hamlet dus- ^ Jungfrat(( is a moBt Btl)p,.,1(Joim mfts» of ice and 

red between it and the Bay shore, with its neat an0W( dftflUlng from onc precipicc t0 anothftr) ontil 

h.te cottages and luxuriant fruit gardens. Here bcfttcn und croflhed h,to powder, it rushes in one 
lr little party stopped for rest and refreshment. An ralgbty uXiugHnl„ of HI10W into the valle. The 

11,1 Wa8,8P°nt 1,1 tracin« out romflutic l,athH in fall of that avalanche lasts two minutes by the watch. 
,e woods, or ns the children willed, gamboling on fte r0ftr would drown the ,0ua6at tropical thunder. 
ie white sands that, like a gleaming line of light, P . . , . , ,,, 

, , , , , ’ . ^ s ’ At first it is a break and a crash; then, like the 
icircled the water, contrasting fine y with the dark, _ , .. 

' tramp of millions ot buffaloes on tho prairie; and 
rerhanging shades o t ho iorest. At length, wearied ,i . . 

. . h tlicn, at last, like a thousand blasts of artillery, 
id hungry, we sat down to lunch under the wild , . . . „ - 

. ..... , „ , , though the avalanche is two miles off, some of us 
•ape vines that formed graceful arbors amid the . .. , 

„„ .... „ , , ,, , , , start back as if we feared that the descending muss 
cos. 1 hen with beauty and delight enough to keep , , , .. . 

, , , . , . , 1 would leap over the intervening chasm and burst in 
ir hearts treSb and glowing another three months ...... , . 

, .. , , . , , , upou mm. But it is only roar not rum, as I hope it 
rin, we prepared for our homeward rule, and that, ... , , , . . . , 

,, , . . . , , , ’ will turn out to he m this great political panic at 
gether with the pleasant tea-drinking at the quaint .. . „„ , , 

., . „ . , „ , Washington. 1 his vast mass ot snow and ice pree n- 
d mansion of “ Burnside," was onjoyed with .... . . 1 

, , , „ ... t iled itsell, fortunately, into a ravine that was per- 
arcely less pleasure than the morning's ride had , ,A1_ * 

,, . ,, lectly uninhabitable. But not so with some others. 
ieu. Mrs. P. A. Dick. c .. . . . . .. 
Buffalo N y. Sometimes whole forests are swept away; and the 

stumps of the broken trees, after the ruin has passed, 

stand up, like the stubble upon a prairie wheat-field 

Ml JFMHfe $c. “f“r**-***•• * ^ 
- ■■ ■ — - — Deaths in Royal Families. — The following per- 

WHat A volcano can do. sonal itemH about royal familics’ a,e interesting: 

Since January 1, 1800, fourteen members of the 
Cotopaxi, in 1738, threw its fiery rockets 8,000 feet sovereign families of Europe have expired. The 

thenceforth to travel over the rough aud rocky road California has raised the present season a clip of side of the mountain. 

together. wool estimated in value at $3,040,200. She iB also With thoughtful and wrapt pleasure we greoted 

We forget the figures indicating the Chinese popu- well adapted, in soil and climate, to tho culture and this fair lake-well of the mountain, musing upon its 

lation of California, but the number of Johns and growth of the vine. In 1858 the value of her grape mysterious birth. Was it indeed the child of some 

their companions is counted by hundreds of thou- crop was estimated at $1,000,000. When tho present ancient volcano, cradled in its extinct crater, and 

sands! Occasionally one la seen dressed in American stock of vines is well matured, it is estimated that nourished from tho hidden depths of the earth? Or 

fastiion, but nearly all sport their oriental costume, their annual yield will ho worth quite $10,000,000. was it, as others said, a fathomless fountain, fed 

consisting of broad-rimed, cone-shaped hats; wooden, There are vineyards in the State sixty or seventy subterraneously by distant Lake Erie, with which 

sharp-toed shoes; trowserB of bine jean, with legs as years old, still yielding as largely as ever. Tutelli* its altitude is said to correspond? And here fancy, 

large as meal bags; ami over their shoulders and gent Spaniards, Frenchmen, Germans, and Italians, taking a wild leap, suggested Imaginative possibil- 

chestahlue cassimere tunic, or frock, coming down nn'w '» saying that it is as well adapted to the ltiea of its construction long ages ago, by that 

nearly to the knee, which in winter is lined with cultivation of the vine as any country in tho interior extinct race of men who once peopled this continent, 

peltry. With sallow, beardless faces, shaved heads, of Europe, or on the Mediterranean. Here grow tho traces of whose noble and highly Civilized works yot 

and a dangling pig tail hanging down the back, they strawberry, the pomegranate, the olive, and the fig, remain. Bad it been a reservoir with maius deep 

certainly make anything but a lovely appearance. «ldV by side with the apple, the pear, and the peach; laid reaching to that distant lake whence they drew 

As we design to speak sparingly of public build- lhc grape of Malaga and Hamburgh, the almond, tho their primativo “ Croton ” to supply the vast cities 

ingB, it may he Apropos to say that almost tho first lemon, und tho orange, with the black walnut and that may have extended on either side of tho Bay, 

building that attracts the eye of one just stepping off the shellhark; the natives of the far North and the while Nineveh of old was yet the glory of the East? 

the steamer, to gaze for the first time upon the city tropical sunny Booth grow side by side and flourish Time had left no records for u» to study, and slowly 

of San Frunoisco, is (near by) the United States well! Franco has about 4,0M,000 acres in vineyards, we came back to the Lake before us. Strango and 

Marine Hospital. It is located on Rincon Poiut, on yielding in favorable seasons an estimated income of sombre it lay, everywhere surrounded by a dense 

an elevation affording a grand view of the city and $110,000,000, with an increasing demand. The United forest, tall pines ever wafting o’er it their fragrance 

bay of San Francisco, the contra costa valleys and States has uot over 4,000 acres in vineyards, with an and solemn music, save where a little hamlet elus- 

hills, and the coast range of mountaius. The city endless market for table wines. tered between it and the Bay shore, with it» neat 

authorities conveyed to the United States six vara California iB soou to be famous for Its variety and white cottages and luxuriant fruit gardens. Here 

lots, each 137d feet square, as a site for the institu- amount of fruit. In addition to the vine, it is also our little party stepped for rest and refreshment. An 

tion, and it was built by United States authority, at a estimated that there are now ready to bear in Cali- l,0,lr was spent in tracing out wild romantic paths in 

cost of $220,000, appropriated from a fund created by fornla, 2,000,000 apple trees, over 3,500,000 peach the woods, or, as the children willed, gamboling on 
a tax on all American Bailors of twenty-five cents per trees, and 600,000 pear trees. Fruit attains to a large the white sands that, like a gleaming liuc of light, 

month, which ship-masters are required to deduct slze* There was exhibited at the State Fair, by a ''''circled the water, contrasting finely with the dark, 

from their wages, and pay at the customhouse. In gentleman, 26 peaches, the aggregate weight of which overhanging shades of the forest. At length, wearied 

Mrs. F. A. Dick. 

Purely no modern tailor or tailoreas could quite do 

l4, __ ^ * 8. B. R. 

fWritten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE LAKE OP THE MOUNTAIN. 
WHAT A VOLCANO CAN DO. 

return for this tax, every sailor belonging to an was 26 lbs! The fig is delicious when taken ripe and au(l hungry, we sat down to lunch under the wild 

American vessel is entitled, in case of sickness, to a fr°m th® tree. Their color is brown, nearly K*'“P® vines that formed graceful arbors amid the 

certificate from the collector of the port, for admis- approaching a black. The tree is of thrifty growth, trees. Then with beauty and delight enough to keep 

sion into the Hospital, which lias been built und Is au‘* with its dense foliage gives a grateful shade 0U1' hearts fresh and glowing another three mouths 

furnished aud supported by hit money, so that he under a fiery sky. The leaves arc large and deeply term, wo prepared for our homeward ride, and that, 

enters not as a charity patient, but as one of the 8Cofl»pcd. How Adam and his lady managed to together with the pleasant tea-drlnklng at the quaint 

owners of the institution. The United States Murine manufacture aprons from such fabric is a question, old mansion of “Burnside,” wus enjoyed with 

Hospital in San Francisco will accommodate coin- They must have been experts. That's certain. * That scarcely less pleasure than the morning's ride had 

fortably about 500 patients, and is kept in the most Adam was a genius that bis wife was tractable and been. Mrs. F. A. Dick. 
perfect order; the floors, furniture, and every tiring, easy to learn, admits of no dispute; but how, without Buffalo, N. Y:, 1861. 

almost as neat and clean as a gentleman’s private 3l’ears or bodkin, they could get up a good apron " 

residence! There is no regular chaplain in this from ill-shaped, star-scolloped fig leaves, is a puzzle. pv;<y p -v Q/ * ,0 

Hospital, but the Rev. WM. Tayi.or (Methodist) Purely no modern tailor or tailoreas could quite do H;li£j£ttt l tWtul 

introduced regular services there on Sabbath, soon it- . s. b. r. VV,U 
after it was built, which he kept up during most of • •• . - ■ - . - - 

his stay in California; and which is still kept up by rWritten for Moore's Rural New-Yovker.] WHAT A VOLCANO CAN DO. 

local preachers, exhorters, and occasional visits from THE LAKE OP THE MOUNTAIN. 
regular pastors. _ • Cotopaxi, in 1738, threw its fiery rockets 3,000 feet 

Mm-i, tf,ui ,•= i.„. „ B „ , During our Canadian sojourn, while we dwelt in above its crater, while in 1744 the blazing mass, 

affoi7thtL^riDg San Francisco might that loveliest of all cottage retreats,-sweet Shady- struggling for an outlet, roared so that its awful 

nothinO i ti h- ^ ° ',urist' lhere is ^ide, — which nestled among embowering trees, and voice was beard a distance of more than 600 miles. 

no, tef r n ,Ty maukmt ’ of a limitary overlooked the picturesque and most beautiful Bay of In 1737 the crater of Tunguragua, one of the great 

face likfrim lZo-0p e!°ti0ne P°"U 0fJh? eartk'* mr. Quinte’ my husband day proposed we should peaks of the Andes, flung out torrents of mud, which 

thi 'citv t|M I0,0 ° <'* 7^ a“ VCgrOWtb0f take a drive t0 tlie ,lir famed Lake of the Mountain, dammed up rivers, opened new lakes, and in val- 

«me U wL IT V T* ^ich layabout five miles distant down the Bay. leys of a thousand feet wide made deposits of 000 

Donnlntlft, ^ t0'day’ * ^ & Havin« Poured an open carriage, with a black aelim feet deep. The stream from Vesuvius, which in 

extending i si!!! ’ ’ bou,u)unes rapidly U^ily prancing before it, the wee birdlings of our 1737 passed through Torre del Greco, contained 

the tdrhirA oTure “2 increasing, nest and a basket of lunch were packed in, and 33,600,000 cubic feet of solid matter; und in 1734, 

tn-JZ , .futUre *hat r,ses bfi,"ru nfi' is 0,,e (*f 1,i!lvi,Jg the ami Ijaby Chaulis to tho care of when Torre del Greco was destroyed a second time, 

hoTiHr ^ U1 ^ °!y- '"graphs will put her in iaithful Jenny, my rnuid of all work, we resolved to the mass of lava amounted to 45,000,000 cubic feet. 

S•"V,th-n"vh:5 CHieS °fthe tUr°W °'r thC °!UeS a,1<1 resPon*ibilUics of life, and In 1673, Etna poured forth a Item, which covered 

roads will i -"!■■ IhIV!!!) 'V \ .!! 1 l-"J flobo; RaiI' ,liakc tbe mo9t r,f our 80 Boldon> afforded day’s rcere- eiglity-four square miles of surface, and measured 

England and the^hriil a s ial1 ”nite her Wltb New atlon- And none but those who have spent many nearly 100,000,000 cubic feet. On this occasion the 

on the Rii'mr It '!- 'V v "" ? tho, 9team efjsine 'vearT months in the sehool-iooni, and sick chamber, sand and scorin' formed the Monte Rosi, near Nieolisi, 

tain misses will nft/''4',l aud JJock-v Moua’ ca" ’''U how intensely that ride was enjoyed. Report a cone two miles in circumference, and 4,000 feet 
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THE KIND, ENTERPRISING BOY. 

Passing down one of the streets in Milwaukee, the 

other day, my attention was attracted by the shouting 

Of a boy, who was driving a pig from the side-walk, 

in front of a fruit and grocery store. The pig had 

upset sundry baskets of fruit, nuts, Ac., aud was 

helping himself, as if in welcome to their con¬ 

tents. The grocer, who soon appeared at the door, 

took a different view of things, and hurling a two 

pound weight at the Intruder, remarked, “that pig 

is getting too familiar about here.” The boy 

assisted ia collecting together the scattered fruits, 

and tilings were soon in good shape again. The 

grocer offered to pay for the assistance rendered, but 

the boy refused it, intimating that that was a trifling 

matter, for which he wanted no remuneration. The 

grocer, however, insisted on filling his pockets with 

nuts aud apples. The boy was dressed in coarse 

attire, which, however, looked tidy and clean,— and 

a blush could be seen stealing across his manly face, 

as if ashamed of being rewarded for the small assist¬ 

ance he had rendered. 

Shortly after, we went down to the office of the 

Daily 1 CixcnnsiTt, to get a copy of the Inaugural 

Message, which was there being received by tele¬ 

graph, and issued in an extra. There was a great 

crowd of news-boys about the office, all anxious to be 

the first served, and among the first emerging from the 

crowd, wc noticed the boy of nuts and apples, with a 

bundle of the messages under his arm. As he passed 

near me, he turned to a smaller boy with a lame and 

withered leg, who stood with a downcast and disap¬ 

pointed look, leaning on his crutch, and thus 

accosted him, “I say, Jimmy, can you get no mes¬ 

sages?” Jimmy replied that the crowd was so great 

he could not get to where they were being sold. 

" Here, bold my bundle,” said the boy of appleB and 

nuts, “ I’ll get you some,—how many do you want?” 

“ About fifteen," said the lame boy, “ and hero ia the 

money to buy them.” “ How good you are, 

George,” ejaculated Jimmy, and his countenance 

brightened. George soon returned with tho mes¬ 

sages, and giving them to Jimmy, took his own 

bundle, und was off with an elastic step. 

By this time I had become interested in the boy, 

and lingered around to see how Jimmy would succeed 

in selling his messages. Jimmy appeared rather 

timid for a news-boy, and I doubted If he would suc¬ 

ceed in disposing of his stock, while his friend 

George, who appeared efficient, energetic, and self- 

reliant, was made of different material, and was evi¬ 

dently well fitted for the rough and tumbles of the 

world, and to engage fearlessly in, and fight manfully 

tho battles of life. Jimmy, however, succeeded 

better than I had supposed, his smiling face and 

gentle winning voice was attractive, and brought 

him customers. 

In a short time, George, having disposed of his 

papers, was returning for another supply, and meet¬ 

ing Jimmy, inquired of his success. “ Pretty good,” 

said Jimmy, “ I have sold ail but four, and wish I 

was rid of them, for it. is most dark, and I am tired 

and hungry.” “Hungry,” said George, “hero, take 

those apples,” and he placed two beautiful red ones 

in his hand, and filled one of his pockets with nuts. 

“You rob yourself,” said Jimmy. “No, I have 

plenty," exclaimed the generous boy, and was start¬ 

ing away; but he stopped short, and turning to 

Jimmy, said, “ I Just bad an order for four messages 

at No. 4o,-, you go up with yours,—no, stay 

here,” said he, “you are tired, and I’ll run up and 

deliver them for you.” George wus off in a trice, 

and soon returned with the change, which tie put in 

Jimmy’s hand, and with a kindly good night, started 

for more messages. Jimmy departed for his home. 

I left for my quarters, with kindlier and more 

hopeful feelings toward my fellow man, rejoicing 

to think there was some unselfishness in tho world, 

an example of which 1 had just witnessed In the 

conduct of the noble lad, George. That boy, said I, 

will succeed, and tho world will be better for his 

having lived in it; aud though his kindness and 

benevolence should go unrequited, his motives and 

acts maligned, ho will not indulge in hatred or ill 

will'towards his fellow man, for his generous nature 

will not heed tho malicious calumnies of vile 

traducers. Ho will never starve, for the ravens 

would he commissioned to feed him, or manna 

would bo showered in his pathway. Nor will he be 

frozen, for his great heart will be sending out warm, 

gushing streams, which neither the blasts of winter 

nor the cold uncharitableness of the world -can 

congeal. o. c. 

Port Washington, March, 1861. 

QUERIES FOR “MINNIE MINTWOOD.” 

Ik Paul Morphy “ reeklessly squandered" his 

time,— if the time which he devoted to moving 

“ bits of ivory over a checkered board," and excel- 

iugall others in playing chess, was wasted,— If his 

talent was of an inferior order, of no benefit to his 

fellows,—why do we find his name classed as a con¬ 

tributor to one of our most popular papers, with the 

most celebrated writers of tho day? The character 

and standing of the paper, together with the talent 

employed, Is at once determined when 11. 4V. 

Beecher and Edward Everett are among its con¬ 

tributors. It can hardly be expected that every one 

will delve into mathematics, philosophy, or meta¬ 

physics, or make ministers, aud Sisters of Charity. 

No two think or act just alike. 

Again, if MoNBIEUR Blondin showed a great simi¬ 

larity between a fool and himself,—if his performance 

was of such a low order, and people were devoid of 

intellect and common sense who witncs'jod his perform¬ 

ances,— why did his Royal Highness, the Prince of 

Wales, with the Lords in attendance, stay to witness 

his feats, ami at the close reward him with a parse 

of gold? This is rather a sweeping assertion against 

royalty. How natural it is for the human heart to 

criticise the doings of others. Rusticus. 
Meadow Brook, Empire State, 1861. 

- - 
Verbal Vices.—Indulgence in verbal vice soon 

encourages corresponding vices in conduct. Let any 

one of you come to talk about any mean or vile prac¬ 

tice with a familiar tone, and do you suppose, when 

the opportunity occurs for committing tho mean or 

vile act, ho will bo as strong against it us before? It 

is by no means an unknown tliiug that men of correct 

lives talk themselves into crime, into sensuality, into 

perdition. Bad language easily runs into bad deeds. 

Belect any Iniquity you please; suffer yourself to con¬ 

verse in its dialect, to use its slang, to speak in the 

character- of uiic who approves or relishes it, and I 

need not tell you how soon your moral sense will 

lower down its level. Becoming intimate with it, 

yon lose your horror of it. This obvious principle, 

of itself, furnishes a reason for watching the tongue. 

F. D. Huntington, D. D. 
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NEWS DEPARTMENT. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., APRIL 6, 1861. 

DOMESTIC NEWS. 

Aflaint at Washington. 

It is said that the Government has received ad¬ 

vices that Texas has sent Commissioners to Arizona, 

New Mexico, .Sonora, und Chihauhtia, to ifcduce the 

people of those places to join in the Southern Confed¬ 

eracy, and the mission la said to he favorably re¬ 

garded. Gov. Houston writes to the President that 

the Indians are threatening Texas, and asking if the 

Federal Government can or will afford relief. Several 

gentlemen who arrived from Texas within a day or 

two, state that in conversation with Gov. Houston a 

few days since, he stated that civil war in Texas was 

inevitable, and Alabama would soon be involved in 

the same dilemma as Texas now is. 

There is a prospect now that every dollar of the 

$8,000,000 loan advertised lor by Secretary Chase, 

will be taken at fair rates. 
The Post Master General is experiencing some 

trouble from the new mail agents in Virginia. The 

people along the routes threaten tar arid feathers to 

the unlucky agents if they attempt to do their doty. 

One has already resigned, and the other, it is thought, 

will throw up his commission. Several Virginia 

Republicans have presented themselves for the vacan¬ 

cies, and will serve at all hazards. If the people in¬ 

terrupt them, the mails are likely to be cut off. The 

Department, under the provisions of the recently 

enacted Jaws, has restored the mail service between 

Georgetown and Lexington, Mo. 

Intelligence received on tlie 27th nit., from Mont¬ 

gomery, states that by the 1st of April there would 

be concentrated at Pensacola, 5,000 troopH from the 

Confederuto States. This sudden movement of 

troops in that direction was made before the state¬ 

ment that reinforcements had been sent from New 

York to Fort Pickens. The Montgomery government 

deemed it advisable to be wholly prepared for any 

emergency. 

The claims of American citizens against Chili have 

been referred to the arbitration of Belgium. Caleb 

Cuehing is their principle counsel. 

Capt. Pox lias returned from Fort Sumter, and re¬ 

ports the supply of provisions too meagre to enable 

Major Anderson to sustain bis command reasonably 

until the 15th of April. He says the Port can be re¬ 

inforced by military operations which would require 

a force not at the disposal of the President, or by 

stratagem, with the hazards of a desperate conflict. 

From all the facts realized by this investigation, it is 

evident that Fort Sumter must be abandoned or civil 

war inaugurated. 

The President has received several applications 

from Louisiana for Cadetship at West Point. 

G. W. Lane, recently conlirmed Judge of Alabama, 

it is said, will endeavor to hold his Court at Athens, 

in the Union part of the State. 

The opinion is almost universal now, that an extra 

session of Congress will be called to consider the 

operations of the new tariff, and the state of the 

Treasury. 

Orders have gone West to confiscate all goods in¬ 

troduced into Southern ports without payment of 

regular United States duties. 

It is said that Fort Pickens was re-inlorced more 

than a week ago, and that several hundred United 
States troops were taken in from vessels off the 

stream, by small boats at night. The Southern Com 

missionors, however, doubt the truth of the report, 

and profess to have assurances from their Govern¬ 

ment to the contrary. 

U* S Senate—Extra Session. 

On motion of Mr. Powell, it was resolved that 

the President be requested to communicate to the 

Senate, if not imcompatible with public interest, dis¬ 

patches from Major Anderson to the War Department 

during the time lie has been in command of Port 

Sumter. 

The Chair laid before the Senate the following 

message from the President: 

To the Ornate of the United Stales : 

I have received a copy of a resolution of the Senate, 
passed on the 25th inst., requesting me, if in my 
opinisri, it is not incompatible with the public inter¬ 
est, to communicate to the Senate the dispatches of 
Major Robert Anderson to the War Department 
during the time be has been in command at Fort 
Sumter. 

On examination of the correspondence thus called 
for, although 1 have the highest respect for the Senate, 
I have come to the conclusion that at the present 
moment the publication of it would be inexpedient. 

(Signed) Arrahasj Lincoln. 
Washington, March 2ti, 1801. 

The Senate resumed the consideration of the reso¬ 

lution of Mr. Douglas in reference to the fons, navy 

yards, arsenals, and other property in the seceded 

States. 

The question was taken up on motion of Mr. 

Grimes, on laying Mr. Douglas’ resolution on the 

table — 28 against 11. 

Mr. Breckenridge moved to take up the resolution 

introduced by him yesterday, advising the with¬ 

drawal of the Federal troops from the seceded 

States. He did not intend making any remarks, as 

he had already expressed his views on the subject, 

and desired the vote on his motion to be regarded as 

Trumbull said he offered the resolution as expressive 

of the views he entertained. He. desired to have it 

printed, and would be glad if he could have a vote on it. 

Loud calls here arose on the Democratic side for 

the yeas and nays on the resolution, but without 

taking the question, or its adoption, the Seuatc went 

into Executive Session. On opeuing the doors, Mr. 

Baker and Mr. Bright were appointed a Committee in ! 

accordance writh a resolution, to wait on the Presi¬ 

dent and inform him that the Senate was ready to 

adjourn. Several Executive messages were received, 

and the Senate again went into Executive Session. 

Subsequently a resolution involving $G,000 or 

$7,000 for the purchase of the Annals of Congress, 

and Register of Debates, was discussed, and post¬ 

poned till December. 

The President having no further communication to 

make, the Senate, at four o’clock on the 28th ult., 

adjourned sine die. 

The f*ece**ion Movement. 

Virginia.—The Virginia secessionists are begin¬ 

ning to despair of passing a direct ordinance of seces¬ 

sion, and are urging the adoption of the Arkansas 

plan,t* submit to the people the question of secession 

or co-operation. The Union men are confident 

that secession would be voted down by a large 

majority, but they are unwilling to involve the State 

in the bitter contest which would result, aud there¬ 

fore oppose such submission. 

Mississippi. — The State Convention ratified the 

Constitution of the Confederate States, by a vote of 

78 to 7. 

Texas.—The Texas State Convention ratified the 

Constitution of the Southern Confederacy with but 

two dissenting voice*. The Convention adjourned 

sine die on the 25th inst., without referring the Con¬ 
stitution to the people. The Legislature passed a 

resolution approving the convention act and opposing 

Houston. A bill was passed to raise a regiment of 

mounted riflemen for frontier protection. Since the 

departure of the Federal troops, Indians in large 

numbers have been devastating tbo frontier, killing 

and driving back the settlers. 

Louisiana.—The Convention, before adjourning, 

passed an ordinance permitting Insurance Companies 

to invest their capital in bonds of the Confederate 

Government. 

Fborioa. — The Florida Convention ratified the 

Confederate Constitution. An act just passed by the 

Florida Legislature, declares that in the event of any 

actuallcollision between the troops of tbo late federal 

Union and those in the employ of the State ol 

Florida, it shall be the duty of the Governor of the 

State to make public proclamation of the fact, and 

thereafter the act of holding office under the federal 

government shall be declared treason, and the person 

convicted shall suffer death I This act was approved 

by the Governor of the Slate on the 14th ultimo. 

Arizona.—The Governor of Arizona, in reply to 

the Commissioners appointed by Texas to confer with 

New Mexico and Arizona, in regard to the formation 

of a Confederacy, had invited them to be present at a 

Convention to be held in Mcsilla on the 15th of 

March, to consider the present crisis. 

extend time for the construction of a Railroad on the 

berm side of the Chenango Canal; to provide for the 

appointment of Janitors of District Courts of New 

York, and their compensation; in addition to act 

relating to foreclosure Bale of N. Y. & E. Railroad; 

authorizing the division of towns into election dis¬ 

tricts. _ 

Personal and Political. 

Samuel Siiaw, late Chief Justice of Massachu¬ 

setts, died the 30th ult., at biB residence in Mount 

Vernon street, Boston. He fell dead while convers¬ 

ing, and being in the act of dressing himself in his 

room. He has lately been in feeble health. 

The following joint resolutions passed the Mis¬ 

souri House on the 28th ult., 02 against 42: 

Resolved, That it is inexpedient for the General 
Assembly to take any steps for calling a National 
Convention, to propose amendments to the Constitu¬ 
tion as recommended by the State Convention. 

Thomas P. Hhawcross, Special Agent of the Post 

Office Department, took possession of the Chicago 

Post Office on the 28th ult., by order of President 

Lincoln, for causes alleged for arrears and faulty 

accounts running through even a larger period than 

the present quarter. 

The Lower House of the Kansas legislature organ¬ 

ized on the 28tb by the election of U. T. De Graff, 

Rep., Speaker, lie I* understood to favor Parrot and 

Lane for U. 8. Senutors. 

Gov. Robinson’s Message is mainly devoted to local 

affairs. 11c recommends suitable acknowledgments 

by the Legislature for the generous relief given for 

the needy citizens of Kansas. He recommends that 

the credit of the State be used for the relief of her 

citizens if necessary. He says seed has been fur- 

Scott township, in Fremont county, Iowa, we learn, 

has actually seceded from the county; and “set up 

for itself.” A list of grievances was enumerated, and 

commissioners were appointed to confer with other 

disaffected townships. A good burlesque on seces¬ 

sion. 

From observations made by the Coast Survey, it 

has been determined that the tidal wave in Boston 

harbor flows in from the sea at the rate of fifty miles 

per hour. The wave travels the entire distance from 

Boston Lower Light to the Charleston Dry Dock in 

twenty minutes. 

A hose of medicine, composed of two pounds 

camphor, dissolved in three gallons of whisky, was 

given to Van Amburgb's elephant, Hannibal, the 

other day. This dose is about equal to twenty drops 

of the same mixture to a' human being. Of whisky, 

Hannibal is extravagantly fond. 

Rome friends of the horse are discussing in the 

English sporting papers the question whether this 

animal may not easily be accustomed to do without 

shoes on ordinary pavements. They contend that the 

natural hoof may, by practice, become stomp enough 

to dispense with the iron shoe. 

On the 19th ult., a schooner hauling out from San 

Francisco, California, hoisted the Palmetto flag. A 

crowd instantly assembled on the wharf, and by a 

well-directed fire of potatoes, compelled the would-be 

secessionists not only to haul down the obnoxious 

colors, but to hoist the “ Stars and Stripes ” in their 

place. 

The steamship Adriatic has been sold to the Gal¬ 
way Steamship Company at a ruinous sacrifice, com¬ 

pared with her original cost. In addition to first 

cost, the North Atlantic Steamship Company expend- 
nished in abundance for planting, and hopes that the ed about $90(000 on her engines, making her total 

Legislature of New York. 

Senate.—W. H. Terry, of Oneida, was appointed 

President pro tern for the balance of the session, dis¬ 

placing Senator Lapham, whose election was con¬ 

strued only to have been for one session, by a vote 

of 11 to 6. 
Mr. Williams presented a communication from In¬ 

spector Kennedy, on behalf of Commissioners of 

Metropolitan Police, in reply to a resolution of the 

Senate, calling for information as to members of the 

Police having been sent to other States. The sub¬ 

stance of the report is, that Boon after the election in 

November last, serious apprehensions existed of dis¬ 

turbance of the public peace in the city of New York; 

that there was reason to believe the causes of the 

apprehended disturbances had their origin elsewhere 

than in the city or State of New York. To trace 

them to their source, the Superintendent of Police, 

in the exercise^of discretionary power lodged with 

him, deemed it to be expedient to detail certain de¬ 

tectives to Washington, and other places. They were 

thus sent to Washington, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. 

The information was of a confidential character, and 

from the nature of the system which governs detective 

police business, it would be destructive to the effi¬ 

ciency of the force if the sources of this information 

and its character should be revealed. 

Concurrent resolutions to amend the Constitution, 

aud with reference to the Court of Appeals, and 

salaries of Judges, was considered in committee of 

the whole, and passed. The hill to provide for sub¬ 

mission to the people of the State, the question of 

calling a Convention to revise and amend the Con¬ 

stitution, was taken up and passed. 

The bill to impose tolls on Railroads being moved 

in the general order, Mr. Forman moved to lay the 

bill on the table. Ayes and nays demanded, and the 

motion was carried—17 to 37. This probably kills 

the bill for this session. 

Bills Passer.—To legalize the decisions of Arbi¬ 

trators in the Committee of the Chamber of Com¬ 

merce; to amend the charter of the New York Com¬ 

mercial Exchange: to prevent the adultration of 

milk, and stop the traffic in swill milk: to amend the 

act relating to the transmission to the office of the 

Secretary of State, records of conviction: concerning 

the incorporation of the Chamber of Commerce, New 

York: to punish for cruelty to animals; to amend 

revised statutes relative io wife desertion; to allow 

the Supervisors of New York to procure a site fora 

Court House; the New Y ork Post Office site bill. 

The Senate concurred with the Assembly on the 

Susquehanua Railroad bill, which now goes to the 

Governor. 

Assembly.—Mr. Ball presented a minority report 

against repealing the Sunday laws in New York and 

Brooklyn, so far as to allow the sale of lager beer, 

ale, and malt liquors on Sunday. The report says 

the German population are divided on the question, 

half of them being opposed to the proposed amend¬ 

ment. and taking strong grounds against the sale of 

beer on Sunday, as leading to immorality as much as 

the sale of liquors. 

Mr. "Woodruff made a unanimous report from the 

Committee on cities and villages, in favor of repeal- 

general call for relief will soon cease. 

From the Pacific Side. 

California.—The Legislature has been balloting 

for several days to elect a U. S. Senator. It requires 

58 votes ti> elect, and .las. A. McDougal leads with 32. 

Without new combinations no Senator can be elected 

this winter. 

The Assembly lias passed charter bills for the San 

Francisco Horse Railroad Companies. 

Accounts from Bisaka represent a brisk emigration 

to the Caso, Maralva and Colorado gold and silver 

mines. Probably some thousands of Californians 

will spend the ensuing Bummer in exploring and de- 

volping the extensive regions lying to the south east 

of this State, in Utah and New Mexico. 

The Washoe mining developments continue favor¬ 

able. The atoek in the principle mines is advancing. 

Rhares in the Optofcr mine are selling at $100 and $200 

per foot, and parties predict that $2,000 will be the 

market price within six months. 

The Senate adopted the resolution endorsing Mr. 

Crittenden's plan of adjustment, condemning coer¬ 

cion and recommending conciliation and compromise. 

The Assembly had passed a series of strong Union 

resolutions. That body refused to concur in the 

Crittenden Compromise resolutions as passed by the 

Senate. 

Washington Territory.—The civil jurisdiction 

heretofore exercised on the Island by Washington 

Territory will be discontinued, and Capt. Pickett’s 

authority will be most absolute. 

The colonies of Vancouvers and British Columbia 

will be represented ajt the World’s Fair in 1802. 

Sandwich Jsi.»m>*', The srhoouer W, L. Richard¬ 

son brings Sandwich Island* dates to Feb. 14th. 

On the 10th of that month the U. S. sloop-of-war 

Wyoming, arrived at Honolulu from Panama, via 

IIclo and Launia, in search of the sloop-of-war le¬ 

vant, supposed to be lost. The Honolulu Advertiser 

of Feb. 14th, |hus the following speculation on the 

subject: 

There is every reason to believe that the U. S. 

sloop-of-war Levant has met with some serious acci¬ 

dent alter leaving Helo. It was Captain Hunt's in¬ 

tention to have taken a northerly conrse from the 

laud till he judged that he could fetch the port of 

Acapulco, where be proposed going first t,o forward 

his despatches to Washington. In looking back over 

our shipping memoranda, we find that the whaling 

barks Emerald, Robert Morrison, Florence and Bra- 

ganza, and ships Republic, Coral and Majestic, each 

report severe galea in from 30 deg. to 45 deg. north 

lat., from Oct. 3d to 10th, wind southwest, in which 

they all received more or less damage. Had the 

Levant simply been disabled, she could have reached 

those islands under jury masts, or the boats could 

have got here. The conclusion forces itself on us 

that she met with a disaster which has proved fatal 

to the ship and all on board. 

cost about $1,200,000. She was sold for £87,500 — 

about $457,500. 

In 1827, it took twelve days and cost $57 to travel 

from Cincinnati to New York. The route was by 

way of Hillsborough, Chillicotbe, Lancaster, Zanes¬ 

ville, Wheeling, Washintou, Pa., Browncsville, Cum¬ 

berland, Hagerstown, Hancock, Frederick, Balti¬ 

more, and Philadelphia. Now the Railroads will 

carry one in thirty-six hours, and at a cost of eigh¬ 

teen or twenty dollars. 

Imprisonment or Witnesses.—In condemning the 

laws in force, relating to witnesses in criminal cases, 

the Utica Herald relates the following:—“Not long 

since, a man was ‘ kept’ in the Tombs as a witness 

agaiuat one of the most notorious ruffians in New 

York city. Justice forgot to call him up on the t rial. 

How long hf: remained confined we know not, but 

when it. finally occured to the authorities to release 

him, it was found that the man against whom he was 

expected to testify, had been tried, convicted, sent 

to State Prison, pardoned, and hern at large several 

months! Tims, while crime was enjoying the sweet¬ 

ness of liberty, innocence was rotting in a dungeon.” 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

a test question. After further debate the vote was ing section 31 of the Metropolitan Police Law; which 

taken — 10 to 10. No quorum. 

,Mr. Trumbull offered a resolution declaring that in 

the opinion of the Senate, the way to preserve the 

Union is to enforce the laws of the Union. That 

resistance to their enforcement, whether under the 

name of anti-coercion, or any other name, is dis¬ 

union, and that it Is the duty of the President to use 

all the means in his power to hold aud protect the 

property of the United States, and enforce the laws 

thereof, us well in the States of Mississippi, South 

Carolina, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, and 

Texas, as within the other States in the ITnion. Mr. 

creates the office of Inspector of Police. The Com¬ 

mittee deem the office of Inspector of Police un¬ 

necessary. 

Rills Passed.—The bill passed by the Senate to 

amend the acts relative to inland navigation Insur¬ 

ance Companies, allowing all Companies to insure 

lake and river risks; requiring foreign Insurance 

Companies to present annuul statements of their con¬ 

dition and affairs; to submit the question of calling 

a Convention to revise the Constitution, and to amend 

the same, to the people of the State; to incorporate 

the Loaner's Association in the city of New York; to 

New* Paragraph*. 

Caen, in Normandy, is celebrated for its horse 

shows. It takes down Springfield altogether. Think 

of crowds of visitors and purchasers making their 

appearance ten days before the regular fair day, of 

stables sold out three or four times in advance, and 

of five thousand horses being disposed of without 

difficulty during the exhibition! 

TnEUE have been but two postmasters in the city 

of Charleston since the days of Washington. Ge.i. 

Washington appointed Mr. Balot iu 17i)7, who served 

until his death, when the present incumbent, Mr. 

Huger, (pronounced Uger) was appointed by Mr. 

Monroe. Mr. Huger is now over 70 year- of age. 

A pack of wolves gathered round the house of Mrs. 

T. C. Higgins, at Bridget Creek, near Eauelaire, Wis., 

one evening last week, for a feast upon a calf in one 

of the outhouses. Mrs. 11. being very desirous of 

saving the veal, put strychnine upon same meat and 

threw it among her unwelcome visitors. Her hus¬ 

band, on returning home soon after, found twelve 

wolves lying dead near the house. 

TnE following card, published in the National In¬ 

telligencer explains itself:—” Gen. Scott fto his cor¬ 

respondents) begs to say, that of their innumerable 

letters he does not find it practicable, (being quite 

infirm,) to read one in five, nor to answer one iD 

thirty. Applications for autographs and offices are 

burdensome. The former increases with his inability 

to use the pen, and of the latter, he has, within his 

ow n gift, but two small places, (long well filled,) and 

be recommends no one whatever, other than an old 

soldier, nor for any office out of the army.” 

The widow of Yturbide, formerly Emperor of Mex¬ 

ico, died in Philadelphia, last week, at an advanced 

age. Yturbide was elected Emperor in 1822, but the 

political troubles induced him to abdicate in about a 

year, and with his family he went to Italy. Two 

years later he returned to Mexico, was declared a 

traitor, and shot within a week after landing. The 

Mexican government allowed his widow a pension, 

and she removed to Philadelphia, where she has 

lived since 1823, and has brought up a family and 

made a large circle of frieuds. She lived very quiet, 

aud but few of her fellow-citizens knew that Phila- 

I delphia numbered among its residents an ex-Empress. 

Great Britain. — A Paris letter in the Times says 

the French and English Governments are fitting out 

a powerful fleet of war steamers for the United States. 

The suggestion came from England. France will 

furnish three first class frigates; the English contin¬ 

gent will perhaps be much larger. The fleet will sail 

with sealed orders. Spain is also prepared to send a 

formidable force to the Gulf of Mexico, though not 

working In connection with France and England. 

Parliament news unimportant, the main features 

being the navy estimates voted. 

Mr. Gregory bad giveu notice that he would at an 

early day call the attention of the government to the 

expediency of prompt recognition of the Southern 

Confederacy of America. 

The Government is said to have received dispatches 

from the Consul at Warsaw, generally confirming the 

published accounts. Mr. Gladstone promised to in¬ 

troduce the budget on the 11th of April. 

The London Times asks when the Confederate 

States ure to negotiate the proposed loan, seeing that 

one-fifth of their population is pledged to repudia¬ 

tion. It says President Davis is the man who laughed 

at dupes in Mississippi bonds. 

France. — The French Corps Legislate is engaged 

in debating the Emperor’s address. The main topic 

was the Italian policy, which several members 

strongly denounced, asserting that the English pol¬ 

icy proved victorious iu Italy. <>ne member warned 

the government against the suicidal policy, aud pre¬ 

dicted internal danger ahead. The Ministers pro¬ 

tested against his speech and defended the Emperor’s 

course. 
Another conference on the Syrian question took 

place on the 11th. An arrangement is soon expected. 

The French papers are publishing dispatches an¬ 

nouncing the threatening attitude of the Musselmen 

towards the t l.ristians at Syria. 

Italy. — The details of the surrender of Messina, 

show tlmt it was unconditional. Over 5,000 pris¬ 

oner-, and 300 cannon were taken. 

ivitilla del Tronto will not be able to resist much 

onger. 
The Italian Chamber of Deputies unanimously 

approved the assumption of the title of King. 

Favour presented the project law, proclaiming the 

kingdom of Italy attached to the lower branch of the 

Italian Parliament. He denied that Sardinia was 

negotiating at Rome. 

There was an encounter a few days since in Rome, 

between a French regiment and 700 Papal Zouaves. 

The French Colonel was killed and three men were 

wounded. 

Romano had tendered his resignation as Minister 

of the Interior at Naples. 

The Italian army will be divided into six corps 

d’armee. Four corps under Cialdina to go to Bologna. 

Poland. —All was quiet at Warsaw, but it is 

asserted that the agitation, though muffled, was 

increasing. Russian troops continue to arrive. A 

separate council of State had been granted by the 

Emperor to the Kingdom of Poland. Zomoiski had 

been appointed President. 

Turkey. — English steamers left Constantinople 

tor Galatz and took provisional possession of arms 

landed from Sardinian vessels and seized by 

Turkey. 
Differences had occurred between Sir H. Bulwer 

and the American minister to Turkey, and Bulwer 

had declined to attend the latter’s reception on Wash¬ 

ington’s birthday. 

China, — Pekin was quiet. Troops were at Tein 

Sein. The treaty was working satisfactorily. The 

rebels had been defeated by the Imperialists atEbsin. 

Affairs at Japan were peaceful. 

Commercial lsrRL\.)aKXCR—Br?adstutfs.— Flour was quiet 
at former rates, 28s(gi31s. Wheat moderate at full prices of 
Tuesday Red lls3d@13s: white I2e6d(^14e6d. Corn in fair 
request, and incases a shade dearer; yellow 37s(a38s6d; white 
38s@39s. 

Provisions— Pork quiet. No American offering. 
London Markets.—Baring Bros. A Co. report English wheat 

10b dearer; white American 63&t$G7s; red 59s@63s- 

<£l)c Neros <£oni>cnsct. 

— Abd-el-Kader is about to visit France. 

— The Welland canal will be opened on the 8th inst. 

— No State tax is to be levied in Illinois for the next two 

years. 

— The Pontifical debt ia four hundred and thirty million 

francB. 

— Kansas contains as much territory as all the Cotton 

States. 

— The prospect for a sugar crop in Louisiana is very 

flattering. 

— Lady Franklin aDd niece have arrived safely in San 

Francisco. 

— There were 31 candidates for the vacant senatorship of 

Pennsylvania. 

— At Marshall’s gTeat cabinet in Oswego, may be seen coins 

2,500 years old. 

— Capt. Ericsson is about to obtain a patent in England for 

his hot air engine. 

— The estimated value of the exports from Milwaukee, for 

1860, is $12,774,700. 

— The $15,000,000 loan of the Southern Confederacy has 

Dot yet been taken. 

— Troops from different portions of the South are concen¬ 

trating at Pensacola. 

— The Cariboo diggings in British Columbia are represented 

to be of extraordinary value. 

— They manufacture pencil cases in England from human 

boneB, gathered in Sebastopol! 

— The old established London Morning Chronicle has 

reduced its price to one penny. 

— The Jefferson Co. Union notices the alarming prevalence 

of scarlet fever in that vicinity. 

— The Levant Herald predicts a general suspension of the 

merchants and bankers of Galatia. 

— The new British Bankruptcy bill, to go into operation in 

October next, contains 256 clauses. 

— The Viceroy of Egypt lias been spending five days in 

prayer, at the tomb of Mohammed. 

— The Utica Observer Bays that scarlet fever is prevailing 

to a considerable extent in that city. 

— Orders have been received at New York Navy Yard to 

fit the frigates Wabash and Roanoke. 

— Navigation is now open on the Western division of the 

main line of the Pennsylvania canal. 

— The total number of postage stamps issued by the P 0. 

department for 1860, was 223,867,270. 

— The mind of the Empress Eugenie is tottering. Cause, 

religious excitement and spiritualism. 

— The old abdicated Emperor of Austria, Ferdinand, is 

now tottering iu the last stage of senility. 

— In the account of ex-Treasurer Cobb, is charged for pen¬ 

knives, for the year, the amount of $255.50. 

—Gen. Wool is confined to his bed by sickness, and is said 

to be so ill as to be unable to see his friends. 

— Ten cent* each was the net income of five postoffices in 

Florida, for the year ending September, 1850. 

— The Court of Appeals met la*t week, for the first time 

in eight or nine years, in the city of New York. 

— It costs from four to five hundred dollars to inflate a 

balloon, thirty feet in diameter, with hydrogen gas. 

— Millholland, of Philadelphia, is now in France, construct¬ 

ing locomotives on his plan for burning anthracite coal. 

— The merchants and storekeepers on tlie docks aud pier 

at Albany, are again flooded out, for the third time this year. 

— It Is said that the author of the popular tune, “Dixie’s 

Land,” ha* realized four thousand dollars from his copy¬ 

right. 

— In the United States, the last year, 150 Roman Catholic 

churches have been erected, with accomodations for 100,000 

people. 

— At the vote for Postmaster of St. Clair*nlle, OWo, a lao'y 

named Mrs. Ramsey was chosen by 25 majority over two gen¬ 

tlemen. 

— During the past year, the building and refitting of vessels 

for the English navy, coBt more than one million and a half 

pounds. 

— A writer for the N. Y. Tribune estimates that above 6,000 

wells have been opened in the oil regions, of which not over 

200 pay. 

— In 1568 the aggregate tunnage of the whole English 

navy was only 11,820 tuns, or about one-half of the Great 

Eastern. 

— The number of European emigrants arriving in New 

York, is said to be greater at present than at the same period 

last year. 

— Since last November there have been 5,400,000 of old 

cents received at the Philadelphia mint and exchanged for 

— Every person in Great Britain pays annually an average 

of about three pounds sterling for the support of tke 

government. 

— A severe snow storm Id Virginia, on the 15th ult., caused 

great destruction among fruit* and vegetables. The fruit trees 

were in blossom. 

— The population of Canada West, by the last census, 

amounts to 1,400,000. that of Canada East 1,300,000 — makiDg 
total of 2,760,000. 

— It is proposed to increase the number of Bishops in 

England, the number at present being only the same as an 

hundred years ago. 

— A disease known as spotted fever prevails to a great 

extent in Dauphin and Lebanon counties. Pa., and has proved 

fatal in many cases. 

— Louis Napoleon is charged with an increasing annual 

expenditure of $70,000,000, and an annual increase of public 

debt of $50,000,000. 

— Three of the great powers of Europe—England, France, 

and Prussia—are now committed to the cause of Italian inde¬ 

pendence and unity. 

— About $100,000 worth of hard India rubber, for the 

manufacture of combs, is imported annually from the United 

States Into England. 

— The State Senate of Ohio, last week, by a vote of twenty- 

six to five, passed a resolution recommending the call oi a 

National Convention. 

— Handsome velvet pile carpets are now sold in England 

at 76 cents per yard (our money,) about half what is asked 

for them in New York. 

_Chas. F. Adams is tlie sixth Massachusetts man who has 

been selected as the representative of the United States at 

the Court of St. James. 

— Gov. Magoffin, of Kentucky, has vetoed the bill author¬ 

izing the banks of that State to issue $4,000,000 in notes, 

redeemable in two years. 

— The Nantucket Enquirer states, with natural pride in 

climate, that among the 600 legal voters in the town, 130 are 

upward of 70 years of age. 

— Since the United Stales troops have left the Texan fron¬ 

tier, the IrniiaDS have become very troublesome, and have 

committed several murders. 

_Bahnoial skirts are now largely manufactured in the 

United States. So large an order as for 10,000 has lately been 

given by a New York dealer. 

— The number of cottages engaged at Newport is larger 

than ever before so early in the season, and the list of names 

embraces many Southerners. 

— The prospect for a bountiful wheat crop was never better 

in Tennessee, at this season of the year. In Kentucky the 

wheat crop is also promising. 

— The London Dispatch says there are more British admi¬ 

rals than ships, more generals than regiments, more captain- 

of artillery and engineers than guns 

— With a due sense of their own importance, the New York 

Common Council have presented themselves each with a gom 

badge, at a cost of $12 or $15 apiece. 

— The prospects for business at Louisville, Ky., are so dis¬ 

couraging that many leading merchants have published an 

appeal to landlords to reduce the rents. 



Commerce, Market news paragraphs MV.^SA> VAI.I.BY WINF.ro., HAMMONDS- 
XmIh rcSfh,lr,f!':N COUNTY, N V WINKS AND 
Vrr , 11 H ° the tine 81 qualities. made from Native Grapes, 

prices Lo,niian* * kstobliehinent the past season, at reasonable 

•„ .7 Sfii ! for Circular and Prim' List. 
L/iV Yotm<i,,OVK' S'('' (> II. WJXEKtiER. Prcst. 
&S5U .fOHN F. WEBKB, tiupt. 

A M A L .O-A M BELLS.— 
im.* ,pno'7s 'vl,lun,'1"' r»*uoli ofevery church, school house, 

far™ 1,1 lb,“,!kni1 Their use all over the 
United States for the pant two yours has proven them to roni- 
hine more valuablei •iiiiUitiui than i.ny other, among which 
tone, at reneth, durnhihiy, vibrations ini'! *.>nuix>us (iiuiilTie. are 
unequalled by nt>y other manufacturer. Sixes '41 toAumi ibs 
costing less than hall other metal, or lit1, cents per fb lit ohicii 
price we warrant them 12 months Send for ePros aV for & 
Kuarantws, &c. \\ c CJTAIriVK ;K. a CO . ‘ 

M"n too William Street, Now York 

The Charleston, S. C., Courier says the recent snow 

storm there created great wonderment and admira¬ 

tion of the novel scene. The snow was two inches 

deep and lasted just two hours. It beats anything 

there since ’S3- 

In Chicago, Milwaukee, and nearly all of the ports 

upon the upper lakes, vessels are preparing to 41 get 

under weigh,’• and it is thought within one week 
hence most of the shipping will he entirely rigged 

and refitted for service. 

Between January 13 and March (1, there were 

shipped from Columbus, Ohio, by the American and 

Adams Express Companies, 403 barrels of wild 

pigeons, each barrel containing about 400 — making 

a total of 101,200 pigeons. 

The trial and condemnation of the Abbe Mallet at 

Douai for the abduction and conversion of a family 

of Jewish girls, excites much interest in Catholic 

circles in France. The Abbe was condemned to six 

years solitary confinement. 

In consequence of the ill-construction and bad 

ventilation of the school-housesin and about London, 

seven thousand children, between the ages of five and 

fifteen years, annually lose their lives from these 

causes alone. So says Dr. Hillier, Secretary of the 

Metropolitan Medical Association. 

ADVERTISING TFIOIS, in Advance— Thirty 

Fivk I'kvts a I,ink. each insertion, A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52M cents per lino of space. Nradut. Noticks, 
(following rending matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents n Lino 

• Thk Rural Nkw-Yorkbh commenced its Twelfth 
Year and Volume with an edition or over Seventy Thoi mano | 
Though the columns Me wider than formerly (giving more 
words per line,land the circulation much larger. we do not 
purpose, to increase the Advertising Rates at present The Knur, 
is undoubtedly the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of 
its Class in America—for, in addition to its immense circulation 
among the most enterprising and successful Formers and Horti¬ 
culturists, it is talkcd and read by thousands of Menshant-s. Me¬ 

chanics. Manufacturers and Professional Men. 

Rural Nkw-Yokxkk Office, > 
Rochester. April 2. istsl. 5 

April opened with one of the severest storms of the season, 
and. as a consequence, business was entirely chocked. We can¬ 
not hear of any special change in the prices which ruled one 
week since, except in seeds, which have advanced somewhat- 
The demand has Improved, and under the effect of increased 
sales. Clover has put on !2LA 25 cents, and Timothy a like 

amount 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Eggs, dozen.lha)I2c 
Honey, box.,.12ft U 
Candles, box.Ilkftl2 
Candles, extra.135ul3>a 

Fur it and Roots 
Apples, bushel.2Ha8le 
Apples, dried, >3 lb_'.’’ftft.'i 
I’eaoUc*s dried, lb. foclo 
Cherries, dried.. itXallO 
flu ms, lined,,,........00/,CIO 
Potatoes,.4t)@ao 

Htnas and Skins. 
Slaughter,. * I® 
Caff,.7 w) 7 
Sheep felts, ..5iXj&163c 

H ' , <11KA I’ —A valuable Farm of 180 acres, 
ii... ,,H' v'lla«p of Batavia, 1 'a miles from the Court 
House, on die road leading In Curyville, known as the Souls 
l'ftrm,—lWaciusLs first quality wheat land, witli 20 acres wood- 
lanii, I he building* are large and commodious, plcntv of Fruit 
• all kinds, and the location is very desirable, being so convrn 

i1 'Cafe for Market, Mills, Railroad., Churches. 
• i .r.T'rr'‘‘esiiliis it has a commanding view of tlm country 
aroand, ha- a large door yard, with large Shade Trees and Ever¬ 
greens Term* made <*a*y to suit purchaser*. Possession can 
he «ven 1st of Aim-. s r nniupi\r 

Batavia. March im & L' U0U i^;i 

<—7Ar T O JB A O O O 
J J FOR DIPPING SHEEP AND LAMBS ’ 

AMI FOR IIFSTROYIV; ILL KIXB8 OF UllMIMiN OTIU K AMMALS. 

1,1r',-v and VAlUAbl* preparatfon, beg 
leave to call trie attention of Fanners and Graziers to this , f 
Icctual remedy lor destroying Ticks, Lice, and all other insect- 
injurious to animals and vegetation, and preventing the alaim 
me attacks of the Ply am) Scab on ithim,, 

Its use not onlv removes t he vermin on animals, hut eJnauMl 
and purifies the skin, thereby materially heuefUIng Hielrgene 
fill health, and greatly improving wool, both in otmlire 

TTALIAN RFF.S AND QUEENS—FOR SALE—For 
1 particulars send carlv for Circular 

5H6-3teow M. II. BALDRIDGE, Middleimrt, Niag. Co., N. Y. 

( lAKiXMT C’MIL.1 POT ATO- 
y J Hardiness, vieM and quality, beyond any sort known, at 
81 per bushel, or 82 per barrel. 

T It. BISHOP, Verona, Oneida Cn., N\ V 

... ,..., . —.....- 
Buckwheat,. 
Beaus . 

Mkath 
Pork. Mess. 81 
Pork, clear.1 
Pork, cwl. 
Beef, cwt. 
Spring lambs, each,.. 
Mutton, carcass. 
Hams, smoked. 
Shoulders. 
Chickens. 
Turkeys . 
Geese,. 
Pucks pair. 

Dairy. Ac 
Bolter, roll. 
Butter, lirkin. 
Cheese. 
Lard, tried. 
Tallow, rough_... 
Tallow, tried. 

7‘ rw W \ A<dId.\TS IV ANTED, to 
' I.a/a sell SIX nkw INvKNTtu.vs -two very recent, 
and of great value to families; all pay great profits to Agents. 
Send tour stamps aud gctJkl pages particulars. 

586-6t EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mass. 

IUNDLK’S PATENT AGRICULTURAL 
CALDRON AND STEAJVIER. 

and »F£ED FOR STOCK, 

1 and well adapted for 
I all purposes where 
I steam is required 
1 for heating. It i« 
^alsowel adapted for 

| Honiegti* Pnrpows 

I where a Caldron 
f Kettle is required, 
it. Full PlirticiilarS 
I'given in Iliustmted 
']Circulum, which 
!) wdU'c HRnt^FRKR to 

|| MstN'i'lFACTDRED 

,.. .UnAc 
.. ft.cilil 
.. .fijsSn? 
... in 
..lUfaUl 
. . llV-ilft) 

is«ai8 
.lSmH 
. a|ano 
hUrlll 

.0 In) 6 

.8 & 8 

\ < i TQ YV ,\ N’"Pic. 11—To sell Van An 
g \ den's Patent PORTABLE DOLLAR COPYING PRESS 

It weighs hut seven ounces, can be carried in the pocket, and 
copies with greater facility and n.< perfectly as the irou press 
Good Agents make from 8.1 to 810 a due Address 

WATERS k VAN AN'DEN, kill William St., Now York. 

TH E KKJtIT K1 NDol \Vr V'PLCR 
PIPE is the Wooden Pipe made by I S. BOBBIE, 

Rochester, N Y The writer in Rru.u. of March 30, (pave 102.) 
ought to he posted on the subjeet if he has read the paper here¬ 
tofore. It is just the pipe to convey water for any purpose, a 
hunt or short distance. Ail who want pipe, and don't vet know 
which kind is best, and cnvipe.i/, will please send for circular. 

HAY ELEVATOR 
OR 

HORSE POWER PORK. 
Tins Fork can be used with Cither 

o.NK or two NORSK*. Price, full 
rigged (with rope and three pul 
leys.) 812, 

See description in Rural Nkw- 
Youkkk of March 2,'i, ftlit 

Send for a Circular. 
Addresa 

I.KVI A. HKAKDSI.KV, 

South Ktlmrston, Ot-iepo Oh, A Y 

0p trial Notices 
THE PROVISION MARKETS. 

NEW YORK. April 1—Flopr — Market AddO cents better. 
Satc< at 85,2AcTi,;v> for superstate; fA.geiu for extra do; $fi- 
S’. i fi.M for stiper fine Western, JA,A/li^a,65for ennunou to me¬ 
dium extra do; J8,fifl(nVt,7ft for Inforior to good extra r-ouud hoop 
Ohio Canadian a shade firmer; sale* atsM.V$7.00 

Grain -Wheat, market i n ?c better, with a moderate export 
demand, sales fair Chicago spring at 81.25; Milwaukee club at 
$l,;)ll; amber Iowa at 81,34, winter red Western at 51,34© 1,38.- 
Kvo quiet at flfl.i fair. Bariev dull at r'Ja'SOu. Corn, market a 
f.rillc hotter, >ut«s at tSS'cTik.* for old mixed Western, in store 
•stnl delivered, And f®<fH4c, IV>r new do. Cats dull at .'Vtsy'Dj'jc for 
State. Western, and Canada 

PkoM.4|ons Pork quiet and ateftd.v , sales at 816,88 for mess, 
$12,«XJ 12,70 for prime. I,anl steady; sales atflCiUOr. Butter in 
f!u» request at, h>'<i)Ho for Ohio, and I K'blile for Statu. Cheese 
stcadv at K,al0c. 

Asms*-TV dcinattd for both kinds Is fair, and the market is 
steady, -Hiieaof Pots nt 8.5,2f<,iA,31'4, and Pearls 8.5,31'i 

HOPS—The inarknt i t quiet, but prices arc without quotable 
variation; small sales to brewers at 2tXai28c, 

SKfctiS The inquiry for Glover Heed is fair, ami the market is 
firm, tales of 170 bags, attic Timothy Sued is quiet, at $/l,2\u. 
3,SO V bushel. 

ALBANY. April I —Ft.ot.nt anl Mkal—There is a modernte 
business doing in Flour, at an advauce of 10c D bid. ou the 
current prices of the 28tli uIL Corn meal unchanged 

Common to good State.   Sft.l07rfi.2A 
Fancy ami pxtra State.-.ft,28@6,3ft 
Common to good Western.5.35(015,73 
Extra Michigan, Wisconsin. Indiana, &c».6,HVtr7,lll 
Extra f)hio,..h,lili<i'7,ld 
Common Canadian,. 5,3o<i'5,70 
Extra Cnnndtan.. .5,8S(fli7.10 
Fattcv Genesee,...6,i(Xn(i,io 
Extra Genesee and city brands,.  6,l(jru;7,35 
Extra Kentucky.-.. fi.50be7,10 
Corn meal is in moderate rnqmtetatfl.aVad.ffr*^ ft ItKiIbs 
Grain -Wheat, sales of red winter State ill ?],20c, white 

Canadian at 51.fi0, which is a slight improvement Corn firm; 
sales route! yellow at 57c for now and me for old Bariev in re¬ 
quest, with wiles four-rowed State at, Me.; Canada West 73c. 
Oats firm and in request Sales State at 32!uj32*aC. here and 
delivered. 

Skkps A steady but quiet market for both Clover mid Tim¬ 
othy seed. 

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS! IJIABIH FOR SALE,—The subscriber offers fur sale a 
farm containing nnoiit fig acres, Iving Within r mile of Pal¬ 

myra village, and about halfa mile from the RIt Station. The 
land is of good quality, and well improved. The buildings are 
very comfortable, but not first c.lnfr. Price 83.7IXI; 87U0 down, 
or secured to he paid in a short time. 81.110(1 within two or three 
years, the residue, ean remain unpaid for a. term of veins. Pos¬ 
session given when required, but the present, occupant, will be 
glad to rent Hip farm for one or more years. For further par¬ 
ticulars, address ALEX. H GRANT. Palmyra, N. Y. 

To those who wish to purchase a perfect “Cosjhi.vrd 

reaper and Mowkk," wn would say that “BALL'S OHIO 

MOWER AND REAPER” is manufactured at the Auburn 

Prison by Messrs. Ross, Dodok & Pomkoy, sole proprietors 

for the State of New York, for the use of these valuable 

patent- The mnehine is made of the best materials, ami 

warranted to tie a perfect Mower or Reaper, and to cut easily, 

without clogging, any kind of grain or grass, either wet or dry. 

The Mower has a Cast Steel Cutter Bar, 4 feet 6 inches cut, 

with polished wrought iron guards, plated in the Slot with 

Cast Steel, and tempered. 

The Reaping attachment has a Finger Bar and polished 

wrought iron guards attached to it, with a Sickle-edged 

Knife, which, for cutting grain, is far better than the. smooth- 

edge mowing knives generally used. By means of the 

separate Finger Bar and Sickle, they are enabled to make 

the Reaper cut either 6 or 6 foot swath, and dispense with 

the heavy Mowing Bar when reaping. 

The Combined Reaper and Mower is delivered to the pur¬ 

chaser for the sum of 8150, for a six months’ note without 

interest, or 8145 cash. The Mower is 830 less. 

The agents for Monroe County are [586-fite 

J. W, HANNAH, of Clifton, Monroe Co., N. Y. 

DANIEL KINGSLEY, of Pittsford, Monroe Co., N. Y. 

«2hahr . o *»-- 1 R()SlE^?ER. n!y 

GEO A, MOORE, Agent, IW Mam Street. Buffalo, Agent, for 
Erie, Chautauqua, ami Cattaraugus Counties. 

Tj'' IRST -class prize medal, 
J PARIS EXHIBITION, 1855. 

LAWSON & CO., 
PRINTING INK MANUFACTURERS, 

/.tuition (8,'n^kiarf) unii A Vie 1 Virfc. 

Furnishers to tiin principal offices in Central Europe and 
America, and also to all the principal Illustrated Papers on 
both Continents, 

A superior article guaranteed. Prices aa low, for all descrip¬ 
tions, ns those of any other manufacturers. 

ONLY DEPOT IN THE UNITED STATES. 
•583] 06 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK. [Iam-3t 

T [A lilfOWS V JV I > C fJLTIVA- 
I 1 TiiRS. Shares' Yuul/rr Ham on and grain coverer 

Price 815. 
Shares Potato covmtr tout hoer, 810. 
Shares' HilUnp aihl hoeino lotieniM, #10 
PLOWS of every (Inscription, fifcofew Harrows, Cultivator*, 

<fr , ifr 
Hnr.tr Ptnvrrg. Doff Powrrx, Smt Planters, if-'. Circulars 

sent free. Address CHAR E. I’EAKE. 
53b-41 84 State St., Albany, N. Y. 

IMPORTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 
HORSE, COW, SHEEP. OR 110(5.- ThOki.ky's Food for 

Oatti.k. For Horses it is indispensable In promoting and sus¬ 
taining all the animat functions in health and vigor For Milch 
Lowsit is invaluable, Increoeing the quantity and improving 
the quality of milk. F01 Beasts nothing can compare with it 
for feeding quickly For Sheep and Pigs the effects produced 
in one month will exceed all expectation. 

A Pamphlet mailed free to any address. 
*5T*DEPOT. 21 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 571-2«t 

QClf ENEUTA D Y AGRICULTURAL WORKS. 
Li The Subscribers manufacture Improved Endless Chain 
and I .ever tforse-Powers, Combined Threshers and Cleaners, 
Threshers And Vibrating Separators, Clover Mullers, Wood 
Saws, &0,. a Tull description of which will bn found lo their 
Illuglratod Circular, which will be moiled free, to all applicants. 

The annexed letter relates to one of our Two Horse Powers 
and Thrcshei and Cleaner 

Stonk Minns, Jeff, Co . N, Y„ March 17. 1861. 
G. WKSTISCmqrsK A Go.:—The machine I bought of you last 

September, worked w-ll. I threshed for one of my neighbors 
one hundred bushels of wheat In 2'. hour*. The wheat was 
extra good and not very long straw. I think there will lie quite 
u call for your machines from tills why next, fail The Cleaner 
is tbo best there ever was in this country. 

Yours, ke., "ISAAC MITCHELL. 
Address G WESTINGIIOUSE k C<>„ 

586-It Schenectady, New York. 

J Thr Subscriber.!. BkiUllR. CAMPBELL A- CO., are now 
engaged in Breeding and [inporting Farm Stock of ihe lirst 
quality Mr. Bunion was formerly of the firm of HuNURnFQltD 
.V I InoiMK I which firm is now dissolved.) His skill and laree ex- 
pei'iuricc m the tmsinem are well known to Breeders 

1 art id the Stock can he seen at. S Cs M|'liRU,8 place thrno 
miles west, of 1 tica. or one amt a half miles from the Wliites- 
boro Depot. N \ Central Railroad 

Mr Hpoff BitODfk is now visiting England anil Scotland ieleflt- 
liqj animals. Partins Wishing to purchase Short Mot ns or Ay r- 
stuies, Leicester Sheep, or Yorkshire Hogs, can address 
688-131] JAMES IIR0D1E, Rural Hill, Jetlerson Go,, N. Y„ or 

S. CAMPBKLI. .V CO.. New York Mills, Oneida Co., N". Y. 

jy^ X S S O TJ Ft I FARMS! 

THE 

flJ.V.V/«.//. .7.57) ST. JOSEPH H. it. CO., 

OFFERS FOR SALE OVER 600.000 ACRES, 

IN NORTHERN MISSOURI, 

Of the Finest Prairie and Timber Farming 
Lands in the West, 

In I -ole to milt I’ll r utilise rs, at liuv I'rteew, on the long 

Credit ol’ ten .years ut five per rent. Interest. 

Pamplilttls, CircularH icncl Mdip*. 

Giving full and reliable information on the Cllmale and its 
healthfulness, Sell, Water, Timber, Coal, Reek, I’rodue- 

tlons. Markets. Ate., can he had gratuitously on application 
by letter or otherwise to 

GEO. 8. HARRIS, Eastern Land Agent, 

40 STATE ST., BOSTON, MASS., or to 
JOSIAII HUNT, Land Commissioner 

OF THE II. & ST. .1 R. It, HANNIBAL, MO. 

A STOR HOUSE, 
1 V WFJW Y O IT K. . 

Tills Hotel is in excellent condition. Recently many im¬ 
provement.-. have been made Mr. Stetson, its former proprie¬ 
tor, has returned to supervise its executive department. Its 
tailing are bountifully supplied; waiter* excellent, and it n con¬ 
ceded that It bus never been Ml comfortable during its history. 
The new water-rlosets have no eqnals in this country 

The young proprietors arc foil of enterprise anil courtesy, 
ami spare no pains to make their patrons comfortable. 

Men of tnofincss, or families who really need -olid comforts 
handsomely dispensed, will find this timo-houpiod Hotel bettor 
than ever. 

Its proximity to business, the conveniences for reselling every 
part of the city, Central Park, ike,, renders it the best for the 
Merchant or casual Traveler. 680-13t 

THROAT AFFECTIONS. 

From Eev. K. Rnwtry, A. M.. Prrtidrnt Athens College, 

Athens, Trnn.—“I have found great benefit from the use 

of ‘Brown's Bronchial Troches, before and after preaching, 

as they prevent hoarseness, to which I am very subject. I 

think from their past effect they will be of permanent advan¬ 

tage to me. Several clergymen of my acquaintance, to 

whom 1 have given the Troches, have been benefited by them.” 

THE CATTLE MARKETS, 

NE5Y YORK, March 27 —The current prices for the week at 
all the markets are as follows: 

RKKP' CATTLE. 
First quality... 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality,. 
Inferior quality,. 

COWS AND CALVES. 
First quality,- 
Ordinary quality.. 
Common quality,. 
Inferior quality,... 

First quality, >•' th 
Ordinary quality,, 
Coimpou quality, 
rufenuc quality’ .. 

AND REAPER, 
utith /■ it 7; v / n /. /: pomtJVft n./n 

. $8,aX®9,25 
... 7.7ft®8,25 
... 7.0Ufoi7,50 
... 0,OOC§6,5O 

.8.55,006060,00 

. 40.00@50.00 

. 30,(H!@3fi,00 

. 25,00@30,U0 

.. «M@7JSc 

.. 6>i:ui6 c 

.. 4 Hr 75 c 

.. c , 

, .86,0080,00 
... 4,50tn)5,50 
... 4.00(o 4.50 
... 8.25(4:3,75 

8W J VK. 
First quality,.....1. 5ti'®ftKc 
Other qualities. . 4fiC<v5 0 

ALBANY, April I —Beeves Although there are gome 800 
Beeves In market less this week than Iasi, there are still too 
many, and we have no improvement to notice With upwards 
of 3,fioo head in the savcral yards, it was not to bu oxpecctd tiiat 
trade would be very active under any oirc.umstanccH, but when 
to this is added the fact that the fosses in the New York market 
last Tuesday Bnd Wednesday were almost unprecedented—ave¬ 
rage aH around a' 8i’> to $10 11 head a sluggish market aud low 
prices uow disappointed nobody. The average quality too is 

THIS ONLY MACHINE WHICH COMBINES ALL THE RE¬ 
QUISITES OF A PERFECT HARVESTER. 

Farmers wishing to avoid disappointment, will give their orders 
early in the season. 

>'•£“Circulars with full description and testimonials forward¬ 
ed by mail. 

JOHN 4’. ADKIAM'E, Manufacturer and Proprietor, 
Poi'OtiKEKi-slq, New York, 

Sole Warehouse in New York, 106 Greenwich Street, 
686-81 ** " - " 

(Htc gutilijSito to the guMir 
"AXTHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
vv mmm family sewing machines 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmera, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

t'&~ The. undersigned continues to act as Agent of the 

New England Colony to Missouri, 
anil will furnish all desired information of thia (irunmiug enter¬ 
prise. Address [583-4t] GEO. S. HARRIS, Boston. Mass. 

veal calves. 

Near Li.urXlnndt, 
A ‘TvSo Quarter of the RntAL begins this week, and 

subscriptions and retiewals are specially in order now — 

—to commence with April, or January if preferred. 

fit' Thr very liberal SPECIFIC PREMIUMS and EX¬ 

TRA GIFTS o/)ered for Clubs formed before April, aye 

EXTENDED TO MAY, so that Agent-Friends, 

Subscribers mid others have another month to secure 

the Valuable Frizes. Head the list (including the new 

offer of Choice Flower Seeds, ) on lage page, and 

see if it will not pay to form a club. Thousands would 

readily subscribe for the paper if asked. Will not its 

friends have the kindness to see that such are invited'? 

*WEKP AND I.AMBS. 

>e-iis«u«^ of the < 
THE WHEELER k WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. bog 

to state that they have reduced the prices of thoir SEWING 

MACHINES, while they have added new and important im¬ 
provements. The reduction is made in the hope tlmt the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patents. 

OflSoo 505 13road, way, Now ’Vorlt. 

!$. \V. DillIILE, Agent, 
570-tf ROCHJCST1SR. N. r. 

THK ONLY fXIMI’LKTE EDITION. Thk undersigned, Practical Watchmakers and Dealers in 
Watches, having bought and gold American Watches for a 

number of years par-t, and having dealt, in all kinds of foreign 
Watches for a. much longer period of tittle, beg to state that 

they have never dealt In Watches which, ae a class, or in indi¬ 
vidual instances, have been more satisfactory to themselves or 
customers, whether in respect of durability, beauty or finish, 
mathematically correct proportions, accurate compensation 

and adjustment, or of fine Hmc hreping results than those 
manufactured by the Waltham Company 

C. A. RUHR k CO , Rochester, N. Y. 

E. S. ETTF.NHI-.iMKR k Co., Rochester, N. Y. 
II. *D. R0HENBKR0, “ " 

WILLARD k HAWLEY Syracuse, N. Y. 
N. HAIGHT, Newburgh. •• , 
WM. S. TAYLOR, Utica, 
W. W. HANNAH, Hudson, 
II. R, k H. C. CARPENTER, Troy. “ 
HOSKINS k. EVANS, Owego, “ 
HAIGHT k LEACH, Auburn, 
JOHN IT. IVES, Kali-port, “ 
WILLIAMS, k, CO, Canandaigua, 

J. N. BENNET. •• « 
A. S. STORMS, Poughkeepsie, “ 
A. RUMRII.L k CO, N. Y. City. 
N. E. CRITTENDEN, Cleveland, Ohio. 

WM. BLYNN, Columbus, 

JAMES J. ROSS, Zanesville, 
H. JENKINS k CO., Cincinnati, " 
BEGGS k SMITH, 

WM. WILSON McGREW, •• • “ 

•DUHME & 00, 
J. T. & E M. EDWARDS, Chicago. 
F. J. ALEXANDER, La Salle, IU. 
JOHN H. MORSE, Peoria, 
A. HEPl’LER, * 

W. H. RICHMOND, ” 
•H, D. KAYS, Bloomington, “ 

A. B. GILLETT, 
S. D. LILLESTON, Decatur, “ 
J. B. CURRA.V, Springfield, “ 
J. W. BROWN. Quincy, 
IE. B. TOBIN, '• 

A. P. BOYNTON, Galena, 

WM. M. MAYO, Jacksonville, “ 

BASSE it HULSMAN, Qmncy, " 

G. H. BASC0M k CO., Terre Haute, Ill. 
W. P. BINGHAM & CO, Indianapolis, Ind. 

•CHAS. G. FRENCH, 
J. MoLENE, « o 

C. A. DICKENSEN. Richmond, •< 

THEO. F. PICKERING, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
GEO. DOTY, Detroit, 
M. S. SMITH, Detroit, 

A. B. VAN corr, Milwaukee, Wia. 
JOHN ELKINS, Ranine, 

GENNET BROTHERS, Madison, “ 
IT. N, SHERMAN, Beloit, •* 

S. C. SPAULDING, Janesville, “ 
SAM I, BROWN, J*,, Norristown, Pa 
GEO. W. STEIN. Easton, 

RE1NEMAX k ME YUAN, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
DAVID LAVERAGE, Paterson, N. J 

TTI0S. GOWDEY, Nashville, Tenn. 
W. T, KAE. Newark. N J 

V. W. SKIFF, Savauuafj, Ga. 

Caution,—As our watch is now extensively counterfeited by 
foreign manufacturers, we have to inform the public that no 
watch isof our production which is unaccompanied by a certifi¬ 
cate of genuineness, bearing the number of the watch, arid 

signed by our Treasurer, E. E. Robbins, or by our predecessors, 
Applkton, Tracy A Co. 

As these watches are for sale by jewelers generally through¬ 
out the Union, the American Watch Company do not solicit 
orders for single watches. 

KORKINS JL APPLETON, 

Wholesale Agents, No. 182 Broadway. New York. 

HUME, GIBBON, AND MACAULAY, 
In Duodecimo Volumes, Muslin Forty Cents Each, 

The volumes sold separately, and sent, postage free (for 
any distance in the United Staten under 3.0IKI miles,) on receipt 
of the Monoy 

HARPER & BROTHERS, Franklin .Squarh, N. Y., 

Have Now Ready 

Lord Macaulay’s History of England. 
The History Of England, from thu Accession of James II. By 

Thomas Bauinuton MaoaoLay. With an Original Portrait 
of the Author. 

IN' FIVE V LUME3. 

Dpopkcimu Edition; Conn.K-n;. With Portrait and elaborate 
Index. Printed on Fine Paper, Mnsltn, 4(1 cents a volume; 
Sheep, 60 cents a volume , Half Call', $1.25 a volume, 

I lU* The Filth Volume contains a complete Index to the entire 
Work. 

Hume's History of Eugland. 
History qf England, from the Invadmi of Julius Cicsar to’the 

Abdiction ol James IL, 1688 By David IIumk. A New Edition, 
with the Author'*last Corrections and Improvements. To 
which in prefixed a Short Accruin' of bis Life, written by 

C Himself. With a Portrait of tho Author 5 vols, l2mo, Muslin, 
82.40; Sheep, 83,60, BalfGalf, $7,50. 

Gibbon’s Home. 
History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. By 

Edwa(U>Gibiion. (Vith Notes, by Itev. !i. II Mii.man and M. 
Guizot. With Maps and Engravings. A New Cheap Edition. 
To which is added a Complete Index of tho whole Work, ami 
a Portrait of the Author. 6 vols. 12mo., Muslin, $2,4u; Sheep, 
$3,60; Half Calf, $7,50. 

( ’JOUNTRY AGENTS WANTED.— 
*3 a Day. Mrs. Hankins wants Agents at home or to 

travel for her Pictorial " FAMILY NEWSPAPER.” also for her 
Curious New Book of FEMALE CHARACTERS in rim CITY. 
For Specimens and Termtt inclose red Stamp to HANKINS & 
CO., New York. p78 

ITALIAN HUES. -Orders will now he received for these 
. bees to he delivered in the Spring A nrculstr will he tent, to 

all applicant* inclosing a stamp. In it will he found the terms 
and also reports from Mr. I.AwarrnoTH, Dr. Knurr,AND, Mr 
Bhaokktt, Mr Bai.inuiiuk, and others, testifying fully, from 
actual observation, to the great superiority of this race over the 
common bee [378-tl| S. It. PARSONS, FI milling, N. Y. 

Hack Number* of this Voluiite will bi* sent, to 
New SnbsciTbers, until otlierwlae anuounccd; 
but nil wUliins tlicm should Subscribe Soon. 

tyTtrit Ruralia published strictly iijmn the cash syhtpm 

— copies are never mailed to individual gahscribers until paid 
for, and always discontinued when the subscription expirea 
Hence, we fotce the paper upon none, and keep no credit book«, 
experience having demonstrated that the Cash System is alto¬ 
gether the best for both Subscriber and Publisher. 

PIP Clubbing with Tins Macazinks, in We will send the 

Rural .Nbw-Yurkbk for 1801 and a yearly copy of either The 

Atlantic, Harper's, Godry's, or any other 83 magazine, for $4, 
The Rural and either The Horticulturist, Hovcys Magazine, 
Aether's Magazine, or tiny other $2 magazine, for $3. Canada 
subscriber* must add the American postage. 

*3P" Asrociatko Effort leads to siiccem in canvassing for 
periodicals, as well as in other enterprises For Instance, if you 
are forming (or wish to form) a club for the Rural Nkw- 

't okkek, and caimot fill it up in your own neighborhood, get 
some person or persons a few miles distant to join with or assist 
you—adding their names to those you may procure, and send¬ 
ing all together. Please think o» this, aud act upon the 
suggestion if convenient 

l'ir Volcntart Agknts for THK Rokal —Any and every 
Subscriber or reader is roqRented to act in behalf of the Rural, 
by forming dubs or otherwise. iYoui nr the time for its friends 

to manifest their interest in the paper and the cause it advocated, 
either by obtaining newsubserthent, or inducing others to act in 
its behalf If any lose or wear out numbera in showing the. 
paper,—that's the best way to get subscribers,—^we will duplicate 

them in order to make their files complete for binding 

FSr The Monky we Receive.—Bills on all solvent Banks m 

the U. S. and Canada taken at par on subscription to the Rural, 

but our agents and other friends will please remit New York. 
New England, or Canada monoy, when convenient. Postage 
Stamps can be remitted for fractional parts of a dollar. For all 
amounts over 85 we prefer Drafts on either New York, Phila¬ 
delphia, Boston, Albany, Rochester, or Buffalo, (lessexchange,) 
payable to our order—and all such drafts may be mailed at the 
risk of the Publisher. If our Mends throughout the L'uion, 
British Provinces, &c„ will comply with these suggestions no far 
as convenient, the favor will be appreciated. 

F£r Additions to Clubs are noty in order, and whether in 

ones, twoe, uves, tens or twenties will receive attention and be 
gratefully acknowledged. It is small clubs, and subsequent ad¬ 

ditions to them, which must make up the great bulk of our 

subscription —and hence we fully appreciate the efforts of those 
who form the rivulets upon which we depend to swell our 
general circulation. Agent-Friends will please bear this in 
mind, and send on the names of ail who will join thcirclubb. 

1 he hard times, and panic have uo doubt caused many to delay 

renewing or subscribing,— but they, and their families, Intend 

Premium... fai c 4»i(ifift c 
Extra..4>Ji7ij41sc 4ki(lu4!£c 
First, quality   .3>JM4 o 3>i@4 c 
Second quality...3 fin ft 3 c 
Third quality... 0 .SsJJo ®2fjc 

StiKKr VVe have no sales to report. Although there is a fall¬ 
ing off of some 1,700 in the receipts, buyer* say that they can¬ 
not aud will not give within 25c rliUOfbs ot' the ruling prices 
seven days ago. Argus and Atlas, 

BRIGHTON, Match 2.3—At market -1,800 Beef Cattle, 90 Stores, 
2,000 Sheep ami Latnbs, and l. ltiil Swine. 

Bkkk Cattlk Prices, extra, 87.0O-eO,U0; 1st quality, 86,75ftl 
0,00 ; 2d do, $L,000,6,00. 30 (lo, 84.«0ft,5,lX}, 

Working Oxkn— $8.5, 130 
Milch Cows— $l;V,tfl0 ; common, 820&<21. 
Vkal Oalveh —83,Utrii 6,011. 
Storks —Yearliugx. fAft.O, two-years old, $15(§jl6,- three years 

old. Sfoft! in, 
HID88 - IRiaiSn » Ih, 
Calfskins Kritillc tfj lt>. 
Tallow — 6k®7n V lb- 
Pk t.TS —$ 1,0(Xdll ,25 each 
Sheep AND Lambs - *1,25(2)2,00; extra, $3,00®6,00. 
Swink -Store, whtdnsale, 6ft:)7c; retail, 7;i8c. Fat Hogs, 

nndressed, xtlll fed, Oc. 

CAMBRIDGE, March 27 —Atmarket 806cattle, about 700 beeves 
and Hid -tore*, consisting of woratug oxen, cows, and one, two 
and three venrsold. 

Bkkf Cattle - Price*, extra, $6.«Yi;7,ti0; first ouality, Jfi.otrih 
6,25; second quality, $5,50(20,00; third quality, $4,00: ordinary 
qnahty. 80,00. 

WOHKINU Ox K.v — 8755c 190 
Cuws and Gai.ves — $25, 840260. 
Storks Yearling*, fM.fcq; two years old, $15(216; three 

years old, $17(219, 
StiRKf and Lambs-2,480 at market. Prices —la lots $1,50. 

3:2,0*; extra and .selections, $2,50(25,50 each. 
Pelts—25 each. 
Tallow C,‘, m7c tt fb. 
Hsdks -4‘, njic. rt Ih Calf Skins—IOOllciQ lb. 
Vbal Calves—83,(6. 

l^AMILY NEWSPAPER.” — 
1 Mrs. Hankins' Mammoth Pictorial is In its Sixth Volume 

and has 300,000readers. Full of Engraving* and Fashion Plates. 
Largest, nicest arid heat in the world for eta. a year. Agents 
wanted. Ladies, Teachers, Clergymen, or Post-Mastera. For 
Specimen Copies and Terms to Agent*, inclose red -lauip to 

578 HANKINS Ik CO , New York. 

HA M. (J. MOKUOKK. Breeders ol pnre Short horn 
. and Alderney Cattle, .South Down and Silesian Sheen, 

Sufiotk am.l Essex Pigs, Rochester. N. Y. 573-H 

J-pWES IMPROVED HAY SCALES! 
THE BEST IKT TJSE I 

HAY SCALES. 

CATTLE SCALES 

HAY SCALES. 

I ntC'er 
HAY PRESSES. 

HAY PRESSES. 

HAY PRESSES. 

Oct avo Edition 
OF 

Ijonl .Hamulnip* UI*lori/ of England. 

Octavo Library Edition, Comflbtf.. With Protrait and elab¬ 
orate Index, of indispensable value te a Library Edition - 
Printed on Superfine Paper. Five Volumes. Just Ready. 

It » l-oriaoi* llin/ Pi ety. 
for Haling Hay Max, Broom Corn, 
{tags. Wool and Cotton. Sim pie.-Great 
Power worked by two men. Hundreds 
in use. Send for Circular* 

Post Steel Hells. 
Weigh less —coat leas - heat'd further 
than other first elasa Bells. Never 
break by frosts. Warranted 12 month*. 
Send for ol replant and toNtinionials.— 
Fixtures made by myself, at lowest 
prices. Send for Clrcuiarii. 

CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS. 

CHURCH BELLS, 

Good News for the Unemployed! 

THOUSAND CHANCES TO MAKE MONEY! 

ONE MILLION DOLLARS 
WORTH OF 

\3V atch.cs, 
J owelry, 

AND 

SILVER PLATED WARE, 
To be disponed of on an 

ENTIRELY (NEW 

AND 

ORIGINAL FXjAlN! 

2,000 AGENTS WANTED 
All persons desirous of securing au Agency in this 

NEW ENTERPRISE, 

Should send their names at once, enclosing a three cent 
stamp to pay postage, and receive hy return of Mail 

A PIU3MITJM 

C -A. T .A. Xj O G- TJ 33 
Containing 

OUR INI)UCE.V1 ENTS, 
Which afford 

■A. RA.R.E CHANCE 

TO MAKE. 

nvr oney 
without risk, together with 

'P'TJXaL, particulars 

Relative to this 

3V o v o 1 I* 1 a ix 2 

To insure prompt and satisfactory dealiugs, direct all orders to 

GEORGE G. EVANS, 
439 CHESTJYUT STREET, 

r>rriTiA.UKxJi>FiiA, f»a. 

rovvN CLOCKS. Of th»* moAt Arit>rove<l characUtr, of my 
mwu f,T <>wn mantifarfnre, warranted equal to 
lUWiN t bUCKb. any In use, at greatly reduced pnee*. 

For full particulars address 
... JAM KM G. Dini.KY, 

557-flow-tf _ 93 Main Ht„ Buffalo, N Y. 

FOK„ sALE,- One of the heat and first nitu- 
,1! a™ ”Vr,'IM,lu Monror Co. lying 6 milr, west of thin City, in 
tin town ol Gates, on the Buffalo wad, will he hold at a ireeat 
bargain ff application is made soiiu A small farm of BIMo 80 
acres, near the City, or a house ami lot worth 4 ti, 8ft IkXI in the 
City, would fie faken in part, payment. For particularsni’ply on 

f Ko H *b,'eet, at the nffiee ,!f John M 1< RK.vru ,V, Go,, of Vf IllIN' i'lv/jTliM 
Rochester, N. Y„ Angunt 21. l^). UMINGTON. 

THE WOOL 1HARKKTS, 

K\\ \ ORK. March SO.—The mark<d,is slill dull, and without 
Hignsof improvement. Tin- tow axles thataro makirmare in very 
Mn.all lots, and generally reported on private term.*, but the 
prices obtained are nndonhtedly below th*1 quotedral.es. The 
siles since nor la-t include some .8,001) t»,s domestic fleeces, 4,500 
I')- pul!wool*, Urfi'l lt>^ L/UitmiHJt,. Fiiro^n wooIh arc 
very dull ami we do not hear uf any sales. The Boston wool 
market has been rather more active during t.tm week, but priees 
are lower. Wo notice -..aIt* r,F some 40,000tbs ilomeslic lleece, but 
the terms worenj>ftna,de public. Our quotations given below 
arc little be Her llutu nominal. 

Arneriean ftaxouy Fleece, Ip lb.45ta„i8 
Amerieau full-blood Merino.. .. 4H«44 
American half blood and thiee-fourths Merino,' 3fi®40 
Arnenean Native ami one-fourth Merino,.32SS&J 
Fxtra 1'lilted . 
Superline. Pulled.. 
No. 1, Pulled,..,.. 
Lamb*, Pulled,. 
California, extra,.. .. 
California, fine, unwashed.. 
California, common do, . 
Peruvian, washed,.... 
Valparaiso, n nwaehed,. 
South American Me*., unwashed,. 
South American Merino, unwashed, 
South American, cnqinton washed,. 
South American K lit re Rios, do, .. 
South American, unwashed. 
South Aineriran Cordova, washed,. 
Cape Good Hope unwashed. 
East India, wartbed. 
African, unwashed,. .. 
African, washed. 
Smyrna, unwashed,. 
Smyrna, washed,..... 
Mexican. Unwashed.. 

[TV. Y. Evening Post. 

BOSTON, March 30. - There continues to he .1 fair demand for 
fleece and pulled wool, sales at prices in the range of quoted 
rates. 

Saxonv and Merino, fine,48ft55 
Full blood.44ft 47 
Pi and 4*' blood.3li(ft 43 
Common.3df«iS3 
Pulled, extra.40fti4H 
Do. Superfine.3'Lf W 

j uur lrrei.resrime ('uiifbet is ngaiust high prices. We 
offer you, at 74 Main St., Rochester, Iron. Nails Hardware Oils 
clon*u'!£jrt< Vf.ln'l,0WM- B"r'ts. Bflmls, floes, Spades, Shovelsf 
Corn Hoes,.Cultivators, ami other articles too numerous to 

A'eo. the celubrale.l ••Straight Draft Plow,” wfoch 
we offer cheaper than the cheapest. 

® “ MuORE, 111:1! 1VG A CO. 

u WOMEN OP NEW YORK.”— 
re • ,1. Jre,' Nankins’ Curious New Book of Female Charac- 
ters in the City, Is very interesting, and strictly moral Faucv 
binding-35il PayeH; ,0) Engravings: 36 Portrait^ Mailed free fm 

« Prs VVrt,,’<1 -1Adies and Teachers For Description 
or Book and Particulars of Agency, inel.ee red stainp to 

878_HANKINS .v CO., N,JW 

A MERICAN O- XT _A_ INT O 
FROM 

JARVIS 8c BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

IN THK 

SOUTH PACUTC OCEAN, 

IMPORTED BY THE 

JH E It i P.1 jY H V.1 J\' o /' o .71 p .1 jy j*, 

Offloe, 66 NVilliMiin Sl.reet, 

NEW YORK. 
C. S. MARSHALL, Pres'l, H. MATHER, Sec’y. 

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 69 Exchange St, Rochester, N. Y. 

rpEKTH FOR THE MILLION r e w 

I Office, No. 7 \lansion House Block. 58 State Street 
Rochester. N, Y. [525-tf.J E. F. WILSON. 

15ft 21 
215.12.3 
13ft 15 
13c)15 
Sfft'lO 

Iff. 122 

HiftiJO 

Western mixed,_ 
Smyrna, washed,. 
Du. unwashed,_ 
Syrian. 
Cajie. 
Crimea. 
Buenos Ay ret*._ 
Peruvian, washed. 

axviso 
151 ft 26 

17 
M©23 
VXaiM 
<mn 
9®4fi 

L\ ad d* branches, viz—Book rM.UHTRATlo.va, Views of 
Bull dings, Machinery, Landscanes, Portraits of noises. Cattle, 
sc., Beals, Labels, &p., oxec.nted promptly and on rrrwonaf.ie 

W Arcade, (over Poat-Offloe.)Rochester, N Y 
672-l3t L. O MLX 

cjl N W EKKS POTATO—Is the very earliest, 
kT largest, and best variety, and maybe bad or CHAS. C. HOL¬ 
TON. Rochester, or GEO. C- BUELL. 6S5-2t 



*■ God sent hia angels for her last night, and they 

have taken her away.” 

For some time their tears mingled freely over their 

sad bereavement, but becoming more composed, Mrs. 

Holmes said, 

“ Dress yourself, my son, and go down and see 

her. She cannot see you, but she is with the dear 

Saviok and the blessed angels, where we may hope 

to meet her.” 
Ab they passed through the front hall into the 

parlor—where upon a aofa lay the dear form of the 

little sleeper— Charley* knees seemed to be giving 

way under him, and he held tightly to his mother’# 

hand. The long damask curtains fell in rich folds 

before the partly opened windows, and gently waved 

in the morning air, wafting sweet fragrance from the 

vases of freshly gathered flowers which stood upon 

the table, while tiuy rose buds lay scattered upon 

Nellie’s pillow. With a trembling hand Mrs. 

Holmes removed the cloth, and exposed the sweet 

and placid features of the dear one, and for a 

moment Charley gazed in silence; then throwing 

his arms across her cold body, he kissed her lips, 

calling her bis dear, dear siBter. It was in vain that 

hiB mother tried to comfort him by saying that 

Nellie was now a little lamb in the good Shepherd’s 

bosom, freed from all pain and sickness; he paid no 

attention, hut stretching himself upon the floor, wept 

aloud. Sad were the days for him that followed; 

especially so was that in which he saw the dear body 

of bis sister laid away to rest, where it was to remain 

till Christ shall come to wake and call the sleepers 

home. At length, time, that great extractor of 

human pain, hound up Char lev’s wounded heart, 

and as weeks and months went by, he grew cheerf ul 

and happy. [To be continued.] 

RURAL NEW-YORKER-SPRING- CAMPAIGN the driver, that he did not, at first, notice him. At 

length his eyes fell upon him, and he started in sur¬ 

prise; for he had heard that the boy had been pushed 

into the canal by truant school boys, and be now 

greatly feared that Charley was one of them. 

Perhaps that was one reason why he sent in such a 
hurry for Dr. Sullivan, an older physician, and 
labored so untiringly over the poor boy, himself. 

For a long time nothing which was done seemed 
of any use; and when all began to give up in despair, 
faint signs of life revived their hopes. The doctor 
then ordered the boat to be cleared of the crowd, and 
Mr. Holmes motioning to Charley to follow, went 
ashore. As they walked home, Charley freely 
confessed all of his disobedience to his father; for 
he was too penitent now to wish to conceal or cover 
his sin. His mother was greatly pained when her 
dear son appeared before her, with his soiled and 
wet garments, and his face indicating guilt and 
shame; hut especially (lid she weep for the poor 
driver, who, her husband informed her, was the son 
of a clergyman, the Jtev. Mr. Fexton, who died, leav¬ 
ing Willie alone in the world; and as his friends 
had failed to come for him, as had been expected, tbe 
poor boy was obliged to go upon tbe canal for a 
living. Sickness had followed exposure and abuse, 
and he had but that day crawled from the straw in 
the stable to resume the unpleasant labor of his 

calling, 
Charley wept bitterly, and promising future obe¬ 

dience, begged ofhismotherto forgive him. This she 
would not promise to do, as he had so often deceived 
her, bnt sent him into the nursery to change his 
clothes. As he entered the room, he was grieved to 
see upon the bed his little sister Nellie, whose 
feverish face showed at once that she was sick. As 
he bent over her, she opened her eyes languidly, laid 
her hand upon his face and said, “Nellie’s sick.” 
In answer to hi# inquiries, his mother informed him 
that Nei.i.ie had the measles, and had been sleepy 
and stupid all day. Charley had often said that ho 
loved her better than he did himself, and now lie 
was half inclined to believe that the sickness was 
sent on account of his own sin, which started his 
tears afresh. 

When Mrs. Holmes learned of Willie’s destitu¬ 
tion, she readily complied with Charley’s wish, and 
took from his wardrobe two shirts, a pair of pants, 
and a cloth round-a-bout, which he gladly carried to 
the boat,— but as Willie was asleep, he returned dis¬ 
appointed that he was not allowed to see aqd speak 

to him. 
That evening, as Mr. Holmes gathered his family 

around the cheerful fire, he endeavored to impress 
upon Charley, from his day’s experience, the im¬ 
portance of acting quickly when the right was plain, 
assuring him that if he stopped to parley with sin, he 
would surelv fall. 

CONSOLATION. 

Thou'kt down, low down, poor heart— 

At bottom of tbe hilt; 

The prudent friends w ho knew thee, 

When Fortune seemed to woo tbee, 

Are true to Fortune Still. 

So deeply art thou fallen, 

Who once did soar so high, 

That beggars of thy bounty 

Look proud, and paw thee by; 

And former boon companions 

Whisper thy name and frown— 

“ The ways of heaven are righteous, 

So—kick him—he is down!” 

And yet, though down, poor heart— 

This consolation’s thine— 

Thy Conscience still befriends thee, 

And kindly message sends thee 

To bear, and not repine. 

The sun that lights the ocean, 

Shines also on the mire; 

The mole hill and the mountain 

Alike receive its Cre. 

The humblest dewy daisy, 

That blossoms on the sod, 

May point, like tbe pine tree, skyward, 

And drink the light of God. London Review. 

EXTRA GOOD PAY FOR DOING GOOD! 

GRAND OFFERS TO AGENTS, SUBSCRIBERS AND OTHERS, 

FOR ADDING TO CIRCULATION OF TIIE RURAL BEFORE MAY! 

Every person who wishes to obtain Webster’s Great Dictionary, Lossing’s or 

Macaulay’s History, Ag’l and Hort’l Books, or Choice Flower Seeds, for a little 

effort in behalf of the Rural New-Yorker, will please read the following: 

All who wish to Do Good, and have no objection post-paid, either two of the dollar or ten shilling books; and any 
.... T1 ., r ___one entitled to Le»-ine'« IlluHtrated Historr. can have instead, 

to receiving Good I ay therefor, aie invited to „i e post-paid, two copies oT the Go anting House and Family Dic- 
the following I’rcmium List a careful examination, tionarr. Ac The Pictorial Dictionary. Losning'* Illustrated 

c , , . , . __ History, and Macaulay's History are too h--aw to send by 
and decide whether the inducements are not s if- m(lji — put all the other works wifi be sent post paid to any 
ficient to secure prompt and energetic action, it part of the Putted States within 3.000 miles. 1 

will be seen that the premiums are very liberal—the Choice Flower Seeds. —If preferred, we will send, 

best yet offered — and so arranged that every person post pnld, Twenty choice varieties of imported Flower Sekds, 

who remits for Two or more Subscribers, will secure n!' * *1 or $1.26 book ; and Ten varieties, post-paid, 

/ Read tbe list. ****** of a 60 cent hook. a Valuable Prize 

EXTRA. GIFTS 

FOR CLUBBING BEFORE MAY 1st! 

Having resolved to “keep the ball moving" until May — 
in order to attain a largely ixtkkaSed circulation — we have 
concluded to give such liberal rewards for efforts as will pay 
any anti every one for time and trouble devoted to tbe forma¬ 
tion of clubs. We therefore make the following offers IN 

ADDITION to the premium above enumerated: 

1. To evkrt ri:ic<oN procuring and remitting for Forty Yearly 
Subscriber-. iliM.tr of the number being new subscribers,) to the 
Ri lui. New-Yorker, between the 9tn of February and 1st of 
Man. w»: will c.ivit, Civ addition to the IHetionary and free 
, attune "V' red. ) lA»*»lngto rated History of the 
lulled Mat IS. a latvo and beautiful OctfiVO Volume of *572 
pages, ttplctidi.il * UJuatinted, and printed in the best style on 
extra paper—ca-b price, $3,(W. The same work to every person 
remitting, uiieorffitig to our term-, for Thirty AVie Subscribers 
within the same period ‘If prefer red to I.os-irip's History, wo 
Will rive Ma.-aalayV History uf Ragland, in four volumes, 
hound (n leather, (price, $s,i or a bound volume of the Rural 
New-Yorker for IKS, Ki. or w. il- prclerrcd, (price, $3.) 

V. To every person remitting *s above, for Twenty Ami Snb- 
sentwrs, we will rive a- an OJ'ra premium, ft copy of Webster's 
O. II. A Faintly WcUotuirj, pti.t--.aM the must complete 
twid valuable work of it* price published - or any SI,25 book, 
post-paid. above mentioned. 

8, To Kvmtv PHlBo.V remitting for Fifteen Subscribers, as 
al,<>•.«, at least ten being new, or for Twelve of which eicht are 
new. or for Tat i w-iii riihrt rihers, isee No 's 5. 8 and 7 above.) we 
rill civ, , or .etui port-pud. u copy of Everybody's Lawyer, or 

any other $1,25or *1 book, above named. 
J. To bvkrv person remitting for Ten Subscribers, whether 

old or new, or for Fix new Mibxr—il.ers, as above. We will give, or 
send pc-Ppaid. a PO|,\ of 1 a,^.lMg'. Fielorial I n 1 ted St liter, 
- l2mo., 20) engravings, price $1. 
t-jr Flower Heeds —1!© choice varieties, post-paid—Instead 

of a $1 or $1.25 booK, if preferred. 

fiy-There, Friends and Strangers, is just what we offer and 
propose to perform ! A'on tan afford to make a little extra 
effort, we reckon, to secure such LIBERAL and valuable prizes. 
In fact, we shouldn't be surprised if von should trust some of 
your neighbors and acquaintances a few weeks, (such as you 
know will pay,) and advance the money, in ordor to make a 

“sure ibing." You can decide. 

(■Written for Moore'H Rural New-Yorker.] 

RLEY HOLMES: 

THE CONSEQUENCES OF INDECISION 

BY MRS. M, A. LATHKOr. 
•A. I.ossing’r Illnrtr»U*d History of the United 

States (Imperial<fvo„ with Sot) Illustration*.—price, S3.60.) 
and an extra copv of the Rural free, to every person remit- 
ting $37.60, a* above, for thirl j) copies, at \o.i-Uwnity of which 
must bo for new sitho riherv 

3. itlncuiilavN History of FueIoihI (Harper’s Ivii 
tinn, in 4 volum- *. 12mo., bound in leather—cash price. $3.) 
and an extra paper free, to every person remitting $30, a* 
above, for Twenty-Ec/ur copies, at least, twenty of which must 
be for new subscriber*. 

•I. AIncuuhl >'•- ICusIn ltd, (same edition ns above, in 
clot It binding, -price .:::and an extra paper free, to every 
person remitting $25 for twenty new subscribers, a* above, 
Macaulay'« England (it* above.) to every person remitting $25 
for Twenty joi'ocfiber- old or new. 

5. Ma«niilny'i» Koglnud, (in cloth, as above,] to every 
person remitting $21 for Fifteen copies, at least ten of which 
mutt tie for new subscriber? . 

6. Webster'" Count)AR House and Family Dic¬ 
tionary (Mason and Brother'* Edition, bound in leather, 
en di price .fl.Vl) port paid, and a t r ee copy of the Rural, to 
every person remitting SIS for Twelve copies, at least eight 
being for new subscriber- 

7. W’ebater'o 11. A Family Dictionary post 
paid, and » free copy of Rural, to every person remitting $15 
tor Ten new subscriber# ; or 

S. Everybody’" Lawyer (bound in law style, price 
$1,25,) pod paid, and a free copv of Rttnd to every person 
remitting $16 tor Tea subscribers, whether old or new. 

!». WrbstcrV U. 11. & F. Dictionary, port paid, and 
u free copy of Rural, to every person remitting $10 for Six 
new subscribers. 

10. The Horse and his Dl"eai*e« (Illustrated, bound 
in leather, price $1,26,) pint paid, and a free copy of Rural. 
tip ever}' one remitting $10 for Six subscribers, whether old 
or new. 

11. I.O“«ing'" Pictorial United Stales (12mo., 
with 200 Illustration*, price $1,) port-paid, to every person 
remitting $8 for Five subscribers, three being new — or $5 
for Three subscriber*, two being new. 

X'i. ( ole'« Fruit Hook (price 50 cents.) post-paid—or. 
If preferred. THE SKIDDED!. HOUSEWIFE, (name price,) 
port paid — to every pcniou remitting ft tor two subscriber*, 
one being new 
(gjltorron* entitled to any of the above book*, and preferring 

other work* of equal value, mentioned herein, can be accom¬ 

modated on stating their wishes. For instance, any one 

entitled to “ Everybody’* Lawyer,” can have “The Horse 

and his Diseases” or “Losaings Pictorial,” and vine versa. 

At v one entitled to Macaulay s History can have Instcau. and 

CHAPTER I. 

It was a beautiful morning in spring, when 

Charley filled his dinner basket, received his usual 

kiss with tho injunction to bo a good boy, and 

started for school. Tbe birds were Hitting around 

him on every side, pouring forth such a gush of 

music that it seemed as if their little throats would 

burst, kittens were frisking about open doors In the 

sunshine, hens were cackling, cocks wero crowing, 

and even Die sedate old cows appeared to catch 

the spirit of general rejoicing, and scut forth their 

prolonged notes in concert with tho rest. Charley 

was happy, too, and whistled. Turning a corner in 

the road, he saw two boys, not far ahead of him, 

sitting in the corner of the fence. A fish-pole lay 

between them, and when they saw Cua hi e v approach¬ 

ing, they whispered Hilly; then starting up, one said, 

“See here, Charley,— ” and ns he spoke, he 

opened a box of crawling angle worms. 

“ What are you going to do?” asked Charley. 

“Oh yes, you’d like to go and tell, wouldn’t you?” 

said David Eddy, the larger boy. 

“I know now.” retorted Charley, — “you are 

going a fishing.” 

“Well, what if we are; whose business is it?” 

replied Hiram Boles, a hard looking fellow; and as 

lie spoke, ho jammed the box of worms down into bis 

pant’s pocket, where were safely deposited nutcakes, 

rusty nails, strings, and fishhooks. 

“Mr. Noah, the teacher, might think it was bis, if 

he should find it out; for it’s school time now,” said 

Charley. 

At this, Hiram laughed aloud, and said, “Let old 

Noah and his bipeds stick on Mount Ararat; we’ll 

abide by tbe waters; eotne on, Davk.” 

David took up bis pole and said, "Come, Char¬ 

ley, it’s too late for school, and if you aint afraid of 

your via, you had better go, too.” 

Charley had determined that very morning to bo 

a “real good boy,” but now be began to parley with 

his conscience, which said, “ Go to uchool;” and as 

he stood whirling his satchel and letting it untwist, 

these wicked boys continued to laugh at him, calling 

him “a little ninny,” and various other provoking 

names, till he yielded to tbe temptation, and went, 

crouching behind old boxes and barrels, and down 

back roads and lanes, to avoid the eyes of bis father, 

till he was fairly out of sight, and on tbe way to the 

river. When he reached it he felt quite like sitting 

down, and as he bad bad the promise of the pole, he 

took it and commenced fishing. The boys, however, 

soon wished to go on furt her, and demanded the pole, 

which Charley was not willing to give up, and a 

pretty hard quarrel followed, which ended in his 

being pushed from the log into the water. This 

cooled him off considerably, and he was quite willing 

to give up the contest. 

Charley had expected a good time, but so far he 

had not been happy a moment — and he determined, 

wet as be was, to follow on and overtake his com¬ 

panions. When lie came up, a few growls passed 

back and forth, but they were soon forgotten, and the 

three truants were as good friends again as ever. 

Coming in sight of the canal, they observed upon 

one of tbe horses attached to a boat, a poor, ragged 

little driver, whose forlorn and sickly appearance 

was enough to make a person weep; yet Hiram 

immediately called out, “Come on, boys, let us have 

some fun with that little rag-bag:” and banding from 

his filthy pocket one of bis " nutcakes,” told David 

to reach it to tbe driver, while he, from the other 

side, would trip him from hiB horse. 

Charley was shocked, and begged of them to let 

the little boy alone; but they only made faces at 

him, and by the time he reached the canal, the hoy 

was not only thrown from the horse, but actually at' 

the bottom of the water. Then followed great con¬ 

fusion,— the giving of orders, the screaming of tho 

passengers, and the setting of tbe poles; while one 

man jumped ashore to place himself in a position to 

catch “little Willie," as they called him, when he 

should come up. Hiram and Damp were terrified 

with guilt — and supposing that the man was, of 

course, after them, fled, as the wicked often do when 

no man pursueth, and were not heard from again 

that day. 
In the meantime the boat moved up, Willie was 

not found, and all hope of saving him was gone. 

Charley sank down upon the ground, covered his 

face with his hands, and wished most heartily that he 

had gone to school. Hearing some one say, “They 

have got him!” he jumped up, and running forward, 

saw the poor boy hanging liiuberly upon a man's 

arm with the water pouring from hia mouth, hair, 

and rags. A chill of horror ran through Charley’s 

frame as lie followed down into the cabin, and saw 

the energetic efforts of those who labored to bring 

back the life which seemed extinct. Meanwhile 

another driver had taken the horses, and trotting 

them rapidly, only a short time passed before they 

reached tbe village, where they called in a physician. 

Every one looked anxiously into his face as he laid 

his fingers upon the cold, wet wrist, and to their 

many inquiries be only said, as lie shook his head 

solemnly, “ I’m afraid he is dead.” 

Among the crowd who rushed upon the boat to see 

the drowned boy, Chaki.ev discovered liis father, 

who was so intent upon doing something to resuscitate 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

HISTORICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 38 letters. 

My 8, 21, 18. 28, 14. 4 wit* a Trojan hero. 

My 21, 86, 36, 18,12, 26 »*s an early Roman poet. 

My 23, 30, 16, 11, 12, 20, 12 4 was a Grecian philosopher. 

My 20, 12, 20. 28, 3, 32 was a Roman consul. 

My 20, 14, 20, 34. 12, 4 was a Roman general. 

My 1, 32, 21, 26, 6, 20 was the first Roman emperor. 

My 26, 16, 10, 10, 16,12, 26 was a brave Roman soldier. 

My 20, 2.'’., 31, 6, 4. 16, 0,20, 34, 0 wag a celebrated Italian poet. 

My 82, 24, 32, 1, 20, 28, 2, 7 was a famous lyric poet who 

nourished in the Otli century B. C. 

My 13, 16, 26, 16. 26, 5. 20, 6, 26, 12, 26 was a tyrant of Athens. 

My 21, 19, 34, II, 27, 23, 33, 12, 4 was a philosopher of Phrygia. 

My 26, 18, 6, 20, 8, 32 was one of tbe most powerful States of 

Ancient Greece. 

My 22, 23, 34, 34 was a very ancient city of Etruria. 

My 20, 17, 20, 28 war. tbe most celebrated city of ancient times. 

My 26, 1. 34, 13, 18, 35 wan a great general, conqueror of 

Carthage. 

My whole is an old proverb. 

New Haven, Conn., 1861. Nettie. 

Jfg?” Answer in two weeks. 

TERMS OP THE RURAL-IN ADVANCE. 

Two Dollars a Ykah. Three Copier, one year, $5; Six 
Copies, and me free to Club Agent, $ 20; Ten, and one free., $15; 
Rif tern. anti one ftee. $21; Twenty, and one free, $25; and any 
greater number a 1 the same rate. — truly $1.25 per copy ! Club 
pap'TT rent to dlffTrrtl /*,*)-,,_/tovr, if tfaired. As vie pay 
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For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 11 letters. 

My 1, 4, 6 is much used by farmers. 

My 2, 8, 9, 1 is an obligation. 

My 3, 8, 7 I* an important and useful^iiagram. 

My 4, 6 is a dipthong. 

M« 6,1), C tsadoorto Vje l.flcferstovV.ng- 

My 6 i* a vowel. 

My 7, 2, 9, 8, 9. 6 is an esculent root. 

My 8, 7, 6 is an animal. 

My 9, 6, 3 i» a nick name much used. 

My 10, 8, 11 is the beard of mother earth. 

My 11, 8, 3 is a root much In use. 

My whole is the name of a science. 

Rochester, N. Y,, 1861. L. Embury Dark. 

53?" Answer in two week*. 

Homes for the Industrious! 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

A PUZZLE. 

The following puzzle was given me tor solution by a friend 

several years ago. It is supposed to have been invented by 

Dr. Franklin, and goes by tbe name of " Franklin’s Magic 

Square " Perhaps it will bo now to a number of tbe young 

readers of your paper, and if you think it worthy, and have 

not yet publi.-hed it, you may insert it in the Rural. Here 

it is: 

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9. 

Take the aliove figures and form them into Bquare, so that 

by adding any three of them together, in any way you chooBe, 

tbe amount will be fifteen. 

Glendale, Ohio, 1861. Jerry Cochran. 

53s" Answer in two weeks. 
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO., HAVE FOR SALE 

1,200,000 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS, 
In Tracts of Forty Acres and upward, on Long Credit aud at Low Prices. 

MECHANICS, FARMERS AND WORKING MEN. PRESENT POPULATION. 
mHEuiumlion of the imtorprlaiug and industrious portion of The State is rapidly filling up with population ; 868,025 
I toe community is directed to the following statements persons having been added since i860, making the present 
and liberal inducement* offered them by the ' population 1,723,663, a ratio of 102 per cent in ten years. 

ILLINOIS CENTRAL KAIU10AD COMPANY. ^ 
winch, as they will perceive, will enable tiicin by proixr ^ ol^,.r state. Tbo products sent out during the past 
energy, persaveranco anil industry, to pmMe comfortable exceeded , ,500,000 tone. The wheat crop of I860 ap¬ 
honies for themselves and families, with, comparatively pro#sheg 30.oOO.OOO bushel*, while the corn crop yields not 
speaking, very little capital. }4s than 140,600.000 bushels. 

LANDS OF ILLINOIS. FERTILITY OF THE SOU. 
No State in the Valley of the Mississippi °ffers s° grc|a| “ Nowhere can the industrious farmer secure suck immodi- 

luduccmeut as the State of lllinolo lliero is no poilionot results Ibr hialabor as lHwn these pralrhtsoIlB, they being 
the world whore all the coud.t.ons cl climate and soil so MmpoBedof Adwt, rU:h loam, the fertility of which, Is un- 
iidmirably combine to produce those two great staples, Corn 8ur ” ^ by ariy k0Q tiw gk)l)’. 

■ VaCTUAL CULTIVATOES. 
THE SOUTHERN PART Since 1854, the company have sold 1.300,000 acres. They 

of tho State lies within tho rone oT the cotton regions, while Kell only to actual cultivators, und every contract contains 
the soil is admirably adapted to the growth of tobacco and aD agreement to cultivate. Tlio road has been constructed 
hemp- and the wheat is worth from fifteen to twenty cents thro’ these lands at an expensecf $30,000,060. In 1850 the 
more per bushel than that raised further north. population of the fortv-nine counties through which it passes 

r. BO,inrr T a ittic Won only 335,598 ; smee which 479 ”93 have been added, 
RICH ROLLING PRAIRIE LANDS. making tlic whole population 814,891, a gam of 143 per coot. 

Tim deep rich loam of tho prairies is cultivated with such wTnvvPFfi <YF PROSPERITY 
wonderful facility that the farmers of tho Eastern and Mid- EVLDEN Dhb Uh FttusrJ5JV11 x. 
die. Slates are moving to Illinois in great numbers. The area As on evidence of the thrift of the peopj ^stute 
of Illinois iB about equal to that of KriglaDd, and Uie 8011 Ifi that 600,000 toimor freight, iDchicipg 8,UWJXiO. buMote ot 
so rich that it will support twenty millions ot^ poople. grain. and 250,000 barrels or flour, were forwarded over th 

line last year. 
EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS. EDUCATION. 

Thine land* are conlig nous to a railroad 700 miles in length, Mechanics and workingmen will And the- free school system 
which connects with other roads and navigable lakes and encouraged by tbe State, aud endowed with a large revenue 
rivers, thus affording an unbroken communication with the (or the Bupport of schools. Their children can live in sight 
Eastern and Southern markets. of the church and schoolhougc and grow with the prosperity 

For Moore'a Rural New-Yorker. 

Find two numbers, such that the difference of their squares 

is equal to their product, minus one, and the sum of their 

squares is equal to one, plus the square of the less multiplied 

by the greater. 

Tuscarora, N. Y., 1861. G. H. Hollis. 

Answer in two weeks. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Don Antonio Lopez de 

Santa Anna. 

Answer to Puzzle:—Level. 

Answer to Algebraical Enigma:—The sides of the meadow 

are 15.60519 + and 61.61799 + rods. 
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out greet him with a smile uf joy; and when the 

rosy light of the new born day aroused him from his 

sleep and pleasant dreams, he listened to foot-steps 

which appeared to be approaching his door, then 

partly raising himself, he leaned upon his elbow as 

his mother entered. 

“How is Nellie, mother?” was the first inquiry; 

and Charley critically scanned her face for an 

answer. .Mrs. Holmes seated herself upon the bed, 

and taking one of bis bands, said, 



sickened, the disease was contagious. If it was 

arrested, it was not easy to say how soon the animal 

might safely mix with the others. The Legislature 

might, with much benefit to the country, take this 

matter up. On the Continent, the measures taken by 

governments had done much to stay the ravageB of 
the disease. In some countries, if a herd wan affeot- 

ed, it was compulsory to sepnraUs it immediately; the 

proprietor whs compensated by government, whoso 

officers took possession of the herd. Those badly 

diseased were slaughtered, and those that were not 

affected, or had recovered, were branded on the horn, 

so us to ho always known. By the adoption of such 

meaHuros as these, much had been done to lessen the 

severity of the scourge. 

The principles of treatment could only be put into 

operation by a Veterinary Surgeon. As a farmer 

himself, and addressing farmers, be would recom¬ 

mend when the disease was decided, to spend nothing 

in physic. Get rid of the beast as soon as possible. 

The first loss is the best. 

simply from the field having been rolled, instead of 

being left rough from the harrow. Upon such land 

the seed must always be buried deeply, say two inches, 

for this gives the plant a better opportunity for 

securing itself to the spot.” 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
AX ORIGINAL WEEKLY 

agricultural, literary and family journal. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, Redding Horses on Sawdust. 

A late issue of the London Field contains the 

results of an experiment the feasibility of which has 

been discussed somewhat in our columns. The 

writer says: 

" Having used sawdust as bedding for horses for a 

length of time, the result of my experience may uot 

be unacceptable to some of your inquiring readers, 

I Utter the horses on it to the depth of sis and nine 

inches, raking off the damp and soiled surface every 

morning, and spreading evenly ft little fresh, remov¬ 

ing the whole only four times a year. Its advantages 

appear to ho man}', of which I will state a few which 

give it, in ruy estimation. Its great superiority over 

straw. It is much cleaner and more easily arranged, 

and of Course much cheaper at first cost, making in 

the end excellent manure. It is peculiarly beneficial 

to the feet, affording them a cool porous stalling, a 

substitute for the soil or earth we always find lu the 

hoofs of a horse at grass, and presents the nearest 

resemblance to the horse's natural footing the earth. 

We have never had a diseased foot since the intro¬ 

duction of sawdust in the stabled, now some years 

since. Horses bedded on sawdust are also freer from 

dust and stains than when on ordinary litter (simply 

because sawdust is a better absorbent, perhaps,) and 

testify their own approval of it by frequently rolling 

and lying down for hours in the day. It also has the 

recommendation of being uneatable — an advantage 

which all in charge of horses with tlio habit of con¬ 

suming their litter will readily admit. Being free 

from pungent smell, which is apt to accompany 

straw (unless vury morupatously ktspt. ) it in innocent 
to weak cy.m, and Hu sH/flit torpuntin^, ,ydnr in rather 

a sweetenin' dnu UtDei vL.,.*. Ti ", ,|.e3 i«h u •on- 

verted into manure) the beBt possible foundation for 

hot-beds, and, unlike other stable manure, forms no 

harbor of refuge for vermin. Pine sawdust is the 

The Rural New-Yorker is designed to be unsurpassed in 
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FI GO RE 1. — MOVABl.B-PIUMB J8EE-U1VE, 

Some persons are disposed to consider Bee Culture 

rather a small matter, and this is most likely to be 

the case with those who look at the cause instead of 

the effect — the insect is small, the cause seems insig¬ 

nificant, but the result is by uo meuas unimportant. 

The last published Census shows that in 1850, in this 

State, 1,766,830 pounds of honey and beeswax were 

produced. This, at one shilling per pound, would 

give $213,478. Of this, Steuben county must be 

credited with nearly $12,000, and Delaware over $10,- 

000. Missouri grows nearly as much honey as New 

York. Allowing JO pounds of honey and wax as the 

product of each hive in this State, it would give 175,- 

583 as the number of a warms, or les9 than four to a 

square mile. 

We learn from the best authority that in Ger¬ 

many the same number of thousands would be a 

very low estimate for the same extent of territory; 

and a friend recently returned from Europe informs 

us that bees are kept by almost every cottager in 

Switzerland, and that there, honey is as commonly 

used us butter. The gable ends of almost every 

Cottage arc furnished with shelves on which the hive* 

stand, protected in some measure from the weather 

by the projecting roofs peculiar to Swiss Archi¬ 

tecture. 

If, instead of having only four stocks to the 

square mile in this State, we kept one hundred, 

which is only a fraction of what we might do, and 

tlie product of each hive in honey and wax were only 

10 pounds for each colony, the value would he about 

Jive millions of dollars. These fads will give some 

idea of the importance of Bee Culture and the loss 

which we annually, sustain by its neglect. 

In regard to the queries above, we must be allowed 

to remark that it is not our custom to speak in praise 

of implements or machines, the right of which is 

secured to tljeir owners by patent right and can only 

be used by fanners on the payment of the inventor’s 

fees; nor do wo design usually to give speoiul promi¬ 

nence to the invention of one party over another, 

Unless, as it may sometimes happen, it becomes 

necessary for the interest of our readers, to save them 

from deception or loss, or to bring to their notioe 

something of unusual value. But, occasionally, 

some one steps out from the beaten track and takes a 

station far inadvance of his fellows, making improve¬ 

ments and discoveries that revolutionize old sys¬ 

tems, and effect* such an entire change for the better 

that to attempt to keep silent us to its nature or 

advantages would be about as wise and practical as 

to ignore the existence of railroads or the telegraph. 

TbiB is eminently the case with the Rev. L. L. Lang- 

bikoth and his Movable Comb Hive. So completely 

have his researches and hive changed the system of 

bee keeping, that we cannot. speak of the Italian bees, 

or thv best method of wintering or feeding bees, or 

destroying the miller, without being compelled to 

allude to the Laugstroth lllve, much as it may dis¬ 

please owners of other hives, or operate against out¬ 

general rule. Our own experience impels us to pur¬ 

sue this course — for we have tested the system to our 

entire satisfaction, and M. Quinsy, E. Kikbv, and 

M. M. Baldrioof., of this State, Dr. J. P. Kjktlanh, of 

Cleveland, and others of our friends and correspond¬ 

ents, among the best apiarians in the country, are 

unanimous in their praise of the system of managing 

the Bee made practicable in the l.anustroth Hive, 

The form of the hive is shown in the engraving, 

figure 1, with the top and honey board removed, so 

as to expose the interior. In this chamber are placed 

ten open frames, like figure 2. These are sua- 

r.NTKRKn according to act of ConKreMn. iu the year 1S61, by 
D. D, T Moore, in the omen of the Clerk of the DisLrict 
Court fur tbe tioMnn District of New York. 

l'{T Oor only ohject tn copyrijrlitins this paper is to secure 
what every honorable Jounudist will freely yrant - proper 
credit for articles selected from its pages. Any and every 
journal >• at liberty, and invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each original article or illustration to Rural New- Yorker. 

HIGH AND LOW FEEDING. 

Figure 8. 

The engraving, figure 3, shows a frame filled with 

comb. These Dames can he taken out every day or 

week, according to the curiosity of the bee keeper or 

the necessities of the bees. Of course, this gives an 

opportunity for a thorough e urn iuti of the inte¬ 

rior of the hive, so that the much 
about, tbw condition print-J..--•0t.lf-.-t’ hoKoy, 

&c., as he does of the condition of his stock, or of 

his granary. 

This handling a “bees’ nest” may be thought by 

some a frightful operation, but we can assure our 

readers “it's nothing when you’re used to it.” A 

careful man, or woman either, may manage a score 

of stocks a whole season, and Beldorn receive a sting. 

All that is necessary is to understand the business 

and do it carefully and quietly. As Boon as lint ope¬ 

rator begins to take off tbe honey board, a few of the 

more excitable of the bees will send forth their angry 

toncB and prepare for an attack upon the intruder. 

Have a roll of cotton doth on which a little tobacco 

has been sprinkled, with one end on fire, but not 

blazing, and blow a little of the smoke upon the 

excited bees. They will retire. Now remove the 

board slowly, and if any bees show signs of attack, 

give them a little more smoke. This will so alarm 

them that fearing they arc to be turned out of house 

and home, now that the roof is gone, and deter¬ 

mined to save as much as 

they can carry, they will fill 

themselves with honey, and ||||||ij|j gfifl 

in this condition can be MlgiN'iM)TUBl 

handled as safely as flies. ifttikiwl 

But occasionally there is one hyfcjj'^ijill'jma 
more excitable than the rest, 

or with less love of sweet- 

ness. To be entirely secure, Jhftfl® 

therefore, the bee keeper, f mR 

INQUIRIES AND NOTES 

Facts about Potatoes. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—I would like to hear more 

" Facts about Potatoes,” as I was very much interested in 

your remarks about them, especially the Davis Seedling. 1 

planted some of them last year, and they will hear all the 

praise you gave them os to quality, productirenesr. and good 

rn,iruj Out of thirty lw<’ kinds plual-id, noUdeg equaled 

lb .uni n freeitom from tot and productiveness. ,Out of seven 

t, nine bushels there was not a pock of rotton potatoes, 

while Mesbanocks grown along aide of them did not pay for 

digging. The next best potato I raised was the Shaw. I 

think highly of It for cxrliness, freedom from rot, great pro¬ 

ductiveness, good eating and keeping; hut I need uot praise, 

it, as you probably raised it last year from immo sent you by 

J. W. Hklmk, of the city of Adrian. Please give as ypnr 

experience in the potato line for the last year. It will do the 

farmers good lo read such sensible articles as thatlaat was.— 

J. G. MoC.. Adrian. Mali., 1861. 

We are still well pleased with the Davis Seedling, 

and though we have a dozen good kinds in our cellar 

for eating, this is preferred before all others, and we 

have eaten it almost every day the past winter. We 

hope farmers aqd potato growers will give it a trial. 

Beed can now be obtained here, and we presume at 

many other places, at only a little more than the 

price charged for other good varieties. We feel safe 

in repeating what we said last year, that it is the 

most productive good potato we cultivate. The 

Shaw we think well of. It ripens early, and is of 

good quality; but wo shall be better able to judge of 

its merits alter the experience of the present season, 

as our experiment! last year were pretty much 

brought to nought by the injury done to the tops by 

insects. Boon after the first of June, an insect, (the 

Phytocoru^) which has been accused of causing the 

rot, attacked tbe leaves in immense numbers, aod all 

varieties alike. AU we could do by dusting with 

lime and ashes, plaster, though it may have 

checked their ravages, did not destroy them, or pre¬ 

vent great injury. The plants suffered from the loss 

of the leaves, looked sickly and dirty, ripened off 

early, and the potatoes were small, but did not show 

the least signs of rot. From appearances during the 

season, we anticipated a good deal of rot, but in 

several hundred bushels of some forty kinds, grown 

entirely for experiment, we did not find one rotten 

tuber. 

In consequence of the depredations of these 

inlets, our experiments with different manures, and 

varieties of potatoes, modes of planting, &c., are of 

no practical value, and muat be repeated. We regret 

this the more because after baying failed in a trial of 

some of Goodrich’s Seedlings tbe previous year, we 

were anxious for the results. 

i fnkte ,l,»a ......... u> W- ’i’lmost uoiv •vsn.lly relied on—if 
animals could bo '*got through the winter,” by 
running ever so narrow a chance for their lives, it 
was deemed a decided success,-— if we didn't have a 
“backward spring,” they could get up alone by tbe 
first of June, would be entirely out of danger by tho 
first of July, have tolerably smooth coats by first 
of August, caper and seem glad in September, show 
signs of decided thrift vn October, and in November 
be lit. to kill to make broth for a dyspeptic. 

My friend John Johnston, who is a little ultra, 
proposes a new plan entirely, while I go in for a 
“compromise.” He demands roast beef tho year 
round,— I would take something I'-ss. Much, how¬ 
ever, depends on circumstances. In more Southern 
latitudes, where animals Can pick their own living 
pretty much all the year, if land is cheap, and labor 

scarce and high, I would depend mainly on grass, and 
uot much on gram. A man may own a thousand 
acres, and a thousand cattle, and pasture them with- 

, out hired help,- perhaps in part on “Government 
land,”—and they may pay him a good profit, for his 

; thousand acres may have oust him but it thousand 
• dollars,—perhaps not $500. But If be should make 
• up his mind that his cattle must eat a certain amount 
I of grain, say six quarts per head every day for six 
i months, so that they should " gain the year round,” 
- according to Mr. Jojinoton’b plan, then they will 

> require one hundred and eighty-seven bushels of 

- grain per day, and the owner must employ ft troop of 
men and derive uncertain profit*. 

, Gorn will not grow on the “voluntary” principle, 
, like grass. Com costs labor, and labor costs monoy. 

; Ora**, aB I have intimated, in Southern und Western 

i latitudes sometimes coats mere nothing, and at that 

t in-ice, 1 would certainly use it in preference to corn, 

i and, except to finish up the beef with, pretty much to 

1 the exclusion of corn. Gircurost&uces certainly alter 

5 cases. Where laud is dear and labor cheap, as in oor 

• oldest settled districts, I would not let whole farms 

i would use more labor, and less land. 

BKK-HAT. 

go to grass. 
There cau be no doubt but twice as many cattle can 

be kept on fifty acre*, if yon raise a certain propor¬ 

tion of grain and roots, as there could if you fed 

exclusively on grass and bay. Hut it will take finer 

times as much labor Ur raise and feud the grain and 

roots, as it would to use hay und grass. This princi¬ 

ple is understood by those who adopt the method of 

“ sodingfl— or keeping cattle up tlicrycar round. It 

is practiced only in densely settled districts, where 

land is high, and labor low, as in Great Britain, 

Holland, and around large cities. 

It must he confessed that the chances for keeping 

cattle on grass for nothing arc growing beautifully 

less, und with the progress of population will disap¬ 

pear liUlirely, when there will he a demand for more 

labor to the “ square mile” than one man can bestow. 

It is quite probable, even now, that a certain amount 

of grain may be fed with profit in nearly every section 

of the country to all kinds of farm stock; not enough 

grain “ to keep cattle gaining the year round," per¬ 

haps, but sufficient to keep them strong and healthy. 

The wonderful capacity of our Southern and 

Western lands for tbe production of corn, and ite 

consequent cheapness, is a reason why farmer* in 

that quarter should Iced it to cattle and sheep, as well 

as hogs—the extent to which it should he used will 

depend upon peculiarities of location, und various 

other circumstances. Extreme obesity should be 

guarded against, always, aud I repeat a caution 

which I gave in a former article against leeding 

breeding animals too high, and again insist that 

good condition should be secured by attention to 

EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE Bee Culture und lieu Hives. 

Eds. Rural New Yorksr —In the Rural 1 have often 

noticed the hives with uqvable frames spoken of, and thejr 

advantages. I would ask for a more particular description, 

Ac., be.—M. D. D,, Avyca, Steuben Co., N. Y., 1861. 

Epg. Rural Nr>v Yorker;—Please give us all the light 

you can in regard to the management of bees, as it is becom¬ 

ing an interesting and important matter. Is the Movable 

Frame Hive worth its cost, or js it like so many others with 

which the farmers lure been gulled!'—Worker, Brie Co., N. 

Y., 1861. 

On this subject there is now felt a great deal of 

interest, as the number of inquiries similar to tbe 

above, as well as other signilicant facts, clearly indi¬ 

cate. The belief is becoming pretty general that we 

can make honey in most sections of our country at a 

few cents per pound, and far cheaper than sugar or 

any other sweetening substance. Our land aboundsin 

honey-bearing flowers that waste their sweetnesson tbe 

desert air, while nature has provided us with work 

era—models of industry iu all lands and in all ages — 

that will gather and store all this honey for ns without 

fee or reward, only asking for their compensation a 

little well arranged house to live in, and an opportu¬ 

nity to partake of a portion of the fruits of their own 
industry. 

Cultivation of Out*. 

In our last review of European journals, we ggve 

ap article from the Royal Agricultural Journal, con- 

tnipiug the results of many years’ experience in the 

culture of Barley, aod now condense a cummnuica- 

tion from the same pep, on the growth of Oats. The 

author remarks, that the natural energy of the root 

of the Out renders this crop admirably adapted for 

sowing on old sod-land. He recoimueuds plowing 

up an old sod in the fall and leaving it till seed time 

in the spring. During this interval frosts are almost 

certain to have crumbled the surface and produced a 

Dice light mold for the seed; such land will then 

present the most desirable seed-bed for Oats — a soil 

well charged with vegetable matter, firm beneath yet 

easy of penetration for the rooting of the plant, with 

a surface light aud free in its character for the germi¬ 

nation of tho seed. This firmness of land for the root 

must be distinguished from tho hardness with which 

Wheat will contend after it has once made a fair 

growth. He favors leaving the land rather rough 

after sowing, and says,—“I have kno/m the greater 

portion of a crop of Oats blown oil' the ground, 

Figure 2. 

pended by the ends of the top of the frame resting on 

rabbets prepared for the purpose, as shown in figure 

1. To furnish a guide to the bees in tbe construction 

of their combs, a thin piece of coiub is attached to the 

underside of the top piece of the frame, or a triangu¬ 

lar piece of wood will answer the same purpose. 

After all the frames arc prepared iu this way and 

placed in the chamber, the honey board, which gene¬ 

rally has nine holes to allow the bees access to the 

spare honey boxes, is put on, as also tbe honey 

boxes, the whole being covered with a convenient 

“ top.” The bees are now allowed to take possession 

of the hive. Here we may remark that if the apia¬ 

rian has good empty comb on hand, he can attach it 

TWO DOLLARS .A. YEAH.] “ PROGRESS AND IMPROVEMENT.” 
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every tiling that pertains to healthy development, grains thrive there.” I will give my experience. I 
such as air, exercise, succulent food to improve came here in the spring of 1858, and during the 
digestion, skill in feeding, a regular supply of good month of June that year, I broke up about 40 acres, 

water, good hay, straw, and com stalks, — every 
thing good of its kind,—by any, and by all appli¬ 
ances, keep animals in condition, and what you lack 

make up in grain. 
Having said thus much, I am prepared to give my 

emphatic testimony in favor of higher feeding on the 
part of farmers generally. On a recent visit to John 

Johnston, of Geneva, 1 took note of some of his 
animals, which very well illustrate the advantage of 
high feeding. No. 1, a thrce-year-old wether, weigh' 
ed 251 pounds,—No. 2, less than two years old, 178 
pounds,- No. :i, a threc-year-old ewe, which raised a 
lamb, 2164 pounds,—No. 4, a lamb, eleven months 
old, 152 pounds. Mr. Johnston feeds these sheep,— 
and they do not materially differ from a large flock 
in which they are kept,—one and one-half pounds of 
grain per head a day. it being part oil meal. Tie 
thinks one and one-half pounds a day of corn meal 
might founder or otherwise injure sheep, hut if one- 
third is oil meal, they will hear it. lie is quite 
partial to buckwheat for sheep. I hope Mr. Johnston 

will furnish the Rural with the results of his winter 
feeding, though this winter is hardly a fair test, as to 
profits, for sheep were very high in the fall, and are 
low now,— hut it is always important to know how 
much animals gain on a given amount of food. But 
we will cypher a little on the eleven months lamb. It 
cost in spring and summer say one dollar, it had been 
fed grain 2j months, (113 &>«.) worth one dollar, hay 
40 cents and wa* worth on the start one dollar,— 
amounting to $3.40. 1 would give for it 44 cents per 
pound, or $0.84,— just about twice what it cost, at a 
high estimate. 

I also took note of two ewes which Mr. Johnston 

bought Nov. 24, 1851), weighing 160 ff>s., for $5.60. 
These he kept till Fcb’y 1st, 1861, feeding them grain 
costing $3.36, hay 80 cents, (be fed straw, which we 
will Bet oil against the manure,) pasture $1.50, hay, 
grain, and pasture for their lambs till 1st Feb'y $1.50, 
amounting to $12.78, as the cost of ewes und lambs. 
He sold the ewes, then weighing 260 lbs, for $13.65, 
their wool for $5.28, and their lambs would bring 
$0.00, amounting to $27.03 for the sheep which cost 
$12.78, leaving for profit $15.15 on two sheep kept 14 
months and 7 days. Bigger results are sometimes 
obtained among fancy men, but these sheep went to 
the butcher, and they certainly a fiord no discourage¬ 
ment to high feeding. 

Mr. Johxbton advises to feed wether lambs welj 

from the start, and turn them at about twenty months 

old, when he makes them average $6 per head,— it 

sometimes does better to keep them till they are 
sheared the second time. He has a horror of lean 

sheep and cattle,— says he had rather pay 3j cents 

per pound for plump, well conditioned stock, than 
24 cents for lean ones. 

Mr. Johnston has sometimes overfed his sheep 
with grain, inducing appoplexy, which he remedies 
by administering oil. He deems 1J pounds safe for 
a sheep if it is part oil rneal, or buckwheat, and this 
he thinks the highest feed that is admissible. Mr. 
Johnston has a steer of remarkable growth and 
development, which he expects to keep a year or so 
longer, though first-rate beef, because what lie gains 
henceforth will be tallow and meat, the offal not in¬ 
creasing, and of course the animal will he worth 
more per pound. 1 wish farmers who send light 

animals to market would consider that bone, blood 
»»f! inwards and even hair and hide, are at a dis¬ 
count at the A star House.—n. T. n. 

--- ♦ l-4-|- 

MINNESOTA—SHEEP, GRAIN, &e. 

planted some to corn, — which gave me grain and 
fodder for my stock, —some to potatoes, Borne Bowed 
to buckwheat, and a small piece to Hungarian grass. 
All did well. The following spring, 1850, I sowed 
oals on purt of this without re-plowing, but well 
harrowed in. I received 60 bushels to the acre. Ou 
20 acres I sowed spring wheat without re-plowing, 
14 bushels to the acre, and received 425 bushels, 
machine measure. It grew very heavy, lodged down, 
and I lost some by its getting too ripe. Corn and 
potatoes were excellent. Says one, "what did you 
get for your wheat, oats, &c?” Well, to tisc a West¬ 

ern phrase, “there you’ve got me.” Our nearest 
point to the Mississippi is 35 miles, hut most of the 
farmers go 50 miles to Winona, and we get from 60 
to 75 cents this year. Oats are 16 cents and corn 25 
cents at the door. 

I have troubled yon qnitc long enough grinding 
ray ax, but while I put tbe edge on mine, I repeat, 
come on ye lame, ye halt, ye blind, buy and settle up 
the country, develope its resources, and I will turn 
for you when your ax needs sharpening, and also 
write a few more lines telling you how, if desired. 

Rochester, Minn., 1861. E. Palmer. 

THE LABOR-SAVING QUESTION. 

the alteration. I have since bought another set of 
harness made in the usual way, viz., the trace 
attached to near the lower end of the hame, causing, 
as in the first case, the lower part of the shoulder of 
the horse to become sore. I Bee, too, that they can¬ 
not draw the same weight with as much ease as they 
can with the harness of which the liames was altered 
so as to attach the trace nearer the middle of the 
hame. Both sets of hames are of the same length,— 
22 inches. Those lu which tbe horses do not work 
well, measure nine inches from the lower end of the 
hame to the upper side of the staple to which tbe 
trace is attached; and the hameB that I had altered, 
and in which my horses work well, measure eleven 

JLJ5K. 

One pair was set in quite moist ground, and is now 
standing, though I think nearly used up; the other 
pair was set in dry, loamy ground, and broke off in 
the fall, from a high wind, the fifteenth year after 
they were both set. The same sticks cut in the win¬ 
ter would not have lasted half so long.” 

Cleaning Granaries. 

We find the following item “on its travels” 
without paternal mark. The subject is one of impor¬ 
tance to farmers, and they can easily and cheaply 
decide as to the value of the recommendations: 

A prudent farmer will never fill his bins with the 
new threshed grain, without first having given them 

». 11. 
Rural Notes anir Stems. 

inches from the lower end of the hame to the upper a thorough cleaning. In order to do this, we would 
side of the staple. recommend using either of the following modes: 

If giving this a place in the Rural will induce Having formed a bed of sand upon the granary 
hame makers to make the alteration above mentioned, floor, place carthern vessels of powdered brimstone 
I shall consider some good, at least, has been done, npon it, to which set fire, after having closed the 
and that noble animal, tbe horse, has been relieved doors and crevices, if there he anv. This fumiga- 
of a great torture. h. h. tion, it j9 said, will prevent the existence of the 

Drummondville, C. W., 1861. weevil or other insects in the grain. Or, first sweep 

* * ^ the ceiling and sides of the granary, and lastly, the 
SORGHUM AND SUGAR-MAKING. floor. Carry out the dust, being sure to burn it 

Then wash all the interior of the granary with a 
Eds. Rural New-\orkkr: In a late issue of your strong lye mixture, and when done, finish by giving 

paper, I saw an account of raising Sorghum, by W. the whole a good whitewash. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: —A friend from Liv¬ 
ingston county, N. Y„ wrote me to know whether 
sheep do well here, and whether wolves like mutton. 
I answered yes. After writing him, it occurred to 
me that many other readers of your paper, who own 
sheep, and arc asking themselves and neighbors will 
it do to keep sheep on land worth $75 per acre, 
would, if they had some friend in Minnesota, like to 
propound the same question, and that 1 might best 
reach them through the columns of your journal. 
To all such I answer, emphatically, yes. Sheep do 
well here, and wolves like mutton; but don’t start, 
friend, nor say, well, I won’t take sheep there, that 
decides the question. Minnesota has been settled 
about six years, and in that time the early inhabi¬ 
tants have improved their opportunities to obtain 
wolf-skins so well, that there are but few to be found 
in this, or the adjoining counties. I beard of wolves 
having been seen Borne four miles east of me during 
the past winter, still a friend of mine keeps 500 
sheep in that region, and no harm bcfel them from 
that source. But enough about wolves, there is no 
fear from them. 

I have lived here two years, and during that time 
there have been brought into this county something 
over 3,000 sheep, mostly finc-wooled. I have sought 
opportunities to speak with their owners, and they 
all agree in saying that those brought from Illinois 
and Michigan shear a better clip than they did there, 
that the sheep are remarkably healthy, and the lambs 
are thrifty. Rochester is on the route from La Crosse, 
Wis., to St. Peter, Mnnkota, and other Western settle¬ 
ments, and 1 have had opportunities to observe sheep 
going into those localities, and can testify to the fact 
that many and good sheep are going West and North. 

One reason, no doubt, why sheep do so well here, 
is owing to our climate, which is so dry all winter. 
Both strangers and residents agree on that point. 
We have no sleets, and scarcely any rains during 
the months of winter. Winter sets in, the ground 
freezes, and, as a' general thing, the first snow 
remains until the ground opens. The winter of 
'59-’60 was quite mild. We had little snow, not 
more than four inches on a level at any time. Wheat 
was sown on the 17th day of March, I860, that 
yielded 30 hnshels per acre. The past winter the 
snow has not exceeded one foot in depth, while a 
brother in Iowa, who lives about 100 miles south of 
here, writes me that it has been two feet deep there. 

Ordinury sheep bring about $2,50 per head, while 
one-half to three-fourths Spanish Merino command 
from $3.00 to $4.00. The farmers, with their last two 
wheat crops, begin to pick up from the hard times, 
and thousands of bushels of wheat would have been 
converted into sheep last fall, and wintered, were 
they to be had. Most of those hronght here are let 
out on shares, and 1 do not think that a man could 
buy ten good Iheep out of the 3,000 in the county, at 
a reasonable price. Farmers in Livingston, Monroe, 
and Ontario counties, why don’t you send West and 

buy a quarter section of land, which can bo had as 
fine as ever lay out of doors for from $500 to $800 
per quarter, with good water and good hay, and send 
John, or James, or Petek, or some of the other 
hoys, on with your surplus sheep ami your surplus 
money, or bring them here and herd them on any¬ 

body's land until you see fit to buy somebody's fee 
simple to the soil. 

Perhaps some say, “I wonder how wheat and other 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—We find in history 
accounts of persons who were minus so much brains 
as to act very silly or foolish at times. Henry Vlil 

was often found on his hands and knees “playing 
horse” for the children. The maids of honor of 
Queen Anne used to blacken their Sovereign’s face 
while she was asleep — and by so doing the Queen's 
household servants would have an object with which 
to amuse themselves. Now, men who have not 
enough to appreciate the value of mechanical inven¬ 
tions, such as sewing and kuitting machines, washing 
and ironing machines, improvements in stoves and 
household Utensils in general, ought not to undertake 
to condemn them. The gentleman who signs himself 
“ II. T. B.” seems to think that these inventions, and 
all other improvements for the pnrpbse of decreasing 
the toil of women, have proved unnecessary,—that 
tbi-ir labors arc as hard and as tedious as they were 
fifty years ago. In your issue of tbe 9th of Feb., be 
undertook to prove that pumps are useless, and using 
bis own words, “ even where pumps have boon vouch¬ 
safed, a big stream does not always respond to a 
gentle touch.” That is very true. Large, even small 
streams, do not always yield to the touch, especially 
in a dry climate. Does “H. T. B.” believe that he 
can pump water out of a dry well? I presume he 
thinks that because pumps cannot perform the func¬ 
tions of pumping water out of an empty well, they 
are useless. Again I quote — “frozen up in the 
winter, dry in summer, rickety-rackety, the old thing 
has been wished at the bottom of the ocean many a 
time.” Now, docs “ II. T. B.” think that pumps will 
freeze up if men had sense ami energy enough to pre¬ 
vent? It is their duty (and not their wives’,) to sec that 
they do not. When a pump gets rickety, as he calls 
it, (and I presume he means worn out,) a new one 
ought to take its place. He, no doubt, has had more 
to do with old pumps than with new; and I suppose, 
when liia pump (if ho ever had one,) was “rickety- 
rackety,” he threw it aside and searched up an old 
bucket he inherited from his great grandfather, and 
presented it to j*is wife as a substitute. 

The next olivet he dwells upon is “the stove.” 
He seems to thrall that cooking stoves are unneces¬ 
sary and can he dispensed with. I would advise him 

to buy another, as his must he nearly worn out, 
according to the description which he gives of it, 
together with all its appurtenances, — “ doors un¬ 
hinged, plates cracked, griddles in three pieces, the 
tea-kettle nose off', boiler burst, and a general explo¬ 
sion amffng the. women, (Mrs. *H. T. B.' and daugh¬ 
ters,) the pipe had to he cleaned, (did ‘ H. T. B.’ or 
the women do it?) it never would burn wet or green 

wood,” &c. Will “H. T. B.” inform us what kind of 
stoves they were fifty years ago? Could they burn 
wet and green wood? Could they hake without leav¬ 
ing “the bottom of the loaf dough, and the top 
cinders?” 

“ H. T. B.” seems to think that all the young girls, 
old maids, and young widows, are after him and his 
“highly esteemed bachelor friend,” and as the law 
will not allow a man to have more than one wife, it 
fills their hearts with the greatest grief and despair. 
Why Ho they not start for Balt Lake City. I think 
his “bachelor friend” hud better postpone that 
“journey to Cayuga Co.”—for if he cannot get. any 
girl nearer home, lie would moot with poor succoss in 
searching up old maids abroad. In the Rural of 
March 2, another person, who signs himself “Psi,” 
seems to take pleasure in advocating the eause of 
“ H. T. B.,” condemning old maids, but he don’t say 
a word about old bachelors. That looks suspicious. 
He lias said that “they are a meddling, fault-finding, 
uneasy set of beings,” &c. Has “ Psj ” been long out 
of the insane asylum? I should judge not, by his 
article. If these old maids want husbands, 1 know 
they can be accommodated, especially when such 
men as “II. T. B.,” “P.,” and “Psi,” are in the 
world; hnt I think that the gentlemen need not fiBh 
any longer for these “ ancient ladies.” 

A few words more and I have done. I do not wish 
my three friends to think that I am an advocate of 
what is known as “Woman’s Rights;” far from it.,_ 
but 1 uphold that “labor-saving machines,” espe- 1 

dally those destined for the use of women, are as 1 

substantial marks of progress as any which grace the 
XIXth century. w. j. p. 

Union City, Branch Co., Mich., 1861. 

of a great torture. h. h. 
Drummondville, C. W., 1861. 

SORGHUM AND SUGAR-MAKING. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—In a late issue of your 
paper, I saw an account of raising Sorghum, by W. 
H. Gardner, of Amboy, Illinois. He speaks of 
making very good sirup, but Bcems to doubt its sugar 
making properties; yet says he has seen instances of 
Its graining. I raised a little last summer,— about 
one-fonrth of an acre of cane,—and made it into simp. 
Had abont two barrels. Boiled it in a pan made of 
galvanized Iron; boiled to about a good common 
thickness, and put it down cellar. In a few weeks it 
began to grain, and it iB now bo thick that you can 
carry it in your hands. T should think it was two- 
thirds sugar. T intend to try draining the half-barrel 
we have left. Two years ago last summer I grew my 
first crop,—had about the same sized piece of ground, 
and about the same quantity of sirup. I then boiled it 
in a caldron kettle. That year it got ripe, but did not 
grain. The next year I planted a larger piece, but 
we had an early front,— quite a hard one,—and it 
spoiled tbe most of the cane in this section. I manu¬ 
factured it the same as the year before, but tbe frost 
had soured the juice, It was poor, did not grain, and 
was dark. Last summer it grew well. We had a 
light frost early in the fall, and the cane did not 
ripen, still it has made sugar. This may be owing to 
the boiling. Should I raise any the coming summer, 
J think I shall get a copper boiler, and see if it is not 
better. 

The following is my mode of cooking:—Fill my 
boiler and cleanse with milk and eggs, the same as 
maple sugar. Let it boil slowly until it is well skim¬ 
med, then boil down as fast as possible, skimming 
whenever scum rises. Do not add any fresh juice 
after it begins to boil. The longer it is boiled the 
darker it gets. We have some of what is known as tbe 
“White Seed Cane,” which is thought to be better 
than the other, but I have not tried it and cannot 
say. J. Y. Hoagland. 

Ridgeway, Len. Co., Mich., 1861. 

-»«■♦»■»- 

THE PRESIDENT’S WHITEWASH. 

Messrs. Eds.:—I huvethc recipe for the whitewash 

used on the President’s house, spoken of in a late 

Rural, which I copy and send for your paper, with 

some additional improvements learned by experiment; 

Tahe 4 bu*hcl gf ftep unslaked lime; slak it with 
boiling r during the procef* to 
keep In the steam, (strain the liquor through a small 
scive or strainer, and add to it a peck of clean salt,— 
previously well dissolved in warm water,—3 pounds 
of ground rice mixed to a thin paste and stirred in 
boiling hot; 4 a pound of powdered Spanish whiting, 
and 1 pound of clean glue, which has been previous¬ 
ly dissolved by first soaking it well, and then hang¬ 
ing it over aslow fire in a small kettle within a larger 
one filled with water. Add five gallons of hot water 
to the whole mixture, stir it well and let it stand a 
few days, covered from the dust. It should be put 
on quite hot; for this purpose jt can be kept in a 
kettle on a portable furnace. It is said that about 
one pint of this mixture will cover a square yard 
upon the outside of a house if properly applied. 
Brushes more or less fine may be used, according to 
the neatness of the job. It retains its brilliance for 
manv years. Coloring matter may he used. Spanish 
brown stirred in, will make a red or pink, more or 
less deep, according to the quantity. Lampblack in 
moderate quantities makes a slate color, very suitable 
for the outside of buildings. Yellow ochre, stirred 
iu, makes a yellow wash; but chrome goeH further, 
and makes a better color. Green must not be mixed 
with the lime, the lime destroys the color, and makes 
the whitewash crack and peal off. Where the walls 
are badly smoked, and you wish to have a clear white, 
It is well to squeeze in indigo, and stir into the 

whole mixture. P. D. Knight. 
Medina, N. Y., 1861. 

gural spirit of tft* itw. 
Worms In Horses. 

Tnx Mew England Farmer contains the following ! 
from one of its correspondents, about the cure of 1 

worms in horses: J 

How to work up poor Fodder. 

The Working Farmer says that in time of scar* 
city, when it becomes necessary to feed hay, and 
straw, and corn stalks, which have become slightly 
moldy, and so unsavory that cattle will not touch 
them, the quality may be materially improved and 
rendered palatable by steaming them thoroughly. 
This will carry off much of the foul flavors with the 
vapor, while the condensed portion may be suffered 
to run out at the bottom of tbe steaming vessel, bold¬ 
ing in solution much matter which should ho got rid 
of. The English plan Is to steam their tainted or 
moldy bay until it is free from smell, and then to 
mix it with pulped or sliced roots; when the steamed 
hay is also thoroughly chaffed, the results are still 
better; sometimes a slight dusting of linseed cake is 
added, salt in small quantity, and occasionally por¬ 
ridge is made of the linseed meal and added to the 
mesB. Cooked Indian meal will be a much better 
divider, whenever food of an inferior quality is given 
to an animal. 

Self-Fn»rcning Door Catch. 

F. M. Baker, of Centre Co,, Penn., writes to the 
American Agriculturist that the following was con¬ 
trived on a rainy day, by one who was often annoyed 
by the flapping of the small barn door against tbe 
side of the barn:—Push the door hack against the 
side of the barn, and with an inch augur bore a bole 
through the weather boarding and door; the augur 
striking the door an inch or two from the edge, and 
about miilway from top to bottom. Fasten a pin 
tightly into the bole in the door, thin it a little so as 
to pass easily through the hole in the weather board 
ing, letting it extend through two inches or more. 
Cut a notch in the upper side ot the pin, large 
enough to receive a wooden spring. Taper the pin 
from the lower edge to the notch, so that the spring 
will slide into it. Fasten the wooden spring, made 
for the purpose, at a suitable distance, and it is done. 
If a door be accidentally left open, the first gust of 
wind will drive it back against the side, and the 
spring in the inside sliding into the notch in the pin, 
fastens the door. 

AN ERROR IN MAKING HAMES. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—With the hope that 

this may reach those that are engaged in making 

barnes for horses’ harness, 1 take up my pen,—after 

waiting several years for one more able than mine, 

but waiting in vain,— to expose a great error that 

hame makers have fallen into, in making the hasp, or 

staple, to which the trace is fastened too near the 

lower end of the hame by about two inches. If any 

person should entertain doubts about it, my advice is 

that they try the experiment as 1 have done, to be 

satisfied of the truth of what I say. 

A few years since I bought a set of harness, the 

hames of which were made as they are still made. I 

soon found that my horses could not work long in 

them before the lower part of the shoulder would 

become sore, which led me to see that the draught, 

or weight of the load drawn, came too heavily on the 

lower part of the shoulder. I had the hames altered, 

by raising the staple to which the trace is fastened, 

two inches higher, so as to cause the weight of the 

draught to come more equally on the shoulder. I 

soon found, not only that my horses’ shoulders did 

not become sore, but that they could draw a heavy 

draught with much more ease than they could before 

“I see inquiries in the Farmer as to what will kill 
worms in horses. You remarked that wood ashes are 
good. When ashes do not effect a cure, take bass¬ 
wood bark and boil it in water down to a strong 
liquid, then take whatever grain is given to tbe horse 
and soak it in it over night Give it to him in the 
morning, ou an empty stomach; follow giving it 
two or three mornings, then give something physick¬ 
ing, and in a short time a cure will be effected.” 

Ulont In Cattle. 

H. D. Court, of Bedford, writes to the Michigan 

Farmer, that when cattle are bloated from eating wet 
clover, or horses from eating green clover, he has 
found a sure remedy in giving to the animal an ordi¬ 
nary charge of gunpowder, mixed with about the 
same quantity of fine salt, in the hand, and thrown 
on the tongue every 15 minutes, until 2 or 3 doses are 
given. He says:—“ In the summer of 1858, I had five 
head taken at one time, two of which were severe 
cases, but this treatment saved them, The same week 
the hides of forty head were sent into Battle Creek, 
and all from animals that had been lost by early wet 
clover.” 

A Fencing Experience. 

Substantial fences on a farm are valuable. 
There may be something in this experience, which 

we find in the New England Farmer, to think of.” 

“ About the first of June, 1840, I made two pairs 
of hemlock bar posts. The sticks of which they 
were made were about ten or twelve inches in diame¬ 
ter at the largest end, sided down to four or five 
inches, to the top of the ground, being round below, 
cut at the time, and, of course, the bark stript off’. 

Halt mul izitnc for Wliom 

A correspondent of the Farmer and Gardener, 

who had been troubled with the falling down of his 
wheat, relates the following experiments: — “I made 
a mixture iu the proportion of two parts (in weight) 
Of lime to one of salt; I permitted the mixture to lie 
in the heap for some four weeks before applying it; 
then spread it over a part of the field at the rate of a 
ton and a half to the acre. The result was, that in 
that part of the field the wheat all stood well, while 
on the remainder it went down before the heads were 
entirely tilled. I need not tell you how much easier 
the former was to cut than the latter. The yield was 
decidedly better, and, in addition to these advan¬ 
tages, I found the clover, on the part to which the 
mixture had been applied, larger and finer than 
where it had not been.” 

Another correspondent of the same paper says he 
applied a top-dressing of salt, about a bushel on an 
eighth of an acre, when the turnips wi re putting out 
the third leaf. A very severe drouth succeeded, 
and the result was a much better yield on the salted 
part than the other. They stood the drouth well, 
and were not attacked by the fly. 

ifupitto awl gMmvMisi. 
Cork My Pics. — I have three pigs, two of which are so 

badly crippled that they cannot walk, ami the other begins 
to show symptoms. They are five months old —have been 
kept in a warm, dry pen. cleaned and newly bedded nearly 
every week. Their fond has been mostly corn, occasionally a 
fow apples and potatoes. Will some of vour readers tell ine 
through the Rural what the matter is and the cure? — L. H. 
Wilcox, Napoli, Cat. Co., N I*, 1861. 

Tiiat Improved Barn Frame. — I have examined the plan 
for a barn frame in your issue of the 23d nit., which Mr. Coe 
desires to submit to the investigation of the readers of the 
Rural. It appears strange to me that Mr. Coe has not 
noticed a serious deficiency (as I should call it,) in this 
frame, viz. there is no bracing to prevent the barn from 
spreading Will some Of the readers of the Rural supply 
this deficiency and oblige —A Subscriber, Italian, Yates 
Co., N. T. 1861. 

Iron Pipe as a Water Conductor.Farmer.” in the 

Rubai, of March 30th, inquires about the use of iron pipe for 

water purposes. I have been using a galvanized iron gas or 

water pipe in my cistern for nearly a year. It works well 

and does not rust. 1 procured it of a gas fitter and plumber. 

— T B. Hkkrmanb, Syracuse, N. Y., 1861. 

Fleas os Dogs — A Sure Remedy — W. H. G., of Amboy, 

ill., writes thus emphatically:—“ Pete, of Dryden, wishes to 

oust the lleas #n his dog ; — here is a good and sure remedy: 

Give the dog a dose of strychnine. This will rid him of fleas, 

and also hinder him or any other dog to which it is given 

from killing sheep. We will give ten dollars toward supply- 

ing this remedy to all who are too poor to buy it, or too 

mean to use it. and hope philanthropists will come forward 

and contribute liberally toward ridding the poor man’s poor 

dog of the pestiferous flea. Is". B. Meat is good, if fresh, to 

give the strychnine with. Dog owners, universally, please 

try it” _ 

Feed eor Lambs. — 1 noticed an inquiry in the Rural as 

to lambs kept on beans, oats, and hay. I should ask the 

gentleman how long he would like to diet himself on buck¬ 

wheat flour, pork and bread. I have wintered nearly 70 

sheep, and find this season, as well as every previous one 

through life, that lambs generally require a great deal of 

care as to food. It cannot be changed too often. Some of 

them might be tired of the grain, and fail from not eating 

enough, and then the others may eat too much and injure 

themselves. I think a change of food preferable to physic. 

I first wet all the food for mine with a weak brine, and feed 

as many kinds of food as convenient, but, like Mr. Johnston, 

without hay. Land® require to have their food moistened 

more particularly than other stock, they are so delicate in 

their appetite, and it is so difficult to get them all to eat each 

kind of food. I have noticed some of mine eat very little 

peas all through. — W. P., Woodstock, C. IF.. 1801, 

f The Weather—The firet ten days of April was quite 

- favorable. The heavy snow of the 1st inst,, which gave us 

one and three-tenth inches of water, disappeared very gradu¬ 

ally, (in four days) so that.the streams were scarcely affected. 

Of course, it must have been highly beneficial as a fertilizer 

, —carrying into the earth a greatamonnt of Ammonia—spring 

snow being, proverbially, “the poor man’s manure." The 

past few days of warm and pleasant weather have rapidly 

i dried the earth, rendering it fit for cultivation, and greatly 

hastening out door operations. We may yet have a favorable 

3 spring for soil cultivators. 

1 ' • ■ 

j The New Advertisements in this paper comprise several 

, announcements of special interest to Farmers and Horticul¬ 

turists. We take pleasure in directing particular attention to 

' the valuable implements and machines advertised—especially 

5 Ball's Reaper and Mower, the Buckeye Mower and Reaper, 

5 the Improved Straight-Draft Plow, and Allkn’h Improved 

. Harrow. These implements are all worthy the notice of 

, farmers. Those who det-iro good trees, seeds and stock ani- 

j male—vitally important items just now—should also carefully 

, peruse our advertising department. Apiarians will, of course, 

note advertisement of Langstroth's work on tho Hive and 

Honey Bee, while parents will not overlook the term notices 

1 of our Stale Ag. College, Clover Street Seminary, Ac. The 

; conspicuous card of Messrs. Robbins fi Appleton, relative to 

the American Watch, on our last page, merits the attention of 

all who wish such good time as will enable them to be “up to 

time” on all important occasions. 

Western New York Horses pop- President Lincoln.— 

Our neighbor of the Daily Union states that. President Lincoln 

recently commissioned a friend, Col. Woon, to purchase for 

1 him a pair of horses. Col. W. first wont to New England and 

| spent several days in search, but finding nothing that suited 

him, came to tbiB State. Hearing at Albany that Wm. R. Van 

, Cott, of Victor, Ontario county, had a pair of horses that 

might answer hie expectation#, he repaired to Victor and soon 

concluded a purchase at ?2,000. The horses are described as 

being sixteen and a half hands high, six years old, a beautiful 

dark brown in color, with tan noses, flowing tails, well 

matched, and altogether a very sty lish and attractive team. 

We may add that, among the National and State dignitaries 

who have resorted to Western Sen York for horses within a 

year or two past, Gov. Morgan purchased a fine carriage 

team, and also asuperior saddle horse, of Mr. II. II. Norman, 

of Fairport, this county Of course, all interested in fine 

horses, and especially officials and others wishing to purchase, 

will “ make a note” of this paragraph. 

Market Fairs.—The season has again arrived for Market 

Fairs and we arc glad to observe announcements of times 

and places where several are to be held—in New England. 

New York, and the West. This indicates that the experiments 

made last season were not unsatisfactory; and we think those 

haring stock or produce to dispose of, purchase, exchange or 

exhibit, will, ere long, appreciate the facilities afforded by 

these Fairs and Exhibitions, Tbe advantages of Market Fairs 

are thus concisely stated by the Massachusetts Board of Agri 

culture, after a thorough examination of the system: 

1. Greater convenience in buying, soiling and exchanging. 

2. Greater saving of time. 

8. Cash for all things sold. 

4. The removal of middle men or speculators, giving better 

prices to producer# and lees expense to consumers. 

6. The abolition of the peddling system. 

6. More uniform knowledge of market prices. 

7. Increase of social intercourse among farmers. 

8. Increase of knowledge by comparison and experience. 

9. Greater division of skillful and profitable agricultural 

labor, 
10. Stimulus to higher culture and better products. 

11. Bringing the remote farmers into competition with 

those nearer. 

12. Greater facilities for employing laborers and transacting 
business generally. 

* - — 

Crop Prospects in England.—Wo have already alluded to 

the unfavorable prospect of the winter grain of Europe, as 

indicating an increased foreign demand for Amt-Hca.11 

stuflfs. A law number of the London Economist expresses 

apprehensions of a failure in the coming grain crop of Eng¬ 

land—a result which, following the had crops of last year, 

would prove a serious misfortune. The Economist speaks thus 

gloomily of tho prospect:—“ Wo have arrived at a critical 

period of tbo year as regards the produce of the next harvest, 

The season for sowing spring wheat Is rapidly passing away, 

while the land has latterly not been in a favorable statu for 

sowing. There was a great quantity of rain in the first week 

of March, which not only stopped all work npon tho land Tor 

some time, but left the soil so beaten down that wheat sowing 

became difficult The editor thinks that calculation must be 

made on a comparatively small breadth' of wheat this year. 

Mr Caird, iu the House of Commons recently, estimated the 

deficiency of last year's harvest at 36 par cent. In the same 

speech he gave an aocount of the successive agricultural dis- 

asters which, beginning in the autumn of 1859, prepared the 

way forthc inadequate harvest, oflaet year The wheat which 

was got m this spring before the rains, looks well. There 

must be a deficiency, however, under the most favorable cir¬ 

cumstances.” 

A Goon Lightning Conductor.—The utility of lightning 

conductors, properly constructed and applied, is generally 

conceded. Great imposition has been practised in years past 

by the sale and erection of defective conductors. This is a 

subject or especial interest to farmers, as their buildings are 

usually isolated and tilled with combustible materials, conse¬ 

quently much exposed. And as large amounts of money are 

paid out every year to purchase protection and safety from tho 

direful effects of lightning, it is important that tffose making 

this expenditure should be satisfied that their money is not 

worse than thrown away by radical defects in the apparatus 

employed. Of the various kinds which have come uuder our 

notice, we give the preference to Brittan's Copper-Strip 

Conductors, advertised iu another column, tor which letters 

patent were issued last season. We have had them applied to 

oar own dwelling, and think they embrace all the requsitea 

of a perfect lightning conductor. They are said to be an im¬ 

provement on the celebrated invention of Sir Harris, for 

which he was Knighted and pensioned by the British Govern¬ 

ment. Sir Harris’ conductors were made iu sections four 

feet long, and riveted together One of Brittan's improve¬ 

ments consists in the strips beiDg whole, whatever width aud 

thickness may be desired—forming one unbroken line of 

trausit for the electric fluid for any required length. We see 

no reason why these conductors should not supersede other 

kinds now in use. 

The Ohio Statb Fair for 1861, is to bo held at Dayton, 

Sept. 10th to 13th, inclusive. The Secretary announces that 

the usual railroad facilities have been secured for the benefit 

of exhibitors and visitors; also, that during the Fair the fol¬ 

lowing members of the Board will have the general charge of 

the different Departments' Horses—John M. Millikin, Hamil¬ 

ton, O. CattU—James M. Trimble, Hillsboro'. Sheep, Hig/s 

and Poultry—Thomas C Jones, Delaware. Machinery hh 

plements, <£c.—Win. DeWitt, Cleveland. Manufactuns, tfic.— 

John Reber, Lancaster. Farm l*rodu/:ts—[)urid Taylor, 

Columbus Fruits and Flowers—N. S. Townshend, Avon, 

Lorain county. Fine Arts—Henry B. Perkins, Warren. 

Treasurer—C. W. Powtin. Zanesville. 

Sales op Short horns,—We learn that Mr. C. K. Ward, of 

Le Roy, N. Y., hastreceDtly sold his young bull, “ Oxford of 

Genesee," to Messrs, Ira & Charles Bl-lkley, of Tiogo Co., 

Pa. Tbeae gentlemen are extensive breeders of cattle, and 

tbe above named is the fourth bull they have purchased of 

Mr. Ward, which shows their appreciation of his stock. More 

recently Mr. Ward has sold to Mr. Francis Bowbrs, of 

Genesee county, his yoong bull “Lord Raglan," and a one 

year old heifer, bred by himself; also “Fanny,” a cow pur¬ 

chased of Mr. S. P. Chapman. 

Harpersyillk Union Society.—The following persons 

have been elected officers of the Society for 1861: President— 

James A. Cilapee. Vice-President—Johu F. Bishop. Cor. 

Secretary—Edward P. Nortlirnp. Secretary—Daniel Stow, Jr. 

Treasurer—Ri 1 ey Bush. The Society has a fine lot, well 

fenced, with a good hall, and is out of debt. The premium 

list amounted to about $500 last year, and it is hoped to 

enlarge the list the present season. 



A Durable Paint for Out-Door Work. — To a 

quantity of charcoal, add a quantity of litharge as a 

drier, to be well levigated with linseed oil; and when 

used, to be thinned with good boiled linseed oil. The 

above forms a good hlaek paint, ami by adding yellow 

ochre, an excellent green is produced which is prefer¬ 

able to the bright green frequently used on out-of- 

door work, as it does not fade with the sun. French 

Paper. 

ftorticuUuval ilotc.s ago by Capt Mangles, from Swan River. It is 

rather tender in it9 habit, and will require more 

attention in the earlier stages of growth than some 

of the others. It is a beautiful rose color, and has a 
fine efleet in beds or masses in bright weather. 

A worthy ooighhur twlN mu not- to graft more than half llit* 
top the tirkt year, the rent tit A *oeruiu, iMiriq srtons from pre 
ceding year'Vgrowth. Another, of some experieueo in graft¬ 
ing. points Out to mo two large apple trees, grafted live or 
six your* ago with Boxbttrv Rimrt, oxeeodimrly' thrifty and 
groat. bearers,— every litub wax cut "It at Huns of grafting, 
and scarcely out* died. Ho rhlpke it the iieat way Hi« 
theory is, that the <ap l« thua forced into the scion, ami that 
they are surer to live, l gather, too, from reports, tliat the 
ungrafted limli* alight not all to he cut oil until the third 
season. W'bie.ti is the heat and safest method? 

Also, have any of the readers of tin, Rural made experi¬ 
ments with suit as a manure?— either with corn, potatoes, 
barley, rye, or roots? If no, how was It applied; la whilt 
quantities, and what kind of ou.lt u»od? 1 intend to make 
some experiments, in a small way. with salt the coming 
summer. If successful, f will try, aisome future day, to give 
the results, lor the benefit of others, through the columns of 
the Rural. —0. W Tcrjskr, Dio Man, March. ISO! 

Some of our experienced grafters will please give the 

desired information. The plan suggested, of grafting only a 

portion of the tree, or at least, of allowing the nugrafted 

limbs to remain, is the old and approved practice; but of late 

years, we have seen experienced grafters cut an old apple 

tree down to a mere stump and insert a great number of 

scions, thus obtaining au entire new top in a short, time. 

We continue our descriptions of the best annuals 

and their proper cnlture. Here we will remark that 

it is better to cultivate one variety well, than a 

hundred in an indifferent manner. Many a man has 

gained a world-wide reputation by making a specialty 

or hobby, if you please, of a particular flower. Who, 

among the lovers of flowers, has not heard ot Truf¬ 

faut and lii3 celebrated French Asters. The 

thorough cultivation of a variety, — growing speci¬ 

mens so fine as to surprise yourself, and that would 

be considered respectable in n Horticultural Show in 

London or Paris, will afford more pleasure than acres 

Cleaning Rkoche Shawls.—I wish to inquire, 

through the columns of the Rural, the mode of 

cleaning the white center of Brochc Shawls,—some 

method which will render them clean and white 

without injury. Also, how to color maroon. Will 

some reader answer, and greatly oblige — A Sub¬ 

scriber, Hunt's Hollow, N, Y,, 1861. 

. W. Adams. Portland, Maine. 
1. J. French, lxiconia, N. H. 
Iben Wight, Dedham, Mass. 
Has Moore, Providence, R. I. 
i. W. Coit, New Haven, Conn. 
!. C. Worcester, Tbetford, Vt. 
. B. Eaton, Buffalo, N. Y. 
Ir. Ward, Newark, N. J. 
'hos. P. James, Philadelphia, Penn. 
!eo. P. Norris, Wilmington, Pel. 
’harles B. Calvert, Maryland. 
Uiver Taylor, Loudon Co., Va. 
I. W. Westbrooke, Greensboro, N. C. 
Vm. Schley, South Carolina. 
). Redmond, Augusta, Ga. 
,t. \y. Philips, Wilmington, Miss. 
iVm. J. Keyser, Milton, Tenn. 
Sdw. D. Hobbs, Louisville, Ky. 
tobert Buchanan, Cincinnati, 0. 
iVm. H. Loomis, Indianapolis, Indiana, 
it. L. Dunlap, Ur buna, Illinois. 
Ir. McPherson, AllentoD, Mo. 
II. L. Comstock, Burlington, Iowa, 
r. T. Lyon, Michigan, 
los. L. Moultrie, Alabama, 
r. W. Felt, Bayou Bara, La. 
Jeorge AVorthen, Little Rock, Ark. 
rhomas Affleck, Texas. 
J. C. Brayton, Wisconsin. 
3. Thompson, Nassau City, Cal. 
Joshua Pierce, Washington, D. C. 
Ainasa Stewart, Minnesota. 
Edward Hunter, Salt Lake, Utah. 
James Uougall, Windsor, C. W. 
Hugh Allen, Montreal, C. E. 
C. 6. Lines, Kansas. 

A Special Committee was also appointed, to whom these 

various Local Committees aro to make their report during 

the year 1.361; and this Special Committee aro charged with 

the duty of compiling from the Local Catalogues, prepared by 

tho various Local or Slate Committees, and from the present 

Catalogue of the Society, Tull lists of all the fruits therein 

named, properly classified aud arranged, with due regard to 

nomenclature and terminology, and are to submit, the same 

at the next biennial session of the Society for its consideration 

and action. The Special Committee are as follows. 

P. Barry, Chairman. J. A. Warder, 
J.S. Cabot, Oh as. Downing, 
L. E. Berckmans, William Reid, 

Marshall P. Wilder, Pres. Kx Officio. 

The Special Committee has just issued a circular to the 

Local Committees containing the following instructions: 

“ It is our duty to request you, as Chairman in your State, 

to organise your Committee and outer upon the work of pre¬ 

paring your Catalogue at once, so that it may bo transmitted 

to us sometime UuriDg the ensuing year, 1861, as provided In 

the resolution. In preparing your Report or Catalogue, you 

will please observe that the arrangement of the present Cata¬ 

logue of the Society is to be followed as closely as possible, 

giving— 

1st, A list of varieties suitable for general cultivation in 

yonr State, or such other region or district of country us your 

Committee represents: 

2d, A list of such new or newly introduced varieties us 

promise well. 

3d, A list of such as are known to be valuable for special 

as for marketing, or for particular soils and 

[SPECIAL NOTION.] 

A Word to Husbands.— When you go homo to tea, and 

find that Mrs. Smith has succeeded, by u simple turn of tho 

wrist, In producing some of those scrofulous-loo Icing biscuits, 

which are your especial aversion, and ns you, with a familiar 

nod, rccognir.e the eruptive countenances of your old ene¬ 

mies, don't go oil Into one of those paroxysms of ruge and 

disgust, which always main- you HO particularly disagreeable; 

hut, on the contrary, mildly, yet with becoming dignity, 

place yonr hand in your pocket, and extricate from its long 

confinement the dime which shall place Mrs. S. in possession 

of a package of I)R Land's CHEMICAL Salkiiatl-b, with 

which she cannot fail to have perfect success in making 

biscuit, pastry, &c. Manufactured and for salo at wholesale 

by D. D. Du Land k Co., Fairport, Monroe Co., N. Y. Dr 

Land A Co.'s Saleratus is now for sale at retail by most of 

i the dealers. 

Budding Tkaches.—I have some thrifty young punch 
trees grown from pits last year, which I have neglected to 
bud. Will some of your correspondents instruct me whether 
I shall set them in the nreburd this spring as they arc, or 
what shall I do with them? Will It pay me heller to throw 
them away and buy from a nursery those that have been 
regularly mnoculated or budded? Such Information will 
confer a favor on — Young Fakmkk, lladdotfeht, ,V. J., 
March, 1S61. 

By cutting the plantB hack to near the ground, you would 

get a growth that could bo budded the present season, but 

then you would lose a year; aud if you aro desirous of 

forming a peach orchard, it may he better to obtain trees 

from some nursery tho present spring. 

ropanthe manglesii. 

Acroclinium roseum — Is another fine annual, 

resembling the last somewhat in habit and form of 

flower and color, but differs trom it in size, being 

larger than Rhodanthe Manglesii. It is also a native 

of Australia. 
Xeranthemum annum is another very interesting 

family of Everlasting flowers, with blooms both 

white and blue, the latter being particularly desintble. 

horticultural QVbuertteemente 
CLUinlNa Roskh—Will you, or some of your numerous 

correspondents give, through the Rural, the names of six 
of tho handkomest varieties of climbing roses?—A Suii- 
scribku, Loekport, Ar. FI, 1861. 

Our selection would bo Rennet's Seedling, pure white; 

Queen of Ayrshire*, dark crimson, Felicite. PerpitueUe, small, 

very double, creamy white, (requires very slight protection); 

Queen of Prairies, bright red, Baltimore. Belle, pale blush; 

Megan*, or Buperba, pale rose, very double and compact. 

Dansvilli;, N. V . Vpiil8. 1HH). O li. MAXWELL k CO. 

-7"\ rw M \ 1 >oolitll«V» Improved Itluclc 
) l 7. V 7 ‘ M. J (’ A I' RASPBERRY PLANTS for sale at acts. 
niece. Send orders to . ... „ 

Jill IN WOOD, Tnyhirville. Out. Co., N. Y. 

fi.Mlki Hmickle sOinngo «' P«fi uiousiino. 
2.0U0 fine 2 year old IxaMla \ me* at fid per thousand. 
April li, lNCI. INo. S, 0001,0, Mauction, Wayne Co., V I . 

D< X >1 ,Irl”l'l . ICS hnproverl Iilm li- 
CAl* RASPBERRY -IHMNM) Plants for rale, el l he choicest 

kind, propagated with care, Doth a thrill} stock of yearling 
bushes, ami warranted to be hearing Plants. 

PrIuk—$2 per hundred, Orders addressed to 
J. K. nNKIIAM. Lip in, Liv. Co., N- Y..or 

iSS~-2t, JOHN’ WOoLi.Taylorville, On. Co., N. Y. 

( \ NT A I M< > < i 17. A I * TL—The largest Native 
V / Grape in America, Rnichci large, berries enormous, 
vinca aro true to name, having obtained our stock ol Mr. 
Kkhii, of C. W. Good plants tiom fd Ui 82. Also, two-year-old 
Lawton Blaekhcrrv plants *1.60 per dozen, Sin per hundred — 
And a few dozen large sized bearing Hop Tree* at-SI each l nee 
list of 160 vilriattos ' cut to all applicants tree. 

A. W POTTER it CO., Grape lawn, Knowlesvdle, Vi. 

M(>K «4 A le K.~ 2,(MX) Dwarf Pear Treos 2, 3, and 
I ’ i vear* old 

MiO 9tannard Pear Tree* 2 years old. 
These are of the best varieties, well grown (hut not forced,) 

very healthy and well rooted treca. . 
Angers Quince Storks, Standard Apple Stocks. Prices very 

reasonable. 
Wilson's A Usui v Seedling Strawberry J3 per i.iiihi. 
Trees. Ar., delivered in Utica without extra charge. 
Please address C II. 01 RTIS, 
5K7-2t Waterville. Oneida Lo., N. \. 

STOCKINGS—SHAPING HEEJ. AND TOE, 

In the Rural of March 2d, I saw a request "for 

some elderly lady to give directions for shaping the 

heel and toe of a stocking.” I am unwiilingto claim 

the honorable title of an “ elderly lady,” but as I have 

to knit for several pairs of little feet, as well as larger 

ones, I thought. I would tell Prudence how 1 do it. 

When 1 get my heel long enough to narrow, I narrow 

each side of the seam,—stitch as I knit across on the 

right side, till 1 have narrowed five times across, 

then I narrow every time across, (both on the right 

and wrong sides,) till I have narrowed five times 

more, then slip and bind oil' tho remainder. When 

I am ready to narrow off the toe, I commence at the 

comer of some needle, knit seven stitches and narrow 

one, knit seven more and narrow again, and so on till 

1 get round,—knit seven times round without narrow¬ 

ing, then knit six stitches and narrow, and--lx stitches 

and narrow, till yon knit round again, then knit round 

six times without narrowing, then knit five stitcheB 

and narrow, aud so on- This rule makes a slim toe. 

I sometimes omit knitting arouid tho five tim«s, but 

knit, four times and narrow evei'ry four stitches, and 

so on, till I get it narrowed off. This in a rule for a 

large stocking, if you have to knit small ones, you 

must vary the rule according to the size of the 

stocking. 
Now will some one please tell me, through the 

columns of the Rural, how I can mend an india- 

rubber overshoe tliat is torn, and oblige, 
St. Anthony, Minn. Emily. 

/' III Kit 1C Y SKUDMNGH—Cherry Trees, two years 
\ J ohl. Apricots two years old. Also, a general.assortment 
ofK'tirKerv Stock, ns tea.,oliable rates, R. Will 1 K K CO., 

Gig,..)!, Newark, Wuvnc Co., V Y. 

PLEASANT VALI.KY WINK CO.’M LEADING 
varieties of Nativk and Forkign GkaI'K Vinks, for Vine¬ 

yard Culture, at low prices. 
t p- Semi for full Descriptive Catalogue and Prospectus. 
T. M Yiii'nguivk. Btu’/v. G. II. WHEELER, Pres t. 

JOHN F WEBER, sup t 
Ifaiomnndsport, Ktonlion Go., N. Y., iHfll 

A PPIiE AND IM A It T K HKS FOtt HADE 
h\ CHEAP The subscriber has Twkntv Tuciiimand Apple 

Tre.-i-«»<! Vive Tho-ismyl Dwarf Pear Trers, t wo i ears old. Mutt 
he will sell at the f. Mowing low prle***, a* they miist. Is. moved 
this spring, tho Und being wanted Tor other puniusos: 

Apple Tiees, per thousand, 826: per ten thousand S20U 
Dwarf Pear Tw*s, per thousand. 860; per live thousand $260. 
Other Nursery Stock ut very low prioes. 

.1 t„ CADY. M atervillo, Oneida Co.. N. Y. 

purposes, 

localities only. 

It Is tho design and aim of the Society to maku it* Catalogue 

go comprehensive and accurate that it may become the stand 

ard of American Pomology; hence It is important that 

Committee!) exercise the greatest care in preparing their lists, 

accepting such information only as they know to he perfectly 

reliable. It Will b« understood that no varieties are to ho 

classed for ‘ General Cultivation’ j^hin an\ Jt*to or locality, 

upon brief or partial cxpcnmiAit, but must be generally and 

successfully cultivated for a considerable period of lime. In 

the carlo of those classed for particular localities or purposes, 

the nature of these particulars should in all cases be given if 

possible.’’ _ 

Wkatukk and Fruit in Mahmachosktth. — Hon. Mar 

shall P. Wilder, of Boston, writes us:—“We have had a 

hard winter in Massachusetts, with remarkable alternations 

of weather On the 8th of February the weather was colder 

than it had been for twenty nine years. In the morning the 

thermometer full to 23 degrees below zero. On the 3d of 

March the mercury stood at 2 P. M., at 80 at 6 P. M, at 76', 

and at 8 in the evening at Off"; and in flvo days afterwards, on 

XERANTHEMUM, ANNUM AND ALBUM. 

With the above, and a few of the Ornamental 

Grasses, Bouquets can be made of exceeding beauty. 

After the flowers arc cut, they should he laid away 

on shelves to dry, or may be tied in small bunches 

and hung up is some spare room. 

THE ONTARIO GRAPE 

V J Tue price ot till* maimnoui variety win u« tciwu mm 
spring to fe per dozen, or<110 per hundred, Delivered in rota¬ 
tion as ordered. The Great Austin was exhibited last year in 
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Rochester, and Albany, and 
acknowledged to Im the most beautiful, and to average the 
largest and most, productive of any .Strawberry In cultivation. 
A liberal dioa,not to those who purchase by the thousand. Or¬ 
ders addressed L) either 4.685-4t 

CHaUNCY M IDLER, shaker Trustee, Albany, V Y„ or 
WM S. CARPENTER. 4tiS Pearl Street, Nov York 

Editors Rural New Yorker:—In giving fifteen 

years of the history of tho Ontario Grape, the writer 

docs not presume to speak of its origin, and if the 

following facts should conflict with statements made 

by others as to its being ” a seedling from a Native 

grape, found on a limestone ridge skirting the shores oj 

Lake OntarioI have only to say that no one can 

blossoms have passed away. Hence our efforts to 

keep them with us during the whole year by rneuns 

of conservatories aud pot plants. In the early 

winter wc miss the bouquet from our table, and long 

for its gay and delicate colors and its delightful 

fragrance. We have a class of flowers that while 

destitute of fragrance, retain all the beauty of form ‘ 

and color for years, and therefore are exceedingly 

useful in the formation of Winter Bouquets. Tho 

French arc very expert in making these winter orna¬ 

ments, and some of our florists import the flowers 

from France, while we have often seen wreaths, 

bouquets, Ac., cf French manufacture, in New York 

city. The fanciful people of that country also dye 

or stain light colored everlasting flowers, aud thus 

make them of any color to suit their notion. ThiB is 

a process of which we cannot approve, and for 

which there is now no necessity, for we have Ever- 

lotting flowers of almost every desirable shade of 

color. We now have before us, a collection grown 

last season, the colors of which no artist could suc¬ 

cessfully imitate. We will describe a few of the best 

Immortelles. 

The Onaubaliumb are most common in Europe, 

but the better varieties are perennial, and not hardy 

in this climate. We have several spesies growing 

wild on poor soils, but they are of little value. 

r J>l 1*0 ItTlCII FRENCH STANDARD I’EAR 
I TREES —Tn arriv* pur ship " l’ellonta," from Havre, a splon- 

rlfrl Toliection of HtAwiard Pear True*, coutniulng none but the 
most uimroveil varieties, selected expressly Cor us, nom the 
l8rypHt' Nurwrl*^ in KY*in'**4 In purl nhfellgwm; Mart- 
lott, HeeWl, Hollo Isucrativa, Bmmts Bow., Beurrt* C lair^eau, 
Beurre d'Aojou, Winter Nells, Ac , , 

An excellent opportunity is now offered to Farmers, Market 
Gardeners, and Amateur Cultivators, to obtain a choice assort¬ 
ment of Fruit Trees of t.lm above well known varieties. 

Priced list of the above, together with other Nursery Stock, 
Bulbs, Ac., forwarded on application, by . 

SPOONER A CO., Nurserymen und Horists, 
6H6-it Jnirudcu Plain Ntirsei leg, Jiiinalcu Plain, Mohs 

\TATIVI! EVEUGIIKHNS — 6 to 13 indies high, 
l> packing free, $1 to *6 Jl I,Don , _ „ , ,, 

88161 D. L. SIMMONS k CO., f’nlhorne, C. W. 

following iraportiintadvantagesu— It has an agreeable 

flavor, it produces no scurvy or other disorders which 

result from the use of salt food, and it may be pre¬ 

pared at a moderate price. The process consists sitn 

ply in cutting the meat into pieces of moderate size 

aud dropping them into molasses, such as is obtained 

from the Hugar manufactories or refineries. The 

lighter juices ot' tho meat pass out, aud the heavier 

molasses penetrates iuward to every part of the meat. 

When the external molasses lias acquired a certain 

degree of liquidity from the mixture of the juices of 

the meat, it is a sure sign that the meat iB thoroughly 

impregnated. It iB now taken out of the molasses, 

thoroughly washed, and hung in a current of air to 

dry. After it Is completely dry, it may be packed 

in boxes and sent all over the world without experi¬ 

encing any change whatever. 

this Northern part of America, at least. Far be it 

from me, however, to say that they are not now 

entitled to thanks. 

But, to proceed to the promised history of the 

grape so far as known at present. About the year 

1845 or 1846, an individual in the double capacity of 

horse dealer and grape vine pedlar, was traveling on 

the north shore of Lake Ontario. Who he was, or 

where he came from, no ono knew, and by all ac¬ 

counts he was not likely to come a second time into 

the same neighborhood, for ho told some strange 

stories, and he certainly had some strange things to 

be called grape vines. Some of them, l am credibly 

informed, were covered with thorns; and he also 

pretended to have a great many varieties of grapes, 

all of them, however, proved to be Isabellas, except 

those with thorns, and the one solitary and then 

weakly-looking little plant now called Ontario, but 

at that time called by the pedlar, "the Virginia White 

grape—the largest white grape that grew.” The 

purchaser, Bolomon Hill, Esq., of the Township of 

Clinton, C. W., thinks it was at that time a young 

seedling. 
In the course of three or four years it fruited, but 

lo and behold, the great Virginia had a black skin, 

and from that time it lost the name Virginia White, 

and was called by Mr. Hill and family, the Big Grape, 

to distinguish it from the Isabella. 

About seven years ago Mr. Wm. Reid, of Port Dal- 

housie, procured a plant of this grape from Mr. Hill, 

for which he paid Mr. Hill’s son one dollar. The 

acceptance of pay for the vine was not approved by 

the father. What Mr. Reid did with the vine be 

purchased at this time, deponent saith not; but the 

original, or at least the old vine from which Mr. 

can be seen any day at the 

A,v Early Wild Giiauk,—I havo a wild grape vine on my 

farm that linars profitably every year, and ripens in July, or 

tbc first of August, I have not noted the precise time of 

ripening, but have frequently picked and ate thu grapes, 

which were quite palatable to oue fond of “ seur grapes,” 

when harvesting winter wheat, winter rye, and also when 

mowing grass in the field where the vino la growing. The 

vine is situated on a west side-hill, in on open field. This 

may not be at all remarkable to you, but it is very much so 

to mo, since I think it Is not common for wild grapes to ripen 

so early in the season. If there is any process by which the 

grapes can be improved and increased in size, I would he 

glad to know it.—David W. Andrkwb, Sterling, N. F . 1861. 

rjKAJt BKEIWI I’EAR KKKOMI! 
sale ut 81,Mt per pound, by D. F. 

"March 16. ISO I- [68-l-4t) 

\TIIRNKRYI\IA N WANTED. A man who is tlior- 
1 > onghlv competent to take the entire supervision of a 
Nursery If he ha* a family, a house can bo furnished him on 
tin* premises. Apply to or address _ . „ „ 

0(4tf JAMES (’llAl’I’FLL. Rochester, N. Y. 

Agents wanted to sei.i. eh lit trees. 
Wk wish to employ » number of experienced aud trust 

worthy men to sell trees, Ac , riom oar Nurseries at liberal 
WftffdM. 

Wholkhalk Dkai.krm furnished with Nursery, Stock of all 
descriptions at the lowest, wholesale rates.. 

HOOKER, FARLEY & GO., 
6&(tf Rochester Wholesale NuI’snrlcn, Rochester, N Y. 

( s It TV IP 33 I N E 8. 
V J Delaware, Diana. Rebecca, Concord, Hartford Prolific, 
Union Village, Northern Muscadine, Groveling, Catawba, Isa- 
heiia. Clinton. Ac... at the very & RAKER. 

Toledo. Ohio. March 7. 1861. 6K8-6t 

Water Cress.— A correspondent of tho Horticulturist 

gives this simple method of growing Water Cress:—“This 

salad is easily raised wherever there is a well or pump. Take 

flooring boards, and make a tank four feet wide and one 

deep; pitch the Hearns, and sink in the earth, fill with good 

soil, and Bet plant*. Run in all spilt water. 

“I have raised it in this way for three yearB, a bed of the 

above size furnishing an ample supply. The last two years 

I Bashed it, and cut from 1st of May until tho middle of 

December. It should have a warm aspect, to get it In hear¬ 

ing early, but is better shaded by an arbor of beans, squash, 

etc., in July and August, or the sun is apt to cook it.” 

Cukap Beer.—A very good, palatable, wholsesome 

beer, may bo obtained from acorns and hops. It is 

slightly sparkling, eminently tonic, and a febrifuge. 

The aeorns are steeped in water for fifteen or twenty 

days, the water being renewed four or five times; 

they are then transferred to a cask, Hops are added, 

the cask filled up with water, and the bungbole 

lightly covered, butnot stopped, as there is an escape 

of gas. In fifteen or twenty days the beer is lit to 

drink; and, as fast as it is drawn off, fresh water 

may be poured on. The cost is loss than three-pence 

per gallon. It would supply fonr or five persons for 

eight months with a very excellent beverage.—Lon¬ 

don Paper. 

mental Trues for Lawns, Ate., comprising among them 

Weeping Poplar*. Purple Beech, 
'• Mountain Ash, Oak Leaved Mountain Ash. 

Willow, New American Woep- Cut Leaved Birch, 
ing. Weeping Elms, vlminalis, 

" Kilmarnock do., Double Flow'g HoTsnchestnut, 
“ Rosemary Leaved do, Red do. do. 

FAHNESTOCK k BAKER. 
Toledo, Ohio, March 7.1861. ««3-5t 

rn « > L ic do nu it !•* h: k r k h. 
1 Wk oiler for sale t.hl* Spring our usual Nursery Stock, 

comprising 
APPLE TREES, a to 7 feet, at 8H6 per 1,000. 
PEARS, Standard, 1 and 2 years, *20 to 827 per 100. 

Do. Dwarf, 2 " 812 to 822 
PLUM TREES, 2 years. 827 rev u»i 

Do do. Peach bottoms. $IH per 100. 
CHERRIES, line, 6 to 7 feel. *1S per 100. 
PEACnES, 1 year Iroiu hud, 88 per loo. „ 
With u large stock of Small Fruits, such as Currant/. Raspber¬ 
ries. Gooseberries, Strawberries, Lipvton BlackherneH, Ac , all 
at the lowest rates. F AHNESTOCk & BAKER. 

Toledo. Ghlo. March 7. 1861. 6AL6t 

Grafting the Wistaria.— The Wistaria can ho propa¬ 

gated by grafting, by cleft, the same as for tho grafting of 

fruit trees. This method offers the advantage of having 

several varieties on one stock. Best choose frule.scens as 

Btoek, as it is a very vigorous grower.—Revue Uorticote. 

gnquiri^ ami 
IIonby Locust nor Brooks. — Can you, or some of your 

correspondents, give me any information in regard to using 
the lloney Locust (Oleditschia triancanlhus) for hedges? As 
far as my experience goes, 1 am inclined to think it Is the 
tiest plant for Kaosas hedging, provided it. does not sucker by 
the severe pruning necessary. Information on this point, 
especially, will be very acceptable. — C. A. UoTCHKlBS, 
Habauv-'ec, Kansas, 1861. 

The experience of American hedge growers seems to be 

very contradictory. Oue succeeds well with the Whitethorn, 

while another fails, and so it Is with almost every plant that 

has been tried for hedging. Mr. Ernst, of Cincinnati, tried 

the Honey Locust, and abandoned it, believing it would not 

endure the severe pruning necessary to confine it to the 

hedgerow. Dr. Wakdkr thinks he planted too thick, and 

Reid’S was a branch, 

residence of Mr. 11 ill, 

Now, sir, if the above remarks respecting this 

grape are correct, laud the writer thinks he would 

have but very little trouble In proving them bo,) 

several ideas suggest themselves—for instance:—Is 

the old vine of Mr. Hill's the original; if so, where 

did it come from? Again, should the name Ontario, 

given by its (to say the least, not very scrupulous) god¬ 

fathers, be the name by which itshallbe known hence¬ 

forth? These are matters that I hope honorable 

Fruit (Jrowers will at no distant day be able to decide. 

And now, sir, to prevent unnecessary correspond¬ 

ence, and the imputation of sinister motives, permit 

me to say, that I have no Ontario grape vines for sale 

at present, and never had; neither has Mr. Hill. 1 

have the grape, however, procured both from Mr. Reid 

and Mr. Hill, standing side by side, for their identi¬ 

fication. In my last article, the types make me say 

the branches of Ontario are one-fourth larger than 

Isabella, It should be bunches. 
Baris. C. W., 1861. Chas. Arnold. 

I1ELICHIIY8UM. 

The Helichrybum is, perhaps, the most interesting 

and showy family of the everlasting flowers. There 

are several varieties, all annuals, differing in color 

and size of flower, but they are all good and showy. 

They are white or crearn color, bright yellow, a red¬ 

dish bronze, and dark brownish red. For preserv¬ 

ing, the flowers should be picked as soon as they 

open, and they will keep their natural appearance 

for years. For the sake of variety, it is best to pick 

a few buds as well as flowers in different stages of 

maturity. We give an engraving of a flower some¬ 

what reduced in bizc, and a bud. It is best to start 

the seeds in a hot-bed, if possible. 

The Gloee Amaranth, (Gomphrena globosa,) is 

one of the best known of this class of flowers. 

There are several varieties differing in color, as the 

red, flesh-colored, yellow, &C. 

* Rodantiif. Manglesii—Is the name of another 

beautiful aunual Everlasting. It is a native of Aus¬ 

tralia, and was introduced into England some years 

To Prevent Skippers in Hams. — In a communi¬ 

cation to the Cotton Planter, Mr. W. McWillio says 

he avoids the skipper by simply keeping his smoke¬ 

house dark, and the moth that deposites the egg 

never enters it. Jle has now hanging in his smoke¬ 

house, hams one, two, and three years old, and the 

oldest are as free from insects as when first hung up. 

Frosting for Cake.—Will some of the subscribi 
of the Rural pleaso give me a rule for making fro 
ing for cake. I want to know just how much su§ 
to put in for the white of each egg, for when I ma 
it by guess I am apt to get it too hard or too thin. 

Emily, Minnesota, 1861. 



[Written for Moore'*Rural Mew Yorker.] 

THE FIRST SFRIN G-PLOWEH 
linger. Perhaps it is childhood’s hours, and again 
we are surrounded by our earl}' friends, and grow 
happy in an existence witbont a care. 

But the past is gone never more to return. We 
can recall nothing that we have said, or nndo aught 
that has been done. Surely this should place a guard 
over every word and deed. It should teach us the 
folly of inaction, and the importance of industiy. It 
should teach us that each day, each hour, has its 
duty to perform, and that he will surely live happiest 
who best performs those duties. J. A. Smith. 

I found it on the last day of March —a pale, little 
Claytonia, lifting its head above the drifted autumn 
leaves. I pitied it, for it was atone, and although the 
son shone brightly upon it, it trembled in the fierce 
March wind, and J knew how Might was its hold on 
the loose soil beneath. KiDd bands took it np, and I 
could bnt think that the delicate pink of its petals 
grew brighter in tbe light of loving eyes. Wna it all 
fancy? All day long the little flower lived in my 
thoughts. J had seen that of which it was tbe type, 
and almost unconsciously linked the two. A life 
lifting tteelf np against the cold winds of the world,— 
a soul shaken with doubts and fears, — a heart strug¬ 
gling with the heartless, — life and soul, and heart, 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

MOUNTAINS. 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

THE PROPHECY. 
BT A. MORKKRY 

[It has been our custom to ignore all dedicatory poetical 

fosions, but these “ Lines to Kste ” arc good enough to 

Imit of an exception to a rule heretofore strictly observed.] 

There's something in the name of Kate 

Which many will condemn; 

But listen now while I relate 

The traits of some of them. 

There’sadvo Kate, a charming miss, 

Could you her hand obtain, 

She’ll lead you in the path of bliss, 

Nor plead your cause in vain. 

There’s deli-Kate. a modest dame, 

And worthy of your lore; 

8he's nice and beautiful in frame— 

As gentle as a dove, 

Communi Kate!* intelligent, 

As we may well suppose; 

Her fruitful mind is ever bent 

On telling what she knows. 

There’* intri Kate, site's so obscure 

’Tis hard to find her out, 

For she is often very sure 

To put your wits to rout. 

I’revari Kate’s a stubborn maid. 

She’B sure to have her way, 

The cav’ling and contrary jade 

Objects to all you say. 

There’s alter Kate, a perfect pest, 

Much given to dispute, 

fTer prating tongue cau never rest— 

You cannot her refute. 

There’s dislo-Kate quite in a pet, 

Who fails to gain her point. 

Her case is quite unfortunate, 

And sorely out of joint. 

Equivo ICate no one will woo. 

The thing would be absurd, 

8)>e Is so faithless and untrue, 

You cannot take her word. 

There’s vIodi-Knte, she’s good and true, 

And strives with all her might 

nor duty faithfully to do, 

And battles for the right. 

There’s rnsti Kate, a country lass, 

Quite fond of rural scenes, 

Sho loves to ramble o’er the grass 

And through the evergreens. 

Of all the maidens yon can find, 

There’s none like e<lu Kate, 

Because she elevates the mind, 

And aims for something great. * 

Ever welcome are tbe mountains 

To the sight. 

With their brightly-gleaming fountains 

GushiDg in tbe light. 

Far or near, 

Ever welcome, ever pleasant, 

To the peer and to the peasant. 

Whether crowned with morning's star, 

Or with (ironing's crescent; 

Fair in winter, with their bold peaks towering, 

Fair in summer, with their foliage flowering, 

When from fields of hest the pained eye, turning, rests 

On their ever-cooling crests; 

Fair in spring, 

As if, with new-fledged wing, 

Earth strove to bring 

To better view the season’s offering; 

But fairer still, most fair, 

In autumn, when the year, 

Deep (lushed, nod hung with many a tear, 

Is constrained tu despair: 

October hang* bet banner there; 

A thousand eyes will meet it, 

A thousand Hearts will gTeet it. 

Greet its glory and its gloom— 

Till comes November, bleak and frosted. 

And bears its beauty to the tomb. 

Starkville, N. Y., 1861. p o 

bt k. j. risen. 

I kkai) in Hop's own Book the promise given 

To mourners tempest-tossed. 

That though by adverse winds and billows driven, 

Yet they should not be lost. 

A beauteous prophecy it stood before me. 

Calming my troubled breast. 

And when, ware nfter wave, the deep came o'er mo, 
It whispered still of rest. 

Of its fulfillment now I see the token 

That then my spirit sought; 

And by it know the precion* words there spoken 

Shall never come to naught. 

Oh, weary, doubting one, whose life is clouded 

By ever anxious fear*, 

Whose hope is dim, whose star of faith is shrouded 

In grief too deep for tears, 

Look upward! see the bow of promise bending 

With radiant glory bright, 

And from the throne of Heavenly Love descending 

The dawn of Heavenly Light. 

Alden, N. Y., 1861. 

•Juvenal says: “The greatest reverence is due to 
a bov.” Plutarch relates of Cato the Censor, that, 
when his youthful 6on was present, he was as careful 
of his words as though he was conversing with the 
Vestal Virgins, whose lives were devoted to perfect 
purity. Juvenal adds thut nothing unseemly, either 
in words or appearance, should ever touch the 
thresholds within which a boy dwells. These say¬ 
ings commend themselves to every one, and they 
scarcely need illustration or argument to enforce 
them. 

V hen we consider the comparative nuritv of n 

I U"IU’ tminiuiness, and his ignorance of 
evil, we feel that there Is a sacredncss about it which 
may well command our reverence; und there are few 
who do not feel under some restraint in a child's 
presence. We do not indulge in quite tbe same free¬ 
dom of speech, nor allow ourselves quite the same 
license of action, when we know that a child is 
observing us. But there are few who are careful 
enough, few who give the subject sufficient consider¬ 
ation. V\ e do not keep its importance enough 
before us, nor weigh as we ought the effect which 
our words and actions have on the young. Children 
do not retain their purity as they advance in years. 
Little by little they become contaminated, as wc 
allow them to bo exposed to the touch of evil; and 
some parents have to mourn through all their latter 
years that they were so careless of their children’s 
youth. When we have on white garments we are 
obliged to asm great care to keep them from being 
soiled. So much care, and far more, should wo have 
of children, for the purity of tlu-ir minds is soiled 
with a breath, and we cannot, when we would, wash 
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HOMES OF THE DEAD. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

HOOTT. 
Man dies and “goeth to his long borne.” Tt has 

been decreed of all, and princes and beggars, rulers 
and the ruled, bond and free, bow alike to the 
“King of Terrors.” Wherever may be found the 
habitations of the living, there also are the homos of 

the dead, perliaps more in number, and with tbe 
same distinctions which wealth, rank, and power 
always give. The pyramids of ancient Egypt, those 
Stupendous monuments of stone, so vast and mighty 
that they are the wonder of the whole world, are sup¬ 
posed to have been intended for royal sepulchers, the 
imnjortat resting places of crowned heads. This also 
was the original design of the Catacombs, in whose 
extensive galleries are now gathered all ages, ranks, 
and classes of mankind.— the great congregation of 
the dead. In the far East, set amid onfading green- 

hm Walter Scott was born in Edinburgh, on the 

15th of August, 1771. His father was a writer to 
the “ Signet. ” His mother was a woman of very 
superior intellect, and of respectable poetical talente. 
He wns a sickly child, and his right foot was by some 

so greatly injured as to render him lame 
He was, even In childhood, an inveter- 

oause 
during life. 

ate story-teller, and spent much of his time while lie 
was in school in relating to those who Bat near him 
stories of his own composition. Of course he was 
not remarkable for proficiency in bis studies. The 
time his teachers wished him to occupy in applica¬ 
tion to his books, he spent in day dreaming. Jlut his 
idleness was only apparent; for ho was laying up 
treasures for futnre use. As he roved over tbe hills 
and through the dales of Rcotland, he was getting 
ready for his course of authorship. 

In 1783 he entered the University of Edinburgh, 
and in 171)3 he became an advocate at the Hcottish 
bar. We have not learned that he gained any very 
great eminence as a lawyer. His heart was not in 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

QUERIES FOR AUNT BETSEY 

Dear Atjnt Bbtsbv:—Will you allow one of the 
“ girls ” who has read what you think of “Woman’s 
RightB ” to say it few words? / like to look at the 
bright side. Now, honored Aunt, I know that 
woman’s home in, in many respects, her “ world,’’and 
that there are many things to learn away from 
hoardin’ schools and ’cudemys; but Aunty, do yon 
really think wc are all going to get our necks broken 
when wc jump oil’ that “precipice” you told ub 

about? I know you did not exactly say no, but then, 
(we have no precipices on the prairies,) in all the 
stories we read abont people jumping or falling off 
them, they are sure to get killed. Do you really 
think, too, that when we “get married” and “go 
tagging after a man,” we shall ‘•never see him at 
borne?1 A re yon jrare lie never will bring in a pail or 
water or an armful of wood? Will lie never ask if 
there is anything he can do to help us? Do yon 
know ho will be unable to find his own shirt, if we 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

FRIENDSHIP. 

gems, this one with tiro rough setting will not be 
missed. But there comes a change, ^Esop said that 
when Promrthki;s took the clay to form man, he 
tempered it with team. Certain it is that the day of 
sorrow ami weeping will eventually cbmc. Whore 
now are all those friends who once reached out the 
cordial hand? They have turned away to greet the 
world’s more favored ones. The region of teats and 
sighs is uncongenial. Strange, is it. to expect them 
to gather around, with the dark wing of misfortune 
hovering over your head.' And thus they hurry 
away to bask in the sunny uplands, while yon carry 
your burden alone in the valley. The friendship you 
repelled from your bosom, how sweet it would be to 
you now. 

If misfortune was attended by no other advantage, 
it would be a blessing in teaching us who are our 
real friends. If prosperity always smiled, wo should 
never fathom our own hearts nor those of others. 
Adversity Is onr teacher. Friendship, at best, Is 
frail. It gleams upo.n our pathway like a bright, 
beautiful star, then vanishes, and we are left in the 
shadow. Why is it that everything bright and lovely 
must perish? The sunset tints vanish as the eye 
seeks thorn,—the rose no sooner blushes in it® richest 
bloom than it begins to lade,- the sweetest songs die 
upon the ear and are forgotten,- and human sympa¬ 
thy and lovo, onr most precious earthly gift, how 
frail it is! An unguarded word, a heedless act, or a ' 
deviation from the patli of rectitude in one we love, 
how does it. chill the heart and open the way for dark 
distrustand prejudice. Why were sunlight, and beauty, 
and music created, and why were wc made with tastes to 
enjoy them? We arc only travelers here, heavenward 
bound, and our Father shows us gleams of beauty to 
allure us onward to a world all brightness and love. 
Wc arc on the sea, and if sunny weather and calm 
waters always surrounded ns, wc should never wish 
for the haven. When wc have passed the vestibule 
of life- this mortal pilgrimage wc shall, if purified 
from earth’s stains, enjoy friendships never to be dis¬ 
solved. Shall we then look back upon the rough 
path of life and think of the heavy burdens we bore, 
and the rouge discipline wo passed through? If so, 
how shall our spirits rejoice over every experience 
by which our hearts were made better. Dark days, 
buried hopes, and false friends, will be looked upon 
as difficult hut needful lessons to teach us that this 
earth was not onr rest. Bbknicb. 

vioiew, aroop in reverence, —where the summer 
breeze sighs and winter winds wail,—where tears are 
shed, prayers offered, and high resolves made by the 
living. 

The sea, likewise, has its home for the dead,— 
many a strong man, many a frail woman, many a 
smiling infant slumber iu its unfathomed caves. 

” On beds of green Ma-tlower* their limbs shall be laid, 

Around their whit* twines the red eoral shall grow, 

Of their lair yellow looks threads of amber bo made. 

And every part suit to their munmo-n below." 

And as we wander over our meadows and fertile 
ttelds, and rustle the fallen forest leaves with our 
careless feet, w ho can toll how many " homes of the 
dead" we are desecrating, how many fearless warriors 
aud brwve hunters are here laid down with their bows 
and arrows iu anticipation of the great huuting 
ground beyond the setting sun. Thus not only are 
our city cemeteries and country grave yards conse¬ 
crated u s the “Homos of the Dead,” but the whole 
earth is a charnel house. 

“ It is the field and aero of our Goo, 

It is the place where human harvests grow.’1 

Then it matters not where onr homes may be when 
dead, whether beneath artio r-nows or tropic sun, on 
the arid sands of the desert, or beneath the dark roll¬ 
ing waves of ocean, in town or country, or whether, 
like one of old, "no man knoweth of our sepulchers,” 
providing we are numbered with the great family 
above and have a home with them in Heaven. 

ColumbuB, Pa., 1861. Omkga. 

WOMEN IN THE XIXth CENTURY. 

Mad dogs and turtles are not the only snapping 
animate in the world. It is to be feared that most 
fuinilies are afflicted with one or more “snapper*," 
who are wont to exercise their spitfire propensities, 
especially at the table or around the family fireside. 
Addressing herself to her mother, Mary, with her 
eyes full of twinkling and fun, says:—" 1 took a walk 
at ten o'clock this morning, and 

life, are to be known hereafter. Their numes will be 
gracions words to other generations. They shall 
have justice done them, for the nineteenth century, 
among other inventions and discoveries, has dis¬ 
covered woman! It was not enough that she was 
placed in the garden of Eden for ub. We were blind 
for many thonsaml yOarfr. When the world was 
young, we made her fetch our wood, and cook onr 
food, and play the menial. Incur days of chivalry 
we taught her to be a pretty Amazon, to dress our 
wounds, to bind her scarf about our helmet, to 
receive a fantastic and Insincere adoration. Then, 
as if there were never to he an end to our nonsense, 
wo fancied that she was an Arcadian shepherdess, or 
a lovely wood-nymph, with confused ideas of virtue. 
Then was the sickly, Sentimental, pastoral age in full 
blast. Then did she tap us on the cheek with her 
fan, and smirk and smile, and paint and powder, and 
wear her hair four stories high. That was the 
courtly age. But by-and-by she wearied of these 
follies. We began to treat her with more sense,— 
then little by little she began to assert herself; the 
better we treated her the more she asserted, until at 
last we cried out like Frankenstein: “ What monster 
is this we have created?" But it was not a monster 

it was only a Woman! (treat in her weakness, 
noble in her charity, beautiful in her patience. We j 
have found her out! Hho was 

as now; we have discovered that she has brain as 
well us heart; that she can write verse like Mrs. 
Browning, paint pictures like Bosa Bonlieur, and 
still be all that is gentle and lovable, like Florence 
Nightingale.—Knickerbocker Magazine. 

Here John 
broke in. Now, John was just at that age when a 
youth knows everything under the sun, and more too: 
lie never makes a mistake; is always positive that 
everything he does, says, or thinks, is just exactly bo. 

and could not possibly be any other way. " Why, 
sister, how could yon say it was ten o’clock? it was 
quarter past ten at least!” One sample is enough. 
Every one of observation can, of his own knowledge, 
multiply eases indefinitely. 

The unseemly habit is sometimes observed in fami¬ 
lies whoso position and opportunities of association 
would lead to the supposition that everything vulgar 
and nncourteons would bo instinctively shunned. 
The person criticised, not having sense enough to 
pass over the boorishness, begins a defence; and be¬ 
fore one is aware of it, the whole table or circle is 
silenced, and find themsolves in the awkward position 
of listeners to a scries of angry contradictions about a 
matter of no possible consequence to any one of the 
whole company, in one sense, but of importance in 
another, as there is a certain disagrceablene** about 
it, which all feel more or less. 

shJOTT, Himself, helped to draw off attention 
from hia poems, by the publication of his novel*. 
" Waverly,'- the finest of his productions, was pub¬ 
lished in 1814. Seldom has a work been more favor¬ 
ably received by the public than was this one; and 
for the remainder of his life the author was acknowl¬ 
edged as the great novelist of his ago. Perhaps one 
thing that helped to keep up the excitement in 
regard to these works, was the obscurity in which 
the question of their authorship was so long envel¬ 
oped. For years the appearance of a new “ Waverly 
Novel” produced as much excitement in Great 
Britain as any of the great political events that 
characterized that period. 

Onr poet, had long sighed for admission among the 
aristocracy of Great Britain. He was weak enough 
to suppose that a mere title could confer honor upon 
the author of “ The Lady of the Lake ” and “ Rob 

never so recognized | Roy” In 1820 his wish was gratified, and he became 
a baron oi the United Kingdom. But the prosperous 
part of his life was about dosing: for in 1820 he was 
involved in debt to an immense extent, by the failure 
of his publishers. He set himself at work to pay off 
his liabilities by his pen; and he paid over to his 
creditors the enormous stun of nearly $350,000 dollars 
in about four years. But nature gave way under 
such toil, and on the 21st of September, 1832, he 
expired at Abbotsford. S. L. Leonard. 

Wisconsin, 1861. 

Christianity a Witness. —Christianity is a testi¬ 
mony of a martyrdom; every Christian is a martyr, 
anil has no other calling upon earth than to “show 
forth the praises of Him who has railed him out of 
darkness into His marvellous light.” The disciple 
of a Bedeemer who died for the truth, ought also to 
be willing to die for the truth; if not on the cross or 
in the tiamos, at least by tho perpetual subjection of 
self-love and the constant practice of self-denial; if 
not iu his body, at least in the good opinion of his 
fellow-creatures, whose esteem is deemed a second 
life, and whose contempt is considered little short of 
death. Thus tho distinguishing characteristic, the 
primary seal of Christianity, is testimony, is confes¬ 
sion; and the greatest crime towards God is silence. 
— Vinet. 

thing 
happened n minute or a month later or sooner? it is 
the general statement to which attention is directed. 
Contradictions, criticisms, and corrections in general 
company are clownish? they are clear proof that, in 
almost every case, the person who assumes such an 
ungracious office is a boor of tho first water, and is 
essentially deficient in that refinement and delicacy, 
which are inseparable from a cultivated mind and a 
taste for all that is beautiful, elegant and refined. A 
whale evening’s enjoyment has been frequently 
murred, and all of the company- have gone home with 
a kind of blight upon the sensibilities, in conse¬ 
quence of a jar caused by the impatient contradiction 
or correction of some unimportant fact in a narra¬ 
tion.—Hall’s Journal of Health, 

air, every 
day whenever it is posaiblo. The nursery maids are 
expected to take all the children out every day, even 
to the infant. This is becoming more prevalent in 
this country, and should be pursued whenever it is 
practicable. Infants should be early accustomed to 
the open air. We confine them too much, and heat 
them too ruuob for a rigorous growth. One of the 
finest features of the London Dark is said to be the 
crowd of nursery maids, with their groups of healthy 
children. Tt is so with the promenades of our large 
cities to a great extent, but it is less common in our 
country towns than it should be. 

In consequence of their training, English girls 
Acquire a habit of walking that accompanies them 
through life, and gives thorn a healthier middle life 
tbun our own women enjoy. They are not fatigued 
with a walk of five miles, and are not ashamed te 
wear when walking tbick-soled alines, fitted for the 
dampness they encounter, Half of the consumptive 
feebleness of our girls results from the thin shoes 
they wear and the cold feet they necessarily have. 
English children, especially girls, are kept in the 
nursery and excluded from fashionable society and all 
frivoltics of the season at an age when onr girls are 
thinking of nothing but fashionable life. 

[Written for Moore’* Rural New-Yorker ] 

STRAY THOUGHTS. 

How swiftly do the years glide away, Oome and 
gone ere we scarce notice their approach; each suc¬ 
ceeding one seeming more brief than the one which 
proceeded it In the ltorry and bustle, the joys and 
sorrows of life, we almost forget that each one, as it 
passes, shortens our existence here. 

Yet there ure times when this truth comes home to 
onr hearts. With the quiet hush of evening about 
us, and with no companion near but our thoughts, we 
sometimes realize how swiftly time is hearing >is 
along. At such periods memory will be true to her 
office, uud past years will again appear like tiro 
moving scenes of a panorama. Ah! we are almost 
startled at their number, aud as memory recalls the 
scenes that hope pictured to fill their space, how dif¬ 
ferent do they appear. How few have brought the 
pleasure that was anticipated, — how few have Been 
accomplished what was planned as a New Year’s Day 
dawned upon us. 

Still there arc some scenes we would live over 
again, — some chapters in life’s history we should 
love to repeat. — and on such scenes will memory 

Act Your Part.—There is not a spider hanging 
on the kiug’a wail but hath its errand; there is not a 
nettle that groweth in the corner of the churchyard 
but hath its purpose; there is not a single insect 
fluttering in the breeze but acooinplisheth some 
divine decree: and I will never have it that God 
created any man, especially any Christian man, to be 
a blank, and to be a nothing. He made you for an 
end. Fiud out what that end is; find out your niche, 
and fill it. If it bo ever so little, if it iB only to be a 
hewer of wood ami drawer of water, do something in 
this great battle for God aud truth. —Spurgeon. 

Tkuth.—Truth is always consistent with itself, and 
needs nothing to help it out; it is always near at 
hand, and sits upon your lips, and is ready to drop 
out before you are aware: whereas a lie is trouble¬ 
some, and sets a man’s invention on the rack, and 
one trick needs a great many more to make it goo^. 
Truth can live in all regions, flourish in all soils, and 
become uaturalized in all climes. 

Of all the passions, jealousy is that which exacts 

the hardest service, and pays the bitterest wages. Its 
service is—to watch the success of our enemy; its 

wages — to be sure of it. 

Pleasure is sometimes only a change of pain, 

man who has had the gout, feels first rate whe 

gets down to only rhnmatism. 



METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS MADE AT SANDWICH, STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ANNI'M, .A.HSTRA.CT — TC. HAI<IjOU, OBSERVER 
Histobt ok tmr r.vtrxo Nrm*KLAST>8r From the Death of 

Willtarn tho Silent to tbeftytioflofDort. With a Full View of 
the English-Dutch Struggle against Spain, and of the 
Origin and Destruction of the Spanish Armada. By Joh.v 
I.0THR01* Motlxy, I.L. D.. D. C. I.., Corresponding Mem 
ber of the Institute of France, author of ‘‘The Rise of 
the IHiteti Republic.” In two volumes, [ftvrv ] New York: 
Harper A Bros 

Sin.rO* has a historical reputation like that of Mr. Motlkt 

grown np with so much rapidity. Seldom has a suddenly 

acquired reputation been founded On a basis so solid. The 

Revolt of the Netherlands was a roaliy great work. It bore 

the most unquestionable marks of all the qualities which 

give value or interest to historical writings, lie was for¬ 

tunate in his selection of the period, the issue, and the people 

for historical portraiture. He was fortunate also in respect 

to the historians, with whom his work could be directly com 

pared. No writer at all adequate to the task, had undertaken 

to describe the eighty years struggle of the Dutch, for their 

liberties and their religion. All these circumstances contrib¬ 

uted to give extraordinary eclat to the first work of our 

author. That named at the head of this article is a worthy 

continuation of the task which was go worthily commenced 

in Mr Motmct’9 first work. 

For English speaking readers there is an interest attaching 

to these volumes beyond that excited by the first published. 

In this work the author goes over that romantic period in 

English history which includes the struggle with Spain for 

the results of the Reformation. It has for ua a melancholy 

interest at the present time, as illustrating the evils which 

grew out of the want of a centra) power in the locally gov¬ 

erned, and locally jealous, States of Holland. An Intense 

individualism seems to be a characteristic of all tbe Germanic 

racee, and it is only by dangers the most Imminent, and 

sufferings tho most severe, that a sufficient amount of cen 

trail cation oan be developed among them to secure unity in 

counsel, or energy in action The lessons in practical politics 

with which this work abounds, have a most significant moon¬ 

ing for ng in our condition of disgrace, division, and weak¬ 

ness. Wo would call tbe attention of our readers to this 

special lesson of Mr Motlky’S book. Whoever learns it 

aright, will also learn to appreciate the profound sagacity of 

those among the framers of our constitution who sought by 

all means to guard our country from the terribio evils of 

disintegration by the fell spirit of local jealousy and party 

arrogance. 

Like the Revolt of the Netherlands, by our author, this 

work is full of fine character drawing, skillful grouping of 

scenes aud events, and displays the most conscientious and 

pains taking research, to arrive at truth. Iiis style is bril¬ 

liant, with just enough of dash aud skillful carelessness to 

keep the reader's attention always alive, and beguile him of 

the fatigue of going over so much minuteness in details. 

There is certainly need of all our author's skill in these 

respects, for when we remember that these two stout vol¬ 

ume* cover only about live years of the history of the little 

territory of Holland, we eannot but think of tbe enormous 

libraries which the History of Modern Europn would fill, if 

written with no more regard to the art of condensation. 

It may bo said, also, that there is too little regard paid to 

general unity in tbe mode of presenting tho evsnts to tho 

reader’s mind, and perhaps too much time given to the long 

negotiations which -coin aa introductions to tho groat events 

of which the real subject matter of the history consists. 

The new material which tho author has unearthed from 

state archives, which only of late have been open to the 

historian, had possibly an undue value iu the eyes of one 

who has spent so much hard labor to obtain them 

We may suggest, also, that in tho contest depicted, too 

much rtiTwti* laid on those trifling events which are often 

thought to determine crises In the history of nations. 

Taking our stand at certain points of view, nearly all events 

may seem to turn upon trifles; but wo should never forget 

that nil the forces of nature and will are sure to unite in the 

aid of a people who have determined to sacrifice every thing 

to tho attainment of freedom, or tho vindication of any great 

principle which takes a vital hold of our common humanity. 

While venturing to make these suggestions, *•> would not tor 

a moment suem to detract Trom that merit which has secured 

for these volumes a unanimous tribute of the most hearty 

praise. We cannot do our reader*, young or old, a better 

service than to recommend to their attention the whole five 

volumes which have thus far depicted the wouderful fortunes 

of the people of Holland. As a State wo ©we them a debt 

not easily repaid. They contributed on element to our popu¬ 

lation whose value has been too much overlooked. It is lime 

that New Yorkers shuuld coue to uwoeiatv ideas of the ludi 

crous and grotesque with the fortunes nod history of the 

Dutch Republic. To Holland wu owe the best model for the 

government which our bttho'r* established. To Holland we 

owe the result of that revolution in England which saved ns 

in infancy from the tyranny of tho Stuarts. It is lime that 

our people at large should cease to take their notionH of 

Dutch character and achievement from the clever caricatures 

of Washinuton Ikvino. For sale by Stbelk it Avkky. 

Latitude 41°, 31.' Longitude 88°, 31\ Height of Station above Sea, five hundred seventy-five feet. 
BT 0, T. ROBBS 

Annual Results. Jan. Fkb. March. April. May. Jem Jtn.v. Hoi wake thee, prince of insect throng, 

The winter's post, the summer's long; 

Come, sing thy soul-bestirring song. 

The willow’s bloom, 

And sweet perfume 

Of rich fraught hreeve anil blossom red 

Invite thee from thy wint'ry bed. 

Como, hie thee forth in sunny hours. 

Where dews lie fresh on golden flowers, 

And joyful, through thy blossom bowers, 

Sing thy rich lay 

The livo-long day; 

Tho balmy air shall swell thy song, 

And waft Its metodies along. 

No song like thine, with joy replete, 

So softly bland, so wildly sweet, 

Nor insect skill to name were mete; 

Then to thy name 

Be lasting fame, 

And king of Insects thou shnlt be 

To rove 'mung llowera forever free. 

Randolph, Penn., Ifttil 

Thermometer.Monthly Mean 

Highest Degree 

Lowest Degreo 

Wannest day 

Coldest flay. 

Cloudinofw—10being per¬ 
fect Cloudiness _ 

23d December 

Winds ■ North. 
North-East. 
Hast... 
South-East. 
South . 
South-West. .. 
West. 
North West _ 

Total of eaah Month 
Prevailing Winds. 

Force of Winds. .. 
Fair days_ 
Cloudy days...,_ 

Total of each Month 
Rain.. 
Rain and Snow.. 

Snow.. 
JONATHAN’S HORSE-HOE 

“JirsT Btop at the Agricultural Warehouse, and 

get Borne hoes and a dung fork," said Mr. Smith, 

Hen., to hia son, aa he Btartod one bright May morn¬ 

ing for the city. Late in tho afternoon “ Dobbin" 

entered the yard, closely followed by the old wagon. 

“What under the aim is that thing you’ve been 

gotting," exclaimed the old gentleman, turning hia 

eyes to the auspicious) looking machine on board. 

“ A horse-hoe. Ten dollars throwod away. Jona¬ 

than, you will bo the ruin of me yet,—it won’t never 

dow for you to go on in this way, —it will bring ua 

all to poverty. My father and grandfather worked 

this farm before me, and by using economy and 

working hard, managed to get along. If we would 

only follow in their tracks, and let these new fixins 

alone, we should do well enough. Why can’t you 

ho contented to work like other folks?” 

At hoeing time “ Dobbin” was hitched to the “ jim 

crack,” as the old gentleman called it, and tho corn 

put through both ways, running close to the hills, 

leaving almost nothing to bo done by bund. The 

potato field was served in the name way. The result 

wub a much smaller crop of weeds that year than 

usual, and u much larger crop of corn. For some 

reason the potato field did not reqoiro mowing before 

the potatoes could be dug,—a thing before unheard of. 

" Had a very flue season,” said Mr. Smith, Sen., to 

a neighbor, one day in autumn. “ Never had such 

nice potatoes and corn before, — a fruitful season, 

very.” 

Permit me to say the horse-hoe was only one of the 

improvements instituted by Jonathan. Not only 

did ho obtain good tools, but also manured better, 

took a good agricultural paper, made alterations all 

over the farm, which is now one of the beat in the 

vicinity, and its proprietor, Jonathan Smith, Jr., is 

a first-rate farmer, known to bo in easy circumstances. 
New Havtin Co., Conn., 1861. Urn. 

Amount of water in inches 

Greek and Latis Tbxt-Boors 

Tits Haju'krs are continuum tbolr series of Greek and 

Latin texts. Their latent issue completes the works of 

Etnurinrs, giving us volumes two aud threo, in addition to 

the one heretofore published. They have given us the 

works of the great historian TmnrciDinKs in two volumes; 

and a beautiful edition of the works of Vircjil. Those 

reprints will be of great convenience to tho teachers of tho 

classics, who havn too often been restricted to the compara¬ 

tively narrow selections which have been edited with notes, 

and thus published in this inaccessible form. These editions 

will enablu teacher»to change their books often enough to 

keep up their own interest in their work, while it will givo 

learners a broader rnngo of acquaintance with really valuable 

classical authors. The books are sold in Rochester by Struck 

A Aykry. 

litiUix Superior — Scenery. 

Lake Rutkrion, though it posiesses not all tho 

vastness of the ocean, is yet equal In sublimity. Tu 

gazing upon Us surface, whether spread out like a 

vast mirror rellecting the varying tints of the sky, or 

’■uillcd by gently curling waves, or lashed into fury 

by the tempest, one ia impressed with the idea of the 

Infinite. It is known to be the largest body of fresh 

water on the globe, being nearly fotr hundred miles 

long from east to west, and oue hntdred and thirty 

wide. It is tho grand reservoir from whence pro¬ 

ceed the waters of Michigan, llurcn, and Krio. It 

gives birth to Niagara, the wonder 'if the world, fills 

the basin of Ontario, and rolls a m ghty Hood down 

the 8t. [.awrenec to the Atlantic, This lake lies in 

the bosom of a mountai nous region, kvhere the Indian 

yet reigns and roaniB in hia wonted freedom. Except 

an occasional picketed fort or tradii.g houso, it ia yet 

a perfect wilderness. The entire tountry is rocky, 

and covered with a stunted growth of vegetation 

such as is usual in high latitudes.—,lOld Mackinaw," 

by W. P. Strickland. 

IRVING'S WORKS— AMTIONAL EDITION 

Thr following named volumes of tho finely executed 

National Edition of the Works of WASHINGTON Ihvincj— to 

be completed in 19 volume*, and sold exclusively to subscribers 

at Sl.fiO each — have been received from the Publisher, 

through the Subscription Agency of D. M Drwky, Roches¬ 

ter The style in which these volumes are burned — the 

(tinted) paper, typography, illustrations, anil binding, being 

decidedly superior — is highly creditable to tho taste and 

enterprise of tho well known Tubliaher, Mr. Gkohok P. Put¬ 

nam, of New York, Of the works thernsulves it is scarcely 

necessary to speak, for every well-informed reader knows 

somewhat of the valne of Irvwo’B writings, and his world- 

renowned reputation 

A History ok Nkw York, from the Beginning of the World 
to the End of the Dutch Dynasty, Ac. Complete In One 
Volume. [l2mo.— pp. 472.) Now York: Goo. P. Putnam. 
Rochester -D. M. Dkwky 

Thr Skmtoii Book nf Okokkkky Crayon, Gent. Complete 
iu one volume. [12mo.—pp. 4fiS.) 

Thr I.IFVf AND VOTAUSS OK ClIWUTOI-HKR COLUMBUS I To 
which are added thoso of his Companions. Ia threo 
volume*. 

BRACRnmiMiK Ham.; or, The Humorist. A Medley by Grok 
krky Crayon, Gent. Complete in one volume—pp. 465. 

Tai.rr ok a Travki.br. Complete in one volume—pp. 477. 

I,ikk or Grorok Washington. In five volumes —(four vol¬ 
umes already iMUOd.) 

Oi.Ivkk Goldsmith: A Biography. With Illustrations, fpp. 
382.1 

1 -A_ 

Tins Ckatmr; or. Vulcan’s Peak. A Tale of the Pacific. By 
J. Fknimqkk Coopkr. Illustrated from Drawings by F. O. 
C. Daklky. (12mo.—pp. 41)4.] New York: W A. Town 
send A Co. Rochester— I,, Hall A Bko., Subscription 
Agents. 

Trumps. A Novel. By Gko. Wm. Curtis, author of “Nile 
Notes of a Howadji," “The IfnwadJI In Syria," “Tho 
Fotiphar Papera," “ Prue and I," etc. Splendidly Illus¬ 
trated by Auisuhtcs Hoppin (12mo,— pp. 5021 New 
York Harper A Bros. Rochester—Stkblk, Avkuy A Co. 

Thk Wrrs and Bhacx ok Sooikty. By Grach and Philip 
Wharton, authors of “Queens of Hoelety." With Illus 
tratious from Drawings by )l K Brow.VR and Jamkh 
Godwin [12uju—pp. 481 j New York: Harper A Btoh. 
Rochester—Htkklk, Avkry A Co. 

Trunapareucy ol" its Waters. 

Tiib waters of this lake arc marvelously clear, 

and, even at midsummer, are exceedingly cold. Mr. 

Ciiaki.es I ,a n At an, who has writtito a most admirable 

book, entitled “Hummer in the Wilderness,” says, 

“ In passing along its rooky shores, in my frail canoe, 

I have often been alarmed at tie sight of a sunken 

boulder, which F fancied muBt be near the top, and 

on further investigation have ’hand myself to be up¬ 

ward of tw«nty feet from„tkgr danger of a concussion- 

I have frequently lowered a white rag to the depth 

of one hundred feet, njd been able to discern its 

every fold or stain. The color of tho water near the 

shore is a deep green; but oil'soundings it has all the 

dark blue of tho ocean.”—Ibid, 

THE HYPOCRISY OP GYMNASTICS 

The Scalpel, an expositor of the laws of health, 
edited by E. H. Dixon, M. D., of New York, lias a 

spicy nrticlo entitled “The Hypocrisy of Gymnastics.” 
lie Bays: 

“ It has filled us with horror to see. a proposal to 

add a gymnasium to every public school iu this city. 

A hoy, until ho is fourteen, or even more, wants no 

exercise beside the plnyB ha gets up with his nsso- 

ciatea iu the open air; he will exercise from his 

natural impulse, and in the most rational and natural 

manner; 80 you need only give him a dry piece of 

ground, and a place to swim in in summer, and 

plenty of ice and snow in winter, and then leave him 

alone with his mates. 

“ Boys from eight to twelve years of age, who 

work In the gymnasium regularly, (a bad habit,) 

often develope their muscles to a hideously ugly 

degree. Instead of the soft, plump, juicy outline of 

youth, we have the skinny, over-worked, bard and 

dry outline of an old man, induced by over-exertion 

at an age which does not demand violent exercise of 

any kind; besides this, we tlihik »uch processes are 

apt to retard the growing of boys, and will ultimately 

destroy their carriage and figure when they become 

men. Our readers inay have observed the same 

thing, in tho dissected appearance of the legs of 

some of our juvenile dancers. 

“ Excessive exercise, besides injuring the mental 

faculties of man, lias tho tendency to injure the equal 

circulation of hia blood. A stupid, clownish, young 

fellow, who had for the last eight months undergone 

the most painful and exhausting exercises of the 

gymnasium, for five or six hours every day, com¬ 

plained to me of the smallness of his legs. On 

looking at him, I saw what I afterwards discovered 

to be prevalent among acrobats and members of the 

circus a great falling off in the flesh from tho Kuccb 

downward, and from the elbows toward the fingers. 

It was a cold night in winter. Tho wind blew, 

and the muow was whirled furiously about, seeking to 

hide itself beneath cloaks and hoods, and iu tho very 

hair of those who were out. A distinguished lecturer 

was to speak, and, notwithstanding the storm, the vil¬ 

lagers ventured forth to hear him. William Annes- 

ley, buttoned np to his chin in hia thick overcoat, 

accompanied his mother. It was difficult to walk 

through tho new fallen snow, against tho piercing 

wind, and William said to his mother: 

“Couldn’t you walk more easily if you took my 

arm?” 

“Perhaps I could,” his mothor replied, as she put 

her arm through hia, and drew upas close os possible 

to him. Together they breasted the storm, the 

mother and tho boy who had once been carried in her 

arms, but. he had grown up so tall that she could now 

lean on his. They had not walked fur before he said 

to her: 

■ “ I am very proud to-night, mother.” 

“ Proud that you can take care of me?" she said to 

him, with a heart gushing with tenderness. 

“This is the first time yon have leaned upon me,” 

said the happy boy. 

Thoro will be few hours in that child’s life of more 

exalted pleasure than he enjoyed that evening, even 

if he should live to old age, and should in his man¬ 

hood lovingly provide for her who watched over him 

in his helpless infancy. It was a noble pride, that 

made his mother love him, if it wore possible, more 

than ever; and made her pray for him with new 

earnestness,—thankful for hia devoted love, and hope¬ 

ful for tho future. There is no more beautiful Bight 

than affectionate, devoted, obedient children, lam 

sure Ho that commanded children to honor their 

father and their mother, must look upon such with 

pleasure. May Ho bloss dear William, and every 

other boy whose heart is filled with ambition to be a 

blessing and “ a staff” to his mother.”—Selected. 

READ ALOUD 

Reading aloud is oue of those exercises which com¬ 

bines mental and muscular effort, and hence has a 

double advantage. It is an accomplishment which 

may he cultivated alone, - perhaps better alone than 

under a toucher.—for then a naturalness of intona¬ 

tion will be acquired from instinct rather than art, 

the most'that is required bejng that the person prac¬ 

ticing should nmkcun effort to command the miud of 

the author, the sense of the subject. 

To read aloud well, the person should not only 

understand the subject, but should hear his own 

voice, and feel within him Unit every syllabic was 

distinctly enunciated, while there is an instinct 

presiding which modulates the voice to the number 

and distance of the hearers. Every public speaker 

ought to be able to toll whether he is indistinctly 

heard by the furthest auditor in the room; if he is 

not, it is from a want of proper judgment and obser¬ 

vation. 

Beading aloud helps to develop the lungs, just as 

singing does, if properly performed. Tho effect is to 

induce the drawing of a long breath every once in a 

whiio, oftener and deeper than of reading without 

enunciating. These deep Inhalations never fail to 

develop the capacity of the lungs in direct propor¬ 

tion to their practice. 

Common consumption begins uniformly with im¬ 

perfect, insufficient breathing; it is the characteristic 

of the disease that the breath becomes shorter and 

shorter through weary months down to the close of 

life, and whatever counteracts that short breathing, 

whatever promotes deeper inspirations, is curative to 

that extent, inevitably and under all circumstances. 

Let any person make the experiment by reading this 

aloud, and in less than three minutes tho instiuot of 

a long breath will show itself. 

Tub Illustrated Horsk Doctor: Bring an Accurate anti 
Detailed Account of the Various Discuses to which the 
Equine Race ore Subjected; together with the Latest Mode 
of Treatment, anti ill the Requisite I’rencriptions, written 
in I'loin English. By Edward Mavhbw. M. R 0, V H., 
author of “The Home’s Mouth." “Doga: their Manage 
myut." Editor of “Blain's Veterinary Art,’’ etc. Illus¬ 
trated with more than Four Hundred Representations. 
[8vo.—pp. SS6.J New York: D. Appleton A Co. 

IIkrb i* a work that will receive a warm welcome from all 

those interested in tho welfare of the horse. And not alone 

a welcome, for we would not be surprised to see it the source 

from which horsemen will draw their supplies of knowledge 

concerning the mode of treating tho various diseases to 

which this noble animal is subject In addition to the well 

known reputation of the author, aud his ability to treat tho 

subject with tho skill of a master, tho fact that,—ignoring 

the too common practice of talking after tho manner of the 

pedant, or a> though he were addressing accomplished and 

thoroughly educated veterinarians,—he furnishes data and 

facts In plain English, will tend to popularise tho book and 

enhance Its value. Mr. Mayhkw states, iu his Preface, that 

“ he desired to compose a w ork which should render the 

gentleman who consulted It Independent of his groom's dicta¬ 

tion.— which should enable any person who had read it 

capable of talking to a veterinary surgeon without displaying 

either total ignorance or pitiable prejudice,—which, in cases 

of emergency, might direct the uninitiated in the primary 

measures necessary to arrest the progress of disease,—and 

which, when professional assistance could not be obtained, 

might even instruct the novice how to treat equine disorders 

in such a manner as would afford a reasonable prospect of 

sucti hH. When the regular diet and simple lives of most 

horns are regarded, tbe latter expectations certainly do not 

seem beyond the reach of human ambition. Cleanly and 

simple remedies alooa are required, • ♦ » * The author 

has endeavored to eschew hieroglyphics and to avoid tecli 

nicalities. The meaning has shaped the terms employed; 

and the graces of style have been intentionally discarded.” 

The Iliiutratioos, numbering more than 400, are well exe 

cuted, and will, through the medium of the eye, assist the 

tyro in acquainting himself with the external manifestations 

of disease The letter-press is In perfect keeping with all 

other matters employed iu the completion of the volume. 

Asa whole, the “Illustrated Horse Doctor” is emineutly 

Nkw Murid.—We have received the following excellent 

piece* of Music from the Publisher, Mr. Johkku P. Shaw, 104 

State at., Rochester: 

Rook mk to Si.khp, Moth HR. Ballad -as Sung with great 
applause by Hattik Brown MiU.Ru. Written by Flork.vck 
I’broy. Composed by Gko. 0. Stimpson. 

Swkkt Lovb, Good Night to Thkk. Words by John 
J>ukk. Music by J. L. Hutton. 

Public Dinner Rules. 

Tin? following is worth remembering by those 

who attend Faneuil Hall dinners. Thus: Lobster’s 

claws are always acceptable to children of all ages. 

Oranges and apples are to be taken one at a time, 

until the coat-pockets begin to become inconveniently 

heavy. Cakes are injured by sitting upon them; it 

is, therefore, well to carry a stout tin-box of a size to 

hold as ninny pieces as there are children in the 

domestic circle. A very pleasant amusement, at the 

close of these banquets, is grabbing for the flowers 

with which the table ia embellished. These will 

please the ladies at home very greatly, and, if the 

children are at the same time abundantly supplied 

with fruits, nuts, cakes, and any little ornamental 

articles of confectionary which are of a nature to be 

unostentatiously removed, the kind-hearted parent 

will make a whole household happy, without any 

additional expense beyond the outlay for his ticket. 

—“Elsie Venner, A Romance of Destiny," by Oliver 

Wendell Holmes. 

How to Preserve the Teeth.—The mouth Is a 

very warm place — Oft degrees Fahrenheit. In this 

northern climate wo never have a temperature so 

high, In the shade. Even at ninety, beef will begin 

to decompose iu twenty-four hours. The particles of 

beef and other food which are left between the teeth 

at dinner, begin to putrefy before dinner the next 

day. If you pick the teeth, the odor of the breath 

testifies to decomposition. 

Withthia management we ought not to bo surprised 

that the gains and teeth should become the subjects 

of disease. 

What ia to be done? 

1st. Use tho tooth pick (goose quill) after each 

meal. Follow with a mouthful or two of water, to 

remove tho particles the tooth pick may have left 
behind. 

2d. Every morning, on rising, use the brush and 

castilo soap. 

With these simple things thoroughly done, yon 

will preserve the teeth to old aga. —Lewis' Nao 

(lymnasties. 

MANURE FOR CORN 

Eds. Bcral Nkw-Yorkku: — I have an accumula¬ 

tion of manure composed of cornstalks, straw, Ac., 

and the droppings of near a hundred sheep. Raid 

manure mostly lying in a basin dug out in my barn¬ 

yard, 1 would like to know how to apply it to tho 

host advantage. Whether to plow it under In its 

long, unrottod state, for corn, or pile it and let it rot, 

or let it lay where It is until fall. Young Farmer. 
Greenwich Station, Huron Co., Ohio. 

Wc would draw the manure out immediately, spread 

and plow in. If it contains a good deal of rough 

material, it will be necessary to plow under pretty 

deep to cover all, but we would not put the manure 

deeper tbau is necessary to accomplish this object. 

If the manure is kept until next spring before it is 

used, you have no benefit from it until the autumn of 

1802; but if you apply it at once, next fall it will be 

in oorn, or perhaps in pork, and tiy Christmas you 

will have the money in your pocket, or iu tho bank, 

drawiug interest during 1862. The object of the 

farmer is to get his manure into produce or money as 

quick as possible. But he must not be so eager for 

this as to do so at a sacrifice. 

CYLINDERS FOR GOAD 8TOVES 

The clay cylinders for coal burning are now manu¬ 

factured in very large quantities, and perform an 

important service in domestic economy. Their nse 

enables ua to adopt sheet iron for stove making 

instead of cast iron, rendering some stoves cheaper, 

and others more ornamental. These cylinders, as 

well as nil fire brlckH, are made from a natural coin- 

pound of silica and alumina, which, when free from 

lime and uther Duxes, is infusible under the most 

Intense heat. Those clays are the best in which tbe 

silica largely preponderates. An excess of alumina 

ia counteracted by combining with the elay old glass 

house: pota.cutibles, and rejected or worn outfire bricks 

when finely pulverized. Fire clay is quite a costly 

article, although found in large natural deposits, as 

it has in most casus to he transported long distances 

from the mines to the place of manufacture, where it 

is frequently adulterated by a mixture of cheaper 

material. But even when fire brick Is made from the 

best and purest material, it is still liable to the great 

objection of being clogged by an accumulation of 

clinkers, which go on increasing iu thickness until, 

in the case of a cylinder, the interior ia so nearly 

filled up as to leave no room for coal. This vitrified 

American “ Hired Help.” 

Paleontologists will by-and-by be examining 

the floors of our kitchens for trucks of the extinct 

species Of a serving-man. The female of the same 

race is fast dying out; indeed, the time is not far 

distant when ail the varieties of young women will 

have vanished from New England, as the Dodo has 

perished in the Mauritius. The young lady is all 

that we shall have left, and the mop and duster of the 

lost Almimor Loizy will be stared at by generations 

of Bridgets aud Noras, as that famous bead ami foot 

of the lost bird are stared at in the Ashmolean 

Museum.—Ibid. 

Dld Mackinaw; or, The Fortress of the Lakes and it* Sur 
roundings. By W. F. Strickland. [12nio.—pp, 404.1 
1 hitadelphia: James Challen A Son. 

This was a muoli needed volume. Although the localities 

°f which it treats are separated by only a few hours’ travel 

from the grea£ commercial marls of our country, etill “ Old 

Mackinaw and its Surroundings " are, of a truth, “ out in the 

wood* to most of the people In neat and ready form, we 

are here furnished with the history, legend, scenery, pro¬ 

duct*. etc., « this “ Upper Country." and the statistical 

portions are of great value. The author has brought every 

<*pp"*auce into use, with the view of producing a ruUtbla and 

entertaining volume, consulting ail works which in any man¬ 

ner could be made to assist in the perfection of his project. 

‘‘Thirty-Six Thirty.” — The reader, who is curl- 

oub to know exactly where runs this oft mentioned 

line, will gut a clear idea of it by taking the map and 

tracing it as follows: 

It begins at the point on the Atlantic coast where 
the dividing lino between Virginia and North Caro¬ 
lina commc-nocs; passes along the line dividing those 
8totes; along the line b-tweun Tenne^sie and Ken¬ 
tucky; along tbu: line between the States of Missouri 
and Arkansas; and thence through the territory of 
the Cherokee Nation, through New Mexico, striking 
the eastern boundary of the State of California a 
short distance south of the middle, and the Pacific a 
short distuned south of Monterey Bay. On the south 
of that line then: are about 300,000 square miles of 
territory, including Indian Reservations, while on 
the uorth there are about 1,300,000 square miles. 

Hpknt Tan as Manure.—Being a young farmer, I 

would wish some of your many readers to inform mo 

If spent hemlock ton bark will do any good, if mixed 

with barnyard manure? 1 have a good deal of it, 

and would like to turn it to some service on the farm. 

The information may benefit more than myself.— 

John Burukk, Baltimore, C. fV., 1801. 

Tan-bark is of but very little value as manure. 

Pretense end Reality. 

I know the families that have a way of living 

threagb everything, and I know the other set that 

have the trick of reason for it. 1 know the years 

when the fevers and dysenteries are in earnest, and 

when they’re only making believe. I know tbe folks 

that think they’re dying as they’re sick, and the folks 

that never find out they’re sick till they’re dead.—Ibid. 
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

A rul'd Robbins Ar Appleton. 
<iliio Reaper nnd Mower Ross, Dodge & Pomroy. 
Laegstroth on Thu Hive and Honey Bee. . . _ 
Rulufson A Do Gaiuio « Improved Patent Mraipht Draft I low. 
Buckeye Mower and Reaper—John P, Ad nance. 
Lightning Kim!'. - N - llrittan. 
A11* nm Improved Harrow -Charles Lliiott. 
Fruit Tree*-0. H Curtis. 
Oevon Bull Culvts- Join) It- Chujunsa. 
Ontario Grape A. W. Potter A Co 
Davis'Seedling Potatoes—Joseph JI. Vick. 
Clinton Seedling Potato G, K Hook A N. F Ihch. 
4.000 Book Agent* Wanted J ISh.Uey. Jr. , 
Doolittles Improved BJack-Car Kaspberry-J K Tmkham. 
Doolittle* Improed BlWk-Gip Raspberry—John Wood. 
Wanted—J. Vi hit-lev. Jr. 
Employment Hubbard Bjoa 
Profitable Kmplnymont *1 W hitler. Jr, 
N. Y. State \v College-M. R. Patrick, I rent. 
Work for all—J. Whitley, Jr. . . 
Clover Street Seminary Amy Moore, Principal. 
School Teacher. J Whitley, Jr 
Hungarian Millet Seed—A. Beebe*; 
Great, Inducement-* J Whitley, Jr. 
20,000 Ang#r« Quince Stock. O. K, Maxwell 4 Co. 
Raspherni e- J. S. Go old 
Polana Date —W M. Parsons- 

SPECIAL HOTK.na 
Brown's Troches for Public Speakers and Singers. 

§uwtl 1 
NEWS DEPARTMENT. 

BOOHESTEB, N. Y., APRIL 1$, 1861. 

DOMESTIC NEWS. 

Affairs nt Waalungton. 

A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury to 
Collectors, Bays:—In consequence of the control of 
warehouses of the Government in the ports of South 
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama. Louisiana, Mississippi, 
Florida, and Texas, having been usurped, it is im¬ 
practicable to continue the privilege of bonding 
goods for transportation to those ports; and Collec¬ 
tors arc instructed that no entries for transportation 
in bond to said ports can be permitted. 

Superintendent Kennedy, of the Census Bureau, 
daily receives applications from census marshals in 
seceded States for payment of their services. His 
regular reply is that applicants will be paid out of the 
stolen Government funds, whenever Southern officials 
shall see lit to recognize the drafts of the Federal 

treasury. 
It is rumored that the Government agents Bent to 

England and France, have returned, and report that 
both will set their faces against the Southern Con¬ 
federacy, and in no manner recognize or assist it, 
and that the President and Cabinet are determined to 
take immediate and vigorous measures for the 
enforcement of the laws at all hazards. 

The Texas troops have been ordered South again. 
The representatives of the great European powers 

have, unofficially, expressed a desire that the Union 
should be maintained. 

Mr. Blaisdell arrived from Texas on the 4th inst., 
bringing $9,000, which the secessionists failed to get 
hold of at Galveston. He reports that the people 
have not been fairly beard, and are disgusted with 
the revolution. 

Instructions had been given to the heads of depart¬ 
ments not to hold official communication with the 
seceded States. 

The Secretary of the Interior has directed that no 
more land warrants should be issued from the Pen¬ 
sion office to citizens of the seceding States. 

The Mexican question receives special considera¬ 
tion by the Administration, and an immediate treaty 
with that Government is one of the objects of that 
mission. The Spanish fleet which was to have been 
sent to the Gulf of Mexico, will be delayed until 
further instructions can be received from Madrid. 

The decision of the Secretary of the Treasury, in 
rejecting all bids for the loan under 94, has caused 
great disappointment among bidders. They allege 
that the advertisement gives no such direction. Had 
the entire $8,000,000 been awarded, the average would 
have beeD 03$. The Secretary concluded to issue 
treasury notes for the remaining five millions. 

It is said that the new Minister to Belgium took 
out explicit instructions regarding the policy of the 
Administration toward the Confederated States, and 
a protest to the European Governments against the 
recognition of those States. 

It is ascertained that the French Consuls in the 
Confederated States have received instructions direct 
from France, instead of through the resident Minister 
here, in relation to the facilitation of Commerce with 
the Empire. 

Lieut. Gilman lias arrived at Washington, who 
states that great preparations are being made to 
attack Fort Pickens, and troops are being drilled 
daily by Southern officers. An attack iB momenta¬ 
rily expected. 

A special dispatch to the N. Y. Times says, the 
batteries at Morris Island fired into an unknown 
vessel on the night of the 4th inst., for not display¬ 
ing her colors. Major Anderson immediately dis¬ 
patched a messenger to Gov. Pickens for explanations. 
The vessel put to sea. 

A Charleston dispatch to the N. Y. World says, 
that there is great activity there, and believes that 
Sumter is to be attacked immediately. It is reported 
that orders have been received from President Davis 
to cut off the supplies of Major Anderson, and no 
communication be allowed to Sumter with the Fede¬ 
ral authorities. 

A special dispatch to the N. Y. Tribune from Mont¬ 
gomery says, that the Southern Government is deter¬ 
mined to take Pickens at all hazards, and if Lincoln 
attempts to obstruct Southern commerce, all Northern 
ships in Southern waters will be seized. 

Orders have been received at the N. Y. Custom 
House to collect duties on foreign merchandize 
arriving from ports in Confederate States, when 
proof of previous payment cannot be furnished. 

[The telegraph this (Monday) morning furnishes 
ns with some rather startling intelligence. The news 
received over the wires of late has not been remarka¬ 
ble for reliability, and to-morrow may witness a con¬ 
tradiction, but we must give all as a current record 
of the times:J 

An officer of the army stated to-day, that the first 
collision would probably be in Charleston harbor. 
The Government, he says, having decided some days 
ago, to evacuate Port Sumter, were about to send an 
order detailing bow it should be done, but General 
Beauregard, who is in command, in conjunction with 
Governor Pickens, refused to accept their plau of 
evacuation. What the order or plan proposed by 
the Government was, is not fully known, but it is 
understood that they wanted to leave a small force to 
protect the property of the United States; this the 
Carolinians persistently refused to agree to, and 
demanded an immediate surrender. The facts were 
laid before the President, who at once decided that 
unless they accepted the plan or order proposed bv 
the Government, that the fort should not be evacuated, 
thus compelling them to take it by force. When the 
ball is once opened, they will blockade every princi¬ 
pal port in the Confederate States, commencing with 

Charleston and ending with the mouth of the Missis¬ 
sippi. Should an attack he made on Fort Sumter, an 
attempt will be made to throw re inforcements into 
it. They do not expect, however, to succeed in this, 
but nevertheless they will make the effort Fort 
Pickens they mean to hold at all hazards, if they can. 
Lieut Talbot left to-day with sealed instructions to 

Major Anderson. 
It is a mistake to suppose that recent events in 

Dominica have excited any peculiar interest on the 
part of the Administration. Nothing is authenti¬ 
cally known here, beyond the fact that the Spanish 
subjects on the Island sent to the Captain-General of 
Cuba for assistance, and that the two or three hun¬ 
dred troops dispatched by him were under orders not 
to land unless by request of the authorities there. 
There is, however, some anxiety to learn what Spain 
will now do in the premises. That she was privy to 
the revolutionary movement is a mere conjecture, as 
it is said this evening in diplomatic circles that there 
is no information upon which to base such a conclu¬ 
sion. 

The army and navy officers appear, in common 
with the public, to he unacquainted with the military 
designs of the Administration, hut from the beBt 
available sources, it is almost, if not quite certain, 
that the greater part of the troops leaving the 
Northern ports are destined for Texas, to operate on 
the frontier, for the protection of the inhabitants 
against the Indian incursions. They will occupy the 
forts on the Bio Grande, and according to official 
representations, find a cordial welcome among the 
settlers who have beeD driven by the savages from 

their homes. 
Gov. Houston has given full advices to the Federal 

authorities, and the result, it is anticipated, will be to 
re-establiHh him in hiB position as the Executive of 
that State, 

The troops in the neighborhood of Fort Pickens, 
on board United States vessels, are considered suffi¬ 
cient in number to re inforce that fort, if this design 
has not already been consummated. 

The N. Y. Post’s Washington dispatches of the 
9th inst., state thfttGen. Scott continued in active per¬ 
sonal supervision of the military there, which iB con¬ 
sidered sufficient to protect the city. The guards 
around the Capitol and Public UuildingB have beon 
doubled and well armed- The Post quotes a private 
letter from Charleston, which states that Major 
Anderson intends to retort on the Charlestonians 
stopping his supplies, by prohibiting further inter¬ 
course by water with the forts that surround him. 

The N. Y. Commercial’s dispatch says that Lieut. 
Talbot left for Sumter on the Slh, with instructions 
to Anderson, and will undoubtedly be re-admitted to 
the Fort, although stringent regulations have been 
adopted by the Secessionlata. 

The State Department has replied to the note of 
the C. S. A. Commissioners, declining to receive 
them in their official capacity, expressing deference 
for them as gentlemen. The Secretary expressed a 
peaceful policy on the part of the Government, 
declaring to defend only when assailed. Tbe reply 
is of such a character as to require a continuation of 
the correspondence. It is not known when the Com¬ 
missioners will leave Washington, not however in 
some days. 

Legislature of New York. 

Senate.—A communication was presented from 
Mr. Kennedy, Hoperintendent of Census, submitting 
the population of the State by counties, for the pur 
pose of apportionment. It was ordered to be printed 
forthwith and referred to a select committee. 

The Assembly bill for the more certain punishment 
of the crime of murder, was reported adversely, and 
the report agreed to. 

In Executive Session the name of Henry P. Van- 
dyck was sent in as the Superintendent of the Bank¬ 
ing Department, in the place of Jas. M. Cook, who 
it is understood, retires. The nomination created 
much excitement, and was referred to a select com¬ 
mittee. 

The Senate occupied the 4tli inst. in consideration j 
of the Aunual Appropriation Bill in Committee of 
the Whole, and adopted the amendment raising tax 
on salt to two cents. 

Rills Paused.—Incorporating the Loaners’ Associa¬ 
tion in New York city; regulating the sale of intox¬ 
icating liquors; abolishing commission in reference 
to claims of the Boldiers of the war of 1812; to 
extend the time for laying of a railroad track on the 
berm side of the Chenango canal; incorporating the 
New York Volunteer Burial and Monument Associa¬ 
tion: for the preservation of moose, wild deer, birds, 
and fish; appropriating five thousand dollars to 
Roman Catholic Orphan Asylums. 

Assembly.—The enacting clause was stricken out 
of the following bills: 

Allowing the jury in criminal trials to be judges 
of the law and the facts presented; to punish for the 
sales of butts, barrels, and casks, with brands used by 
manufacturer* of ales, Ac., by unauthorized parties; 
relating to the inspection of steam boilers, engines, 
Ac., in New York and Brooklyn, and for the better 
security of life and property. 

The resolution expelling Jay Gibbons was adopted, 
ayes 101, nays 8. 

The concurrent resolutions of the Senate for sub¬ 
mission to tbe people of tbe proposed amendment to 
the Constitution prohibiting the sale of intoxicating 
liquors as a beverage, were considered, and on 
motion, adopted — 60 to 33. 

The Secession Movement. 

South Carolina. — The telegraph gives ns 
Charleston dates to the 7th inst, from which we 
condense the following: 

Reliable information has been received from the 
North, that reinforcements are ordered to Fort Sum¬ 
ter, and will be accompanied by a squadron under 
command of Commodore Stringham. Five thousand 
southern men, in addition to those at present in the 
fortifications, are ready to take the field within 24 
hours. The ultimatum—Beige or surrender—has not 
been sent to Major Anderson, but with the supplies 
sent to-day he was notified by Gen. Beauregard that 
they are the last, which is equivalent to a declaration 
of hostilities. This is positive. Corps have been 
ordered to rendezvous at points remote from Charles¬ 
ton, but within supporting distance, to watch the 
movements of the enemy. Gov. Pickens has all day 
been inspecting the batteries, accompanied by a por¬ 
tion of his council and senior officers of the army. 
Every thing throughout was in a state of efficiency. 

The South Carolina State Convention, by a vote of 
149 to 29, have ratified the Constitution of the Con¬ 
federate States. 

Texas.—Gov. Houston has sent a messenger to the 
Legislature, protesting against the Convention, 
appealing to the Legislature to sustain him, and 
claiming still to be Governor. The Legislature took 
not the slightest notice of it. 

Texas advices of the 2d state that Col. Ford is 
reliably informed from Matamcras, that Gen. Ampu- 
dia, with 3,000 Mexicans, is sixty miles off and 

marching on Brownsville. Ampudia bad dispatched 
an express with placards and handbills, announcing 
that Texas rightly belongs to Mexico, and that she I 
had no longer the support of the Federal Government, 
and tbit now is the time to retake her. licinforce- 
menta in large numbers were rapidly coming to him. 
Col. Fcrd had ordered all the heavy guns and ord¬ 
nance stores at Brazos Island to be immediately 
removed to the scene of anticipated difficulties. 

Virginia.—At 12 o’clock, on the 4th inst,, the 
debate was terminated in the Convention, and after 
an inefftctual effort by Mr. Wise to extend the time 
for explaining the amendment, the Committee of the 
Whole proceeded to vote on the 3d resolution, which 
opposes the formation of geographical or sectional 
parties in respect to Federal politics, and it was 
adopted. 

The fourth resolution was next taken np. On 
motion of Mr. Wise, it was amended by inserting the 
words "several States,” in lieu of United States, 
making it declare that tbe Territories constitute a 
trust to he administered for the common benefit of 
the people. Yeas 59, nays 66. 

Mr. Morton moved to amend by striking out the 
last sentence, namely: 

If the furthentdmission of slave and free labor into 
any territory excites unfriendly conflict between the 
systems, a fair partition of the territories ought to be 
made, and each system protected within the limits 
assigned It by laws necessary to its proper develop¬ 
ment. Adopted. 

Mr. Flourney moved to amend the fifth resolution 
by striking out the words, "and to aid in suppress 
ing domestic insurrection,” thus making the declara¬ 
tion simply that the legitimate use of the forts, <fcc., 
is to protect tin- country against foreign power. 
Agreed to— 68 ti 61. 

The sixth resolution being taken up, Mr. Harvie 
moved to strike out the whole, and insert the follow¬ 
ing, viz: 

Resolved, That an ordinance of secession, resum¬ 
ing the powers dtlegated by Virginia, and providing 
for submitting tb> same to the qnalifled voters of the 
Commonwealth, for adoption or rejection, at the 
polls at the spang elections in May, should be 
adopted by this Convention. Rejected. 

Tbe resolution1 was adopted as follows: 
Deeply deplorpg the present distracted condition 

of the country, Ind lamenting the wrongs that have 
impelled some of the States to dissolve their connec¬ 
tion with the Fluleral Government, but sensible of 
the blessings of [ nion, and impressed with its impor¬ 
tance to the peRe, prosperity, and progress of the 
people, wo carnetly desire that an adjustment be 
reached by whirl the Union may be re-established in 
its integrity, and peace, prosperity, and fraternal feel¬ 
ings be restored throughout the land. 

The 7th resoluton was then taken up and amended, 
on motion of Mr. Wise, by striking all from the word 
“ governments ” to tbe last sentence — yeas 68, 
nays 65. 

Alarama.— Frtm the seat of the Confederated 
Government we barn that active efforts are being 
made to complete the Gap Railway route to Pensa¬ 
cola, to facilitate Ihe transportation of troops to the 
Gulf, and it will bi completed in a few days. 

The treasury notts of the Confederated States were 
issued the 4th inst. under a law authorizing a million 
loan. The first bunds issued were for $6,000, and 
sold at 20 per cent, premium. 

The supplies of provision, it is believed, are getting 
scarce at Fort Pickens. 

TroopB, provisions, and ammunition, are flowing 
to tbe Confederate army in large numbers and 
quantity. j 

The production of oil from the oil wells of Craw¬ 
ford and Venango counties, in Pennsylvania, is now 
so great that the Philadelphia North American an¬ 
ticipates that two or three million dollars will be 
realized from it this year. The transportation now 
amounts to five or six hundred barrels daily, and is 
rapidly increasing. 

Several seizures of Buenos Avrean cargoes have 
lately been made at New York, the Collector claim¬ 
ing that a wrong appraisment was made at the ports 
of that Republic, although such cargoes were certified 
by consular certificates. The value of the goods in¬ 
volved in the question, which has been referred to 
the Treasury Department, is estimated at over five 
millions. 

Trade with Japan.—The ship Phantom, Captain 
Sargent, which arrived at New York last week from 
Shanghai, brought one of the most valuable cargoes 
ever imported to tbi* country from China, its value 
reaching between eight and nine hundred thousand 
dollars, consisting of teas, cassia and raw silk. Of 
the latter article there are five hundred and thirty 
bales, and of these one hundred and forty-four con¬ 
tained the Japanese raw silk, brought from Japan to 
China for shipment to New York. As each hale of 
the Japanese silk is worth $800, and as this is but 
the commencement of the shipments, some idea may 
be formed of the trade likely to grow up between the 
two countries, indirect at present, but which will 
doubtless soon be direct. 

Our Army and Navy.—The Army Register for 
1861 has been issued. It givesthe total enlisted men 
of the army at 17,005—aggregate, 18,122. There are 
198 companies in the different regiments. If all 
these companies were subject to tbe increased allow¬ 
ance of the regiments serving in distant stations, the 
total enlisted would be 17,549, and the aggregate 
18,666. The distribution of our Naval forces through¬ 
out the world, as given in the Naval Register for 1861, 
jnst isgued, is as follows: 

Vessels. Of. and men. Guns. Tong 
Home Ueet. ...11 2.400 172 11.120 
Mediterranean fleet. ... 8 890 47 5.192 
Pacific flec-t ... .... 6 1.401 85 7.632 
African fleets. 7 1.585 104 6,4-4-1 
ChiDa fleet. .... 4 700 36 4.375 
Special Service_ 9 .... U 950 63 7,587 

Total. ....34 7,927 507 42,080 

Personal and Political. 

Gov. Curtin, of Penn., has sent in a message to 
tbe Legislature, in wliich he takes the ground that 
the people, having lost the military habits necessary 
amid the disturbed condition of the surrounding 
States, should begin to prepare for the means of self- 
preservation, and it is the duty of the State to assist 
in the enforcement of the National laws. He recom¬ 
mends an appropriation of $500,000 for the purchase 
of munitions of war. 

James A. McDougal was elected United States 
Senator by the California Legislature in joint con¬ 
vention on the 21st ult., receiving 56 out of 111 votes. 
He was subsequently awarded a certificate by tbe 
Governor. Subsequently, however, the Clerk made 
affidavit of 113 votes Laving been cast, leaving Mr. 
McDougal one vote short. An investigation into the 
matter has been proposed by the joint committee. 
The supporters of Mr. McDougal claim that his elec¬ 
tion depends on the certificate, even if the committee 
report against him, laying the ground for a future 
contest at Washington, should the Legislature here¬ 
after select another party. 

The Rhode Island election, on the 3d inst., resulted 
in the defeat of the Republicans. Gov. Sprague iH 
re-elected by a large majority. The Legislature is of 
the same political character. Sheffield and Browne 
are elected to Congress over the late Republican 
members. 

The Republicans of Connecticut have elected their 
State ticket by an increased majority. They have 
carried both branches of the Legislature and the first 
and third Congressional districts. They have lost 
the second, and the fourth s not fully heard from. 

Messrs. Lane & Pomeroy were elected U. 8. Sen¬ 
ators from Kansas, on the 8th inst., by a small 
majority._ 

News Paragraphs. 

The Melbourne (Australian) Herald states that in 
less than a quarter of a century, Australia has in¬ 
creased from 170,000 to 630,000 persons, and in ten 
years has exported 23,000,000 ounces of gold. 

The ultramontane Paris paper. L'Univere, states 
that the " last hoars of Lola Montez were softened by 
the. presence of Madame Buchanan, wife of the Presi¬ 
dent of the United States.” That is about as good as 
the information which, seme years ago, the cele¬ 
brated “Rente des deux Mondes ” gave to its readers, 
stating that a negro, called Banks, had been elected 
Speaker of the House of Representatives.” 

The Alabama State Convention has adoptod an 
ordinance providing that the General Assembly of 
the State shall cede a district of ten miles square for 
a seat of government lor the Confederate States. 

The sword of a sword fish was found sticking into 
the bottom of the steamer Golden Age, when recently 
overhauled in Panama. It was thirteen inches long, 
and had been driven through the copper, and the 
outer and inner plankings, and pricking even the 
ceiling. 

Sidney (New South Wales,) dates state that the 
ship Superior, of New Bedford, Mass., was seized at 
Treasury Island, September 16th, by the natives. 
All but six of the crew were murdered, and the vessel 
burnt. The six saved were made captives by tbe 
Chief of the island, and Capt. Mair, of the British 
schooner Annie, succeeded in obtaining the release 
of three. The others still remain in captivity. When 
burned, the Superior had 150 barrels of whale oil on 
board. Total number murdered, 26. 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

Great Britain.—In the House of Lords, on the 
21st ult., the MarquiB of Normandy moved for the 
correspondence relative to recent events in the Ionian 
Islands. The Duke of Newcastle explained the 
nature of the events. He said, members of tbe 
Ionian Assembly moved that the whole Islands vote 
by universal suffrage on the question of annexa¬ 
tion to Greece, and unite themselves into one empire 
for the purpose of expelling the Turks from Europe. 
The English Government considered the proceedings 
unconstitutional, and called for the withdrawal of the 
motion, which was refused, and therefore dismissed 
the Assembly for six months. The English Govern¬ 
ment approved of this course. Similar explanations 
were given in the House of Commons. 

Mr. C. Fortesque explained that the present con¬ 
vention between England and France respecting the 
NewFoundland fisheries, only regulated the machinery 
under existing treaties, and as it did not affect the 
rights of New Foundland, would not be laid before 
that Legislature. 

Lord Woodhouse also explained the terms of the 
New Convention with Mexico, by which certain 
customs and duties are apportioned to British bond 
holders. 

In the House of Commons, Lord John Russell 
promised to produce correspondence with the Amer¬ 
ican Government relative to tbe fugitive slave 
Anderson. . 

Lord W. Graham asked whether explanations had 
been demanded from France, relative to assistance 
rendered by their Minister in the escape of Miramon 
from Mexico. Lord John Russell admitted that 
Miramon had violated International law; but said 
that in tbe absence of official dispatches, the French 
Government had not been applied to on the subject. 

The insurance on cotton ships from America had 
advanced at Lloyd's from 30s to 60s, including the 
risk of capture. 

France.—In the Corps LegisUttif, L. Jules Favre 
moved his amendment to the address respecting tbe 
withdrawal of the French troops from Rome. He 
strongly urged the necessity for such a proceeding, 
and assarted that the maintenance of the States 
would be impossible. The amendment was rejected, 
246 to 5. The entire address wus finally agreed to by 
a vote of 213 to 13. 

So far from recalling the French troops from 
Rome, it was generally reported in Paris that 10,000 
men were about to he sent out nominally to reinforce 
the garrison there, but really to make a counter 
demonstration to that of Austria on the Po. 

The Paris papers of March 23d, publish a telegram, 
dated the 20th, stating that the Porte has consented to 
the prolongation of the occupation of Syria. 

The international commander at Beirut has « 
demanded the prompt execution of the condemned 
Druses, 

In the Consistory, held yesterday, the Pope 
declared that he would have granted the concessions 
advised by the Catholic Sovereigns, but he could not 
receive the counsels or unjust demands from the 
usurping government. 

The Civitella Del Tronto, of Naplee, was capitu¬ 
lated on the 17th inst., before the order of Francis 
2d reached them to surrender. On the 18th the gar¬ 
rison saluted the proclamation of the Kingdom of 
Italy. This city and provinces are tranquil. 

A dispatch to the Times, dated Naples, 19, says 
that all the counsellors are dismissed. 

The Council of Lieutenancy is dissolved. Direc¬ 
tors will be appointed, and a more direct communi¬ 
cation with Turin obtained. There will be a Pied¬ 
montese Director of Finances. 

On the 18th inst., a grand and imposing fete was 
held in honor of Garibaldi. All was tranquil. 

The uew ministry is not yet announced. Rumor 
gives tbe following combination: Cavour, President 
of the Council, and Minister of Foreign Affairs and 
Marine; Fanti, Minister of War. 

Turkey.—The Turkish Commissioners have pro¬ 
claimed the act of amnesty granted to the Christian 
refugees of the Paschalic of Emika. The refugees 
have declared, however, that they cannot venture to 
avail themselves of the amnesty, and have sent a 
petition to the Saltan. 

The whole of Hezejodia is in a state of revolution, 
supported by the Montenegrins. The fighting is 
general. Several Turkish villages on the frontiers 

have been reduced to ashes. 
• 

Commercial Ixtkli.icknce.—Breadstuff’s—Quiet and steady. 
Richardson, Spence Hi Co. report flour quiet and steady at 
28s0d<S30s. Wheat quiet and steady. Rea llsSdcalSg White 
14s@I4*6d. Corn steady. Mixed 37s3d(dj37s6d. Yellow 38s 
(a38stid. White 38s@39s 
~ Provisions — Generally quiet. Lard dull at 53s(o!54s. 

Nctus Condenser. 
= i 

— The population of Australia is over half a million. 

— There are in the city of Philadelphia 2,664 fire plugs. 

— There is one house to every six persons in the United 
States. 

— Fifty thieves were arrested at one haul in Manchester, 
England. 

— One thousand and fifty fires occurred in London during 
last year. 

— The New York PoBt says that slavers are now fitting out 
at that port 

— Six persons lost their lives at a fire in Roxbury, Mass., on 
the 20th ult. 

— On the 1st inst., the Boston Banks disbursed 51,344.984 
In dividends. 

— The peanut is cultivated in Georgia, Alabama, North 
Carolina, 4c. 

— All 11 drop letters ” are hereafter to be prepaid with 
postage stamps. 

— It is expected that the canal will be open for navigation 
by the 16th inst. * 

— Scotch pig iron is 52.50 per tun lower at present than it 
was a year since. 

— It has been estimated that there are five million horses 
in the United States. 

— The city of Providence is about to introduce gymnastics 
in the public schools. 

— Counterfeit 52.60 gold pieces have just been put in cir¬ 
culation In Philadelphia. 

— Supplies for the famishing in Kansas and for seed, are 
now arriving quite freely. 

— There are said to be 100 men in Liverpool, England, who 
are each worth 55,000,000. 

— Engine Company No. 6, of Salem, Mass., passed its 113th 
anniversary on the 16th ult, 

— The Charlestonians have now on hand 487,000 pounds of 
powder ready for the emergency. 

— Williams’ College has recently received a gift of $25,000 
from a wealthy citizen in Boston. 

— The tobacco crop of the United States last year was 
195,000 hhds., valued at f 10.000,000. 

— An explosion of fire damp in a coal pit, near Manches¬ 
ter, Eng., recently, killed eight men. 

— The late terrible inundations in Holland have reduced 
60,000 people to the depths of poverty. 

— Creditors in Paris who send their debtors to prison, are 
obliged to pay about six dollars per month. 

— Near Altonia. Pa., March 21, a car was burnt with the 
mail and the baggage of 80 passengers in it 

— Mr. Lincoln received Inst week from an office seeker a 
petition said to be over two miles in length! 

— There are now 132 shoe manufacturing establishments 
in Lynn, Mass., with a capital of $1,036,100. 

— Florida has just sold half a million acres of land to some 
New Orleans speculators at two cents at acre. 

— Gov. Pickens, of South Carolina, is suffering from gout, 
and quite ill from recent- nervous excitement. 

— There are new published in Constantinople more than 
20 newspapers. One in English and three in French. 

— Ten policemen are required to watch the terrible float¬ 
ing battery at Charleston, to prevent its being set on fire. 

— Within four months over nineteen million 'dollars in 
specie have been brought Into this country from Europe. 

— The convicts in the Penitentiary of Mississippi arc 
engaged in manufacturing tents for the army of the State. 

— Charleston, 8. C., exult* in the possession now of a 
steam fire engine, the manufacture of her own mechanics. 

— The Cambridge (Md.) Democrat says that large quan¬ 
tities of shad are now being caught in the Nanticoke river. 

>— Denver dates of March 18th have been received. Gulch 
miners are “ making big strikesin the Blue River country. 

— Green peas and strawberries made their appearance in 
the Savannah (Ga.) market, for the first time, on Wednesday 
week. 

— Two sportsmen, firiDg simultaneously, killed sixty-seven 
wild geese at one shot, (four barrels,) at Montauk, L. I., last 
week. 

— Parson Brownlow has announced himBelf as a candidate 
for Governor of Tennessee, at the ensuing election in that 
State. A * 

— The small pox is prevailing in all parts of Syria. The 
French General has- ordered the vaccination of his whole 
army. 

— The wreck of the propeller Globe, which bursted her 
boilers and sunk at a wharf in Chicago, last season, has been 
raised. 

— A Wyoming county wool dealer made a sale of domestic 
wool, three-fourths merino, last week, at fifty cents per 
pound. 

— The number of guicides in Paris for the month ending 
February 18th, was forty-nine, of which twenty-four were 
women. 

— Business at the Charlestown (Mass.) Navy Yard is pretty 
brisk just now. There are over eight hundred men on the 
pay-roll. 

— Newatead Abbey and domain, the homestead of Lord 
Byron, has been recently purchased by a Mr. Webb for 
£160,000. 

— The shad fisheries of North Carolina are unusually pro¬ 
ductive this season. One seine took in one day, last week, 
1,600 fish. 

— The books of Mires, the French defaulter, show that 
he has bribed illustrious personages to the amount of over 
$2,700,000. 

— In a remote district of Canada, a few weeks since, fifty 
moose were caught in the deep snow, and easily butchered 

by hunters. 

— From the Green Bay (WiB.) Advocate, we learn that the 
total value of exports from that city, last year, was 

$847,053.72. 

— The treasures of gold, Bilver, and precious stones, in 
the convents and churches of Vienna, are estimated at 

$120,000,000. 

— A monster hog is being exhibited at Bangor, Me.; his 
weight is 1,600 lbs.; length, 9 ft. 7 in.; girth, 7 ft., 6 in.; and 

height, 3 ft. 6 in. 

— By the Constitution of the Confederacy, not a dollar 
can be drawn from the public treasury unless by a two-thirds 

vote of Congress. 

— A deliriously drunken planter, Chas. Argum, in Snmter 
Co., Fla., some two weeks ago, shot five negroes dead while 

they were at work. 

— Newport, Florida, was partly consumed by fire on the 
15th ult., caused by incendiarism. The loss reached $100,000. 

Insurance $25,000. 

— No less than 1,600 steamboats run npon the Mississippi 
river and its tributaries. The total value of these is esti¬ 
mated at $60,000,000. 

— Fifty-three out of the six thousand eight hundred and 
seventy-seven traveling preachers of the Northern Methodist 
Church died last year. 

— The secret ballot has been abandoned in Illinois. By a 
law just passed, every voter is required to put his name on 

the back of the ballot. 

— A furniture dealer of Boston is engaged in getting up a 
splendid set of parlor furniture for President Davis, of the 

Southern Confederacy. 

— Mr. Rhett, of South Carolina, has lost two children by 
scarlet fever since the meeting of the Southern Congress, o* 

which he is a member. 

— In Chicago, Ill., boys are Belling three-cent postage 
stamps at one cent, and efforts to trace the matter to a focus 

have proved unavailing. 

— The number of persons killed and wounded in Texas by 
the Indians, during the past three months, is estimated at 

four hundred and seventy. 

— The French Government has decided to monopolize the 
business of manufacturing Incifer matches. It will bag 

2,000,000 francs per year by it. 



TTAHBOWK VIVTF ( ULTIVA- 
I 1 TORS. — Sharon' Coulter Harrow and grain covorer. - 

Price $15. 
Sharon' Potato coverrr and tutor, $10. 
Sharps' Hilling and Hon no machine, $10. 
PLOWS of every description. Scotch Harrows, Cultivators, 

itlC. , ifv. 
Horsc. Powers, flog Powers, Seed Planters, ifir. Circulars 

sent froth Address CMA& E. UKASE, 
ASA-O 84 State St.. Albany, N. Y. 

at 4Aji><8c for now and old. Oats doll at 24c. Barley in moder¬ 
ate demand, amt notations unchanged. Canadian nominal at 
sej^n. Rye- Market quint at 60c Peas—Canadutn held held 

*'SKKU.sA'he stock is. light, wh!l* the demand is moderate. 
Holders are asking 82.7ft !*3.00 for timothy, and $4.37,^014.80 

Sit? guMisftcr to the gttMif O II X o 
Reaper and Mower 

ADVERTISING TERMS, lit Advance —Titikty 

Ktvs Cknts a Link. each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 82.'-,' cents per li ne of space. Speci al Notices, 
(following rending matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a I ,iue 

MAN l, F ACTU I4FJ» BY 

h o s *, « o n a n s r o.« « o r, 

AUBURN", N. Y. 

A AVw Quarter of the RritAt. commenced with April, 

and subscriptions and renewals are specially in order 

now—to commence with April, or January if preferred, 

jsg- The very lil-eral Specific Premiums and Ex- 

XRt Gifts offered for Cluhs formed before April, are 

EXTENDED TO MAY, so that Agent-Friends, 

Subscribers and others have another month to secure 

•lading the new 

in Rural of April 6f/», and 

Thousands would 

Will not its 

that such are invited? 

TjnKASANT VALLEY WINE CO., 11 AM MON DS- 
I PORT. STEPHEN COUNTY, N. Y. WIN Eh ANO 

KHANIHEH of the llnest qualities, made from NntiVu (1 rapes, 
at the Company's Establishment the past season, at reasonable 
prices. 

f iF~ Send forCircnlar and Price List 
T. M. Youmjlovk, Sony. 0 It WHEELER, Pins’t. 
886-41 JOHN F. WEBER. Sup't. 

Pure Black Poland Oats, SO cents 
W M PARSONS, East Brighton. 

non sat.ii 
1 >) bushel. 

i Ai\a BOOK AG-ENTS “WnTited. 
r ,t /< M / For particulars address.!. WHITLEY, .fit. Publisher, 

Davis' Block, Genera, N. Y. 687-2t 

Htt ivc* a iti a iv at i r.i.nrr heed 
for sale bv I O. BLOSS, No, 7H Main St., Rochester, N. Y., 

at $1.30 per bushel. A. BF.KBKK. Henrietta. N. Y. 

WORK lf*OT?, — Are you out of em¬ 
ployment? I want some smart men. J. WHITLEY, .Ik, 

Genova. N. Y. 887 2t 

the Valuable Prizes. Read the list (hie 

offer of Flower SeedsJ 

see if it will not pay to form a club, 

readily subscribe for the paper if asked, 

friends have the kindness to see 

Brick Numbers of this Volume will be sent to 

New Subscribers, until otherwise announced ; 

bur all wishing them should Subscribe Soon. 

tyTns Rl'KALia published strictly upon the cash ststi.'M 

_copies are never mailed to individual subscribers until paid 
for, and always discontinued when the subscription expires. 
Hence, we force tho paper upoa none, and beep no credit books, 
experience having demonstrated that the Cash System U alto¬ 
gether the best for both Subscriber and Publisher 

iy ClfubiNTI with tiik Machines, kc. - We will send the 

RrRAl. New-Yorker for 1861 and a yearly copy of either The 
Atlantic, Harper's, Godh/s, or any other $3 magazine, for $4. 
The Rural and either The Horticulturist, Haney's Magazine, 
Arthcr's Magazine, or any other $2 magazine, for $3. Canada 

subscribers must add the American postage. 

iPfri ASSOOIA.TKD Effort leads to success In canvassing for 

periodicals, as well an in other enterprises. For instance, if you 
are forming (or wish to form) a club for the Rural Nbw- 
Youkkr, and cannot fill it np in your own neighborhood, get 
some person or persons a few miles distant to join with or assist 
you—adding their names to those you tnay procure, and send¬ 
ing all together. Please think of thia, and act upon the 

suggestion if convenient 

IziT VotrsTART Aokvts for the Rural—Any nod every 

Subscriber or reader is requested to act in behalf of the Rural, 
by forming clubs or otherwise. Now is the time for its friends 
to manifest their interest in the paper and the canse it advocates, 
either by obtaining new subscribers, or inducing others to act in 
its behalf. If any lose or wear out numbers in showing the. 
paper,—that's the best way to get subscribers,—we will duplicate 

them in order to make their files complete for binding. 

rpiTYC Nammcr Term of C’lov**r Ml reel 
L SEMINARY will commence Tuesday, April 23rd, 1861.- 

Eot particulars address Miss AMY MOORE, Principal. 

JCHOOL TKACHERS-I want to en 
^ gage vour services. Address without delay. 
r>s7-2t J. WHITLEY, ,)k., I Ionova, N. Y. _)Ti3 ATI nSLWY r 

HAY ELEVAT0K \TOTICE.- The Summer Term of the New York 
IN Stats' Agricultural College will commence on Wednesday, 
the 17th inst. M. K PATRICK, President 

Ovid. Seneca Co., N. Y.. April I, _6K7-3I. HORSE POWER FORK. 
This Fork can be used with either 

onk or two horsbb. Price, full 
rigged (with rope and throe pul¬ 
ley *,| $12. 

See description in Kurai. Nkw- 
Yoiikkii of March 23. 186L 

Send for a Circular. 
Add res* 

LEV I A. BEARDSLEY, 
South Hdnustnn, Otsego Vo., N. Y. 

p !\T PT ,OVMTP. rS’TT !—Now ready, a complete 
A Price Current, offering Wntuliei ami Jewelry at an ini 
■ncr redw'tion • No advance tuivment required on goods.— 
Idress at once. HUBliARD BROS., Providence, R, I 

MBR AT INDTTOJM IdNTS-l lc. 
V X sSro til engage some good Agents a bo would he satisfied 
io work for Si or a daw Address without delay ,1 WHIT' 
LEY. Jr . Pub.. Davis' Block. Genera, N Y 6H7-4t 

riHllC GLI NTO N SKKDLINC; 
1 POTOATO. which obtained the first premium at Hie last 

Monroe Co, Fair, is superior for table use. yields butter Mian 
anv other variety grown in this section, ami lit not, liable to rot. 
Grown bv the subscriber* at Pen Held. N Y., and will he sold Tor 

' - - - g k HOOK AND N E. 1U0H. 

rI THOROUGH,BRED STOCK. 
1 Tiik Hubioriher*. HKODIK, CAMPBELL .V CO, are uow 

engaged in Breeding and Importing Farm Stock of the first 
quality Mr Buoniit was formerly "I the firm of Hi nokrford 
« Bite)DIB (which firm is now dissolved,) His skill and large ex¬ 
perience in tile burinenenro well known to Breeders. 

Fart, of the Stock can he seen ill 3. Cami-iikm/h place three 
milen west of Utica, or one and a half milt'd from the Whitet¬ 
horn Depot, N Y. Central Railroad. 

Mr.HPOn Ohotltk l.i now visiting England and Scotland select¬ 
ing animals. Phi tics wishing to jiurcnaae Short-Horns or Ayr¬ 
shire*. Leicester Sheen, or Yorkshire Hogs, ran address 
882-1311 JAMES HBODIK, Rural Hill, Jefferson Co ,N. Y.,or 

S. CAMPBELL k CO , New York MUbt, Oneida Co.. N. Y. 

seed at $1 per bushel. 

TTr A iNrU TCI A —The address of every Book Agent, in 
VY America. Send your address and receive something 

worth knowing. J. WHITLEY, Jit., Pub., Geneva, N Y. 

PA VIS' tSfsrll ini* I *ot:i1o«'M. — l have a 
quantity of that excellent and productive new Potato, 

HAVES' SEEDLING, which I will -ell for seed at $2.80barrel. 
My seed W08 presented me by one or the editors of'the Rural, 
two venrs since, as something new and valuable, and so it has 
proved. JOSEPH 11. VICK, 

EXTRACT OF TOBACCO, 
Ilj foe dipping sheep and lambs, 

AND FOB DBJIBOmU ALL KIN US OF VERBID ON OTHER AMMAL8. 
Tiik Manufacturers of This now and valuable preparation, beg 

leavetrrcall the attention "f Farmers and Graziers to this ef- 
h.'clual remeilv for destroying Ticks, Lice, and all other Insects. 
Injurious to animals and vegetation, and preventing tho alarm¬ 
ing attacks of the Fly and Scab on Sheep. 

It* use not only refnoves the vernnn on animals, hut cleansoa 
and purifies the skin, thereby materially benefiting their gene¬ 
ral health, anil greatly improving wool, both in quality and 
quantity. 

Thin article complwUily nuuerfleooB that, labvrimin and disar 
{ftsvahU work of* prcvpitnition in your owu buildin^H for Sheep- 
washing, as it is ready at all times, in anv climate, and lor all 
descriptions of Sheep, even for Ewes in lamb, and can bo fur¬ 
nished at a much reduced cost. 

KISIIKR At DO., Molt; \”oii<«, 

883-13 SSIt Central Wharf. IL»fon. Mum*. 

Special Notices 
TIIK CATTLE MARKETS. 

A LLKN’S IMPUOVF.D UAR- 
il KOW WITH OSCILLATING MOTION. 

TitR object so long desired by farmers has been found at last 
in ALLEN'S 1M PKI) V El lilt A RUOW By the peculiar shape of 
the hinges, combined with the manner of attaching the power, 
hii OSCILLATORY MOTION of the Harrow is produced, thero- 
by avoiding all triwjcinu and clogging of thr toeth. 

Grain or Grass Seed can he more elTertually harrowed in with 
this implement, than with a common Harrow with twice tho 

Those who have used Allen's Improved Harrow on their farms 
will have naother. ,, 

Agents Want' ll in every sflOtiyn of the United States to sell 

U Address all communications to the assignee of the inventor. 
Oil AS. ELIJOTT, East Kendall, Orleans Co., N- Y., of whom 
also the Uarrow can he obtained. 6o7-7teow 

■latilBlwBaB 
NEW YORK, April 3.—Tho current prices for the week at 

all the markets are as follows: 
BKKF 0ATTLB. 

First quality.... 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality,. 

COWS AND OALVB8. 
First qnallty,..- 
Ordinary quality,. 
Common quality, . 
Inferior quality.-.. 

First quality, Kl lb 
Ordinary quality, 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality,. 

Prime quality,... 
Ordinary quality, 
Comtuou quality, 
Inferior quality,. 

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS 

To those who wish to purchase a perfect u Com bin'KD 

Rkapkr A.vd MowBR,"we would say that "BALL'S OHIO 

MOWER AND REAPER" is manufactured at the Auburn 

Prison by Messrs. Rosa, Dodgk k I’omrot, sole proprietors 

for the State of New York, for the use of these valuable 

Tho machine is made of the best materials, and 

Reaper, and to cut easily, 

. $H,8(X5'fl.2fi 
... 7,78((i)M,26 
... 7,<Wf7,M 
... 6,(X>,aij.80 

.$86,000880,00 

. 4O,tM@60,00 

. 30,iKl(|/;:i8,!)q 

. 25,iX>yl3d,lW 

.. 6.,i@7H'C 

.. OfX.'Ufi c 

.. 4 (e)6 c 

The a«lvantagn.i of this machine as a Reaper are very obvious. 
1. The grain is delivered at the side of the platform, outirely 

out of the wav nf the next round. 
2 It ents a Bwalli six feet wide, ami will out one acre per hour 

with one span or horses without injuring them. 
3, It. mu he changed from a Mower to a Reaper in til teen min¬ 

utes, and vice versa. , . . , 
There are other general points ol excellence, the simple 

mention ol which will lie at once understood by the practical 

l,l|nTh_ mot,l,anIcal execution of tlm work, as well as the char- 
actor of the materials used in their construction, is superior to 
that of most machines of the kind. 

2. The driving wheels are three feet high, thus improving tho 

'*'.I1'Tt has an adjustable tongue hv which the side-draft can pos 
itivelvhoi'iintriiUed Under all clrrumsUneos Some machines 
have little or on side-draft while mowing, hut have a great deal 
while reaping. Nothing but an adjustable tongue can avoid this 

height of the stubble can lie changed from oen to five 
inches in an instant, without stopping the machi 1 Ills Is an 
important inprovement from tho fact that it enables the ina- 
chinG to cut lodged grass us close to tlm ground as that winch 
is sUimlioe or to cut a high stubble where the ground is 
rough boggv, or Stony ; or the points of the guards can he 
til,.. above the grass while the uiachu.u may be |Hissing over 

'' A*Vii eascTtile^'* Lifting Principle" should he prel'erre.l to the 
one just, deecrda'd. Mm cutler bar can he oonfined to cut at any 
given height, and thou by Hie us.' of II." lever, the driver, while 
on his seat, can raise the cutter-bar parallel with the ground 
from three to twelve Inches TliiMirraegemenl liu-.llitateH turn¬ 
ing and Wkintr, or passing over large Atones or *tllmp». 

a. In moving the machine over cut grass, or from place to 
plivow, .i •• I„n* r.»«l. In at. .tmlant, ho nrte»4, »Wed up ana 
supported against lun -m, of the lujuihine. , . 

7. Tun journals ru.. ill Iron mixes bunbeterf, excepting tho pit¬ 
man box, which ii* composition. , 

8. The guards are polished wrought iron, plated with cost 

ri*Th'j Mower cuts four feet sixinebeg wide. 

JTiaiiufacturrrt at the Auburn State Prison. 
Anril. IHtil. liUKS, DODGE A POM HOY. 

KINDLE’S PATENT AGttlUUT.TUU AL 

CALDRON AND STEAMER- 
^ Turn is a new and 

v,l'uilhle improve- 

^OOKiNQ 
patents. 
warranted to be a perfect Mower or 

without clogging, any kind of grain or grass, either wet or dry. 

The Mower has a Cast Steel Cutter Bar, 4 feet 6 inches cut, 

with polished wrought iron guards, plated in the Slot with 

Cast Steel, and tempered. 

The Reaping attachment has a Finger Bar and polished 

wrought iron guards attached to it, with a Sickle-cdged 

Knife, which, for cutting grain, is far better than tho smooth- 

edge mowing knives generally used. By means of the 

separate Finger Bar anil Sickle, they are enabled to make 

the Reaper cut either 5 or 6 foot swath, and dispense with 

the heavy Mowing Bar when reaping. 

The Combined Reaper and Mower Is delivered to the pur¬ 

chaser for the sum of $150, for a six months’ note without 

interest, or $14A cash. The Mower is $30 less. 

The agents for Monroe County are [586-6te 

J. \V HANNAH, of CliftOD, Monroe Co., N. Y. 

DANIEL KINGSLEY, of fittsford, Monroe Co., N. Y. 

VKAt. CALVES. 

SHKRP A.VD l.AMRS. 
. $6.00507,00 
. 4,50(2*8,80 
. 4.005)4.80 
. 3,26(43,75 

Si!: Domesti* Purposes 
where a Caldron 

Tf','' K.ittlo is required. 
Lc. Full particulars 
vf given In Illustrated 
if. .Circulars, which 
<V f" will be SENT FKK8 to 

awiNR. 
First quality 

300. but there is about as man v pounds of beef on the market an 
then, the cattle running heavier. There is nn impovement in 
the quality, ton, must of tlm droves being liner and fatter. 
HoldoiS are asking more, and the sales made thus tar are at a 
shade hotter prices, hut taking the improvement in Duality Into 
consideration, we hardly fool Justified in raying that higher 
rales have heen established 

RuuKior.'i The following is our comparative statement of 
receipts at this market over the Central Railtoad, estimating 16 
to the car: _ 

Cor. week 
This week. Last week. last year. 

Cattle.3,232 3,835 MIG 
Sheep.LG* 3,W 2>6 
nogs.. 'll ** ‘*“l 
Bricks— xid* week. Last week. 
Prt»TTiiuin.A-. (fli c c 
Extm. .mhmc mswo 
Fir*t tySitoty --c 
Sec»>ua quality..—.3 (n)S*Vjj (wJ o 
Third ivumy.it .. 

Siikki' Market very dull. Fiyo ornlx huudrou naveb^ec neio 
over hero during tho poirtweek, without any offeri*. Ueceipta 
vim v Th# only huIo w« boar of i». 212 hoavy Canadian, 
aw, m ttfl. at 3.^o. , , , , 4 , . 

M1L0B (Jowh a few changad bandn at pnCOB ranging irom 

^'vv’oimi'ml Uxr.'i A pair very line, weighing nearly 4,000 Ihs 
was sold, to go to Brighton, for$2W). 

BRIGHTON. April 3,-At market-1,200 Beef Cattle, 75 Stores, 
|.4i)U Sheep and Lambs, an>l t,800 Swine. 

Bkkf CaTTI K —Brices, extra. $7 Wn.O.OO; 1st quality, $6,50® 
0,0li 2d do, $6.00f«|6,00: 3d do. $4.IX»®5.50. 

WORKI.VO Oxasi—*85, SOlM'LY) 
Milch Cows ; riimmon, $18@I9. 
YkaL Cai.vks $3,OOCiOS,00 ,, 
Stokbs — Yeai lings. $d'id; two-years old, $16(g)17; three years 

old. $13®M 
iilPF.rt t>if®5c Til fb, 
Calf Skinh -10®lie «i lb. 
Tallow - 6FiS/7r, IP fb- 
PltLTS—$l,(KHii|l,25 uttch . _ 
SitKitf AM' La mbs $1,28(5)1,80, extra, $2,0(*a)5.00. 
Swi.vk Store, wholesale, t%6Mc; retail, 6@8c. Fat Hogs, 

HlllhnlfiPflfoaSfiitflv't '» apnlirants. 
Si MANUFACTURED 

mBBBLff: mmi\ 
^I .Ml Buffalo St., 

m, S z. ROCHESTER, N-V. 

GEO A. MOORE, Agent, BS Main St-.vt, Butlhln, Agent for 
Erie, ClwuUtMqna, ana Cattaraugus Counties. 

TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 
OR HOC Tiioiujsy'b Food for 

■' ig and sus- 
For Milch 

improving 
-ore with it 

TMPORTANT 
*- HORSE. COM HOARSENESS AND SORE THROAT. 

This unpleasant and painful result of " Catching CM," or 

unusual exertion of the vocal organs, may at any time be 

removed by allowing one or two of “ Brown's Bronchial 

Trochesor Cough Lozenges, to dissolve slowly in the 

mouth Hence, Singers and Public Speakers will find them 

of peculiar advantage. 

“ We have found them of grentservico in allaying Bronchial 

Irritation, and in subduing hoarseness produced by Colds.”— 

Rev. Daniel Wink, lute Editor of Zion’s Herald. 

....L-,, COW, SHEEP, OR HOG. '.-. 
CatTlB. For Horses H is indispensable In promote 
talnlng oil thu animal ftincMonsin health and vigor. 
<Jow.'.t i„ inynliinlile. Increasing the quantity and ... 
the quality Of inilh. For Uan.sta nifMitng can compare with iv 
for feeding quickly. For Sheep aqd 1'ign tho ntfects produced 
mono month will exceed all expecta#"" 

A Pamphlet mailed free 0. ,ui.y address. 
ITT DEPOT. 21 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 874-26t 

A8TOR HOUSE, 
W 11 W YORK. 

Tuib Hotel is in excellent condition. Recently many im- 
proveTiiem.- have been made. Mr Stetson, its former proprie¬ 
tor, lias returned to supervise its executive department. Its 
tables are bountifully supplied; waiters excellent, and it is con¬ 
ceded that, it hue never been an comfortable during its history. 
The new water elnheta have no uquals in this Country. 

The young proprietors are full of enterprise and courtesy, 
and spare no pains to make thmr patrons comfortable. 

Hen of bnninc.-w. or families who really need solid comforts 
handsomely dispensed, will find this time-honored Hotel better 
than ev"'' 

Its proximity to business, tlioconveuiencestor reaching every Sart of the city. Central Park, Ac., renders it the best for the 
ierchant or casual Traveler. 580-13t 

Yon are respect fully requested to give the above t low a iruu 
before purchasin'-: elsewhere. The No. 2: l» a medium size and 
best adapted to all kinds of work, either sr/.P I* adapted to two 
or three homes, by means of n ipiph; lateral adjustment of 
the beam, retaining the lino of draft, in either ease parallel 
with Up- land -ele. During tho past year it has been thuruug ily , 
tested Cy many farmers, and is warranted to give perject satisme- 
tioii in everv inspinCO, It IS being extensively manufactured at, 
A. GORDON'S, 08 South St- Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y. No. t 
Plow, is $7.50: same, " lull rigged. ’$11. No. s 2, 8, and 4, $«.6U 
each,' “full rigged."$12. . . 

All cornmunieatifuis in relation to State or County Rights, or 
for patterns ..r either of the above should he addressed to 
the patoutaes, RULUFSON k DE GARMO. Koe.hcshu, N. Y. 

N. B.—OueuUis, containing full particulars, sent free. See 
illustrated description in Rural of March ill). 1861 587-.lt 

| A N H S 1 R O T I I 
J j ON THE HIVE AND HONEY-BEE- 

Grateful for the favor with Which this Treatise ou tlm tllvc 
and Iloncy Bee has been received, the Author respectfullv sub¬ 
mits to the candid perusal of Ins Render*, a Revised Edition, il¬ 
lustrated hv numerous beau til ul wood cuts, and containing the 
results of his latest discoveries and improvement*. I lie odor- 
ination horn predeiltod, i* buliovoil to CHfJintitulo it ilncnloil ko 
viloco. In Hfiiur uiiihhtint on -iovtiling wliioh IhIm 
hitherto been furnished to the Apiarian Bub lie and while 
specially adapted to the want* of those who u -e the Movable- 
c:„nih Hive, it aims to net forth the true principles which lie at 
the foundation ‘d all profitable Bee Keeping, with auy hivo or 
on anv svxtem of management. .. , „ 

Debarred to a pi. info I extent, by the state of his health, Iron, 
the more appropriate duties ol his Sacred OfflW. and compelled 
to »e6k some employment e«l*|o« him At) much iwposslhle into 
♦he anon ^ir, tb** Awthur t the hojn* that tlm result ol 
Ills lauois in an important department of Rural Economy, may 
move servieeatile to the Community ss well ax to himself. Such 
lias been thesutliJactiou which lie has taken in these researches, 
that he has felt desirmw of awakening a mure yoaral interest 
In a pursuit, not merely profitable in 1U pel miliary resulU but 
most admirably adapted to instruct and delight all inUdhgutit 
observer- ScVntilic liecKeeping is regarded, in Europe, as an 
Intellectual pursuit, and no one w ho studies the wonderful 
habits of this useful Insect, need apprehend that the rnat.u lal* 
for new observations will ever become exhausted. The Creator 
has stamp. '! tlm seal nf his own inltnlty, on all hut works, so 
that it is impossible even in his minutest products to exhaust 
thestore house of the Divine Knowledge, so as "by searching 
to “find out the Almighty to perfection. But while "a pros 
ent Deity" may be seen in all the wide extent or Animated Na¬ 
ture, in fow things ban lie displayed himself more clearly than 
in th’f: wise economy of the Honry-Bue. 

table of contents 
1. Facts connected with the invention of the Movable- 

II. The Honey-Bee capable of being tamed or domesticated, 
t.o a surprising degree. . ,, , 

IIL The Queen or Mother Bee, the Drones and the Workers; 
with highly important facts in their Natural History. 

IV. Comb. _ „ 
V Bropolia or " Bee-Glue. 

VI. Pollen or “ Bee Brea.1. 
VTI. On the advantages which ought to be found in a good 

VIII Protection against extremes of Heat and Cold, sudden 
and severe changes of Temperature, and Dampness in 
the Hives. 

IX. Ventilation of tne Hive. 
Natural Swarming and Hiring of swarms. 

XI Artificial Swarming. 
VII The Hue-Moth, and other Enemies of Bees. Diseases of 

AND REAPER, 
W 7 Til /•'// H V / tt /,F JPOIjOJJYO- UJIIt. 

THE ONLY MACHINE WHICH COMBINES ALL THE RE¬ 

QUISITES OF A I'KUFKCT HARVESTER, 

Farmers wishing to avoid disappointment, will give their orders 
early in the season , , . . _, 

t fr Cireulai* with full description and testimonials forward 

mI t,, |, aDICIANflr- Manufacturer and Broprietor, 
poiiiniKRKTRiK, Nkw York, 

Sole Warehouse In New York, 166 Onn-nwich Street, 
ftf/.p, Near Courtlaadt. 

MALTBY & ARMIT VGK, Agents. Verona, Oneida.Co . N. Y. 
V ALE NORTHRUP, Agent, Smyrna, Chenango Lo., N Y. 
JOSEPH jm.IAND.2d, " Binnhridge,t.hunapg!)Co,,N.Y. 
A I' HKAYTON M SON, Agent*. Watertown, .letj. Lo..N. 1. 

C* AGE iN TH W A NT EI », t;’ 
O.UUU sell SIX -raw lavBftTtOSW two very recent, 
and ot irn'at valun to fxituiIirm; all pay profita t« Amenta. 

8>jS'r... “‘'l BfflRffSBUBt. I.—.', m™. 

illai'kcts, Commerce, fee 

Rural Nkw-Yorkkr Offick, \ 
KocbeBter, April 9, 1S6L j 

Flock—We have no change to note in prices, but the demand 
is good. Most of the mills are running to full capacity to sup¬ 

ply Eastern markets Meal hag declined cents, and is sell¬ 

ing to the trade at $1.00 "f! 100 tbs. 
GkaJX—Wheat is as last quoted. Corn is droopi ng, old brings 

45c; new is Dot worth more than 40c Rye has lost 3 cents ou 
the bushel during the week Oats now range from 23@25 cents. 
Beans bring H$c(5/$1.13 for goodi poor are not worth anything. 

Mrath ano Poultry am without change. 
Dairy, len.—Roll Butter has advanced to I8(3)16c. Lard has 

put on lc $4 It. Eggs falling oil 
jI.'hi.-it Dried Apples have lost 4ac fi tb; Cherries havegone up 

l(i62c; l’luras aie not quite so firm. 
Maul*Sugar has been rather scarce, but as the roads im¬ 

prove the quautity increases. Merchants are now paying $10@ 
11,00 per cwt, but the prospect seems to favor a reduction. 

"HEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING C0’6 

IMl’KOVRD FAMILY SEWING MACMNE8 
WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER k WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. Beg 

to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING1 
MACHINES, white they have added new and important, ini-, 
provements. The reduction is ma«le io the hope that the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patents. 

Ofiiee r>Of> Broadway, New Yorlt- 

H. W. DlItiILK, Agent, 

579-tf HOCHBSTBK, JX Y. 

IL W Cl KUO DUV Mivrii uunivn, \ \\ 
Copies with greater facility and as perfectly iwi the iron press.- 
Good itocnti make from $5 to $10 a day. .Address 

WATERS A VAN ANDKN, 139 William St . New York. 

Egg*, dozen.lOOilllC 
Honey, box.12f.i 14 
Candles, box. .11 N@12 
Candles, extra 13®RD< 

Fruit ajvd Hoots. 
Apples, bnsliel.25A631C 
Apples, dried, Iplb-2(ai2>i 
Beaches, dried, fl lb....Star 10 
Cherries, dried..lUa! 12 
Blums, dried,...._  fkiuio 
Potatoes...4(Xojao 

HinKM and Skims. 
Slaughter, ..4 @ 4.?,' 
Calf,.7 <5 7 
Sheep Belt*...60(ail63c 
Lamb Pelts.Stla)88 

SkkDS. 
Clover, bushel..$4,00(34,28 
Timothy, .. 2,50:53,<yj 

SUMDKlBH. 
Wood, hard.$3,00tai5,0t 
Wood, soft.«,0OSa,OC 
Cool, Lehigt) .  .7,OOai7.0< 
Coal Scranton.6,7.So.6,0C 
Coal, Bltuton.8,7556.0 
Coal. Shamokin.i.7rxid.iX 
Coal. Char.. Itl®l2N 
Salt, bbl.0.00/61.6; 
Hay. tun.8,uofa'lz0t 
Straw, tun.-U.tJOfai 0,0( 
Wool, $3 lb. .... 30380c 
Whitelisli, half bbl . 4.2awA.M 
Codfish, *1 quintal.. C80M8.00 
Trout, hjdf bbl.,,,,, .4,00.3,4,25 

W $3 a 1)av. Mm. Hankins wants Agent, at home or to 
travel for her Pictorial *• FAMILY NEWSPAPER," aivi for her 
Cunous New Book ot FEMALE CHARACTEItS IN TiRK CITY-- 
Fhr Specimens and Terms incloso red stamp to HANKINS A 
GO,, Now York. 573 

Flour, spnng'lo, ... fi.ikteA.iw 
Flour, buckwheat, 0,00@2.00 
Meal,Indian. ... ©1.00 
Wheat, Genesee,. ... l.lOrtl.30 
Best wriite Canaaa, . o,oo®l,S8 
Corn, old.— ....... 'XIa -18,: 
Corn, new...*@40 
Rye, tio tbs. tM bnah.Olatti 
Oats, by weight.23ui28 
Bariev'.-. 
Buckwheat. .«®40 
Beans..—88o(ft<$Ll“ 

Mrath. 
Pork. Meps.$16,50(11)0,01 
Pork, clear.13.(H-i.lO,oo 
Port, cwt.AOMftV 
Beef cwt............ t.tKXyiti.OO 
Spring Ucabs, each,.. .1,50.3)2,00 
Muttou. careotH.IfojSu 
Hams, smoked. KgjltJ 
Shouldera,. 
Chickens......ikailO 
Turkeys .10@H 
Geese,.  40@W 
Ducks 'fl pair ......A8(g)44 

dairy. *c. „ . 
Butter, roll.]a@16 
Butter, firkin.13fad4 
Cheese...9C'0l0 
Lard, tried.lOajU 
T&tlow, rough.0 60 6 
Tallow, tried.8 @ S 

ITAI,IAN IIKKH.—Ordain will now be received-for these 
bees to be delivered in the Spring A circular will be tnUUi 

all applicants inclosing a stamp In it will be found the terms 
and also reports from Mr Lanostiiotu, Dr. Kuiti.i.nd, Mr. 
Bkackktt, Mr. BalDRIBOB, and others, testifying folly, from 
acton 1 observation, lo the great superiority of tin-* race aver tho 
common bee [576-tfl H. B. PARSONS, Flashing, N. Y, 

Good News for the Unemployed! THE WOOL MARKETS*. 

NEW YORK April 4.- -The general dullness and apathy no¬ 
ticed at the date of pur last report stlll_ continues, and (luring 
the pus week the rales have been very limited and only tojup- 

immediate wants of buyers- The sales include some 26,000 
CifcnWftl^TfiO hales pulled, and 46,om. fbs California, all 
at prices within our range. Foreign kinds have been without 
movvineut. Wo quote: 

American -Saxony Fleece, ^7 lb.. 
American fall-hlood Merino.........4KoA4 
American balf-blood au'l three-fourths Menuo. - AH-rlO 
American Native and one-fourth Merino..weeds 
Extra Pulled. .. 
Superfine. Pulled.yilms? 

California, line, unwashed,. 
California, common do.. 

THOUSAND CHANCES TO MAKE MONEY! 

ONE MILLION DOLLARS 
worth or 

'WatoRes, 
Jewelry, 

AJfD 

SILVER PLATED WARE, 
To be disposed of on an 

KNTIKKI-.Y |NEW 

AND 

OHIGtIN AXj PLA-NJ 

2,500 AGENTS WANTED. 
All person* desirous of securing an Agency in thia 

NEW ENTERPRISE, 
Should send their names at once, enclosing a thrkh oust 

stamp to pay postage, and receive by return of Mail 

A. GttKMIUM 

C -A. T A. LOG XT E 

Containing INDUCEMENTS, 
Which afford 

A RARE CHANCE 

TO MARK 

M ONE Y 

without risk, together with 

ITT7LL. PARTICULARS 

Relative to thia 

3Sf o v e 1 I* Ian! 

To insure prompt and sat -.factory dealings, direct all orders to 

GEORGE G. EVANS, 
439 VUMiSTJYCT STHKKT, 

585-3t PHILADELPHU, 1JA. 

u tPAMILY NEWSPAPER.” — 
* ’ Mrs. Hankins’ Mammoth Pictorial is in its Sixth Volume 

and has 300,000reavlers Full of Engravings and Fiwhion Plates. 
Largest, nicest anil best in tb« world for 75 oU. a yoar. Aisknth 
wanted Ladies, Teachers, Cl"ivy men. or Bust-Masters. For 
Specimen Copies sjid Terms to Agents, inclose red -.lamp to 

578 HANKINS * CO., New York. 

Peruvian, washed....---.... 
Valparaiso, unwashed,..---r-- 
South American Me*., unwashed,. 
South American Merino, unwashed, 
South American, common washed,. 
South American Entre Kins, do, .. 
Sooth American, unwashed, . 
South American Cordova, washed. 
Cape Good Hope, unwashed,. 
East India, washed,. 
African, UDwaahed,... 
African, washed,....,.,. 
Smy rna. unwashed,.-. 
Smyrna, washed.... 
Mexican, unwashed,. 

During the month of March the following sales of wool have 

ll InIriostou—700.000 lbs fleece and pulled at 30tn:50o; 1,852 bales 
Mediterranean, Cape, be.; 200 ballots Peruvian; 1.30,000 the Val¬ 
paraiso; 184bales Cape, exported to Liverpool; and a large lot 
rum* at 20c particulars not trauspired. 

In Philadelphia—26.600 lbs fleeces at 3fVyjlHc; 6,000)ba pulled at 
arn'Xkv 8 000 tbA foreign at 16fctaA3c: 20,(W0lbs low Cri mean at fibu. 
lSrSwiis East Indian at. 18c, 10,000 lb* low Russian at 10c.^ 

In Providence—04,000 lbs flUOOO at 306<)47>Sc; and X6,o00 lb* for¬ 
eign at 30c. 

BOSTON, April 4.—There ha* been a fair demand for w.iol the 
past week, but price* remain without improvement. The sales 
have bee ii 200,000 lbs fleece aid polled wool. In foreign the 
Irate-actions comprise SOObiton bales Mediterranean, South 

.—@— 
, I.V3)21 
221(0)23 
.13® 15 
.laais 
. 83)io 
.193)22 
.253.28 
.103,30 

- 
.—(mi— 
40@i» 
,‘2$aM6 

THE PROVISION MARKETS. 

Market heavy and 5c better. “WOMEN OF NEW YORK.”— 
V V Mr*. Hankins' Curious New Book of Female Charac¬ 

ter* in the City, i* very interesting, ami strictly moral Fancy 
binding; 356 Pages; 80 Rngravlng*; 36 Portraits. Mailed free for 
$1. AGENTS Wanted —Ladies and Teacher*. For Description 
of Book and Particular* of Agency, inclose red stamp to 

578 HANKINS k CO., New York. 

NEW YORK, April 8.—Flock .. 
Sal"* at $5,20.35,28 for super State; $5.35t?'6,40 for extra do, $5- 
3535.66 for super fine Western; $5.3535.65 for common to me¬ 
dium extra do; $S,6U(a)6.70 for inferior to good extra round hoop 
Ohio. Canadian a shade lower, sains at £5,40fei7,00 

GkxLV.-Wheat, market dull and a shade lower; rales fair Chi- 
Ciure. uprinjr &t $1(S9 d^Ov^fpd) UilW8lik^9 club ul 
rthiice winter red Western at $1,38^ delivered, common to 
white Western at *1.46.3 1.47. R.V" quiet at BftjfiffliC. Parley dull 
at 66&j68c. Corn, rales at ®7®683<C for old mixed Mestein. in 
More and delivered, »nd 62c for new do. Oats firmer at 33!gc for 
State Western, and Canada. 

Provisions—Pork market staadv, sales at $12.S7I»®I7.50 for 
mesa;*12,50(3)13.00 for prime. Lard steady, small rale* at »a, 
lUJjc. Butter in fair rr-qiu-st at lOQiiUcfor Ohio, and l*o)19cfor 
State. Cheese steady at SCJlWc. , , 

Asmss—The demand for both kind* is fair, and the market is 
steady sales of Pot* at *fi.2/<aVi,31 Ij, and i'earl* *5,3) -i- 

HohJ—The market Is quiet, but price* are without quotable 
Variation, small sales to brewera at MfalSrto. 

Skims—The inquiry for Clover Seed i» fair, and the market i* 
firm rales of 170 bag*, at 8C. Timothy Seed in quiet, at $3,25i!/< 
3,60 i) bushel. 

BUFFALO. April A—Flock—The market is dull and u'i- 
cbai ged, and the rales reported sh.ce qur last do not exceed 2t») 
ibis at *4 75 for extra Slate; $4 76;»O.0tl for extra Illinois and 
Wisconsin; $5,00 fur fiirto extra Mchigan $'»00fai$5.25for fail to 
good extra Ohio, and Indiana, and$5,5Xa'B,i® for double extras. 
A small sale of double extra Iowa was effected at $5.37>2. 

Wujut—The market is quiet a-d parties are apart A sale qf 
i’ed winter was made Satiirttay &ft»?roooo on l^rms not niauft 
public. This mori ing lffio bush. Canada club hugged, at $1.02 
For other descriptions parties are apart. No. 1Chicago spring 
'b held at $1 00®1-03; No. 2 do at 98c.(a)$1.00; Milwaukee club 
$l.t«ji$1.05, and red winter at $1.13(3'$]. 14. Corn remains quiet 

XV HI. Honey. Pasturage. Overstocking. 
XIX. The Anger of Bees. Remedies for their bring. Instmctu 

XX. Oi/tne<proper Site, Shape, an<i Material* for Hives. Ob¬ 
serving Hives. 

XXI. The Italian Honpy-Bee. .... 
XXII Beo Keeper's Calender. Bee-Keeper* Axiom*. 

tVoodCiits ot Movable-Comb Hives, of various Implement* 
uVid In the Apt&rjG nod of Bteai ivrnl C'omp. 

Copious Alphabetical Index. 
Of thi* work the Rev P.orkkt Baird, I). D., nays.- ' I trust 

that Mr. LAiigrtrotho labor* will contribute greatly to promote 
a department of rural economy, which in tin* country ba» 
hitherto received so little HcIcntiGc attention, He well deserves 
th« name of Benefactor, infinitely more so than many who 
have mall countries and in all age* received that houorable 
title. Not many year- will pass »W|y nilhout seeing hi* impor¬ 
tant invention brought into extensive use. loth in the Old arcl 
New World. Its great merits need only to be known , and thi* 
Time will certainly being about" , .. .. , 

This valuable work can be obtained at the office of the Kurai 
New-Yorker, Rochest-i . Prairie fhrmw. and framer's Advo- 
co/r,Chicago; VaileyParmer,rit. Louis. Baxtox. Baiikku & 
Publishers. 28 Park Row, Nww York, and at the pnucipftl Book 
tftorea. 

Explanation or Platen. . . , 
For Tkkkitokiai. Riuiit* of the Lannstroth Hive in -Maine, 

Vermont, part of New York, and the Western State* and Ter- 1 r . II Jim'L.' IT...... -Ivrv llflurt.vtl .lin 
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_l 1857. — Superior to any in use for Wood or Coal. 2>S cord* 
of wood, or 1>I tun* of coal to 100 bhls.—coal not mixed with 
stone. Addreafi [-134-tfJ C- D. PAGE, Rochester, N. Y. 
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,’S HXJBJlL HFEW-TOBKEIl . IB. 
THE WELCOME BACK. 

Sweet is the hour that bring* us home, 

Where all will spring to meet us; 

Where hand* are s tiring a* we come 

To be the first to greet ok. 

When the world hath spent it* frown* and wrath. 

And care ha* been sore It pressing, 

*Tis sweet to turn from nor roving path, 

And find a fireside blessing. 

Oh, joyfully dear i* the homeward track. 

If we are but sure of a welcome hack. 

What do we reck on a dreary way, 

Though lonely and benighted, 

If we know there are tips to chide <rar stay, 

And eyes that will beam love-lighted? . 

What is the worth of your diamond ray 

To the glance that (lashes pleasure; 

When the words that welcome back betray 

We form a heart'* chief treasure? 

Oh, joyfully dear i* our homeward track, 

If we are but sure of a welcome back. 

®&* JFtnrg-Sillt*. 

(Written for Moore'* Rural New-Yorker.] 

CHARLEY HOLMES; 
OK 

THE CONSEQUENCES OF INDECISION. 

BY MRS. M. A. LATHROP. 

[Continued from page 118, last number. J 

CHAPTER III. 

More than a year had gone by after Nellie's 
death, and during that time Mrs. Hoj.mrs had found 
nothing of which to complain in her son, when he 
one day entered the house in greut excitement* 
having heard at school that hiB father was to move to 
a Western State; and aa he had been reading of the 
large rivere, extensive prairie*, and endless variety of 
water fowls, and animals of that region, he was 
greatly interested and hoped, above all things, that 
the report was true. HU mother informed Him that 
there was a heavy pressure upon the money market, 
and that all business men were greatly troubled with 
the “hard times,” and if bin father snoeeeded in 
Belling his goods for Western land, as ho hoped to 
do, they should move in the fall. When Mr. Houses 
came in to tea, he was beset by questions from 
Ohari.hy, in regard to the location of the farm for 
which he was negotiating, how it looked, whether 
there was a stream of water near, where he could 
fish; and woods with deer In them, waiting to be 
caught. H1r father told him that there were not only 
deer in that country, but panthers, and bears, who 
might bo as glad to Bee him as he possibly could be 
to meet them; and that there whb no place where he 
would find unalloyed happineBS. 

“I know that,” replied Cuarley, “but shall we 
live near a village where 1 can go to school and have 
plenty of boys to play with?” 

“No, my son," replied his father, “ we shall be in 
the heart of the forest, and you will be thrown upon 
yourself, and books, for amuHement; and, by the way, 
I consider that the best feature of the case; for a boy 
as cosily influenced ns you are, should be kept as far as 
possible from temptation. Then turning to his wife, 
Mr. Holmes said, “I was reading an afl'ecting story 
to-day, of a boy by the name of Arthur Lamii, and 
for Onkaley’s benefit 1 will repeat it.” Charley 
thanked his father, and drawing his chair a little 
nearer, said, 

“Now, father, please begin.” 
“Artititr Lamb,” commenced Mr. Holmes, “was 

the son of good and industrious parents, who resided 
In a village in the eastern part of Nmv York: and 
being tbo only- child, bis mother centered all her j 
affections upon him, often imprinting a kiss upon his 
manly forehead as she charged him to be good and 
true tohimself, his parents, and his Hon; and then per¬ 
formed strong resolutions to obey, llut when, like 
yon, my son, he was in the way of temptation, these 
resolutions were soon forgotten, and he manifested a ' 
disposition to get and keep the secrets of boys, even ^ 
when they were planning his own ruin. Late one f 
fall there came a great day for the boys of that 
village, and hundreds of people, with their large and 
rare vegetables, and beautiful animals, flocked in to E 
attend the Agricultural Pair. Arthur was one of ' 
the first upon the ground, and with an inquisitiveness 
peculiar to active boys, ho determined to see all 
there was to be seen. He had not long wandered 
over the field before he fell into the company of two ’ 
lads older than himself, who volunteered their Ber- 11 
vices to show him the curiosities of the place, and not- 4 
withstanding they were perfect strangers, he readily 0 
accepted their company, and the three woe soon 0 
cordial friends. These strangers were practical e 
rogues, and knew well bow to entrap the unsuBpoct- (> 
ing; so to accomplish their purposes, they were 
polite, and kind, offering Arthur many a little treat 
in the way of edibles, as they passed around the lot. c 
At length, when they snpposed they had sufficiently o 
gained his confidence, they proposed that he should li 
accompany them west, where money was plenty, and a 
the people kind; and not think of spending hiB days q 
plodding on stupidly, in that out of the way place, c 
Arthur was at once eager to enter upon their plans, li 
and proposed to find his father and lay the thing e 
before him. To this the boys objected, assuring him p 
that his father was a hundred years behind the ago, hi 
and would surely oppose his going. ‘Go slily,’ they s< 
said, ‘and when your pockets are well filled with m 
money, they will be glad to receive yon back, and C 
take a share.’ Thus they reasoned till they obtained w 
a promise from Arthur, and before twelve o’clock se 
that night he had thrown liis clothes from the at 
window, and was on his way week bi 

Arriving, after a few days, at Cleveland, they put 
up at a public house, where the three occupied a fa 
room together; but Arthur was surprised that his cc 
companions, who went out * to look around a little in w 
the city,’ should not return till daylight; but was vi 

more bo when they handed over for his sale-keeping, th 
a quantity of rich jewelry, which they professed to th 
have won by gambling. Charging him to keep it fir 
safely till their return, they again left, but not long lo 
after, the door was opened by a constable, who, with wi 
other gentlemen, walked in and commenced a search. 
The stolen goods wore found with Arthur, who, wi 

after a trial, was sentenced to three years hard labor in on 
the State prison. Poor Arthur, he had been in bad lil 
company; ami even they had now forsaken him: and dc 
being without friends, or money, he was obliged to ov 

suffer. What to do he did not know: sometimes he en 
would conclude to write to his parents, hut his ah 
infamy and shame compelled him to cast his pen de 
aside, and being completely overwhelmed he yielded de 
himself to his fate, and the massive doors of the ab 
prison were abut upon him, and he was lost to him- go 
self, his parents, aud the world. No smile lighted tei 
again his youthful face, no tear came to moisten the th< 
burning heat of his eye; despair settled upon his in 
soul, and showed itself in every look and act. Day wi 

after day he toiled on, amid fault-finding keepers; 
and sometimes the punishment deserved by others 
fell upon him; yet on be went, to duty, to his hard 
fate, and harder bed, uncomplaining. 

A year, which seemed as long to him as his whole 
former life, went by; and as no ray of light or hope 
fell upon his crushed heart; the bloom of health, 
which once played upon his cheek, and sparkled in 
his eye, gave place t« the hue of death. It was 
evident to all who flaw him, that he wsb fast sinking. 
At length a new warden arrived at the prison, and 
being a man of great kindness of heart, felt a deep 
interest in all of the boys under bis care; but for 
Arthur bis pity wrb particularly excited. His 
deep sadnesfl and falling health determined him to 
inquire into his history; but amid so many duties 
this was, clay after day, neglected. Being in a store 
one day transacting business, his eye fell upon a 
newspaper, and the words “ Lost Boy” particularly 

i attracted his attention. Then he read a description 
- of a hoy, by the name of Arthur Lamb, that so 

exactly portrayed his prisoner, that he determined to 
see him that very day and learn hiB history. When 

_ the convicts were all phut up for the night, Arthur 
was sent for, and supposing that something had gone 
wrong, he came with his usual doleful and deBpond- 
ing face. 

‘What is your name?’ aBked the warden, as he 
J stood before him. 

‘Arthur,’ he replied, without raising his eyes. 
‘ Arthur what?’ asked the warden. After a mo¬ 

ment’s hesitation, he replied, 
‘ Arthur Lamb!’ 
‘ Have yon a father and mother?’ 

8 Arthur’s face brightened, and he asked, with a 
ti tremulous voice, ‘Have you heard from mother? 
e Is she still alive and well?’ 
> Poor fellow! A tender chord was touched, and 
9, the tears fell thick and fast from his sunken cheeks 
e to the floor. He had heard again the word mother, 
1 and it stirred the very depths of his soul, and as he 
H read the paper which the warden handed him, he 
1 exclaimed, ‘ That’s me! that’s me!’ 
1 ‘I will write,’ said the warden, ‘and tell them 
■ where you are.’ 
1 * Oh no,’ exclaimed Arthur, ‘it will break moth- 
1 er’s heart, for she tried to have me do right!’ 

‘ But,’ replied the warden, ‘it will be a relief for 
; her to know where you are, though the news would 

be painful.’ 

A letter was accordingly sent, giving the partic 
Ulars of Arthur’s unhappy connection with the 
vagabond boys, his present location, and bis failing 
health. After waiting a suitable time, Arthur daily < 
inquired for an answer, bot fhe disappointment souk i 

bis reviving hopes, and gloom and hopcics seas 1 
were settling ovor his heart again, when he wa„ one 1 
day caLled in, and a letter read to him. It was from 1 
the clergyman of his native place, and stated that 1 
Arthur’s parents had long since left the town, ' 

having spent most of their fortune in looking for i 
their lost child. The father was feeble in health, ' 
while his mother was fast sinking under her trials. 1 
In conclusion, the clergyman promised to forward { 
the letter to them, and use his influence in obtaining 
for Arthur a pardon. 1 

Arthur was both pleased and pained, sometimes 
laughing, and then weeping; but hope finally pre- < 
ponderated, bis step grew lighter, and his health t 
improved daily. While the warden and clerk were 
busy in the office a few days alter the reception of -j 
the letter, an aged man hurriedly entered, exclaim- h 
ing, • Where is my son, whore is ARTHUR?’ *" 

Arthur was called, but toe meeting can never be k 
described, or forgotten, by those who witnessed it. li 
wn«»i tho first pin imjmu of his joy had subsided, the 
father turned to tho warien, and after expressing to 
him hiB repeated thanks, urged him to take his 
watch or any, or everything he had, for his kindness a 
in discovering to him his lost son. It was, of course, ^ 
all refused. A pardon was soon obtained, and hi 
Arthur, after a confinement of a year and a half, jc 
was clothed in a citizen’s dress, and allowed to return T 
to his parents. The lesson of obedience was dearly 
bought, hut thoroughly learned, never again to be ei 
forgotten.” <h 

gf 
Charley listened with the greatest interest to this g, 

Bad story, and renewedly promised to trust no one C 
who enjoined secrecy upon his condnct. hi 

Ml 

; breeze their long branches, and scattering again the 
i pearly drops like tear* upon its surface. 

One little grave, upon which stood « vase of freshly 
gathered flowers, attracted the attention of onr party, 
and they approached it with chastened feelings, as 
they thought of the wounded heart that had placed 
them there. The marble which marked the spot 
was a plain slab, and upon it was inscribed, “Little 
Nellie.” 

“Dear little Nellie,” said Mrs. Holmes, as she 
wove from the wild flowers a bright garland, and 
entwined it around the loved name, watering it with 
her tears. 

Leaving the grounds, they next drove to the House 
of Refuge, which is a large building surrounded by 
high stone walls. Mr. Holmes and family were 
admitted through the massive gate, and met by the 
Superintendent, who politely invited them in, and 
showed them every attention. Charley could not 
recover from a feeling of dread which siezed him the 
day he was taken to the Court House, and now 
the more he saw, the more the feeling increased. 
Charley cast his eyes over the crowd in the work 
room, but among so many dressed alike, bo could 
not detect his old friends David and Hiram; and 
even when they were pointed out, he scarcely recog¬ 
nized in them the rude boys they onco were. To Mr. 
Holmes’ inquiries their answers were very short, but 
when he handed Dav id a letter, his face brightened, 
and as he tore it open and read the kind words of 
his mother, the large tear drops rolled down his 
cheeks, and dropped to the floor. Hiram assumed 
more indifference, but it was with difficulty that he 
choked down the tears that continually filled his 
eyes, while Mr. Holmes spoke to him of bis past 
course and his future life. 

In leaving the building, they met at the door a boy 
who was sadly begging and weeping, and to Mrs. 
Holmes’ inquiries as to what was the matter, the 
rough man, who had just brought him, replied, 

“Hie name is Edoab Nobles, and if ho cannot 
keep out of bad company, why, he mnst come and 
live with them, that’s all.” 

Mrs. Holmes whispered something to Edgar, at 
the same time handing him a beautifully bound 
Testament with Charley's name in it, saying, 
“ Read, and obey the precepts of that book, and you 
will never want for friends.” Then taking her seat 
in the carriage, they drove away, and were soon 
again on their journej’. 

CHAPTBR v. 

warm biscuit smoking thereon. “Turk.” with his 
chin resting between his front paws, lay stretched in 
one corner, with his eye upon everything, giving, 
occasionally, appproving and significant raps with 
his long bushy tail. 

CnARt.F.v was quite reconciled to his new home, 
and divided his time up pleasantly between feeding 
sheep, milking cow*, and playing “hide and seek” 
with “Turk.” Coming in from work, one day Mr 
Holmes found Mr. Mills, a clergyman who 'some¬ 
times preached in that neighborhood, waiting his 
return, flue pave him great pleasure, and thev 
immediately entered upon a cheerful and pleasant 
conversation, for Mr. Mills interested himself in the 
temporal, as well as spiritual affairs of his flock, and 
had a word of counsel and encouragement for all 
especially for the young. It had long been his wish! 
ha said, to establish a Sabbath School in the place 
but pressing duties at other points had hindered! 
Mr. Holmes entered warmly into his plans, and con¬ 
sented to become the Superintendent, and also 
agreed to teach a class of young men, whom they 
hoped to draw in,—if necessary. 

1 he next day was the Subbfith, and group after 
sronp gathered into the spacious log etmroh; but as 
there was no hell to echo over hill and dale, tolling 
of the hour of prayer, many were early while others 
were late; hut at length all were convened, and like 
so many hungry people seated at a feast, thev eagerly 
devoured tbo Bread of Life as broken to them that J 
day by Mr. Mu i s. At noon a Sabbath School was 
formed, and Mr. Holmes entered npon his dutie« 
with high expectations of usefulness. Mrs. Holmes 
took a class nr mother*, and found ample scope for 
all her powers, in enforcing tho fundamental truths 
Of the Bible. 

Charley was pleased with the school, the more 
so, perhaps, because be had so little to amuse him 
during the week; but he felt strongly the need of 
some companion of his own age, who could enter 
into his views and feelings, and appreciate what 
he admired. I lie boys in the neighborhood were 
honest, kind, and good, but with the work of the day 
and the “ chores ” of the evening, they seldom found 
the tame to leave home; and Ch arley began to con¬ 
clude that he should never again have a playmate 
when, to his great joy, a family with a boy of his 
own age arrived from the city of New York. [To be 
continued.] 

'HIM], 

CHAPTER IV. 

Had you called at the house of Mr. Holmes early 
in September, you would have seen boxes npon 
boxes, packed, nailed, and pushed one side, while 
truckmen were loading up tbeir carts, and moving 
off toward the depot C’iiarlhy, with two or three 
of his choicest playmates, was here and there, and 
everywhere in the way, “helping.” It was a great 
day for him, for of all things, he said, he liked 
moving the best 

But the hour came when the last thing was carried 
out and scarcely had Mrs. Holmes closed the door 
of that ever hallowed room from which little Nellie 

had taken her upward flight when the omnibus was 
at the door, and with a tear still glistening in her 
aye, she seated herself by her husband’s side in the 
carriage. Charley, with flushed cheek and spark¬ 
ling eye, climbed upon the driver’s seat with the 
expectation of either holding the reins, or of snap¬ 
ping the whip, in which he was not disappointed, 
and as they approached the depot the sharp, shrill 
scream of the fire horse was heard, and in a moment 
more the long train was drawn up before the door. 
Charley hurriedly shock hands with “the boys,” 
who had come to see him oflf, and then seating him¬ 
self in a car with his father and mother, they dashed 
away, leaving friends and familiar scenes far in the 
back ground. 

Before noon that day, Charley caught a view of a 

far-famed city, and as he had never seen so large a 
collection of houses and steeples, he peered forth 
with wondering eyes, that no part of the enchanting 
view might be lost. A few moments more brought 
them upon the long and strong bridge which spans 
the river, and Charley was not a little amused at 
finding himself holding np his feet to lighten the 
load, lest they should all go down into the foaming 
waters below. 

The large depot where they stopped, seemed like a 
world in itself, for train after train was moving in, or 
out, or pouring forth its hundreds of human beings 
like a Hood. They immediately went to a hotel, and 
during the day Mr. Holmes took a carriage and rode 
over the city, and passing out into the country they 
entered a beautiful cemetery, where they wound I 
along ovor the broad, smooth roads, and saw the 
deeply shaded enclosures where lay the sleeping 
dead, with Cowers aud shrubbery tastefully arranged 
above them. The gloom and solemnity of death was 
gone, and the grave divested for tne time of its 
terrors. Occasionally, in their ride among hills, 
they came to small ponds of water, which sparkled 
in the sunshine like brilliant diamonds; but the dark 
willows bent mournfully down, dipping at every 

g The sun was fast sinking behind the far distant hills 
y of Illinois, when the steamer Fulton drew up its long 
k sides to the wharf at Hard Scrabble Landing, and 
as threw out its plank for the accommodation of those 
le who wished to go ashore. Mr. Holmes’ “ luggage” as 
n the “hands” called it, w«r speedily collected, and 
it placed under a long shed by the bank of the river, 

which was the only store house the place afforded, 
' and with their satchels, Mr- Holmes led the way to a 

>r log tavern in the vicinity. “Travelers’Home,” in 
i, large letters, was plm ed over the door, and ns it was 
. the only home in the place to which they bad any 
' right, they were thankful for even such accomraoda- 

a turns, and called fur lodgings, 
g Charley looked around with wondering eyes, and 

In a low tone inquired, 
“ Is this what they call ‘ Out West?’ ” 
“It is a fair specimen of it,” replied his father, 

“and we mnst not exp* ct the elegancies, nor even 
h the comforts that we left behind.” 
e Charley looked sad, and for the first time since 

he left home, the tears stood in liis large black eyes. 
1 To his mother's inquiries lu* replied, “J am sorry we 
- have come, for then? is nothing here but black 

‘-tumps, )<(J[ houses, and mgged children.” Charley 
was homesick; bill ins m ■ cr comforted Mm ny 

- 81,1(1 words; and when ho /Vtired that, night to his 
. little room in the garret. In determined to forget, as 
» ter il* possible, himself, aud hi* a comfort to his 

parents, who must have heart aches, he thought, as 
’ well as he. 
i The last sonud bad died away around the house, 
i R"<1 all was still save tho occasional puffings of n 

steamboat, ere he slept At length lie was wafted I 
| hack by his dream to his loved home, and was again 

happy with the sister who had once made liis life 
joyous. But there was a strange commingling of 

i with the good, and when lie awoke in the morn¬ 
ing to find the sun shining pleasantly Into his 
room, he was thankful that what he had expert 

■ encod was but a dream. He was surprised on going 
down, to find breakfast ready', and a long wagon 
standing before the door loaded with his father's 

: goods, ready to start for their home, ten miles off. 
Charley was delighted with the prospect of seeing 
his future homo so soon, and when breakfast was 
over he took the whip, climbed upon the highest 
part of the load, and seating himself across a box of 
good*, was ready for his ride. A comfortable place 
was made for Mrs. Holmes in the wagon, and when 
all wi re ready, they moved off over the delightful 
country. 

1 he birds overhead and all around were gusliin0* 
forth their morning songs with a fullness that made 
the woods reverberate with their joyous notes; purl¬ 
ing rivulets and dancing water-falls contributed their 
voieeB in filling up the liar mo by. while onr company 
of lone travelers caught the Inspiration of the place, 
and sent forth a hymn of praise to the God In whose 
temple they felt themselves to be worshipers. 
Charley began to like the wild beauty of the place, 
and often clambered down from his elevated position, 
to pluck the gorgeous wild flowers which blnshingly 
nodded to him aa he passed, or hi fill his hat with 
Lute, which bent temptingly down over the road. 
Atone time the antlers of a deer were seen but a 
little distance otf, rising from behind some under¬ 
brush, where the beautiful creature stood with its 
mild eyes fastened upon the intruders. Charley was 
all excitement, find not knowing what better to do, 
cheered lustily for the “Glorh us Union”; but the 
stag showed his secession proclivities at once, by 
bounding away into the verv heart of the forest. 

At length, from a small hill, Mr. Holmes pointed 
to a clearing lying upon TJfton Creek, as the place of 
their future home. Charley looked with eager 
eyes, and after making an extravagant estimate of . 
the number of fish he should take, said, “ But I shall 
want some larger game, such as deer and bears.” 
Mrs. Holmes looked horrified at the very mention of 
bears, when Charley added, “If I only had a do" 
and a gun, I shouldn’t be afruitl of a dozen of them i 
together.” 

Mrs. Holmes Mas just saving something about 
boys nut knowing much, when Hie horses stopped 
before the log-house, which stood upon the 
“ Holmes Farm,” and Charley scrambled down, 
and ran in to make explorations, As he threw open 
the door, a large black dog jumped np from the J 
hearth, and in a most bumble manner approached, 1 
wagging hi* tail, and whining most piteously. He “ 
was evidently looking for a lost friend, ami when K 
Cuarley patted his busby head «nd called him “a 6 
good fellow,” he seemed delighted, hut not any more 11 
so than Charley; for nf all things, he said, “be * 
liked a dog the best” In ten minutes, accompanied p 
by the dog, Charley had seen th whole house, from ll 
the low chamber, with its rough hoard floor, down to B 
the hole which was dignified by the name of cellar. - 
But it was in vain that ho looked in every nook aud h 
corner, hoping “to find something,” for nothing ** 
rewarded his search, except an <.|d gray rat, who was a 
in a cupboard on the same bur-mess, and jumped in w 
Charley’s face as the door was opened, which b 
caused them both to squeal lustily. “Turk,” as a 
Charley named his dug, evidently felt himself a 
called upon to defend his new master from such ti 
attacks, and grabbing the rat in hiB teeth, soon dis¬ 
posed of what little life the pour creature had left, w 

The wagon was unloaded, and by the assistance of ei 
a neighbor who kindly volunteered her services, car- A 
pets were spread, and furniture arranged, so that by Si 
night the old house wore an aspect of comfort and tt 
cheerfulness, which quite n vjved the drooping c« 
spirits of the family. Their sleep was sweet that re 
night, sunl when Charley arose in the morning, the bt 
cheerful fire was blazing in front of a large “ back- ai 
log,” the table set with its clean white cloth, and the to 
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ld POETICAX, ENIGMA. 
g, --— 

v* » singular creature, pray tell me my name— 

I partake of my countrymen’* glory and fame. 

I daily am old, and I daily am new. 

te J am praised, 1 am blamed, I am false, J am true— 

1 m the talk of the nation while I'm Jo my prime, 

Fint forgotten when once I’ve outlasted my time. 

In the morning no Mias is more courted than I, 

j8 Jo the evening you see me thrown carelessly by. 

Take warning, ye fair—I like you have my day, 

But alasl you like me must grow old and decay. 

ld Fetermo, N. Y., 1861. Emma BartLktt. 

5e Answer in two weeks. 

>« _ 

d For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA.. 

a I am composed of 17 letters. 

n My 6, 15, 10, 11 is a village in New York. 

My i, 10, 1. 0, 30, G is a village in New Hampshire. 

My 10, 9, 14 3 is a village In Massachusetts. 

My 2, 10. 5. 12 is a village in Michigan, 

d My 7, 0. 13, 9, 10, 1 Is a village in Vermont. 

My 3, 4. 8, 17, 10, 1 Is a Tillage In Connecticut. 

My whole is the name of a river in the United States. 

* Clayton, Len. Co., Mich., 1861. A. M. Raker. 

n ZW Answer in two weeks. 

e "-‘ ♦ * 

I. For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

GRAMMATICAL QUESTION. 

V ScuoOL-novH all agree to call me a noun. Transposed, I 
V change to a >erti of present time, Transposed again, my 

B time w111 ,,nly change to time imperfect. Ladies, can you 

K name me? You can better tell my virtues than man, I there- 
R fore ask you fur a name. 

Windham, Ohio, 1861. Milton J. Snow. 
, dP Answer in two weeks. 

, A NEW FEATURE—BUSINESS ENIGMAS, &c. 

I* ,1,HK following note introduces a novel and good idea— 

. especially the paying part, as it is quite different from many 

, Oilers and lovitatinns we receive about advertising in this and 

other departments. We are often favored with very good 

' Baigmius, Ac., which are Simply advertisements, aud of course 

i arc constrained lo omit their publication. We therefore 

1 favor Ur. Rkadi.k'h suggestion, and will, if desired, devote a 

. 'bolted space to Bpsinksr Enigmas, Ac., at our usual adver- 

| tlsing rates. Of course we shall expect all such cards to he 
gut up in good style.—Ed. 

Okar Colonel;— With your permission I beg to suggest 

that you open o column in the Rural for Businest Eniffmas, 

ltibuses, <£c., and hereafter, when gentlemen (fj wish to 

advertise in that way, give them the privilege of doing so— 

by paying for it. If the idea strikes you favorably, you may 

insert the following, and charge mo therefor at the rates you 

may impose. Yours, Ac., p. w. Bkadlk. 

ENIGMATICAL ADVEB.TI3EMENT. 

I am composed of three words. 

My fint is a title usually given to the writers or the New 
Testament. 

My second is the name of a distinguished Empress of Russia. 

My Otird conveys the idea of a particular domestic institution. 

My whole is the name of a celebrated and popular Horti¬ 

cultural Establishment in Canada. 

Canada West, March 21, 1861. 

Of” Answer in two weeks. 

—--— — 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 585. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma 

Act well your port, there all the honor lies. 

Answer to Enigmatical Charade:—Patented. 
Answer to Algebraical Problem:_3. 

MOOSE’S RURAL KEW-Y0RKER, 
THK LARGEST CIRCTLATKII 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND PAMILY WEEKLY, 
18 PUBLJSURrv KVKRF 8ATCBDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Terms ire Advance : 

Subscript ion — Two Dollars a Ykar. To Clubs and 

Agents as follows:—Three Copies one year, for $6; Six. and one 
free to club agent, for $10; Ten, and ono free, for ; Fifteen, 
and one free, lor $21: Twenty, and one free, for $25; and any 
greater cumber at same rate-only $1,2S por copy—with an 
extra free copy for every Ten Subscriber* over T wenty. Club 

papers directed to individuals aud sent to as many different 
Post-trflicesas desired As we pre-pay American postage on 
papers sent to the British Provinces, our Canadian agents and 
friends must add lik, Crate per copy to the club rates of the 
Rural. The lowest price or copies sent lo Europe, Ac., is $2,50 
- including postage, t^gr Agents who lake Special Premiums 

for olutis formed previous to April 1st, are also eutitled to one 
extra (free) copy sf the paper for a club of either Six at $10, Ten 
at $15, or Twenty at $26;— and those w ho do not com pete for or 
wish the premiums etui have on extra copy for every ten subscri¬ 
bers over twenty. Any one who has formed and received pre¬ 
mium for a club, (for 1861,) can get a second premium by sending 
another club, or receive a free copy of the paper for every addi¬ 
tional ten subscribers forwarded. 

Tun above Terms and Rates are invariable, and those 
who remit less titan specified for a single copy or club, will be b 

credited only os per rates, and receive the paper accordingly v 
Any person who is not an agent sending the dub rate ($1,60 or ti 
$1,25) for a single copy (the price of which is $2) will okly receive s: 
the paper tho length of time the money pays for at full single A 

cepy price. People who send us Ins than published rates, and 
request the paper for a year, or a return sf the money, cannot O 

be accommodated lor it would he unjust toothers to comply, o 
and a great inconvenience to return remittances. The only wav 
to get the Rural for less than $2 a year is to form or join a club. 

ty-THE AMERICAN WATCH COMPANY, of Waltham, 
MaAw, beg to call the attention of the public to the following 
emphatic recommendation of Waltham Watche*, by tha leading 
practical Watchmakers and Jewelers throughout the United 
States. The entire list of signatures to it is quite too long for 

publication in one advertisement , but the names presented 
will tie reeegnixed by those acquainted with the Trade as being 

in the highest degree respectable and influential. At their 
establishments may always be found the genuine Watches of 
the Company's manufacture, in great variety. 

Signatures from many cities and towns not fully represented 
iu this list will appear in a future advertisement 

TO THE PUBLIC. 
The undersigned, practical Watchmakers and dealers in 

Watches, having bong tit and sold American Watches for a 
number of years past. ,:ui having dealt in all kinds of foreign 
Watches for a much longer period of time, beg to state that 

they have never dealt in Watches which, as a class, or in indi¬ 
vidual instances, have been more satisfactory to themselves or 

customers, whether in respect of durability, beauty of finish, 
mathematically correct proportions, accurate) compensation 
a.n<! adjustment, or of fine titne-knri>rnff multa, than those 
manufactured by the Waltham Company. 

N. E. CRITTENDEN, 

WM. 11 LYNN, 
JAMES J. ROSS, 
H. JENKINS A. CO.. 
BEGGS k SMITH, 

WM. WILSON MuGREW, 
DUIIME ti CO.. 
CL OSKAMJ’. 
C. PLATT, 

•I. T. & K M. EDWARDS, 
F. J. ALEXANDER, 
JOHN II. MORSE. 
A. HEPPLER, 

W. H. RICHMOND, 
H. I). KAYS, 

A. B. GILLETT, 
S. D. LILLESTON. 
J. B. CURRAN. 

J. W. BROWN, 
E. B. TOBIN, 

BASSE & HULSMAN, 
A. P. BOYNTON, 
WM. M. MAYO. 
E. NORTHEY, 
A. W. FORD, 

WILLARD & HAWLEY, 
N. HAIOHT, 

H. & D. ROSENBERG, 
O. A. BURR U CO., 

E. S. ETTENHEIMER At CO.. 
WM. S. TAYLOR, 
w. w. hannaji, 

Cleveland, 

Columbus, 
Zanzesville, 
Cincinnati, 

Delaware, 
Chicago. 
I a Salle, 
Peoria, 

Illinois. 

H. R. & H 0, CARPENTER, Troy, 

Bloomington, 
41 

Decatur, 

Springfield, 
Quincy, 

Galena, 

Jacksonville, 
Cherry Grove, 
Freeport, 

Syracuse, J 
Newburgh, 
Rochester, 

Utica, 
Hudson, 

HOSKINS & EVANS, 
HAIGHT t: LEACH, 
JAMES HYDE, 

JOHN H. IVES. 
WILLIAMS tc CO., 
J. N. RENNET. 
A. S. STORMS, 

WM. & MORGAN. 
HENDERSON BRO'S 
J A. CLARK, 
BLOOD & PUTMAN, 

JENNINGS PRO'S, 
JOHN J. JENKINS, 

W li. WILLIAMS, 
A. WARDEN. 
L. O. DUNNING, 

W. P. BINGHAM &CO , 
CHAS. Ci. FRENCH, 
J. McLENK, 
C. A. DICKKNSEN, 
G. H. BASCOM tt CO., 
J. M. STANS1L, 
ADOLPH M VERS, 
THEO. F, PICKERING. 
GEO. DOTY, 
M. S. SMITH, 
A. 11. VAN OOTT, 
JOHN ELKINS, 
H. N. SHERMAN, 
S. C. SPAULDING, 
REIVKMAN ti MKYRAN, 
SAM'L BROWN, Jr,, 
W. T. KOPLfV, 
GEO. W. SI KIN, 
GEO. B. TITOS. 
GEO STEFN. 
e. j, lasceLle, 
SAM L GAGMAN. 
JOSEPH LADOMOS, 
J J. BF.AIR, 
GEO w. MeCALF.A, 
FRANCIS O. POLAC'K, 
O. M. ZA11V, 
GEO. HELLER, 
F. F*. HELLER. 
K. AIJGHIN'BAUGH, 
.1 O. DOMIN', 
T S. HOFFMAN, 
J. C. HA VNA, 
O. T. ROBERTS, 
DAVJD 1,AVERAGE, 
W, T. RAE, 
ENOCH F. BILLS, 
HENRY B JAME&, 

CARS*! v 'ahRANNON, 
THOS, OOWIIJvY, 
a W. PYLE, 
HJMPSOV ti PRICE, 
V. W. SKIFF, 
J ti A. GARDNER, 
W. C DKFRIKZ. 
MAURICE A HENRY, 
JEHU SYF.VESTEK. 
J, T SCOTT & CO.. 
T. B. HUMPHREYS, 
E. A. VoOI.RR, 
F. W. I.El VHECK. 
J. W MONTGOMERY, 
HF.NJ K COOK, 
S. CHILDS, 
DEXTER A HASKINS, 
E. D. TISDALE, 
ALBERT PITTS. 
ELIJS GIFFORD, • 
F. W M A COM Bilk, 
J J BURNS. 
JESSE SMITH. 
•r. M. LAMB, 
S. N. STORY, 
LEVI JOHNSON, 
ANDREW WARREN, 
C W FOGG, 
AMOS SANBORN, 
JOHN BARTON. 
JOHN MrGREGOR, 
W. M. ROOT, 
JOHN B. sd)OTT, 
N. MOODY. 
WM. KIRKHAM. Jjl, 
L. D. ANTHONY A CO., 
PKLKG ARNOLD. 
THOS. STEELE & CO . 
HEMINGWAY ti STEVENS, 
WM. ROGERS ti SON, 
C. J. MUNSON. 
E. BENJAMIN, 
J B. K1RBV, 
GEO. BROWN, 
E.S. HUNT1NTON & CO., 
E. A WOODF ORD, 
H. D. HALL, 
JOHN L. SMITH, 
JOHN GORDON, 
J. C BLACKMAN, 
JA& R. AYRES, 
SHERBURNE SHAW, 
L R HA NDBR80N, 
E. KNIGHT, 
N G. CAR It. 
GEO. W. DREW & CO., 
S. J. MELUSHi 
W. O. C. WOODBURY, 
REUBEN SPENCER. 
WM B. MORRILL. 
RICHARD GOVE, 
JONATHAN HOSMER, 
N. W. GODDARD. 
CHAS- E. BACON, 
V. M. HARDISON. 
TWOMBLY A SMITH, 
MOSES M SWAN, 
J A. MERRILL, 
JAMES EMERY, 
SIMEON BLOOD, 
HENRY H HAM, 
ROBERT N DODOE, 

SKY M'KENNEY, 
J T. HOWLAND. 
TOMPKINS k MbRFJSL 
C O, WILLIAMS. 
G, SAG I.. ROGERS, 
D. E. LUCY, 
I) G. HALL, 
HR I vSMA ID A HILDRETH, 
C II HARDING, 
T C. FIHVNEY, 
A. A. MEAD, 
J. C. BATES, 
J. JL MURDOCK, 
C. C. CHILDS, 
C, H HUNTINGTON, 
FOSTER GROW, 
W K. WALLACfe. 
l.KANDEK AMADON, 
O- S JENNINGS, 
GREGOR A CO,, 
ROBERT WJi.ivES, 

Owego, 

Auburn, 

Fairport, 

Canandaigua, 
• I 

Poughkeepsie, 

Batavia, “ 
Amsterdam, “ 
Saratoga, *• 
Albany, “ 

Goshen, “ 

Penn-Yan, “ 
Indianapolis, Ind 

Richmond, •• 
Terre Haute, “ 
Sullivan “ 
Plymouth, •• 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Detroit, •• 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
Racine, 
Beloit, " 
Janesville, 
Pittsbii rgh, Pa. 
Norristown, " 

Easton, “ 
'* tt 

Allentown, •• 
Westchester, “ 
William sport," 
Chester, 
Lebanon, “ 
llarrisijurgh, " 
York, •• 
iAncaster, <• 
Reading, 

Chambersburgb, 
Munch Chunk," 
Gret'nsburg, “ 
Newcastle, *• 
Ebi'naliurg, •• 
I’atorsim, N. J. 
Newark, 
Borden ton, “ 
Trenton, ]•■ 
Cumberland. Md. 
Pulaski, Tenn. 
Nashville, " 
Spring field, '• 
Clarksville, •• 
Savannah, Ga. 
SL Louis, Mo. 

Wheeling, Va. 
o it 

Salem, N. C. 

Newbery, S. C. 
Northanipton,Ma8M 
New Bedford, •• 

Taunton. “ 

Fail River, " 
«» «4 

Gloucester, “ 
Salem, “ 
Worcester “ 

Waltham, " 
** . it 

1-owell, “ 
I.ynt), •* 
1-awrenee, “ 
Pittsfield, *• 

*» <« 
Greenfield “ 
Springfield, " 
Providence, R. I. 
FI Greenwich, “ 
Hartford, Cona. 

“ »« 

New Haven, “ 

Danbury, “ 

Middletown, “ 

New London," 
Bridgeport, " 
Waterhury, “ 
Saobornton, N. H. 
Concord, 

Hanover, " 
Claremont, “ 

Exeter, “ 
Lacpnia, 
Nashua, “ 

•« H 
Dover, •• 
So. Berwick, Me. 
Saco, 
Augusta, “ 
Portland, •• 
Buck*port, •• 
Rockland, " 

Portsmouth, 

Auburn, *• 
Bath, 
Bangor, “ 

Gardiner, “ 
Houlton, 
Lewiston, 
HarJinston, Vt, 
Bradford. 
Montpelier, “ 

r 
Nnrthfield, “ 
Woodstock. “ 

St, Johnsburg, “ 
St. Albans, “ 
Chelsea. “ 
Newbury, 
Bellows Falls," 
New Orleans, Rv 

Toroeto, C. W. 

CAUTION.—As our watch is now extensively counterfeited 
by foreign manufacturers, we have to inform the public that no 
watch is of our production which is unaccompanied by a cer¬ 
tificate of genuineness, hearing the number of the watch, and 
signed by our 'JYeasurer, R. E. Rouurxs, or by our predecessors, 
ArPLETOK, Tiucr k Co 

Ai these watches are for sale by jewelers generally through¬ 
out the Union the American Watch Company do notsolicit 
orders for single watches. 

BOBBINS A APPLETON, 

Wholesale Agents, No. 182 Broadway, New York. 
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CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With *n Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors. 

Tbs Rural Nsw-Yorkkr is designed to b« unsurpassed in 
V&luo. Parity. Usefulness arid Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance. Its Conductor devotes his per¬ 
sonal attention to the supervision of its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Rural an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the bnunesa of 
those whose interest* it aealously advocate*. A* a Family 

Journal it is eminently Instructive and Entertaining— heins 
so conducted that it can be safety taken to the Hearts and 
Homes of people of intelligence, taste and discrimination. It 
embraces more Agricultural. Horticultural, Scientific, Educar 

tional, Literary and News Matter, interspersed with appropriate 
and beautiful Engravings, than any other journal,— rendering 
it the mo*t complete agricultural, Literary and Family 

Nkwbfasxr in America 

For Tkrms and other particulars, see last page. 

Entkrkp according to act of Congress, in the year USLby 
D, [). T. Moork, in the Office of the Clerk of the District 
Court for the Northern District of New York. 

|y Our only objeot in copyrighting thia paper is to secure 
what every honorable journalist will freely grant —proper 
credit for articles selected from its pages. Any and every 
journal is at liberty, and invited, to copy freely, by crediting 

each original article or Illustration to Rural New- Yorker. 

SUGGESTIONS ON FARM PRACTICE. 

Although it is senseless to ignore “ book farm¬ 

ing,” as the practice of what we learn from books or 

papers is called in opposition to whut we learu from 

observation and experience, yet we acknowledge that 

oar most useful lessons are the results of long prac¬ 

tice and close observation. We like to listen as the 

old farmer relates his experience,—we delight to 
K'jv be Lin'd, and the reason why,--of his 

itpetttcu tnalr and struggles, aun tmai triuinfob, we 

listen to Ilia sage advice on all practical questions, 

only occasionally urging such objections as are 

necessary to bring out the facts more clearly, or to 

arouse the old veteran to a more thorough and 

enthusiastic defence of his favorite practices. In 

almost every neighborhood there are one or more 

known to be men of experience and good judgment, 

— the people have faith iu their wisdom and to a 

great extent receive their counsels and follow their 

example. They thus exert an influence on their 

neighborhood, and this is considered right by all,— 

learning from practice. We listen to the counsels of 

such sages iu agriculture, take a note in memory’s 

page, or on a page of our memorandum, book, lay 

them before hundreds of thousands of readers, and 

in the opinion of some they become changed to wild 

and visionary theories. Strange effect this, of types 

and ink. Sometimes we induce the old worker, 

whose fingers are better titted by use for the plow- 

handles than the goose-quill, to make, a few pen-and- 

ink sketches, and these we use at such times as may 

be most beneficial to our readers. We have some 

memoranda now that are quite seasonable, and we 

thiuk will not be unprofitable. 

% Pasture is often badly mismanaged. It is poor 

economy to put cattle in the lot until the ground is 

fairly settled. Then, make careful calculation how 

many head your pasture land will support during the 

Hammer, and divide this number by the figure 2, and 

it will give you the right number. Sell off the 

balance of your stock, or provide for their keep in 

some other way. This will be found the most 

economical, even if you have to sell at a sacrifice. 

A little well rutted manured scattered over the sur¬ 

face iu the Bpring gives the grass a good start, and if 

the pasture is old,'scratch the surface with a harrow. 

In growing Corn, where the soil is of a fair 

fertility, a very great increase can be made to the 

crop by a little nursing or feeding in the hill. We all 

know the benefit of extra care in the early life of 

animals, and how it gives them a start in the world 

and exerts an influence for years; while early neglect 

causes evils that are never fully overcome. The same 

is true of vegetables. A plarjt stunted when young 

never makes a vigorous growth or arrives at matu¬ 

rity. This is the reason why some are prejudiced 

against deep plowing, by which a portion of the sub¬ 

soil is brought to the surface. The plants when young 

and when they need the best and most delicate food, 

the “ milk for babes,” are compelled to subsist on 

this crude sour earth, that has lain out of reach of 

sun and air for centuries. It is no wonder, then, that 

they become sickly from dyspepsia or starvation. 

Some die, others linger along, and when the weather 

becomes exceedingly warm and pleasant, and the 

gentle showers descend upon the earth, this exhumed 

soil becomes ameliorated, the plants take courage, 

and after a time make a respectable growth, but never 

become as large or stronger yield as much as though 

they had been well cared for from the first. The 

proper way to do is to manure land in the usual way 

all that you think necessary, and then give a little 

nicer luod lor the youug plant to use just as soon as 

its roots push out. If ihe ground is in good heart 

. from the manure 'given the previous year, a good 

portion ot the needed food is found in the soil, in a 

very good condition for use, but even then a little 

is of great advantage. For this purpose the best 

article is a handful of manure from the chicken house. 

It will give corn a vigorous start and a healthy color. 

The next best thing is a small shovel full of well 

rotted manure, finely broken up and mixed in the 

hill. In manuring we must remember that a plant 

cannot, like a pig, run around in search of food, so 

that what it need* must be put within its reach. A 

plant may starve with abundance of food within a few 

inches of its hungry mouths. From this food given 

when young, strength is acquired and the size in¬ 

creased so that the roots can reach out and obtain the 

food supplied by the ordinary manuring. Pursue 

this course and yon will find the crop wonderfully 

increased. Indeed, this is the way to raise premium 

crops. For potatoes the same plan is good, though 

not* perhaps, as necessary as for corn, because the 

old potato, if we are not too penurious to plant a 

whole one or a large piece, will furnish food for the 

young plant for some time. 

In Planting Potatoes we have long thought that 

onr farmers nse too little seed, and put the hills too 

far spurt. A “ Canadian Farmer” says be cannot 

imagine how American fanners can seed their land 

with potatoes and use only from six to ten bnshels, 

while he plants never less than eighteen or twenty, 

and sometimes more. Some of the potato growers 

we know of would have very few potatoes to sell if 

they were to keep twenty bushels to the acre for seed¬ 

ing the next season. The best crop of potatoes we 

ever saw grown was planted in rows, from a foot to 

eighteen inches apart, and the towb just far enough 

apart, to allow the use of a small cultivator,- This 

plan requires some hand labor, but it pays well if 

potatoes are worth anything. The plan of manuring 

in the hill, as suggested above for corn, is just as 

valuable, we think, for potatoes. Give plenty of seed, 

plant in rows, and give plenty of good manure around 

the sets, and in a soil of ordinary richness, three or 

four hundred bushels may be grown, if free from rot. 

It is a poor plan to make bills three and a half feet 

apart, put little seed and no manure in the hill, and 

then cultivate a whole season, and rake over an acre 

of ground to "et-her up fifty or a hundred bushels of 

marketable potatoes. t'Ome persons think that if 

■W i>ua. potato,Uhtoo mu; {'eyes, or to large 

a piece, they get too much top, iiut this is not the 

case. If a whole potato is planted, a few of the 

strongest eyes will send up their, shoots, exhaust the 

strength of the potato, and the less active eyes will 

never push. 

TOBACCO GROWING. 

A few weeks since we published two articles on 

the Culture and Curing of Tobacco, taken inaiuly 

from the Transactions of the State Agricultural 

Society. The following communication is from a 

gentleman who, in addition to much experience, has 

published a valuable essay on the subject, and we 

believe it was for his work the engravings used in 

our articles were originally made: 

Edh. Rural New-Yorker:—A few weeks since I 

noticed an article in the Rural on the Culture of 

Tobacco in your State, giving estimates of cost of 

raising, &o., Ac. Having had some experience in 

raising tobacco in New York, and in selling it, both 

of my own and of others’ raising, it occurred to me 

that a few suggestions from me in your journal, in 

regard to tobacco raising iu New York, might be of 

some use to your people. As I have not Been all that 

you have written on the subject, it is possible you 

may already have made similar suggestions to the 

same end. 

For the last four or five years the market value of 

New York Seed Leaf has declined in comparison 

with other seed leaf. The question at once arises as 

to the cause. Why should not New York Seed Leaf 

hold its relative value? or, rather, why should it not 

be of equal marketable value to the Connecticut or 

Ohio Seed Leaf? I will venture to say that it is not 

on account of the difference in Boil or climate. The 

soil of Western and Central New York is equal ia 

fertility to the Valley of the Connecticut, or the State 

of Ohio, ami the difference of climate is too small to 

have a decided influence except, possibly, that Con¬ 

necticut has a dryer atmosphere during the fall 

months. This is the drying or curing season,—when 

the tobacco is on* the pole9,— and this fact — if it ia 

such — it is important to know in order to bestow 

more attention to the opening and shutting of the 

tobacco bouse, according as tlm weather may be 

damp or dry. I would suggest, also, that a less 

quantity should be put within a given space on the 

poles, to insure a better current of air. Tobacco 

houses are often too much crowded. More tobacco 

is raised than there is room to house in the best 

manner. 

To return to the question why the New York Seed 

Leaf is not of equal marketable value with other seed 

leaf, I would say, because less care aud skill are 

brought to bear to produce it. The raising of tobacco 

involves both agricultural and mechanical skill. It 

is a business that must be learned, aud advautage 

taken of the experience of one year to correct any 

mismanagement for auutber. It requires constant 

watching and intelligent supervision, from the selec¬ 

tion of seed through all the stages of planting, worm¬ 

ing, hoeing, cutting, housing, curing, stripping, sort¬ 

ing, and in boxing, till itis ready forthe manufacturer. 

Whenever the tobacco raisers of New York State are 

prepared to give to the subject that care and skill 

that is given to it by the growers of other States, 

they will be able to produce as good, ami a marketa¬ 

ble tobacco; and, until they make up their minds to 

all this, they had better plant those crops that need 

no care to bring them to perfection. 

Very little, if any. attention is paid in procuring 

seed, which requires to be renewed from the Havana 

stock whenever the original peculiarities of this plant 1 

have become extinct, and a thick, harsh leaf is pro¬ 

duced, when a thin and silky one is wanted. The 

tobacco grower ought first to find out what the 

market requires, what is a first rate quality of seed 

leaf tobacco, to be able to know it when he has it. 

Then lie has to learn the process of producing it. it 

will not come by chance, except as exceptions to a 

rule. 
1 intended only to suggest In this note that the 

growers of tobacco iu New York do not produce so 

line and valuable an article of seed leaf as the people 

of Connecticut; andto state why, in my judgment, they 

do not. I have learned from old and experienced 

tobacconists that tobacco has been raised in New 

York of the very finest quality wf texture and flavor, 

equal or superior to any of the New England or 

Northwestern Seed Leaf Tobacco. 1 am in no way 

interested in the tobacco trade, and would like to 

have the New York tobacco growers do justice to 

thetr fine soil and to themselves. a. 

THE OSIER—ITS CULTURE, ETC. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — Having lately seen 

several inquiries in your paper respecting the Osier 

Willow and its culture, anil being asked almost daily 

“ Do yon think It will pay?” 1 have concluded to send 

you my experience in its cultivation. 

Three years ago this spring, after com planting, I 

set two acres of the French Osiers, placing them iu 

rows three feet apart, at a distance Of one foot from 

each other. The first year I cultivated and hoed the 

same as corn, and many of the shoots attained the 

height of four feet. The next spring I cut them, but 

having no machine for peeling, lost the crop, except 

a few used for sets. Last Bpring l cut and com¬ 

menced peeling by tuu'V ..which T found rather an 

I up-hill business, and nlrm, ' resolved to abandon their 

culture, if they fruit be. >p this way. About 

Uli.s timi* & machine MVfLH lor pcclffig willow•>, 

the same which was advertised in your paper in 

March, present volume. I immediately procured one 

which worked to my entire satisfaction, and with it 

finished peeling my crop, which, when ready for 

market, including some sold for sets, a little exceeded 

a tun. These I shipped to a commission merchant in 

New York and received for them $110 per tun. 

, This year I have a much heavier crop. For an 

■ experiment 1 have weighed those cut from twelve 

I stools, which amount to eighteen pounds. 1 have 

i found in peeling and drying they waste nearly orie- 

i half. The produce of an acre stands thus: 

! 11,520 fitools per acre, )i lbs, each,__21,780 lbs. 

i Ready for market 6)4 tuns, $110 per tun,.$006.00 
Cost of cutting per acre,. --$0.00 
Coat of peeling per tun, $7,... 38.60 
n'-j:-1 ...(.7-~ 0*7 r.O Binding and taking to market, $5 per tun,- 27.50 

Total,. . $72.00 

Deducting expenses, tills leaves a profit, per acre, 

of $533,00. According to directions received at the 

HUNGARIAN MILLET. a] 

- It 
Eds. Rural NewYoukeh:—This is an excellent and fli 

very profitable article to the farmer, whether grown for p 

seed, or for fodder for any kind of farm stock. They ti 

will eat it with avidity, and winter as well as when fed 

on clover or timothy. The writer of this article has 

raised both this millet and the Hungarian grass, but 

regards the millet as preferable for two reasons, viz.: 

1st, The seed, which yields from twenty-five to thirty 

bushels per acre, and weighs from fifty-five to sixty 

pounds per bushel, is valuable not only for feeding 

neat cattle and horses, but is good for fattening hogs 

and sheep. Also good for fowls. 2d, \\ hen cut and 

cured for hay, it has a very tender and remarkably 

sweet stalk, well covered with blades, and the yield 

per acre is from three to five tuns,—soracti nu-s more,— 

and as an article for soiling stock, it Is very superior. 

When sown for seed, half a bushel per acre is suffi¬ 

cient, and in harvesting is to be treated like oats. 

When sown purposing It for hay, about three-fourths 

of a bushel per acre is sufficient, and it should be cut 

as soon as it is headed out. In curing it for bay, it 

should be treated like red clover, and allowed to 

stand in the cock two days at least. The stubble, 

in the latter case, will shoot up anew, making a fine 

crop of fall feed, but should be fed off before much 

frost, for that injures it. A soil suitable for oats is 

suitable for this; but it should not be sown before 

the first of June, say from the first to the tenth. The 

land should be thoroughly fitted before sowing; after 

sowing, harrowed lightly and rolled, so the mower 

or reaper can be used in cutting. 
Monroe Co., N. Y„ 1861, A. Bekbk. 

--4. • 4 « - 

AN EXPERIMENT WITH POUDRETTE. 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker:—Two years since I 

thought I would experiment with i’oudrette, and 

accordingly sent for three barrels, which was used on 

one acre of rather poor land, and planted to com. 

The result was abundantly satisfactory, although I 

have no figuies to show definitely tho result. last 

spring I used six barrels with the following result: 

Twenty bills, without Poudrette, gave ill pounds. 

Twenty bills, with P/adrctte, gave 2 * pounds. This 

makes about 32 bushels per acre without, and 60 

bushels with Poudrette, (more or less according to 

the distance which the corn is planted,) and this, at 

50 cents per bushel, gives a balance of $10 ill favor 

of the Poudrette, beside a great difference in the 

fodder, to say nothing of the satisfaction of hoeing 

large corn, or of having it, ripen from ten to fifteen 

dayH earlier, which it does. My experiment is for 

the corn as soon as husked. I consider this fertilizer 

equal to the best green stable manure for the present 

crop, while the whole cost is less than the mere haul¬ 

ing of tho manure iu many cases, 

i In writing this article I do not expect to induce all 

the readers of the Rural to avail themselves of the 

imported Poudrette, but hope 1 may induce them to 

avail themselves of similar means within their reach 

(deodorized night soil,) that shall enable them to 

raise a remunerative and abundant crop, instead of a 

' few soft nubbins not worth harvesting. Brother 

appropriate elevation would approach somewhat the 

Italian school, modified by an omission of the tower, 

and perhaps otherwise, — by adaptation to our 

peculiar wants and hurtes,— into what maybe more 

truly termed the American Farmers’ Style. Tho plan 

first floor. 

A, Hall—9x9 feet; D, Parlor—18x18; C, Dining Room—18x14; 

D, Kitchen—18x14; U, Sink Room—14x11; l‘\ Bed Room— 

14x11; <i, Porch—12x9; If, Pantry—9x6; J, /, 7, Cio»ets; J, 

Passage; A', Chamber and Cellar Stairs. 

has a few points of excellence that may be men¬ 

tioned. It will be observed that the two principal 

rooms are pleasantly located,—are reached from a 

very convenient hall; and that by a very simple 

arrangement the dining or sitting room is supplied 

with closets, while being improved in size and 

appearance by a neat bay window. Home may object 

SECOND FLOOR. 

time I planted, I have not cultivated mine since the first f/irm try experiments and “report progress.” 
year, but think they should be cultivated once every 

spring, to loosen the soil and keep them free from 

weeds aud grass. I am confident any one that has 

suitable ground, and will bestow proper cultivation, 

can realize this amount from an acre of willows, per¬ 

haps more. After reading these facts, 1 think no one 

can hesitate how to answer the query, “ Will It pay?” 
Geneva, N. Y., 1861. W. P. Rupert. 

CORN CULTURE. 

Eris. Rural New-Yorker:—While perusing the 

pages of your useful paper, and receiving the benefits 

of the many valuable suggestions of both editors 

and contributors, I have thought that perhapB I 

could partially remunerate my brother farmers for 

those suggestions, by relating some of my experience 

in Western farming. 

My method of cultivating corn is somewhat ditfer- 

ent from any that I have seen laid down in the books. 

The soil of my farm ia the rich vegetable mold so 

common on the prairies of Southern Wisconsin and 

Northern Illinois. I select my field for planting and 

plow it deep in the fall. In the spring, just before 

planting, I harrow thoroughly; then plant in straight 

rows four feet apart each way. When the corn has 

sprouted, and nearly ready to prick through the sur¬ 

face into daylight, 1 again take the harrow,—a light 

one this time, —and harrow as thoroughly as l did 

previous to planting, regardless of rows or hills. By 

this process all the weeds lying near the surface are 

destroyed, giving the com, which will be up in a day 

or two, an opportunity to get a fair start before the 

cultivator will be needed. After this, cultivate in the 

usual manner. 

Every one knows, who has had experience in rais¬ 

ing corn on old land, how difficult it is to keep the 

weedB down for the first few weeks, especially the 

weeds growing in the hill, among the young and 

tender stalks; rendering it necessary to at once 

commence with the hoe and fingers, or let the weeds 

have possession. But by using the harrow as above 

indicated, tho soil is loosened about the lull, thns 

encouraging the youug corn, and at the same time 

discouraging the weeds. There is no danger of 

disturbing the hills, not one iu a thousand will be 

moved by Ihe harrow. D. G. Chekvkr. 
Clinton, Rock Co., Wis., 1861. 

Vernon, N. Y., 1861. G, N, Lawrence. 

CHEESE-MAKING IN ALLEGANY. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Herewith please find 

the result of my cheese-making the past season, from 

ten good cows. We commenced making in tho fore 

part of April, (cows did not all come in till last of 

May,) raised 4 good calves, gave them milk till 5 or 

6 weeks old, and then fed them whey. Made butter 

for family use, (Bix in number, beside help in haying 

A, Hall—27x9 feet.; /(, H, Chambers—18x13; O, C, Chambers 

—14x12; l>, V, U, I), Closets; R, K, Balconies. 

to the amplitude of the upper hall, yet I would not 

reduce it. Opening into apartments sufficiently 

roomy,—and connected, us it is, with projecting 

balconies commanding reverse prospects,— I should 

deem It the beauty (as well as the comfortable fea¬ 

ture, ) of the chamber plan. l. w. l. 
Grand Rapids, Mich., 1861. 

FENCE BUILDING. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Yorkbr:—I put up board fence 

on the following plan, which fully meets my expecta¬ 

tions. I take three scantliug, 2 by 4, 7 feet long, 

(hemlock;) boards, 1 by 6, 16 feet long; battening, of 

burcb, 1] by 3, t feet long. 1 sharpen my scantling 

one foot on each end, (so that I can change ends,) 

bore an inch hole In the center, and one from it each 

way about 16 inches. My battening I bore a hole .} of 

inch, in which I cut a thread of a load of five to the 

inch. My screws are of oak, or red beech, or burcb, 

or soft maple, and made long enough , to go through 

the scantling, (or post,) and through battening where 

the hoards intervene, I set tho fence a little crooked, 
and harvest.,) and some 50 pounds that wo sold, i^jug the end of one panel come into the angle 

Used all the milk we wished in the family, hired man rna(Je by tbo board atu] the post of the length that 

not being fond of meat, we had it regular three priiCCdea It. I put a striug of matching over the top 

times a day. Fed the whey to cows, what the calves 0f ,ny pogta to make them secure to each other, as 

aud three spring pigs Would not drink. Fed cows wirc w(u uot convenient. This has stood in the 

about two quarts of pea meal each, per day, for six m(Jgt exposed place in town, and has kept its posi- 

or seven weeks after cold weather came on; and con- tion> | think this the best portable fence that can bo 

tinned to make once a week through January till 5th ,na(]e for the same price. Iron screws may be used, 

of February. Cows all to come iu this spring about but at present they are too expensive. This fence 

the same time as last. Total amount of cheese made, cogttlj 

5,710 pounds, making 671 pounds each. The cheese For „oard||) 3a feet.10.24 

was sold by the season, at $8.00 per cwt., — $456.80 For Battening. 4 feet. 4 

to which add the value of butter sold and used goj ..'S.VSS...V.............. 4 
in family, and milk used, and also growth of pigs and Foe Wire..    1 

calves, and it would not he less than $50 per cow, or Tolal ... 45 

$500 for the ten. The cows had good pasture, and Tbis can be made by any handy farmer for the 

no extra feed except what, is stated above. tbe other five cents per panel, making only fifty cents 
Alfred, Alleg. Co., N. Y., 1861. C. D. La.yoworthy. ... f „ . .. 

’ s ’ per rod, except the loss in zigzag. 
Phoenix, N. Y., 1861. Samuel Avkky, M. D. 

WIND-MILL PUMPS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker;—Noticing an inquiry in 

your paper of March 30tli, from A. A., Monroe Co., 

for description of pump to raise water by wind, aud 

also your request for some of your readers to give 

AN IRREGULAR COTTAGE. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Yorkkr:— The accompanying 

design will, I think, suit some of your readers, who 

are looking for utility in a farm house, combined 

with sufficient variety and novelty to relieve it from 

the monotonous effect of the square, or parallelo¬ 

gram form. In adding but little to the first cost of their cxperiuce in relation thereto, is my reason for 

the simplest style, it comprises many desirable 

qualities,— as ventilation, exterior views, &c.,— not 

so readily obtained in a compact, or purely regular 

building. It is intended as a homestead, or residence 

of some pretension, — though of no metropolitan 

model,— but unmistakably that of the country gentle¬ 

man, born and raised amidst landscape scenery, with 

rural tastes and habits. 1 have not furnished the 

upright or perspective view; but suggest that an 

addressing you. I have been for some years on the 

lookout for information on the same subject, and 

finally made an arrangement with the patentee of a 

mill, which was on exhibition at the State Fair, held 

in Elmira last October, to set it np on my premises on 

trial. From an experience since that date, 1 can 

express myself as being highly pleased with its 

operation. For description I would refer your cor¬ 

respondent to the patentee, but will just say that tho 

TWO DOLLARS A YEAR.] 
“ PROGRESS AND IMPROVEMENT.’ SINGLE NO. KOTIK. CENTS 
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mill is simple, and, at the same time, very ingenious 
in its construction. It is nearly all of iron, inclu¬ 
ding the fans, which are of sheet iron, and are six in 
number. It is a self-regulator, designed so that when 
tlie wind increases in force, the fans prese nt less sur¬ 
face to the wind. It has run until the present time 
without a cent of expense for repairs, and I think 
will be very durable. There is a brass pump attached 
which raises the water through a pipe three-fourth's 
of an inch in diameter, aud with a moderate breeze 
the water discharges as fast as from a pipe of the 
same size with but little head or pressure. 1 can but 
think that with a great many who, like myself, stand 
in need of such an arrangement, that it needs only to 
be seen in operation to be appreciated, and its 
expense is very inconsiderable as compared with any 
other self-regulating wind-mill of which I have any 
knowledge. The patentee and manufacturer is E. W. 
Mills of Onondaga Co., N. Y. 

I shall be happy to convey any further information 
in regard to it to any one who desires it. if they will 
address S. W. Tackett, 

Burdette, Schuyler Co., N. Y., 1861. 

People, — to exhibit its permanent and practical 
value to the World. 

If u Constant Reader” will please give his name 
and post-office address, I shall be happy to render to 
him such information as I may be in possession of in 
connection with this subject Charles Beach. 

Peon Van, Yates Co., N. Y.. 1861. 

In connection with the foregoing, we received a 
circular stating that in 1818 Mr. Beach, together 
with his father and brother, invented, applied for, 
and took out Letters Patent for a machine to dress 
and prepare flax to be spun on cotton machinery. 
Mr. B. constructed a full-sized working machine, 
with which he dressed ten tuns of straw, producing 
five tuns of 1'lax Cotton, daily, with the aid of one 
man, and that the Lint was in perfect condition. He 
has waited twelve years for a market for this Lint, 
and would now he glad to know what is its market 
value, unbleached. Mr. Beach iB confident that if a 
demand will spring up making the manufacture as 
profitable as any other branch of agriculture, the 
want will be met fully and promptly. — Ens. 

a large per centage of the land itself, on all fields 
having a sufficient inclination to allow the water to 
run freely. Beep plowing in both cases would almost 
invariably secure the embryo crop against such dis¬ 
couraging results. If our corn lands were thoroughly 
broken up to the depth of eleven inches, they would 
absorb about four times the quantity of water they do 
aB ordinarily plowed, and still leave the surface com¬ 
paratively dry, eren after a severe and long continued 
spring rain. As for the washing*, of which there is 
now such general complaint, we should hear very 
little of them; nor of the failure of the crop from 
drouth either, as the four-fold capacity of the soil as 
a reservoir would afford a supply of moisture that 
would outlast all ordinary drouths. It is true that 
the more soluble portions of the manures might find 
their way down to a depth just below their sphere of 
immediate action; but they would not be lost, and 
their deposit there would he more satisfactory than 
the knowledge that they had floated away to parts 
unknown. 

Thk War News is of such importance that we are con- 

straiued to give the details at some length — thus somewhat 

changing our usual arrangement of departments in “making 

up this number. If. as now seems probable, the war is to 

be continued to the bitter end. wo shall enlarge the News 

Department of the RrSAL, in order to keep our readers fully 

adilsed of a!. Important movements—presenting, each week, 

a complete summary of the most stirring events, with such 

details relative to the strongholds, forces, and operations of 

the Union and Secession arm*, as will impart correct knowl¬ 

edge of the power, position, and prospects of each. We 

shall endeavor to do this without infringing, after this week, 

upon the Practical Departments of the paper-giving pre¬ 

cedence and prominence to Agricultural, Horticultural, and 

News matters. By giving the gist of passing events, without 

wordy comments or large, sensation headings, we hope to give 

a» much real Intelligence as those papers which devote most 

of their space to news. It may be (a* many have said) that 

we are trying to get too much into one Journal—making it too 

diem. * 

— The wages of compositors in Liverpool are $7 50 per 
week. 

— There are nearly thirty thousand blind people in Great 
Britain. 

— Large additions are making to the present fortifications 
at Dover. 

— The Queen of Spain has offered the Pope a royal palace 
At Madrid. / fc 

— The estimated cost of supporting the British army in 
1861 is 570,000,000. 

— Capt. Berry, commander of the Wyandotte, died at 
Pensacola on the 2d inst. 

— Asiatic Russia comprises 5,636,000 square n 

the largest country in the world. 

— Small pox is very prevalent, in New York, 

deaths from it occurred last week. 

— Verdi, the great composer, has been elected one of the 
members of the Parliament of Italv, 

— The steamship Great Eastern is to sail from England for 
New York on the first of next month. 

— A midwife in Leicester, Eng., convicted of procuring an 
abortion, has been sentenced to be banged. 

— The name of thq United States Hotel, in Augusta, Ga., 
has been changed to the Southern States Hotel. 

— The emigrant travel over the Pennsylvania Railroad, in 

1860, was 11,831 In 1859 the number was 10.761. 

— It is alleged in the Westminster Review that iron fetters 

for Blave dealers ace sold by Liverpool mi>rrii*nt. 

b. E. Iodd, m the Ohio Farmer, recommends 
sowing these two crops together. He says: Raising 
a crop of oats and peas on the same ground, at the 
same time, is often attended with good success; and 
when the object is grain for feeding stock of any 
kind, it is a much better way to sow oats with the 
peas, than to sow nothing but peas. Peas are far 
more productive when they have something to sustain 
them, than when allowed to grow as they may in a 
prostrate or half-erect position. No grain will fruc¬ 
tify as well when prostrate as when kept in an erect 
position. One object, then, in sowing peas and oats 
together, is to have the oats sustain the peas nntilthe 
grain has matured. In order to accomplish this 
object most effectually, the oats must not bo sowed 
more than half as thick ns they arc when other grain 
is sown with them. Every good farmer knows that 
when oats arc Sown very thick, the straw is quite 
slender; but when they arc not very olo&o together, 
the straw is quite strong, coarse and stiff, and will re¬ 
main erect much longer. Now, by sowing about half 
as many oats per acre as is necessary for a full crop, 
and by sowing at the same time as many peas as are 

Seventeen 

Cost of Marketing. 

Gov. Kirkwood, of Iowa, 
There is a very mistaken idea in the minds of 

many persons in regard to the amount of power a 

other 

said, in his address at 
the Muscatine County Fair, that it cost him twenty 
per cent, to market Ins beeves, forty his wheat, sixty 
his corn, and only four per cent, to market hi* wool. 

1 acts like these ought always to have an important 
bearing in determining the branch of agriculture the 
farmer Bhould pursue. The difference between four 
per cent, and twenty, forty, or sixty per cent, on any 
considerable amount, would make a fair profit. 
Where we are at a great distance from markets, the 
expense of marketing is very much reduced by con¬ 
centrating as much value as possible Into the least 
space. A ton of wool, worth, at forty cents a pound, 
SHOO, can be carried a thousand miles at about the 
same expense as a ton of wheat, worth only $30. 

An Experiment with Looked Food. 

The Springfield (Mass.) Republican states that 
William Bjhney wintered 42 cattle, 3 horses, and 4 
sheep, on the produce of 00 acres of land, which, al¬ 
low ing the whole slock to be equal to .3.3 cows, gives 
about an acre and a half of land for the annual sus¬ 
tenance of each animal. Wheat bran and oil-meal 
are purchased and used for stock, which is balanced 
by the disposal of corn and hay of equal value. The 
amount of fodder consumed daily by Mr. B's stock is 
stated as follows: 

.L 8 lbs. ot chaffed com fodder and straw SI 88 
77 “ long hay,. ..70 

120 “ wheat bran,__ * ion 
10 “ oil meal.” . '7- 
10 “ cob meal,..."'. jo 
20 bushels roots,.... 2 00 

Fuel for steaming the above,”””””’. An 

TotaI’.-.-...56.48 

Ibis makes a cost of about 17 cents a day for each 
animal. It is stated that the stock is in finn 

liorsc can exert in drawing a load 
words, the numbor of pounds of steady propelling 
force a horse Is capable of exerting when taxed to 
the full amount of his strength. It is uot unfre¬ 
quent that we hear men, otherwise well informed, 
say that their team will draw us many pounds as their 
Own weight, and they are ready to back up tlie asser¬ 
tion with a wager, whenever they can find any one 
who will take the bet, and procure an instrument for 
test lug the draught. This erroneous idea is the 
result of a limited knowledge of the strength 
required to move bodies in proportion to their 
weight, and the scarcity of dynamometers. 

The dynamometer is an ingenious invention, by 
which draught may be ascertained as accurately as 
the grocer can find the weight of his groceries. It 
resembles the spring balance, and one end is attached 
to the plow or wagon, and the other 

I kople who Write Letters, and wish responses in any 

form, should never “forget to remember ’’ to give tho name 

nf their I ostoflice, County and State (Territory or Province,) 

conspicuously at the head of their epistles. We have afore¬ 

time spoken of the vexation and loss of time 

omitting such an essential item as the name of 
person 

occasioned by 

a postofflee or 
Almost every day we are favored with money letters 

which omit the postofflee address of the writer. In such 

cases we must he guided by the pnst-mark on the envelop, 

and when that is too obscure to he read, as is frequently the 

fact, we are “ up u stamp compelled to lay the letter aside 

until we bear from the writer again, asking why in creation 

we don't respond —that he wants tho paper, or his money 

returned I These occurrences are by no means pleasant, hut. 

so many people are careless—professional and business men. 

as well as farmers—that we have about concluded to endure 

what it seem* so difficult to cure. But publishersare not the 

only class (beside the writers; who arc subject to vexation 

and loss from omission* of this character. A note just 

received from an extensive manufacturer or agricultural 

implements, alludes to the subject in this wise:—“Having 

to the team. 
The power applied shortens the spring, and the 
amount of strength exerted is indicated upon a 
graduated scale. An inconvenience occurs in Die 
use of this instrument, in consequence of the quick 
changes of resistance, producing u constant vibra¬ 
tion in the index. This is removed by attaching ooe 
end of the spring to a piston working in a cylinder 
filled with oil. A small hole in the piston allows the 
oil to escape from one end to the other, as the 
draught varies, but prevents any sudden change. 

Careful experiments made with the dynamometer 
to ascertain the resistance of various kinds of roads, 
have shewn the following results: A force of one 
hundred pounds applied to a weight on freely running 
wheels, will move on a hard mirth road, twenty-five 
times as much lincluding the wagon) as the force 
applied, or 2,600 pounds; on a good MoAdam <>r 
plunk road, sixty times as much, or three tons; on 
the best railroad, two hundred and eighty times as 
much, or fourteen tons. A force of three hundred 
pounds applied to a sled with cast iron shoes, will 
move half a ton (including the sled) on a rough 
Banded plank, which is too much for an ordinary 
horse. A two-horse mower or reaper requires a 
draught of from SS0 to 450 pounds. 1 have before 
me a report of a committee appointed to witness a 
trial of plows, which was held at Greenbush, in I860, 
which shows the amount of power required to plow 

s penally nir stealing Horses and negroes. 

— The N. Y. World says that about one-third of the Ger 

man population of the West are applicants for consulship. 

— “Panola,” the Indian name for cotton, has been sng 

gostedas An appellation for the new Southern Confederacy 

— Experiments are constantly being made, In London, to 

test the capability of locomotive engines on common roads. 

The Shakers of Canterbury, N. H , have ju»t. executed 

an order for 50b cans of their favorite apple sauce, for Java. 

— There U an India rubber factory In full blast in Montreal, 

the only establishment of the kind In the British Provinces. 

— A guarantee fund for three hundred and fifty thousand 

pounds has already been signed for the London Exhibition in 
1862. 

— The Massachusetts State Senate, on Saturday week, 

passed the hill abolishing capital punishment, by a vote of 18 
to 16. 

— Mr. Randolph, the secession delegate from Richmond 

to the Virginia Convention, is a grandson of Thomas Jef¬ 
ferson. 

— A gentleman in Bridgeton, Me., has a hound which has 

caught twenty-seven red foxes and two black ones' this 

— A hill, creating v metropolitan ponce system; for Phila¬ 

delphia,* has passed the Pennsylvania House of Represen¬ 
tatives, 

— Thirteen persons were recently drowned in a steamer on 

the lake of Constance, in a gale, by a collision with another 
steamer. 

— The floor of a grain warehouse gave way at Fall River, 

Mass., on Friday night week, and 10,000 bushels of grain went 
through. 

— The mode of churning in Fayal, one of the Azores, is to 

tie the cream up in a goat skin, and kick it about till the but¬ 
ter comes, 

— Tlie past winter was one of unexampled severity in Syria 

and Palestine. The snow was two feet deep in the city of 
Jerusalem. 

— It is stated that one and a half million dollars of Illinois 

currency have been withdrawn from circulation since last 
November. 

— Mr. Whipple, the distinguished photographic artist of 

Boston, has been making huge glass negative pictures, five 
feet by four. 

— Gov, Brown, of Georgia, has issued marching orders to 

nine additional companies of that State. Pensacola is their 

gjttquitto ana gtoiw Remarkable Houses.—We am indebted to Chas, B Lane, 
Laq , of Mlddleport, N. V . tot the following brief history of 

a pair of remarkable boraea, objects of note for miles around 

that neighborhood for their age, endurance, aud tricks:— 

“They were called respectively • Old Jake ' and ‘Old Jim,’ 

and were foaled in 1831. In 3836 they wero first brought on 

the farm now owned by me, and among the singularities con¬ 

nected with their history, maybe mentioned tho following: 

They were never known to lie down in the stable—they were 

never bedded or blanketed—they were always worked hard 
n e Clip the following from one of our exchanges, 

where we find it without any marks of credit: Take 
a clean water-tight barrel, or other suitable cask, and 
put into it half a bushel of lime. Slake It by pour¬ 
ing water on It, boiling hot, and in sufficient quantity 
to c-over it five inches deep, and stir it briskly til) 
thoroughly slaked. When the lime has boon slaked, 
dissolve it in water, aud add two pounds of sulphate 
of zinc, and one of common salt. These will cause 
the wash to harden, and prevent its cracking, which 
gives an unseemly appearance to the work. If desi¬ 
rable. a beautiful cream color may be communicated 
to the above wash, by adding three pounds of yellow 
ochre; or a good pearl or lead color, by the addition 
of lamp, vine, or ivory black. For fawn color, add 
fonr pounds umber— Turkish or American—the latter 

Lick ox Horses.—Will you pleaee inform me how to 
remove lice from a horse, and how to prevent their return?— 
X. 3.35., Onondaga Co.. N. )' 1861. 

To destroy these pane.;tea, smear the entire body with any 
cheap oil *ir frputi hi T V— • *.ntmenJir ttu&evu uii. i 
ounce; pyroligneous acid, j graces; «pim« at turpentine, i 

ounce Apply two ot «nty*j^oes eaep day. Wash the parts 

to which applications Intro U.on made with soap and water. 

“ To prevent their return," keep the horse and his stable 

Iree from filth. Horses sometimes become covered with 

lien lioe, the result of allowing hens to roost in the stable. 

Remove the hem-, make uso ol the preparations given 

above, feed the horse well to prevent debility, clean and 

"n stiff clay sod covered with a sod which had been 

unplowed for years.” The depth of furrow was seven 

inches. The committee reported twenty-one plows. 
The lightest draught was 380, and the heaviest 660 
pounds—the majority less than 430 pounds. 

I ho strength of different horses varies greatly; but 
in calculating the power of engines, the horse power 
is generally understood to be a force equivalent to 
raising or moving 160 pounds 20 miles a day, at tlie 
rate of two and a half miles an hour. Small as this 
appears, numerous experiments in different places 
give the actual strength of the average of farm 
horses in this country at considerable less. As the 
speed of a horse increases, his power of draught 
diminishes yery rapidly, till at last the unaccustomed 
motion of his muscles makes it very fatiguing to 
carry his own weight. The draught is very little 
effected on soft roads by the speed: that is, the 
resistance is no greater when driven on a trot than 
on a walk; but a carriage on a dry pavement requires 
one-half greater force when driven on a trot than on 
a walk. 

The horse is so formed that he will exert a much 
greater force when working on a level than up a steep 
hill. On a level a horse is us strong as five men, but, 
up a steep hill man has much the advantage; for it is 
well known that a man can accomplish an ascent 
with considerable load, which It would be impossible 
for a horse to climb. A man of ordinary strength, 
placed in a position to use it to the best advantage, 
can exert more power than a horse drawing from a 
point two feet above the groun 

"VV indoai.i.s ox Horses. —Can you, or any of your numer¬ 
ous correspondents, inform nit whether windfalls on horses 
can l.e cured? If so, ptea».i publish the mode in the Rural. 
If the bunches cannot he removed, can the lameness he 
cured? In so doing you will greatly oblige — M. M. G., 
II atrrUmm, N. V.. 1861. 

Mathew, in his “ Illustrated Horse Doctor,” savs that 

‘ windgalls are so lightly esteemed by horsemen as scarcely 

to lessen the price of a steed; they are, in general, accounted 

hardly worth mentioning, although men have been known 

to be strangely anxious to have them removed This, how¬ 

ever, is uot easy to bring about; all the common methods are 

worse tiian useless; the only treatment which promises onv 

benefit is the application of pressure. Fold a piece of soft 

rag several times; saturate the rag with water; lay upon the 

wetted rag, one drachm each of opium aud of camphor; put 

these upon the enlargement. Upon the moistened rag place 

a piece of cork liig enough to cover the wiudgall, and of such 

a thickness as may be accessary; above the cork, lace on. as 

vulcanised India rubber bandage. Constant and equal pres- 

tnrn will by these means be kept up; however, mind the 

groom be strictly ordered to take the bandage nil the leg the 

last thing when the horse leaves the stable, and to put it on 

again first thiug on the animal's return; otherwise, the pro¬ 

prietor may chance to enter the building and find his steed 

w ithout an application which, to he beneficial, should be 
perpetually worn.” 

Dr Da dp says that counter irritation, bandage, friction, 

and regular exercise are the best remedies, and yet they 

often fail to remove the eye-sore. 

Tuk Rural as a Family Educator — Many kind and 

highly complimentary allusions to the character aud influ¬ 

ence of the Rural are reaching us from agent-friends and 

subscribers all over the land. Among several received on 

Monday, we quote the following from a Postmaster in Onon¬ 

daga county, who bar sent us over fifty subscribers within 

the past month After giving several additions to his list, 

our friend thus speaks of the influence of the Iti kal. and its 

value as a family instructor:—“There are a Tew more fami¬ 

lies in tho rouge of this office that should have your paper 

and where J shall endeavor to introduce it. Its genial and 

elevating influence is so genuine that I do not hesitate to 

press its acceptance on all classes. I do not think n poor 

man can pay out the subscription price any better for his 

family than for the Rural — positive necessaries excepted — 

and 1 am not so sure that a paper so useful and good in not, 

in this age, one of the positive necessaries of life—of mental 

life, certainly. I hold that such a paper in a family of chil¬ 

dren is fully equal to a school in learning them to read and 

to acquire correct and healthy ideas." 

Flowing l.aml for t om. 

The Baltimore Rural Register contains a very 
valuable article on the Culture of Corn, from the pen 
of Mr. R. C. Kendall. Its length precludes our pub¬ 
lishing it at once, but we give this week his views 
upon the manner in which laud should be plowed for 
this crop, and shall follow up the subject hereafter. 
Mr. K. says: 

As an almost universal practice, the preparation of 
our corn lands, and the planting thereof, are turned oil' 
in too much of a hurry to he well and thoroughly 
accomplished; and, as we intend our few remarks to 
apply rather to the culture than to tlie manurial pre¬ 
paration of the soils, we will suppose that to have 
been properly accomplished, and give our attention 
first to the plow. 

It is by far too prevalent, and altogether a mistaken 
policy, to skim over the surface, turning furrows five 
inches deep, and place tho main dependence on com¬ 
mercial fertilizers for the production of a satisfactory 
crop. Under all favorable circumstances, the foreign 
manures may realize our expectations for one year- 
provided wo have not set them at a too extravagant 
figure. But let spring floods aud summer drouths 
intervene, and we find that not all the mercantile 
manures in the market are of themselves a guarantee 
against a failure. Proper culture is the only certain 
preventive against such dispensations; and this, in 
order to be in every sense effectual, must commence 
with the first furrow turned, and he continued sys¬ 
tematically until the crop is made and housed. If 
every proprietor of the soil would hear constantly in 
mind the fart that, he is not simply a superficial land- 
owner, 

Experiment in Germinating Corn —The Springfield Re¬ 

publican states that four boxes of earth, alike in quality and 

exposure to light and heat, were planted nt the same time 

with corn from a single ear, aud placed recently in a physi¬ 

cian’s office. In one box dry corn was [planted; in another 

tho seed was soaked in dean warm water; in the third the 

seed was soaked in a solution of lime water; in the fourth 

the seed was soaked in chloride of lime and copperas water, 

equal parts. One week afterwards the box planted with dry 

corn had not germinated, the second box had just commenced 

to germinate, the third box was just showing its green blades, 

and in the fourth box the blades were nearly three inches 

high. Copperas wilt keep birds and worms from eating the 

seed, and One pound will soak seed enough for 20 acres. 

and 1 might further 
.remark (lor the benefit of those persons who are in 
tho habit of patronizing those traveling shows, 
where a team draws against a man,) that it requires a 

heavy pair of horses to exert a force of fire hundred 

pounds, when placed in such a position. 
Erie Co., N. Y.t 1861. A Fact Hunter. 

Preserving Posts. —After filling up the hole with dirt, 

put one or two shovelfuls of wood ashes around the post 

Leached ashes will do. Twenty-eight years ago my father 

fenced a garden this way, and the posts are as sound as ever 

The soil is light »and. — William Sii.oox, Frame. Snuthnidld, FLAX COTTON, OR FIBRILIA 

Eds. Rlral New-Yorker : — The objects sought to 
bo attained in producing Fibrilia, are, to bring out a 
practical substitute for Cotton, which may be grown 
in the Northern States, and which will have a ten¬ 
dency to connect and equalize the agricultural with 
the mechanical and commercial interests of the North. 

The principal causes of failure in times past, in 
bringing forward Flax as a cheaper article of man¬ 
ufacture suited to practical and universal use, have 

been, —first: The great labor to the agriculturist in 
order to maintain a clean and even straw in bundles 
suitable for breaking. This could only be done by 
pulling and threshing by hand, and in the process of 
rotting the Flax. 

The production of Flax for making Flax Cotton, 
or Fibrilia, as well as the manufacture of it into 
cloth, is conducted upon a much more practical and 
economical scale. Ihe Flax, or straw, may he cut 
by a scythe, a mowing machine, or cradled. The 
seed may be threshed out by any ordiuary threshing 
machine. The rotting process is dispensed with 
altogether. There are Flax mills now in use for 
breaking and cleaning the straw, which are capable 
of dressing from two to five tuns per day, and even 
going as high as ten tuns in ten hours. The dressing 
of Flax is entirely different from the old method, as 
well as the manufacture of it into cloth. Machines 
have been perfected for dressing and preparing Flax 
to he carded and spun on cotton machinery. The 
foundation is laid, and it is with us,— the American 

Good Beds for Swine.—I am not over incredulous, but 

don’t see how I can agree with your trio ot correspondents 

in regard to beds for swine. I have seen them winter and 

sleep in piles of horse manure, filled with litter, for a number 

of winters, and never yet saw any ill etfects. Mud and filth, 

and too much moisture, are injurious, but if horses are as 

well bedded down as mine are, I cannot see why the duug 

pile is not a good nest for hogs and pigs. It is as clean as any 

“hog’s nest"—it is dry enough and warm enough. My 

hogs have done well the past winter — made rood growth, 

seemed to take comfort, and are as clean as anybody’s hogs. 

— Jno Sanfixlo, .'Sandwich III., 1861. 

Albion, on the 6th Lust.,—wag largely attended by the farmers 

of the surrounding country. The Orleans American says 

quite a number of cattle aud horses were offered for exhibi¬ 

tion and sale—and makes special mention of a string of seven 

yoke of oxen shown by Mr. John Proctor of Gaines, as 

superior. A large number of fine horses were on exhibition. 

Several mowers and reapers and other agricultural imple¬ 

ments were shown, and a large number of packages of choice 

seeds were distributed. We infer that the Fair was quite as 

successful as had been anticipated 

Corn Stalks vor Fodder.—In the Rural of the 6th inst., 

I noticed an article in reference to cutting stalks for fodder. 

Being young, I hesitate to answer Mr KPs inquiry, but being 

so well convinced of the profit of cutting stalks for Cattle, I 

venture to give my plan. I think the trouble of Mr. R. arises 

from the stalks being too dry. My plan is, when the stalks 

are suitably dry in the fall (stalks from planting for corn,) I 

mow them away in the barn,—a layer of stalks, and then a 

thin layer of straw. The straw prevents the stalks from 

molding, and keeps them moist and soft, and when cut, my 

cattle eat them up perfectly clean I give to each animal 

about one bushel to a feed. When cut. I throw on a little 

water, and put on the amount of grain I wish the animal to 

have, in the form of meal, and mix together with a fork. I 

use a self-feeding cutter, cutting the stalks from one-half to 

three-quarters of an inch in length. I attach my cutter to a 

tread-power, aud cut enough in about three hours to last ten 

head of cattle a week. I have practiced this three, seasons, 

and find it a saving of at least good one-half. Judging from 

appearances, my cattle much prefer the cut feed.— Young 

Farmer, Shelby. N. Y, 1861. 

Javanese Wheat.— In answer to recent inquiries on the 

subject, we would reiterate the opinion that the Japanese 

Wheat is a decided humbug. See our brief notices of it in 

Rural of March 2d aud 9th. Believing it to be a fraud, we 

have refused to advertise this so called wheat on any condi¬ 

tions, aud trust none of our readers will he deceived by Mun- 

chausenish circulars about its wonderful yield, quality, etc. 

but that his possessions extend to the very 
center of the earth, and that he has got soil well 
worth the searching after, lying only a few inches 
below the sole of his boot, as he tramps along his 
six-inch furrow, he might the more readily be induced 
to hook his drag-chain a notch or two higher in the 
clevis, and send his plow point downwards in seareh 
of that virgin soil that cultivation never yet has 
energized. 

As nearly all our lands in this region are underlaid, 
at a moderate depth, with a subsoil of hard, stiff clay, 
impervious to water, the result of heavy and con¬ 
tinued rains, which very generally follow the plant¬ 
ing of our corn-fields, is either the drowning of the 
seed or young corn, on all low, level fields, or the 
washing it away, along with most of the manure, and 

Excelsior String Wheat.—We are indebted to Mr. J. 

Mackblcan, Jr., of Hamilton, C. W., for a sample of wheat 

thus named, grown by a farmer of that vicinity, last season, 

and to he more extensively tried this year. We think it a 

promising variety, and shall be glad to hear the result of 

further experiments. 

Genesee Co. As. Society.—At a recent meeting of the 

Directors of this Society, it was resolved to hold the next 

Annual Fair (at Batavia) on the 18th and 19th of September, 

and that other counties he invited to compete the same as 

they were last year. 
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hardy grape I ever saw—conies early into bearing—is 
very productive (too much so unless thinned,) aud to 
ray taste, and all others who have expressed an opin- 
ion to me, much superior to Concord in flavor; and I 
think the writer and his friends must have a singular 
and primitive taste to prefer Concord to Delaware or 
Diana. He complains of the high price, but forgets 
that the Concord was first sold at $5 each, aud also 
that the Delaware will soon he reduced so that the 
million can plant it. 

Now 1 will state a fact. Five years ago I planted in a 
continuous row one of each, in the order named—Ke- 
becea, ibiabe, Delaware, Hartford, Prolific, Concord, 
and KI sin boro , and, so far, the Delaware has given me 
more fruit than any one of them—soil and cultivation 
all the same—exposure free and open. The ground, 
when planted, was worked to the depth of fourteen or 
fifteen inches, and moderately enriched. Other soils, 

locations, and exposures may give different results, as 
this is only a single instance, and 1 have had experi¬ 
ence enough to know that no decided opinion can be 
given, as to productiveness and profit per acre, short 
of ten years’ trial at least, and twenty would be safer. 
I do not undervalue the Concord, but, on the con¬ 
trary, esteem it a valuable acquisition, as I stated to 
my friends when I first saw aud examined it at Mr. 
Bull's, the originator; but it is, in nay opinion, infer¬ 
ior in flavor to the Delaware, besides being two or 
three weeks earlier, which is a desideratum. Both 
are useful varieties, and will fill the places they are 

suited for. C. Downing, 

Newburgh, K. If, 

The above we find in Hovey’s Magazine of Hor¬ 

ticulture for April. Last autumn we had an opportu¬ 
nity to examine the ** continuous row ” of vines 
mentioned by Mr. Downing, growing in his grounds 
at Newburgh, and made some notes for future nse. 
Mr. D. devotes his time and grounds entirely to ex¬ 
periments designed to test the value of different 
fruits, having no pecuniary Intereslin theirsuccess or 
failure. The public have confidence in his judgment, 
while all know him to be extremely cautious in his 
statements. The Delaware certainly took the lead in 
that row of seven varieties. 

plum*, peaches, or apricots, at Rochester Usually about the 

last of July, or beginning of August The native, or Canada 

plum, and the Cherry, or Myrobatan, grow freely till late in 

tbo fall, and may be budded in the latter end of August, (,r 

beginning of September /‘ears on pear stock/ arc usually 

budded here in July, in anticipation of the leaf blight which 

stops their growth when it attacks them. Wbero no such 

thing as this is apprehended, they should not be budded 

before the middle of August, as the buds are not generally 

mature till tbat time. Applet on free stocks, amt on the 

Paradise and Doucin, may be budded ns soon as the buds are 

.nature, which is usually, here, about the first to the middle 

of August. Cherries on free Afar tar, f stocks—hh soon as buds 

are ripe, here, about the lirst of August. Pears on (mines 

S< ’ flEN KCT A D Y WJKirn.Tirit Ah unit MU 
Ihe Mill,...',,I’er* 11,11 nurue?irre Improved fpill*,,. (liain 

and L-rer • W,-, Combined Tbr-her-«.ml cieniHrs 
I hresherv a nil j it. ratine > Nepnrntors, Clover Mullers. Wood 

• MWK, | H full | j fit\ti fl of wllirlt U’l 1 I Ka» fnnnrl if tl i 

Tv^Tr*‘ ,,M mailed to jipplirHtrt/ 

<J. WKsrivoi.orsr * Ov Having mnl.wcTihle.hin^rov 
some lime, and worked with nearly .-,,-rv kind of DoubleTread 
Machines in Northern New York. I would suv, after w'elmr one 
Of »!!’1L* 'Vi,|k,<,r "{'a',in,< make, that it Is ahead of n.\th°W 
of the kind I ever saw. Yount, *e„ E. pLcMB K 

Address G. WF.STtNGHfiCSB & CO.. 
Schenectady, Nnw York. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—We at the North are 
somewhat troubled to cultivate the grape vine on 
account of its being killed by the winter, if the vines 
are not taken off the trellis and covered up. We all 
know it is a great deni of trouble to take them down 
in the fall and put them up in the spring, besides 
they are injured not a little by the process. This 
difficulty can be avoided by having a trellis so con¬ 
structed as to be laid down with the vines on them. I 
here send you a rude drawing and description of an 
arbor of this kind, of my own coutrivance. I made 
a model of it last fall, which I took to our County 
Fair, and a great many people thought it was a good 
thing. As it is simple in its construction, anybody 
that can nse a hammer and chisel can make one. 

A t'ttiEkD, recently returned from Europe, says 
nothing delighted him more than the fine rows of 
fruit trees, particularly cherries, planted along the 
sides of the public roads, through Germany and 
Switzerland, affording to the pedestrian both grateful 
shade and refreshing fruit. Many of the Railroads, 
too, have a flower border on each side, cultivated 
with care. Mr. Loudon gave the following account 
of the Fruit Avenues on the Continent: 

“On the continent, and more especially in Ger¬ 
many and Switzerland, the cherry is much used as a 
roadside tree; particularly in the northern parts of 
Germany, where the apple and the pear will not 
thrive. In some countries the road passes for many 
miles together through an avenue of cherry trees. 
In Moravia, the road from Brunn to Olmutz passes 
through such an avenue, extending upwards of sixty 
miles in length; and we traveled for several days 
through almost one continuous avenue of cherry 
trees, from Strasbnrg by a circuitous route to Munich. 
These avenues, in Germany, are planted by the desire 
Of the respective governments, not only for shading 
the traveler, bnt in order that the poor pedestrian 
may obtain refreshment on his journey. All persons 

are allowed to y.wtake of the cherries, on condition 
of not injuring the trees; but the main crop of the 
cherries, when ripe, i« gathered by the respective 
proprietors of the land on which it grows; and when 
these are anxious to preserve the fruit of any partic¬ 
ular tree, it is, as it were, tabooed; that is a wisp of 

straw is tied in a conspicuous- part to one of the 
branches, as vines by the roadsides In Francp, when 
the grapes are ripe, are protected by sprinkling a 
plant here and there with a mixture of lime and 
water, which marks the leaves with conspicuous 
white blotches. Every one who has traveled on the 
Continent in the fruit season, must have observed the 
respect that is paid to these appropriating marks; 
and there is something highly gratifying in this, and 
in the humane feeling displayed by the princes of the 
different, countries, in causing the trees to be planted. 
It would indeed be lamentable if kind treatment did 
not produce a corresponding return.” 

We hope to see the time when something like this 
will be inaugurated in our country. The moral effect 
would more than pay the cost. Then we should hear 
much less of the robbing of orchards, and the pilfer¬ 
ing of fruit and flowers. The young would learn 
that while full provision was made for their enjoy¬ 
ment, they must respect the rights and interests of 
others. 

FOWLE Sz CO’S 

SOLUBLE PHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO, 
Superior to Peruvian Cuano alone, ami 20 percent. Cheafier! 

FOWLE & CO'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME. 
'hm* I'KWTll.|/,KKH hitvtf) bfpu kV*nt*rul!l tf'Khrtl \iV fin* tTtnnf “■*:«;?, its 

vf t1 ’'-ontaiiiiru.’ hmiI.v-'s <>f Prof. Camhirt.i, Mow?itt, 
New York, with testimonial!-, and other valuable informa¬ 

tion will la- supplied b,V mail ami Ordem will la, promptly ex¬ 
ecuted upon application to the .Umnt In NVw York. 

Fowl f u m rvl,'V'V,l> FRANKS, ia Exchange 1'lace. row lr a co., rropntfiurf, Alexaudria, \ it ass-st 

^ W ALR!.—Tbr subscriber of- 
. foonrl k'iO acres for -ale, hall a mile 

\t l, r"-"" t,le Mich l- HR Depot iu the city of Jackson, 
Ahmii .'V"1 ••nunonre owrUmliii.L. almost the entire city. 

, 7u/cr"" ?<■1timber ihc- ..ruie 
inrinSi Aliaui 7rt 'vll7‘ vix.w.mr soil, well w.itered with 
u il e il,. . ! " Vf ,h‘i rnn' li:uf' I-’«* rods wide, are within the uty limit* nml contain wmc of the nmd .J.-iiahle 
Iota for dwellings, and worth from S)0o toSfiiki pwv lot Bv lav- 
ingout road* northorTv tliroufthllhe balance of the 70 i»cru» it 
might be unit! lor budding lota worth Id,on! SiriiUr c» 

rendering thi- prospect to the mirehUer of a r.V.iain 
1,1 pvus® "?r eltv puniome*.aside fporn the fanning pros- 

if*/ * 2v a,ni1 Wl^ j»o it prlcfillMt will ho nn in- 
ducemeiit toan.v one whiiiiao to nnrrtiaye • • desirable u .itua- 

0,1-v ’i'lrl l|e- monov down, mol the 
halani o can remain on Imnd auil mortgage for a terms of rears 
with yoarlr install,_ For further partieuiara inmiira of 
the milmrnher on Mio |iremiKes. J ■(! MriilMIV 

mm irom tna, uj the middle of the month, the quince and 

Mahaleb grow late, and especially the latter. Reach stocks 

should always be budded the same season the need* are 

planted, and, an they grow rapidly until very late, are not 

usually budded till about the middle of September. The 

budding period varies in different seusona. In a dry, worm 

season, the young wood matures earlier, aud stocks cease to 

grow sooner, ami are therefore budded earlier than in a cool, 

moist season, that prolongs the growth of the stocks, and 

retards the maturity or the buds. Stocks growing feebly 

require to be budded earlier than those growing freely. It is 

necessary to keep an eye to all these points.” 

Figure 1. 

inscription. — Fig. 1 represents the arbor. The 
posts A may be either round or square, and should be 
eight inches in diameter, and two feet six iucheB 
long. Cut a mortice two by four inches, and ten or 
twelve long. The upright pieces, 15, should be 2 by 
■1, hardwood scantling, and tapered to about 24 

inches at the top. Insert the upright piece in the 
mortice in the post A, bore two holes through both 

so lon« liinouliieluri'il by me, Is ip urmr giving more 
power and motion to lb,, knives, convenience iu throwing in 
and OUt of iroar, and reducing its weigh, and draft, while all the 
important Inventions or Mr Kktciii'm are retained 

Send for rilrgnlnv giving full pm tie whirs. 
I his Is now one of the most desirable Machines made, and 

should be examined before giving an order for him other 
machine. Address K. L. HOWARD.BjUIUlojN, Y. 

IVniTEHAt.r., 1V:i fiingtun f'n , n. Y., ) 

r. r it „ _ , , March 31 1860. 
It. L. Mowakp, Raq., Buffalo, 

Dear Sir -Your Agent, IV K. Congdon, enlleil upon rne 
I.mnT July, lifter f lunl iitt-L*rifleiI t wo uiowlriR’ ncu')iirie trill«?», one 
in tins town and one in GranvHie, when- iniite a number of 
machines were present, and after 1 Lift tried a machine of an¬ 
other kind. I was Induced to trv vouv IIhwabh Mowkii, and I 
will state that in -untdieitv, strength, durability and perfect 
adaptation to the work tor which it is designed, ami the ease 
ot draught, it is unequalled by any machine that has come 
under my notice. jl q jjlAN 

and 
Downino'S Ml'I.nBftftY, &C —1. Is Downing's Ever-hearing 

Mulberry aa hardy, ornamental, productive, and the fruit as 
good as formerly represented9 If so, where can the trees he 
obtained, and at what price? 2. How shall I prevent the 
destruction of Hubbard squash, watermelon, mid other vines, 
by maggots tn the root? 3. Mow shall I rid mv garden of 
the Common angle or earth worm? They make the soil very 
hard.—W. If Swum, Vhaumtmt, 1861. 

1. Downing’s Mulberry is a desirable fruit. It has not yet 

borne in this section, aud the only bearing trees we have 

seen were on the Hudson, in the neighborhood or its origin. 

The trees are tender here when young, so that the limbs are 

somewhat killed back It is thought they will become hardy 

enough with nge, Trees can he bnd of Mr. C. W. Grant, of 

Iona, near 1‘eekskill Our nurserymeu hero are propagating 

the Mulberry, but we have not seen trees advertised, and 

perhaps they are uot yet ready for sale. 2. Some of our 

readers will please give the information required, as wo have 

not been troubled, aud therefore have not had experience. 

3. Good drainage, thorough working and lightening of the 

soil, and a little time, wall do much to destroy the worms. 

vY .Toxirney Tlirougli Texas, 

OR, A SADDLE TRIP ON THE SMITH WESTERN FRON¬ 
TIER. With a Statistical Appendix. By Frederick Law 
Olmsted. CJ6 pagCa, lliinn. cloth. il.Vfl. 

At a time when Texas is the centre o fu> much Interest, and evi¬ 
dently about to he the serne ot exciting events, this volume has 
peculiar attraction and value. The natural resources of that 

region of country, the ehnrncteriaticaof Its Inhabitants, and the 
workings of its Institutions, ere described in an attractive man¬ 

ner. Statistics with regard to ils history, products, apd eapa- 
tiilitie- ire Included with much miscellaneous general inform¬ 

ation bearing upon the anticipated line of operations anil the 
element* of strength for the Union party which is now gather¬ 
ing its energies for one Of the most Important struggles the 
world has witnessed. 

Also, in uniform volumes, by the same author: 

A JOURNEY I.V THE SEABOARD SLAVE STATES. 
A JOURNEY IN THE HACK COUNTRY. 

PDBU6UKH nv 
M A wo 1ST mt O'r YIKIlri?,, 

ff88-2t ti A■ 7 Mercer Street, New York. 

Figure 2, 

at A B, as in figure 2, the lower one about two 
inches from the bottom, the other about, the same 
from the top. The upright pieces should bo rounded 
off. Hut a pin or holt through those holes. The 
lower one should be fastened, the upper one left mov¬ 
able. The rafter, C, should bo 14 inch stuff, about 
three inches at the bottom, arid two at the top. This 
should be bolted to the upright piece at E. You 
want two of figure 2, to make a bent, as is shown in 
figure 1. You may have as many of these bents as 
you like, but only three are shown in the drawing. 
The post A ehould he net in the ground, *0 that the 
mortice will be above the ground. The posts should 
be set six feet six Inches apart if the upright pieces 
are six feet, but the upright pieces maybe any length 
you wish, and then set the posts to correspond. I he 
rafters should be fastened at the top at D with staples 
and hooks; common barn door hooks will do. Cross 
pieces should be nailed to the upright pieces and raf- 
terB for the purpose of holding the arbor together and 
training the vines on, and your arbor is complete. 
Sfft the vines between the posts. In the fail unhook 
the hooks at D, and let down the roof. Now take 
out the top pins and let down the arbor, folding one 
side on top of the other, and cover up for the winter. 

Warren, Lake Co., IU., April, 1881. Thomas Tuli.by. 

TO DESTKOY THE CURCULIO 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker:—Having been in early 
life engaged on a farm, and seeing the ravages com¬ 
mitted by the Curculio, I wish to inquire if you, or 
some of your correspondents, do not know of some 
way of getting rid of these troublesome insects. In 
many parts of tlie country Dot a plum is raised, nor 
has been raised for years, on account of the Curculio. 

The huh its of the insect, In its various stages of 
development, according to my observation, are the 
following: 

The egg is deposited by the Curculio at any period 
from the time the plum is out of the blow till it 
reaches maturity. Directly the egg hatches, the larva 
makes its way to the center of the fruit. The plum, 
thus injured, ftills to the ground. On this the larva 
feeds till it reaches maturity, when it makes its way 
into the ground, and there remains till the next 
spring, undergoing its metamorphosis, and then 
emerging as a Curculio, to go through the same 
routine. 

Now, it seems to me that the insect should be 
destroyed while in the ground. Two or three methods 
for affecting this have suggested themselves to mo, 
without my having the opportunity, however, to put 
them in execution. The first is to turn over the 
ground with a-spade, beneath the tree, in the fall, so 
as to expose it to the action of the frost duriug 
winter, and thus freeze them to death, A second is 
to saturate the ground beneath the tree, in the spring, 
a few times, with strong soap suds, very warm, or a 

Lps. Rural New-Yorkeu:—-Please accept a few 
nice recipes which I send, hoping they may benefit 
others, as the it’s have proved valuable to me. 

Makislk CakE— White Cake.—Three cups of white 
sugar; 1 cup of butter; I of sweet milk; 4 teaspoon 
of soda; whites of 8 eggs; 5 cups of Hour. Spice 
Cake Two cups of brown sugar; I cup of molasses; 
1 cup of butter; 1 cup of sour milk; 1 teaspoon of 
soda; yolks of 9 eggs, and white of 1; I cups of flour; 
spice to suit, the taste. First put a layer of spice cake 
in the pan, then a layer of white cake; finish with 
spice cuke. 

Berwick Sponge Cake.—Beat six eggs two min¬ 
utes, then add three enps of powdered sugar, and 
beat five minutes; two even cups of flour, and two 
teaspoons of cream tartar, and beat one minute; one 
cup of cold water, with one tenspoon of soda dis¬ 
solved in ii; and the grated rind of a lemon, and half 
of the juice, and beat one minute; then add two even 
eupB of flour, and bent one minute. Bake in deep 
pans iu ft quick oven. Nellie. 

Nvw London, Ct., 1801. 

UCI.TCHK or Ast-ARAors,— will JC-IX f Lras* give, to rough 
the columns of yojlr valuable paper, the most approved 
tiiutbod oi' cultivating asparagu- i ti»VT a lied in xay garden 
ten foot hy aixtoen, which has received a cousidorablo euro 
lor throe or lour years past, yet it has not produced enough 
eithot season Tor cooking twice a wools for a small famlty 
The soil is a clay loam —E, l>. G,, Monterey, lSHl, 

Wo can't say what is thn trouble with your Asparagus hod. 

Wo have never in imaged to fail in our attempts to grow- good 

Asparagus As this is Just- t.ho season for making hoda, wo 

will givo such advice as will insure success. In planting an 

Asparagus bed, it i« the hotter way, If possible, to procure 

the plants or a nurseryman. Two-year-old plants can be 

obtained for about two drillara per hundred, and a crop will 

bo grown two years sooner than If the seed 

best variety is tho Purple-Top, which is 

JV E YV S T <> It 
BY 

II/IS. UJtnttMKT HJBECBJER STO U'P 

was sown. The 

the purplish looking 
variety commonly seen in our markets. Asparagus may bo 

grown in almost any soil, if well drained, yet the most suita¬ 

ble is a light, deep, sandy loam. This should he dug deeply, 

about two feet, and plenty of manure incorporated with the 

soil, A piece of ground, fifteen feet by twenty, will produce 

enough for almost any family. TIuh should be divided into 

three beds, four feet wide, leaving an alley eighteen Inches 

wide between each bed, and making three beds four feet wide 

aud twenty Diet long. Two such beds will be ample for a 

small family. At this stage it would be well to sow on the 

beds about half an Inch of salt and ruko it In. The Aspara¬ 

gus is naturally a mariue plant, and is very fond of salt. 

Now draw a line lengthwise along oue of the beds, nine 

inches from the edge, and cut a trench on the outside of the 

line, six inches deep, and in this trench sot tho plants, uine 

or ten inches apart, and so deep that when the trench is 

covered, the crowns of tho plants will be about two inches 

below tbe surface of the bod. As the plants are put in, draw 

a little earth over them, so as to secure them In their places. 

Having finished one row, cover them and rake off evenly, 

aud proceed to make another Dirrow one foot from tho first, 

and plant as before. This plan will give four rows to the 

bed. Tbe beds will require no care the first summer, but 

simply to destroy the weeds, and this must be done carefully, 

so as not to Injure the plants. If salt bo sown pretty freely 

before planting, the weeds will not be troublesome; if not, 

salt can be sown over the beds any time during the summer. 

Enough salt to kill every weed will be only n nice relish to 

the Asparagus. la November, cover the beds with three 

inches of rotted manure. In the spring thi* may be lightly 

dug in with a fork, care being had not to go deep enough to 

Ifijure the crowns. » 

The Second Spring, if the cultivator is very anxious for 

Asparagus, the strongest can be cut, though most gardeners 

recommend leaving them untouched until the third year. 

We should not hesitate, however, to cut moderately the 

second season, if we had no other way to get this delicious 
vegetable. 

All the care the beds will require after this, is to cut down 

the old stalks, pull up the weeds, and cover with manure 

every fall, which should be forked in in the spring. After 

the manure is forked in, rake all loose stones, rough manure, 

Ac., iuto the alleys. Give, every season, in the spring, a 

ONE OP THE HOME COMPOSTS, 

Ens, Rural New-Yorker:—Will some of our 
friends, who have not already done so, set oat a few 
strawberry plants, and then take care of them? The 
fruit is truly Inviting and comforting. 1 will cheer¬ 
fully give my experience in a small way. In April, 
1889, I got some plants and set three rows across the 
uorth side of my garden, sheltered by a wall. The 
rows were seventy-five feet long, eighteen inches 
apart, and the plants were set eight or ten inches 
distant in the row. The first season they produced a 
few berries,—the plants growing finely. I persever- 
ingly removed all the runners. Last spring they 
grew in large tufts, very prolific. They were kept 
clear of runners through the season, and mulched 
with straw. In due time the plants were beautiful 
with blossoms, and the berries abundant and deli¬ 
cious. When the weather was dry they were watered 
after sundown. In this way they gave us ample pick¬ 
ing for six weeks,— all the family needed,—besides 
many to give to neighbors and friends. Few edibles 
are more palatable to tho infirm and aged, or more 
refreshing to a man weary with a day’s toil, than a 
dish of fresh strawberries. My experience with 
strawberry plants is limited, and the above may not 
be the best mode of culture. However, I find with 
these, as with most desirable plants, careful attention 
is necessary to insure a praiseworthy harvest. Keep¬ 
ing the plants free from weeds aud runners, it seems 
to me is the main idea. If this is neglected, the lied 
soon becomes a perfect mat of vines, with little 
fruit generally. The runners, I think, should be cut 
with scissors, using great care not to disturb the 
vines more tlian is possible. If there is a care-taking 
one about the house, let him or her now and then see 
to the vines, and they will amply repay the labor. 
Fowls, of course, must be strictly excluded. t. 

Digbton, March, 1861. 

Tuts is the proper mode of culture for the amateur 
and we believe for the market grower also. Some of 
the extensive growers prefer to let the vines grow 
so as to cover and shade the ground. This plan, we 
think is a bad oue and will be abandoned. 

To Encourage the Growth of Hair and Pre¬ 

vent its Turning Gray.—A young lady friend of 
mine was recommended by a coiffeur to use sage 
water. She was obliged to discontinue its daily use, 
aB it made her hair too thick. Pour boiling water on 
the sago leaves, and let them remain some time In the 
oven or near a stove; strain and apply to the roots of 
the hair daily. If any pomade is needed, an equal 
mixture of cocoa-nut, and olive oils, with a little per¬ 
fume, is very efficacious.— London Field. 

TIUKNOR & FIELDS, 
W VWhiciKton fit, Boston, Ma«i. 

I looUttle’s Improved 
l -'BERRY 1’l.AMTH for rale a! 81.BO 

order* to JOHN L. KENNEL, ( 

)rf ( \( U \ Anoer. O 
** il / rale tV(r cash by 

UaiiKviUc-, N V.. April 6, 1861. 

[Sl-Kcur, NOTICE.] 

Interesting.—If houaekeepetH really understood the great 

difference that exists between different brand* of Saleratun, 

aa to quality, purity, and consequent reliability aud health 

fulness, they would not long bo without the best that is 

manufactured. Dk Land A Co.’sSaleratus costs yon no more 

than any of the inferior articles which am in the market. 

He is using a new process of reliriiug Saleratus, by which all 

impurities are removed. This proves* is Jn use at no other 

establishment in this country. The quality or tho HaJeratu* 

produced by thi* process i» very superior, audit is fust becom¬ 

ing very popular with Intelligent housewives. Dk Land k 

Co.’b Saleratun Is for sale by most grocer* and storekeepers. 

Manufactured and for sale at wholesale at Fairport, Monroe 

Co., X. Y. The principal grocers also wholesale it. 

I JI.KASANT VtU-EY WINK CO.’S LEADING 
1 varieties of Native nod Foreign Gkai-k Vinks, for Vine- 

j am f. ulturt* ut low jiHook 
|T. Sond to.' full Descriptive Catalogue and Prospectus 
1. M, Yousolovb, >ec'y <; M WHEEI.KH 1'ies‘t 
rr v. Din.v F. WEBER. 8-.pt. 
Haminon«Upnrt, ntMilrcq C o.. N. V., .y.V4t 

( ] K GAT A I •'TIN SHARK 11 STRAWBERRY. 
' * no- price of ibi- mammoth variety will be reduced this 
spring to 82 per Uogen, <-r ?!i> per hundred I lejiveied l» rota¬ 
tion as ordered be Great. Austin was xhibited Li vt year iu 
Boston, New York, 1 nladelphn, Rochester, awl Albany, and 
ack now halved to bo the most, beautiful, and to average the 
largest arid must pruductmi of any dtrawhen r in cultivation 
A liberal Ui*cnuut in t/iw w ho nui'ahjix? by the fcLcnmin<] Or- 
aontiPJdrerfKed u* dtnpr Wp/t 

Vo'w 1 'w-.X J!•• '£}*• .-MutkorTrustee, Alhane, N.V., or 
IV .M. S. < A 111 LSI hit, 408 pearl Street, Sew York 

■Lds, lieral New-Yorker:—I indorse the timely 
hints thrown out by J. L. K., of Chili Center, on the 
Young Orchard. We are troubled much in this 
section with the Apple Borer, and great precaution 
should be taken to prevent injury by them. My plan 
is to remove the earth around the tree, say one inch 
in depth. Then take a piece of old cotton cloth four 
by six iuches, wind it around, tie with woolen yarn, 
and pack the dirt at the bottom to prevent the insects 
from depositing their eggs. Keep the cloths there 
until fall, aud then take them off. 

If that is too much trouble, keep weeds and grass 
away, aud once in two or three weeks rub around the 
trees with the hand. That will dislodge them. At 
any rate, do not let one of them get in. Trees left in 
the grass are sure to be destroyed. This has all been 
written and read before; but the only way is to keep 
the facts before the people. There is another impor¬ 
tant thing. When trees are transplanted, the top 
should be reduced. Cut back to five or seven buds. 
Farmers, do not let auy one plow your orchard unless 
you are present. Many fine trees are ruined by plow¬ 
ing deep and close up to the trunks, the bark being 
torn off, and roots and fibres mutilated. A very few 
years’ treatment of this kind and your orchard jg gone 
up. Another item of great importance is to wash 
them with weak ley. After the women have don* 
making soap, throw some boiliDg water on the leach, 
and use an old broom, or swab made of cloth. This 
will destroy eggs and larva-, and make them smooth 
ana healthy. D B w 

Horse Heads, Chemung Co., April, 1861. 

^uciliscmcnts 
I >1 PORTER I- It K N t II STA N I». 
J THEM—To arrive i«-r ship •• fvllonla.' frem 

uul collection nl Standard l’car Trees, contain I 
most approved varieties, selected expre-dv I 
largest Nurseries in France, .^Insisting In part a 
Jett, .'eckel. Belle Lucrative, nature More JJr 
Bt-tirr* d Anjou, Winter Ni-IU, A-c. 

An excellent opportunity is now 0tiered to I 
Gardeners, ana Amateur Cultivators, to obtain 
luerit. of I1 ruit Tri-Oh pf the above well known vi 
,, ,Cce? list of the shove, together with other 
Bulbs, «c., forwarded on application, bv 

SPOONER A CO.. Nurrerymen at 
63*0'>'•_ Jamaica Plain Nurseries, .lainai 

I IKK 1 iventy years constant, nee has Tully established 
the reputation of these I-liters a* possessing every ora. hull 
.•mil teiejiltjie arrangement fY,i- the purposes desired They are 
pona/jU, durable, cotiveaw-at, and cheap. 1 

Descriptive Circulars sent free. Address 
- ft JdMBS TERRY k GO.. Ilo<hestpr, N. Y. 

rP<> H’lX X ’ K <i RO VV FJ I iH—Craidus M. 
L I lay Jr win sired by old <V*in, MT Clay. His darn lies 

Semrer and Mambrtno. He 1* a dark brown,6 years old the 20th 
or May next, 16 bands high, well proportioned, line style and 
bids fair to be n rtcoiuJ Pate-lien. For put Men lars, send fora 

''Fishkilt, Dutch css Go., N. Y.. April, 186f. J°HN GltAiLViI' 

ATiVE liV Kite If HENS-6 b 
packing free, it to f' , 1 l.oeo. 

-«t D. L. SIMMONS k CO. 
DELAWARE AND CONCORD GRAPES, 

A W* 1" " ANTED to SKI.I, FRUIT TREES. 
A Y. WK wish to employ a number of experienced undtrust- 

meu to sell trees. Six., from our Numeric* at liberal 

derari[!K-‘PfiS farm*•»<•»! With Nursery, Block m ad 
descriptions at the lowest whole ode rotes. 

. HOOKER, KAKLEY At GO., 
a-itp Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester. X. Y. 

■VI a fC ,Uj1' 1 ‘I ' 0 M 1 UAIOTU ( A It It A C E. —, 
- - I .1 h." largest CahtlAge In the woi -d —they ha.e been grown 
wing long 02 ’t,-, and averaging emu- 3U lbs, hy tho one! A pack- 

b000 -fed. with direction- for cultivation, in cents : 
UVJJ CireuisM-B couLilnlritf h/i enur*virjtf of thM 
itna tho Mhmjq ami Stot)** M.imiii, yvlT.fi i*Demnmu!ol;(iiour< of tunn 
who UuY** ruisi'fl the*m by tho mvo, au*l hud head 
hard, tc*n<u?r .uul vory • ifrati*. Storus Manon »nH Mhmoii 
iviui dnvrtlnriA, f»»r c’.ultivjitfon, ois fent* t nch. per otines* Hub- 
b/ira (ol thi* l wa% the* nriyirmi Jntrc«<iuft*r,| !$e«?mhlbr 
AQOut .V) secii. All xr'fi ttrtirratUm it* mv\ ca* h pur/hater 

JAMES j n GKJWOKY. Murblehi»n«t. M*$jc 

A PIMsK TREKS FOR SAM;,—60,000 AppleTrveH 
u L ot ttw* meet pppaUr varb*ti<»s. t he tro»*w are rour vpars 
old, straight, thrift, and ,ri coed condition for removal Vmrid 

to **-11 t[if i'hUry lot tn i.iit* or two pcipuf,, nn sttch 
teruiH aa would b»* fiatjKfactory to the parties. The trenHRr« 
very near to Ernsts nursery in Rochester, and can b. seen l y 
caffing on Thps. rinitth. Eranci* 8t , near the nrmiii.es For 
further particulars address C. H. ROGERS, Palmyra V V 

Kovjbester, Keb. 14, 1861. ’ Aso-tf ' 

In the February number of your ilagazlue you copy 
an article from the Farmer and Gardener, in which 
the writer says, “the advocates of the Delaware are 
either directly or indirectly pecuniarily interested in 
it, and that it is inferior to Concord in flavor—of slow 
growth, high price, and will not produce oue quar¬ 
ter as much as the Concord.’’ Now allow me to say, 
I have had some experience and observation with 
these two grapes, having obtained them both when 
first brought before the public, and so far have given 
them a fair trial. 

1 have no particular interest in the Delaware except 
the public good, (not having sold any vines or fruit, 
and do not expect to.) It is not so rampant in its 
growth as Concord, but is vigorous enough for all 
practical purposes—ripens its wood better than any 

<•)( ) I* AHKHS h’I,OWT’H{, SKIG) 
/ .§,**• I ."'ill send by mail. post.paid, twenty papers 

m rrentC|iin bT W “oet*8 to auF soudlug ino On* Dollar 

My Seeds ail. just a* good aH tfios* advertised at double tho 
Pr>cn 1 a--1- My nccilsare Imported from ouu of the best need 
bouH^h ui hun.-jT, Jiml run ba rc;lio<i on .\* |/oo<l. 

_ 'T LJK, Ht Gcn«M^p. ,sv«uj Stop?, Roeb^Ftor, .V. V. 

f A If l< > MOWKR and REAPER. 
X J V- KAI.t/g I'ATENTK 

WITfl FOt.DING CU'CTER DaH. 
A Machine that is a perfect Mower, and a perfect Reaper. Oir 
culiiw with full tJiVrUiiption by nmll, or furniribpfl by aLfpritA 
I u each county. ROSS. DODGE it POM ROY, 
8RS-l.1t Manufacturers, at. the Auburn Prison. Auburn. N. Y 

bll 
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“HIS HAND’UPON THE LATCH.” 

A YOUNG WIFJi'8 BONG. 

My cottage borne i* fill’d with light 

The loDg, long summer day. 

But, ah! I dearer love the night, 

And hail the waking ray. 

For eve reetores we one whose smile 

Both more than morning a match,— 

And life fllresh seems dawning while 

Ilia hand 1* on the latch! 

When autumn B"Us are thick with sheaves, 

And shadows earlier fall, 

And grapes grow purple ’neath the eaves 

Along our trellis wall,-— 

I dreaming sit,—the sleepy bird 

Faint twittering in the thatch,— 

To wnke to joy when soft is heard 

His hand upon the latch! 

In the short winter afternoon 

I throw my work aside, 

And through the lattice, whilst the moon 

Shines mistily and wide, 

On the dim upland paths I peer 

In vain his form to catch— 

I startle with delight, and hear 

His band upon the latch! 

Yes; I am his in storm and shine, 

For me he toils all day; 

And hi* true heart I know is mine, 

Both near me and away. 

And w'hcn he leaves our garden gate 

At morn, hi* steps I watch— 

Thou patiently till eve await 

His hand upon the latch! 

THE DRESS QUESTION. 

Philosophy, Hygiene, Beauty, &c. 

In the Rural, for .Tub. 6tli, T find tin article oti 

“Dress,” by Linda Bknnktt, and in closing your 

remarks you pass tho subject over to the “ladies,” 

saying, “you will be glad to have them discuss its 

influence upon their sex, in a philosophical and 

hygienic point of view. With your permission, J will 

endeavor to say something upon the subject, and 

perhaps the “ spirit will move ” some one more com¬ 

petent to do it justice. 

But first, a word in reply to some of Linda’s 

remarks. She says, “Where are the sensible people 

you speak of? Are there any who do not make 

obeisance to keeping up appearances, especially in 

dress? A few prodigies of excellence and economy 

may exist,” Ac, Battier humiliating, is it not, Linda, 

this confession of yours; but it’s true, too true, for the 

health, life and happiness of mankind,—aye, and 

womankind also, — that there are hut a few who 

follow nature nud common sense in the matter of 

dress. Whether “newspaperdom” is the place to 

discuss the subject, or not, sister Linda, instead of 

trying to defend what you evidently acknowledge 

wrong, would not your powers of mind and heart ho 

better employed in trying to convince your sex that 

their precious time could be better spent than in 

adorning the body merely to “keep np appearances,” 

or to please the other sex; -to look this matter of 

dress fair in the face, and let reason and common 

sense guide, instead of Fashion? 

The “American ladies are in advance of those on 

the other side of the 1 big pond,’ are they? Tf quan¬ 
tity and going to extremes is to decide, they are; hut 

it’s an advance backward, and nothing to be proud of, 

I opine, and Is carrying them far behind tbo age. 

But “ newspaperdom is not, the path to this field 

of reform.” Why not in this as well as in other 

reforms? Is not “ newspaperdom ” the most power¬ 

ful engine for good or evil? “Newspaperdom " has 

done more than any one thing to make woman the 

slave of fashion and folly. Then why not undo what it 

has done in the same way? IIow long is it since the 

proprietor of one of our most popular ladies’ maga¬ 

zines wTas lamenting over this state of folly in society, 

that he, as much if not more than any oue else, has 

been the means of producing; calling on the wealthy 

and influential to come to the rescue and stop the 

tide of sin and folly? "Tis the sanction given to 

fashion, no matter how unhealthy, unbecoming, or 

ridiculous, in such magazines, that has hound woman 

to this Juggernaut of civilization, destroying thou¬ 

sands on thousands of the mothers and children of 

Christendom. And still woman yields to tho inhuman 

and unrighteous demand, sacrificing body and soul 

to “ keep up appearances.4* Tf, perchance, a man in 

the “fullness of his heart” speaks out against this 

evil, like the editor of the Rural, for instance, and 

one of the “ dear little creatures ” conics to the 

defence with “true feminine grit,” he at once yields 

the ground, though knowing that lie is in the right, 

and hands the subject over to the Indies. He does 

not “consider himself competent to judge in this 

matter,” though common sense is only heeded to 

form judgment, and takes for bis motto, “Never 

don’t do nothin’ which it isn’t your fort.” 

“Nothing is more capricious than taste.” What 

is taste? “That faculty of discerning beauty, order, 

congrnity, proportion, symmetry, or whatever con¬ 

stitutes excellence.” (Webster.) Is Taste capricious, 

or is it Fashion? Is not true Taste the same in all 

ages? Is not that which was really tasteful, beau¬ 

tiful, or appropriate, fifty years ago, the same to-day? 

Are not the works of tin- ancient artists, their sculp¬ 

ture and painting, ns beautiful to-day as when given 

to the world? Ho we not judge then by the same 

rules, uow as then? Let us calmly reflect and see 

whether Fashion or Taste is at fault in this. “But 

where docs the fault originate?” With man? Not 

all. Man is much to blame fur this folly of dress, and 

he is not wholly innocent from bowing the knee to 

the tyrant; but this does not prove that both are not 

in the wrong. If man solicits tho company of that 

“little butterfly of a coquette ” at the "ball,” and 

the “springs," is it there he seeks a life companion? 

Does the man who wishes his home to be the oue 

spot on earth attractive and beautiful above all 

others, — where he can have rest and repose from 

the toils, strifes and turmoils of life, — a Leaven, 

where all the highest ami holiest affections of the 

heart may be planted, and nourished, and grow, and 

blossom, in an atmosphere of purity and love,— 

raising him higher and higher in the scale of exist¬ 

ence, moral, intellectual und social, — does such a 

man choose the “ little butterfly of fashion ” made 

“ radiantly beautiful by silks and laces ” to share his 

love, his heart, his home?' If lie does, he soon finds 

that he has made a mistake which time will render 

more and more apparent to the end of life. 

But there is a priitcipte, a rule, at the bottom of this 

subject of dress, by which we can arrive at a true 

standard of beauty, and to this foundation we must 

come for a true solution of the problem. For what 

purpose is dress? For protection, for comfort, for 

ornament. In a word, for use and beauty. First, 

utility, then beauty. We must not sacrifice the useful 

to the beautiful. Can a thing he beautiful that does 

not possess adaptation and fitness for what it was 

designed? Docs the dress worn by civilized women 

answer to these? No. No one will, I am sure, say 

that a woman “ fashionably dressed ” is comfortably 

clad, or that she is sufficiently protected from the 

cold winds of winter, notwithstanding she may have 

double the amount around her necessary for that 

purpose, if properly disposed and fitted; and in 

summer, they are “roasted alive” in their endeavor 

to “keep up appearances; thus, unnecessarily ex¬ 

pending the vitality of the system in carrying the 

extra “ load.” It is not comfortable, for it does not 

give ease and freedom of motion. She cannot work 

or walk with ease or comfort. 
Is it healthful? Let us see. To the healthful 

action of the human organism, every organ and, 

muscle must perform its functions with perfect ease 

and freedom, without obstruction of any kind. The 

blood must circulate through every part, carrying 

life and nourishment to every organ, muscle, tissue, 

and nerve. Do the corsets and whalebones, as now 

worn, leave every organ free to act in a healthful 

manner, and the blood to flow unobstructed on its 

life giving mission? Let the heart and lungs, con¬ 

fined within half the space designed, the viscera 

crowded from its natural position, weakened mus¬ 

cles, and blood forced in unnatural quantities to 

particular organs, speak, and echoed by pains in the 

side, head, and the untold misery that woman suffers 

for the sake of “keeping up appearances.” Let 

these all speak with their thousand tongues, and who 

would heed them? Not they whose “silksand laces” 

are the price paid to the inventors of these infernal 

machines of torture,—ever inventing something new 

and more destructive to health, happiness and life. 

Is it beautiful? No. “A thing of beauty is a joy 

forever.” Beauty is something that does not, change 

its shape or color with every new moon. A painting 

that was beautiful a thousand years ago, would he 

to-day, and will be a thousand years hence, if canvass 

and colors arc unchanged. How does the huge bon¬ 

nets of twenty years ago compare with that “little 

love of a bonnet” worn last year; and the narrow 

skirts of years agone, with the ample folds expanded 

with crinoline. Both were “beautiful” in their day, 

and "just the thing” to “set off” and highten 

woman's cliarmB, and gain the admiration of men. 

If the narrow skirts, “mutton-leg” sleeves, and large 

bonnets were beautiful then, they are still, for beauty 

is tin changeable. 

But I have written more than I intended, and will 

leave the subject for others more competent, and 

who may think that “newspaperdom ” is one of the 

paths leading to this much needed reform. 
Whitney’* Point, Broome Co., K Y., 1861. Clara. 

(Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

INVOCATION. 

Hints for “Creation’* Lords.” 

A Beautiful Wardrobe. 

Mr. Editor, as yon open these little missives, 
and the small word dress meets your vision, I pre¬ 
sume you are ready to exclaim, how provoking! 
But as I happen to he a member of a certain family 
which are denominated human, and thinking I had 
as good a right as either of my sisters, I send a few 
lines, expressive of my thoughts, lor your paper, 
providing you caw Call in requisition a sufficient 
amount of patience to print any more words about 
what we women should w?Ur. * 

Now, I believe in dressing, ated well dressing, too. 

Every woman, no matter hotr Tittle she possesses of 

this world’s goods, can ami should array herself in 

rich and becoming apparel. She chotiid wear a 

"clean conscience and a pure heart,” two articles of 

clothing which are, in my estimation, rcrV appro¬ 

priate for all occasions. Beside these, I wduld 

recommend, for morning, a robe, the ground df 

which should be economy, striped with neatnew, 
ami the pretty little vine dispatch, elaborately trim i 
rned with housework. For an afternoou dress, I 
would have a combination of cheerfulness, kindness, 
sweet temper, and needle work. No ornaments. 
Evening toilet should be composed of a thankful, 
contented spirit, a set. flower of humility, embroid¬ 
ered with knitting and reading. Materials for visit¬ 
ing and party costume,—sobriety, truthfulness. One 
part, which "is usually woven in, I would certainly 
leave out, and that is the black threads of slander. 
Jewelry, a broad necklace of getiuine modesty. 
When we women (ibe epithet lady seems to me"a 
tame substitute for woman,) are thus clad, I think we 
shall hear less about pleasing the other sex. Thev 
KLn ....__ At__ __:__At_ mi_a •__ 

Bright skip*, with chastened radiance beaming o’er us, 

Glad tones of laughter in the woodland bowers, 

Winds gently sighing thrnngh the trees around us, 

And humming honey bees amid the flowers, 

Tel! ns that Spring is here. 

We hail each beauty as a truthful nyinbol 

Of the pure happiness in us that, dwells; 

Know that the loveliness of earth is mirrored 

In every thrilling wave of joy that swells 

Our hearts with holy cheer. 

Father of Life! we thank Thee that Thy bounty 

Hath scattered blessings thus around our way; 

Thank Thee that Winter’s clouds, and nighx, and tempest, 

Were but the cradle of the coming May— 

May garlanded and bright. 

Father, we thank Tbee that this glorious sunlight. 

The myriad blessings which thv love doth give, 

Have fallen on us in youth, and hope, and gladness; 

Father in Heaven I we thank Thee that we live; 

Live in thy joyous light. 

Yet looking forward from our blissful present, 

Even now, the Future which we dimly see. 

nolds half formed sorrows—and in thoughtful moments 

We feel that this cannot forever bo; 

This happy time we sing. 

Summer shall come; with heat, and dust, and clamor— 

Come to our spirits in a world of strife; 

And August's sun shall shioo these flowers to wither, 

Which now bloom round us in the Spring of Life; 

Life's pure, joy-burdened Spring. 

Even now we sometimes hear the distant wailing 

Of the chill winds and rude, that, autumn days, 

Shall scatter to the ground the very blossoms 

For which to God now rise our songs of praise. 

Rendered with heartfelt joy. 

Know that to gayest heartutbere cometh a sadness— 

Know that no life but hath its Autumn time; 

And know that earth must prove to all its children 

Ever a changing, oft a tearful clime— 

Gold mingled with alloy. 

Father, go with us! That through all the clashing 

Of warlike spirits on Life's battle field, 

We grow not raging, selfish, wild, and cruel; 

Be Thou our helmet, and be Thou our shield, 

I Am, I Am, mighty to save! 

Guard us! that mid deceit, and crime, and error— 

’Mid all the fearful scenes which we may know— 

Wo fall not by the wayside faint and weary; 

Be Thou beside us wheresoe’er we go, 

Even thro’ Heath’s dark wave. 

In the Rural of Feb. ‘23d, and several preceding 

numbers, I have noticed articles on “Extravagance 

in Dress.” Many of the readers of the Rural have 

expressed their views on that subject, and as I am 

also a reader of the same worthy paper, I should 

like to add a few remarks to those already written. 

I fully concur with the sentiments of the writer in 

tho number of Fob. 23d, and most of the views 

expressed in the preceding letters; hut I think there 

is ranch more to he said about it, — another side o? 

the picture to bo looked at I am fully aware of the 

fact that daughters, and even wives and mothers, are 

foolishly spending tho hard earnings of their fathers 

and husbands in dress, — in fancifully arraying their 

own charming persons, when the money ought to 

have been spent in paying their creditors. I am 

sorry that such is tho fact. 1 am also sorry that 

while so much is expended in dress, that so little 

regard to health, that precious boon given us by our 

Creator, is observed. 

0! when will the females of our land learn to act 

wisely in this respect? When learn to dress accord¬ 

ing to their circumstances, and the circumstances by 

which they are surrounded? When arise and assert 

their freedom from that tyrant —Fashion? 

The other side of the picture is, —women are not 

the only ones guilty of this folly, although I do not 

remember having seen the names of the gentlemen 

connected with “extravagance in dress” in any of 

the letters I have mentioned. Are not the men guilty 

of tho same sin? If I can judge correctly by what J 

have seen, and read, and heard, I think over-dressing 

is not confined entirely to “ LadiesOne cannot 

walk two squares in any of our larger villages 

or cities, without seeing gentlemen standing idly 

around, dressed in the finest style. Broadcloth, with 

a great amount of jewelry, adorns nearly every mas¬ 

culine yon meet; and every one knows that such 

dressing is as expensive ns the silks and laces which 

adorn the fairer sex. In many cases, were you to enter 

into conversation with these individuals, you would 

find they had taken much move cave of the body than 

braius. Their dress expenses are equal to those of tho 

ladies as a general thing, to say nothing about the 

money foolishly, even worse than foolishly, spent for 

intoxicating drinks and for tobacco in different forms. 

We are willing to take advice, and to bear reproof 

when deserved) but I, for one, do not like to MB my 

side of humanity, —the women, —bear all the cen¬ 

sure of extravagance, and of foolishly spending the 

earnings of their husbands and fathers, when they do 

a good share of the spending themselves. 
Brown’s Corners, Wood Co., O., 1881. A Woman. 

We own Thee now; we know Thy p re no nee round us— 

So may we know Thee in tho time to come; 

Through darkest clouds of sorrow and temptation 

May Thou be leading us to our blest home, 

Our promis'd home in Iieav’n. 

Keep us through life within Thine arms of mercy, 

Hopeful and trusting, loving, true, and pure; 

Enfold us with the mantle of Thy glory, 

And to Thy realm make onr election sure, 

Through Jicsus Christ forgiven. 

Hastings, N. Y., 1861. Rosklia. 

stock of reading matter, with the exception of news¬ 

papers and the bible, will not embrace twenty books, 

—and these of a light character, once read and of no 

further value. Such is the supply of mental food 

from the exhanstless intellectual stores of this age, 

which the parent affords his sous during the entire 

period that they are under the paternal roof! It is a 

shame, a gross injustice! Do you say “they have 

not much taste for reading?” No wonder; and if, by 

the time they are forty years of age, they are res¬ 

pected for their intelligence, it will never occur to 

them that they owe any debt of gratitude to their 

parents for their early advantages. Do yon say, “you 

can not afford to spend so much money for books?” 

That is the trouble! Your sons must make them¬ 

selves rich first, and make themselves men afterwards, 

—a grand and fatal mistake! Freferring rather that 

your sons shall acquire influence by riches,—which 

may moulder in their gra=p and leave them powerless 

in a world that ever detects ignorance, though it be 

glazed over by gold, and that gives it its deserts when 

that glitter is removed,—than by a high and developed 

manhood, which must be honored by success, which 

every vicissitude of life will only polish! Why shall 

not every farmer have a library? The ffind is full of 

books, and what would fifty or a hundred dollars he 

to him, laid out for such a purpose? Alas, that the 

enjoyment aud profit, easily understood, which would 

he derived from it, should he sacrificed for the sake 

of a few paltry dollars! Jt would he the greatest 

investment you ever made. Your family would, every 

succeeding year, bless you for it; it would increase in 

value at compound interest to each one of them, and 

eternity alone could reveal its productiveness. Buy 

a small library, and increase it a little every year. It 

will pay, A splendid beginning might, he made by 

taking a little extra care of the odds and ends even 

for one year. Take as many papers as you like. The 

wonderful circulation of this kind of literature in 

this land, is a glorious indication of the progress of 

our people; hut the newspaper can nor. supersede the 

need of hooks, those repositories of the world's wis¬ 

dom. If they do, a literary oligarchy must eventually 

ensue, in which the few will control the fountain¬ 

heads of knowledge, and the people will he reduced 

to a state of' mental serfdom, having their opinions 

moulded at will by their superiors. But there is not 

much danger of this taking place. However, if our 

people do not read too many papers, they, at any 

rate, do not read enough of hooks. The newspaper 

has made our people intelligent, and enterprising 

citizens, books must make them independent and 

productive thinkers. c. e. b. 

Rochester, N. Y., 1861. 

like us now,—they would prize ns then. That is my 
mind. Katy. 

Genoa, N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

ONE EBROK. 
—£- 

The errors of the country are those of omission 

rather than of commission. They arise from this, 

viz: that in the absorbing occupation of developing 

material resources, a domain more etherial, hut which 

embraces within its limits interests that are of equal 

value for this world and extend into the next, is left 

too much uncultivated. They are those which result 

from thinking too much of the shining dollar, and too 

little of the undecaying Intellect; from valuing not 

necessarily too much the practical and useful, but 

from caring too little, perhaps, for that which will 

beautify and refine. 

“Knowledge is power,”—“mind is superior to 

matter,”—are adages, to the truth of which all classes 

of men, without exception, assent. The scholar, the 

controlling purpose of whose life is to acquire know¬ 

ledge,—is, perhaps, liable to dwell too much upon 

them, to the ueglect of present and substantial good. 

The farmer readily admits their value as general 

truths, but when he applies them to himself, his 

common sense, his ever-ready test,—at once sug¬ 

gests some limitatious to them. He looks over Iris 

rough acres, then upon his large household, and says 

that “ muscle is power” has more significance for 

him. He says that his knowledge is sufficient to 

enable him to satisfy his ambition,—which is to 

acquire a certain competency and prepare his children 

to commence life successfully,—and that tho former 

maxima have no practical interest to him, because 

his literary tasks are fixed; and among too large a 

portion of onr farming community, these desires of 

the mind are few and easily satisfied. Yet just here 

is committed a grave mistake. One of the teachings 

of the past few years, is that the educated farmer is 

the great demand of the country. But what parent, 

as be contemjdates Iris sons, can read their destiny; 

in this land where the highest positions of honor and 

trust, civil, professional and financial, are at this 

hour, held by men who have worked their way up 

from the lowest ranks of life? What right has he to 

deprive SI Coining generation of able and freely 

developed men, Iiy himself prest iibitig the eatfeer of 

his sons, essentially doing (bis by so starving their 

minds that they shall hate no Ambition to rise above 

the plodding ways Of their flheefltofs? 

The great error, then, all over this Mammon-loving 

country, is, that men become so intent ujfffftacquiring 

a fortune, every other attainable good sinks idfO'insig¬ 

nificance compared with it; themselves having no 

capacity for any particular mental enjoyment, their 

own minds having never been cultivated, the 

cravings of their own inner and higher nature 

making no demands, and feeling that the responsi¬ 

bility of enlightening aud refining society does not 

rest on them,—are, by a very natural process of rea¬ 

soning, attributing to their children tho same tastes 

and ambitions which they themselves possess. And 

they are thus bringing them np, providing their 

minds with only the same stale and heartless stuff 

which they themselves holt during a small portion of 

leisure time,—thus insuring to them a mental and 

moral leanness which will permanently disqualify 

them for high and noV.le positions in society. That 

the succeeding generation will be equally intelligent, 

equally fertile in mechanical and intellectual products, 

whether its living, yom»g representatives are supplied 

with all the advantages this age affords, or are care¬ 

lessly left to “ come npc’-^hke a young tree growing 

wild, its roots half-coVered It* branches unpruned, 

while beneath it is the richest soil and around it are 

plenty of laborers*,—no reasonable man needs to have 

demonstrated. 

Moreover, whefoce Comes not ewiy the bone and 

sinew' of this nation, bat its brain and intellect, if not 

from the country ? The great compMht which must 

be made against the farmers, is that they do not supply 

their sons and their families with readihg adequate, 

either in quantity or quality. It may he safely pre¬ 

sumed that among the majority of them; their entire 

CHARITY ITS OWN ANGEL. 

The truest charity Is its oum angel, the world over, 

and truth beautifully illustrated in the story of the 

“ Irish Schoolmaster.” He had t-akeu several lads for 

charity’s sake, had given them a scat by his fire and 

a share of his food, he bail taught them as the birds 

are taught to sing, “without price.” Jt. had lightened 

ills basket and diminished his store. One night lie 

had a dream; heaven was in sight, and he was striv¬ 

ing to attain it. lie laid piled, so he dreamed, all the 

good deeds lie could think of, end had Clambered up¬ 

on the summit, hut heaven was yet as far off to the 

poor schoolmaster as it was to Dives. He heaped up 

all his learning, and the alms he had given to the 

poor in the sight of the great congregation, and still 

the blessed place was beyond his reach. 

He was in despair, and all the while he had never 

bestowed a thought upon the poor boys he hud fed 

and taught. But just then; when Paradise was fad¬ 

ing from his sight, they eamo and they made a ladder 

for the old man, a ladder of hands and strong arms, 

and lie stepped from the shoulders of the last of them 

lightly and easily into Heaven. And such is the 

charity that blesses him that gives as well as him 

that takes. 

That eccentric physician who prescribed a new 

shawl for the complaining lady, and at once pro¬ 

nounced her convalesecnt, was something of a philos¬ 

opher. For hundreds of heart-sick people, the 

prescription might be varied with the happier results 

and read “an old shawl for a shivering sister.” 

There is no alchemy so potent to kindle the jewel 

of content, as a visit to those who arc less blest than 

we. Would you make the old faded carpet look 

bright as new? Enter the tenement whose floors are 

hare, and the stars shine through the roof. We count 

the blessings that arc- missing, but how rarely do W'C 

number those that we eujoy.— Chicago Journal. 

SELF-CONTROL. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New Yorker.] 

THE PRAYER OF THE MOTHERLESS. 

BY J. 8BLL JENNINGS. 

Gon. Our Father! 

Who, from out Thy heavenly home, 

Careth for Thy children here; 

Oh, may I, an orphan, come 

To Thy throne without a fear? 

Mother’s tender care and love 

Now I only know through Thee; 

Then let angels from above 

Watch, and feed, and care for me. 

Savior, Brother! 

God, so good, so great, so wise, 

Teach me to adore Thy word; 

Bless and fit me for the skies, 

Make me pure, like Thee, oh, Lord. 

Let Tby love bear me on high. 

Far above all harm and sin; 

And when it is time to die, 

May tny life of joy begin. 

Orphans, Mother! 

Spirit, who so oft bath proved 

That the world clings to its own, 

Let Thy children here, unloved, 

Know that they are not alone; 

But that Thou, with ceaseless care, 

Will Thy chosen charges guide. 

Keep me safe and hear my prayer.— 

Father!-for Thy child provide. 

God,—One,—Infinite. 

Gracious, loving, pitying, just, 

Bless the orphan’s friends below, 

Save from evil thought and Inst 

Those whose hearts this mercy show; 

Bless poor pa, and make him Thine, 

Lead him home to Thee again; 

Keep u* in Thy fruitful vine, 

For the Savior’s sake! Amen 

New Castle, Pa., 1861. 

SURFACE RELIGION. 

Men use religion as ships do buoys and life pre¬ 

servers. They are not used for purposes of navi¬ 

gation, hnt just enough are kept on hand so that, in 

in case a storm comes up, and the vessel is ship¬ 

wrecked, those on board can stick them under their 

arms, and float to a safe harbor. And tuen mean to 

keep enough religion by them to bear them up in 

time of trouble. But I tell you, ymi will find air¬ 

holes in all such religious life-preservers. A man’s 

religion, to he worth anything, must be a religion that 

takes possession of him from head to foot. Nothing 

is religion that does not enter into a man’s thoughts 

and feelings, mid the arrangements of his life. That 

miserable varnish, that miserable whitewash, which 

men stick on the outside, and call religion; that chat¬ 

tering of prayers," and humming of religious airs; all 

face-religion; all religion of hours and days; all 

Snnday-keeping religion; all that so-called religion 

w hich is but an external covering of pride aud self¬ 

ishness, of worldliness aud vanity — it has the curse 

and wrath of God abiding upon it. Nowhere is 

there each a terrific invective against such religion 

as that which fell from the lips of Christ Jesus. It 

i* enough to make a man tremble, to give a man the 

chills and fever, to walk through those chapters in 

the Bible where Christ preached to hypocritical men. 

— Henry Ward Beecher. 

Crossing the Bridge Before Coming to It.—At 

asocial religious Dieeting, a brother rose, and, among 

other things, stated the following incident of Bishop 

George; 

He and two other clergymen were traveling in 

company toward a bridge, which they would be re¬ 

quired to cross in their journey. The recent torrents 

of rain had swollen the brooks and streamlets leading 

into the main current, and before they reached the 

bridge, the companions of Bishop George expressed 

their apprehension that they would not he able to 

Cross. Ah their fear increased more and more, they 

appealed to the Bishop to get his opinion. “Breth¬ 

ren,” said he, “1 never cross a bridge until I get to it." 

Some persons are always journeying toward swollen 

streams, or damaged bridges. The clouds seem to 

fill their horizon, not behind them hut before them, 

and are always dark and threatening. They insist 

that either property, or health, or friends, will soon 

fail them. Alas! for them, the good things of this 

world were ordained for others, not for them. “Take 

no (evil) thought for the morrow.” “ Sufficient unto 

the day is the evil thereof.”—Selected. 

A mkrciiaxt in London had a dispute with a 

Quaker respecting the settlement of an account. 

The merchant was determined to bring the account 

into court, a proceeding which the Quaker earnestly 

deprecated, using every argument in his power to 

convince the merchant of his error: hut the latter 

was inflexible. Desirous to make a last effort, the 

Quaker called at his house one morning, and inquired 

of the servant if his master was at home. The mer¬ 

chant hearing the inquiry, and knowing the voice, 

called cot from the top of the stairs, “Tell that 

rascal T am not at home.” The Quaker, looking up 

to him, calmly said, “Well, friend, God put thee in 

a belter mind.’- The merchant, struck afterward 

with the meetffiesd Of the reply, and having more 

deliberately investigated the matter, became con¬ 

vinced that the Quaker was right, and that be was 

wrong. He requested to see him, and after fKriinoWl- 

edging his error, he said:—-“I have one questioil to 

ask you; how were you able, with such patience, on 

va/ftras occasions, to bear my abuse?” “Friend,” 

replied ibe Quaker, “ 1 will tell thee; I was naturally 

as hot and’violent as thou art. I knew that to indolge 

this temper was sinful, and I found it was imprudent. 

I found that menIn a passion always spake loud; and j 

I thought if I controlled my voice I should repress | 

my passion. I lis'Ve therefore, made it a rule De'er 

to let my voice rise above a certain key: and b> 6 

careful observation of fois rule, I have, by the bles¬ 

sing of God, entirely mastered my natural temper.” 

The Quaker reasoned philosophically, and the mer¬ 

chant, as every one else m3y do, benefitted by Ms 

example. 

We can never fathom another’?' sorrow — not one, 

even the keenest eyed and tenders hearted among 

us, car? ever be so familiar with the ins and outs of 

it as to be sure.always to minister to i.a piteous needs 

at the right time and in the right way. Watch as we 

may, we are continually more or less in the dark, 

often irritating where we would soothe, and Wound¬ 

ing where we would give our lires to heal. 

Prayer. — Prayer is the rustling of the wings of 

the angels that are on their way bringing us the 

boons of heaven. Have you heard prayer in your 

heart? You shall see the angel in yonr house. 

When the chariots that bring us blessingB do rumble, 

their wheels dp sound with prayer. We hear the 

prayer in our own spirits, and that prayer becomes 
the token of the coming blessings. Even as the 

cloud foreshadoweth rain, so prayer foreshadoweth 

the blessing; even as the green blade is the begin¬ 

ning of the harvest, so is prayer the prophecy of the 

blessing that is about to come. — Spurgeon. 

Happiness.—Among the philosophers there were 

two hundred and eighty opinions concerning happi¬ 

ness, some affirming happiness to lie in one thing, 

some in another; but by the Spirit and the Word 

we are taught that happiness lies in our oneness with 

God, in our nearness and dearness to God, Murk, 

the Scripture pronounces him happy whose hope iB 

in God, though he want assurance. “ Happy is he 

that hath the God of Jacob for his help, whose hope 

is in the Lord his God.”—Selected. 

A week tilled up with selfishness, and the Sabbath 

stuffed full of religious exercises, will make a good 

Pharisee, hut a poor Christian. There are many 

persons who think Sunday is a sponge with which to 

^ ipe out the sins of the week. Now, God’s altar 

stands Horn Sunday to Sunday, aud the seventh day 

i3 ncr more for religion than any other. It is for rest 

The Whole seven are for religion, and one of them for 

rest. __._ 

You haVA seen a ship out on the bay, swinging 

with the tide, and seeming as if it would follow it; 

cad yet it cannst, for down beneath the water it is 

anchored. ' So many a soul sways towards heaven, 

but can not ascend Either, because it is anchored to 

some secret sin. 

It is neither a weak nor an ignorant theory that 
ascribes, even to the most corrupt natures, moments 
of deepest remorse, sincere and true aspirations after 
better things, and a willingness to submit to the 
severest penalties of the past, if only there be a 
“ future” in store for them. 

Men who neglect Christ, and try to win heaven 

through moralities, are libs sailors at sea in a storm, 

who pul^ some at the bowsprit and some at »* 

mainmast, but never touch the helm. 

Christ’s cross is the sweetest burden that ever 

bear( it is such a burden as wings are to a bird, o 
sails to a ship, to carry me forward to my harbor. 



cal toys, such as running mice, and conjuring tricks, 

also come from Nuremberg. The old city is pre¬ 

eminent in all kinds of toy diablerie. Hero science 

puts on the conjurer’s jacket, and we have u mani¬ 

festation of the Germanesqiie spirit of which their 

Albert Durer was the embodiment. The more solid 

articles which attract boyhood, such as boxes of 

bricks, buildings, .to., of plain wood, come from 

Grunhainscher, in Saxony.—Once a Week. 

It is the duty of the teacher not enly to educate, 

to draw out what is in the mind of the pupil, to 

bring iuto exercise his faculties, to develop, uncover, 

unfold his powers, which lie folded up like the wings 

of a bird for future use, but he must also teach, 

instruct, impart of his own substance, communicate 

from his own store, according to the power which he 

has, the light within him. The true teacher has his 

own mind and soul so itlumninated. bo lull of light, 

that it shines into every mind and soul that comes 

within its sphere of radiation, and lightens it tip so 

that its owner and all others looking on can see 

what is in it. Perhaps teachers differ in no respect, 

more than in this power of radiation. Borne teachers 

who have a good deal of illumination, always thrust 

a screen, consisting of a not work of technical words, 

between themselves and their pupils, and only the few 

straggling rays that pass through the chinks and 

meshes of this screen ever reach the minds of the 

During the publication of our last 

volume, the movements of Ralph Park- 

ham, rs “the last survivor of the Battle 

of Bnuker Hill,” were duly chronicled, 

various matters having called forth the 

old hero from the hermit life he was lead¬ 

ing. His death, on the 2(ith day of 

December last, again brought him before 

the public, and various portraits and biog¬ 

raphies have been put in circulation. For 

the engravings here presented to Rural 

readers, we are indebted to the American 

Phrenological Journal, and those Who have 

compared tlie representatives with the 

original pronounce them life-like. 

The subject of our sketch was horn on 

the. 7th of July, 1766, in the .State of New 

Hampshire, and was early inured to all 

the hardships accompanying farm life in V-Ou . | 

the forest. In 177o ho enlisted in the ''|||p||jii5 

Revolutionary Army, ami served until 5§||p||S 

after the capture Of Buruotne, in 1777. 

In a letter addressed to Ex-Gov, Banks, of 
Massachusetts, Sept. 25th, I860, in response ^ 

to an invitation to visit Boston, Mr. Farn- 

uam said: 

“It seems strange that out of all who 

were at Bunker Hill, T alone should he 

liviug. It appears to me, though so long ago, as if it < 

were but. yesterday. 1 can remember the particulars i 

of tho march after 1 ’listed — bow the people cheered, 

and when near Andover, Colonel Abbott came out 

and said, “Well done, my lads,” and sent out cider 

and grog in pails. Wo got to Cambridge the day 

before the battle. 0! it was a terrible affair to me, ! 

for it was the first time 1 over engaged in lighting. I : 

served with the army through three campaigns, and i 

was present and on guard when Buihioyne surren¬ 

dered. 1 don’t think that I deserve any special 

praise for the part 1 took in the Revolution. I felt 

and acted only as others. * * * * I have many 

things to comfort me as T journey along through 

life,— innumerable are tho mercies 1 am surrounded 

with. AS to temporal matters,— kind, loving chil¬ 

dren, faithful friends. As to spiritual—tho Holy 

Scriptures, and the various institutions of religion,— 

all of which are designed for our improvement here, 

that better world 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

THE USES OF LANGUAGE 

In the instruction of youth, a due regard to the use 

of language'and a proper estimate of its value are of 

essential importance. Language is used to represent 

ideas. The language is not the idea,— simply its 

representative. As a representave of ideas, language 

serves a two-fold purpose,— the direct communication 

of ideas from mind to mind, and the preservation and 

transmission of ideas from age to age. 

There may be said to be two general classes of 

ideas corresponding to this two-fold purpose, the 

one class consisting of those ideas which are the 

natural result of experience and the common inter¬ 

course of life; the other, of those developed by labori¬ 

ous thought and careful investigation. Those of the 

first class, from their intimate relation to practiajt 

life and easiness of apprehension, are readily acquire!! 

without conscious purpose or effort, in the ordinary 

intercourse of life. The language representing them, 

and through which they are chiefly acquired, is 

accorded its proper-value as the subordinate means, 

the ideas conveyed by it being correctly regarded as 

the important end. 

LETTER TO FARMER BOYS-NO. VI. 

Dkar Brothers:—When the robins come chirping 

around your windows, arid you hear the gentle music 

of the streams that the frost-king has unbound, and 

you see the flood of golden sunshine poured all 

around you, can yon but help exclaim, “ 1 am glad I 

am alive!” And are you not glad you are farmers,— 

to live in the midst of this grand unfolding Of buds 

and flowers, of fresh green life everywhere, and feel 

your life unfolding to all these inspirations that come 

up around you? Metliiuks you can but rejoice that 

yours is so goodly an heritage. 
How rich ye are! heirs of this vast domain of 

Nature's dome. The murmur of the streams and the 

When it fails of this end — in 

other words, when the language is not understood, it 

is at once set aside as valueless. That is to say, in 

practical life, we estimate language at its real worth, 

attaching importance to it only so far as it accom¬ 

plishes its purpose as a medium of thought. 

The ideas of the second class are based upon facts 

and fundamental principles which have been develop¬ 

ed only after a long continued and close application of 

the mind to the investigation of particular subjects. 

These ideas have been properly classified and em¬ 

bodied. or, so to speak, involved, in language. This 

language is recorded in books, and thus serves the 

special purpose of preserving and transmitting the 

ideas involved in it. The ideas thus classified and 

logically arranged, constitute what is properly termed 

knowledge, and the acquirement of them is popularly 

termed “getting an education.” 

To evolve these ideas from the language in which 

they have been involved, is a special work, requiring 

earnest and protracted effort. The mind mu3t be 

properly strengthened by constant and close applica¬ 

tion, in order to grasp and comprehend the ideas 

which are contained in each successive step in the 

development of a given subject. The want of requi¬ 

site attention to tins point in the instruction of youth, 

while certain requirements in the preparation of les¬ 

sons are, at the same time, enjoined upon them, leads 

naturally, if not necessarily, to a misapprehension on 

their part of the real end to be accomplished by them. 

Place in the hands of a class of pupils an ordinary 

text book on any branch of study, in which the ideas, 

—entirely new to them,— are concisely expressed 

and scientifically arranged, and require them to pre¬ 

pare a certain portion for recitation, without a word 

Of explanation as to tho kind of preparation to be 

made, unless it be the usual direction to “learn the 

lesson,” and the resnlt will he. almost of necessity, 
that the language will be duly acquired, while the 

ideas expressed by it will remain almost wholly 

unknown to them. Where such a course Is pursued,— 

and it is by no means uncommon,— it will be found 

that while the pupils have aoquired a greater or loss 

number of the facte connected with the study pursued, 

(and even these more frequently from the teacher 

than the book, ) the fundamental principles of the sub¬ 

ject are but little understood. It is true, there will 

be occasionally an inquiring mind that will search 

out the principles on wbich tlie facts are founded, but 

the great majority will conceive their work done and 

the end accomplished, when the language of the book 

has been correctly recited. 

By pursuing the method of instruction here alluded 

to, in which books hold so prominent a place, it is 

greatly to be feared that not a little of the time and 

labor of both teacher and pupils is absolutely lost by 

attaching undue importance to the language used, 

simply as such. It is of tho first importance, there¬ 

of spectacles which were used by his mother, and are 

at least one hundred and sixty years old. 

In October, 1860, Mr. F. visited Boston, and was 

received with marked attention. The Prince of 

Wales and suite were at that time in the “Modern 

Athens,” and the representative of royalty sent a 

special invitation to the old gentleman. It. was 

accepted, anil the interview was one of the most 

agreeable incidents in the visit of the Prince. 

Returning to his home he sent a letter to the 

Boston Committee of Reception, expressing his grati¬ 

tude for kindness received, detailing the occurrences 

of his homeward journey, answering queries, etc., 

etc., from which we extract as follows - 

and to prepare us to dwell in 

above.” 
In 1780 Mr. Farnham went to Maine, where lie 

resided nntil bis death. The Phrenological Journal 

states that lie took possession of one hundred acres 

of land in the then wilderness, an apparently inter¬ 

minable forest surrounding him for miles. Here lie 

built himself a log hut, and commenced tho arduous 

taBk of felling the trees and preparing the virgin soil 

for cultivation. For four years he resided alone; but, 

growing weary of solitude, he, at the end of this 

period, brought a wife to share his fortunes. She 

bore him seven children, of whom five are still 

living. 
In 1780 the old gentleman joined the Free-Will 

Baptist Church, of which he remained a constant 

(Ion, for having placed His gifts in your hands. 

Allow me, in closing this letter, to relate an inci¬ 

dent to yon, which occurred a day or two ago, 

and as the papers say, “ all efforts to unravel the 

mystery have, as yet, proved unavailing.” As I was 

about to ascend the steps of the University, a lad of 

perhaps fifteen or sixteen summers came toward me, 

and banding me a neatly enveloped package, walked 

immediately away. Upon examining it, I observed 

that the address was a printed one, and evidently cut 

from my last letter to you. On opening It, what was 

niy joy and surprise to find two large hearts, made 

of the most splendiferous maple sugar I ever saw. I 

think the donor must have boon a farmer boy, for 

he had a (hie, open countenance, rosy cheeks, and 

didn’t look stunted,—that is, lie looked as though he 

had always plenty of fresh air to breathe, to color 

his cheeks, give sparkle to bis eye, and elasticity to 

his step. And ho looked as though there was room 

enough in him for a big heart. Tho (wo hearts I 

shall preserve us precious souvenirs, and may Ins 

heart always remain as puro as those, and may he 

live an hundred and fifty years to eat just such maple 

sugar as ho gave me. 1 should bo most happy to 

have the privilege of thaukiug him personally, but 

having never seen him only then, he will please 

accept this poor attempt at gratitude, in lieu of it. 

Alfred University, April, 1861. Minnik Mint WOOD. 

I voted for Gen. Washington for President, and 

have voted at every Presidential election since, and 
The conqnerer moves on in a march. He stalks 

onward with the “pride, pomp, and circumstance of 
war” — banners flying, shouts rending the air, guns 
thundering, and martial music pealing to drown 
tNa shrieks nf the wounded and the lamentations for 
the slain. 

Not thus the schoolmaster in his peaceful vocation. 

He meditates and prepares in secret the plans which 

are to bless mankind; he slowly gathers around him 

those who are to further their execution; he quietly 

though firmly advances in his humble path, laboring 

steadily, but calmly, till be has opened to the light 

all tho recesses of ignorance, aud torn up by the 

roots the weeds of vice. It is a progress not to be 

compared with anything like a march; but it leads 

to far more brilliant triumph, and to laurels more 

shable than the destroyer of his species, the lrnperi 
scourge of the world, ever won. 

Such men —men deserving the glorious title of 

teachers of matikind — I have found laboring con¬ 

scientiously, though perhaps obscurely, in their 

blessed vocation wherever 1 have goue. I have 

found them, and shared their fellowship, among the 

daring, the ambitious, the ardent, the indomitably ac¬ 

tive French; I have seen them among the persevering, 

resolute, industrious Swiss; 1 liuve found them 

among the laborious, the warm-hearted, the enthu¬ 

siastic Germans; I have found them among the high- 

minded but enslaved Italians; and in our country, 

God be thanked, their numbers everywhere abound, 

and are every day increasing. Their calling Is high 

and holy; their fame is the property of nations; their 

renown will fill the earth in after ages, in proportion 

as it souuds not for off in their own times. Each 

one of these great teachers of the world, possessing 

his soul in peace, performs his appointed course 

— awaits in patience the fulfillment of the promises — 

resting from bis labors, bequeaths his memory to the 

generation whom his works have blessed—and 

sleeps under the humble, but not inglorious epitaph, 

commemorating “one in whom mankind lost a 

friend, and no man got rid of an enemy.”—Lord 

Brougham, 

A Chinese Schoolmaster.—What a delightful 

thing it must be to be a “schoolmaster abroad.” 

The income of a Chinese schoolmaster depends on 

the number of 1ub pupils, but they must not exceed 

2(1, because it is held that he could not attend to a 

greater number with the necessary care. Every boy 

is bound to give his teacher annually the following 

articles:—Rice, 50 lbs.; for extra provision, 300 cash; 

lamp oil, 1 catty (Ij lbs;) lard, 1 catty; salt, I catty; 

tea, 1 catty; aud, besides, a sum of from $1.50 to $4, 

according to the boy’s age and ability. The lessons 

are continued throughout the whole year, with only 

one month’B holidays at the new year, when the 

engagement of the teacher always terminates, and a 

new contract must be made. 

BE CAREFUL ABOUT LITTLE THINGS. 

A young man once went to tho city of Paris to 

seek a situation. Ho had letters of recommendation 

to a largo banking establishment. Ho called on the 

gentlemen who was at tho head of it, lull of hope 

and confidence that ho should find employment. 

The gentleman heard what ho had to say, looked 

over his letters hastily, aud then handed them back 

t.o him saying, “ We have nothing lor yon to do, sir. 

Tho young man felt his heart sink within him. Ho 

was ready to burst into tears. But there was no help 

for it, so he made his bow and retired. Ah he was pass¬ 

ing in front of the building, there was a pin lying on 

tlm pavement. Ho stopped, stooped down, picked it 

up. and then stuck it carefully away under the bosom 

of his cout. The gentleman with whom he had just 

been speaking was standing at the window, and saw 

what took place. Tn an instant the thought occurred 

to him that the young man who had such habits of 

carefulness as to stop, in such a moment of disap¬ 

pointment, and pick up a pin, would make a useful 

business man. lie sent immediately and called him 

back. He gave him a humble situation in his estab¬ 

lishment. From that ho rose by degrees till he 

became the principal partner in the concern, and 

eventually a man of immense wealth, and the chief 

banker in Paris. Bo much for good, careful habits. 

tempts us to saunter into its checkered shade, we are 

saluted by the numerous din of insects, the twitter of 

birds, the scrambling of squirrels, the startled rush 

of unseen beasts, all telling how populous is this 

seeming solitude. If we pause before a tree or shrub, 

or plant, our cursory and half abstracted glance 

detects a colony of various inhabitants. VVe pluck a 

flower, und in its bosom we see many a charming in¬ 

sect busy In its appointed labor. Wo pick up afallen 

leaf, and if nothing is visible on it, there is probably 

the trace Of an insect larva; hidden in its tissue, and 

awaiting their development. The drop of dew upon 

this leaf will probably contain its animals, under the 

microscope. The same microscope reveals that the 

other method,—the Synthetic; the first method pro¬ 

ceeding from the idea to the language, and the 

second, from the lauguage to the idea. In the one 

case, the instruction is derived chiefly from books, 

and may be termed written instruction, in distinction 

from that in the other case, which is received directly 

from the teacher, and is generally known as oral 

instruction. The Synthetic method,—based on induc¬ 

tive reasoning,—begins with elementary facts and 

principles, and leads the pupil along, step by step, till 

he arrives at a knowledge of the more abstruse tacts 

and principles of science. This method of teaching 

a subject follows the- natural order of its development, 

and hence is by far the more successful method to be 

pursued with all pupils, at least until they have 

acquired habits of thought and study. The Analytic 

method begins where the Synthetic ends, analyzing 

the facts and principles deduced from scientific inves¬ 

tigation, and embodied in scientific language. This 

method is the one now pursued by most teachers, 

probably on account ol the rigid adherence to text 

books, most of which are much better adapted to this 

method than to the other. Thongh pursued success¬ 

fully with advanced pupils, this inethord'of instruction 

requires of the teacher the most careful attention and 

unceasing effort when pursued with pupils less 

advanced, lest their time and labor be wasted, (in 

some respects, worse than wasted,) in acquiring a 

mere superficial knowledge,— language without ideas, 

facts without principles,— of the studies pursued. 
House of Refuge. Rochester, 1861, E. M. C. 

HINTS TO FARMERS’ GIRLS 

Friend Rural:—I now make my first debut as a 

writer. I do not intend to treat very largely on this 

subject, but merely to call forth the attentions of 

abler writers. In looking over a late Rural, I 

noticed another of sister Minnie’s “ Hints to Farm¬ 

ers’ Boys." I agree with her, that we are in need of 

reform, (myself as well as others,) and I think reform 

is needed by the girls as well as boys. There has 

been a number of articles In the Rural to boys, but 

very few to the girls. Most every une is acquainted 

with the fact, that the girls spend a great share of 
gossiping and embroidery, that 

useful studies; such studies a« 

Under this caption a deeply interesting and in¬ 

structive article makes its appearance in the Comhill 

Magaztne. Iiow mysterious the world we live in! 

How it teems with life! What lessons it teaches of 

creative skill and providential superintendence! But 

read the article: 

Life everywhere! The air is crowded with birds— 

THE BRAIN, 

On i, of the i ’ Hest roads to the head is through the 

. .. You , y 1! h the brain in a minute with 

iihu’oform, for o iple. The power of this drug is 

u. . ju: nder its influence, a man may 

; )i.r, 1 iin *' ithout any sensation whatever; 

even wher. h: re< overs from the artificial trance, 

mayBtill have neither pain nor uneasiness. Why? 

H,ive you ever • > a person after a fit of epilepsy? 

After a tit f tli nd people have no remembrance 

of anything* :r u 'em during the fit. During the 

,--pj (,ti, paroxysm, the brain is all but completely 

u pid. Tin- same ag happens after the anesthetic 

ideen of ' hi 'form. In neither case can ft man re- 

u. niber wh t lm never felt. But mark what may 

hap *en >tt< ■ ition performed on a patient 
form. The same man who felt no pain 

in the stump either during or after the operation, may 

WHERE ALL THE TOYS COME FROM 

song and a thrilling anxiety,—the anxiety of love. 

The air is swarming with insects,—those little ani¬ 

mated miracles. The waters are peopled with 

innumerable forms,—from the animalcule, so small 

that one hundred and fifty millions of them would 

not weigh a grain, to the whale, so large that it seems 

an island as it sleeps upon the waves. The bed of 

the sea is alive with polypes, carps, Btar-lishes, and 

with shell-animalcules. The ragged face of the rock 

is Bcarred by the silent boring ot sott creatures, and 

blackened with countless muscles, barnacles, and 

limpets. 
Life everywhere! On the earth, in the earth, 

crawling, creeping, burrowing, boring, leaping, run¬ 

ning. If the sequestered coolness of the wood 

Tub vast majority are made at (irunliainscuer, in tneir leisure umv m 

Saxony. The glass comes from Bohemia. The hot- might be spent in 

ties and cups are so fragile, that the poor workman would be useful in at 

has to labor in a confined and vitiated atmosphere, take charge of tho b 

which cuts him off at 35 years of age. All articles of idle, mischievous 

that contain any metal are the produce or Nuremburg ing np. The mother 

aud the surrounding district. This old city has the children, and it t 

always been one of the chief centers of Gorman metal- the boys would be be 

work. Tho workers in gold and silver of the place Fayette, N. Y., 1861. 

have long been famous, and their iron-work unique. 

This specialty has now descended to toys. Here all A lie always need 

toy printing-presses, with their types, are manufac- the hand would cut 

tured; magic lanterns; magnetic toys, such as ducks home upon another, 

and fish, that are attracted by the magnet; mechani- those whose blade i 

Some men are like pyramids, which are very broad 
where they touch the ground, but grow narrower as 

they reach the sky. 



NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. Bv the words “property and places belonging to 
the Government,” I chiefly alluded to the military 
posts and property which were in the possession of 
the government when R came into my hands, but If, 
as now appear- to be true, In pursuit of a purpose to 
drive the United htat< « authorities from these places 
an unprovoked assault has been made upon Fort 
Furnter, I shall hold myself at liberty to repossess it 
if 1 can, and like place- which bad been seized before 
the government was devolved npon me; and in anv 
event I -hall to the best of my ability repel force by 
force. In case it proves true'that Fort Sumpter has 
been assaulted, as has been reported, I shall, perhaps^ 
cause the I nip-d States mails to be withdrawn from 
all States that have seceded, believing that actual 
war against the Government justifies and possibly 
demands it. I scarcely need to sav that I consider 

Pennsylvania.—Governor Curtin has sent a mes¬ 

sage to the Legislature in relation to our National 

difficulties. He recommends the organization of the 

militia as being proper at the present crisis. He 

| also states that he has received a letter from Presi¬ 

dent Lincoln, stating he (Lincoln! has information of 

a design to attack the city of Washington. He gays: 

“ Pennsylvania offers no counsel and takes no action 

in the nature of a menace. Her desire is peace, and 

to effect the preservation of the personal lyid political 

rights of her citizens, the sovereignty of the States, 

and supremacy of law and order. Animated by these 

sentiments and indulging the earnest hope of a resto¬ 

ration of harmonious and friendly relations, I com¬ 

mit the grave subject of this communication to your 
consideration,” 

A bill was reported in the House, passed, and 

signed, appropriating half a million dollars for arm¬ 

ing and equipping the militia of the State. It pro¬ 

vides for the appointment of Adjutant, Commissary, 
and Quarter Master General. 

Maine. The Secretary of War has made a requisi¬ 

tion npon Gov. Washburne for a regiment of troops 

for immediate service. Gov. Washburne’s answer 

was—“ We will respond promptly to your call.” The 

people of this State, of all parties, will rally with 

alacrity for the maintenance of the flag. A procla¬ 

mation will be issued for a special Session of the 

Legislature, to be held on Monday next. 

Michigan.—Immense meetings are being held for 

the purpose of taking into consideration the present 

^tate of public affairs. Party issues are buried, aad 

people all unite in maintaining the government. 

Volunteer companies are enrolling throughout the 

htate, to be in readiness for any emergency. Gov. 

Blair is expected to call an extra Session of the Legis¬ 
lature immediately. 

Ohio. Gov. Dennison pledges the support of his 

State to a vigorous policy. Adjutant Gen. Car¬ 

rington has just issued orders carrying into effect the 

ter this A. M., and it was turned over by Major 

Anderson to the Confederate States. This corres¬ 

pondent accompanied the officers of Gen. Beaure¬ 

gard's staff on a visit to Fort Sumter. None but the 

officers were allowed to land. The visitors reported 

that Major Anderson surrendered because his quar¬ 

ters and barracks were destroyed and he had no 

hope of reinforcements. The fleet lay idly by during 

the thirty hours of the bombardment, and either 

could not or would not help him. Besides, his men 

were prostrated from over exertion. There were bnt 

five of them hurt; four badly and one it is thought 

mortally, but the rest were worn ont. 

I he explosions that were heard and seen from the 

city in the morning were caused by the bursting of 

sheila. These were ignited by the fire and could not 

be removed quick enough. The fire in the barracks 

was caused by the quantities of hot shot poured in 

from Moultrie. Within Fort Sumter everything but 

the casemates is in utter ruin. The whole thing 

looks like a blackened mass of ruins. Many of the 

guns are dismounted. The side opposite the iron 

battery of Cumming’s Point is the hardest dealt with. 

The rifle cannon from this place played with great 

havoc on Fort Sumter. 

Major Anderson and his men leave on the steamer 

Isabel at 11 o'clock to-night for New York. The 

fleet is still outside. It was a thrilling scene when 

Major Anderson and his men took their leave of Fort 
Sumter. 

Detail ok the Bomharument.—The United States 

Mail Steamer Nashville, Captain Murray, from New 

York, arrived at Charleston, off the bar, at 8 o'clock 

on Saturday morning, and at her wharf at 9 o’clock 

on Sunday morning, with a reporter of the New York 

Associated Press. In his report he says he arrived 

too late to give a description of the pyrotechnic dis^ 

play on Friday night, which was, according to eye¬ 

witnesses. truly grand. The terrific firing reached 

an awful climax at 10 o'clock at night. The heavens 

were obscured by rain-clouds, and it was as dark as 

Erebns. The guns were heard distinctly, the wind 

blowing in shore. Sometimes h shell would burst in 

mid-air, directly over Fort Sumter. Nearly all night 

long all the streets were thronged with people full of 

excitement and enthusiasm. The house tops, the 

battery, the wharves, the shipping, every available 

place was taken possession of by the multitude. 

The discharge of cannon gradually diminished as 

the sun roBe. All the clouds, which rendered the 

John tS’Rser, 

I scarcely need to say that I consider 
the military fort* and property situated in the States 
which claim to be speeded, t/i yet belong to the 
United States, as much as they did before the sup. 
posed secession. Whatever else I may do for the 
purpose, I shall not attempt to collect the duties and 
imposts by any armed invasion of any part of the 
country; not meaning by this, however, that I may 
not land a force deemed necessary to relieve a fort 
upon the border of the country. 

From the fact that I have quoted a part of the 
Inaugural address, it should not be supposed that I 
repudiate any other part of the whole, which I re¬ 
affirm, except so far as what I now say of the mails 
may be regarded as a modification. 

The President'* Proclamation. 

Whereas, The laws of the United States have been 
for some time past, and now are opposed, and the 
execution thereof obstructed in the States of South 
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, 
Louisiana, and Texas, by combinations too powerful 
to be suppressed by the ordinary course of judicial 

proceedings, or by the power vested in the Marshalls 
by law, 

th,erefore> Abraham Lincoln, President of 
the v rntod states, in virtu© of th© power vested in 
me by the ( onstitution and the Law's, have thought 
lit to call for the, and herebv do call for the, Militia 
of the several States of the Union, to the. aggregate 
number of seventy-five thousand, in order to suppress 
said combinations, and to cause the laws to l.e exe¬ 
cuted. The details for this object will be imme¬ 
diately communicated to the State authorities 
through the War Department. 

I appeal to all loyal citizens to favor, facilitate 
and aid thin ©(Tort to maintain the honor, the integ- 
rity, and the existence of our National Union, and 
the perpetuity of popular government, and to redress 
wrongs already long enough endured. 

I deem it. proper to say that the first service 
assigned to the forces hereby called forth, will prob¬ 
ably be to repossess the forts, places and property 
winch have been seized from the Union; and in 
every event the utmost care will be observed consist¬ 
ently with the objects aforesaid to avoid any devas¬ 
tation, any destruction of or interference with prop¬ 
erty, or any disturbance of peaceful citizens in any 
part of the country; and I hereby command the 
persons composing the combinations aforesaid to 
disperse and retire peaceably to their respective 
abodes within twenty days from this date. 

Deeming that the present condition of public 
——if3 presents an extraordinary occasion, I do 
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DOMESTIC NEWS 

A flairs at Washington. 

Private dispatcheB have been received from the 

South, which leave no reasonable doubt that hostili¬ 

ties commenced at Charleston at an early hour on the 
12th inst. 

It has bedn heretofore stated that Secretary Seward, 

in reply to the note of the Confederate States’ Com¬ 

missioners, refused to receive them in their diplo¬ 

matic character. They responded, and were again 

answered on the part of the Government. On the 

11th inst., the Commissioners sent to him their final 

communication. It is said to bo written with ability, 

and reflects severely on the Administration; taking 

the ground that they have exhausted every resource 

for a peaceful solution of the existing difficulties, 

and that if civil war results, on the head of the Fed¬ 

eral Government will rest the responsibility. They 

charge the A cl ministration with gross perfidy, insist¬ 

ing that under shelter of the pretext that Fort Sum¬ 

ter was to be evacuated, a fleet has been dispatched 

to provision and reinforce that fort. They repeat 

that they had almost daily indirect assurance from 

the Administration that Fort Sumter was positively 

to be abandoned, and all the Government’s efforts to 

be directed towards peace. 

The Commissioners allege that the Government at 

Washington was earnestly desiring peace. In ac¬ 

cordance with its Instruction as well as their own 

feelings, they have left no means unexhausted to 

secure that much desired end; but their efforts hav¬ 

ing failed, they were now forced to return to an out¬ 

raged people with the object of their 

| Civil War Commenced— Its Progress. 

For several months the people of the United 

States have dwelt in a mingled state of hope and 

fear, hope, that the difficulties which environed us 

would be dispelled in the spirit of brotherhood,_ 

fear, lest some mind more inflammable than the rest, 

would light the torch, and plunge ns amid all the 

hoiTOr* of civil war. But the suspense has ended,— 

we are to deal in such arguments as are represented 

by artillery and bayonets. The rebel forces at 

Charleston initiated the work, and they have done 

this under circumstances which place them in an 

unenviable position before the world. The garrison 

at Sumter were nee-dy,—in fart, a starving condition. 

President Lincoln had sent it supplies. Accompany¬ 

ing these supplies were a few vessels of war, to be 

used in case of emergency, bnt to remain passive If 

the famishing soldiers in Sumter were allowed to 

receive the food necessary to their support. The 
affairs present- an extraordinary occasion, I do 
hereby, in virtue of the power in me vested by the 
Constitution, convene both houses of Congress. The 
Senators and Representatives are therefore summoned 
to assemble at their respective chambers, at 12 
O’clock, M., on Thursday, the fourth day of July 
next, then and there to consider and determine such 
measures as in their wisdom the public safety and 
interest may seem to demand. 

In witness whereof T have hereunto net my hand, 
and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
Done at the City of Washington, this 15th day of 
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight, 
hundred anil sixty-ono, and of the Independence of 
the United States, the eighty-fifth. 

By the President, Abraham Lincoln. 
V i lm am II, Sk a a Hu, Secretary of State. 

mission unac¬ 
complished, and they express the firm conviction 
that war is inevitable. 

All movements at the Capital are warlike. Volun¬ 

teers are being received with rapidity. Nearly 1,000 

men are now enrolled in the regular service from the 

ranks of the District Militia. Those who refuse to 

take the oath of allegiance are marched back to the 

Armory and disarmed, and their names stricken 

from the roll. The hisses of the spectators accom¬ 

panied them on the parade ground. The purport of 

the oath is as follows:—“To bear true allegiance to 

the United States, and serve them honestly and 

faithfully against all their enemies, and oppose 

whomsoever, and observe and obey the orders of the 

President of the United States, the orders of the 

officers appointed over them, according to the rules 

and articles for the government of the armies of the 
United States.” 

The balance in the Treasury last Monday, was $5,- 

651,000. Receipts from customs for the two weeks 

ending April !), I860, were $1,471,341, and for the 

two corresponding weeks this year $1,500,667, In¬ 

crease, $20,416. The Treasury is now in good con¬ 

dition. No part of the proceeds of last week’s loan 

have been nsed, nor will be needed for some time. 

Receipts from the customs for two or three weeks 

past have nearly equaled all demands on the Treasury. 

The Secretary of the Treasury has prepared a cir¬ 

cular of instructions to Collectors of Customs, by 

which, among other things, it appears that in all 

An authorized mussenfrer from President Lincoln just in 
forined Qov Pickens and myself that provisions will be sent 
to hort Sumter—peaceably, or otherwise by force. 

G- T. Ritxuuv<;aki>. 
lNo. Ji.J 

m „ Mostijomkrt, April 10. 
To (Ven. (}. T. Beauregard. Charleston: 

if you have no doubt of the authorixed character of the 
agent who communicated to you the intention of the Wash¬ 
ington Government to Supply Kart Sumter bv force, you will 
at once demand it* evacuation, and if this is refused, proceed 
in such a manner as you may determine to reduce it, ' Answer. 

L. I*. Walk kk, Sec y of War. 

INo. 3.] 

m , ,, ,, „ , _ Charleston, April 10. 
To L. P. Walker, Sec y of War: 

The demand will he made to-morrow at J2 o'clock 
G. T. BEAUREGARD. 

[No. 4.] 
« „ , Montgomery, April 10. 
To Gen. Beauregard, Charleston: 

Unless there are special reasons connected with your own 
condition, it is considered proper that vou should make the 
demand at an early hour. 

L. P. Walker, Sec’y of War. 
[No. 5.] 

.. Charleston, April 10. 
To L. P. Walker, Montgomery: 

The reasons are special for twelve o’clock. 
G. T. Beauregard. 

[No. 6.] 
„ T _ _ „ „ Charleston, April 11. 
To L. P. Walker, Sec’y of War: 

Demand sent at two o’clock —allowed till six o’clock to 
answer. G. T, Beauregard. 

Every one anxiously wished to seewljut they would 

>. The suspense was very exciting. Every person 

on the battery fully expected that the engagement 

would become general. By the aid of glasses it wms 

thought that a movement whs being made to this end 

by two of the war ships, and it was thought that the 

Band would eoou begin to Hy from the Morris Island 

batteries, and at 10 in the morning attention was 

again directed upon Fort Snmter, which was now 

beyond a doubt on fire. The flames were seen to 

burst through the roofs of the houses within its walls, 

and dense columns of smoke shot quickly upward. 

At this time Major Anderson scarcely fired a shot. 

The guns on the ramparts of Fort Sumter had no 

utterance in them. Bursting shells and grape scab 

tered like hail over the doomed fort, and drove the 

soldiers under cover. From the iron hatterv on 

ever the idol of the people. Edward Clark, whom 

the Convention put in power as Governor, is a weak 

man, who will be wholly unable to ride the storm. 

The Secession Convention adjourned without pro¬ 

viding for paying its expenses; and the members are 

seizing on the money in the hands of the tax collec¬ 
tors. 

Dispatches received by the War Department at 

Washington, from Col. Waite, commander of the 

Texas forces, says a strong Union feeling is growing. 

Gov. Houston predicts the return of the secessionists 

to their allegiance. They are terribly taxed. Hous¬ 

ton has been offered armed support by Germans in 

every part of the State, but refused it. 

Fort Sumter facing it. The firing from the floating 

battery and Fort Moultrie continued very regular and 

accurate. Standing on the Charleston battery, and 

looking seaward, you have on the right a mortar bat¬ 

tery, and Fort Johnson distant from the city 2} miles; 

i mile from Fort Johnson is the iron battery of Cum¬ 

mings Point, mounting 3 ten inch Columbians, 3 

sixty-four pounders, 3 mortars, and one rifled canon. 

< trainings’ Point is only 1600 yards from Fort Sumter, 

and so any one can imagine what havoc the regular 

fire of the Cummings Pointbattery must have created. 

The men working the guns made them terribly effec¬ 

tive. The same redoubt was secondly insured hy the 

weak fire Major Anderson kept up on the battery. It 

w'as commanded by Major Stevens, of the Citadel 

Cadets. Under his direction, each shell that was 

fired found a destination within Fort' Sumter, and 

during the entile bombardment scarcely one missile 
of this character missed its mark, 

On the other side of the harbor, directly opposite 

Fort Sumter, was oue of the strongest sides of Fort 

Moultrie. During the last three months it has been 

strengthened hy, every appliance that military art 

suggests. Its marlones, moats, glaces, and embra¬ 

sures are perfectly protected. The weak walls of the 

fort were made perfectly secure for the gunners 

while at work. From this point throughout the en¬ 

gagement vast numbers of shots and heavy balls were 

discharged. Behind this and near Sullivan’s Island 

the floating battery was stationed, with two 64 and 

two 42-pounders, Its sides of iron and Palmetto logs 

were impenetrable. Every shot from it told ou Fort 

Sumter, and men in charge of it were secure in their 

position, so that some of them indulged in soldiers’ 

pastimes, while others played five-cent ante, euchre 
and bluff 

The mortar battery at Mount Pleasant was 500 

yards from the floating battery, and was mounted 

with two mortars, within excellent range of Fort 

Sumter. The shells from these mortars were thrown 
with great precision. 

You now have all the positions of the works bear¬ 

ing directly on Fort Sumter. Ail through Friday 

morning the greatest activity at all points was dis¬ 

played. Three times Major Anderson’s barracks 

were set on fire, and twice he succeeded in putting 

out the flames, and to do this it was necessary to 

employ all his force passing along water. To get 

water it was necessary for some of his men to go 

_ » n -r. nmunuw, uiUUll |»U 

thotfe port#. 1 bo Colleciofo of CnaioniB arc accord- 
ingly hereby instnu.U'4 that no entries for transpor¬ 
tation in bond to those ports can be permitted until 
otherwise directed hy this Department. In case of 
merchandize entered for transportation before the 
receipt by Collectors of these instructions, transpor¬ 
tation bonds to ports of South Carolina, Georgia, 
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida, and Texas, 
will be cancelled on payment of duties at tbe Collec¬ 
tor’s office at the port from which the goods were 
shipped, on the Collector being satisfied by the alii- 
davit of Hit* party Av lio tiled the bond that the iner- 
chandize Arrived at the port of destination after the 
United States officers at such port bad ceased to 
issue the lawful cancelling certificates.” 

The Commissioners from Virginia had an interview 

with President Lincoln on the 13th. The Commis¬ 

sioners came to Washington under instructions, to 

respectfully ask the President to coiunranicate to the 

\ irginia State Convention the policy to he pursued 

in regard to the Confederate States. The following 

Prom ihe Pacific Side. 

California.—We are in possession of intelligence 

to the 30th ult., which we condense as follows: 

The joint committee appointed by the Legislature 

to investigate the alleged mistake in counting the 

votes in tbe recent Senatorial election, represented, 

the facts as heretofore noted, and appear to arrive at 

the conclusion that there was no electiou. Joint 

resolutions were passed in both Houses to go into 

another election on Tuesday next. Many friends of 

McDowell supported the resolution. It is reported 

that McDowell is willing to abide by the result of 

another Convention. 

Ferris Fairman is elected Boundary Commissioner, 

beating McAbell several votes. He is a Breckinridge 

Democrat. 

Coal oil springs are reported to have been found 

in Humboldt county 

as to he unworthy of credence,—mangled, distorted, 

nonsensical,—and we give only the result, of the 

bombardment, which came over tbe lines this (Mon¬ 

day) morning: 

A white flag was displayed from Fort Sumter yes¬ 

terday, Gen. Beauregard sent his aid, Col. Wigfall, to 

the Fort. He approached the burning fortress from 

Morris Island, while the fire was raging on all sides, 

and effected a landing. He approached a port-hole 

and was met hy Major Anderson. The commandant 

of Fort Snmter said he had just displayed a white 

flag hut the firing from the Carolina batteries was 

kept up. Col. Wigfall replied, that Major Anderson 

must haul dowii the American flag, or that no parley 

would be granted; that Sumter or tight was the word. 

•Major Anderson then hauled down his flag and dis¬ 

played only that of truce. All firing immediately 

ceased, and two others of Gen. Beauregard’s, staff, 

ex-Scnator ( hestnut and ex-Govemor Manning, came 

over in a boat and stipulated with the Major that his 

surrender should be unconditional for the present, 

subject to the terms of Gen. Beauregard. Major 

Anderson was allowed to remain with his men in 

actual possession of the Fort for the time being. 

Negotiations were completed la9t night. Major 

Anderson, with hi* command, will evacuate Fort 

Sumter this morning, and will embark on 

The Asphaltum Springs near 

Los Angelos are said to yield inexhaustible supplies 
of oil. 

The amount of coal shipped to San Francisco by 

California miners is about 800 tuns. Sixty thousand 

tuns were consumed in the State. It is thought that 

the yield of coal from the new mines the present year 

will be over 20,000 tuns. 

Late Indiun hostilities in Mondinoz and Sonora 

counties, having been brought to the attention of the 

Governor, that officer will muster into the service of 

the United States thirty volunteers, to act as guides to 

protect the settlers and strangers in that section. 

This order is in concurrence with the views of the 

United States officer commanding, Col. Johnson. 

The Consolidated Telegraph bill has passed the 

Senate, 

A bill has been introduced into the Legislature, 

Tering a premium of $10,000 to the first person 

. owing in California, and completing for market, 

“0 bales of cotton of 500 lbs. each. 

Export shipments of wheat and flour from July, 

0, to the 1st of April, 1661, do not vary much 



from three million bushels; tb-> quantity remaining 

in the State must be constable. There is a large 

supply of vessels now avaiHble, though we look for 

enongh business t<> offe- to give them employment 

at about the last rates. There can be little doubt now 

botwhat an increa^d requirement for tannage will 

be experienced or the transportation abroad of an 

average grain cop from the coming harvest. 

Business during the week has been greatly inter¬ 

fered with by the inclemency of the weather: and the 

impassably condition of the roads will prevent much 

transportation of goods to the interior for several 

days /et. An extraordinary fall of rain, and the 

attendant melting of snow on the mountains, has 

swollen the rivers of Sacramento and San Joaquin 

Talleys higher than since 1S52. Many bridges have 

been carried away, and thousands of acres of land 

under cultivation are submerged. Fences were car¬ 

ried off, and large quantities of stock drowned. Sev¬ 

eral lives have been lost., and the damage done by the 

flood is estimated by hundreds of thousands of dol¬ 

lars. Two expensive bridges across the American 

river, near Sacramento, are among those destroyed, 

<Hu gtttrtiislttr to the £uMir 
oJj *t ssr=ist “ua«*. «.oo® 

Workjxu oxu- sw, souc.mi. 
Mrttm Cow* —&»;< «1 ; common. $lWu)20 
Vk.u. Calves M.UK&VW. T 

olA tlwSi#' w‘rll,”r'' $ix'1°; two-year*old, three years 

-• n. ve m,h: 1 a iroBiiiK, 

I » 1 iJ »\V S \ \ 1) f ’ t r r -1. ■ , - . 
«.-Share,- r>uft£ tti-nvio 

P'M'i enrerrr nndhoer. $10. 
Jlt/hnj and hoeing mu:hine, #h) 

! description. Scotch n.vrows, ffnltivators, 

n,»rr, Dog Pov,m, Planters. riren!— 

iMpe'iHjib e fu promoting and «»«- 
n" bi health and vigor. For Milch 
-Iiik' the quantity and improving 
ll'■1 nothing can compare with it 
* I* nn*l run tlio etfoot.1 produced 
expectation. 

KdADWAV fi74.26t 

OF TOB A. O O O 
F0R DIPPING sheep and lambs 

AM) FOR DE8TR0TIM? ALL KIMS OF VERMI.N 0!f OTHER AMHAL8. 

rnaeaUh. aud greatly 

FISHER & co., S*le Agent*, 
23 (Vnlrnl iV iui.c o^4._ a*_ 

. • * * " ' * *v c, mil i 
taming all tin*. animal function, 
Uuviiit is invaluulilw. incretui 
Inequality of milk. For I too 
for foedmir quick I v For Sh-., 
tn piift month will exceed ell,» 

rarnJSpoi matl1''1 to * 

A A nr Quarter of the TIvuxl commenced with April, 

and subscriptions and renewals are sperially in order 

note to commence with April, or January if preferred. 

The very liberal SrECtFiC PREMIUMS and Ex¬ 

tra Gifts offered for Clubs formed before April, are 

EXTENDED TO MAY, xq (hat Agent-Friends, 

Subscribers and others have another month to secure 

the Valuable Prizes. Read the list (including the neu- 

offer of PliOWBR Seeds,; h, Rural of April tth, and 

see if it trill not pay to form a club. Thousands would 

readily subscribe for the paper tf asked. Wilt not its 

friends have the kindness to see that such are invited? 

Itit.wmra Of tlmfiNOKt nhaiittaV 1 ,*> HJ UBS AM) 
ttt uie company, fetablishment Uu, 

£.'\7 f"r Circular and Price I,i n, 
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«r»kifcsi«rv;7 'v b Ork .Uhls, Oneida Co.. S', Y 

3®1 ‘P. bvcediiig’nml Importing K 
quality Mr liuoniK was formerly " ' 
.t Brodik m hich firm ia r 
penence in the husineux .. KI 

Part of Ill,. Stonk can he seer, it 
miles west of men. or one a„,i .. 
boro Depot, N. V, Central Itnilrnad 

Mr. Hrtm Qjtopiic i< i. ■ 
ink animals, i’ai ti,., wtshtiiw' to 
shires, I.i'icewter Slme 
5S2-t.t*l JAM MS R|{Ol 
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iltarkcts, Camincrcey &c. 
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HAY ELEVATOR 
d business is almost at a stand 
• news. There are one or two 

table will exhibit current rates 

DIjEiSAUS prices. 

! ®KCT. dotpn.I0'i!llo 
y-'VfJ' b»*.lacoiH 
Camires, hov..m„e ia 
Candles, extra.lAald.Si 
, , 1 Ren am) Hoots 

Apples, bushel. 2SS31C 
Apples, dried. yJ lb.. ..2y)tfV 
I ear bus, dried. lb.. n,Mp 
Cherries, dried.life 12 
Plums, dried.•yibin 
p,>tHto«s.4Q@co 

Hides a.vd Skijs. 

Sr.t” 
dheep Pelts. nuTill/rfs 
Lamb Pelts;r^!c 

SEKBS. 
Clover, bushel. nm,,w 
''toothy. .::^3.ai; 

, . Scmuues. 
W .*3,00(5115,00 

.3.OO3).1.0O 
I V i'OhiyU.7MWT,<h) 

Halites. 
salt, bw.;-;.o.!». 

too.0,00® 0,00 

^hUensh, half bhl . A.'Wt.M 
Codnsh, rtquintal. 4.«Xaj«,O0 
Trout, half bbl.AOftS ca 

horse power fop 
P,u® Fork can he used will, ei 

P'K -,'r twi> nouskh. Price 
fir Hi rope and three' 

3 " \ v-Hee deserintinn in Rmui, I 
I U YuRKeii ol .March r.'i, l.siii 

8 Senil for a Circular. 
1 I -AdrlroM 

\ / LEVI a. IIE VRDfiLKV 
_ ^ South Rilmeston, Otsego Co.. / 

\ STOR HOUSE, 

Tuts ITotel is in excellent 
provemonta have heen made 
tor, has returned t.i. 
tables are bountifully supplied 
ceded tlial it b.is | 
The new water-closein hi 

Tile ynrniK proprietors ari 
and spare m, pains to make 

Menon.msiness.or fam.he. who v ... 

tiian erer. 'V llJ*P<fU*ja- wl" "n,i *W» time houorod 
Its proximltv to business, the r.„ 

part ot tho clfy, Cenlml Park, Ac. 
Merchant, or casual Traveler. 

A IMUL. PUCRW Jtf.'lC 
I Meal,Indian:. 

Wheat, Genesee.... 
Best white Canada, 
Corn. old.. 
Corn, new. 
Rye, 00 tbs. V hush 
Oats, by weight, ... 
Barley?. 
Bdckwut'at,. 
Beans.... 

Meats. 
Pork, Mess.3 
Pork, clear. 
Pork, cwt. 
Beef, cwt.. 
Spring lambs, each, - 
Mutton, carcass..,. 
Hams, smoked. 
Shoulders. 
Chickens, .. 
Turkeye. 
Geese. 
Ducks Jl pair. 

Dairy, &c 
Butter, roll. 
Butter, firkin. 
Cheese,. 
Lard, tried. 
Tallow, roush_... 
Tallow, tried. 

U*fewrlis!l- M*reh 31. 1 MAXDAM., wife of John K. Hoy 
kvi W. Sibley, Esq., of this city 

At Red Wink, Min. 

WUi of disease of the lumrs 
vt. and .laugher of the late 
aged 33 years. 

ofAfeveD^nM.q!&Nnn^oi V-1- 6tb ,nsti MALCOLM, son 
Rmiior Cltuain a m°m'Jor nt tb" 

t.ah’irel'MIm.^'nnl^ ■'Tm,ntr- ^l"'1 ''fter an exceedingly 
KM 

nOLMtsf&S^fiyUm iUat- °f C<>MU1“«5ti0D- THOMAS R. 

M r. cannot permit the above brief announcement to. pass 
Without comment, Thomas R. Holheh serve,I his apprentice 

I lupin tho office ot the Uiikal Nsw-S'.irkrk, and his i-emal 

qualities endeared him to all with whom ho was thus connect- 
ed. sUtaining manhood, he nought a header field for the exer¬ 
cise of hi* abilities, and became a resident of New York AtnJd 
strangers, his sterling tin its of character onn won for him an 
extended circle of appreciating friends, Following his chosen 
prolcsaiou with all the ardor and devotion of youth h r, health 
became materially affected, and in January lam, h0 rHlulnpa to 

Rochester, hoping to regain wasted vnergiesunnid old scenes 
anil old friendn. But it was O^bonwise ordained,—M ho .shall ro* 

turn no more to his house, neither shall‘his place know him 
any more." 

AGENTS WANTED, 

travel b.r hm fictorfS "family1ntVs^UT^,T’''r 
OiirlouA'NfW Book „r FF.M.i F 

JV Y-J W YORK.. 

condition, Recently many hL 
Mr. Met.son. its former pmnrie- 

" supervise its executive department^ 
y “,'r)pK“d; waiters excellent! an, it s eon 

as never l.„en so ... dur.oi its h sto^y 
■-closet:, have no equals In this, “nufry 

.ff 1,1 o “f enterprise and courtcxV. 
their patrons con.lortal.le. 

"• -1 really need solid com forts 
.) Hotel better 

Cbnruntences lor reach lug every 
■ c., renders It the best for the 
__ __ 5X0-I3t 

IMNDLE-S PATENT AtJRIf LETT RAf. 

CALDRON AND STEA1VTER. 

ers will now be received for these 
Spring A rtrcubtr will, he sent to 

i .i V 'V,‘U l‘r lo,iy"1 H.e terms 
..Ya.i"’"' ’’X .KlltTlaND, Mr. 
iivI others, testifying fully, from 
V 84{p®f^)r of tliis race over the 
b B. I ARsyNB, Flushing. N\ Y. 

wool tins year. Preparations are making by large 

numbers for emigration to the new mines in Nesperce 

county. 
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1, ,s r 1111 i.q 1,r,gravings and Fashion Plates 
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nT'iwmsVi‘‘vK>',lV‘n! °V For 
1 111,11,1 “’^S'iSiSaVll'JukD red stamp to 

HA.NKINs A CO., New York. 

lx®® Breeders Of pure Shorthorn 
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f s‘ A RUILDKRH. 
is against high prices. We 

'lardtvnre.Oils, 
oas, Hpados, Hbovels, 
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(rRBAT Britain. Tho Londoii Buildinij As90cia- 

tion strike tlueatened to assume most formidable 

dimensions. All the great contractors had deter¬ 

mined to close their yards if the men continue to 

refuse their offers, thus throwing four or five thou¬ 

sand men out of employment. Preparations were 

making to import laborers from Belgium, where 

wages were lower than in England. 

The ship .Middlesex, from Liverpool, bound to 

New York, sprung a leak when three weeks out, in a 

gale of w ind. Unavailing efforts were made for days 

to save her, when she was abandoned on the 10th of 

.March, with t».c wntcr nearly up to her main deck. 

There were 08 persons on board. All the six boats 

were lost in launching, except one, which contained 

Captain Parmelly, Charles Rowlings, chief mate, 

sv rill IVIIM . J I 

ir™ftrT'!ll0 Conflict” in against high 
17-4 Muin 81,, Rochctcr, Iron. Will lx, i? 
ur. Window*, Dime, Rlindn, /[, ' 
. Cllllivator:, a,, ' otlii'i ai'lfcles too , 
rtlaii, tb', oulobiapn! «g; • • - 
uiapcr thau th« (Shuiipost. 

ismvo for Kuper fine W£\fn• «'W‘ 

^rCp ‘^jru, Txmvkcf, without firiportiitit olmn^o litfps at' 
fiSjifur old mixed Western, in itorn and dclivtVd iLv at th , 
RP. depot. Uats Steady at 3^3-ic for atato!' Wistor^ lin'd 

—.Bjk^vismNS- Perk market Ktmuly: Miles at 17,fid for moss si - 
7.y,J3,U0 for prtui,,. Lard firm; suing at D>.yt)lO!..c Hutt.or in 

^a^tlidO-r11'-' ,0r 01"°' “D,) m flute &S 

'rtr Mhkin^ ^^^tsat 
Hops—The demand for this staple i* r.outfhed to bfewers wi„, 

are purchasing very sparingly, and prices are b> ver ,?,ei 

li%$JUrm' ",e buyo'' w- *»wot« ordinary “ 

*atKs':)?bMferrtn7! i'!iSnUr;lfI"i0n» ,tn'‘ holders are firmer; nffi Wii, Ht 7 t)u* Jathtr price for Miiuill Inu _ 
I iinotb.v Bend i* lu limited dmnand at S'J,7»5 3,iX» p biislml, 

BHFFA 1.0 April 13. — Flour i'ln, market i; dull ,„s 

fngXbbM atrffUU tnur l!l,t ,"lv" Been fan, aggr!g,u- 
iStrawS for double 

fordouSaTS ' t,Xtm fA,° un'1 "lJUna' «>J 
I.RAI> Wheat the market, is nxtrernely quiet and no siIph 

Qdflml?ata»5d«Smo**™'* 'U>M ■ **'"* “l *2 Beas 

ADVERTISING TERMS, ».i Ailv> 
Fivu Of:.\ts a Li.vk, each insertion A price 
extra display, or S2V cents [»t line ofspace. fti 
(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Gents 

Davis' mock, (fenovi., K y’’ WU" ,>Kr- jK~ '’u^! 

(iA-X*NFlT CHIU POT AT<) 
-V T Hard.innss, yield and quality, beyond any sort known 

which reached the coast of Kerry after five days’ 

exposure, all on board having been completely 

exhausted. Two of the passengers dropped dead on 

their landing. 

Franfe.—Napoleon received the address from the 

Corps Legislate on the '23d ult. 

In returning thanks he said, notwithstanding tho 

debate, he by no means regretted to see such a dis- 
t.uy no nupeu tnat*tno Govenimeut and 

Legislature would mutually aid each other. 

The order for sending re in ft 

troops to Rome, intended to c 

ments of Austria, has been con 

explanation from Austria. 

Tho concentration of Auatri 

attracted considerable attention, 

assertion that the movements 

SOUTH PACIFIC OCE. 
importkd ny ruK 

Jljn EUICjtJt,' UUAJYO C 0.71 l 

OfUc<*, oe Wfllimm Srltx-ee! 

„ „ NEW YORK. 
C. S. MARSHALL. I'res't, 

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 60 Exchangi 

T IDIEi—l*li.4£4*\ " 

q ir;,i"r t-ymyT."""?,,; Woo’d 

?1 per hunhnl, or *2 per barrel 
I’, i: BISHOP, Vcrnha, I 

WOBH FOR \ l ,1 , 
f'!'i!v,r x"y" want some gniart men 

- < cv«5y >.7 

Tins ia a new and valuable improvement for booking Fend 
for Block, and well adapted for ail purposes wherj fa 
required for healing It i, also wall wlat te.l Ibr all domStie 
purpose, where a Caldron Kettle m required Monieatic 

I'UII partimilara given in I IlMtrttM'd ClreiiiiirM which wilf K„ 
sknt FitHk to all applicant*. I/FAGIT HKl') «v 
HKNNI7IT a <10., l/i|) huffala iv IliVdliKSTKR N Y 

A MOORE, Agent. H8 Main Sheet, Buffalo. Agent for 
Frio, Ohautanuua. and l ,Tti,i-mnmiir..., ■* a 

H MATHER, Se.c'v. 
:« 8t., Rochester. N. Y. 

H Feipulunl Kiln, I'utentcl July, 
to any in use for Wood or Coal. 2« cords 
A’/FP!1* 1<U<U hhh mHrVnllh 

rP^e55 Rummer Term o 
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Sf M ” *» - 1 t >,. 
Ffffy* Y0111' Ht'rviceh Add re vi with 

over !*^t X',., 
April 23rd. IMfij. 

’IH1',, Principal. 

Aunt to «'D- 

Jlt., Geneva, N. Y 

■mmer Term of the New York 
■go will commence on Wednesday 

M R. PATRICK, President.' ’ 
n ' |Wj !5H7-3t 

K Kniployinent- Will 

J IV HIT LkY , .Jr.., Davis' Block, 
__W-2t 

VT' I-N’mt ready, a complete 
5\ iilenen mid Jewelry at an im- 
jj CjAYoient reiiilli'eil on goods.— 

VOTKIC.-Th s, 
k ’ £*«tte Agricultural Coll, 
the J7th Inst., 

Ovid, Seneca Co., N. Y., Ap 

mes for the Industrious ! 
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STATE GF THE WEST. 

iau troops at Venetia 

., notwithstanding the 

were purely defensive. 

Italy.—The discussion of the Roman question 

continued in the Italian Chamber of Deputies. The 

speakers generally advocated the separation of 

the temporal from the spiritual power. Several 

speakers proposed the simple proclamation of Rome 

as the Capital of Italy, and calling on Napoleon to 

tv it lid raw his troops. 

It is reported that Garibaldi’s former staff of officers 

have been ordered to proceed to Brescia on the tith 

of April, for conference. 

The Opinions of Turin says that the Sardinian 

Ambassador to London received notification from 

the British Government that he would be received as 

-Minister of the King of Italy.. Switzerland had 

given similar notice. 

Count Cavour has announced to the Italian Cham¬ 

ber of Deputies that the Ministerial programme 

remains unchanged. In a speech on tho Roman 

question, he claimed that Italy had a right to have 

Rome for her Capital, but that she would only go 

there with the consent of France. He said that the 

union of the temporal and spiritual power was the 
source of evil. 

Austria.—An imperial decree grants to the con¬ 

gregations of Lombardy and Venetia, the right of 

electing twenty delegates to the Council of the 
Empire. 

De.nmakr.—The Holstein States have rejected the 

proposal of the Danish Government as a basis for a 
Constitution, 

Poland, It is reported that a demonstration took 

place at Warsaw on the 25th ult. The people smashed 

ne windows of Gen. Abramontich, one of the officials 

who shared the unpopularity of Muppanofl; the Min. 

jhter recently dismissed. %The military did not inter* 

The present regulations for public instruction in 
oland are ubolialipri 

I bn tfivon ti 
tfoml foi* C'lrmi 
Geneva, N, V. 

Ii’jinc y o, b/(I.Dt70 
pouiiip'Kxtm!.?•*}#’-,£ 

iTi" hu!rx<‘ |n;i',n mf*-'* to Iw wore ‘nearlv Die'fruVraln,- 
’V Viodifferent gnulm than tlm outaldo figure o'onJL :, 
,^b',»n i.i Uiwnaud at*3,7A n,r oonMU.-rabl” lats wHull nar 
wh murht Kf placed at rab.ta a «had.- hLtiM 1 

tinuv- Fall Wheat the transaetfons ,.f tlm week hav- been 
Uroltwl to Oie (iHlivi'ncx from fammrH, which, 

rt r:vLht\a,- ol Hu' '“■'■o been ^ly - 
Inn. ha-hi.'"n a ftlij- dtjiuanil lor good eauibles of wliito whaaf 

utrrom.H.m: l.l*. will, oco.umnal ili.reWats! Xim* 
&,rh??V".»“ b“°m ,ll‘1,1,1 “d' oepecuilly the l.ctoVgr; dea 
tor seed 1 he rates paid ranged (roll. Wctait it hush.d ih,. ,1,1 
,tJF figure hoingiwc Burinv i« only soaHtiolv nfTor...i ,, 
at which the market to not v.-rv animated Oats S'n ir'iolT"^’' 
lia"dlya!4‘(lxnC' Wh,C ' ll'1'*'«'''irlocrean'd rc eipta. would 

l'“'rn ftT"'1 ’V at U Imxhel, 
hr "C'rket I* very quiet, owing to tlm I ark ward .date 

'IIIK ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO., HAVE FOR SALE 

1’20?.’900 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LA 
, on Lon^ and at Low Prices 

PRESENT POPULATION. 
The State IS rapidly U|||ng 

In Tracts of Forty Acres and upward 

MECHANICS, FARMERS AND WORKING MEN. 
j HE attention of the enttirprluferg and iudustrhws portion of 
1 the community .4 dirucu.d to tho following statements 
and liberal Inducomuntg offered them by the ! 

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY 
W,“ °'3rr'!lv": wiU onabl» them by proper Tho Agricultural prodoct. 

.^y, persevor.muu nnu industry, to provld.- comrortabl i a°y other Stnt., r 
tSE, ,Jr 11,111 fainllios, with, comparatively i’cnr oxcueiiptl 1,500,txm 
3i)-akmg, my little capital. y proacuiis 35,000,000 bu»b< l- 

i LANDS OF ILLINOIS. 1,!JW ‘ban IdO,000,000 hnsheK 
Vo State in tho Valley of tlm Mississippi offers so groat an 

ndticement as tho Stato of Illinois. There is no portion of > 
the,world where all the coudiUmnj or climato and sml 6o at» 
■I'lmmibly comhmo to protluee those two great staples Q>ev 1,011 
aud Wukat, as the Prairies of Illinois. ' ’ ^ E‘ sur 

THE SOUTHERN PART 
Of tlm State Ilea witnin the mm of the cotton regions while m 
the soil is admirably adapted to the growth of tobacco aud 
hemp; and the wheat la worth from lift....,, to twenty cent o ' 
more per bushel than that rniaa.i .J thr, 

||> with popnlntlmi • Sc,s,()•_•', r1!',*"‘0' I750, making tlm pr ^ m 
,, 2o,Miy, a ratio of I02 per cent. In ten y ’ irs. 

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS. 
t.* or Illinois urc greater thau those 

the prodneu sent out during the jm«t 
The wheat crop of DJgo ap- 

whiie the c^rn crop yields not 

FERTILITY OF THE SOIL. 
in the Industrious farmer secure such iminedi • 
UN tabor ns upon these prairie noils, they being 
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■ heen a fair demand for wool the 
‘bout improvement, The sales 

P'l H b. foreign tlm 
) lull ok Mediterranean, South 
on private terms. 

I Western mixed,,. 
Smyrna, washed, 

mectfuHy roquestvnl to givu the ftboyp Plow a trial 
d afi kiwu h(:'0' u,° 'l !K a O'Offi'tm sl?,e and d t., all kinds ot work,—either size is adapted to two 
°7‘<ft,hY ,,f f, aimplf late. s| adjustment of 
(cUliiliig Mie line o| draft, in either ejwe parallel 

ud side. During tlie past year It has heen thoroughlii 
mu fttrmm. and is warranted log, 1,, j,refect mJi-ino 

7-4'te’l'h s! “fenvixtenslvely n^^.farttXt 
houth M. ! an I atreet, KpClu .ter, N Y. No. 1 

iVisyed," $£1'11 n“eU' 15,1 3, 3, and 1, 3* 50 

tudoaUmu In relation to State or Bounty Rights or 

z&am m » 
»I®S3 
].Yos28 
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lurai23 
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nita*.; lands are rnmlguoua to a railroad 70(1 mates m iJmrth 
Which eonnectaw.th Other roada and navigub^SkS 

V ’ ,r-i'"k an unbroken communication with tho 
LiUtoru aud ctautUcru 

APPLICATION OF CAPITAL. 
1 hus far, capital utid labor have been applied to developing 

iimns 1! the grout rewiurfer of tho Stab- in coat am I iron are 

o lm Mhei! ,TI(e lUVWiaWn ruin that tho irwchattloal 
artd pour lab beS where food amt ftiel are cheapest, will fob 
low at an early day lu Illinois, and in the course of tho next 
ten years the natural law.* unrtmearmrttoe of the case war 
rant the belm that at least five hundred thousand people 

mp mrsui«y dlh° htat0 of Ullnwism various nianulhclur- 

RAILR0AD SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS. 
tiyer $100,000,000 of private capital have been expended 

-r. -ho railways of Illinois. InaHininh art part of tlm ieeom., 

Do. unwashed '. 
5yr’i«i.. 
Baps. 
Briuiea, .. 
Bueno* JyreB.. .. 
Peruvian, washed. 

TflE CATTLE MARKETS, 

NEW YORK, April lo—The current 1 
all the markets are as follows; 

First qnality,. .. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality,." 
Inferior quality... 

„. . COWS AND CALVKS. 
First quality... 
Ordinary quality.. 
hommou quality. 
Inferior quality?. 

_. . „ T»al calves. 
First quidity. f) Ih. 
Ordinary quality...." ' 
Conimon quality,...!"”. 
Inferior quality,... 

D . ,. SUKKi* AND LAMBS. 
Prune quAlity,.. 
Urdinary quality, ... 
Common quality,.. 
Inferior quality. 

e- . ... ewi.VK. 
First quabty. 
Other qualities.. 

“ fu.v/n/,/; r01.1tt.7rti n.tn. 

the only MAcniNE WHICH coirniNES all the re¬ 

quisites OF A PEKFIxrr IIA It V ESTER, 

earjtothe s^on.!‘VOi'1 'Anointment, will give their orders 

edl |^~maiiUlar;1 W‘‘1' ful1 d<''*’cl‘P11011 and testimonials ffirward- 

* JOHN I*. ADRIANO, Manufacturer and Proprietor 
U 1 re , PqtlOHKKKIWD, \KW YOKX, 
Sole Marehouse in New York. KW Greenwich Street, 

X«ar <;oartl4irn1t. 

YaiI11NOwrm«TPAAE' AffLatx v”rooa- OnetdaCo. N. Y 
riiVnui ‘ I V r' Agent, Knivnia, ('hrnaiigo i’n. N Y 
A°F i ) \Jrn')VNe -(“i'v Bainiindg,.,, hrnaiKo Co,. N. V. 

1 111:A1 TON «S0N, Agent-, W atertown, Jeff. Co., N. Y 

TTALIAN hi ks a\i) if 1 i:j:\s , p .1 ; 
F,PArtiouittrs ***n<l earlv for Circular 
AS«-3teow M M II.U.Dkllwu: vi„, ,, 

-. $8,,Vfo;9,f») 
... 7.7S@&23 
... 7.0tfo 7,5U 
... 6,(«®i6,» 

3A5.tiraifiO.no 
. 40,ootffleo,oo 
• 30,00@35,IX) 
• ZC.Ofto^U.oo 

.36.00fdi7.00 

. 1,3V*5,50 
, 4.1Xm!4..'ii 
. S,25'5 3,75 

lie names of th« 
Itiillroad see pu« 
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he turned his face upon the pillow to ask God's 
assistance,—as his mother had ever taught him to do 
when in perplexity,—hut his sins stood out so dis¬ 

tinctly before him, that his mouth was shut, and he 
dared not look or hope for a blessing, dust then, 
Henry was heard yawning and stretching in the 
berth below, and in a moment more he called out, 
"Come Charley, get up and say your prayers, or 
von wilt be for skulking back home before night/' 

retaliation, very secretly informed Charley that he 

had determined to return to his friends in New Y ork, 

who would be giad to receive him, and to supply 

him with all the money lie wanted. “And now, 

Charley,” he said, drawing nearer to him, and 

lowering his voice, “your father is an old tyrant, 

and keeps you shut up here, hoeing potatoes, and 

doing the drudging without any privileges, and if 1 

were you I wouldn't stand it, and you wouldn’t if 

you knew anything. Come with me, ami yon may 

become as rich and respectable as any gentleman in 

New York,” 
Charley should have summoned his better judg¬ 

ment and self-respect, and repelled these suggestions 

but instead, he asked, “What can 1 do after 

fW~TTlF. AMERICAN WATCH COMPANY, of Waltham, 
Mass., beg to call the attPin(in „f the public to the following 
emphatic recommendation of Waltham Watches, by the leading 
practical Watchmakers and .h ^lere throughout the United 
Slates The entire list of sig-o&tnr^ t0 ;t quite loo Ion* for 
publication in one advertisement,the names presented 

will he xecoKtiised by those w'nna.intedxjth the Trade as beli)g 
in the highest degree respectable and cfluential. At their 
establishments may always be found the rename Watches of 
the Company's manufacture. In great variety 

Signatures from many cities and towns not tvjly represented 
in this list will appear in a future advertisement. 

TO THE PUBLIC. 
The undersigned, practical Watchmakers and dealers in 

Watches, having bought and sold American Watcher for a 
number of years past, and having dealt in all kinds of foreign 
Watches for a much longer period of time, beg to state .hat 
they have never dealt in Watches which, as a class, or in incr.. 
viduat instances, have been more satisfactory to themselves or 
customers, whether in respect of durability, beauty of finish, 
mathematically correct proportions, accurate compensation 
and adjustment, or of fine time-keeping resuite, than those 

manufactured by the Waltham Company , 

N. E. CRITTENDEN, Cloveland. Ohio. 

WM. BI.YNN, Colnmbus, 
JAMES J. ROSS, Zanzesville, 

H. JENKINS k CO., Cincinnati, 

BEGGS k SMITH, 
WM. WILSON MrGREW, 

DUHME & CO., 
C. OSKAMP, 
C. PLATT, Delaware, “ 
J. T. k E. M. EDWARDS, Chicago, Hlinois. 
F. J. ALEXANDER, La Salle, 

JOHN H. MORSE, Peoria, 

A. HEPPLER, 

W. H. RICHMOND, 

H. D. KAYS. 
A. B GJI.LKTT. 
S. D. I.ILLESTON. 
J. B. CURRAN, 

J. W. BROWN, 
E. B. TOBIN, 
BASSE & HULSMAN, 

A. P. BOYNTON, 
WM M. MAYO, 
E. NORTHEY, 
A. W. FORD. 
WILLARD & HAWLEY, 

N. HAIGHT. 
H. & D. ROSENBERG, 

C. A. BURR k CO„ 
E. R ETTKNHEIMER & CO, 
WM. S. TAYLOR, 
W. W HANNAH, 
H. R. k H. 0. CARPENTER, Troy, 
HOSKINS A EVANS, 
HAKinT k LEACH, 

JAMES HYDE. 
JOHN H. IVES. 
WILLIAMS & CO., 

J. N. BEN NET, 

A. S. STORMS, 
WM S, MORGAN. 
HENDERSON BRO S 

J. A CLARK, 
BLOOD * PUTMAN, 
JENNINGS BBC'S. 
JOHN J JENKINS, 

W. H WILLIAMS. 
A. WARDEN. 
L. O. DUNNING, 
W. P. BINGHAM & CO. 

CHAS, 0. FRENCH. 
,T. McI.ENE. 
C. A, DICKENSEN. 
G. ii BASiDM A CO., 
J. M, STAN SI I,, 
ADOLPH MYERS T 
THEO. F. PICKERING, 
GEO, DOTY. 
M. S SMITH. 
A B VAN COTT, Milwaukee, Win. 
JOHN ELKINS, Racine. 
H. N. SHERMAN, Beloit, 
S. C, SPAULDING, Janesville. “ 
REIVI’ M.W A MKYRAN, Pitteburgh, Pa. 
SAM'I, BROWN. Jr., Norristown, " 
W.T. KOIM.W. " " 
GEO. W.fll'BlN, Easton, 
GEO II. TITUS. ltl" 
GEO STEIN. Allentown. 
E. J. LASCKLLE, Weetchester 
SAM*. (JARMAN, Williamsport," 
JOSEPH i.aDOMUS, Cheater. 

GEb'V ft'CALLA, llfitoUrgn. 
FRANCIS C. POLACK, A ork, 
G. M. /.Al(v Lancaster, 
GEO. HElJ.ER. Heading, 
F V rkllrr, 
K. A(1(1 HINBAUGH. Chambemburgb. *• 
J. 0 DOLON. Mauch Chunk. • 
T S. 110EE MAN. Greensburg, 
T C HtvNA. Newcastle, 
C* T- ROBERTS. Ebensburg, “ 
DAVlll [AVERAGE,. Paterson. N. J. 
it t raE Newark, 
ENOCH F.' BILLS, Bordeuton, •' 
HENRY B. JAMES, Trenton 1" 
i T I iri iJC Cumberland, Md, 
CAKSOv A BRANNON, Pulaski, Teun 
THUS GOWDEY, „ 
a w PYTJi. Springfield, 
SIMPSOV A-’PRICE, Clarksville, ‘‘ 
V W SKIFF. Savannah, Ga. 
J A A. GARDNER, St Louie, Mo. 

A SUNBEAM AND A SHADOW 

I heard a about of merriment, 

A laughing boy I Bee; 

Two little feet the carpet press, 

And bring the child to me. 

Two little arms are round my neck, 

Two feet upon my knee; 

How fall the kisses on my cheek! 

How sweet they are to me! 

That merry shout no more I hear, 

No laughing child I see; 

No little arms are round my neck, 

No feet upon my knee! 

No kieses drop upon my cheek, 

Those Ups are sealed to me. 

Dear Lord, how could 1 give him up 

To any but to Tbeel 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I a« composed of 23 letters. 

My 13, 4.14 is a kind of bread. 

My 5, 21, 18, 6. 10 ><* a noted military officer. 

My 1, 2. 17, 0 are very necessary for cooks. 

My 15, 11,12, 4, 17 is the name of a domestic animal. 

Sly 3. 8, 21, 12.19, 7 is an adverb. 

My 16, 20, 3, 4, 5 is a portion of various farm implements. 

My 13, 12, 9, 15, 22 is a familiar name. 

My whole is a true saying. 

Moreland, Schuyler Co., N. Y., 1861. T. J. 

£3?” Answer in two weeks. at once; 

I get there?” 
“ Do!” ejaculated Henry, “ why, do anything you 

have a mind to, for there are scores of places where 

they weuld jump at the chance of getting a young 

man of your capacity. Here, you are fourteen years 

old, and have to ask your ma for everything you 

want, and are then refused ball of the time. You 

are not allowed to even come over and spend the 

night with me. Oh! a pretty state of things.” 

It had not occurred to Charley before, that he 

was a “young man," or that he had been abused; 

but as he looked at the picture which Hf.sky bad 

drawn of the full-pursed young man of the city, and 

compared it with his life in the woods, he secretly 

wished that fortune had placed him in better circum¬ 

stances, yet he declared that he would not run away. 
Henry "Wilkes hurried home that night before the 

return of Mr. and Mrs. Holmes, feeling that as yet 

he had made but little headway with Charley, but 

fully determined to persevere till he should accom¬ 

plish the end.__ 

an a ptejR vti. 

After several weeks Of vain effort, Henry hit upon 

an expedient to draw Charles into trouble with his 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

A RIDDLE. 

"With a badge on my hack 

Of red, blue, or black, 

I travel the nation all over; 

However abused, 

Without violence used, 

Wjll never my business discover. 

I’m of service to the State, 

To the poor and the great, 

To the tradesman, mechanic, and bean; 

To tome every day 

I attend as a friend, 

To others bring sorrow and woe. 

Bradford, Rock Co., Wls;'l861. M. N. Smite 

fcsT Answer in two weeks 

Henry and Charles, who were now nearing the 
I’itv, with no means of pursuing their journey or of 
purchasing themselves a meal of victuals: and just ap 
the «un was setting, the noble boat moved majes¬ 
tic ally up to the wharf and stopped. All was hurry 
and confusion, servants carrying baggage, gentlemen 
assisting ladies and children, while truckmen, run¬ 
ner,; and beggars, blocked up the way. Henry and 
Chari K» were the last to gather np their bundles; 
and with tear traces still visible upon their cheeks, 
they left the boat. Btoppkig at a little distance and 
looking each other in the face, Charles said, 

“Now, what?” ' 'r 
"I don’t know,” replied Henry, “what do you 

think?” , 
“1 think we had better go home,” answered 

C JI \HIiKRt 
“Go home!” reiterated Henry, “we cannot get 

there, hut it is almost night, and we must do some¬ 
thing quick.” . 

So snpperh'ss, homeless, and penniless, they wan¬ 
dered from street to street, till finally, at a late hour 
they entered a small driftking saloon in the out skirb* 
of the city, and seated themselves with the noisy 
crowd. The hour grew late, and one by one the rev¬ 
ellers left, aud the boys were alone with the landlord, 
Henry, approaching him, said, “We are on our way 
to New York, sir, but as we have lost our money we 
shall be very glad if you will give us a night’s 

'°Tbenough man looked surprised at the request, 
and pointing toward the door, said,—“ Y ou can make 
yourselves off as quick as possible, for I never keep 

Rural New-Yorker ] [Written for Moore's 

CHARLEY HOLMES 

the consequences of indecision 

Bloomington, 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

CHARADE. 

Decatur, 
SpriDgfield, 
Quincy. 

Mv first roamB the wild forest, shunning the habitation of 

man mostly, and is noted for swiftness and beauty. The staff 

of life is made from my second, and while standing is one of 

the roost beautiful sights nature affords. My whole makes a 

dUh which is a great favorite with many, especially with — 

lanes. H, R. L, 
Answer in two weeks, 

Galena, 
Jacksonville, 

Cherry Grove, 
Freeport, 
Syracuse, 
Newburgh. 

Rochester, them. Charley evidently courted the notice oi 

Henry, for, on the third day, when he called 

“Turk,” and took hie fish-pole to go to the creek for 

trout, hi* pole was so high and his whistling bo loud, 

that it had the denired effect, and scarcely bad he put 

down his pole to dig angle worms, before Henry 
stood before him. For a short time a little shyness 

was manifested by both; hut it soon passed away, 

and within an hour Charley had not only heard the 

history of Henry himself, but of many of the 

theaters, race courses, and gambling saloons of the 

great city. Charley caught but few fish that day, 

althoughhe was gone longer thuu usual; and when 

he did return, he very nnwisely withheld from his 

parents that part of the conversation which he knew 

they would dislike, and left them with the impression 

that “Henry Wilkes was a very good kind of a 

boy.” From that time forth, Henry was the con 

stant companion of Charley, and not only commu¬ 

nicated things improper to be said, but enjoined upon 

him profound secrecy, saying, as be did so, “ It is 

mean and dishonorable for one boy to tell of another; 

our best boys never do it.” In this way he instilled 

his poisonous influences into Charley’s mind with¬ 

out its being discovered by his parents, aud be was 

fast falling from that standard of moral principle 

The editor of the Morning Advertiser (English) was recently 

hoaxed by the following epistle. 

Sir: It may perhaps bt of some interest to your readerB to. 
learn that, during the recent improvementsatthe’Rye House" 
Tavern grid Ten Gardens, at Rroxbournc, a curiouB stone was 
found, with the following inscription: 

F O R 0 A T T 
LkTOR UbtHK 
IRTA IlgAg 
A 1 n S t— 

which I send you, In the hope that some archailogical light 
may be thrown upon it. 

I am, Sir, yours obediently. P. T. 

The Elms, Putney, Dec, 24, 1860. 

Will not some of our young Rcrai, friends decipher, and 

see how badly our English brother of the quill was Bold? 

feT Answer in two weeks. 

Fairport, 
Canandaigua, 

Poughkeepsie, 

Batavia. 
Amsterdam, 
Saratoga, 
Albany, 

Goshen, '* 
Penn-Yan, “ 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

Answer to Historical Enigma:—Constant occupation pre 

vents temptation 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Homoeopathy. 

Answer to Puzzle: 

Richmond, “ 
Terre Haute, " 
Sullivan 
Plymouth, “ 
Kalamazoo, Mich 
Detroit, 

Answer to Algebraical Problem:—3 and 2. 
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to ridicule the “prayer meeting,” as he called it, and 
asked Charley, in a very wicked manner, “if he 

were getting pious, too?” 
Charley’s old habit of cowardice came upoa him, 

and he had not the courage to speak in favor of his 

father’s practice, although he really believed in his 

heart that it was a duty to ask God’s blessing upon 

the new day, aDd thank Him for the protection oi 

the night; hut he only laughed foolishly, and said 

nothing. Yet he had various thoughts passing 

through his mind of a time coming, when it will he 

quite as pleasant to associate with the pure and holy, 

as to be sent away with scoffers and haters of God. 

Charley should have recalled some of the difficul¬ 

ties in which he had been involved in former times, 

by hiding from his parents what they had a right to 

know, and it might have saved him from the snare 

which was lying just before him. But he, like many 

other boys, was slow to learn, and quick to forget; 

and he, like them, must suffer the consequences. 

Mr. and Mrs. Holmes had no means of knowing to 

what extent Henry’s injurious influence was exerted, 

although the^t had their fears, and made inquiries. 

Henry’s answers were always evasive, and he was 

left to goon from step to step, till Henry Wilkes 
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’ION.—As our watch is now extensively count-neiu • 

gn manufacturers, we have to inform the publ,'. 11,* 
a of our production which is unaccompanied by a c*- 

of gcnuinenefS, bearing the number ot the 1 
l>y our Treasurer, R. E. Robbies, or by our prt «? 

■ox, Tracy & Co. u. 
ese watches are Tor sale by jewelers genera > '•1 

in Wxteh Company do uotsola 
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Lowell, 
Lynn, 
Lawrence, ’’ 
Bitten eld, “ 

Greenfield, “ 
Springfield. ’’ 
Providence, R I 
E, Greenwich, 1 
Hartford, Conn. 

Being again turned into the street, they wandered 
on hungry, faint, and sick, till they finally entered an 
eating saioon. Immediately Hkniiv proposed to the 
gentleman in attendance that he ac cept of a pawn 
in exchange for a breakfast, promising to redeem it 
as soon ns monev could be sent him from his mends; 
then producing C«kuss» beat coat, instead of hi a 
uwn, laid it upon the counter. The sight of this gar 
mint the work of his mother’s hands, awakened 
many painful associations in OuAui.re’ mind, and 
carried him back in fancy to the log church, where 
he had for so inanv Sabbaths worn it, while listening 
to his pastor and Sabbath schoolteacher. But ns 
physical aud mental powers were too much prostrated 
hv disease for any effort* and after sipping a part ot a 
cup of coffee, without being able to eat anything, he 
seated himself upon the door steps. 

Hkmiy ate voraciously, and when he appeared, 
CitAitt.KS begged him to procure 
write home, tel" 
implore him to otime after 
wan t— .— — 
started forward, tell in 
and as soon as I™ — 
letter in the office, 
disappeared 
and resting 
into a gentle sleep 
search for a place to write a I 
upon a ‘ ~ " ' 
when he jumped aboard anti 
distance,' r‘“ *r,!,nS T 
paced up 
that, for his 
rushed upon him 

ward. It is easier to keep in a right course, than 

to turn from a wrong one,— this he found true, to 

his cost 
They bad not lain long tinder the shed, which was 

the old storehouse, before the bell of the approaching 

boat sent forth its peals upon the still air, echoing 

and reverberating among the hills, till it died away in 

the distance, and the boat lay at the wharf. The dog 

refused to go, but the boys hurried aboard, and were 

soon sailing off upon the water, their own masters. 

When once iu their state-room, IIenuy untied the 

corner of his pocket-handkerchief to assure himself 

that his money was all safe, and as he had promised 

to supply Cuaki.es till lie should be in the way <d 

earning for himself, he handed him a ten dollar bill, 

saying, “that will last you awhile. 

Charley’s conscience smote him as he took this 

stolen money, and he felt degraded in his own eyes; 

hot, he was in the wrong course, and money mnst he 

had, so he stifled his convictions the best way ho | 

could, and put the bill iuto his pocket. Thus one 

wrong step leads to another, till a whole brood of 

evils gather around our feet, and hedge up our 

return. Feeling most miserable in body and mind, 

he threw himself into his berth, forgot his troubles, 

aud in his dreams was busy at home, assisting his 

mother. The door and windows were opeD, and the 

soft breath of spring, loaded with the sweet music oi 

Birds, and the fragrance of flowers, filled the room,— 

while the gentle look and approving smile <>f his 

I mother rested upon him. Suddenly the dream 

changed, and the huge coils of a snake seemed to be 

binding him fast, from which he, strangely, had 

neither the will uor the power to tear himself. Thus 

the night wore away, and he awoke only to be 

assured by the din and confusion on board the boat, 

that he was the same miserable runaway that he was 

the night before, when he laid himself upon his bed. 

lie lay for some time, thinking what he had better 

do, knowing if it were not for Henry he would, like 

the prodigal son. return to his father and confess all; 

yet, fearing to encounter the ridicule such a step 

would bring upon him, he was undecided. At length 
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a sheet of paper and 
■ll'ing his father tho whole truth, and 

w,. ... __—1 ' him immediately, for he 
sure"that his life was near its close. Hunky 

■■■ tg him to remain where lie was, 
he couhl find the paper and get the 
„;T,. o, he would be l>ack. As be 

J, Cuarlks drew back a little from sight, 
his head a gain at the side of a house, fell 

But the unfeeling Henry, in bis 
.. U— j, letter, came unexpectedly 

on a train of cars moving slowly out of the_ city, 
1 was soon far away in the 

CiiArles’ naps were short, and be often 
and down the street, looking this way and 

unfaithful friend, till the tearful truth 
. Summoning all his strength and 
his face westward, and praying for 
h home, lie left the city. The 
ws of evening soon began to blend 

with"the 'darker shades of night; and the stars, one 
hv one. oaine out and looked like pitying angel's eyes 
upon him, and lighted dimly his lone path. The 
road seemed long and dreary indeed, and the bright 
and cheerful light that gleamed from the ro.nlorUible- 
lookiug farm-houses that be passed, hall pursuaded 
him to slop and ask for a shelter; but be dreaded to 
be questioned, for he whs ashamed of the truth, while 
a lie he dared not tell; and so he passed on from one 
house to another, till, finding that his head was too 
di/./.y to proceed, and fearing that he should sink 
upon tho road, ho entered the next 
approached the door of the house, the light was 
extinguished, and knowing that the family had 
retired for the night, he turned, and slowly approach- 
inutile barn, entered. Finding the stairs, lie ascended, 
' p 1 i_ l.omV.lM VxD arm <r lit. t.lifl 
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often as they thus show themselves, and you will can be 

destroy them. You need not look in the Almanac to system 

find ' where the sign is,’ or pay any attention to the 

moan, as to where she is, or what her age may be. 

But remember your thistles arc in the earth. Their 

roots are in its soil, and its top must and does draw 

a part of its nutriment from the atmosphere; and by 

cutting off the top, you deprive it of this nutriment, 

and as a consequence, the thistles starve and die. 

I have had some experience in this matter, and I 

am fully satisfied that one summer’s attention to a 

‘patch of thistles’ will use them up, be it wet and 

cold, or warn and dry, sign or no sign, moon or no 

moon, even though they have as many lives as Bun- 
van's ‘Giant Despair,’who is said to have had as 

1 many lives as a cat,' ” 

From our own experience, we are satisfied that 

if every Canada thistle is chopped down as soon 

as it makes its appearance above ground, it 

will soon perish; bnt if allowed to grow several 

inches in height before being cut down, the leaves 

will accumulate sufficient of needed air • nourishment 

in the roots to enable them to send out a new Stock 

of shoots, and thus the evil continues and increases. 

Successive plowing produces the same effect, but >1 

must he thorough, and done at the right time. They 

may be destroyed in any hoed crop, and for this 

nothing is hotter than corn or potatoes. Every 

farmer should consider himself fully empowered, by 

virtue of his occupation, to wage a continual war 

against this invader, until it is entirely subdued. 
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Lucerne. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Yorkkr:— Will some of your readers 

give mo a little information about Lucerne grass—how to grow 

it, and wbat are its advantages; whether it is suitable for 

lawns, and the same time good for cattle?—Inquirer, Lewis¬ 

ton, n. r, 1861 

Lt?chunk is one of those plants that Is almost 

Invaluable under some systems of culture, and about 

worthless under others. It is a perennial plant, and 

with clean culture and a rich deep, soil gives an 

enormous amount of food, either for green feeding or 

hay. When soiling become* general, Lucerne will 

be very popular for summer feeding. It will give a 

good cutting several times during the summer, and 

make from three to eight tuns of bay. It does not 

attain maturity until the third year after planting, 

though it will give lighter crops the two first years. 

It is unfit for lawns. 

Entered according to act. of Congress, in the year 1861, by 
J). D. T. Moore, in the Office of the Clerk of the District 
Court for the Northern District of New York. 

r3r* Our only object in copyrighting this paper is to secure 
whst every honorable Journalist wiH freely grant—proper 
credit for articles selected from lb page a Any and every 
journal is at liberty, anil Invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each original article or illustration to RaraX Hew-Yorker. 

Nasal Diseases — Horse Distemper. 

Eds Rural New-Yorker:—Will you inform me, through 

the columns of your paper, how to cure the horse distemper? 

Is the disease contagious? If so, can I prevent other horses 

taking tho disease after being “ exposed.”—S. Hows, Shingle 

House, Pa., 1861. 

It is rather difficult to prescribe a certain course 

for the treatment of “Distemper,” as so many of the 
..: u.. i All 

calarrtial affections, as common catarrh, epizootic 

or epidemic catarrh, laryngitis, bronchitis, or other 

diseases accompanied by nasal discharges, are very 

frequently classed under this common title. With 

the first of these, (and which is often only a simple 

cold, elevated by dignity of name,) there is no danger 

of contagion from exposure. With the second, ns its 

prefix indicates, this peculiarity is one of Its distin¬ 

guishing features. We give Dr. Dadd's manner of 

treating simple catarrh, as follows: 

If tho weather he cold, let the animal have com¬ 

fortable quarters, and a good bed of clean straw. A 

blanket may be thrown over the body, and the legs 

ahonld first be well rubbed with a wisp of straw, and 

then bandaged with flannel, ft has often been 

remarked, that if a man’s feet arc cold, his whole sys¬ 

tem is chilled, and the same may lie said of the horse; 

for, bo long as the feet of the hitter aro cold, we can¬ 

not expect to equalize the circulation, or restore the 

exh&lant function. The diet should consist o£ scalded 

shorts, and these should he given warm, for the 

steam arising from them aids the nasal discharge, and 

relaxes local strictures. We have frequently given, 

with good effect, a quart of linseed tea, sweetened 

with honey, night and morning. If the throat is 

sore, a little powdered bloodroot may be added. The 

soreness of the throat may be relieved by the follow¬ 

ing:—“ Olive oil, 8 ounces; oil of cedar, I ounce, to 

be rubbed around the parts night and morning. Yet, 

in slight cases, a simple flannel bandage fastened 

around the neck might answer the purpose just as well. 

We frequently employ the following, with a view of 

regulating the secretions, and lubricating the mucous 

surfaces: — Powdered elecampane, 2 ounces; pow¬ 

dered licorice, 4 ounces; cream of tartar, 1 ounce; 

powdered bloodroot, -1 drachms; powdered slippery 

elm, R ounces. Mix, divide into eight parts, and 

give one night and morning.” 

Some persona recommend bleeding, — and this 

once was the customary mode of initiating the treat¬ 

ment, — but such use of the lancet can do no good, 

while it may work a great deal of harm. Where the 

attack is light, the following may be all that is 

required:—Take of saltpeter, two ounces; powdered 

ginger, one ouncq; divide into eight powders, and 

give one night and morning. Where a swelling is 

exhibited under the jaw, poultice with linseed meal. 

If the nostrils discharge largely, steam witli boiling 

Bliould the inflammation 

INQUIRIES AND NOTES 

Canada Thistles. 

Eds. Rural New Yorker:—Will you inform me how to 

destroy Canada thistles? I have discovered a small patch 

upon my farm, on new ground, and among stumps, and am 

anximia to destroy them.—C. P. F., Gaines, Kent Oo., Mich. 

eminent botanists, and o- 'ctical farmers, which tins 

heretofore been given in oar columns. Wo doubt 

not he will here find a successful mode of carrying 

on a war against this pest. 

Dr. Darlington, in American Weeds and Useful 

Plants, says:—“This is, perhaps, the most execrable 

weed that has yet invaded the farms of our country. 

The rhizoma, or subterranean stem, (which is peren¬ 

nial and vory tenacious of life,) lies rather below the 

usual depth of furrows — and hence the plant is not 

destroyed by common plowing. This rhizoma rami¬ 

fies and extends itself horizontally in all directions, 

— sending up branches to the surface, where radical 

leaves are developed the first year, and icrial stems 

the second year. The plant appears to die at tho end 

of the second summer; but it only dies down to ' 

the horizontal subterranean stem. The numerous 

branches sent up from the rhizoma soon cover the 

ground with the prickly radical leaves of the plant, 

and thus prevent cattle from feeding where they are. 

Nothing short of destroying the perennial portion of 

the plant will rid the ground of this pcBt; and this, I 

believe, has been accomplished by a few years of con¬ 

tinued culture (or annual cropping of other plants, 

that require frequent plowing, or dressing with the 

hoe,)—so as to prevent the development of radical 

leaves, and deprive the rhizoma of all connection or 

communication witli the atmosphere.” 

Curtis says,—“ Repeated observation Iirb con¬ 

vinced ns that many husbandman arc ignorant of its 

economy,—and while they remain so, they will not 

be likely to get rid of one oT the greatest pests which 

can affect their corn fields and pastures. Of the 

thistle tribe the greatest part are annual or biennial, 

and hence easily destroyed. Some few are not only 

perennial, but have powerfully creeping roots,— and 

none so much as the Canada or Cursed Thistle. In 

pulling this plant out of the ground, we draw up a 

long slender root, which many arc apt to consider as 

the whole of it; but if thoBe employed in such busi¬ 

ness examine the roots so drawn up, they will find 

every one of them broken off at the end; for the root 

passes perpendicularly to a great depth, and then 

branches out horizontally under ground." 

S. S, Saktwkll, of Camden, N. Y., whohashadmore 

than forty years’ experience, gives his plan, —one 

which he has never known to fail,—as follows:—“Cut 

with a sharp hey the when the stalk is hollow, which 

is when in blossom, and daring very heavy raios. If 

done in fair weather, the stalk will close, and the 

cutting will not kill unless the stalk becomes filled 

with water, which will kill root and branch. As the 

stalks are not ail hollow at the same time, it must be 

repeated. Three years, well managed, will make a 

fiuish of them.” 

James M. Wescott, of Dundee, N. Y., writes us 

that “there is no ‘hocus pocus’ operation necessary, 

neither is there any great outlay required for imple¬ 

ments. It only requires patience and perseverance, 

with u determined resolution to conquer, and then 
one season 

ALLEN'S IMPROVED PATENT HARROW 

their comfort, we proceed low briefly to condense 

and compile such instruct!gar jil regard to the maitu- 
fucutre <>t , I,,,..*,, r.ri ' jswc v sury U enable tho 
novice to cany it on succttWi,- ?-. \ 

T he cheese zone is much more extended than that 

of butter, for good cheese may be made where, from 

the peculiarities of soil and climate, good butter 

could not be produced. Its profitable manufacture 

depends upon so many contingencies, that it can 

never he made a leading farm product outside of tho 

New England and the Middle States. 

In this State it is usually made on the coniines of 

the grain and dairy regions, or where spring grains 

can b« successfully grown, and yet where good pas¬ 

turage is easily accessible. Herkimer county is the 

great cheese county, more cheese being made in that 

county than in any other in the State. Its farmers 

early adopted the best methods of manufacture, and 

obtained a reputation in the market which is not 

diminished to this day; and “Herkimer county 

cheese” is a brand that sells millions of pounds 

which never saw that county, unless passing through 

on the carB or canal boat. The name I found in that 

region had another signification. One morning I 

stopped at a good sized dairy in Chenango county, 

and observed the women busy witli the cheese mak¬ 

ing, and saw In a Bink quite a large pile of nice look¬ 

ing butter. “ All !” said I to the mistress, pointing 

to the butter, “ you mean to make a profit from both 

sides of your milk.” 

“Oh, yes,” said she, “we are making Herkimer 

county cheese, and skim the night’s milk in the 

morning.” 

Whether that is one of the peculiarities of that 

kind of cheese, I am not prepared to say. 

In the western part of the State, especially i-n Erie 

county, has originated another celebrated brand, 

called “ Hamburgh cheese,” which is similar to the 

Herkimer county, hut made in a different region. 

This is tho favorite brand both West and South in the 

valley of the Mississippi, and millions of pounds are 

sold under it that never even saw the'State of New 

York. Large quantities with this mark go from the 

Western Deserve dairies down the Ohio river. The 

only peculiarities of these two brands are In the size 

more than anything else; and in this they bear a 

close resemblance to the English Cheshire cheese. 

They usually weigh from 60 to 100 pounds. The 

“English ” and “ Limburgh” are the only other dis¬ 

tinctive brands made in tins State. The Pine Apple 

is made both in Connecticut and Ohio; but as the 

demand Is not large, the manufacture is in few hands. 

If wc arc to credit the agricultural writers and 

annual address makers, cheese making must have 

been carried on at a very curly day. My own impres¬ 

sion is, that. Adam and Kvk may have set up the 

business soon after leaving the Garden. There is 

certainly nothing to prove they did not. Probably 

when they found they had got to take care of them¬ 

selves, in looking about for the bent paying business, 

when labor was rather scarce and necessarily dear, 

cheese making occurred to them us a very safe one. 

And I am the more inclined to that opinion from the 

fact that Adam saw a good chance to shirk the hard 

work. Even to the present day, by far the largest 

portion of the work is done by Eve’s daughters. I 
have seen as fair ones us ever the old mother her.-olf 

must have been, with rolled up sleeves stirring the 

“pearly treasures” of the cheese vat In the morning, and 

at evening elegantly arrayed doing the honors of the 

parlor or drawing room, with tho graceful ease of the 

highest ton. 

To Adam undoubtedly belongs the honor of invent- 

I ing the first cheese press represented in aecompany- 

plaeed horizontally, as shown in figure 2. By turning 

tho part with the links, g. a, up to a position at right 

angles with the other section, tlw Hole* -may be con¬ 

nected with the hooks by inserting them in the space 

at the point of the latter, and when both parts are 

returned to their working position, disconnection 

cannot occur, although the greatest freedom of 

motion is obtained. The sections may rise and fall 

together, to follow the undulations of the ground, or 

one may move up or down vertically independently 

of the other. A corresponding liberty of longitudi¬ 

nal motion is secured by the position of the hooks, 

li, li. The attendant may, at any time and place, 

detach the parts of the harrow by simply turning 

one half to a vertical position, either for convenience 

of removing or repairing, or for using one section 

alone for cultivating between the rows of crops. 

“ 1 do not claim securing a horizontal and vertical 

motion in the connection of the parts, nor do I claim 

a method of connecting the sections by hooks and 

eyeB so arrangod as to require ft particular position 

of the respective sections to Connect and disconnect 

them; but what I claim as my invention is the com¬ 

bination aud arrangement of the vertical oblong 

links, g, g, and horizontal oblong hook-links, h, h, 

whereby the double advantage of allowing a free 

vertical aud horizontal play to the sections of the 

harrow, and a very efficient and convenient means 

of connecting and disconnecting them readily, is 

secured at the same time.” 

For further information relative to this improve¬ 

ment, address Mr. Elliott, as above, or see his 

advertisement in this paper. 

It affords ua pleasure to introduce to the agricul¬ 
tural rutVLc “valuable Improvement, n one of the 
most, important Of farm implements -iz: an Oscil¬ 

lating Harrow, recently patented and assigned to Mr. 

Chas. Elliott, of East Kendall, Orleans County, N. 
Y. An examination of a model of this harrow, with 

tho assurances of those who have used it, convince us 

that it is an improvement which will be appreciated 

by practical farmers. It combines several advanta¬ 

ges over the common harrow, t’orhapa wo cannot 

better state these advantages than by giving the above 

illustrations and quoting (from the Letters Patent,) 
the main portion of the inventor’s own description 

of the construction and operation of bis improve¬ 

ment, as follows: 

“My Invention consists in au improved device for 

connecting two or more of the sections composing 

the Harrow together in a manner to secure perfect 
flexibility, with free vertical, longitudinal and lateral 

motion, and the ready separation of the parts. As 

represented In the main plan (figure I,) A, A, are two 

sections provided with suitable teeth to constitute a 

harrow when properly united together. It is a 

draught bar to which the team is attached, it is 

connected to the two sections by chains, c, c, which 

are attached to hooks, d, it, one of which is firmly 

secured to each part of the harrow. Two strong iron 

bars or straps, /, /, are securely bolted across each of 

the sections, those upon one being provided with 

vertical links, g, g, at one end, which lie outside of 

the frame of the section. The bars on the other 

section terminate in hooks, or oblong hook-links, 

h, li, of size and form corresponding to tho links, hut 

ing engraving. Naturally indolent, he thought if he 

brought up the cows, and helped inilk, that was his 

full share, and when Eve, ' In the gentle manner 

usual to the sex, urged upon him tho necessity of 

a press,—he merely stuck one end of a rail under the 

corner of the house, and gruffly told her if that did 

not suit she might give up the business. I am sorry 

to say the “Adamic” press is hardly extinct yet. 

Whether all the Eves take it so mildly, or not, is 
quite another thing. 

find an interesting and healthful employineut. Be¬ 

yond that, in large dairies, the labor is performed by 

men. It is no longer, therefore, a doubtful ques¬ 

tion whether good cheese can be made uniformly, in 

the same dairy,— a poor one* would be the excep¬ 

tion. — p. 

GROWING PINE WOOL 

water poured upon bran 

show a tendency to spread down the throat, apply a 

blister, extending to the breast. 

.Soiling Cuttle. 

Eds. Rural Nw-Yorkkr:— Will you, or some of your 

numerous correspondents, please to give, through the medium 

of tho Rural, some information on tho subject of grepn- 

soiliug cattle? Is it profitable or not? Is it good for the 

health of the stock to keep thorn confined so much, or should 

they not rather have more exercise than the system allows? 

What kinds of crops aro best to sow for the purpose of feed¬ 

ing, in order to have green feed throughout the year?—A 

StniscRttiKit, Sharon, Mercer Co., /'a., 1861. 

Soiling Is found to be profitable by all who give it 

a fair trial. It is a system that will bo slowly and yet 

surely adopted in this country, as land becomes 

scarce and dear. Its advantages are a saving of land 

and fencing, aud economy of food. The cattle are 

claimed to be kept in better condition aud greater 

comfort, while the manure is all saved, aud of better 

quality, as well as of greater quantity. For feeding 

in the summer, grass, clover, green oats and barley, 

and Indian corn are used. Experience may yet show 

that Hungarian Grass orMillet, Lucerne, Vetches, &c., 

will suffice to effectually extirpate all the 

L Canada thistles which may be subjected to the ordeal 

of my plan. 

jjpP If any one of the Rumal’s readers has a ‘patch’ of 

sJ the pest, let him begin in the spring, as soon as the 

5J t°P* ure fairly out of the ground, and if in a field yon 

([ wish to cultivate, give them a good, deep plowing, 

then keep your eye upon them; and as soon as they 

^ are nicely up —say two or three inches high — go at 

fry them with a hoc, and be sure to cut off every top 

A which is to be seen. Cut them well below the sur- 

* face. Follow up this courFe, and cut them down as 



bees being injured in the least by tobacco smoke, 
provided it was properly used. 

I am now no alvocate of tobacco smoke being used 
to frighten bees, (as a belter and cheaper material can 
be used for the same purpose. Last season in all 
ray operations I used punk wood smoke to frighten 
bees. Strictly sneaking, it is not punk, but hard 
maple wood pretty nearly decayed, or what is termed 
“dozy.” The ilmoke of this wood is not quite as 
pungent as that t>f tobacco, hence the inexperienced 
operator is not st> liable to “ sicken ” the bees. It Is 
better than tobacco, or sweetened water, for this 
reason:—ItB cost in simply the expense of procuring 
the wood. Not so writh either tobacco or liquid 
sweets. A piece of wood 10 or 12 inches long, and 1 
or 2 inches in diameter, will iaBtfor a long time — 
much longer than a roll of cotton rags and tobacco of 
the same dimensions,— thereby enabling the opera¬ 
tor to examine a larger number of colonies. The 
wood, if it he sufficiently “dozy,” will burn readily 
and give a continuous smoke,—it will burn until 
wholly consumed. In my operations the coming 
season, I presume I shall use at ieast half a cord of 
this wood; if so, it must be obvious that a sufficient 

quantity of tobacco, or sweetened water, 
would be no small expense. I seldom have 

... occasion to use the liquid sweets only at the 
-_x Fairs,— it is then quite necessary. It is used 

1 / in connection with the smoko of wood. The 
/ smoke of the wood is perfectly harmless, costs 

comparatively nothing, will effect in most 
cases the object desired is therefore prefer¬ 
able to tobacco or sweetened water —hence 
I can safely recommend It for general use. To 
conclude, let. it suffice to say that it is not at 
all surprising to me that your correspondent 
should attach to hiKtriturwethe initials H. H. T. 
Were I to promulgate similar erroneous views, 
I, too, would moat certainly he too modest to 
present, rny real name to the public, but instead 
would also attach to my articles, as an apology, 

a few initials, or some high sounding rum de plume. 

M. M. Baldridge. 
Middleport, Niag. Co., N Y , March, 1861. 

turn off increase in fat lambs and yearlings, keep 
more breeding ewes, and raise more lambs. 

My answers to the above are, 1st, I do sell my 
mutton sheep, which consists of my surplus wethers 
only, immediately after they are shorn. 2d, My 
lambq when kept in good thrifty store order, are both 
large ami fat enough, shear heavy enough, and make 
large sheep enough — being fully equal in size to the 
average of the class to which they belong. 

In regard to weight of fleece and size of sheep, 
allow me to give an extract from the “ American 

Shepherd,” page 242, which embodies my own expe¬ 
rience, and I believe is the true doctrine:—“The 
American wool-grower need not over-feed simply 
with a view to make heavy fleeces, as the wool of 
sheep, when fat, is comparatively Coarse, and the 
expense of the food used in placing them in this 
condition, together with the reduction of the value 
of their wool, will more than counterbalance the 
gain from the increased weight. The wool of the 
Haxon and Merino variety is never so beautiful and 
perfect in all respects as when it is natural, and this 
follows only from keeping the sheep in healthy store 
order, and nothing beyond that.” 

Mr. J. says, by high feeding, I could turn off my 
increase in fat lambs and yearlings. I never sell my 
lambs or yearlings, because I need 400 sheep or over 
to keep for growing wool, and at. no other age do 
sheep shear nicer wool, or more value in proportion 
to the feed they consume, than lambs and yearlings. 
By keeping them till they are 2 or 2J years old, I am 
enabled to select the best shearers, und then sell the 
surplus bucks and ewes for breeders, for a better 
price than I could obtain for them fatted, after taking 
the extra cost of feed into consideration. It may do 
for a mutton grower to sell his young sheep, but no 
wool-grower worthy of the name will allow his lambs 
or yearlings to be taken indiscriminately by the 
butcher or any one else. I want but 100 lambs per 
year, and find no difficulty in raising them from 120 
ewes, some of which will be barren. I do not think 
it pays to raise auy more, when we consider that 
breeding ewes require nicer feed and care, and shear 
less than the same sheep would if kopt dry. This 
allows me to sell 100 sheep per year, about 50 of 
which are ewes, 10 bucks, and 40 wethers. The 
wethers are kept till the third shearing, and during 
the last winter I feed them as high as I dare, without 
injuring their wool, and in the interval between 
foddering and shearing, I give them as good pasture 
as I have, in which they become good mutton, aud 
sell at as fair a protit us Mr. Johnston’s, when his 
extra feed is considered. The wool grown during 
the seven or eight weeks they are at grass will be 
comparatively coarse and gross; but most of it wil) 
be left by the shearers, so that the fleece taken off will 
actually have been grown when the sheep were in 
thrifty store order only. 

I make no pretention to any extra honesty, but 
refuse to grow very heavy fleeces from self-iuterest. 
If 1 should take Mr. J.’s advice, and keep my sheep 
fat, the respectable wool buyers acquainted with my 
wool wonld, on examining it, say that K. Jl. had 
taken up high feoding, that his wool had become 
coarse and greasy, ami that boreafter it must he con¬ 
sidered second instead of first quality, and be bought 
for from 5 to 10 cents less per pound than before. It1 
is true I could boast of having larger and fatter 
sheep, and heavier fleeces, but I could not shake 
from my mind the unpleasant fact that. 1 obtained 
that luxury at the cost of about $100 per year in 
the depreciated value of my wool. 

Although I believe one of the very best uses for 

good hay is to feed fine wool sheep; yet I would not 

object to feeding grain when accessary, providing 

wool growing sheep were not made fat thereby. 1 

would feed grain if my hay were damaged, and even 

straw aud grain if short of hay. I have kept my 

sheep almost entirely on hay for the last 20 years, 

and never yet learned that it did not pay. I believe 

that straw, corn spilks, and coarse fodder can be ffid 

to a better profit to growing store cattle, but have no 

room to give my reasons therefor in this article. 

Mr. Johnston made one admission indirectly, for 
which I thank him, viz., that it takes 25 tuns of hay 
to keep 100 of his sheep through the foddering sea¬ 
son — that is. 500 pounds for a sheep. Of course he 
must speak from his own experience, since he knows 
nothing about what my common sized store fed 
Merinoes cat. This is also in accordance with 
auother ex T ract from the book referred to, page 245, 
which is true, viz.— “It may be Laid down as a rule 
by which the unwary may learn, that, after knowing 
the usual average weight of carcase and fleece of a 
given breed, if he hears of auy very extraordinary 
individual instances of either, generally it may he 
ascribed to extra feeding, and at a cost accordingly.” 

I have never weighed the hay fed to my sheep, but 
judging from what I have seen weighed, and by the 
rules given to estimate the quantity of bay in a mow, 
I do not beliere that 400 of my average sized sheep 
will consume 50 tuns of hay during the foddering 
season. Since rending Mr. J.’g article, I have inquired 
of a number of men who keep sheep similar in size to 
mine, and they generally answer from 10 to 11 tnns 
to the 100 sheep. — but if such sheep should use 124 
tnns, it will bo seen that it is but half the quantity 
for Mr, Johnston's. Hay has sold here thus far 
this season for $5 per tun at the barns. s. H. 

Conesus Center, N. Y., March, 1861. . 

®l)e 3fcu)0 tfunimtser 
Italian Bee*. 

We have a host of inquiries about the habits and 
value of Italian Rees. We have seen these bees, 
particularly the queens, examined them with some 
interest, and this is about all. A good deal that is 
said about Italian bees in America, is founded upon 
the opinions of European Apiarians. No one, we 
think, has had sufficient experience in this country 
to speak with confidence. Dr. Kirtland and others, 
from last year’s experience, are favorably impressed, 
thinking the Italian are more industrious, less 
affected by cold and sudden changes of the weather, 
and more prolific than our common bees. A few 
persons have obtained Italian Queens, and they are 
bound to make money by the operation if they can. 
This, of course, they have as good a right to do as 
the breeder of improved stock, and may at the same 
time that they enrich themselves, confer a benefit 
upon the country. We have obtained a fine engrav¬ 
ing of an Italian Queen. 

The following interesting description of the Italian 
Bee is from a German work, by H. C. Hermann. 

— A line of steamers between Ireland and France is pro. 
jected. 

— American mineral teeth are said to be the best used in 
Europe. 

— A treaty of peace has been signed between Spain and 
Morocco. 

— The Legislature of New York, during the session just 
closed, enacted 860 laws. 

— The city of Paris has recently built 16,000 houses, and 
rents are expected to fall. 

— It is estimated that 36,000.000 friction matches are made 

daily in the United States. 

— The first passenger railroad in London commenced run¬ 

ning on the 25th of March. 

— The French line-of-battle ships are completely overhauled 
and refitted every two years. 

— Three women were baptized by a Mormon Elder at New¬ 

burgh, Ohio, on Sunday week. 

— G. A. Conkling has received the appointment of Indian 
Agent, for the State of Kansas. 

— A number of the “ first ladies ” in Chicago have offered 
their services as regiment nurses. 

— The depot of the Rome and Watertown R. R. at Camdem, 

was destroyed on Thursday night. 

— The citizens of Canandaigua are all agog over the dis¬ 

covery of an ancieut Indian grave yard. 

— The city of Detroit has been mulcted iu $20,000 for leav- 

ing a sewer unprotected A dear lesson. 

— There is a colored woman in Charleston, S. C., who pays 

taxes on $40,000 of real estate and 14 slaves. 

— The average height of Englishmen is five feet eight 

inches; of English women five feet one inch. 

— The Rank of France never discounts a piece of business 

paper which has less than three names on it. 

— There is a negro in Charleston 125 years of age. He is 

as black as jet, and bears the name of Cupid. 

— Dickens, who for years bad an income of £8,000 a year, 

is now said to be in straitened circumstances. 

— A boy in the city of New York has been sent to prison 

for thirty days, for stealing newspapers from door steps. 

— Colt's pistol factory, at Hartford, commenced running 

on double time—twenty hours per day—on Monday week. 

— It is estimated that the average number of letters to 

each box, in the New York post office, per annum, is 1,859. 

— Mr. Russell, correspondent of the Loudon Times, has 

just visited Fort Sumter, to write a newspaporiat view of it. 

— Several parties in Minnesota are about to try the expert- 

ment of raising sheep in that State, on u capital of 1,000 sheep 
each. 

— The taxes of New York city now amount to twelve mil¬ 

lion dollars, equal to two per cent, of the value of its real 
estate. 

— The gross amount expended by the Canadian Govern 

ment on the entertainment of the Prince of Wales is $282,- 

374 28. 

— After an extraordinary amount of opposition, Mr. Train 

has succeeded in completing the first line of street railway in 

London. 

— Ninety-one vessels entered at the port of New York from 

foreign ports on Tuesday, the largest number ever entered in 
one day. 

— Catharine Beecher, sister of Henry Ward, is soon to take 

charge of the boarding department of the Milwaukee female 

seminary. 

— Messrs. Brown A Blair, building movers of Boston, have 

entered into a contract to mov^a large number of buildings 

in Scotland. 

— The natives of Poland resident in New York are prepar¬ 

ing to organize a regiment for service under the President’s 

proclamation. 

— Nathaniel J. Bowditch, the distinguished mathematu 

*8 #aft*}** mwb* - -•* 

— A great religious revival is going on in the Isle ci Man. 

A great reformation in conduct among certain classes has 

been observed. 

— The Irish Pictorial of Boston comes out with a strong 

article to the Irish to rally under the flag of the country of 

their adoption, 

— The citizens of Kansas complain bitterly that their State 

was not called upon for troops, and say they will tender a 

regiment anyhow. 

— A gentleman living seventeen miles from Toledo went 

all the way to that city, on Monday evening week, to attend 

a patriotic meeting. 

— Two lady post mistresses have been reappointed in Mas¬ 

sachusetts— Miss Gardner, in Hingham, and Mrs. Harriet 

Hodges, in Norton. 

— The receipts of the city of Columbus, Ohio, for the year 

ending April 4th, amounted to $70,517.59, aud the disburse¬ 

ments to $70,011.33, 

— In ten years the number of churches in Ohio has increas¬ 

ed 1,850 and the value of them $2,103,437, being 32 and 36 

per cent, respectively. 

— Miss Colfax, cousin of the Hon. Schuyler Colfax, has 

been appointed Light House keeper at Michigan City, with a 

salary of $350 a year. 

— An inspection of the bones of Charlemagne took place 

at Aix-la-Chapelle recently. The remains were found in 

excellent preservation. 

— The Cochituate water bills against eleven of the princi¬ 

pal hotels in Boston, for the first three months of this year, 

amounted to $2,068.43. 

— The House of Representatives of Pennsylvania has re¬ 

fused to permit the baulks of the State to issue bills of a less 

denomination than $5. 

— Mr. James Allen, of Providence, the distinguished aeron¬ 

aut, has offered his services to the Government, to recon¬ 

noitre with his balloon. 

— A new brush for the hair has been invented. The bristles 

are set around tubes, which convey oil, or other liquid, from 

a reservoir, on pressure. 

— The quantity of paper manufactured in Great Britain in 

1858 was 192,847,825 pounds; in 1859, 217,827,197 pounds; in 

1860, 223,576,285 pounds. 

— Gambling is said to be carried on to an extraordinary exj 

tent, just now, in Athens, Greece, where there are no less 

than 5,000 gaming houses. 

— There are one hundred and twenty weekly religious 

papers in the United States, having a circulation of about 

one million copies weekly. 

— A diver of Kingston, Ja , recently recovered a thousand 

dollars worth of ivory from a ship Bunk in the harbor of that 

city one hundred years ago. 

— Dr. John Evans, United States Geologist, died in Wash¬ 

ington, at 10 o’clock on the 13th inst., from pneumonia, alter 

an illness of only a few days. 

— On the 6th inst., two miners at work in a coal pit at 

Wegee, a few miles below Wheeling, Va., were instantly 

killed by the explosion of gas. 

— Horace Bishop died in Adrian, Mich, last week, aged 100. 

He served four years in the revolution, and stood sentry over 

Major Andre at his execution. 

— The New England Life Insurance Company has estab¬ 

lished a war rate, ax two per cent, above ordinary rates, and 

commenced the issuing of policies. 

— The water works of Philadelphia now supply about 65,- 

000 water renters, at $2 50 each, and upwards, according to 

the number of openings in the pipes. 

— Street railroads are about to be commenced at Hamburg, 

Copenhagen, Berlin, and Pesth, in Hungary. These railroads 

are to be built by American engineers. 

— Lieut. Jones, of the U. S. army, died in Saco, Me., on 

27th ult., aged 70 years and 9 months, after nearly 50 years 

suffering from wounds received in 1812. 

— The large increase of the number of Lunatics in Eng¬ 

land is attributed by eminent physiologists of that country to 

the deleterious substances mixed with food. 

Spring has Come!— The Duty of Farmers. — After two 

heavy falls of snow- in April, and much cold and unpleasant 

weather, we arc enabled to announce the advent of Spring¬ 

like skies and atmosphere. The snow storm of lost week 

which prevailed over a large extent of country, seem* to have 

cleared the heavens of the Winter so long hanging over earth 

—for, with the disappearance of the snow, we were favored 

with warm and pleasant weather. The clear sunshine and 

genial atmosphere of Sunday and Monday, gave assurance of 

a long-desired change, and a wonderful impetus to business 

in both town and country. 

— Farmers and gardeners have entered with energy upon 

the peaceful but. pressing and arduous labors' of the season 

Farmers, especially, have much to do in a brief period, as 

the labors of the Spring Campaign must be performed well 

and speedily to insure success. The time Is brief and the 

work great, while the laborers are few, for tens of thousands 

are volunteering to maintain the Government and preserve 

the Union. Those who do not join in the War for the Pres 

ervation of the Union have important duties to discharge at 

home. We said a few weeks ago t.bat every Producer was a 

Patriot — and we trust every farmer will this year demon¬ 

strate his love of kindred and conntrv by efforts to render 

the harvest as abundant as possible. Breadstuff's will no 

doubt be dear, and provisions of all kinds must command 

good prices, Let every cultivator do his best, therefore, 

toward supplying the demand. 

AN ITALIAN QUEEN. 

The yellow Italian Alp Bee is a mountain insect; 
it is found between two mountain chains to the right 
and left of Lombardy and Rhatian Alps, and com¬ 
prises the whole territory of Tessir, Veltlin, and 
South-Graubunden. It thrives up to the height of 
4,500 feet above the level of the sea, and appears to 
prefer the northern climate to the warmer, for in the 
south of Italy it is not found. 

As all good and noble things in the world are more 
scarce than common ones, so there are more common 
hlaclc bees than of the noble yellow race, which latter 
inhabit only a very small piece of country, while the 
black ones are at home everywhere in Europe, and 
even in America. 

The Italian yellow bee differs from the Common 
black bee in its longer, slender form, and light 
chrome-yellow color, with light brimstone-colored 
wings, and two orange-red girths, each one-sixth of 
an inch wide. Working bees as well as drones have 
this mark. The drones are further distinguished by 
the girths being scolloped, like the spotted water- 
serpent, and attain an astonishing size; almost half 
as corpulent again as the black drones. The queen 
has the sume marks as the working bees, hut much 
more conspicuous and lighter; she is much larger 
than the black queen, aud easy to he singled out of 
the swarm, on account of her remarkable size and 
light c olor. These bees are almost transparent when 
the sun shines on them. 

This race has nothing in common with the black 
bees; this can he instantly seen by their ways and 
manner of building. The ceils of the Jtniian bees are 
considerably deeper and broader than those of the 
black bees. Fifteen cells of the Itulians are us broad 
as sixteen cells of black kind. 

They arc oxtremolytendcr, amiable little creatures, 
and a bee-protector is not necessary with them, as, 
unprovoked, they never sting, least of all their own 
master. It is a specific Swiss bee; the Alps are their 
home, and there they thrive beautifully: the higher 
the better. The exhalations of an Italian bee-hive is 
pungent, and easy to be distinguished from a German 

hive. 
The Italian bees have decidedly the preference. If 

a piece of honey is anywhere about, the Italians are 
sure to he the first, to find it out. Loug before the 
black bees fly out, the Italians come, and are indus¬ 
trious until late in Autumn, when the black bees 
have long since ceased to work. Everywhere they 
scent the honey first, and are therefore the first to 
discover a weak neighboring hive and to rob them of 

their stores. 

Old Wagon* and Carriages. 

Almost every farmer, in the early part of his 
practice, is tempted t,o buy second-hand wagons, old 
carriages, etc., from their cheapness; hut if he keeps 
a correct account of the bills for repairs by the 
blacksmith, wheelwright, painter and others, he will 
soon discover that the first wear of the carriage is 
the cheapest. Thus a new Roi kawuy will frequently 
run two, three or four yeare, with scarcely a repair, 
and if well cared for, will seem to he almost as good 
as now: the next three years will develop rather a 
different state of things. Those who have most 
experience, find it to their advantage to sell their old 
carriages before they begin to need frequent repair. 
A carriage, like a carpet, may he worn a long time in 
good order, hut as soon as either show wear, they are 
well sold at half their cost. So says the Working 
farmer. 

Tin, Wif#at Crop of this section, as before stated, presents 

an unpromising appearance, though It Is improving of late. 

Our advices as to the extent of injury from extreme cold 

weather, when the ground was bare, and also from heaving, 

are somewhat contradictory, but all agree that the prospect 

is unfavorable. A letter from Norfolk Co., C. W., April 16, 

says:—"In this locality wheat has suffered severely from a 

very bard spring That which has survived the severity of 

the weather Is so late that the midgo is almost sure to 

destroy it Comparing the prospect of this spring with last, 

1 do not, think we shall have more than half a crop.” We 

have more favorable report* from Ohio, Indiana, Ac. A 

friend writing from Noble Co., Ind., says: — “ We are having 

a wet, backward sprii\r'T, Mt *-v rwm looks unusually 
r_2.6 ... ivurntern Indiana. 

Mangel Wnrzel Experiment. 

James Childs, of Deerfield, Mass., President of 
Wapping Club, planted, on the 23d of May last, 47 
rods of sandy loam with mangel wurzel. Previously 
four cart loads of green manure had been plowed in, 
and one curt IosuLlS£ umpost harrowed in. Haifa 

rprouted and turn popped by hand in rotas, two or 
three seeds to the hilt, about three feet by fifteen 
inches apart.’ There were many vacancies of from 
three to seven feet, but they were cultivated und hoed 
on the 16th of June, 27th of June, and 20th of July, 
at an expense of $3.91, and harvested the loth of 
October. The yield was at, the rate of 18 tons per 
acre. One of the largest weighed IGj lbs., and an 
average rod 232 lbs. The tops weighed 54 lbs. to the 
rod, or at the rate of 4$ tons per acre. Weight of 
entire crop nearly 224 tons. Expense of crop, in 
eluding manure. $17.16. 

Wheat Growing Countries— Average Yield. — A late 

number of the IV, i'. Tribune contains an interesting article 

on Wheat Culture, and the product, of the leading cereal In 

different countries. From the figures given it. seems that 

ours is not the greatest wheat producing country, both France 

and Britain exceeding it In average yield Our last year's 

crop is assumed to be 180,000.000 bushels, but the average is 

probably only 120,000,000—and, as our system of agriculture 

is exhausting the best lands, a diminution of the yield is an¬ 

ticipated, The average yield of other countries is stated as 

follows: 

France,.191,422.248 
Britain. 145,3(H),000 
Two Sicilies,.. 64,000,000 
Canada,.  60,470,1^1 
Spain.  46.914,800 
Austria,... 27,785,568 
Sardinia,..   19,975.000 
Russia, ex. only,..  18,921,776 
Belgium,--    13,360,000 
Portugal,.  5,600,000 
Turkey, ex. only. 4,629.000 
Holland.1... 3,000,000 
Denmark,...    3,000.000 
Sweden and Norway,..  1,200.000 

" Here is an annual production of over 606.000.000 bushels, 

if the crops of this continent are included, the total may be 

safely assumed to be 900,000,000, as the unascertained product 

of Russia and Turkey must be very large. No better evidence 

of the primary value of the wheat plant to the human family 

could be given than such an exhibition as this. It proves 

that where the highest civilization has been attained, there 

the greatest production is realized." 

Soaking Seed Torn. 

Ik the Rural of the 20th inst. wo begun the 
publication of II. C. Kendall’s experience in the 
“Culture of Corn,” as given iu the Rural Register. 

The issue of that date contained his views upon pre¬ 
paring the land for this crop, and we now give his 
opinion relative to soaking the seed. He says: 

The soaking of seed corn in various liquids, for 
six, twelve, or twenty-four hours, previous to plant¬ 
ing, as is of late the general practice, is a too general 
error. If we could he insured a long continued 
drouth immediately following the planting, the soak¬ 
ing process might be productive of good results as 
insuring speedy germination; but as on the contrary, 
we are very generally viBited with one Or more cold, 
very wet rains, of unseasonable duration, just after 
we have committed our seed corn to the ground, by 
soaking it, we secure the loss of one-lourth by rot¬ 
ting in the hill, the annoyance of replanting, at a 
time when other work hurries, and the satisfaction of 
seeing that portion which has survived our hydro¬ 
pathic treatment, growing up pale, feeble, conBurop- 
tive-lookiug stalks. We hold that three pints of 
common gas tar, thoroughly stirred into a hushel of 
seed corn, until every grain receives a ooating of the 
tar, and then the whole mixed with plaster, wood 
ashes, or dry loam, until it is no longer sticky, is the 
best possible preparation for seed corn; an efficient 
protection against rot, the depredations of crows, 
jays, field mice, and ground squirrels, and the best 
protection yet discovered against the insidious 

attacks of the “cut-worm.” 

Tobacco Smoke tor Bees. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—In your impression 
of March lGtb, T notice that U. H, T. has a protest 
against the use of “ tobacco smoke for quieting boes.” 
1 hasten to send, you mine, though for other and I 
hope more philosophic reasons. H. H. T. says “ it is 
inhuman to sicken the poor things,” — 1 presume he 
means the bees,— “with tin* fumes of tobacco.” In 
the belief that it. is “ inhuman to sicken ” the bees, I 
most heartily concur. It appears to me, from the 
foregoing, that, H. H. T. believes that tobacco smoke 
is used for the express purpose to sicken the bees, or 
that it does sicken them. If this be the case, n. H. T. 
evidently has a wrong view of the nse of tobacco 
smoke, or its effects* on the bees when properly used. 
When properly used, it is not, for the purpose of 
“sickening," but merely to frighten the bees, when they 
instantly commence to fill their sacs with honey. 
When the bees have their sacs tilled with honey, they 
are always peaceable and may be handled by any per¬ 

son with perfect impunity. To use tobacco smoke 
properly, just enough should be used to frighten the 

bees, and no more. 

H. H. T. again says:—“Sprinkle them with sweet¬ 
ened water, and I will guarantee yon that they will 
be as quiet, and in much better humor, than if yon 
blow tobacco smoke in their faces.” It is, indeed, 
true, that sweetened water will make bees perfectly 

docile, but it is not also true that bees are in “much 

better humor ” by being made docile by sweetened 
water than when made so by tobacco smoke. I wish 
here to say a few words respecting sweetened water 
or liquid sweets. If the bee-keeper has hut a few 
colonies of bees, and has plenty of time to spare in 
their examination, it may answer to use the liquid 
sweets only. But in large apiaries, or even in small 
apiaries where “ time is money," it will not pay to use 
liquid sweets to make the bees docile. This is a fast 
age. and to be up with the times, it is necessary to 
adopt other means to make bees docile than by feed¬ 

ing liquid sweets, which takes up too much time. 

In the closing remarks of H. H. T., he says that the 
smoke of cotton, or cotton nigs, will answer as well 
as the smoke of tobacco, “aud bo less injurious.” 
The theory that tobacco smoke when properly used is 
“ injurious" to bees, cannot he sustained. I have 
used for a series of years —except last season — 
large quantities of tobacco for smoking bees to 
frighten them, but have never known the smoke to be 
injurious, even when not properly used. I hereby 

Samples ok Fink Wool.—We have received twenty-five 

samples of wool from the Spanish Merino flock of Messrs S. 

L. A K. N. Bisskll. of Shoreham, Vt. These samples are of 

fine quality, and indicate that Messrs B. have a superior grade 

of sheep. Mr. E. Mcnson, of Tyre, N. Y., also sends ussome 

excellent samples of fine wool — which compare favorably 

with the above and others recently noticed in the Rural. 

We think Mr. M. is breeding in the right direction, and is cer¬ 

tainly entitled to credit for what he has accomplished. He 

has. no sheep for sale. 

Aldkn’s Thill HorsE-Hok. advertised in this paper, is a 

superior implement for the purposes to which it lb adapted. 

As a Cultivator we thiuk it is unequalled, while the ease with 

which it can be changed aod used for other purposes renders 

it a decided “institution” for the farmer or gardener. At a 

recent trial in this city, its advantages were clearly shown, 

every farmer present being delighted with its operation. We 

can cordially, as we do voluntarily, commend it to the atten¬ 

tion of our readers. 

GROWING AND MARKETING WILLOWS 

In answer to inquiries already published, in rela¬ 
tion to the best method of growing and marketing 
the Osier Willow, the following is furnished us by 
D. L. Halsey, of Victory, N. Y.: 

“Drained swamp or bottom land I consider the 
best soil, although almost any kind of moist or sandy 
soil will produce fair crops of willow. Prepare the 
land by plowing and harrowing, so as to have a 
smooth, even surface. Stretch a line across the plat 
in the direction you wish to have the rows. Push the 
cuttings into the soil, leaving one ortwo inches above 
ground, the right end up, and eight inches apart in 
the row; the rows wide enough apart to admit the 
cultivator. Cultivate, if dry enough; if not, hoe 
twice during the first season. 

If good fresh cuttings are set, they will make a 
growth of five or six feet the first summer, if set 
early. They may he set as late as June and root 
well, hut will make a less growth of top the first sea¬ 
son. Cut all close to the ground, late in the fall, du¬ 
ring thaws in the winter, or early spring, so as to 
have them out of the way of other farm work. Bind 
in bundles, keeping the huts even, and set up after 
the manner of cutting up corn, and every willow 
should touch the ground. In June they arc run 
through a willow peeling machine, bound in bundles, 
and shipped to New York city, where they sell readily 
at one hundred to one hundred and forty dollars per 
tun, the fine willow bringing the latter price. No 
further cultivation is needed. The willow must be 
cut every year.” 

Profitable Fanning. 

The Neui-England Farmer reports an interesting 
discussion by the Legislative Agricultural Society at 
Boston, on the subject of the moat profitable kinds of 
farming in different parts of the State. Mr. White, 
of Petersham, said a farmer in Barrie kept 16 cows, 
that produced each 440 pounds of new milk cheese, 
at 10 cts. per pound—which is over $700 for the 16 
cows. Mr. Proctor, of Danvers, said that in Essex 
county, men who cultivated from 2 to 30 acres, made 
as high as $40 per acre by thorough plowing and 
manuring freely, mostly by raising vegetables. 
Onions were raised largely before the insect was 
known—many had cleared over $100 per acre, Onions 
do not exhaust the land, and successive crops for 20 
years had been raised, and at 500 bushels per aore. 
Hay had proved profitable, as well as beets and car¬ 
rots; and within a year 30 bushels of wheat had been 
obtained from an acre, Mr. Bushnell, of Sheffield, 
was strong in favor of sheep husbandry; but its profits 
had been greatly reduced by the ravages of dogs. 
Animals in which Spanish Merino blood prevailed, 
produced 3(.to 6 lbs. of washed wool per head, usu¬ 
ally selling at 50 cts. per lb. He had been engaged in 
the sheep raising for 30 years, and had increased the 
value of his land 50 per cent, by it. Land which 

The Season in Wisconsin.—Recent Letters from different 

sections of Wisconsin say the season is very backward. A 

friend writing from Waushara Co., April 18, says:—“Our 

Spring is very backward. The ground is dow white with 

snow, which fell yesterday Hardly a hushel of grain has 

beeusown north of Fox Riverthisspring.” And a letter from 

Fond du Lac Co., dated the 14th, says:—“ Spring cold and 

backward Last year at this time we had our wheat all sown; 

now we have not sown any." 

The Galen Ag. Socibtt, (Wayne Co.,) elected the follow¬ 

ing officers at its recent annual meeting: President—Hon. I. 

8. Retchum. rice-President—P. T. Chamberlin. Treasurer 

—Thos. Piumtree. Secretary—Jos. Watson Executive Com¬ 

mittee—A F. Redfield, Matthew Mackey and O H. Ketchum. 

The Society resolved to hold a Fair at Clyde, October 10th 

and 11th. 

Cashmere Goats at the West.—It is said that Mr. Ken¬ 

drick, of Chicago, has fifteen grade Cashmere goats, pur¬ 

chased in Tennessee last fall, from which he is breeding on a 

farm near that city. He proposes to test their profit in this 

climate. 

Lusua Nature —Mr. I. Raze, of Somerset, N. Y., writes 

us that he has a great curiosity—a pig with six legs. “ It has 

four hind legs, all of a size, and travels on the outside ones.” 

Where’s Barnum ? 



TOBTmwrOEM Pears. 

Connecticut. —Best six. Rostiezer. Bartlett, Belle 

Lucrative, Buffum, Lawrence, and Benrre Langelier. 

Best twelve. Doyenne d'Kte, 
Flemish Beauty 

Jersey, 

•Beurre Langelier. 

Best six on quince. Benrre d’Amalis, Belle. Lucra¬ 

tive, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Urbaniste, Duchess, 
and Glout Morceau. 

RnonE Island. —Best six. Dearborn’s Seedling, 

Beurre Giftard, Bartlett, Pratt, Belle Lucrative, 
Lawrence. 

Best twelve. Bloodgood, Beurre GifFard, Dear¬ 

born’s Seedling, Doyenne Boussock, Bartlett, Belle 

Lucrative, Pratt, Flemish Beauty, Keckel, Buffum, 
Lawrence, Easter Beurre. 

Best six on quince. Beurre GifTard, Louise Bonne 

de Jersey, Duchess, Beurre Diel, Urbaniste, Glout 
Morceau. 

Mississippi. — Best six. Madeleine, Belle Lucra¬ 

tive, Dearborn’s Seedling, Beurre Diel, Bartlett, 
Winter Nelis. 

Best twelve. Madeleine, B. Lucrative, Bloodgood, 

Seckel, Dearborn's Seedling, White Dovenne. Rna. 

WESTERN APPLES. 

Our horticultural friends at the 

West are energetic in whatever they 

undertake. For many years, varie¬ 

ties of apples have been grown in 

Western States, some of them of 

good quality, and others, though 

somewhat inferior, see.ru peculiarly 

adapted to that section of the coun¬ 

try. Those fruits have been com¬ 

paratively unknown at the East, 

while even where they are best 

known, some of them pass by seve¬ 

ral names, while much obscurity 

exists asJ;o their Origin, arid various 

Conflicting opinions are. entertained. 

Our good friend, Dr. Warder, has 

devoted ranch time to this subject, 

and with others has rendered in¬ 

valuable service in bringing order 

out of ooufusioti. In a few years we 

It is not hardy in this latitude. 

Rostiezer 

Belle Lucrative, Louise 

Buffum, Beurre d’Aujon, Seckel, 

TREE PLANTING, 

The nurserymen in this section of the country are 

doing a very extensive business the present spring. 

The demand is much greater than was anticipated, and 

seems to he but little affected by tbe distracted state 

of the country. Farmers seem determined to plant 

in hope. It is difficult to make those who have lived 

for almost half a century under the best government 

ever devised by man and blessed by the Almighty, 

believe that this fair fabric is to lie brought to min 

by traitors. Hence, with a firm, and we hope, well- 

founded reliance upon the good sense of the people, 

and upon a Higher power, they continue to plant, 

and we believe will eni of the fruits of their planting. 

We know we shall be doing a good serv ice to some 

by urging that especial care be given to all newly 

planted trees and shrubs. Do nothing hurriedly or 

carelessly. Careless planting you may never be able 

to rectify. An extra hour at. this work may save 

many dollar’s worth of trees as well as a good deal of 

disappointment. Examine the roots and remove all 

that are bruised. Have the ground well prepared, 

and then yon will not have to dig deep holes. It is 

better to ent off a long, straggling root, than to put it 

in the ground, bent and cramped. See that the earth 

placed in contact with the roots is fine and mellow, 

and rich enough to afford the food they will very 

much need as soon as they push out. Many of them 

have been injured and destroyed by removal, and 

just as soon as the warm weather stirs the sap, there 

will be a great demand upon those remaining for nu¬ 

triment. They are young and tender, and not as 

vigorous as they would be had not the tree been 

removed, and therefore it is necessary to have the 

soil in immediate contact with the roots of just the 

right kind to famish proper and delicate food. Don’t 

put any fresh manure near them, as they cannot 

digest this the first season at least. Be sure that 

there are no cavities around the roots, as there is 

almost certain to be unless the earth is very fine, and 

put in a little at a time, and well worked in. Don't 

plant too deep. Make a good broad hole, so that the 

roots can set down comfortably and enjoy the air and 

sunshine. It is better to set a stake and fasten the 

tree to it, than to depend upon a great weight of earth 

at the bottom, to keep it in place. 

Preserved Fruit— (:nn y0„ tej| 
preserved in gla«* jars have failed t 
generally than usual':'—W 

We don’t know, unless \ • 

injured, and allowed air to enter tb 

cause of fruit being lost, 

the jars for the last v 

you used old corks that have been 

- ..ie jars. This is often the 

TliP corks, too, that arc sold with 

ear or two, have heon miserable things, 
lull 01 large holes. As soon ns the fruit begins to shrink 

Iron) cooling, causing » vacuum In the jar, the pressure of 

the outside air tinds n way of entrance through the warm 

wax, leaving small holes imperceptible, unless on the most 

rareI'uI examination. The corks for preserve jars should be 

of the very best material, instead of the poorest, an ie now 
the case. 

Barren Pi,om Trees— (.1, c. Wilhc 

destroys your fruit. There seems to be n 

your trees, as they blossom freely. Last 

tions for heading off this insect. 

DltLAWARK GraI'K PROM CUTTINGS, &c, 

//ope,;—The Delaware will grow from 

AUTUMN SEKK NU I TKTUEK. 

was the Autumn Keek-no-Further, a specimen of 

which was presented us hy W. H. Looms, of Indian¬ 

apolis, Indiana. It is a fine fruit, above medium 

size, greenish, splashed with red, of very good qual¬ 

ity. Of this apple, we present our readers an 
engraving. 

Sortmitturat 
»—c”- ”” wKtt. some oi tuose least able, in a pecu¬ 

niary point of view, spare no pains or trouble, aud go to a 

considerable expanse to import the host seed, grafts, Ac., for 

the purpose of improving their stock of Mowers and fruit ; 

and there are, perhaps, many more who would do so if they 

knew how to set about it. To such wo would recommend au 

interview with Mr. John Roberts, Mr. B, Lowe. or Mr. Lewis 
I., Whitlock.” 

Keokuk Horticultural Society.—The monthly meetiug 

ol this Society, held on the 7th ult,, was well attended, and 

an interesting discussion sprang up on the report of the 

committee on apple trees for orchard culture. 

This Society lias recently been ohtaining the opinions or 

nurserymen and fruit growers as to the twelve most 

profitable varieties of npples for orchard cultivation in this 

section of Iowa and the contiguous portions of Illinois and 

Missouri. Experience, itissaid, has proved that a variety that 

hears well in one locality does not succeed as well in, ao.dher 

locality, even within the distance of a mile. Some varieties 

OLD-FASHIONED INDIAN PUDDING. 

Noticing an inquiry in a late Rural for a recipe 

for making an “old-fashioned Indian Pudding,” I 

send the following which I think is excellent. Take 

1 quart, sour milk; 2 teaspoons soda; I egg; 1 teacup 

of Hour; Indian meal sufficient to make it stiff as 

griddle cakes; 1 teacup of fruit. Put this into a bag 

and boil three hours. Servo with rich suuco.— 
Molljic T., Corfu, N. I\. igfij. 

The following recipe I think very good for Indian 

boiled pudding. Take one pint of new milk, boil, 

and while boiling stir in meal to a thick batter, then 

put into a hag made of drilling, and boil two hours, 

Another way of making it is to chop suet fine, 

one-half teacupful; one-half teacup of molasses, stir- 

in meal as before, and boil in the same manner— 

Farmer’s Wife, Dane Co., Win., 1801. 

In compliance with a request in a late number of 

the Rural, I inclose the following recipe for boiled 

Indian pudding. Take I quart of buttermilk, or 

sweet milk; 2 eggs; a few dried berries; 1 teaspoon 

ol salcratus; stir in Indian meal to a stiff batter. 

Boil two hours In a linen bag, with pork. Serve 
with cream.— A. J. Edmister. /,;,■/» v;nun 

FRUITS FOR SPECIAL LOCALITIES, 

It is doubtless known to all our readers that the 

American I’omological Society, previous to its last 

session, issued circulars to the local committees of 

the different States and Territories, asking among 

other questions, the names of the best six and twelve 

varieties of Apples and Pears for family use. We 

had designed, as time and space permitted, to give 

the answers to those and other questions in a tabular 

form, and may yet do so, though we anticipate much 

more complete and valuable information in the next 

report, as the committee on the revision of the cata¬ 

logue is pushing forward the work. In Hooey's 

Magazine, however, we find the answers to the above 

questions, which we think will be both interesting 
and instructive. 

Apples. 

---- Ibnurh- Williuttm I’-- 
enwcin, l orter, Hnbbardston Nonsuch, aud Baldwin. 

ttest twelve. Early Harvest, Bough, Red Astra- 

ehan, Williams, Primate, Fall Pippin, Porter. Hub- 

bardston Nonsuch, Gravensteiu, Baldwin, B. I. Green¬ 
ing, and Roxbury Russet/ 

Rhode Island.— Best six. Early Harvest, Wil- 

liams, Porter, Baldwin, R. L Greening, and Roxbury 
Russet. 

Best twelve. Early Harvest, Bough, Williams, 

Porter, Gravenstein, Beauty of Kent, R. L Greening 

Peek’s Pleasant, Baldwin, Hnbbardston Nonsuch’ 
>hepard riweet, Roxbury Russet. 

Mississippi. - Best six. Carolina Red June, Horse. 

-'Dmmer Red, Camenser, Shockley, and Poole 

Best twelve. Carolina Red June, John Hunt, 

Horse, Sommer Red, Covington, Sweet Russet, 

Ulley, Conner. Shockley, Poole, May, Camenser. 

Eentucky. - Beet, six. .Early Harvest, Maiden’s 

'Josh, Rambo, Small Romanite (Carthouse), Wine- 
sap, and Rawle’s Janet 

Best twelve. Early Harvest, Maiden’s Blush, Caro- 

hna Red June, American Summer Pearinain, Rambo. 

tnnsylvama Red Streak, Bellflower, Milam. Wine- 
sap, New York Pippin, 
Janet 

From E (! Henderson & Sons, 
London, England, a catalogue of choice and selected Flower 

Seeds; also, a selected list, or Agricultural and Vegetable 

Seeds. A well-printed pamphlet of 84 pages, containing en¬ 
gravings of many new tilings, 

I’rom Hovby ti Co., Boston, catalogue of Carden, Vege¬ 

table. Flower, Agricultural and Crass Seeds, &c., a well ar¬ 

ranged and excellent catalogue of over 00 pages. 

—From John Dick, IGugsessing, Philadelphia, Catalogue 

01 Azaleas, CamelliiiM, Roses, Fucldaa, Dahlias, Verbenas and 

Other Orenn-Houso Plants. Also, Hardy Trees, Shrubs, Ever¬ 

greens. A neat pamphlet of mine 20 pages. 
- J.w Bak.vbk * Hwrri^tt ST3.» Mac., 

Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, embracing many 

and rare varieties, besides all the old established favorites 

W)th copious descriptive and cultural notes. A/ine catalogue 
of about 00 pages. 

A Borer in the Peak Trees.-While working about some 

dwarf pear trees, a few days ago, I discovered that the bark 

of one of the trees, near the aurface of the ground, had he- 

come blackened and cracked; and upon examination I found 

that the tree had been nearly girdled hr a ,.,-,,1. 1.... 

INI 1HUU LTCTION OF LOMBARDI" 

I notice the Lombardy Poplar (i 

is referred to, as introduced to o 

Hamilton, but the records of that 

it was introduced tin ■ * 

grandfather, and that he hadloo! 
nurseries, which were 

its propagation was attempted by others, 

thus was first introduced by Win. Prince, my father 

and was sent to him by Mr. Thompson, a nurseryman 

at Mile tnd, near Loudon, as the Sicilian Tanner's 

Kumach, and was disseminated for several years under 

this name, until some importations of Allan thus from 

I’ranee revealed its true title. The first Ailanthns 

trees In Pennsylvania, 1 think, were sent, by Win, 

Prince to Colonel Robert Carr, Bartram’s Garden, 

under tbe erroneous name of “ Tanner's Sumach," 

and after the discovery of the true name, William 

Prince re-purchased from Colonel Carr all the young 

trees he could spare of “Tanners’ Sumach.” As a 

proof that a rose, by any other name, not only smells 

as Bweet> fjUt much sweeter, I may be permitted to 

recount an amusing fact. For a course of years, this 

tree was cultivated in Win. Prince’s nurseries, under 

the title by which it had been received by him, but 

the name of “ Sumach ” was so repulsive that the 

very aspect of the tree seemed hideous, and there 

were so Tew purchasers that thousands were thrown 

out, perfectly unsalable; but after the error in the 

name was corrected, and " Chinese Ailanthus » was 

substituted for Sumach, a potent charrn came over 

the entire tree, and every one gazed on it with won¬ 

der and admiration, and for many years it was im¬ 

possible to Buj.ply the demands at treble the former 

prices. It also happened, fortunately, that the male 

variety was the one originally introduced, and there 

was, consequently, no objection to the tree for the 

offensive odor which the bloom of the female variety 
exhales. * > 

It may here, perhaps, be permitted me to depart 

from the subject for a moment, to say that William \ 

Innce was a thorough “American System” man I 

even before the time of Henry Clay, and that be! - 

therefore, was desirous of superseding the importa- 8 

tion of Sicilian Sumach, as he was afterwards desir- c 

Populus fasligiata,) 

uir country by Wm. 

: tree will hIiow that 

iib early by Win. Prince, iny 

,000 growing in his 

disseminated far and wide before 

The Allan- 

1 ue 1 will State that my trees were 

quince stock, fully three indies below the 

the borer had done his work wholly beneath 

l had supposed the pear tree was exempt 

K of such enemies, and I write you to ask 

a now thing, anil to request, through the 

formation in regard to it that will be bene 

“r frnlt grower I found the borer in three 

n in roy garden, but I have since examined 

trees in the neighborhood, without finding 

Ticks, Bristol, Out. Co., A’. K. 1801. 
climbing roses arc adapted, aud they will well 

ingenuity of a clever roHe gardener; in many cac 

ing the use of standards, which are for a great po 
year so very ugly. 

"The ‘how to do’ these roses ie very simp 

rapid growth be required, the place in which th< 

planted should be well stirred to a depth of tw 

manure mixed with the earth, ami climbing ro 

sorts as Felicite, Piincorse Louise, Princegge 

Spectabile (all varieties of Itosa wmperviren* J 

planted in November, if they have strong shoot 

be tied or fastened up to nearly their full length- 

long and strong shoots, they utay be cut down to 

inches of tlmir base- they will in the fallowing r« 

shouts from ten to twetve or fifteen feet in length 

shoots that will be tit to bnd will he the old shoot 

left at full length when they were planted, the 

ia>h. kural New-Yorker: For the benefit of W 
1 would Hay you put too much shortening in you! 

doughnuts, and that is the reason they absorb the 

lard they are fried in. Here Is my recipe for plain 

doughnuts: 1 cup new milk; 14 cups sugar; 1 egg- 

2 tablespoonfuls melted butter; 1 even teaspoonfui 

soda; lj teaspoonfuls cream tartar; a little salt, and 

spice to taste. A great deal depends upon having 

the lard just the right heat— P„ New York, 1801. 

Seeing an inquirv in a lat.n nnmhor +i... n.._ 

Ri„r "ariy mrve8t’ Benoni, Maiden’s 
Blush, Ohio Nonpareil, Rambo, Tolraan’s Sweet, 

allawater, Rome Beauty, Smith's Cider, Newtown 
I spitzenberg, Baldwin, and White Pippin. 

Northern Omo. - Best six. Early Harvest, Gar- 

IZho Belm0Dt’ R 1 Greenin*’ 
I BeBt tw«lve. Garden Royal, Belmont, Baldwin, 

I fosuch (Red Canada), Myer’s Nonpareil, Jersey 

2 HarVeSt’ K 1 Gre«nin& Rambo, Red 
I Asnachan, Bough, Winesap. 

I Southern Ohio. — BeBt six. Early Harvest, Be- 

Pearmain11 PiPPiD' Bellflower’ Jouathan, Cannon 

nonrVntVe' ^ Harvest* Red Astraohan, Be- 
1, Fall Wine, Ashmore, Maiden’s Blush, Rambo, 

J°“lba“' Rawle'8 

“X- & ,J“rvest' M Xstra- 

Beit ..If F‘J' Plpp,“' “• L Gre“i“S' »oMuch. 
Lowell r ^ ^ Iiarvest' 1{ed Astrachan, Bough, 

BelWo^nTr"’ Wi<? Codlin’ Fal1 pW«b 

^ies’S^ing. eemUg’ R°*-RuSSet’ Noa8™h’ 

settedi?iern ftW Y°rk’ PeriI1Bylvania, and Massachu- 

>a these rei'Iy to Gie questi°ns; but cultivators 

they think d 'Ca!! lLese lists with as 
they only -t81rable- As we have before remarked, 

fruit# for J KT: DOt ded<le Which are the best 
Wnel and the Varieties named •» ‘ompara- 
to knowThel CT0t baVe been tested long wough j 
Wes than nr Ne* *°rk Produces more , 

a™*** °ther State’ and a reply to the 

^cea of hV *0C5e‘y WOald bave the prefer- ’ 

all that ha/b V6CnltiVat0r8' ^*°twitl?Htaruling , 

Roll7 SU,d' tbe R- L keening I 

varieties and 77 ^ llu‘ mo6t P°Pular native a 

Aatrachan r- 1-^° °tlgh’ Kar1^ Uarvest and Red e 

Pjrts which are f1'6 West bas some native ^ 
Lcpinir i,l,;,r,- UCb Culllvau'd. some only for their u 

Krineer T' aSid6 fr0m P^-nd l 
Lfi their ^ < Vt 0calltie8> tbey are very little known, 

°TTVe ^ andecided- The list of fl . ersaily p0pular gorts ia hnnra— 

inquiries amt Ansiws 
Wine man Kaihins— Can you, t 

s;i“‘Tw,"f: r"'"'”tnm ** 
Wooiien trinighx, which ii 1 

no more expenmvef—A SoBSORruEiq Oneida, N V.~ 

11H ate »u'-li information a» l« requltoi] in aHcertainlno- n 

«• mak^wfn^or1^ 10ei2am r’ "in1” °r millic and how 

<!d "• ren,J,n*jr bi» viowa on that subject, and hnni 

( an you, or any of your readers 
,v,n„ frem common dried or box 

preparation for coating the inside of 
~ •* “s or better, than paint, aud 
■A SnUSlfT/t n 1ST nr1 1 

ivemepy for Rheumatism.—Dr. Bonnet, of Graul 

bet, in France, states, in a letter to the Abeille \hdi 

cate, that he lias long been in the habit of prescribing 

the essential oil of turpentine Tor frictions against 

rheumatism, and that ho has used it himself with 

perfect success, baying almost instantaneously got 
rid o( rheumatic pains in both kneaa m.,i ... 1..*. 
shoulder. 

n n V V,: ~i iY'n iDf0rm mo "Bere I can get 
tamber Shv°,wn in thc Ruraj, of 

8l wn i‘ ’ r,,!,n Jr!" DoabI« wBite Horse-Chest- !»pSi-'s.f’ite a,h“ '* ... 
f (be Mulberry, and where it couid be obtained, we gave 

necessary information a week or two since. The Double 

wering Horse-Chestnut can be obtained at the nurseries 

W. It. Prince, in Gardeners' Monthly, 

}ilJ that having several times soiled 
his hands with coal tar and other sticky substances 

ot the same nature, and used the essence of turpen¬ 

tine, freely, like water, to wash his hands in, and 

then washed them again in soap and water, he, after 

drying them well, always experienced a pricking 

sensation similar to that which is felt on receiving 

electrical sparks on one’s knuckles. This sensation 

would last about two hours; and it is to this exciting 

action of oil of turpentine that he attributes its elli- 
cacy in rheumatism. 

aew Yorker:—As it is getting near 

season, perhaps a few hints on raising 

cauliflower might not come amiss. I 

led to raise good heads by the follow- 

hich may be new to some of your 

in Am.K Trues—Please inform a 
iark cracking io the fruit trees? 
rith a knife, in ,/uno, prevent it? 

1 years ago this spring, 
“near the ground, 

apple trees, in this section, is not 

- injury from this cause. 

may know more of this matter. 

SH ia 
Ir0do not k” ,0 tWwy ^w' rat hotheads m^for 

„iV* K*mng a cold, wet, baekward spring. Wheat 

br7dHc^f am m‘‘n’ "0,IS T"' *5* wl'icli' was sown 
winter Uln"‘ properly drained,Js much injured by the 

I set. out a hundred apple trees two - 
and about one quarter of them are cracked 
—J • 11 , Pitcher, Chen. Co.. At F . ISfiJ. 

Cracking of the bark of i 1 ' 

common. IVe have not known I 

Perhaps vrQG of onr readers 

Cleaning Brogue Shawls. - Having seen ar 

inquiry in a late issue of the Rural how to chum 

the white middle of “Brocho Shaws,” I will sen.] my 

mode, which I have tried and found to be good. 

Take snow water, a little warm, and toilet soap, wash 

thoroughly and rinse after washing, spread over a 

flannel cloth till partly dry, and then iron on the 

same. 1 his method will render them clear and white 

without injury. _ J{. H. P., Nunda Station, N V 
1 u/n ' * > 

Rticdltoral Society.—Our neighbors across 

t flourishing Horticultural Society. The last 

Cubt/ury Star, after urging all and especially 

're ami moans, to give their countenance aud 

Society says:-" In regard to the improvement 

horticultural produce, we may remark that, 

Society whose claim* we advocate, we -have 

racter to maintain in regard to the excellence 
and vegetables, and to some extent of our 

it behooves us to see that we maintain our 

no roses fall from our chaplet. In the article 

uuld rather say the Substantive ’ of cabbages 

can hardly expect to sec finer specimens than I 

tr, but we hope that our gardeners will strive I 

Muffins. — Will some of the Rural reade 
inform me how to make muifins?—Lizzie 
Ohio, 18(il. 



Head, and a raspberry moustache, with six hairs 

in it; paint pot on its cheek, and a little dot of a 

goatee on its chin; with pretty blinking little studs 

in its shirt bosom, and a neck-tie that looks as if 

it would faint were it tumbled. I’d as lieve look at a 

poodle. I always feel a desire to nip it up with a 

pair of sugar tongs, drop it gently into a bowl of 

cream, and strew pink rose leaves over its little 

remains. 

Finally, my readers, when soul magnetizes soul, 

the question of beauty is a dead letter. Whom one 

loves is always handsome, the world’s arbitrary rules 

notwithstanding; therefore, when you say. “what 

can the handsome Mr. Bmith see to admire in that 

stick of a Miss Jones?” or “what can the pretty Miss 

T. sec to like in that homely Mr. Jones?” yon simply 

talk nonsense — as you generally do on such subjects. 

Still the parson gets his fcea and the census goes on 

all the same.—Fanny Fern. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

A CHAPTER FOR THE MEN. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New Yorker.] 

THE UPPER SABBATH. 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

MY FAVORITE SONG. [Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

VOICES. BV JOHN WARD ALLEN 

My favorite song do bard hath sung 

Of all the deathless choir; 

Tvras never lisped by living tongue. 

Nor struck from harp or lyre. 

I hear it oft, but ne’er the same 

As when I heard it last, 

It has no form,—it has no name,— 

Tin heard,—'Us loved,—Us past. 

’Tie heard in every passing breeze, 

And in the tempest's roar.— 

It echoes from the surging seas 

Rebounding from the shore. 

The thunder’s loud and deafening crash 

Hath music for roy ear; 

Nor does the lightning’s viWJ flash 

Appal my heart with fear. 

The gentle showers that, pattering, fall 

(Jo shrub, and plant, and tree. 

On lowly cot and stately hill, 

Are a lullaby to me. 

For Nature’s tones are sweeter far, 

And dearer to my heart, 

Than harp, or lute, or ligit guitar, 

Though touched with Ot-phean art. 

Then list, my heart, tho* magic lays 

Resounding through tljfi air, 

Are Nature’s minstrel*’ sing of praise— 

Their hymn of thanks and prayer. 

Pillar Point, N. Y.. 1861. P. 1 

BY MAKOARKT ELLIOTT Walking up the golden stairway 

Which the angels oft have trod, 

Formed in all its mystic splendor 

By the plastic hand of God, 

To that beauteous upper Sabbath 

Where the sinless worship God. 

Entering through the heavenly portals, 

Breathing then the perfumed air 

Of that healthful upper region, 

See wc loved one? gathered there,— 

Loved ones from our saddened hearth-stones, 

Who have gone to worship there. 

On their brows are living garlands, 

Made of love’s undying bloom, 

In those bowers of fadeless flowers, 

In their home beyond the tomb— 

0, what countless Sabbath glories 

In that home beyond the tomb! 

Though they left u», God bereft ns, 

And they’ve only gone before. 

And they beckon us to meet them 

Where are partings nevermore, 

In that endless upper Sabbath 

Where are sorrows nevermore. 

Hidden Vale, 1861. 

A DISCORD of sweet voices fills the air, 

Like silvery bells struck by an untaught hand, 

All musical and sweet. butblendiDg not, 

As rise arid fall the.y on the slumb’rous air. 

So ever and anon one voice 

Rises above the other*, and the sound 

Is borne by breezes soft, and zephyrs sweet, 

And greets thy ear One full of laughter, 

Whoso rippling peals of music smite the air, 

Till bird, and lice, and Howto gushing with glee, 

Echo the glad refrain. Then one 

With utterance subdued, hut full of bliss, 

Telling the gladness of a heart at rest, 

Husbes the noisy din but for the nonce, 

And then, as in reprisal of the loss, 

It rises high, and higher, till the air 

Is filled with mirthful melody. 

’Tis hushed again. A low voice, passing sweet, 

But tremulous in its sweetness, Btills the rest, 

And over all there falls a shade of grief,— 

A tender yearning for some joy that’s gone. 

Oh, heart of mine! thou hast not learned as yet 

All the sad lessons Life doth bring to thee; 

For the glad voices met no full response, 

And that which soothed all others soothed not thee. 

Thy bitter longing and thy sad unrest 

Fled not before the joyous tones that fell 

In gleeful cadences upon thy ear. 

Gainesville, N. Y., 1861. 

FOR WHAT CHILDREN ARE GRATEFUL. 

Parents upend a life of toil in order to leave their 

children wealth, to secure them social position and 

other worldly advantages. 1 do not underrate the 

worth of these things. Had they not been valuable, 

there would not have been so many providential ar¬ 

rangements impelling men to seek them. I would 

only show that there is something of infinitely greater 

value, not only to the parent, but to be transmitted to 

the child. What does the child most love to remem¬ 

ber? T never heard a child express any gratification 

or pride that a parent bad been too fond of accumu¬ 

lating money, though the child at that moment was 

enjoying that accumulation. But I have heard chil¬ 

dren, though their inheritance had been crippled and 

cut down by it, say, with a glow of satisfaction on 

their features, that a parent had been too kind-hearted, 

too hospitable, too liberal, and public-spirited, to be 

a very prosperous man. A parent who leaves nothing 

but wealth, or similar social advantages, to bis chil¬ 

dren, is apt to be speedily forgotten. 

However it ought to be, parents are not particularly 

held in honor by children because of the worldly ad¬ 

vantages they leave them. These are received as a 

matter of course. There is comparatively little 

gratitude for this. The heir of an empire hardly 

thanks him who bequeathed it. He more often en¬ 

deavors before his time to thrust him from bis throne. 

But let a child be able to say, my father was a just 

man, he was affectionate in his home, he was tender¬ 

hearted, he was useful in the community and loved to 

do good iu society, be was a helper to the young, the 

poor, tbc unfortunate, he was a man of principle, 

liberal, upright, 'devout —and the child’s memory 

cleaves to that parent. He honors him, treasures his 

name and his memory, thinks himself blest in having 

had such a parent, and the older he grows, instead of 

forgetting, only reveres and honors and remembers 

him the more. Here is experience and affection sit¬ 

ting in judgment on human attainment. It shows 

what is most worth the seeking.—Ephraim Peabody. 

[Written for Moore's Rnral New-Yorker.] 

THE PILLAR OF FIRE. 

The idea of a whole nation being led in all their 

movements by the visible presence of Jehovah, is 

one of the most sublime and awe-inspiring ideas of 

which the mind can form a conception. Regarded 

simply as a natural phenomenon, the pillar of cloud 

and fire is one of the most remarkable that the world 

has ever known. Of its nature we are entirely igno 

rant; but it must have been wonderful in extent and 

brilliancy to be seen at once by the journeying mil¬ 

lions of Israel. Probably, duringthe day, it extended 

as a cloud over the Israelitish host, protecting them 

from the severe heat of the climate in which they 

were journeying. “ He spread His cloud for a cover¬ 

ing.” We cannot wonder that Moses exclaimed, 

“ What nation is there so great, that hath Gon so 

nigh unto them.” 

In view of God’s special providence over the Jews, 

and the wonderful manner in which He delivered 

them from bondage, and led them out of Egypt, 

keeping ever near them in a pillar of cloud by 

day and a pillar of lire by night, we would natu¬ 

rally expect that their acts would be character¬ 

ized by implicit confidence in God, and obedience 

to His will. Especially would we expect this after 

the summary manner in which He manifested His 

hatred of sin in the punishment of Nadab and 

Afinni, and the rebels Kobatt, Datham, and Aim- 
ram. That they were not obedient, even after the 

special and wonderful manifestations of God’s provi¬ 

dence of love and wrath, is an illustration of the 

weakness of human nature, which remains the same 

through all time. There is, in the conduct of men at 

the present time, a counterpart to the conduct of the 

Jews. God is as really by every member of the 

human family as though lie were f’l A ; ’ " 
pillar of ciono ny usty ana ol fire by night. How- 

ever much guilt may be kept from the view of imi, 

it cannot be hid from the Omniscient Eye. “ For 

the ways of man are before the Lord, and He pon- 

dereth all his goings,” Tilts thought, so terrible to 

the enemieB of Gon, is full of consolation for the 

Christian. The world may slander ns, and misrepre¬ 

sent actions put forth with the best intentions; but 

God looks upon the heart, and understands the 

motives by which we are actuated. Resentment can 

never sway His love. Even though our weary Ice'. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

! “HARD TRUTHS,” ONCE MORE [Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

A WORD ABOUT POETRY. 

It seems that an article headed “Hard Truths” 

has occasioned some little stir in the columns of the 

Ritrai.. I never should have thought of saying a 

word in defence of the subject, bad not an article 

appeared in a late number, written by one “C(l)oven 

Hovon,” or Cloven Foot,— which was it? My in¬ 

dignation was instantly aroused. That “ Farmer’s 

Wife” lias just cause of complaint, there are many 

in the circle of my acquaintance ready to acknowl¬ 

edge. Perhaps it is the truth of her statements which 

makes them so cutting. I saw nothing in her com¬ 

munication calculated to draw forth such a volley of 

invectives as has been showered upon her. I am a 

farmer’s wife, too; and know how to sympathize, to 

a certain extent, with those similarly situated. I 

know what it is to have the bread burned as black as 

the “ace of spades,” piesfour inches thick, crockery 

smashed, a stream pouring out faster than a farmer 

in moderate circumstances can pour in. I disclaim 

the epithet of being a hard mistress, neither is my 

temper bad at present, although I would not guarantee 

what it might be, were it subjected to a thorough 

course of hired help treatment in doors. 

“ A Hired Girl ” comes out, and excuses her class 

on the ground of the low wages paid them. I always 

thought that girls did not receive a sufficient remu¬ 

neration for their labor, in comparison with the 

“ Lords of Creation,” but that is not the fault, of the 

mistress,—the failure lies in custom. Again, “he 

that is faithful in a little is faithful also in much,” 

consequently it follows if they will not do well with 

their present wages, would they do any better with 

greater. 
Next a “School Teacher” takes it up, and says, 

that an experience of four years teaching, and hoard¬ 

ing around, has convinced her that, as a general 

rule, good mistresses have good help. Now, let us 

reverse the matter, and say that good help makes 

good mistresses. The last will probably hold as 

good as the first. 

Now. what says C(l)oveu Hovon, begging Madam 

Fanner’s pardou. to start with. “Do you perceive 

what a furore you have stirred up among the labor¬ 

ing population?” What does the man mean? Who 

labors harder than a farmer's wile? Then he accuses 

her of driving her girls around with a broom-stick: 

cudgeling them with a pudding-slick,—just as if sbo 

were not better employed. And, to cap the climax, 

he compares her to “Old Blue Beard,” dragging 

them around by the hair of their heads, Ac. W Imt 

an insult to a lady of intelligence, who ventured to 

make known her grievances. He acknowledges 

Carlyle says, “If a man find himself called upon 

to speak, let him speak manfully some words of truth 

and sobriety; and, in general, leave the singing and 

verse making part till the last extremity of some out¬ 

ward or inward impulse drive him irresistibly 

thither.” The above advice, coming from such a 

source, contains great consolation for those of us 

who, denied the poetic faculty, find ourselveR unable 

by kicks, blows, or 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE NEGLECTED WIFE. 

0, is there anything, in the whole wide world, so 

sad, so despairing, so desolate, as the heart of an un¬ 

loved, neglected wile? Life in a blank to ber, and 

the doors of hope arc closed this side ol eternity. If 

she has done all that kindness, gentleness, patience, 

can do, to win back the departed love, what more 

lcinaineth for her tint the long, monotonous days, 

and endless, wakeful nights, when hopeless, nselcBs 

tears bedew her sleepless pillow? She may try to he 

cheerful,—she does try to hide her wretchedness 

from the outside, misjudging world. She Iovcb her 

children, and tries to he content in the respect of the 

few friends she may chance to have; for, is she not 

almost excluded from scoiety? She has no right, 

and no desire, to seek the protection and society of 

other gentlemen, and what woman, however worthy, 

is not, by nearly all, considered of little value it her 

husband depreciate her? He may go forth into 

the world and find amusement and pleasure, without 

censure, but for her there are only the same duties 

repeated, day after day, and year after year, with a 

weight of loneliness crushing every joy. 

Sorrowing mourner! If there arc angels whose 

mission is to cheer the stricken ones of earth, may 

they come near, and save you from the black dark¬ 

ness that broods in the heart of the questioner Of 

Goo’s mercy and justice. Forget not other blessings 

that may till your cup, though the richest, dearest, 

sweetest boon that can bo given to woman,—a hus¬ 

band’s love,—is denied to you. Harriet. 

persuasion, to prevail on the 

winged courser to advance a single step with ns up 

the Parnassian hill. The eminent Scotch critic 

wholly disbelieves in poetry; he even thinks Hhak- 

spkake would have written better in prose. IJe does 

not seem to consider that men speak best in the 

language natural to them; that they whose sweet 

nature it is to sing, find their happiest expression in 

smooth flowing numbers, while the scolding, fault¬ 

finding genus seek relief in liarsb, vituperative 

words, Impossible to reduce to rythmical measure. 

The poet has this advantage over the prose writer, 

that his words make a quicker, stronger impression, 

and so are longer remembered, lait the same senti¬ 

ment be expressed in poetical and in prose language, 

and note bow much sooner it attracts the reader’s 

or hearer’s attention, and how much more easily 

it is committed to memory in the first named form 

than in the last. The metrical language, the succes¬ 

sion of long and short syllables, the regular cadence, 

all seem to give the thought they convey increased 

meaning and importance, and help fix it in the 
memory. Rot render* of both prose and 
poetry must have noticed, also, how much gieatei is 

the tendency of an idea or sentiment to expand into 

many words,—to drag itself out to a wearisome 

length,—in the hands of an ordinary writer of the 

latter than of the former species of composition. 

Poetic license permits not only the lengthening a 

syllable to suit the measure, but also allows the 

drawing out a thought to fill a space that the writer 

does not know what else to do with, or larger than 

could be properly accorded it in prose. Thus we 

often meet with a passable piece of poetry containing 

fewer important ideas or striking sentiments than 

would suffice for the foundation of a respectable. 

THE PLEASANT WORLD 

Tt is somewhere related, that a poor soldier, hav¬ 

ing had his skull fractured, was told by the Doctor 

that, his brains were visible. “Do write and tell 

futbdr of it, for be always said I had no brains,” he 

replied. How many fathers and mothers tell their 

children this, and how often does such a remark con¬ 

tribute not a little to prevent any development of the 

brain? A grown-up person tolls a child he is brain¬ 

less, foolish, or a blockhead, or that he is deficient 

in some mental or moral faculty, and in nine cases 

out of ten, the statement is believed, or if not fully 

believed, the thought it may he partially so, acts like 

an incubus to repress the confidence and energies of 

Ibat child. Let any person look back to childhood’s 

days, and he can doubtless recall many words aud 

expressions which exerted such a discouraging or 

encouraging influence over him, as to tell upon his 

tion of poetical pieces by a professed prose writer 

docs not detract somewhat from his fame in 

the kind of writing he usually practices, aud on 

which he depends for his living and his literary 

name. Examples might be mentioned among Ameri¬ 

can authors, of persons who, perhaps, have spent 

years in writing prose for every hour they have 

devoted to poetry, and yet they have gained far more 

celebrity by their poetic efforts than their prose com¬ 

positions. And when we remember that poetry, 

from the earliest ages, has been the favorite literature 

of all nations, that poets, ancient and modern, are 

the especially loved and honored ol mankind, we are 

the dullest and worst of hoys, and while none of his ied to distrust the Scotchman’s taste and judgment, 

good qualities or capabilities had been mentioned, and to think that poetry cannot be the poor, idle 

and he believed he had none, a single word of praise he would have us believe. a. 

arid appreciation, carelessly dropped in liis hearing, South Livonia, N. Y., 1861. 

changed his whole course of thought. We have 

often heard him say, “that word saved him.” The 

moment lie thought he could do well, he resolved 

that he would—and he lias done well. Parents, these 

are important considerations.—Selected. 

Children’s Rights.—Why should not a child’s 

fancy in the way of food,—wo refer to their intense 

dislike of certain things,—be regarded, as well us 

the repugnance of an adult. We oousider it a great 

piece of cruelty to force a child to eat things that are 

repulsive to it, because somebody ouce wrote a wise 

saw to the effect, “ that children should eat whatever 

is set before them.” We have often seen the poor 

little victims shudder and choke at sight of a bit of 

fat meat, or a little scum of cream on boiled milk; 

toothsome enough to those who like them, but in 

their case a purgatorial infliction. Whenever there 

is this decided antipathy, nature should be respected, 

even in the person of the smallest child; and be who 

would act otherwise, is himself smaller than the 

child over whom he would so unjustifiably tyrannize. 

Earnestness.—The moment tnat men oeuni* 
thoroughly in earnest, all those things about which 

Christians quarrel, become dwarfed down indeed. 

And why so? Because then we feel that life is the 

thing that is needed—life iB the thing that is impor¬ 

tant; aud whether you be Church or Dissent, Wesley¬ 

an, Independent or Baptist, you may have your P«f 

erences: but they will all sink into comparative to 

significance: Christ and Him crucified will be all and 

RIGHT STYLE OF MEN 
One of Dean Trench’s sermons on the subject 

“ What we can and what we cannot carry away when 

we die,” commences thus appositely “ Alexan¬ 

der the Great, being upon bis death bed, command** 

that when he was carried forth to the grave, >■ 
hands should not be wrapped, as was usual, m ' e 

cerecloths, but should be left outside the bier, so that 

all men might see them, and might see that they 

Well, in the first place, there must i>e enougu oi 

him; or failing in that,—but, come to think of it, he 

musn't fail in that, because there can be no beauty 

without health, or, at least, according to my way of 

thinking. In the second place, he must have a beard; 

whiskers — as the gods please, but a beard I insist 

upon, else one might as well look at a girl. Let his 

voice have a dash of Niagara, with the music of a 

baby’s laugh in it. Let his smile be like the breaking 

forth of the sunshine of a spring morning. As to his 

figure, it should be strong enough to contend with a 

man, alight enough to tremble in the presence of the 

woman lie loves. Of course, if he is a well made 

man, it follows that he must he graceful, on the prin- 

I ciple that perfect machinery always moves harmoni- 
and himself, and the milk 

PARADISE OF HIGH-MINDED WOMEN 

The adventurous African explorer, Dr. Liviug- 

stone, states, in a recent letter, that he has found 

nothing more remarkable among the highly intelli¬ 

gent tribes of the Upper Sambesi than the respect 

universally accorded to women by them. Many of 

the tribes are governed by a female chief. “ If you 

demand anything of a man,” remarks the intrepid 

explorer, he replies, “ I will talk to my wife about it.” 

If the woman consents, your demand is granted; if 

she refuse, you will receive a negative reply. Women 

talk in all the public assemblies. Among the Beclie- 

nas and Kaffirs, the men swear by their father, but 

among the veritable Africans, occupying the center 

of the continent, they always swear by their mother. 

If a young man falls in love with a maiden of another 

village, be leaves bis own and takes up his dwelling 

in her’s. He is obliged to provide in part for the 

THE LITTLE ONES 

Do you ever think how much work a little child 

does in a day? How from sunrise to snnset, the dear 

little feet patter around, to ns, so aimlessly? Climb¬ 

ing up here, kneeling down there, ruuniug to another 

place, but never still. Twisting and turning, rolling, 

reaching aud doubling, as if testing every bone and 

muscle for their future uses. It is very curious to 

watch it. One. who does so may well understand the 

deep breathing of the little sleeper, as, with one arm 

tossed over its curly head, it prepares for the next 

day’s gymnastics. Tireless through the day ’till that 

time comes, as the maternal love that so patiently 

accommodates itself, hour after hour, to its thousand 

wants and caprices, real or fancied. 

A busy creature is a little child,— to be looked 

npon with awe as well as with delight, as its clear 

eye looks trustingly in faces that to God and man 

have essayed to wear a mask, —as it sits down in its 

chair to ponder, precociously, over the white lie you 

thought it " funny ” to tell it,—as rising and leaning 

on your knees, it says thoughtfully, in a tone that 

fihnnlrl vrovnke a tear, not a smile— “ I don't believe 

ously; therefore you, 
pitcher, are safe elbow neighbors at the table. This 

style of handsome man would no more think of carry¬ 

ing a cane than he would use a parasol to keep the 

sun out of his eyes. He can wear gloves or warm his 

hands in his breast pockets, as he pleases. He can 

even commit the suicidal beauty act of taming his 

outside coat collar up over his ears of stormy days, 

with perfect impunity; the tailor didn’t make hitn, 

and as to his hatter, if he depends on tiiis handsome 

man’s patronage of the “latest spring style,” I fear 

he would die of hope deferred: and yet —by Apollo! 

what a bow he makes, and what an expressive adieu 

he can wave with his hand. For all this he is not 

conceited —for he hath brains. 

But your conventional “handsome man” of the 
barber’s-window-wax-figure-head-pattern; with a pet 

lock in the middle of its forehead, an apple-sized 

Many professing Christians are like railroad. 

houses, and the wicked are whirled indifferer 

them, and go on their way forgetting them; w 

they should he like switches, taking sinnera * 

track, and putting them on another. 
* —-* • ♦ 

Many- men want wealth—not a competence 

but a Jive story competence. Everything su 

this; and religion they would like as a sort o 

ning rod to their bouses, to ward off, by-and-i 

bolts of divine wrath. ^ __ 

“ It is not the stubborn letter,” said Milton, 

must govern us, but the divine and softening 

of charity, which turns and winds thei dicta i . 

positive commandment, and shapes it o - 

If the secrets of every guest at a jete were toiu, 

would any be found unnrixedly happy? Would there 

be one devoid of cares of their own or other people’s, 

undisturbed by the absence of the right individual 

or the presence of the wrong one, by mishaps of 

deportment, difficulties of dress, or want ol notice? 

Perhaps, after all, it may be best to have some one 

abiding anxiety, strong enough to destroy tedium, 
distresses; and most whole- and exclude the pettier 

some is it that this should be an interest entirely 

external.__ _ 

To cite the examples of history, in order to animate 

us to virtue or to arm us with fortitude, is to call up 

the illustrious dead to inspire and to improve the The first of all virtues is innocence; the second is 

modesty: and neither departs without being quickly 

followed by the other. 



[Foreign Correspondence of the Rural New-Yorker.) 

AN HOUR’S WALK IN TUSCANY, 

And where is that bund who so vauntingly swore 

That the havoc of war and the battle's contusion 

A home and a country should leavo us no more ? 

Their blood has washed out their foul footsteps’ pollution. 

No refuge could save the hireling and slave 

From the terror of (light or the gloom of the grave ! 

And the Star-spangled Banner in triumph doth wave 

O’er the land of the Free and the home of the Brave ! 

0! thus he it over when Freeineu shall stand 

Between their loved home and the war’s desolation; 

Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven-rescued land 

Praise the power that hath made and preserved us a natiou, 

Then conquer we must, when our cause it is just, 

And this be our motto —In Out) is our trust! 

O sav, can you see by the dawn's early light. 

What so proudly we bail'd at the twilight’s last gleaming, 

Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight, 

O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming; 

And the rocket's red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 

Gave proof through the tiight that our Hag was sill there — 

0 say, dees that Star-spangled Banner yet wave 

O'er the land oT the Free and the home of the Brave ? 

On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep, 

Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes, 

What is that which the broezo o'er the towering steep, 

As it fitfully blows, half conceals, half discloses? 

Now it catches the gleam of the morning’s first beam, 

In full glory reflected now shines on the stream — 

Tis the Star-spangled Banner, 0! long may it wave 

O’er the land of the Free and the home of the Brave ! 

solid shot striking the dark walls, and in each 

instance followed by a fume of dust from the battered 
surface, hm man was visibly strinUwu prooiratw on 

the wharf, and carried to the fort,; and several guns 

were dismounted. The walls, too, in several spots, 

were damaged. And while Sumter has certainly and 

manifestly been injured, no loss is yet sustained on 

our part. Fort Moultrie is intact, so far as fighting 

capacity is concerned. The iron battery 0 ready for 

continued work, after a full and fair trial of its 

powers of resistance; also the floating jiattery. The 

practice of our soldiers, as marksmen, has been 

excellent and highly satisfactory to officers of science 

and experience; and, great, satisfaction, at the last 

accouuts, six o’clock P. M., not one man of our 

army has sutiered injury. 

Fort Moultrie huB fully sustained the prestige of its 

glorious name. It fired very nearly gun for gun with 

Fort, Sumter. We counted the guns from eleven to 

twelve o’clock, and found them to he 42 to 40, while 

the advantage was unquestionably upon the side Of 

Fort Moultrie. In that Foil not a gun was dis¬ 

mounted, not a wound received, not the slightest 

permanent injury sustained by any of its defences, 

while every ball from Fort Moultrie left its mark 

upon Fort Sumter. Many of its shells were dropped 

into that Fort, mid Lieut. John Mitchell, the worthy 

son of that patriot Hire, who has so nobly vindicated 

the cause of the South, has the honor of dismounting 

two of its parapet guns by a single shot from one of 

the Columbiads, which at the time he had the office 

of directing. 

The famous iron batteries—the one at Cummings’ 

Point, named for Mr. C. H. Stevens, the inventor, 

constructed 

horse, with his head in an empty bag, draws a jolly, 

brown-faced man, who, with half-shut eyes, hums a 

strain. Out runs an urchin to look at this stwU-s 
. —-•••v ..ui ms iijotiier'.i beds. 

Maternal rage rises; she Hies after him, as fast as her 

scanty woolen dresB will permit her to move, her 

yellow kerchief streaming behind her head. Catch¬ 

ing the rogue up, she holds him iu the air crying 

" Ragazzacchio! inechino!” Naughty boy! had 

child, lie. While she administers resounding re¬ 

proofs, with her hands. They come down like 

wooden mallets, and the little curly-head dangles 

piteously in the air, which he fills with his screams. 

Another turn brings us to a fine road, with hedges 

on each side, white with blossoms. Ask an Italian the 

name of this Dower, and yon hear Fiora di Marchia. 

It is called in England Black Thorn, and bears those 

berries which suggest the common comparison, "as 

black as sloes.’’ There is another wild hedge, they 

call “ May,” with fine whito flowers. The hedges of 

wild roses are thickly budded, and will soou load the 

air with fragrance, rtn some roads, where the 

Acacia grows, and snows its petals upon the roses, 

the effect is very pretty. All along the road-sides 

grows a plant, which we call Indian Arrowhead, 

though these leaves are larger and have more vena¬ 

tions. It is termed here Zambucca, and is used for 

poultices. Shrubs without odor, with pale purple 

flowers of the papilionaceous order, abound on these 

banks. A high shrub, with pretty blue llovvcrs, grow¬ 

ing in whorls, with an odor like sago, is one that is 

much used in dressing and adornlug meats for the 

table. Dandelions here aud there lift their heads, 

like old friends. The disc florets however are not 

full, so they are but poverty-stricken cousins to the 

huge ones which make our meadows glorious in 

June, and furnish ringlets to so many children. 

Daises sow the grass like stars; dear little daises, the 

favorites of our gardens, the gowon of Scottish bills, 

the “ wee modest crimson tippit flower ” of Burns. 
This one just plucked is precisely what in our gar¬ 

dens at home we call la petite Marguerite. 

There are no woods here, or we could find those 

loveliest treasures, Lilies of the Valley. They are not 

very plenty though, except in gardens. In the C'ase- 

ine we find Lilies, Myrtle, Violets, Anemones, aud 

all tender flowers that open to the thrushes’ songs. 

What they call Anemones, look very much like our 

Tulips. 

Here we are on the highway again, with its walls 

hiding all view. The sun already gives the Iris hues 

of parting to the western sky, and purplish mists vail 

the mountain tops. The streets are already quite 

dark, as we enter the Porta San Gallo. Arno. 

VVImt n Northerner Saw. 

“Jasper,” the correspondent of the N. Y. Times, 

who has resided in Charleston for the past three 

mouths, and who at last found the place too warm 

for personal comfort, gives a statement which dissi¬ 

pates many of the fictions set afloat by telegraph. 

Uo says: 

At 1!) minutes past (! o’clock precisely, the first 

shot was fired from the Five-mortar Battery on James’ 

Island, followed in quick succession by the Iron 

Battery at Cummings' Point, the Floating Battery, 

Fort Moultrie, and the one at Mount Pleasant. At 6 

A. M., Dr. Uobortaon, an intimate, personal and 

professional friend, hurriedly approached me and 

inquired if Fort Sumter had opened lire. At <>J 

o’clock precisely, the first gun was tired from Fort 

Sumter, directed at Stevens’ Point, and soon tlie 

conflict begtune general on either side. The sun 

rose on as beautiful a morning as the world has ever 

seen, but soon the clouds gathered thick and fast, 

and nature poured forth her torrents as though 

frowning on the infamous spectacle. At times, the 

Fort was completely bidden from view, yet the iron 

hail sped on its murderous work, aud the distinctive 

sounds of shot arid shell could be clearly marked out 

as they cut the thin uir with fearful rapidity. 

Whenever the haze lifted, I could discover the 

sacred flag of our country proudly spreading itself to 

the breeze. Although the shot fell around it thick 

aud fast, yet it seemed to possess an absolute power 

of intangibility, and nothing could disturb it. The 

scene was solemn in the extreme. Even the crowd 

that now lined the wharf forbore, bushed the rude 

jest, and seemed at last to comprehend that war was 

at last inaugurated, and that, too, by South Carolina. 

Dropping for a time the account of my arrest as a 

“ Federal Spy,” let me assure your readers that 

Sumter was not enveloped In flames at any time; that 

the men were not scut out on a raft to collect water 

to extinguish the fire, simply because there was 

plenty of the article inside; that the fort was not 

breached at all, aud that it was not a blackened mass 

jo( ruins when the curtain dropped ou the last act of 

the tragedy. No boat left Morris Island with a 

United States flag for Major Anderson when his own 

was shot away, simply because the Morris Island 

boys had no such flag to oiler. They so hate the 

Stars and Stripes that they would have sooner been 

bitten by the moccasins of their own swamps than 

touch an emblem of the country they have cast oil'. 

It was a pretty telegraphic Action, but very false. 

Major Anderson surreudered Mimply because he found 

that the fort could not continue the siege for any length 

of time. He found that the United States vessels 

were not coming in, and he wished to prevent a 

useless shedding of blood. The paper warriors may 

accuse him of cowardice, but a purer, truer, more 

honest man, does not walk this world. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., APRIL 20, 1861 

FACTS, SCENES, INCIDENTS, ETC, 

Southern View, Capture of Fort Sumter 

As was announced in our last issue, wo this week 

suppress, or condense, certain of the main depart¬ 

ments of the Rural, in order to lay before our read¬ 

ers full accounts of all important, events connected 

with the contest upon which we, as a people, arc just 

entering. It is to be hoped that the necessity for the 

system now Inaugurated will speedily pass away, 

that our nation will again enjoy the blessings of 

quietude, and that, as journalists, our vocation may 

be the description of scenes dedicated to Peace 
rather than the horrors attendant upon War. We 

give below the Southern view of the recent bombard 

rnent and capture of Fort Sumter, as it appears In the 

Charleston Mercury of Saturday, 13th inst. The 

Mercury says: 

We stated yesterday that on Thursday at three 

o’clock P. M- Gen. Beauregard had made a demand 

upon Major Anderson for the evacuation of Fort 

Sumter through his aids, Colonel Chesnnt, Captain 

Lee and Colonel Chisholm, and that Major Anderson 

had respectfully declined, under the circumstances 

of bis position. It was, however, understood that 

unless reinforced he would necessarily yield the post 

in a few days—say by the 15th. An effort was there¬ 

fore made to avoid an engagement, without incur¬ 

ring great risk of reinforcement. At one and a half 

o’clock A. M. Colonel Chesnut and Captain Lee* 

reached Fort Snmter from General Beauregard, and, 

wc gather, were prepared to enter Into any arrange¬ 

ment for non-action as to Fort Sumter, if no assist¬ 

ance were given to the efforts of reinforcement; but 

postponement merely to mature hostile plans waB 

impossible. No satisfactory agreement being pro¬ 

posed, and this being important, at three and a half 

o’clock A. M. Major Anderson was notified that at 

the expiration of an hour the batteries would open 

their fire upon him. The Aids then passed thence in 

a boat to Fort Johnson, and Col. Chesnut ordered 

the fire to begin. 

Precisely at 41 o’clock a shell was fired from the 

signal battery on James’ Island, which, making a 

beautifnl curve, burst immediately above Fort Sum¬ 

ter. Within fifteen minutes all the Carolina batteries 

were in full play. Major Auderson, having no oil 

to light up his casements, and the morning being 

slightly murky and drizzly, did not respond until 

broad day. At a quarter before six he opened liis 

fire by a shot at the Iron Battery on CummingH’ 

Point; thou at Fort Moultrie; the Floating Battery, 

located at the west end of Sullivan’s Island; the 

Dahlgren Battery; the Enfilade Buttery, Major Tra- 

pior’s Battery, and Fort Johnson, interspersing his 

attentions by paying respects to the numerous mortar 

batteries, by which he, encased in brick, is sur¬ 

rounded. Hour after hour lias the fire on both sides 

been kept up, deliberate and unflagging. The steady, 

frequent shock of the cannon's boom, accompanied 

by the bias of balls, and the horrid, hurling sound of 

the flying shell, are now perfectly familiar to the 

people of Charleston. 

While the early sun was veiled' in mist, we Baw 

shell bursting within and illuminating Fort Sumter, 

or exploding in the air above, leaving a small thick 

cloud of white smoke to murk the place. We saw 

and the celebrated Floating Battery, 

under the direction of Captain Hamilton—havo fully 

vindicated the correctness of their conception. Shot 

after shot fell upon them and glanced harmlessly 

away, while from their favorable position their Bhots 

fell with effect upon Fort Sumter, and the southeast 

panoopce, under the Are of the Stevens battery, at 

nightfall, if not actually breached, was badly dam¬ 

aged. At this battery the honor of firing the first 

gun was accorded to the venerable Edmund Buflin of 

Virginia, who marched to the rendezvous at the 

sound of the alarm on Monday night, and who, when 

asked by some person who did not know him, to 

what company be belonged, replied, “To that in 

which there is a vacancy.” 

Boats passed from post to post without the slight¬ 

est hesitation under the guns of Fort Sumter, and 

with high and low, old and young, rich and poor, in 

uniform or without, the common wish and constant 

effort waste reach the posts of action; and amid a 

bombardment resisted with the most consummate skill 

and perseverance, and with the most cflioientjappli- 

ances of military art and science, it is a most remark¬ 

able circumstance, and one which exhibits the infin¬ 

ite goodness of an overruling Providence, that, so 

far as we havo been able to learn from the most 

careful inquiry, uot the slightest injury has been 

sustained by the defenders of their country. 

It may be added, and as an incident that contrib¬ 

uted no little interest to the action of the day, that 

from early in the forenoon threo vessels of war, two 

of them supposed to be the Harriet Lane and Pawnee, 

lay just beyond the bar, inactive spectators of the 

contest. 

Fort Bumter did not return the fire of our batteries 

for over two hours, and ceased firing at 7 o’clock 

P. AL 

It is stated that upon the first visit made by Col. 

Chesnut to Major Andeison, the latter asked for 

time. His request was telegraphed to the President 

at Montgomery. In return, President Davis tele¬ 

graphed that if Anderson would promise not to open 

Hre upon the Charleston batteries, when they should use 

force to repiel force, viz., the anticipated invasion of 

Polish and Hungarian Peasants.—The Polish 

aud Hungarian peasants from the Carpathian Moun¬ 

tains, says a young Polish nobleman, “ are among 

the most active and powerful men in the world. 

They live almost entirely on oat-meal bread and pota¬ 

toes. The Polish soldiers under Bonaparte,” con¬ 

tinues be, “would march forty miles in a day and 

fight a pitched battle, and the next morning be fresh 

and vigorous for further duties.” The peasants of 

some parts of Switzerland, who hardly ever taste 

anything but bread, cheese, and butter, are vigorous 

people. “The Bernese,” observes M. Ilaspail, “so 

active and so strongly formed, live scarcely on any¬ 

thing but maize and fresh water.” Those who have 

penetrated into Spain, have probably witnessed to 

what a distance a Spanish attendant will accompany, 

on foot, a traveler’s mule or carriage, not less than 

forty or fifty miles a day; raw onions and bread being 

his only fare. 

Proclamation of Jeff". Davis. 

Montgomery, April 17. 

The Proclamation of the President of the Confederate 

States of America. 

Whereas, Abraham Lincoln, President of the 
United States, has, by proclamation, announced bis 
intention of invading the Confederacy with an armed 
force for the purpose of capturiug its fortresses and 
thereby subverting its independence and subjecting 
the free people thereof to the dominion of a foreign 
power, 

And whereas It has thus become the duty of this 
government to repel the threatened invasion ami 
defend the rights und liberties of the people by all 
the meanB which the laws of nations and usages of 
civilized warfare place at its disposal. 

Now, therefore, I, Jefferson Davis, President of the 

Goon men have the fewest fears. He has but one 

who fears to do wrong. He has a thousand who has 

overcome that one. 

1 y He 
j 



MOOIiE’S EUEAL MEW-YOKE 

Confederate StateB of America, do issue this, my 
proclamation, inviting all those who may desire by 
service in private armed vessels on the high seas to 
aid this government in resisting so wanton and 
wicked an aggression, to make application for com¬ 
missions or Tetters of marine and reprisal to lx* 
issued under the seal of these Confederate Ftates. 
and I do further notify all persons applying for all 
letters of marque to make a statement in writing, 
giving the name and a suitable description of the 
character, tonnage and force of tho vessel, name of 
the place of' residence of each owner concerned 
therein, and the intended number of crew, and to 
sign each statement and deliver the Rime to the 
Fecretary of State or collector of the port of entry 
of these Confederate States, to be ky him trans¬ 
mitted to the Secretary of State. 

And I do further notify all applicants aforesaid, 
before any commission or letter of marque is issued 
to any vessel or the owners thereof, ami the com¬ 
mander for the time being, they will be required to 
give bonds to the Confederate States with at least 
two responsible sureties, not interested in such 
vessel, in the sum of SiOOfl; or if such vessel be pro¬ 
vided with more than 160 men, then In the penal 
sum of §10,000, with the condition that the owners, 
officers and crew who shall be employed on board 
such commissioned vessel, shall observe the laws of 
these Confederate States, and the instructions given 1 
them for the regulation "f their Conduct, tliut Hhall 
satisfy all damages done contrary to the tenor thereof 
by such vessel during her commission, and deliver 
up the same when revoked by the President of the 
Confederate States. 

And I do further specially enjoin on all persons 
holding offices, civil and military, under the authority 
of the Confederate States, that they be vigilant and 
zealous in the discharge of the duties incident 
thereto, and I do moreover exhort the good people 
of tjjese Confederate States, as they love their coun¬ 
try, as they prize the blessiugs of free government, 
as tbev feel the wrongs of the past, and those now 
threatened in an aggravated form by those whose 
enmity is more implacable because unprovoked, they 
exert themselves in preserving order, In promoting 
concord, in maintaining the authority and efficacy of 
the laws, and in supporting and invigorating all the 
measures which may be adopted for the common 
defence, and by which, under the blessings of Divine 
Providence, we may hope for a speedy, just and hon¬ 
orable peace. 

In witness whereof I have set my hand and caused 
the seal of the Confederate States of A mer¬ 

it.. 8.] ica to bo attached, this seventeenth day of 
April, 18(11. 

(Signed) Jkffbrkon Davis, Pres. 
Robert Toombs, Sec’y of State. 

Capt. Doutilnlnj's Statement. 

Maj. Anderson and his force arrived at New 
York on the 18th inst. The Major was so fatigued 
and hoarse that he could not answer the queries of 
the reporters, and Capt. Doubleday was appointed to 
give the necessary information. The following to a 
digest of his statement: 

The command to surrender SumpteT was made on 
the 11th and refused, not only by Anderson, but by 
the unanimous voice of his command. On Friday 
A. M. at 3, the rebels sent word that fire would be 
opened in an hour, and at 1 fire opened on us from 
every direction, including a bidden battery. Fire 
opened with a volley of 17 mortars, tiring ten inch 
shells, Bhot from 33 guns, mostly Columbiads. We 
took breakfast however, leisurely. The command 
was divided into three watches each tinder the direc¬ 
tion of officers. After breakfast, they immediately 
wont to their guns and opened lire on Moultrie, Cum¬ 
mings’ Point and Sullivan’s Island. The iron battery 
of Cummings’ Point was of immense strength, and 
most of our shot, glanced off. Anderson refused to 
ullow the men to work their guns on the parupet on 
account of the terrific lire directed there. There was 
scarcely any room in Moultrie left inhabitable. 
Several shots went through the floating battery, but 
it was little damaged. Two guns on the Iron Battery 
were dismounted. A man was stationed, who cried 
"shut,” or “shell,” when the rebels fired, and the 
garrison was thus enabled to dodge. 

At first, workmen were reluctant to help work the 

guns, but afterwards they served most willingly, and 

effectually, against the Iron Battery. 
The barracks caught fire several tinieB Friday, but 

were extinguished by the efforts of Mr. Hart, of New 
York, and Segtnan, of Baltimore, both volunteers. 

On Saturday, the Officers Quarters caught fire from 
the Mhells, and the main gates were burnt. The mag¬ 
azine was surrounded by lire, and 90 barrels of pow¬ 
der was token out and thrown into the sea. When 
the magazine was encircled by fire all our materials 

were cut off, and we bad eaten our last biscuit two 
days before. The men had to lie on the ground with 
wot handkerchiefs on their faces, to prevent smother¬ 
ing, and a favorable eddy of wind was all that saved 
our lives. Cartridge bags gave out, and five men were 
employed to manufacture them out of our shirts, 
sheets, blankets. Ac. It will take half a million of 
dollars to repair Fort Sumpter’s interior. 

The following is the conversation between Maj. 
Anderson and Wigfall: 

The latter said : “ Gen. Beauregard wishes to stop 
this, sit’." 

Anderson only replied : “Well ! well !” 
Wigfall—" You’ve done all that can be done, and 

Gen. Beauregard wishes to know upon what terms 
you will evacuate the fort.” 

Anderson— “ Gen. Beauregard is already acquaint¬ 
ed with the terms.” 

Wigfall—“ Do I understand you will evacuate on 

the terras proposed '( 

Anderson— “ Yes, and only on those.” 
Wigfall then returned. Five minutes after, Col. 

Chestnut and others came from Gen Beauregard, ask¬ 
ing it Anderson wanted any help, and stating that 
Wigfall had not seen Gen. Beauregard for two days, 
and had no authority for his demand on Anderson, 
to which Anderson replied: “Then we've been sold, 
we will raise our flag again.” But they requested 
hint to keep it down until comunication was had with 
Gen. Beauregard. The firing then ceased, and three 
hours afterward another deputation came.agrceing to 
the terms previously decided upon. On Sunday 
morning the steamer Isabel came down and anchored 
off the Fort. When all the baggage waspul on board 
the steamer Gen. Clinch, which was used as a trans¬ 
port between the Fort and the Isabel, the troops were 
under arms and a portion were told off to salute the 
flag, and when the last of the fifty guns was fired, the 
flag was lowered amid the loud and hearty cheers of 
the men, who then formed in the gorge and embarked 
to the tune of “Yankee Doodle.” Two men were 
killed on the second round of the salute by a prema¬ 
ture explosion of a gun. Four were wounded, one 
badly, and left at Charleston, (in Monday we steam¬ 
ed down the Harbor, and were transferred to the Bal¬ 
tic, sailing Tuesday morning. 

Fort Sumpter has not been reinforced on any oc¬ 
casion. The Ho 1 Lic arrived off Charleston on the 
morning of Friday, after the firing on Fort Sumpter 
had commenced. 

The following is Major Anderson’s dispatch to the 

Secretary of War: 
Sir:—Havirfg defended Fort Sumter thirty-four 

hours, uutiL the quarters were entirely burned, and 
the main gates destroyed by fire, the gorge walls 
seriously injured, and the magazine surrounded by 
flames, and its door closed from the effects of the 
heat, lour barrels of powder and three cartridges 
Only being available, and no provisions but pork 
remaining" I accepted the terms of evacuation ottered 

by Gen. Beauregard, being the same offered by him 
on the 11th inst., prior to the beginning of hostilities, 
and inarched out of the Fort on Sunday P. M., the 
14th, with colors flying, drums beating, bringing 
away the company and private property, and saluting 
my flag with fifty guns. Robert Anderson, 

Major First Artillery. 
# _ 

Thnt “mortality Pill.” 

The earlier telegraphic dispatches from Charles¬ 
ton stated that “ Sumter was captured without the 
loss of a single life on the part of the .Secessionists, 
and they earnestly hoped the time was not distant 
when they could present a mortality bill as surety of 
their devotion to the South.” This was one reason 
of the incredulity of the people respecting the first 
news of the attack, especially when it was distinctly 
understood (through Southern sources,) that the fire 
of Major Anderson was very accurate and energetic. 
But. It is gradually leaking out that these telegrams 
were intended to cover up the loss sustained by the 
traitors. The N. Y. Express has reliable information 
that 49 were killed and 130 wounded. A correspon¬ 
dent of the Providence, B. 1., Journal, writing from 
Charleston, ntates that the firing of Major Anderson 
was astonishing for its power and vigor, and that it 
did fearful execution on Sullivan’s Island, (Fort 
Moultrie.) Up to Friday evening, thirty men were 
known to have been killed. 

A private letter to a gentleman in New York, dated 
on Friday evening, states that, most of the mortar 
firing from the rebel batteries was very^poor, many 
of the shells bursting a quarter or half mile away, 
while Anderson made his tell with fearful effect. 
When he wrote on Friday afternoon, Andcr»on had 
kept up a constant fire for ten hours, at the rate of 
two discharges a minute- The public accounts from 
the batteries were biased; but be overheard a con¬ 
fidential talk, In which one who had just arrived 
from Sullivan’s lslaud admitted that thirty had been 
killed in Fort Moultrie, and a great many wounded. 

The Troops Attacked In lialtiinore. 

On the 19th inst., while a regiment of the Massa¬ 
chusetts Militia, together with about *200 infantry 
from Pennsylvania, (the latter unarmed,) were 
passing through Baltimore, en route to Washington, 
they were attacked by a mob in favor of the Seces¬ 
sionists. The railroad track was torn up, and the 
troops attempted to march through the city. Mayor 
Brown, with a number of police, appeared at their 
head and led the way. They came along at a brisk 
pace, and when they reached Centre Market space, 
an immense concourse of people closed in behind 
them and commenced Btoning them. When they 
reached Gay street, a large crowd of men armed with 
paving stoneB showered them on their heads so 
that several of them were knocked down in the 
ranks. At the corner of South and Pratt streets a 
man fired a pistol into the ranks of the Militia, when 
those in the rear ranks Immediately wheeled and 
fired upon their assailants and several were wounded. 
The guns of the soldiers that had fallen wounded, 
were seized and fired upon the ranks with fatal effect 
in two instances. After they reached Calvert street, 
they succeeded in checking their pursuers by a rapid 
fire, which brought down two or three, and were not 
much molested until they reached Howard street, 
where another large crowd was assembled. Some 
stoneB were thrown at them, but their guns were not 
loaded, and they passed on through the den v crowl 

down Howard street towards the depot. Orders 
were given to clear the track near the main depot 
building. This was done, and soon after a 
large passenger car of the Philadelphia and Balti¬ 
more Railroad Company came up at a rapid rate, 
tilled with soldiers. This car was soon followed by 
about sixteen more, all of which were also occupied 
by the military. Soon after the train was ready to 
start, under charge of Col. Fhuttuek, assisted by 
Richard Armstrong. In a few minutes after the train 
left, a discharge of firearntB attracted the attention 
of the crowd to the corner of Pratt anil Howard 
streets, where a body of infantry from one of the 
Northern States, about 150 strong, was seen rapidly 
approaching the depot, atid no doubt anxious to 
reach the cars. Some assaulted the command with 
stones, when a number of the latter discharged their 
muskets. A rowdy came behind the last platoon of 
the Massachusetts regiment, caught, a musket from a 
soldier, and shot him in the back, killing him 
instantly. The order was immediately given to fire, 
and several of the mob were killed. The troops 
finally forced their way through. 

A dispatch dated the 20th, says the city is in great 
excitement, and armed men moving in every direc¬ 
tion. The Governor and Mayor have notified the 
President that no more troops can pass through Bal¬ 
timore, unless they fight their way. The bridges on 
the Northern Central Railroad have been destroyed. 

The number killed yesterday was 11 Baltimoriaus, 
and 3 Massachusetts soldiers, and the wounded 4 
citizens and 8 soldiers. The President replies that 
no more troops will be brought through Baltimore, 
provided they are allowed to pass around the city 
withont molestation. 

ituming of Arsenals, etc., nt Harper’s Ferry. 

The facto relative to the destruction of the 
Government Buildings at Harper’s Ferry, as related 
by Lieut. Jones, are as follows: 

Several days ago, be was advised from head¬ 
quarters that his post was in imminent danger, and 
directing him to be prepared for any emergency. 
On the 18th he had information from various sources 
that an attack would be made upon the arsenals that 
night. The Militia of the place, who professed 
loyalty, resolved to disband; the laborers, who were 
acting as guards, manifested a significant uneasiness; 
a special train was known to be on the way to the 
Ferry, and there was positive information of bodies 
of troops, in all amounting to over two thousand 
men, having moved from Winchester, Charlestown, 
and other points, toward the Ferry. Early in the 
evening, the little garrison, consisting of but fifty 
men, commenced the preparation to enable them to 
destroy the arsenals and arms in case of necessity. 
They cut op planks and other timbers with their 
swords to ignite the other buildings. They emplied 
their mattresses, filled them with powder, and carried 
them into the arsenals, so that suspicion was aroused 
among the people. The arms, fifteen thousand in 
number, were then placed in the best position to be 
destroyed by the explosion, and splints of boards 
and straw were piled up in different places in the 
shops, so that all the public buildings could he 
destroyed. At nine o'clock, Lieutenant Jones was 
advised of the advance of not less than two thousand 
men, who expected to he upon him by midnight, aud 
he at once proceeded to the work of destruction. 
The windows and doors of the building were opened 
so that the flames could have free eonrse; and when 
all was ready, the fires were started in the carpenter 
shop, the trains leading to the powder ignited, aud 
his men mat ched out The cry of tire alarmed the 

| town, and just as Lieut. Jones and his men were 

entering the lodge to escape, an excited crowd pur¬ 
sued him, threatening vengeance upon him lor 
having fired the buildings. He wheeled bis tnjen, 
and declared that unless the crowd dispersed/be 
would fire upon them. The mass fell back, ami be 
fled up the canal and took to the woods. Several 
shots were fired after him, but without effect, i He 
was nut out of town over fifteen minutes wheh he 
beard the first explosion, and the burning buildings 
lighted bis path as he escaped southward. IlJdoes 
not doubt but that the destruction of the ars/nals, 
shops, Ac... is complete, as he heard the different 
explosions distinctly. 

.Movements of the Northern States. 

The Northern States are moving with remarka¬ 
ble rapidity in answer to the call for volunteers by 
President Lincoln. It will be remembered fthat the 
number called for is 75,000. These have beufi appor¬ 
tioned among the several States, as follows:/ 

States. Rendezvous. I Regis. 

New York...New York, Albany, Elmira .j_..17 
Pennsylvania_Philadelphia, Harrisburg .- l.16 
New Jersey  _Trenton...i.. 4 
Delaware_....Wilmington_L_1 
Maryland..Frederick, Baltimore_i.4 
North Carolina _Raleigh ...__/.. 2 
Virginia_Staunton, Wheeling_I..3 
Tennessee..Knoxville, Gordonville, Nashville_1 
Arkansas..Little Itock__1.. 1 
Kentucky.Lexington./.4 
Missouri .St. Louis....1.4 
Illinois ..Springfield, Chicago./....  6 
Indiana....Indianapolis ._.../  ..6 

Ohio .Columbus, Cleveland ..1..13 
Michigan ...Detroit ., J.. 1 
Wisconsin.. Milwaukee.I...1 
Iowa...-Keokuk ...I... p 
Minnesota___St. Paul...I........ 1 
Maine..Portland.\. ] 
New Hampshire_Portsmouth..I. 1 

Vermont _ .....Burlington..J_ 1 

Massachusetts .... Springfield_J_  2 
Rhode Island.Providence_I.. p 
Connecticut .New Haven_I...1 

Maine is all alive with military entl|ieiasm, and ten 
times the number of volunteers have tendered their 
services required by the order. 

New Hampshire will promptly furnish her quota of 
troops. Several banks have tendered loans to the 
Government for the equipment, of stich troops, and 
for the support of families of volunteers. 

The Governor of Vermont has called for the regi¬ 
ment apportioned to the 8tate, ani the volunteers 
are mustering for the service. 

Massachusetts lias already dispatched six (four 
more than called fori regiments to Washington. 
Thousands more of volunteers are mustered, and are 
ready, if required. The banks of Host on and other 
cities have tendered loans for military purposes, 
aggregating a million of dollars. 

Rhode Island lias already equipped a thousand 
men, and Gov. Sprague offers to jake command of 
the regiment. Their services have been accepted by 
the Secretary of War. The banks and capitalists 
freely offer money to the State for war purposes. 

Connecticut will have to select from 10,000 men at 
least for the single regiment called for by the Federal 
authorities. Money offered in abundance by the 
banks of Hartford and Now Haven. 

Netc York is mustering Into service 30,000 volun¬ 
teers, pursuant-ti> Uw'Jj.jdiiiiHLil'e providing 
for that number oT armed men. Nearly iwijr an.in. j 
patty of initttjrraed r !to-, q, the Wale lias tendered 
its services. Within twenty days the number who 
will have offered their services in the State will 
doubtless reach 100,000. The moneyed men of New 
York city offer to sustain the Government in a defen¬ 
sive war with all the money it may require. 

Neir Jersey is promptly in the field with her quota 
of volunteers. 

Pennsylvania seems to be gnod for 100,000 men, 
judging from the alacrity displayed. Five thousand 
men in Philadelphia have already volunteered. Lan¬ 
caster, Pittsburgh, and all the larger towns, are 
organizing forces for the emergency, and every ham¬ 
let is sending forth those to do service. 

Delaware has responded with a regiment for its 
national defences. 

Ohio is alive with military ardor. Under the 
authority of the State Government a much larger 
force is being mustered than called for. Ten thou¬ 
sand rank and file are to be kept in readiness for 
action at Cincinnati alone. 

Wisconsin has furnished her quota from Milwaukee 
alone, and is claiming greater space. Each of the 
other Western States are ready to furnish ten times 
their allotment. 

Disposition of the Northern Forces. 

The employment of the immense force called out 
by President Lincoln will depend mainly, it is said, 
upon the course the Border Slave States will pursue in 
reference to the secession issue. As matters are situ¬ 
ated now, it is the intention of the Government to use 
the seventy-five thousand called into service, with the 
regular army, forming an aggregate of about one 
hundred thousand men, as follows: 

First — A corps d'arniee of thirty-five thousand men 
will be collected in and about Washington, for the 
•purpose of defending the seat of government, pro¬ 
tecting the military posts, controlling the Potomac 
and Chesapeake bay, and keeping open the communi¬ 
cation between the North and the Capital. Washing¬ 
ton will serve for its point d’apjrui, while its line of 
operations will extend all along the left bank of the 
right shore of the hay. 

Second — A second corps, twenty-five thousand 
strong, will be formed in and about St. Louis. A 
portion of it will be employed in protecting the Union 
men and Federal property in that State from the 
violence of secession sympathizers, aud the rest in 
holding Cairo, at the junction of the Ohio and Missis¬ 
sippi, the mostiinportanl strategical point in the West. 

Third —Of the remaining forty thousand, five 
thousand are expected to be thrown into Western 
Texas, to form a nucleus around which the Unionists 
of that State will gather. 

Fourth — Twenty-five thousand will be employed 
in a demonstration for the relief of Fort Pickens, 
aud the re-capture of the other fortifications about 
Pensacola Bay. 

Fifth—Ten thousand men will be kept hovering 
in steam transports between Charleston and Savan¬ 
nah, to worry ^te rebels by necessitating the pres¬ 
ence of a large defensive force in both places, and 
effect a landing whenever an opportunity shall offer. 

The army operations will he seconded by a strict 
blockade of the mouths of the Mississippi and all the 
Southern ports. Orders for a general blockade have 
not been issued, but will doubtless be given as soon 
as tbe steam frigates now fitting out are ready for sea. 

Southern Ports to be Blockaded. 

President Lincoln issued a Proclamation on 
the 19th inst., stating that an insurrection against the 
Government of the United States has broken out in 
tbe States of South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala¬ 

bama, Mississippi, Texas, and Louisiana, and the 
laws of the United States for the collection of the 
revenue cannot be effectually executed therein, con¬ 
formable to that provision of the Constitution which 
provides that duties shall be uniform throughout tbe 
United States; and further, that a combination of 
persons engaged in such insurrection have threatened 
to grant Letters of Marque to authorize the bearers 
thereof to commit assaults on the lives, vessels, and 
property of good citizens of the country, lawfully 
engaged in commerce on the high seas and in the 
waters of the United States, and 

Whereas, The President says, an executive procla¬ 
mation has already been issued, requiring the persons 
engaged in these disorderly proceedings to desist, 
and therefore calling out a military force for the pur¬ 
pose of repressing the same, und convening Con¬ 
gress in extraordinary session, to deliberate and 
determine thereon, the President, with a view to the 
same purposes before mentioned and to the protec¬ 
tion of the public peace and the lives and property of 
its orderly citizens, pursuing their lawful occupa¬ 
tions, until Congress shall have assembled and 
deliberated on tbe said unlawful proceedings, or 
until the same shall have ceased, has further deemed 
it advisable to set on foot a blockade of the ports 
within the States aforesaid in pursuance of the laws 
of the United States and the law of nations, in such 
case provided; and for this purpose a competent 
force will be posted so aB to prevent tbe entrance and 
exit of vessel from the ports aforesaid. If, with a 
view to violate such blockade, a vessel shall attempt 
to leave any of the said ports, she will be duly warned 
by the commander of one of the said blockading 
vessels, who will indorse on her register the fact and 
date of such warning, and if the same vessel shall 
again attempt to enter or leave the blockaded port, 
she will be captured aud sent to tbe nearest conven¬ 
ient port for such proceedings against her and ber 
cargo as may be deemed advisable. 

The Squadron for the South. 

The following is a list of the United States ves¬ 
sels destined for the South: 

WAR VE8SBL8 t-ROPER. 

Name. Captain. Guns. 

Steam frigate Roanoke,_ —   40 
Steam frigate Minnesota,_G. J. Van Brunt,...40 
Steam frigate Wabash,_ -  ........40 
Steam frigate Merrimae,.,_ — _..._40 

Steam frigate Colorado,_ — ___..._40 

Frigate Sabine, . ...H. A. Adams,.50 
Sloop of war Cumberland,_John Marston,__24 
Slocqi-of war St. Louis,.—C. H. Poor,.20 

Stoop of war Jamestown,..... —   22 
Ste&rn sloop Brooklyn, ._.W. S. Walker,......25 
Steam sloop Mississippi,. —   ..11 

Steam sloop Powhatan,.S. Mercer,. 11 
Steam sloop Pawnee,_S. C. Rowan,. 4 
Steam sloop Pocahontas,.S. F. Hazard,___... 5 
Steam stoop Wyandot,_ —  5 

Steam sloop Mohawk, _Lieut. Strong,.. . ... h 

Steam sloop Crusader,...Lieut. Craven,__ 8 
Cutter Hurriet Lane,.John Faunce,... 6 
Steamer Water Witch,. — . , 3 
Brig Perry, __  —   6 
Brig Dolphin,_.... — ........_4 
Brig Bainbridge,,. —     6 

Total,..414 

STEAM TRANSPORTS. 
Tannage. 

CoHtssomsleos, . Capt. Wilson, _..1.500 
Bwptwi '» -- — ----- 
Baltic,. .-.Capt. Pearson,-2,845 
Atlantic,. .  Capt. Geary,--2,845 
Daniel Webster,__ — -....-1,035 
Illinois,. Capt. P. E. Terry,.2,123 

This immense fleet will require a force of four 

thousand sailors and marines to man it. Many of 

the vessels have been ordered to take on board an 

extra supply of boats, Dahlgren boat-howitzers aud 

small ammunition, which looks as though the fleet 

were to operate in conjunction with an army force. 

The steam sloop Brooklyn, frigate Sabine, sloop-of- 

war St. Louis, and steamers CruBader and 'Wyandot, 

are now in active service near Fort Pickens. It is 

presumed the other vessels enumerated will join 

them within the next week. 

Confederate Navy. 

The following is a list of the vessels composing 

the Confederate Navy. Those marked f were stolen 

from the United States. It will he seen that »i out of 

the 10 were thus obtained by robbery: 
Name. Guns. Crew. 

tK. McClelland. . .5 35 

(Lewis Cass __ .1 69 pounds. 40 

(Aiken . . 1 42 pounds. 35 

(Washington . ..1 42 pounds. 35 

(Dodge. _ 1 32 pounds. 25 

Lady Davis. .5 100 
Steamer James Gray. . 1 6-in Columbiad. 40 

Bonita, (brig). . 6 90 

Steamer Everglade... . 1 35 

(Steamer Fulton_ 120 

Total. .28 590 

Gov. Morgan’s Proclamation. 

The President of the United States by proclama¬ 
tion and through the Secretary of War, by formal 
requisition, has called upon this State for a quota of 
seventeen regiments of seven hundred and eighty 
men each, to be immediately detached from the Mili¬ 
tia of this State, to serve as Infantry or Riflemen, for 
a period of three months, unless sooner discharged. 

Now, in conformity with the aforesaid demand, 
and by virtue of an Act of tbe Legislature of this 
State, passed on the sixteenth day of April instant, 
entitled “An Act to authorize the embodying and 
equipment of a Volunteer Militia, and to provide for 
public defence," and the power vested in me by the 
Constitution and the laws, I do call for the aforesaid 
quota, consisting of six hundred and sixty-nine offi¬ 
cers and twelve thousand six hundred aud thirty-one- 
men, forming an aggregate of thirteen thousand two 
hundred and eighty. The organization of this force 
to be in conformity with article eleven, section two 
of tbe Constitution of this State, and with the rules 
and regulations embraced in General Order number 
thirteen, promulgated this day. 

The Rendezvous of this State will be at New York, 
Albany, and Elmira, Headquarters at Albany. 
In witness whereof, 1 have hereunto affixed the Privy 

Seal of the State, this eighteenth day of 
[L. 8,] April, in the year of our Lord one thousand 

eight hundred and sixty one. 
By the Governor, Edwin D. Morgan. 

Lockwood L. Doty, Private Secretary. 

Smninnrv of Latent Intelligence. 

The telegraph this (Tuesday) morning has put us 
in possession of various interesting items which we 

condense as follows: 

Privateers to be Treated as Pirates. —Orders 
have been received from the Navy Department at 
Washington, by the officers of the various United 
States vessels, that all persous found sailing under 
Jefferson Davis’ letters of marque and reprisal be 
treated as pirates; that the contumacious be immedi¬ 

ately hung from the yard-arm, and the crew and more 
penitent officers be placed in irons to await their 
trial as ocean brigand.8. This summary method of 
dealing will probably be seconded by the European 
powers, who have just as much cause to fear a fleet 

of free-booters infesting tbe seas and molesting 
peaceful commerce as have the Northern States. 

Maine on the Crisis.—The Legislatnre of Maine 
met on the 22d, and there was a full attendance in 
both branches, with a large number of leading mili¬ 
tary tneu from all sections of tbe Union. Governor 
Wash borne delivered an address to both branches 
immediately after the organisation. He was brief, 
pointed, and patriotic, and his remarks were received 
with tho utmost enthusiasm. Immediately after he 
concluded, Mr. Gonld, of Thomaston, one of the 
leading Democrats of the House, introduced a reso¬ 
lution pledging the entire resources of State to the 
vigorous support of the Federal authorities. Maine 
is thoroughly aroused, and saysahe will do more in pro¬ 
portion to her population than any State in the Union. 

The Legislature signified a unanimous support of 
the resolve by rising as one man. The Governor's 
address was referred to a joint select committee, and 
they will report the requisite measure embracing as 
the principal points the raising of ten regiments of 
troops, and an appropriation of §1,000,090 to lit them 
out. Liberal provisions will be made for the support 
of the families of volunteers, and a coast guard will 
be organized to do the honors for the famous priva¬ 
teers of Jeff Davis. 

Washington Safe.—A special messenger arrived 
at Philadelphia on the 21st inst., tbe bearer of dis¬ 
patches from the President to Gen. Patterson. He 
says the Capital is safe from any attack that can be 
made. The assailants can be battled until the city is 
reinforced by the troops now on the way. 

The Position of Virginia_Gov. Letcher, of 

Virginia, has published a proclamation, recognizing 
the Confederate F totes as independent,, lie says, the 
President has no authority to call an extraordinary 
force to an offensive war against any foreign power, 
and threaten to use this unusual force to compel 
obedience to bi? mandates. Believing that the influ¬ 
ences which operated to produce this proclamation 
against the seceded States will be brought to bear 
upon Virginia, if sbe should resume the powers 
guaranteed by her people. It is dne to her honor, that 
an improper exercise of force against her people 
should be repelled. Gov. L. orders all armed volun¬ 
teer regiments, or companies, to hold themselves in 
readiness for immediate orders, and prepare for effi¬ 
cient service. The proclamation is dated the 17th. 

Funds for War Purposes.—Moneyed institutions 
and men all over the Northern States are coming 
forward with material aid for the General Govern¬ 
ment. Wm. B. Astor has offered to give the Govern¬ 
ment $4,000,000, and to loan $10,000,000. Com. 
Vanderbilt is Bat'd to have informed the Government 
that it can have bis whole fieipt of steamers, fully 
manned and equipped, withont the charge of a penny. 

In addition to this, associations are being formed 
under the laws of the State by some of the leading 
citizen#, to create: and maintain permanent National 
Patriotic Funds for the care and support of the wives 
and children and other dependents ot those who go 
for the defence of the country. New York city has 
already created a fund of $1,000,000; Albany, $30,- 
000; Buffalo, $25,000; Rochester, $30,000: Pough¬ 
keepsie, $15,000, and thus we might enumerate fifty 
cities, towns, and villages to the Umpire State. It is 
fully determined that neither the Government nor the 
friends of those who rally to its defence shall want 
means which any emergency may require. 

•T UJAJUXUXt llXlWS. 

Great Britain. — Political news unimportant. 
Parliament was not in session. 

The Times points out that both the American 
Tariff's are hostile to English commerce. On cotton, 
England will have to pay duty to the Southern States, 
and on their chief exports increased duties, while 
in the Northern States, duties are assuming a posi¬ 
tively hostile character. England must consider 
bow bIic deals with a State which begins with a 
flagrant departure from the rules of amity. 

The Times, in an editorial on the question of affairs 
in America, says that the prohibition of the Slave 
trade by tbe Southern Confederacy is put forward 
merely to conciliate English prejudices, and believes 
such a piece of superfluous self-denial will not be 
long adhered to. The Times, in the same article, 
points to the English resistance in the first revolution 
as a warning against forcible resistance to disrup¬ 
tion, which, it appears, is inevitable. 

The London Globe in reviewing the political posi¬ 
tion, says Europe has never been more agitated 
since 1847. 

France.—All the French Marshalls had been sum¬ 
moned to attend an extraordinary Council of War at 
Paris, April 8tb. 

It is expected at Paris that the Bank of France 
would soon further advance the rate of discount. 

Very warlike rumors continue to prevail at Paris. 
The army is being drilled for war, and provided with 
baggage aud wagons. A difficulty had arisen in the 
conclusion of a commercial treaty between France 

and Belgium. 
The Patrie says the Emperor has written to Prince 

Murat, disapproving his recent manifesto relative to 
the Neapolitan crown. 

The French Navy had been reorganized into five 
divisions, one division ordered to Syria. 

It was announced that the Emperor was about to 
review tbe garrisons of Paris. 

Government measures were being taken for the 
suppression of unlegalized religious associations. 

Italy. — Garibaldi received great enthusiasm at 
Turin. 

Tbe Opinione, of Turin, advocates the withdrawal 
of the French troops from Rome, as a National 
Italian army will soon perform their duties. 

It is reported that Garibaldi and tbe Hungarian 
leaders Lave a perfect understanding. 

It is expected that the Hungarian Diet will call the 
Hungarian troops from the other parts of Austria to 
concentrate in Hungary. If opposed by Austria, the 
Hungarians will refuse to pay taxes, and an insurrec¬ 
tion will take place. 

Austria. — The Austrian Diet would open at 
Vienna the (Sth inst. 

Confidential interviews are said to have occurred 
between Keohberg and the French Ambassador at 
Vienna, relative to a new settlement with respect to 
Yenitia. 

France offers to support the cession of Venitia to 
Italy, in consideration of territorial compensation. 

Poland.—Disturbances had continued to occur at 
Kalesb. It is reported that the military have been 
instructed to suppress disorders if necessary. In¬ 
creased agitations prevailed at Warsaw. 

India.— The Bombay mail of March 12th had 
arrived. Bishop of Madras was dead. Sir Robert 
Napier had been seriously injured by a fall from bis 
horse. The dullness of Bombay markets lor cotton 
bad increased. American news is said to have 
caused considerable excitement aud promised to give 
great impetus to the cotton growers of Bombay. 
The famine accounts continue very serious. 

Commercial Lstbaliosnoe.— Breadstuff*—Richardson & 
Co., report Hour dull and easier, hut quotations unchanged. 
Quotations 29sa2!tetid. The latter for choice. 

Wheat dull and steady. Red winter Ils6dal2«3d. Red 
Southern 12s8daI3e. White Western 13sal3f3d. White 
Southern 13s6dul4sOd. 

Corn quiet. Holders Oder freely but show no disposition to 
press wiles. Mixed 37s. Yellow 38s. White 3Ss6du39s. 

Wakefleld, Nash & Co. reported a decline of 6d in inferior 
qualities of flour 



NEW ADVERTISEMENTS, THE PROVISION .MARKETS. 

\'EW YORK. April 22.— Fmrrc Market. quiet and prices 
without important change Sales at *5,0 <(15,15 for super State; 
*5.15w5,25 for extra do; $5.0U(a.'5.10 for super tine Western; *5,- 
17.-S*3M0 for common to medium extra do; *5,45ihi'5,55 for infe¬ 
rior to good exrra round hoop Ohio. Canadian quiet and steady, 
sales at $5,»$M75. 

Okais.—Wheat, market continues dull, and prices in favor of 
tbit buyer, with only a limited business doing for export mid 
home consumption Rye quiet and unchanged Barley dull 
at Irfe. for State Corn, market tirtn nod in fair request; sales 
at liuJAOc for old mixed Western, in store and delivered and 
64c. for new do. Oats firm at 34q.'' 3fi‘jC for State. Western, 
and Canada. 

PROVJHlOJis—Pork dull; sales at its.75 for mess. $13,25®13,S0 
for prime hard heavy and lower; -ales at W lO^c. Butter 
in fair request at lUCudV. tor Ohio, and 15@20o for State.— 
Cheese steady at 

Asus.-t—The market is better for both kinds, sales of Pots at 
$5.37 li. and Pearls ft l.’ftiia'5,50. 

Hops—The demand for this staple Is confined to brewers, who 
are purchasing very Sparingly, and prices are lower and con¬ 
tinue to favor the buyer Wo quote ordinary to very choice 
at I3i&22c. 

Skkiw - Clover Seed in fair demand and holders are firmer; 
-ales of 450 bags, at 7.f,Tih8c.. the latter price for small lots— 
Timothy Seed is in limited demand at $2,7B(g)S,<X) bushel. 

ALBANY. April 22.— Flour asdMkai. —In Flour there is a 
limited business doing at unchanged prices Com Meal is 
steady. 

Common to good State.$5,IN8)5,25 
Fancy and extra State. 5,SU,t5,.M) 
Common to good Western.5,3tes'>6,75 
Extra Michigan. Wisconsin, Indiana, &c.,. 5,80(a,7,00 
KxlraOhiu.b,00®7,00 
Common Cun.tdi.vn. . 5,28105,75 
Extra Canadian,..5,85M7,Q0 
Fancy Genesee.. B.OOfotB.W) 
F.xtia Geneses and city brands..6.01 tW,25 
Extra Kentucky,.. 6,5Unl7.10 
Corn meal iain moderate request nt $l,2S3i1,37hj 100 tbs 

GRAJS—Wheat quiet Com r.teadv, with limited'sale of round 
yellow at 57 c In Rye and Barley nothing doing UatUSteady, 
with sales Stab' at S4c. 

OBITUARY. 

Os the morning of the 4th inst., the pure and happy spirit 
of JEORGE A. HAMILTON (of South Butler, N. Y.,) passed 
peacefully away from earth to the spirit's home, — to rest in the 
bos ut of God.' Thus are » notified, by letter, of the decease 
of a highly esteemed Contributor to the pages of the Rpkal, 

ami author of the volume of Poems entitled ••Sunshine 
Thro nth tliO Clouds, or The Invalid's Ottering." Many of our 
rrBihrs will be interested in learning more concerning thn 
decerned than the above annonncement.and we therefore quote 
furlh f from the note of our correspondent Mr H.yMii.to.x 
was b<rn July 15th, ISIS, at Charleston. Montgomery Co , N. 
\ bu passed most of his life in South Butler, Wayne county, 
and it 9 Mild no one has done so much good in that place as the 

dcceosiri. Although an invalid for nearly half of his life, yet 
he ace,mplished more than many a man blessed with health. 
Oiiritm the winter he suffered much from the severity of Ids 
cough, and the last live weeks of his life his sufferings were ex- 
treme - v.-t all was borne w ith patience and a sweet submission 
to the ML! of God.'' 

• I}V3a!,s’ Thursday afternoon, April 18th. LYMAN PO'ITKR, 
in the t,;|h year of Ids age, The deceased moved to Gates from 
Plymouth, Conn., in the spring of 1830. 

ULOFSON A DE GAHMO’i 

Improved Patent Straight Draft Plow, Alden's Patent Thill Horse-Hoe—M. Alden k Co. 
Cladding’s Premium Horse Pitch Fork Stephen Bullock 
Large Stock Sale—E. M, Giles, 
Book Agents make Money—E. G. Storke. 
To Bee-Keepers—S. Iije.' 
Reliable—Geo. F. Needham. 
Italian Ifees-C W Rose, 
5\,v) per Month—Wm Barnard & Co. 
0potto Grape—E. Ware Sylvester. 

Moe or Cultivator over all others in 
use U attested with remarkable iinan- 
itmt.v bv every one 0f the host of 
practical farmers who have used it. C 
All Who have given ii a thorough, 
praetjcql trial, have almost or entire ■ 
l.v.toa man, not only testified to it* 
^'.^'".PcHonty. hut i oerieil thnt ~ ■ 

at (faxt douw? fh*' omount of faltnr 
may b* porfurmod, by it* ussiatiiniv 
pared with any other of tin 

Special ^Notices 
in a given time, when cotn- 

cliltivalors they have used. 

Its Advantages and Uses. 
ireh<iJhhno!','TliH,t 1,1 ‘fUJdin.‘r i[ "'"h UUeriing precision; they ari nigh enough to pass freely over growing crons and m iv he 
rinsed ,o lower,,! l() ,„|t the n? tt,e hor*e flm heii aud 

ofrtXel higW v’n i ''l|re \'*kU "a«hnstT.iettnn. The leoth an o[ steel, highly polished, and lire efficient in onttimr weeds 
and reducing the <n,l |lnt! tilth, whirl, n.,t only destrova he 

.. weed,, but increases tlm ciop Tiiev n'uvh,. 
qiilokh arranged to throw the earth four from the row. The 
whole weight isnhrillt 70 lbs. and it may be Qheuplv sent bv rail 
w av to tiny pari irf the country 11 ' •' t,,u 

The addition of a cross bar. screwed upon (lie Trane makes it 
an excellent Marker, at a ensl ot one dollar, whlc.ti marks three 
rows at once. *p.y width desired, Klght-toothed prongs at a 
cost of two dollars, couyerfa it to » POTATt) DIGGERwldch 

'I'i'v v 'Yhard sod w hero the roots are not deep in the earth 
operates with great eOiomney. and saves a v,i.,t amount of labor 

Premiums and Testimonials. 
,. W "rife 1 rV’ Is that of the DIPLOMA 
Of IHE l AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, indicating the 

\M,’oTMft?p'iqii riTmioi'1 lll({,|NST FRI/E <0 Kit 
i“n ‘<i ' ' , '?■ riled l.y the IndiiiaaState 

‘W a committee of practical 
rarmers, who placed it above the implement which took the 
highest, premium ut thn Ohio State Fair at l)«vt,in Imk) which 
was used with two horses, also the New York State Fair 
I l eipiinii in P55p. and niiuioi-nuri other County and Town Fans 

Si KCJA I. ATTENTION is railed to the following tort>,nnnb 
als to its value and eltieieiicv. In w hich the reader will mil iv.il 
to observes [Jf0lM.AU UNANIMITY as to its d.mblJ miplri 

I'-oltivutorM. a striking proof of the certainty 
with winch it always operates, and the uniform satiefncUon 
which it hus itbr.ivM ffivon: 

J. .1 Thomas. Esq., ,.f Union Springs, N Y„ one of the edi¬ 
tors «t tho i ountrv Gentleman, says — •• Wo have ruccntlv 

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS wL'irlI.!,nT’'■'"".v O'uue.dnd to give the above Plow atrial 
WeS O i', .T.,W'nii ,rlsr," h5rp 1 ,l" N." - '»» medium sire ami 
best adapted to all kinds <»f work, either size is adapted to two 
or three horn s, by means of u simple lau'ial adjuatment ot 
the beam, retaining Me- line of drall, in either r ise parallel 
with tbe land side During the past year it. has been Iharounhlu 

!‘V m<V>v,Utrmrr.<, and is warranted to giverrtnl xatisfac- 
i'h/iu'l v-'Jn Li ''Ntensivpl.v mauiif.ic.t.ured at 

A (.DROON K, tsSHonth Ht, Paul Street, RocheHter, N. Y No l 
I low. W $, .60; Wins " full rigged." $) I. No. s 2, aud 4. $8.50 
each.-"full riggeil,' $12 ' ' 

All communications in relation to State or Oonntv Rights or 
i'll iiattetnS I.f either of the above sizes, should lie addressed to 

To these who wish to purchase a perfect “Combin'KD 

RralKit a.xw, Mower. ' we would say that “BALL’S OHIO 

MOWF.R AND REAPER" is manufactured at the Auburn 

Prison by Messrs. Ross. Dodcr A Pomrot, sole proprietors 

for the State of New York, for the use of these valuable 

[atents. The machine is made of the best materials, and 

warranted to be a perfect Mower or Reaper, and to cut easily, 

without clogging, any kind of grain or grass, either wet or dry. 

The Mower has a Cast Steel Cutter Bar, 4 flet 6 inches cut 

with polished wrought iron guards, plated in the Slot with 

Cast Steel, and -tempered. 

The Reaping attachment has a Finger Bar and polished 

wrought iron guards attached to it, with a SicK.e-edged 

Knife, which, for cutting grain, is far better than the smooth 

edge mowing knives generally Used By means of the 

separate Finger Bar and Sickle, they are enabled to make 

the Reaper cut either 5 or 6 foot swath, and dispense with 

the heavy Mowing Bar when reaping. 

The Combined Reaper and Mower is delivered to the pur¬ 

chaser for the sum of $150, for a six months’ note without 

interest, or $145 cash. The Mower is $30 less. 

The agents for Monroe County are [586-6te 

J. tV. HANNAH, of Clifton, Monroe Co , N. Y. 

DANIEL KINGSLEY, of Pittsford, Monroe Co., N- Y, 

^Viucrtiscmcnts 
ADV KRTISIXG TERMS, in Advance — Thirty- 

FtvH Cknis a Link, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra displ.y, or 53*# coins per line of space. SHKOfAL Nothjkh, 
[following leading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Line 

^ t~lr Tit: iUriiAi, Ntcw-YoHKKR commerced its Twelfth 
Year and Vtlume wilhun edition of iwrr Srvk.vtv TiiOimaxh I 
Though the columns are wider than formerly (giving more 
words per liw,land the circulation much larger, we do not 
purpose to in 'reuse thn Advertising Rates at. present. The Rika i, 
is undoubtedly the Best aud Cheapest Advertising Medium of 

its Class in America—for, in addition to its immense circulation 
among the nu it enterprising and successful Farmer, and Horti¬ 

culturists, it. ii taken and road by thousands of Merchants, Me 
chanics, M.iiriiniturcrs amt Profeasional Man. 

ft ()()() ^iKNTS W A NTKD, 
■ RV / V j sell SIX N’KW I.nvicxtiovs — two very meet 
and of great value n, firmilies: all pav great pi-oltt* f.o Ageul 
Send lour stumps and got -I) pitireH narticulars. 

KP1IRA1M BROWN, Lowell. Marts. 

I-Tarrown a rv I ) CULTIVil 
Price Sits Shares Coulter /farrow aud groin covuror 

Sha, vF Potato covrrrr and tin r, $10. 
sW'f k and horinn mruvum-, $10. 

tf(- at °r ,,vt,r>’ tl,‘*crir,tion *sC0h:h. narrows, Cultivatm 

7/or.ve Powrrs. Dog f’owrrs. Srrd Planters, <fr. Cirouln 
<u*nt free. Addvesr. CHAM. K. msK, 

5HI,-lt H4 State SI Alhnmr XT 

BUFFALO, April "2 —Fi.orR —The market Is quiet and un¬ 
changed; sales at $6.00 for choice extra Wisconsin from spring 
wheat. $5,35for extra do. from winter wheat. JS.lkXa 5.25 for ex¬ 
tra Michigan, Ohio and Indiana, and $5,50i't'6,tW for douhln 
extras. 

filui.X’ -Wheat, market doll, the only sale reported being No 
1 f hieago soring, which took place this morning Cm-p steady 
ami in moderate demand; sales now tins morning at 41c, anil 
damaged, do. at. 35c , old remains dud at 42c for sound bits from 
store, Data, demand fair at 2>%u24c from wagons Harley quiet 
and nominal at 54<n>6rtc according to quality Rve nominal at 
56c. Peas. CaiUtdian Geld in fair request for seed at aKrtiSoc. for 
fair to choice 

SKIP'—Timothy dull, aud a shade easier, Canadian being 
quoted at $2,60, and Illinois at $2,75. Clover scarce and firm at 
$4,75fi7i5,tHI a 

pROvisioxrt— Heavy mess pork firmer, being held at 3)7.00, 
$17 -’Oii'ls.nn. Bales Saturday afternoon at $17.50 Light tness 
held at $lfl.60lpt$17 00. Plain hams are quoted at OSD'i^r., and 
sugar cured at Ihiid'Vv; • smoked shoulders ut 7(ii'7*Vc- Barrel 
law is niii/ted 9t#c auu keg do. at UK- Hamburgh Cheese IS 
selling from store at 9@J0,*sc. ax to quality. — R,V>»i. A (in. i.;s 

DETROIT. April 22 —Ft,OPR is steady at. a range of $4.37 V.A 
$4 75 for both red and white wheat extras. No. 1 white wheat, 
would now bring no more than $1 1)1, and No. l rod no more 
than !)8c. 

Coarse grams arc pist as tJinv have, been for some time past. 
Corn Is quoted at H3<vi).'t5c on tho street.; oats at 20of««22o from 
store , rye at. IteiiiUSe. 

TORONTO, April 18.—Flour—There have been a few trans¬ 
actions during the week in Hour on speculative account, hut the 
disposition to-day is not very apparent. We quote as follows 

Shinnrtiiip No. I.$4,65(0)4,70 
Extra....5,00(8)6,15 
Faiicv.5,40(015,50 
Double Extra.   5.75(ai6,OI) 

Some brands of the latter grade ire held ,nt 56.2(5 —of super- 
line -evcrnl small lofj; were placed ut tho Inside quotations 

Grain Fall Wheat. Prices have been steady, ruling at $1,10 
(5)1,21) per bushel, the average rate being abuut $1,18 per Imshel 
for the best grtules. Spring wheat i.« in good request, with a 
pretty firm market, at 97t;a$l.lK). with an ogcasioiirtl purchase at 
Sl.OI'.fl.itt per bushel. Good qnalitfes are In demand Tor reed 
at lull price. Barley is only in moderate supply witha limited 
Inqnti v nt Ita'fiOf.. with an nccaslozial purchase at aUui52c per 
hushcl, 1’ons are firm with a demand for more liberal supplies 
— generally 60.-. perhushol is paid for the ordinary samples, al¬ 
though some lots have been got aldde. ('lilt , m e only sparingly 
supplied, and beyond the local demand there i* little nr mi ni 
qulrv Small sales only are reported at.26<ii$7c r) bushel. 

Siricna rhoreisverv little activity in seeds, ilw demand for 
which, however, is now likely to mcreasoas the leuxon prnm 
i»es ill least to he favorable for seeding operations Wo quote 
Timothy at g'i.SfttfS.OO; Clo.Ver at$4,aU/i*4,75. Ulobr 

( U'OR'rO UUAP 
V • can now t > sent bv mail, post-i 
1 down, $8. A. dress E. WARE s 

1C.— Medium sized vine 
raid, on the receipt of $1 
IYLVESTER, l.vons, N Y IIic ^ubUslter to tlto gtMif 

pur $h) engrave 1 Stoncit Tools, warranted to OT’ 200 ne.r cm 
better than any JiteDC.il tool made in the Eastern Slates. Sin 
Ph*free WM. BARNARD Sr. GO . 

Box l,OH, Cincinnati. Ohio. 

rP<> ItKIG-Iv ICMIr»H:«M.-S.vMl)E|( IDE 
I PKCCUARU- gR.X'TII.ATETi straw-lined Boo-Hive, with me 

aide frames, has >rrmed it* iwrfrrlion in thv mintnnnn of Hr, 
I ho ventilation of this Hive is so constructed that the aurid 

A 1 ! ,V'• ' K K'T "AllK.- 80,000 Apple Trees 
XA of Hie "Iiwl popular varietitw. The trees are four years 
oUJ, straight, thnfty unii hi ifood C0Q<Uti0i] for rtMnoval would 
he glad lo sell tho entire lot to mm or two porsons, on swell 
terms ns Would be satisfactory to t he partlos, The trees are 
very near to Hosts nursery in Rochester, and run be seen by 
calling on Hi oh. Smith, Francis St, near the premlHoH. For 
further igu-ticolani address C II ROGERS, Palmyra N Y 

Rocbester, Fell. II, IK0I. 3 680-tf 

rPH:OROUQH; BRED 8TOCK 
I Tira Suhsmbers. llRoiilk. CAMPHEIJ, A Co., uro now 

engaged ut Breeding ami l.uporling Farm Stock of the first 
q i1 *t I $ t.y Mr Hkodik turmurly ot the llrtn of Hux(Ikrkord 
K HROom (irhtch lirm Ir ur>w di^;olv.».1 ) Hin nkill ami We ex- 
pHVienW in tbA hn>sm»4HH me well known to Hivode^, 

lartor tbeStfjok can ho >*•'.>n at S. Camimiki.i/8 place three 

rr°‘u !u"white,i- 
. Mr- Boo? CKoriiK i.-i now visiting England and Scotland select¬ 
ing animals. Parties wishing to rmrchiLH,, Short-Ilorris or Avr- 
shires. Leicester Sheen, or Yorkshire Hogs ,-an nddreas 
682-13t] JAMES KKODIK. Rural Hill, Je^eVsoo Go .MY., or 

S, CAMI HEI.I. & LO., Now York Mills, Oneida Co., N. Y. 

A New Quarter of the Rural commenced with April, 

and subscriptions and renewals are specially in order 

now—to commence with April, or January if preferred. 

The very liberal. Specific Premiums and Ex¬ 

tra Gifts offered for Clubs formed before. April, are 

EXTENDED TO MA K, so that A gent-Friends, 

Subscribers and others have another month to secure 

the Valuable Prizes. Read the list (including the new 

offer of Flower Seeds,) in Rural of April Gtli, and 

see if it will not pay to form a club. Thousands would 

readily subscribe for the paper if asked. Will not its 

friends have the kindness to see thnt such are invited7 

iimigture originalng from the exhalation ,>r the Keen is carried 
oir by insensible 'egriins through the walls of the Hive causing 
the noeessaiy drpjess and warmth to the Bees 
V1rhi?J,ivSjrt fv; ftl'' hy *?• IRK. Fast shell,y,Orleans Co,, N. 
' Price $4. Palantcd April 2, l««l. 

1 1' -AIj I A iy 1 $ IG IGP4. — Having Imported per 
l. steilmer New » irk, a lot ot genuine Italian ttrex. (which ar- 

rived In a remarkadv good state,) i shall he aide to furnish ama 
tours with pure, genuine Ira Man l)i nkxs within u short time 
kiir ptioe mid other information, apply to rj W.M ROSE ii.( 
Exchange Place, Niw York. ’ 

N R. This bein the last and only importation Ibis season 
the public can rely up getting a perfectly pure breed 

Agents Wanted. 58<j-2t 

13 Kl-,1 A I l| zUl 1—To disappointed, vexed, and de 
V-muring Git id, non. who have heretofore purchased old 

commission Heeds, tnd to all wanting satisfaction. I will send' 
prepaid. 20 packet, of well assorted and frrsh Garden Seeds 
tor 

* Remj»mb<*r, ho f»0 varieti^rt ot cholo.o Flown' fsWrtsJor 
auu 2 rod starnn>i To clubK. ulovon soloctiouH for $10, 

Ihayoa fay Kariy Mohawk Jloftna, j»or pock $1. and ovorv 
thinofiu mv lipfl of nnmoN*. (IEO. V NEfiDIlA\f 

Huiraio, N r.f Anril lm, iHfll. nwimAM. 

crops that require hoeing, can lie tilled with an,- half the ernense 
usually expended to perform the work as well." 
•susi OLIVER WOOD. Hcipio, Gay. Co., N Y 

NEWMAN SMITH. " 
G. W. LONGSTUEET, Venice," 
J. MORRISON, Genoa, 
:{■ H BTARK Augusta, Michigan. 
wm Jarvis, YpsiiantL, •• 
WM R, REED, Washtenuw Co., " 
ALMON M WHIPPLE, Lima, 
n. u. wir.soN, 
CttAS DONKIN. UniuiMla, 
DAVID A DITNKIN, •• 

*,X have raised the pant vear MO nd-es of corn, and used your 
I hill Horse-Hoe. I do not consider it more than one half the 
tabur to till it with yrmi line a-, with anv other cultivator I 
havo ever used." E. L. THORNTON, Auburn. N Y 

" With Alden's Thill Horse-line you can kill more weeds dig 
up and mellow more ground in one day, than live men wore ac- 
ouatnirmd to with tludr 1io»*h itnd plows. 

S. EDWARDS TODD, Author Farmer's Manual, 

Asa POTATO DIGGER, on clay or hard soils, we have the 
following among other statements 

"The Potato Digger Is a great labor snving implement, and 
having used it one *e(Won, 1 would not willingly be without it " 

E, K. ItUGG, foiva City. 

The following testinionials have been given of its value as a 
MARKER, for laying out with rapidity and precision the rows 
ol corn jintl ntlim- ho»«d cn»p,n 

• We have used it with tin- marker attached, to mark nureorn 
ground, and are well pleased with its work." 

K THORNTON, Auburn. 
ALVIN FltKKAlAN, Sciplo, 
W. J CANFIELD, iWasco. 
ADAM WJOLTY, 

This valuable implement lias been extensively manufactured 
to supply the anticipated demand tho present season arid is 
sold at wholesale or retail bv the undersigned, ll is also for 
•ate by many Implement Dealers throughout the oouulry. 

„ • . , M. AXJJKN A GOl, 
Majial<it t uv.-rs ntal Uettlrv. m a,I,,’ >' 1 ..' 

*-\ t mi ritM, m. v. 
i sF" For sale in Rochester try J. UAPaLJK, 
_at the Genesee Seed .Store, Buffalo SI 

I 1 VV * rj'<1>,>- ’V"; * *r!,r'H Ac Tlmolhy. JL Vi I have just received and now offer for sale 3 
101) bushels prime Timothy Seed 
50 do clean Red Top Seed. 
50 do. dean Kentucky Blue Orass Seed. 
20 do. nuns Orchard Oru. s Seed 
50 do. Hungarian Grass Seed. 
25 do. Millet. Seed. 

Al?°ha. o1l1rS1.l))pl r "r Carden and Field Seeds. 
•/. KAI AIjJE, ut the G(iqph06 Store, RochoHtcr, Nr. Y. 

j )E-fVXl.XDSXs IlIY rs 

HAY ELEVATOR 
oit 

HORSE POWER FORK. 

Turn Fork can be used with oither 
o.Mi or TWO IIOK8KH. Price, full 
rigged (with rope arid three pul¬ 
leys.) $12. 

See description in Rural Nkw- 
Y'ikkkk of March 23. i • d. 

Send for a Circular. 
Address 

UKVI A. BEARDSLEY, 
South Pdmrston, Otsego Co., N. T. 

itncU Numbers of this Volume will bo unit to 

New Subscriber*, until oihevwlae nnnounced; 

but nil wialiing them should Subscribe Soon. 

t'~~~ CoaNijR of ApiiRF.3S.—Subscribers wisliing the address 
of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 
specify the OLD address as well as the NEW to secure compliance 
with their requeuts. 

Cgr Tine Rural is published strictly upon the cash systum 
— copies are never mailed to Individual subacrlbere until paid 
for, and always discontinued when thn subscription expires. 

Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep no credit books, 
experience having demonstrated that the Cosh SyBtern is alto¬ 
gether tho best for both .Subscriber and Publisher, 

t:fr* Ci.iranixx) with tiik Maiuzinbs, Ac — We will send the 
Ri kai. NKw YnKKi-.it for 1S61 and a yearly copy of either The 
Atlantic, Harpers, Godcgs, or any other $3 magazine, for $4. 
Thu Be raj, and cither The Horticulturist., Hurry's Magazine, 
Aether s Magazine, or any other $2 magazine, for $3. Canada 
subscribers must add the American postage. 

I'lT' Associated Effort leadB to success iu canvassing for 
wall as iu other eDterprisea For inalance, if yon 

an* forming (or a. -- , _ . - _ --- 
\'<iuk«o .,..,1 p»niiut fill it ap In yonr own neighborhood, get 
some person or persons a few mi leu distant to join with or assist 
you- adding their names to tho,so you may procure, and send¬ 
ing all together. Please think ot this, and act upon the 
suggestion if convenient. 

s - Auditions to Clubs are now in order, aud whether in 

ones, twos, fives, tensor twenties will receive attention and be 
gratefully acknowledged. It Is small clubs, and subsequent ad¬ 
ditions to them, which must make up tho great bulk of our 
subscription—and hence wo fully appreciate the efforts of those 
who form the rivulets upon which we depend to swell our 
general circulation Agent-Friends will please bear this in 
mind, and send on the names of all who wit join their clubs. 
The hard times and panic have no doubt caused many to delay 

renewing or subscribing,- but they, and their families, intend 

v n: v r >; m \ i< ^ 
I > MONEY. If tlie.r get «i»,l bookaand canvasn in u proper 

manner. Now tho nr>t i»onk- hip Ae^nl., lira conccflfrl tn l,.. 
thosffpublished by I ic AfRI ItN IM RLIMIIM) <!«., ,UH| |,|lt, 
best prurtteiil din-itlmis t-i Agents are conteined in tlndr 
confidential J im i LiW- to Agents, which are sent free to all 
applicants. It also lontains numcruns lettni's from Agents in 
various parts of the country, sliowiug their practice and that 
then-clear profit ar- o*cr Alts) p,'r month: also our sckui u. 
ANT> DTBBR.U* ui' KKur. 

Address K. <i. UTOKKK, Auburn. V T. 

MaubIjEiiead niAmmoTiT cahi*ac4k.- 
rhe largest Cabbage in the world, they have beengrown 

weighing fi2 tbs, and »wraul(ii! over 30 lb-. t,y the wre • Packages 
coiiLaiinlig a few see.L with direutinns for cultivatioii, 25 cents 
five nackcl.-', S1,(S). t lreulftrs containing uu engraving of this 
and the Maann and Stone Mason, with -inaimmeiidatiuDs of men 
ivnu nii'i'i- raised them •, ihr wra. »uri bad head 
hard, tender and very HWeut.-,r,-ali- Mij iin and Mason, 
with directions /or entti v» noq,;« n-,,'. re--.|, ;..)r mince Huh. 

g”1 ' 583-bt JAMES J. H. GREGOHV, Marblehead, Mass. 

THE CATTLE MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, April 17.—The current prices for the week at 
all the markets are as follows: 

BEEF CATTLE. 
First quality,. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality,. 
lufevior quality. 

COWS AND CALVES. 
First, quality, . 
Ordinary qualify. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality,.. 

VEAL CALVES. 
First qnaltt.V. |1 ft. 
Ordinary quality.. 

simurrud&'y. 

„ , SHEEP AND LAMBS 
Prime quality,.;. 
Ordinary quality,. 
Common quality. 
Infurior quality.. 

_ , 8WINE. 
Firatqnahty. B feMSH'c 
Other quahUes. 4>i(q!4*io 

ALBANY, April 22.-Beeves-There is less on. the market 
by nearly .100 ln-iid than last week, but still the supply is large 
and fully up to the demand. The average quality is above me 
dmm, and most of tho best, droves changed hands al, prices u 
shade better than the ruling rates of Inst, week’s prices, lint tor 
the most part they have been forced to pav a fraction higher — 
iu many instances Wc cf.lb , live weight. 

KKcKii'rs—The following is one comparative statement of 
receipts at. this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 111 
to the car: 

, , , Cor. week 
I bis week. Last. week. last year. 

Cattle..3.818 4.000 3.678 
Sheep,....2,320 720 720 
.;. CO 805 

Prices—The market is more active than we have known it to 
be for several weeks back, at the following rates — 

n . This week. Last week. 
Premium.4‘Gfti o fe) <- 
Extra........4K$)4?„o 4Ti(u>4?£c 
First quality .«34 q 3-’,, J F c 
Second quality.3'i(S)3« 3 ,vV.a 
Third quality.2.‘4fei3 C 

SlUCEl* Market extremely dull at a‘ic ft tb, average 10!) lbs. 
, H>>fis -We hear of a sale of DO corn fed at 5)„ f> lb; average 
240 the - Argus and Atlas 

BRIGHTON, April is—At market—1,400 Beef Cattle, 90 xtoron, 
1,<00 Midop una IiJimbH. Rn<! 2,400 Swino. 
iij5fBcaS,tT*sL? $7.00fei0,00; 1st quality, $0,75® 
0,lM , 2d do, $0.ult,ij),OO; M do. $».5<tei3.50. ^ 

WOBKINO f>XB.V—1!)0, $l20f„)l,3.5 ‘ 
MILCH Cows—$4,y„ (J0, common. $19@20. 
Veal Calves- t'l.iKte j;,my 

OMT$r*Ti9Y“arUl>8tt- *0to0: U'°-yf'ftr8 old' •M@18; three years 
HLtDBS -'tViliAc kj tb. 
Calfskins lOfedle W lb, 

A STOR HOUSE, 
‘ ‘ IS K W YOU K. 
Tins Hotel is in excellent condition. Recently many im- 

provumnurs have been made, Mr .Stetson, its former in-oprie- 
tor. has returned to supervisn Its executive department. Its 
tables are bountifully aiipplieil; waiters excellent, and it.iscon- 
Cedeil that it hiui never Is-eu so On intertable during its history, 
lbe new water-closets have no yqaftblin this couotiy 

Ihe voung proprietors are full nf enterprise and courtesy, 
ami spare no pains to make their patrons coiol'urlable. 

Men of httpiness, or familien who really need solid comforts 
feradsoiui-Jy drsiiuusuil wilt fin-1 Him tiroe-htraor-id Hotel better 

Its proximity to business, the conveniences for reacliing every 
part of the city. < • ntral Park. &c-, remiors it the best tor the 
Merchant or casual Traveler 5H(F13t 

.$55.0()fe)fi0,00 

. 4ll,0lX'(a5O,0O 

. 30,0iXn»35,00 

. 25,00(5130,IS) 

.$6.00Qtl7,(XI 

. 4,5057)6,50 
. LOOfaM.SO 
. 3,25 .,>3,75 

TMP0RTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 
WORSE, COW, MHEEP, HR HOG TTiorlky'b Food for 

LATTI.K. .. nr Horses, is indlspensahle in promoting and sus¬ 
taining nil the animal frtuattnns in health and vigor. For Milch 

nv w. king. 

[Office No. 16 CougroAs street, Boston ) 

T AROE STOCK is VLId, 

lj ATT WOODSTOCK, OOTNTTNT., 
t'onstetliig of lriire-ltre.1 nnd Grade Jersey 4 ««s. Front the 

4Ylr lira ted Herd ol' John Gilts, Kjtq, 

° fc-arm‘TK vv A Y', M’if r' Ut 1 1,,'n|P1ck T M ‘,f the GILES I ARM In Woodstock. Conn , 2M miles from Putnam, on the 
Worm*tor >m<! Nnnviolj Rn/lrojuJ, . 

.Thirty prime Cows. 2 years olds and yearlings. Ifior which are 
thorough bred, and the remainder high grades; all selected 
trom the Hteck Of Hint dlstingiijslieil breeder. Mr. John Giles 
ami not second to any m the country 

Catalogues, giving the true pedigree of ouch animal, may lie 
■'Mamed on appllcatmu to K. M. Gl I,R8 at Woodstock, or to W. 
f -h-INtf’ Auctioneer, No._ 15('nngress street, Boston, or at sale 

5 Good nOJiVevunci- Iroip rlllliaui to the farm and gentle 
loen i-a,, eaye lor Boston, New York and intermediate placer 
at 5,y O Clock, alter sale. 1 ' 

/ I Is V I > 1) l IN < ; ’ !S 

11 orse IJitch-I 

MANI PiMTTl'RKD 15V ». IE| I.I.1M K. 
IT MM vain able improvement posseeses many important, advan 

tagee over all other l‘ ork>x among jvlijrh an* the following 
I he tines being allowed to drop to discharge Its load, tho tilting 
ot the handle, a, in other forks, is avoided, limpe, hav can i,.. 
iiu oailud with the utmost facility And ease into shed windows 
or beneath purllm.* beams, and other places where other Hor-e 
b orks cannot be used It ran in all ease- he managed with 

Ur,.',l,.1/irAv,"t.,.l"r l,orRr' p"r,< It is eiiioi.il V adapted 
to stacking, tt it.h this Fork a tun of hay may b« unloaded in 
from five to seven minutes. 

TESTIMONIALS. 
Its simplicity, durability and perfect operation, as well ns com¬ 

paratively trilling expense, recommended its use to the farmers 
of our country. A B. DICKINSON 

Tut. best machine for the purpose within our knowledge, and 
therefore commend ftto the attention of all interested. It must 
prove a decided acquisition in the haying season, when both 
tune and labor are money. |> 0 T. IiIpOuk, 

It will prove a wonderful labor saving machine I believe 
wherever tried, it will be tenml profitable 

JOHN JOHNSTON, Geneva. 
nJZHOi#l tho barn hy horse power is such a .simple 
operation that it seem - Wondertel how a sensible farmer can 
continue the exceedingly banl labor of lifting it a tei ktelai a 
time in the stifling heat of a July attemnon. iV. }' Tribune. 

-Iv«Jxwt/!,a no'tor UDfoiM,in«f W we arc acquainted with. 

GladdixoVs IIoilss IhTOH Fork is one of thy labor -saving ma- 
chiues which will pay to purchase —Prairie farmer. * 

l/NLOAPlxi) in a burn.by means of a ITiu-e Ditch-Fork is be¬ 
coming quite common in some suction* of nor country, and will 
bo practiced eyerv where as soon as fannei-s ouderstand the op¬ 
eration The invention of C. IC. Gladding i., the bret we have 
seen iu L*ptjratlor». — A/ndncait AoTXCuUunsL. 

—r, .. ...Muipnip ..r «*ivu a.uu vitfw. Kor Milch 
Lows it im inviitiuiMo, tn^Toiisintf the (jimutity aijrl iioprovincr 
the nnalitv “l tnllk. For Bnanfs uotlnnsr <^an compare with it 
tor iccni m? quickly ForHheep and V\w tho elfcc Up reduced 
luouo month will fiscemi all wcp»*'’hiHon. 

A raiupiilnh mailed free to anv nddross 
t^liRFOT. U HROADVVAY.MW YORK. 574-26t 

FOWTiE Sc GO’S 
SOLUBLE PH0SPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO, 

Superior to Peruvian' Guano atone, and 20 Imk Manufantiirors ol ?iiis new and valnablo preparation, beg 
leave to call the attention of Farmers and Graziers to this ef- 
lectual remedy lor dcHlroylng Ticks, Lice, and all other insects 
JPjnrioiis to animals and vegetation, and preventing the alarm¬ 
ing attacks of the FIy rind Scab on Sheep, 

it-, use not only removes the vermin ori animals, hut cleanses 
and parities t.lu« skin, thereby nmtoriiill.v benefiting t.helr gene¬ 
ral health, and greatly Improving wool, both in quality and 
quantity, 

I'lds article completely suftOrWides that tain minus and disa- 
ureeahle work of preparauot) in your own buildings fur Sheep- 
wash mg, as it Is ready at all limes, iu ntiv climate, and for all 
descriptions ol Sheen, even for Ewes In lamb, ami can be fur¬ 
nished at a much reduced cost. 

PIS11 Ell A. CO., Sole A«**nre, 
683-13 158 Central \V liurf", IpMtun, Mims, 

■per rent. Cheaper! 

F0WLE & CO'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME. 
TiikH", fertilisers have been generally tested by the most 

saliHfiietoiV'resuit' V*1'® " a ,‘n'1 Maryland, with the most 

Daii.'d.lets containing anabyis of Prof. Caui'hki.i. Morfiit, 
of New York, with testimonials, and other valuable interma- 
tioit, will be supplied liy mall, find Orders will be promptly ex¬ 
ecuted upon application to the Agent in New Vnrl; J 

Ti-nwr rr i iu\ J'-THVADD FHANKS, 42 Exchange Place 
FO\S H, \ (.O, f rnpi'lHtors. Alexandria, Va. 688-8C 

This week. 
.. .3,810 
...2,320 

opportunity Many agents are furnishing the Rural, and 
taking pay in produce. \e..—while not a few generously ad¬ 

vance the money. In all such instances, we endeavor to be as 
liberal to agents ns they are to subscribers.. 

I T~ About Club Terms, Ac—Wc endeavor to adhere strictly 
to our Club rates, which require a certain number of subscribers 
to get the paper at a specified price —say ten to get it at $1,50 
percopy, twenty to get it at *1.26, Ac But, in answertofre- 
quent inquiries, (often in connection with remittance, for less 
than a full club,) we would state that, in cases whore from 4 to 6 

copies are ordered at *1,50 each, with a reasonable prospect of 
filliuv up a club of ten, soon for at least before April 1st.) we 
send them- and when tho dub is completed shall give extra 
copy snd premium. We also send 12 to 18 copies at the rate for 
20, 1*1,25 percopy,) where the poison sending is laboring for 
and confident of obtaining a full club as above This we do on 

account of the hard times, and because we think the clubs will 

soon be filled; yet. if it were not tor the panic, and high rates 
of exchange at the West, we should maintain the old rule — 
requiring the full rate in proportion to number sent, and 
making deduction when clubs are completed. 

* Travel 13)0 Agents are employed by (is, as we wish 
to give the whole field to local agents and those who form dubs. 
And beside, we wish it distinctly understood that all persona 
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates 
from ns. are imhiistors. 

KyAKY person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
Rural New-Aorker, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause w ill receive gratmties, and their kindness be appreciated 

A. Journey THiroucrli Texas, 

OR, A SADDLE TRIP ON THE SOUTH-WESTERN FRON- 
I IKK. With a Statistical Appendix By Frederick Law 
Olmsted. 510 pages, 12mo. doth, $1,25. 

Ata time w hen To xas is tfce centre of so much interest, and evi- 
deut.ly about to he the scene qf exciting events, this volume has 
peculiar attraction ami value. The natural resources of that 

region of country, the characteristics of its inhabitants, and the 
workings ot its institutions, are described in an attractive man- 

uer Statistics with regard to its history, products, and capa¬ 
bilities ore Included, with much miscellaneous general inform¬ 

ation hearing upon tho anticipated lino of operations and the 
elements of strength Tor the Union party wldch is now gather¬ 
ing its energies for one of tho most important struggles the 
world has witnessed. 

Also, in uniform volumes, by the same author: 

A JOURNEY IN THE SEABOARD SLAVE STATES 
A JOURNEY IN THE BACK COUNTRY. 

■•nnuHriKP hv 

MASON BHO'DHERS, 

» a T Merear Street, New York. 

Ireu!vUVi"'’' of Clover !St r.-.-b 
I rihSIINAuY will commence Tuesday. April 23rd IKCI 

For particulars add Miss AMY MOORE, Principal 

VTOXICE, - Tb- Summoi Term of tin* New York 
A > ,v.VlV’ Agricultural College will commence ou Wednesday, 
the 17thi inst. M. K, PATRICK, President. 

Ovid, Seneca f.o., N. Y.. April I, I.Hi'q. ,W7 Tt 

T\7HEELEK & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 

vv IMPKOVKD FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 
WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER & WlfSON MANUFACTURING CO. beg 
to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING 

MACHINES, while they have added new and Important im¬ 
provements, The reduction U made in thn hope that the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patents. 

Oiii.ee 00-0 Hromlway, New York. 

S. VV. BIBllLIi, Agent, 

571Ftf ROntlKSTER, N. 7 

(COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED 
,^-f \ Day. Mrs. Ilunkins wants Agents at home oi 

travel for her Pictorial;; FA MIL Y NEWSPaPER," aisu for 
Curious New Book of FEMALE CHARACTERS iv tiik OP 

Jtlarket0, Commerce, &c 

THE WOOL MARKETS. 

i ?iKWuT0RK' ApU* 17-—This market continues in the aamo 
^l1 »nd heavy Cupdlfion noticed at t he date of our Lt ,-enoTt 
and we do notnoticwany * gas of improvement. Tho demand 
liom inanufecturcra has almost entirely .'.-,ised, and the few 

fel*they do Lake arc only for Immediate oonjuruptiori — 
Prices at present are heavy; the "efip" is now approach!iiir 

ln T[!Indoor pteripus warnings, and not 
expect to obtain anything like last yc-aris prices for their wool 
We do not wish to mAke matters appear worse than t)i°v reallv 
“«• hat I t is an undeniaWu fact that the wool market at the 
fnfnILec J* v’Ty -,lil,fnaot, and the volume of trade now 
F»fr-nr^ l*,<1,nra wr,"V; would. In more prosperous times, bu bor a 

of mention’!' Weq^uote' ° ° DOt hBar °f My 8flU!8 ww‘hy 

American Saxony Fleece, tb, 
K r . 7t , -* *T • naer llie rN«xv I .aw 

I - an' years. Circular of information on 
Rejerird Applwalvms sent. Apply to 

588-3t J. FRASER, Patent Agent, Rochester, N. Y. 

rPHK KKDZIK WATER I’lL- 
the U',e hV full>' established lie r^putaUoii of (how Mltern hm evory vractiral 

for the purposes desired-7 They are 
portaklp, duraJ)h\ cimvmirnl, and chruj). 

peHCriptive Circulars sent free, AddrcssT 
Wb-it James tekry a- go v v 

rpo FARMERS. MECHANIC S, A RCILDER8. 
A Cunfliot b) against hlirh nnotui wu 

offer yon, at 74 Main St., Rochester, Iron. NailB.^Iurdware.Oils 
Painta, Colors, Windowx Douni, Blinds, {foes, Spades, Shovels,’ 
Coro tfopb, Lulliyatora, aud other articles too rilimAronu f/» 

45(t*48 
41(<a44 
38iaJ40 
32 a >35 
3Sa:43 
3KS33 
230125 
2H7i3o 
OOfaSJO 
I'Aa.'tO 
12(3i20 

American full blood Merino. . 
American half blood and three-fourths’ Merino 
American Native and one-fourth Merino 
Extra Pulled. .*" 
Superfine. Pulled... 

Flour, spring do.5, 
Flour, buckwheat, .. o > 
Meal, Indian.' 
Wheat, Genesee.i, 
Beat white Canada,.. u, 
Corn, old.. 
Com, new. 
Rve, 60 tbs ip bosh_ 
Oats, by weight....... 
Barley.. 
Buckwheat. 
Beans .B3e 

Mrats 
Pork. Mess. 
Pork, clear.2U.U 
Pork, cwt.j.i 
Bee/, cwt.4,i 
Snnng lambs.each,...!,, 
Mutton, carcase.. 
HamB, smoked.... 
Shoulders." 
Chickens. 
Turkeys . 
Geese,'. . 
Ducks v wur 
R,,„ Daiby, sc. 
Batter, roll. ) 
Batter, firkin.... i 
Cheese, . 
Lard, tried;;;.".'.i 
Ta ow, rough.. .n 
Tallow, tried --s 

Coro Uoeb, Gullitatora, autl other articles too nuiiierouH to 
mention. AUo, the celehrated -Htraight Draft Plow." which 
we offer cheaper than th« cheapest. 

_MOORE, HEB1NG 6; GO 

“ WOMEN OP NEW YORK.5’— 
. i llankins' CurioiiH New Book of Female Utiar&c- tera in the City, Is very interesting, and strictly moral Fancy 
biQibug, 350 lageh, SO.Engraving* MI Portraits, Mailed free for 

n A 1 NT « W;‘Qt«d - Lfidlo* ‘“"1 Teachers For Description 
°‘ Book and Particulars of Agency, inclose red stamp to 

WS HANKINS & CO.. New York. 

iiuuif] u uu I uiimu, ... 
No. i. Pulled. .. 
Lamb's, Pulled. 
California, extra. 
California, fine, unwashed. 
California, cornmon do, 
Peruvian, washed.. 
Valparaiso, tmwashed.' 
South American Me-*., unwajshed 
South American Merino, unwashed 
Sooth American, common washed. 
South American Entre Rios, do, 
South American, unwashed,.; 
South American Cordova, washed. 
Cape Good Hope unwashed........ 
JEaft India, washed,. 

New York. 

A MERICAN GUANO 
UKOM 

JARVIS St BAKER'S 'BLANDS, 

it* Tint 

SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN, 
IMPORTBD BT TUK 

J.nrhicjjv eti/j/jyro co.npj-rf, 

Offloe, 60 WiUi*,xi Street, 

NEW YORK. 
C. 8. MARSHALL, Pres't. U MATHER, Sec'y. 

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 69 Exchange St., Rochester, N. Y. 

AND REAPER, 
U'lTH BLRXMUI.MS FORItUVa Ji.IIt. 

THE ONLY MACHINE WHICH COMBINES ALL THE RE¬ 

QUISITES OF A PERFECT HARVESTER. 

Karmens wishing to avoid disappointment, will give their orders 
early In tne reason. 

ed^iy mail'1**1'* description and testimonials forward- 

JOIfN 1*. ADRIA.WFk Manufacturer and Proprietor 
„ , , PfiUOHKKBIWIB, Nkw YOKK. 

met Warehouse in New York, 164 Greenwich Street, 
5W‘7t Near Courtlandt. 
v A*te,nts, Verona, Oneida Co , N Y. 

Aecnt* hmvrna, Chenango Co.. N. Y 
JOSET If JU LIAM), 2d, " Batnhrldge,Chonmgo Co N Y 
A. P. DRAYTON A SON. Agents, Watertown, JiTco^N'r; 

( IYL< »VV 1-OI.i and UEAPEK. 
^ E. BALL’S I’ATENTX, 

WTl’H ITOIjDflVGr CUTTER 1AAR. 
A Machine that is a perfect Mower, and a perfect Reaper Cir- 

'.ll <ioaonplM>0r?entby; mail or furnished by agents 
«hC0‘Vrltr' , , >»>D«E k POMROY^ g 

688-15t Manutacturers, at the Auburn Prison, Auburn, N. Y. 

Cayie. 
Crimea,. 
Buenos Ayres,.... 
Peruvian, washed. 



Mr. Nobles told Charles that he had long been 

wishing to go West, and if no letter arrived before, 

they would start the next Monday for Illinois. 

Charley expressed his gratitude by his tears, wid as 

no news from home came, the wagon was driven op 

before the door, where it stood till after brcpfast, 

when mutual good wishes were exchanged, slid Mr. 

Nobles and Charley were driven by EuoAltothe 

steamboat landing, and were soon plowing *er the 

deep waters of Lake Erie. 

THE AMERICAN WATCH COMPANY, of Waltham, 
Maas., beg to call the attention of the public to the following 
emphatic recommendation of Waltham Watches, by the leading 
practical Watchmakers and Jeweler* throughout the United 
States. The entire lift of signature* to it is quite too long for 
publication in one advertisement; but the names presented 
will be recognized bv those acquainted with the Trade as being 
in the highest degree respectable and nfluential. At their 
establishments may always be found the genuine Watches of 
the Company's manufacture, in great variety. 

Signatures from many cities and towns not fully represented 
in this list will appear in a future advertisement 

“ Have they come yet?*1 said Mrs. Holmes, as she 
awoke from a troubled sleep and heard the rain driv¬ 
ing against the roof and windows. “ Have they come 
yet?” she repeated, laying her hand upon Mrs. Bald¬ 
win’s arm. Mrs. Baldwin was aroused from the 
sleep into which she had fallen, and taking a wet 
towel, bathed the burning brow and bands of Mrs. 
Holmes, as she said, “You thought they had c-ome, 

didn’t you?” 
“Yes,” replied Mrs. Holmes, “hut they have not. 

T can trust, however, all that concerns roe, both for 
this life and that which it to come, into the hands of 
my Heavenly Father; for I have had delightful views 
of Hjs watchful care and love to-night, and know 
that all things shall work together for good to those 
who love (loo. This distressing sickness of mine is 
part of His great plan in furthering His purposes of 
mercy towards us; and as I have prayed for the con¬ 
version of my beloved Charles, can 1 not trust God, 
and let Him use His own means? He will surely 
bring it to pass, though he moves in a mysterious 

way.” 
Mrs. Baldwin hoped that Mrs. Holmes was really 

better, and charging her to remain quiet, and get all 
the rest she could, she sank back into her chair and 

sound sleep. Not so with Mrs. JIolmrs; 
and with frightful fancies and 

The Great “Salve Certificate.”—Hall’s Jour- 

nul of Health has the following: 
Dear Doctor—I will be one hundred and seventy- 

five years old next October. For ninety-four years I 
have been an invalid, unable to move except when I 
was stirred with a lever. But a year ago last Thurs¬ 
day, 1 heard of the Graniclar Syrup. 

I bought a bottle, smelt of the cork, and found 
myself a new man. I can now run twelve and a half 
miles an hoar, and throw nineteen somersets without 

stopping. 
P. 8.—A little of your Alicumstone Salve, applied 

to a wooden leg, reduced a compound fracture in 
nineteen minutes, and is now covering the limb 
with a fresh cuticle of white gum pine bark. 

Independence, July 5, 1858. They breathe the spirit of true 

patriotism, and are peculiarly appropriate at the presenl 

time:] 

Stand by the flag!—it* star* like meteor* gleaming. 

Have lighted Arctic Iceburg*, Southern sea*. 

And ahone responsive to the stormy beaming 

Of old Arctura* and the Pleiades. 

Stand by the flag!—ita stripes have streamed in glory, 

To foce a fear, to friends a festal robe, 

And spread, in rythmic lines, the sacred story 

Of Freedom’* triumph over all the globe. 

Stand by the Hug!—on land and ocean billow, 

By it your father* stood, unmoved and true, 

Living, defended—dying, from their pillow, 

With their last blessing, passed it on to you. 

Stand by the flag!—Immortal heroes bore it 

Through sulphurous smoke, deep moat, and armed defence. 

And their imperial shade* still hover o’er it— 

A guard celestial, from Omnipotence. 

Stand by the flag!—it is a holy treasure; 
Though wrong may dim some stars which should be light, 

A steady, gentle, and persistent pressure, 

Kindly exerted, yet will make them bright. 

Stand by the flag!—though death shots round it rattle, 

And underneath It* waving folds have met 

In all the dread array of sanguine battle. 

The quivering lance and glittering bayonet. 

Stand by the flag!—all doubt and treason scorning— 

Believe, with courage dim, and faith sublime, 

That it will float until the eternal morning 

Pales, in its glories, all the light* of time!, 

CHAPTER X. 

The candle at the houBe at the west was jt^t light¬ 
ed, and the curtains dropped, as a gentleirap was 
heard at tbe door. Mrs. Baldwin quietly ojened it, 
when Mr. Nobles, followed by Charles, lentered. 
A death like stillness pervaded the place, And with 
suppressed breath, and a palpitating heart Charles 
stood in his beloved home. Near the tsole sat his 
father, resting his head upon his hand, vlile in his 
lap Iky the letter which Mr. Nobles had siit so long 
before. It had just been received, and w* blistered 
with tears. Not observing that any one entered, Mr. 
Holmes’ eyes were rivited upon the iiage until 
Chabi.eh, with a convulsive sob, tbref his arms 
around his neck, and exclaimed, “ Path*!” 

For some time not another sound was Hard, except 
the agonizing groans of Mr. IIolmus whle he clasped 
hU beloved boy to hit heart. At lefctli he said, 
“Oh, that you had come sooner!" 

Charles wept with a grief unrestruiied, and had 
it been possible for tears to wash away guilt, his 
would have been cancelled; for he fas completely 
broken down, and lay upon his father s knee, willing 
to make any confessions, or do unyl ing he should 
require, .if he could but. be rectivec back and for¬ 
given. At length he said, “Where i mother?” 

TO THE PUBLIC. 
The undersigned, practical Watchmaker* and dealer* in 

Watches, having bought and sold American Watches for a 
number of year* paw. and having dealt in all kind’ of foreign 
Watches for a much longer period of time, beg to state that 

they have never dealt in Watches which, as a class, or in Indi¬ 
vidual instance", have been more satisfactory to themselves or 
customers, whether in respect of durability, beauty of finish, 

mathematically correct proportions, accurate compensation 
and adjustment, or of fins time-keeping results, than those 
manufactured by the Waltham Company. 

N. E. CRITTENDEN, Cleveland. Ohio. 

WM. BLYNN, Columbus, “ 
JAMES J. ROSS. Zanzesville, 
H. JENKINS & CO., Cincinnati, 

BEGGS A SMITH, 
WM. WILSON McGREW, 

DUHME ft CO.. 
C. OSKAMP. 
C. PLATT, Delaware, " 
J. T. & E. M. EDWARDS, Chicago. Illinois. 
F. J. ALEXANDER, La Salle, 
JOHN H. MORSE, Peoria, 
A. HEPPLER, 
W. H. RICHMOND, 
H. D. KAYS. Bloomington, “ 
A. B. GTLLETT, 
S. D. I.H.LKSTON. Decatur. “ 
J. B. CURRAN, Springfield, 

J. W. BROWN, Quincy, " 

E. B. TOBIN, 
BASSE ft ITITLSMAN, 

A. P, BOYNTON, 
WM. M. MAYO, 
E. NORTHF.Y. 
A. W. FORD, 
WILLARD ft HAWLEY, 
N. HAIGHT, 
H. ft D. ROSENBERG, 
C. A BURR ft CO.. 
E. S. KTTENHETMKR & CO. 

WM. S. TAYLOR, Utica, 
W. W. HANNAH, Hudson, 
H. R- ft H. C. CARPENTER, Troy. 
HOSKINS ft EVANS, Owego, 
HAIGHT ft LEACH, Auburn, 
JAMES HYDE, 
JOHN H. IVES, Fairport, 
WILLIAMS ft CO., Canandaigua, ” 

J. N, BENNET, 
A. S STORMS, Poughkeepsie,” 

WM. a MORGAN, 
HENDERSON BRO'S 
J. A. CLARK, Batavia, “ 
BLOOD ft PUTMAN, Amsterdam, “ 
JENNINGS BRO’S. Saratoga, 

JOHN J. JENKINS, Albany, 

W. H. WILLIAMS, 
A. WARDEN. Goshen, “ 
L. 0. DUNNING, Penn-Yan, 
W. P- BINGHAM ft CO., Indianapolis, Ind. 

CHAS. G. FRENCH, 
J. MoLKNK. 
C. A. DICKENSES', 
G. H. BASCOM ft CO., 
J. M STANS1L. 
ADOLPH MYERS, 
THEO F, DICKERING, 
GEO DOT V, 
M. S. SMITH, 
A. B. VAN COTE, Milwaukee. Wis. 
JOHN ELKINS. Racine. 
H. N. SHERMAN, Beloit. 
S. C. SPAULDING, Janesville, ” 
REINEMAN ft MEYRAN. Pittsburgh, Pa 
SAME BROWN, Jn., Norristown, ” 
W. T. KOPLIV, „ ” 
GEO. W. STEIN, Fasten, 
GEO. II. TITUS. 
GEO STEIN. 
E. J LASCELLE. 
JOSEPH LAD01IUS, 
J. J. BLAIR. 
GEO W. MrOALLA, 
FRANCIS C. FOLACK, 
G. M J5AHN. 
GEO. HELLER, 
F. P. HELLER, 
E. AUGIIINBAUGH, 
J. C- DOLON, 
T S- HOFFMAN. 
J. C. HANNA. 
C. T. ROBERTS, 
DAVID LAVERACK, 

EMKTMC DILLS. 
HENRY D. JAMES, 
S. T LITTLE, 
CARSO N * BRANNON 
THUS. GO WHEY. 
A. W PYLE. 
SIMPSON ft PRICE, 
V. W SKIFF. 
J. ft 1 GARDNER. 
IV. C.DKWtTKZ, , 
MAURICE K HENRY, 
JEHU SYLVESTER. 
J T SCOTT ft CO.. Wheeling, 

T. B/BUMPHREY.S, “ 
E. A. V(IDLER. Salem, 
F. W LKJNBECK. 
J W.MONTGOMERY, 
BENJ. E COOK, 
S. CHILDS, 
DEXTER ft HASKINS, 
E D. TISDALE, Taunton, 
ALBERT PITTS ’’ 
ELLIS GIFFORD. Jail River, 
F. W MACOMBF.R, 
T I P.ntNiN 

Western Eloquence. — “ Who discovered the 
North Foie’ Our own illustrious Jefferson. Who 
hung the star-spangled banner on the heaven-piercing 
summit of tbe Andes? Our own immortal Franklin. 
Who discovered the route to Cappadocia by the. way 
of Cape Cod ? That fearless Moorish navigator, Pag¬ 
anini. Let os, then, fellow-citizens, with the horros- 
cope in one hand, and the Magna Charta in the other, 
plunge boldly on tbe raging billows of the Mississippi, 
and leave no sea untried until we shall have united 
Tivoli with Tripoli, and Cretna Green with the rock 
of Gibraltar. Then, and not till then, shall be brought 
to light Tarantula—that long lost isle of bliss of 
which a Pluto reasoned and a Galen sung.” 

was soon in a 
her fever came on, 
Etrange dreams she tossed restlessly from side to side, 

till the door opened and Mr. Holmes entered. 

Approaching the bed, he laid his hand upon her 
burning brow, and imprinting a kiss upon her lips, 
said soothingly, “My dear, you are sick!” The 
delirium returned, and with wild shrieks she cried, 
“No, he hasn’t corne. No! no! he’ll never come!” 
Becoming exhausted, and partially quieted, she 
imagined Cna iu.ks sick instead of herself, and de¬ 
plored in piteous tones the burning fever that con¬ 
sumed him. At length, as morning dawned, she 
rested her head upon her husband’s arm, and fell into 
a gentle slumber. When she awoke, which was long 
al'terday light, her mind was clear, and laying her 
hand upon her huahand’s face, said, “ Then you have 

come.” 
“ Yes, ray dear, and find you sick.” 
“And Charles,” she added, casting an anxious 

look around the room. 
“The Lord, my dear, is watching over him, and 

will return him to us again in due time. Let us 
leave him in His hands, knowing that though clouds 
envelope us, all is clear with Him who caretb for us.” 

She closed her eyes for a short time, and then 
repeated, “ Yes, the Lord is watching over him, and 
if he returns too late for my blessing, assure him of 
my forgiveness.” Setting her husband agitated, she 
said, “He will come, my dear, and be to you a bless¬ 
ing yet. Con’s promises are sure, and though the 
blessing tarry long. It, will finally come.” 

Mr. Holmes hoped from his wife’s calm appear¬ 

ance, that she was permanently better, but delirium 

returned with the fever, and as she lay talking in 

the most incoherent manner, of any and every thing 

which run through her mind, she looked up implor¬ 

ingly to every one who approached her, saying, 

“ You’ll keep him away from that bad boy, won’t 
you?” often adding, “It was Henry that sent this 
burning fever upon Charles and me; oh, why did 

he come here at all!” 

At length, a death-like stupor stole gradually over 
k t, and hours went and came, but brought no look i 
of recognition from tin sutrerer, although ©very 
effort was made to arouae her to consciousness. Phy¬ 
sicians shook their heads ominously as they met for 
consultation in the largo kitchen, and only replied to 
Mr. Holmes’ anxious inquiries, “There is hope as 

long as there is life.” 
Meanwhile time wore on with the wanderer, and 

he was comparatively happy while he slept. At 

length, 
“ What are yon here for?” from a gruff voice, 

aroused him from his sleep, to behold, immediately 
in front of him. a tall man with a pitch fork in his 
hand. “What are you doing on ray bay?” he again 

asked, as Charles attempted to rise. 
“ I had no where to stay, and am sick,” replied 

Charles, sadly. 
“Sick are yon; well, let me help you into the 

house, and we will have something done.” 
“ Dizzy and faint as Charles was, it was with 

difficulty that he walked, even with the assistance 
which he had; and when he reached the house, he 
was glad to stretch himself upon the comfortable 
looking lounge to which he was led. A woman met 
them at the door, and with a benignant and motherly 
expression upon her face, exclaimed, “ Why. Mr. 
Nobles! who have you got,there? Poor fellow, what 

i have lain in the ham all night as 

During the examination of a witness, as to the 
locality of the stairs in a house, the council asked 

him: 
“Which way do the stairs run?” 
The witness, who, by the way, was a noted wag, 

replied: 
“ One way they run up stairs, the other way they 

run down stairs.’’ 
The learned counsel winked both eyes and then 

took a look at the ceiling. 

Galena, 
Jacksonville, 
Cherry Grove, 
Freeport, 

Syracuse, 
Newburgh. 
Rochester, 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

CHARLEY HOLMES; 
OR 

THE CONSEQUENCES OF INDECISION 

BY MRS. M. A. LATHROr. A “ bumptious” traveler, overtaking an old Pres¬ 
byterian minister, whose nag was much fatigued, 
quizzed tbe old gentleman upon his “turn out” 
“A nice horse, yours, doctor! very valuable beast, 
that—but what makes him wag his tail so, doctor?” 
“ Well, as you have asked me, I will tell yon. It is 
for the same reason that your tongue wags so—a sort 
of natural weakness.” 

! and said,—“ She 
be did say, ‘ When 
and fully forgive 

e must meet me in 
Nellie, the holy 
kviOR; whom she 

she is a glorified 

heaven.’ She is now with little 
angels, and our own blessed S a 

wished you to love; and thout i 
spirit above, Bhe loves you yet, ind will watch for 

your coming.” 
Most of the night Charles wajked tbe floor,’ or, in 

tears, sat by the side of his deujl mother. No com¬ 
fort. came to his heart, and no word fell from his lips, 
hut a pall, as dark and gloomyfts the grave, settled 
upon his spirits. His father and Mr. Nobles pointed 
him to Christ, as one who wat able and willing to 
save to the uttermost, all who came to Him; and 
assured him that though his .-dnsihad been as scarlet, 
Christ could make them white as woo). 

But no light shone through the dark cloud that. 
the of f • ' though lbs cries for 

mercy hl-ought tears from every eye, and pray*-*-* 

from every heart 
The day of the funeral came; a calm, still day, 

when the sun was veiled in clouds, and only occa¬ 
sionally looked down upon the sad spectacle below. 

I'or Moores Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

I am compow-l of 42 letter*. 

My 20, 34, 15, IS, 34.12, 40, 10 is a county in Illinois. 

My 21, 1, 20. 10. 29, 30, 18, 31, 40. 42 is a county in Ohio. 

My 3, 34, 9. 24. 11, 14. 34,20 is a cape east of the United States. 

My 18, 37, 28, 23, 18, 16, 34 is one of the United States. 

My 12 16, 20. 20, 41, 5. 38,16 is a river in the United States. 

My 30. 4. 14, 6. 33. 20, 36 is a county in Pennsylvania. 

My 20. 33 19, 2, 33 is a river in Europe. 

My 27, 34, 38, 14, 11. 6 U a county in Kentucky. 

My S», 8, 14. 22, 17 i* u lake north of '.he United States. 

My 20. 26. 23. 13, 3». 18, 20 is an island in the Pacific ocean. 

V, 26, 25 ia a river Kcotland. 
My 20 3-*, *0, re, 34, 12, 4o, .. — o over - —.. 

My whole is an English Proverb. 

Sunbeam, Mercer Co.. HL. 1861. I. Forsyth. 

JfgP” Answer in two week*. 

Richmond, " 
Terre Haute, ” 
Sullivan " 
Plymouth, ” 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Detroit, " 

Altenty^r J! 

Williamsport,” 
Cheater •* 
Lebanon, 
Uarrisburgh, " 
York. " 
Lancaster, “ 
Reading. 

Chambersburgh, *' 
Mauch Chunk.” 
Greensburg, “ 
Newcastle, 11 
Ebensburg, “ 
1'aterBon, N. J. 
Newark, “ 
Bordonton, 
Trenton. 1" 
Cumberland, Md. 
Pulaski, Tenn. 
Nashville. ” 
Springfield, ” 
Clarlisvtlie. ” 
Savannah, Ga. 
St. Louis, Mo. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ANOTHER MAGIC SQUARE PUZZLE. 

I have taken the liberty of sending the Rural another 

puzzle of the magic square kind, as follows:—Let the figures 

in the square below (from 1 to 25 inclusive,) be so arranged 

in another square similar that they will count sixty-five each 

way; that is, perpendicularly, horizontally, and diagonally: 

Newbery. S. C. 
Northampton,Mass 
New Bedford, •' 

Jas. Wilson. North Dumfries, C. W., 1861 

23?” Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM. 
Gloucester, 
Salem, 
Worcester Three objects. A, B, and C, are in the same straight line, 

and of known distances from each other, viz.: — A B = 

3,626 yards, and B C - 8.374 yards. The angular dis¬ 

tance of A B from a station D, where all the objects are 

visible, is 19 degree*, and the angular distance of B C is 

25 degrees. Required the distance of each object from the 

nlace of observation. E. P. Norton. 

Waltham, " 
<1 44 

Lowell, " 
Lvnn, 
Lawrence, “ 
Pittsfield, ” 

Greenfield. " 
Springfield, ” 
Providence, R L 
E. Greenwich, “ 
Hartford, Conn. 

a shame that yov 
sick as death, while we have had a good comfortable 
bed!” And while Mr. Noble? bathed Charles’ face 
and hands, and brushed back the hair from his high 
and manly forehead, she was busy in making a cup 
of tea and preparing a nice bit of toast. These 
Charles took with a thankful heart, and then, put¬ 
ting on a dressing gown of “ Edgak’s,” as the lady 
called hereon, he lay down, feeling greatly relieved; 
and as he said to himself, “ How like my own dear 
mother is her kindness, yes, my dear mother,” the 
tears dropped fast upon the pillow. Turning over to 
couceal his emotions, he thrust his hand down into 
his pocket, and Clasping a book, he drew it out, and 
opening it read, “Charles Holmes’ book.” This 
aroused birn to look again, thinking he might have 
read amiss, but the writing was distinct, and a faint 
remembrance of once giving this Testament away, 
went swimming through his mind, till he lorgot all 
hut his thirst; water, water, was all he cared for. 

The physician, who had been sent for, came, hut 

New Haven, 

Answer to Poetical Enigma:—A newspaper. 

Answer to Geographical Enigma:—Nishnabatona river. 

Answer to Grammatical Enigma:—Tea. 

Answer to Enigmatical Advertisement:—Saint Catharine’s 

Nursery. 

Danbury, *‘ 

Middletown, ” 

New London," 
Bridgeport, ‘ 
Waterbury, '* 
Sanbornton, N. H. 
Concord, “ 
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t Tae above Terms und Rates are invariable, and those 

who remit less than specified for a single copy or club, will be 
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capacity, and one of 10 feet, into which a team 
coupled can be easily driven in case of necessity. A 
stairway leads to floor above, and a place for harness. 
The forage for horses is put into tubes above, about 
two by three and a half feet square, one tube furnish¬ 
ing two horses, who draw it from the bottom, and 
cat more, ns nature designed them to do, than is 
usual. The floor is double, and is made tight with 
tar and lime, which makes a cement Unit is imper¬ 
vious to water, as well as a preserver of wood. The 
manure is dropped through a trap door to the shed 
below, and mixed with that of the sheep and cattle. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors 

Tire Rural Nkw-Yokkku is designed to be unsurpassed in 

Value, Purity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance its Conductor devotes his per¬ 
sonal attention to the Fupervisioo of its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Rural an eminently 

Reliable Guide on all the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with t,be business of 
those whose interests it zealously advocates, As a Family 

Journal it is eminently Instructive and Entertaining—being 
so conducted that it can he salcly taken to the Hearts and 
Homes of people of intelligence, taste and discrimination, It 
embraces more Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific, Educa¬ 
tional, biterary and News Matter, interspersed with appropriate 
and beautiful Engravings, than any other journal,—rendering 

it the most complete Agricultural, Literary a.\i> Family 

XEwsfArr.it in America, 

Enter mi according to act of Congress, in the Year 1861, bv 
D. 0. T. MooRB, in the Office of the Clerk oi the District 
Court for the Northern District of New York. 

I3"Onr only object in copyrighting this paper is to secure 
what every honorable journalist will freely grant,—proper 

credit for articles selected from its pages. Any and every 
journal is at liberty, and invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each original article or illustration to Rural New-Ycrrktr. 

PREMDCjIVI PLAN OF BARN PBIRril'ECTIVK VIEW, 

banded with the greatest care. This is the time for 
sacrifices, and the former can afford to work a little 
longer and a little harder than usual. 

The South, the present, season, we think can pro¬ 
duce but little. In the midst of wars and rumors of 
wars, it cannot he expected that either black or 
white, will labor with their usual diligence. As 
things now exfot, provisions w ill not be allowed to 
find a market in that direction, but we have hopes 
that the people of the South will take a "sober 
second thought,’’ that tho present summer will ter¬ 
minate hostilities Hud restore peace to our covgntry. 
WViethm* "thls tie stj or not, there is abundant reason 
to cause us to believe that everything 
eatable will be scarce and dear, and we 
therefore urge the farmers throughout 
the Northern States and Canadas,— 
all who are patriotic and humanity- 
loving—to renewed and unusual exer¬ 
tions for the increased production of 
the great staple crops. 

Scarcity of money it is known has 
a tendency to cheapen produce, and 
it may be thought by many that the 
vast amoants needed for conducting 
war operations will have thiB effect, fl-- 
But, it must be remembered that the ji__ 
money expended for this purpose is y\ 

not shipped to Europe or any foreign lil 
land. It will lie expended in our cities 
and towns,—among our mechanics 
and urtizuns, and merchants, and a 
great portion will fall into the hands 
of formers, in exchange for the necessaries of life. 
We make these few reflections hoping to awaken our 
readers to increased activity. 

Those of our readers about building Farm Rams 
can derive many valuable suggestions from this 
admirable plan, even though it may not be adapted 
to their wants or circumstances as a whole. In com¬ 
pliance with the request of Mr. Wilson, and others, 
we will hereafter republish the two other Premium 
plans of Rams. 

PLAN OK KIKS'r FLOOR. 

A. Horse Stable. B. Grain Bins. 

C. Barn Floor. D. Bay. 

E. Stock Yard. 

The grain bins are next north of tho stable, and 
form part of the partition between the stable and 
main door. They are four feet in width, and have a 
Ampacity for 1500 bushels of grain. The bottom of 
the bins Hlopcs towards the main floor, and is ten 
inches above it. This admits of the drawing of the 
grain into the half bushel with ease, or of emptying 
a whole bin upon the floor in a few minutes, if it were 
required. The bins have a free circulation of air on 
every side, and no sight for a mouse to get foothold, 
except on the covers, in plain sight of any who 
happen to he on the main floor. 

WAR AND AGRICULTURE 

Painful as is the acknowledgment to us and to all 
peace-loving citizens of this hitherto properous and 
happy land, and unwilling as we have been to believe 
the fact, it must now he admitted that we are on 
the eve of a terrible civil war, The like of which I he 
world Uv» r ever kuopn. Of its general ellbets or Us 
duration we will not express an opinion. But, on 
the one aide we sec the enemies of their common 
country full of bitterness and rage; and as the 
leaders have rendered themselves liable to the 
severest penalties known to our laws, they will doubt¬ 
less fight for their lives as long as they can find 
dupes to follow their lead. On the- other, we find the 
great masses of the North forgetting former party 
prejudices and distinctions, and arising in one united 
body, with men and means, for the defence of the 
Country, its Constitution, and Caws. It now seems 
to be the general opinion that the forbearance of 
the Government has only encouraged treason, and 
that prompt and just retribution is the only meaus 
left to the friends of law and order. The measures 
adopted to maintain the perpetuity of the Union wo 
do not now purpose to discuss, our only object being 
to consider the existing state of affairs and its effect 
upon the Agriculture of the country. 

At the present time there are no doubt more than a 
hundred thousand active Northern men who have for¬ 
saken the ordinary pursuits of Agriculture, Com¬ 
merce, and the Mechanic Arts for camp; and in a few 
weeks twice or thrice that number may be in the 
tented field. In addition to those who give their 
whole service to their country, mauy more will 
bestow, at this critical time, a large portion of their 
thoughts and time in this direction. This vast 
army will have new wants that must be supplied by 
the industry ol' tho country. Cannon and shot and 
gun-carriages, powder and ball and arms, clothes 
and shoes and camp-equipments, must be had 

II. SWEET & SONS' PREMIUM BARN—DESCRIPTION 

Our farm contaius 165 acres, including woodland 
and is situated in Co, a littli 
liorth.ofthe divyling -viAy- ■ 
Jr the Susquehanna Dfum tj.]< a* ^Lawrence, aboni 

I'Ul. 1.—PLAN SHOWING END JOINTS OF FLOORING. 

The main floor is of spruce, U inches thick, laid 
upon inch hemlock. It is tongued and grooved, and 
the end joints sawed with a double bevel, to prevent 
any springing of the end, as seen in fig, ]. The 
floor is 40x41 feet surface, and has nothing to break 
bulk in any direction. That portion between the 
doors is calculated to have grain mowed upon it, and 
is furnished with an extra movable floor, that is 
inserted after the grain is threshed, to hold the straw 
above, thus giving great room below, which is often 
required in threshing clover seed. On the north-east 
corner of the floor is a stair-way to the cow-stable 
below. This room is lighted by three windows on 
the east and one on the west, with two large single 
rolling doors on the east, and two large double 
rolling doors on the west. 

SECOND FLOOR. 

The second floor, accessible by stairs from the 
horse-stable, is tight over the stable and grain bins, 
but is movable over all other parts. It has a cubic 
capacity of about 40,000 feet, and is calculated for 
hay, grain, clover seed and straw. When that por¬ 
tion of the main floor before spoken of, is used as a 
mow, the capacity of the barn is increased about 
4,000 cubic feet. This entire space is only broken by 
six braces, eight inches square — so near perpendic¬ 
ular as not to Interfere with the settlement of grain 
or hay— and six iron rods 1] inches in diameter and 
perpendicular. The cupola through which access is 
had to the roof is reached from below, and is the 
central ventilator to the building. 

FRAME. 

fho carpentry is of the style used in modern bridge 
building, and is upon the truss principle, which 
throws almost the entire weight of the structure and 
its contents upon the outer walls, its stability 
depends upon the strength of the suspension rods, 
and the longitudinal strength of the timber. The 
braces in every case are as long as they could be 
used, and placed in gains at tho ends, and arc not 
morticed, but heavily nailed. 

When any ol the timber needed Rplicing to increase 
itB length; if it was soft wood it was put together on 
the double bevel principle, B; if hard wood, it was 
done on the ship-lap "gain and key plan/' A, as 
shown in accompanying illustration. 

PREMIUM PLAN OF BARN 
FOB GRAIN, HAY, HORSES. CATTLE, AND SHEEP. 

Eds. Rural Xbw-Yokkkk ;—I have a request to make. 

Premising that I am a new subscriber, ami noticing in a late 

Rural a statement to the ellect that you hail formerly, or 

some time previous to this year, published the plan ami 

description of a Barn, or Barns, for which I understood you 

had offered premiums, now if it would not bo asking too 

much, I would be very much obliged to you if you would 

republish the same, at as early a day as you conveniently 

can, and I have no doubt but you would gratify a large 

number of your new subscribers, as well as your humble 

Hervant. — Jambs Wilson, Galt, C. W. 

BASEMENT. 

A. Open Shed. E. Passage. 

B. Tool Room. F, Bay. 

C, Stock Yard. G. Area. 

D, Stabling. H. Approach Embankment. 

The north end of basement is occupied by a Hay 

for hay, that extends to the top, 17 feet in width, 
and has a cubic capacity of about 23,000 feet. South 
of this, and entirely across the building, is the 
cattle-stable, sixteen feet in width, including the 
passage and stairway to the floor above. Next is the 
open shed, 32x10 feet, with nothing to obstruct com- 
municatiou with the yard, except two cast iron col¬ 
umn?, that support the sills above; easily ventilated 
at any time through the windows on the west, and 
capable of receiving, with plenty of spare room, a 
ten-horse-power to do the threshing above on a rainy 
day, should circumstances reqnire it. Next, south, 
is a tool-room for heavy tools, or such as are not 
often used; wagons in winter and sleighs in summer, 
plows, harrows, drills, roller, reaper, &c., with stair¬ 
way to stable above. 

FIRST FLOOR. 

The horse-stable, which occupies the south end, is 
18 feet in width, and divided into six stalls of equal 

LONGITUDINAL SECTION, 

years ago, and also similar requests to the above 
relative to their republication. Inasmuch as we 
are unable to furnish the papers desired, and as the 
plans will be new to a large proportion of our read¬ 
ers, we have concluded to republish them for the 
benefit of all interested — commencing with the First 
Premium Barn. We think this Plan one of the best, 
if not the very best ever presented to the American 
public. As we remarked on its first publication, it 
is truly a Premium Bam, aud no one can study its 
internal arrangement, or mode of construction, with¬ 
out profit A similar plan, with drawings and 
description so complete, would of course involve no 
little expense, if procured of an Architect. 

The reasons for the selection were, that the earth 
excavated might be used in the approach upon the 
west, and thus make the water run from the barn 
in every direction, and save making a deep exca¬ 
vation. 

The next item in consideration was its size. This 
we determined by counting the cubic [contents of the 
old ones, aud adopted 40x80, and 19 Feet above base¬ 
ment, witii a truss frame and fiat roof.l 

IV e next considered its internal | arrangements. 
We needed a drain, flay, Home, Cai'tle and Sheep 

FlO. 2.— HARD AND SOFT WOOD SI’I.ICE. 

The Timber is unusually small for such a building, 
but its strength is amply sufficient. The girts to 

which the siding is nailed, being only three feet 
from center to center, render it, with its thorough 
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quite dry. I take a common sized teacup even full 

of fine solar salt, and put one teacup full to every 

twenty pounds of curd; after mixing the salt well 

with curd, I put to press, and let it stand trwenty-four 

hours. I keep twenty-six cows; make from 250 to 

200 cheeses in the best of seasons. 

bnlb render it unnecessary to store early, merely for 

the purpose ot Bating the bulbs from damage. 

Kohl-Rabi is relished by every description of stock. 

Sheep may be folded upon the crop where it grew, or 

the bulbB may be given to them sliced in boxes; for 

cattle the bulbs require to be sliced or pulped, and 

steamed or boiled for pigs. 

Several times in years past, we have called the 

attention of our readers, and particularly those 

whose interest it is to furnish a large amount of food 

for stock, to a root which we considered almost in¬ 

valuable for this purpose, and particularly adapted 

to our climate. While many succeed with the Tur¬ 

nip, and all may succeed in favorable seasons, and 

with proper culture, yet it must be admitted that our 

climate is far less favorable to its growth and ma¬ 

turity, than the humid climate of England. In the 

Kohl-Rabi we have a root exactly suited to our needs. 

It will endure the hottest, dryest weather, and never 

fail of producing a large crop. It is perfectly hardy, 

and no ordinary frost Injures it in the least, so that 

there need be no hurry about storing. Then it bears 

transplanting well, and this is the best mode of grow¬ 

ing, so that there need be no failure on account of 

bad seed, no bare spots to disfigure the field or lessen 

the crop. Unlike the Turnip, it gives no unpleasant 

taste to milk or butter, and is relished by all kinds 

of stock. Messrs. Lawson sum up the advantages of 

Kohl-Rabi over the best Swede Turnip, in the follow¬ 

ing terms: 

“Its advantages over the Swedes are, that cattle, 

and especially horses, are fonder of it; the leaves are 

better food; It bears transplanting better than any 

other root; insects do not injure it; drouth does 

not prevent its growth; it stores quite as well or bet 

ter; it Btands the winter better; and if, affords food 

later in the season, even in June.” 

The more we have tested the Kohl-Rabi, the better 

we are pleased with it, becoming more and more 

convinced of its peculiar adaptation to our hot, dry 

climate, and the wants of Amcricun farmers. Tho 

last number of the frith Farmers' Gatet/e recom¬ 

mends it* more general culture by the farmers of that 

country, and gives the following as the best mode of 

treatment. Of course our late springs and rapid¬ 

growing seasons would make so early planting im¬ 

practicable and unnecessary. For sowing in the 

seed-bed in this latitude, the first of May is sufficient¬ 
ly early. 

“ Every intelligent farmer who knows the value of 

root aropB, knowB also that it is injudicious to limit 

his cultivation of that important class of plant* to one 

kind. Were it for no other purpose than merely to 

spread the busy season of sowing over as wide a 

period ns possible, so that there would not be too 

much to do at once, a diversity is desirable; but it is 

still more so from the fact that the effect* produced 

on stock are greater when we have a diversity ut com¬ 

mand, than when we are confined to only one or two 

kinds. Some kinds of root* are good for one pur¬ 

pose; others for another purpose; some kinds are 

suitable for consumption at one period, others at a 

later period, and others, ugain, still later. Another 

advantage is that a variety of root* lessens the risk 

of loss of a supply of winter food from the failure, 

— total or partial,— of any one kind, and hence the 

judicious cultivator will not limit himself to one or 

even two kinds of root crops. 

Believing, as we do, that root culture is of the 

most essential consequence, we proceed to describe 

briefly the cultivation of an extremely valuable 

variety of this class; it being necessary to commence 

operations at the present time, as will be seen in the 

course of the following remarks. 
Althongn ijoni uam oeen(partialiy hjiiuvummi 

for many years, especially in England and Ireland, it 

is only of lute that its value has become generally 

known, that is, comparatively so; because there are 

still many farmers, extensive growers of root crops, 

who are yet unacquainted with it. This plant is 

sometimes designated the “turnip-stemmed cab¬ 

bage,” the “Hungarian turnip,” as well as other 

names ; but its proper designation is that under 

which it was first introduced, viz., Kohl-Rabi. 

There are eleven varieties In cultivation, those 

best suited for field culture being the Late Green 

or White Kohl-Uabi, the Late Purple, the Oblong 

Green, the Oblong Purple, and the Giant Green 

Globe; the latter, recently introduced from Germany, 

being highly *poken of. Kohl-Rabi may be grown on 

any turnip soil, but if thrives best on heavy lands, 

even when these are of too stiff a nature for turnip 

cultivation. The preparatory operations during au¬ 

tumn and spring are the same as those for turnips, Ac. 

Kohl-Rabi seed may be sown in tho end of April, 

or beginning of May, In the same manner as turnip 

seed; but the better plan is to grow the plants in a 

seed-bed, transplanting them when they arc six or 

eight inches high into drills in the field. The seed¬ 

bed should be dry, and manured in autumn or during 

winter, and the place chosen should be a sheltered 

spot, open to tlie sun. In the end of February Or 

during March sow the seed, in the bed, thinly in 

drills, 12 inches apart. This permits the use of the 

hoe afterwards, for the purpose of keeping the beds 

clear of weeds, as well as stirring the soil, which 

promotes the growth of the young plants. A second 

sowing may be made in the middle of April, and a 

third sowing in the end of May or beginning of June. 

A bed six yards square will afford sufficient plants tor 

one acre (statute) of land, and eight ounces of seed 

will be necessary for the seed bed. The first sowing 

will be ready to be transplanted in May, the second 

sowing in June, and the third towards the end of July 

or beginning of August. 

The plants will be taken from the first sown seed¬ 

bed, and dibbled in about 16 or 18 inches apart along 

the top of the drills. Moist weather is best for 

transplanting. If “clubbing,” or warts, each con¬ 

taining a small maggot, is found on the plants in the 

seed-bed — similar to tlie "clubbing” common on 

cabbage plants,—it has been recommended to dip 

the stems, as the plants are lifted from the seed-bed, 

in the following composition: fresli soot, one gallon; 

powdered saltpetre, one pound: water being added 

‘to reduce it to the consistency of coal tar.' 

The plants obtained from the second and third 

sowings will not produce as heavy crops as that from 

the first sowing. It will be necessary, therefore, 

when transplanting, to dibble in the late plants closer 

than in the case of the first sown. Those trans¬ 

planted in June will be dibble fourteen to sixteen 

inches apart, and those in July or beginning of 

August, from twelve to fourteen inches. The after 

cultivation consists in the frequent use of the horse- 

hoe, until the leaves meet in the drills, with the hand 

hoe to stir the soil between the plants in the lines. 

The leaves of Kohl-Rabi are quite as valuable for 

feeding purposes as the bulbs, and both ‘ are about 

twice as valuable as ordinary turnips, and materially 

surpass the best Swedes.1 The plant also stands in¬ 

tense frost, and as it keeps well, either stored or in 

the field, it is extremely valuable for spring use in 

the case of fattening sheep or ewes. It docs not 

affect milk or butter when used as food for cows. If 

the plant is stored in November, like turnips, Ac., the 

storing process need not proceed faster than the con¬ 

sumption of the leaves will admit, as it would he 

improper to waste the leaves, considering their value 

I as food; while the frost-resisting properties of the 1 

Tiik Season—Crop ProsI’KOTS.—In all this region the sea¬ 

son is still backward—so much so that comparatively little of 

the usual spring work has been performed. April has been 

a cold month, and otherwise discouraging to farmers wishing 

to plow and plant largely, though favorable for grain and 

grass. As we write —on the last day of the month — a cold 

rain storm prevail?, and ovt-rooats are in demand. May will 

be gladly wcclomed, in the hope that it will bring clearer 

skies and mote genial atmosphere — weather which will yet 

enable farmers, by extra effort, to sow and plant in season to 

obtain good returns in anturon. 

The Wheat Crop of this section — and, so far as we learn, 

of Western and Central New York — is improving in appear¬ 

ance. Grass is starting finely in well-cared for meadows, 

promising a good yield of an important crop. Letters and 

other advices relative to the Growing Crops in distant parts 

of the country ore generally favorable. The wheat crop is 

believed to promise unusually well— tho papers from most 

wheat, growing Slates affirming that the prospects are most 

encouraging for an abundant yield. Judging from present 

indication?, the States which maiutaln the Union will reap 

an abundnnt harvest, and thus be placed in a roost prosperous 

condition, notwithstanding the War which seems destined to 

devastate a portion of the country. The prospect of high 

prices in autumn—not only on accountof •'tronblons times” 

at home, but the probability of short crops abroad, and per¬ 

haps a European War—should stimulate the fanners of the 

f-’ree States of the North, and of the Canadas also, to produce 

as largely as possible. 

“Chester County Butter.” 

“S. E. M.,” writing to the Country Gentleman, 

Bays:—“The best butter in this country is admitted 

by connoisseurs to be made in the dairies of Chester 

and Delaware counties in Pennsylvania, from 

meadows a hnndred years in grass, and which the 

owners never think of plowing np. The sod is said 

to be a foot thick, and consequently little affected 

by drouth. This batter is appropriated by the mar¬ 

kets of Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, and 

a person once accustomed to its aroma and flavor, 

becomes fastidious for life fn that article. The dairy- 

people work their butter with a damp cloth, upon a 

marble or hardwood slab, (instead of a bowl or ladle,) 

— rinsing and wringing the cloth in cold water as 

often as it becomes saturated with milk. The butter 

will not become waxy or salvy by this process, as it 

is made perfectly dry, with half the manipulation. 

A single trial will convince of this. Of course the 

butter must be salted and cooled, and time allowed 

for the salt to be entirely dissolved, before it is 

worked for packing or for table. The cloth must 

he close in texture, and not at all linty—a lump of 

ice will prevent the butter becoming oily in very 

warm weather. An ounce and a half will he found 

about the right quantity of salt for a pound of butter 

by this process, as the cloth extracts more salt than 

the ladle. 

BLAMES AND COLLABS 

Ens. Rubai. New-Yorker: — In a late issue of 

your journal, was a letter from H. 11., Drummond- 

ville; and as it had reference to the horse, it claimed 

my attention, and I must say that I fully and heartily 

agree with him in every word that he has written on 

the subject. I have for years noticed the defect in 

the hames everywhere offered for sale, and never 

could, until last year, find any to please me, and then 

I bought some in Montreal, to which the collar is 

attached and the draft placed just high enough to be 

comfortable for a horse to wear. With the hames of 

all my plow horses 1 am obliged to wear a very short 

strap at the top and a very long one at the bottom, 

or longer hames than would otherwise be necessary, 

with a pad at the top, thereby keeping the draft hook, 

or tug, as high as 1 want them to save the points of 

the poor horses1 shoulders, which suffer greatly when 

the draft is so low as to make the hames and collar 

stand perpendicular, and therefore catch every action 

or motion of the shoulder hone, causing the horse to 

work in misery. If these remarks, added to what H. 

H. has written, (and T think he need not have been 

ashamed to give his name in full,) will have the effect 

of causing horse owners and hame manufacturers to 

consider the subject they will not have been written 

in vain. 

There is another portion of a horse's rig so nearly 

allied to the hames.lhat I may be excused for giving 

my opinion with regard to it, and that is the collar, 

of which there are many varieties. I may begin, 

first, with the greaf heavy Scotch collar, weighing 

about a stono weight, with a side of heavy leather for 

a cap, and a burnRe of straw and a bag of hair in 

each side, and capable of causing and holding a gal¬ 

lon of sweat. Then there is the English collar, 

which is about ball the weight, and therefore twice 

as good, and then the French collar, of Lower Cana¬ 

da, which is a very small, narrow pad, attached to 

the hame, and weighing about a pound. This I con¬ 

sider better than cither, and use them for my own 

driving. With the large collar the shoulders are 

never dry in wane weather, for they are so heavy and 

broad, and have such a largo cap, that they keep the 

shoulder all the time covered, while, on the contrary, 

the smaller and lighter the collar the less sweat is 

raised and the shoulder so little covered that it soon 

dries. Rather than use the large, heavy caps referred 

to, 1 would use, in rain, a light oil cloth cover, and 

in snow, a racoon, or some other small skin, which 

could be taken off at pleasure. Some people may 

think that the small pad I recommend insufficient, 

and that sore shoulders must follow, but it is no such 

thing. 1 have seen hundreds of both horses and mules 

working with the naked hames alone, and never saw 

a scalded shoulder from them. Of course they are 

made a little different from ours, and better fitted to 

the animal. R. R- Denison. 

Dover Court, Toronto, C. W,, 1861. 

The Jackson Co. (Mich..) Ag. Society has elected the fol¬ 

lowing officers for 1861: President — Ransom E. Ai.drtoh. 

Vice Presidents — Peter M Shearer, Waterloo; Jease Hurd, 

Henrietta; E. W. Taylor. Hires; J. C. Southworth, Tompkins; 

Stephen IT. Ludlow, Springport; Wm. B. Remington, Grass 

Lake; Joshua Clements, Leoni; M. Shoemaker, Jackson; 

Marvin Dorrill, Blackman; Joseph Yonnglore, Summit; 

Chester Wall, .Sandttojie; Norman Allen Parma; M. L. Ray, 

Concord; Win. TefTt, Spring Arbor; J. L. Butterfield, Brook¬ 

lyn; James Holley. Napoleon; Alden Hewitt, Columbia; S. 

IT. Holmes, Liberty; B C, Hatch, Hanover; James McMillen, 

Pulnsltl. for. Secretary—Hernando C. Mead, Jackaon. Rec. 

Secretary — Walter Budington, Jackson. Treasurer- R. F. 

Lattimer, Jackson. Executive Committee—5.0. Knapp, Jack- 

son; J.itnet [lePuy, Spring Arbor; Robert H. Anderson, Rives; 

A. li. Delatnater, Columbia; Richard T. Grego, liberty; Mor¬ 

gan Casa, Brooklyn. The Annual Fair is to tie held on the 

Society’s line Show Grounds, in the City of Jackson, on the 

25tb. 26th, and 27t|, of September next —the Premiums .and 

Arrangements for which indicate a progressive spirit 

Colic In Horses. 

Tins disease, says the Valley Farmer, is a very 

common one, and if taken in time may be easily 

cured in most cases. It is not unfrequently con¬ 

founded with inflammation of the bowels, but is 

easily distinguished as follows: Colic h»B no increase 

of the pnlse, which is not over fifty a minute; the 

animal often rolls; the disease intermits, and there is 

but little fever. With inflammation of the bowels 

there is much fever; the pulse is sometimes a 

hundred a minute; the attack is gradual, and the 

disease does not intermit. 

When colic arises from bad food, a pint or so of a 

solution of saleratus will often afford entire relief. 

As It assumes more of a spasmodic character, pep¬ 

permint and ginger may be added. We have used, 

with entire and immediate success, a small spoonful 

of saleratus, the same quantity of ginger, and a tea- 

spoonful of peppermint, added to a pint of nearly 

boiling hot water, and given from a junk bottle. 

Powdered charcoal is one of the best and safest 

medicines for any disease resulting from derange¬ 

ment of digestion, and two or three ounces or more, 

mixed with water, may be given at any time with 

great advantage. 

Inflammation of the bowels is generally increased 

by irritating medicines. A drink of slippery elm, 

hourly, giving the horse but little food, and letting 

him stand, is safe treatment. 

Fig. 3.—section of rolling doors. 

li The Doors are of pine, 

lil and hung on rollers at 

the top. The frames arc 

Wj f two inches thick, put 

|r^ together with iron holts 

j ^ that run the whole 

| \ width. The panels are 

1 /\ v\ an inch thick, fitted 

V I a into a groove ftt the 

top, but outside of tho 

w, rail at the bottom, as 

m seen in fig. 4, causing 

w, all water to flow from 

\\ them, and yet have the 

// \ appearance of a panel 
v | \ door. 

H|| The Windows have 

Bashes that hang near 
i*hi.4, sec. ok window, the lap, the bottom 

pushing outwards, as shown in fig. 4, and are glazed. 

They have to be fastened open, hut they fasten them- 
Belves shut. 

Seneca Co. Ac,. Society.—For several years past the An¬ 

nual Fairs of this Society have been held at 'Waterloo, but at 

a recent meeting of the Board of Managers, it was decided to 

hold the next Fair at Ovid, on the 18tb, 19th and 20th of Sept. 

The Waterloo Observer states that there was entire unanimity 

with regard to the location, and should the results of the 

Fair prove as advantageous a- is anticipated, our County Fairs 

will, In all probability, alternate hereafter between the dif¬ 

ferent ends of the Connty. We learn that the Ovid Agricul¬ 

tural Association has rented, for a terra of years, about 18 

acres of land in the immediate vicluity of Ovid, which will be 

fitted up permanently for a Fair Ground, on which County 

and Horse Fairs will hereafter be held, Tho position of Ovid 

is favorable to the holding of a Fair, and we arc surprised 

that mi itable grounds have not been selected before. 

About Horses,— To he kept in a healthy condition, every 

horse should be exercised regularly—say two hours daily.- 

It is estimated tha t there are 5,000,000 horses in the U. States. 

-A tight girth that is not elastic, fastened around the 

body of a plunging horse, will entirely prevent rearing and 

jumping. Vicious animals want room to swell, and tho tight 

girth checks it.-One end of a chain looped around the 

neck of a baulky horse, and tho other attached to a powerful 
... wud to' cun- me of f,|,gtinacy. ShoulA 
not be surprised if it did—especially if the team *-<-,« aiartedy 

for either the horse would move or lose his neck!-It is 

printed that a handful of dry wood ashes, In feed once a 

week, given to a horse, will usually kill worms; but a more 

powerful medicine is the soaking of their grain over night in 

a solution of basswood bark for two or three mornings, and 

then physicking. 

Hnnalihm for Corn. 

We again present Rural readers with a clipping 

from Mr. Randall’s essay on Corn Culture: 

An corn, more then '“’■'T nnr cereals, re- 
quii*fs, during the whole perioU of its growth.^ »u 

unstinted supply of sunshine, not only ove*r the sur¬ 

face of the field. hut down, In, through, and among 

it, the economy of planting should always, as far as 

circumstances will permit, be adapted to this require¬ 

ment; the row in the field running as nearly cast and 

west as may he, that the grown and lower portions 

of the stalks may have the full benefit of the morning 

and evening sun. During the corn-growing season, 

the sun during the middle or the day is at an altitude 

so nearly vertical, that its rays find their way down 

through the foliage, and between the rows very readi¬ 

ly. If instead of planting their corn in hills, rowed 

both ways, four feet apart, two stalks in a hill, our 

farmers would plant in drills, six feet apart, running 

always cast and west, having the stalks from ten to 

twelve inches distant from each other, they would 

soon find the benefit of this mode of culture, both iu 

the excess of crops and the earlier maturity of the 

grain. A prodigious yield of pumpkins maybe ob¬ 

tained from a Ih-ld thus planted, and as the vine of 

the pumpkin draws more than eighty per cent, of its 

nourishment from the atmosphere, they return a good 

deal more than value received to the soil, iu the 

grateful shade of their broad leaves during the tierce 

heat of a mid-summer’s day. 

An old farmer, of long practical experience, once 

argued to us that actual sunshine was by no means a 

necessity of the best development of Indian corn, 

provided it was supplied with plenty of common day¬ 

light. In order to test our positions fairly, we plant¬ 

ed twenty hills of the ordinary Kentucky gourd seed 

corn, on the north side of a close board fence ten 

feet high, and ruuuing due east and west. On the 

south side of the fence, we pluntcd a like number of 

hills of the same corn. As from April to September, 

the sun rose and set north of our parallel, of course 

the corn on that side got a little sunshine in spite of 

us. Nevertheless, with exactly the Barne culture as 

its neighbor over the fence received, it only attained 

two-thirds the height, not half the size of stalk, and 

matured ten days later, yielding one very modest ear 

per stalk, while the south side stalks gave us in al¬ 

most every instance three; one on each stalk being 

invariably larger than any three we could find over 

the fence. 

’I'UJHLIY 

Mr. Rural:—t r.otfeo B. T. B. says the pulling my 

stumps cost 18 ejenta each. That was about the cost 

for two men and the machine; then I found two 

teams and my four men, hired by the year, helped 

all the time, and sometimes I had another man. 

Digging the earth from the stump was far more labor, 

after the stump was suspended, than tho pulling it, 

and the earth had to he taken off in order to fill up 

the hole, so as to let the stump down in order to 

turn it over. They were raised by a screw machine, 

and often the earth came up from 5 to 6 feet deep, 

and from 16 to 17 feet square, and such required a 

great deal of labor to clean the earth from. We 

fonnd those where the trees hud been just cut down 

took far less labor to clean from the earth than those 

that had been cut ten years. The earth was loose 

around those newly. Cut, while on the others it was 

both hard and tough. On land like mine, where the 

white oak stumps will last iu the ground for 30 or 40 

years, and the black walnuts may, for any thing I 

know, last 100 years, it. pays well to pull them. 

I only put 40 to 50 bushels unslaked lime to the 

acre in my early liming. Latterly T have put as 

much as 80 to 100 bushels, and 1 believe that pays 

best, lame on such soil as mine will improve the 

crops for 15 or 20 years, if the land is not cropped 

with grain continually. Lime lasts much the longest 

where the sub-soil is stiff clay,— on porous sub-soils 

it soon sinks too deep. 
Near Geneva, N. Y., 1861. John Johnston. 

r IO. 5.— CUPOLA AND CORNICE. 

The roof is nearly flat on the top, for fourteen feet, 

sloping seven each side of the center —surmounted 

by a Vent-Uating Cupola, (figure 5,) and two Ventila¬ 

tors on F.merson's Flan, with ornamental brackets, 

figure 6. This portion of the roof Is covered with 

Russell’s Patent Roofing, laid upon inch hemlock, 

well nailed to joists 2x12 inches. The slope from tho 

center is only lour inches each way, but water runs 

from it readily, and from its exposed situation snow 

cannot accumulate in winter. 

Don’t Kill the Birds I—A writer in the N.H. Farmer '* 

severely after all who destroy the birds—the sweet songsters 

of spring, and protectors of fruits and vegetables. Address¬ 

ing those who “Can't find anything to do blit prowl around, 

inflicting pain and death on the innocent birds, robbing earth 

of its mnsic and animated beauties.” he says:—“You have 

lived too long, already. Instead of marble, you deserve a 

white birch slab, with this epitaph: 

1 Here lies at rest 

A worthless pest, 

Who had no soul to lose or save; 

And these four words, 

Hu Killed the Birds, 

Proclaim his worth who fills this grave.’” 

“ Kidder's Guide to Apiarian Science.”—This is the title 

of a work of 175 pages, claiming to be a “Practical Treatise 

in every department of Bee Culture and Bee Management”— 

a copy of which we have received from the anther, Mr. K. 

P. Kidder, of Burlington, Vt. A glance at its pages indi¬ 

cates that the work contains many interesting facts and sug¬ 

gestions, but we will express no opinion in regard to its 

merits until after a careful perusal. Mr. K.’s advertisement 

in this paper will attract the attention of apiarians. 

Musical Cow. Bells.—It is said that cow bells of rolled 

sheet iron, 10 inches deep, with a mouth 3 by 6 inches, can 

be distinctly heard from three to five miles. A farmer in 

England provides all his cows with bells tuned to different 

Dotes in the scule, and the whole running through several 

octaves. A visitor to this farm is charmed by the music, as 

well as the sleek cattle. Sometimes he hears several notes 

in unison, theD a slight discord, and then a sweet harmony, 

and all varied by distance, and by the rising and falling of 

the breeze. 

Experiences with Hedge Plains. 

A Shaker correspondent of Field Notes gives 

the result of thirty-five years experience with various 

hedge plants by their society. The honey locust 

tvould not hear cutting well, but died out in spots, 

aud made " the worst fence row that ever mortal man 

undertook to dear up.” Then he says:—“We tried 

the sweet brier; it made a pretty hedge, but was too 

weak to turn cattle ; and then large patches died out, 

and we give it up. Then we tried the crab apple, hut 

it would not hear catting nor grow thick enough to 

make a fence. We then tried the buckthorn, which 

made a tolerably good inside fence around an orchard, 

hut it took about fifteen years. We also tried all the 

different kinds of thorns that we could get, but never 

got a hedge that would turn stock.” With the Osage 

Orange they have had ten years experience and have 

succeeded well — having now four hundred and fifty 

rods of good hedge. It is needless to say that it has 

been well tended and trimmed, as without this no 

one can grow a hedge worth anything. 

FlO. 6.— VENTILATOR. 

The other portions of the roof are of spruce shin¬ 

gle, laid upon inch hemlock, with a steep pitch for 

the greater part of its length, and curves out at the 

eaves to give a greater >projection from the building 

with the same amount of roofing, and give a fiuished 

look to the design, as seen in figure 7. 

The save troughs are built with the other portions of 

the roof, and form the cornice. The conductors from 

the cornice form an ornamental bracket, and running 

down the corner, give an additional finish. 

Patent Cow Milkers.— We have inquiries as to where 

these can be bought. Do not know of any which we can 

recommend, aud very much doubt whether there is a good 

machine for milking (except that in the form of Adam or 

Eve,) iu the country. If there is, we are open to conviction 

and conversion 

Wayne Co. Horse Fair.—At a recent meeting of the 

Managers of the Wayne Co. Ag. Society, it was unanimously 

resolved to hold a Horse Fair, on their Grounds in Lyons, 

on the 3d and 4th days of July ensuing, and to offer above 

$800 in cash premiums. So we are advised by Mr. Secretary 

Knowles. 

gnqMrifS ana 
Stretches in Sheep.— Boll one pod of red pepper in a 

pint of water five minutes, and strain. When milk warm, 

add one tablespoonful of Epsom salts, and drench the sheep 

with it. This is a certain relief. To prevent a relapse, give 

succulent food, or turn the sheep on green wheat or grass.— 

fl. A. M., Hebron, Ohio, 1861. 

Rural Gleanings.— Late English papers announce that, 

in consequence of declining health, Mr. Jonas Webb, the 

celebrated breeder of South Downs, has resolved to retire — 

his entire flock being offered for sale at auction, without 

The Board of Agriculture in the Province of reserve. 

New Brunswick will hold an Exhibition, Oct. 1—4, at Sussex, 

and offer $3,000 in premiums-At Bangor, Me., a hog that 

measures 3 feet 6 inches high, 9 feet 7 inches long, 7 feet 6 

inches around, and weighs 1,600 lbs., is on exhibition. Great 

that!-At Mr. Motley’s recent Bale of Alderneys, 

Feeding Oats to Sheep.— Noticing several inquiries in 

the Rural relative to the value of oats as feed for sheep, 

together with statements of those who attribute mortality in 

their flocks to the use of this grain, 1 am induced to briefly 

relate my experience. On the 1st of February last, I had 

154 line wool ewes, that I prized above money, to which 1 

began feeding oats. I'p to that date they had been given 

corn, and were in prime order, lu about two weeks, a decline 

in condition was observable, the majority of the flock 

coughed, sneezed, and refused to eat. Very soon they began 

to die. A post-mortem examination was instituted, and 

carefully carried out, which revealed the difficulty to the 

satisfaction of all who witnessed it. Oats and hulls were 

found lodged throughout the nostrils, aud in the cavities of 

the head, and inflammation had completed the work. In 

some of the sheep, the oats had gathered so that they could 

be removed by the half dozen, and the membranous linings 

of the head were charged with blood. Have lost, at present 

date, 23. During past years, have fed oats, and lost sheep 

after their use. Did not know then the cause, but now con¬ 

sider the foregoing as sufficient,— Norton Diver, Rush, N. 

r., April 26, 1861. 

Cheese Making in Onondaga. 

Elisha Peck, of Onondaga Co., thus describes 

his process of cheese making, in the State Agricul¬ 

tural Society’s Transactions: 

My process in making is briefly as follows: After 

my milk is all ready in a large cheese tub, 1 put in 

the rennet, and stir it thoroughly with the hand. I 

let it stand thirty or forty minutes, and cut it with a 

long thin blamed knife. I let it stand about one 

hour, when I djip it into a strainer, lying over a sink, 

and cut it a fnw times; I leave it till morning. I 

Like the same course with the morning’s milk as 

mentioned abqive. In the morning cut both curds 

curd 

Fig. i.—main cornice. 

The barn has a jirojeetion, as seen in figure 8, and 

also in the elevation, that not only 

adds to the finish of the siding, but ! protects the masonry. 

The approach to the doors on the 

Is west iB grfttled t0 a rise of one f00t 
in ten, and extends to within eight 

feet of the main building. The 

i ~T| protection wall is about four feet in 

height and two feet thick, sloping 

i I against the bank. 

-J The area between the protection 

’ig. 8.—water wall and the building is bridged, 

giving a free circulation of air to 

the basement, as seen in the sectional drawing. 

The cost of the entire structure was about $1,200. 

porcine, 
7 full blood cows and heifers brought an average of $165 

each, and one $280. Nineteen grade Alderneys brought an 

average of $70 each.-A mao in Penn Y'an, N. Y., has 

invented & machine that husks, shells, cleans, and puts corn 

into bags.-A Western wool grower who has suffered some¬ 

what from dogs, keeps a worthless -lut tied up on his farm, 

and surrounds her with meat which has strychnine in it. He 

has dead dogs to bury every day in the week, but considers 

this ounce of prevention better than a pound of cure. 

O'" Western and Southern Money.—In the present de¬ 

ranged state of the currency. «e are unable to u-e Western and 
Southern money, as our bankers will not purchase it at any 

rate of discount. Agents and Subscriber* who cannot obtain 
New York, New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send us V. X. Postage Stamps, as they are far preferable 

to any uncurrent bank bills. 

Jaalding; I put iu the morning 

j after that is well warmed up, I put 

[curd into a whey heated a little over 

t hen I think it sufficiently scalded, I dip 

iner laid over the sink, and let it drain 

TARI.E, 

yff-e 



SPLENDID GAZANIA. 

One of the most showy and beautiful 

bedding plants lately brought to the 

notice of the lovers of (lowers, is the 

Oazania splendent. We have before us a 

colored plate of this flower, and present 

our readers with a very fair engraving, 

though it is far from doing justice to the 

(lower. We see that plants are advertised 
for sale the present spring by some of 

our florists. It is thus described in the 
London Illustrated Bouquet. 

A new and very beautiful plant, finely 

adapted for bedding out, and extremely 

valuable from its dwarf, compact habit 

lurtirntfurnt $<>(<*$ 

COOKING APPLES, PUDDINGS, Etc. 

Erm. Rural Nkw-Yorkkk:— I noticed in y< 

paper of March 3d, •' a new way of cooking apple 

I think / have a nicer way of doing It, viz: Pttre 11 

mellow apples, and with a piece of tin, made in i 

form of a tube, punch onl, the core, leaving the r 

of the apple whole. Place the apples in a tin 

earthen plate, fill the cavity with coffee sugar, a 

set in the oven. When they begin to cook, talc, 

spoon and haste them frequently with their o 

juice, till done. These you may compare with stra 
berries or ripe peaches. 

1 have a few reeipes I would like to send y< 

Perhaps some might profit by them. These I ha 
tried and know them to he good; 

Cocoanut Pudding.—Make a custard with fc 

eggs; 1 quart of milk, and Bugar of course; gri 
one-hall’ of a cocoanut. and stir it Wr. 

... H lew very warm .lays, followed by hard Trouts, 

and the effect upon early flowering bulbs and herbaceous 

plants has been most disastrous. Indeed, the whole winter 

has been anything but favorable. Crocuses are now (April 

“'th.) j««t going out of (lower, and, in consequence of the 

unplensaut weather, have made but a poor show. The Ilva- 

ciutbs are doing a little hotter, as the weather is now quite 

favorable. The early Tulips are beginning to show their 

(towers and in a few dayswill he quit* gay. Our peach bud,, 

as wo have before announced, are destroyed, and wo have 

good reason to believe that the gra,,.. has suffered in caponed 

Iocahties. and oven the buds of the pear are declared by„0,ne 

intelligent fruit, growers to be somewhat in jured. Yesterday 

a gentleman banded us quite a package that had fallen from 

his trees. Raspberries, unprotected, are Injured. In a week 

nr two, we shall know more of the extent of the injury to 
fruit by the past winter. 

Roskh for the Milt ion'—I think 1 have hit on a way to 

strike roses so as to place them within the reach of every 

one Those who can obtain cuttings now. can have a bla,o 

of bloom next summer, and none can fail, provided they 

Observe the following instructions. As soon as the cuMtn,« 

ordinarily adopted, das many inconveniences; one 

of the principal of which is, that the ground is occu¬ 

pied for a long period before they arrive at perfec¬ 

tion. It would, therefore, he the more advisable, if 

it were possible, to sow all annuals in prepared beds, 

and afterwards transplant; but there are some, such 

as poppies and similar-rooted plants, that do not bear 

transplanting, so that these, under any circumstances, 

must be sown where they are to flower. It is also 

essential, in order to ensure success in raising seeds 

of any kind, to bear the following important rule in 

mind. That the smaller the seed, the less deeply 

should it be covered with earth; indeed, some seeds 

are so fine that they ought only to he sprinkled 

slightly over the ground, and should the weather at 

the time be very dry, a thin layer of damp moss 

ought to be placed over them till they begin to ger¬ 

minate; but there are few hardy annuals that require 

such extreme attention as this, such care being more 

intended for the raising of Calceolaria And ntVioT* 

wiui two crackers rolled line. Bake in a quiok oven. 

1* lour Pudding.— Two and a half coffee cups 

flour; butter, size of an egg; I teacup sugar; I tea¬ 

cup sweet milk; two eggs, well beaten; I teaspoon 

soda; 2 teaspoons cream tartar. Rake or steam it, 

ami cat with a nance made in the following manner: 

Take a piece of butter the size of an egg; two 

spoon(uls sugar; one teaspoonful flour; stir together 

and pour on boiling water. Seuson with nutmeg or 
lemon. 

Cottage Pudding.— One cup cofflbe sugar; one 
egg; two spoonfuls melted butter; 1 cup sweet milk; 
I teaspoon of tartar; half teaspoon soda; two cups of 

flour. Hake half an hour. Eaten with pudding sauce. 

Johnny Cake. —Two quarts sour milk; 1 cup 
sugar; half cup butter; three eggs; meal to make a 
thin batter; teaspoon soda.—Mas. S. C. Partridge 
Bedford, Midi., 1861. 

the autnmn, requiring no support, affected neither 

by the “summer’s storm nor the autumn’s change,” 

closing its magnificent flowers by night and again 

unfolding them by day, it has few equals for the 

flower garden. From its free growing habit, its 

showy blossoms and tho profusion in which they are 

displayed, this will prove one of the greatest addi¬ 

tions to our summer blooming plants. 

lavender, violet, crimson, and rose, with white 
center. 

ICnghsh Quilted Asters are the same as exhibited 

so beautifully in the rich array of colors at the Crys¬ 

tal Palace Exhibition. The full half globular stylo 

of the flower-headB is much superior in effect to the 

old quilled varieties; and the diversity of color and 

self-apparent contrast is a valuable feature in forming 

a correct Idea of the relation and harmony of colors 

between the neutral and higher tints'. 

i\rw (riant Emperor Asters possess flowers of great 
size, very double, and of fine form. 

Stocks.—Treatment very similar to Asters. Tho 

danger is not so much to be feared from the green- 

lost sheep, and how he left the ninety and nine and 

went in search of the lost one. So it is with us; wo 

come here, and every one almost has a dead tree 

about which a great ado must be made, but nothing 

is said of the ninety and nine that live, and flourish, 

and bear fruit, that sell some for ten, and some for 

fifteen, and some for twenty dollars a barrel. When 

the country was new, fruit was raised without any 

trouble; but it sold for about nothing. Now it costs 

a little labor to grow good fruit, and it sells at a high 

price. Could we grow fruit as easily as it Is grown 

at the tropics, then it, would be comparatively worth¬ 

less, and the effect would be seen on character.” 

The last number of the Hardeners' Monthly calls 

attention to these suggestions, and uses them as a 

toxt for the following sensible remarks, to which we 

call the especial attention of all our Horticultural 

triends who are disposed to complain of their 
hard lot. 

While reading a report of a meeting of the Fruit 

Growers’ Society of Western New York, a year or so 

ago, we were forcibly struck with a remark of Mr. 

Vhjk, to tie effect, that, judging by what we hear at 

horticultural meetings, and read in horticultural jour¬ 

nals, one would suppose that all the,evils that attend 

pomological practices in every part of the world, I 

CRULLERS, GINGERBREAD, &c. 

Maggie thinks every body ought to know how to 

make doughnuts without having them absorb the fat. 

She makes them by the bushel, yet i» never troubled 

with any but light ones. Mere is her recipe: One 

cup of sugar; half onp of butter; 2 cups of sour 

cream; 1 teaspoonful of soda; ( eggs; flour sufficient 
to roll out. Excellent. 

Cuuli.krs.— Dissolve a teaepoonful of soda in 

halt a cup ol sour milk, and strain it upon half a 

pint of flour. Mix four large spoonfuls of melted 

butter with six spoonfuls of sugar that has been 

rolled smooth; four beaten eggs und one nutmeg. 

When stirred well, a.l.l the mixed flour and milk, 

and additional Hour to render them just stiff enough 

to roil out. If you wish to have tho crullers very 

lieli, Omit the milk and soda. Fry in hot lard,_no 

danger ol soaking the fat, if It, is of proper heat. 

’I HE VERY REST KIND OE GlNUEKHRKAD.— Ono eup 

of sugar; 1 cup of butter; 1 do of sour milk; 1 do 

of common molasses; 4 eups of sifted flour; I table- 

spoonful of ginger, and 2 teaapoonfiiis of salcratua 
dissolved in a largo spoonful nf wninr i... 

NMV MODS or Grafting.— The French nr. 

utov mode or grafting. It van be performed at. 

tho year, when sound, mature buds can be had, 

leaf is in a flowering state or not. It. i« perforu 

ing a small piece of bark and wood, leaving a at 

surface, to which a similar piece, containing tl 

is to form tho fulurc tree, is fitted, which i 

immediately with collodion This Imins a stroi 

cuticle, which secures a tree circulation of 

approach of warm weather, and a perfect union 
—Oanleners' Oh run ide. aaaiuons to me Class of annual flowers, and differing 

from the usual kinds with singled rayed blossoms, in 

having the central yellow tubular florets transformed 

into spathulateor oblong petals, regularly imbricated 

to the tenter, as seen in a well-formed double French 

Marigold, or elegant Lilliputian Dahlia, each indi¬ 

vidual blossom forming a rosette-like outline, and 

embracing distluot purple, light rose, red, orange, 

deep rnae, bull, and mottled rose colors, which, 

being produced true to each variety from seed, will 

prove extremely handsome, aud useful for the group¬ 

ing of colors in the flower garden. The rich petal 

tints of the Zinnia tribe are well known for their bril- 

a neat, erect, and compact 

is oi the most vital importance to have them per¬ 

fectly free from tho attack of the green-fly previously 

to planting them out. Asters and Stocks have be¬ 

come almost indispensable for late summer and 

autumn ornament, and the success or failure in their 

culture depends upon attention to their first stages of 

growth. The three main points of caution for these, 

and indeed for all half-hardy annuals, raised in forc¬ 

ing-houses or pits, are : 1st, preservation from 

insects; 2d, no sudden check of growth by too long 

or sudden exposure; and 3d, a gradual hardening be- 
fore planting out in genial moist weather. 

The Large-flowering, German, ten week, are great 
improvements on the oUl sorts; their colors are more 

pure and decided, and superior in the size of flowers 
triiHH, and habit. 

I he Pyramidal imjiruved targc-fla 

v t iiKRJUKN.— W t* h/ivp, OH our plan* ,i lar«ro niirir 
Ox heart cherry tree, which hears well, thn ’fruit riromiiiir 
Mini tbn 14 to the (th of July. The treo in kept trimmed 

up n good shape, yet the fruit, though hug- and fair, is “ry 

fl°ny > ‘ 7T- """ plr,lM0 teU lh" ca«*» Ull‘l euro?—Wy "• Lock port, A tap am Co,, N. K, isci. 

aiin-nV c ffo®flR“-wh«t is counhterml the healthiest temper 
aimi t..i in-door grape, in summerV Should the folium,1 
watered, and If so, Uv often, and how often .hoi!id the 
roots be watered? An early answer to the above inquiries 

A,1l ':t,|^tt‘fu,,yr^ivt-Ii—M Vr ,m> Onondaga Co., 

D0 ‘lu«stion is there a greater variety of opinions than 

on the management, of grapes under glass. The best process. 

liance, in connection with 

style of growth. 

Blotched AND Motti.ed Pansies,—These are ex¬ 
ceedingly novel, and distinct from the well-known 

German varieties, which were comparatively small 

and indifferent. Tho present varieties are largo a.ud 

full-sized flowers, of line form and picturesque 

colors. The attractive character of these kinds will 

add an interesting feature to groups of early spring 
and summer flowers. 

Asters—Asters should be sown in April and May 

as when sown earlier they do not advance more, and 

on receiving a check, they are subject to be injured 

by the green-lly or aphis. The seed should be sown 

on a spent hot-bed, or In pots withiu a close pit or 

frame, and when an inch high they should again be 

transplanted in fine soil, which should be spread over 

a discarded hot-bed, from whence they can be bedded 

out when about three to four inches high. Select an 

opportunity after showery weather and the ground in 

good order, attend to watering, and after this period, 

i the weather proves unfavorably dry, the least cheek 

iffords encouragement to the insects, and it is then 

advisable to sprinkle or syringe the plants occasion¬ 

ally with tobacco water, especially in the center of 

e“ch plant- Mai*y failures in the culture of Asters are 
attributable to those premature cheeks in growth, 

and consequent attacks of the insects alluded to. 

Moist and genial weather is always observed to be 

most favorable to this tribe of plants, hence tho 

importance of the cautions here named. 

Luff out's Ermdt Asters are undoubtedly the finest 

ut “ave ljeen introduced, and far surpassing the old 

verman varieties, their size, brilliancy of colors, and 

“ablt of 8r°wtb »^ing far in advance of others. 

Among them we also now possess different sections, 

suck as those with quilled petals, the Pmony-flowered 

and the Chrysanthemum-flowered, which last section 

oo much can scarcely be Haid In commendation of, 

tue flowers of which are as beautiful as any in the 1 

ranch or Truffaut section; producing large, full and 1 
-ouble well-formed flowers, 

„ _ wering is another 
section, producing splendid trusses of flowers, and a 

style of growth (hut is undoubtedly in advance of tho 
old pyramid a Is. 

The- new Hybrid (Hunt Cape proves to be the most 

magnificent ever introduced, commencing to flower 

with single stems about nine months after being 
sown. 

I he new Hybrid Perpetual will last several years 

Pork Cake.— Thirteen ounces of clear Tat pork, 

chopped fine,—after chopping, pour on one pint ol 

boiling water to dissolve it,— then add two cups ol 

sugar; one of molasses; one tableapoonful of soda; 

one of doves; one of cinnamon; ten cups of Hour; 

ouo pound of raisins, seeded aud chopped. 

White I'ace Cake.—The whites of three eggs; 

one cup of white sugar; half cup of butter; half cup 

of sweet milk; one teaspoonful of cream tartar; hall 
one of soda. Flavor with lemon. 

Jem.y Rolls—Three eggs, one cup of sugar; one 

cup of floor; one teaspoonful of cream tartar, and 

half one of soda,—spread on the jelly while warm, 
and then roll. 

Indian Bread.—Two quarts of corn meal; two of 

flour, scalded with equal quantities of milk aud 

water,—lot it stand over night where it is warm, and 

in the morning add one tablespoonful of molasses; 

one of soda; one of salt, — bake three, hours in a 
moderate oven. m. a k 

(terry, N. Y., 1801. 

jv Autumn, — JVfv noarent nui^hbor 
"ever blowonicd in the spring, hut 

in fall. You will confer n particular 
nculv, it thnro is any, tin- this dingular 
, 111 cane inform ui how to prepare the 
’,|l,w cedar, together with the time 
A SUIIHCKIIIKU, rates, |SCI. 

0 female blossoms on the samo 

iin latitude in April, Tho male btOB- 

whilo tho femalu in a rod feathery 

.inch an transplanting, injury, or 

Ibort to blossom in the autumn, but 

dll. cun ever become It habit. Wo 

t have n Witch Basel, instead of a 

worn in tho fall. Coiioh of the seeds 

ed by gathering and drying them as 

can be kept in a cool place dry, or 

the spring, when they ahonld bo 

iv soil. It will be necessary to shade 

e hot sun. In many localities, small 

ild, and transplanted to tho garden, 

ban growing from seed, particularly 

I nature. Hut she will be victor here. We must bend 

to her times and her seasons. Conditions of vegeta¬ 

ble growth must be studied, and natural laws obeyed, 

and it. Is only after the sweat of our brows bus 

watered our labors, that the sweet fruits thereof will 
spring up to our hand. 

We read of the flue and luscious fruits o’f Europe, 

but we never think of the immense amount of labor 

and skill spent on their production, nor dream of the 

hundreds of enemies that have to bo overcome before 

the well ripened fruit rewards its possessor. We 

allude not merely to the colder and more inhospitable 

countries ol tho north, but include even tho cele¬ 

brated sunny climes of Italy aud the south, the inhabi¬ 

tants of which we are accustomed to consider as idle, 

as it Is well possible to be. But if any class 1* lazy 

there, it is uot the one to which the horticulturist 

belongs. The Italian gardener is a model of perse¬ 

vering industry. With but a tithe of the science 

which nations blest with a free press and cheap 

literature possess, he is, nevertheless, in many 

respects, the equal of men from the wisest of the 

others, in sound practical knowledge of the garden¬ 

ing art, derived entirely from steady and laborious 

experience. Even in England and other portions of 

Britannia’s home dominions, the amount of worry, 

rare, and toil, and trouble, to bring fruit to perfec¬ 

tion, is astounding to one uninitiated in the mysteries 

if the art, when they become in time revealed to him. 

'lot only do the soil and climate oppose hirn at the 

ratset, but he has a multitude of outside enemies to 

ontend with, lie has, in the first place, to surround 

is orchard of choice fruits with a high wall, to ward 

ft the predations of those to whom hunger and want 

aspire no law. Then wire wonnB, and the grubs of 

ockcliafers and bugs attack the roots,— slugs, snails, 

ud myriads of “ creeping things ” devour the foliage ! 

efore it is scarcely above ground. Getting larger, I 

sd spider, aphides, Beale, “American blight,” and ' 

oudon only knows what not, attack the top. Scalds, 1 

listers, scales, cankers, mildews, and every evil ' 

imed in the encyclopedias, fatten on the shoots and T 

aves. Escaping all these, bullfinches, “tom tits,” ' 

(arrows, and a host of feathered thieves,' eat the [ 

ids before they burst; what few are left to flower, i, 

te frosts destroy all but a very few, which bear il 

*iait; of these few, the thrushes, blackbirds, “sweet 

robin red breast,” and similar marauders get the best il 

part; even after powder and shot, at an awful ex- n 

pense, have made rnaDy of them pay the death pen¬ 

alty, and so many come to the funeral, that the force T 

seems in nowise diminished. After all this, should w 

a few still be left — hornets, wasps, ants, and the B 

“servant girls iu the house,” (English gardener’s '•< 

worst plagues,) get the best of them, until by the H,: 

time the Lord of the Manor gets his share, the gar- th 

dener can tell you he has had no time to be idIe,°no Ul 

inclination to leave much to “nature,” nor disposi- 

tion to think whether the operation did or did not 

Osaom OraNuk Skkds, ftp.—Would yournelt or gome of 

, m’1 01 ai"in(f an (Jung* Orange fledge? per 
liH| H it I„.h het-n already desuribad, but ] have acoens In the 
bade miinlxTH or only one vein A il., , 

pcrdiiuted a pint of goad, und alter Anukliig UiYho day-i 
them in rows, in a bed of light soil Wo t tho 'rrrono 
properly moist, hut they did not coo,u up for over four weekg 
and not m0|*« than half the need Whut diJ 
Krow wi*ru healthy, hIJ(j when the l^avOH fell tin? mon1, 

inclitri in height. We cut them off about two 
inches* above the ground. In the Boring not more than Wlf 
wore living, but wo tramiplanted t/iom to where wo. wanted 
our hedge, and during tlie nutumor they grew to the hnoht 

a sun, x slx adfz 
—K ti. II., A'eivton Falls, 1861. 

Pour boiling water upon the need, and allow it ran off. 

ien keep the seed moist and stirred every day far about a 

week, when it will begin to sprout. See that it does not 

ferment, which i« likely to be the ease, ,f in a large mass 

unless frequently stirred. Some pour warm water on tho 

seed every day, for Tour or live days, when it will begin to 
sprout. Another plan is to souk the seed in 

INDIAN BREAD, CAKES, &c 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: —Noticing an inquiry 
in a late number of your paper for making “boiled 

Indian pudding,” I will give a recipe which I know 

to be excellent. Two eggs; one cup sweet milk; 

one-half cup of sour cream; one-half cup of sour 

milk; two cups of corn meal; one-half cup flour; a 

few slices of dried apple; one teaepoonful of soda; 

a little salt. This pudding is greatly improved by 

_____ stoaminff- But it in a bowl or basin, place in a 
id this spring? steamer over a kettle of boiling water, and do not 

let the water cease to boll for three hours. You will 
>w it mu off. then have an excellent pudding. 
iy for about a » — ^ 
t it does not IfDIAN Bkead—One quart raw meal; one quart of 
a large mass, aua t!yB rneal; °no quart of coarse meal; one pint of 
water on the sweet milk; one cup of yeast; two tablespoonfuls of 
will bexin to molasses; one teasnoonful of undo. ,.r ■... 

m connection with a 

bit; iu short, they are 
finest sections, with a dense, vigorous, 

i, tine foliage and noble flowers, unlike 

Aster, which appears so fine in Germany, 

some indefinable reason of climate or 

ut its reputed beauty in English gardens; 

Dwarf Chrysanthemum-flowered now of- 
proved uniformly superb. 

splendid ABters include the following 

as possessing great beauty,—1st. Perfection: 

produces flowera of great size, with longer petals 

somewhat reflexed, growing from two to three 

-;r this also is remark- 

size and fullness of petals, with a semi- 

Chrysauthemum flowered, 

This is not 30 large as the 

exceedingly pretty, with re- 

more numerous side flowers than 

■fth. Paony-flowered: the flowers iu 

are much more globular by their incurved 

„ l 5th. Imbrl* 

variety is distinct from 

aiformly tiled through- 
<me on the other, to the center of each 

short growth 

the Bouquet u 

Jet fails, for 

air, to give oi 
bat the New 

fered has 

Truffaut's 
sections 
this 

and 

feet high. 2d. Perfection Globe 
able for its r‘-— - - -• 

globular outline. 3d. 

4wa#f variety, one foot.) 
Prating kinds, but 

tfexed petals, and 

other kinds, 
this class r 

catd-;r:.from 14 to 2 feet hfgfa 
,, ■ 118 highly interesting 

others, the petals beirra n, 
°ut, each 

blossom. 

tion »v °f r^tC° ^'°^0re^ Asters.- 

fiert’i. tr‘? hilH advanced t0 fourvariel 
rn, 1 Jtr,Jdnccd had full double flowers 

whh qU3,led >etal3 iQ center, 

rcvt:ili:rth laige crimsoa Petals. aud these again 

S Zm- * CirCUkr fHnge °r band °f leaf- 
green ’ „ , ng a nniMue outline or series of crimson, 

’ dn‘ 'vhite flower-like rays; it now comprises 

HORTICULTURAL SUFFERINGS. 

We are sometimes sorely annoyed, when attending 

Pound Fruit Cake 
the Rural’s reade 

send it. 

One pound of f 

of a pound of butter, rubbed half an hour; 10 c~ 

heat to a froth; I nutmeg; 1 tcuspoonfal of cloves 

temspoonful of dry saleratus, well mixed with 1 pou 

of flour; 1 pound or ramlus; 1 p0and 0f citron 

pound of currants. Bake slowly three horns. 

Pi.ain Pound Cake is made the same way, omitii 
the fruit. Bake two hour*._F! a.' ,,, ,a. 

Perhaps a recipe to some of 

rs will not come amiss, So I will 

Pound Fruit Cake that will keep a year: 

sugar, rolled flue, and three-fourths 

eggs, 

fra s Gingerbread,—Can any one of our friends 

re recipe for making Baker’s Gingerbread, the 

(•innine article, such as our husbands and 

rs are always referring to when they speak of 

*i days, Ac., Ac.?— F. D. IL, Bethel, ls<;i. 



study another, French, forinatance, yon will waDtwith 

which to commence, “French Without a Master;1' 

Fasquelle's French Course; Fasquelle's T616maque; 

“Corinne on l'ltalie” is also very good, and a dic¬ 

tionary. The expense will be but little, and in a few 

months you can learn to read French if you do not 

speak it; but it will be somewhat difficult, and you 

must not be easily discouraged. All this can be 

accomplished without auy assistance, as T know by 

experience. The language is very different from our 

own. and the reading of it will be a delightful recrea¬ 

tion. You will then understand all French words 

and phrases.—and they are many,—besides acquir¬ 

ing a greater command of words with which to 

enrich your sentences in writing or conversation. In 

the same manner take np any language you choose, 

Spanish, German or Latin, or all if you have time 

and opportunity. 

You shonld commence writing early upon the vari¬ 

ous subjects with which you are acquainted, and 

practice until yon can write an article on almost any 

subject in a graceful style. The mind, by not suffer¬ 

ing it to remain idle, becomes disciplined to deep 

and constant thought, so that yon can express your¬ 

self concisely and forcibly whenever required. This 

alone is of sufficient value to repay you for all the 

labor and painstaking required for its acquisition. 

In this manner yon will lay a foundation for life-long 

usefulness, and your enjoyment will be heightened, as 

it was through your individual efforts that your 

knowledge was obtained. Never fear that you will 

I was always Sinsear to you and will you thus Dash 

all my rising hopes and ad to my misfortunes the worst 

That Could befall me, hut I hope you will consider 

me, from that fountain of pietty and Good natuer you 

poses, one that prises your hapenes Equil to my own, 

why Could you not wait till I sea yon again, pray 

Send me an answer ns you will have an opertunetyby 

the barer of this. I have sent you a Small present 

and when I sea you again wich I want to more 

than Ever, if you are so fickel as I hear I will Quit and 

with you all that was worth Living for, but I hope 

t»An will hiivfi Rome Comnashion on your Sorrowful 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker. J 

THE VOICE OF THE "WEAKY. 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

AN ODE TO MAY. 
BT ANNIE M. BBAOH 

Mrs. Jcdbon’h tribute to the memory of her departed huA 

band closes with these exquisite stanzas: 

And ns I leaned my weary head 

Upon his proffered breast, 

And scanned the peril-haunted wild 

From out my place of rest, 

I wondered if the shining ones 

Of Eden were more blest. 

For there wa» light within my Boul, 

Light on my peaceful way, 

And all around the blue above, 

The clustering starlight lay; 

And easterly 1 saw upreared 

The pearly gates of day. 

So, hand in hand, we trod the wild, 

My angel love and I, 

His lifted wing all quivering 

With tokens from the sky. 

Strange my dull thought could not divine 

’Twm lifted—hut to fly. 

Again down life’s dim labyrinth 

I grope my way alone, 

While mildly through the midnight sky 

Black, hui .-ying clouds are blown, 

And thickly, In my tangled path, 

The sharp, bare thorns are sown. 

Yet Arm my foot, for well I know 

The goal cannot he Car, 

And ever through the rifted clouds 

Shines out one steady star— 

For when my guide went np he left 

The pearly gates ajar. 

BT KATE CAMERON 

Fold me, oh. Sleep, in thy strong arms. 

Wrap thy black mantle ’round my breast, 

And from the world, with all its harms, 

Bush me to rest. 

Call Fancy in from wandering 

Upon the shadowy shore of dreams, 

Where every wave’s low murmuring 

A mystery seems. 

Where the still past and present meet, 

And mingle with the future far, 

And voices harsh and voices sweet, 

Discordant jar. 

Low music of the long ago, 

From lips that speak to us no more, 

Mingles among the winds that blow 

Along the shore. 

We wander with the kind and dear,— 

They call us by some name well known,— 

We turn to speak—they disappear,— 

Wo stand alone. 

Then wearily I come to thee,— 

Wrap thy black mantle 'round my breast, 

Call Fancy from the mystic sea, 

And bid her rest 

Cambria, N. Y., 1861. 

Tiior art here in all thy beauty, 

Gem of the carding year; 

Thongh June may seem more lovely, 

It cannot be more dear. 

Thou art linked with thoughts so tender 

Of by-gone, sunny hours, 

And weaTCiit the gift of Nature, 

A coronal of flowers. 

Upon thy balmy breezes 

The richest perfume floats, 

And the sweetest of all music, 

The woodland songsters' notes. 

And whether we look earthward, 

Or upward to the skies, 

There's much to fill the spirit 

With thoughts of Paradise. 

Though Life may lose its sunshine, 

And friend* all pass away, 

Yet still our hearts must cherish 

Their love for thee, sweet Mayl 

And in that world of beauty, 

Where we hope at last to be., 

There surely will be something 

To remind our souls of thee. 

Rochester, N. Y.. 1861. 

I have Bent yon a Letter I Bote Some time ago 

but had no opertunety to Bend it. 

Whatever misunderstanding there may have been, 

must have been speedily and amicably adjusted, for 

in an old family Clironiole I find the marriage set 

down as having taken place in 1776. 

It’s all nonsense, Lizzie, for a girl ot your age io 
be talking about marriage. How old do I think you 

are? Oh, sixteen or seventeen. 

“ Twenty.” 
Is it possible? No matter; wbat I was going to 

say will apply as well at twenty as at sixteen. ^ on 

are dreaming, no doubt, of having a “ noble looking 
man, with hair the color of the ravcn'B wing, and eyes 
dark as midnight,” for a husband, and a beautiful 
little white cottage in the snburhH of some large city 

for a residence. 
“Why, Aunt Pattik, how you do talk. I thought 

you knew me better than that. 1 am not romantic, 

and furthermore, I am already engaged to as nice a 

young man as there is in the country. My husband 

to be is a farmer.” 
AIready engaged? Rless me!—yon had better stay 

at home and take care of your old father than to go 

off ami marry a man that you know nothing about, 

and, — 
“Why, Pve known him ever since we were chil¬ 

dren, and as /or father, he will live with us.1 

“Known him ever since you were both children;1' 

why you’r nothing but a child now,— and so you are 

to be a farmer's wife. I advise you, Ljzzus, to break 

that engagement at once. You are no more fit for a 

farmer's wife than / am. What will you do with the 

accomplishments you have spent bo much time on, 

your French, music, painting, Ac.? 

“Use them to beautify my home and make my 

husband happier.” 
All nonsense; you’ll find by the time the honey¬ 

moon is over, if not before, that your husband caios 

a great deal more for your proficiency in housekeeping 

than in music, painting, Ac. To tell the truth, now. 

can you make a good loaf of bread, get a decent meal 

[Written for Moore s Rural New-Yorker.] 

DO SOMETHING. —TO YOUNG MEN 

The land of silence surely extends no further than 

to the gates of the heavenly city. All is life and 

activity within; but from that world, so populous 

with thoughts, and words, and songs, no revelation 

penetrates through the dark, silent land which lies 

between os and them. Our friends are there. Stars 

so distant from us that their light which began its 

travel ages since, has not reached ns, are none the 

less worlds, performing their revolutions, and occu¬ 

pied by their busy population of intelligent spirits, 

whose history is full of wonders. Yet the first ray 

denoting the existence of those worlds has never met 

the eye of the astronomer in his incessant vigils. 

The silence of the departed will, for each of us, 

soon, very soou, be interrupted. Entering, among 

breaking shadows and softly unfolding light, the 

border land, we shall gradually awake to the opening 

vision of things unseen and eternal, all so kindly 

revealing themselves to our unaccustomed senses as 

to make ns say, “How beautiful!" and, instead of 

exciting fear, leading us almost to hasten the hand 

which is removing the vail. Borne well known voice, 

so long silent, may be first to utter our name; we are 

recognized, we are safe. A face — a dear, dear face 

Young men, do something to some purpose, i on 
are juBt entering upon the duties and responsibilities 
incident to life,—the years are fleeting, and, at most, 
your time here will be short, so do something, UDd 
keep doing something that will be of permanent 
value. Do you ask what? First, yon have many 
duties to perform to your parents, brothers, sisters, 
friends, to society,'ami to the Government; and the 
better these duties can be discharged, yon will in the 
same proportion better fill your appointed place and 

station in society. 
To your parents you will ever owe filial obedience 

and the greatest respect, and, as far as may be, 

smooth the remaining part of their pilgrimage. 

They have done more for you than you can well repay, 

and you should always endeavor to promote their 

happiness and comfort. I have seen young men who, 

among their particular friends, took pride apparently 

in calling their father “the boy,” or “the old man,” 

and similar phrases, which they should have blushed 

to use in speaking of any person. No young man 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

LOVE LETTERS OF THE 1STH CENTURY 

BY CAROLINE A. HOWARD. 

That love letters have become an institution, a 
sort of way-mark in almost every life since time 
immemorial, no one will deny, yet comparatively 
few have an opportunity to test its antiquity by a 
sight of the actual and original documents. Almost 
every family bus its heir-looms and time-honored 
curiosities, hut family love-letters are generally voted 
of little value, save to the parties immediately con¬ 
cerned. They occasionally serve to help out a knotty 
law case, or to call up the smile and blush to faces 
young and fair, half a century or more after the band 
that wrote, and the throbbing heart that prompted 

the thoughts, are alike dust. 
I wish I could give you a just idea of the coarse, 

yellowish paper, quaint Jolding, still hand-writing, 

and ceremonious expression, (all considered ele¬ 

gant in their day.) of a package of a dozen letters 

or more, which have come down through many gene¬ 

rations since the times of the Revolution, Home ot 

them to he embalmed in print by the hand of this 

unworthy recipient. Some of them are not love- 

letters, though tlmy are letters of love which passed 

between two young lady cousins, discoursing of the 

“times which tried men's sonls,” and women’s, too, 

and knitting closer the bonds which the rod band of 

war severed day by day. 
I give yon two letters, both from the American 

camp at Hoxbury in 1775, and addressed to a younger 

Bister of one of the above mentioned cousins. All 

these letters were sent by private conveyance, the 

distance being about twenty miles, but there were no 

mails in those days. The usual style of superscrip¬ 

tion was, 

THE MONTH OF JANUARY 

OUR ACCUSERS 

hova s’’c» ov*ry sort of winged creature lor iuy 
pleasure. The water says, I hove oopplled thy table 

with my countless luxuries. The earth Bays, I have 

furnished thee bread and wine; but yet thou hast 

abused all these blessings, and perverted them to a 

contempt of their Creator. Therefore, ail our bene¬ 

fits cry out against me. The fire sayB, Let him he 

burned in me. The water says. Let him be drowned 

in me. The air says, Let him be shaken by a tem¬ 

pest. The earth cries, Let him be buried in me. 

The holy angels, whom God has sent for ministers of 

love, and who are to be our joyful companions in the 

future, accuse me. By my sins I have deprived 

myself of their holy ministries in this life, and the 

nf their fellowship in the future. The voice of 

Anne 

With care. 

The prefixes Mrs. and Miss were used indiscrimi¬ 

nately for omarrled ladies. The letters are written 

on the two inside pages of a sheet about Bath size, 

and the two outside pages are sealed and addressed 

“A HEALTHY WOMAN.” 

“What is that?1’ says the reader, “and where 

may she be found?” Yet healthy women are not like 

the Dodo, an extinct species, though, like the abo¬ 

rigines, they have long disappeared from a great 

portion of our country. “ Down East,” in Maine, 

specimens are not uncommon; rarely in New Hamp¬ 

shire, and more frequently in Vermont one may by 

chance be encountered in some out of the way 

locality; but in the rest of New England, New York, 

and the great northwest, they practically exist, no 

longer. I n Boston, the oldest inhabitant can recall 

the memory of few, indeed, if auy, native horn speci¬ 

mens, and we are not entirely sure that one exists or 

has existed among us for twenty years. To one 

accustomed to the sight of the buxom and bright- 

eyed beauties of Kentucky and Tennessee, il he 

walks on Washington street on a fine day, it seems 

When the angel No Unnecessary Miracles, 
brought St Peter out of prison, the iron gate opened 

of its own accord; hut coming to the house of Mary, 

the mother of John Mark, he was fain to stand before 

the door and knock! When iron gave entrance, how 

can wood make opposition? The answer ia easy. 

There was nojrnan to open the iron gate; but a por¬ 

tress was provided, of course, to unlock the door. 

God would not, therefore, show his finger when 

men’s hands are appointed to do the work. Heaven 

will not substitute a miracle, where ordinary mean, 

were formerly in peaceable possession. But if they 

either depart or resign, (ingeniously confessing their 

insufficiency,) then miracles succeed in their vacancy. 

—Fuller. 
—-- 

The Decrees of Cod.—For men to judge of their 

condition by the decrees of God, which are concealed 

from us, and not by His Word whioh is near us and 

in our hearts, is as a man wandering in a wide sea, 

in a dark night, when the heaven is all clouded 

about him, who should yet resolve to steer his course 

bv the stars which he cannot see, and neglect the 

Second. To yourselves I would propose yet another 

duty more valuable, perhaps, so iar as you are con¬ 

cerned, than any of those previously mentioned — 

self-culture. That it may be fully understood, I will 

endeavor, in an imperfect manner, to point out some 

of the methods by which it may be accomplished. 

We are naturally inclined to evil; this should be Con¬ 

quered as far as possible by giving it particular 

attention, and the more beneficent teelings and 

promptings of the heart cultivated. It will be diffi¬ 

cult, without doubt, but it is absolutely necessary to 

restrain the passions, and the nearer you come to 

obtaining entire command of yourselves, the greater 

with any of thees Changes pray be so bind as to Let ( 

mo hear from you by a Letter or in Borne plesent | 

Dream F.qnaint me with your pain or plesure for I , 

am Denied the plesure of Seaing you anil if you will 

not write to me our acquaintance must CeaBe at pres¬ 

ent wich woold he very unfortainanto for me, for 

while I have your friend Bhyp I think 1 have my 

shear of this world's Trisuers, but if you are Lost 

this world is not worth Living for ameidst other mis¬ 

fortunes Let not me like the turtel Dove morne for an 

unfaithful Lover. I have seen one of my unkels and 

three of my 'Cosines in the army—at Cambridge 

wich is the l'urst of my relations I have seen these two 

years. I have sent two Shirts and a pair of trowsers 

wich yon must tell ant Grase to wash, and Send the 

trowsers and one of the Shirts and if 1 have another 

pair of trowsers at your hows pray send them Down 

by the furst opertunety, if you Can Get me Some 

Linen Cloth that will Do for jacets and briches I will 

pay tbe money for it, Send me word where you Can 

Get it or if not and how Soon aud you will Grately 

oblige yon Loving Friend. 

I have taken the liberty to punctuate a little, to 

make this letter rather more coherent, otherwise it is 

verbatim. It would seem that the lady was somewhat 

of a coquette, for in November he writes, 

Roxberey Camps November 9th 1775 

Unconstant woman 

When Storms and tempests and 

forked Liteniug and thunder Bend the Skyes and put 

all natuer into Confushion, and melislious fiends 

Disturbe all pease thereof, it woold not Strike that 

Damp on my Spirits as the news of yonr being so 

unsteady in yonr mind, if it had been for one that was 

Superer to me, it woold raise your fame hut fatal you 

have Disgrased your Self and me. I beard of your 

fiekelnes before I heard how it is t'als, how Can it he 

for the man you have often Disptsed to me, but I have 

Some Small Ray of hope that all is [ala. I want to 

see you once more but am so Engaged hi biseness I 

Canot before the 23d of this month when T hope to 

hear from you what I have Done to offend that you 

l)n thus Revenue vcurself on me, lieven witness that 

reminded of Iheir noble deeds. The young grew up 

to reverence the worthies whose statues they daily- 

saw, and to emulate the virtues which gave their 

ancestors such lasting fame. We can easily conceive 

how the sight of these images, as the young went out 

and came in, day after day, and week alter week, 

would impress their hearts for good. The impression 

of a single day therefrom, though very small in itself, 

yet oft repeated, could not fail to he deep. 

In these days we have no busts of honored ances¬ 

tors in the porches of our dwellings, but we have 

something more impressive. The characters ot liv¬ 

ing parents are constantly presented tor the imitation 

of children. Their example is continually sending 

Our Earthly Life.—My life is a frail lile; a me 

which, the more it increasefli, the more it decreaseth; 

the further it goeth, the nearer it cometh to death; a 

deceitful life, and like a shadow; full of the snares 

of death. Now I rejoice, and now I languish; now I 

flourish, and now I fade; now I live, and now 1 die: 

now I laugh, and now I weep. Oh joy above all joy, 

without which there is no joy, when shall I enter 

into thee, that I may see my God?—Augustine. 

associations, a taste may have been lormea ioi uomm 

eyes and chests, for hectic bloom or yellow pallor, 

and these things be voted interesting, but such a 

depravation is hardly conceivable. 

Ill health is so much a normal condition of femi¬ 

nine existence here, that many women who never 

had a well day in their lives, actually declare and 

believe themselves healthy. Let them apply to them¬ 

selves the test of a celebrated physician. “A 

healthy woman,” says Dr. Meigs, “has no experi¬ 

mental knowledge of hack, sides, head, lungs, 

stomach, liver, or any other orgau; she is conscious 

of herself only as one perfect, elastic, aud life enjoy¬ 

ing whole.” Oh, ye poor victims of aches, pains, 

and langors, — of neuralgia, aud headache, and dys¬ 

pepsia,—ye patrons of pathies, ye deathly mothers of 

dying babes,—ye coughing, groaning, sleepless, com¬ 

plaining creatures, old at twenty-five, and quite 

broken down at thirty,— how near can you come to 

the old doctor's simple standard of health?— Boston 

excuse ourselves tor any neglect, umioaiuu, uj indi¬ 

gence. 
Of course you understand all the branches taught 

in our common schools.— what next.’ several ol the 

States have libraries in every school district, in most 

of which you will he able to procure some valuable 

works. Read the best ancient and modern histo¬ 

ries you can obtain, — D'Aubigue’s History of 

the Reformation; American History especially, and 

the lives of our distinguished men; works on 

Natural History, Botany, Geology, and many oth¬ 

ers will suggest themselves in due time. Music, 

if you have a taste for it, is well worthy of study 

aud cultivation, as it will prove a solace when 

weary and dispirited. Then if you are acquainted 

with no language but the English, and would like to 

Men who see into their neighbors, are apt to 

contemptuous; but men who see through them, I' 

something lying behind every hnman soul which n 

not for them to sit in judgment on or to attempt 

sneer out of the order of God's mauifold univeise. Tlmes of general calamity and contusion nave e\ ci 

been productive of the greatest minds. The purest 
ore is produced from the hottest furnace, and the 
brightest thunderbolt is elicited from the darkest 

storm. __ 

A stream driving a mill is an emblem of man s 
life; he flows on in his own channel toward the ocean 

of immensity, yet helps to keep in motion the ma¬ 

chinery of the world. 

In this world, full often, our joys are 
tender shadows which our sorrows cast. Life is like a flower garden in which new blossoms 

are ever opening as fast as others fade. 



received. The Yankee reporta that she arrived at 
Norfolk on the afternoon of the 17tli. Finding a 
movement on foot to seize her, she proceeded to the 
Navy Yard and placed her under the guns. The 18th 
the Custom officers came to seize her, but the 
commodore of the Yard refused to yield her. The 
Yankee towed the Cumberland to Fortress Monroo. 
The Pawnee under Commodore Paulding on arrival 
at Fortress Monroe, took aboard the 3d Massachusetts 
regiment, and proceeded to the Navy Yard; found 
officers had commenced destroying the public prop¬ 
erty, to prevent its falling into tho hands of the 
enemy, and had scuttled all the ships; the Cumber¬ 
land being the only one in. Preparations were made 
to make the demolition complete. The Pawnee with 
the Cumberland in tow assisted by the Yankee, 
started, and after passing the Navy Yard, sent up a 
signal rocket, and in an instant, ships, ship-houses, 
and storehouses were in Karnes, and so rapid were 
they that Commander Roger's of the Navy and Capt. 
Wright of the Engineers were unable to meet at the 
point of rendezvous where a boat was waiting for 
them, and were left behind. 

Among the most valuable property destroyed is tho 
liners Pennsylvania, Coiambus, und New York, on 
the stocks, and also the Delaware; frigatesMerrimac, 
and Potomac; sloops, Germantown and Plymouth; 
brig Dolphin; large quantities of provisions, cord¬ 
age, and buildings of great value. The Pawnee left 

convoy the transports upon the bay. Thus the con¬ 
trol of that important inland sea is secured to the 
loyalists. 

At the same time the Seventh New York rcgimqnt, 
and the Massachusetts troops which were at Phila¬ 
delphia and nnabte to get through Baltimore without 
reinforcements, were sent forward to Havre de Grace 
and thence by steamer to Annapolis. The .Seventh 
regiment occupied that railroad terminus, and the 
Massachusetts volunteers wore pushed forward to the 
junction, 17 miles south of Baltimore. By this move¬ 
ment the Government has secured absolute control 
and possession of a railroad communication across 
the State of Maryland. Troops can now be scut for¬ 
ward via. Philadelphia, Havre de Grace or Annapolis, 
or direct by sea to Washington. General Scott has 
two strings to his bow. 

Tn the meantime let our impatient people, who 
want an army marched through Baltimore, wait. In 
a few days the forces at Harrisburgh will bo large 
enough to detach, say, 30,000 men. An army of that 
number can peaceably occupy Baltimore, restore to us 
that route, and afford a rallying point to the Union 
sentiment of Maryland. That this movement is Is in 
contemplation is evident from the repairs and rebuild¬ 
ing of bridges on the Northern Central Railroad, 
already begun. The army of occupation for Mary¬ 
land must, however, leave behind it a sufficient body 
to repel any invasion of Pennsylvania. From twelve 
to fifteen thousand rebels will soon be concentrated 
at Harper’s Ferry. Their position Is dangerous. In 
a few days they will have to the north of them 
Camp Curtin, to tho east the army of occupation in 
Baltimore, to the south the army at Washington, and 
after that it needs only a sufficient force to march on 
Richmond to cat up the rebel army into divided 
sections, unable to co-operate, and surrounded on 
evt'ry side by superior forces. If this is done, the 
campaign will bo completed before summer opens. 
The fleet, during the summer, cun blockade the 
Southern ports, and as cold weather comes on, the 
recapture of the forts along the coast can be accom¬ 
plished with safety. Such, it seems to us, is tho 
theory of the lirst stage of the war. 

BEADING 
HARRIS 

The First Icebergs. 

Icebergs! Icebergs! The cry brought us upon 
deck at sunrise. There they were, two of them, a 
large one and a smaller; the latter pitched upon the 
dark and misty desert of the sea like an Arab’s tent; 
and the larger like a domed mosque in marble of a 
greenish white. The vaporous atmosphere veiled its 
sharp outlines, and gave it a softened, dreamy, and 
mysterious character. Distant and dim, it was yet 
verv grand and impressive. Enthroned on the deep in 
lonely majesty, the dread of mariners, and the won¬ 
der of the traveler, it was one of those imperial 
creations of nature that awaken powerful emotions, 
and illumine the imagination. Wonderful structure! 
Fashioned by those fingers that wrought the glitter¬ 
ing fabrics of the npper deep, and launched upon 
those adamantine ways into Arctic seas, how beauti¬ 
ful, how strong and terrible! A glacier slipped into 
the ocean, and henceforth a wandering cape, a rest¬ 
less headland, a revolving island, to compromise 
the security of .the world’s broad highway. No 
chart, no sonnding, no knowledge of latitude avails 
to fix thy whereabout, thou roving lsbmael of the 
sea. No look-out, and no friendly hail nr authorita¬ 
tive warning cam cope with thy secrecy or thy silence. 
Mist and darkness are thy work-day rai ment Though 
the watchman lay his ear to the water, he may not 
hear thy coming footsteps. — “After Icebergs with a 

Painter,” by Rev. Louis L. Noble. 
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Talk about Icebergs. 

The Rev. Mr. Wood says that an iceberg is to 
him the most impressive of all objects. Most beauti¬ 
ful in its life and changes, it is. next to an earth¬ 
quake, most terrible and appaling, in the moment of 
its destruction, to those who may happen to be near 
it. Upon the falling of its peaks and precipices, 
waves and thunders carry the intelligence across the 
waters. Lofty, as it frequently is, the head only, 
belmeted and plumed with dazzling beauty, is above 
the sea. In its solemn march along the blue main, 
how it steps upon the high places of the deep, is all 
unseen. Around its mighty form, far down its ala¬ 
baster cliffs and caverns, no eye plays but that of the 
imagination. When it pauses in its last repose, and 
perishes, at times, a3 qnickly as if it were smitten by 
the lightning, you may stand in the distance and 
ga/.e with awe, but never draw near to witness the 
motions and sounds of its dissolution.—lb. 

RICHMOND 

PETERSBURG' 

Where ilie War Strength Lien. 

The Missouri Democrat publishes a communica¬ 
tion from a correspondent, in which the statistics 
furnished are considered by the editor its “highly 
suggestive and important.” He thinks, furthermore, 
that " they will show conclusively which way the cat 
is likely to jump.” 

The wliito population of those .States which have 
responded to the call of the President is as follows: 

New York, .3,887,000 Iowa,'.674,000 
I’onnsylvunia, . <1,906,000 Maine,_628,000 
Ohio,..2,330,000 Maryland, _599,000 
Illinois,..1,711,1810 Connecticut, . 460,000 

[NORFOLK. 

GOSPORT 
'ostshoutm 

Coekneysville in 24 miles north of Baltimore, on the Balti¬ 

more and Susquehanna Railroad, and has about 300 inhab¬ 

itants. 

Arlington Heights is in Virginia, across the Potomac from 

Washington, and commands a portion of the city. 

Philadelphia is 137 miles from Washington, and 87 from 

New York. 

llarrisbnrg, the capital of Pennsylvania, and the general 

depot for the Pennsylvania troops, Is situated 106 miles from 

Philadelphia, 71 from Baltimore, and 110 from Washington. 

Carlisle is the capital of Cumberland Co., Penn., and is 15 

miles west of Harr isburg. The U. 8. barracks, hair a mile 

from the village, were built in 1777, chiefly by the labor of 

Hessians captured at Trenton. They aro sufficient for a gar¬ 

rison of 2,000 soldiers, and the general government have 

established a school for cavalry practice here. 

Chainbersburg, the capital of Franklin Co., Penn., is 45 

miles S. W of Harrisburg. 

Mast places mentioned in our telegraphic dispatches, and 

which seem destined to play important parts, are not laid 

down on common maps, and the question is often asked 

“ Where are they, how t's.r from Washington?” kc. We will 

mention a few and their distances, as shown in our engraving 

Norfolk, Portsmouth, and Cosport, are about 215 miles 

south of Washington. 

Fort .Monroe is on Old Point Comfort, 200 miles south of 

Washington 

Richmond is 120 miles from Washington. 

Annapolis, from Washington by straight line, is 30 miles; 

by Railroad the track would be like > and the distance 40 

miles; by water 250 miles. 

The distance from Baltimore to the Federal Capital is 39 

miles. 

Havre de Grace is at the head of Chesapeake Bay, 94 miles 

from Washington. 

Wilmington is 70 miles N. E. from Baltimore. 

Cod-Liver OH. 

Wf. visited a cod-liver oil manufactory. The 
process of making this article is quite simple. The 
livers, fresh from the flsb, and nearly white, aro 
cleanly washed, and thrown into a cauldron heated 
by steam instead of fire, where they gradually dis¬ 
solve into oil, which is dipped out hot and strained, 
first through conical felt hags, and then through 
those made of white moleskin, from which it runs 
pure and sweet as table-oil. Wine-glasses were at 
hand, from which we tasted it, and found it entirely 
agreeable. In this state it is barreled for market, 
and sold at an average price of^oue dollar and fifty 
cents per gallon. By what process it is transmuted 
into that horrid stuff which is sold at a high price, 
in small bottles, perhaps the druggist can inform us. Harrisburg,— Camp “Curtin.” 

The capital of Pennsylvania seems destined to 
prove un important point in our presont difficulties. 
The Northern troops are ordered to concentrate there 
while Gen. Scott considers whether ho will march 
them In force upon Baltimore, or send them by Havre 
de Grace, the Chesapeake Bay, and Annapolis. A 
correspondent of the Buffalo Courier gives the follow¬ 
ing brief notes: 

The Capitol at Harrisburg is a worthy object of the 
traveler’s attention. It is planned very ranch like 
the Capitol at Washington. The rotunda forms the 
center of the building, and the Senate and House the 
wings. In the Senate chamber I saw tWO very fine 
paintings; one of Washington and one of William 
Penn. Underneath the picture of Penn is another, 
portraying the attempted martyrdom of Jolm Harris, 
the original proprietor of Harrisburg. On the man- 
tal is a stone Eagle, cut by a sailor with a knife and 
nail, brought from Alexandria, in Egypt, by Coin. 
Elliot of the Old Ironsides, aud by him presented to 
the State, July 4th, 1837. The State Library is very 
fine. It contains 25,000 volumes. 

At Harrisburg I found every thing on the qui vine. 

Early in the morning 1 wended my way to Camp 
"Curtin,” in the Harrisburg Park. T sought the 
head-quarters, where I made the aequiantanco of the 
commanding officers, who kindly famished rue items. 
The camp indeed looked warlike and splendid.— 
Over four hundred tents are pitched on the grounds, 
and between every two rows of tents are two cooking 
stoves, with a short extempore pipe, doing active 
service. Banners and flags were floating resplendent 
in the sunlight, and tho strains of martial music en¬ 
livened the scene greatly. Gov. Curtin was on the 
ground, giving orders and dispatching business. He 
seems to bo the man for the times, and will no doubt, 
do his duty. There are about 4,000 troops here, uud 
they aro drilled from morning till night. 

worthy of his life. His intellect was not for a 
moment clouded. His fortitude was the more admira¬ 
ble, because he was not willing to die. He had 
very lately said to one of those whom he most loved, 
“You know that I never feared death; there havo 
been times when 1 should have wished it; but, now 
that this great new prospect is opening before me, I 
do wish to stay hero a little longer.” Yet no weak¬ 
ness, no querulousness, disgraced tho noble close of 
that noble career. To the physicians, the king 
returned his thanks graciously and gently. “ I 
know that you havo done all that skill and learning 
could do for me; but the case Is beyond your art, 
and I submit.” From the words which escaped him 
he seemed to be frequently engaged in mental prayer. 
Barnet and Tenison remained many hours in the 
sick room. He professed to them his firm belief in 
the truth of the Christian religion, and received the 
sacrament from their hands with great seriousness. 
The ante-chambers were crowded all night with lords 
and privy ciinacillors. He ordered several of them 
to be called in, and exerted himself to take leave of 
them with a lew kind and cheerful words. Among 
tho English who were admitted to his bedside were 
Devonshire and Ormond. But there were in the 
crowd those who felt as no Englishman could feel — 
friends of hi3 y^nth who had been true to him, and 
to whom he bai 

Philip II of Spain. 

The Husband of the Queen of England, known 
as “ Bloodv Mary,” was Philip II of Spain, whose 
characier is portrayed by Mr. Motley, in his recent 
“History of the United Netherlands,” in the follow¬ 
ing paragraph: 

A small, dull, elderly, imperfectly educated, patient, 
plodding invalid, with white hair, and protruding 
under jaw, and dreary visage, was sitting day after 
day, seldom speaking, never Biniling, seven or eight 
hours out of every twenty-four, at a writing table 
covered with heaps of interminable dispatches, in a 
cabinet far away beyond the seas and mountains, in 
the very heart of Spain. A clerk or two noiselessly 
opening and shutting the door, from time to time, 
fetching fresh bundles of letters, and taking away 
others — all written and composed by secretaries or 
high functionaries—and all to be scrawled over in 
the margin by the diligent old man, in a big school¬ 
boy’s hand and style—if ever schoolboy, even in the 
sixteenth century, could write so illegibly, or express 
himself so awkwardly; couriers iu the courtyard 
arriving Irom or departing for the uttermost parts of 
earth,—Asia, Africa, America, Europe,—to fetch and 
earn- these interminable epistles, which contained 
the irresponsible commands of this oue individual, 
and were freighted with the doom aud destiny of 
countless millions of the world’s inhabitants,—such 
was the system of government 3gainst which the 
Netherlands had protested and revolted. It was a 
system under which their fields had been made deso¬ 
late, their cities burned and pillaged, their men 
hanged, burned, drowned, or hacked to pieces; their 
women subjected to every outrage; and to put an end 
to which the'y hud been devoting their treasure and 
their blood, for nearly tho length of one generation. 
It was a system, too, which, among other results, 
had just brought about the death of the foremost 
statesman of Europe, and had nearly effected simnl- 
taueouely, the murder of the most emiuent sovereign 
in the world. The industrious PaiLir, safe and 
tranquil in the depths of the Eacurial, saying his 

prayers three times a doy with exemplary regularity, 
had just sent three bullets through the body of Wil¬ 

liam the Silent, at bis dining-room door in Delft. * 
* * * Invisible as the Grand Lama of Thibet, 
clothed with power as extensive and absolute as had 
ever been wielded by the most imperial Ca-sar, Philip 

the Prudent, as he grew older aud feebler in mind 
and body, seemed to become more gluttonous of 
work, more ambitious to extend his sceptre over 
lauds which he had never Been or dreamed of seeing, 
—more fixed in his determination to annihilate that 
monster Protestantism, which it had been the busi¬ 
ness of his life to combat,—more eager to put to 
death every human creature, whether anointed 
monarch or humble artisan, that defended heresy, or 
opposed his progress to universal empire. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., MAY 4, 1861 

FACTS, SCENES, INCIDENTS, ETC 

Fori Monroe, Norfolk, etc. 

On reference to the map we present in the present 
issue, it will be observed that the only entrance to 
Virginia by water is through Chesapeake Bay, and 
that, if guarded in a proper manner by the United 
States, there is no fear of any rebel force approach¬ 
ing the capital, from the Sonthern coast, through 
that route. In addition to this, when once fully in 
possession of the general government, the maritime 
power of both Maryland and Virginia would be com- 

lf the Southern rebels were 

War or X« War. 

The Washington Star presents its view of a cer¬ 
tain subject which seems to havo befogged very 
many of tho minds of tho country, and those who 
are still In the dark, whether North or South, will 
bo benefited by its perusal: 

The seceders marched in armed bodies, and com¬ 
pelled tho guards of tho United States forts and 
arsenals to surrender them; but it was not war. 

With arms in their hands they captured millions 
of dollars worth of cannon, small arms and muni¬ 
tions of war, belonging to the United States; but it 

was not war. 

They seized the ships of the United States; but it 

was not war. 

They seized the mints and tho money of tho United 
States, and applied them to their own use; but it 

was not uiar. 

They fired on an unarmed ship, carrying supplies 
to a fortress of the United States; but it was not war. 

They are beacigiug the fortresses of the United 
States, have surrounded them with military works, 
and cut off their supplies; bat it is not war. 

But if the United States attempt to relieve their be- 
leagaered garrison, or even to send them provisions 
iu an unarmed vessel, it is u>ur. 

If they attempt to transport ft cannon from one fort 
to another, or from a foundry to a fort, 11 is war. 

If they transfer a soldier from fort to fort, or from 

state to state, it is war. 

If they send out a ship to protect their loyal 

citizens, it is war. 

To talk of executing their laws, protecting their 
commerce, or collecting their revenue, it is war, hor¬ 

rible war. 

Since the foregoing was written, the rebels have 
tired on Fort Sumter. Is that war l 

pletely under control, 
to possess these points, every effort to reinforce 
Washington would prove a doubtful success, more 
especially as the land route is now rendered imprac¬ 
ticable by the acts of the mob in Baltimore. 

It will be seen where the James river empties its 
waters that a peninsula (known as old Point Comfort,) 
juts out between the river and the bay, and on this 
projection is situated Fort Monroe, the largest 
fortress in the United States. Eighty acres are 
embraced within the fortification, and to man it 
efficiently about 5,000 men shoifld be employed. On 
the opposite shore, toward Norfolk, is Fort Calhoun. 
As an exhibit of the value of Monroe to the seces¬ 
sionists, Gov. Wise lately declared that Virginia 
must possess that fort if it took twenty thousand men 
to accomplish the feat. Fortunately Virginia stands 
a poor chance of getting it, for beside several 
hundred regular troops, one thousand Massachusetts 
volunteers were thrown into it last week, with the 
requisite supplies of ammunition and provisions. 

To be added to the natural advantages already 
Cited, is the fact that tho fort is situated at fhc 
entrance to Hampton Iioads, that famous inland bay, 
over two miles in diameter, in which all the vessels 
of our navy can ride at anchor with perfect safety. 

About twelve miles to the southeast of Old Point 
Comfort, and eight from Hampton Roads, is Norfolk, 
situated on the northern side of the Elizabeth river. 
A little way towards the north of the city is Fort 
Norfolk, a place of much importance in the existing 
Htatc of affairs. Across the river, whieh is Beven- 
eightha of a mile wide in this place, are the towns of 
Portsmouth and Gosport, the latter being in effect a 
suburb of the former. All of these are important 
naval stations, and are still in possession of the Fed¬ 
eral government. Each is accessible to the largest 

vessels. 
At Gosport is the large Navy Yard and dry dock, 

and near the town is a naval hospital. There were 
at the navy yard when the present difficulties begun, 
ten United States vessels, viz: the Pennsylvania, 
Columbus, Delaware, New York, United States, 
Columbia, Raritan, Germantown, Bainbridge and 
Merri mac. Four of these vessels arc rotten, four are 
iu fair order, oue is on the stocks, and one is ready 
for nse. They are rated io all for 586 guns. At tbe 
time of writing, Wednesday, 21th ult., the telegraph 
brings us intelligence of the destruction of the public 
buildings and stores by order of the U. S. officers in 
command. The new3 was brought to New York by 
the steamer Yankee, and we give such details as are 

been true, through all the vicissi¬ 
tudes of fortune; who had served him with unalter 
able fidelity when his Secretaries of State, his Treas¬ 
ury, and his Admiralty bad betrayed him; who had 
never, on any field of battle, or in an atmosphere 
tainted with loathsome and deadly disease, shrank 
from placing their own lives in jeopardy to save his, 
and whose truth he had, at, the cost of bis own popu¬ 
larity, rewarded with his bounteous munificence. 
He strained his feeble voice to thank Auverquerqae 
for the affectionate and loyal services of thirty years. 
To Albemarle he gave the keys of his closet and of 
private drawers, " You know,” he said, “ what to 
do with them-” By this time he could scarcely 
respire. "Can this,” he said to the physicians, 
“last long?” He was told that the end was approach¬ 
ing. He swallowed a cordial and asked for Bentjnck. 
Those were his last articulate words. Bentinck 
instantly came to the bodside, bent down, and placed 
his ear close to the king’s mouth. Tbe lips of the 
dying man moved but nothing could be heard. The 
king took the hand of his earliest friend and pressed 
it tenderly to his heart. In that moment, no doubt, 
all that had cast a slight passing cloud over their 
their long and pure friendship was forgotten. It 
was now between seven and eight in the morning. 
He closed his eyes and gasped for breath. The 
bishops knelt down aud read the commendatory 
prayer. When it ended, William was no more. 

When his remains were laid out, it was found that he 
wore next to his skin a small piece of black silk rib¬ 
bon. The lords in waiting ordered it to be taken off'. 
It contained a gold ring and a lock of the hair of 
Mary.— From Macauley's lust Volume. 

Tlie Theory of the War. 

The strategic theory which seems to be the rule 
of action on the part of the General Government is 
now so far developing itself, that those acquainted 
with the master spirit at the bead of our arms, Yin* 
field Scott, recognize bis cotrolling influence in all 
matters connected therewith. But a few days since 
the Proclamation of the President aroused the war 
spirit of the loyal States. Massachusetts, the child 
of the Revolution, re-enactcd the scenes of 177G. 
The workshop was deserted, the plow left in the 
furrow, the pen lay rusting on the desk. Other 
States wheeled nobly into line. One regiment passed, 
peaceably through to Washington. A second reached 
Baltimore, and was obliged to cut its way through au 
infuriated mob. But through it went, and the flag of 
Massachusetts gained new honors in tho contest. 

Then how suddenly the scene was changed. A hos¬ 
tile city of two hundred thousand inhabitants placed 
herself between the Federal Capital aud those rush¬ 
ing to its support. Railroad bridges were destroyed, 
— all speedy means of communication were supposed 
to be cut off,— men were beginning to despair of the 
Capital, — when again the hostile soil of Maryland 
was spanned by a bridge of safety. Bays the Buffalo 
Express:—Broken communication is re-opened, the 
route to the Capital is held by gallant troops, and tho 
vast reinforcements now pouring forward wilt camp 
in the Senate Chamber without a gun fired on their 
route thither. Look at the facts: -On Thursday a 
Massachusetts regiment was thrown into Fort Mon¬ 
roe. The same day another occupied the town of 
Norfolk. The Navy Yard at that place, and the com¬ 
mand of the entrance to Chesapeake Bay, was thus 
secured. The Pawnee, the Mernmac, and the Harriet 

Lane, —the latter leaving New York the 25th, — can 

Preparing fur the Campaign. 

The following rules aro published by " An Old 
Soldier,” for the guidance of the young men who are 
now enlisting under the National banner: 

1. Remember that in a campaign more men die 
from sickness them by the bullet. 

2. Line your blanket with one thickness of brown 
drilling. This adds but four ounces in weight and 
doubles the warmth. 

3. Buy a small India rubber blanket, (only $1.50,) 
to lay on the ground, or to throw over your shoulders 
when on guard duty during a rain storm. Most of 
the eastern troopB are provided with these. Straw to 

He upon is not always to be had, 
4. The best military hat in use is the light-colored 

soft felt; the crown being sufficiently high to allow 
space for air over the brain. Yon can fasten it up as a 
continental in fair weather, or turn it down when it 
is wet or very sunny. 

5. I<et your beard grow, so as to protect the throat 

and lungs. 
6. Keep your entire person clean; this prevents 

Enthusiasm.—The enthusiast has been compared 
to a man walking in a fog: everything immediately 
around him, or in contact with him, appears suffi¬ 
ciently clear and luminous; but beyond the little 
circle, of which he himself is the center, all is mist, 
error, aud confusion. But he himself is nevertheless 
as much in the fog as his neighbors, all of whom 
have also cantoned out their little Go3heus of per¬ 
spicacity. Total freedom from error is what none of 
us will allow to our neighbors, however we may be 
inclined to flirt a little with such spotless perfection 
ourselves. 



fevers and bowel complaints in warm climates. 

Wash your body each day, if possible. Avoid strong 

coffee and oily meat. Central Scott said that the too 

fre<j use of these (together with neglect in keeping 

the skin clean,) cost many a soldier his life in Mexico. 

7. A Budden check of perspiration by chilly or 

night air often causes fever and death. When thus 

exposed do not forget your blanket 

Journal is "confident that all the Border States will 

now join their fortunes with the Southern Confede¬ 

racy.” The Montgomery (Alabama) Confederation of 

Sunday, the 21st nit, says:—"It is thought, in high 

circles, that Major Anderson will now resign and 

tender his services to the Confederate States. We 

are inclined to think that there are some reasons for 

this conclusion.” 

We cut this from the Atlanta (Geo.) Intelligencer, 

of Saturday last;—" 

Affairs at Washington. 

The English Minister, Lord Lyons, a few days 

since, despatched his first Secretary to the Mont¬ 

gomery Government on important business. It is 

understood he carried information to Jeff. Davis as 

to the position England intends to assume towards 

the Confederate Government. It is pretty certain 

that their Commissioners will not be received in an 
official capacity. 

Judge Robinson, an old personal friend and class¬ 

mate of Gen. Scott, came to Washington on the 21st 

ult., from Richmond, to offer him a commission as 

Commander-in-C'hief of the forces of the Confederate 

States. On learning the purport of Judge R.’s errand, 

Gen. Scott interrupted him with a declaration that if 

he went any further in making such a proposition, 

he, Judge R., wonld not be permitted to get back to 

Richmond, adding that having sworn to support the 

Constitution, he realized all the honorable obliga¬ 

tions of that oath, and should of course observe them, 

Gen. Wool issued orders for the delivery of 10,000 

muskets and 400,000 cartridges to Ohio troops now at 

Harrisburgh. He has represented, by special courier 

to the Government, the necessity of bringing 150,000 

into the field, and opening the route through Balti¬ 

more. He would also bring into the field within 

sixty days a force sufficient to disperse the rebels 

from Richmond, hold that city, and possess New' 

Orleans and the mouth of the Mississippi. 

A gentleman from Washington reports that the 

following is the language of Mr. Lincoln to the Bal¬ 
timore Committee: 

" Gentlemen:—You have come here to ask for 
peace at any terms. Such a desire on such terms is 
not like the course of Washington or Jackson. 
I lie^ the rebels — Attack Fort Suniter. and you 
attack the troops sent to the Federal Government, 
for the protection or the same, and the defence of the 
lives and property of this city. My intention was 
never to attack Muryland, but to have those troons 

tnstx 
an interview with Gov. Letcher. The former has 

armed and equipped 1,500 men. Hundreds of troops 

were arriving from South Carolina and Petersburg. 

The following iB the ordinance of secession of Vir¬ 

ginia, just made public. Accompanying the docu¬ 

ment is a long schedule, setting forth the time and 

manner of holding polls for its ratification by the 

The poll will be opened in each military 

camp in Virginia. Volunteers, whether in or out of 

the State, and voters, suffered to vote. This will be 

in addition to the regular election precincts. The 

election for members of Congress for the State to the 

House of Representatives of the Congress of the 

United States, required by law to be held on the 4th 

Thursday in May, is suspended and prohibited until 

otherwise ordered by the Convention. 

Ordinance to Rrp,al the. Ratification nf the Constitution of the 
United Stale* of America by the Stale of Virginia, aitd to i 

Navigation In the Upper Lakes is open. 

There are 40,000 Welsh people living in London. 

The French distillers are making brandy out of coal. 

Anthracite coal has gone np to $ 15 a tun in Baltimore. 

In London there are 20.000 doctors and 1,800 undertakers. 

The street cars in St. Lonis are to he propelled by steam. 

France haa 2,394 cotton factories, with 3,500,000 spindles 

Letter from Mr. Reward to Gov. Hicks. 

The following important letter has been sent by people 

Mr. Seward to Gov. Hicks of Maryland: 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ) 

Washington, April 22, 1861. \ 

Thomas H. Hicks, Governor of Maryland 

Sir:— T have had the- honor to receive your com¬ 
munication of thiB morning, in which you have 
informed me that you have felt it to he your duty 
to advise the President of the United States to order 
elsewhere the troops off Annapolis, and also that no 
more be sent through Maryland, and that you have 
further suggested that Cord Lyons be requested to 
act an mediator between the contending parties in 
onr country, to prevent the eff usion of blood. 

The President directs me to acknowledge the re¬ 
ceipt of that communication, and to assure you that 
he nas weighed the counsels which it contains with 
the respect which he habitually cherishes for the 
Chief Magistrates of the several States, and especi¬ 
ally for yourself. He regrets as deeply as any Magis¬ 
trate or citizen can, that demonstrations against the 
safety of the United States, with very extensive 
preparations for the effusion of blood, have made it 
his duty to cull out the forces to which yon allude. 
The force now sought to be sent through Maryland 
is intended for nothing hut the defence oi the Capital. 

The President has necessarily confided the choice 
of the National highway which that force shall take 
in coming to thiH city to Lieut. Gen. Hcatt, command 
ing the army of the United states, who, like his only 
predecessor, is not less distinguished for his hu¬ 
manity than for his loyalty, patriotism, and distin¬ 
guished public service. 

The President instructs me to add that the National 
highway thus selected by the Lieutenant General Iiub 
been selected by him upon consultation with promi¬ 
nent magistrates and citizens of Maiyland, as the one 
which, white a ronte is absolutely necessary, is 
further removed from the populous cities of the State, 
and with the expectation that it would, therefore, he 
the least objectionable one. 

The President cannot hut remember that there lias 
been a time in the history of the American IJnioD, 
when forces designed for the defence of its Capital 
were not unwelcome anywhere in the State of Mary¬ 
land, and certainly riot at Annapolis, then, ns now, 
the capital of that patriotic State, and then, also, one 
of the capitals of the Union. Jf eighty years could 

Gen. Scott, it is said, is opposed 

to Lincoln’* Government making war upon the South¬ 

ern people. He lias said to Lincoln, that if war 

should be inaugurated, be would resign bis position 

in the army of the United States, return to Virginia, 

his native State, and cast his fortunes with her for 
weal or for woe.” 

The Southern press have repeatedly stated that 

there were 30,000 men in New York who would not 

only sustain secession by money, but would give 

themselves to the cause of the Confederate States. 

They can now survey the field, and though the view 

will prove anything but agreeable, they may learn 

therefrom a profitable lesson. The Empire State has 

50,000 men ready to depart at this writing to defend 

the Union, and money enough to carry the struggle 

to a righteous ending. New York will write her own 

history in this difficulty,— she needs neither a Con¬ 

federate press Dor Confederate statesmen to indicate 

the path where Patriotism, Duty, and Justice are to 
be found. 

How the Lojul Stair* Respond. 

New York. — The following regiments have I 

already taken their departure from New York, and 

others are ready to leave as fast as they can be moved: 

Seventh Regiment, Cob Lefferts, . Men 1 000 
Seventy lin t regiment. Col. Vosbnrgh,...1,0(10 
Seventy-seveuth regiment, (Scotch).1000 
Twelfth regiment. Col Butterfield,_ ’950 
Sixth regiment, Col. PickneV,_800 
Sixty-ninth regiment. Col. Corcoran, (Irish)_V000 
Zouave regiment, Col. Ellsworth,. . . 1,000 
Llghth regiment, Col. Lynne... ." l’ooo 
Thirteenth Hvlintoit, Col.fitnith, (Brooklyn). 700 
Fourteenth regiment, (Brooklyn) ..   1000 
Twenty-eighth regiment, Col, fiennett (Brooklyn) ~ 800 
Sixty-seventh regiment, (New York)... 1 000 
Fifth regiment, (Brooklyn).   1.000 

Total...12,250 

These* are from New York atid Brooklyn alone. The 

total number of companies offered to Gov. Morgan at 

latest advices was 169, with 77 men each. Enroll¬ 

ments were being made at the rate of two regiments 

daily. On Sunday, the 28th ult., 16,000 volunteers 

wore quartered in New York city, all ready to march 

on the receipt of equiptneuts and orders. 

Pennbylvania.— The Governor’s Message to the 

Legislature will recommend the passage of a stay 

law. The declaratory part will say that Pennsylvania 

will open the route from the North to Washington, 

as essential to transport. Whether Maryland stays 

in or out of the Union, no hostile rail will be per¬ 

mitted to lie between the National Capital and the 

States loyal to the Union. Rebellion must be crushed, 

and the nation restored to its entirety, and the 

only. 

— Napoleon III has nearly finished his 
Cffisar.” 

— A negro insurrection in Anne Arundel Co.. Md., is 
reported. 

— It is proposed to introduce horse railroads into Broadway 
New York. 

— The head-quarters of Gen. Wool are to be hereafter at 
New York. 

— The Pennsylvania Central Railroad carries the Pittsburg 
troops free. 

— SeTen buildings were destroyed by fire at Mt. Gilead, O., 
on Thursday week. 

— There are io great Britain 2,210cotton factories, running 
28,000.000 spindles. 

— Hon. Daniel D. Barnard, a prominent citizen of Albany 
died on the 23d ult. 

— The express companies send packages no further South 
than Philadelphia now. 

— One of the Rhode Island 

Life of Julius 

America by the Stale of Virginia, and to 
rentine. all rigtds and powers granted under 4 aid Concti 
tution : 

The people of Virginia, in their ratification of the 
Constitution of the United States of America, adopted 
by them in Convention on the 25th of Juno, 1788, 
having declared that the powers granted under said 

regiments repsesents in its 
members fifteen million dollars. 

— A new arsenal, for the storage of State arms, is to be 
immediately built in Cincinnati 

Fifty-four Crimean veterans have enlisted in the 69th 
Regiment, under Col. Corcoran 

— The number of troops dispatched from Boston to the 
scene of hostilities is about 3,500. 

The patriotic students of Harvard College have organized 
four companies, one for each class. 

— The grand British regatta of July next has been opened 
to boats from all parts of the world. 

— Jeff. Davis graduated at West Point in the class of 1828. 

He ranked 23d in a class numbering 33. 

There are about four hundred sloops and schooners 
engaged in the oyster trade at New York. 

— The observatory at Valley Forge was blown to the 

ground by a heavy gale of wind last week. 

— The pestiferous association of the K. G. C. are rumored 

to have a small organization stili in Boston. 

A Committee of Public Safety has been organized in 

Pittsburg, to notify traitors to leave the city. 

— The bombardment of Fort Sumter cost South Carolina 

one million dollars, which she defrays herself. 

The Grand Cathedral to Mexico is five hundred feet long, 

and capable of holding thirty thousand persons, 

— Gov. Letcher, of Virginia, has issued a proclamation 

prohibiting the exportation of flour to Northern cities. 

— On the day of the fight in Baltimore, the City Council 

appropriated *000,000 to preserve the pence of the city. 

— Five cases of arms, destined for Ihe South, were seized 

at the Michigan Southern depot in Chicago on Saturday. 

— The Maryland banks are preparing to issue small notes, 

to be authorized by the Legislature at its present session. 

— A home for inebriates, which recently went into opera¬ 

tion in California, has been attended with the best results. 

— Fifty-five thousand stand of arms from Harper’s Ferry 

were sent, to Washington before the arsenal was destroyed. 

— There are 1,000 lives and $7,500,000 worth of property 

lost, annually, by shipwrecks on the coast of Great Britain, 

— There Is an India rubber factory in full blast in Montreal, 

the only establishment of the kind in the British Provinces. 

— There are now no Cadets at West, Point from the Con¬ 

federate States, the last two having resigned last Friday week. 

— The anti-Brigham Young Mormons have been bolding 

a coaCcience At Amboy, Michigan, Jo. Smith. Jr., presiding 

— Dr. Choovor t»«n ten, lecluiltig at Liverpool on the 

present American crisis. His audience w&9 not 

Maryland Message of the Governor. 

The Governor of Maryland haB convened the 

Legislature of the State and issued his message, the 

points of which we give briefly. He says that he 

labored earnestly to induce the President to forego 

his purpose of passing troops through Maryland, but 

the reply was that a military necessity rendered it 

unavoidable*. He refused General Butler, of the Mas¬ 

sachusetts volunteers, consent to land bisforceB. He 

also protested against his taking possession of the 

Annapolis Railroad. 

He states that the most intelligent and learned 

citizens of the State admit the right of government 

to transmit its troops over rail, yet it is evident a 

portion of the people of Maryland are opposed to the 

exercise of the right. His own convictions are, the 

only safety of Maryland lies in preserving a neutral 

position between our brethren of the North and 

South. Maryland has violated no right of either 

section, and we have done all we can to avoid the 

impending war. He hoped Maryland might have 

acted as a mediator. He can not. counsel Maryland 

to take sides against the general government until it 

commits outrages upon her which would justify us in 

resisting its authority. Onr geographical position 

alone forces us to this. This has been all the while 

the gronnd-work of his policy. He is convinced hi* 

policy has been maintained by a large majority of the 

people. lie appeals to the Legislature not to be 

swayed liy passion, but to act with prudence and in 

a ohristian-like manner. 

The State Senate passed the bill prohibiting circu¬ 

lation of notes under one dollar, under a penalty. 

The House referred to a special committee, who are 

instructed to report in regard to legalization of 

special payments by banks. The Senate adopted an 

address to the people of Maryland, stating the Legis¬ 

lature would not pass an act of secession. If the 

people desire it, they Will give them an opportunity 

of declaring for themselves their future destiny. 

The House had not acted thereon. The House 

appointed a committee to report an act calling a 

convention. Air. Scott of Baltimore is chairman. 

Organization and I’arlx of an Army. 

A Company is the unit of an army, and is sup¬ 

posed to average, on the war basis, 100 men, officers 

included. The general rule for the organization of 

such a company gives one captain, 2 lieutenants, f> 

sergeants, i corporals, and 85 men. Formerly, each 

company had an ensign, who carried the flag? but 

his place is now supplied liy the color sergeant. 

There is one more sergeant than corporals — the 

first sergeant being called the orderly sergeant, 

and is, next to the captain, the most important 

man in the company—carrying the books of the 

company, and calling the roll, morning and evening. 

The company is formed, when in column, into two 

platoons and four sections, each platoon commanded 

by a lieutenant, and each section by a sergeant. 

A Regiment is regularly composed of ten compa¬ 

nies, or two battalions; a battalion being half a regi¬ 

ment, composed of five companies—one of them 

called a light, or rout company, intended in regular 

service to operate outside of the heavy columns, as 

flanking parties, guards, &c. 

The officers 

very numer¬ 
ous. 

— About thirty Massachusetts shoemakers have been driven 

out of Virginia lately. They arrived in Boston on Saturday 
last. 

— Kossuth states, in an affidavit that he makes before a 

court lu England, that be still considers himself Governor of 

Hungary. 

— A Washington letter to the World says there have been 

over three hundred civil, army, and navy resignations within 
two days. 

— There are 12,500 square miles of bog in Ireland, or nearly 

a third of the whole island, a great part of which might be 
reclaimed. 

— A deputation of 20 Indians has arrived at New York to 

tender 300 warriors of the Sioux and Chippewa tribes to the 

President. 

— Six hundred and thirty million cubic feet of gas escape 

annually from the gas mains in London, an estimated loss 

of *70,000. 

— The history of the Expedition of the Austrian frigate 

Novara Round the World, has been translated and published 

in England. 

— Edward Weston, the man who walked from Boston to 

Washington last month, on a wager, averaged forty-seven 

miles per day 

— A boy named Sullivan was burned to death at Norwich, 

Conn., Saturday week, having been pushed iuto a bonfire by 

his playmates. 

— The aggregate amount tendered to the Government, from 

all sources, is stated, on good authority, at over two hundred 

million dollars 

— Maryland has eight powder mills. Virginia has one, Del¬ 

aware lias nine. There are none in any other slave State, 

except Kentucky. 

— The French army numbers 687,000 men, with 10 marshals, 

154 generals of division, 162 brigadier-generals, 1,370 majors, 

and 6,871 eaptains. 

— The new Collector of New York, Mr. Barney, has receiv¬ 

ed already from seven to ten bushels of applications for sub¬ 

ordinate positions. 

— Five hundred men, employed irfthe piano establishment 

of Cbiekering hi Sons, Boston, have tendered their services 

to the Government, 

— Cbae. L. Wilson, editor of the Chicago Journal, vacated 

the editorial chair on Monday week He goesas Secretary of 

Legation to England. 

— It is rumored that Mr. Jefferson DaviB is critically ill in 

Montgomery, and that this accounts for the presence of Mr. 

Stephens in Virginia. 

— It is 6aid that the secession authorities of Louisiana have 

imposed a tax of $7,000 per annum on every public gambling 

house in New Orleans. 

— Specimens of cotton (tree cotton) have been sent to 

England from Jamaica, for examination, pronounced worth 

thirty cents per pound. 

— One day last week was the time appointed for taking the 

decennial census throughout the United Kingdoms of Eng¬ 

land, Ireland, and Scotland. 

— Mr. Zenas Ball, one of the oldest citizens of Milford, Me., 

died last week, aged 83. He was born and always lived upon 

the farm he lately occupied. 

— Twenty-one of the compositors in the office of the New 

York World have dropped their "sticks,” shouldered the 

musket, and enlisted for the war 

— A company of German Riflemen, every man of whom 

has screed in European wars, is organizing in Chicago. Each 

man carries a Minnie rifle and revolver. 

— The New York and Sandy Hook pilots have tendered 

their services in piloting C. S. vessels to the Government, free 

of charge, during the continuance of the war. 

— All Western and Southern money is rejected by Roches¬ 

ter hankers. Agents and others remitting for the Rural will 

please send New York or Eastern bille or Postage Stamps. 

of a regiment, independent of com¬ 

pany officers, are a colonel, Rent, colonel, two majors, 

adjutant, quartermaster, and commissary. Each sep¬ 

arate body of troops most have a commissary and 

quartermaster, but in a large army they are appor¬ 

tioned to regiments or brigades. A regiment when 

constituted, will be formed thus:—One colonel, 1 

lieut. colonel, 1 adjutant, 1 quartermaster, I commis¬ 

sary, 2 majors, 10 captains, 20 lieutenants, 50 ser¬ 

geants, 40 corporals, and 850 private men — making 

975, but in reality there are some others; each com¬ 

pany has regularly a drummer and lifer, which make 

a regimental band of 20, besides the drum major. 

Then the regiment, when full, is made up regularly 

to 1,000 men. 

A Brigade should be composed of two regiments, 

a squadron of cavalry, and a corps of field artillery. 

If these were all full, a complete brigade operating 

alone, would in our service, or in the French, make 

2,400 men. 

A Division is composed of two brigades, with 

additional corps of cavalry and artillery, making, in 

our army, including the whole staff and music, abont 

5,000 men. This is the highest element of organiza¬ 

tion in our service; hut in France, as they organize 

immense armies, there is one other. 

The Corps is composed of two or more divisions, 

frequently of four or five. The corps is, in the 

French service, properly commanded by a field mar¬ 

shal — an officer unknown to our country — and the 

corps is properly a complete army in itself. 

The Staff consists of the aids, the adjutant general, 

the engineer, the quartermaster, and commissary 

generals. Through the adjutant general all orders 

are conveyed to each particular park By the quar¬ 

termaster general. all transportations and vehicles, and 

horses are furnished; by the commissary all supplies; 

by the engineer the topography of the country is 

thoroughly examined, the practicability of passes 

determined, fortifications built, or attacked. Then 

the staff of an army becomes its eyes and its facul¬ 

ties, the general simply deciding the movements of 

the army on the facts and elements thus furnished. 

Tilt* Mislnke of the South. 

TnK public journals of the Southern States are 

deluding their readers with such stuff’ as the fol¬ 

lowing: 

“ The 1’anic at the North.-—The heart of the 

philanthropist bleeds and sickens in contemplating 

the distress that exists among the people of the 

North. Every day brings additional accounts of the 

tremeudous panic that is sweeping the Northern 

cities. Stocks are going down, operatives are turned 

out to starve, confidence is destroyed, and business 

is paralyzed. On every side may be seen the wide 

spread ruin which an infatuated people have brought 

upon their own heads, Meantime there is some 

distress in the South, hut the people of the Confede¬ 

rate States are generally comfortable. They breathe 

freer, and their proud necks are more erect, since 

they have parted company with their traducers. We 

are sorry for the true men of the North who are 

involved in disasters that they could not avert. But 

let them come South, find new fields for their enter¬ 

prise, and racud their broken fortunes. We pity 

while we despise the poor dupes who pinned their 

faith to the traitors who now jnock at the calamity 

that robs them of their daily bread. IoR them turn 

upon their betrayers. In such a fight our sympathies 

will be with the hungry.” 

This is from the Memphis Avalanche. The New 
•Orleans Delta of the 20th ulL, just received at this 
office, haa a couple of columns displayed in true 
sensation style, with dispatches from "Montgomery,” 
from which we learn that President Davis has 
received official notification of the secession of Vir¬ 
ginia, and has also been officially assured that the 
act is done in entire political and military accord 
with the Confederate States. The plans of Virginia, 
it wonld appear, were fully matured for action before 
she announced her secession, and now she is ready 
to co-operate at once with the Confederate Govern¬ 
ment. 

We learn further, that the rumors which were 

current about the expected resignation of Gen. Scott, 

are now corroborated by the act itself. The old chief¬ 

tain has resigned his position as Lieutenant General 

Of the United States, and offers his services to Vir¬ 

ginia, his native State. 

"The old chieftain’’ will be somewhat surprised 
when he " gets the news.” 

From the Journal and Messenger, published in 

Macon, Georgia, we learn that the 7th regiment from 

New York were literally cut to pieces by the Mary¬ 

landers between Annapolis and Marlboro. Gov. 

Hicks had raised the Confederate flag over the Capi¬ 

tol, and declared Maryland for the South. The same 

Spirit of ihe Hour. 

Col. Hazard refuses to sell powder to go to the 
rebel States. Col. Colt has notified the Government 
that his weapons are for sale, first to Connecticut, 
next to the United States, and none whatever to the 
rebels. Sharp’s Rifle Company will not sell a weapon 
to the enemies of the Government. 

Gen. Samuel Chandler, of Lexington, Massachu¬ 

setts, now C5 years of age, who did service in the 

war of 1812, and was present at the Beige of Fort Erie, 

has received recruiting papers from headquarters, 

and will proceed to raise a company for active service 

iu his own town. 

Gen. Rufus King, of Wisconsin, recently appoint¬ 
ed Resident Minister at Rome, has asked leave of 
absence from his post, in order to take command of 
his regiment, and serve the country in the field 
against domestic traitors. 

A ruBLio meeting of the citizens of Frankfort, 
Alabama, was held on the I6th ult., at which the fol¬ 
lowing resolution was adopted: 

“ That our Congressional nominee, if elected, is to 
represent ns in the United States Congress, and not 
in this so-called * Southern Confederacy.’ ” 

United States District Attorney Smith has just 
notified all the Banks of New York city that no more 
money must be sent to any of the seceding States. 
All drafts from the South will be returned unpaid. 

Southern Wnr Rumors. 

Richmond papers contain the Proclamation of 

Gov. Letcher, ordering the return of all vessels 

excepting the steamers Jamestown and Yorktown to 

their owners, and appeals to the people uot to inter¬ 

fere, discountenances all seizures without legal 

authority, arid appoints officers for different rivers 

to see the Proclamation carried into effect. 

The Wilmington (N, C.) Journal of the 23d states 

that the branch mint at Charlotte was taken posses¬ 

sion of on Saturday, under an order from Gov. Ellis. 

Troops were continually passing through from South 

Carolina and Georgia for Richmond, and General 

Bonhan and staff had arrived there. Col. Gregg’s 

regiment and Gen. McGowan’s brigade had volun¬ 

teered. Gov. Ellis has called for itO.OOO volunteers 

additional (o the regular militia, and all organized 

corps are commanded to be in readiness at an hoar’s 

notice. 

A Philadelphia dispatch in the Herald says that 

V 
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Great Brtain,—Gladstone introduced the Budget 
into the House of Commons on the loth, showing 
the surplus to be nineteen hundred and twenty thou¬ 
sand pounds sterling. He proposed using it thus: 

A reduction of Id on the income tax. The repeal 
of the paper duty, which amounts to a million and a 
half, surplus £400.000 of tea and sugar duties to be 
continued. 

In the British House of Commons, the government 
announced without official information relative to it, 
the alledged annexation of St. Domingo to Spain. 

In the House of Lords it was stated that the gov¬ 
ernment engaged in no negotiations whatever toward 
reconciling the King of Italy and the Pope. Their 
policy was not to interfere in Roman Catholic ques¬ 
tions. The Italian question in general wa3 debated. 
The French occupation of Rome wa3 deplored, and 
the prospect of a collision between Austria and Italy 
was deprecated by all the speakers. 

In the House of Commons, Lord John Russell 
stated that all foreign Miuisters, except American, 
left Jeddo to be protected by ships of war, in conse¬ 
quence of intimidation being used towards them, 
which the Japanese government had not endeavored 
to check. 

A report that President Lincoln was dead was 
extensively circulated in England. 

American news is anxiously looked for. 
The London Times editorially reiterates hopes for 

the maintenance of peace, and says 
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AATHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
vv iMPiiovEii FAHiur mma machines 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING GO. beg 
to state that they hnvo reduced the price* of their SEWING 

MACHINES, while they liavo added new and important im¬ 
provements. The reduction la made In the hope that tho Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patents. 

Olliete 50;-. Broartwiiy, INT<-\v York. 

1)1 II HIJE, Ageot, 
ROOWSSTKIt. N, r. 

COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED — 

travel^A^ictSi ”"A^J^W^K8[t",aS,Ib?rb5 
Cunous New Book of FF.MA i.iE CHARACTERS in thhCITY 

C<)rS^ew"vo?kaU<1 T,"",K inull,IM’ "‘l| *bvmp to HANKINS * 

Al,BAN i April 2». - btocR AM> Mkai. — The demand for 
r lour is quite active at advancing t.ites. Cora Meal is stes,iv 

Common to good riuate. zmstiis im 
Fancy and extra State. ’ 5 puS Vox 
Common to good Western.Addfafi ?/! 
E^Jra Michigan, WiscoUBin. Indiana, Ac.,’ ........ ri.rti>I, 7’f>0 
Extra Ohio...- .. 6.00(1,7,00 
Common L’an.-eiian. * 
Extra Canadian."I""kl"! ^i; 
Fancy- t.enesee,. finnanm 
Extra Genesee add city brands, .ii'.Ma J;", 
F.xt ra Kent.uck y. B ggKA g,. 
Corn meaj is stead\ at SI.ISLAM,31 TtFlOOiba.'. ’ 

is'r^'-«bp.81 VU't H f‘l'r uiilling demand, sales white 
Canadian nt about SI,So. and winter red State at. 81,25. Corn 
hrm and in good demand, sales of mixed Wen tern at 52' .0. Rve 

I'mL^dtdivei^A °“t<* m,'w■'^v*-* nn(l drui; sales State at.it 

SKKim -A moderate husiuess in Clover nt S»^gi8^c(hr medium 
State. Iimothy is Moiling at S2.75 for Illinois. 

AND REAPER, 
U'JT/I i' /-1: x i it I, /•; UnLItiJYG n.t/i. 

THE ONLY MACHINE WfHCH COMBINES ALL THE RE- 

QULS11'KS OF A I'URKIXT ITARVE8TER. 

^arhAI,8Uii'season will give their orders 

ed*by'miin,llaW Wi‘h ful1 degcription n,‘'l testimonial* forward- 

J«n\ p, ADIttANCF, Manufacturer and Proprietor, 
— 1 ur . FocuJikkkpsik. Nkw Yokk. 

xvr.Tt 6 Warehoust' 111 -N,,w Vork. 105 Greenwich Street, 
ir Tir* f N^Jir Courtlandt. 

lvvnmfm iT,A\’1" A'/'V,t:-- Verona, rineidaCo, N Y 
iMsikiiii' 'ni r i11 , • A^HI,ti ©iy rim, Chenango Co., N A 

u ''l2^'. Bninlirldge, Chenango Co N v 
A i. BRAY ION is BOti, Agents, Watertown, Jeif. Co,'N. V- 

fx ( )( )( ) AOBjSjXN vv a iNTKI), to 
" ’ 1 '■-/ nJ V ' Kell MX VKW INVK.VTKl.VS - two very recent 
x'in.ff ,Mr.<>nfuVH ut> bimilier; all pay great prolita io Agents! 

J and ifni NJ paniw Marticularw. 
KririUlM RimiVW I Mienll Maos 

f am 
— ,** c r,• • • »•••-• •>» ;•• wit I'tnt nnu muffiiAtfitvt assort- 
ment of Exoi.tBH, iRK.M'it, and GEliJuv Amti.k.s ever ofl'ered in 
this country 1 wdl send, post-paid, to nnv address, 10 varieties 
20 seeds ear'll, for $1.00. 

F bavt* uImo tho coiobrated Groffn-cf’nton'd Iltdiuntlius, 20 cn 
apaeket. ,f. RAI'AL.TE. 

fienesee Seed More. No. 17 So, St. Paul St., Roeliester. N. Y. 

PDl - Vf**! I ’en>-! I *«*«!«I—Now on hand and 
tor sale at the ' Gknkmrk Smen Stouk and A(fKietn.Tt7RAi, 

IVARBHOL’SM, No 17South St. Paul St,. RocheBter, N. Y 
50 liimhelu Irinli Marrowfat 

Black Eve ilu. 
do. 

Early Kents. 
Early Wnahingtop 
Dwarf Blue Imperial. 
Champion of England. 
Canada Creepers, for Held Mowing. 

no in! hd:k-kekp- 
now »<vy.tom ot MaiutifOnu‘11^, v, hore* 

Bhor can ho nmdotnHwarni 
- . * < 'an ho jVtevonbnd 

n Hwarmimr-limo. Hco-fol»bory eit.dlv 
d titfoctiialty. Never lose 

r ti» r»vuv»ji di uuHinviiti, 
i will *end my new Hook ClroMlAC fVeo ot' pohUuto to any Hee- 

heoper. d they will »end ra« their name ami Post (H)io.e..nIdl ers, 
ccinTAit'inir Jfi pihffH, Riving general explanation# of the 1’afent 
< oiupouml Bee-Hive, content* of Bools. ,Vo. 

i»r. I will send Kidder * Guido to Apiarian Science, a work of 
uhv [""i1' (ln the, rece.iid of 57 cent«, in postage 

nufTtP?' or N>i° r°r njp*''dollar, which will riv<* full nartic- 
Ulurs in any depaftment of Bne.-i 'iiltnre All orders nddiensoil 
!2_ K. P KIDDER. Burlington, Vt. 

A liDEN’S PATENT 
’ ' thill horse 

When the soil 
and seas of the New World are likely to be stained 
with blood, foreign nations may surely remonstrate 
in the cause of humanity. 

France,—The Faria correspondent of the Daily 
News, says Russia informed France that in conse¬ 
quence of events at Warsaw, it would be impossible 
to join France in any measure of settlement of the 
Eastern question. The alleged reason is, that Russia 
regards France as an accomplice in the Polish dis¬ 
turbance. 

Italy.—Garibaldi took a seat in the Italian Parlia¬ 
ment. Business was temporarily suspended by 
applause. 

The action of the Ministry in disbanding the 
Southern army, and the measures taken for recogni¬ 
tion, were debated. 

Garibaldi made a speech so violent that it excited 
a tumult in the Chamber. Ho made an allusion to 

was d,Yr,o Milk morning .sale# iror»<l AvtiiU* Michigan S;ttunlav 
'Lftp‘T|0,)I!i V1 ’’i*''’ at *b2s. Corn market,qmot and unchanged, 
rtataVS?ilm1^ry nllt‘rnor,n- This morning Hairs of now at 4fle 
Oatsareiioinog Lom wagons at 2S@2ie. It.v-l,-v la*t sale was 
at ,'5l for Canadian _ Rve, last sols was at Me for Illinois. Polls 
to'rhoiv'oSCaice iul' in ,A'r demand for seed, at 60,,'.Yk-. for fair 

lH7',.y n'fHk pork quiet at *17,60, and light do. 
at $lb,6Q, Smoked shoulder.- 7Vc., Plain hams flCalStyC.; nugitr 
rurorl do at lOff’lO.'ic.; and Hacked do. at Hr. Sale salted hams 
m bulk, thin morning, at “fte Lard quiet at Com Adv, 

TORONTO, April ?.’> — Ti.ot-u— in tho absence of much hnM 
oeHs, is lit tle changed. The tone of tho market Is derided I v 
st!o;ftnr though wc have little decline to notice, yet the limit¬ 
ation ot trauxactions show* tlmt Imve-x are dial,,,-lined (q 
operaio. » e iiuote 

. 
N„n7.----- fUWi'5,30 
J.-.4.«®'4.75 

i „ a ^lir •’OnsnmptivH -Ioniami * ^3* Ol), t .H,75. J' <> u in 
harrcls. however, are rlul] with little shipping inquiry. 

OiU'N-Fal1 Wheat. The deliveries from farmers' teams 
■Aonld not exceed pin To stV huahel* any d,i y on an averngv; the 
quality of tho ifeneral tintipw wa* but onjtoarv rorv llttlo rt-nl 
prime being oflered. IViees have ruled steady, a^d a|| that" f. 
irii/t m'VlT l r,!I-dy salo ns the feelitig amongst, buyers on tho 

d moVi twiliTo niM ,vR" »V <*- »'V" rlt!ot" In mo- dinin Sl.llvaillp. Medium to prime 8t.tytml.2l. and in soma lew 
instances *1.22. I lie Imter, however is ao extreme figure, and 
only paid toe Hie yen choicest sample(. Spring wheat.-there 
wii good demand for this grain, though Hie q.'iallty offering 
eitiavl rad and teaios has Iveen ret v small. Ordlem v unmplcs 
fitted for seed would bring* .Oeta'I.iW. Iiarlev is onlvaottrli glv 
Ode red, at &W6Sr„ at whl'h the market i, not ve! v an f 
Oats m good re,most at ufl.,/27c, whirl, rates however Increased 
receipts wo. hardly realhte Peas have not bee,, 7 arrive 
dm l..g the week and prices have a shade declined. Tim ileliv- 
cries have been limited nt <h„ joc 

Brans—Clover seed has hecomn ren scarce III this market 
and i* in active request, would he paid did any oiler 
iimothy quiet, ami uucuan^od $2,75@3. —Globe. J 

/l —KMdep„ ,.w„ ... gWlw|Pwnu ,yiltir^ 
by aMwariii of Bees will collect from one to three hundred 
pounds or honey in one season. P 
any season, or prevented lioin doing so. 
rrom (tying to the forest* in swaruiiui " 
pre.ventod, Motli millers prevented ,, 
been by the chill of winter er otherwise, 

579-tf 

I i, ’“i1 1 ‘'i1DKKS._ - Orders will now ho received for thu«n 
_L In i'k to he delivered in tho .Spring >1 rirrvtar will h* inti tn 
mili'hlKmUiincloiiiiaaitnmv ill it will bo found tlm term* 
ami also rhporte.from Mr. Ls.niihtkotit, Dr. Kmrii.vD.Mr 
BFUCKKi-r, Mr. BAl.uitinuM, and others, testifying I'ully from 
actual observation, to the groat superior^ii y of this rare over tn« 
common bw. |67K-tri S. It.' PARSONS Kloshh,," iSr v |57H-tf| 

, -HOB. 
I nKHiipeneritv of this imp lenient for the various purposes to 

which it is adapted, has boon attested l.y a loot nt' practical far- 
mers. The most, com potent judges pronounce it Me br.tl fforsr- 
Hor or tultmUnr extant. It can fie easily changed to a Marker 

marking throe rows at once, nnv width desired It can also 
tie converted "Ron Pntato HigQrr, and as such operates with 
a1 eat eIBcieOO.v On heavy or hard soil* See extended advertise, 
meol, with Testimonials. &o., In last week's Rmut.. 

1 his viiluahln iiiii'lemimt has hecoi extetiHively mamifactiired 
to supply the anticipated dornaud the present season, and is 
so Id lit Wholesale or retail h> the uuderslgoed (l is also for 
Mile by many Implement Dealers throughout the conn try 

„ , , M- AI.niLV As m, 
ManutaHurm and Healers in Ai/rirttllural /mnlemenls 

-M j Bt Ti< IV, ,N. Y. 
For sale in Rochester by .1, KAPALJE, 

at tho Geneses Seed Store. 17 South St. Paul St. 

/■JJ.KIV.K&4B3K SKKI) STOUK 

1 -lyh .iunivt i.TVH.il. n\ini:iioi si: 
S*A-l“9t removed from Buffalo st , to No. 17 South St. 
molit of Kt,“U,Stl!l' *N' ' • " here may he found a large assort- 

FIELD, GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS, 
of the very host varieties ever offered in this market,, 

Also a full iiHHOrtuiunt of the heat 

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS and MACHINES, 
including Reapers and Mowers. Horse power- and Thtoshers. 
Hiv.v, Stalk, and Straw potters. Corn Kindle.--, (both hand and 

engaged In Breeding and Imp/irtlng i-V„, Al.e-k ,i|- the first 
n nmetwi 1^°|!'IR 'Y:Vli fortper!y of the firm of HnvdKRVORD 

BuoDlh (which hrm is now dissolved.) I lis Hkill and large ex- 
peiiH’Ke in Un, hoslueiw are well known to Breeders 

f "i-roL'U mn lMX w,‘il ttt Uami-hhi.i.'m place three 
»>lf miles from ||,e Wlilte*- bu« N V- re^,;i'IhX^h,“r mUM f, 0m 

f F*r,n!£ BRV’V0 Ih u9'?' viidttng England and .Scotland «elect- 
Insr Aoimal*. I art,. - Wishing to mircWe Short-Horn* or Avr- 

PnnR'fiV VorUHlHrr lings, can addn-ss 3 
«S*.13tJ JAMEH I.RtiDIE, Rural II,1). .lelTerson Co., X. Y,,or 

S. CAMl BELL & CO..New Ymk MIUh. OneidaCp,, N Y. 

1BAHDSLEY * S 

HAY ELEVATOR 

HORSE POWER PORK. 

Till:, Fork can ho used with either 
onic or two iiufWKH. price, full 
rigged (with rope and three pul 
levs.) *12. 

See description in Ruiui. Nkw- 
Yokkkii or Mere It 28, Itstii. 

Send for a (lircular. 
Address 

LICVI A. HHAUDRI.KV, 
South. Kilmrston, Olsej/i) Co., iV. 1" 

THE CATTLE MARKETS. 
Al,ril Hd--The current prices for the week at 

all the markets are as follows; 

_. . BEKIf 0ATTI.B. 

aJS'&wg:;;::;:;;;:;;;:;;;;.%g«j 
Common quality, ..      m 
Interior quality',.’."!”!!I!!::!! !... 

COWS AND CALVK8. 
FI rat quality,...*5n,ixi(-i)(!o,oo 
Ordinary quality.40,00@80 00 
Common quality...HO.OOgSSoO 
Infenor quality, ..25.0tX<b3U tkj 
_. . VKAL 0AI.VK8. 
First quality, f Ih. 6 gar, 

Common quality,.. - ,«is « 
Inferior quality’..I. : ::":; M c 
„ . „ K'IKKP AND LAMBS. - 
Pnme quality .t5,,Krip«.,Hi 
Ordinary qmd ry. .I.2'<ni5,5d 
Common quality.3,76<nA.n0 
Inferior quality.3,0tLil3.50 

. , SWIN*. 
Firet quality. V,X "'AK<s 
Other quailticH. 

ALBANY, April 2U.- Bkkvks —The market opens with a good 
rcolin^, l lie cm tie, for the fnOfft purt.nm iri vnuy fnir condition 
many <*1 Ui<*m Hit, und Home unusual I v heavy, iiUhoturh more 
or less coarse. Un der* are asking f.,., !,e yd Ih, live w.dght, 
higher prices, Without, hnwever, seeurmg. On tho better 
grailes there is a -Imde of improvement, white the lowergruilos 
lire quite firm at last week squotations. 

Rkcbtpts—The following In our comparative statement of 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating Id 
to the car: ° 

_ This week. Last week. last year. 
Cattle,... .3,3110 3,tihi '3 142 
^neop.-.1.7114 2,321) tan 
Hogs. ,lfj 
Fricks--The market Is firm and active at the following prices; 

,, . This week. Last, week 
From i urn.47^31 « iti<a\ o 
Extra..........'fl.ii'l1 iC 
Mrst. .iiialitv..3^@4 „ 
S«con.l quality.-H.'ii'VeSHo 3',w)3l< 
Ihinlnuahtv.V;/o)% o ‘-%’(cS8 o 

i Quitu dull at' a nominal Jpg 11 no m&KvtOc. 
v/n , ui - ;,;ar of ]mV>n” m ht'M' ^vera^o 11.1 Ib«.f at 4.«c f/lh, with m»Mvnnl olT % 

A ERI C AN C3- TJ AN TsT O 
FROM 

JARVIS Oc BAKER’S ISLANDS, 
IN THE 

SOTJ'X'TI PA-CI P’lC OCEAN, 
IMPORTED BY THE 

A.nUHMC^JY UtTjiJYO C O .11P Jl JY If j 
OHioe, 15ti \Villiiam Htreot, 

NEW YORK. 
C. S. MARSHALL, jPra'f. H. MATHER. Sec'y. 

J. IC CHAPPELL, Agent, (Hi Exchange St., Rochester, N. Y. 

I Fei'pcimil Kiln, Patented July 
J J law.—Superior to any in use for Wood or Coal. 2K cord 
ot wood, or l(.j tuns of coal to lral bbla-coal not mixed witJ 
hU)d«. Atl«ir«HH |4.i4-tf.| O. 1). PAGE, Rochester. N. Y 

WB "W YORK. 
Turn Hotel in In ©xcullont condition, RcCOutly mnnv 1m- 

provomontM have been mndo. Mr. 8tot»on, it.n former proprie¬ 
tor. ha* returned to suporvlHo ife executive department It* 
t/ihles are bountifully iiupnlM; waiters excellent, uri! it ig cou- 
fijjned that it has never hren Au Cnmfdrtiihlo dnrlng itn history. 
1 be new water -closet* have no etiuaU in thl* country 

t he yotinx proprietorw are full of entei-priMe auu Courtc.wv 
am] Npare no piumk to muke their patrons comfortable. 

Men of InmirjPM*, or who voally m od «olid comforts 
Utoe Ve-...,l,f <iliqlt'4»iw it, •••11 llutl kl.l.i . Uifiliri »nl Ul HCi 
than ever. 

ItM proxirnitv to hnsineKM. the COnviminnceg for n 
nnr) . a* )hn .nIIi/ I .... I Dn.L ...... I. n... .-each i/ik: every 

ronuoin it the bugt lor the 
fWO- 13t 

irt of the city, I’Vntra! Park, ic, 
Merchant or cksual Traveler. 

Homes for the Industrious! 

Tiik following works on Agriculture, Horticulture, &c. 

be obtained nt the Office of the Rural N'kw-Yoiikkk. \\ 
also furniali other book* on Rural Affairs, issued by a in 
publishers, at the usual retail prices, and shall add new 
as published. (jJF’ Rokai. Agents entitled to promiumi 
who lira Offered a choice of hook*, can select from this lij 
Aiqericao Farmer'* Lucy- Do. Elnnienteor Ag. Cl,«i 

clopeiha. S't on istry and Geology 
A en s Am, Farm Book. I on Do. Catechism otGhumis 
Allens UiseaxoM of Domeg- fur .Schools 

tic Animal* , - - 75 Ungstroth on the Hive « 
AllensBimtl Architecture.I 25 Honey Dee 
Allen on tin) Grape . I is) Lru..t,.i, ■ !|„l Hm,-,.-' 
Am. Architect, or Plan* for Liebig'* Familiar Letters 

Country l>welIIngg900 Farmer^ 
Ameiican ^ lorwtn*riiide,.. 7s 1,inHlisyrn Morgan fforgHg 

arry s V nut Garden.I 25 Jltricr'sl!.keep,.,.', M„m 
Blake * Farmer ut low, I 25 Mi Ik* on tlm I lorse's Foot 
BouvMngwxU n Rural Kcoii- Milbrirn on Cow 

oroy 

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO., HAVE FOR SALE 

1,200,000 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS, 
Sn Tracts of Forty Aeres and upward, on Long Credit and at Low Prices, 

MECHANICS, FAHMERS AND WORKING MEN. PRESENT POPULATION. 
The State is rapidly tilling up with population ; 868,025 

personh having been added since ism*, making the present 
population l,7'i’,fi»si, a ratio or 102 j<er cent, iu ten years. 

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS. 
Tlie Agricultural product* cd‘ Illinois are greater than those 

of any oilier State. The prodm-te sent out during the past 
yar exceeded 1,600,000 tens. The wheat crop of 18fiU ap¬ 
proaches 35,1100,000 hUBhel*, while the Corn crop yields not 
less than 140,000,000 bushels. 

FERTILITY OF THE SOIL. 
Nowhere can tho Industrious farmer secure such immedi¬ 

ate results for his labor as upon these prairie soils, they being 
composed or a deep rich loam, the fertility of which, Is un- 
diH-rVlUffiiil Ktr It mi .... it,,. ..I t. . 

ouck mmiDers of this Volume can be 
New Subscribers, uulil otherwise ann 
but all wishing them should Subscribe tt 

A New Quarter of the RtUiAh commenced wi 
wd subscriptions and renewals are specially 
now—to commence with April, or January if j 

Chance ok Address, —Subscribers wishing tl 
" their P»pera changed from one Post-Office toanot 
specify the old address as well as the .nkw to secure e< 
with their requests. 

Vir Pomtack Stamps are taken at par on subscri] 
greatly preferred to Western or other uncurrent mon 

which, us they will perceive, will unable them by proper 
energy, perseverance ami Industry, to provide comfortable 
home* for them-’Ive* and families, with, comparatively 
speaking, vary little cupitei. 

LANDS OF ILLINOIS. 
Mo Slate In the Valley of the Mississippi offers so groat an 

inducement as tho State of Illinois There is no portion of 
the world where all the conditions of climate and soil so 
admirably combine to produce those two great staples, Corn 
and Wiikat, as the Prairies or Illinois. 

THE SOUTHERN PART 
of the State lies within the zorro of the cotton regions, while 
the soil is admirably adapted to the growth of tobacco and 
hemp; and the wheat Is worth from lUteen to twenty cents 
more per bushel than that raised further north. 

RICH ROLLING PRAIRIE LANDS. 
Tho deep rinlj loam of the prairies la cultivated with micb 

wonderful facility that the farmers of the liautern and Mid 
die States are moving to Illinois in great numbers. Tho area 
of Illinois is about equal to that of England, and tho soil is 
so rich that It will support twenty million;-., of people. 

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS. 
These lands afe contiguous to a railroad 700 miles iu length, 

which eonnects with other roads and navigable lakes and 
rivers, thus affording au unbroken communication with the 
Eastern and Southern markets. 

APPLICATION OF CAPITAL. 
Thus far, capital and labor have been applied to developing 

the soil ; tho great resources of the State in coal and iron ure 
almost untouched. The III variable rule that tho mechanical 

, orny .. .....1 25 
Blight on Grape Culture... 60 
Browne'S Bird Fancier. 50 
Browne's Poultry Yard .1 00 
Do. Field Booked'Man urea 120 
Bridgemari * Hard. A*S't....l 50 
Do, Florist's Guido. 60 
Do. Kitchen Gardener's In¬ 
structor.  DO 

Do. Fruit Cult. Manual fid 
Brock's Book of Flowers_1 00 
Hi)l«t * Flower Garden. .. 1 25 
Do, Family Kitchen Gat'd 76 
Chemical Field Lecture*. .1 00 
Chinese Sugar Cane and 

Sugar Making.  25 
Chut lion';-) Grape Grower * 
Guide. 60 

CobbeU's Am. Garden or .. do 
Cottage and Farm Bee¬ 

keeper . 25 
Cole's Am. Fruit Boole_ 60 
Do. Ain. Veterinarian.. . SO 
Dadd's Modern Horvo Doc. 100 
Do. Am. Cattle Doctor _l Ou 
Do. Anatomy and Physi¬ 

ol oy of the Horse.21X1 
Do, colored plates .i no 
Dana's Muck Manuel.1 bo 
Do. Prize Essay ou Manures 25 
Darlington'* Weeds and Use¬ 

ful Plant*.. . . .1 so 
Davy's Devon Herd Bouk . l Ml 
Domestic and Ornameutal 
Poultry..1 so 

Do, colored plates...2D0 
Downing’s Fruit* and Fruit 
Trees.   1 50 

Downing’s Landscape Gar¬ 
dening . 3 50 

Do, Rural Essay*.300 
Eastwood's Cranberry Cul¬ 
ture. /VI 

Elliott * Wert Fruit Book 1 25 
Every Lady heron n Flower 
Gardener. . 50 

kmnily Doctor by Prof. II. 
8. Taylor,. 1 25 

Farm Drainage, (H. F. 
FYench).1 (X) 

Fessenden'* Farmer and 
Gardener.  .1 25 

Dp. Am Kitchen Garden.. 50 
Field's Pear Culture.1 00 
Fish Culture .1 ixi 
Flint on Grasse*. I 25 
Guenon on Milch Cow* t'm 
Herbert to Horse-keepers. .1 25 
Hooper's Dog k Gun, paper, 26 
Do. do. cloth. 50 
Hough'* Farm Record . .. 300 
Hyde K0bine.se Sug-nr Cane 26 
Johnston's Agricultural 

Chemistry ... 125 

THE WOOL MARKETS. 
•j. April I’L.The market continues very dull,and 
Initional sale to advise. Manufacturers are ex- 
“«"rKt,1-° tulrPose of settling up accounts, 
i better fiusincss is anticipated, but at present 
ng nothing worth mentioning. We quote Hti vnmr il l»c.ito VT tt . . 

Atkam 
.0(0144 
.:yju40 
.325I>35 
.3iK®48 
.3167:23 
2'Li 25 

-2!&30 
■iKXStXI 
.12(2.1.3,5 
.13720 
-25(a!30 

<S‘— 
.160.21 
-21iu/23 
137 Jo 

-laffita 
- ag io 
-ltl.tr’25 

157.30 

illarkets, (Kommcrcty 
--- • -"• H"- •XM’A ’rux’ IX 
Extra Pulled,. 
Superfine, Pulled. 
No. I, Pulled. 
Lambs, Pulled. 
California, extra, 
California, line, unwashed. 
California, common do. 

Rural Nkw-Yorkkr Opfick, ) 
Rochester. April 30, 186L { 

Fi-ocr—Be*t brands show a decline of 25 cents per barrel. 
ukain—No change to note in any kind of grain. 

~^nrk is without any alteration in rates, but is 

I) °Ur auot&lion8* Shoulders have advanced elightly 
nni’n*1' Gutter is very scarce and an advance of 1 cent per 

' -^eotempo^r “ UPWard *“ PriCe' N° °ther 

HOCHESTEH WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Flourfwteter^LatK» tSiVaA sn I h***' dTn. Wadhc 

‘•"feS’Ss-iai.SW 

Was only 885,698 j since which 479,298 liavo been added 
making the whole population 814,HUI, againul 143 per cent. 

EVIDENCES OF PROSPERITY. 
As an evidence of the thrift of the people, it may bo stated 

that 6tw,ooo ton* oi^freight, inducing 8,600,o0o bushels of 
i »“ “»• •- *- wore forwarded over the 

Peru vian. washed._1_*’*" .. 
Valparaiso, unwashed...... 
South American Me*., unwashed. 
South American Merino, unwashed]. 
South American, common washed,. 
South American Entre Rio*, do. 
South American, unwashed.. . 
South American Cordova, washed]. 
Cape Bond Hope unwashed. 
East India, washed,..... . 
African, unwashed,.. 
African, washed,. .. 
Smyrna, unwashed,. . 
Smyrna, washed.. 
Mexican uuwashed.. 

BOSTON, April 24.—'The market for domestic 
wool 1ms been quiet for some day* ptmt, and no sal 

.... .... Western mixed,.. 
Smyrna, washed, 
Do. unwashed,... 
Syrian,.. 
Capo,. 
Crimea. 
Buenos Ayres,... 
Peruvian, washed 

Hue last year, 

EDUCATION. 
Mechanics and workingmen will find the (Too school system 

encouraged by tho State, arid endowed with a large revenue 
for tho Bupport of school*. Their children can live in sight 
ol the church and schoolhouso and grow with the prosperity 
of the leading State in tho Great Western Empire. 

PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT. 
The pnera of these lands vary from $ti to 825 per acre 

according to location, quality, Ac. Fust-class terming lands 
simI for /ibout *10 or $12 p»*r aero j and tho ^lativo oxpenso 
ot subduing prairie laud as compared with wood lands Is in 
the ratio ol 1 to 10 In favor Of the former. The terms of 
sale for the bulk of these lands will be 

One Year’s Interest in advance, f 
at six per et. per lumnm, and six Interest notes at six per ct. 
payable respectively in one, two, three, four, ftveandsix 
years from date of sate; and four note* for principal, payable 
in four, Ovo.alx and seven years from date of sale; the 
contract utipnhiting that or* tenth of the tract purchased 
.shill be fenced and cultivated, each and every year, for 
8vo years from date of sale, so that at the ond of live yeurs, 
one-half shall be fenced and under cultivation, 

Twenty Per Ce7tt. will be deducted 
from tho valuation for cash, except tho sani” should bo at 
six dollars per acre, when the cash prie< wdl bo five dollars, 

terns, prices and terms or payment, ren bo had un applica- 

J. W. FOSTER, Land Commissioner, Chicago, Illinois. 
Fowiiw, Villages and (’Itle* situated upon the Illinois 

1S8, 1S9, l‘JO, A I* 1* L ETON’S RAILWAY GLIDE. 

>--—o—-0-——e—-• o——^- 
■ ' -- "c~7 - -4-' i-—^ 

.10018 
,23al28 

BOSTON, April 24 
v (1 _ ,_1 
Saxony aud Merino, Bne,47®60 
Full blood,.4-gdl47 
H and »» blood.40*148 
Common.30rn';« 
Pulled, extra.40745 

•Do. Superfine,.32tV*I0 
Do. No. 1.22(5/32 
Do, No. 2.1&7.2IJ 

, this city, on Tuesday. April 23d, at 1 
bride* father, bv Rev Mr Coir HF SKY 
CARRIE M SCHAFFNLR, all of thincitV 

... '\r *t- Peter’*' Chundi, in this city, on the 
F t oo, GEORGE W STEBBfNGS aud 
youngest daughter of the late C. A. Jo.vk 

Ar Darien, Gen Oa, N. Y'. on the 21st 

INS 16 
9(0)11 

.4,00(5)4,25 



Yes better, better, better,” he whispered to himself, 

as he turned exhausted on his pillow. Chari.ks 

could not recover from the shock of finding Henky 

in such a place, and in each a condition. He who 

was once ho foil of life and hope, and might have 

been a blessing to himself and others, now lay before 

him —the body emaciated to a mere skeleton, while 

the soul, laden with guilt, waB trembling on the 

verge of eternity. With earnest words Charles 

spoke of the mercy of God in sending his Son to 

sufTer and die for sinners; and the promises to those 

who seek,— so foil of encouragement and hope,— he 

spread out before the dying man; but Henry 

stopped him, exclaiming, “ There is no mercy for 

me; no! no! I’m lost! lost! lost! I’ve sinned away 

the day of grace, and shall soon be in eternal tor¬ 

ment's.” Charles found that he could do him no 

good while he was in that state of mind, and 

earnestly commending him to the mercy of a» 

offended God, left him. 
During his stay there, Charles learned that when 

Henry arrived at New York, which he did soon after 

they parted in Buffalo, he was allured into the lowest 

dens of iniquity, and after a few yearB of debauchery 

and sin, stabbed, in a drunken frolic, one of bis 

associates, wbich bad brought him to the prison for 

life. 
Charles exerted himself to have Henry pardoned 

out, that he might be removed to more comfortable 

quarters; but Henry assured him that tbe pains of 

his body were nothing compared to the anguish of 

his mind, and that a change of place would not alle¬ 

viate his misery. Then, with an unearthly look, 

which sent a chill of horror through Cuaklks, he 

exclaimed, “I have wasted my day of grace, I hove 

played the fool, and now I must launch away alone, 

all alone, and meet my doom! Ob! the awful import 

of that word lost!” 
It was a dark and stormy night when William bent 

down to catch the last faint whispers that fell from 

Henry's lips. The hoarse death rattle that came 

and went with every labored breath, nearly choked 

his utterance, but the words, 

“ Let no one follow my course,” were heard, and 

soon the ghastly look, ami stiffened form, showed 

that the spirit had gone to Him who gave it. 

The next day the pardon arrived from the Gov¬ 

ernor, but it was too late, the spirit and body were 

beyond its reach, and all that was left of the once 

active Henry Wii.kkh, was consigned to the grave. 

Charj.hr found his father well and happy, and, 

when he urged him to accompany him to his Western 

field of labor, where his declining days could be 

made comfortable, the old gentleman replied, with 

tears, 
“My recollections of Western life are not very 

pleasant, but where you go, there will I go, and 

there will I be buried.” 

Charles lived to do good, and with a conscience 

at peace with God and man, his path grew brighter, 

and brighter, until it opened into eternal day; but in 

Henry Wilber we bcc verified the truth “thatthe 

way of transgressors is hard.” 

food, and then see God’s goodness in taking away 

your appetite that you might not suffer.1 C harles 

smiled. “ Well, He has done that for me many a 

time,” said William, “and I have sometimes tho’t 

that He did more for the poor than for the rich. 

Perhaps it is because they are constantly driven by 

their circumstances to look to Him for supplies.” 

The next day Charles reached home, and received 

assurances from his father that he would contribute 

something towards William’s education. Being 

once admitted into the academy, ffo hindrances or 

discouragements abated the zeal with which William 

pressed his way on, and by much personal effort and 

pel-severance in the duties assigned him around the 

building, he was enabled, with the help of such do¬ 

nations as he received, to keep himself from debt, 

and to enter tbe ministry the same year with 

Charles. _ 

CHAPTER XI. 

Near tbe lake Kuskawong, in the southern part 

of Wisconsin, stood a large log school house, where 

Charles first preached tbe Word of Life to his own 

flock. Remembering bis own wayward youth, he 

was indefatigable in bis efforts to benefit the young, 

and often visited in the families where there were 

boys who might need his advice or counsel, and suc¬ 

ceeded in getting their confidence to such a degree, 

that their most secret plans were known to him 

before they were suspected by their parents. Thus, 

much evil was nipped in the bud, and many aspiring 

young men were put upon a right course before their 

feet were allured into the haunts of sin. 

Early one spring, the Itcv, Mr. Holmes, as he was 

called by his people, took a steamboat to make liis 

father, who had gone back to his native State, a 

visit. The aged man had become infirm, and longed 

once more to see bis only child, his beloved CilArtLERji 

and Charles, like a dutiful son, as be was, and ever 

had been since the death of hiB mother, felt it a duty 

to leave his flock in the wilderness, and bend his 

steps eastward. After many days’ travel over land 

t2r-THE AMERICAN WATCH COMPANY, of Waltham, 
Mas?., he? to call the attention of the public to tbe following 
emphatic recommendation of Waltham Watches, by tbe lending 

practical Watchmakers and Jewelers throughout the United 
Staten. The en tire list of signatures to it is quite too IorJ£. for 
publication in one advertisement, but the names presented 

will be recognized by those acquainted with the Trade as being 
in the highest degree respectable and nfluential. At their 
establishment* may always be fonnd tbe genuine Watches of 
the Company's manufacture, in great variety 

Signatures from many cities and towns not fully represented 
in this list will appear in a future advertisement 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

1 ax composed c< 52 letter 

Mv 2, 27, 20. 32, 6, 29, 10 is a plant. 

My 3, 13, 20 is an insert. 

My 4, 23, 6, 12, 6 is a rich man. 

My 5,18. 28,15 is a -eng in two parts. 

My 0. 30, 31. 29 is to cry aloud. 

My 7, 3.11, 27. 19 is a vessel of pleasure. 

My 8, 21, 29.10. 25. 21 is a sword of the finest temper. 

My 9, 23.18. 17. 6, 12. 7 is a wind instrument of music. 

My 10. 22.11, 27, 80,14. 28 is to adorn with embossed work. 

My 11. 21. 24,14. 12, 29, 28 is an ornament on the key of an 

arch. 

My 13, 10, 11. 8, 3, 2, 10 is to wink. 

My 14. 20. 28, 1, 15, 3 is a sleep in the day time. 

My 15, 32, 3, 5 ia a small clumsy animal. 

My 16, 4, 22 is a house of entertainment. 

My whole is what every citizen should do. 

North East, Pa, 1861. E- J- Pclman. 

Answer in two weeks. 

I stood on the brink in childhood, 

And watched the bubbles go 

From tbe rock fretted runny ripple 

To the smoother lymph below; 

And over the white creek bottom, 

Under them every one, 

Went golden stars in water, 

All luminous with the sun. 

But the bubbles break on the surface, 

And under, the stars of gold 

Break, and the hurrying water 

Flowed onward, swift and cold. 

TO THE PUBLIC. 
Tbk undersigned, practical Watchmakers and dealers in 

Watches, having bought and sold American Watches for a 
number of years past, and having dealt in all kinds of foreign 
Watches for a much longer period of time, beg to state that 
they have never dealt in Watches which, as a class, or in indi¬ 
vidual instances, have been more satisfactory to themselves or 
customers, whether in respect of durability, beauty of finish, 

mathematically correct proportions, accurate compensation 
and adjustment, or of .fine ttmr-kr.rj>ing remits, than those 
manufactured by the Waltham Company. 

\\ E, CRITTENDEN. Cleveland, Ohio, 

WM. BLYNN, Columbus, 
JAMES J. ROSS, Zanzesville, “ 
H. JENKINS & CO., Cincinnati, 

BEGG3 k SMITH. 
WM. WU.SON McGREW, 
DUHME & CO f 
«. OSKAMP, 
C. PLATT. Delaware, " 
J. T. & E. M. EDWARDS, Chicago, Illinois. 
F. J. ALEXANDER, La Salle, 
JOHN H. MORSE, Peoria, 

A. BEPPLER. 
W. H. RICHMOND, 
H. D. KAYS, Bloomington, " 
A. B. G1LLBTT, 
S. D. LILLE8T0N, Decatur, 
J. B. CURRAN. Springfield. 
J. W. BROWN, Quincy, 

E. B. TOBIN, 
BASSE & HUL8MAN, 

A. P. BOYNTON, 
WM. M. MAYO, 

E. NORTH EY, 
A. W FORD. 
WILLARD & HAWLEY, 
N. HAlOHT, 
H. & D. ROSENBERG, 

C. A. BURR & CO.. 
E. 8. ETTENnELMER & CO. 
WM. S. TAYLOR. Utica, 
W. W. HANNAH. Hudson, 
H. R. & H C CARPENTER, Troy, 
HOSKINS St EVANS, Owego, 
HAIGHT & LF.ACII, Auburn, 

JAMES HYDE, 
JOHN H. IVES, Fairport, 
WILLIAMS Sc CO., Canandaigua, 

J. N. BKNNET, 
A. S. STORMS, Poughkeepsie, 

WM. 8. MORGAN. 
HENDERSON BRO S 

J. A. CLARK. 
BLOOD & PUTMAN 
JENNINGS BROS, 

JOHN J JENKINS, 
W. II WILLIAMS, 
A. WARDEN, Goshen, *• 
L. 0. DUNNING, Penn-Yan, " 
W. P BINGHAM & CO., Indianapolis, Ind. 

CHAS. G. FRENCH, 
J. MCLENE, 
C A. DICKENSES, Richmond, 
G. H- BASCOM k CO., Terre Haute, “ 
J. M. STANSIL. Sullivan 
ADOLPH MYERS, Plymouth, •' 
THEO K PICKERING, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
GKO. DOTY. Detroit, 
M. S. SMITH. 
A. It. VAN core, 
JOHN' ELKINS, 
H. N. R HERMAN, 
S. C. SPAULDING. 
REINEMAN A MKYRAS', 
SAM I. BROWN, JR., 
W. T. KOPLTN. 
GEO W. SI’EtN, 
GKO H TITUS. 
GEO STEIN. 
E. J LASCELLf. 
SAM l. CARMAN. 
JOSEPH I.ADOMUS, 
J. J. BLAIR, , , 
GKO. W McCALLA, 
FRANCIS C. PoLACK, 
G. M Z.tHN, 
GEO HELLER, 
F. P HELLER. 
E. AUGHINDAUGH, 
J. C. DOLOS. 
T 8. HOFFMAN. 
J. C HAVNA. 
C. T ROBERTS. 
DAVID l.AVKRACK, 
AV. T. RAE, „ 
ENOCH K. BILLS, 
HF.NRY It JAMBS, 
S. T. LITTLE. 
CARSOs A BRANNON, 
TIIOS. GOWDEY. 
A. W. PYLE 
SIMPSON A PRICE, 
V. W SKIFF, 
j. & a Gardner, 
w c DEFIUE'4, 

1 stood on the brink in manhood, 

And it came to my weary heart,— 

In my breast no dull and heavy, 

After the year* of smart,— 

That every bolloweet bubble 

Which over my life had passed, 

Still into its deeper current 

Some sky west gleam had cast; 

That, however, I mocked it gaily, 

And guessed at his hollowness, 

Still shone, with each bursting bubble, 

One star in my soul the less. 
Atlantic Monthly. 

HOW WAS IT DONE? 

One of our Western exchanges gives the following puzzle: 

A lady had a cross of diamonds of which o 

she was very choice. They were arranged o 

as here shown. Each day she counted them o 

to be sure they were all safe, thus:— Begin- o o o o o o o 

ning at the bottom, she counted those on o 

the npright, 9; then commencing at the o 

bottom again, she counted up to the trans- o 

verse piece, and thence on the transverse to o 

tbe right, making 9 again; and lastly count- o 

ed them, as before, to the transverse, theDce to the left, 9. 

A man stole two of the diamonds, and they counted the same 

as before. How did be do It? 

fgr” Answer in two weeks. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

CHARLEY HOLMES; 

THE CONSEQUENCES OF INDECISION Galena, 
Jacksonville, 

Cherry Grove, 
Freeport, 
Syracuse. 
Newburgh. 
Rochester, 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

THE PUZZDE OP THE STAHS. 
BY MRS. M. A. I.ATHROP. 

, [Concluded from page 140, last number.] 

At the close of the second term, Cuaui.es waR de¬ 

lighted with a letter from his father, giving bim 

permission to spend the vacation at home, and with 

a happy heart he packed his trunk, hade his kind 

teachers farewell, and started in the stage coach. 

For Home days before, the roads had been frozen and 

thus rendered quite passable; but that morning a 

thaw, attended with a steady rain commenced, and 

scarcely had Charley proceeded ten miles before 

the coach plunged into a deep rut and remained im¬ 

movable. A few sturdy men saw the accident, and 

with long and strong poles came to tbe rescue. The 

coach was released by a great effort but was found 

to be so badly broken that it could not be used, and 

the passengers gladly accepted the kind invitations of 

tbe farmers to make for the night their houses their 

homes. With a sad heart and disappointed look, 

Charles went to tbe house assigned him, wondering 

why God, in his providence, should thwart his plan 

of being at home that night with his father, and thus 

leave him to take np his lodgings with strangers. 

He had rejoiced in the belief that God directed all 

the steps of his children and ordered all their allot¬ 

ments, but now he could not see any especial provi¬ 

dence in this annoying delay, and he forgot his trust 

for the time, and murmured at the carelessness of the 

driver. But as nothing that he could do could 

relieve him from bis difficulty, he concluded to wait 

with as much patience as possible, till he could get 

away. 

The family with whom he was to lodge consisted, 

of an elderly gentleman, his wife, and a lad by the 

name of William, who was about his own age. 

Charles was at once interested in him, lor he was 

intelligent in his looks, and prepossessing in his 

manners; and as he followed him about upon the 

farm, he spoke freely of his own plans and purposes, 

and modestly inquired into the views and feelings of 

his new' found friend. He was pained to learn that 

William was not the son of the man with whom he 

lived, but an orphan, who had long been obliged to 

support himself by his own efforts, and excluded 

from the privilege of an education. Charles was 

immediately interested for him, and began to cast 

about in his own mind for ways and means by which 

he might assist him; and finally asked, “ would yon 

be able and willing to earn, in part, or in whole, 

your board and tuition?” 

“Most certainly,” replied William, with anima¬ 

tion, "for an education T should value above all 

price, and if by any amount of labor and study 1 can 

acquire It, I shall be exceedingly glad.” 

Charles then told him tliat a student at the 

Academy, who had fitted himself for entering College 

in advance, working his way along by the broom and 

the ax, was about to leave, and if he wished it, he 

would immediately write back and secure the place 

for him. William gladly acceded to the proposi¬ 

tion, and took Charles to his own room to talk over 

the plan and to write the letter. 

For some time Charles sat with his eyes fixed 

upon an old round-a-bout which hung upon the wall, 

half wondering with himself, as he talked, what there 

was about it that carried him back into the dreamy 

past Rising at length, lie took it from tbe nail, and 

turning it round and round, said, “ This looks won¬ 

derfully familiar, somehow.r 

“It is a relic I keep,” said William, “for the 

good it did me once, after being nearly drowned; 

Frieni.h. one and all, I pray yon show 

How you nine stars would so bestow 

Ten rows to form—in each row three— 

Tell me, ye wits, how this can be? 

Windham. Ohio, 1861. A- R- Rcssell. 

Answer in two weeks. 

For Moores Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL QUESTION. 

The following question was once printed in the Rural, hut 

received no attention from correspondent*. It might, how- 

ever, puzzle older heads than those who are supposed to 

study the juvenile departments to answer it satisfactorily: 

“ Into what stream does the Cassiquiarie (a river in South 

America,) empty? G. F. W. 

J'gT Answer in two weeks. 

Batavia. 
Amsterdam, 
Saratoga, 
Alban y, 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Honesty is the best 

policy. 
Answer to Riddle:—A letter. 

Answer to Charade:—Buck-wheat. 

Answer to Witty Hoax:—For cattle to rub their tails against. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
T1IK LARGEST CIRCULATED 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY WEEKLY, 

IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

STRING OP PEARLS 

Milwaukee, 
Racine, 
Beloit, 
Janesville, 
Pittsburgh, 
Norristown, 

A man’s strongest passion is generally his weaker 

side. 

One of tbe sublimest things in the world is plain 

truth. , 
p,xi’kriENt’E or tlie paH is the prophet of the 

future. 

He has not lost all who has the future still left 

to him. 

We come by the road of Bye-and-bye to the house 

of Never. 

Death has nothing terrible in it, but what life 
hath made so. 

In order to deserve a true friend, you must first 

learn to be one. 

He will not want time for his duty who does not 

want a heart for it. 

It is not cowardice to yield to necessity, nor cour¬ 

age to stand out against it. 

If the world cun move us from our religion, we 

may he sure of this,—we shall do the world but little 

good. 

“Gold,” says Joseph Bonaparte, “is, in its last 

analysis, the sweat of the poor and the blood of the 

brave.” 

Virtue without talent, is a coat of mail without a 

sword; it may indeed defend the wearer, but will not 

enable him to protect his friend. 

No doctrine is good for anything that does not 

leave behind it an ethereal furrow, ready for the 

planting of seeds which shall spring up and bear 

abundant harvest 

Riches may enable us to confer favors, but riches 

cannot give us the power to confer them with pro¬ 

priety and grace: even trifles may be so bestowed as 

to cease to be trifles. 

Easton, 

Allentown. 
Westchester, " 
Williamsport," 
Chester, 
Lebanon. ” 
Harrisburgh, " 
York, 
Lancaster, " 
Reading, " 

Chambersburgb 
Mauch Chunk," 
Grecnsburg, " 
Newcastle, " 
Ebeuaburg, " 
Paterson, N 
Newark. 
Bordenton, " 
Trenton, I" 
Cumberland, Mil 
Pulaski, Tc 
Nashville, " 
Springfield, " 
Clarksville, " 
Savannah, Gi 
St. Louis, Mi 

Subscription — Two TIoi.i.a1w8 a Year. To ( lub« and 

Agents a* follows .— Three Copies one year, for #5; Six, and 
one free to club agent, for #10; Ten, and one free, for #15; 
Fifteen, and one free, for #21 Twenty, and one free, for #25; 
and any greater number at same rate-- only #1.25 per copy,— 
with an extra free copy for every Ten Subscribers over Twenty. 
Club papers directed to individuals and sent to «« many 

different Post-Offices as desired. As we pre-pay American 
postage on papers sent to the British Provinces, our Cana¬ 

dian agents and friends must add 12‘» cents per copy to the 
club rates of the Rural. The lowest price of copies sent to 

Europe, &c , is #2.60 - including postage. 

■^Ducrtisemcnts 

TALI A N BEES AND QUEENS—FOR SALE—For 
particulars send early lor Circular 

fv-Steow M. M. BALDRIDGE, Middleport, Niag. Co., N. Y. Wheeling. Va. 

Salem, N. C. 

Newbery, S. C. 
N o rtlisni pto p, Ma 
New Bedford, " 

Taunton, 

Fall River, " 
IN all its branches, viz:—Book Illustrations. Views of 

Buildings, Machinery, Landscapes, Portraits of Horses, Cattle, 
,Vc., Seals. Labels, An- . executed promptlv and on reasonable 
terms. Office, No. Si Arcade, (over Post-Office,) Rochester, Vl 

572-13t L C MLk. 

Gloucester, 
Salem, 
Worcester 

Waltham, •< 

Lowell, 
Lynn, 
Lawrence, ** 
Pittsfield, ‘j 

Greenfield, “ 
Springfield, “ 
Providence, R I 
E. Greenwich, " 
Hartford, Conn. 

FIRST-CLASS PRIZE MEDAL 

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1855. 

LAWSON & CO., 
PRINTING INK MANUFACTURERS, 

London I ling-land) and i'or/%. 

Furnisher* to the principal offices in Central Europe and 
America, auil also to all the principal IUustrated Papers on 

both Continents. 
A superior article guaranteed. Prices a« low, for all descrip¬ 

tions, as those of anv other manufacturers. 
ONLY DEPOT IN THE UNITED STATES, 

583] 66 GOLD STREET, NEW VOKK. [lam-3t 

WM. wmivilrtm, vn., 
L D ANTHONY & CO., 
PKLFO ARNOLD, ^ 
TIKIS STEELE & CO.. 
HEMINGWAY k STEVENS, 
WM, ROGERS k SON, „ _ 
C J MUNSON, New Haven, 
E BENJAMIN, 
J. B. KIRBY. * 

i’KK ID NT IN TON & CO., Danbury, 

uK?rKD’ 
JOHN [.. SMITH, 
JOHN GORDON, 
J, O BLACKMAN, 

smiRBCItNi-.'sHAW, 
L. B HANDERSON, 
F,. KNIGHT, 
N. G. CARR, 
GEO. W. DREW k CO., 
S J. MELLISll. Hanover, 
W O. C. WOODBURY, Claremont, 
REUBEN SPENCER, 
WM B MORRELL, 
RICHARD GOVE. 
JONATHAN HQSMER, 
N. W GODD ARD, 
CHAS, E BACON, 
F. M HARDISON, 
TWOMRLY « SMITH. 
MOSES M SWAN. 
J. A. MERRILL, 
JAMES EMERY. 
SIMEON BLOOD. 
HENRY 11 HAM, 
ROBERT V. DODGE. 
HENRY' McKENNEY, Auburn, 
J T. HOWLAND, Bath. 
TOMPKINS x MORRLS. Bangor. 
CL C WILLIAMS, „ “ . 
G. S. A G L. ROGERS, Gardiner, ’ 
D. E. LUCY, Houltou, 
D 0. HALL. Lewiston. 
RKI a SM All* & HILDRETH, Burlington, \ t. 
C H HAULING, Bradford. 
T C. PHINNKY, Montpelier. 
A. A. ME AD, v. , „ 
J. C. BATES Nprthfield, 
J. H. MURDOCK, Wood-dock. 
C <’ CHILDS. St. Johnsburg. 
C.It HUNTINGTON, St Albans. " 
FOSTER GROW, Chelsea, 
W K. WALLACE. ^ Newbury, 
LBANDKR AM A DON, F„ K ■. 
O. 8 JENNINGS, New Orleans, I-v 
GREGOR «CO ’ „ 
ROBERT WILKES, Toronto, t, W. 

IX.—An our watch is now extensively counterfeited 

, manufacturers, we have to inform tbe public that no 

I 7OWE S IMPROVED HAY SCALES! 
THE BEST 11ST USE I 

HAY' SCALES No Pit—set above ground—no trouble 
with water or ice — no friction on knife 

CATTLE SCALES. edges weigh truly if not level - sim- 
ple’rt in use Delivered at any Railroad 

HAY SCALES. Station. Send tor Circular*, 

New London," 
Bridgeport, " 
Waterbury, " 
Sanborn ton, N. H- 
Concord, “ 

Exeter, 
Laconia 
Nashua, 

uover, ,r 
So. Berwick, Me. 
Saco, 
Augusta. 
Portland, 
Buck^port, 
Rockland, , ” 
Portsmouth, " 

CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS. 

CHURCH BELLS. 
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You see that he is handsome, and grave, and wise; 
he is also musical and polite. He might not suit a 
dandy, hut better men than you or I have rode on 
him, and may again. His relative, the mute, is not 
unRnown to fame—many a man lias found a grave 
who never would have lived to get one, If the hardy 
mule had not defied hunger, and cold, and weariness. 
When it becomes a question of life or death, on 
Western plains, and amid Alpine snows, men put 
their trust in mules — not horses. Their powers of 
endurance are well known. If, as is stated, a mule 
will perform the labor of a horse on one-third less 

food than the horse, the advantage of the mule is 
very manifest. 

The raising of horses is very questionable just now, 
if profits are considered an object. 1 have heard 
that mules pay better, and would be glad if deliuito 
information on that point, could he furnished by your¬ 
self or any of your correspondents. A neighbor, Mr. 
C. H. Walker, of Pearl Crock, Wyoming Co., has 
just brought in several jacks, and many are seeking 
information ns to the policy of using them. — u. t. b. 

vent the loss of the most volatile and valuable parts 
of the more highly concentrated of these manures; 
also to bring them to a condition to be conveniently 
used, and in a state lit for the food of plants. 

4th. This question we cannot answer. Those who 
manufacture such things should keep the public 
informed of their doings. 

disease very plainly. The solid excrements are small 
and hard, urine highly colored, the animal languid, 
and t,l\o appetite poor. Where the horse has suffered 

for a considerable time without relief, ho becomes 
dull, heavy, and stupid. Youtt says that a lame¬ 
ness of the right fore leg, similar to that exhibited in 
the shoulder of a human being when the liver is dis¬ 
eased, is a characteristic. 

Causes and Treat meat. — Jaundice is sometimes 
caused by sympathy of the liver with some other dis¬ 
eased pert, and the removal of that disease will work 
the necessary cure. SVOonek remarks that it very 
seldom occurs unconnected with inflammation of the 
liver; and if there be no other apparent disease, an 
endeavor to restore the natural passage of the bile by 
pnrgatives may be tried, given in small doses until the 
bowels are fairly opened. Yopatt 

recommends bleeding, regulated ac¬ 
cording to the degree of inflamma¬ 
tion, and the occasional stupor of 
the animal. Plenty of water, slightly 
warmed, or thin gruel, should be 
given. The horse should be warmly .... ; - 
clothed, and the stable well ventilated, 
but not cold. Carrots, or other green 
food, will prove beneficial. If the 
purging, when once excited, should Stf 
he violent, unless the horse is very 
weak, or inflammation is exhibited 
in connection, it need not bo hastily /fit' 

stopped. When recovering from jann- ^ 
dice, a few simple tonics may be given { u 
With good results. 

Ur. jjWNiKGs thinks this disease 
depends upon an obstruction of the , 

biliary excretions, causing a yellow jl 
discoloration of the mucous mem- , £ 

brane, fat, ligaments, and other tis- ^ 

Rues of the body; and it will be 
found in connection witlwber dis- <= 
eases, than distinct am! , j^^ciiiient s 
of them, although it does occasion¬ 

ally exist in a pure or unmixed form, 
the symptoms of which are not at 
first observed by the horseman on 
account of their obscurity. Iu the 
treatment of this disease, Ur. J. says 
the principal reliance is upon cal¬ 
omel; two drachms of which made 
into a bolus with flax seed meal 
and molasses should be given, fol¬ 
lowed in twenty-four hours by ft purging ball. The 
animal should have moderate exercise daily; his body 
should be kept warm; and if there be pain iu the right 
side, apply a blister; if necessary, the calomel may be 
repeated iu scruple doses once a week. 
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provement of permanent pastures, a series of experi¬ 
ments were tried on land that had been laid down, 
and that had become almost worthless. Lime, farm¬ 
yard dung, Peruvian guano, nitrate of soda, sulphate 
of ammonia, superphosphate of lime, sulphate of 
potash, wore tried, each aero receiving a dressing of 
manure of the value of about $10. The Peruvian 
guano and the sulphate of ammonia were the only 
manures that caused an increase of crop the first year 
sufficient to pay cost. The extreme dry season was 
unfavorable to the experiment. Mr. P. says: 

“On some of the plots the extra produce of hay 
will do little more than pay the cost, while iu others 
the prieo of the manures is nearly altogether lost. It 
must also be borne in mind that the soil is good, and 
well sheltered from the drouth; otherwise the re¬ 
sults might have been still worse than they are. The 
saline manures, it is to be expected, will do little, if 
any, good next year. The second crop of grass looks 
a little more fresh after them, but they have done 
little indeed in extirpating the moss. The dung and 
the compost vyiII, no doubt, be more permanent: the 
latter, in particular, appears to have already done a 
good deal in destroying the moss. The lime was 
against, rather than in favor of the hay crop; but at 
present (20th October) its good effects upon the pas¬ 
ture are becoming qaite apparent—the moss is con¬ 
siderably decayed, and the surface already feels much 
firmer to the foot; the white clover is beginning to 
sprout up thickly, and the whole surface appears 
greener and feels firmer than that of any of the other 
plots. The effects, it is to bo expected, will gradually 
become more visible as the lime sinks into the soil; 
and I have little doubt that, in the course of a year 
or two, its beneficial effects will bo far more apparent. 
For this description of pasture land, particularly 
where the soil is rich in vegetable matter, and in¬ 
clined to clay, powdered lime has the most powerful 
effect in renovating the grass, of any substance ( have 
ever tried. 11 atonce cleans the surface, kills insects, 
decomposes decaying vegetable matter, and raises a 
close sward of sweet, nutritive grasses, iucUullug 

considerable quantities of white clover, anti cattle 
will prefer the grass growing on the limed land. 
Light dressings, and repeated when necessary, is, 
perhaps, the best way to apply lime. I found two 
tuns au acre to be perfectly sufficient; and the autumn 
or winter months will, no doubt, bo the best time for 
applying it to the land. •• Where the land is much in¬ 
fested with moss, it will not, perhaps, extirpate it 
entirely, but it destroys it more than any other 
manure I have tried, and thereby prevents its choking 
the grasses—at least for a good many years after. 
It is quite, clear that mossy pastures should be well 
torn on the surface before spreading on manures of 
any description, which would allow them to be better 
covered from the action of the weather, and give 
them a much better chance of destroying the moss,5’ 

The plots experimented with were harrowed before 
the application of the manures, but a better machine 
than the common harrow, for scraping grasB land, is 
much needed, and the attention of manufacturers of 
agricultural implements is called to this want. The 
results of the experiments are thus summed up: 

1. On strong soils on lauds under cultivation, 
guano, sulphate of ammonia, nitrate of soda, and 
soot ure the best, and they will prove remunerative 
if the weather is not too dry. 

2. On light soils in alternate husbandry, composts 
of earth, bone dust, cattle urine, salt, sea-weed, and 
fish refuse are the most suitable. 

3. For old grass on strong soils, powdered lime is 
the most effectual dressing that can be applied. 

4. For old grass on light gravelly soils, clayey com¬ 
post, mixed with quicklime, bone dust, aud salt, 
makes a good dressing, and peat and wood ashes 
produce an excellent effect. Should all these fail to 
make good pasturage, then certainly it ought to be 
plowed up. 

We are told by Professor Johnston that the bones 
of the sheep contain 70 per cent, phosphate of lime; 
and that a milch cow carries off' annually 30 pounds 
of bone dust from the land; and if this waste is to be 
supplied, as it certaiuly ought, there can be no better 
way of doing it than by adding bones, lime, and 
other phosphatic manures to the land. Let our graz¬ 
ing lands, then, be liberally dressed, where necessary, 
with these manures, and we shall have abundance of 
grass. 
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Kohl-Rubi for Slock. 

F,ns, Rural New-Yorker:—There is now soma talk 

about a vegetable, new to us, us being valuable for stock, as 

good or better than the turnip, more sure of a crop, aud 

more easily grown. What is your opinion about it, and 

where cud the seed be obtained?—T. II. H., Urbona, III. 

Omt correspondent will find au article on this 
subject in the last number. We have for several 
years spoken favorably of this root, believing that it 

Entered according to act of Congress, iu the year 1881, by 
D. I>. T. MooKs. in the Office of the Clerk of the District 
Court for the Northern District of New York. 

t"jy“ Our only object in copyrighting this paper is to secure 
what every honorable journalist will freely grant,—proper 
credit Ibr articles selected from its pages. Any and every 
jourual is at liberty, and invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each original article or illustration to Rural jVeto- Yorker. 

INDIAN CORN,-WHEAT,-MANURE, &c, 

In the Transactions of the Highland Horticultural 
Society of Scotland, we find an interesting article on 
the top-dressing and general management of pastures, 
by James Porter, which we have perused with satis¬ 
faction, and now give the substance to our readers. 
It is an important subject to American farmers,—one 
Yvhicli we lut'd before urged upon their attention, 
and notwithstanding difference in climate, Ac., the 
experience of this Scotch farmer cannot be studied 

and tested without profit, 

“ ^ laud under cultivation is in a high state of 
fertility, and Is carefully sown with a full and well- 
selected mixture of grass seeds, it will often produce 
good grass for several years without any additional 
manure. This is so far fortunate for the cnltivator 
of the land; for if the wide extent of arable land in 
pastures bad to be regularly top-dressed in rotation, 
the system would be very laborious and costly. 1 do 
not wish it to be understood, however, that manure 
will not pay on this description of land; on the eou 
trary, when soil and climate and other circumstances 
arc favorable, I have found a good dressing of light 
manures to the first and second year’s grass prove 
very remunerative. After varied and numerous trials, 
for many years, ofn great variety of artificial manures, 
I have come to the conclusion that guano, sulphate of 
ammonia, nitrate of soda, and soot, are the best light 
dressings for new grass that can he applied. The 
large proportion of nitrogen which these contain in 
a state easily assimilated by plants, by its great power 
iu developing the blade, makes Bueh manures pecu¬ 
liarly suitable for the growth of young grass. To 
render these manures fully efficient, however, it is 
very desirable that they be sown in rainy weather. 
It is needless to add that if the manures be not quite 
genuine, a partial failure must be the result. 

“On light land, with a gravelly subsoil, I consider 
it a mistake to use these manures as a top-dressing to 
grass, for when applied to snob I have seldom seen 
them do much good; and in an unusually dry season, 
1 think they can by no means be beneficial. For 
such soils I would prefer well-made compost of bones, 
urine, vegetable mold, and 3alt. When near the 
sea, I have used a compost of sea-weed and fiish refuse, 
Ac., in the following proportions:—Say 12 loads of 
mold, 4 loads of sea-weed, 1 load of fish refuse, and 
2 tuns of cattle urine. This makes au excellent and 
substantial dressing for one acre of light land. When 
it is laid on during the winter months, its good effects 
on the grass in spring are all but, certain; and within 
a short distance of the sea-coast it may be supplied 
for about 28s an acre. ’ 

“So much for the manuring. I shall now state a 
few facts which I believe to be important regarding 
the management of these pastures. Heavy rolling iu 
autumn and spring, when the land is moderately 
damp, does much good; for, besides rnuking a 
smooth surface, it paek3 the soil about the plants, 
and tends to make them spread laterally, aud form a 

closer sward. Frequently changing or shifting the 
stock on the grass, and having it well eaten down at 
proper periods, but not too bare, are the best means 

of keeping the pasture in a good and growing state. 
It is always bad management to allow the grass to 
run to seed, seting that it weakens the vigor of the 
roots, and tends much to exhaust the soil. It is, in 
particular, absolutely necessary that all weeds be cut 
early in the season. Whenever, indeed, they show 
their tops above the ground, they should be cut a little 
under the surface of the grass with a sharp tool, by 
which process the sap vessels of the plant are left 
open, so as to bleed profusely, and aL^o admit the 
rains, which all tend considerably to destroy the 
roots. It is, at the same time, desirable to keep the 
suriuce smooth, by spreading the mole-heaps and 
droppings of the cattle; for by attention to these 
simple operations, the luxuriance of grass lands is 
always ranch increased.” 

r or the destruction of moss and the general im¬ 

ROHL-RABT. 

is much better adapted to our country than the 
tnrnip; indeed, we consider it exactly suited to our 
extremely hot and dry seasons. It will bear trans¬ 
planting better than a cabbage,—In fact, there is 
scarcely a weed less affected by removal, and as 
insects trouble it very little, and with us have never 
injured it- in the least, while turnips in the adjoining 
lot have been destroyed, wc consider a crop certain. 
We arc anxious that farmers should give the Kohl- 

Ruhr a trial. The seed is cheap, and can be obtained 
at the seed stores in Rochester, and we presume at 
most other places. The plant when growing looks 
something like a cross between a cabbage and a tur¬ 
nip. Our engraving will give a very good idea of its 
appearance. 

Treatment, nnd Applieaiion of Manure. 

Eds. Rural New Yorker:—Will some of your corres¬ 

pondents please to answer tie following questions, and 

oblige a friend of Progress and Improvement: 

1st, Is it best to draw out manure as fast as it is made 

through the winter, or keep it till just before sowing? Is it 

true, as stated by I.iKnio, that manure, by being bauted out 

in the fields aud exposed to the rains, loses its most valuable 

properties? Does uot the soil catch and retain them? 

2d. What is the best way of saving the urine of the stables, 

Would it be best to collect it in vats, or absorb swinery, &c.f 

It io muck, sawdust, Ac.? 

3d. Where several kinds of manure arn to bo applied to a 

piece of land, should they be thoroughly mixed and com¬ 

posted, aud allowed to rot before applying, or would it be as 

well to put them on separately, and mix them iu the soil? 

4th. Where can a machine be obtained for making drain 

tile?— Qcbrjbt. 

1st. Manure hauled on the field in the winter, and 
placed in small piles convenient for spreading, will 
receive bat little injury, as fermentation will not 
progress during cold weather. In, some situations, 
as on a hill side, a portion would be washed away 
during heavy rains. 

2d. Making of vats is expensive, and the applica¬ 
tion of liquid manure is troublesome unless the 
proper conveniences are prepared for the purpose. 
That it would pay in the end for the farmer to 
expend the necessary means for liquid manure carts, 
Ac., we fully believe, and the system will be gradu¬ 
ally adopted. Farmers should begin to try it on a 
small scale, and note the results. On this and some 
other matters, we are all prepared to learn, while 
few are prepared to teach. But most of our liquid 
manure can be saved by the use of mack, sawdust, 
and other absorbents, and applied to the land without 

expense. ■ 
3d. As a general rule, the mixture of manures is 

best, as it makes our manure more uniform in qual¬ 
ity. Strong and rapidly fermenting manures are also 
preserved from decay aud loss by being mixed with 
that which is of slow decomposition, while the latter 
is benelitted, and its decomposition hastened by the 
warmer and more active manure. No one should 
keep over manure all the summer for the.sake of 
mixing or fermenting. Hive all to the Boil at plant¬ 
ing time, and then start fair for a big pile in the 
autumn. Much manure is Injured and about 
destroyed by composting, especially during the sum 
mer. Stable manure placed in holes will lose its 
most valuable properties by fermentation, and will 
in many cases be burnt up, unless large quantities of 
muck, earth, or other substances, be mixed with it to 
retard decomposition. By putting two or three 
kinds of manure together, or earth with manure, we 
create nothing. Each contains all the elements of 
fertility separate that they have when united. The 
object of the union it must be remembered is to pre- 

ASBE8, MULES, AND OTHER CATTLE 

In China, farm labor is performed mainly by men, 

because teams consume too much food. It is calcu¬ 
lated that one horse will require as much food as ten 
men. Men being plenty in China, horses are at a 
discount. 

The enormous consumption of food by the teams of 
this country, is a subject for serious apprehension. 
I know many men who live on a short allowance, 
and devote their energies of body and mind to the 
feeding of a pair of horses. Many who raise large 
crops of corn, oats, and hay, find a market more 
strictly “domestic.” than even a “protectionist” 
would insist upon. VVhat can he done to lighten the 
burdens which we not the teams — have to carry? 
Steam, 1 ajjprehend, belongs to the distant future,— 
“ Cruiser ” obeys, but no Harry has yet coaxed steam 

into the diversified labors of the farm! The spade 
and the whcclburrow may do for China aud for 
Britain,—we have not too many men, especially 
during the war, — so brnte work must be done by 

brutes. 

INQUIRIES AND NOTES 

Juandice in Horses. 

Eos. Rural New-Yorker:—As your paper is tbo fount 

of knowledge to apply to when in trouble, I come for a 

share. I have a two year old colt, and two weeks since, on 

going to the barn, found it could not get up, and has uot got 

up since that time without help. Its hind legs were swelled 

from the hock down to the fetlock, but the swelling has 

pretty much disappeared. It in very dull and stupid; when 

lying down, frequently stretches its legs out, and reams in 

some considerable pain. It eats well. 1 think it a ease of 

jaundice, but don’t know. Now, the query is, what ails my 

colt, and what will cure it?—II. MuK., Tioga Valley. Ta. 

Certain of the symptoms indicated attend an 
attack of jaundice, while there are others mentioned, 
(more especially the fact that the colt eats well,; 
which do not usually accompany that complaint. 
We will give a description of the appearance of a 
horse laboring under this disease, and our inquirer 
cun then fully determine whether he is right in his 
views relative to the nature of the difficulty. 

Symptoms.—Yellowness of the eyes, mouth, and of 
the skin where it is not coated with hair, mark this 

Allow me to speak a word for my friend, the jackass 

— 1 have a great many friends of that sort. I speak 
now for the genuine article, that has suffered, it must 
be confessed, by being associated in men’s minds 
with ull sorts of lackadaisical people. I send you 
herewith a drawing of my friend, omitting the sub¬ 

ordinate and immaterial parts. 

■A 

» 
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generally unsafe to plant earlier or later than that 
period. As to the different species of corn, I refrain 
from making any remarks, being aware that each 
kind has its advocates, and that every farmer has his 

preferences. 
Again; farmers are generally too sparse with their 

seed, especially corn. Let them put as many as 
eight or ten kernels in every hill, and proceed, after 
the corn is up finely through the field, and thin out, 
leaving four spears in every hill, and they will be 
amply rewarded for their trouble in so doing. 

Manure should never be taken from the ham yard, 
or from the place where it has accumulated, in less 
than two years from the time of such accumulation. 
The reason for this is obvious. It allows the manure 
time to rot thoroughly, and thus destroys all the toul 
seeds which have gathered therein. Again, another 
remunerative method for the disposal of manure, is 
to convey it on the field designated in the spring, 
prior to the time of planting or sowing, and the first 
season plow shallow, thus leaving the entire body of 
manure within four or six inches of the surface, so 
that the first crop sown thereon will receive nourish¬ 
ment therefrom. The next year, the ground should 
be plowed deep, so as to heave the entire body of 
last year’s manure to the surface, which will greatly 
increase the amount of many subsequent crops. 

North Wolcott, N. Y., 1861. F.. McArthur. 

PIGS AND OAT STEAW BEDDING. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—In a late number of 
your journal a correspondent, writing from Albion, 
N. Y., says he has heard of several farmers losing 
their pigs, when young, through using oat straw for 
bedding. I think the parties must have been mis¬ 
taken as to tho cause of the malady. Though 1 have 
no knowledge of the disease he speaks of, as affect¬ 
ing his own pigs, yet I do know that I have used a 
great deal of oat straw to bed pigs, both old and 
young, and as yet have not been troubled with any 
disease from that cause. Furthermore, I have, at the 
present time, two litters of pigs, aged two and three 
months, respectively, both of which litters, for want 
of pen room, wore pigged in an oat struw stack, re¬ 
mained there until March lath, and are now in a pen 
bedded down with oat straw. Notwithstanding they 
have had such a dose of oat straw, they would be hard 
to beat in my neighborhood. They are a mixed 
breed, got by crossing on various kinds, but they are 
good enough to make three hundred pounders when 
a year old. I raise considerable pork: sold last fall 
about two tuns, average weight 313 Bn*., and this 
year, if nothing goes amiss, 1 shall have about four 
tuns to spare. 

My way of feeding, and which I think the best of 
any means I have as yet used to fatten hogs, is to get 
the corn ground into line meal, boil a lot of potatoes, 
put them in a largo tub, and, while hot, mix in the 
corn meal, and mash all up together. The potatoes 
scald the meal, render it more digestible, and, at the 
same time, help to fatten tho hogs better than pota¬ 
toes alone. I use one bushel of meal to*live of pota¬ 
toes, well mixed together, and made into a thick 
swill for summer feed, mixing in all the spare milk 
from the dairy, then, as fall approaches, I begin to 
thicken the feed until it makes a thick pudding, at the 
same time increasing the quantity of meal. To finish 
off, for the last three weeks, I feed corn meal alone, 
when they are ready to kill, and give a good account 
of themselves. 

If I do not have potatoes enough, 1 make use of 
mangel wur/.el, carrots, pumpkins, or any thing of 
that description that I may have convenient. I find 
old corn better than new for fattening, but for suck¬ 
ling sows J prefer ground oats mixed with potatoes, 
as 1 think it gives more milk than the corn. I know 
that it does when fed to the cows in winter. 

Roxbury, Dune Cn., WU., 1861 \V, II. Cook. 

WHAT AILED THE PIGSP 

Messrs. Eds.:—I noticed, in No. 15 of the Rural, 

an inquiry made by Mr. L. H. WilCox, of Napoli, 
N. Y., wishing to know what, is the matter with his 
five months’ old pigs, two of which are crippled in 
their feel so that they cannot walk, and the other 
shows symptoms of the same disease. I think the 
disease is caused by the mode of keeping and food. 
1 have nine pigs of the same age, of the White Berk¬ 
shire breed, introduced into this part of the country 
by Mr. Jamks Gowks. They came on tho 8th of 
November last. I took them from the sow when six 
weeks old, kept them in a dry and sheltered but airy 
pen during the cold of the winter, and supplied 
their nest abundantly with rye straw. They are fed 
very regularly with a slop made of warm water, sour 
milk, rye bran, a few boiled potatoes, and occasion¬ 
ally a few ears of corn. They are turned now in a 
field every morning after breakfast, but come home 
very regularly for their dinner and supper; and if it 
is not ready, they give due notice of their presence. 
Their live weight is aliont a hundred lbs. each, and 
they are so plump and sleek it makes a person feel 
good to look at them. 

My opinion is, that if Mr. Wilcox should feed his 
pigs more sour slop, and not so much corn, keep 
them well bedded with rye straw, aud none other, lie 
might save his pigs yet. If they can run out, so 
much the better; if not, they ought to have as much 
charcoal as they want to eat, and twice a week give 
each one about a teaspoonful of sulphur mixed with 
their food, for at least three weeks.—Wm. Franck, 

Kingston, Penn., 1801. 

Mr. E. H. Wilcox complains in the Rural that 
his pigs are badly crippled, and wishes to know the 
cause. 1 raise a good many pigs every year, and 
always have first rate luck with them. My plan is to 
let them run about, unless they do considerable mis¬ 
chief. When I do shut them up, I put them in a 
large yard instead of a tight peu. If Mr. Wilcox 

will give his pigs more liberty, they will prosper 
better.—S. S. Read, Kanona, N. Ir., 1861. 

WINTERING SHEEP. 

Eds. Rural Nf.w-Yokker:—lam always interested 
in the experience of my brother farmers, as given in 
the Rural, and as I do not wish 

“To act upon that selfish plan,— 

Say little, and hear all I can," 

I will also contribute my mite of experience. 
In the Rural o? th% 10th March, “ Young Farmer ” 

says he has fed 4Q, yearling sheep what hay they 
would eat, and a half bushel per day of oats and beaus 
mixed, and yet they are running down. 

My object is to “compare notes," for the benefit 
of whom it may. cobcern. I have fed 40 lambs 
through the winter as follows: -Wheat straw twice a 
day and bean straw once, with a half bushel of oats 
aud wheat bran (shorts) equal parts. Since the first 
of March I have substituted hay in part for the straw. 
They have been healthy, and are now in fine condi¬ 
tion. 

My old sheep have been fed on wheat straw, with 
a half pound of corn per day to each until March. 
They are also in good condition. My sheep have 
been fed three times a day—watered daily and prop¬ 

erly sheltered. 
From the statement of “ Young Farmer,” my sheep 

have been kept at much less expense than his, and 
are at the same time in much better condition. Did 
he not feed beans too heavily? 

East Kendall, N. Y., 1861. A. Kniffen. 

PLOWING GREEN SWARD. 

Eds. RuralNew-Yokkeb:—Every “ Plow Jogger” 
may not know that green-sward can be turned fiat, 
and good, with a stubble, or short-geared plow, yet it 
can be done, and it rnay be an advantage to some of 
yonr numerous readers to know how to do it. Sim¬ 
ply by setting the coulter to the right, or oft’ from 
land, about two inches more than (be land side 
(which can be done by bending, or with wedges,) so 
that the plow-point will cat under and take out the 
earth, giving the right, side of the next furrow slice a 
chance to settle, which makes it turn over easier 
than when left square down. The earth thus taken 
out adheres to the furrow, und is carried over with it, 

which serves to fill up the crevices between the fur¬ 
rows, and which prevents grass and weeds from 
coming up between them and furnishes good “free 
soil” witli which to cover the hopeful farmer’s seed. 

Green sward, either tough or tender, can be plowed 
we/I, I venture to assert, with any short plow rigged 
in this way. Just try it before you ridicule the idea, 
as did a certain farmer his inventive wife’s, when she 
seriously asked him, as he was about starting oft to 
town for a new plow, if he couldn’t plow with the 
cart, c. c. b. 

Watertown, N. Y., 1861. 

it 

Molily Comb*. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker.— I have just found moldy 

combs in my bee hives. Can you, or some of your sub¬ 

scribers, tell me what to do?—William J. Edwards, Nila, 

Mich., 1861. 

If the comb is only a little moldy, the bees will 
take care of it, and clean it up when fine weather 
comes. If quite bad, wash the comb in sharp vine¬ 
gar, rinse it well in several waters, and return it to 
the hive. If the comb is partially destroyed by the 
mold, then cut it out. 

Straw Bee Hives. 

Eds. Rural New Yorker:—I noticed, in a late 
number of your valuable paper, an article on Straw 
Bcc Ilives, and their superiority over those made of 
wood, and having thought, myself, that bees in straw 
hives usually swarm earlier than others, I constructed 
one last spring, and transferred a stock from one of 
my Movable Comb Ilives to it, and so far am well 
pleased with it, it being as convenient and well 
adapted to the use Of frames as one made of wood. 

Below is a description. Tt seems nocessary, in 
making such a hive, that we have something besides 
the straw to support tho weight of the combs and 
frames,—a kind of frame work which will keep the 
straw in place, Ac. 

This frame work of wood is made ns follows: Two 
side pieces 161 inches long, 2 inches wide, and 1 
inch thick; two ends, 13| inches long, 2 inches 
wide, and 1 inch thick; these to be nailed together, 
making a frame or hoop 14.) by 131 inches—2 inches 
deep, inside measure. This is for the bottom of the 
hive. Another, similar to this, is made for the top, 
except tho ends, which are rabbeted out on the in¬ 
side upper corner, half an inch square, for the frames 
to rest upon. Small strips may be nailed to this 
part for handles, or, which is better, a atrip one inch 
square maybe put entirely around it, half an inch 
down from the upper edge, for the top or cover to 
rest upon, instead of on the honey board, as some 
make them. 

Then get out four pieces hard wood 121 inches 
long, If inches wide, and j inch thick, for uprights 
or posts, and fasten them with screws to the sides of 
the bottom frame, one in each inside corner. Nail a 
strip of leather to the top edge of this frame, to 
fasten the first roll of straw to; then commence put¬ 
ting on straw, being careful, in turning corners, not 
to draw it too tight. Fill up eight, and a half inches 
with straw; then put on the top frame or hoop, press 
it down so that the whole depth will be twelve and a 
quarter inches, and fasten with screws like bottom, 
and it is done. The top and honey board are made 
of wood, like other hives. 

This makes a hive deeper than some recommend, 
but J think it is better adapted to our long cold 
winters than one made long from front to rear, and 
not as deep. This is my experience—perhaps others 
find it different. J. D. Goodrich. 

East Hardwick, Cal. Co., Vt. 

Artificial Swarming. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Noticing in your 
issue cf the 00th ultimo certain extracts from “a paper 
read before the Dubuque (Iowa) Farmers’ Club, by 
one John King, Esq., on the Culture of Decs,” aud 
fearing some inexperienced new beginner might be 
misled by that portion of it referring to artificial 
swarming, and hazard the ultimate loss of his bees 
by following the directions there pointed out, shall 
be my only apology for the following article. 

The extract referred to says:—“Take an empty 
hive and set. by the side of one about read/ to swarm: 
lift three or four cards, one of which must be stocked 
with brood comb, or eggs: place them, with the bees 
attached, into the empty one, removing the old hive 
to a new location, and putting the new one in its 
place,” Ac., Ac. 

Now, let us look at it a moment, and see whether 
it is a success, as stated, or not; and it will be of the 
first importance that we berr in mind the fact— 

conceded by all well-informed kee-keepers of the 
present day — that a swarm of rees destitute of a 

QUEEN RUI1.D ONLY “STORK,” OR DRONE COMB. If jt 
be true that the new swarm will, in a few hours, be 
the stronger one, (which is not doubted), in point of 
numbers, the proof that bees can be thus "easily and 
rapidly multiplied,” is not so clear. “And why not?" 
Because either the old or the time swarm is now destitute 

of a fertile queen, and will fill up the vacant space in 

their hire with drone comb — comb in which worker bees 

are never reared, and consequently worse than use¬ 

less! If the writer of the article referred to had 
told us to to take the queen also, when we transferred 
the combs, lie would have insured the prosperity of 
the new colony; but why the old stock would be in 
as good or better condition than if left to swarm in 
the natural way, it is difficult to conjecture. 

If preventing loss of swarms by flight to the woods 
were the only object to be secured, that might be morc- 
easily and certainly accomplished by clipping the icings 

of the queens. This can be safely done at the time of 
hiving a first swarm, and as soon as young brood 

is found in all after swarms. The latter expedient 
should not be resorted to, however, except by such 
as propose to practice artificial swarming, since other¬ 
wise the liability of loss of queens the following 
season, while attempting to lead out swarms, would 
have to be guarded against. 

Artificial Swarming of Pees, if scientifically prac¬ 
ticed, is a decided advance upon the natural methoii 
of increase, in every respect; one of which is that 
all swarms are provided with fertile queens at all times, 

and hence are constantly increasing in numbers. 

Whereas the old stock, after the issue of a first swarm 
of the current year, is destitute of a fertile queen for 
at least twenty days, consequently an interval equal 
thereto always transpires, during which no additions 
to the stock of'worker-bees is made! 

If any one doubts tins, and has nothing but the old 
box hive, or hollow log, on which to experiment, let. 
such rear a queen, artificially, by anyone of the many 
well known methods, so as to have her on hand. And 
when his first swarm issues, let him take the qncen 
he has provided, and place her in the hive the old 
queen and swarm have left, and he will soon be con¬ 
vinced he has taken one step in the right direction. 

Bat the Honey Bee is the creature of system, and 
the artificial propagator Of queens, or swarms, should 
be provided with a hive suited to his purpose, as well 
as the knowledge of the instincts of that insect 

necessary to insure complete success. 
Grand Rapids, Mich., April, 1861 M. Metcalfe. 

Production of Queens and Drones. 

For the production of queens, the workers take 
the embryo larvro in the royal cells, impregnate them 
with the semen of the drone, which they (that is, the 
worker,) lavishly convey to the royal cells for this 
purpose, and also for impregnating the ovary of 
immature queens, in order to give life to their prog¬ 
eny, the semen being conveyed in the peculiar food 
of the embryo queen, of which it (that, is, the semen,) 
is a large ingredient, the food being received to sup. 

port nature, the semen, as above stated. 
The Per Journal, of February, page 36, gives a 

chemical analysis of the royal jelly, by Dr, Dorehoff, 

which be says contains animat albumen and fibnne. 

Jn bis opinion, at least nine-tenths of the mass con¬ 
sists of these, which goes to confirm my theory, which 
was published in the Rural New-Yorker some year 
or more ago, in which I maintained that the 80-ealled 
jelly is an animal secretion, which I consider drones’ 
semen. Huber considered the jelly of sufficient 
vitality to impregnate or transform the worker larvse 
to those of queens. The theory was based on tho 
jelly being a vegetable compound, but it is now 
proved to be erronious. T wish to submit to bee 
keepers, for solution, the following questions: 

If it requires the drone's sperm, which is animal 

secretion, to be deposited in the queen's spermatheca 
in order to enable her to impregnate the drone eggs, 
so that they will produce the worker, which is a dis¬ 
tinct bee in its physiology and propensities from that 
of tho drone, docs it not require tho drone’s semen to 
impregnate the worker larvic, so that they may be 
transformed to queens, which nre distinct in their 
physiology and propensities from workers? If it be 
true that workers and quci-ns are both transformed, 
the former from drone lame and the latter from 
worker larva;, by animal secretion, do or do not 
queens that are perfected from Italian eggs deposited 
in a common hive, receive a taint, together with 
their progeny, from the secretion or jelly of the com¬ 
mon bee? From what m| :tod what part of the bee 
is this secretion obtained, possessing such transform¬ 
ing power as to change the drone’s larva? Into work¬ 
ers, and the worker’s larva- into queen’s? and what is 
the difference, if any, from that found in the queen’s 
sperrnatbeoa, or the drone’s semen, when treated 
alike by analysis? To the scientific apiarian, the 
solution of the above questions will be of great impor¬ 
tance in removing tho difference of opinion in refer¬ 
ence to the direct cause of the reproduction of queens 
and drones, and explain the object of the drones in 
taking flight together. It would also make known 
tho cause of the different grades of hybrids between 
the common and the Italian bee. If we got the rudi¬ 
ments correct, what is now considered as mysterious 
will be made plain, and we can see the wisdom of the 
Author of Nature in that wonderful insect, the honey 
bee, in their instinctive habits and peculiarities in the 
reproduction of their race. E. Kirby. 

April, 1861. 

guval Spirit of tUe 
Sowing Sorghum Seed. 

A writer in the Prairie Parmer says, from ex¬ 
periments made last spring, he learned that the seed 
should be scalded before planting. One of the greatest 
difficulties in the cultivation of the cane, has been 
the fact that it required three to four weeks after 
planting before it was large enough to be readily 
distinguished from grass, during which time the 
weeds generally become so large as to render its cul¬ 
tivation ditficult. This difficulty can be obviated in a 
great measure by scalding the seed with hot water, 
letting it stand in the water ten or twelve hours, 
then pour the water off and let it stand in a tight 
vessel in a warm place three or four days, till it has 
sprouted; then plant on newly prepared land, and it 
will come up as soon as corn, or some ten days sooner 
than it would if not sealded. It should he planted at 
the commencement of the corn-planting season, on 
very rich, warm land, a sandy soil, and should be 
well cultivated with the shovel-plow and the hoe. 

Culling nnd Feeding Corn Slulks. 

A writer in the Country Gentleman gives his 
views upon the economy of cutting corn stalks with 
a machine for feeding cattle, in the following manner: 

“ Having no interest in the sale of any corn-stalk 
cutters, and baviug had some experience in the use 
of them and feeding of the stalks, I will tell a little 
of my experience. I procured a stalk cutter several 
years ago, with the intention of cutting up all of my 
stalks for my stock, thinking in this way to econo¬ 
mize; but after having given it a fair trial, I have 
come to the conclusion that it is a perfect absurdity 
to think of sustaining life in an animal by feeding 
him upon such a dried mass of pulp as cornstalks are 

composed of. 
“1 have heard quite a number of farmers in this 

vicinity say they have succeeded admirably in mak¬ 
ing their cattle eat cornstalks, butts and all; but 
upon close investigation, I find the attempt is com¬ 
plete loss of time, labor and meal, where any is used. 
I have tried them cut, smashed, wet, dry, raw and 
boiled, but all to no purpose. 1 would as soon feed 
my cattle a bushel basketful of chips and bark: they 
would answer the purpose of filling up very well, 
while the same amount of meal would keep them in 
full as good condition. 

“ I do not think it profitable to waste time with 
corn stalks in any other way than to spread them 
about the barn-yard, and let the cattle eat what 
leaves they will, then rake them up and put them in 

some wet hole to rot for another year. Those who 
profess to feed nothing else but corn stalks, have in 
the first place to starve them to it, and even then 
they look, in the spring, as though they had not suf¬ 
ficient strength to walk from the barn-yard to the 
pasture lot. I have some faith in sowed corn stalks, 
if gathered in season, when full of sap, well cured 
and well cared for. with plenty of meal. I think it 
poor economy to starve cattle to a thing they dislike, 
or to stint them on a thing they do like.” 

Pasture Grasses. 

“A Dairyman” writes his experience to the 
Somerset Farmer, in SkOWhegan, Maine, as follows: 

I am more than ever convinced that in order to 
derive the greatest possible profit from our dairy 
stock, we mnst be more particular in furnishing 
suitable feed in our pasture grounds. To produce 
good batter, the feed should consist ol’suooulont and 
saccharine grasses, such, for instance, as timothy, 
clover, red and brown-top, and other similar grasses, 
mixed. If we lay down our lands with red clover and 
timothy, the white clover, the sweet vernal aud other 
varieties of fine grass, come in either the second or 
third year, and make a fine pasture, which endures 
for many seasons, the grasses annually becoming 
finer aud sweeter, but less vigorous, till they disap¬ 
pear. I deem the labor of plowing and re-seeding 
pasture lauds a useless and profitless labor, as by 
annually top-dressing them with good and invigorat¬ 
ing manure, we secure equally good results and at 
much less expense. No cow, no matter how superior 
maybe her milking qualities, can produce a good 
dairy article if her daily food be uncongenial and 
nnnutratlve. However much may depend upon the 
processes and manipulations of the dairy women, the 
relation existing between good feed and good butter 
and good cheese, is much more intimate than many 
are Inclined to suppose. The sweeter the feed, the 
sweeter and richer in character will be the milk 
which is elaborated from it, and the butter made 
from it excel precisely in the same ratio that the 
feed excels, provided it is manufactured in the same 

way. _ 

Hungarian Grass. 

James D. Ladd, in Field Notes, thus gives his 
experience with Hungarian Grass: 

“In 1859 I sowed two bushels of Hungarian grass 
seed on about three acres of ground, the soil a moist, 
black loam, was a sward which had not been broken 
for five years. Rowed in May, harvested In August, 
cut it with a cradle, let it lay in swath two days, and 
then bound and shocked like oats: in a few days 
hauled it into the barn without rain. The following 
winter I fed the most of it to colts and brood marcs, 
and some little to work horses and a pair of working 
mules. We fed all two years old and upward, four 
sheaves per day per head; yearlings three sheaves to 
two; they did well on it, uo diuretic effect observable. 
Last yc-ar we raised about the same amount, and fed 
in like manner, with satisfactory results. 

“ in the early part of the past winter we were feed¬ 
ing our colts as much good hay, clover and timothy 
mixed, as they would eat, with four ears of corn per 
head per day, when we changed it to four sheaves of 
Hungarian per head per day, and in ten days they 
looked perceptibly better, although they were doing 
quite well. After thus feeding a few weeks, we 
changed to bright sheaf oats, that had been harvested 
without rain, and gave it to them in the same quanti¬ 
ty per day. We thought they did not do quite so 
well as upon the Hungarian.” 

Think Twice before You Move. 

There is much worthy of calm consideration in 
the following brief extract from the American Agri¬ 

culturist : 

Multitudes are contemplating a move, somewhere, 

just at present, or as soon as they can sCll out, reck¬ 
less of the old maxim, “ A rolling stone gathers no 
moss.” They have got their farms cleared up, and 
taken a few crops from the virgin soil, or they are 
situated upon the old homestead, with a hundred 
acres of poor, hard-cropped land. They have good 
neighbors, good schools, and good" markets; hut 
they are not making money so fast as they wish to, 
and mean to try their fortunes in a new place, if a 
man is already settled, and has pleasant associations 
around him, the probability is thut he will lose 
money by moving. If there is nothing else wrong 
but the land, pluck and industry will bring that right. 
There may be more wealth in the old farm than its 
owner dreams, and a better management may enable 
him to unlock its treasures. 

Perhaps deeper plowing is needed to break up tbe 
hard-pan, formed by running the plow-nose four 
inches below the surface for a century. Perhaps two- 
thirds of the manure is wasted, and there may be a 
loud call to stop the leaks. Perhaps the cattle are 
foddered at the stack all winter, and there is a dead 
loss, in tho extra consumption of hay, of ten dollars 
for every head of stock. Perhaps the best part of the 
farm is still under water for half tbe year, and it 
only needs a little draining to turn a waste into a 
fruitful meadow, 

A few changes of this kind in the management of 
a farm make all the difference between success and 
failure, riches and poverty. As a rule, -it is much 
better for a farmer to change his management than 
to change his location. We have observed many of 
the latter kind of changes, and seldojn_ found them 
profitable; but the other kind pay well. Our advice, 
then, is to drive down the stakes a little deeper where 
you are, and persevere until you conquer. Such a 
conquest is glorious. We had rather take such a 
man by tbe hand than the Governor of State, or a 
Member of Congress. He has the stuff in him to 
rule an empire; for, as a successful farmer, he has 
already conquered a small one. 
-■> ■ ■» - 

gnquims anti glnswm. 
Cancer on Horses.—Will you, or souk* of the numerous 

readers of the Rural, please inform me as to a cure for cancer 
ou a horse?—A Subscriber, Morgan Co., Ohio, 1861. 

What Ails my Lambs?—1 wish to know, through the 
columns of the Rural, what it is ails my Iambs? And, first 
1 will state how my sheep have been kept duriug the winter. 
I have twenty-six. and they have been fed good hay twice 
daily, and cor n twelve quart* once a day. The lambs’, when 
dropped, are so weak that they cannot stand, and most of 
them have a hunch on the under side of the neck. 1 cannot 
better describe it than by saying it looks and feels as though 
they had tried to swallow au egg, and it had lodged in the 
throat. Some have one and some two bundles, it appear- 
to be hard work for them to swallow. I have lost must nil 
of them. Some say my sheep are too fat. We had some the 
same way a few years ago, and thought it was feeding oats, 
since then have fed corn, and had no euctf Lambs; hut it can 
not be feeding oats, for I hare not fed any. Will »ome of 
your correspondents inform me the trouble, and greatly 
oblige—A Constant Reader, Cast Co., Mich... 1861. 

Hollow Horn—1 saw. in a former number of the Rural, 

an article requesting a remedy for hollow horn, and as I have 

an ox that had it a little more than a year aco. after doing a 

severe winter’s work, I will tell what I did for him. I took 

half a pint of vinegar; two tablespoonfuls of salt; one tea¬ 

spoonful of pepper; mixed, and poured into each ear, holding 

the head over on one aide a moment or two. I took this from 

a hook. It may be barbarous, but nevertheless a cure.—G. R 

Love, Spring Groce. Iowa, 1861. 

Rural Notes anir Stems, 

The Season.— In our iast number, after speaking of the. 

unfavorable weather of April, we remarked:—“ May will 

be gladly welcomed, in the hope that it will bring dearer 

skies and mure genial atmosphere — weather which will yet 

enable formers, by extra effort, to sow and plant In season to 

obtain good returns in autumn." When we thus wrote, on 

the last day of April, we little thought tbe. to he gladty-wel- 

enmed May would open, as it did, with a severe snowstorm 

and freeling weather, again checking out-door operations 

and postponing tbe long-hoped-for Spring temperature. 

Several in thus of enow fell on tho first of May, aBd the next 

morning icc half an inch thick, and icicles a foot tong, were 

discovered without the aid of magnifiers. It. is May, accord¬ 

ing to the almanac, hut up to this 7th day the temperature 

has been more like March. A cold rain storm, with unusu¬ 

ally high winds, yesterday, reminded us of the “ides of 

November.1’ We. shall not., therefore, indulge in any san¬ 

guine hopes or reckless prophecies as to the future—for the 

season seems to bn as disjointed as the Union. Trust farmers 

will not ere'dr in despair, but soon bn able to tee seed on 

ground fit for its reception. And when that time dot-s arrive, 

every cultivator should do his ut most to produce larger crops 

than ever before—thus aiding the nation in its struggle for 

existence, and subserving his own interest. 

Thf. Rural in War Times.—Though the political and 

other papers which devote roost of their space to the dxciting 

news of the day, are sought and read with eagerness by all 

classes, those journals which combine practical and usefnl 

topics are not neglected by the discriminating portion of 

community. So we infer from tbe progress of the Rural 

during tho past few weeks. Were it not for the scarcity of 

money, caused mainly by the deiaiigeraent of tho currency 

of the Western States, we think our receipts would prove 

larger during tbe present Spring than for the corresponding 

period of any previous year — for the paper is apparently 

more desired, and giving better satisfaction. But many- who 

wish the Rural, especially at the West, are unable to obtain 

the wherewithal to remit — most of the local currency being 

greatly depreciated at present. Almost every mail brings us 

letters stating that the scarcity of money, or the impossibility 

of obtaining that which is good, alone prevents accessions to 

our subscription. Of course we must sutler from this state 

of things, yet shall endeavor to make the paper as valuable 

and Interesting as ever. Indeed, wc hope to make it more 

acceptable now than formerly, bv giving, in addition to the 

usual variety of Practical and Miscellaneous matter, a com¬ 

plete synopsis of the News of the Day—so that every one 

who preserves a file of our present volume will posses* a 

record of the Lvents of the War for the Union, aside from 

much ottrer matter of permanent Interest aud value. Thou¬ 

sands of our subscribers carefully tile the Rural, and we 

know that many will not sell former volumes at cost. On 

this poiDt (and as to the Rural in these times,) we will quote 

a few words from an agent-friend in Taber Co., Iowa—Mr. S. 

H West. He writes:—“ I am doing, as I ever stand ready to 

do, the best I can- for the Rural. Even now, though I have 

perused thoroughly the pages of the eleventh volume, as it 

lays before mo complete, $2 would not tempt me to part with 

it. Although our political papers are flooded with Interest¬ 

ing and exciting Intelligence, yet the Rural retains its posi¬ 

tion in our affections.” 

— In this connection, attention is directed to the oiler, on 

another page, of the back numbers "of this year to all who 

subscribe for the remainder of the volume. We are daily 

receiving 12 for the volume, but having an extra supply of 

back numbers, have concluded to give them to those who 

subscribe for the remainder of the year. Will not ALL oiJr 

readers — Subscribers as well as Agents — kindly make this 

offer known to their friends, and aid in procuring Volunteers 

for the Rural’s Brigade ? 

N. Y. State Ag. Society.— At a recent meeting of the 

Executive Committee of this Society, held at Watertown, 

the grouuds offered by the citizens of that place for the next 

State Fair were examined, found well adapted for the pur¬ 

pose, and accepted, They compnso the grouuds of the 

Couuty Society, and the adjacent horse track—both already 

enclosed and provided with sufficient buildings to answer in 

part the requirements of the State Society. The grounds 

are said to be less than a mile from the railroad station, and 

but little further from the central portion of tho village. 

— At the same meeting it was decided that the Trial of 

Farm Implements and Machines, which It had been proposed 

to hold in July or August, under the auspices ol' the Society, 

should he deferred on account of the present state Of the 

country. It. is announced, however, that all the implements 

named in the premium list, or Selected by the Board for trial, 

will be examined und passed upon, If entered at the Annual 

Fair to be held at Watertown In September next, aud suita¬ 

ble pn-mlumH and testimonials will bo awarded to those 

which may be approved. 

Tho Premium List for the Annual Fair (to be held at 

Watertown, Sept. 17—19,) is ready for distribution, and may 

be obtained by addressing the Secretary. B, P. Jon.vso.v, at 

Albany. _ _ 

Anotn- Fabjikrs’ Clubs.— A correspondent in Oneida 

county inquires whether we know “of any Farmers' Club 

or Association formed not only to encourage the cultivation 

of fruits, flowers, vegetables, Ac., but to have an agency in 

the society for the purchase of farming implements, or any¬ 

thing else the fanners wish, at wholesale pnees.” He has 

been trying to form such a club, and if one has been organ¬ 

ized elsewhere, would like to know the result of tbe experi¬ 

ment. We are not aware of the existence of any club of the 

kind, but if uny such is in operation among our parish of 

readers we shall he glad to receive and impart information 

on the subject. --- 

80RGHUM Brooms.—The editor of the Delaware (Ohio) 

Gazette acknowledges the receipt of a sample of brooms 

made from Sorghum broom corn, and commends the same. 

In a note accompanying tbe sample, the manufacturer says: 

“ I send you a specimen of ray premium parlor broom, man¬ 

ufactured from sorghum broom coru, This corn excels the 

common one hundred per cent, in yield of brush, aud fifty 

per cent, in value in the Eastern markets. The fodder being 

of a saccharine flavor, it makes a nutritious and palatable 

food for all kinds of stock, especially milch cows. Its growth 

in height is not more than one-half that of the common 

broom corn, and it does not impoverish the land as much by- 

fifty per cent., and the brush can be harvested with one-half 

the labor.” _■* 

Boiled Corn for Hoos.— Writing to the Prairie Farmer, 

Wm. Van Loom says that be has practiced feeding boiled 

corn to his stock and hogs,-and*i8 ‘ satisfied that he saves 

one-half hi* grain, and gains a* much more in timw;” that 

one bushel of corn on the cob, boiled, will produce as much 

as two fed raw. aud in one-half the time. Iu one experiment 

he fed three bushels of boiled corn per day to twenty-seven 

hogs, for ten days. The average gain was two pounds per 

day. He then fed the same lot of hogs on two bushels of 

raw coru per day, for tweoty days—they gained a mere trifle 

over one pound per day. These were small, young hogs^- 

larger ones twilld have fattened better. 

To Head the Crows.—As the season for “ scare crows” is 

at hand, the following (said to be a remedy against the 

depredations of crows and blackbirds, in the cornfield,) is in 

order:—“Take fine, plump seed corn—a quantity of it—string 

each kernel on a horse hair—white ia best—tying a knot in 

it to prevent its slipping off. Scatter it over the field In spots 

where tbe birds will see it and alight. They will eat hut one 

kernel of it, and w ill not trouble that field (or any other) 

agaio. The two ends of a horse hair sticking out of their 

mouths, well anchored in their craw by a tine kernel uf corn, 

is by no means a pleasure to them." 

Seasonable Advice.— A friend at Westfield, Mass., sends 

us the following timely suggestion to the farmers of the 

North: u TFar and Famine-—War is upon us, and no one 

can tell when it will end. To forestall a scarcity of provi¬ 

sions, which will be sure to follow, let farmers and all per¬ 

sons having arable land, plant as much as possible this spriDg. 

Plant double your usual amount of land over. Spring Rye 

and Wheat, Corn, Oats, Barley, Beans, Buckwheat, aud 



Whale Oil Soap—Remedy fob thk Curculio.—Noticing 

in the Rural of this week a call for a remedy against the 

Curculio, I give you a recipe taken from the iWto York 

Observer two years ago, which I, as well as many others, 

have found an •‘fftetwtl remedy, not only against the ravages 

of the Curculio, but worms and slugs. It Is also a good 

fertilizer: 

Ileripe.—To olio pound of whale oil soap, add four ounces 

of sulphur. Mix thoroughly, and dissolve in twelve gallons 

of water. Take one-half peek of quick linn*, and when well 

slaked, add four gallons of water, aud stir well together. 

When settled and clear, pour ofT the transparent part ami 

add it to the soap and sulphur mixture. To this, add four 

gallons of strong tobacco water. Apply I his coin pound, when 

thus Incorporated, with a garden syringe, to your plum and 

other fruit trees, so as to drench all parts of the foliage. If 

no rain succeeds for three weeks, one application will be 

sufficient. If washed by raiua, it should be renewed. 

Iu preparing this mixture, some are troubled to obtain 

whale nil map. Many do not know what it is. Every drug 

store iu the country should keep the article for sale. It can 

be obtained bv the quantity of all whale oil bleachers. This 

soap is the result of a deposit from mixing potash ley or 

soda-ash with whale oil. The alkali has an affinity for the 

discoloration and impurities of the oil, and the precipitate 

from this combination constitutes whale oil soap.— Janet, 
Lexviston. Ar. Y., 1861. 

A correspondent of the Gardeners' Monthly gives the 

following recipe for making whalu oil soap:—“ Render com¬ 

mon ley caustic, by boiling it at full strength on quick lime, 

then take the ley, poured oil from the lime, and boil with it 

as much whale, oil foot as it will saponify, (this is readily 

seen,) pour oil into forms, and when cold it is tolerably hard. 

That sold by the manufacturers is highly adulterated with 

common rosin, which remains as a varnish on the trees, and 

is detrimental. Whale oil fool is the sediment produced in 

the refining of whale oil, and worth $2 per barrel.” 

Uhobauu Wink.— Will yon, or some of your numerous 
readers, be so kind as to give a recipe, through the Ri;rai,, 
for making rhubarb or pie-plnnt wine?—C. A., Allen's Grove, 
WU„ 1861. 

The stalks are usually ground and pressed tri the small 

portable elder mills, or the juice may he expressed in any way 

most convenient One hundred pounds of stalks will make 

about ten gallons of juice. The custom is, we believe, to add 

about a gallon of water to each gallon of juice, and some six 

Or seven pounds of sugar Put into a cask, leaving the bung 

out, aud fill up a* fermentation progresses. When suffi¬ 

ciently worked, bung up. It may then bo bottled off at 

leisure. Isinglass is sometimes used for refining. 

Angle Worms.— W. I). Smith makes the inquiry in your 

paper, how to rid hi* garden of the common angle or earth 

worm. Your advice as to drainage and lightening of the 

soil is good, and to this l would only add that ft little line 

salt sown broadcast over the ground, nt the time Of spading 

or plowing, and after showers, while the worms are on the 

top of the ground, will be found a great help, as the smallest 

particle of salt, dropped on a worm. Is sure death to it.—W, 

H., JK., Port Ihjrnn, AT. Y;, 1S61. 

ANSWERS TO INQUIRIES 

Kao Mats. — In answer to the inquiry about rag 
mats, I will give ray way of using small bits of cloth 
of any kind. Cut, the size of a half dollar or less, 
then, with a needle and strong thread, sow through 
the center of the piece on the foundation, which 
ought to be thick woolen cloth. The more pieces 
you sew on, the longer it will last. Old stockings 
can be used tip in this way. Another mode is to 
take seams and hems of old garments, and braid 
them three strand, then commeno * at one end and 
sew in a circle, or square. This will do without a 
foundation. 

Knitting Heel and Toe. — My way is, when the 
heel is long enough I knit one stlcth over the middle 
of the needle, on the wrong side, take two stitches 
together, knit one, then turn back, knit, the right 
way one stitch over the middle, take one stitch off 
without knitting; knit one, draw tin* other over, knit 
one, then turn the wrong side and knit back to the 
first narrowing. Knit the same as first. When about 
half done you may omit the one stitch after each 
narrowing. If it ia done right, you will finish on the 
right side in a proper manner for taking up stitches 
on the side. For the toe, commence at the begin¬ 
ning of one needle, Unit six stitches, narrow six 
stitches, narrow once around, Unit six times five 
stitches, live times around, one less each time till you 
are doue.— Mary, Amhuy, M. K, I mil. 

Si i a pi no Stocking-Toed.—A friend wishes some 
of our grandmothers to stat** how to make a good 
shaped toe on a stocking. I am not a grandmother, 
or yet a mother, but I like my style very well. First 
place tin* stitches equally on the needles and narrow 
in each corner; knit one stitch, then narrow, and on 
the Inst corner of the needle leave three; then narrow, 
and one remains. Narrow, every other time around 
at first; when nearly toed, every time around. This 
makes a good toe.— Kate Wild, Conquest, N. V., 

I Ml. 

from Elliott's Fruit Grower's Guide:—bruit, medium 
to large; form, roundish; color, dull greenish white 
or yellow, with greenish white, or sometimes pale 
russet dots: stem, varying; cavity, narrow, russeted; 
calyx, above medium size for the fruit, closed; basin, 

medium, slightly furrowed; flesh, greenish white, 
tender, juicy, aud quite sweet; core, medium, round; 
seeds, ovate. Season, December to March. Grown 
in Indiana, it is large, has a brownish cheek, and 
matures in October and November. 

Very fine specimens of the Green Sweet Apple 

were sent ns last season from Indiana. The speci¬ 
mens were of large size. The tree is represented as 
hardy, productive, half-spreading, shoots rather slen¬ 
der, fruit exceedingly valuable for cooking and stock, 
and always fair. It suoceeds best in a deep, rich, 
strong soil. In eating from December to March. It 
originated, we believe, in Indiana. The engraving 
we take from the Transactions of the American Po- 
mological Society. The following description ia 

Grave Decorations.—It is known to some of our renders 

tbnt, tho French grow immenso quantities of Immortal 

Flowers, for the formation of wreaths for tho decoration of 

the tombs of their friends and the statues of departed heroes. 

A Paris correspondent of tho Gardeners' Monthly thus alludes 

to this national custom:—“Tho comntory differs from those 

at home in nothing more than In tho abundance of wrenths 

of Immortelle Dowers, Tho French lovo to visit cemctorin*. 

Their gay nature here, perhaps, finds that reaction which 

everything in rreatiou seems to require. Even distant 

friends and relations are visited by them, when dead, with a 

feeling of kind remembrance, which these, when alive, 

unhappily do not enjoy, and for all there is the wreath of 

Immortals. 

“ Busts and statues, on anniversaries of the death of their 

originals, are wreathed in the same way. Napoleon I, cast 

In bronze, standing on a high column made of iron ordnance 

taken In battles and recast, on every recurring day of his 

death get* profusely bewreathed, mostly by the few veterans 

still living. Or, if one of his old followers, living iu the 

provinces, happens to come.to Paris, ho will not fail to buug 

up Ills wreath on the Iron railing round his idol's column iu 

tho Pisco Yondome. Of course, tho cultivation and stile of 

such wreaths has become a distinct trade. Numbers of girls 

are employed to make them, and they are sent, from Paris all 

over France, selling by the dozen, the gross, and the hun¬ 

dreds of gross.” 

Thk New Perfected Tomato.— Having noticed in the 

Farmer of the 2d a valuable onimiiunication from the pen of 

M>. 0. E. I,ester, upon the cultivation of the tomato, refer¬ 

ring to hi* new valuable variety, and having experimented 

with it the past, summer, T herewith give you my experience 

iu the cultivation of this tomato, compared with other kinds. 

i obtained and planted the seeds of Lester’s Perfected 

Tomato In pots, the 20lh of March, and placed them iu the 

grcen liouso, transplanting six plants into the open ground 

the 20th of June, at the same time placiug six plants of the 

large early Red Premium Tomato, at the other extreme eud 

of my garden. I manured, aud served them alike through 

the summer. The Premium Tomatoes were much larger 

than the Perfected, when set out, but the latter soon out 

grew the former, and ripened their fruit 10 days earlier. 

The quality of the fruit wa* superior, an described by Mr. 

Lester. Thin skin, very solid, large, and very prolific in 

heaving, 1 sent a dish of the tomatoes to the Essex <to. Ag. 

Society, and obtained a pleliiitllo for them; tile Committee 

pronounced them superior to any variety on exhibition.— 

JOHN S. Ives, m IV. E. Fanner. 

ever, in order that shading may not anect we quality 
of the fruit, to expose it when full grown to the 
direct action of the mm. To diminished evaporation 
must be attributed the considerable increase of size 
which always takes place to fruit introduced into 
bottles soon after it is set. The mouth of the bottle 
being closed after the portion of the branch with the 
young fruit is introduced, the latter is secluded 
from the dry action of the air, and is constantly sur¬ 
rounded with a moist, warm atmosphere, which 
keeps the epidermis pliable, and stimulates the 
growth of the tissues. 

8. Moistening the fruit with a solution of sulphate 
of iron (copperas). One of Prof. D.’s pupils, by 
moistening an Easter Beurre pear, from the time it 
was fairly set, once i\ fortnight, obtained a fruit so 
large that it could scarcely be recognized. 

9. Ringing the sbuot or branch immediately below 
the flowers. This should be done when the flowers 
are opening; the longer it is delayed after this pe¬ 
riod, the less is the eiftet produced. The incision 
should penetrate to the wood, and the ring of baric 
removed should have a width equal to half the diam¬ 
eter of the shoot. The width, however, should not 
exceed one-fifth of an inch, otherwise the wood will 
not close up. 

10. Inserting on vigoron9 trees fruit buds, with a 
portion of wood attached. A tree which in conse¬ 
quence of excessive vigor has never produced blos¬ 
som buds, may by this means be made to produce 
fruit of large size, from the abundant supply or sap 
which the inserted blossom buds will receive. Hut 
it will be necessary to pinch the shoots of the tree 
in summer, which would otherwise absorb the larger 
portion of sap, to the injury of the fruit. 

Eds. Rukai. New-Yorker:— An inquiry came 
through the Bubal from II. L. Boss, of C. W,, 
respecting his young apple trees, their bursting the 
bark near the ground, and dying. Th is proceeds fr in 
one of two causes,—either early warm weather in tho 
spring, the sap risiug, and sudden changes to freez¬ 
ing} or they are scalded by the hot sun. If scalded, 
it will be all on the south or southwest side, near the 
ground, where the Bun would strike it in the hottest 
part of the day, a ay from 10 to 2 o’clock. If caused 
by the early rising of the sap and sudden change to 
freezing, the bark will be affected all around the tree 
alike, and become loose, more or less, as high as the 
sap first started. It may leaf out, in a measure, but 
will soon wither aud die. Cut open the bark, and it 
will smell like sour cider. The tree is about worth¬ 
less, but a scalded tree is still more worthless, for only 
one side being effected, the occupant seta his wits to 
work to save it, and keeps the sickly thing along until 
it begins to yield somo fruit, possibly before it is ready 
to tumble, down 

and the spring following, about one half of those still 
remaining, and the third year after grafting take out 
all the natural limbs, leaving only the grafts. During 
the time in which the natural limbs remain upon the 
tree, there will be a production of much natural 
fruit, very mach improved by close pruning, and 
without any injury to the grafts, the tree being much 
beuefltted by a portion of the old limbs remaining 

for the time suggested. 
From the first to the tenth of May is the beat sea- 

season for grafting old trees. 1 would refer him tor 
information to the fruit-growing men at Hanford’s 
Landing, Monroe Co., N. Y. Marshall Howe. 

Grainl Rapids, Midi., April 22, 1861. 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker:— I will answer C. W. 
Turner, concerning grafting the whole or half of a 
large apple tree, by telling somo of my experience in 
grafting. Five years ago I saw a piece in the Rural 
recommending grafting large limbs near the body, 
aud the advantages to he derived therefrom. I had 
never done so belovo, but thought the plan a good 
one; so I went at it without reasoning, and recom¬ 
mend it to others. But^ in grafting orchards over, 
and taking notioe of the different ways, I have come 
to the following conclusions. Never graft the whole 
of a tree that has but few long limbs, when by doing 
so it leaves the rest bare to the hot mm; hut when 
there is plenty of small limbs for shade, and to draw 
the sap, 1 would graft enough to form a now top. 
Never cut a limb (while grafting, i without, grafting 
it, if it can be helped, nor cut a limb or sucker for 
one oi- two years after. 1 have killed and seen a 
great many good trees kilLed by cutting the top so as 
to let the atm strike too hot.ou the remaining limbs. 
I have seen large thrifty limbs with^the bark all oil’ 
on top, where the sun hit, and sound on the under 
side, while limbs of the same tree, in the shade, were 
sound, 1 have grafted in every week from tho first 
of March till the bark began to peel in June, with 
about equal success. I use linseed or the new rock 
oil instead oi tallow for the wax, but not quite as 
much oil as tallow. The wax sticks better with the 
oil than the tallow. A. Green. 

Amboy, Ohio, April 18, 1861. 

It leaves a good root full of sprouts, 
but the top and body are gone by the board, and labor 
with it, and the first cost added on is no small item. 

Now, In order that the inquirer may get rid of the 
effect, the cause, whatever it may be, must be removed, 
or the effect will continue the same. Lot him go to 
the same nursery where he got his first trees, and get 
trees just aa near their age and condition ns possi- 
slide, and set them just as he set those he lost, ami 
then stick four stakes around each tree, east, west, 
north, and south, five or six inches from the body, and 
then go to his currant bushes aud cut the longest 
straight brush grown the year previous, and stick 
about two between each stake all around the tree, 
especially on the south side, and keep them trimmed 
up one foot from the bottom and on the inside 
around the hody, to give a free circulation of air and 
not chafe the body. Stay the tops of the trees to 
these stakes, and keep the soil entirely dean from 
grass or weeds around the root within the circle. 
Just, as winter is coming on, take the scrapings of the 
barnyard, or tine rich earth, and fill up around each 
tree as high as the currant brush is trimmed up, or if 
higher all the better. Let it bo thickest on the south 
side, to hold the frost around the roots as long as 
possible, nntil 9pring has fairly set in. It will not 
only keep the sap from too early rising, but the mice 
from girdling it atound the root, and when the cur¬ 
rant bushes leaf out, the body Is protected from being 
scalded by the hot sun. Trees are very seldom 
scalded as high as three feet. The stakes will keep 
off the whillietrees, and currant brush added to them 
is a great barrier against sheep, should they break lu. 

Cultivate trees in this manner four or five years, 
until the rough bark begins to show itself freely at 
the bottom, and then begin to thin out the currant 
brush. Try this plan upon every other row, or every 
other tr^, or one out of five or ten, and then notice 
the difference between those bodies shaded and those 
not shaded. If the inquirer has any doubts as to the 
above course, by the second or third year they will 
all be removed. The body shaded will present a 
dark, rich green, luxurious top, the fruit fair, and 
seldom, if any, sprouts at the bottom, the sap flowing 
all around the body alike into the top. 

As quick as the frost is all out of the ground around 
the roots, spread out the manure outside of the circle. 
In selecting trees to set, get those that will branch 
four feet from the ground. 

Young trees at the present day are grown on soil 
in a high state of cultivation, the bodies more or less 
shaded, the bark thin and tender; and when taken 
from the nurseries before being set, the top is trimmed 
off so the bo !y stands wholly exposed to the sun, and 
should there be a heavy summer crop raised the first 
year where the trees are planted, all the worse. It 
would be up so as to shade the bodies before the 
hottest days come on, and all be at once taken away 
when the thermometer is ranging from 80 to 100 
degrees or over. Thus the first time that the sun 
strikes in full the bodies of the trees, it is in the hot¬ 
test dayB. Hence the disastrous effects. 

Rome, N. Y., 1861. A Subscriber. 

Care of Stoves and Pipes.— When stoves are no 
longer needed, they are quite frequently set aside in 
an out-building, or other out of the way place, with 
no further thought, until again wanted for use. If 
neglected, the rust of the summer may injure them 
more than the whole winter’s wear, particularly the 
parts made of sheet iron. They should be kept as 
free from dampness as possible, and occasionally 
cleaned if rust be observed. It is best to apply a 
coating of linseed oil to the pipes before putting 
them away. It should be done while the pines are 
warm (not hot) and keep a low temperature five or 
six hours. This is said to impart a fine lustre, and 
prevent rusting.— Am. Agriculturist. 

Fruit in Ohio.—A subscriber at Gallipoli*, Ohio, writes:— 

“ Thu* fur our fruit looks very promising, and the indications 

of an abundant crop nf apple*, peaches, Aa., are highly 

flattering. This Ohin river valley I* destined to bo one of the 

greatest, fruit producing sections of the Onion, and your 

New York citizens, who contemplate emigrating, would do 

well to give it their attention Our mild climate, line soil, 

ami long summers, are peculiarly adapted to the grape, 

peach, apple, Ate,, and the low price at which good lands can 

he obtained, ought to be a great inducement. During the 

last winter, we did not have, at any time, over one inch of 

snow, and that only for a few hoars.” 

PRUNING FRUIT TREES. 

Eds. Rural New Yorker:—What ) may have to 
say concerniug fruit and fruit growing, will pertain 
more particularly to Michigan. I shall say nothing 
that has not had the test of practice and personal expe¬ 
rience, as I prefer leaving all fancy and theory to those 
who may have time aud taste for them. But, not¬ 
withstanding, 1 shall speak practically of Michigan 

Horticulture or Pomology. Much that is true of one 
section is true of all, which 1b the case with pruning, 
for instance. A practice is lu vogue, among many 
farmers, of pruning iu March, and in fact I know of 
a nurseryman who has used up 20,000 trees by 
trimming at the wrong season of the year. May and 
June are the months for this business, no matter 
whether your trees be old or young. It is a good 
idea to “gum” all wounds made in removing limbs. 
But on trees large enough to bear, it never should be 
omitted. Common grafting wax that any one can 
readily make, is as good as anything for covering 
such wounds. A good article of grafting wax is 
made by boiling together beeswax, tallow, and rosin, 
in about equal quantities. 

In pruning, some experience is a good thing; but 
good judgment is better, aud essential. Which, 
where, and trow much to cut out is the great thing. 
If pruuiug is done properly on small trees, but little 
will be needed ever after. Some varieties of apples 
and pears need little or no trimming. The Spitzen- 
burgh and Northern Spy are types of the sorts referred 
to. The former needs but little, and the latter must 
have the knife used unsparingly. 

A small tree will seem to be thin in the top, which, 
if left to grow, in years after will be found too full; 
and limbs will then have to be removed, tbuB making 
a large loss, which, had it been taken oil' when small, 
would now have been healed over, and the growth 
taken off’would have been left in the trees and saved. 
In early trimmiug, therefore, reference must be had 
to the appearance the trees will have years hence. 
In pruning, never allow a tree to form a crotch. 
Such trees are liable to split as soon as they begin to 
bear. There are few fruit growers but have lost trees 
in this way. It is an easy thing to avoid, if looked 
to in time, and that time iB when the tree is small, 
and is patting out its first limbs, that are eventually 
to form its head. Whatever is true of apple trees in 
this respects will apply as well to ailjsorts of fruit. 

The height of the top from the ground is also 
determined by early pruniug. You may have it as 
high or low as you please. The general practice 
now,— and it is the true one, — is to form the head 
low. They stand high winds better. The bodies are 
apt to be more healthful, the tree is more easily 
managed, and fruit gathered with less labor than on 

L high tops. J, T. Elliott. 
Grand Rapids, Mich., 1861. 

In some sections evils may result from pruning in 
March or April, hut we have never observed such 

ri results. We prune any time after the severe frosts 
u of winter are past. We do not think the experience 
<3 of fruit growers generally will furnish proof of evils 
V from early spring pruning. The beat composition 

we have ever used for wounds made by pruuiug, is 
’S gum shellac dissolved in alcohol, made about the 
'y thickness of common paint, and put on with a brush. 

Corning Beef. — I find many nice recipes for 
corning beef in the Rural, but no reference is made 
to soaking out the blood. Should the brine be 
changed more than once? If, after changing once, 
it becomes bloody, will boiling cleanse it sufficiently? 
Does boiling and skimming weaken the brine, so that 
it will need more salt and sugar? — A Subscriber, 
Poplar Uidge, i\. K, 1801. 

It Is usual to lay the beef on a table, sprinkle with 
salt, and let drain for two or three days, thus carry¬ 
ing away the blood. Brine need not be changed if 
properly made. Boiling and skimming will remove 
impurities, and strength* ns rather than weakens the 
brine. 

Early Plantino.—We would advise our readers not to be 

in a burry about planting, especially seeds of tender plants, 

flower sued*, 4ml A few hardy things may be sown ns soon as 

tho ground thaw* in tho spring, hut tho 16th of May is as early 

its wo can plant most things with safety in this latitude. A 

few fine, warm days, often tempt the inexperienced amateur 

to commit hi* seeds to the ground in April, aud perhaps iu a 

cold, wet soil; hut these line days are followed by weeks of 

cold and wet, with occasional frosts, and the result is the 

loss of seed, and disappointment. Do every thing well, and 

exercise a little Judgment. 

CULTIVATION OF PEARS 

The Fruit Committee of the Worcester (Mass.) 
Horticultural Society, give the following directions 
for growing fine specimens of pears: 

“1st. Deep, generous tillage — by which is meant 
a trenching and manuring of the soil from one and 
a half to three feet deep. In other countries, where 
labor is cheaper and fruits dearer than they are here, 
this work is often extended to a depth of four feet, 
receiving a profitable return, even from so small a 
fruit-bearing plant as tho strawberry. It is from a 
want of such cultivation that the finest pear trees 
tuken from our nurseries often die, or come to noth¬ 
ing. They have ‘no deepness of earth’—‘no root’— 
and, as a natural consequence, they share the fate of 
the wasted seed of the parable. 

2d. Cultivating or mulching of the surface around 
the trees, for a distance equal, at least, to the drip of 
their branches. But especial care should be taken 
to avoid the slightest bruising of the roots, and the 
mulch must not be so thick and heavy as to smother 
them. 

3d. Uuderdrainage, wherever the subsoil is of a 
retentive nature. But all covered drains, whether of 
tiles or stones, should be not less than throe feet 
deep, nor less than six or eight feet distant from the 
trunks of the trees; for many a fine tree set out 
directly above a shallow underground conduit has 
been poisoned to death by the foul air therein con¬ 
tained. 

4th. Thinning of the fruit, especially of the class 
of trees known as ' great bearers.’ 

Pruning may be performed at any season of the 
year; but the best time is believed to be about the 
longest days of summer, while the worst effects that 
happen arise from using the saw or knife daring the 
full fiow of sap iu the spring. An exception, how¬ 
ever, must be made in cases where it is considered 
necessary to head in a newly planted tree.” 

Boiled Indian Pudding.—Seeing an inquiry in a 
late number of our “Rural” for a recipe to make 
“boiled Indian padding,” I send mine, which 1 think 
very good. Take six cups sour milk; two eggs; one 
teaspoon heuping full salerutus; two tablcspoonfuls 
flour; six cups Indian meal; two tablespoons 
molasses; one-half enp sour cream. Raisins, or 
dried fruit, improve it very ranch. It is good either 
boiled or steamed. If boiled, it requires one cup 
more meal, and one spoon more flour than when 
steamed.—A. L. King, Parma, Mich., 18(51. 

Destroying Tine ApplhTrkic Worms.—As soon a* the neats 

aru large to ha readily seen, which Ia while the worms enough 

are quite small, make a soap hidIs of the consistence of thin 

cream, take u light pole of length adapted to the height oi 

your trees, tie firmly on the small eud a swab, letting it pro¬ 

ject four or five inches over tho end. With this, apply tho 

suds to the nest*, twisting them around tho swab, and 

thoroughly wetting the worm* and the limb where the nest 

is. Rest assured they will soon be “deadly sick” of “soft 

soaping.” Of various method*, I find this the easiest and 

most effective.—A, Knikfk.v, Fast Kendall, A. K, 1861. Cleaning Cellars.— As this is the season when 
people are cleaning their cellars, yards, and sink¬ 
holes, it may not be onto! place to remind them that 
the noxious vapors which arise can be destroyed by 
sprinkling their cellars with copperas water, made by 
dissolving one pound of copperas in a pail of warm 
water, and the sink-ho]e can be rendered innoxious 
by covering with pulverized charcoal.— H. A. C. 

The Great Vincennes Dkak Thick.—Some of our readers 

may have heard of this tree. The following statement of 

one of its crops I» furnished hy a correspondent of the Ohio 

Farmer:—*‘I think 1 have wrltteu you at some time in refer¬ 

ence to the large pear tree in this county, planted wh«ro it 

now stand* in 1804. Iu 1837 it bore one hundred aud forty 

bushels of fruit, and wait seventy-five feet across the top, 

sixty-live feet high, and ten and a half feet girth at the 

smallest place below the limbs; but two years ago it suffered 

severely from a tornado, losing two of its principal branches, 

and ix now fast going to decay.” 

Death of a flORTtOt lturist.—I). P. Cahoon, of Kenosha, 

Wis., died od the 22d nit., at hi* residence in that city. He 

wa* the grower of the Pie Plant called Gaboon’s Mammoth, 

which obtained a good deal of notoriety for its great size. 

To destroy Ants.— Hot water, say about 100”, in which 

liower of sulphur is steeped and poured over, will cause a 

Bpeedy departure, with no disposition, on their part, to return. 

—Gardeners’ Monthly. 

Ham Pie, A good substitute for a Chicken Pie.— 
Make a crust tho same as for soda biscuit, line your 
dish, then put in a layer of potatoes sliced thin, 
pepper, salt, and a little butter, then a layer of lean 
ham, then add pepper and salt and a good deal of 
water, and you will have an excellent pie.—A. G. W., 
Lansingville, 18(51. 

Coloring White Kid Gloves.—Will some one 
please to inform me, through the Rural, how to 
color white kid gloves so they will look well, and 
oblige,—M., Elklwrn, ILL-., 1861. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — Inquiry has been 
made by C. W. Turner of Dighton, with reference 
to the grafting of old trees. Having had long, and, 
I think, successful experience, in the cultivation and 
grafting of large bearing apple trees, I will give my 
mode of grafting. 

In regard to the proportion of limbs which should 
be ingrafted, much will depend upon the way in 
which the trees have been pruned. If they have 
been suitably pruned before grafting, I should ingraft 
about one half of the number of bearing limbs, leav¬ 
ing the remainder for one year, which will preserve 
the vitality of the tree better than if all be removed. 
Iu grafting, care should be taken to select such limbs 
as will, when grafted, form a top of sufficient expan¬ 
sion for the body of the tree. 

Hop Yeast,— Is there any known method of mak¬ 
ing hop yeast minus the “ cup of good yeast ” of the 
recipe makers. “ More light” in the woods is wanted. 
— A. G. It., Marquette, Mich., 1861. 

House Plants.— What causes house plants to become 
lousy, and what is the be*t method to yet rid of them, if 
any? The rose is more filthy with this Inwet than other one 
of the plautH. Now, if you. or your contributors, know any 
way to get rid of this evil, please make it known through the 
Rural.—T. E, M., Mt. Vernon, Ohio, 1861. 

It Is probably the Aphis, or Green Fly, that troubles vour 

plants. Place them on a stand of some kind, and cover them 

with a cloth supported by hoops above the plants. Then 

burn Nome tobacco uuder them, producing a good smoke, 

which will be confined by the cloth. Keep up the smoke 

ten minutes, after which wash off the plants. It may be 

necessary to repeat this process occasionally If the insect 

is a little red spider, it may generally be got rid of by wash¬ 

ing the plant*. If this fail*, burn a little sulphur under 

them. This mu*t be carefully done, as it sometimes injures 

the plants. 

Flowering of the Century Plant.— It seems that a 

Century Plant i* to flower in the city of New York the 

present summer. The following notice of the fact wc cut 

from the BtiJfaJo Commercial Adx'niiscr:—“ David Bldweil, of 

New Orleans, is the fortunate possessor of a Century Plant, 

or American Aloe, which is expected to bloom in July or 

August next. Its blossoming spire ha* already attained an 

altitude of twenty feet, and it progresses in height from 

three lu six inches a day. It is expected that the blossom 

will be larger than was ever yet »eon. The plant left New 

Orleans for New York on the 2fith of April, and will be 

exhibited In that city. We glean these facts from a circular 

kindly placed before US by our fellow-townsman, Vincent 

Bidwell, Esq. 

Papering Hard-Finished Walls.—Will some of 
the Rural readers please iuforin me the L-st method 
of making paper stick to a hard-finished wall, and 
oblige—A Subscriber. 

Chicken Salad. Will some of the readers of the 
Rural please send a recipe for making chicken salad 
and oblige—A Subscriber, Webster, N. Y., 1861. 

Rusk. — Will some of the numerous Rural readers 
please inform me bow to make good rusk?—Lide, 
Mattituck, L. /., 1861. 
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THE LAND OF CHILDHOOD. 

BT MBS. A. J BORTOV. 

I.v the night-watches, when the stars are blazing 

On the dim earth, with shadows peopled o’er, 

Mine eyes, thought-laden, mournfully arc gazing 

Bsek to a distant country—Childhood’s shore. 

NVIiat though a vista full of gloom Is sweeping 

Between that Land and this I dwell in dow, 

Whose land marks faithful memory still is keeping, 

Strewn with wrecked hope* and many a broken vow, 

There smiles a land resplendent a* tbo morning, 

With flashing streams, and bine and cloudless skies, 

Oreen fields, fair (lowers, this beauteous land adorning 

All bright as seen alone with childhood’s eyes. 

I see the aspen's silver leaflet* quiver 

In the bright sunshine—trembling, shimmering, flashing,— 

I hear tho ceaseless murmur of the river, 

And far away the cataract'a measured dashing. 

Again the breeze my hair 1* gently lifting, 

While listening, breathless, to some wild bird’s song,— 

Or it is Autumn, and, liku goms, are drifting 

The many colored leaves my path along. 

I walk the path Ihat leads along the mountain, 

Br.v stick* and leaven are crackling ueath my feet, 

And oft I’ve watched beside yon sparkling fountain 

To see the fairies start from flower-bell sweet; 

Or searched amid the rocks, ao darkly looming. 

For spring'* first violets sheltered at their base; 

And when I’d gathered them, bo freshtand blooming, 

Dropp’d them in haste, the squirrel tleet to chase. 

Lifting itH bare arms pleadingly to Heaven, 

A* though it prayed to be laid in the dust, 

I see the lofty oak, by lightning riven— 

Ao embletn of a strong heart scathed and crushed. 

0, chido me not that, spell bound, oft I wander 

Where wo cau dwell hut once—Childhood's fair shore. 

I know* tin vaiu. ’ti.i idle thus to ponder 

Over the days that can return no more; 

But yet some jewels hnvo those day* bequeathed me, 

Wherewith to deck the present. »nd, and chill, 

And fadeless are the hue* that then enwreathed me 

In memory’s sacred casket treasured still. 

And the “ Home Spirit” ever round mo lingers, 

And ever sings a sweet and plaintive song, 

And ever points with her unmoviug fingers 

To that fair land where once I gaily roamed. 

So in the night time, dreaming, or in vision, 

While night’s lone voices still J Beem to hear, 

I’m fur away, in childhood’s laud elysian, 

it ith childhood’s voices ringing in mine ear. 

Dundee, N. Y., 18(51. 

fWritten for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

WOMAN’S RIGHTS AND AUNT BETSY. 

“ Peking a communication from “0.” to AuDt 
Betsey, and feeling somewhat interested in the old 
lady,—of whom, by the way, I have some slight 
knowledge,—excuse the liberty I have taken of say¬ 
ing a few words on the subject, which shall be done 
with due deference fur Iter gray hairs. 

Our aunt, being country born and bred, has a 
heart,—a real, loving heart, that feels for others, 
woes. She is ever ready to assist the needy or 
relieve the distressed, and as she is naturally of a 
very cheerful disposition, 1 think something must 
have happened, which “riled” her mure than com¬ 

mon, when she spoke of woman’s rights. Often does 
she gather us about her, and many are the words of 
love and wisdom which fall from her lips as she 
relates her experience* in order that we may profit 
thereby. She iB called a kind, charitable person, 
and I beg you, "0.,” not to judge her by that con¬ 
versation. / cannot agree with her, for to me life 
appears like the April day, ull clouds arid sunshine, 
and that. “Woman’s Rights ” are to guard woman’s 
home from the storms that oft will cloud the domestic 
sky, and so to arrange her culinary affairs that the 
“butter and honey” of forbearance and love, in 
place of being all used at once, shall be spread so 
evenly on the bread of every day life. In such a 
home, the husband, instead of treading her “rights 
under his foot,” will feel that his right to cherish and 
protect her is the dearest one on earth. As for the 
wood and water, no true man will let his wife bring 
them while lie sits idlo, and when he asks you for the 
shirt, is it not because he knows your dislike to 
tumbled drawers: and does not his smile amply repay 
you for the trouble. Yes, indeed, and there's another 
of your rights, to win that smile, from your liege 
lord, by kindly deeds and pleasant words, and a true 
woman will value it more than all the rights of 
suffrage which can he granted her. 

I do not wish to be understood as saying that there 1 
are no abused women, for alas, there are many such; i 
but I cannot think “the best of men” will so far 1 
forget their manhood as our aunt declares,—if so, 1 

oh shades of HORACE, deliver me from such a fate, i 
Better for us, Cousin 0., to live the unloved, unlov- ( 
ing old maid's life, than the loving but unloved one ® 
of a husband's slave. Jennie. ( 

Dewittville, N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore'* Rural New-Yorker.] 

SPRING. 

BT BLI.EN’ C. L. KIM BEL 

Like is in the world again! 

Winter, white and cold 

As the shrouds o'er dead hearts lain 

In a Bilentfold. 

Drops at last the scepter held 

Through such dreary dnys,— 

Straightway all the world is fill’d 

With the Spring'* sweet ways! 

Buds on barren houghs burst forth, 

Touched by Southern breeze, 

Bird* are wild with Binging mirth, 

Snow to Northward flees. 

All Life’s pulse* stronger grow 

In the freshened air. 

Bright the flowers and hopes that blow. 

Beauty’s everywhere. 

Every beat of quickened blood 

In the slnggish vein, 

Aip-ward sends the cheerful word. 

A/earf-ward, joy's refrain; 

Life, the God renewed and strong, 

Through earth's arteries moves, 

Winter, dreary, cold and long, 

Chills not Nature’s love. 

Charlotte Center, N. Y., 1861. 

-» ■ » . »_ 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

PENCLLINGS —No. II. 

Originality.—There would be more originality if 
everybody were perfectly free to follow their natural 
inclinations, and were also endowed with energy to 
carry out their designs. Btrictly speaking, all men 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

CHEAP ARTICLES. 

“IT'S a cheap silk, m’am, only two dollars a yard,—vou 

won't find another in the city to equal it; it's first in styje. 

beautiful colors, liav'nt had anything finer this season, can’t 
get a cheaper.’’ 

All very true; still, my dear madam, you don’t 
want it; consider, thirty dollars for the dress, a few 
more for the trimming and making, then you must 
have collar and undersleeves to match, your gloves 
look faded, your cloak 5b rusty, your bonnet is 
scarcely genteel,—why not have a complete outfit 
while you are about, it? When alj this is finished, the 
appearance of your parlors scarcely corresponds with 
your own; they need refitting, a new carpet is indis¬ 
pensable, the curtains are worn and certainly no 
longer ornamental, and as they never were useful, 
must give place to better,—a what-not here, and a 
tete-a-tete in this corner, would add greatly to the 
looks of things. When all this iB done to your 
liking, it is high time to invite a party, to admire the 
rooms if for nothing more; and so it goes on until, 
when at length you look about to see how much you 
have gained, yon find your daughters vain, fashion¬ 
able young ladies, with neither sensible heads nor 
sound hearts, and yonr sons dissipated, foppish 
young men, who think It. good manners to treat their 
parents with cool impertinence. 

TRUST. 

Savior, happy would I be 

If I could but trust in Thee— 

Trust Thy wisdom mo to guide, 

Trust Thy goodness to provide, 

Trust the saving love and power, 

Trust Thee every day and hour. 

Trust Thee as the only light 

In the darkest hour of night; 

Trust in sickness, trust in health, 

Trust in poverty and wealth; 

Trust in joy and trust in grief, 

Trust Thy promise for relief; 

Trust Thy blood to cleanse my soul; 

Trust Thy grace to make me whole; 

Trust Thee living, dying too— 

Trust Thee all my journey through; 

Trust Thee till my feet shall be 

Planted on the crystal «ea. 

--*-« ♦ ■ >-*_ 

[Written for Moore s Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE LOVED AND LOST. 

“It s a cheap stand, sir, cheapest in the city, can’t find 

another like it for double the money, good situation, good 

custom, frequented by ail the fast men in town, has a good 

name, too, as things go.—better take up with the offer, sir.” 

All trne, too true; but. my dear sir, if you could 
buy that Bland for nothing it would be too dear for 
you. You have a respectable name now, don’t 
disgrace it by making drunkards, for wine does that 
as surely as rum. You are honored, nay, loved by 
your neighbors now. Who honors or loves the man . . . . . ; *■>'». " uu uumije vr loves me man 

would be original, at least in their mode of action, if that deals out headaches, heartaches, sin and misery 
iiDfronininlnit .1 .........._u.. . I . * J 

HOW WOMEN BECOME INSANE. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yopker.] 

AUNT BETSEY IN TROUBLE. 

“Bless the poor cretur’s heart!” said Aunt 
Betsey, taking off her spectacles and laying down the 

f last IttiRAi.. “if I’d ever thought that what I said was 
going to go right to anybody's heart so, J never would 
have said it in the world! Now, who knows, girls, 
but what she’ll feel so convicted about it that she’ll 
give the fellow she was going to have, the mitten. 
Then, if she telLs him how it was what I said that 
made her, like enough he’ll sue me for breach of 
promise. 1 never felt, so worked up in my life, for 
goodness knows I've lived to be as old as I urn without 
so much as trying to make a match or break one, ’cause 
I always thought that when folks put their own fingers 
in the fire, it don’t seem to hurt so bad ns when other 
folks do it for them.” 

“ I don’t believe sho ever read her Bible much, 
anyhow,” she continued, after taking up the paper 
again, “ or she would have known that I was talking 
a kind of parable about the precipice. As the 
minister says, I didn’t litteraUy mean that folks jump 
off a precipice when they get married, hut Jigger- 

atively they know just about as much about the land 
they’re going into, as a man would know about where 
he’d light il he jumped off a precipice with his eyes 
blinded. I don’t s’pose I ought to have told anything 
about it, for everybody finds out soon enough what 
the peculiarities are. I meant a man that she never 
had seen in his own home with his brothers and sis¬ 
ters, and she thought I meant that after she got mar¬ 
ried she ‘never would see him at homo.’ I guess my 
grammar was crooked there, and 1 don’t think 
there’ll be the least doubt about her seeing him at 
home at least three times a day, (that is, if she gets 
good victuals to eat.) Men always bring in a pall of 
water, or an armful of wood, when they feel like it, 
or when some one else hasn’t got it first. Anybody 
might reasonably calculate that they get about a 
tenth of the quantity of such articles as would be 
necessary to use in a common family.” 

“The child didn’t seem to see that I was talking 
about the first of housekeeping when 1 spoke about 
the shirts and needles. Of course, she will have ft 

place for shirts, and keep them there after she gets 
settled, and he’ll know where to look for them then, < 
but that will not prevent tilings being topsy-turvy in t 
all directions for the first day or two, as she'll find to i 

her satisfaction, if there’s but one pair of hands to i 
regulate them, and unless he is brighter than the 1 
majority of men, he’ll have precious little idea how t 

he can go to work to help about it. About the butter I 
and honey, I expect every body tries hard enough to e 
have it spread evon, hut human natnr’ is per- c 
verse and unreasonable, and full of all sorts of d 
little meddlesome spirits that keep licking it off, so c 
it’s my opinion that there’s precious few folks gets a 
along without tasting the bread pretty strong once L 
in a while. It’s the best way to swallow it down, v 
though, and now, on the whole, don’t you think, ti 
girls, and don’t you s’pose Miss ‘ 0 ' will think, if you r 
tell her so, that all them things I told you about tl 
havin’ to hear if you get married aint evils after all.” - 

“ It’s just as uatral fo< a man that, is a man, to stave 
ahead and try to do somethin’ in the world, as it is 
for him to eat; and if he was always stoppin’ to pick r< 
up chips to boil his diuitor with, there wouldu’the ti 
much dinner to boil. If she’s really soared about ii 
having to bring in her own wood though, I can tell ti 
her that men do bring in an arntful when they can b 
stop to, and sometimes, when it’s necessary, they hire ai 
somebody else to do it.” I,, 

“ I’ve done all 1 can to comfort her, anyhow,” she tt 
concluded, laying down the paper again, and looking hi 
reflectively at the (ire. “ If she’ll look at all them ei 
evils in the right way, with the sperritof submission, at 
and the eyes of love, she'll he saved from the worst si 
‘ woman’s fate’ that I know anything about,—that of pc 
thinkin' she’s abused, ’cause her husband don’t he 
always 6ce where her shoes pinch. I’d like to know nc 
who she is, anyhow. You just say somethin’about ev 
my not being worth auy property, and all I have got of 
being willed away, so if there’s any trouble ’tween ot 
her and him, she can’t think of getting any damages 
out of me. Alice, where’s tuy knitting? how T have 
been hendered to be sure! and come to think of it, I cl 
don’t believe what I said will make an atom of differ- hi 
enee. I’ll bet she’ll be married long enough 'fore at 
sites suved by my ‘admonitions,' cause letters go cc 
slow sometimes, anil I guess she was most ready.” wi 

Charlotto Center, N. Y., 1861. E. C, L. K. wi 

I remark that over three thousand cases of 
'1 insanity have now come under my direct care and 

observation. Tn a large proportion of those cases 
,t whose history I could obtain, I have found that the 
e remote and predisposing causes of insanity could be 

plainly traced to the malign influences of childhood, 

d These influences I cannot at this time enumerate or 
( consider, hut their knowledge justifies the assertion 
U that when the duty of making home icise and happy shall 

k he /otter realized, we shall have in our land less of 
t vice and crime, and much less of insanity. The 
f neglect of physical training, and the imperfect 
r physical development which follows, consequent 
t to this neglect, are strikingly evident in many 
j of our female patients. The various causes which 
l are reported to me, as the source of disease, and 
r which are classified in the tables under the head 

of “ill health,” “intense mental and bodily effort,” 
“grief,” “domestic unhappiness,” etc., may very 

1 frequently be traced, in their primary influences, to 
the one cause of a want of physical stamina. I chn- 

! not refrain from referring here to remarks which I 
made in the twenty-fourth annual report (for 1K48.) 
I there stated that of the one hundred and eighty- 
seven female patients admitted during the past three 
years, thirty-four per cent, were the wives of farmers 

and mechanics,— quite an undue proportion of the 
comparative number of these classes in the com¬ 
munity. The consideration of the causes which led 
to this most natural result, showed that between 
nursing, the accumulation of household duties and 
drudgery, and the miserable short-sighted economy 

which often led the husband to refrain from supplying 

the necessary domestic assistance, the poor heart-broken 
and discouraged wife had lost in turn her appetite, 
her rest, and her strength, her nervous system had 
become prostrated, aud, sinking under her burdens, 
she had sought refuge in the Retreat. One of our 
worthy female patients remarked one day to a lady, 
“Only think of it! Dr. Butler is keeping me here, 
ami 1 have six children aud fourteen cows to take > 

earo of at home.” “Twenty excellent reasons for 1 
your remaining here till you are cured,” was tho * 
timely answer. They were the twenty reasons which ! 
had made her insane. < 

I venture to say that not one girl in ten, now-a- 
days, enjoys really sound, rugged health; and surely ! 
that is a very unwelcome statement about those who ' 
are expected to be helpmates to husbands and ' 
mothers of children. * * Parents and teachers 1 
both should inculcate upon children of both sexes 1 
the importance of health-bringing active exercise. 1 
Boys need but little urgency, but girls should be J 
compelled to take it. It is possible for them to be- 
come of strong, vigorous health, with excellent J 
digestion aud no nervousness. An English girl, ao- 1 

custouted to all weathers and thick shoes, considers 
a half-dozen inileB as a mere trifle of a walk, and she 1 
takes it day by day, The majority of American girls, * 
with their thin shoes, would shrink from such an at- c 
tempt, aud regard it as nearly an impossibility. The 
reason of this Is, that bodily exercise is the rule for 
the girls in England, and for ours it is the exception. ^ 
—llepurt of the Insane Asylum at Hartford. 

untrammeled by custom and surrounding eircurn- 
e stances. People grow up molded by circumstances, 
; and their course is more or less plainly marked out 
r by precept and example. It is smoother walking in 

a beaten road than across an untraeked field. TIiub 
, a great many people fail to bring out their peculiar 
. characteristics by doing us their fathers have done, 

t and acting as they are expected to act. But there are 
others whose characters stand out in bolder outline, 
—men who love their own thoughts and plans bettor 
than any which others may originate. The claims 
of custom have little control over them, and their 
feet are ever turning aside into unexpected paths. If 

C such men succeed at all, it is by following lines of 
I their own tracing; they are sure to fail if they under- 
i take to follow another's leading. The reason is plain, 
i H any one would he successful, he must have faith in 

his principles of action. An original person thinks 
hi-- own plans the best, and he cannot pursue with 
patience or confidence one marked out by another. 
There are soxno who possess enough originality to 
make them eccentric, yet are without energy to ac¬ 
complish their designs. You could teach a comet to 
follow in a planet’s orbit, as easily as you could make 
them adopt the rules of conduct prescribed by anoth¬ 
er. One writer calls genius “a strongly marked 
individuality.” This woubt be a good definition of 
originality. A person may he original without hav¬ 
ing those high capacities which we call genius, A 
man’s conduct may bear the impress of his own 
peculiar character, and yet he may not be possessed 
of any superior powers of jfli^d. He picks his way 
through life without paying any attention to tho 
guide-boards of public opinion, running athwart tho 
straight lines of propriety and precision. His inde¬ 
pendence and oddity attract attention, and if they are 
prompted by nature, not by affectation, they claim 
respect. But while a person may he eccentric with¬ 
out a high order of genius, yet, in general, a really 
original person leaves hie impress upon the world. 
He docs not allow his individual peculiarities to run 
wild, but guides them by reason. Thus he is in a 
position of advantage; he JajB his plans and carries i 
them out without stopping to inquire whether they i 
interfere with custom, or conflict with opinion. j i 

Position. —Tile value of a figure depends upon its 1 
position, or place from units. —Adam's Arithmetic. 1 

Yes, position is a great deal, and not figures alone ’ 
are affected by it. There is Mrs. John Smith, who 1 
possesses great influence and ascendancy over the t 
minds of her neighbors, yet she has neither beauty i 
nor talent,—cannot sing sweetly, nor talk interest- t 
ingly, lint she has position, 1 f by any means you can t 
get within tho region of her favor, immediately you t 
will he recognized by those whose vision was not i 
sufficiently clear to pierce through the veil of oh- t 

by the glass? You have a wife who is striving daily 
to lead you into the better way,—don’t break her 

• heart by telling her, as nothing else so surely can, 
that you will never walk there. You have children, 
— have mercy, and for their sake, save other children 
from the sight of a besotted parent. 

“ It's cheap land, sir, and good too, ’Twill be a bargain 

for the man who take* it. and in my opinion yon’re the 

one who ought to have it; it just joins your farm, and will 

make the line run out square to the east road. There is 

not a better ‘eighty acres’ in the county, and if I were 
you I'd buy it.” 

Don’t do it; you have all that you can work well 
now, aye, you could profitably put more labor on 
that than you now do. Why then should you buy? 
What will you gain? I’ll tell you. You, of course, 
with eighty extra acres need more help, but you 
never think that your wife needs the same. Bhc, 
“poor woman,” does not complain, for she knows 
that yottr expenses are far greater now than before, 
and so tries to lessen her own. The children are sent 
to school eurly because their mother cannot spare 
the time to train them as she should. They are sent 
to the teacher, and the teacher, alas! for tho scholars, 
she is one of the cheap articles, too. Time pusses on. 
Your children grow up, not strong, for they were 
overworked when their limbs were tender,—(not 
through cruelty, but, as yon thought, through neces¬ 
sity,)— not educated, for since they were old enough 
you never gave them a chance to study,—not affec¬ 
tionate, as you were too busy at work ever to think 
of loving them. What wonder is it that such chil¬ 
dren never learn to love each other? In your old 
age, when you look over those broad acres, waving 
with grain, and grass, and beautiful in the sunlight, 
may the sight bring joy to your heart, for truly they 1 
were dearly bought. St'E Carroix, 

Lima, N. Y„ 1861. i 

GUARD AGAINST VULGAR LANGUAGE, i 

r What tender memories fill the hearts of bereaved 
ones after time has taken away the first sting of grief. 
With what reverent tenderness we recal the virtues 

6 of the departed, and under this frequent and loving 
4 review of their characters our own hearts are nn- 
4 consciously purified. 

And who has not the sacred memory of some lost 
1 friend hidden away from the common view, to which 
r they turn with subdued pleasure. It may be that of 
t a loved father, who ever shared our childish joys and 
t sorrows, and whose stern integrity ha? made an in¬ 

delible impression on ottr minds. Or of a gentle 
i mother, who was ever fnll of tender care for her 
’ family, yet ever cheerful, but whose worth we never 

knew until she left us. It may be of a noble brother, 
• who died in the first flush of youth. Or, saddest of 

all, it may he the ever present grief of parents who 
mourn the loss of a promising child, the recollection 
of whose winning loveliness is ever a precious posses¬ 
sion to their mourning hearts. 

When death strikes near us, and bears away from 
our sight forever the child of some dear friend, how 
the sympathy we can but feel for the bereaved ones, 
breaks up the current of our selfish and worldly ex¬ 
istence. As we see the stricken mother going about 
her now desolate home, collecting the toys which be¬ 
longed to the dear one, and ever turning in plaintive 
sadness towards a little mound in the gravo yard, our 
hearts ache at our inability to offer consolation; but 
we can earnestly pray that the Savior's promise may 
be confirmed to her, “Blessed are they that mourn, 
for they shall be comforted.” n. c. it. 

Geneva, Wi*., 1861. 

Weak Brethren.—1. There are some brethren so 
physically weak, that they cannot raise their hand 
as high up as their pockets, and some not quite so 
weak but that they eonld do that, who are not able to 
lift it Out again. 2. There are some brethren so 
weak from the labors of business, that they have not 
strength to walk to church on the Sabbath, and some 
not quite so weak, who can get there only once that 
day. 3. There arc some so weak after the toils of 
the day, that they are not able to walk to prayer 
meeting; and then, again, others who can get there, 
are too weak to speak or pray. i. There are 
some brethren so weak as to be unable to rise early 
enough to have family worship before business 
hours; then there are others, who do' rise early, but 
are too weak to reach down tho old family Bible. 6. 
There are some brethren so weak in talents that they 
are not able to teach a class in Sabbath School, but 
who are not quite so weak when a political meeting 
is on hand.—Anon. 

There is as much connection between the words 
and the thoughts as there is between the thoughts 
and the actions. The latter are not only the expres¬ 
sion of the former, but they have a power to react 
upon the soul, and leave the stain of their corruption 
there. A young man who allows himself to use one 
vulgar or profane word, has not only shown that 
there is a foul spot upon his mind, but by the utter¬ 
ance of that word he extend^ that spot and 
inflames it, till, by indulgence, it will pollute and 
ruin the wliolo soul. Be careful of your words as 
well as your thoughts. If you can control the tongue 
that no improper words are pronounced by it, you 
will soon be able, also, to control the mind, and save 
that from corruption. You extinguish the fire by • r . .nvr* VU- UVUI vuii u|ibit7U» I UII tUc HrC UV 

scurity. The advance step has brought you within smothering it, or by preventing bad thoughts burst- 
their view. ing out jn ianguage. Never otter a word anywhere 

II you happen to belong to the poor unit column, which you would be ashamed to speak in the 
get yourself advanced into the tens, and if possible, presence of the most refined female, or the most 
into the “ upper tens.” 'i our unit value may be only religious man. Try this practice a little wljjfle, and 
naught, but if you understand the magic influence of you will soon have command of yourself, 
position, you will, at all hazard, attach yourself to_» - ^ , » _ 
the lofty ones above you. After your elevation, be 
careful how yon have intercourse with those units. 
Remember, at every upward step you are ten times as 
great us before, and recollect, also, that cyphers are 
just as valuable as substantial figures, if they are only 

in the right position. 

Our Circles.—.lust now I saw a hawk flying in 
long circular sweeps the sky. The bird is like me— 

Like Without and Within.—Seldom do we meet 
sensitiveness of conscience or discriminating reflec¬ 
tion as indigenous growth of a very vigorous physi¬ 
cal devclopemont. Your true, healthy boy has the 
breezy, hearty virtues of a New Fonndlftnd dog—the 
wild fullness of life of the young race colt. Senti¬ 
ment, sensibility, delicate perceptions, spiritual 
aspirations, are plants of later growth. But there are 

The Love op Beauty.—The love of beauty and 
refinement belongs to every true woman. She ought 
to desire, iu moderation, pretty dresses, and delight 
in beautiful colors and graceful fabrics; she ought to 
take a certain, not too excessive pride, in herself, and 
be solicitous to have all belonging to her well chosen 
and in good taste; to cure for the perfect ordering of 
her house, the harmony and fitness ol her furniture, 
the cleanliness of her surroundings, the good style of 
her arrangements; she ought not to like singularity, 
either of habit or appearances, or he able to stand out 
against a fashion when fashion has become custom; 
she ought to make herself conspicuous only by the 
perfection of her taste, by the grace and harmony of 
her dress, the unobtrusive good breeding of her man¬ 
ners; she ought to set the seal of a gentlewoman on 
every square inch of her life, and shed the radiance 
of her own beauty and refinement on every material 
object about her. 

like all. Every day we go through a circle of labor, —both of men and women—beings born into this 
of ambitious hopes aud fears. Often our days are world in whom from childhood the spiritual and the 

“ So like each other reflective predominate over the physical. In relation 
They cannot he remembered,” t0 otl)cr human beings, they seem to be organized 

much as birds are in relation to other animals. They 
i et they are not alike-each one bears us a little are the artists, the poets, the unconscious seers, to 
urt er onward. 1 watched the bird ’till almost out whom the purer truths of spiritual instruction are 

of sight, still it kept wheeling arwund, and all the open. Surveying man merely as an animal, these 
t.imA HflCfiintr I’lln*t uurnw Cz\ m -I* *>.UL ^„ 1 . ... _ 

Wnat a wondrous sensation it is to feel that a 
chance expression we have used, a few stray words, • 
have been stored up as precious memories. Is there 
any flattery like it? What an ecstacy to feel that we 
could impart value to the veriest commonplace, and 
without an effort, without even a will, sit enthroned 
within some other heart. 

time passing further away. So is it with mortals, 
until they reach the great circle of eternity, that they 
may never complete. m. o. 

-+ ■ » i ♦ —- 

The Death op Inpants.—Those who never lost a 
child are unable to understand how great a void one 
little one can make. There is, we think, nothing 
on earth that ean cast so long, wide and black a 
shadow, as a small coffin. It is emphatically the 
shadow of death that freezes the parent's heart. 
Small as is an infant’s tomb, it sometimes is capac¬ 
ious enough to hold all the brightest hopes and the 
dearest joys of a whole family citcle. The little 
child is often the bright focus where all the rays 
of gladness center, and from which they are reflected 
again over happy hearts; and when this central light 
is eclipsed, great darkness falls upon all. IIow many 
there must be in heaven, — gathered up from all 
climes, even from heathen shores,—who have died so 
yonng-as to retain no memory of earth, and to whom 
that world of glory seems as their native land. 

The “golden everlasting chain,” described by 
Homer as reaching from heaven to earth, and em- 

aensitively organized beings, with their feebler 
physical powers, are imperfect specimens of life. 
Looking from the spiritual side, they seem to have a 
noble strength —a divine force. The types of this 
latter class are more commonly among women than 
among men.—Mrs. Stowe. 

-+ » ♦ ■ 4- 
Avoid Deception. — Persons who practice deceit 

and artifice always deceive themselves more than 
they deceive others. They may feel great com¬ 
placency in view of the success of their doings; but 
they are in reality casting a mist before their own 
eyes. Such persons not only make a false estimate 
of their own character, but they estimate falsely the 
opinions aud conduct of others. No person is 
obliged to tell all he thinks; hut both duty aud self- 
interest forbid hint ever to make false pretences. 

The New Creation. — Every spring God works 
countless wonders. (We do not call them miracles, 
because we see them every spring,) Out of a little 
hud, hi brings a branch with leaves, and flowers, and 
fruits. Prom a tiny seed he evolves a whole plant, 
with its system of roots and branches. And more 
wonderful still, we see springing into life a new ~-----n WM HGUUUUUJ aiUL wc JUMJ 4111* ii llt’W 

bracing the whole moral world, was no fable. That generation of insects and creeping things, and birds 
chain is love. and beasts. “ In wisdom hast thou made them all.” 

3 
, Every-D^y Religion.—There is not much solidity 
. in a religion that will not stand the test of every-day 
t experience. “ There arc a good many pious people,” 
, says Douglas Jerrold, “who are as careful of their 
s religion as of their best service of China, only using 
t it on holiday occasions, for fear it should get chipped 
. or flawed in working-day wear.” That species of 

religion may do for a show, but there’s little sub- 
stunce in it. It is not the kind to last. It is too fine 

. for use. It is too much of the gilt gingerbread sort 
for the more general service of mankind. It can do 
little good in the eyes of one who judges us not by 
the exterior, but by the interior evidence of excell¬ 
ence. Religion, to he serviceable, must not only be 
substantial, but active. It must not be drowsy. It 
must be wide awake, vigilant and Bturdy. 

Turn* Their Faces Heavenward,—Among the 
old Romans there prevailed the touching custom of 
holding the faco of every new-born infant towards 
the heavens, signifying, by thus presenting its fore¬ 
head to the stars, that it was to look above the world 
into celestial glories. It was a vague superstition, 
but Christianity dispels the fable, and gives us a clear 
realization of that pagan yearning, in the deep 
solicitude which all its disciples cherish for the 
spiritual welfare of the youug. The great design of 
the Sunday School organization is to turn the faces 
of tho little children towards heaven, and prepare 
their spirits for immortal glory.—Rev. A. S. Patton. 

No Dull Hours.—“ I never spend one dull hour,” 
said Clementine, the daughter of the celebrated 
Baron Cuvier. These words were uttered when she 
was in declining health, when it was necessary to 
leave her a great part of the time alone. What was 
the secret by which, under those depressing circum¬ 
stances, she was enabled to escape those dull hours, 
which so many of us experience? She had the 
presence of Jesus! Who can have dull hours, when 
they are blessed with the society of their best 
beloved friend? She had a habitual sense of the 
presence of Christ. 

Pray’Er is ever profitable; at night it is our cov¬ 
ering; in the morning it is our armor. Prayer 
should be the key of the day, and the lock of the 
night. He is listed in God’s service aud protection, 
who makes it his first work to be enrolled by prayer 
under the standard of the Almighty. He carries an 
assistant angel with him for his help, who begs bis 
benediction from above; and without it he is lame 
aud unarmed.—Feltham. 

— ■ ♦ ■ -m ♦—♦ 

He who rears up one child in Christian virtues, or 
recovers one fallen creature to God, builds a temple 
more precious than Solomon’s or St. Peter’s — more 
enduring than earth or sky.— Channing. 

-♦--- 

The triumphs of truth are the most glorious, 
chiefly because they are the most bloodless of all vic¬ 
tories, deriving their highest luster from the number 
of the saved, not of the slain. 



[From Mason’s Normal Singer, by permission and landed her reinforcements. On returning to Key 
West, the steamers Mohawk and Crusader were 
coaling at Government wharf, and Mr. Tifft, a seces¬ 
sion coal dealer, refused to sell any to the Atlantic. 
She steamed to Havana, where she coaled, and sailed 
for New York on the ‘27th. 

Tho Now Orleans Picayune of April 17th says:— 
“Wo learn by a gentleman from Warrington that the 
report that Gen. Bragg was constructing works on 
Santa Rosa Island, near Fort Pickens, was erroneous. 
On the contrary, the United States troops were busily 

engaged in doing so, and, at the time our informant 

left, had extended the works to a point nearly opposite 

Warrington.” The last paragraph discloses the ar¬ 
rival of the Atlantic, with Capt. Meiggs, his sappers 
and miners, carpenters, and light battery. 

The Mobile Advertiser of the 23d ult. says “it is 
going to be the very mischief to run the Linconites 
off Santa Rosa Island if they don’t want to go. Wo 
may and will make Fort Pickens hot for them, but 
they have plenty of men and can get as many more 
as Lincoln can send them; when Pickens is rendered 
untenable, they can entrench themselves beyond 
tho reach of our batteries, If they like, and so keep 
up their camp as long as they please, or UKtil we 
leave the mainland to attack them In their strong¬ 
hold. We cannot starve them out without a naval 
force superior to that at their command. So wo shall 
have to keep a strong force on hand to watch this 
nest of impudent fellows right under our noses. Tho 
knocking to pieces of Fort Pickens will not he get¬ 
ting rid of them if they have a mind to stay on the 
island. There la plenty of saffd there for batteries, 
and our reports show that the enemy is using it to 
fortify his lines. 

A gentleman who has been on a business tour 
through Alabama and Mississippi, leaving Mobile on 
tho 22d ult., arrived at his homo (Chicago) on the 
28th, anil reports that hundreds of men who had 
gone to Pensacola to take Fort Pickens are returning 
homo dally, disgusted, and satislied that it is impos¬ 
sible for tho Confederate States ever to capture Fort 
Pickens. Large numbers of troops at Pensacola are 
sick and dying, and in the hospitals, from the effects 
of fatigue, exposure and hunger. He reports the 
people of Alabama and Mississippi almost crazy 
with excitement. The mob spirit is rampant every¬ 
where, rendered dally more desperate in some local¬ 
ities by threatened famine and starvation. 

As Fort Pickens seems destined to play an import¬ 
ant part in the present war, the inquiries naturally 
arise: What are its defences? Can it hold out? In 
answer thereto, we givo the following from an 
exchange: 

If Pickens were like Fort Sumter, isolated, sur¬ 
rounded by batteries of heavy cannon and mortars, 
within easy reach, it would probably have to yield. 
But this is not the case. Batteries there are enough; 
but in a very different relation to the fort. Fort 
Pickens stands at the north end of Santa lb ^a Island 
or tongue. The coast of Pensacola harbor makes u 
semi-circle around it. On the west is Fort Mi ltae; in 
front, Barrancas; further to the east, the Navy Vard. 
Around this semi-circle for two miles there arc bat¬ 
teries; but those batteries are moro than a mile 
distant. The harbor of Pensacola is good, admitting 
the easy access of vessels, ro that the fort can bo 
easily reached, and is already reached and reinforced, 
ft is provisioned for a year, and will be fully manned. 
From thoso facts, we may draw these conclusions:— 
First, Fort Pickens cannot in all probability be bat¬ 
tered down. Secondly, it can be aided by a powerful 
squadron of ships, which, with the aid of Pickens, 
will probably butter down the shore batteries. Land 
Engineers have doubted this. But history is against 
them. Lord Nelson did it. and Lord Cochran did it. 
Tho most powerful batteries have been silenced by 
ships. It is true there has been a great change in 
the kind of cannon used. So there has been in ships; 
and we doubt whether any more effectual gun has 
been made than the 32 pounders, and the 48 pound 
carronados. At any rate, aid can be furnished by the 
fleet, sufficient to prevent the success of nay assault 
or bombardment. Thirdly, it follows from this, that 
If the rebels carry Fort Pickens, it must be by siege; 
and that requires a long time and great expense of 
money; and in the meanwhile other things will come 
to puss; but what probability is there that Pickens 
can lie carried by siege? It can only be done by 
regular parallels on Santa Rosa; and to do that 
will require twenty thousand disciplined troops; 
but the important fact still remains that any 
parallels and approaches made on the land side, will 
be enfiladed by the lire of the ships. In a military 
point of view, if does not seem that Pickens can bo 
easily taken. Its regular siege, by an immense body 
of force, may be undertaken; and in that case the 
Government will have ampio time to tako counter 
measures, and probably with success. 

The Pottsville (Pa.) Journal publishes a private 
letter from a officer on board the United States 
steamer Wyandotte, now in Pensacola Bay, in which 
the following paragraph occurs: 

“ The force down here consists of the friguto Sa¬ 
bine, 50 guns; steam sloop Brooklyn, 22 guns; sloop 
St. Louis, 20 guns, and last and least in size, but 
boiling over with spunk and grit, the Wyandotte, 6 
guns. Fort Pickens is u very Btrong bastioned fort, 
and very advantageously situated. The garrison can 
repulse seventy times their numbers. 

Slowly. 
mp 

[Foreign Correspondence of the Rural New-Yorker.] 

FETE DAY IN TUSCANY. 

I found a flower of 
Du many a branch their 

bloom Florknce, March, 1861, 

As we sat this morning, enjoying the Italian dolce 

far mente, gazing dreamily at the purple Appenines 
rising above the mighty Duomo, and glittering Cam¬ 
panile, and meditating on ancient times and things, 
a picturesque raft, with two tall ladders, cone-like in 
the center, came poling up the Arno. Curiosity 
awoke in one moment, the classic waters of the Arno 
being now rarely disturbed save by the small Gondola¬ 

shaped boats, that glide softly up and down. But 
how stupid to forget for a moment! To-morrow is 
the grand fete day; these are the preparations for the 
illumination. Thursday was the King’s birthday; 
flags and firing, however, were all that announced it. 
All fetes are held on Sundays, on account of the 
peasantry, and so to-morrow will be the graud gala 
by which Tuscany greets her King. 

But about these pyrotechnic preparations. The 
raft passes under the arches of the Ponte alia Car- 
raia, that noble bridge, 300 years old, and pauses at 
the wall of the quay. The river is enclosed by high 
stone walls, and the broad streets on each side, called 
Lung’ Arno, are the Fifth Avenues of Florence. 
One man steadies the raft with his pole, and two 
others, ascending the ladders, drive in between the 
stones stout wires. These aro bent at the end, so as 
to hold a small earthen pan, filled with oil and a 
wick. Here comes a boat, also with a ladder, shoot¬ 
ing out from under the bridge. It contains three 
men; they commence with the first arch, and follow¬ 
ing the curve, fasten the little pans above it; then, a 
straight line appears above that; from the top of the 
bridge, men fasten pans to form still an upper line; 
other boats come. Now a row of these little dots is 
seen out to the sharp edge of the stone pier, which 
projects like a vast wedge into the water. They are 
at work at the other end of the bridge too; and 
slowly, slowly, following arch, and doubling piers, 
and succeeding each other, they complete tho triple 
row of lamps across the bridge, 323 feet in length. 

It is a pretty sight to watch them, so quietly and 
calmly going round these immense quays, with their 
loads of earthen pans. Now look to the right; they 
are doing the same at the Ponte Santa Trinita, that 
most beautiful of bridges, which lias been the admi¬ 
ration of the world for 000 years. These quiet watefs 
look so gay with all these rafts and boats, that move 
with slow and stately grace, as if the spirits of mighty 
dead still gazo from the palace walls on either 
side. Here is one, with a man in a green coat and 
red cap, and looking delightfully picturesque, on 
the summit of his high ladder. There goes a Gari- 
bablian across the bridge; you can tell him by his 
red shirt. " Viva Garibaldi,” cries the old nut seller 
at the corner—“Pino,” echoes the boatman, as he 
hums Garibaldi's hymn. 

How line the effect of all this will be to-morrow 
night. The ordinary street gas lights, reflected in the 
Arno, form every evening one of the most beautiful 
scenes conceivable. Wbat will be the effect of these 
hundreds of lights? 

Now they are beginning to decorate the lamp 
posts. Wires bent downward, in a curve, and alter¬ 
nating, one short and one long one, so as to form a 
double line of lights. Stages are In process of erec¬ 
tion in the three largest piazzas. Baskets of colored 
lanterns flit about, and flowers in abundance. 

Though honor is thus paid to Victor Emanuel, 

jet in the city there is not great enthusiasm. Some 
loudly maintain that the whole country, from Appen- 
ines to Tiber, palpitates with enthusiasm. But the 
conservative Florentines, who love their ease, and 
their old ways, are not so well pleased with the new 
taxations and improvements. Their hearts are not 
exactly in their purses, as.is often said of a meaner 
race, yet so many scudi and fieriui ure required, as 
to cause some murmurs. The old polonsy, too, of 
neighboring States, particularly of Piedmont, is a 
Medusa, whose snakes still crawl, though the severed 
head lies low. 

There are a few who zealously think of Leopold I 
as an exile; who refuse to call the Pitti Palace aught 
but the Grand Duke’s palace; who grumble as they 
walk on tho fascine, “He will be having some of this 
good under-wood cleared,” Ac.; who declare that 
Tuscany can never be merged into Piedmont. These 

snow - y white, 'That shod a pure and love - ly light, In 
6ongs they pour, They sing till all tho light is o’er, 

In May-day, 

That flower, that bird, that song, 

Oh! ’twas the maid I love to meet, 

Whose blooming smilo was eve* sweet 

Like May-day. 

In May-day, 

A bird once sung to me; 

The song I never shall forget, 

Its notes I oft with smiles repeat, 

In May-day. 

In May-day, 

How glad I heard that song; 

Its notes, they told of peace and love, 

Like those from golden harps above, 

Tn Mav-dny. 

the waters, varied and bright with iris colors, as if 
this were the dawn of a new era. when Italia shall 
again wave her laureled scepter of Arts and Poetry. 

Under the noble arches of the Loggia de Lanzi, are 
stands for the musicians, close to where the Roman 
grasps the Sabine, where Ajax dies aud Perseus for¬ 
ever slays Medusa. Pendants and circles of lamps 
decorate this grand Arcade, and the obi lions ramp 
in front of all. Tho piazza is fall of people, with 
holiday garb and air. Colored lanterns, colored oils 
in lamps, givo a pretty effect to the dark old houses. 
There is a picture of a bloody field with the Aus¬ 
trians in full flight. “ Parco Tedeseo ”—German 
pig,— says a dark-browed Tuscan, in Contodino garb. 

Turn up the narrow Porta Rossa, one avenue of 
flags to the Piazza Sta Trinita. Here is a platform 
by the granite column, brought from the baths of 
Caracalla. The waving tri color recalls the words of 
one of their own poets, Beroiikt, whose works were, 
till very lately, a prohibited pleasure: 

“ II verdn, la spr-nictant anni panciuta; 
II roam?, la glvia rli m-r-vla copnpinta; 
II bianco, la Ode frsvteruo d’ amor.” 

Will any one thank us for a literal translation? 

The green, the hope so tnaoy years deferred; 
Thu red, the joy of having obtained it; 
The white, the fraternal faith of love. 

Here is the Lung’ Amo,—tho Broadway of Flor¬ 
ence,—flags float and lamps glitter in the rum. What 
a crowd! hut all so quiet and orderly; no where but 
in quiet Florence could you witness such a scone. 

There goes aBersagllere, as the Sardinian riflemen 
aro called, witli a laughing, boyish face under his 
waving feathers. Here is a Coperchin, with his 
white almsbag. 

“ See, the Hotel de New York has put out candles 
instead of lamps. How mean!” says an English 
voice behind,—“Prince Corsini lias hung out his 
flag.” “Ah! the old Codini, they have to do it,” 
comments an Italian. 

“Volete?” says a flower girl, with hyacinths. 
“ Quelles sont beaux chevaux,” adds a French 

voice; and so on we go with the crowd to the Cascine, 
The troops are reviewed there to-day. A more 
brilliant scene cannot be conceived. On one side, 
the Cascine, with its long avenues of trees, some ivy- 
wreathed to their summits, others just bursting into 
foliage, with that soft, tender, green tint which is 
almost transparency; on the other side a broad 
plain, or green meadow. Here the troops are drawn 
up in glittering array,—a gallant body of men, this 
National Guard, numbering 4,000, and all Florentine 
citizens. Beyond, above, are the everlasting hills, 
looking down in grandeur, Fiesole in quiet loveli¬ 
ness, with her guardian watch-tower. 

The scene is brilliant indeed. Gay carriages, with 
footmen and out riders,—fair-faced English ladies in 
ermine,—Italian Countesses, with flashing eyes and 
jewelled robes,—flower girls,— Contudini,— officers 
on prancing steeds,— the Bersagliere,- the Mountain 
Riflemen, in their sylvan costume, with green belts, 
and caps, and drooping feathers, looking like Robin 
Hood’s bold archers,—here and there French officers 
in blue and red, waving plumes, tossing banners,— 
all this charming scene fades in the words that essay 
to describe it. 

At four o’clock, a grand corso of carriages takes 
place. The peasantry of the neighboring country 
are far the happiest looking people. This is a true 
gala day for them. Many of them have brought their 
Contributions to the National Crown. For the old 
iron crown of Lombardy, which the Austrians carried 
away, even could it be regained, (say the papers,) 
“after having encircled so many vile brows, shall 
never be used for a King of Italy.” Contributions 
limited to twenty centimes each, from the mass of the 
people, received from now till duly, will purchase 
the new crown for the King. 

Monday.— Florence last night was a city of fire. 
Looking up or down the Arno, the thousands of 
lights gleaming in the waterand doubling the arches 
of the bridges, were magnificent. Nearly every 
house in the city was illuminated. The Pitti Palace 
stood out in tracery of fire, the lights following the 
architectural lines, defined its proportions closely. 
This is the usual method of illumination in Italy. 
The mighty dome of tin; Cathedral towered above 
every tiling, a dome of fire, surmounted by across 
of flame. Giotto’s Campanile flashed with light 
through its arches. But the old bell tower of the 
Palazzo Vecchto was most magnificent. Against 
the dark sky it seemed just bursting forth in flames, 
that showed every line of its bold architecture, uud 
there it glowed all night long. 

The streets were crowded, yet there was no noise, 
no pushing, no elbowing, as in an American throng. 
Florence is the most quiet uud orderly city in the 
world. The streets and squareB in the new part of 
the town, which ure named after their heroes and 
battles, — Via Moutobello, Via Garibaldi, Ac.,—were 
brilliantly illuminated. One palace displayed the 
Sardinian Cross and arras, and beneath, the King’s 
prophet name. Gon grant him grace to fulfill the 
glorious prophecies of that name! 

The music was fine in all parts of the city. At 
eleven, u baud of men with torches rushed wildly 
through the streets, chanting Garibaldi’s hyrnn. in 
fact, everybody sung it. The bands played it, the 
people hummed it, the harpers swept it, the fiddlers 

stringed it, and the children whistled it. Tn the 
Piazza dol Duomo, the band played a lively Polka, 
suddenly changing the time, and softening the 
measure with pauses, when the people cried “ Viva 

l' Italia. The time was perfectly; preserved in this 
novel chanting. 

There were a few rockets, but no other (ire-works. 
The whole city glittered with light, but was silent, 
save the bells. They rung from six In the morning 
till twelve at night. The whole scene remains in 
memory, like the enchantment of a dream. The 
glory and welfare of Italy! theme of the poets. Is 
not Byron’s prophesy fulfilled? 

“ Europe, repentant of her parricide, 
Shall.yet redeern thee.” 

Viva l'Italia. Arno. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., MAY 11, 1861 

FACTS, SCENES. INCIDENTS, ETC, 

Approaches ro the Federal Capital. 

The topography of Washington and the country 
round about is a subject of interest to tho people at 
this time, hence we give the following article from the 
N. V. Post: 

Ari.inoton FlKirtiiTe.- Few persons in Washington 
fear an immediate attempt to march troops into the 
city, no matter how strong the rebel army may be. 
Tin- fear is of an attempt to shell the city from the 
surrounding heights. There are several points from 
which the Capital might be destroyed, if tho rebels 
could Bucoeed in planting their batteries. It was 
generally supposed in Washington, by tho military 
authorities, that the Virginians encamped at Alex¬ 
andria would soon attempt to occupy Arlington 
Heights, opposite Georgetown. These Heights com 
mand Georgetown, the National Observatory, and tho 
President's House. Gen. Scott had made every prep¬ 

aration to occupy Arlington Heights in advance of 
the enemy, and many persons advocate their imme¬ 
diate occupation, for it was possible that the rebels 
might, at night, make a forced march towards Wash¬ 
ington and plant their batteries before morning. 

Tho provision made against a BurpriHo of this post 
by Gen. Scott was as follows: An immense amount 
of powder and ball, shell and grape was removed 
from the Navy Yard to Georgetown, together with 
pieces of ordnance. Arrangements were made for 
the instant transport of men and munitions of war 
across the Potomac whenever the scouts, who cover 
the country fur several miles into Virginia, should 
report an advance of the rebel troops. Tho excuse 
given for delaying the occupation of Arlington 
Heights until after it was certain that the Virginians 
were marching upon the capital was, that under the 
exciting circumstances, an invasion of tho soil of 
Virginia by Federal troops would be most injudi¬ 
cious. This, perhaps, is a valid excuse until Wash¬ 
ington is strongly reinforced, but not a singlo 
moment boyond that time. 

The Hekibts toward the South. — Southward 
of Washington, on the Maryland side of the Potomac 
ami a mile from the Navy Yard, is a commanding 
hill, upon which the Insane Asyluru stands. This 
hill commands the Navy Yard, and it is not im¬ 
probable that the rebels would cross tho Potomac 
below Fort Washington and march up to this point,. 
On Monday last the government had not taken mili¬ 
tary possession of this height, though it is within 
the District. 

The DkidoeS.—There are four bridges which need 
guarding, all within two miles of the Capital. The 
first is a mile and a half directly east of the city, and 
crosses over tho eastern border of the Potomac into 
Maryland; the second crosses the branch at the Navy 
Yard. The troops coming overland from Annapolis 
would cross this bridge. The third bridge is called 
the Long Bridge, and Crosses the Potomac into 

I Virgiuia. It is one mile southwest of the Capitol 
building. At Georgetown there is a stone aqueduct 
across the river, across which troops might be 
marched. It would be difficult to destroy this work 
quickly, and it should be guarded very strictly. 

Where the Rkuel Forcer can re Concentrated. 
— There are no hills north of Washington near 
enough to command the Capital; but it is singular 
that the Government did not take possession of tin: 
Railroad running to Baltimore, and west over the 
mountains to Harper’s Ferry. On Monday week the 
Virginians might have forwarded live thousand 
troops from Harper’s Ferry and Baltimore into the 
heart of the city by the railroad, which was in their 
hands. Arlington Heights are about two miles 
distant from tho President's house; the heights 
southeast of the Capital, on the Maryland side, are a 
mile distant from the Navy Yard; Fort Washington 
is fifteen miles below the Capital; and Alexandria, 
where the rebel troops arc concentrating, is nine 
miles down the river, A railroad Is in the hands of 
tho rebels, running from Alexandria to the Long 
Bridge, Washington. 

THE ISLAND OF SAN DOMINGO 

Tite reports which have been put in circulation 
relative to the aggressive designs of Spain in the 
West IndieH, and the annexation of San Domingo 
under the name of a Protectorate, invest the “ Domin¬ 
ican Republic ” with more than ordinary interest at 
the present. Tho following brief history of that 
island we take from the New York Earning Post 

The island which is, next to Cuba, the largest, 
richest and most important of the West India Islands, 
has, since its independence, been divided into two 
portions, ilnyti, the former Frem L.colony, occupy¬ 
ing about two-fifths of its area, ami the republic of 
Dominica, once a Spanish colony, holding the 
remaining three-fifths. The latter lias a population 
of about U!ii,000, of whom about one-tenth are 
whites. It supports an army of 20,0(10 men, and has 
a navy consisting of seven small vessels. In 1852 the 
total exports of this part of the island (chiefly mahog¬ 
any, ebony and other precious woods,) amounted to 
one and a half millions, and tho imports (in great 
part from the United States) to a little more. 

The Republic of Dominica was a Spanish colony 
until 1705, when the French obtained possession of 
the whole island. In 1821 the Spanish colonists 
declared themselves Independent of their mother 
country. Slavery had been abolished in ISO'.); and 
in 1822, receiving encouragement from the colored 
inhabitants, Boyer, President of Haytl, (the French 
portion of the island,) overthrew the provisional 
government at St. Domingo, and made himself 
master of the whole island. In 1841 (27th February) 
the fall of Boyer encouraged the Spaniards once 
more to assert their independence. They proclaimed 
the Dominican Republic; Santana, their President, 
defeated the successor of Boyer; and again defeated 
Houlouque in 1840. He was re-elected President in 
1853, Baez being banished for favoring the clerical 
party. 

In 1848 France recognised the Republic, and con¬ 
cluded a treaty of amity, commerce and navigation. 
Great Britain did the same in 1850, and Denmark has 
also recognised its independence. In 1851 President 
Pierce sent out General Cazneau on a secret mission 
to President Santana. Ho negotiated a treaty, the 
secret stipulations of which provided, it is believed, 
for the cession of the bay of Samana to our govern¬ 
ment. The treaty was never ratified, and the United 
States government has never recognised the inde¬ 
pendence of the Republic. 

Since 1854 Baez has once more been President, but 
was driven out in 1858 by Santana, whose congratu¬ 
lations (in 1859) of President Geffrard, of the new 
Haytien Republic, led to the hope that at last the 
French and Spanish portions of tho island would live 
peaceably together. 

The Dominican Republic ha9 not nearly the com¬ 
mercial importance of Hayti proper. In 1857-8 the 
United States exports to the latter amounted to over 
two and a quarter million dollars, and our imports 
thence to a nearly equal sum. Rince the flight of 
Soulouque the llaytians have been re-organizing 
their government, aud have held out inducements to 
free colored people from this country and Canada to 
remove thither. France, which has acknowledged 
the independence of Hayti, (in 1825,) has no authority 
over her former colony, though it is likely that the 
Spanish government would prefer to have the consent 
of the Emperor Napoleon before attempting the sub¬ 
jugation of the negro Republic. 

St. Domingo has always been a tempting morsel to 
Spain. The Island is separated from Cuba by only 
fifty-four miles. It abounds In valuable natural pro¬ 
ducts; aud if Spain could succeed in once more 
enslaving tho free blacks, (which is not at all likely,) 
she would make of St. Domingo such another \*ist 
slave plantation as Cuba has become. 

A pleasant anecdote of the King is this: During 
his babydom, he was brought on a visit to a villa in 
Florence, called the Poggio Impercale. Through 
carelessueBB, fire caught in his apartment, and his 
faithful nurse saved his life at the forfeit of her own, 
dying iu a short time, from the burns received. 
Last year, on his visit here, the King caused a tablet 
to be placed in the very room, with an inscription in 
honor of his nurse’s fidelity. 

Sunday Mokninh.—Grandly rises the snn, giv¬ 
ing to the mountains, and the city lying in 
fheir purple shadows, an unusual glow of beauty. 
One cuunot help being animated on such a day 
when the very air is exhiliration. Every one looks 
gay and happy. Peasants, in cloaks and hats, 
in broad straw flats aud silk aprons, throng into the 
city. Some walking, some on donkeys, some jogging 
in funny two-wheeled carriages. Tn all directions 
people ure busy. It looks to us little like a Sabbath. 

Huge baskets of glass lamps, looking like soap 
bubbles, are carried round. They bung them on the 
books in the houses, and about the lamp posts. 

idea of their number, perhaps, can be given. 
Dn one post are 22 lamps,— 6 posts on one bridge. 
Dn the facade of the palace next, are 265 lambs. All 
over the city, these fairy-like pendants are arranged. 
Huge pyramids of flowers are carried about, and cart 
loads of paper lanterns. Donkeys and horses have 
streamers of ribbons, 

1 he old streets are like gay avenues, with the dis¬ 
play of flags. They hang where once resounded 
republican outcries; they wave iu triumph on the 
palaces of the Codini, (the Grand Duke’s party,) float 
bom the strong holds of the Medici, The scene in 
liont ol the Palazzo Vecchio is most thrilling. How 

Military uud Naval Movements. 

One of the most important changes in the regu¬ 
lations of the Army and Navy of the United States is 
now being effected. The signal books must, it is 
thought, be destroyed, and new ones made out. 
Southern officers who have been iu the Federal 
service, may have kept some signal books, and may 
know the chief signals at a glance. Indeed, rumor 
bus it that it whb Commodore Cunningham, late 
Commander-In-Chief of our Mediterranean squadron, 
who prevented the supplies from reaching Major 
Anderson, by interpreting bis signals to the fleet. 

It has been decided to garrison the forte aud 
arsenals in Northern cities. Accordingly, all the 
neglected fortresses bordering New York, Boston, 
Philadelphia, and elsewhere, will have troops and 
artillerists stationed in them. Volunteers will bo 
drafted, when practicable, for the positions, and thus 
have an opportunity afforded them to be Boldiering 
in soldiers’ quarters. 

Gen. Scott is about to call on the country for cav¬ 
alry aud artillerists. Ten regiments of infantry aro 
sent from one district, in many cases, but no mounted 
troops, and no cannoniers. The proportion should 
be, in an ordinary war, one regiment of horse to five 
of foot; but our volunteer army seems likely to have 
twenty-live regiments of foot to one mounted. 

Important from Fort Pickens. 

By the arrival of the Atlantic at New York on 
the 1st inst., wc have the gratifying intelligence that 
Fort Pickens ha* been strongly reinforced. Officers 
report that tho Atlantic reached Fort Taylor, at Key 
West, on tho 15th ult., where she received additional 
troops, ammunition, Ac., and sailed again for Fort 
Pickens, arriving off Santa Rosa cm the loth ultimo. 

She landed reinforcements at Fort Pickens on the 
night of the 16th, without any accident. The steam 
frigate Powhattan arrived on the lflth. The Wyan¬ 
dotte, St. LouiB, Sabine and tho supply ship Brooklyn 
were there. The steamer Illinois arrived on the 19th, 

Moorish Porters in Spain,—“With respeet to 
the Moorish porters in Spain,” says Capt. C. F. Chase, 
of Providence, It. I., “ I have witnessed the exceed¬ 
ingly large loads they are in the habit of carrying, 
and have been struck with astonishment at their 
muscular powers. Other-*) of the laboring class, par¬ 
ticularly those who are in the habit of working on 
board of ships, and called in that country 'steve¬ 
dores,’ are also very powerful men. I have seen two 
of these men stow off a full cargo uf brandy and wine 
in casks, after it was hoisted on board uud lowered 
into tiic hold, apparently with as much ease as two 
American sailors would stow away a cargo of beef 
and pork. They brought their food on board with 
thorn, which consisted of coarse, brown, wheat- 
bread and grapes.” 

Sketch of Gen. n<>auregur<l. 

Gen. P. G. Tout a nt Beauheoahd, the Comtnan- 
der-in-Chief at Charleston, was born on bis father's 
plantation, near New Orleans. He is a descendant of 
the most aristocratic (southern families. His father 
xvas a wealthy and influential Louisiana planter. His 
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\ mother was of Italian origin, and 4£Rcended from the 
’ ducal Reggio family of Italy. Gen. Keauregard 
, entered tho United States Military Academy at West 
I Point, atari early ape, where he graduated in 1838, 

taking the second honors in a class of forty-five 
graduates, and was appointed to the Corps of Engi¬ 
neers. He was promoted to a First Lieutenancy in 
June, into, and in that capacity served •with great 
distinction during the Mexican war. He was twice 
brevetted “ for gallant and meritorious conduct” in 
the field, the first time as captain for the battles of 
Contreras and Churubusco, to date from August 20, 
1847; and again as Major for the battle of Cbepul- 
tepec, to date from the 13th of September of that 
year. Gen. Beauregard is about forty-three years of 
age, in the prime of life and vigorous health, erect 
as a soldier, well made and remarkably active. 
There is great spirit and determination in his look, 
and he evidently possesses great muscular power. 
The great characteristic of the General is perfect 
method in all his plans. He is regarded one of the 
ablest officers that ever was in the American army. 

Maryland — Gov. Hlclts* Message. 

The geographical position of Maryland renders 
her action doubly important at the present juncture, 
hence the closing paragraphs from Gov. Hicks’ mes¬ 
sage to her Legislature possess a special Interest. 

The fate of Maryland, and perhaps of her sister 
Border Slave Staton, will undoubtedly be seriously 
affected by the action of your honorable body. 
Therefore should every good citizen bend all his 
energies to the task before us, and therefore should 
the animosities and bickerings of the past be forgot¬ 
ten, and all strike hands in the holy cause of restoring 
peace to Our State and to our country. I honestly 
and most earnestly entertain the Conviction that the 
only safety of Maryland lies in preserving a neutral 
position between our brethren of the North and of 
the South. We have violated no right of either 
section, We have been loyal to the Union. The 
unhappy content between the two sections has not 
been commenced or encouraged by us, although we 
have suffered from if in part. The impending war 
has not come by any act or any wish of ours. We 
have done all we could to avert it. We have hoped 
that Maryland and other Border Slave States, by their 
conservative position urnl love for the. Union,'might 
have acted as mediators between the extremes of both 
sections, and thus have prevented the terrible evils of 
a prolonged civil war. 

Entertaining these views, I cannot, counsel Mary¬ 
land to take sides against the General Government 
until it shall commit outrages on us which would 
justify us in resisting its authority. As a conse- 
f|uciice, I can give no other counsel than that we 
shall array ourselves for Union and peace, and thus 
preserve our soil from being polluted with the blood 
of brethren. Thus, if war must lie between the 
North and South, we may force the contending 
parties to transfer the field of battle from our soil, so 
that our lives and property may be secure. It seems 
to me that, independently of all other considerations, 
our geographical position forces us to this, unless we 
arc willing to see our State tho theatre of a long and 
bloody civil war. and the consequent utter destruc¬ 
tion of every material interest of our people, to say 
nothing of the blood of brave men and innocent 
women and children, which will cry out from our 
soil for vengeance upon us. if we fail to do all that in 
us lies to avert the impending calamity. 

The course I suggest has all the while been the sole 
ground work ol' my policy; and but for the excite¬ 
ment prevailing ani'uig our people during the past 
few days, 7 believe the object I have kept steadily in 
view during my administration would have been con¬ 
summated. If it Inis tailed, 1 have the full conscious¬ 
ness that throughout the whole of my harrftssing and 
painful incumbency of the gubernatorial chair I have 
libored honestly and fUthfuly for the peace, the 
safety, and the interest* of Maryland, and of our 
common country. This consciousness has enabled 
me to endure patiently all the cruel, unmerited, and 
heartless attacks that have been made upon my 
integrity. I have also comfort in the conviction that 
my policy has been sustained by a large majority of 
the people, and nothing that line transpired ainee the 
recent lamentable occurrences within our State has 
shaken that conviction. 

A momentary frantic excitement took the place of 
reason nod good Judgment, and men for the time 
threw aside all prudent thoughts of the future in the | 
burning desire to avenge what they considered 
wrongs. 1 submit my suggestions to your wisdom, 
and I appeal t.i yon not only as devoted citizens of 
Maryland, but as’ husbands and fathers, to allow that 
prudence and Christian-like temper so honorable to 
all men to guide your counsels, and I implore you 
not to he swayed by the passions which seem tube so 
fully aroused in our midst to do what tho generations 
to come after us will ever deplore. 

How the “Southern Heart is Fired.” 

In our last issue we gave extracts from our 
Southern exchanges exhibiting the manuer in which 
the masses are deluded in regard to the condition of 
affairs at the North. The mail of the present week is 
exceedingly rich in this respect, and we quote the 
following: 

The Mobile Daily Advertiser, of the 28th ult., gives 
us a choice morsel of intelligence. It says: 

“The telegraph makes out the Northern States to 
be very eager for the fray, and exceedingly liberal in 
their appropriations of money to sustain Lincoln in 
his war upon us. Those States will talk of offering 
more money than they really will, and will otter more 
than they will ever pay. 7'/try have no money, are 
most enormously in debt, and it is all that they can 
do to rake and scrape enough to pay interest on their 
outstanding bonds. This is true of the finances of 
each one of the States which the telegraph tells us are 
most liberal in their offers of appropriations. The 
war kills what was left of their credit abroad, and 
they cannot raise money among their citizens as we do, 
for the reason that there is no unity of patriotic feel¬ 
ing among them, and they do not feel that it is a war 
of independence to defend homes and liberties, as 
with us; but a war df aggression, needlessly waged, 
to which the opposition of the body of conservatives 
spreads a very general feeling of disinclination. 
Those States cannot negotiate at home or abroad. 

The same journal publishes a telegram received by 
the Confederate States Government, to this eft'ect: 

“Montgomery, April 23. 
A reliable dispatch received by the Secretary of 

State, dated at Alexandria, Virginia, April 22d, says 
that the Northern troops on the way from Annapolis 
to Washington were being cut up between Annapolis 
and Marlboro'. The conflict is represented as being 
desperate. The citizens fought disadvantngeously 
with arms sent them from Harper's Ferry. The 
town of Havre de Grace has been destroyed.” 

The Richmond Examiner, “upon reliable informa¬ 
tion,” gives publication to this choice piece of 
nonsense: 

“Abraham Lincoln is ready to run. He has not 
passed a night in the White I toast for two weeks, bat 
goes into the barracks to steep with )tis armed hirelings 
about him. He does not take his boots off, that he 
may be ready to run at a moment's warning. Illus¬ 
trious successor of Washington and Jackson! The 
miserable chicken-hearted abolition If Hosier! To think 
that such ft creature should cause the death of men! 
His fate gapes to receive him.” 

A correspondent of the Baltimore American, writing 
from Charleston, tells us what the rebels are going 
to do with Washington when they lake it: 

“We will take all the paintings, statues, and arti¬ 
cles of historical interest, and adorn Montgomery 
with them. We will then raze the city, demolish the 
Capitol, and erect a simple marble slab on the high¬ 
est hill amid the desolation, upon which shall be 
inscribed the simple words, ‘ In memoriam.' ” 

The New Oilcans Delta is rejoiced at the altitude 
of Baltimore, and the fact that the advance guard of 
the Virginia army, 5,000 strong, have taken posses¬ 
sion of Arlington Heights. It remarks: 

“ At the present moment Lincoln has not more than 
0,000 troops, of all kinds, in Washington, and this 

I number is utterly powerless for the defense of the 
place against the overwhelming forces that can be 
brought into the field by Virginia and Maryland. It 
will not he long before Lincoln and his Cabinet are 
either captured by Southern armies, or driven to neck 
safety in an ignominious nocturnal flight. 

The military power of the Government, so far as 
concerns the regular force*, is completely broken. 
The army is virtually disbanded, and the navy disor¬ 
ganized. 

All communication between Washington and the 
North Is cut off. The Maryland people are bravely 
contesting every inch of ground. Their efforts have 
been so successful that nu Northern troops have 
reached Washington since the Massachusetts Regi¬ 
ment was attacked in Baltimore. Tbc Massachusetts 
men express great surprise at the attack made upon 
them by the Baltimore people. They say they were 
induced to believe that they would have a very easy 
time of it — plenty of fun and no light. They did 
not come for a light, but for a frolic. They are grow¬ 
ing very uneasy and restless. 

There is, in the midst of all these accumulating 
difficulties, a visible lack of harmony and cohcsive- 
ness in the Administration. Lincoln appears t,o dis¬ 
regard altogether the counsels of his Cabinet, and to 
have yielded completely to the control of Jim Lane, 
of Kansas, Cassius M. Olay, and Frank Blair. 

These gentlemen have no hesitation in admitting 
that the wax is to be prosecuted on the part of the 
North, not for the maintenance of the UnioD, hut for 
the destruction of slavery. They declare openly that 
they intend to obliterate State Rights, and establish 
a grand, strong, Central Government, under control 
of the North, as a section. 

Lord Lyons was to have gone to Richmond to-day, 
with the intention of conferring with Vice-President 
Stephens concerning Lincoln’* proclamation of a 
blockade. The Foreign Ministers laugh at the pro¬ 
clamation. The Foreign Ministers now here all sym¬ 
pathize with the .South, and think Lincoln and his 
follower* arc insane. 

In consequence of the martial law anticipated in 
Washington, and the insecurity felt by capitalists arid 
property holders of tbc North, specie, and every 
kind of movable treasure, are rapidly pouring into 
Virginia aud other .Southern States on or near the 
border.” 

Meeting of ilie Southern Gotigrens. 

Tiik Congress of the Southern Confederate States 
met in Montgomery, at noon, on the 29th ult. There 
has been nothing but a brief telegraphic report of 
the message of Jeff. Davis; but the principal points 
seem to be as follows: 

He announced the ratification of the permanent 
Constitution of the Confederate States, and that it 
only remains for an election to be held for the desig¬ 
nation of officers to administer the government. 

He says, the declaration of war made against this 
Confederation by Abraham Lincoln, renders it 
necessary to. convene Congress, to devise means to 
replenish the Treasury and for the defence of the 
country, lie reviews the relations heretofore exist¬ 
ing between tin- States, and the events which have 
resulted in the present warfare. Referring to the 
result of the mission of the Commissioners to Wash¬ 
ington, he says the crooked patkB of diplomacy can 
scarcely furnish an example so wanting in courtesy, 
candor, and directness, as was the course of the 
United States government toward the Commissioner*. 

Commissioners have been sent to England, France, 
Prussia, and Belgium, to ask our recognition as a 
member of the family of nations, and make treaties 
of amity and commerce. 

He recommends the appointment of other diplo¬ 
matic agents. He says the Confederacy, through 
Mr. Stephens, has concluded a convention with Vir¬ 
ginia, by which Virginia has united her powers and 
fortunes with the Southern Confederacy. 

He says he has satisfactory assurances that other 
Southern States will Boon stake their fortune with 
ours. He says most of the executive departments 
are in successful operation. The Post Master General 
will soon be ready to announce the direction of 
postal affairs. 

In conclusion, lie congratulates the Confederacy in 
the patriotic devotion exhibited by the people of the 
Confederacy. Men of high political and social posi¬ 
tion and wealth, are serving iu the volunteer ranks. 
He says the people thus united and resolved, cun Hot 
fail of a final success. Our cause is just and holy, 
and we protest solemnly iu the face of mankind, that 
we desire peace at any sacrifice save that of honor 
and independence. We seek no conquest, no aggran¬ 
dizement, no concession from the Free States. All 
we ask is to ho let alone, and that no one shall 
attempt our subjugation by arms. This we will and 
must resist to the dircBt extremity. The moment 
this pretension is abandoned, the sword will drop 
from our grasp, and we shall he ready to enter into 
treaties of amity and commerce mutually beneficial. 
So long fts tins pretension is maintained, with a firm 
reliance on that Divine Power which covers with 1Jis 
protection the just cause, we will endeavor to 
struggle for our inherent right to freedom with pru¬ 
dence and self-government. 

The South In a <(un ndai'>. 

Certain portions of the Southern Press are be¬ 
ginning to think there has been a slight miscalcula 
tion in reference to the number of their friends at the 
North. The money and men which the Jeff. Davis 

Confederacy were to receive are forthcoming, but 
not exactly in the shape which was expected. In¬ 
stead of being devoted to the interests of the Mont 
gomery Cabal, and the building up of u Cotton 
Government, “Old Abe” Bcems to have got all in 
the Union strings. Hear them: 

The Mobile Register finds itself unable to explain 
the fact of the unexpected unanimity of the people of 
the North in the support of the Government, upon 
any other hypothesis than that the whole public mind 
of the North has “been suddenly seized with one of 
those manias by which Providence sometimes smites 
an entire people.” It confesses its surprise ol the 
Concurrent support of the Administration by Poog- 
las, Buchanan, Fillmore, Cass, Governor Sprague, Ac. 

In addition to its inability to explain the foregoing, 
the Register expresses its surprise in the following 
munucr: 

“ Is the Whole Noivrn Going Mad?—We yester¬ 
day commented upon it dispatch declaring in effect 
that Stephen A. Douglas had pledged his support to 
President Lincoln. While we wrote the words of in¬ 
credulity and surprise with which alone we could com¬ 
ment on such news, the wires were announcing to our 
New Orleans contemporaries that Ex-President Bu¬ 
chanan participates in the general determination to 
sustain the Governmental Washington. At the same 
time it is telegraphed from Detroit that Geu. Cass 
had liberally contributed to a largo subscription for 
the equipment of tho Michigan quota of volunteers 
called out by President Lincoln. Simultaneously, 
also, it is telegraphed from Bnftalo, that Ex-President 
Fillmore is presiding over a meeting called to aid the 
United States Government • in the enforcement of the 
laws.’ It had previously been announced that Gov¬ 
ernor Sprague, of Rhode Island, just re-elected by a 
large majority over a Black Republican competitor, 
had tendered a regiment of troops to aid Lincoln * in 
the enforcement uf the laws.’ 

“ Here is a representative man of every shade of 
Northern conservatism. We confess this coincidence 
and simultaneuusness of action on the part of men 
who are wider apart by their antecedents than even 
their places of residence, takes up by surprise.” 

The New Orleans I’ioayqne is also incredulous as 
to the war preparations of New York. It says: 

“ We are unwilling to believe the telegraphic re¬ 
ports of the total ftpostacy of the majority of the 
citizens of the city of New York, who have ever pro¬ 
fessed to be tbc friends of the South, aud the op¬ 

pressors of Black Republicans, as their vote in the 
late Presidential contest exhibited. We know that 
there are good men and true there, who are willing 
to stand by the .South to the last. We have been in¬ 
formed by a gentleman lately from that city, that all 
the telegraphic reports I rom thence in relation to this 
apostacy of New York citizens are enormously ex¬ 
aggerated.” 

The Richmond Examiner publishes the speech of 

Mr. Fillmore, delivered at Buffalo, and notices the 

positive position in favor of sustaining the Govern¬ 

ment, takeu by the whole people of the North as one 

man, and says: 

“ We are rather disposed to refer the shameful de¬ 
fect ion to a general cause—the demoralizing tendency I 
of Northern society. Moral courage is a virtue un¬ 
known in that region, and consequently not mined. 
Wc believe the North has produced no really great 
man since the days of the Revolution. We do not 
mean intellectually, but morally and intellectually. 
Tbcir society tends to sharpen the intellect—and they 
have exhibited some verv remarkable specimens of in¬ 
tellectual sharpness. But the truly grand character 
—grand in all its phases such us Washington or 
Marshall, it is utterly impossible for it“ social status 
to produce. All attempted" that sort must inevitably 
prove failures and abortions. But for money-getting 
and money-bolding, and for dexterous devices for 
turning sharp corners, and for passing for something 
better than they really are, they can boat the world. 
In this view of the matter, Messrs. Fillmore. Inger- 
soil A Co., arc not free agents. They have been de¬ 
cent, plausable, respectable, fair-weather friends; and 
for one und all of us, we bid them an eternal adieu!” 

The Richmond Whig, in a notice of the general 

uprising of the North and the united determination 

of its people to mistairi the Federal Government with 

men and money for a vigorous prosecution of the 

campaign, closes up thus significantly: 

“ It rests on the supposition, that the Yankees will 
be permitted to carry out their plan without hind¬ 
rance from any quarter and especially that Jefferson 
Davis shall not reach the Potomac in sixty days. 
The happen!nit of any such rash proceedings as tiilR 
on the part of the impetuous Rebel, it is very frankly 
confessed, would mar a great many line schemes. 
On this point we can, luckly, rclievc'tbe fears of the 
philosopher ol the Tribune. Jeff. Daves has no thought 
in the world of being on the Potomac in sixty days from 
this time. According to our reckoning, the banks of 
the Hudson are not- more than thirty days march from 
Montgomery.'' 

I.okn of Life nt Fort Moultrie. 

The report that many lives bad been lost at Fort 

Moultrie by the fire of Fort Sumter, is receiving daily 

confirmation. The following statement in the N. Y. 

Tribune was derived from a soldier who was drafted 

into the rebel army: 

“The barbette guns of Fort .Sumter were silenced 

early in the day, and the round shot from these were 

most destructive to Fort Moultrie, and caused the 

greatest loss of life. They were fired with great ac¬ 

curacy. and at times the scene in the fort was terrible. 

During the siege, between three aud four hundred 

were killed, and a large number were wounded. The 

killed were collected together in a mass, and at night 

placed in boxes brought down from Charleston, and 

taken away to Potter’s Field, and interred during the 

night. Some of the men were horribly mangled, und 

others were scarcely dead when thrown into the 

boxes. Blood flowed in streams from these recepta¬ 

cles, and the sight was horrible. The surgeon at the 

Fort sent for help, and others came down from 

Charleston. The wounded were removed to the 

Hospital, where such as have not since died now re¬ 

main. In order that the truth should not be known 

in Charleston, the soldiers were charged to say that 

nobody was hurt, and were threatened with certain 

death if they disclosed the facts.” 

Captain David 1’arson, or the schooner It. I). Pitts, 

who arrived in Now York on the 1st inst., from 

Charleston, lay at the wharf, near Fort Moultrie, dur¬ 

ing the bombardment of Fort Sumter. Fortunately, 

his vessel hailed from a Virginia port, ami by utter¬ 

ing secession sentiments he passed without suspicion. 

The captain states that on (Sunday night sixty dead 

bodies were carried across his deck to the land; that 

both he and his first mate saw and counted them; 

that on Monday night forty dead bodies wen carried 

out at one time, and sixty at another. He states that 

the rebel soldiers were all sworn to deny any loss of 

life. 

A soldier who had served on Morris Island during 

the bombardment of Sumter, arrived with ('apt. Car- 

son, and he says that at least one hundred and fifty 

men were killed arid wounded at the batteries on 

Morris Island, by the canister of Maj. Anderson, lie 

had occasion to be at Fort Johnston before he left 

Charleston, and there he learned that on Sullivan's 

island thirty-nine men had been killed,—that a mor¬ 

tar had been blown from Fort Johnston by a shot 

from Bp rater. He had to go to Charleston in a boat 

with some passengers, and when there embraced the 

opportunity and stowed himself away in the schooner, 

and in that way got off. He says that the dead were 

all taken aud boxed and carried away in the night, 

and buried in Potter's field, where the negroes are 

buried. * 

The editor of the Charleston Courier, since the 

evacuation, has visited the various positions occu¬ 

pied by the Secessionists, and though he states that 

no one was killed, he says “ that if Fort Moultrie is 

ever to be used, the walls must be rebuilt; that hides 

are knocked therein large enough for windows; thut 

there is not a tenable room in the fort; that every¬ 

thing is torn to pieces, even to the bedding of the 

soldiers.” In concluding, he remarks that “it was a 

blessing Maj. Anderson had no fuel to heat shot with, 

or the destruction of Fort Moultrie would have been 

complete." Whose stories shall we believe? When 

we take into consideration the fact that more than 

1,000 men were cooped up in this fortress, it is rather 

hard work for us to believe “ that nobody was hurt." 

The North-West Arming. 

Everybody is asking,—“What is the great North¬ 

west doing?” The best answer we can give is the 

following extract from the 8t. Louis Democrat of 

Wednesday week: 

“ A gentleman connected with one of the northern 

line of packets, which arrived yesterday, handed us a 

communication, from which we take the following: 

“ ‘The whole upper country-is aroused, and mak¬ 

ing preparations to sustain the Government, and all 

parties are merged into one. The stirring sound of 

the fife and drum is echoing from shore to shore 

thro’ont the Mississippi Valley. It is one unanimous 

recruiting station for the upholding of the laws and 

defence of the honor of the country. Large quantities 

of grain are upon the banks, awaiting shipment to 

Milwaukee and Chicago. They are afraid to ship to 

St. Louis.’ 

“We add a portion of the report of the trip of the 

steamer Denmark: 

“‘Tuesday, 10th, at 4 P. M., left St, Paul. River 

rising slowly. The war news excludes all other 

topics, and produced a very unfavorable effect upon 

shipments. Large quantities of grain, destined foi¬ 

st. Louis and the South, have been sent to Milwaukee 

and Chicago, and other lots are held back for further 

developments. Shippers fear the secession of Mis¬ 

souri. The consequence of such a step would be 

suicidal to Missouri, and they wonder that men are 
so blind as not to foresee that fact, and do their best 
to keep her in the Union. The falling off in ship¬ 
ments, and derangement in currency, render steam- 
boating a very unprofitable and unpleasant business.’ 

“We commend tb* above developments to the con¬ 
sideration of those who forget that there is a North. 
Let those in favor of secession pause and reflect.” 

According to a statement in the Cincinnati En¬ 
quirer of Wednesday, the Indiana and Ohio troops 
now mustering into service, are intended for opera¬ 
tions in the Western Division of the army, and will 
not come East. The Enquirer says: 

“ A dispatch from Louisville states that one thou¬ 
sand troops are at Cairo, and that four thousand ad¬ 
ditional are expected soon. We have no reason to 
doubt the truth of that. We understand that the 
Indiana troops now at Indianapolis have received 
orders to march, and their destination is West. We 
also learn that no more of the Ohio troops will be 
sent East, and that those now at Columbus will be 
sent West. From the giving9-ont, we suppose the 
object of the gathering at Cairo is to blockade the 
Mississippi, so as to prevent all boats passing down 
which shall contain provisions or warlike stores. 
That will tell seriously on St. Louis, Memphis, and 
New Orleans.” 

♦. — 
Affnir* nt Washington. 

Official correspondence of Minister Faulkner, 
at Paris, to Secretary Seward, relative to M. Thouve- 
nal, French Minister of Foreign Affairs, concerning 
American affairs, i* furnished to the press by the 
State Department. Mr. Faulkner had an interview 
April 15 with M. Thonvenal. 

Mr. Faulkner, who is a Virginian, presented the 
Commissioners of Jeff. Davis to the Emperor, who 
gave them no encouragement. The French Minister 
of Foreign Affairs said that the United States need 
not have apprehension of a speedy recognition by 
France of the Southern Confederacy. Mr. Dallas, 
our Minister to England, refused to present the 
Commissioners. 

The War Department issued an order creating the 
military department of Annapolis, under command 
of Gen. Butler, embracing Annapolis and the railroad 
to Bladensburg, with 21 miles each side of the track, 
and including Baltimore. 

The Maryland Legislature, in their interview with 
the President, on the 4th inst., admitted both the 
right and power of the Government to bring troops 
through Baltimore, or the State, and to take any 
measures for the public safety which, in the discre¬ 
tion of the President, might be demanded, either by 
actual or reasonably apprehended exigencies. They 
expressed the belief that no immediate effort at 
secession, or resistance of the federal authority, 
would be attempted by the Legislature or State 
authorities, and asked that in this view the State 
should he spared as long as possible the evils of a 
military occupation, or a mere revengeful chastise¬ 

ment for former transgressions. The President 
replied that their suggestions and representations 
should be considered, but thut he should now say no 
more than that the public interests, and not the spirit 
of revenge, would actuate his measures. 

president’* PROCLAMATION. 

Whereas, Existing exigencies demand immedi¬ 
ate and adequate measure* for the protection of 
the National Constitution and the preservation of the 
National Union, by the suppression of the Insurrec¬ 
tionary combinations, now existing in several Slates, 
for opposing the laws of the Union and obstructing 
the execution thereof, to which end a military force, 
in addition to that called for by my proclamation of 
the 15th of April, in the present year, appear* to be 
indispensably necessary. 

Now. therefore, I, Aukaham Lincoln, President 
of the United States, and Corntnandcr-in-Chicf of the 
Army and Navy thereof, and of the militia of the 
several States when in actual service, do hereby call 
into the service of the United States forty-two thou¬ 
sand and thirty-four volunteers, to serve for a period 
of three years, unless sooner discharged, and to he 
mustered into the service as infantry and cavalry. 
The proportions of each arm, and the* details of en¬ 
rollment and organization, will he made known 
through the Department of War. And I also direct 
that the regular army of the United States be in¬ 
creased by the addition of eight regiments of infan¬ 
try. one regiment of cavalry, and one regiment of 
artillery, making, all together, a maximum aggre¬ 
gate. increase of twenty-one thousand seven hundred 
and fourteen, officer* and enlisted men; the details 
of which increase will also be made known through 
the Department of War. And I further direct on 
liniment lor not less than one nor more than three 
years, Of eighteen thousand seamen, in addition to 
the present force, for the naval service of the United 
States. The details of the enlistment and organiza¬ 
tion will be made known through the Department Of 
Ibe Navy. 

The call for volunteers hereby made, and the di¬ 
rection for the increase of the regular army, aud for 
the enlistment of seamen hereby given, together 
with the plan of organization adopted for the volun¬ 
teers and for the regular force hereby authorized, 
will bo submitted to Congress as soon "as assembled. 
In the meantime I earnestly invoke the co-operation 
of all good citizens in the measure hereby adopted 
for the effectual suppression of unlawful violence, 
fur the impartial enforcement of Constitutional laws, 
and for the speediest restoration of peace and order, 
happiness and prosperity, throughout our country. 

In testimony whereof, 1 have hereunto set my 
hand and caused the seal of the United Stales to be 
affixed, 

Done at the city of Washington this 3d of May, in 
tho year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and sixty-one, and of the independence of the Uni¬ 
ted States the eighty-fifth. Abraham Lincoln. 

W, H. Sew ard, Secretary of State. 

Gen. Harney, after being released at Harper’s 
Ferry, proceeded to Washington. There has been 
much speculation iu reference to the position which 
this officer would assume, but all would seem set at 
rest by his letter to Col. O. Follen, of St. Louis, in 
which he declares that he will never serve under any 
banner than the one he has followed for forty years; 
that he will continue in the service of the Govern¬ 
ment which has bestowed its honors npon him, and 
bo long as he has breath will he be its faithful and 
loyal soldier. He Bays secession leads to anarchy, 
and that the secessionists design establishing a mili¬ 
tary dictatorship, aud have made war npon the Gov¬ 
ernment and dishonored its flag; that secession 
would be utter ruin to Missouri. He implores bis 
fellow citizens that the State may not be seduced to 
become the instrument of mad ambition of design¬ 
ing men. Although the owner of property in and a 
resident of Missouri, he feels bound to stand by the 
Union aud remain iu Us service, and will devote his 
ettorts to the maintenance of the Federal Govern¬ 
ment and the perpetuation of its blessings to pos¬ 
terity. 

Gov. Morgan, of New York, received a communi¬ 
cation from the War Department on the 3d inst, 
expressing obligations for the promptness aud dis- 
patoh with which troops we re sent from New York 
for the defense of the Capital, but requesting that 
no more may be forwarded to that point till further 
orders are received from the Department, all being I 

deemed now safe at Washington. 
Knowing the disappointment this will occasion, 

Gov. Morgan earnestly desires that one or two regi¬ 
ments of the present uniformed force w'hieh have 
already been ordered for Washington, but have not 

yet left the State, may be received by the National 

authorities, with whom he has communicated on the 

subject, but unless the Department should consent, 

these regiments will have to be discharged. 

On application, just made by some of the dipl0. 
matic corps at the State Department, the following 
points were ascertained: 

First. Vessels in blockaded ports when the block¬ 
ade took effect will be allowed a reasonable time to 
depart. 

Second. Vessels bringing emigrants, though they 

have no notice of the blockade at the time of their 
departure, will not be allowed to enter the blockaded 
ports. That class of persons come to the United 
States chiefly to settle in the upper States of the Mis¬ 
sissippi, and it will be better for them to enter an 
opeD port and make their way to their destination, 
than to encounter the dangers and castrlties incident 
to the insurrectionary condition of the Gulf States. 

The Diplomatic Corps have now been furnished 
with copies of the two proclamations of blockade, 
against which they make no unfriendly manifesta¬ 
tions. The blockading force under Capt. Stringham 
will consist of at least 50 war vessels, accompanied 
with a sufficient number of steam transports for the 
accommodation of aland force 20,000 strong. This 
will be enough to make an efficient blockade of tho 
whole Southern coast into which any vessel drawing 
six feet of water might enter. 

On the Gth inst., Gen. Scott, for the third time, volun¬ 
tarily took the oath of allegiance to the Constitution 
and Laws of the United States. His staff here fol¬ 
lowed his example. 

Messengers from Alexandria report that large num¬ 
bers of people had fled from the city in view of the 
contemplated attack by the Federal troops. About 
400 rebel troops arrived Sunday from the direction of 
Richmond, but seeing a Federal fleet coming up the 
Potomac, they escaped toward Harper’s Ferry. 

A dispatch to the N. Y. Herald, says the Maryland 
Committee were told by the President that it was not 
intended by the Government to retaliate for the attack 
of the Baltimorians on the Northern troops, bnt it 
was determined to assert its right of way through 
Baltimore at all hazards. 

The Secretary of War, in order to accommodate 
the traveling public, has directed the opening of the I 
military route between Washington and Philadelphia 
by the way of Annapolis. There will be two daily 
trains—those from the North leaving Philadelphia 
at 10.30 A. M. and 11 P. M. 

The Rochester Volunteers. 

On Friday morning, the 3d inst., Rochester 
sent forward her first instalment, of good and true 
Union men, and the entire city turned out to bid 
them a parting God-speed. Never did so dense a 
crowd line our thoroughfares as on that occasion, 
and though upward of six hundred of our young men 
were severing the dearest ties and associations, the 
pang of separation was tempered by the thought that 
they were about to do battle for their country. This 
regiment responded to the call with alacrity, and 
were Ihe first to offer their services in Western New 
York. The volunteers are made up as follows: 

Capts. Taylor, (Zouaves); Smith, (Rifle C. rps); 
Lewis, (Rifle Corps); Brown, iltifie Corps); Schoeffel, 
Williams, Tally, Nolle, Jennings, Davie, Thomas, of 
Brockport; Adams, of Lyons; Stephan, of Dansville. 

The foregoing companies volunteered with the 
expectation of being attached to the regiment of 
Prof. Quinby, of the Rochester University, but some 
of them are doomed to disappointment.. 

The rules of the service will not permit more than 
ten companies to be included in one regiment, und 
here are thirteen — all anxious to be counted in. 

We learn that the company officers of the volunteer 
regiment from this city, now at Elmira, elected field 
officers as follows: Colonel — Isaac F. Qiiinbv. Lieut. 
Colonel—Elisha G. Marshall. Major—Oliver L. 
Terry. 

The Colonel and Lieut. Colonel are both graduates 
of West Point, and have s6en service in the Army. 

We have not yet ascertained what companies com¬ 
pose the regiment, but as there is a surplus of three 
companies at Elmira, and two in this city still await¬ 
ing orders to march (Capt, Wunzcr’s and Capt. 
Baron’s,) and large numbers anxious to enlist, the 
necessary steps are being taken to fill up a second 
regiment. Our city is destined to be fully repre¬ 
sented in the struggle between order and anarchy, 
and we doubt not her representatives will acquit 
themselves honorably both as soldiers and men. 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

Great Britain.—A prospectus has been issued in 
Liverpool, with influential support, for the organiza¬ 
tion of a company to run a line of steamers direct 
from Liverpool to New Orleans. Another company 
is being formed to run a line to Charleston. The 
latter starts the first steamer in June. 

The House of Commons rejected Berkley's annual 
motion in favor of the ballot, by 128 majority. 

Lord John Russel had said that the proposed con¬ 
ference in regard to the slave trade had not been 
held, because the United States Government had re¬ 

fused to take part in it. 
Franck.—A French fleet was ordered to be fitted 

out to convey the French troops home from Syria. 
A commercial treaty between France and Belgium 

is reported to have been signed. 
All the mercantile houses in Marseilles had sus¬ 

pended payment. Their liabilities in some cases 
were very heavy. The suspensions were caused by 
the Turkish government not providing for its accept¬ 
ances, and the refusal of the Bank of France to con¬ 

tinue its advance. 

Italy.—An important debate in the Italian Parlia¬ 
ment on the reorganization of the Southern army, 
continued on the 20th. Count Cavour made various 
explanations. Garibaldi said he was not satisfied 
with these declarations, as the prospects were alarm¬ 
ing. He insisted, therefore, on the reorganization 

of the Southern array. The Chambers finally adopted 
the bill, by a vote of 197 against 97. 

The correspondence between Cialdini and Garibal¬ 
di bad been published. Cialdini reiterated friend¬ 
ship, but objected to Garibaldi’s last acts. Garibaldi 
characteristically defends his position. 

Poland.—Affairs at Warsaw were unchanged. 
Gortschakoff had issued a proclamation stating that 

assemblages for political discussion will be tolerated, 
but order can only be maintained by civil officers 

with assistance ofthe military. 
Sfain.—It is denied that Spain intends to reject 

the otter of the re-incorporation of Dominica. It is 
stated that Hayti requests a Spanish protectorate. 

Commkkcial IxTEULlUKNCit—Brendstvffs — The weather 
keeps very fine for a^rieultniul operations. Wakvtleld, Na>a 
A Co. report flour very dull, and the terms easier at 28i@80tM. 
Wheat steady, and in fair demand at full prices. Red ll»->u 
g'llsSdj white 12*3d@.14st)d. Corn very slack, and offered it 
fid decline per quarter, without buyers. Mixed and yellow^ 
8fiB6d@36e: white 36s(o,37s. Richardson, Spence & Co. can 
wheat dull, and corn Is per quarter cheaper, and very 
depressed. 

Provisions.—Beef and pork steady, hut without improve¬ 
ment in value- 



Receipts—The following is our comparative statement o 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 1( 
to the car: 8 

. , _ Cor. week 
this week. Last week. last rear. 

Cattle,.....3.141 3,360 3,756 
S>leeP.1.-U56 1.764 31IS 
Hotfs,.  ]cj5 
Pricks—The market i.y lirm and active at the follow 

_ . This week. 
Premium. 
Extra. 
First quality. 
Second on.'ifll 
Third quality 

Strum* ‘ 

SPECIAL OFFER TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS! 
The straits of Mackinaw are open. 

Baltimore money is ten per cent, below par. 

Four privateers from Mobile are already authorized. 

Strawberries are selling in Mobile at twenty-five cents a 

O'” Hack J\'uinber» of thin t'olumr h'rrr! ^TtJ 534 
ing prices: 

Last week. 
- 5 (SI c e 
-•G»(2!47„e 4>*yj'4*Vo 
•®,VS'4S>c. Svelte 
:t V?3'j.c 3*.,w'3»ji 

i .- .. i C 2J, d H C 
r ■ uppi v fur, but there is no demand on New York or 
(•.astern account, and mnr a light inquiry for our own market 
\\ e quota good sheared at 4',,r i.',;c>) It,.: prime hen, v-woOled 
.Xr okjC t' IQ. 

H"i't8 There is iiOdenuiml here, and it is understood that the 
.New, i ork| pens me oretKtucked. We quote nominally at <(«. 

,c top Still ed, A■> 1*1 c for corn led, and an c for stores. 
Mhph Cows— In light, rep cost. Ton blooded at $42 per head, 

with the calves by their sides. - Arvus ami .1 Has 

XI;.W 3 URIC, May I —The current prices for the week at 
all the markets are as follows: 

~ ^ .. K*Kf CATTI.K. 
First quality... 
Ordinary quality. . 
Common quality,. 
Inferior quality. 

COWS AXD CAI.V1SS. 
r irst quality,. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality.. 
Inferior quality^."... 

VKAI. CALVES. 
First quality, >1 th ...". 
Ordinary quality,. 
Common quality,. 
Inferior quality. 
_ , „ SHEEP ASP LASTBS. 
1 nine quality,.. 
Ordinary quality,.... 
Common quality.]_ 
Inferior quality,.. 
_ SWXH®. 
First quality.. 
Other qualities.. 

CA \l BRIDGE. May I. —At market 463 cattle, about 375 beeves 
And 43 stores, consisting Of •working oxen. cows, and one, two 
ftud t hree years old. 

Keep Cattle - Prices, exlra, $6.150(517,Oil; (list quality, 36,21Ki) 
11,00. second quality, $5,50(511,00; third quality, $1.00 ; ordinary 
quality, 30,DO 

WoKKtXlJ O x k y $PII, * 115,1)175 
Cows axi* Calvish -ikb. ?.i0.157. 
Stokes Yearlings, *Y«60; two years old. SI.VTlB: three 

To all who subscribe for the Rural New-Yorker from 

May 1st to end of the Year and Volume — eight months — we 

will, if desired, send the back numbers (from Jan’,y 1st) Free. 

This offer (to be continued for a month, and perhaps until 

July 1st.) will enable many who were unable to subscribe at 

the beginning of the year, or later, to secure the entire 

volume at less than cost of publication. 

Portage Stamps arc taken at par on subscription, and 
greatly preferred to Western or other uncurrent money 

t f" Chant, K of Appri se. — Subscribers wishing the address 
of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 
specify the old address as well as the nkw to secure compliance 
with their requests. 

*_xhe city of Buffalo has raised $110,COO for the benefit of 

volunteers. 

_The number of Oriental Christians, so called, is one hun¬ 

dred million. 

_The State of Connecticut is out of debt, and owns $400- 

000 in bank stock. 

_ Virginia is issuing shinplasters. Before secession, her 

currency was gold. 

_Ex-Gov. Pond, of Connecticut, died at Milford on Sunday 

night week, aged 79. 

— The extraction of coal in France, in 1857, was 7,900,000, 

tuna from 62 coal fields. 

— New York has sent an agent to Europe to purchase 

$500,000 worth of arms, 

— Ohio has offered for the war 81.000 volunteers since the 

President's proclamation. 

— Gen. Harney, who was arrested at Harper's Ferry by the 

Bebels, has been released. 

— The ladies of Columbus, Ohio, made 1,200 flannel shirts 

for the troops in 48 hours. 

— Western Virginia is to hold a Union Convention at 

Wheeling, on the 13th inst. 

— The Governor of Ohio declares that no negro companies 

will be accepted by the State. 

— The cultivation of the silk worm has been commenced 

in Britany with great success. 

— There are said to be one hundred men in Liverpool, Eng., 

who are each worth $5,000,000. 

— The Kingdom of Italy has been acknowledged by “ The 

Faithful” sovereign or Portugal. 

— The garrison at Fort Monroe numbers 1,000 Massachu¬ 

setts volunteers and 300 regulars. 

— All the physicians of Chicago have offered to attend the 

families of volunteers free of cost. 

— The Government has just purchased twenty thousand 

straw hats for the use of the troops. 

— Gen. Scott is soon to have a grand field review of the 

troops now in and about Washington. 

— Ten negroes were arrested at Louisville on Tuesday night 

week, while engaged in military drill. 

— The students of Harvard College have formed four vol¬ 

unteer companies—one for each class. 

— It took the N. Y. Chamber of Commerce just 20 minutes 

to raise $22,450—over $1,000 a minute. 

-The New Yorkers are subscribing to a splendid gold 

medal, to lie presented to Major Anderson. 

— Peter Krben, for more than half a century organist of 

Trinity Church, New York, died last week. 

— Fifty-Tour Crimean Veterans have enlisted in the 69th 

New Vork Regiment, under Col. Corcoran. 

— Prof. Lowe recently made a 1,200 miles balloon journey, 1 
from Cincinnati to Charleston, in nine hours! 

— In Odessa, newspapers are printed in the Greek, Hebrew, 

Latin, Russian. French, and German languages. 

— Advices from Montgomery say that only $12,000,000 of 

the loan iB taken, The soldiers are not paid yet 

— Advices from Victoria say that gold dust is being received 

from Fraser river at. the rate of $10,000 per week. 

— The Baltimore prices, of provisions and the necessities 

of life are rapidly going up to the starvation point. 

— Rufus Ilosmor, lately appointed Consul to Frankfort, on- 

the Maine, died at Lansing, Mlcli,, on Saturday week. 

— In Cochin China the French and Spanish troops have 

on beating tun natives, taking soveial of their forts. 

— The herring fisheries of Norway have produced the last 

year 700,000 tuns, sold at 5 francs 70 centimes per tun. 

— A gentleman in New York is getting up a company com¬ 

posed exclusively of members whose names are Smith, 

— An old gray-haired man at the West actually colored his 

hair black, so that he might-bo accepted as a volunteer. 

— Ten car loads of Government 

ELEMENTS and MACHINES, 
Ira 'TT1 • !""1 Mowers, Horse |\,„„r, „,.d Threshers 
Hav. -8talk, and Straw Cur,-.ml Cor.. Shelled both liamlmui 
pmvei,1 the best I lows, both y!ei;l and iron Fultivutors Hnrse- 
Hoe», and n great variety of stimll Implement-, Tools fur 

thu l-.ln.it .i.y’/t fJ.fttOK.-y, 

wu,'1,l"1< ••Ither.Sevds or Implements will of course 
: n r ,hr -V'" "f this long and well knew,,Farmed 
H : ■V,"'"'m h 1 ng Iwahlisbiuont War Prices of l,ro- 
duoe w, I enabb. farmera to afford the best Seeds and Imnle- 

? v.L ' '» purchase thaSiYit tho 
foWtMuth .1. KAPALJE, Geiq.soq Seed Store ,u„l 

A'-- " t<n*hoaa*. No. 17So. St Paul St... Rochester, N. Y. 

TUK _i%i«:i.>ssiie waticw, h'ii,- 
1 Ji.h- IwfTitv years »»-•* bin fullv ttHkiblixhi.il 

tin4 reputation of thtw Filters a a livVrv pnjWiVw/ 
and arrangement foe the purposes desired. The ■ 
mrfahle, durahl,, convenient, uml c/.c/ip - " 

GO-erlptivo Circulars free. Address 
M'!|t JiVMlia TERRY A- CO.; Rochester, N. Y. 

9() r.uA? ^ 1:1; !-4ici3)i> 
-Tp/ . ' li.*'- -1 will send by mail, post-paid, twenty paper* 
eni^lnI fund's tom,v VOtHon sending ine One Dollar 

M y Heeds are just as good as those advertised at double the 
pru.e I ilsk. My needs are Imported Iron, one of the best Meed 
houses in Europe, ami ran be relied on us good. 1 d 

,L KAPAI.JK, at Genesee Seed Store, Rochester. N. Y. 

r I BRPITT STCX','K! 
I iiie miIkcribets, HBiHlIE. ('aMPkfi i v ri 

eiiciured in Breeding and In,porting Farin'Stock oj- Vnt 
quality. Mr MimnlB was formerly of the firm of 11, Mranmun 
A BitoijIE (wlneli firm is now dissolved.) ifi,. -ui| ,ln,i larve ev- 
oeriftnee o the bus n.-v. nm ,. ,.111-.. ... ... . la l 'arueex- perience in the busipnns are wall known to Dreader* -- 

.nll5I« ! Jr?-% c rAr' ,M> 1,1 •S CamI'liEf.L'.s place threa 

^lbq,oVt-S^VoU«lIhUl^a*SLalf m,ltw rrom u‘" VViiiu- 
. h 1: 
w! rni r AMcs •nRoi,Vn’r £ftrkWirr, ran addrase y" 
0*3*,-lot-j ,i AM i\S BRDDIT., Rural Hil , Tn \T V r%* 

s. CAMPBELL & CO.. New York MU1 *[*0neida Co., N.*T. 

$8.00 f'J.Ort 
. 7.50M.3.II,) 
. fi,.6.10.17,119 
. «>.0O;.oG,50 

HAY ELEVATOR 

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS! HORSE POWER FORK. 

Tins Fork can be used with either 
os,: or rwo inimsEH. Price, full 
ngge.l (with rope and three pul¬ 
let's,) $12. 

Sloe desonotion in Rural Nkw- 
VOKKSIt of M.areh 23, 1861. 

Send for a Circular, 
Address 

LKVI A. REAKIWMSIT, 
South lidmnston, Otscpo Co., JY. T. 

Reaper axd Mower,” we would say that “BALL’S OHIO 

MOWER ANT) REAPER” is manufactured at the Auburn 

Prison by Messrs, Ross, Houck & Pom no v, sole proprietors 

for the State of New York, for the use of these valuable 

patents. The machine is made of the best materials, and 

warranted to be a perfect Mower or Reaper, and to cut easily, 

without clogging, any kind of grain or grass, either wet or dry 

The Slower has a Cast Steel Gutter Bar, 4 feet 6 inches cut, 

with polished wrought iron guards, plated in the Slot with 

Cost Steel, and tempered. 

The Reaping attachment has a Finger Bar and polished 

wrought from guards attached to it, with a Sics.o-cdged 

Knife, which, for cutting grain. Is far better than the smooth 

edge mowing knives generally used. Ry means of the 

separate Finger Bar and Sickle, they are enabled to make 

the Reaper cut either 5 or 6 foot swath, and dispense with 

the heavy Mowing Bar when reaping. 

The Combined Reaper and Mower Is delivered to the pur 

chaser for the sum of $150, for a six months’ note without 

interest, or $145 cash. Tho Mower is $30 less. 

The agents for Monroe County are [588-6te 

J. W. HANNAH, of Clifton, MonToe Co., N. Y. 

DANIEL KINGSLEY, of Pittsford, Monroe Co., N. Y. 

f )HI<) MOWDllf and KKAl’lUR. 
K. BALL’S PATENTS, 

WTI’H FOHDIN(+ CUTTKfi (HAIL. 
A Machine that Is a perfect Mower, and a perfect, limner. Cir- 
piiI.'unj U'lt.lt full iloce.-i 1... ......1 .... r.. . i t 1 . 

t •*. ,y , ' ' * • ... |"'Jir* 1. iVf lfjir-f , V 11- 
cul.'irs with hill cicsCJ'isont by mail nr furnlshoil bv airCnta 
in each count> ROSS, HODGE & POMKOY, 
ASS b.t ,Manqfactup-rs, at, the Auburn Prison, Auburn, N. Y. 

N R W T O IX It . 
Tins Hotel is in excellent condition, Rj-ceutlv tiuinv Im- 

provements have been made. Mr, Stetaon. its foriimr pronrie- 
jor. has returned to H.ipeiwlsa its exeenllte department. Its 
tables aro bountifully suppllndj waiters excollmit, u»,| itiscon- 
eeded that It lias never been so comfortable 'I11. i111.lts liistorv 
1 be new water-closets have no-vnuxls in this coonlrv. 

11m roung proprietors arc f,,(l of enterprise and courlcsv 
and spare m, pains to make their patrons ccmfortabln. 

Men <d l.usiiHws, or thin I lies who really need solid c.oinforta 
handsomely dispensed, Will lind this th.honored Hotel better 
thuu ever. ' 

Its proximity to husiuoss, the conveniences for I. 
partofl.hu city, Gen Hal Park. AO., reqdei7.it the 
Merchant or casual Traveler. 

IMPORTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 

r C81V’ SI!f:|,;H COO—TiroRLuv'a Food for 
CAm.K, -lor Horses it, is i.iihspunsahle lu pro muting and sus. 
till mug all the animal fquctUHix in health and vigor For Milch 
ii?»r*.l..il? '"whiaiHe, increasing the quantity and improving 
the quality ol milk. For Beasts nothing can com pure with It 
fortcc.1'^ q""-klv i'or Sheep mid Pig* the effects produced 
in one month will exceed nil expectation. 

A Pamphlet mailed free to any address 
*3^"DEPOT, 2J BROADWAY, NEW YORK 574-2flt 

I^XTRACT OF TOBACCO, 
FOR DIPPING SHEEP AND LAMBS, 

AM) FOR DESTROYING ALL KINDS OF VERMIN ON OTHER ANIMALS. 
Tun Manufnetnrers Of this tn-w nnd valmxbla preparation, beg 

eave to call the attention of Farmers and Grasters to Ibis ef- 
[eeluill remedy lor destroying l icks, Lice, and all other innocta 
injurious to ii.mimlii and vegcratieu, and oreumtfng the alarm¬ 
ing attacks ot the 1 |y und rirab on Sheep. 

Its use not only removes the vermin on animals, but cleanses 
«nd ounflos the skin, thereby msUTlullv bereHting their geue- 
qir.tititv ' U<1< K"'atl'V 1U)Pricing wool, both in quality and 

This article completely supersedes Mmt laborious and disa- 

-? ^ ^ J *) • Hll1*’ <»r;i--H *V I miotlix 
V I lruve just reemi.ol and now oiler for sale 
lull bushels prime Timothy Seed. 
W do. clean Bed Top Seed. 
80 do. clean Kcntucki Blue Grass Seed. 
20 do, pure Orchard Gross Send. 
SO do. Hungarian Grass Seed. 
25 do. Millet Seed. 

Also a full supp)» of the best Garden and Field Seeds. 
J. RAPAL.IK, at, the Genesee Seed Store. Rochester, N. Y every 

u-1 § u 1!■: \ / n /, t: j'o /, n.tn. 

THE ONLY MACHINE WHICH COMBINES ALL THE RE¬ 

QUISITES OF A I'URKH'I' IIAItVKSTllK. 

Farmers wishing to avoid disappointment, will give their orders 
early m the season 

f iT-Circulars with full doscrtpthui and testimonials forward- 
ed by mall. 

JOHN I*. AlHd.V.M'K, Manufactni*Mt* Kiul Proprietor 
^ . Vlf . I’orijimkKri-vjK, Nicw York, 
SoJG Warehouxo lo N»mv York. Ur^mvichStreet, 

Sfear 0ourtlau«it. 

V ) l,T.,!v.u.'AM.1.!!.'1,'Verona, Oneida Co , N Y. 
omA»»^9{tTi1JV.T* Agentv Smyrna, Gbermngo Go., N Y 
JOSEPH JIlLlANH. 2d, •• Ibiinbridge. Chenango Co NY 
A. P. DRAYTON A SON, Agents, Watertown, Jell. Cm, N/y 

JHarkctey ^ommcvccv &c 
Rpkal Nkw-Youkkk Opkice, ) 

Rochester. May 6, 1861. ( 

TnE changes in our market aro very limited. Best White 
Canada Wheat is in a little better demand, and under this im¬ 

pulse has advanced 2 cents per bushel in rates Roll Butter is 
declining, owing to the increased quantity offered on sale 

Tallow has altered somewhat, tried having advanced 'icent. per 
pound and rough having declined a like amount. 

Skeps—Clover has put on 12’, cents per bushel Timothy Is 
selling at the rates current last week. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

From ast* Grain. 
Flour, winter wheal.SAUKst#,60 
Flour, spring do.8.0055,1X1 
Flour, buckwheat,.. U,UOt'2,i)ll 
Meal, Indian. .... (ojl.iXi 
Wheat. Genesee._1,10' I .Sit 
Best white Canada,.. l),0Ou l,37 
Corn, old.  OlltnMAr. 
Corn, now.OOeAO 
Kve. lie ft,A Til bush.6lXn,i6u 
rials, by weight.23re i". 
Barley,.  ...,8U(<1'55 
Buckwheat.iiaiin 
Beans .88c;u^l,13 

Meats. 
Pork, Moss. $I7,RX<«18,|)0 
Pork, clear. 2).L<.hgniljd.or) 
Pork, cwt,....5,m,re,on 
Beef, cwt. ..4,maid,00 
Spring lambs, each, . A,80i.iiiZ,0() 
Mutton, carcass.flftidc 
(Tarns, smoked. . IfiGllOig 
Shoulders,....... .7i'oi7 
Chickens.9fti; lu 
Turkeys.KYa’lI 
Geese.  41X5*) 
Ducks yt pair.38&i44 

treed. The sales of the week have been tfl(),Q00 lbs, fieeei- fang- 
iny from .'ilfa’lilc, and pulled nt 2.8*44,'. ,.H to quality. The trails 
actions In foreign emuprise 500 bales Mediterraniian ami Cape 
and 50 ballots Peruvian at various prices, as to quality 

Ameriean Saxony Fleece, fit lb..45(ii.’,o 
41(« 44 

.38:4)4(1 

.32(035 

.;«',c4« 
.31 @33 
-2T,'25 
-'JAir.'iO 
JXtelH) 
. 13735 
-Tin 120 
.2Y5).30 
-——• 

.21(0)23 

.13615 

.ISfoilS 

. Bn. 10 

. 19(0)25 

28,7(28 
. I On 30 
- (7: - 

.—(«1— 

.106)18 

.237726 

Eggs, dozen.KXSlOc 
Hooey, box.I2w)l4 
Gaudies, box. 11,112 
Caudles, extra. 13ml3 

Finrrr and Roots. 
Apples, bushel_ ,250f38c 
Apples, dried, /Jib ...2,n2L 
Peaches, dried, tJ lb....tin iq 
C "lines dried,.!>7,p) 
1 loins, dried.X„ y 1 dlAtqeg.S?@50 

Hikes a.no Sri.vs. 
Slaughter,..@ 4 j,j 

SbccpPcits,. 
Lamhl ellj)... 5U7i88 

Skkph, 
Glover, bushel .Si IV?0rHM 
Timothy, .. 2.5iX<r,.3.1X1 

Sdwdrisr., 
Wood, hard .•3,0u'<i«y*| 

. 3,0(lta.3,(io 
' 7,0IXa)7.OO 
. .5,7rt(,7)6.00 
..5,7A",(1,U0 
, .5,7tin 6,(10 

. lOfaTISt 
.0,envoi,62 
9,00fo 13,00 
.0,007' 0,00 

\ATHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 

IHPKOVEl) FAMILY SFAVINU 1IAI'HI\K8 
WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and H«mmers, 
AT REDTJCKD PRTCOTE1S. 

u.su.i) rotftil pric^.t, *und Rhalltultl nmv works 
2 n KlfRAl, Agents entllled to premiuin.a, .mil 
.qchulce of books, emi select from this list 

ner's Enc.v- Do. KlenctiLut Ag. Chein- 
. $4 00 istry and Geology . 1 iR) 
m Look .,.100 Do. ('alecihinuofulnmiistry 

4 ol Homes- for HohooL * "5 

, 78 Gaiigsirotli on the ilive ail'd 
rcli 1 tee turn I 25 Hone y Ren 12a 
rape, 100 Leunliur's lint Houses . 125 
or 1 bins for laebig's l .tuiiliai' Letters to 
Blogs (.011 .Finiii.-r,. . ... .... M 
si sGnlrio, . 75 Lin.lei s Morgan Ilorses . I 00 
eirden ...I 25 Miner-Be", keeper's M.'milal I 00 

at lliqne. ,125 Mlb s fm 1 he Hoigq's Foot 50 
local boon Milbmu on Cow . 25 

>28 Modern Cookery by Miss 
(Culture 50 Acton and Mrs. S ,1. Hale l 28 
'aneier -si Mrs. Abel's SkiUr.ll llonao- 
rv ) aid Ion wile and I,allies'Guide 50 
I, Manures I 28 Saxton'sRnrnl IJaud Books, 
id Asst—150 lam mi in 4 Series cat'll I 28 
1 1 -“r ' i;<> Minin's Land Drainer.. till 
rdeneiM In- Nash's Prugrt-fsive Farmer 60 
., : ,!l> Neill's Garn. Oompanion loo 
Manual . Is) Norton's I'.louienL of Ayri- 
Howers I no nultut'i ... , 
iai den I2S rileqtt's.Sorgho arid implieel 00 

■beo I,anl 7,» Parilee oq the Strawberry. 60 
Lectures.. 1 00 Fodders Land Measurer 6ij 
Cano and Persov/it New Cidttite ot the 
.. 25 Vine    49 

<irower's Pheln.'IJee-kl epers Chart 25 
■ H) Quirtby s Mysteries of Ileo- 

lardonei' . 50 keeping ...... _j |)q 
'arm Bee- Qiilnev mi ^oilingCattle,. 50 
• . 25 Rabbit. Fancier. . . .. no 

1 Book SO Randall . Sheep Husband- 
uinan...... 50 ry. j-gj 
lorseHoe. I is) Richardson on file Horse. 25 

Doctor ,.100 Ilo. Pests of tie* Farm ' . 25 
laid I'li.vsi- Ho. Hornoslic Fowl.' . .... 25 

mwo.200 Ho on tho Hug. ...... 25 
ex ... 1 no Ini, on the Honey Bee. . . 25 
nual.. 11111 DO. on the Dog "..... 25 
on Manures 28 ReetdolliTs Vine-drehsers 
mis and Use- Manual . ... . 50 

,,.I 50 Shepherd'-1 Hvri Honk 2IX) 
erd Book. 100 Stewart's Stable Book 2 00 
Irnaruental Stray Leaves from the Book 
...100 of Nutuie ... 100 

W..2 00 Stephens' Bunk of the Farm 1 
sand Fruit 2 vols .. ,< no 

150 Skillful Housewife 25 
[scape Our- Skinner's Elements of Ag- 
..3 50 ricullure 35 

x -300 Smith's Lundseape (,'ar- 
iberry Cul- denlng . .125 
........- 50 Timer's Principles of Agri- 
1 nut Bonk 1 25 Culture..2 00 
own Flower Thomas' Farm Implements I 00 
.. 50 Thompson's Food of Am- 

iy Prof. H. male     7s 
- .125 Tho Ruse Culturtst_ 25 
O, (H H ■ Topham's Chemistry Mad** 
.100 Easy_ ... . 25 
ruier aud Turner's Cotton Planter's 
.J 25 Manual . 100 

1 Garden. 50 Warder s Hedges and Ever- 
ure.,100 greens'.. ..10o 
...., ..loo AVarltig’s Elements of Ag- 

.125 ri cult 11 re ... 75 
b Cows. . (JO Wi-eks on Bees .. 25 
s-keepers 1 20 Wbite s (hardening for the 
- •” Mouth.125 

Wilson on Flax . 25 
Youatt tc Marlin on Cattle I 25 
Youatton the Horse.125 
Do. on Sheep. 75 

THE WHEELER * WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. beg 
to state that, they have reduced the prices of their SEWING 

MACHINES, while they have added new and important im- 
provninoots. The reduction Is made in tho hope that tho Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patents. 

OfHoe r»<): 

Cape Good Hope unwashed 
East India, washed,... 
African, unwashed, 
African, washed. 
Smyrna, uuwashed,.,.,, ,, 
Smyrna, washed,. 
Mexican, unwashed,. 

BOSTON, May 3. The market for domestic wools for 
clothing is in good demand, other kinds are quiet. W 
tlee sales nf 20,000 tbs, California and 100 bales of Smvn 
private terms. 
Saxony aud Merino, fine,17®60 Western mi xml. 
Full blood, .14o-47 Smyrna, washed. 
hi and blood. 36i; 43 Do. unwashed,. 
Common.31X7)33 Syrian. 
Pulled, extra.4IXal4S Cape. 
Do. Superfine.3»n 4*1 CrimeSk. 
Do No. 1.225)32' FtUenox Ayres ...." 
Do. No. 2.lfl'aAl Peruvian, wastied.; 

'» Bixiadway, TNe*w York, 

ri. VV. DIDDLE, Agent, 
RvowesTtcR. iv. y 

( jOUNTBY AGENTS WANTED.— 
. ,*){ *, Da?. Mrs. Hankins wants Agents at home or to 
traveltor her Pictorial '‘FAMILY NEWSPAPER," also for her 
Curious New Book of FEMALE CHAU ALTERS in tiik CITY 

CO Nowlnyork*lU<* in(!los" ry'* "lamp to HANKINS* 

J TA 1.1A N DEES.—Order* will now bft received for these 
.1 h»«H to be delivered in the Spring .1 ■ irmlnr unit he. 4mt to 
w apvluanlH incUmnoa*tamv. In it. will be round the torma 
ami also reports from Mr. Canos TROTH, Dr. KntTi,*,vi>, Mr. 
BRAOKktt, tlr, BaMikiikik, ami other.*, testifying tally, from 
actual obsm-votrou, to tba great giiperiority of tills race over th* 
common bee 878-tfl S. B. PAfkSONS. Flushing N V 

Salt, bbl 
.l.Vu'116 
.13" 18 
. 9(511 

KXnJlOI* 
8'y n, 6 
.8 (Si 8J. 

.20".'ll) 

.15026 

. Win 17 
bXS23 

.19:7,51) 

. 7@I7 

. 9,7 46 
26(52V* 

arms passed through this 
city, westward, on Sunday night week, destined for Ohio. 

-Three buutirad emigrants came ontby tho North Britain, 

all bound for places in the neighborhood of Berlin, C. W. 

— Xew Zealand is said to have a clirnat*3 that is its “ olo- 

mental guano,” making It fertile in spite of its natural soil. 

— •' A stand of arms ” is a complete sot of arms for ono 

man, and would include the musket, bayonet, and appurten¬ 
ances. 

-The English troops have given the New Zealanders two 

more whippings in the field, the latter attacking in each 
battle. 

— Messrs. Handy k Bro., of Cincinnati, have contracted 

with the Government for supplying tho army with 15,000 
horses. 

— The Government has instructed manager Talcott to 

rebuild the telegraph lines between Baltimore and Wash 
ington. 

— Old flint lock muskets, to the number of 3,000, are being 

modernized at Richmond, by a Philadelphian, for the State of 
Virginia. 

— Some traitors in disguise were caught, the other day, in 

Fling the shells, in one of our nayy yards, with sand and 
saw-dust. 

-The Naval Academy at Annapolis is to be closed during 

V war, and the naval cadets allowed a three months’ 
furlough. 

— land enough for a handsome park has been presented to 

Me town of Lewiston, Me., by the Franklin Manufacturing 
Company. 

-fan Francisco water is elevated by steam 

THE PROVISION MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, May 6. - FcoitR—Market dull and heavy Tor 
common grades; choice qualities continue steady. Sales at 83 
0IXa:6r10for superfine .State; $5.l{(h'3.30 for exlra do $8iHY,j6 PI 
for '.upernne We»t*rfi; *5,l«tu,5,50 for common to medium ex 
Ira do, f-,.60",8.l>0 for inferior to good extra round boot) Ohio. 
Canadian without uialerai change in price Mains nt, (5 ’Mo 7 iso 

Chain —Wheat, market dull and without material change hi 
prices, with only 1 limited business flhlng for export und home 
consumption; Miles at. $1,26 delivered lor Milwaukee club $1 70 
for Handsome white Michigan.; *1,35 for inferior white Canada 
and $1,31 m-tore for red Western. Rye quint at 67rn)rt«e Bar’ 
•tv dull nil heavy. -t-iliMut tide. Coro, market m favor of the 

hover, with only a limited luisiru-a doing at. 67«6te f,,r mixed 
Western, uinl «7e for round yellow. Oats dull at 3.(f,i)35c for 
State. Western, and Cauada. 

FiiovisioNa— Fork quiet aud xeareeiy so firm; sales at $17 50 
Tor Toes"; $13.25 tor prime. Lard dull and bean , sales at 9u:‘l* , 
Blitter in fair request at 14ial4c for Ohm, and lAoilOcfor new 
ntate. Cheese atcudv at. 4f"(l.'ic 

ABUKK—Thu iutralrv for both kinds and the Mirmlv are lim¬ 
ited; sale* of 31 bids, at *5,634 for Hots and Pearl:, 

Hoiw—The market is quiet, last wales at 11. ij20c,—tliu latter 
lor choice. 

•Skbuh —The market is quiet forClover Meed at. 7*-/a'8c Tini- 
pthv Seei is selling slowly at S2,50(u 2.75 & bushel; choice iw 
is held at $3,(SI. 

ALBANY, May «• — Fr.otnt and Mkai, — The demand for 
Hour continues pretty active for the supply ofthe borne trade, 
(lie river towns, am) lor "Ippiuent Emit, v-ry full prices ate 
obtained, the "tuck being moderate and the receipts light — 

Common to good State.*8.t)oa«,I0 
Fancy and extra Mate. . 5,2a'-i 6,50 
Common to good Western. . BMnlb 78 
Extra Michigan. WiacotiHin, Indiana, Ac.,. ,eiSft7i'7’oO 
Extra Ohio..... .b.utte 73M 
Comiimo Canadian.. 6,AVa6,75 
Extra Canadian. r. <r/n 7 

Fancy Genesee." 1;(kySiB-ja 
Extra Genesee and city brands. fi ave Tsij 
Extra Kentucky, .6,We7,'oo 
Corn meal is steady atsl,18fi ?i 1,31 if) 100 tbs, 
Giiai.v■ - Wheat in moderate milling request at steady prices, 

choice Mate at #1.26. Corn is wanted, and for Western mixed 
to arrive by canal at «|e is asked. A salt- or mum! yellow Is re¬ 
ported at (Be, which in (lie extreme figure No sales of Bariev 
or Kyi reported. Oats, sales .State at 83(7,.AtO. 

Ti“MiulUt^76'‘,n ':l0V,?r Hl anJ targ0 UC- 
[• kku. Bales to tuns 36 (b. r,.ed at 90o. f i 100 lbs. 

Bl H Al.O, May l\— Fwirn —The market Is steady, the de- 
manu titunjf |)riiici|»a!ly confitifii to tho which are 
<oartig, while low vanotlware dull and ud^hioted. Sales at $5 
til* P hf'll /■! K I, V I 1-0 ll . IS* 

and has .iOO.DOq reiulers. Hill of Engravings *nd Foaniou l’latea 
Largest, nicest and best in tho world for ?» eta. a year. AtJKNTH 
waritod. Ladies, Teiieheis, Clergymen, or Fortt-Masturs. For 
Mpeeimen Copies and Perms to Agents. Inclose red stamp to 

«8 HANK IN m * GO., Now York. 

I I &• I>I- I'. IHGIIDOFP, Breeders ol jeire Short-bom 
i 'f'rt'- vj-altir. S„ulk Down and Motion Sheep, 
Suffolk and Eesejz. /Np. Ihiehesler. N Y. B73-tf 

T" PARfflERri. Hi t HANK ri, A- BCJIEDEUS. 
1 Oar lTTCPr.vH,-kIc Conflict" is against high prices, Wo 

offer you, at 74 Mam «... Rochester iron, Nails, Hardware.Oila 
I,nnts Colors, Windows, Doors, Mfinde, /loos, Mpades, Shovds, 
IvUi’ii liouH, CtUwVJfctiarM, and otin*r urtjc.lwH iiumt'rotifl to 
mention. Also, the celebrated "Straight Draft Flow," which 
we oiler choapwr tiuxti the cheapoNt. 

MOORE. nEHINO A CO. 

L* Ogden, N. Y., at tlm residence of Caktkr Ev.v.xs, JOHN 
PULASKI, aged 24 years. 

^liuurtisemcnts 
ADVERTISING TKRAIS, in Advance-Thirty 

Fivk Cents a Lixk, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 624a cents per line of space. Sri:ri a r. Noticks, 
(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Lino 

J j7~ Its immense Circulation among the Fiodueersand Deal¬ 
ers of the Free States, renders tho Riikai. Nkw Yorkkk by far 
tho Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class. This 
pact should he home In mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 
facturers, &e., who must necessarily depend upon the People of 
the North for patronage. 

A MERIC AN GUANO 
FROM 

JAFJVIS <V BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

trr ties 

SOUTH PACTP’IO OCKAN, 

1MFOKTKP ST THK 

j.it h re t cji jy w n./ .v « c o .n /* .1 .v t, 

Office, (1(1 Willi»m Street, 

NEW YORK. 
C. 3. MARSHALL, Rm’t, II. MATHER. Sco’-j. 

J. K, CHAPPELL, Agent. 69 Exchange St.. Rochester, N. Y. 

W V IV rr IOO X M Y KT MEN 
J. (unemployed,) to sell WAR BOOKS ! Sure to sell fast, and 
largo profit given. Address, GEO. EDW ARD SEAK.3, 

691-2t_181 William Street, New York, 

YANSK.MOM) sweet I -»>- 
• ' ‘ 'V !’ PI,A NTS of superior quality, as heretofore, packed 
C| go safely long distances. UM, *]. 1 HIM, $2. 5 iKjit, $'); 10,000, 315 

’raring May aud June. Our plants have given fine satisfaction 
in the Northern Mates. In vears pad . and we solicit an exten¬ 
sion of patronage S y Send stamp for Circular. 
891-21 C. B. MURRAY. FosteFa Crpsxing.s, Warren Co., Ohio. 

THE KMIHKE U' INI) Mil. I.. 
1 I- or PtTMPIttO, is made entire! y of iron, a perfect gclt-reuo- 

lator, can be stopped and started at pleasure in the hardest 
wind, with the wings presenting a knife edgo. This mill re 
ceiyedthe hirst Pisuiufipi and Silver Medal at, 1,lie late State, 
sairat Elmira. Also Premium* and Diplomas at Onon. Go., 
Ca vuga ami Skaneatele.s Town Fairs in 1699 and I860. For tall 
piirtieulni's inclose stamp to K W MILLS A, GO., 
_ _ Skaneatele*, Onimdmoi Go, N Y. 

ITOVVAKIVS NEW MOWER 

1 1 PRICE REDUCED FOR 1861. 
Thk Cheapest, iriost Durable, ami Lightest Draft Mower ottered 

tor sale, tourai/.eg #71), Jsfiwid 3100 each. All nr» warranted. 
Can give tho testimonials of those who have used them, if du- 
siren Send forCireular giving lull deseription 

Ketchum’s Combined Machine, 
Improved, price, as Usual,$Fi<) (mprovemerits of guanis. shoe 
With falter, lever with roller, and .•xlras forth. KRTomiM 
Msichino, luiTJihh^o at mo<tenito fditirs, by Lrivit)jt? number 
of the Mar.liit)* (or vvbidi they aro w&ntwf. ^ .VJI-ilt 

Add (Css R L, HOWARD, Buffalo, N A' 

an rranciBco water is elevated by steam power to a 

^gM of one hundred and forty, and three hundred and 
eight feet. 

— A new material for ladies’ dresses hag come out in Paris, 

cal!e<* Kpouline, resembling Indian cashmere, but not so 
expensive. 

— Hit Right Rev. Benjamin Treadwell Onderdonk, Bishop 

, th(: of New York, died last week at his residence 
in that city. 

— The New Orleans True Delta of April 20th, has the offi- 

ciai announcement that the South West Pass of the Missia- 
“ppi is closed. 

— I he French government ig proposing some change in 

' a'r of debtor and creditor, as regards the right to im- 
pnson for debt. 

• iie government of Spain hag projected the introduction 

•1 1 uba of M.000 free negroes, with the approbation of the 
Luba authorities. 

r -‘ -'y fimilies have left Covington, Ky., for the 

• 1 11 - thin the past ten days, and others are preparing to 

follow their example. 

A ”cruifmg office for the navy hag been opened in New 

J °r ' ', ass-, to afford the trained whalemen an opportunity 

Hough's Farm Record  3 DO 
Hyde sOhines.) Bugar Gane 25 
Johnston's Agricultural 
Chemistry.1 25 

* Any of the above named works will be forwarded by 
mail, po.it paid, bn receipt of the price specified. 

Address I>. I>. T. MOORI., Rochester, N. Y. 

FitFcrpeinal Kiln, Entutited .laly, 
utKilor to any In use for Wood or Coal. 2>J cord* 
H tuns of coal to 104 bbla coal not mixed with 
»im [134-tf.J C D. PAGE. Rochester. N. Y. 

Iuui,t..l, ol different kinds and of different, 
merits, have been in use for many years, and we 
triumphantly point to the notorious fad that, 
wherever they nave been introduaed, tiikkk their 
value is an well established, that the practice of 
drilling becomes alnio-t. if not entire!), universal. 

Our Drill has been in use many years, in several 
Mate* and in Canada, ami i« now used in more 
than hall' tho States iri the Union. 

This Drill embodies in Itself all the valuable 
qualities ot all the Drills lu uso. and it possesses 
several not found In any other. 

Tho light draft of our Drill, together with the 
general desire of farmer..- to ex;,e,:it.e their busi¬ 
ness in tone of seeding, have iudm-ed u.« to manu¬ 
facture a larger siu- than formerly, which has 
thirteen teeth. Other sites in more common use 
are mad** with nine teeth and eleven teeth. Also 
any size required for working between standing 
corn, rhode last have to be arranged for their 
particular purpose, and aro only made to order 

LT'IA >1: IX'I’tS, ATTENTIONv-I am 
J now prepared to furnish the Ijest and most select assort 
incur, of ENOI.tH% FBK.3CH, and Gkrm.vx AsTr.ns ever olfei',,,1 in 
this country I will -end, post-paid, to any address, ID varieties 
20 seeds each, for Sl.l.k). 

I have also the celebrated Green-centered llelianthus. 20 ets. 
.1 l: \ 

Genesee Seed Store, No. 17 So, St, Paul St., Rochester, N. Y. 

!*ri 1 I *»-n.s> ! I! — Now on hand and 
leaf the ' 6k.VKH.KK Si!Kn Stork i vn Aukicoltcr t: 
K." No 17South St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y, 
5D buahcl.s Irish Marrowfat. 
50 “ Black Eve do. 
fl<) *’ Missouri do. 
50 *• Early Kents. 
00 " Early Washington. 
25 •* Dwarf Blue Imperial. 
25 ** Champion of England. 
110 ‘‘_C'anodn Creeper**, for field sowing 

o uiuens of Western Virginia refuse to go out of the 

and have called a convention to take measures to cut 
Ives off from that State. 

*!?’ W’ter in Cambridge City, Ind., has “gone for a 

® of the papers has suspended in con- 
ce' fur the typoes! 

v enerable Dr. U8her Parsons, who was with Perry at 
v u ,akq £ri(, has tendered h!g gerviceg to the 

i- Regiment as surgeon. 

the London Exhibition of the Society of Arts, is a 

pi lilting ina«ihiue, of the size of a pocket book, capa- 
irinting 10,000 iinpresbions per hour. 

inis fiom Liberia to Keb. 20, announce the death of 

. -enson, wife of Hon. Stephen Benson. President 

^public. She waD In her fortieth year. 

imu.raa ui non*'.v in one Kiasoti Kees can he made to swarm 
any s**a>*on. or prevented fium doing .-.o. ('an be prevented 
Iron! flying tot lie I'oreitK in swarming-time. Bee-robbery easily 
We veil lee. Moth millers prevented e/tectually. Never lose 
le-es by the chill of winter < r othnrwixe. 

I will send tny new Book Circular free of postage to nuv Bee¬ 
keeper. if they will -*en(l im their mirno anil I'ost-riffiee address, 
containing 32 pages, giving genetal explanations of the Patent 
( ompouml Bee-Ilive, contents nf Book. Ac. 

Or, I will send Kidder's Guide to Apiarian Science, a work of 
175 pages, free, by mail, on the receipt nf 57 e.n ts, in postage 
stamp*, or two hooks Tor one dollar, which will give full partte- 
ulars lu any dejiartlnent of liee-Gulture. All ordets addressed 
to [591-lfJ K. P. KIDDER, Burlington, Vt. 

TIIE CATTLE MARKET*. 

ALBANY, May 6.—Bkkvkw — Market netive at the opening at 
1 ■ - 

proveinent last week and the bunyancy in the New Vmk mar 
s**t. the large number on -ale in the yards fails to affect the up¬ 
ward tendency. J lira average quality of the cattle in good. 
J here are lew or no premiums here, but on the other hand, 
■ here are very Kw of the lowest grade. For the most part they 
run middling heavy, and are in fair condition for killing The 
sab-, made mdicHie an improvement in prices equal to about 
,'jC f) rtn hve weight 



FUN, FACT, AND FANCY, 
THE STARS AND STRIFES 

BY KDNA BRAN PROCTOR. 

(Air—“ The Star-Spangled Banner.*). 

0, Star-Spangled Banker! the Flag of our pride! 

Though trampled by traitors and basely defied, 

Fling out to the glad winds your Red, White, and Blue, 

For the heart of the North-land is beating for you! 

And her strong arm i» nerriug to strike with a will, 

Till the foe and hts boastings are humbled and still ! 

Here’s welcome to wounding, and combat, and scars, 

And the glory of death—for the Stripes and the Stars! 

From prairie, O, plowman! speed boldly away— 

There’s seed to he sown in God's furrows to-day 

Row landward, lone fisher! stout woodman, come home! 

Let smith leave his anvil and weaver his loom, 

And hamlet and city ring loud with the cry, 

“ For God and our country we’ll fight till we die! 

Here’s welcome to wounding, and combat, and scars, 

And the glory of death—for the Stripes and the Stars!” 

Invincible Banner! the Flag of the Free! 

O, where treads the foot that would falter for thee? 

Or the hands to be folded till triumph is won, 

And the Eagle looks proud, as of old, to the snu? 

Give tears for the parting—a murmur of prayer— 

Then Forward! the fame of our standard to share! 

With welcome to wounding, and combat, aud scars, 

And the glory of death—for the Stripes and the Star*! 

O, God of our Fathers! this Banner most shine 

Where battle is hottest, in warfare divine! 

The cannon has thundered, the bugle has blown— 

We fear not the summons—we fight not alone! 

O, lead us, till wide from the Gulf to the Sea 

The land shall be sacred to Freedom and Thee! 

With love, for oppression; with blessing, for gears— 

One Country—one Banner—the Stripes and the Stars! 

regard for wifcl’or womanly dignity; saw tha\ to 
hold fast her husband’s love, she must do something 
more for him than offer loving words; for, life being 
real and earnest, demands earnest work from all — 
from the delicate wire as well as from the more 
enduring husband. 

On the next morning, a? Edward lifted his cup to 
his lips, he said, with a smile of pleasure: 

“What hue coflee, Martha! I don’t know when 
I have tasted anything so delicious. Your handi¬ 
work, I infer?” 

And Edward looked from bis wife to her mother. 
“No,” replied Mrs. Barton; “it is none of my 

handiwork." 
“But it's mine,” said the young wife, who could 

not keep hack the acknowledgment — her pleasure in 
seeing her husband's pleasure was so great. 

“Yours?” Edward set cown his cup, and looked 
across the table in real surprise. 

“ Yes, mine. I made the coffee this morning.” 
“You did? Well, as 1 said, it is delicious! I 

wouldn’t give this cup of coffee for all the stuff that 
has been made in the house since we entered it.” 

The steak was praised next. 
“ Did you cook this also?” asked the husband. 
“I superintended the work,” was answered. 
“It is only necessary for some people to look at 

thiDgs, and they will come all right," said Edward, 
“aud J shouldn’t wonder, Martha, if you belonged 
to the number.” 

There was a compliment and a reproof in the sen¬ 
tence, and both were felt. 

“Do I need to say another word, my daughter?” 
said Mrs. Barton, when she was alone with Martha 
again. 

“I think no’t, mother,” was answered. “Since 
our talk yesterday 1 have been looking at my place, 
as a young wife, from a new stand-point, and I find 
that I have not understood my duties. But they are 
v ry plain now; and J shall not need another 
reminder. Young girls fall into some strange notions 
about a wife’s condition. They think of it ns some¬ 
thing more ornamental than useful: as invested with 
more queenly dignity than A homely administration 
of service in ihc household. She Is to be loved, ana 
petted, And cared for with untiring devotion and ten¬ 
derness; but caiing for her husband, in the unattrac¬ 
tive usee of a family, in the kitchen, it need be, does 
not enter some imaginations as a thing at all included 
in the relation of husband and wife.” 

“And coldness, irritation, ill-nature, and too often 
alienations, are the consequence,” said Mrs. Barton. 
“You felt a change in your husband. Did not the 
cause present itself?” 

“ Not, until you pointed it out to me.” 
“Can it be possible that you were so blind, my 

daughter?” 
" l was just so blind, mother!” 
“ Do you wonder that Edward was annoyed, at 

time 
“ J wonder that he had so much forbearance,” was 

the reply. “ 1 wonder that he did not speak out 
plainly, and tell me my duty." 

“Yoa might not have understood him,” said Mrs. 
Barton. “ He could not have said all that I have 
said. There would have been the appearance of a 
selfish regard lor his own comfort. Young wives do 
not always understand a husband’s reproving words, 
which are more apt to olind than to enlighten; lor 
they are usually spoken under the Impulses of chafed 
feelings. It is better, therefore, that I should have 
helped you to see clearly in a matter involving so 
many consequences.” 

UUt VJ “J A J UC J w f{   . 

Tears began to fall over the young wife s cheeks. 
“I’m sure,” she said, sobbing, “that I have been 

to him all that I know how to be. If love would 
draw upon me favors and kindness, be would never 
look at me, as he does, sometimes, with cold eyes 
and a clouded face, nor speak, in angry impatience, 
words that hurt me worse than blows.” 

“ But you have not done for him all that you know 
how to do,” said Mrs. Barton. 

“ I fail to comprehend you, mother,” was replied 
to this. 

“You do not make his homo as pleasant as it 
should be. There seems to be no anticipation of his 
wants, and no provision against discomfort. Every¬ 
thing is left to your two servants, who do pretty 
much as they please.” 

“Why, mother!” 
“ It is true, my daughter. I have looked on with 

closely observant eyes, since 1 have been here; and 
must say, that I uni disappointed in you, In every 
case that Edward has shown impatience in my pres¬ 
ence, the source of annoyance lay in your neglect of 
a plain household duty, ’ll was bo this morning; and 
bo yesterday.” 

“He was annoyed at the burnt steak this morning,” 
said Martha, in answer. “That wasn’t my fault, I 
am sure. I’m not the cook.” 

“It Is your place to have a competent cook,” said 
Mrs. Barton. 

“ If I can find one, mother.” 
“The one you have now is not to be trusted to 

prepare a meal.” 
“ I know that: but how can T help myself?” 
“And knowing that, yon never went near the 

kitchen to sec that she did not spoil the steak 
intended for your husband’s breakfast. It might 
have taken you ten or fifteen minutes to superintend, 
personally,' the preparation of this morning meal, 
and so made it worthy of being set before your hus¬ 
band; but, instead of this, you sat reading or talking, 
from the time you were dressed until the bell rang. 
When we went down, there was no butter on the 
table: no knife and fork to the dish of meat: no sali; 
nor any napkin at your husband's plate. The table¬ 
cloth was soiled, and you scolded the waiter for not 
putting on a clean one. The meal opened in disor¬ 
der, which you might have prevented by a little fore¬ 
thought, and progressed ana ended in annoyance and 
bad feeling. Now, who was to blame for all this?” 

“ But, mother, yon don’t expect me to go into the 
kitchen and cook?” said Martha. 

“The captain who undertakes to sail a ship, must 
know all about navigation. Is It more unreasonable 
to expect that a woman who takes upon herself the 
obligations of a wife, should know how to conduct a 
household? Is a woman less responsible in her posi¬ 
tion than a man? If so, what moral laws give the 
distinction? 1 have not seen them. The captain 
does not trust,the ship wholly to the man at the 
helm. He take's observations, examines charts, and 
sees and knows for himself that everything is done 
at the right time and in the right place. Ill's thought 
and his will arc active and predominant in every part 
of the ship; for on him rests all Iho responsibility. 
And It is so every where in man’s work. You ask if 
I expect you to go into the kitchen and cook? 1 
answer ves, In case there is no one else to prepare 
your husband's food. If you have an incompetent 
cook, or one not to be trusted, then it ia your duty to 
make up her deficiencies by a personal attendance in 
the kitchen just as often and just as long as the case 
may require Y’ou contracted to do this when you 
became a w fe,” 

“ I don’t remember that the subject was even 
referred to,” said Martha, who did not yet see 
clearly; and who felt that her mother’s view of the 
case actually degraded the wife into a household 
drudge. 

“ Was it stipulated,” answered Mrs. Barton, “that 
Edward should engage in business, giving himself 
up to daily care and work, in order to secure for his 
wife the comforts of a home? I don’t remember that 
the subject was even referred to. And yet it was as 
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[A Correspondent sends us the following Story, requesting its 
publication in the ItURAL, without naming the paperln which 

it originally appeared;—hence we are unable to credlt.J 

A YOUNG WIFE’S SORROW. 

by T. 8. ARTHUR 

“I don’t just like the tone of Martha’s letters,” 
said Mrs. Barton to her husband one day. Martha 

was a daughter who had been married for three or 
four months, and was then living several hundred 
miles away from the town in which her parents 
resided. 

“Nor do I,” was the answer. “ If Edward is, in 

anything, unkind to her, I have been greatly deceived 

in him.” 

“There are peculiarities of character aud tempera¬ 
ment in every one, that only a close intimacy can 
make apparent. And Martha has these as well as 
Edward. It is not improbable that something, 
unseen before, has revealed itself since marriage, 
and stands as a source of irritation hetween them.” 

Mr. Barton sighed. He was very fond of Martha. 

She had been a pet witli him since childhood, and 
this separation, in ooiisoqntMjce of her marriage, was 
a great trial. The thought of her being unhappy 
pained him. 

“ Suppose,” be said, “ that we send for her to come 
home and make us a visit. It is nearly four months 
since she went away.” 

“ J was going to suggest something different.” 

“What?” 
“ A visit to Martha.” 

“That will be out of the question, at least for me,” 

said Mr. Barton. 

“J did not mean,” replied Mrs, Barton, smiling, 

“to include you in the visit.” 

“ Oh, then you propose to take all the pleasure to 
yourself. Now, it strikes me as a better arrangement 
to have Martha pay us u visit. It will do her a 
great deal more good than merely to receive a visit 
from you. She will get back, for a little while, into 
her old home, aud see father and mother both. Aud 
then 1 will come in for a portion of the enjoyment, 
which is to be considered.” 

“ Eve thought of all that,” replied Mrs. Barton. 

“and yet favor the visit to Martha. The reason is 
this. If I go there and stay a week or two, 1 will 
have an opportunity to see how she and Edward are 
getting nlong together. We must live with people, 
you know, to find out all about them. There may be 
some little impe diments to happiness lying right in 
their path, which I may help them to pick up and 

little want of adaptation in the 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 14 letters. 

My 11,10, 9, 7, 8, 6 is a little insect. 

My 12. 13, 6 is what no hoy should become. 

My 6. 13, 12, 10 i» a beautiful flower. 

My 9, 4, 4. I is a wild animal. 

My 8, 4, 9 is a nickname. 

My 14. 2, 12. 4 is a part of the body. 

My 3, 7, 6, 3,10,11 Is the mime of a trade. 

My whole is the name of one now occupying a prominent 

position among our people. 

Watertown, N. Y., 1861. Fred. S. Camp. 

J3f" Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

A BOUQUET OP FLOWERS. 

My 1st is a kind of bird and a color 

My 2d is the head of a plant aud superficial luster. 

My 3d is a small quadruped and a girl’s name. 

My 4th is used in games, an article, aud a pronoun. 

My 6th is a kind of berry and a tree. 

My 6th is a boy’s name, u preposition, and public rates. 

My 7th Isn ruler and social entertainment. 

My Kth is a girl's name, au article, and an adverb. 

My 9th Is a country and a color. 

My 10th is a governess and a kind of flower. 

My 11th Is loftiness of air, a preposition, and an empire. 

My 12th if fulling vapor and any vegetable production. 

Genoa, N. Y., 1861. H. F 

tTsF" Answer in two weeks. 

jet there are some things that they do nut say or 
envy; else why do they not adopt such a desirable 
calling, or bring up their sous to follow it? 

Farmers, unlike those of other professions, neces¬ 
sarily live apart and more or less secluded from each 
other, and from mankind generally; consequently 
social privileges are enjoyed to but a limited extent. 
This gives rise to a dread of going into society. It 
makes the hoys and girls awkward and bashful,—to 
lack the case and assurance which contact with the 
world gives. But few of our country youths can sit 
down and carry on a sober, intelligent conversation, 
for any length of time. Any one can see this who 
has ever attended a young folks evening party in the 
country, where the time is spent in playing foolish 

games. 
Take the farmer’s family at home. Suppose a car¬ 

riage with friends from the town is seen approach¬ 
ing. The children scamper, like a flock of sheep, for 
the garret or woodbouse. The mother glances down 
at her dress, andtakesalookathersell'iii the glass, and 
bustles aronnd nervous and fidgety. The paternal 
head thinks up about the weather, so as to have some¬ 

thing to talk about. 
Well! The visitors arrive, and are hustled off to 

the parlor, aud the mother betakes herself to the 
kitchen till mealtime, leaving the company to take 
care of themselves as best they can without her. 
When the meal is ready, the children appear, but it is 
not till after it is finished that the ice is thoroughly 
broken aud a social feeling prevails. 

Now, this picture is not overdrawn, but has many 
realities. It goes even further in some particulars. 
Some may have shivering recollections, as the writer 
has, of haviug spent an hour in a cold garret, look¬ 
ing over old papers, simply because au Irish pedlar 
happened to call. Then again it is not as bad. There 
are ladies iu farm-houses that can carry themselves 
with as much ease and grace, aud can entertain a 
company as well as their neighbors of the city, who 
are sometimes so stiff in their silks and satins as to 
suggest the idea of a darning-needle stuck in a board. 

This is one disadvantage which the farmer and his 
family labor under. There are others: They often 
live at a considerable distance from the church and 
school-house, and thus are liable to neglect the edu¬ 
cation of the mind and soul. Crops of late are very 
uncertain, the weather, which affects the farmer so 
much, is often fickle, and, to cap the whole, it re¬ 
quires the closest management to make his labor 
remunerative. But why dwell on the dark side; it is 
only made darker by so doing. The other side is 
enough brighter to more than compensate. All that 
is said about the pleasures of farm-life is true, and as 
for the writer, 

A farmer's life is the life for me, 
I own I love it dearly. 

Livonia, N. Y., 1861. C. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

A RIDDLE. 

From a river take a letter, and a number will appear; 

From this number take two letters, and a woman will b* here 

Pray tell what river this can be, 

And thus unfold the mystery. 

Windham, Ohio, 1861. Milton J. Snow. 

E5T Answer in two weeks. Wheeling, V&. 

Salem, N. C. 

Newbery, S. C. 
N orthsm pton, Mass 
New Bedford,"' 

Taunton, 

Fall River, " 
• t It 

Gloucester, " 
Salem, 
Worcester. “ 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ARITHMETICAL PROBLEM. 

cast aside; boiuc 

machinery of their lives, which prevents a movement 
in harmony, that 1 may show them how to adjust.” 

“ I guess you are right, taking that view of the 

case,” said Mr. Barton. 

The visit of Mrs. Barton was made accordingly. 
After the first brief season of gladness that followed 
a meeting with her mother had passed, Martha’s 

countenance showed some lines not written there by 
sweet cunteut. The mother asked no questions, 
however, in the beginning, calculated to draw 
Martha out. She wanted a little time for observa¬ 
tion. The young husbaud was bright, cheerful, 
attentive and fond, as he had appeared to her before 
the wedding day. But on the second morning after 
her arrival, she noticed that be did not talk quite so 
freely as usual at the breakfast tabic, and had some¬ 
thing very much like a cloud over the snnshine of 
his countenance. Martha’s manner was a little 
constrained, also, aud her face a little sober. Once, 
or twice during the meal, Edward exhibited a feel¬ 
ing of annoyance at things not rightly ordered. 

Mrs. Barton was already beginning to 6ee the 
little impediments and obstructions to which she had 
referred in talkiug with her husband. But she did 
not encourage Martha to speak on the subject. 
She wanted to see more and understand the ease 
better. On the third day, the cause of trouble 
between Edward aud Martha — for a discordant 
string was really jarring iu the harmony of their 
lives — became more clearly apparent to the mother. 
The little external restraint which bad been assumed 
at the beginning of her visit by both of the young 
people, was gradually laid aside, and she saw them 
in the real life they were living. 

The basis of the difficulty lay in the total unfitness 
of Martha for the position she had assumed — that 
of housekeeper, we mean. And in consequence, her 
yonng husband, in whose ideal of home perfect order 
had been included, found everything so different 
from his anticipations, that ft graceful acquiescence 
was impossible. 

“ I don’t know what has come over Edward,” said 

Martha to her mother on the morning of the fourth 
day, after her husband had left for his place of busi¬ 
ness. Her eyes were swimming iu tears, for Enw akd 

had spoken hastily, aud with ill nature, at the break¬ 
fast table. “lie used to be so kind, so gentle, so 
considerate of my comfort and feelings. But he 
seems to he growing more impatient aud harsh iu his 
manner every day.” 

“Hft3 the reason of this never occurred to you?” 

Mrs. Barton’s manner was grave. 

Three men, A, B, and C, agree to dig a ditch for $24.80. 

A and B calculate that they can do four-fifths of the labor; 

A and C teat they can do two-thirds; and B and C that they 

can do three fifths How much should each receive accord¬ 

ing to the estimates? 

Gidley’s Station, Mich., 1861. Wm. H. Mason. 

fgF" Answer in two weeks. 
Waltham, ” 

Lowell, ’ “ 
Lynn. 
Lawrence, " 
Pittsfield, “ • a m 

Greenfield. “ 
Springfield, " 
Providence, R- I 
E. Greenwich 
Hartford, Com. 

Some Water and Oil 

One day had a broil, 

As down in a glass they were dropping, 

And would not unite, 

But continued to fight, 

Without any prospect of stopping. 

Some Perlash o’erheard— 

As quick as a word, 

He jumped in the midst of the clashing; 

When all three agreed, 

And united with speed, 

And soap was created for washing. 

New Haven, 

Danbury, 

Middletown, 

New London 
Bridgeport, 
Waterbary, " „ 

Sanbomton, N “• 
Concord, 

Hanover, ’’ 
Claremont, 

Exeter, 
Lacenia, 
Nashua, 

Dover, , " 
So. Berwick. Me. 
Saco, " 
Augusta, 
Portland, 
BuCkspiut, 
Rockland, " 
Portsmouth, 

Answer to Geographical Enigma:—An hour in the morning 

iB worth two in the afternoon. 

Answer to Magic Square Puzzle: 

3 16 9 22 15 

20 8 21 14 2 

r M Uni,.' low , 

TWOMBLY « SMITH, 
MOSES M SWAN, 
J A. MERRILL, 
James f.meky, 
SIMEON BLOOD. 
HENRY 11. HAM. 
ROBERT N. DODGE, 
HENRY McKENNEY. Auburn, 
J. T HOWLAND, Bath. 
TOMPKINS A- MORRIS, Bangor. 
C. C. WILLIAMS, 
G. S. k G. L. ROGERS, Gardiner, 
D, E. LUCY, Boulton, 
I) G. HALL. Lewiston 
BKl.vSMAlP k HILDRETH, Burhngt- 
C. IL J1ARD1N G, Bradford 
T. C. PiUNNEY, Montpelo 
A. A MEAD, . .. i 
J C BaTKs, Northlie 
j! H, MURDOCK, Woodato 
C. C. CHILDS, §t. Jotoij 
C. H. HUNTINGTON, 4,bttI 
FOSTER GROW. Chel-U’f1' 
W. K. WALLACE, ;Y,Tb ? 
LEANDKH AMADON, 
O. 3. JENNINGS, New Or!. 
GREGOR A 00.. _ 
ROBERT WILKES, Toronto, 

CAUTION.—A; oar watch is now extensively cou 

by foreign manufacturers, we have to inform tbe publ 
watch is of our production which is unaccoinpaoiw 
titicate of genuineness, bearing the number of the w 
signed by our Treasurer, R. E. Bobbins, or by our prv 

Appleton. Tracy Co 
As these watches are lor sale by jewelers genera > 

outtne Union, the American B atch Company L 

orders lor single watches 
liO - INS A- AlMM.KTON 

Wholesale Agents, JS'o. 182 Broadway, J 

24 12 5 18 6 

11 4 17 10 23 

Answer to Mathematical Problem:—D A 

10.S63, D C = 16,848 yards. 
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Preserving Birds, Ac.— Would the gentleman 

who so kindly furnished the readers of the Rural with 
such good hints in regard to stuffing birds, &e., now 
give some information where we can get some col¬ 
ored glass eyes for large birds, as owls, Ac.? We have 
tried and cannot succeed iu making them. 

Alsu, what is the process to preserve snakes, 
worms, fish, &c., Ac., in spirits, and what kind of 
spirits ia used. If he would, it would be kindly 
received.—H. IE Stearns, Waddington, N. K, 1861, 
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To make, good cheese requires good, rich milk, 
good rennet, good implements, and plenty of care, 
judiciously bestowed. Without all these, a person 
had better not engage in the business.—p. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors. 

Tot Rural New-Yorkbr is designed to bo nnsurpRAsed in 
Value. Purity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful |n Appearance Its Conductor devotes his per- 
sonal attention to the supervision of its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Rural an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the Important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business or 
those whose interests it zealously advocates. As a Family 
Journal it » eminently Instructive and Entertaining— being 
so conducted that it can be safely taken to the Hearts and 
Homes of people of intelligence, taste and discrimination. It 
embraces more Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific, Educa¬ 
tional. Literary and News Matter, interspersed with appropriate 
and beautiful Engravings, than any other journal,—rendering 

it the most complete Agricultural, Literary and Family 

NKWBI'ai'kr in America. 

from the pen. (JT J,ohn Douglas, professional breeder, 
from which we "make the following brief extract. 
Mr. D. says: 

“There are several kinds that infest the hen. By 
attending to the following remedy, they will be en¬ 
tirely kept clear. First of all, if in confinement in 
tho dust corner of the poultry bouse, mix about half 
a pound of black sulphur among the sand and lime 
that they dust in. This will both keep them free 
from parasites, and give tho feathers a glossy appear¬ 
ance. If infested with the insects, damp tho skin 
under the feathers with it little water, then sprinkle a 
little black sulphur on the skin. Let a bird be 
covered with the insects, and they will disappear in 
the course of twelve hours, Also, previous to setting 
a hen, if the nest be slightly sprinkled with the 
sulphur, there is no fear of the hen being annoyed 
during incubation, neither wilt the chickens be 
annoyed by them. Many a line hatched brood pines 
away and dies through nothing else, and no one 
knows the cause. Having Rad an ostrich under iny 
care that was pining, I looked into his feathers and 
observed thousands of the parasites. I employed 
tobacoo-water, also lime-water, under my then mas¬ 
ter's orders, to no effect. In his absence, L well 
damped him, and sprinkled him under the feathers 
with black sulphur, when ■, . day they were exam¬ 
ined with a microscope, jmm-' cry one was dead. 
Having bad ». ... ■ parrot". tout were 
addicted to biting off their leathers, I employed the 
black sulphur by well syringing them with water, 
then sprinkling the sulphur over their skins. If tame, 
sponge tho skins, then rul) gently, with the points of 
the Ungers, with the sulphur, every other day, for 
about a fortnight, when the parrot or macaw will 
cease to destroy his plumage. It is not a remedy 
which has not been proved, for I have used it these 
two years with success.” 

ENTnttco according to act of Confriew, in the rear ISIS), bv 
I) II. T Moors, in the Office r,f the Clerk of the District 
Court for the Northern District of New York, 

I’JT- Our only object in copyrighting' this paper is to secure 
what every honorable journalist will freely giant,— proper 
credit for articles “elected from lla pages. Any and every 
jonninl Is at liberty, and invited, to copy freely, by e'-eilitiug 
each original article or illustration to Rural Neu>- Yorker, 

CHEESE. 

Thk consumption of cheese is large in all the tem¬ 
perate regions. Especially is it so in the United 
States, but, perhaps, larger in proportion to popu¬ 
lation in England than in any other nation. At all 
times it forms an important item in the diet of the 
operatives in tho mu;, ..factoring district.', but when 
beef uud bread arc dear, cheese enters more exten¬ 
sively into consumption than when cheap. 

When we come to consider that the nutriment con¬ 
tained in a pound of cheese is nearly, or quite, equal 
to thut in a pound of beet, wo can well see why the 
operative, who is compelled to liveas cheaply as pos¬ 
sible, finds bis cheapest dinner in a pot of beer, a 
slice of cheese, and a penny roll, or loaf of bread. 
I rof. Johnston gives a table of the nutritive matter 
contained in Cheddar and Bkim milk cheese dried, 
and beef and eggs, also dried. 

nutritive matter. 
-----.0.95 per cent. 

Hcef.... . 0.9(5 “ 

Skim milk cheese,.0 91 f* 
Cheddar cheese,__-J.,0.9a “ 

By which it appears that if a man cannot get a beef¬ 
steak, he need not starve on a good Welsh rarebit, 
and that a skim milk cheese i3 not to be despised by 
a hungry man. 

To make a cheese is not a very intricate piece of 
business, but to make a good cheese is quite another 
thing. The first requisite for a satisfactory result is a 
good cheese-room, to which tho manufacturing oper¬ 
atives should be attached. It should be well ventil¬ 
ated and so arranged as to command a uniform 
temperature of‘about 7.5 degrees. It should have a 
northern exposure, with long, narrow windows. The 
shelves should bo in the center and not around the 
walls, as is usually the case. Such an arrangement 
facilitates the curing and handling. The implements 
are, a good thermometer, a patent cheese vat, with 
the heater attached, curd-cutter, presses, and hoops. 

The Cheese Vat is indispensable to every dairyman, 
and. it is so cheap and desirable that no man who 

HORSEBACK RIDING FOR LADIES. 

sheep, or fattening sheep, with them is best, and then 
not too numerously. There ought, in every pasture 
allotted to sheep, to bo a few cattle depasturing in 
addition; they cat of certain coarse and stronger 
grasses, which tends to Improve the pasture for sheep. 
In the coarse of a few weeks it behooves the breeder 
to look well to them, as it is most probable they will 
require a Change; they are delicately feeding animals, 
and if they take a dislike to certain spots in the field, 
from one cause or another, they will not feed there, 
and the consequence often is, that other portions are 
led oil too closely, and a loss in condition lakes 
place. In such case, and in similar ones, exchange 
of field with, other sheep will generally prevent this, 
and cause tho Held to lie more evenly grazed. Many 
ol these minor matters, if properly attended to, avail 
much in promoting the prosperity of the breeding 
(lock. A change from a good pasture to an inferior 
iiue is frequently attended with advantage, contra¬ 
dictory though it be. 

“ In the best managed flock it will frequently happen 
that lice, ticks, or scab may, unfortunately, intrude; 
and very annoying and trying it is, particularly the 
latter infection, frt such cases, the breeder cannot 
be too cautious at this season. It is dangerous to use 
tho common remedies. Arsenical mixtures, however 
diluted, are almost sure to have a fatal effect ltpou 
some of the suckling lambs, because if you apply the 
‘fagwater’ never so carefully, the udder will be par¬ 
tially wetted; and then, should the lamb imbibe any 
quantity, it must receive injury and probably die. 
Should it, however, bo found absolutely necessary to 
dress the ewes, the lambs should, at all events, be 
kept from them for a few hours. To resort to mer¬ 
curial ointments in cases of that dire peat, scab, is a 
most hazardous experiment. Tho best way in such 
cases is, ‘blotch them’ till after clip day, or till 
weaning-time. By ‘blotching’ I mean to dress any 
affected part showing itself, with ointment, so as to 
keep the infection under till weaning time, when 
both ewes and lambs will require dressing. Happy 
is the breeder who misses the latter pest.” 

paper, of course,) to such of our lady readers as may 
choose to accept. 

William Henry Herbert has given it as his 
opinion, (and we do not know any one better quali¬ 
fied, or in whose views we would place more con¬ 
fidence in such matters,) that, every lady should learn 

to ride. Her education should not lie put off until 
mature age, cither, when her frame has become ex¬ 
hausted by a sedentary life, and consequent ill-health; 
nor even when her school-days are over; but in 
childhood, when the will is strong, and her body 
obedient thereto. When the labor of the household 
is not dependent upon the female, and no opportu¬ 
nity is afforded her for out-door exercise, horseback 
riding is the best substitute. With the country girl 
the habit is indispensable. Not for health, perhaps, 
buther happiness, “No woman,” says Mr. Herbert, 

ever rides bo well as one who from childhood has 
loved her pet colt. She has chased him, perhaps, for 
hours around ‘ a ten-acre-lot;’ and when, his frisky 
mood over, she lias been able to take bill) eoaxingly 
by the mane and lead him to a mounting place, great 
was the triumph of her wild ride. A nd no training or 
care can give the freedom and skill of this youthful 
practice. When, at length, she is able to bridle and 
saddle him, her seat may be somewhat faulty, and her 
use of the reins awkward, but these faults arc easily 
remedied, and are certainly atoned for by her free¬ 
dom and fearlessness. Besides, no one can fully en¬ 
joy riding, who does not both love and admire the 
noble animal which she ride.fl; and the quick intelli¬ 
gence of the horse yields ready obedience to the 
hand and voice of a woman who has learned lovingly 
to control him. His affectionate nature yields to her 
the mastery often more readily than to a stronger 
power. 

The Sidesaddle.—Many things are essential to 
insure ease, elegance, enjoyment, and safety in riding, 
and the great requisite is a properly constructed 
sidesaddle. The English editor of Rakky’s Art of 

Taming Horses gives a description which is sensible, 
and to the point, and this we extract, as follows: 

“Ladies’ saddles ought invariably to be made with 
what is called the leaping-horn, or crutch, at the left 
side. Tho right-hand pommel lias not yet gone out 
of fashion, but it Is of no use, and is injurious to the 
security oi' the lady’s seat, by preventing the right 
hand from being put down us low us it ought to be 
with a restive horse, and by encouraging the bad 
habit of leaning the right hand on it. A fiat projec¬ 
tion is sufficient. There is no danger in this side- 
pommel, since you cannot be thrown on it, and it 
renders it next to Impossible that the rider should be 
thrown upon the other pommel, in case of ahorse 
leaping suddenly into the air urtd coming down on 
all four feet, without the leaping-horn there is noth¬ 
ing to prevent a lady from being thrown np. But 
the.leuping-horn holds down tho left knee, and makes 
it a fulcrum to keep the right knee down in its proper 
place. If the horse in violent aetion throws himself 
suddenly to the left, the tipper part of the rider’s 
body will tend downwards, to the right, and the 
lower limbs to the left; nothing can prevent this hut 
the support of tho leaping-horn. The fear of over¬ 
balancing to the right causes many ladies to get into 

Sheep IIuMbiuidry—The Flock an Spring. 

We give an extract from the Mark-lane Express 

upon the general management of sheep in spring, but 
more particularly devoted to the care of breeding 
ewes and lambs. It is well worthy the attention of 
American sheep breeders: 

“The lambing season being now for the most part 
over, the first thing I shall off r a remark or two upon 
is the subsequent management of tho breeding flock. 
Now, this is a more important question than breeders 
in general are disposed to admit. The breeding 
(lock iB always the first to lie made to ‘ make any 
shift,’ if a difficulty arises in the amount and quality 
of the keeping. ‘Oh, the old owes must take their 
chance;’ yes, a chance that vtry frequently produces 
deplorable results in the following winter. Depend 
upon it, if the lamb is not thtroughly reared in the 
summer, it o an not thrive though a precarious and 
severe winter; and if it fortUmtely should succeed In 
getting through its cold and itorms, its constitution 
is frequently so impaired that t is unfit for profitable 
grazing or subsequent breeding. 

“The ewes will still requro for a considerable 
time their ration of ealtc, oats or cut chaff, together 
with a moderate allowance ofjnungels, daily. This 
allowance to be gradually decreased as the pastures 
progress, but not to be wholly withheld, till the grass 
is plentiful and nutritive. It is highly desirable to 
continue tho allowance of cit chaff or oats, or, if 
more convenient, by all means cake; for, bear in 
mind that a great thing to >e aimed at, in sheep 
management, is the earliest possible maturity, and 
this can only be attained by gold and liberal keeping. 
Never let them deteriorate in tondition, and nothing 
conduces more to promote theliCalthy growth of the 
lamb than good oats or cake The former iB to be 
preferred, as aidiug most in tie proper formation of 
bone and healthiness of program in tlie lamb, as also 
in the young sheep of the flock 

“If the pastures are very forward and fruitful, care 
should be taken not to turn tioroon any blit strong 
lambs; neither should the weaker ewes be permitted 
to go there, as the cold grass mil cold rain incident 
to the early season may cause scouring. Tlie change 
must be gradual for every weak animal, or much 
danger arises. Better to keep them on the barer 
pastures, or in the lambing lied, enjoying their cus¬ 
tomary allowance, than to run any hazard in putting 
them on strong and, most proKibly at this time, pur¬ 
gative grasses. As the seasip advances, and the 
weather becomes warmer, tiny may be put on with 
safety. All that is required attbis period is to ‘ clag 
them,’ i. e., to clip off a small quantity of wool from 
the inside of the upper part of tho thighs immediate¬ 
ly and about the tail, so as to prevent accumulation 
of dirt in that region, which iO ‘ Ity time ’ is a great 
enticement to their nasty and nejudicial attacks. It 

is not in accordance with gool management to ‘lay 
them’ on the pastures too tqickly. Ewes, while 
suckling, always do best whee they have plenty of 
room to rove about, and plenty of choice in their 
food to gather where they like. A mixture of store 

FEMA.LE EQUESTRIANISM. 

In some countries, especially in Great Britain, 
horseback riding forms a portion (not an unimportant 
one,) of the education of all boys and girls, when the 
liuances of the family permit. In youth they learn 
to ait in tlie saddle gracefully, to manage a horse 
skillfully, and the boast of leaping fences, ditches, 
and water-courses unharmed, even when coming 
from the lips of those called the “weaker sex,” is 
certainly harmless. This system Inis the countenance 
and approval of those high in authority, for it tends 
to the development of the physical organization. In 
our own country efforts have been made to render 
this mode of conveyance fashionable, and riding- 
schools have been started in the larger cities, for the 
purpose of instruction, but wc believe nearly all have 
signally failed. While this lias been the fate of the 
schools, we note with marked pleasure that the habit 
Is growing among us, and believing the exercise to 
be healthful to both body and mind, purpose casting 
our vote in its favor, by giving a few lessons (on 
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the bad habit of leaning over their saddles to the left. 

This fear disappears when the hunting-horn pommel 

is used. The leaping-horn is also of great use with u 

hard puller, or in riding down a steep place, for in 

either case it prevents the lady from sliding forward. 

But these advantages render the right-hand pommel 

quite useless, a slight projection being all sufficient; 

while this arrangement gives the habit and figure a 

much better appearance. 

11 When a timid, inexperienced lady has to rij^e a 

fiery horse, it Is not a bad plan to attach a strap to 

the outside girth on the right hand, so that she may 

hold it and the right-hand rein atthc same time with¬ 

out disturbing her seat. This little expedient gives 

confidence, and is particularly useful if a fresh horse 

should begin to kick a little. Of course, it is not to 

be continued, but only used to give the timid rider 

temporary assistance. J have hIbo used for the same 

purpose a broad tape passed across the knceB, and so 

fastened that in a fall of the horse it Would give way. 

The prejudice of many American ladies, especially in 

the country, against the third horn of the saddle, is 

purely the result of habit. Having always been ac¬ 

customed to the old style of saddle, they experience 

a restraint in the first use of the leaping-horn, which 

suggests a d.ingerofis confinement of the limbs, and 

they seem to fear that they could not easily disengage 

themselves from it, in case of accident. This fear is 

groundless; they could, in no case, get off on the 

right side, und in dismounting to the left, the leg is 

simply lowered away from it, so that it can, in no 

sense, be considered an obstacle to jumping off from 

the horse. The mere fact that it prevents that worst 

of all accidents—being thrown on to the left horn in 

case of the horse falling-*is an unanswerable argu¬ 

ment in its favor, and no lady, who has become ac- 

cuatomed to its use, would he willing to dispense 

with it.” 

The Bridle.—The bridle should be constructed of 

pliant leather, plain, neat and simple,—ornamenta¬ 

tion is utterly out of place. Where two reins are 

used, they should be made of different material so as 

to be easily distinguished. 

The Bit.—invention has presented many forms, 

but we give preference to either the "Pelham,” or 

the bit and bridoon. Both of these are combinations 

of the snaffle and curb, and the latter, if sufficiently 

large, is elegant in appearance and very effective. 

The Btihkup.—Among our American ladies it is 

customary to use the slipper-stirrup which haB been 

almost discarded by their English cousins. English 

ladies use the open stirrup, and we consider for good 

reason. Except in very cold weather, the slipper 

possesses no advantage, and in warm weather is most 

uncomfortable. 
The Wuir.—Although the whip is an essential iii 

ladies’ riding, it is needless to say more than this,— 

it should be stiff and substantial, and yet not heavy. 

The Dress.—Ujpon this portion of our subject a 

whole volume might be launched, and probably with¬ 

out effect, for woman will consult her own tastes and 

finances in the matter, however we may lay down a 

few general rules: 

1st—Whatever be the fashion of the head-dress, it 

should fit. Nothing can be more aggravating than 

to he continually adjusting a bad-fitting riding-hat, 

especially when the hands could be better employed 

in handling the reins and whip. The hat should 

shade from the sun, and protect the neck from rain. 

2d—The hair must be put up in th a firmest possible 

manner. The inode of wearing it will be governed 

by the form of the hat, find the views of the lady 

respecting adaptation to features and circumstances. 

Loose, or flowing hair, should he avoided, except 

short, natural curls. 

3d—With reference to the riding habit, we cannot 

do better than give the following extract from Her¬ 

bert:—“Ladies’ habits are usually made too long: 

if the extra length he turned to a heavy hem at the 

bottom, it will be found much more likely to stay 

Well down over the feet, which is all that is required: 

weights arc unnecessary and cumbersome. A foot 

lunger than an ordinary skirt will be found sufficient, 

if the material l>e suitable. Light cloth will be 

found the most appropriate for the skirt, If the color 
be becoming and sufficiently dark. For country 

riding it may be bordered a foot deep with leather. 

A habit of the same should be worn in winter, 

adapted in shape to the figure of the lady. If she 

be short and plump, the more closely it fits the figure 

the better, particularly the sleeves, which should 

never be large. If she be slight, the dress may he 

opened in front and the sleeves loosened at the wrist, 

with white linen chemisette and sleeves. No basque, 

or a very slight one, should be worn, uor anything 

else which will flutter in flie wind. No ornament is 

needed. A good effect of color and form is all that 

is seen or that is desirable. The fashion of a waist 

coast of light material for summer, revived from the 

fashion of the last century, is a decided improve¬ 

ment, and so is the over-jacket, Of cloth or seal-akin, 

for rough weather. It is the duty of every woman to 

dress in as becoming and attractive a manner as pos¬ 

sible; there is no reason why pretty young girls 

should not indulge in picturesque riding costume so 

long as it is appropriate. 

“ If ladies prefer, a quilted skirt, not too full, may 

he worn. It should he lined witli silk or glazed 

muslin, and will be found no impediment. Long 

boots are a great comfort and protection in riding 

long distances. 

“All ladies who desire that riding should be to 

them a healthful exercise, must take great care that 

their dress be perfectly easy in every part, particu¬ 

larly over the chest and around the ribs. Let the 

boots be easy, and the gloves, which should be 

leather gauntlets, large and soft, and all elastic bands 

very loose.” 

POTATOES.-QUANTITY OF SEED. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Noticing in your 

paper of April 20tli, a few hints on potato planting, 

I thought, although more used to holding the plow 

than pen, that 1 would jot down my experience ns 

regards the amount of seed per acre. I have always 

believed that in order to secure ft good crop of pota¬ 

toes. it was not only necessary to have good seed, hut 

that it should be in quantity not less Ilian twelve or 

fifteen bushels per acre. Now, however. I am of a 

different opinion. Last spring, having lost nearly all 

my potatoes by freezing, and not being able to get 

more, I planted half an acre In the following manner: 

First. I cut the seed ends oil qnite small, saving the 

rest of the potato to eat. Second, I planted in rows 

three feet and a half apart each way. putting in two 

pieces in each hill, on half the ground that I planted. 

The other half of the ground I put in only one piece 

in a hill. I cultivated them the same as I had done 

years before, using a common shovel plow twice 

during the season and hoeing at the same time. The 

soil on which I planted the potatoes is a dark sandy 

soil, and had been cropped for five years in succes¬ 

sion without any manure whatever. 

As the season advanced I was surprised at the 

remarkably stout growth of tops; and when I came the carrots should he fed from Nov. 1st, at the rate of been breeding Spanish Merinos for a number of ATT it UiPtlTfr 
. ....-1—j a. -;.ij one bushel per day for each cow, they would last years, and claims they have more constitution, will UUUU AlVAViJ UllU sfUinp, to harvest them I was still more surprised at the yield, 

which was one hundred and fifty, or three hundred until Feb. 10th, from which time the beets may be bear more exposure, and flock together better than - 

bushels per acre,_a hundred bushels more per acre fed until June 1st, which is the time the green feed any other breed. He had flocked the Longwools Tub Seaso.v.— The first two weeks of May furnished most 

than 1 have ever bad the good fortune to harvest on is to be used. Two acres planted to corn at a yield and the French Merinos with the Spanish, and found unseasonable weather-with snow storms, cold rains and high 

land equally as good and with three times the of 40 bushels, and three acres Bown to oats, peas, and the latter always the best. His sixty head average winds, not to say chilling blasts. An old time adage saya- 

amount of seed. Sncli are facts though roughly barley at the same rate, would yield a total of 200 six and three-fourths pounds per head, He sowed 

expressed. n. c. m. bushels, which wotfld be sufficient to give each cow rye to pasture his ewes on at the season of lambing, ^^ repkon {umm wpuld prefw t0 forego the May 

Washara Co , Wis., 1861. three quarts per day during the six months of winter and likes the practice. and windy,” and rely upon fair and warm weather now to fill 

_, , » - feeding. The pumpkins raised with the corn, could Mr. Quinn, of Columbiana. line wool with him their barns in autumn. The weaiber ba« been such, and the 

A SOLEMN PROTEST AGAINST “ASSES.” be fed during the month of October. Five acres of bad proved a failure. Had kept the Spanish and the ground so wet, that very little spring work has yet been done 
grass at two tuns per acre together with the straw Cotswold breeds, and the lattef took on three pounds in this region. But let farmer.- be hopeful still — remem- 

“H T B.” was always supposed, by his most and corn stalks, would supply sufficient fodder for of flesh to one for the former. They are very quiet, baring it is always darkest just before day, and that croaking 

intimate friends, to be a man of progress. The vast the cows, together with feed enough for a team to do eat, and lie down while the fine-wools roam about and hoi of 

multitude, who have for many years been delighted all the work to be done on the land. Ihe manure the >c s to =ee v> a cy can n , an u-woi labor from the nation's "home guard" — those who musl 

with his contributions to the Rural New-Yorker, made by these 10 cows, if they were stabled nights, oO t ieir feed. ><. s a ou wicc as muc or a .,<> s gjjefuiiy an,i earnestly plant, cultivate and reap to sustain 

have regarded him as one of the progressive school, as they should he, during the Bummer, and all the wold wether as for a Merino, and is not insulted the counirv it* d8\ of trial Discouraging as is the pros- 

Has he not for manv years been the champion of the time during the winter, would be 10 loads each, or when he takes them to market. At five months old, pect now the “ winter of our discontent ” will soon be made 

hear more exposure, and flock together better than 

any other breed. He had flocked the Longwools 

and the French Merinos with the Spanish, and found 

the latter always the best. His sixty head average 

six and three-fourths pounds per head. He sowed 

A SOLEMN PROTEST AGAINST “ASSES.” 

“ H. T. B.” was always supposed, by his most 

intimate friends, to be a man of progress. The vast 

Tub Season. — The first two weeks of May furnished most 

unseasonable weather—with snow storms, cold rains and high 

winds, not to say chilling blasts. An old time adage says — 

"Cold May and windy. 
Barn filleth up finely," 

but we reckon farmers would prefer to forego the “cold May 

and windy,’ and rtdy upon fair and warm weather n/nu to fill 

their barns in autumn. The weather has been such, and the 

ground so wet, that very little spring work has yet been done 

in this region. But let fanners be hopeful still — remem¬ 

bering it is always darkest just before day, and that croaking 

is of no avail. Tire promised seed time is sure, though it 

may be. late this year, requiring extra effort and hours of 

labor from the nation's “home guard" — those who must 

carefully and earnestly plant, cultivate and reap to sustain 

the country in its day of trial Discouraging aa is the pros- 

poor and landless?—has he not, while each year 

adding many acres to his goodly domain,— at the 

same time loudly advocated the cause of the needy, 

and recommended the division of large farms, so that 

every poor man could have a farm, and no man a 

large one ? Who has delineated with more truth¬ 

fulness, the lines of beauty in nature or art? Were 

he to huve the control of things, the earth would 

blossom like the rose; each farm house would, like 

his own, be surrounded by a noble park; the verbena 

aiyl Geranium would take the place of the elder and 

the thistle in all our gardens. 

llow eloquently “11. T. B.” has advocated the 

cause of patent churns, clothes dryers, and every 

improvement that saves the good housewife toil! 

Suddenly, a change has come o’er the Majsr, Not 

more sudden was the change that recently befel A. 

11. Stephens, or James Gordon Bennett. All those 

visions of beauty, once familiar to “H. T. B.,” arc 

suddenly dispelled. The muses, the painter, and the 

sculptor, no longer give him pleasure in their splen¬ 

did creations, lie has forgotten his old friends who 

have cheered him in his solitude by congenial tastes; 

and at last, discarding all “ lackidaisicul imitations,” 

has found a friend in the "genuine article,”—a 

“jackass.” With the natural desire we have to 

possess the portraits of our dearest friends, be has 

obtained one of said animal, which may he seen in 

the Rural New-Yorker of May 11th, instant. Not 

content with the publicity he has given to the 

physiognomy of his friend he suggests, in his 

communication, that he should take the place of 

the horse, noblest of animals, because forsooth the 

horse will consume more food. I need not reason 

on the expediency of such an innovation. 1 hope 

the most disagreeable and repulsive of animals will 

not sncceed in gaining his point. When the trumpet 

Bounds in Wyoming Valley, calling its gallant citizens 

to rally to sustain “ Our Country’s Flag,” would “ 11. 

T. B.,” clothed in all the “panoply of war,” issue 

from his gates, mounted on his friend, the jackass, 

and jog along to the camp of the army? No! he 

would select the beautiful and fleet horse, and rush 

to victory. 1 have admired “ H. T. B.”—nay, I have 

loved him for his genial qualities, for his refinement 

of thought; and when I have seen him stand en¬ 

tranced before the creation of the artist, or charmed 

with a poetical gem, little did 1 think he would ever 

publish to th© world such a work of art as is found 

connected with his essay in the New-Yorker. 

My friend, renounce your new alliance, and let me 

again see the horse proudly moving through your 

beautiful pastures! w. n. e. 
Rochester, May, 1861. 

♦-V # ♦-»- 

gwal Spirit of 
Seeding vvlih Timothy. 

A writer in the Prairie Farmer gives his expe¬ 

rience for forty years, thus:—“I sow timothy either 

100 loads in all, which, at 20 loads per acre, would 

give you a thorough manuring once in four years. 

To this add a top-dressing of plaster, and enough 

nutriment is given to the soil to warrant the above 

estimates. 

Ten good cows with such keeping will produce a 

yearly average of butter and cheese worth at least 

$10, or a total of $400, and the soil, instead of being 

impoverished, as it certainly must he by a continued 

system of grain raising, will be constantly increased 

in fertility. _ 

Hilling Corn. 

R. C. Randall’s article on the Culture of Corn, 

in the Rural Register, from which we have made 

several extracts, <■ loses with the following paragraph: 

One day while hoeing in our garden corn field of 

a quarter of an acre, we sat down a half hour, and 

studied diligently the character of the rootlets every¬ 
where about us radiating from the corn stalks, from 

one to three inches above the surface of the ground. 

It occurred to ns that Nature designed them for 

something else than mere ornaments; ami that if 

the requisite material for their full development 

were supplied, they might become roots, and add 

something to the vigor of the stalk. Bo, in order to 

make our experiment a fair test, we set to work with 

our hoe, and to each alternate hill we drew up the 

earth, covering the shoots to an average depth of 

three inches. After an interval of two weeks, we 

found, upon examination, that we had a set of vigor¬ 

ous top roots, giving extra support to the stalk, and 

imparting an extraordinary degree of vigor to its 

growth. Nearly every stalk thus “hilled up” afforded 

an extra ear, grew one-fifth taller than those not 

hilled, and the grain ripened several days earlier, 

ilcnce we have ever since argued that it is good 

economy to “hill up” corn; but we would remind 

the farmer that it is a dangerous practice to run plow 

or cultivator so near the stalks as to disturb the 

regular roots. A very simple and efficient cross-bar 

cultivator can be arranged, so that, with a light dip 

on either side, the two outer shares will throw suffi¬ 

cient earth to the stalks, without disturbing the roots. 

Cheese-Jinking Experiments. 

In a late number of tne Rural we gave an extract 

from the London Agricultural Gazette upon “De¬ 

ficiencies in Dairying,” and now' present the conclu¬ 

sions of Dr. Voklokkk, vho is engaged by the Royal 

Ag. Society of F.ngland in a series of dairy experi¬ 

ments. These researcher prove that there is room 

for great improvement even in the best dairies, and 

confirm the results deviously arrived at by the 

Doctor in hie own <!hi^ viz., “ that nearly 26 per 

cent, of the casein and butter which go to form 

cheese pass pass oil in the whey; in fact, that could 

we completely extract therefrom the whey, where we 

make three cheeses now, we should nearly make four; 

ef course the pigs would suffer; but the cheese would 

be much more valuable could it be extracted as food 

his long-wool lambs weigh more than fine-wool 

sheep ever weigh. Mr. Palmer asked if he can keep 

as many to the acre as of fine-wool, to which he re¬ 

plied in the affirmative. 

Mr. Palmer thinks he can keep three fine-wool 

sheep where he could keep but one coarse-wool. 

Mr. QninD thinks coarse wool worth more than 

farmers usually get for it.. He usually sells his at 45 

cents. He summed np by expressing the opinion 

that coarse-wool sheep are twice as profitable as the 

fine. 

Mr. Easton, of Huron county, says that those who 

can make most by raising wool, should grow fine- 

wool sheep. Those who can make most by mutton 

should raise the coarse-wools. This depends partly 

on nearness to market, and partly on the character 

of the country. On billy land, fine-wool sheep do 

best; but in a level country the coarse-wools are 

preferable. 

Dr. Townshend remarked that more fine-wool 

sheep could be kept on an acre, but the difference is 

not in proportion to their weight, A wether that 
weighs two or three hundred pounds, will eat but 
little more than a small one. The Spanish Merino 
sheep is very active in Its habits, runs about a great 
deal, and thus requires more food than if it was quiet. 
The coarse breeds of sheep have good digestion, and 

glorious summer, And tho groat laboratory of Nature prepared 

for an army of producers. Let every one be ready for the 

important but peaceful conflict, aud determined that the 

campaign shall, with the favor of Providence, result in an 

increased production of the staples most in demand, 

Postage on Seeds, Cuttings, Plants. &r.—Some years 

ago the Rural and other journals discussed the subject of 

postal reform—particularly urging the reduction of postage 

on Seeds, Plants, Cuttings, Ac., for the benefit of the agri¬ 

cultural and horticultural public. We are glad to learn that 

such a reform was included in the postal laws adopted at the 

last session of Congress—a section providing that packages 

of seeds, cuttings, Ac., not ejreeding eight ovtuSet in weight, 

shall be charged only one rent an ounce, or fraction of an 

ounce, to any place in the i nited States under 1,000 miles, 

and two gents an ounce for over that distance. Though this 

is announced to he the law, Post-Masters have not yet 

received instructions ou the subject, and hence the old and 

exhorbitant rates are still exacted in most instances. A cor¬ 

respondent (who thinks the RURAL was the pioneer in urg¬ 

ing this wholesome reform, and if so that it should claim a 

little credit therefor,) writes us that though largely engaged 

in mailing plants and seeds, the new law has not benefited 

him a penny—the P M. refusing to mail at less than 6 cents 

per ounce, until he should receive official notice from the P. 

O. Department. Our friend thinks the difference between 6 

cents and 1 cent per ounce on seeds and plants which be has 

mailed siuce the Dew law went Into effect in New York and 

hence convert A large portion of their food into fat. | other cities, amounts to enough to buy a small farm, and 

with oats or wheat—prefer wheat. Have iny ground for man, than, as nsw, in the whey lor-pigs. Dr. 

well fitted in the spring, sow my wheat or oats, as 

the case may be, harrow In one way, sow my timo¬ 

thy, harrow the other way, and then roll the ground 

with a good roller. Let “Thoughtful” do this, and 

as sure ns two and two make four, he will have 

timothy, if his seed is good. I never failed bat once, 

that 1 recollect—then I sowed my timothy without 

harrowing it in. Do not be afraid of covering tim¬ 

othy seed. A harrow cannot cover it too deep. If 

a good roller is used, there will be no need of har¬ 

rowing to cover it.” 

Food of Cows niter Calving. 

It is customary with many farmers to feed cows 

immediately after calving, with warm slops—a pail 

of bran or meal, aud warm water, well salted—and a 

better diet is commenced at once, in order to get as 

much milk as possible. A writer in the Homestead 

objects to this proceeding as contrary to nature, and 

very likely to induce caked bag and milk fever, lie 

contends that the cow should have rest and quiet, 

rather than “a dose of physic and warm mashes,” as 

is often given, and adds:—“It is an error to suppose 

that tasking the stomach after the fatigue of parturi¬ 

tion, can he otherwise than hurtful. A drink of 

water and u little dry hay is enough for the first day, 

Voelukkr says further, he thinks it may be extracted. 

The results of Dr. y.>8 experiments will probably 

show, that as there very many different methods of 

cheese-making, so are there amazing differences in 

the composition of the cheese made. At the end of 

September lie had analysed 48 different cheeses, and 

he found the quantities of water in them vary as 

much as lit per cent., being in the maximum quantity 

about 4-410ths of the whole. He has found as much 

difference as 10 to 20 per cent, in the quantity of 

water in the curd, when finally ready to put in the 

press, and there is little doubt that this great differ¬ 

ence considerably affects the quality of the cheese 

when fit for market.” 

The Leicester has a splendid digestion. I think that 
three coarse-wool sheep will eat about the same as 
four of fine. 

gtojuitfifjs ana %n$\vcx$. 
Cow Leaking her Milk.— As the Rural is supposed to 

know everything that will Benefit the farmer, we know of no 
better source to which to look for Information, ergo, will you, 
or some of your many correspondents, inform me how to 
cure n cow of leaking her milk?—Wm. G. R.. Malone, Frank 
lin Co., y. r., 1861. __ 

Crass Skku korBwampy Land.—Will some of your murnor- 
ous readers inform a beginner what kind of grass seed would 
be the heat adapted to sow on swamp prairie, where the soil 
is a rich, black loam, and the water stands a greater part 
of the spring months. Also, what time would be best to 
sow the same? I wish to oonvert Ihe land into pastures and 
meadows.—J. W, A.. Tipton, O.. 1861. 

What is tub Matter with tiie Hokhkb?—Will some of the 
Rural's readers please inform me, If possible, what is the 
matter with the horses in tliiB neighborhood? 1 have had 
one rery valuable horse die, and have seen and heard of 
other*, with the same disease They are first affected with 
lameness, gradually growing stiff in every joint, until unable 
to rise, and if helped up. they cannot stand more than one 
or two minutes.—appetite not very good. The last day or 
two, they swell very much, in some eases their eyes have 
swollen so as to close entirely before death. By sending a 
remedy you will very much oblige many fanners — K. P. 8.. 
Durant., Cedar Co., Iowa, 1861. 

Our correspondent will find an excellent plan for a barn in 

the Rural of the 4th iubt. Our readers will doubtless give 

him the information desired in the above query. 

8TCUOO sOR a Stone House.—I contemplate building a 
house this season, of rough stone, and stuccoing the same 
outsider The stones, which are fyoin a shelly lime ledge, 
when exposed to rntns and hard free/,ing, crumble consider¬ 
ably. 1 wish In inquire, IhTough the medium of your paper, 
,>f some one whose experience or observation enables him to 
apeak knowingly upon this subject, whether these stones, 
when properly coated with plaster, will lie durable in a wall? 
Also, the proper mnnncj of making and puttiug on this out¬ 
side finish, and whether it. can be done so ns to obviate all 
danger of cracking and peeling off. — M. C. K., 8'ennett. Cay. 
Co., Ar. 1L 186L 

It is difficult to get a good stucco, one that will endnre our 

severe climate. We would not recommend its ore unlc.-s 

absolutely necessary. Wc hope some of our readers will 

give the needed information. Many a good house has boon 

about ruined by the application of a stucco that constantly 

cracked and peeled oil. A gentleman in this city traveled a 

good many hundred miles, and consulted with many of the 

best builder* in the country, with the view of engaging some 

mechanic to stucco a due brick bouse he had built, aud after 

all abandoned ihe idea. 

Draining. Salt. Ac.—As yon are ever ready to give Infor¬ 
mation gratis, l presume lo make the following inquiries:— 
Where, aud at what price, can 1 obtain a good ditching plow, 
one that will make drains cheaper than man power? I have 
a seven acre field Which has a streak running across it about 
two rods wide, of cold, springy laud; will one drain through 
it make it dr.v v Is trie le tter than stone for drains? What 
effect will sail have if Butin the hills while planting corn? 
Will it prevent the worms eating the corn? —R. M. IV 
Knowlesrillr, ,Y. K, ISfiL 

WK think Earth tti hitching Plow is one of the best. Those 

who have used It consider itquite effective. Carrington's Mole 

Drain Plow is also highly recommended by farmers who have 

tested it thoroughly- Roth these plows were illustrated and 

described in our last volume,—see pages 101 and 221, Those 

who have such implements which, they wish to sell, should 

advertise the fact in the agricultural papers, aud thus 

advance their own interests aud accomodate the farmers. 

One drain running through your wet streak would doubtless 

drain it pret ty well, unless too springy; but it would be better 

rightly averB that the Department, should promptly advise 

and instruct itn subordinates relative to the radical change 

in postal rales. 

— We may add, that our Post-Master sends seeds and cut¬ 

tings according to the new rates, although ho has not yet 

received any definite instructions on the subject. The War 

trouble^ at Washington may have caused the delay; but the 

detail* of a law designed to benefit a large class of citizens 

shonld be promulgated as speedily aud widely as possible. 

■ • ■- 

Wool Growing In Oregon —The Pacific States are rapidly 

increasing their docks or sheep, and must soon become large 

producers of wool for export. California, of course, takes 

the lead; but Oregon will soon grow an immense amount of 

wool. Indeed, that young and sparsely populated State, has 

already made a good beginning. The last mail from the 

Pacific confirms this Mr. A B Morgan, of Salem, Oregon, 

sends us the following statement of the amount of wool 

grown in that State last year, aa near aa can be ascertained— 

the figures being furnished by L. C. Pratt, Sup’t of the W 

W. Manufacturing Co., of Salem: 

Washington County...__ 2,325 lbs. 

Wasco 

Clackamas 

Polk 

Benton 

Marion 

Clatsop 

Yamhill 

Multnomah 

Lane 

Linn 

“   2,354 “ 

“   5,134 “ 

“   18,192 “ 

“ . 21,810 “ 

“   33,734 “ 

“   2,969 “ 

“    6,585 “ 

«   2,063 “ 

“   17,212 “ 
« .1. 15,294 " 

of bran Or meal, aud warm wAtei, wcu snitcu un< . which are the Most Profitable Sheep? will it prevent the worms eating the corn?—K. M. P 

better diet is uommenced at once, in order to get as During a discussion at the Ohio Ag. Conven- JBnawknm, A’. K, 1861. 
much milk as possible. A writer in the Homestead , fniinwimr statlnents were elicited and we Wk think Eartkit's Pitching Plow ia one of the best. Those 
objects to this proceeding as contrary to nature, and ’ f ’ who have used it conridcr itquite effective. Carrington s Mole 

very likely to induce caked bag and milk fever. He copy them from the .ho ' armer />raf» Plow is also highly recommended by tv,mm.swho have 
, ii i , , i . • , Dr. Townshend, of l/orain, said he was not pro- tested it thoroughly- Roth these plows were illustrated and 

* lb“ 'f c7 -h°?d ”r m* “? t0 »rt„e .Jttlon. It wus settled It. MW ..ri.-t o-e-M* -d m nw 
rather tl,ati "a dose of jtliyslo and warm tnaebeti, rb [J, My (.tier’s Dock of sheep were (or- »*> have ™b implements .vl.ich, they Wsb to turn, should 
is often given, aud adds:— It is an error to suppose n advertise the fact in the agricultural papers, aud thus 
that tasking the stomach after the fatigue of parturi- ,ncr -v jelceB crs> a'e u°w mos y .. > o < s- advance their awn interests aud accompdate the farmers, 

tion, can he otherwise than hurtful. A drink of *a^e> however, vve alc g’-tiRg ,axt 0 -a-iceseis Qne drain running through your wnt- streak would -doubtless 

water and u little dry hav is enough for the first day, Land witb ns is to° blgh to devoU'to drain it pretty well, unless too spriDgy; but it would be better 
and she should have nothing better than the best growing, hence we raise meat and gram for market. t0 make an occasional side drain, cut diagonally with and 

hay for three or four days, until all inflammatory Our Dock averages about six pounds of wool per running into tho main. Stone is as good^ tite.-.n fact, any- 
J ' head, and this sells at from twenty-five to forty cents thing that will keep an open channel for the water will 

symptoms are passed._ pound- perhaps averages thirty-three cents. We answer. Salt is disliked by all kinds of worms, but must be 

Soiling Advantageous to l»nirymen. sell our wethers at iron two to three years old, and singly in the bill, or it will kill the seed. 

The Watertown (N. Y.) Reformer has been fur- have received as mudi as $ lti per head for those Horsks_1 wjfih to flnd out the 6ymptomS and 

nislied witli tho proceedings of the Farmers’ Club at that would dress forty pounds to the quarter, when H cul.e 0f ft disease of the horse, known as the Moon-Eye. I 

Belleville, in which wc find that the following Report it was worth ten ceits per pound ia New York, have a horse that I think is thus troubled.—Inquirer, 1861. 

on the practice of Soiling was unanimously approved: Frequently sell for fro., $5 to $10. The wool brings Tjurk are several modes of treatment adopted by the van- 
T ot five acres bo annronriated to oastnring 1ft cows about as much per ftece as fine wool. Leicester ous practitioners. We give these, and • Inqu.rer may fol- 
Let five acres DO appropriated to pasimmg JU lows 'llont' mutton The I inrnins and low out such as seem to best meet the requirements of the 

during six months, commencing with the first of sheep make excellent mutton. Ihe Lncolns d Sp00Kicr. s that inflammation is the leading feature 
May. One-half acre may be sown to winter barley or Cotswolds are rather lvrge and coaise- It 1 ed. y ^ ^ andtLfirefoK> 8houi,i be met by active ant.-phlogistic 

rye, which can be commenced being used for feed by opinion is that ior Noithern Ohio the Leicester^ ftie treatment. An active dose of physic should he given, as 

the first of June. This, at one aud a half tuns por better than any other- Southdowns give fine mut- 600n os the horse is prepared, by maehus, and, in the mean- 

acre will supply the cows 10 pounds a day, which is ton, but less of it anfl less wool. No sheep keep time, three or four quarts of blood should be taken from the 

all aey will eat in addition to what they get from the well on hay alone, but all sheep pay for shelter and ue,t. on the same side as the affected eye. The eyelids 

pasture and will last to June 15th. ‘ One acre of grain in winter. Mi also be scarified then well fomented wrih warm 

.lover which will be amply large to commence feed- Chester Palmer, of Oeauga county, said he had an water j a,t"r wh,clri we have derived great assistance from 
clover, xv tnen will oe amply Liigu io Lummox wool-ra-owint? putting Unseed poultices, in linen bags, ou the eyes, l>y means 
ing by the time the rye is gone, at two tuns per acre, experience of twenty-^ven years in wool «»owing. P. bHJB Thege ,hould be coutinutd during the 

will last 30 days, or until July 15. One-half acre of He commenced with bjantah Merino sheep, and goes ^ may gej.ve a. the vehSplfi for the application of opi- 

oats and barley will supply the demand from this on the principle of rai^ng those sheep that will give ^ or Goulard lotions, which, applied in the usual way are 

date until Aug. L One acre of corn, which has been the greatest yield of flue wool to the acre. I selected but o(. f(.rvn:e. By this prompt and active treatment a 

sown early, will by this time be ready to feed, which, my first flock of ewes with particular reference to great deal of good can be accomplished, and the loss of sight 

at a yield of four tuns per acre at 20 pounds per day, their constitutional vigor, and crossed them with may he greatly postponed. It L useless to attempt bait 

will last 40 days more, or until Sept. 10. Sow. as the pure Silesian bucks. The result was, they yielded measures; we should either treat actively ornot at all. After 
win last 40 uuys Uiuie, t j. a„, nimrsii BPf I1M1I ni ulMti the violeuce or the inflammation has subsided, much benefit 
barley or rye will have beer, all fed by June loth, me four pounds and If o ounces per h ad ol clean ^ ^ ^ puttillg B few dropB of the wine of opium 

there will be ample time to raise a crop of sowed corn wool. 1 raise no other. It is not fair to sell dirt tor ^ ^ tffjce d&y 

ou the same ground, which will obtain sufficient wool, and then say jour sheep aveiageu so much Dr. Dadd objects to the blood-letting treatment, consider- 

ueek, on the same side as the affected eye. The eyelids 

should also be scarified, then well fomented with warm 

water; after which, we have derived great assistance from 

puttiug linseed poultices, in lineD bags, ou the eyes, by means 

of leather blinds. These Bbould be continued during the 

day, am) may serve as the vehicle for the application of opi¬ 

ate or Goulard lotions, which, applied in the usual way are 

but or little service. By this prompt and active treatment a 

great deal of good can be accomplished, and the loss of sight 

may he greatly postponed. It is useless to attempt half 

Umpqua and Douglas... 22,845 “ 

Bougilt for Export, by other parties, 

Linn County _  6,000 lbs. 

Yamhill “       5,000 “ 

Portland City_  36,500 “ 

Total.  198,017 “ 

About Alden’b Horse Hoe.—An Ohio subscriber, Mr. 

John Seely, inquires if we or any of our correspondents 

can give any information about Alden’s Horse Hoe, for culti¬ 

vating corn—adding, that he wishes to know what farmers in 

this State think of it. Perhaps we cannot do better, in 

reply, than to give the following note, sent us (a few days 

previous to the receipt of the inquiry,) by Mr. S. Edwards 

Todd, author of “Young Farmer’s Manual.” Mr. T. writes: 

“ Allow me to occupy a little space in the Rural, to answer 

thp numerous inquiries which it is not practicable for me to 

answer by private letters, in relation to Mr. Alden's Horse 

Hoe, Farmers seem to be afraid to order one, and have 

appealed to me repeatedly, to give my opinion of its real 

merits. 1 could never be induced to recommend a tool or 

implement unless I know it to possess superior merit. I pro 

cured one of A Men's Horse Tloes last season, and although I 

bad on Laud two good ones of another kind, I thought it a 

paying investment, to throw them aside as useless, when com¬ 

pared with his. I know it reduced the expense of cultivat¬ 

ing my crop of corn full one-half, which would more than 

pay for one of them.” 

Hops — Amount Produced in England—A late number ot 

the London Times says: —“The annual returns relating to 

hops have been issued for I860, that disastrous hop year, 

following a series of five seasons remarkable for a large pro¬ 

duce. The number of acres under hops was 46,272, an 

increase of fi<>7 over the year 1859, but the number of pounds 

weight charged with duty wus unfortunately only 11,162,777, 

to compare with 68.490,958 in 1859. The total amount ot fluty 

charged on the growth of the year was only 09,767/; in 1869, 

599,346/. In 1855, the duty averaged 12/. 12s, Id. per acre; 

in 1856, 8/. 19*. 3d ; in 1S37, Si 3d. 9d.; in 1858, 9/. 10s. 3d.; 

in 1859, 13/. 2s. 6d.: iu I860, 1/. 10s. Id. The quantity of 

British bops exported in 1860 was 811.305 lbs., of which only 

22,385 lbs, were of that year’s growth; or foreign hopB for 

homo consumption 24,844 cwt. paid duty (20s. per cwt.) from 

the 1st of January, I860, to the 8th of February." 

Editorial Change.—We regret to find in the Prairie 

Farmer of the 2d inst., the valedictory of Mr. Charles D 

Bkaction, who has been one of its editors for several years 

past. Mr. B. is a vigorous and able writer, and highly 

esteemed socially—as a man of genial nature and unswerv¬ 

ing integrity in the discharge of duty. He will be missed by 

his readers aud contemporaries. We trust the agricultural 

public will not lose the benefit of his services, but that he 

will ere long resume his connection with the Rural Press. 

— The last number of the Fawner introduces Mr. W. W 

Corbett as the future associate of Mr. H. D. Ebert in the 

editorial management of the paper. Mr. C. has been con¬ 

nected with the Farmer for some years, and is, therefore, no 

stranger to the duties and responsibilities assumed. 

Agrioultcral Exhibitions.—The first Annual Fair of the 

measures; we should either treat actively or not at all. After Oregon State Ag. Society is aunounced to be held Oct.1-4. 

the violeuce of the inflammation has subsided, much benefit The location has not yet been determined upon.-The Cat 

may he obtained by putting a few drops of the wine of opium taraugus Co. (N. Y. ) Fair is to be held at Little Talley, Sept. 

into the eye, twice a day. 11-13.-Clinton Co. (N. Y.) Fair, Sept. 10-12.-The 

Dr. Dadd objects to the blood-letting treatment, consider- Spring Exhibition of the Brockport (N. Y.) ITnion Ag- So- 

growtli to be used by Sept. 10th, and according to wool. This year I shared four hundred sheep that ing it worse than useless. Haring removed the patient to a eiety. is tube held June 11. The premiums comprise Horses 

previous allowance, will last until Oct. 1st, from yielded five pounds, forth fifty cents per pound, healthy location, make such a change in the diet as will pro- sheep, Butter, Flowers and Implements.-The Harpers 

which time until the first of Nov., when the cows Large sheep cannot t;« herded in such numbers as duce an alterative effect, ir the horse has been kept up for ville (N. Y.) Union Ag. Society’s next Annual Fair is to be 

should go into winter quarters, a half acre of corn small ones, without deteriorating in size. His expe- some time, and fed upon stable provender any description of held Sept 17 and 18 —The Brookfield (N. Y.) Ag.Society's 

r-u.0- - • 
will be left for Winter use. him that they are not Ihe mogt profitable Sh t- muana iai-SssSafraa, skunk cabbage, and gentian, each three Mole Draining in Illinois. -The Prairie Farmer under 

they should have good, warm, well ventilated ana more prom u»a nustj wks uviu u» w,.v. ginger, two ounces; salt, three ounces. All the ingredients drainers at wOWtln wm uo., in , mamng an average - 
well littered stables, plenty of good water, and be crossed witb French Merino bucks. He is decidedly mnet be p0Wdt.te<j. Mix the whole, divide into twelve parts, rods each, per day,”—and thinks the effect of this /nil he 
retruiarlv fed Three-fourths acre of carrots at 700 in favor of the fine-fool, and of a cross between and give one every night in the food. As a preparation for great, the season having been so wet. Will our con tempo- 

bushels per acre, would yield 525 bushels; also three- Silesian aud Spanish Merinos. the eye, put one ounce of the tincture of Indian hemp into rary please name the plow or machine used, its cost, and ^ 

| fourths acre ef beets at same rate, 525 bushels. If Mr. Chamberlain, of Clark county, said he had a pint of rain water, and apply two or three times a day. expense of operating. 



of fruit, in countless millions. They are particularly 

troublesome where the orchards have been heretofore 

left to their destruction, and more or less so every¬ 

where else. In the morning, early, and until they 

are full grown, they camp together in bunches on 

the tree, and a sharp-eyed man could sciape them oil’, 

with tho aid of a step-ladder to reach, and put them 

in the lire, thereby rendering services of the value 

of from live to ten dollars, or more, per day.—S. N. 

Hoi,m ks, Syracuse, A'. 1’. 

Hence, there is no doubt that the former were the 

larva: of this beetle, and that they undergo their 

transformations in the ground. Kollek recommends 

a strong tea or decoction of wormwood, as plants 

wetted by it will not be touched by the flce-bcetles. 

Perhaps a decoction of walnut leaves would be equally 

well, as suggested by Mr. Harris. A decoction oj 

tobacco is good where it can be applied. 

The Turnip-Flea Beetle, or Turnip-Fly, belongs to 

the same family, tig. I; /, the antenna:; g, the hind 

leg. It may be found on the turnip, radish and cru¬ 

ciferous plants generally, from May all through the 

summer. They are very injurious in gardens. 

ing, of Newburgh, and the Delaware Grape king, Dr. 

C. W. Grant, of Iona, I had the pleasure of showing 

them one of Mr. Foster’s Delawares, in fruit, in the 

fine grounds of the Hon. 0. lb Mattison. These gen¬ 

tlemen both pronounced it the genuine Delaware by 

the time they were within ten feet of it. No further 

testimony need be added as to the genuineness of 

this Grape: but it may not be out of place to say, 

that when the fruit was ripe I took the trouble, for 

my own satisfaction, of comparing it witli fruit that 

I had grown in my own grounds from Delaware viues 

that I had obtained from Dr. Grant, and I found them 

exactly alike in every respect. 

" Unfortunately the Foster Delaware has not been 

disseminated much, as its proprietor has been satis¬ 

fied with having a few old vines, producing a better 

quality of fruit than any of his neighbors; and not 

knowing its true name until the fall of 1859, be has 

propagated it, except a little by layering for 

HARDINESS OP NEW GRAPES 

The past winter has been well calculated to test 

the hardiness of the new grapes, as being, we think, 

more severe, and mere injurious to our old varieties, 

in this section, than any winter for the past ten years. 

Our crops of Isabellas, we think, w ill be very light, 

as vines left uncovered, as far as we have learned, 

nave suffered severely. J. Lakbowb, of Mammonds- 

port, a place becoming celebrated for its vine culture, 

writes us: “Our vines in this vicinity have become 

somewhat injured ny the winter, especially the 

Isabella, the Catawba wintering better. On the night 

of the first of May, we had a bad freeze which hurt 

the buds somewhat, but still the prospect for a fair 

crop with ns is very good, providing we have no more 

frosts. Peaches and cherries are killed, the like of 

which, so far as the cherrieB are concerned, we have 

never before known at this place." 

To-day we examined the vines on the grounds of 

Hiram Sibley. Esq., of this city, with a view of 

ascertaining the effects of the winter, and the com¬ 

parative hardiness of each, and made a few notes, of 

which our readers shall have the benefit. These 

vines are planted in a well prepared border, the 

ground sloping a little towards the north, and are 

planted in a row running north and south, supported 

by a good trellis, made heavy, except the bottom and 

top rail. They are young, having been planted three 

years, and have remained fastened to the trellis and 

unprotected during the winter. The ends of the 

lateral branches were cut off in the fall. 

1. Northern Muscadine— Wood all sound and buds 

breaking. 
2. Isabella — Weod of all side-shoots killed to the 

bud at base. Wood all killed to within three feet of 

ground. 

3. Delaware— Four and a half feet high. Wood all 

sound to the ends of shoots, buds breaking. 

4. Diana — Six feet high. Wood all killed to 

within three feet of ground. All the Bidc-branches 

Ijfnquivic.si ana Answer $ 

Those of us who put oft’ till spring the business of 

clearing up the last year’s rubbish in our gardens, 

find, in the performance of that duty, ample employ¬ 

ment for the first days of weather warm enough to 
One unaccus- 

never 

the accommodation of his immediate friends. 

“And now what does this disinterested witness say 

of the Delaware during all this time that he has 

grown it? He showed it to me on an open trellis in 

his yard, and assured me that he had always grown 

the vines thus exposed; Baid he had never been in 

the habit of laying them down in winter; had never 

had the vines winter-killed so ns to injure them; had 

never known them to mildew; if they bad, he had 

never noticed it, and thinks he would have noticed it 

had it taken place. And, what will please ua all, he 

said his Delaware had never failed to yield him a full 

crop of most luscious Grapes annually, that had 

always ripened before our early frosts. 

11 It appears to me that no vine but a native, ‘to 

the manor born,’ could bear such, a severe test as Mr. 

F. has unwittingly given the Delaware, and come on 

with such flying colors. The past season was a very 

trying one for vines in this section. The most of 

them grow late. The Isabella, Catawba, and others 

of the same class mildewed very badly, ami did not 

ripen their wood as well as usual; but tho Delaware 

ripened its wood as well as the Concord, and was not 

more affected by mildew. I saw no rot among the 

tempt us to engage in out-door work, 

tomed to tho sight of any other than a constantly I 

well-kept garden, can hardly imagine the sorry ap¬ 

pearance one neglected in autumn presents in spring, 

nor what a change is made by bringing together and 

burning the old, dead stalks of the previous sum¬ 

mer’s fruitage and flowering. In the case of fruit- 

bearing shrubs, undoubtedly the best time to remove 

the canes not designed for the next year’s use, is 

immediately after the bearing season is over, as that 

gives the new stalks all the sap, thus maturing the 

wood more perfectly, preparing it to resist the winter 

cold more successfully, and produce a more abund¬ 

ant crop of berries the following summer. 

But, “ better late than never." If we neglected 

last summer and fall to pnt our blackberries and 

raspberries iu order for the coming season, let it be 

done in the spring, and as early as possible. Tho 

longer it is put off tho more damage is done to the 

expanding foliage and the starting fruit buds. If 

you have been accustomed to let Nature take care of 

such shrubs as she does in the woods, never thinning 

out the dead, useless stalks, you have m> idea how 

much brighter and fresher your garden will look 

after cutting away and removing all the wood except 

that of the last year’s growth, though not a leaf has 

started ou the canes left standing. Where old and 

new canes stand together in spring, one is apt to 

think, at first wight, that they are nearly all dead, so 

much more discernible are th 

out finding fault with something. This was not 

always bo. I had rather prided myself on having 

the mildest and best dispositions! wife in the com¬ 

munity,— one very near pel’ectiou, embodying all 

tho idealities of u true woman. No complaint with¬ 

out just cause. Now—well I hope that this ill nature 

will always end with the close of the day, and leave 

me six days for enjoyment. But, it’s my positive 

opinion that all those who are blessed (if that’s a 

proper term) with scolding and fretful wives, can 

date the commencement from washing day. It would 

bo some satisfaction to know bow many more there 

are In this soctiou, who are mourning over domestic 

scenes of discord and discontent, who, like myself, 

ere the marriage vow was plightod, had imagined 

that marriage was the acme of human enjoyment, 

the step-stone to perfect happiness. I’m safe in say¬ 

ing that l am not alone; but 1 guess a change has 

come over the spirit of their dreams as well as my 

own. I hardly believe that there is a man in Chris- 

endom, not, possessing the patience of Job, that 

nj dead ones by reason 

of their lighter color; and not till the old stalks 

have been trimmed away, does one recognize the 

wealth of promise the new ones afford. It is suffi¬ 

cient recompense for all the trouble of clearing out 

and destroying the old rubbish in a garden of small 

fruits, to see the livelier look it presents and the 

brighter prospect it gives for the coming harvest. 

lint if the improved appearance of a garden pays 

for the work of putting the fruit-bearing shrubs in 

order, tho greater ease of getting the berries when 

they come pays the second time. It, Is murderous 

work to pick berries with bare hands, running tho 

gantlet of old and new thorns—the old ones sharp 

and strong as the tooth of Time—the trouble being 

greatly aggravated by the difficulty of getting about 

in the almost impenetrable thicket of a two or three 

years’ growth of canes. 
The importance, too, of attending each summer 

to trimming the stalks of the current season’s growth 

J. Larrowk, Esq., of Hammondsport, N. Y., writes 

us under date of the 8th inst., inclosing “two bugs" 

which he had found upon his grape vines. Mr. L. 

says:—“One of them had eaten into the center and 

destroyed the bnd. I have for two or three years 

suffered very much from its depredation. I would 

like to know from you, or somo one that understands 

the subject, its habits, and means, if any, for its de¬ 

struction. Last year it destroyed nearly one-third 

of my grape crop, taking the principal bud; and the 

only fruit from a great many hills was from the 

dormant buds that came out after the first were de¬ 

stroyed. My neighbors are being much injured this 

season by this insect, and wo are very desirous to 

learn of a remedy.” 

This insect we have before described, and published 

a full description of the family in 1859, by Jacob 

Stauffer, Esq., of Lancaster, Pa. It is the Grape 

Vine Flea Beetle f (frajitndera chalybea), and belongs 

to an extensive family of leaf and bud-destroying 

insects. There are a number of genera, each embra¬ 

cing a greater or less number of species, which it is 

difficult, in many cases, to distinguish apart, owing 

BREAD, PIE AND CAKE 

Dociii.k Zinnia — Cuystau.izino Grasses. Can any of 
the Kurai.’s friends give information concerning the cnltiva 
lion of the Doable Zinnia? 1 have obtained a low mind, and 
would like to know something about planting them, ('an 
they hn transplanted; anil will they bloom from the seed the 
Hr-,ft year? Alio, ran anyone tell me through tho Rural, 
how to crystallize grasses v ith idumi—K,, Sandwich, Jlli 
Mis, 1801. 

The Zinnia may ho Bown in a hot-bed, or cold frame, or iu 

pots, or a box in the house, and transplanted to the open 

ground as soon as danger from frost is gone. It would do 

well under favorable circumstances, doubtless, In tho open 

ground. Good plant* net out about the lirst of Juno will 

llower in July, and continue during most of the season. 

To crystallize grasses, dissolve eighteen ounces of alum In 

a quart of soft water, (observing this proportion fora greater 

or less quantity,) boiling it over a slow lire in a close tin 

vessel, stirring it occasionally with a stick until it is dissolved. 

When it is nearly cold, suspend tbu subject to be crystallized 

by a thread from a small stick, laid horizontally across tho 

aperture of a deep glass or earthen jar, into which the solu¬ 

tion must be poured. The articles should remain In tho 

solution twenty-four hours, and then he taken out and sus¬ 

pended iu the shade to dry. If the subjects to bo crystallized 

arc put iulo the solution when it is quite cold, the crystals 

are apt to be formed largo, and the wanner the wlutiou the 

smaller will be the crystals. Its strength may be tested by 

putting a drop on a blade of grass, and observing it crystallize 

as it cools, Almost any llower or vegetable substance may 

be operated upon. Fancy baskets may bo made in this way, 

by first making a wire frame of any desired shape, twisting 

woolen yarn around the wires, and immersing it as directed 

for grasses. 
For winter bouquets it Is much better to growths Orna¬ 

mental Brasses and Everlasting Flowers, than to crystallize 

and color our common grosses and weeds. 

GiNUERBKKAri.- One pint of raolawes; half a pint 

of sweet milk; half a cup Of butter; one tablespoon- 

I'ul of ginger; one teaspoonful of sale rat ns, made 

fine, ami some salt. Stir the molasses and milk 

together till neither can be seen separate, then stir in 

tho saleratus, the ginger, and salt. The butter must 

be melted if the weather is cold, if not, rubbed iu 

tho Hour; make hard enough to roll, not soft enough 

to spread, roll out half an inch thick, wash with new 

milk before stamping, bake In a hot oven ten minutes. 

This is a sufficient quantity for four sheets. 

Brown Bread. — Three cups of corn meal; three 

cups of rye, or Graham meal; six cops of milk, or 

water; one teaspoon fill of soda; hull' a cup of mo¬ 

lasses. Bake in an iron basin three hours. 

Lemon Pie. One lemon; one cup of sugar; three 

eggs; two tablespoonfuls of cracker; butter, size of 

a walnut. Stir tho yolks with the sugar; grate the 

rind of the lemon and squeeze in the juice. <>ne cup 

of sweet milk to put in last., then bake as a custard. 

Beat the whites to a froth, add three tablespoonfuls 

Of pulverized sugar, a little lemon extract. When 

the case of the common black raspberry. That shrub 

propagates itself by tb ’ tips of tho canes reaching 

down to the ground .‘ to taking root, and in forming 

a new plant, tho vigor of the old one and its power 

of producing fruit are of course considerably dimin¬ 

ished. In regulating these bushes in spring, One is 

surprised to see how largo a number of stalks have 

grown so long as to fall over and take root. They 

should he shortoned-iu in summer. 

The old stalks of annuals and of herbaceous plants, 

such as peonies, phloxes, spira-as, Ac., give tho 

flower garden a rough, unsightly appearance In 

spring, and should be removed and destroyed as 

early as possible. It takes but a few days of spring 

weather to start up many varieties of flowering 

plants, so as to give the garden quite a fresh, lively 

look, if only It is cleared of the dry, dead stuff that 

covers them; otherwise, one must wait a long time 

for new vegetation to make much show beneath tho 

mass of brush left standing from the previous sum¬ 

mer’s flowering. a* 
South Livonia, N. Y., 1861. 

to their close resemblance and minute size. Fig. 1 

illustrates the Gastrophysa cyanic, a, the hind leg; 

b, the gradually thickened antenna:; c, the strong 

jaws. Fig. 2 is a female, sometimes seen as early aB 

the 5th of May, with their abdomens enormously 

swelled, and laying eggs on the leaves of the Rimer 

obtusifolitu. They are not known to do mischief, 

yet they are by no means free from suspicion, and it 

is well to have an eye on them. They so nearly re¬ 

semble fig. 3, the Graptodera chalybea, as to be 

readily taken for the same insect. This latter is the at fault in one respect, 

insect in question. Its antennic, fig. 3, d, are of a makiug a pavement, 

uniform thickness in the 11-joiuts, and its thorax ground 

has a transverse depression, which the other has not. 

Fig. 1 is copied from a specimen found January 2d, 

two inches beneath the soil, near a grape vine, “alive 

and kicking,” certainly not below the frost line. 

The colors vary greatly in the same species, as Mr, 

Harris also remarks, from a dark purple, violet, 

Prussian blue, greenish blue, to a deep green color, 

and not always steel-blue, as the specific name, cha¬ 

lybea, implies. 

Notwithstanding their hard names, long enough 

for a Polish count, they are not entitled to rank 

among the “big bugs;" but the wee creatureB are 

THE CURCULIO 

Messrs. Eds.:—In No. 1G of the Rural, I see A 

Reader” is making some “suggestions in regard to 

the Curculio.” It is one of the ten thousand reme¬ 

dies that are good for nothing, and the added note is 

Although I acknowledge that 

or in any way smoothing the 

so as to sweep it after jarring, as the note 

advises, is the sure thing, if anything is, allow me 

to Buggost, that any one who cambats the curculio 

on the supposition that if all under the tree are de¬ 

stroyed, his plums will be Haved, will find it labor 

lost; for the insect has wings, and is as perfectly 

possessed of the power of locomotion as any other of 

his species. In this section we had a good crop of 

plums last season; and I could see no difference in 

the success of those who used ashes, lime, syringing 

with various decoctions, Ac., Ac., and those who 

HOW TO MAKE MUFFINS 
CDDING—(Amateur.)—We can give no precise flay for 

ding fruits, Ac. The only general rule is when the buds 

well matured and before the bark becomes set. 
Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Noticing an inquiry 

in a late number of your paper for making Muffins, I 

will give a recipe which I know to be excellent. 

Mix a quart of wheat flour smoothly with a pint and 

» half of lukewarm milk, half a teacup of yeast, a 

couple of beaten eggs, a heaping teaspoonful of salt, 

and a couple of tablespoonfuls of melted butter. Set 

the batter in a warm place to rise. When light, 

butter your muffin rings, turn in the mixture, and 

bake the muffins till a light brown.—J. A. G., Phelps, 

N. Y„ 1861. 
In reply to Lizzie I send the following recipe for 

Muffins, which I think is excellent. Mix a quart of 

wheat flour smoothly with a pint and a hair of luke 

warm milk, half a teacup of yeast, two beaten eggs, 

a heaping tcaspuonful of salt, and two tablespoonfuls 

of lukewarm melted butter. Set the batter in a warm 

place to rise; when light, butter your muffin cups, 

torn in the mixture, and hake till a light brown.— 

A. U. P., Danbury, Ct,, 1851. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: —I saw the inquiry in 

your paper of May Ath, “ How to make Muffins?” I 

have just made some which are very nice. One quart 

of milk, (sweet); piece of butter the size of an egg, 

warmed in the milk; half cup yeast; two eggs; a 

little salt; flour enough to make a BtilV batter. Let 

it rise over night.—Amelia F. Hock, Durant, Cedar 

Co,, Iowa, 1801. 

Tiik Fine Cherries Destroyed. — About a week ago I was 

surprised to find, from close and careful observation, that the 

blossom buds of all our fine Heart and Bigarrcau Cherries 

are almost entirely destroyed by the Intense cold weather of 

February last. February last. Even the Duke, varieties, which are con¬ 

sidered very hardy, are extensively injured by the cold; but. 

tho late Kentish or Fie cherry, and the Mnrellos, are not, 

seriously damaged. Cherries have not been killed before by 

the cold in this locality Tor at leort a quarter of ft century. 

The coldest weather we have had in this Section of the 

country within the last thirty years, occurred on the 6th day 

of February, 1855, when the thermometer stood at 26" below 

zero; yet there was abundance of fine cherries the ensuing 

summer. On tho 7tli of February last, the mercury 

descended to 18 degrees below zero, and the fine cherries 

arc killed quite as completely as tbe peach. It must be that 

the fruit buds ditl uot ripen well before winter came on, In 

consequence of too much wot and warm weather late iu the foil, 

which probably caused an abundant flow of sail luto the 

trees, and thereby rendering the llower hudw unfit to endure 

the severity of the winter. ItoMla grape vines that have 

uot been protected, aru killed almost to the ground. The 

Catawba, Clinton, and Oporto, are but slightly injured. I 

trees of the French /'rune, which are badly 

Agricultural Association. A report by Mr. Riduway 

was published in 1834. Mr. H. Lk Kklx also wrote 

a prize essay on their history, which was read before 

the Entomological Society, and published in the 2d 

volume of their Transactions. 

In our own country they are by no ineaus unknown. 

Mr. David Thomas gave ahighly interesting account, 

which was published in the 20th volume of Sllli- 

man’s American Journal of Science and Arts, in which 

he states:—“These brilliant insects were observed 

by me in the Bpring of 1831, in Cayuga county, N. Y., 

creeping on the vines and destroying tbe buds, by 

eating out the central succulent parts. Some had 

burrowed even half their length Into the huds. 

When disturbed, they jump rather than fly, and re¬ 

main where they fall for a time without motion.” 

During the same season, these beetles appeared in 

unusually great numbers in New Haven, Conn., and 

its vicinity, and the injury done bytbemwas “wholly 

unexampled.” Some vines were entirely despoiled 

of their fruit budB, so as to be rendered barren for 

the season. In 1830 and 1831, be found the vine 

leaves infested by “small chastnut-colored smooth 

worms,” and suspecting these to be the larva: of tbe 

Chrysomela vitivora, he fed them in a tumbler con¬ 

taining some moiBt earth. “After a fortnight or so,” 

some of the beetles were found in the tumbler. 

have some young 
injured, tho blossom buds being all killed, and most or tho 

blanches. Apples and peais are in good condition and coin 

ing on finely.—8. Fousuav, I'rnm lan, iV. 1., 1861. 

Grape Vinks. — All wb<> observe the vine at this time, see 

that tho huds aro pushing forth as the van-guard of foliage 

and fruit, and that In many instances they come double, two 

buds from the same eye, which can only get tho nourishment 

that would support one vigorous shoot, and, as a consequence, 

both are weakened. In order to regulate and remedy the evil, 

and got a strong and healthy growth of the vino and fruit, 

passing along my vines in tho morning tour of observation, 1 

carefnliy rub off tho smaller and weaker bud, leaving the 

other alone, to perform in pofectioa its vegetable destiny.—S. 

V. Holmes. Svrdcuse, JV. )'•, 1861. 

Fruit Trees and their Enemies.—Every person 

of natural good taste is a lover of good fruit, yet, in 

the war of nature, many enemies to the-gratification 

of such taste exist, that require from man an unre¬ 

mitting diligence, in order that these luxuries of 

both life and health may not be destroyed long before 

maturity. Not least among these enemies are tho 

apple tree worms just emerging from their winter 

house to prey upon the defenceless leaves, and buds 

Fruit-Growers’ Society ok Western New York.—The 

regular Sommer meeting of tbiB Society will be held at Syra¬ 

cuse, on the 25th of June. 
August, I860, ha’ 
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COMMUNION WITH NATURE. 

Natder, thy face has ever been 

A joyous one to roe; 

I’ve loved thee Ion* with all the love 

That gushes strong and free 

From gladsome childhood’s truthful heart, 
That seeks thy placid face. 

Nor seeks jn vain to find in thee 

Some new, enchanting grace. 

Oft hast thou been, unconsciously, 

My spirit's dearest friend, 

And to my darkest, saddest hour, 

A Boothing balm didst lend; 

I love thine every glance and work, 

The lofty, solemn wood. 

The meadows gay with summer flowers, 

The drearest solitude; 

And ocean’s wave, the rippling stream, 

The nigged, towering rock, 
Or e’en a simple blade of grass, 

In the sauio tone fans spoke, 

And bade my heart go forth among 

Thy works alone to find 

Subjects of worthy thought to till 

The eager earnest inind. 

My eyes ne’er tire of thy sweet face 

In all its changing moods, 

And when In converse true with thee, 

No weary care intrudes; 

In all thy works a leving voice 

Soft whispers unto me, 

0, ne'er let worldliness enchain 

Thy spirit now so free. 

Geneva, Wis., 1861. BCD 

--- 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

DIVERSITY OP OPINION 

THE BUBAL'S DEBATING SOCIETY. 

It is astonishing what a variety of opinions there 

is on every subject that can be mentioned, and how 

much good advice there is for us all, if we only 

could, or would, apply it Looking over the col- 

mnns of the Rural, which is open to discussion, 

one is both instructed and amused. That little con- 

test between the maiden lady and the support 

bachelor, on labor-saving machinery, was rather 

spirited, and somewhat laughable as’ well as edify¬ 

ing,—a subject which will bear agitation and much 

comment,—glad it was introduced. Much hat been 

done to make woman’s work lighter and easier, i. <■., 

in one sense, fn the days when our ancestors carded 

and wove, and turned the windlass, women’s work 

was not near as hard as now, because not so varied— 

not requiring near as much starch, or polish, or 

stitching, or formality, and not so much room to do 

it in. Onr groat, convenient houses are enough to 

wear out Borne women, while fashion and folly kill 

more than ever the spinning wheel or dinner pot 

could have slain. Though a woman, I agree mostly 

with the gentleman, H. T. B„ ^nd should not be 

afraid of abuse, nor imagine his wife is greatly to he 

pitied just proving in how different a light we view 

the same persons and expressions. 

Then, there is the dress question under agitation,— 

another Buhjcct that will bear discussion to our ben¬ 

efit. There is a great effort making in various places 
to introduce a convenient, and proper working-dress. 

If it were only possible for woman to wear what is 

most suitable to hor position and business, provided 

she dresses and behaves in a decent, ladylike manner, 

without the hut? and gossip of everybody to interfere 

and discourage, we could live much easier. 

Iho short dress must be acknowledged as the most 

convenient to do active work in. I have tried it, for 

one, and tind I can sweep, make beds, and go np and 

down stairs with twice the case I could in a long 

skirt. For ease and comfort I would prefer never to i 

wear any other—J refer to the ISloonier style, worn ; 

with moderation—the skirt short enough to be out i 

of the way, and yet not in the least ridiculous. As 1 

for expensive, ornamental dress, never had any taste i 

or time, and of course no temptation to spend, to ? 

wear, or think about it, and am not qualified to die- 1 

tate. I find myself in a matter-of-fact, world, realities < 

to deal with, and duties devolving on me which do v 

not admit »>f attention to display, or fashion, to any c 

extent. If it is Some women’s “ duty and privilege” v 

to study the arts of dress, to enhance their luveli- s 

ness, I am willing they should study it,, and gladden , 

and beautify the world all they can. If I can have a 

dress clean, and neither too fashionable nor unfash¬ 

ionable, nor in any way calculated to elicit remark, 

it is all which, in my position, is required of inc. 

^ e are all too apt to judge other people by ourselves, v 

and forget that circumstances alter cases greatly. y 

There is quite a debate, too, or rather outburst of ti 

expression, among the "girls,” on the subject of w 

housework. Speak out, girts, and let us have your p 

opinions as well as the rest. Perhaps yon are not as si 

well paid, nor as well treated, as you ought to be, 0! 

though, as a general rule, you will get surer wages it 

and kinder treatment among the farmers than else- w 

where. "Farmer’s Wife” ruay be hard to suit, and w 

she may not. She may have spit out "hard truths” ui 

in a fit of unusual discouragement, though she tl 

needn’t, have been quite so bard on them, it is true, ai 

The Rural is devoted principally to farming inter- tli 

ests, and we are bound to discuss these matters tc 

fairly and amicably. Quesohy. tl 

inferiority has never been proved, and what is more, 

never can, nor never mil be. On the contrary, she 

has proved herself capable of mounting to the top¬ 

most round of the ladder of earthly fame,—of the 

most profound erudition, depth and concentration 

of thought, thereby,—Amik to the contrary notwith¬ 

standing,—bringing her "thoughts to a focus,” and 

is everywhere acknowledged by man as possessing a 

far-seeing intellect, penetrating beyond the surface 

of things, down deep into the very heart. That is 

the reason man ho often refers to the judgment of 

bis wife,—and in many cases this Tar-sightedness of 

his "better hall ' has saved him from utter ruin. 

In conclusion, I would Buggeat that Amik,—be 

she male or female, young or old, rich or poor,— 

be kept in school until her mind becomes more ma¬ 

ture, and perhaps at some future day she will be able 

to claim a "Howard of Merit.” Indignatiun. 

McDonough, N. Y., 1861. 

PHYSICAL TRAINING OF GIRLS. 

This is the most momentous health-problem with 

which we have to deal, to secure the physical advan¬ 

tages of civilization for American women. Without 

this there can he no lasting progress. The Sandwich 
Island proverb says: 

“ ff strong lx- the frame of the mother. 

Her eons shall make lavra for the people." 

But in this country, it is scarcely au exaggeration 

to say that every man grows to maturity surrounded 

by a circle of invalid female relatives; that he, later, 

finds himself the husband of an invalid wife and the 

parent of invalid daughters; and that he comes at last 

to regard invalidism, as Michelet coolly declares, the 

normal condition of that sex —as if the Almighty 

did not know how to create a woman. This, of 

course, spreads a gloom over life. When I look at 

the morning throng of school girls in summer, hur¬ 

rying through every street, with fresh, young faces, 

and vesture of lilies, duly curled, and straw-hatted 

and booted, and turned off as patterns of perfection 

e by proud mamas — is it not said to mo to think that 

v all this y»ung beauty must one day fade and die? for 

V there are spheres of life beyond this earth, I know, and 

• the soul is good to endure through inure than one; 

> the Badness is in the unnatural nearness of the decay, 

• to foresee the living death of disease that is waiting 

1 at hand for so many, to know how terrible a 

proportion of those fair children are walking nncon- 

■ Mciously into a weary, wretched, powerless, joyless, 

1 useless maturity. Among the myriad triumphs of 

advancing civilization, thereseemshut one formidable 
danger, and that is here. 

It cannot be doubted, however, that the peril will 

pass by, with advancing knowledge. In proportion 

to our national recklessness of danger is the prompt¬ 

ness with which remedial measures are adopted, 

when they at hist become indispensable. In the 

meantime, we must look for proofs of the physical 

resources of women into foreign and even into savage 

lands. When an American mother tells me with 

pride, as occasionally happens, that her daughter can 

walk two miles and hack without great fatigue, the 

very boast seems a tragedy; but when one reads that 

Oberea, Queen of the Sandwich Islands, lifted Capt. 

Wallis over a ruursh as easily as if he had been a little 

child, there is a slight sense of consolation. Brun- 

hilde, in the “ Nibolungiti, ” binds her offending 

lover with her girdle and slings him up to the wall. ' 

Cymburga, wife of Duke Ernest, of Lithuania, could \ 
crack nuts between her fingers, and drive nails into a 8 

wall with her thumb; whether she ever got her bus- V 

band under it is not recorded. Let me preserve from " 

oblivion the renown of my Lady Butterfield, who, ‘ 

about the year 1700, at Wanstcad, in Essex, (Eng- a 

land,) thus advertised:— "This is to give notice to 

my honored masters, and ladies, and loving friends, " 

that my Lady Butterfield gives a challenge to ride a 

horse, or leap a horse, or run a foot, or hollo, with 

any woman in England seven years younger, but not *s 

a day older, because 1 wont undervalue myself, being C! 

now 7t years of age.” Nor should be left, unrecorded l!l 

the high-horn Scottish damsel whose tradition still <Jl 

remains at the Castle of 11 untingtower, in Scotland, 

where two adjacent pinnacles still mark the Maiden’s d< 

Leap. She sprang from battlement to battlement, a ,u 

distance of nine feet and four inches, and eloped in 

with her lover. Were a young lady to go through 

one of our villages in a series of leaps like that, and w 

were she to require her lover to follow in her foot- tl] 

steps, it is to be feared that she would die single.— 
At/ojitir Monthly. th 

WUmn IpsnilMj 
L. I NES 

OS THX DKATH OP AN AMERICAN PATRIOT. 

To drum beat and heartbeat 

A soldier marches by, 

There is color in his oheek, 

There is courage in his eye; 

Yet to drurn-beat and heart beat 

In a moment he roust die. 

By star light and moon-light 

He seeks the Briton’s camp. 

And he hears the riiatiing flag, 

And the armed sentry’s tramp, 

And the star-fight and moon light 

His silent wanderings lamp 

With slow tread and still tread. 

He scan* the tented line, 

And he counts the battery guns 

By the gaunt and shadowy pine, 

And his slow tread and still tread 

Gives no warning sign. 

The dark wave—the plumed wave— 

It meets his eager glance, 

And it sparkles ’nrath the stars 

Like the glimmer of a lance. 

The dark wave—the plumed wave— 

On an emerald expanse. 

A sharp clang—a steel clang— 

And terror in the sound, 

For the sentry, flilcon-eyed, 

In the camp a spy hath found; 

With a sharp clang—a ateel clang— 

The patriot is bound. 

With calm brow—steady brow— 

He robes him for the tomb; 

In his look there Is DO fear, 

Nor a shadow trace of gloom; 

But with calm brow—Bte&dy brow— 

He robes bint for the tomb. 

Through the long night, the still night, 

He kneels upon the sod, 

And the brutal guards withhold 

E’en the solemn word of God; 

Through the long night, the still night, 

He walks where Christ hath trod. 

In the blue morn, the sunny morn, 

He dies upon the tree, 

And he mourns that he ean lose 

But one life for liberty; 

And in the blue mom, the snnny morn, 

His spirit wings are free. 

But his last words, bis message words, 

They burn, lest friendly eye 

Should read how jroud and calm 

A patriot could die; 

With his last words, his message words, 

A soldier’s battle cry. 

From Fame-leaf aod Angel-leaf, 

From monumeotstid urn, 

The sad of couth, the glad of heaven, 

His tragic fate shall learn; 

And on Fame-leaf anil Angel-leaf 

The name of Stale shall burn. 

-■>-■ ♦ .a- 
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hypochondriacs. 

“I 

or two occasions when I have had the felicity of 

entertaining them, or, in other- words, of becoming 

— the reservoir into which the stream of their hypo¬ 

chondriacal words was emptied, I have wished, from 

the bottom of my heart, that some direful calamity 

would befall them, just for once, to give them a taste 

of what real trouble is. I candidly would be willing 

to see their houses burned down, or their goods 

stolon, only for the wicked pleasure of knowing that 

they really had met with some misfortune worth hav¬ 
ing a long face about. 

What interest do I take in knowing that my hypo¬ 

chondriacal neighbor was not invited to Mrs. Stokes’ 

tea-party, or that Mrs. Judge W, passed her in the 

street without speaking, and that her minister never 

calls to see her oftener than once a twelve-month. 

Why do I care to know that Madam Hypochondria’s 

husband canupt appreciate her, that he ia dot a con¬ 

genial spirit, never talks to her, and would probably 

not shed a tear if she should die within the vear. 

Poor man! I can hardly hlame him if it be true, for 

it is a dog’s life her inveterate nervousness has led 

him ever since they were married. Nervousness is 

the right word after all. Hypochondriacs are only 

nervous people, and, to say a person is nervous is a 

kind and delicate way of excusing yourself from say¬ 

ing that he or she is ill-tempered, jealons and discon¬ 

tented. I sincerely believe that the emerald monster, 

jealousy, is the primal cause of hypochondria, and if, 

like the evil spirits of old, be could be exorcised with 

all his retinue of evil surtnisings, these melancholy 

people might have quite a Jolly life before them. 

The truth is, this world, as the song says, 

-11 Is Dot so bad world 

As some Would like to make it, 

For whether good, or whether bad, 

Depends on how.we take it.” 

Can it be that all the glorious sights and sounds of 

earth, its countless voices of music, its gorgeous sky- 

pictures, its birds and brooks, its star-eyed blossoms 

and fragrance - laden winds, arc scattered so pro¬ 

fusely around our paths to help us on in grumbling; 

or are they blessed ministers of Cod’s love, Bent to 

make us cheerful and joyons? I am truly grateful 

that I for one am naturally light hearted; that all 

which is fair and bright of earth is not wholly wasted • 

upon me; that I have an eye for its beauty, and an 

ear for its melody; that the rail of discontent is not ^ 

always hung between me and the blessed, cheerful ' 

sunshine. Though I am never violent iu my mirth, £ 

I like to smile and be smiled upon. Occasionally I 

indulge in laughter, and think tt by no means " 

unchristian, so, naturally, I have no sympathy with ' 

such as deem smiles unorthodox, and a hearty laugh f* 

an unpardonable sin. In fine, I admire good nature, 1 

cheerfulness, and gaycty, with the same intensity that * 

I dislike their antipodes—ill nature, melancholy, and I! 
gloom. 

So, if nervous, hypochondriacal people will live j,. 
longer than any body else, as they invariably do, let , 

us enact a law that shall transport them, if not with j/ 

joy, into some distant dime, where they shall be 

never seen or beard of more. a. m. p. 

Fayetteville, N. Y., 1861. 

("Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

“ LET THE LITTLE ONES COME UNTO ME.” 

Two little children before me stand, 

Clasping each other's dimpled hand. 

One has eyes of melting blue,— 

The other's ara dark as the raven hne,— 

One is as meek as the turtle dove, 

And she seems a being jitst made to lore. 

The other, so bright, with sylph-like grace, 

But a spirit of wrath in her beautiful face, 

And a lion seems couched in her flashing eye 

That chafes and foams if a foe pass by; 

But dow, as the darlings beside me stand, 

Each is pointing above with tiny hand. 

They are telling their thoughts of a world above, 

And their innneent hearts o'erflow with love; 

One calts heaven a beautiful place, 

Where we shall see Jitsra face to face. 

And pretty birds so sweetly sing, 

And children float on angel wing. 

And how, as I gaze on each darling face, 

My mind runs out their future to trace, 

And I fain would know if coming life 

Shall ever be free from care and strife; 

And I wonder if time shall prove to them 

A crown of joy—a diadem. 

I fain would know if, ever as now, 

So pure shall be each lily brow; 

If never a grievous thought or care 

Shall enter their breasts and harbor there; 

My heart goes up to the God above 

To keep these lambs with his gentle love. 

May the days of their youth in sweet joy pass 

With these tiny girls of my infant class. 

And in that day when Hia little fold 

Is gathered up like a garner of gold, 

May a star gleam on each gentle breast, 

And these two buds be with the blest. 

Schenectady, 1881. Adklaidk M. P. 

THE UNITY OF THE BIBLE. 

DEATH OF MRS. PATTEN. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

WOMAN’S TRUE CHARACTER. 

It is a subject of controversy in my own mind, as 

well as in that of others, whether Amik belongs to 

the male or the female sex. I can hardly think that 

any el the latter class have become so l’ar degenera¬ 

ted as to admit, for a single moment, their inferiority 

to man; i( so, 1 would ask where has this immortal 

mind secluded herself.’ lias she been immured in 

the walls of some dark dungeon, where no ray of 

light ever enters f or is she a novice in some cloister 

or convent, shut out from the world’s busy mart, nod 

knows nothing of the improvements going on around 

her, and marks not the progress of events? Surely, 

some dread calamity must have befallen her, or she 

would not be so oblivious of the past. Perhaps the 

dawn of "intellectuality” is but just shedding its 

feeble light through the chambers of her darkened 

soul, and this is the reason she cannot distinguish 

more clearly the bright sunbeams of knowledge 

which shine so conspicuously in the faces of her sex. 

It is true, woman's intellect and attainments were 

considered inferior to man’s a long, long time ago,— 

away back in the “Dark Ages,” before the glorions 

sunlight of Christianity, and its attending satellite, 

Knowledge, shed their benign and softening influ¬ 

ence upon the earth,—but the question has long 

since been settled beyond controversy, and in reply 

to Amik’s interrogations ut the commencement of 

her piece, I answer, emphatically, no! Woman’s 

Our readers cannot fail to remember the incident 

which occurred some two years since, of the fair 

young girl who had united her destinies with a cap- 

| tain of a Boston ship bound to California, and who, 

when her husband, in the midst nf the voyage, wns 

prostrated with brain fever, the crew mutinous, and 

sin? herself in delicate health, assumed the command 

of the ship, and, amid extraordinary perils, brought 

it safely into the harbor of Sun Francisco. They 

will remember, too, her voyage home viu Panama, 

with her poor husband sunk into a fatuous state, and 

unablo by look or word to testify, or even to know, 

the depth of his obligations to her heroic love; her 

arrival iu Boston, the niggardliness of the owners of 

the ship, who rewarded such devotion to their in¬ 

terests with a poor thousand dollars; the death of 

the husband, for whom she had sacrificed so much; 

the birth and death of her babe, who liked not a 

world of so much woo; and the rapid decline of her 

own health amid so many cares and sorrows. Well, 

the end has come; the fair, brave little woman, 

whose name deserves to be placed henceforth by the 

side of Joan of Arc, of the wife of Seneca, and of 

that Christian wife, nobler than either, the Lady 

Rachel Russell, has sunk to her grave at the early 

age of twenty-four. It was a short life, as men count 

years, but in the record of womanly devotion and 

heroic affection, it will have an earthly immortality 

of which few centenarians in the annals of time 

could boast.—N. Y. Examiner. 

Women Born to do the Loving.—That Nature 

has ordained love as woman’s task, more than man’s, 

is thus declared by a late moralist:—" With man, 

love is never a passion of such intensity as with 

woman. She is a creature of sensibility, existing 

only in the outpourings and sympathies of her emo¬ 

tions. Every earthly blessing, nay, every heavenly 

hope, will be sacrificed for her affections, Rhe will 

leave the sunny home of her childhood, the protect¬ 

ing roof of her kindred—forget the counsels of her 

sire, the admonishing voice of that mother on whose 

bosom her head had been pillowed—do all that a 

woman can do consistently with honor—foisake all 

that she has clung to iu her girlish simplicity for 

years, and throw herself into the arms of the man 

she idolizes. He that would forsake a woman after 

these testimonies of affection, is too gross a villain 
to be called a man.” 

g If there exists any where a class of individuals 

I who excite my aversion, and, yet more, my pity, it is 

| that nil fortunate portion of humanity, commonly 

a styled hypochondriacs. These lugubrious people ure 

wont to make their somber piness consist in liv- 

Big as far as possible away trom the sunny sides of 

creation, and devoting their time in staring fixedly 

and pensively at the inevitable shady aides, which 

' may be found on the very brightest things of earth if, 

we are foolish enough to take out a search warrant 

’ and go on a hunting expedition after them. 

, Another source of happiness to these melancholics 
t is meditation. They ruminate on the past till tln?y 

, can see nothing in it but graves and dead people,_ 

I they get out of sorts with the present, and dwell with 

I dreadful forebodings on the unknown future,—suffer- I 

ing as greatly in anticipation and apprehension as n j 
j dozen stake-burnt martyrs ever did in reality. They 

, are your exceedingly weak-nerved people, who go 

1 into hysterics over a hearty laugh, and take infinite 

, delight in lying awake o’ nights for fear the house 

will take lire, or be set upon by burglars, or some of 

the children die before morning. They are the ones 

who turn pale if a dog howls under the window, or 

the servant girl accidentally shivers a looking-glass, 

or overturns the salt-cup on the table-cloth. They 

arc those miserably poor people who, though huu- 

dreds of thousands of their lawful property arc gath- | 

ering interest iu the banks, are haunted with a 

perpetual dread of dying in the alms house. They 

are the over sensitive part of mankind, who imagine 

the rest of their fellow-creatures are in league to 

insult and injure them. They hold a spite against 

the world in general, and every body iu particular, 
and very naturally believe that every body in partic¬ 

ular returns the compliment and holds a spite against 
them. 

These are the forlorn people, who, at parties and 

social gatherings, turn into melancholy wall-flowers, 

preserving a stolid silence, and a moat dejected coun¬ 

tenance, and then wondering why they are not 

noticed. They never think of playing the agreeable 

themselves, but expect every one else to do it to 

them, and being disappointed iu the expectation, I 

return home in woeful despondency, averring that 

parties arc dreadful bores, and the people whom 

they meet there are downright clowns. These are 

the acidulous individuals, who, if acerbity of face ! 

and temper could avail in turning sweet cream sour, 1 

or wine into vinegar, would render themselves : 
invaluable. 

But the worst of all is, that some of these dear 

people fancy that religion consists in looking glum • 

and solemn, and consequently measure their religious • 

growth by the increase of distance between their eye- 1 

brows and chins, and the greater length to which 1 

they draw down the corners of their mouths. The £ 

more brow-wrinkled and woe-begone they look, and 1 

the more their whining voices consort with the dole- I 

fullest miserere that devout Catholics ever chauted, ' 

by so much the more seem they to esteem themselves 1 

en route for Paradise, ticketed and checked for the 1 

Celestial City. But as that blissful place is generally c 

conceded to be one of praising and rejoicing, rather 1 

than of weeping and mourning, their prospect of 1 

getting there is, in my mind, quite precarious. They 1 

surely must switch themselves off on to another 

track, or their tickets will take them to some station 

diametrically opposite the one they are looking out h 

for. Paradise, indeed! If they get in, it is to be v 

hoped the rest of us may have the privilege of stay- ti 
ing out. Positively, even in this world, where we b 

expect trouble now and then, and are, therefore, d 

somewhat prepared for it, I would rather have an o 

ague fit, and shake with chills all day, and burn with b 

fever the next, than be compelled to spend an after- ii 

noon with one of these dismal croakers. On the one c 

THE CHARM OF LIFE. 

8 There are a thousand things iu this world to alfiict 

g and sadden,—but oh! how many that are beautiful 

y and good. The world teems with beauty,—with ob- 

p jeot* that gladden the eye and warm the heart. U’e 

might be happy if we would. There are ills that we 

j. cannot escape,— the approach of disease and death; 

of misfortunes; the sundering of the early tics, and 

’ tlie canker-worm of#grief,—but the vast majority of 

evils that beset us might be avoided. The curse of 

intemperance, interwoven as it is with all the liga¬ 

ments of society, is one which never strikes but to 

destroy. There is not one bright page upon the 

’ record of its progress,—nothing to shield it from the 

heartiest execration of the human race. It should 

not exist,—it must not. Do away with all this,— let 

wars come to an end, and let friendship, charity, love, 

! purity and kindness mark the intercourse between 

J man and man. We are too selfish, as if the world 

was made for us alone. How much happier would 

wc be, were we to labor more earnestly to promote 

each other’s good. God has blessed us with a home 

that is not dark. There is sunshine everywhere,—in 

the sky, upon the earth,— there would be in most 

hearts If we would look around us. The storm dies 

away, and a bright sun shines out. Rummer drops 

her tinted curtains upon the earth, which is very 

beautiful, when autumn breathes her changing breath 

J upon it. God reigns in Heaven. Murmur not at a 

| being so good, aud we can live happier than we do. 

Bear with Little Ones.— Children are undoubt¬ 

edly very troublesome at times in asking questions, 

and should, without doubt, be taught not to interrupt 

conversation in company. But, this resolution 

made, we question the policy of withholding an 

answer at any time from the active mind which must 

find so many unexplained daily and hourly myste¬ 

ries. They who have cither learned to solve these 

mysteries, or have become indifferent as to an expla¬ 

nation, are uot apt to look compassionately enough 

upou this eager restlessness on the part of children 

to penetrate causes and trace effects. By giving due 

attention to those "troublesome questions,” a child's 

truest education may be carried on. Have a little 

patience, then, and sometimes think how welcome to 

you would be a translator, if yon were suddenly 

dropped into some foreign country where the 

language was for the most part unintelligible to yon, 

and you were bursting with curiosity about every 

strange object that met your eye. 

A Reuij’e for Contentment.—Try to compute 

your artificial wants — the number of things which 

you faney come under the list of "must haves” 

merely because other people possess them, and not 

because you would not be quite as well off and 

as happy in their absence. Try it for one week, 

whenever your fingers are tempted to dally with your 

purse strings. Record in your memorandum book 

what, in view of this, you sensibly resolve not to 

buy, and see what a nice little sum will be left you 

lor real necessaries. It is seldom by these last that , 

one is hampered and annoyed. Make the experi¬ 

ment. and see if it is not so. A just economy is not 

niggardliness; one need not he a miser in avoiding 

the extravagance of a spendthrift. 

, As in Bethoven’s matchless music there runs one 

idea, worked out through all the changes of measure 

ri and of key — now almost hidden, now breaking out 

£ in rich natural melody, whispered in the treble, mur¬ 

mured in the bass, dimly suggested in the prelude, 

■ but growing clearer and clearer as the work proceeds, 

winding gradually hack till it ends in the bey in 

which ft began, and closes In triumphant harmony; 

1 so throughout the whole Bible there runs one great 

1 idea —man’s ruin by sin, and his redemption by 

' grace—in a word, Jesus Christ the Savior. This 

1 runs through the Old Testament, that prelude to the 

New, dimly promised at the fall, and more clearly to 

Abraham; typified in the ceremonies of the law; all 

the events of sacred history paving the way for Ilia 

coming; his descent proved in the genealogies of 

Ruth and Chronicles; spoken of as Shiloh by Jacob, 

as the Star by Balaam, as Prophet by Moses; the 

David of the Psalms; the Redeemer looked for by 

Job; the Beloved of the Song of Songs. We find 

Him in the sublime (drains of the lofty Isaiuh, in the 

writings of the tender Jeremiah, in the mysteries of 

the contemplative Ezekiel, in the visions of the 

beloved Daniel, the great idea growing clearer and 

clearer as the time drew on. Then the full harmony 

broke out in the song of the angels — " Glory to God 

iu the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward 

men.” And evangelists and apostles taking up the 

theme, the strain close- iu the same key in which it 

began; the devil, who troubled the first paradise, 

forever excluded from the second; man restored to 

the favor of God, aud Jesus Christ the key-note of 

the whole. — Evangelist. 

PRIVATE PRAYER. 

There is need of public prayer. We should meet 

with the congregation and offer onr united requests 
to God. 

The is need of social prayer. It is difficult to see 

liow one who neglects the prayer-meeting can make 

progress in religion. The prayer-meeting enables 

one to carry the spirit of the Sabbath through the 
week. 

Besides these, there is need of private prayer. 

There are confessions that must be whispered in the 

ear of God. The man who can stand up before his 

fellow-man and say, in regard to the requisitions of 

the law of justice and honor, "111 these have I 

kept,” has confessions which can be made only when 

he has entered into his closet and shut the door. 

There are requests that can be made only at a private 

interview. Hence the necessity for private prayer. 

Every Christian knows that he has avoided sin in 

proportion as he haB practiced secret prayer. Every 

one knows that when he has neglected private 

prayer, his life has been a form. There is no such 

tiling as leading a Christian life, as walking with 

God, without regular habits of private prayer._ 
<S'. S. Times. 

SMALL STONES NEEDED. 

Latent Beauties.— Nature is bountiful, even in 

her sternest mood, and not only has her solace for 

vicissitude, but actually reserves Borne of her boun¬ 

ties as the necessary accompaniments of pain. Some 

beauties are only disclosed by destruction. It is 

death exhibits the dying dolphin’s riches in the way 

of color. Death and decortication are needed to lay 

bare the exquisite pearl bark of the nautilus, covered 

in life by a sad and slimy cloak. Fracture alone dis¬ 

closes the prismatic hues of the sober-surfaced flint j 

No Christian of few gifts need mourn that he can 

be of no service in the church. Every one can do 

something better than anybody else, and it matters 

not whether the duty be trivial or important if one 

has the heart to work. There is weight in the 

following paragraph: 

The living stones of which the church of Christ is 

constructed, are not necessarily of the same size, nor 

are they employed to edify the same parts of the 

building. Did you never see a country house built 

of stones of all sizes and shapes, from the rock to 

the pebble, round, square, long, short, all chinked 

and plastered in together, aud forming a warm, sub¬ 

stantial building? Just so it is with the members of 

a community: the big stones make a great show, and 

go a great deal further towards making up the great 

structure. But they would look very woe-begone if 

the little ones should rebel, and conclade they were 

of no use, and drop out. What a ragged, desolate 

habitation, fit for owls and bats, they would leave 

behind them! The stones in the heavenly temple 

are all living stones, but not all great ones. 

-w + m » - 

Immortality. — At the age of seventy-five, one 

must, of course, think frequently of death. But this 

thought never gives me the least uneasiness — I am 

so fully convinced that the soul is indestructible, 

and that Us activity will continue through eternity. 

It is like the sun, which seems, to our eyes, to set in 

night, but is in reality gone to diffuse its light else¬ 

where. Even while sinking, it remains the same 

sun. — Goethe. 
-4- ► ♦ « ♦--- 

Throughout the Bible it is declared that the 

things that we are permitted to see in this life are but 

imitations, glimpses of what we shall see hereafter. 

" It doth not yet appear whqf^jj^^all be.” 



United States soldiers will be quietly landed from 

transports at the Alexandria wharf, and that no re¬ 

sistance will he oflorod, either to their taking posses¬ 

sion of the Custom House or the entire city. If 

seized, the Government will have control of tho 

Cumberland Canal, and of the Railroad leading 

directly to the heart of Virginia. If any resistance 

were offered, it is thought that the guns of the 

arsenal, four miles distant, could level the town. 

Tho troops expect to march to-night. 

gaged in landing troops and stores, Ac., from the 

night of the 16th until the morning of the 23d. The 

Illinois, with reinforcements, arrived at midnight on 

Friday, the 19th, and her troops were landed the 

next morning. 

Seven of the horses were lost: four died on the 

passage, one was drowned alongside, one had his 

neck broken in tbe surf, and one died from exhaus¬ 

tion oo reaching the shore. The forage and light 

artillery were landed simultaneously with the horses. 

On the lath the landing ol’ the general cargo of 

heavy and light ordnance, ammunition, provisions, 

Ac., was fairly commenced and continued, with bnt 

partial interruption, until the forenoon of Tuesday, 

23d, when she was finally discharged, to the great 

gratification of all concerned. 

The position of the Powhatan and Rrooklyn was 

such that their guns ooultl sweep Santa Rosa Island, 

and prevent a landing from the mainland, and at the 

same time shield the hull of the Atlantic. At no 

time was our steam allowed to go down, so that !•' 

case of attack, or gale, or any emergency, we were 

ready to go off shore. On Monday, Colonel Brown, 

the commander of the United States forces in 

Florida, gave to Captain Gray, in Fort Pickens, the 

necessary certificate ami orders and dispatches for 

Key West. On Tuesday, Captain Meigs, the indefat¬ 

igable engineer of the expedition, came on board, 

and at noon we were passing through the fleet, salut¬ 

ing and saluted, on our way to Key West for coal. 

sustaining a periodical that exhales a pestilential 

miasma wherever it goes, that is ns deadly to the 

mental taste and moral sense of its readers as the 

fabled Upas tree to the lives of those that came 

within the circle of its power. Let the heroic Bi.on- 

din aud the talented Morphy be elsewhere eulogized, 

let the AVio York Ledger be elsewhere lauded, than 

in the columns of the Rural. 

“Rusticus” truly says “no two think or act just 

alike.-’ But our actions are a just reflex of our 

thoughts. Let ns think correctly, with our minds 

enlightened and impressed with a proper seuse of thfc 

obligations we owe to ourselves, our fellow men, and 

to our Creator, and our corresponding actions will 

lead us in a different course from that pursued by 

those that “Rrsmuus” indirectly applauds. 
Schuyler Falla, N. Y., 1861. VicarTK, 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 1 

MY COUNTRY. 
Uhambbr’s ExOTCi.or.imu A Dictionary of Umvemi Know.!- 

p,!ce for thel’eoplp. OntUebarisof the tate.-t edition of the 
German Conversations Lexicon Illustrated with Maps 
jie<I Numerous Wood Engravings. Published in Parts, 
jrice 15 cents each; to be comprised in six or sever: volumes, 
•imi ar in appearance to the volumes of “ Chamber s in¬ 
formation for tho People ” Philadelphia: ,T. B. Lippincott 

k Co. 

TttB twenty-sixth nnmher (closing the Second 1 olume.) of 

the above mentioned publication has been received, and the 

opinions, expressed some months since concerning its merits 

have been fully confirmed. We cannot conceive of any 

which will prove more practical, or of more general interest 

in a household library, than this. Its design is to place in 

even’ home a dictionary of general knowledge, aphabetically 

arranged, so that it may be readily consulted. All subjects 

embraced within Its sphere are treated ably, concisely, and 

truthfully. 
_ We learn that the Messrs. Appleton, publishers of the 

Encyclopedia heretofore, have transferred their interests to 

J. B. Lippincott A Co., of Philadelphia, and that the latter 

firm have become the exclusive American Publishers. The 

reputation of the gentlemen who now control this work, and 

the manner and style of the publications issued by them in 

the past, is a sufficient guarantee that all contracts with the 

public will be faithfully and rigidly performed. 

BT MINN! B MINTWOOD. 

They have told me oft of Italia's skies, 

Of the warm, rich tents, of the sunset's glow. 

Of the mingled gold and crimsoned dyes 

That the day-god paints on the Alpine snow. 

They've told me of mountains, rivers, and streams, 

Of castles, and fountains, and lakelets rare. 

Of seas in whose waters proud ships’ roasts gleam. 

Painting a miniature forest there. 

They have told me of lands where the choicest pearls, 

Where gold and. rare gems deck monarch’s brows; 

Of a land where the leaf of the palm unfurls, 
Where, at a marble shrine, the heathen bows. 

They tell of the bravery of England’s sons, 

Of the fairest forms in Georgia’s realm, 

Of the braves by whose strength were battles won, 

And, dying, remained at the vessel’s helm. 

Of the bravest and best in other lands, 

I have listened oft with a raptured ear. 

And bowed in reverence, with clasped hands, 

At the sight of the Laocoon’s grief and fear. 

With all the splendor of Nature and Art— 

The greatest and noblest of any band— 

Of the fairest form and noblest heart, 

There’s naught can outvie America’s land ! 

America’s skies o’er all are the bluest, 

Her rivers the longest the sunbeams caress, 

Her sons and her daughters the bravest and truest,— 

My conntry, my home, may God ever bless. 

Alfred University, Alleg. Co., N. Y., 1861. 

The South — Impression* of n Traveler. 

Bknson J. 1,0881 NO, the historian of the Revo¬ 

lution, Ims jnst returned to his home, from a trip 

through the South Western Slave States, aud fur¬ 

nishes the Poughkeepsie Eagle with some interesting 

particulars relative to public and private sentiment 

in that portion of our country. We quote us follows: 

Excitement at New Orleans. -Oh the day of 

tny arrival in New Orleans, I found tho citizens 

much excited, iu anticipation of expected news of 

ail attack on Forts Sumter and Pickens. Already 

mime vo Inn her companies had gone to Pensacola, 

and others for tbe sumo destination were forming. 

On tho morning of the 12th an electrogrnpb from 

Montgomery announced the actual attack upon Fort 

Sumter; and at two o’clock that day, while sitting 

upon the base of u monument erected near dackson’B 

headquarters at the time of the battle of New Orleans, 

sketching the plain of Chalmetto, where the great 

conflict occurred, I heard the firing of cannon at the 

city— seven discharges which proved to be a feu de 

joie because of the surrender of Fort Sumter. When 

I returned to the St. Charles, in the evening, the 

excitement was intense; and all the next day (Sun¬ 

day) throngs of men were seen in all public places 

and on the streets, greeting each other. Martial 

music was heard, and volunteer soldiers were seen 

on all sides. The surface of Booiety exhibited a 

scene of unbounded joy. Win was suddenly reversed 

This question is oeea Eds. Rural New-Yorker 

sioned by the recent warm “spell of weather.” 

Why should sap run best when it freezes nights? 

We all know that two or three warm days and nights 

in succession cause it to stop, and that it commences 

again after a hard freeze. Who can give the reason 

for it, or the law which governs it? This may be a 

question “unworthy the paper it occupies,” but I 
have given it to you in the earnest hope that some 

of the “sapheads” of your “institution” will eluci¬ 

date it clearly and intelligibly, without going too 

deeply into the mysteries of Gray’s Botany. 
Preston, N. Y., May, 1861. G. A. P. 

Will our friend, G. A. I’., of Preston, be so good 

as to settle several preliminary matters, before Iiih 

questiou is directly considered, interesting as it is. 

As he seems to be full of sap, though not a saphead, 

will he show us, first, Why sap ascends at all? or 

what is the motive power? Second, Why it will run 

out from some trees, when tapped, or a twig or root 

cut off, and not from others? Third, Why the sap 

will run for a time from the maple, birch, butternut, 

grape, &c,, and then atop discharging while more is 

ascending? Fourth, What is tho influence of the 

cold on the sap, or, rather, how does the cold or 

heat affect tbe flow of the sap? If G. A. P, will give 

satisfactory answers, wc may then give him the solu¬ 

tion sought for. People are 1 table to imagine they 

know all about the flow of sap, and its cause, when 

it is mere supposition or assumption. 

The Wkstminstkk Review Reprinted by Leonard Scott k 
Co., Fulton at., New York. 

TUB April issue of this able Quarterly i« before ua, present¬ 

ing its usual amount of excellent reading matter. Ten 

articles are embraced in its contents, and the subjects dis¬ 

cussed are indicated by the Table of Contents, asfollowg:—Mr. 

Kingsley on the Study of History; The Sicilian Revolution; 

Voltaire's Romances and their Moral; The Universities and 

Scientific. Education; Early Intercourse of England and Ger¬ 

many; The Cotton Manufacture; Maine on Anoient Law; 

Eton , Austria and her Reforms ; Contemporary Literature. 

Dewey is the Agent for Rochester and vicinity, 

FATTENING FOWLS 
Cassell's Illcbtiiated Family Biblb Published by Cau¬ 

se!), Petter k Galpln, 37 Park Row, New York, and Lud- 
gate Hill, London. 

Tins Is the best and most profusely illustrated edition of 

the Bible that we have ever seen. It is of quarto sire, well 

printed, on good paper, with excellent explanatory notes, 

and the wood engravings, which are of the best style of the 

art. finely illustrate the customs of the Jews and the natural 

history of the Holy Land. Published in parts of 32 pages, at 

15 cents each. Sold in Rochester by L. Hall and E. Har¬ 

row k Brother. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker :—I have heard of a 

method of fattening fowls in Europe, which is not 

practiced here, and as much of our poultry is sold 

when not in proper condition, please inform a Young 

Ruralist how this is done, the advantages, profit, Ac. 

• Hennery. 

Much more attention is paid to the fattening of 

poultry, and their proper preparation for market, in 

Europe, than iu this country. The dressing is done 

much more neatly, the wings tied back ao as to ex¬ 

pose a plump breast, and, in general, the breast bone 

is broken, so as to make the breast appear more full. 

This and other arts for making a fowl look line, are 

well known to the trade. The poultry to be seen in 

European markets, are shown on clean cloths, aud 

care ia taken to give an attractive appearance. Then 

there is a great difference in price. Well-fattened 

specimens will bring from two to four cents per 

pound more than those considered of inferior quality. 

Should a lot be shown in the rough condition com¬ 

mon with us, we doubt whether they would find 

purchasers at any price. 

Almost every farmer has Oil his place one or more 

“fattening coops," and when it is determined to sell 

a certain number of fowls, ducks, geese or turkeys, 

they are placed in these coops for about ten days, 

and fattened on cooked barley meal, oat meal, &c. 

Tub Rebellion Rbcobd: A Diary of American Events, 
1860-61. F.iiitcd by Frank Moors, author of “Diary of 
the American Revolution.’’ In Three Divisions, viz.;— 
T. Diary of Veri6*»il Occurrences. II. Poetry. Anecdotes, 
sn<l Incidents. III. Documents, etc. New York: G. P. 
Putnam. 

Tbk object of the foregoing work is fully explained by the 

following paragraph, which we take from tho author’s “ In¬ 

troductory Note 

“In a digested and systematic shape, it is designed to give 

a comprehensive history of this struggle; sifting fact from 

6ction and rumor; presenting the poetical and picturesque 

aspect, the notable and characteristic incidents, separated 

from the graver and more important documents. Thus the 

matter is classified:—I. A Dinry of Verified Facts. It. Poetry 

and Notable Incidents. III. Documents, Speeches, aud F.x- 

tended Narratives. Each division is separately payed In each 

number, so that the volume, when bound, will be similarly 

divided. It is, of course, not intended to supersede or to 

keep up with the newspapers, but to subject tho newspapers, 

North aud South, to the crucible of time; following them at 

such distance as may be required to verify and classify all 

that is best worth preserving out of the Immense mass of 

leaders, speeches, letters, and reports, which crowd the daily 

press. This number begins with a Diary of Occurrences, 

from the meeting of the South Carolina Convention, Decem¬ 

ber 17, 18(50. F.very important document and extended nar¬ 

rative will be given in consecutive order, numbered, with 

rethiraces from tho Diary.” 

The “ Record' will bo published in numbers, and issued 

with all possible’ regularity. The one before us is neatly 

printed, and when all is complete, the possessor will have a 

valuable compendium of the conspiracy. Price, 10 cents per 

issue. Dewky has it for sale. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y„ MAY 18, 1861 

FACTS, SCENES, INCIDENTS, ETC, 

How Pickens wn* Reinforced. 

The entire people are in a state of extreme 

anxiety to hear what has been tho condition of affairs 

at Fort Pickens since tho “twenty days” expired. 

The batteries of flying artillery landed at that point, 

together with regiments of regulars, cannot be 

intended for defence alone, and it Is thought that 

U. 8. troops have taken up tho offensive, with u view 

to at least recover such of tho national property as 

was seized by the rebels. Lucking at tho reinforce¬ 

ment in this light, the following account, by the 

purser of the Atlantic, will prove Interesting: 

The Atlantic sailed on tho 7th of April, from New 

York, with sealed orders. After a voyago of six 

days, which was somewhat interfered with by adverse 

winds, she anchored oil' Key West. After prelimi¬ 

nary preparations, she commenced receiving, on the 

following day, additional troops, ordnance, stores, 

shell, etc. This labor was continued until the after¬ 

noon of the following day (Sunday, April 14), when 

anchor was weighed and the Atlantic steered for the 

Tortugas, where additional war munitions were taken 

on hoard, and on the following day she set sail for 

Fort Pickens, 

We give an engraving of one of these coops. It is 

six feet long, six feet high to tho ridge of the roof, 

and two feet eight inches wide, with a partition in 

the middle, so as to divide the fowls and receive a 

succession of birds. The feeding trough in front 

has a lid on tho top, to receive tiie food without dis¬ 

turbing the trough. Daring summer, this coop 

stands in a dry, shady spot, in the open air, and in 

the cold months is carried into some out-house. 

With two or so of these coops, a few can bo kept 

ready for killing at all times. 

Farmers in England take better care of their 

poultry than we do, and derive more profit from 

their keeping. This results from two causes,—the 

high price of the products of the poultry yard, and 

a wise division of labor. The poultry belong to the 

wife and daughters, as a general rule, and they there¬ 

fore take proper care of them, and tho profits consti¬ 

tute their “pin-money,” making in the conrse of the 

year no small sura, and saving the farmer from 

many calls for cash. Indeed, he sometimes finds it 

very convenient, in a pinch, to borrow a little from 

the “good wife.” Why not adopt a similar plan 

here? We believe in this kind of “ woman’s rights.” 

Tub Soldier's Gurntf A Complete Manual ami Drill Book 
(or the uko of Volunteers etui Militia. Rev Weil, Corrected, 
and Adapted to the Discipline of the Soldier of the Present 
Day. By an Officer In tho U. S. Army. [pp. 63.] Phila¬ 
delphia: T. B. Peterson k Bros, 

Every half hour, in fact, almost every five minutes, during 

the day. were we bo Inclined, wo could raise tho window of 

the sanctum and wltneas the evolutions of volunteers, or 

listen to tbe shrill notes of thn fife and heart stirring roll of 

the drum. The North are awake, and on right and left wo 

hear the tramp of men and thn word of command. At such 

a period, and in such a condition of affairs, the appearance 

of a little volume like the one before us is very opportuue 

Our people have been so busily engaged in peaceful pursuits, 

that military matters have received little attention, except 

ia cities, aud the “Soldier's Guide” will prove a valuable 

assistant in the formation of companies, and in the earlier 

stages of drill, before forming regiments, and being placed 

under the instruction of capable and experienced officers. 

The price of the “Guide ” is 25 cents, singly, or five copies 

for $ 1. From the Publishers. 

Up to tills point her destination had 

been kept a secret. When it watt disclosed that the 

mission of the Atlantic was tho reinforcement of Fort 

Pickens, the greatest joy waa manifested by all on 

board. Activity and preparation took the place of 

supinencss and uncertainty, and tho fact that Fort 

Pickens could be and should bo reinforced was set¬ 

tled that night. 

On Tuesday, the 16th, at hulf past six o’clock P. 

M., we anchored off Santa Rosa Island (Fort Pickens 

being on its western extremity), four miles from the 

shore, close by the frigate Sabine, the flag ship of the 

squadron, Com. Adams. After communicating with 

the commander and the naval captains present, we 

took in tow the boats of the fleet, some twenty in 

number, and after dark weighed anchor and stood in 

shore, all lights being extinguished, and came to 

anchor within a mile of Fort Pickens, and in direct 

range of the guns of Fort McRae and the water bat¬ 

teries, aud three-fourths of a mile from the beach, in 

four fathoms of water. At a quarter past nine the 

first boat pushed off for tho beach, with Col. Brown 

and Capt. Meigs, who were the first to meet ami 

surprise the intrepid Rlemmer and his command. 

During the embarkation of the troops in the boats 

the signal for an apprehended attack was made by 

the sending up of rockets. This signal was repeated, 

and hastened operations. Captain Vogdcn and other 

officers in the fort were astonished at the rapidity of 

the reinforcement. Before midnight the majority of 

officers and BOldiers were safely in the fort, and 

although a heavy surf was running during the night, 

no accident of any kind occurred. 

This successful landing took place three days after 

the bombardment and snrrender of Fort Sumter—a 

fact well known on the mainland, but not known at 

Fort Pickens nor by the forces afloat. 

Early in the morning of the 17th, the remaining 

troops were landed, excepting the artillerymen of 

Captain Barryman’s company, who remained to laud 

with their horses. At » A. M. we again weighed 

anchor and stood to the eastward, and anchored 

about three and a half miles from Fort Pickens, and 

a hall' mile from the beach. This point was selected 

as the best place for landing ttie horses. The diffi¬ 

cult work was commenced in the afternoon, con¬ 

tinued during the night, and finished on the morning 

of the 18th. 

The United States steam frigate Powhatan, com¬ 

manded by Captain David D. Porter, arrived on the 

afternoon of the 17th, and after communicating with 

the flag ship, took position just ahead of us in order 

to cover the future landing. In this movement she 

was followed by the Brooklyn, Captain Poor, which 

anchored under our stern. The Wyandot was 

cruising about—the Sabine, St. Louis and Supply 

being outside, about three miles distant. The boats 

of all the ships of the squadron were actively en- 

or lounging about corners. One of them was armed 

with a heavy double barrelled fowling piece. This 

was the only sign of war I saw in the city. There 

were no Hags of any kind, no uniforms, no troops, 

no gatherings of men. The placed seemed deserted. 

The children ran before to announce the corning of 

the carriage. The women looked curiously .out from 

windows and doors, men started into the road as if 

to intercept me, and then walked doggedly back to 

the sidewalk. No public building had a Hag display¬ 

ed, aud the Custom House was closed, as were all tho 

manufactories except the cotton factory, and there 

no work was going on. 

I had interviews with several gentlemen who seorct- 

ly favored the Union cause, and who informed me 

that a week ago Col. Lkk had six hundred secession 

troops quartered at the hotels in Alexandria; that 

many of tbe towns people joined them; that secession 

Hags were everywhere displayed, and a queer looking 

flag, of alternate red and white vertical strips, was 

Hying from the Custom House; that troops were 

drilled and paraded in the main street, stopping and 

examining all strangers, and takiug from stores 

whatever they wished without paying. Borne of these 

troops were sent to Richmond, some to Harper's 

Ferry, and the number gradually dwindled to about 

60, who were at Alexandria yesterday. Most of them 

were strangers, the recruits from the town being Bent 

off first 

Yesterday spies came in from Washington with in¬ 

telligence that a regiment of United States soldiers, 

with flying artillery, was to reach Alexandria to-day, 

aud last night the secession troops quietly decamped, 

taking with them all they could carry in the way of 

valuables and provisions. Many of the townsilolks 

followed their example. Some went by Railroad to 

Fairfax, some in wagons, or on horseback or on foot 

to Richmond and Harper’s Ferry; some to a camp 

which these gentlemen believe is forming at Dum¬ 

fries. Not a secession soldier waa left in town, but 

man/ inhabitant* who remain expect all sorts of out¬ 

rages from our troops, and await them with sullen, 

dogged submission. Some have sworn that they 

will fire upon the troops from the houses; but this Is 

not probable. Among the secession soldiers there 

were many from Washington, generally tho roughest 

sort of fellows. 

From the condition of the road which I have de¬ 

scribed, and from the fact that few men acquainted 

with the country could do great damage to the troops 

marching through it, I am of the opinion that the 

The Atlantic Monthly —The May issue of this leading 

American “Magazine of Literature, Artand Politics,” presents 

a rich table of coutwota. The commencement of a new 

romance by Mrs. II. B. Stowe, entitled “Agnes of Sorrento,” 

will attract attention and interest. We are assured that the 

story is one of love ami duty, of joy and trial—and the man¬ 

ner in which it opens indicates that its publication will 

enchance the brilliant reputation its author has already 

attained. Among the articles in this number, that entitled 

“ The Prairie State ” (Illinois) may be read with interest and 

profit by every one interested in the history and progress of 

that va*t agricultural empire. The Atlantic is published by 

TlCKNOR A Fields, Boston—f3 per annum. 

PERHAP3 “ Queries for Minnie Mint wood" should 

be left for tho individual interrogated to answer, but 

lest the pernicious insinuations that the queries by 

“Rusticijs” contains may remain unrefuted, I will 

venture to notice them. 

Several inferences are to be drawn from the article 

in question, which I will briefly state. First, Paul 

Mokpuy is judiciously employing his time, and prop¬ 

erly using his talents, by devoting both unreservedly 

to chess playing, because he is tbe contributor to a 

popular paper. Second, the character of the paper 

is determined by the fact that H. W. Bkeuuek and 

Edward Everett are among its contributors. 

Third, that the presuming and foolhardy exploits 

of M. Blondin are praiseworthy, because, forsooth, 

a foreign prince chooses to witness them. 

To lovers of good taste and sound morals, who 

rejoice in the spread of a pure and healthy literature, 

as opposed to the sickly and sentimentalism and 

mock heroism of the popular paper of “Rusticus,” 

who believe that, 

“Life ia earnest, life is real,” 

that it is a heritage too precious to be squandered 

in trifling amusements, or recklessly exposed by 

senseless feats; to such the queries of “Rusticu3” 

carry with them their own refutation. 

It may require, and doubtless docs, talent of a 

superior, though peculiar order, to excel in chess 

playing; yet is the talent thus devoted o*ed in that 

manner that will most benefit the world, and help to 

make it tbe wiser and better? Is ii true that the 

character of “ one of our most popular papere ” is to 

he correctly inferred from the fact that Beecher and 

Everett have 30 far forgotten their respective legiti¬ 

mate callings as to allow their names and productions 

to appear in ite columns? Would one of their arti¬ 

cles be a sample selection? Is it not rather to be 

regretted that the influence of such names and 

undoubted talent should be lent (or sold) to aid in 

The Alhambra. By WashinotonIrvixu. Author’s Revised 
Edition. With Illustrations. [12mo.— pp. 425.J New 
York: G. P. Putnam. Rochester—D. M. Dkwky, Subscrip¬ 
tion Agent 

The Alchemist, or The House of Claes. From the French 
of Honors Dk Balsao. Translated by 0. W. Wight and 
F. B Goodrich [lfimo.— pp. 310.] New York. Rudd k 
Carle ton. Rochester—Adams k Dabmjcy. 

Silas Marker, the Weaver of Raveloe. By the author of 
“Adam Bede,” “The Mill on the Floss," “Scenes of Cler¬ 
ical Life. [pp. 265.] New York Harper k Brothers 
Rochester—Sckklk, Avery A Co. 

Thb8Salomca; or, The Model Church. A Sketch of Primi- 
:ive Christianity By 11 L. Hastings, author of “The 
Great Controversy between God and Man; its Origin, Pro¬ 
gress. and End,’1 “ Reasons Tor My Hope,” “Pauline 
Theology,” etc. [pp. 168.] New York: Rudd k Carleton. 
Rochester—Adams a Dabney. 

Thk Parlor Gardener: A Treatise on the House Culture of 
Ornameutal Plants. Translated from the French, and 
Adapted to American Use, by Cornelia J. Randolph, of 
Virginia, [pp. 158.] Boston: J. E. Tilton k Co. Roches¬ 
ter— Stkklk, Avert i: Co. 

Kidder's Guide to Aigakian Science—Being a Practical 
Treatise in Every Department of Bee Culture and Bee 
Management: Embracing tho Natural History of the Bee, 
from the earliest period of the World dowu to the present 
time; giving the Anatomy and Physiology of the different 
ripecies O’- Bees that constitute a Colony, Ac. By K. I*. 
Kidder. Practical Apiarian [pp. 175.] Burlington, Vt.‘ 
Samuel B. Ni chubs. 

Sbsa.v axu Frankie By the author of “Sabbath Talks 
about Jesus,” “Sabbath Talks about tbe Psalms,” “Fran¬ 
kie's Book about Bible Mon.” [pp. 165 j Boston; J. E. 
Tilton & Co. Rochester—Steels A Co. 

The Mexican Papers: Containing the History of the Rise 
and Decline of Commercial Slavery in America, with refer¬ 
ence to the Future of Mexico. By Edward K. Dunbar. 
(First. Series, No. 5. Svo.—pp. 279 ] New York: Rudd k 
Carleton. Rochester—Adams A Dabney. 

Envelops Series op Tracts-—We have received from 
Messrs. Stkrlp, Avert k Co au illustrated package of 
Twelve Select Tracts, envelope series, issued by J. E. Tilton 
A Co., of Boston—a firm engaged in the publication of choice 
books for Sunday School und/i'amuy Libraries. 

limits.” This feeling and assurance were confirmed 

by others. 

The heart of the South is right, but the head is 

crazed at present by the grossest deceptions, the 

most subtle sophistries that bear the semblance of 

truth, and by a general ignorance of the kindly 

feeling always held and stilL entertainedj by the 

people of the North towards those of the South. 

The newspapers in the interest of the traitors have 

for months pursued an apparently concerted system 

of misrepresentation and the suppression of truth. 

As Illustration.— For many weeks the telegraph 

in the seceded states hits been under the control of 

the arch rebels at Montgomery, and every avenue by 

which truth might reach the people has been care¬ 

fully guarded. I will give a single illustration of the 

way in which the people are wilfully deceived. 

Under the head of “ Special Dispatch by Telegraph,” 

it was announced that Major Ben McCullough whs at 
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Richmond, at the head of ten thousand men, and Prentice says:—If those who are opposed to the 

marching on Washington. On that very day I saw Southern Government were to exercise the same 

McCullough with the editor of the paper that gave I license of speech and action in the South that the 

currency to the false report, and was informed that oppose r* of the United States Government do here, 

McCullough had been in New Orleans for a week or 

ten days previously! 

General Cokclusions. — My conclusions are that, 

underlying the secession sentiment that covers the 

whole surface of society at the South, there is a deep 

and abiding love of the old Union; silently praying- 

for deliverance from a despotism which has few par- 

all the grape vines of the South would he used in 

hanging them, and the North Carolina tar crop would 

he speedily exhausted. 

Three car loads of lead for bullets loft Chicago for 

Washington on Friday. The lead is drawn out into 

wire of the thickness of about half an inch, and 

coiled. At the Washington Navy Yard it will he 

elect a Governor, Members of the Legislature, U. 8. mum of 42,034, called into service under the procla- 

Senators and Representatives, and to act in all re- mation to serve three years. The information will 

spects as if a sovereign State. Secessionists are soon be publicly announced. The plan of organi/.a- 

invited to leave. tion has been prepared. Each regiment of infantry 

will consist of ten companies with a minimum aggrt- 
Exciting News from St. Lon is. gate of R86, and a maximum aggregate o#f 1,048, 

The secessionists, under command of Gen. Frost, officers and men. These may be mustered in by 

formed a camp in St. Louis, on the 10th inst., with companies or squadrons. The company commis- 

the avowed purpose of investing that city. There sioned officers will be appointed by the Governor of 

are about 8,000 Union volunteers in the city, and the State furnishing it, and the non-commissioned 

upon ascertaining the fact of encampment, Capt. officers, until the company shall he embodied, in a 

®ljc Ncrns donbenser. 

allels in the history of the world. It needs only to passed through a machine which turns out balls by Lyon, of the U. 8. army, marched upon them with regiment, will be appointed by the Captain, after- 

be informed and assured to become fearfully ener¬ 

getic. Thoroughly unfetter its limbB by the strong 

arm of federal power, and it will become speedily 

omnipotent in crushing the eggs of selfish rebellion 

out of which are hatched the foul serpents of dis¬ 

union. Let the government give that insurance by 

quick, powerful and effective action, and convey the 

truth to a deceived people at the mouth of the 

cannon, if necessary, aud all will be well soon. Yet 

the government has a foe to meet not to he despised. 

The chief rebels are desperate ar.d determined men, 

endowed with superior talents and furnished with 

many resources. It is now, with them, a question of 

life or death, honor or dishonor, glory or infamy. 

Those who are involved in this treason, by taking up 

arras for them, are in the same desperate condition. 

And the South i* full of brave, and self sacrificing 

men. In all emergencies, when the flag of our com¬ 

mon country called for defenders, they have shown 

an alacrity and courage in response, not to be sur¬ 

passed. In a good cause they make puissant cohorts. 

Let the government and the Northern .States, then, 

be prepared for a desperate conflict. 

(Spirit of the Hour. 

“ A United North,”—Under this head the Fay¬ 

ette (N. O.) 1’rcsbytcriltn says:—It is unwise for the 

South to ignore the fact that it. now has no friends at 

the North. There seems to be as much unity of feel¬ 

ing and purpose there as here, The people of the 

Northern States have but “ one heart and one purse.” 

A proclamation from Gov. Brown, of Georgia, 

forbids citizens of that. State from paying any debts 

due to Northern creditors. The Governor “invites 

citizens who are indebted ” to the Northern .States, 

to invest their spare cash in Georgia hank stock, or, 

still better, to “perform a patriotic duty” by giving 

it to the Southern Confederacy for war purposes. 

He further forbids the protest of notes by any Georgia 

banks. 

the bushel. 

Voice of the Loyal States. 

Indiana.— The Legislature have passed a bill 

providing for calling into immediate service ten ad¬ 

ditional Regiments of Infantry and one Regiment of 

Artillery. The quota of six regiments is full and in 

readiness. 

Kentucky.— Two regiments have been forwarded 

to Washington and Maj. Anderson appointed to the 

command. A full brigade of five regiments is in 

process of organization. 

Ohio.— Eighty-one thousand men have offered 

their services to Governor Dennison, thirty-one thou¬ 

sand of whom have been assured that their services 

may be needed. Ohio has thus offered six thousand 

sand of whom have been assured that their services the United Stales. These extraordinary preparations 
may be needed. Ohio has thus offered six thousand Pla}nl.v indicate none other than the well known pur- 

t r ,h“ ...... * «* ss-,vs,^,3K 
dent. The Governor issued, on Monday week, an communicator! to the Legislature, lias just been re¬ 
order, calling for the organization of a reserve corps *t'°nded to by that body in the most unparalleled leg* 

of one hundred thousand men, to be subject to instant d‘rect view to the Gen- 
. , . ,. . * , ; oral Government, and co-operating with its enemies, 
transfer to active service. Arms are not to be issued, In view of there considerations and your failure to 
but there are enough private arms in the State disperse in obedience to the proclamation of the 
to he used for purposes of drill, and until the com- * resident, ,,n'i the necessity of State policy and 

»*°*« <* '*"«<= «r~ <■»**«« ^ 
order explains clearly the manner of proceeding to I do hereby demand of you an immediate surrender 

some 0,000 volunteers, surrounded the camp, and wards by the Colonel oh the recommendation of the 

planted eight field pieces on the adjoining eminences. Captain. The field officers will he appointed by the 
He then sent the following for their consideration: Governor of the State which furnishes the regiment. 

“Head Quarters U. S. Troops, ) ^ P'an orFan>KaUon has also been prepared for 
• St. Louis, May 10. s the increase of the force of the regular army as 

To Gm. J). M. Frost, Sir: — Your command is directed by the President. A promotion from the 
regarded as evidently hostile towards the government ranks similar to that of the volunteers is provided 
of the United Mates. It is for the most part made tin ... m. . , . 
of those seoeasionbtfi who have openly avowed their I J * 16 in^antry W1^ consist of eight regiments, 
hostility to the General Government, and have been three battalions each. The cavalry of one regiment; 
plotting at the seizure of Its property, arid the over- six squadrons of artillery, one regiment of eight bat- 

*“"»■ •>»•*•«"*<* >— * im* ..» 
which is now at war with the United States, and you rnax,mQra of nearly 2.1,000, officers and men. 
are receiving at your camp from the said' Cnnfed- In addition to the new Military Departments of 
eracy, under it- flag, large supplies of materials of Washington. Annapolis, and Pennsylvania, the States 
war, most of which is known to be the pronertv of _, m- - • ' 
the United Stale*. These extraordinary preparations OMo, Indiana, arjd I1I,H0,S wlU constitute a fourth 

SHOD, subdivided into several othera, to be called the 

Department of Ohio. Major Gen. McClelland of the 

Ohio volunteers, is assigned to its command. Head 
Quarters at Cincinnati. 

The President, by General Order, directs that all 

officers of the army, except those who have entered 

the service since tin- 1st of April, take and subscribe 

anew the oath of allegiance to the United States as 
> VI Ul l/VDVD w X VW UlUU UliUli AIJ V> VVIU , r , . , • 4 J , 

nanies shall he called unon for arrive The welfare, and obligations imposed upon me by inetrao- set forth in the loth article of war. 
panics shall be cal Jed upon lor active duty The tioimfrom Washington, it is ray duty to demand, and it is calculated that at least 300 O00 volunteers have 
order explains clearly the manner of proceeding to I do hereby demand of you an immediate surrender , , 11, . . ‘ a volunteers have 
raise companies lor this reserve force, the number of of your command, with no other conditions than that i k'n‘k'rcd then Bervices t0 the Government. Of the 

companies to which each «. ... ^ K 

ether .natters pertaining to the organization of this Belleniignvjl.lt prepared to enforce tte demand, TUc _|L— ..„J 
immense “Home Guard.” 

One of the Ohio regiments recently elected the 

Rev. Granville Moody, ft well known Methodist 

preacher of that State, their chaplain. When their 

choice had been declared, they sent to Brother Moody 

to ask him if he would go. He replied, why, yes. he 

would like to be their chaplain — but with one condi¬ 

tion, that they would furnish him with a musket — 

for, said lie, “ in our Methodist communion we do 

not believe in faith without works.” 

The Stars and Stripes were raised from the top of 
the Kentucky State House at Frankfort-, on Wednesday 

night week, amid the plaudits of a large and enthusi¬ 

astic crowd. Public speeches were made by Leslie 

Coombs, John L. Scott and R. T. Jacob. The Com¬ 

monwealth says: 

Secession hangs its head in this region of the State, 

while the Union sentiment Is gaining ground every 

day. Frankfort is Union to the core. 

Several Southern papers give notice that they 

will receive no more United States postage stamps in 

payment of subscriptions or advertisements. Proba¬ 

bly the vignette of Washington is an unpleasant sight 

for their eyes. 

A nroho panic has seized the people of New 

Orleans. The negro churches have been closed by 

order of the Mayor, and all assemblages of negroes, 

Blave or free, have been forbidden. 

Mr. Wright, of New York, has just returned 

from Galveston, Texas, where he has been spending 

the winter, and he says ho wholly discredits the 

report of Governor Houston having declared, at a 

public meeting held at Galveston recently, that lie 

would oppose Lincoln’s preparation* for war. At 

the time he left, the 2d of April, the Union sentiment 

in and around Galveston was decidedly strong, if uot 

really in the ascendent: and among the most prom¬ 

inent and uncompromising Union men were Gov. 

Missouri. Four full regiments of volunteers have 

been mustered into the United States service, and a 

fifth is being formed. The Third and Fourth regi¬ 

ments, and, part of the Secoud, are encamped on the 

arsenaljground*. The first is quartered at Jefferson 

Barracks,.twelve miles belo w St. Louis, and a part of 

the Second is stationed at the Marine hospital, about 

a mile below the arscnal.fi Several buildings outside 

the arsenal walls ure occupied by United States 

troops, andjheavy turf breastworks, pierced for four 

cannon, have been erected, which command the 

vicinity, Gen. Legetl has Lbeen elected Colonel of 

the Third regiment, and Gen. Schultncr Colonel of 

the Ninth. 

Connecticut,—The legislature of Connecticut 

convened at Hartford, May 1st. The State is out of 

debtjand owns some $400,000 bank stock. Governor 

Buckingham, in his message, recommends an efficient 

StateJrallitia; say* that forty-one volunteer companies 

have already been accepted, and that the 5tb regi¬ 

ment will he full in a few days. The regiments will 

not leave the State untiljtbcy are fully equipped with 

camp and.baggage trains, and prepared to take care 

of themselves. On allJqneBtions the Legislature will 

make liberal appropriations for war purposes. 

Pennsylvania.---The House has passed, by unani¬ 

mous vote, the bill creating the three million loan. 

It raises 15 regiroentsjbeyond both requisitions of the 

Government, making a total of 55. Ninety-two mem¬ 

bers of the House, out of 100, were present. An act 

for the immediate relief of the volunteers now In ser¬ 

vice. and to pay theibills before the Quarter-Master's 

Department was organized, was passed by both 

Houses to-day, undesigned by the Governor. 

New Jersey.—Resolutions thanking the Governor 

for the energy lie hasjdisplayed in raising the quota 

of troops for the .State, and expressing the strong 

confidence reposed in bis judgment and patriotism 

ami ability, and pledging New Jersey to raise all her 

force to maintain the Union and Constitution, and 

thanking the President for the energy displayed in 

the defence of the Union, were introduced in the 

Senate, and passed to-day by unanimous vote. A bill 

pledging the State for $1,000,000 for war purposes 
was also passed. 

Nebraska.—Gov. Black has issued a proclamation 

recommending a thorough volunteer organization 

throughout the Territory. He has already supplied 

in the hospital, anil they receive the best attention. 

one half hour's time before doing so will be allowed T1‘« ^I^enccd volunteers are practically and 
for your compliance therewith. N. Lyon, steadily subjected to a rigid drill, and already show 

Captain 2d Infantry, Commanding Troops.” marked Improvement in the manual exercise. 

Gen. Frost says this letter was not received until -Adjutant General publicly announces, in 

his camp was surrounded by United States troops. rftsPonse te> numerous applications for military books, 

He then replied that the encampment was organized k,at tke on'-v " »rk* distributed from his office are 

under the law of the State simply for organizing the kl0se o( tactical instructions, and of these the supply 

volunteer militia of this district. Not expecting any '* *° na*rly exhausted as to be insufficient for the 

demonstration, ho was unprepared successfully to suPP'y Of the volunteers actually mustered into 

resist attack. Therefore he accepted the terms sped- HC1V 'C0- 

lied, and surrendered his command, about 800 men ra’lroad to Washington is all clear, and con- 

then in camp, a large number being in the city on atant commun'cation is kept up. A large train of 

leave. They then laid down their arms and were <,ara arrived at 2 o’clock on the morning of the 10th, 

escorted to the city as prisoners of war. w't,J kie G °ops, who uninterruptedly passed through 

Just before the troops left for the city, and the 1!altiinore. 

State troops were drawn up in two lines of volun- k definitely ascertained that commissioned navy 

teers, several rocks were thrown at the volunteers, °^CCrH *)ave fione to Europe for the purpose of buy- 

and a few pistol shots fired by excited parties in the ins Btaa,llfirs a*3*1 othar vessels for the United States 

surrounding crowd, which was composed of a large (,<,vcrament. 

number of citizens, Including many women. One Imminent men Irom all parts of the country are 

shot took effect in the leg of Captain Jtloutowiski, 00nsMlully comin8 to Washington for the purpose of 

aud a* be fell ho gave the word to lire, which was te»derl«8 aid* (,ver 60 vessels have already been 

obeyed by some two or three companies, resulting in from the New England Slates to he aimed and 

the death of upwards of twenty persons, including equipped at the owners’ expense. Parties represent- 

two women and several children, and badly wound¬ 
ing several others. 

On the following night, St. Louis was again made 

the scene of a terrible tragedy. About six o'clock a 

large body of Home Guards entered the city through 

Fifth street, from the arsenal, where they had been 

enlisted during the day and furnished with arms. 

On reaching Walnut street the troopB turned west¬ 

ward, a large crowd lining the pavements, to witness 

their progress at the corner of Fifth street, whore- 

parties among spectators began hooting, hissing, and 

otherwise abusing the companies as they passed, and 

a boy about fourteen years old discharged a pistol 

into the ranks. Part of the rear company immedi 

ately turned aud fired upon the crowd, and the whole 

column was instantly in confusion, breaking their 

ranks and discharging muBketa down their own line 

and among the people on the side walks. A shower 

of balls for a few minutes was terrible, the bullets 

flying in every direction. 

The utmost confusion and consternation prevailed, 

spectator* fleeing in all directions, and hut for the 

random firing of the troops, scores ol people must 

have been killed. As most of the firing was directed 

down their own ranks, the troops suffered severely, 

four of their number being instantly killed and sev- 

Uouston and Hon. A. J. Hamilton, the latter having companies with arms and equipments and seems era^ mounded. A considerable number, it is not yet 
il . _ * * I ♦__ 1.M1 1. ,1 1 

then recently returned home from Congress. He 

believes that with only 3,000 troops. Gov. Houston 

could annihilate secession throughout the State, and 

is confident that he would co-operate with the Ad¬ 

ministration in its effort to secure that result. 

Mr. James Gordon Bennett, Jr., lias offered the 

Government the use of his yacht Rebecca. He 

agree* to fit it up with Dahlgrcn guns and command 

it, provided the Government will pay the expenses of 

seven additional seamen. 

Of the U. S. Army and Navy officers who resigned 

their commissions since the 19th of December, 1859, 

twenty-seven have placed on file their determination 

never to serve against the Hag of the United States; 

they say that their resignations were sent in under 

the pressure of family and friendly solicitations, and 

not of their own will. A distinguished Commodore 

is among the number. 

At a meeting held in Ottawa, HI., the following 

preamble and resolution were nnanimously adopted: 

Whereas, The Governor of Virginia lias issued his 
nroclamation that no more Hour be shipped to the 
Northern cities; therefore, be it 

Resolved, By the citizens of Ottawa, in mass meet¬ 
ing assembled, that Illinois will not furnish Virginia 
with any more tobacco! 

Thomas H. Clay, of Kentucky, a son of Henry 

Clay, has addressed a letter to the citizens of Fayette 

comity, reviewing the action of the Confederate States, 

and denouncing secession, lie says Kentucky has 

one hundred millions of slave property, which would 

be destroyed by secession and the establishment of a 

foreign border on the North. 

The National Intelligencer, referring to the per¬ 

formances of the 8th Massachusetts regiment at 

Annapolis, in repairing the railway and manning 

the frigate Constitution, remarks:—“We doubt 

whether any other single regiment in the country 

could furnish such a ready contingent to re-construct 

a steam engine, lay a railroad track, and bend the 

Bails of a man-of-war.” 

determined to place Nebraska in the best possible 

condition of defence. It is supposed that at least 

one regiment of Nebraska will he mustered into the 

service of the United States for home defence. 

Nebraska is a unit for the Constitution and the Union. 

known how many, of citizens were killed in the melee. 

Affairs at WnsliiiiiMou. 

ing the owners of propellers navigating the Northern 

lakes, propose to bring their crafts down the St. 

Lawrence to the Atlantic shore, and assist in the 

blockade of the Southern ports. 

The War Department received a dispatch from 

Gen. Butler, stating that he had just seized the 

famous steam gun built by Ross Winans, of Balti¬ 

more, who attempted to send it to Harper’s Ferry for 
the Virginian*. 

Secretary Cameron replied: 

“Compliments of the Government to Gen. Butler 

and command. Seize everything contraband being 

sent to the rebels.” 

Orders will be issued to arrest Winans, who, if he 

is caught, will be treated summarily. He is the same 

man who gave-$500,000 to aid secessionists in the 

work of treason. Orders from the War Department 

for the treatment of all traitors or abettors — very 

strict and vigorous— have been transmitted to every 

officer in commission. 

Messages have been passing constantly between the 

Government and Cairo. Trouble is anticipated there 

every night. Messages have been dispatched to 

Cairo and other points, ordering the concentration of 

a large body of Western troops at that point. 

The President is receiving hearty responses from 

Tennessee, Kentucky, and Maryland. A brigade 

from each of these States will be soon in the field. 

' — Ole Bull has reappeared in London. 

— Portugal has acknowledged the new Italian kingdom. 

T ~ Five persons have been bitten in Ogle county, Ill., by a 
mad dog. 

— There are rumors of an extended Italian loan of £8 000 
000 sterling. ’ 

In Jutland, where one person dies of starvation, 99 die 
of over-eating, 

, — Immense damage and loss of life have occurred in Java 
' from the floods. 
y 

In the ranks of the Rhode Island Regiment is a private 
worth $600,000. 

, Massachusetts has one hundred and eighty-five thousand 
enrolled militia. 

— Richard Chenery has been appointed Navy Yard Agent 
at San Francisco. 

— Parties are in Washington from Kentucky and Maryland 
offering volunteers. 

— By the new postal arrangement, all drop letters are 
required to be prepaid. 

• iJuchess of Kent left personal property to the 
amount of $150,000 only. 

— The foreign vote of this country is estimated to be about 
one-twelfth of the whole. 

— The Galt (C. W ) Reporter says the wheat prospects in 
that region are unsatisfactory, 

— On a recent afternoon, the police counted 3,861 flags 
flying in the streets of Boston. 

Mrs. Senator Wigfall and slater have taken a cottage for 
the summer in Dorchester, Mass. 

The court house at Helena, Ark., was burned to the 
ground on Thursday night week. 

— Five hundred slave* are reported to have crossed the 

Pennsylvania line dnring last week. 

I- rom 500 to 700 acres of woodland were burnt over in 

Charlestown, It. L, on Friday week. 

The French and English hnve been fighting the negroes 
on the river Gambia, Coast of Africa. 

Governor Chase, Secretary of the Treasury, has just taken 

a house at Washington for four years. 

The break in the Chenango canal, near Binghamton, has 
been repaired, and navigation resumed. 

— The first organ ever heard in public worship, in this 
country, wm sent from London in 1714. 

tVeRtern Virginia, it (r said, has already enrolled 2,600 

men for the service of the United States. 

— The Illinois Legislature ha* passed a bill directing the 

postponement of suits against volunteers. 

7en of the Star of the West’s crew passed through 

Chicago, Monday week, on their way East. 

Gov. Morgan has liberated 76 prisoners, aud restored 52 

persons to citizenship during the past year. 

— At Macon, Ga., all persons tried in court for assault and 

battery are sentenced to enlist in the army. 

— Jeff. Davis allows the federal vessels, engaged in lawful 

commerce, 30 days to return to their homes. 

— The Philadelphia firemen who have volunteered their 

services to the Government, number 1,310 men. 

7he patriotic butchers of Philadelphia have, for three 
weeks, fed four new military companies with meat, 

— The war demand for cloth is so great that the Lowell 

mills are running night and day, Sundays included. 

After a fire on the premises of a London silversmith, 

£20,000 worth of valuable* were dug from the ruins. 

— The Hon. Edmund Baldwin, a member of the last Assem¬ 

bly, from Lewis Co., died at Lowville, on the 3d inst. 

— A number of philosophical women recently celebrated 

in Germany, the 2389th anniversary of the birth of Plato. 

— A tax of $60 is required by the municipal law to he paid 

on each free negro brought Into the DUtrlct of Columbia. 

— Warlike preparations in Spain, on the largest scale, are 

spoken of, and the expenditure of £20,000,000 is rumored. 

— During the year 1860 there were seven hundred and 

seventy-two person* confined in the Pari* prisons for debt. 

— I pward of 500 ladle* have applied at the State House, in 

Boston, for permission to serve as nurses at the seat of war. 

— Seven-eighths of the 8th Regiment of Massachusetts, 

officers and privates, including the Colonel, are shoemakers. 

— The name of the Hon. John J. Crittenden stands first 

on the list of private* in the Home Guard of Frankfort, Ky. 

— One hundred and forty-one of the volunteers in the 

Onondaga Regiment, were members of the fire department. 

— It is estimated that upwards of two hundred of the 

Rochester volunteers were members of the lire department. 

— The steamer Lioness, a privateer of the Confederate 

States, was captured in the Chesapeake Bay, a few days since. 

— The Hungarians of New York city are moving in the 

matter of rendering a*sistance in sustaining the government. 

— \ ice President Hamlin has gone to Maine to provide for 
The Government has just been put in possession of the transportation of the troops of that State to Washington. 

important information in regard to the movements 

and operations of the rebel army. Their exact 

motive has uot yet transpired, hut the Government is 

taking advantage of it, and will be ready in three or 

service of the United States for home defence. The President has issued a proclamation setting aud operations of the rebel army. Their exact 

Nebraska is a unit for the Constitution and the Union! forth that insurrection existe m ti,e sta(« °f Florida, motive has uot yet transpired, but the Government is 
by which the lives, liberties, and property of loyal taking advantage of it, and will he ready in three or 

Nr.w Tork. I he following General Order has just citizens are endangered, and it is deemed proper that four days to meet the Confederate forces at every 

been issued by the Adjutant General: all lawful measures should betaken for the protection point. It appears that a large force is now marching 

iikad^Quahtkks^Statk of Nkw York, 1 of such citizens and all officers in the United States from the South to Harper’s Ferry, and from thence 

A'ai iiANY^May 7 "TkGI ^ iu d’sc*iar8e their public duties. The President will attempt to force their way into Pennsylvania. 
General Orders, No. 2. * directs the commanders of the forces of the United Their object is to draw off a portion of the force con- 

The Commander-in-Chief desires re express his Statcs' 011 the Florida coast, to permit no person to centrating at Washington, and attack them both at 
gratification at the alacrity and self-sacrificing spirit exercise any office of authority upon the islands of the same time. 

displayed by his leJIow citizens throughout the State, Key West, the Tortugas and Santa Rosa, which may The information the Government is in possession 

teer*td°swmf' in'thVcomitry’s dcli-ncc! and thVmaln- be inconsistent with tbe laws and Constitution of the of is highly important and entirely reliable, as it 
tenance of law and order in the land. Although in an Uu’tei1 States; authorizing them at the same time, if comes from a source in the South that is fully posted, 
incredibly short time the complement of the 30,000 they shall find it necessary, to suspend the writ of The Government has now parties in nearly every 

life Cunw^um ^iiumhe^alio^ir^jy themRct,aofdlpriI ^abea8 corpu*’ and t0 reraove from the vicini,y *U Rootlit;rn 6tate-who ******* thoroughly advised of 
Id, 1H«1, having been raised in response to the dangerous or stupected persons. everything that is going on. It is only recently that hi, lHtil, having been raised in response to the 
proclamation of the 18th and 24th of April, and to 
General Orders numbers 18 and 17, issued in con¬ 
formity thereto, the Commander in-Chief feels it 
his duty to make this public announcement of the 
fact, in order that [no further expenditure of time or 
means may be uselessly incurred by the patriotic citi¬ 
zens of the State, in further effort for organization. 

By order of the Commander-in Chief, 
J. Meredith Read, Jb., 

Adjutant General. 

The State Military Board, a few days since, adopted 

the following resolution: 

Resolved, That advertisement be issued for propo¬ 
sals, to be opened on the 20th lust, for furnishing, 
according to samples in the Quarter-Master General’s 
Office, the following articles: 

15,000 wool army cloth overcoats. 
15,000 blue woolen jackets. 
15,000 pairs of army cloth pantaloons, 
30,000 pairs woolen stockings. 
30,000 woolen shirts. 
30,000 pair woolen drawers. 
15,000 pairs shoes. 
15,000 eups. 
15,000 bh nkcts. 

Messrs. Gallatin A, Son, from the New York Cham¬ 

ber of Commerce, were in consultation with Secre¬ 

tary Chase on Friday about the new loan, and on 

Saturday the Secretary invited offers for the nine 

millions undisposed of under the act of February, 

which does uot restrict oilers to par. This call 

requires ten days’ advertisement only. It is under¬ 

stood that the Secretary, though authorized to reject 

offers below par, and resort to treasury notes, will 

accept, offers at or abunt the current market rate, and 

not resort to treasury notes until after the expiration 

of the thirty days’ advertisement for the balance of 

everything that is going on. It is only recently that 

they have had these facilities. 

The morning of the 7th inst. was the witness to a 

scene iu Washington which will never be forgotten 

by the American putriot. At 10 o’clock A. M., on 

that day, Lieut. General Scott sent a messenger to 

Major General George C. Thomas, requesting him to 

call at his office in his capacity as Notary, and admin¬ 

ister to him and his staff the “ Oath of allegiance to 

the United States.” This was accordingly done, and 

the war-worn veteran of a hundred battles, towering 

above all around, renewed, with the Bible in hand, 

that solemn obligation, “ to bear true allegiance to 

the loan, say fourteen million dollars under the act of tbe United States of America, and to serve them 
last June. honestly and faithfully against all their enemies or 

The preparations having been completed for the opptmers whatever, and observe and obey the orders 

effective blockade of the Virginia waters, Capt. Pen- tbe President of the United States, and the orders 

dergrasthas given the precautionary notice of 15 days the officers appointed over (me) him, according to 

for all vessels to leave the ports of that State which the rules and articles for the government of the 

a sienin engine, jay u nuiroaa track, and bend the Western Virginia—The 9th inst. was observed 

sails ol a man-of-war. as ft fast ,-jay, at Wheeling. Patriotic sermons were 

One of our leading mercantile houses, says the delivered in 9 out of the 12 churches. The Methodist 

N. Y. Times, held the note of a Baltimore firm, due church was decorated with the Stars and Stripes, 

on Monday; it was not paid. Yesterday the holders Rev. Mr. Smith delivered an address worthy of 

received a check on New York, which the Baltimore Beecher. He said he would hold no fellowship with 

firm sent forty miles by a messenger on horseback to traitors. If there was a secessionist in his congrega- 

be mailed. They state the impossibility of attending tion he wanted him to leave. 

enter with or without cargoes. Several of the For¬ 

eign Ministers and some of our own countrymen 

have asked for an extension of the time, but this in 

every case has been refused. The order will be 

adhered to impartially. 

Certain persons, though representing themselves as 

Union men, have been denied the privilege of for¬ 

warding locomotives to Tennessee, for the reason, 

among others, that such railroad machinery might he 

armies of the United States.” 

The oath was taken also by Lieut. Colonel E. D. 

Townsend, Lieut, Col. G. W. Cullum, Col. Van Rens¬ 

selaer, Col. Lorenzo Thomas, Adjt. Gen. Major Mc¬ 

Dowell, Major John K. Lee, aud Capts. Gauche, and 

J. B. Fry. 

Whatever may have been the object in thus renew¬ 

ing the oath of allegiance, the one great effect is 

already evident iu having given the death blow to the 

used in the transportation of hostile troops. The hopes of those traitors who would make the people — A severe gale of wind passed over St. Louis, Sunday 

Government also takes care that coal necessary for believe that our great Chief would falter for a moment wetk, damaging several buildings considerably, and driving 

— The 8an Francisco Herald says the Chinese population of 

California at the present moment may he set down at 49,000. 

— Mendoza, in Chill, was shaken to pieces by an earth¬ 

quake on the 20th of March, whereby 8000 persons were killed. 

— Horsewhipping a secessionist ha* been decided by a jury 

in Wyoming Co., I’enn., as a perfectly legal and constitutional 
act 

— The Germanic Diet has provisionally voted one million 

florins for the arming of the federal fortresses with rifled 
cannon. 

— A company of Harvard students have taken charge of 

the State Arsenal at Cambridge, Mass., by order of Governor 
Andrew. 

— The convicts in the Massachusetts State Prison are 

en8ftgvd in Manufacturing articles for the Massachusetts 
volunteers. 

— Lieut. Maury, connected with the Coast Survey and 

other scientific departments of the government, has turned 
out a traitor. 

— “ President Jeff. Davis’ salary iB $25,000, and the mem¬ 

bers of the Southern “Congress” voted themselves only 
$300 per year. 

— The Ionian Islands are almost in a state of insurrection, 

in consequence of the popular wish to be united to the king¬ 

dom of Greece. 

— On the river Darling, in Australia, is a district of country 

many thousand miles in extent, admirably adapte'd to the 
raisJug of cotton. 

— Queen Victoria has sunk into settled melancholy since 

the death of her mother, and it is feared she will not 
recover her mind. 

— The newspapers are poking fun at the new tariff; some 

term it the more-ill, and others the im-morill and the del 
morrUI-izing tariff. 

I aimer, the Hcnlptor, has offered to make a statue in 

marble of the member of the Utica corps who will “ hag ” 
Wigfall or Jell' Davis. 

— Men are so anxious to enlist at Pittsburg, that it is fre¬ 

quent to have $50 offered for a place as a private in one of 
the accepted companies. 

— The town of Plymouth, Sheboygan Co., Wis., offers $18 

per month, in addition to the government pay, to the volun¬ 
teers who go from that town. 

Right Rev. Benjamin T. Onderdonk, late Episcopal 

Bishop of New York, died on Tuesday week, in New York 
city, at the age of seventy years. 

A Bevere gale of wind passed over St. Louis, Sunday 

Union. 
to this, or to any business iu the last two days of last The Herald's special Wheeling dispatch of the 10th steam purposes shall not be transported to the dis- iri tbe stars and stripes of the American fonr steamers from their wharves, 

week, aud add, “We pray you not to judge harshly inst.. says that thirty counties will he represented in 'loyal States. i - The Massachusetts soldiers 

of all of us who live in the midst of the unBappy the Conventiou Monday. 11th. Two companies have Much anxiety is manifested to learn what distribu- eluded with °the' following8remark/--1 Gen6Thomas ^uther C‘ Ladd and Addi8on °- 

scenes of the present moment. Give us you kind j been mustered into United States service at Wheel- tion will be made among the States of the forces to ktt*e c°u'd you have thought when I knew you as a aumner 11 Needham, of Lawrenc. 

wishes and sympathies, and suspend your judgment i»g. Two thousand Maynard rifles have been sent constitute 39 regiments of infantry and one of cavalrv cadet,al West Po,int- ,that y°u woald ever have been - The commander of Fort Me 

upon our unfortunate position.” . | there by government. The Convention will probably making the minimum aggregate 34,5(10, and a maxi’- me ” UP°D l° admmister the oath of allegiance the W0Cld*n ^ 

The ceremony, which was grand and solemn, con- „ IT nainmore, were 
eluded with the following remark:--Gen Thomas, « h badd and Addl8on °* Whitney, of Lowell, and 
little could yon have thought when I knew yon as a umner H. Needham, of Lawrence. 

cadet at West Point, that you would ever have been — The commander of Fort Monroe has profited by the 

called upon to administer the oath of allegiance to Sumter affair. All the wooden barracks of Monroe have been 

me‘ torn out, and none but fire-pjoof ones left. 

V. 



CAMBRIDGE. May 8.—Atmarket 277 cattle, about 250 beeves 
and 27 stores, consisting of working oxen, cows, and one, two 
and three vears old. 

Brxk Oatti.k Prices, extra. $6.75(217,00; first quality, $6.50@) 
0,00; second quality, W.TfligiO.OO ; third quality, $4.25; ordinary 
quality, M.00 

WORKIffd OXRX - $80, $11%:J75. 
Cows AM) Cai.VK3 —fa). 34iXii'tiO. 
Stork* - Yearlings, $o $0; two years old, $15(3)16; three 

years otd, SUMdft. 
Shkkp A.vn I.amiis -1.Kwat market. Prices —In lots $1.75. 

150,25; extra and selections, $3,2fi(a5.J0 each. Spring Lambs 
from $.'v®5 each. 

Pkct* -25c;j$ 1.25 each. 
TAM.nw oijCniTc r.1 it. 
Hinas -4?it.(5c.. ft. CAt.r Shirrs—8@9c ft. 
Vkai, Cat,v«*—$8,0fl@5. 

BRIGHTON, Mae ft. —At market — poo Beef Cattle. 85 storeB, 
1,200 Sheep and Lambs, and 3,000 Swine. 

Bkkk Oatti.k— Prices, extra. ST.SShM.OO i 1st quality, $7,00® 
0,00 ; 2d do, $fi 75*0.011; S.i do, $t).0O .5.50 

Working Oxks-$IOu. Sii.v,$i30. 
Milch Co wh — $4713) 19; common, $19@20. 
VKAt, Calvks — $3.i>Li5,00. 
Storks —Yearlings, $fl0i0; two-years old, $16®17; three years 

old, $18.oiig. 
Htrm.s - 4 A^aVRc >1 ft 
Calf Skix* -lUgUe*) rb. 
Tai.t.ow - 8lsi? 7c ft 
PBLT8—50a(a;$1.25 each 
SnKgr and T.AMB8— $1,50(5)1.75; extra. $2.00®5.50. 
Swink — Store, wholesale. Gaffe; retail. fi.3i.8c. Fat Iloga, 

still fed. 4b;c; corn fed, 5sec. Spring Tigs, KX31U’. 

PPLE TREES FOR SALE, 
of the moat popular varirtie* T1 

terms us Would be sutixfaetn'ry to“theVirfle^rae’Iran! aw 
Ki-<»hI h nurnorv io KodiMt(jr, unci enn bo noon by 

calling on I bos. Smith, kraucia St, nm, the premium For 
further parUcular. uddross C. H. ROGERS, Palmyra N Y? 

Rochester, Feb. it, lMfil. ’ J irJptr 

■RKB i’«>IMMu.r<qr:,^ ^ IWUiv. 
JL l I have just received and now offer for sale 3 

ltHl bushels primo Timothy Seed. 
50 do clean Red Top Seed. 
60 do. clean Kentucky Blue Grass Seed 
20 do. pure Orchard Grass Seed. 
50 do, Hungarian Grass Send, 
25 do. Millet. Seed. 

A1?°i,11. »l,.MVUplT lhu h,’st Carden and Field Seeds 
J Rot AIjJJC, ul the Genesee Seed store, Rochester, X. Y. 

be glad to sell the entire lot to ouo o 
terms as would be satisfactory to the 

flack JVvmbers of this F'ohiine Free ’ 

To all who subscribe for the Rural Nkw-Yorkkr from 

May 1st end Year and Volume — eight months — we 

will, if desired, send the back numbers (from Jan’y 1st) free. 

This offer ho continued for a month, and perhaps until 

Jaly 1st,) will enable many who were unable to subscribe at 

the beginning of the year, or latnr, to secure the entire 

voloniP at less than cast 0/publication. 

l^fr- Postaok Stamps are taken at par on subscription, and 

greatly preferred to Western or other uncurrent money. 

engaged in Breeding and Importing Farm Stock of the first 
quality. Mr Rimpip was formerly ol Hie rlrm of HuXOicrvord 
k Bromic (which tlrm is now dissolved.! His skill and la/ve ex¬ 
perience m t|ie business are well known t,. Breeders 

lart oft he Stock cun be seen ji. S Ca iifHKi.L's place tl.ree 
miles west of rtica or one u,d a half miles from the Whites- 
born IVpot, i\T. \ Central Biulrotui. 
. Mr Ih uii Kkopik Is now visiting England and Scotland select¬ 
ing animals Parties wishing to piuchnsa Short-1 lot us or Avr- 
shires, Leicester Sheep. Or f orlodiirn Hog-,, run address 
582-131] JAMES BRODIK, Rural Hill, Jetlemon Co N Y or 

S. CAMPBELL k 0a. New York Mills, Oneida Co.. N Y. 

illatkete, (Hcmtmcrcc, 

RrRAL Nkw-Yorkkr Omoic. ) 
Rochester. May H, 1861. j 

OrR market exhibits but little activity, and the changes are 
few. Rye has declined and we do not hear of transactions he 
yond 55 cents per bushel of 60 pounds. Oats are unchanged in 

price, but scarce, and the demand is such that a start may be 
expected unless the crop is put on sale, 

Ms:at8 —Mutton is in excellent demand and readily com. 
nwnds&jtShi cents per pound. Hams have put on 50 cents per 
100 pounds during the week. 

j,Thk Da irv —Butter is getting somewhat plenty and a slight 
falling off in rates is noticeable. 

PotatoKS have put on at least I2J£ cents per bushel. Choice 
mercers are foiling at prices ranging from $1,50 to $1,75 per bar¬ 
rel, and aTe very scarce. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Eggs, dozen.KKffilOc 
Honey, box.12®14 
Candles, box. 11(3)12 
Candles, extra.13@13 

Fruit a.vd Roots 
Apples, bushel.2Sa38c 
Apples, dried, \i ft_‘£p)2)i 
Peachps. dried, (l lb.. !»>i 10 
I’KfiPri.iu .leln.A a" i.X 

WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE, 

I^BARDailjIirY 1 

HAY ELEVATOR 
Nos. and 64 Sta te St r<‘et, Albany, TV. Y. 

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

EMERY’S PATENT CHANGEABLE RAILROAD HORSE POWER. 
ALSO T, E y 3U It r> o W ERS, 

For Four, Six, and Eight HorseR, of new and superior construction, together with a great variety of labor-saving 

AG-niCITIjiTUriAXj MACHIKTERY. 
ALSO 

a e jy ic k . f ij n k .1 /, k n s / ,v / jri p /, i: .7/ /: jy t s .1 jy n # K ,, „ 

Flour and Grain. 
Flour, winter wheat,$5,no@6,60 
Flour, spring do.5,0tla 6,00 
Flour, buckwheat, .. 0,OD@2,Qi) 
Meal, Indian . - . 5 1,00 
Wheat, Genesee, .1 
Best white Canada... O.OOcir 1,37 
Corn, old..OdwISo 
Corn, new.IKI^KII 
Rye. 50lbs. 'f) bush iVkmSS 
Oats, by weight,.237,j25 
Barley,....5in3;55 
Buckwheat.3*3,40 
Beans.S8oui$ 1.13 

Mkats. 
Pork, Mess..._.$17,6dailH,IM 
Pork, clear.20,o(Lis 10,00 
Pork, cwt.S.GxaiU.OO 
Beef, cwt..I.UlAfi.lK) 
Soring lambs, each.,.. 1,503-2,00 
Mutton, carcass. .Va)fib>c. 
Hauls, smoked. hP.,.n 11 
Shoulders.7 Jr? 8> 
Chickens.ftp'll) 
turkeys.....til®)] 
Geese. 4lf«i5l) 
Ducks pair.3871,44 

,.12® 13 
. .lG.i 23 
..2.5,1)26 
..18(3)13 
. .15(3)18 
.. ft® 10 
20M@22 
. .25(3)28 
..120125 

9®1S 
..1G?£28 

...110418 

A STOR HOUSE, 

w w w y o n. xl . 
Tins Hotel is in excellent condition Recently manv im¬ 

provements have been mode. Mr Stetson, its former proprie¬ 
tor, has returned to supervise its executive Mepartmnnt Its 
tables are hmintilully supplied; waitera excellent, aud 3 .seon- 
oeded that it hue never lieeu so Comfortable din ing its history. 
The new water-elnsets have no equals In this country 

The young proprietors are full of enterprise and courtesy 
ami spam no pama to make their patrons comfortable. 

Men ol bnsim ss, or filmllles who really need solid comforts 
handsomely dispensed, will timl this time-Uonornd Hotel hotter 
than ever. 

its proximit y to business, the conveniences for reaeliipg evory 
part of tlie city, Central Park, .Mo., renders It, the best for the 
Merchant or casual Traveler. 680-13t 

TT has ever been the aim of the proprietors to make none hut the first class 

-1- materials and workmanship. In the construction of their Horse Powers they ha 

readily ami advantageously to the great variety of purposes required by the F.armei 

erations have guided them in the construction and adaptation of the v. 

be driven by the power, In calculating t.lieir various velocities, forces, pulleys anil 

operate in their maximum eliicieucy. which is the great secret of their 

THRASHING MACHINES 
with 

SEPARATING AND CLEANING ATTACHMENT. 
Combined and adapted for all kinds and conditions of grain, 

fie.. fee. -«-» 
Tills machine is tho greatest success in its line yet produced 

It can lie operated with two horses as easily, and with equal re¬ 
sults, as the ordinary thrashing machine without the cleaning 
attachment; while its capacity adapts it equally well to the 
force or four or six horses. 

It. will thrush perfectly clean from the straw, and clean the 
grain lor market, without any wastage in any part, of the 
process. 

Tt is complete in one frame. Very compact and simple—runs 
light, still, and without any concussion from its moving part,v 
It, has been very extensively used during the past two harvests, 
and its superiority over anv others in market established be¬ 
yond qunutiqn. and considering it- capacity anil cost of con 
fltrue.tlon, it Is at. least fifty per cent cheaper than any other 
similar machine in use 

CLOVER MILLS AND CLEANERS. 
This is a pew Machine comparatively, a nd is believed to ho 

one of the best Machines for tile purpose ever made can he 
driven by one, two, or more horses, at a high or slew vulneitv, 
and do equally good work, and with wet and find, as well as 
good condition, of the clover rhntf. It deans the seed and de¬ 
livers it lit for market, at the same operation. 

STALK AND STRAW CUTTERS 
For Horse Power,—a strong and durable Machine, and ad¬ 

justable to any length of cut. 

SAWING MILLS, 
With Circular Saws for Cutting Fire wood, Slitting Boards, 

Plank, Ac., for fencing and hnllding purposes! also with Ma¬ 
chine Cross-cut for cutting Logs for Wood, Shingles, Staves, 
Ate.; also Mills for milking Sliiuglcs. 

FEED MILLS 
For Grinding all kinds of Grain for Fending, as well as corn 

in the ear when desired Several vises, and with or without 
Sieves and Bolts attached. 

CIDER MILLS 
For Power and Hand use, with and without Press attached. 

These Mills and Presses are of a superior style and utility to 
any others in use. 

the first class of work, and always use the host, 

’owers they have endeavored to adapt them most 

by the Farmer and Mechanic. The same consid- 

various Machines made and sold by them, and to 

. " - 1 geers, required to enable them to 
success. 

COTTON GINSt 

COTTON LINT CLEANER AND CONDENSER. 
Cotton Gins with improved Feeding Hoppers, with 30 to ion 

flnhb »nH“J!|tmHur horsCH These are superior in 
finish and adaptation to flic wants of the Cotton Grower fo 

anything of the Irlwl before offered to the public. 
Tim l.int Condenser is an attachment suited to any ordinary 

l otti.p Otn; It room vet, the lint as i(- js discharge,1 feu,,, ||„, 
condenses it.and delivers it rmupuel, ready fe, the p.VAYut. one 
and the same operation, and At tliu same operation <-leiin«os it, 
rrom nil earthy matter, a* wind, dust, ke It dispenses with 11,,, 
necessity of anv Uni room and large buildings, a, t!u< Gin may¬ 
be equally v advantageously used in tin. Held us the grain 
hranher, and when used In buildings It requires no more ad,II 

tlonal room than the size of the Gin itself occupies It is also a 
Perfect safeguard against fire, as it is impossible fer huriiiuglint 
to pass through tile machine without the tire being extinguish 

if; passage, Gi.Uk making this Cott-m Gin with Its con 
,1, user uro-primC I hey have been extensively used m Georgia 
the past, two crops, and the cotton made by them has com 
manded an advanced price over that ginned bv the host 
machines In use. 

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS 
Constantly on hand, embracing a large anil selected assort 

mPiie ol r lows, Harrows, Cnltiv.itorH, Dog Powers. Churns 
Cheese Presses also Forks, lines, Shovels, ke . alwavson hand 
at the lovvent munulucturcr'H terms. 

ILLUMINATED CATALOGUE. 
The ProprletorH have completed their now Catalogue, the 

most complete and beautifully illustrated work ever published 
hy any manufacturer, embracing a uTeat uoinbi ?r iiml vn.fiat.v 

TMPORTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 
f- HORSE, COW. SflKKP, OR HOG -Tiiohlky'h Food cor 

Lai-| i,k. I<or Iiorses it i« ifi,li»pensabl» In promoting and sus¬ 
taining all the animal functions in lieslth and vigor For Milch 
Lows it is invaluable, increasing the quantity and improving 
tno quality of milk. For Beast* nothing nm compare with it 
tor reeding quickly. For Sheep and Pig, the effects produced 
in one mouth will exceed all expectation. 

A Pamphlet malted free to anv address. 
I jp~ DEPOT, 21 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. 674-2«t 

•airy, ko 
Butter, roll.. 
Butter, tirkin 
Cheese. 
laird, tried... 
Tallow, rough 
Tallow, tried. 

.HO 16 
..135x15 
. Stain 

lUfaiUWJ 
■ft.bi® fl 
..8 5) 8 *8 

ADVERTISING- TERMS, in Advnnce — Tiiirty- 
Kivk Cknts a Link, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 523, centn per linn of space. Si-koial NOTICB8, 
(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Lino 

t'P~ It - immense circulation among the Producers and Deal- 
era of tho Free States, renders the Rural Ntw Yorkkk by far 

thu Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class. This 
7 apt should be borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 
facturers, Ac., who must necessarily depend upon tho People of 
the North for patronage. 

The Mairnfactarors of tills now anil valuable preparation, beg 
cave to call the attention of Farmw amt UruaiRrs to this ef¬ 

fectual remedy lor destroying Ticks, Lice, and all other mnecta 
injurious to animals and vegetation, and provncit.log tho alarm¬ 
ing attacks of tho Fly and Scab on Sheep. 

Us use not only removes the vermin on animals, but cleanses 
and purifies the skin, thereby materially benefiting tholr geae- 
ral health, and greatly improving wool, both in quality and 
quantity, 

This article completely supersedes that taaariout and disa- 
pm-uMe work of preparation in yourown buildings for Shenp- 
washing. aw it is ready at all times, iri anv climate, and for all 
descriptions of Sheep, oven for Ewes in lamb.andc.au bn fur¬ 
nished at a much reduced cost. 

FISHER Hi CO., Soln A«ontH, 

883-1S S« Central VV U»rtV l«o»ton, SI as*. 

WAN I. KD TIN" A L AT1Y—A situation 
in a School or fiimily, to Teach Music on the Piano. 

Would also Tench English branches if desired. Has had some ex¬ 
perience in teaching, and cun present satisfactory testimonials. 

Address N VI. o., Poughkeepsie. N Y 

I'plIE LATES'I1 NEWS ! THE DAILY 
L F/XPBE8.6. Even one mi these exciting times want* a 

Daily paper. The " KOCH KBTKfi EVENING EXPRESS ” con- 
UiitiN nil thp /.nff'81 IVfWA from th* War. Tf:r»o» <>oly $1 a year, 
Of (hrnr. rnunUtf for only Onr Dollar Tty it. 

Address 0. D. TRACY k 00 , Rochester, N. Y. 

AATHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
vv IMl'ROVED FAMILY HEWING MACHINES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

A LDEN'S IV'VTICiN'T’ 
1 ' THILL HOItSK-HOE. 

This valuable implement Inis been extensively manufactured 
to supply <hu anticipated demand the present season, and is 
sold at wholesale or retail by the undersigned It is also for 
sale by many Implement Dealers throughout the country 

11>~Sec extended advertisement in Kraal, of Aplil 27 
Vt. ALDKN A CO., 

Manufacturers and Dealer , in AnrieuUural Implement*, 
ALIBTJItN, .V. V. 

I fy-For sale in Rochester bv J. RAPAI.JE, 
at tho tlcncscn Seed Store. 17 South St. Paul St. 

|>AXTER’S VOLUNTEER’S MANUAL. 

Tjik latest and best military work published, containing 

it’ull Instructions lor the Recruit, 
Arranged according to 

Scoli’* of JVtllits-iry Tactics, 
Illustrated with ovkh (i.vb Hi npiikp E.vuia vinos, 

One Volume 12mo,, 62 pages Price, 25 Cents 

THE SAME WORK IX THE OERMAX LANGUAGE, 
Price, Twenty-Five lent*. 

I Copiim ot the Books will be mailed, free of postage, upon 
receipt of the price, by add reusing 

KING A: H.MRD, 
Printer* and l‘tit/Hn/ifrn, 

592-2t No, 607 Sstnsuirn, rdt., X^Uiludolrilxia. 

(I ex [lenses defending their patents. 

iciway, Now York. 

Dill HER, A Rent, 

ROCHESTER, X. K 

(COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED.— 
V M A DiV. Mrs. Hankins wants Agents at home or to 
travel for her Pictorial ;•FAMILY NEWSPAPER," also for her 
Curious New Book iff FEMALE CHARACTERS ix nig CITY 
,.RrNnocimen* and Terms inclose red stamp to HANKINS & 
in.. New York. r,78 

r n It K B » K B l» S ! T It i; K S 1C EDS! 
1 SOIIROEDER tk. CO., 

NO. 71* STA TE STREET, ROCHESTER, X. T, 
()m<R among many other varieties uf Tree Seeds, the follow- 
luif loading Moru, nf thw prfc€»w ruviued: 
Allies Excelsa, I Norway Spruce, |. . per ft 4a) 50 
l inuB Austrinciw, (Austniin Pine,|... ■■ ’ 176 

.. ,’r,. 
« sat,., -tuts i tx/1..... i * . ’ 

579- tf 

Homes for the Industrious ! 

STATE GF THE WEST 

\ WANT loo SM AWT MEN 
i (unemployed,) to sell WAR BOOKS ! s*ure to hi lu-r, and 

large profit given. Address, GEO. EDWARD SEARS, 
-f- l -l William Street, New York. 

YANWEMONJ) sweet 1*0- 
. N I ATI I PLANTS ot superior quality, as heretofore, packed 
to go safely long distances, 4l», *1; 1 OOU, $2; 5,lHH, 8u; 10.18*0. $15 

(Ini mg May and .fiiuc. Our plants have given liue ratisfacHon 
|n tQe Northern Mtntes, In year* post, and wo solicit an exten 
smu of patroriitge. S .7- Send stamp for Circular. 
Wl-2t (.. H. MURRAY. Foster's Crossings, Wnrren Co., Ohio. 

IJOWARD’S NEW MOWER. 
PniCE REDUCED FOR 1861. 

Tilk Cheapogt, (nostDurable, and Lightest Draft Mower offered 
lor sale RHiraize- -$7t>,$u/>nnd $ioo nac.li. All are warranted. 
I an give the teslnnonialg i>f thoie who have toed them if de¬ 
sired. dend fpr Circular giving lull description. 

Ketchum’s Combined Machine, 
Improved, price, as usual, $1110. Improvements of guards, shoe 
uritti t-n II.,.- I,.,.,... II... .... i ... . . .. 

I ] * » * *• -A.W *-* »» W A. XX -t JJJ A.V * - 
* Mrftv Man kins' MammoUi Pictorial in in it« Sixth Volume 

nun has 800,000nf&derfi. Full nf Kri/nivin^s and Fiuniou riatne. 
I/ari(eHtf uiGuntftn«! bo^t. Iti tli^ world for 75 utn. a year. Agknth 
wanted. L;tdie«, T»/ach^r*H, Glar^yingn, nr Poxt-Ata^torN. For 
gpeeunoQ (nipien audTenns to Awehtrt, inclONa red *ii!amp to 

078 H UNKINH A co.. New York 

1 I iV >1. AlOlt DO (■ !■', Breeders of pure Short-ham 
.1 “ ‘ v Cattle, Sntilh Down and Sil'usiajt Sheep. 

I'ifiJt Urir'IiDstiir V V KJ’i */ 

1 tho community ih directed to tho following fiUtcraente 
and liberal inducements offered them by the 

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY. 
which, as they will perceive will enable them by proper 
energy, porgevnranen and industry, to provide comfortable 
homes for Hiemstdyixs and farndics, with, comparatively 
speaking, vury little cupitul. 

LANDS OF ILLINOIS. 
No Slate in tin; Valley of (fi 7 Mississippi offers ho great an 

inducement as the Stale of I!!irini.'i. There is no portion of 
this world whoro nl) the conditions of climate, end soil mo 

admirably combine to produce those two great staples, Corn 
and WniiAT, as the ITaities of Illinois. 

THE SOUTHERN PART 
of the State lies within tho zone of the cotton regions, while 
the soli is admirably adapted to the growth of tobacco and 
hemp; and tho wheal is worth from fifteen to twenty cents 
more per bushel than that raised further north 

RICH ROLLING PRAIRIE LANDS. 
The deep rich loam of tho prairies \n cultivated with auc.h 

wonderful facility that the further-, of the Eastern and Mid¬ 
dle States ary moving to Illinois in groat number)!. The area 
of Illinois !h about equal to Mmi of Kwjland, and the soil la 
so rich that it will support twenty millions of people. 

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS 
Tliesc lands are contiguous to a railroad 700 miles 111 length, 

which connects with other roads and navigable lakes and 
rivers, thus affording an unbroken communication with the 
Eastern and Son them markets. 

APPLICATION OF CAPITAL. 
Thu.s far, capital and labor have been applied to developing 

the soil; the great resources of tho Stale in coal nod iron are 
almost untouched The invariable ruin tint the mechanical 
arts flourish best wherefood aud fuel ure cheapest, Wjl foi- gei r'fn,-about $ii) nr’ $i‘a f^r’acr 
low at an early day in Ilbnois.nnd in tho course of tho next of subduing prairie land us com 
ten yearn the natural lawn and necessities of the ca.-e war tho ratio of i to 10 In favor ol 
rant the belief that at least live hundred thousand people sale for the bulk of these lands ■ 
will bo engaged in the hluto of Illinois In various tuanufactur- _ 
mg pursuits. One Year s Interef 

RAILROAD SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS. at six.j,or <l iMr an(J *'* 

on°Jerrf?l®’000'<r,iii°ii fr,vfit0 hav,J >" ’’n expended y^ars rromdato nTsale'"and four 
.n tlie railways ol lilinoia. inasmuch it.- part of tho Ivcutn- jq Hop six and seven vea 
from several these works, with a valuable public fund in ,:m,tract stipnSting that one-tei 
lands, go to dimmish the Sun-expemieg, tho taxes aaeuujrr, shail bo*r, „e, ,j and cultivated 
aud must consequently every day decrease. five years from dale of gale, so tl 

THE STATE DEBT. OD<Mi&lf dliaU bu fcQcoU ami uu'J* 
The state Debt is only iio.ior.ji'.is, 14, and within the Twenty Per Cent, w 

Ian three years has been reduced $2,009,74-. HO, and wn may from the valuation Sr cash - x, 
reasonably expect that In ten years it will become extinct, six dollarn per acre, when the cai 

Pamphlets descriptive of the lands, soil, climate, productions, prices and terms of pay me 

Suj/o/k anti ktxrsp Dipt, K«cJUffit.fr. N. Y. 

rn<» FAKA1EUS. AlKt HWICS, * Utill-DICUs. 
1 Our " Imqir..H*lIi(o Coofllct" is againxt high price*. We 

offer you, at 74 Main Sr., Rnchehter, Imn, Nall*, ihudwarn.OilH 
PamU, Color*, Windows, IJuora, Blind*, HoeM, Spade*, Shovels! 
Corn Hoes, Cultivator, an I othoi aitidi ... •„ 
mention Also, the celebrated '‘Straight Draft Plow.'' which 
Wh offer ohoapar than the clieapeht 

i f MOORE, URBINA A CO. 

u WOMEN OF NEW YORK.”— 
* V AD*. Han kin*' Curium New Book -ff Feinulu Charai> 

ter* in the City, i* very intere*ting. and nlriolly moral *'ancy 
binding; 350-l’nye*; 50 Engraving,, 31; PortraiU Mailed free ftie 
$1. AGLN1S Wanted I,adieu and Teacher,. For llescrintion sell nidy to actual cultivator-., pud every con 

an tigi-eem-mi to cultivate. The road bad be. 
thro’ these lauds Man expense ol $;i0,()l)«,00o. 
population of the hirty-mno counties through v 
was only 3)15,508 since which 47!i,293 lutv ]-[0WES IMPROVED HAY SCALES! 

THE BEST IdNT USE 1 
HAY SCALES. 

CATTLE SCALES. 

HAY SCALES, Itation Scud lor Circular*. 

Thfr*r»olP» Portable Ha 1/ Presit, 
.ESSES. I For Baling Hay, Flax, U For Baling Hay, Flax, Broom Corn, 

ring.*, Wool and Cot foil Simple—Great 
Power— worked by two men. Hun-lreda 
in use. Send for Circulars. 

Cast Steel Hells. 
Weigh lens - cost lean —heard further 
than other Ural da** Bells. Never 
break by frost*. Warranted 12 months. 
Send for circular* and testimonial*.— 
Fixture* mode bv myitolf, at lowest 
price*. Send for Circular*. 

Town (Marks, 
I C\C AX. . ' * . 

Manufacturer*, at tfie Auburn Prison, Auburn, N. Y 

CHURCH BKI.LS 

CHURCH BELLS. 

CHURCH BELLS. 

AND REAPER, 
IfV T/f F J.K XI UJjJi FOLMJYU RAM, 

THE ONLY MACHINE WHICH COMBINES ALL THE RE¬ 

QUISITES OF A PERFECT HARVESTER. 

I aimer* iviaUing to avoid disappointment, will give their order* 
eariv in the season. 

Circular* with full description and leatimomai* forward¬ 
ed by mail. 

JOHN P. ABIflAVCF, Manufacturer and Proprietor 
1'OOOHKKXeMIK, NkW YottK, 

,“ole warehouse ur New York, 165Greenwich street, 
Near Courtlandt. 

'^,ra ,V,*MV’!n"AGE. Agents, Verona, Oneida Co , X. Y. 
k.-i'.m f!!)T'r Smyrna, Chenango 4to.. N Y. 

a%>EUJ 'iC I'I'A.M). 2-l._ “ Bainbridge, Chenango Co„ N Y. 
A. 1. BRAY I ON k 'O.S, Agent*. Watertown, Jeff. Co.. N. Y. 

Agents wanted to sell eui it trees. 
Wb wisii to employ a number of experienced aud trust- 

wonuy men to oell trees, Ac , from our Nurseries at liberal 

WHor.yjAr,B Dkai.ek.* furnished with Nursery, Stock ef all 
descriptions at the lowest wtint exude rates, 

.0,.* „ , HOOKER, FARLEY & CO., 
584tf Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

Cattle Cast week. last year. 
Sheen.•!'!“! ?-l« 3,776 

' ;;;; ' ^ 
ha mis''11. ' hV-'*'-f° u rt h* of the receipt* have changed 
quotation* Ina,ket ruhn« Arm throughout at the following 

Premium T,“s^ee5 Lastweek. 
Kxtra .... eeX n c ^ c 

JSiiiill il 
with ',an 'h-BriKK-The demand is moderately active 
-p ' L M i quote first class cattle, or, foot at $5 

SltEki- sra G.0*':! to-sixais.no. and inferior at $*.00. 
IlroK* — r'iLa! I-amfis si»gL-e at $2fa2,50. 

sheep ,*^u* $3,50,ai4 gr iOvl P**., calf skins ftiftc p & 
CxLvvi fin lamb skiira M.R&ilfle. «acb 
walvks— Plentilul at $3(^5 each.—Globe. 

A MERICAN O-U A. 1ST O 
FROM 

JARVI9 9c BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

IN THK 

SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN, 
IMPORTKD BY THB 

AM F ft I CJ! JV G V ./ .V O COMPAJVFs 

Oft (Hi William Street, 

NEW YORK. 
C. S. MARSHALL, I’reft. H. MATHER, Sec'y, 

J. K. CHAPPELL. Agent, 88 Exchangu St, Rochester, N. Y 

IOIE.— Pnge’e Perpetual Kiln, Putcnted July, 
J 1857.—Superior to any in use for Wood or Coal. 2>> o.ordg 

of wood, or tuns of coal to till) bbls—coal not mixed with 
stone. Address [434-1£] C. D. PAGE, Rochester. N. Y. 



RE’S &tm&L 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker ] 

THE COMING OF SPRING. 

Hark to the sound of the swelling breeze 

Ab It spreads it* airy wing; 

Tis a joyous soond—a welcome sonod— 

For it speaks the coming spring. 

List, list to the song of the trembiing leaves 

Jo the old ancestral pine; 

They have heard the wind's prophetic tale, 

And they join the welcome chime. 

The merry lay of the gliding stream 

Just broke from th’ Frost-King's spoil, 

Proclaims the reign of the winter o’er 

In the woodland and the dell. 

The stars look down from the ether blue 

With a gentler, sweeter light; 

And the moon, with milder radiance, beams 

On the brow of the dewy night. . 

The wood* arc bare, and the night wind still 

Moan* cold and fitfully by* 

Yet the herald* announce tht-ir patron queen 

From air, and earth, and sky. 

Her smile is in the sunny South, 

Her voice in the lowly vale, 

Her step within the echoing wood, 

And her breath upon the gale. 

Milwaukee Co., Wilt* 1861. Bkrnice. 

tflfg-ljelUn. 
[Written for Moore'B Rural New-Yorker.] 

ROMANCE AND REALITY. 
. BY BR1.I.K V. HOWARD. 

“What nonsense!” said Wilijs Raymond, care¬ 
lessly flinging the magazine lie had been rending, to 
the table, and taking up his cousin’s work-box, he 
commenced an investigation of its contents that 
threatened infinite peril to their accustomed good 
order. 

“What is nonsense, may I ask?” Baid Mtnnib, 
looking up from her knitting with a gleam of mis¬ 
chief in her blue eyes, as they rested on her cousin’s 
face. 

“ This everlasting talk about love and matrimony,” 

replied be. “One cannot take tip a book, or go a 

step in any direction, without runuing against some 

of the detestable trash. It's disgusting to a sensible 

mind.” 

“ It ought not to afl’ect yours very seriously, then,” 

retorted Minnik. “Rut, Wild, don't you believe 

there is such a thing as love?” 

“Love! no,— at least not in this age of the world. 
It was very well to talk of it when our respected ever- 
Bo-great-grand parents walked in the garden of Eden, 
and Adam had no tailor’s nor milliner’s hills to foot, 
but in these latter degenerate days, matrimony, as a 
wiser man than 1 has said, has become a mere ‘matter 
o’ money,’ and love is ‘all in your mind’s eye,’ 
Minnie.” 

“You would rob life of all its poetry and beauty, 

cousin,” said Minnik. 
“ Small loss that would be. What is poetry but 

the stuff that dreams are made of ? Strip it of its 

illusions! and you will find the coldest, most common 

prose at the bottom.” 

“I don’t believe you are in earnest, Will,” said 

Minnik. “ Do you see no poetry in Nature,—no beauty 

in yonder bine sky with fleets of snowy clouds sailing 

on its clear bosom? Is there nothing grand in such 

a glorious sunset as we saw last night, when the 

golden west blazed in crimson and purple,—or in 

our starry midnight skies, or dewy mornings, flower- 

crowned, and diamond-gemmed? Do you glance 

only with the eye of speculation at the grand old 

woods, with their dim forest paths, where pale, sweet 

wild flowers wave in the summer wind, and the air is 

ringing with the music of the birds —” 

“ And of the mosquitoes,” suggested Will. 

“ You are incorrigible!” exclaimed Minnie. “I ll 

not waste any more words on you.” 

“Excuse me, coz.,” said Willis, “but you are 

altogether too enthusiastic, A few more years will 

give you experience, and you will see things in their 

true light,” and he patronizingly stroked his ihoub- 

tauhe, looking as profound us if the wisdom of a 

Solomon were his. Minnie laughed in spite of her 

vexation. 

“As many as have passed over your ancient head, 

Sir Oracle? Never mind! I shall see you the hound 

slave of the little blind god yet, 

‘ Sighing like a furnace, with a woful ballad 

Made to your mistress’ eye brow,’ 

and talking poetry and romantic nonsense enough to 
fill a three volume novel.” 

“ Never!” exclaimed Will, indignantly. 
“ Ah! just wait till your time comes, and you are 

captivated by a pair of sparkling eyes, or a cheek 

with the hue of—” 

“ Prepared chalk and French rouge.” 

“Precisely,— and see you die of a broken heart 

when your lady-love finds out what an impertinent 

fellow yen arc, and, to use a classical figure, gives 

you the mitten.” 

“That’s another popular fiction, Minnie. Hearts 

are made of tougher materials than most people 

imagine.” 

“I know it. Masculine ones, especially, are as 

elastic as a politician’s principles. Well, then, if 

you won’t die for love, you’ll probably * leave your 

country for your country’s good,’ and emigrate to 

some more congenial clime, where hearts are to be 

had for the asking.” 

“Probably. Rut, seriously, Minnie, yon never 
need fear that I shall put my neck into the noose 
matrimonial. I never saw the pair of feminine lips 
yet that had the attractions for my own that a good 
Havana cigar has, nor shall I.” 

“ Well, if you are in earnest, all I have to Bay is 

that I hope you’ll die an old bachelor; that is the 

worst wish I can make for you.” 

Jnst then the supper bell rang, and the disputants 
were obliged to give a truce to discussion for that 

time. 
Willis Raymond had just left eoilege, where he 

had graduated with some honor, and with all the 
wisdom and experience, real or fancied, which 
twenty-two years had given him, was preparing to 
commence life, lie was the child of rich, but re 
spectable parents, ami not being necessitated to exert 
the talents which he really possessed, the chances 
that he would become an energetic, manly man, were 
not much in his favor. Like most of the “lords of 
creation,” he was sufficiently egotistical, and really 
imagined that none of the daughters of Eve possessed 
charms powerful enough to withdraw his allegiance 
from the one whose manifold perfections were the 
objects of his admiration, i. e., himself. Still, he was 
endowed with many good qualities, which would 
have made themselves more conspicuous had his 
position in life been one better fitted for their 

cultivation. 

A short time after the conversation above reported’ 

he entered the office of a distinguished lawyer in his 

native city, purposing to make law hie study, but hie 

cousin Minnie declared her suspicions to be, that 

Coke and Rlackstone did not Buffer much in his 

hands, inasmuch as whenever she went to the city 

she was sure to see him either trying the speed of his 

black pony, “Telegraph,” at the rate of “2.40” or 

less, to the manifest terror of all the old women and 

children who happened to be on the crossings at the 

time of his passage; or sauntering along the streets 

with some of hiw companions who were equally in¬ 

dustrious with himself; or, if he happened to he in 

the office,—she always saw him with hie chair tipped 

comfortably back at an angle of forty-five degrees, 

bis feet on the window sill, and himself busily perus¬ 

ing the columns of a newspaper. He never denied 

her charges, but always laughed, and said that he saw 

no particular necessity of his fatiguing himself with 

study. 
Meantime, Hummer waned, and Autumn, crowned 

with golden wheat-ears and clusters of purple grapes, 

followed her queenly sister with her burden of fruits 

and garlands of many hned forest leaves, while Win¬ 

ter came, bearing a snowy winding sheet for the dead 

year's burial. One bright afternoon, when the sky 

seemed as blue as in June, and the snow gleamed 

with tenfold whiteness in the golden sunshine, 

Willis concluded that it would be a waste of time 

for him to Bpcnd xurh hours in a dingy office, and left 

tbe city for bis uncle’s, who lived a few milcB away. 

As lie left tbe well worn streets of the city, and was 

spc< ling along through the pure country air, his 

attention was attracted to an object which lay in the 

road just ahead of him. As he drew near, he 

checked liis horse, and alighting, picked up a small 

hook, neatly bound, which, as he glanced into it* he 

found to be filled with writing in a delicate, feminine 

hand. He placed it in the pocket of his overcoat, 

and went on his way. Homcthing, ho could not have 

told what, prevented him from showing his new 

acquisition to his cousin Minnik, on arriving at the 

place of his deslination, as his lirst impulse prompted 

him to do, but that night, when he was alone, liedrew 

his'chair up beside the fire, and prepared to ex¬ 

amine it. 

He found the book to be a journal, with “Jessie 

Stanton,” inscribed on the first blank leaf. He 

glanced carelessly over the first few pages, hut he 

soon became interested, and the “wee small hours” 

found him still deeply engaged in the perusal. 

When he finally arose, it wuh with a more thoughtful 

brow than he usually wore. He had been granted a 

privilege which is seldom bestowed upon any one,— 

a sight into the inmost recesses of a young girl's 

pure heart, and chords hud been touched in his own 

soul that had seldom been struck since his angel 

mother, long years before, had placed her thin hand 

upon his boyish brow, and in broken words breathed 

a blessing upon her child, ere she followed the silent 

footsteps of the white-robed Angel of Death over the 

dark river which all must cross. 

He had read in that little book a story of trials 

patiently borne, and of obstacles overcome, and each 

page bore the impress of an energetic, aspiring wind, 

but still pure and womanly, and of a cultivated intel¬ 

lect which had strown gems of poetic thought over 

every leaf. “ 1 must know her!” was his involuntary 

exclamation; “such a mind is worth a score of the 

fashionnlde husband-hunters whom one meets in 

society,” and with this resolution, he departed to the 

land of dreams. 

The next morning Minnie rallied him unmerci¬ 

fully for his abstractedness, but ho repelled her 

assaults with some light answer, and soon put in a 

plea of important business in the city which hastened 

his departure. JTe had an object before him now, 

neither moron or less than the discovery of the fair 

unknown, and though at the first glance the search 

might bid fair to prove a hopeless one, yet he felt 

confident of success. All that he had for Ills guide 

was her name, and the knowledge that she resided in 

the same city where was his own home, and with this 

he sat himself to work. Why he wished to know 

who “Jessie” was, he probably could not have told, 

himself. If any one had asked him, he would have 

called liis motive simple curiosity,— and perhaps 

it was. 

Meanwhile his success did not seem likely to prove 

a brilliant one, after all. Several limes bethought 

himself on the verge of discovery, but his expecta¬ 

tions were always shattered before they became cer¬ 

tainty. One Mr. Stanton whom he found, was a 

second class merchant, with but one unmarried 

daughter, who was a maiden lady of a decidedly 

uncertain age, with brilliant red hair and a freckled 

face, while on investigation her name proved to he 

Mkiiitablb. Another gentleman bearing the same 

cognomen was a cross-eyed tailor, with an interest¬ 

ing family of six small, white-headed children,—free 

soilers, evidently, judging from the appearance of 

their faces and clothes. 

At length, after two or three months had passed, 

he almost began to despair of succeeding in his 

object, although, with the true masculine spirit, his 

determination had grown the stronger from the 

obstacles with which lie had met, till one day, being 

with Minnie, he made a full confession to her, for 

although ho dreaded her satirical remarks as much 

as he feared anything, yet he felt the necessity of 

confiding his troubles to some one. Minnie’s merri¬ 

ment was unbounded when she heard Will's story, 

and if he had expected to be well-laughed at, he was 

in no wise disappointed; but when her mirth had 

somewhat subsided, she promised him that if she 

should ever be so fortunate as to become acquainted 

with tlie whereabouts of the young lady in question, 

she would lose no time in informing him of the fact. 

Weeks passed, and one day, when Will was 

inakiug bis accustomed weekly visit to his uncle’s, 

Minnie met him with rather more mischief than 

usual sparkling in her eyes, and said, 

“ I have something to tell you, Will.” 

“ What is it?” said he, eagerly. 
“ Ob, concerning the subject nearest your heart; 

you know what that is, of course, as well as I.” 

“Have you heard of ‘Jessie’?” queried he, 

earnestly. 
“Ah, you ‘own up,’ do you? Well, who would 

have thought that such a professed woman-hater as 

yourself would have been conquered so easily?” 

“Nonsense, Minnie, don’t he such a simpleton; 

what were you going to tell me?” 

“Well, really, 1 don’t know that I had. better tell 

you at all. 1 have my doubts about it being sight to 

encourage such detestable trash as love, etc.” 

“ Oh, cousin, don’t keep a fellow in suspense in 

that style. I’ll never tell you anything again in the 

world, if you act so.” 

“Just as if you could help it!” said Minnie, 

laughing. “But I’ve only something for you to read, 

after all,” and she banded him a newspaper, pointing 

out a poem on the first page, lie looked at the 

author’s name, “Jessie Stanton,” and then read 

every line, carefully. The style was identical with 

tbe one that he had become so familiar with, and 

hope arose once more in his heart, as he perused it, 

though Minnie told him that he would probably find 

the authoress to be either the ancient Mehitable or 

the tailor’s wife. 

The editor of the paper happened to be an acquaint¬ 

ance of his, and the next morning he made him a 

very disinterested call, and in the course of conversa¬ 

tion, inquired concerning the whereabouts of some 

of the contributors of tho paper, Miss Stanton’s 
among the rest. Armed with her address, he started 

once more on an exploring expedition. 

His directions led him to the outskirts of the city, 

and to a little brown cottage which he found nestled 

down under the protecting branches of grand old 

trees, and in a perfect wilderness of vines and shrub¬ 

bery- just beginning to show the hues of spring. 

His ring at the bell was answered by a little rosy- 

cheeked lassie, and he was ushered 5nto a small, 

low parlor, plainly furnished, but filled with books 

and pictures, which bad evidently been selected by 

some one of good taste in such matters. The white 

curtains were gracefully looped back from the win¬ 

dows, and on the table stood a vase filled with deli¬ 

cate spring flowers, which filled the room with their 

faint, sweet perfume. 

All these things Will had time to note before the 

door was gently unclosed, and the young lady whose 

presence he sought, stood before him. He made as 

good a use of hi« eyes as politeness would allow, and 

this was what he saw : —A Blender, youthful figure, 

a wealth of brown hair lying smoothly over a white, 

Intellectual brow, cheeks where the lily dwelt, rather 

than the rose, and clear, calm, dark eyes, from 

whence looked out a pure and truthful soul. Her 

dress was a morning robe of plain, dark material, but 

a duchess could not have wnrn velvet aud diamonds 

more gracefully than did she her simple garb. She 

listened with surprise as Will unfolded his errand, 

and a faint flush crept over her face as he produced 

the carefully kept journal, which she recognized as 

her own, and explained that she had lost it while 

returning from a visit of a few week’s duration, to a 

friend. Will manufactured some harmless fib con¬ 

cerning bis having accidentally heard her name 

mentioned. &c., for which it is to be hoped that be 

was forgiven. A general conversation ensued on 

literary and other topics, and Will found her per¬ 

fectly at home on every Bubjcct upon which he 

touched, and he prolonged his call to amostunetti- 

quctical length, but he finally tore himself away. He 

made further inquiries about Jessie and her sur¬ 

roundings, and ascertained the following facts:— Her 

father had been an artist, not blessed with an over¬ 

abundance of this world’s goods, lint happy in the 

possession of that paradise upon earth,— a pleasant 

home. Rut life’s battle bad proven too hard an one 

for him to light, and he passed away, leaving his 

gentle, loving wife and daughter to face the cold, 

stern world as best they might. Jessie’s mother was 

a true-hearted woman, quiet and graceful, but not 

possessing much force of character, and that weak¬ 

ened by the ill health that characterizes American 

women, so that on Jessie herself had devolved most 

of the duties which their necessities required to be 

performed. The little home where they lived was 

theirs, and that was nil. Ho Jessie betook herself to 

the school room, as most Yankee girls do under like 

circumstances; and there, by hard toil, such as is 

every teacher’s lot, earned her daily bread. Of late 

her pen had added to her resources, and this brings 

us back to the pr , v- time, and to Mr. Will Ray¬ 
mond. There was hi. inexpressible charm to Lint in 

Jessie’s quiet, graceful manner, and her sensible 

conversation contrasted favorably with the fashiona¬ 

ble nonsense which he was accustomed to hear from 

the Dps of fashionable young ladles who sought the 

light of his smiles, and he determined to pursue the 

acquaintance thus commenced. This was not diffi¬ 

cult; an excuse was easily found for another call, 

and after that, the p'easant evenings of spring and 

Bummer often found him at the little brown cottage, 

with a new book or magazine, or the latest piece of 

iuusie, for Jessie. 

As for Jessie, she kept her own counsel concern¬ 
ing the state of her mind on the subject, and we shall 
not betray her. Will certainly could make himself 
very agreeable when lie chose; and eighteen and 
twenty-two arc very dangerous ages for two young 
pehple who are much in each other's society, if there 
is the slightest degree of congeniality between them. 

It was not long before Will could not disguise the 

fact from himself that it was more than friendship 

which he felt for Jessie, and that life’s path would 

be a dark one to him without her presence. It was 

one of those delicious summer evenings, when the 

air was heavy with the rich perfume of a thousand 

flowers, and all the wandering breezes seemed to lie 

asleep while the stars looked down from out the far- 

off heaven with calm and holy glances,— a night 

which made one think of what Paradise must have 

been in those fair days when the world was young. 

Will and Jessie had sat in tho vine - wreathed 

piazza, watching the sun as it sank to its rest in a 

blaze of glory, and then the purple twilight as it 

came over the earth and deepened into night, while 

the bright stars caine out one by one. They had 

been discussing various topics, but now sat in silence 

in the gathering gloom,— a silence that was more 

expressive than words, and Jessie’s cheek bore a 

deeper flush, if one could have seen it, as Will 
changed his seat for one nearer to her, and in a few 

low. earnest words, such as those always are that f 

come from the heart, he told her of his love, and 

awaited her reply. 

She sat for a few moments in silence, and then 

spoke in the same firm, clear tones that always 

characterized her. 

“ I will not deny that what you have just said finds 
a response in my own heart, and yet, Will, 1 can¬ 

not return your love now,” 
“And why?” said he, earnestly. 

“This is why," was her answer:—“You are a man, 

and have a man’s work to do iu this world, where 

there is so much to he done, hut have you accom¬ 

plished that which yon might with the talents (loo 

has given you? Have you improved as you should 

that glorious birthright which is yours, — every 

man’s?’ 
There was a flush,—it might have been of anger,— 

on Will’s brow, as be interrupted her. 

“Yon are unjust to me, Jessie.” 
“No, not unjust,—I should he no friend of yours 

did I not speak so to you. No man can win my 

heart wholly who is not a true, earnest worker, doing 

that which he may to further the cause of human 

rights, aud taking an active part in the great battle 

of life. Do this, Will, and you have the power to 

do it nobly, and then, if your heart has not changed, 

come to me again as you came to-night, and 1 will 

not say you ‘no.’ ” 

Will made no answer, and she arose and placing 
her small, white hand on his shoulder, said, “You 
are angry with me now, perhaps, but think of what I 

have said, and remember that it was true friendship 

that dictated it. 

Will’s only reply was a low, “Good night, Jessie,” 
and he was gone. Jessi k stood listening to the sound 

of hiB retreating footsteps till she could distinguish 

them no longer, and there was something very much 

like a tear in her eye, as she entered the house, though 

she was conscious that she had done no more than 

her duty. Meanwhile Will’s thoughts were not of 

a very pleasant character. At first he was angry, but 

anger soon gave way to other feelings. He saw, as 

he had never done before, bow he had wasted the 

yearB of his youth thus far, and with the thought 

came earnest resolutions for the future. 

A few days after, Jessie received a note from him, 

which ran thus: 

O A 
PVTHK AMERICAN WATCH COMPANY, nf Waltham. 

Mass., beg to calL the attention of the public to the following 

emphatic recommendation of Waltham Watches, by the leading 
practical Watchmakers and Jewelers throughout the United 
State*. The entire lint of signature* to It is quite too long for 
publication iu one advertisement; but the names presented 
will be Yocoguized by tho.*' acquainted with the Trade as being 
In the highest degree respectable and nflnential. At their 

establishments may always be found tho genuine Watches of 
the Company's manufacture, In great variety. 

Signatures front many cities and towns not fully represented 
in this list will appear in a future advertisement. 

“Yon were right, Jessie, and I was wrong. My 
life, has been worse than wasted, but it shall not be so 
In the future. I shall leave here in a few days for the 
' far west,’ and when I have made myself more worthy 
of you, you shall see me again, and not till then. 

Will.” 

And so she saw him no more. Hig was a changed 

life, and those who had know the idle Willis Ray¬ 

mond, of former days, would bardly have recognized 

him in tbe energetic, hard working lawyer of the 

present. It is true, his path was not an easy one to 

follow, and he had many a temptation to fall back, 

but he persevered. 

Three years from that? time saw him the Prosecu¬ 

ting Attorney of the flourishing little western city 

which he called hia home, and none had brighter 

prospects for the future than he. It was not long 

from this time before be returned to his former 

residence and paid a visit to tbe little brown cottage, 

and this time Jessie did not say “no.” 

There was a happy party gathered together on a 

pleasant autumn evening in Jessie’s home, when 

she made her appearance in white satin, lace, and 

other bridal paraphernalia, while Will figured as a 
most contented looking bridegroom. Cousin Minnie 

was there, too, with her old saucy smile on her lips, 

attended by her own “bigger half,” a grave and 

sedate M. D. 

Once during the evening, as she came upon Will 
seated in a corner quietly talking with Jessie, she 
gave him a quizzical look, and said, 

“Well, Will, you do look a6 if there was such a 
thing as love in these degenerate days, after all.” 

“ Yes, Minnie, put me down as a convert to your 
creed. There is some romance left in the world yet, 
und love has a power in the affairs of men,— for it has 
changed the current of my life.” 

“ There was need enough of a reformation, wasn’t 

there? ” replied she. “ But who would have thought 

to have seen your neck in the noose matrimonial?” 

“ Well, cousin, 1 can only say as did Benedick of 
old, ‘When I said 1 would die a bachelor, 1 did not 

think 1 should live till I were married.’” 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

BIOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA 

I am composed of 19 letters. 

My 11, 3, 8, 19 was an eminent English judge. 

My 12, 3, 7, 7, 14 was an Italian poet. 

My 3, 8, 17, 18, 4 was a gallant. United States officer. 

My I, 3, 2, 19, 4, 11, 18, 6, 16 was the inventor of the Ther¬ 

mometer. 

My 10, IS, 7, 7, 4. 19, 2 was an eminent Herman philologist. 

My 16, 7, 7, 9, 3, 4 was an ancient OiOlfc poet. 

My H. 19, 18 was a distinguished American general. 

My 6, 3, 4, 4, 9, 4, 10 was an eminent English statesman. 

My 10, 3, 7, 6, 15, 6, 10, 4, 19 was an eminent English lawyer 

and Judge. 

My whole was the name of a distinguished American patriot. 

Glendale, Ohio, 1861. Jkb. M. Cochran. 

55?” Answer in two weeks. 

A 

For Moores Rural New-Yorker. 

QUEER CHARADE. 

Mr best is a kind of garden fruit 

My second is a part of the human body. 

My third is a large body of water. 

My fourth is principally raised in China. 

My fifth is an interjection 

My sixth is the plural of 1*- 

My seventh is myself. 

My eighth means forever. 

My ninth is a meiasure of cloth. 

My whole is illustrated. 

Rockford, Ill., 1861. 

Answer in two weeks. 

E. W. Hicks. 

A 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

RIDDLE. 

What force or strength cannot get through, 

I with a gentle touch can do; 

And many in the street would stand. 

Were I not as a friend at hand. 

Palermo, N. Y., 180L Willie Bartlbtt. 

jyjf” Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ARITHMETICAL PROBLEM. 

TO THE PUBLIC. 
Tin: undersigned, practical Watchmakers and dealers in 

Watche*, having bought and sold American Watches for a 
number of yea™ part, and having dealt in all kinds of foreign 

Watches for a much longer period of time, bog to state that 
they have never dealt In Watche* which, as a class, or in indi¬ 
vidual instances, have been mure satisfactory to themselves or 
customers, whether in respect of durability, beauty of finish, 

mathematically correct proportions, accurate compensation 
and adjustment, or of fine lime-keeping rcmtUt, than those 
manufactured by tbe Waltham Company 

Required, the greatest number of trees that can be placed 

on a piece of land eleven rods square, the trees being in di» 

tance one rod apart each way, allowing no space for the size 

of the trees. 

Panama, N. Y., 1861. Francis. 

JtJF"’ Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c„ IN No. 590. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Stand by the Constitu¬ 

tion and the Laws. 

Answer to the Diamond Cross Puzzle:—He moved the 

transverse piece one diamond further up, then removed one 

diamond from each end of the transverse section. 

Answer to Puzzle of the Stars: 

Good-tempered friends, here nine stars see, 

Ten rows there are, in each row three. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
THE LARGEST CIRCULATED 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY WEEKLY, 
IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY 

BY D. D, T. MOOSE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Terms in Advance: 

Subscription — Two Dollars a Year. To Clubs and 

Agents as followsThree Copies one year, for $5; Six, and 

one free to club agent, for $10; Ten, and one tree, lor $15; 
Fifteen, and one Tree, for $21 : Twenty, and one free, for $25; 
and anT greater unml er at same rate — only $1.25 per copy, 
with an extra free copy for every Ten Subscribers over Twenty 
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and making sacrifices to feed the hungry and clothe 

the naked. 
The season being so backward, it will be necessary 

to put in crops with the greatest vigor, but it is not 
necessary that it should be done in a hurried and 
careless manner. In fact, haste at planting time, 
more than at any other, makes waste. Put in 
everything, then, a little belter than usual. Do all 
that your experience teaches you is necessary to 
produce a good crop, and even a little more that 
your good judgment and observation indicates will 
favorably affect the result. A handful of well rotted 
manure in the hill, — not thrown down in a pile, but 
mixed nicely with the soil,— will show itself all 
through the season, and particularly at harvest. 
This will take extra labor, and make planting slow, 
ami at first it will seem tedious, but when you get 
through you will hive the satisfaction of knowing 
that your work is well done, that you deserve, and 
with the smiles of Providence, will receive a boun- 

f / 

tiful harvest. Don't be sparing of Beech Put in 
Entered according to act of Congress. In 1tho year M61, by plenty s0 that if a portion docs not germinate, the 

DDT Mnoiuv, iu the Office of the Clone of tho District r . 
Court tor the Northern District of New York. good will be sufficient for a crop. It is better to thin 
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£-y Our only object in copyrighting this paper is to secure 
what every honorable journalist will freely giant,—proper 

credit for articles selected from its pages. Any and every 
journal is at liberty, and invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each original article or illustmtion to Rural JUtVb 1 t/rker. 

MM 
MAY WEATHER AND WORK. 

Thk present seftRon thus far has been unusually q 
unfavorable for farm work. Although we have not t 
had, perhaps, more than onr ordinary share of rain, v 
it has fallen late in the season, while occasional snow a 
storms and hard night frosts have kept the ground £ 
wet, soft, and entirely unfit for working, especially ( 
on heavy and low land. Even now, (May 16th,) we , 
find the soil in many places more unfit for culture 
than it was a month ago. Prof/Dewey, who for . 
many years has kept onr readers well 11.formed of ( 
the freaks of the weather, furnishes us with the fol- ( 
lowing interesting facte: ; 

‘‘This iB the coldest firBt half of May in 24 years, \ 

and even in 28 years, except that of 1841, when this ] 
mean was 43.8°. For this year the average is 45.4', j 
while that of 24 years is 63.7' , making this half 8.3° , 
below the average. Last year, 1860, this half was | 
61.8‘-’, which is 16.4 above that of this May so far. - 

“ As the temperature of March was about the mean, 
and that of April 2' above the aveiage, the blossoms 
of soft maple, common elm, liverwort and trailing 
arbutus appeared near the usual time in April. The 
soft maple put forth leaves the last of April, as well 
as In 1860. Forsythia, full iu bloom last year on 
April 28, was at least ten or twelve days later in my 
yard this year; so was the liBping of lilac and horse 
chestnut. Vegetation was rapid the last week of 
April, but greatly checked by the snow ami cold rain 
of the early part of May. Iudeed, the mean heat of 
April was very nearly as great as that of the first half 
of May. So that the season is now later than usual. 

“My Isabella grapes showed small leaves May 0th 
last year, but the buds have not yet opened; and so 
also the Frost grape in my yard. Last year the Hard 
Maple flowered and leafed near together, May 7th and 
9th; this May, some Hard Maples, that bore flowers 
last year, have just fully leaved out, and not blos¬ 
somed, while some with blossoms just put out, are 
now also sending forth leaves a day or two later. 
The cold weather of the first week killed most of the 
fruit of the Soft Maple, and all of the fruit of the 
Silver-leafed Maple (Acer Uasycarpum,) has fallen dead 

to the ground. 
“ After the snow and rain of the first three days of 

May, we had frost on the 4th; a warm abundant rain 
on the 6tb, with quite a gale at 10 P. M., and heavy 
all night; more rain on the 14th and 15th, and con¬ 
siderable wind. Though cool, the fortnight has been 
pleasant, and much clear, or little cloudy weather/’ 

Wheat, and all winter grain, as well as fruit, have 
suffered by the sudden ebauges and occasional sever¬ 
ity of the past winter, but more particularly, we 
think, from late hard Jrosfs. More mischief, no 
doubt, was done in March than at any previous time. 
This is the case in our own grounds, and as far as 
our observation extends. It is perhaps too early to 
estimate the loss to onr winter crops, bat in this sec¬ 
tion, and in many others, it will found quite 
Berions. This unfortunately occurs at a time when 
we shall need a full harvest to supply the wants of 
the country, and at a time, too, when it will be diffi¬ 
cult to procure the help necessary to make up the 
Iosh by the cultarc of a larger breadth of spring crops. 

We believe we were the first to urge upon farmers 
the importance of extraordinary exertions to grow a 
large amount of produce, to prevent want and suffer¬ 
ing in the present crisis of our country. Nearly all 
the agricultural and political papers, we are glad to 
see, are now giving similar advice. Borne patriotic 
person at the East has issued a circular, which he is 
circulating among the producers of the country at, 

out every hill of corn, than to have here and there a 
vacant space, and occasionally a hill with a single 
plant. One potato in each hill, and these three and 
a half feet apart, will not produce a large crop. 
Although hand-labor is scarce and dear, if we wished 
to produce a premium crop, we would cultivate but 
one way with a horse, putting the rows as near 
together as the use of the cultivator would allow, and 
the sets from fifteen to twenty inches apart in 
the rows, according to the growth of top. Fifteen 
inches is far enough for varieties with short haulms. 
This system requires a good deal of work with the 
hoe, hut whoever tries it, with a good soil, a good 
variety of potatoes, and a little manure in the rows 
as a coaxer, will not regret having adopted it, when 
at digging time they see almost every foot of ground 
covered with fine tubers, and the pickers working 
hard to keep up. 

If you have an acre, or a half, or even a quarter, 
a |it“e better deeper, richer, more mellow ,and 
cleaner than any oteer portion of your farm, devote 
tliis to roots,— carrots, parsnips, beets, ruta baga or 
kohl-rabi, one or all. If well cared for, they will be 
found of more value for feeding than double the 
product of the same quantity of land on any other 
portion of your farm. For tho culture of roots it is 
necessary to have the ground in proper condition, to 
keep the weeds destroyed as fast as they appear, and 
the soil mellow. If the weeds once get the upper 
hand, weeding is difficult and discouraging, and the 

crop iB about half ruined. 

Fig. 2. 

F.QUKSTHI ANISM FOR LADIES — CORRECT AND INCORRECT POSITIONS. 

CARROTS-THEIR VALUE. 

On few subjects is there such a difference of opin¬ 
ion as upon the value of carrots for feeding. Indeed, 
some of the notions held must be very wide oi the 
truth, for one •farmer thinks them of very little 
account in feeding—in fact, about worthless—while 
others value them highly. One says they are very 
good for medicine, but useless as food, while his 
neighbor considers them food, drink, and medicine 
combined. It does seem to mo that we should come 
nearer together than this; for ir one is correct, th- 
other must be entertaining some very foolish notions. 
Perhaps both are wrong, and the truth lies between, 
if bo, it is best that we should find it out. Every 
time a few farmers meet, whether on the road, or at 
each other’s houses, this question is discussed, and 
it seems to me we are getting no nearer the truth by 

all this talk. 
A few years ago, keepers of horses in the cities 

paid a high price for carrots, and considered them 
exceedingly valuable, particularly in the spring of 
year, when horses needed something fresh and juicy; 
but Borne of late have become satisfied that it is not 
good economy, and will not buy, except at a very 
low rate; while others, if they could not get them 
without, would be willing to pay the old price, and 
even higher. Farmers, therefore, hardly know what 
to do, for the carrot crop requires a good deal of 
labor, and if it is about worthless, it is hardly wise 
to spend onr valuable time in weeding carrot fields. 
Then, if well cared for, they yield a most abundant 
crop, and if as valuable as a good many suppose, we 
could do nothing better with our time anil land. 

I have been led to believe carrots are excellent 
f„r milch cows, and have used them for this purpose 
iu a small way; but one of my neighbors, who has 
had a good deal more experience, informs me that 
he is fully satisfied that carrots do not increase the 
flow of milk, but rather the reverse, and has dis¬ 
carded their use iu favor of ruta-hagaa. There are 
doubtless others who have taken just the opposite 
course, and are fully satisfied that they are right. 
All this difference of opinion goes to show that we 
need more light on the subject— that we need some 
facts as a basis — a solid foundation — from which 
we can reason to correct conclusions. 

According to the analyses of Johnston and other 
celebrated chemists, it would appear that carrots 
contaio very little muscle or fat-producing elements; 

substitute for grass, and an excellent alterative for 
horBcs out of condition. To Hick and idle horses they 
render grain unnecessary. They are beneficial in 
all chronic diseases connected with breathing, and 
have a marked influence on chronic cough und 
broken wind. They are serviceable in diseases or 
the skin; and, in combination with oats, restore a 
worn horse much sooner then oats alone.” 

Let those who are u' us the truth on this 
troublesome question. b. 
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FEMALE EQUESTRIANISM. 

In the last Rural wo left the horse prepared for 

an equestrian expedition, and his fair rider ready to 

assume the “ reins of government.” It is very neces¬ 

sary that she “should have a policy” in directing 

her steed, hence we give some general rules to guide 

her movements if she would avoid the fate of Oarrik 

Stanley, so graphically delineated on our last page. 

Mounting.— Although too many cooks are said to 
spoil tho broth, we consider too assistants hotter than 
one, when a lady is obtaining her scat, —one to hold 
the horse, tho other to render her any assistance 
which may be required. HKittenT has given some 
valuable hints upon this point, and we quote: — 
“ Having taken the reins and whip in the right hand, 
she will stand with her face towards tho horse’s head, 
and with her right hand on tho left pommel of the 
saddle. In the left hand she will hold her skirt, in 
snob a manner as to enable her to raise it dear of the 
ground. The gentleman will stand, facing her, and 
opposite to the horse’B shoulder, with his left hand 
holding by his mane; this steadies the horse when 
the lady springs. The gentleman will now stoop and 
take the lady’s left foot, which has been raised fifteen 
inches from the ground, iu his right hand, clasping 

Fig. 1 represents the proper position, the figure 
being erect, directly over the horse’s spine, the 
shoulders at an equal height, and tho elbows near tho 
sides. Fig. 2 shows a more common faulty position, 
the weight of the body being placed far to tho left, 
and supported by the horn. This position is taken 
from a fear of falling to the right, and is most dis¬ 
tressing to the horse, while it makes the lady look as 
though hung on a peg at his side. In figure 3, tho> 
last described ungraceful position Is attempted to bo 
avoided by a lady who takes her seat In the proper 
place on the suddle, and at that point, Her courage 
failing her, bends her shoulders far to the left, by 
a combination of curves more remarkable thau 

beautiful. 
Tho spine should be perpendicular over a line run¬ 

ning lengthwise through the center of the saddle, 
and the right leg, by which tho weight should bo 
mainly supported, should He as far from the right as 
the construction of tho saddle will allow. The right 
leg, from the knee down, should lie close to tho sad¬ 
dle, rather than be pressed hard against it. Care 
should be taken to keep the foot turned to the right; 
otherwise the lady can have no firm hold, and it will 
break one of the most graceful lines of her (lowing 

skirt. 
It is also important that tho stirrup be not too 

short. It should be of such a length as to raise the 
left thigh lightly against the leapiug-horn, while tho 
heel is very slightly depressed below the level of tho 
ball of the foot. The leg can then be either borne 
hard against the horn, or lowered slightly away from 

it at pleasure. 

APPLICATION OF GUANO. 

well-brairded; and also to grass or meadow land. 
In these cases, the application should he made in 
mild or warm weather, during, or immediately on 
the approach of rain, so that the more soluble and 
volatilo portions may be arrested and washed into 
the soil; In these latte^ cases it will be also necessary 
to mix the guano with the above proportions of salt, 

ashes, or dry peat mold. 

A DAY AMONG THE BUTTER-MAKERS. 

Butter-making has been reduced to a science, and 
a good butter-maker is an invaluable acquisition to 
society. Make the tour of Orange, Ulster, Orecne, 
Delaware, and other counties, where the climate, soil 
and cool; streams of water contribute so generously 
the materials needed In manufactlng butter, and you 
will sec at a glauec that the sweetest grasses, tho 
softest springs, the purest atmosphere, and the 
utmost pains arc indispensable in producing this 

delicate luxury. 
Not long ago, it was my good fortune to meet with 

a gentleman who was formerly a New York mer¬ 
chant. Having acquired a comfortable independence 
in the great commercial metropolis, he retired to the 
old homestead among the bills of Delaware county, 
intending to devote (he remainder of liis life to the 
education of liis children aud keep alool from the 
cares and responsibilities of active business; hut His 
sanguine temperament and his commercial Habits 
and the temptations to trade, led him by degrees into 
the butter business, and at the time I saw him he was 
one of the “heaviest” butter buyers on the con¬ 
tinent. His teams were constantly on tho move at 
all seasons of the year, and farmers daily (locked to 
his depot from every point of the compass. His 
purchases were so enormous and his judgment and 
taste so accurate, that he controlled the market; 

inches from the ground, iu his right hand, clasping The following from the Irish Agricultural Gazette purchases were so enormous and his ju 

it firmlv under the instep The skirt having been gives the mode of applying guano, common in that taste so accurate, that he controlled the market, 

“ "jf ’ the fio. ?, ,u» tow*!. JL the ..try. On .hi, we h»ve m.»y inquiries in,lend hi, reputa.inn a, the prince „ better denier, 

lady places her left hand on the gentleman’s right which we can only answer briefly by advising that it extends to-day to all tho principal cities in this 

boulto givinV.lpring u, rtndglL the loft knee, be in all cn«, weli pnlverlned. well mined with the. eon.tr,, and hi, on .. I. « pood a. 

During this Jrila tlm gentleman will simply keep soil, and so placed, if possible, that it will not come tho autograph of Asroa upon a bank note. 

his hand still supporting the lady’s weight, but not in contact with tho seed. A small particle of fresh Well, tins gentleman, whose enterprise is only eur- 

w^n guano, if it touches a root, wi.l “burn” it like fire passed by his «d 

he iiuiv lift her to the required height, but without If the quantity is large, it will destroy the root and the writer to go with him on a visit to some A the 

fryingtopusho!r«TteL idle. She will the plant We did a good deal of mischief with famous butter farms within the nohnn «fins ride 

find her neat more easily without such assistance, guano in learning its proper mode of application, [for he inspects personally every dairy and tastes 

which would Often tend to throw her over the horse, About three hundred pounds per acre we have found carefully every firkin that he buys. ] It was a dreary 

his hand still, supporting the laity’s weight, but not 
raising her until the knee is fairly straightened, when 
he may lift her to the required height, but without 
trying to push her over on to the saddle. She will 
find her seat more easily without such assistance, 
which would often tend to throw her over the horse, 
rather than on his back. Being seated, with her 
right hand still on the pommel, the lady will, with 
her left hand, adjust the folds of her skirt. 8he will 
theu remove her bund from the pommel, aud place 
her right knee over it; when the gentleman will 
place her foot in the stirrup, and then aid her in 
taking proper hold of the reins and whip. When 

the beBt quantity. It must he remembered that an 
Irish acre contains 7840 yards — about an acre and 

two-thirds English. 
Peruvian Guano is generally applied alone, at the 

rate of about 6 cwt. per Irish acre for green crops, 
such as turnips, mangels, parsnips, potatoes, and 
carrots, but is better when applied in half that quail- 

taniug uviw —     —— r „ „ 

this is accomplished, the attendant at the horse’s tity, In addition to half the usual quantity of farm- 
head steps out of the way, and the lady assumes the yard manure; at the same time, it would He well to 
control.” mix guano with twice or thrice its hulk of eom- 

Dismounting.—When proper care is exercised, a mon salt, ashes, or fine, dry turi-mold, to render it 
lady may dismount with perfect ease. An exuber- easy of distribution, and to preserve, or fix, the 
ance of spirit often prompts a female to Bpring from ammonia. These compounds should be thoroughly 
her horse without assistance, but where her skirts incorporated, and passed through a fine riddle to 
are long, and she i9 unaccustomed to tho exercise, separate the lumps, which should then he broken to 
she should never make the attempt. When her powder, and added to the mixture. The usual modes 
attendant has taken a position in front of the horse, of application arc —first, to strew it along the back 
and secured him, by releasing her hold upon the of tho furrow when the drill or ridge is hall tormei, 
bridle and stirrup, and lifting her right limb over or drill it in on top of the drill when fully formed, 

his own expense, urging farmers to prepare to supply aud yet Stewart, in his stable economy, says: “Not 

the demand which will be created for food by the 
“waste of war.” All this may he thought unneces¬ 
sary by some, but it can do no harm, and will be 
very likely to result in good, in directing the atten¬ 
tion, which has of late become somewhat distracted, 
to the practical work of the farm, and in teaching us 
that we can show our patriotism by working hard, 

only do carrots give strength and endurance to sound 
horses, but also give recovery and health to snch as 
are sick. There is nothing better, perhaps nothing 
so good. When first given, they are strictly diuretic 
and laxative, but as the horses become accustomed to 
them, these effects cease to be produced. They also 
improve the state of the skin. They form a good 

head steps out of the way, and the lady assumes the 

control.” 
Dismounting.—When proper care is exercised, a 

lady may dismount with perfect ease. An exuber¬ 
ance of spirit often prompts a female to Bpring from 
her horse without assistance, but where her skirts 
are long, and she is unaccustomed to tho exercise, 
she should never make the attempt. When her 
attendant has taken a position in front of the horse, 
and secured him, by releasing her hold upon the 
bridle and stirrup, and lifting her right limb over 
the pommel, which she grasps with her right hand, 
placing her left on the shoulder or in the hand of 
her companion, she may alight readily, easily, and 

in safety. 
Position.—When a woman lias acquired sufficient 

confidence to feel that she can manage her horse, the 
most important features in her education still to be 
attained are correct positions while in the saddle, 
and an independence of tho reins for the security of 
her seat We give a series of engravings, from 
Hints to Horse-Keepers, to show the difference be¬ 
tween good and bad positions in the side-saddle. 

rainy afternoon, and the rough roads were almost 
untravelable, but a smart team and skillful driver 
hurried us on rapidly over the road that looked like a 
brown ribbon unwinding from the hills. We passed 
farm after farm, owned and occupied by Scotchmen 
arid Americans, with here and there a Dutch and 
Irish settler, i found that my friend gave a cold 
shoulder to small dairies — that he knew perfectly 
well the butter character of each farmer. This one 
was noted for skill and neatness, and always com¬ 
manded the highest market price; that one was so-so 
and slovenly, and he gave him a broad margin. 
Every where he was a welcome guest, and his visit 
was an epoch in the quiet life of the peaceful and in¬ 
dustrious dairymen. Small speculators stood a poor 
chance on his circuit, because he always paid the 
best price and his word was a bond. 

I noticed that the best butter-makers had from 
twenty to forty cows, and from one hundred to two 

allowing two inches of cover over it, bo that it may hundred ucres of land; that the Agricultural publi- 

not come in coutact with the seed, otherwise the 

latter would be destroyed; or, second, to spread it 
broadcast over the land, after it has been pulverised 
and prepared for drilling, and mix it with the surface 
with the grasB harrow'. In terming the drills, the 
surface mixed with the guano will be brought 
together in the center of the drill, and he so equally 
distributed through the soil as to be available to the 
roots of the plant in every direction. In the propor¬ 
tion of 1 to 2 cwt. per Irish acre, it is an admirable 
application to wheat, oats, or barley, after they are 

cations were patronized by them, and the pages did 
not long remain uncut and unread, and that the 
valuable hint* derived from such sources were turned 
to the best account. Various kinds of power were 
employed in making the butter; here, ft sheep or a 
dog or a pig turned the wheel that stirred up the 
cream; here, a long wire reached its attenuated arm 
to tho brook which, like a maiden singing at the 
cottage door, turned the crank while shouting the 

song of labor. 
All butter-makers, and some butter-eaters, know 
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clear this land for $25 per acre. But most of us 

believe that, with the proper appliances, it can be 

done for much less. 

The writer admits that “this region has the advant¬ 

age of a healthy climate, and near proximity to New 

(York, which is easily accessible by the Long Island 

Railroad " — two very important points, in our judg¬ 

ment. And if (as we claim,) we have, besides, as 

good land as any part of Long Island, the purest and 

best water, and that when our land ia cleared, it is 

much easier cultivated than In many other parts of 

the country, we certainly have advantages possessed 

by few farming districts with which we are 
acquainted. 

Mr. Editor, we are not “ land speculatormost 

of ua having no land to sell; but we intend pur¬ 

chasing more as soon as our means will admit. Yet 

we are “interested parties'' amd do feel an interest in i 

our neighborhood, and desire to see this wilderness, 

which has been so long under the ban of an ignorant 

or foolish prejudice, under cultivation by an intelli¬ 

gent, industrious population, and we believe it will 

be as remunerative as in any other part of the 

country. 

And now, Mr. Editor, in conclusion, allow us to 

cordially invite any persons desirous of locating in a 

perfectly healthy location, where cheap land, with 

superior facilities for a cheap transportation to the 

best market in the world, can be bad on easy terms, 

to come and see for themselves. 

F. M. A. Wicks, P. M. and Co. Treas., 

Aaron Stone, Henry Miller, 

B. H. Lewis, T. C. Lei.and, 

E. A. Bitnce, Afourths Stimson, 

Thomas E. Bridger, Stephen Taylor, 

Hyman Skaver, Btkphkn .Sharp, 

Charles G. Miller, William Stimson, 

William Metcalf. 

Thompson Station, Suffolk Co., L. I., 1861. 

that butler exists in the form of minute globules, 

inclosed in membraneous sacs. Each globule is a 

ball of butter in a perfect state, sailing in its sac 

through the milk, or rising in cream to the surface. 

The process of churning tears open the sacks, and 

permits the halls to escape and adhere in a mass. 

In removing these coverings, particular pains should 

be taken to prevent the grinding, or crushing, or 

bursting of these globules. Butter is often injured 

by being worked too much, because the natural but¬ 

ter globes nrc crushed and mashed by the process. 

Those who raise a tempest in a churn, in order to 

make the butter come quickly, will make grease in¬ 

stead of butter—while those who wear oil' the cover¬ 

ing from the butter globes by gentle friction in their 

native element, without pressing or hurling them 

against hard substances, will find their labors re¬ 

warded with butter in a perfect state. I shall not in 

this paper assume the province of determining bow 

this can be done. It can be done. It should be 

done. It is done by the host butter-makers. No 

luxury on our tables is so sensitive as butter. Its 

color, taste and quality are more or less controlled 

by the uature of the grasses with which the cows are 

fed. If the dairy happens to be near the stable, the 

butter will smell of the stable. If it lie stored in the 

vicinity of unpleasant orders, it catches them. If 

packed in firkins of soft wood, it absorbs the smell 

and taste of the wood. The great butter-buyer to 

whom I have alluded, employs a small army of int-n 

queen cages are easily and readily made, and at a 

small cost, not to exceed three to five cents apiece. 

They are many times fonnd to he of much service 

to the bee-keeper, aside from being valuable in in¬ 

troducing queens. There are many ways to con¬ 

struct these queen cages, but the one given will be 

found to answer every purpose. 

Middleport, Niag. Co., N. Y. M. M. Baldridge. 

1Laiuer- 8,1 should be thoroughly 
removed from its surface, and no other material than 

lampblack should ever be mixed with oil where it is 

necessary to blacken the leather. Shoe blacking is 

sometimes used, and always with injurious effects; it 

Irequently contains sulphuric acid, which, when 

brought in contact with leather, rapidly destroys it. 

When the leather is very dry, as with boots and 

shoes, the injury from this canse is not so great. 

Vegetable oils should never be applied to harness of 

any kind, for after a while they harden the leather 

and destroy its usefulness. Leather curtains should 

never he varnished, but always kept perfectly pliant 

by very moderate and frequent application of the oils 
we have named.” 

Gob Menl for Cows. 

R. P. Bingham, of Ellsworth, Ohio, writes to the 

Ohio Fanner of an experiment made in feeding a 

meal of corn, oats, and rye, in comparison with coin 

and cob meal, to dairy cows. He fed of the first, six 

centsr worth per day to a cow for a week — she gave 

158 Its. of milk, making 6? lbs. of butter. He then 

fed six cents’ worth of cob meal per day, for a week 

— she gave 157$ Jhs. of milk, making 7 ft.s. 7 oz. of 

butter. He then tried the cob meal scalded, for a 

week — the cow gave 15GJ lbs. of milk, yielding r, lbs. 

6 oz. of butter. The weather was very cold; mer¬ 

cury below zero several times durino- the trial 

The Weather has at last moderated, and is becoming,ea 

mwble. Up to Monday, the 20th, however, "Winter 

lingered in the lap of Spring, and comparatively little plow¬ 

ing or sowing had been done in Western New York. But if 

the present favorable weather continue?, much urgent farm 

work will he performed during this week, though we doubt 

whether over one-fourth of the spring sowing and planting 

wll he completed. There is so much important work to be 

done in a brief period, that, extra efforts and care are neces¬ 

sary. The “home guard ” must therefore try to accomplish 

more, and do it better, than usual, to make amends for the 

backwardness of the season and lack of those laborers who 
have left the farm for the ^tented field.1T 

Straw Bee-Hiven. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Having observed 

in your paper of February 2d an article upon the sub¬ 

ject of the superiority of straw over all other material 

for the construction of bee-hives, I was induced to 

visit a gentleman of this town who has recently con¬ 

structed etraw hives upon a novel, and to me an 

entire new plan. As a patent has been applied for 

the improvement, it would be ungenerous in ine to 

enter into details as to the plan. Suffice it to say 

that this new <tyle of hive ia mainly made of straw, 

and eminently combines all the essential qualities 

for coolness in summer and wannness in winter._a 

desideratum sought by every intelli'gont apiarian. It 

is capable of free ventilation, and when well put 

together cannot fail to be durable. 

This new style of hire can he made of any size and 

shape to suit the fancy; even the bars, or the movable 

cotnb frames, can be used, if desirable. The straw 

The Farmer and the W 

Brow.v, of the Nrv> Engla 

article, <-- -• - 

sentiments. Much that he i 

t> at New England; this for 
Use all the 

Under this beading, Gov. 

turner, gives an excellent 
comprising practical suggestions, as well as patriotic 

Much that ho says is adapted to other meridians 

,-,• example:—1“ Our advice is this. 

manure you can possibly press into service- pre¬ 
pare it from every source; purchase it, if possible, even at a 

high rate; use it liberally, especially on the crop; cultivate 

with care through the season, never allowing a weed to grow 

among the crops, and the result will be a harvest more valua¬ 

ble m every way than one obtained from a large breadth of 

and badly managed. On rich river bottoms, or in the West 

where fair crops may be obtained without manure, the 

expanding policy may answer, but it will prove disastrous in 

New England. All you can produce will ccrUiulybe needed 

even if the war should be closed in three months. There is 

no need of alarm on the part of the farmer. No evil be¬ 

comes so general and destructive as to leave no compensa¬ 

tion behind. The withdrawal of 60,000 men from the labor 
of the Held—men who must still i,» <v.a_in _.,_ 

WOOL AND WOOL GROWING, 

bee moth. In this hive now under contemplation, 

if firmly put together, the moth would find no 

greater, if as great security, as in the plain board 

hive. There can probably be no hive so constructed 

as to completely prevent the depredations of moths. 

But let it be remembered that these pests never make 

much progress with strong, vigorous swarms, and 

that only the weakest arc objects of attack. Conse¬ 

quently any thing that can be done to strengthen a 

swarm, goes to prevent the progress of moths, and 

to promote the multiplying of a colony. [This iS 

true, but we should do nothing to furnish a hiding 
place for their enemies.— Kn.] 

Straw is a ready absorbent of moisture, and an ex¬ 

cellent non-conductor of heat; consequently warmth, 

generated by bees in a hive, will not escape, nor will 

excessive outside beat of summer penetrate within. 

Let it be observed that the greatest losses incident 

to bee-keepers, arise from combs contracting damp¬ 

ness in winter and freezing, and from these circum¬ 

stances, becoming moldy and unfit for the hatching 

and maturing of young brood, which frequently pre¬ 

vents a swarm from sending forth a new colony at 

all, and in the end, rot and destruction ensue. 
Manlius, N. Y., May, 1861. J. v. H. C. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—I have been a reader 

of your paper for several years, and found it very 

valuable as to the subject of sheep raising and the 

wool market. Indeed, I was first induced to take it 

from a selfish motive, us I could not obtain the mar¬ 

ket price of wool in my New York papers. Iu look¬ 

ing at the N. Y. Times to-day, I can find no wool 

market. The wool buyers hero tell us how low they 

can buy their wool in Michigan. I have to refer 

them to the Rural, and say to them that you are 

posted on the wool market, and they say no more. 

I am sorry that the Wool Grower has been given up, 

as it was very useful to those of us that are engaged 
in sheep raising. 

In a late Rural, E. Palmer, writing from Minne¬ 

sota, asks if it will do to keep sheep on land worth 

75 cents per acre. 1 can answer und say, it will do 

to keep sheep on land worth $100 per acre better 

than any other stock or raising grain. In Dutchess 

county we have but one drawback, not wolves, but 

dogs ten times more destructive. We can guard 

against wolves, but not dogs, for they come in open 

daylight. Now, friend Moore, you can do some¬ 

thing for u». With your influence we can get a 

dairying ox a Small SoALE.-The following statement is 

sent us by Mr. David Bixut, of Fredericktown, Knox Co. 

Ohio;—"From the 1st of December, I860, to the 1st of May' 

.61, I have eold 204 lbs. of butler from five common native 

cows be-ifies supplying my family (of four grown persons) 

with butter and cream, which we used plentifully. We also 

fed two pigs with sour milk, which sold this spring for $10 

more than 1 pa,d for them in the fall, and two calves that are 

worth ?5 each. The butter and cream used, I estimate equal 

to three lbs. per week of butter, making 63 lbs for 21 weeks; 

total, 357 lbs.; sold at 15 cents, $53.55; pigs and calves, $20- 

tn all. $73 55. Three of my cows were farrow, one of which 

had given milk a little over a year at the commencement of 

my account; two had calves last spring, and two in October- 

one went dry lo February, so that I milked but four from 

that time They were fed with corn stalks at night and 

stabled—fed with a patent pall full of slops, made by thicken¬ 

ing the slops of the kitchen with wheat bran and corn and 

oat» chopped, aud hay in the morning, and run to a stack of 
straw through the daj.” 

Jh me ittiKAL oi the llih ult., we gave an engra- 

ving of the Italian bee,—sent us by a gentleman of 

New York interested in bee culture,—a worker, but 

it was wrongly named, and figures as a queen. In 

comparing our engraving with the liviug Italian 

workers, we find it at fault in several particulars. 

Bla^k Hawk Horses.—In a late number of Porter's Spirit 

Mr. .Fas. D, Ladd, of Ohio, (good authority,) gives the fol¬ 

lowing interesting statistics relative to the Black Hawk branch 

or the Morgan Horse family:-" Black Hawk earned as a foal 

getter for D. A: E. Htu, $60,000; they and others sold out of 

Addison county alone for a number of years from $20,000 to 

$30,000 worth of his colts annually. A great many stallions 

of his get have been sold at frum 2 to 6 years old, for from 

$1,500 to $2,000; some at from $3,000 to $4,000; some at 

$5,000 to $6,000. The owners of Ethan Allen refused $20,000 

for him Of Tart trotters he got Etbau Allen, Lancet, Know 

Nothing, Black Ralph, Lady Lawrence, Belle of Saratoga, 

Black Hawk Maid, Tieooderoga, Sherman Black Hawk, Stock- 

bridge Chief, and many more. His stock hare taken the 

first honors at the Vermont and Massachusetts Fairs for 

years, with scarcely a single exception. At United StateH 

Pairs, Rthao Allen has taken a first premium, Ticonderoga 

one, and Stock bridge Chier two. Ethan Allen has always 

when shown for them, taken the first at Springfield, Mass.; 
last fall he took the first at St. Louis, and Stockbridg* mice 

the first at Nashville. His colts have taken all the first pre¬ 

miums at Ohio State Pairs, with two exceptions, as roadsters 

and a great many as horses for general purposes.” 

Straining Honey. 

Eds. Rubai, New-Yorker:—Can some of your bee-keep¬ 

ing correspondents tell me how to strain honey? I have a 

little houey every year, much of which I lose by its candying 

in the comb. As I cannot hit upen the right method of 

separating it, I will thank any one for a little light upon tho 

subject.—F. A., New Haven, Ctrnn., 1861. 

his views. The matter is certainly worth careful atten- 

tion,and we give a portion of the extraetbelow, In one 
of his numbers, says Dr. Holmes, after inculcating 
the importance of a good pedigree as being evidence 
of purity of blood, and the character of the stock 

becoming by attention to this more confirmed and 
concentrated, he remarks as follows: 

“The cows should be characterized by an aptitude 

for producing fine calves and bringing them to a full 

degree of development. They should therefore be 

good milkers, for the value of the produce will be 

very much regulated by this character. We shall 

have occasion to see subsequently that this property 
is in no degree prejudicial to afiy other desirable 

point of character. This tendency to produce milk 

not only influences the supply of food to the young 

animal after its birth, when any deficiency may be 

remedied, but it regulates the growth of the calf be¬ 

fore birth, when a substitute cannot be used, ThuB 

many of our best bred Short-horn cows produce 

calves which are very imperfectly developed and 

exceedingly weak, bo much so that many persons 

accustomed to inferior stock would consider them 

scarcely worth rearing. Tin 

ITALIAN QUEEN. 

Bee-keepers who have examined the matter, are 

becoming well convinced that the Italian bee is much 

better adapted to our country than the common 

black bee, being more hardy and every way more 

profitable. 

The following article is timely, and important to 

all who design to change their stocks by the intro¬ 

duction of Italiau queens: 

Italian Queens—How to Introduce into Native 

Colonies.—As many are designing to procure queens 

of the Italian race the present season, the following 

directions, showing the process of safely introducing 

them into native colonies, will probably be both 

timely and acceptable. 

1st Remove tho queen from the native colony. 

2d, Eight days thereafter take out the frames of 

combs, and remove therefrom every royal cell. 3d. 

Coniine the Italian queen in a “queen cage.” 4th. 

Place the cage with the queen in the top of the hive, 

parallel with and between two frames of combs cov¬ 

ered with bees. 5th. Let the queen thus remain 

thirty-six hours. Gth. Now open the cage and thus 

release the queen; she will almost invariably be 

kindly received by the native bees,—that is, when 

tin- foregoing directions are strictly adhered to. 

The following are some of the why* and where¬ 

fores of the foregoing: 1st. Either the native or 

Italian queen can very readily be found in hives 

provided with. Mr. Lanusthotii’s movable-eomb 

frames. 2d. All the royal cells will bo sealml, or 

nearly ready to be sealed, by the eighth day after the 

removal of the native queen, therefore they can 

easily be found, and removed or destroyed. 3d. 

Hay Required to Keep h JIor*c« 

A correspondent of the Wisconsin Farmer, who 

has given careful attentio%|p the subject, says that 

five pounds of bay at a feed, of fifteen pounds per day, 

with twelve quarts of oatmeal, or its equivalent in 

shorts, will keep a good sized horse in fine condi¬ 

tion l'or all road or farm work, and is amply sufficient. 

Some will keep on considerably less. 
Tiik Girls Growing Corn.—“One who Loves her Coun¬ 

try ” appeals to the young ladies of Maine (through the Me. 

Farmer,J “not to be idle white their fathers, brothers, and 

lovers, are away fighting for a liberty which all would rather 

die than lose.'’ She calls upon every youDg lady in the State 

to go for the corn pledge—asking those who live iu cities to 

plaut and tend not less than three hills of com, and those in 

the country twelve hills— arguing that in this way “went 

may he kept from our doors, though the - wrath of war ’ 

clouds the land yet many dreary years.' This ib patriotic 

advice, and if heeded, will largely increase the aggregate 

lield of au important staple Let the young ladies of other 

States emulate the example —many in the West will do for 

more, Au exchange contains this item from an Illinois girl: 

“Help l# scarce here. Last week F- and I dropped nine 

acres of corn in a day and a half. It made us some lame, but 

what of that? I shall do it again when needed.” Surely, 

the 11 War for the Lniou ” must terminate successfully when 

the women exhibit such love of country. 

Burley for Fork Fluking. 

At a Farmers’ Club in Illinois, reported in the 

Farmer's Advocate, inquiry wag made lor experience 

in feeding barley to hogs. One member had fed it, 

hut without comparison with corn, as to value. “ It 

made the best sweet meat, and free from the oiliness 

so common to corn-fed pork.” Another thought bar¬ 

ley double the value of corn for fattening purposes. 

The inquirer said his attention was called to it by the 

great success of an eastern farmer in fattening pigs 

on ground barley and milk, getting three hundred 

pounds dressed weight, at nine months old. 

s is maiuly referable to 
the supply of nourishment given to the cair being so 

small, for the subsequent supply of milk c learly indi¬ 

cates how limited had been the supply given to the 

foetus. This neglect of the milking disposition is a 

great evil at the present day, and our best breeds are 

suffering, aud will continue to suffer from it until 

more attention is given to this point in the awards at 

the National Exhibitions. Here it should be made a 

leading point of merit, and this would stimulate 

breeders to give more attention to it. 

LONG ISLAND LANDS.— ONCE MORE 

Relieving Choked Cattle. 

A Portland correspondent of the New England 

Farmer gives the following easy aud simple remedy. 

If any of our readers have occasion to try it, will 

they please write us the result:—“The instant a 

creature becomes choked, no matter what with, the 

throat becomes dry, and the jonger the substance 

remains, the dryer the throat. The following is a 

sure remedy. Take some oil, no matter what kind, 

and hold the creature's head up and turn down about 

one gill of oil, and then let go of the head, and the 

creature will heave it out in two seconds? 1 have 

tried it for years, and never knew it to fail.” 

Edr. Rural New-Yorker:—We, the undersigned, 

residents of and near Thompson and Suffolk Stations, 

ou the line of the Loug Island Railroad, aud upon 

the new or wild lands heretofore commonly denomi¬ 

nated the “ Plains or Barrens of Long Island,” 

have seen an article which appeared in tho Rural 

New-Yorker of the 12th of Januaiy lust, pur¬ 

porting to have been written from this county, 

attempting to describe these landB. their cultivation, 

productions, Ac. Said article we deem to he un¬ 

true, unfair, and unjust, and calculated to mislead 

those who might be disposed to come and examine 

these lands. Its statements as to the culturo 

and crops upon those wc have cleared, and upon 

which we reside, are “wholly false,” as wc have yet 

tu see tho first instance wrhere intelligent jwactical 

effort has been made in their cultivation that the 

parties have not been amply remunerated. We have 

many ol ns succeeded in raising good crops of grain, 

hay, vegetables, and fruits of all kinds, not excepting 

grapes, i which the writer of the article alluded to 

IfnQUims and German Agricultural .Society—«i An important agricul¬ 

tural movement liar recently taken place in Germany, In the 

formation of a National Agricultural Society, after the plan 

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England. This is a 

project which has long been iu contemplation, enlisting the 

support of the leading agriculturists of Austria. Bavaria, 

Hanover, Saxony, Prussia, and of the other German nation¬ 

alities. Among the means which it proposes to make use of 

for the attainment of its object—the improvement of German 

husbandry —are the publication of a journal or periodical; 

holding successfully in the larger cities of the German Con¬ 

federation exhibitions, or shows of agricultural stock, pro¬ 

duce. and machinery; offering of prizes for scientific, or 

technical works relating to agriculture, and discussions on 

special agricultural topics at the extraordinary meetings of 

the Society. Germany has thus followed the lead of England 

in this most important matter.” 

Wakts on Cows' Teats.— I would like to know of some 
mode to eradicate these nuisances.—J. A. P., Cayuga Co., N. 

Washing in alum water is strongly recommended. Another 

remedy is composed of equal parts of neat’s foot oil, beef’s 

gall, spirits of turpentine, and old brandy—shake well before 

using, and apply once each day. 

GRUBS in Cattle.—Will you, or some of your readers, 
throw light on the onuses, origin, and cure of grubs iu cattle 
and oblige—J. G., Columbus, N y , 1601. 1 

lonards the latter part of summer, or in earlv autumn, 

cattle nre much annoyed by the stings of au insect, com¬ 

monly known as the Gad Fly, which is aeekiog a place to 

deposit its eggs. The location generally chosen is on the 

back of the animal near the spiue This is pierced, the egg 

laid, and in a short time a little tumor is produced, which is 

tho residence of the Jarva. In Hie following June or July, 

it emerges, soon assumes the chrysalis form, remains there a 

few weeks, and then comes forth a perfect fly, The modes 

by which it is destroyed are various — some pour a corrosive 

To Keep Butler Swm, 

Dr. Epson Smith contributes to the American 

Agriculturist the following directions for preserving 

butter in good condition for any length of time; In 

May or Jane, when butter is plenty, work it tho¬ 

roughly two or three times, and add to the last work¬ 

ing nearly one grain of saltpeter and a teaspoonfnl 

of pulverized loaf sugar to each pound of butter. 

Pack it tightly in stone jars to within two inches of 

the top, and fill the remaiuing space with strong 

brine. Cover the jars tightly, and bury them in the 

cellar bottom, where the butter will be kept unhurt 
for a long time. 

through the wire screen or gauze. She will thus be 

attended to for any reasonable length of time. The 

writer has kept them ou hand iu this way three or 

four weeks at a time, hut care must he taken in cool 

weather to keep the cage far enough below the tops 

of the frames, that the bees will not be induced or 

obliged to abandon it, aud consequently the queen, 

which might result in her being chilled or starved. 

5th. She and the colony by this time will become 

scented alike, also alike acquainted: hence now is 

the proper time for her release, tith. It is not neces¬ 

sary to disturb the cage, but simply open it carefully, 

that the queen may make her exit at pleasure. When 

convenient, at some future time, the cage, if desired, 
may be taken out. 

There are other modes of safely introducing the 

Italian queens to native colonies, but the one given 

is probably the best yet devised for the majority of 

such apiarians as have had but little or no experience 
in this matter. 

A queen cage is made thus: Take a piece of wire 

gauze two inches long, 12 meshes to the inch, and form 

it into a tube, having an aperture of about five- 

eighths of an inch. It should be about two aud a 

half inches wide. Either edge may be lapped over 

the other so as to form the size of the aperture uiven. 

Carcasses of Diseased Animals—Caution.—People who 

have occasion to skin or dissect animals that have died of 

disease, cannot be too cautious, as deaths frequently occur 

in consequence of accidental wounds from knives used in the 

operation. A Salem (O ) paper thus mentions an accident of 

this nature:—" One day last week, while Rouert Tolkrton 

was skinning a cow that had died from some disease, hecutbis 

wrist badly, and in so doing he poisoned himself by getting 

some of the blood of the animal in the cut. Mr. Tolkrton 

is in a very critical condition, and but little hope is enter¬ 

tained of hi= recovery Persons should be very careful when 

they are skinning dead animals, that they do not cut them¬ 

selves with the knife they have been using for that purpose, 
as it will doubtless result fatally.” 

Cough in Horses.— Will the Rural inform me as to a 
remedy Tor a cough in horses? A valuable colt has been 
niuch troubled, and I have gone through inv lists of curatives 
without effect —H. G. K., Kent Co., Mich., 1861. 

In the treatmentof simple colds, a few warm mashes, warm 

clothing, and a warm stable, are generally all that is neces¬ 

sary. Sometimes a little relaxing physic may be given to 

advantage. Dadd recommends four ounces each of slippery 

eim, Indian turnip, elecampane, skunk cabbage, and caraway 

seeds — all powdered, Dose, half an ounce twice a day, in 

gruel. While administering medicine, the horse should be 

deprived of water, and be made to drink of slippery elm or 

flaxseed tea. Where the cough has become chronu\ a blister 

extending from the root of one ear to that of the other, taking 

in the whole channel, and reaching ax or eight incheB down 

the windpipe, ha* often been tried with good effect. Feeding 

has much influence upon a chronic cough. Too much dry 

feed increases it, and one of the best things that can he used 

as a portion of the animal's daily fodder are carrots. The 

authority before quoted says “for an old chronic cough that 

seems likely to wear the animal out, and also the patience of 

its owner, depending perhaps on some organic change, or 

irritable state of the respiratory surfaces, me counter irrita¬ 

tion, and give a dose of the following, night and mornin?: 

Equal parts of pleurisy root, licorice, lobelia, sulphur, sassa¬ 

fras, and bloodroot—all powdered. Dose, one ounce, night 

and morning, for the first two days; then omit the morning 

dose. To be mixed with the food.” 

Minor Rural Items.—The Orleans Co. Ae. Society an¬ 

nounces that its fourth Annual Exhibition of Horses will be 

held inAlbion, June 14th and I5th.-Hon. T C. Peters, of 

Darien, baa thoroughly tested two of Alden’s Horse Hoes, and 

fully endorses Mr. Todd’s commendation, given ia our last 

number.-Mr. H. B. Hart, of Rush, has just shown us two 

monster eggs, laid by a Poland goose- Each weighs 12 

ounces; one of them is full 12 inches in circumference 

(measured the long way,) and the other only a fraction less. 



considered, to plant cuttings. If it is delayed until 

late, the warm weather starts the leaves before suffi¬ 

cient roots are formed to Btipply the demand they 

make for sustenance, and the cutting dries aud per¬ 

ishes. Those who grow only a few cuttings could 

shade them, or spread sawdust about them, to pre¬ 

serve an even temperature. 

Cuttings mado iu the fall may be buried out of 

doors in a pit where the water will not stand. A 

mound of earth should be made over the pit to throw 

off the water. Particular attention should be given 

to cuttings after planting, to keep tho weeds de¬ 

stroyed and the ground iu a mellow condition. 

of silica in the juices r.r the plants; anti this appears the 

more certain from the fact that at whatever stage of their 

development the flowers nre gathered, they are still •ever¬ 

lasting,’ and resist all change after the little sup that remains 

in the stem attached is exhausted. Although these plants 

are many of them natives of warm climates, yet they are 

easily cultivated in this country, and most of them wilt 

thrive in the open air and flower profusely. 

" A quiet trade in these imperishable flowers already exists. 

On the continent, as well as in this country, wreaths are 

made of the small yellow variety ( Gnaphclium armarium,) 

and are sold iu large quantities for adorning the graves and 

monuments of the departed. Tho railings which surround 

tho column of Napoleon, iu the Place Vendoine. at Paris, are 

literally covered with these wreaths, producing a singular 

effect. In Germany, bushels and bouquets of everlastiug 

flowers aud wreaths are sold in the haaiars for decorative 

purposes; and within the lust few weeks, a quantity of these 

elegant, posies, Ac., have been imported iu this country, aud 

readily realized from Is. to 7s. fid. each, according to size and 

quality, whilst they certainly surpass, both in form and 

color, anything ever produced of an artificial kind. Mixed 

with the everlasting flowers in those German nosegays, appear 

several of tho beautiful grasses recently In highVnvor with 

horticulturists, as well as a sprinkling of flowers not nat urally 

everlasting, but which our ingenious friends profess to have 

preserved by a peculiar process. 

“ Wreaths of a yellow variety of everlasting flowers, about 

the size of a farthing, and strung together transversely, are 

worn by the natives of Sandwich islands, as u kind of head 

ornament. 

“ It only remains for us to suggest the extensive cultiva¬ 

tion of all tho varieties of everlasting flowers in this country, 

for the formation of winter decorations, and the artistic group¬ 

ing of them with grasses, Ac., would furnish another branch 

or employment to our largo surplus of female population, 

who ought to he encouraged and educated iu the manufacture 

of many little elegancies, for which wo are now entirely 

dependent upon the foreigner,'* 

I .notice that the Horticultural editor of the Rural New- 

Yorker says:—“The Delaware will grow from cuttings, and 

the reason it has not been so grown is, the wood has been 

scarce and dear, and an eye would marie as good a vine as a 

cutting with several eyes.” He is quite mistaken, if he 

intends to say that the cuttings will grow in the open ground, 

like those of other varieties. 

Last season I made a faithful trial of attempting to propa¬ 

gate cuttings of the nelaware grape vine, and utterly failed. 

I covered them two inches deep with rich mold, and never 

suffered them to get dry. A portion of them sprouted, and 

showed a leaf or two on each, just above the surface of the 

ground, hut no roots were sent forth below, and they soon 

died. 

These cuttings were merely single eyes, with about one 

inch of wood on each side. I hnve propagated other varie¬ 

ties of the grape, by laving single eyes horizontally, without 

the least difficulty, and with much less care than was be¬ 

stowed in the above case 

I also find it a much more difficult matter to obtain 

good rooted vines from Delaware layers than from other 

kinds. The trouble is, the roots are oot grown with the 

same facility and abundance that characterizes other varieties. 

In receiving a quantity of the Delaware grape vines from 

a grower of them, about a year ago, ho remarked, "I sup¬ 

pose yon know that the cuttings will not grow, unless they be 

placed in a hot bed, or forced in a hot-house.” 

The above is from the Country Gentleman, and by 

a correspondent, who is at present figuring in most of 

the Agricultural papers, attempting, we suppose, to 

enlighten the ignorant, but who himself sadly stands 

in need of a little knowledge. We repeat, what, we 

before said, that the Delaware will grow from cut¬ 

tings. This we know, as we had a. good many grown 

in that manner, and out of doors, last spring. We 

readjly admit that the Delaware will not root as 

freely as the Isabella and many other varieties, but 

we do say that the short cuttings of tho Isabella 

planted as described above, would fait in nine cases 

out of ten. Under thetmost favorable circumstances 

of soil and climate, a short cutting will root, but 

then it should never be planted two inches below the 

soil. The proper cutting for ont-doors is a long one, 

with about, fonr buds, set sloping, with one eye just, 

above the surface. The following is what Mr. Barry 

says on this subject in bis Fruit Book:—" As a gene¬ 

ral thing, cuttings should be inserted so deep that 

only two buds will be above the surface of the 

ground, and in the vine only one. If cuttings are 

long, they need not be set perpendicular, but sloping, 

so as to be within reach of beat and air. A cutting 

of a single eye of the vine with a piece of wood 

attached, muBt be entirely covered, say half an inch 

deep. But such cuttings are seldom planted, except 

in pots, in houses, or in hot-beds.” 

Wo have before furnished our readers all needed 

Information on this subject, and in answering inqui¬ 

ries of a few lines we cannot usually give full details, 

The above, with ‘some inquiries received within a 

week or two, however, shows there is still a lack of 

information, aud we republish from the Runal of 

last year. 

Since there has been a good deal of excitement on 

the grape question, and vines of some new varieties 

have been scarce and dear, onr nurserymen have 

propagated grapes in houses very rapidly. This 

process we will not at present describe. The soil 

for all cuttings should be well prepared, mellow, 

finely pulverized and moderately rich. Propagation 

by cuttings consists In causing a shoot to grow by 

detaching It from the parent tree and planting it in 

the ground, at the proper season and under favorable 

circumstances for tho development of roots. All 

fruit trees may be grown from cuttings, but only a 

very few grow with sufficient ease to make it desira¬ 

ble or profitable to propagate, them in this way. The 

gooseberry, currant, vine and quince, of our common 

fruits, are generally grown in this way. 

WINTER OF 1860-61 ON EVERGREENS CAKES AND COOKIES 

It is fortunate that we have some in this country 

•who are able and willing to bear the expense and 

labor of testing the new varieties of evergreens, to 

ascertain their hardiness and adaptation to our cli¬ 

mate. The reports of H. W. Sargent, of Woden- 

ethe, Fishkill Landing, X. Y-, are exceedingly 

valuable, and every spring the Horticultural public 

are placed under increased obligation for bis valuable 

observations. The results of his labor and devotion 

possess a practical value that we cannot too highly 

estimate. Last autumn we had the pleasure of spend¬ 

ing a few very pleasant hoars at the beautiful Woden- 

ethe, on the Hudson, and we advise all our readers 

passing that way to spend a day at Newburgh and 

Fishkill. 

It will be seen from Mr. Sargent’s report, which 

was written for the Horticulturist, that the winter 

has been quite disastrous both in this country and 

England, and this is true not only of the new ever¬ 

greens, but of many things that have befere proved 

entirely hardy. 

“Disastrous as our winters usually have been the 

past few years, yet we are not wholly alone in our 

misfortunes the past season. In England, on the 24th 

and 25th of December, the mercury fell in two 

places—at Chatteris in Cambridgeshire, and at 

Cheadle in Staffordshire — to fifteen degrees below 

zero; and even in London, aHd generally throughout 

the kingdom, to several degrees below. The result 

there upon vegetation has been more fatal than at any 

other period within the present century. The young 

shoots and spurs on peaches, apricots, nectarines, 

cherries, and even some pears, are quite destroyed, 

and even the old wood is injured. 

Evergreen Oaks. Hollies, (fifty years old,) Thilly- 

reas, tourustinus, are killed to the ground. The 

destruction has been so complete, that in highly 

ornamental grounds the exhalation from the frozen 

plants has been positively offensive. 

Various ornamental flowering shrubs, usually 

requiring the protection of a wall, have been unable 

to withstand the severity of the cold, Most of the 

Magnolias, even old and well-established plauts, have 

been killed in an eastern exposure, and in a western 

so much injured as to render their recovery hopeless. 

The newer conifers, as well as older varieties, have all 

suffered to a greater or less extent. In fact, our own 

winter, bad as it has been, has proved the safer of the 

two, and for' a much greater variety of plants. 

Although with us the mercury baa fallen as low as 

nineteen degrees below zero in this place, and in 

many parts of the country to twenty-three and even 

thirty degrees, yet I believe the only effect Las been 

to destroy the fruit buds. I do not observe here, nor 

have I heard elsewhere, of any loss of young wood. 

Could we have escaped the two excessive cold 

days in January, when tho glass ranged from nine¬ 

teen to twenty-one degrees below iu this neighbor¬ 

hood, onr winter would have been less destructive 

than usual; and though the mercury fell fonr or five 

degrees lower here than in England, yet the damage 

there was infinitely greater, adding another proof 

that the cold is not of so ranch importance as the 

condition of the plant at the time. Onr wood, from 

our warm, dry autumns, is always much better 

ripened than the English, and consequently goes 

into the winter campaign much better prepared to 

resist cold. 

This was particularly the case the past year, when, 

from the unprecedented quantity of rain and little 

sun in England, the summer’s growth was very imper¬ 

fectly ripened, and in the worst possible condition to 

endure even the ordinary frost. Thus Lilacs and 

Weigelas, which are always regarded pefectly hardy 

here, were in England very badly injured. Many 

plants growing with great vigor have been utterly 

destroyed, while the same variety of plants, when 

removed in early autumn, if ever so mncli exposed, 

have suffered comparatively little, tho supply from 

the roots having been diminished; the system was 

relieved of excessive moisture by evaporation, and in 

consequently a much better state to resist cold. 

Among the conifers, variet-es which are unques¬ 

tionably hardy, (never in this place at least having 

suffered,) have completely perished in England, such 

as PinuB Benthamiana and Pyrenaica. Even Thniop- 

sis borealis is badly injured, though with us it stands 

like our common Arbor Vito. Most of the younger 

Araucarias, Deodars, and even Cedars of Lebanon, 

are either killed or injured, while specimens of 

twenty years’ growth have comparatively escaped, 

the wood being better ripened. 

In my own neighborhood, as I have before men¬ 

tioned, the effects of the winter have been much less 

severe than usual; nearly, in fact, all the evergreens 

which I have in former years reported aB hardy, con¬ 

tinue to deserve this reputation. In addition to the 

previous list, I would add, as perfectly uninjured by 

nineteen degrees below zero, 

Picea amabilis, nobilis, grandis, and Parsonii or 

Lasciocarpa. In addition to the previously men¬ 

tioned Abies, are Taxil'olia, Jezoensis, Whitmaniana, 

and Pattonii. 

Cryjitomerla Japonica, both the common variety 

and Lobbii, seem to have become acclimatized, and 

are hardly touched. 

So, also, Ctutnmghama sinensis, which is perfectly 

green, and beginning to grow. 

Deodars, on the contrary, appear hopeless, except 
as boshes. 

Cephalotaxus, both male and female, as well as 

Thuiopsis borealis and Cupressus Lawsoniana are as 

hardy as onr common Cedars. Cupressns macro- 

carpa, GoveDiana, and Kuightii ure, however, killed 
to the ground. 

The Golden Veto seems much hardier than the 

common English (T. baccata,) though this stands 

well, and Taxus adpressa, very pretty and distinct, 

is equally as hardy as either. 

Among the Thujas (Arbor Vito,) Hoveyi, (Hovey’s,) 

cristata, (Buist's Seedling,) gigantea, glauca, and 

Craigeana are perfectly green, and have been so all 

winter; and even Podoeurpus nubigena bolds it color 

and health perfectly well. 

Wellingtesnias are somewhat browned, but wood 
and buds good. 

Among the Evergreen gains of the past yea?, I con¬ 

sider the most important, CupresBus Lawsoniana, 

laxus elegantissima, Podocarpus nubigena, Ber- 

beris Japonica, Taxus monstrosa, Taxus micro- 

phylla, rintts Jeffreys, Pinns Beadsleyi, Pinus Sa- 

biniana; and among the named Rhododendrons 

are Azureum. Sir Charles Napier, Bicolor, Gran- 

Ens. Ritual New-Yorker: — Being a reader of 

your valuable paper, and much interested iu some of 

the nice recipes I find in the “Domestic Depart¬ 

ment,” I send two or three which I know from 

experience to be good. 

Soda Pound Cake. - Four eggs; 1 cup of sugar; 

I cup of butter; 1 j of Hour; 1 teaspoonful of cream 

tartar; 4 Of sodu, dissolved in 1 tablespoon of warm 
water. 

Corn Starch Cake. — Two cups of corn starch; 

t; eggs, yolks and whites beaten separate; 1 cup of 

butter, beaten to a cream; 2 cups of sugar. Bake in 
small tins. 

Sugar Cookies.—One egg; 1J cups of powdered 

sugar; f do. of butter; 1 teaspoonful of essence of 

lemon; flour enough to roll soft. Ruth E. W. 
Dansville, N. Y., 1861. 

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS-THE BORER. 

By far the most destructive enemy to our orchards 

is the apple tree borer—for, if left to itself, it de¬ 

stroys every small tree it assails. Its ravages are 

becoming alarming all over the country. Yet a little 

knowledge and a little timely industry are sufficient 

to obviate all these ravages, and save our orchards. 

The parent of this enemy is not of itself a borer, 

but a handsome insect or bug, called Sajierda, with 

two wings concealed under scales. It is about three- 

fourths of an inch long. Its back baa a ground-color 

ol' yellowish-brown, with two small white streaks 

running its whole length parallel, except over the 

shoulder, where they diverge, and then turn again, 

and continue parallel. 

This insect comes out of the body of the apple 

tree, fifteen inches or so from the ground, about the 

15t.h or '20th of June, leaving a hole the size of a nuil 

gimlet. The insect is easily caught, for it will not fly 

till dark, when it flies about the orchards with a view 

of meeting its mate preparatory to propagation. 

This seems to be the solo design of its insect state. 

After sporting a few days, the female begins to 

deposit her eggs, which she does, not by boring, but 

by placing them in the little crevices in the cuticle, 

or outer bark of the tree, near the ground, where site 

can be screened from sight, by the grass around the 

collar of the tree. 

ft appears that all these eggs are deposited between 

the 20th of June and the 20th of July. By a dose 

and careful observation, I am confirmed in opinion 

that, from the time the egg is deposited till the insect 

coincs out, is about two years and eleven months, 

which is the length of its larva or grub state. 

At the end of the first season it. does not exceed 

one-quarter of an inch in length. During this period 

it only bores through the bark and excavates a cavity 

beneath it about the size of a three cent bit, in which 

it dcsigtis to winter. Here it curves itself forward 

and hybernates. During the next season it excavates 

a Bpacc about as large as a dollar, though irregularly 

shaped, living on tho cambium and soft surface of the 

sap wood. At the end of this season it is about half 

an inch or so long. 

On the second Spring, having acquired strength, it 

begins to bore inwardly into tho heart wood, and 

throw out its eastings, through a hole, to the ground, 

like sawdust. It is now fully at work, and grows 

rapidly. It spends the summer in boring in every 

and all directions till September, when it bores 

Gold and Silver Cake—One coffee cup of sugar; 

Id of Ilnur; tho whites of 4 eggs; I for frosting; d tea¬ 

cup of butter; d cup of milk; 1 teaspoon cream of 

tartar; d teaspoon of soda. For Gold Cake, use the 

above recipe, only use yolks. 

Sugar Cookies. —One cup of butter; 2 cups of 

sugar; 3 eggs; 5 cups of flour; 2 tablespoons of sour 

milk; a small teaspoon of saleratus. 

My Cask. Two eggs; 1 cup of sugar; d cup butter; 

2 tablespoons of bout milk; d teaspoon saloratus.— 

C. M. H., KnowlsvUle, N, V., 1861. 
Fruit Turks in Siihuuiikkies,— 1 should like to sen the 

apple and pear in more general use as ornamental plants, 

and want to know why they are not more frequently planted 

in places of moderate, or even limited extent, as suburban 

and villa residences, by intermixing them with common 

shrutibery plants. For cottage ornoes they are peculiarly 

adapted, and in the former places might ho planted to a con¬ 

siderable extent, and would add greatly to the beauty of 

residences at this season of tho year; and afford in tho 

autumn some compensation, by way of sot off, by contribu¬ 

ting a supply of fruit in places where there is generally a 

want of it. Tho great, beauty of tho bloom of Some varieties 

of apples and pears would, of themselves, entitle them to a 

place in our grounds, solely as ornamental plants; and I 

wish you could persuade nurserymen to make u selection for 

this purpose, us T Imagine many coantry gentlemen would be 

induced to purchase them for their parks and homesteads for 

this property alone, if good-sized plants could be procured; 

and that proprietors ol’ small places would be glad to intro¬ 

duce them. 1 say nothing of tho Chinese upples and pears, 

which ure just now in bloom, and worthy of all the admira¬ 

tion they cull forth; but having noticed for several seasons 

how really beautiful the bloom is of many varieties of apples, 

t venture to suggest the matter to your readers. As for the 

pear, it is, when old, one of the most picturesque trees to lie 

met with, and for parks and home grounds, Invaluable as an 

■ornamental trees, when in bloom. I strongly advise planters 

to try the neurre Ranee pear, and three or four other new 

varieties; these have line foliage and Mowers, and a strong 

habit of growth, whieh, as thoy grow old, would prove useful 

ornaments to landscape scenery. - Florist. 

Black Cake.— One lb. of Hour; ? lb. butter; 4 lb. 

sugar; 1 pint milk; small teaspoon saleratus; 4 eggs. 

Short Cake.— Five pounds flour; | lbs. sugar; 4 

lb. butter; 8 eggs; rose water and nutmeg. 

Cymbals.— Two lbs. flour; 4 lb. sugar; 4 lb. butter; 

(I eggs. 

.Jumbles.— Five lbs. of flour; 2 lbs. sugar; 1 lb. 

butter; 6 eggs. Roll them out in loaf sugar. 

Crackers. — Take four ounces of butter; I eggs; 

1 pint milk; flour as thick as possible.—M., Glendale, 

Ohio, 1861. 

Niue Cream Cake.— One cup butter; 1 of cream; 
3 of sugar; 4 of Hour; 5 eggs; 1 teaspoon soda; glass 

rose brandy. 

White Cake. — Two cups sugar; 4 cup butter; 

i{ cup sweet milk; 3 cups flour; whites of 8 eggs; 1 

teaspoon cream tartar; 4 teaspoon soda. 

Jackson Sponge Cake. — One and one-third cups 

sugar; 14 cups flour; 4 eggs; I/, teaspoons cream 

tartar; 4 teaspoon soda, dissolved in a teaspoou of 

water.—Ettkna, Peoria, N. V., 1861. 

Tomato Catsup.— To a gallon of ripe tomatoes, 

put four tftblcspoonfula of salt, four of ground black 

pepper, three tublespoonfals of ground mustard, half 

a tablespoouful of allspice, half a spoonful of cloves, 

three rod peppers, ground fine; simmer tho whole 

slowly, with a pint of vinegar, three or four hours, 

then strain through a sieve, bottle and cork light. 

The catsup should be mado In a tin, or porcelain 

utensil, and the later in the season it is made, the 

less liable it will be to spoil.— Diene, ('overt, N. Y. 

Tomatoes,— ’Flos is one of tho most healthful, as well as 

the most universally liked, of all vegetables; its healthful 

qualities do not depend on the mode of preparation for the 

table; it. may bo oaten thrice a day, cold or hot, cooked or 

raw, alone, or with salt, or pepper, or vinegar, or all together, 

to a like advantage, and to the utmost that can bo taken with 

an appetite. Us healthful quality arises from its slight 

aeidity, iu this, making it ns valuable, perhaps, as berries, 

cherries, currants, and similar articles; it is also highly 

nutritious, but its chief virtue consists in Its tendency to 

keep tho bowels free, owing to the scuds which it contains, 

they acting as mechanical irritants to tho inner routing of 

the bowels, causing them to throw out a larger amount of 

lluid matter than would otherwise have been done, to the 

effect of keeping tho mucous surface lubricated, and securing 

a greater solubility of the intestinal contents, precisely on 

the principal that figs and white mustard seeds are so fre* 

queutly efficient in removing constipation in certain forms 

of disease. The tomato season ends with the frost, If the 

vines are pulled up before tho frost cocoes, and hung up Iu a 

well-ventilated cellar, with tho tomatoes hanging to them, 

the “love apple" will continue ripening until Christmas. 

Tho cellar should not be too dry nor too warm. The knowl¬ 

edge of this may be Improved to great practical advantage for 

the benefit of many who are invalids, aud who are fond of 

the tomato, 

Thick Soled Boots vs. Consumption.—The Town 

Clerk of Newton, Massachusetts, in his report of the 

vital statistics of that town, says; “The number of 

deaths by consumption has usually been about one- 

fourth of tho whole; the past year but fourteen; a 

favorable change in the leading disease of New Eng¬ 

land. Tho favorable result of the change from thin 

to thick soles on the boots and shoes of our females 

is already visible. Should the recent fashion of thin 

soles again be. attempted, it is hoped the ladles of 

NewtOu will stand firm on their thick soles.” 

Dotted Beef. — I’ut a piece of lean beef and a 

pig’s foot in a pot of hot water, (after scalding the 

foot,) boil slowly four or live hoars, cut the meat 

from both, return the bones to the pot to boil till the 

water is well wasted, take out the bones, skim all the 

fat off- and return the meat minced tine; heat all 

together half an hour and pour into a pan, apply a 

weight as for head cheese, and you have a nice 

breakfast dish. If your beef is salt, it must be 

freshened, or more pigs’ feet added.—T. P. F., Hal- 

lowell, Me,, 1861. 

ttail's Journal of Health. 

Hknzivk for Plants.—The London Gardeners' Chronicle 

gives tho following advice respecting the destruction of 

insects on plants:—“ As our bouses and gardens are always 

more or less infested with vermin, it is satisfactory to know 

that benzine, an article become sufficiently well known as a 

dotergeut, Is uo less efficacious as an agent in insecticide. 

Ono or two drops are sufficient to asphyxiate the most 

redoubtable insect, pest, be it beetle, cockchafer, spider, slug, 

caterpillar, or other creeping thing. Eveu rats and mice 

will speedily decamp from any place sprinkled with a few 

drops of the potent benzine, A singular fact connected with 

this application of bcnz.ino is, that tho bodies of insects killed 

by it become *0 rigid that their wings, legs, Ac., will break 

rather than bend, If touched. Next day, however, when the 

benzine has evaporated, suppleness is restored.” 

Boiled Indian Pudding. -In reply to Mrs. King- 

man, Medina, N. Y., I send you my mil’s recipe for 

boiled Indian pudding, which I think can not be 

beat. Two eggs; one quart of sweet milk; j of a 

teaspoonful of saleratus. Stir in Indian meal enough 

to make a thin batter, put it into a bag made of 

thick cloth, tie light, but leave room enough for it to 

swell. Put into a pot of boiling water, boil con¬ 

stantly six hours. If it should stop boiling, fill up 

with boiling water.—Dolly CL, Marc don. A'. Y., 1861. 

A cutting is a shoot or part of a shoot, and gener¬ 

ally of one season’s growth. A foot is the proper 

length for cuttings, for ordinary out-door cnltnre, 

though under some circumstances a single eye or 

joint is used. We give an engraving, showing the 

different forms of cuttings as well as the manner of 

planting. The wood should be as stout and mature 

as possible, and should be cut close and smooth to a 

bud at both ends, as seen in figure 1. Cuttings, 

taken off’ closely to the old wood, with the base 

attached, as in figure 2, are more certain to grow 

than when cut at any point above, and in the quince 

an inch or two of the old wood left attached renders 

success more certain. The philosophy of the matter 

is that the descending wood-forming sap forces out 

roots at the lower end of the shoot, and thus the 

cutting becomes a new plant. The more buds that 

can be got around the base of a cutting the better, 

for these bud3, us soon as they become active, send 

down new matter for the formation of roots. 

Scarce varieties of grapes are propagated by eyes 

having about two inches of wood attached, as seen 

in figure 4, and success is supposed by many to be 

more certain where the joint is halved before plant¬ 

ing, as shown in figure 5. When this mode is 

adopted, it is usual to plant the eyes about half an 

inch deep in light soil in a hot bed, or in pots in a 

propagating bouse. Figure 5 should not be planted 

deep as shown in the engraving, being placed there 

to economise apace in our columns. 

Cuttings should be inserted bo deep that only two 

buds will be above the surface of the soil, and in the 

vine only one. Vine cuttings it is well to make long, 

but they need oot be set upright so as to he out of 

the reach of heat and air, but sloping, as we have 

endeavored to show in figure 3. They may be set 

much more sloping than we have been able to exhibit 

in the engraving, from lack of room. 

Cuttiugs may be made any time during the fall or 

early winter. It should always he done before the 

buds begin to swell. A soil for cuttings should be 

mellow and warm, yet sufficiently compact to retain 

moisture. Those who try to grow them iu a hard, 

baking, compact soil, or one low and wet, or dry and 

sandy, will assuredly fail. 

Very early in the spring is the best time, all things 

Weather.—To-day (May 21) iB the- first spring-like flay we 

have ha-1 for a long time. Everything has been kept hack 

by tho cold, and cherries are the only trees in flower. They 

have suffered severely, and we have reason to expect but a 

very poor crop. Last year, at the same date, onr notes say 

“lilacs in full flower— blossoms of fruit trees billing, and the 

early varieties, such as cherries, setting well, giving promise 

of great Iruitfulness.” 
Frozen Lemonade. — To 1 dozen of lemons take 

4 lbs. of loaf sugar and 2 quarts of water, make the 

lemonade, then freeze just as you would ice cream. 

Substitute for Cream in Coffee.— Beat the 

white of one egg to a froth, add to it a small lump of 

butter. Turn the coffee into It gradually, so it will 

not curdle.—A Rural Header, Palermo, N. Y, 1861. 

Fruits Rkckivkd. — From D. S. Whitlock, Brighton, N 

Y., flue specimens of Coojier's Market Apple. 

gnqttifUiss ml 

To Stop Bleeding in Grape Vinks.—How can the bleed¬ 
ing of grapevines be stopped V I mean the bleeding conse¬ 
quent upon late pruning, f have tried about everything 1 
can think of, and without success.—W. 

Have any of our readers known of serious injury lrom 

bleeding? The best way to stop bleeding that we know of is 

to put on a coating of gum shellac, dissolved iu alcohol. 

Then place over it a. little raw cotton, soaked in tho same 

material. But it is always best to prune early. 

For Cleaning White Kid (’.loves. I see that 

“ M. J. V.” wants a recipe for cleaning gloves. Take 

white castile or shaving soap, make a stiff lather, 

draw the glove over the hand, and rub the lather on 

quickly with a dean white flannel; avoid wetting the 

kid through, and rub with the flannel until dry.— 

A. P., Smi.tl\field, A'. V,, 1861. 
gtortifuUurat 

EVERLASTING FLOWERS. 

Several times, within a year or two, we have called the 

attention of our readers to the cultivation of Everlasting 

Flowers and the Ornamental Grasses, for winter bouquets. 

It may be made not only a source of pleasure in the house, 

hut a source of profit to gardeners and florists. This view, 

which we have urged upon our readers, it will be seen by the 

following, which we copy from the London Gardeners' Chron¬ 

icle, is being endorsed by its editors: 

“It is surprising that, amidnt this universal taste for 

flowers, and the enormous traffic iu the artificial, so little 

attention has been hitherto bestowed upon those flowers 

commonly known as 1 everlasting,’ and which are so well 

adapted for purposes of decoration. 

“The general idea seems to be that everlasting flowers 

are confined to that small yellow variety (Gnaphalium 

armarium,j known as ‘Immortelles,’ and occasionally dyed 

blue aud red for the sake of contrast. But the choice of 

these flowers is confined within no auch narrow limits. 

“Everlasting flower* are chiefly, if nut entirely, produced 

by plant* belonging to the natural order Asteraceo:, but, 

although approximating in form, they vary considerably as 

to size, and in color there is almost an unlimited choice. 

“ The property possessed by these flowers of resisting 

decay may be attributed to the presence of large quantities 

Lima Beans.—How can I succeed iu growing the delicious 
Lima beau ? My soil is heavy, and not one-half will come up. 
Those that some up look miserable until the weather gets 
very warm, when they take a Mtart and grow, but It i* ho late 
ill the season that few ripen, or even get lit to eat. Then 
they require such tall poles that they are much exposed to 
tho wind, and often blown down, uules* secured with great 
trouble aud care. Now, if you can tell uie how to raise this 
One bean—how to avoid all these difficulties—you will much 
oblige me, and I have no doubt hosts of others who “ know 
beaus,” but don’t know enough to raise Limas.—T. H. 

The Lima bean like* a warm, aaudy soli, and doe* not do 

well in cold, stiff ground. Wo have pursued tho following 

plan for a few yeius. Open a drill some four inches deep and 

a foot wide. In this, put about two inches of very »andy 

loam. Put the beans in this sand with the eye down, making 

two rows in the drill, the beans in the rows three inches 

apart, and the rows about eight inches. Cover with two 

inches of tho sand. They will come up well, and if the 

weather lx not too cold, mako a rapid growth, lloe well, 

and ju»t before they begin to run, stick with brush, like peas, 

about six leet high. Tli*> vines will cllug to the brash. As 

soon as the beans get to the top of the brush, pinch off the 

ends of the shoots, and do the same with all stray branches. 

This will cause the vines to grow stocky, and also to set fruit 

in large clusters from the ground to the tops, which will 

mature early. Try this plan and report the result. 

Those Muffins.— Seeing an inquiry from Lizzie, 

in a late number of the Rural, for muffins, 1 send 

you mine, which we think very good. One quart of 

sweet milk; 3 eggs; 1 tahlespoonful of butter; 4 pint 

of hop yeast; flour to make them thick enough to 

drop from the spoon.—Rena, Sherburne, N. Y, 1861. 

Drying Faint.— Will some of the readers of the 

Rural please give a recipe through its coin inns for 

a quick drying paint for kitchen floors, aud oblige 

many who cannot well vacate their moms long 

enough for the common kind used to dry properly.— 

C. L., Albion, A’. Y., 1861. 

Removing Rust from Knives.—Will some of the 

readers of this interesting paper please inform me 

how to remove spots or rust that have accumulated on 

knives and forks.— A. C, I’., Danbury, Conn., 1861. 

Removing Stains from Marble. — Will some 

writer for the “useful” Rural give its readers a 

recipe for removing spots and stains from white 

marble? — Housekeeper. 
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[Written for Moore's Rural Nevr-Yorker.] 

MOTHER’S PAPER. 

CASTLES. 

AtDKica. 

Time, that blunts the edge of things, 

Dries our tears and spoils our bliss; 

Time has brought such balm to me, 

I can bear to Bpeak of this. 

She was seven and I was nine— 

Pretty people we to plan 

Life, aurl lay it grandly out— 

She the woman, I the man! 

Sang the river on the shoals, 

Ssng the robin on the tree; 

Earth was newly made for us— 

Later Eve and Adam we. 

Lightly fell the apple blooms, 

Paved the road with red and white; 

Sunshine floated through the day, 

Silvery atoms through the night. 

Twenty years have come and gone; 

Drop the curtain, change the scene! 

Life, when one is nine years old, 

Does not say the thing It means. 

Other arms have clasped my Eve, 

Other lips have called her fair— 

Ah! but little Wind blows down 

Spring-time castles in the air! 

From this window I can Bee 

Up the road to Meadow Farm— 

That is she upon the porch 

With the baby on her arm 

“ I have always taken that paper because it was 

ray mothers favorite, and I never sec it coming into 

the houBe without thinking of her,” we heard a man 

in the prime of life say, the other day. “ Father used 

to instruct us to give her the first reading of her own 

paper, and although she would not have insisted on 

it herself, she seemed pleased at such a mark of 

respect from him. I can remember just how she 

used to look when, her daily labor done, she eat 

down to rest and enjoy her pnper. I believe it was 

seeinghowmuch enjoymentsbe found in such things 

that first made any thing of a scholar of me, and one 

of the first self-denials I ever practiced was to not 

interrupt her with needless questions while she was 

reading. As she became interested, the weary look 

Hhe usually wore would leave her face, and aa she 

resumed her work she wore a brighter, younger 

expression than usual. Tf she could only have known 

how much her quiet example would influence us all, 

how happy she would have been.” As he was speak¬ 

ing, his little girl came along and was lifted to his 

knee, while the little boy, somewhat older, ceased 

his play to listen. We could not but think what an 

example of filial affection ho was unconsciously giv¬ 

ing them. Toiling mothers, take courage; your lov¬ 

ing cares, your habits of thought, shall be a tender 

remembrance to your children while they live.” 

Geneva, Wis„ 1861. B. C. D. 

[TV tit ten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

LINES .TO “NATE.” 

BY A- H. BULLOCK. 

At every turn, on sea of life, 

A u Nate ” we surely meet; 

With some, distress and woe are rife, 

With other* bliss complete. 

Though rumi-Nate the cud will chew, 

His habits are not bad; 

Don't drink and brawl, or make ado, 

Seems thoughtful, ofttimes sad. 

Unfortu Nate all strive to shun, 

But he waylays each path; 

Of all the Nates no other one 

So many servant* hath. 

There - stag-Nate, deaf, and dumb, and blind. 

More stupid thAn a toad, 

Will paralyze one's limbs and mind 

Encountered on the road. 

Procrasti-Nate is oft embraced, 

Some long retain his hand; 

Yet speak of him as one disgraced— 

A curse to any land. 

There's fulmi-Nate, in frightful tones, 

Mankind his voice must hear 

From caverns, clouds, and papal thrones— 

Rude messenger of fear. 

AGRICULTURE AND WOMEN. 

PATRIOTISM OP THE WOMEN. 

The patriotism of the North is fully aroused. The 

storming and taking of Fort Sumter by the rebels 

united all parties and classes north of Dixie’s land, 

and our entire people are arrayed as one man against 

those who are striving to dismember the Union and 

desecrate the Constitution and Laws. While the 

Men are nobly volunteering their services or liberally 

contributing their means to prosecute the War.for 

the Union, the Women of the North are exhibiting 

their patriotism in every suitable manner. Thou¬ 

sands have freely engaged in making clothing for the 

volunteers, many have offered their services as hos¬ 

pital and army nurses, while others have entered 

upon the discussion of the great question of the day 

— using cogent and unanswerable arguments in favor 

of sustaining the Government and upholding the 

Flag of the Country at all hazards and against all 

aggressors. For example: A Virginia vicegerent of 

the Mount Vernon Association lately sent a circular 

to her associates in the Free States, inviting a Peace 

Convention of the Women to settle the National 

difficulty. To this appeal the Rhode Island vice¬ 

gerent returned a very sensible reply, demolishing 

the false assumptions oi the Virginia woman, and 

stating the case thus dearly and patriotically: 

“Dear Mn<law I hasten to reply to the communi¬ 

cation which I received from you on Saturday eve¬ 

ning, and am glad of the opportunity to correct some 

misapprehensions Into which yon have fallen as to 

the object and meaning of the present great uprising 

of the North. The question at issue is not that of 

slavery or no slavery. No one proposes to interfere 

with slavery in the States; and with regard to the 

territories, that is a question of physical geography, 

and already decided by its immutable luws. If there 

is fear of negro insurrection in any of the States, they 

have only to remain firm in their allegiance, and the 

whole power of the government is pledged for their 

protection. Rot should they withdraw themselves, 

from under the broad mgi* of the constitution, 1 do 

not see how it can bo possible for the border States 

to retain their slaves, unless they ure more loyal to 

their masters than those masters to their country. 

“The question which moves the heart of the North 

as the heart of one man, is that of government or no 

government, freedom or anarchy, loyalty to the flag 

An American gentleman who lately visited Eng¬ 

land, was struck with the interest manifested by 

ladies, including those of the highest rank, in agri¬ 

culture. One of these, the Duchess of Portland, 

exhibited perfect familiarity with the minutest details 

of farm management and work, showing her Ameri¬ 

can guest over the whole of the Duke’s large estate, 

and explaining to him the various processes and 

methods of cultivation. 

We could wish that our American ladies would 

adopt one of tlio few aristocratic tastes and habits 

which sit gracefully upon republican women, and 

which would be of equal advantage to the interests 

Of agriculture and to their own delicate physical 

organizations. A great deal of cant is uttered in 

these days about the mission of woman, but when¬ 

ever we hear an attenuated, dyspeptic female talking 

in this wise, wc feel sure that the daily handling of a 

broomstick, in a peaceable manner, or the charge of 

a kitchen garden, would soon put her upon the track 

most useful for herself and for society. When Rome 

was young and virtuous, the kitchen garden was 

always placed under the care of the mother of the 

family. In Sparta, the women, fit to be the mothers 

of heroes, cultivated the soil, while the men were 

lighting the battles of their country. Indeed, from 

I the earliest period in the annals of our race, woman 

has aided by her counsels, and sometimes by her 

labors, in bringing agriculture to a state of perfec¬ 

tion. The laws which Osiris gave to Egypt were not 

as valuable to that country as those precepts in agri¬ 

culture, those instructions in embankments, irriga¬ 

tions, and drainings, which Jsis, Ids Queen, gave to 

the Egyptians, and which enabled them to derive so 

much benefit from the deposit of the Nile. Ceres, 

deified by the Greeks, made her people acquainted 

with the use of wheat, and the mode of cultivating 

it. To the Empress of China we are indebted for the 

mulberry tree and the rearing of worms. 

Woman, of late years, has demonstrated her capa¬ 

city of shining in many spheres once considered the 

peculiar province of man. Miss llerschel has dis¬ 

covered comets; Mrs. Somerville laid open the 

mathematical structure of the universe; some have 

analyzed the chemical relations of nature in the 

laboratory, and others investigated the laws of social 

relations. With such a great amount and variety of 

power, may we not augur the most beneficial results 

to agriculture, if the W’omen of our country, by their 

In-Nate and or-Nate tread the stage, 

The first with small display; 

The last will every eye engage 

When seen aloug the way 

Sir nomi Nate, men greet his face 

With moB^extatic joy, 

And give hi« grace unwearied chase, 

With ardor Of a boy. 

Effemi-Nate, In lady's dress, 

A nymph to idolize; 

In male attire gets do caress, 

His weakness we despise. 

Old obsti-Nate, a surly dog, 

Thinks he is wondrous stout; 

When soundly thrashed he'll never jog, 

Just folds his arms and pout. 

Inordi-Nate no bounds can hold, 

Nor his ambition tame; 

He most excessive thirsts for gold. 

Has longings wild for fame. 

There’s hiber-Natn, a cosy chap, 

With jolly smiling face; 

'Twere sweet reposing on his lap— 

A snug, delightful place. 

Our frames to clothe incar-Nate deigns, 

His vesture—flesh and blood— 

With uian decays, but deathless reigns 

With Christ, the Son of God. 

Burns, N. Y,, 1801 

of our country or rebellion against it. There is no j sympathy, encouragement, and co-operation, by their 

middle course. * A conditional patriot is an uncondi¬ 

tional traitor.’ In presence of this great question, 

all party lines, all social distinctions are here obliter¬ 

ated. The Breckinridge democrat shoulders his mus¬ 

ket in the ranks side by side with the Lincoln repub¬ 

lican, and their wives and daughters sew together on 

the same clothing for the soldiers, and offer them¬ 

selves with equal readiness to serve as nurses in the 

hospitals; the millionaire and the Irish luborer drill 

together in the same oowpany with equal enthusiasm 

and devotion to their common country. There is no 

bitterness towards the South; no desire to interfere 

with its rights. It is not a war of passion, but of 

principle; an unflinching determination to support, 

not Mr. Lincoln or any other man, but the majesty of 

law, the authority of government. For this all are 

ready to shed the last drop of their blood, to spend 

the last penny of their fortunes. The fixed, resolute 

determination of the North, to which there is no 

dissenting voice, is to have a country, a government, 

at whatever cost it may be purchased. If it can be 

done only by war, then war it must be, though all 

men deprecate its coming. 

‘‘The time for peace conventions, my dear Miss 

studies and counsels, would prove themselves, as did 

the women of old, help-meets to him whom God has 

ordained to cultivate the earth?—Balt. American. 

WOMAN’S DRESS. 

A healthy dress permits every organ in the body 

to perform its functions untrammeled. The fashion¬ 

able style does not allow this free action of the vital 

parts, and licnoe the present feeble, crippled condi¬ 

tion of the women of America. This evil, together 

with other physiological errors, is doing much to 

shorten the lives of our women and compromise the 

health and lifo of the whole American race. To 

avert these sad results, and to improve the health of 

our women generally, it is proposed that the follow¬ 

ing style of dress be adopted. This dress has been 

worn by the writer nearly nine years, and she is 

happy to say that it has saved her from a consump¬ 

tive’s grave, to which she was slowly but surely 

tending. 

The waist should be several inches longer than the 

body, a little shorter than the present fashion, and 

full in froiit, that the chest may enjoy the freest 
Johnson, is past. The time for government to use I action. The bands of the skirt should be much 

the voice of authority has come. For myself, the j larger than the body, buttons to be placed on the 

first Latin I ever learned in my girlhood was, 11 Dnlce band of the inside skirt, just as they are on a gentle- 
et decorum est pro patria morithat is the lesson 

which I must teach to others now. I have a brother 

and four nephews serving to-day as volunteers. They 

go as patriots, uot as republicans, for but one of the 

live voted for Mr. Lincoln; but they are ready to give 

their lives, if uced be, to save the most benelioent 

government which the world has ever seen, from 

falling before traitor hands. 

“ 1 have worked heartily with you, my dear Madam, 

lor the lit. Vernon cause, and I do not believe that 

out labor is lost; but I cannot, join you in what you 

now propose, because I know that it woul^ be useless. 

There is not a man in Rhode Island of any shade of 

party, of any grade of culture, who would entertain 

your proposition. We have had one Peace Congress, 

and where is its President now? 

“With the fullest confidence in the power of the 

government to sustain itself even in this hour of its 

trial, and with the earnest prayer that every good 

man and true may rally to its support, I am most 
sincerely yours, _tt> 

No man or woman can appropriate beauly without 

paying for it—in endowments, in fortune, in position, 

in self-surrender, or other valuable stock; and there 

are a great many who are too poor,.too ordinary, too 

busy, too proud, to pay any of these prices for il. 

So the unbeautiful get many more lovers thun the 

beauties; only, as there are .more of them, their 

lovers are spread thinner, and do not make so much 
show. 

man’s pants for suspenders, and the same elastic 

suspenders worn, crossing behind. Make button- 

,holes iu the bands of the other skirts to correspond 

with the buttons on the inside skirt, and button on; 

thus one pair of suspenders will carry three or more 

skirts. 'This style of dress is attended by no discom¬ 

fort to the wearer, ami allows full action to every 

organ of the body. At the same it is sufficiently 

fashionable to escape observation. Of course corsets 

should never lie worn. And with the skirt supported 

as above described, there is no apology for wearing 

them. 

Whalebones have no business in a woman's dress. 

They spoil all the beauty of outline which Powers 

and other great artists have found in the natural 

woman. They interfere not less with that peculiar 

undulating action of the chest and abdomen which 

results from the normal action of the thoracic and 

abdominal Tiscera. And if the waist he short and 

loose, as advised above, there will be no need of 

whalebones to keep it down. God knew what he 

was doing when he made the human body, and made 

it just right in every way; and we cannot alter its 

shnpe without destroying its beautiful symmetry, and 

causing disease and premature death.— Lewis' New 

Gymnastics. 

In this world, it is not what we take up, but what 
we give up, that makes us rich. 

The Evening Clouds we see were made to-day— 
made of such trilles as the breaths of singing birds 
and singing flowers; the melted jewelry of the iuorn- 
iug dews, the silver night dress of the rivers and the 
voice of prayer. It is the heaped up utterance of 
yesterday. Dim, blue and beautiful, it is an enchant¬ 
ed mountain, though men have named it a cloud. 

We admire harmony and perfection in nature, or 

the arts. Though wc nro not always aware what 

attracts us—what rivets our attention—when viewing 

the beautiful and the sublime; yet when we examine 

critically, harmony, or adaptation, is never wanting, 

and it is necessary to perfection. No landscape or 

painting is pleasing without the naturalness and 

simplicity of harmony. It [is this adaptation in the 

natural world that enchants us, and its influence ex¬ 

tends over the intellectual and moral well-being of 

society. We admire no truths, unless there is pro¬ 

portionate weight and a seeming harmony; we 

love no characters composed of gross mental or 

moral incongruities. 

But, how little we consider the necessity of har¬ 

mony of character, without which there can never 

be any perfection. As soon might we expect perfect 

fruit from unpruned trees or a neglected garden, as 

from an unharmonized character or uncultivated 

mental powers. Education has much influence upon 

our social natures, and prepares us for prominent 

places and important duties. None can value too 

highly literary advantages, or the untold powers 

of the intellect. We may be talented, but if there 

is not the beauty of harmony to blend into a 

perfect whole our entire powers, we have never 

attained the greatest good of thorough intellectual 

discipline. This symmetry must be seen, and must 

be felt, or our daily experiences in social life will be 

most mortifying. Where we would find sympathy 

we are repelled,— where we would do good, there 

are insurmountable barriers,—where wc would look 

for rich fruits, lie withered hopes. We mourn over 

our sad failures, but live on in entire iguorance of 

their cause, and perhaps “die with all our imperfec¬ 

tions on our heads.” 

Again, we are slaves to habits and are bound with 

the strongest shackles of custom. All have experi¬ 

enced in some degree the evils, the regrets, that 

follow in the train of long indulged sinful passions 

and feelings. We try to overcome, to conquer our 

faults, and for a time are successful; but are over¬ 

come by new temptations, lose our self-respect, then 

sink deeper and deeper iuto the depths of sin and 

folly. If a man is ever to be pitied, it is when he is 

as a helpless child at the caprice of every wind of 

evil influence, nnsustained by firm principles,—with¬ 

out a well disciplined mind. “ Unstable as water, he 

cannot excel,” and is ofttimes overcome by the force 

of his own evil passions. At times he may be quiet, 

loving, and bis mind a “Temple of Intellect,” and 

his noble brow may be decked with wreaths of well 

earned fame; but there is no harmony of character, 

consequently no beauty or perfection. Byron was 

such a character. Much as he has been lauded,— 

much as be has suffered from his own sad and im¬ 

perfect representations of feelings,— much as his 

intellectual greatness has been, and is revered, and 

sometimes the better feelings of a crushed and de¬ 

based humanity blazing, bursting, from his bleeding 

soul, inspiring his poems,—still we look upon him as 

a moral wreck. There was no harmony of character, 

and we look in vain for perfection. His domestic 

turmoils, his warring agiinst the better feelings of 

his soul, were his ruin. The lives of many men 

afford similar and striking instances of those who 

have no harmony or perfection of character. No 

slavery can be so blighting as that which fetters the 

soul and dims our moral vision; yet imagination 

will gild over our most glaring faults. " Fancy 

paints beautiful pictures,” the poetic results of loose 

and jovial hours of pleasure, and we see “battle¬ 

ments that on their restless fronts bear stars,— illu¬ 

minations of all good,” till we are enchanted, 

bewildered, dead. 

Still, humanity has a brighter side, and there are 

many that look upon life and its duties from a better 

stand-point, and with n clearer vision. They bear 

all the burden of the present life cheerfully, persuing 

the zigzag pathway of their earthly wanderings with 

hope, with patience, with resignation. Paul fought 

the fight of faith, and won the glorious reward of 

suffering for his Master’s sake. John Milton, though 

poor, though aged, thoutrh blind, does not become 

discouraged while suffering these Btrangely combined 

afflictions. He loved to express the consolation that 

his blindness thrust him more directly on the protec¬ 

tion of Providence, and asserts “that he was fond of 

considering the darkness that veiled bis eyes as 

rather the shadow of the protecting wing of the 

Almighty, than the loss of sight.” Mrs. Hem a ns 

rose above all the grievances of social life, and the 

bitter, withering-influences that blighted her home- 

joys. She found comfort in the good, the beautiful, 

that was left her still, of life, and waited patiently for 

enduring pleasures,—for “perfect sympathy.” There 

was a harmony in these characters which must reach 

a high state of perfection in this life, and a higher 

one in the certain futurity of the blessed. “ To hear 

ia to conquer our fate.” j. 
Eden, Erie Co., N. Y„ 1801. 
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GIVE. 

Give to him that asketh thee.—Mathew—6: 42. 

Give to the needy with free hand, 

If God hath blest thy store; 

Turn not the suffering child of want 

In sternness from thy door. 

Give to the spirit, crushed with grief, 

Tby sympathizing love, 

And lot thy words of steadfast trust 

To resignation move. 

Give to the erring wanderer, 

Lost in the maze of sin, 

Thy kindly charity, if thou 

That callous heart would win. 

NO RIGHT TO BE UGLY- 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

HARMONY AND PERFECTION OF CHARACTER. 

Men or women, whatever their physical deformities 
may be, cannot be utterly ugly, except from moral 
and intellectual causes, and neither man nor woman 
baa any right to be ugly, and that if either be so, it 
is his or her fault, misdemeanor, or crime; and that 
being ugly; they cannot expect the love of their 
fellow-creatures. No man can love an ngly woman; 
no woman can love an ugly man; and if fathers and 
mothers can love an ugly child, it is a very sore 
struggle, and may be duty after all, and not love. 

To have lost, one’s nose or eye, to squint or to have 

a huncp-back, are certainly misfortunes, deteriora¬ 

tions of the beauty of the human form and impair¬ 

ments of its high ideal; but if all these calamities 

were centered in one unhappy person, they would 

not make him positively ugly, if he were wise, witty, 

amiable, benevolent, just, and generous, and passed 

his life in deeds of kindness and charity, 

Milton haB not endowed his sublime fiend with 

the horns, dragon’s tail, and other vulgar uglinesses 

of popular superstition. He was too great a poet 

and philosopher to fall into such an error. The 

physical beauty of his Satan was originally as great 

as that of the angels who had not fallen, in all out¬ 

ward attributes: but the hideousness was in the 

mind, and the mind moulded the body to its own 

character; and Satan, thongh he was, as Sydney 

Smith said, “a fine fellow” in one sense, wa*terribly 

ugly in another; sublimely horrible, and infinitely 

more fearful to think of than the grotesque compound 

of Satyr and Dragon whom we owe to the exuberant 

fancy and bad taste of the monks of the middle ages. 

A truly ugly person may have had a well developed 

nose and regular features; he may be six feet high, 

and shapely as the Apollo Belvidere, but the evil 

spirit that is in him has set the indescribable but pal¬ 

pable seal of a bad mind upon all his physical linea¬ 

ments. Ho bears the brand of criminality upon his 

forehead as Cain did, and carries a mark of the 

Divine displeasure stamped upon his face, shaded in 

his aspect, toned in his voice, telegraphed into his 

looks and gestures. By these means he ia pointed 

out to his fellow-creatures us one who sinned against 

the moral government of the universe, so that, all who 

see him may know him, and take warning by bis pun 

ishment. All that is morally good, is physically beau¬ 

tiful, all that is morally bad, is physically ugly: 

ergo, every man and woman may bo beautiful if they 

like, and no man or woman has a right to be ugly.— 

London Review. 

Again to love of virtue's ways, 

Again to worthy life, 

Would see a spirit pure and calm, 

Replace that inward strife. 

Give what thou hast, though loving words 

Be all thou ba9t to give; 

It is the Savior's great command, 

He will thy gift receive. 

Geneva, Wis., 1861. B. C. 
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ANGELS. 

INFLUENCE OF SMILES. 

A smile is indeed a thing of beauty. Whether 

living on the lips of gladsome youth, or flickering 

on the dyiug features of worn-out age, it holds its 

beauty still. Whether making loveliness yet more 

winsome, or rendering ugliness less repulsive than 

its wont, a smile yet holds its nature—jet it is beau¬ 

tiful. Magic lurks therein, and sways tho human 

heart as words never can — quickens its quiet pulse, 

or soothes and calms the hurried throb as they may 

need. And beneath the encouraging influence of 

one sweet, upholding smile, the heart itself may 

change its mood — may yield its mad intent, if uot 

cast out forever its evil promptings and its dark pro¬ 

pensities. And so may thesmiles of derision madden 

beyond what the utmost words can do, even as the 

smile of praise will spur humanity to great and noble 

deeds beyond the approach of all other promptings. 

Its silent power sinks in the heart, and heals souio 

new made thrust, as sweetly and gently as falls the 

mysterious dew from Heaven. And the smile of 

love! It beams in the mother’s eyes as she sees 

beauty iu her infant’s face, and a silent laugh of 

unknown joy from her darling babe. It plays with 

stronger and more thrilling magic on the maiden's 

lovely countenance, as her heart's idol meets her far- 

seeing eyo, and draws near to let her look of love lose 

none of its precious value in needless dlstaucebctween 

them. And with deeper, purer joy, it comes to the 

wife’s glad face when her husband’s fond gaze tells 

her how much is gained since he fust called her 

wife. Holy, beautiful indeed, is the smile of fathom¬ 

less and perfect love. Too seldom, indeed, does it 

live — too seldom lighten heavy cares and earthly 

sorrows. Too seldom does it have birth — too often 

does it soon leave life’s pathway, even if fairly born 

and dearly welcomed there. 

BUT ONE WAY. 

Nothing is lost. The whole past is engraven on 

our hearts, as on an imperishable tablet. With the 

mind beclouded as it is in this world, we may be able 

only to descry the great events; but if not in this 

world, then in another the mist will be scattered, and 

we shall be able to read our lives over again, just as 

they have been spent. There ia hut one method by 

which the painful memories of the past may be 

removed. The heart that is washed in the atoning 

blood of Christ has in His grace an antidote both for 

sin and sorrow. "The blood of Jesus Christ cleans- 

eth us from all sin.” His love sanctifies sorrow, and 

makes it and the memory of it a real blessing. The 

one who has made the Savior his trust, and who is 

seeking to live as He lived, has nothing to fear in the 

utmost activity of memory. But he who has the 

guilt of his sins resting on his own soul, has reason 

to tremble. In some dark lane of life, in some hour 

of gloom, or in the last dread conflict, his sins may 

meet him again, and overwhelm him with the recol¬ 

lection. Or, if he escape in life, memory, which has 

recorded all, will be faithful to her trust, and woe be 

to the soul that has to answer for itself in another 

world. — Observer. 

THE TWO ARCHITECTS. 

CLOSING UP. 

The close of the week—how gratefully it comes to 

toiling and weary millions! Even those who reject 

religion and its institution, acknowledge the wise, 

if not divine, ordination of the Sabbath — a day of 

rest and peace — wise, because it answers one of the 

greatest human wants, as no other device could. As 

the shadows of evening fall on Saturday night, the 

mechanic and artizan will lay down tbeir toil armor, 

and tho finger-worn needle-woman will fold up her 

work — that brings, alas! too scanty pittance — and 

homeward from every busy haunt will go the 

hosts whose hands surrounds u with the comforts 

and luxuries of life. And how quiet will become 

the great city, erst so full of the music of diverse 

yet mingling labor! The songs of the hammer and 

trowel cease, and the anthems of wheels die away 

over the deserted streets, anil solitude comes so wel¬ 

come to every better sense. Repose, so sweet after 

the week’s toil, to be uubroken for a day — repose, 
which brings reflection and meditation, culturiDg the 

mind by a review of the experiences through which 

it has passed. May they ever strengthen us all, to 

renew the bustle of life with greater earnestness, and 

with higher aims. 

“The high-priest rose up, with his brethren the priests, 

and they builded.” — Kkh. 3: 1. 

Two architects were once candidates for the 

building of a certain temple at Athens. The first 

harangued the Crowd very learnedly upon the differ¬ 

ent orders of architecture, and showed them in what 

manner the temple should be built. The other, who 

got up after him, only observed that what his brother 

had spoken he could do; and thus he at onoe gained 

the cause. Such is the difference between the specu¬ 

lative and the practical Christian. 

Prayer. — It is not the place of prayer that God 

examines; nor is it the words that God primarily 

regards; it is not the form in any sense that avails; 

it is the intense and ardent desire breathed from the 

depths of the heart into the ear of God which God 

answers exceeding abundantly above all that we can 

ask or think. 

As daylight can be seen through very small holes, 

so little things will illustrate a person’s character. 

Indeed, character consists in little acts, and honora¬ 

bly performed: daily life being the quarry from 

which we build it up, and rough-hewn stones the 

habits that form it. 

Every sinful outward word aud deed, and every 
secret thought and purpose of the mind, re-acts upon 
the mind itself and leaves its own impression there 
as upon an ineffaceable tablet. Aside from all the 
influence our sin may exert upon others, it puts 
imperishable impressions upon our own minds. 

We have always loved the angels. In the inno¬ 
cence of childhood we fell asleep, soothed by a 
mother’s sweet assurance that 

“Holy angels guard thy bed;" 

and as we grew older, we delighted to think that a 

guardian angel continually watched over us, zealous 

for our good. Even in riper years we do not discard 

the pleasant fancy, and when favored with some 

peculiar tokens of the divine favor, each one has 

“ Felt that God was smiling on my lot, 

And made the airs his angels to convey 

To every sense anil sensibility, 

The message of his favor.” 

Eagerly you listen, and almost fancy that you hear 

the rustle of angelic wings, conscious that Gon has 

fulfilled his promise and given the angels charge 
over you. 

Tn the beautiful mythology of the Arabians, it is 

said that two angels unseen attend each one of us, 

to mark our good and evil deeds. The one joyfully 

records every good act, and forthwith transmits the 

record to heaven. But the other keeps the dreadful 

day-book open till sunset, and if we repent, tlie 

record fades away and leaves a line of white across 

the page. Despite the source, we admire the idea; 

for it is no less pleasant to think that our good deeds 

are irrevocable, than to feel that wc may obtain for¬ 

giveness for others. But as no angel has power to 

forgive sin, we must reject the mythology and seek 

elsewhere to] ascertain the real mission of angels. 

Revelation tells us in language plain, “ are they not 

all ministering spirits sent forth to minister for them 

who shall be heirs of salvation?” Yes, we may dis¬ 

card fancies, and rely confidently on this blessed 

assurance. Those glorious beings, fulfilling ever the 

behests of Dicty, are engaged in a constant ministry 

of love. And for whom? “ For them who shall be 

heirs of salvation.” Have you a portion in this great 

inheritance? Havel? If so, then happy is our lot. 

However humble our station, we arc “the favored 

ones of earth.” No more will we repine at trials or 

afflictions, but will watch for the coming of the 

“ ministering spirits,” aud be thankful for the bless¬ 

ings which they bring. Are we heirs? Then our 

ladder of faith, reaching from earth to heaven, shall 

be thronged with celestial visitors, Jacob’s glorious 

vision shall be realized in our experience, every 

mountain top shall prove a Pisgali, every vale a 

Bethel. Cato. 

Angelica, N. Y-, 1861. 

A Religion that never suffices to govern a man, 
will never suffice to save him; that which does not 
sufficiently distinguish one from a wicked world, will 
never distinguish him from a perishing world.— 

Howe. 



from Turkey Point to tho Delaware river is not less, 

than thirty miles, if Turkey Point, or Worth’s 

Point, opposite, ba guarded by a small battery, (tho 

mouth of the Elk is less than three miles wide, and 

the channel within one milo of ehore,) any attempt 

that might be mado by secessionists from Baltimore 

to puss up the Elk and drain the canal would be 

effectually prevented. 

Pout Deposit, Md., is situated four miles from 

Perryville, on the same side of the river, in Cecil 

county. There is a volunteer company in the town, 

pledged, it is said, to the Union, and ready to respond 

to Gov. Hicks’ requisition, whenever it is made. 

Some of tho United States soldiers from Camp Sus¬ 

quehanna strollod beyond camp limits a few days 

since, and entering a tavern at Port Deposit, caused 

great terror among some reputed secessionists col¬ 

lected there. The United States flag has boon nailed 

to a polo by some ardent individuals in Port Deposit, 

and before the troops were quartered at l'erryville, 

they were accustomed to mount guard around it 

every night. Ferry boats that likewise act as tow 

boats, are constantly running up and down tho Sus¬ 

quehanna, between Port Deposit and Havre de draco. 

IT a vue de Grace has a population of four or live 

thousand. The Chesapeake, below Havre de Grace, 

is now dotted in every direction with Government 

transports, consisting of craft of every description,— 

tugs, sloops, Ericsson steamers, brigs, Ac. Small 

boats are hugging the shores, on the look-out for 

treason traps, and scouting parties are continually 

landing at points along the bay to discover the feel¬ 

ings and intentions of tho people. The lines of the 

camp at l’erryville extend to tho outskirts of the 

village, and to pass any sentry after dark Is impossi¬ 

ble. No man cun get into camp by night from any 

quarter. The lanes, tho fields, the dwellings, the 

bridges, arc hemmed in by guards, who form contin¬ 

uous lines within each other, so that any sentry can 

sumtnou the whole guard if necessary. Sentinels 

also pace the banks of tho river, and two howitzers 

are mounted at the ferry boats, to sink any adventur¬ 

ous rebels, or when requisite, lay under contribution 

the villages over the way. 

outlay of money to gratify his tastes or pamper his 

appetites. He feels proud, too, of his own power of 

self-restraint, and is dignified in his own eyes by Iris 

prudential self-saerilices. According to the testi¬ 

mony of managers of saving banks, a large propor¬ 

tion of those who open accounts with these excellent 

institutions, arc willing to endure severe hardships 

and privations rather than withdraw their deposits. 

Get it be understood, then, that any young man 

wlio earns his bread by the sweat of his brow — ay, 

or by the sweat of brain, and has sufficient determi¬ 

nation so to limit his wants as to save a few dollars 

for a beginning, is almost sure, by that very act, to 

lay the foundation of future comfort and competency. 

The first earnest effort to provide for y rainy day will 

naturally lead to a second, and the sequence will go 

on until the great temporal end of life, a sufficient 

provision against the exigencies of misfortune or the 

wauts of age, shall have been made. 

companies, running off to cities like Washington, by 

way of Annapolis, where no brickbats are on the 

road; but iu three or four weeks the superfluous gas 

will be gone, and Yankees will be Yankees again,’’ 

Don't Luck tuk Bt.ockaoe.—We have already an¬ 

nounced the blockade of Norfolk, Va., by the naval 

forces of the Government. T’uo following paragraph 

is from the Norfolk Herald of May 3d:—“The block¬ 

ade of our harbor includes every conceivable avenue 

of approach to it—from the broad bosomed Chesa¬ 

peake and its noble rivers to the creeks and covcb 

which form their tributaries. The Baltimore ami 

.lames River boats have been stopped, and no steamer 

is permitted to run between Norfolk and Hampton. 

As this small potato blockade will have to be main¬ 

tained chiefly by means of small boats, some plan 

might be devised, wo think, to waylay and sink them. 

Such a desperate species of warfare is truly worthy 

of the great mind which now rules the destinies and 

degrades the historic fame Of what were once the 

United States.” 

The Ilerald meets the matter with indifference, but 

the Richmond Whig1 “takes on dreadfully.” Hear 

it:—“The base wretches at Washington have dared 

to interrupt and destroy the commerce of this Com¬ 

monwealth. Vessels which the money of our people 

built—the fort, which Virginia entrusted to the com¬ 

mon agent for her defence—are employed for the en¬ 

forcement of this infamous tyranny. Jt is useless to 

investigate the legnlity or constitutionality of such 

a proceeding, Tho law and the Constitution are 

wholly disregarded by the vulgar ruffians at Wash¬ 

ington. It is enough that wo sea in it tho fiendish 

spirit which is to animate this atrocious war. it is 

enough to impel every Virginian to take the Hanni¬ 

bal ian oath of eternal and invincible hate to the whole 

Yankee race.” 

Strength and Importance ok Fortress Monroe. 

—The New Orleans Crescent admits and grieves that 

Fortress Monroe is tho key to Virginia, and that it 

cannot be taken by tho rebels. It flays:—“ If we only 

had possession of Fortress Monroe and the Rip Haps, 

our way would bo clear. But the former is one of 

(ho strongest fortifications in the country, its garri¬ 

son is two thousand four hundred and fifty men, and 

it mounts three hundred and seventy-ono guns. The 

Rip Raps, or Fort Calhoun, built out in the middle of 

Hampton Roads, directly opposite Fort Monroe, 

mounts over two hundred guns. These two fortifica¬ 

tions command Hampton Roads, and James and 

Elizabeth rivers; and Richmond, Norfolk and Peters¬ 

burg are thus locked up. They can have no access 

to tlie sea except between those two strong forts. 

Four or live hundred guns arc frowning upon the 

passage, able to sink a fleet of vessels, and both forts 

are said to be over-garrisoned. Fort Monroe is pro- 

toeted by a moat, and is situated on a spit of sand¬ 

bar at a point where Hampton Roads debouches into 

the Chesapeake Bay. It is the hardest fort on tho 

Continent to take, and we doubt if it could bo taken 

at all. We shall have to drive Old Abe and his dirty 

crow from Washington, and break up his Government, 

and thus compel him to yield tip this fortification 

apd everything else within the limits of tho Southern 

States.” 

Tun Secession Spirit in Tennessee.—'The Lou¬ 

isville Journal says:—As illustrative of the charac¬ 

ter of the ty ranny established over minis in Tennessee, 

wo nifty mention one circumstance out of tho thou¬ 

sands which the Tennessee papors would not dare 

to mention. One of tho first gentlemen of our city, 

a substantial man, whoso word none would ques¬ 

tion, was recently in that Stato on business. He 

repeated to us yesterday a conversation that lie held 

with a native Tennessean, a Union man, who depre¬ 

cated secession as a deplorable blunder and a terrible 

crime. The two gentlemon were alone in a large 

room, no other person being probably within half 

a mile of them, yet tho Tennessean lowered his voice 

almost to a whisper, as if he fancied (hat the very 

walls had ears to hear and tongue to repeat. 

“ Lately,” said lie, “ 1 thought 1 was worth eightorten 

thousand dollars; now 1 am worth nothing. I owe a 

sum of money, and I carefully laid by every dollar 

in my power for the purpose of meeting my obliga¬ 

tions and saving m.y property; but all that 1 laid by 

They have raised military 

OUTSIDE DECORATIONS, [Written for Moors's Rural New-Yorker.] 

STUDYING AT HOME. 
Nothing adds more to the good appearance of 

a farm than a little decoration in the garden and 
around the house, while all know that however good 
the house may be, or well-tilled the farm, an untidy 
garden and a few old tumble-down sheds in the yard, 
give to the whole place an untidy, slovenly aspect, that 
is exceedingly annoying to every person of good taste. 

It is very fortunate that those decorations that add 
so much of beauty to even a bumble place are not 
costly, but at the expense of a little time and inge¬ 
nuity can be bad by all. If boards cannot be ob¬ 
tained, a few sticks from the woods will answer even 

Your correspondent “ W." Bays truly that “ great 

improvements are needed among onr rural popula¬ 

tion in the education of our children.” Indeed, the 

American nation would be a more “healthy, wealthy, 

and wise” people, if all of its members were better 

trained and educated. On the other hand, farmers 

cannot, generally, send their boys to school daring 

haying and hoeing. 

Now, in this state of things, why cannot we edu¬ 

cate our boys at home? Let us all set aside, daily, 

one hour and a half in which our boys may study. 

As the mind is fresher in the morning than in the 

afternoon, the time should be taken from the forepart 

of the day. A room should be set apart for the boys 

and girls. The students should not be interrupted 

during the period just named. The first half hour 

might be spent in doing sums,— in acquiring easi¬ 

ness and rapidity in addition, subtraction, multipli¬ 

cation and division. It should not be spent in repeat¬ 

edly going over portions of the arithmetic of no 

practical use to any one. The next half bonr should 

be occupied in copying such books as Mansfield’s 

“Political Manual,” or Well’s “Familiar Science,” 

or Quaekenbos' “Natural Philosophy,” or Ware and 

Smellie’s “ Philosophy of Natural History,” or an 

English Grammar, or ft Political or Physical Geog¬ 

raphy. By this means-the students will be taught 

spelling and punctuation, and will acquire much 

exact information. The work to be copied might 

be chosen by the copyer, under the supervision of 

his or her parent. The last half hour should be spent 

in reading some interesting volume of travels, biog¬ 

raphy, or history. The book, whatever it is, should 

be read aloud by the different students successively— 

one commencing where another leaves off. 

The advantages of this plan are that it allows the 

mental training to proceed without stopping bodily 

exerti n. My father once told me that be lost his 

health by suddenly changing hia manner of life when 

he entered college. This plan would keep brothers 

and sisters at home without separating them. The 

students, too, would see that the pen and the plow 

are not enemies,--that intelligence and knowledge 

are not opposed to farming. 

Most parents might gain some hints from Herbert 

Spencer’s “ Education,” published by D. Appleton 

& Co. 

The above plan can be adopted only by those 

parents who exact a ready and willing obedience 

from their children. It is not suited to very young 

children. Nothing would discourage the students 

more than Interruption. c. 
Philadelphia. Pa., 1861. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y.. MAY 25, 1861 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS 

FACTS, SCENES, INCIDENTS, KTi 

a better purpose. In previous numbers of the Rttrai. 

we have given simple designs for Seats, Summer 

nouses, &c., and now we present our young friends 

with one for a Bump House. We hope not a few will 

employ their leisnre hours tho present summer in 

making such ornamental buildings. The Volunteer Army. 

The following list comprises tho regiments which 

have passed through New York city on their to Wash¬ 

ington and vicinity: 

Key. Wherefrom. No. 

5th......Rhode Island. 280 

7th....New York.... 991 

8th. - Mu- ach 1 .l.Ooo 

71st.....New York.1,110 

12th ...New York -.l,ooo 

Gth.New York . 1,000 

lith.... Rhode Island.  782 

0th... MnsdaohuHutta.. 365 

69th... Now York.1,100 

8th.Now York_ 1,000 

13th.....Brooklyn.  736 

26th..Albany___  700 

7th..N. Y. (recruits). 130 

1st.......Rhodo Island. 540 

5th...New York... 800 

Ellsworth's.New York.1,100 

28th ..Brooklyn. 650 

18th. ..Brooklyn .  400 

7.ouaves.....Salem, Mass. 200 

iSurguBses Corps.Albany. 110 

20th .. Ulster Oo.. 800 

;M ...tr, S. 417 
0th.Brooklyn. 425 

7th...Now York. 60 

loth.New York. 780 

2d.......Maine.....  800 

1st,.......Vermont.  1,050 

[AVritten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

MUSIC. 

music,— yes, ’tis my great delight. Good music 

seemsto carry my thoughts away,—and indeed T might 

say myself too,—far from the stern realities of life, 

and I seem to forget, for a time, that 1 am mortal, 

subject to all the ills that tiesh is heir to. In iny 

humble opinion, there is a peculiar style of music 

adapted to every frame of mind. When in health and 

happiness, how the eye will brighten, and the pulse 

quicken, at the sound of lively sweet-sounding 

music, accompanied by the human voice, or the 

soul-stirring strains of some splendid march, accom¬ 

panied by the patriotic sonnd of many drums. And, 

when a shadow of sadness, caused by ray own orother’s 

sorrows, obscures the bright star of hope for a time, 

’tis then that I love to listen to soft, mournful music, 

that seems to express my very thoughts and feelings. 

May it be mine to be cheered by such music in my 

last hours, when I shall leave this world forever. 

One of our illustrious forefathers said, “Give me 

liberty or give me death.” 1 love liberty as well as 

any one, bat next to liberty give me music, for I can¬ 

not be happy without it. I remember the advice of 

an aged lady to me when 1 was about twelve years of 

age. Thanks to kind Providence, she was not my 

mother. T was practicing in muBio all the spare hours 

that I had out of school aside from cluing tho few 

chores that my mother required of me about the 

house. One day this lady called while I was engaged 

in the pleasant occupation of learning a new sere¬ 

nade, “ Now my little girl,” said she, “let mo give 

you some good advice. Don’t be so foolish as to 

waste so much time to learn to sing and read those 

notes. What good will it ever do you? There will 

be no end on't, and it will cost all your spare shil¬ 

lings and dollars, that you will need more for some¬ 

thing else, for it is costing you something now for 

note books, and other music; besides, it will net bo 

long before you will ivant an instrument of some 

kind; then, of course, you must Have a teacher.” 1 

told her that I thought I could learn to play with tho 

aid of an instruction book, without a teacher. 

“Well, suppose yon can, you will have to practice a 

great while before you can play well, and after ail, 

what Avill it amount to? By-and-by you will get mar¬ 

ried, and you will find to your Borrow that although 

young men like to hear girls sing and play, when they 

become husbands they had rather have a wife who 

knows how to keep house,” (just as if girls could not 

learn music and housekeeping too.) “1 shall not 

allow my girls to waste their time in such nonsonse, 

hut I’ll make good housekeepers of them, which I 

think will b - more benefit to them. Your mother 

can do as she likes about your education, bnt 1 think 

music, and many other studies that are becoming 

popular in common schools, are of no use to a girl, 

unless she intends to teach, or live in a village.” 

Well, said I, it the gentlemen think less of me 

because I like music, they may marry those who will 

be better housekeepers, and I will be content, and 

have music, liberty, and happiness. A few years have 

passed away, and with them the good old lady, whom 

1 really loved, although I could not indorse all her 

sentiments. Her daughters, who are a few yearn my 

seniors, are tolerable housekeepers to be sure, but 

no happier than I, and I have heard them say 

repeatedly that they wished they understood music. 

Therefore, T any, girls and boys, one and all, let us 

improve this greatest of God's gifts, and learn all we 

can of music. Unlike our friend Plowhandlo, I have 

no desire to see my name in print, and will merely 

say that lam 

’ A Giri, who loves Music and the Rural 

Union, Mon. Co., N. Y., 1861. 

WOMAN’S EDUCATIONAL EMPIRE 

AVoman educates the heart; man educates the in¬ 

tellect; and in this fact consists the chief element of 

her superiority as an educator. The education of 

the intellect without that of the heart, may make 

demons; for the understanding, when divorced from 

tho affections, is fit only to produco such monsters. 

But woman, when properly qualified for her mission 

in the world, happily combines the heart and intel¬ 

lect, bo that neither Is trained at the expense of tho 

other, but both are educated in the most perfect uni¬ 

son. Man may educate the heart, but this is not 

ordinarily bis part as an educator. The heart is more 

especially at woman’s disposal. And no one is so 

eminently endowed by nature with all the important 

qualifications for the entire work of education, as 

woman. She teaches ns to love iyhat man teaches us 

to believe. She ingrafts upon our affections what man 

implants in our memories. She leads ns to honor 

and virtue, by inspiring in us an admiration of all 

that is good and true; be inculcates the theoretic 

principles of an honorable and virtuous life as the 

subjects of intellectual apprehension. She is the 

sunshine of the soul, comprehending both light and 

heat, to illuminate and vivify all the soul’s activities; 

he is the sunshine of the intellect, radiating splendors 

upon its researches after truth, but splendors which 

are, too often, cold and chilling as the sunshine 

of bleak and icy winter. 

Aime-Murtin, a French author, says that “out of 

sixty-nine monarchs who have worn the crown of 

France, only three have loved the people; and, 

remarkable circumstance, all three were brought up 

by their mothers.” The same remark would be sub¬ 

stantially true, no doubt, of the potentates of all 

orders; they love in proportion as they have been 

educated to low. aud it is the province of a motber’3 

influence and training, especially, to develop this 

attribute of human nature. 

“ Give us mothers who kuoiv how to educate then- 

children;” this, under the blessings of God, would, 

ere long, result iu the ushering in of a universal 

empire of intelligence, and law and righteousness, ttnd 

peace and joy. Will it uot, therefore, be our special 

care, looking forward to the world’s progress and the 

future elevutiou of the whole race of mankind, not 

only to educate carefully and thoroughly our sons for 

the spheres of life in Avliieh they may be called to 

move and act, but also onr daughters, whose sphere of 

duty and influence is even more grand and glorious, 

and involves more terrible responsibilities than that 

which Providence assigns to our sons. Woman’s 

empire is the empire which is to bless or curse man¬ 

kind in future as in past; bat if she is properly 

educated to her soi'ereign mission, her empire will 

only be a blessing, not a curse. 

Total.*..18,226 

There are now in New York the folloiving, Avhich 

have been mustered into servico and are ready to 

march: 

Key. Colonel. Men. 

1st... AV. H. Allen. 800 

2d_Tompkins.. 900 

4th....J. II. H. Ward. 800 

i Dmysa. ..  1,200 

0th .Wo. WllBOB .. 700 

7th....John E. Ueudix.      800 

9th Walter McCheanoy. 800 

14th_A. M. AVood. 900 

has been taken from me. 

companies iu my neighborhood, and, Although roy 

opinions were known, they levied uposi me, as they 

did upon others, whatever they pleased, ami I had to 

furnish the required amount or bo spotted and per¬ 

secuted, — probably driven out of the State as an 

abolitionist.” Any dozen or even half dozen seces¬ 

sionists in any part of Tennessee, can band them¬ 

selves together at pleasure, as thousands of.dozens 

and half dozens are doing, aud levy the most oppres¬ 

sive and enormous black mail for secession purposes 

upon secessionists and Union men alike, marking 

each man’s tax opposite his name upon a piece of 

paper, and then presenting the paper with the foot¬ 

pad command of stand and deliver. And from the 

authority of the relentless and remorseless robbery 

there Is no appeal; no poiver exists to which the 

sufferers can successfully turn for protection and 

redress. A giant despotism, subdivided into count¬ 

less petty despotisms, covers the land with a shadow 

deadlier to life than the shadow of Java’s poison tree. 

Total.6,90c 

The following are nearly ready, and will bo mus¬ 

tered into service iu a few days: 

Amkrson Zouaves ...      00( 

Sbcnlinn’s Volunteers.     1,651 

Constitution Guard.   90( 

Ninth Regiment.       80( 

California Regiment_     75< 

Steuben Regiment_     78( 

Excelsior Brigade.    1,40< 

Fifty fifth Regiment. . 60( 

First Regiment, Gorman RilleB___..._ 78< 

F,invent}) Regim#nt..„.    65< 

Second Regiment, Fire Zouaves.   1,00< 

Actor Regiment......_      70< 

Ramsey's Volunteeru..'........ 40i 

Second Regiment, S. L. G._ 80( 

Union Rangers....... 80< 

Uauuockburu Battalion..     201 

Elite Corps (light Infantry).     401 

First Regiment, Onion Volunteers. 35< 

Naval Brigade ...._....___1,0© 

Seventy fifth Regiment_     60' 

Montezuma Regiment.. 40 

United Turner, Rifles.._   78 

Union Volunteer Rifles..     30 

Westchester Chasseurs..      63 

Excelsior Regiment..    78 

British Volunteers. 60 

Garibaldi Guard.  78 

Points of Interest. 

The places rioted below are points of special 

interest just at the present time, and as each is 

frequently mentioned in the journals of the day, a 

brief description may prove of value: 

Pbrkyvjllk is a pretty village of some six or eight 

bouses and two hotels,— one of the latter kept by a 

Pennsylvanian,— that derives its only importance 

from being a station upon the Rusquehannft river. 

Here, for many years, passengers over the Baltimore 

Railroad, going South, have taken a ferry boat for 

Havre de Grace, and resumed the railroad at the lat¬ 

ter place. It was noted, during an unusually eold 

winter, as the eastern termini of a bridge of solid Ice, 

over which the ears ran upon a temporary track. 

The river at this place is three-quarters of a milo 

wide; aud at the distance of a mile below, the open 

bay commences. The railroad ferry house (now the 

principal barracks for the volunteers) is erected upon 

a strip or tongue of high-land that protrudes into the 

river, Avith shallow covers upon either side. 

Turkey Point, which has recently been occupied 

by a detachment of United States troops, can he dis¬ 

tinctly **en from Perryville. It is a sharp projection 

on the bay, ftbout eight miles from the former place. 

This important position is memorable fts the site of 

the lauding of the British troops under Lord Howe, 

in their march to Chadd's Ford and Philadelphia. It 

is of the highest importance in the present crisis, 

inasmuch as it will guard the exit and entrance of 

the Chesapeake to the Delaware canal. Back river, 

the stream leading to the canal, is about eight miles 

up the Elk; barges or steamers sail up the Baek river 

five miles, to Chesapeake city, where they enter the 

locks and pass through the canal proper, to Delaware 

city, sixteen miles further. The distance, therefore, 

Law of Treason.— Trmllny with :m Enemy. 

The legal rights of citizens, in time of Avar, to 

trade with an enemy, aro not very well understood in 

this country. The following extract from Kent’s 

Commentaries on the Law of Nations, will place the 

subject iu a clear light before our readers: 

One of the immediate and important consequences 
of the declaration of war, is the absolute interruption 
and mho-dictum of alt commercial correspondence, in¬ 
tercourse, and dealing between (he. subjects of the two 
countries. * * 4 The interdiction flows neces¬ 
sarily from the principle already stated, that astute 
of war puts all the members of the two nations 
respectively in hostility to each other; and to suffer 
individuals to carry on a friendly or commercial in¬ 
tercourse, while the two Governments were at war, 
would be placing the act of Government and tho acts 
of individuals in contradiction to each other. It 
would counteract the operations of war, aud throw 
obstacles in the way of tne public efforts, and lead to 
disorder, imbecility and treason. Trading supposes 
the existence of eivil contracts and a reference to 
courts of justice; urrd it is, therefore, necessarily con¬ 
tradictory to a stilt,r of war. It afford# aid to the 
enemy in an effectual manner, by enabling the mer¬ 
chants of the enemy’s country to support their Gov¬ 
ernment, and it facilitates tho means of conveying 
intelligence, and carrying on ft traitorous correspon¬ 
dence with the enemy. These considerations apply 
with peculiar force to maritime States, where the 
principle object i« to destroy the marine resources 
and commerce of the enemy, in order to force them 
to peace. It is a well settled doctrine iu the English 
courts, and with English jurist, that there cannot 

Education is an art or science which, despite the 

great improvements that have been made in it in 

modern times, is yet but in its infancy. The expe¬ 

rience of almost every day teaches us how much the 

success of any one system of education depends 

upon the character aud resolution of the instructor. 

-A Dr. Arnold can work wonders with means that 

prove utterly inadequate with weaker spiffs. We 

agree with Prof. Lilians, that in almost every case 

“ where young people are taught as they ought to be, 

they are quite as happy in school as at play; seldom 

less delighted, nay, often more, with the well directed 

L exercises of their mental energies, than with that of 

•^1 their muscular powers.” It is, however, so very 

rjj seldom that young people arc as happy in school as 

sj at play, that we are forced to believe that they are 

squally seldom taught as they ought to be. We hail, 

however, as a change not less admirable than notice- 

jg’ able, the desire, which is now bo general among 

jx7 teachers, to make the acquirement of knowledge 

itself an object of pleasure, and to conform their 

& plans and modes of teaching to juvenile opinion, 

% when reasonable.—London Critic. 

Nothing is more certain than that when a man 

begins to lay by money, the desire to accumulate 

grows with the growth*of his savings. The “neBt 

egg” is the chief difficulty. A deposit once made, 

the self-denial necessary to enable the depositor to 

add to the initial sum becomes less irksome every 

day, until at length the thrifty individual derives a 

greater pleasure from the contemplation of his 

increasing store, than ever he experienced from the 



exist, at the name time, a war for arms and a peace 
for commerce. The war puls an end at once to all 

road cars, and other vehicle*, arriving at nr leaving 
your port laden with merchandize the ultimate des- 

dealing and all communication with each other, and tinatiou of which yon have good rcanon to believe 
places tvery individual of the respective Governments, i» for any port or place under itosurreclionary control; 

frontier or that State, and the point of departure of ton States, Missouri must share the destiny of the Affairs at Wash 

the overland stages. Fort Wachitaw is on the Ca- Union. All her material interests point to this re- a TWIPrniu „ 
ington. 

vTciKtuu * Viv IK ou Hie l a- union. All ner material interests point to this re- 

manche Reserve, to the northwest of Texas, and will suit, and bo important is this regarded to the great 

as well as the Governments themselves, in a state of and if arms, munitions of war, provisions' or other afford Montgomery an excellent opportunity, backed interests of the country, that I venture the opinion 
1 . aimnllAB n rn f. . »i ti r? tiuvin re mi nV, dABiinflti/in itAn n> ill 1... . L __A!. -a . .. I I I A ii rt^ m ... 
hostility. 
* ♦ * # * * * * * * 

It follows as a necessary consequence of the doc¬ 
trine of the illegality of all Intercourse or traffic, 
without express permission, that all contracts with 
the enemy, made during war, are utterly void. The 
insurance of enemies’ property is an illegal contract, 
because it is a species of trade and intercourse with 
the enemy. The drawing of s bill of exchange by 
an alien enemy, on a subject of the adverse country, 
is an illegal and void contract, because it is a com¬ 
munication and contract. The purchase of hills of 

supplies are found having such destination, you will 
seize and detain the came, to await the proper legal 
proceedings for confiscation or forfeiture. 

In carrying out these instructions, yon will bear in 
mind that all persons or parties in armed insurrec¬ 
tion against the Union, however such persons nr 
parties may be organized or named, are engaged in 
levying war against the United Btatep; and that all 
persona furnishing to such insurgents arms, muni¬ 
tions of war, provisions or other supplies, are giving 
them aid aud comfort, and so guilty of treason within 
the terms of the second section of the third article 
of the constitution. And yon will therefore use your 

by those Indians, who all hate the Texans, to depre¬ 

date in our own State.” 

Harper’s Ferry. 

This place, already famous by the murderous 

folly of John Brown, sr., again comes into notice as 

the probable center of future important military 

operations, and the prospective scene of the first 

bloody oonflict in the gathering war. Tn point of 

population, its importance is insignificant; its loca- 

A telegram on the 18th says Major Gen. Butler 

will go this afternoon to Annapolis, where he will 

concentrate the 5th, 6th, and 8th Regiments of Mas¬ 
qat the whole power of the United States Govern- aachusetts into a brigad’e. The Boston Light Arm 
ment, !f necessary, will be exerted to maintain Mis- lery wiU form ,mrt of tbe brigade. 0en Ba«er will 

"T 1 fn'°n' T then go to Fortress Monroe, where the Massachusetts 
Speaking of Lamp Jackson, he says, the names of regiments 3d and 4th now are. The consolidation of 
H1 m fllii 1< n rv ti ro re a w/1 mo>b- Wn __ at_a _ “ J 

the enemv’s country, or the remission and deposit of tbe constitution. And yon will therefore use your tion, however, as may be seen by reference to the 
funds then-, is a dangers and illegal act; been- it “ and aVOf * P”VenKthe JL. ■ TIL! funds there, is a dangerous and illegal act; becimi"’ It 
may be cherishing the resources and relieving the 
wants of an enemy. The remission of funds in money 
or bills to the subjects of tbe enemy, is unlawful, 
77ie inhabit ion reaches to every communication, direct 
or circuitous. All endeavors at trade with the enemy, 
by the intervention of third persons, or by partner¬ 
ship, have equally failed, and tin artifice lias succeed¬ 
ed to legalize the trade, without express permission 
of tbe government. Every relaxation of the rule 
tends to corrupt the allegiance of the subject, and 
prevents the war from fulfilling Its end. * * * 
* * It is also a further conseqnenco of the Ina¬ 
bility of the subjects of the two buttes to commence 
or carry on any correspondence or business together, 
that all commercial partnerships existing between the 
subjects of the two partus, prior to the war, ure dis¬ 
solved by the mere force and act of the war itself, tho’ 
other contracts existing prior to the war are not ex¬ 
tinguished, hut the remedy is only suspended, and 
this forms the inability of an ulien enemy to sue, or 
to sustain, in the language of civilians, a persona 
standi in judiceo. 

Privateering Legalized by tlie South. 

The Congress of the Confederate States met at 

Montgomery on the 6th inst., and an act, declaring 

war against the United States Government and legal¬ 

izing piracy, was passed in secret session, but the 

injunction of secrecy was i in mediately removed, and 

the infamous document ordered to he published. We 

publish two of the sections, anu would give the en¬ 

tire act; were it not of Bueh extreme length. Section 

10, as will be observed, offers a premium of twenty 

dollaiB for each person killed on an American vessel, 

and twenty-five dollars for each prisoner delivered 

into the bands of the rebels. 

SBC. 10. That, a bounty shall hr paid by the Confeder¬ 
ate States oj Si JO for each person cm board any armed 
ship or vessel belonging to the United States, at the 
commencement of any engagement, which shall be 
burnt, sunk or destroyed by any vessel commissioned 
ah aforesaid, which shall be of equal or inferior force, 
the sumo divided as jii other cases of prize money; 
and a bounty of $26 shall be paid to the owners, officers 
and crews of the private armed vessels commissioned as 

bibited shipments, and to detect and bring to punish¬ 
ment all who are in any way concerned in furnishing 
to such insurgents any of the articles above described. 
Yon will, however, on the other hand, be careful not 
to interrupt vexatiously, or beyond necessity, by on- 
warranted or protracted detentions and examinations, 
the regular and lawful commerce nf your port.. You 
will report forthwith whether any', and If any, what, 
additional measures may be necessary in your judg¬ 
ment to carry into full effect the foregoing resolu¬ 
tions, and you will report to this department from 
time to time your action under these instructions. 

I am, very respectfully, 8, F. Chase, 

Secretary of the Treasury. 

Gov. Andrew of Massachusetts. 

A special session of the Massachusetts Legisla- 

met at Boston, on the 13th inst. In his message, 

Gov. Andrew says this is no war of sections,— no 

ivar of the North on the South,— it is waged to 

avenge no former wrongs, nor to perpetuate ancient 

griefs or memories of conflict, but it is the struggle 

of tbe people to vindicate their own rights; to retain 

and invigorate the institutions of their fathers; the 

majestic effort of the national government to vindi- 

I cate its power and execute its functions for the wel 

fare and happiness of the people. 

Jn reference to arms, the Governor says that in 

view pf the great lack of arms existing in this Com¬ 

monwealth, certain to become apparent in the event 

of a continued straggle,—a want shared by the States 

in common with each other,—under the advice, and 

map of the center States, renders it of more than 

ordinary importance at the present time. Tt is situ¬ 

ated at the confluence of the Shenandoah with the 

Potomac river, where the united streams break 

through the Blue Ridge, 100 miles north of Richmond 

and 53 miles north of Washington City, in a direct 

Davis and Beauregard mark its main avenues; that a 

body of men, organized in the interests of the Seces¬ 

sionists, have been received there, wearing the dress 

and badge distinguishing the army of the Southern 

Confederacy, and leaves the people to draw an in¬ 

ference of the character and ultimate purposes of the 

encampment. He states, however, that there were 

many good and loyal men in the camp, who were in 

no manner responsible for its treasonable character. 

In conclusion, he says:—“ Disclaiming all desire 

and intention to interfere with the perogative of the 

State of Missouri, or with tbe functions of its Execu¬ 

tive regiments into one brigade will give the Gen¬ 

eral a formidable command, and the control of offi- 

cers and men with whom he has personal acquaint¬ 

ance. An additional regiment, consisting of 1,000 

men, was thrown into Fortress Monroe on the 17th 

inBt., making a total of 3,000 at that garrison. The 

telegraph this (Monday) morning says that the gov¬ 

ernment have ordered forward with all dispatch a 

camp of from 15,000 to 20,000 men, which will be 

created outside of the Fortress, under Gen. Butler’s 
command. 

It is probable that Gen. G. B. McClellan will enter 
line. It is about 80 mileH by railroad from the Relay tive’ ?et 1 regard it my plain path of duty to express Virginia at the head of the Ohio and other Western 

House, where are stationed General Butler’s forces. 

Without the benefit of tbe Baltimore and Ohio Rail¬ 

road, the rebel forces could march on Washington in 

less time than to the Relay House. The scenery in 

to tbe people, in respectful but decided language, troops simultaneously with any movement of General 

that within the field and scope of my command, the Butler upon Norfolk. At the same time a column of 

supreme law of the land must and shall be maintained, regulars will move forward from Washington. Thus 

and no subterfuges whatever In the form of Legisla- Virginia, attacked at three or four points at once, 

tive acts or otherwise, can be permitted to possess will find her position altogether unenviable and be 

or oppress the good law-abiding people of Missouri, subjected to the necessity of keeping a sharp lookout 

I shall exert my authority to protect their persons for the Federal armies. 

and property from violation of every kind, and shall The dispatch from the South that the rebels have 

deem it my duty to suppress all unlawful combina- nearly completed arrangements for an attack on 

tions of men, whether formed under a military or- Washington is not believed. The government has, 

ganization or otherwise.” however, received such information from secret 

agents in the South, but it Is presumed that they 

Tbe Latest from 8t. Louis. have been made to believe these things by the leaders 

An official statement, published on the 17th, says to dece've their own people at home, and to draw 

the first firing at Camp Jackson, Friday evening, was tbe “Mention of the government here from points in 

some half a dozen shots fired near the head of the '’rg*n'a Washington. Gen. Scott will protect 

column. Tbe regiment was greeted by a volley of ^^^ngtoa without abandoning his plan of opera- 

the vicinity of llarpcr’B Ferry is in the highest de- tive acts or otherwise, can be permitted to possess 

gree beautiful and picturesque. It was at onetime 

called Shenandoah Falls. Its present name ib de¬ 

rived from a ferry long since established across the 

Potomac, which is now spanned by a bridge about 

800 feet In length. It is on the Baltimore and Ohio 

Railroad, and at the northern terminus of a railroad 

connecting with Winchester. The Ohio and Chesa¬ 

peake Canal also passes along on the opposite side 
of the Potomac. 

The village is irregularly built around the face of 

a hill, and lias been the center of considerable trade, 

drawn there by tbe United States armory. The vil¬ 

lage contains several manufactories nud flouring 

mills, and five or six churches. Before the destruc¬ 

tion of tbe government works at that place, by the 

United States officers in command, there were Con¬ 

stantly employed from two hundred to two hundred 

or oppress the good law-abiding people of Missouri. 

I shall exert my authority to protect their persons 

and property from violation of every kind, and shall 

deem it my duty to suppress all unlawful combina¬ 

tions of men, whether formed under a military or¬ 

ganization or otherwise.” 

Tbe Latest from St. Louis. 

aforesaid, for rack and every prisoner by them raptured necessity, remain fora considerable period inade- 
and brought into port. and delivered to an agent no- j ^ tt 
thorized to receive them, in any port of the Con- quate for lhe home demand, and I await with much thorizcu to receive them, in any port of the Con- 1 ‘ uomouu-. 
federate States; snd the Secretary of the Treasury Is interest the arrival from abroad of our importation, 
hereby authorized to pay or cause to be paid to the and I have no daabt that Congress, at its special ses- 

ss s# «!»",»•« «■* <*»»•»«■'•<■ <>»> *«?»*- 
the bounties herein provided. ment of duties thereon. 

By the following section it will seen that the gov A Coraraiflfla,y Generftl ftnd Medical Burea” * »* 

eminent of the Confederate Suites are determined to commcnd,}d’ t0 be connected with the 1 

secure their share of the plunder: troops. 
Another recommendation is the estab 

T hat five per centnm OB the net amount state encampment for military insti 
(alter deducting all charges and expenditures.) of the ,, , , J 
prize money arising from captured vessels and car- *‘Ovcrnor recommends a loan to meet 
goes, and on the net salvage of vessels and car- of the emergency, and suggests that 
goes re-captured by the private armed vessels of the partly Issuable in sums of from $60 to 
Confederate States, shall hr secured and paid over to th< ..._ii ii„<__ , 
collector or other chief efficer of the customs, at the port Sma11 Capltull8tb “aY ... the invest 
or place in the Confederate States at which such cap- The disbursements for military purp< 
tured orre-e.antured vessel nmy arrive, orto the Consul to the 13th, amount to $267,646, to w 
or other public m/ent of the Conic derate States resid- added about $100,000, to cover contract 
ing at the post, or place not within the Confederate , . . , ’ , , , 
States at which such ruptured or re-captured vessel and «<Htipmentn ordered for future use. 
may arrive. And the moneys arising therefrom shall expended $62,500 wn9 for the purchase < 
lie hehl and arc hereby pledged by the government of the steamers Pembroke and Cambridge, 
the Confederate States as a fund for the sun nor t of , , , ,, 
the widows and orphans of such persons ns may be 1 ho message concludes as follows:— 
slain, and for the support and maintenance of such Ki'prescnt-utives, heavy responsibilities! 

consent of the Council, a commissioned person sailed and ba,,dH| manufacturing in the neighborhood 

in April, in the Persia, to proceed to England, oft,-n thousand muskets annually, which were stored 

charged with the duty of purchasing Minnie rifles, or in tbe KOv-ernrnent arsenal, subject to the orders of 

other arms of corresponding efficiency, in England or ftdTnirnstriition at \\ ashlngton. It is seldom that 

on the continent, as he might find it needful and tbcre are *ess tban t’fghty thousand stand of arms In 

desirable. To this end he was furnished with a letter th* areenal r<?ad-v for 8ervI,;e- There may have been 

of credit to the amount of £60,000, and he was a mucb kss Dlimber fit the time of its destruction, 

attended by an accomplished and experienced fr0TD the feet that Secretary Floyd sent 8outh all that 

armorer familiar with the workshops of the old he could muster, and lie would bo likely to ship them 

world. The production of fire-arms at home will, of faRter ll,an tb*y Cou,d be manufactured, 

necessity, remain for a considerable period inade- 1 be rcbfd f°rces have now full possession of this 

quote for the home demand, and I await with much pointl a,,d art‘ plantin« their batteries on both sides 
interest the arrival from abroad of our importation, f,tthe ri\er. Whatever there is leftol the machinery 

and I have no doubt that Congress, at its special ses- in the armory’ or stand of arniR in tbc arsenal, is now 

sion, will relieve this Commonwealth from the pay- ,andcr their contro,‘ and *narded by a foroe V!irk,u«- 
ment of duties thereon. ly €8tir,iatcd from 2|60° to VOO and even much 

A Commissarv General and Medic,,1 Raimi. i« r». Iar^r- with constant reports of reinforcements. The 

commended, to be connected with the Massachusetts ^habitants of those counties in Pennsylvania border- 
tro<Jjls ing on that portion of Maryland directly opposite to 

Another rccnmmnnda.inn ii,„ *«4aKiiuh,—, „ th« ferry, are in constant fear of invasion from the 
troops. 

Another recommendation is the establishment of a 

State encampment for military instruction. Tbe 

Governor recommends a loan to meet the expenses 

of the emergency, and suggests that the scrip be 

partly issuable in sums of from $50 to $100, so that 

small capitalists may share in the investment. 

The disbursements r«*r military purposes made up 

to the 13th, amount to $267,646, to which may be 

added about $100,000, to cover contracts for clothing 

rebel army, and have made all necessary preparation 

to defend themselves from any depredation that may 

be made, whilst there is stationed at Chambersburg 

a large force of Pennsylvania troops, under the com¬ 

mand of Gen. E. A. Williams, an officer well versed 

in all tbe arts of war. This detachineut, numbering 

several thousand, will make noaUera rather warm for 

the secessionists should they step upon Pennsylvania 
soil. 

and equipments ordered for future nse. Of tho sum * - 

expended $62,600 wn9 for the purchase of one-half of “ All wc Desire to be Let Alone.” 

The message concludes as follows:— Senators and 

Representatives, heavy responsibilities have fallen, in 

persons us may be wounded and disabled on board of the Providence of God, upon the Government and 
a ,.,1 .1 . .• r -1 „ 
the private armed vessels commissioned us aforesaid, 
in any engagement with the enemy, to be assigned 
and distributed in such manner as shall hereafter be 
provided by law. 

Western Virginia Convention. 

The resolutions introduced by Col. Wheat, in the 

Convention of Union men assembled at Wheeling on 

Tuesday, were comprehensive and admirably drawn, 

and cover the entire position occupied by Union men 

in States tyrannized over by the mutineers. 

“ They pronounce the ordinance of secession passed 
by the Richmond Convention, null and void; refuse 
to submit to the schedule attached to the ordinance, 
which suspended the election of members of Con¬ 
gress; denounce tlm Convention between the Com¬ 
missioners of the Confuderate States ami the State, 
giving the control of tho military operations of the 
State to the Confederate States, as a violation of the 
State constitution, and subversive of the rights and 
liberties of tho people: recommend the people of the 
State to vote for members of Congress nt the ensiling 
election, to vote ugaiust the ordinance of secession, 
and to vote for members of the House of Delegates, 
who entertain opinions in harmony with these reso¬ 
lutions; declare it to be the doty of citizens to main¬ 
tain the constitution and lawH of the Btate, and the 
Btate officers in the lawful discharge of their duties 
thereunder, and to maintain and defend the Consti¬ 
tution of the United States, and all officers there¬ 
under, in the proper discharge of their duties.” 

Col. Wheat’s resolutions were adopted by the Com¬ 

mittee on Federal arid State Relations, by a vote of 

sixteen against six — nearly three to one. The Con¬ 

vention is to meet again on June 11th. 

A Land Blockade. 

Secretary Chase has issued the following im¬ 

portant order to officers of the customs in the North¬ 

ern and Western States, enjoining them to prevent 

the shipment of arms, munitions of war, provisions 

or other supplies to the rebellions States. In effect, 

this order establishes a land blockade of tbe seceding 

States, while the federal fleet is shutting up the At¬ 

lantic and Gulf ports. The order is as follows: 

Trkascuy Department, May 2, 1861. 
To Collectors, Surveyors and other officers of the 

Customs on the Northern and Northwestern Waters 
of the United States: 

On the ’Pth day of April, 1861, the President of 
the United states, by proclamation, declared the 
ports of South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, 
Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas under blockade, 
and on the -7th of the same month, by another pro¬ 
clamation, declared the ports of Virginia and North 
Carolina also under blockade, since which proclama¬ 
tion this department has received reliable informa¬ 

l-lie people, and they are welcome. They could not Moultrie Castle 

have been safely postponed. They have not arrived ofl;ce and Arsen 

too bood. They will sift and try this people,—all who putab5y the prop< 

lead and all who follow; but this trial is given ns to ou tk0 0f 

revive our past, and will breathe the inspiration of a and jacltHori and 

new life into our national character, and re-assure the aj| of them 

destiny of the Republic._ Government. 

Ori tbe 4th of 
Exciting News from the Southwest. !ln(] the Arsenal 

The New Orleans papers of Saturday and Sun- Federal Governm 

day, the 11th and 12th inst., contain the following On tbe 9th of , 

statements. The forts referred to are in the Indian the West, bearing 

Territory, close on the northern boundary of Eastern provisions and re 

Texas. The traitors of the Ixrae Star State have On tbe lltb o 

been busily fortifying their coasts against uppre- States Arsenal at 

bended attacks from the United States fleet, and in Jackson, 

harmssing the small bodies of United States troops On the 12th o 

still op their soil, and seem to have been taken en- States Navy Yan 

tirely by surprise by this descent upon their northern and have ever si 

boundaries. At any rate, they ure terribly scared. l’ickeus and wre 

The New Orleans Delta of the 12th says that Gov. On the 31st o 

Moore has received a letter signed by well-known States custom he 

responsible men, stating that United States troops with its treasure. 

Thu8 spake Mr. Jefferson Davis in his message to 

the Congress now in session at Montgomery. Let us 

interpret the words of the rebels by their deeds. 

On the 28tli of December last, they seized Fort 

Moultrie, Castle Pinckney, the Custom Flouse, Post- 

Office, and Arsenal, at Charleston, all of them indis¬ 

putably the property of the Federal Government. 

On the 2d of January they seized Forts Pulaski 

and Jackson, and United States Arsenal at Savannah, 

all of them indisputably the property of tbe Federal 

Government. 

On the 4th of January they seized Fort Morgan 

and the Arsenal at Mobile, also the property of the 

Federal Government. 

stones, and a pistol shot from the crowd. 

The second firing occurred from the rear of the 

Column guarding the prisoners. The crowd here 

was large and very abusive. One man discharged 

three barrels of a revolver at Lieut. Faxon, of the 

regular service, many of the mob cheering him and 

drawing revolvers, and firing at the troops. The 

man who commenced the attack then laid his pistol 

across his arm, and was taking deliberate aim at 

Lieut Faxon, when he was thrust through with a 

bayonet and fired upon at the same time, and 

instantly killed. The column then moved on, having 

received orders to march, and the company being 

assaulted by the crowd, several of them halted and 

shot, causing the deaths reported. The order was 

then given by Capt. Lyon to cease firing, which was 
promptly obeyed. 

The principal arms taken from Camp Jackson 

were four large sized howitzers, two ten inch mor¬ 

tars, a large number of ten inch shells ready charged, 

some 5,000 II. R. muskets, supposed to be a portion 

of those taken from the Baton Rouge arsenal. 

A thousand people left St Louis yesterday after¬ 

noon, in consequence of tbe reports of insubordina¬ 

tion among the German troops, and their threats to 

burn and sack the city; but the appearance of General 

Harney’s proclamation in a great, measure restored 

confidence, and many of those who left will probably 

rctnrn to-dav. The city Sb now quiet, and the highest 

hopes are entertained that no disturbance will occur. 

Twenty-two persons are known to have been killed 

at Camp Jackson, and there are eighteen who have 

been identified. Among the large number that were 

wounded, twenty-nine have died, and several yet 

living are not expected to recover. 

The Collector of this port has received orders from 

the Secretary of the Treasury to examine the mani¬ 

fests of all vessels bound South, and compare them 

with the cargoes, and if arms, ammunitions, pro¬ 

visions or other supplies are found on board, that, the 

vessel and cargo 1m confiscated and the owners 

arrested for treason. Shipments South have been 

suspended. One thousand muskets and several 

pieces of cannon, from Baton Rouge, arrived by 

river this morning and were seized. 

Spirit of tlie Hour. 

To make up the 30,000 men demanded of New 

York State by tbe United States Government, 380 

tion at other points. Three companies have been 

stationed at the Long Bridge the past two nights, 

one on thc Virginia side, near the draw, and one on 

the Washington side. Four picked men from each 

company in the District, to-day were ordered to 

report at a certain point for immediate service. It is 

not known what they are to do, but it is presumed 

they are for scouting purposes. They are the best 

men and most trustworthy that could be selected, 

lhe Secretary of War has to-day accepted the 

1st brigade of Chicago, 3,000 (Irish) strong, and they 

go So for the war. Col. Mulligan has left for Illi¬ 

nois to bring them on. They have orders for march¬ 

ing in this direction as soon as ho arrives. 

A dispatch to the N. Y. Herald on the 17th says it 

is useless to disguise the fact that the leading mem¬ 

bers of tbe diplomatic corps In Washington are 

eD8a8cd jn constant and anxious discussions as to 

the course it may be necessary for them, at any day, 

to adopt. They have recently received nrgent in¬ 

structions from their respective governments to 

inform them with the utmost precision the chances 

of the two sections in their present deadly quarrel. 

It is leaking out that the governments in question 

have declared that their commercial interests are 

identified in a great degree with the South, and that 

If they are forced to take sides with either, they will 

bo compelled to look carefully after cotton and free 

trade. England is disposed to move cautiously ia 

the matter, nud is playing her usual game of urging 

France to take the chestnuts out of tho fire. The 

country may not generally be aware that there is at 

tbiB moment an agent of the French Emperor trav¬ 

eling in the South by the name of Barocbe. He is 

understood to say that be is simply collecting inform¬ 

ation for the Commercial Bureau, for the Minister 

of Public Works, but this artifice is too transparent 

.to deceive the most credulous. He is a political 

more than a commercial agent, and his dispatches, 

regularly forwarded to Paris, necessarily exercise 

great influence over the mind of the Emperor. It i3 

beginning to transpire that Mr. Russell, the corres¬ 

pondent of the London Times, is not merely writing 

letters to that journal, hut that his private communi¬ 

cations for higher quarters contain a great deal of 

interesting matter that he does not think altogether 
discreet to put in print. 

It is evident, from appearances, that the govern¬ 

ment intends dealing with Missouri in the same way 

that it has with Maryland, As tin evidence of this, 
On tbe 9th of January they fired into the Star of COrnpa"1B® 'vt're WftMted- UP to May 15th- 7-- cora‘ the government has concluded to take charge of the 

Atr it. it r. >• < ... ^ - llfllllBR Mil G I1PPD ft t A lltftntT Thin aiifq fLo 
the West, bearing the United States flag and carrying 

provisions and reinforcements ton United States fort. 

Go tbe lltb of January they seized the United 

States Arsenal at Baton Rouge, and Forts Pike and 

Jackson. 

On the 12th of January they seized the United 
-States Navy Yard at Pensacola and Fort Barancas, 

panics kad been entered at Albany. This shows the 

spirit of the people. 

The Legislature of Tennessee, says Parson Brown- 

low, after passing an ordinance of secession, without 

the shadow of authority, on the 7th inst., appropria- 

Hannibal and St. Joseph railroad, and employ it for 
government purposes. 

It appears that the government is steadily carrying 

out its programme of action as to the rebel States. 

It has determined to appoint Collectors for the South- 
ted five million dollars for the defence and armament ern ports, and is engaged in selecting men of energy, 
of the State. And this when there is not a cent in 

and have ever since been preparing to attack Fort treasury unappropriated, and the Btate bonds 

Pickeus and wrest it from the United States. 

On the 31st of January they seized the United 

States custom house at New Orleans, and the mint 

selling at forty-five and a fraction. 

The St. Louis Republican contains an editorial on 

whose names we at present withold, adapted to fulfill 

the important functions confided to them. The 

duties will be collected on the decks of men-of-war, 

whatever may he tbe opinions of legal authorities 

the proclamation of Gen. Harney, in which the fol- here or elsewhere on the subject. 

had crossed the country from Kansas in large num¬ 

bers, and had retakeu Forts Wachitaw and Cobb, 

aud were about performing the same feat on Fort 

Arbunkle. The letter calls for arms, ammunition 

and men. 

The same journal of the 13th says that an express 

has just reached Shreveport, La., stating that Mont¬ 

gomery of Kansas, at the head of 2,000 or 3,000 men, 

had taken possession of Forts Wachitaw and Cobb 

on our northern frontier, and threaten invasion of 

our State and the devastation of our country’. 

The Picayune of the 13th says:—“ We learn by 

the steamer J. M. Sharp, which arrived this morning 

from Jefferson, Texas, that news reached that place 

Tuesday last, by express, in a letter to -I. M. A J, C. 

On tbe 20th of February they took, by the snr- 
lo.wing paragraph occurs:—“ The Stale of Missouri 

is so enfiladed and controlled by the military forces 

render of the arch-traitor Twiggs, the munitions of levied by the Lnited States Government, that it would 

war and other public property in Texas. 

On the 15th of April they bombarded and cap¬ 

tured Fort Sumter. 

On the 19th of April Mr. Jeflerson Davis invited 

offers for letters of marque, waging war upon pri- 

Inspector Gen. Thomas says he has administered 

the oath to some 25,000 of the volunteers in Wash¬ 

ington, and would consider 30 as a large margin for 

be worse than madness to think of opposing them with the whole numbpr who bad refused. He believes in 

any expectation of success. So much we have felt no instance did a refusal originate in disloyalty to 

ourselves bound to say by way of caution to the tbe Uniou. The reasons most generally given by the 

people of Missouri.” parties themselves, was, that the municipal author- 

The Cambria (Pa.) Regiment, having been formed ities fe°m wllic^ they came had promised to provide 

too late for acceptance into the service, have offered for tbeir families, and had not done so. 

a bonus of $1,000 to the State, if it will permit them Tbe a88nrance8 that the administration is rigor- 
to take a place in the army. ously prosecuting its measures against the insurrec- 

The most significant oiler yet made to our Govern- a substantial basis. All the mem- 

vale citizens, as well as the Government of the too late for acceptance into the service, have offered 

...... a bonus of $1,000 to the State, if it will permit them 
On the 13tli of April the rebel Secretary of War 

publicly proclaimed their intention to attaek the 

national capital, and boasted by the first of May, the 

rebel flag would float from tbe federal capitol. 

In every case of the seizure of public property, 

they hauled down the flag of the United States and 

Murphy, that Montgomery, of Kansas notoriety, at hoisted the rebel flag in its place. 

the head of 3,000 men, had taken Fort Wachitaw. 

Messengers had been to Marshall and other places, 

Yet “all they want is to be let alone.” 

Aud we have enumerated yet only tbe more prom¬ 

inent is that just received from Scotland. Certain 

prominent Scotch merchants, doing business in this 

country, are responsible for a tender of ten regiments 

of unequipped, but well-built, hardy, active men, 

who are not earning $11 per month above their liv¬ 

ing, and who are ready and willing to enter the Ber¬ 

bers of the Cabinet, together with the President, are 

animated by a common principle in furthering the 

plans for consummating the Government policy. An 

increased stimulus, however, was applied on the 16th 

inst. A committee of prominent gentlemen from 

New York bad a long interview with them, and the 

result was their consent to accept the services of -„—--- - -j— ~“v *-*■-■*“ vice of the TTnifpit Rtnfpo , . . jcduiu r,men ouuseui 10 accept uie services oi 
for men, money, guns, powder and lead. Capt. Bill inent acts of aggression and war waged by rebels ... . T , [ . l0“g or fourteen additional regiments from that Btate. This 
Young, with about 600 men, was on the march to against the Constitutional government of tho U. 8. 0 1 10n a ’ a ie exPiratlon of tbe meetg wjtb tbe concnrrence 0f (;etli gcott. The 

oppose Montgomery. This news was corroborated We might tell of vessels seized, both national and W.af’ J6 ,overnment WiI1 Sraut them each a bounty commjttce urge more pronipt and efficient means, 

tion that attempts are frequently made to furnish .., . ..,U‘V, . 
arms, munitions of war, provisions ami other supplies *aw b.v ^be notorious Montgomery of Kansas abolition 
to persons and parties in those States in open insur- fame, it may be as well to state that three weeks ago 

Young, with about 600 men, was on the march to against the Constitutional government of tho U. 8. 

oppose Montgomery. This news was corroborated W'e might tell of vessels seized, both national and 

last Wednesday at Shreveport. The greatest excite- private, of threats and menaces of the subjugation 

ment prevailed throughout the country. The bells of the loyal States to their despotism, the driving 

were ringing when the Sharp left Jefferson, for the of loyal citizens from their homes with insult aud 

purpose of calliug a town meeting. Already a large injury, aud tho confiscation of their property; the 

meeting had been held at Shreveport.” arrest and imprisonment of United States olficerf 

A correspondent of tbe Picayune WTites:—“In and United States soldiers, who were loyal to theii 

connection with the reported taking of Fort Wacbi- government, and innumerable other acts of aggres 

The Charleston correspondent of the New York 

Times writes that “ there is less enthusiasm there for 

marching north than there was to attack Fort Sum- 

arrest and imprisonment of United States officers ter,” and that “Pickens will not be attacked until 

and United States soldiers, who were loyal to their BraSS bas a thing." All of which is no doubt 

rection against the constitutional authorities of the 
Union, it becomes m3’ dqly, therefore, to instruct 
you to cause a careful examination to he made of the 
manifests of all steam or other vessels departing 

I learned in Galveston, on undoubted authority from 

St. Louis, via New Orleans, ami published in the 

Galveston News, that Mr. Lincoln's Secretary of War 

sion upon the rights and the flag of the United States. 

And now “all they W’ant is to be let alone.” 

Gen. Harney’s Position. 

A TOt’NO Kentuckian, whose family lives one hun¬ 

dred and twenty miles from Madison, Ind., volun¬ 

teered in Captain Crittenden’s company. He trailed 

on foot one hundred aud twenty inilea to join a vol- 

Considerable speculation has beenhad in refer- unteer company to serve under the Stars aud Stripes. 

to embrace any of the articles of the description outside of the northern frontier of Texas, aud paral- 
before mentioned, or anv such articles he tound to , . . , . .. 
constitute part of the cargo, yon will take all neces- lel Wltb 3t’ MaJor tmory was t0 usc' bjs own dl6‘ 
saiy and proper means to prevent the departure of cretion as to wlieu and how to carry out the order. 

outside of the northern frontier of Texas, aud paral- address he calls attention to the military hill recently 

lel with it. Major Emory was to use his own dis- passed by the Legislature, which he regards as an 

the vessel, and to detain the same in your custody 
until all such articles shall he removed therefrom, to 
await further proceedings according to law. You 
will also make a careful examination of all flathoats 
and other water craft without manifests, and of rail- 

This news has doubtless ere this reached the Texan stitutional, aud it ought not to he upheld by good 

frontier. Major Montgomery, you will remember, citizens. 

address he calls attention to the military hill recently hundred prayers went up instantly. 

passed by the Legislature, which he regards as an The Louisville Journal says a worthy sister of Gov, 

iudirect ordinance of secession, manifestly uncon- Magoffin has sent to the Legislature a petition for 

was taken prisoner the other day by the Arkansas 

State troops, at or near Fort Smith, on the western 

itutional, aud it ought not to be upheld by good ' the Union, signed by eight hundred ladies of Mercer 

tizens. county. God bless her for her patriotism. Would 

He says that whatever may be the termination of to Heaven she were Governor of Kentucky, and that 

the present condition of things in respect to the cot- her brother Beriah were at home in petticoats. 

meets with the concurrence of Gen. Scott. The 

committee urge more prompt and efficient means, 

with no halt in the proceedings, and it appears from 

private conversation that the supply of money to 

support that increased force, is a matter which shall 

occasion no couceru to the Administration. 

The following is the number of Infantry regiments 

to be received from each State for a total increase of 

seventy-five regiments of three years’ volunteers 

under the recent determination of the Government: 
New York, 11; Pennsylvania, 10; Ohio. 9; Illinois, 

6; Massachusetts, 5; Wisconsin, 4; Michigan, 3; 

Iowa, 2; New Jersey, 3: Virginia, 2: Maine, Mary¬ 

land, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode 

Island, Minnesota, Delaware, Kansas, Nebraska, and 

District of Columbia, one regiment each- The other 

regiments, mainly of cavalry, are not assigned. The 

general government is doing wliat it can through its 

Commisstry aud Quarter-Master General officers to 

take care of tbe volunteers and contingents of -States 

as they arrive, hut it will always he provident on the 

part of States to have iu Washington, or on the route* 

in advance of their troops, a member of tlie State 

General Staff to provide for contingencies and see 

that the troops are properly cared for. 



®I)C JJ'crus Condenser t hi swefiir—. I ji rwra n 7v:n r*a“ 1 ne marki.ua unusually 
lU i . ,e* larsrei than was expected l>v manv huniipmM« 
jBuch lanrer than is row!,,!. The «v A “,?S(tv f™ 

doTnr th^lc^eTrii^l^' b'U lhf m9rlwt has “ 

the ass 

J>AXTER S VOLUNTEER’S MANUAL. 
Thk latest and best military work published, containing 

Full Instructions for the Becruit, 
Arranged according to 

Hootl’s H,vhI.s,„ ot JVtllitmj-y Tactics 

nhn,?u‘1 with, hV,f,< Hdnprkd Engravings ’ 

r.,„ ' n,;'^um”* 62 1’Hco.aS 
THE SAME WORK IX r/JJf GERMAN LaXGUaGE 
_ , . Twenty.rive Cents. 

receipt of Uiu price] llddTl'ssinlnL'l’1'',J' frue ol P°»t#g8, upon 
KlNti & ]{nil), 

592-2t >r(y i u >- , «»d Publisher*, 
— Sansmn. s,,, l'hiladelplu*. 

WARD’S NEW MOWEU. 

PRICE REDUCED FOR 1861. 

Ketchum s Combined Machine* 
b’'rPr'ieier wirh’ra'lhL l®»W»W»Wnta of guards, shoe ii r, lever with roller, and e i I rue for tho KurrmuiM 

. furnished at moderate priced, bv giving tho number 
aclumi for which tEe* arc wanted. Mi yt 

— The Kentucky Legislature is stirring up Gov. Magoffin. 

— The new planet (the 65th) has been named Maximilian*. 

— The Indiana Legislature adjourned on the 11th for ten 

days. 

— One hundred and five Cincinnati printers have “ gone to 

the war.” 

— A large number of ladies are in training at Cincinnati 

for army nurses. 

_ A steel cannon, invented by Louis Napoleon, has met 

with much success. 

— A pickerel has been caught in the Chautauqua lake, 

weighing 35 pounds 

_ St. I.onis has raised 10,000 men to aid in fighting the 
battles of the Union. 

_ The contributions to the Indian Famine Relief Fund 
have reached £71,400, 

— Our Government has had 250,000 men proffered from 
west of tho Alleganios. 

— Nearly every portion of Washington and the District is 
connected by telegraph. 

— Photography is being introduced into the French army 
as a branch of education. 

— Nine steamboats are reported to have been burnt at New 
Orleans, on Sunday week. 

— The prospects of the Indigo districts of India are report¬ 
ed to be very discouraging. 

— The Duchess of Kent’s will bequeaths aU of her property 

to her danghter, the Queen. 

— Our Government instructs foreign ministers to oppose 
any recognition of the C. S. A. 

— The Indianapolis Journal says that Indiana has now 
40.000 men organised and ready. 

— A large quantity of cotton has accumulated at Fort Mon- 

roe, captured from rebel vessels. 

— A New Tork collector, who took out $80,000 worth of 
Southern paper, received $2,000. 

— The largest cast iron building in the world is now being 

erected at the city of Havana, Cuba 

— It is said that the (it of secession that 

To those who wish to purchase a perfect “Combined 

Rksckr and Mower,” we would say that “ BALL’S OHIO 

MOWER AND REAPER” is manufactured at the Auburn 

Prison by Messrs. Ross, Dodge A Pom rot, sole proprietors 

for the State of New York, for the use of these valuable 

patents The machine is made of the best materials, and 

warranted to he a perfect Mower or Reaper, and to cut easily, 

without clogging, nnv kind of grain or grass, either wet or dry 

The Mower has a Cast Steel Cutter Bar. 4 feet 6 inches cut, 

with polished wrought iron guards, plated in the Slot with 
Cast Steel, and tempered. 

The Reaping attachment has a Finger Bar and polished 

wrought iron guards attached to it, with a Siekio-edged 

Knife, which, for cutting grain, is far betterthan the smooth- 

edge mowing knives generally used. By means of the 

separate Finger Ear and Sickle, they are enabled to make 

the Reaper cut either 5 or 6 foot swath, and dispense with 

the heavy Mowing Bar when reaping. 

The Combined Reaper and Mower is delivered to the pur¬ 

chaser fur the sum of $150, for a six months’ note without 

interest, or $U5 cash. Tho Mower is $30 less. 

The agents for Monroe County are [588 6t« 

This week. 
—4.736 Cattle, 

Sheep, 
H<br*... 
Prices The market 

Premium. 
F.xtra. 
First quality...'..." 
Second quality... 
Third quality' 

Sheep—Owing 
prices have gnno 

llm a.V .. 100 lbs, with f.be wool off at So 
N'l”* — Receipts light. Store 

work, While corn-foil r ' ' 

CAMBRIDGE, Mar 15 
and Mstores. r„,,n;. 
and three years old. 

Bkkf- CaTTr.K- Prices, extra. $11,75 
0,l)il, scuond .- - • - - 
quality, «i),m) 

Working Oxk.v' 
Cows AND Cx LVK8 
Storks —.Y ...l.' 

yen is old, SOUAOD 
Sheep and Lamrs — 

1012,25; extra and selectii 
from $2,60 - 

Belts — : 
Tai.i.ow 
Hides— . .„ . 
Vkai. Ca!.vks—$2,Ouii'S. . 

„ .^*1 1 ?V’ —At market—l,,«u ceei name, so stores 
2, nl „h??H "Ql! L?r>.h,|*u,) 3.«W Swine. ’ ’ 

»^sa8SKiSf»«%sasr‘«*-»»•««» 
Working Oxen - so.-,, fun,C$137.' ' 
Mu,«ia Ltiws —$49 ,j 51 ; Sommon, $20@21 
Yea 1. Cai.VRh $3,09.75.00. 

oMT$W«lil> Yt'i‘rl'”eX'; t"'°'-veiU'« old, SOOjjJOO; three years 
Hides—4^*5 71 rt, 
Gale Skins -bV« lie f) lb 
Tai.i.ow — BfsOtffc. t-l fb. 

Pki.tS — 25ey9$1.25 each 
te1’ AND Lamps -$],S9®2..in; extra, *3,00@5.3fll 

*MI r , 7,Stor<'. fK!t 0 fi,‘”7c retail. flffi)8c. Fat Hogs 
still fed. RkC; coni fed, fie. Spring Pigs, llpflle. ®8> 

TORONTO, Afar tfi.-Here-The snppiv of live stork m our 
market has been but moderate, though ftrice* remain nZ 
watona rirat cl t,,Mi ”f any delivery from farmers' 
ordinary $1 OOrd'f t7’ hovrwv- ,n!ly a«Ote<l at $fi *1 loo 

c“nvLaploS.-(?W«g'7°nCh LRmbsscarco at*2@a'50' 

. .33«a'-V<,c. 3ts$i»i.ic 
—.v-2'ruWaC S ,T:P.,c 
s- light supply, and the improved demand, 

' head, nud market la stiff at the 
udlog a hit. of nearly 100average 

j . !< a(0 held about the same ns Inst 
are doing better.—Atlas and Argu.;. 

. At tnarKet fififi cattle, about .MM beeves 
,,tf 01 work"W oxen, cows, soil one. two 

-.ow..., ,M„,.Va 7,00; flTRt nualitr, ft150(a) 
■ juahly, $5,77)(n o.iW ; third duality, SO.iw ; ordinary 

■None. 
_ v ..j—f3lJt $sl(X^62. 
,T"aInngBr two years old. fOtlolflO; thrre 

2,275 at market. Prices — Tu lots $1.75. 
-AOns, $3,25(ni5..l50 each. Spring Lambs 

-i'ficin $1,25 each. 
- fi^Tc >) |b. 
'O-j U'Ac ii rt, CAt.p Skinm — 8®8c ® lb. 

- • /■ o/ if ry/j „ Ju 
the only machine which combines all the ke- 

QUrsiTKS OF A i>Kitrioo, n akvkstkr 

eari7in.tS&>naTm'1 *»&««****. "ill give their orders 

edI bTmaTiUla,S W,th fuU <!'’sc, 'I’Uou "nd testimonials forward- 

JOHN 1». MMtlANf l. Manufacturer and Proprietor 
u , . Ppi-miKr.KPSiK, Nrw York ^ ’ 

sy7.n*‘>l'> Warehouse ... New York. Rifi Gw.iwichStreet, 
Mm r,t— ». lDUm,nB , Ne,lr vourtlaudt 

^BSsxsrxp^h- 

by mail. pojil-pftiM. Iwrnt/paimrH 
cuiront fluids"*r l° llny t"'r:,on sending'me line Dollar 

nr^»«atiV«00(! IW "’"h" advertised at double Oio 
iu!« are from onn of the bout wwl houHfH m Europo. Md »..* WlM ftrt ^)m!. 

.J. KAI ALJE, at Genesee Seed Store. Rochester. N. Y. 

/^1U<> MOWMK and KBAJ^KK. 
BAtl.’N DATE.NTS, 

, »V.V 1m iroj',>i'4cj oT7 i’'rjGrt rjA-rt. 
with run r a M,uocr. and n perfect R-aprr. Cir- 

! n eacljWcoi> nty.' Mur^ f*'1 °i'op/j jc' l^” J>r)\l po YV n 
MH iat Munufactuvers, at the Auburn i’ris.m ‘ a,,)™ ar v Back JVumbrrn or thin Volume Free! 

To all who subscribe for the Rprai. Nkw-Yorkkr from 

May 1st to end of the Year and Volume —eight months —we 

will, if desired, seud the back numbers (from J.in'y 1st) Free. 

This offer (to be continued for a month, and perhaps nnU! 

July 1st,) will enable many who were unable to subscribe at. 

the beginning of the year, or latar, to secure the entire 
Volume at loss than cost of publication. 

1-xT Western and Southern Monet-In the present dc 
ranged state of the currency, we are m,able to use Western and 

Southern money, as our bankers will not purchase it at any 
rate of discount. Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New England. Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please seud us 17 S. Postage Stamps, as they are far preferable 
to any uncurrent, bank bills. 

574-26t 

recently afflicted 
Maryland, cost her a cool $1,000,000. 

— It is said that the London Times saves £18,780 per annum 
by using foreign manufactured paper. 

— A great fire io Uawa, Poland, has deprived 513 families, 
composed of 1,700 persons, of shelter. 

— Diptheriais committing Tearful ravages in the neighbor¬ 
hood of Somerset and Chesterville, Me. 

— It is estimated that there are now congregated at Elmira, 

N. Y., about eight thousand volunteers. 

— The population of Virginia Is as follows: Whites, 1,049 - 

664; free colored, 57,679; slaves, 490,887. 

— The city of Berlin is overrun by millions of rats. The 

police has been called upon to interfere. 

— A list of 63 Egyptian kings, engraved on lime stone, has 

been exhumed from the ruins of Memphis. 

— It is estimated that 20,000 Union men hare been driven 

from the seceded States during the Inst month. 

— No fortifications on either side of the Potomac, or Ches¬ 

apeake Bay, are in the hands of the secessionists. 

— One of Rosa Bonhenr’a pictures-a little two-feet square 

piece, depicting sheep—brought $611 jo England. 

-Three thousand Syrian Christian girls were carried off 

and sold to the Turks during the late disturbances. 

— The French journals republish the Pope’s protest against 

Victor Emanuel assuming the title of King of Italy. 

-The Emperor Napoleon has given two thousand francs 
toward the erection of an English church at Biarritz. 

-It is stated that the Wheeling (Va.) bank* have moved 

their specie out of that city and State to safer quarters. 

— It is stated that Capt. Engle and another naval officer 

have gone to Europe to purchase ships for naval service, 

— The first Onondaga Regiment of New York volunteers 
has been mustered into the service or the United States. 

— The chivalry are concerned because they are called nnon 

to whip Northern shoemakers, and not “gentlemen.” 

— Bishop Clarke, of Rhode Island, Is working a sewing 

machine for ladles who are making garments for volunteers. 

~Tbe * ’Vt l'fU"bB is the »'>ubriquet by which the New 
York Fire Zouaves are now favorably ur„ . __ 

THE WOOl. MARKETS. 

Y°RK, May 15 The markot remains inactive for near- 
Jj j <l,4HcrtpTn>[)K. I*<>rp{ffu Uoo/in* entirely noirlpctpd- tiu.ro 
;U light steady. demand for low medb.m Won) »uiia^ ror 
Reave* °Th» i "7* ‘ thl* ,,|e inaiket is very dull and 

• n .H ,>( thn 'veek aro l,Cort|t«. California 
i-t.f' < b’.'JMthK low medium pulled at 25UU270. \ ana 
h lurcp8' at **• ■ Oft There is no quotiblo change in priceK 

American Saxony Fleece, *) lb 
American full-blood Merino,...'. .AVnii’s! 
American half-blood and tHree-fourths Merino',* 
American NntAve and one-fourth Merino. 3Uo .M 

wC'iilliimi;;:::::;:;;;;;;;;. 

Lamb's, Pulled. .^ 
California, extra. .. 

Peruvinn. washed.I.". 
Valparaiso, unwashed. .luV n 
South A merman Me*., unwashed, "j;"!. .1 fi'.r.x 
South American Merino, unwashed. !.I."'"25fifeii 
Sou h American, common washed. ' ' lwi.n 
South American Entry Rios, do, ' |,y is 
South American, unwashed. 2-i n 

illarkcts, Commerce, &c, 
Rdrai, Nkw-Yorrbr Okkit'k 

Rochester. May 21, 1861. 

Fi.ouR-Although there is po marked increase in sales 
has taken an advance equal to 25 cents per barrel on all « 

(.rain - No particular change in prices of wheat, but 
dian is somewhat firmer, and an occasional small samp 
brought $1.40 per bushel. Corn haa advauced slightly 
have also gone up in rates 

Meats - Smoked meats exhibit a decline equal to$n 
niin«lred pound*. 

DArav, AO. — Butter is falling off in price. Lard is wortk 
10 cents. Eggs plenty, and bringing but 9 cents per dozer 

Fruit and Roots-Apples nud Potatoes have adv: 
materially during t.hu week. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Ft.opr AND Grain. Eggs dozen 
{Hour, winter wheat,$5,IKXgiBtfS Honey. Cm*. " i-> 
Hour. Spring do . 5,lW.0A,25 Candle*, box.'.'.'   y 
Hour buckwhout, 0.00(;V2,IM Candle*, extra. pi 
Meal,Indian. i.uo.ni,it: friht 
Wheat, Genesee, .. i,iu@i,»i Apnle*HmJh,o'VE 0TvM, 
Best white Canada. U.I5Kat,37 AnnleS; driml JO 
Corn, old ... .i 
Coru, new . 
Ky e, 60 (bx j I bush 
Oats, by weight,... 
Barley . 
Buc.kwhnat.-,. 
Bean*.. 

Meats. 
Pork, Mes«. 1 
Pork, clear,.. 
Pork, cwt . 
Beef, cwt.. 
Spring lamb*, each. 
Mutton, carcass_ 
Hams, smoked ..... 
Shoulder*. 
Chickens, . 
Turkey* ... 
Geese. 
Ducks p pair. 

Dairy, k<. 
Butter, roll. 
Butter, firkin. 
Cheese,. 
Lard, tried. 
Tallow, rough. 
Tallow, tried. 

-21MA0 
.150026 
. MCH7 
11X5)28 
ltXaifiO 

. 90017 . m*n 

GILMAN’S SHOE ST 

ONE PRICE AND LOW PRICE 

O State Street, 

ROCHESTER, 3NT . 

^Uucrtisenunts 

S4 iwf’'“io ft 1pri®e*!lr' in*f«voi- of"ti!,',"huy,!"r %[""7 nt 

extra do; $5.|5tai6«5 for inferior to good extra rrm„ I,?*.!,!,'"1 

LiGiu I v'-'wV at1 Allies at. *5.1,VJJ7.50. ‘ hiAis Whpfit, iuHrk»*L Jih.^vv arid ('.finimnn uTAdon t'ullc ia 
lower; sale* at M.aXa'l,2.3 lor MUwuukea rliil.^l ir,,! x/li.; 
wlu!t«r rod Wph(t*rn; $!.2I for Cu nail * club; 30^rwhitn 
Western. Rye quiet, at. 05®fi8c. Hurley dull afcVwflXeT1 1 
«»SS* vilr nd 'drooping nUe* at® forSueWwA 
and 5(»r,.Me for new do Data firm »t »lf«tSSe. Y stern, 

I uovrmo>>—IDrk quipt, MAltnk lit $17 for hiimdu r,x*. 
Prime Lard,loll and heavy sale* *19.^4?. iutt.o iif faD 

teSSffiSKra qUtf impr0VeMent tf' 
Common to good State. «, ... 
Fancy and extra State,, . . Aov r'i 
Common to good Western... fiffia.'rtvi 

ixt'raobio'111*' 
Common Ciinatliau'”.’ . . 
Extra Cantt,lino,.. .*. r‘S2-"3'?,5 

rltlt.TI.S, In A <1 vitnce — Thirtt- 
sivb Cents a Link, each Insertion a price and a half for 
extra display, or 52>„ cents per line of space. STkoial Notices 
(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Line 

I TT* it* Immense circulation among tho Producers and Deal- 
craof the Free State*, renders the lioiut, New-Yorker by far 
the Bent and Cheupe*t. Advertising Medium of its class. This 
kact should be borno in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu- 
facturers Jbc., who must necessarily depend upon the People or 
Ino North for patronHgo. 

/\ Kpbcopai Church wishes to 
J \ ifUfffi a* Izitdy h C ompanion, nr a* Governor to vo 
»5»“" V ;i rmfiiH l.unily. Would nr«fgr the'country ^ 

Camida We6t'nMS ’ *tvu’" box 221, Wuprist, 

39,s tile for Canada *Ea*t nod“ iC°0'1 ,le“lan,1i at 

«9ufi5!atVc.“et "Wk0t wilh a Sale*, 10 tuns 

D. THACY h CO., Rochester. N Y. 

r'kni'1 wi5,.'V a! —Fi.odr -Market steady, 

sales new Dlinois'at 40c.ntI'4Uje,r,giihaa,nmnilu,ai^Bnite deman’1: 

beeoKwhHly 'r-m fined ^0° 'ru peri or 1ami,,!‘1"rd0'"‘ fl,Tr ll,as 
quantities of which change hands Prices ara w^dfm^ntaumi 
nod k i ",wn brands readily command outside uDiitatlnintBune^ 

"tXS1”11 an'1 JifflC,,h 0f **>»■ Wqwte: 1W" 
. 

IT?. 
no. 2 .— 

Grain-Tffr receipt* of Win ter'w’he'nt for the'rveerra,.'*;*'' 
exceeded 2 «M bushels from farmera' team* omm“ Tl 
prime samples on the street. $ 1.29.71 27 ordinary *i loa'i^L 

2Sdte?2:f'-,’iR Sprin8 bas been (fftfe"lnf|i'i redfor' 

light supply and steady at 27(5)28c. Globe.. ' J L ° U in 

A • ?, NTED to S|:i,I. FRUIT TREKS. 

Sgr JP6S5.VHSS 1PSSK31 Wg» 

Lu“‘,'i, axateiSaj sx s“ck ,r •» 
D . , HpoEEK, FARLEY & CO.. 
Rochester Wh< l i Nurseries, Rochester, N. V 

THOROUGH 33R.E3D STOCK 
1 Iiik Subscribers. BKOlHE, CAMPBELL & CC> are now 

'lUAhtv' ln,i 1 "'P'-’riiiig Kurin Stock ot thn hint 

“r,! w-'^n«wn to Breriiera 1 6X' 

md" WMStof Uriea nr“noe ^ •1’f.'5A.*M,»g*L’M '’lttCe ,'hr',', 

bfiibfstpr Sheep.or yorksnira lines. 

57l>-tf 
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TIIE CATTLE MARKETS, 

NEW YORK. May is—The current p 
all the markets are as follows. 

_. . kerf oattlk. 
First quality. 
Ordinary quality.Y.Y‘. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality...I""""" 

„ COWS AND CALVES. 
First quality. 
Ordinary quality,. 
Common quality... 
Inferior quality... 

.. veal .calves! 
First quality, D lb. 
Ordinary quality,. 
Common quality,.. 
Inferior quality^. D , ,. SHEEP and'lambs! 
Prime quality.... 
Ordinary quality, 
Common quality, 
Inferior quaiity,. 

First quality, .. 
Other qualities. 

lor several years. 

thw, Tibbets, a member of the Rhode Island Regiment, 

r 1 - arsh Beazly, one of the daughters of the regiment. 
ashmgUm. on the 2d inst. 

hundred persons were destroyed in the bastion of 

riH ‘°'uat Gaeta* ,J-V explosion of a single sixteen 
nfled in the magazine. 

ip'in m"'nory is t0 ^ honored with a 
ubuu. The work is being executed bv the 

PKR DOZEN SINGLE ONES. 
.. .$3 50 40 cents ROChenter, Iron, Nail* Hardware n « 

». Colora Window*, Doom, B/ind*. hoe*. ^i^M ShoveU* 

_ _ MOORE. HE BING * CO. 
F, X G AN 1ST G9- XX AN XaT O 

from " 
JARVIS 54 BAKER’S 

IN TDK 

SOUTH PACO-IC OCEAN, 

IMPORTKO HT THE 

k n t cji jy GVJtjyro co.nF^jy^, 

Office, «« Willi*m Street, 

NEW YORK. 

l’re*'L H MATHER, Secy. 
-HAI PELL, Agent. 69 Exchange St.. Rochester. N. Y. 

“c"s. asrgoKM 

v r * ~ ' ■ -  .. 
No. 2, 21 by 32 " 
No. 3, 17 by 25 *• ' " . 
No. 4, 14 by 22 
No. 5, 11 by 17 “ 

ALSO, 
UWIOTST EIVVEHjOPES. 

I8S!8®^WX®'EU>re'’1“"r«H® 
PRIN'l'KD XIN COLORS. 

For these we have found Immense sale. 

„PB™ES or the union envelopes. 
PiumJ' 'lDy.°.f lbe ahovo Envelopc*at the following 

Ricks Per pack, seiit by mall, postage paid,.20 ,-enS 

... Ter SO0 sent by Express.. .00 
Address O. V. STAimctk A CO., 

No. 63 West Third St., Cincinnati. Omo. 
Tradk.—The trade ordering to the amount of Ten 

of'fenaotra«natn'1 Envel°Pe»- "i11 be entitled to a discount 

— JS.IMfr f) 25 
— 8.09.O/8.50 
... 7.59a8.00 
— 7,09)17,50 

.$5fi,00fflfl0.(» 

. 40.09*60,00 

. SO.OflffiJM.OO 

. 25,(XXa.30.U0 

.. 5 ^5Hc 

.. 4)qffi'5 c 
.. 4 [0.4‘4c 
.. 3 gj3)xC 

. .$5.00® 6.50 
... 4.(J0@4.50 
... 3.60®4.00 
... 3,09*8,25 

.. 4 (514J j'c 

ISLANDS 

SWINE. 



“GO MAT)." 

BY LYDIA n. BIGOURJtET. 

highly as von do, Cap. Sixty thousand dollars with 

his own fortune is no trifle, child.” 
“Then he’s not worth all my riches,” said I, con- 

.. _ .. ... temptuously; but T think now that I must have 

To Greece, in her classic height; replaced the vase on the bouquet table with a little 

So the Peloponessns bristled temper, for the water flew over my hands and a my 

With spear points flashing bright, souvenir rose fell to pieces. ori 
And force o'er virtue triumphed, But fora week after this, in all our amusements, non 

And justice slunk away, Phillip Darrah was by my side. Adaline Loohjs the 
And Crime by language nnUptieed, ogled and dressed and sung in vain. All her invita- witl 

stalk’d forth in face Of day. tionB> *<Come rest in this bosom,” be virtuously oro 

“ Go mad;" cried a subtle tempter, resisted, and I began to think that my riches were of I st 

Close lurking in Albion’s shade, ^he better kind. The demonstrations on the gentle- my 
Who the rich rose, and the rose Of snow, man’s part were growing more marked. Night after rigl 

Hi. lying symbols made. nlgbt i would be awakened by the softest music “ 
Then brother hated brother! under my window, and morning after morning a Phi 

And fnend his friend destroyed, ■’ Cnmplimp* the wft“ 
Till all the charities of race gorgeous bouquet graced my table. .Sometimes the wa 

were desolate and void. serenade would be given by half a dozen young men, rah 
. , , with whom Phil was intimate, who performed on as and 

“ °6”l'ld ■' France many different instruments, and all of whom sung “ 

As she smote off the head of her stainless King, well; but 1 noticed that if our last conversation had Pm 
And bid the lunatic dance, had at all of a serious or sentimental turn, that my pec! 

Amid corses that fast from the guillotine fell, serenade was always of the softest, love-inspiring 
Her sandals besprent with gore,— flute solo, or an exquisite song with a guitar accom- I c 

Then bowed her neck to a heavier yoke paniment. Occasionally, too, instead of the compact one 
Than she had ever borne before. pyramid bouquet, there would be left at the hall-door anc 

11 Go mad!" snid the father of Evil for me, a few white aud blush rose-buds, half buried 
To the happiest realm on earth— jn heliotrope and mignonette. wa! 

Where fountains of plenty, and peace, and power, What impressible girl of sixteen could withstand bei 
Gashed out With an Eden birth. al) tMg? j gi bcd profoundly when the solitary ‘ 

so She bared her throbbing bosom 8erenader took a last look at my window and de- tab 

Grasping the pike and pistol, P^ted; and always carried the unpretending rose- 

AH girt for deadly fray. budB and heliotrope up to my chamber. ^ 
What nest may be her movement I was entirely satisfied with the state of affairs. t r 

Is known to Him alone Of all things that Phillip Darkau excelled in, and d|J' 
Who hears the voice of tearful prayer tbey were raany, he excelled in nothing so much as the 

From His benignant throne. horsemanship. I have many a time watched him as doi 

1 1 "- 1 --- - far as I could see him down the street, as he passed l>« 

I* g'iAMMr O' ^ H if> byon Brown Tom, his fine figure having nothing of To 
(yjj 1 -V •> v * \L; 'V \ ly iv A ♦ the rigidity of the awkward equestrian; but seem- wa 

. — ^ _ - - — ingly moved by the same impulse as the horse, he r<?* 
„ accommodated himself with the most flexible grace 1<« 

MY FIRST EQUESTRIAN EXPERIENCE. to its every motion. The beast seemed proud of "* 
- being managed by such a master. 1 have almost e(l 

BY carry STANLEY. clapped my hands when T have seen him go prancing wv 

1 was just sixteen, and was spending the summer by, with eyes flashing, neck arched, and .nostrils WJ 
at my uncle Jack’s, in Summerville, the most bean- snorting, and have been quite as rca y o usign rnj 

tiful of all Connecticut’s beautiful villages. The heart to the horse as to the man. 
beau of the place was Pun. Darrah. Not that Pun. “Miss Carry,” said Phil, entering my uncles 
was by any means the only eligible young man in parlor one evening, we are going to ma "< up an 
Summerville; hut that he had a fortune left him by equestrian party for the day after tomorrow, and you 
a maiden aunt, and he was Intelligent, and good- must go. " e shall start a litt e a ter ay ig it, c 
looking, and fastidious,'and asserted bis superiority breakfast at old mother Jones’ at Silver Spring, and 
in such an indisputable way, that everybody yielded return before the day gets worn, 
as a matter of course. The first time that 1 saw him “'But T was never on a horse in my life, Mr. 
was at church on the Sunday after my arrival. The Darrah. 1 am very sorry, but I can t go. 
good, droning, old clergyman was reading the first “Why you are the most courageous a y in oui 
leBson, and the monotonous tone, combined with the sailing parties. You are not a ran . 
waving of fans and the w arm summer air, had lulled “ Not at all afraid, hut I should be frightfully awk- 
me into ft dreamy state most unusual; and 1 sat and ward, and I do not cate to ris my reputation, 
watched the waving boughs through the open win- " You could not be awkward ’ ^ ” 
dow, and thought how much more gloriously their alow voice, and a tone that sent the h ood dancing tu 
green-leaved tongues talked of heaven, than I feared around my heart. This last sentence determined me. 
the paper-leaved sermon on the pulpit would do. * not the gantlet of comparison with k 

11 AmiY Loomis, who I knew was to be of the party, pc 
Sidney Smith has said that “ a sparrow fluttering ^ ^ wftg an acconipliHhed horsewoman, 

about the church, is an antagonist which the moat ^ PmL came ,lgain t0 re8Ume w 

profound theologian in Europe is wholly unable to ^ 8uaeionfli T fclt thal j could not get off with- 
overcome.” This was verified in the case of good ^ rade and jn truth i had some curiosity to a* 
Mr. Clarke on this day, for in the midst of the Bab- ^ & ride 0tt hor8oback wag ]ike. At last I a 

bath stillness there was a slow, measured tread down conscnted l0 and Mr. DakraiI went out to engage 
the carpet aisle, and the bonnets of white, pink, or g horRe for and gend Joe down a habit and hat la 
blue, which had been resolutely turned toward the ^ Wonged to n married fljHU>r. ei 
pulpit, suddenly presented fronts to the aisle, and j gJ bat littIc tbal night. There was a certain 
cheeks dimpled, and eyes lighted as they rested on fxsmetlt in luy admirer’s manner, when he took P< 
the handsome young fellow who leisurely sauntered Mn|J at parliDgt wbjch made me feel that ft lc 

down to the pew in front of the chancel. required onlv a favorable opportunity for me to be >1 
“Soendeththe first lesson,” said the minister, as invHed t0 b* MrSi Phillip Darrah. I felt some R 

the intruder took his seat, 1 telegraphed to my JinJ,.e^ ^o0i ns t0 tbe bccoraingness of my habit and n 
pretty little brown-eyed cousin to inquire his name, ^ j wag up by tbe peep of day> lbat i migbt prac- jc 
but she demurely smiled and turned over the leaves ^ gatbering up my gkirt gracefully. c 
of her prayer book to the Te Drum laudamus. Th„ lady to whom tbe jresH belonged was. unfortu- u 

Now my uncle Jack never missed anything that nab,lyj asalenderasabean pole, while I consideredmy- 
was goinjr on in church, asleep or awake. 1 have Beif proportioned more after tho fashion of the Venus e 
seen him kneel down in his pew, and make all the ^ Medici> ] puiled and tugged at the hooks and eyes ii 
responses as correctly as the clergyman, and indulge m flugw> bone„ wcre alm0Bl broken. I went to n 
in a comfortable nap at tbe same time. So seeing ^ ^ ftnd woke my coagjn who dec]ared gbe t 

my telegraph dispatch to Jenny, he whispered to me: would not get up at lbat honr of tbe day, to go on 1 
“It’s of no use, Carry, you are not rich enough guoh party> for tbe begt borge in Christendom. | b 

for Phil Darrah. But take care, for he’s a dreadful “ Jenny,” said I, in despair, “It will require a | H 

Birt.” windless to bring this body together. Do get up and t 
“Diamond cut diamond,” retorted I, as the con- ^ejp me » ( 

gregation arose, and I saw that the individual in jE}iNy rubbed her eyes, got out of bed good I 

tut. UCIW'I IUMVI * —- W - . , , 1 
man’s part were growing more marked. Night after right ear on a line with my horse’s head. 

• , i Tl. i__* ..V ■ 1 i n-. Vv A,-nv 4bn TlA 

night I would be awakened by the softest music | 
under my window, and morning after morning a 
gorgeous bouquet graced my table. Sometimes the 
serenade would be given by half a dozen young men, 
with whom Phil was intimate, who performed on as 
many different instruments, and all of whom sung 
well; but 1 noticed that if our last conversation had 
had at all of a serious or sentimental turn, that my 

paniment. Occasionally, too. instead of the compact ons,-as if the right hand was not much stronger teiegreph. 
pyramid bouquet, there would be left at the hall-door and more dexterous than the left.” I pulled and whipped and coaxed away again all 
forme a few white and blush rose-buds, half buried “The left hand is the proper one, nevertheless, to n0 parp08e. I did not know then what I after- 
in heliotrope and mignonette. waB C00' rejoinder of my companion, who was ward discovered, that Old Nick had vivid recollec- 
1DWhat impressible girl of sixteen could withstand being vexed at the ridiculous aspect of affairs. tions of having passed all the spring in that same 
all this? I sighed profoundly when the solitary “ Well, I'll try it; but if I do not like it, I shall cer- green field with his ugly black companion. I would 
serenader took a last look at my window and de- tainly use the other,” said I, resolutely. not give up, but I was beginning to tire of this 
parted- and always carried the unpretending rose- I happened to glance just then at my chamber win- “masterly inactivity,” when, to my great relief, I 
buds and heliotrope up to my chamber. dow, and then-was that vixen of a Jenny peeping saw Phil Darrah and some of tbe gentlemen 

1 was entirely satisfied with the state of affairs, throngh the blinds, and laughing till the tears ran coming rapidly down the lane. 
Of all things that Phillip Darrah excelled in, and down her face. She was gesticulating violently at “Thank heaven! you are not dashed to pieces, 
thev were manv he excelled in nothing so much as the same time, and pointing to my bodice. I looked was the first exclamation I heard, 
horsemanship I have many a time watched him as down, and found that in my efforts to mount, ihad J looked around triumphantly and said: 
far could see him down the street, as he passed broken off nearly every hook which kept it together. “ Oh, I have had a delightful ride. How much 
, T, Tmn hiH having nothing of To drop the reins and seize my dress by both bands better Old Nick's canter is, (you call it a canter, don t 

"»«-* «* - »• *>*■»'• >» «*• <■» s.1 »“<* ->•“* >• h»7ia r ” 
ingly moved by tbe same impulse as the horse, he rest of the party had started forward. My horse, fol- “He never cantered a step in his life. He was 
accommodated himself with the most flexible grace lowed in a hard trot, in spite of my screaming out running away with yon,’ said Phil, evidently out of 

to its even- motion. The beast seemed proud of “ bo, wo now, stop,” and all the other phrases in the all patience. 
being managed by such a master. I have almost equine vocabulaiy. I instinctively grasped my dress “Was he? well, I didn’t know it I wish he would 

Capped mv bands when I have seen him go prancing with my left hand, while I pulled on the reins with always run away with me, then, was my cool re- 
* * * . - - ... .. *511 1 5/v A 4 mi rh an Tiorrl tliot flip VliYPCP innwlnr 

“Try again.” said mv instructor. “Let me take his full career, Old Nick stopped, with bis head over 
your foot in both my'bands, then keep your left a fence. He nearly had me over it too. The shock 
limb stiff, and I am sure we can manage it.” was awful, and I found myself entirely off the saddle 

T did try again vigorously. I performed tbe rule on tbe top of the pommel, with both arms around 
action the second time, in spite of being told to keep the horse’s neck. After tbe first moment of bew,l- 
my joints stiffened. I got half way up the side of the derment was over, I cautiously made my way hack 
horse, and clung to the saddle; there I bung like M a- to the seat of the saddle. Then came the tug of war 
noMKT's coffin. I think now that I must have given with the beast. Take his head from over the fence, 
the lookers-on the benefit of some frog-like motions or his eyes off that green field, lie would not. 

with roy lower limbs; for I know T worked them vig- My ride had given me courage. I pulled and 
orously before T got to the saddle. 'When once there whipped, and coaxed, all to no purpose. The horse 
I seated myself triumphantly, pannier-fashion, with was as immovable, and as deaf to my tones of endear- 
my face toward Uncle Jack’s front door, and my ment, as the bronze one in the equestrian statue of 

* * . IT  IAI. — lw.r.n/3 ««• \ * _A  D«anAn4ln O AVI (TO A *1 wFl lnnov M 

it would rival in length, and in other ways, the fa¬ 
mous sea serpent Used as an auger, and “ run into 
tbe .ground,” it would go deep enough for an oil 
well, and constitute, as you and your readers must 
all admit, the biggest kind of a “bore.” 

Please believe that T am your friend. Most of your 
friends praise you. A true friend will praise judi¬ 
ciously. but will administer reproof when needed, 
kindly, yet firmly. Trusting that I shall not have 
occasion to take up my pen again, I leave the subject 
for your consideration. Truly yours, 

Rep Creek. 

Washington. Presently a prolonged “whinney,’ 
“Put your right limb over the pommel,” was an,I a frightful shaking of the animal’s whole body. ^vy \ A Ai M W W- IW SP & ♦ 

Phil’b next order, with an annoyed look. His face nearjy startled me from my scat. I looked across_- 

was dreadfully flushed, too; do doubt the effort of tbc fleld( and answering the salutation, there came a TOASTS BY THE TRADES, 
raising one hundred and twenty pounds, deadweight; great black beast, full tilt, tail and mane flying, as 

and the faultless kid gloves very much split he made his way toward us. 1 expected every mo- & ^ of fegsicmal toasts said to have 
“Now take your rein in your left hand,’’proceeded ment that Nick would attempt to take the fence to ^ made &t g Vew Rng|and celebration at Mil- 

Phil, as he gathered up the reins which I had drop- meet bim, but the imperturbable old fellow only gave wankee we toke tbe following: 

ped in roy scrambling, and gave them me. a slight grunt of satisfaction. Then they put their ’Baker _«The Storm of Liberty”—It rose in 
serenade was always of the softest, love-inspiring “The left hand!” exclaimed I, for I could argue if beadg together, and appeared to hold a long comma- ^ t_m it contjnue to give its light until 
flute solo, or an exquisite song with a guitar accoro- I could not ride horseback, “ why, that’s preposter- nlcation by means of some kind of equine magnetic ^ ^ whole world> and prepared for 

TOASTS BY THE TRADES, 

From a list of professional toasts said to have 
been made at a New England celebration at Mil¬ 

waukee, we take tbe following: 
By a Baker.—“The Storm of Liberty”—It rose in 

- - . , -n the last great baking. 
I pulled and whipped and coaxed away agaimall ^ & ^ Mefchant _ „ 0ur National Flag» 

to no purpose. I did not know then what I alter- _ we never measnre it by yards, nor sell it 

ward discovered, that Old Nick had vmd recollec- a respectahle advance on its first cost, ad- 
tions of having passed all the spring_,n that same transportation and insurance. 
green field with his ugly black companion. I would * & Printer_.. Plymouth Rock ”-The imposing 
not give up, hut I was beginning to tire of this on wUcb fom of our iibertiea wa.s made 
“masterly inactivity,” when, to my great relief, I - Dernctuitv. 

How much 

inkIv moved by tbe same impulse as the horse, he rest of the party had started forward. My horse, fol- “ He never cantered a step in his life. He was 
accommodated himself with the most flexible grace lowed in a hard trot, in spite of my screaming out running away with yon,’ said Phil, evidently out of 

to its even- motion. The beast seemed proud of “ bo, wo now, stop,” and all the other phrases in the all patience. 
beimr managed by such a master. 1 have almost equine vocabulaiy. I instinctively grasped my dress “ Was he? well, I didn t know it I wish he would 
clapped mv hands when 1 have scon him go prancing with my left hand, while I pulled on the reins with always run away with me, then, was my cool re- 
bv with eyes flashing, neck arched, and nostrils my right, till ) jerked the curb so hard that the horse joinder. 
Sirttag and have been quite as ready to resign my *tood on his hind feet. By this time the ladies of the party came up. 

11 th h e as to the man *1DS* B*cn Bhil missed me, and looked around. Each had to tell how frightened she was, and Addy 
‘‘ .3,.,, .r!ntr uncle's There was an amused expression on his face as he Iaiomis declared she had nearly fainted—from joy, I 

“He never" cantered a step in his life. He was 
running away with yon,” said Phil, evidently out of 

all patience. 
“ Was he? well, I didn’t know it I wish he would 

always run away with me, theD,” was my cool re- 

heart to tho horse as to the man. 
“Miss Carry,” said Phil, entering my uncle's 

parlor one evening, “ we are going to make op an 
equestrian party for the day after to morrow, and you 
must go. We shall start a little after day-light, take 
breakfast at old mother Jones’, at Silver Spring, and 
return before the day gets worn.” 

“But T was never on a horse in my life, Mr. 
Darrah. 1 am very sorry, but 1 can’t go.” 

“Why you are the most courageous lady in our 
sailing parties. You are not afraid.’’ 

“ Not at all afraid, but I should be frightfully awk¬ 
ward, and I do not care to risk my reputation.” 

caught sight of me in this comical position. 
“ Don’t use your curb, Miss Carry,’’ he said, “Old 

Nick isn’t used to it” 
“Old Nick!’’ 1 exclaimed. I was in despair. He 

was known as one of the roughest, most obstinate 
beasts in Summerville. But I would not ask to go 

suppose. 
The ugly customer in tbe field was whipped away, 

and Old Nick tugged at till he condescended to turn 
his head toward his oats. We walked the rest of the 
way home peaceably. I dismounted at the door, 
and went up to my bed, where 1 lay three days unable 

up — may it be a type of their perpetuity. 
By a Tailor—“The American Union”—Buttoned 

up by tbe patriotism of our ancestors—may its 
needle of virtuous indignation prick the goose that 

attempts to rip it asunder. 
By a Miller—“The Mayflower”— Ground from the 

grist of oppression, it turned out no shorts. 
By a ForwarderThe Boston Tea Party”—May 

its memory be stored away by all who attempt to 
exact illegal commission. 

By a Banker—“The Pilgrim Stock”—Above par 

in every market. 

OWED TO JEFF. DAVIS. 

Dear Jeff. you're a queer rara avis; 
'Tie said lbat to iVooe you're inclined. 

If that is tbe caf®, Mr. Davis, 
HI give yon a {lirrr—of my mind. 

As with rebels you hold close communion, 
And strive with your country to cope. 

You’ll find when you're “ out of the Union,” 
You’ll be—at the end of your rope! 

Financial.—A friend hands us the following epi- 

back. There was a spirit of endurance in me that to move, without the power to raise my hands to my grammatical illustration of the financial condition of 

would have made me a martyr in the days of the 
early church. So 1 bounded along, rising nearly a 
foot from the saddle at every step the horse took, t ill 

bead. I missed the most splendid pic-nic of tho ] 
season, up at the “Pond of White Lilies,” and where 
Phil proposed to Anny Iaiomis. 1 returned home 
in the fall, and immediately took riding lessons of 
tbe best teacher I could find. I can sit a horse like 

ward and I do not care to risk my reputation.” I felt as if flesh and hones were beaten to a jelly, in the fall, and immediately took riding lessons ot 
.. y0u could not be awkward,” was the reply, in Sometimes my right hand, sometimes^ left, some- tbe best teacher I could find. I can sit a horse like 

a low voice and a tone that sent the blood dancing times both my hands, were employed to hold in my Miss Amazon, but I shall never forget that I was not 
a round mv heart. This last sentence determined me. tormentor. He seemed to have a vicious desire to only nearly beaten to a jelly, but lost Phil Darrah 

' • •>« I_LxU1 n nknn J /. f AtfAMT aITiAV ll nweri A f 4>,n I by that “First Equestrian Expedition.” 
I would not run the gantlet of comparison with 
Addy Loomis, who I knew was to be of the party, 
and who was an accomplished horsewoman. 

But the next evening, Phil came again to resume 
his persuasions. I felt that I could not get off with¬ 
out being rude, and in truth 1 had some curiosity to 
know what a ride, on horseback W'as like. At last I 
consented to go, and Mr. Darrah went out to engage 
a horse for me, and send me down a habit and hat 
that belonged to a married sister. 

I slept but little that night. There was a certain 

tormentor. He seemed to have a vicious desire to 
keep half a length ahead of every other horse of the 

party. 
“ If he would only canter it would be easier, but he 

wont,” said Pdil, coming to my side. 
“I feel that,” replied 1, grasping at my bodice 

again, “it waB very kind of you to procure me so fine 

a hackney,” I continued, bitterly. 
“ I am very sorry; but you decided to go at so very 

late an hour, that every decent horse in the place was 

engaged.” 
All this was said with the comfortable feelings of a 

THE EDITOR CENSURED 
FOR OMISSION OF IMPORTANT DUTY TO THE PUBLIC. 

Mr. MoOBB—Sir : I bate to find fault with an 
editor. I am a modest man, and dislike exceedingly 
to take the position of a censor of the Rural, espe¬ 
cially so when I consider that I may be snubbed 

affairs at Montgomery and Washington. 

MONTGOMERY. 

“Alas!” says Jeff. Davi». “ I'm sick of this job, 
Nary red’can be shelled—there's nothing but Cobb.” 

WASHINGTON. 

Abe Lincoln keeps cool aud enjoys the thing, well — 
Full bags and full Cribs — how these Yankees do shell. 

-« >»--»- 
A Safe Man to Insure.—By a steamboat explosion 

on a Western river, a passenger was thrown, unhurt, 
into the water, and at once struck out lustily for the 
shore, blowing like a porpoise all the while. He 
reached tbe bank almost exhausted, and was caught 
by a bystander, and drawn out panting. 

“Well, old fellow,” said his friend, “ had a hard 

time, eh?” 
“ Ye-yes, pretty hard, considerin’. Wasn’t doin’ it 

with the somewhat pertinent inquiry, “Do you not for though; was a workin’ for one o’them 
get your money’s worth?” But “while I muse the A DIU^W WWW «-'n--— - ’ - ... . .a a jrwu. fuvmvj w ’ - -- - 

tmpresmetit in my admirer’s manner, when he took person who knew tha. ae was rn mg sp en x >» *!1' ^re and, begging your pardon, I think I may 
my hand at parting, which made me feel that it looking supremely handsome. Brown Tom was in ,lB wc]1 fi.(,e lliy 
required onlv a favorable opportunity for me to be the best of spirits, and went along in a slow, stately y0(J are bebind tbe times, Mr. Editor. You don’t 
invited to be Mrs. Phillu- Darrah. I felt some gait, his mouth so light that the tension of the rein i keep up with the “ spirit of the press;” I supposed 
anxiety, too, as to the becoraingness of my habit and not make a crease in his masters glo\e. mi. s y<,u went in for*4 Progress and Improvement” When 
hat. I was up by the peep of day, that I might prac- jocky cap was set jauntily on the top of his l.rown you lof)k ,, Kxcelsior” for your motto, I thought you 
tice gathering up my skirt gracefully. curls, and his velvet riding-cost "as of tin. must meant to get ahead aud keep ahead of all competi- 

The lady to whom the dress belonged was, unfortu- unexceptionable tit. tors, but where do 1 find you? leagues in the rear, 

insurance offices in New York. Got a policy on my 
life, and I wanted to save them. I didn’t care.” 

my telegraph dispatch to Jenny, be whispered to me: 
“It’s of no use, Carry, yon are not rich enough 

for Phil Darrah. But take care, for he’s a dreadful 

flirt” , 
“ Diamond cut diamond,’’ retorted I, as the con- ^ 

gregation arose, and I saw that the individual in 

question was gazing earnestly at onr pew. f 
I endeavored in vain after this to fix my thoughts 

earnestly on the beautiful church service. The green 
leaves, ami the blue sky, and the- soft summer air, 
had no longer power to woo my thoughts to the 
green pastures and the still waters of the celestial 
home. I was curiously speculating upon the charac¬ 
ter of the Adonis in the front pew. 

Church was out, and we were sauntering leisurely 
along under tho green arcades which shaded every 
street in Summerville, when Jenny whispered: 

“Here he comes, Carry,” and she had scarcely 
finished ere “lie” was at her side, and I was intro¬ 

duced to Piin.ur Parran. 
How pleasantly the weeks glided by, that beautiful 

summer-time. Oh! the drives, and the sails, and the 
pic-nics, and the fruit parties. And always by my 
side was that tall and handsome Phil Darrah, with 
his grey eyes and curling hair, and a certain je ne 
sais quoi of manner that kept my heart in a perpetual 
flutter. T say “always,” bat sometimes, as I sat by 
tbe parlor window of an evening, I would see him go 
in at Mr. I^iomis’ on tbe opposite corner; and Mr. 
Loomis’ disagreeable niece, with her sixty thousand 
dollar?, who was then on a visit to her uncle, would 
play and sing for him till I vowed / would never 

touch an ivory key again. 
“It won't do, Carry,” said my uncle Jxck, after 

one of these evenings. ‘‘She sung ‘Am I not fondly 
thine own,’ last night, and to-day I saw Dakrah’s 
coachman leave a magnificent bouquet there."’ 

“ Handsomer than this?” said I, rushing into the 
parlor, and bringing out a vase of superb hot-house 

flowers in my hand. 
“ Why, no, I don't know that it was,” replied uncle 

Jack, slowly. “So there are ‘two strings to your 
beau,* are there?1’ and he laughed at bis own pun. 

“ But, Carry, she’s rich, child.” 
“ So am I.” 
“ You!” and uncle Jack threw himself back in his 

chair and laughed immoderately, “why you little 
sinner, you’ve hardly money enough to keep you 

from starving.” 
I walked to the mirror and surveyed myself com- 

1 placently. 
“ Y"es, sir,” said I, turning around to ray astonished 

1 uncle, “I am rich in good looks, (I teas thought 
f handsome) and she's such a skinny little thing, that 

nately asalcnderasabean pole, while I considered my- What ft contrast 1 presented! With what pins 1 
self proportioned more alter the fashion of the Venus could find, 1 had managed to stick one here and there 
do Medici. 1 pulled and tugged at the hooks and eyes in my bodice, between the bounces of Old Nick, but 
till my finger bones were almost broken. I went to now it was requiring whichever hand I was not using 
the bed and woke mv cousin, who declared she to keep my hat straight and the hair out of my eyes. 

naturedly, and then sat down and laughed. 
“It’s no laughing matter, Jenny!” I exclaimed, 

dolefully, “ do stop and help me. It won’t meet by 

quarter of a yard.” 
“Put a piece of black cloth uuderneath, anfi then 

fasten ft hook here and there, if you can,” she at 

length suggested. 
So it was arranged, more to the satisfaction of the 

eye than to the comfort of my person, for I felt as if I 
was in a vico. But my black plumed hat was bee lin¬ 
ing, and I tried to make the best of it. 

At last 1 heard the tramping of horses’ feet, and 
saw the party stop at Mr. Loomis' for Addy. 1 fclt 

to keep my hat straight and the hair out of my eyes. 
The very hair that 1 had been so proud of, in it* 
length and abundance, nearly drove me wild. At 
last down it came, and J went along bounce, bounce, 
thump, thump, till it enveloped me like the Lady 
Godiva’s. 

After an eternity, it seemed to me, we reached 
Silver Spring. Never was a poor soul as glad of a 
respite from torture as I was. I attempted to jump 
from my horse, as 1 saw others do, but was so stiff 
and bruised that I pitched headlong, for the second 
time that morning, into Phil Darrah’s arms. 

Mrs. Jones, who expected us, had breakfast ready, 
and after binding up my hair, I determined not to 
think of the return, but to enjoy myself as much as 
possible. As for that addy Loomis, she hopped 
urouud like a bird, pitying me, and talking of the 
delights of riding on horseback at the same time. 

as well free my mind. 
Yrou are behind the times, Mr. Editor. You don’t 

keep up with the “spirit of the press;” I supposed 
you went in for “ Progress and Improvement.” When 
you took “ Excelsior” for your motto. I thought you 
meant to get ahead and keep ahead of all competi¬ 
tors, but where do 1 find you? leagues in the rear, 

sir—actually crawling. 

Now, I like consistency. I advise you to scratch 
out that motto from your next issue and substitute a 
snail rampant, “But what have I done?” you ask. 
1 answer, “Nothing.” it’s of what you have left 
undone I speak. Now, Mr. Editor, J take the papers 
—religious, political, benevolent, miscellaneous, ag¬ 
ricultural, Ac., and these long evenings I read what 
I like in them—sermons, secession news, love stories, 
essays by H. T. B., advertisements, Ac. By so doing 
1 hope to become a wiser if not a better man, and in 
the name of decency, I wish to inquire why it is 
that the Rural of all the crowd—the Rural, that 
my wife says is worth more than all the rest—the 
Rural, that my boys light for when it comes from 
tbe office, should refuse to publish those advertise¬ 
ments that come with healing on their wings? 

No Medical Advertisements! Why, sir, you are 

infatuated. These form part and parcel of nearly 
every paper I take—or borrow—except yours. 1 can 
get along; but think of the poor man who takes no 

few ill? 
For Moore s Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 17 letters. 
My 13, 5, 7, 15 is a small, pointed piece of metal. 

My 1, 7,13, 10 is a metal. 
My 3, 9, 12, 7, 17 is a very useful piece of furniture. 

My 11, 2, 6.16 in ao animal. 
My 4. 8, 13, 14 in a part of a clock. 

My whole is the name of a United States Senator. 
Clayton, Len. Co., Mich., 1861. A. M. Baker. 

Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ANALYTICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of three parte. My ftrat, when a noun, ie 
an ornament worn hy a certain religious sect; when an adjec¬ 
tive, It denotes a very unpleasant state of feeling. My 
second, when a verb, signifies to incise; when a noun, it 
denotes an incision. My third, when a noun, is a tool used 
by mechanics; when a verb, it is always in the past tense. 
Mv whole is always a noun, and is used by farmers and 

Mechanics. 
Panama, N. Y., 1861. Gashcm. 

TTsT Answer in two weeks. 

Pmi asked me to be helped to a second saucer of other paper—what can Ae know of those benefactors 
strawberries, bnt insisted upon her taking more. 1 of mankind who have scoured this lower world, ran- 

tw mv icinirduui bad deuarted. sacked the bowels of the earth, gone down lu diving saw u.e ,-any nsvp --~ " felt that my kingdom had departed. sacked the bowels oi me earm, gone uown m u.vmK 
some misgivings at the moment, hut when 1 saw her I ^ ^ dfeaded to return bomei only the uninitiated bells, aud ascended to the skies in balloons, in search 
put her foot in Phil Darrah’s hand, and spring like 
a bird to her horse, the whole thing seemed so easy 
that I was re-assured. She settled herself in her sad¬ 
dle, and gathered up her reins with all the calmness 
of a thorough horsewoman. The party then came 
across for me. There were four or live ladies, all of 
whom were accustomed to riding. I descended and 
opened the hall door just as Phil mounted the steps. 
The first thing I did was to get my feet so entangled 
in the skirt of my dress, in spite ot my practice, that 
I wa3 precipitated into Mr. LUbkau’s arms. It 
might have been in a worse place, to be sure, but 
still it was awkward. Apdy Loomis sat and toyed 
with her whip, and watched me maliciously. 

“ Place your left foot on my hand. Miss Carry, il 
you please,” said Phil, who saw that I did not know 
how to proceed when I got to the horse. 

I did as directed, with both hands hanging hy my 

side. 
“Take the snaffic in your right hand, and then 

grasp the pommel,” said my instructor. 
I did not know the snaffle from the murtingal. 
Phil dropped my foot, placed the rein in my 

victim of a hard trotting horse can tell. When once of remedial agents? What can he know of the tre- 
6eated, I thought I Bhould never be able to move mendous plunges they are every day making into the 
again. I did not trust to my skill in mounting from science of medicine, and how they rise, bearing 

Phil's hand this time, hut got on Old Nick's back in 
the good old orthodox fashion—from a chair. 

My return c-onimeneed with the old bounce, bounce, 
enlivened occasionally with a flap of the arms, very 
ranch like that of the wings of a rooster before he 
crows. At last I got out of all patience, and taking 
the whip, which I had hung on the crutch of the 

science of medicine, and how they rise, bearing For Moores Rural xew-iore . 

aloft in triumph some pill, sirup, or balsam, which ARITHMETICAL PROBLEM. 

is calculated (see advertisements) to put to flight what is the number to which, if you add its half, itsthirJ, 
whole armies of diseases, and to send M. D's, under- -te fourth) and siIlk. 8nd fifty-four more, it will then be 
takers, and grave-diggerB into some other business? tripled? 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

A PUZZLE . 

G2t th2 b2st plp29i 38 th2 w491d-74492’s 95911 82w y49k29. 

Tipton, 1861. J w- A’ 
E2P" Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ARITHMETICAL PROBLEM. 

What is the number to which, if you add its half, it* thirl, 

ranch like that of the wings of a rooster before he What does he know of the “Pectorals, “Sarsapa- 
, crows At last I got out of all patience, and taking rillas,” “Liver Invigorators,” “Pills,” "Specifics,” 

“ the whip, which I had hung on the crutch of the Ac.! But over all, and beyond all, what does he 

ul saddle, not knowing how to hold it and my horse know of “Spalding's Cephalic Fills? 

U] too, I gave Old Nick half a dozen cuts, as hard as Mr. Editor, I think I can understand how, in sheer 

Mesopotamia, O., 1861. 
Answer in two weeks. 

C. N. Bates. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, Sc.. IN No. 591. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Robert Anderson. 
Answer to Bouquet Of Flowers:— Ctfckoo-pink; Bur-gloss; 

Harebell; Card-a-miue; Hawthorn; Frank-in-cense; King¬ 
cup; Folly-an-thus; Japan-rose; Queen-rocker; Pride-of- 

ray strength and temper would let me lay on. The wilfulDess, you have stouted it out against the “Re- ^ card-aoniue; Haw-thorn; Fre 

beast gave a spring, put his head down between his tjred physicians,” “Disabled Clergymen," Ac., but ^. p0J]y.an.thus; Japan rose ; Queer 

fore legs, 1 thought, and was oil'. I was charmed bovr yoQ bave withstood the seductive influences of Chiaa. Dew.piant 

with the experiment, the gait was so easy, and 6ajd Spalding, with his instructive, amusing, and Answer to Riddle:—Severn, Seven, Eve. 

shouted back in my triumphant delight to those I profound advertisement, a column in length, is more Answer to Arithmetical Problem:—A, fi0.40; B, fS.80; C, 

had left. 1 never looked around, bat I heard the tban j can understand, when he so earnestly desires $5,60. Total, 24.80. 

clatter of horses' feet behind me for awhile, and to point out to a diseased and suffering public the 

then I pleased myself with the idea that 1 had dis- way to health and life. Does he not give the New MOORF’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
tanced them all. York Tribune $30,000 to insert said advertisement hiU i vv ' mr, r- * i /»T»t>« rilDUff 1 T' 

On and on went Old Nick and myself, I occasion- one year? Would he not make your already well- _ v yufeyt Y 
ii« lairohinir in mvdelieht at the rapid motion and filled purse [!!?—Ed.] still more plethoric for the AGRICULTURAL, IJTEhAli hand (I thought it took him longer to do it than was ally laughing in my delight at the rapid motion and filled purse [!! ?-Em] still more p.et or 

- absolutely necessary,) ami showing me how to take easy pace, and giring the animal a cut if I found any same service? How disinterested m him 
is a“- j r- i_-. Wnmon 11 ns pbiiiiron mnnor wo frftelv that “all toe world may I 

to scatter 

hold of the ponmeL 
.indication of his flagging. "Women and children money so freely that “all the world” may be healed, 

“Sy aw*™*.” I, -r I- W of - appro.* -» - 
working in the fields threw down their implements good news, even when you might be well paid for 

IS PUBUSBEII EVERY SATCRDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOOBE. ROCHESTER, N- Y. 

Terms in Advance : 

Subscription — Two Dollars a Yeak To Clubs and 

the smile on Addy Loomis’ countenance. aud burned . * j • nt-mr* T think T should feel it iny duty, by Agents aa followsThree Copies one year, for $5, ^ix. an 
“ Not at Ail awkward," was tbe reply, “you will do Nick and I for their admiration.' How we gloried m acq ' * , t . tye tratli ’one free to club agent, for $10, Ten, and one free, for 115; 

Not at all ftwKwara, wa P j ^ bant8nian gallop, and how stirringly the close personal appeals, to endeavor to apply the ti uth c £ for m. TweD,y. and one free, for c», 
famously wlien you »»«„«. ,”,t. >w Plea»e .tern, ag.i», M I 
me to give you some lessous. Now, spring from fresh morn ng r)hiinSoDhicallv concluded do nut complain so much for myself as for less for- with an eure free co,.y ter ever? Ten Subscribers over Twenty 
your right foot.” no heed of the way, for I philosophically conciunea ao no c P ^ j t four col_ clnb papere to individuals and seat to as many 

I did spring, but somebn* my joints, doubled np that my horse knew it better then myself, . pm, a week A. these are to be P-Mbte. - it a!»avs puts one in mind of 'the dry bones, rat- I did spn.g, no, -r -a — 

**•’ 1 “ nt!“' rr»"r' " At ias. I notieed that we had left the high road. 

sm —---■ - " x -ur r:,i r, 
“But Phil Darrah may not value all these as attempted to mount. wonder 

tunate ones. Taking other papers, I get four col- Club papers directed to mdiv,duais ILrica 

nrnns oi Cephalic Pills a week. Ab the.e aic to be ^ oq fcfcnt to ,he Uritiah province., our Cana- 

continued through the year, I already have the assu- d;an agent_ and friends juust add 12.^ cents per copy to the 

ranee of 208 columns. These, united, would make a club nt/etot the Rural. The lowest price of copies sent to 
ladder reaching to the skies. Laid upon the ground Europe, Ac , is $2.50-including postage. 
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MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
AN ORIGINAL WBFKLT 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY JOURNAL, 

bills of my agents, only a little over fifteen hundred 
pounds had been allowed—making an actual Iohs of 
some $4,000 to the parties interested in paying for 
the wool. Now, I am fully resolved, with hundreds 
of others with like experience, to suffer no more 
such frauds hereafter, and feeling perfectly friendly 
to the wool growers in general, I have thus been 
perfectly free and frank in making these statements 
and remarks, with a hope that a knowledge of these 
facts will stimulate all to use due care and precaution 
in bringing about a remedy so much desired. Hence, 
to aid in these matters, permit me to suggest the 
following rules to bo observed:—First, before wash¬ 
ing, tag your sheep and sell the tags to pedlers, or get 
them worked for family use. Second, wash imme¬ 
diately after a rain; if not Convenient to do this, 
take your flock to the water and dipeach sheep in till 
you go through the lot, then Commence washing on 
those first dipped, and wash till the water runs clear. 
Third, after washing, drive to a clean grass pasture, 
and, if dry weather, then commence shearing itifour 
days, and never let them run over six or eight days 
at most; if rainy so as to delay, get your sheep under 
cover, and keep them in a close place a few hours, 
and they will soon dry from animal heat. Fourth, 
shear in a good clean place, and keep'all dirt and 
filth away from the wool; do up the fleeces sheared 
side out, use the small twine, neglect the large 
wholly, do not roll them too tight, and pass the twine 
round each fleece from two to four times, being sure 
to trim all loose ends of the twine from every fierce, 
as these on the wool make it appear very bad. Fifth, 
pack your fleeces in a clean, light place, and put all 
unwashed and heavy buck’s fleeces by themselves; 
then the buyer can see all your wool at once, with¬ 
out handling but little, and be prepared to make yon 
an offer. Keep your wool out of all hogsheads and 
boxes, for in them it always shows bad. If you fol¬ 
low these instructions, be assured your wool will sell. 

Boston, May, 1861. Ammi Willard. Wool Agent. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 

Thk Rra.«. New-Yorker is assigned to be unsurpassed in 
Value, Purity, Usefulncps and Variety of Contents, end unique 
and bountiful in Appearance. Its Conductor devotes his per¬ 
sonal attention to the supervision of itg various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Rural an eminently 
Reliable Guido nn Ml the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business of 
those whose interests it sea!oustr advocates. As a Family 

Journal it is eminently Instructive and F.nterUloiuif — being- 
so conducted that it can be safely taien to the Hearts and 
Homes of people of intelligence, U-te and dUcriminntion. It 
embraces more Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific, Educa¬ 
tional, I.lterary aud News Matter, interspersed with appropriate 
and beautiful EoKravings. than any other journal,—rendering 

it the roost complete Agricultural. JUterary a.nd Family 
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each original article or illustration to Rural New- Yorker. 
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PREPAKING WOOL. FOR MARKET, p:r:k;viitj:»i ipJjAin aw barn - perspective view 

Those who have read this journal from its com¬ 
mencement, are aware that both editors and corres¬ 
pondents have now and again nrged wool growers to 
exercise great care in preparing their woo! for 
market. It was argued, with some degree of confi¬ 
dence, that dealers would discriminate in favor of 

I clean wool, put up in good order—and hence that, 
aside from moral obligations, it was the interest 
of every producer to avoid any deception. But this 
position proved erroneous, for purchasers would not 
discriminate; and fhe result was that those who were 
careless and slovenly (not to say dishonest) obtained 
about the same prices as were paid the most careful 
and painstaking. Of course this treatment was not 
calculated to lead to reform or improvement in wash¬ 
ing and putting up. wool, and it is not surprising that 
farmers neglected care and neatness when they were 
so little appreciated. 

Finding that dealers were so careless in making 
their selections and purchases— paying about the 
same for an article put up badly as that In the best 
condition —we last year concluded to omit any 
special advice or admonitions to wool growers on the 
subject, in the belief that purchasers would ere long 
discover that they must themselves adopt a different 
course in order to institute reform among the pro¬ 
ducers. For this omission we were taken to task by 
a dealer, and how we responded is related in the fol¬ 
lowing paragraph from the Rural of the 4th of 
August last: 

“A few days ago we were accosted by a wool 
buyer in the street, substantially thus— ‘ Why don’t 
yon blow up the farmers about the ridiculous manner 
in which they put their wool. They take no pains to 
have the fleeces clean and nice, and put in all the 
dirt possible. In fact,’ he added, ‘I don’t believe 
there is an honest fanner in the State!' To this salu- 

In accordance with the promise made in the 
Rural of May 4th, (in answer to a request then 
given,) we re-publigli from a former volume the 
Barn Plan which was awarded the second premium 
under our offer. We think this plan adapted to the 
wants of manp of our readers. 

inent, or shed as it is sometimes called, is 11 feet | 
wide by 30 deep, and is marked (I on the ground- 
plan. There is a large Root Celler opening into the 
main hall or carriage floor, fifteen by twenty-three 
feet, convenient to both a and cow stables, A 
black board on wall of > .V|2e ttonr, is very con¬ 
venient for writing down amount of feed, <Vc. The 
horse stable has conveniences for six horses, with u 
cistern of water holding some MO barrels. All stock 
can be watered without going out of the barn in 
coldest weather of the season. The cistern is coveted 
with red cedar, 10 inches thick; sides of cistern arc 
stone, and plastered. There 1b also a largo tilore 
Room for tools and implements, large enough to 
house all the farm implements. 

The Main Floor contains a Granary, large, and 
conveniently divided and arranged. From it are 
spouts leading to the Carriage Floor of basement, 
so that the contents of the granaries can be received 
into a wagon below, or used otherwise, as may be 
convenient. There are two largo bays, a large barn 
floor, 14 hy 45, 'fhe Stables arc supplied easily 
through trup-doors from the main floor, as Bhown in 
the plan. The scaffolds are reached by movable lad¬ 
ders, which may lie changed to any locality desired. 

The windows of basement are supplied with pul¬ 

leys, so as easily to be moved, and ventilate the 

entire lower floor. 

The Outside Finish is with good matched stuff, 

battened to the eaves, and the gable-ends are clap- 

boarded. The whole is finished with three coatB of 

white paint. 

The Carriage Way is on the south side of the 

building, and is made of easy grade, whilst the floor 

of the barn upon the south side is about 10 feet from 

the ground. This makes it convenient in stacking 

straw after threshing. 

This barn is so arranged that all parts are easily 
accessible; and when once in the building, you can 
get to any part with ease. There is so much room 
that all the crops cun be housed with ease, and with 
little labor. 

The Yard is supplied with water from a well about. 

80 rods off, by a syphon. 

The builder was Cormine Martin, of Avon, N. Y., 
and the cost about $1,500. 

In a future number we will republish the plan 
for which our third premium was awarded. 

FLAX CULTURE IN CANADA, 

Several times have we called the attention of our 
readers to the importance of Flax culture, a crop 
much neglected in this country. While the weevil 
was committing its ravages unchecked, we urged the 
substitution of flax, at least to a limited extent, and 
had our farmers heeded such counsel, the mischiev¬ 
ous weevil might have accomplished some good, as 
well as a good deal of evil. In the proceedings of the 
April meeting of the Chemico-Agricultural Society of 
Ulster, Ireland, the subject of Flax growing In Can¬ 
ada was introduced by Mr. Robert M’Crka, who had 
recently visited the United States and the British 
Provinces. It appears that the flax spinners of Ire¬ 
land find it difficult to obtain a supply of the raw 

material, and Mr. M,, although a flax grower anil not 
a manufacturer,* while in this country, had an eye to 
the supply of this want. He says be observed in one 
particular district In Canada a great number of fields 
of good looking flax, and he found, on inquiry, that 
they were taken from the farmers hy the Messrs. 
Pkrim, who were Germans, and who had erected a 
scutch-mill in the locality for the purpose of scutch¬ 
ing the flax. The year before last they had upwards 

of 600 acres of flax under cultivation, and last year 
they had upwards of 1000 acres. Now, it struck him, 

IVLAN or BA9KME.YT. 

A,__Tool Room; B, Root Cellar; C. Cistern; D, Hall; K, Horse 
Stable; F, CowStable; G, Open Shed; a, Managers; b. Feed 
Box; c, Stairs, 

This barn is situated in the town of Wheatland, 
Monroe Co., N. Y,, on the farm of Ira Armstrong, 

by whom it was built, in the year 1856. It is located 
upon a level piece of ground, the entire, building 
being above the surface. The size of the structure is 
45 by 60 feet. 

The Basement Btory is built of stone, and is 
nine feet high, with 10 stalls for cattle, and a place 
to throw manure out into the open apartment where 
it can be preserved under cover. This open apart- 

ri.A.v or (iain floor. 

A, Granary, with openings foi pnaxlog grain below; between 
this and the bny in a hall, ’Ike barn floor is large, with two 
openings for passing hay aid feed below, for use in the 
stable*, aud on the right is the large Bay, 25 by 45 feet, in 
which may be stored au imuense amount of grain or hay. 

era, and amicable relations be again established. 
When dealers talk about their own “unwise and 
foolish operations, ” and moreover promise reform 
during this “great reformatory year in the political 
and moral world,” we suggest that producer* who 
may bo at fault can safely follow their example in 
tho matter ot repentance, and also as regards assu¬ 
rances of future, good conduct. But while we exhort 
wool growers to second the efforts of dealers toward 
instituting thorough reform iu preparing their staple 
for market, we need scarcely remark that our corres¬ 
pondent is evidently disturbed by other causes than 
the one which is the special burden of his complaint. 
The losses ot dealers for a year or two past arc not 
mainly attributable to the evil for which a remedy is 
sought, and hence what iB said about prospects and 
prices may be taken with some degree of allowance, 
I hat wool will not rale as high this season as last, is 
conceded, but how much leas it will bring remains 
to be decided. We shall endeavor to keep our read¬ 
ers advised as to the state of the market, and the 
prospect. Meantime the attention of all interested 
is invited to the article of our Boston correspondent, 
which concludes with some timely and valuable 
suggestions. 

neglecting their wool by putting it up in bad condi¬ 
tion. Now, for this nnw.se and foolish practice, ail 
those who annually payout their money for wool, 
most earnestly call for f reform in these matters; 
and believing this to bea great reformatory year in 
the political and moral world, i am sure this is tho 
very one to bring about such a result. 1 speak 
knowingly and advisedly when i say that a general 
and universal complaint upon this subject is now 
prevalent with all rnanuUcturers and dealers; and 
there is now a fixed deUrmiuation to purchase no 
wool except such us is pu1 up in good condition and 
properly handled. 

The unusually large stocks of domestic and foreign 
wool now in our market}, selling from twelve to 
twenty-five per cent, loss, together with the fact that 
no woolen goods arc seling except for army use, 
with the certainty of an increase of our domestic 
clip over last year of some four millions, and at least 
a decrease of one-third in he use of the raw material 
hy our home manufactured, reader it morally certain 
that the wool growers this- season cannot but antici¬ 
pate low figures for their dip; hence the importance 
of putting up their wool n excellent condition, in 
order to obtain anything like remunerative prices. 
It is now probable that al those who continue the 
foolish practice of puttiig up their wool In bad 
order, will have the satisfaction of adding their 
second clip to it before finding a market for such 
wool. The ultimate caust that produced the great 
excitement last season, knl which caused wool in the 
country to advance eight cents per pound in as many 
days, (while it remained in all our cities unchanged, 
in domestic and foreign,j was the faqt that money 
was abundaut, together with an unusual desire and 
eagerness with dealers aid local speculators, and 
also with the manufacturers and even wool growers 
themselves, to purchase til the wool as soon, aud 
even before it was Liken from the animals’ backs; 
consequently this broughi armies of inexperienced 
buyers into the field, who would pay the same price 
lor wool that would shrink in preparing for the cards, 
at least one-half, as they would for the same grade 

against himself as a llax-grower. When in Upper 
Canada, he went with his brother, who was living in 
that country, to visit Messrs. Rerim’s establishment, 
where he found that the flux used hy them, instead of 
being steeped, a3 was the practice in this country, 
was dew-rotted—that was, rotted by the heavy dews 
at night, and afterwards dried by the sun. The flax 
was allowed to ripen very much, and the over-ripen¬ 
ing and want of steeping accounted sufficiently for 
the difference in the quality; but he believed there 
could be as good flax grown in Canada as there could 
be in Ulster, for the capabilities of Canada as a flax- 
growing country had not been properly brought out. 
It was to state that fact to those interested in the 
subject that he had come to the meeting; and, with¬ 
out wishing to prevent parties attempting to procure 
flax in India, he thought that the manufacturers 
might be able to get a portion of their flax from 
Canada. It would, no doubt, require a good deal of 
time before a large quantity of flux could be culti¬ 
vated in Canada. What he had to suggest was, that 
the manufacturers of Ulster should send out au intel¬ 
ligent person to inspect the establishment of Messrs. 
I’ekim, and then to purchase some flax fields in a 
locality where there was good water, in order to test 
the question as to the cultivation of flax in that 
country. It was of importance that plenty of good 
water should be iu the locality, for the water made a 
material difference in the quality of flax. On his 
own farm he grew, last year, four acres and a half of 
flax, and for a portion of it he got £5 per cwt., whilst 
for another portion, which hud been steeped in other 
water, at the distanco lj miles from his place, he 
could only get £3 2s. fid. per cwt. lie mentioned 
that in connection with his remark about water In 
Canada, because a field of flax which might be worth, 
in one township, having good water, £10 per acre, 

TO WOOL GROWERS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—As the time is near 
when the farmers are to prepare their annual clip of 
wool for market, will yon permit one who for thirty- 
five years has been mostly engaged in growing, buy¬ 
ing and manufacturing this staple article in the Free 
States, to make a few remarks, and state some facts 
for their consideration, through your valuable 
journal. No one will gainsay, that for the last two 
years the wool growers have, for various causes, 
obtained exorbitant prices for their wool,—from 
four to fifteen cents per pound above its true value 
to the manufacturers. Hence, dealers and local 
speculators have met with severe losses in handling 
their wool during these years, especially the one now 
closing; and for all these foolish and unwise opera¬ 
tions, the farmers have had a profitable harvest, 
without Being in any wise to blame for these losses, 
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would not be worth £5 in another where the water 

might be impregnated with various acids, which 

would injure the quality of the flax. It would not 

cost much for the manufacturers of Belfast to send 

out a competent person to Canada to try the experi¬ 

ment, and see how far it might be advisable to 

attempt the cultivation of the flax in Canada. I he 

flax prepared in the establishment of the Messrs. 

Pekim waB principally spun to make shoemakers 

thread. In Boston the shoemaking trade was carried 

on to a great extent. The shoes and boots manufac¬ 

tured there were sent to all parts of th® States, ami 

even to South America. Ship loads of shoes and 

boots were s nt off from Boston from time to time; 

and it was to Bupply them for that trade that the flax 

in Canada was principally used. It was also used foi 

sail cloth, and such coarse fabrics. He believed that 

the flax in Canada, if properly prepared, would be as. 

good as could he produced in this country. He 

would recommend at first the flax not to be ripened 

too much, with the view of saving the seed: for when 

the flax was allowed to ripen to such an extent, the 

fibre was not so flue or so useful as an article for 

spinning. 
In answer to inquiries, Mr. M. said that the land in 

Canada would grow excellent flax, and the water was as 

good for rotting as any in Ireland. He also expressed 

the opinion that the scarcity of labor was no objec¬ 

tion, as machinery could be used to a great extent in 

preparing flax, and the flax crop came in between 

hay and wheat harvest. The proposition to send an 

agent to Canada to advance this interest was received 

with general favor. We hope our readers, not only in 

Canada, but in the States, will wake up to this interest. 

In conclusion, Mr. M. exhibited some Illinois soil, 

and described the way in which wheat was cut and 

harvested on some of the large prairie farms. 

WINTERING SHEEP. 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker:— Having noticed an 

article in your excellent paper of May 11th, on the 

subject of Wintering Sheep, I trust, in answer thereto, 

you will give an insertion to the following remarks, 

though it is late in the season to discuss the question: 

I have been a constant reader of your valuable 

journal, and have paid particular attention to the 

thoughts of others recorded in your paper under this 

head; and having had some experience in sheep 

raising and wintering, I deem it not amiss to impart 

my experience. I was brought up east of the Hudson, 

among the hills, where the practice among farmers 

in the preparation of fodder, was to top the corn 

stalks, and when properly cured, to stack them on 

the highest place in the field, where the sheep for 

wintering would bo driven and kept for feeding 

therefrom without grain. In this way my father 

managed with very great success. Those of his 

flock that had lambs, were in good heart, and the 

lambs vigorous and smart, while those without 

lambs, after shearing, were lit for the butchers, who 

were generally after them. 

The more rango or proper liberty sheep have in 

the winter, I deem the better. To keep sheep fenced 

or too circumscribed in the winter, is detrimental to 

their health. There should be a place or shelter for 

them, in stormy weather and for night, leaving it 

optional for the sheep to seek it or not; for they are 

in this particular like a turkey — they want their 

liberty. My father, who was a very successful sheep 

grower, never allowed shelter for them. 

The mode of preparing corn stalks, since I have 

been here, is to cut them at or near the ground, into 

which practise T have fallen, and then, like my 

iatber, usually stack them in the field, and feed from 

it. This has been my course, although on a rather 

small scale, for about twenty-five years — my flock 

ranging from ton to over sixty. My present flock 

of forty, including wethers, ewes, and yearlings, all 

fare alike through rain and storm, ami are fed from 

the stack, not having driven them up once on account 

of storms. The ewes are now having their lambs - 

both ewes and lambs being fine and healthy. My 

sheep ran at largo and among my cattle, faring the 

same, feeding once a day stalks, and letting them 

eat as much straw as they would. 1 sometimes gave 

bay once a day and managed the same as with the 

stalks as long as the straw lasted, but T gave them no 

grain. I think my sheep have been wintered cheaper 

than those of my brother farmers, referred to in the 

said number of May 11th. 

AY lie n the sheep are not fed grain, I always find 

their lambs finer and stronger. My sheep are now 

fine and healthy, and not inferior to any. In market, 

their wool brings as much as my brother farmers’. 

You may look upon the shearing as rather light, hut 

of tate years the average has been five pounds a head, 

and last year the average was five and a half pounds. 

My flock last year was SO, and the wool in market on 

an average yielded me $-.50 a head. Wm. J. Titir. 

Macedon, N. A'., 1861. 

channel. This may be removed by inserting a catheter 

and crowding it back. If the difficulty is below the 

incision, the animal may ever after continue to dis¬ 

charge the urine from the orifice made, without any 

detriment to the health of tbe animal. There is a 

case of this kind near here, which has been in this 

situation for three years. John I. Knapp. 

Adrian. Mich., May, 1861. 

SEED CORN MIXTURE. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—In your issue, Vol. 12, 

No. 17, Mr. Kendall gives a mixture in which to 

roll seed corn to prevent its too early sprouting. 

Since Mr. Kkndall is an older and more experinced 

man than myself, I do not wish in an ipse dixit man¬ 

ner to contradict his way of treating seed-corn, but 

only to produce a reliable, practiced fact to the con¬ 

trary, disapproving of his plan, which may be of 

some materiality to many persons. He says, “ Three 

pints of common gas tar, thoroughly stirred into a 

bushel of seed corn, until every grain receives a 

coating of the tar, and then the whole mixed with 

plaster, wood ashes, or dry loam, until it is no longer 

sticky, is the best possible preparation for seed corn.” 

Now, any person possessing only proficiency in the 

rudiments of Chemistry would immediately deduce 

that corn with a tar coating would, in all likelihood, 

not sprout at all, since the tar has a strong disposi¬ 

tion to entirely exclude the oxygen of the air, which 

is indispensable to make the seed sprout. 

Here, at Farm School, a certain portion of corn 

ground in I860 was planted with corn, previously 

rolled in the identical mixture prescribed by Mr. 

Kbndai.l, and tbe consequence was that full three 

weeks passed before Mr. corn made his exit from the 

ground — and, what Is more lamentable, only about 

one-half ever did come to the surface; so that it had 

to be replanted, which is a very provoking operation 

to the farmer. 

Another plot was planted with the .sheer corn ft 

week luter, and this came up a week earlier than the 

plaster and tar rolled corn. The students, with their 

lively fancy, styled this “delinquent plat’’ the tarred 

and feathered corn, and indeed this expression became 

quite proverbial over the neighboring country. 

Mr. Kendau. remarks, also, tbat it is a good pro¬ 

tection against the depredations of the “cut-worm,” 

insects, Ac.; still the havoc they would have created 

among the raw corn would not, in our case, have 

equalized the loss sustained by planting tar-coated 

corn. f. h. s. 

Farm School, N. Y., 1861. 

FARMING AND VOLUNTEERING. 

GRAVEL IN OXEN-A REMEDY. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—During the latter part 

of March 1 had a very noble ox taken suddenly sick, 

giving signs of great pain and an evident desire to 

discharge urine. Frequent pulsations of the l reihra, 

(always observable when cattle are voiding their 

urine,) were noticed, which continued for several 

hours, the ox frequently lying down or standing in a 

stretching posture. After twelve hours, the pain 

with which he was first taken appeared to somewhat 

abate, but there was no discharge of urine. Various 

remedies were administered,—such as spirits of nitre 

in large quantities, and liquor of pumpkin seeds,—but 

all of no avail. On the eighth day my ox died. He 

remained standing until he drew his last breath, 

when he fell to the ground. Not a muscle was noticed 

to move after his fall. 

Upon a post mortem examination, the cause of his 

death was very apparent. It was, as I had supposed, 

an obstruction of the Urethra. A stone had formed 

in the bladder, and passed down the natural channel 

of discharge until it reached the cod; here it became 

lodged, shutting up all passage for the escape of urine. 

The stone, which was of an oval, oblong shape, was 

not larger than an ordinary cranberry bean. It is 

composed of lime, similar in appearance to the crust 

collected en the inside of tea-kettles, but was covered 

with a membranous substance, doubtless formed after 

it became lodged, in consequence of inflammation 

taking place. 
Since losing my ox. I have learned of several that 

have died of the same cause. Also, of two cases 

where cures have been effected in the following way: 

AVhen yon are sure there is an obstruction, the animal 

should he thoroughly examined by feeling the whole 

length of the Urethra, if possible, to ascertain where 

the obstruction is. But if you fail to find where the 

obstruction is located, make an incision into the 

Urethra where the pulsation I have spoken of is ob¬ 

served. If then the animal does not discharge his 

urine, yon may be sure the obstruction is higher up, 

and so large that it cannot pass down the natural 

near eight inches as possible, and let not a weed 

grow- in the field. When the topB begin to turn yel¬ 

low, gather the lower leaves for the'cows, and yon 

will be well paid for the trouble. I have cultivated 

them in this way for two seasons, on the State Farm, 

and with such success tbat I shall pursue the same 

conrse for myself, nnlesB some of yonr readers can 

show me a better way. I would add, the mangel is 

excellent in the spring of the year for working oxen, 

and swine eat them greedily, whether raw or cooked. 

Cultnre of Tares. 

The Canadian Agriculturist having called for 

the experience of such of its readers as have culti¬ 

vated tares, “A Subscriber” replies as follows: 

“Having for some time resolved to sow a small 

quantity of land with tares, as an experiment, I pro¬ 

cured from Mr. Fleming, Toronto, a peck of seed, 

and, on the 16th of May, I sowed it on a quarter of 

an acre. The land was plowed, and well manured in 

the fall, and thoroughly cultivated in the spring. 

Shortly after they came into pod, I cut them, and 

found, when aired, there was at least three-quarters 

of a tun. It made excellent fodder; in fact the 

horses, cattle, and sheep devoured it with avidity. 

Had tbe seed been sown at tbe proper season I am 

confident there would have been twice the quantity; 

but, as it was, before the tares had grown enough to 

cover and shade the ground, the weather came very 

dry, and scorched the land, so that, at one time, I 

thought they would prove a total failure —a few 

showers, however, settled that point.” 

Mbssbb. Editors:—Reading an editorial in a late 

number of the Rural, headed “AVar and Agricul¬ 

ture,” I thought there was a great deal of truth in it, 

and many good hints for us in the West to till and 

sow as large an area of land as possible, under the 

present state of thingB, as probably all will be needed. 

TbftTO are not a few farmers who have all of their 

last year’s crop of wheat on hand, yet waiting for 

the “mighty dollar,” I’resent circumstances indi¬ 

cate that they will realize it. It can hardly be ex¬ 

pected that our wheat crop will be as heavy as that 

of last season, but thcro is a greater quantity sown 

this spring than ever. According to statistics, this 

county alone (Fond du Lao) raised over two million 

bushels of wheat last year. 

We have already raised twelve companies of vol¬ 

unteers in this county—036 men, and many mr.ro arc 

ready if needed. Bo far our companies have been 

formed mostly of young, unmarried men, and but 

few who produce grain. Our Governor says we 

farmers onght to stay at home and raise the necessa¬ 

ries of life for the numerous army that will be called 

to the field of action. He says there* are men that 

follow other occupations who c»d go, and that we 

can do as much good fighting in the harvest field as 

in the battle field. Oscar Berry. 

Near Fond du Lac, Wit... May 17, 1861. 

♦ » ' ♦ 

gturat spirit of the 
mixing Soils —An Experiment. 

A. A. Pierce writes to the American Agricultu¬ 

rist, detailing an experiment of this character, as 

follows:—“ I had a piece of ground which had be¬ 

come reduced by a succession of crops, so that it 

produced only five hundred pounds of hay to the acre. 

I wished to dig a cellar under my barn, and conclud¬ 

ed to try an experiment with the earth which was 

taken out. I measured off one acre of the tide, above 

mentioned, and drew the earth from the cellar upon 

it, covering tbe piece to the depth of two or three- 

inches when it was evenly spread. This was turned 

under the same autumn, to the depth of six inches. 

The next spring it was harrowed thoroughly, and 

one-half planted to potatoes, and the other half sown 

to oats. The vesnlt was one hundred and twenty- 

five bushels of potatoes, of as fine a quality as I ever 

raised, and thirty bushels of oats. 1 again plowed it 

in the autumn, going two inches deeper than the 

previous plowing. In the spring I thoroughly mixed 

and pulverized the soil, and sowed to wheat, and 

seeded to clover and timothy grass. 1 had a stout 

growth of straw, but owing to the weevils, the yield 

was but fifteen bushels of wheat. 1 have since cut 

two tuns of hay to the acre for two years. I think 

the four crops have well paid me for the trouble- of 

trying the experiment, and the result has been, thus 

far, quite as good as though I had applied thirty 

loads of manure to the land. The soil was clayey; 

the earth applied was a yellow loam. I think the 

mixing of soils, as clay upon sand, or sand upon clay, 

will prove of great benefit where the materials for 

making an abudance of manure are scarce.” 

Tlic Mangel Wurzel. 

E. C. Brigham has written an article upon the 

culture of this root, to the New England Farmer, from 

which we make the following extract:—“ This root 

will grow on almost any good soil, but I prefer a deep 

sandy loam, and the more free from weeds the better. 

Plow well, nine or ten inches deep, and break lumps, 

thoroughly with the harrow and bush. Then begin 

on one side, and, with a horse plow*, make five deep 

furrows, as straight as a line, and just three feet 

apart. Fill those furrows with stable manure or good 

compost, at the rate of twenty-five to forty ox cart 

loads to the acre, according to the strength of the 

manure, scatter salt upon the manure equal to two 

bushels per acre, turn two light furrows upon each 

row of manure, rake the ridges thus made length¬ 

wise, then make five more furrows, and proceed in 

the same way till the whole field is finished. Sow 

with a machine, and be generous with the seed. 

Thi3 method gives just room to pass between the 

rows with the horse-hoe, and as the plants stand 

higher than the spaces, this may be done when they 

are very small. Turn the mold from the plants lirsfl 

then towards them, keep it stirring, and very little 

hand work will he necessary. Thin the plants to %s 

Premium Corn Crops. 

Mr. Ellis It. Lake, of Marion county, Indiana, 

received the premium of the Indiana .State Board of 

Agriculture, last year, for the largest crop of corn on 

one, five, and ten acres. He raised on a single acre 

263 bushels, and on five acre? the produce averaged 

247 bushels. Mr. L. had four competitors, whose 

crops on one, five, and ten acres ranged from 210J 

bushels down to 116. The chief points of culture are 

given in the Indianapolis Journal, and may be thus 

stated:—The kind of corn used by Mr. Lake Wft9 the 

large yellow, but whether flint or gourd seed he does 

not say. It was harvested and weighed between the 

5th and the 10th of October. As to soil and cultiva¬ 

tion, we give his own statement: 

Quality of soil, a sand and loam based on clay. 

Broken up about ten inches deep, by the first of May, 

and planted from the 10th to the J 6th of the same 

month, In rows one way three feet apart, and the 

plants from five to six inches apart in the rows. 

Plowed with a Bhovel-plow three times. The whole 

cost of cultivation and seed, $4.85 per acre. 

The ten acre field soil was exactly of the same kind 

as that of the one acre, and the product of both was 

equal — 263 bushels —hut the mode of culture was 

different. On the ten acres he plowed but six inches 

deep — “planted in rows three feet and a half each 

way, with four or five grains in a hill,”—how many 

stalks were finally left is not mentioned — plowed 

four times with a shovel-plow, and hoed over after 

the first plowing—which was ODe plowing and 

hoeing more than the single acre got. The cultiva¬ 

tion of the five acres was, in every respect, similar to 

the last, but the land was plowed eight inches deep. 

Description of soil not given. 

be more relentless. The farmers therefore have a 

double foe to fight. They are commissioned to feed 

the world and protect mankind from famine. Greater 

exertion than usual will be necessary to do this, and 

the farmers should at. once understand it. Let every 

patriot and lover of his country’s liberties, do all in 

bis power to increase the production of tie staple 

crops. For a large front door of egress, let there be 

a still more ample back door of ingress, and so will 

the horrors of civil war be partly alleviated. 

Rural Notes anb Stems. 

Stone Wall vs. Wooden Fence. 

A writer in the New England Farmer supports 

his preferenews for sboiicuftralls with the followinc 
arguments:—“Some farmers are not very much in 

favor of stone wall as a farm fence, because the cost 

is so much. It is true that stone wall would cost 

much more than wooden fence, where timber is 

plenty and rocks are scarce; but where rocks are 

plenty and timber scarce, stone wall is not always 

the most expensive fence. For example, suppose a 

farmer to have a piece of land which he wishes to 

inclose and cultivate. The measurement is twenty- 

five rods on each of the four 6ides. It would take 

one hundred rods of fence to inclose it, and there 

are rocks enough on it to build one hundred rods of 

w'all. The rocks, or a part of them at least, must be 

taken off before the land can be cultivated to advan¬ 

tage, and when taken to where the fence is wanted, 

they can be laid into wall for thirty-three cents per 

rod; the digging and drawing should not be charged 

to the wall, but to the land as improvements, so 

there are one hundred rods of wall for $33. 

To inclose the same piece with rail fence, three 

rails high, rails twelve feet long, and making a rea¬ 

sonable allowance for splifee, it would take nearly 

one hundred and forty-four posts, and four hundred 

and thirty-two rails. 

141 posts ready to set, at 10c inch-$14 40 
432 rails ready to set, at He each--- 25 92 
Setting up 100 rods rail reuee(at 2c per rod- . 2 00 

One hundred rods rail fence.j---$42 32 

It will be seen by the ahive figures, that the cost 

of the rail fence Is a fraction over twenty-eight per 

cent, more than the cost of the walls; that, perhaps, 

is more than an average, bit there are many fields 

here on the granite hills of tbe Granite State that are 

plowed and sowed, raked find mowed, year alter 

year, over rocks where, if they were taken out of the 

way, the plow, tbe harrow, tie mowing machine and 

horse rake would work enough better to pay the 

cost. And when drawn to Jhe place where a fence 

is wanted, they can be laid ip into wall for less than 

the cost of a suitable wooden fence.’’ 
-X—— 

Effects of War on Agriculture. 

The Springfield Repubican has been surveying 

the field of agricultural hbor, reasoning as to the 

influence of the war tberetpon, and closes up with 

the annexed paragraph: 

More than a hundred tlousand active Northern 

men have recently forsakei the ordinary pursuits of 

agriculture, manufactures, :tid trade, for the defence 

of their country, and the eitire body of those left at 

home are giving much tinunnd thought to the same 

object. The result must le a greater oemand for 

farm labor, a diminution ^f crops for the coming 

harvest, and higher prit ejjfor farm produce next 

year. The teeming millitcs of earth and all its 

armies depend solely npol agriculture for bread. 

Food is the first and daily requisite of every human 

being. In time of war the* is always a sad waste of 

food, and more is needed Dr the same uurnber than 

in time of peace. Buyers tVi the army may by whole¬ 

sale empty the markets, ibd thus seriously affect 

prices. The demand for b*ad and meat will conse¬ 

quently greatly increase. The States most likely to 

be the scene of conflict willflo but little for their own 

support, for the spirit of mV gives a feeling of inse¬ 

curity unfavorable to agfcultural pursuits. The 

South, the present season, Vll produce but little, for 

both blacks and whites ha?e something else to do. 

Added to this the account! from Eugland of a wet 

spring, rendering planting impossible in many cases, 

will, it is thought, even withtfutnre favorable weather, 

reduce the crops fully one-third below the average. 

Famine may tread closely t»n the heels of war and 

Renovating; Pasture Lands. 

The Boston Cultivator contains a lengthy article 

on this subject. AVe condense a few paragraphs on 

the causes of the decline in these lands, and the 

remedies to be applied. 

]. There is more stagnant water in the soil than 

formerly. AVhen the land was first cleared from the 

forest, the roots of trees tended to conduct the water 

into the earth, and after the roots decayed, the 

spaces they had occupied in the soil formed channels 

for the descent of water. This would continue for 

some time, till by gradual consolidation from the 

tread of animals and other causes, the soil and sub¬ 

soil become more impervious. 

2. In some instances, from the slow descent of 

water into the earth, or its being retained near the 

surface, mineral substances are deposited which are 

injurious to vegetation, and at the same time increase 

the obstruction to the discharge of water. The 

“hard-pan,” as it js called in some parts of this 

country, and “moor-band” in England, will be 

recognized as producing this effect. The earth be¬ 

comes cemented by a precipitation of iron, with, in 

some instances, other substances. 

3. In consequence of the check to the discharge of 

water from the soil, the better kinds Of herbage are 

liable to be winter killed — they are “hove out,” as 

the farmers say, by the frost—the expansion pro¬ 

duced by tbe freezing of the water in the soil, break¬ 

ing the roots, which being exposed on the top of the 

ground, die. 

4. In consequence of the decline of grasses, wild 

plants, shrubs and trees have sprung up, which have* 

still further checked the growth of grass. 

5. It is probable that tbe soil has become actually 

exhausted, in some instances, of some of the ele¬ 

ments essential for grass. The most important of 

these are probably alkalies and phosphates. 

The remedies suggested are as follows: 

The first remedy is draining: that is for snch cases 

mentioned under the first and second heads. Make a 

few drains, o! tiles or stones, not less than two and a 

half feet deep, in such places as seem to need them 

most. Carrying away the water will let the air into 

the soil, and this will decompose the substances 

which to the more valuable kinds of plants arc 

unwholesome—as the compounds of iron, acids, Ac. 

Bushes may be destroyed by mowing; in many cases 

it is the only way they can be destroyed. Much pas¬ 

ture land is so stony that it cannot he plowed, and if 

it could be, it is not likely that it would be thus ben¬ 

efited for grase. Cutting the bushes strengthens the 

growth of the grass, and thiB in turn hastens the 

death of the bushes. In some instances it is desira¬ 

ble to aid the grass by some top-dressing. Plaster 

has been used in the way with great advantage on 

some soils, and as we have before stated, it is the 

cheapest application that could be made. On the 

soils to which it is adapted, it produces so firm a turf 

that nothing else can grow in it. 

Sheep may be put <>n bushy paq*nw»« ‘>-,T-antii£r<* 
If the bushes are cut every year, the sheep will crop 

the tender sprouts to snch a degree that it greatly 

weakens their vitality, while at the same time the 

grazing increases the growth of the grass and white 

clover, which, as before remarked, tend to extermi¬ 

nate the bushes. It is a somewhat singular fact, but 

one well established, that land grazed by sheep 

rather improves in fertility. ’There are thousands of 

acres of land in Wales and Scotland on which sheep 

have been kept for thousands of years (for aught that 

is known to the contrary), without the application of 

any other manure than that dropped by the animals, 

and yet the growth of grass is undiminished. There 

are instances in our own country, of sheep being 

kept a long time on land with no diminution in the 

growth of grass. 

It would be well also to make some experiments in 

the application of substances as top-dressings. AYood 

ashes, leached and unleached, may bo tried, but it 

should be remembered that they* will not do so much 

good on wet land. Superphosphate of lime may 

prove to be a cheap fertilizer on some pastures. Any 

of these things may be sown at first in narrow 

breadths across the fields. A dollar’s worth used in 

this way will afford a pretty fair indication of the 

profit or loss. 
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Hkst Fmcd hok Horses in Rritixo.—Will you. or some old 

experienced former, please inform me, through the columns 
of the Rural, what kind of feed is best for a horse team 
while working hard in the spring? About how many acres 
can a good train properly lit. in season to sow to spring 
wheat, of corn stubbier If some one will answer, they will 
much oblige—A Tocxo Farmer, Shelby. X. Y., 1861. 

Sbadk Treks in Plstiirhh fob COWS.—I have often beard 
it a-serted that cowa will give more milk and do bitter where 
there are no shade trees for them to lay under. Will you. or 
some or the readers of the Re ha l. pleas., inform me, through 
the columns of the same, in regard to the above? By so doing 
you will oblige—A Young Farmer, Ottawa Co., Mich. 

This a mooted point, even among the best dairymen; how¬ 

ever, we throw the subject open to discussion — probably 

something new may he elicited. 

Iron rs. AYoon Water-Rich.— Having noticed in your 

Rural an inquiry with respect to iron water-pipe, the sub¬ 

scriber can recommend one made of wood, which is both 

pure and lasting, and hereabouts the cost would not exceed 

fifteen dollars.—T. J. Mann. Tioga, Tioga Co., Pa. 

Cork for Horn Distemper.—In a late Rural, “O. F. B,” 

wants to know what to do for his cow. 1 could not say what 

to do lor her, for I fear it is too late in the day. But for the 

horn distemper, if taken in time, I will give a cure 1 have 

never known to fail, which is garden rue and fresh butter. 

The rue to he simmered in the butter until the strength is 

out, and ponred into the ears milk warm. About a table- 

spoonful ia sufficient for each ear at a time. It should he 

administered once in twenty-four hours. A half a dozen 

applications will generall effect a cure.—Henry D. Edgkrton, 

Watson, Allegan Co., Mich., 1861. 

A Word anour Con MEAL.—Most farmers hereabouts use 

cob meal, and I think, with favor, especially for certain pur¬ 

poses. On our light soils, we raise mostly corn and rye. 

These are the staples for feeding. The rye being sticky when 

wet or scalded, is not convenient to feed alone; hence I 

generally have it ground with the corn, well mixed in the 

hopper, OBe-foUith rye. This gives more nutriment than the 

cob meal alone, at the same time is convenient to use. This 

mixture I regard superior for milch cows, especially given 

with well chopped roots or pumpkins. For growing shoate, 

too. it may ho better than clear corn meal. It should, 

however be scalded and salted. The best way of feeding 

meal to horses, that I hare fonnd, is to sprinkle it over hay, 

previously wei with a watering pot — stir it gently, and the 

whole will mix and adhere to the hay. Be sure that the 

manger is tight. Scalded cob meal is excellent for fowls, but 

for fattening either hogs or cattle, I should not think it good 

economy —T . Dighlon, 1861. 

“Get the Best ” Stock, Seeds, anp Implkmbjtts—Why? 

Because they are the most profitable, pecuniarily and morally 

_iu paying best and keeping you in good temper. If y0jj 

are raising stock, breed from the best. “Blond will tell," 

whether in horses, cattle, sheep, or swine; and by taking 

pains, and paying a little extra to secure the service* of 

superior sires, yon may obtain animals which will sell for 

double tbe price of common stock. The first cost is the only 

extra, the cats snd cost of keeping being about the same. 

Think of this, for now is the time to decide and act. The 

same is true, to a great extent, of Seeds, Trees, and Imple¬ 

ments. The aim of every cultivator should be to secure the 

best seeds and trees of the best varieties (for his location,) 

and then plant and cultivate in the best manner. Don’t 

hesitate between a superior and ordinary or inferior article, 

because the former costs a little the most—for if you do your 

duty, the first crop will more than pay the difference. So, 

also, of lahpr-eavlng implements and machines. If you need 

such at all, get the best obtainable. You can't afford to 

bother with poor implements in the busy season of planting 

or securing crops—losing time, temper, and money. There¬ 

fore, get the best, on the start—for machines which combine 

the latest improvements, that work well, and ate durable, 

will be found the cheapest, in the end, though the expense 

may seem objectionable. Aside from tbe pecuniary advan¬ 

tages of having the best Stock, Seeds, and Implements, every 

farmer ought to receive good dividends in the pleasure they 

afford him, compared with the vexation and delay so often 

experienced by non-progressives. 

The Season and Crops. — The farmers of this region were 

ablo to make some progress in plowing, planting and sowing 

last week, the weather being fair and warm. An unfavorable 

chaDge has checked operations, however — a heavy thunder¬ 

storm on Sunday night being succeeded by cold, rainy sod 

windy weather. As we write (Tuesday, A. M.) the Bun shines 

again, yet the high winds and chilly atmosphere render over¬ 

coats and fires indispensable to comfort. Comparatively 

little corn has yot. been planted in this section. Grass is 

looking well, and promises a good crop. Our reports from 

the West complain of the backward spring, but speak favora¬ 

bly of the crop prospects. We subjoin two or three letters 

relative to the Weather, C’ropa, Ac 

Conk Co., Ml-, May 16.— Tbe season here is quite late. It 
has been very wet. Crops look promising. Some COfn is 
already planted. I finished planting the 13th. There is great 
promise of fruit, (especially apples;) trees are filled with 
blossoms. The weather is fine now. but cooL Many volun¬ 
teer are returning from camp with bad colds, owing to the 
rainy weather.—M. H. Buck. 

Sturgis, Mich , May 17.—1 have traveled over five counties 
in Northern Indiana, and the same number in Southern 
Michigan, this spring. Never saw the wheat look as well. 
The cool weather ha' served to make it thick and healthy. 
On some fiat, clay lands, where farmers have not taken tbe 
precaution to plow in narrow lands, and clean out the dead 
furrows, sons to lot off the water, the wheat ia injured.— C. 
Hoyt. 

Salem, Mercer Co.. Pa., Afoy22.—While writing on business, 
I would say that we have a very cold, backward spring—frost 
more or leas every week—while wilting this the fences are 
white with frost. Reaches and cherries are all killed, though 
we have a prospect of apples plenty now The prospect of 
wheat is rather gloomy. I tliiok we will not have more than 
half an average crop in this section.—John M. Dumars 

Whereabouts of Noted Stallions.— The famous horse 

“ Cruiser," recently imported from England by J S. Rarey, 

is to he kept for service this season at the farm of W. H. 

Barky, Groveport, Ohio, at $100 for thorough-bred mares. 

“ Geo, M J'atchen ” is advertised to stand at $100, near 

Kiugsbrfdge, New York. The Seward Arabians are each 

advertised at $60. and kept at the stables of Bathgate A 

Co., Fordham, N. Y. Imported “Consternation " stands at 

Syracuse this seafiOD, and “Henry Clay” at Honeoye Falls. 

“ Lapidist,” said to be the only son of English Touchstone 

on this side of the Atlantic, has left Canada for Long Island, 

where lie is to stand this sessou. “ Enrelui," a son of Lobe 

Island Black Hawk, stands at Flshkill Plains, “Prince 

Royal," a son of old Bellfounder, is kept for service at 

Columbus, Ohio. “Major I.ow 1 and “New Jersey," both 
8An« a v>* « ♦ T>--u 1 ■ . na 

—f 50 each Imported “Sovereign" and “Revenue" stand 

near Versailles, Ky., each at $100 to insure. “Slasher" is 

at Holmdpt, N. J.—$60 the season. “ Star Davis ” stands at 

the stables of J. M. Clay, Ashland, Ky., at $50. “ Silver 

Heels” is kept at Gen. Singleton’s, near Quincy, Ill., at $50. 

N. Y. Agricultural College.—Tbe friends of this insti¬ 

tution will be glad to learn that the temporary absence of the 

President will not Interrupt the studies of students, or mate 

rially affect the management of affairs The Journal of the 

State Society announces that the College is in successful 

operation with its summer class, and that Major Patrick, 

the President, has arritu ged satisfactorily as to the teachers, 

so that Instruction will he uninterrupted during the PreBi 

dent's temporary absence in the service of the State. Ilia 

duties will not prevent him from being at the College fre¬ 

quently duriug the term, so as to give all matters connected 

with it his genera! supervision. 

Profit of ShreV — At a recent agricultural discussion, 

Paoli Lath HOP, of South Hadley, Moss., stated that, without 

regard to any profit from tbe wool, a pound of mutton could 

be made cheaper than a pound of beef—adding tbat, “in 

fatting sheep, one great advantage was, they could take their 

grain iu a crude stale and would thoroughly digest it, whereas 

the grain for cattle had to he ground, and a sixteenth part 

paid for that operation. He thought the English mutton 

breeds of sheep most profitable His preference was for the 

South-Dowus. They fatten easily, and their meat is very 

fine. It is with sheep as with cattle —tbe large breeds are 

most profitable on rich land, and the small breeds are best 

fitted for poor lands ” 

A Damp Plaok best for Sitting Hens. - A correspondent 

of the London Poultry Chronicle says hens should sit in 

damp rather than dry places, for the following reasons: 

“ The germ of the egg floats uppermost within and against 

the shell, in order that it may meet the genial warmth of 

the breast of the fowl, We must, therefore, in hatching, 

apply most warmth to thai part only; the egg being supplied 

with only a limited quantity of moisture, is thus arranged to 

prevent evaporation from a large surface, aa the egg is only 

very warm at the part in contact with the fowl, until the 

btood-scarching nourishment for the embryo has surrounded 

tbe inner surface of the shell, when the whole egg becomes 

gradually warm, and eventually of an equal temperature.” 

Noble Horse. — Writiog to a New York paper, Grant 

ThOBBURN says:—“1 once saw a horse, in the neighborhood 

of New York, drawing a load of coal of twelve hundred 

weight, in a cart. The lane was very narrow —the driver, 

some distance behind, was conversing with a neighbor. The 

horse, on a slow walk, came np to a little child sitting on his 

hind quarters, in the middle of tbe road, gathering up dust 

w ith his little hands, and mating mountains out of mole 

hills- The horse stopped — he smelled of tbe child — there 

was no room to turn off. With his thick lips he gathered the 

frock between his teeth, lifted the child, laid him gently on 

the outside of the wheel track, and - went on hia way rejoic¬ 

ing.' And well might he rejoice—he had done a noble deed 

A Hoksb Show is announced to he held by the “ Metropol 
itan Fair Ground Company, ' at Westfield, N. Y., on the 6th 

and 7th of June iust. The premiums offered are liberal, and 

include the various classes of horses. The most prominent 
prizes are for the beet walking and trotting horses, and ladies 

equestrianism. Elam C. Bliss, Esq., ia President of the 

Company, and Simon Collins the Secretary. 

Minor Items.—The Michigan Agricultural College com¬ 

menced its present term with sixty students —about one- 

third more than were in the institution last summer — 

Rev. C. E. Goodrich, of Utica, has originated 1800 varieties 

of seedling potatoes within the past ten or twelve years, 

nearly all ol which have proved unworthy of cultivation. 

Cowing tc Co., of Seneca Falls, have sent os handsome 

Descriptive and Priced Catalogues of their Lift and force 

Pumps, Hydraulic Rams, Garden Engines, ka., kc. The 

Indiana State Board of Agriculture have determined to boh 

no Fair this year.-The Society of Acclimation at Paris ha--, 

lost its flock of alpacas, and is taking measures to replace them. 



fwtirnttMral gtotos 
Fruit is Niagara County.—Having a little leisure, I 

improve it to acquaint you about the prospect of fruit, Ac., 

in our vicinity. To begin with, wo supposed that our peacb 

crop wan almost an entire failure, but this is not so Our 

natural trees. If nothing further happens, will yield a fair 

crop. All cultivated peaches will bo scarce. Apple and 

cherry trees are set very full of blossoms. Pears bid fair to 

be a good crop; but, oh, the grapes! they are in a bad con¬ 

dition. I see in some localities large vines that will not have 

a cluster on them; others will have a few Some secluded 

vines, say on the east side of a building, are not injured in 

my vineyard. 1 And but few vines but will produce some 

fruit. In some places I find a number that liavo but few live 

buds, and then several that have plenty of tVult buds. I 

have 400 vines in my orchard, and almost every one has fruit 

buds in abundance, but the singularity of the matter is. that 

the wood is greeu. the sap Mowing freely, and yet the buds 

are all dead. The largest and strongest canes are injured 

the roost. I should like to know if this is a general thing all 
over Western Now York. 

The weather is cold, and everything at least two weeks 

behind last year. Wheat looks had. Winter rye looks very 

well. I must tell you about my grape crop last year. 1 made, 

from two and a half acres, 1,445 gallons of wine, and sold 

f200 worth of grapes. Won’t that do?—H. P., Loekport, N. 1'. 

Ohio Beauty Amu.— Mr. William K. English, of Rbine- 

liart, Anglaiso couuty, Ohio, says of the Ohio Beauty apple: 

“One tree of this variety, of about sixtegu years' growth 

charmed ami astonished everybody. Almost every approach 

to the trunk of the tree waa cut Off by the limbs bending to 

the ground; iu many places, apples matured resting on the 

ground, home of the limbs of this tree extended twentv-two 

I Written for Moore1 ’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

WASHING-DAY REVERIE THAT 

A * married man's" story of washing-day woe, 

Ami tbiok there are truths Hwould be well for friend A, 

Even thus Into in life, just to know. 

There is a machine that, long years ago, 

Took a patent—though some still abuse it_ 

And He who first issued it, doubtless you know, 

Oave His life, that all natioos might use it. 

The name was peculiar—somewhat too long 

May be for those who have grown to be curt- 

8o I beg you will not, In the least, think it wrong 

If I call It “ Do as you’d be done by ” for short! 

It not only helps the poor women who rub, 

Wearing clothes, time, and temper away, 

But also assists the husbands who snub 

Beyond reason, on “ blue ” washing-day. 

It sorts out the clothes, and sorts out the work, 

With a kind of unerring precision; 

There are none overtaxed, and none left to shirk, 

Under its wise and just supervision. 

Self-adjusting, adapted to every one’s need, 

Its work is above all suspicion; 

Every house should, instunter, procure one indeed, 

1 or it does well In any condttiou. 

As the half of its utex I oarer could state, 

1 will some of Its principles toll, 

To the. inn<trmnsi first all its movements relate, 

Then the outside expression is well 

pto. 2. 

A NEW WAY OF GROWING. 

successfully be done. But if not done before plant¬ 
ing, it can never be more than imperfectly accom¬ 
plished by after efforts. 

Our indications, then, are a deep, pervious border, 
with open subsoil that needs no draining; or if sub¬ 
soil is retentive, it must have sufficient inclination 
to admit of drainage. If drainage is not practicable, 
the border must be raised. 

To obviate the evils that result from drouth, the 
border must be made deep, and of material that is 
attractive ol moisture. This indication will always 
be perfectly fulfilled in making the home for the 
roots of the plant so stored with food, and that of 
suitable quality and quantity as shall be always at 
hand. 

A border of proper depth, well enriched with a 
suitable compost, ran never be dry. Its attractive 
power increases with increase of temperature, so 
that in hottest weather it will best supply the food 
that the plants need. We are not to suppose the 
material of the border is food ready prepared for the 
plants, but rather that it is the unwasting material 
Iroin which such a daily supply is cooked, as the 
little stomata may need, and not in wasteful propor¬ 
tions, but that the want and supply are greatly in¬ 

creased by increase of temperature, as also ability to 
appropriate, or. in other words, to effect growth and 
fruitfulness. 

To make a border that will give results most abun¬ 
dantly satisfactory, no learned compound is needed 

It matt**™ not, then, whom* “baud hohlHthe key,” 

Or when, where, or who may unlock you, 

If there’s naught that is wrong in the inside, you see, 

There can nothlug cinnn ont that will shock you. 

The fulcrum in uso Is “bear and forbear,’’ 

11 All bauds ” need to work at the lever; 

Nhould yon wish a machine, direct to the care 

Of Earnest and Honest Endeavor 

t ou'll bo sure to receive, by return of the mail, 

What you ask! you may rest on my word, 

That firm has never been known (yet) to fail. 

Your well-wishing friend, 

Polly Kouo. 

P. S.—Please tell that “ young man” who would marry, before 

He asks for a wife that’s all hooey, 

To just weigh himself! and expect nothing more 

Than simply the worth of his money. 

Apples pkk Central New York.—The report of the 

Oneida Community taps:—1“ The Red Astracan, Primate, and 

Sweet Bough, among summer varieties; the Porter, Graven- 

steiu, Norton’s Melon, and Lowell, autumn sorts; and the R. 

I. Greening, Baldwin, Esopiig Splt*en|)urgh, Swaar, Wagener, 

English Russett, and Northern Spy, late keepers, have all 

proved well adapted to this place. The Primate Is the best 

summer apple we know. Baldwin and Porter liable to over¬ 

bear Swan rand Splt/.nnburgh pay for high culture. Wagener, 

a famous early bearer, and oT superior quality. The North 

eru Spy—‘slow but sure’-has this year shown that it will 

produce great crops of largo apples. The next enlargement 

of our apple orchards will he of this sort. First full returns 

from young orchards—one thousand bushels of choice fruit 
[Written for Monro's Rural New-Yorker.) 

OUR WASHING DAYS. 

How frequent, it in the case, that. Monday is turned 
into the most disagreeable day imaginable, and the 
sweet flower in the garden of domestic bliss is 
strangely converted into a very vixen, and in the 
husband’s keen sense of his present, discomfort, he 
loses sight of the happiness or the preceding six 
days. 1 think if a good washer-woman, -one that 
can he trusted, and will do as with her own,—can be 
found, that every woman of family should biro her 
washing done, if she is not in very good circum¬ 
stances; lor it is quite ub cheap to pay for washing, 
as to pay the doctor bills, and to a woman that is 
obliged to take in washing, it is an act of charity to 

'mii, juai nuco « son US will give the best crop of corn 
or wheat, but deeper by two or three fold, will be all 
that is desired for a grape border or vineyard. How 
best to effect this, depends upon a great variety of 
circumstances, at which we cun scarcely glance for 
the present. Where stable manure is cheap and 
abundant, the grand specific is revealed. But gener¬ 
ally where grapes In the garden especially are most 
desired, it is scarce and dear. Of the compost heap 
we shall speak soon; for in all gardening operations 
it may be looked upon us a convenience so great 
that it may be considered indispeusable. 

W e shall, for the present, assume the position as 
undisputed, that the border must be deep and well 

enriched, and also that its component pails must be 
thoroughly worked together into one homogeneous 
mass. But the terms “ deep" and “ rich” convey no 
very definite idea, and with propriety, vary accord- 
ing to circumstances. A depth of eighteen inches 
of well-prepared soil may, under one state of things, 
be quite sufficient, while another set of 
oes may require at least three feet. Wo \ 
these the maximum and minimum, ren 
the depth may be almost as daraaginglv 
too little, 

[RIMMLYO THK Ci it A J'K Vl.NB.— TIlA vitU* i.M DOW HO fjtr ft(l* 

vanned, generally, that, with caution, ou<* can complete the 

priming that is still Incomplete, without producing blooding 

or other injury, and Willi a decided benefit. In addition to 

former suggestions, all weak, small buds, should also be 

mu gown's 
Grass on Gravel Walks—Will some one please tell me 

what, will prevent grass from growing up iu a gravel walk’ T 
have had the walk dug op more than oueo, but it does no 
good. 

For two years [ have tried to raise Lima beans, hut some 
insect eats ou the leaves us soon ax they make their appear¬ 
ance. t flunk it must be an Insect, for occasionally a leaf Is 
Jett that is full ol holes. Will you, or some of yoiir readers 
be so kind a* to tell me what r should do to save them and 
greatly oblige—W. I’. K., Buffalo, N. )'. mi. 

Your walk, wo think, is not well made. The earth should 

have been removed abnot a Toot in depth, and the place filled 

with rough stones, ftc., and over this the gravel placed A 

road made in this way will not be troubled with grass, except 

on the edges, where the earth will wash from the rides. 

Here give (1 good coating of salt once or twice during the 

season, aud the grass will not grow. If you do not wish to 
make the road anew, try the salt. 

I.ima Beans should not ho planted until the weather is 

warm. They lira natives of a warm climate. Put them in a 

sandy noil, and If the weather i* mild when they come up, 

they will soon be out of the way of all insects, but if it should 

prove wet, ami cold, the plants will suffer. 

CULTURE OP THE VINE 

PREPARATION OF THE SCjJL. 

After the Bituatiou is chosen, which should be 

such as will give the vine full exposure to the sun 

for the greatest part of the day, always preferring an 

easterly to a westerly variation from a southerly 

aspect, the accommodation for roots demands con¬ 

sideration. Tho ground in which it is planted must 

ho prepared to give safe and convenient lodgment, 

both summer and winter* as well as to furnish a fine 
supply of food. 

1 lie greatest evil t > be feared iu summer, is the 

lodgment of water in the soil occupied by the roots, 

or excessive wetness; excessive dryness must also 
be avoided. 

The evil to be dreaded in winter is severe freezing 

A NEW MODE OF RAISING PEACHES, 
of the vltic- 

growing region, success depends upon making the 
most of a season rather too short, and temperature 
inconveniently low, and the full measure of success 
there obtainable, under every appliance und care 
will not generally quite equal the ordinary good 

results which are easily obtainable in the most ffivor 
able latitude. To make the most of the spring, the 
roots must be kept as near the surface as practicable 

I 11,1(1 consistent with their maintenance in healthful 
productiveness, und the ripening of both wood and 
Iruit in early autumn ii considerably hastened by 
having the fertility of its border of moderate depth 
and the drainage most thorough and effective. 

With what appliances tnd under what circumstan¬ 
ces these co-workers with nature, under difficulties, 
may best succeed, we shall soon attempt to show- 
ami with no small degree of pleasure, for to these 
her most earnest and devpted lovers, we are Indebted 
for much of the knowledge of our art. Eminent 

success in horticulture, tnd more especially In viti¬ 
culture, depends upon sioh a degree of knowledge 
as can be attained only in a “rather unfavorable 
climate and tolerably btrren soil,” and the way to 
success has been marked with such clear lines of 
light, that it is not difficult to follow; and although 
the fruits of the soil vill generously reward the 
labor, a far more valuatdc compensation will result 
in the development and cultivation of the man, whose 
powers will be called inti healthful and invigorating 
exercise in the way of tharity and benevolence.— 
C, W. Grant, Iona, near Peeks hill, N. Y, 

oi ranee ea-Bt of tills to ANiagara. The past winter it 
was thought did the work of destruction most effectu¬ 
ally, as pretty careful examinations only revealed a 
live bud in a hundred, while in many eases a sound 
one could not be found. Later we have heard of 
some trees showing signs of flower, and hopes ex¬ 
pressed that a small crop would yet be secured, but 
how well founded these hopes are, we cannot say. 
Other sections of our country are even less favored, 
and a harvest of peaches is the exception, A cor¬ 
respondent of I/ovey’s Magazine recommends a new 
method of growing peaches, which we think at least 
worthy the attention of lovers of this delicious fruit. 
A course very similar to this we heard recommended 
several years since by a skillful gardener in this city, 
and if protection is given the peach something of 
this kind seems more practical than expensive glass 
houses. 

"The last even respectable crop of peaches was 
in 1868; and where are the peaches for 1861? Why, 
there is not the vestige of a bud left to tell the tale. 
Thousands of trees, too, have been swept away in the 
general ruin, not even those in orchard-houses escap¬ 
ing; and of their ntility and efficiency I have my 
own 1 sraa’ peculiar idee’ about, and expressed my¬ 
self so in a cotemporary journal last year, and now 
repeat, that the Rivers model is totally nusuited to 
this climate, aud, even if so, could not become uni¬ 
versal, because of their great first cost, and subse¬ 
quent expense for skillful culture and attention. 

1 The plan I offer to insure a crop of this delicious 

fruit, doubly important in a sanitary point of view, is 
cheap in its construction, efficacious in purpose, and 
ornamental. 

"The following description will, I trust, be suffi¬ 
cient to render the annexed diagrams (tigs. 1 and 2,) 
intelligible. Take stout cedar or other posts; sink 
level with the earth’s surface in two rows equidistant 
and opposite; thereon lay a sill or framework 4 feet 
2 inches from outside to outside, (the two inches are 
allowed for a ridge board which is not seen in the cut;) 
then take rafters 12 feet long, say 2 by 3* inches thick, 
and place thereon at an augle of 85 degrees, which 
a lows a slope of one inch in 12, giving the appear¬ 
ance of the cut (fig. 1.) Set those six feet apart, and 
extend to such lengths as space or desire may dictate. 

, the rafters are lixed, take galvanized iron wire 
and ran it horizontally six inches apart; strain thor¬ 
oughly, aud fasten to each rafter with small staples, 

his wiB be more neat, light and durable than wood. 
"1 here may be some diversity of opinion as to the 

aspect of the trellis; local convenience would always 
control me. If running north and south, the differ¬ 
ence would be the merest trifle. Under a vertical 
sun, it east and weBt, the north side may be planted 

The Black Currant.—Can you put me in the way of cul- 
tlvahag th# black currant in such a way aa to make it pro¬ 
ductive? I have it in sunshine and shade, in loam and j„ 
eUy, and get a profusion of hlot-soma, hut the fruit is hliiwinir 
.Sometunss it sets aud then drops, but many (low,-™ dron 
without getting, and t cannot get enough to make the bushes 
worth ground room. For wine jelly and pudding* ,l0 fruit 
is its superior. Were I he cultivation better understood it 

W"// V'n iao]al,le tlw tl"9t °f ?lir‘l*'ue.—T. >* F., Hullo 

Try the Black Naples, which holds its berries better than 

the English. The Bang Up is also an excellent currant 
at freezing temperature, will be greatly damaged, if 
not ruined. In spring, as the surface of the grouud 
becomes warmed, the roots of the vine shoot out 
with great vigor. The surface roots seem disposed 
to take all of the labor of supplying and sustaining 
the vine in its growth and fruit-bearing. While the 
heat is moderate and the surface continues moist, 
the early vigor continues, or even becomes accelera¬ 
ted, if, with increasing temperature, sufficient moist¬ 
ure is uninterruptedly supplied. Bnt before the end 
of June the surface must become less moist and more 
rapidly so than the roots can be prepared for. The 
vine ceaseB to make new leaves of large size, and 
fails to give the substance to those already formed 
that will make them effective and enduring in bring¬ 
ing forward the young fruit and furnishing fine¬ 
grained, hard, short-jointed wood, which is necessary 
for the building up aud continuation of a healthy 
and productive “stock.” 

Ihe surface roots cease to act, the vine languishes, 
and various marks of illness anpeur. In cases of 

APPLE TREES-BURSTING BARK, 

Lns. Rural New-Yorker:—I saw in your paper of 
May lltb, from “Surscuker,” of Rome, N. Y., an 
article on apple trees mrsting their bark, which 
may mislead some apple raisers. I will give you my 
experience. Some five jears ago I lost about eighty 
trees by what r call wltte r-killing. About half of 
them were grafted the Burnmer before, on native 
trees, and the grafts grewlirst rate. The next spring 

they were dead to the roits, and I dug them up and 
threw them away. The nher half were trees, some 
of them four or live inebrn through, that were grafted 
in the nursery and aftervard set out in the orchard. 
Now on many of these tie bark was loose all around 
the tree, the crack in tie bark universally on the 
southwest side. On the vest side of the lot next the 
fence, where the snow itifted and lay on nearly all 
winter up to the limbs, not a tree was hurt. Now, I 
can account for the whole trouble only In this way: 
Ihe trees that I grafted it the spring before, having 
less sap, in consequence of catting off all the top, 
froze to death without bursting the bark on a single 
tree. The others grew reiy fast till late in the fall, 
the wood being soft, anc when they froze the hark 
was loosened. Those ir. the snow were protected. 
Our coldest winds are from the southwest. Now, 
many of my trees that cmrst their bark some two 

HOW TO MAKE RUSK 

Mr. Editor:—In your Rural of last week,’ I saw a 

petition for good rusk. Please insert the following, 

which I know to be good:—One cup of butter and 

lard, equal quantities; 1 quart milk; 2 cups of coffee 

sugar. Make a sponge at night, using half of the 

above ingredients, with 2 tablespoonfuls of yeast. 

In the morning, when very light, mix softer than bis- 

an egg aud half a 
When very light, make into 

When baked, 
using a 

appearance. 

In the morning, 

cult, using the other half with 
tcaspoonful of soda, 

biscuit, letting them stand until light 
wet the top of them in milk and molasses, 
rag or feather,—this gives them a glossy 

Aud now to thee, whose name ia “ Lide,” 

I have & word to nay, 

That if yoar Rusk are not superb, 

I'leaae try another day. 

Remembering the old proverb, 

That practice perfect makes, 

Which most especially is true 

In making Rusk or Cakes. 

Mattituck, L. I., 1861. l. y. R. , 

Noticing an inquiry in a late number of the Rural, 

for making rusk, I will give a recipe which I know /,• 
to be good. Take of light bread dough two bowls; A 
add one cup of sugar; two eggs; onc-half of a cup L 
of butter. Let it rise until light; add a teaspoonful 
of soda; then do up your rusk. Let rise again and M 
bake in a quick oven. This will make a large quan- 
tlty; divide the recipe, and you will have sufficient 
for an ordinary family.—Hannah, Mattituck, L. I. A 

BLACK CURRANT—BANG CP. 

We give an engraving of a bunch we gathered last summer. 

It is now the favorite black currant in England. Perhaps 

late frosts injure the blossoms, butdropping the fruit is a bad 

habit peculiar to the Black English everywhere, we believe. 

We endorse the opinion expressed of the value of the Black 

Currant take increased action, and if circumstances are fa¬ 
vorable, the fruit again begins to enlarge and goes 
on to ripening. 

These surface-roots will be destroyed by the winter 
and when they have grown so large as to become an 
important part of the vine, its health is destroyed 
with them. Often no marked eflect follows, while 
all circumstances continue favorable; but it is ouly 
the vine whose health is at all points guarded and 
whose strength i3 ever husbanded that is able to 
withstand all trials of the seasons. 

Nearly the same train of symptoms follows the 
loss of the roots or the hindrance ol their formation 
during the growing season by the excess of water. 

We have glanced at a few of the evils to which 
the vine is very often subjected, in order that we 
may see the need of obviating them at the beginning, 
or in preparing the ground, so that it may easily and 

io Frrvent Cherries from being Wormy.—Noticing an 

inquiry in a late number of your paper for preventing cher¬ 

ries from being wormy, I send you the plan we have followed, 

and have bad very good success. Just before the tree blos- 

*oms, take woolen rolls and put them twice round the tree, 

and tie them about afoot and a half from the ground, and 

let 'hem remain on till the cherries are ripe. We use four 

such roils. This prevents insects from reaching the limbs 

aud spoiling tho cherries.—M. Zimmerman, Tonawanda, Eiie 
Co., If. F, 1861. 

Asparagus Pea.— Will you, or some of yonr correspon¬ 
dents, give me some information, through your paper in 
regard to the “Asparagus Pea?” I received from the 

U M r is 7 M in 
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ANGEL JENNIE. 

BY MRS. 8. F. HADDOCK. 

IjAY those little shoes with fondest care, 

Her tiny feet will never need them more; 

And pul away the little hat, her golden hair 

Will never curl beneath it as of yore; 

And in the drawer place the little cloak and gown 

Bedew'd with tears ye cannot fail to shed; 

One snowy robe served well to lay her down 

So peaceful with the calmly sleeping dead. 

Lay all her playthings, too, in some sacred nook. 

So many preciom* taem’rie* round thorn c'itig, 

That ye oft will huger there, end tearful, look 

At these lent valued, jet most cherished things 

But when with tender, silent thoughts, ye lay 

Those dear mementoes of your darling one 

So choicely by, think not her moldoring clay 

And those are all that’s left of her who’s gone. 

No, no, her little feet are treading, even now, 

O’er the bright fields of an eternal spring, 

Oft calling the immortal flowers that grow, 

While her sweet eoug is one which clieruhs sing. 

Earth hath its trials and its fearful cares 

To those who toil along the path of life,— 

A path so full of pitfalls and of snares,— 

A path with little joy and so much sorrow rife. 

Sweet little Jknnik hath escaped them all 

While her young heart was innocent and pure; 

Gone jn the morning, ere the shadows fall, 

Safe from the tempter's foul and fatal lure. 

In His arms, lo! yonder by the gates of light, 

See, the Good Shepherd fold* your little lamb; 

Look op, ye mourning ones, faith gives this vision bright, 

UndonbUpg faith that bids the soul ho calm. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker,] 

OUR ACTIONS ARE OUR ANGELS. 

There are angels of light and angels of darkness 
watching over us, noting our every thought and 
actiou. And when we refrain from evil passions and 
unholy desires,—when we stand serene and strong in 
virtue in the midst of temptation, when our thoughts 
are pure, just, and upright,—then tho angels of light 
are hovering over and guarding us. These invisible 
messengers are recording our every thought and 
deed. If we are kind und gentle,- if we imitate the 
pure and lovely character of Christ,—the angel 
over the right shoulder bears aloft to Heaven’s Chan¬ 
cery the record of onr acts of kindness and love, and 
the recording angel smiles as he writes it down in the 
book of remembrance. But if evil passions rule 
and govern the soul, it selfishness and enmity, 
hatred and bitterness, are allowed to dwell in the 
mind, — then angels, dark and fearful as those 
thoughts and purposes, watch with evil eyes, bearing 
faithful record of them all. 

In every mind exists a sacred Cod-given principle, 
which enables ns to discern right from wrong, and 
may or may not he conducive to our happiness, and 
depending entirely upon our own course of action. 

History furnishes abundant proofs of individuals 
who, perhaps, by one simple act, have set the seal 
upon their liiture character. All are familiar with 
the story of Washington concerning the confession 
he made in regard to his father’s favorite tree. His 
action then was guided by the angel of truth, and it 
doubtless tended to mark his future course with that 
truth and integrity which he alone cun boast. Tt 
arose before him, as a ministering spirit in after life, 
bidding him speed onward in the path of right. It 
seemed to set the seal of truth indelibly upon his 
brow. It girded him with new strength and power. 
Angels of light guarded and protected him through 
every trial and danger. And when death entered his 
quiet, peaceful home, guardian angels hovered aronnrl 
the couch of the dying, and, calmly as an infant sinks 
to sleep, the pure spirit of the great Washington was 
borne by the angels of light to the home of tire 
righteous. His life had been one of severe trials and 
great triumphs, but his actions had all boon governed 
by good and noble principles, and appropriate and 
truthful to his life and character were his last words, 
“ All is well.” 

How very different tho life and acts of one of the 
noted Kings of England, Henry tlse Eighth. Histo¬ 
rians have yet to inform us if there was onr. com- 
meudable trait in his character, lie reigned nearly 
forty years, and there was nothing too cruel, too 
brutal, too vicious, for this infamous wife-slayer 
prince to execute, if agreeable to his selfish, uurea- 
son able will. The good and noble, the high and low, 
the pure and innocent, the fair anil beautiful, were 
put to prison, torture, and death, in the most cruel 
and unjust, manner. Fearful, indeed, as one might 
expect, was the death scene of this monarch. We 
arc told he was more furious than ft chained lion. 
He had always been stern and severe, now he was 
outrageous; and as the angels of darkness gathered 
around him, his anguish and remorse were greater 
than can be expressed. Tho sensual, impervious 
tyrant of England learned, at a dreadful price, that 
his evil, sinful acts were augels of darkness and 

terror. 
It is a beautiful thought to the good and pure that 

guardian angels are hovering near and protecting 
them from sin and evil. It is a belief that, lias com¬ 
forted many a sorrowing heart; it has cheered and 
lightened the path of many a sad, grief-stricken one 
of earth; it has nerved the martyr to meet torture 
and death calmly and nobly. Angels laugh at bolts 
and prison bars, and though the innocent and good 
may he deserted and forsaken by every earthly 
friend, their good angels never leave them. 

Such was the case of Mary, Queen of Scots, who 
was wrongfully and slumcf.illy persecuted and 
injured by bitter, envious, detestable enemies. “No 
queen ever possessed higher talents or viitues. Her 
character was frank and beautifully proportionate. 
Never would mere brilliancy of person and mind 
have excited such glowing friendship, such bitter 
envies, such lasting admiration and world-wide 
sympathy. But she was too trustful,— she confided 
in the treacherous too often,— she bad not learned 
that there are always many persons utterly dead to 
every claim of reason, honor, uud generosity.” Her 
melancholy fate is one of the saddest records in his¬ 
tory. Niueteeu long, dreary years she was unjustly 
detained a prisoner by those who have no excuse to 
offer for their injustice, save that offered in the right 
of the strong over the weak. And yet, during all 
those long, weary years, guardian angels hovered 
near and cheered her lonely hours by their swee t and 
holy presence. Rhe was purified like gold tried in 
the tire for the Kingdom of Heaven. And then, 
when the last bitter drop was added to her full cup, 
she bowed calmly and meekly to her fate; aud as her 
head was placed upon the block, from her lips 
breathed the words, “0 Lour, in thee have I hoped, 
and into thy hands 1 commit ray spirit;” and the 
angels of light, robed in suowy whiteness, with 

golden harps and shining crowns, unfurled their 
angel wings and bore her pure spirit to the pearly 
gates of the New Jerusalem, where no sin nor wrong 
can ever enter; but peace, and love, and joys unspeak- 
able there have dominion. If Mary, Queen of Roots, 
had been governed by evil, sinful actions, such as by 
some are enviously imputed to her, never could she 
have faced her cruel, ignominious death, so hopeful, 
so trustful, so Christ like. 

Oar actions are our angels for good or ill. If just 
and right, our conscience will be pure, our thoughts 
blessings, cur life a pleasant reality. If not, our 
actions will haunt us with terror and remorse; our 
thoughts curses, and our life a fearful dream. 

Gainesville Seminary, N. Y., 1861. Agnes I’attkrho.v. 

MAN’S DUTY TO WOMAN. 

Let him learn to be grateful to woman for this 
undoubted achievement of her sex, that it is she,— 
she, far more than he, and she too often in spite of 
him,—who hits kept Christendom from lapsing back 
into barbarism — kept mercy and truth from being 
utterly overborne by those two greedy monsters,— 
money and war. Let him be grateful for this, that 
almost every great soul that has led forward or lifted 
up the race has been furnished for each noble deed, 
and inspired with each patriotic and holy aspiration, 
by the untiring fortitude of some Spartan, or more 
than Spartan,— some Christian mother. 

Moses, the deliverer of his people, drawn out of 
the Nile by the King’s daughter, some one has hinted, 
is only a symbol of the way that woman’s instincts 
always outwit the tyrannical diplomacy of man. Lot 
him cheerfully remember, though the sinewy sex 
achieve enterprises on public theatres, it is the nerve 
and sensibility of the other that arm the mind arid 
inflame the soul in secret. “A man discovered 
America, but a woman equipped the voyage.” Ro 
everywhere; man executes the performance, hut wo¬ 
man trains the man. Every effectual person, leav¬ 
ing his mark on the world, is but another Columbus, 
for whose furnishing some Isabella, in the form of his 
mother, lays down her jewelry, her vanities, her 

comfort. 
Above all, let not man practice on woman the per¬ 

petual and shameless falsehood of pretending admira¬ 
tion and acting contempt. Let them not exhaust 
their kindness in adorning her person, and ask, in 
return, the humiliation of her soul. Let them not 
assent to every high opinion, as if she were not 
Btrong enough to maintain it against opposition; nor 
yet manufacture for her, and force it upon her lips 
by dictation. Let them not crucify her emotions, 
nor ridicule her frailty, nor crush her individuality, 
nor insult her dependence, nor play mean jests upon 
her honor in convlval companies, nor bandy unclean 
doubts of her, as a wretched substitute for wit; nor 
whisper vulgar suspicions of her purity, which, as 
compared with their own, iB like the immaculate 
whiteness of angels. Let them multiply her social 
advantages, enhance her dignity, minister to her in¬ 
telligence, and by manly gentleness, be the chain- 
[dons of her genius, the friends of her fortunes, and 
the equals, if they can, of her heart.—Rev. F. D. 

Huntington. 

HOW LADIES SHOULD DRESS. 

As you look from your window, in Paris, observe 
tho first fifty women who pass; forty have noses 
depressed in the middle, a small quantity of dark 
hair, and a swarthy complexion, but then, what a 
toilet! Not only suitable for tho season, but the age 
and complexion of the wearer. How neat the feet 
and hands! How well the clothes arc put 00, aud 
more than all, how well they suit, each other! 

Before English women can dress perfectly, they 
must have the tasto of the French, especially in 
color. One reason why we see colors ill-arranged in 
England is, that tho different articles are purchased 
each for its own imagined virtues and without any 
thought of what is to be worn with it.. Women, 
while shopping, buy what pleases t’icir eye on the 
counter, forgetting what they have at home. That 
parasol is pretty, but it will kill, by its color, one 
dress in the buyei’a wardrobe, and be unsuitable for 
the others. To be magnificently dressed costs money; 
but to be dressed with tasto is not expensive. Tt re¬ 
quires good taste, knowled «e and refinement. Never 
buy an article unless it is suitable to your age, habit, 
style, and rest of your wardrobe. Nothing is more 
vulgar than to wear costly trimming w th a common 
delaine, or cheap lace with expensive brocades. 

What colors, it may be asked, go best together? 
Green with violet; gold with dark crimson or lilac; 
pale blue with scarlet; pink with black or white; and 
gray with scarlet or pink. A cold color generally 
requires a warm tint to give life to it. Gray and pale 
blue, for instance, do not combine well, both being 
cold color-. White and black are safe wear, but the 
latter is not favorable to dark or pale complexions. 
Pink is, to some skins, the most becoming; not, 
however, if there is much eolor in the cheeks and 
lips, and if there be even a suspicion of red in either 
hair or complexion. Peach color, Is perhaps, one of 
the most elegant colors worn. Maize is very becom¬ 
ing, particularly to persons with dark hair and eyes. 
But whatever the colors or material of the entire 
dress, the details are all iu all; the lace around the 
bosom and sleeves, the (lowers—in fact, all that fur¬ 
nishes the dress. If trimmed with black lace, some 
of the Bame should be worn on the head, and (lowers 
which are worn iu the hair should decorate the dress. 
— All the Year Round. 

DEIFYING THE FEMALE SEX. 
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0! BRIGHT GENESEE. 

BY BE1.LB BUSH. 

Trs sweet at the twilight to wander alono. 

O'er scenes that were hallowed in years which hare flown; 

'Tip pleasant to steal from the cold world away, 

And tread the green hill* where the quick breezes play; 

But 0! there’s a joy more exquisite to me, 

In the light of thy waters, 0, bright Genesee! 

The wild winds that wake when the day-beam is o’er, 

Leave their harps on the willows that bend from thy shore. 

And rich is the chime of their musical lay, 

As its sounds through tho woodland enchantingly stray; 

But never had music such rapture lo me, 

As the voice of thy waters, 0, bright Genesee! 

Sweet smile of the valley, that winding afar, 

Bears the flame of the sun or the sheen of a star, 

“ How calm on thy bosom of blue ” could I glide 

By thy dew-dripping shores, to the chime of thy tide; 

While the shadows of care from roy spirit would flee 

At the sound of thy waters, O, bright Genesee! 

Thou mirror of beauty, how oft when a child 

Have I climbed the dark hills, thro'the deep tangled wild, 

And far from the scenes that encircled my home, 

Looked down on thy surface, thy fret work of foam; 

And fair as thy waves, wa* the future to me, 

As I trod thy green border*, 0, bright Genesee! 

But the dreams of my youth, the illusions of glory, 

Have perished from i nrth like the fame of a story. 

And weary of phantoms that folly had made, 

I turn with delight to tby valley of shade; 

But its shores with their hamlets look strangely to me,— 

All changed, save thy waters, 0, bright Genesee! 

Thou fair, dimpled river, still chainless thou art, 

With tby peace breathing numbers, enchanting my heart; 

How gently its chords eould he folded to rc*t, 

In a wave of sweet song, on thy sky lighted breast, 

Where the last not* - they utter commingled should be, 

With the voice of tby water*, 0, bright Genesee! 

Adelphian Institute, Norristown, pa., lwtl 

♦ * « ♦ 
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’AGRICULTURE-ITS NOBILITY. 

destiny is unfolding for the cultivator of the soil. 
The institutions of learning that have been scattered 
broadcast throughout our land, are wielding a mighty 
influence. They are elevating him above the depths 
of ignorance and prejudice, to a high degree of cul¬ 
tivation and refinement. The intelligent farmer is 
taking his place in the highest circles of society, 
side by side with the wealthy lawyer, the successful 
merchant, and the accomplished Bcholar. His pro¬ 
fession is fast rising in the scale of public estimation, 
for which thanks are in a great measure due to the 
amount of talent and ability that has of late been 
brought to bear upon it by the invention of labor- 
saving machines and the wide circulation of agricul¬ 
tural journals. The elegant surroundings of taste, 
and the comforts and conveniences of superior 
knowledge which are now often seen around the 
farmer’s home, evince a spirit of improvement and 
intellectual advancement, not merely local and tem¬ 
porary, but widespread and permanent. 

One of the chief reasons why farming has been 
hitherto regarded with so little favor, is the unfortu¬ 
nate aversion which mankind are wont to cherish 
against all kinds of manual labor. That this is owing 
in pait to the perversity of our natures, I make no 
doubt ; but I am strongly inclined to the belief that 
it is partly the remains of that deep rooted prejudice 
existing when the most respectable calling was ac¬ 
counted that of arm?. This feeling seems to have 
taken about as d-ep a root in the minds of men as the 
propensity to duelling, another relic of a barbarous 
age. We venture to hope, however, that as the 
world progresses in knowledge and enlightenment, 
theae ideas will vanish, and the profession of agricul¬ 
ture he regarded in its true light,—one of the very 
noblest on earth. Coeur. 

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 1861. 

Rev. Dr. Alexander, in his recent volume of 
sermons, utters the following solemn warning: — 
“ What a horrid fraud Satan is practicing ou the 
church in regard to the daughters of the coveuant! 
In fashionable circles — dare 1 name them Christians 
— the years where girlhood merges into maturity are 
frequently sold to the adversary. The young Ameri¬ 
can woman is taught to deem herself a goddess. If 
there bo wealth, if there be accomplishments, if 
there be beauty, almost a miracle seems necessary to 
prevent the loss of the soul. Behold her pass from 
the pedestal to ihe altar: the charming victim is 
decked for sacrifice. Every breath that comes to her 
is incense. Her very studies are to fit her for admi¬ 
ration. l>ay and night the gay but wretched maiden 
is taught to think of 6elf and selfish pleasures. Till 
some Lenten fashion of solemnity interrupt the 
whirl, the season is' too short for the engagements. 
(Have parents shake their heuds at magnificent 
apparel, costly gems, night turned into day, dances, 
at which the Romans would have blushed, pale 
cheeks, bending frames, threatened decay; and yet 
they allow and submit. Aud thus that sex, which 
ought to show the sweet, unselfish innocency of a 
holy youth, is carried to the overheated temples of 
pleasure. Thus the so-called Christian verifies the 
apostle’s maxim: ‘She that livetli in pleasure, is 
dead while she liveth.’ ” 

The farmer has been sometimes styled Nature’s 
nobleman, a title which expresses not inaptly his pecu¬ 
liar relations to the mysterious ruling power of the 
universe. The ".crm nobleman, has generally been 
used to designate one who assists a monarch in the ad¬ 
ministration of his government. In like manner the 
fanner co-operates with nature in the production and 
distribution of her inestimable gifts, which are neces¬ 
sary to the support and comfort of man and beast. 
There are many who think farming alow and servile 
craft, and some even go so far as to affirm that it. 
scarcely raises one above the brutes, but these I look 
upon as the conceptions of vulgar and grovelling 
minds, which arc not apt to form their opinions from 
philosophical observation, but arc chiefly influenced 
by outward appearances and prejudice, and often I 
am led to suspect that there is no small mixture of 
slothfulness and discontent in tbeir combinations. 
Therefore, in order that wo may not be led into any 
grevious errors, or narrow ami one-sided views, let 
us give the subject,a fair and candid examinat ion, and 
for this purpose suppose we look for a moment at first 
principles. The harmony which is exhibited in the 
mechanism of the globe, and the nice adaptation of 
all Ita parts to their respective purposes, lias been a 
source of unfailing admiration to philosophers of 
every age, und they have confessed that the deeper 
they extended their observations, the more surpris¬ 
ing are the examples of tho order and beauty of the 
vast, machine, and the wisdom of the mind that pro¬ 
jected it. The various processes, too, by which every 
end has been wrought out, discover an excellence 
and a magnitude before which man’s greatest achieve 
montspale tbeir lustre and dwindle into insignificance. 

The (treat Artist evidently designed agriculture to 
be the oh id source of our subsistence, the parent of 
all other arts, tho fountain head from which they 
flow. He seems to have blessed tlie pursuit, more 
abundantly than any other, with those gifts that are 
most highly prized and eagerly sought by all, name¬ 
ly, health and long life. And knowing, too, that 
without some employment existence would hang 
heavily upon us, he seems to have selected the cul¬ 
ture of the'earth as the most delightful of all occupa¬ 
tions,—one worthy the pursuit of man in that perfect 
and blissful state which he enjoyed before his fall. 
The Israelites, on whom he bestowed so many signal 
marks of favor, and whose existence was calculated, 
like the golden age of Ratufn, to be a realization of 
those dreams of happiness which humanity so fondly 
cherishes, were expressly limited by laws from any 
extensive intercourse or traffic with other nations- 
as if the cultivation of the s)il, on which they mainly 
relied for support, was deemed the most happy and 
innocent employment they could be engaged in. A 
host of characters might be cited from scripture, 
such as the patriarchs, and King David himself, who 
followed agriculture, and wbo were particularly be¬ 
loved by the Supreme Behg; indeed, wre will find 
that He was always the special patron of this art, aud 
profuse in pouring out his greatest blessings upon its 

followers. 
Agriculture is a favorite theme with the poets, and 

has given rise to some of their most beautiful effu¬ 
sions. The pastorals of antquity breathe throughout 
such a spirit of sweetness, dud domestic tranquility, 
and peace, as no other art cpuld inspire. Could the 
business of a quibbling lawyer or fawning tradesman, 
which seem to possess sue) attractions in the eyes 
of our youth, ever be wron;bt into such melodious 
measures? Could any of t' eir details suggest such 
noble thoughts and aspirati ns as fill the mind of the 
intelligent farmer, who dai r holds communion with 
Nature in her most attract!' i forms, aud who watches 
with unfailing interest thj gradual unfolding and 
perfection of her mysterioui operations,—the marvel¬ 

ous instances of her wise economy. 

Many examples might l* given of the love and 
devotion of distinguished ecu to the cause of agri¬ 
culture; but as Americans we need none brighter 
than that afforded by our odu honored Washington, 
who looked forward with 1 nging eyes to the shades 
of retirement aud the sw ets of rural life as the 

“IT IS MORE BLESSED.” 

Give! as the morning that flows out of heaven; 

Give! as the waves when their channel is riven; 

Givet as the free air and sunshine are given; 

Lavishly, utterly, carelessly give. 

Not the waste drops of tby cup overflowing, 

Not the faint sparks of tb.r hearth ever glowing, 

Not a pale bud from the Jone roses blowing; 

Give, as He gave thee who gave tbee to live. 

Pour out thy love, like the rush of a river 

Wasting its water* forever and ever, 

Through the burnt sand* that reward not the giver; 

Silent or songful, thou nearest the sea. 

Scatter thy life, as the summer shower's pouring! 

What if no bird through the. pearl-rain ia soaring? 

What if no blossom looks upward adoring? 

Look to the life that w.ia lavished for thee! 

Give, though lliy heart may be wasted and weary, 

Laid on an altar all ashen and dreary; 

Though from its pulse* a faint miserere 

Beats to thy soul the gad presage of fate, 

Bind it with cords of unshrinking devotion; 

Smile at the song of ita restless emotion; 

'Tis the stern hymn of eternity's ocean; 

HeaV! and in silence thy future await. 

solace of his declining yearl—a haven of refuge from 
the turmoils and the distractions of office. There is 

So the wild wind strews ita perfumed caresses, 

Evil and thankless the depart it blesses, 

Bitter the wave that its soft pinion presses, 

Never it e.ea*eth to whisper and sing, 

What if tho hard heart gives thorns for thy roses? 

What if on rock* thy tired bosom reposes? 

Sweetest ia music with minor-keyed closes, 

Fairest the vines that on ruin will cling. 

HEALTH AND HAPPINESS. 

Health is to be regarded as the chief of earthly 
blessings. It is one upon which all others must, in 
a great measure, depend. It has also more to do for 
the mind than has been supposed. Rtrength of intel¬ 
lect, moral power, serenity of temper, all derive more 
or less from physical bctillli of the individual. And 
happiness ban certainly this for its material founda¬ 
tion. Of what value is ft line mansion to the owner 
who is bed ridden? A sumptuous table to a misera¬ 
ble dyspeptic? Harks and shaded avenues to a man 
with tho gout? CkriSagCB, horses, servants, every 
luxury, to one who is ever tormented with rheumatic 
twinges? The plow-boy who goes whistling to the 
field, full of rosy-hoed health, may well be envied by 
the consumptive land holder or banker, who watches 
him, while he sits coughing in his lordly chamber. 
And what think you the faded, ailing, carefully pre¬ 
served, woman of fashion would give, to exchange 
her false curls and cosmetics for the natural, ruddy 
hues and glowing beauty of her washer-woman’s 

daughter? 
We may have wealth, friends, books, splendid 

drawing rooms, the finest pew in church, everything 
money can command — still, the enjoyment of every 
blessing refers back to health. The apprentice in 
the gallery enjoys the play more in one evening, at 
the modest cost of two shillings, than Mrs. Weak- 
nerves In her expensive box during the whole season. 
Old Asthmatic’s magnificent estate is not a tenth 
part as much as his woodchopper’s, who goes singing 
in the woods every morning, with his axe on his 
shoulder and his luncheon in his pocket. 

Health, then, Is to he prized first of all; and no 
blessing of minor importance can sanely be pur¬ 
chased at its expense., To its maintenance or resto¬ 
ration, riches, pursuits, and more than all, pleasures, 
are to be freely sacrificed, if necessary. What use is 
a trade or profession to him who lias broken his con¬ 
stitution in obtaining it? How much better for him¬ 
self, yonder sickly and effeminate clergyman would 
have done, had he neglected theology and given more 
attention to hi* bowels! What are all pleasures now 
to the w retched sensualist, whose capacity for enjoy¬ 
ment has been destroyed by perversion and excesses? 
Aud what is wealth to him who has expended all the 
vital essence and exhuberant juice of his constitution 
in a life of toil and care? 

Almost the day of thy giving is over; 

Ere from the gro** dins tho bee hooted clover, 

Thou wilt have vanished from friend and from lover; 

What shall thy longing avail in the grave? 

Give, as tho heart gives, whose fetters are breaking, 

Life, love and hope, all thy dreams and tby waking, 

Soon heaven’s river thy sonl-fevor slaking. 

Thou shalt know Goo and the gift that He gave. 

[Written fer Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

CONSCIENCE. 

MANLY MEN. 

A man may chain his appetites aud hold the realm 
of knowledge within the cincture of his brain, and 
yet, in the saddest aspect of all, he overcome by the 
world. And again I say, how startling is the fact 
that one may hold on steadily up to a particular 
point, and there all gives way. 0, my brother man, 
meaning to live the life of duty, the life of religion! 
the world is a mighty antagonist, subtle us it 1h 
strong; more to be dreaded in its whispers to the 
heart's secret inclinations than in gross shapes of 
evil. And let me say to yon that it is a great thing 
in this respect to overcome the world. It is a great 
thing, by God's help aud your own effort, to keep it 
in its place, and say to it* eager pressure, ‘‘Thus 
far and no further.” A great thing, O merchant! to 
carry the clue of rectitude through the labyrinths of 
traffic, and to feel the woof of eternal sanctions 
crossing the warp of the daily interests. A great 
thing, 0 politician! to withstand the fickle teachings 
of popularity, to scorn the palatable lie, and keep 
God’s signet upon yoirr conscience. A great thing, 
0 man! whatever your condition, to resist the ap¬ 
peals of envy and revenge, of avarice and pleasure, 
anu to feel that your life lias higher ends than these. 
Strenuous must be the endeavor, but proportionately 
blessed is the victory of him who in these issues 
overcomes the world.—Rei'. E. H. Chapin. 

Thfre is an innate principle in man which decides 
the moral quality of every action. However de¬ 
praved or fallen from his original state of purity, 
this GOO-given faculty still continues to perform its 
intended mission. It is optional with man whether 
its voice *h • 'i be heard and obeyed, or its monitions 
he unheeded and disregarded. Yet it is an awful 
thought, that, with every impulse of conscience, it 
brings with it new relations and obligations to our¬ 
selves and to Gon. The authority of conscience is 
imperative, and wo may not violate its laws with 
impunity. Notwithstanding, by continued departure 
from its impressions, our hearts become seared, and 
the pangs of conscience so dimin shed, that we may 
now perform that which Once would have caused our 
inmost souls to shrink and draw back. How the 
child feels poignftut remorse, after the first act of 
pilfering; but, by continued acts of theft, he becomes 
so hardened that he has no dread of anything, save 
the possible detection of his crime,—jib seen in the 
case of Burk, who was in the habit of murdering 
men for the purpose of selling their bodies to sur¬ 
geons for dissection. At first bo fe|t all the horrors 
which could wring the heart of a murderer, but, by 
continued commission of his hellish crimes, his con¬ 
science became so benumbed that he could take the 
life of a fellow man with as much composure as a 
butcher would slaughter a beast. Thus we see. that, 
by continued violation of the dictates of conscience, 
we degenerate almost into brutes. Hence, our con¬ 
science should be enlightened by the Word of Gon; 
seek to know llis will; obey e.very impulse which 
would lead in the way of truth. In order that we 
may accomplish these most desirable results, it 
would be well, first, before performing an act, to 
study its moral quality, und deliberate respecting its 
real nature. Mao, we should remember that con¬ 
science has been so often abused, that it may not 
always be trusted; and whenever a doubt is enter¬ 
tained respecting an act, let it never be performed. 
This was President Khwards’ plan;—“Resolved, 
Never to do anything of which J so much question 
the lawfulness, as that. I intend, at the same time, to 
consider and examine afterward whether it be lawful 
or not, except I as much question the lawfulness of 
the omission. Manly S. H. 

Lima, N. Y., 1861. 

Motives to Holiness. A man w’ho has been re¬ 
deemed by the blood of tho Bon of God should be 
pure. He who is an heir of life should be holy. He 
who is attended by celestial beings, and who is soon 
—he knows not how soon—to be translated to heaven 
should be holy. Are angels my attendants? Then I 
should walk worthy of their companionship. Am I 
soon to go and dwell with angels? Then I should 
be pure. Are these feet soon to tread the court of 
heaven? Is this tongue soon to unite with heavenly 
beings in praising God? Are these eyes of mine 
soon to look on the throne of eternal glory, and on 
the ascended Redeemer? Then these feet, and cyee, 
and lips should be pure and holy; and I should be 
dead to the world and live for heaven.—Alb. Barnes. 

Evil Passions.— Evil passions exert a powerful 
influence over the understanding; they derange its 
action, and, having the art of self-concealment, are 
likely to operate with greatest fatality when least 
exposed to the notice of their victim. Of the drunk¬ 
ard, it is often said that he is a poor judge of him¬ 
self. often imagining himself to be sober when he is 
not. It is very much so with all the evil passions 
that prey upon fallen humanity; they beguile and 
deceive, ruin and destroy, without any advertisement 
of their presence, except in their results. They 
Bhrink from the blaze of conscience, aud burrow in 

the heart. 

Goodness and Greatness.—There is nothing but 
man, says an old writeT, that respecteth greatness— 
not God, not nature, not disease, not death, not judg¬ 
ment. Not God—He is no acceptor of persons. Not 
nature—we see the sons of princes horn as naked as 
the poorest; and the poor child as fair, well-favored, 
strong, witty as the heir of nobles. Not disease, 
death, judgment*—they sicken alike, die alike, fare 
alike after death. There is nothing, besides natural 
men, of whom goodness is not respected. I will 
honor greatness in others; hut for myself, I will 
esteem a drachm of goodness worth a whole world 

of greatness. 

Gen. Putnam, who, like Cijcinnatcb of old, left his 
plow in the furrow, and listened at his country’s 
call, to lead her armies to battle; and 1 might men¬ 
tion also that illustrious frnator who was said to 
have taken as much prida and satisfaction in the 
management of his Marshteld estate as in his bril¬ 
liant political career. Prince Albert, too, lias an 
extensive farm, conducted on the most approved 
plan, whither he withdravs in seasons of leisure 
from the pomp and bustle (f royalty, to soothe his 
spirit in calm seclusion,—perhaps to forget for awhile 
the vast responsibility that rests upon crowned heads. 

In America a bright future is opening, a noble 

Some men of a secluded and studious life have sent 

forth from the closet or the cloister beams of intel¬ 

lectual light that have agitated courts and revolu¬ 

tionized kingdoms; like the moon that, far removed 

from the ocean, and shining upon it with a serene 

light, is yet the chief cause of all the eddyings and 

flowings of that world of waters. 

It is a most fearful fact to think of, that in every 
heart there is some secret spring that would be weak 

at the touch of temptation, and that is liable to be 

assailed. Fearful aud yet salutary to think of; for 

the thought may serve to keep our moral nature 

braced. It warns us that we can never stand at ease, 

or lie down in thi3 field of life, without sentinels of 

watchfulness, and camp-fires of prayer. 

Rome religionists would make contempt of the 
creation a test of piety; but they greatly err. It was 
of the material universe that six times over God said 

that it was “ good.” 

Good Temteu.—Good temper is the philosophy of 
the heart—a gem of the treasury within, whose rays 
are reflected on all outward objects; a perpetual 
sunshine, imparting warmth, light, and life, to all 
within the sphere of its vast influence. 

He that puts a Bible into the bands of a child, 
gives him more than a kingdom, for it gives him a 
key to the kingdom of heaven. — Dr. Buchanan. 

Saving faith is conquering faith; it conquers sin, 
Satan, the world, and death; it goes on in its warfare 
and its conauests until crowned with glory. 



Mg. 

ifee Iwdw. 
[Foreign Correspondence of the Kura! New-Yorker ] 

A STROLL IN FLORENCE. 

Nothing in or about Florence so disappoints the 
keen-eyed lover of beauty, as the color of the Arno. 
We have read, we have dreamed of the beauties of 
the Val d' Arno; we know the river is narrow in 
some places, but still we unconsciously expect to see 
sncii » stream as one of those which glide in beauty 
through our unrivaled woods and fields and villages, 
with clear and joyous ripple over stones, which one 
may see glittering in the sun. Then come to the 
Arno,—it is dull, dark, dingy, yellow brick green 
color. When Byron so eloquently apostrophises the 
Tiber, 

“Rise with thy yellow waves, and mantle her distress,’’ 

we fancy the “yellow waves” to be very grand. 
Long ago, we were greatly enamored of a paragraph 
of Hallam’s, where he speaks of the “yellow Arno, 
stealing silently through its long reaches to the sea.” 
But when “yellow” is translated by the eye to mean 
mud, simply mud, one cannot help feeling disap¬ 
pointed. Still, after all, it is the Arno; and when 
swollen by mins, and a greenish tint added, our 
enthusiasm somewhat revives. 

This street here is termed the Lung l’ Arno, and is 
quite wide. Passing the Ponte Santa Triuita, that 
bridge which with its fonr marble statues and its 
beautiful arches has stood for hundreds of years, the 
admiration of the world, wc are stopped by a vender 
of small cakes, who has his station at the corner. 
He utters a peculiar wailing cry, of “Galotti,” 
(little cakes,) which is very disagreeable. On the 
opposite corner of the bridge is a blind nnt seller, 
with a placard on bis breast, “Avengle.” He looks 
dirty enough, poor creature, to deserve canonization. 
Look at this fellow n few steps further, lying at foil 
length on the stone sill of an old palace, with his 
brigand's hat pulled over his eyes. Here it is the 
sixth day of April, and warm as our summer, and bo 
lies in this scorching sun fast asleep. 

What a pity one caanotexteud enthusiasm from 
the aggregate to the individual. Here we foci such 
interest in Italy, and her glorious hopes and possi¬ 
bilities, that we can hardly read, without a heart- 

[Frora Mason’s Normal Singer, by permissio* 

BIRDS, BEKS AND SQUIRRELS. 

ifcs: 

1. I’ve been sit - ting 
2. I’ve been stand-ing 
3. I’ve been look-iug 

hill - side, Where the birds flew gay - ly 
gar - den, Where the bees are buzz - ing 

mead - ow, swal - lows o’er the 

round; 
round; 
brook• 

U V 
W tint a 
What a 
What a 

> r 

J Z > u» 
, What a sing - mg, W hat a 

huni-niing-, Go - ing, 
dip-ping. What a 

springing, From their nestlings to the ground; What a 
com-ing, As their hon-ey cells they found; What a 
1 • Ti « 111 , . v , .... 
dripping, is droll o - nough to look; What a 

J'J' 

* V '*'+'*'* | 

sing-ing, What a springing, From their nestlings to, the ground, ground, 
humming. Go-ing, com-ing, As their hon - ey cells they found 
dip - ping, What a dripping, It is droll e - nough to look. 

J'J'J'J' J' ^ 

I've been wandering by the woodland, 
Where the squirrels * sport so free, 

What a springing. 
Running, leaping, 

Up and down, from tree to tree. 

5. While all creatures are so happy, 
While they sport in beaming light, 

I’ll be striving, 
Ill be thriving, 

Ever cheerful, ever bright. 

6. Soon the neighbors now will join us. 
With the sun’s departing ray, 

Then with singing, 
Voices ringing, 

We will close a happy day. 

* Pronounce either syuiml (short i as in the first syllable of nnracle), or sgurrel. 

Vecchio, erected in 1298, ns a residence for the Gon- 
faloniere, and magistracy of the then Republic of 
Florence; opposite is the post-office, and othei 
offices, and for several hours each day thiR square i« 
crowded with Florentine business men, like another 
Wall street. 

Here comes, first of all, the devout Art-Pilgrim, 
and what a feast of enjoyment is here I Pre-eminent, 
before the l’alazzo Vecchio, stands one of the great¬ 
est creations of the greatest mind of mediaeval times, 
the David of Michael Anoklo. The. grand majesty 
of this figure, triumphant with the strength and glory 
of a conqueror, erect in conscious pride as the 

throb, the last news, but for one of her sons >ve feel deliverer of Israel, makes a powerful impression. 
nothing hut disgust—losi va i! mondo. 

There is a regiment of Neapolitan soldiers just ar¬ 
rived to-day; there is one, with a knot of loungers 
about him, telling, perhaps, how the young King left 
Gaeta. There is a Bessagliere, or Sardinian rifleman; 
the faces of these boys, for they are all young, are 
very interesting. They are generally dark, with a 
bold and fearless air, that has the vigor of their own 
mountains. 

Look down that street; there is a characteristic 
scene: two men are playing on harps, and a third Is 
dancing in the middle of the street, soliciting rrogit 

by the most ludicrous Jumpings and twirlings of his 
body, going through such a scries of changes as no 
ordinary joints aud muscles could achieve. There 
goesun old woman, and a little hoy running, to see 
all they can, and peasants with their Happing straw 
hats. The street will he lull iu a moment. We will 
cross the Ponte Vecchio. This curious old bridge, like 
the Rialto at Venice, is a street of shops, and ia 
roofed over from end to end. It ia often called the 
“Jewelers’ Bridge," for it is lined with shops of gold¬ 
smiths and Jewelers. Their vindowa and stalls glit¬ 
ter with precious stones, and the bridge ia always 
thronged. Tuscans are very fond of jewels, but none 
of the meanest peasants will wear any article made 
of impure gold. The precious stones, Lapis Lagnli, 
Agate, Molachite, Ao., with us so costly, can here be 
bought at very low prices. 

In Florence you see at every turn some work of 
art. At the head of tho bridge is a statue of A.iax. 

Here Is a (lock of monks coming. I always wonder, 
when I see them walking about amongst the people, 
what mischief they are brewing. Their influence has 
again and again crushed ont the hopes and the 
strivings of the Italians and given Liberty its death- 
stab. The lines of Giresti, (which in his lifetime 
were prohibited, but are now widely circulated,) in 
his bitter and severely-niournful satire, “La Terra de 
llorti, the Land of the Dead,—often come to one’s 
lips on passing the black-robed monks,— 

“ Oh Fr&ti soprestanti, 
Ob birri inqnisitori, 
Posate tli cen»»ri,” &c. 

But these thoughts of the dark past, and the future, 
where Hope beckons among the clonds, 

“ An Iris amidst the surge,” 

jeguile us from onr walk. Let us proceed. Notice 
the extreme cleanliness of these broad stone pave- 
uents. It shames our cities in America. Men with 

Criticism cannot detract, from it. Another colossal 
statue of Hercules subduing Cacns, by Baooio Bon- 
ihnklli, is on tho other side of the entrance. To the 
right Btreteh out tho Colonnades of the Uffiz/.i, or character is more remarkable than admirable. With 
Imperial Gallery of paintings aud sculptures, with 
their rows of colossal statues. 

The Loggia do Lonzi, or Arcade, 1ms three circu¬ 
lar arches, with columns with Corinthian capitals. 
Under these magnificent arches are the statues, 
whose names are so familiar. Foremost is Perseus 

tho endowments of a fine intellect, a clear Judgment, 
a taste for literature, a capacity for practical affairs, 
attablo presence, and agreeable person, he might 
have been the hero, rather than the capitalist of hk- 
age. Liut his mean devotion to self-interest, his nar¬ 
row policy, which knew no noble purpose, pursued 

with the head of Medusa; it is more interesting for through years of laborious effort, and through depths 
what it suggests of the sweet story of Andromeda, 
and of Kingsley’s fine poem, than for its own sake, 
animated and vigorous though it is. There is the 
Roman and the Sabine maiden, by John of Bologna; 
tho Judith of Donatello, tho dying Ajax, the Ceu- 
tanr, two Greek lions, who look as stern as becomes 

of infamy, which make his name conspicuous as one 
of the calculating “Trimmers” of history, after all 
betrayed him to the dungeon in which he met his 
miserable death. 

The tragedy of his daughter Luisa Strazzi, still 
famishes a theme for novelists, and his younger 

animals.of such royal lineage. Behind is a row of daughter, Maddaleiia Ktra/.zi, wife Of Ange Doni, is 
colossal female figures, called Sabi no goddesses, who perpetuated on the canvas of Raphael. The career 
stand in their severe draperies, liko petrified reprovers of I'hilippo Btrazzi is full of interest to us now. For 
of all impropriety. the history of that wonderful ** Kenaissaqco lime of 

The Loggia amply re-pays repeated studies. On tho awful drama iu which Kings, Popes, and Em* 
the other side of the square is the equestrian statue perors, played their part with fearful severity, and 

“ K’eu iu their ashes, lived their wonted fires," 

and kept pure the worship of Art. 

brooms are always at work, and each street is like a cbant and shrill cries, while the flames 
s dewatk. ThiH is true of all Italian cities, but Milan 
and Florence are especially noted for cleau streets. 

The streets, except uuc or two modern ones, are 
ve-y narrow, with lofty walls on each side. Turning 
frcin a sunny square into one of these cold, dark 

streamed up to the massive battlements of the old 
palace, and danced with fitful shadows in and out 
among the arches of the Loggia. 

Contrast this with tho scone two years after, when 
in the very same Bpot, instead of the llumcs of pomp 

avmues, one experiences a vast change of tempera- and Viinities, Savonarola himself was burned to 

tur.-—sometimes apparently twenty degrees, which, 
during winter and the early spring, is a serious draw¬ 
back. Every one walks in the middle of the street, 

death, by the inhuman order of Pope Alexander. 
“A few years more of life would have shown Savon¬ 
arola that by burning hooks and pictures he had 

ami to look forward upon the thronging multitude, a burned out ao portion whatever of wickedness from 
stringer imagines that there is some unusual excite- 
men. But it is only an every day crowd, who move 
qu etly on, swaying aside for the peculiar call and 
cra:k of the whip by which the hack drivers clear 
the r way. 

Ifie palaces are frowning, gloomy old structures, 
awiig the mind by their massive grandeur, to which 
the cold color of the stone adds an element of 
sharow and distrust. The large, rugged hossages of 
the; ower stories suggest a castle with its besiegers, 
while the lighter upper stories remind us only of fair 
and aelplcss women looking forth in terror. But as 
you -itand gazing, perchance one of thi huge iron 
dooti swings upon its hinges. As the footman in 
gay livery passes out, you catch a glimpse of a 
marble-paved court, with a fountain, aud a charming 
vista of trees, oleanders in bloom, twining ivy with its 
festoons, live oaks, and shrubs; or a long colonnade, 
with rich frescoes, and servants passing in and ont. 
Such a contrast has this view with the external 
gloom of the building, that you feel as if you had 
suddenly peeped into Blue Beard’s treasure chamber. 
Such pretty vignettes for memory I have often seen. 

We are detained for a moment by one of those 
nuisances, a match-vender. With his basket depend- 

tbe hearts of the Florentines; and Alexander had 
time to see that tho atrocious murder of the friar had 

him.” This, alas, too frequent resort of tyrants, had 
always brought the same result. What says tho old 
couplet ? 

. “ The Severn to the sea 
And Wickliffe's ashes spread shall be.” 

dress his wounds and care for his comforts for days, these lines, at 12 o’clock on Wednesday night, the 
without uttering a word. This is one of the Institu- a,arin aSain rings, and Ihe horizoH is again lurid 
lions of the Church of Roma which partakes of tho -with dl!™ and 8,\lo1<e* ''' V'if b« ™all-Y w,)rk 

. . ... . . ‘ , , incendiaries, we hope the jail ami court-room will 
true spirit of religion. It originated in the thirteenth not be defiled with their presence. The. burning 
century, and they are often mentioned aa tho Fratelli house is their lit dwelling. Ia.it them lie in the bed 
de. Hi - ' they make.” 

We turn up now the Via Strazzi, and pause with " Notice to the Would.”—Under this caption, a 
interest before the great Btrazzi Palace. We recall, Vicksburg (Miss.) exchange remarks: 
as In a dream, that the first stone was laid on the 6th “ Every volunteer from this State and Lonisiana is 
of April. 1489. Just 372 years to-day. There was «• gentleman. He must be treated as such. No deck 
r,i -, , , r i i- passimge, no hard commons for him, if it ctm be 
Ph.lippo Btrazzi, with his proud dreams of adding, iVol«lo3. lie is an honor as well as a defense to his 
by tho stately pile that soon should rise to the fame country.” 

of his family, to their greatness and advancement. Wchopethe “World” will make a note of this fact, 
lie did not live to see its completion, but it was When a Mississippi Soldier is shirt down, ho should 
finished by his wife. Ilis sou I’hilippo Btrazzi, the have ft bed of rose loaves to die on. Ho should 
bunker of the two Medtccon Popes, was also a feed on canvas-baek ducks, and have two negroes 
schemer and full of ambition for his house. His to carry his musket. When gentlemen go to war, 
character is more remarkable than admirable. With they should have gentlemanly treatment throughout, 
tho endowments of a fine intellect, a clear Judgment, The “Red Glove Batallion,” from the South, wc 
a taste for literature, a capacity for practical affairs, understand, grease their hoots with the oil of laven- 
atlUblo presence, and agreeable person, he might der, and catch cold if they sleep in a room with a 
have been the hero, rather than the capitalist of hi;- damp tumbler. Their tents are to be filled up with 
age. But his mean devotion to self-interest,, hisnar- French bedsteads, bureaus, and looking glasses, 
row policy, which knew no noble purpose, pursued while they arc only to drill in pleasant weather, 
through years gf laborious effort, and through depths They may ho very nice troops to look at through a 
of infamy, which make his name conspicuous as one smoked glass, but they are hardly the men to contend 
of the calculating “Trimmers” of history, utter all with the brawny arms to he found In the New York 
betrayed him to the dungeon in which he met his fire brigade. The Mississippi and Louisiana troops 
miserable death. are too fine for use. Holdiers who wish to fight 

The tragedy of his daughter Luisa Btrazzi, still under umbrellas and sun-shades won’t do for rough 
furnishes a theme for novelists, and his younger work. They might better he kept at home to adorn 
daughter, Maddaleiia Strazzi, wife of Ange Doni, is picture hooks. 

perpetuated on the canvas oi Raphael. The cared- Secession in Missouri Bmothkkkd.— The seces- 
of I’hilippo Btrazzi is full of interest.to us now. For genista of Missouri are just now in a peculiarly 
the history of that womluiTul “ Renaissance time of pleasant fix and frame of mind. Their SI. Louis 
tho awlul drama iu which Kings, Popes, and Em* organ, the Republican, one of whose editors was 
perors, played their part with fearful severity, and among ttic captured rebels in Gamp Jackson, takes 
crashed out Hope and Liberty, cannot be otherwise a survey of the field, and in a spirit of true philoso- 
than replete with instruction to tho Italian of tho phy advises its friends to keep as ceol as possible, 
present day. Italian liberty has been over the turn- [t, gays: 

ing point on which hinged tho dominanceof I'apacy. *■ j„ the present temper of tho people,- wronged 
But DOW the struggle is carried on under very differ and degraded as they linvc been by recent unlawful 
ent circumstances. ami outrageous acts of men who had not even a com- 

mission to bear them out in their attack of Camp 
“The thoughts of men are widened with the process of the Jackson, and In the breasts of whom persoual malice, 

suns." had a prominent place,—-now, when thousands of 
mercenaries arc quartered among us, to overawe and 

Half Christendom now watches Italy with eager enforce uhedioncc,— it is very possible that the sag- 
sympathy. “The daysof the Papacy are numbered,” K<'rtions of (i”"- Harney may be read with some 1m- 

/, -v„,, , , patience at tho restraint imposed upon them by a 
said Garibaldi the other day, hi las note, acknowl- jnilil„rv dlieftaiu, Al al, ev‘.nUi th'ei„ oan ,,(,;vno 
edging tho receipt of some English Bible.-. This is mistaking the import of his orders, conveyed in 
like his simple earnest faith in the onward progress courteous but determined terras, ns they may be 
of events, in the complete redemption of this fair summed up in a few words:- Gen. Harney’s instruc- 

. ...... .... lions command him to retain Missouri in her present 
country, so long oppressed. It is this very simplicity and past position of loyalty to the Union, and this he 
and single heartedness of purpose, that gives Gari- is to do at the hazard of lighting up war all over tho 
baldisostrong a hold upon the peoplo. They idolize St!lto> bY marching his troops to put down anyorgan- 
i,• ,. , ... „ . , ,, . . ization which may be tortured, aa Gamp Jackson 
Imu; a Neapolitan cried the ocher day, “There is wmi> iuU, hostility to tho Federal Government. 
no Pamdi.sft without him; oh! (•aribaldi is Heavua* u // is no u$p to ouvre mattn** (Iod. Harney fec*U 

But it is now near five o'clock, and all the world at birnHfl,lf t,ut'l.,'w'1 «U opposition wherever ft 
.. . , . may show itself, and t.he sigmlleance of his manifesto 
this hour goos to walk on the f ascine, so an revoir. j„ embraced in this fact alone. 8t. Louis is ovor- 

Kiorence, April 6, 1801. Ajino. awed by armed bauds of men, eager for a fray, and 
i _ —• _ seeking the opportunity to glut their vengeance upon 

those who, up to the present time, were their neigh- 
kvj Y 0W4' '¥ borH uud friends, hut who are so no longer. The 
4a It Vat I Vttt-#S Itv r W wb,)|,i eastern front of the Mississippi river is coin- 

IV V41 -V ■ ▼ V/IV W X V V-14V /W* manded in the sumo way, and tho Iowa and Kansas 
^ borders are, or souq will be, cquall/ well guarded. 

— Gen. Harney's manifesto is modest enough in not 

NEWS XDEFAIiTIvTElNra?. setting forth with some particularity these Tacts, and 
the advantages which they give lum, hot. we are 

_ restrained by no such delicacy, and notify the pen- 
ROCI1KSTER, N. Y., JUNK 1, 1861, pie of them, that they may take warning. The State 
--of Missouri is so enfiladed and controlled by the 

■ military forces levied by the United BtatOB Govern- 
THE WAR’S PROGRESS. ment, that U would Or wttrsr than madness to think of 

_ opjioswff them with any expedition of success. So 
sc ar.-i.-.KTTj.c, , . _ __ much we have felt ourselves bound to Bay by way of 
FACTS, SCENES, INCIDENTS, etc. caution to the people of Missouri.” ' 

Extracts from the Southern Press. In a subsequent issue Ihe Republican grows more 

Fob the Union.-The Frankfort, (Ky.) Com- mild> and dlBCOurflea at Ien*th t,ie P"li«Y *nd Pla™ 
monwealth says- adopted by tho Legislature, avowedly with a view to 

“It has been a generally received opinion that ?Ut ^ !“ a COn,litio11 of defon8C aRainat a11 
whenever the Ancient Dominion took snuff, Kentucky ho9t,le aggression, concluding "that the measures 
(her daughter,) would most dutifully sneeze. That’s are wholly impracticable and cannot he made to 
an old logy idea and ought to tie laid aside. Ken- answer the purpose intended." It closes thus: 
tacky will nevei permita rabid aud fanatical minority „ . ., 1 i .. t: . , , .. 
to saddle her with secession and bnlly her out of the And now, having disposed of these, the most mi- 
Union, us Virginia wus saddled and bullied. Never; g°rta,lt acU,rj' .tho s®fl91<>"» WJ addrn?8 0"r8.elvw v> 
no, never. The Union men of Kentucky will not the people of Missouri. ♦ * * We caution you 
consent to he transferred to Jeff. Davis like so many therefore, that a peace policy is the only one which 
chattels. Mind that. If any anob attempt is made can save this Mat.- Inm. bloodshed and nun. It m 
in this if will t... tha tv.* *tt.\i- ..„,i madness to think of anything else. * * * Let 

of all impropriety. the history of that wonderful ** ttem>iMsauue time of 
The Loggia amply re pays repeated studies. On tho awful drama iu which Kings, Popes, and Em* 

the other side of the square is the equestrian statue perors, played their part with fearful severity, and 
of Cosmo de Medici, pater patrue, first Grand Duke crushed out Hope and Liberty, cannot be otherwise 
of Tuscany. The irreverent thought would intrude than replete with instruction to tho Italian of tlui 
that this statue is no correct representation of the present day. Italian liberty has been over the turn- 
Medicl, who governed the city of Florence with whip ing point on which hinged the dominanceof Papacy, 
and goad, as one reins in a rebellious charger, and But now the struggle is carried on under very differ 
theugli often ousted from the seat of power, soeedilv ont circumstances. 

Medici, who governed the city of Florence with whip ing point on which hinged the dominanceof Papacy, 
and goad, as one reins in a rebellious charger, end But now the struggle is carried on under very differ 
theugli often ousted from the seat of power, speedily ont circumstances. 

vaults again to the saddle. Poor Florence! forever ,, ,, , 
“The thoughts of men are widened with the process of the 

rent between the tyranny of democracy and the suns." 

tyranny of despotism. Ami yot in all these years of 
carnage and treachery, Art maintained her sway. Half Chnstentlom now watches Italy with eager 
The taste, the skill of the wonderful Etrnscons, that syraPathy- “Tbe daysof the Papacy are numbered,” 
gifted and mysterious race, survived them. said Garibaldi the other day, in his note, acknowl¬ 

edging the receipt of some English Bibles. This is 
like his simple earnest, faith in the onward progress 
of events, in the complete redemption of this fair 

What scenes has this old square witnessed! What countryt H0 long oppressed. It is this very simplicity 

thoughts crowd upon us, as protean as the hues of and fl1nglo heartedness of purpose, that gives Gari- 

8 the W^r wbk:b,tb0 Tritona of NePUinc sl>out forth baldiso strong a hold upon the people. They idolize 

mJ011 u fountain. hint; a Neapolitan cried the ocher day, " There is 
Think Of that Carnival day of 1496, when by the D0 Paradiii6 without him; oh! Garibaldi is Heaven, 

suddenly lighted zeal, which the words of Bavon- 

arola, that liorccrcfonning monk, had kindled, there But ,l ,H now ncar five °'clock’ and a11 tbc world at 
burst forth the immense conflagration of books, per- tbla b°ur S°°K t0 walk 011 the <Jaacine' so au revoir’ 
fames, shawls, dresses, musical instruments, draw- _^_ 
ing", paintings, and Imutmerabfo costly ami valuable 

e articles. The fanatics, led on by Savonarola, danced kYb Y If 

. with the monks around the blazing pyramid, a friar I ^ i 1 lYYl! 
ij and a layman joining hands, keeping up a wild “-■v 

ant and uttering shrill cries, while the flames - 

•earned up to the massive battlements of the old TSTE^WS DEPARTMENT. 

lace, and danced with fitful shadows in and ont ___ 

long the arches of the Loggia. ROCHESTER, N. Y., JUNE 1, 1861. 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

FACTS, SCENES, INCIDENTS, ETC. 

Exti-ncts from the Southern Press. 

For the Union.— The Frankfort, (Ky.) Com¬ 
monwealth says: 

no powW to extinguish the spirit wlricbliad animated 
nim.^ TVllSJ Inn vaer.1.1 inv.or.4r. /Ln. ..1. A,.. . ... .. i ..*.*.*• i i .. .. rn i ... 

But while wc arc trying to quote this, and succeed- chattels. Mi iid that. If dny such Xmpt 5 3 this Bute from bloodshed , 
mg in misquoting, we turn the cornel of Via Cal- in this State, it will he the signal for civil war, and madness to think of anything else. < 

. . . . , • . . ... . , . • \I luu/iui iimo ct,.n tlm irioltl/ilonf o .4 • 

tsuefi a contrast has this view with the external bier, covered with a black cloth, over sticks so ar- 
gloom of the building, that you feel aa if you had ranged as to arch, thus giving air to the poor sufferer 
suddenly peeped into Blue Beard’s treasure chamber, they support. They carry in this way, the very poor 
Such pretty vignettes for memory I have often seen, to the hospital, the wounded, or accidentally killed, 

Wc are detained for a moment by one of those to their friends. This Brotherhood of Mercy is a 
nuisances, a match-vender. Vi ith hi9 basket depend- voluntary association of citizens, from the Prince to 
ing from his neck, full of brushes and boxes of the poorest workman; they are tuinmond by the bell 
“Lucifers,” he constantly vociferates “two for a of their chapel near the Grand Duomo, and are hound 
cragie, oh! buy, buy, three for a cragie! It is tedi- at any hour of the night or day, no matter where or 
ous, but then one cannot be angry with these Tns- how engaged, to obey its summons. They are called 
cans, they are so good natured. to the sick and to the dying, and so complete Is the 

Here we are in the Piazza di Gron Duca; one of disguise, that no one of them knows his nearest 
the most interesting spots in all Florence. A large neighbor in good deeds, and no conversation is 
open square, where on one side rises the Palazzo allowed amongst them. They attend a poor man, 

lottery. Hark! there is the bell of the MiserLeordia 1 be <h»b*uoq papers and orators arc trying to 
p^in* from tue do. B.omo, We 

their melancholy processions; ten or twelve men hope in this way to enlist Bmithcrn sympathy, and 
clothed in black, with black hoods and masques, Jerrymander Kentucky oat ofthe Union, it will not 
which have only small spaces for the eyes, carry a 1*r?C 1,JHUe jf Biuill this government be 

... .... j < nya broken nn because Breckinridflre wus not elected broken up because Breckinridge wus not elected 
President, and wc go into a state of anarchy and mob 
rule; or shall this glorious government, the best gov¬ 
ernment the world ever saw, he sustained? 

“WR AltE FOR THE UNITED STATUS GOV¬ 
ERNMENT, and ice don’t core a nwUnnUtd anathema 
who knows it.” 

The Reign of Terror.—If we are to judge by the 
following extract, the predicament of the South is 

will bo well. Missouri occupies a position different 
from that of the seceded States, and a fearful respon¬ 
sibility will rest upon her authorities If, by mischance, 
a collision shuuld take place in any part of tho State.” 

Titk correspondent of the Now Orleans Delta, at 
Montgomery, writes to that journal, under date of May 
14th, as follows:—"The vail of secrecy covers all the 
deliberations of Congress; yet the opinion prevails 
here that a formal declaration of war against the 
United States will soon ho made, and that a vigorous 
attack on Washington will immediately follow. I do 
not, of course, vouch for the truth Of this statement, 
and merely give it as the index of the public mind. 

anything but pleasing. The Richmond Enquirer It is reported here that official information has been 
exclaims: received that troops from the North are pouring con* 

“Is the torch of the Northern incendiary already tiuuOusly into the capital of the old government, and 
at work in Richmond? The continual sound of lire it is thought that before we could possibly begin our 

t"iir»i“ Tniz sssrvss ws * »•*•>'»?*« *■» •» «•*■>** *... 
During the last eighteen hours there have been no supplied with all tfio engiucry of war. The time for 
less than four fires in Richmond, and while wo write taking the old teat of government without a desper¬ 

ate battle has evidently gone by; yet its doom is 
sealed. The fixed and unalterable determination to 
capture this city is the prevailing sentiment of our 
people, and satisfaction gleams from the eyes of every 
soldier whose destination is Washington.” 

The Whig, published at KIkton, Maryland, gives 
the true Union ring iu its tones, although issued in a 
Slave State, and one hoped fur by the rebels: 

“There arc but two parties iu the United States 
to-day. One of them Is in favor of sustaining, and 
tho other in favor of destroying the Government; 
and it is utterly impossibly for a man to remain 
neutral, or even to sophisticate hiH mind to such an 
extent as to believe he can do so. In the contest 
now waging between the friends and enemies of the 
Government, no American citizen cun remain in a 
neutral or Indifferent position. It is an impossibility. 
It ia contrary to human nature; aud the man who 
asserts that he can and does, asserts that which ho 
knows to be false. Every man, and woman too, is 
on one side or the other is arranged with those who 
are for the Flag, or those who are against it —is a 
loyal American or a traitor. 

“ The day of reckoning is not far distant, in which 
it will be decided that those who are not for their 
country were against it. Every consideration of 
honor, of duty, and of safety, then, behooves you to 
sustain the Star Bpangled Banner. For depend upon 
it, long after this wicked and unnatural rebellion has 
been crashed out, those who in any way aided and 
abetted, or even sympathized with it, will he re¬ 
membered and made to feel the vengeance of an 
offended people, and the majesty and power of a 
violated law. Whoso readeth let him understand.” 

Recession in Kentucky received a staggering blow 
on Saturday, (suys the Louisville Journal,) and Louis¬ 
ville covered herself with imperishable honor.— 
There were 8,112 votes cast for the Union delegate 
ticket, when the aggregate vote of the city at the 
Presidential election was only 7,453., Bourbon county 
gives 730 majority for the Union; Nicholas county 
1,200 majority for tho Union; Mason county 2,233 
majority for the Union; Lewis county 1,340 majority 
for the Union; Fleming county 1,600 majority for 
tho Union, and wc might thus cuumorato nine-tenths 
of the counties in “Old Kaitituck.” 

Tun Memphis Avalanche perceives signs of trouble 
from the negroes In that city, and calls upon the Gov¬ 
ernment to take every possible precaution. 

Protection from Hmi-Stroke — Cap Covers. 

During a summer campaign in the Southern 
States, our soldiers mnst, of necessity, suffer a great 
deal from heat, and incur much danger from the 
effects of the sun. The matter has already engaged 
the attention of patriotic and philanthropic individ¬ 
uals, and various measures have been suggested to 
lessen the danger of sun stroke, and other affections 
of the sort. Among the contrivances designed to 
accomplish this object, is tho “ Havelock ” cap cover, 
a description of which is embodied iu an article sub¬ 
joined, taken from the New York Times, of May 6th, 
with some additions. 

Experience haH shown that troops serving in warm 
climates greatly need protection from sun-stroke, 
often quite as dangerous and fatal as the fire of the 
enemy. The provident car- and foresight of the 
British officers, in the recent campaigns in India and 
in the Crimea, protected their soldiers from the 
danger, by thick white linen caji covers, having a cape 
protecting the hack of the neck, which rejected 
instead of absorbing the heat ofthe sun. They were 
also extensively worn by tho French troops in the 
campaign of Boll'erlno. They derive their name, 
" Havelock,” from being worn by the soldiers under 
his command in defending Lucknow against the 
Sepoys. 

The regions in and about Washington, say from 
latitude 37° to 40", iu which our troops may soon 
take the field, have an average temperature quite as 
high as that of Lombardy or of the Crimea, In lati¬ 
tude 45°. An exact pattern of the cap cover used in 
the Crimea, was furnished last week by a British 
officer to an association of patriotic ladies in New 
York city, who have already completed one thousand 

for tho use of one of our Regiments at Washington. 
Another association of ladies has since entered on a 
similar labor of love, to supply a liko number to 
another Regiment. We trust that these examples 
may be followed, without dolay, until all our troops 
shall he protected from needless exposure or hard¬ 
ship on the scorching plains of the South. 

Tho material and patterns of the covers sent to 
those two Regiments, have been submitted to and 
approved by military officers high In command. 

There is no difficulty or delay in forwarding these 
cap covers to the Regiments, A traveling trunk of 
ordinary size will hold at least eight hundred, and can 
be Bent by express iu twenty-four hours. To avoid 
delay, (now very important,) it should he sent directly 
to the Colonel or Regimental Quarter-Master. About 
fifty covers can he made from a piece of linen of 
twenty-threo yards, costing about thirty cents per 
yard. The covers should he cut to suit the size and 
shape of the particular cap worn by the Regiment. 

Allaii-s at Pensacola. 

A correspondent of the New York TimeB, on 

hoard the Powhattan, writes under date of May 16th: 
“There is now no use of concealing tho fact that 

tho fight here will be one of the most desperate of tho 
war. Our preparations are progressing rapidly, and 
fully justify ua in the opinion that Fort Pickens is 
almost Impregnable. But tho gigantic strides making 
by Bragg’s command, may well prevent us from antici¬ 
pating a quiet capture of tho Navy Yard and Barran¬ 
cas, the poBsoHsion of which is necessary to end 
hostilities iu these parts. Now, it Is on the best 
authority that 1 inform you that the Secessionists 
ashore muster 10,000 available fighting men, notwith¬ 
standing previous estimates. They are scattered for 
miles around, and have some of the best officers in 
America to regulate their movements.- There are at 
least six batteries that may open on Fort Pickens, 
now concealed, aud of course the exact places iu 
which they are situated no one of us can find out. 
The skill of three United States military and naval 
officers has been concentrated to make these most 
powerful, and Cummings’ Point ravages on Sumter 
indicate what a hidden battery may do. 

Let it be distinctly understood then, that on land, at 
present, the Secessionists number at least five times more 

than the Federal troops. Take all your available men 
from the ships, and you cannot make up one-third of 
our enemy’s strength. There have been serious imped¬ 
iments, too, placed in the water within eight days, 
and it is now very doubtful whether, forts left out, 
ships could go up to the Yard. Then Montgomery 
and Warrington are connected by the iron railway 
horse, and reinforcements may he poured in. I 
mention these matters only to plainly establish one 
fact — namely: We cannot take a permanent offen¬ 
sive stand in Florida with 1,500 men. Defend Pick¬ 
ens, hold Rosas Island, batter down McRae and Bar¬ 
rancas, we may, hut will tho American people be 
satisfied w ith this? Let the Cabinet decide whether 
Federal forces are concentrated here to defend Pick¬ 
ens until it shall be made of little consequence, or to 
take the Navy Yard, and make the fort impregnable 
in time. 



sels, capture prizes, and co-operate with the army on 
land. The most serious objection to the acceptance 
of thiB important body of men is the want of suitable 
steam gun boats and Naval officers to command 
them. Authorized parties here have tendered these 
men to the Secretary of the Treasury as a coast guard, 
but he doubts his authority to accept them without 
an act of Congress. 

Judge Amy, bearer of dispatches, had an interview 
with the President and Secretary of War on the 24th, 
and tendered to them three regiments from Kansas, to 
co-operate with the Iowa regiment encamped at Keo¬ 
kuk, and the Illinois regiment encamped at Quincy, 

to protect the Union men of Northwest Missouri, and 
to secure a safe transit of stores and provisions over 
the Hannibal and fit. Joseph railroad to the West. 
Orders have been issued by the War Department to 
Capt, Reno, of Port Leavenworth, to supply the Kan¬ 
sas regiments with arms and military equipments, 
and also horse equipments for a regiment of cavalry. 
The arrangement will furnish over ten thousand men, 
who will remain in camp in their respective States, 
ready to take possession of the Hamilton and St. 
Joseph Railroad. 

Mr. Amy reports good rains in Kansas, and says 
that the crops of that State now look prosperous. 
The State Militia are being organized into eleven 
regiments, and the State authorities have determined 
to equip them as well as possible for home defence, 
having decided to discountenance any invasion of the 
State of Missouri, unless Missouri shall secede or 
invade Kansas, or the safe transit across the State 
be interrupted. With these arrangements and the 
prompt and decisive steps adopted by Gen. Harney 
and the co-operation of Gen. Price, the government 
expects peace to be maintained, both in Missouri and 
Kansas. Judge Arny reports a great want of suitable 
clothing for the military in Kansas, and has applied 
to Government for a supply, which will be granted. 

A battery of the celebrated Whitworth guns, twelve 
pounders, with ammunition and cartridges complete, 
has just arrived in Washington, rb a present to the 
Government from patriotic Americans abroad. Each 
one of the guns bears the following inscription: 

“From loyal American citizens in Europe, 1861.’’ 
The Government is in possession of intelligence of 

the most startling character from Baltimore. Its 
advices are of such a nature as to leave no doubt that 
the pretended Union sentiment of that city, so far as 
certain prominent men are concerned, is false and 
hypocritical, and that the presence of United States 
troops has alone kept in check the enemies of the 
Government. The Administration in fact has posi¬ 
tive information of new conspiracies against the 
Federal authority, in which many of the leading citi¬ 
zens of Baltimore are involved. Men who, in the 
presence of the United States troops have loudly 
professed their devotion to the Union, are now 
known to be secretly in favor of secession, and 
actually plotting to turn the State of Maryland over 
to the rebel government of Jeff. Davis. The Admin¬ 
istration has the names of the leaders in these con¬ 
spiracies, aud accurate information regarding their 
plans, but these, of course, it prudently withholds 
from the public. 

Postmaster General Blair prepared an order on the 
25th, discontinuing the transmission of U. R. mails 
in Virginia and other seceded States, and annnling 
all contracts for the same. Tennessee is excepted 
from the order, for the reason that that State has not 
yet formally seceded. This course of the Postmaster 
Genera! is under the act in relation to the subject 
passed at the last session of Congress. Contractors 
will be immediately nolified of the decision. The 
mails of the South, from Washington, were stopped 
at the crossing by Federal troops, and returned to 
the Post-Office here. 

George W. Donn, a well known resident of Wash¬ 
ington, reached here lately from the Southern Con¬ 
federacy, after traveling 1,000 miles by a circuitous 
route. He is last frc-iu Tennessee via. Cairo. Tie 
reports that supplies are now entirely cut off from 
Western Tennessee, and great fears of starvation pre¬ 
vail. At Memphis there were about 3,000 troops, fut- 
nished with altered flint muskets from Baton Rouge 
Arsenal. There are two batteries on the Mississippi 
between Memphis and Cairo, one six miles from the 
former place, and the other sixty. Many of the 
troops are Northern men, who have been impressed 
into the service. One-half of the soldiers in Mem¬ 
phis refuse to leave the city, and the Governor had 
issued a proclamation ordering all companies to dis¬ 
band who did not enter the service of the Southern 
Confederacy, Ammunition was very Scarce, and no 
unnecessary firing was permitted. Two companies 
in Memphis are composed of chain-gang convicts. 

ties joined in the demonstration. San Francisco is 
unanimous for the Union and the Administration. 

The Douglas State Committee have called a State 
Convention for July 4th. Their resolutions adopt 
the Union and the Laws for their platform. 

The general belief is that matters at the East have 
reached such a pass that a terrible civil war is inevit¬ 
able, and ought not to be shrunk from. The enthu¬ 
siasm of the masses throughout the State for the 
Union and the formation of Union clnbs, are a com¬ 
plete check on the utterance of secession sentiments. 
Tn the assembly yesterday, petitions from citizens of 
Eldorado were presented, praying for the passage of 
an act offering the President the credit of the State 
for any sum the Legislature may see fit, for the sup¬ 
port of the government. 

The people of Portland, Oregon, are in a blaze of 
patriotic excitement. Papers publish a call for a 
mass meeting to be held the 4th of May, of all citi¬ 
zens desirous of sustaining the National Government, 
and that the National flag shall not trail in the dust. 
Three companies of the United States A rtillery— 200 
men and 75 horses, under Capts. Ord and Hardie, ar¬ 
rived at Sarpooneer from Oregon. 

ed gun, which he aimed at Brownell; the latter 
struck up the gun with biB musket, when Jackson 
polled both triggers, the contents lodging in the 
body of Col. Ellsworth. Brownell, with the quick¬ 
ness of lightning, leveled bis musket and fired; the 
ball struck Jackson on the bridge of the noBe, and 
crushed through theBkull, klllinghim instantly. As 
he fell, Brownell throat him through with a bayonet. 
Col. Ellsworth's companions held guard some ten 
minutes, until reinforced by company A. The com¬ 
pany made a litter of muskets, placed the body on it, 
and returned to the boat, leaving a detachment to 
guard the hotel, and make prisoners of all its occu¬ 

pants. 
The New York G7tb Regiment is throwing up 

breastworks at Arlington Heights. Sherman’s battery 
and the District of Columbia militia command the 
Maryland shore above Georgetown, and will meet any 
attack of forces moving from Harper’s Ferry. Tbc 
09tb Regiment captured 300 of the rebel force on the 
Orange and Alexandria Railroad, neur Alexandria. 

Three fugitives, the property of Col. Mallory, com¬ 
mander of the rebel forceB near Hampton, were 
brought in by our picket guard on the 25th. They 
represent that they were about to be sent south, aud 
therefore sought protection. Major Cary came in 
with a flag of truce, and claimed their rendition 
under the Fugitive Slave Law, but was informed by 
Gen. Butler, that under the circumstances he con¬ 
sidered the fugitives contraband of war, and had set 
them to work inside the fortress. Col. Mallory was 
politely informed that as soon as he should visit the 
Fortress and take a solemn oath to obey the laws of 
the United States, Iiis property would be promptly 
restored. Another party came iu this morning with 
a (lag of truce, hut with no better success. On their 
return it Is supposed that they set lire to Hampton 
Bridge, an immense volume of smoke being now 
visible in that direction. 

Copies of the following proclamation, by Major 
General .Sanford, of the New York Btate Militia, in 
the United States service, have been extensively cir¬ 
culated in Fairfax county: 

nKAIKJIMKTKKH, DEPARTMENT OF FAIRFAX, / 

Va., Arlington Ilounc, May 25, 1861. j 

Fairfax county being occupied by the troops tinder 
my command, I deem itproperto reppat the publica¬ 
tion of the assurances I have personally given to the 
good citizens about me, that all Sts in habitants may 
return to, or may remain in their houses and their 
usual pacific occupations, in peace and confidence, 
and with assurance of protection to their persons and 
property, us the United States forces in Virginia 
will be employed for no other purpose than suppress¬ 
ing unlawful combinations against the constituted 
authorities of the Union, and of causing the laws 
thereof to be duly executed and reppected. 

By #rder of Major General, Chas. VV. Sanford. 
Geo. W. Morrill, Division Inspector. 

T am unable to answer yonr question in respect to 
the policy of Mr. Lincoln and his Cabinet. I am 
not in their confidence, as you and the whole country 
onirht to be aware. I am neither the supporter of the 
partisan policy nor the apologist for the errors of the 
Administration. My previous relations tn them 
remain unchanged: but I trust the time will never 
come when T shall not be willing to make any sacri¬ 
fice of personal feeling and party policy for the honor 
and integrity of my country. 

I know of no mode bv which a loyal citizen may so 
well demonstrate his devotion to bis country as by 
sustaining the Flag, the Constitution, and the Union, 
under all circumstances, and nnder every administra- 
tion, (regardless of party politics,) against all assail¬ 
ants, at home and abroad. The course of Clay aud 
Webster towards the administration of Gen. Jackson, 
in the davB of nullification, presents a noble and 
worthy example for all true patriots. 

At ihe very moment when that fearful crisis was 
precipitated upon the country, partissn strife between 
Whigs and Democrats was quite as bitter and relent¬ 
less as now between Democrats and Republicans. 
The gulf which separated party leaders In those days 
was quite aa broad and deep as that which now sepa 
rates the Democracy from the Republicans. But the 
moment an enemy rose in our midst, plotting the 
dismemberment of the Union, and the destruction of 
the government, the voice of partisan strife was 
hushed in patriotic, silence. One ot the brightest 
chapters in the history of our country will record the 
fact that, during this eventful period, the great lead¬ 
ers of the opposition, sinking the partisan in the 
patriot, rushed to the support of the government, 
and became its ablest and bravest defenders againRt 
all assailants, until the conspiracy was crushed and 
abandoned, when they resumed their former positions 
as party leaders upon political issues. 

These acts of patriotic devotion have never been 
deemed evidences of infidelity or political treachery 
on the part of Clay and Webster, to the principles 
and organization of the old Whig party. Nor have I 
any apprehension that the firm and unanimous sup¬ 
port which the Democratic leaders and masses are 
now giving to the Constitution and the Union, will 
ever be deemed evidences of infidelity to Democratic 
principles, or a want of loyalty to the organization 
and creed of the Democratic party. If we hope to 
regain and perpetuate the ascendency of our party, 
we should never forget that a man cannot be a true 
Democrat unless he is a loyal patriot. 

With the sincere hope that these, my conscientious 
convictions, may coincide with those of my friends, 

T am, very truly yours, 
Stephen A. Douglas. 

To Virgil BiOkok, Esq., 
Chairman State Dem. Com. 

The Columbus Sun, of May 17, has this informa¬ 
tion:— “We are in receipt of a private letter from a 
friend in service before Fort Pickens. There are 
fifteen batteries erected, or in course of erection, and 
the aoldiers were engaged in mounting mortars. Maj. 
Ben McCulloch,of TexaB, is there, and will remain until 
after the fight. The writer.says weneed not bo surprised 
to hear that the firing had commenced at any lime 
after five days from the date of his writing, which 
was on the 10th Inst.” 

The following iB an extract from the Montgomery 
correspondence of the Charleston Courier, under 
date of May 11:—“I understood from a gentleman 
just arrived from Pensacola, that General Bragg 
expressed himself ready to commence an attack on 
Pickens yesterday. He has computed that in cap¬ 
turing the fortress 3,0«0 lives will be lost on our side. 
He says the place cannot be taken at a lesser sacrifice. 
From the great preparation in the Medical Bureau, I 
am inclined to think a speedy attack is premeditated. 
Surgeons seem to be in demand, and instruments and 
medicines more so. Each day several of the disci¬ 
ples of Galen are diapatchcd with their saws and 
tourniquets to the scene, and nearly all of them on 
leaving have been assured that they will soon have 
‘Homebody’ that ‘is hurt’ to attend to.” Affairs at Washington. 

It appears that more than a month ago, our gov¬ 
ernment gave notice to the powers in Europe that 
took part in the Congress at Paris in 1856, that they 
an* willing to accept the code they adopted at that 
time, which declared privateering to be piracy. The 
government has received the amplest assurance from 
Austria that she will have nothing to do with the 
rebels whatever, whilst Prussia has not hesitated to 
manifest in plain terms her unequivocal sympathy 
with our country. 

The Secretary of State has given notice to Mexico 
and other States, that the Monroe doctrine will be 
carried out with All the energy and force of the gov¬ 
ernment, and that nothing in the shape of foreign 
intervention will be tolerated or submitted to for a 
single hour. Mexico has been assured, in the most 
pointed language, that she-can depend on the active 
and determined snpport of this coantry, should any 
European power attempt to violate her soil. A warn¬ 
ing has been given to Spain that if she ventures to 
accept the artful proffer of Dominica, she will do so 
at her peril. 

The N. Y. Commercial Advertiser says, we learn 
from an authentic source from Washington, that the 
business for the extra session of Congress, to be con¬ 
vened on the 4th of July, will be so completely 
arranged and presented to them that a very short 
session will be required for its dispatch. According 
to present appearances almost perfect unanimity will 
prevail. Measures have been taken, with such a happy 
combination of vigor and wisdom, by the President 
and the Administration generally, that will receive 
prompt and cordial approval from the representatives 
of the people. An impetus will be given to the loyal 
sentiment which is so general, and every thing done 
that can be done to bring the conflict to a speedy and 
successful termination. 

The same paper says information just obtained 
from a very competent source, leads us to a firm 
belief that Great Britain and France will concur 
with our Government in the steps that are now being 
token to reassert its authority, and wo can almost 
say that the French and English Ministers at Wash 
iugton, and in fact the whole Diplomatic Representa¬ 
tives there have expressed their hearty approval and 
accord with tha action of the Government. Between 
all Foreign Ministers and the Administration there 
exists a very full and cordial understanding, and with 
none more so than with Lord Lyons. It will be 
found that Lord Lyons will support the views ex¬ 
pressed in the instructions to Mr. Adams, the Ameri¬ 
can Minister at the Court of St. James. 

The Secretary of War has sent the Governors of 
the different States a circular, as follow-s: 

War Department, ) 
Washington, May 22, 1801. \ 

Dear Sir:—By a reference to general orders No. 
16 of the War Department, a Copy of which 1 
herewith forward yon, is given the plan of organi¬ 
zation of the Volunteer forces called into the service 
of the United States by the President. You will 
here perceive that all regimental officers of those 
Volunteers, from Colonels down to Second Lieuten¬ 
ants, inclusive, are appointed by the Governors of 
the States. 

Thus is confided to you the appointment of all 
these officers for the regiment furnished by your 
State. You will, 1 trust, excuse this Department for 
impressing upon you, in advance, the necessity of 
absolute adherence in yonr appointments to the fol¬ 
lowing suggestions, which are deemed of the highest 
importance by the General-in-Chief, under whose 
advice they are submitted to you:—First, to commis¬ 
sion n<> one of doubtful morals and patriotism, and 
not of sound health. Seeoud, To appoiut no one to 
a Lieutenancy, second or first, who is under the age 
of twenty-two years, or to a Captaincy under thirty 
years; and to appoint no field officers, Major, Lieut. 
Colonel, or Colonel, unless a graduate of the V. 8. 
Military Academy, or who is known to possess mili¬ 
tary knowledge and experience, or who is under the 
respective ages of 35. 40, and 45 years. 

This department feels assured that it will not be 
deemed offensive to yonr Excellency to add this gen¬ 
eral counsel, that the higher the moral character and 
general intelligence of the officers so appointed, the 
greater the efficiency of the troops and the resulting 
glory to their respective States. 

1 am sir, respectfully, 
Simon Cameron, Sec’y of War. 

The following important letter was written by the 
Secretary of State: 

Department of State. > 
Washington, May 10, 1801. ) 

Sir: — I have received your letter of yesterday’s 
date, asking me to give in writing my reasons for 
considering an acceptance on your part of Gov. 
Letcher's proposition to purchase the steamships 
Yorktowu and Jamestown, recently seized by his 
orders and now in his possession, an act of treason. 
With this request 1 readily comply. 

An insurrection has broken out in several States of 
this Union, including Virginia, designed to over¬ 
throw the Government of the United States; the 
Executive authorities of tbo State aru parties to that 
insurrection, and so are public enemies. 

Their action In seizing or buying vessels to be 
employed in executing that design, is not merely 
without authority of law, but is treason. It is trea¬ 
son for any person to give aid or comfort to public 
enemies; to sell vessels to them, which it is their 
purpose to use as ships of war, is to give them aid 
and comfort. 

To receive money from them in payment of vessels 
which they have seized for their purposes, would be 
to convert the unlawful seizure into a sale, and would 
subject the party offending to the pains and penalties 
of treason, and’the government would undertake to 
bring the offender to punishment. 

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 
Wm. H. Seward. 

To G. Henniken, Esq., Agent New York and Vir¬ 
ginia Steamship Company, Washington. 

The coast brigade, consisting of 1,000 of the best 
citizens of Staten Island, Jersey shore, embracing 
pilots, oyster, shad, and other fishermen, have not 
yet been accepted, notwithstanding they offer them¬ 
selves to be disposed of under the rules aud regula¬ 
tions of the Navy, and to serve as artillerymen, to be 
commanded by a Naval officer. The plan suggested 
by Commodore Paulding was to procure ten gun 
boats, and put one hundred of these men on board 
each boat and employ them to blockade, cut out ves¬ 

Dcpartmenta of the United .Suites Army. 

As a matter of considerable importance to mili¬ 
tary men and the public generally, we append a 
statement of the geographical arrangement of the 
Army Department of the United States, corrected up 
to this date. They are as follows: 

Department of the East.— This Department baH 
been subdivided.into three others, aa follows: 

Department of Washington.— The District of 
Columbia, according to its original boundary, Fort 
Washington and the country adjacent, and the State 
of Maryland, including Bladensburg and Baltimore. 
Head-quarters at the National Capitol. 

Department of the South. — Eastern Virginia, 
North Carolina, and Tennessee. Head-quarters, Fort 
Monroe, Va. 

Department of Annapolis.— The country for 
twenty miles on each side of the railroad from An- 
napqjis to the city of Washington, as fat as Bladens- 
burg, Md. Head quarters at AnnapoliB. 

Department ok Pennsylvania.—The State of 
Pennsylvania, the State of Delaware, all of Maryland 
not embraced in the foregoing Departments. Head¬ 
quarters at Philadelphia. 

Department of toe West. The country west 
of the Mississippi Rlvar and east of the Rocky Moun¬ 
tains, except those portions of it included within the 
limits of New Mexico. Head quarters at St. Louis, 
Missouri. 

Department of Texas.— The Government not 
having issued any new orders relative to this Depart¬ 
ment, and posts baviug been evacuated, it may he 
said to remain in statu quo. 

Department of New Mexico.— The Territory of 
New Mexico. I lead-quarters at Santo Fe. 

Department of the Pacific.—The country west 
of the Rocky Mountains. Head quarters at San 
Francisco. 

Department of Utah.—The Territory of Utah, 
except the portion of it lying west of the 117th 
degree of west longitude. Head-quarters at Camp 
Floyd. _ 

The War Begun—Advance on Virginia. 

The telegraph, on tho 21th ult., gave hints of 
stirring and important military movements in aud 
about Washington. At 11 o’clock on the night of the 
24tli the Washington City National Rifles, Captain 
Smead, passed over the Long Bridge, which is about 
a mile in length, and unites Washington with the 
Virginia shore, and remained at the latter terminus 
until between one and two o’clock this morning, 
acting as an advance guard. These were followed 
by other District Volunteer Companies, acting in a 
similar capacity. Subsequently the New York 2d and 
12th Regiments, and the Michigan and New Jersey 
Brigades crossed the Bridge, the Virginia pickets 
having been previously driven in by the advanced 
guard. One of the regiments took the road leading 
to Fairfax Court House, about twenty miles from 
Washington, while another one, the Jersey, stopped 
at the Forks, a mile from the Long Bridge, to await 
orders. 

An advance into Virginia was also made from 
another point, namely, at the mouth of the Potomac 
Aqueduct at Georgetown. Tho 7tli and 71st New 
York Regiments were among the troops, and after 
several hours’ march, they occupied a point between 
the Bridge and Columbia Spring, on the line of the 
Washington and Alexandria Railroad. 

Orders were issued on the 25th for two regiments 
(the 14th and (Sffth N. Y.,) to proceed to and occupy 
Alexandria, and Col. Ellsworth's Zouaves crossed 
over in boats, to seize Arlington Heights, which 
plainly overlook Washington. It was at least two 
o’clock in the morning before all the troops reached 
their destination. The troops which did not repair 
to Alexandria and Arlington Heights, were requested 
to guard important Intermediate points between 
Washington and Alexandria. The District of Colum¬ 
bia militia did not return to Washington till half past 
six in the morning. From 6,000 to 10,000 troops 
were sent over into Virginia. Firing was hoard oc¬ 
casionally by the brigade in the Virginia pickets. 

All these orders were promptly and faithfully exe¬ 
cuted. The entrance into Alexandria was attended 
by an event which has east the deepest gloom over 
the country. Col. Ellsworth, who hauled down the 
secession flag from the Marshall House, was shot. 
The particulars are as follows: 

As steamers bearing Zouaves approached, the rebel 
sentinels fired in the air, and retreated to the main 
body, said to be about 500 strong; simultaneously 
with the landing of the ZouaVes, the first Michigan 
regiment entered Alexandria, by the road leading 
from Long Bridge, aud proceeded direct to the 
Railroad Depot, of which they took possession, 
capturing a troop of rebel cavalry, their horses aad 
equipments. The Zouaves landed in good order, 
each company forming in the street, facing the men. 
Col. Ellsworth was first to disembark, and his men 
were detailed to destroy the railroad track, which 
they promptly performed. Colonel Ellsworth then 
directed his Adjutant to form the regiment, and with 
the aid of Lieut. Wianor started to cut the telegraph 
wires, and proceeded three blocks, when the atten¬ 
tion of Col. Ellsworth was attracted by a large seces¬ 
sion flag flying from the Marshall House. Col. Ells¬ 
worth entered the hotel, and motioning to u man in 
the hall, asked “who put that flag up?” “1 don’t 
know. 1 am a boarder here.” Col. Ellsworth, Lieut 
Wise, the Chaplain of the Regiment Mr. Hosraer, a 
volunteer, and four privates, went up to the roof, 
when Col. Ellsworth cut down the flag. The party 
were returning down stairs, preceded by private 
Brownell. As they left the attic, the man who said 
he was a boarder, but who proved to be the landlord, 
Jackson, was met in the hall, having a double barrel¬ 

FOREIGN NEWS 

Great Britain.—A proclamation has been issued 
bv the British Government relative to affairs in the 
United States, warning British subjects against en¬ 
caging in the American war, and all doing so will 
be held responsible for their own acts. The procla¬ 
mation declares the intention of that Government in 
maintainir the strictest Impartiality between England 
and the United States and the certain States styling 
themselves the Confederate States of America. It, 
wains all British subjects, if thov enter the military 
service of either side, or join ships of war or trans¬ 
ports, or attempt to get recruits or fit out vessels far 
war purposes or transports, or endeavor to break any 
blocKtide law, fully or actually established, nr carry 
soldier’s dispatches, or any material contraband ot 
war for either party, they will be liable to all the 
penalties and consequences, and will do so at their 
peril, and in no wise obtain protection of their Gov¬ 
ernment. 

The screw frigate Mercy, forty guns, has sailed for 
American Stations. 

In the British Parliament, Lord \Va»’e has said that 
the Government of Spain, at the request of the in 
habitants, have accepted the annexation of the island 
of St, Domingo to her possessions, and that African 
slavery will not be re-established on this island. The 
cotton growing company of Jamaica has determined 
to plant several thousand acres forthwith, so that the 
crop may he delivered in Manchester before the end 
of the yew. 

Tempting offers for the purchase of the steamship 
Great Eastern arc believed to have been made for 
either the French or American government. A 
special meeting of the share holders bad been called 
to raise funds or to fell that vessel. 

In the House of Commons, Mr. Ewark had asked 
whether, seeing that privateering was being permit¬ 
ted and encouraged by the Southern Confederation, 
the Americnn Government had placed a sufficient 
naval force in the Gulf of Mexico, for the protection 
or British property in American ships, and if priva¬ 
teers sailing under the flag of an unrecognized power 
would be dealt with as pirates. 

Lord John Knsscl said that Her Majesty’s Govern 
menthad directed that a naval force for tire protec- 
tian of British shipping be sent to the coast of 
America. The Government had received from day 
to day most commendable accounts of the progress 
ofthewarin the States of America. The Govern¬ 
ment heard the other day that the States of the South¬ 
ern Confederation had issued letters of marque, and 
it was intended by the United States Government 
that there should be a blockade of all the Southern 
coasts. There were some points of law in the case, 
and they had been referred to the lawyers of Un¬ 
crown for their opinion, in order to guide the Gov¬ 
ernment in its instructions to tho Ministerain America 
and the commander of the Naval Squadron. The 
Government has felt that it. wus its duly to use evrry 
possible means to avoid taking part in this lamentable 
contest. Nothing but the imperative duty of protect 
ing British interests in case they are attacked, justi¬ 
fies the Government in interfering at all. We have 
not been involved in any way iu that contest, or by 
any act, or by giving advice in the matter, and f*r 
God’s sake let hs, if possible, keep out of it. 

France.— Constantinople letters assert that tie 
Porte has authorized England to occupy St. Jeln 
O’Arc, under different circumstances. Also, that 
Sir Bulwer had undertaken to provide funds for settl¬ 
ing Turkish troops to Syria. 

Fresh instructions regarding Syria have been s»nt 
| to the Embassador at Constantinople. 

It was rumored that it was M. Thiers who wrote the 
I recent pamphlet published by the Due d’ Auraale 

A commercial treaty between France and Bel^um 
had been signed. 

The Archbishop of Tours, in a letter to the Minister 
of Justice, says that the temporal power of the fope 
is abolished, and that the Catholic world will hold 
Louis Napoleon responsible for it. 

The French Government are about to send a spiall 
squadron into the American waters for the protection 
of French interests. 

The Commissioners from the so-called C. S. A. had 
ud interview with M. Thouvenel, the French Minister 
of Foreign Affairs, on the 12th of May. 

The Chamber of Commerce have called the atten¬ 
tion of the French Government to the necessity of 
taking measures for the protection of French vessels 
in American waters. The Minister of Commerce, in 
concert with the Minister of Marine, promised to 
have a conference with the Emperor on the subject 

Correspondence bad said that all the towns 

Seizure of Telegraphic Dispatches. 

A few days since, Mr. Murray, the United States 
Marshal, took possession of all the telegraph die 
patches stored in the various offices between New 
Y'ork and Washington. The number seized in New 
York city was 255,500. 

There were 365 packages of 700 each. The dis¬ 
patches have not been removed from the telegraph 
office, bnt the room in which they are stored is 
under charge of two Deputy Marshals, who have 
possession of the keys. 

When the Marshal made the seizure, he went 
accompanied by Mr. Kennedy, Superintendent of 
Police, armed with the necessary papers, and with a 
sufficient force to execute his orders. He called Mr. 
8andford, the President of the American Telegraph 
Company, aside, and informed him of the nature of 
his errand. Mr. Sandford, of course, could only sub¬ 
mit to the seizure; but he said the company were 
responsible for the dispatches, and he wished the 
Marshal to give him a paper, showing that the seizure 
was made by order of the United States Government, 
and that the Government assumed the responsibilities 
of the company. The Marshal replied that it was 
but just that such a paper should be giveD, but that 
it should be drawn up with care, and would require 
considerable time. He assured him that it should be 
done as soon as possible, and said that meantime he 
would take possession of the dispatches, which he 
accordingly did. The desired paper was subse¬ 
quently made out and presented to Mr. Sandford. 

The orders for the seizure were received from 
Washington several days ago, which shows that gov 
eminent secrets do not suffer in the hands of the 
Marsha). The work of examining the dispatches is 
going on, but the number is so large that, it will, of 
course, require a great deal of time to look over them. 
It is believed that a great deal of valuable informa¬ 
tion has already been obtained, and that much more 
is to come. It is intimated that many parties who 
have been in the habit of sending information to the 
rebel government have become very uneasy since 
this seizure, and that some have actually left for 
parts unknown. 

Seuntor Dougins on the War. 

In reply to many inquiries, Senator Douglas 
sends forth the following noble, manly, and patriotic 

letter: 
CWOAGO, May 10, 1S61 

My Dear Sir:—Being deprived of the nse of my 
arms for the present by a severe attack of rheuma¬ 
tism, I am compelled to avail myself of the services 
of an amanuensis in reply to yonr two letters. 

It seems that some of my friendB are unable to 
comprehend the difference between arguments in 
favor of an equitable compromise, with the hope of 
averting the horrors of war, and those urged in sup¬ 
port of the government and flag of our country, 
when a war is being waged against the United States 
with the avowed purpose of producing a permanent 
disruption of the Union and a total destruction of its 
government. 

All hope of compromise with the Cotton States 
was abandoned when they assumed the position that 
the separation of the Union was complete and final, 
and that they would never consent to a re-construc¬ 
tion in any contingency—not even if we would 
furnish them a blank sheet of paper and permit them 
to inscribe their own terms. 

Still the hope was cherished that reasonable and 
satisfactory terms of adjustment could be agreed 
upon with Tennessee, North Carolina, and the Border 
States, and that whatever terms would prove satisfac¬ 
tory to these loyal 8fates would create u Union party 
in the Cotton States which would be powerful enough 
at the ballot-box to destroy the revolutionary govern¬ 
ment, and bring those States back into the Union by 
the voice of their own people. This hope was cher¬ 
ished by Union men North and South, and was never 
abandoned until actual war was levied at Charleston, 
and the authoritative announcement made by the 
revolutionary government at Montgomery, that the 
secession flan should be planted upon the walls of the 
Capitol at Washington, and a proclamation issued 
inviting the pirates of the world to prey upon the 
commerce of the United States. 

These startling facts, token in connection with the 
boastful announcement that the ravages of war and 
carnage should be quickly transferred from the cot¬ 
ton fields of the South to the wheat fields and corn¬ 
fields of the North, furnish conclusive evidence that 
it was the fixed purpose of the Secessionists utterly 
to destroy the government of oor fathers, and obliter¬ 
ate the United -States from the map of the world. 

In view of this state of facts, there was but one path 
of duty left to patriotic men. It was not a party 
question, nor a question involving partisan policy; it 
was a question of government or no government, 
country or no country; and hence it became the 
imperative duty of every Union man, every friend of 
constitutional liberty, to rally to the support of our 
common country, its government and flag, and the 
only means of checking the progress of the revolu¬ 
tion, and of preserving the Union of the States. 

The Vote in Virginia. 

We gather all the intelligence obtainable relative 
to the vote in Virginia on the 23d ult. 

A dispatch to the N. Y. Tribune says:—A respect¬ 
able citizen from Fairfax county informs me that in 
his district 7!l votes were cast for the Union, and 31 
for secession; and that in Alexandria, where the 
usual vote is 1,900, there were only 800 votes for se¬ 
cession aud fit) for the Union, in spite of the Virginia 
ordinance. My inforrount, with some nine others, 
openly voted for Chas. H. Upton as representative to 
the Federal Congress. This excited the wrath of a 
certain Captain Throckmorton, who was present with 
20 armed ruffians for the purpose of controlling the 
election, and who left for Alexandria, vowing to re¬ 
turn to-day and hang them all. My informant waited 
in vain for him until 10 o’clock this morning. 

The aggregate vote in Uniontown, Clarksburg, 
Clayville, Grafton, Sardis, Roseburg, Portland, Pied¬ 
mont and New Creek, Va., was 1,738 against ratify¬ 
ing the ordinance, and 66 for it. 

Twenty counties in Western Virginia have been 
heard from. They give large majorities against 
secession. 

Occoquam gave 60 votes against secession, but the 
rebel troops marched into town the next day and 
drove away the Union men. 

Spain, 
in San Domingo had issued a prouunciaruento in 
favor of the annexation to Spain. 

Italy,—Garibaldi had returned to Caprera. 
Large bodies of Italians had embarked at Genoa for 

Southern Italy, and 3,000 had reached Naples. 
Victor Emanuel was about to visit Naples. 
The Ex-King of Naples had left Rome for Villa 

Albano. 
The official journals of Rome deny that the Sardin¬ 

ians bad made conciliatory proposals to Rome. 
Austria.—The Upper House had voted an address 

in response to the speech from the throne. 
A large vote is to be asked to increase the Austrian 

Navy, aud the Ministry of Marine is to be created. 
Poland. — Tbe city authorities of Warsaw had 

tendered their resignations. 
It was reported that Gen. Pantam, the Military 

Governor, and the Gen. Lebasepoy, had been dis¬ 
missed, aod that the former was to be succeeded by 
Gen. Lambert. 

Commercial Intelligence—Breadstuff* ■—Liverpool bread 
stuffs (inn, with partial advance Richardson, Spence & Co. 
report flour steady. Extra State 28663(3.29-34. Wheat 6rra- 
Red Western advanced 2d and quoted lis6d®128l0d White 
quiet, at 13s@14s6d. Corn firm; yellow 34s6d(3/34»9d; white 
35«5p3ds6d. Wakefield, Nash & Co. report wheat steady. 
Corn advancing tendency, and holders demanding an advance 
of 3<J@6d. 

Brouixiont —Liverpool provisions generally steady. Be*1 
and pork firm. Bacon dull. Lard dull. 

California and Oregon. 

Dates to May 11th, are received from California. 
The day the Express left, there was a Union meeting 
held in San Francisco. Nothing like it was ever 
before seen tlvere. Business was entirely suspended. 
People filled the streets, and flags were as plenty as 
stocks of grain in a wheat field. Three speakers’ stands 
were surrounded by thousands. Senator Latham, 
McDougal, Gen. Sumner and others, made addresses 
in favor of sustaining the Administration, and reso¬ 
lutions were adopted that secession be put down and 
the Union preserved complete. A procession march¬ 
ed through the streets, embracing all the military and 
civic organizations, with thousands of citizens on 
foot, horseback and iu carriages. All political par¬ 



•ironl7 Ma-T 2^—The current prices for the week at 
ail the markets are as follows : 

w »KBF OATTLK. 
.$8,oo®9,oo 

Inferior quality.  T.iKX5>7.50 
„ , COWS AXH CALVKS. 

First quality  .$66,iXYolfiO.OO 
Ordinary quality. 40.0uSlSU.UO 
Common quality,.  SO.OOfoi.’M.OO 
Infenor quality. 25.00(5)30,00 

VK.IL CALVES. 
First quality » ft. s fa**,. 
Ordinary quality. 4.km'6 o 
Cornnioii quality, .. .1 faqi Q 
Inferior quality',...a >03^0 

Prime quality ..flttlfflfi.OO 
Ordinary quality. 4.(KX<>4.A0 
Common quality.  3,.*0.ui4.00 
Interior quality.    3.00fa)3.M 
_ , 8WU(B, 
Finn-quality. . 4lita,5 „ 
Other qiulitrc*.." 

Hay 4®—At market 429 cattle, about ton henvea 
c<in®l‘,ting Of working oxen. cows, and one. two 

and three years old. 

11 m'!!£A J‘TI'\_J’,'ic,’s’ extra. $8kM(3)«.TB; first quality, 
quality ^ iw',H Ity *’'VM"0-y'> ■ *uil's duality, 80,00; ordinary 

]\TEW YORK COMBINED SELF-RAKING 

Reapei- and M< 
STOCK. 

lr. KlUfin H ROD IK i* now mitim? fCnrl&nd and NuntKnd mWt 
itut animals I xrtles wishing to purcnn-ie bhort-Hnrui' or Avt 
shires, Leicester Sheen, or Voi'kJiirii W. Z ^ , "^ AyT~ 

-1*1 (' \ \DM’'fnn ‘u« 1V,7y nr _ CAM! BKLL^A 1 O.. New 1 ork Miffs, Oneida t> , N. y. 

KUT’ Bark JYitmbera of thit l~ohrme Free >vve 1*, 
,».unuru. t..ec.I under the joint I'utent. of Seymour A- Mnr. 

Kirn nnd Fulmer A tViillunw, try 

SEYMOUR. MORGAN & ALLEN, 

lirot UpoH, N. Y. 

VElVYORt?*.'4t’?Vr X»°Iir,vrln'j Vnur interests, and bur the 
t KK SKLI*-RAKING REAPER for the harvest of 1801 

THE CHAMPION REAPER OF THE WORLD. 
The principle upon which nut Sell-Raker works is ,.mnln 

shto and iierlect is.imr a» certain to pertorm its milt astlie 
vesVVeid’t^“ ‘rv?:'-' Bvanceewhii operation la tlie har- 
sest field, in competition Willi faln.!-r:ik.ng reapers it ha.i 
shown the Utility and. superiority of ds ' laims ' lltaiMnne 
prejudice ot its power, it has been gmdu.illv n,i surely win k. 

been qnVst?m»wJ,W‘c ,<m“' T*ie ut work bw» never 

for changing&RlwMn i!ftLltnT "//^"eht; and facility 
or are hn ^ '...'’'r**'Vr-.A'"' From Mower to Ifaap- 

_Ericsson's sir engines are being manufactured in Not- 

tingham. 

_A new gold field has been discovered in Australia, in 

Gippsland. 

_Steam canal boats are being introduced on the Dutch 

and Belgian canals. 

— There is a pigeon roost in Jackson Co., Ala., thirty miles 

long and a mile wide. 

— D. Meredith Reese, a promiment physician of New York, 

died on Monday week. 

— The expenditure for rations and pay of a regiment for a 

month, is about $26,000. 

— A fire in New Baltimore, Mich., destroyed $12,000 worth 

of property. Half insured. 

— Charles Welden, associate editor of the New York Times, 

died suddenly on Friday week. 

— One hundred American ships are now engaged in the 

whale fishery in the Indian ocean. 

— The Missouri secessionists are searching all the boats 

which run from St. I.ouis to Kansas. 

— Twn men wsre drowned in Oneida lake on Wednesday 
week. Their boat swamped in a gale. 

— The sum or $1,000 has been sent from Boston to aid in 

equipping the Missouri Union volunteers. 

— The San Francisco Herald sa.VB that live oak in abund¬ 

ance has just been discovered in California. 

— The citizens of Des Arc, Ark , have organized a vigilance 

committee to ferret out. negro insurrections. 

— England will send a fleet ta the American coast to pro¬ 

tect her commerce against Jeff. Davis’ pirates. 

— The Connecticut State Prison is the only institution of 

the kind in the country which is run at a profit. 

— Gen. Bragg has prohibited any letter writing from the 

C. S. A. army before Pickens to the newspapers. 

The work od the National Capitol has been stopped by 

order of the Commissioners of Public BnildiDgs. 

— Pieces of the Atlantic CAble have recently been taken 

up, ami found to be in as good condition as ever. 

— Garibaldi has returned to Caprera —whether to till his 

farm, or prepare for new conflicts, it is not stated. 

— The merchandise exports week before last from New 

York were $2,366,166. Same week in I860, $939,600. 

— New efforts are to be made to invalidate the will of 

To all who subscribe for the Rural Nkw-Yorkkr from 

May 1st to em! of the Year and Volume —eight months —we 

will, if desired, send the back numbers (from Jan’y 1st) Free. 

This offer (to be continued for a month, aud perhaps until 

July 1st,) will enable many who were unable to subscribe at 

the beginning of the year, or later, to secure the entire 

volume at lets than a>st of publication 

l&~YfBSTKHN AMI SocTHXRN .Monkv— In the present de¬ 
ranged state of the currency, we are unable to use Western and 
Southern money,as our bankers will not purchase (tatany 
rate of discount Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New England. Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send us IT. S- Postage Stamps, as they are far preferable 
to any uncurrent bank bills • 

C°J?iT,BT AGENTS WANTED 

Curious New Hook of FEMALE Cll A RAFTERS in it 

f2ranti Terms inclose red stamp to RANKIN' 
CO., New York 

FOR DIPPING 8HEEP AND LAMBS. 
m FOR DESTROIM ALL KINDS OF VERMIN ON OTHER 4NJMAL8. 

Tuk Manufacturers or this new and valuable preparation, beg 
Vartnern and Orarient to this ef 

1 ,.I, ” .‘u“ y' r "nu vaiuamn preparation, beg 
leiivo to call the attention of Karmen and Crazier* to this et- 
mmUrm.^V,,“lyiP)rili'',;t7)vEnjr Ti."l;n- Lino, ami all other msecta 
lnjuriourt u> <1 iv 1 in<ilM 1 vttftitntlon, nml preventing the aliirm- 
Ing attacks of the Fly and Scab on Sheep, 8 v m 

Its use uot mity removes the vermin on animals, hut dbrnnses 
and Dunnes tin, skin, thereby materially benolttlng tbcli si.ne- 
qiiantlty ’ U'Ul *r,’atlv ^proriug wool, both In quality aud 

supersedes t b*l Uoriout ami discs- 

ssotK®3aairK™as 

Fruit Growkus’ Sodibty ok Wkstkrn New York. — Pur¬ 

suant to adjournment of the Annual Meeting for 1861, the 

Spring Meeting Of this Society will be held at the Court 

House in Syracuse, June 2oth, 1861, at 10 o’clock A. M. 

By order of the Council. C. 1’. Bissbl, Secretary 

ADV ANTAGRS OIF 

SELF-RAKING OVER A HAND-RAKING REAPER 
invorhTmevVr^l?oTfuT'"”'*’ hrw'‘l- »n<l the draw- ing ot Kim Oyei the lield, dav after day. nier.dv in do with imnl 
exertions, what the Self Raker can do in a bettermanne" 

Supeiior Points Claimed for this Reaper, 
be 4tmlted.,TV °K <j0S-STRTCT,o'v-ln this respect it cannot 

of2orde^A,"L'TV'“U iS Vt’ry 3trong' and not liable to get out 

illaikcts, iEommcrcc, Sic 
Rural Nkw-yorkrr oKKICKi x 

Rochester. May 28, 1861. { 

Flour — Inferior grades from winter wheat have advanced 2fi 
cents during the week. All other brands are at last quotations 

Grain — In Genesee wheat we note a decline in choice and a 

corresponding advance upon the poorer samples- Canada is 
worth $1.40 for extra. Oats are moving upward slightly. Beans 
are in demand at an advance of 12@2S cents per hushel 

Meats are without important change. 

DAIRY. Butter is still going down. Eggs are plenty and 
drooping. 

1 kuits and Roots—Green Apples are advancing and good 
specimens are scarce. Dried Fruits, with the single exception 
of Apples, are moving steadily upward 

Hav is somewhat, scarce in market, and has taken a decided 
stand during the week 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 
Floor and (train Fairs dozen rovo„ 

Flour, winter wheat,$S,2S@6,T6 Itimev, box"". 
F our.aprlun do,.... s..kj@fi,26 Gandies, box.... • '"ibJ: * 
Flour, buckwheat,.. I).IXX,|12,(ill Candles, extra ' *a?a 

i,:., ii..,.. i p,.. iieu -.incur moral f ancy 
*i J in'plsiTq fLugrayingx; 3« liirtmiU. tin, led free for 

''KN TstVao'led Ladies and I'eachers. Fur Description 
°^4s00^ ftul ^AfLcuInm of Agency, Inclose red stamp to 

HANKINS h GO New York. 

\\THEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
IJll'ROVBD FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Heniniers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

N EW 5 GRIv. May 22 -There still continues a light demand 
tor low medium wools suitable for military equipment. Flue 
wools are neglected The sides of the week consist ot 23 iXkltbs 
of assorted lienees at 3l,v0|2c, M.uOO lbs of California low 
niedium to line at VA/PSOn, and 60 bales Of utiwashed Calilbriiia 
iiv tlo. 

American Baxony Fleece, H) ft.wya'SS 
Ainertcun full blood Merino,. ... 4/ic<iz-»8 
American half blood ami three-fourths Merino" 38ta>42 
American Native ami one .fourth Merino,. 3aii’86 
Extra Fulled. 3Ma4U 

Nr»,eTf.d':::;:. 

Caljfmnia, extra,..’m *" 
California, flue, unwashed.'..Mipi HTi 
California, common do. ’lnrTeia 
Peruvian, waahed, .  2(^34 
Valparaiso, unwashed,..* 1*013 

Sooih American Men, unwashed. liVaaa 
S«Hith AtttoHcfni Menno, iinw-jisbed..l(S(tv)&{ 
South American, romniou washed.  lMr.V.Vi 
Soutli American Elitre Kios, do.  lvdiis 
Soutli American, unwashed.".Ill"" 'Vrein 
Soutft Ainericun Cordova, washed, I.I. 26*g(uT» 
Cape Good flop,- unwashed,.    awSwa 

African, unwashed,.   .Tj.fS 

Smyrna, washed...' "...I 
Mexican, unwashed, ..II.!!!."!!" ilrSlll 

BOSTON, May 22—There is a very fair demand for the low 

doM ^n J nTgfoeted uf 1<>th umi POUed, but flue wool is 

Merino, flue, 17mtill) Western mixed. 
??'* blood,.... ..4ka>l7 Smyrna, washed.! LYa)28 
h, ami » blood,. ..36;<i)43 Do. unwashed,... <1,017 
Gotiimon .H3«TI Syrian. . .... . 

Fi0, S2 k.'Sil.t.’ Biienos Ayres. ftailft 
Do. No. 2. ltift’20 Peruvian. washed aV7„.ui 

^cu-n.iurr :is a jyiower. 

M’k particularly command our Combined Machine o« H Mow 
or. to tlie o tontine nf farmers We have adopt", a,, i^imovml 
iron bar. which from its pec.uliiu farm wiU not sprii,g q, mi d 
in Urttv narrow o^dthin \Srf aUo iihi* a. lltylil ami 
polished malleable guard. The Cutler-Bar is raised ami lower 
ed bv means id a lever, always at. the driver's command for the 

*• Faeung over t.he out glass or leaving the lield 
Muiduiie is narrow and will pnsn thruugli aay bars without mb 
li rtiug the driver tr> the nciTHSlty nf getting off from the Ma 
chine to raise it, in any way. In rwd.'r to clear. 

Submittingthese.considerations to.the farming community 
*.n,r!nPfih?iv^ll.vsohalt their patronage. soggeHting that th.-V 
Miielilnesh t!/Si:'"8 C‘U y' ““w,‘ h,,ve but a limltu.l number of 

* ^“ Extras on baud at nil times, bv our Agents 
tr KEY MOITH. MORGAN & a I.URN. 

— II.'.W) ' -Slie r,r, im tlDtr — TtJORLICY U FOOD ROR 

PMm,!!?',,ii',h„ onM”V* ,H tmilHpensHble in promoting and »ua- 
Umlng all the auiioal runctioio. .0 Imaith and vigor. For Milch 
,i?rK.!ei ? 1 ova!liable, inr.refLsiog the quantity and improving 
ho (jiiality of milk, for notluijg ciiu carujmnj with it 

jor nulckJy. Fnr Hhiwp nw\ llie proUixts^d 
la one mouth will wwoil nil u<|u:cUti0D. 

A PumnhK’t free to anv athlrow. 
tap-DEPOT, 21 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 574-2Bt — Dr. A. B. Rice, of New Salem, has several ponds filled 

with trout, from which lie supplies a number of largo hotels 

— 1 be mail cars on the Virginia and Tennessee roads are 

now lettered “C. S. Mail, ’ instead of 11 U. S. Mail," as here¬ 

tofore. 

— A Southern journal thinks that “Jeff. Davis has been 

prepared by Providence for the great occasion." We hope 

he bas. 

— A tender of 2,000 shipwrights has been made by Gov. 

Morton, of Indiana, to build gunboats for the Lower Mis¬ 
sissippi. 

— Hon. John ,1. Crittenden announces that he is unwilling 

to be considered a candidate for Congress at the ensuing 
election. 

— The British Government is building fifty five new steam¬ 

ships for the navy. Thfa is precisely what our own ought to 
be doing. 

— A manuscript of John Huss, hitherto unknown, has 

been discovered by Professor Hofler, in the Imperial Library 
at Prague. 

— The New York Churchman, a religious paper established 

in 1831, died on Saturday week, in consequence of pecuniarv 
difficulties, * 

On the 10th ult., there were lying in the port of New 

York 36 steamers, 104 ships, 108 barks, 119 brigs, 199 
schooners. 

— They have got the measles bad at Dover, N. If. There 

are three hundred cases now, and there is no knowing when 
it will stop. 

— The President has endorsed the action of the Missouri 

Brigade by issuing a commission of Brigadier-General to 
Capt. Lyon. 

— Horseflesh is regularly quoted in the market prices cur¬ 

rent of several towns in Germany, not on the hoof, but cut 
up for food. 

Tl.e passengers of the ship Underwriter arrived at New 

1 ork last week, from Liverpool, numbering 620 persons, are 
all Mormons. 

The Paris police will not permit women or children, 

under the age of fifteen years, to drive a carriage la the 
public streets. 

— The cotton receipts show a deficiency of SOT non h„i.>„ 

rPf, HK4IIANUS .* I* If 11. DICK si 
L Our Irrepressible Conflict" is against high prices We 

Offer you. at 74 Main HL, Rochester, Iron, Nails, Unnlwaro.OtlH8 
I Hints. Color*. Windows, Doors, Blinds, jloeB, fW.let. Shovels. 
Corn, Hoes. fMlivatOrfl and Other articles too , umeron. & o..ro .lions, i.iimyaiorH, ami other articles too numerous to 
mention. Also, the celebrated "Straight Draft Plow," which 
we offer cheaper than the cheapest 

SM-U_MOORE. HE BING & CO. 

A JVE ERICAN OUT AY IsT O 
VROM 

JARVIS Ac BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

Ilf TUB 

SOUTH PACIP’K) OCEAN, 

IMPORTS!) IIY TH8 

14 O C OJtt FJ1JYV , 
Office, GO Willimm Street, 

NEW YORK. 
C. S. MARSH Aid,. Preft. H. MATHER, Secy. 

J. K CHAPPELL, Agent, 69 Exchange 8t . Rochester N V 

line. neapes), moatnumble.aml Lightest. Draft Mower offered 
lor sal.., Fourwzee $7lt,$vAand MOD each. Allnre warranted 
Can give the tnatlmonniU nl those who have used tbum if de¬ 
sired fiend for Circular giving lull ileanrlptlon. 

Ketehum’s Combined Machine, 
Improved, price, as usual, $i:u> Improvements of guards, shoe 

''Tri w,lth 'i,IU'r. un,< extras for the Krtohum 
Mai.h,ne, furnished at moijerato priccg, bv giving the number 
of tip. Machine lor which they are wanted', 8914# 

Address ft. i„ [joWARD, Buffalo, N. Y. 

TUK PROVISION MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, May 27 Floitr—M™.... 
with only a moderate demand tor ev port m .1 home < 
tion bulL'snl, $A.()iLr.1,III fqr Sliperllne State, $A,17k( 
extra do , Jfl.OttaS.IO foi snporhne Wesfetn ; ,Ur 
«b!n^i?2v? "rhu™ ’I", 85.0)7)6.66 for inferior to good 

Market opened quite Arm, 
'.n*imu»- 

Ja5,26 for 
85.lS(a'jfi,36 for 

1,. '“7—,.V —w| mr inferior to good 
shipping brands extra round lump Ohio; $.5,70,r7,26 Tor trade 

...; -Oi« market rUm.ng quiet at iihnnt Inal Saturday's 
Tf'iirr’U!,,n"m without change In 

” iiri*1 ^.-0,07.5(1 Tor rr.inmi.n ti. ohnioi* e.xiru 
- Wheat, s.iod sound sluppiog parcels scare. 1 and l(,A2c 

d^Rifimtforesport, while qummnii ami iufe 
nor are dull and heavy, sales 11 mound and inferior l liicseo 
epnng It $15 I.eS, . irtniiiou to stilr.tlj prime do, at 8i,ll»nij |H- 
urisouml and Infanor Milwaukee club at $1,07- |,lll; common to 
slriellv pome ao, at 81,17.-1,22. winter red Wi-stern ut fdAlfat 

ft’r ?'d-»D parcels; Northwestern club at 
$1.17^)1,18; Canouaelnl)at. 8l.2L-1I.22, white Kentuekv at81 80 
amber IoWq.lt l,2fi((id,24, wliit.; Western at 81. l|w I 75 fiye' 
.Jioet at 67i.dtjHc Dm lev (lull and unchanged, sales two-rowed 

1" lalr ««"i new lie V. boiler; sales 
4S(.(HCe far new Western mixed, ran for new nod old do; Wbfni 
e.":W^W!rn' 4IW *7 rim ml yellow, »iV for Southern 
l ellow -jaWlBfiq for new Western yellow. Outs HCIlittelv so firm. 
™ »ialf iHisiness doing at SOiadTio. for Western. Canadlau and 

pRoyiH'ON* - Tile Pork market is dull and heavy with sales 

brands .In, 
prices, 
price. L 

Grain —iv neat, « 
better, with a fair qi 

()H1«> JVT.< > W It) I {. at.ul REAPBJR. 

F- BAUtH PATENTS, 
WITH FOLDING CCT'i’TKH BAR. 

A Machine that is a perfect Mover, and a perfect Uccuurr. Cir- 
CliItirs with lull acfiCnptiOfi 8«*tit by mail or furninb«d by airuntH 
ineachcounty. ROSS, DODGE & POMKOY 
683-16t Manufacturers, at the Auburn Prison, Auburn, N. Y. 

,v -L G. Saxk. MARVIN 

Homes for the Industrious! 
mess; $inr.|.|l far re pneked mens; and $IL7flfa lifiO for extra 
n.erj I rime mess beef 1- dull with sales at 818,26 Beef hams 
are .'iip-tat slji,' 16 Cutineat.-i ar.- dull, with trllllfig sales at 

".•' >’' •"r Mhooldi-i'., and «• -"7* ->• far lining. For Lard the 
market Is steady, with sales at •ro -.d.c. Butter U selling at ltd 

for infarfar'fa primi.^ ® "Wadyiat -Y-rlHc 
Amiiks—The raniket! Ik iiu.diangcd nnd t.he demand L fair with 

sales at 83.37L tor I’nfa, and 85,62.'-, for Pearls 

ALBANY, May 27 Flour and Mial 
quiet Ioi-Flour, and durioi 
only to a moderate extent 
otis prices. 

Common to good -State,.. 
Fancy and extra State. 
Common to good Western,."" 
Extra Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, &e 
Extra Ohio,,.. 
Common Cnoiuiian,. 
Extra Canailian,.I!I!I!!I 
Fancy Genesee,. . 
Extra. Genesee arid city brands 
Extra Kentucky, 

Corn meal is lower, 
Grain Sales of 

choice; white Lami 
K4e for State, 

1 if?Elodi Demand lair and market iirni, 
but quotations .in.'hanged Sales at $4,87k,’ for extra Illinois 
*6 for extra Wisconsin. 89,23 for doublti extra do, .A-i6,30 far 
fail to choice extra India..a and <diio' 8,,62Ki«6,ia ford.Mililo 

•m**1 $b-A7 W ') 6.60 for favorite hninds do for local trade. 
WhbaT lit looderatc demand nnd market Arm -ale* vfil- 

ivankee ehih BalnoUf afternoon ut and extra do at * 
h's mmmng „.,t vv„l(,r „|,fa ttt 81.15and il.ISL. and el.oh-e 

do at $1,10. / orn — Market rjufet but tlnu. ^atunlM v if 

8a‘’- -bis lno' hluif ’ Hats 
inarlcot n f|lu»*t ami nominal at 53c. Nothlnr dolnir in 

oth(*r nnd no to ooto iu <|uotutiouM, 

o.^onr aT-m.yi'lL2'?. 'r ' 'Vir° ,lot much dODP 

The market, opened 
g the morning the sales have been 

. principally extra brands atprevi- 

.$6,IJIKai6,10 
6,26(1)16,60 
6,30,e6f76 
6,»fa7,26 
b,’26(0.7,26 
B,0i(d.A,«6 
B,7 $5,7,t.O 
fl.26r'f.«,76 
6.26(0)7,60 

. 6,26(0)7,60 
■ sales at 81,12:11 1,26 >i loo tbs. 
in wiii'ut at for very 
•Vo caley of Corn Oatn 

I® aovnuumnw l KUIWH, III Advnnce-Thirty 

fiVK Cbntm a Link, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 3'2>j Conte per line of space. Spkcial Notiobs 
(fallowing reading matter, leaded.) .Sixty Cents a Line 

' ■T lta inim,'"He circulation among the Producers and Deal¬ 
ers of the Free States, renders the Rural Nkw-Yorkkr hy far 
the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of Ifa claim. This 
kact nil oil hi he home in mind b.v all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 

facturers, Nc., who must necessarily depend upon the People of 
the North far patronage. 

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO., HAVE FOR SALE 

1,200,000 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS 
In Tracts of Forty Acres and upward, on Long Credit and at Low Prices. 

MECHANICS, FARMERS AND WORKING MEN. PRESENT POPULATION 
rr1ro!,Uit,?.l"’U   'der prising and Industrious portion of The Stato l:< rapidly lining up with population • RflS (Vrt 

• •?- . ly w l“ th®. tallowing statements persons having bi n xdileil gipm lhr,o. riLkme tl.n nreient 

— A destructive tornado passed over Slorris, Grundy Co., 

III., on the loth ult. Trees were leveled and several build¬ 
ings destroyed. 

— A new projectile has been invented in France, weighing 

M pounds, which, falling in a column of troops, is expected 
to kill 100 men. 

— In Richmond, Va., they are issuing sliinplasters for 

twenty-five and fifty cents, and others redeemable in pay¬ 
ment for taxes. 

— .TefL-rson Davis, in bis late message, confesses that only 

fi?ht millions of the fifteen million dollars Confederate loan 
were subscribed. 

-The New Orleans Typographical Union has established 

» Hind far the benefit of printers who enlist in the armies of 
the Confederacy. 

— -Small change is so scarce in Charleston, there is talk of 

fae City Council issuing shinplasters for ten, fifteen, and 
twenty-five cents. 

— The Southern Steamship Company is temporarily dis¬ 

continued. Reason, the steamers have been seized by the 
■ S. Government. 

Tin chartered transports now iu Government service 
cumber 67. They are naid for at r»+o r,.., cion t. 

[ f Ai JVT. c M« > I 
11. Slid If horn and A/d>rn, 
Sheep, Sup'utfc and A: 

Ij^ARMldliR, 1‘LKASK rVOM’K’TT 

a. j Bartlett, Romulus, Snaeca <’n.t v y. 

K 'a.-.I-..Ly.!". 

. 
—'.2t 17 3nilth Bail I .-ti.re.-t, Ro. Iiestpr, N. Y. 

A ;?.’A1 j*/.’. JV 1 ’ I 4 > JV ! 1 11-7 j.>I v j,; |(; j 
J. \ E1S.S Kidder« new system of II.-.. Management, where- 

\ / hy ? ftuVarT4* "ill collect from nun to 
"V / tliree htindr^U pouniiM of hofmy in one bcacton 

\\?W/ !S?,br' r„a.U- to swarM, aDv season or 
V .V i'i1'--' can he prevented 

♦*T*"*< 0 tVe •'".-his m swarming-time. 
®«e-fcottH»ry easily prevented; Moth millers 
"miW- f111'111* lv Never lose bees by the 

LwrWkW rt'',111 ,'!* W'uler ot otherwise, 
/ V my new Book Circular, containing 

*f|H.IM*nd nil- his Fost-Offll-e inhhm ' ftgfa'es I liTemSa 

Pafao?Cm,,po!;,H? lflv';L8K'!r'Hral exl'lanat|VjI1«’ '-•«* "l ‘be 

n ! ,rW.Tl " T1 Kidder’* Guide to Aplarmn Science, on the re- 
c. pt of 67 cent*, in postage stamps, which will g.v,- full ,,Hitic- 
nfare ui the l nl turn nnd Management of tlif. Honey R.o. 

All ordarafar Lircuiaw, Hooks. Hives. Rights, he. uromntlv 
attended to Address K. V KIDDhlt llu, 11,.,-ra.^? X'y 

H 44 A I -’! ’, Breeders of i 
i/t 'uWe, South Doom, and Site 

■**« t‘m, Bochestor. N. Y kh-c 

mid liberal inducements offered tflein by the 

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY. 
which, ,ij llo y will perceive, will enublo them by proper 
energy, perseverance and mduslrv, to p.-ovide cnmfortable 
11 "'a ;k fur themii. lves and families, with, comparatively 
siieaking, very littlo capiul. 

LANDS OF ILLINOIS. 
No State in the Valley of tie- Mig: i-aippi offers so great an 

inducement oh the state ot Hlimiis Tlmro is no portion of 
tilt, world where all the uonditioK-. or climate and soil no 
admirably combine to produce, those two great staples, Corn 

and Wheat, as the I’ralntH of Hhnoia 

THE SOUTHERN PART 
of the State lies wituin the zone of the cotton regions while 
the soil is admirably adapted to tb. grow Hi of tobacco and 
hemp; and the wheat is worth from fifteen to twenty cents 
more per hushel than that raised further north 

RICH ROLLINO PRAIRIE LANDS. 
The deop rich loam of the prairies is cultivated with such 

wonderful facility that tin- farm, rs of the Eastern and Mid 
dlo States are moving to Illinois m great numbers. 'Inc „reu 
of Illinois Is about equul to that Of England. and th.- soil is I 

concession— of extras the amount, offering has hern Limited 
e '<"Hl on the market Tlieie is a 
r.iorlf'^ac-afiMi-uturivc imjiiirv ar. pn?srtnt. but at nri< •*; konift. 
'v *IHJ lam*r than tho vievvi of holtlera. Wf? nnoU* 

F«ra nt5....8f,lkfa)fl.lH) 
Kancv..6,7-fart),DO 

g"; ... 

Tea continuance of Ufa active demand 
SKt«i'llThln™tJVvl1,111 A11’“hipment to millers in the Ea.d,.rf 
httite- The rate has been steady at 81.2ifa'1.2H far nood (! 
pnmei, anii jl -<>^'1 L*4 4or ordinary to i?ooi|. Th** avarm/A oriri* 
jMmVV3 wouhj not fall fur fiJiort of :?.l VA f./ hiiMlifal The 
Apr I'K-’ rentimies ot very high character, and there ran he no 
difficulty in placing rt.ch good wheat at the best c.irfent rates 
^ mngwhrai has 1,,-eii only |„ moderate supply fromfamera 
rtie^r^.^^ toi'ud rrady .sale a( $1 f!) biutiel ai an average price 
the rang" however extending Don, flflcfartuo ft biuhclf Barlow 
m in my small supply, and the demand is not at all (n isi - 
Some few loads have sold at rfa-ffc >4 biUel. Peas ale 
!no«Jt4ratAl\ ft«;tivo rfquL’^t, hot. with sUooli»*H \Vp hihiL 

See'iod"! ?{?« '■«“* ^^Ktbccom^ 
" ..l*4itiahd is iirnttyaotivo 

-- ” ’ "'I.un’i.’, WHIP’ IrliK corn 0 
los.s thon M0,000,i>00 loielo 1^. 

FERTILITY OF THE SOIL, 
Nowhere nun the r ’ -* 

afa results for Ills labor as 
composed of a il.v-p rich l< 
surpassed hy any Oil tho globe. 

TO ACTUAL CULTIVATORS. 
Since 1851, the company havo sold 1 300,000 

sell only to artilal cultivators. nn<l every cool 
an agreement lo cultivate. The road has been 
thro’ these lands at an expense of $30,01)0,000. ... ... ..... 
population old,he forty nun; enmities through which it passes 
was only 33.7,:.V8 ; since which 47!i,‘293 ti.iye been addeO 
making the whole populatiou ,SM,K9). a gain of 143 p.-r cent! 

EVIDENCES OF PROSPERITY. 
As an eriih-noe of the thrift of tho people, It may ho stated 

tluurtll)j,000 tor,g of freight, iii(;laclng BJVHROOO bushols of 
gram, and ’200,000 barrels of flour, w--re forwarded over the 

industrious farmer secure such Imincdi - 
upon these prairie soils, they being 
... ' ich,lsun- 

THE CATTLE BIAKKETS. 

inll’rn t7’ BbKYHS - Although there is a falling ..If 
in the supply, .is compared with last week, of 900 head the 
market is still well stocked and fully equal to the demand Tlu- 
average quahtv ,x somewhat lower, but there are not many 
third quality droves among the 3,335 head on sale Price! are 
down • cfalh live weight. Some .-elI,.,* think U cfab 
lowea, hut taking quality into consideration, »o0 is nealftr the 

Rkckipts—The following is onr comparative 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, statement of 

estimating 16 

Cattle.Th!™k- 

ho^!5: .'s‘‘m *85 
Pkicks—The market is quite active at the following pricetk° 

o • week. J i.iHt week 
.o <a c 0 ri r 

Extra.... .tyjM c > 6 
kust. quality .4 (r„4?, 4 v/.i'ra 
Second quality.V.j!a:S!,e 3> 
Third quality..2^3 c 2?*-ai.v“c 

s,,fkl*-vWUt,nly too large, the demand having sWk.-ned very 
much during the past week Wo hear of but two -a|ex - in ai'l 
416 head, vhcarsd, averaging ion lbs at l.^cit. 

I Ions-Mai kef. languid. Coro-tH am ottered lower, hut neg- 
lecfcd; stores in light request arid pn-ttv lirmlv held We 
quote corn-fell at 4‘.e fa ft. stores B,Vs/^c - Allot and Amur,. 

r T0,^*ft!V W). F?kkv (il1 (irst eltt-i character i" olenti- 
ful at io.CDf) l.jt) ft:, tor the choicest, animals, and 84.6t)afor 
medium. Of interior there are tew offering, farmers prefemng 
t0J!^i‘ 'Keir entile On pasture to improve their condition, 

. iiEEi' a.ni) Lamrs- sbeeiiare in prettv good demand at SI 
@6 each. I junbs arc becoming more pleutilul at 82t.u2.oi). 

Siikbi* >4kirhare -teady at 81 lor those of recent staeghtnr — 
Lamb skins 10 eta. each. b 

Calvkh sternly at 83.UhiA-Globe 

HAY ELEVATOR n HORSE POWER FORK. 

Tins Fork can be used with either 
oxb or two houses. Price, fall 
rigged (with rope and throe pul¬ 
leys,) $12. 

See description in Rural Nkw- 
Yohkhr of March 23,1861, 

bond for a Circular. 
Addra.-o 

Levi a. Beardsley, 
__ Smith Edme.stnn, Otsego Co., fV. 7. 

A <fJ NTr' WANTED to NELL I’ltI IT TH EEs! 
inak V* Wl''J to e'erofav a number of experienced and trust- 
wagi-H “,eD t0 M' *0-. ft'OBl our Nurseries at liberal 

WnouiHAi.K Pkai.krh furnlahed with Nui-serv. Stock of all 
descriptions at the lowest, wholesale rates 

aanr i> HOOKER, KARi.KY k CO.. 
6b4tt Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester, X. Y 



["Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

GOD BLESS THE VOLUNTEERS. 

BY KATK CAWKRoy 

They have gone forth from our firesides, 

Followed by our hopes and fears, 

While the burden of our prayer is, 

“ May God bless the Volunteers! ” 

And wherever doty calls them, _ 

May He be tbelr guide and shield. 

To watch o’er their onward pathway, 

And protect them in the field. 

They have gone forth to the battle 

For the Truth and for the Riftht; 

■Gainst the mighty host* of Error 

To maintain a valiant light, 

And they bear the named banner 

’Neath whose fold* our Fathers bled, 

* The same stripes are brightly blended. 

The same stars shine overhead. 

They have gone forth with our blessing, 

And left lonely hearts behind, 

Rut beyond long months of absence 

Better days we hope to find, 

When their foot steps homeward turning, 

We shall welcome them once more, 

Laden with their well earned laurels, 

Telling all their conquests o’er. 

They have gone forth to the struggle, tfie family. Mrs. Neville led the way to a music 

We are left at home to pray,— room, and pointing to an open piuno, asked her to 
And if God vouchsafes an answer, ’ , . , ... , , . . . 

They will surely win the day. P1^’ Al'INE ,Ci‘*n"«d ,f ^ "Ished her to mug, 
Then let us still cheer them onward, and after her hinging " Avo Maria,” they insisted 

Give them smiles instead oftears,- opon her continuing until they saw she was weary. 
While the echo of each heart-throb Then Mr. Neville, after asking questions about her 

U—" God bless the Volunteers!” former home, told her that he would be glad to have 

Rochester, May, 1861. her come daily and teach his children,—that she 
- —♦-< - should be well paid,—that he was glad to find such 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker] a gifted teacher for them. ALIKE could not believe 
rpiyiy Trnu'vrf 'iTT rniPHAM that all was real,-wondered if it could be that she 
AilL llvMt dl U1U X1A1N. "had lost her identity. She hastened back to Dame 

by .Jessie "cabveb. Mabgpekite’8 to tell her of her success, and her joy 

- was increased by the warm sympathy she met from 
Alone, and yet in the very heart of a great city,— her friend, 

of all places to a stranger the loneliest. Twilight " You must live here with Jean and I, and he to 

was fast drawing nigh, and the tide of human life me what my baby Minna would have been,” said the 

ebbed and flowed,—the busy bum of men hastening good woman, and Aline felt in her heart that she 

each to his home and fireside,—but poor A link had was sincere in these words. 

not place nor shelter, and her heart was nigh burst- She soon became happy and contented in her new 
jng with its weight of grief. homo, and if thoughts of the past,—of her school-days 

Strange, that in the midst of so much grandeur and school-friend*, troubled her, and made her sad, 
and wealth, one must feel, at her early age, the hit- she drove them away in thought of her dear uncle, 
terness of poverty and desolation. She had walked who had died in a lar oil clime, neglected and un- 
many miles that day, and her feet were weary and cared for, who had brought her to this western land 
sore. Her dress, which at morning was so fresh and to lie taught and instructed, that she might be fitted 
clean from Nurse Madge’s hands, was tattered and to return with him to dwell in her childhood's home, 
soiled from the bushes where she had searched for —who had written her of his coming, and joyously 
berries, and r.o one would recognize in our little anticipated meeting his long-absent niece, hut who 
wanderer the favorite of the School Minot. People only left France to meet with sickness and death on 

stared at her as she sat upon the marble steps to the a lonely island. 
fountain in the park, and she searched each new On the day which was to have brought her unde, 
faco, striving to catch some look of interest or kind- came the sad tidings that he was left, with twenty 
ness which might give her confidence to ask for others, to die with u raging epidemic. Auke's grief 
comfort and assistance; hut all wore the same "how- knew no bounds. Hhe was spending her vacation 
came-you-thfire” expression, and passed on. with some relatives, ami looked to them for sympathy 

A policeman, jostling among the crowd, frowned and help. Days glided by, yet no other tidings, and 
at her, aud touching her with his stick, motioned then came the crushing thought that she was alone. 

Aline could scarcely collect her scattered thoughts hardly express his thanks to the good Dame Mar- 

as she awakened and found herself in the little, low gukkite for her kindness and care of his Aline. [ 

chamber, with its slanting roof and plastered walls,— Before his departure from America, he purchased the 

its latticed window uncurtained save by tbe climbing little house and grounds where she dwelt, and gave 

vip.es Only one day before she had rested in the them to her as a token of gratitude from Aline. To 

luxuriant planter’s mansion, and shared the sumptu- Jean he gave an amount sufficient to educate him in 

ous bounty of pndc and wealth. How changed, and the art he loved so much —music. Aline never 

vet she experienced such a sense of relief iu the heard ffotn her cruel relatives, nor did she wish to. 

thought that she was no longer to be dependent. She has returned to her native land, and though gar 

Dressing herself quickly, after repeating her simple 8fd fashionable, she never forgets the poor; and 

matins she descended to the kitchen, where she was when she sees ft homeless wanderer, pities her, re¬ 

greeted by Marguerite, and they soon sat down to numbering the time when Bhe was alone in a strange 

partake of their simple breakfast. During this meal, land, homeless and friendless. 

Aline made inquiries Of Jean as to the possibility Chicago, Ill-, 1801. 

of her obtaining employment in teaching music and ’ ' ^ * 

drawing, as afae -wished to support herself in this MISS MARY’S BLUE HAT. 
way. He told her that he was going to a wealthy 

gentleman’s residence to trim his vineyard, and if My friend Kelley was walking down Main street, 

she chose to accompany him, he was almost sure of Milwaukee, last autumn, in a brown study upon 

her gaining his interest and patronage. Pleased some abstruse subject, his vision horizontal and va- 

with this prospfect, Aline readily acceded to the cant, his step rapid and careless, when just as he had 

proposal, and in less than an hour they were at the forded one of the cross streets and had lifted one foot 

house of Mr. Neville. Jean asked to see this gen- to place it upon the curb-stone, a big bnt cowardly 

tleman, or bis wife, and the servant led them to a yellow dog came sweeping along, followed by a black 

room where the family were at breakfast, and it happy animal of the same species. The yellow dog whizzed 

group they were. Aline made known her errand, past him, bnt the black specimen, oblivious to all 

and her modest hesitancy won her the affection of things but the object of pursuit, as every dog should 

her to leave her resting-place; and poor Aline started 

once more, with great effort, on her sad pilgrimage, 

knowing not, nor hardly caring, where. To the 

mansiona of the rich she would not go—no, no; and 

she shuddered at the thought of the cold reception 

Her young friends, finding u great difference in the 

friendship of a wealthy heiress aud a poor French 

girl, gradually cooled in their attention to her, and 

at last openly expressed their changed sentiments. 

Stung by their ingratitude and deceit, Alin’K could 

Bhe would meet, gaining, perhaps, a wise reproof, or stay with them no longer, aud after a spirited rebnke 

advice. Bo, bending her steps down a quiet, unfre- left them and their home, to share the bitterness and 

quen ted street, she walked as rapidly as her tired toil of a life of labor and independence. 

limbs would carry her. Bhe found this street led 

quite away from the city, to the river bank, where 

rows of pleasant though humble cottages extended, 

and she cried tears of joy, so much did they remind 

her of her own sunny France, with their trcllised 

porches and vine-clad windows. Through the little 

Here, in this bumble dwelling, she remained secure 

and peaceful, and da.vs occupied by her lessons and 

painting, sped swiftly away,—even months passed, 

and the warm southern sun was wooing the buds 

again to blossom. Aline bad often heard Dame 

Marguerite talk of her sailor-boy,—a son older than 

be on such an occasion, and, possibly, somewhat 
under the control of his own momentum, struck 
Kelley’s perpendicular leg while the other was 
walking, and knocked it out from under him. My 
frieud went down instanter. His glossy heaver 
bounced upon the pavement, and continued its 
journey. Spectacles danced, jingling into the gut¬ 
ter, while his shawl struck against a shopman’s 
window like a paper pellet on a wall. 

Kelley gathered himself together, picked himself 
up, and looked after the dog who had done the mis¬ 
chief, expecting to find him "hove to” in canine 
dismay at the accident he had caused; but, to his 
utter astonishment, the animal seemed as regardless 
of his equilibrium as of any other trivial matter, and 
was making after the aforesaid yellow dog at as great 
speed as though he had not tipped over the best 

fellow in Wisconsin. 
While my friend was down, a clear, musical, girlish 

laugh had rung out upon the air. It was so evidently 
spontaneous, so charmingly musical, was so suddenly 
checked, and had withal so good a cause, that Kel¬ 

ley could scarcely be angry or even disconcerted. 
When the gentleman had recovered from his sur¬ 

prise at the heedlessness of the quadruped, he be¬ 
thought him of the music. There were half a dozen 
ladies in view; bnt by a trigonometrical calculation 
be reached the conclusion that the laugh must have 
come from either a dainty little blue hat with deli¬ 
cate, straw-colored trimmings, or a decidedly sober 
and ancient brown one the two being in Junction. 
Of course he fastened upon the blue hat; for never 
si' ce the flood did a yrave, unfashionable bonnet, 
give out such gushing laughter as that. 

Kelley was not a city gentleman — not he. He 
was a squire in a rural town, a leader of town affairs. 
A man of mark, to whom the village politicians 
looked for shrewdest counsel, on whom abused peo¬ 
ple looked for advice and redress, in whose hands 
friendless widows put the management of their scanty 
estates, Bure that all would be done for them and the 
little orphans lhat tact, fidelity, and a warm heart 
could accomplish. 

The blue hat was a city hat, and the brown hair it 
covered, togeuhe with the hazel eyes that sparkled 
iu front of it, were of city growth. Bnt the sober, 
brown bonnet was a rural affair, and the lady under 
it was a rural aunt of good dimensions, both in per¬ 
son and heart. Before the catastrophe which brought 
out the laughter, the aunt was listening attentively to 
the little lady’s very eager request that she would try 

" In the public schools, sir.” 
"Did you graduate?” 
"Yes, sir.” 
“ May I look at your diploma?” 
The lady handed a roll tied with a blue ribbon. 

Kelley tried bard to untie it, but soon got the 
knot in a very bad fix. The pretty fingers of the 
blue hat were called into requisition, and the knot 
was conquered close before him tinder his eyes. 
Opening the roll — 

"Mary Denver! Is that yonr name?” 

"Yes, sir.” 
"Your father’s name?” 
" Charles.” 

“ Merchant ?” 

"Yes, sir.” 
"Why, I was clerk in his store when you were a 

child. He was the noblest employer I ever had; 
made me all T am. I mean that he made me upright 
— for that is all I am, anyway.” 

Kelley promised her a certificate — said he would 
bring it over the next day; which he did. 

During the whole term he was very faithful in 
official visits to the school; and just before the close 

of the session, my friend said — 
"Mary, I wouldn’t teach any more.” 
" 0,1 must. 1 like it; and besides, I hav’nt accom¬ 

plished half I want to, yet,” 
" What do you want to accomplish?” 
" I want to continue ray music.” 
"What else?” 
"I want to clothe Minnie.” 

" What else?” 
"I want to feel that T am useful, that I am doing 

something.” 
" I want to hire you, Mary; and will pay you 

wages that will enable you to do all this.” 

"Yon want to hire me! What can I do for you?” 
“ Keep ray house, and be my wife, Mary.” And 

then the Town Superintendent got his arm around 
Mary’S waist and held her tight, though she strug¬ 

gled a little at first. 
" Let me go a minute, and I will tell you.” 
He released the little figure, and Mary stood before 

him, trembling, blushing, twining the strings of the 
blue hat around her fingers, looking down upon the 
floor, glancing once into his earnest eyes, her breast 
rising and falling till the cameo swayed like a ship 

upon billows. 
"Do you love me?” 
"With my whole soul.” 
" Did you ever love anybody else?” 
"Never, in all my life.” 
"Can a little girl like me” —looking earnestly in 

his face — " can u little girl like me, devoted, loving 

jVbucvtisements. 

'JIBE HEEDS! TREE SEEDS! 

-L SCHROEDER be CO., 
XO 79 STATE STREET. ROCHESTER. N. Y., 

<trn-R *momr many other varieties of Tree Seeds, the follow¬ 
ing leading- sort*, at the prior* named: 
Abies Excels*. [Norway Spruce.)-...—..per tb SOAO 
Finn* Atirtriiicus, fAuetrain Pine,]. " 1.7S 

- Silrestri*. f-ieo'cb Pine,]. " 1.50 
« Strobnp, [White,]. “ 2.J0 
“ Cembra. [Cenibriao.I-.. *' 1.00 
*• Finea. [Italian Stone 1‘ine.J . “ 2,00 
•’ Pumili*. [Dwarf.].   ” 2,00 
•• Lancia. [Corsican,]. * 6,00 

Pinaster, rMaritiiua,J ... —.. ‘ 1.00 
Pioea PectinntA, [European Silver Fir,]. “ 1.00 
Ijtrix Enropau*. [European Larch,]. “ 1,00 
Juniperos Communis. [Eturlish.j. " 0.50 

■' V'lfintana. [Red Cedar.). " 1.00 
Thuya Oceidentalis. •'Amencan.]... ” 1.50 

“ drientali.-. [Chinese,. 3.00 
Fraxinu* Kxc«Wor. [European Black Aeb,|. 1,00 
Acer I’latAnoide*. |Norway,|. " LOO 

•• Kubrom. [Scarlet]. 3.00 
PEAK SEEDS. Sc.t» rl lb., in quantities o i 25 lbs.and over, at 

wholesale prices 
Apple Seeds, Cbeiry. Plum, anil Teach Pits 
Anger- An-! l'ontena* Quince. very strong 
Pear, Plum. Dwarf Apple. Dwart Cherry, Manettl Ron, 

Stocks. &a, Ac. 57H-eow-tt 

J [OWES IMPROVED HAY SCALES! 
THE BEST X3NT USE I 

HAY SCALES. ' I No Pit —set above ground —no trouble 
| with iraieT or ice —no friction on knife 

CATTLE SCALES. edge*—weigh truly if not level— sim¬ 
ple.; (n use Delivered at any Railroad 

HAY SCALES. ! Station. Send (or Circulars. HAY SCALES. ] Station. Send lor Circulars. 
InS'crialP* Portable W'l.V /’r»»». 

HAY PRESSES. i For Baling Hay. Flax. Broom Corn, 
. ,, Rag-, Wool and Cotton Simple—Great 

,,A* I Power—worked bv two men. Hundreds 
HAY PRESSES. | in use, Send for Circulars. 

Part Steel Belli, 
ernra™ rnjira Weigh leas — cost less— heard fnrther 
CHURCH BELLS than other first class Bella Never 
meoraDnii break by fro-’- Warranted 12 months. 
CHCKO-ri BEi.La. Send for circular* and testimonials.— 

church mu* sarvaMwa-f - io™> 
Toirn Clock*, 

TOWN CLOCKS. Of the most approved character, of my 
own maniilacturo, warranted equal to 

TOWN CLOCKS. any in use, at greatly reduced price* TOWN CLOCKS. | any in use, At greatly reduced prices. 

For full particulars address _. _ 
JAMES «. DUDLEY, 

657-eow-tf S3 Main St. Buffalo, N. Y 

fi lu A D DIN G- ' K 

Horse Pitch-Fork I 
MANUFACTURE!* BY K HUM JOCK. 

Tins valuable improvement posWt@88 many important advan¬ 
tage* over all other Fork*, among which are tho following: 
The tine* being allowed to drop to dircharge its load, the tilting 
of the handle, ft* in other fork*, D avoided; hence, hay can bn 
unloaded with the utmost facility and erne into shed window* 
or beneath purlin-r Inruns, and other pbip.es, where other !foi*e 
Fork* cannot he need It can in atf eaee* be managed with 
greater ease than un> other Horse Fork. It. i* equally adapted 
to-Racking With this Fork a tunof bay may be unloaded in 
from five to seven minutes. 

TESTIMONIALS. 
It* simplicity, durability And perfect operation, as well ascom- 

parativelv trilling r\t-eu—, i enommenfied its use to t he farmers 
of our country. A. B. DICKINSON. 

T:!R best machine for the purpose within our knowledge, a- d 
therefore commend it to the attention ot till interested. It must 
prove a decided acquisition in the haying season, when both 
time and labor are money. I). D. T MOORE 1>. O T MOORE 

It will prove ft wonderful iabor saving machine. I believe 
wherever tried, it will be found profitable. 

JOHN JOHNSTON. Geneva 
I’vUUniNo buy at the barn by horse,power * such a simple 

! you almost to reverence, make you happy always?” *h aM.or Milt u fortfaU? 
“ No one in al. the world but you.” 
The little maiden stepped close to his side, and hid 

herself under his arm. 
That jaunty blue hat is in a favorite closet of my 

friend’s new house, in a glass case, on the upper shelf. 
— Springfield Republican, 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

BIBLICAL ENIGMA. 

1 am composed of 68 letters. 

My 8, 6, 4, 8, 17, 29 wa* one of the capital cities of the Phillis- 

tines. 
My 7, 60, 21, 60 was the eldest son of Shem. 

My 10, 21, 62, 46, 41, 29, 30, 15 were twice given to make 

idols of. 

My 88, 26, 62 w.is a principal city of Moah. 

My 16, 21, 22, 20, 21 was food for the Hebrews. 

My 1(1, 14, 11, 48. 67 was worn by tbe priests. 

My 9, 21, 18, 6fi was beheaded by Nero. 

My 1, 21, 47, 32, 48 were used in offerings porches and vine-clad windown. Through the little MAK«rKHiTK talk of her sailor-boy,—a son older than and procure her a school neur her country home; My 1, 21, 47, 32, 48 were used in offerings who&re offered & choice of bnc 
diamond panes the candle-light within revealed their Jean,—who was mate on a packet from New Orleans after the accident, the browu bonnet gave a very My 2, 84,16, 21, 29 was a chiAf singers in the reign of David. Atn(>ricftn Former's Ency- 

occupants flitting to and fro, and Alink stepped in to Havre, lie had now been absent nearly a year, appropriate and impressive lecture on the impropri- My 3, ft, 12,86, 44iwa* a wall iu*d tower of Jerusalem. Book ..*100 

front of one to gain courage to enter. Thinking lest and the mother’s heart was at times filled with sad ety of laughing out that way, "when the street was f nf'If 'Jf rlndfather^rAiirAham 75 

she should again meet with contempt, she peeped forebodings as to his fate. In her simple faith she fall of folks.” My 22,' 24,16 28 was an idofoMhe Chaldeans. ' w 
through the latticed door, aud there saw the only nightly prayed for him, and commended him to the " Why, who could help it auntie? Did you ever My 4„ ^ 44 f)3 ^ 43 were ^ to lift f^kincense on tbe Ain. Architect, or Plans for 

occupants of the room were two persons, and en- care of the Virgin, trusting in Providence that her see anything bo funny? Laugh! / didn’t laflgh—it w|Ur,' Fieri't’eSkide,'"1’75 

couraged by this she knocked two or three little taps, child would be spared. laughed itself. O, dear,” and then the little figure My 27, 20, 35, 45, 23, 21, 42 was an impostor. {iUke’aFaraa:r!at^on>oi! J 25 

The door was quickly opened by a young man, or One morning, as Aline sat at her window, plying trembled from hut to slipper under the shaking of My 19, 32, 48, 38, 41, 46, 26is the Latin name of Silas. Bouxringault'-. 1{ural Econ-^ ^ 

rather hoy, of her own age she thought, who saluted her needle busily, and listening the while to the suppressed merriment. Indeed, to escape another My 24, 82,16, 89, 66,49; 22 was given te the Reubenites. BrlgSMiGj-ftus’CuttuTi- .*) 

her respectfully, and naked her to walk in. An merry lay of the birds, she heard a heavy step on the lecture, she had to cover lips, nose, and eyes almost, My {0, 65, 8, 61 wa# an entertainer of strangers. RrowStf* Vw^^ardV-V.i (w 

elderly woman, his mother, came forward to meet threshold below, -a quick cry of greeting from Mar- in scented linen cambric. Walfnln M^l^r ^ ^ Isadork. "ufek!?":! w 
her, asked her to take oil-her wrappings, and come upkkite, and a loud voice in reply. " Well, you see, auntie,” said the little blue hat, re- . ’’ Do, Florist'# Oulde.-.— ^ <« 

near the fire. Tears filled tho young girl’s eyes at In a few momenta her kind hostess came up stairs, earring to the former topic, "father isn’t rich, in- V3T Answer m two weeks ^ 'n<l. .“. eo 

this kindness, and her heart went forth in love and bringing the tidings of her son Rohin’s safe arrival, deed 1 don’t think he is as well off as he seems to be; ’ " BrecV*BoukofKw“*. 1'” 

admiration to the good Dame M ahgfeiutic. She, in that he was really at home, and she insisted upon and the family is large —all girls, too, just a bill of For Moores Rural New-Yorker. '75 

a few words, told her that she was an orphan, bad Aline’s going down to greet biin, which, of course, expense, you know, and 1 don’t like to have lather A RIDDLE. (ieubrtd Vvw l.vetun-^. J «i> 

met vrith unkindnens from her friend*, and had come she w&a ready to do. As Dame Maroueiutk intro- furnish me music lessons any longer, for I know ^s£wr Mauiiur. . ^ 

to New Orleans to aupport herself. Poor child, the duced her as A line^Dunois, she noticed he looked be can’t afford it. But I wouldn't give my up I’m a strauge^wa* never her* beio..^ CouldS — H « 

good dame said, stroking her head kindly, and hid- surprised, and returned her salutation in an awkward, ]nusic for the world; only I want to pay part of the m7wT* *hTrtl hive gr!S wo“k on band “ 

ding Jean stir the fire and hasteu to cook the fowl absent-minded way. In a moment he repeated the expense myself. Father Isn’t able, he looks more Now waiting forme in a distant land. rV'V1,l.r "f nit' Bioli' ft 

for their supper. She thought how her Minna, who name, “ Aline Dunoir,” remarking,—" I have beard aad more care-worn every day. 1 am really afraid,” My disposition is almost always mild, | Do AinVoUrinarian.::": ft 

lav in the little churchyard in her native land, might, of you, I am sure.” After a few moments reflection aml here the voice fell and became very serious, "I 1 would not even hurt the smallest child, lot 

time io tbo stifling heat of a July afternoon.- .V. Y. Tribune. 
Tint best apparatus Tor unloading hay wo tiro acquainted with. 

—Gent*ee. fYumrT. 

Ci.ADMtfo’s Uokhk Pitch-Fork is one of the labor-saving ma- 
chiue* which will pay to purCbo*,e - Rrairir farmer. 

FmjOahino in a barn by •uean* of a Horn- ! ‘itc.!i-FoTk i be- 
etuuing quite common in some wetiou* of our country, and will 
t,H practiced every when* s* noon aefartu-'iu understand tbe op- 
i-nition Tbe invention of C. F_ Gladding, i- the best we have 
>crn iu operation. Am- )inm Aflnrulturist 

C. K. GlJinmxii ha* constructed a Fork which after a recent 
trial we are ratWied is -o important improvement. AW. Cult. 

I The above te*tini«3iu.L are selected from many others, 
the signers being generally known n» distine n died ugncnltux 
ists All who have -eon it Op* rate, agree m the above opinion 
• •I its merit*- Tltiii Fork hv taken tbe First I’renilum at rvery 
Pair at which it tiu* been exhibited, including the State F airs 
of l'entiht lvarnn and New York for ISIS; fttuf New York. 1111 
nols, Michigan, and United Stales Fair at (.'hjeiqo for 1850, be¬ 
side* numerous County Fairs, aleo at New York, l’ennitylvania. 
ObiO Rod United State* Fairs for 1ft/;. 

Fork. Rope and Pulleys, till. Agent* wanted for kale of above 
,n all sections of Wertera New York. Andre-. 

STEPHEN HILLOCK, \ir*nt. 
Columbia X Road*, iirudford Co., Pa. 

I-jj- F or sale by K. D- HALl.OCK, Rochester, N. Y.. and by 
Iuiplemeut Dealers throughout Western New V ork. 589-3tlai 

jlOOKS FOR IiXJK.-A.IbI STS. 

'PUR following works on Agriculture. Horticulture, &c , may 

be obtained at tlie Office of the Rural N kvv-Yokkku. We can 
also furnish other book* on Rural Affairs, is-'iod by American 
pnldirhers, at the u*ual retail prices,—aud fthftll ftdd now wntk* 
a* published. I f Kprai. Agents entitled to premiums, and 
who are offered & choice of books, eon ---lect from this list. 
American Fanner’s Eney 1 Do. Elements of Ag, Chein- 

forebodings us to Ills fate. In her simple faith sbe 
nightly prayed for him, and commended him to the 
care of the Virgin, trusting in Providence that her 
child would be spared. 

One morning, as Aline sat at her window, plying 
her needle busily, nnd listening the while to the 
merry lay of the birds, she heard a heavy atep on the 
threshhold below, a quick cry of greetingfrom Mar¬ 

guerite, and a loud voice in reply. 
In a few momenta her kind hostess came up stairs, 

bringing the tidings of her son Hohin’s safe arrival, 

that he was really at home, and she insisted upon 

Aline’s going down to greet him, which, of course, 

she was ready to do. As Dame Maroiteiutb intro¬ 

duced her as Aline^Dunois, she noticed he looked 

surprised, and returned her salutation in an awkward, 

My 4, 37,48, 31, 30 wa* the grandfather of Abraham. 

My 22, 24, 15. 28 wa* an idol of the Chaldeans. 

My 42, 86, 44, 63, 22, 43 were used to lift frankincense on the 

altar. 

My 27, 20, 36, 45, 23, 21, 42 was an impostor. 

My 19, 32, 48, 38, 41, 46, 26 is the Latin name of Silas. 

My 24, 82, 16, 89, 66, 41T, 22 was given to the Reubenites. 

My 60, 65, 8, 61 wa* ao entertainer of strangers. 

My whole i.i a proverb for busy bodies. 

Washington, Mich., 1801. Isadork. 

Answer in two weeks 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

KIDDLE. 

ding Jean stir the fire and hasteu to cook the fowl absent-minded way. In a moment he repeated the 

for their supper. Pho thought how her Minna, who name, " Aline Dunois,” remarking,—" I have heard 

lav in tbe little churchyard in her native land, might, of you, 1 am sure." Alter a few momenta reflection 

had she lived, been thus thrown Upon a cold world, 
friendless and alone; and her heart warmed with 
pity for the poor orphan, and she bade her be happy 
and contented, for she should have a home with her 
until she found employment or friends. Grateful 
and relieved by this kindness, Aline experienced 
new feelings of peace and joy, and soon, seated at 
the little supper table, felt quite at home with these 
two new friends. She ate with a hearty relish, and 
laughed like her own self before many minutes had 

passed. 
After the meal, attired in one of the dame’s chintz 

wrappers, large enough for two of Aline’s size, and 
a pair of her stout shoes,—her feet quite swollen,— 
Bhe rested upon the lounge, the mother and son en¬ 
deavoring to interest and amuse her. Spying a 
guitar in the corner, she asked Jean if lie could 
play. Ik* blushed, and awkwardly denied any skill, 
when his mother bade him try and sing one of her 
favorite songs. After*tuning the instrument, he 
played several little airs familiar among Southrons, 
and then, striking a few chords, sang a French mel- 

hesaid,—“I am right,—you must he the ncice of tun really afraid things are going wrong with him. 
M. Pkrrink; but how came you here?” Startled 

and assayed to hear this stranger speak so familiarly 

of her dear uncle and of herself, she questioned Mm 

as to how he knew who sho was. lie told her he had 

sailed many a voyage with her uncle, and that on his 

return trip they had both been attacked with the 

same illness, and left with many others upon an 

island. M. Perkine had lain in a dying condition 

many days, hut his life was spared to him, and ho had 

spent months in his chamber before he was allowed 

to walk abroad, and that he had just left the island 

to come to America, a month before. Robin had 

stayed there until the packet he sailed with stopped 

at the island, and was there two or three days after 

M. Pehki.se left. 

Greatly agitated by these tidings, Aline knew not 

Besides, 1 want to be doing something, I’m a better 
girl when t feel that 1 am not a drone, and depend¬ 
ent. Yes, auntie, T must and will have a school 
— there! Will you help me?” 

The brown bonnet caught the girl’s enthusiasm, 

and promised. 
You must have known, reader, from tho brief de¬ 

scription of my friend Kelley, that he was the Town 
School Superintendent. Who else was so well quali¬ 
fied to look after the interests of the public schools? 

One morning, at six o’clock,— my friend rises at 
five, and has a good fire in his office, and an appe¬ 
tite for breakfast at six,—a rap fell upon the outer 

door. Kelley rose and opened it. 
“Good morning ladies! walk iu.” 

I'm a stranger, was never here before, 

I soon shall leave to tome again no more. 

My time is short, I have great work on hand 

Now waiting for me in a distant land. 

My disposition is almost always mild, 

I would not even hurt the smallest child, 

Unless aroused to finger, then beware, 

For 1 lute like sixty, and never spare. 

My head and tai l are (lurk, with streaks of gray, 

My body is wore light, so people ray; 

But, after all, w hat Frew* to be most queer, 

You need not look for me, I’m always here. 

Yorktown, West. Co., N. Y. Theodosius White. 

fy Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

THAT GEOGRAPHICAL QUERY. 

Eds. Rcral New Yorker: — Having seen a question in the 

Rural, some time since, to the following import:— “Where 

does the river Cassaquaire rise, which way does it run, and 

where doe4 it empty," I found it to be a natural .paradox, and 

having no knowledge of it at the time, 1 hunted up all the 

light possible, and taking advantage of its re issue, I will give 

the result of ray inwitigallons In the Plains of Kiuei-alda, 

a short distance tielow that village, the river Orinoco, then 

running in a nearly direct westerly course, is divided,— the 

Allen's Am. Form Book .100 
Allen'* lfi«eft*es of Domes¬ 

tic Animal*. . 75 
Alb-n’s Rural Architecture 1 25 
Allen un the Grape . .. 1IW 
A m. Architect, or Plans for 

Country Dwellings.000 
American Florist’s Guide, 75 
Barrv s Fruit. Garden.129 
l!Lki*V Kuriner at Home, 1 26 
BouxriiiKftiilt'; Rural heon- 
omv. ■••A-x.1 

Bright on Grape Culture.. 50 
Browne'* Bird Faneier ft) 
Browne* Poultry Yard —100 
Do Field Book of Manure* 1 26 
Biidgr man * Garth A** t....l W 
Do, Florist’S Guide... . <>0 
Tu. Kitchen Gardener* In¬ 

structor .. ®0 
Do. Fruit Cult. Mauuftl 60 
Brack'* Book of FTower*—1 «> 
Bund* Flower Garden... . 125 
Do. Ftunilv Kitchen Lard 75 
Chemical Field Lecture* .1 00 
Chineao SuiMcr Cane and 

Sugar Making....- 25 
Choiltou* Grape Growers 
Guide-- 60 

Cobbett * Am. Gardener 50 
Cottage and Farm Bee. 

keeper ... .........- 60 
Cole’* Am. Fruit Book. ft) 
Do. Am. Veterinarian...... 60 
naddv Modern Horse Dor. 1 00 
Do. Ain Cattle Doctor 100 
Do. Anatomy and l'liyst- 

olov of the Horse.e00 
Do. colored plate*. .t 00 
Dana’e Muck Manual... 1 01) 
Do. Prize Kf«iv on Manures 25 
Darlington'* W eeds and Use¬ 

ful Plant*-............1 SO 
Davy 's Devon Herd Book I 00 
Domestic and Ornamental 

Poultry .—1' ” 
Do. rolored plate*.. 2 00 
Downing's Fruits and Fruit 

Trees... . - -IM 
flowniUK's Landscape Gar¬ 
dening.3 ft* 

flu. Rural F—ay S-- 300 
Eastwood's Cranberry Cul¬ 
ture.._-. 60 

Elliott'? West Fruit Book 1 25 
Every l.auy her own FTower 

Gardener.... ..... W 
Family Doctor by Prof. li. 

F. Toytoi. 
Farm Drainage. (11- F. 
French). . 1 00 

Fessenden'* Farmer aud 
Gardener .. - - -: — •! 26 

Do. Am Kitchen Garden, a 
Field* Pear Culture.too 
Fish Culture.H* 
Fli nt on Grasses. ,.126 
Gnetion un Milch Cows- Ml 
Herbert to Huree kecj*.*'-- 126 
Hooper'*Dug AGun. paj*?r, ifc> 
jio. do. cloth. -- ••.•.> ^^9 

niitar in the corner, she asked Jean if he could Greatly agitated by these tidings, Aline knew not Thc brown bonnet said “good morning” with light po««Wo, and taking advantey*JT ^ufcCttlt^::::::::i!!o WTtri|^ Eiemeiteof Ag- 
, j .wkwardlv denied anv skill what to do, nor did sho know where her uncle might dignity; tho blue hat pronounced the same blessing the wflult of my invesUgalion*. In the 1 lain* or Erne a, £);t .,26 ncultnra.. . " 

play. He blushed, and awkwardly denied ant skhi, • a fhort disW« below that village, the river Orinoco, then (iUetion on Milch Cow*.... W Weekson Bees^ 
when his mother bade him try and sing one of her be by this time. Disappointed and heartbroken ftt timidly; nnd both walked in. running in a nearly direct westerly course, is divided,-the “ South .' mne. - ■■ •>* 

favorite songs. After, tuning the instrument, he finding Mb ncice gone, he had perhaps returned to My niece would like to be examined to take tut roain body o(ng iu a northwesterly direction, while a stream po. dp. cloth. .' . so VT. 'son flu Flax. Vj,;-, 35 

played several little airs familiar among Southrons, France; at last sbe determined to apply to Mr. Ne- school in our district.” m feet in widthi separating from tbe main river, runsin a |{ydf:^cSne86Sugar Cane S Youattpn the Horse... ..i® 
and then, striking a few chords, sang a French mel- villf. for advice and assistance. She had never told " Certainly,” said Town Superintendent, laying the southwesterly direction, and after receiving tho waters of the Jo tinstone Agricultural ^ ™ Gu^HovT ” 

odv —one Aline had learned in her own early home, him her whole story, and his surprise was very great pokev on the table. "Certainly, your aunt— beg river Paeimoni and some other streams, and running ted ,-^tny'of tlie’above named works will be foriwded by 
and'sane to her father in years gone by. Now hear- at learning how the little music teacher had been pardon —your niece shall be examined, madam, miles, it empties into the river Rio Negro near Ban Francisco muil, p^-t-poid. on receipted the m ,y 

; * R leZ U ten/te hS”mIe tongue, it reared in luxury and wealth, and she became quite a Warm morning, ma’am,’’-wiping the perspiration Solano, being at its month 1.600.eet in wiftb. The Immense Address p. x>. T. M 00,^Rochester. N.Y^ 

aeeined u'o^ffriesd come to cheerftndNBtain ,n Weir c.w, M, ^ „is ,a «UcUo, ldot«„ep,per. ___ - _. ~ 

•rtrv and ilMlner.IOO 
Do. 1 'iiiochl-m ol Chemlxtry 

lor School- ’25 
LRAkrtrOtll >>U the tfive and 

Jlnney Bee  .1 25 
Ia-uchar'x Hot Itauwe .126 
I .letfx'* F’amitiar l.etter* to 
F'srmprs..   50 

Litiate i-1V Moriran Horne* 1 DO 
Miner'eBee-UeeperftManuall III 
Milewon the Horn. Foot . ft! 
Mllhurn on Cow.. 25 
Modern Cookery by Ml** 

Acton and Sir* S. J. Halo,I 25 
Mtr Abel's Skillful House¬ 

wife and Ladie*'Guide... ni 
Saxton 1 Rural Hand Book*. 

houndm i Ser.ee_each 1 
Muon'* l and Drainer. ■ 
N i-ii s Prngrewave Farmer a* 
Neill'* Danl. Companion L.V 
Norton's hlemeuta of Agr 
culture. w 

OlcottVSourho and Implied *1 
Pardee 011 the Strawberry ftl 
Pedder * I ..‘(id Measimn ft) 
Peiroxft New Culture oft. 5 

Vine.*. 23 
Plie Ip*' Dec keeper'* Cba t 25 
Cuinliv'- My*terie* uf he*» 
keeping.. , -1 9*! 

Cuincv on Foiling Hattie... ft! 
Rattni F’ander. - 60 
JUinlall * Sheep Husband¬ 

ry .. . . , 1 25 
Ricliard*0;i on thellor*... 25 
Do. Pc*1* uf tlie F'ftim. 25 
Do. Domestic Fowls- -;> 
Do, on tho Jh'if.— 26 
Do. on tlie Honey Bee . . 25 
llo. on tho ling. 26 
Recmo li n'i YurO-di < -sers 
Manual. M 

Sheplmrd'»Own Book. ...2(X) 
H te» art * Stable Book-2t0 
ritr.iv Leaves from the Book 

nf'Nature... ............IW 
Book ot the* Farm 

Svols.* ^ 
Skillful Hmi-cwife.. ft 
Skinner's Klemcuta of An- 

ricultur*. .  ft 
Smith's Landscape Gar 
deriin?. ...» ft 

Timor'* Principles of /ten 
culture ... .......... « 

Thomas’ F’aroi Implements 1 iw 
Thompson'* Food of A01 
iorIp..... • *•* 

The Rose Cuiturist........ 25 
Toidiam's Chemistry Made 
F.a*y. 20 

Turner's Cotton Planters 
Slaiiual_.....100 

Warder'* Hedges and Ever- 
«r erp*’ .-••• llw 

Wiuiog'* Klementa of Ag- 
ricultoi’e.. . 

Weeks on Bee*_ ••••■- ft 
White's Gardening for the 

rioutb..... .... .I® 
Wilson ou Flax.f. 
Youatt & Martin on Cattle J f 

I Youatt on tbe Horse... 
11,-, art S!)isi/4n . ^ 

her, and she again thanked Jksos for his protection letter to M. I’krrine, also one to thc school Minot, » Bless you! it’s the coldest morning we’ve had 

and love. When JeaN finished, she took the guitar stating where Alinf. could be found, and the circum- this fall,” said the astonished aunt. ” Why, Mary’s 

from him, and, playing an exceedingly difficult a.:- stances of her flight. Days passed by like weeks to 
companiment, sang, in French, the Vesper Hymn Aline, and suspense was torturing enough. One 
and chant of her church, Surprised at this, the good evening, as the little group were gathered around tlie 

IVorra vmmiinir ma’am.1’—wiping the perspiration Solano, being ftt its mouth 1.600 feet in width. Thetmmem* Andrew- D. I*. T. MOOHE. Roche-itcr. 

from his face with a sheet of blotting paper. Importance of this canal a* dealt upon by HunoiaT and -- -- 

“Bless you! it’s the coldest morning we’ve had MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
this fall,” said the astonished aunt. " Why, Mary s Jn wUch j have BeeB aD afCount of it| lain the Life of Hun- TJ1E LAEGB8T C1KCULXTEI) 

face has been like a peony, all the way, ridm in B0U>Tt and in hrbxdon’s "Valley of the Amazon.’’ Such nTFR\RY 4YI) FAMILY WEEKLY, 
the Wind. Jest look at it.” questions os this are frequently of great use in bringing to AulUlULil KAL, LIliSttAiti AND rAMJu 1 

* • • <■ 1 > .1 I.nnl Tnnvn VVVDV Olft'BTUY 

dame blessed herself, while Jean, transported by her 
execution and voice, sat iu awe and delight. 

"And yon are from our own beautiful France?” 
they asked, as the last sweet tone died away. "We 
might have known,” they exclaimed, and after talk¬ 
ing of home and olden times, tho boors Sped by until 
the dame, rebuking herself for keeping the dear child 

tca-tuble, a knock came at the door, anil as Aline 

was nearest she jumped tip to open it. A cry of de- 

There was no need; for my frieud had seen some¬ 
thing more than the line hat, some minutes before. 

"Certainly, madam, certainly—very red —I mean 
light escaped from her lips as a tail form stooped to vcry co[,;j indeed, ma'am, very.” 

embrace her, and Dame M aroi’eiutk quickly guessed tiu. Town Superintendent was not long, however, 

that the long lost uncle was restored. in getting better possession of his faculties; and at 

Joy reigned iu two hearts at least iu that little length the examination commenced, 

cottage, and Aline could hardly believe her bappi- " Your residence, if you please,” said Kellet, 

up so late, showed her a neat little chamber, and ness real. Mr. Neville called upon her uncle and 

bidding her " Good night, ’’left Ai.ine to rest. Sleep related to him, in terms of warmest praise, the con- 

did not come to her until the wee hours of the night, duct of his little niece,—inviting them to mako his 

and then troubled dreams haunted her pillow. Tired house their home until the time arrived lot their 

Nature triumphed at last, and daybreak found her return to France. Aline would not accept of this, 

slumbering peacefully. though grateful for the attention. Her uncle could 

"Your residence, if you please,” said Kelley, 

blandly. 

“Milwaukee,” timidly. 
"May I ask where you where educated?” contin¬ 

ued tbe questioner, looking for once into the eyes 

which were sparkling, despite the blushing, embar¬ 

rassed features. 

our consideration subjects which might otherwise lie dor¬ 

mant, though mentioned in BOlne of the narratives of enter¬ 

prising adventurers, to whom hordes of mosquitoes, and the 

thorny lianas of the Cassaquaire. formed but a trilling imped¬ 

iment. 1 hope, therefore, that the Rural tvill continue in 

future to insert all questions that will be of interest to its 

subscribers. Samuel A. I urdie. 

Columbus, N. Y-, 1861. 
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trouble is that if planted on very rich ground, it will 
grow too large, and the quality Will be inferior, 
although the crop will be enormous. 

The Clinton, we believe, is similar to the Prince 
Albert, which is of the same form as the Fluke, but 
has a rough, brownish, russety skin; while the Fluke 
is smooth, white and glossy. The haulm of the 
Prince is of longer growth, drooping, and of a very 
light green color, while the Fluke is dark green, and 
generally pretty erect. For several years we pur¬ 
chased Prince Alberts for seed, and could obtain 
nothing but Flukes, and we concluded they must he 
the same. At the East, however, we found they 
were different, and finally succeeded in obtaining 
the genuine Prince Albert. They are grown exten¬ 
sively about Albany, while the Fluke at the East 
seems almost unknown. It is much the best potato. 
The Clinton we have grown, proved to be the Prince 
Albert. 

Culture of Hops. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Living in Wisconsin, and 

being a subscriber to your paper, I would be pleased to hare 

you post me up in regard to the raising of hops, and how to 

cultivate them by using poles and a wire, similar to telegruph 

wire, with cords running from the hill to the wire, and 

attached by a hook. Is th* plan feasible ? Give your experi¬ 

ence in this matter, and oblige—Avprkw Lawto.v, Wiscon¬ 

sin, May, 1861. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Do hops require a rich soil? 

Please give me and others the best mode of planting, culture, 

and all other information necessary for successful practice. 

Ia the growing of hops profitable?— 

Tiik above are two of quite a number of inquiries 
we have received within a month or so, and having 
but little knowledge on the subject, compared with 
that possessed by the experinoed growers of Otsego 
and other counties in this State where the Hop is 
extensively cultivated, wc must ask some of our 
readers in these sections to give the desired informa¬ 
tion, making only a few general remarks. The hop 
requires a good soil, and if not naturally so, it must 
bv 'ii,, a wltli nmnmou, i&u«l Itiudu of a ROOil 

depth by >pi-soiling. The surface -.oil should not be 
buried. Where the ground is only plowed the ordi¬ 
nary depth, it is usual to dig large holes for the hills, 
and add manure. This Is thought by some as good 
as snbsoiling the whole surface. In Kent, and other 
hop counties of England, whore we have visited the 
hop gardens, the usual practice is to raise plants, in a 
kind of nnrsery, from cuttings, allowing them to. 
grow one year before setting oat; but in this country 
the usual practice is, wc believe, to obtain plants from 
division of the roots, and put them in thp hills at 
once. After the ground is prepared, it should be 
marked oil' and a stake set for each hill, the hills 
being from six to seven feet apart. Three strong 
plants are enough for each hill, and they should bo 
within about a foot of each other. They must receive 
good clean culture the first season, and it is a good 
plan to crop the ground with potatoes, or some 
other low crop. If a liberal dressing of well rotted 
manure, urtilieial manure, or manure water be given 
each hill once or twice in the season, say the first and 
the last of June, it will produce a decided efl’ect on 
the growth of the vines, and cause them to come into 
full bearing the second season, and perhaps give 
enough to pay for the trouble of culture the first. 
The English practice is to place a stake about four 
feet long to each hill, to which the plants are fas 
tened as they grow. They must not be cut back in 
the autumn until the stalks are fully ripe. The 
second spring, manure well and keep the ground well 
cultivated and clean. Each hill will require two or 
tLreo poles twenty feet and over in length, which 
must be well set in the ground so as not to blow 
down in storms. These poles must not be fastened 
together at the top, as one of our correspondents 
supposes, as this would shade both plant and root too 
much. Each pole should be set straight in a bole 
made by an iron bar, and at equal distances from 
each other, in such a manner that all parts of the 
plant can have the benefit of light and air. They 
will require at first to be traiued to these poles by 
hand, and may be fastened by matting or woolen 
yarn, when three or four feet in height 

the only way to eradicate it, that we know of. As it 
likes a moist soil, good draiuage would doubtless be 
of much advantage. 

important transactions involving pecuniary gain 
or loss. 

Once a year an account of stock should he made 
out and entered in this book, which should be a 
summary or condensed view of the farmer’s affairs, 
and include all that belongs to the debt and credit 
sides of iiis standing with the world. A yearly com¬ 
parison of these annual accounts of stock will he very 
valuable and interesting, and may incite to that 
economy and thrift which are the foundations of 
success. Petbr Hathaway. 

Milan, Erie Co., Ohio, 1861. 

18 inch wall 8 feet high, with sloping roof, stuffed 
with straw beneath. It will hold 50 loads of roots; 
H, outside hatch for filling. 

Straw on Old Meadows. 

Please give me, th.rough,your paper, the views of your¬ 

self or correspondents on the application of straw to old 

meadows. What time ought it to he put on, and how deep? 

Ought they to be rolled before or after putting on?—C. L. H., 

Spring Mills, Alley. Co., V. Y. 

Tun practice, we believe, is growing into favor. A 
correspondent, of Manlius, Onondaga County, writes 
us that he has found the practice very beneficial on 
sandy land, where the soil is thin and the grass light. 
“ The straw should he spread evenly ou the land, in 
the fall, or early in llie spring. It protects the grass 
roots from the scorching heat of the sun. and keeps 
the ground moist. In this way the surplus straw 
may he used up, and the hay efiop largely increased. 
I am well satisfied with the result of this practice.” 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able .Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 

Tuk-UcrAL New-Yorker is designed to be unsurpassed in 

Value, Purity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance. Its Conductor devotes his per¬ 
gonal attention to the supervision of its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Rural an eminently 

Reliable Guide On all the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business of 
those whoso Interests it zealously advocates As a Family 

Journal It is eminently Instructive and Entertaining—being 
go conducted that It enn be safely taken to the Hearts and 
Homes of people of intelligence, taste and discrimination. It 
embraces more Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific, Educa¬ 
tional, Literary and News Matter, interspersed with appropriate 
ami beautiful Engravings, than any other journal,—rendering 

it the most complete Agricultural, Literary and Family 

Newspaper In America. 

A FARM HOUSE 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker:—I have long been try¬ 
ing to get the plan of a house to suit my ideas of 
convenience and elegance. There have been several 
admirable plans published in your columns, but none 
which 1 quite wished to adopt for myself. I have 
lived in large houses, with dismal parlors to shut up 
and take care of, and cold, empty, cheerless halls. 
These may rlo for some people and situations, hut I 
wish to dispense with them, and to occupy, in my 
own family, nearly all of the room—all on the ground 
lloor. T he form of a private house may depend on 
locality and circumstances. 

I have not, studied architecture, and have my views 
directed more to convenience and utility than orna¬ 
ment and beauty, though where elegance and utility 
may be combined, would prefer to have them. I 
submit it plan for your publication, and solicit sug¬ 
gestions from those of your readers who may be 
interested, hoping many may bo profited thereby. 

How the roof maybe best placed on this plan, I am 
undecided wishing to have a lineplaco in sitting 
room and largo hod room, and to havo the chimney 
go out the top of the roof, as experience teaches mo 
that chimneys going out on the side of a roof are apt 
to cause damp walls, by the roof leaking around 
them. The rruiia building i* iU-oignoil 82 by feet 
square, with side wings 10 foot. If it is out. of all 
imirwirtinr\ "•-M Home* 

put the rooms where and as I want them, without 
reference to other arrangements, except partially. 

It is designed for a two story house, and may he a 
rude draft. Doors and windows left to be placed ns 
may be suggested. 

UPPER FLOOR. 

Upper story, 116 by 45. F, main lloor; B, B, bays; 
D, doors; G, granary; S, stairway coming up under 
the girt, without cutting the floor; H, hatch for put¬ 
ting down straw. • J. A. Smith. 

Paris, C. W., 1861. BOOK-KEEPING FOR FARMERS 
JlvTs:nrr> according to act of Congress, in tbe year Ififit, bv 

I> D. T. Moore, in the Office of the Clerk of the District 
Court for the North fru District of New York. 

Ly Our only object in copyrighting this paper Is to secure 
what every honorable joumalirt will freely grant,— proper 
credit for articles selected from its pages. Any and every 
j oar cid D at liberty, and invited, (a copy freely, hy crediting 
each original article or illustration to Rural New- Yorker. 

In early life, before I became a farmer, I served an 
apprenticeship of six years as an accountant in a 
commercial house in one of our Atlantic cities. 
Into the vocation of a farmer I brought my habits as 
an accountant, and devised a simple form of book¬ 
keeping, adapted to that occupation, which, finding 
it to answer the purpose well, I nave ever since used. 
As I have often been applied to by young and inex¬ 
perienced farmers for an outline of aeoouuts suited 
to their business, and as the present is a time calling 
loudly for economy, I have thought that perhaps an 
essay 8b brief as the subject may admit might be 
acceptable. 

With the aid of accounts, a farmer can at any time 
call into intelligent array all the facta of his business, 
which otherwise no memory, however tenacious, can 
treasure up; and thus the important fact whether he 
Is successful or Vnt, io’ "tcasure of Mint, 
success, may at any time ’ •.{•lined. 

A funner rcquiVes ouly t>^s7ooks: a Ledger and 
Memorandum Book. One book may be conveniently 
used for both. In that caso commence at each end 
of the book and write towards its middle. 

In the Ledger the first page should he reserved for 
an index, which need not be alphabetical. The first 
account may be an accountof Promissory notes given 
and received, opened on a double page, thus: 

MORE ABOUT ABSES 

There is no accounting for tastes—W. N. E. is 
opposed to asses! Plato, and Socrates, and — and 
—and—Gen. Washington never railed against asses. 
W. N. E. does, and deliberately. School masters and 
moralists have been pestered a great deal with the 
“irreverence of the age,” and here is W. N. E. 
making tho matter a great sight worse! 

Amid the rivalries of faction, the rise and fall of 
dynasties, the growth and decay of empires, and all 
the panoramic changes of onr mortal life, the «*•*■ has 
held the even tenor of his way. The most consera- 
tive element in modern society, le has lived to be 
spoken against. To intensify the horror, it is W. N. 
E. that does it! Had I, an avowed agrarian, an inno¬ 
vator, who dare put all nature into a jumble, believ¬ 
ing It would COniC out right—had I railed against 

asses, it, would at least, have been consistent; but for 
a man who gets un at <*i/rbt, and goes to bed nt twelve, 
who pays over six and sixpence for his carpets, who 
holds his fork as though lie was going to spear a fish, 
who buys fresh meat, every day, and shaves and shirts 
himself nearly as often, who is found on 'change, and 
don’t saw his own wood,—for such a man to rail 
against asses is to make me fear that the ballast is 
overboard, and the ship of state adrift. Who, if not 
such, are to sound the alarm when radicalism and 
reform run riot with customs, creeds, and constitu¬ 
tions? 'I he Supreme Court, the ancient families, the 
easily frightened, the men of leisure, Edward Ever¬ 

ett, the admirers of Daniel Webster, who said he 
was “ opposed at all times to all new schemes and pro¬ 
jects,”— all these should eschew steam and electricity, 

and ride in solemn state upon asses, out of respect 
for “ immemorial usage." 

Conscious that our best productions come from 
grafts upon old stocks, I look round now and then 
for something to build upon —I found the ass, pic¬ 
turesque, powerful, with many stable virtues. I was 
delighted; —all hearts could center on him—all 
interests harmonize in his progeny, the mule — a 
“compromise” between radical and conservative 
interests. W. N. E. “ protests.” With great adroit¬ 
ness he demands, “would II. T. II., clothed in all the 
‘ panoply of war,’ issue from his gates, mounted on 
his friend, the jackass, and jog along to the camp of 
tho army?” W. N. E. knows very well that, there is 
a prejudice against asses among military men, and 
the ladies, lor whoso edification military evolutions 
have chiefly taken place of late years, and now that 
the spirit of war is abroad in tho land, he strives to 
enlist it in the crusade against asses. I beg to assure 
my friend that the ass would answer my military 
notions; for though 1 would be content to go very 
moderately into battle, I nevertheless protest against 
any intention to run away, and so do not see tbe 
need of a specially fleet charger. I fear, my dear 

INQUIRIES AND NOTES 

Fertilizing Plante. 

Editors Rural:—Ip Vol.lO, No. 39, of the Rural, there 

is an article on "Forage and Fertilizing Plantsin which 

sparry is very highly spoken of for mammal purposes, and as 

especially adapted to reclaiming noils which are too poor to 

produce clover. Now, If yon can assure me that it will prove 
tic vainnhlo as it is represented to ho in the article to which I 
refer, I shall he ghui t« try u, «* « ««.. . , pi MMCi, 

land, and my menus are too limited to permit, a direct outlay 

of an hundred dollars or more iu tho purchase of manure, 

I suppose that some kinds of soil are hotter adapted to the 

growth of spurry than others. Mine ia a sandy loam, rather 

light, restiug ou retentive subsoil, and well adapted, if suffi¬ 

ciently rich and properly managed, to growing nearly all 

kinds of grain. Please to inform me, through tho Rural, 

where tho seed can be obtained, the price, and the quantity 

required per acre? I shall also be thankful for any other 

information concerning this or any other fertilizing plant 

which you may think proper to give.—A Subscriber, Hope- 

well, N. Y., 1881. 

In the number of the Rural referred to by our 
correspondent, wc gave from the best foreign author¬ 
ities the best information wc could obtain respecting 
the value and uses of Spurry. It is grown in Franee, 
but more extensively in Russia, for green fodder and 
hay. In England it is used principally for enriching 
lands too poor to grow clover. It is said by those 
who are acquainted with it, that there arc no soils so 
poor that sparry will not grow on them well, and as 
it is ready to turn under in eight weeks, and for pas¬ 
ture in six weeks, the most barren soils can be very 
rapidly improved. It is usual to sow it the middle 
of April, commence pasturing the latter end of May, 
and if eaten off in June, the land is turned flat and 
another crop sown, which affords fine pasture in 
August and September. Van Voght says this oper¬ 
ation is of as much benefit to tbe land as ten loads of 
stable manure to the acre; and that it is the clover of 
sandy lands, the blessing of which 19 incredible when 
rightly employed. We do not know that spurry has 
ever been grown in this country, but of its success 
we have little doubt. When looking at the half-bare 
hills and sandy knolls, where clover refused to 
“catch,” we have often wished that spurry could be 
tried. The seed, we think, has never beeu brought 
to this country, but we have reason to know that 
farmers will have an opportunity to test its value 
another season. 

Varieties of Potatoes. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorkbk:— You will confer a favor on 

one. if not many, of your subscribers, by giving us a descrip¬ 

tion, and also the character of the Mavis Seedling Potato. 

1 have just received a barrel of this kind from your section, 

which are said to be unlike other* exhibited by this name. 

J. R, 1’., Wilkesburre, Pa., May, 1861. 

Eds. Rural New Yorker: — Are the Clinton Potatoes 

worthy of culture, and how near do they resemble the Fluke? 

Please give a description of the Prime Albert. Some say it 

i6 the name as the Fluke. Whafdo you think of Davis! Seed¬ 

ling as a market potato.— V. £. K. 

The DavU Seedling is a red potato, a peculiar 
bright red when taken from the ground, but be¬ 
coming duller by keeping. In the summer, when 
dug before being entirely ripe, the color is quite 
attractive, being a beantiful combination of bright 
pink and purple. They are then, as was remarked 
to ua by a celebrated Pomologist of Boston, when 
we first obtained specimens, as beantiful as a peach. 
M hen the outside skin j« scraped off, the coloring 
matter remains and looks the brighter for the opera¬ 
tion. The form is round, hnt rritnflrillv Satlnnu/I at.A 

Account of Promissory .Votes. 
1881. 

Jan. I, John Brown note for 
$BO,payable 8 inns af ter date, 
with iiit., duo July 1. 

Arrount (f (he payment thereof: 
IWI 

July l, Rec'd principal..$60.00 
Do. interest,... 1.80 

Jan. 10. My note in favor Jog. 
Smith for $4D, payable 3 nios. 
from date, with Interest, due 
April 10. 

April 10. Paid principal .$40.00 
Do. interest... (R) 

The next account may he an account of all cash 
paid or received, and may be kept ou double or 
single pages, at the accountants option. I give a 
specimen on double pages: 

Dr. Cash Received. 
1801. 

Jan. 1, To ain’t of cash on 
band,.$160.00 

Feb. 2. “ Jas. Steele for 
100 bn. wheat 116.00 

July 1. “ John Brown. 
as per prom'y 
note account, 
page 1. G1.80 

Ca4 Paid. 
1801. 

Mar. 1, f y Kohl. Merry, as 
per account on 
file.,. _$1: 

Ap'l 10. ‘ Jos. Smith, ua 
per prom’y 
note account. 

, , _ I I^ffel,........ < 
July 7. r step. Janies, 

for wmrea, on 
account._i FIRST FLOOR. 

The dots indicate porches, through which are entrances to 

the sitting and dining rooms. 3, Sitting Room—15xl8fcet; 

D, Dining Room—10x18; It, It, Family Room—17x14; //, 

Hall; K, Kiteben—15x14; P, Pantry—9x10; It, Bed Room 

—10x10; }V, Woodhouse—15x20; C, Clothes Room; R, Bath 

Room; It, Bed Room—10.xl4. 

Thirty feet may possibly be sufficient for the 
front, hut if it be a brick house, the walls would he 
included, and if of wood, the rooms would not be 
more than 14£ feet. Query. 

Cash is regarded as a person, ami is charged with 
all moneys received and credited with all moneys 
paid. Every three or six months tills account should 
be balanced, and if correctly keptj the balance of 
the account will exactly agree with the money on 
band. This account is often evidence of the pay- 
ment of small debts of which there ismo other record; 
and if one’s expenses are to > nearly approximating, 
or going beyond one’s income, the place of retrench¬ 
ment may here be sought out 

Next in order are accounts with persons with 
whom we have dealings. They may be kept on sin¬ 
gle ledger pages, with a dJuble ruled column for 
debt and credit, thus: 

Jorr.v Brown. 
Jan. 1.—To 60 lambs at $1 each 
Jan. 1.—By his note, payable in earns, as per 

prom’y note acc., page 1.$60 00 

A farmer may, if he choose to do so, open an ac¬ 
count with each crop, or field, or with his farm in 
general, or with any special Investment in stock, or 
all of these. In that case, such accounts, as with 
persons, should be charged with all cost anil expen¬ 
ses, and credited with nil receipts. 

The memorandum book is for records of every 
kind which do not appropriately belong to the 
ledger. Charges against transient persons, with a 
margin for record of settlement; spaces sufficient for 
one year for the birth and fecundation of stock; a 
record of all contracts; the time, earned and lost, of 
domestics and laborers; details of harvests of all 
kinds; of planting trees; diary of farm work; notes 
of the weather; spaces for valuable recipes; the 
arrival and departure of vidtors; records of some 
deaths and marriages; of sheep shearing; of mailing 
valuable letters; the purchase of stock, with the age 
of the animals; about line fences; the yearly assess¬ 

ment of taxes; maps of fields and farm; when fodder¬ 
ing begins, and when it ends; when winter sets in; 
when the hogs were shut up to fat. In short, any¬ 
thing and everything of which the farmer desires to 
preserve a record. This book has often refreshed 

my own memory, and that of others, relative to 

BANK BARN FOR A FIFTY-ACRE FARM, 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker: — Inclosed you will 
find a rude draft of a barn I am about building 
for grain and stock, which I think is well adapted to 
the wunts of a small farmer. I havo made no allow¬ 
ance for sheep, having already a wagon house, with 
stone basement for sheep standing at right angles 
with the bam, but part of the open shed might he 
divided off for a small number of sheep. Basement, 
3.‘J by 41 inside, stone wall on three sides 20 inches 
thick, 8 feet high. Wooden wall around stables, on 
stone foundation. Floor of stables paved with cob¬ 
ble stone. Partitions between stables breast high. 
Two stout bents in passage to support middle sill of 

Credit. Debtor. 

$60 00 
A Sweet-Scented, Troublesome Grass. 

Eds. Rural Nkvy-Yorker:— Inclosed I send a sample of 

a kind of grass which I find scattered in small patches, here 

and there, over about twenty acres of a farm that I purchased 

a year ago. It seems to spread very rapidly by the roots, 

some of which are one and a half to two feet long. You 

will notice that it is very fragrant. It U something entirely 

new to me, and 1 will thank you to inform me in the Rural 

its name, nature, and the ben method of exterminating it._ 

I. S. Lkktb, Money Creek, Mitt., 1801. 

The grass sent us with the above is Hierochloa 

borealis, or Holy grass, from the fact that it was 
customary to strew it before the doors of churches 
on festivals and holy days, iu the North of Europe. 
It is aisp called Vanilla grass, on account of its line 
fragrance, very similar to that of the vanilla bean. 
It is found on wet ground in all the Eastern, Western, 
and Northern States, and as far South as Virginia. 
It is also a native of Europe, and its fragrance causes 
it to be sown sometimes in gardens. While it is 
among the earliest of the spring grasses, it is of little 
value, on account of the sparsenesa of its foliage, 
while its powerful creeping roots, like those of the 
couch grass, makes its eradication very diflieult, and 
it becomes a troublesome weed to the farmer. 
Thorough and persevering cultivation, raking out 
the roots, and drying them in heaps, as must be done 
when ground is badly infested with couch grass, is 

basement. 

barn. H, horse Btable; C, cow stable; P, passage; 
S, stairway to upper floor; O, oat bin; W, windows; 
D, doors; S, shed; P, P, stone pillars; R, root house, 
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when boys begin to shear, the father forgets the old 
but sensible couplet: 

! Neither wise wen nor fools 
Cad work without good tools.’ 

The boy must take the old shears, used for tagging 
three or four years, with the assurance that he must 
use them till he knows how to tak© care of a new 
pair. In seven cases ont of ten, this course so dis¬ 
courages the boy that his desire to learn to shear 
ceases. Another reason for bad shearing is this:— 
When farmers hire their shearing done, they want 
too much done in a day, forgetting that wool is 
money, as well as time. The employer pays the 
shearer §1.50 per day; he wants him to shear from 
forty to fifty sheep. He is pleased at night to know 
that he has got so much done, and that the shearer 
has earned his money. He forgets that he has lost 
enough in wool left on the sheep, to pay for the day’s 
work. Suppose he shears forty sheep, and leaves 
two ounces of wool on each of them, (which is often 
the case,) which taken off would amount to $1.50. 
Much of the work that is laid to rats, might be avoid¬ 
ed if farmers would tell their shearers to do their 
work well, if they did not do so much. 

"1 have sheared from one to five hundred sheep 
each season for ten years, and like the business so 
well that I always long for shearing time to come. I 
will give a few hints needed to make good shearing. 

“ The operator must have a good pair of shears. 
He must know how to keep them in order, for it is 
very certain that a dull tool makes poor work. Good, 
sharp, bright shears, not too sharp pointed, will run 
smooth. The spring should not be so limber as to 
double over the wool, nor so stiff as to make the wrist 
lame. With skill, a steady nerve, and even temper, 
it can be made to do good work. There are various 
opinions in regard to position. Some shear on the 
floor, others use a bench. Good work may he done 
either way, I prefer using a bench. In all cases, the 

one, a drove laying worker will be found! I state 
this confidently, having seen no exceptions through 
almost numberless experiments. The bees seeming 
to realize tbc necessity for drones as well as queens. 

regularly set themselves about supplying both, often 
enlarging and destroying worker cells for their devel¬ 
opment. Hence, when we rear a queen by transfer 
of brood comb from an Italian hive to one of common 
bees, even though no egg from which a queen can be 
reared can possibly get there, it is quite possible 
many drones may emerge in time to impregnate the 
.queen we thus rear. These drones of the black race 
being in t.lie same hive, will be quite likely to take 
flight, at the same time with the queen, and thus pro¬ 
duce a cross in her progeny, when we had supposed 
it hardly possible our hives harbored a single black 
drone. M. Metcalf. 

Grand Rapids, May 20tb, 1861. 

Rural Notes anb Stems pressed apart, and the operator may possibly get a 
correct idea respecting the condition of the combs 
for a few inches down, hut the cendition further 
down is mere "guess work,'’ no true account caa be 

given or obtained. 
Now we would advise Mr. R. to get bis bees into 

some kind of a hive that he may have perfect control 
of the contents, so that their actual condition may 
easily, at any and all times, be correctly ascertained. 
We would advise him to procure movable-comb 
hives, as many as will be needed, and put all of his 
swarms into them. I.et the stock in box hives swarm 
once each, only. All after-swarms that may issue, 
should be returned to their parent stocks, that they 
may be strong or populous. This is done by de¬ 
priving them of their queen within a few hours after 

swarming,—! 
the better, 
more queens, 

when they ride out, and prevent that 
iness which is se apparent when a 
In being the attache of a fine horse. Is 

led? — n. t. b. 
Jr.vE—Weather, Crops. Work—The first of June was very 

summer-like — the warmest day of the present season A trip 

by rail through portions of Ontario, Seneca, Cayuga, and 

Onondaga counties, on that bright and balmy June-opener, 

afforded us much pleasure. Earth, air, and sky abundantly 

testified that the promised seed time had been vouchsafed, 

while there were encouraging indications of a not unprofita¬ 

ble harvest. Backward as was, and is, the season, the crop 

prospects are better than many anticipated. Wheat has 

improved greatly, and an average yield is expected by farmers 

with whom we have recently conversed. Spring crops are 

generally planted and “ up.” Farmer* consequently “ breathe 

freer,” and begin to realise (what most other classes know, 

that theirs is the most safe and independent occupation 

especially in war times. But they have work to do. and it is 

pressing now—the unfavorable weather of spring, and scarcity 

of field hand* in many localities, rendering it necessary to 

l>erform much of the ordinary May labor in June. We 

fear mnch work will he done too hastily — that many, in 

endeavoring to plant and cultivate “ one acre more,” will 

produce less than by confining their efforts to a small area. 

Good culture and the liberal use of manures and fertilizers 

on a few ncres, will pay better than the hap hazard, hasty 

manner in which many spread their tabor over a large sur¬ 

face. Yet perhaps many a farmer can advantageously add an 

acre or two to his ordinary crops. Having made provision 

for the leading crops, if you have space and time, try an acre 

or two of beans; they will pay well this ve&r, though it is 

said some of the soldiers hum- beans too veil- A patch 

devoted to a soiling crop will not be amis* — say corn, millet 

or sorghum. Either can be planted in drills, or sown broad¬ 

cast, any time thi* month — though the earlier the better in 

most localities. Eater, turnips and buckwheat can receive 

Attention The former are grown cheaply, and yield abund¬ 

antly, while the product of a patch of the latter will be 

acceptable in the home “ kitchen cabinet” next winter. Bat 

of these and other items our readers have their own opinions, 

and will act according to their judgment and circumstances. 

INDIAN CORN 

Ena. Rubai. New-Yorker: It iB strange, yet true, 
that we think very little of the greatest blessings we 
enjoy, because they are common, while we make a 
great ado about things that are of much lees value, 
because they are rare or difficult to attain. Indian 
corn is the great American cereal, and it has done 
more for the Improvement and enrichment of the 
land than all other grains. Hardly had the old and 
stately trees fallen before the ax of the hardy pioneer, 
before from among the stumps the corn sprang up, 
bearing its golden grain, furnishing the best of food, 
and in the greatest variety, for man, in .Johnny cake, 
mush, Indian pudding, samp, while it gave all 
that the patient ox, or the horse, required for its 
sustenanoe, and a little amusement for the children 
in the way of "popping." Without this glorious 
American grain, bow could the hardy pioneers have 
sustained themselves, while felling the forest to let 
in upon our eastern shores the rays of the setting 
hud? In 1829 I happened to be in Europe: and this 
was about the time, I think, that Cobbkt first took 
Indian corn to England, und strongly recommended 
its culture there, and especially in Ireland, fts a sub¬ 
stitute for the everlasting potato. At all events, 
there seemed to be nothing that attracted so much 
attention, and so much praise for beauty, as ears of 
our common yellow corn. Ears readily sold at fifty 
cents each, and were used as decorations for the 
parlor mantle-piccc. Rut we sec no beauty in It, 
because it is common, and very little value; while 
we can see wonderful symmetry, and beauty, and 
value in a great coarse, over-grown ruta-baga or 
mangel-wurzel, just because it is foreign, 1 suppose, 
and hard to make grow. I have no objections to 
treating all new advocates for public favor with fair¬ 
ness, but do not let farmers negleet their old and 

long-tried friends. 

The season is so backward, (and in this section, in 
many places, the ground is even now unfit for the 
plow,) that I am afraid many farmers will think it 
so late that they will not plant their usual quantity 
of corn, but wait for buckwheat or turnips, or some 
other late crop. Now, I have never grown better 
crops than when I have been compelled to delay 
planting on account of a late season until the first 
of June, or even later. In such cases it will be well 
to select for seed, varieties that will mature early. 
Farmers, therefore, must not be disconraged, but 
plant corn, at least fts much as usual, for although 
seasons are usually earlier than the present, we sel¬ 
dom have any good corn weather until the early part 

of June, 

I hope not a few this season will try corn sown 
thickly in drills for fodder. For this purpose I like 
the Western white corn, but have used the sweet 
corn, and it may be as good and perhaps better, but 
I have made no experiments to satisfactorily test this 
matter. The only difficulty in raising a large amount 
of fodder in this manner, is in curing. It is apt to 
heat and spoil unless well cared for, but when well 
cured there is nothing better. Old Farmer. 

not later than twenty, and the sooner 
They may be accompanied by two or 

i. If the swarms issue late in the dayr 
they may be hived, and early the ensuing morning 
returned to their parent Blocks. There Will generally 
be but one queen to search for, as the extra queens 
have by this time been kilted. It is some trouble to 
return after-swarms, but it will pay. In 21 or 22 days 
after the issue of the first swarms, the old stocks 
should be driven out into the movable-comb hives, 
and all suitable combs transferred to the frames. If 
you prefer not to transfer the combs to the frames 
because they are “black and hard,” you may take 
one or two frames of comb containing brood and 
eggs, out of the hives of the first swarms, and pnt 
them into the hives into which the old stocks arc 
driven or to be driven. This will induce the bees to 
stay, and not forsake the biveB, as they sometimes do 
when managed in the ordinary way. I have trans¬ 
ferred bees at all times during the warm season, but, 
all things considered, 21 days after the issue of the 
first swarm is tho best time. This is the best time, 
by observing the directions above, to remove “black 
and hard” comb, that it may be renewed. Invert 
the hive and blow some tobacco smoke among the 
bees, to cause them to go down ont of the way; then 
with a suitable knife, or instrument, sever the combs 
as far down as may be thought proper. The bees 
will then commence to rebuild the comb. If pre¬ 
ferred, the bees may be driven out till the operation 
of pruning the combs is over, when they may be 
returned. 

Were your bees in the movable-comb hive, yon 
could open the hives the first warm days in the 
spring, lake out the combs separately, and thorough¬ 
ly inspect them. If some have an excess of stores, 
while others are nearly destitute, there could be an 
exchange made, mutually benefiting each other. 
The excess of stores could be given to such as arc 
nearly destitute, and such could spare empty comb 
to he given to those having the excess of stores. 
When the honey season arrived, all combs “ black 
and hard” could be easily taken out, and empty 
frames put in to fill the vacancy. Thun we may keep 
onr combs new if desired, with very little trouble, 
for an indefinite length of time. All combs at the 
Bpring examination found to bo mouldy, or filled 
with matured dead bees, or otherwise unfit for 
breeding purposes, may very easily be cut out, so 
that the defective portions may be renewed. Thus 
wo may care for onr bees in the movable-frame hives, 
as well as the farmer can care for his sheep. 

Placing a New Swarm in an Old Hive. 

Edb. Rubai, New-Yorkkr.—Will you please to state, 

through your paper, if it will he safe to put a young swarm 

of bees into an pld hive that is full of comb, as I have one in 

which the bees died this spring, and I don’t know what to do 

■with it? Also, please to tell me what office the drones per¬ 

form.—W., Jefferson Co., 1861 

The drones are the male bees. The comb in the 
old hive should be examined to ascertain if it is in 
proper condition. If not, it may destroy the new 

colony. _ 

Robbing Rees. 

E»s. Rural Nkw-Yorkkr:—My bees trouble me in rob¬ 

bing each other. Please inform me, through your paper, 

bow it may he stopped, or at least all the information within 

your reach upon the subject. I sprinkled flour upon the 

robbers, and found the hive that they came from and broke 

ont a piece of their cotnb, with the hope that it might put 

a stop to their roBbiug, but to no effect.— Bk.nj. P. ALLBN, 

Central Square, Oswego Co., A 1', 1861. 
Tkb Best Maohinks Wasted.—So many field hands have 

volunteered for the War that labor-saving machines are 

apparently In greater demand than usual thia aeaaon. . Many 

are asking about reapers and mowers—as to which patent is 

the best, Ac. The Inquiries concerning combined machines 

are most numerous. We cannot assume the responsibility of 

saying which particular machine of its class is preferable. 

Tho best practical farmers, and most astute judges at fairs 

and trial* of implements, eo frequently disagree on points of 

merit that we may well be excused from passing judgment 

Indeed, in conversing with farmers who use machines, we 

find a gTeat variety of opinions—about as many as there are 

kinds of machines used, for, a* a general thing, each man pre 

fern the machine which he owns and knows how to operate. 

Hence we consider the question, as to which is superior, a 

mooted one. It is about as difficult to decide satisfactorily to 

community as that of the transmutation of grain —whether 

wheat turns to chess for instance. The leading machines 

are now bo perfected that their merits are nearly equal, 

requiring very nice discrimination to decide as to the superi¬ 

ority of this or that patent. Those wishing to purchase 

should rely mainly upon their own judgment and the opinion 

and experience of practical farmers. 

— Several good reapers and mowers—as well as other 

machines and implements of the most improved style and 

manufacture—are (or have recently been) advertised in the 

Rural. As such articles pay judicious farmer* (such as read 

this paper) we direct particular attention to the announce 

ment« of manufacturers and dealer* which appear from time 

to time in our advertising department. 

Storing Rutter in a Cellar. 

A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer writes 
that “during several years of our firBt farming in 
Towa, we found it extremely difficult to preserve 
Bweet, for winter use, the butter that wc made during 
the months of June, July and August. We finally 
adopted the following plan, by which we are success 
fill:—We, with a few minutes’ work, settled large stone 
jars Into the cellar bottom -It being sandy and dry— 
by putting nearly the whole jars into the ground, 
and packing the sand close outside, and the butter 
inside, taking especial care to keep it well covered, 
first with a thin cloth, then a thin layer of salt, and 
then a board with a weight on it, to prevent its being 
uncovered by accident. Last season we took an oak 
butter-firkin that would hold one hundred pounds, 
and painted it well outside, and inserted it in the 
ground beside the jars, and filled it with butter, 
which kept as sweet as we could desire. Persons 
who have a dry cellar, I think, will be amply com¬ 
pensated for their trouble by this process.” 

ana ^nmw 
To Destroy Mourn—'Will tome one of yonr patrons tell 

rid how to destroy tbs ground mole? They are taking my 
corn, doing their work under the hills- They are very 
destructive, and tt i* getting too late in the season to replant. 
—M. W. M., South Haul, fnd., 1881. 

Woi.k Tkkth is Horses.—I ham a two-year old colt, and 
come two nr three weeks Bine I noticed that it* right eye 
was considerably inflamed, and lib right impaired L'pon 
examining It* month, I found it hud “wolf teeth.” The 
right tooth I succeeded in extracting with the forceps, bat 
the colt becoming unmanageable, and not having sufficient 
help at band, I did not get lib left tooth ont until a few day* 
ago, the eye steadily growing worse, and 1 fear the colt will 
lose the night of that eye entirely. Thorn appear* to be a 
difference o( opinion among n>y neighbor* In regard to wolf 
teeth affecting the eye*. What are your views; and can you, 
or any of your numerous reader*, inform me how I can cure 
the eye. and *avo tho eight of my ooltf—A New Suiihokiiikr, 

Union, Broome Co., A- 1’., 1881. 

Queries for Dairymen and Stouk Growers. — Having 
received your valuable Hr HA f.. rmd finding it open for one* 
tlons, Is my excuse foraaklngthe following:—It i« stated here 
by dome of our best dairy-men, and those that ore acquainted 
with keeping stock, that dry oats form the best teed for milch 
cows before thev come in I should like to have your opln 
ion. also that Of Mr. John Johnston. os well a* other reader* 
of the KraAL And again, if this is the best feed for cow* 
before coming in, why ie <t hurtful for ewe* that arc with 
iambs? Wo have a flock of ahrrep which we h»vu fed oats 
through the winter until March, then we changed their feed 
to potatoes and meal If oats are best, 1 don’t wish to 
change the feed. If Mr Jouxbtox, yourself, a* well as 
others, will give me voar opinion on this, through the col¬ 
umns of vour paper, vou w-ill oblige PinLn* L. IjAvvrk.vck, 

Spring Mitts. MUg. Co.. A. V. 1W’ 

Tin: Gahokt.— Having s cow with an obstruction at the 
neck of her toot, in the inside, which If about tho size or a 
ride ball, and which prevent* the tree flow of the milk in 
that direction, will you, or *ome or your nnmerous c.orred 
pondeut*. inform me bow to remove -aid obstruction, and 
very much oblige—David Lawsox, Cainsville, 1861. 

Every spring we hare a large number of inquiries like unto 

the foregoiug, and os the period Is now nt band when they 

begin to flow In upon us, we give the modes of treatment at 

some length. 
In the early stages, the most effectual remedy i* to place 

the calf with the mother, that it may suck and knock about 

the udder nt pleasure. Relief, in most cases, soon follows. 

Should the inflammation continue, or the bag be so tender 

that the cow w ill not permit the calf to suck, and, especially, 

should the fever Increase and the cow refuse to eat. or cease 

to ruminate, and the milk become discolored, and mixed with 

matter and blood, then the case rnnst receive immediate 

attention. Youatt recommends bleeding, a dose of physic 

administered, the udder well fomented, the milk drawn 

gently hut. completely off, al least twice In each day, and an 

ointment, composed of the following ingredient*, as thor¬ 

oughly rubbed into tho bag as the cow will permit.—Soft 

*oap, one pound; mercurial ointment, two ounces: camphor, 

rubbed down with a little spirit of wine, one ounce—rub well 

together. Apply after every milking, the udder being well 

fomented with warm water, and the remains of the ointment 

w ashed off before the next milking. If the foregoing fails to 

speedily remove the disease, iodine must he resorted to. The 

mode of aimlloatinn is external, in the form of an ointment, 

moisture from the air, and turn to brine. This deliquescent 

property of some of our common salt, 1* not only an incon 

vcnicnce and loss, but is owing to a substance, chloride of 
seisinm, which U » real impttfltv am' ,.,**< mjury A* tins 
specimen was burned by merely evaporating the water from 

the spring, nothing being added to the brine, tbc spring must 

afford very pure salt It is said that the analysis of the 

water from tho spring, by Dr. Chilton, of New York, testifies 

to its great purity, a greater purity than that from Syracuse. 

Sulphate of lime (gypsum) L a common impurity in common 

salt, being from 6 to 9 per cent, by *olar evaporation, and by 

boiling, from 10 to 20 per cent., and even 14 per cent, in 

Cheshire (English) salt. It is not said whether the sample 

above contain* any gypsum It is to be hoped that abund¬ 

ance of good brine, and fine facilities for the produce of the 

best salt, will be found in this locality. 

queens and drones, ana aiinougu i win uui prepmeu 
lo indorse the position he ttlRi.-s i,. uicuu vv (liCJxi4o, | 
yet think it quite probable that right here are some im¬ 
portant matters to be yet taken from the field of spec 

vlation, and experimentally refuted or demonstrated. 
Since the appearance of a former article of Mr. 

Kirby, to which he refers, bearing in the same direc¬ 
tion, my own attention has been culled to at. least a 
seeming discrepancy between the theory and practice 

of queen-raising by the bees from worker eggs. It 
has keen hitherto stated, by European apiculturiste, 
and accepted in this country, that the drone progeny 
of a queen is purely and wholly of the race from 
which the queen sprung, while the workers and queens 

are not hybrids, (or at least not for the most part) 
hut are either of the one race or the other. My own 
observations do not lead me to wholly accept this, 
but rather that both queens and workers, from a queen 

of our race by drones of the other, arc always a cross 
between the two. The bees, certainly, are all shades 
of color, from the brightest Italian, with three beau¬ 
tiful and well defined yellow hands, to the unmis¬ 
takable black variety, differing only from the gen¬ 
uine, perhaps, in its more slender body and delicate 
form. The queens, also, seem to partake of the same 
peculiarities of color; even those roared of the most 
accepted purity! Is it not probable, then, that none 
are absolutely pure? and is it not also possible, as 

Premium Ciikkhk—How Made—The Winfield Union Ag. 

Society awarded the first premium on chceso to D. & A 

Wood, of Plainfield, Otsego Co., whose statement is sub¬ 

stantially this:—“That they are making cheese from twenty- 

two cows; cows wintered mostly on hay; fed straw once a 

day for about one month: w onld nut feed much straw without 

gruin with it; most or the cows came in in March — balance 

in April. After tho cow* came in, fed them each three 

quarts of oatmeal a day, until the middle of May; since then, 

coarse short*, two lbs- a day. to each cow; think it pay* to 

feed through the summer; have not fed sowed corn this fall; 

think it pays well when feed is short; the best way to sow 

corn is In drills. We use a tin Tat for making cheese; have 

running water round it, but do not let tho water run through 

tho night, unless the weather la very warm; heat our milk 

by steam; set the milk from 86" to 88*; scalded, from 100* to 

110'; salt, in spring, one lb. of salt to 50 lb*, cheese; to keep 

through summer, one lb. of salt to 35 lbs. of cheese; quantity 

made to 1st October, 9,600, ” 

purposes, as it "reduces the size of the bees ' and 
produces what are termed "dwarfs,” is fallacious. 

We have two colonies twelve years old the coming 
without renewal of comb, and we challenge 

any person to detect, even with raicroscoplo aid, 
any difference in the size of the bees in these and 
adjoining yonnger colonies, some of which are 
swarms of the previous season. There are. however, 
good philosophic reasons why combs should he 
Bometimos changed, viz.: 1st. When there is an 
excess of honey, bee-bread, or honey and bee-bread. 
It must be evident to every candid, thinking mind, 
that when a hive is of proper size—about 2,000 cubic 
inches—and contains an excess of the above neces¬ 
sary ingredients, the breeding apartment must he 
too small for the wants of the queen, aud hence 
while in this condition cannot he very prosperous 
and profitable. The breeding apartment of box 
hives,—in fact, of all kinds of hives, unless remedied 
by the bee-keeper,—frequently becomes so reduced 
in size from these causes, that it scarcely contains 
15,000 empty cells and cells of brood. This is only 
about one-third the size it should he. Proof; It 
requires about 21 days to produce workers from the 
time the eggs are deposited. The queen, it is esti¬ 
mated, will deposit, provided she is young ami pro¬ 
lific, and there is room, from 2,000 to 3,000 eggB per 
day, hence she would need at least -15,000 cells for 
breeding purposes. As soon as the maturing bees 
begin to emerge from their cells, the queen will 
return to that part of the breeding apartment, and 

These facts and this 

season; 

Best Dkptu sob Skttixo Milk.—A correspondent of The 

Homestead relates the following experiment:—“ On the 8th 

of April we set two pans of milk, weighing forty-seven pounds 

ton ounces, in two tin pails ten inches deep. The next day 

we set the same quantity of milk from the same cows two 

IkAu ilooi. in nxnB. These were Dlaced on the same shell 

commence to re-deposit eggs, 
reasoning bring us to this very important conclusion: 
the breeding apartment of every hive in use, whether 
patented or unpatented, should he large enough 1o 
accommodate the laying of the queen for 21 days. 
Besides this, for the hive proper, due allowance 
must he made for necessary stores. These facts will? 
enable any person to construct a hive, as u> size, on 
scientific principles. 2d. finch combs, or portions 
of combs, should he removed as become mouldy or 
filled with matured dead bees. Mouldy comb is unfit 
for rearing bees. Sometimes matured dead bees are 
found occupying portions of comb. They are usually 
found with their heads toward the bases of the cells. 
Their death is almost invariably occasioned by 
starvation, frequently when the hive has sufficient 
stores, though inaccessible by the bees during pro¬ 
tracted spells of cold winter weather. It is plain 
that no bees can bo reared in cells thus filled with 
dend bees, nntil they are removed; the bees them¬ 
selves will not remove them, therefore it is very 
important that the bee-keeper should. 

The question that now arises, is, how can these 
facts he ascertained? In movable-comb hives they 
are very easily ascertained, but in common box-hives, 
sucb as Mr. Ross uses, it is extremely difficult. It 
iB true the hives may be inverted, but what is the 
result? It is simply this: the combs may be gently 

observation on this subject:—'“ If a man wishes to buy a 

dairy of cows for beauty, with a handsome red color, nice 

horns, and of a trim, sprightly appearance, let him go to the 

Devons. If he wants to get those of large size, good con¬ 

sumers, such aa will make the most beef when he has done 

milking them, let him go to the Durhams or Hereford*; but 

if be wishes to buy & profitable cow for the dairy, he will 

quite as likely find it among the Ayrshire*, or among the 

common stock of the country, as anywhere.” 

the same time drawing, in the most gentle manner, a small 

quantity of milk. He then gives an aperient — one pint of 

linseed oil and the yolks of two eggs, or one pint of sweet oil 

and half a teaspoonful of cayenne pepper—and keeps the 

animal on light diet. If there is danger of matter forming, 

rub the bag with equal parts of goose oil and hot drops. If 

the parts are exceedingly painful, a wash of weak lye, or 

wood ashes, or sal soda, is recommended. If necessity com¬ 

pels the use of the lancet, after the matter is evacuated, the 

part is washed clean, and a stimulating liniment applied. 

Horn Distemper.— I saw, in the Rural of May 11th, a 

remedy for hollow horn, and, as the writer says, it seems 

barbarouB. Here is a sure cure, and not at all barbarous. 

Take about a gill of tar, pntin a large tablespoonful of spirits 

of turpentine, lient it hot, then put in a large tablespoonful 

of sulphur. Spread a plaster on some close, thick cloth or 

linen, and bind about the horn, dose to the head, then put 

some of it, hot, in the hollow on top of the head. If, in 24 

hours, it does not help the beast, repeat the operation, but 

once is generally sufficient.—A Surboribkr, Paris. (■ H7- 

“ IxqciRRR ’’ can obtain Vetch seed in WeBt Farnham, C. 

E.. from G. R. Marvin, at the rate of 90 cents per minot,— 

equal to one and ODe-fourth bushel*, New York measurement. 

Barrels or bags extra The seed can be forwarded from the 

Southwest. Letters from Southern Illinois complain of its 

ravages; and our Kentucky and Tennessee exchanges say the 

worm is proving very destructive, especially to the wheat 

The best remedy is Baid to be to make trenches, as deep x* A 

is practicable to plow them, as this stops the progress of the 

worm. Many farmers run deep furrows around their grass, 

corn, and wheat crops, the land side toward the Held. It 

best to use a sharp coulter, in order to present a smooth, 

unbroken wall to the enemy. As the worms are unable to 

surmount this, their progress and depredations are measura¬ 

bly checked. _ 

Premiums on Farms.—The Journal of the State Ag. Soci¬ 

ety calls attention to the fact that persons intending to com¬ 

pete on farms, the present year, should have them entered 

by the 1«( of July, that a committee, which will be appointed, 

may have time to visit and examine the farms. M e hope 

Western New York will be well represented in the competi¬ 

tion, and successful in the result. 



scarlet, free from filament, rotind, firm, giving an ex¬ 
ceedingly rich syrup. Type of Bucks. 

Mitchell's Gray Ragle.—This belongs to the large 
class; not so deep in color as the offspring of Bucks; 
has a large, thick stalk; free from filament, exceed¬ 
ingly rich and mild; free from the medicinal taste of 
many larger sorts, and productive. Every person 
who grows a large rhubarb, should cultivate this; I 
consider it one of the finest. 

Randell's Early Prolific.— Intermediate between the 
classes this will bo found; stalks are of good size, 
well colored, free from fibre, rich fiavor, very early 
and productive. 

Salt's Crimson Perfection. — This comparatively 
new variety promises well; as the-name implies, the 
stalks are of a rich crimson, free from filament, 
round, rich, and mild; very productive and early. 
Type of Bucks. 

Turner's Scarlet Nonpatitl.—Stalks bright scarlet, 
free from filament, round, very productive, fiavor rich 
and mild. Type of Bucks.*’ 

toes, at least three-fourths of which ripened well. 
Sometimes twenty or thirty fully ripe fruits wero on 
the vine at one time, making a very pretty appear¬ 
ance. I am a iittle proud of this, as I think it was 
never excelled. But, Mr. Editor, you know all about 
it, for you will recollect I called *your attention to it 
at the time, which was in the summer of 1858. I 
think long experience has taught me how to grow 
the tomato in perfection, and I am willing to impart 
all the knowledge I possess for the benefit of the 
lovers of fruits and flowers. Oi,d Gardener. 

Well do we remember that well trained tomato of 
which we took a drawing, and made the following 
notes: — *• A tomato plant can be made a very beau¬ 
tiful object. Of this fact we have before us the best 
of evidence. Taste will show itself in some way, 
and we have seen the old gardener, or the lady with 
a love of flowers, when confined to the city by uncon¬ 
trollable circumstances, raise in a flower-pot, or even 
a broken tea-pot, flowers that would not disgrace the 
most costly conservatory. 

The gentleman that raised this plant is confined to 
a small city lot shaded by old trees — a most unfor¬ 
bidding place for growing an object worthy of notice, 
and yet he has succeeded with the unpretending 
tomato in growing a plant so beautiful that it has 
been viewed with astonishment and delight by hun¬ 
dreds. Indeed, great has been the demand for seed 
of this new variety. But alas! in the hands of the 
careless and unskillful it will be only the poor old 
trailing plant, covered with tomatoes that will never 
ripen, and the few that do ripen coated with dirt. 
We have had our artist take an engraving of this 
plant, which we present to our readers as a model. 

season, it is no small job. A strong soap-suds of soft soap 

will destroy the insect*, but it must be about strong enough 

to kill the leaves before it will iDjiire the Insects, ricking 

them off am| killing them is sure, and sure to try the patience. 

Sowing powdered lime over the plant*, when wet with dew 

or ruin, checks them a little, but must bo persevered in to 

accomplish much good. The best way we have tried, is to 

remove the soil under the plants to the depth of three or 

four Inches, and bury it in pits three feet deep, replacing the 

soil taken from under the plants by that from the pit. It is 

stated that. a. heavy mulching of tnnbark, placed under the 

plants in the autumn, and dug under in the spring, will prove 

effectual in destroying the insects in the soil before they 

emerge. This we have never tried. Wat„r heated to 140’, 

and applied by the syringe or garden engine, will kill the 

grub without injury to the leaves. This we know to be good, 

but it must be applied thoroughly, Only those will be killed 

which are touched with the water, and us many are under 

the leaves, a thorough syringing, two or three times, is 
necessary. 

ST'UWBSHRIKk— you win pieftM, pub|i. in 

he 1U kal, what you consider the best recipe for preserving 
strawberries; and nlso how they sbould ho mauuged to he 
kept in cans or bottles.—G. F., Morris y Grundy Cfy, Jl(, 

Strawberries require more heating to preserve them than 

any other fruit we have put up, and more sugar. If only 

scalded, or just brought to a boiling point, like other fruit, 

they will not spoil, but loso tlielr color, and look, whon they 

come upon tho table, as thongli they had been soaked in 

WASHING DAY 

Order is as necessary in the garden as in the 
house or the office. There should be a place for 
everything and everything should be in its proper 
place. The neglect of this rule causes a good deal of 
trouble to many who really love the garden and give 
it a good deal of their thoughts and time. It is most 
severely felt perhaps by those who have small gar¬ 
dens and desire to have a great variety of flowers. 
Where everything is mixed tip the result cannot be 
satisfactory, while the labor of keeping snob a place 
in tolerable order is enormous. lu some places we ob¬ 
serve crocuses, tulips, white lilies, herbaceous plants 
and shrubs, mixed up, in tare confusion, whi.ealabel 
here and there denotes that a few seeds of annuals have 
been sown for autumn flowers. Bather than take 
care of such a garden, we would dig all up* in the 
Autumn and start anew. Every class of flowers 
should have its bed or place in the border, and when 
it has passed its season of bloom, its place can be 
supplied by others, and thus a succession may be 
secured dnring tho whole season. The beds occupied 
by the crocus, the hyacinth, and other bnlbs, can be 
filled with plants of annuals from the hot-bed or seed¬ 
bed, or with the verbena and other bedding plants. 
The shrubs, roses, Ac., should be planted in groups, 
allowing space enough for their proper development, 
and yet sufficiently close to cover the whole ground. 

This plan is very convenient, as it allows a ehauge 
every year or two, so that the same plants are not 
grown in the same soil for a number of years, a 
course which causes many things to “runout.” It 
also allows the necessary enrichment or change of 
soil, which cannot be done when everything is scat¬ 
tered around in promiscuous confusion. 

A small garden in the city, somewhat shaded, as 
such gardens usnally are, becomes, after a few-years, 
humid, heavy, and pasty, and flowers refuse to grow 
with their former vigor. The owuer is often troubled 
to know the cause of the difficulty, and sometimes 
becomes discouraged, and allows all to go to grass or 
weeds. Now, tho way to improve such a soil is not 
by giving well-rotted manure, although this is the 
usual remedy, but by removjtig the old surface soil, 
and replacing it by some fresh loam from the woods, 
at the same time mixing a little lime with the old 
earth that is left, before adding the new. A bed or a 
portion of the border may bo improved in this way 
every year, without much cost or labor. But, if this 
is considered too expensive, give a heavy dressing of 
fresh lime in the autumn, and work it in with the 
soil. Work it over again in the spring before plant¬ 
ing, and it will give new life to the ground. A lady 
recently applied to us for aid, whose garden was in 
the situation described, and we suggested this course, 
but it could uot be done, for shrubs and tulips, and 
crocuses and white lilies, and herbaceous plants were 
scattered over the whole ground, and no improve¬ 
ment could be made without an entire change in the 
disorder of things. We hope our readers will regard 
these few hints, and bring order out of confusion as 
soon as possible. 

One trouble is that women generally undertake too 
much. The “Sunday littered house” and the pile of 
clotheB waiting purification, are enough to discour¬ 
age a nervous woman, aud I fear there are few Ameri¬ 
can women who can claim a freedom from nervous¬ 
ness. It is far better for the health and temper, to 
take a part of two days to do the work that is usually 
accomplished in one. 

I do tho washing fur my family of six members. I 
wash bed aud table linen and colored clothes on 
Thursday or Friday, which makes the Monday’s wash 
so light that it can bo done with pleasure to myself, 
and no discomfort to my family. My husband does 
not know when washing day comes, a* 1 do not 
begin until the breakfast is out of tho way, ami finish 
loug before iliHner. Two days of moderate labor are 
certainly better than one of severe toil, which wastes 
the health, and makes a “good tempered woman” 
cross and ill-natured, A. K 

Sparta, Ill., ism. 

FRUIT FAILURE IN NORTHERN N. Y. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—The day being wet, 
my spring work nearly straightened up, and my 
books posted, I did not see anything better to employ 
a leisure hour than to givo you a short account, of 
our prospects of a fruit crop this summer. Our 
peach trees have suffered the most. All last year’s 
wood killed, and some of the older trees are worth¬ 
less. I have not seen a peach bloom for three years. 
Currants have a few bunches, and those mostly in 
sheltered situations and where the snow covered the 
branches. In twenty years’ experience in this xeigh- 
borhood, I never knew the currant to fail before. 

Cherries, both bloom and leaf buds killed, nnd the 
trees look as if dead, but they aro pushing out new 
shoots, and will likely recover, although much in¬ 
jured. Plum tree-, bloom and leaf buds all killed, 
and old trees much injured, while young trees have 
not suffered much, except being kept back, the roots 
being uninjured. 

Pear trees — some varieties are blooming well, viz: 
Hansel's Bergamot, Winter Nelis, and a few others. 
We will have no Bartletts, Flemish Beauty, or Beurre 
Diel, and but a few Seckels. Quinces all killed, 
except what were covered with snow. Grapevines 
are nearly all killed except those that were covered. 
I cover every year, and I find it pays in the end. 
Strawberries and Raspberries promise an abundant 
crop. Gooseberries about one-fourth of a crop. I 
send you a few flowers of a new honeysuckle I 
imported a few years since, Lonicera grundfiora. It 
looks beautiful as a single shrub on ft lawn, when 
nicely trimmed. I presume your Nurserymen have 
got it. The day has cleared up and I must resume 
my necessary employment. J. C. 

Troy, N. Y., June 3, 1861. 

'I,ima Bkahs.—Will "T II,” tell US how those “delicious 
buna beaut, ’ that lie spoke of. were cooked? I. too, liavc 
eulen tlioso that were delicious, hot 1 most con leu- to my 
inability to make them so, in spite of several reuinsn ni„- 
nouuced excellent.—I, \V 1)., Webster, 18,11. 

Wo did not, know there was any art about- cooking I.ium 

heaps, Though powsscri of no particular knowledge of the 

process, wo think they are simply shelled, boiled, and then 

served up with butter and seasoning. 

When done, strain it boiling hot upon a pint of flour, 
stirring it smooth. When cool, put in a teaspoon of 
sugar and one of ginger, and a small teacup of salt. 
I -et it stand open until tho bubbles rise to the surface, 
then keep it corked close. It will be ready for use in 
three days after it is made. A pint of this may be 
put in when making again, and it will be ready for 
use in one day, but it is better to have it altogether 
fresh occasionally.- T. K, Hum. Co., Ohio, 18G1. 

\ 88, “ A. H. It.” Tho very best kind of hop yeast. 

can he made minus tho “cup of good yeast,” and in 
ray own words will I toll yon. Take a handful of 
good hops and put them iu a basin with a quart of 
boiling water, pare six medium sized potatoes and 
put iu with them, cooking them nicely, then take 
two tablespoonliils of flour, one teaspoonful of salt, 
and a teacup of sugar, and pour the liquor upon it 
scalding hot. Mash the potatoes line and stir into 
the mixture, put it into a jar or wide mouth bottle, 
and set it away in a warm place for three days, or till 
it ferments, and then it is ready for use. This recipe 

rim Curculio, k0.—“There art* mono things I do know, 

ami Home things I do not kuow ” I know what will prevent, 

the cureulio from destroying plum* and cherries, which 

Intelligence may interest, some of your numerous renders. 

About the time the blossoms commences falling off, and the 

young fruit begins to show itself, I throw Into the tops of tho 

trees air slaked lime, about one pint to each tree, when thorn 

is uo air stirring, or wet. on the leaves. Tins should he repeated 

once iu a week or ten days, aud always after a shower has 

washed off the limn. 1 have done so for the last two years, 

until the fruit booame full size, and my trees have boon 

loaded with ripe fruit; but, for years before, I had not 

a plum—all would fall off before they were ripu. And there 

is another thing “ I do know. i know of many things that 

will prevent the destruction of seed corn by vermin while in 

the ground, and of the blade below the surface. But what “ 1 

do not know,” Is what will prevent the cut worm from eating 

off tho Wade after it comes up, which has destroyed many 

entire Helds of corn in this part of Michigan. Any intelli¬ 

gence in relation to this subject, through your paper, would 

ho thankfully received by many farmers in this vicinity.—A. 

Cor,lens, Union City, Mich., 1861. 

We are glad our correspondent has been successful with 

lime iu heading the cnrcnllo, hut we know many who have 

failed with this and all other applications of lime, ashes, Ac., 
to tho leaves and fruit, Here, for the past two years, the 

—h, a.ic Win less troublesome than formerly, and wo 

have known good crops from trees that, received uo cure. 

Slid, the AbO"e (dan was strongly re eomin cmh«1 to ns h\- n 
gentleman ol' Massachusetts, last, season, who stated that he 

hud found it effectual for several years. 

TOMATO trained on trellis. 

We counted one hnmlred and thirty tomatoes, of 
various sizes, over twenty had been picked and about 
a dozen more were fully ripe, while a score or more 
were coloring. The plant covers a space ten feet in 
height and about nine in width,” 

Our very tasteful friend, II. N. Langworthy, always 
always does every in the garden well, and now that 
the subject of training tomatoes is under considera¬ 
tion, and perhaps the only time it may be in order 
for a year, we will mention the plan pursued by Mr. 
1.., which is very easy and simple, keeps the fruit 
from the ground, and exposes it to the sun and air, 
thus securing early ripening. 

A New Grace.—Mr. John Cook, of Philadelphia, 
sends ns an account of a large grape exhibited by 
him at the Agricultural Fair at West Philadelphia, 
and which, from its immense size, excited some 
attention. 

The plant was found accidentally on a sidewalk in 
Philadelphia, by a friend of Mr. Cook. Its habit 
resembles Isabella, but the fruit is as large as Black 
Hamburg, and the bunches weigh from one to one 
and three-quarters pounds. Some judges have pro¬ 
nounced it Christie's I*at> P, r-il on..-,-., iuw,, vn 
lage; but Mr. Cook gives -/,,e very good reasons for 
considering that it is a ^%ry different grape. If 
found distinct from all others it may prove a good 
addition. 

FARMERS’ PIE, CRULLERS, Ac. 

Farmers’ Pie.—Pare and slice a few apples into a 
common pie tin, pour in a little water, then take a 
pint of sour milk and one tcaspoou of soda, stir it 
thick with flour and pour it over the apples. Bake 
in a quick oven. Eat with maple sirup or sweet 
sauce. 

Crullers.—One cup of sweet milk, half a teaspoon 
of soda, one cup of butter, one of sugar, one egg, a 

h-ji, of loiuviu, and Hour enough to 
roll quite still'. Before baking, dip tho top in cold 
water, and sprinkle On white sugar. 

Clay Cake,—Half a pound of butter beat lightly, 
one pound of sugar, six eggs, one pound of flour, 
half pint cream, half a nutmeg, one lemon. Bake as 
usual for “ pound cake.” c< SI> 

Ashtabula, Ohio, 1801. 

GROWING TOMATOES 

Fn«. Rorai. Vew-Yorkeu: Don’t yon know man 
is very slow to learn what is for his uooA it «o«mH 
sometimes that it takes an age to learn what ought to 
be learned in a day. When I was young, tomatoes 
were grown as ornamental plants, nnd the fruit 
picked for mantel ornaments. Then they began to 
be used for garnishing dishes, and their bright color 
produced a very pretty effect in connection with 
parsley. The Tomuto, or Love-Applo, as it was then 
called, became so popular for this purpose that the 
gardener was required to have them on hand as much 
as possible. After a time somebody was foolish 
enough to think they were good to eat, and now we 
have no summer vegetable for which there is a 
greater demand, and none more healthful and agree- 
ble. It took us a long time to learn this, and now 
there are a few facts about its culture which many 
may still learn to their profit. 

The Tomato, I believe, is a native of South Amer¬ 
ica, being introduced into Europe about 260 years 
ago, and therefore is natural to a warm climate. 
Those who wish to grow them fine should plant in a 
warm, sandy soil, not too rich, and in a warm situa¬ 
tion. If the ground is too rich a large and late 
growth of vine and fruit is obtained, but the ripening 
process ia delayed until quite late in the fall, aud 
this is particularly the case if the soil is cold and 
moist. For a few early tomatoes select the poorest 
soil you have, and the plants will make a small 
growth, and set and ripen their fruit very early. 
For a later crop the plants can be set at the same 
time in a little richer soil, and so on; a succession 
can be kept up for any length of time, or at least 
until frost. When'frost is expected, say in. October, 
pull up the lata; vines by the roots and hang them up 
iu a store or seed room,—any place where they will 
not be injured by the frosts of October and Novem¬ 
ber,— and all the tolerably well matured green fruit 
will ripen, so that you can have ripe tomatoes until 
aboat Christmas without any trouble. 

Any plant that ia patient under ill treatment is sure 
to be abused, and this is the case with the tomato. 
Whoever thinks of training it, or giving the least 
amount of care. Aud yet it will well repay much 
care. A very good way to treat tomatoes is to cover 
the earth with cut grass for a mulching, and then lay 
the branches out evenly upon it, removing such as 
will cause crowding. No plant will bear pruning 
better than the tomato, and in this way they will 
ripen well, but a tomato trained to a trellis or a 
fence, and pruned of the surplus of side branches, 
will grow nearly as large as a grape vine, and give a 
bushel of ripe fruit- “ Once upon a time,” as the old 
stories say, and only once was I compelled by cir¬ 
cumstances to live in a city during a summer, with¬ 
out a garden, without trees, plants or flowers, or any 
of those beautiful things which a kind Creator has 
made for our enjoyment, and I doubt whether some 
people would lake as unkindly to life in State Prison 
as I did to life in a city. I had only space enough 
on the sunny side of the house for a vine, but uo 
vine grew there. So I had to provide something, 
and 1 thought of the beautiful Morning Glory, and 
that superb running vine the Cobea samdens, aud 
while I was thinking ol' the matter with reference to 
a choice, an old friend, whose place I visited for the 
purpose of breathing a little pure air, and feasting 
my eyeB with a sight of nature in her beauty, inquired 
if I had not room lor a few tomato plants. My mind 
was made up in a moment. I would take two, and 
c«ie of them, the one that proved most thrifty, should 
have a place on the only sunny spot on my house. I 
took them home; both grew; the best was saved, and 
pruned and trained, until it covered a space about 
ten feet square, and bore about two hundred toma- 

ami ^usurers 

Tits Currant Worm,— Large numbers of maul), green 
worms, liavo lately appeared on my currant and gooseberry 
bushes, making great havoc with tho foliage. What is their 
name and origin? Mow can their advent be prevented? 
How, wheu they have come, can their ravages be arrested?— 
A Subscriber, (,'/anandaiguu, Ar. I'., 1801. 

That “ small, green worm," is an old acquaintance of ours. 

We have been fighting him for several years, and with very 

little success. He is a foreigner, doubtless imported from 

Europe with currant or gooseberry plants, but is morn at 

homo here, and thrives bettor than in hie native land, Wo 

would give a good deal, eonid we answer satisfactorily the 

two lust questions. 

It is uo donbt the same <ts the Gooseberry Saw Ely of 

Europe. In England it, destroys, ire believe, only the leaves 

of the gooseberry, but. in thh country, where gooseberries 

are -carce, they commence at the few gooseberries that may 

be within their reach, and then attack the currants, seldom 

leaving while a leaf remains. The;r spread would no doubt 

bo checked, if every one, on it* first appearance, would make 

a diligent effort for this purpose but where it becomes 

numerous, it is, to say tho least, very difficult to nave the 

plants from destructien. They comtience their ravages soon 

after the young leaves appear, and ai a new brood of insects 

appears every two or three weeks, the cultivator generally 

becomes discouraged, and retires from the contest. 

a puce Way to Cook Apples. — I have noticed 
in mir dear Rural ol lute, two very excellent ways 
of cooking apples, but a still nicer way I think ia to 
pure your apples, (having them as near a size as pos¬ 
sible, and leaving the Stern on,) All them with cloves, 
about 10 or 12 cloves to a. middling sized apple. 
1’Iacc tho apples in a brims kettle with water enough 
to cover, (it is bettor not to have mure apples in the 
kettle than to cover the bottom,) then for 10 or 12 
apples average two cups and a half or sugar, (white 
Is the best,) let them boil until the apples are soft — 
then if the juice is not thick enough, take the apples 
out and let it boil longer. This is a delicious dish, 
so says my husband, and what he says must be so.— 

Young Wipe, Woodland Cottage, C. IV., 1861. 

injurious to the system. Directed l.y a skillful physician, 

thi* valuable curative agent can bo made to produce 

tho most varied effects on the constitution. It also 

possesses the ndvautuge of being acceptable to most, 

invalids. Tho treatment lasts from three to six weeks. The 

quantity of grape* that, may he consumed varies from one to 

four pound* a day, commencing with smnll qnantitie*, which 

are gradually Increased. The skin* and seeds must not be 

swallowed. Iu the absence of grapes, tho most beneficial 

effect* may be obtained from dried raisin*, provided a quan¬ 

tity of water, sufficient to satisfy the thirst they excite, ho 

taken at the same time; or they may be stewed in the same 

manner as prunes. 

Tint Mkascrk Worm.—I wonder if the apple trees in your 

country are troubled with a sort of measuring worm, which, 

in this vicinity, infests the apple treeB in great numbers. If 

you know anything about them, or any means of preventing 

their ravage*, the Information would be very acceptable to 

the people of this place, as the worm is now making its 

appearance, and threatens to be multitudinous. They are 

not confined alone to the apple, but may be found in many 

other trees, and do great damage to smnll maples, pears, 

cherries, Ac. 

I discovered a method last year of destroying them, which 

I think worth trying, if nothing better can be found. After 

the worms had got to he about an inch long, 1 shook them 

from the tree, and then smeared the body of the tree, about 

eight or ten Inches, with tar. This effectually prevented 

their return to the branches. If the tar would injure the 

tree, a piece of paper may be bouml on the tree, over which 

the tar may be smeared.—!). Cargo, Howling Often, Ohio. 

A GOOD RHUBARB 

John Saul, of Washington, after very justly 
condemning, in the Gardener’s Monthly, the little 
attention we pay to the quality of Rhubarb, as is 
evidenced by the popularity of some large, coarse 
and worthless varieties, makes the following inter- 
esting remarks: “Rhubarb may be divided into 
two classes, large (originated from R. palraatum,) 
and small, of which an old variety called Buck’s 
may be taken as the type; and to this latter class 
the richest and most valuable sorts in cultiva¬ 
tion belong, varieties having much less of the 
medicinal plant about them than the others. The 
following qualities I should consider necessary to a 
good ruhbrab. First, a stalk free from filament, re¬ 
quiring uo stripping when preparing for use; second, 
a bright Bcarlet color, not only on the exterior of the 
stalk, hut through its substance,— this gives a rich 
color to its syrup in whatever way it is prepared, 
which my lady readers can appreciate; third, the 
syrup should be rich saccharine, and as free as pos¬ 
sible from the taste of the Medicinal plant; fourth, 
the stalks should be nearly round, solid, uot flat, and 
produced abundantly. Now, all these qualities be¬ 
long to the finer seedlings, descendants of BuckH. 
Earliness I have not set down as one of my qualities; 
for, as in fruits, the rhubarb may be extended over a 
considerable season. In addition to Victoria and 
Linnaras, which I recommend to all wishing large 
varieties, I would name the following, every one of 
which are superior: 

Emperor (Waite’s.)—In the way of Victoria; larger, 
richer, and less filament in the stalks; a very desir¬ 
able variety. 

Hawke's Champagne.—The stalks are of a deep 
blood-red, rich, free from filament. Its defect is a 
want of productiveness and vigor suitable to the gar¬ 
den of the amateur. Type of Bucks. 

McLean's Early.—One of the earliest, very produc¬ 
tive, stalks of a rich scarlet, nearly round, free from 
filament, and exceedingly rich; a very fine early 
variety. Type of Bucks. 

Mitchell's Prince Albert —Has now been some years 
before the public; iu England it is extensively grown, 
but in this country not so much, size being against 
it. Market-gardeners, on trial, will here find it quite 
as profitable as the larger kinds, being one of the very 
earliest, very productive; cannot only be gathered 
earlier, bu); will continue longer than the larger sorts, 
and the yield per acre will be heavier; stalks deep 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker.—Noticing an inquiry 
in one of your late numbers, for a recipe for making 
rusk, I send you mine, which I think excellent. 
Take four teacups light dough, mixed with new milk; 
one enp pulverized sugar; one-half cup butter; the 
whites of two eggs, beaten to a stiff froth; a little 
nutmeg. Add flour sufficient to enable yon to roll 
out us biscuit, let them rise on the pans, bake in a 
moderately heated oven. When done, wash the top 
with Bweetened milk.—R. E. M., Letnama, N. Y. 

Washing Wuite Crape Shawls.— Will some of 
your correspondents please tell me how a white silk 

crape shawl can be washed without injury, and with¬ 

out the trouble of sending it away to the city? Tt 

might be a bit of valuable information for many.— 

Helen, East Smitlfield, Pa., 1861. 

Inquiries.—Will some of the readers of the Rural 

please inform me what are the ingredients used in 
graining in imitation of oak? Also, how to color 
white kid gloves that have been soiled, and oblige?— 
B. E., Newton, Pa., 1861. 

Fruit, ko., is Michigan,—The season is cold and back¬ 

ward; farmers are generally behind time lu putting in spring 

crops, We have not had a wurni.npring day thiB season. 

Wheat generally looks veTy promising, and hid* fair for a 

great crop. Fruit, such as apple* aud pear*, promise well, 

but plums, peaches, cherries, and quince*, are nearly a failure. 

Strawberries, mspberries, aud currants, promise an abundant 

crop. Frost wn* quite prevalent ou Wednesday and Thurs¬ 

day mornings of this week, and fears are entertained that 

some injury to fruit may have been doao. Corn ia not gene- 

rally planted, and will not he till the tenth of June, Some 

that ha* been put in in to be planted the second time. 

Farmer* appear to he making calculation* to raise an abund- 

ant supply of hreadstuffs to meet any want That may be 

anticipated, In consequence of the war.—S. B. Noble, Pon¬ 

tiac, Mich., June 1,1861. 

Fruit Prospects.—The Pawtucket (R. I.) Gazette says the 

prospect for fruit In that vicinity has rarely been worse than 

it is this spring. The aevere frosts three week* ago destroyed 

the cherry blossom*, arid io Pawtucket, where cartload* are 

generally raised, not a single pint will be grown. Of apples 

there will be * small crop. Peach trees are shout as bad a* 

dead. Grape vines suffered severely from the frost, and 

many are dead. The blossom bode of many varieties of 

pear-, were killed, and plum trees have Buffered as badly as 

the cherry trees. The Woonsocket Patriot (dates that the 

hud* of cherry and plurn trees were destroyed by the frost 

throughout that region. Pear budB are also injured in some 
localities. 

To Remove Iron Rust.—Take a little good crearn 
of tartar, tie it up with the spotted part. When you 
put the article in to boil, be careful not to stir it till 
it boils, and it will all disappear if the tartar is 
good. H. 

gooskhkrrt eAWVLY — Grub, Cocoon, and Perfect Insect. 

The flies emerge from their winter quarters, in the ground, 

the latter part of April, or early ia May, and soon after the 

female begins to deposit her eggs on the under side of the 

newly expanded leaves, chooaiug the sides ol the vein* or 

nervure* bj a fitting place. With the saw like appendage 

few which the family is remarkable, the female commences 

cutting into the leaves, and in the opening deposits her eggs. 

The larva * hatched in about a week, and commences feed¬ 

ing on the leaf, increasing in size and frequently changing 

its skin, till it is about three-quarters of an inch In length. 

The broods of caterpillar* appear in succession occasionally 

from March till October, but in greatest numbers in June. 

After becoming full grown, the grubs descend to the earth, 

spinning themselves a yellowish cocoon, aud in two or three 

weeks, according to the warmth of the soil, come out again 

perfect insects or flies, ready to lay another brood of egg*. 

Thu* a perfect succession i« kept up os long as there are 

leaves to supply them with food. Those that descend late in 

the sea-ion, when the ground is cold, do not come out perfect 

insects until the following spring. 

It would he easy enough to destroy one crop of worms, but 

when the work of destruction must be kept up the whole 

Starching Muslin Curtains.— Will some one 
inform me through the Rural the best method of 
starching muslin window curtains, and oblige? — A 
Subscriber, Sennett, N. Y„ 1861. 

4 * ^ *- -- 

Yellow and Orange in Carpets. — Will some 
of the Rural readers please send a recipe for color¬ 
ing yellow and orange for carpets, and oblige? —A 
Subscriber, Durham, 1861. 

To Color Purple on Wax.—Will some one please 
inform a reader of the Rural how to get a handsome 
purple color on wax, which will not fade?—A. R., 
Lodi, Mich., 1861. 

• Coloring Kid Gloves Lilac.—Will some of our 

rurallsts please send a recipe for dyeing kid gloves a 

lilac color, and favor?—.Mattie, Woodland Cottage, 

C. W., 1861. 

Vegetation has made but little progress the past week, 

and still continues backward. The warm rain of Sunday was 

followed by cold harsh wind. 
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THE ORPHAN'S PRAYER. 

Take ine, Father, in my anguish, 

Spare me not to this cold world; 

In ray grief there’s none to pity, 

Naught hut hitter words are burled; 

And I cannot meet the glance* 

.Proudly, idly, on me cart,— 

Take me, Father; from my bosom 

Lot this agony be past 

Take me aa Thou*didst my mother, 

And my Father, brace and kind, 

I)o not see their wretched, darling 

Weeping, sighing, unresigned; 

Take mo a* Thou didst my sister, 

And my brothers, one by one; 

Yet, oh, star me, in mine anguish, 

t must say ‘‘Thy will be done." 

Let mo read that precious promise 

Over, over, once again, 

For it seems to case my spirit 

Of ita dull and aching pain; 

“ I will never, never leave thee. 

Thou shall ne’or forsaken be, 

Only trust and still believe me, 

I will be a Gon to thee." 

’Round the widow- and the orphan 

1 will linger still to bless; 

Yes, I know, tny Heavenly Parent, 

Thou wilt shield the fatherless. 

Now I feel my future brighter, 

I can close my eyes in sleep— 

Gon will guard the wretched mourner, 

Angels will their vigils keep. 

Morning came; and through the window 

Stole the odor-freighted air; 

Motionless upon her pillow 

Lay that mourner young and fair; 

Soft brown tresses rested sweetly 

On a cheek so deathly pale, 

From her forehead lifted lightly 

By the gentle morning gale. 

But it woke not her soft slumber, 

Peaceful in her solitude 

Lay she there, as if unmindful 

Of her cheerless orphanhood. 

Without friends to shield or bless her, 

Without hearts her grief to share, 

Mercy’s voice bade Death enfold her, 

Gon had heard the Orphan’s Prayer. 

So. Danby, N. Y., 1881. M Mary A. B. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

“CHILDREN MUST BE AMUSED.” 
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game, or the party, she returns perfectly exhausted. 

She neither reproves herself or laments her unfortu¬ 
nate condition, nor is pitied by her friends. They 
are not the greatest benefactors of their race, who 
establish and patronize gymnasia, clubs, sporting 
grounds, &c. But the man or woman who popular¬ 
izes useful employment, who combines in just pro¬ 
portions the useful and amusing, is really a bene¬ 
factor. The unpopularity of domestic labor and care 
is an alarming feature in onr system of progression. 

We are told that we are exhibiting palpable Indica¬ 
tions of physical degeneracy, from want of sufficient 
and proper amusement. Onr devotion to other inter¬ 
ests besides those of health and physical vigor, may 
be too exclusive. But I am quite certain that our 
apostacy from the life and vigor of physical man¬ 
hood, is tracable to other and more prolific causes. 
The open and plain violation of the more Bimple and 
common laws of health,— the gratifying of improper 
and truant appetites,—the daily use of stimulants 
and narcotics,—the checks placed upon the pure and 
free operations of nature, —are crippling, day by day 
and year by year, the power and efficiency of onr 
physical life more than all other things combined. 
Our children need not be taught that they require 
amusement. But much attention is required to give 
their pastime system and efficiency. It, would be 
better to pay much attention to the laws of health, 
and perhaps less attention to the laws and regularity 
of gymnastic exercises. 

Let the useful and amusing be properly combined. 
We have so little time and so much to do, that no 
moment should be wasted, or improperly employed. 

Buffalo, N. Y., 1861. J. W. Barker. 
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AFTER A SHOWER. 

BY GKOKGK W. BUNGAY. 

Gray clouds sailed through the air aloft, 

Dimpling the streams with drops aa soft 

As tear* that fall from gentle eyes 

When passion shaken the heart with sighs. 

The brook flowed pulstDg to the sea 

In palpitating ecstasy; 

And my glxd heart in union beat 

With throbbing billows at my feet. 

I hastened through the meadows green, 

Where sighing winds with tears had been 

Coquetting with the girlish flower? 

That blushed in silence in their bowers. 

I snatched a bud and kisst-d its cheek, 

When faucy heard it* red lips speak 

The sweet name of my darling maid. 

Pure as the flower that light* the glade. 

May, 1861. 
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DEFENCE OF HYPOCHONDRIACS. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

A “CHAPTER” FOR “A. R.” 

Of course they must. The imperative wants of 
their nature seem to demand it. If Johnny wants 
the looking-glass in the parlor, arid luothel- cannot 
well spare it, why, the father, whose heart is intent 
upon amusing his little boy, must buy one for him 
the next time he goes up town. Surely the dear 
little fellow will not harm it, and how his eyes will 
sparkle with new delight, If he can only place his 
hands squarely upon its shining face. If HvsiX wants 
the glass goblet, she must not be denied, for how her 
eyes would redden with sadness at the disappoint¬ 
ment. And when the looking-glass lies shivered in 
a hundred pieces upon the iloor, by an accidental 
stroke from Johnny’s hammer, the few moments of 
fast enjoyment is ample pay for all this. SrsiK broke 
the goblet, and her bands are cut and blooding, yet 
she had a beautiful play with the precarious toy, 

Helen must go to the party,—the boys and girls 
are going to have so much real fun. It is true, her 
mother is not very well, and needs her assistance. 
She cannot well spare her. Besides, she must have 
some extra trimming upon her silk dress, her bonnet 
must have an extra ribbon, and her gloves need 
mending in several places, and whose hand, so well 
as mother’s, can fix all this? So the kind mother 
sits by the waning fire, after her daughter has gone 
away into the dreumlaud, fixing her wardrobe, for 
Helen must have amusement. The morning after 
the party, the ungrateful girl is cross and petulant, 
and at a late hour comes down to breakfast, scolding 
that she could not have her morning nap out. But 
Helen mnst have amusement The modern race of 
boys and girls need a great deal of amusement. 
Dress, toys and playthings are at a premium. 

Charlie must have a pair of three dollar skates. 
Common ones, which cost only one dollar, strapB 
and all, will not answer the purpose. His father can 
hardly afford so much money from his weekly in¬ 
come. He is owing quite a sum at the shoemaker's 
for Charlie's boots and Helen's shoes, but as the 
skates will furnish much move amusement than boots 
or shoes, they must be purchased. Bo Charlie's 

heart is made to leap for joy, in possession of a line 
pair of three dollar skates. What shall he do with 
them? It would be a great pity to wear their fine 
edges upon the uneven ice and intruding stones in 
the common skating ground. Three dollars more 
will purchase a season ticket to the new skating 
pond. Only three dollars more. Why, Charlie had 
cried nearly a whole half day for a ticket. The poor 
little fellow had swollen eyes and a sad heart. He 
was pining for the skating pond,—he must have 
amusement. The three dollars were forthcoming. 
The kind mother took the money from her occasional 
savings. Next day Charlie was happy. True, he 
put out his lip, and the tears started in his bright 
blue eyes when told to fill the box with wood next 
morning, for lie had an early engagement with some 
playmates. So his mot her brought the wood herself, 
and sent Charlie off to meet his agreement, and it 
is very important that children have a great deal of 
exercise and amusement in the open air. It. is true, 
that useful labor gives healthful exercise, but then 
there is no amusement aboui It. There is nothing 
exbilerating In it, hence it should be very sparingly 
recommended to children. 

This is really an age of amusement. Clubs, games, 
and sports, arc engaging very general attention. It 
may be that the American people are a very stolid 
race. Perhaps they* have indulged in sober calcula¬ 
tion and reflection too excessively. We are a people 
of extremes. Radicalism and conservatism appear 
in striking contrast. We have a great mission in¬ 
trusted to our hands,— the mission of human pro¬ 
gress and development. To this noble work should 
the energy and genius of government, the toil and 
activity of philanthropy, and the prayers and sacri¬ 
fices of Christians be directed. 

Children mnst have amusement,—indeed every 
stage of life demands pleasure and pastime. But the 
great error, into which wo are in danger of running 
is, amusement is made the end rather than the means 

of living. Children are not taught the useful so 
much as the amusing. 

If the young miss should become really weary and 
tired, as the result of some useful and necessary 
labor, it would be a very serious affair. She would* 
win for her the sympathy and commiseration of 
nearly every modern lady. But if from the dance, the 

A “ Chapter for the Men ” appeared in a late 
number of the Rural. I read and re-read it, won¬ 
dering the while if “A. It.” was a married woman. 
I thought if she was, how her husband was to be 
pitied, for I veribly believe she is a little inclined to 
the “sulks’’ herself, and makes an escape valve of her 
pen. She says, “ in more than half of the families 
where there is discord and strife, men are most to 
blame.” 

Now, “A. R.,” allow mo to differ. If your hus¬ 
band is usually cross, I think you are the sole cause. 
Have you forgotten how long and how patiently he 
put up with your wayward and peevish conduct in 
the first years of your wedded life,— how hard he 
tried to soothe and comfort you? Do you not re¬ 
member how you gave him an angry retort the first 
time he spoke unpleasantly (and when you provoked 
him, too?) Did you think you had done wrong? Of 
course not. You were justifiable in your own eyes, 
and when lie came home that noon, instead of meet¬ 
ing him with a glad welcome and a countenance 
diffused with smiles (as was once your way,) you met 
him with a frown and wounded him by cruel words. 
Were you wise? Not only once did you thus, but 
always, when anything went crosswise — yon fretted 
till yon provoked him beyond the power of endur¬ 
ance, and now you throw the blame all on his 
“ shoulders.” 

I)o you comb your hair now before sitting down to 
breakfast? Do you dresB as neatly and tastefully as 
in your courted days? Certainly not, you are 
married, and your husband need not expect it. I 
should like to know why. 

You call men “ rulers of the household.” Pray 
tell me who else in this world of ours should be. I 
would not give a penny for a husband who was not 
“ ruler” of his* home. It is bis right, and he ought 
not to yield this right to another. 

Again, yon say “the men are anything but per¬ 
fect.” Do you know of a;iy perfect women? “A. 
It.,” or any body else, when your “ cross man” comes 
home to-morrow night, let him find home made beau¬ 
tiful by order,— a neatly arranged supper-table,—a 
nice floor, chairs set back, your work folded 
smoothly in the work-basket, and a tidy little wife. 
If you have nothing better than a pretty, well worn 
calico, mend the rents, replace the hooks and eyes, 
smooth your hair and your forehead, dress your face 
with smiles and your heart with love, present your¬ 
self thus clad as he enters, and if a pair of strong 
arms do not encircle you. and a pleasant voice greet 
you, I shall be wonderfully “mistaken.” 

Unless you are a model wife, and meet all the 
emergencies of wifehood cheerfully, patiently, pleas¬ 
antly, and faithfully, how can you expect to have a 
model husband? e. c. w. 

Gonoa, N. Y., 1861. 

ing some unpleasant intelligence, or by the occur¬ 
rence of some disagreeable event.” 

These alternations of day and night, of sunshine 
and darkness, must of necessity affect the feelings in 
regard to all matters, temporal aud spiritual; for, as 
in a dark night every object appears black, so when 
the mind is overcast with gLoomy clonda, every view 
must partake ol the same aspect. To*many persons 
this description will be unintelligible; but by others, 
it will be recognized at once as a just view of their 
own case. 

GIRLS' NEGLECT OF HEALTH. 

Little does the child of indulgent parents know 
what illness is to the poor and destitute, or what it 
may be to her when her mother’s hand is cold and 
helpless in the tomb, and when her own head is no 
longer sheltered by a father’s roof. Thus wo lind 
young girls so often practicing a certain kind of 
recklessness and contempt of health, nay, even en¬ 
couraging a degree of delicacy, feebleness, and lia¬ 
bility to bodily ailments, which, if they were not i 

accustomed, to the kindest attentions, would be the 
last calamity they would wish to bring upon them¬ 
selves. How important is it for such individuals to 
remember that the constitution of the body, as well 
as that of the mind, is, in a good degree, of their 
own forming. Fanciful and ill-disciplined young 
women are apt to think it gives them an attractive 
air, and looks like an absence of selfishness, to be 
indifferent about the preservation of their health: 
and thus they indulge iu the most absurd cupricious- 
ness with respect to their diet, sometimes refusing 
altogether to eat at proper times, and eating most 
improperly at others; running about upon wet grass 
with thin shoes, as if they really wished to take cold; 
refusing to take medicine when necessary, or taking 
it nnsftuctioned by their parents or their best advisers. 
How soon does the stern discipline of life inflict its 
own punishment for this folly; but, unfortunately, 
not soon enough to stop the host of maladies which 
are thus produced. 

But when religion^ melancholy becomes a fixed 
disease, it may be reckoned among the heaviest 
calamities to which our suflering nature is subject. 
It feeds upon distress and despair, and is displeased 

even with the suggestion or offer of relief. The 
mind thus affected seizes on those ideas and truths 
which are most awful, and melancholy incapacitates 
them for thought or action, — it confounds and dis¬ 
turbs all their thoughts, and (ills them with vexation 
and anguish. I verily believe that when this malign 
liumor is deeply f xed, and has spread its deleterious 
influence over every port, it is as vain to attempt to 
resist it by renaming aud rational motives, as to 
oppose a fever, or the gout, or the pleurisy. 

Treat those win are under this disease with tender 
compassion. Remember also, that you are liable to 
the same affliction: for. however brisk your spirits, 
and lively your feelings now. you may meet with such 
reverses, with srich long and sharp afflictions, as will 
sink your spirits. Many, not naturally inclined to 
melancholy, have, by overwhelming and repeated 
calamities, been sunk into this dark gulf. Never use 
harsh language to your friends when under the dis¬ 
ease of melancholy. This will only serve to fret and 
perplex them ;he more, but will never benefit them. 
I know that the counsel of somu is, to rebuke and 
chide them on all occasions; but I dare confidently 

that such advisers never felt the disease them¬ 

Orr-nOOR Life.—Just as that poetry is the freshest 
which the out-door life lias the most nourished, so 1 
believe that there is no surer sign of the rich vitality 
which finds its raciest joys in sources the most inno¬ 
cent, than the childlike taste for that same out-door 
life. Whether you take from fortune the palace or 
the cottage, add to your chambers a hall in the 
courts of Nature. Let the earth but give room to 
stand on: well, look up. Is it nothing to have for 
your roof-tree—Heaven? 

selves; for, i they had, they would know that thus 
they do but pour oil into the flamq^, and chafe aud 
exasperate their wounds, instead of healing them. 

On this point, there is often a great mistake. 
When they speak of their frightful and distressing 
apprehensions, it is common for friends to reply, 
“that this is all imaginary—nothing but fancy,” “an 
nnfounded whim.” Now, the disease is a real one, 
and their misery is as real as any experienced by 
man. It it true, their imagination is disordered, but 
this is merely the effect of a deeper disease. These 
afflicted persons uever can believe that you hate any 
real sympathy with their misery, or feel any compas¬ 
sion for them, unless you believe what they say. 

Chatham N. Y., 1861. D. L. B. 

Some women are born to scheme and some to love, 

and I wish any respected bachelor that reads this 

may take the son that best suits him. 

Women nurse and cuddle their presentiments, and 

make darliugs of their ugliest thoughts as they do of 

their deformed children. 

He is wealthy enough that wanteth not. He is 
great enough that is his own master. He is happy 
enough that lives to die well. Other things I will 
not care for, says Judge Hale, nor too ranch for 
these, save only for the last, which alone can admit 
of no immoderation. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

A WORD OF ADVICE. 

Do give human nature all the credit due to it. 
Don't expect little children to be as wise as Paul,— 

sober before they get off their pinafores. If you 
coax them with sugar to do what you tell them, don't 
be surprised if they are saucy and impudent. Don't 
wonder if your daughter marries the first man wrho 
asks her to have him, when you are all the time tell¬ 
ing her how dreadful it is to be an old maid. Don't 
expect your minister to preach any but 3willy ser¬ 
mons when you only give him two hundred dollars 
and a donation. Don't have the least idea people 
will pay as much attention to you, dressed in home- 
spun, as they will to your rich neighbor clad in 
broadcloth. Don’t think that if you write a book 
your particular friends who never ivrite, will call it 
smart. Don’t expect your hired help to be good 
when ypu treat them like brutes. Don't expect every 
body to love your baby just as well as you do. Don’t 
think a choir of singers will get along without quar¬ 
relling. Do take things as they are, and don't be 
forever harping on the frailties of human kind, 

April. 1861. X. 
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THE SOUL’S TO-MORROW. 

BY MARGARET ELLIOTT 

UNWILLING WALKING. 

Duty, I think, compels me to say a few words in 
reply to the article in your paper of May 18th, in 
defense of that suffering class of the community 
termed Hypochondriacs. Pardon me when I say I 
think the author of “ Hypochondriacs ” has little 
experience or physical knowledge of the subject 
upon which he speaks. He has, evidently, mani¬ 
fested a want of sympathy, and treated it with too 
much harshness and severity, and which goes to 
prove the force of the old adage, 

"He jest at scars, who never felt a wound.” 

Wc all admit the advantages of a happy and cheer¬ 
ful disposition, morally and physically, over a gloomy 
and depressed one, and all should endeavor, as far as 
possible, to cherish and cultivate such a state of 
mind. 1 think it a duty and u virtue, but believe that 
there are many who admit the truth of tills proposi¬ 
tion, who are, nevertheless, the unwilling subjects of 
this unhappy mental depression of which we speak. 
I would cheerfully and cordially recommend to such 
an able and excellent Tract by the late Dr. A. Alex¬ 

ander, of Princeton, “on Religious Depression,” 
or his work “on Religious Experience,” both pub¬ 
lished by the Presbyterian Board of Publication, 
Philadelphia. You will there find such food and 
sympathy as sensitive spirits crave. 

Permit me briefly to quote from the last mentioned 
work;—*1 As most people are Inclined to conceal 
their spiritual distresses, lew have any conception of 
the number of persons who are habitually suffering 
under the frightful malady of melancholy. With 
some the disease is not permanent, but occasional. 
They have only periodical paroxysms of deep reli¬ 
gions depression, and they may bo said to have their 
compensation for the dark and cloudy day, by being 
favored with one of peculiar brightness in quick suc¬ 
cession. If their gloom was uninterrupted, it would 
be overwhelming; but after a dark night, rises a 
lovely morning without the shadow of a cloud. This 
rapid and great alternation of feeling is found in 
those who possess what may be called a mercurial 
temperament. It is connected with a nervous sys¬ 
tem peculiarly excitable, and exceedingly liable to 
loinjiuiary durangeiuqnA A rough east wind is suffi¬ 
cient to blow up clou.l\ which completely obscure 
the cheerful sunshine ."(lie soul, while the whole¬ 
some zephyrs as quickly drive all these gloomy 
clouds away. 

Such persons always have a stomach easily disor¬ 
dered, and one ounce of improper food, or one too 
much of wholesome food, is cause sufficient to 
derange the nerves and depress the spirits! The 
want of refreshing sleep, or watchfulness, is another 
cause of the same effects; and in its turn, is an effect 
from disordered nerves. But physical causes are not 
the only ones which produce this painful state of 
feeling. It is often produced in a moment, by bear- 
*__ ^ i ~ ^ ^_a, ^.. i M au-. _ 

We are delighted to find that our instinct, on this 
point, is at last authoritatively confirmed. We have 
so often hated to walk when told wc ought to! In an 
article on physical culture, in the “Journal of Ho¬ 
moeopathy,” Dr. Taylor says:—“ It is generally better 
not to exercise at all, than to drag one’s self into it 
with every feeling repugnaht to the effort. Our 
instincts should not be disregarded in this respect. 
The muscles need to lie animated us well as the brain. 
Our muscles, in their exercise, need the contact of 
animate objects, 3s well as the mind. How quick 
the muscles of a sick man tire when lie is cent out to 
walk alone! But if he have companionship, aud be 
engaged in interesting conversation, he can often 
walk thrice the distance which he otherwise could. 
When nervous exhaustion and muscular weakness 
have been induced by care of business on the one 
hand, aud neglect of muscular activity on the other, 
through a term of years, fatigue should never be 
allowed; and as an unwavering rule, those exercises 
should be chosen which bring the muscles into slow, 
uniform action with little exertion of the will. All 
violent efforts, and the attempt to perform feats of 
agility, should be avoided, as unnecessarily causing 
a large expenditure of nervous force, without ade¬ 
quate muscular action to compensate for it. Indeed, 
this mental impulse is often quite sufficient, without 
any muscular contraction, to produce actual change 
of nutrition in the muscles themselves. Bedridden 
and paralyzed persons are constantly recovering in 
consequence of newly excited hopes effecting health¬ 
ful changes in their tissues; so that genial, animated 
conversation, without muscular action, or a pleasant, 
moonlight walk, with comparatively little of it, may 
bo as proper exercise, even for the muscles, a< the 
belaboring of dumb-bells.*’ 

OLD FOLKS. 

Bless the old people, say we! What should we 
do without them! Does not a man feel better and 
stronger in the battle of life for having a grey-headed 
old father aud mother under the shelter of some 
brown-caved farm house far aw'ay? Docs, the mil¬ 
lionaire’s heart leap half so high, at the slgtht of the 
pines and oranges that daily decorate his table, as be 
does when the barrel of red-streaked apples comes 
from the country home — apples from the old side- 
hill orchard, carefully picked out by a spectacled 
mother, and directed, in a shaking hand, by the 
kindly old man! Ah! those apples have a flavor of 
home and childhood! What an event it is to the dwel¬ 
lers in brown stone mansions and murble fronted 
palaces, to have the old folks come up from the 
country on a visit, with their old-fashioned ways and 
antiquated snuff-colored garments, and horror of ull 
new inventions and dangerous novelties! We can 
but smile when they blow out the gas, and sit as far 
as possible from the furnace registers for fear they 
should burst, and start every time the speaking tubes 
are used, and regard the water pipes as fearful and 
wonderful things. Such things make them feel that 
their day and generation arc over, evermore than the 
white-headed little grand children, and the silver 
threads in the locks of the son or daughter, who was 
their “baby” once. Yet there is something beauti¬ 
ful in their simplicity— their utter ignorance of the 
marvels of city Hie. The dear old folks! as long as 
they arc alive, there is always an untiring ear for our 
tales of joy or trial, a ready excuse for our foibles — 
there is always some one to whom we are still “the 
children.’* It i* only when the accustomed fire-side 
chair is empty, and the violets growing over the gen¬ 
tle eyes, that we feel the bitterest pang of heart-sick¬ 
ness that earth has to give. When the old folks are 
gone we are alone, though a thousand friends sit 
round our hearthstones. 

THE STRENGTH OF HELPLESSNESS. 

The heart that never softens even to a woman, may 
have a little cleft in its rocky grain large enough for 
a child to cling in, and make one think of a delicate 
flower on the breast < f a rugged cliff. How like a 
casket lor a jewel does a little eollin look to us; we 
have no recollections of past helplessness and linger¬ 
ing pain to alloy thought, as in the case of adults. 
There is something humiliating in their trustful 
weakness, hut with children it forms one of the 
sweetest charms. 

The heart grows warm and large as we look at 
them, and the stout bachelor that walks “the long 
path" alone, is more indebted to the neighbors’ 
children for keeping his humanity from rusting 
than he will be willing to confess. When children 
die. they only attain maturity in a readier way than 
by the tedious route of this moral living. 

Even the inferior animals recognize the helpless¬ 
ness of childhood, with an instinct finer than our 
own. In a little book lying upon the lower shelf at 
memory’s eastern edge, there is a story that every* 
body knows. It is of an elephant in Delhi, or some 
other of those glorious old plaees we used to dream 
about, that got in a great rage one day, and rushed 
frenzied through the market-place. Booths, men, 
walls, nothing could stop him, when all at once he 
came upon a child that had crept exactly in his way: 
the huge fellow stopped, and as gently as a mother 
could do, lifted the child aside and placed it out of 
danger. He saved the child, but he would have 
orphaned it with a blow.— B. F. Taylor. 

It is an evil thing needlessly to cause a human 

beiug pain, bnt it is a fearful thing to inflict it on a 

creature that cannot speak, for it must be that there 

is always somewhere a tongue to tell, a mysterious 

witness to bear testimony. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

“REJOICE EVERMORE.” 

“Rejoice evermore!” Strange, exclaims the 
worldling, or the neither-onefhiug-nor-the-other pro¬ 
fessor of religion, that God should make such a 
requisition of men. Tears are the birthright of man; 
and how, while the heart is oppressed by the cares of 
Life, or pained by some bitter disappointment, or 
cnulled by the weight of some great sorrow, the 
heart can still have n joy that will enable one to look 
up smiling, even while the hot tears arc falling, is a 
paradox to the world which human philosophy can 
never explain. But the Bible is not more explicit 
upon any question of Christian duty than upon this. 

To “ rejoice evermore,” requires a faith in the wis¬ 
dom and kindness of the mysterious dispensations of 
Divine Providence, which will lead to a trust that 
cannot be shaken by the severest blasts of adversity. 
Only Chistians who have in their souls a vigorous 
development of the Christian graces, understand the 
secret of lovo and faith by which we arc enabled to 
“rejoice evermore!” Such Christians are rn actual 
possession, by revelation from Heaven, of a true 
alchemical art, by which they find a remedy for the 
most distressing ills of life, aud transmute those 
things which appear to the world real misfortunes, or 
grievous sorrows, into means of grace and blessing. 
“Blind unbelief is sure to err;” but faith says, 
“Weeping may endure for a night, but joy cometh 
in tiii morning.” As an affectionate child relies 
upon the kindness and wisdom of the correction of 
an earthly parent, so Christians rely upon tho kind¬ 
ness and wisdom of the chastisements of the Heavenly 
Father. His tnampnatu laiui enables him to see the 
“silver lining ” to the cloud which throws the darkest 
shadow, and he believes that the path which his 
weary feet may press, be it rough or smooth, is the 
lleaven-appoiuted way, and, therefore, the safest and 
most direct to the Land of Rest lying beyond the 
Dark Valley, where God himself shall wipe all tears 
from all faces. 

God rules. The assurance of this makes the 
Christian able to “rejoice evermore,” Laving the 
express declaration of the Disposer of all events 
upon which to rely, “All things shall work together 
for good to them who love Gon.” 

“ God's children all afflictions know, 

The lot of suflering He has blest; 

0, sweet, when grief's cold tempests blow, 

To lean lor succor on His breast! 

And blest the thought, ’inid trials drear, 

That they am all iu kindness given, 

That we may gain, through suffering here, 

A happier, sweeter, rest in Heaven.” 

This is language which the Christian alone is able 
•to use. Who, then, would not desire to possess the 
invaluable religion which offers to weeping humanity 
a universal catholicon for all the ills and sorrows of 
earthly life. . A. T. E. Clarke. 

Wadhams’ Mills, N. Y., 1861- 

TEACH IT TO YOUR CHILDREN. 

Do not fail to inculcate the faith|which you accept 
in your own home. If you really desire your children 
to become rational, intelligent aud happy believers, 
or if you would prepare them for the duties and 
responsibilities of life, then carefully instruct them 
in the principles, while you enjoin the precepts of 
the religion of Christ. You cannot safely let them 
alone. You must fill the barrel with wheat, and let 
the enemy find no room for tares. The minds of the 
young cannot remain unoccupied aud empty. Ne¬ 
glect to teach truth, pure, inspiring, life-giving truth, 
others will teach what you must regard as pernicious 
error. Be cautious. The infidel will whisper hi3 
doubts concerning the providence uud even the exis¬ 
tence of God. The man who denies the miracles of 
the New Testament, and rejects the authority of 
Christ, will implant bis opinions in their young and 
unsuspecting hearts, and ere long, going a little 
beyond their teachers, it may be they will plunge 
into open and utter unbelief. 

Some individual who accounts death a final and 
perpetual sleep, will, by and by, persuade them that 
they are in no way exalted above the brutes, and that 
when they lie down in death, soul and body will 
inherit the same grave. To all these influences and 
dangers, as well as the temptations to vice and crime, 
our children are constantly exposed, and it is our 
bonnden duty to be regular aud constant in our 
efforts to nurture them in the doctrines and spirit of 
that Gospel which God has given for the guidance 
aud redemption of man. 

Forty years once seemed a long and weary pil¬ 

grimage to tread. It uow seems but a step. And 

yet along the way are broken shrines where a thou¬ 

sand hopes have wasted into ashes; foot-prints sacred 

under their drifting dust; green mounds whose grass 

is fresh with the watering of tears; shadows even, 

which we would not forget. We will gamer the sun¬ 

shines of those years, and with chastened step and 

heavenward hopes, push on toward the evening 

whose signal lights will soon be seen swinging 

where the waters are still, and the storms never beat. 

T. YV. Brown. 

'ij 

With a heart made strong by sorrow, 

Sing I of the soul’s to-morrow, 

And some strains I fain would borrow from the harps of saints 

at rest, 

Who, in robes of glory shining, 

Praise to God their hearts inclining, 

Passing from the Fire Refining, reached the mansion of the 

blest. 

For my tongue can tell but faintly 

Of the glorified—the saintly— 

And the bonds of earth too straitly hold my struggling spirit 

down; 

So I pray for new baptism. 

So I ask angelic chrism. 

Lifting me from earth’s abysm, till I see not cross, but crown. 

And I long with bitter yearning, 

All my soul with ardor burning, 

For the day when, swift returning, with His angels, dread 

and bright, 

All the hosts of Heaven attending, 

Christ, with all his own ascending, 

Founds His kingdom, never ending, in the Land of Life and 

Light., 

Gainesville. N. Y., 1861. 

From the lips of those in glory. 

Hear I still the wondrous story 

How the Lord of Life and Glory lcfthU throne above the sky. 

With this song all Heaven is ringing— 

This, the " new song,” they are singing, 

To my raptured ear still bringing foretastes of the joy on 

high. 



JuiC 

'ibrfuL Jwwtifiic, fa. grief which seized the men when it was known that 
their young and beloved Commander was killed, and 
says that it was only by keeping the intelligence of 
the fact from them until they were safely anchored in 
a boat on the Potomac, that the town of Alexandria 
was preserved from destruction. Had the Zouaves 
learned of the affair immediately, or before these 
precautions were adopted, no power would have 
been sufficient to restrain them from avenging their 
Commander’s death in too fearful a manner to 
contemplate. 

pony, its debouchement into the Chesapeake, the 
York river flows forty miles, being an estuary with a 
heavy tide, varying from two to four miles in width. 
It Is navigable by the largest vessels to Yorktown, 
aud by vessels of secondary draft to its sourco. A 
land spit, separates the mouth of the York river from 
Mob-Jack bay, which sets inland about fifteen miles, 
with eighteen feet of water. Into this bay empties 
the Severn, North, and Ware rivers, inconsiderable 
streams, navigable a short distance for vessels of light 
draft. From the lighthouse at New Point Comfort to 
the lighthouse at the entrance of the Rappahannock, 
is twenty miles. A space of four miles to the south 
of the light, comprises the entrance to the Rappa- 
hannoek, and a small bay and river called the Pian- 
keetank. 

Tub Raitaii ANNOck.—The Rappahannock, like 
the lames river, rises In the mountainous portion of 
the State. At one hundred miles from its mouth 
navigation is stopped by falls ami rapids. The river 
below the falls has the character of an ostuary, being 
broad and affected by the tides. At the head of tide¬ 
water is the city of Fredericksburg, a great tobacco 
depot, lying on the Hue of the Richmond and Poto¬ 
mac railroad. 

The Potomac.—Twenty-two miles from the light 
ship, moored at the mouth of the Rappahannock, is 
the lighthouse at Smith’s point, guiding the entrance 
to the Potomac. This is one of the noblest rivers in 
the country, having, from its rise among the Alle¬ 
gany mountains to its continence with the Chesa¬ 
peake, every varioty of scenery. For two hundred 
miles It is broken by numerous rapids and falls. 
Then subsiding at onco into a deep, broad, tidal 
stream, it affords to its entrance iuto the Chesapeake 
a hundred miles of navigable water for ships of the 
line. At the head of navigation lies the city of Wash¬ 
ington. where the river is a mile in width. 

A i,ion AMiuiA,—Seven miles below Washington lies 
the city of Alexandria, the most important town on 
the Virginia side of the river. The shores of the 
Potomac below Washington have but a few slight 
elevations, and it would be difficult to impede navi¬ 
gation by hnstlly constructed batteries. The width 
for the sumo distance varies from one and a half to 
live miles. As the upper portion of the Chesapeake 
lies in Maryland, a Union State, its topography is of 
minor importance. The navigable porttou of the 
Chesapeake, at the mouth of the Potomac is twelve 
miles in width. It is now certain that the rebel com¬ 
merce of the ChoBHpeuke has been wholly shut in, 
and that the Potomac, Rappahannock, York, and 
James rivers are held in the closest blockade. As 
the Dismal Swamp canal is still open, however, an 
important trade may bo carried on with North and 
South Carolina. By closing up the Virginia rivers, 
the rebel army is cut off from one source of food 
supplies of considerable importance, the Chesapeake 
fish and oyster banks, which line both shores of the 
bay from the capes to the Patapsoo, 

HELLS AND BOMBS 

Tnr. correspondent of the Springfield Republican, 
writing from Troy, N. Y., May 8th. says: 

The Watervleit Arsenal, situated at West Troy, is, 
as yon doubtless know, the largest arsenal for the 
construction and fabrication of military implements, 
other than small arms and cannon, in the country; 
and ft visit to its workshops at the present time, pow¬ 
erfully impresses one with the strength and resources 
of our Government. Everything is at present on a 
war footing, and from three to four hundred hands 
directly, and as many more indirectly, in the neigh¬ 
boring fonnderies, are kept busy night and day. 
Through the thieving of Floyd and the recent requi¬ 
sitions of Government, the Arsenal has been nearly 
stripped of muskets, pistols, and cannon; but of 
other munitions there is yet an ample store. A 
large number of hands are engaged in the prepara¬ 
tion of ammunition; sixty thousand ball cartridges 
are made daily. Most of these are intended for the 
Minie rifle, but large numbers of tbe old-fashioned 
round ball cartridges are also manufactured. The 
rapidity with which a cartridge is made is wonderful. 
A boy sits at a counter with a cylindrical stick—a 
pile of greased balls and one of prepared paper be¬ 
fore him—a simple roll of the paper and stick, a 
jerk and a twiRt at one end, a twist of a string, and 
a cartridge is ready for filling in less time than it 
takes to read this description. They are then token 
into another room, placed open end up in shallow 
boxes, and a man, by means of a simple instrument, 
fills them with an equal and specific amount of 
powder, at the rate of thirty a minute. A twist at 
the open end, and the cartridge is complete. The 
manufacture goes on so fast that it requires nearly a 
dozen men and hoys to pack, box, and remove the 
finished cartridges. In another apartment, a number 
of men and girls are employed in the manufacture 
of cannon cartridges of all sizes, from the mightiest 
columbiad down to a six-pounder. The material of 
which they arc made is a kind of woolen goods— 
moreen—imported from England especially for the 
purpose. Thousands of yards of this material were 
in the process of being cut up and manufactured. 
Cannon cartridges are not filled here, but at the 
place where they are intended to be used. In still 
another department grape, canister, and strapped 
ammunition are in course of preparation, while huge 
cart-loads of bomb-shells and spherical shot are 
hourly arriving from the neighboring fonnderies. 
The grape-shot are larger than I supposed, and might 
more properly be called peach-shot than grape-shot. 
Some six or more of these are packed In a sort of 
wire corkscrew arrangement, and fitted into a tin 
case, and when thus finished have much the appear¬ 
ance of jars of preserved meats or fruit. 

The manufacture of bomb shells is also a matter of 
much interest. The preparation of those I witnessed 
is briefly as follows:—The shell is tlrst filled full with 
old-fashioned round leaden bullets; melted sulphur 
is then poured in to fill up the interstices and bind 
the bullets in one solid mass; the shell is then put 
into a kind of lathe, and a cylindrical hole of the 
exact size of the orifice of the shell is bored through 
the bullets and sulphur. This cavity is filled with 
powder, even with the Interior edge of the orifice, a 
six-inch shell of the kind here described holding 
about half a pound. The fuse fitted into the orifice 
is a recent Belgian invention, made of pewter, ami 
resembles the screw-cap used for the patent fruit- 
cans. An examination of this pewter cap shows, 
however, that it is made of two hollow discs of metal 
screwed together, and filled with meal powder. A 
number of fine holes are drilled in the lower disc, 
while the enter disc is entire, and marked with fig¬ 
ures In a circle, 1, 2, 3, 4, In this state the shell is 
water and weather-proof. When token for use, the 
gunner, by means of a small steel Instrument, scoops 
out a portion or the outer soft tnctal surface, and 
lays bare the charge of composition powder below it. 
If the shell is desired to explode in one second after 
leaving the gun, the scooping is made on the figure 
1; if in two seconds, on the figure 2, and so on—the 
idea being that the shells of this description shall 
first strike the object aimed at and do execution as a 
ball, and then explode, sending the bullets forward 
as if from another cannon located at the point 
where the flight of the shell is arrested. Large 
shells of eight or ten inches are filled with powder 
only, and, bursting, do execution by meanB of tbeir 
fragments. These large shells are generally fired by 
means of a-fuse of meal powder, extending through 
a brass ping screwed into the mouth of the Bhell. 
In both cases the fu3e is fired by the ignition of tbe 
charge in the gun. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., JUNE 8, 1861 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS 

FACTS, SCENES, INCIDENTS, IiTI'C 

Chrsaprake liny— Ir* Rivers and Cities, 

Tiik entrance of Chesapeake Bay, between Capes 
Henry and Charles, affords a channel for the largest 
vessels, of about eight nautical miles in width. The 
bay lies between tbe parallels of 2r«'* 55' and 39' 1(V 
North latitude, a distance of 190 statute miles. The 
shores of the Chesapeake are deeply indented, afford¬ 
ing numerous harbors and roadsteads, in which the 
heaviest, ships can find anchorage. The bay receives 
several noble rivers into which the tide sots for long 
distances, affording excellent navigation for steamers 
and sea craft far into the Interior. After making the 
entrance to the Chesapeake, Hampton roads opens to 
the right, a broad estuary with a deep channel a mile 
and a half in width at its narrowest point. Eight 
miles from the buoy which marks the entrance to the 
roads, on the north side of the channel, is Old Point 
Comfort, on which is Fortress Monroe, whose guus 
command the channel. 

Fortress Monhob.—This fortress is the largest, 
and one of the best constructed in the United 
States. It was built, like all the coast forts, for 
defence against a foe approaching from the sea, and 
is casemated only on the side facing the channel, 
having simple wall - masonry only to landward. 
Against an attacking force from that quarter it will 
need protecting out-works. Its walls inclose a parade 
ground of about seventy acres, making it an admira¬ 
ble school for recently recruited regiments. Oppo¬ 
site the fort, in the channel, distant about a mile and 
a third, are the walls of a small fortification, com¬ 
menced by Govornmont but not finished, called the 
Rip RapB. The foundation has been laid, and rude, 
uueemeuted walls erected with the intention of allow¬ 
ing the base to settle properly before building the 
structure. As the Columbiads at Monroe could 
sweep the frail walls into ruin at the first half dozen 
shots, there is little probability of the rebels attempt¬ 
ing to occupy it. It might, be of some sorvice to our 
troops as an out-work. 

Further up thu roads, and four miles in a right 
line, across Westerly from Fortress Monroe, is Cas¬ 
well’s (Sewall’s) Point, where the rebels have 
attempted to erect batteries. At this point, to ttie 
South, Opens Elizabeth channel, ti>o io 
Norfolk harbor. Fortlflations at Caswell’s Point, 
although too far distant t.o threaten Fortress Monroe, 
would effectually guard this entrance. Elizabeth 
channel, from its opening into Hampton roads to the 
city of Norfolk, is eigtit miles long, direct in its 
course, very deep and scarcely a quarter of a 
mile in width. Craney Island lies close to the chan¬ 
nel on the West side, about three miles from Norfolk, 
on which are the remains of an old fort, which the 
secessionists are rebuilding.’’'Nearer to tile city, on 
the other bank of the channel, is Fort Norfolk, also 
being improved and mounted with ordnance by the 
rebels. 

Norfolk and its Suburbs.—The city of Norfolk, 
located upon an almost level site, presents but few 
natural defences against an attacking force. The 
city and Portsmouth, lying opposite, can bo ap¬ 
proached from several points. Troops could be 
landed from the Hampton or Lynn Haven road* 
within seven miles of the city; the approaches being 
easy and indefensible. An approach could be made 
from Loudon bridge on the south, with an easy 
march of ten miles. 

Norfolk is important for its railroad connections; 
as the location of a navy yard, whose dry dock and 
machine shops are proving useful to the rebels, and 
as the Chesapeake terminus of the Dismal Swamp 
canal, throngh whic hpasses the commerce of Alber- 
marie and Pamlico sounds. Into Hampton roads 
empties the James river, a large stream affected Gy 
the tide one hundred miles from its month, at which 
point the falls and rapids, with a descent of oue 
hundred feet in two miles, effectually block further 
navigation, giving, at the same time, an unlimited 
water power. 

At this point is situated the city of Richmond, 
beautifully built on several elevations, the moat 
noted of which are Ehockhoe and Richmond hills, 

between which Hows Sbookhoe creek. The city is 
handsomely built, the streets intersecting at right 
angles. On Sbookhoe bill are the Capitol and other 
prominent public buildings,'{and about them are 
clustered the aristocratic mansions of the city. Ves¬ 
sels drawing ten feet of water fasten to the wharf at 
Richmond, and those drawing fifteen approach 
within three mile* of the city. Lines of steamers, 
before the secession difficulties, connected Richmond 
commercially with New York, Philadelphia, Norfolk, 
and Baltimore. Richmond has been the great wheat 
depot of Virginia, which its mills have converted 
into flour, the larger part of which found a market in 
the Northern cities. 

Railroads from Richmond.— Five lines of rail¬ 
road diverge from Richmond. One lino running due 
north passes Fredericksburg on the Rappahannock, 
and terminates at Aqnta creek, near the Potomac. 
A line running east terminates at Whitebouse, on the 
York river. A third line runs due south to Wilming¬ 
ton, North Carolina, having intermediate stations at 
Petersburg, Virginia, and Weldon, North Carolina. 
The Richmond and Danville railroad extends In a 
southwest direction to the latter town, near the North 
Carolina boundary line, beyond which it is unfinished. 
The Virginia Central ruii9 nearly west, being finished 
as far as Covington, beyond the blue ridge. At Gor- 
dousvllle it forms a junction with the Grange and 
Alexandria road running northeast, and Lynchburg 
road running southwest. This is thus the military as 
well a* the commercial center of the State, and a 
point of great strategic importance. 

Tiik Rivbk.—From the buoy at the entrance of 
Hampton roads to the light ship at the mouth of 
York river, the distance is about fifteen miles. From 
its source at the junction of the Pamunky and Matta- 

Kxn-ncix from Hie Southern Prens. 

Pickens to he Taken with Rkd Pkithii. - A 

chivalrous secessionist in the Mobile Register, has a 
novel plan for capturing Fort Pickens. Ho says: 

It Is well known that there are some chemicals so 
poisonous that an atmosphere impregnated with them 
makes It impossible to remain where they are, as 
thev W/ijild destroy *J4 lutwifvlt: mui/U Hli 
respiration as to make fresh air Indispensable. That 
the whole atmosphere of Fort Pickens can be so im¬ 
pregnated in a short time, can bo shown to be by no 
means chimerical;—not only not chimerical but easily 
effected. It will not cost so much as to be Impracti¬ 
cable, and may cost infinitely less than a regular 
siege, not only in money, hut life. Everybody al¬ 
most, knows that burning red pepper, even in small 
quantity, a tea-spoonful, will clear the largest room 
of a crowd in a few moments; that the least snuff' of 
veratria will make one cough himself almost to death, 
and run great risk of coughing himself into consump¬ 
tion; that some gases are so poisonous to life that the 
smallest quantity will kill—hydrocyanic acid and 
nraonlurretted hydrogen, for instance. By mixing 
red popper and veratria with the powder with which 
the shells arc filled; or by filling largo shells of ex¬ 
traordinary capacity with poionons gases and throw¬ 
ing them very rapidly iuto the fort, every living soul 
would have to leave in doable-quick time. If the 
bombardment is effected ia a dead calm, the result 
would he certain; and often at Fort Pickens there is 
not a breath of air stirring from daylight until ten 
o'clock lathe morning. 

First Blast of the Northern Bugle.—The New 
Orleans Bee says:—“ We plead guilty to the charge 
of having, in times past, talked confidentially of, and 
trusted implicity in Northern conservatism. The 
fact is, the professed advocates of that particular ism 

expressed themselves habitually so warmly in favor 
of t,lie South, scouted so loftily the Idea of coercion, 
and advocated with so much apparent sincerity a 
system of conciliation and concession, that thousands 
of Southern men were completely deceived. There 
is no doubt whatever that an opinion prevailed among 
us that if Lincoln should attempt to make war upon 
the South, the conservative men of the North would 
overwhelm his Administration, and by timely diver¬ 
sions would extend aid and succor to us. It was 
thought that the thirty thoiisand anti-Lincoln majori¬ 
ty in New York city would act substantially with the 
South, or at all events would exhibit its genuine 
sympathy with that section, by declining to take up 
arms in behalf of the Federal Government. There 
were not wanting among us, too, numbers of shrewd 
and experienced citizens who calculated largely 
upon the commercial ties and identity of interests 
between the South aud West, and who believed that 
ultimately Ohio, Indiana, and other States in that 
quarter, would bo glad to unite their destinies with 
those of a Southern Confederacy. How the first blast 
of the Northern bugle has blown away these bubbles 
of the imagination.” 

A Missourian Convinced.—The St. Louis papers 
publish a long letter from Thomas Allen, an old resi¬ 
dent of that city, who expresses his views of the rela¬ 
tions of the Government to Missouri, in this sensible 
way: 

“ I am convinced, by frequent intercourse, North 
and East, that the officer?, and troops of the Federal 
Government now In the field, did not go into It with 
any purpose of making war upon slaveholding, and 
some proof of that is furnished by the action of one 
or two Northern Generals in Muryland, who returned 
fugitives to their masters, and also offered to aid in 
suppressing a negro insurrection: but I am obliged 
to believe that the friends of the Union have (tone into 

the war with the sole purpose of defending the Govern¬ 

ment, upholding the American flag, preserving the 
Union, and enforcing obedience to the laws. If the 
Union is to be dissolved, they say, let it be done ac¬ 
cording to the forms prescribed by the Constitution, 
and not by violence. And they also say, that unless 
the approaching Congress intervenes another mode 
of adjustment, when the flag of the Federal Union 

COL. ELMER, E. ELLSWORTH 

a thousand firemen volunteered. Ten companies 
were accepted, the regiment was formed, aud they 
received orders to repair t,o V.’ushington. Hince they 
were mustered into actual service, there has been but 
otic opinion of tlieir value and effectiveness. _ Devoted 
to their gallant commander, whose personal qualities 
were as winning as his military genius was remarka¬ 
ble, his death has been the occasion to them of over¬ 
whelming grief, that can only be appeased by their 
share in the triumph which Ills cowardly assassina¬ 
tion will not permit him to witness. 

Col. Ellsworth was a man of exemplary moral 
habits, and a model of temperance und integrity. It 
is said that he never tasted a drop of liquor, nor 
smoked a cigar ill bis life. At the time of Us mar¬ 
tyr’s deatli, he was engaged to be married to Miss 
Sr afford, an estimable young lady of Rockford, Ill. 

Tn this connection we give a copy of the last letter 
written, by the Colonel, except ono to his affianced, 
written at the same time, just before marching on 
Alexandria. 

HkadcjCaiitkus 1st Zooavrs, Camp Lincoln, \ 
WAiSitiKOToM, D. C., May 23d, 1801. 

My Dear Father and Mother: The regiment is 
ordered to move across the river to-night. We have 
no means of knowing what reception we are to meet 
with. I am inclined to the opinion that •ur entrance 
to the City of Alexandria will bo hotly contested, as 
I am just informed a large force have arrived there 
to day. Should this happen, my dear parents, it may 
he my lot to be Injured in some manner. Whatever 
may happen, cherish the consolation that I was en¬ 
gaged in the performance of a sacred duty; and 
to-night, thinking over the probabilities of the mor¬ 
row, anil the occurrences of the past, I am perfectly 
content to accept whatever my fortune may be, confi¬ 
dent that He who knowcih even the’fall of a sparrow 
will have some purpose, even In the fate of one like 
me. My darling and ever-loved parentB, good-bye; 
God bless, protect, and care for you. Elmer. 

A large number of incorrect, accounts are given to 

the public as to the manner in which Col. Ellsworth 

met his untimely fate. We give the version of Frank 

E. Brownell, who killed the assassin, Jackson. 

JuBt as the party were descending the stairs, after 
having pulled down the odious secession flag, they 
met Jackson, the proprietor of the hotel, at the foot 
of the staircase. The stairs were winding or cylin¬ 
drical, and the turn was so abrupt that Frank, who 
was in the lead, was directly upon Jackson before 
either party was aware of each other’s presence. 
Jackson immediately raised his gun, —a doable bar¬ 
relled shot gun, loaded with slugs,— to lire, and 
Frank as quickly drew up his weapon and knocked 
his adversary’s piece downwards. Jackson slipped 
out his guu, and drawing it up quickly tired at 
Ellsworth. Frank as quickly shot Jackson,—so 
quickly, indeed, that the two reports were mingled 
into one. Jackson fired both barrels of his gun 
almost simultaneously,—the last charge passing 
directly beside Frank’s head, and passing opposite 
into tbe wall. Brownell was so close upon his 
adversary, that the powder from the shot gun severely 
burned as well as discolored bis face. Frank bay* 
onetted the murderer in an instant, and pitched him 
back into the hall,—Jackson being dead before ho 
touched the floor even. I.LL8WORTH merely articu¬ 

lated "My God,” and fell a corpse. 
The party of Zouaves which accompanied Ells¬ 

worth, numbered only seven. As soon as the affair 
transpired and the report of the guns was heard, the 
passage way leading to the stairs was filled with 
boarders in the hotel, bat as they rushed out wild 
with excitement, the Zouaves were able to take them 
prisoners and hold them in check. As fast as one 
appeared, a rifle was aimed at him, aud all surren¬ 
dered at discretion. The party were thus able to 
intimidate the rebels nearly fifteen minutes, until 
additional succor arrived. Brownell speaks of the 

TnE entire country was electrified by th® tolo- 
graphic announcement on Friday, the 24th ult., of 
the cowurdly and brutal assassination of Col. Ells¬ 

worth, of the New York Fire Zouaves, by a hotel 
keeper in Alexandria, Va. It Is spfe to say that no 
young mau has been so prominently before the 
American people during the past twelve months, and 
the death of none will arouse so fierce a feeling 
toward the rebels,— a feeling that can Ire sated, 
under existing circumstances, only by a fearful 
revenge. His course of life has been marked by so 
many peculiarities, and his death so sudden and 
bitter, that we aro warranted in presenting our 
readers with a brief biography and portrait. 

Col. Elmer E. Ellsworth was born in Malta, Sar¬ 
atoga county, N. Y., in 1838, where his bereaved 
parents aro now living, and although lie bad attained 
so prominent a position in our military service, was 
yet in early youth at. the time of Ills death, having 
scarcely completed the twenty-seventh year of his 
age. He entered the military school at West Point, 
where he was initiated into the rudiments of the art 
of war, and cultivated the passion for arms which, 
until within a recent period, had found no oppor¬ 
tunity for its practical exercise. For the last few 
years he had been a resident of Chicago, where he 
was engaged in the practice of law, but was distin¬ 
guished for his love of military affairs and his 
remarkable zeal and efficiency as an officer and dis¬ 
ciplinarian. Previous to his entering the service of 
the United states, with his regiment of New York 
Zouaves, he held the office of Quartermaster of the 
Northern Division of Illinois, and Paymaster-General 
of the militia of that State. His first company of 
Zouaves was formed in Chicago in the Spring of 1859, 
and soon became fatuous for their admirable drill 
and wonderful feats of activity. Iu the course of a 
year, their peculiar tactics had excited so much 
attention that a strong desire was expressed that they 
should visit, the East, and accordingly, in July, iHliO, 
they left Chicago lbr a military tour to the cities of 
the seaboard. 

The trip of the Illinois Zouaves is so fresh in the 
minds of our readers, it is only necessary to remark 
tlieir whole journey was an ovation, and military 
men were dumbfounded at the skill and precision of 
these erratic soldiers. On his return home t he young 
Colonel was much feted Ly his fellow-citizens, and 
Zouave companies sprang into existence throughout 
the country. 

Among other persons who paid him marked atten¬ 
tion was Mr. Lincoln, then a candidate for the Presi¬ 
dency. After the election Mr. Lincoln signified his 
intention of attaching Col. Ellsworth to his person; 
and when, iu February last, he departed on his jour¬ 
ney to Washington. Colonel E. was invited to form 
one of bis escort. He was. the reporters tell us, oue 
of the most useful of the party, ever watchful of Mr. 
Lincoln’s person, and always in good temper and 
ready for any thing that could render the journey 
pleasant. For some time after the accession of Mr. 
Lincoln it was generally supposed that Ellsworth 

would be tendered a position iu the War Department, 
aud it is understood that his claims were urged by 
Gen. Sumner, but it ia not likely that he desired any 
such post. On the outbreak of the war he sought 
active service. And having had an opportunity of 
judging what excellent material for soldiers was con¬ 
tained in the N’ew York Fire Department, he be¬ 
thought himself of forming out. of them a Zouave 
Regiment. The idea was a happy one. The firemen, 
brave as steel, would be restive under the stiff 
restraints of light infantry tactics, whereas the com¬ 
parative freedom and dash of the Zouave drill suited 
them exactly. In the course of a couple of days over 

THE CHAMELEON 

An officer in Africa thus writes of the habits of this 
animal:—*" As some of the habits of the chameleon 
may not be generally knowu, I will mention a few 
which came under my observation. One morning, I 
saw close to my tent, a very large chameleon, hang¬ 
ing on a bush. I immediately secured him, and pro¬ 
vided a box for him. In the course of a few days he 
became quite familiar, and having seen them before, 
I knew how to gain his affections, which, in the first 
place, was done by feeding him well, and, in the next 
place, by scratching his back with a feather. 1 used 
to put.him on my table at breakfast, and in the 
course of a very minutes I have seen him devour at 
least fifty flies, catching them in the most dexterous 
manner, with his long, slimy tongue; uor does he 
ever move from his position, but so sure as an unfor¬ 

tunate fly comes in reach, so sure he is caught, and 
with the rapidity of thought. In the forenoon I always 
gave him a large slice of bread, which lie devoured, 
aud he generally snipped ou as many flies as he could 
manage to entrap, setting at defiance the ’noble 
Hamlet’s" theory of the chameleon’s death. Brom¬ 
ic9 would not have suited him at all, being at the 
end of each day considerably more like a crammed 
capon than an air-fed chameleon. It is not true that 
tiiis animal will change color according to what he 
is put on; but be will change shade according as he 
is pleased or displeased. His general hue is a bright 
green, with small gold spots over bis body; lie re¬ 
mains at this shade when he is highly pleased, bv 
being in the sun, or being fed, or scratched, which 
lie delights in. When angry—and he is easily made 
so—his hue changes to a dusky green, almost block, 
and the gold spots are not to be seen: but! never 
could perceive any other color on his body but green 
iu a variety of shades. The spots enlarge very much 
htUai.. L * 

jut in general they are merely little yellow spots here 
and there, on the back and sides.” 

Thk wise carry their knowledge as they do their 
watches — not for disDlav. but for th® ir nwn nan. 
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floatB in security over all the national property, up¬ 
borne in lively triumph by the martial airs of the 
United States, then, and not till then, the war will 
cease.” 

A Denunciation or Senator Douglas. — The 
Mobile Register says that the enormity of the appeal 
of Douglas to the t-elfish passions of the people of the 
Northwest, tarnishes his fair fame as Bn enlightened 
and upright statesman. We Confess that we have felt 
surprise, and mortification, and sorrow, in seeing 
him lead the old Democrats of Illinois into an unholy 
alliance with abolitionists, to make war on the South. 
In giving him up, our confidence in the nobility of 
man receives a fearful blow, and we can only recall 
with regret the unreserved devotion and energy we 
have lavished in his cause, when he stood to us the 

representative of the latent principle of constitutional 
conservatism burning brightly, but with a flickering 
light, amid the ennobling ruinB of the old Govern¬ 

ment of the United States. 

“Shame, Shame upon Mississippi!”— Dr. M. W. 
PniLi.ips, associate editor of the Southern Rural 

Gentleman, (published at Grcnadu, Miss.,) and pri¬ 
vate secretary of JKFF. Davis, writes from Mont¬ 
gomery, to his journal of May 18th, the following; 
«' We are, this moment, in receipt of yo nra. 1 cannot 
Bee how I cau do better than return and push up 
corn, peas, and potatoes. My health is, if anything, 
worse. Fatigue of travel only wears me out. 

“As to war news here, all is, and of right should 
be, mum. We hear less here than in Vicksburg or 
Jackson. All outside is in a ferment -old men and 
young—aye, even fair maidens arc bent on the 
fight. Oh! how 1 feel for Mississippi, while her 

. young men are willing to give up place, their all, and 
to the wars they go, the wealthy are hoarding their 
blood and treasure a few honorable exceptions. 
We learn of men giving $100 who should give $10,- 
000. We hear of heiresses, with unencumbered 
possessions of quarter and half millions, giving $250, 
when $25,000 would not equal the sacrifices of the 
young men. Shame! shame upon Mississippi! 

“But less of this. We send you extracts from 
Kentucky. Shall we, of Mississippi, continue to 
send our millions to Louisville, and she arming 
against us? She not against us! “an armed neu¬ 
trality?” God save the mark. A neutral out of 
the yoke, the collar, the pickle tub, is all nonsense. 
Let. our people withhold all trade with Kentucky, as 
with Ohio and New York, and we will soon give them 
a pocket argument.” 

“Pocket arguments,” indeed. We doubt not our 
friend Phillips possesses a pair that are regular 
“collapses.” Mississippi secedes, money secedes,— 
and we would not he at all surprised to hear that 
“chivalrous Jeff.” found himself one of these fine 
mornings in IJavanu. It is too bad that “heiresses, 
with unencumbered possessions,” will not give more 
freely,—still this defection is easily remedied so 
long as Cobb and Flovd are with the South. Just 
employ them, and if the “lit of abstraction” doeB 
not work satisfactorily, it will be because there is 
nothing to steal. 

Spirit of ilic Hour. 

The secessionists had stored at Alexandria a large 
quantity of railroad iron, which was captured by the 
United States troops. Its value is estimated to be at 
least $100,000. It will, of course be confiscated, and 
applied to the service oi the cvantrv »!»<.?• <-«>- 
to destroy. 

Wisconsin lias thus far expended $175,000 for the 
war. This State proposes to keep three regiments in 
camp on its own account, and the Legislature, now 
in session, is taking steps to provide $50,000 worth 
of arms for them. 

Miles Guiiknwood, of Cincinnati, has taken a con¬ 
tract to rifle 30,000 muskets for the State of Ohio. 
He is now turning out 100 per day, and will soon be 
able to finish 800. 

David Henry Haight, owner of the St. Nicholas 
Hotel, is in Washington. He proposes to erect ovens 
large enough to bake bread for all the troops in 
Washington, so as to secure a good and uniform 
quality. If the Government will furnish the site, Mr. 
Haight wil be at the expense of erecting the ovens, 
and operating them free of cost during the occupancy 
of Washington by the troops. 

The Nashville Patriot says that “ Tennessee does 
not propose to secede from the Union. She stands 
upon her right to be free, and intends to declare her¬ 
self independent, as our revolutionary ancestors did.” 

The New Orleans Bee gives up Maryland, and thinks 
that the Confederate States Bhould rejoice at the 
prospect of her remaining in the Union, because she 
allows the Federal troops to remain within her 
borders. 

The Louisville Journal says:—“Jelf. Davis, as the 
head of the military operations in the South, has 
signally failed to fulfill Southern expectation. The 
enthusiastic confidence that was felt in him, is fast 
dying out. All the glowing predictions as to what 
he would do, have in rapid succession been falsified. 
His late devotees have been looking daily for great 
results from his military movements, but they see 
nothing. This will never do, no, never. If Jeff, 
don’t startle his Cotton State friends very soon, per¬ 
haps they will startle him." 

Gen. Scott does not seem to agree with those 
Southern men, who, unsuccessful in bribing him, 
have turned round and declared that he has lost his 
faculties. He said the other day to some friends:— 
“ This is my last campaign, gentlemen, and it shall 
be my best.” 

Thomas Clay, son of Henry Clay, says, in a letter 
recently written from Ashland, “ I hold that the 
masses are everywhere honest, and have been precip¬ 
itated by ambitious, unprincipled politicians in the 
South, into revolution.” 

The report throughout Virginia is that Jeff. Davis 
says that he will yet take Washington, and that he 
will dine there on the 4th of July. And, also, that if 
Gen. Scott is caught, his head would be severed from 
his body, and a piece of his heart sent to South 
Carolina. Such a man is just fit to be the leader of 
rebels. 

One of the Massachusetts Regiments stopped at 
the Astor on its way 1o Washington. Boon afterward 
Governor Andrew asked Mr. Stetson for the bill. 
His reply was, “The Astor House has no charge for 
feeding Massachusetts troops." 

N. P. Wii.us, alluding to the promiscuous display 
of bunting in the city of New York, says “it seems 
as if Nature’s entire stock of rainbows had been 
hung out to dry.” 

The House bill to arm Kentucky was rejected, yeas 
48, nays 42, the Constitution requiring 51 votes to 
appropriate over one hundred dollars. A resolution 

’ that the Governor’s proclamation, of the 20th ult., 
contains the true position that Kentucky should oc¬ 
cupy during the strife between the United and Con¬ 
federate States, was rejected. An act amending the 

State military law, by which the State Guard are re¬ 
quired to swear to support the Constitution of the 
United States and Kentucky, passed, yeas 49, nays 38. 

The Wu-nin Vessels of the Navy. 

The following is a list of the vessels now in the 
navy propelled by steam: 

Guns. Men. Where stationed. 

Niagara. ..13 400 Blockade Fleet. 

Minnesota. ..40 400 Blockade Fleet. 

Wahaah. ..44 400 Ready for Commission. 

.San Jacinto.... -.13 300 African Squadron. 

Lancaster. -.22 320 Pacific Squadron. 

Brooklyn. ..25 300 Blockade Fleet. 

Hartford . -.16 300 East Indies. 

Richmond. ..14 300 Mediterranean. 

Susquehaunah ..16 300 Mediterranean. 

Powhatan. ..11 320 Blockade.^ 

Saranac. .. 9 350 Pacific. 

Mohican. ... 6 100 African Squadron. 

NarraganBett... ... 5 100 Pacific. 

Iroquois_ ... 6 100 Mediterranean. 

Pawnee . ... 4 105 Blockade. 

Harriet Lane... ... 5 250 Blockade. 

Wyoming . ... 6 102 Pacific. 

Docotah___ .. 6 100 East Indies. 

Seminole_ ... 3 100 Brfi7.il. 

Six purchased gun Four Blockading, two on 

boats. ..32 450 African Coast 

It is by no means improbable that the squadrons on 
foreign stations will be confined to sailing vessels, 
and that the steamers will be ordered home to take 
part in the active duties here. If the entire fleet 
were concentrated here, it would consist of twenty- 
two regular naval vessels, carrying two hundred and 
forty-eight guns, and manned by four thousand one 
hundred and forty-seven sailors and marines. 

Truce between Harney mid Price. 

The following are the terms of a truce agreed 
upon between Generals Hakney and Price, which 
secures peace to Missouri as long as she remains true 
to the Union: 

St. Louir, May 2], 1861. 
The undersigned, officers of the United States Gov¬ 

ernment and of the Government Of (he State of Mis¬ 
souri, for the purpose of removing misapprehensions 
and allaying public excitement, deem it proper to 
declare publicly, that they have tliiB day bad a per¬ 
sonal interview in this City, in which it lias been 
mutually understood, without the semblance of dis¬ 
sent on either part, that each of them has no other 
than a common object equally interesting and 
important to every citizen of Missouri,— that of 
restoring peace and rood order to the people of the 
State, in subordination to the laws of the general 
and State Governments. 

It being thus understood, there seems no reason 
why every citizen should not confide in the proper 
officers of the General and .State Governments to 
restore quiet; and us among the best meanB of offer¬ 
ing no counter influences, we mutually recommend 
to all persons to respect each others rights, through 
ont the Btate, making no attempt to exercise unau¬ 
thorized powers, as it is the determination of the 
proper authorities to suppress all unlawful proceed¬ 
ings which can disturb the public peace. 

General Frice. having, by commission, full au¬ 
thority over the militia of the Btate of Missouri, 
undertakes, with the sanction of the Governor of the 
Btute, already declared, to direct the whole of the 
Btate officers to maintain order within the State, 
among the people thereof: and Gen. Harney publicly 
declares, that this okHect being thnR assured, he can 
have no occasion, as he has no wish, to make military 
movements which might otherwise create those ex¬ 
citements and jealousies which he most earnestly 
desires to avoid. 

We, the undersigned, do therefore mutually enjoin 
"pnn the Dennis of the Btate to attend to their civil 
business, of whatsoever sort it. may bo, And H is t>» lie 
hoped that the unquiet elements which have threat¬ 
ened so seriously to disturb the public pence may 
soon subside, and be remembered only to be deplored. 

(Signed) Wm. S. Harney, 
Brigadier General Commanding. 

Sterling Price, 
Major General Mo. Statq Guard. 

The Advance Upon Virginia. 

In our last issue we chronicled the arrival of 
about 10,000 Federal soldiers in Virginia, this force 
being thrown over from Washington. During the 
past week large additions have been made, and while 
the object is occupation principally,several skirmishes 
and encounters have taken place, the more important 
of which we publish. 

A force of cavalry and infantry, the former under 
Lieut. Tompkins, the latter under Lieut. Gordon, 
attacked the rebels at Fairfax Court House, at day¬ 
break, June 1st. Our force met pickets of rebels 
about four miles this side of the lull, the rebels flee¬ 
ing and alarming the camp. The cavalry then charged 
on the town, encountering vigorous resistance. They 
were fired at from houses on both sides of the streets. 
The following is the report of Lieut. Tompkins to 
Col. Hunter, his superior officer: 

Sir:—I have the honor to report that pursuant to 
verbal instructions from Colonel commanding, I left, 
the evening of the 31st, in command of Company B, 
cavalry, to reconnoitre the country in the vicinity of 
Fairfax Court House. On approaching the town the 
picket wap surprised and captured. Several documents 
were found in their possession, which I inclose. 

On entering the town of Fairfax my command was 
fired at by rebel troops, from windows and house¬ 
tops. 1 charged, and drove the mounted ritles from 
the town. Immediately two or three additional com¬ 
panies came to their relief, firing on us, which I re 
turned. Perceiving I was largely outnumbered, 1 
deemed it advisable to return, which I did in good 
order, with five prisoners fully armed and equipped, 
and two horses. My loss was three men missing, 
three slightly wounded, and six horses lost. Loss of 
rebels, 30 to 35 killed and wounded. 

From observation, some judged the rebels at this 
point numbered 1,500 men. Captains Cary, Fearing, 
and Adjutant Frank of New Y'ork 5th, accompanied 
us, and I regret that the former was wounded in the 
foot. Lieutenant Gordon rendered valuable service. 
Prisoners, horses, arms and equipments, I have sent 
to Gen. Mansfield. 

Yours respectfully, Chas. H. Tompkins. 

A gentleman direct from Fairfax Court House, 
states that during the night of the ad inst., word 
came into the camp of the New York 28th Regiment, 
that the two dragoons missing from company B, 
which made the sally on Fairfax Court House, on 
Saturday morning, were captured by the rebel forces, 
and were to be hung this morning. Company B 
were immediately summoned from their quarters, 
and mounting, rode up to the Court House, and hav¬ 
ing ascertained by some means the precise location 
of their imprisoned comrades, made a dash through 
the village, and recovered the two men, whom they 
brought back in triumph to the camp at daybreak. 

Five confined prisoners from Fairfax Court House 
have been brought to Washington, one of them a son 
of the late Major Washington, of the army. He said 
he did not want to fight, against the United States, 
and made amends by taking the oath of allegiance. 
The other four refused to subscribe to it, and were 
detained. 

From a message direct, at 10 o'clock on the 2d inst., 
from Aquia Creek, by the steamer Anacosta, the fol¬ 
lowing accounts are detailed relative to the contesi 
at Aquia Creek:—The engagement commenced on 
Friday, and lasted two hours. Saturday it was re¬ 
newed, and continued twice that length of time. The 
lower, or beach battery, which had been so essentially 
damaged the day previous, had in the meantime 

been repaired by the Confederates in force, and had 
been reinforced, it is supposed, by 2,000 men. The 
Freeborn on Saturday approached to within about 
two miles of the shore early in the forenoon, and 
fired four or five shots, when the Pawnee entered into 
the coast list, taking position nearer to the land. 
For the first two hours the fire from the shore batter¬ 
ies wa* very brisk, but was returned with more ex¬ 
pedition by the Pawnee. Ikuriug the engagement 
she fired 160 shells, one of which was seen to explode 
immediately over the heads of the Confederates who 

were working the battery. It was observed, through 
a telescope, that numbers of bodies were carried 
away on wagons. During this time the shore move¬ 
ments were exceedingly brisk. The Freeborn lodging 
three shells in succession in the beach battery, per¬ 
ceptibly damaged the works, which had the effect to 
greatly diminish the fire. The Freeborn received 
three shots one of which passed through the cabin, 
damaging some of the crockery, but not the vessel, 
except making a passage through the bulwarks, of 
slight consequence. The Pawnee received eight or 
nine shots, but all too high to inflict much damage. 
One struck the main top sail yard, which was thereby 
unslung. Another grazed the inizzen mast head, 
and passed through the hammock netting. 

It is the opinion of the officers on hoard, that had 
the rebels been provided with good gunners, the 
vessels might probably have been sunk. Borne of the 
Confederates’ shots passed over the maBt head to the 
Maryland shore. The Anacosta returned to Washing¬ 
ton on the 2d. The Pawnee and Freeborn hauled off 
beyond the range of the enemy’s fire. 

The Railroad depot and buildings on the shore at 
Aquia Creek are all destroyed. The damage to the 
beach battery is not considered permanent, as the 
Confederates can soon repair it. It is safe to say that 
at least ten or twelve were killed on the part of the 
Confederates, but it is not known how many were 
wounded. All the officers concerned in the fight 
concurred in the opinion that the Confederates have 
rilled cannon—perhaps several. In all it is supposed 
about eight guns. 

During the week, considerable movement has been 
made of Ohio troops in Western Virginia. On Mon¬ 
day, the 27th ult., Col. Kelly and command, and the 
first regiment Of Virginia volunteers stationed at 
Wheeling, received marching orders. They left 
Wheeling at 7 o’clock in the morning, moving to¬ 
wards Grafton. After their departure the Ohio regi¬ 
ment, 1,000 strong, stationed at Bellair, under com¬ 
mand of Col. Irvine, crossed the Ohio and followed 
Col. Kelly’s command. The 14th Ohio regiment, 
Col. Stcdroau, crossed the Ohio about the Rame time 
and occupied Parkersburg. At midnight of Monday 
the rebels evacuated Grafton in great baste, and Col. 
Kelly took possession. 

Before crossing the Ohio, Major-General McClel¬ 
land issued a proclamation to the Union men of 
Western Virginia, as follows: 

HKADqUARTKKS DEPARTMENT OF OHIO, ) 
Cincinnati, May 26, 1861. s 

To the Union Men of Western Virginia: 
The Government has long enough endured the 

machinations of a few fractious rebels in your midst. 
Armed traitors have in vain endeavored to deter yon 
from expressing your loyalty at the polls, and having 
failed in the infamous attempt to deprive you of the 
exercise of your dearest rights, they now seek to 
inaugurate a reign of terror. and thus force you to 
yield to their scheme a.i^t submit to the yoke of the 
ti-nltnrnns conspiracy dignified by the name of the 
Southern Confederacy.1 VliW are ilefttroying tne 
property of citizens of nir State and your magnifi¬ 
cent railroads. The General Government has care¬ 
fully abstained from sending troops across the Ohio, 
or even from posting them along thq hanks, although 
frequently urged by many of your prominent citizens 
to do so. Jt determined to await the result of the 
State election, desirous that none might be able to 
say that the slightest effort had been made to influ¬ 
ence, from this side, the free expression of your 
opinions. Although Hie many agencies brought, to 
bear on yon by the rebels are well known, yon have 
now shown, under the most adverse circumstances, 
that, the great mass of the people of Western Virginia 
are true and loyal to that beneficent. Government 
under which we and onr fathers have lived so long. 
As soon as the result of the election was known, the 
traitors commenced their work of destruction. The 
General Government cannot close its ears to the de 
mand you have made for assistance. I have ordered 
troops to cross the river, and they come as yonr 
friends and brothers, and as enemies only to accused 
rebels who are preying on you. Your homes. your 
families and your property are safe under onr pro¬ 
tection. All yonr rights’shall he religiously re¬ 
spected. notwithstanding all that has been said by 
the traitors to induce you to believe that our advent 
among you will be signalized by an interference 
with yonr slaves. Understand one thing clearly, not 
only will we abstain from, all such interference, but 
we will, on the contrary, with un iron hand, crush 
any attempt at insurrection on their part. Now that 
we* are in your midst, I call on you to fly to arms 
and support the General Government. Sever the 
connection that binds you to traitors. Proclaim to 
the world that the faith and loyalty so long boasted 
by the Old Dominion, are still preserved in Western 
Virginia, and that you still remain true to the Btars 
and Stripes. G. B. McClellan, 

Major-General Commanding. 

Cincinnati, June 3. — Two columns of General 
McClellan’s command, one of Col, Kelley, of the 
Virginia volunteers, and the other under the com¬ 
mand of Col. Crittenden, composed of the Indiana 
volunteers, left Grafton early last night, and after 
marching during the entire night, about twenty miles 
through u drenebiug rain, surprised a camp ol rebels, 
2,000 strong, at Phillipi, Virginia, and routed them, 
killiug fifteen, and capturing a large amount of arms, 
horses, ammunition, provisions and camp equipage. 
The surprise was complete, and at the last advices 
the Federal troops were in.hot pursuit of the Rebels. 
It is probable that many prisoners will be taken. 
Col. Kelly*was mortally wounded, and has since died. 
Several others of the Federal troops were slightly 

wounded. 

Affairs ai Waebiugron. 

The United States Government has satisfactory 
information to the effect that the Commissioners of 
the Confederate States of America have met in Eng¬ 
land a decided refusal to recognize their pretensions. 
Lord John Russell, with whatever of uncertainty he 
may have expressed himself on other points, made 
no concealment in regard to this matter. The same 
information comes from the French Government. 
The Emperor and M. Tbouvenal were decided. In¬ 
formation 'o the foregoing effect has been received 
by Diplomats in Washington, and the news is well 
credited, and is a mater of discussion in diplomatic 
circles. 

Gen. James Watson Webb has been appointed 
Envoy Ex:raordinaiy and Minister Plenipotentiary to 
Brazil. 

The revenue laws require vessels entering a port 
with informal papers to be seized, but inasmuch as 
those coming from the South, where the Custom 
Houses are in possession of insurrectionary parties, 
cannot obtain the proper clearances, the Secretary of 
the Treasury, with a view of remedying the embar¬ 
rassments and trouble under these circumstances, has 
decided that in all cases where it appears that this 
was no fault on the part of commanders, the latter shall 

not be compelled to go into court, but on the correct 
representation of the collectors where the vessels 
arrive, the fines and fees which the law imposes 
shall be remitted. 

As there seems to be some sensitiveness in business 
circles, about the seizure of telegraphic dispatches in 
all the principal Northern cities and towns, and an 
apprehension that private transactions may be made 
public, it may not be improper to re-a6snre the pub¬ 
lic that there is no danger of Buch exposure. The 
War Department has instructed a commission com 
posed of highly respectable gentlemen, whose busi¬ 
ness is to examine all the dispatches under strict 
injunctions of secrecy, and after having selected 
those of treasonable character, to re-seal and return 
mere business transactions. Ail the dispatches 
seized at the various telegraph offices are to be thus 
examined. The business of this commission assumes 
somewhat that of the dead letter office in the Post- 
Office Department, and will be conducted with the 
same aecresy, and a rigid regard to private rights and 
interests. 

Col. Butler, a brother of the General, arrived on 
the 29th ult. with dispatches for the Government. 
He had a long interview with members of the Cabinet 
on the 30th ult. He reports that more than three 
hundred slaves have sought refuge within the United 
States lines. Gen. Butler desires that instructions 
may be sent back by his brother in regard to Hu¬ 
me thod of dealing with these contraband articles. 
Co). Butler returned to Fortress Monroe, bearing the 
following letter of instruction xo his brother: 

- Washington, May 30, 1861. 
Sir:—Your action in respect to the negroes who 

came within your lines from the service of the rebels, 
is approved.* The Department is sensible of the 
embarrassments which must surround officers con¬ 
ducting military operations in a State in which laws 
of slavery are sanctioned. The Government can¬ 
not recognize the rejection by any Btate of its Fede¬ 
ral obligation resting upon itself. Of these Federal 
obligations, however, no one can be more important 
than that of suppressing and disposing of any combi¬ 
nation of the former for the purpose of overthrowing 
its whole constitutional authority. 

While, therefore, you will permit no interference 
by persons under your command with the relations 
of persons held to service, under the laws of any 
State, you will, on the other hand, refrain from sur¬ 
rendering to alleged masters any persons who come 
within yonr lines. Yon will employ such persons in 
service to which they will he best adapted, keeping 
nn account of the labor by them performed, of the 
value of it, and of the value of the expenses of their 
maintenance. The question of their final disposition 
will be reserved for further deliberation. 

(Signed) Simon Cameron, 
Secretary of War. 

Carl Schurz haB been deprived of the gratification 
of proceeeding with his brigade to Fortress Monroe. 
His leave of absence as Minister to Bpain, has been 
revoked, and he will at once enter on the discharge 
of his duties at Madrid. 

The Secretary of the Treasury on the 29th ult., tele¬ 
graphed to the Collector at Cincinnati, in order to 
facilitate supplies of goodB to the loyal citizens of 
Western Virginia, entering at the port of Wheeling, 
that section being exempted from the restriction of 
the blockade. 

Our Minister to England, Mr. Adams, arrived in 
London on the J 3th of May. In expectation of his 
coming, an arrangement had been made by Lord 
John Hassell to receive him on Tuesday, and for his 
presentation to the Queen on Thursday. Lord John 
Russell, however, was out of town, caused by the 
death of his brother, the Duke of Bedford, and Mr. 
Adams was presented by Lord Palmerston. Every¬ 

thing pertaining to the reception was understood to 
have been marked by entire cordiality, and by 
friendship. Important dispatches from the State 
Department were received by Mr. Adams on the 17th, 
and he immediately arranged for an early interview. 
The attitude of the British Government, it is believed, 
has not yet been decisively ascertained to the satis¬ 
faction of the Administration at Washington. 

Emerson Etheridge arrived from Tennessee via. 
Louisville, and says East Tennessee will show a large 
majority for the Union, and if the rest of the State 
goes for disunion, a civil tvur is inevitable. In the 
middle and much of Western Tennessee, no Union 
speakers or newspapers are allowed. Soldiers are 
distributed through the State to overawe voters. 
Disuuionists are well armed. Unionists without 
amiH cannot compete with rebel troops. 

Cftpt. Ward has made an official report to the Sec¬ 
retary, of the revival of the bombardment at Aquia 
Creek, commencing at 11.30, and terminating, from 
the fatigue of the men—the day being warm, and the 
firing on his side incessant—at 4.30, making a dura¬ 
tion of five hours. He says:—“ The tiring on shore 
waB scarcely so spirited at any time as yesterday. 
The heights were abandoned, the guns apparently 
having been transferred to the earthworks at the 
railroad termination, to replace the battery silenced 
by us on Friday. During the last hour of the en¬ 
gagement, only two or three shots were thrown from 
the shore.” 

By the end of the week, the Government expects to 
have 25,000 men in Virginia near Alexandria, 20,000 
at Grafton, and the same number near Harper’s Ferry, 
15,000 at Fortress Monroe, and 10,000 around Balti¬ 
more, Annapolis and the Relay House. 

DEATH OF SENATOR DOUGLAS. 

The following brief telegram was received here 

yesterday P. M.: 

Chicago, June 3.—Senator Douglas died at ten 
minutes past nine o’clock this morning. Those in 
attendance at the time were Mrs. Douglas, Dr. Miller, 
Mrs. Cutts, J. Madison Cutts, Jr„ of Washington; 
D. P. Rhodes, of Cleveland; Dr. McVicker. Spence 
C. Benham, and Dr. Hay, of Chicago. His remains 
will he taken from here on Wednesday to Washington. 

The following order on the death of Senator Doug¬ 
las has been issued from the War Department: 

War Department, June 4. 
The death of a great statesman in this hour of peril 

cannot be regarded otherwise than as a national 
calamity. Stephen A. Douglas expired in the com¬ 
mercial capital of Illinois yesterday morning, at 9 
o'clock. A representative of the overpowering sen¬ 
timents enlisted in the cause in which we are 
engaged—a man who nobly discarded party for 
country—a Senator who forgot all prejudices in an 
earnest desire to serve the public—a statesman who 
lately received for the Chief Magistracy of the United 
States a vote second only to that by which the Pres¬ 
ident was elected, and who had every reason to look 
forward to a career of usefulness and honor—a patriot 
who defended with equal zeal and ability the Consti¬ 
tution, as it came to us from our fathers, and whose 
last mission upon earth was that of rallying the peo¬ 
ple of his own State of Illinois around* the glorious 
flag of our Union, has been called from the scene of 
his life and the field of bis labors. 

This department recognizing in his decease a loss 
in common with the whole country, and profoundly 
sensible of the grief it will excite among millions 
of men, hereby advises the colonels of the different 
regiments to have this order read to their respective 
commands, and suggests that the colors of the Re¬ 
public be dressed in mourning in honor of the illus¬ 
trious dead. Simon Cameron, 

Secretary of War. 

FROM CALIFORNIA. 

The Pony.Express arrived at Fort Kearney on the 
28th ult. We gather the following intelligence: 

Both Houses of the Legislature decided to adjourn 
ou the 20th, and are raking up unfinished business. 
The most important measures of Btate policy adopted 
is the passage of a law offering 6,000,000 acres of the 
school lands, belonging to the State, for sale in lim¬ 
ited quantities at $1.25 per sere on liberal credit. A 
system for reclaiming and bringing into market vast 
tracts of swamp and overflowed lands, belonging to 
the Btate has also been entered on. 

A series of Union resolutions, touching the State 
fealty to the General Government, and her readiness 
to comply with any requisition for aid to suppress 
rebellion, have passed both houses by large majorities. 

Both Houses have adopted a resolution calling on 
the Federal Congress to afford protection to the 
Overland Mail and telegraph routes. 

The laying of the corner stone of the new Capitol 
was the occasion of an imposing demonstration on 
the 15th. 

As an evidence of the military spirit, pervading, 
the Ban Francisco woolen factory has within ten 
days turned out 1,000 uniforms completely made, and 
blankets for that number of men, to fill orders for 
that city and Marysville. 

At a Union meeting held in Alexandria Co., Thurs¬ 
day evening, Senator MeDotigal said, in the course 
of an address, that treasonable organizations now 
exist in this State, who are endeavoring to get 
possession of the Government. The meeting passed 
resolutions distrusting the fidelity of several officers 
nf the Slate militia, and expressing a reluctance to 
serve under them. 

The Humboldt Times of the 11th states that J. B. 
Collins arrived there on the 1st from the mountains, 
and reports that two engagements have been had 
since the last advices, resulting in the death of fifteen 
InrliaDs. The troops were still hunting the strag¬ 
gling parties of the savages who have not fled 
beyond reach. 

The Overland Mail Company have sent a detach¬ 
ment of men fr»m Lor Angelos with eight six-horse 
teams and farty horses to Salt Lake. The Company 
are removing their stock to the central line as far as 
possible. 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

Great Britain.—The following is the proclama¬ 
tion of the Qneen: 

Whereas. We are happily at peace with all Sover¬ 
eign Powers and States; and, 

Whereas, Hostilities have unhappily commenced 
between the Government of the United States and 
certain States calling themselves Confederate States 
of America; and, 

Whereas, We, being at peace with the Government 
of the United States, have declared it our royal 
determination to maintain a strict and impartial 
neutrality in the contest between the contending 
parties; 

We, therefore, have thought fit, by and with 
the advice of our Privy Council, to issue our royal 
proclamation, and we hereby warn all order-loving 
subjects, and all persons who are entitled to our 
protection, that if any of them shall presume, in 
contempt of this proclamation and of our high dis¬ 
pleasure, to do any acts in derogation of their duty 
as subjects of a neutral Sovereign in said contest, or 
in violation or contravention of the law of nations, 
and more especially by entering the military service 
of either of the contending parties.as commissioned or 
non-commissioned officers or soldiers, or by serving 
as officers, sailors or marines on board any ship, ves¬ 
sel of war or transport of or In service of either of the 
contending parties,nr by engaging to, or going to any 
place beyond the seas, with intent to enlist or engage 
in any such service, by procuring, or attempting to 
procure, within Her Majesty's dominions, at home 
or abroad, others to do so, or by fitting out any ship 
or vessel to bo employed as a ship-of-war, or priva¬ 
teer, or transport by either of the contending parties,or 
by breaking, or endeavoring to break, any blockade, 
lawfully and actually established by or on behalf of 
either of said contending parties, or by carrying 
officers, soldiers, dispatches, anus, military stores or 
materials, or any article considered and deemed to 
be contraband of war. according to law or modern 
usage of nations, for the use of either of said con¬ 
tending parties, all parties so offending will incur 
and be liable to the special penalties and penal con¬ 
sequences, by said statutes, or by law of nations in 
that behalf, imposed. 

And we do hereby declare that all our subjects, 
and persons entitled to onr protection, who miscon¬ 
duct themselves in the premises, will do so at the 
peril of their own wong, and they will in no wise 
obtaiii any protection from us against, any liabilities 
or penal consequences, but will, on the contrary, 
incur our displeasure by such conduct. 

Given at Richmond Park, May 13th. 
In the House of Lords on the 11th inst,, the Earl 

of EUenborough a°ked the Government whether the 
term “lawful blockade.” used in the recent procla¬ 
mation, was to he interpreted literally, or with quali¬ 
fications, according to the strict meaning of the 
Paris agreement. It was impossible to maintain an 
effective blockade. He complained of the vagueness 
of ihe proclamation in regard to contraband of war. 

The Earl of Granville replied that lawful blockade 
must be maintained by a sufficient force, but it was 
not absolutely necessary to render all ingress or 
egress impossible, but to render it extremely diffi¬ 
cult. Iu respect to certain other questions, he stated 
that, certain articles were clearly contraband of war, 
but others depended upon special circumstances and 
contingencies, which could only be decided by the 
court, and which it was impossible to decide before¬ 
hand. 

The Earl of Derby Baid there were two points ou 
which it was desirable the Government should come 
to an understanding with the United States. They 
proclaim a blockade of the whole Southern States, 
which they had not the force to maintain. Although 
they could Lawfully blockade certain ports, it was 
not desirable that they should proclaim a universal 
blockade, but only maintain a partial one. The 
Northern States also declare that they should treat 
privateers as pirates, but they could not do so ac¬ 
cording to the law of nations, and it was desirable 
that, notwithstanding the proclamation, it should he 
declared such penalty upon British subjects would 
not be viewed with indifl’erence by England. 

Lord Brougham said privateering, according to 
international law, was not piracy, but to join an ex¬ 
pedition against a government at peace with Ro¬ 
land, was a piratical act. To constitute a sufficient 
blockade, such a force must be maintained as to 
make the passage of it impossible, but this was very 
difficult. 

Lord Chelmsford denied the doctrine of Lord 
Brougham relative to privateers. 

Lord Granville said that Earl Granville had laid 
down the law correctly with respect to the blockade 
and contraband of war. The subjects of another 
power holding letters of marque were uot guilty of 
piracy. 

Lord Kerrysdowe said that the Northern States 
might consider the people of the Southern States 
rebels and guilty of high treason, but this would not 
apply to the subjects of other powers becoming 
privateers. 

Queen Victoria held court at Buckingham Palace 
on the 16th inst, at which Mr. Dallas delivered bis 
letter of recall, and presented Mr. AdarnB to Her 
Majesty. 

France.—During a debate in the Senate on tne 
petition to extend the French occupation of Syria, 
M. Bilant explained that France would evacuate 
Syria on June 5th, and if evil result ensued, the 
responsibility will rest on those who demand the 
withdrawal. 

France will leave six vessels to cruise off Beirut, 
and English and Russian ships will act in concert 
with them. 

Italy.— Kossuth had arrived at Turin. Klapka 
had gone to see Garibaldi, and returns to meet 
Kossuth. 

Commercial Intelligence—Brmdstujfs —Flour firm, >'ut 
quiet, at 2Ss6d@30s6d. Wheat steady, at Il8ld@12s6d for 
red. and 12s6d@13s for white. Cora quiet, with a decline*/! 
of 3d since Tuesday. Mixed and yellow 34s3dfo)35a; win e 
35?@36a. . 

Provisions.— Lard heavy. Cheese 2s@3s. On the wet'U 
owing to large arrivals,' tallow was _ quiet, and paruai > 
declined. Butcher’s is quoted at &4s@o4fc8d. 



BUFFALO, June 3.—Ft.ouR— Market quiet and steady; sales 
since Saturday noon, S3.t2l2 for rve flour: 34.87 !j(<66,00 for ex¬ 
tra Illinois and Wisconsin; ?.\i)fo:'5,37‘, for fair to choice extra 
Indiana and Ohio, for double extras, and $6,37's'Lu6,- 
50 for favorite bakers' brands lu re fa; I lots 

Wukat The market is Ihit. ami with the exception of Mil 
wanin'" club at 87c. not a single sale has been reported this 
morning. t’ofii- Market dull and tendency downward, stales 
Saturdav afternoon af 3)c. This morning, 17,000 tiu. yellow at 
same. Oats—The market is quiet and nominal at 2<e (tar- 
ley dull at Mfrfilc. Rye. last, sa|@ was at 60c for Western. Peas 
nominal at/HXiwGe. 

Sutcns Timothy dull at 32.23, and Clover at $4.S7l;C5>3,fl2,t^. 
Bwx.s Market quiet and nominal at iil,t."J'..t't,37lJ ;e to 

quality 
Provisions—Dull and nothing doing. 

TORONTO, June 1,— Front — The market for Hour has been 
without any special feature of chalure 'luring the week. The 
demand for the lower grades has been dull, and to chert sales a 
slight reduction has been submitted to. For the higher quali¬ 
ties there has been a moderately active inquiry, and prices 
remain firm at last week's li'rures For superdue very favorite 
brands have beeu placed lu small lots at <t HO. but equally good 
flour, with hardly so good a reputation, has been .sold at 34.66, 
while to .sell any quantity 34,50 could not now he hud. Fancy 
is only in moderate slock, and is pretty ftrtnlv held at ' 5 25. 
Extra is inquired for. ami quoted nt $5.*ft/i6 Double extra of 
ordinary brands is held stculily at $6.2ftu 6.60, though favorite 
brands are still bringing3675and even J7 tier barrel 

GRA'v—Fall wheat lots been in very active request, especially 
for the whites! samples for immediate shipment to New Eng¬ 
land States. For ordinary to good loads $J.2ft>i 1.2? is freely 
paid, and for good to prime St 1.28, and In one or two cases 
$1 9) for extra prime lots ban been paid. The average for the 
week's purchases would not Tall fir short of #1.26 per bushel.— 
Spring wheat is in fair request, without much buoyancy in the 
demand. From farmers the deliver!"- art* limited, aud wagon 
loads are sold atusetw#] ft bushel, with an occasional purchase 
atn shade higher. Bariev I* in demand for the local breweries 
alone nt a eou-idernhlo reduction In price. The current rate is 
now 40>iM3c pi bushel, with very small offerings. Rye is scarce 
and nominal »t flOCulWo- » bnsfiel Oats remain steady at the 
improvement noted last week. The current quotation being 28 
(ii30o ¥> bushel, and even higher for small lots of the best vari¬ 
ety. Fens are in active request for shipment, with only moder¬ 
ate supplies; from !.“Co)60c y) bushel are the prevalent rates, at 
which the market is firm Globe 

Special Notices glje Neroo Conimtser ^EW YORK COMBINED SELF-RAKING 

Reaper anil Mower, 
IMPORTANT TO FARMERS JlunuIucturrtl under the Joint I»utenia of Seymour A- Mor- 

tmn and Palmer its Williams, by 

SEYMOUR, MOKUAN & ALLEN, 
Uroclcporfc, NT. V. 

Farmkr* of New York, look to your interests and bnv the 
NF.W YORK SEI.F-KAKtNU REAPER fo; tLflumvest o/t86I 

THE CHAMPION REAPER OP THE WORLD. 
The principle upon which our Self Raker work*, is simple, 

gt'iu and perfect, being aa certain to perform its work ,i* the 
sickle m to cue the grain By successful operation iu the har¬ 
vest held, In com petition with hand inking reapers. It has 
shown thn Utility and superiority nt its claim*. Disarming 
prejudice nt its power, tt lias been gradually and surely work¬ 
ing itself into public tayor The quality of its work lias never 

_June 1st was the 76th birth day of Gen. Scott. 

— The population of France D thirty-six million. 

— There are 10,000 soldiers at Camp Dennison, Ohio. 

_Vermont offers ten regiments to the Federal Government. 

— The tax on a house dog in England is three dollars a 

year. 

— England and France have had an unusually cold spring 

since March. 

— The small pox is raging in the confederate rabble at 

Harper’s Ferry. 

— Martin F. Conway is the Republican candidate for Con¬ 

gress in Kansas. 

— The Michigan First Regiment are said to be the best 

shots in the army. 

— Two million dollars in gold arrived in New York, from 

Europe, last week. 

— Tbe mad-dng season has arrived, and several have ap¬ 

peared in New York. 

— John G. Stephenson, of Indiana, has been appointed 

Librarian to Congress. 

— Aurelius Conkling, Clerk of the U. S. Court, died at 

Buffalo, Monday week. 

— A Spanish squadron, with three thousand troops, has 

sailed for St. Domingo. 

— The amount of gold mined in New South Wales is largely 

increasing every month. 

— The Louisville Journal says J. C. Breckinridge will take 

bis seat as U. S. Senator. 

— The ITicksite Friends are now holding their anniversary 

in the city of New York, 

— Tbe steam frigate Minnesota is ordered to join the block¬ 

ading fleet off Charleston. 

— That fifteen million loan, so often taken in the Confed¬ 

erate States, is still offered. 

— Ira Gould k Son, of Montreal, offer to take, at par, 

#1,000.000 of the U. S. loan. 

— The Capo May (N. J.) Wave represents the prospects of 

the frnlt crop as remarkably good. 

— An injunction bas been issued against the Sandford Bank 

of Maine, and receivers appointed. 

— Many of the rivers in Siberia are lined at the sides and 

bottom with a constant crust of ice. 

— Susan Durant, an ewineot English sculptoress, is just 

now attracting much attention in Enrope. 

— Butter is selling in tbe streets of Auburn at 10 cents per 

pound Norfolk (Va.) papers please copy. 

— The Montgomery government estimates the force, armed 

and equipped, which it can control, at 175,000. 

— Capfc Derby, of the U. S. Army, widely known as “John 

Photuix,” died a few days since, near New York. 

— They have a white whale, weighing two thousand five 

hundred pounds, nt the Aqnnrial Garden, Boston. 

— Galnsha A. Grow and Frank P. Blair, Jr , aru named for 

the Speakership of the House of Representatives. 

— Victoria's “ Sailor Prince ” is to visit this country as a 

midshipman—attending no public balU or festivals. 

— The taxes of New York city now amount to twelve mil¬ 

lion dollars, equal to two per, cent of its real value. 

— The foreign ministers at Washington expresa great 

satisfaction at the loyalty of the Federal troops there. 

— The financial reporter of the Nashville Advocate, May 

18, says gold sells in that city at 15 per cent, premium. 

— A home for inebriates, which recently wont into opera 

tion in California, has been attended with the best results. 

— A negro insurrection at Des Arc, Ark., has just been 

suppressed. One white man and three negroes were hung. 

— The next term of the Court of Appeals, for the hearing 

of arguments, will he held at Albany, on Tuesday, June 11. 

— One hundred and fifty thousand pounds were given in 

private charity to the poor of London, during the past year. 

— The foreign consuls who fled from the capital of Japau 

have returned to their posts, under assurances of protection. 

— Rev. Honea Ballou, President of Tuft’s College, at Sow- 

mervillc, Mass., and a leading I'uiversalist clergyman, is dead. 

— A Baltimore builder has contracted to ship five hundred 

houses to Cuba—parts all marked and numbered for putting 

To those who wish to purchase a perfect “ Comih.xkd 

Reapkr and Mowkr,!’we would say that “BALL’S OHIO 

MOWER AND REAPER ” is manufactured at the Auburn 

Prison by Messrs. Ross, Dodor k Pomrot, sole proprietors 

for the State of New York, for the use of these valuable 

patents. The machine is made of the best materials, and 

warranted hi be a perfect Mower or Reaper, and to cut easily, 

without clogging, any kind of grain or grass, either wet or dry. 

The Mower has a Cast Steel Cutter Bar, 4 feet fi inches cut, 

with polished wrought Iron guards, plated in the Slot with 

Cast Steel, and tempered. 

The Reaping attachment has a Finger Bar and polished 

wrought iron guards attached to it, with a SicaiS-edged 

Knife, which, for cutting grain, is far better than the smooth 

edge mowing knives generally used. By means of the 

separate Finger Bar and Sickle, they are enabled to make 

the Reaper cut either 5 or 6 foot swath, and dispense with 

the heavy Mowing Bar when reaping. 

The Combined Reaper and Mower is delivered to the pur¬ 

chaser for the sum of ?150, for a six months’ note without 

interest, or 5145 cash. T|ie Mower is 530 less. 

The agents for Monroe County are [586-6te 

J. W. HANNAH, of Clifton, Monroe Co., N. Y. 

DANIEL KINGSLEY, of Pittsford, Monroe C.),, N Y. 

ADVANTAGES OF 

SELF-RAKING OVER A HAND-RAKING REAPER. 
It saves the labor of one man bis wages, board, and the draw¬ 

ing of him oyer the lleld.rlay after day, merely to do with great 
exertions, what iho Self-Raker can do In a better manner. 

*• ^'"Pb'cirr ok Construction.—In this respect it cannot 
bo emialltMl 

of2or<lerAmUTY U i’' V<,ry BtronK' an,> "ot to get out 

3 Kamr or Draft,—The main wheel is about three feet in di- 
aineter which enaMes it to pass freely over obstrnettons, and 
through dead IWw, The time nr tread of this wheel is half a 
loot wide, which prevents its cutting into the ground. The 
irra-in yidt^wbool ir* h\hi> vpfy in (Humidor 

\ AiMHKTAiiiUTr.—TJmj cut cun Ik* rulnod or lowered by the 
driver, from hi* While i.hc tejuu In In motion, and the nrn* 
rhino to oporntion. Tin* i* riii*od or lowered iufmlfa 

*5“ rhaiiffnl from ft. Reaper to a Mowrr in Ulree min- 
wjYn, nod ii r»m u Mow or to a Jteuper in the rianm tlmo. 

r>. Rfkicticnoy. It rut* n Mvath l\v«* feet wide, nnrfontly c.lean, 
hi heavy or light, lodjreu or Untied grain, whether driven mIow 
or irtul; laying it oil lfi Luind.iomr gavel#, out of the way of the 
team m re pmwimr J 

B Fiimemiw i-nost SlDR Draw -It can bo drawn, turned 
round, or bucked, as easily as a cart 

7 It im PbrkkctLy Bai'.anokh - So that it, does not chafe the 
horses ueeks. 

8 Thb Ovkrhoni.' IticKi, enables ttii t Machine to cut, take ur> 
Mid rake off lodged and tangled grain, better than any other 
Reaper. 7 

!). Position ok titic Dmivrr.- The driver's seat is over the 
main wheel, and no part of his weight is added to the side-draft. 
He is much more elevated than on other Reapers, audeau over¬ 
look Ins work and team. 

10 It is Kabii.v Manaiocd. — Any good driver, who can man¬ 
age a team, can use Mils Reaper Tim take is entirely tinder 

HOWARD’S NEW MOWER. 
* PRICE REDUCED TOR 1861. 

Thk Cheapest, most Mumble, and Lightest Draft Mower offered 
for sale. Four sizes-370,385 and 3100 each. All are warranted. 
Can give the testimonials of those who have used them, if de¬ 
sired Send for Circular giving lull description 

Ketchum’s Combined Machine, 
Improved, price, as usual,$130. Improvements of guards, shoe 
with roller, lever with roller, and extras for the KKronen 
Machine, furnished at moderate prices, by giving the number 
of the Machine for which they are wanted. 6tWi-.r>t 

Address 

Fruit Growkrs' Sociktv ok Wkstkrn Nkw York. —Pur¬ 

suant to adjournment of the Annual Meeting for 1S61, the 

Spring Meeting of this Society will be held at the Court 

House in Syracuse, June 25th, 1861, at 10 o'clock A. M. 

By order of the Council. C. P. Biaskl, Secretary. 

THE CATTLE MARKETS- 

NEW YORK, 'lay 20 — The current prices for the week at 
all the markets are as follows: 

bkkk catti.k 
First quality,,....-.$8,7.X£9.25 
Ordinary quality,.8.lX)@li.50 
Common quality,.- 7,BO©8,00 
Inferior quality.7,00ro7,60 

oowa A.vr> calvks. 
First quality,..  .3W.not'd >50,00 
Ordinary quality.40,00(160,00 
Com men quality,.-.. 91,00(0)36,00 
Inferior quality,.,....  22,00^28,00 

VKAL 0AI.V.K8. 
First, quality, 111 lb... 5 (a)fii^c 
Orilinarj' quality,.,. 4J4@5 c 
Common quality. 4 (a;4'.iC 
Inferior quality. 3 tiSSVic 

8HBKP AND l,AWUS- 
Prime quality..35.0(X'6fi,60 
Ordinary quality. 4,0tt<£4,60 
Commriu quality,.3.50fa)l.00 
Inferior quality,.3,OOC<i)3.25 

8WINK. 
First qualitv... 4*4®4"jo 
Other qualibes. . 3,i@4 c 

ALBANY, June 8. —Bkxvkm — There is very little change to 
note this week beyond tbe fact that there Is, perhaps, more in¬ 
quiry for extra, and the best of this grade commands ,’jjc %') tb. 
live weight, better than last week For other grades prices are 
unchanged. The average quality is vet v fair, there being a 
large number of prime still-fed in the yards. 

Rkckiptn—The following is our comparative statement o 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 16 
to the car: 

Cor. week 
This week. Last week. last vear. 

Cattle...3,789 3.885 4,219 
Sheep,__2,365 3,720 3,863 
Hogs. , 1H 
Pricks—We have simply to make a slight alteration in our 

quotations for extra and second quality; 
This week. Last week. 

Premium.,....0 fio c 0 Oil c 
Extra.....4 Vii4’.ic 
First qualitv.I @4*40 4 («'4'a 
Second quality.8t£®lyje SM'fii'iSJi'c 
Third quality.2,.l(ii:.'t 0 2Ai®5 c 

Siikkp—1There Is less on the market this week, but no im¬ 
provement in prices. Demand light, One lot of Ilk) Ohios, 
averaging over 98 tbs. was sold to an Eastern huyei at Ic yl lb, 
A drove (One car lusdl of strictly extrn, for which fc. oil' the 
cars, was refused. This, however, is an extreme figure 

lions -Supply large for the sonsqn, and market dull at BOefi'a 
for heavy stock hogs; SJ4((h6c for light do; 3Jie for fat still-fed; 
4,1fa)4!jC for heavy corn-fed -Atlas and Arffux. 

CAMBRIDGE, May 29 At market 460 cattle, about 400 beeves 
and 60stores, consisting ot working oxen, cows, and one, two 
and three yeais old. 

Bhkk Catti.k Piiees. extra. M.2A.H6.62; first quality, ?.6,()(riil 
0,1X1; second quality, MtJw.oio.tX); third quality, $0,00 ; ordinary 
quality, SOtOO. 

WOftKDKI OXBN-SlMXe'IHO. 
Cows AND 0AI.VKB — $;il) $40C«)6O 
Stokkm Yearlings, $iX»0; two years old, $OOMO; three 

yeais old. Jrtirii O). 
Siikkp ANti Law us—1,680 at market. Prices —In lots 31,60. 

®2,IX): extra srnl selections. $2,78(ip6,00 each. Spring Lambs 
from S5.60t i 4.t0 each. 

Pki-ts-20ca'3l,iK) each. 
Tai.i.ow nki/ 60 JJ lb. 
Hmica — iKbiAc. tb Cai.k ISkins — 8®9c IP tb. 
Vkai. CAt.'.'gti ,f„'!,ikXu,6. ' 

BRIGHTON, May 80.—At market--1,100 Beef Cattle, 96 storeH, 
1,600 Sheep aud Lamlm, aud 1,600 8wlne. 

Bbkk Catti.t.-Prices, extra, S«.7fifa)l),00; 1st quality, $6,50® 
0,1X1; 2d do. W,tXJ®0,00: 3d do, 3.1,7 Vn O.iX), 

WOKKlNU Oxkw $PK), 313tr'a 1 11). 
Mll.cn t-lijws - SSiX'iriO ; common, $18(j£:19. 
Vkai. Oai.vkn S,'t,iXX«'5,00. 
Storks Yearlings. $0®0; two-years old, $16®17; three years 

old. 318®10, 
Hipbh — 414(;u5e >4 tb 
Cai.k SKIN8 — A'i'9i3 4P lb. 
Tat.i.ow 6,16c. ip tb. 
Pki.tn — $i;Si31,26 each ■ 
Shkk.i* and Lamtis— $1,26(a) 1.50, extra, 32,(XVn’6.60. 
Swine —Store, wholesale. Op'8c; retail, 6®9o. Fat Hogs, 

still fed. 4.1407 corn fed, 8'-c. Spring Pigs, life1 lie. 

R. I, HOWARD, Buffalo, N. Y. 
Bark JYutnber* of this f'olum* free! __^]] 

To all who subscribe for the Rural Nkw-Yorkrr from 

May 1st to end of the Year and Volume — eight months — we 

will, if desired, send the back numbers (from Jan'y 1st) Free. 

This offer (to be continued for a month, and perhapB until 

July 1st,) will enable many who were nnable to subscribe at 

the beginning of the year, or Inter, to secure the entire 

volume at less than cost of publication. 
MAXnEACTliRKP UT 

ROSS, DODGE & POMROY, 
AUBURN, N. Y. 

Ipj7~ Wkstkrn ano SnuruxuN MoNitr.— In the present de¬ 
ranged state of the currency, we are unable to use Western and 
Southern money, ns our bankers will not purchase it at any 
rate of discount. Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send us U. .S’, Postage Stamps, as they are far preferable 
to any uocurrent bank bills 

liyTuK Rural is published strictly upon the cash ststuw 

— copies are never mailed to individual subscribers until paid 
for, and always discontinued when the subscription expires. 
Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep no credltbooks, 
experience having demonstrated that the Cash System ia alto¬ 
gether the bent for both Subscriber and Publisher 

tnr No Traveling Agents are employed by os, as we wish 
to give the whole field to local agents and those who form clubs. 
And beside, we wish it distinctly understood that, all persons 
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates 

from us, ark mrosTOua. 

Any person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
Rural New-Yorker, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, aud their kindness be appreciated 

1'^“ Change ok Addhksh. —Subscribers wishing the address 
of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 

specify the OM> address us well as the nkw to secure compliance 
with their requests. 

N E W Y < > U K 

Sell-liakei* us ;i Mower. 
Wk particularly commend eur Combined Machine, as ,1 Mow¬ 

er. to the attention or formers. We have adopted a», Improved 
iron bar, which from its peculiar form will not spring or bend 
m use. It 1,1 light, narrow and thin We also use a light and 
polished malleable guard. The Cutter.Bar is raised amf lower¬ 
ed by means M a levee, always at the drivsr's command, foe tho 
purpose ot passing over the cut grass or tearing tile field Our 
Machine Is narrow Bud will puss through anv barx without sub- 
jacting the driver to the necessity 1 f gelling oil from the Ma- 
chine to iHino it, in ?iny way, m order to clear. 

Submitting these considerations )» the farming community 
we resperttnlIy solicit their patronage, suggesting that tliuy 
send in their orders early, as we have hut 11 limited number of 
Machines to sell 

I <T" Extras on hand at all times, by onr Agents. 
694-tf BEYM4IIJIt, YIOUUAN A. AT.LKN. 

QH PAPEHW FLOWElt 
FOR *t.-I will send by mail, post-paid, tliirtv papers 

of Choice Flower Seeds to any peiHon fending mo Otjr Hollar 
current lunds. 

My Seeds are Just as good as those advertised nt tlmu-s tho 
Price I ask My Heeds are Imported from one of tho best -rod 
houses in Europe, and can bo relied on as good. 

J, KAPALJE, at Genesee Heed Store, Rochester. N Y 

‘'■attittry , ■ t -tv, 1 re t "iT/m'ifififliBXAv 

I The carriage of the machine is mounted on two driving 
wheels. In cun miction with each of these is a spur wheel ami 
pinion, making tlie machine stronger and more durable than 
any single-geared machine can be, 

2. Tbe relation between these two driving wheels is such that 
they operate jointly or. separately, ns circumstances may re¬ 
quire, The result of this ir, that when the machine Is moviug 
on 11 curve, either to the right or left, the usual speed of the 
knife is retained and clogging avoided, and in turning and back¬ 
ing, the mnehlna throws itsidfoot td gear 

3. The weight. i>r the carriage and gearing attached to it, as 
Well aa that of both raker and driver, is thrown directly upon 
the two driving wheels, by which the following advantages are 
gained: -bit. The wheels are prevented from gUpping on the 
ground, and thus prevent, tlm machine clogging 2d. A power- 
nil and afilcient stroke to the knife is proilttceil, enabling the 
machine tp cm any kind of grass or grain without difliculty. 
3d. No weight being thrown on 'either the platform or cutter- 
bar but that of its own. side draft is obviated, and the mncliino 
made to run lighter. 

4 The machine, both us tt Reaper and Mower, lms a flexible 
cut tor-liar, which Invariably adapts Itself to tbe 11 u even -urfacn 
of the ground. This Is the first successful machine that ever 
combined this principle, aud It is now an almost universally 
admitted fact, aiming intelligent farmer-, and mechanics that it 
is impossible to coustructa good Mowing Machine without, hav¬ 
ing a flexible cutter-bar and two driving wheels. 

49AH.DSLEY ’ 6 

HAY ELEVATOR 

Jtlarkets, Commerce, &c. 
HORSE POWER PORK. 

Turn Fork can bo used with cither 
ONE or two UOIUIKN. Price, full 
rigged (with ropn and three pul- 
levs,) $12. 

See iloflorintioii in Rural Nbw- 
Yokkkk of March 23. 1861. 

Send for a Circular. 
Address 

I.EVI A. BRAIUtNMCY, 
South F,<imesU/n, Otsego Go., N. T. 

Rural New-Yorker Oeejce, > 
Rochester. Juua 4, 1861. | 

Flour.—We note an advance on best grades, from winter 
wheat, equal to 26, cents per barrel. That made from spring 
wheat is unchanged. 

Grain.—Genesee Wheat is in better demand and has put on 
8 cents per bushel, In other kinds of grain there is hut little 
activity, 

Meats —Pork, both mess and clear, has fallen Off $1,00 per 
barrel Hams have declined 60 cents per 100 pounds. 

f)amy.—Butter Is coming in very freely and as the demand 
decreases a decline follows. 

Sheki' Pelts have lost 12(0,25 cents during the week 
Wool —We mark down rates materially, Buyers feel sore 

on account of last year's purchases, und urn unwilling to give 
more than 20(0.30 cents per pound as to quality. They main¬ 
tain that these will be opening rates, but In another week or 
two they may conclude to do something bettor. The rates cun 
not well be lower, and we would advise those who can wait, to 
hold the clip until the prospects brighten. 

ROUHEBTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 
Flour and Grain Eggs, dozen.8fi(;9o 

Flour, winter wheal,$5,51 in 7.00 Honey, box.12t>iil 
Flour, spring do,..,. 6.00(38,26 Candles, box.1 Ko412 
Flour, buckwheat,.. 0,003)2,00 Candies, extra.i;vnd3 
Meal,Indian.. ,. l,O0.oil,l'2 Fruit and Roots.“ 
Wheat. Genesee, ... 1,16®I,HO Apples, bushul..6iYii,62o 
Best whiD.‘Canada, O.Odqd. tA Apples, dried. If tb .. .26(55)4 
Corn, old.U0lj!46c Peaches, dried.ft,. JliSi'ia 

Agents wanted to sei.e eh hit tr ees. 
Wk wish to employ a number of experienced ami trust¬ 

worthy uien to sell trees, Ac., from our Nurseries at liberal 
wages. 

W HOLDS ALU Dkalkrm rurnished with Nursery, .Stisik of all 
descriptions at the lowest wholesale, rates. 

HOOKER, EAltl,RY k 00„ 
684tf Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

( COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED.— 
t3 a Day. Mrs. Hankins wants Agents at home or to 

travel for her Pictorial FAMILY NEWSPAPER." also for her 
Curious New Bonk of FEMALE CHARACTERS in tiik. CITY. 
For Specimens and Terms inaloiie red stamp to HANKINS k 
CO., New York. 678 

— There is at present a snow bank in Buckland, Mass., 

eight or ten feet deep, and covering nearly a quarter of an 

acre. 

— A company of Union soldiers will be immediately organ¬ 

ized in Alexandria, Ya,, composed entirely of citizens of that 

place. , 

— Colonel Anderson, though an honored member of the 

Masonic fraternity, waa not recognized by a single Southern 

Mason. 

— St. Paul, Minn., displays about fifty flags, nearly all 

made out of flannei, the people being too' patriotic to use 

cotton. 

— The New York Bible Society have already aupplied 

Testaments to members of twenty-one of the volunteer 

regiment*. 

— Major General Sandford has made his head-quarters at 

Fairfax C. H., a town in Virginia, some twenty miles from 

Alexandria. 

— Garibaldi has a strong affection for the United States. 

“ That is a spot,” said he, “ in which man forgets his own 

native land.” 

— Rev. Nathan Ward, M, D., missionary of tho American 

Board to Ceylon, died on October 30, of disease of the heart, 

on his way out. 

— At a recent sale in London, eighty manuscript poems of 

Bums, in his own hand-writing, mauy of them unpublished, 

were disposed of. 

— The whole embodied militia of Creat Britain ia but 149,- 

052 in number, a little more thau one-third of that of the 

State of New York. 

— Parson Brownlow floats a Union flag on his domicil in 

Knoxville, in the face of 2,500 secession troops, and his 

daughter defends it. 

— George Ashmun, who has just returned from Canada, 

say* that the feeling there is strong and unanimous in favor 

of the United States. 

— Only four of the so-called slave States—Delaware, Mary¬ 

land, Kentucky, and Missouri — can now be regarded as ad¬ 

hering to the Union. 

— A ship from Charleston, bearing the Palmetto flag, was 

lately refused entrance into Havre. She ran up the American 

flag, and then ran in. 

— An old fanner in Southern Illinois, seeing the cannon at 

Cairo, remarked “ that them brass missionaries had con¬ 

verted a heap of folks." 

The Southern rebels are trying to rob Gen. Taylor of his 

laurels. They have the impudence to call Davis “ the glori¬ 

ous hero of Buena Vista!” 

— The Southern papers are publishing a biographical 

sketch of Gen. Butler, representing that he is a negro, and 

that his troops are negroes. 

The Union defence committee of New York city*have 

expended, in equipping and provisioning the various regi¬ 
ments of that city, $425,000. 

— The Montgomery junto has adjoured to meet in Rich¬ 

mond on the 20th of June—wonder if the resolution specified 

wham they were to meet there? 

— Major J. L. Doty, aged 62 years, and Col. Lyman Hin- 

mau, aged 63 years, two of t.be most prominent citizens of 

Auburn, N. Y., died on Friday week. 

Immense quantities of rain have recently fallen In the 

H' ly Land. The cisterns at Jerusalem have been filled as 

they have not been before in 200 years. 

Rev. Iiaac Rosser, of the Methodist Protestant Church, 

^.'cars of age. and Miss Sarah Childs, aged ninety, were 

united in wedlock at Atlanta, Ga., a few weeks ago. 

— The number of soldiers at Cairo, or in its immediate 

Vicinity. IB 8,000. The place is well fortified, and both the 

Mississippi and the Ohio are commanded by cannon. 

TIIK WOOL MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, May 30. There is some little demand for low 
and medium grades, but (Inn qualities ar e very (lull; the present 
want of confidence in bilBlness circles aud the near approach of 
a new clip all lias a tendency to check Operations; the sales urn 
OO.tXX) ft* low medium to full blood domestic fleeces at .'k)f«i4l)c., 
25,909 ft,* washed Spanish and till) bale* East India on private 
terms, 

American Saxony Fleece, ^7 lb. .6(Y.«)66 
American full-blood Merino.46(0)48 
American half blood and three-fourths Merino, :W i 42 
Amerlean Native and one fourth Merino.32fo 35 
Extra Pulled.36fo)40 
Superfine, Pulled.30©36 
No. 1, Pulled,.22a)26 
Lamb's, Pulled.27®30 
California, extra,. .OOirtil 
California, fine, unwashed.240*38 
California, common do, .100)15 
Peruvian, washed,.26(034 
Valparaiso, uuwa*hed.12r<iil3 
South American Me*., unwashed.16^)23 
South American Merino, unwashed.lfim'33 
South American, common washed,.]Hpii|3 
South American Entre Rios, do.l.VUifo 
South American, unwashed,.9M10 
South American Cordova, washed,.20‘•3(0.22 
Cape Good Hope unwashed......26(5)28 
East India, washed,.I5foi25 
African, unwashed.   9(5)18 
African, washed.  165628 
Smyrna, unwashed.  U(ml4 
Smyrna, washed,.2S.s2fi 
Mexican, unwashed.  11(5,24 

BOSTON, May 30-In fleece and pulled wool there is no 
change. The market is firm for all kinds of low and medium 
Krtule.e. with a reduced stock of this discrlption. The sales of 
the week havo been 269.01X1 tbs at 31et0c for fleece and 'M.n.ilki 
for No. 1, ami extra pulled. Fina grades of fleece are neglected. 
In foreign sales of 260 bales Mediterranean and South American, 
and a considerable lot of Unwashed African on private terms 
Saxonv and Merino, tine,47!'“AV Western mixed,.. .Ztf'rt.’ifl 
Full blood,. .41'a47 Smyrna, washed,.Iff3«8 
)4 and X4 blood.. 3ttai43 llo. unwashed. 9tu 17 
Common. SriJiSS Syrian,. ItritilS 

J J FOE DIPPING SHEEP AND LAMBS, 
AND FOR DESTROYING AM, KINDS OF VERMIN ON OTHER AN1JIAL8. 

Tub Manufacturer* ot till* new and valuable preparation, beg 
leave to call the attention of Farmer* and Grazier* to thin ef- 
tectual remedy lor destroy imt Ticks, Lice, and all other insects 
injurious to animals and vegetation, and preventing the alarm¬ 
ing attacks of the Fly and Scud on Sheep. 

Its use not only remove* tho vermin 00 animals, but cleanse* 
and nuriflex the skin, thereby materially benefiting their gene¬ 
ral health, and greatly improving wool, both in quality and 
quantity. 

This article Completely supersedes that tabnrimxt and disar 
greeahle work of preparation In your own buildings far Sheep- 
washing, as it in ready at all times, in any climate, and for all 
doMcrfotloru of Sheep, e ve,, for Ewes in lamb, aud can be fur¬ 
nished at a much reduced cost. 

FISHER A. (!0., Sol© Agent*, 
683-13 88 Central W liirf, I ton ten, Msuw. 

WpMjwJ’ 
/Hf'Wu: AXV 

The advantage-' ,4' tin* m mhlnc a:- 11 Reaper are very obvious 
1. The gram Is delivered at the side of tho platform, entirely 

out of tlm wav of the next round, 
2. (t cuts a swath six feel wide, and will cut one ao.rn per hour 

with 01,e span of horses without injuring thorn. 
3. It can he changed trom a Mower to > Reaper iu fifteen min¬ 

utes, and vice varan. 
There are other genera! points of excellence, the simple 

mention of which will be at once understood by tlm practical 
former 

1 The ineohamoal execution of the work, as well a* the char¬ 
acter ol‘ the material* used in their construction, is superior to 
that of most machine* of the kind 

2. The driving wheels aru three feet high, thus improving the 
draft. 

3. tt has an adjustable tongue by which the side-draft can pos¬ 
itively lie controlled under all cirennudAnee*, Home machines 
have little or no shle-dmft while mowing, but have a grent. deal 
while reaping. Nothing bat au adjustable tongue can avoid this 
difficulty. 

•t. The height of the stubble can he changed from One to five 
inches in an instant, without stopping the machine. This is an 
important inprovement trom the fact that it enable* the ma¬ 
chine to cut lodged gras* as clone to the ground 11* that which 
i* standing ; or to cut a high stubble where tlm ground is 
rough, boggy, or stony ; or (lie point* of the guards can he 
turned above the gras* whiln the iqimhlue may la) pn.viing over 
it after it i.i cut. 

5. in case the "Lifting' f’rinclplo" should he preferred to tho 
one Just described, the cutter-bar can tie confined to cut at an v 
given height, amt then by the use of the lever, the driver, while 
on bis seat, can raise the cutter Imi parallel with the ground 
from three to twelve Inches, Tin's arrangementfatfilltute.-i turn- 

WOMEN 0P NEW YORK.”— 
* • Mrs. Hankins' Curious New Book of FemAla Charac¬ 

ter* lu the City, is very interesting, and Htrictly moral Fancy 
binding; 380 Pages; 60 Engravings; 36 Portraits Mailed free for 
31. AGENTS Wanted— Ladies and Teacher*. For Description 
of Book and I'articulurs of Agency, inclose red stamp to 

678 HANKINS A CO.. New York. 

YATREELEB & WILSON MANUFACTUBING CO’S 

vv IMPROVED FiYMILI SBW1M MACHINES 
wrra new 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

witn only a moderate business uolog tor ex port and home con¬ 
sumption. Sale* at *4,uii:n;6,0O for superfine .State; 36,10Qi.fi,a) 
for extra do ; $4,ltt'u)4195 for superfine Western ; $4,96fu.fi,25 for 
common to medium extra do, 35.11>u61.'jO for shipping brands 
extra round hoop Ohio, and 36,"0(u 7,25 for trade brands do, 
the market closing heavy. Canadian Ihitir dull and drooping, 
with only a moderate btislnoxs doing Sales at 36,hr* 7,0d for 
common to good extra, aud 37.ZKiittjSh tor choice mid favorite 
braufl*. Rye flour continues steady, with small sales at 33, loop 
4,)X) for common to clioiea superfine. Corn meal steady, with 
small «ali.-» at $3,20 for Hrandy wine and $3,00 for Jenny. ’ 

Gr.vi.v Wheat market heavy and 1:42c lower for common 
aud Inferior grades, while good and sound parcels are scarce 
and rule steady with a moderate business doing for export and 
home consumption; sale* < Chicago spring atj.li 1,12; Northwost- 
ern club at Ji.I.YlI, 16, .Milwaukee club *r 8l.oAg4,(8; winter red 
Western at Sl,3u.al,St; Racine spring at.81,12puLl7; amber jowa 
at 31,18(0,1,20; Canada dub at 31,14(a 1.20, amber Kentucky al ii 
SDCidJC); while Western at *I.3m,1'1, 111; white Michigan at 81,fsid 
l,6i); white Kentucky at $1.70. Rye quiet, with aales at fifelftc. 
Barley I* heavy and dull, with -ale* at hkn 6«c Bariev qialt 
continues dull and nominal at. 80c. t'eaa remain quiet at70cfor 
Canadian. Corn market heavy, and may be again quoted Vw-’Jo 
lower, wall a very fair busincs doing tor home corisomptfon; 
Bale* at 66c. for old mixed Western tiVojtfe. for inferior to prime 
new mixed We-tern, rail 50fo;fi3c.for new Western yellow. Oats 
plenty and in limited roquetd. with sale- at 31;i>v,2*iC. for West¬ 
ern and Canadian, aud 8Sh( .Wic, for .State, 

PltoVlftlox* Tlie Fork market dull and drooping, sale* at 
Sbi.sVl-j 17 for mo-*, $122AS, 12,60 for prime. Bet-f remains dull. 
sales at &);,■ 4,60 for country prime; 56,S7:iC,26 forcountry me**; 
SloQtdl for re-packed me*a) and 311,26! 12 60 for extra mors. 
Prime ni«t>* beef continuer dull and nominally unchanged at 
317, rite 18.10. Beef ham* quiet und steady; sale* at 313 for State 
aud 315 for Western Cut meat* dull ana without change, with 
sales at asSisC for Shoulder*, aud fiiMiJic for Hams, Smoked 
mean are nominal at 'HsQi lUsc for Hams, 7®8c for Shoulders, 
aud 9>,". for .vide*. Bacon dull and price* noniinally unchanged. 
Lard market, i* dull, and prices arc drooping; sales at 9Qu9?;<*. 
for No. 1 to prime Western. Butter is selling at Fir 14c for Ohio, 
and 85al«c for State. Cheese steady aud quiet, and selling at S 
(aglc for inferior to prime. 

Asrks —Steady and firm at $5.37.^ for Pot*, and $6,62>i for 
Pearls 

ALBANY, June 3. —Flocka.xd Mkal—The storm tended to 
check out-door business, and but little was done in /four this, 
morning. 

Common to good State,.  $1.90(®fi,flS 
Fancy and extra State. 5, Ifierfi 30 
Common to good Western.S.rJJX&6,76 
Extra Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, &c.,.5.30.,7:7,25 
Extra Ohio.6,26^)7,28 
Common Canadiao.5,iXx'!j5,66 
Extra Causeiian.S,76wi7,60 
Fancy Genesee,.6.2ft,7:6,75 
Extra Genesee aud city brands,.6,39(3(7,80 
Extra Keutncky.   6.2fta7,fio 

Corn meal ia lower, and is selling at $1,00(0)1,12^ %'l foil tb*. 
Gtunv In wheat nothing transpUed. There Were further 

sales on Saturday of white Canadian at $1,45, and white Michi- 
gan at *1.57. Corn very quiet at 45!d)46c for round yidlow and 
mixed Western Bai ley quiet. Rye ktuadv, with sales at 64t.jc 
In Oat* there L* but little doing and tho market U if anything 
easier sale* State at 32fjc Canada East held at 30o. 

THE WHEELER * WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. beg 
to state that they have reduced tlie prices of their SEWING 

MACHINES, wliila they have added new and Important im¬ 
provement*. The reduction is made in tho hope that the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patents. 

Office SOS Broadway, New York. 

8. VV. DIBBLE, Axt-nt, 

679-tf ROCHESTER TV Y. 
If OH I .-Jf-vYltl TklOI-Cl To all who wish 
1 \ to try this line substitute for tho Turnip, which is *0 well 

adapted to our warm climate. I will send Seeds by mail at diets, 
per nance, pontage paid. J. RAlCU-JE, 

694-2t 17 South St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y 

u If AMILY NEWSPAPER.” — 
* Mr*. Hankins’ Mammoth Pictorial I* In It* Sixth Volume 

and ha* 800,000 readers. Full of Engraving* aud Fashion Plate*. 
Largest, uicest and beat in tlm world for To < i«- a vear .Aok.vth 
wanted. Ladies, Teacher*, Clergymen, or Po*t. Miuter* For 
Specimen Copies and Terms to Agents, inclose red stamp to 

678 HANKINS k CO.. New York. 
L1ARMERS, 1‘LIOASE MO’I’H 'BL— 
|5 BARTLUrr.S DITCHING PLOW, tho cheapest and best 

ever offered to the public. Price $20. Order* for Plow* promptly 
attended to Farm, Town, County, and State rights for *ale on 
reasonable terms. Address 
594-26t A. J. BARTLETT. Romulus, Seneca Co.. N. Y. 

rIMPORTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 
HORSE. COW, SHEEP. OR HOG -Tiiomucv'.* Food tor 

Cattlk - For Horse* it i* indispensable in promoting am! kuh- 
taimng all the animal function* in health and vigor. For Miloh 
Cows it is invaluable, increasing the quantity and Impioving 
the quality of milk. For Beasts nothing run com par* with it 
for feeding quickly For Sheep aud Pig* tho effect* produced 
in one mouth will exceed all expectation 

A Pamphlet mailed free to any addle** 
•y DEPOT, 21 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 574-2«t 

QVtioertiscmcnts ALLMN’S IMBUOVKI) hau- 

KOtV WITH OSCILLATING MOTION. 

Tits object so long flc*ired hv farmer* ha* been found at last 
in ALLEN'S IMPKo V EDIU ARROW. By the peculiar shape of 
the lunge*. tfOluJiined with the mariner of attaching the power, 
an OSCILLATORY MOTION of 1 he Harr ow I* produced, there 
by avoiding all triudeing and dogging of t ie' teeth 

Grain or Gras* Seed can lie more effectually harrowed in with 
this implcinvut., than with a common Harrow with twice the 
labor. 

Those who have u*ed AIIcii'h lmprovcl Harrow on their forms 
will have no other. 

Agent* Wanted iu every section of the United State* to sell 
Right*. 

Address all communication* to the avignen of the inventor, 
CI1AK Kl.blorr, East Kemiall, Orleans Co., N. Y of whom 
also the Harrow can be obtained. 5OT 7tcow 

ADVERTISING TERMS, Thirty- 

Five Cents a Link, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 82 fi cents per line of space. SPxcur. Notick*. 
(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents 8 Line 

IIP ft* immense circulation among the Piomcora and Deal¬ 
er* of the Free States, render* the P,i;n a I, Ni w Yorkku by far 
the Beat and Cheaiosst Advertising Medium ol! it* clan*. This 
fact should be borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 

facturers, Ac., who must necessarily depend npob the People of 
the North for patronage. 

rpO VAR1HRR8, AIIil ll A SKS, & IHJ11.1)KRS. 
J Onr ’ Irrepressible Confifot" is iigarait high prices. We 

Offer you, at.74 Main St., Rochester, lion. Nail*. Hardware,Oik. 
Paints, Colnrs, Window*, Door*, Blinds, Hoe*, Spades, Shovels, 
Corn l'loea, Cultivators, and other article* too numerous to 
mention Also, the celebrated “Straight Draft Plow,” which 
we offer cheaper than the cheapest. 

689-tf MOORE. HEBING * CO. 

A MEBICAN G TT -A. 1ST O 
FROM 

JARVIS Ot BAKER’S ISLANDS, 

IN THS 

SOUTH PACIFIC OC’BiAN, 

lMI’ORTKD BT TIIK 

j .n p it / c*t j\~ ouJtJ\'o co.nptfjv-v. 

Office, 60 William Street, 

NEW YORK. 
0. 8. MARSHALL, Frrjt H. MATHER, Sec'g. 

J. K CHAPPELL, Agent, 59 Exchange St, Rochester, N. Y. 

A TTENTION! HKE-KEEP- 
.gjl. ERS.— Kidder's new system of Bee Management, where- 

\ / by a ,*warm of Bee* will collect from one to 
■< 'if three hundred pounil* ot hooey in one season. 
Vl VftQ i Bee, can be made to swarm uuv season, or 

"V joreveuted trom doing so. Can he prevented 
from flying to Die forests In nwarming-time. 

jGPfpanfc Ben'robbery 'wily prevented Moth millers 
prevented etfectually Never lone bees by the 

) Achlll of winter-or otherwise 
f V-J I will send my new Book Circular, cont.tining 

-F y 22 pages, free or postage, to any Bee-Keeper 
that will send me Ills Pnst-Dfllce address. It gives tho content* 
of Book Cu full, and give* general explanations, and cuts of the 
Patent Compound Hive. 

Or, I will send Kidder * Goado to Apiarian Science, on tho re¬ 
ceipt of fi7 cents, in postage stamps, which will give full partic¬ 
ular* in the Culture and Management of Die Honey Bee. 

All orders for Circulars, Books, Hive* Right*, kc... promptly 
attended to. Address K. I* KIDDER, Burlington, Vt.’ 

;<-rit>* Wanted — Both tsale and fe- 
to act as Local or Traveling Agent*. Liberal 
paid. For terms, kc.., apply or address I., L. 
12Merrimack St., Lowell, Mas* 695-4t, 

A Ij A.IJ'V' of the Episcopal Church wishes to en- 
AA gage a* Lady's Companion, or as Govenit** to young 

children in a pioua family. Would prefer the country -Satis¬ 
factory references can he given. Andress box 221, Woodstock, 
Canada Went. 596-3t 

I ersey ]<nll. Devon Hull and (Tiester 
*/ WHITE PIGS — Fer sale, a full blood Jersey Bull of Hen 
sliaw * herd—a verv superior animal The thorough-bred hull 
Thane of Devon, (Hurlburt's stock,) out of Lady Smith 11464) 
ljy Taurus, Also several litters of Chester Pigs, of The.- Wood's 
choice stock, at reduced prices. fi9ft2t 

Address D, CUTTH NYE, Lexington. Mas*. 

LIME.— Pago’s Prrpeiual Kiln, i'utnntod July, 
1867 —Superior to any in u*o for Wood Or CoaL 2>J cord* 

of wood, or IU tuns of coal tolOO bbla — coal not mixed with 
stone. Addrea* [434-tf J C. D. PAGE, Rochester. N Y 
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“I must speak out before we proceed a step 

further!” 
The pallid features and trembling voice of the 

jX’Unc artist alarmed the old man. 
“What is the matter?" he cried: “what can 

yon have to say at such a moment as this?” 
“.Sir,” said the artist, “I am not the man ^ 

whom yon expected.” 
The major fell back on his seat as if struck 

by a cannon shot. 
’ •• You are not Mr. Smith?” he cried in a chok¬ 

ing voice. 
Hereupon the painter related, with loyal frank¬ 

ness, the incidents which had conducted him to 
the home of Emily’s mother: the error which 
had kept him there np to the moment of his 
introduction to the guests In the drawing room, 
and the real, though apparently trivial, motives 
which had prevented him from’proclaiming the 
truth, 

•‘Ah! sir,” cried the major, in despair, “what 
shall we do now?—what step can we take? My niece 
is ruined! And that is not the worst, her reputation 
is compromised—lost!—as well as her mother’s and 
my own! Before more than twenty persons we have 
all three declared that we knew you some time. How 
can we retract those words without drawing upon 
ourselves the most terrible ridicule and scandal? 
This will kill my niece, air!” 

“I am ready to do anything,” said Raffaelle. 
“How can I repair the misfortune of this fatal mis¬ 
take?” 

“It is too late!” cried the major. “There is no 
way of saving onrselves!” 

At this moment the coach pulled up at the church 
door. 

“What is to be done?" inquired the artist, as he 
alighted before the door of the sacred edifice. 

“ My dear Bir,” answered the major—whose mili¬ 
tary decision seemed to be restored—“this is to he 
done; yon must marry my niece. It is true yon are 
a stranger to me; but so is my nephew’s friend. The 
manner in which you have just spoken the truth to 
me, tells me that yon are u man of honor. Hasten, 
sir!—take Emily’s hand!—hut, remember, not a word 
of this to any one: ii is a secret between us both." 

And, with these words, the major hastily pushed 
Raffaelle into the church. In a few moments the 
artist stood before the altar, beside a young and 
charming girl of twenty, whose face wore'an expres¬ 
sion as tender and pure as that of a Madonna painted 
by one of the old masters of Italy. She wa , indeed, 
exquisitely beautiful. She cast up her eyes at the 
approach of the youirg artist; her glance, at first 
timid, became in an instant more re-risen red as she 
saw what a handsome, and, more than all, what, an 
open, honest face looked upon her own. As the 
major afterward declared, it might have, been seen 
by anv one that the emotion and blushes of both 
Raffaelle and Emily clearly betokened an affair of 
love at first “gbt. 

The marriage was celebrated, and the ceremony 
was followed, to the great, joy of the bridegroom, by 
a splendid repast. The major took advantage of a 
favorable moment to slip out, so as to intercept bis 
nephew Charles, with his friend, the other and origi¬ 
nal Mr. .Smith. He met them in a hotel in the neigh¬ 
boring town to Cokehampton. He learnt that both 
had been passengers iu the train which had been 
run into. Charles had escaped unhurt: but his 
friend had received a severe injury. 

The major told all to his nephew. Poor Smith 
No. 1, after lying for some time in a dangerous con¬ 
dition, at length recovered, and was induced to go 
back to London, without making any protest against 
the marriage, to which a common form of surname 
and the accidents of steam had given rise. Charles 
at first wanted to lodge the contents of a five-barreled 
Coifs revolver in the breast of his improvised 
brother-in-law; but, after a few months, be shook 
hands warmly with the man whom be found to be 
dearly loved by bis sister, and Boon became as devo¬ 
tedly attached to him as to the ^mith of his school 
days. 

llaffaelle is an excellent husband. Chance has 
made this pair more happy than thousands who 
have spent time and thought jn choosing. Emily 
loves her husband, llaffaelle Smith adore* his wife, 
hut he is very careful never to tell her that he was 
“married for a dinner.” 

Smith,” said the lady, holding out her hand, with 
another of her elegant hut most inexplicable smiles. 
And she went out, leaving my friend in a condition 
bordering upon complete stupefaction. 

“ Well, well,” he said, when he had somewhat re¬ 
covered himself, “if this is a farce, it is not a bad 
one. I must admit that the matron of the piece plays 
her part*in the most captivating manner. But I think 
I may be allowed to call her a most puzzling old lady. 
Ah! ifd only understood a single word of this affair’ 
If I only knew her son who is called Charles, and her 
brother, the Major, who is to come to conduct me to 
the assembled company, to introduce me, and to olfer 
me—something to eat, I hope ’ But I must hasten to 
put on the clothes of Charles— my most intimate, 
thongh unknown friend! The lady said they were 
in the wardrobe. Ab! tbiB is capital! Qoat, waist- 
coat, cravat, patent leathers, ail beret and on the 
dressing-table oils, brushes, cosmetics. Charles is 
evidently a swell of the most resplendent character!" 

In a very short time llaffaelle Smith was transformed 
into nfi elegant cavalier. While be was contemplat¬ 
ing himself with some satisfaction in a glass, and 
taking in, by several holes, the band of that, article of 
attire which envelopes the neither extremities, with 
a view of silencing the murmurs of his stomach, an 
individual entered the apartment and llaffaelle heard 
behind him, in a deep bass voice— 

“ Well, my dear Mr. Smith, are you now ready?" 
A glance at that tall, meagre, military form,' that 

hooked nose, that white moustache, told the painter 
that it was the Major. RaflTaelle was .by no means 
comfortable in spirit as he turned towards the old 
man. The latter, however, seemed to review him 
from head to foot with an air of satisfaction. 

“ I urn glad t.o find that Charles has not deceived 
ns. I must admit that your are a smart young fellow, 
and not ill-Huited to the business we have before n«. 
Your hand, Mr. Smith. We are not strangers, al¬ 
though we now see each other for the first, time. I 
hope you bavn’t forgotten the instructions given you 
by Charles!” 

“On that point, my dear sir,” replied Raflhelle, 
“yon may be quite easy, r can assure you that. I 
have not forgotten one word of what Charles has told 
me.” 

“Very good. You will recollect that my niece’s 
name is Emily, and that it is absolutely essential, in 
order to save her in the eyes of the world, and partic¬ 
ularly 5n the eyes of my old cousin Lucy's friends—it 
iB imperative, I repeat, in order that our proceedings 
may not appear strange, unbecoming and abrupt, that, 
you should pretend to have made the acquaintance of 
niece while she was staying with her mother in Lon¬ 
don. a year ago. Ho you understand?” 

“Perfectly, Major, perfectly.” 
“ Then lei us go down at once.” 
Raflaelle Smith experienced considerable hesitation 

at this critical moment: but the singularity of the 
adventure, the desire to see the conclusion, and it 
must also he added, the devouring appetite which 
tormented him, all united in compelling him to fol¬ 
low in the Major's footsteps. The latter led the way 
down a vast und richly decorated staircase, and 
opening a door, ushered him Into ft magnificent 
drawing-room, where the bewildered painter found 
himself in the presence of a brilliant and numerous 
assembly. The entrance of the Major and painter 
produced a general sensation. 

“I have the honor,” said the Major, “to Introduce 
to you Mr. Smith—the future husband of Emily Shut- 
tleworth, my niece.” 

At this extraordinary announcement, Raffhelle felt 
bis knees giving way beneath him—all the blood in 
his body seemed to he rushing into his cheeks—he 
was a victim to vertigo—he was fairly stunned—and 
If the Major had not supported him, be would certain¬ 
ly have fallen backwards. 

“Be cool,” whispered the major, “be self-possess¬ 
ed, .Smith! Master your emotion.” 

To recover himself cost the young artist the great¬ 
est, effort he had ever made in his life. The major 
conducted him toward the lady whom he had already 
seen, and who was introduced to him us the mother 
of Emily. In a very short time Rafl’aelle found him¬ 
self surrounded l»y the relatives and friends of the 
young lady, whom he had no more idea of marrying 
than of allying himself matrimonially with a squaw 
of the Choctaw Indians. Jtaffkelle felt himself some¬ 
what of a culprit, as lie stood there receiving con¬ 
gratulations. and avert m/dei With marks of respect 
and friendship from tin o'-ll-bred people Congregated- 
in a house wherein ht lied no better claim to be 
present than a burglar. In an excess of embarrass¬ 
ment, Rafl'aelle turned ir search of his military guide. 
He was resolved to put an end to an affair which was 
rapidly becoming too serious and too alarming for 
any man of delicacy to prolong by hi? silence. The 
major, taking him aside into a recess of one of the 
spacious windows, cut short the first efforts of the 
artist to carry out his honorable intention. 

“Tilt, tut!” said he, with true military prompti¬ 
tude; "not a word, my dear Smith. 1 repeat, your 
arrival makes me the happiest man alive!” 

“ But, my dear sir—your niece-“ 
“My niece thiuks as I do, sir, and as her mother 

thinks. Mr. Smith, just imagine what we felt when 
we heard that a train had been run into only a few 
miles from Cokehampton—several carriages smashed, 
sir; and, ha I you been in that train, mv niece would 
have lost a fortune of fifty thousand pounds.” 

The perplexed Raffaelle could only repeat the nu¬ 
merals in reply. 

“Yes, my dear Smith,” continued the major; “fifty 
thousand pounds, sir! For to-morrow the date given 
in my old cousin Lucy's will expires.” 

“To-morrow the date given in your old cousin 
Lucy’s will expires!” was all that Raffaellc could 
repeat. 

“To-morrow at twelve, sir! But that stupid dog 
Charles should have told you all this. Hut perhaps 
he has only very imperfectly explained to you my 
cousin’s extraordinary will.” 

“ Very imperfectly.” replied Raffaelle. 
“Well, I will furnish you with all the details. 

Yon must know that my cousin Lucy died n year 
since, leaving a sum of money amounting to fifty 
thousand pounds. Now that sum was left to my 
niece Emily, on the express condition that she 
should he a married woman a year and a day after 
the* date of the testator’s death’. Failing in which, 
all the property goes to charities. We loved Emily 
too much to force her into a hasty and distasteful 
union. Emily has not reached her twenty-first year; 
and she has never yet met one on whom she could be¬ 
stow her loving heart. Time went on, and we were on 
the point of resigning the brilliant fortune which 
had been left to ’her on such extraordinary condi¬ 
tions, when, a few days since, her brother Charles 
suddenly wrote to ns—• Emily shall be married before 
the appointed time!’ We at first received tins inti¬ 
mation as a piece of idle pleasantry; hut Charles 
spoke of you with so much admiration—he drew 

“ You’re the very gent, sir,” answered the groom, 
readily: “ and heTe’s the note she sent you.” 

Raffaelle hastily snatched a little note which the 
groom held towards him. The address was plain 
enough “ Mr. Smith,” although the writing was 
Completely unknown to the artist. He tore open the 
envelope, impatient to see what signature was at the 
end of the epistle; but to crown the mystery, the 
note was anonymous, and contained only these 
words: 

“Mr. Smith is awaited with the greatest anxiety, 
and he is begged instantly to follow the bearer of 
this note. Every reliance is placed on his alacrity 
and discretion.” 

Now, this was an adventure that commenced in too 
charming a fashion not to he followed np. Raffaelle 
at once forgot the refreshment counter at Cokehamp¬ 
ton, and the next train. He boldly commanded the 
groom to “Co on!” 

“It is not two minutes walk,” answered the ser¬ 
vant, leading the way. 

“All the better.'’ thought the artist: “for I am 
literally dying with hunger and curiosity.” 

But, on suddenly turning a corner ont of the High 
street, Raffaelle saw an elegant, brougham, into which 
the groom invited him to enter. The artist took his 
seat therein, and the driver instantly whipped his 
horses Into u fast pace. Raffaelle had learned nothing 
from his interrogation of the groom. He threw' him¬ 
self back on the seat, and resigned himself to await 
the denouement of hi* traveling adventure. “All. 
ha!” he said to himself, and the brougham dashed 
along the road, “the whole thing resembles an inci¬ 
dent in a play, and J am at this moment performing 
the part of a fashionable lover flying to a secret ren¬ 
dezvous with hi* lady love. At any rate, it will be a 
good story to tell my friends, — that is, provided the 
play does not terminate in a lugubrious fashion. Cne 
thing is certain,” he continued, “ which is, that f 
don't know a single individual in Cokehampton. 
Can any of my friends have come down hero without 
my knowledge? No, that hypothesis will nottrtftttd, 
for I left London without, toiling a single soul where 
T was going. None of mv chums know where I am, 
and I only intended to bid tliem good bye by letter, 
after I had put fifty miles of railroad between ns.” 

The horses still maintained their fast pace, and 
Raffaelle threw himself back in the carriage, giving 
free rein to his imagination, “ I have it!" he cried, 
suddenly slapping his knee, “I have found the key 
of the enigma! I’ll wager that thi* i* the work of 
Thompson or Megilp. 1 don’t know which, but I 
have a dim recollection of one of them telling me he 
had an uncle living in Hie neighborhood of Coke¬ 
hampton. That’s it! Either Thompson or Megilp is 
rusticating down here,—has seen me get out at the 
railway station,— and (sublime idea!) has sent me an 
improvised invitation. A clever and discreet groom 

a mysterious note,— I am carried off,—1 alight at 
the avuncular door,— delightfol surprise,— introduc¬ 
tion,— good dinner—capital little parly -choice 
wine—lights — conversation. Ah! a good joke!” 

Raffaelle had no sooner brought his soliloquy to 
this satisfactory termination, than lie thrust his head 
out of the window, lie was resolved to put his Idea 
at once upon an authentic basis, by extracting a few 
confirmatory replies from the groom. 

“HI, coachman! just pull up a moment. Young 
man.” he continued, addressing the groom, “ I want 
you to answer me a question.” 

The coachman pulled np his horses; the groom was 
at the door in an instant. 

“ Your master’s name is Thompson?” inquired 
Raflaelle. 

The groom touched his hat. “ No, sir.” 
“ Then you are In the service of Mr. Megilp?” 
“Don’t known no person of that name, air,” re¬ 

plied the laconic grootn. , 
Raffaelle fell back in bis seat, thoroughly routed. 

In an instant the active groom bad resumed his place 
beside the driver, and the vehicle was whirling rapid¬ 
ly along the roud. Raffaelle pulled hi? hat over his 
eyes, crossed Ids arms, and felt like a General whose 
elite corps, sent forward to turn the tide of the battle, 
had just been repulsed—annihilated. At the end of 
ten minutes the brougham stopped before a little 
green gate, which was immediately opened. The 
artist descended, and mechanically followed a servant, 
who led him across a garden. After proceeding 
along a trimly kept gravel walk, he reached the back 
entrance of a'country mansion, 

“Reg pardon, sir,” said the domestic, “but.mis¬ 
tress thought you would not mind coming into the 
house through the kitchen, ns you might not like to 
be seen by the company till you had changed your 
dress.” 

"Don’t mention it,” replied Raffaelle, casting a 
glance at the great fire, the spit, ami the bright stew- 
pans. They crossed the kitchen, and the servant, 
opening the door, led the way up the narrow stair¬ 
case. 

“ Hush! Re silent as you can, sir: we are on the 
private stairs of the house, leadingto your apartment. 
Fray take care 

[ Thk following beautiful lines are from Harper's Weekly 

lor the enm-nt week. There is a touching pathos in them 

that only a fond mother could breathe in behalf of her brave 

“ volunteer boy:”] 

I know the sun shines, and the lilacs are blowing, 

And summer sends kisses by beautiful May— 

Oh, to see all the treasures the Spring is bestowing, 

And think—my boy Willie enlisted to-day! 

It seems but a day since at twilight, low bumming 

I rocked him to sleep with his cheek upon mine, 

While Robby, the four year old, watched for the coming 

Of father, adown the street’s indistinct line. 

It is many a year since my Harry departed, 

To come back no more in the twilight or dawn; 

And Robby grew weary of watching, and started 

Alone, on the journey hi* father had gone. 

It is many a year—and this afternoon, sitting 

At Rohby’s old window, I heard the band play, 

And suddenly censed dreaming over my knitting 

To recollect Willie is twenty to day; 

And that, standing beside him this soft May-day morning, 

The sun making gold of bis wreathed cigar smoke, 

I saw in hi* sweet eves and lips a f'aiDt warning, 

And choked down the tears when he eagerly spoke: 

“ Dear mother, you know that those traitors are crowing, 

They trample the folds of our (lag In the dust; 

The boys are all tire; and they wish I were going ”— 

He stopped, but his eyes said, “ Oh, say if I must!” 

I smiled on the hoy, though my heart it seemed breaking; 

My eyes (Hied with tears, so I turned them away, 

And answered him, u Willie, flls well you are waking— 

Go act a» your father would bid you to-day!” 

I sit in the window and see the flag flying, 

And dreamily list to the roll of the drum, 

And smother the pain In my heart that is lying, 

And bid all the fears In my bosom be dumb. 

I shall sit In the window when Summer is lying 

Out over the Held*, and the honey-bees’ hum 

Lulls the rose at the porch from her tremulous sighing, 

And watch for the face of my darling to come. 

And if he should fall—his young life he has given 

For Freedom's sake—and for me 1 will pray 

Once more with my Harry and Robby in heaven 

To meet the dear boy that enlisted to-day. 

r]',H E BENEFACTOR. 

COOKING STOVE, FOR WOOD OR COAL. 

Baking and Roast ins done in Cnrrents of Fresh Healed Air, 

No. S Square Top. No 9 Square Top. 
No. 8 Extension Top. No. 9 Extension Top. 

Iv offering this new Cooking Stove to the public, we invite a 
candid, careful, comparative examination into its merits, after 
which we have mi fears in regard to the result. 

*• Thk Benkpautok " has two main features, which are new, 
and not found in anv stove to the market, not even in the so- 
called "first cla-s." Those features effectually remedy two 
great evils which have attended the nse of Cooking Stoves from 
the time of their first introduction, and which have made many 
« house-keeper nigh for the good old times of brick ovens and 
fire-place or roa-ting-spits. 

The comparative innutritions and unsavory quality given to 
tood cooked in the confined chamber of a Stove Oven, and the 
excessive heat, especially in the summer season, and conse¬ 
quent waste of fuel attending the use of all Cooking Stoves as 
heretofore constmcted. are evils seriously affecting the health, 
comfort and economy of the household 

The first new feature alluded to above, is the 

System of Ventilation, 
Ry which the Baking and all Cooking in the Oven is done in 
Currents of Healed-Air, instead of in a Confined Hot-air Cham¬ 
ber, ag in all other Stoves generally known to life public. 

The peculiar quality given to bread and pastry baked in the 
old fashioned Brick Oven, is given in this Stove tiv means of 

these cnrrents of fresh heated-air constantly passing through 
the oven during thn process of baking. Also, by the same 

means, meat- roasted fnnf baked) in tins oven, receive that 
same richness of taste and odor which we were wont to enjoy 
in the days of strings and spits, before an open tire 

Bread and Pastry Baking. 
During the process of linking large quantities of carbonic acid 

gas and noxious vapors are uecc—arily evolved. The) walls of 
the old fashioned Brick Oven absorb these vapors, heneb the 
excellence of that famous house bold fixture. 

Attempts have been made to* accomplish the same result by 

filling the irbn-oottd watts of stove ovens with rand, and also 
by building those walls of fir/ brie'k, but those contrivances to 
secure the advantages of a Brick Oven have proved to he as 

practically tireless as they are unphllosophienl in principle. 
The only method by which noxious vapors and gases caa be 
prevented front escaping into the rooms of the house, and by 
which the excellent effect of the Brick Oven can he secured in 
the use of Cooking Store-, is the one adopted in this stove, viz 

The free passage of currents of fresh air through the oven, tchick 
carry into the enlarged , ri( > moke file alt that is offensive or dele¬ 
terious, naturally or acridodaltg arising in the process of hairing. 

Roasting Meats. 
One well versed upon this -object, speaking in relation to 

(looking Stoves as heretofore made, says:—"These iron mon¬ 

sters that *a ve fuel, ami consume human life, have driven the 
old wood lire and groat stone chimney and huge oven,almost 
ont of memory, except to a fewWho have the hardihood to de¬ 
clare that no man ever knew what a good roast w as, whether of 
beef, mutton, v-al, pork, goose, duck or a glorious fat turkey— 
who ha* not eaten It that was cooked before a wood fire, sus¬ 
pended by a string or supported by a spit resting on the pon¬ 
derous fire dogs. To be sweet, nutritions and delightful to the 
palate, a rua.-t must be coolted iu the open air. The oxygen ot 
a free atmosphere is just as necessary as fire to make a good 
roast. ’ This author is entirely correct in his views, and this 
Stove, in Older to avoid the evils, and reeute the benefits allud¬ 
ed to, i* 80 constructed that, a free circulation «f fresh atmos¬ 
pheric air )- constantly kept up through the oven, thereby giv¬ 
ing to roasting meats the open nil- olivet so es-eutial Ho that, 
instead of the empyrenmatic stuff taken from otherstove ovens, 
you get savory, rich, delicious, toothsome roasted meat, as if 
done before a wood lire with nearly all the natural juices re¬ 
tained. Such meat is not only more palatable, hut more nutri¬ 
tious Ilian meat baked, (not roasted.) in stove ovens, as hereto¬ 
fore constructed, 

Application of the Heat to the Oven, 
The other main feature of this stove, which distinguishes it 

from all other stoves, is the peculiar manner in which the heat 

is applied to and retained upon the oven. The flues are con¬ 
structed Independent of each other and of the main outride 
plate* of the stove, so that by means of perforations through 
the oven plates, the entire radiating surface of the flues 1b 
brought to bear directly upon the heat of the oven 

By this plan of construction, great economy of fuel is secured; 
also a quick and powerful, nr a steady, moderate heat upoo the 
oven, a-the opnr.um may desire ; the comfort ot a cool stove 
to do work by In the heal of rummer, because the main outside 
plates are never heated to a high degree of heat. This last 
statement will he made strikingly apparent by the fact that al¬ 
ter the fire-draft him been turned through the flues, the oven- 
bottom will Immediately become hissing hot, while the back 
and bottom of tin- stove will at the same time be cold to flie 
touch ol rhe band. In winter, the room may ho quicker and 
more easily healed than with other stove- when tile oven 1- 
not in u-e, by leaving the oven doors open time allowing a free 
circulation of air through the stove around the fire box, which, 
becoming heated in its passage, 1* distributed to all parts of the 
room 

Broiling. 
The Broiling arrangement is simple, natural and convenient, 

and Is located in or upon the fin-ltoMoro iu front. The natural 
accumulation of coal-trom the fire necessary to boil the tea 
kettle or coflee, when wood is the fuel used, will be suflieient to 
do the broiling. The a-h grate over the deep sink in the tire- 
bottom admits a live draft Through it, w hich keeps the coals 
alii r and carries tlm -moke into the stove. This arrangement 
obviates the disagree abb ar.d awkward ncees-ity of removing 
the coals with u shovel from the fire-box to the broiling hearth, 
as in some stove.-, or nf building a charcoal tiie on purpose tor 
broiling, or of broiling on the top of the stove. 

When coal 1*. the fuel need the broiling should be done over 
the fire with Brooke Grover's Patent Oval Grid Iron, which is 
the most perfect article for use upon coal stoves ever invented 

Tnn down train from London had just entered the 
Great Cokehampton station; the hour wa« 9,60 a. m., 
the time a lovely .June morning, a couple of years 
since. At Cokehampton, the railway traveler is 
allowed to leave his carriage for a few minutes, in 
order to snatch a hasty cup of coffee or a basin of 
BOim; but It being, as every one knows, the custom 
at Cokehampton to keep both these stimulants at a 
boiling point, the repast is usually performed itpdor 
considerable di flic til ties. Among the rest of those 
whose steps were directed by appetite towards the 
refreshment saloon was a straight, long-limbed, hand¬ 
some young fellow, with a brown shooting-jacket, 
brown mousbuhe, and a wide awake that had seen 
service. This was my friend Raffaelle Smith of Clip- 
stone street, London, landscape painter, journeying 
in the search of back-grounds, fore-grounds, ’ ami 
other “bit*” of nature, as be termed thorn, for his 
next gear’s pictures. As this may he it little too 
technical for the general reader, we may more clearly 
express what we mean by staling that, according to 
annual custom, the young artist, was going to the 
West country to sketch from nature. 

Now. it happened on this particular occasion, that 
although Raffaellc Smith had been ont of his bed 
since dawn, be bad spent so much time in packing 
his easal, canvasses, colors, and other baggage of bis 
artistic campaign, that it came to be a question 
whether he should breakfast and lose the train, or 
catch the train and lose his break fast. Breakfast, as 
the least, important, was sacrificed. Accordingly my 
friend found himself at Cokehampton, some sixty 
miles from London, with a most acute sense of empti¬ 
ness of stomach, just, as the railway guard was calling 
out, “Train starts in ten minutes, gents!” 

To a man in my friend's unbreakfasted condition, 
such an intimation could not have the effect of check¬ 
ing the ardor with which a traveler usually seeks the 
Cokehampton refreshment saloon. A very sharp ap¬ 
petite, and the exigencies of the railway time table, 
gave promptness to Raffaelle Smith’s movements, and 
caused that young luminary of art to he among the 
first of those, who sought refection at Cokehampton'* 
refreshment counters. Accordingly, the pressing In¬ 
junction of the guard hud scarcely been uttered, 
when my friend found himself at the most plentifully 
garnished portion of the table. The Cokehampton 
waitresses are no less neat handed than natty, and 
Raffaelle Smith’s appetite would, doubtless,’ have 
been quickly appeased, had not the following ques¬ 
tion interrupted his prefatory order for “Soup!” 

“Is there a genTinati here called Smith?” 
The artist, scrutinized the faces of his fellow travel¬ 

ers, in order to ascertain whether the question were 
addressed to any of them; and, a* no one replied, he 
himself went on to tlie servant. 

“ It appears that I am the only Mr. Smith here; do 
you want me?” 

“ I want a Mr, Smith who has arrived by the train 
from London.’’ 

“H’m! but I am unknown to a single inhabitant 
in this town.'’ 

“ I know that, sir," answered the groom, readily. 
“That is the reason why I am sent to you, sir.” 

“The reason why you are sent to me!” repeated 
Smith, in great, astonishment, “By whom?” 

“Perhaps you will be kiud enough to follow me,” 
continued the mysterious groom. “ I am ordered to 
speak to Mr. BmitU iu private.” 

A sudden misgiving took possession of Raffaelle 
Smith. “ Como, gentlemen,” he said, addressing his 
fellow travelers, "is it u practical joke? If any gen¬ 
tlemen present is the author of this piece of mystifi¬ 
cation, I charge him, in the name of stomach, the 
most worthy object of compassion in the world, to 
avow it at once,'ana to allow mo to utilize, without 
interruption, the few minutes that yet remain!” 

In answer to this novel summons, every one pro¬ 
tested complete ignorance of what was passing. 
Smith was resolved to pluck out the heart of this mys¬ 
tery. Curiosity imposed upou the stomach ft delay 
of several minutes, and the artist followed the groom 
out of the refreshment room. He, however, inform¬ 
ed his t raveling companions that he would return in 
the course of ft few seconds with the eolation of this 
enigma. The groom, who had heard the latter 
remark, put on a broad grin, and when they were in 
the street, -aid — 

"Beg pardon, sir,but wasn't you having ft laugh at 
them gents! They’ll be precious mistaken if they 
think you are going back to lunch there!” 

"I tell you what, young man,” replied Smith, irri¬ 
tated by tiie manner of the groom, “ mark me, if you 
don’t explain everything at once,—if yon have had 
the misfortune to be charged with a practical joke at 
my expense,—I bhnll not leave you without a sound 
thrashing" jho groom bowed respectfully,) “for 
cansiug me to lose ray luuch aud miss my train." 

“Ah, sir, 1 *i e you’re,a gent as wishes to have his 
joke,” replied the imperturbable groom, “Now, sir, 
don't you know very well that you will not leave 
Cokehampton to-day? As for the lunch, I don't think 
yon will mind that, when you see the magnificent 
spread getting ready for you up at the villa," 

The last phrase, though not more comprehensible 
than the other portion of the groom's conversation, 
somewhat calmed the artist's ire. 

“Then I am expected to dine by yonr master?” 
“You’ll be good enough to speak. about dinner with 

my mistress,” answered the messenger. 
“A lady, a good dinner, and a mystery! Well,” 

cried Raffaelle, flickering off the dust front his boots 
with his handkerchief, “all that is not very alarm¬ 
ing. The adventure is taking a rather interesting 
turn. Ouee mure,” he added, speaking to the domes¬ 
tic, “are von quite certain that it is to me, Raflaelle 
Smith, Clipstone street, London, landscape painter, 
that yonr mistress ba* sent this cordial invitation 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 14 letters. 

My 1, 8, 7, 6, 10, 4, 114s an annual calendar. 

My 2, 4. 3. 14 is a fanner's outbuilding. 

My ft. 6, 9, 3 is one of the integuments of the body. 

My 7, 6. 14 is a human being. 

My 8. 1, 7,2 is a very useful animal. 
My 9, If), J4 is a boarding place. 

My 11,12. 3 14 is-a kind of grain. 
My 12. 10, 9, 12.14 is a vegetable. 

My 13, 9, 12. 14 is found in Asia and Africa. 

My 14, 12. 1, 5 was an ancient builder. 

My whole is a uoted character. 

Cold Brook, Her. Co., N. Y., 1861. 1. G. Bkxsox 

Answer ip two weeks. 

hold on by the rail,—follow me!” 
Raffaelle ascended on tip toe. “This is your room, 
sir. Will yon please to take ft seat while 1 go in and 
inform my mist res*?” 

Raffaelle Smith dropped into a chair, (rack more 
entangled in au inextricable maze of supposition. 

“ There is evidently some mistake here. It is quite 
clear that I am token for some one else. When the 
lady of the house discovers that I am a total stranger, 
—well, 1 shall be politely shown to the door, amidst 
rhe laughter of the company,—that’s all! Come, the 
affair is now taking a tragic turn. That splendid 
repast, on which my imagination dwelt, is being 
whiHked from under my nose, like Sancho J’anza’s 
dinner. But if it turn* ont so,” muttered the en¬ 
raged artist between his teeth,—“if I am ejected 
from this house, my nnappeased appetite will drive 
me to half kill that villainous flunkey who lias brought 
me into this scrape. Hark! I hear footsteps! They 
approach! The catastrophe is now at hand!” 

The servant entered, and said in a whisper to Raf- 
faelle— 

“ Here is my mistress!” 
At the same instant a lady entered the apartment. 

She appeared about fifty years of age. Grave, self- 
possessed, autl perfectly lady-like, her deportment 
re assured the bewildered painter. The lady request¬ 
ed the servant to wait outside, advanced, and held 
out her hand with a smile, in which there was just a 
shade ofelegant and well-bred familiarity. Raffaellc 
responded to this polite reception by making several 
bows of an attempted aristocratic character. 

" What on earth is she going to say to me?” thought 
the young painter. “ The lady appears to look upon 
me in the light of a friend. I wonder what reason 
she will assign for my abduction?" 

“Ab, sir!” began the lady, 14 we have been await¬ 
ing your arrival with the greatest anxiety. It appears 
thatf harles has not accompanied you. as wo request¬ 
ed him to do. At any rate we have received you.” 
(Another smile on the part of the lady—giving her, 
in Ilaffaelle’s eyes, the most Sphinx-like attributes.! 
“ I am sure you will agree with me when I say that is 
the essential’ point. How many thanks and apologies 
do we not owe you!” 

“Owe me, madam! I am sure—yes—ab!” replied 
theyonng painter, judging that in such a reply there 
was nothing to compromise him. 

“ Yes, sir. But Charles has made you acquainted 
with the imperious motives which have caused us to 
act in this abrupt manner: and these strange and 
exceptional circumstances will. I trust, completely 
excuse us iti your eyes. Only an intimate friend of 
my son—a friend whom he has known since boyhood; 
a gentleman iu whom we could confide 08 in him— 
such a person only could we admit to a complicity in 
our plot. The CulogiiOn which Charles passed upou 
you, iu his letter of yesterday, informing U9 of your 
immediate departure from London, has fully satisfied 
us. My dear sir, I am certain we shall never have to 
repent having reposed our entire confidence in you— 
ol liaving confided to you that which we hold dearest 
in the world; and I beg of you to rest assured that 
you will never have cause to regret having placed 
implicit reliance on the honor of Charles and of our¬ 
selves,-' 

•‘1 am certain of it, madam,” answered Rafl'aelle, 
whose curiosity was now raised to the highest pitch. 

“But the time draws near. You are somewhat 
late,” continued the lady: “all the company are as¬ 
sembled in the drawing-room, Charles wrote to in¬ 
form us that lie had arranged everything with you. 
I can assure you we have neglected nothing. Ah! 1 
see you are in yourtraveling dress, and, in your haste 
have forgotten your luggage at Cokehampiun. You 
will find in that’ ward robe "some clothes of Charles’, 
He wrote to us that you were both of the same statute, 
—I see that you are a little taller-. However, that is 
not material. Pray attire yourself a? quickly as 
you can. In a quarter of an hour my brother, the 
Major, will come here for you. He will introduce 
you to the family and to our friends. Adieu, for the 

I present, then, my dear sir—I may almost say my dear 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 18 letters. 

My 5, 14, 4, 17, 13 is a county in Indiana. 

My 3. 10, 18,10, IS, 7.14 is a town in the Eastern States. 

My 11, 0, 9, 18, 3 is a river in New York. 

My 2. 14, 12, 13 is a cape on the coast of Newfoundland. 

My ft. 3 15, S, 16. 17. 18, 7. 9. 17 is a county in Ohio. 

My 1,14 2, C, 15 is a city in France. 

My 1, 3, 11, 14. 18. 9, 17, 16, 3 is a country in South America. 

My whole is u Bible command. 

Rochester, N. Y., 1SC1. T. C. 

Answer in two weeks. 
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QUESTION FOR THE CURIOUS. 

How many consecutive hours each week is the Christian 

Sabbath observed by the inhabitants of the earth, commenc¬ 

ing at 12 o'clock on Saturday night, on the 180th° of east 

longitude, from London, and ending at 12 o’clock on Sunday 

night, on the 180th6 of west Longitude, from the same place? 

An answer is requested, with the reasons for the same. 

Manchester, N. Y., 1861. D. 

For Moore s Rural New-Yerker. 

MECHANICAL PROBLEM. 

Tire head of a wedge iB 16 inches, and the length of one of 

its sides 48 inches. What will be the measure of the effect 

denoted by a force of 2,876 pounds? 

Gouverneur, N. Y, 1861. Edwin A. Dodds. 

Answer in two weeks. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Zachariah Chandler. 

Answer to Analytical Enigma:—Cross-cut-saw. 

Answer to Puzzle:—Get the best paper in the world 

Mooke’s Rural Nkw-Yorkek. 

Answer to Arithmetical Problem:—72. 
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ray grass, (or, instead, ,J bushel Italian and J bushel 
perennial,) 8 lbs. trefoil, 4 lbs. white clover, 2 lbs. 
alsike, and 1 lb. of parsley. 

“ for cutting—half a bushel Italian ray grass and 
11 lbs. red clover.” 

Mr. Wilson was acknowledged to be very success¬ 
ful in his grass crops. Others, however, objected to 
the use of ray-grass. Mr. Durik said that less ray 
grass seed was used now than formerly, and that 
whilst his father sowed a bushel and a half per acre, 
he never sowed so much ns one. He condemned 

perennial ray grass altogether, char¬ 
acterising it as “a weed,” which 

k “ought not to be-sown at all; for 
P1 no beast would eat. it, if it could 

get any other kind.” Instead of 
BY; ~ --1^ perennial, he used annual ray grass, 

and in this he waB supported by 
Air. Douglas, who does not believe 
in perennial, and has “not sown 
it for the last live years.” He con¬ 
siders “ the annual a quicker grass, 
more succulent, and of better qual¬ 
ity.” The mixture used by Mr, 

r Douglas “for all purposes” is “ 10 
lbs. red clover, 4 lbs. white, 2 lbs. 
cow grass, 2 lbs. alsike,” with 14 
pecks annual ray grass and 2 pecks 
Italian. Mr. Douglas stated one 
important fact relative to his mua- 
agernent of the clover crop which 

^ a is too frequently overlooked, name- 
ly, the importance of top-dressing 

v. it; “he had tested it every year at 
au expense of about 90s. an acre, antf 
every year lie hail beta well repaid.” 

So much diversity of opinion was expressed by 
members, that the Club resolved to leave open for 
further discussion a question so important. 

Flint, in Grasses and Forage [’IanA., gives an 

interesting chapter on this subject, from which we 

make a few extracts: 

“ It is difficult to over-estimate the importance to 
the farmer of a good selection and proper mixture of 
grass-seed for the various purposes of cultivation, 
for mowing, for soiling, for permanent pasturage, or 
for an alternate crop. I>oubtless the varieties of 
seed usually sown in this country, consisting almost 
exclusively of timothy and red top, with a mixture of 

I red clover, arc among the best for our purposes, and 
their exclusive use is, in a measure, sanctioned by 
the experience and practice of our best farmers; yet 
it would seem very strange, indeed, if this vast 
family of plants, consisting of thousands of species 
and varieties, anil including, as already intimated, 
nearly a sixth part, of the whole vegetable kingdom, 
could furnish no more than two or three truly valu¬ 
able speeieB. 

“ When we consider, also, that some species are best 
adapted to one locality, and others to another, some 
reaching their fullest and most perfect development 
on clay soils, and some on lighter loams and sands, 
we cannot but wonder that the practice of sowing 
only timothy and redtop on nearly all soils,—clays, 
loams, and sands, indiscriminately, both on high 
and low land, Bhould have become bo prevalent. 

“ It is equally remarkable that while hut very few 
of our grasses, and these for the most part species 
peculiar to sterile soils, flourish alone, hut nearly all 
do best with a mixture Of several species, it should 
so constantly have been thought judicious to attempt 
to grow only two prominent species together, with 
merely an occasional addition of an annual or bien¬ 
nial clover, which soon dies out. When this course 
is pursued, unless the soil Is rich and in good heart, 
the grass is likely to grow thin and far between, 
producing but half or two-thirds of a crop; whereas, 
the addition in the mixture of a larger number of 
species would have secured a heavier burden, of a 
better quality. These considerations, it seems to me, 
indicate the true direction in which the farmer who 
wishes to ‘ make two spires of grass grow where one 
grew before,' without impoverishing the soil, should 

All fowls will sit, at least we have never kept any 
that did not under some circumstances show such a 
desire, although we have kept about all the known 
breeds. The Poland fowls usually show no disposi¬ 
tion to sit until three years old. The Hamburgh 

fowls, called sometimes Dutch Every-day Layers, of 
which there fire several varieties, differing mainly in 
color, arc rarely known to sit. These everlasting 
layers we think will not produce many more eggs, 
during a year, than other breeds. Although they con¬ 
tinue longer, they do not lay as rapidly. 
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they, asbitherto, will beblamable. If the producers of 
the staple in this State, Pennsylvanin/.Vermont, Ohio, 
Michigan, Ac., will generally act upon this sugges¬ 
tion, we think, if dealers are really in earnest, (and 
their interest evidently accords with their declara¬ 
tions,) that better prices will he obtained, and a 
better system inaugurated among both parties. 

and he was so confident of this that if he had $100,000 
to spare, he would invest it in wool. We think this 
was a candid opinion, and though somewhat privately 
expressed, we violate no confidence in making it. 
public. The other dealer—a very careful and honor¬ 
able business man—was less sanguine as to the 
future. He admitted that much coarse and medium 
wool would be required to supply ordinary wants 
and the extra demand for soldiers’ clothing, (being 
satisfied that 9boddy, etc., would not be endured by 
those in authority,) — yet'argued that the supply of 
wool on hand, the scarcity of money, and depression 
of trade and manufactures, would cause the market 
to be depressed, as purchasers must be few on the 
start, eliciting little competition. His estimate for 
coarse grades was a trifle lower than those above 
given, whilo he thought fine wool would rule 15 cents 
less than last season. 

— We have thus briefly given the views and figures 
of dealers here, in order that our wool-growlug 
friends may be enabled to compare notes with them. 
Of course the most, honorable manufacturers and 
dealers wiBh to purchase the staple to the best advan¬ 
tage, and will cite their losses last year, the present 
hard times, etc., as reasons for non-action and low 
prices. They will not he likely to say much about 
the new tariff, which is considered quite favorable to 
manufacturers and wool growers; or bint that the 
large amount of woolen goods which were imported 
into the country before the tariff went into operation 
will soon be exhausted, when prices must advance. 
Our last Wool Circular from Europe (issued by Abram 

Gartsidk, Wool Broker, Liverpool,) has this signifi¬ 
cant. item:—•• Since the alteration of the American 
Tariff, few Woolen Goods have been exported to the 
United States, which has caused the manufacturers 
engaged in this trade to diminish producing to some 
extent, but. those who are making for the Home trade 
are fully employed, and Upon the whole the consump¬ 
tion of Wool is considerable.” The same Circular 
says:—“ From the time Jfjie present, line weather set 
in a better disposition has been manifested, causing 
prices to be better maintained than was expected at, 
the commencement ot the present series of Public 
Sales, which began on the 2d instant and closed this 
evening, (May 10,) consisting of 18,510 bales offered, 
15,123 bales being sold. The attendance of buyers, 
both Home and Continental, was numerous, the latter 
having purchased freely,” 

In determining as to the value of wool, and whether 
to sell at once or wait for an advance, our producers 
will, of course, he governed by their own judgment 
and circumstances, after considering the facts and 
probabilities. We may err, but think prices will 
advance from the opening of the market, thus revers¬ 
ing the action of last season. Those who can hold 
this year’s clip awhile will not be likely to lose, 
while the prospect is certainly favorable for an 
advance. As already indicated, oar own impression 
is that prices will, this season, (or for some months,) 
rule from six to ten cents per lb. less than last. 
The market may open much lower thai> our figures, 
but we think good wool onght to reach them in a few 
months.. If the market opens at low rates, it is more 
than probable that money will soon be forthcoming 
from heavy dealers and manufacturers, causing au 
advance in prices. Hence we are moved to advise 
wool growers to take things calmly, and not be 
anxious to dispose of the present clip at once, unless 
their circumstances render it necessary. 

— The subject of Preparing Wool for Market was 
discussed somewhat in the Rural of the 1st inst., but 
we wish to add a few words in this connection. As 
our readers are aware, moBt of the wool through the 
country has heretofore been purchased by agents of 
manufacturers and heavy dealers. These agents re¬ 
ceive a commission of a certain per cent, on all the 
wool purchased, and are usually instructed to get up 
a lot at an average stipulated price for each section. 
Thus the wool of different sections is known in mar¬ 
ket as Western New York wool, Ohio wool, Michigan 
wool, Ac., each lot having a distinctive character. 
The buyer, who works for a commission, rarely dis¬ 
criminates between poor and good lots as he should; 
and hence, if he pays for certain had Iota 5 to 10 
cents per pound more than they are worth, he must 
purchase some superior lots, in good condition, at 
much less than their real value, in order to secure his 
commission and make his average price. Thus, 
while the manufacturer secures his wool at a stipu¬ 
lated and satisfactory price, and the buyer receives 
bis commission, the most careful and painstaking 
wool growers are losers and the careless ones gain¬ 
ers—for, as we said two weeks ago, lack of discrimi¬ 
nation on the part of buyers encourages carelessness 
and deception. 

But we think this course will not be continued — 
that dealers have discovered the error of their ways, 
and have resolved to reform. We are assured by 
wool buyers that proper discrimination will be made 
this season, so that those who put up their wool in 
proper condition will obtain the best prices, while 
those who are slovenly, or use deception, will not be 
likely to sell their clips at the market price. This is 
as it should be, and if dealers will only practice what 
they proclaim, a long-needed reform will be insti¬ 
tuted— one which will prove beneficial to all parties 
interested. We trust the wool growers of the country 
will second the efforts of dealers by putting up the 
present clip in the best manner; and then, if the 
buyers still pay a premium for careless and slovenly 
management, by refusing to make proper discrimina¬ 
tion between merchantable and unmerchantable wool, 
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THE POULTRY YARD 

Considerable time Las elapsed since we last pre¬ 
sented our readers with a diaper on Poultry, and a 
dozen or more pressing inquiries warn ns that 
further delay will cause a good deal of anxiety, and 
perhaps some disappointment to our friends. These 
inquiries we have not space to answer in detail, but, 
will endeavor to give all the information sought in 
this article. 

Although there was a good deal of humbug in the 
Shanghae excitement, yet it was not all evil. Previ¬ 
ous to the importation of the largo breeds, our 
common fowls had. been neglected, bred without 
system and care, until they were small, ill formed, of 
all colors, Bizcs and shapes. It is true, occasionally 
a few Dorkings, or Polands, could be found preserved 
with tolerable purity; but these were scarce, and the 
little inquiry for fine fowls gave no encouragement 
to careful breeding. During tjio height of the 
chicken fever, miserable, long-legged Shanghaes ob¬ 
tained unmerited favor; but good birds, with short 
legs and heavy bodies, though rather large boned, 
could always bo procured. They have much im 
proved the size of the common fowl, and the effects 
of the cross can be seen in almost every barn-yard, 
as well as in onr markets. 

Large fowls are not as mischievous in the garden 
as small ones, and they can be confined with less 
trouble, as they are not expert.. J^uli the 1 vugs. A 
IItll^old hen is a perfect mii-iaru e in' a gaVien. It 
seeing us if fowls learn nothing but mischief after 
they get to be about two year , old, and one or two 
old ones will spoil a whole brjoc! and lenru them 
more mischief in an hour than they would acquire in 
a year without such teachers. Chickens are a great 
assistance to the gardener, destroying a large number 
of insects. I’laco coops in the walks, but be careful 
that the hen is well secured, or she will bury herself 
in your choicest beds. The form of these coops is 
not important, but It Is important to have thorn so 
constructed as to protect the hen and her family 
from rain storms, and it is especially necessary that 
the bottom should be dry. They should, therefore, 
be placed on high and dry ground. 

Entered accnnllnv to net. of CongTPHs. in the year 1861, by 
[). D. T Moore, in tbe Office of the Clerk of the District 
Court for the Northern District of New York. 

C3~ Our only object in copyrighting this paper Is to secure 
what every honorable journalist will freely grant,—proper 
credit for articles selected from its pages- Any and every 
journal is at liberty, and invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each original article or illustration to Rural New-Parker■ 

ABOUT WOOL: 
PROSPECTS, PRICES. PREPARING FOR MARKET. &o. 

HAMBURGH FOWLS, 
The Wool Clip of 1801 is uearly ready for market, 

and there is no little anxiety among growers as to the 
prospects. The opinion generally prevails that wool 
must. mi0 T3ry low this season, and it is by no means 
confined to dealers and manufacturers. Though this 
opinion founded upon the losses of dealers, the war 
excitement, and consequent depressed state of trade 
and manufactures—has been almost universal for the 
past two months, we think there aro some indications 
that the market will open at better prices than have 
been expected, and improve as the season advances. 
Recent conversation with dealers proves that they 
are more confident than a month ago—that, though 
they think prices must rule low on the start, com¬ 
pared with last year, the prospects are that there will 
be an advance, especially on coarse and medium 
wools, (luring the ensuing twelve months. 

Thongh manufacturing has been temporarily 
depressed, we believe operations must ere long bo 
resumed to supply the ordinary wants of the country, 
and the extra demand for Boldiers’ clothing. And 
here let us say that those who suppose such miserable 
clothing as has been provided for some of our volun¬ 
teer regiments is to be renewed, and supplied to 
others with impunity, will be mistaken. The flimsy, 
rotten stuff, made of foreign rags and waste, will not 
be endured—for both soldiers and people insist that 
our troops shall be well elothed—and the result will 
be a large demand for woolen goods, suitable for 
those who have volunteered to defend our flag and 
preserve the Union. This will give employment to 
many manufacturers, and cause an increased demand 
for a good staple —so much indeed that we should 
not be surprised if coarse and medium wools were 
soon worth nearly as mnch as last autumn. Fine 
wool must rule lower, compared with last season — 
probably ten cents less. 

An extensive wool dealer with whom we conversed 
a lew days ago, spoke quite discouragingly of the 
prospects, and disparagingly of wool growers—dwell¬ 
ing particularly upon their carelessness (we thiuk he 
said wickedness) in preparing wool for market. As 
one reason for his opinion that prices must rule 
exceedingly low, (from ten to twenty cents less than 
last season.) he mentioned the manner in which our 
volunteers were being uniformed, and cited the fact 
that orders had been sent to Europe for large quanti¬ 
ties of like miserable material for clothing. But we 
think that argument will not hold good — for if 
there is any patriotism in the people, and honesty 
among those who control affairs, the supplying of 
waste and shoddy clothing to soldiers is about 
finished. It jg too generally and strongly condemned 

on all hands to be continued with impunity. Aside 
from the disgraceful injustice of the practice—insult- 

The Ilamburghs are very beautiful, lively birds, 
when kept clean, and with a good range, but they 
suffer in close- confinement, and them have a shabby 
genteel look, that is very disagreeable. Indeed, this 
is the case with all fancy fowls, and no one should 
attempt to keep them who bus not proper oonven- 
ieuees, plenty of room, and time to devote to their 
care aud admiration. The Han turns are pretty, but 
not profitable. We must defer notice of the different 
breeds for the present. 

From twelve to fifteen fowls may be kept in a 
house eight or ten feet square, with a yard attached 
about twice that size, and with profit, as we know by 
experience. The house must he kept eleau, the 
inside occasionally whitewashed, aud the nests 
frequently changed. The yard should have partial 
shade from treeB or buildings, otherwise shade must 
he provided. Dig up a few feet of the yard every 
day for the fowls to work among and dust themselves. 
After if is all worked over once Or twice, remove the 
surface, and use it in the garden, and give the fowls 
a load of fresh earth. That removed 1st worth all the 
trouble it causes, as manure for the garden. It is 
unequalled for flower beds. The house, if it lias no 
other floor than the earth — and this Is bettor than 
boards — should be served in the same manner. 
Fowls in almost all cases become diseased by neglect. 
In a week or two we will resume this subject. 

TENT COOP. 

The above engraving shows a very good form, 
quite common, and if the front only is open, afford¬ 
ing pretty good protection from tic weather. The 
following is an English style. Bythis arrangement 
the chickens, when very young, m[y he confined in 
the little front yard, where their food is kept; or 
by changing the position of the yard, they may be 
allowed to range within call of the mother. 

BEST MIXTURE OP GRASS SEEDS 

Much attention is paid in Europe to the best 
mixture of grass seeds to obtain the desired end, 
whether it be for pasture or hay, and also to ascer¬ 
tain which Is host for the different variety of soils. 
A little attention to this matter in America, we think, 
would be productive of the best results, and wo ask 
our readers to give us information of any reliable 
experiments they may have conducted. The “ Best 

Mixture of Grass Needs ” was discussed lately before 
the East Lothian Agricultural Society of Scotland, 
at one of their monthly meetings, and we will 
endeavor to give the chief points in the discussion. 

Mr. SniHuiKK, who introduced the subject, com¬ 
plained that they were not as successful now-a-days 
in raising good grass crops as they were “long ago, 
before the guano islands were known”—referring, 
we suppose, chiefly to the liability to failure which is 
now a predominating complaint in the case of red 
clover, where the Boil iB highly cultivated. In his own 
experience, he had found uo mixture that produced 
perfectly satisfactory results; and with the view of 
laying before the meeting the practice in different 
districts, he had obtained information on the subject 
from various farmers in several of the Scotch comi¬ 
ties. The first example he adduced was that of Mr. 
Hope, of Fenton Barns,'whoso young grass was 
generally better than any other in East Lothian. 
Mr. Hope’s mixture for pastures and cutting, 
respectively, per Scotch acre — a measure of land 
about midway between the imperial and the Irish acre 
—are as follows: 

“ For pasture—either for one or two years—M lbs. 
red clover, 4 lbs. white do., 2 lbs. alsike do., 2 lbs. 
yellow do., 2 pecks Italian ray grass, and 1 peck 

KNGLISTl FEEDING OOP. 

We have experienced one diftUulty with all these 
coops, and one which wc think kvill be felt by all 
who live in or near cities and viliges. The mother 
being confined, and unable to afford protection to 
her defenceless brood, they becone the prey of cats, 
and every day the number dcoeases without any 
known cause, until perhaps by ascident or through 
watchfulness the enemy is diseov»red. In the coun¬ 
try there are other enemies equally and perhaps more 
destructive, that seize their preyln the night, some¬ 
times destroying both the mother and her family. 
Cats generally do their work eady in the morning, 
and we have seen them watchingnntil the first chick 
made its appearanoe outside otthe coop, when it 
was immediately seized. To prelect the brood front 
such enemies, we made a coop with two apartments, 

SAFETY cook. 

as shown in the engraving, one of which is tight, 
with the exception of a few augur holes for ventila¬ 
tion. Into this the hen will a ways take her brood 
for safety during the night. The slide-door is then 
let down and all is safe until murniug. 
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Rural Notes emit Stems. -- I ~7, nf siting the highest price for his native wool. I The all-engrossing subject is the war, and all party same plot of ground, and planted at one time from »nrf| I Ttf n 
pasture, we ordinarily see from fifteen to twenty rircum^ce Last year I contracted feelings are merged in the great struggle to retain the same seed.” The remainder of his potatoes were III III A* Ull-3 U 
species of grass or forage plants growing in socia wui J m ^ at FJint The agent of ^ intact onr Union, Constitution and Laws. And “Flukes,” all put in on the new plan, and yielded ~ - - — 7- 

profusion, and often many more species. Tf t e 01 ^rm wfta there handled and examined every happy am I to live under a Constitution and Laws 30 "an excellent crop, not two in a hundred being bad, More* about Wool—Since writii 
be very poor, as a cold, hard clay, or a barren san , e s . ate] and’ when through he observed, well worth fighting for. Irook at it for a moment, while his neighbors, for miles around, without ex- page wo hare received several Woo 
perhaps two or three varieties will suffice; W* on » * ^ ^ y hw hftudled in thiB Aboat cight months ago all the discordant political ception, lost their crops. remarks of many exchange, on p, 

good soils a larger number will be jound to -e far „ ’ f ^ ^ „w,jy arc yOU not willing to elements existing in this Kepublic, were brought The game writer states that others have tried his 

more profitable. # . pay in proportion to quality and manner of putting into contact, and to day, in the Northern States, no system with equal success. Its simplicity renders it will be most ^ demand, white not 
“Especially is this the caso Whpf' .VIs'’F8 u> "e * p He repijGd, “If we could come here and buy one talks politics; and not only are all political dit* easily tested, and the statements made appear snffl wanted for awhile. In his circular, 

left in graBB for gome years, ami f Jflf>ally to be the wool onwe|VCSj we should probably do that, but ferenc.es forgotten, but in many cases family feuds oiently probable to be worth the extra trouble in- York —after bating that there hw 
pastured, as is often done in New England; for it is ^ ^ d on ugenta t0 bay) and must, and private animosities are ignored—eld enemies votved for the trial. A case is given in which a medium domestic fleeces, with to 

then desirable to have grasses that reach maturity at th<jn>fore dcpcn(1 o0 tbetr judgment.” But there is meeting and mingling their voices and their dollars number of planks were thrown down upon a potato suitable for military clothiog, whi 
different times, as a constant succession of good feed judgment about it. It is the dollar a hundred in the great common cause. I have always been a bed—in accordance with the foregoing philosophy, dull, A*c— advise* - parties having 
throughout the season may thus more surely be oh- ^ rn8 thc pr5ce and quality, and the manufac- Democrat and a Union man, opposed to abolitionism, although not designedly done-and the potatoes, on *e Jj 
tained. U is well known that there is no month of ^ wioked an(, mean enougb connive to in favor of the rendition of slaves; but the rabid being dug, proved to be in excellent order, while all wool of mediflm ^ !o„ 
spring or summer in which some one of thc grasses ^ famer ^ q[ hjK ^ du0 elements of the South have put themselves without around, exposed in the ordinary manner, were com- ^ M ear,y as peBgiMe> tb(lt it mB 

does not attain to its perfection, if we except the tViLLABD, and all others, to carry out the pale of the laws, and now they only are account, pletely destroyed. demand growing out of tbe present* 
month of March, and «ven this brings up a luxuriant none hut honest competent men, able for the result. E. Palmer. - Speaking of Western Wool the circi 
growth in the more southern latitudes. For good «P■ . ^PP ^ ^ & diHCri^inate and Rochester, Minn- June 3, 1861. Feeding <Jraln to sheep. bone asis sold at clipping time will 

soils, eight or ten species of thc grasses, or sixor « . management, and pay according P- S.-In your issue of May 25th, a subscriber TriE effects of feeding certain kinds of grain to 3*for o»«sl qualities in good 
eight of the grosses proper, aDd one or more o 0 icr handling and my word for it, thiB will from Rhincbeck, N. Y., says, or is made to say by 8beep, have been set forth in late issues of the Rural, 0'"'ic- " H ' 'n?'Dl' ° 
*>*.«. woaM probably b, fottttd to bo proM- »«-*•-< “So„ ,Z7l UrLn «... lb. type, that K. P.ta.a, of Minn., i. a previoaa „„ P„„ New friend, seem * be „l8. -***■ £*■»-**■*«« 

the pale of the laws, and now they only are account¬ 
able for tbe result. E- Palmer. 

Rochester, Minn-. June 3, 1861. 

p. R, — In your issue of May 25th, a subscriber 

around, exposed in the ordinary manner, were com¬ 

pletely destroyed. 

Feeding CJrnin to Sheep. 

TnE effects of feeding certain kinds of grain to 

sheep, have been set forth in late issues of the Ritral, ?ht of the grasses proper, and one or more o o 1. handling, and my word for it, thiB will from Rhincbeck, N. Y., says, or is made to say by 8beep, have been Bcl forth in late issues of the Ritral, 

rbage plants, would probably be fount 0 ie pro 1 aach & compctjtion among the fanners that the types, that E. Palmer, of Minn., in a previous and onr Rngiand friends seem also to be dis¬ 

able.” _ 4 ^ thf,rc ju be a marked improvement at once. But as number of your paper, asks “ Can sheep be profitably cu88jng the question. In a recent issne of the New 

HEADS AND HANDS. it now is, there is no encouragement for any wool raised on land worth 75 cents per acre?” Now, “A England Farmer, J. R. Walker of Springfield, Vt, 
_  grower to make an extra effort, except the pleasure Subscriber,” or some one else, must look again at writes : — “ Your Henniker correspondent, N. M., 

Much has been sung and said about the pleasures 0f having it said that be produces the best article my article of April 13th, and it will be discovered inqnireS) <WUl oata hurt sheep to feed to them with 
LrminTtruly, for there i, no occu- tb.tl »ld$Jt-..UBbtmi,t,ko. P.,Mecor,eet._B.r. onl belog gtomd?. To your reruork, you „y, ■ fed 

of farming, and all very truly, tor mere is no oct.u- dial don i j>ay. 
pation so delightful under favorable circumstances, I might cite many circumstances in my own expe- 
while under others, there Is no pursuit so vexatious ence f0r the last twenty years to show the unfairness 
and wearing to both body and mind. It is true, but of wool buyers in endeavoring to get tbeir fine wools 
none the less annoying, that the troubles of the at the same price they do the coarse, hut will not 
farmer are mostly those of bis own making. As u trouble you further at this time. Justice. 

general rule, we work too much with the hands and 
too little with the head, and thus get into difficulties 
which we sorely feel, yet hardly know how to avoid. 
Farmers employ too little help, work too hard them¬ 
selves, and as a consequence have little time to think, 
or to superintend the labors of others, to see that 
every motion is well directed, and made at thc right 
time to produce the best results. This practice 
doubtless comes from early habits. Most of the 

Grand Blanc, Mich., JnneS, 1861. 

-* ■ ♦ • «- 

SHEEP-SHEARING FESTIVAL. 

Mr. Nicholas Chilson, of Covington, Wyoming 
Co., a day or two ago, demonstrated to a large com¬ 
pany of friends, a few things connected with the 
branch of husbandry for which he and his sons are 
deservedly celebrated. Mr. C. is a practical man, 

ARMY WORM IN SOUTHERN KENTUCKY. | 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker;—I don’t think your 
vicinity haB yet been visited by that great pest, the 

army worm. They have been very destructive in this 
section of the country, and the farmers have been 
making great efforts to keep them from destroying 
the crops of their plantations. In some places they 
have cut off the corn completely, and I was told yes¬ 
terday by a gentleman that be had planted his for the 
third time. They spoil the meadows entirely, eating 
the grass down to the roots. 1 was also told recently 
by a gentleman that they had eaten eight thousand 

in proper quantities, we believe them admirably 
adapted to sheep; bat all grain must be fed to sheep 
judiciously.’ These remarks are sensible, and to the 
point, and all, indeed, that need be said upon the 
subject. Bates you ask, ‘Will some of our farmers 
give you, or us, the reasons why nngronnd oats will 
hurt sheep?’ I answer as a farmer, it is my experience 
that nngronnd oats will not only not hurt sheep if 
‘ fed judiciously,' but do them much good. My farm 
is mostly stocked with sheep. I feed them unground 
grain through the winter—oats in December and 
January, half oats and half corn the rest of the 
winter, with such roots as I have to spare, and never 
had a sheep hurt by eating oats or corn. My early 

Moan ajsout Wool.— Since writing the article on onr first 

page wo have received several Wool Circulars, and read the 

remarks of many exchange!! on prospects of the markets. 

The opinions expressed are various, hut generally confirm¬ 

atory of our onn position — that coarse and medium qualities 

will be most in demand, whiLe not much fine wool will be 

wanted for awhile. In bis circular. Wai.tku Brown, of New 

York —after stating that there baa been activity Id low and 

medium domestic fleeces, with some advance in qo&litien 

suitable for military elothiDg, while fine fleeces continued 

dull, kc-—advises “parties having very fine wool on hand, 

not to sacrifice it. but wait till it is wanted for actual con 

sumption. On the other band, we would recommend all who 

may have wool of medium and low qualities, to send it for 

ward as early as possible, that it may have the benefit of the 

demand growing out of tbe present wants of thc government." 

Speaking of Western Wool the circular thinks that such por 

lions as is sold at clipping lime will range In price from 26 to 

33 for the usual qualities in good condition, the better and 

Choice lota bringing 33 to 35. 

— The AT }'■ Economist thinks little can be said yet of the 

new clip of New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, “but it is 

expected that line fleeces will rule low, and the average price 

be very much below that of last year," &c. In the sauw 

connection it remarks—1' Wools will probably open from 2i@ 

35c. for the lowpst. grade to fine Merino; the medium grades 

may briDga little more, they coming within the quality now 

iu Semaod. We hear of low medium grades Southern Ohio 

(new clip) being sold in Columbus at 25@S0c. for common to 

half blood, but the sales have thus far been quite small." 

Agricultural Fairs, Horsk Shows, &p.— The N. Y. State 

Fair has not been postponed on account of the state of the 

country, as stated in some of our exchanges, but arrange¬ 

ments are making for holding It at Watertown, Sept. 17-20, 

as announced. The proposed Trial of Implements has hern 

deferred, and not the Annual Fair-Wo notice some ilia 

mission as to the propriety of holding large Fairs this year, 

yet believe the only organization* which have decided to omit 

their usual exhibitions are the United States, tho St Louis 

Association, and the Indiana State Society.-The Monroe 

Co. Ag. Society announce a I-lorac Show to be held (on the 

Grounds, near this city.) the 27th of June in»t., and that tbe uvuuvivna vvuivd »»v»•» - y  - — — - w — ^ tjj w ^   - — n   - , . , . V f I --7---»’ — — • 
older farmers of the present day commenced life ami attends to tbe details of his business; lienee hia |0^acco plants for him. They injure the wheat, but iam^s “ave a trough ul oats where they can eat w iat Annual Fair will tafc* piaee Sept. 26th and 27th.— Th* 

1 . A%- __S-.1-A r _* . _ . _ *1-oil +i‘mnc nf Min ilflV OTIfl Will fit fmit* i_i . ^ A- CaaIoIo la Ia l.nlrl nf 

poor and on new farms, when produce wus cheap theories hoar with them the weight of application in 

and not easily converted into cash, and when labor his experience. 
was scarce, and the money to pay for it not easily 
obtained. Under these circumstances they had to 
depend upon their own hard toil, with an occasional 
lift from neighbors, for the entire work of the farm. 
Things, however, have changed since Unit day; now 
the eighty or hundred acres are cleared and in culti¬ 
vation, produce lias a cash value everywhere, and 
usually at living prices, and labor can be had at 
moderate cost. But the habits formed in early days 
are not easily overcome—they rule the man, and he 
continues to work, work, from early dawn to dewy 
eve, and never seems to realise that the proper use 
of his brainB and eyes may be more efficient in the 
management of his large farm and numerous herds, 
than the little he can do with his hands. Franklin, 

1 know, said that 

“Ho who by the plow would thrive, 

Himself muBt either hold or drive;" 

and this may be true witli a proper latitude of inter¬ 
pretation, and a farmer can drive the business of his 
farm much better than by driving horses or oxen; 
and lie may get a better “hold” upon prosperity than 
by bolding tho plow handles, though all this ho 
should he able and ready to do when occasion 
requires. A master builder does not spend ten or 
twelve hour* a day in driving thc jack-plane, hut 
gives his time and thoughts to tho general superin¬ 
tendence of his business. The editor does not use 
up his time and energies in setting op types which 
others can do as well and perhaps better. But a 
wiser man than Franklin has said that the eye of 
the master will accomplish more than his hands. 

Tho farmer, with a large farm, cannot afford to labor 
all day. and every day, in plowing and hoeing, and 
other manual labor, when a more competent man for 
the purpose can be hired for ten or twelve dollars a 
month and “found." The man who undertakes to 
do this will find his work all behind, and this is the 
great bane of farming and destroys all its pleasures. 
His farm will show great want of management. 
With little help, and perhaps with an unfavorable 
season, it is late before his plowing is done; in fact, 
the seed should all have been committed to thc soil 
before ho is preparod to commence this important 
work. Planting progresses slowly, and before com¬ 
pleted, the weeds have sadly got the start in the first 
fields, robbing the soil and injuring the crops. Hoe¬ 
ing interferes with haying, and haying with harvest¬ 
ing- all is too often hurry and confusion, showing a 
good deal of hard work, much of. it sadly wasted, 
but no general and wise control — no quiet guiding 
head. In the autumn a somewhat similar scene is 
enacted, for winter sets in with the corn unhnsked, 
a portion of the roots undug, and happy is he if the 

Ten sheep were shorn with the following result: 

Weight of sheep — of fleece. 

No. 
u 

1 
2 

Yearling Ewe. 
U it 

. 70* 

. 76J* 
11% 
11 

a 3 <( tt .78* 12% 
it 4 tt it _ 76 10% 
t( 6 (C u _ 70}s 12 
u 6 Two - year - old.. .101 12% 
u 7 Yearling Buck_ . ...104 13% 
t( 8 U tt _108 16% 
it 9 it tt .103 18 

“ 10 it tt . 80 

Other sheep were exhibited and shorn. Homer 

Cook, of Pavilion, was there with a two-year-old 
buck, weighing 145 lbs; weight of fleece, 14J H>s. 
1 OH A non CoviLL, Esq., of the same place, also had a 

two-year-old buok, shorn — the carcass weighing 105 

lbs., and fleece 13 lbs. 

William C. Bmkad was called to the chair. On 
motion of Mr. 0. Bond, Messrs. George Tomlinson, 

Nathan Bryan, and John Gorton, were made a 
committee on resolutions, who reported the following, 
which were unanimously adopted: 

Unsolved, That we are highly gratified with this 
opportunity of witnessing the permanent advance¬ 
ment of Sheep Husbandry as a branch of farming 
economy. 

Resolved, That the thanks of this Agricultural 
Community ari especially due to Mr. Chilson, his 
sons, and the/ ladles of their households, for this 
festival occasion, and the very substantial evidence 
Of the high breeding of their Hooks, and hospitality 
of their boards. 

Resolved, That, the weight of sheep and fleece are 
worthy or record in thc county papers and in the 
Rural New-Yorker. Wm. C. Kmicad, Pres’t. 

Covington Center, N, Y., June 7, 1861. 

THOSE PIGS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—I have been looking 
with some degree of interest for a response to the 
inquiry of Mr. Wilcox about his lame pigs, and 1 sec 
in your number of May 11th, communications from 

two correspondents, containing some very sensible 
suggestions as to thc manner of keeping swine gene¬ 
rally, but not very conclusive as to the cause of the 
difficulty or to the remedy in this particular case. 

Last summer 1 had a pig some four months old, 
which I believe was affected in the way Mr. Wilcox 
speaks of. It gradually became lame, until it was 
unable to stand,—-in fact, had apparently lost the use 
of its limbs. I supposed at the time, that the body 
was too heavy for tbe legs, for the pig was in very 
good order. I mentioned the case to a neighbor as 
something strange. “ Not at all," says he, “1 know 
what is the matter, and can tel) you how to core your 
pig. There is a shoat, (pointing out a fine one that 
was running at large with others,) that was so lame 
lie could not stand, and 1 cured him in five minutes." 
“The cause of the lameness,” he continued, “is, 

not *o much as other crops, eating merely the leaves, 
which, as it is so far advanced, does not damage it 

very much. 
ThiB worm is something like the caterpillar worm, 

but smoother, and about an inch in length, it 
requires all the force that can be mustered to keep 
them back. The general method is by ditching,— 
digging a little trench about a foot in depth, and 
cutting It under on one side, so that the worms can¬ 
not readily crawl up. By going out each morning 
and clearing away and destroying those that have 
gotten over the ditch, they can, in many instances, 
be kept from carrying on, to any great extent, their 
work of destruction. Sometimes, however, they get 
over the ditches and all other encnmbrances, In such 
numbers ns to put at defiance all efforts made for 
their destruction, - eating and utterly destroying as 
they go. They are truly the army worm, as they 
come in armies. They come in armies, and their 
time of invasion Usta from two to four weeks. Their 
motto iB “ conqutr or die;” and they generally con¬ 
quer before they take their departure. They have 
gotten so near to humanity as to chew tobacco; and 
a friend remarked to me that, in this cane, it would 
require ft great deal for home consumption. 

The wheat Crop^.oks very fine as a general thing, 
and wil/so'oti'be ripe. 1 have never yet seen fay of 
the “midge;” they, I believe, have not made,their 
advent among us, but will, I am fearful, ere long. 

Princeton, Ky., Jun!(, 1861. B. 

they wish, at all times Of the day, and Will, at four Annual Fair of the Dutchess Co. Ag. Society is to be bold at 

gwnrl Jtyirii of flto grosua. | the matter with my InmW they seem to be taken with faint I _Qur rr,v,nl« in the North will perceive that it costs some 
ness, fall or lie down naturally, excepting that the neck is , !n tho bonier States - far mow, 
stretched out. when they gasp once or t«,oe, struggle a wing w * . ■ , .... ... 

Thc Art of ItiiHcr Mulling. minute or two, and die in 1«l» or fifteen minutes. 1 have fed in many Instances, than tin* letter indicates—and they ought 

vr Wi vs, mv in thn Maine Farmer savs that the ,hl‘™ with «U about. tbre« pinD u day mixed wit h not 0D\y to be thankful that thoir lines have fallen in pleasant 
N. Winslow . in the Maine tanner, says mat too onougb corll ^ make three and a half quarts; also with ' w pUeM but ready to aid those who are made to 

farmer should ascertain the character of his cow s rowan hay- Many one can inform me what Is the dla«aso*r and peat r - > y . , p„naiiti.tin., 
. , remedy, they will greatly oblige — A Subscriber, Warren, suffer on account of their fealty to the Union and Constitution 

milk separately, fattening for beef those whose milk , Man , isei. 

docs not yield good yellow hotter. Then his firkins - amkr.can Short-horn Heed Boor- The fifth volume of 
should be made of sweet wood, ash, maple, oak or TuB Abmy Worm is Southkrn Illinois.—Here, in our received from the author, 

and thoroughly urtumW with «twnS picklo; »J) ?,"££ Z Z,. F. k Mwt h*. N. V. .. o.ouio. « 
work out all tbe buttermilk with ft wooden ladle; lavish of lier bounties, the farmer looks desponding. Last oCtavo paged, being smaller than some of the preceding vol 

months old, sometimes take a quart each dally, 

which causes them to * thrive finely.’ 

Several of roy neighbors have iftrge and fine flocks 
of sheep. They feed on onground grain, oats or 
corn, separate or mixed, in such proportions as they 
choose, and any one who will examine these flocks 
will be well repaid for their trouble, and need no 
further proof that nngronnd oat* are not injurious to 
sheep. I doubt the economy of grinding grain for 
sheep, ns they masticate their food very thoroughly, 
and no seed passes them that will germinate. 

A flock, to be profitable, should be so cared for 
that they will retain their ficBh and vigor; hut should 
they, by neglect, become, poor and weak, and while 
in this condition a large amount of any kind of grain 
be given them, whether it be unground or ground, 
it would hurt them, perhaps kill them, as it would a 
famished man to eat a hearty meal of wholesome 
food. Bat ‘fed judiciously,’beginning with half a 
gill of unground oats per day, and increasing daily 
for four weeks, at which time they will take a pint 
or more, if you have them to spare, they will be all 
the better for it. The only danger of losing sheep 
fed on oats, according to the above directions, is 
that the butcher will make you too tempting an offer 

to be refused.” 
-» » 4- 

and gUmwrs. 
Fataljtt Among Lamhs. —Can any of your correspond¬ 

ents inform ini’ tliroiigb the coloina of the Rural, what ir 
thc matter with mv ItttnW They seem to be taken with faiiit- 

Tlio Art of Butter Mulling. 

N. Winslow, in tho Maine Farmer, says that thc 
farmer should ascertain the character of his cow’s 
milk separately, fattening for beef those whose milk 
does not yield good yellow butter. Then his firkins 
should bo made of sweet wood, ash, maple, oak or 

Washington Hollow, Sept. 10-12.-The Chautauqua Karra 

era and Mechanics Union’s next Horse Show L to be held at 

Fredonia, on the 20th and 2Ut of June mat. And the Annual 

Fair at tho same place on the 4th, 5th and 6th of Sept.— 

The Palmyra (N. Y.) Wool Growcre' Association will hold it* 

second annual Sheep Shearing on the Fair Grounds in said 

village, June 22d, 1801 Premiums will be awarded to the 

best shearers, and bertificatee given to the owners of the beet 

sheep.-The Wayne Co. (S. Y.) Ag. Society has decided to 

hold a Horse Show at Lyons on the 3d and 4th of July — 

offering over J600 in premiums. 

Tint Unionists or tiik South hare already been aub- 

jncted to much loss and suffering. Quite a number of our 

subscribers have been obliged to flee north, abandoning their 

farms and other property Last week we received several 

letters from loyalists who had been obliged to leave ftiirfax 

Co , Va, requesting us to change the address of their papers. 

Among them waa a letter containing arrearages from one of 

our club agent# — who, instead of repudiating, most honor 

ably availed himself of the first opportunity to discharge an 

, obligation lately incurred. This is in striking contrast with 

thc couree of disunioniete, the great maw of whom refuse to 

jav any Northern debts. Our friend writes:—“Yom may 

consider me gnilty of a breach of trust, but In thc present 

diaturbed state of affairs 1 was ousted from my home In Fair¬ 

fax Co , Va., because I wonld not swear eternal hatred to th- 

Stars and Stripes. I had to leave everything, save wliat 

effects 1 could bring in a lumber wagon, with my *lf* 

two small children. The money for most or tt»> M 
tinmen I .ruin*. puLi (a ton Lofer*, T left but 1 wan obliged to 

use it to get back to my native State (New York.) * * * 

I have not heard by letter from Vlrginiu since I left, April 27 

If you have not stopped the papers, continue those for Va. 

subscribers to Washington, D. C, and 1 will send the balance 

of tho money soon.” 
— Our friends in the North will perceive that it costs some 

thing to be loyal to the Flag in the bonier States —far more 

in many Instances, than this letter indicates—and they ought 

potatoes are gathered before the first hard frost ruins tbat t\K. ^sueSi (as lie termed it,) of the legs are closed 

those near the surface, and causes great loss and vex¬ 
atious trouble in assorting. We need a little more 
head-work fn our farming, and when we give it, 
farming will be indeed a pleasant occupation. 

Aoricola. 

- ♦ - - ♦ 

WOOL GROWERS AND BUYERS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: —In your paper of 
June first, 1 see a communication from Mr. Ammi 

Wii.laud, wool agent, in which he threatens almost 
to annihilate the wool growers of the West if they do 
not reform their habits In putting up their wool for 
market. That there is abundant cause of complaint 
I doubt not, bnl before making such sweeping denun¬ 
ciations of the dishonesty of the farmers in putting 
up their wool for market, let them wash their own 
hands, and then, perhaps, willi propriety, caution 
others. I give Mr. Willard credit for some candor 

by reason of dirt or wax; these issues are on the 
inside of the leg, near the middle joint. Take a cob, 
or any thing snitable for the purpose, and chafe tbe 
inside of the leg until the natural action is restored, 
and the pig will get well.'’ 

Thc remedy appeared so simple, 1 concluded it 
would do no harm to try the experiment, which I 

did, and with complete success. 

Not knowing any thing about these said “issues,” 
nor their exact locality, I thought if I went over the 
whole ground 1 could not possibly miss them. I 
therefore thoroughly rubbed thc inside of the legs 
the whole length, (with a cob,) until tho dirt, wax, 
and part of the hide were removed. I then applied 
spirits of turpentine. In six hours the pig was able 
to walk, and was entirely cured from that time. 

then take for seasoning one pouud of good salt, one 
half pound pure white sugar, and two ounces salt¬ 
peter; mix thoroughly together, and use one ounce 
of this preparation for every pound of butter. The 
above quantity |s sufficient for twenty-six pounds 
liutter. The butter should he put into the firkin never"lignin sprouts.' IJhave looked in vain through m.v 
.olid, beating it down month with a wooden peatlo: 
cover it with a linen cloth, saturating the cloth with |f,lvderfl, giva u» this hiitory; or me they unknown In tho 

hot tilllo\» or beeswax takinir care to wrinc Northern Slates, where all are loyal nubjeot*? Or have they 
sweet not tuuov or ueeswax, imting care to wung injbibed the war spirit, and commenced a war of extcrmiua- 
out all the tallov or beeswax you can after dipping bcra on iuvjm’ subjects—0, L. 0-, liainbridgc. III. 

the cloth. ThiBcover will exclude the air. No Balt —--- 

should he put between the layers; simply stamp beans tor Sdkkp—Hand Drills — Will some sheep 
down each layer smooth with the pestle, and cover breeder name in the R^the 

with the cloth u»til the next layer is ready. Butter where j Wtn gut i, g0od band drill for drilling in carrot, beet, 
packed in this manner will neither grow soft in ^ and the Pric«-- William Buck 

warm weather, nor crumble in cold weather, and is ’ ‘ . . . ... . . „„„ „ • 

better one year Old than when first made. It will warehou6e K D. hallook, of this city, manufac- 
sell for from 1iv( to six cents per pound more than turM one ^ a cogt of about five dollars. 

common butter. - 

In a P. S. he "tmarka some use four instead of two Liquid Makurk.—Will you, or some of your readers who 
. , . . , , have had exjierience, give the best mode and time of apply 

ounces ol saltpeter, and think it an improvement. jng jjqnid manure? Also, suggest at to the crops and soil on 
1 et farmers trv both. which it is most beneficial. Having arranged to save all the 

Mr. Lewis F. Allkn. of Black Rock, N. Y. It contains 4K! 

octavo pages, being smaller than some of the preceding vol 

umes, and “contrary to tho expectation of tho publisher, your thc drimth cut short the corn and gras:, crops, and now. --'contrary to tho expectation of tho publish*!. 
at this writing, many of our wheat Helds and meadows pro- nines, anil contrary ro me expect* o 
sent a very desolate appearance, for wo are overrun with presents a less number of cattle breeders, and ot peaigret- 
Army Worms. They, like a devastating army, march than usual.” The author ms this is not because tho namUr 
through oni fields, h aving no green thing beUlud They L decreased, or the number of well bred Short- 
•o nerally Aiinear in timotbv meadows, and their marcU is m nroouers tct-. o . . . 
onward/ Wheat, oats, and corD, are summarily disposed of, horns is less — for. on the contrary, both breeders and tkri 
and timothy Is generally so effectually demolished that it jKlv,. Increased in numbers — but thc fm-iner have Wm 

• A V * Ia.v.1, aa! l n „ m , ft. t >1 PI, ,1 l» It ml* ' 

Let farmers try both. 

Tlic I’otato It it. 

From an editorial upon this subject, in a recent 

issue of the Country Gentleman, we make the follow¬ 

ing extract: 

Anything that sheds light upon the causes or the 
cure of the potato rot, is of great importance; and 
a recent contribution to one of our foreign exchanges 
(it has been B0 Widely copied that we are uncurtain 

in the suggestion of not employing agents wlio can- large yard attached, and no want of “ sour slop.” 
not or will not discriminate between good and poor 

wool, properly handled. 

Now, let me say a few words as to the extreme 
honesty of gentlemen speculators in preparing to buy 
the wool of the rascally farmers. This I believe is 

Fond du Lae Co., Wis., May, 1861. A. T. G. 

MINNESOTA. —SEASON, CROPS, &c. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Notwithstanding the 

the general practice. They draw from the hanks of backward spring, our farmers have done an unusual 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, or Connecticut, such amount ol work, succeeding iu getting in a much 
amount of money as they want for present use, go to larger amount of small grain than usual, and I ven- 
Detroit or Chicago, and exchange that money for tnre to say that full one-third move uf spiing wheat 
western paper at an advance of probably two to five has been sown than last year, hvery team, every 
per cent. Then they go to the different stations, and spare hand, and every foot of ground, has been 
select their agents—some vary proper men — others brought into requisition. The wheat does not look 
hardly know the difference between a sheep skin and as well as it did at this time last year, but last season 
a dog skin — and direct them to purchase the differ- it obtained sulh an extraordinary heavy growth of 
ent qualities so at- not to have them average over so straw early in the season, that much of the grain on 
much. The agent throws out a flaming handbill; hazel brush land lodged down, with a loss to the 
200,000 or 400,000 pounds of wool wanted, for which farmer in several ways. 1 think, on that account, 

the highest price in cash will be paid, Ac. Then 
comes the tug. They will slip round and secure 
some of (he best dips at as low rate as possible; then 
commences an indiscriminate purchase. One will 
say, “You paid Mr. A. so much, and my wool is as 
good as his any day, and if you don’t pay me the 
same I will go elsewhere;’’ and, rather than lose the 
per cent., down goes the money, and the seller boast* 

I leave the theory of this matter to wiser heads than in which of thenjit first appeared) suggests a means 
ine to determine, hut the facts I will vouch for. of prevention wlicli has the merit, we think, of 
I would state that mv pig* had a dry bed, with a novelty at least. Reasoning that the disease is “ due 
rge yard attached, and no want of “sour slop.” to the depositioij by the atmosphere of a fungus, 
Fond du Lac Co., Wis., May, 1861. A. T. G. which, taking up its habitation first upon the leaf 
_- and the haulm or tho potato plant, propagates with 

MINNESOTA.-SEASON, CROPS, &c. astonishing rapidity, and ultimately finds its way to 
_ the tubers, and c<topletely destroys them,” the writer 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Notwithstanding the argues that this [’fungus” is washed down to the 
ickward spring, our farmers huve done an unusual tubers by means 41 rains. He tried an experiment 
Mount of work, succeeding in getting in a much in planting a largi part of his crop “in double rows 
,rger amount of small grain than usual, and I ven- instead ol siugU the two rows occupying about a 
ire to say that full one-third more of spring wheat foot in width, a foot of vacant space remaining on 
ns been sown than last year. Every team, every the outside ol e:t|h row. I hey were planted upon 
mre hand, and every foot of ground, has been the level ground! and hoed up at the usual time, 
rought into requisition. The wheat does not look When the tops hnfl attained their full growth, about 
i well as it did at tliis time last year, but last season the 1st July, helturned them over right and left 
obtained suih an extraordinary heavy growth of “toward the vacant spaces, by adding earth between 

t,raw early in the season, that much of the grain on the rows, and pressing down the haulms, so as to 
azel brush land lodged down, with a loss to the prevent their refining an eroot position, and to 
inner in several wavs. 1 think, on that account, allow the rain, instead of descending to the roots, 

liquid manure of my stabled and yarded cattle, I wiwli to 
ascertain the best method of using it,—Samuel Hill, Albion, 
y. r., 1861 

Liquid manure is good for all crops that need manure, as 

will be understood by all who reflect that all manure is taken 

up by the roots In a liquid form. It is then in the proper 

condition to he absorbed and digested by tbe plants. Liqiud 

manure should be applied when plants are growing, and 

when the soil L moist, for at that time, by becoming mixed 

with water in the soil, it spreads over a larger surface. We 

have found that liquid manure so strong as to kill plants in a 

dry time, will do no injury if applied after a shower. 

Lick on Horses, and Matrimony—iu perusing the col¬ 
umns of tbe Rural. I saw a number of inquiries and answers, 
and I should like to inquire of the readers what will kill bee 
on horses. I have tried oil, but do uot succeed. One more 
inquiry What will a young man do that wishes to marry, 
and has four Indies and does not know which one to Like? 
_You.no Subscriber, South Granby. Omeyo Co., A’ V 

Young Subscriber " is the most matter-offset individual 

we have heard from recently, thus coupling those trouble 

some insects of the genus PedunduS and marriBge. He is, 

less spirited than usual in placing their herds upnnrecuri 

It is remarked that, though the depression of the time* li*» 

lessened the demand for blood cattle, tho quality of om 

Short boras Is Improving. The volume (from the Sleani 

Press of K. Whkklkk k Co., Buffalo,) is well executed, and 

comprises many line lithographic portraits, drawn by Mr -■ 
R. Pagk. For tbe benefit of Short-horn breeders, Agricul 

tural Societies, &c,, wishing to procure this volume, we will 

add that it can only be obtained by addressing the author, a 

aboye — the price being |5, if sent by express, or $5.40 when 

forwarded liy mall, pre paid. 

Crop Prospects at the West.—Our Western exchange, 

very generally speak in the most encouraging terms of the crop 

prospects, notwithstanding the backward season. Though 

some of the accounts are doubtless too good to be true, w* 

judge that farmers are likely to reap abundantly. The Mil 

waukee News of the 20th says: —“There seems to he evert 

indication of as heavy a crop Of wheat the present season « 

in any former year. The yield of 1860 was probably the 

greatest ever known in the State, and yet we should uol be 

surprised to see it fully equalled the present year Caie’n- 

observe•< who have traveled considerably through the bUt* 

during the past few weeks, give us positive assurances R>at 

the breadth sown is fully oiu- rourtb greater than i# *“5 

preceding season- Add to this fact that the prospc'-' 

looked more favorable for a heavy growth, aud we u'»J 

prophecy another glorious harvest in dne time. The lutesa 

frequent rains have somewhat retarded the labor! ■1 - 

farmer in respect to planting, hut there is yet abundance of 

time, if only improved. Before our laBt year’s crop '1!1 

possibly be disposed of, another will be 1 upon us.1 There are 

good days in store for Wisconsin, and so we note it " 
_ ----> ^ . 

A Good Example — Hueinea for Home Guard*— 

an item worthy the attention of our readers (in villages *n^ 

hamlets) whose neighbors have gone to fight for tbe 

a An impromptu meeting Of the Home Guard Of East 

ford, Mass., was organized on Wednesday afternoon, and m 

members proceeded, well armed with spades, bot’8t ri e ’ 
.. . . i r ai_ r ^u^n*sii»hbor6 Q0<r some insects oi me genus 1 caurwu* uuu -™ * _ ’ . „ttl*#hbow no1* 

assuredly, in a very had fix. Only think ! four young ladies seeds, Ac., to the gardens of those of then b ^ pw_ 

upon his hands, and each so entertaining aud attractive tbat serving the country in tbe Federal army. J 

he cannot -• make up his mind " which shall be his counsellor pared the soil and planted the beds in good stji , ^ 

and comforter whilejourneyiogthrongh thisworldof sorrow, the joy of the female relatives^ of the absen 

L, there not spirit enough among the young men of his vicin- example is worthy of imitation _ 

ity for three to come forward and relieve him, or have they all ’ ^ ' ~ T" ..... Messrs, 
sworn fealty to the Star Spangled Banner, and are away to Importation ok AybSEIRES. Ve c0tlnliMi 

the wars, ir he will move to Utah and obtain Brigham Bkow*. Campbell & Co., of Jefferson an 

YOUNG'S favor, he can marry the whole four “and more, too.” have recently imported a very line lot o _AY _ ^ ^ 

Before going, however, we would advise him to catechise probably the best, or among the bes , > patable iw- 

each of the beauties, and see whether be cannot trade off country. Tirade gentlemen are exteusne ‘. ,.k _ espec,ally 

“any other man,” thus making the matter agreeable to all porters and breeders of thorough bre- » * yorj 

parties concerned. It may be some of the fair ones will back Shorbhorn and Ayrshire cattle, Leicester s> P 

down when they approach the bank of the Rubicon (lucky fel- shire sivine-and we trust their business «■ 
low, if hu don’t get an emphatic “INo" wheD the question is affected by the present depressed state or tn that the promise for a good crop is quite as encoura- to run off’ upon vacant space.' The land employed 

ging as last year at this time. Very many of our is characterized is a “heavy clay, about as bad a 
hired hands, and I may add, too many of their cm- description or soil as can be devoted to the growth 
ployers, have enlisted for the war, aud help in harvest of a potato crop.f! The result was with the “Re¬ 
will be hard to get; but the farmers are already sup- gents,” a part of which were thus treated, and the 

d rehove him, or nave mey an Messrs, 
gled Banner, and are away to Importation ok Ayrshires. - M e learn tha • 

o Utah and obtain Brigham Bkodik, Campbbll k Co., of Jefferson and Oneu - 

,e whole four “and more, too.” have recently imported a very tine lot of AHsllir ^ 

ould advise him to catechise probably the best, or among the best, yet ,"'oug‘ ble ilfl. 

whether be cannot trade off country. The.,e gentlemen are extensive nU np 

popped,) aud he will thus save his pocket even though he 

loses his heart. Solomon tells us “whosO findeth a wife, 

fiudeth a good thing," while Bomebodv else says, too much 

plying themselves with good reapers and mowers. 
Perhaps three times the number of reapers will he 
sold here this year than there were last. 

gents,” a part of which were thus treated, and the of a good thing is good for nothing." If all seem determined 

others in the ordinary way, that the former turned to have him, let him choose the one who has given sufficient 

out to be a good crop, “while those upon the old proof that she thinks least of him, and he will, undoubtedly, 

plan were a complete failure, although grown in the marry the most sensible woman of the four. 

Dkatu ok a Nobleman Farmer— The English 

announce the death of Right lion. ' has been sp- 
w«s sixty i ears. Thin gentleman s attention hM oe^{ ^ 
eially directed to the raising of lleri-lord cuUl^so^ 

best of this breed, ever shown, 5ia^.n| “S?iack Hawk nisrer. 
Some years since, he ordered several bne j.. ?uyd 
from this country, he having had a strong partiality io L 

roadsters and trotters. 



-- „ ^ n() not anow them to run too ranch to brush. Use manure, is sometimes put to a great depth below the 

YM/fSOf® r Till T JW]! R A L the knife fn-elv the second or third year, and cultivate surface, with a great thickness of unfertile so.l above. 
ii A\U y ^ Dp BOt* raise anything else close about them. This is much worse than useless expenditure of cflre 

_— ~ Give them a it the strength of the ground. I observe and means. Soil should never be made deeper than 

NOTES IN THE GARDEN^ none have fallen from ray bushes except the very can he well '• aerated.” and J* ,V unl ewth e'sur- 
small ones on the end of the stems, and I regard that menco at least from «e«r the surface, k« the sur 

It becomes an interesting question at this time afl & benctit, as those left seem to grow much larger, face consists of very open **n °rp^ . ] 
will become of the ourculios, for we shall have By the way, l obtained at the same time two a covering for a border is somet.mcs advantage® Uy 

n0 plums the present season. The flowers were de- bundred strawberry plants, “Early Scarlet” and made. __0T10Bed that is to 
rtr0Ved. The theory of Dr. Fitch is that the curculio .. Hovey’a Seedling.” One-half of them died, as I When very deep working iip» Pv* * ,g 
in the absence of fruit deposits its eggs in the hark, reccived them so late in the season; the remainder say, deeper than thice ce , H earth and 
so the loss will not be Berions. Other fruits, too, will j took g0„d care of, and they will soon reward me required. , oil, r ra . 
finCcr and thus the “ little Turk - will find ways and with about one bnshei of fruit More than one-half manures to serve as soil, or * receptacle the roota 

means to survive the hard times. The cherries are f the berries of Hovey’s Seedling are now over one- of plants, can not undergo ^ L ® 
S,ut as badly off as the plums, and for the first time fonrth of aa inch in diameter, and 1 do not consider fit itfor entertaining the 

* .cry ,« « arc - «-»**. .he™, apPca„„c,. ore, ta„ Th.y.rc, 

well. l>o not raise anything else close about them. 
Give them alt the strength of the ground. I observe 
none have fallen from my bushes except the very 
small ones on the end of the stems, and I regard that 

as a benc-tlt, as those left seem to grow much larger. 
By the way, 1 obtained at the same time two 

hundred strawberry plants, “Early Scarlet” and 
I “ Hovey’s Seedling.” One-half of them died, as I 

and means. Soil should never he made deeper than 
can be well “aerated,” and its fertility should com¬ 
mence at least from near the surface, unless the sur¬ 
face consists of very open sand or gravel, of which 
a covering for a border is sometimes advantageously 

made. 
When very deep working is proposed, that is to 

received them so late in he ^on the reminder say, deeper than three feet, a preparatory s ep is 
Uook wire of, and they will soon reward me required. Soil, or rather a mixture 0 earth and 

with about one bushel of fruit More than one-half manures to serve as soil or 

inserted in a very slight cavity. Calyx with small segments, 

and basin of moderate size. Flesh white, buttery, not so 

juicy as tbo Doyenne, but sweet, and of excellent Davor. 

The strong upright reddish-brown shoots, and peculiar 

brownish green appearance of the pear, before ripening, dis¬ 

tinguish this fruit, September. 

CABBAGE I.KTTCCK and IUTU81IB8 — Can von tell me the 
reason why l cannot grew good solid heads of Lettuce as | 
formerly? They now grow loose, and soon run up to seed 
Is the difficulty with the seed, or what is the trouble? What 
is the best way to grow radislieB so that they will not be bard, 
hot and wormy? — Sabah. 

The Cabbage Lettuce, to form good heads, must be sown 

early, so as to make its growth before hot, dry weather. A 

cool, moist soil is the hest, and if a little shaded all the better. 

with about one nnsnei oi tb(, „«,,.eqsarv changes to Kae.h plant must hare sufficient room for its proper develop- 1 

of the berries of Hovey’s Seedling are now over one- o p < , ■ ■ . went Good heads can never he obtained when the plants t,M- 

CAKES AND COOKIES. 

Eos. Rural New-Yorker:—I send you a few 
recipes which 1 know to be good, for I have tested 
most of them 

Fault Cake.—One and one-half lbs. of flour; 1 lb. 

butter; Albs, raisins; 4 lbs. currants; 1 lb. citron; 12 
eggs; 3 oat), cinnamon and cloves; 4 pint brandy. 

Show ham. Cakb.—One cup of sugar; 4 cul> butter; 
1 teaspoonful soda; the whites of 3 eggs. Bake in 

deprived of this favorite fruit. The pears will give 
only a very moderate crop. Louise Bonne de Jersey j B)em j8 a very rich black loam mixed with manure, 
and Winter Nellis, we observe, are showing finely. Qnr gprjng berc is backward. Corn is out of the 
Of apples, we shall have a good crop, though trees in eai.£b a few inches, and looking very well. A beat 
exposed situations have suffered, and the western bag a heavy growth, and fears are entertained that 

sides of many show the effects of onr cold winds. ^be straw will be too heavy. *’• A- n- 
Strawberries are doing well. De Witt, Iowa, June 5,1861. 

The Flowering Shrubs now form the most attractive --- 
feature in the flower garden. The Thorns are really poB THE CURRANT WORM, 
beautiful, and we wish all onr readers could see 
them, and learn to appreciate them as they deserve. Ed8 Rural New-Yorker: — The currant worm 
We know no class of shrubs so deserving, so much Cldsjg bag oome upon us with all its withering de- 
neglected in this conhtry. The Peonies will be in 8tn,ctjveness, and must necessarily afflict the kind 

They arc, £JSZ. 
hyr„. ItaWoU «T «. SOU,,, .U.1, «<• * rcpe.,.0 — 

remedy for the currant worm. 

before it is put below. We often hear of ground 
beiug worked to the depth of five feet- Jo do this 
well is no doubt possible, but not easily practicable. 
We will consider a depth nr four feet only. As a pre¬ 
paratory step, at least two feet thickness of good soil 
must be so well prepared as to he fitted to go below 
two other feet of soil, and to give food and enter¬ 
tainment to the roots of plants with no other atmos¬ 
pheric and upper-region influence than can be, we 

Rural 
New-Yorker:_The currant worm suppose, very sparingly communicated through the u\no, Marion, Grant Co., la. 

arn crowded. Radishes fo be tender must make a rapid 

growth, therefore they should not be planted too early in the 

season. They should also be grown In a warm, mellow soil. 

II' your ground is heavy, get a little sandy loam from the 

woods for the radish bed. Of course wo cannot express ao 

opinion in regard to your seeds, not having tested thorn. 

Fruit ami Crocs IN Indiana, Tin' prospect for hay is 
good. Our gvape vines, from present appearance*, will bo 
loaded with grapes, tbw peaches and apples ftra well thinned 
out by the frost; wheat is coming out In head, ami where it 
Is not killed not, looks well. Last, week some were plowing 
corn ami some planting corn. So it goes this spring. 

1 send n leaf and blossom of what we cull Golden Huttons. 
Mv wife wants lo know if that is its right name. — Jaooii _* . • . n  a r_ 

crisis has come upon us with all its withering de- superincumbent mass. We think the question may, Tho Uower ia the Double Buttercup, (Ranunculus aoris 

Rtructiveneae and must necessarily afflict the kind with propriety, arise, whether this depth of soil may plem>) sometimes called Golden Button and Bachelor’s 

creatures ofmir households who serve up the currant even renusin id a whoi^iw^ Button.- perfection in another week. creatures of our households who serve up the currant even reman m a wuu.csumu — ....... ---r- 

The weather is now dry and warm, and after being ;n so mRny ways to suit our palates. I believe you extremely coarse am open utma on . " 

kept hack so long, vegeta.cn is making rapid pro- havegiven a very ST Supper two feet, or 

gre88' -—•—*-a “ lass ” for the patent how to head him in and stop that which by reversement him become so, must be 

TREATMENT OF ANNUALS. 

Annual flowers are every year becoming more 
popular, and vciy deservedly so. What we would do 
without the endless variety of forms and colors fur¬ 
nished us by the Annuals, we cannot say. Tho Ver¬ 
benas and Scarlet Geraniums, and other bedding 
plants, are brilliant and valuable,—we like and grow 
them, but for profusion of flowers of every describa- 
blc form and color, we are obliged to turn to the 
Annuals. Then they are so cheap that every one can 
have them —a dollar’s worth will make a garden 
gay and brilliant the whole season —and they are of 

his rapacity. On that question tho deponent speak- 
eth not confidently, a3 no very encouraging prospect 
has been given in the Rural heretofore, or in any 
other newspaper that I have seen. But, Mr. Editor, 
what would you give to know how it is done out here 

Button, 
--» » ♦ » 4 - 

SoilifttlturKl Uotes. 
Ekfrcts or Winter on Quacks, tic.—Mr. Downino writes 

to the Country Gentleman.—" The winter ha« been a severe 

one at Newburgh on exposed grapu vines. Among the best 

varieties, Delaware And Concord are the hardiest, Isabella, 

Catawba, Diane, and Rebecca, are much injured, and to a few 

cases entirely killed. Cherry trees have suffered severely, 

treated as so much barren soil, and will require at to the Country Gentleman.-" The winter has been a severe 

least a period of two years to bring It into perfect one at Newburgh on exposed grape vines. Among 

condition In caBe of a very coarse and open soil, varieties, Delaware and Concord am the hardiest. Lobelia, 
condition, mens. y i Catawba, Dinn* and Rebecca, are much Injured, and in a few 
even for the vine, we can suppose such prepara i c#geg ontlrtdy killed. Cherry trees have suffered severely, 

may be called for and judicious; but uot under ordi- ^ 80|1){t of lb„ oWor tv(U,„ j ft,ar will not recover, t never 

New Year’s Cake.— Three and one-half lbs. of 
flour; U lb. sugar; \ lh. butter; 1 teaspoouful soda; 
4 pint water. Rub the flour and butter together. 
Dissolve tue sugar in the water. Caraway seed. 

Jelly or Rom. Cake.- Three eggs; l cup sugar; 

1 cup flour; 2 spoonfuls cream tartar; 1 do. soda. 

Cukav Fruit Cake. —One quart of sifted flour; 

14 cups butter; 1 do. sugar; 14 lbs. raisins; l spoon¬ 

ful Boda; 2 do. tartar; spico to taste. 

Gold Cake. — One cup of sugar; i cup cream; 

yolkB of 4 eggs; I teaspoon cream tartar; 4 do. soda; 

14 cup flour. 

Silver Cake.—The whites of 4 eggs; 1 cup sugar, 
white; 4 do. cream; 1 do. butter; 14 cups flour; 1 

teaspoon cream tartar; 4 do. soda. 

Cookies.—One cup of rich sour cream; 1 do. white 

sugar; 1 teaspoon soda; nutmeg. 

Lebanon Springs, N. Y Mrs. C. I. Siiumway. 

_ _- 4 * . ♦ i 

STEAMED PUDDING, PORK CAKE. &c. 

Kds. Rural Nicw-Yorkkk: — Having some nice 

recipos for your readers which experience has proved WUUu YV UUIU yuu ui < v vw - ---- - ■ - --- - i toatii -- , * " 
in Greece? You mav say proceed to answer your nary circumstances, or such as we are at present 8IIW them so much injured before.” It will be recollected in to bo excellent, l send them herewith: 

MlvvVtV J *• Jt r ,, _A _ .'.la- . J» A, - IT. .4 . ..r 4Ua «rl«i..n Alt kRAAh win in a . 

own question. In the first place, then, remove all 
sprouts or suckers that may have coiue up about tho 
currant or gooseberry plants, and cause the ground to 
be smooth and firm near the stem of the bush. The 
next proceeding is to obtain some gas tar, ami with 
an old spoon pour the tar all around the plant as near 
to the stem as is practicable; after this process, or 

called upon to consider. 
For ordinary garden culture, the depth of eighteen 

inches, that we have chiefly spoken of as the least 
that will enable a border to give good results, may be 
safely relied upon for at least twelve years, and with¬ 
out much deterioration for twice that period. This 
supposes the ground from the first to be given 

n J-* . . tv kUC OVVIU WIWWV*VW¥4V, - -. a - - , 1 _ A „ 

such easy culture that the merest novice in gardening wJnd a littlc cotton batting ftronml thc plant entirely to the vines; grass, weeds, or other plants 
What in all our collection of scarce . ’ .._, ... ...... ..,<*1, at.ink havimr no occupancy there.— ('. W. Grant, Iona. may succeed. What, in all our collection of scarce 

and beautiful plants, will make a more brilliant bed 
than the Portulacca, more sweet than the Ten Week 
Stock, or in Autumn make a more magnificent show 
than the improved Asters. A writer in the London 

Florist, advocating the cultivation of Annuals, thus 
speaks of the proper mode of cultivation: 

*• one reason why annuals are becoming more 
generally grown, is the ease with which they are 
raised, and the very small amount of trouble their 
cultivation entails, compared with the other section, 
the yearly propagation required with geraniums, 
verbenas, Ac.; the potting and planting, the shifting 
and wintering, under expense, care, and appliances 
not within every one’s reach. It will, therefore, 
create no surprise, now that the love for flowers is 
become unusual, to find that those who have not the 
means to grow plants requiring a winter’s care, and 

close to the ground, and theu with a good si/.ed stick haviug no occupancy 

give the bushes a thorough thrashing till the worms 
are all off and on the ground, and you maybe assured MIGNONE 
the worms will do no more havoc until another brood 
comes. It is a late discovery with me, and has Buy a pot of ordi 

MIGNONETTE AS A TREE. 

Bov a pot of ordinary mignonette. This pot will 

our report or the effeota of the winter on grape vinos here, 

we state,1 that (he Delaware and Concord were uninjured. 

\V 11.mam I’arkv, of Cinnamiiison, New Jersey, writes to 

tho same journal:—*'ft requires great rigilanco he.ro to 

secure a moderate yield of plums, from the ravages of the 

curculio, which have also attacked the few pears that escaped 

the heavy IVost; Hie Seckel, Bartlett, and others of the most 

certain hearing kinds, are generally punctured, and will pro¬ 

duce bat a small quantity of perfect fruit, 

111 bnve bad my attention called to another insect some¬ 
what similar anil about one-fourth the sine of the curculio, 

darker in color, hnrd shell, and a long proboscis, preying 

upon the strawberry buds and blossoms by piercing tho 

stem a little below tho calyx, destroying, in some places, 

from one-half to two thirds the blossoms and small berries; 
VVlUVO* 4 « »•* »» - ----- — -^ / . . _ « , »» VM- ----- - 

proved entirely successful. 1 would further suggest probably contain a tuft composed of many plants, yet from the large quantity planted, aqd the Increased at ten 
„ utift' nnner muv ho fitted around the tree, and the produced from seeds. Dull up all but one; and, as Uou to cultivation, there will he a good supply of the fruit, 

m/k •• -- --1 x mi iur iur *** —. ’ 1 '* 4k«. Ii i«Uv 
of this treatment, will put out a multitude of young |A„t year, yot the vines In some places have not stood the liquor through a sieve, and press it turotlg t < J1- y 

best for the trees, also attended with far less trouble, they are about three inches and a half long. 

gardens attractive and gay through the summer, 
which they can do with littlc trouble and small cost. 
An ordinary garden soil, well dug and loosened, and 
a few shilling’s worth of seeds, ai-o a trilling matter, 
compared to the cultivation of ordinary bedding 
plants. Nor should we omit to notice another reason 
bearing on oar subject, which carries with it a strong 
motive for the increasing interest now felt for this 
class. Annuals, like other popular flowers, have 
becu greatly improved by careful cultivation and 
judicious hybridizing. The horticulturist soon per¬ 
ceives when a class of plants is susceptible of 
improvement through this agency, and advantage is 
quickly taken of the fact; to this result the many 

that a stiff paper may be fitted around the tree, and the produced from seeds. Dull up all but one; and, as lIon to cultivation, then, will ho a good supply of the fruit, 

tar pnt upon that, as it would be necessary to remove the mignonette is one of the most rustic of plants, whil!b te now commencing to ripen. 

. rP ,.iflnt a* I* rnirrl.t do harm which may be treated without any delicacy, the sin- “Raspbovvlow, of #11 the loading sorts, have stood tbn 
the tar from around the plant, as it might Jotan. 'jn y middle of the pot may be winter well; am filled with fruit buds, and making a vigor- 

Before mailing the foregoing paragraph, I thought. K - 1 ... , t . . . . ThU oua growth of foliage, and give promise of nn abundant 
best to test the experiment in the use of soft soap, by rigorously trimmed, leaving only one shoot This *’ 

applying it freely with a brush to thc lower part of shoot you must atta< 1 to a b cn u & a o w 1 0 Blackberries are doing well. Tbo Dorchester being the 

the tree, from thc ground upwards, three or font osier. The extremity of this shoot will put forth a pftrlU||t and most hardy variety, is uowln bloom, and every 

inches. The latter application was tried on currant buueh of flower buds, that must be cut oil entirely, MU ,n p,.,.ftct condition. The New Rochelle, which in relied 

bushes that were overlooked when the firBt expert- leaving not a single bud. The stulk, in consequence on f()r tUe ma|n crop, has a much better show of fruit than 

ment was made Both applications have proved efTec- of this treatment, will put out a multitude of young last year, yot tho vines In some places have not stood the 
merit was made. Doth applications nave p v u mTOt bo aUowed to develop freely until winter well. Tho Cut-Leaved, or Rebus Iwelntetm, is still 
tual. Ihe soap experiment l think tho saLst an I •• , . ■ uerfectlv hardy and Is making a fine show 
best for the trees, also attended with far less trouble, they are about three inches and a halt long. I her. Uteri" Hpmtag, P-iocCy bardy.a, 

The above application must be made two or three select out of those, four, six, or eig , uomiu mg ,o uThe crop of small fruits will go far toward supplying lb« 

days in succession to make a thorough work, and the strength or the plant, with equal spaces between defl(,,ency in thoae onarger growth, such as apples, pears, 

repeated as often as the scamps appear. H. n. l. them. Now, with a slcndpr rod of white osier, or ()(,RcheH and piumB) all of which will ho very scarce hero 

iirecce June &th, 1861. better, with a piece of whnSeb.mo, ma^e a hoop, and lhlll BeaBOn.u 

* --- * attach your shoots to it, ’Supported at the proper Fruit_Iu d0 art ftrB we more deficient than 

CULTURE OF THE VINE.—NO. II. ^ height. When they have grown two or t i.ee inc its that or packing fruit so that it maybe carried a long distance 

longer, and are going b« bloom, BUpport them by a without injury. Three-fourths or all nkr summer fruit* sent 

preparation of the soil. second hoop, like the first. Let them bloom; but to market any conshlerablu distance l* more orIkihinjured. 

tako oR the seed pods before they have time to form, jndecd| much that ia brought to cities tpr growers only a low 

The preparation of tlie border may bo effected in a or the plant may perish. It will not be long before miles distant is scarcely fit for sale. Occasionally fruits »ro 

variety of ways, according to circumstances, and the new shoots will appear just below the places where sent u« with a request to exhibit them at our Horticultural 

end to be accomplished. the flowers were. From among these new shoots, Show*, but in moat cases the '“J1" J "" 
. , , . . . . . „ „ , rornived ns to he entirely unfit, to show Mr. Klim, garuenei 

1st. To prepare one of eighteen inches in depth, choose the one on each branch which tfl m the best ^ ^ Mttrqnls9f broauaijiank, who sends fruit and flowers 

This may be done by '* trenching ” with a spade; and situation to replace what you have nipped oil. Little th(J gftrd(Jn n,,ar Hampton Court, F-ngland, to the High 
to commence it, a trench of about eighteen inches in by little, the principal stalk, ami also the branches, reg|denc0 nf tho Marquis, subject to five hundred miles 
dentil and the same width is made; if tho subsoil is will become woody, and your mignonette will no carr|aga) is so successful in packing that he can semi 

Steamed Pudding.—One quart sour milk; 2 eggs; 

1 cup sugar; 1 cup fruit; heaping teaspoonful soda; 

a little salt, aud flour enough to make a stilf batter. 

Put it in a basin, tie a cloth over tight, and steam 

two hours. 

Soft Ginger Cake.—One cup molasses; 4 cop hot 

water; 2 tablespoout'ols butter; 2 tublespooufuls sour 

milk; heaping teaspoonful soda; tableapoonful gin¬ 

ger; (lour to make a thin batter. 

Pork Cake.—Having noticed in your colnrans 

several times, recipeq for making pork cake, 1 find 

the usual quantity of molasses and sugar used Is one 

I cup of molasses and two cups of sugar. If those of 

your readers who use that quantity will reverse it, 

they will find a much more moist cake, and I think 

it a great improvement. Hai.uk. 

Corfu, (Jen. Co.T N» Y., 1861* 

RnuBAUB JkiiIjY*— Prepare the plant as lor sauce, 
cutting it up into small pieces, putting it into a pan 
with a small quantity of water, and boiling it until 
perfectly soft. Then remove from tho fire, drain the 

gloss erections, fall back on annuals to make their The above application must be made two or three select out nf those, four, six, or eight., sun.otiling to 
gardens attractive and gay through the summer, d jn HUCCC8Sion to make a thorough work, and the strength of the plant, with equal spaces between 

..4 ..... a • • _w _.. ,.1l *■' .. W.T _ _;a1v a, aI.hiIava inn! nrlnfii Auiiir AT' 

repeated as often as the scamps appear. 
Greece, June &th, 1861. 

U. N. L, them. Now, with a Blcndpr rod of white OBier, or 
better, with a piece of *hafiebono, make a hoop, and 

CULTURE OF THE VINE.-NO. II. 

PREPARATION OF THE SOIL. 

The preparation of the border may bo effected in a 

variety of ways, according to circumstances, and the 

end to be accomplished. 

1st. To prepare one of eighteen inches in depth. 
This may be done by “trenching” with a spade; and 
to commence it, a trench of about eighteen inches in 

splendid varieties of annuals which year by year are dei,t,li, and tho same width is made; if tho subsoil is 
brought Into notice are owing. Both in this country graveHy| autl not retentive of water, the top soil of 

attach your shoots to it,'supported at the proper 
height. When they have grown two or three inches 

" longer, and are going l" bloom, Bupport thorn by ft 
second hoop, like the first. Let them bloom; but 
tako oO' the seed pods before they have time to form, 

1 or the plant may perish. It will not be long before 
5 new shoots will appear just below the places where 

the flowers were. From among these new shoots, 
choose the one on each branch which ia in the hest 

i situation to replace what you have nipped off. Little 
l by little, the principal stalk, and also the branches, 
s will become woody, and your mignonette will no 

bag. For every pint of the liquor, weigh one aud a 
half pounds of sugar, which should be boiled sepa¬ 
rately until nearly ready to form candy, and then 
mixed with the liquor. Boil together moderately, 
keeping It well skimmed, until the jelly falls Irom the 
skimmer in sheets. It may be removed then from tho 
lire, put in convenient jars for keeping, and Hollered 
to stand one day to cool. The jars should then be 
covered with paper in the usual manner and set away 
until wanted wanted for use. 

CirEAP Beer.—A very good, palatable, wholesome 
beer, may be obtained from acorns and hops. It is 
slightly sparkling, eminently tonic, and a febrifuge. 
The acorns are steeped in water for fifteen or twenty 
day«, the water being renewed four or five times; 
they aro then transferred to a cask, hops are added, 
the cask tilled op with water, and the bunghole 

and on the continent, great attention has of late lh|J adjoining eighteen inches may be thrown into extremities, which will bloom all the year without 
years been paid to the object ol'obtaining improved Blo bottom of thc trench, constantly mingling a little interruption. It will bo truly a tree mignonette, 
varieties from Heed, as may bo seen by comparing the miiuur0 w;tb jt llM it ia pulverized and thrown in, living for an indefinite period ; for, with proper 

advance in asters, phloxes, zinnias, stocks, tropseo- omiuing what is technically called drainage. If the treatment, a tree mignonette will live from twelve 
lums, lobelias, and many other genera of aunuals; gabsoi| ;3 retentive, but the ground bus some degree to fifteen years. I have seen them in Holland double 
and looking at the magnificent dianthus now figured, ()f [„cijnati0n, loosening the subsoil with a pick will this Age.—Parlor Gardener. 

having been obtained by the eflorts of Japanese gencruny afford snllicient drainage unless there is an-- - ♦ ■-»-- 

gardeners from the weU known Chinese pink, we extraordinary supply of water, which must be dis- ^ „ijrnfT ^tt(S11T(*PC 
may refer our readers to both the plates of annuals f We will sunnose the fertile soil has a ;yHqUHU,4 UUtt <-C\WPHrtAP. 

longer be an herbaceous plant, except at its upper fu||y rjpe tomatoas “without losing a fruit,” and bouquets |jgbt]y covered, but not stopped, aH there is an escape 

varieties from Heed, as may bo seen by comparing the 
advance in asters, phloxes, zinnias, stocks, tropsco- 
lums, lobelias, and many other genera of annuals; 
and looking at the magnificent dianthus now figured, 
having been obtained by the eflorts of Japanese 
gardeners from the well known Chinese pink, we 
may refer oor readers to both the plates oi annuals 
given in onr present number as conclusive evidence 
of the improvement which has taken place in the 

families they represent. 

But to grow annuals as they should be grown, and 
to develop their habit and beauty, the ground for 
them should be both deep and rich, (as is necessary 
for all rapid growing plants,) and the plants should 

manure with it as it is pulverized and thrown in, 
omitting what is technically called drainage. If the 
subsoil is retentive, but the ground has some degree 
of inclination, loosening the subsoil with a pick will 
generally afford snllicient drainage unless there is an 
extraordinary supply of water, which must be dis¬ 
posed of. We will suppose the fertile soil has a 
depth of one foot. There will then he half a foot of 
unfertile subsoil to be put upon the top and made 
fertile by manure, or be taken away and fertile soil 
substituted. To make the border ready immediately, 
the latter is the course to pursue. The addition may 
be made of rich, partially decomposed sods from 
pasture, roadside, or meadow. A good way to pre- 

that when received will bo as fresh as wl.on first picked. Il« 

gives his method of packing fruit as fellows: — “ I havo found 

no better method in all my experience,'which bus extended 

ever a period of twenty years, with all kinds of fruit, varying 

in distance from fifty to live hundred miles. U simply is — 

box, soft paper, and sweet bran A box is chosen, in size, 

according to the quantity to bo sent. A layer of bran is put 

at the bottom; then each bunch of grapes is held by the 

hand over the center of a sheet of paper; tho four coroers of 

of gas. In fifteen «r twenty days the beer is fit to 
drink, and as fast as It is drawn ofT, fresh water may 
be poured on. Tho cost Is less than threepence per 
gallon. It would supply four or live persons for 
eight months with a very excellent beverage. — Lon¬ 

don paper. 
-— 

New Way of Boilino Fish.—The addition of a 

Tine i'KAit.— I have a pear which I th'mk the Ouinhed. Then HU the whole over With, orun, auu give vue 
Ituffam, but I am uot certain, owing to a little confusion . a gbakc as you proceed. Begin the second layer 
caused by loss of labels. It Is something like the Viegatim, __ ....tH the box is comnletod. Thus, 

the paper are brought up to tho «Ulk, and nicely secured; and vegetables in tbe water gives a very 

caused by Iush or labels. It Is somottung line uio virgoim, ” , until tbe box is completed. Thus, 
and the tree makes an erect growth, and where a little *« first- ,‘n<1 80 on’ uut'" Uie OOX , , p ^ 
crowded I think it would run up like the Lombardy Poplar, with neat bauds, tho bloom is preserved, and may b sen > 
Please describe the Puttam, for if mine i» of this variety I uny distance; but, with clumsy hands, quite the contrary, 

be treated as individuals requiring generous treat- pare tb(,8e jn quantity ia to turn over with a plow 
ment We remember the time when a ring formed and |eave for a few weeks to decompose. A better 1 
with the finger round a 32-sized flower pot in the way j8i urter they have been turned over until the 1 
loose soil of the border was the common way of com- gmsg is killed, to break up coarsely and form into 1 
mitting seed of annuals to the ground. Here they bcttp8 0p aboUt two feet in thickness, with the addi- -j 
remained to grow, and after an ineffectual struggle tion of some stable manure, at least considerably 
for more room, spindle upwards into bloom, when rotted, if the soil is for immediate use. While lying 
the first fortnight’s dry weather closed their career. jn tbi8 condition, a thorough wetting, either by rain 
What figure, let os ask, would Mons. Truffaut’s grand or otherwise, will be very advantageous. This may 
asters cut with such treatment as this? Or what the be aged to fill up the remaining six inches of the 
splendid zinnias, tropacolums, and larkspurs, which trench, hut better to place it at the bottom and the 
form such striking objects when grown singly in gardcn Hoil upon the top. The sods, if only wanted 
good soil, if they had been left to starve, at the rate jn gmall quantities, may be cut with a spade, and 
of 60 plants per square foot of ground? No; annuals, may also be used immediately by placing grass side 
to do justice to them, must be treated individually as down jn the trench, using manure or compost as may 
we treat a specimen plant, and then you get a freedom be required. Which is the better course for the vines 
of growth combined with a profusion of bloom; and j8 obvious. If the sods are taken with tbe spade, it 
what is more, the deeper and richer the soil, the win be well to Ioobcu the ground first with a pick, 
longer they will continue in perfection." that they may be partially broken, which will favor 
-- rapid decomposition, 

CULTURE OF THE BLACK CURRANT. a good border may be most simply made by the 
- addition of half a foot of rich, well-pulverized soil— 

Mes8R8. Editors:—I notice in a late number of tbe gr3t f00t being previously well worked over with 
the Rural, some inquiries respecting the culture of pjow or spade — manure being spread upon it before 
the Black Currant. Having bad some experience the working according to need. In passing, it may 
with them, l agree with yourself, that the “ Black be remarked, that the best soil for all additions and 
NapleB ” is the only reliable variety now grown, amendments, is that made from broken and decom- 
Last spring (18C0) I ordered, among other shrubbery p0Bed 80ds, or into which they largely enter, 
from your city, (nursery of Frost A Co., I think,) jn a well-prepared border of the above depth, if 
six roots of the above named kind. They were set the soil is pretty fine and rather compact by nature, 
out late in April, and attained a vigorous growth vines will do well for a great number of years. After 
during the summer. I hoed them aa I did potatoes tbey begin to give fruit, an autumnal dressing of 
and corn, and threw close about them fine manure, manure very lightly worked in before winter, and 
(not chips.) This spring they were the first of any- agajn worked to the depth of four or live incheB in 

want to know It. tt is an e.xcullqnt pear, just riiflit for the 
farmer, hardy and healthy, and cau l»- grown nearly us easily anl1 olten ui 
and as cheap us apples — M. It. I*., Jackson Co., Mich. out of the t 

You have the fiuffam, no doubt, aud do not apeak too 1 have, mvu 

highly of its many good qualities. Many of the new. and and fifty Or 

highly praised aorta have uot half its merits, tt is a great *u'l receive 

aud regular bearer, of good quality, uod an yon truly observe, arrived as x 

just right for the farmer’s orchard. We give an outline of moruiug.” 

and often an entirn failure, «» the pulling in and the taking 

out of the box are tho most important points to be observed. 

I have, invariably, packed mxty or eighty bunches of Grapes, 

and fifty or sixty dozens of Peachea or Apricots in one box, 

and received letL-m from employers, to say that they have 

arrived m safe as if they had been takeu from the trees that 

the fruit, and a description from Downing. 

nice flavor to the fish. Add, according to taste, a 
little sliced onions, thyme, bayleaf, winter savory, 
carrots, celery, cloves, mace, using whichever of 
these ingredients yon cun procure; it greatly im¬ 
proves skate, fresh haddocks, gurnet, Ac. h resh- 
water fish, which have no particular flavor, are 
preferable done thus, with the addition of a little 
vinegar. Choose whatever sauces you please for any 

of the above fish. 

Baked Indian Puddinji.—Here is a recipe for 

baked Indian pudding, which suits my taste exactly, 
(thc pudding, 1 mean.) Four quarts sweet milk; l 
pint of meal; h eggs; 1 teaspoon of salt. Sweeten 
and spice to suit the taste. Boil one-third of the 
milk, and with It Bcald the meal, then add the cold 
milk. Beat the eggs aud remaining ingredients 

Fruit Growers- Sockty ok Wkstkun New Youa-The mutea main., puuu.ug, ■»*» -y —» —v 

June meeting of this Society will be hold at Syracuse, on the (thc pudding, 1 mean.) Fonr quarts sweet milk , 1 

25th of the present month. The farmers und fruit growers pint of meal; ri eggs; 1 teaspoon of salt. Sweeten 

of Central New York we hope will attend this meeting in and gpjee to suit the taste. Boil one-third of the 

large numbittB, for it is rather discouraging to those who mj||{| and with It scald the meal, then add the cold 

leave their lioineuaud travel hundreds or miles for tbe pur tn|ijc> pcttt the eggs and remaining ingredients 

pose of taking part in tho discussions, to find that Tew living „ether and stir them into tbe batter. Bake moder- 

Within an hour’s ride feel sufficient Interest in the to hours.-J. J. H., Colon, N. K, 1861. 
give it an hour of their time. Some of our Syracuse friends aieiy lor ^_^ ^ 
wo know will do all In their power to make the meeting ^ ^ . . .. 
pleasant and profitable To Whiten Linen. Stains occasioned by fruit, 

_  . . ai_AnriflAK mini Viii HomnvDn 

1 AI1UW Will UU Oili IM pv- -- — _ 

easaut and profitable To Whiten Linen.-Stains occasioned by fruit 
iron rust, and other similar causes, may be removed 

Pksuuctivknbssoe Tim Dklawarb Grape.—Mr. Charles by applyin#? to the parts injured a weak solution of 
Bowning writes to the American Ayncullurist that he ^ chlorido 0|- lime— 

planted, five years ago, one each of the Rebecca, Itaabe, washed -C 
Delaware, Hartford Prolific. Concord, and Edinburgh grape, viously well was ltd 

in a continuous row, the cultivation, etc,, being the same; salts of lemon m watei. 
and so far the Deiawao- has yielded more fruit than any one operation should be subi 

of the others. In September laBt, we saw these vines on Mr. cjeari warm water, wil 
Downing’s place, at Newburgh, all In fine condition, but n djateiy dried in the sun. 
will he seeu by another article that most varieties have suf _^ , 

fered severely from the past hnrd winter. Mold in Lard — Bl 

the chloride of lime —thc cloth having been pre¬ 
viously well washed or of soda, oxalic acid, or 
salts of lemon in water. The parts subjected to this 
operation should be subsequently well rinsed in soft, 
clear, warm water, without soap, and be imme- 

Fkoits Kkckivkd.—From Ransom Northaur, Webster, 

N. y.,a collection of apples. They had b«en kept so long as 

not to he in a fit condition for examination when received, 

and before we had time to test them several varieties had 

Mold in Lard —Black Cherry Wine. —Can 

some of the numerous readers of the Rural tell ine 

what to do with my lard, or what ails it? It is get¬ 

ting pink and purple spote of mold all through it, 

and I cannot account tor it. Also, will some one 

six roots of the above named kind. Tbey were ret tbe sojj iB pretty fine and rather compact by nature, \ / Baldwin; 14 Monmouth Pippin, These are all of which we 

out late in April, and attained a vigorous growth vines will do well for a great number of years. After 'v could give a decided opinion, l wo and 8 were not ee o 

during the summer. I hoed them aa 1 did potatoes tbey begin to give fruit, an autumnal dressing of -^ Further, nor 13 Canada Rcnctte. 

and corn, and threw close about them fine manure, manure very lightly worked in before winter, and how to Make Seeds Oieu*iNATis.-It is stated by M. Andro 

(not chips.) This spriDg they were the first of any- again worked to tbe depth of four or live incheB in bokkak pear. Un>y Uiat oatu,.ally prot«cted by a fatty or oily pulp, 

thing in my garden to put forth buda and leaves, and early 8pnng, will keep tbe ground in constantfertility. Th(j Bn„am i(i a nativc of Rhode Island, and from its gen- u'fty hn r(!ad;jy Dlluie to germinate, by crushing tbe pulp in 

are at the present time loaded with fruit, aud are cer By the same process a border of two feet in depth 0ral re8emblance to the Doyenne, Ills, no doubt, a seedling potiMlb wat«.ri aod afterwards rubbing the needs in sand, 

tainly four timeB the size they were when received. may be made, or even two feet and a half. The addi- 0f that flue sort, tt Is an orchard pear of the first quality, aa Thm)(j of mttKDO)ia8i hollies, yews, and tho like, which will 

I have „ doubttbat difference iaooll, olimate, Ac, lion o( .be loo. will more .tab dooble the =*peo«, 

dll') UUIU* o nv .. till 

decayed No 1 was Roxbury Russet; lo, II, and we think 9, gjve me a good recipe for making black cherry wine, 
■7 _ n .f _ . -»-r rt ff If .V f * ./. 10/11 and oblige—A New Houbkwike, Howell, Mich., 18G1. 

- 4 •» # * ♦ 
Fish in Oven, in Tin I)ihh.—A long, square tin 

dieli, like those for baking, may be used for this ex¬ 
cellent mode of cooking tish, by which all the flavor 
and succulence of it is preserved. They may be had 
of all sizes, and at a very trifling expense.—Soyer's 

I have no doubt that difference in soil, climate, <fcc., tion of the foot will more than double the expense, 
may affect them somewhat, aud although I may be but in this latitude, and under favorable cii'cum- 

J « j ar.: ... J K w, A tt 

mav be made, or even two feet and a half. The addi- 0f that flue sort, tt Is an orchard pear of tho first quality, as Thow> 0f magnolias, hollies, yews, and tho like, which will Cookery fur the People. 
3 ..... • « X ..._1 Ia, A AW. Mil In. DMA. a . .A _I., a/ M.AM n.itk,.nl mi.iuln*# 

able to raise an abundance of my “ favorite ” here, 
yet onr friend in Maine may be disappointed. We 
have here an uncommonly rich virgin soil, and pos¬ 
sessing food peculiar to the growth of many kindB of 
shrubbery, which is not the case in many of the old 
Eastern States. I would advise our friend to order 
some of the true Black Naples, and give them a trial. 

stances, will be judicious and profitable. And if blH )n 
made to tbe depth of three feet, where permanence 
and best results are a leading consideration, the 
additional cost will never be regretted, Fr’u 

A grave error often occurs in the preparation of on„ ^ 
borders where deep working with its object ia not aneiy 

it Is a very strong, upright grower, bears large, regular crops, ofu.n ,ie lo th„ ground f„r a couple of years without growing,-„ . ^--- 

and is a very handsome and salable fruit. It ia a little varia- comt „0 r8ftdiiy after having been thus treated.— Card. Sponge Fried Cakes._Two teacups of sugar; 4 

ble in quality. We have frequently eaten them so fine as __. j cup 8Weet milk; 1 teaspoonful soda; 1 do. 

whirlatW^nripiiL^may beKlonsidered a beautiful and Grapb Stakes.-The farmer and Gardener says small cream tartar. Add spice.—Het Dike, Medina, N. V. 
. . -1.. — 4.onn f.t uuinmntririll fOITfl. IQ&kO 6XCCJ1 l^nt SlttkCR OT A. « ^ - a— - ■ 

good, though not first rate variety. Mdar wees 01 • 
Fruit of medium size, oblong obovate, a little smaller on trellises for grape vines Cut them down, out ine ^ .g ^ ^ the pulp 0f potatoes scraped into 

>6 side. Skin fair, deep yellow, (brownish green at first,) smaller branches, hut cart- u y ® ““^with rines water, cleanses the finest kinds of silks without in- 
lely suffused over half the fruit, with bright red, sprinkled ting them to a pyramidal shape. When covered with vines, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Sponge Fried Cakes.—Two teacups of sugar; 4 

eggs; 1 cup sweet milk; 1 teaspoonful soda; 1 do. 

cream tartar. Add spice.—Het Dike, Medina, N. Y. 

well understood. 

LI VI VI Aa A AA f-y IT 1 VIA AAA# ~ A -W . AAA —   UUCIJ V# . w-    -» • ' 
The fertile soil, with- or without I with small brown dots, or a little russet. Stalk an inch long, I they are quite ornamental. 



woods.” Who throw up the sash io the cool parlor— 
look upon the blossoming orchard, and lilac bending 
with its weight of odor? 

WHAT MONEY WILL NOT BUY 

Who bring syringes and 
roses to make bright the dear old sitting-room? 
Who will gather the ruby currant, or pick the juicy 
fruit from the ancient pear tree? Who sing at eve¬ 
ning hour as lie, our silver-haired father, sang? What 
voices will echo through those rooms? Ah! hence¬ 
forth stranger ones, forgetful those which have 
echoed are forever hu»bed — or bands that planted 
those trees and flowers are moldering. Stranger! 
tread lightly, for dear to one heart will ever be the 
remembrance of all things associated with the Old 

Homestead. L, a. M. 
May, 1861. 
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SUMMER. 
desirable things. And yet, wbat, seems odd at first, 
people are often willing to sell for it possessions 
which money will not buy. For instance, no amount 
of wealth can purchase beauty, although many a fair 
face has grown haggard in the effort to gain the 
merest competence. It is trne, money will buy 
jewels and laoeB, and any quantity of dry goods, but 
it depends upon skill in their arrangement whether 
they shall palliate or aggravate the lack of personal 
charms. The youth and bloom and freshness which 
a miserly maturity has sold, no niter expenditure can 
replace. For nature's curls and pearls and roses, it 
offers rouge and dentistry and a wig. 

Then it is equally true that money cannot purchase 
health, although it commands the skill of the physi¬ 
cian and the stock of the apothecary. It avails 
little that it can buy cart-loads of Herrick's sugar- 
coated pills, or cases of those microscopic ones 
whose tiny coats, like many larger and darker ones, 
hide an infinitesimal soul. Medicine and advice may 
leave the patient better or worse; we can never buy 
with certainty a favorable sanitary condition. With¬ 
out dwelling upon the hurtful tendencies of luxury 

and idleness, we must admit that there is more 
resemblance in sound than in significance in the two 
words, health and wealth. 

Again, wo can buy neither learning nor ability. 
The bookseller who owns a magnificent stock is 
oftentimes a very narrow-minded man. He is no 

I Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] I wiser for the wisdom, no better for the goodness with 

IDEAL AND HEAL. wbich his Selves are laden. He must go through 
- another and far longer process, before he can Intel- 

. ° one, we presume, wiH deny that “man’s mis- lectually appropriate the contents of his books, 
sion in this world iB to work, and not to dream,” Nay, it is doubtful whether he would be wiser or 
? ill how many persons there arc who fail to appro- better if he should read them all. He Is like the pro- 

en< this great truth, until bitter experience teaches fane Legree who still was the owner of piety in the 
them that “ life is, indeed, a reality,” and not a mere person of Uncle Tom. He has and has not. He can 

speculative adventure,” subject to the caprice of an sell that to another which it is utterly impossible that 
rdent and lively imagination. Taking Webster as he should ever possess himself. Although Mrs. Tod- 

onr criterion, we find the Ideal to consist in certain , dlejobs assures her daughter's preceptor that they are 
airy nothings which an exuberent fancy has able to afford her a capacity, vet he feels that the 

Whl "b " Tr ” *Dd 8 name’ I”- *• mistaken. It l one of those tilings 
bile we have implicit faith in the old maxim that which they can never hope to buy. 

man is an “ imitative being,” experience also proves Moreover it is difficult for a rich man to buy the 
that he is an •' imaginative being,” strongly disposed truth, although the scriptureB recommended such a 
a times to plume the pinions of his ever growing purchase. He is more liable to be deceived than an- 
fanc.es and soar away Jnto regions more congenial other. He is caressed by flatterers on the right 
to his tastes but alas! not always conducive to his hand, and fleeced by beggars on the left. He is con- 
prosperity. Too often, like BlP Vak Wjnklk of the stantly urged and wheedled into assisting the 
mystic days of yore, will his dreamy and visionary unworthy, while modest merit, unknown and unob- 
hpiii hold him, as it were, spell-bound, until Time trusive, struggles vainly to help itself. He secs 
shall silver his locks, and old age come suddenly human nature in a mask, nnd It „ mn<,i, ™ 
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VISIONS AT TWILIGHT. 
BY AXA'IK V. 1IKACH. 

Now the dusky twilight shadows 

Steal in silence through my home, 

Day-time toil once more is ended. 

Evening hours of rest hare come, 

And my heart, care-bound, no longer 

Now may roam. 

Early stars look throDgh the maples 

From the sky serenely clear, 

Sweetly softened by the distance. 

Evening chimes fall on my ear, 

Making music that I dearly 

Love to hear. 

Hear the robins in the orchard 

Just beyond the garden wall, 

Is there any music sweeter 

Than the robin's evening call, 

Any sound that is more truly 

Dear to all? 

As I wander through the garden 

In the gloaming, well I know, 

By the incense sweetly rising. 

Where my fav’rite flewers grow— 

Purple violets, dewy, fragrant, 

Hiding low. 

While I bend to breath their fragrance, 

Fainter sounds the far-off chime; 

And the robin's plaintive vesper 

Ceases, and the evening time 

Grows more holy, till Its stillness 

Seems sublime. 

Looking upward with rapt vision. 

Spirit forms I seem to see 

Gazing down, with eyes most holy, 

From their heavenly heme on me; 

And they seem to look npon me 

Lovingly. 

Twilight deepens—I am dreaming 

Of the “ city paved with gold,” 

And I seem to see before me 

Wide the “pearly gates ” unfold, 

And in spirit scenes of glory 

I behold. 

And I bow me where the angels 

Vail their faces with their wings, 

And I hear the glorious anthem 

Chanted to the “King of Kings.” 

Tis a dream, but, oh, the rapture 

That it brings. 

In the east the moon is rising, 

And my visions flee away, 

And I hie me to my chamber, 

Weary with the cares of day; 

Yet for toil my heart grows stronger 

While I pray. 
Penfield, N. Y., 1861. 

Mart! the sweetest name on earth, 

The dearest household word! 

Where is the heart that does not thrill 

Whene’er the Bound is heard? 

Perchance a gentle mother’s name, 

Who, in thy early youth, 

Led thy young, erring feet to tread 

The pleasant paths of truth. 

Mary—thy sister, kind, and true, 

Thy childhood's constant friend, 

Whose voice, in evening prayer and hymn, 

With thine was wont to blend. 

Mary—the blushing, dark eyed girl, 

Who met thee in the street, 

And shared with thee the giddy dance 

When hours were flying fleet. 

Perchance it was the gentle bride, 

Who, at the holy shrine, 

Gave her soft trembling band to thee, 

And murmured “ I am thine.” 

Mary—thoult find it far away 

In Scotia’s highland homes, 

And merry Eugland echoes it 

From out her princely domes. 

Upon the vine clad hills of France, 

’Tig Marik, ever true, 

With lightsome step, and fairy form, 

And eyo of witching blue, 

Thou’lt find it in Italia's bowers, 

With every soft breeze blent; 

Devotion, bending to the sound, 

A holy charm hath lent. 

0, ever blest and holy name! 

Simple, but sweet, Tis given, 

A spell ’round many a spirit thrown, 

To lead it up to Heaven. 

Cambria, N. Y., 1861. 

Tint breath of Summer fans my brow, 

Her voice is in my ear; 

And earth, in all It* loveliness, 

Proclaims her presence here. • 

The bnds and blossoms fill the air 

With perfume from each cup— 

There is a bird on every bough 

To catch the echo up. 

And oh, in every human heart, 

However worn and lone, 

Bright Summer wakes with thrilling touch 

A sweet, long-silent tone. 

And thoughts of happy eeasons past, 

And pleasures longsiot*- 

Bring back our loved and absent ones, 

Bring back our sainted dead. 

And so we bless the azure sky, 

And bird, and tree, and flower, 

And all thioga that remind our hearts 

Of Summer’s magic power. 

And wc rejoice that round our way, 

Though ofteD dark and dim, 

Gon sends so many messengers 

To draw our souls to Him. 

Rochester, N. Y., 1861. 

The heroism of private life, the slow, unchronicled 
[ martyrdoms of the heart, who shall remember ? 
Greater than any knightly dragon slayer of old, is 
the man who oveicomes an unholy passion, sets his 
foot upon it, and stands serene and Btrong in virtue. 
Grander than the Zenobia is the woman who 
struggles with a love that would wrong another or 
degrade her own soul, and conquers. The young 
man, ardent and tender, who turns from the dear love 
of woman, and buries deep in his heart the sweet 
instinct of paternity, to devote himself to the care 
and support of aged parents or an unfortunate sister, 
and whose life is a long sacrifice in manly cheerful- 

and majestic uncomplaint, is a hero of the rarest ness 

typei—the type of Charles Lamb, 

The young woman who resolutely stays with father 
and mother in the old home, while brothers and 
sisters go forth to happy homes of their own: who 
cheerfully lays upon the altar of filtel duty that cost 
liest of human sacrifices, the joy of loving and of 

she is a heroine. The husband who being loved 

goes home from the weary routine and the perplex¬ 
ing cares of his business with a cheerful smile and a 
loving word for his invalid wife; who brings not 
against her the grievous sins of a long sickness, and 
reproaches her not for the cost and discomfort 
thereof; who sees in her languid eye something 
dearer than the girlish laughter, in the sad face and 
faded cheeks that blossoms into smiles and even 
blushes at his coming, something lovelier than the 

he is a-hero. 
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A CHAPTER ON MATRIMONY. 

old-tirne spring roses 

The wife who bears her part in the burden of life- 
even though it be the larger part—bravely, cheer¬ 
fully: never dreaming that she is a heroine, much 
less a martyr: who bears with the faults of a hns- 
band, not altogether congenial, with loving patience 
and a large charity, and with a noble decision hiding 
them from the world; who makes no confidents and 
asks no confidences; who refrains from brooding 
over short-comings in sympathy and sentiment, and 
from seeking for perilous “ affinities;” who does not 
build high tragedy sorrows on the inevitable, nor 
feel au earthquake in every family jar; who sees her 
husband united with herself indissolubly and eter¬ 
nally in their children—she, the wife in every truth, 
in the inward as in the outward, is a heroine, though 
of rather an unfashionable type.—Grace Greenwood. 

deserved hanging. I don’t care a fig what you say 

about the “bliss of married life,”—it is the bliss of 
cate and dogs when each one is trying to bite and 
scratch the other. Why just see how married people 
live. Do you suppose I’d put my head under the 
yoke? Bless me! no, I'd sooner put it in a hornet's 
nest. When you are lovers Jt is all “honey and 
pie,” but when you are married it is “ root hog or 
die.” Don't you believe it? Just remember when 
your now husband was your bean,—how carefully he 
watched over you,—your lightest wish was his law. 
Did you hint at some habit that was offensive to you, 
how quick did he refrain from it, (in your presence I 
mean.) llow is it now. You go your way, be, his. 
Those delicate attentions he was so lavish of he 
reserves for other ladies not his wife. Do you men¬ 
tion anything you dislike, he plainly gives you to 
understand yon are to mind your own affairs. How 
many homes there are where the “lord of the 
manor ” sits down to his meals, day after day, with¬ 
out a smile or word of encouragement for his wife, 
and though she may work day after day. trvincr to 

THE RIGHT USE OP THE TONGUE 

! U8e the tongue. Bnnyan had become uneasy 
about himself, had left off swearing, and had nearly 
made up bis mind to leave off dancing. His neigh¬ 
bors took him for a very godly man; and, “to relate 
it in my way,” lie say", '* l thought no mau in 
England could please God better than I. But poor 
wretch that I was, I was all this while ignorant of 
Jesus Christ, and going about to establish my own 
righteousness. 

" But nP<>D a day the good providence of God 
called me to Bedford to work at my calling; and 
in one of the streets of the town I came where there 
were three nr four poor women sitting at the door in 

LADY PHYSICIANS. 

on the shores of which, according to tradition, 
Moses was found. The city retains its Oriental char¬ 
acter, and iu this respect is unique. The streets are 
so narrow, and the caves of the booses project so far 
over their basements, that persons can step from one 
building to another. This peculiarity of architecture 
is ndopted to secure coolness in the heat of summer, 
and also to afford better means of escape in time of 
danger. The superstructures of this house are of 
brick, of a dull red color, and when plastered 
externally, which is quite common, their appearance 
is exceedingly gloomy. The ground floor is usually 
occupied by merchants and mechanics, and the 
upper apartments serve as residences. Most of the 
shops consist, of a small square room, in front of 
which, on a shelf, and around the casement nf tlm 

Judiciously combined, then, the real and ideal 
fatuities are capable, when leagued together, of 
proving happy and glorious to their possesser; hut 
we would again caution the person of a speculative 
mind to beware of day-dreaming, and constructing 

” iu an ideal world. There 

action in our 

.mu me only advice any one can give is for everyone 

to do as they please, only beware of humbug. 
loci ° 

Harmony ok Redemption tn toe Bible.—The very 
fact that the Bible has but one great subject running 
through all its histories and prophecies,—that salva¬ 
tion by blood is the focal point in which all its 
various lines of light converge, is to me one of the 
strongest evidences that it came from God. When I 
consider that the writers lived hundreds and thousands 
of years apart, that they were found in all walks of 
life, and that they wrote in different languages, I can 
find no way to account for the unity which pervades 
it, but by admitting that these various writers were 
all moved and guided by the same high intelligence. 
No matter who held the pen, whether Moses in 
Midiau, or David in the mountains of Israel, or Eze¬ 
kiel lying on the river’s bank, or Daniel in the palaces 
of Babylon, or Paul iu a prison at Rome, or John in 
the solitude of the bleak isle of Patmos, the records are 
all essentially the same, and blend together as one 
great whole. Just as the various notes and chords 
of the musician’s oratorio express the one great 
thought of the composer, so the grand hymn of reve¬ 
lation presents but one central idea; whatever chords 
in the harp of inspiration are touched by the chosen 
hands, they ultimately settled upon the key-note, 
“ Salvation through the blood of the Lamb.” 

his “Temples of Fame 

must be a combination of thought and _ 
researches after wisdom, if we would avoid the 
unhappy conclusion which Douglass Jerkold has 
so forcibly personified iu his reflections upon the 
visionary, by saying: “ Wliat angel purposes did we 
woo, and what hag-realities did we marry.” One of 
the best incentives to action for those persons who 
are ever seeking that “Eldorado ” which is to fulfill 
their wildest and most sanguine expectations, is to 
refer them to some of those heroic minds that have 
grappled with realities, surmounted obstacles and 
difficulties of no ordinary kind, and ult imately proved 
to the disaffected, that “ where there is a will there 
is a way. ' Of such there are many examples, even 
in our own country. Prominent among America’s 
great and self-made men is Eum Brmiurr, and 
although poverty compelled him to stand by the 
forge and mold refractory 
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THE OLD HOMESTEAD. 

There is a dear old place, where the birds warble 
their earliest songs, and sunset shadows linger, 

which I have ever loved as home,—love still, though 

mine no longer,— though 1 may never again roam its 

green fields where I gathered the luscious straw¬ 

berry, the wood where the wintergreen nestles its 

red berries among the moss cups,—or the grove 

where the ripe chestnuts rattled musically down 
with the brown leaves. 

I remember an hour, when a child I stood ’neath 

the evening sky, moonlight making each tree and 

flower, with the ancient home-roof itself, more beau¬ 

tiful—and dreamed of the future —of the change it 

would bring to that home, and those whose presence I 

hallowed it as such —of a time when the stranger's ' 

foot might pass ruthlessly over every spot to me so 

dear. Thus I mused until the “ voices of the night" 

seemed blent in harmony to the sad music of my 

heart, and I wept that change was written upon all 

things. 1 ears have come and gone. The future of 
them is realized. 

They are gone, all gone from the mountain home." 

The songs are hushed —forms which glided there, 
have crossed forever the old door stone, and are laid 
to rest where the May Pink and Myrtle blossom o'er 

“My Father —My Mother Loved Me.”—Send 
your little child to bed happy. Whatever cares 
press, gives it a warm good-night kiss, as it goes to 
its pillow. The memory of this, in the stormy years 
wbich fate may have iu store for the little one* will 
lie like Bethlehem’s star to the bewildered shepherds. 
“My father — my mother loved me!” Fate cannot 
take away that blessed heart balm. Lips parched 
uitli the world s fever will become dewy again at 
this thrill of youthful memories. Kiss your little 
child before it goes to sleep! 

_ iron into shapes, many 
am) peculiar, the workings of his wonderful mind 
kept stroke with the hammer, and its scintillations 
flashed forth with the “Sparks from the Anvil.” 
Through its many and mysterious workings, he is 
now enabled to read upwards of fifty languages, and. 
singular as it may appear, so blended together was 
li is practice and theory, that his fancies, even, had to 
go through several conjugations of the Greek verb, 
before they could liberate themselves, for the very 
simple reason that he carried a (.'reek grammar iu 
the crown of his hut. This single example should 
rouse to new activity the day-dreamer, for it is a 
substantial proof of man’s capabilities when rightly 
directed, and proves that if he makes a right disposal 
ol those means which are placed at his command, 
his “ambition will be exactly proportioned to his 
powers. Let it then be onr duty to live and to 
labor, ever mindful of ihe future. Neither should 
we forget that the ideal of our existence may be 
molded into practical results, if we are irue and 
faithful* but on the other hand, if we close onr eves ^ 
to the scenes and events transpiring around us, 
indulge in vain illusions of future greatness while 
the energies remain dormant, we shall at last awake 
to find that our air-castles have vanished, and our 
visions of eminence remain but in the storehouse of 
memory. C. E. Bentley. 

Van Buren Centre, N. Y., 1861. 

Faith.—When Charles V. imperiously requited the 
Confession of Augsburg to be abandoned, and gave 
the Protestant leaders only six months more iu which 
to make up their minds finally, the cause of the Refor¬ 
mation was thought hopeless. But Luther exclaim¬ 
ed:—” I saw a sign in the heavens, out of my window 
at night; the stars, the hosts of heaven, held up in a 
vault above me: aud yet I could see no pillars on 
which the Master made it to rest. But I had no fear 
it would fall. Some men look above for the pillars, 
and would fain touch them with their bands, as if 
afraid the sky would fall. Poor souls! Is not God 
always there?”—Dr. Gill. 

Beautiful things are suggestive of a purer and 
liighei lite, aud fill us with a mingled love and fear. 
They have a graciousness that wins us, aud an excel¬ 
lence to which we involuntarily do reverence. If 
you are poor, yet modestly aspiring, keep a vase of 
flowers on your table, and they will help to maintain 
your dignity, and secure for you consideration and 
delicacy of behavior. 

a ^eur sinte, and the earliest spring flower was 
brought to Cheer u pale sufferer,—one who had ever 
watched for their coming, arid loved dearly the sun¬ 
shine and flowers. And when she slept so sweetly,- 

we could not wish she might waken to suffering like 
hers,- we placed the myrtle she had loved so well 
beside her, and she rests where the household graves 
are numbered. 

Another home is mine, pleasant, perchance, as 
that, but the old one is dear as ever,—and I ata 
thinking —sadly thinking,—who will dwell there? 
The birds are singing in the maples, the flowers have 
come from their winter retreat, and blnr.™ 

The wise man has his follies, no less than the fool; 
but it has been said, that herein lies the difference — 
the lollies of the fool are known to the world, but 
are hidden from himself; the follies of the wise 
are known to himself, but hidden from the world. A 
harmless hilarity, and a buoyant cheerfulness are not 
unfrequent Concomitants of genius, and we are 
never more deceived than when we mistake gravity 
ior greatness, solemnity for science, and pomposity 
for erudition. 

In all societies, it is advisable to associate, if possi¬ 
ble, with the highest,—not that the highest are always 
the best, but, because if disgusted there, we can at 
any time descend; but if we begin with the lowest, to 
ascend is impossible. In the grand theater of human 
life, a box ticket takes us through the house. 

ThisKife.—This life!—what is it? The vision of 
a day—the pleasure of an hour; then gone, aud gone 
forever! No, not gone forever; for man will live iu 
rapture or in woe, as the result of a few years of life, 
—a few days spent in time. How fearful the thought! 
What eternal interests hang upon life's fleeting 
moments! Joys eternal, or pangs interminable, and 
all depending on the course we take—the way we live. 

Success seems to be that which forms the distinc¬ 
tion between confidence and conceit. Nelson, when 
young, was piqued at not being noticed in a certain 
paragraph of the newspapers, which detailed au 
action wherein he had assisted; “but never mind,” 
said he, “1 will one day have a gazette of my own.” 



peared as counsel for Iliss in the famous contempt 
case in 1855, and also for Burnham in the question 
whether Burnham’s imprisonment for contempt was 
legal. In 1858, ho was mentioned by many of the 
Democrats as candidate for Governor, but did not 
succeed in obtaining the nomination until the next 
year, when he was, however, defeated. In I860 he 
was a member of the Democratic Conventions at both 
Charleston and Baltimore, and espoused the side of 
the North; but afterwards accepted the nomination 
of the Breckinridge party, llis military history is 
shorter; (so long ago as 1810 he was a member of a 
Lowell company, one of those that were attacked in 
Baltimore last April;) ho is of Irish extraction, and 
was Colonel of an Irish regiment for many years. 
When Gov. Gardner disbanded the Irish companies, 
Butler resisted, and after his commission was with¬ 
drawn, prosecuted the Adjutant-General for taking 

the guns from the armory. J& 1857 ho was elected 
Brigadier-General. He offered his services to Gov. 
Andrew, his successful rival in the Gubernatorial 
conflict, almost immediately after the capture of Fort 
Sumter; his patriotism and ability as since displayed, 
have already made him a Major-General. 

Gen. Butler has been distinguished in every sphere 
of life, in his legal and his political careers by the 
same traits: by a daring that was never daunted, a 
persoverauee that was never discouraged; by a fer¬ 
tility in expedients, and ft promptness of invention 
that few have rivalled. He generally had the most 
unpromising cases as a criminal lawyer, but seemed 
to prefer them, for they gave him a better chance to 
show his talents, which were quite as much traits of 
character as intellectual gifts. Energy, confidence, 
industry, skill; sometimes impudence, always pluck, 
these are the peculiarities by which ho has been dis¬ 
tinguished, and which have placed him in his forty- 
third year in his present position. These are pccull- 

erred, but a brilliant career of statesmanship, and a 
long course of patriotic action, gave a hope that he, 
in connection with the other mighty minds of the land, 
would find a path by which our country might 

emerge from the darkness and gloom in which she is 
now enveloped. The Supreme Ruler has otherwise 
ordained, and we stand in the presence of Death. 
Life’s fitful fever for him is over, and the Republic 
mourns the loss of one whose name will be registered 
among the most brilliant of her statesmen, and the 
most loyal of her sons. 

We are almost daily receiving inquiries from sub¬ 
scribers as to the construction and capacities of the 

the names of yarious rifles, muskets, cannon, etc. 
which occur so frequently in the daily press. As 
many of these weapons are of recent invention, and 
others are of foreign manufacture, we cannot speak 
concerning them of our own knowledge, but shall 
give, from time to time, such matters of interest 
connected therewith as may come under onr observa¬ 
tion. We now present descriptions from the Scien¬ 

tific American of the Minie and Enfield rifles, and of 
the Cavalry Grapnel: 

The Minie Rifle.—The first rifle in vogue in 
France was the so-called pillar rifle of Thonvenin, 
but the invention of Mr. Minie is one that has prac¬ 
tically revolotionized the fire-arms or the present 
day. The improvements made by Mr. Minie are con¬ 
fined almost wholly to the form of the projectile, 
and have very little reference to that of the gun out 
of which it is fired. 

The ball is of an oblong-conical form, something 
like an acorn without its cup: but instead of being 
solid, this cone i3 hollowed ont at the base into a 
enp-like form. The advantages of this form of pro¬ 
jectile are, that, it offers less resistance to the air 
than around ball wonld, and that having its center 
of gravity in its foremost part, it has no tendency to 
torn over in its flight; bnt its chief merit, in a mili¬ 
tary point of view, is that with it the rifle can be 
loaded as easily as the ordinary smooth-bored gun, 
the forcing of the ball into the grooves of the barrel 
being effected by'the explosion of the gunpowder, 
and not by the ramrod. 

The form of the rifle proper to these conical mis¬ 
siles differs very little from those used with the old 
spherical bullet, except that a three-grooved rifle 
has superseded the old two-grooved gun, and it i$ 

still an unsettled question whether four grooves 
would not be better than three. With this weapon 
the soldier can make better practice at five hundred, 
or even one thousand yards, than he could with the 
old musket at one hundred or two hundred yards. 

TnE Enfield Rifle.—The Enfield derives its name 
from the place where it is made, namely, the govern¬ 
ment armory at Endeld, England, and k is in most 
respects like the American army-rifle made at Spring- 
field, Mass, The barrel of it is formed of the best 
charcoal iron; its length is 39 inches; bore, 580tb 
of an inch; it lias three grooves, J-16th of an inch 
wide and 500th of an inch deep; the pitch of the 
grooves is 6 feet 6 inches. A hollow conical ball, 
with a plug of boxwood placed in the base, is used 
in this rifle. A graduated back sight, set for ranges 
from 200 to 1,000 yards, is fixed on all the Enfields. 

Cavalry Grapnki.. — This is a newly-invented 
weapon of warfare, and is designed to render cavalry 
superior to infantry, It is an admitted fact in the 
science of war, that infantry formed into a square or 
in mass, and standing firm and unbroken, can defeat 
an equal number of cavalry, each being armed with 
the ordinary weapons. ThiH fact has been fully 
demonstrated upon many a well-fought field in the 
last half century, the most notable of which was that 
of Waterloo, where the French cavalry repeatedly 
charged the squares of English infantry, and were 
uniformly repulsed, the squares standing firm and 
unbroken. 

A man and horse, acting as one, have the strength 
and speed of several men, and ought, if prr/perly 
armed, to he competent to the defeat of several men. 
The grapnel is a new weapon adapted to thlssnperior 
strength and speed, and cavalry armed with this de¬ 
structive machine, and well skilled in its use, can 
easily defeat four times their number of infantry, 
mowing them down like grass before a scythe. This 
weapon may also be used by cavalry against cavalry; 
and even by infantry against infantry it will be found 
exceedingly destructive. 

The grapnel was invented in one of the Northern 
States, and 100,000 of them have been recently man¬ 
ufactured for a European Government for the arming 
of cavalry. The present wide-spread rebellion in 
our own country has caused the inventor to offer 
them to our Government. They have been submitted 
to the proper department, and approved of and pur¬ 
chased, and the President will shortly call into the 
service of the United States a large body of cavaby, 
to be furnished with the grapnel as an additional 
arm. With this destructive weapon they will be 
able to cut in pieces and annihilate four times their 
own number of the best infantry that ever entered 
the field. 
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FACTS, SCENES, INCIDENTS, ETC 

Some of Onr Army Officers. 

With the new and momentous era upon which 
we are now entering, public attention turns to the 
“ men of the hour” who are to take command of onr 
armies and thus become charged, in a conspicuous 

degree, with the responsibilities of conducting this 
grand struggle to a speedy and satisfactory end. 
Whether the trial is to bring out its eontroling gen¬ 
ius,—a Washington, a Napoleon, a Jackson, a Gari¬ 
baldi, or a Second Hcott,—remains to be seen. 

General Mansfield.— General Jos. K. F. Mans¬ 
field, now in command of the forces at Washington, 
and who is reported as tho head of a very important 
expedition planned for speedy execution, is a native 
of Connecticut, from whence he entered West Point 
in 1817, to grailoate in 1822, second in his class. 
This gave him a commission in the engineer corps, 
and when "Old Zack ” went to Mexico, Captain 
Mansfield was selected as the chief engineer of the 
army of occupation. His services at the defense of 
Fort Brown, at Monterey, (where bo was severely 
wounded in storming the enemy’s position,) and at 
Buena Vista, won him brevets and fame. In 1853, he 
was appointed Inspector General, with tho rank of 
Colonel. He has been promoted to a Generalship 
within ji short time. 

General McLellan, — Major-General George B. 
MoLcllati commands the military department of the 
great Northwest, and will probably move down in the 
direction of the Mississippi River, or Western Vir¬ 
ginia, as the war opens. He is a native of Philadel¬ 
phia, and is under forty years of age. He graduated 
at West Point with the highest distinction; thence 
he was transferred to Mexico, under Gen. Scott, 
where for his valor lie was twice brevetted. After 
the war he was associated with Capt. Maroy in the 
Oxplorutiun of the sources of the lied River, and wus 
subsequently transferred to Oregon. He was then 
appointed on the Crimean commission, which ena¬ 
bled him personally to inspect the military systems 
of tho great European powers,— England, France, 
Russia, Austria and Prussia. For the last three years 
he has been the ekecutivn head nf tho Great Illinois 
Central Railroad. He is at once prudent and resolute. 

Colonel Prentiss.— Col. B. M. Prentiss, who has 
the command of tho United Btates forces at Cairo, 
aud is, therefore, likely to be called Into action at an 
early clay, is a native of Illinois, or at least, he has 
lived there from boyhood. He went to the Mexican 
war as the Lieutenant of an Illinois company, and 
was selected by the lamented J. .1. Hardin as his 
Adjutant. By Hardin's side lie fought in every battle 

Jefferson Dnvis in Richmond. 

Tue Richmond Enquirer of May 30 contains an 

account or the journey of Jeff. Davis from Mont¬ 

gomery, and his reception In Richmond, from which 

wo make several extracts. People hereabouts have 

become so infatuated as to doubt the assertion "that 

the mantle of Washington falls gracefully upon tho 

shoulders ” of this traitor, and if the Enquirer fails 

in converting the North, such failure is entirely 

owing to the "natural depravity” of the race. The 

Enquirer says: 

"President Davis, accompanied by his Ji id, Col. 

Wigfall and lady, and by the Hon. Robert Toombs, 

of Georgia, left Montgomery by cars on Snnd.v eve¬ 

ning Ia3t. They made no special stoppage on tho 

route, aud owing to previous severe indisposition of 

the President, it was desirable that his trip to Rich¬ 

mond should be as private as practicable. At each 

station his friends endeavored to convoy this informa¬ 

tion to the citizens, but it was really to no purpose. 

No matter wherp tho cars stopped, even though it 

was only Tor wood or for water, throngs of men, 

womou and children, would gather around the cars, 

asking, in loud shouts, 'Where is President Davis?’ 

‘.Jeff. Davis, the old hero!’ and ho was forced to 

make his appearance, and frequently to address them. 

Then we could see handkerchiefs waving, and gay 

flags and boquets. 

When the flute-like voice of Davis arose upon the 

air, hushed to stillness by the profound respect of 

his auditors, it was not long before there was an out¬ 

burst of feeling which gave vent to a tornado of 

voices; those would break forth In constant succes¬ 

sion to the end of his address. Every sentiment he 

uttered seemed to swell up from his heart, and was 

received with the wildest enthusiasm. When he con¬ 

cluded, three hearty cheers went up from the multi¬ 

tude. * * * * At Goldsboro, while 

partaking of his supper in the hall of the hotel, the 

table was thronged with beautiful girls, anil many 

were bedecking him with garlands of flowers, while 

others fanned him. It was a most interesting occa¬ 

sion. The military had formed into squares to receive 

him from the cars; guns were fired, and the band 

struck up inspiring martial airs during the interval 

of supper. 

The whole country is a camp. On every hand we 

see soldiers — and every day the cars are crowded 

with them. From appearances, they are the (lower 

of the South. The journey of President Davis from 

Montgomery to the capita! was one continuous ova¬ 

tion. The whole soul of the South is in this war; 

and the confidence manifested in our President, in 

tho many scenes which transpired on the trip, shows 

that the mantle of Washington falls gracefully upon 

his shoulders. 

Never were a people more enraptured with their 

Chief Magistrate than ours are with President Davis, 

and the trip from Montgomery to Richmond will ever 

be remembered with delight by all who witnessed it. 

The eagerness of young and old, aud of all classes, 

to catch a glimpse of him, or take him by the hand, 

is beyond description. This trip has Infused a mar¬ 

tial feeling in our people that knows no bounds. 

* * * * At about 51 o’clock, Presi¬ 
dent Davis, accompanied by a cortege on horseback, 
left his quarters at the Spotwood House, and pro¬ 
ceeded to tho New Fair Grounds. Here a large num¬ 
ber of ladies and gentlemen had assembled, and on 
his arrival, greeted him with the heartiest, demonstra¬ 
tions of pleasure. 

On leaving his saddle, the President was sur¬ 

rounded by an eager crowd of soldiers and civilians, 

whom he indulged in a haiid-shalcing performance, 

until the pressure became so great that he was com¬ 

pelled to retire to the Vialcony of the Executive 

Department, where, in response to the demands of 

the assemblage, he delivered the following brief and 

pertinent speech: 

"My Friends and Fellow-Citizens: I arn deeply 
, impressed with the kindness of your manifestation. 

I look upon yon as the last best hope of liberty; and 
in onr liberty alone is our Constitutional Government 
to be preserved. Upon your strong right arm de¬ 
pends the success of our country, and, m asserting 
the birth-right to which you were born, you are to 
remember that life and blood are nothing as com- fared with the immense interests you have at stake. 
Cheers.] 
"It rnayhe that you have not long been trained, 

and that you huve much to learn of the art of war, 
! but I know that there beats in the breasts of Southern 
• sous a determination never to surrender—n deter- 
j mi nation never to go home but to tell a tale of honor. 

[Cries of ‘never!’ and applause.] Though great 
may be the disparity of numbers, give us a fair field 

: and a free tight, and the Southern banner will float in 
i triumph everywhere. [Cheers.] The country relies 
I upon you. Upou you rest the hope of our people; 

and I have only to say, my friends, that to the last f 
i breath of my life, I am wholly your own. [Tremen- 
- dous cheers.]” 

Illinois, by the Legislature of the State. Resigning 
this office in December of the same year, he was 
elected a member of the Legislature by the Democrats 
of Morgan county. In 1837 Mr. Van Burin appoint¬ 
ed him Register of the Land Office at Springfield. In 
August, 1846, he ran for Congress, bnt was defeated 
by five majority in a poll of 36,000 votes. From this 
time on till 1840, he practiced law; but in that 
memorable campaign he stumped the State seven 
months for Van Boren, much of tho time speaking 
in debate from the same stump with the now (’resi¬ 
dent of the United States. In 1841, he was chosen 
Judge of the Supreme Court, by the Legislature, ano 
in 1842 was elected to Congress, from which time wc 
find him on the larger field of national affairs. He 
was transferred from the House of Representatives to 
the Senate, March 4th, 1847. 

The late political history of Mr. Douglas is so famil¬ 
iar that we need noteven glance at it. Aaa proof Of his 
surpassing ability, however, we may cite the fact that 
be was the recipient of more important public trusts 
while yet a young man, than ever fell to the lot of 
any other person of whom history speaks. Before he 
was 36 years of age he held the offices successively of 
State's Attorney General, Assemblyman, Register of 
a Land Office, Secretary of State, Judge of the (State) 
Supreme Court, Member of Congress (House,) to 
which be was thrice elected after being once 
defeated, aud finally entered the Senate of the United 
States when but 35 years old. He was nominated 
for the Presidency by the Convention of I860, com¬ 
manding a majority of the votes from the beginning, 
and two-thirds (by the decision of the President,) on 
the final ballot. He received a large popular vote, 
exceeding that of any of hie competitors, except the 
successful one, though not his relative proportion of 
the Electoral ballot. 

Mr, Douglas was twice married, first in April, 
1847, to Miss Martha Denny Martin, daughter of 
Col. Rouert Martin, of Rockingham county, N. C., 
by whom he had three children, two of whom are 
living. She died Jan. 19, 1853. He was again 
married Nov. 20, 1856, to Mias A dele Cutts, 

daughter of James Madison Cutts, of Washington, 
D. C. 

The last hours of the illustrious Senator are thus 
described by the Chicago Tribune of June 4th: — 
*' A wandering and delirious state accompanied his 
illness more or less from its inception to its final 
close. At such times us lie was rational last week, 
he seemed aware of the grave fears entertained iu his 
behalf, and on one occasion said to those about him, 
that lie knew his constitution so much better than 
they did, he felt confident he should recover from tho 
attack. Doubtless his will and courage, joined to 
his great physical powers, had much to do with his 
long continuing to resist a malady before which 
feebler men would have rapidly succumbed.— 
Throughout Saturday it was feared he could not 
survive many hours. As nightfall drew near, with¬ 
out any positive change Jiaviug taken place in his 
disease, he yet seemed easier. So passed the night. 
He had only brief intervals of consciousness after 
this, but lay in a quiet state, gradually but surely 
sinking. At times lie briefly rallied, but it was not 
to a clear conception of what was transpiring about 
him. On one occasion, indeed, it was evident that 
memory aud habit of mind was strong in the dying 
statesman, and that his thoughts were once more in 
the Senate Chamber. One of bis physicians, Dr. 
Hav, was administering a blister. " Wbat arc you 
doing?” asked the patient, "stop, there are twenty 
against me, the measure is defeated.” At an early 
hoar yesterday morning he had an interval of rally¬ 
ing, was ratioual, conversed briefly with those about 
him, and then sank gently aud quietly until ten 
minutes past nine A. M., when he breathed his last 

power of destruction. Only imagine that every her¬ 
ring has from fifty to seventy thousand eggs! If 
every egg was to produce a herring, and every her¬ 
ring fifty thousand more, were there not au enormous 
destruction going on, the ocean would very soon he 
solidified and putrified. The great cetacea drive 
them toward the shores, ever and anon diving into 
their ranks and swallowiug up whole shoals. The 
whiting eat their fry; cod again devour the whiting. 
Yet, even here, the peril of the sea, an excess of 
fecundity shows itself iu a still more terrible shape. 
The cod has up to nine million of eggs, and this 
creature, of such formidable powers of maternity, 
has nine months ol' love out of twelve. No wonder 
that the fishery of this productive fish has created 
towns aud colonies. But even then, what would the 
power of man be, opposed to such fecundity? He is 
assisted by others, among which the sturgeon takes 
chief rank. Then, again, the sturgeon itself is a 
very fecund fish. This devourer of cod has itself 
fifteen hundred thousand eggs. Another great de¬ 
vourer is not proportionately re-productive, and that 
is the shark. Viviparous, he nourishes the young 
shark in his bosom, his feudal inheritor, who is born 
terrible and ready armed. Hence are sharks called 
in many countries sea-dog.—ttlacktcood. 

Tut Human Ear.—M. Fessel, of Cologne, on test¬ 
ing the new Parisian tuuing-ferk, observed that he 
heard differently with his two ears—the note heard 
with the right ear being somewhat higher than that 
heard with the left. On examining hia musical 
friends he has not yet found one, even among part- 
masicians, whose ears are precisely alike in the esti¬ 
mation of the pitch of musical tones. He conjectures 
that the reason for this difference in hearing is, prob¬ 
ably, that the external passage of the ear is set in 
vibration, like a speaking-trumpet, by the sounds 
that enter it, and that this vibration modifies the 
pitch of the entering sound according to the form of 
the individual ear. 



The steamship James Adger, which arrived at New | with a cargo rtf tobacco valued at $25,000, was 
York, from Fortress Monroe, on the 6th inst., brought 
twenty-nine caxes of condemned clothmg, consisting of 
capes, coats and pants, which were not made accord¬ 
ing to contract, and were rejected. 

The number of prizes taken in Hampton Roads 
since the enforcement of the blockade is about forty, 
and their aggregate value is estimated at about one 
million ef dollars. The Schooner Haxall, captured 
by the Minnesota, had a cargo of manufactured to¬ 
bacco of a superior quality, valued at $100,000. 

The First New Hampshire Regiment, now in Wash¬ 
ington, is pronounced the most perfectly equipped 
body of men that has taken the field in this war. 
The men of the Granite State, no one can doubt, will 
be a wall of granite to the Constitution. 

Loru Lyons, the British Minister at Washington, 
instructs his consul at Mobile that after the block¬ 
ading fleet appears off the harbor, all vessels that 
attempt to leave will be liable to confiscation, accord¬ 
ing to the rules of blockade. 

Large State Loans are in the market for war pur¬ 
poses. New Jersey advertises for $500,000, Illinois 
for $1,000,000, Vermont for $500,000, Indiana for 
$1,200,000, and Pennsylvania for $3,000,000 — a total 
of $6,200,000. They are to be 6 per cent, stocks. 
This is irrespective of $5,000,000 or $6,000,000 which 
will be asked for soon by New York and Massachu¬ 
setts. 

Tbe able engineering officer who superintends its 
construction, says it cannot withstand the attacking 
batteries. We have heard no complaints of tbe 
delay in tbe attack, but much natural impatience is 
felt. Better that the army of tbe Confederacy should 
wait six months, if necessary, and make a sure thing 
of the attack, than make it prematurely and encoun¬ 
ter a repulse. But Bragg’s big guns are arriving, 
and certain signs indicate that tbe end is at hand. 

A Virginia Oi-inion of Gen. Butler.—TheBtaun- 
ton, (Va.,) Vindicator is “down” on General Bnlter. 
Hear it rave: 

“The Puritan upstart from Massachusetts, B. F. 
Butler, who was placed in the command of a mercen¬ 
ary regiment from that State, has been promoted by 
President Lincoln to the position of Major-General, 
and assigned, rumor says, to Fort Monroe. On bis 
arrival at Washington, where be was ordered to re¬ 
port, after being relieved of his command at Balti¬ 
more, ho made a speech, in which he said his face 
was “toward the Booth,” and he would never “take 
a step backward.” A more craven-hearted coward 
never walked the earth. With the most revolting 
countenance ever worn by man, he is the impersona¬ 
tion of a horse-thief or lund-pirate. Without a parti¬ 
cle of courage or honor, he is endeavoring te> ape the 
man of war. Driven with brickbats and sticks thro’ 
Baltimore, by unarmed citizens, be has recently 
signalized his cowardice by offering insult and con 
tumely to the people of that city when their hands 
were tied. 

This man, in fact, is a brute. He looks like one,— 
acts like one. For such a creature to talk of con¬ 
quering the South! For such a miserable poltroon 
to threaten to invade Virginia! For such a speci¬ 
men of abreviated and distorted humanity to raise 
his hireling arm to strike against the rights and 
homes of gentlemen I If he, with his ragamuffin 
regiment, turned and (led from the brickbats and 
sticks of the citizens of Baltimore, what would they 
not do to escape tbe serried phalanx of armed and 
disciplined Virginians! The poor, miserable pol¬ 
troon should never be dignified by a bullet or halter, 
hot if ever caught, (which we doubt, for be will keep 
out of harm’s way,) he should be tied to a whipping¬ 
post, and cut to death with a cowhide in the hands 
of one of our meanest free negroes or penitentiary 
convicts.” 

That Great Victory.—The New Orleans papers 
have received the news of that terrible fight at 
Hampton, which came off the other day, via. Nash¬ 
ville. The Picayune announced the result in stirring 
capitals, for instance: 

BIX HUNDRED LINCOLN TROOPS 

KILLED AND WOUNDED! 

SOUTHERN LOSS ONLY FIFTY ! 

Jeff. Davis a Failure.—Our Southern friends 
are beginning to tire of their new plaything, Jeffer¬ 
son Davis, if we may judge by the following from 
the Louisville (Ky.) Democrat: 

“ Jeff. Davis is a failure. We expected to see him, 
at the head of a few thousand men, make a lunge at 
Washington and take it, before preparation could be 
made to defend it. He has waited until it’s too late. 
Col. Duncart has been at Harper’s Ferry for sometime, 
and he has not attempted the exploit. Beauregard 
has waited at Charleston until it's given out tnat he 
is dead. Tt all sums up in blustering, marching, 
Gotinttr-uiarelting and spending money. The purse 
that holds out longest wins at this rate, and we expect 
that will be about the end of it. The purse, these 
days, is the better part of valor. Nothing but Na¬ 
poleonic energy and genius can combat it; and the 
immense purse of that great joint stock company, 
called the British Empire, conquered Napoleon at last. 
Davis haB made a poor beginning for what he had to 
do. This bragging and talking attitude will never 
do for his mission: it will lie the death of him. Rcott, 
that old military fox, knows this. He doesn’t, intend 
to tight. In this war of science and attitude, Davis 
goes under without a blow; it’s inevitable, and Gen. 
Beott sees it. Davis hasn’t the means, bis friends 
may say. If he didn’t sec how to succeed without 
means, he ought not to have commenced this contest. 
The bold and daring is his game to play. If he is not 
equal to the emergency, let him resign and give place 
to Col. Duncan, or some other Napoleonic spirit.” 

chivalry could not stand, and they scattered like rats 
from a burning barn, after firing at random, which 
did no damage. 

Col. Kelly's command was close after them, and at 
tbe same time Col. lender’s came rushing down the 
hill. After chasing them a few miles the already ex¬ 
hausted men returned to the evacuated camp to learn 
the painful fact that their victory, though complete, 
was dearly bought. Col. Kelly, who, with bravery 
amounting to rashness, was foremost from first to 
last, leading his men In the upper part or the town, 
the enemy having all apparently fled, when he fell 
from a shot from a concealed foe. The assassin was 
an Assistant Quartermaster of the Confederate force 
named Sims. He was iroirfediately seized. 

It was at first supposed that Col. K. was mortally 
wounded, but later accounts report his chances for 
recovery very favorable. Over 500 stand of arms, 50 
horses, with wagons, all the camp equipage, and pro¬ 
visions were taken by our troops. It is impossible 
to tell the loss of tbe rebels, as they carried off quite 
a number of the killed and wounded. 

There was a great deal of blood on tbe gronnd, 
and all along the road and in the direction of their 
flight. Hats, blankets, coats und every description of 
luggage, was scattered along the road for more than 
a mile. Fifteen bodieB were found in a thicket near 
Phillippa after the fight. 

The Probable Heat of War In Virginia- 

The region of country lying between the Potomac 
river and the Manassas Gap Railroad Junction, or 
what is usually called Manassas Junction, is a very 
interesting locality at present, and promises to be so 
for many weeks to come. It is unquestionably 
destined to become the theatre of stirring events, and 
a few facts respecting its topography will not be 
without interest. At the request of Gen. Mansfield, 
however, all correspondents refrain from indicating 
exactly the position of our troops, lest the enemy 
might profit by such statements, for though the mails 
are cut off, yet there is a direct communication with 
the Bonth via. Harper’s Ferry. All the Northern 
newB goes daily to Harper's Ferry, and thence to 
Richmond and the entire Booth. 

From the Chain Bridge, which is three miles above 
Georgetown, to Alexandria,—a distance of about ten 
miles, —there is a continuous chain of hills half a 
mile to a mile and a half hack from the Potomac. 
Entrenchments are thrown up quite a distance north 
of Georgetown,— across the river,— and so at differ¬ 
ent points below to Alexandria. The Chain Bridge, 
the Aqueduct, and especially the Long Bridge, are 
very strongly guarded, and every prominent hill is, 
or will soon be, extended. 

Arlington Heights are right opposite Georgetown, 
nearly two miles back from tbe river. Roach’s 
Spring, which is frequently spoken of, is about two 
miles distant, snotli-west of the Long Bridge, a little 
off from the road to Fairfax Court House. Arlington 
House is about five miles north or north-east of Alex¬ 
andria. Falls Church is a little northern village six 
mileB straight west of Georgetown. Bailey’s Cross 
ItoadB is five miles due west of the Long Bridge, and 
the road from the Bridge which leads directly past 
Bailey’s, iB the road to Fairfax Court House. The 
last named place is eighteen miles from Washington, 
and fourteen from Alexandria. This was the scone 
of Lieut. Tompkin’s exploit; and he was then about 
thirteen miles distant from Manassas Junction, and 
only eight from Centrcville, where two or three rebel 
regiments are stationed. 

From tbe Potomac to the heights west, the ascent 
is somewhat abrupt; but from the heights westward 
the slope is very gradual. At least ten miles of the 
London and Hampshire Railroad is within our lines, 
but the Orange and Alexandria road is none of it in 
our possession. Our troops tore up the track to 
Springfield station, distant from Alexandria about 
nine miles. Beyond this point the road is in good 
condition, and it is reported that the trains occasion 
ally even run up from the Junction as far as Spring- 
field station. 

The Position of the Enemy.—The main body of 
the enemy is at Manassas Junction, fifteen to twenty 
miles from our outposts, but two or three thousand 
of the rebels are stationed a few miles this side. 
From reliable advices it is judged that the enemy 
numbers about eight thousand at the Junction, 
makiWg their entire force in that region ten thousand. 
Should an advance be made by the rebel troops it 
would undoubtedly be upon Alexandria, by the way 
of the Orange Railroad. An attempt would be made 
to turn tbe right flank of the United States troops; 
but as Alexandria is commanded by the Pawnee, 
vessel-of-war, the rebels, even if they succeeded in 
entering the town, could not stay. 

But uo shrewd military mao in of the opinion that 
the rebel troops will advance a 8tep towards Alexan 
drift and Washington, except to strengthen their 
position at Manassas Junction by strong outposts. 
They wait an attack by the Federal troops. Skir¬ 
mishes have been daily, as the scouting parties of both 
armies frequently meet. The whole region from 
Fall’s Oburcli to Centerville is (Abatable ground. 
Our mounted pickets and scouting parties run down 
nearly twenty miles, and theirs frequently come 
within five or six miles of our camp. Senator Wil¬ 
son is urging upon the War Department the accept¬ 
ance of companies of sharpshooters as fast as they 
offer themselves. The southern army has many very 
accurate shots, and as there is to he a good deal of 
guerilla fighting, a regiment of sharpshooters would 
be of great service to our army. 

tne vessels comprising me squadron. He says, to 
the Secretary of the Navy:—The opening of Yangate 
to British trade will make me hasten my arrival at 
Shanghai. As soon after my arrival there as I can 
make the preparations, I intend to go up the Yan 
gatte as far as Nankin in my flagship, taking the 
Dacotah and Saginaw with me. At Nankin I hope 
to come to an understanding with the Insurget Chief* 
for the free navigation of the river by American ship*, 
The Insurgents have command of both branches of 
the river, from the vicinity of Chin Kiang to the 
neighborhood of Hong Kong, and it is very impor¬ 
tant to secure their good will, otherwise our ships 

could not navigate their rivers safely. 
The Post Office Department has received a copy of 

a circular issued by Post. Master General Reagan, of 
the Confederate States of America, instructing South¬ 
ern Post Masters to retain in their possession, for the 
benefit of the rebels, all mail bags, locks and key, 
marking and rating Htamps, and all other property 
belonging to, or connected with the postal service. 
They are also required to keep their journals or 
ledger accounts with the United States for service of 
tbe Post Office Department up to and including the 
21st of May, exhibiting the final balance in their 
possession. 

The Navy Department, on the 6th inst., received 
from Lient. CaveD, commanding tbe steamer Cru¬ 
sader, dispatches dated Key West, May 27th. He 
says on the 14tu the steamer Snannee, late tbe Farnp- 
ero, arrived there from New Orleans, under the proc¬ 
lamation of the blockade, as also the order of the 
Secretary of the Treasury. He denied her a clearance 
to the ports of the seceded States, and lefused to 
permit her to return to New Orleans. Ho offered to 
clear her for New York, which offer was declined. 
He therefore detained her for the use of the Govern¬ 
ment, and the Captain relinquished the command. 
The Suannee belongs to the Fame company who loaned 
a steamer to the parties who seized the Star of the 
West. Lieut. Craven confesses to some degree of 
satisfaction at being enabled to inflict retribution on 
that party, for using their own steamer. Lieut 
Duncan was placed in command, and sent in search 
of the hark Mystic, about which much anxiety was 
felt. He fell in with her at sea, and conducted her 
into Key West on the 23d. An order having been re¬ 
ceived from Col. Brown for troops and stores for Fort 
Pickens, Lieut. Duncan sailed on the Saranac, with 
70 soldiers and a full freight of stores of various kinds 
for that port. 

Dispatches from our Ministers abroad give gratify¬ 
ing evidence of a better tone of feeling towards our 
Government. The united Bentiment of the North, the 
firm, dignified, hut temperate tenor of the instruc¬ 
tions fnrtn the Department of State to onr Diplomatic 
corps, have convinced foreign Cabinets that we have 
the courage, the spirit, and the resolution, at home, 
and will defend onr rights, honor, and territorial 
integrity. 

Information is received that the Austrian Cabinet 
have declined to receive our Minister, Mr. Burlin¬ 
game. His rejection is not to be interpreted into any 
unfriendliness on the part of the Austrian Court, but 
is personal to Mr. B., from his agency in procuring 
the passage of the bill raisinsttbe Sardinian Legation 
to its full mission. 

The newly appointed Marshal of Baltimore, Mr. 
Bonnafont, returned on the 3d inst., and has been 
instructed by Secretary Camerun to make arrests of 
all persons plotting,against the Government, to seize 
all arms and munitions in the possession of such per 
sons, or which may have been secreted by them, anti 
to appoint any additional force of deputies sufficient 
to enable him effectually to guard all the highways 
leading from the city. Marshal B. will, under these 
instructions, bold himself accountable to the War 
Department only. 

Important News from Pensacola. 

Tn* Mobile Advertiser of June 1st contains 
some rather important items relative to Fort Pickens, 
which wc copy. The Advertiser says: 

“ We are without the usual letter from our special 
Pensacola correspondent thin morning, but learn 
from good authority that about two o’clock Thursday 
morning, the camp in and near Pensacola were 
aroused from their quiet by the braying bugle and 
rolling drum, which the half-awakened soldiers inter¬ 
preted into an attack on Pickens, and such shouting 
and hurrahing was nover before heard in that old 
fashioned city. After the troops had formed in line, 
the order of the Secretary of War, transferring them 
to Virginia, was read, and rations for four days 
issued and ordered cooked for the march, which 
commenced at eight o’clock. There arc 2,800 men 
now under marching orders, viz: the 1st Regimentof 
Georgia Volunteers, companded by Col. Ramsey; 
the 5th Regimentof Alabama, (except the Continen¬ 
tals,) under Col. Rhodes; u battalion of Louisiana 
troops, under Capt. I)renx; and a battalion of Louis¬ 
iana Zouaves, under Lieut. CoL Coppens. Three 
companies of Capt Dreux’s command left at 12 M., 
viz.: the Shreveport Grays, Capt. Beard; the Orleans 
Cadets and Crescent Rifles. The Louisiana Guards 
and Urcrot Guards left at 2 P. M. Five hundred 
other troops leave during the night. The rest of the 
troops will move as fast as the railroad facilities 
admit. All of them are eager for active service; 
they are well uniformed, and many of them veterans, 
in drill at least. Gen. Bragg will not be in the least 
Incommoded by tho withdrawal of these troops, as 
he has ample forces for any emergency. His army is 
in good health, und long for battle. 

Seven hundred Federal troops, sacrifices to ballets 
and musquitoes, were landed on Rosa Island Wednes¬ 
day, from a large aide-wheel steamer, just arrived. 
The Federalists are reported active on Santa Rosa. 
The troops are severely disciplined, and are evidently 
expecting warm work before long. Tliey nave nine 
companies of artillery, and a pilot, taking a vessel 
over the bar recently, reports seeing them dashing 
in parade, unlimbering their pieces, Ac. They have 
several sentinels riding np and down the island fre¬ 
quently, which can be seen from the boats in the 
bay.” 

Tho telegraph, on Friday, the 6th inst., brougnt 
the following:—“ Notwithstanding the Southern re¬ 
ports to the contrary, it appears from Col. Adams, in 
a letter from the Navy Department, dated May 20th, 
that great preparations had been made for an attack 
on Fort Pickens, which at that, time was hourly 
expected. He dispatched the Wyandotte at Key 
West to bring down troops, and afterwards placed 
her in position where she could render the most aid. 
Previous to that time, Col. Adams informed General 
Bragg that the port was strongly blockaded, and 
vessels would he dealt with according to the law 
against violating the blockade. Gen. Bragg, in reply, 
said he considered this notification a virtual acknowl¬ 
edgement of both the existence and independence of 
the Confederate States of America. He asked Col. 
Adams to please consider the harbor as closed against 
all boats and vessels of the United States; as ,he 
should not permit any to enter except Col. Adams’ 
dispatch boat under a white flag.” 

DOMESTIC NEWS 

FOREIGN NEWS 

Great Britain.—In England the American ques¬ 
tion was paramount 

The Times publishes the first part of a length/ 
communication on the course of the American war, 
and has a strong editorial on Seward’s letter to the 
American Embassador to France, and says it sounds 
very much like insult, and ridicules his prophetical 
ideas. 

Motley’s elaborate article in the Times on the 
American war, attracts considerable attention. He 
oasts tbe whole responsibility on the South. 

Parliament was to reassemble the evening of the 23d. 
The Kossuth Hungarian note case was again being 

argued in the Court, of Chancery. 
The London Underwriters have fixed the rates on 

American vessels to from 6 to 8 guineas. 

France.—The French Embassador to London re¬ 
turned to France, reported with instructions of a 

conciliatory character. 
It is reported that the French Government con¬ 

templates a more liberal press law and the repeal of 
the law of public safety. 

It is asserted that the Italian Government has re¬ 
jected the conditions on which France consented to 
evacuate Rome. Matters consequently remain in 
statu quo. But France will recognize the new king¬ 
dom before the end of June. 

Italy.— Martino, new Governor of Naples, has 
issued a proclamation, expressing an intention to 
govern with energy, and promising an improvement 
of the public service, calling on the country for 

support. 
A petition, signed by 10,000 RomanB, to Napoleon, 

praying for the withdrawal of French troops, was 
sent to Paris, notwithstanding the efforts of the po¬ 

lice to stop it. 
There has been some rioting at Milan, proceeding 

from religious discussions. Order was restored. 
Italy wants a loan of 560,000,000 francs from France. 

Doubts are entertained as to obtaining it, as the new 
Kingdom is not acknowledged while French troops 

remain in Rome. 
Aubtria.—Nineteen commissioned deputies have 

been named members of Reichretch. Venetia, there¬ 

fore, is unrepresented. 
Spain.—Santana continues to command the mili¬ 

tary of San Domingo. 
Hungary.—The collection of taxes by military 

execution has been suspended, the Diet guaranteeing 
the amount due till the question of taxes is settled. 

Russia.—Prince Orloff, President of the Council 

of Ministers, is dead, 
International Ministers had their first meeting at 

tbe French Embassy the 21st. 
Commercial Intelligence—Breadstuffs.— The weather has 

been favorable to the crops anJ marker generally dull, with 
a alight decline. Various circulars report flour declined 
since Tuesday. Wheat dull, and 2d lower. Red ]ls@,l-s 
9d. Corn very dull, and fully Is lower. Holders pressing in 
the market. Mixed 32»@32s 6d. 

Provisions — Generally steady. Pork quiet. Lard —barely 
maintained. 

Federal lUuvemenin in Western Virginia. 

In oar last issue wc chronicled tho advance of 
Federal troops in Western Virginia, and the occupa¬ 
tion of Parkersburg and Grafton. Since that date 
the movetnenj, has been kept np, and on tho 6th inst. 
the Union forces surprised and broke up a secession 
camp 2,000 strong at Phillippa. We gather the fol¬ 
lowing details from the correspondence of the Wheel¬ 
ing (Va.) Intelligencer: 

“The attacking party on the rebel camp at 
Phillippa consisted of live regiments, in two divi¬ 
sions, one consisting of the First Virginia regiment, 
and the Sixteenth Ohio atul Seventh Indiana, under 
the command of Col. Kelly; the other consisting of 
the Ninth Indiana and Fourteenth Ohio, under Col. 
Lander, of wagon road and Potter and Pryor duel 
notoriety. Col. Kelly’s division moved east by rail¬ 
road to Thorntown. From thence he marched to 
Phillippa, 22 miles. The Indiana regiment moved by 
railroad to Webster, where they were joined by the 
Fourteenth Ohio regiment, from which place they 
pushed forward on foot to Phillippa, twelve miles 
distant. The march of the two divisions was per¬ 
formed through darkness, rain, and mud. It was a 
terrible undertaking, but they all went bravely 
through it, unshrinkingly and without complaint. 
All night they toiled on through the darkness and 
storm, the soft earth yielding beneath their feet, until 
the gray dawn found them in the neighborhood of 
the enemy. 

Col, I-amler reports that he arrived on the hill 
across the river from below Phillippa and command¬ 
ing the town before daylight. He at once prepared 
to open upon the rebels at the appointed time. Four 
o’clock was the hour at which the attack was to be 
made simultaneously by both divisions, Col. Kelly’s 
in the rear, and cut off their retreat, while Col. 
Lander would assail them in front But Col. Kelly’s 
division was behind the appointed hour, owing to 
the terrible fatigue of the forced march, and being 
misled by guides- When day began to dawn upon 
Col. I .a rider’s impatient force, it discovered to them 
the camp below in a state of commotion, evidently 
in great alarm, and preparing fora fight. 

Tjie hour appointed for the fight came and passed, 
but still Col. Kelly's division had not arrived. 
Impatient to begin the attack and fearing that the 
rascals, almost within his grasp, would escape with¬ 
out smelling any powder, Col. Lander ordered his 
artillery to begin the attack, and at a quarter past 
four the guns were unlimbered and dropped the first 
messenger of terror into the rebel camp. Simul¬ 
taneously with the roar of the first gun, Col, Kelly, 
at the head of his command, came in sight across the 
river below the camp, and comprehending the posi¬ 
tion of affairs, he rushed forward in the direction of 
the camp. Meanwhile the batteries having got accu¬ 
rate range, played upon the camp with marked effect, 
tearing through the tents at a fearful rate. This the 

New York Slate Volunteers. 

The following is the list of the Volunteer Regi¬ 

ments complete, with the date of their acceptance, 

and of their muster into the U. S. service, so far as 

yet received: 
Mustered 

No. of Commanded Accepted into 0.8. 
Regt. by by State. service. 

1st_Col. W. IT. Allen .April 23... . April 23 
2d_Col .1, K Carr ..April 24_May 14 
3d_Col. Frmlrick Townsend . . May 7 
4th_Col. A. W. Taylor. ...April 25....May 2 
6th_Col. A. Ilnrvee.April 26..... ...May 14 
0th... .Col. Wiu. W'ilsou.April 25. May 25 
7th_Col. .lohn E Bendix.April 26.. .......April 23 
8th_Col. Louia Blvnker.May 13 .April 23 
9th_Col, Kush C. Hawkins_May 13.. May 4 

lOtli ..Col. W W McChesney_Mav 16.May 7 
Uth....Col. E. E. Ellsworth...May 20_May 2 
12th_Col. R. L. Walruth.May 8....May 13 
13th_CoL Isaac-F quinby_ May 8.May 14 
14th....Col. James MoQumte.May 8....May 17 
16th. ...Col. J. Mel. Murphy... .May 9 
10th_Col. Tho*. A Davies. May 9..May 15 
17th_Col. II. 8. I Aiming_May 14 
18th....Col. Wm. A. Jackson.May 13....May 17 
19th_Col. J. 8- Clark .. May 17_.May 22 
20th_Col. Max Weber.May 11.May 8 
21st_.Col. Wm. F Rogers_ May 13. May 20 
22d_Col. Walter Fliclps, Jr.May 14 
23d_Col, A, C. Hoffman_ ..May 16 
24th_Col. Timottiv Sullivan_May 17 
26th....Col. James E. Kerrigan . May 11 
26th_CoL Wm. IL Christian.May 17.May 21 
27th....Col. Henry W Slocum ....May 21 
2Ktb_Col Dudley Donnelly- May 18.May 22 
29th_Col A Von Stelnwehr-May 21 
30th_Col. Edward Filthy.May 22 
31st_Col. Calvin E. Pratt ..May 21 
82d_CoL R- Malheson ..May 22 
33d ....Col. K. F Taylor.May 22 
34th.. .Col. Wm. La Due. May 24 
35th_Col. Wro. C. Brown.May 26 
36th_CoL Clia*. M, Tunis .......May 26 
37tb_CoL Jobu U. McCunn_May 25 
38th_Col. J- H. Hobart Ward_May 26 

These volunteer regiments must not be confounded 

with a list published some weeks since of the regi¬ 

ments drawn from the uniformed militia (like the 

“ New York 7th,” or " New York 69th,”) of the State. 

New York has now furnished a total of 50,947 men; 

the volunteer force numbering 30,400; the State 

militia 6,497. Those not yet mustered into the Uni¬ 

ted States Service, but performing military duty in 

State Camps, 14,050. 

Kxtvacm from the Souihri-n l'rcss. 

Blockade op the Mouth ok the Mississippi.— 

The New Orleans Delta of the 30th ult., says: — We 
learn from an eye witness that the U. S. man-of-war 
Brooklyn arrived off Pass L’Outre bar at 2 o’clock 
yesterday, and curne to anchor about one hundred 
and fifty yards oil' the stakes. The Brooklyn imme¬ 
diately dispatched a boat to Capt. Duncan, in com¬ 
mand at Fort Jackson, informing him that the block¬ 
ade would take effect from that moment. 

MissisBirP! War Funds Exhausted.—There is a 
candid confession of rebel bankruptcy in the follow¬ 
ing paragraph from the editorial columns of the 
Jackson Mississippian. the State paper: 

“We are advised that tho reason Gov. Pettus has 
not ordered volunteers into encampment to be sup¬ 
plied and drilled at the expense of the State, is that 
the military fund provided for that purpose by the 
Legislature has already been appropriated or pledged 
for the purchase of arms, munitions of war, &c., Ac.; 
and that he does not feel that he is authorized by law 
to apply to such purposes the general fund not thus 
specially set apart, but intended for the ordinary uses 
of the government.” 

To those who Have Patience, Fort Pickens 

are clamorous for Gen. Bragg to order an assault 
upon Fort Pickens, we (the Mobile Advertiser,) 
would say: — “General Bragg is an old soldier, and 
a famously brave and shrewd one, and will not begin 
work before he is ready, or be provoked into begin¬ 
ning it; and he will not consider himself ready to 
begin before he is ready to end the work victoriously. 
The magnitude of the preparations which the com¬ 
manding general considered necessary to make a sure 
job of tbe bombardment of Pickens, may be estimated 
by considering the number of men who have been 

A small city could 

Spirit of the Hour. 

The National Intelligencer says that two hundred 
Sisters of Charity are ready to enlist in the cause of 
the sick and wounded of the army, at any moment 
the Government may signify to them a desire to avail 
themselves of their services, to take charge of hos¬ 
pitals, ambulance for conveying the sick and wound¬ 
ed, or any post, far or near, where the cause of hu¬ 
manity can be served. 

Ex-Gov. Stewart, of Missouri, has become the 
editor and proprietor of the St. Joseph Journal. He 
handles the pen as though he was used to it. The pa¬ 
per will advocate Union sentiments. 

unceasingly at work for so long, 
have been built by this force while it has been pre¬ 
paring for the destruction of one erection. When 
the bombardment commences, it will be one of the 
grandest events of the Bort on record. From the 
forts and batteries occupying an area of nearly three 
miles, a continuous storm of shot and shell will be 
rained upon a common center, the stronghold of the 
Lincolnites, and if it long holds out against this 
destructive shower, it will disappoint the calcula¬ 
tions of men best versed in the science of warfare. 



BRIGHTON, June 6.—At mm-ket —760 Beef Cattle. 90 stores, 
1.400 Sheep ami l.aiqbe, and 2,500 Swine. 

Bkkf Catti.k — Prices. extra. $6.76fuj0,00; 1st quality, $6,50® 
0,00; 2d do. $8,00000,00; 3d do, fs.fiflM0.00. 

WORKINO OXBN—$90, $120® 130 
.Milch Cows — $t!>a ro, common, $20@2l. 
Veal Calvbs — ja.oows.W. 
Storks Yearlings, ; two-years old. $IS@17; three years 

old. Si-Hall!). 
HIDES -4>-g(lVSe.l};l tb 
Calk Mrixn -8(ui9c f) lb. 
T ALLOW -tSYSfie. p }fc. 
PB1.T8— »l®ll.2.1 each 
Sheep and Lambs—$1,25(311.50; extra, S2.00®5.00. 
Swine ■ Store, wholesale, (viT^e: retail. 7®8e. Fat Hors, 

still fed, 4V(c; corn fed. fic. Spring Pips, n@Jlc. 

NEW YORK, June 5. Tlie current prices for the week at 
all the markets are us follows: 

KICKS CATTI.K. 
First quality.$8,2S@8,75 
Ordinarv quality, ....  7.7%8.00 
Common quality. ..... 7,25(3)7.50 
Inferior quality'..7,00(217.25 

COWS AftD CALVES. 
First quality.$50,00050,00 
Ordinary quality,..„.40,011050,00 
Common quality,.ao.OOm'.'lfi.OO 
Inferior quality,.. 22,00@28,i)0 

vral oalvks. 
First quality. lb. 5 M5.Sjc 
Ordinary quality. 4^05 c 
Common quality,... 4 (tf-IVjO 
Inferior quality. 3 SWyC 

8HKRP AND LAMBS. 
Prime quality,.$4,7505,50 
Ordinary quality.4.0Un4,50 
Common quality.3,2503,75 
Inferior quality.2,5l)(a)3,U0 

8 WINK. 
First quality..., 4 (ffipje 
Other qualities. 3*u3)3T«o 

ALBANY. June io.-UkRvks I'he supple is rerv large this 
week, nearly 43,000 head of cattle being yarded here. Price* are 
lower, sav 'tfai'je. lb, live weight, although a few small 
droves of the host, brought llffttrea lullv up to the rutin,? quota¬ 
tions of last week. These, however, have been taken by fann¬ 
ers down the river, who will put them on their grazing lands, 
and keep them there until fall nr winter. They paid for them 
$4.500-4,50 vt IOO lb*., and were it not for this demand prices 
could not lie sustained even at our present.low quotations, and 
will not Is) in a verv short time, as there is plenty of ntillora in 
Illinois and some other Western States, ohouirh to supply the 
market for two or three weeks, after which gras* Cattle will bo 
ready toeomw; and with Hides and Tallow on the decline, there 
must ho a fall in the price of rattle. Wsi hear that Hides are 
bringing only 3Idn. lb., in this marlcpt, ivhteh is lower than 
they were ever known tab re. 

Receipts — The following is our comparative statement o 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 1# 
to the ear: 

Cor. week 
This week. Last week. last vnar. 

Cattle...I.2T5 3,920 
Sheep.1,830 2,355 4,(sir) 
Hors. 205 
PRtrKS—The market opened pretty active at the following 

quotations, hut the supply is so la rye that it. closes quite duli 
This week Last week. 

Premium.0 Co c 0 (a) o 
Extra.,,...4.*>,®4*ic 4,J((il4*iC 
First quality..X-tfl'disc 4 (3:4He 
Recond quality.3H©8Vle. 8K(« 3*ic 
Third quality.. 2?y.7i3 e 2‘,i®3 c 

Shkkp \vri Lambs—The supply is largo hut the demand is 
quite limited. The Albany buyers are not taking any exo.cptin 
a retail wav There is some inquiry fur the East, lint buyers 
and sellers are apart in (heir views. We quote fair to Rood, 
nominally 4c. }> lb. Thn only sale wo heaidof was 189 head 
good Chios at $3,81 H f) lb., live weight. Average 95 tbs 

HOqs—Receipts fair for the season, but the market is i biggish 
and prices for stork and mi n led are barely maintained, while 
«lllt-fed have declined to 3k[Qt3?4c. At the dose tho demand 
for stock hogs was gtwd and prices have an upward tendency, 
verv little, if ativ, Inquiry for com fat and no «tilleis up sale 

Mii.nii Cows Are In inn lie rate request at $d uXi for common 
and $10(0)55 for good to extra —Journal. 

TORONTO. June 7 — Bkkf- Cattle continue to offer freely, 
especially of Atm better vnules, which continue pretty steady 
at $5,50 if? UK) ms. Second dabs hooves are quintal $3.5005. ■ 
Karniftts who, in thoe«peetation of higher rates, have been 
bolding thdr winter stall bid cattle up to the present time, are 
now compelled to accept these prices. Tim season has been im 
favorable Tor pasture, but the increased number of cattle which 
arc now grazing with a view to a market must keep prices down 

Cai.vkis sell at all rates from $3.6Ub>t). 

f)HIO M<>\VKH and KKAPEIf. 
K. BALL’S I’ATF.NTH, 

WITH FOLDING CUTTKIt BAR. 
A Machine that is a perfect Mower, and a perfect Reaper. Cir¬ 
culars with full description sent bv mail nr furnished by agents 
in each county. ROSS. DODGE ft POM ROY, 
588-lSt Manufacturers, at the Auburn Prison, Auburn. N Y. 

$f)£ News tHotti^nser 
Fruit Growers’ Sociktt or Western Nkw York. — Pur¬ 

suant to adjournment of the Annual Sleeting for 1881, the 

Spring Meeting of this Society will he held at the Court 

House in Syracuse, Jane 25th, 1861, at 10 o’clock A. M 

By order of the Council C. P. Bisskl, Secretary. 

_ a famine is now prevailing in Pekin, China. 

_There is talk of establishing a camp at Buffalo 

__ There are 5,000 unemployed slaves in Richmond. 

__ c:aitp*ter mines have been discovered in Arkansas. 

_Portugal has acknowledged the new Italian kingdom. 

_ The United States use one-third of all the coffee grown. 

_ Great anxiety is felt in regard to Queen Victoria's health. 

_Copway says his company of Indians have been accepted. 

_ Accounts from the West give encouragement of good 

crops- 
_ Large quantities of gold are being sent to Chicago from 

the East. 

_ Accounts from Kansas state that the crops promise to be 

abundant. 

_The Sixth Missouri Regiment was sworn into service on 

Sstorday week. 

_ Strawberry festivals are advertised in the Chicago and 

St Louis papers. 

_ Col. Blair has been appointed to the command of the 

arsenal at St. Louis. 

— Several Western Kentucky Secession papers have been 

compelled to suspend. 

— Eighteen steel rifled cannon are being made at New 

Haven for Sickles’ Brigade. 

— Large numbers of Union men from the Southern States 

are emigrating to Missouri. 

— Agnes Strickland is writing a biography of each of the 

bachelor kings of England. 

— A grammar and dictionary of the Japanese language 

have been annonneed in Paris. 

— The fngitive Haves at Fort Monroe receive rations, and 

are cared for the same as soldiers. 

— There are 580 “ cheap ” newspapers and 386 “ high- 

priced ’’ in Great Britain and Ireland. 

— At a cost of $48,000, the people of Montreal are abont 

to build five new markets in their city. 

— The Memphis Avalanche is startled with a rnmor that 

Arkansas is to be invaded by Jim Lane. 

— The port of Alexandria, Va., is now open to commerce; 

a new collector having been appointed. 

— The Supreme Court, in full bench at New York, has 

decided the Sunday Law constitutional. 

— The cost of keeping an army of 100,000 men in the field 

for one year, is estimated nt $108,678,000, 

— Hon. William Meredith has been appointed, by Governor 

Curtin, Attorney General of Pennsylvania. 

— A negro was hung recently in Kingston, Georgia, for 

being engaged in getting up an insurrection. 

— New floor from this year’s wheat has made its appear¬ 

ance in parts of South Alabama and Georgia. 

— The Cincinnati Enquirer gives a list of 44 river steamers 

laid up there, iu consequence of the blockade. 

— Advices from Washington state that the tone of the 

Southern journals is becoming very desponding. 

— It is estimated that not less that five thousand printers 

have volunteered to defend the Stars and Stripes. ^ 

— It is said that Miss Dix lias boen ordered to Fort Menrnn 

to take charge of the hospital arrangements there. 

— At Portsmouth, Va., an entire rifle company voted 

against secession, and was disbanded in consequence. 

— Green peas, strawberries, and roses, are thej“ awful sur¬ 

roundings” of the troops encamped at Hampton,IVa. 

— The Lyons^ newspapers state that French oflicers are 

going to the United State* to take service in our armies. 

— Wells township, in Fulton Co., Pa., has one hundred 

voters, out of which number Ofty •«« k»is volunteered. 

— President Lincoln is said to be engaged on his message 

to be preaented to the forthcoming extra session of Congress. 

— General Pillow has erected a third battery on the Missis 

sippi river, at the mouth of Wolf river, on the Memphis side. 

— The Confederate States have furnished Tennessee with 

17.000 stand of arms, in addition to tlioso in the ritate arsenal. 

— The receipts of specie in New York, from’England, were 

over two and a quarter millions of dollars on the 5th instant. 

— Report says that large numbers of men have recently 

left Southern Illinois to join the Confederate army. Report 

lies! 

— Tho New Orleans Delta says that tho cost of maintniniog 

the Southern army at Fort Pickens is ten thousand dollars 

per day. 

— Two sisters in law of President Lincoln, residents of 

Selma, Ala., preaented a Confederate flag to the Salem Cadets 

recently. 

— The coolest thing on record is the proclamation of Jeff. 

Davis, giving the Federal forces ten days to leave the State of 

Virginia. 

— Mr. Corwin and suite, and the new Minister to Mexico 

from England, have t mched at Vera Cruz and passed on to 

Tampico. 

— Mr. Burch, the hero of the celebrated divorce caae, has 

been compelled to make an assignment for the benefit of his 

creditors. 

— Hon. John J. Crittenden haa accepted the nomination 

as the Union candidate for Congress in the Ashland District, 

Kentucky. • 

— The wheat crop of England, in 1880, was the poorest 

known in 25 years. Not much better is expected for the 

year 1801. 

— Eighty thousand people visited the remains of Judge 

Douglas during the two days they were lying in state at 

Bryan Hall. 

— The Lynn (Mass.) Union Guard marched 22 miles on 

Wednesday week just for exercise. They are ready to serve 

three 

• ifcwi.vj, UUUVTU 4X I / ! , 

Manufacturers, at tire Auburn Prison, 'uilinm. N. Y. 

[ )hardsijBY r a 

HAY ELEVATOR 0.'\£v«-nts Wftuled — Both male and fe- 
mnlo, to act as Local or Traveling Agent*. Liberal 

1 Vf'",,”” l,a,d. For terms. Arc., apply or address L. L. 
i ,v < ()., 112 Merrimack St.. I.nwell Maas. 15 it 

Jj A I lA of tho Episcopal Church wishes to en 
gage ns Lady’s Companion, or n« Governess to voung 
ren in a pinna family. Would prefer tho country Satis* 
y references can be given. Address box 231, Woodstock, 
la West 596-3t 

HORSE POWER PORK. 

Tins Fork can be used with either 
ONK or two iiorsks. Price, full 
riggud (with ropo and three pul¬ 
leys,) $12. 

See description in Rural Nkw- 
YoiucKfiof March 23, 1861 

Send for a Circular 
Address 

LKVI A. BKAHDBLKY, 
Smith. Kdmestan, Otsego Co., tf. 7. 

Bark JX'umbrrt of this f'olum* free! 

To all who subscribe for the Rural Nkw-Yorkkr from 

May 1st to end of the Year and Volume — eight months — wo 

will, if desired, send the back numbers (from Jan’y 1st) Free. 

This offer (to be continued for a month, and perhaps until 

Jaly 1st,) will enable many who were unable to subscribe at 

the beginning of the year, or later, to secure the entire 

volume at Ins than cost of publication. 

Ili'von Hull and <1 f1 J»«*«t«»•«- 
*P WHITE PIG.s Far sale, it full blood .L i wy Bull of Hcn- 
shavv's herd a very superior animal. The thorough bred bull 
Thane of Devon, iHurlbiiit's stock.) out of Lady Smith (13641 
by Taurus, Also several litters ot Chester Plga, of Thus Wood's 
choice stock, at reduced prices. 5!)6-2t 

Address D. CD TPS NYE. I-Oxington. Muss. 
Agents wantko to hell fruit trees. 

Wk wish to employ a number of experienced and trust¬ 
worthy men to sell trees, &c., from our Nurseries at liberal 
waRea 

Whowhalk Pkai.krm furnished with Nursery, Stock of all 
doeeriptions at tho lowest wlwtesale rates. 

HOOKER. FARLEY A CO., 
6K4tf Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester. N. 7. 

T *V M, C. M i > I f IM» F’ U\ llremlcrs of pure 
1 . Short horn and AUtrrru'U <'0/UUt, South Ihrum and Silesian 

hrrp, Suffmft mid Ks.set. Ptgt, Rochester, N. Y. 594-eolf K37~ Wbstern and Southkrn Monkv.—In the present de¬ 

ranged state of the currency, we are unable to use Western and 
Southern money, as our bankers will not purchase it at any 
rate of discount Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New England, Pennsylvania,‘or Canada Money, will 
please send us U. S. Postage Stamps, as they are far preferable 
to any uncurrent bank bills. 

US’- Change of AnnRKss. —Subscribers wishing the address 
of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 
specify the OU> address as well as the new to secure compliance 
with their requests. 

CF" Ant person so disposed can act os local agent for tho 
Rural New-Yorker, and tlioso who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 

ty Postage Stamps are taken at par on subscription, and 
greatly preferred to Western or other nncurrent money. 

ljUUMUHIS, PIiKASJt; JNOrrU’FL— 
J) HAUTI.KTT’ri DITCHING PLOW, tho cheapest and best 
ever offered to tbe public. Price $20. Orders for Plows promptly 
attended to, Farm, Town. County, and State rights for sale on 
reasonable terms. Address 
594-21'd A. J. BARTLETT. Romnlus, Seneca Co., N. Y. 

WOMEN OP NEW YORK 
W Mrs Hank " * “ .. VV Mrs Hankina'Curious New Book of Female Charaa» 

tew in the City, is verv Interesting, and strictly moral Fancy 
binding; 350 Pages; aoEngravings; 36 Portraits. Mailed free for 
*1 AGENTS Wanted Lndlonittd Teaoheni. For Description 
of Book and Particulars nf Agency, inclose red stamp to 

578 HANKINS & CO.. New York. KENDALL A- CO., 

JiTetc-i.ebanon Sprin^t, J\\ J\, 
MANUPACTCliXKrt OK 

ANEROID BAROMETERS. 
Retail price, $7 60 in plain box; $8.00 in fancy box, When 

from 3 to 8 are ordered, 25 per cent discount, and when from 8 
to 12 are ordered. 30 per cent discount tn dealers and clubs 

TERMS Cush on delivery of goods. Sent safety by Express. 
I ~p~ All work warranted of first quality. 
Kgifnall's A.vbkoid Baromutkh — At thn New Haven Agri¬ 

cultural Lectures last Winter, Prof. Silliman, of Yale College, 
Called special attention to tins ItiHtrnineiit. and placed it on a 
par wilt, those nf European ipouqfacture We sent lor one of 
them during the spring, aud for three months past have fre¬ 
quently compared it With one of tho beat standard mercurial 
barometers kept by Mr. Blunt. It box proved to be accurate 
beyond expectation. American. Agriculturist. 
To Messrs. Havaiik k Lyman. Montreal, 

Dear Sirs I have examined the Aneroid Barometer, made 
by E. Kendall, of New Lebanon Springs, N Y., and have found 
It equal to any aneroid 1 liavo used Its low price will place it 
within tire reach td many to whom it. will bo or great utility as 
an indicator of changes in the weather. 

CHARLES SMALLWOOD, M. D., LL. D. 
Obaervatory, Into Je«u.s, C. E., March 19, 1861. 

~VATHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
vv IMPROVED FAMILY SBWIN4J MACHIA'RS 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER k Wll.MON MANUFACTURING CO. beg 
to state that they have reduced tho prices of their SEWING 
MACHINES, whilo they have addnd new and important im- 
provementR. Thn reduction is made iu the hope that the Com¬ 
pany will havo no more legal expenses defending their patents. 

OHioe r>Of» Broadway, New York. 

S. VV. DIHBI.E, Attom, 

679-tf ROCUKSTKR. N. Y. 

Jilnrkets, (Eommrae, &c 

Rural Nkw-Yorkkr Okkicr, ) 
Rochester, Juno 11, 1861. | 

Thkrk is but very little doing in our market, and wo only 
make note of the changes observable Corn is in more demand 
and prices have advanced 2 cents per bushel. Butter is still 
fallingoff in price. Apples are advancing, tbe best being worth 
75 cents per bnshel. Dried I’eochcs aod Pin ms drooping, and 
Cherries going np. Potatoes have declined seriously as buyers 
from the East are out of the market. The decline is equal to .’X) 
cents, and the bust varieties can uow be purchased for 60 cts. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Flour and Grain. 
Flour, winter wheat,M.SOOiff,00 
Flour, spring do,_6,0U«<8t25 
Flour, buckwheat, .. t),00(w2,00 
Meal, Indian. .l,l)0at'I.I2 
Wheat. Geueaen,. i,i5@i,3o 
Bent while Canada, U,00unl.45 
Corn, old. . .45H1480 
Corn, new.4i/je43 
Rye, fit) %) bush.MCuflfi 
Oats, by weight,.270)28 
Barley .. MKaifS) 
Buckwheat..35,4)40 
Beans.  $11.(1)1,26 

Pork, Mess.. $16,«MU7.0i) 
Pork, clear.. .20,000)0(1,00 
Pork, cwt..6,OdMCjJO 
Beef, cwt...4,004.6,00 
Spring lambs,each,.. 1.50002.00 
Mutton, carcass..fl(a)8so 
Hams, smoked. .. ,9>S(ail0 
dhoulders,. . 
Chickens. 
Turkovs. 
Geese,. 
Ducks p pair 

Dad 
Butter, roil... 
Butter, firkin 
Cheese. 
Lard, tried .. 
Tallow, rough 
Tallow, tried. 

u FAMILY NEWSPAPER.” — 
I 1 Mrs. Hankins' Mammoth Pictorial la In its Sixth Volume 

aud hnn 300,000 readers Full of Engravings and Fashion Plates. 
Largest, nicest and best in tbe world for TB eta. a year, Atm NTH 
wanted. Ladies, Teachers, Clergymen, or Post-Masters. For 
Sneoinien Conics andTorms to Agents, inclose red stamp to 

678 HANKINS k CO., New York. 

TMF0HTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 
1 HORSE, COW. 8HEEI’. OK Hoi) - funmjrv'K Foot) rrm 

Catti.k. Fur Horses it is indispensable in promoting ami sus¬ 
taining all thq animal functions in health and vigor For Milch 
Cows it. la invaluable, increasing tho quantity and improving 
the quality of milk. For Boasls nothing can compare with it 
for feuitingquickly For Sheep and Pigs the elfncls produced 
in one mvnth Will exceed all expectation. 

A Pamphlet mailed free to any address 
rr* DEPOT. 21 BROADWAY. NKW YORK. 574-?fit 

COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED 
$3 a Day Mr U < >W A RD'N NEW M< >WEB. 

1 1 PRICE REDUCED FOR 186X. 
Thk Cheapest,, most Durable, and Lightest Draft Mower offered 

for sale Foursi/.es -$7li,$85and $108 each. All arc warranted. 
Can give tho testimonials of those who have used them, if de¬ 
sired Bend for Circular giving lull description. 

Ketchum’a Combined Machine, 
Improved, price, an usual, $130. Improvements nf guards, shoe 
with roller, lever with roller, and extras for the Kktciium 
Machine, furnished at moderate prices, by giving the number 
of the Machine for which they are wanted 695-51 

Address It. L. HOWARD, Buffalo. N. Y. 

v_J $3 A Day Mrs Hankins wants Agents at home or to 
travel for her PictoriiiI "FAMILY NEWSPAPER," also for her 
Ctiriomi Now Book of FEMALE CTJ AK.U'I'ERS in tmk CITY, 
For Specimens and Terms iuclose red stamp to HANKINS A 
CO.. New York. 57R 

TO FAIttneitb, [>t Ht llAN It s, Si KfllLDKltS. 
Our “Irrepressible Conflict" is against high prices. We 

oiler you, at 74 Main St., Rochester, Iron. Nolls, Hardware,Oils, » 
Paint*. Colors, Windows, Doors, Blinds, floes, Spades, Shovels. 
Corn rtoca, Cultivators, aud other articles too numerous to 
mention. Also, the celebrated " Straight Draft Plow.” which 
we offer cheaper than tho cheapest. 

689-tf MOORE. nEBINO re CO. 

THE WOOL MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, June 7 The market is very dull and hesvv ; 
owing to the near approach of the new clip, buyers are not ilia 
posed to purchase more than to supply immediate wants. The 
only sales we have to report are tf out)balea’Pulled, 5,000 Fleeces, 
aud small lote'd' East India and Mestizo on private terms. 

American Saxotiy Fleece, ft) lb.  Ki.ahti 
American full-blood Merino.45(0)48 
American half-blood aud three-fourths Merino,. 38(0142 
American Native and one-fourth Merino,..tOniifltt 
Extra Pulled, . 36(<j)40 
Superline, Pulled,.  30^35 
No 1, Pulled.,...,...22(025 
Lamb's, Pulled.27(oi30 
California, extra...Oflfax) 
California, fine, unwashed.24pi>33 
California, oomrnnn do, . llYiilla 
Peravlun. wastlUfl..26(0)34 
Valparaiso, unwashed.12(0)13 
South American Men., unwashed,..It)(a)23 
South American Merino, unwashed.... 25®i8 
South American, eommori washed. ,.It»qjl3 
South American Entro Rios, do.1 .||8 
South Amtriotts, .inUfsahed, “ *'10 
.south American Oordovii, washed,....)2i>'j it 
Cape Good Hope nnwasbed,... 2.5on28 
Kust India, wivslmd, .. 12'i026 
African, nnwasbed....   OyidH 
African, washed, .1®U28 
Smyrna, unwashed.11(S)18 
Smyrna, washed.-.22<7)28 
Mexican, unwashed. ..   Il(n)l4 

BOSTON, June 7—lit fleece and pulled wool the transac¬ 
tion* have been moderate, mostly low und medium griuius, 
c.iiiopfi dug 100 0(M) Ibis The trauractioos in foreign wool com¬ 
prise WHt to moo hales Mediterranean and South American, and 
800 ballots Peruvian, on private terras. 
Saxony und Merino, (lno,47(cu66 
Full blood.44(02-17 
U aud fi blood,,. .30,7:4.1 
Common, ....   .80fiu33 
Pulled, extra.38(0)15 
ilo. SuporfliiB,_3iKiijSO 
Do. No. 1.2flfo’3<) 
Do. No. 2,.16fu-0 

AM E R I O A K OU AIM O 
FROM 

JARVIS at BAKER’S ISLANDS, 

IN THK 

SOIETH PACOTC OC’PIAIN, 

IHrbRTRD BV TUB 

&MK HICJIJY- tiVAJVO V O Jt! P ef JV V , 
OHioe, Off WlllUm Street, 

NEW YORK. 
C. 8. MARSHALI.. Pres't. n. MATHER, Secy. 

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent. 69 Exchange St.. Rochester. N. Y 

ATTE NTIO IN ! H1C IC-l-CIU. UPP¬ 
ERS.—Kidder’s new system of Bee Managi'inout, where- 
\ / by a swarm of Roes will collect from one to 

k \ / f three huudrod pounds ot^ honey iu one season. 
L £&tj J Dees can bo made to swarm any season, or 

\ .prevented from dmng so, <'un he prevented 
iVom Hying to tlm forenta in swanniug time, 
Bee-roblS'iv easily prevented. MOtn millers 

XFTPiHMilAtk prevented effectual!v Never lose bees by tho 
rScldll of winter or otherwise. 
jK Var xi ’ 1 will send my new Book Circular, containing 
* ▼ \ 32 tinges, free of postage, to any Bee-Keeper 

that will send me lii* Post-Office address. It gives the contents 
Cl Rook III full, and l-ivoi general e spill nations, anil mils of thn 
Pateut Compound Hive, 

IJt, I will seed Kidder's Guide to Apiarian Sc.lonoe, on tho re¬ 
ceipt of 67 cents, in postage stamps, which will give bill partic¬ 
ulars in tho Culture and SlluuUremant Of the Honey Bee. 

All orders for Circulars, Bookil Hives, Rights, Ac., promptly 
attended to. Address K. r KIlXil-iu, fhirlitigten. Vt 

Whlterisli, iiiill bhi, 
Codfish, 7(4 quintal 
Trout, half bbi. 

THE PRO VISION MARKET*, 

NEW YORK. June lo.— Fi.ouu - Market heavy aud ahoutffr 
lower with only a very moderate husinesc doiug lor ex port and 
home consumption Sale* at $-1,80(11,4,90 for superfine State; $5 
f>05.16 fur extra do . •$4.7*>H.?W for superfine Western ; $4,9ili§t5,. 
■■’u for common to mediiim extra do. $5,30 y8.;ir, f. r .Mu .. 
brand* extra round hoote d Ulrin. and $OU/ff7.U0 for trade 
liranils do,- the market closing u little more steady. Canadian 
flour dull end drooping, with very a moderate htulncre doing. 
Sales at $4.95f.ti7.tW for inferlotlto gooitcxtra, pod *7,2Ait 7.50 for 
choice and favorite hnirids. Rye flour continues MeaiJy, with 
-mall sales at fS,10(7i *.00forcotiimon to chute*supoitine, Corn 
mpul dull, with trifling sail - at $3,16 lor caloric, and 73.00for 
Jersey. 

Gum.v Wheat market heavy aud prices of common grades 
rule In favor of buyers, whilo -it idly sound descriptions are 
scarce und ateudy, with s moderate demand foi export and home 
consumption, sale* Chicago spring at t»3cfffil,05, Milwaukee club 
lit 8I,i«mj I,I2; amher Milwaukee at. $l,lWail.l8: Northwestern 
e.liili at ♦l.iii'-e l.os. winter red Western ai $1,301/1 1.82; Canann 
club at *1.16,-1 1,16; good white Canada fit $1,53. white Michigan 
-it $I,45l» 1,53! Rye in quiet and steady, with kales Canada at. 67c 
Bai ley continues heavy and dull at (W u6flc. Barley mall.con¬ 
tinues dull at 80c. Pon.i remain quiet and nominal ut 88c for 
Canadian, Corn market heavy, with a very i node rate InistncsJ 
doing tor export aud home consumption; sales ut 4(<ajl4c for 
new mixed Western; 44fn)46o for very choice do., and 61 • c for 
very handsomu yellow Western. Data plenty and in moderate 
request, with *ales nt 31lui32,l*c. for Western and Canadian, and 
33 / 33>«C. tor State. 

Provision*—The Pork market dull and prices lower; sales 
at 815,75 for mess; *12.00 for prune. IJeef'remains dull, rnlns 
trilling.il $4:-r4.d0 for country prime; $.'i..’iWrr6,ixi fur country 
mess; JlOfa'Ii for rn-nseked rums; und $lI,AVod2,50 for extra 
mess. Print** tne-s beef continuer, dull am! nominally un 
changed at $)*',,MKa.17,on. Brel’ ham* quiet aful stoaOv; sales at 
$14 lor State and $15 for Western Cut meats are quiet and Srices stead v, with trilling sales at Aic.Vs't for Shoulders, and G 

IffhiO for Ifailis. Smoked meats ar<> nominal at UVa liL,c. for 
Hams; 7(« 8c ftp S hou I ler i, and 9jic n ides Bacon ti 11 an j 
prices nominally unchanged. Lard market lx dull, aod prices 
are lower; sales trifling at 8ti(a)9.kclor No. I to prime VVestern. 
Butter is selling at Fertile tor Ohio, and HOillAe for Slate.— 
Cheese steady and quivl, aud selling at 3Cqi8o for inferior to 
prime. 

Amucs, -Steady and quiet at $3,37>i for 1‘oU, und $5,62.‘y for 
Pearls 

ALBANY, June 10, — Floor anii Must. —Tbft demand for 
Flour i* mainly of a local character and the buauioue doing is 
quite limited at former prices. 

Common to good State.^4.75Wi4,90 
Fancy aod extra .State. . fl,lxA5,20 
Common to good Western. B.OifajSJ*) 
Extra Michigan, Wisconain, Indiana, Ac.6,30nL7,25 
Extra Ohio.(i,'AV-/ 7,26 
Common Canadian.  6.0805,50 
Extra Canadian... 8,73(017,60 
Fancy Genesee.8,2508,76 
Extra Genesee and city brands, .  6,26<u'7.50 

Corn meal is steady and is selling at $1,00(0:1.12k' fj 100 fin. 
Grain- For wheat ttreto I* only a limited milling inquiry at 

prices below the views nt holders Corl) lower with a moderate 
supply and limited demand; sales Western mixed, in lo's, at 
44c. Rye quiet In Barley we have onlv to rerori a r.alo of 400 
bu State at 08c. Oats nteadv with sale* State at 32‘•/.c. 

Fkko. A quu.it market, sales 8 tuns very coarse reed at, 40c. 

BUFFALO, Juno 10.—Fr.oirn -Tho demand is confined to 
borne trade, and lower it anything, sales at J.J.76 for line; $4,27hi 
(.65,110 for ordinary to choice extra WisCOnsiu. W,0tX/!t5.26 for 
extra Indiana and Ohio, $6,37>J(ri.6,12', for double extras, and 
$6.28('«6,37K for favorite do. 

Wiikat Market lieavy, and sales Milwaukee c.hibat 83f.iNic; 
Chicago club at 83c; Canada club at 90c, liayged; red winter 
Ohio at $1,111(011,11. Porn Market dull and |owei Kales 
®34c; yellow at .V<ii)36e., fair at 33c, and 31 k.c Rye quiet, sales 
at 60c for Western, und 54c for Michigan t pats quiet and nom- 
iual at 24c. Barley also nominal at 60c Pea* nominal at 60(a) 
52c. 

Skkos Timothy dull, and quoted at $2,25, and Clover at $4.- 
Flax Mind at *1.371, Italian millet dull at $1,25, and 

common do. at 7.6c. ll'iugsilau grass reed dull at 75c. 
It K A NS Dull at $1.2.0.l-l,37'-:. 
Pruvi.-xio.ns— t’ork dull and lower We quote ine.is pork it 

$16; otherwise unchanged. 

TORONTO, June 8. Flottr—No quotations. 
Grain—Tho receipts nf fall wheat have continued steadily, 

averaging idiim f. 3,1)00 bu-hel* per day. For the best samples 
from $1.26isd 27 has linen freely paid, nut there has been no in¬ 
clination to pay above the latter fivure. It will be remembered 
that during the week prcv!ou*$l 28 aud even $1.30 wan paid in 
afew instance*, showing that since uar last review the market 
even Tor the samples most fn demand hax grown eaaier to the 
extent of two or three cent# For Inferior quilt tic* there *>, a 
more marked declL e, and instead of $t l3e'd 20 for common 
samples, Jl.Ktn.I.lt is uow only paid, and it must be good wheat 

1INIE. l’sgo’n l’orpctunl Kiln, PateMteil July, 
_J 1857 —Superior to any in use for Wood or Coal. 2kj cord* 

of wood, or 1*4 tans of coal to 100 bbls.— coal not mixed with 
stone. Address |4CU-tf.) C. D- PAGE. Rochester, N. Y. 

ir-mctfi 
9(5/17 

I0(»!28 
I S(n)50 

. ufii'.J? 
9(7045 

2r<-i!30 
TORONTO, June 8. Although wo havo no quotable improve¬ 

ment. to notice In thn nmrkni, wn are glad to a iinouri- o the coni 
plotion nf arruognnocntv for tlm purchase of Canadian wool for 
the English snRtkete direct, Wn are thus certain of a good and 
permatient (touiami, aurl alriimigli prices must continue to be 
affected by the rales prevalent on the other side of t.tre lake, 
we will fare better than the season at firut. Indicated The lim¬ 
ited demand for American manufactories will, of Course, large 
ly Iffftrnasc fno quantity for export., and wo canm/t anticipate 
rates as favorable ns they were last year, but the heat that is 
going «e will share As yet there has been little or nothing 
Offering, and quotations are not yet fixed. Twenty cents (ti lb. 
will be the opening rate, but it is probable competition may 
cause an improvement.—Globe. 

STifS m ms WEST 

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD C0„ HAVE FOR SALE 

1,200,000 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS, 
In Tracts of Forty 4itcs anti upward, on Lon? Credit and at Low Prices. 

MECHANICS, FARMERS AND WORKING MEN. PRESENT POPULATION. 
rpHK. attention of tho entoriiriBiug and tiidiwlrioiis portion of Tho SPito In rapidly filling up with [lopulnUon ; 868,026 
1 tho community is directed to the following atatonteM* persons having !»• u i.lded men MM), tusking the present 

aud liberal mdacemnnta ollbrod them by the population 1,720,663, a ratio of 102 per cent, m ten years. 

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS. 
which, as they will pnrcolyo, will enahle them by proper The Agricultural product:1 of llltnpte are greater than those 
i-norgy, purrtu^'^inco inclu«try^, to provide* nomrortabJo otln r Stat**. Tho prmlurtH s<*nt out during the past 
homes for ihemjfcelvc* and tarrnlica, with, comparative]y ‘,Jtc',*fr|ed 1^00,000 tt-n:;. Ih«- vrhof4> oiop of 1860 ap 
spoaklDK vory little capital proacnPH 80,000.000 b.i»fthula, wklljD Uio corn orop yields not 

t a %TTtn FV’W lena than 110,000,000 buxheb. 
LANDS OF ILLINOIS. FKRTII TTY OT** TTTP SOTT 

NoStato in tho V.alloy of tb<' Mispipulppi offers so sfreat an v. UiviiJjiAX Jr lnL oUlL. 
iUdUOement tho Suito of Illinois There is no portion of ^‘Whore chu fcheiiithiKtrioii:; i.irtoer secure such immedi 
t.lio world where all the noaditioiiH of ohniato and noil go r' ^ulu for hiw labor uh «lp0n prairiethey beiog 
admirably combine to i.rodiice thoro two groat staples, Corn comtK" "<[ hiatr., tho fertility of which, Is un- 
aud Wukat, ftStlie Pnuries of Illinois. snrpjMwc.d ri,,.y on 

THE SOUTHERN PART . 
of the State lies within the zmie of Ihc e.r 

In Juniua, Seneca Co., on Sabbath morning the 5th ult., WM. 
W. HERBERT, aged 49 years. 

^Aboertiscnunts 
ADVERTISING TKR1WH, Iu Advnnce — Thiktv- 

Fivk Cknts a Link, each insertion. A price ami a half for 
extra display, or 52>j cents per line of space. SmcniAi, Notioks, 
(following reading matter, leaded.) Sixty Cents a Line 

VsT Its immense circulation among the l’roduccrsand Deal¬ 
ers of the Free States, renders the Rural New-Yorkkr by far 
the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class. This 
rAct should be borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 
facturers, ike., who must necessarily depend upon the People of 
tho North for patronage 

years. 

— Captain Adams, of the frigate Sabine, has been ordered 

home, as he iB altogether too civil to the enemy to be a leader 

in a civil war. 

— A dispatch to the N. V. Times says Col. Wilcox gavu 

over 1,800 passes to citizens of Alexandria to go out of town 

Sunday week. 

— The Ohio platform, under which the people now rally, 

has two planks, viz. First, whip the rebels quickly, and second, 

whip them well. 

— During the late gale, a house in Mexico, Oswego county, 

was lifted from Us foundation, turned part way round, and 

set down again. 

— Tbe N. Y. Tribune suggests the name of Emerson Eth¬ 

ridge, a true Union man of Tennessee, for Clerk of the House 

of Representatives. 

— The Collinsville (Ct.) Steel Plow Company are about to 

manufacture rifles instead of plows, which is no very decided 

sign of pacification, 

— Benjamin F. Thomas has been nominated for Congress, 

to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Mr. Adams, 

Minister to Euglaod. 

— The contract made in England to supply our troops with 

be Enfield rifles calls for 2,000 per week. Ohio is securing a 
supply of the same arms. 

— The French Minister Thouvenel has written to the 

1'rench Consuls in the United States to observe the strictest 

neutrality in their conduct. 

The latest dispatches speak of a slave insurrection at 

Baton Rouge. On one plantation all the whites were mur¬ 
dered and the houses burnt. 

A postmaster iu a Southern city , who refused to serve 

under Liucoln, has defrauded the rebel government to the 

tune of several thousand dollars. 

— Masters aod slaves both are now fugitives in Virginia 

wherever the Federal army approaches. Massa runs f rom 

our troops and Cuffee runs to them. 

— A tornado swept over the town of Bethany, Conn., 

Monday week, which blew down buildings, tore up trees, and 

caused considerable damage to property. * 

— A new pamphlet, emanating from Napoleon, on the 

affairs of r• rkey, is about to appear, the anticipated character 

of which is exciting great alarm in Eurone. 

(ttou regions, while 
tho soil is admirably adapted to tire growth of tobacco and 
hump; and the wheat Is worth from fifteen to twenty cents 
more per bushel than that raised further north. 

RICH ROLLING PRAIRIE LANDS. 
The deep rich Ioufn of the prulno* iH cultivated with such 

wonderful facility that Lire farmers, of the Eastern and Mid 
die States are moving to lllhtoiB in great numbers. The area 
of Illinois is about equal tn that of England, and the soil l;-. 
so rich that it will support twenty millions of people. 

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS. 
These lands are contiguous to u rallioe! 701) miles iu length, 

which connects with other roads and navigable lakes and 
rivors, thus aifordiug an unbroken communication with tho 
Eastern and Southern markets. 

APPLICATION OF CAPITAL. 
Thus far,capital and labor have been applied to developing 

llio soil ; the great resources of the State iu coal and iron are: 
almost untouched. The Invariable rule that tho rneehaui' ill 
arts llourish best where fnoii ami J'aol are cheapest, wid fol i 
low ut mi early day in Illinois, and in tie-course of tire i o.t 
ten years tlie natural law* and necessities of the ease war 
rant tho belief that at Ion at tlye hundred thousand people 
will bo engaged in the Statu of Illinois in various manulactar 
tug pursuits. 

RAILROAD SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS. 
Over $IO0,ooo,()imi of private capital have been expended 

on the railways of Illinois Inasmuch a* part of the Income 
from several these works, with a valuable public fund in, 
lands, go to diminish tlieHlato expenses, tlm taxes are light,' 
aud must consequently every day decrease, 

THE STATE DEBT. 
The stato D«bt la only $10,105,808. 14, 

la d three years lias been reduced ?-,'.ki'.),746 80, and we may 
reasonably expect that In ten years it will become extinct. 

The largest Retail Carpet Ware-Rooms in the United 

States, where can be found at all times the mort 

Complete Assortment, 

of the leading .Statu in lire (7re.it Western Empire. 

PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT. 
The priced of tires < lands vary from $0 to $25 per acre 

according to I oral Inn, quality, Ate First ciasx farming lands 
sell for about $10 or $12 per ur.ro ; and the relative expense 
of subduing prairie land u s compared with worn! lands ig iu 
the ratio of 1 to 10 m favor of t ho former The terms of 
sale for the hulk of these lands wifi be 

One Year's Interest in advance, 
at six pur ct. per annum and six interest note;- ut six per ct. 
payable respectively iu one, (wo, three, four, five aud six 
years from date of ile; .mil four notes for principal, payable 
in four, live,six and seven years from date of sale ; tin- 
contract stipulating that on.-teulli of the tract purchased 
shall bo fenced aud cultivated, ouch and t-very year, for 
five years frurn date of sale, so that at the end of five years, 

Comprising the best and most api-roved marks, this and 

Foreign Markets afford. Persons about to furnish cmetw, or 

even one carpet, will IIud it to their advantage to look at our 

Mammoth Stocl 

We IMPORT and purchase direct from the 

Which enables us to 
THE CATTLE MARKETS. 

CAMBRIDGE. June 5-At market 230 cattle, about 200 boeyeB 
aud 30stores, consisting of working oxen, cows, and one, two 
and three years old. 

Beef Catti.k Prices, extra. $6.50(a>6,75. first quality, $6,25(a} 
0,00; second quality, JS.'SCglO.OO , third quality, $0,00 ; ordinary 
quality, $0,00 

Working Oxen —$l(i0i-id80. 
Cows and Calvkm -$30, $40/i60. 
Stores —Yearlings, $uq$0; two years old, $00'ufl0; three 

years old, $OOi>i.OO 
Sheep and Lambs— 1,450 at market. Prices—Iw lots *1.50. 

(5)2,00: extra and ■‘elections, $2,75(5)5,00 each. Spring Lambs 
from $2,50f«)3,*VJ each. 

Pelts—20cffli$1.0fl each. 
Tallow — 6ffl6c 3Q lb. 
Hides —4>i5u5c. rUb. Calf Skins— 8@9c£1 tb. 
Veal Calves—$3,OOfriti. 

As any' irocHK in this Country 596-eow 
and within thu| Twenty Per Cent, will be deducted 

from the valuation tor cash, except tho «nmo Should boat 
Six dollars per acre, when tho cash priori will bo live dollars. 

Pamphlets descriptive of the lundK, soil, climate, production*, price* and terms or payment, can be had on applica¬ 
tion to 

J. W. FOSTER, Land Commissioner, Chicago, Illinois. 
For the names of the Town-, Villa-;*?* ;»„t| rule* /situated upon (lie Illinois 

Central liailroad see page* 1S8, 189, IDO, APPLETON’S RAILWAY GLIDE. 

N. B.— CliurcliOH furnbihvd at Maiifacturer** Price*! 

ITALIAN ItTGI-G!*'. — Having imported per 
steamer New York, a lot of genuine ITALIAN BEES, 

(which arrived in a remarkably good state,) I shall be able to 
furnish amateurs with pure genuine ITALIAN QUEENS with¬ 
in a short time. For price and other information, apply to C. 
WM. ROSE. 63 Exchange Place, New York. 

N. B.—Tbisheim; the last aod only iinportimi this season, 
the public can rely on getting a perfectly pure breed Agents 
wanted. 596-41 



As we looked throngh the long tunnel, it seemed a 
vision. Emerging, we come npon the town of Ruta, 
where we stopped. Here we alighted, and standing 
on the bold projection, looked oar fill. Before ns, 
spread out broadly, was the Mediterranean, called 
here, it mare di pomenle, below, a valley of richest 
verdure; to the left, terraced bills, green with vine 
festoons; to the right, countless hills, sloping down to 
the rocky ledges and caves where break the waves with 
ceaseless murmur; and beyond these bays, Genoa, 
the superb, with all her spires, and forte, and towers. 
The bells chimed softly in a round mosaic tower, 
with a marble shrine to the Virgin. We feasted our 
souls on this Hcene; we could not tire of looking at 
those vast hills, sloping so green to their rocky 
bases, on the numerous bays of the shining sea. 
Then we went back throngh the tunnel, in whose 
dark center is a shrine to the Madonna, and what a 
change. Before us were the mountains, below them 
the hills, far, far down a smiling valley. We sat npon 
a daisied knoll, and picked up bits of marble jutting 

The air was invigo- 

town, with a huge mountain for its background. 
Tbe gentlemen go rambling off and return with 
beautiful wild flowers. The ladies walk under the 
arch of the gateway, glad of the cool breeze after 
the hot and dusty day. At six o’clock all meet at 
the (able d'hote, which, despite the inevitable soup, 
with poor cheese in it, and the poor bread, proves 
to be very good. This hotel is, perhaps, rather 
better than tbe average of Italian country inns. 
Ton enter a court adorned with casts of two of 
Canova’s most celebrated figures. You wind up a 
Btone staircase, with marble niches. The rooms are 
neat and comfortable. The universal use of iron 
bedsteads, bo largely manufactured in the north of 
Italy, has brought much comfort Throughout Italy 
you find clean and good beds, often luxurious spring 
beds. The simple people are always kind and 
pleasant,— the hotel keepers themselves are some¬ 
times, however, very stifl' in their charges. 

Pietra Santa has much that would repay us for a 
longer stay, hut we are off the next morning at nine 
o’clock. We go out throngh the gate, leaving those 
venerable walls which might tell us bo many Guelph 
and Ghibelline legends, bad they but tODgues, and 
press onward through a most lovely and fertile coun¬ 
try. A glowing summer’s morning, birds singing 
on every tree, a profusion of wild flowers, all the 
brightness without the intense heat of the sun, tbe 
hard white road winding up and down hills and 

could a journey be 

Tib as easy to be heroes as to sit the idle slaves 

Of a legendary virtue carved npon our fathers' graves- 

J R, Lowell 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

Though the mills of God grind Blowly, 

Yet they grind exceeding small; 

Though with patience He stands waiting, 

With exactness grinds He all. 

From Oie German. 

1am composed of 65 letters. 

My 23, 26, 29, 27, 8, 23, 44, 25, 23, 34. 20 is one of the United 
States. 

My 47. 54. 48, 2, 50, 19 is an island in the Atlantic ocean. 

My 40. 16. 27, 7. 45,19. 23,14, 24 is a bay off the coast of Maine. 
My 5, 09. 41, 26,11, 22. 42, 6, 32 is a city in Scotland. 

My 39. 9. 34, 21. 6. 46. 14 27 is a lake in Canada West. 

My 52, 55, 26, 38, 4 is a county in Indiana. 

My 35, 22, 31, 15, 17, 33, 13, 34, 3 is a cape on the coast of 

Africa 

My 4, 34, 18. 49, 7 is a river in Spain. 

My 23, 51, 19, 37, 25, 54, 12 is a village in New York. 

My 1, 25, 28, 10, 43, 27, 23, 36, 53 is a mountain in South 

America. 

My 51, 2, 28, 55 is a Bea in Asia. 

My whole, is a proverb of Solomon. 

Gainesville, Wyo. Co., N. Y. J. M. Brainerd. 

Answer in two weeks. 

It comes, it comes, or soon or late, 

Despite your butcher hordes.— 

The hour when right shall shatter might, 

Ideas conquer swords. Burrili, 

Miss not the occasion; by tbe forelock take 

That subtle power, the never halting time. 

Lest a mere moment's pntting off should make 

Mischance almost as heavy as a crime. 

Wordsworth. 

On high soars oor eagle, begemmed with the stars, 

A dread to our foe. but a dove to our brother; 

One talon still clinching the thunder of Mars, 

While the olive of peace is held forth in the other. 

The world may unite, 

With treble our might; 

We proffer them peace, but can meet them in fight. 

For the sons of Colombia have sworn to be free, 

And their arms shall maintain what their voices decree. 

Wordsworth. 

out of the slate rocks about ns, 
rating as wine, and far, far more so; it was so clear I 
that we heard a horse’s tramp at a mile distant. The 
olives, and firs, and pines gave blended hues to the 
mountain sides. We gathered daisies, and laid them 
away in our memories. That hoar and that view will 
ever have its own peculiar shrine. 

With extreme regret we left this charming town of 
Ruta, at 3 o’clock. Our road led up and down the 
hill sides and along the bays, with white villas and 
lofty campaniles sparkling on richly-wooded promon¬ 
tories. Figs and olives continued to abound, and we 
saw many picturesque olive gatherers in the trees, 
their bright red caps gleaming out at a distance like 
blossoms. 

Reoco is a pretty little town, with innumerable 
picturesque studies for the artist. There was a pretty 
bridge, and peasants near it washing their linen, or, 
as ig the custom, beating the clothes on the steme*. 
Now we go np, and now down bills, every step a 
picture; here an old arch, with ivy garlanding it; 
here a steep wall of rock rises, and on the other side, 
overhanging the sea, ft garden full of the perfume of 
roses, with tall oleanders in bloom. Hedges of prickly 
pear and curious flowers mingle with vines and 
olives, and figs, and orange groves. 

Nervi, a gay little town, with a pretty bridge of 
three arches, preserves, and bright painted houses,— 
five boys bestride one donkey,—mc-n pass with bags 
on their heads, instead of hats. We rattle furiously 
through the village, past queer old frescoes, an old 
church, a campo sftnto, a fine old ruin, a stone 
parapet that seemed to jut over tbe sea, and we come 
to a wretched little village of picturesque and dirty 
fishermen. The white waves broke on rocks, and 

“The stately ships go on to their haven,” 

The “ sailor lad ” has never heard of Tennyson, but 

he recalls to us this most exquisite poem. 

And so on we go. The glittering sunlight on tbe 
sea has given place to shadows and softer hues, 
while the mountain tops are rosy with a glorious 
sunset, as we begin to count the forte of Genoa. A 
few moments more, and we are speeding through the 
obi gate,—we are in the streets,—we meet carts and 
carriages, gay horsemen, and peasants in cotton 
vails, monks, and soldiers. We cannot repress our 
disgust at being again in a town,—at leaving behind 
us forever all that glorions scenery, Alas, alas! -we 

have lost it. We rattle on, iu these narrow streets, 
with Mgb bouses, shutting out light; we see the 
Genoese ladies wrapped in their vails, with that 
stately grace peculiar to them, moving to their houses. 
Suddenly we stop. Here is the Hotel d’ Italic, with 
its court and statues,—we must alight, Adieu to the 
Vettura, the gay Vetturino, and adieu to the journey 
from Pisa to Genoa. Arno. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

HOW WAS IT DONE? 

A sharp youth, having gone to visit a good-natured 

country uncle, the latter placed on a table fifteen large, fine 

oranges, and fifteen apples, and desired bis promising young 

nephew to take half Young America, not altogether liking 

the apples, was about to help himself to the oranges; but 

this monopoly of the best fruit being objected to, the old 

gentleman told him to range all the fruit in a circle, and 

take every ninth. Our hero, nothing daunted, mustered kia 

wits, and very cleverly ranged them in such a way that, by 

taking away every ninth, he left all the apples on the table, 

and pocketed the oranges. How did he arrange them? 

Glendale, Ohio, 1861. J. M. C. 

fj?” Answer in two weeks. 

through long avenues of trees, 
performed under finer advantages'/ 

The country is in the highest state of cultivation; 
and the fresh green of the leaves which have not 
long waved in the wind, gives a peculiar living 
beauty to the landscape. The wheat fields are ko 

radiant, they ueew aB if the sunlight had burst up 
through them. All along, whenever we meet peasants, 
they throw in ft handful of flowers—hunches of 
daisies and buttercups, knotted with grass, and 
sometimes the wild thyme, which recalls like a Btrain 

of music, 
" 1 know a bank whereon the wild thyme grows.’’ 

These dear Italians, how they love flowers. It always 
seems as if tbe French cultivated flowers, and cared 
for them and arranged them bo admirably, on account 
of the artistic effect they produce; but tbe Italians 
love flowers because they are flowers,—for their sweet 
speech and comfort. 

We pass on through noble groves of olives, and 
drive, without stopping, through Massa, with its 
hold fortifications. With its grand background of 
mountains, its crescent of bouses looks finely. We 
pass the ruins of the Castle of Montignofio, situated 
on a commanding eminence, and which has an inter¬ 
esting history. The road here winds along by groves 
of lemon and orange. The trees were loaded with 
fruit, but hardly ripe. On the other side were the 
mountains of Carrara, with tbe vast marble quarries 
looking like snow on their giant sides. A playful 
dispute was kept up about the snow and marble 
mountains. The scenery is line ail the way to Sar- 
gnna, a small and disagreeable town. We cross the 
Magru, now quite low. This river was the former 
boundary of the Genoese and Tuscan .States. 

“ Magra che per cormin corto 

So Genovese par to dal Toscano.4’ 

Just before reaching Spezia, we begin to feel some 
of the beauty of this celebrated Corniche road, as 
we catch glimpses of the blue Mediterranean. It 
received its name before the present magnificent 
road was dronmod of, wlion thorn was but " «■ mm 

ledge on the side of the rock, a relic of the Roman 
Aurelian way, overhanging the sea, in many parts 
scarcely wider than for a single horse or mule, and 
of which the terrors were equal to the beauties.” 
The present broad and handsome road is like aught 
but a cornice; yon ride with stupendous rocks on 
one side, and the steep precipice, below which the 
sea breaks, on the other, without an emotion of fear. 
The variety of trees, the alternations of scenery, the 
views of sea and mountain, render this the most 

beautiful road in the world. 

We arrived at Spezia at three o’clock. The Al- 
bergo, or Hotel de 1’ Univers, is just on the shore, 
and finely situated. The scenery is most charming 
about Spezia, but other tourists, whose works are 
well known, have done such ample justice to it, we 
will not attempt a description of its hay and moun¬ 
tains. We bad a magnificent sunset, behind five 
ranges of mountains, and the different lights and 
shadows, and the soft hues iu the water, were inde¬ 
scribably lovely. We gave a sigh for poor Shelly, 

for the poetic scene recalled to us the fact that in 
this very hay his body floated in to land—“Cor 

cordium.” 
We watched the snowy crests melt into the misty 

sky and the, shades obscure the castle, the long 
greyish line come upon the sea, and then turned to 
the gardens which are near the hotel. Here there 
are long high avenues of box, there are hedges of 
roses in full bloom, and hosts of other flowers. A 

[Foreign Correspondence of the Rural New-Yorker.] 

PROM PISA TO GENOA. 

We left Florence on a bright summer’s day, for 
though but the 15th day of April, tile delicious 
prima vera had tempered the atmosphere to the soft¬ 
ness of our balmiest- air. The blue sky was bright 
above ns; the golden sunlight poured its glory over 
the city and country. Never had the Arno, the tow¬ 
ers, and the mountains seemed so very beautiful, as 
when we sadly gazed on them for the last time. 
The foliage was In all its first freshness and fullness, 
and as we drove past the entrance of the Casclne to 
the depot, never had that enchanting avenue ho 
beamed with a luxury of living green. Dark ivy, 
tender, filmy willows, graceful elms, strong oaks, 
blended their shades together. 

Reluctantly we stepped into the carriages. Sadly, 
as the train moved off, we looked hack at lovely 
Florence, hast of all, we saw the Campanile and 
the Duomo. First of all to greet, us, it was tbe last 
to give its partiug benediction. 0, beautiful Flor¬ 
ence !—beloved and yearned-for from childhood— 
farewell! Never shall we forget the thrill with which 
we entered, nor the sadness with which we quitted, 
that dear old city. 

Fiesole was the last to fade from our vision, and 
we now whirled rapidly through the fertile fields of 
the Val d’Arno. At Pina we went to the Hotel de 
l’Univers, as the little inn is termed. Some amusing 
attempts at English advertisements ot» the walls, 
reminded ns of a queer thing that a friend copied 
for ub, from a printed card, with elegant adornments, 
on gilt paper, pasted up for the benefit, and improve¬ 
ment of English tourists, at the diligence oilice for 
Bologna, at Florence. 1 copy it verbatim rt literatim 

el punclutUim. 

“ Long time, since, travellers are wishing to spare 
every trouble and ransom which are liable to during 
their travels, applying to ft special office kept by 
honest persons, — 

This Company satisfying with such a want is Inking 
care of the conveyance of travellers from London to 
Paris, and to all tnu principal towns on the Mediter¬ 
ranean and vice versa paying all the fares of the ho¬ 
tels of the ludgage. every fee, every custom house 
duty, and seeming also places to the steamboat Mes- 
sagerieH, aud railway offices.” 

The composer of this elaborate persuasive to tour¬ 
ists, probably imagined himself a benefactor to the 
English race. 

The next morning, the arrangements were com¬ 
pleted for our journey. As the first day’s post is the 
shortest of ail, we are not to start till twelve. An 
agreement has before been drawn up and signed by 
the Vetturino, to take the party of seven travelers 
from Pisa to Ccnoa for the sum of eleven Napoleons. 
This of course does not include hotel expenses, but 
it comprehends the buouo mono, or drink money, 
that item so vexatious to travelers. The Vetturino 
is a handsome Italian, brown as a berry, with large, 
melting black eyes, all fire and tenderness, that muBt 
produce in the hearts of the Contadina a commotion 
like that of the knight who 

“ Struck ladies into trouble, 

As bis sword struck men to death.” 

He is attired in gay trowsers, with a Roman sash of 
many colors, a bine blouse, and a round, black 

Roman hat. 
The Vettura comes to the door,—a large heavy 

carriage, comfortably lined inside like a coach, with 
wood seats. It has a covered seat in front, called 
the coupe, and before that, the driver’s seat. The 
trunks are brought out aud strapped on the boot 
behind, and tightly covered for the journey. Then 
the portmanteaus, sacques and shawls are stowed in 
another boot on top of the carriage. All this while, 
a crowd of lookers-on keep up the liveliness of the 
scene, and add to its noise by their comments. 

Now the ladies come out, and take their seats in¬ 
side, and proceed to the arrangement and division 
of feminine appurtenances. The satchels and lunch- 
hags are taken care of, papers of crackers, books, 
and a bottle of wine are stowed iu the capacious 
pockets of the carriage. A little net above receives 
parasols and small necessaries. Tbe ruaitre d’liotol 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ARITHMETICAL PROBLEM. 

A Colonel formed bis regiment int<? a square, (that is, an 

equal number in rank and file.) and found that he had 39 

men over; and increasing the n inn tier in both rank and file 

by one man, he wanted 24 men to complete the square. How 

many men bad he? 

Alabama, N. Y., 1861. A. B. Norton. 

537s” Answer in two weeke. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 594, 

Answer to Biblical Enigma:—Who so keepeth his month 

and his tongue, keepeth his soul from troubles. 

Answer to Riddle:—To day. 

Qlimcrtiscnicnte 

Weigh lews —cost less— heard further 
than other rust eln*> Bella Never 
break bv frosts Warranted 12 mopths. 
Send fiir circulars and testimonials.— 
Fixtures made by myself, at lowest 
i-ii’c# Send for Circulars. 
Toirn I'lorti*, 
| Of the inoxi approved character, of my 

CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS. 

CHURCH hells. 

FUN, FACT, AND FANCY. 

Browne's Poultry Yard.. 1 (HI 
Do. Field Look ot ManureH 1 25 
riridgemaii i. Card. Ass'l... 1 Fst 
Du. Florist'S Guide. 60 
l)o. Kitchen Gui-tlener s In¬ 
structor...-— to 

Do. Frillt Cult. Manual ... to 
BrcckV Bookof Flow re—I Oil 
lluiet s Flower Garden . 1 25 
Do. Familv Kitchen Card. 76 
Chemical Field Lectures . 1 00 
Chinese Sugar Cane and 

Sugar Making. 25 
Chorlton’s Grape Growers 
Guide...... to 

Cobbett's Am. Gardener... 60 
Col Urge and Farm Bee¬ 

keeper .. - 50 
Cole's Am. Fruit Boob. to 
Do. Am. Veterinarian. 50 
1 ladd's Modern Horse Doc. 1 00 
Do. Am. Cattle Doctor 1 00 
Do. Anatomy and Physi- 

oluy of tho Horse..2 00 
Do. colored plates-.....4 00 
DanitV Muck Manual.100 
Do. Prise Essav on Manures 25 
DarlingtonF Weeds and Use¬ 

ful Plaute.1 to 
Davy's Devon Herd Book. .100 
Domestic and Ornamental 
Poultry..100 

Do. colored platen. .2 (HI 
Dow ning’s Fruits and Fruit 
Trees.........175 

Downing's Landscape Gar¬ 
dening.8 to 

Du. Rural Essays. ... 300 
Eastwood b Cranberry Cul¬ 
ture.  50 

Elliott's West Fruit Book 1 25 
Every i-ady her own Flower 
Gardener.... to 

Family Doctor by Prof. U. 
S Taylor.. .125 

Farm Drainage, (H. F. 
French).  --HW 

Fessenden's Fanner aud 
Gardener .   1 25 

Do. Am Kitchen Garden.. 50 
Field's Pear Culture.1 to 
Fivh Culture.1 to 
Flint on Giasws... .125 
Guenon on Milch Cows...60 
HerLcrt to Horse-keepers.. 125 
Hooper's Dog k Gun, paper. 25 
Do. do. cloth., 60 
Hough’s Farm Record.3 to 
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some village with a very curious cuurcn, ana nne 
campanile. The hells in the tower are ringing for 
noon as we pass—the snu reigns in an unclouded 
zenith—the peasants sleep in their carts. We creep 
up the mountain slowly; up, till the tall firs seem to 
be lost in clouds. The wild flowers here are very 
beautiful; there were whole rows of the wild glad- 
iola. The little beggars now pressed on both sides 
of us with their roses, lilacs, and jasmins. Great 
hedges of hawthorn, in full bloom, furnish other 
beggars with missiles to attract our attention. We 
had a splendid view from this mountain top, and 
made a rapid descent down, down, te a long tunnel, 
through which suddenly broke upon us the whole 
bay, and the city of Genoa in the distance. The 
magic of this enchanting view was indescribable. 
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under ordinary culture, is seldom finely pulverized 
even on the surface, and less frequently to a proper 
depth, so that in a dry time it is almost impossible 
for the water to be drawn from below by capillary 
attraction, while in light lands everything as favor¬ 
able to the process. The light soil is thus more 
open to the atmosphere, which can permeate through 
it, leaving a portion of its moisture, as It would of 
course do, in coming in contact with the colder 
earth. Although more dew is condensed on the 
surface of olay soils, we think the elJifct is not as 
beneficial as the less quaulity on the lighter, as it 
remains on the surface, to be dissipated bv the first 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Yorkkr:—There is nothing more impor 
tant than that the fanner should know just what the tenni 
used to designate different soils mean, for if he does not thm 
understand, much that is writteo will not he understood. 
Will you inform us, then, jnst what wc are to understand by 
Clay, Sandy, Loamy soils, Ac.? Also, 1 would like to know 
why it ia that a sandy soil will endure drouth better than a 
clay soil, (for I believe this to be a fact,) while the clay will 
retain and hold more moistnre than a Boil where sand pre¬ 
dominates? Any other iacts in regard to the interesting 
subject of soils, their nature, comparative value, and the 
best mode of treating different varieties of soils, will be very 
thankfully received by at least one reader of the Rural, and 
l doubt not by many others.-M W. P., Crestline, Ohio. 

Tins is a subject too extensive to bo fully discussed 
in an ordinary article, much less in the few lines 
usually allotted to answering Inquiries. Nothing 
can be more important than a knowledge of the soils 
we cultivate, and it ia also 

CONDUCTED BY D. D, T. MOOBE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 

Thb Rckai. New-Yorker is designed to be unsurpassed in 
'Alue, Purity. Usefulness and Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful In Appearance Its Conductor devotes his per- 
«onal attention to the enpervision of it« yanous departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Rural an eminently 
Reliable Onide on all the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects Intimately connected with the business of 
those Whore -o tv rests it jealously advocates. As a Family 
Jopwa. ,t is eminently Instructive and Entertaining-being 
so conducted that it can be safely taken to the Hearts and 
Homes of people of intelligence, taste and discrimination. It 
embraces inure Agricultural. Harticwltural, Scientific, Educa- 
tion»l, literary and News Matter, interspersed with appropriate 
And beautiful Engravings, than any other journal, - rendering 
it the most complete Agricultural, Literary and Family 
.NzwflPAPlfR In .America. ueceasary to know tho 

terms used to denote the different classes into which 
they have been arranged, for without this, much that 
we read will give but an uncertain sound. It ia 
somewhat, difficult to arrange the various soils into 
a few classes, from the fact that while they range 
from clay to almost pure sand, and the difference 
between these extremes is very great, it is made by 
such short steps that no distinct line of demarkation 
is to be found. 

Soils are classified according to the preponderance 
of one of their principal constituents. For instance, 
soils arc composed of a mixture of sand, gravel! 
clay, lime, and vegetable and animal remains (humus). 
Most soils contain all of these, but In different pro¬ 
portions, and a natural division is therefore founded 
on the preponderance of one of these four constitu¬ 
ents, A soil is called sandy when it contains a large 

proportion of sand, about eighty per cent.; Clayey 
when containing more than fifty per cent, of clay; 
fa/rareuur when having more than twenty per cent. 
01 lime; vegetable mold when containing more than 
bix per cent, of organic matter; foam when there is 
supposed to be a desirable combination of sand, 
clay and vegetable mold, fhese uro the mincim-' 
siTonons, mn mere are otner minor ones In common 
use among agriculturists and agricultural writers. 
Loam is called ciau loam. whAn ninu 
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Horses in the last volume (I860) of the Agriculture 
of Massachusetts: 

“ The famous stallion, Black Hawk, is thought, hy 
some, to have been got by Sherman Morgan out of a 
hall-bred English mare, said to have been raised lu 
New Brunswick, and to have been of a black color, 
a last trotter, and a very line animal. 'Phis horse was 
foaled in 1833, in Greenland, New Hampshire, and 
when four years old, wus purchased for $W5(), and 
used as a roadster hy Bkn.i. Thurston, of Lowell, 
nrUil 1844.. As he was a beautiful, spirited horse, 
able to trot bis mile in two minutes and forty 
seconds, and us the few colts lie had got proved 
remarkably promising, he was then bought bv Major 
I>avir> Hill, of llridport, Vermont, who kept him 
until his death in 1850. Black Hawk was about 
fifteen hands high, and weighed nine hundred and 
(itty pounds. His skeleton is preserved in the 
Museum of Natural History, at the State House in 
Boston. He was a horse of almost perfect form for a 
roadster, compact, symmetrical and muscular, and 
possessed of most beautiful head, neck, and limbs. 
He was active, elegant, spirited, aud pleasant, and 
marked his offspring with his own peculiar excel¬ 
lencies and characteristics, even to color, more 

brated horse “Black Hawk” we are indebted to 
the courtesy of Chas. L. Flint, Esq., Secretary of 
the Mass. Board of Agriculture. It is said to be 
the most accurate representation of that beautiful 
aud far-famed animal ever given to the public, and 
we are Confident it will be admired by the large 
number of our readers who have had the pleasure 
of seeing the original a horse remarkublc for his 
Intelligence, beauty, style and other excellent quab 
I ties- Of the American horses which became cele¬ 
brated in his day, Black Hawk was "the noblest 
Homan of them all.’’ In the language of a eontem 
porary “We fear it will be long before wo shall 
look npon his like again. Home of his descendants 
are of rare beauty and action, but it would be 
wonderful If they possess that combination of 
beauty, grace, courage, speed and endurance which 
the old hero bore so proudly.” 

Black Hawk is generally snuDosed to have heart 
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.new-xokkeii, his services in that capacity to com¬ 
mence with the first issue of its new half volume 
(July 6). 

To the large number of our readers who are aware 
of the ability of Mr. Bragdon as a writer, the above 
br/cf aruiuuncemeot gives sufficbm* assurance \b«* 
mis arrangement must add largely to the strength of 
the Mural, and prove highly advantageous to its 
patrons. For the Information of others, however, 
ffe “aY state that Mr. B. is peculiarly and eminently 
qualified for the position of Western Editor of a 
journal circulating throughout the Eastern, Northern 
and Western States. Added to the fact that he is a 
native and until some five years ago a resident of 
this State, and familiar with the practices and views 
Of ate farmers, Mr. B, has had superior opportunities 
to become thoroughly informed in regard to the 
People and Agriculture of the West. During his 
connection with The Prairie Fanner he has traveled 
much, observed closely, and written well concerning 
the Agriculture of the West, and is therefore quali- 

:‘e' Bpea,$ advisedly to our numerous readers 
throughout that region, as well as to impart informa- 
bon of iuterest and value to those residing in New 
lork, Pennsylvania and the more eastern States, 
udeed, perhaps there is no man of our acquaintance 

better qualified for the position named than Mr 

Bkaodon—for his antecedents, experience,and ability 
to obtain and impart the kind of information we 
desire to furnish, are such that his contributions to 
de Rural muBt possess peculiar value and materi- 

Wy enhance the pleasure and profit which its tens of 1 
toeusands of readers derive from its pages, 

ib. Bragdon proposesto travel extensively through 1 
,® Ve8t dnrijl« the summer and autumn - visiting 1 
, 6 , 8t farmers, farms, and farming regions, and < 
describing such noteworthy matters (pertaining to » 

gncnlture, Horticulture, Ac.,) as will be likely to 1 
1 ove interesting and useful to our readers. Assured ' 

inat ^ WJ]] prove worthy the utmost C0lllid we 

orally commend Mr. B. to our Western readers, i 
' indeed to all who favor and would aid in promo- 1, 
fe Lural Progress and Improvement. j, 

- It may be proper to state that the above arrange- * 
ent, increasing our force and expenses at a time P 

had uo Morgan blood in him. Linsley’s “Morgan 
Horses,” (published some years ago’) says he was 
aired by Sherman, g. sire, Justin Morgan; dam, a 
half bred English mare, raised in New Brunswick,— 
“ a very fine animal, black, and a fast trotter.” The 
same authority says—“A few years since a rumor 
was circulated that he was not sired by Sherman, but 
by a French horse called Paddy. The only founda¬ 
tion for such a report seems to have been the 
resemblance between tho two homes in color, both 
being black.” It ia added that the affidavit of the 
owner of Sherman, testifying that Sherman was 
coupled with the dam of Black Hawk in 1832, has 
been published, and also the sworn testimony of 
others who had every opportunity of knowing the 
facts thus pretty effectually settling the question. 

But the question of pedigree is not yet satisfac¬ 
torily settled, as will be seen by reference to the note 
at the conclusion of the following description of 
Black Hawk, which we quote from the Report on 

ter produced—for there are hundreds of families 
with one or two cows who make for their own use, 
aud are not counted with the aggregate. 

Df all the butter which goes to market from this 
Btatc, not oae-fifth is strictly a prime article, and of 
that fifth probably a half may be deducted for a not 
perfectly pure article. Indeed so limited is the sec¬ 
tion where the very best butter can be produced, that 
1 doubt whether the estimate is not even now too up two feet higher, and connecting with the wall 

to form the foundation. Upon this foundation 
was erected a balloon frame with eight feet posts, 
boarded outside and in, and the wall made a» tight as 
possible. Upon the ledge created by the offset a 
wall about four inches high and wide is made on the 
front, by which, being well plastered with the 
cement, a gutter or vat is made some three inches 
deep, with a slight descent to the corner opposite to 
that where the water ia introduced. Into this 
vat the fresh milk is set while warm, and cold water 
conducted into it from the well. The milk cools 
rapidly, and a low temperature iB maintained through 
the day or night. At each milking the pans are 

removed to the shelves to make room for the fresh 
milk. Some very nice dairy houses are rigged up 
entirely above ground, and one I saw last summer in 
the town ot Bolon, Cortland county, was so arranged 
that it seemed almost as good as a snrincr-houHe. In 

quality, Where water power cannot be had, sheep 
power ia preferable to dog power, for small dairies; 
horse or steam for large ones. 

1 he condition of the cream or milk when churned 
is of tho highest importance, for upon that depends 
the value of the butter. If tainted in the slightest 
degree, no good butter can be obtained. Every 
thing about the dairy must be sweet and pure. I’ure 
air is as essential as pure water, und as much butter 
is spoiled by foul air where the milk is set as by any 
other cause. Many a dairy woman has wondered 
why her batter wus not as good as her neighbor’s; 
she bad juBtas good cows, and was quite sure she 
took as much pains and knew how to make good 
butter. Her mother always had good butter, ob¬ 
taining the highest market price, and why she did 
not also get the best price was a wonder. Her 
father probably was a very neat man, and did not 
have his hog pen just under the win ow of the milk 
room, the privy on one side aud the sink hole on the 
other. Hundreds of farmers lose from live to ten 
cents per pound upon all their butter by a neglect of 
the most obvious rules of neatness, and then blame 
their wiveB fox the faults of their own shiftlessness. 
Then agaiu there arc great numbers of farmers that 
water their cattle at some slough hole of stagnant 
water, and then wonder thut their hotter is not of the 
best. Let no man look for good butter who has not 
pure water, and Hweet, good herbage for his cows, aud 
pure air in and around his milk room.—1\ 

nothing. 

3 he dairy woman cannot do her part well if she do 
not have the advantage of proper fixtures and imple¬ 
ments. A good, cool place for setting the milk in 
summer is absolutely indispensable, and there is no 
farm where cows can be kept profitably, that such a 
place cannot be provided at small expense. The use 
of spring houses is one of the causes for the good 
butter of the hilly regions. But a good spring house 
can be made near a well, and oftener much more 
convenient, as being nearer the bouse than the spring. 

saw a very nice one, which answered an admirable 
purpose, and is a model of its kind. The ground 
was excavated about four feet by some twelve feet 

Bquare, and a solid stone wall two feet thick, laid in 
cement, four feet high. The floor inside was also 
laid in cement, slightly inclining to one corner. The 
wall was carried up full width four feet, and then an 
offset of 18 inches was made to the rear 
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medicine, he got up of his own accord, appeared to 

be perfectly well, and cheerfully pursued his journey. 

It is said one drop of this preparation placed upon a 

bot, will kill it at once.—J. F. Buss. 

never venture to use the means thns at command for 

improving their bee culture. The old-fashioned 

gums are the very best invention which such bee¬ 

keepers could use, and they should never think of 

introducing any other on their premises. To be of 

service, the movable-comb hive must be used intelli¬ 

gently ru tuch—as the efficient means of practically 

executing what science and theory teach, and season 

or occasion requires. 
great danger also that this business of 

done by new beginners who 

The Season and Crops.— The weather of the past two 
weeks has been very favorable to the growing crops, and for 
farming operations, in this resrion. The few friends we fiee 
from the country—most farmers are too busy to leave—look 
smiling and speak favorably of their prospects. Onr reports 
from the West, both oral and written, are also quite enconrag 
ing—and our recent visitors and correspondence CoriJe from 
almost every Free State and Territory, the Border States and 

Canada. 
— A letter jnst received from Wabaunsee, Kansas, (dated 

June 8.) says The prospect of ahundant crops here is very 
flattering. With the frequent rains and warm sun, crops are 
doing their 1 best • A LI available space is being planted, and 
I presume Kansas will raise a third more this season than in 
any former one. Fall wheat will he ready for harvest in two 
weeks, and the yield will probably be large." 

Tnsfc of Garlic, in Milk. , 

In answer to a query in the Farmer and Gardener 

upon this subject, a correspondent says: — “ I do not 

know that I can prescribe the best method, but a very 

effectual remedy is found in saltpetre. Place a lump, 

from the size of a pea to a hickory nut, in the bucket 

before commencing to milk. The saltpetre will thus 

become thoroughly dissolved and diffused through 

the milk before straining. By a little experience, a 

careful milkmaid will be able to almost wholly I 

remove the taste of Garlic from her milk and butter. 

11 It is advisable, where it can be done, to remove 

the cows from the garlicky pasture five or six hours 

before milking. A large portion of the garlick will 

be expelled in the exhalations, consequently less 

saltpetre will be required, and there will be less 

danger of the latter being detected on the taste of 

the butter. When every thing is kept perfectly sweet, 

and clean, there need be no fear of the butter tasting 

old, if churned several days before it is destined for 

use, provided it be immediately well worked. In¬ 

deed, where it is necessary to use this salt as a correc¬ 

tive, the butter is improved by a week or two of age. 

“Saltpetre will, to a considerable extent, also 

remove the taste of bitter weeds, turnips, and rank 

clover from milk and butter. Whether it will inter¬ 

fere with ‘fine flavor* imparted to ‘Philadelphia 

June butter* by the sweet-scented vernal grass, I 

have no means of knowing; but this I do know, that 

I have often sold butter treated in the above manner 

to some of your city connoisseurs, who invariably 

praised its good qualities, especially for keeping free 

from rancidity.” 

Grooming a llorse. 
The benefits arising from proper grooming have 

often been placed before our readers, and we extract 
the following upon this subject from our co-laborer, 
the American Agriculturist: 

“ What do you give your horses to keep them in 

such fine condition?’’ asked a young farmer of his 

neighbor, whose team of bays were the pride of their 

owner, and the admiration of the village. “Oats, 

carrots, and plenty of brush," was the reply. There 

is little need of insisting on the necessity of good 

food, and plenty of it, to have a horse remain vigor¬ 

ous. Every one knows that hone, and sinew, and 

muscle, are manufactured from hay, oats, corn, Ac., 

and that the raw material must be supplied to pro¬ 

duce the strong limb, elastic step, noble spirit, which 

makes a fine horse the universal favorite he is. But 

the important part which the skin bears in the animal 

economy, and Ihe necessity of properly cleansing 

and keeping it in healthy condition, are not fully 

appreciated. Rough, staring coats, “grease” or 

“scratches,” inflammations, and a whole catalogue of 

But. there is 

dividing may be over 

have just learned to operate with facility and confi¬ 

dence. The ease with which colonies may thus be 

multiplied, leads them into temptation; and they go 

on dividing and subdividing, in season and out of 

season, till in the end they baye neither quotient nor 

remainder lei t. These acton the other extreme, but 

if they have good sense enough to perceive that the 

fault Is in themselves, and not in the system, they will 

speedily be cured of this propensity to grow rich too 

fast, and content themselveB in future with moderate 

and seasonalde, and therefore certain increase. Be¬ 

ginners Bhould ever bear io mind that they are still 

learners, and must calculate on having to pay a tuition 

fee, in some form or other, before they secure a 

diploma. 
If the weather continues fine and pasturage abund¬ 

ant, so that the beea can gather honey abundantly, 

they may goon be in want of storage room, and ac¬ 

cess to some of the surplus honey boxes should he 

given, even though there be still Borne vacant apace 

in the broodimr apartment of the hive. Bees are at 

compel those idlers who roam over their fields lor 

the purpose of killing the birds, to obey the laws. 

Chapter 394, section 13, of the Session Laws of 1860, 

reads as follows: 
“Any peraon who shall at any time enter upon any 

field in which cultivated trees, plants, vines, or crops 

are growing, or into any garden, with any firearms 

or other implements, for the purpose of bunting with¬ 

out the consent of the owner or occupant thereof 

being previously had and obtained, Bhall be deemed 

guilty of trespass, and upon conviction thereof shall 

pay a fine of ten dollars for the use of the poor of 

the county in which such conviction is had.” 

There is another consideration which should be 

mentioned before dismissing the subject. Think how 

cheerless the rural districts would become were the 

music of these charmiog songsters hushed. The 

softening influence of their warhlings upon this 

rugged life are beautifully described by Wktherkll 

in the following passage. 

“They do so much by their presence, and by their 

melodious and cheerful songs, to auimate the other¬ 

wise dull and lifeless scenery of earth. The voice of 

spring seems to be heralded forth iti the notes of 

these sweet songsters who chase away old Boreas in 

his, at times, rather reluctant retreat toward his 

home — the arctic region. What farmer’s toil is not 

rendered more cheerful and light by seeing and hear¬ 

ing the brilliantly plumaged flinging birdH. The 

thresher, sometimes called the planting bird, aits 

perched upon the top of some high tree near by, 

pouring out, as it would seem, his very soul in a full 

flowing, sweet and eloquent strain, as much superior 

to the notes of the canary as is his position to that 

of being made a prisoner with the latter. So of the 

warblers —the oriole, the robin and wood thrush, 

whose silvery notes fill the air.” 

It seems hardly possible that humanity can be so 

depraved aB to derive amusement from killing crea¬ 

tures as beautiful and innocent an the birds; hut the 

report of firearms in our fields and groves, and in 

the highways, even on the Sabbath, tell too plainly 

that such is the case. These “bird-murdering shot¬ 

guns ” and the wretches who use them, are deserv¬ 

edly hit off by Solon Robinson. In closing an able 

lecture on “The Uses and Abuses of Iron,” occurs 

the following: 

“Now, in an old settled country, like this around 

New York, the best possible use that iron can be put 

to in the form of a shot-gun, is to shoot every prowl¬ 

ing vagabond that comes upon your farm, blazing 

away at your birds, your’s as much as the trees they 

light upon—your’s as the turkeys, geese, ducks, 

chickens, doves, around your barn, for you bought 

them with the land — and none hut a villain too base 

to live will come upon your premises to destroy your 

most valuable fricndB, the birds. The use of iron for 

their destruction is the worst abuse It was ever put to 
on the farm. It is worse than using a wooden ohart 

and crank to a shackliog old grindstone, ora wooden 

trarnel to hold the dinner pot over a wood fire in a 

wooden chimney.” A Fact Hunter. 

Erie Co., N. Y. 

A Brief Reminder.—The friend* of the Rural will please 
bear in mind that the Second Half of its Twelfth Volume is 
to commence with July. Ail whose subscriptions expire at 
the close of this month will find the number (598) printed 
after their names. Trust they will take measures to continne 
the acquaintance, by renewing promptly; and also kindly 
make an effort to induce non-subscribers to take the Rural 
—persona who not only want a good practical paper, but one 
which combines much interesting reading for the family and 
the substance of all important War and other News Our 
aim is to adapt the paper to the wants of the people in these 
times, and the many flattering letters of approval we are 
receiving of late — speaking especially of the position taken 
and information given concerning the War — give assurance 
that subscribers are gratified with its course. May we not 
ask approving readers to make known their good opinions of 
the Rural to friends and neighbors at a time when new sub¬ 

scribers are in order? 

Laying out the ground and ilamimj.— auu 

rows should he staked seven feet by eight, or four by 

fourteen. The first named distance allows of culti- | 

vation with the plow and cultivator both ways, and 

is therefore usually adopted; the latter is the most 

economical where wires are to be used. T o stake the 

ground, procure a cord the length of the field; on it 

tie pieces of cloth at the proper distances apart 

(seven feet;) then, with two “measuring sticks” 

(eight feet,) you are prepared to place your hills, 

which is done by stretching the cord across the field 

and driving sticks eighteen inches long half their 

length in the ground at every piece of cloth. 

Every yard should have a margin of not less than 

twelve feet between the fence and outside row. Fre- 

pare the roots for planting by cutting them so that 

each piece shall contain two or three “joints;” plant 

from three to live pieces in a hill, first making a 

Biuall excavation around each alike; plant about ten 

hills of male hops to each acre used. The intermedi¬ 

ate ground may then be planted with potatoes or corn. 

Poling.—This must be done the next spring after 

planting. With an Iron bar, made for the purpose, 

nearly like the sharpened end of the pole, sink two 

holes about one foot apart at each hill; in them place 

poles not less than eighteen feet in length,' sUpihg 

out from the row, to avoid tangling at the tops, which 

occasions much trouble when picking. The poles 

should be set not less than sixteen inches in depth. 

To “wire a yard,” plant heavy “ stay poles,” twenty- 

five feet in length, at the end of each row, five feet 

deep; brace them with a wire extending from the 

top of the pole back to a short post placed fifteen 

feet from the foot of the “stay pole.” Through the 

top of the pole beat a small mortice: in this mortice, 

on the side of the pole opposite the yard, place a 

small grooved iron roller, a size larger than is used 

for hanging grindstones; one end of the gudgeon 

upon which the roller is placed must be square, so 

that a wrench can be used to strain the wires. Each 

wire requires small support poles at the diBtamee of 

150 feet, apart. Before the wires are strained, pieces 

of small, strong, tarred cord, two feet in length, are 

attached to the main wires by hooks, two for each 

hill. To these cords small twines (store) are attached. 

The wires are then strained and fastened; the twines 

must then he tied to small stakes driven into the 

several hills. 

The wire should be about the size of the common 

telegraph wire; for short distances a smaller wire 

would answer the purpose. One fault is noticed in 

“wire yards;” there being nothing to steady the 
vines, the winds give them a “seesaw” motion, 

which chafes and wears the vines where they come in 

contact, with the soil. On this account, where they 

can be procured, cedar poles are preferred to wires. 

Cultivation.—The firstsenson after planting, bops 

require only the ordinary cultivation of hoed crops. 

Every autumn each hill should receive at least two 

shovelfuls of manure. In the spring, after the poles 

Complimentary to our Western Aid.— We observe in 
several of our exchanges very complimentary notices of Mr. 
Cham. D. Bragdox—speaking highly of his ability, regretting 
hi* retirement from the Prairie Farmer, and hoping he 
would soon resume hi* connection with the Agricultural 
Press. As a specimen of what our contemporaries are eayioc 
of Mr. B., we quote this appreciative notice from The Journal 
of the N. Y. State Agricultural Society:— “Charles p. 
Braodo.v, one of the editors of the Prairie Farmer, an- 
nounes his retirement in the Farmer of May 2d. We hope 
to hear from him again in some similar position. lie ha* 
conducted the Prairie Farmer with great credit to himself, 
and to the satisfaction of the patrons of the paper.” 

_It may not be Improper to say, Just hero, that when we 
penned the notice of Mr. Bragdon's retirement from the P. 
F., (which appeared in the Rural of May 18,) we had no 
thought of the arrangement, since made, by which he be¬ 
comes Corresponding Editor of this journal. Hence in say. 
ing, “ We trust the agricultural public will not lose the 
benefit of his services, but that he will ere long resume hi* 
connection with the Rural Press,*’ we had not the most 
remote idea of *o soon (or over) becoming personally inter 
eated in the fulfillment of the aspiration then expressed. 

Saginaw Salt.—Two or three weeks ago we acknowledged 
the receipt of a sample of common salt, manufactured by a 
friend at Saginaw City, Mich., and spoke of it* good quality. 
Since then wc learn the manufacture of malthas been success¬ 
fully commenced. The Saginaw Valley Republican says:— 
‘•The Saginaw Salt Manufacturing Co. commenced boiling with 
one block of sixty kettles, and we have the satisfaction of an 
nouncing a perfect success. After many serious drawbacks, 
we hare finally triumphed. We have had the pleasure of 
assisting lu the manufacture of the first salt manufactured 
in Saginaw City. We have some of it before us, and it Is 
pronounced by competent judges, men who have made salt 
at Syracuse, to be superior to the best salt manufactured at 
that place. It is free from impurities— perfectly dry, and as 
white a* mow. From this time forward wo shall probably 
turn off fifty barrels per day. Our people feel like rejoicing, 
and well they may, From this time forward a new era will 
dawn upon the people of our city. Notwithstanding the 
serious effect the war will have upon all kindB of business 
yet by the aid of this magnificent salt Saginaw City will yet 

be saved. Hurrah 1" 

The X. Y City Hoksb Market.—The Tribune or the iota 
says it has never seen the Horse Market so dull In June as it 
is this year—It being almost as dull now as it usually is in the 
middle of August. Though June i» the month for the sale 
of high-priced carriage-horses, and fine siugle-driving and 
saddle-horses, the buyer* of such are non est, — while but 
little is doing in the line of work horses, and such ns are sold 
bring ten to fifteen per cent, less than a year ago. The 
average price of military horses is 4110, but the Tribune 
remarks that none it has seen are suitable for cavalry; “ they 
are generally too light, not over 9 cwt., which is 200 lbs- 
below the right standard." Many Canada horses are now in 
market, and more have been sold all through the Npitu.- 
trade than any other claw, the price ranging generally from 
f75 to 4125. The Tribune says, in conclusion:—“The proba¬ 
bility is, that the scarcity of numbers of horses now in 
market is in a great measure owing to the army demand, the 
agents of which are buying in the country in sections that 
usually send a good many horses to this market—that is, Penn¬ 
sylvania, Ohio, Iudiaua, and Illinois. The prospect is con- 

dull for the Autumn trade by some of the most 

IIow to Htrntn Howry. 

In tho Bubal, F. A., of New Haven, Con¬ 

necticut, inquires how to strain honey. When 

yon take the comb from the hive cut off all dry 

comb, cut up the balance in tin pans so as to break 

all the cells, and then put it in a coarse cloth, 

(an old cheese strainer is good.) hang it up in a mode¬ 

rately w*rD^i*'ace, lot not in the oven to bake, as one 

writer *lvs,- lei i» drain a few days, then ti^ke the 
comb and strainer, put into a pan ntn. •=«*“<-■ ^ 

wash it, and let it souk a day or two, then strain the 

comb again through the strainer into a pail. Let it 

stand a few days until it settles, then drain off care- 

folly and put into your vinegar barrel. It makes the 

best vinegar that is made. Take your comb, put into 

a kettle with water, and boil it, then squeeze it out 

through a coarse cloth into a tub of cold water, and 

when cold take off and put into a small kettle with 

water. Let it all melt, then 6et away to cool, and 

you will lose nothing. K- s- 
Wesleyville, Erie Co., Pa., 1861. 

be dried till it is as worthless as straw. As a good 

coffee-maker would say, • Don’t burn your coffee, but 

brown it;’ so we say, don’t dry your hay, but cure it. 

Our good old mothers, who relied on herb tea instead 

of ‘potecary medicine,’ gathered their herbs when in 

blossom, and cured them in the shade. This is the 

philosophy of making good hay. Cut in the bloB- 

som, aud euro jn the shade. The sugar of the plant, 

when it is in bloom, is in the stalk, ready to form the 

seeds. If tho plant is cut earlier, the sugar is not 

there; if later, the sugar has become converted to 

woody matter. 
Hay should be well wilted in the sun, hut cured in 

the cock. Better to be a little too green than too 

dry. If, on putting it into the barn, there is danger 

of ‘heating in the mow,’ put on some salt Cattle 

will like it none the less. 

Heat light, and dry winds, will soon take the 

starch and sugar, which constitute the goodness of 

hay, out of it; and with the addition of showers, 

render it almost worthless. Grass cured with the 

Hummer Management of Been. 

June usually furnishes the bees with most ample 

supplies of honey, and if the weather proves favora¬ 

ble to their labors, and the colonies arc strong and 

healthy, the hives will be rapidly replenished with 

stores. Early in the month the white clover, the 

linden and the locust trees come into bloBsom, and 

various other cultivated plants, as well as wild flow¬ 

ers, yield seemingly inexhaustible supplies. The 

days arc long, the nights are warm, and the active 

little laborers are thus incited to untiring exertion. 

In most districts swarming now begins, and the 

swarms now issuing are frequently more valuable 

even than those obtained in May, being stronger, and 

coming when pasturage is more abundant. 

Milk Cows Leaking Their 

A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer says, 

that where cows lose their milk by leaking, the evil 

may he remedied by applying a small quantity of 

collodion to the end of the teat immediately after 

milking, 

ing or 

sidered very 

reliable men in the street. 
. This will at once form a thin tough cover- 

skin, which will prevent the leakage, and 

which may readily he removed before milking again. 

The collodion may be purchased for a trifle at any 

druggist’s. _ 

India It libber Water-Proof Varnish. 

A writer in the Scientific American says:—“I 

have used a solution of India rubber and turpentine 

for about twenty years, as a water-proof varnish for 

my boots and shoes. I make the application before 

the blacking is put on, or else remove the blacking 

by water. When the leather is moist 1 take the solu¬ 

tion of India rubber, and apply it with a rag, taking 

care to rub it in; then 1 put the boot in a moderately 

warm place until the whole is absorbed. The pro¬ 

cess is repeated twice, or until the pores of the 

leather are filled, when the surplus is wiped off. In 

a few days afterward blacking may be put on, and 

the leather will polish well. By this method of 

treating my hoots I make them not only water-tight, 

but also much more durable, and the leather is always 

kept soft and pliable. I treat every pair of new 

boots in the manner described, and effect a consider¬ 

able annual saving thereby.” 

Wisconsin State Fair.—We are in receipt of the Regain 

tioas and Premium List for the 11th Annual Exhibition 
tho Wisconsin State Ag. Society, which is to be held at Mas¬ 
son, Sept. 23 — 27. The premiums offered are generally 
liberal, and well designed to encourage the several branch** 
of industry, lu some departments, the premiums have beea 
largely increased — such as those on Stock Animals, Farm 
Machinery and Implements, Farms, Ac. It is annonnce.1 
that the Wis. Fruit Growers' Association will make a most 
magnificent show of Fruits, and the lectures and discussion* 
which proved so valuable last year, will again occupy the 
evenings of the Fair week With such arrangements »* 
have been made, we see no reason why the Society should 
not have a good exhibition, and such it must prove, if the 
right spirit prevails among the people of the State. 

now demanded, u ms Dees are in common mvc*, \ 

and the stocks are populous, they will require watch¬ 

ing daily from about nine o'clock in the morning 

till after three o'clock in the afternoon, unlesp he 

concludes to drive out a swarm from each that is in 

a suitable condition for such uu operation—thus 

saving time, avoiding protracted anxiety, and obvia¬ 

ting risk of loss from the escape of swarms. Hives 

for the accommodation of young stocks should be 

previously provided, and every needful arrangement 

made in advance for the prompt and proper disposal 

of natural or artificial swanns. All this is the more 

important, when the apiarian has in charge a large 

number of stocks, in good condition, and many of 

which are likely to be ready to swarm at nearly the 

same time. 
Driving should rarely be undertaken until the colo¬ 

nies are strong, and the bees cluster out over night, 

but when that is the case, it may be resorted to with 

decided advantage. It may now also be usually 

adopted in the case of colonies in common hives 

which have much old comb or an old queen. A 

young and fertile queen should be substituted for the 

old one in the driven swarm; and in about three weeks, 

becoming less numerous. It is to be hoped that the 

judicious laws for the preservation of birds, passed 

by the Legislature of New York will, in some degree, 

check their general destruction; but they will be of 

little avail unless onr agricultural and horticultural 

friends can be made to understand that the birds are 

their almost indispensable co-laborers and friends. 

Men are apt to destroy the eggs and nests of the little 

songsters, who have selected their currant bushes or 

fruit trees as a place for the propagation of their 

species, having an eye on the few currants and cher¬ 

ries the birds will claim for their services, but wholly 

overlooking the benefits which would be derived 

from the destruction of countless thousands of insects 

destructive to vegetation. 
Wilson, the celebrated Ornithologist, makes a 

computation that each red winged black bird devours 

fifty grubs daily; so that a single pair would con¬ 

sume monthly more than three thousand of these 

destructive worms. Some birds are almost entirely 

insectivorous, never feeding upon grain or fruit; and 

even the robin—which the farmer looks so enviously 

gnquiwis ana SVtmwrs 
The Illinois State Fair.—Executive Committee of the 

Illinois Slate Ag. Society, at a recent meeting iu Chicago, 
re-resolved to hold their Annual Exhibition there, believing 
it as essential to the agricultural interests of the country 

-. Indeed, the season promises to be at 

to render a Fair necessary to afford relax 
and excitemeDt incident to the disturbed 

Although other States (Western) 
• m the 

i voting against 

“ Sucker ” Festival. They 

Wolf Tektil—For a number of years I have practiced 

knocking them out with a punch and hammer. It very sel¬ 

dom fails, if done in time. If the eye continues sore, some 

honey put in the eye by turning up the lid and robbing it on, 

is good.—B. S.. Wesbyeille, Erie Co.. Penn., 1861. 

Fred fop Horses in Spring.—For feeding horses in spring, 

there is nothing better than oats, only give them enough. 

As for the amount of plowing, I cannot tell. If he has a 

good team, a good season, begins early, and plows late, he 

can plow considerable, if not more.— C. B. C., Mace don, 

Wayne Co■, IV. 1'., 1861. 

Cough in Horses.— I saw an inquiry in the Rural by H. 

G. K., of Michigan, for a remedy Tor coughs in horses. I 

have used hornets’ nests, picked, or cut flue, mixed in warm 

mashes, and given, and have found it to relieve horses that 

are troubled with coughs. I gather in the fall all I can And. 

I generally keep from ten to twelve horses. I sometimes use 

wasps' neBts when 1 cannot get the other.— SampBlVad- 

HAMS, Plymouth, Luzerne Co., Penn., 1861. 

this year as any other, 

such a character as 

atiou from the toi I 

condition of the country. 
have resolved to forego their exhibitions this year, 

Executive Board were entirely unanimous in 

omitting, this year, the usual 

voted right, too!_ 

Mutton as an Article of Food.—The American Agr 

turist says:—“We mean to repeats thousand times, c 

least till what we say has some effect upon our countrymen, 

that a pound of lean, tender, jnicy mutton, can be produced 

for half the cost of the same quantity of pork; that it is 

infinitely healthier food, especially in the summer season, 

and those who eat become more muscular, and can do more 

work with greater ease to themselves than those who eat t<“ 

pork. We know nothing more delicious than smoked mutton 

hams, of the South-Hown breed of sheep. Venison itself is 

not superior.”__ 

Agricultural Products of Iowa.—Wm. Daane Wilson, 
Secretary of the Agricultural College of Iowa, has made a 
estimate’of the agricultural products of that Otate for in L 
from which we learn that there is one-fourth more wuesi 
sown this year than last; of corn, one-Uftb, and of nog-,. 

Bots in Horses. 

The editor of the Indiana Farmer says he pub¬ 

lishes a recipe for the third time, by special request 

of those who have used it with perfect success. It is 

as follows:—“ Take a tablespoonful, a little heaped, 

of alum, and the same quantity of copperas, pulverize 

them line, and put them into a pint of viuegar. Pour 

it down the horse’s throat. It will generally afford 

relief in five or ten minutes. In 1831 I had a horse 

badly afflicted for three days with hots—lying down, (>BlApk„ Sl-LPnrK._ 

rolling, refusing to eat, biting his sides, and giving gret page, is an article uj 
all similar proofs of hots. 1 tried turpentine, beef which recommends “b 

wine, sweetened warm milk, and many other pre- out ^ue desired article. 

Jerusalem Artichokes.—A correspondent or tne ‘rair: 
Farmer thinks these may be profitably raised for stock' “ 
thinks 2,000 bushels may be raised to the acre. u 15 ? • I 
that bids defiance to flood drouth, or frost. Can ,be 
the fall or spring, aa may be most convenient, and is reusue 
most prodigiously by the cattle aud hogs. 



RHUBARB AND GINGER WINE 
NOTES IN THE GARDEN. 

Ena. Rural New-Yorker:—Noticing nn inquiry 

in one of ymir late numbers for it recipe for making 

Rhubarb Wine, I send you mine, which I think excel¬ 

lent, also one for making Ginger Wine. 

Rhubarb Wine — To every lj lbs. rhubarb, when 
bruised well, put 1 quart cold boiltd water; let stand 
l days,- stirriug three times a day. To every gallon 
of juice put 34 lbs. of lump sugar, and to every 20 
quarts, 2 of brandy, barrel it directly and let it stand 
a twelve month. 

Ginger Wine — To 12 Bis. sugar, add 18 quarts of 

water, 4 ozs. of the best Jmaiaea ginger, bruised well. 

Slice the peel of I lemons, take all and boil It for 

three-quarters of an hour, taking oil' the scam as it 

rises. Put it into a tub when hike-warm and add 

three-quarters of a spoonful of yeast; the juice of 4 

lemons; 1 tt>. of raisins, chopped. Put iuto the cask, 

let stand a fortnight, stirring every day, then add a 
quart of brandy and one ounce of ising glass. Stop 

it down and it will be lit to bottle in six weeks. 
West Vienna, N. Y., 1881. A. Suuscriukr. 

Vegetation has not at any time made a very rapid 

growth this spring. Our rains have been invariably 

followed by cold drying winds, and we have never 

experienced a season so unfavorable for transplant- 

jug. Peas that were planted early and in favorable 

situations, will be fit for picking in a few days, and 

in another week the early strawberries will come in 

pretty freely. 

The Peonies are the leading feature in the garden 

at present, and they truly make a magnificent display. 

Grn.ndifl.ora carnea plena is a very large and fine 

flower, outside petals blush, center yellowish and 

fringed; sweet stented. Festiva, white, with dashes 

of carmine in the center ; a globular flower, tine 

and sweet Edward Dagge, of the Mount Hope 

Nurseries, has a seedling somewhat resembling this, 

but of a purer white, and fully as desirable in all 

other respects. It is a fine flower, worthy of exten¬ 

sive dissemination and a good name. Pompoma is 

a good flower, ontaide petals purplish, with salmon 

center. Comte de Paris is a fine purplish rose color, 

a remarkably free bloomer, and makes a most superb 

show. Poltai is the darkest of the class, and is essen¬ 

tial on this account It is a dark crimson. We 

might increase the list of flne sorts, bat the above 

will make a good selection. 

Among the trees and shrubs which are mostly 

passing out of flower, we notice particularly the 

White Fringe, a fine small tree that attracts general 

attention when in bloom, on account of the singular 

appearance of its paper-like flowers. Also that most 

beautiful shrub, the Wei gel a rosea, or Rose-colored 

Weigela. Wc have before called attention to the 

beauty of this shrub, and it has been extensively 

disseminated, yet not as much as it deserves to be, 

for it is only occasionally that we meet with it. We 

give an engraving of a branch in flower just as it 

was picked, which will give a very good idea of the 

leaf and the form of the flower, but not of its charm¬ 

ing colors. 

When the buds appear they are of a dark, crimson 

color, becoming lighter as they increase in size. 

When the flowers open, the inside of the petals are of 

the most delicate color, and the outside dark rose or 

light crimson, changing color as they grow older. 

As it is a free bloomer, the flowers being generally 

more numerous on most branches than on the one 

from which the engraving is taken, and as the bods 

in every stage of growth and the full formed flowers 

are borne at the same time, our readers can imagine 

the effect produced by bucIi a charming display of 

colors. Then it is perfectly hardy, as much so as a 

lilac, and we have not Been a plant that suffered in 

the least by the past severe winter, that killed, in 

many cases, the wild vines growing over our 

forest trees. 

are not Injured so much ax a few miles back, where the 

thermometer sank to2.V below zero. 

“ Various conjectures have been advanced upon the eftuso 

of so much damage, and some cultivators have thought it was 

the early and govern frost of October 1, when the temperature 

was only 20* or less, according to locality. Hot we are inclined 

to believe that it is wholly attributable to the unprecedented 

fall of the thermometer in February, being no less than tiy In 

little more than twelve hours, or from the mild temperature 

of 40* to the frigid one of tfi" below zero. That it cannot be 

attributed to the cold of October, is certain; for the ends of 

the shoots of trees were green and fresh for weeks afterwards, 

whilst, they are now, especially the Bartlett, killed partially 

or wholly. The trees were not iu a condition to resists so 

sadden a low temperature, which actually froze and disar¬ 

ranged their tender tissues.” 

The Bust Winw Gkai-kn.— Dr. Mosikr, of Cincinnati, a 

noted vine grower and wine maker, thns writes to the Horti¬ 

culturist!—“ Within the last twenty years l have had under 

cultivation and trial not less than thirty varieties of Ameri¬ 

can grapes, for vineyard culture, and to furnish wino for 

the million. I think it will be a long time before wo find a 

grape in all respects better adapted to the purposo than the 

Catawba. When properly cultivated aud well ripened, it 

makes a good dry wine, superior to the generality of Rhine 

wines, and a sparkling wine comparing favorably with the 

champagne of France. 

“For making a cheap red wino, to take the place of the 

clarets of Bordeaux, do grape that has been tried hereabouts 

is equal to the hardy and protilic Norton’s Virginia Seedling. 

For choice Taney wines, of a superior grade, ! would first 

place the Delaware, the Ilerbemont, the Venango, or Minor's 

Seedling, and the Diana, in the order named. Either of 

these grapes yield a wino for arotna and delicacy of flavor 

superior to Catawba, and in my humble judgment equal to 

Johanesberg, Hermitage, or any of the best wines Europe 

can produce; but as they have not ns yet been tested for 

extensive vineyard culture, will remain some time in the 

hands of amateurs only." 

Autumn Skkk no Further, An.—In a late number of the 

Rural, t saw the Autumn Seek no-Further represented as a 

Western fruit. We have the same apple, obtained frovi 

IIaxton'm Nursery, Cambridge, Washington county, where 

it has been fruited for a long timo, I was told it was a native 

of Connecticut I would like to say, through the Rubai., 

that whoever seat 100 that, package of flower seed from your 

oflice, has my thanks for the favor. They were selected with 

great oare, as they were, with one expection, different varie¬ 

ties from what I hud purchased.— Mkb, IT. W., Johmonidtle, 

LEMON AND RICE PIES 

Eds. Rural: — Inclosed please find excellent 

recipes for Lemon and Rice Pies: 

Lemon Pie.— One egg; one lemon; one cup of 

water; taldespoonful of flour. Chop the pulp and 

rind of the lemon very fine, removing the seeds, and 

a part of the juice; add the yolk of the egg, well 

beaten, the sugar, water and Hour. Rake with hut 

one crust, and when done, pour the white of the egg, 

beaten to a froth, with the juice of the lemon and 

two spoonfuls of white sugar, over the top of the pie, 

and set in the oven long enough to brown slightly. 

If eggs are plenty, four eggs, and no water, makes 

the pie richer, though little better than the above. 

Rich Pie.—Roil two tahlespoonfnls of rice till very 

soft, then strain through a Reive or coarse Cloth, add 

one egg; and milk, or thin cream, enough to (ilia 

pie dish. Sweeten to the taste, and flavor with 

grated lemon peel. This is excellent if not baked 

too much. J. c. 
Richmond, Ind., 1861. 

STEWED BEEF 

am out of the woods, as there is time enough for them 

yet. But if I pass the season without being annoyed 

by their ravages, I shall always, your doubts to the 

contrary notwithstanding, regard tanbark as a “friend 

indeed” to me. 

This is my experience. If of any value, you may 

use it. H. Hubbard. 

Chenango Union Office, Norwich, N. Y., June, 1861. 

aud numerous species; hence it is only upon the 

closest inspection that a species can be determined 

with any degree of certainty, aud that from speci¬ 

mens In good condition. 

There are also leaf and tree-hoppers (called 'Petti- 

gorur/a-,) which must uot be confounded with Psylla 

or leaping plant-lice. 

I trust the foregoing will be so far acceptable as 

the nature of the iuveatigatiou enables me to speak, 
Lancaster, Fa., JuneS, 1861. J. Stauffer. 

Housewives who arc in a habit of using only 
steaks and roasts, make a great mistake. A capital 
dish may be made out of the “ ohunk,” as the butch¬ 
ers call it, or the neck, when well prepared. Select 
a piece of meat aB large as the demand of your table 
may require, wash it well to remove all the blood or 
soil fiom the outside, have your dinner pot perfectly 
clean, suit and pepper the meat, well, lay It in the 
bottom and cover it with water; stew it for two or 
three hours, or till it is thoroughly tender; add half 
an onion, a sprinkle of sage, thyme or summer savory. 

If the meat, is fat, let the water all stew out a half 
hour before it is put on the table, and when your 
meat is browned well on the lower side in the gravy, 
turn it over and brown the other side. When ready, 
take it up, add a little flour thicVening to the gravy, 
or if you have a dredge box, shake the flour into the 
hot gravy and brown it, then add boiling water, and 
you Trill hMT« - a:.’!. V.quo.1, .wiJ to my iu I ci il superior 

to the common roast beef upon boarding-house 
tables. Care must be us»ed to turn it; and equally 
necessary is good judgment in having it thoroughly 
well cooked.— Field Notes. 

H. E. Smith, of Waterloo, writes us that he has 

“tried the whale oil soap with good success — it 

works like a charm on the worms and on the goose¬ 

berry and currant bushes.” White Hellebore, pow¬ 

dered and dusted on the leaves, or blown on with 

bellows, is recommended by English gardeners, and 

has proved successful here. But whatever plan ia 

tried must be persevered in. 

THE CURRANT WORM, 

FRUIT IN WESTERN MICHIGAN, 
Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—An article in your 

issue of last week, relative to the “ Currant Worm,” 

has induced me to communicate the following facts, 

as attested by the experience of many of my neigh¬ 

bors, as well as of myself. How the “advent ” of this 

worm “can be prevented,” is more than I can say; 

but “ when they have come, their ravages can be 
Very pflW'tually by a owluLlUll Of OH 

soap in the proportion of two pounds to fifteen gal¬ 

lons of rain water, and sprinkled freely on the bushes 

with a garden Byringe or watering pot. The soap 

costs here but eight cents per pound. It should be 

dissolved first in a few gallons of hot water. It does 

not entirely destroy the worms in one or two.applica- 

tions, but it does kill them very summarily so far as 

they get a dose of it. 

When 1 first discovered this worm in my garden, it 

had stripped portions of my gooseberry bushes of 

nearly all their foliage, and had become somewhat 

formidable in numbers. I applied the above soap 

twice, and have not seen a worm on the gooseberry 

bushes since that time. It went, however, to the cur¬ 

rants, and there seemed disposed to contest the right 

of possession more tenaciously. Bnt, while there are 

still a few of the enemy left, I have succeeded in 

defeating any serious harm to the bushes, aud have 

destroyed thousands of the worms by the use, thns 

far, of only four pounds of the whale oil soap. My 

busheB are rank with foliage, and laden with fine 

looking, healthy fruit, aud I think one or two more 

morning scouts with the watering pot will pat an end 

to these disturbers of lay horticultural peace. 

All who have used this remedy hereabouts bear 

testimony amounting in substance to that which I 

give above. 1 should mention furthermore, that the 

soap is »3 efficacious upon rose bnshes and pear trees, 

as upon the currant and gooseberry. It not only 

does not injure the leaf or the fruit, but possesses 

some qualities rendering it beneficial to the roots of 

the bush. And if the solution, made according to the 

rule given above, does not kill to the gardener’s satis¬ 

faction, he need have no fears about making it still 

stronger. Twelve gallons of water to two pounds of 

soap will effect more certain death to the worm, 

while it will be quite harmless to the shrub and its 

fruit Rob’t N. Parke. 
Waterloo, N. Y., June, 1861. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—With your permission 

I will give some account of the fruit prospects in this 

section of our State. Apples promise to be ft large 

crop. Peaches will be say one-half of a good crop. 

In most of our peach orchards peach blossoms were 
iliiuly aiiown, out what did bloom have nearly all set 

for fruit. It would bo hard to tell where one blossom 

has failed In being followed by an embryo peach. In 

going east from here peaches will be more scarco as 

you approach the center of the State. In the eastern 

half the papers all speak very dlscouragingly of the 

prospects of this Iruit. But, going west from here 

the crop will be increased till we reach the lake, 

which is thirty miles. From different points along 

the shore of Lake Michigan, I learn by private cor¬ 

respondence that a full crop is growing. 

In good locations and soil ou the shore of Lake 

Michigan, the peach crop is as sure aB any crop. 

Rveu hack as far as this city there has never been an 

entire failure. In the winter of 1865—<>, a large share 

of our forest trees were injured,— some, I believe, 

Were entirely killed. But in some locations we had 

good crops the summer following. Since the settle¬ 

ment of the country there has not been an entire fail¬ 

ure of peaches. 

LICE ON THE NORWAY SPRUCE 

Having received from a correspondent a branch of 

the Norway Spruce covered with small lice, which 

were evidently destroying it, we forwarded the speci¬ 

men to our ever attentive friend, Jacob Stauffer, 

Esq., who sends us the following reply. Accom¬ 

panying were some (lies, which it was thought might 

have some connection with the enemy. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Yorkku: — Mr. Dyer's letter, 

inclosing sprigs of Norway Spruce, together with 

the plant lice infesting and threatening to kill his 

trees, have been examined. I regret that he did not 

inclose some of the specimens in a quill and find 

some winged individuals. The small fly he inclosed 

is not the parent of thoBe lice, because it ia a true fly, 

Diptera, and belongs to the common houae-fly family, 

(two winged,) while the “ lice” belong to the order 

Homoptera, section Dimera — quite a different fam¬ 

ily, (fonr winged.) 

From the dry and fragmentary remains, I am 

inclined to believe this to be a species not yet de¬ 

scribed, since it is not the Lachnus strohi, Fitch. 
These live in colonies on the ends of the branches, 

puncturing them and extracting their juices, and 

belong to the Aphidcc. And, though the antennae and 

notched head agree with the family PuylUdac, it is 

not the Diraphtra femoralis, Fitch. The only speci¬ 

men of which ho had yet met with was beat from 

pine leaves iri July. The antenme of those inclosed 

agree with a figure given by Westwood, of a British 

species of Psylla? Fitch also describes the pine-leaf 

Chernies — C. Pmifulice, a new species. These, be 

says, are “stationary upon the leaves, usually to¬ 

wards their ends, puncturing them and sucking their 

juices. A very small black tly, 0.08 long to the tip of 

its abdomen, and 0.12 to the end of its wings, which 

are dusky gray, its abdomen dusky red and slightly 

covered with fine cottony down.” “ The antenme,” 

he says, “are Bhort, threadlike, and composed of 

4-5 small joints. It will hence be seen that this 

insect is a true Chermes — the first species of this 

genus that has been discovered in this country,” 

I would be obliged to Mr. Dyer if he would inclose 

me winged and wingless specimens, in a quill, so 

that I could make a careful examination of the insect. 

To the question—“What will kill them?” I will 

first quote Mr. Knapp, who soys—“that remedies 

can prove efficacious in removing this evil only upon 

a small scale, and that when the injury has existed 

for some time, and extended its influence over the 

parts of a large tree, it will take its course, and the 

tree will die.” This is not very consolatory I admit, 

yet when trees are small, by bending the branchlets 

into a bucket containing warm soap suds, and pad¬ 

dling them in it, they may be destroyed to a great 

extent; or by making a decoction of soap and 

tobacco — syringing the tree with some force will 

dislodge them. Heavy showers of rain often dis¬ 

lodge them, and a long spell of wet weather favors 

their extermination. 

The Plant-lice, called Aphidians, differ from Psylla, 

which latter are the leaping plant-lice; both, like the 

Thrips, (which latter are minute and slender insects,) 

all prove obnoxious to vegetation, which they punc¬ 

ture and appear to poison, often producing deform¬ 

ities in the leaves and blossoms. They are very pro¬ 

lific, and in one form or another infest almost all 

parts of plants, the root, stems, young shoots, buds 

and leaves, and there is scarcely a plant which does 

not harbor oue or two kinds peculiar to itself, as is 

also stated by Mr. Harris, whose words 1 have 

quoted in part, as corroborative of my own observa¬ 

tions. The Aphidians embrace twelve distinct genera 

and gtUjSWM 
Plants for Name.— I send par nxpressto yon from Geneva 

a small package of flowers Tor name. I have labeled a part of 
them, though I do not fully know whether 1 am right, aud 
in other# iiamre me wanting. 

1. Spirted prunifulia Jl. pi.— About out of bloom; very 
hardy, and magnificent. 

2. Spit tea. laneralala.—Very badly winterkills, and does 
not flower well 

3. Spirtva Jiesvesii.—Ends of branches always winter kill, 
but always blooms pretty well. 

4. Spirtva (tiftiiie wanting )—Very Imrdy, profuse bloomer, 
auckers freely, and will take care of itself anywhere. 

6. '/Vee (name wanting. )—This is a small tree which I pro 
cured some two or three years since, either from the edge 
of u worn! or a swamp, 1 do not know which, as 1 wa* getting 
trees from both places at that time. It in a small tree. At 
the time of planting. I cut the L.p off some six or never, feet, 
from the ground. The wood is rather pithy, somewhat like 
the poplars. It has thrown up several small suckers this 
spring, which may indicate its being a large stuiib. It was 
early in flower, and very Tragrant. Flowers single — petals 
white, with pink streak at bottom stamens prominent, pink. 
Thin is os near as I recollect. Now, if you can lavnr me iu 
naming any or all of the foregoing, you will much oblige - 
G. S. B., West Fayette, Seneca (‘a.. ,V. ¥.. 1801. 

Numbers 1 and 2 are correct. Lancealala suffered here a 

little the past winter, but is usually perfectly hardy, and we 

think it one of the hest or the family. 3 is C hummlrifoHa, 

or Germander I.eavetl, and not Ite.r.vcsii. 4, Ut mi folia 5, 

Cyrus arbullfalia, a small tree. 

Crr.TniK of Ntrawiikkrikm.— Can J, as a new subscriber, 
ask a few questions? Should strawberries bo stirred or uulti 
vated during the fruiting season? Will snrne one, who has, 
experimented with strawberries, please say through this useful 
and satisfactory medium, what variety or varieties arc most 
advisable to get, and where to get them? I would like to give 
my experience though limited. Where can 1 get, seed of the 
new double Zinnia? What is the mode of treatment for 
Calceolaria? Will it bear budding out?—N. P. Jacobs, 
BrldyeolUc, Del., 1861. 

Strawberries, If well cultivated up to about the timo of 

(lowering will need no further culture until the fruit is ripe, 

especially if the ground Is mulched with straw or cut grass. 

Mulching keeps the fruit clean and the ground moist. It 

would he almost impossible to (ind three persons to agree us 

to the heat six varieties of strawberries. Double SUnnia seed 

cannot now be hud, we think. The Calceolarias do not like 

our hot sun. Ilugnsa, yellow, and Meteor, dark red, are 

the best for bedding. If they can have a little shade, all the 

better. 

Dyeing Recipes, Ac.— An^inqniry from “ A Sub¬ 

scriber,” in the Rural of Juno 8tb, calls for coloring 

recipes for yellow and orange. Here are good ones: 

For Yellow — Six ounces bicromato of potash 

dissolved In cold water enough for a dye, J lb. sugar- 

lead sufficient for your cloth. Both may he made in 

tin or brass. Dip first in the lead water, then in the 

potash, and so alternately until the color suits, then 

riuse In cold water. 

For Orange — Make a strong lime water and 

drain. When clear, heat to boiling, dip in your yel¬ 

low and rinse in cold water immediately. 

Preserving Pink-Apples — Will some one give a 
good recipe fur preserving pine-apples, und oblige— 

Aunt Libby—M'tUford, Otsego Co., N. V., 1801. 

I will here say, that any young man 

who has the taste and patience to wait, and is at lib¬ 

erty to go to the western part of thiB State, can make 

a fortune in the business of peach growing. Five 

and six dollars per bushel is the ordinary price for 

good peaches in Milwaukee and Chicago. It needs 

no farther statements to show that the business will 

pay where the crop is a sure one. In 1859, one man 

at St. Joseph Hold $11,000 worth of peaches from 

fifteen acres of orchard, and from the same ground 

in I860 he took $7,000 in cash,—the crop not being 

80 large as the former year. 

We shall all have plums, who are willing to earn 

them dearly in fighting the curculio. Cherries 

promise well with some, — Morellos are all full. 

Pears also full. Grapes coine out in fine condition, 

and are finely setting. In fact I know of nothing in 

Abolition of Insect Pests.—As our houses and 

gardens are always, more or less, infested with ver¬ 

min, it is satisfactory to know thai benzine, an article 

become sufficiently well known ns a detergent, is no 

less efficacious an agent in insecticide. One or two 

drops arc sufficient to asphyxiate the most redoubt¬ 

able insect pest, he It beetle, cockchafer, spider, slug, 

caterpillar, or other creeping thiug. Even rats and 

mice will speedily decamp from any place sprinkled 

with a few drops of the potent benzine. A singular 

fact connected with this application of benzine is, 

that the bodies of insects killed by it become so 

rigid, that their wings, legs, etc., will break rather 

than bend, if touched. Next (lay, however, when 

the benzine has evaporated, suppleness is restored. 

London Chronicle. 

Preserving Tomatoes without Cooking — Can 

some of the numerous intelligent contributors to the 

Rural inform a dyspeptic subscriber how to preserve 

tomatoes through the. winter season without cooking 

or heating them? The application of heat in the 

usual way of preserving them, renders them to acid for 

some dyspeptics, and drying them iu the sun deprives 

them of most of their fine flavor. Giving the asked 

for information, I have no doubt will greatly favor 

many invalid readers and subscribers, who are bene¬ 

fited by the use of the uncooked ripe tomato.—S. D. 

Scott, Fulton Co., Pa., 1861, 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Although my vocation 

is not so much agricultural as political, I take the 

liberty of writing to you on the subject of the troose- 

berry Saw-Fly Worm, moved thereunto by an inter¬ 

esting article ou that subject in your )a>t issue. 

A year ago this last spring, I purchased from a 

Rochester nursery, and transplanted in my garden, 

several new varieties of gooseberry. They grew 

well, until, one day in the month of June, to my 

astonishment I “noticed” (we editors occasionally 

"notice,” you know,) that my bushes were nearly 

stripped of their leaves. On a closer examination, I 

found the caase in the saw-fly worm—an insect which 

never came nnder my observation previously, al¬ 

though 1 have always cultivated gooseberries. I 

promptly adopted remedies. I covered my bushes 

with powdered lime; no uBe. I covered them with 

ashes; no use. I thoroughly wet them with a decoc¬ 

tion of whale oil soap; again no use. Then I went 

at them by hand, with better success; but with the 

idea uppermost in my mind, that I was “looking for 

a needle iu a haymow.” I whipped them with aspa¬ 

ragus bushes—I ground them into powder with my 

heel—but still I was continually discovering speci¬ 

mens of the enemy. I found, too, that they were 

preying upon my old bashes; and thus the fall found 

me, fighting valiantly, but still defeated. 

A hint in your paper seemed to give me another 

chauce; and. I at once mulched them, old and new 

alike, heavily with tanbark; and, to my gratification, 

I have not this season, so far, seen a single specimen 

of the saw-fly worm. Perhaps I am crying before I 

Ashes for Fruit Tkkkb.— Will some of the readers of 
your valuable paper inform me, through its col 11 runs, whether 
unleached ashes are injurious to youug fruit trees, when 
applied to the roots? Here they are recommended by some 
and condemned by others —G. M. M., North White Creek, ,V. 
K, 1861. 

Unleached ashes are excellent for fruit trees in most soils, 

and particularly so for thu peach. They are of most benefit 

in a very light or a very heavy soil. The only exception to 

this rule is the cherry, which we have found a heavy dressing 

of ashes to injure. Care must be used, so that the ashes will 

not come id contact with the trunk or the roots. Use them 

as a top-dressing. 

War!—-Plan for a Campaign Wanted.—bast spring I set 
out a bed of strawberry plants, aud for a short time they 
thrived, hut soon began to will aud die. Upon pulling up 
the plants, I found that the root# were eaten ofT, and at the 
root of each plaut was a trig, fat orub worm.. 1 applied ou- 
leached ashes and plaster Irei ly, but seemingly to no effect. 
Can any ooe tell me how to exterminate the enemy?—W. W, 
Lowry, Inverness. N 1'., 1861. 

Two or three seasons ago this grub was very destructive to 

strawberries here, but has been lets so since. We know of 

no way to destroy them hat catching und killing them. It 

will not do to let Ihern go ou their parole of honor, nordo we 

think it best to trust to their oath of allegiance. 

Moths in Carpets.—Will some one inform me, 

through the Rural, how to destroy moths in carpets. 

Also how to crystalize grass different colors—blue, 

green, Ac., and oblige—E. C. J., “ Rural Cottage,” 

West Vienna, N. Y., 1861. Early Peas.— We are indebted to M. Button, of Ironde- 

quoit, for samples of Early Peas picked the 15th iust. This 

Is pretty good for the present backward season. 

To Dkbtrgy Worms on Fruit Tkkeb.—1). Cargo, of Ohio, 

says he shakes them from the trees. A better way is to tie 

straw to a long pole and set it ou tire, then pass it back and 

forth under them a few times. It is cheap aud easy to try. 

Worms frequently make nests on limbs llutt can be got at 

only by burning.—It. S., IVeslr.ymlle, Erie Co., /Vim. 

The Apple Trade of Cincinnati.—In a report to the 

Chamber of Commerce of Cincinnati, it is stated that, for 

the year ending August 1st, I860, the importation of apples 

in barrels was 95,000 barrels, and the exports 25,000 — Bhow 

ing a consumption of 70,000 in the city. This amount does 

not include those brought into the city and sold from wagons. 

The price pel barrel averaged $3—(the highest and lowest 

quotations being $5 and $2,) amounting to $290,000. 

Graham and Corn Bread. — Will some of the 

lady readers of the Rural please give me, through 

its columns, the best method of making Graham 

Bread, also Corn Bread, and obliged—A Dyspeptic, 

Rockford, III., 1861. 
Treatment ok Runners.— I have set out a bed of straw¬ 

berries, aod the vines are beginning to run. How will it do 
to keep them cut off all summer?—K. 8., Wetleyville, Erie 
Co., Penn., 1861. 

The original plants will be much larger and stronger by 

removing the runners. 

Diseased Peak Wood. — (S. L., Sharon., N. YJ— Your 

trees, we judge, are affected with the pear blight, a disease 

very troublesome here, aud in regard to the origin of which 

little Is known. The only core is to remove every branch as 

soon aB it is found to be affected. 

Rancid Butter and Lard.— Can some of the 

numerous readers of the Rural inform me through 

its columns of a remedy for rancid butter or lard, 

and oblige — A Subscriber, Lockport, N. V., 1861. 

Soda Mead.—Will some of the readers of the 

Rural please give a recipe for making Soda Mead, 

also telling us how to manufacture?—Inquirer, 1861. 
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[Written for Moore's Rural New-YerkerJ 

JV T & V E . 

Just beyond the casement 

Shines the firelight glow. 

Pushing back the shadows 

From the drifted snow 

Steals it through the shutter 

Out into the night, 

Marking out a pathway 

With its rosy light. 

On the white robed meadows 

Countless gems are shining, 

Up the heavenH azure 

Radiant orbs are climbing. 

Where the brightness lingers 

With intensest glow, 

'Midst the starry clusters 

The moon la dipping low. 

Forth in joyous beauty 

Walks the lovely Night 

Gilding earth’s wide temple 

With her fiashing light, 

Butler, Wis., 1861. M. 0. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

“DRESS AND OVERDRESS.’’-AGAIN. 

Since my childhood I have been taught to rever¬ 

ence age, and give particular heed to advice given 

by people older than myself, especially that pertain¬ 

ing to good morale and manners. I have road the 

article written by “ A. M. of Fayetteville, several 

times trying in vain to find something that would 

apply to sensible persons in regard to dress. 

In the first place, she says her opinion is well 

worth having, because she is “ a regular blue stock¬ 

ing,” not caring a fig what she wears, nor how it is 

put on.” It is something I have yet to learn, if 

ladies, calling themselves authoresses and writers, 

deem it necessary to their profession to appear “in 

an old and faded wrapper,” “slip-shod slippers, a 

rumpled collar,” or present inky fingers to visitors. 

Did “ A. M. I’." ever hear of the tidiness and taste of 

Hannah Moke, — the perfect order existing even 

upon the writing table of Mrs. Hemans,—or of Char- 

lotte Bkonte, who could not write even a word nntil 

the chairs were properly dusted and in their places? 

Wordsworth says, "it is not genius that makes 

some writers disorderly in their personal and domes¬ 

tic relations, hut the lark of genius.'' But then she 

“ don’t intend to marry, and so don’t trouble ” herself 

“to inquire about the whims of these lords of crea¬ 

tion!” A happy idea, indeed, for damsels of an 

uncertain age to make a “virtue of necessity!” 

The name “gentlemen,” when applied to those 

persons that “ A. M. P.” has been in the habit of 

associating with, 1 think a misnomer, and that puppies 

would be more expressive of the things themselves. 

Who ever heard a gentleman tell so absurd a false¬ 

hood, as to “pronounce your hair the loveliest shade 

of auburn,” when you knew it to be “ fiery red ’? Or 

that yonr eyes were “a most charming blue,” when 

in fact they were the “ugliest sort of gray”? And 

who ever heard of a lady silly enough to believe it? 

1 am happy to kndw there are noble, true-minded 

men, worthy the respect and affection, if needs be, 

of sensible wuqiod, Again, instead of the “bighlv 
soiled silk” for afternoon costume, we, farmer’s 

daughters, modestly attire ourselves in neat-litting 

delaines in winter, and plain muslin in summer; not 

for the nnmaideuly purpose of catching a beau, but 

to please the parents and brothers of the household. 

Should we, perchance, go a trip on the cars to visit 

our oily or country friends, wo surely would not 

adopt the style of a Southern dowdy, or the frequenter 

of the opera; but a plain traveling suit for the pur¬ 

pose. 

1 do not wish to be unjust to the Fayetteville cor¬ 

respondent, but when people assume the privilege of 

instructing, they should endeavor to say something 

worthv of themselves and those whom they try to 

teach. To my young lady friends, I would say, let 

us dress economieally and with taste ns becomes our 

means, not gaudily or “perfectly bewitchingly,” but 

“with shame - facedness and sobriety, not with 

broidered hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array; 

but as becometh women professing godliness, with 

good works.” e. k. 
bysander, Onon. Co., N. T-, 1861. ] 

HINTS FOR THE NURSERY. 

The natural faculties of each child are as plain to 

careful observation as the sun at noon-day; and it is 

only necessary to know the mental bias of a child to 

ascertain for what his or her powers are best adapted. 

Let every father, every mother, all who hope to call 

themselves parents, forever bear this in mind. Watch 

the child at play*. Suffer it to play as it will, and 

note what sport attracts it, and wherein lies the 

chief pleasure. 

Away with those horrore, infant phenomena. Let 

nature alone, and do you, ignorant man, keep yonr 

great, course finger out of delicate machinery, which, 

working by and through nature, will, at the proper 

moment, indicate the course to be pursued, the de¬ 

velopment which is Bought. Permit childhood to 

guide you in the treatment thereof. Nature is a wise 

teacher. 

At infancy, the healthy body, incapable of progres¬ 

sive motion, demands rest; give then perfect quiet. 

Man’s early life is a mere vegetative existence: the 

brain, gently pulsating beneath the unformed bone, 

Is not yet the seat of reason, but of instinct: while 

nature then demands entire repose, or at the moat, 

passive action, why should a barbarous nurse and 

ignorant mother array the little form in thick em¬ 

broidery; display it to the admiring multude; handle 

it with thumping vibration, or spin it like a boome¬ 

rang in the air? Why seek the most noisy promenade 

to confuse it with the uproar? Why pound it tip and 

down over hundreds of miles iu the midst of smoke, 

ellluvia, and all the rattle, noise and screams incident 

to railroad travel? Avoid those abominations called 

cradles; flee from the rocking of the orib, and all 

those swinging motions which cannot fail to produce, 

in a minor degree, those very agreeable sensations, 

that pleasant lethargy, which seize upon one when 

he is taking his first lesson in drunkeness. What a 

renown would that agriculturist win for himBelf who 

should first invent a patent, portable, double action, 

self-rocking cradle for sacking calves; what an ad¬ 

vantage to the bovine race. 

When by pure air and its natural nourishment, the 

child has become old enough to creep about, down 

on the floor with it and let it go; give it a ball or 

something to creep after, and rest fully content that 

when tired, the child will cease its play. 

Don’t hurry the little one to walk; do not encourage 

It to stand alone, lest bow legs and weak ankles be 

the penalty of your too assiduous care, of yonr selfish 

desire to see your child walk before nature has de¬ 

creed it. When the proper time arrives, the little 

hands will seek the tops of chair seats, the little body 

will sway to and fro. erect for the first time: soon 

the first step is taken, and then all is plain. 

Keep your books, your illuminated alphabet, your 

intell eel rial blocks, and your abortions of toys—car¬ 

icatures upon nature—toys which it is no harm to 

fall down and worship, since the like thereof exists 

neither in heaven above, nor in the earth beneath, 

nor in the water which is under the earth. Let the 

child play one, two, three; what, says some one— 

fonr years, and not know a letter! Yea, my good 

madam, until it reacheth the age of seven years, 

would we have the little mind free and unpuzzled: 

at liberty to observe, to desire to construct, to play, , 

to make out its own individuality. This is the great j 

attribute of man—play; this divides him from the 

brute creation: man aione can laugh. Remember 
tiiut tuu longer tho period of youth, the period »f 

formation, the better, tie more healthful, enduring, 

and longer-lived tho man. Of all created beings, 

man is the most helpless at in fancy.—Scalpel. ' 

WHAT I LIVE FOR 

BT 0, l.SKSMUS BA»TL3. 

I litx for tboBe who love me. 

Whose hearts are kind and true, 

For the heaven that smileB above me, 

And awaita my spirit too; 

For all human tie# that bind me, 

For the task by God assigned me, 

For the bright hopes left behind me, 

And the good that I can do, 

I live to learn their story, 

Who've suffered for my sake; 

To emulate their glory, 

Anti follow in their wake; 
Bards, patriots, martyrs, sages, 

The noble of all ages, 

Whoso deeds crown History’s pages, 

And Time's great volume make. 

I lire to hold communion 

With all that is divine; 

To feel there is a onion 

Twixt Nature's heart and mine; 

To profit by afilietioa, 

Reap truths from fields of fiction, 

Grow wiser from conviction. 

And fulfill each grand design 

I live to hail that season. 

By gifted minds foretold. 

When man shall live by reasou. 

And not alone by gold; 

When roan to man united, 

And every wrong thing righted. 

The whole world shall be lighted 

As F.deD was of old. 

I live for those who love me. 

For those who know me true; 

For the heaven that smiles above me. 

And awaits my spirit too; 

For the cause that lacks assistance, 

For the wrong that needs resistance. 

For the future in the distance. 

And the good that I can do 

Dublin University Magazine 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

HOUR IN THE MEADOWS. 

THE INFLUENCE OF WOMAN. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

A LEAF FROM MY MEMORANDUM. 

I am seated alone in my room to-night, in loneli¬ 

ness and solitude, where, for nearly three years, my 

dearly cherished husband has been the light, the life, 

the only attraction. But nearly a year and a half 

ago disease singled him out for her mark, and with a 

steady baud aimed the fatal dart. It is true I was 

alarmed from the first, but looking Heavenward I 

Imped for the be6t, aud believed he would recover. 

His disease was so flattering that at times I thought 

him better, and then my heart was light and joyous; 

but there would soon bo a reverse, and all my hopes 

and bright anticipations would wither aud droop, as 

droops and dies the lonely bird within its cage of wire. 

Two weeks ago God sent his messenger, which 

hovered round his bed all night, and just at dawn of 

day he bore the blessed spirit of our loved one to 

the upper world, and left our home desolate, my 

heart all torn and bleeding, for I felt that I could not 

let him go. 

They tell me it was a lovely morning,—that the 

wild wood warblers ushered in the dawn of day with 

their sweetest notes, and seemed to be singing songs 

of praise to their Maker, or rejoicing that another 

Angel was to be added to the Heavenly Host. But 

how could I notice the clear sky, the sunshine, or 

the song of birds, when I realized that I must walk 

the remainder of life’s rough pathway alone. His 

hand that lay in mine, so thin and cold, seemed like 

a snow-flake; but I felt its pressure; and when I kissed 

those lips that could speak to me no more, there was 

a ready response; and so we parted hoping soon to 

meet over the dark stream. 

And now the form my heart idolized, —the face 
that ever wore a smile for me,— the heart that beat 
in unison with mine,— is buried low in the cold, 
damp earth; and in my heart there is a loneliness 
as though 'twas slowly breaking. Nora. 

Ithaca, N. Y.. 1861. 

Duty is the little blue sky over every heart and 
soul — over every life — large enough for a star to 
look between the clouds, and for the skylark Happi¬ 
ness to rise heavenward through and sing in. 

♦ i # « 

One might as well attempt to calculate mathemat¬ 
ically the contingent forms of the tinkling bits of 
glass in a kaleidoscope, as to look through the tube 
of the future and foretell its pattern. 

The state of society may always be determined by 

ascertaining the condition of woman. When she is 

tho companion of man, and her relation to him that 

of equality, then we may be sure that a high point of 

rational and moral development has been attained. 

The tardiness of civilization lias always been chided 

by tho complaints of woman. She represents the 

higher sentiments, disinterested love, the benevolent 

affections, religion, and delicate sensibility, the 

divinest part of humanity, that part of our nature, 

advance toward the realization of which, in practi¬ 

cal life, constitutes true progress. 

The treatment of woman indicates iu what estima¬ 

tion man holds the most beautiful portion of his own 

being. When men are brutes, women will be slaves, 

The lords of creation may declare that the daughters 

of Eve are inferior to themselves, but such a declara¬ 

tion only shows their own weakness and defects. He 

who places a light estimate upon things of highest 

worth, proclaims his own ignorance and want of 

judgment. Man through the frailty of woman pub¬ 

lishes his low estimate of all that iB holiest in the 

relations of life. Strike out. from existence all that 

is suggested by the words, mother, daughter, sister, 

wife, and no man would care to live. 

One half of humanity is man; another, yet eqnal 

half, is woman. He who speaks lightly of woman, 

curses the hand that supported him in the hour of 

helplessness, pronounces a malediction upon the fair 

young being that with mingled reverence and trust 

calls him father, utters blasphemy against the Being 

who has filled with disinterested affection the bosom 

of her whose heart heats with blood kindred to his 

own, and returns hatred for love to her who has 

bestowed upon him a greater gift than aJl wealth can 

buy. He who knows woman in all these relations, 

however, rarely speaks evil of her. 

GO TO WORK. 

Sister Swisshei.m is giving some advice to her 

female friends. She says:—“You, dear sir, and you 

madam, if you are anxious about the result of the 

war, go to work, not to drill or to make flags, or 

scrape lint, at least not all of you, but to plant pota¬ 

toes, corn, beans, especially the beans; plant roots to 

feed cattle and hogs. Take care of the poultry. 

Raise all the calves. Attend to the pigs. Make 

plenty of butter and cheese. Look: to the goose¬ 

berry bushes. See that the strawberry beds are in 

order. Do something to add to the general wealth 

of the country—to provide food for those who are 

risking their lives to fight yonr battles. See if you 

cannot raise a few bushels of beans, or corn, or oats— 

a few cans of preserved fruit or some vegetables, 

butter, or eggs, to send to the army. It is well 

enough to sing about the ' Red, White, and Blue,’ but 

it is a good deal better to add as much as possible to 

the green. Clothe the whole face of the country in 

the emerald of thriving crops. See that the resources 

of the country are not crippled by the withdrawal of 

so many from peaceful avocations. Go to work, 

every one of you, to supply the places of those who 

are gone. Plow, plant, dig, hoe. Go to work just 

where you are — at the nearest point where yonr 

labor may be turned to account. Mend fences, keep 

things tidy, and raise all you can.” 

That personal pronoun I, stands for egotism, for 

self-esteem, for »elf-pride, and bristleB like a crop of 

corn, in the off-hand correspondence of journalists, 

who are really modest, even though they gain a repn- 

tation for conceit I [that is, the letter T intended to 

commence with,] have been speaking to the masses 

day after day on the war question, and have been 

organizing home guards; but this afternoon, tired 

and travel-worn, I throw myself upon a couch of grass 

in a beautiful meadow, and with stray leaf and pencil 

put my thoughts into words. 

Within biscuit toss of the log I use for a writing 

desk, flows a brook — a trout brook, made classical 

by one of our literati, who has no superior with the 

rod and fly, and few equals with the pen. This 

“ silver Tooted ” stream winds, like a white thread, 

from a spool of hills, through the “ greenest of val¬ 

leys.” On either side of this peaceful vale, the rough 

hills rise in quiet grandeur, lifting their scarred fore¬ 

heads toward the sky. It is a beautiful June day, 

handsomely “ gotten up ” in blue and gold, aud filled 

wits pnama aun% by the bobolinks and blue birds, to 
the notes of dandelions, violets, and strawberry blos¬ 

soms. An insect no larger than a semi-oolon has 

bad the pluck to scamper over the paper on which I 

am writing, and make the circuit of my manuscript. 

Ten to one if he be not a spy from a regiment of 

similar chaps in camp under the chip at my feet. 

There he goes! —he belongs to the flying artillery, 

and carries his sabre in his mouth. That lady butter¬ 

fly is splendid, and the spring style suits her figure 

and complexion admirably. There she lights on that 

rosette of blossoms, and might pass for a petal were 

it not for her exultant vitality. 

Hwaytng to and fro in the soft wind, sits that merry 

monarch of the meadows, the bobolink. He mani 

fusts exquisite taste by selecting the most picturesque 

and weird scenery for his summer residence. His 

pleasant nest is surrounded by golden buttercups 

and white daisies, and violets as blueaea maiden's eyes. 

His quiet Quaker wile bops along through the still 

grass, and seems to listen in rapture to the strains of 

the meadow minstrel. The bobolink sings the song of 

the Union in our free Northern meadows,— at the 

South he never sings at all. Hear him—:“ Robert 

Lincoln — Lincoln — Lincoln — is no se-se-se-seces- 

sionist. Beauregard and Davis are reb-reb-reb-rebels 

and traitors. Hang-om — hang-em — hang — hang — 

hang the tories. Hurrah for Scoit—Scott—Scott,— 

give’em three cheers and a tiger! Butler—Butler— 

Butler is a brick—brick—brick,—a tip—tip—tip—tip¬ 

top Yankee. Cheers—cheers—cheers for Banks— 

Ranks—Banks, and all the volunteers. Go-it—go- 

it—go-it Zouaves—Zouaves—Zouaves and regulars— 

go it while your young. Abe Lincoln—Lincoln— 

Lincoln is a cous—cous—cous—cousin to me—me— 

me. Seward—Seward—Seward stick—stick—stickler 

our rights—rights—rights. Cara—Cam—cam—cam- 

eron is plucky—plucky—plucky. We shall whip 

the—the se-se-se-secessionists—Stars and Stripes— 

Stars and Stripes shall wave—wave—wave over all 

the South. Shame—shame—shame on se-se-ae-Beces- 

sioniats.’’ 

The bobolink is the happiest bird iu the great choir 

of feathered songsters. His pinions vibrate with 

joy. Music rains f re in his exultant wings — Irving 

in prose and Bryant in verse have made this bard 

of birds immortal. 1 wonder whether or not he is 

aware that lie has now an appreciative listener. It is 

supposed by some who have studied the natural his¬ 

tory of this bird, that he is not only punctual to the 

season, but that he comes annually to his old home¬ 

stead, directly to the neighborhood of the nest in 

which he was hatched. I have seen bobolinks in 

cages in the city of New York, and heard them sing 

their songs in the depth of winter. 

There is a king bird in pursuit of a hawk! What 

feats of air and lofty tumbling he performs! Now he 

soars over the assassin of mice aud chickens. How 

he dives under him, as though he would take him 

prisoner as Pat did the deserter, by surrounding 

him. Now he ties a loop in the air, as though he 

designed to hang him—with nothing—in the “ unsub¬ 

stantial air.” The little patriot has chased the tory 

into the forest behind the hill where he, the tory-bird, 

will have to hide away in some coward's castle, or 

become a prisoner of war. 

What a glorious day is this tenth of June. It is 

Monday, bnt not blue Monday. There is nothing 

blue but the sky. Thousands of tuns of grass will 

grow to-day. Cheese, butter, and beef will be abund¬ 

ant. There is a large loaf rising in the fields. Cora 

and potatoes show their green tops. Orchards aro 

white with apple blossoms, and the gardens are redo¬ 

lent with the breath of flowers. What a vast variety 

of organic matter is here presented to the eye of the 

philosopher. What innumerable forms, colors, and 

flavors of herbs and fruits. What stores of gums, 

. resins, seeds, roots, berries, blossoms, and grasses. 

What quantities of ammonia, carbonic acid, wood, 

water, and mineral matter. Here armies of plants 

drop their roots into the ground and lift their leaves 

into the air,—the former serving the purpose of 

pumps to draw up the mineral substance from the 

soil and distribute it by means of the ascending sap, 

which is the blood of the plant,— the latter absorb¬ 

ing nutriment from the atmosphere. The leaves are 

the Inngs of the plant, also its laboratory, where the 

materials taken from the earth and from the air are 

changed into vegetable matter, which is distributed 

through the veins of the plant by mean* of the descend¬ 

ing sap, and afterwards become wood, flowers, and 

fruit—or, in the language of Chemistry — wood, 

starch, sugar, gum, gluten. The wood is composed 

of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, and forms the 

mass of the plant. The sugar and the gum exist 

principally in the fruit and sap. aud the starch and 

gluten collect mostly in the seed. My hour is up and 

I must hasten the performance of ray daily duties. 

G. W. Bungay. 

CHARACTER IS POWER. 

Benjamin Franklin attributed his success as a 

public man, not to his talents or his powers of speak¬ 

ing—for these were but moderate—but to his known 

integrity of character. “Hence it was,” he says, 

“ that I had so much weight with my fellow citizens. 

I was bnt a bad speaker, never eloquent, subject to 

much hesitation in my choice of words, hardly cor¬ 

rect in my language, and yet I generally carried my 

point.” Character creates confidence in men in high 

stations, as well as in human life. It was said of the 

first Emperor Alexander of Russia, that his personal 

character was equivalent to a constitution. During 

the wars of the Fronde, Montaigue was the only man 

among the French gentry who kept his castle gate 

unbarred; and it is said of him that his personal 

character was worth more to him than a regiment of 

horse. That character is power, is true in a much 

higher sense than that knowledge is power. Mind 

without heart, intelligence without conduct, clever¬ 

ness without, goodness, are powers, if they may be 

powers, only for mischief. We may be instructed or 

amused by them; but it is sometimes as difficult to 

admire them, as it would be to admire the dexterity 

of a pickpocket, or the horsemanship of a highway¬ 

man. Truthfulness, integrity, and goodness—quali¬ 

ties that hang out on any man’s breath—form the 

essence of manly character, or, as one of our 

writers has it, “that inbred loyalty unto virtue that 

can serve her with out livery.” When Stephen of C’ol- 

lona fell into the hands of his base assailants, aud 

they asked him in derision:—“Where is your for¬ 

tress?" “Here!” was his bold reply, placing his 

hand upon his heart. It is in misfortune that the 

character of the upright man shines forth with the 

greatest lustre, and when all else fails he takes a stand 

upon his integrity and courage.—Selected. 

-- — 

TRUE HEARTS. 

Hearts are of several kinds, and of widely-differ- 

ent natures. First, there are walled-up hearts; and 

these are of two kinds; about one kind, the wall is 

high and strong, and to surmount it, is a work of ex- ( 

treme difficulty; but if you get inside, you have en- 
tereo KOt-n. ,\ul, I.ti • i mUtoob, ami Tali, ao t,be ^ 

visions Been in dreams, is that inclosed garden; and ^ 

it is worth hard labor to gain admission there. The 

other has a wall as high and strong, and full as hard 

to get over; aud when, at last, with torn flesh and j 

dislocated joints, yon have scaled it, you wish you 

hadn’t, for there is nothing inside but rocks and cold 

water. The trouble with these two descriptions of 

hearts is, that ’tis impossible to distinguish the one 

from the other until you have almost worn yourself 

out climbing the walls. ( 

Another kind of heart is that which, having nothing j 

to fence it in, lies open to the passage of all men and ^ 

cattle; a waste, unfruitful field, of no use to anybody, 

and less to its owner. Bnt there is another kind of 

heart, — a rare creation, hut a real — one whose wall ^ 

is low and almost hid by flowers. The birds make 

their nests iu it, and sing as they swing upon its 

swaying twigs and festooning vines. Beyond the j 

wall, itself a thing of fragrance, beanty and joy, lie 

the enchanting gardens. Delightful bowers invite 

the way-worn traveler to enter and repose. Spirits of j 

love and beauty beckon the sad and lonely ones to 

the feast of souls; and a charmed light and glory j 

hover on the whole, joyous air. This is the true type ( 

of heart , 
—»-■ » « « ' 

VERACITY. ’ 

The groundwork of all manly character is veracity. 1 

That virtue lies at the foundation of everything solid. * 

How common it is to hear parents say, “ I have faith ^ 

in iny child so long as he speaks the truth. He may 1 

have many faults, but I know he will not deceive ' 

me. I build on that confidence.” They are right. * 

It is n lawful and just gronnd to build upon. And 

that is a beautiful confidence. Whatever errors j 

temptation may betray a child into, so long as brave, 

open truth remains, there is something to depend on, ^ 

there is anchor-ground, there is substance at the ( 

center. Men of the world feel so about one another. 

Thev can be tolerant and forbearing so long as their 

erring brother is true. It is the fundamental virtue. 

Ordinary commerce can hardly proceed a step with- j 

out a good measure of it. If we cannot believe what j 

others say to ns, we cannot act upon it, and to an 

immense extent that is saying that we cannot act at 

all. Truth is a common interest. When we defend 

it, we defend the basis of all social order. When we 
i 

vindicate it, we vindicate onr own foothold. When 
I 

we plead for it, it is like pleading for the air of health 

we breathe. When you undertake to benefit a lying 

man, it is like patting your foot into the mire.—F. D. 

Huntington. 
“Enjoying Life.” — I must pity that young man t 

who, with a little finery of dress and recklessness of 

manner, with his coarse passions all dagnerreotyped 

upon his face, goes whooping through the streets, c 

driving an animal much nobler in its conduct than ^ 

himself, or swaggers into some haunt of shame, and 1 

calls it “Enjoying life!” He thinks he is astonish- 1 

ing the world! and he is astonishing the thinking A 

part of it, who are astonished that he is not aston- B 

ished at himself. For look at that compound of flash 1 

and impudence, and say if on all this earth there is f 

anything more pitiable! He know anything of the c 

true joy of life? As well say that the beauty and a 

immensity of the universe were all inclosed in the v 

field where the prodigal lay among the husks and s 

swine.— Dr. Chapin. 

Of governments, that of the mob is the most san- p 

guinary, that of soldiers the most expensive, and t 

that of civilians the most vexatious. r 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker-l 

MY REFUGE. 
i _ 

f BY M- A. BERNHARD. 

When I can lean on Jesus’ breast, 

And to Him lift urine eye, 

And sweetly on each promise rest, 

I While storms are sweeping by, 

! A holy calm is on the soul, 

i Though waves of sorrow o'er me roll. 

When I can hear my Savior say 

“ Tis I, be not afraid,” 

i Though tossed upon the surging main, 

I will not be dismayed. 

Why should I tremble, doubt, or fear, 

Though no other friend be near? 

; May I but know that He is mine, 

That He my poor name owns. 

Though earthly friendship should decline, 

Or even on me frowns. 

While He is mine who "changes not," 

Why should I murmur at my lot9 

When I can kiss the chast'ning rod 

That lays earth’s bright hopes low. 

And sing the praises of my Gon, 

Whiie troubles o’er me flow. 

I’ll smile at sorrow, grief, and pain. 

And count all eArthly logs my gain 

Lord, give me such a faith as this 

To cheer me on my way, 

And I’ll not sink beneath the flood. 

Take what Thou wilt away. 

0, let it cheer my dying bed. 

While on Thy breast I lean my head 

Cleveland, N. Y., 1861. 

THE MINISTER’S AIM. 

Every man has a ruling motive, which shapes his 

general course of conduct. In every profession and 

department of bnsiness, this law prevails. The 

youth, while contemplating the future, has the ideal 

which is likely to influence him more or less through 

life. Some seek for pleasure, others wealth, others 

renown — in all their various forms as adapted to the 

powers and circumstances of the aspirants. So far 

as having a leading object is concerned, this is right; 

all should have such an object—only each is bound 

to see that it is a worthy one. 

Now. what should be the great aim of the Gospel 

minister? Too many, it is to be feared, who bear 

this sacred name, have not the noble aim they might 

be expected to have, or do not pursue it with the 

requisite singleness of purpose. They are too much 

controlled by some worldly, selfish policy, like the 

mass, and so fail to honor their high and holy calling. 

An eligible position, honor and Influenco, a repu 

tation for learning, eloquence, greatness, practically 

have a wide sway. Bnt as ultimate aims, they arc all 

aside from the real purposes of the Gospel. The 

Gospel is adapted to a specific end; its members are 

appointed and commissioned of God for a definite pur¬ 

pose, and from this they are not at liberty to swerve. 

This great, purpose is the salvation of souls. For 

this the scheme of grace was devised; to this end all 

the great forces of God’s moral government tend, 

and to this should the active energies of hiH servants 

be directed. Their plans may be ever so much diver¬ 

sified, but they should all be subordinate to, aud 

center in this governing object. The Gospel minis¬ 
ter should have his nemt lad io thin wstk. 

For it he should study, pray, preach, visit, to secure 

the salvation of souls. If he prospers here, he is a 

successful minister, whatever else may attend him; if 

lie fails here, his ministry, however noted in other 

respects, is essentially a failure. 

-■ » 

HOW TO BE MISERABLE. 

Think about yourself; about what you want, what 

you like, what respect people onght to pay you, what 

people think of you; and then to you nothing will be 

pure. You will spoil everything you touch; you will 

make sin and misery for yourself out of everything 

which God sends you; you will be as wretched as 

you choose on earth, or In heaven either. 

In heaven either, I say. For that proud, greedy, 

selfish, self-seeking spirit would turn heaven into 

hell. It did turn heavc-n into hell, for the great 

devil himself. It was by pride, by seeking his own 

glory — so, at least, wise men say — that he fell from 

heaven to hell. He was not content to give up his 

own will and do God’s will, like the other angels. 

He was not content to Berve God, and rejoice in 

God’s glory. He would be a master himself, and set 

up for himself, and rejoice in his own glory; and so, 

when he wanted to make a private heaven of his own, 

he found that he had made a hell. When he wanted 

to be a little god for himself, he lost the life of the 

true God, to lose which is eternal death. And why? 

Because his heart was not pure, clean, honest, simple, 

unselfish. Therefore, he saw God no more, and 

learned to hate Him whose name is love.—Kingley's 

Sermons. 
- ■ ■ - 

The Blessings of the Bible.—What an illustrious 

book is the Bible ! It rises like a stream in the 

desert land,— its source in the skies, and its foun¬ 

tain in the valleys of the earth. It has rolled on, 

century after century, enriching every land with 

verdure and beauty, reflecting all the glowing sky 

ahove it, diffusing “whatsoever things are pure, 

whatsoever things are of good report,” around it. 

It shines into the casement of the widow, like the 

light of the morning sun, and makes her heart sing 

with joy, aud enables her orphan to lift her eye to 

the wide shore of the eternal sea, and to say, Im¬ 

mensity is my home; eternity is my lifetime; the 

mighty God that built the universe is my Father, 

my Portion, my Friend. It plants in man’s heart 

the hope of joy, the halo of glory and of immor¬ 

tality. It erects in man’s conscience the rule of 

right and wrong. It is emphatically the standard 

of Christianity. Wherever that standard is unrolled, 

there freedom finds its noblest footing. 
--» ■ ♦ ■ <- 

Spiritual Nervousness.—There may be a nerv¬ 

ousness about spiritual as well as physical health. 

There may be a too constant fixing of our attention 

upon our frames and feelings. It is true we must 

keep our heart with all diligence; it is true we must 

watch; bnt then watching to see what is the present 

state of our souls is not our only duty. We are to 

watch unto prayer and effort- He will never do any¬ 

thing physically, whose whole soul is occupied with 

doubting whether his health will permit him to do 

a certain work. Norwill he do anything spiritually, 

whose mind is occupied with doubting whether his 

soul is in a condition for performing duty. 

A Christian must not be ignorant of his heart. 

He must not conceal from himself bis manifold im¬ 

perfections. But he is not to do nothing but con¬ 

template those imperfections. He must use the 

means of correcting them. 



tell you they cannot. They are too smart. South, 

Carolina ia taking the lead, and says she, ‘ we will sit 

as kings and queens, or revolt from you.’ Says 

Georgia, ‘ we have as smart men in onr State aa you 

have, and we will have a President from our State.’ 

•But yon cannot,' nays South Carolina. Row long 

will It be before some other State, perhaps New York, 

forms a separate Government? And If a State hits a 

right to secede, so has a Territory, and so has a 

county from a State or Territory, and a town from a 

county, and ft family from a neighborhood, and you 

revolvers were 

include the weight of the leaves | drawn and pointed at Judge Jackson, and he was 

told that that was an order that could not be 

executed! 
"Now if these statements are true, it becomes 

Judge Jackson to beware. The giving of aid and 

comfort to the enemy is treason, and all traitors will 

be summarily dealt with. We arc at war and (here 

trill be no traitors left in the rear f Gur soldiers are 

not to be molested or trifled with. They will hang a 

Judge who is a traitor as promptly as the poorest 

rebel wretch in whose veins flow no aristocratic 

blood. And we say in a kind spirit to our Virginia 

friends, that just now the less said about the "sacred 

soil of Virginia” the better. Tho people of the coun¬ 

try will not brook any such talk.” racy, 

Parson IIrownlow’s Flag. -The editor of the ago 

Knoxville (Tenu.) Whig, W. G. Brownlow, is known 

the country over as the "Fighting Preacher.” A 

strong friend of the Union, ho has dealt many and 

hard blows to Secession, and has kept tho “‘Stars 

and Stripes” flying over his house during all the 

excitement and tumult. This flag has been an eye¬ 

sore to the traitors, and various attempts have been 

made to remove it, but without success. These 

repeated demonstrations have aroused the Parson’s 

ire, and in a recent issue he lays down his platform at 

some length, from which we rnnke the following 

extracts: 
" It is known to this community, and to the people 

of this county, that. I have had the Stars and Stripes, 

gained one hundred and sixty-four pounds. And | The report is that at once many 

this estimate did not i-„ 
or dead branches which in live years fell from the 

tree. 
Now came the application of the test. Was all this 

obtained from the earth? It had not sensibly dimin¬ 

ished: but in order to make the experiment conclu¬ 

sive, it was again dried in an oven and put in the 

balance. Astonishing was the result the earth 

weighed only two own'es less than it did when the 

willow was first planted in it! yet the tree has gained 

one hundred and sixty-four pounds. Manifestly then, 

the wood thus gained in the space of time was not 

obtained from the earth; we are therefore obliged to 

repeat our question, "Where does the wood coiue 

from?” We are left with only two alternatives, the 

water with which it was refreshed, or the air in which 

it lived. It can be clearly shown that it was not due 

to the water; we are consequently unable to resist 

riiovim* nnd wonderful conclusion—it was de- 

fouling deposits; and, as the barrel is completely 

lubricated by the lubricating wad. no sponging or 

cleansing by water is required; in fact the shots, as 

they issue, clean the gun. 

Thk Cartridge-Case.—Next to the gun itself, tho 

tin cartridge-ease, whose convenience and utility 
were strikingly manifest, was most admired. Its 

suitableness for storage and superiority over the old 

flannel bag were universally acknowledged. 
It should be mentioned that, at different times 

during the continuance of the experiments, many 

military officers of high rank in our own and foreign 

services, and of acknowledged authority in matters 

relating to artillery, were present. 

THE WHITWORTH GUN 

It is stated that a battery of W tntwortn twelve- 

poonders has been received at Washington, a present 

from American residents in England. This battery 

is a very acceptable present, certainly. The Whit¬ 

worth gun is a light breech-loading rifled gun, the 

principle of the construction of which is much like 

that of the Maynard rifle. 
Whitworth’s guns were tested at Southport, near 

Liverpool, on the 15th and 24tlr of April last. I1 onr 

of his guns were tested. Two were three-pounders, 

the guns weighing only 208 pounds. One was a 

twelve-pounder—the calibre of the guns just received 

at Washington. The London Illustrated News says, 

of the three-ponnders, three ihotfive miles and a half! 

This range, the London News says, was greater than 

Tho Relict Postal Arrangement*. 

is Post-Master General of the Davis Oonfedc- 

Tack Reagan, of Texas, advertised some time 

r blanks, locks, keys, mail bags, and other 

onancea of a postal system. What was really 

by this apparently honest proposition, appears 

,hc following thief’s circular, which was sent 

;he post-masters in the Rebel States: 

CIRCULAR NO. •». 
CoNVKutcHATK Stairs or America, 1 

p, 0. Department, Montgomery, May 20, 1801 S 

Sir:-You are hereby Instructed, as the postal 
service of the Government of the 
within the Confederate States wiU he aUspended by 
the service under the authority of the Confederate 
States on and after the flrst day ot June next, to 
retain In your possession, suhjeei totho rnrttter 
orders of this Department, for the benefit ol the Con¬ 
federate States, all mail bags, locks, ami keys, mark¬ 
ing and rating stamps, blanks for quarterly return 
of postmasters, and all other property belonging to 
or connected with the postal service, and -to return 
forthwith tu the Chief of the Appointment Bureau of 
Mils Department a full inventory of tiie same. 

You will also report to the Chief ol the finance 
Bureau of this Department on the first 'lay ot'.Iune 
proximo, your journal or ledger account, with m 
United States, for the service of the P, 0. Department, 
up to and including the hist day of the present 
month, (May,) in accordance with tho central icgula 
lions embraced in chapter 24 of the edition of taws 
and regulations of the PosLOffico Department;.issued 
May U>, I860, page 106, exhibiting the final balance 
in your possession. 

I am, very respectfully. 
Yoiu-obedient servant, 

John Rkaoan, P. M. (*. 

It. bag since been sain that precision ramer umu 

range was chiefly aimed at by Sir Wm. Armstrong. 

It. would seem likely, however, that the gun that was 

able to give its shot the best impetus for tiight>ould 

also give it the truest impetus for precision. The 

statement, however, had the high authority [of Mr. 

Sidney Herbert, who supported it in the House of 

Commons by giving what must be taken to be the 

best results in precision obtained by Sir W. Arm¬ 

strong. Out of forty shots tired with the Armstrong 

twelve-pounder, Mr. Herbert gave the results of fif¬ 

teen, fired respectively at elevations of i. 8, and 9 

degrees. And here we may contrast this mode, so 

often adopted in recording artillery practice, of giv¬ 

ing the results of selected shots, with that adopted 

in recording the experiments at Southport. The 

exact result of every shot tired there has been pub¬ 

lished, without any suppression or allowance for 

trial or wild shots, and without any selection of a 

favorable per centage of the hits made. This enables 

any one acquainted with the subject, even though 

not present at the experiments, to deduce correct 

conclusions from them. But to return to the account 

of the Armstrong twelve-pounder, which it will be 

interesting to compare with the Whitworth twelve- 

pounder, as to precision of fire as well as range. 

We quote Mr. Herbert's Bpeech made in the House 

on Friday, February 17:—“Thelast gun made by Sir 

William Armstrong, and sent to be tried, was a 

twelve-pounder. At 7 degrees of elevation, in five 

rounds, the range was fr»m 2,465 to 2,405 yards, the 

difference in the range being 30 yards, and the great¬ 

est difference in width three yards.” With these 

maybe compared the practice with a Whitworth o! 

the same calibre (twelve-pounder), fired at the same 

elevation (7 degrees) on February 21, as appears from 

the table below. The range wins 3,078 yards to 3,107 

yards, the diflerence in range being 20 yards, the 

greatest difference in width 11 yard. 

The range of the Whitworth at 7 degrees (3,107 

yards) exceeded the Armstrong at 7 degrees (range 

2,495 yards) by 612 yards; it, in fact, exceeded the 

range obtained by the latter gun at 8 degrees, and 
ov*n 0 degrees, and was therefore uut fi.™d nt o de¬ 

grees or 9 degrees. 
Peculiarities or the Whitworth.—Objections 

have been made to the Whitworth cannon on the 

score that it. does not. fire shell; but if, as Mr. Whit¬ 

worth states, it is adapted for solid shot, and still 

better for shell and hollow shot filled with molten 

iron, the objection is without foundation. He also 

states that his guns arc actually stronger than they 

are practically required to be, and may be fired, as 

mortars, at any elevation, and with the largest charge 

of powder that they can consume. This was striking¬ 

ly illustrated by the practice of the three-pounder at 

Southport, when it was, with its carriage, elevated 

on a platform, and tired like a mortar at 35 degrees, 

without injuring it in any way. This must he 

ascribed to the fact that the recoil in guns tiring the 

mechanically-fitting projectiles from the polygonal 

bore is reduced to its minimum. The projectile is 

We present our readers with a representation of 

the flag adopted by the Secession Congress at Mont¬ 

gomery. Although the traitors have forsaken the 

ensign which was first thrown to the breeze eighty- 

four years ago, they have chosen the old colors,— 

red, white and bine. The flag ia composed of three 

stripes, or "bars” as they are called in the act of ROCHESTER, N. Y., JUNE 22, 1861 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS 

Tho Trophic* Captured at PhilUppn. 

A correspondent of the Pittsburg Chronicle 

writes of the result of the capture of Phillippa by our 

troops as follows:—“The number of arms captured 

is seven hundred and eighty stand, quite a number 

of horses, and all their camp equipage and provi¬ 

sions. The rebel camp flag was brought into head 

this afternoon. It consists ot a blue field 

t stars, uud two brown and one white stripes. 

8 about ten feet long nod live feet wide. The 

irn, a cannon ball having passed through it, 

s of Col. Kelley's Bix-pounders. A gentle- 

it from their camp, informs me that the 

of Col. Kelley’s command are amusing th* n- 

f strutting around with sword and at U 

icked hats, and other paraphernalia of t)'• 

i carnp. A train has jast arrived with fifteen 

’ flint, muskets, furnished by the Governor of 

, to tho rebels. These arms havo not been 

id are In good condition. The other arms 

I uro not of much account A great number 

i of blankets were captured, which will be of 

crvlco to onr men. Tho amount of camp 

ukeu is estimated at $25,000. The officers 

II dressed and equipped, and were what were 

satod the flower of tho chivalry; hut tho men, 

he dragoons, were badly equipped, hastily 

■ther. nnd -will »ot fight there are among 
any good Union men, who have been pressed 

.„i,.„ Col. Willv. the secession commander, 

Extracts from the Southern Pres*. 

Speech-making at the South.— In the last 

issue of the Rural we gave a specimen of the 

speeches emanating from JekfersON Davts of the 

Southern Confederacy. We now publish an extract 

from one delivered by Alexander H. Stephens, at 

Atlanta, Georgia. 
*• It is true that threats of an attack on Pensacola 

have been, made, but it is uncertain whether any at¬ 
tack will be made. As you know, an attack was made 
,,n Howall’s Point, near Norfolk, hut the vessel making 
it was repulsed and disabled. But the general opin- 

, J 1 Al.,.4 it... «lt4£i+ inn 

people, irrespective of parties. There, are but lev/ ot 
the leaders of this Secession movement in Knoxville, 
less than half a dozen, for whom I entertain any sort 
„f respect, or whose good opinions 1 esteem. With 
one of these I had a free hod full conversation more 
than two weeks ago, in regard to this whole question. 
[ told him, that we Union men would make tho best 
light we conld at the ballot-box, ou the 8th of June, 
to keep tho State in the Union, but that if we wero 
ovorpowciTMi, ami ft in 
State should say in t’! 
must secede, we - 
bring our Hags with 

. majority of the people of the *, 
.i this constitutional way that she y 
should have to come down, and ' 

us, bowing to the will of tho 
, grace we could. * * * * n 

___... party here know this to be the c 
position and purpose of the Union parly, but iv por- ^ 
tion of them seek to btilig about, personal conflicts, 
and to engage Ktraugers, under the influence ol 1 
whisky, to do a dirty and villainous work they havo f 
the meanness to do, without tho courage. v 

If those God-forsaken scoundrels and Hell-deserv¬ 
ing iissassiuH want, satisfaction tor what l have saiu 
ubout them,— and it has been no little, -they can < 
And mo on these street* nvvry my lire, r.nt , 
Sunday I am ut all times prepared to give them ( 
satisfaction. I take back nothing 1 have ewer said 
against the corrupt and unprincipled villains, but 
reiterate ail, cast it in their dastardly faces, and 
hurl down their lying throats their own infamous 
calnmnies. e 

Finally, the destroying of my Bmtill flag or of my 
town property, is a small matter. I ho carrying out 
of the Slate upon the mud wave of Secession, is also 
a small matter, compared with the great principle 
involved. Hink or swim, live or die, survive or 
perish, 1 am a Union man, and owe my allegiance to 
the stars and stripes of my country. Nor can I, in 
any possible contingency, have any respect lor the 
Government of tho Confederate States, originating 
as it did, and being controlled by the worst men in 

the South.” 

A Desolated Region.—The Wheeling (Va.) Intel¬ 

ligencer draws this picture of the effect of Jeff. 

Davis’s occupation of Virginia soil:—“If any one 

wants to see what secession will do fora Western Vir¬ 

ginia community, let him go to Phillippa and the ad¬ 

jacent country, and see what it has done for that 

section. It has para)ized all that region. It has 

invited the arms of tlm Government and the 

desolating tramp of soldiery. It has stopped the 

plow in the furrow, the hoe around the corn 

hills, and all the details of agriculture. It has driven 

| an affrighted people from their homes for fear of 

• their lives, and their houses are tenanted by troops 
. gent among them to put down rebellion. The town 

1 of Phillippa is almost a waste. Every little Industry 
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mid Dixon's line, and your stout aims and brave 
hearts will ho her only support on alt this continent. 

We prefer and desire peace if we can have it; but 
if ,v.j uauuut, vre mu:* meet tlw is* uc (Breed upon u«. 
We mast, meet Lincoln and his myrmidons on their 
own ground, and on their own terms,— on constitu¬ 
tional principles.” 

“Gkn. Scott a Prisoner of War.”—Such is the 

heading, only in much larger type, of an article in a 

late number of the Galveston (Texas) News, in which 

it gous on and says that Gen. Scott is held in Wash¬ 

ington as a prisoner of war. The same paper also 

advises tho immediate confiscation of the large piop- 

erty in Texas owned by W. W, Leland, of New \ ork 

city, it says that. “ tho property of every alien enemy 
should go into the public treasury.” 

The Blockade.—The Charleston Mercury of May 

15th thus expressed its feelings upon tho blockade: 

"To talk of attempting to ' subjugate1 the Southern 

The columbiad or paixhan, (pronounced pay/.on,; , 

ia a large gun designed principally for firing shells— 
lL belllg tar mure irecm-ate tUau tho ordinary Short 

mortar. 
A mortar is a very short cannon with a very largo 

bore, some of them thirteen inches in diamater, for 

firing shells. Those in use in our army are set at an 

angle of forty-five degree, and the range of shell is 

varied by altering the charge of powder. The shell 

is caused to explode at just about tho time it strikes, 

by means of a fuse, the length of which is adjusted 

to the time of flight to be occupied by the ball, which 

of course corresponds with the range. The accuracy 

with which the time of tho burning of a fuse can be 

adjusted by varying its length is surprising; good 

artillerists generally succeed in having their shells 

explode at the exact instant of striking. In loading 

a mortar the shell is carefully placed with the fuse 

directly forward, and when the piece is discharged) 

the shell is so completely enveloped with flame, that 

the fuse is nearly always tired. The fuse is made by | 

filling a wooden cylinder with fuse powder, the cyl¬ 

inder being of sufficient length for the longest range, 

to be cut down shorter for the shortest ranges. 

A Dahlgrea guu is an ordinary cauuon, except 

that it is very thick at the breach for three or four 

feet, when it tapers down sharply to loss than the 

usual size. This form was adopted in consequence 

of the experiments of Capt. Dahlgren of the United 

States navy, having shown that when a gun bursts it 

usually gives way at the breach. The ship ol war 

Niagara is armed with these guns, and at the Brook¬ 

lyn Navy Yard there are sixty, weighing about 9,000 

pounds each, and six of 12,000 lbs. each, the former 

of which are capable of carrying a nine-inch, and the 

latter a ten-inch shell a distance of two or three 

. miles, and there is one gun of this pattern which 

• weighs 15,910 lbs. and is warranted to send an eleven 

inch shell four miles. 
^ A casemate i3 a stone roof to a fort made sufli- 

f ciently thick to resist the force of cannon balls, and 

j a casemate gun is one which is placed under a 

casemate. 
j A barbette gun ia one which is placed on the top 

1 of a fortification. 
Au embrasure is the hole or opening through which 

guns are fired from fortifications. 
e Loopholes are openings in walla to tire musketry 

[. through.—Scientific American. 

Brigham Young on tho Lnion. 

The great Boanerges of Utah has been deliver¬ 

ing a sermon on the political troubles of the coun¬ 

try. Ho Bays: 

" I exhort the brethren not to boast over our 

enemies’ downfall. Boast not, brethren. God has 

come out of his hiding place, and has commenced to 

vex the nation that has rejected us, and he will vex it 

with a sore vexation. It will not be patched up — it 

never can come together again,— but it will he sifted 

with a sieve of vanity, and in a short time it will be like 

water spilled on the ground, and like chaff upon the 

summer threshing floor, until those wicked stewards 

are cut off. What will King Abrahapi do? I do not 

know, neither do I care. It is no difference what be 

does, or what any of them do. Why? God will ac- 

| complish his own purposes, and they may do or not 

do, they may take the road that leads to the right, or 

they may take the road that leads to the left, and 

which ever road they do take, they will wish they 

had taken the other. 
u There is no more a United States. Can they 

amalgamate and form a Government? No. No. 

Will they have ability to form a Government and 

coutiuue it? No, they will not. Hear it. Jew and 

Gentile. Suppose there is a division between the 

North and the South, and the fifteen slave States try 

I to form a permanent government, can they do it? I 

WHAT ARE TREE3 MADE OP? 

Tkkason at pARKEKSBlTBtt.—The l arkernburg 

(Va.) Intelligencer says:—“We understand that the 

picket guard of the 14th (Federal) regiment caught 

three men yesterday afternoon in the attempt to bum 

a railroad bridge East of 1’arkersburg, for the mani¬ 

fest purpose of preventing the Government troops 

passing eastward. M. Jackson, Esq., the prosecut¬ 

ing Attorney of W'ood county, a loyal friend of the 

Union, assured Col. Steodman that these tiaitois 

should be committed to prison if given up to the 

regular course of law. They were given up, but 

unfortunately were taken before Judge Jackson, (not 

Gen. J.,) who at once dismissed them. Afterwards 

when the Attorney protested against this unwarranted 

I course, he ordered his arrest for contempt of Court. 



desertion of tbe cause of bis couctuy; tne timid 
treachery and double-faced logic ofHunter; the brag 
of that immense ass and bully, Mason, whose assump¬ 
tions of superiority were in ridiculous contrast to his 
own transparent ignorance —to find the evidence of 
this Assertion. 

llut these bold, bad men, are already suspected bv 

their dupes. They have always been distrusted by a 

great party in tbe South. And, as debt, despair, and 

utter gloom begin to settle upon the secession 

cause, those who were forced into this cause 

will demand that Davis and his Directory shall do 

something or go to tbe wall. Bear in mind that the 

idea of a divided North and a united South has been 

dispelled. It has been reversed. 

We have no Andrew Johnson in the free States, no 

Emerson Etheridge, no Frank Blair, no Hherrard 

Clemens, no George 1). J'rentice, to divide our 

solid columa, because these men speak and act 

lurea at uawiibal. Mo., were captured by a company 

of tbe Home Guard under Lieut. Crandall, near the 

town of Linnes, on the night of the 13th, and re¬ 

turned to Hannibal by railroad. The cannon 

use of tbe secession 

Master at Memphis had in bis possessio 

ty amounting to S800, be wrote for 

supply of larger value, but this was r< 

honest intention having been detected 

Secretary Chase has just addressed 

were 
en route for Cbilicothe for the 

here the St. Louis Democrat learns that 2,500 

Two Iowa regiments under 
Co], Curtis, and a battalion of Illinois volunteers 

from Quincy, are expected to form a junction with 

Gen. Lyon at Jefferson City to-morrow. Two com¬ 

panies of Col. Brown’s regiment of the reserve corps, 

went on the North Missouri Railroad, yesterday, to 

protect the bridges on that route. 

Eight regiments are to be stationed two hours 

march from St Louis, four at Bellville, four at Casey 

Mills, four also at Quincy. The Democrat says, we 

have undoubted information that there were 2,000 

State troops at Boonville, Saturday, half well armed 

and equipped, with several cannon. Entrenchments 

are being thrown up and troops constantly arriving, 

another circular 
to the Collectors of Customs, referring to the instruc¬ 

tions of May 2d, prohibiting the transmission of war 

provisions or other supplies to parties in insurrection 

against the United States. They are farther instruct¬ 

ed to exercise the utmost vigilance in arresting and 

detaining all merchandise, of whatever character, 

the ultimate destination of which they have satisfac¬ 

tory reasons for believing is for the insurgents, and 

against the United States, or places nnder their con¬ 

trol. “ If you are satisfied," the circular continues 

“ either frora the mature of the articles or otherwise,’ 
that any merchandise, whenever destination is named’, 

is m fact destined for persons or combinations in 

actual insurrection against the Government of the 

United States, you will canse the same to be seized 

and proceeded against for forfeiture. If, however, 

%ou are satisfied that any merchandize transmitted 

for States, or placed under insurrectionary control, is 

not intended for the actual insurgents, and has been 

shipped or forwarded withont intent to afford afd and 

comfort to such insurgents, or otherwise to violate 

the law, you will simply detain such merchandise, 

and notify the shippers or forwarders of such deten¬ 

tion, and state the cause thereof. If such shipper or 

forwarder, personally or by agent, shall satisfy yon 

that the merchandise so arrested will not be sent to 

any place under insurrectionary control, but will be 

either returned whence it came, or be disposed of in 

good faith for consumption, or disposed in loyal 

States, you will restore possession of the same, and 

allow such disposition thereof to be made ns the 

parties interested may decide. You will regard all 

States in which the authority of the United States is 

temporarily subverted, as under insurrectionary con¬ 

trol, but any portion of such States in which the laws 

of the Union are acknowledged and respected, will 
be considered as exempt.” 

ists, w 

troops are encamped, 
and two out of twenty armory buildings. The arse¬ 

nal was burnt in April by tbe Government, when 

Lieut. Jones abandoned the place. The loss to Gov¬ 

ernment in buildings must be from $100,000 to 

$500,000, while the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Co. 

have suffered scarcely less, as it is believed some of 

its equipments have been embedded in this wholesale 
ruin. 

Movements in Western Virginia. 

The Western Virginian, published in Grafton, 

says that during the ent’re week the town has pre¬ 

sented a scene of active business. The movements of 

men and munitions of war, to and fro, in large and 

small parties, in all directions, by railroad and other¬ 

wise.. are nearly constant; but their destinations and 

purposes are not known outside of “head-quartern,” 

until tbeir results transpire. The town is strictly 

guarded, but suitable arrangements are made to pre¬ 

vent unnecessary annoyance to our citizens, and to 

properly vouched for visitors; and everything appears 

to be conducted in a quiet and orderly, but a vigor¬ 
ous and efficient manner. 

All mischievous traitors who can be reached are 

arrested and brought to head-quarters, to be properly 

disposed of. 8uch as are not guilty of serious ofl’cnceB 

are promptly discharged on confessing their faults 

and taking the oatli of allegiance. Many of the lower 

grade of secession leaden s come voluntarily forward 

and confess that they have been deceived by their 

leaders, in whom they have been wont to put their 

confidence; and after taking the oath and a word of 

admonition, go away with a better understanding of 

tbe Constitution and laws of tbeir country than they 

ever had before. On the whole, it is apparent to tbe 

most superficial observer, that the Government is 
really in earnest. 

The organs of treason are all dried up in Western 

^ so far as we know. Vanquished at an 

western Division of the great Union army will 

undoubtedly push forward in that direction before 

many weeks have passed. The following, from a cor¬ 

respondent of the Philadelphia Inquirer, gives the 

best description of the defences on the route to the 

city, both by land and(down the river. It will be 

seen that there are even difficulties for our army to 

surmount before they can reach the point aimed at. 

Memphis, it will be remembered, stands on the left 

bank of the Mississippi, about one-tbird of the dis 

tanee between Cairo and New Orleans. It 

tolerable advantages of defence from an 

river, as the banks of the stream 

are sufficiently elevated to enable artillery 
with effect for a great distance, 

tbe city from the railroads 

possesses 
attack by the 

just above the city 

-j t.o play 

The approaches to 

coming from the East and 

i North are gnarded by entrenchments thrown up at 

i tbe Proper distances from the tracks, and in two 

places, these entrenchments are in very commanding 
positions. 

The guns mounted here are 32 and 24 pounders, 

and they command each track for at least two miles. 

The batteries on tbe bluff on the river bank, above 

tbe city, are mounted with rifled cannon on circular 

platforms, and it is supposed that the range of the 

shot from these guns will be so great as to enable 

them to be of material assistance, even in case of an 

attack frora the railroad. The river defences above 

Memphis are as follows: First, Fort Harris, ten miles 

north, on the left bank of the Mississippi, 3,000 men. 

Second, Fort Rector, ou toe other side, twelve miles 
north, 4,000 Arkansas troops. Third, a battery at 

the month of Wolf river, mounting 24-pounders. 

Fourth, Fort Wright, sixty-five miles up, on the left 

bank, 8,000 troops, with ten tit-pounders, five large 

mortars, and twelve 24-pounders. Fifth, a fort at 

Osceola, on the left bank, ninety-seven miles north 
6,000 men. 

The defences on the railroad consist of earthworks 

thrown up at the points on the line between Cairo 

and Memphis, all of which are mounted with heavy 

artillery, and abundantly supplied with troops. At 

Columbus, Ky., twenty miles below Cairo, there are 

1000 Kentucky Riflemen, but no artillery. At Mem¬ 

phis alone thore are 10,000 troops, making the 

whole numerical force at the points named, 40,000 

men. Some of the cannon recently received at Mem¬ 

phis were from the foundry at Aberdeen, in Missis¬ 

sippi, which is now making two guns, with their 
carriages, every week. 

Morgan. 
Ohio 
I’lcanknt*.. 
1‘,1-bUb .... 
•Jutofttn .... 
Richmond . 
Kitcbie .... 
Kockiogbum 

Rfc:;r: 
tfpshur_ 
Wayue. 
Wetzel ... 
Wirt ... 
Wood_' 

others, with several other slight casualties. The 

Albany regiment being back of the German, discov¬ 

ered frora the accoutrements left on the field that the 

supposed enemy was a friend. They hud in the 

meantime fired nine rounds, with small arms and 

field pieces. The Zouaves, hearing the firing, turned 

and also fired upon the Albany*boys, At daybreak 
ill «_ l yi < » ' 

Harrison .. 
Henrico .... 
Jackson ... 
Jefferson ... 
Kanawha .. 
Lewi*_ 
Loudon .... 
Marion ... 
Total. 

•Majority 

At the Presidential election 

.. . * ■ ...MV MVlUUIttIJ/ieU. 

the desertions are numerous, and the panic stricken 
remnant have taken refuge in the mountains. West¬ 
ern V irginia is free from enemies to her freedom and 
peace. 

In Cull confidence of yonr ability and desire, to pro¬ 
tect yourselves, I now call upon yon to come to the 
support or your constitutions) Government. I am 
empowered to muster you into the service of the 
united i-tates, to serve only in the defense of vour 
own soil. Arms and munitions will be furnished you. 

Assemble at once at your various county seats'and 
report to me for instructions. Cavalry uud infantry 
will be received at onco. 3 

|Signed,] F. a. Morris, 
Bug. Gen. Cora’g U. S, troops at Phillippa. 

Col. Lewis Wallace, with a portion of tbe Indiana 

regiment, left Cumberland for Roninev, Virginia, on 

the Uth instant, where he surprised, and after a 

short conflict, completely routed five hundred seces. 

the postage, notwithstanding they bear prepaid 

stamps, which are regarded as having been stolen by 

the seceding Postmasters, and therefore not entitled 

to credit, no equivalent having been received for 

them by the United States Government. 

The Postmaster at Nashville, Tenn., having refused 

to obey the law and the regulations issued from the 

department, and having resigned his office, it is 

ordered by the Postmaster-General that the office be 

discontinued until further orders, and that all mail 

matter directed to that office be forwarded by all 

Postmasters immediately to the dead letter office at 

Washington, to be disposed of according to law. 

lhe non-payment ot the troops, which is exciting 

some comment, is caused by the absenoe of the neces¬ 

sary pay rolls. There is no lack of money or of a 

disposition on the part of the Government to pay 

them, as soon as the requisite forms can be complied 

with. This inconvenience will soon be remedied. 

The Secretary of War has addressed a letter to the 

Surgeon-General, in which be says : 

During the present war 
chiefly of volunteers, the 
humanity of the age req 
women, as nurses, should 

FOREIGN NEWS 

Great Britain.-The Adriatic brought out news 

that the British Government would prevent pri¬ 

vateers or armed vessels taking prizes into British 

ports. Lord John Russell, in his letter to the Lords 

of the Admiralty, directing them to carry out this 

intention, says it is done to secure the strictest neu¬ 

trality. Mr. Liddell gave notice that he would ask 

the Ministers if this interdiction is not for a change 

ine uonaon limes editorially replies to the outcry 

of the Northern States against England, and shows it 
to be wholly unfounded, 

-Lord John Russell said in Parliament that the 

Government had no knowledge of the Canadian vol¬ 

unteer regiment tendering their services to the United 

States Government, and of course could not say 
what action should be taken. 

Five cases, containing 100 rifles, directed to the 
Commercial Bank of New York, iutended for the 
Adriatic, were Btopped at Galwav. the airent nf the 

General Pierce. General Butler has been ubiquitous, 

doing all in bis power to save our men and the honor 
of our cause. 

^ All hopes for a brush with the rebels at Harper's 

h erry have vanished. Discretion seems the better 

part of tbeir valor, and we now have to add this im¬ 

portant position to the list of points heretofore evac¬ 

uated by them. Orders were issued by General Scott 

on the 12th inst. for the concentration at Chambers- 

burg of tbe troops of New England. New York and 

Pennsylvania who were destined to Washington and 

hortress Monroe. This movement exhibited the de¬ 

termination of lhe Government to carry Harper's 

Ferry at all hazards. Frora all the estimates made 

it was calculated that something like 3.5,000 men 

would, in a day or two, command Ihat place. On 

the night of the LStli the rebels began to clear out, 

one account sta’ing that they had gone toward Win¬ 

chester, while other accounts reported that they were 

going to Martinsbnrg to make a stand in that vicinity. 

Previoos to their departure the work of destroying 

all public property, and that belonging to individuals 

and corporations known to be inimical to Southern 

schemes, commenced. The great bridge of the Balti¬ 

more and Ohio Railroad was fired, and soon after a 

tremendous explosion was heard, caused by the ex¬ 

plosion of a mine under the center of the structure. 

It was a uoble piece of work, being one thousand 

ieet long, built by engineer Latrobe, ten years ago, 

in tbe most scientific manner. It had six spans, and 

cost an immense sum. The body of the trestling on 

which the road was supported, from the bridge to 

the end of the government property, about half a 

mile in extent, was nearly all destroyed, as well as 

the upper bridge, one hundred and twenty feet in 

length, over the Government canal. The telegraph 

station, bridges, and the other railroad works,°were 
demolished. 

.. .I ' ■•’vucu ""Iiyut VtUMUJIL ui 

i'-i’j H,1°f|fcnihng “ad defenceless men, women und 
children have been ruthlessly shot down and mur¬ 
dered, and other unbearable indignities have been 
heaped on your .State and yourselves. To all these 
outrages and indignities you have submitted with 
patriotic forbearance, which lias only encouraged the 
perpetrators of these previous usages to attempt still 
bolder aud more daring usurpations, it has been my 
earnest endeavor under nil these embarrassing cir¬ 
cumstances to maintain the peace of the State and 
avert, it possible, from our borders tbe desolation 
effect of civil war.” 6 

The Governor proposes remedying this dreadful 
state of affairs by the following means: 

•‘Now, therefore, I, C. F. Jackson, Governor of 
Missouri, do, in view of tbe foregoing facts, aud by 
virtue of the power vested in me by tbe Constitution 
aud laws ot this Commonwealth, issue this, niv proc¬ 
lamation, calling the Militia of the State, to tbi- num¬ 
ber ot 50.000, into service of the State for the pur¬ 
pose of repelling such invasion and for the protec- 

lives- lioerty and property of the citizens 
of tins htate, aud I earnestly exhort all good citizens 
oi Missouri to rally to the flag of their State for the 
protection ot their endangered homes and firesides 

were Btopped at Galway, the agent of the 
line refusing to let them pass. 

France.—The Moniteur has published a decree 
warning public writers to exercise more moderation 
in their discussions against the Catholic clergy. 

It is asserted that the Emperor sent an autograph 
letter to lurin, in which the Roman question was 
fully stated, that it was favorably received at Turin, 
and that Victor Emanuel sent a reply to it on May 27. 

Italy.—The Italian Parliament stands adjourned 
to the 4th. 

Count Cavour died on the tlth inst., at 0 o’clock. 
Tbe event has produced profound sensation. On the 
evening previous to his death, his state became bo 

alarming that great emotion was evinced by the peo¬ 
ple. At Turin, immense crowds surrounded his resi¬ 
dence. 

It is rumored that Garabaldi intends to visit 
America in a month or two, if war in Italy appears 
unlikely. ■ r 

ArsTRiA.—The Empress is suffering ill health. 
In the Hungarian Diet the address tu the Emperor 

was adopted by the Lower House, by three majority, 
the votes bei155 for and 152 against. 

Hungary.—The stormy discussion in the Diet was 
continued at Pesth on Mr. Deak’s proposition relative 
to an address to the Emperor, forty-eix members who 
were favorable to sending, tendered their resigna¬ 
tions. 

Poland.—A procession took place at Warsaw on 
the third, which was not disturbed. 

Troops are still encamped in ths streets. 

Turkey.—It is said that the international confer¬ 
ences have decided to establish in Lebanon a Chris¬ 
tian government, the chief of which shall be of tbe 
religion of the majority of the inhabitants and directly 
dependant on the Porte. 

Commercial Intelligence—Breadstuffi,—Liverpool bread- 
stull market dull. .Small eates at weak priceB. Kicliardm.n, 
Spence & Co., Wakefield, Nash A: Co., and others, report ri.iur 

iv. l.i osi, writing on the 11th inst., gives a descrip¬ 

tion of the works erected by the Federal troops on 

the “ sacred soil ” of Virginia; also, a brief bio¬ 

graphical sketch of the rebel proprietor of General 

McDowell’s headquarters, as follows: 

A ride last evening over the Potomac and along 

oui lines revealed the pleasant fact that our entrench¬ 

ments are already in such a state of forwardness as 

would give Beauregard a great, deal of trouble if he 

were to make the insane attempt of trying to carry 

them. I do not intend to give any facts which might 

be of use to tbe enemy, for Gen. Mansfield has fre¬ 

quently, of late, requested the correspondents to be 

cautious in their descriptions of our earthwork forti¬ 

fications from Alexandria to the Chain Bridge, and, 

if it must he told, some of the knichts of tin- mm 
A J /* ., .-O'* ~ ** ^ UHU UIUOIUCB, 

and the defence ot their most sacred rights and dear¬ 
est liberties.” 

Since the issue of the foregoing the telegraph daily 

brings information of the uctivity of the Federal 

troops in that section under the direction of General 

Lyon, a man eminently fitted to crush out treason if 

the material for tbe work is only in his possession, 

55 e give such matters of importance as have been 
received. 

On tbe 13th, Col. Shaffner, in command at Bird 
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Terms of Moore’s Rural New-Yorker, 
IN ADVANCE ; 

Slnsle Copy, One Year, . .... $8 

Three Copies, “.(i& 

^'x “ and One free to Club Agent, #10 
Ten « u u £j5 

Fifteen “ s « « Ijejj 

Twenty “ s s « £25 

And any uddltlonnl number ut the latter rate —only #1.25 

per copy !—with an extra free copy for every Ten Sub¬ 

scribers over Twenty. Club papers sent to different post- 

oIUccb, If desired. 

— Half Yearly Subscriptions at same proportional rates as 
for a whole year, with free copies, kc., for the term. 

— Troy, N. Y., is flooded with bogus quarters. 

— The public accounts cf Canada, for the last year, exhibit 

a deficit of $2,280,916. 

— Forty colored emigrants for Hayti passed through this 

city from Buffalo, June 12. 

— Lient. Slemmer, who held Fort Pickens for so long a 

time, baa been made a Major 

— The dams on the Potomac, below Harper’s Ferry, are 

being destroyed by the rebels. 

— A commissioner has been appointed to take charge of 

prisoners conveyed to Washington. 

— The “ C. S. A." sent an ear of green corn to Gen. Scott, 

from Montgomery, May 24, by mail. 

— The Collinsville Company, Conn., are making 12,000 

sabre bayonet blades for Sharpes' rifles. 

— It is said that ten of the largest steamers in New Orleans 

are being armed for an attack on Cairo. 

— Eight hundred thou-and volunteers have offered their 

services to the country within five weeks. 

— A large secession sword factory in Richmond, Va., has 

been burned by parties opposing secession. 

— It is estimated that the Federal forces new hold, as con¬ 

traband, $700,000 worth of Virginia negroes. 

— The Memphis Bulletin reports that there was a case of 

yellow fever at New Orleans, Wednesday week. 

— England exports annually from the United States hard 

India rubber to the amount in value of $125,000. 

— In digging a well, a few days since, at Camp Yates, 

Springfield, Ill., a vein of good coal was struck. 

— A sword is to be presented to Col. P.obert Anderson by 

the Union members of the Kentucky Legislature. 

— The rebels don’t like the name, Scott Col, Va., so they 

have changed it to Davis Co. Malice of impotency. 

— Ten thousand dollars worth of military goods were seized 

at the Adam's Express office, destined for the South. 

— The annual meeting of the State Editorial Association 

will not be held this year, owing to national troubles. 

— There are now no Cadets at West Point from the Con¬ 

federate States, the last two having resigned last week. 

— A noble-hearted and wealthy citizen of Boston has 

recently made a donation of $25,000 to Williams College. 

— A lunatic threw himself down before a train of cars on 

the Niagara Falls road, last week, and was instantly killed. i 

— Gens. Scott and Lee have given assurance that no troops 

shall be sent to Mt. Vernon. It is open to visitor, as nst.ai ’ 
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A NEW HALF VOLUME 

[JOWAHD’N NKW MOW 
~ n PRJCE REDUCED TOR 1861 
ms LtieapcHt. moat Durable, ami Lightest Draft Mow. 

Parwrivn •Maid* AUife Wl 
Ciin ifiva tnp trjjtJmOftjiiln o» th<wt* who h;w* u»u*<! thu 
s.rod. Send for Circular giving lull description. 

Ketch urn’s Combined Machine, 

sS";5ra v“’Sr. 
... AfldrWK* U I. WmVAIMk n.. ir-1 v. tiSwIa? i mar^^ w/(uief. 1»•»t remains firm for ifoml irrad^n. 

The demand is e.oniin’-d to small lots for Consumption, and the 
•Vs!*?-11 -rf1 1 ^ l>“ l l«b2oc. with a few dmice 
of new crop h''‘'e “ 'l0 ll"iull'y ,or oUI ,Tr”"‘thrt low qualities 
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ANR. each insertion A price and a half for 

Hproiai. Notiuks, 
leaded,) Sixty Cents a Line 

*17- Its immense circulation among the Producers and Deal¬ 
ers of tho Free States, renders the Rolur, Nkw Yorkrh by far 

the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class This 
kat’t should be borne i„ mind by all Wholesale Doalora. Manu- 
tucturers kf... who must necessarily depond upon tho People ot 

I TERMS, In Advunce 
Ftvg Ckxtw a J 

« xtra display, or sa# cents per linn of space, 
(following reodiBg matter, 

KIT Back jy'umbcrt of thl* I'otume 

To all who subscribe for the Rural Nkw-Yorkkr from 

May 1st to end of the Year and Volume — eight months — we 

will, if desired, send the back numbers (from Jan’y 1st) JVec. 

This offer (to ho continued for a month, and perhaps until 

July 1st,) will enable many who were unable to subscribe at 

the beginning of the year, or later, to secure the entire 

volume at lets than cost of publication, 
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AWARDED by 

New York State Agricultural Society, 
AT ELMIRA, OCT., I860, 

TO HARDER’S HORSE-POWER. 

THE SIJRSCItlREKS MANI PACTI RE AT (.'fllitESEK.f,, N. V., 

ENDLESS CHAIN HORSE POWERS 

COMBINED THRESHERS; AND CLEANERS, 

THRESHERS and SEPARATORS 

is (.apacioua, separatcH the grain cl.miily from tho straw uni 
cleans a.- well ns a regular fanning mill. I j sh . -t^ hZc a 
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Sales oni,1t*mm,,,'',"‘ "•««“»<W»ta’33Lc. ami fair mixed At.8l<7 

IUW Oi lDU .itfornoon at .iOr. anii nrlrrii1 mixiifi nt iyi j. DVrt 

,,l,Ltu CrJeino!1 cC\Svg%. 
"‘"ihiov iHmx i ■ nf4,1'a ° nt. r"f Canada choiro. ^rov imo.xs— Unchanged. Mess nork at 418 llehr m„j, -t ti« 
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exccj.t of the most nominal character, say <l,35(e t.511 
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rVi™:::;::;;:;;;;;; • . 
n !' "r ’bi' iin,ri,.si samples white whiter whent tl ’i e \ra« 
a br.sk demand throughout the week, hni it. must he borne in 

Americai onlera^fe?)0/! 1'Tlrrll*,p a|' ar” al"”'rtl all amire art orileis I<ot the boat qualities prices are still steady 
while forihteimr a considerable decline has taken place. The 
!';^!V'7,r n"T " '"7 r thau we ever rnmerntier it, extend- 
' " Hk) b'udlel. The recripts have eontl.lued to in- 

crease, and within the past few days have been very large The 
; I’fld f'’f !ht) c,,P]5n*1*> »n<l or>llt.8ry samples were ivom $i 

12®.-f N bushel, while fer the hotter qualities from $I,20pel 2« 
wi n 111, figures most frequently paid. Some very prime hits 
'Tl.^noa * ’27:^1,3ai ''”l ’ll"M‘ w#n» tho excontional eases — 

h ill *! 'is^) ,f0r|1'," purchase!-, sa.v 8.IXK) liusheis was 
aland fi.lMU bushel Spring wheat has been in only moderate 
request, wit 1 fair recclirta We quote at IKKoMc, rl bushel 
Larlev rRstill lower, with a diminished supply. The rate now 
current,, only 35c « bushel. Peas are in good shipping demand 
and are firm at fine lor tlm beat. Oats are more freely offered 

ty AsaooiATHD Epyokr leads to success in canvassing for 
periodicals, as well os in other enterprises, For instance, if you 

are forming (or wish to form) a club lor the Rural Nkw- 
Yorkkr, and cannot fill it up in your own neighborhood, get 
some person or persons a few miles distant to join with or assist 
yon—adding their names to those you may procure, and send¬ 
ing all together. Please think of this, and act upon the 
suggestion if convopient. 

tjT W’krtkrh AND aonTiiKiiif MomfY.— In the present de¬ 
ranged state or the currency, we are unobiu to use Western and 
Southern money, as our hankers will not purchase it at any 
rate or discount. Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtuio 
New York, New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
pleaso send us V. N. f'osttau'. Stamps, as they are far preferable 
to any uncurrent bank bills. 

CiTAFOR OR Awtrkss, 

some sections of onr c„.. 
...i soon us farmers nnilvrstand the op- 

tmcrfca, ° lw"tw<! ha"> 

' T /‘'"rU vv,,icl' after a recent 
•a an unportant improvement. Alb, ('utt. 

.1 .including 1 lie StsU. Fa;rs 
L »nu. New York, Uli- Subacribers wishing tho address 

of tliftir papors changed from one Post-Office to another, must 

specify the oluaddress as well as tho nkw to secure compliance 
with their requests. 

IZfT Any person so disposed can act as local a*entforthe 
Rural Nkw-Yorkkr, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness he appreciated- 

* Postagk Stamps are taken at par on subscription, and 
greatly preferred to Western or other uncurrent money. 

Implement. Healers throughout \v, 

new system of Bee ManagmuoDt, wbore- 
* warm of Bees will collect from one to 

p jUnl^fl ol honey in oim reason. 
tn any seflllOt], fir 
l/an he prevented 

Bac robiito-y'cHMil7 prevcntnii. "^Tot^mSlera 
clVl'D7.ftwfnt1t'ClU,,lli5' bum baa* by the 

i t mi or Otherwise, 
•11 Hand my new Hook Circular, containing 

”• nf .—. tu any Ben-Keeper 
. -WH...OO. It glV«'H lli»» onntvfits 

.,^V«» general cxplauatiorpi, and cuts nf the 

Or, t will' good" Kidder'* Guide to Apiar 
co'pt of 07 co ut a, in pontage otampH, vvlii, 
ttinrs tn the Culture and Management of 

All order** /,:—'— M ^ 
attondod to, 

one* fan ne iituue to swarm anv seaMmi - 
•prevent,',I IV,,m doing «o U 

rliom flying to the thrnet.H in awarmlng-tfme 
Bee robbery ..Heilv prevented. Moth uiiflerH 

^ ehm7if wfntl,t'cl1"'1,1^ Never loiui boo* by tho y Idil winter or otherwirui. 

rirr",lir' containing 
flee or postage, tu anv Be«*Keener 

i®?. j ? Boat-OfficejMidrqa*. It given the opotveta 
THE MONROE COUNTY AG. SOCIETY 

WILL HOLD THKIK FIRTH ANNUAL. 

horse SI II o w , 

O' THE FAIR GROUNDS, NEAR ROCHESTER, 

Thursday, -Tune 12 ’7, 1861. 

THE ILVTTI.K MARKETS 

V0,rn,<' JUnB The current prices fo. 
all tho market* are as follows: 

BKKM CATTLK. 

SH,ce the P°rt of Hakodadi, in Japan, has been opened 
to foreign trade, its population ha* increased from 12 000 to 
28,000. ’ 

— The theological student* at Andover have formed a 

military company called the Havelock Grays. They number 
eighty. 

-A bill passed the Wisconsin Legislature increasing the 

w ro”rip'1 '”’,“^ers $5, and of the unmarried, $3 per 
month. ’ f 

- Th‘‘ V<>w rirlean* Piraynne ban reduced its size one-half 
hot a few Of the Southern papers have reduced their size 
altogether. 

- Orders have been given in St. Louis, Missouri, to close 

all places of public worship where slaves or mulatto people 
congregate. 1 

— The Knoxville Whig of Tennessee (Parson Brownlov 

paper) has been suppressed in Florida, as incendiary a, 
treasonable. J 

- Tremendous preparations for war are now going on 

France, though vailed as much as possible from publ 
observation. 

- A person cannot change his surname in England withoi 

the Queen’s special license, and an expenditure of one hu 
drod pounds. 

-The Spanish treasury is said Tto be overflowing wit 

money. The slave trade at Cuba has probably paid well th 
past few years. 

- From a table which the North American publishes 

appears that Philadelphia has now enlisted 16,394 men forn 
mg 20 regiment*. 

- Recrnits for the Confederate army are becoming scare, 

and two dollars is now offered for each one brought to th 
recruiting officers. 

- Seventy peasants have been shot at Kasan, in Russia 

lor having engaged in an insurrection, occasioned by 
religious imposter. 

- Stockport. Columbia Co., N. Y., had sixty peraons liabl, 

to do military dnty. Of this number, twenty-six have volun 
teered for the war! 

- Thy Mass, and R. I. soldiers, in one night, constructed . 

rope ferry, capable of carrying 700 men over the Potomai 
every ten minutes. 

- Gen. Scott continues in the enjoyment of excelleni 

, a n'Jfw>rhstanding the regular weekly report of hii 
death iu Richmond. 

-fifteen war vessels are now stationed in the Gulf ol 

■exico, twelve on the Atlantic cocat, and ten in the Chesa 
peake and Potomac. 

-There are in England 356 ragged day schools, with an 
attendance of 22,052 scholars- 100 ___ 

First quality. 
Ordinary quality, 
Common quality, 
Inferior quality. . 
_. „ ltl 0OW8 AND CALVICS. 
First, quality. 
Ordinary quality . 
Common quality, .J' .7 ’" 
Inferior quality,.77777 

„„ VKAI. OALVKs! 
First quality, p [b . 
Ordinary qualffy.777. 
Common quality, .. 
Inferior quality,.71777!!. 
D • SHRKP AND LAMBS! 
Prune qualify. 
Ordinary quality.\\. 
Common quality,,. .71777!. 
Inferior quality. 
— . — a wink.. 
First quality. 
Other qualities.7777!. 

ALBA\y, June 17. Biocvna The recn 
wmf b.e1"'*3 M'"al1 *nurease over the numti 
Wliil»4 tlivrif are but coinpariitjv^lv Omv h 
premium on sale, the qnauty is very fair 
!il,^ln"" rr -alt'- l!j" market opened 

rew instance* a slight advaucu 
IXcw lorker* cooimtraced buying esxlv 
share, while the Eastern men held hack ra 
not buy at the prices oMabli.shed by tlm 

.. *8,«o.;a;o,oo 

... 7.76iil8.2fi 

.. 7.lXrii)7.50 

... ti,50307,00 

,$50,lXrni50,lK) 
tO,iWa50,ni) 

. 80.0n(o).35,0() 
, 22.tXXqi28.00 

.. 5 Co)«Ro 
-. ■l.SV2’5 a 
.. 4 (3)4 ■ ,c 

Burlington, 

hay elevator 

OK 

horse power tork. 

Tins Fork can be used with either 
ONK Or TWO HOR8KM. Price, full 
Jigged (with ropn and three pul¬ 
leys.) $12. 1 

See description in Rural Nbw- 
YoriKHK of March 23, 1851. 

Send Tor a Circular. 
Address 

LEVI A. ItKAItnsi.KV, 
South KdrattUm, Otm-t/o Co., if. Y. 

OltUKlt 111' EXERCISES: 

L—Examination and Exhibition on the track, of Horses in 
classes 1, 2, 3, 4, from 10 to 11 ‘4 o’clock. 

2. —Exhibition of fast Walking Horses at llj* o’clock. 

3. —Ladies’ Riding aud Driving at 12 o’clock, precisely. 

4. —Grand Exhibition of all Premium Animals around the 
Track. 

AFTERNOON. 

1.—Grand display of Stallions for style and speed. 

2—Display of Matched Teams for style and speed, to road 
wagons. 

3.-Display of Single Teams for style and speed, to road 
wagons. 

4 —Grand display of Double Teams for style and speed. 
5. —Grand Sweepstakes. 

KIT Competition open to all loyal States and Canada. 

E ST Mr. JosKrii Hai.l’8 celebrated Mare, Cora D'Estkllk, 

and his young Stallion, Patchkn Eolirhk, with other celo' 

brated animals, will be upon the Grounds during the day. 

b or full particulais and list of Premiums, see small bills, 

which may be obtained at the Rooms, 104 State street. 

J. M. Booth, Secretary. E’ B’ H0LMES- President. 

HO FARMERS. MECHANICS, 

um ceienrateq "Ntraight Droit Plow" which 
we Offer cheaper than tho cheapest. ' wmc“ 

!“ “ MOORE, HEBINO a co. 

( ) MIO MOWKIf, hmcI REAPKk! 
• ^ K. WALL'S PATENTS, 

wrrrr jpoiL-dinc* orj r'rjr.R. bak. 
A Machine that is a perfect Mown-, and a perfect Reaver Cir¬ 
culars with full description scut by mail or furnished by uiumt* 

h 0o"J,'v- r , Koss- oonos k POM ROY K 
S88~‘‘,t Manufacturer*, at the AnImrn Fritura. Aubura. N. Y. 

A ^VvwTl^.^”!0 ***•!• TREES. 

]S^EW YORK COMBINED SELF-RAKING 

Reaper and Mower. 

cattle.7.43,,r- "sr*- '«ir^ 
Hogv’77777'7.^ 1:830 @ 

htive'been mad'eatlast week's figures'00 "*"*•* ^ 
Premium This week. lAAt week. 
Frt™1Um.. GO C 0 ft) C 

FfmonaiitV'.'.'";;. 
Second quality. !’7” 3SiSlia> x/Ibixi?0 
Third <iuality. . .V a 

. a«^J! ANf» Lambs - There are Yon many Sheep on the nmr- 
hftt, but frtvv lAamh.i. Miirk<?t vorv licavv VV'h ,i».w i* i 
extra Western, aver. I HI t>-. which the owner held’*& 4c t) ik1 
but there are no hay or, at {hat figure llLl'1 " 10 11 ,h’ 

IIoGa-Kec-eipt* at. East Albany foi the week about Mm 
Stock hogs in demand and sell quick ataf^c. ’ * 

CAMBRIDGE. Jnoe 12—At market 291 cattle, about 250 beeves 

^aT.areol!r,r0f W"‘k‘nif fJ«“’ ando^e^two* 
Bkkr Cattlr—Prices, extra, $ti,60ji{6,75; first nualitv *s orwi 

qHahty,lFUJO^ordinary 

Worki.vu OiKV-iCW, SIDOTellflO. 
COWS ANOCaLVBS- $30, $40,j,J5, 

yeara ffid, mZw***'’ *0!/,0; two J'earfi oId- three 

rJ;'7K7 AND La m ns 1,380 at market. Prices - Tn lots *1 50 

&2(7©frc;1ach,,,<3UOn8’ ’^h Spring limbs 
PKLTM-28c,/;#i.oo each. 
Tallow - do)8c » 

“ «“"•». mi 
WokKlNO OXKN -$95. $1M®130 
Mii.CH Cows - $4Kai50; common, $195020. 
Vkal Calvrm -$3,0UiA.no, 

0l3TSYeft,,Uw' 1 two-y«ft™ oW. *ie@X7; three years 
Hide* • t'VaSc p it. 
Calk Skins - ».V9c p ft. 
Tallow--WV5c p t>, 
Pelts— $rm$l,25 each 
hHKKp AaVH IaAMU.s — extra, $2.0ft'3\5 00 

*■« 

C*;™ illl ataH ^ f‘uietat ^«>^' 

2.5.-fffi*cnl>ed) are 0,Ter,nK At $3.80@4. Lambs, $2@ 

description tilr^lvhoksX rX. 8t0Ck 411 

tmt Rochester Wholesale' Nnreetlwk Rochester, N. Y. 

“WO™ OF NEW YORK.’C 
re™ In VhJ<Hankins Curi.ras New Book of Female Charac¬ 
ters in the City, is very Interesting, and strictly moral Fancv 

ti”' A^F^T4Hfv.re*','‘,/:'Tari‘IK!'' •« I’ortrait/ Mailed tree for 
u~ Ladic* ami IVachPTH For Oortcrintion 

an'^ ariio'llar* of Agency, inclose red stamp tn 
. S5 _ HANKINS k CO, New York 

AATHEELEK & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
vv ilIPKOVEJ) FAMILY SEWliVG HAWES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

litarkcts, Commerce, &c 

Rural Nkw-Yorkkr Okkicr, ) 
Rochester. June 18, 1861. ( 

Flour — The best brands, from winter wheat, remain at last 

quotations. Spring wheat flour has advanced zx'aft) cents per 
barrel duriug the week. There Is but little doing. 

Grain — Wheat has (alien off, the decline being equal to Soi It 
cent* on Genesee, and fully*/ cents on Canadian. Cm n is only 

worth 40 cents per bushel, a reduction ol 6 cents. Oats have 
lost 2@3 cents. Rye and Barley are without change, although 
malsters and distillers are out of the market, 

Wool-We cannot make any change in the price of wool 
hereabouts. Rut few sales are making, and these are confined 
to small lots. A number of shearlings are o 
bring Sii.12 cents each. 

Provisions-The blockade of the Misaisslp 
go placed ujion trade between the Waste 
has affected the trade i 

e added new and Important im- 
* made in the hope that the Com- 
expenwis defending their patents. 

'■way, New York. 

DIRRI.E, Agent, 

rochrstbr,_iy, r 

NEWSPAPER.” — 
aJnn°vljl;-Hctori,al lH 1,1 itHSixth Volume 
h ull of Engravings and Fashion PI ate a 
tn the world ior 7ft rts, a year. Aoicnth 
hs, Clergymen, or Post-Master*. For 
nus t0.Agents, woloee red ,stamp to 

HANK IN 8 fa CO.t Sts w York, 

IMPORTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 
r{ HORSE, COW. SnEF-P, OR H()0 -TnoBr.sv s Frmn 
/Arruc.- bor Horne* it u induponsable to promoting and 1«- 

be equalled. w tms m*pect it cannot 

of1!or,dtra.A“','ITr '~It iHVOry stronF. and not liable to get out 

anJe;™^ 

through dead furrows. The‘fare nr'Uc«ATthhwhSrifeWfS 
foot wrdfi, w!mc!i nruvoritH it>i niffmcr .».$/, ^ 5 i ^ 

is^l,mwy^rg“toXme?er*h irr°Unfl' Thu 
i. A Djf.gTAKii.iTY, —The? cut can bo rained 

linvor, from hi« wnt, white the tenm i- j„ 

Mirefti0 lJPy«*V0n- Tr”' "■••'■, IM raised ... .. . in in u to. If. in clianif’Ail frorn a Hhu d^i to *4. viowi-i' .. o 

Mi;r, *•' * »;;?:* SSi&*~ 
Msgsgffia saars* %* .. 
or fast; laying it oil in liandsouie 
team i ri re-paKsing. 

6. Frkbikim moil Si Inc Drakt. - 
ronoil. or hocked, as em-ily as a cart. 

7. Ir ih E’kbkeotlv B.ilanckd 
horses necks. 

n„8. Ti'k OvMiurvii Kk.kl enaMes this Machine to ent take .in 
Keaper *** Umr'"‘1 «^in. better than auy Jtfie? 

9. Position ok tiik DRIVER.—The driver’s scat is over the 
mam wIimH, and no jmrt of hi* weight iAadded to tho side-draft 

canCm^e the^un’dles'a'ny ^K^ac*01 RBaiDHt “ lever’ ho 

Dpi. and the embai¬ 
rn and Southern S tales, 

ii Pork and Smoked Meat* seriously, and 
we are beginning to feel the result Of this stagnation here, _ 

Hams have declined fiOcCtuSl,00 during the week, and Shoulders 
fully SO cents. Fresh Pork is slow or sale at a decline of JO et* 
per 100 pounds. 

Dairy, &o — Butter is gaining a little in ratas Cheese range* 

from 5 to It) cents,—the former figure fur new, and the latter 
for prime old. Eggs are advancing. 

Hat - There is but little doing, and a decline of $l,oo per tun 
is noted. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Flock and Grain. Egg* driven 
Pflonr. winter wheat,$8,fi0@7,00 Honey, bo“.^ 2® 
Flour, Spring do,.... 5,2kn.tijs Candies, box. f pM 
Flour, buckwheat, .. O.UuVg.ftl Candles ext™—. 
Meal, Indian.7 ..1,003 M2 “c^^Jn k„„Tf®U 
Wheat tDraesee l.l3uil.» Apples, bu«bei ^ *i«,75o 
Best white Canada. Oom I. IU Apples, dried. » ft"' ab ov- 
£0fn- "L,l.10;a.4Gc Peaches, dried % ft ' r*)i l* 
Corn. new.....M3,0I Cherries, dried f 
Rye, 60 lb, r-7 bush.SS.M Plums, dried*1,. 
Oats, by weight.25(3)38 Potatoes „.2^i 
Barley .....m*0 H/nxa and St^f®50 
Buckwheat.v. 35,7 40 Slaughter,... 
Bean.-.. ..$1.54,1.28 Caff... .iir 7 

Pork, Mess.*lfi.50(a 17.00 I-aLf Peltla^!!'.!!. WY, ' }* 
Pork, clear.2t),dt»Soii.isj Skkds'.■‘“qfiSl 

CW.t.Clover, bushel....; $, 
Beef, ewL. . ....4,UU245,U0 Timothy,. asDJsn? 
^onng laiuhn. «ach,.. lyftlSi'.UO I Scndrjkh' 
niitton, Cftrca^s....W^oo<i. hard.. Mivv.a> ^ 
Hams, smoked. C.y Wood 717 3®$ 
shouMers.ilo ii^ Coal. Lehigh. . 

r»;777777!7« ^cfe.“::7:i^ 
Duct* p paiVj 

Sutter, hrkin.9:« 10 Straw, tun.. liuuTr u iw! 
. «C" 10 Wool, Yt ft... 

raflow rough. 
n A!’r,Sh.%'S* S Codfish, ft quintal.. 4,UDf«14.7« 

579-tf 

or lowered by the 
in motion, and the ma- 

1 otj lowered in half a 

• J*n, Wliefhff driven «!<»w 
gttvojH, out of tho way of th* 

ft can ho drawn, turned 

So that it dmiK not chaf^ thn ii» teiWS til°,nTn;ST.;1i!S 

■nr?”!?Ch*wBexreed |SHixtweWlion! £h“ Pruned .exceed all expectation. 
Met mailed Tree to any addnsM 
I OT, 21 BROADWA V. NKW YORK 874-261 

(COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED 
$.1 * Uav Mrs Hankins wants Aveiits ut home 01 

uLct2n^1,.7fAM’I.'Y.NEW^APER.''alM*foT 

the wool markets. 

grades Fine wool is very Uttle inqulre^fur Th - sales ni',W 
heen 180,0HI lbs. low and medium vrielos at Cull prlr- s Thf. 
transactions ill roreign comprise 2oi bales Mediterranean •, i 
Houth American. llt about pieviou* prices rJ, ,ia iUl,i 

Mer,n(». fiue.U iAJ Western mixed. adfflSO 

p6te:.2“:«g sraasr--""® 

Do. Superfine.aoCai.'B Crimea.-..-1X^50 

Curiqu* New Book of FEMALE CilARACTERS w tmk CITY 

cor,feT5rVand Tennfi ujd0'nfc red »ta®p to Hankins* 
^_ A7-M 

A MERICAN O-U ANO 
r rom * 

JARVI8 Ot BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

IN THK 

SOUTH PACIETC OCEAN, 
IMKORTKD nv WK 

t&Jlt/i It IC JM JY li f,\f O C O .71 7'J .V p , 

Oflloe, 60 "Willimna Street, 

„ „ „ „ NEW' YORK. 
C. S. MARSHALL, Cmt'l. H. MATHER, focv. 

J K. CHAPPELL, Agent, «9 Exchange 8t. Rochentitr, N Y 

T ,’,15C’? 1VrP''f,,,,‘ K'I|U Patented July, 
fW.—Superior to Anv in »»*»« for Worn! or CV»aI 2k: ,.nrHa 

of wood «r IX tuns of coal to 100 bbla-co«J not mixud^li 
stone. Address [«4-tfj C. D. I’ABK. Hole., v vll“ 

new ^rortiv 
Seif-Raker as a ]VIo 
„'V: PRi ticularly eoromend nor Combined Vlm-lum 
or. tu the attention of farmers VV- ’ 
iron bar, which from its peculiar [nr 
*“ i1!1’.- Jt i* light, narrow and thin, 
polished malleable guard. TT.„ 
oil by iiicaue or a lever, always at thudri 
purpose of passing oyer the cut 
Mace me j* narrow and will 
J\*CtlHjf Irlrv driver to thft i 
chq“? “ raise it, in any way. m order to clear. 

w,. rns .'2e!?eiLhe'Tc'V‘V.‘lorationH >” the farming i 
xend (n Vlw (V V solicit their patronage, saggesiin, 

SachiSe^to »1L ” ea' ly' ““ We Jjav'-‘ but a ItoiteJ 
f'^T.^xtra* on hand at all times, by 

e have adopted an improved 
imn. will not -pring or bend 

-fim. Ur also use a light and 
The f litter Bar b raised and lower- 

•'*" “ ’h-4 -ri ver’scommand, for the 
gr.ua or leaving the field (Jur 

p:i“H through any bur* without sub- 
,,|T fr°m lire Ma- 

eornmunity. 
that they 
number of 

• •: . ,/ our Agents. 
SEYMOUR, MORGAN' A ALLEN. 



So stands the law at this day, and is unalterable but 

by law. 
On the 4th of July, when the Congress of the United 

States next assembles, the State of Kansas will, accord¬ 

ing to law, appear as a new Star in the Flag of our 

Union. 
The colors selected for the American Flag, it will 

be seen, were similar to those in the English,— white 

the emblem of purity, bins, of fidelity, and red of 

courage. __ 

things, are so apt to produce. The “voice of music,’’ 

which had been almost dumb in my wife for a long 

period, was gradually restored. Old familiar ditties 

would break suddenly from her throat as she sat 

sewing, and I would often hear her singing again, 

from room to room, as in the sunnier days of our 

spring-time. As for myself, scarcely an evening 

passed in which 1 was not betrayed into beating 

time with my foot to “Auld hang Syne, “ Happy 

Land,” “Cornin' through the Rye," or “Hail Colum¬ 

bia,” in response to my neighbor's cheery whistle. 

Our children also caught the infection, and would 

commence singing on the instant our neighbor tuned 

his pipes. Verily he was our benefactor — the harp¬ 

ing David to onr Saul! 

“ You live at No. 510, I think,” said a gentleman 

whose face was familiar, though 1 was not able to 

call his name. We were sitting ide by side in the 

cars. 
I answered in the affirmative. 

“ So 1 thought,” he replied. “ I live at 514—second 

door east.” 

“Mr. Gordon.” 
“Yes, sir; that is my name. Pleasant houses, 

but mere shells,” said he. Then, with a look of dis¬ 

gust on bis face, “Doesn’t that whistling fellow 

between ub annoy you terribly? I’ve got 80 out of a11 
patience that I shall either move or silence him. 

Whistle, whistle, whistle, from morning till night. 

Pah! 1 always detested whistling. It's a sign of no 

brains. I’ve written him a note twice, but failed to 

send either time; it isn’t well to quarrel with a 

was now seated oy ner raomer, **** -• 
floted all over with glossy curls, against her knee. 

She Bprang, at my voice, and was in my lap at a 

bound. What thrill of pleasure the tight clasp of 

her ams sent to my heart 1 Oh love, thou art full of 

blessing! 
From that moment I felt kinder toward my neigh¬ 

bor. He had done me good — had played before me 

as David played before Raul, exorcising the evil 

spirit of discontent There was no longer a repellent 

sphere, and soon all my little ones were close around 

me, and happy as in other times with their father. 

After they were all in bed, and I Bfit alone with my 

wife, the cares that “infest the day” made a new 

assault upon roe, and vigorously strove to regain 

their lost empire in my mind. 1 felt their approaches, 

and the gradual receding of cheerful thoughts with 

every advancing 6top they made. In my struggle to 

maintain that tranquility which so strengthens the 

soul for work and doty, 1 arose and walked the floor. 

My wife looked up to me with inquiry on her face. 

Then she let her eyes fall upon her needlework, and 

[Written for Moore's JUraJ New-Yorker i 

W ATI! WAR.! 
For Moore's Rural New-Yorker 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. BT J. W. BARKER. 

War is mighty! War U fearful! 

Fiendish is the cannon’s roar, 

And the very heavens seem fearful 

When the reign of peace is e’er; 

Passion all her fury lendi-th 

To the vigor of the storm, 

Wrath and hate their spirit blendeth 

When the contest waxeth warm. 

How the flowers of beauty wither 

’Neath the war cloud’s horning strif 

Deep and scorching are it* fooVprinte 

T(id the scenery of life 
Homes are joyless, homes are dreary, 

Where its spectral shadows stray; 

By the hearthstone, sad and weary, 

Spirits sob tludr lives away- 

War is mighty when it rages 

In its fury o’er the land, 

Mighty when the host engages 

Sword to sword and hand to hand; 

Still unseen a sterner spirit 

Hi see o’er the bloody strife, 

Breathing words of power and merit, 

Giving energy and life. 

Truth Is mighty In the battle, 

Armed with majesty divine, 
Brave* the cannon’s awful nsttle, 

Scorns the heedless rush of time. 

Mighty In it* lofty stepping 
O’er the arrant foe* of right, 

Mighty in its hope of conquest. 

Mighty In ita own great might. 

War U fearful a* the tempest. 

Darker than the Simoon s breath, 

Marching with it* (Minted column* 

To the leaden tramp of death; 

But a spirit, darker, fouler, 

lingers ’mid ibe scene* of life, 

Base, ignoble, fell dultotier— 

Darker than the fiercest strife. 

Struggling op to noble manhood, 

Let the leaden torrent pour, 

In the toll for right and freedom, 

Never falter, ne’er give o’er, 

Till onr noble flag of conquest 

Spread* it* fold* from *ea to sea, 

Till the distant mountain’* summit 

Catch the pea) of victory 

Buffalo, N. Y., 1881. 

1 am composed of 21 letters. 

My 17, 7, 6. 9. 5,17 16,3,9,11,20 are very often seen in music 

My 4, L 9, 19 is a nickname for a female. 

My 10, IS, 13, 7, 16 is a water fowl. 

My 9. 2, 3, 8, 16 is a shrub. 

My 6, 14, 18, 11 is an instrument formed of steel. 

My 21. 5, 13, 12 is a servant. 

My whole is an institution in Rochester 

Ontano, N. Y-, 1861. K- A. Hijjman. 

Answer in two weeks. 

Dear Brothers:—One theme wholly engrosses ns 

now. The sun shines as brightly as ever, the birds 

carol as cheerfully, but we see only the huge, dark 

cloud that darkens our Country’s sky. We hear only 

the boom of cannon and the groans of the dying. 

Our Country! Ob how sweet the name! We have 

said it a thousand times with joy and pride, but we 

never said it before, and appreciated all it embraces. 

We have known for years that a storm was gather¬ 

ing, that an “Irrepressible Conflict" was appro, cb- 

ing, but we did not think ’twould burst upon onr 

heads. We looked upon it as a thing afar off, but we 

see it now near onto ns, aye, at our very hearth¬ 

stones. A mandate has gone forth, and the call is 

only for our elder, our best, and noblest brothers. 

Nearly a score of the best students here, left to ns, a 

morning ago, a farewell kiss, a last Clasp of the hand, 

ana carried away with them many a heart felt “ God 

bless you,” to stand up for their God, their Country, 

and Right They are earnest Christians, earnest 

students, and above all, earnest men. A remark 

For Moore's Rnral New-Yorker. 

ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEM. 

A pariikr purchased three cows, their prices increasing in 

arithmetical progression. If we multiply the number of 

dollars that he paid for the first by the number he gave for 

the last and subtract their product from the Bquare of the 

mean, the remainder will equal twice the price of the last 

and the difference between the extremes is equal to half the 

mean. What was the cost of each cow? 

Tuscarora, Steuben Co., N. Y., 1861. G. H. Hollis. 

£3?” Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

A PUZZLE. 

Twice eight are ten, yet ten but three; 

Three is Bve—how can that be? 

Twelve is six—I tell yon more; 

Three times dx are nine, yet nine but four. 

Cold Brook, Her Co., N. Y., 1861. John Benson. 

Answer in two weeks. 

A CURIOUS EXPERIMENT. 

A Corrksponokvt of the Scientific American writes:— 

“ Take a round piece of pasteboard (or any other shape,) 

and insert it in a quill open at both ends, a* in the drawing, 

lay this on another piece of pasteboard of the same shape, 

in which is stuck a pin, so that the pin will enter the quill. 

Blow through the quill a* hard a* you may, hut the lower 

piece cannot be blown offand then asks for the philosophi¬ 

cal explanation. 

A eommon spool, such as is used for sewing cotton, forms 

a suitable apparatus for try 

ing this wonderful experi- 

V ment. Take a bit of smooth 

j* writing paper a little larger 

' 'V (fl\ /, than the head of the spool, 

/ I \ f and run a pin through the 

; paper aDd into the bore of 

■ (n . the spool. Now, by blowing 

* > down, a* represented in the 

T\ '''i' cut, wl" be found iuipos- 
sible to blow the paper oil 

w.._’ By observing closely, it will 

be seen that the paper does 

of course, 
MY WHISTLING NEIGHBOR 

We were in our bedroom, and about retiring lor w»e 

niglit, when loud voices, as if in strife, came discord¬ 

antly through the thin party walls, from our neigh- f 

bors on the other side. Something had gone wrong 

there, and angry,’passions were in the ascendant. 

“ How very disagreeable!” I remarked. < 

“ The man’s a brute !” said my wife, emphatically. ( 

“ He doeBjnothing, it seems to me, but wrangle in , 

bis family. Pity that he hadn’t something of the 

pleasant temper of our neighbor on the other side.’ j 

“ That is a more agreeable sound, I must confess, 

was my answer, as the notes of “ What Fairy like , 

Music steals over the Sea,” rose sweetly on the air. 

“ Far more agreeable,” returned my wife. 

“ He plays well on biB instrument,” 1 said, smiling. 

My ear was followtog the notes in pleased recogni¬ 

tion. We stood listening until our neighbor passed 

to another air, set to MrB. Heman’s beautiful words, 

“Come to the SonBct Tree.” To a slow, soft, tender 

measure the noteB fell, yet still wo heard tbein with 

singular distinctness through the intervening wall, 

just a little muffled, but sweeter for the obstruction. 

* The day i* past and gone, 

The woodman’s axe lies free, 

And the reaper’s work is done.” 

My wife recalled these lines from her memory, 

repeating them in a subdued, trauquilizing tone. 

The air was still Bounding in our ears, but we no 

longer recognized its impression on the external 

senses. It bad done its work of recalling the beauti¬ 

ful Evening Hymn of the Switzer, and we repeated to 

each other verse after verse. 

“ Sweet is the hour or rent, 

Pleasant the wood’* low sigh, 

And the gleaming of the west, 

And the turf whereon we lie. 

When the burden and the heat 

Of labor’s task are o’er. 

And kindly voices greet 

The loved one at the door ” 

To which I added: 

•• But rest, more sweet and still 

Than ever nightfall gave, 

Our longing hearts shall fill 

In the world beyond the grave. 

There shall no tempest blow, 

No scorching noontide heat; 

There shall be no more snow, 

.No weary, wandering feet; 

And we lift our trusting eyes 

From the hills onr fathers trod, 

To the quiet, of the filiies— 

To the Sabbath of our God.” 

now still on both sides. The harsh discord 

lding neighbor had ceased, and our wliist- 

.bor had warbled his good night melody, 

ke a pleasant flower growing near an 

obiect, and interposing a vail of beauty, 

not quite touch the bead of th 

necessary to hold the paper up 

begin to blow. 
The explanation, remarks the editor addressed, is this:— 

When the currant* of air are established radiating from the 

central lube horizontally between the disk and the paper, 

the greater area of the diak, as compared with that of the 

tube, cause* the air above the paper to be rarifled, when the 

pressure of the air below, not being fully counter balanced, 

holds the paper up. The pin actB as an anchor to prevent 

the paper from being blowD away horizontally. 

We had moved into a new house, situated about 

the center in a row of ten, all run up together in 

harried, mushroom fashion, and divided from each 

other by partitions of brick so thin that sound was 

only a little deadened in passing through. For the 

first three or four nights 1 was unable to sleep, except 

in snatches, for so many noises came to my cars, 

originating, apparently, in my own domicile, that 

anxiety in regard to burglars was constantly excited. 

Both on the first and second nights 1 made a journey 

through the house in the small hours, hut found no 

intruders on my premises. The sounds that dis¬ 

turbed me came from some of my neighbors, who 

kept later vigils than suited my habits. 

“There it is again!” said I, looking np from my 

paper, as I sat reading on the second day after 

taking possession of my new home. “ That fellow is 

a nuisance.” 
“What fellow?” asked my wife, whose counte¬ 

nance showed surprise &t the remark. She was either 

unconscious or unaffected by the circumstance that 

annoyed my sensitive ears. 

“ Don’t yon hear it?” said I. 

“ Hear what?” 

“That everlasting whistle.” 

“Oh!” A smile played over my wife’s face. 

“ Does it annoy you?” 
“I can’t say that I am particularly annoyed by it 

yet; but I shall be if it’s to go on incessantly. A 

man whistles for want of thought, and this very fact 

will — » 

“I’m not so sure of that,” remarked my wife, 

interrupting me, “ the poet notwithstanding. I 

would say that he whistles from exuberant feelings. 

Onr neighbor has a sunny temper, no doubt; what, I 

am afraid, cannot he said of our neighbor on the 

other side. T’ve never heard him whistle; but his 

scolding abilities are good; and, judging from two 

days’ observation, ho is not likely to permit them to 

“ The air of which our neighbor was whistling 

at the time,” said I. 
« Right, as 1 live!” was my companion’s exclama 

tion, after a pause, slapping his hand on his knee. 1 

could hardly help smiling at the look of wonder, 

amusement, and conviction, that blended on his face. 

“ I wouldn’t send that note," said T, meaningly. 

“No, hang me, if I do! 1 must Btudy this case. 

I’m something of a philosopher, you must know. I 

our neighbor can awaken the singing birds in th< 

heart of my wife, he may whistle till the crack o 

doom without binderance from roe. I’m obliged t< 

you for the Miggestion." < 
A week afterward 1 met him again. 
“What about the singing birds?” I asked, smiling 

“ All alive again, thank God’” He answered witl 

a heartiness of manner that caused roe to look nar 

rowlv into his face. It wofe a better expression tbai 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 595 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Abraham Lincoln. 

Answer to Geographical Enigma:—Pray without ceasing. 

Answer to Mechanical Problem:—17,206 pounds. bravely and calmly up to the sacrifice. None ever 

fought for a more glorious cause than that for which 

your Country calls you. None ever did more glori¬ 

ously thau on a battle field. Swords and bullets may 

disfigure you you may return to ns with perchance 

eyes and limbs gone, but you’ll be all the dearer for 

it. ’Tis the manhood, in yon, that we love — the gem 

is dearer than the casket Bnt. whoro you are, 
he men. It is not alone in the battle field where pat¬ 

riotism is displayed, or that courage shines forth. 

Y«n may not be needed to battle in years; at least 

months, many of yon; but Our Country needs mm. 

Be making men of yourselves, for you know not how 

soon you may be needed. But if yon are called, 

know that kindred spirits are there with you —that 

earnest prayers are offered for you. We sisters can 

give you np better than older hearts — the light of 

our lives maybe extinguished with you—but bravely, 

womanly, we can bid you “God speed;” and if we 

cannot stand by you, and with our arms and hearts 

made strong with the great love for you, battle for 

that which is life, aye, dearer than life. We can bind 

up your wounds and wipe the death damps from your 

brows. This is a great experience for us all, 

brothers. It will make us, oh how rich! what 

strong hearts ’twill give ns. It may pencil lines of 

care uDon our brows — may thread our locks with 
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crossed, with dull, deliberate steps, its threshold. 

The flying feet that sprang along the hall, and the 

eager voices that filled, suddenly, the air in a sweet All t 

tumult of sound as l entered, were quiet and hushed 0f our 

in a little while. 1 did not repel my precious ones, ijng n 

for they were very dear to my heart; hat birds do not which, 

Bing joyously except in the sunshine, and my pres- Unsigl 

ence bad cast a shadow. The songs of my home had re 

birds died into fitful chirpings — they sat quiet. It w 

among the branches. 1 saw this, and understood the retirin 

reason. I condemned myself; 1 reasoned against the thank: 

folly of bringing worldly cares into the home sanctu- ling p 

ary; I endeavored to rise ont of my gloomy state, beam 

But neither philosophy nor a self-compelling efiort with 

was of any avail. voice 

I was sitting, with my hand partly shading my the w 

face from the light, still in conflictwith myself, when of rni 

I became conscious of a lifting of the shadows that corda 

were aronnd me, and of a freer respiration. The tears. 

change was slight, but still very perceptible. I was On 

beginning to question as to its cause, when mj thou; 

thought recognized au agency which had been opera- and c 

tive through the sense of hearing, though not before me. 

externally perceived in consequence of my abstracted awak 

state. My neighbor was whistling “Begone, Dull the h 

Care!” _ ^,ami 
Now, in my younger days, 1 had whistled and Care 

sung the air and words of this cheerful old song bun- whic 

dreds of times, and every line was familiar to memory, smut 

I listened, with pleased interest, for a little while, and Ih 

then, as my changing state gave power to resolutions awa\ 

quick born of better reason, I said, in my thought, fast 

emphatically, as if remanding an evil spirit, “Be- In 

gone, dull care!” and the fiend left me. my 1 

Glass Eyes for Birds, &o.—The gentlemau who 

furnished the articles published on Preserving Birds, 

sends us the following note in answer to an inquiry 

given a few weeks since: 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—It is difficult to pro¬ 

cure glass eyes, and they are also expensive. I have 

paid 50 oents here for a pair of inferior eyes for an owl. 

Making them is the business of the glass-worker, 

and requires an expensive apparatus. 1 am making 

In it,.monts to keen on hand an assortment of eyes, 

Work vs. Potential ABiLiTV.-One great secret 

of the practical failure in after life of so many prom¬ 

ising young persons is, I apprehend, that they did 

not learn that a man’s capacity and success in the 

world is estimated, not by what he con do, but by 

what he does do. The opposite heresy is, I am sorry 

to believe, early imbibed in most of our seminaneB 

of learning. How the youth of genius, real or sup¬ 

posed, is worshiped by his associates, and too often 

by society also, while the more diligent plodder is 

left in neglect to “work out his own salvation,” as 

he almost infallibly does! 
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the following words: 

Be it enacted, #c-> 

Skc 1, That from and after the fourth day of July 
next the flag of the United States he thirteen horizon¬ 
tal stripes, alternate red and white; that the union be 
twenty stars, white on a blue field. 

ij 2, That on the admission of every new State into 
the Union, one star be added to the union of the flag, 
and that such addition shall take effect ou the fourth 

| day of July next succeding such admission. 
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the nests not close to the wall, tout at such a distance 

from it as to leave a passage Detween them and the 

wall. The side of the nest next the passage Is then 

formed of lattice-work, or wire-netting, made to open 

like a door. This arrangement, besides tending to 

keep the nests sweet, and admitting of their being 

easier cleansed, allows the fowls to be sot, and the 

eggs to be withdrawn, withont going into the house— 

not always an agreeable duty for one whose clothes 

can be spoiled. The passage above the nests should 

be separated from the poultry house by a lattice or 

wire-net. partition extending to the roof. 

The floor of the poultry house should bo formed of 

smooth (lags or slates, with perfectly close joints. It 

should either ho dished out with an eye in the center, 

communicating with the drain, or it should rise from 

all sides to the center, forming n very obtuse, pyra¬ 

mid, round the base of which, that is to say, round 

the walls in front, of the nests, but at about a foot in 

width from them, there should bo ,a smoothly cut 

water channel; this last form admits of readier 

cleansing. It has been observed, that the bottom 

nests should lie raised about six inches above the 

floor; the step which this causes should bo fronted 

with the same smooth (lag which form? the floor, and 

should not be vertical, but Inclined. The skirting 

round the walls, where there are no nests, should bo 

a continuation of this stone fronting, and inclined 

also; the walls should be smoothly plastered Hush 

with the skirting. Where tlio construction admits of 

it, the coiling should be formed by lathing and plas¬ 

tering the under aide of the rafters; and the best 

form for the roof is the hopper shape, with a ventila 

tor at the apex. 

I’roper roosts must, bo provided either by building 

in rounded battens between wall and wall, or by 

erecting vertical posts or pillars in '■« c. •u. r of the 

aparmieni, and fixing to them frames,for the roosts, 
a« iu inc- figure. V 

live in a house without a roof. The hay crop is one 

of the most important that farmers raise, and every 

means should be taken not only to secure it in the 

best condition, but to add to its bulk. This crop 

keeps starvation from the barns and cattle-yards, and 

such exertions should be put forth as shall prevent, 

waste either by unpropitious weather or the careless¬ 

ness of those engaged in makiug and gathering. 

dations, no eggs may be expected from the Black 

Spanish fowls during tho severe winter mouths. 

Martin says:— “This breed is clad in glossy, sable 

plumage, the comb is remarkably large, single, and 

often pendent on one side; the wattles are extremely 

developed, and the skir* below tbe car on each cheek 

is white, contrastingly strongly with the scarlet of the 

comb arid wattles, and the 

glossy black of the plum¬ 

age. The cock is a noble 

and stately bird, remarkable 

for size and height; it is in 

fact, superior in stature to all 

our domestic races, if we ex¬ 

cept the Malay fowl, and at the 

same time it possesses excel- 

lent, symmetry. The hen 1s also 

of good size and good figure. //' 

Brought originally, as it is be- U\;J f 

lieved, from Spain, this breed jjfa'jf 

is nevertheless v 

tian fawls with the common birds, as the cocks are 

exceedingly pugnacious and troublesome, even worse 

than the Game, and will riot only attack each other, 

but even the largest fowls in the yard, and in tlio 

absence of a better match will assnjl the turkey. 

We give, according to request, a description of the 

Black Bantam, which is one of the prettiest of the 
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According to promise made two weeks since, we 

continue the subject, in response to various inquiries, 

all of which, we think, are answered fully, and we 

hope satisfactorily. 

POULTRY nOUSE. 

The arrangement of a Poultry House may be very 

simple, and yet meet all the requirements of tho tene¬ 

ments. The roost should ho so arranged that the 

droppings may he conveniently gathered lift every 

day or two, and be entirely apart from the place 

designed for feeding and laying. Where house room 

is circumscribed, the food and water may be kept in 

the yard, hut should be protected from the wither. 

The nests may be very -simple, a box containing 

straw, and yet those should be so arranged as to 

secure the hen the privacy which she desires. The 

want of attention to this often induces fowls to for¬ 

sake tlio nests designed for them and seek a place, for 

laying more retired. 

Where poultry have a wide range and can thus pro¬ 

cure the food they require, and deposit their eggs in 

the hay mow or any other place that suits thtflr fancy, 

they will seldom be troubled with disease or vermin, 

but when confined in a small house and yard, care 

must be exercised in feedihg and in securing proper 

cleanliness. Grain alone will not sullice for food, 

and the refuse from the Fitchen will be found ° —•*>• 
obi» aid. A run in the garden lor an hour in the 

evening will be of great assistance, and a little watch¬ 

ing will prevent mischief, Limo or chalk, and occa¬ 

sionally a little fresh meat, should be given. Neats 

should frequently bo changed and the old straw 

burned. A few tobacco stems in the bottom of the 

nest or mixed with the straw, is a great protection 

against vermin, and all the wood work of the house 

should be white-washed two or three times during 

the year. A good pile of dry ashes and sand should 

be kept at all times under cover where the fowls can 

dust tliemselves. If this is done there will be little 

trouble, but where bens are setting, or from any 

other cause, the vermin Dave become numerous, mix 

a little sulphur with the ashes and sand, and all will 

soon be destroyed. 

We cannot answer the query as to the profits of a 

thousand hens, or any large number kept in one 

yard and house, as we have not had experience. 

With proper precautions to secure the health of tho 

fowls, we know not why they may not be kept profit¬ 

ably on a large scale, but neglect will make a total 

failure, and furnish plenty of dead bodies for the 

manure pile Not having any plan of a large Poultry 

House built in this country, we give one from Mor¬ 

ton’s Cyclopedia 

“If poultry are to be kept at all, they should he kept 

so as to turn them to tbe best account. They should 

have a lofty, spacious house, with a yard and shed 

attached. The house should be moderately warm, 

well lighted, nud perfectly dry. There are, In com¬ 
mon practice, two ways of fitting up the interior of 

the poultry house. The one Is, to form boxes along 

the walls, to serve as nests for tbe fowls; the other is 

to have shelves along the walls merely, on which 

baskets, to form the nests, may be put. These boxes 

and the shelves may be formed of wood; but they are 

better when constructed of smoothly polished llag- 

stonea or slates. The usual arrangement is to have, 

for the liwger fowls, a row of boxes two feet high, 

two feet deep, and two feet wide, next to the floor, 

but raised above it by a step of six inches high; and 

on the top of theae large boxes, to have one, two, or 

three tiers of smaller boxes, generally fifteen inches 

in width, height, and depth, The top of tho lowest 

boxes, projecting nine inches beyond the tier above, 

forms a gangway in front of tbe second row of neats; 

and gangways are formed for the others, either by 

making the horizontal divisions wider, or by adding 

a board carried by brackets. In these box nests, the 

straw is liable to be drawn out. To prevent this, a 

•y hftrdy, and ;|l.l M/fffw, 

is reared as canny as any of WpjJfSk 

inferior importance. To those i|w''a 

who breed fowls for the sake of 

tho flesh and eggs, this fine Ms gjt 

variety cannot he too strongly mm 

recommended. The flesh is de- \b 

licately white?, tender, and juicy, -•— . • — 

and the hens are free layers.” 

Tho thorough-bred Spanish 

fowl should he entirely black, 

as far as feathers are concerned, ~ 

and when in high condition dis- / ‘ 

play a greenish metallic lustre. 

An erect, brilliant scarlet comb, 

serrated; with a clear milk- 
white faco mid «°* >i,*.iv 

blue leu0' l<*fty carriage. Wattles of the hen small, 

hot. largoqjid very cmiKpicuousiuthe cor.).-, and, lilra 
the comb, of ft light scarlet. This marked eotihrast or 

black, bright-red, and white, makes the head of tho 

Spanish cock ns handsome as that of any other 

variety; and in the genuine breed the whole form iB 

equally good. The cock-bird should be strong and 

short in the logs as possible; his hack from tail to 

neck short, tail largo and ample. He should weigh 

not less than six pounds; the head is rather large, 

the spurs long and sharp, and the bearing and car¬ 

riage proud and high. Tbe face should commence 

from where the Comb joins on the head, and must 

extend downward over and around the eye till it 

meets the white ear lobes. 

Spanish liens are also of good size and good figure, 

and are celebrated as good layers, producing very 

large, white eggs. The head of the hen should bo 

neat, and of moderate size; eyes bright; comb single, 

very large, and pendulous; face entirely white, the 

white extending round tbe eye; neck of moderate 

length, neatly sot on; body broad; wings of middle 

size; logs a bluish-white; tail long and well squared; 

plumage of a glossy black, with brilliant tints of 

green and purple, as in the cock, but less brilliant. 

Her weight, should not, he less than live pounds.” 

Our engraving shows the form of both fowls quite 

correctly. 
BANTAM FOWLS. 

The Bantams are pretty, well-formed little birds, 

and their flesh is delicate, serving very well in the 

place of chickens. Although they lay more eggs than 

any other variety, they are very small, and Bantams 

are not usually kept for their eggs, hut for curiosity. 

They are not much more troublesome in the garden 

than small chickens of the larger breeds, and destroy 

a great number of injurious insects. In our earlier 

days the White Feather Legged variety was our 

favorite. They have the legs ho completely covered 

with feathers that they can do tout little'mlKohief in 

the garden, but we have not seen a brood for a long 

time. This was probably the variety spoken of by 

Boswell, who Hays:—“One of the prettiest Bantam 

patriarchs we have ever seen, was when on a visit to 

one of the finest landscape painters of the day, in the 

yard of our friend Air. Brown. He marched majestic¬ 

ally at the head of his tiny tribe, and was of a very 

fine breed from Ayrshire. They had the full scope of 

Entered nceorflinir to act of Convre.=s, in the year 1H61, by 
n. I). T. Moore, in the Office of t.li:• Cleric of the District 
Court tor tbe Northern District of New York, 

Vj7~ Our only object In copyrighting this paper Is to secure 
what every honorable journal -t will freely grant,— proper 
credit for articles selected from its pages. Any and every 
journal it; at liberty, and invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each Original article or illustration to Rural Few- Yorker. 

HAY - MAKING. 

Although the spring has not been the best that 

could he desired for planting, or the germination 

of the apring grains, and has proved quite destruc¬ 

tive to our fruit and fruit trees, it has latterly been 

ciuiLs fa vo i tide for winter wheat, and we notice many 
fields that in May appeared tiardjy worm Ba« i.,k, «.u 

now giving fair promises of a tolerable crop. The 

grass and clover are also looking exceedingly well, 

as far ns we have observed, and from what we can 

Jearn, with fine weather for curing, tho hay crop of 

the country will be exceedingly large. This is our 

first summer erop, as well as a very important one, 

and with this well Bavcd, we liavo made a very good 

beginning. 

It iB important that everything should he out of the 

way before haying commences, as this absorbs the 

entire attention for ft- time, and it is very unpleasant 

while hard at work securing the hay, to have the 

feeling ever present that something is neglected, 

some crop suffering. It depresses the spirits, and 

unless a man has tho patience of Job, makes him a 

little irritable. Ho get everything out of the way, 

and be sure that, all implements required in the work 

are in the very best condition. The almost universal 

complaint among farmers during haying and harvest 

is scarcity of laborers, and this will be more serious 

the present year than ever before. A little fore¬ 

thought and calculation is absolutely necessary, 

therefore, on this point. 

The condition at which grass should lie cut to 

make the best and most nutritious hay is a very im¬ 

portant question, and one which has received a good 

deal of attention from the agricultural press, chem¬ 

ists, and practical farmers. The great object sought 

is the preservation Of the grass in its most perfect 

state,— in that stage in which it contains the most 

nutriment,— and with as little change as possible. 

Just when this time arrives is a matter of some dis¬ 

pute, aud it varies no doubt in the different varieties 

of grasg. As a general rule, perhaps, the heat time 

to cut grass is when iu full flower, and there ure some 

who will say that to this rule there is no exception. 

Others contend as confidently that Timothy should 

be cut when the Beed is well formed and about ripe 

enough to germinate. John Johnston, of Geneva, 

once, ufter discussing tho question with a neighbor, 

agreed to leave the subject with a flock of lambs, 

and they soon decided it by eating up clean that 

which was cut in (lower, while of that cut later a 

great part was left. 

At the West it is found that if Timothy is cut in 

flower, the roots are injured and the meadow about 

destroyed. This fact caused Prof. Kiktland, of 

Ohio, to make the subject one of careful investiga¬ 

tion, and he found the best time to eut to be when 

the stalk becomes dry at a point above the first or 

second joint of the stem. If cut earlier than this, 

the roots send up new stalks and thereby become 

weakened and die out during tbe winter. Of course 

the effect upon the future must be considered; but for 

makiug i sweet, fragrant, nutritious bay, it strikes 

us, the season of full flower, or just when the bloom 

is dropping from the earliest heads, is the happy 

moment. 

I he process of curing should, if possible, lie 

effected in the cock. Hay thus made retains more of 

the Juices, and much more of the color of the grass, 

than when spread Out thinly, exposed to the scorch- 

ing rays of the 6un, which burns rather than cures. 

The chief point after cutting is to preserve from the 

lain and dew, as these sadly deteriorate the quality 

of hay. In very bad weather it is almost impossible 

to make good hay, hut a good many contrive to 

make a pretty bad sample even in the best of weather. 

Hay-caps aro coining each year into more general 

use, particularly at the East, and so far as we can 

learn, with the most satisfactory results. Last sea¬ 

son a large grass-grower informed us he would no 

sooner try to make hay without caps than he would 

BLACK SPANISH FOWLS. 

class. The out gives a very faithful delineation of 

these birds. Where they are tq be obtained wo can¬ 
not say, out no (lout)t 0f our poultry breeders 

have them to dispose of. We are indebted to 

Bf.mknt’r Poultry ltook for the following: 

"The cock has a full crimson rose-comb, similar 

to that of tho Hamburg fowl, with wattles and a face 

of the same hue, and the ear lobes, like tho Spanish, 

perfectly whito; his plumage is glossy black, reflect¬ 

ing purple tints with brass-colored spots on his back, 

which, however, is not common; tail ample, flowing, 

and Sickled; short, sinewy, clean legs of a dark 

color, lie has a waggish, impudent eye, self-satisfied 

air and gait. The ben is dusky black, with her comb 

and wattles small, and of a dull, leaden bue. The 

Black Bantams vary greatly in size, though occa¬ 

sionally we have found some Of the smallest Speci¬ 

mens of the whole family, sonic of which, even the 

cock, we should judge, would not reach one pound 

in their feathers. Divest them of their siefrie-feathers 

and they would pass for fan-tail pigeons. In respect 

to determined courage, the African Bantam will yield 

none — no matter the foe, even a turkey cock, to 

whom they arc opposed, or the cause of contention, 

they fight to'the last, and fowls treble their weight 

arc often forced to yield. Hence, unless restricted 

by secure inclosures, they arc unwelcome neighbors 

to other poultry; and consequently by no means so 

generally kept as, from the beauty of their plumage 

and their bold carriage —a very caricature of Bantam 

arroganqe would otherwise have happened. 

Figure 2. 

There should toe sparred ladders to the nests and to 

the roosts, as fowls often injure themselves, in their 

attempts to fly, by striking against the reosta or other 

obstacles. 

The house should he well lighted by one or more 

sliding windows, like tho one described for the barn, 

or by roof-lights; in which case it is necessary to 

provide the moans of admitting air near tho floor of 

the apartment. Besides the door for the attendant, 

it. is usual to make a small opening for the fowls, 

closed by a sliding shutter; this opening ia generally 

made at the height of about three feet above tho 

floor, and is reached by inclined gangways or ladders 

outside and inside. The yard for the poultry has 

only tliiB peculiarity, that it is surrounded by a low 

wall surmounted by a paling or lattice fence of wood 

or iron wire. When web-footed fowls arc kept, a 

small basin may be formed in the center of the yard. 

It should be very carefully constructed, with smooth, 

closely-jointed stones, aud should he provided with a 

supply pipe, an overflow, and a waste pipe, the latter 

to admit of its being emptied and cleansed. 

The shed requires no particular description; it 

should have proper roosts fixed all along its interior. 

Fig. 1 shows the plan of a portion of a poultry 

house, constructed as described, and Fig. 2, a trans- 

verso section of the same. The letters indicate the 

same parts in both figures; a, a, walls; b, />, rafters of 

the roof; c, ventilators; d, d, roof lights; e, e, e, 

largenosts; e', e'i smaller nests;/, passage; g, g't g, 

floor rising to an apex in tho center of the apartment; 

g, g, gutters; h, /», skirting; k, k, ladder to nests; l, l, 

frame carrying roosts, m, /«; n, n, lattice partition 

betwixt the passage and the poultry house.” 

BLACK SPANISH FOWLS. 

The Black Spanish is one of the most beautiful and 

useful breeds of our domestic fowl- They are not 

exceeded by any as layers, end do not frequently 

want to sit. We know of but one or two objections 

to them. The Spanish Fowls have large, erect, scar¬ 

let, serrated combs, very thin, and if exposed but for 

a short time during our cold winter days, the comb 

becomes frozen, and the appearance of tlie fowl 

injured. Indeed, mortification is said sometimes to 

take place. They often continue to lay until quite 

late in the season before commencing to moult, and 

when our cold autumn weather sets in are nearly des¬ 

titute of feathers. A good, warm house ia therefore 

necessary for their comfort and safety, and with this 

convenience, we know of no fowls we would prefer 

before them. Without such comfortable accommo- 

HOW TO FEED CALVES, 

“A little more grape” is now tho popular 

doctrine. Speaking of calves, a little more milk and 

meal is also in the line of profits and patriotism! 

How can a patriot light unless ho is fed, and how can 

he be led without food? Bread and meat are the; 

main articles of consumption by the multitudes 

whom the exigencies of the country have called to 

the conflict. 

It is a question of weighty importance, how can 

the farmers of our country supply all the actual and 

possible demands for grain and meat? 

Thorough tillage for the grain;—keep the hoes 

and harrows, and cultivators mov-: 

irig briskly all summer. Give no1 

96* quarter to the weeds; they arei 

- secessionists. Keep tbe ground 

loose and light. Have every thing 

at the right time and in the right 

' Respecting meat, extra feed and 

mj%^ care w'*l make the beeves better 
Pjffi at two years old, than they ordi- 

j^jj- -r narilyaro at three.; in faqt, ve may 

ft? yJfcy - add one-third to the quantity of 

r?ASg04- J beef, pork and mutton, which wo 

shall have yearly at our disposal, 

and at the same time increase our 

..-jv#-,-/ — profits in producing it; by feeding 

the rigLt quantity, at the right? 

time, in the right way. 

ST'/ In this connection I take great 

pleasure in furnishing a statement 

made by John Johnston, of Ge¬ 

neva, concerning the feeding and 

sale of some cattle belonging t<> Mr. Hwan, which 

statement Mr. Johnston has been so kind as to for¬ 
ward to me: 

Importance and Profit op Good Feeding.— On the 1st 

flay of last month, my neighbor, Mr. Swan, sold ten two 

year old cattle at a little over sixty dollars each. None of them 

BLACK BANTAM FOWLS. 

the garden, and did little injury—the door step was 

their feeding place, and still did no discredit to the 

tidiness of good old Bernie, so that two or three 

Bantams may be kept without much molestation in 

any rural situation.” 

We would not advise the keeping of these liliipu- 

batten, three inches high and two inches thick, 

rounded on the upper edge, is laid along the front, to 

form a step. It is not fixed permanently, as it has to 

be removed, to adroit of the nests being washed out. 

When shelves merely are adopted, they are placed 

from eighteen inches to two feet apart. 

It is a decided improvement on' this plan to place 
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-“ 7Z jTven if he were oblieed to borrow a portion of the roots, and we ought to be wise enough not to destroy 
i older than two years last March, and four of them were .. - a Tnn<,»,5„« m«v be them, or cut short the extent of their usefulness. We 

r/e^ * T a Singl-ere by twTcon! St," - much of - -= 

^draiThey"-?r" •* ^"o^nelghbo^! thus miucinTtTe cost so much other plants, or the roots of trees, as of this plant. Thk Chou Prospects of Western New York continue to 

IV «1T,.. Ei.b.r too l«u. o, too o.»ob fe.J ITo th, ,nowing roaohlu. .1.0., Id be added a good grotmd should b. well P« „ro„»„ ..>,.M, „ pro.W.g »i„t 

The Hr#t winter they hud each dally one ,iUttrt. The next horse rake and a set of hay caps, and then the farmer the harrow, or a light roller, prevtous to planting or Qn^mV* ^ whwt been sown, and generally 

meal and good hay. Tbengood paatme ni summer. • condition to enter upon the annual campaign the kernel. ... . looks fine. Other spring eropa, and grass, promise an aver 
winter they had two quart, each only, of corn «*« ground )H U con m or * Then the weeds should he destroyed by sharp hoes 

fine, cob and all. (If not ground fine I think the cob Injure with great certamty of bav u fl0 Kener. merely shaving with them the surface of the soil, and *** y‘eld' --• 
ous.) On the 6th of last May, theso and thirteen o or I he mode o in g t tn un rasp cutting much in depth Snch cultivation Read the Advertisements in this paper, and heed those 
were turned to paature on a thlrty-flv. aero field, and on the R, tUat the observance of a few simple rules seem to m o ^aSe , « "ZVLn the customary In which you ace interested. Some new and valuable ma- 

firat of June or a few days after, sixty nine sheep were put bfl ^ ^ ig neceBHary. Jn Order to get the sweetest Will ever b« lighter f T* | chines are offered to farmers by those who know where to 

on the same field. Some cattle were taken out and ol urs ft()(j begt j,ay> tbe gnwi4 should be cut very SOOn after mode of plowing am l mg. advertise, and insist upon the insertion of their annonnee- 

pnt in in their pla<;*; and the thirty five acres pasture J .a th(, uoom fir8t anpeara. It should not be allowed to ments, regardless of the expense to themselves or our con- 

stock, and made Urn whole fat until the last day of Kovein- - “ - ‘ 

ber. When yarded, the ten cattle wore fed six quart* each 

dalle of lino'ground corn and cob meal, until sold on first of 

Uural Sfotes anti Stems. <£l)c 3fcrus (Honbcnser. 

The Crop Prospects of Western New York continue to 
improve. Partners from different localities speak very 

Considerable spring wheat has been sown, and generally 
looks fine. Other spring crops, and grass, promise an aver 
age yield. 

b!Tr WhinTarded the t«n cattle were fed six'quart* each remain long spread out in a hot sun -hut When burly <L WArjHW0UT„ thus gives, through the Country 

d'lilv of'flue ground corn and cob meal, until sold on first of wilted, so that upon taking it in the hand, some o Ge,tlleniau< hls experience in raising calves:—“After 
January I have known Mr. 8. to have his two-year olds the driest portions will snap a little, should then be trj,.n)? varioU8 way, lu rai8ing calveB( j flnd the fol- 

morc than 100 pounds each heavier, but never any so fat- thrown into high peaked cocks and covered with lowin„ not ()n]y the cheapest, but, for anght I see, as 

four of them coming so late a* from the end of June to the cft]1Bi jf they are ftt band. In this condition the cocks fof tbe aninifti fts to let them suck the cow or 

16th of September, brought down tho average wcig t. may stand forty-eight hours with decided advantage., lbem wjth warm milk from her, wintering 
“ Now rarmers can make their own calculations whe her ft l all thut wil] be necessary afterwards, is to throw more when one rear old. Take 

it is better to feed cattle « Mr. 8. fed his. and sell them for RUn aD(] air for three Or four “tter; J „ " ZZ TJ1{ milk and feed 
i i „„wards or feed them in the common starvation tne cock open them from the cow at three days old, miik ana t i 

hare them worth from $16 to 120. i know that if hours, when it will be in excellent condition to be thcm m three or fouf weeks 0,d( and thc next three wav and hare them worth from $16 to $20. J know that it uou.s, *.- 
these cattle had been properly attended to the first four carted 10. 
months, they would have boen.worth more money. 1 have Grass cured in this manner will look green and 

hnown him to soil hta cattle at the samo age Tor considerable bright, and will retain that peculiar aroma or fra 
more money, but beef was then higher, and 1 presume there grftnce) not less grateful to the taste of the cattle 

were four of them younger thiayear l believe it to be a duty tkan to the nose of their owner, when he enters the 
every farmer owes his country, to make his land produce all bun( jt Hjso retamt i/„ nutritious qualities entirely 
he possibly can, «itb«r in grain or stock, and I have never yet ' h t d j d Ruffpred to rcmain 
seen a farmer who thought he bad raised too much afUtr he ueJ"u“ , , 1 . .. . . . . 

ST ZZJ w. pwL."-**. 9mm, «■ «W" thc S’*”4 <*»“ W“.or 
y fy,/ruaryt 1861. three day8. The farmer can easily test this for him- 

. . , ... ai-lf. bv cutting two parcels of tho same grass and If any thing more s wanting to prove that St is eunnib mu v 8 
11 oiij .Ulus n I _•_.|«A nrm-i.iiw« u-o Imvo rtyon- 

Read the Ahvertiskmkvts in this paper, and heed those 
in which you are interested. .Some new and valuable ma¬ 
chine* are offered to farmers by those who know where to 
advertise, and insist upon the insertion of their announce¬ 
ments, regardless of the expense to themselves or our con¬ 
venience. Though obliged to temporarily vary our usual 
arrangement by placing a column of news upon this page, we 
are Dot disposed to complain of the aflliction, and trust our 
readers will be equally charitable t 

Display op Fire AhmS at Ilmxois State Fair_—In order 
to secure a great Kxhibition and Trial ol Fire Arms at their 
next State Fair, tho Executive Committee of the Illinois 
State Ag Society have added to the regular list of premiums 
several grand Gold, Gold and Silver Medals for the best Fire 
Arms shown, to be tested by a competent committee. The list 
of arms enumerated includes twelve and six pounder breech 

,, „ , ., , Aims snown, lo oe vesica nv acompei.-iib><M..iuiv.vv. .uvi... 
weeks use a small teacupful of wheat Buorts, well of jirma enuw,r(ttp(! lnclndM twelve, and six pounder breech 

stirred in a small quantity of cold water, then add an w] loadit)g ri|lft caDDOn; also breech loading rides 

much boiling water as will make one-half the meal atJll carWnes ri|t0 muskets, revolving pistols, target rides, 

for feeding, patting in new milk for the other half, fowling piece*, Ac,, Ac.. This novel feature will he a great 

or even skim-milk that is sweet, and the calf will not attraction, and prove popular among a peeplc whose patriot- 

scour, but will do first-rate, if you give scalded shorts Um and war pluck may be estimated at 94 to the square inch. 

alone the fourth month.” 

___ Halting Cheese — Experiment*. 

If any thing more is wanting to prove that St is Bul<- ^ cuttin6 two l,arcclH of t,1C *ame ?raR* and A writbb in the Dairy Farmer details a couple 
best to keep calves -and the same rule applies to all them under the two processes we have men- of expcrlmentR in the columns of that journal. We 

other stock —in a happy and prosperous state, it tioned, steeping them, an s ng 10 a ma e rom COpy the following: 

may be found in the following statement respecting each. The Shakers, who prepare large quantities of In JaM< 1650, j flni8bed a few cheeses in this 
J I a.i. . r _ ....loom •flvttl ttlflffAP flf 11T' V1T1 fT nT Kf) .... a _ __1 J. .3 /T 

MioBlOAB State Fair.—At a recent meeting of the Execu¬ 
tive Committee of the Michigan State Ag. Society, it was, 
after considerable discussion, decided to hold the next 

Annua! Fair at Iletroit, Sept. 24 — 27, provided the citizens 
raise a subscription sufficient to justify the enterprise, and 
secure the Society from hazard or loss. The citizens of 
Iletroit had previously subscribed half the necessary amount, 

— J. Lothrop Motley has arrived at Washington. 

— Flour is selling at $20 per barrel at Galveston, Texas. 

— Passports are apparently about to be abolished in Bremen. 

— The seized Telegraph Despatches weigh more than two 
tuns. 

— General Dix'a commission as Major-General bears date 
May 16. 

— The number of deaths in Chicago during the month of 
May was 134. 

— Our government has now afloat and in active service 114 
vessels of war. 

— Tbe Raleigh Standard says that the North Carolina vol¬ 
unteer force is 20,000. 

— Fifteen hundred Arkaanas treops under Gen. McCullough 

have invaded Missouri. 

— The steam frigate Colorado went to sea from Boston 

Tuesday morning week. 

— No dispatches are allowed to pass over the wires between 
St. Louis and Memphis. 

— The first trial by jury ever allowed the citizens of Naples 
took place in April last. 

— Five French officers have died at Corsica from the effects 
of a mushroom breakfast. 

— A royal prince is traveling through the Canadas. This 
makes the second within a year, 

— The amount of gold mined in New South Wales is 
largely increasing every month. 

— Prince Napoleon is to make us a visit, after having looked 
at Spain, Portugal, and Algeria. 

— Forty-five colored emigrants left Windsor and Amherst- 
burg, C. W-, last week, forliayti. 

— Eight regiment*, numbering over 7,000 men, left New 
York for the seat of war, last week. 

— Eighty persons have shipped in the navy from Glouccs- 

inuui nvuviv—in ** ****** •* - . . rf , wcurv buc ooucuv huiu »■»*#.**.«* v* ... -  -—- » 
may be found in tho following fttatotttGTit reapficting I he Shakers 10 prtpaie arK fl1 11 1 J In June, 185D, I finished a lew cheeses in this Detroit had prCTiduil/ uubacribed half the fiecewary Amount, —Eighty person* have shipped in the navy from Gloucea- 
Bonio calves of Mr. Gbokok Root, a well known farm- bcrbs for esteem this matter of drying of ho munner:_ When ^ny curd was scalded, (I practice aort trance that as much more could be obtained; ^ Masg dufjng the past fortnight. 

er of York, Livingston county, N. Y. He fed them much importance, that they construct very large tljrough BOftldlng)) l threw into thc vat about four hence, there I, little doubt the Fair will be held attb« time _ A stray s)ltt(3 the on,y one ever caught in the Ohio 

hav and one quart of corn and cob meal night and r00,n* ,or thiB Hl,,M:ial PurPoec> and wol'ld HC8rc,‘|y quarts of salt — BometimeB only three for a cheese of and place designated. Thc Committee provided for the pre- river] ^ laben near c;naDnati< on gnni]*y 

moriiln, during «... f.r,t winter, gave II.,, n goud' *~W* »< -n-frt.d herb, delivered at the,, dour.! „ „ I)0„ndS| rt|„tog tborongbl,. Tbo,e which .t W*,~d _ Bowl. I.l.od, to Ch.,1,.1,,, Harbor. I. bolog ,.Pldl, 

p„AOte next Bommer, m»l tei W.owlng winter, « -» f »»*', ^'*■ went Into tbe hoop bel.r. being well cooled *»»»- r^,T.uAl« ™",d Ur ,b, — .. Ur,... 
and sold them in August, after they were two year* ing their business upon sound principles, 80 that their act*d badly; hut when I took time and mean* to - _____ — New York harbor is defended by an aggregate of 1,025 

old, for $55 per head. They were sold the following 0XamPlc8 in bu*ir,°88 malt°m at'leMt> are CntltIcd t0 cool numciently, the cheeses were very fine. On the ^ ^ Hov Jomrn R W,,MAMS) a di8tingnished guns, which are divided among 12 fortification*. 

January for $85 per heud. I venture tbe assertion D-glm ■ whole, 1 did not like the process and abandoned it. cUjzon 0f Michigan, is announced in our WesL-rn exchanges. _ New Jemey gives six tent* to each company of her troops 
that both Air. Swan and Mr. Root got at least u 11 has become quite fashionable to salt hav as it is Jn 18Mf x C0,ntllCnced again, changing the pro- Mr. W. was Lieut. Governor and President of the State Senate —the most liberal allowance made by any State, 

dollar a bushel for all the corn meal fed to their P’1®1'1'1 away in thc barn’ Rnd we tho practice is grannnGi M follows:— After the scalding I drew oil' at lh(. tjrtie 0f fli* decease, and had formerly been President _ Kx.G0vernor Seymour, of this State, is to deliver the 
calves How then can we ftlf'ord to pinch the stock? carried altogcth®r too far. Many a ton of hay is ta- thy whey, leaving Just enough to float the curd, and of tbe State Agricultaral College and also of tho State Ag'l Fonrth 0f July oration at Green Bay, Wisconsin. 

Patriotism and profits, two glorious institutions, call ,{™ <" not niuch more tban half f"rcd' b°°ftU8C t,I'ere began to OOOl off, hurrying tho process by pumping Society. Wo have known him by reputation, correspond- _ ^ g)emmor hM r,„cd to cxigt_but Major Slemmcr 
for milk and meal for the calves.—u. T. u. iw “ Pr08Pcct of foul weather, and undeijthe comfort- Jn noM wator ftnj changing often. Then, to curd of | en. «, and personally for some twenty yearn, and always as an jg .q faJ1 ff,a(hftr and goon m hope, will be a General. 

GBASS AND HAY-MAKING. 

[The last number of the New Enyhuul Farmer contains the 
subjoined timely and sensible article. Though evidently 
written fur tbe latitude of New England, it may he read with 
interest and profit In other meridians ] 

Thk cutting and securing the grass crop i* a 

pleasant und interesting, though laborious, part of 

farm labor- The days are long and thc sun hot; 

just what is needed to secure the crop in its host 

condition, but well calculated to draw heavily upon 
the strength of the laborer. Tho observance of a few 

simple rules, therefore, will not only promote the 

comfort and preserve the health of many, but will 

actually result in the saving of life. 

It is necessary, in haying-time, to rise early, where 

the grass is to he cut with ft scythe, as it is cut much 

easier when wet with the dew than when it is dry. 

But in order to do this, long and severe labor should 

be avoidod before breakfast. Before going to the 

field ii w ould be well to eat a cracker or plain pieeo 
of bread, and drink part cf ** v.-.-.v-i'a -1 it 
going to thc Held at four o’clock, as we practiced in 

earlier days, breakfast should be taken at six. This 

should not be in a hurried manner, with the whole 

thought devoted to the day’s work, but in a quiet 

and deliberate way, and attended by pleasant con¬ 

versation in relation to the business on liand, or 

ken in not much more, than half cured, because there 

is a prospect of foul weather, and under|tlie comfort¬ 

ing thought that a peck of salt will be added in order 

to save it. 
From their own natural desire, cattle will not take 

much salt during the winter, and we cannot believe 

it healthy to have it forced upon them mingled with 

the food which they must eat, or starve. A small 

quantity of salt, not exceeding two or three quarts 

to the ton, may bo useful—but more we cannot think 

necessary, even if It be not hurtful. 

Our hay crop is one of vast importance. Its ag¬ 

gregate value is very large, and although not export¬ 

ed to foreign countries—that is, rarely beyond the 

Kingdom of South Carolina or Louisiana—is of as 

much value expended in our midst as though sent 

abroad. It is, in fact, the basiB of all our farm oper¬ 

ations, the key stone which sustains them and gives 

them all tlicir success. The test of a farm is tho 

number of cattle it feeds—and the cattle in turn feed 

tho soil. 
Let us, then, endeavor to secure this crop iti its host 

say CO pounds, a little more or less, I threw in some- an'! Promot«r of A£riicuU"ra‘ Tn'prov0mcnt. 
times three and sometimes four quarts of salt, and d'«d »" ovsning of June 16th, at hi* resldenc* m 
tinU” . „ , , .. * _. .. ... Constantino,—breathing hi* la«t a tew tuiantea after a violnnt 
stirred till well cooled —then drew' oil the saltei att«ck of hcmorrftgo of the lungs. A friend Inform* u* that 
whey, and threw it on the compost heap put the ^ jiad we,]| through tho day, and enjoying tho vi*it« of 

curd to press, and pressed rapidly and thoroughly. friend*. Hi* remain* have, b on taken to New Bedford, 
And now for the result. I lout from ray whey tub Maas., for interment. The people of Michigan, ami many in 

about, three pails of w'hey and some salt. 1 gained in this and Eastern States, will mourn the loss of the deceased, 

this, that my dripping tub under the press never had % -— 
a particle of cream rise upon it, and in having a The Prorpkctb or rn* Wool Market nre anything hut 

cheese that gave me no trouble in curing, and that favorable to growers. Wherever sale* are made, prices 
1 1 _: a l  ...... di.rv.'t .-.f ran mlrnneft Wfi 

when sent to market sold for the very highest price, 

and called forth the unqualified approbation of 

dealers as being perfect in all respects—fine flavored, 

very solid, (not porous,) and very fat. 

How lo Grow Peanut**. ed two week* ago, as tho prohahllitie* of an advance of prices 

A tiOHRKSPONDKNT of the Country Gentleman, after the clipping *ea»on, remain unchanged, 

writing from Scott's Hill, N. C., Bays:— “ The priuci- -]>nK i*Uick oe Wool.—An lllinoi* Wool Grower Is ro*ponsi- 

pal crop raised In this vicinity is the peanut, or ble for a very sensible article on this subject in the lost 

trround pons as they are called. They promise Prairie Farmer, lie sayift—“For two or three weeks past I 

rule low, with no immediate prospect of an advance. We 
observe that many of our exchange* advise farmers to sell 
their clips the first opportunity, however low the price. This 
mny he best for those who are obliged to sell, but we are of 
opinion that such as can ailord to hold their wool awhlla will 
not he loser* by takiug things calmly. Tbe views we express 
ed two weeks ago, as tho probabilities of an advance of prices 

after thc clipping season, remain unchanged. 

Tmt Brick ok Wool.—An lllinoi* Wool Grower is re*ponsi- 

possible condition, well fitted to sustain the waiting to he very good, as the season has been very 
herds that will seek it at our hands, when *bov return favorable for them In •••y section »f **»« 
fr7/1, tho bnrron paaturoB in tin. fall. try, there are one hundred thousand bushels raised. 

-w - We consider them more profitable than cotton, where 

WINTERING SHEEP. thc land is suitable for their culture. They have 
-— been a source of great wealth to this section of coun- 

Eos. Uruxi. Nkw-Youkku: — In the Rural of Juno try. The following I* the mode of cultivation. The 

1st, I noticed an article on “ Wintering Sheep,” by ground is well broken and then chocked oil two and 

Wm. J. Tjur, of Alacedon, N. Y. His management a half feet each way. Two shelled peas in tho hill. 

other agreeable topics. Thc hands, faj:e and arms of sheep might answer along tho Hudson, where he After they are up, they are cultivated by running a 
. . . I** vi . , i . _r .in. l. .it. ........x 

should he washed io moderately cool water, and 

wiped " bright dry” before coming to the table. 

At ten, a light luncheon of plain bread, or simple 

fruit pic, and some cool drink, will he all that, is 

necessary before the dinner at twelve. Tea may 

then ho taken at fivo, which should also be light, 

compared with breakfast, even for men engaged in 

an exhausting labor. 
When these simple rules arc observed, especially 

says lie was brought up, but would hardly prove 

profitable In Michigan. 

Mr. Trip snya that sheep can he best wintered, and 

will produce stronger lambs, if allowed a wide range 

without grain. This does not accord with my expe¬ 

rience and observation —having found that sheep, 

properly grained and well housed, winter hotter, 

shear heavier fleeces, and raise finer stock, without 

consuming as ranch food as those allowed to roam 

sweep sixteen or eighteen inches in width both ways, 

after which the ground is stirred well around the 

plant, and all the grass taken out. Very little dirt 

put around the plant, as nearly level culture Is the 

best. This process of working must be continued 

two weeks, until they meet and cover the ground, 

when thc grass will cease to grow, which is about 

three months from the time of planting. The pea 

have Venn trying to peer into tho future far enough to *ee 
about what we vuyht to get, and what we most probably shall 
(jd Tot’ hu-i i* Tlftnoi* tlvi* J 1ja\ » P**ttl4»t] down on 

forty cent* a* the price for Merino wool this yea,.- tli. 

opinion i* followed by aoveral logical rn**oh* why full Mood 
Merino wool ought to be worth tho price mimed, and sundry 
illustration* of the manner in which manufacturer* nnd 
purchasers annually attempt to “hear" the market. For 
example:_“ 1 have noticed one cireumstauce connected with 
the wool market for years, that no matter how high wool 
may be through the fall and winter, about the first of March 
comes a lull in the wool breeze, followed by a * dead calm ’ 
clear up to shearing time. The market is quoted ( dull 
< nothing doing in wool ‘ manufacturers buying only small 
parcel* to sort up,’—11 running their mill* on half time,1— 
anri growers are exhorted 1 not to expect last year s high 
prices for wool;'—it makes no difference ho« low ‘ last year s 
high prices ’ might have been—they sing the same tune every 
year.” After di*cussiug the subject al some length, the 
writer gives thi* timely advice to wool growers: — “ Don't 

three months irom tne um u. »»»*««»• ' ^ HDxlous to Nl.u. Cultivate a little of that non 

grows entirely in the ground. They blossom as the chaianCf which aU buyer* have, and which I have ‘smiledin 

— New Jersey gives six tents to each company of her troops 
—tbe moat liberal allowance made by any State. 

— Ex-Governor 8eymour, of thia State, ia to deliver the 
Fourth of July oration at Green Bay, Wisconsin. 

— Lieut. Slerumer ha* ceased to exist—but Major Slemmer 
is in full feather, and *oon, we hope, will be a General, 

— Hon. M. A. Conway, the Republican candidate for Con¬ 
gress in Kansas, has been re-elected without opposition 

— Bank stock in New Orleans i* from thirty to fifty dollars 
per share below the prices ruling on the 13th of March. 

— Thursday week was kept a* a fasVday throughout Ten¬ 
nessee, all business being suspended by the disunionists. 

— The Memphis Avalanche thinks that further precaution¬ 
ary measures aro requireefto prevent slave insurrections. 

— Union Clubs aro forming all through California, and the 
hope of sympathy with the South is clubbed out forever. 

— The ship Monarch of thc Sea arrived in New York on 
the 19th inst., with 964 Mormons, who have left for Utah. 

— The Virginians assert that G nil era! Beauregard has ac¬ 
tually visited the Federal Camp at Alexandria in disguiie. 

— A French engineer in Now Orleans offers to destroy the 
blockading steamer Brooklyn for twenty thousand dollars, 

— Among the Second Lieutenants recently appointed is 
FranciB E. Brownell, the avenger of Col, Ellsworth'* death. 

— The secession flag taken from John Tyter’s house, has 
been presented to tho New York Historical Society, by Gen. 

Dix. 
— Loyal Americans, now in Paris, have subscribed upward 

of 15,0*0 f..... r- - (bn support of . vlOVernmeOL lu ui« 

war. 
— The famous Fort Sumter garrison, commanded by Capt 

Doubleday, will form a portion of the advance from Hager* 
town. 

— The latest Southern papers confirm the impression made 
by Russell's last letter — that the rebels aro in a desponding 
mood. 

— At Alexandria, Va., on Saturday week, our troops expe¬ 
rienced some hot weather. The mercury was up to 103* in 
the shade. 

— Pieces of the planking of the stairway of the Marshall 
House, Alexandria, Va., are selling in Chicago, III., at $1 per 

square inch. 

— The Memphis Appeal of the 14th instant says that a 
warrant is out for the arrest of Andrew Johnson, for treason 

to Tennessee. 

— In a report of the proceedings of the Grand Lodge of 

buucli, of sufficient depth to loosen the ground, when your wool-but say l a*k «o mucU-there 1* tt. 

the bunch is drawn Irom the ground and set up “ ^ (t)T /oUr WJ _. „ J„g if* you,’and if you will 

uutil they are thoroughly diy, when they ate put in ^ jt Bocret — look out I Don't take a eent more a pound 
stacks and picked off lit leisure. It is a difficult oQ y0UT woo] on consideration that you help to buy your 

matter for an experienced person to know when they ncjgbbor> for two cents less on the pound. If Mr. Buyer 

are ripe enough to dig; but when nearly all the draws out or the breastpocket of his coat a big hunch ofletters 

leaves are shod, and the peas, on opening, nearly ftll and dispatches—^‘the very latest’—from his employer, to show 

those*to be deliberate and quiet in everything, tho about, dependent upon the mercy of the larger brutes flold pea, but they put out a stem from the bloom TOy fiU,oTe -10 wo-that air they have when in the barn, as if Masons, it appears that there are 30,266 Masons in the State 

severe labor of haying may he gone through for their support. Sheep, well sheltered, maybe which penetrates the giound about three inches, they had intended at one time to buy wool, bat had ' got out of New York. 

nleasantlv and without the slightest injury to thc fattened on straw and grain, but the most natural when the pea forma on the end of it. They arc dug of tho notion.’ Don't ask Mr. Buyer what he is paying for — It i* estimated that there are at least 1,500 sewing girln 
1 . food appears to he hay with a moderate supply of with a plow rnado for the purpose, passing uuder the wool this year, and what he think* he could give you for in Troy, N. Y., whose hands are now idle, owing to the war 

ti" now nowhere f.hion,,Wc, to onr knowledge, grain. »■ o- hunch, of euOieient depth to loosen the ground, when ,-our-wd-hut «r; 1 -k .. “* h“* «•«- 

to take the morning .. Utter,, or to have the O.ie.horg, Mich., * _ the hnneh I. drawn Irom the£«*,.- « -P * ■ X «. and If %. l» mlSSSU 

“eleven ” and “four o’clock” dram in the field. It * ’ * 1 until they are thoroughly dry, when they are put in it sncret—look out I Don't take a cent more a pound r ( on Friday week. 

is undoubtedly used in moderation by some persons, (*,**{vit nf tTtl* stacks and picked off at leisure. It is a difficult on .,our wool on consideration that you help to buy your - . . . • , 

Lt Hire,,, if ever, distributed nmo.fg the men. H 1«*» >»»«»_•» »* *<«<<• matter (or an eaperi. need per.on to know whenttjj a-.j-d. a *-■ *«- g” Im .’.Tb^U ^ 
wan onee tho cuatorn to anticipate the important are ripe enough to dig; hot when nearly all the dr.w.ooloru..br»,t^ok.aerhl.«oat.b.gho»eh-rleHera Turr m bi,Mt 

advent of the hoyiog acn»„ by gracing the larder A ,„BCOn, tlc Qhm « .hd; and the W -The -«h of Isaac Sh.iby M.g.r.a, ... of Gov,™ 

with an extra supply of “crackers and cheese, ‘dry ^ feyorito aud most Bucce88ful tonic for this P”“nt * S^roduco from fifty to seventy- be In « few day. more-just «y, 'Don't' trouble youmlf, I Magoffin, of Kentucky, U announced. The sad event occurrec 

codfish,” “lemons, ” « « “0ld J“mftiCa r'™>” disease, is tincture Of iron in two drm. doses twice a | ^ ^wail that by heart-1 road them last year, and the yc’ar on Wednesday week. 
and from fifteen to thirty gallons of the real “ New ^ oatmeal or corn-meal gruel with a little brandy, ,ue bU8hel8 10 ' before, and the year before that.’ Remember, too, that if yon _ The King of Prussia has given permission to officers n 

England critter,” according to thc number of hands •’ d whiskey say about three ounces -‘ ‘ * ’ 1 ask but thirty cents per pound, there are very few buyers the army to offer their services for the maintenance of tht 

in the family, and their thirsty predilections! Ac- ’ n of mel| to be’given twice a day; any gttpirtflS Mil magnanimous enough tO give you forty cent*.” Integrity of our Union 

cordingly, “ there were giants in those days,” or at drinkii won[d he proper at any time of - T,,K Clkvklanp Wool Depot Co.’s Circular for tho pros- _ The annuai commencement of Rutger’* College, Ne« 
least, men thought themselves so, and what was Constructinu a Filths.— My bettor half desires me to ent month says:—^“The active demand for coarse wool which Brunswick, N. J., took place on Tuesday week, under thi 
anniotimes unfortunate, they thought their teams of thC d&y‘ - make a filter. *o that *he may lmvu rain water for culinary hui characterized the trade for the last mouth, still eon- most favorable anspiceB. 

horses and cattle so, too, for their loads were occft- Rolling Corn Ground. “truction!^iu order to^buffi!™* which will_ be simple, cheap, warae aoTmedium wifi'^'.'■.vgeriy1 eought^for,’ ~ BJ tha ftrrival of the late Ministor to Mexico’il aPP®*r 
Sionally left, at tho foot of the hill, or imbedded W* J. IT., in the Prairie Farmer, says: I have and practicalf H. G. K., Oneida CV, A. > 1S<>1 whilst there is no demand for fine except at prices paid for that the rebel government is not likely to make much hva- 

hub-deep in the black mud of the meadow! practiced rolling my corn ground for several years, There are various ways for making filter* but the principle Inferior grade* way with that of Juarez. 

Under present customs, haying is couducted more an(j am fully satisfied that it is very beneficial. It 

quietly, skillfully and effectually than it was under will he so more especially this year, on account of 

thc spirit pressure. the lumpy state of the ground, caused by thc con- 

Timk of Cutting, and How to Cut thk (Irass.— tinned wet weather of late. Roll it any time before 

present a reddish appearance, they will do for dig¬ 

ging. Good land will produce from fifty to seventy- 

five bushels to the acre.” 

gnpiMiS ana ^nswr*- 
Constructinu a Filter.— My hotter half desires me to 

make a filter, so that she may have tain water for culinary 
uses. Will the Rcrju. inform me a* tu the manner of con¬ 
struction, in order to build one which win be nimple, cheap, 
and practical!1—li. G. K., Oneida CV, JV. Y, J801 - 

There are various ways for making filter*, hut the principle 
i* the same in all. The simplest way i* to procure a new 
barrel, with straight sides. Make ft strong partition in the 
center, lengthwise, with holes iu the bottom to allow the 
water to pass from one side of the partition to the utber 
Prepare the filtering material in the following manner:— 

you how low wool i* East — and how very much lower it will 
be in a few day* more—just say, ‘Don't trouble your*«lf, I 
know all that by heart—I read them laat year, and tho year 
before, and tho year before that.’ Remember, too, that if you 
ask but thirty cents per pound, there are very few buyers 
magnanimous enough to give you forty cents.” 

The Cleveland Wool Depot Co.’s Circular for tho pres¬ 
ent month says:—“Tie- active demand for coarse wool which 
ho* characterized the trade for the last mouth, still con¬ 
tinues, aud at full prices, «ith the prospect that the incom¬ 
ing clip of course ami medium will be eagerly sought for, 
whilst there is no demand for fine except at prices paid for 
inferior grades. The highest prico wo have heard being paid 
for the new clip i* forty cent*. Merchants and wool growers 
probably know that thl* change is brought about l»y tho 
entire capacity of the machinery being taxed to manufacture 
Government goods We shall, therefore, expect to see line 
wools neglected for two or throe months. No cotton can 
now he had from the South, aud how far this will influence 
the use of all wool where cotton li it- been used in part, or as 

The average amount of land gone over bytbe mowers it comes up, and you will find that it will till enough Buru ood hard wood, until burnt to a coal, then extinguish u substitute, cannot bo stated but the presumphon is that 
of New Fnglaml with the hand scythe, is not much, easier to pay for the trouble; without rolling, a large the tiro with water, and break up tbe charcoal ton* prepared the want ol it wifi favorably afloct the trade ,u wool. 

* ‘ .... Ml • __1_ , A ♦_civa..f Ririol! f.nac i«irif.lt thin WAAbAfl - - • • 

average, have twenty*tK'fi acres to mow over, making, 

at $1.60 per day, the usual wages in haying time, 

$37.50. To this his board is to be added for twenty- 

five days, say $6.25, making $43.75. There are mow¬ 

ing machines of recent construction or modification, 

with which a rnan or boy may ent six acres per duy, 

with ease, and cut it well, either with one or two 

horses, or ft pair of oxen. It can he cut nearly at 

thi^ rate in convenient parcels, say one or two acres 

at a time, so as to accommodate the hands that are 

to tend and get it in. This will cost for a man, four 

days, $0.00, board $1.00, horse $4.00, interest on 

machine, one year, $6.00—making $17.00, which, 

deducted from $43.75, leaves a saving of $20,751 

But this is not all; there is the saving of spreading 

than you otherwise could, and will he in no danger 

of throwing a large lump on any tender stalk of corn. 

Try it and see what it will do. 

Corn Cultivation. 
“G. O. 11.” writes thus to the Massachusetts 

Ploughman ■ 

The plough should not, methinks, be run between 

thc rows of corn in cultivation; neither should dirt 

be drawn around thc stalks with the hoc. This plant 

within six or eight inches of tbe top. 'ibis space is left for 
pouring in the water, when it will slowly filter through, nnd 
arise in tho oilier side of the partition nicely filtered- For 
removing it from tbe barrel, n common beer-cock may be 
used. With this information, any ingenious person may con¬ 
struct a filter to answer tbe purpose in many different ways. 
The partition may be put across tbe barrel, leaving only a 
foot or so of space at tho bottom, and as a general thing, this 

will be found tbe better way. 

A Secret for Farmers —It Is worth knowing that eyory 
keeper of cows may cause them to calve during the day-time, 
instead of night or day, as it may happen, causing much 
watchiug aud want of sleep. Tbe simple method is this: 
When tho cow is in calf and the milk beginning to foil, till 
she is about “yelled,” let uo milk be taken from her during 
the day, oral night, but milk ber anv time in the morning, 
und let none be taken hut til the mOrnini/i and, when her 
lime lo e»)ve has come, she will drop ber young in tbe day¬ 
time. Two or our friends have tried thi* simple method, and 
have found it correct in every case. One who has eighteen 
cows ha# tried It these tW<> >ear*, and now they never think 
of sitting up at night.— Fife Jvuma). 

thia rate in convenient parceK aay one or two acres the rows of corn in cultivation; neither should dirt destroying the Angle Worm—Being a reader of the bUC{^’ ^1** hea«eentiykrtwed Roman’em 
at a time, so as to accommodate tho hands that are be drawn around the stalks with the hoc. 1 his plant Rural, my eye foil on an inquiry of w. D. Smith, asking —ent. on 

to tend and get it in. This will cost for a man, four sends off horizontally, around, a great number of how to destroy the angle or ™de^' ^2,°^ “rl«J* of Ute, nev(r seen in that see- 
! *>»• nn v 1 ei AA * j nn nn roots, fovits nutriment and Mipport. The hilling pardon tillable. [ Hill give a remedy my fither used flome before. He will «4Ve the seed and exhibit It at tke next 
days, $**.00, board $1.00, horse *.4. ) , nterent on »ml ll,ev Arr* »U pr eight yearn ago His garden became very full of worms, cult urn! fair iu hl» district. Am be never sowed, auj oata 
machine, one year, $6.00-makit>g $17.00, which, mode ol cultivation cuts off these roots, and they are 8 : couldwlth difficulty b# cultivated, the soil bard tSaU he conjectures that the place wu* on old cavalry camp, 

deducted rr„,Vi;1.-f„ leave- . ».i„8 or *211.75! tbu. .Hewed b,„ a little otuen, „„d — m Uc “ “C„hp7 'Ti^X'-i Uo..d,..d „..d 

But this is not all; there is the saving of spreading sloping and otten dry surlace or the bill. non tbe ^ au to no purpose. It continued to grow worse, and at bnjnj, t.Xpos«rt to the action or *«» and air, they have germi- 

the grass, which thc machine does as it cuts it, and ground is kept even, these roots are benefited by all lilst beniItie unfit for a garden. Not wishing to abandon it, 

the still more important item of cutting the gra&s the ra|u that falls. They carry nutriment from afar, what was to b« done to bring it again to a good state of cuin atlrib8^d to the 'cultivated varlatie#. 

rapidly when you arc ready to tend it, or when the and from a large circuit, to the plant. They help in vktion? H« then had un Rural to apply to for informal,on, -—- 
- , 'r)Lhl„ tl) :* i,it.-. hav To these their full growth and extent to stay the stalk and and must flnd out a remedy. Thinking lime might be bene. Rita Baoam ok Swedes.-This, of all the turnip family 

weather is favorable to make it into haj. Io these WSu mugF* Tf the roots were not Aoial, he applied it freely, and with good result#. The soil Lm weight, solidity, and all good qualities,'especially that of 
may be added thc consideration of transferring this keep it in an upright position. If the loots were not > P1 remains so to tbe keeping well, in tbe greatest perfection; true, it requires a 

hard work from man to beast, and this i9 especially cutoff, there would be no necessity of hilling corn wb^U it w« th. li». that 

desirable in many cases, where the farmer beyond Corn must suffer more when nillea, irom nrouin, as ^ ^e wor^ q-jj0 gunfon is now nearly free from worms, kept from freezing i* just a# serviceable in April as in October; 

middle life is not able to mow at all. the rain runs off the hills around the corn, and away and ha8 had but that oce application. How much lime it in fa* ™, rather 

Rita Baoas ok Swedes.—This, of all tbe turnip family, 

— It is u#tlmated that there are at least 1,500 sewing girls 
in Troy, N. Y., whore hands are now idle, owing to the war 

and hard time*. 

— About one thousand cords of wood were accidentally 
burned at Kichlaud station, on the Rome and Watertown R. 

R., ou Friday week. 

— The other day the Hungarians in Turin entertained 
Kossuth at a banquet. The guest had Klapka on his righ; 
nnd Turr on hi* left. 

— Tho death of Isaac Shelby Magoffin, bou of Governor 
Magoffin, of Kentucky, is announced. The sad event occurred 

on Wednesday week. 

_The King of l'ruasia has given permission to officers in 
the army to offer their services for the maintenance of the 
integrity of our Union 

— The annual commencement of Rutger’s College, New 
Brunswick, N. J., took place on Tuesday week, under the 

most favorable anspiceB. 

— By the arrival of the late Minister to Mexico, it appears 
that the rebel government is not likely to make much head¬ 

way with that of Juarez. 

— Tho Klwood. Kansas, Free Press of June 1st, notices 
strawberries as very plenty in the market in that place. They 

grow wild on the prairies. 

— The Southern Confederacy are trying te raise the wind 
by issuing notes for $20,000,000, without interest, and redeem¬ 

able in ten years in specie. 

— The Government is in possession of many letters from 
Northern men to Southerners, showing that there are yet 

many traitors in the North. 

_\ crew of New England free negroes taken in a prize to 
New Orleans, have been ordered to be sold into slavery, by 

Attorney General Benjamin. 

— The balloon ascension, to teat the feasibility of telegraph¬ 
ic communication, took place at Washington on Tuesday 
week, with eminent uuccehM. 

— The monument to General Havelock at Sunderland, Eng¬ 
land, was unveiled on the 21st nit., amidst the shouts of more 
than twenty thousand persons. 

_The Fifth Pennsylvanian is the name of the soldiers 
newspaper, published in Alexandria, Va. It ia conducted by 

the Pennsylvania Fifth Regiment. 

— The Government at Washington has consented to furniBh 
10,000 stand of arms, of the most approved description, to 

arm a reserved corps In Pennsylvania. 

_Jt has been computed that every person in tbe United 

States uses three times the quantity of paper consumed by » 
resident of Creat Britain or of France 

— A slaver, the Nightingale, wa» brought to New York on 
Saturday week, having been captured, with 950 slaves, off the 

Front this view of tho case, it would seem that the 

iariuer who has twenty-five tuns of hay to secure, 

would find it economical to use a mowing machine, 

has weight, solidity, and all good qualities,'especially that of coas>t of Africa, by the frigate Saratoga. 

teiliSi S - A «« ,m 9mm - ** 
the former a great weight of food for his cattle, which if from his city were attracted into \ irginia by the promise ol 
kept from freezing if just as serviceable in April ns in October; f They were then forced into the army. 
in fact we rather think itiraproves than otherwise. June is lartus- lu J 
the month to sow this crop; at. any rate, before the 4th of —Three cart loads of magazines and newspapers were v% ^ „ . .. tnfint.Il lo BOW lUlB vruu Ml* HUT «w»w.v -wv** - A met? WUl luouo ut iiiat<»oiuvo uvoo|#«|<v.- 

in rivulets, when heavy Between the rows, away from would require to tbe acre, i know not; in our garden it was a u Mbould b# in the ground. If sown later, the root* will t, purcha8ed by patriotic citizens and sent to Fort 

the shortened roots. applied until the ground was white, and then plowed under, notmature so well, but Ware all the better for the table, soldiery stationed there. 
We cannot dispute the wise purposes of the lateral -A Farmer’s Bor, Dundee, N. r., 1861. being mtld-flavowd and keeping very well, l.omestead. 



HUHAL H3E W-1T0B3£ER 

••PROPAGATING GRAPE VINES.’ 

Some men have such an anxiety for notoriety 

that they are willing to make themselves notorious, 

thongb in doing so they become ridiculous. In the 

effort to make a great show of knowledge, they often 

succeed only in making an extensive exhibition of 

ignorance and impudence. We will not say that this 

has been done the present year by any one. hut we 

Will say that we were very strongly reminded of this 

too common weakness by the recent course ol T. lb 

MivEtt, who has been figuring pretty extensively of 

late in the Agricultural press. Mr. Dowsing having 

stated that the Delaware was earlier than the ( on- 

cord, Mr. Miner denied its truth, and expressed the 

opinion that Mr. Downing had some other variety 

which he was cultivating for the Concord. This m 

exceedingly cool, and will he relished by all who 

know the parties, and particularly by the large num¬ 

ber who have seen Mr. Downing's vines and tasted of 

their fruit. 
Again, a correspondent and an amateur w 10 

wished to grow a few Delawares from cuttings, and 

who had noticed that nurserymen raised plants by 

grafting single eyes and by other processes known to 

the profession, in propagating houses, inquired o! ns 

if the Delaware would not grow from cuttings out of 

doors, the same as other varieties wore grown. To 

this we replied-‘-The Delaware will grow from 

cuttings, and the reason it has not been so grown is, 

the wood has been scarce and dear, and an eye would 

make as good a vine as a cutting with several eyes!” 

Now, we claim that our answer was correct, for we 

have grown Delawares from cuttings with “several 

eyes,” have seen hundreds that have been grown in 

that way, and some now bearing frnit that were 

planted as cuttings a year ago the present spring 

Mr. Miner wrote an article on the subject, which was 

published in the Country Gentleman, in which he 

gave the above reply, and among other things said - 

*. ue [Ed. Rural) is quite mistaken if he Intends to 

say that the cuttings will grow in the open ground 

like those of other varieties.” As proof of his posi 

tion, he stated that he made cuttings of the Delaware 

single eyes, with about an inch of wood each side of 

the eye, and planted them two inches deep, and all 

failed. In answer to this we declared, what every 

practical grower knows, that cuttings of the Isabella 

made and planted in this way would fail, as did the 

Delaware, in nine cases out of ten; and we might 

have said the tenth also, for wc do not think one in 

a thousand would grow. Wc do not believe there is 

a grape vine grower in the country foolish enough to 

waste hia time in planting in the way described. 

In a late number of the Country Gentleman, Mr. 

Miner publishes a lengthy article, in which ho 

accused ns of saying things which we did not say, 

and gives himself credit for saying things which he 

had not previously thought of. The performance is 

singular, and yet so characteristic, that we give the 

better portions, with appropriate headings. 

WUAT MR. MINER DECLARES TO BK TllK PURPORT OP 
WHAT HE SAID. 

The chief purport of my romarks was designed to 
show that the Delaware grape vines cannot be eanly 
propagated by cuttings, when planted In the open air, 
without the aid of artificial heat. 

something which we recommend to the especial at¬ 

tention of nurserymen; nothing less than 

A NEW SYSTEM OK SKTTINO CUTTINGS. 

1 plow furrows, with a one-horse plow, three feet 
apart, and run the plow three times in each, and as 
deep a* possible. The cuttings arc then set along 
Ehles of the furrows at a slight angle, the «,la of 
the cuttings of the different rows all oblique 
lv the same way, and set so that when the furrows are 
filb d up. the upper eyes of the cutting will either be 

even with, or a little above the surface of 

for growth. When this is done, the appearance of 

the guard, before being put on, will be as in Jig. 2. 

Place the guard thus formed round the tree, and 

fasten the ends of the wire or string. The guard is 

much the same as the cradle put round the neck of a 

blistered horse, to prevent his gnawing the irritated 

up 

tlrnSriundr ft lest to have the upper eyes 
about half an ruch below the smbice of the soil, if it 
wore practicable In all cases; but in setting so man 
cutting'*1 the time cannot be afforded to place each 
one just as we would prefer that all should “J a“d 
the result is, that some of the upper eyes will be be 
low and others above the ground. 

There, you old fogy nurserymen, you who take so 

much pains, with planting line and spades, and gangs 

of men, to have every plant or cutting just in its 

proper place, learn a lesson and profit thereby. I ou 

who plant ft million of stocks and cuttings, liow can 

you afford to wa-ste your time and money in this way, 

when a modern Solomon, with thirty thousand, can¬ 

not afford to set each cutting as it ought to be. And 

you who have believed in that old maxim, “what¬ 

ever is worth doing is worth doing well," please 

stand corrected, for here Is one so wise that he can¬ 

not learn of us, and yet lie cannot afford to do work 

as he acknowledges it ought to be done. You grape- 

growers, too, who have so often failed with native 

grapes when the eye was below the ground, and who 

take so much pains to avoid this, learn that the best 

way of planting cuttings is to have the bud half an 

inch below the surface. Two inches was Mr. Miner’s 

first plan, hut he Is getting nearer the surface, and 

may ere long merge into daylight. 

GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN THK CULTURE OP THE GltAFE, 

ACCORDING TO T. B. MINER. 

Moreover, the culture of the grape was, compar¬ 
atively but superficially understood at that time, 
[when’Barry’s Fruit Book was written, 12 years ago,] 
and there was no necessity existing tor out door 
propagation by single eyes. 

WIIAT THAT GREAT IMPROVEMENT CONSISTS, 

base of the cutting become discolored, indicating a 

state of decay. Pure sand has been found the most 

fitting material tor this purpose; the rapidity with 

which water percolates through it, renders it ft fit 

medium for preserving a uniform degree of moisture, 

while no danger is likely to occur from saturation, 

provided the surplus water has ready means of escape 

through efficient drainage. — \Vm. Saunders, before 

Philadelphia Gard. Society. 

V 

l 

THE STUDY OF BOTANY. 

IN 
AC* 

CURDING TO TDK SAME. 

H Is difficult to propagate vines from cuttings ex¬ 
tensively in a dry season. * * * lt 18 onl/ *n 
garden propagation, where the water pot can be free¬ 
ly used, that he feels certain of success. 
The salest way to propagate grape vines is by layers. 

As our readers are no doubt sufficiently amused and 

edified, here we rest. 

Floras 2. 

part. The ends of the stakes merely rest on the 

ground, and they should be cut quite flat at the bot¬ 

tom, to prevent their sticking in it. At the upper 

end, \liey should have a sharp slanting cut with a bill¬ 

hook, to throw off the rain. The motion of the tree 

will not be in any degree impeded; and the bark 

cannot be injured, let the wind blow as it may, tor 

the guard moves freely with the tree in every direc¬ 

tion. If a tree is growing rapidly, it will want room 

before the guard requires renewing; in which case it 

is only necessary to untie the string or wire at the 

top and bottom, lengthen the string or wire by tying 

a piece to it, and introduce an extra rod, and two 

extra separating pieces. As a principal feature in 

this guard is, that the tree is left quite at liberty to 

be blown about by the wind in every direction, of 

course it does not obviate ttie necessity of staking a 

newly planted tree until lt becomes fairly rooted. 

Nature is preparing for Flora’s festival, which, 

beginning with the first pale blossom that Springs 

up beside the rapidly melting snow, ends not until 

trees and plants are stripped of their marvelous 

livery, and the eartli, turned brown and bare, is 

again covered with a mantle of white. And it will i 

become us who are to bo guests at her festival, to 

tumour attention to it. Already half-fledged bota¬ 

nists are beginning to air their classifications accord¬ 

ing to Lincoln or Wood, and talk glibly of orders, 

genera aud species; while others, not quite so 

tongue-learned, listen with that air of bewilderment 

which one guiltless of algebra exhibits when y, y and 

s are deftly handled through a long and intricate 

problem, and brought out of the masse, at last, 

standing face to face with their equivalents in 

simple figures, with only the sign of equality 

between. 
A practical knowledge of botany is hardly valued 

enough—a-readiness iu distinguishing and classify 

ing our own common wild flowers is seldom met 

with. We may call the exotic by its botanical name, 

but the order of the weed at our feet is entirely un¬ 

known. And so, to many, the word botany suggests 

merely a string of technical terms, meaningless and 
. y_4\%n TtiAmnrv itifltt’ilil Ol CM illtrluBl* 

HflfittStW #C0U0l»g. 

RUSK, YEAST, INDIAN BREAD, &c. 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker:—! saw in your paper C|| 

not long since, an inquiry for a recipe for making 

rusk. I send you mine, which I think stands No. 1: 

Rusk.—Take 1 pint light sponge (made of yeast 

preferable); 1 cup of sugar; 1 cup of butter; mix, 

and let rise before and after making into cakes. As 

soon as baked, have ready j cap of sugar, dissolved 

in a little water. This, with a bit of cloth, rub over 

the surface, which gives them the appearance of 

bakers’ rusks. 
While I am about it, I will send a few more recipes 

that I know to be excellent: 
Yeast.—Mash, and rub in a cup of flour, six po¬ 

tatoes; turn upon them two quarts boiling water, in 

which a teacup of hops has been boiled twenty 

minutes, to which, when cool, add a cup ot reserved 

yeast. 

Indian BiiKAD.-Take 1 quart buttermilk; 1 pint 

sweet milk; 1 heaping tablespoonful soda; an even 

spoonful salt; \ cup of molasses; 1 part rye or wheat 

flour, to two parts Indian meal. Stir stiff, and bake 

la a pan three hours. 

Hard Gingerbread.—Take 3 tablespoonfuls boil¬ 

ing water; the same quantity of butter, or lard; put 

in a teacup and fill with molasses. To 2 cups, take 

2 teasjiooufuls soda and a heaping tcaspoouful of 

ginger; (dissolve ft tcaspoouful of alum in the boil¬ 

ing water;) stir stiff. “ If M first you don’t succeed 

try again." 

Hamlin, N. Y., 1861. 

c. Lamson. 

WHAT HE mi) SAY. 

He [Editor Rural J is quite mistaken, if he intends 
to say the [Delaware] cuttings will grow in the open 
cronnd. * ♦ * * Last season 1 made a faithful 
trial of attempting to propagate cuttings of the pela- 
wurft crape vine, and utterly failed* 
receiving a quantity of the Delaware grape vines 
from a grower ofthem, about a year ago, he remarked, 
•• I suppose you know that the cuttings will not grow 
unless they he placed in a hot-bed, or forced in a hot¬ 

house.” 
WHAT HE STATES WE SAID. 

The Horticultural Editor of the Rural New-Yorker 
contends that they cun be propagated with the samo 
ease and in the same manner, that other varieties ot 
the grape are, which I emphatically pronounce not 
to be true. 

WHAT WE Dll) SAY. 

The Delaware will grow from cuttings, and the 
reason it has not been so grown is, the wood has been 
scarce and dear, and an eye would make as good a 
vine aB a cutting with several eyes. * * * * We 
readily admit that the Delaware will notrootas freely 
as the Isabella and many other varieties. 

All of which would Beem to show that Mr. M. has 

become badly mixed up, so as to be strangely oblivi¬ 

ous to facts. 

M STICKS TO HIB THEORY OP GROWING VINES IN THE 
'OPEN GROUND FROM SINGLE EYES lil'RJKD TWO 

INCHES DEEP. 

I beg to assure the Horticultural Editor of that 
paper, [Rural,] that I have propagated thousands oi 
vines ou that system, and know lt to be tile best 
method when the cuttings of any variety are scarce, 
and it is important to grow as many vines as possible 
in the shortest space of time. * (>n this 
system a thousand vines may be grown in ft bed a tew 
feet square, by laying the cuttings about two InchcB 

apart. 
We suppose it is always important to grow as many 

vines or trees as possible in the shortest possible 

time, especially when it can he done so easily, and 

on so little land. 

but strangely abadons it in practice. 

The reader, however, will please to note that I 
only recommend the single eye system when cuttings 
are scarce, and the variety to be propagated valuable. 
The entire lot of 30,000 cuttings set this season con¬ 
tain from two to four eyes each. 

Some of those 30,000 we judge roust be valuable, or 

they would not be propagated; and some of them no 

doubt are scarce, for M. would not have us believe 

that he propagates nothing but the obi common sorts, 

like'the Isabella and Catawba. Why then is that 

excellent system abandoned for the old fashioned 

method, especially when ft 1,000 vines can be grown 

on “ a few feet square ”? But we cannot imagine, If 

the plan is so good, why it is not best for ull — why 

confine it to the varieties that are scarce? If, how¬ 

ever, he succeeds so well with single eyes; of course 

if he abandons the system for a better, it must be lor 

one that never fails. Yet we find he has 

RIBAND BORDERS. 

The practice of planting flowers in borders so as 

to form a kind of riband of different colors is now 

quite fashionable in Europe, aud may be adopted in 

this country, though a little different selection ol 

plants is necessary. The following on the subject is 

from the Scottish Horticulturist: 

The Riband system is now very generally prac¬ 

ticed, and where a border admits of sufficient length 

and width, a most effective display may be created 

by planting, Bay-1st row, Cerastium tornentosnm; 

2d row, Purple Verbena; 3d row. Variegated Geran¬ 

iums; 4th row, Scarlet Geraniums; 6th row. Bedding 

Dahlia, alba floribunda nitua, planted in a sloping 

position so as to keep it dwarf. Such a riband can 

be very much varied by using White Verbena, Blue 

Lobelia, Purple Zeliuda Dahlia, Yellow Calceolaria, 

and many other plants, always avoiding if possible 

bringing a bright scarlet and a yellow close together. 

Very effective beds may be planted with Blue Ager- 

atuin bordered with lemon Calceolaria; Maroon, or 

Purple Verbena, with the silver Cerastium; V ellow 

Calceolarias with Cattcls Orange Hcarlet Nasturtium, 

or Gazania splendens; Variegated Geraniums with 

Bcarlet Geraniums, or vice versa; Blue Lobelia with 

the silver Cerastium or variegated Alyssum; Gazania 

splendens with Blue Lobelia; white Verbena with 

Scarlet Verbena, or vice versa; Pink, Rose, Maroon, 

or Crimson Verbena, with white Verbena; Alba fieri- 

bunda Dahlia with Purple Zelinda Dahlia; Tropteo- 

lum Lobbianum elegans with silver Cerastium; Scar¬ 

let Geranium or Crystal Palace Scarlet Dahlia with 

silver-leafed Cineraria; Heliotrope with variegated 

Mint. In fact, so many different and pleasing 

arrangements may be made in regard to the plants 

named that we do not consider it necessary to detail 

them here, as they will readily suggest themselves to 

those who bestow a few momenta thought on the 

Bubjcct. Bordering beds seldom look well if the 

beds arc very small. The border, to be effective, 

should be about one-third the diameter of the bed.” 

PROTECTION TO TREES, 

Fig. 3 shows, on a larger scale, the ground plan, or 

rather horizontal section 1 foot from the ground, and 

a portion of the elevation of a tree so fenced. Iu this 

figure the wire or Htring is shown passing through the 

upright rods and horizontal short pieces, from c by d 

to but, from r by / to e, the wires are only shown 

passing through the upright rods; the short pieces 

being seen in vertical profile, as they are in nature. 

PROPAGATION BY CUTTINGS. 

have 

where 

square 

not much confidence of success. 

If we should have a month of very dry weather be¬ 
fore iny 30,000 cuttings have commenced to root, 
there would he danger of losing the whole lot. 

Man, you should have stuck to those single eyes, 

thousand can be grown on “a few feet 

But we suppose all our words will be wast¬ 

ed, for it will be seen he is 

TOO WISE TO LF.ARN OF US. 

Nor can I admit that he can impart any informa¬ 
tion on the general subject of grape propagation that 

is new to me. 

Some persons always know too much to learn, and 

that is the reason they acquire so little knowledge, 

and make such bad use of the trifle they do possess. 

But we are always willing to be taught, and Mr. M. 

has learned us tbe truth of the old saying, that a cer¬ 

tain class, which we will not name, “are not all dead 

yet.” But he has taught us more than that, 

Many in this country, and some among our Rural 

readers, are making lawns somewhat after the charac¬ 

ter of the English parks. These add much to the 

beftuty of tbe landscape, and ftre a more fitting anr* 

rounding to the bouse than cultivated fields’, they are 

the best of all pleasure grounds, well adapted lor a 

ramble, or even a drive when of largo extent. They 

aro of hut little cost, for they should be pastured 

with cattle and sheep, and where desirable may lie 

mown for hay. The trees will not he so thickly set 

as to interfere materially with the yield of grass, 

while for cattle they afford a grateful shade. Then 

the cattle, if they should be “fat and sleek,” add 

much to the quiet pastoral beauty of the scene. 

There Is only one difficulty in the way of the gene¬ 

ral and profitable adoption of this plan, and that is 

the necessity of protecting trees when young from 

injury by the cattle. This is well done by wire screens 

or fencing, which is now made and sold tolerably 

cheap. The trees may he planted in clumps, and a 

wire fence snrround each group. This has been done 

in this country, and with the most satisfactory 

results. But the expense is considerable, and we 

introduce an English plan, which has the advantage 

of cheapness, can be made by the farmer during 

leisure times, and we have no doubt will answer tbe 

purpose as well as the most expensive contrivances. 

Procure poles of auystraight growing tree, six feet 

or more in length, and two inches in diameter at the 

thickest end; they should have holes drilled through 

them at the top and bottom, about 1 foot from each 

end. Get a similar hole drilled two or three inches 

up the center of a stake, and 

then Baw off the length which 

has had the hole drilled through 

it, and which will give a piece 

that, when tbe string or wire 

is drawn through it, will resem¬ 

ble b iu Jig. 1. Repeat the 

operation till as many pieces 

are drilled and sawn off as 

Pass a strong piece of wire, or 

thick "tarred string, through one stake by the holo 

at the top, and then through one of the two-inch 

pieces, then through another stake, and so on, sepa- I more 

rating each Htake at top and bottom by one of the 

two-inch pieces of wood, until you have enough to 

surround your tree loosely, leaving plenty of space 

Figure 1. 

may he wanted. 

and 

It will have been observed by all who 

attempted this species of propagation, that, under 

certain circumstances, the cuttings will grow, the 

shoots elongate, and external appearances would 

indicate that the rooting process was progressing 

favorably, while at the same time the cutting, instead 

of forming roots, was rapidly undergoing decompo¬ 

sition. It will also have been noticed that, under 

certain conditions, cuttings will produce a good sup¬ 

ply of roots, although they exhibit no indication ol 

growth by the external buds. These results are found 

invariably to follow certain conditions, proving that 

the art of propagation is not the mere consequence 

of an unguidable operation, depending upon chance 

for success, hat that it is founded upon principles 

which cannot be violated with impunity. 

When we remove a slip or cutting from its parent 

branch, our first necessary care is to preserve it from 

decay, and the amount and kind of care necessary to 

effect this object, will depend upon the kind and 

nature of the cutting. Cuttings of young succulent 

Hhoots, that have no matured wood, arc entirely 

dependent upon the preservation and healthy exist¬ 

ence of the leaves with which they are furnished at 

the time of removal; for it i« upon the assimulating 

power of these leaves that the rooting process 

depends. On the other hand, a cutting of matured 

wood, bucIi as currant or grape vine, taken in the 

fall is already charged with sufficient organized 

matter to form roots independent of any immediate 

action of leaves. Between these two extremes there 

are, of course, numerous intermediate conditions, 

and just in proportion to the succulency ol the 

shoot, so is the care increased in preserving it while 

roots are being produced; the more leaves, the more 

care required; for if placed in a dry atmosphere they 

will speedily shrivel, if exposed to intense light they 

will wilter, and if kept too dark and moist, they will 

rot. Hence the practice of using close fitting 

frames and hell glassy, to prevent contact with dry 

air, and the better to secure those peculiar atmos¬ 

pherical requirements. 

The proper condition in which cuttingR should be 

taken to ensure success, depends upon the naturo of 

the plant There is no known universal rule. While 

some will root most readily from matured wood, 

others cannot be propagated successfully by any 

other except the tender growing points of shoots. 

This is consequently u matter of observation and 

experiment, and every well established experiment is 

so much gain to horticultural knowledge. 

The necessity of preserving a uniform degree of 

moisture around the base of the cutting is also a 

point of great importance. An excess oi moisture 

in the soil into which they are inserted, will speedily 

cause decomposition, the cutting will thus absorb 

_watery matter than can he decomposed by the 

feeble action of the limited quantity of leaves. The 

result of such treatment will readily he detected by 

the leaves assuming ft pale yellowish hue, and the 

burdensome to the memory, instead of an uitr 

ea|ly beautiful science, teaching tbe regular arrange¬ 

ment and classification of the almost infinite variety 

of plants and (lowers that carpet the broad earth, 

lt may never Im ours to comprehend the extent ol 

this most interesting Bcience, but surely we may and 

ought t" become conversant with the flora ot our 

own vicinity. 

Ou the southern side of sunny slopes, the Liver-leaf 

creeps into sight as soon aB April breezes have melted 

the March snows. Hepatica triloba is its botanical 

name, given it because of its threc-lobed, liver- 

shaped leaf. Examining the flower, we find at. in¬ 

volucre, or whorl of bracts, surrounding the stem, 

and hearing some resemblance to a calyx, lbcse 

bracts are leaves, in different stages of transition, 

from their natural form to that of sepals, or divisions 

of the calyx. Immediately above this involucre are 

perhaps six leaves of white, delicate rose or pale 

purple, forming, not the corolla, but the calyx. The 

number of sepalfc varies, being seldom less than five 

or exceeding nine. The corolla is wanting. Another 

variety of Hepatica triloba differs from the one 

already described only in the shape of its leaves, 

which are more acute, and in the tact of its preferring 

the northern side of hills. 

A more delicate flower next claims our attention, 

the Claytonia, or Spring Beauty, belonging to the 

order of Portnluraceir, or Purslanes. As the name 

or the order indicates, it is a fleshy plant. It is 

small, seldom growing more than three inches in 

height. Half way up the slender stem are two leaves, 

opposite and entire, or even-edged. The flower con¬ 

sists of two sepals and five petals—the latter being 

white or 

shade. The 

to the petals. 

Most curious of our spring flowers is the Dieh/tra 

cuculluria, sometimes called Dutchman’s Breeches. 

It has but two small sepals- petalB four in number, 

oddly shaped, two of them being larger than the 

others, spurred at the base, and folding over the 

interior of the corolla- the whole of which is white, 

tipped with yellow. The leaves are radical, i. e., 

growing from the root, and deeply divided, coming 

under the head of multifid, or many-cleft leaves 

Gainesville, 1801- Margaret Ellh 

The above has been mislaid or it would have ap¬ 

peared before. It describes the earliest of our spring 

Care for the Furs.—The question of interest to 

tbe ladies now is, bow to keep their furs from the 

invasion of the moth. The best way to preserve 

them from destruction, so far as we know, is to pack 

them in a box lined with brown holland, first sprink¬ 

ling them liberally .with black pepper. This is better 

even than camphor, for dealers iu furs are often vic¬ 

timized by entomological peats, though their goods 

be saturated with this powerful odor. Before pack¬ 

ing awayfurs, they should be well beaten, to dislodge 

any larvio that despite the most scrupulous core may 

be deposited in them. The superiority of pepper to 

camphor ns a preservative to furs, consists in the fact 

that while lame will incubate among camphor, there 

is something in the aroma of pepper which destroys 

them in embryo. 

Bkownkd Hash op Corned Beef.—Heat tbe hash 

in a kettle, and mix through it two tablespoonfuls of 

sweet butter, and seasoning to suit; add a spoonful 

of water ouly. Have two tablospOonfuls of melted 

butter boiling in tbe spider, turn it up and around, 

that the butter may touch the who la surlace oi the 

spider. Pnt in the bash, press it tightly, and keep 

it cooking gently without burning. Run a knife 

wilder it now and then, to see that it is not scorching. 
When browned, place a platter over the spider, an 

turn it out without breaking. It will need two per¬ 

sons to dish it; one to hold the platter firmly on the 

spider, and the other to turn it out. 

Starching Muslin Curtains. —Noticing an in¬ 

quiry in a late number of the Rural, for the best 

method of starching muslin curtains, I have taken 

the liberty to send the following:—Wash the curtains 

ft.mort'd,Uo»tCrc,»,v,la«d wUU j *»£ ”?*£?££££ 
n» «*-•”•. •» >• —»«•" ^lr!Kwr.H« «.«» dr,,.u.,h ,h,m. 

and H you have a good clean carpet in your house, 

spread them upon it; pin them smoothly all around, 

and let them dry. Curtains cleaned this way need 

no ironing, and look much better than In the usual 

way. I have tried it and know.-MAaoiK, Palmyra, 

N. V., 18(11-_ __ 

French Loaf Cake.—Three pounds of flour; 2 

pounds of butter; 2 pounds of sugar; 3 eggs; 3 nut¬ 

megs; 24 teaspoonfuls saleratus; 1 glass oi brandy; 

raisins. 

Democrat Cake.—One pound of sugar; 4 pound 

butter; 1 pofind flour; 4 pint sweet milk; 5 eggs; 1 

flowers, and the author would confer a favor on the I toaHj,oouft,i cream tartar; 1 of soda. 

loverB of Nature’s beauties by continuing her descrip¬ 

tions. _m , __. 

THE CURRANT WORM-AGAIN 

New York Cue Cake—Five cups of flour; 5 eggs; 

I cup of butter; 3 cups of sugar; 14 tcaspoouful 

saleratus; 1 cup sour cream; 1 nutmeg.—Anna Mo., 

Vernon, N. Y., 1801, 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker;-Noticing the univer¬ 

sal complaint of the destructive ravages of the 

Currant worm, in the columns of tbe Rural, and ns 

it is making great havoc among the currant and 

gooseberry bushes about here, I send you a remedy 

that has never failed, in a single instance, of exter¬ 

minating them. Take six poundR of whale oil soap, 

dissolve in six or eight gallons of soft water pour 

into a barrel and add water enough to make U gal¬ 

lons; then, in the moruingor evening take a watering 

pot and give the bushes a good thorough drenching. 

After you get through, take a small stick and give 

the bushes a smart rap, commencing with those 

watered first- Repeat this a day or two afterwards, 

and you will not be troubled with the Currant worm 

again, or until the fly that depositee the eggs hatches 

out another brood of worms, lt would be a certain 

preventive, however, to water them with the above 
compound once a week until the currants or goose¬ 

berries are ripe. I am afraid they will attack grape 

vines after a while. By the by, grape vines look very 

hard about here. Nearly all of those that were not 

laid down last full are killed to the ground,-the Isa¬ 

bellas having suffered the most,-Catawba Dmna 

Rebecca, and Anna less, while Delaware and Concord 

are not injured in the least,-not a bud but what has 

sprouted, reaches will not bo as plenty as people 

were led to believe by the way trees blossomed tins 

soring. Quite a number of those that blossomed the 

most this spring are nearly dead now, with scarcely 

a leaf on them. Wheat in the southern part of the 

county will not be more than half a crop the March 

frosts heaving it very badly. Grass wilt also be g i • 

Cherries, apples, and pears will yield good crops. 

Plums are very much stung by that little rascal, the 

curoulio. 
Waterloo, N. Y., 1861. 

To Clean Brogue Shawls.—Take two tablespoon- 

fills each of honey, soft soap, and alcohol. Spread 

your shawl ou a sheet doubled several times, and, 

with a cloth or sponge, rub the part you wish to 

clean with the mixture, till it is thoroughly satu¬ 

rated; then rub with clear soft water iu the same 

manner till the shawl is of a dingy white; then rinse 

in two waters, dry and press, and ’twill look as good 

as new.—Jennie, Dewittville, N. Y., IhlI. 

A Certain Cuke for Colds.—A remedy never 

known to fail-.-Three cents worth of licorice; three 

cents worth of rock candy; three cents worth ot gum 

arable. Put them in a quart of water, simmer them 

till thoroughly dissolved; then 

worth of paregoric, and a like quantity of ni 

wine. Let it cool, and sip 
troublesome. It is pleasant, infallible, cheap, and 

good. Its cost is only fifteen cents. 

add three cents 

witimonial 
whenever the cough is 

Seneca. 

tjnquirU* mid Answers. 
A Dkstkcctivk I.ittk Ulack 1 i.Y. H. N. and •(• I- 'v IIITK 

being interested In the culture of liuwers and garden vege- 

To Prevent Kettles Crusting.-!).-. Osburn says 

that the crusty deposits which gather on the iroude 

of kettles used for boiling water, may be prevented 

by placing a common clay marble m each kettle. 

The deposits having a greater affinity for the marble 

than for the sides of the kettle, gather around the 

former and increase its bulk, while the latter are 

left as bright and clear as when uew. 

Hard Gingerbread.—One teaspoonful saleratus 

in six tablespoonfuls of boiling water; I cup oi 

molasscB; 1 tablespoonful of ginger; 6 tablespoon- 

fuls butter, alum the size of a chestnut, dissolved m 

a spoonful of water.—M., Otselic, A. Y., 1861. 

Cheap Soda Cake.—One egg; a piece of butter 

as large as an egg; 1 cup of sugar; 1 of sweet milk; 
2 of flour; 2 teaspoonfuls of cream tartar; I" 801 
Put in a square tin and bake 20 minutes.-A Domes¬ 

tic, Otselic, N. Y„ 18G1. 

tables, co in plain of a 
which they say “destroys every green thing. The sample 

of the fly said to be in«lQ»d by them, was missing, Conse- 

quontly we are unabU to Inform them what particular U 

lly» it is; but their inquiry U very proper, and though ouly 

4*4 respectively H and 13, we would cheerfully answer tie.r 

query. We can suppose a dozen kinds of'winged area are. 

of which it no doubt is,) that might be called a little 

Ith white wings,” and would advise them 

i, little black fly with white wings, 

(one 

black fly 
to 

ioclose some In a quill, in good condition, and send them, or 

any similar depredator they may meet with.—J. S. 

Ants are frequently troublesome pests in an apiary. 

To get rid of them, mix equal parts of potash and 

sugar, pulverising the whole in a mortar, feet the 

mixture, in shallow plates, in places winch the ants 

frequent. _^ - 

Cheap Sponge CAKB.-B.eak 2 eggs in * teacup; 
1 cup of white sugar; 1 

fill it up with sweet cream; 
teaspoonful cream tartar; half teaspoonful soda; a 

large cup of flour.-C. Pierce, OtseUc, A. 1. 1801. 



we hare admired, and now will practice yourloyalty! 
Fancies of the past come thronging ’round me; they 
have a voice of power,— exceeding low, exceeding 
sweet. The days are the longest in the year, if the 
almanac doea say otherwise; the clock ticks so 
loudly, the silence is so oppressive. Jamie was so 
musical— noisy we called it then. Nothing gets out 
of place; the closet isn’t overhauled to find wadding 
for a gun, or a vest for some poor hoy, or the library 
for a missing hook which he’d, like enough, left 
under the pear tree, or in the pantry, for this or the 
other thing,— order prevails. Fido goes through the 
bouse with drooping ears,—be is lonely, too. 

■Susan Lee, I may as well say it, is Jamie’s be¬ 

trothed. I noticed last,Sabbath her voice was a little 

tremulous where, she carried the alto alone thrmiwi. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

learning to wait. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

LOVE’S CHANGE. 
ne loai oeimveth, shall not make haste.” 

We have been ranch impressed with the force of 
this thought; and it seems to us very suggestive. It 
is a characteristic of the present age to “make 
haste." We see it in the business world, where 
thousands in the whirl of the golden vortex are so 
eager in the pursuit of wealth as to sadly warp and 
blunt their moral nature. In fashionable life there 
is such a headlong plunge for pleasnre as to destroy 
all capacity for enjoying it. And in the educational 
field we often find double the work required of young 
minds there ought to be; overtaxing both mental 
and physical powers, thus defeating the highest 
object of intellectual culture, by unfitting, or poorly 
fitting, the individual for life’s great work. 

Even in the church there is, too often, manifested 
undue eagerness to increase in numbers, wealth, and 
outward prosperity. We sometimes see impatience, 
almost petulance, displayed because blessing and 
prosperity have not come at once in answer to prayer 
and effort. Learning to wait, in cbcerfnl, submissive 
hope, is, perhaps, one of the most difficult lessons 
the Christian has to practice. True faith and love 
requires perfect confidence in, and submission to, 
God’s unerring wisdom and love. The heart that 
cherishes such faith, will wait with unshaken trust 
for the performance of Ills promises, though the 
clouds appear to gather darkly around, and the 
answer to prayer, be debived fl’An till -- 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

THE MIND’S CAPTIVES. [Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THREE. nr r. u. gciwits 

nr CELIA B. KKIOHAM 

I deemed her true as she was fair, 

For when the beech nuts in the deli 

Athrougb the rustling foliage fell, 

I found her, timid as a hare; 

A (lower, as yet unsoiled. 1 thought— 

A jewel, as yet unpriced, unbought. 

She won away from me my heart, 

And then I sought again to win 

It back with hers, and when within 

Their cribs the infant blooms did start, 

She came, and laid upon my breast 

Her head, aud murmured, here is rest. 

The woodbird’s note at eventide, 

The brook-aong and the playful fawn, 

The violets on the upland lawn, 

And briery blossoms, tender-eyed, 

All minded me, 1 thought not why, 

Of her sweet soul aud winning eye. 

The morning* and the evenings glowed 

With borrowed radiance from my heaven, 

Where I.ovn, full orbed was queen; and given 

To fancies, dreams, nnd hopes, I rowed 

My little boat adowo life's stream, 

Like some winged wonder in a dream 

But who e’er dreamed and did not wake? 

Whose fancies, hopes, have all been true? 

Go seek at noon the morning daw, 

In cities’ throngs the mountain brake; 

All gone, some sorrowing presence sings, 

And Gone, through my life’s heaven rings. 

I deemed her true ns she was fair, 

But when the beech nuts iu the dell 

Again ath rough the foliage fell, 

A blight came on me;—0, I dare 

Not think or speak it;—but ’twas so;- 

Bartered for gold;-I let her go! 
Avoca, N. Y., 1861J 

BT FLORENCE K. VERNE. 

-“So perish, pent and lone, 

Those soaring thought that to the breast return. 

Like birds that, from the broad and glorious sky, 

Come back to die within their gilded cage!” 

Bbiobt-winckd birds that lorn the sunshine, 

Sing no more those buoyant songs,— 

Hie ye to your prison lonely, 

Fold the wing* o’er hidden wrongs! 

Ye have cheered m,y weary spirit 

With your joyous notes and free; 

But a snare awaits my blrdliogs, 

Rest in silence here with me. 

Cleave not now the purple azure, 

Turn away from light and love, 

Tempting is the green earth round ye_ 

Tempting are the skies above. 

How my heart would bound to bid ye 

Soar aloft on pinions proud; 

But, alas! my helpless birdlings, 

Yonder rides the tempest cloud. 

Oh, I long to fist your warbling*. 

In the sunshine—on the wing— 

Long to hear the glorious music 

Captive minstrels msy not sing. 

Yet, with cruel hand, untrembling, 

Close I bar your prison door; 

Fare ye well, my helpless birdlings, 

All your merry songs are o’er. 

I have seen the drooping eyelid. 

Heavier, day by day, it fell 

O'er the eye grown dim with gazing, 

Through the gratings of your cell. 

Seen the plumage lose its luster, 

Slowly fade it* glossy sheen, 

Yet I loved ye, helpless birdlings, 

Even when I closed the screen. 

Ye may pine in dread and darkness 

Till the Jast fond hope is crushed; 

Fainter moans may wake the silence 

Till each tuneful voice is hushed. 

Ere the dawn shall break in gladness. 

Grief the strongest heart may blight; 

let farewell my helpleas birdlings, 

I shall mourn ye day aud night! 

Mayrose, June, 1881. 

WE WRONG OUR DAUGHTERS. 

We wrong them in that wo compel them to marry. 
Our song marry or not. as they please, whenever it 
suits their convenience, or whenever they can tease 
somebody into taking them “for better or for 
worse,''and the parents say it's all right; but they 
must marry oil' their daughters, get rid of them, and 
speedily, too, or they will be old maids, and so dis- 
giaeed forever. The love of the parent succumbs to 
public opinion, to tyrant custom, and for fear of the 

world s dread laugh, they send forth their young 
daughters into the soul-mart to be sold to the first, or 
more probably the highest bidder. Must not this 
be humiliating — galling — more bitter than rue? 

is an impor-1 I he remedy for this wrong lies in giving your 
daughter some other aim In life except marriage, so 
that this may become to her a matter of will, not of 
necessity. Girls as well as boys ought to have some¬ 

thing in view —something to stimulate them, some¬ 
thing to bring out their energies. It is usual with 
parents to ask their sons, as soon* as they are old 
enough to understand the question:—“ What do von 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

PERSEVERANCE. taut memo,— one that concerns “us girls,”_one 
that will bear considerable discussion. 

It has struck me, in all the articles I have read on 
dress in your excellent paper, that something moro 
particular should be written about the apparel 
adopted by ladies at hornr. Many seem to think it 
makes but little difference what is worn when they 
are with their own families, and without a proba¬ 
bility of seeing company. “ Of course,” they say, “I 
should not think of dressing in this way if there were 
a possibility of seeing any one except members of 

our own family, but I do not care for them,_they 
will not even notice my dross.” Very true, perhaps 
not, for the reason that they ore accustomed to sec- 
ing you in such style, and do not expect anything 
different. lint Borne morning put on a pretty, clean 
wrapper,-one that you would not be ashamed of 

noi'Iihl,!mak<3 y0U,S"lf appear aK tid? •» iH not a n)oro ciPlu:r. But what father among us’ in- 
possible, and see if you will not attract attention and dulging and loving as he may be, turns from his 

' -ml appeanmce> You will> at least. Proud boy, and white, perchance, a tear-drop glistens 
g i your own self-respect. in bis eye, lays his band so tenderly on tbeTroad 

Some may remark: “I cannot dress as I would, I white brow, and silken tresses of his darling 

Tl IT- I" WOfC t0 1HTf°m’ a"J 1 unda“k*’ with, strange tremor in bis manly voice 
rcss according to my business. Cannot you do “And what is my heart’s child going to be ?”‘ If ever 

something to improve your often untidy and repul. such a thought crosses bis mind, it usually amounts 
Bivo appearance, and at the same time work jnstas to nothing more than:—“She will be a belle and 
easily and quickly? Your clothes ca„ at least be make a great match.” Thus in everv The 

SeTpuTon auTa't lineTcolI«7 ^ 8°' °"e fVer]astin« ftn(1 ^Patently inevitable idea of 
nm71w , 1 ’ (y°Ur work wiH not aa ^ough no woman had ever lived and 

it unless you are " Up to your ears in busi- died without being married, or without oven desiring 
ne s,”) and never leave your room in the morning to be. I cannot see why girls should beZooZZ 
without carefully arranging and smoothing your to the idea that marriage is the “one thine ne.lTl » 

Perseverance brings success. If yon would pros¬ 
per in any undertaking, do not be discouraged by 
trilles. He who flatters himself that he will easily 
succeed, and allows bis imagination to picture in his 
mind his future prosperity in glowing colors, instead 
of earnestly striving and modestly hoping that he 
may do well, is but too sure to have his ardor damp¬ 
ened when lie comes to the actual performance, and 
meets, as is frequently the case, with the frowns of vo me prayers ot many years; 

and though it may have come in a manner unex¬ 
pected, and in a form of apparent disaster and real 
national trial, yet who can doubt that we shall come 
out of the ordeal purified as by fire? It is a char¬ 
acteristic of such principles, that they move slowly; 
and the very magnitude and importance of the issues 
in the present contest forbid (according to all 
bistorical precedent, and providential development,) 
a speedy result, in the establishment of our national 
position in the future progress of the world. “ Wait 
upon the Lord, all ye who fear His name, be Of good 
courage, and He shall strengthen thine heart. Wait, 
1 say, upon the Lord.” Mrs. F. A. Dick. 

Buffalo, N. Y., May, 1861. 

mmcuiuea and trials will unexpectedly arise, and 
you might at length get discouraged did you not 
know that perseverance and industry ultimately 
bring their own rewards. This is essentially true, 
as when a particular business is selected as a pursuit, 
all the powers of the mind are directed to the prin¬ 
cipal object, so that a great degree of proficiency 
therein is attained. In this manner the notable men 
of the past obtained their celebrity, which time will 
not efface, and it is the only way in which pre-emi- 
nence in any branch of business or calling can be 
secured. If, after years of study for a profession, or 
apprenticeship to a trade, you settle down in business 
and, not doing as well as you expected, should relin- 
quish it for another, it is plain that many years of 
your life will have been spent to little purpose. This 
is true of the trades at least, for, if they do not come 
into practical application, they can be of little benefit, 
so that the greatest caution should be exercised in 

[Written for Moore'B Rural New-Yorker] 

DISAPPOINTMENTS. 

oi kkwi NDKi. uy Kinu mends, and the many com¬ 
forts of life bestowed by a kind Providence; having 
the assurance of the precious and unchanging affec¬ 
tion of the Heavenly Father, and the certain prospect 
of perfect peace at last, if faithful in the performance 
of our duties; should the heart 
disappointments, o 
object? Nay, never w even 
for the Christian; but it corresponds with the lessons 
of the Divine word. Still, as disappointments are 
the common lot of men, they only can receive the 
truth who can triumphantly exclaim, 

“On the rock of ages founded, 

Naught can shake my sore repose.” 

Every one has Borne sorrow—all have at some time, 
— and most persons — oh! Low often!—have put 
forth their bands eagerly endeavoring to grasp some 
treasure, and have reached but a mocking shadow, 
while the substance has eluded their grasp. They 
have anticipated a feast of joy from attractive fruit 

ijjk Jit'rr eat tons oj a Country Parsonhas some 
admirable advice for those splenetic persons who are 
always detecting deficiencies in their present happi¬ 
ness, or foreboding troubles in the future. We have 
never read wiser suggestions than are found in the 
rambling talks en “How to pul a Thing,” and “Moral 
Fig-sties.” ^Mr. Emerson, in his “Conduct of Life,” 
has a paragraph for the same class of grumblers: — 

I find the gayest castles in the air that were ever 
piled, far better for comfort and for use than the 
dungeons in the air, that arc daily dug and caverned 
out by grumbling, discontented people. I know 
those miserable fellows, and I hate them, who see a 

A MOTHER’S INFLUENCE. 

How many touching, heart-melting scenes have 
been witnessed at the Depots, in this city, as mothers 
have parted with their sons to go forth and defend 
our soil from the foot of the invader. See that 
mother press that noble, manly boy close to her 
bursting heart, and pour a shower of warm tearswith 
her kisses upon his checks and brow. She places a 
Bible in his bands, and with one deep, earnest prayer 
to be faithful to bi3 country and to forget not his 
God, sends him forth to battle. Ah, not unarmed go 
they forth, whose brows nrc wet with the parting 
tears of children and wives; not without a helmet 
and a shield are they whose locks are wet with a 

mother’s tender kisses, whoso forms are followed by 
a mother’s tender hourly prayers. 

“ w,U?rt* the standards waved the thickest, 

mere is a balm that can soothe the pain and bleeding 

wounds of sue)i a sorrow,—the matchless and infinite 

love of the tender Savior. 

Notwithstanding the many disappointments con¬ 
nected with our earthly life, Heaven kindly gives 
very many blessings and much true happiness to 
men. Human vision is short-sighted, and the disap¬ 
pointments themselves are often real blessings. In 
the truthful words of To peer, 

“ Many a gain aud a joy is a curse, 

And mauy a grief for the beat.” 

Infinite love and unerring wisdom preside over the 
affairs of earth. How often have carefully laid plans 
been thwarted, and we have been unable to accom¬ 
plish some darling scheme, but have afterwards seen 
the wisdom of Him who kindly orders events. Dis¬ 
appointments teach the Christian the transient aud 
unsatisfying nature of earthly things, and separate 
his heart from the perishable things of time, aud turn 
his affections Heaven-ward. The bitterest disap¬ 
pointments are not evidences of the withdrawal of 

No two things differ more than hurry and dispatch. ^od’s favor. “Whom he loveth be chasteneth.” 
Hurry is the mark of a weak mind, dispatch of a 0lten- those who love Con truly euffer many aud 
strong one. A weak man in oflice, like a squirrel in 6evere disappointments, while the ungodly are com- 
a cage, is laboring eternally, but to no purpose, and Paratively free from sorrow. To the vision of faith, 
in constant motion without getting on a jot; like a tliere is a ,J0W of promise upon the stormiest cloud, 
turnstile, he is in every body’s way, but stops no- So the ctu'istian alone is prepared to meet the dis- 
body; lie talks a great deal, but says very little; aPP°intments of life. Disappointments pain the 
looks into every thing but sees into nothing; and has '“Kristian’s heart; but the satisfying hopes which the 

a hundred irons in the fire, but very few of them are Christian religion affords, give him fortitude and 
hot, and with those few that are, he only burns his peace amid the most painful ills of life, and he re- 
liugei's- jolces ever in the bright and soul-cheering nroHnect. 

And the tide of battle rolled, 

Furiously he charged tlu* foeman, 

On his snow-white steed so bold; 

But he wore no guarding helmet, 

Only his long hair of gold. 

Turn nnd flyl thou rash young warrior. 

Or this iron helmet wear!’ 

Nay! but 1 am armed already 

In the brightness of my hair; 

For my mother lussed its tresses 

With the holy lips of prayer!’ ” 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

LONELY. 

Dress and Merit.—Girard, the famous French 
| painter, when very young, was the bearer c.f a letter 
of introduction to Larijuiuais, then of the council of 
Napoleon. The young painter was shabbily attired, 
and his reception was extremely cold; but Lanjuinais 
discovered in him such striking proofs of talent, 
good sense and amiability, that on Girard’s risiug to 
take leave, he rose too, aud accompanied bis visitor 
to the antechamber. The change was so striking, 
that Girard could not avoid an expression of surprise! 
"My young friend,” said Lanjuinais, anticipating 
the inquiry, “ we receive an unknown person accord¬ 
ing to his dress—we take leave of him according to 

Jamie has enlisted; Jamie—that’s the name we 
always called him by when he was in pinafores, and 
would coax me to make seed-cakes for him to carry 
to school, and to put two pockets in his trowsers,— 
his father didn’t approve of either.- when he wore 
short, white pants, trimmed at the sides with red, a 
roundabout with bright buttons, a little plumed cap, 
and would parade up and down the street and play 
“take the city,” with his regiment of six-year-old 
soldiers. .Jamie! that’s the name wc call him by to¬ 
day, father and I; we speak it tremulously, and say, 
almost with heart-breaking, “perhaps lie will never 
come home again." At prayers this morning, on 
one of the grandest pages of inspiration, we read 
how great numbers were slain, both of the conquered 
and the conquering, when Israel went to battle, and 
our spectacles seemed so misty,— Father’s as well as 
mine. What rivers of blond l iflvr* rlimnoh41. ~ 

Uas ever ^re a family without its troubles? 
Adam and Eve had their troubles in Eden; and all 
families have bad their troubles. Every family has 
a skeleton behind the door; every person a thorn in 
his side. It is said that misery loves company, so 
take courage hapless man, wearied woman. You are 
in the majority. “Man is born to trouble as the 
sparks fly upward." A useless family would yours 
be if it knew no trouble. Trouble is our great 
teacher. It nerves us with streneth: it. iriv.-H 

Mrcn may be done in those little shreds and 
patches of time which every day produces, and which 
most men throw away, but which nevertheless will 
make at the end of it no small deduction from the 
life of man. Cicero has termed them inlercmm tem¬ 

pera, (cut up times,) and the ancients were not 
ignorant of their value; nay, it was not unusual with 
them either to compose or to dictate, while under the 
operation of rubbing after the bath. 

Man is an embodied paradox, a bundle of contra¬ 
dictions; and as Borne set-off against the marvellous 
things that he has done, we might fairly adduce the 
monstrous things that he has believed. The more 
gross the fraud, the more glibly will it go down, and 
the more greedily will it be swallowed, since folly 
will always find faith wherever impostors will find 

A Glorious Thing.—When John Foster was pros¬ 
trated by disease—when his noble intellect was like 
a strong man fettered—his friend said:—“It must be 
a hard thiug for you to lie here unable to write—un¬ 
able even to think.” “Yes,” he replied; but I can 
pray, and that is a glorious thing.” 



llenoe conquest of other States are wholly incon¬ 
sistent with the fundamental principles and subver¬ 
sive of the very organization of this government. 
Its policy cannot but be peace — peace with all 
nations and people. 

Very respectfully, 
Jefferson Davis. 

To Messrs. McKaig, Yellott, and Harding, Committee 
of the Maryland Legislature. 

between the James and York rivers, as a basis of 

land operations, it is of the first importance to the 

success of the movements that neither troops nor 

batteries should be left in their rear, and nothing 

now appears more probable than that the futile efforts 

to destroy the Sewell Point battery will very soon he 

followed by a most determined and combined attack 

by land and water. If n movement upon Richmond, 

or an attack upon Norfolk and Portsmouth, be not 

intended at an curly day, wliat can the rapid concen¬ 

tration of troops and munitions of war at Fortress 

Monroe, OU1 Point, mean? Three thousand men 

could defend that fortification for an indefinite period 

against almost any force not assisted by a navy, but 

at the rate troops are now arriving there they will 

soon have twelve or fifteen thousand, provided, I 

with everything necessary for field service. 

TUB NEW America* Cycloi-.koia : A Popular Plotionary of 
General Knowledge Edited by GkohoB Kiri.BV and 
f'liARLKS A. Dana, Volume XiI- Mozambique—I arr. [8 
^,._pp. 788.] New York : D. Appleton fi Co. 

XniS volume includes an unusual variety, touching upon or 

discussing 1,500 subjects. Many of the subjects are important, 

and treated at considerable length hy able scholars tY e enum¬ 

erate a few of the prominent writers and subjects*. Eobt. Carter 

of Mevr York, wtBcS on the Mummy, Newspapers, Names, 

Netherlands, New Zealand, Nile. Nincvab, O’Connell, Orange¬ 

men. Qssoli. Otis, Pacific Railroad, Palestine, fee. Prof. Parsons 

of Harvard, writes on Murder, Mutiny. Negotiable paper, Neu¬ 

trality. Nuisance, Oath. Pardon and Parliament. Rev. W. L. 

Symonds of Boston, writes ou Mysteries. Mysticism, Mytholo- 

cv. Nominalism and Realism, Novel, Objective and Subjec¬ 

tive. New York State occupies 13 pages, and the article was 

prepared by J. H. Fronch of Syracuse. New York city comes 

in for 1* pages, (enough to fill a duodecimo volume) written 

bv Franklin J. Otterson of New York. The article on news¬ 

papers takes 11 pages, by Julius Bing of New York. Nomen¬ 

clature, an interesting paper, is by Frank H. Stover of Boston. 

Optics was written by Dr. Levi Reuben of New York. My¬ 

thology is by Dr. Kneeland of Boston ; Painting is by Chas. 

S: YVevman of New York ; Paper is by J. T. Hodge of New 

York. These are all interesting and ably prepared articles, 

ret the volumes comprises scores of others of nearly equal 

The Lutes! from Bcnuregurd. 

Beauregard's Impudence.—The Richmond En¬ 

quirer contains the following proclamation from 

Gen. Beauregard: 

Head quarters, Drp't ok Alexandria,? 
Camp Pickens, Juno 1. J 

A Proclamation — To the people of the counties 

of Loudon, Fair fee, and Prince TIT Hiatus. 

A reckless and unprincipled tyrant has invaded 
your soil. Abraham Lincoln, regardless of all moral, 
legal, and constitutional restraint, has thrown ins 
Abolition hosts among you, who are murdering and 
imprisoning your citizens, confiscating and destroy- 
inn; vour property, committing other net* or 
violence and outrage too sbockiug and rotoltlngto 
humanity to bo enumerated. 

All rules of civilized warfare arc abandoned, and 
tbev proclaim by their acts, il not on their banners, 
that their war cry is “Beauty and Booty." All that 
is dear to man your honor and that of your wives 

CHORUS—Tenor. 

suppose, 

Grafton.—Secessionists turning Union Men. 

Wr published an account of the occupation of 

Grafton, by Ohio troops, under the command of Col. 

Kelley, in the Rural of the 8th inst., and now extract 

from the Cincinnati Gazette a description of the city 

and vicinity: 
Grafton, which is now the point of so much interest 

throughout this section of Virginia, contains ordi¬ 

narily about 1,000 souls. It is as scattering and 

irregular as it well could be without a good deal of 

ingenuity. The principal portion of the town lies 
Base. 

junction with it,) there being some tew Houses across 

Three Fork, and a few more over the river. There 

are some four or five hotels iti the place, and about 

as many stores. There are two or throe churches, 

one printing office, and these together comprise about 

all the public buildings in the city of Grafton, for it 

has a city government, if nothing more. 

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad have several 

buildings, among them a large engine house, and ft 

still larger machine shop. Indeed, the distinguish¬ 

ing ancl only feature of this town Ih that it is ft rail¬ 

road town. It was created hy railroad enterprise, 

built by railroad money, and inhabited, for the most 

part, by railroad men, who are, at the same time, 

Union men of the true blue and unconditional stamp. 

Their voto on the ordinance proves this beyond cavil, 

there being nearly three hundred Union to one seces¬ 

sion vote. 1 saw the man to-day who cast that vote, 

and lie looks as though he wouldn’t do it again if he 

had it to do over. Many of the houses are now 

vacant here, the owners having gone off during Bill 

The Wheeling hoys are 

WORDS BY FRANCIS 8. KEY. 

And where is that hand who so Tauntingly swore 

That the havoc of war and the battle’s confusion 

A home and a country should leave us no more? 

Their blood has washed out their foul footsteps' pollution. 

No refuge could save the hireling and slave 

From the terror of flight or the gloom of the grave? 

And the Star-spangled Banner In triumph doth wave 

O'er the land of the Free and the home of the Brave! 

O! thus be it ever when Freemen shall stand 

Between their loved home and the war’s desolation; 

Blest with victory and peace, mav the heaven rescued land 

Praise the power that hath made and preserved us a nation 

Then conquer we mast, when our cause it is just, 

In God is our trust! 

O Say, can you see by the dawn s early lignt, 

What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming, 

Whose broad stripes and bright stars thro’ the perilous fight. 

O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming, 

And the rocket’s red glare, the bombs bursting In air, 

Gave proof through the night that, our flag was still there — 

O say, does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave 

O’er the land of the Free and the borne or the Brave? 

On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep. 

Where the foe’s haughty host in dread silence reposes, 

What is that which the breeze o*er the towering sleep, 

Ah it fitfully blows, hair conceals, half discloses9 

Now it catches the gleam of the morning’s first beam, 

In full glory reflected now slimes on the stream — 

Tis the Star spangled Banner, O! long may it, wave 

O’er the land of the Free and the home of the Brave! 

And this be our motto 
And the Star-spnng!ed Banner in triumph shall wave 

O'er the land of the Free and the home of the Brave! 

who may have felt disposed to attempt a repetition of 

the same exercise. Alas, poor Ellsworth! your cause 

was unjust, and your death dishonorable as it was 

merited. 
The New ^Orleans Delta remarks:—Tims far the 

Northern horde have lost two of their most renowned 

Colonels, before they have encountered any armed 

force of the South, Ellsworth, an upstart Bumnier- 

sautt-turner, who carried a strolling company of so- 

called Zouaves about the country last summer, 

exhibiting their feats of grand and lofty tumbling at 

25 cents admission, children and negroes half price, 

has suffered the penalty of an act of audacity and 

Thompson’s reign of terror, 

quarted in some of them for thp present. Doubtless 

the fugitives will return, now that Uncle Bam is here 

to protect them. * * * * When the Baltimore 

and Ohio Railroad was projected, nine years ago, or 

oven at the time the N. W. Va. Railroad was bogqn, 

four years later, the ground on which this town now 

stands, was ti primeval forest, with hut a single log 

hut and a small opening around it. The junction of 

the two roads at this point was what created Grafton, 

and what at the. same time killed up Fetterman, a 

couple of miles below; which place was becmolng a 

considerable railroad town, and which, even in its de¬ 

clining days, has had the renown of quartering the 

first Confederate army in this part of the State—and 

veTy likely the last one. There is a small suspension 

bridge here over Three Fork, ftml a very line railroad 

bridge across the Tygart’s Valley, ou the N. W. Va. 

Railroad. It is a matter of surprise that this was not 

destroyed by the retreating malcontents on their way 

to the mountains of Hepsidam. Nothing could have 

been easier, and the loss would have been very great. 

But the sconndrels were so frightened, that they 

didn’t think of anything but putting distance between 

them and Col. Kelley’s command. 

The Western Virginian, which was compelled to 

succumb, bocauso of its Union sentiments, for one 

week, is out again to-day, in full blast. Long may it 

Yvavu. 
Several prisoners have been brought in to day, and 

many secessionists have come in voluntarily, and 

given themselves up. They have all been treated 

courteously, and released where there were no specific 

charges against them. Some half dozen prisoners 

“ Forever float that standard sheet — 

YVhere breathes the foe hut falls before uh 

YVith Freedom's soil beneath our feet, 

And Freedom’s banner streaming o’er us.’ 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., JUNE 29, 1861 

FACTS, SOKNKS, INCIDENTS, KTC 

Extracts from the Southern Press. 

Trouble in the Rebel Ranks.—Onr readers will 

remember the brilliant charge of U. S. cavalry at. 

Fairfax Court House, Va., chronicled in the Rural 

of the 8th inst. This feat of the Federal boyB has put 

the Charleston Mercury in a rage, and it boils over 

thus: 
“The retreat of two companies of Virginia cavalry 

before the advance of a single company of United 
States troopers, withont even crossing swords with 
them, is almost incredible neYV*. We do not know 
what to make of it. Is the thing possible? It is 
said, in extenuatiou of this apparently dastardly con 
duct, that one company of the Virginia cavalry were 
without pistoLs. But what a vain and empty excuse! 
What. Is the use of pistols in a sabre, light? Thu 
sabre, not the pistol, is the weapon for a charge of 
cavalry upon cavalry. Still further, it is stated that 
the other company of Virginians had pistols. They 
were two to one against the United States troops, and 
backed, besides, by a company of riflemen. Good 
God! is this the sort of fighting Southern troops 
intend to make? Why, with their riflemen, and two 
sabres to one, they ought to have cut up the Lin- 
colnites to a man, and pursued the last man into the 
very encampment of the enemy. Is the banner of the 
Old Dominion to be thus trailed in the dnst? Oh! for 
an hour of old Light Horse Harry once more to wield 
his daring, dashing blade. Unless Our meagre 
accounts from the Richmond papers are strangely 
incorrect, the epaulettes should lie torn from the 
shoulders of the officers who have thus stained the 
honor of their State, and a court martial should 

sever the ties which bimi nor u> me union, auu of¬ 

fends the Administration against tbo charges of in¬ 

tended subjugation of the Sooth and outrage upon 

ita people. He traces the rise and progress of the 

rebellion, and demonstrates that the rebels have in¬ 

sulted the Government, stolen Federal property, and 

committed enormities without number, and that their 

object iB the permanent dismemberment of the Con¬ 

federacy. We would be glad to give this letter 

entire, knowing that the sentiments therein expressed 

find an echo in every Northern heart, but want of 

space permits only the publication of a small portion. 

Mr. Holt takes occasion to defend the character of 

the Federal troops from the nnjust asirersious which 

have been cast upon them. He says: 

The Federal Tr001‘8 and their Mission. -When 
an insurrection was apprehended a few weeks since 
in Maryland, the Massachusetts regiment at onoe 
ottered their services to suppress it. These volun¬ 
teers have been denounced by the press of the South 
as “knaves and vagrants,” “the dregs and offscour- 
ing of the populace,” who would “ rather filch a 
handkerchief than fight an enemy in mauly coinbat;” 
yet we know here that their discipline and bearing 
are most admirable, and I presume it may he safely 
affirmed that a larger amount of social position, cul¬ 
ture, fortune, and elevation of character has never 
been found in so large an army In any age or country. 
If they go to the South, it will be ns friends aud 
protectors, to relieve the L nion sentiment of the 
seceded States from the cruel domination by which 
it is oppressed and silenced, to unfurl the Stars and 

and Incidents. Ill. Document*!, etc. New x orn. w. r. 
Putnam. 
Seven numbers of this Diary have been issued, aud the in¬ 

terest iD the work has not been allowed to dag, Among other 

matters presented in the issue before us, is a full and graphic 

account of the great Union meeting in New York, together 

with the addresses made ujion that occasion ; the burning of 

Gosport Navy Yard ; capture of the Star of the YVest; Gov. 

Curtin's Proclamation, etc., etc Seven pages of Northern 

and Southern Poetry, called forth amid the excitement of the 

times, and the usual amount of “Humor and Incidents" 

closes the number. Those who, when the battle of the Union 

has been fought and won, would like to possess a book of 

reference, or general reading, will do well to procure the 

“ Record.” For sale by Dewey. 

Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine.—The June number 

of this standard magazine is before us, and to say that it is 

fully up to Sts predecessors is all-sufficient. The present 

issue closes its eighty ninth volume, and those who desire 

monthly visits from this able representative of the Tory party 

of Great Britain, will have uo more favorable opportunity lor 

making the necessary arrangements than is now offered. 

The North British Review 

Free Church is ail that could be desired, 

tains eleven articles, as follows 

upon this subject may save much trouble m tin- 

future. 

Exultxno Over Ellsworth’s Death.—If more 

evidence was needed to convince us that the men of 

the South have been transformed into a set of crazy 

semi-barbarians, the fiendish exultations of the lehel 

newspapers over the atrocious assassination of the 

gallant young Colonel Ellsworth would be sufficient. 

For example, here is what the Memphis Argus says: 

A Humbug "Wiped Out,"—“Colonel” Ellsworth, 

the pretty Zouave, whose grand flourish about ;i year 

ago with a company of Chicago loafers achieved for 

him considerable notoriety, is now reckoned among 

the things that were. The “ Colonel,” at the head of 

-This able exponent of the 

Its last issue con- 

Presenl Movement in the 

Church of England ; Alexis de Tocqueville ; Tlie Poems aud 

Plays of Robert Browning Bishop Herd and his Contempo¬ 

raries ; Railway Accidents; Motley's United Netherlands ; 

Berkeley’s idealism ,* Dr. John Brown's Horse Subseeivm ; The 

Educational Question in Scotland ; The Christian Architecture 

of Europe ; The American Secession. The last named Essay 

is of peculiar iuteiestto American readers. 

London Quarterly r.EviKW.—For some reason—it would 

be diflicut to tell what, when so much, both interesting and 

valuable literary and scientific matter is spread before the 

public in each of the Reviews—this Quarterly has always been 

an especial favorite. The last number (closing Volume LV.) 

gives us nine articles lor perusal and study, viz. 'The Ptarls 

and Mock Pearls of History ; Euphuism ; Lord Duudouald ; 

Spiritual Destitution in the Metropolis ; German, Flemish, 

and Dutch Art; African Discovery ; Lord Stanhope’s Life of 

Pitt; Indian Currency, Finance, and Legislation ; Iron Man- 

fuacture. The Quarterly is the advocate of Conservatism. 

All of the foregoing are published by Leonard Scott h Co., 

New York. D. M. Dewey is agent for Ruohster and vicinity. 

cere and earnest desire tor peace, auu <ouwiu» 
government would readily entertain any proposition 
from tire Government of tlie United States, tending 
to a peaceful solution of the present difficulties, the 
recent attempts of this government to enter into ne¬ 
gotiations with that of the United States were 
attended with results which forbid any renewal of 
proposals from it to that government.. 

If uny further assurance of the desire of this gov 
eminent for peace were necessary, it would be suffi¬ 
cient to observe that being tuiined of a Confedera¬ 
tion of sovereign States, each acting and deciding 
for itself, the right of every other sovereign State to 
assume self-action and self-government is necessarily 
acknowledged. 

s 1 1 il 
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the glory of that statesman or chieftain who shall 
snatch this Republic from the vortex of revolution, 
now that it has expanded from ocean to ocean, ban 
become the admiration of the world, and has rendered 
the fountains of the lives of thirty million people 
fountains of happiness. The vigorous measures 
adopted for the safety of Washington and the Gov¬ 
ernment itself, may seem open to criticism, in some 
of their details, to those who have yet to learn that, 
not only has war, like peace, its laws, but that it has 
also Its privileges and its duties. Whatever of se¬ 
verity, or even of irregularity, may have arisen, will 
find its justification in the pressure of the terrible 
necessity under which the Administration has been 
called to act. When a man feels the puignard of the 
destroyer at his bosom, he is riot likely to consult 
the law books as to the mode or measure of his rights 
of self-defence. What is true of individuals, is in 
this respect equally true of governments. The tnan 
who thinks he has become disloyal because of what 
the Administration has done, will probably discover, 
after a close self-examination, that he was disloyal 
before. But for what has been done, Washington 
might ere this have been a smouldering heap of ruins. 

As A 1’i'KAt. to Kentucky. — Before proceeding 
further, Kentucky should measure well the depth of 
the gulf she is approaching, and look well to the 
feet of her guides. Before forsaking a Union in 
which her people have enjoyed such uninterrupted 
and such bound lex* prosperity, she should ask her¬ 
self, not once, but many times, why do I go, and 
where am f going? In view of what has been said, 
it would he difficult to answer the first branch of the 
inquiry; but to answer the second part is pateut to 
all, as’are the consequences which would follow this 
movement. In giving her great material and moral 
resources to the support of the Southern Confederacy, 
Kentucky might prolong the desolating struggle 
that rebellious States are making to overthrow a 
Government which they have only known In its 
blessings; hot the triumph of the Government would 
nevertheless be certain in the c-nd. She would aban¬ 
don a Government strong and able to protect her, 
for one that is weak, and that contains, in the very 
elements of its life, the seeds of distraction and early 
dissolution. She would adopt, as the luw of her 
existence, the right of secession a right which has 
no foundation in jurisprudence, or logic, or In our 
political history; which Madison, the father of the 
Federal constitution, denounced; which has been 
denounced hy most of the States and prominent 
statesmen now insisting upon its exercise; which, in 
introducing a principle of indefinite disintegration, 
cuts up all the confederate governments by the roots, 
and gives them over a prey to the caprices and pas¬ 
sions, and transient interests, of their members, as 
autumnal leaves arc given to the winds which blow 
upon them. 

Kentucky, occupying a central position iri the 
Union, is now protected from the scourge of foreign 
war, however much its ravages may waste the towns 
and cities upon our coasts or the commerce upon our 
seas; but as a member of the Southern Confederacy 
we should he a t rob tier State, and necessarily the 
victim of those border feuds and Conflicts which 
have become proverbial in history alike for their 
fierceness ami frequency. The people of the South 
now sleep quietly in their beds, while there is not a 
home in infatuated und misguided Virginia, that is 
not filled with the alarms and oppressed by the ter¬ 
rors of war. In the fate of this ancient, common¬ 
wealth, dragged to the altar of sacrifice by those 

. who should have stood between her bosom aud every 
foe, Kentucky may read her own. 

An Earnest Exhortation. — Could my voice 
reach every dwelling in Kentucky, I would implore 
its Inmates to stand by the Union, if they would not 
have the rivers of their prosperity shrink away as 
unfed streams before it is everlastingly too late. 
Man should appeal to man, and neighborhood to 
neighborhood, until the electric tires of patriotism 
shall (lash from heart to heart in one unbroken cur¬ 
rent throughout the land. It is a time in which the 
workshop, the* office, the counting-house und the 
field, may well be abandoned fur the solemn duty 
that is upon us, for all these toil* will but bring 
treasure, not for ourselves, but for the spoiler, if this 
revolution is not arrested. Wo are all, with our 
every earthly interest, embarked in mid-ocean on the 
same common deck. The howl of the storm is in 
our ears, aud " the lightning’s red glare is paiDting 
belt on the sky;” and while the noble ship pitches 
and rolls under the lushing of the waves, the cry is 
heard that she lias sprung aleak at. many points, and 
that the rushing waters are mounting rapidly in the 
hold. The man who, in such an hour, will not work 
at the pumps, is either a maniac or a monster. 

IIow the Rebels left Western Virginia. 

Letters to the Wheeling (Va.) Intelligencer, 

from our forces in Western Virginia, give interesting 

accounts of the progress of the campaign. One of 

the volunteers thus describes the panic of the rebels: 

“ The scenes about Fairmont were exceedingly ludi¬ 

crous when the first hint of the approach of the 

soldiers got to the ears of the secessionists. The 

Union men had been living for some time in hourly 

dread, and under a system of threats of intimidation, 

and when they saw the secessionists rnuuing to and 

ire, and gathering in eager little knots on the street 

corners, they supposed some new stroke of the enemy 

was to he the result, and were in a bushel of trouble 

about the impending crisis. Well, the impending 

crisis arrived, and they got good news. Then the 

secessionists made tracks iu all directions, and with 

the most laughable speed—taking whatever means of 

conveyance they could get—some of them taking 

their neighbor’s even. Nobody knows where they 

went, and it is doubtful if they knew where they 

would go. The terrific and all absorbing idea that 

an immense army, who would just slaughter them 

like beeves, was right after them, was all they could 

think of—aud it has been sufficient to rid this section 

of them for a while, at least. The Hon. Z. Kidwell, 

valient though he has heretofore been, was seized, 

like the rest, with the panic. He rushed to the 

stable, got out a horse and buggy, and, fearful of be¬ 

ing seen, drove out a back way, and fled most igno- 

minionsly. 

The Wnr in Eastern Vlrglntn. 

Tub only encounter of importance up to date of 

writing (Saturday 22d) In Eastern Virginia was at 

Vienna, situated 15 miles from Alexandria, on the 

Loudon and Hampshire railroad. A dispatch from 

the officer in command we give below: 

To Li rut* flen. Scott. 
I left camp with 668 rank and file, and 29 field and 

company officers, in pursuance of Gen. McDowell’s 
orders to go upon this expedition with the available 
force of one of ray regiments. The regiment selected 
was the 1st Ohio Volunteers. I left two companies, 
company J am] company K. in the aggregate 125 
men, at the crossing of the road. I sent Lieut. Col. 
Parrot with two companies of 117 men to Falls 
Church, and to patrol the roads in that direction. I 
stationed two companies — company D and company 
F, 150 men — to guard the railroad and the bridge 
between the crossing and Vienna. I then proceeded 
along to Vienna with four companies—Co. E, Capt. 
Haddock: Co. C, Lieutenant Woodward, (afterward 
joined by Capt. Pease : Co. G, Capt Daily; Co. H, 
Cant. Iluzlet, Total 275 men. 

Ou turning the curve slowly within a quarter of a 
mile of 1 letmu, we were fired upon by a rakiug 
masked battery of, I think, three guns, and shells, 
round shot and grape, killing and w. unding the men 
on the platform and in the cars before the train could 
be stopped. When the train stopped, the engine 
could not, on account of the damage to some part of 
the running machinery, draw the train out of the 
lire. The engine being in the rear, we left the cars 
and returned to the right and Jeftou the train through 
the woods. Finding that the enemy’s batteries were 
sustained by what appeared about a regiment of 
infantry ami by cavalry, which force we have since 
understood t.o have been some 1500 South Caroli¬ 
nians, we tell back along the railroad, throwing out 
skirmishers on both tlankB. This was about 7 P. M. 
Thus we retired slowly, bearing ell' our wounded five 
miles to this point, which we reached at lo o'clock. 

Our loss is five killed, six wounded, nine missing. 
The engineer, when the men left the cars, instead 

of returning slowly as I ordered, detached his engine 

with one passenger car from the disabled train and 
abandoned us, moving to Alexandria, and we have 
heard nothing of him since. Thus we were deprived 
of a rallying point, and of all means of conveying 
the wounded, who had to be carried on litters and 
blankets. We wait here holding the road for rein¬ 
forcements. The enemy did not pursue. 

I have ascertained that the enemy’s force at Fairfax 
Court House, four miles from Vienna, is now about 
4,000. 

When all the enemy’s batteries opened upon us, 
Major Hughey was at his station on the forward plat¬ 
form car. Col. McCook was with me in one of the 
passenger cars. Both of these officers, with others 
of the commissioned officers and many of the men, 
behaved most coolly under this galling lire, which we 
could not return, and from batteries which we could 
not (lank or turn, from the nature of the ground. 

The approach to Vienna in through a deep cut in 
the railroad. In leaving the cars and before they 
could rallv, many of my men lost their haversacks or 
blankets, but brought off all their muskets, except it 
may be a few that were destroyed by the enemy’s first 
fire, or lost with the killed. (Signed) 

Robert C. Sohenck, Brig. Gen. 

This affair created intense excitement at Wash¬ 

ington. No blame is attached to Gen. Schenck, the 

commander of the Federal troopx, for it is stated that 

he acted under the positive orders of Gen. McDowell. 

A considerable force was immediately ordered to hiB 

support, and Vienna was occupied the next day, the 

rebels having retreated, by 6,000 United States troops, 

including Rawsbn’s battery, and Col. Hunter’s regi¬ 

ment of cavalry. 

The people at Vienna say that the South G'oroli- 

nians lost six killed by the return fire of the Ohioans. 

On the 18th the rebels attempted to make a crossing 

at Goose Greek. Having arrived opposite Edward’s 

Ferry in force, estimated by officers in command of 

the guard at from 800 to 900 men, they made use of a 

ferry boat which they bad withdrawn from the Poto¬ 

mac river. Col. Stone had given orders that if any 

attempt was made to move the boat, a tire should be 

opened upon it. In compliance with these orders 

Lieut. Hasbronck fired from liis twelve-pound field 

howitzer a spherical case-shot which burst directly 

in range and covered the boat with a shower of 

bullets and fragments. The effect was excellent. 

The horse of a mounted officer leaped overboard, and 

the boat was rapidly drawn back to shore. Tbe 

enemy then formed in line along the crest of the 

bank, and commenced firing. A few well directed 

spherical case-shots dispersed them and sent them 

flying towards Jjcesbnrg. 

Three hundred Federal troops under Capt. Gard¬ 

ner, of the Pennsylvania 1st Regiment, had a skir¬ 

mish on the 19th, at fjdward’s Ferry, with a consid¬ 

erable force of secessionists. The fight lasted nearly 

three hours, wheH the rebels fled, having had 15 or 

20 killed and wounded. A private in (’apt. Gardner’s 

command was killed and three or four wounded. 

The fight occurred across the river. 

A party of rebels came up tbe Potomac on the 

night of the 20tli, and attempted to fire the Long 

Bridge. They were fired upon by our troops, and 

four or five killed and a number wounded, aud tbe 

balance, 19 in number, taken prisoners, and are now 

at the Arsenal. The rebels were provided with pow¬ 

der and materials to destroy the bridge. 

With the telegraph instrument it has been ascer¬ 

tained that there are about 23,000 troops at Manassas 

Junction, nader command of Gen. Beauregard. They 

are in a condition bordering on starvation. The 

rebels have pressed everything into service that could 

in any way bo useful, and persons objecting to such 

proceedings had their property confiscated, and were 

compelled to fly. Jeff. Davis was at Manassas Junc¬ 

tion cm the 19th inst,. 

A special dispatch to the Tribune on the 19th says: 

In recent conversations Gen. Scott has said not ohly 

that (he evacuation of Harper’s Ferry was in perfect 

conformity with his plans and expectations, but that 

nothing which the rebels have done has interfered in 

the slightest with his grand plan of the campaign, or 

with the several steps which he has proposed to take. 

Everything is in the best condition for an advance on 

Richmond, for which preparations are making. The 

approach of Generals Patterson and McClellan’s col¬ 

umns, and the concentration of troops from the east 

would seem to foretell this. Army officers prophecy 

that a forward movement, hence southwardly, and 

from Fortress Monroe towards Richmond, will begin 

within a fortnight, and when once begun it will not 

bait till the rebel Capitol is taken. It is believed 

that the capture will be made before the day of the 

meeting of the Davis Congress. 

Gen. Butler has issued the following orders: 

JlKAlHiCARTKRS, DEPARTMENT OF ) 

Virginia. June 21. J 
No person will be permitted to visit Fortress Mon¬ 

roe or the camp, through motives of curiosity merely, 
neither will any person having his home or business 
in this department lie permitted to remain here with¬ 
out a special permit from these quarters. 

All persons having business or coming accredited, 
will be permitted to land, but the operations cannot 
be interfered with or demoralized by pleasure seekers. 

The Government line of steamers between Balti¬ 
more and this point are for the use of the Govern¬ 
ment, and not for pleasure travel. 

By command of Major General Butler. 

becanse I would not assume on its behalf to relinquish 
it* duties, and abdicate its rights of protecting loyal 
citizens from tbe oppression and cruelties of the 
secessionists in this State, I published an address 
to the people, in which I declared my intention to 
arm the force under my command for no other pur¬ 
pose than tbe maintenance of the authority of the 
General Government, and the protection of the rights 
of all law abiding citizens. Tbe State authorities, in 
violation of an agreement with Gen. Harney, on the 
21st of May last, had drawn together and organized 
open a large scale the means of warfare: and having 
made a declaration of war, they abandoned the Capi¬ 
tal, issued orders for the destruction of the Railroad 
and Telegraph lines, snd proceeded to this point to 
put into execution their hostile purposes towards the 
General Government. 

This devolved npon me the necessity of meeting 
this issue to the best of my ability, and accordingly 
1 moved to this point, with a po’rt.ion of the force 
under rny command, attacked and dispersed the hos¬ 
tile forces gathered here by the Governor, and took 
possession of the camp equipage left, and a consid. 
arable number of prisoners, most of them young, and 
Of immature age, who represent that they have been 
misled by frauds ingeniously devised, and industri¬ 
ously circulated by designing leaders, who seek to 
devolve upon unreflecting and deluded followers the 
task of securing the object of their own false ambi¬ 
tion. Out of compassion for these misguided youths, 
and to correct the impressions created by unscrupu¬ 
lous ealumniatore, 1 liberated them npon condition 
thatthey were not to serve In the impending hostili¬ 
ties against the U, $. Government. 

1 have done this in spite of the well known facts 
that the leaders in the present, rebellion, having long 
experienced the mildness of the General Government, 
still feel confident that, this mildness cannot be over¬ 
taxed, even by factions hostilities, having in view' its 
overthrow, hut lest, as in the case of the late Camp 
Jackson affair, this clemency shall still be miscon¬ 
strued, ii fs proper to give warning that the Govern¬ 
ment cannot be asked or expected to indulge in it, 
to the. compromise of its evident welfare. Having 
defined that those plotting against the Government 
have falsely represented that the Government troops 
intended a forcible and violent invasion of Missouri, 
for purposes of military despotism and tyranny. I 
hereby give notice to the people of thiB State that I 
shall scrupulously avoid ail interference with the 
business rights and property of every description 
recognized by the laws of the State and belonging to 
law abiding citizens. But it is equally my duty to 
maintain the paramount authority of the United 
States with such force as I have at my command, 
which will be retained only so long as opposition 
shall make it necessary, and that It is my wish and 
shall be my purpose to Visit any unavoidable vigor 
arising in this issue upon those only who provoke it,. 
All persons who under the misapprehensions above 
mentioned have taken up Brins, or who are now 
preparing to do so, are invited to return to their 
homes and relinquish their hostilities towards the 
Federal Government, and are assured thatthey may 
do so without being molested for past occurrences. 

(Signed) N. Lyon, 
Brig. Gen. U. S, A., Commanding. 

Advices from Kansas City via St. Joseph, give the 

following account, of the engagement near Independ¬ 

ence OU the 20th inst. A detachment of Federal 

troops, under Gapt. Stanly, with a flag of truce, 

visited the Camp to ascertain the purposes of Capt. 

Holloway. During the conference CapL Stanley sus¬ 

pected movements were being made with a design of 

attacking him, and ordered his detachment to retreat. 

While retreating, they were fired on by* State troops 

at the order given by a private, but the fire was so 

irregular thatthey killed their own commander, Capt. 

Holloway and P. B. Clennohan, and severely wounded 

several more of their own men. Capt. Stanley’s men 

did not fire, having received orders' not to do so 

under any circumstances. Capt. S. retreated into 

Kansas City and reported the affair, when Capt. 

Prince with a strong body of troops attacked aud 

routed the State troops, capturing thirty horses. 

Col. Curtis’ 2d Iowa regimeut, learning that the 

rebels at Savannah, Missouri, 30 miles north of St. 

Joseph, had driven out or impressed aU the Union 

men in the town, went there on the 19th inst., with 

400 troops, and after a slight skirmish, in which two 

rebels were killed, put things to rights, disarming 

the rebels and giving their muskets to the Union men. 

The Number of Troops in the West.— A letter 

from Cairo says:—"1 have been to some pains to 

ascertain carefully the number of Union troops now 

under arms in the West. It is as follows: 

Camp at Cairo AoU Village Ridge,. .. 6.000 
The CoDgreseional District Kncampmente in the State,’ I sisso 
Tlie Arsenal at Si. Louis, under <ien. Lee,.5,S76 
St. Louis, at tbe Six Regimental Head-quarteri,, ’ 0.300 
Three Regiments in lotvu,..... 2,865 
Three Regiments in Wisconsin,.” 2 845 
Jefferson Barracks, St, Louis, (infantry.)__ 1060 
Jefferson Barracks, St. Lome, (Cavalry.).445 
Indiana troop, now under arms, . ... J.5 000 

Total within twenty-four hours of Cairo,_37,710 

Of these about 800 are cavalry, 17,000 rifles, 35 

heavy cannon, with 1,500 artillerymen, and the rest 

infantry. These figures do not vary materially from 
the actual facts.” 

Wnr Movements in tint West. 

The Governor of Missouri issued a proclamation 

a short time since, calling for 50,000 State troops for 

the purpose of driving the Federal forces from the 

State. In accordance with tbe spirit of that docu¬ 

ment he established camps, one of which, at Boon- 

ville, he commanded. Gen. Lyon determined to 

break up this camp, and accordingly moved the 

Union forces under his command to a point five miles 

below the encampment of the rebel forces. The 

latter had a battery near Boonvilie, fronting toward 

the river, hut it was circumvented by the U. S. troops 

and proved useless. Gen. Lyon immediately ad¬ 

vanced, and when within a few miles of Boonville be 

was attacked by the State troops, 400 strong, under 

Gol. Little, late of the U. S. Army, who were con¬ 

cealed in thick nndergrowths and wheat fields. After 

a sharp fight the State troops were driven back, and 

their camp at Bacon's farm, three miles below Boon¬ 

ville, on the river, with its equipage, provisions, 

horses, Ac., was taken. 

Just as the U, S. troops approached Boonville, the 

main body of the rebels, who had taken possession 

of the woods, opened a brisk fire upon them. Gen. 

Lyon ordered a retreat, and the rebels, encouraged by 

this movement, rallied and followed the troops into a 

wheat field. General Lyon halted, faced the troops 

about, and bringing bis whole force of artillery to 

bear, opened a murderous fire on the rebels, and the 

balance fled in all directions, leaving their arms on 

the field. Gen. L. then moved forward and took 

possession of Boonville. Gov. Jackson viewed the 

battle from a distant bill, and fled for parts unknown 

after the defeat of his forces. The rebels lost fifty 

men, while the number of the wopnded is very large. 

After the battle, Gen. Lyon issued the following 

proclamation : 
Boonville, June 18, 1801. 

To the People 0/ Missouri : 
Upon leaving St. Louis in consequence of the 

declaration of war, made by the Governor of this 
State against the Government of the United States, 

Aflitir* at Washington. 

Some time ago application was made to the Sec¬ 

retary of AVar to obtain admission, duty free, on 

linen drilling imported tor the use of the cadets and 

military academy, and was refused by him on the 

ground that the policy of the government should be 

to prefer domestic manufacture in all instances of 

purchases tor public service, and to resort to foreign 

markets only tor such as cannot be obtained in this 

country, lhe Secretary of War has pursued a simi¬ 

lar course in reference to the Engineer Department 

tor the admission, free of duty, of 250 tons of gas 

cooking coal, aud 23 tuns of cannel coa], imported 

for the use of the Military Academy. The Secretary 

of War cannot countenance this importation of coal 

by approving of this recommendation. 

The following notice emanated from the State De¬ 

partment on the 20th inst. : 

Tt is expected that hereafter any passport which 
maybe issued by Diplomatic Agents, accredited to 
this Government, or by any Consular authority what¬ 
ever, either to a person able to proceed beyond the 
lines ol the United States forces, or to a’ foreign 
country, will lie countersiirued by the Secretary of 
Shite. (Signed,) W, H. Sis ward.” 

The Navy Department, on the 21st inst., received 

dispatches from Capt. Rowan, of the steamer Paw¬ 

nee, indosing reports of Lieut. Chaplain, from which 

it appears that the latter, assisted by the tug Reli¬ 

ance, has been profitably cruising opposite to, and in 

the neighborhood of Aquia Creek, on the Maryland 

side, where he seized a large amount of contraband 

provisions consigned to a secessionist, who is now in 

the C. S, A. Army. They were placed on a wood 

schooner that happened to be near and towed to 

Washington Navy Yard. Lieut. Chaplain reconnoi- 

tered at other points, where he and his small party 

drove in some secession mounted pickets. When 

returning, muskets were fired at them, und the com¬ 

pliment was acknowledged by discharge of cannon 

from xhe Reliance. Lieut. Chaplain captured nine 

boats which had evidently been used for the trans¬ 

portation of secessionists over the Potomac, and 

destroyed five of the boats. 

Tbe steamer Mount Vernon has returned from 

Pamunk.v Creek, Maryland, where she seized a sloop 

which had been engaged in transporting secession 

troops from that point to Virginia. The sloop has 

been towed to Washington, aud the sloop men are 
prisoners. 

A dispatch on the 22d states that the steamer Alli¬ 

ance returned from her cruise on the Potomac. 

Lieut. My gat t, her commander, reports that he had 

captured 11 rebel vessels on the river, which were 

endeavoring to supply the enemy with provisions. 

He dealt summarily with them, burning two, sinking 

four, and bringing tbe remainder here as prizes, ne 

also discovered that the rebels are again at work on 

the batteries at Aquia Creek, from which employ¬ 

ment, however, they will soon have formal and im¬ 

perative orders to desist. 

On the 20th inst there were from 25,000 to 30,000 

troops on the Virginia side within ten miles of the 

Potomac. On this side there were about 20,000 to 

40,000 men under orders to cross at a moment's no¬ 

tice. Should the enemy advance from Fairfax, they 

would not only meet the number of troops firBt 

named, but a flank movement will be made by a force 

of at least 10,000 strong, stationed on the river six 

miles above the city. The federal army will be fully 

30,000, while that of the rebels cannot be more than 

15,000 or 20,000 at the furthest. 

In Alexandria, as well as here, ranch excitement 

prevails, in consequence of citizens of adjoining 

counties arriving at Alexandria almost hourly, some 

by boat and others on foot, to escape being impressed 

into Bervice. Guards are scouting in these counties 

with lists of voters against the ordinance of seces¬ 

sion, and arresting all they can get hold of and 

bringing them to Manassas Junction. Many who 

were escaping were fired on by the closely pursuing 

rebels. The object in arresting these men is to im¬ 

press them into the service against the government. 

Gen. McDowell came to Washington on the 20th, 

and paid bis respects to Gen. Scott, exhibiting a 

complete map of the land now occupied hy the Fed¬ 

eral forces, showing how easy it would be to capture 

the enemy located within a short distance of the out¬ 

side lincB of Gen. McDowell’s survey, which extends 

into tbe interior ten miles from Arlington Heights, 

and ten miles below Alexandria, and tbe same dis¬ 

tance above the Chain Bridge. Gen. Scott listened 

with all attention, and when General McDowell had 

concluded and desired permission to advance and 

make an attack in order to wipe out the disgrace of 

the late blunders, Gen. Scott sat quietly back in his 

chair and responded, "No, sir—No, sir—No!” 

Judge Dunlap has given an opinion in the case of 

the schooner Tropic Wand. A libel has been filed in 

the District Court of the District of Columbia, by the 

United StateB, by the captors to condemn that vessel 

as appraised, and her cargo, valued at $22,000, for 

violating the blockade of the ports of Virginia. Tbe 

Court in reply to the respondent says the blockade 

being one of right to a state of war, and the Presi¬ 

dent, having in eubstancc arrested civil war, is of the 

opinion that the blockade was lawfully proclaimed 

by the President. As to the next question; w hen the 

bill of tbe blockade became effective, the Court says 

notice actual or constructive will do, and there does 

not appear in the cause any evidence to show that 

the United States Government agreed to relax the 

law of the blockade so as to allow British vessels to 

load and come out of port after the knowledge 

of an effective blockade was brought home to 

them. It is also oliered in evidence that the master 

said that he heard in Richmond of the blockade 

being effective before he began to load his cargo, 

and was informed that it commenced on the twenty - 
second of May. 

A dispatch from Harper's Ferry to Washington 

says three thousand C. S. A. troops arrived at the 

Ferry on the 21st, and completed the work of destruc¬ 

tion, burnt the rifle factory and Shenandoah bridge, 

and ran a large llrsbclass locomotive, that was left on 

the track, off' the abutment of the bridge, into the 

river. They said they were instructed to blow up 

every house in town on which a Union flag should be 

found. Fortunately there were none. Thev com¬ 

menced to arrest all the Union men, and succeeded 

in securing eleven, whom they took off'. The balance, 

about fifty iu number, they pursued to tbe river, 

which they swum across to the Maryland shore. 

They fired at them in the water, but all escaped 

without a wouud, though two of them had balls pass 

through their hats. The government should send 

protection to the unfortunate people as soon as prac¬ 

ticable. They took with them all the gun stocks, to 

the number of 50,000. that were in the rebel factory. 

Additional measures arc to be consummated before 

awarding contracts for building the gun boats under 

the recent advertisement of the Navy Department. 

A circular hits been prepared, a copy to be sent to 

each of the 200 bidders, proposing to give $50,000 for 

a gun boat constructed iu 70 days, $54,000 if in 90 

days, and $52,000 if in 105; the entire number of the 

boats being 25 of the class denominated. If tbe ac¬ 

ceptors exceed this number, then they are to draw 

lots or otherwise decide as to whom the contracts 

shall be awarded. 

We give the following correspondence from the 

N. V. World for what it is worth, stating, however, 

that rumors of the same character have been preva¬ 

lent for some days. The writer says: 

I well know that the readers of the World will 

believe that the rebels are frightened, and that they 

are most anxions to make terms with the parent 

government, aud 1 am fully prepared for their aston¬ 

ishment when they read that their Commissioners 
are in Washington. » 

It Beems that Jefferson Davis having become thor¬ 

oughly frightened, baB, in a semi-official manner, 

made overtures to our Government. When his Com¬ 

missioners reached the Capital, they were desired to 

state their case, and to tell what they wished. They 

submitted two propositions: 

Pirst, That the United States unconditionally 
recognize tbe existence of the Southern Confed¬ 
eracy. and that the latter be permitted for a term of 
one, two, or three years, to carry on their govern¬ 
ment as an experiment. That the expense of the 
war, thus far Incurred, be equitably arranged between 
the two sections, and that each do its best for the 
maintenance of friendly feeling and intercourse 
between the two peoples. Aud that if, at the expi¬ 
ration of the time agreed upon, it be found that 
the experiment cannot succeed, a commission be 
appointed to reconstruct a Union. 

This proposition was peremptorily rejected, where¬ 

upon they modestly put forth another, as follows: 

Second., The South will be conteut if the Govern¬ 
ment will pledge itself to pass, at the coming session 

tary of State, and, therefore, will meet with favor 

from the President. Between the two I cannot decide, 

Mr. Davis says that his retreat from Harpers Ferry 

was a stroke of peaceful policy. He had troops 

enough there to withstand any force which General 

Scott was prepared to bring against him, and it was 

not becanse he feared the result of an engagement at 

that time, but because he knew that he had no force 

with which to meet what might subsequently be sent 

against him. The Secession Government now rests 

on a hope —that hope once swallowed np in a disas¬ 

trous defeat npon the battle field would prove the 

destruction of what it now sustains. He is sensible 

of the fact, that if once defeated, there would rise 

a tide of popular indignation against him and his 

co-workers that they could in no way withstand, 

and ignominious flight or ignominious death would 
be the lot of one and all. 

T rivate letters by the Africa, from a high source, 

state most positively that a large number of priva¬ 

teers are being fitted out in England for the Southern 

rebels. It is reliably reported that several had already 

left, and were on their way to this conntry. The at¬ 

tention of our Minister has been directed to this mat¬ 

ter by American residents in London, who have urged 

him to bring it to the notice of the ministry and have 
it thoroughly investigated. 

Advices received from Fort Pickens to the 10th, 

state that, there was no change in the military status. 

Active operations were kept np on both sides. Col. 

Brown had entirely completed bis means of defence. 

The fort is in the best possible condition, and no 

fears entertained. The rebel force under General 

Bragg is still very large, notwithstanding a portion 

ot them have been detailed for service at some other 
point. 

Secretary Seward gives notlee that hereafter pass¬ 

ports to leave the country or to pass within the lines 

ot the rebellion signed by foreign Ministers or Con¬ 

suls will not be good unless countersigned by the 
Stale Department. 

Gen. Walbridge states that the Governors of all the 

States have responded to hiB letters inquiring wheth¬ 

er they were in favor of a vigorous prosecution of the 

war. They are as a unit in declaring that they are 

ready with men and money to bring the war to an 
end. 

Reports from Washington say that the army will be 

doubled as soon as possible. Secretary Wells will 

recommend his appropriations for building more war 

vessels. The President will call for at least 300,000 

men in the aggregate, and money to correspond. 

Congress will at an early day suspend the writ of 

habeas corpus wherever there is an organized rebel¬ 

lion, and in the judgment of the President it should 

be suspended. The suspension of course being tem¬ 
porary. 

flpifit of the Hour. 

The necessities of the war are making swords 

out of plowshares. The Illinois State Agricultural 

Society have offered premiums for cannon, muskets, 

rifles, carbines, pistols, fowling pieces, powder, shot, 

shell, gun carriages and ambulances. These prizes 

are in addition to the regular premiums offered 
annually. 

The most intense secession papers in the most 

intensely-secesslon part of Kentucky — the Paduca 

Herald, Columbus Crescent, and Hickman Courier— 

have all ceased to exist within a week. 

The English bankers are alarmod at the large 

indebtedness of their country to the United States. 

The amount of specie remitted ns since the 28th of 

November last, has reached the enormous sum of 

twenty-nine million dollars. The Daily News admits 

that America " holds the strings of the specie move¬ 
ment in its hands.” 

The schooner Savannah, a privateer in charge of 

Midshipman Cook, arrived at New York Tuesday 

week, with Stars und Stripes floating in triumph 

over secession rags, captured by the brig Perry 60 

miles off Charleston! She had taken the brig George 

F. Rockland and sent her into Georgetown, South 

Carolina. She was formerly a pilot-boat, and carries 

18-pouniler pivot guns amidships. Her crew of thirty 

were put in irons and transferred to the frigate Min¬ 
nesota. 

Saturday last, says the Louisville Journal of the 

17th inst., was a glorious day for the good people of 

Kentucky and Indiana. A Union barbecue was given 

by the people of Oldham county to the citizens of 

Clarke county, Indiana. It is estimated that at least 

5,000 people were present, and the ladies from the 

two States were present to the number of 1,000. 

The best feeling prevailed, and throughout the vast 

assemblage the Union sentiment was uppermost. 

The people resolved to stand by each other and by 

the Union and the Constitution of their country. 

The bids for the Pennsylvania State loan to the 

amouut of $3,000,000, were opened in Philadelphia 

on the 15th inst. More than a sufficient amount was 

taken at par. To the honor of the bidders it may be 

stated that but $1,400 were bid for at less than par. 

Much gratification is expressed here at the liberality 

and patriotism which induced capitalists of all par¬ 

ties to sustain the Government so triumphantly. 

The Frankfort (Ky.) Commonwealth says that the 

aggregate vote for delegates to the Border State Con¬ 

vention is 107,334. There are no returns from the 

counties of Ballard, Hickman, Marshall, Simpson 

and Woodford. The total vote of Kentucky at the 

last Presidential election was 140,216. Notwithstand¬ 

ing no Union votes are counted from five counties, 

and that many precincts were not opened, the Union 

majority is 69,452. It iB safe to say that tbiB State 

is for Union by 80,000 majority. That will do. 

General Scott was heard to say that he would 

have captured the rebels at Harper’s Ferry, aud all 

their munitions of war, had it not been for tbe news¬ 

paper press (in their anxiety to give early news) 

keeping the rebels fully posted in every movement 

of the United States troops. He said he would rather 

have one hundred rebel spies in his camp than erne news- 

pttper reporterl 

Parson Brownlow, of theKnoxville (Tenn.) Whig, 

says:—" We are going to stay in Knoxville, and no 

where else, and when we remove from the dwelling 
of Congress, an irreparable constitutional provision that we own and occupy, it will be to the cemetery 
T6r.O GT111 V.\T! Cf Ann rra Ii u \ n rr ♦Va 4 ¥ J recognizing and legalizing forever the institution of 
slavery below thirty-six thirty, which is the southern 
boundary line of the State of Missouri. This done, 
the Southern Provisional Government pledges itself 
instantly to abandon the war, and to re-establish 
peace and the most cordial relationship, so far as its 
section is concerned; to re-direct the course of trade 
into its accustomed channels, and iu every way 
restore the happy days of our forefathers. 

As to the reception which this proposition received, 

my informant was positive, though from another 

source I gather a doubt. He states that it, also, was 

peremptorily rejected. It seemed to the party of the 

second part a mere intensification of the Crittenden 

amendment, and not varying greatly from the Adams 

jiropoBition. Others say that the acceptance of this 

proposition would not be unacceptable to the Secre- 

in this vicinity. Aud as to the paper, we shall edit 

and publish it until our office is destroyed or our 

windpipe is cut!” 

The Albany Journal says that emperor, or general, 

whoever he was, who advised the hanging of dis¬ 

honest army contractors, showed both his wisdom 

and his humanity. The contractor or quartermaster 

who robs the soldier, either in clothes or rations, is 

the worst kind of an enemy. This has been done 

already to a disgraceful extent. Clothes have been 

made of worthless materials. Knapsacks are made 

of such wretched stuff as to fall to pieces the first 

time they are exposed to rain. Soldiers thus clothed 

and equipped are not only wronged, bat are unlit fur 

the duties required of them. 



ALBANY, .June 24.—Flour axd Mkal — Market very dull 
for flour, We quote: 

Coniraon to good State.$4,50504,70 
Fancy and extra State. ♦,~>Vo 4.1X) 
Common to good Western.4,70[<;J5,00 
Extra Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, Arc.,. S.0<Ka 7,* 0 
Extra Ohio,.6,0lX5ii7,00 
Common Canadian..... I.TAc 5.00 
Extra Canadian. 6,2.\a7,0(l 
Fancy Genesee.    6.2.V*6,75 
Extra Genesee and city brands. .. ... 6,25517.50 

Corn meal is steady with sales to n moderate extent at$l,(>Xa) 
1,12*^ ninths. 

Grian—Wheat no sales. Rve. sales at 64V-’ii-te Corn in 
good supply and fair demand, stiles at 43c for unsound; tie for 
sound mixed Western afloat; t>vjl7e for do. in lots, Gats in 
targe supply, sales at fflty28kjC for Western; 30c for State. 

BUFFALO. June 25. —PT.orR—In moderate ltome and Inte¬ 
rior demand, and nntrket steady Sales at S3,TAM,00 for good 
to choice extra Illinois and Wisconsin *4,23(014,31) for double ex¬ 
tra do.; $8C 1,26 for extra Indiana and Ohio, and *3,87J4@fi.OO for 
double extras. 

Gralv—Wheat marketelosed dull and heavy; sales, all in the 
early part of the day. prime No. 1 Chicago spring «t 80c. Mil¬ 
waukee club at 78o, and No. 2 do al 7.'!o, Corn- The stock of 
sound e- not Urge, ,tnd the market is better, sales of the day at 
33e34o, heated at 27; v 280. Oats, market quint ami nominal at 
22c.. Barley, no sales, Rye, last sale was at -40c for Illinois. 

Provisions—Pork dull end heavy nt *13,30, and lightdo, at 
*11,30, line on. &e , dull and no sales. 

TORONTO, June 22— Flora—The receipts by the several 
railroads have been pretty liberal, but the state at the market 
has been such that, it is’a matter of great difficulty to effect 
sales. The loss favorable news from Europe and the approach¬ 
ing warm weather beget in holders of Spring Wheat brands a 
desire to nvtlixe, and had buyers even been in the market, a 
considerable decline would he submitted to. We have no sales, 
however, to report, save those of a retail character White 
Wheat Flower comes to market more plentifully', but with lit¬ 
tle or no demand We quote 

Superior Extra.$8,8fliW>,.r>fl 
Extra.3,23(015,50 
Fancy.4,73®3,U0 
No, One.4.1501'4,25 
Nn. Two, .3,50@3,65 
Bair Flour,. 4,25(3)4,50 

OaTmkai. has ruled very dull with only retail quantities 
changing hands, Known brands in wood would bring S3,3ftnl3,- 
40 V) 21X1 lbs, and i n bags S3,25. 

Grain—Tim deliveries of Fall Wheat since the date of our last 
review have not been so liberal as the week preceding, neither 
has the demand been no active mw prices so fin 0 cable to sellers. 
Many hovers are partially out of the market for the want of 
funds, which, cheeking competition, has CAtised a decline in 
prices. Earl 1 in the week the better sample* brought from $1- 
l7i.i l,22, but have Iteen declining till yesterday, when the out¬ 
side price ra d was *1.10. The greater bulk of the receipts did 
not bring over 51.,ill.05, and \ quantity changed hands at even 
less. The receipts for the last week amount (n over 9,(100 bush. 
The domand for Spring Wheat is unusually quiet and with no 
anxietf among buyers to make purchases. The ruling price 
yesterday was 80c. The limited receipts of Barley, and the 
smallness of the demand keep the prices low, 45c U the outside 
price for bright samples. Oats are in supply equal to the de¬ 
mand. Tim price, 28 cenis, is unchanged from last week. Peas, 
very dull and In small snpjily. 43@%5o is paid for ordinary to 
good samples.—QUiOe, 

%l\c gtaMijgfcer to the fnblic A afrits "Wanted— Both male and fe¬ 
male, to not as Local or Traveling Agents. Liberal 
d he paid. Fur terms. Ac., apply or address I, I,. 
GO., 112 Merrimack St., Lowell. Mass. 895-4t. 

TITHEELEE & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’8 
vv IMPROVED FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Prosser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

Terms of Moore’s Rural New-Yorker, 
ITT ADVANCE : 

Single Copy, One Tear, 
Three Copies, “ . 
Six “ and One free to Club Airent, $10 
Ten « « w w $lo 

Fifteen “ “ « “ #21 
Twenty « “ « “ #25 

And any nddliionnl number at the latter rate — only 41,25 

per copy!—with an extra free eopy for every Ten Sub¬ 
scriber* over Twenty. Club papers sent to different poet- 

ofllee*. If desired. 

— Half-Yearly Subscriptions at same proportional rates as 

for a whole year, with free copies, Ac., for the term, 

fir Wkstkiln and Soctitkrn Monet.—In the present de¬ 
ranged state of the currency, we are uoable to use Western and 
Southern mooev, os onr bankers will not purchase it at any 
rate of discount Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send us U. S. Postaoe Stamps, as they are far preferable 

to any uncurrent bank bills. 

A vv person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
Kuril New-Yorker, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated. 

ADVERTISING TERMS, In Advance — Thirty- 

Five Ok.vts a Live, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52'* cents per line of Space, SPKCtAL NotICKS, 
(following reading matter, loaded.) Sixty Cent* a Line 

It-s immense circulation among the Producers and Deal¬ 
ers of the Free States, renders the Rural Nrw-Yohkkk hy far 
the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of it* class. This 
pact should bo horiin in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 

facturers, Ac., who must necessarily depend upon the People ol 
the North for patronage. 

THE WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. be* 
to state that they have reduced the prices of their 8EWING 
MACHINES, while they have added new and Important im¬ 
provement*. The reduction is made in the Impn that the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patent*. 

Ofiioe 505 Broadway, New York. 

S. \V. D1RDT.K, A gnu, 
B79-tf 

( Urlep l*r,-*iss Scvr ws. 3 feet long. 4 inches in 
V _ diameter. These powerful Screws bring out a third more 
nice than Portable Presses. Send fora Circular. Made hy I.. 
)L ARNOLD,{Poughkeepsie iN’. Y.I Foundry BDiMteo 

ROCHESTER, N. T. 

“FAMILY NEWSPAPER.” — 
-1- Mrs. Hniikiiis' Mammoth Pictorial Is in ilsSixtb Volume 

and has 3U0,iXX> readers. Fall of Engraving* and Fashion Plate* 
Largest, nicest and best in tlio world for 7ft <>(*. a v*uir. Aukwts 
wanted. Ladies. Teacher*, Gleigymen. or Post-Masters. For 
Specimen Copies and Terms to Agent*, inclose red stamp to 

378 HANKINS A CO , New York. 

A MERIOAN GUANO 
FROM 

JARVIS Ac BAKER'S ISLANDS, 

IN TUB 

soium PjYcih’ic ocean, 
IMPORTKD BY WK 

JJtlKRICAJV (iVAJVO C OM PJJVV , 
omoe, 68 Willintm Sireel, 

NEW YORK. 
C. S. MARSHA Id,. Prstt, 11. MATIIER, Sr.c'p. 

J K CHAPPELL, Agent, 69 Exchange St. Rochester, N. Y. 

ENESEE VALLEY MOWER AND REAPER. 
, ; LV t.. • — UM'-i onivvy UIVIUI ritUby 

binding: :vr<l P)igc>a; M Knffiuvin«* :w portrait*. Mailed (Vee for 
$1. AfJRNTS WantM*—auilTcjio.hnrrt. For IXnie.riptioD 
of Book and 1‘articnmrH of Ak^uov. incloao rod stump to 

378 HANK IS;-. .v Cl I New York 

TMP0RTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 
HORSE, COW. SHEEP, OR HOG—TiiOKUtv's Food kob 

Catti.x. For Horse* it. I* indispeosabl# in promoting and sus¬ 
taining All the animal functions in health and vigor. For Milch 
Cowait Ifl invaluable, increasing the quantity and improving 
the quality of milk. For Beast* nothing can compare with it 
for feeding quickly For Sheep and I'lgs the effect* produced 
in oue month will exceed all expectation. 

A Pamphlet mailed free to anv whlrei,*. 
DEPOT, 21 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. 6T4-2Bt 

A NEW HALF VOLUME 

The Second Half of the Twelfth Volume of Rural 

New-Yorker commences July 6th. Now, therefore, 
is the time for renewals, and for new subscriptions, 
whether clnb or single. Additions to clubs are also 
in order, at club rates. Agents and Subscribers— 
and indeed all who are friendly to the ltCRAL—are 
frankly asked to aid in extending our circulation so 
far as consistent. In return, we promise our best 
efforts to render the paper as interesting and valuable 
as possible—to spare no reasonable effort or expend¬ 
iture to fully maintain, if not augment, its position as 
the Best, and Cheapest Journal of its Class. 

S PATENT AGRICULTURAL CALDRON AND STEAMER, 

Tins is s new invention, got up simpler than anv other ma¬ 
chine, mostly of iron and steel, witli only 2Cug wheel-c War¬ 
ranted to cut In anv gras* or groin, wot or dry. long or short. 
Cuts 4S foi't Price, *7(1 for Mower, *nd SW5 tor a Combined 
Machine. Made very strong and light for 2 horse*; no side draft 
or weight on the horses' nocks For pintlcubu* call on EZRA 
JONES or M. 3. OTIS, Rochester, W ('. Cl VI I it. Cuylor- 
villo. Liv. Co.; J. L. At U MILLS. Newark, and HARVEY 
SIIURHCRX. Walworth, Wuyne Co.; BURTON ll.UI, East 
Bloomfield, Ontario Go. , and GEO. W KUUK & URO., Carl- 
ton, Orleans Co. 598-3t. 

Special Notices THE CATTLE MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, Juno 19 —The current prices for the week at 
all the markets are as follows r 

BEEF CATTLE. 
First quality.*R.50®9.00 
Ordinary quality,.8,0(3)8,50 
Common quality,. 7,50(507.75 
Inferior quality.7,0(J(gl7,50 

COWS AST) CALVES. 
First quality,.*50,00®30,00 
Ordinary quality,.40,01)5151),00 
Common quality.80,0ffui35,00 
Inferior quality,.22,oui?)28,oo 

VEAL CALVES. 
First; quality. 1!I lb. 5 (a)5>ic 
Ordinary quality. 4J*(3>5 c 
Common qnaliljr. 4 ®4l^o 
Infnrior quality.. 3 (563.1*0 

Prime quality.,.. 
Ordinary quality, 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality,. 

MILITiATLY MAX’S. 

which auk rr n k bkstp 

//. //. ihoirn x cops 
COMFLETE MILITARY C IT .ART 

Is most complete and reliable, being engraved especially to 
meet the present want from official data, arranged by 

MESSRS. VIELK AND HASKINS, MILITARY 
ENGINEERS, 

Exhibiting on one sheet si, \.'(7 Inches, a large MAP of the whole 
of Maiivi.a.m) and Vikoi.nia. A large Mao of the Dihtkict of 
Colcmiiia Soialler Maos nfllle Mr.'tstKBtprt Kivnu, Cairo, Mo- 
RILE. I'KNSACOI.A, GAL VBRTII.V, DW.TA OF TIIR MISSISSIPPI, 
Charleston, Hampton Roaos, Norfolk, Ac . Ac. Price *5 cts. 

A I,HO, A POCKET EDITION 

Of the above, on line linen paper, together with a complete 
GLOSSARY or MILITARY WORDS and MOVEMENTS, and a 
COMPLETK RECORD OF THE REBELLION tin to Juno 20, 
and an excellent Steel Plate Engraving of GEN. SCOTT. 

12MO. CLOTH PRICE 75 CENTS 

ai.so, ju\'OTHKn srctUYimt chart, 
MIIJTABY PORTRAITS, MAPS, 

ARMS, «Str*. 
This new and elegant work will he ready June 25. The large, 

splendid head-piece exhibit* a soldier in each of the Uniforms 
worn in our army, protecting the Stars and Stripes with Mus¬ 
kets and Rifled Cannon. In the foreground are Zouaves tramp¬ 
ling on the Rebel Flog, and a serpent UDih-rneath the flag being 
plainly shown. Underneath the hund-oeici' are DufiuitlniiN 
and Explanation* of Mihtai v Word* and Movements. Under 
this are correct, portraits of Generals Scott, McClellan. Butler, 
Fremont. Banks, and Prentiss; Unis, Kllswortii. Uoreoran, and 
several others At the bottom is a New Men just engraved. 13 
bv 28 inehey in size, showing the whole of Maryland and Vir¬ 
ginia, according to the latest Information. The Border Of this 
Chart i* cnmpnjeil ot Mllltnr; Figures, shewing fourteen Posh 
tlon* for the Musket, acordluj to Hardee's Tactic*. 

Size 27 by 37 inches. Price 25 Cants, 
Our Charts lire all carefully Colored on excellent paper. All 

mailed and pre paid on receipt, of the pried, 
llsslde these wo have 

TEN OTHER CHARTS AND PORTRAITS, 

designed expressly for Dm times. 

TIIE MOST LI HER A A TERMS MADE WITH AGENTS. 

Address II. II. LLOVD X. I'll., 
,vo. wr, iftnvA’in street, aC r. 

N. B.—See New Price List. 

THE MONROE COUNTY AG. SOCIETY 
WILL HOLD THKTR FIFTH ANNUAL. 

. A lihehal list of Premiums, amounting to nearly *700, 

will be offered in the various classes, and it is expected that 

this Exhibition will he fully equal to any previous one of like 

character ever given by the Society. 

• ORDER OF EXERCISES: 

1. —Examination and Exhibition on the track, of Horses in 

classes 1, 2, 3, 4, from 10 to 11 ^ o'clock. 

2. —Exhibition of Fast Walking Horses at llj^ o’clock. 

3. —Ladies’ Riding and Driving at 12 o’clock, precisely. 

4. —Grand Exhibition of all Premium Animals around the 

Track. 

AFTERNOON. 

1. —Grand display of Stallions for stylo and speed. 

2. —Display of Matched Teams for style and speed, to road 

wagons. 

3. —Display of Single Teams for style and speed, to road 

wagons. 

4 — Grand display of Double Teams for style and speed. 

5. —Grand Sweepstake*. 

Competition open to all loyal States and Canada. 

jpy Mr. JoaKHi II all's celebrated Mare. Cora IYEstkllk, 

and his young Stallion, Patohkn Eclipsk, with other cele- 

biated animals, will be upon the Grounds during the day. 

For full particulars and list of Premiums, see small bills, 

wluoh may be obtained at the Rooms, 104 State street. 

E. B. HOLMES, President. 
J. M. Booth, Secretary^ 

6HKKP AND LAMBS. 

!,50.ii)3.U0 

8WINR. 

Trim Cut represents the Apparatus ft* peculiarly adapted to Cooking largo quantities of Food a ot t ime, ami also for Sr 'hi 
inn Hogs, and Heating- Water t',„ all purposes. It 1* Indispensable in any well regulated Hog Pen or Farm House, as it "ill 
save ami convert all coarse or refuse rodder, grain, or vegetable substance Into Pork or Beef, as may be, thereby Saving 
Million.* or Holla m. 

PRimE'S PATENT AflRKIilrTIJHAIi CALDRON & STEAMER, from who haru r’Hnau-;« c«i<i«.n »ua steamer: 
Wrstkrn, N. Y., June 17th. 1861. 

I or ( oeking •■nod for St rick and for all other Dmnestie plir- Messrs. Bkvnftt fc. ('a —The Steam Caldrou that you sent me 
pn„e* where a Caldron Kettle Or Steam Hotter ts require,I. 0Mne safely to hand. I have li.u ml no difficulty lnt,hs manner 

Good reliable Agent* wanted, to canvas* every Cnnoty in this of using it, and 1 take, murk vteuxurr in informing you that it 
Statu I'm- the salu Of the above Stviiin Caldron, for which a pives prrfrvt xatirjarhim. Tlu> quantity of fuel that J would 
liberal commission will bo allt,wed. Terms of Agency can be u*e in one day with the large Caldron set in an arob. will servo 
obtained by letter inclosing postage stamp, und Illustrated Cir- the steamer a week, and accomplish the same amount of sor- 
culars sent if requested. vice In cooking all kind* of loud for stock It, also does tt* work 

Address IIENNETT A CIO., Agent and Manufacturers, I"1"'11 "J1’1” perfect, and Hot. labor to attend it I* nothing in 
„ ,, , ,, , . ,, comparison to what it was when | used Ilia Caldron Kettle. 

1A.1 «..,r..n.w, V V The real benefit of cooking food for stock of any kind no one 
will disputo who has ever tried it. 1 think the reason why it 
has not been generally adopted is attributable to fannera—that 
it costs too miich trouble. Your Steamer und Caldron has done 
awav with that objection, and i feel that eontldence to say that 
anv farmer who will try one of your Caldron* will never be 
without one. Yours truly, A. J. CARMICHAEL. 

What Practical Fanners Say, 
Tnn following is a sample of many letters recently received 

1T1< > I f, >4 A I , Id — A valuable Farm, containing 50 
J ' ueres of choice land, 10 miles south of Oswego City, and 1 
mile from Dannihn.1. Well watered, mi abundance iff good 
Fruit, and all the buildings necessary and In good repair. Ad¬ 
dress nr inquire of [, DUDLEY, Hannibal, N. Y, iltcirkcte, Commerce, &c 
IjX)R SAT-IC AT A HARO VIJV.— 

' Four tnilew south-rust ol Batavia village, one Devon Bull, 
kind and gentle, a sore stock getter, and fop style and breeding 
Is dpt surpassed by anv bull in the State. Also a few choice 
Berkshire Pigs. WALTER COLE, Batavia, Genesee Co., N. Y. 

Rural Nkw-Yokkkr Officr, ) 
Rochester, June 25. 1861. t 

Flour—We note a decline of 25 cents per barrel on best 
grades, and 37(g30 cents on that manufactured from Spring 
wheat. 

Grain.—Wheat is still falling off In price. The reduction on 
Genesee is equal to 2 cents, and on Canadian, from 2 to 5 cents 
per bushel. Corn is as last quoted. Rye is worth only 50 cts., 
and these figures aro nominal, as but little Is in the market. 

Provisions are without alteration. 
Owkksk is King ground and the reduction for the week is 

material. (Jur figures are for new, the old being almost entirely 
in second hands. 

Potatokh are still drooping, and are'rather slow of sale at the 
quotations given. 

Wool,—We hear Of a few sales, amounting to about 2,000 Ihs., 
medium and coarse, at 200f23c Fanners are not putting the 
cilp on sale, nod this holding off suits buyers, who are anxious 
to reduce stocks. There is no demand for the liner qualities. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Flour and Grain Eggs, dozen.,..,.ll®12c 
Flour, winter wheat,$5.2.'xV;6,75 Honey, box.12(3)14 
Flour, spriug do,_4,75,i i,00 Candles, box. IvdiiZ 
Flour, buckwheat,.. 0.18X3)2,00 Candles, extra.13(5)13 
Meal. Indian. , , .l,0o«ff,12 FrOJt and Roots. 
Wheat.Genesee,. ... 1,10«>I.2S Applet!,bushel.3Uf<j)73c 
Best white Canada,.. l,.Vx3,l,38 Apple*, dried. 1) lb_ 
Corn, old.-UXfe40a I'eachu*. dried, <4 Jb.. 125012 
Corn, new. 40.3)40 Cherries, dried.12312 
Rye, 60 lb*, yd bosh.fio.550 Plums, dried,.uo,a8 
Oat-;, by weight,........255123 Potatoes,.2*3.38 
BarKv .flOouSO Huma and Skins. 
Buckwheat.a&;in40 Slaughter.SiiOi.4 
Beans. $154,25 Calf..6 ;u7 7 

Mkats. Sheep Pelts.503 ifiOo 

ITALIAN I-l KU5W. — Having imported per 
1 steamer New York, a lot of genuine ITALIAN BEES, 

(which art!veil In it remarkably good state,) I .-bull be able to 
furnish amateurs with pure genuine ITALIAN QUEENS with¬ 
in n short time. For price and other information, apply to C. 
WM. ROSE. 03 Exchange Place, New York. 

N H.—This being the last and only hnportion this season, 
the nubile can roly on getting a portuetiy porn breed. Agents 
wanted MB it 

L’< > I {. !S A Lltl - A farm of 107 acres, located about 
I ’ one mile north of the village of Batavia, in the county ol 

Genesee. It U under a. good utiite of cultivation, well fenced, 
with Hist, into house and barns, and well wateied. All the far¬ 
ming tool* will be sold wit.li the farm 88,800 Of thn purchase 
money will be required down, the balance to remain on time, 
It is a very.desirable location fora residence. A good title will 
be given. It is a furcud sale and must bu sold cheap. For par¬ 
ticulars! n noire of KniiiKUi.y At Ty 1110:1,1.. or of the subscriber, 
at Batavia. \ Y DAVID MCDI.LEY. 

Batavia. June 10. 1861, 896-St 

FAHMTCRS, PLKA.SK NOTICK.- 
BARTLKTT'S DITUHINO PLOW, the r.heapcxt and best 

ever offered to the public. Price$20, Orders for Plows promptly 
attended to Farm, Town. County, and Htatu rights for sale on 
reasonable terms. Address 
5y4-26t A. J. BARTLETT, Romulus, Seneca Co., N. Y. 

T1IK ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO., HAVE FOR SALE 

1,200,000 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS, 
In Tracts of Forty Acres and upward, on Long fredit and at Low Prices* 

MECHANICS, FARMERS AND WORKING MEN. PRESENT POPULATION. 
rpHE attention of tho imterprlHlng and industrious portion of) The Ftnto is rapidly Oiling up with pojuttntinn , 868,025 
J the community is directed to the following statement* poranne having been added since 1830, making tho present 
aud liberal inducements Offered ihem by tho population l,72o,003, u ratio of 102 per cent, m ten years. 

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS. 
Which, a* they will perceive, will enable them hy proper Th» Ajtriolttoftil pro.loot- >ff Illinois are greater than those 
energy, purse vuranen and Industry, to provide .’.omi'muble t,f m'.v utUer.stato Tho produtits sent out during tlicpast 
homes for thern.elve* and families, with, comparatively year, exc.-edod l 000,4)0 no*. he wheat crop or I860 up- 

Bpoaking, ....... -PI... CSS aPSJStt “ 

rANOS OF ILLINCUS. FEJITILITY OF THE SOIL. 
No State in tho Valley of the Mississippi offers bo great an ,, , , . , . . 

iivi.iounieiit a* tho .Suite of Illinois There is no portion of Nowhere can tl " ndnstrlon* Urmer socore such immed. 
tho world Where all the condilioas of Climate and soils.. 11 " r"^'” I'*';hoM;.h.,r a; upon Kim l.rairi.';,nl's they being 

admirably con.hi.ie to produce those two great staples, Corn Y °f WhlCl*' 
aud Wheat, as the Prairie* of Uliuois. nurpuaatm »y any ou mu yiotie. 

THE SOUTHERN PART T0 ACT0AL CULTIVATORS. 
itiit auutAitAPi AiiAi Since 1854, tho company have sold 130Q.000 acres. They 

of the Stale liOB within the zone ot the cotton regions, while 3t,n only pj actual cultivators, mid every contract contain) 
the soil Is admirably adapted to the growth of tobacco ami an agreement to cultivate. The rood hits been constructed 
hemp; and the wheal is worth from fifteen to twenty cents thro* these lands nt ,m expense of 830,000,000. In isrg) tin 
more per bushel than that raised further north. population of Hie fortynine comities through which it passe; 

-tjt/vtt pAT, ywp -pu AT"D7Ar T a "nttyc was Only .1.1,,,.,SI8 , since which 479,‘JM3 have Imt,,,, ,aided 
RlLLl ttULLlJNU xxvAlLvix, bAflUS. making tho Whole population 814,891, a gain or 143 per cent 

Tim deep rich loulli of the prairies 1.5 cultivated with such TrA7TTyc’VfTT?ci mr P7tf\ftT>CPTTV 
wonderful facility that llm farmers Of the Eastern, and Mid- EVlUblYLLo Jx PIvUorERIIi. 
die States arc moving to Illinois in great numbera. The area Ab an evidence of the thrift of tho pcoplo. it may •be stater 
of Illinois Is about equal to that of England, and tho soil is that (500,0111) tout Of freight, inducing 8,««0,0ffi> bushels n 
80 rich that it will support twenty millions of people. grain, and 250,tsK) barrels of'flour, were forwarded over tip 

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS. ‘ l ‘ EDUCATION. 
These lands are contiguous to a railroad 700 miles in length, Mechanics and workingmen will find tho free school xysten 

which roniiecU w.tti other mads and navigable lakes and encouraged by tint State, amt endowed with a large rovenu 
rivers, thus affording an unbroken communication with the for ti„. mippirt of schools, Their children can live in sigh 
Eastern and Southern markets. of tho church and schoolhonse and grow with tho prosperity 

APPLICATION OF CAPITAL. ol tho leading State in tho Great Western Empire. 

Thus far, capltAl and labor have been applied to developing PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT, 
tho soil ; tho great resources Of tho Hate in coal ami iron am The prices of these Lands vary from 86 to $25 per acre 
almost untouched, Tho Invariable role tlmt the mechanic tt according to location, quality, tin, Fir.-t-c.lasn farming land 
arts flourish best where food arid funluro cheapest, will fol *,:!l for about $10 or $12 per aero ; and the relativeexpens. 
low at an early day in Illinoi*. and in the course of tho next of subduing prairie land us compared with wood lands is ii 
ton years tile natural laws and necessities or the care war the ratio of 1 10 10 m favor of the former. Tho terms 0 
riiuttho belief that at least five hundred thousand people sale for the bulk of thwm lands will be 

“*m "Ut° °r 1111,10181“ Vari°US wMcW- One Year’s Interest in advance, 
TutTunin ovcttm nv TTTTwnre at six per ct. per annum, and six mtr.st notes at six tier ct 
KAiLtcUAJJ J5iai.x,in. ur iLLlliUia. payable r, speetivety in One. two, three, Tour, BveaodsiJ 

Ovc-r $100,000,000 of private capital have been expended years from ditto Of duly; and four notes for principal, payubb 
on the railways of Illinois. Inasmuch as part of the income jn four, live., six and seven y. ars from date of sale ; tin 
from several thews works, with a valuable public fond in contract stipulating that one.tenth of the tract ptircliasct 
'lands, go to diminish the^um expenses, the taI!-.- auk ijuut, shall be fenced and cultivated, each and every year, foi 
and tu'cst consequently every day doorcase. five years from date of sale, *0 that at the end offlvo years 

THE STATE DEBT, one-half shall bo reuced and under cultivation. 

The State Debt is only $ 10,105,398, 14, and within the Twenty Per Cent, will be deducted 
last three years has been reduced $2,950,746 80, and w.> may from the valuation for cash, except the sumo should bo a' 

THE WOOL MARKETS. 

NFAV YORK. June 22.—The market is inactive, and in conse¬ 
quence of tho low prices the receipts of new wool have been 
very light Hale- have been made in the interior at 20ft)23c for 
common to choice fleeces, and we may regard these as the open¬ 
ing rater, when the new clip arrivals urn larger. 

BOSTON, Juno 22.—The private Irauwietionr. comprise 100- 
000 lbs at prices indicating very little change, although for a few 
days past llm market has been quiet. The auction sale of 300 - 
(Ml ft.*, on Thursday last, on the ,-ve of a new (dtp, attracted 
considerable attention. All the lots offered were disposed but 
al very low pnr.es.ranging from 10>2oe >’) lb, under the current 
rates at this time lust year, the finer grade- Selling at compara¬ 
tively low figure- It Is evident that manufacturers have fixed 
on low prices fur the next dip, on account of the present de¬ 
pressed state of the manufacturing business The sales of foi. 
eign have been 300 to 600 bale*. 
Saxony and Merino, flue,47!y50 Western mixed,.2tX5!30 
Full blood,....44t'ei47 Smyrna, waehed, ........inTuM 

and blood.. ...30(a)43 Do. unwashed. 9wil7 
Common. SOfl)33 Syrian,. I0(3i23 

TTOWARD’S NEW MOWER. 
-*-1 PRICE REDUCED FOR 1861. 

T)IK Cheapest, most Durable, ami Lightest Dralt Mower offered 
for sale. Funi hiy.es—$70, $*5ami $100 each. All are warranted. 
Can give the testimonials of those who have nsed them, if de¬ 
sired. Send for Circular giving lull description, 

Ketchum’s Combined Machine, 
Improved, price, as usual, $i30. Improvement* of guards, shoe 
with roller, lever with roller, and extras for the Kktohum 
Machine, furnished at moderate prices, by giving the number 
of the Machine for which they are wanteit 5S5-3t 

Address 

Cape,..; 
Crimea, 

Do. No. 1,.25530 Buenos Ayres’".’.'.’.;”;.’; 96345 
L)o. No. 2.Iff ,JO 1 Peruvian, washed.26^30 

DETROIT, June 22. -The market for wool has opened, and 
we note wile- reported by the local press in various parts of the 
fetate. The lot* yet offered are light, and tin, sale* do not 
amount to a great value. The most, indeed all the lot* brought 
forward arc noted as being of the coarser and medium grades 
ami tho prices so far paid, range from 20r 28c. In this c-itv there 
are 80me purchase- made bv an old and well fcaown buyer 

ro U) no monpy 
bales are mostly 

Cl i" oll'n n...t » 1. I., 

. .10@l 1 

.. 9il0 

.. 5(37 
9.«Lbfi 
• 

THE PROVISION MARKETS. 

NEW YORK. Juno 2-i - Flock—Market opened dull, and 
heavy and 5 10c lower, with 11 moderate baldness doing lor ex¬ 
port and home consumption. Extra StAte Is m)t Very plenty, 
and in moderate demand. Bales at $4.25(34.40 for superfine 
.State, $4.7i).ii.4,80 for extra do; $4,2iy -1.40 for superfine Western; 
$4,0X53,00 for common to meilium extra do; $5,23(3)3.30 for ship¬ 
ping brands extra round hooped Ohio, and $5,50"-6.86 for trade 
brand* do. market closiBg heavy. The sales of extra State 
were cbiehv at ;.4,7ix,- 4.75 Cauadiafi floor without any import- 
jot change, with a moderate business doing. Sale* at $»,7<Xd 
LW for inferior to good extra, and $7.35fii'7,SU for choice aud 
favorite do. Rye floor continues steady,'with small sales al 
fr'tuxgri.ifl. Corn meal steady, with sales at $3,UtX.a3,cw for 
Biandywme and $2,90for Jersey 

Gaai.v —Wheat market rules heavy and declining for enm- 

L. HOWARD, Ruffalo, N. Y. 

from his cu.-tomerx. hut-it-is Very plain that ther 
sent into the State to make pugabases with IV 
made to men wko have means or credit of their own, ami this 
they use to pick up the lobs that offer at. the low rutes, especial¬ 
ly ait it is evident that the grades now offered are those for 
which there is the most demand for Bnlliug purposes. We have 
given m another oidumu an account ed the late large sales In 
Boston, with a slight analysis of what may be leamed from it 

We must bear In mind that as wool-grower-, our interests are 
directly antagonistic to that ot all the narlie- who will bo inter 
ested in the wuol biihinuas for 11 month- <uo«*i;iUog the month 
Ot the wool clip and market. The whole of tho press of the 
agents, of the merchants, the speculator*. 8-1*111 to be united iu 
decrying the value of wool either present nr prospective for the 
next year Good* are piled up mountain high, them are no 
sales Manufacturer! gaze upon their stock on hand "and 
weep. The ri-w tariff that ha* been sought for amidst tribula¬ 
tion* and Coroiresaiooal grief- enough to turn tile hair gray, 
don't prove to be any great shakes after all, *0 that according to 
all account* the wool lor the season is all black.' We believe 
iu this slate of biulne*- the best policy for the wool grower to 
pursue i*. to hold on where he can do so without inconvenience 
to himself, and especially where bis clip is large and fine. The 
prices range a* far a- we can gather from the sales made at 
places on the Hues of the railroads as follow*' 
For coarse, rough fleece*, not in good order.18l'ai20c 
Ordinary rommon fleece, '.....2)3i23c 
Good middling \i aud blood fleeces..24@27c 
K und higher grades.""”27f3)28c 
Pure full blood fleeces, 30c to all that can be got’oVer that 
amount. - Ma layan Farmer. 

TORONTO, June 22 — Wool continues to sustain its price in 
the presence of a fair steady demand. We quote 25c per lb as 
tho ruling figure,—Slabe. 

H&' JVC. C. JVY< >H,T><>IU 14’. Breeflnraof pure 
. Short horn and Aldmvry t'atttr, SottJh iT.iun ami Silesian 

Slurp, Suffolk and J$s$r,p pips, Rochester, N. Y. 394-eotf 

1 / " * ” - U vv I ' 1 -J'gili lirilll VIIIV5 tu 

■< \J e three hundredpounffi of honey In one season. 
V Atj J Bees Can be made to swarm anv season, or 

\ 'yivv .prevented from doing so. Can he prevented 
from flying to the fore-ts in *warmlng-time. 
Bee-robbery easily preventoil Moth millers 

# prevented effectually Never lose bees by the 
chill ot winter or otherwise. 

f w t l T will send my new Book Circular, containing 
’ wf \ 32 pages, free of postage, to any Bee-Keeper 

that will send me bis I’ost-Gfflce addivu*. It gives the contents 
of Book in full, and give* general exphumtiens, and ruts of the 
Patent Compound Hive. 

Or, 1 will send Kidder's Guide to Apiarian Science, on the re¬ 
ceipt of 57 cents, in postage staropH, which will give full partic¬ 
ular* lb the Culture and Management of the Honey Bee. 

All orders for Circulars, Books, Hives, P.igbts, Ac. promptly 
attended t<,: Addres* K. P KIDDER Burlington, vt 

A TX f S 

Gkai.v.—Wheat market rules heavy and declining forcom- 
n"io nu<l inferior grades, while good sound is without iniport- 
lt>I change in prices, with a moderate business doing for export 
•bu liutne coixMimptlon. 
lUierior do. rtie; gr ‘ r‘ 
club at9tky<>$1.15: an 
rcl Western at *1,22 .....____ 
at *1,105* 1.28. and white Western at $1,3*Uni,32. 
Lnn, with <ale< Jersey at I'-Sf-c. U 
ff'iU at .Wa,«2o. Barfey 1 " _ 
Iremain quiet and nominal at 68c for .. „ 
market firm, with Only a limited demand for export aud home 
V;.'■■omption. sales at 42Cd)49c for inferior to prime new mixed 
'’extern; 5<Xa52cfor yellow Western; and SOVMc for white do. 
•lau selling at2ttk)3lc. for Western and Canadian, and 31'o32c 
•or state. 

Phovisio.vb —The Pork market heavy and decliniogisales at 
*io.su•• |f.,25 for mesa; *10.,)0(a.l0,25 for prime. Beef remains 

sale* trifling at *46’4.8} for country prime ; U5.Me ri.ts) 
|'it country mere; $tr.(ill for re-packed tness; and *bXa 1] for 
'A -Uiiw *u, Prime mess beef continues dull aud nominally 

O liCLSrigvd at tll oJlS, Beef bams continue quiet and nominal 
12,00 for State, and *14 Tor Western Cut meat* more 

active Hit pTice* unchanged, with aales at 5(al5l4cfor.Shoulders, 

.. Sale* Chicago spring at 90c'.n 1.06. vt-rv 
food Racine spring at *1.12®!.H; Milwaukee 
: Hitilver Iowa at *1,17; common to good winter 

"f c.l,24j inferior and common white Canada 
,-Rye scarce and 

.t. Barley continues heavy and 
malt remains unchanged; -ale* at 74c. 
nominal at 68c for Canadian. Corn 

HAY ELEVATOR 

HORSE POWER FORK 
Tins Fork can be used with either 

Ovk or two hors km. Price, full 
rigged (with rope and three pul¬ 
leys,) *12. 

See description in Rural Nkw- 
Yokkkr or March 23, 1861. 

Send for a Circular. 
Address 

LEV I A. RF.AHIXSLEY, 
South Kdmesttm, Otsego Co., N. T. I>' Lima, on the 22d inst.. at the residence of the bride's father 

by Rev. J. K. Kvowlks, Lieut. CHAS. 8. BAKER, of Company 
K, ^7th Regiment, and JENNIE K., only daughter of Silas A. 
Ykrkkb, Esq., formerly of this city. 

lx New York, on the 5th inst., at the residence of the bride's 
father, by the Rev. Dr. Adams, OBCAR CRAIG, Esq., of Roches¬ 
ter, and HELEN M,. only daughter of Hon. I,uvi 3. Ciiatpikld. 

COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED.— 
$3 x Day. Mrs. Hankins want* Agent* at home or to 

travel for her Pictorial '“FAMILY NEWSPAPER," also tor hag 
Curious New Book of FEMALE CHARACTEPJ8 is tub CITY. 
For Specimens and Terras inclose red stamp to HANKINS A 
CO., New York. 578 



FUN, FACT, AND FANCY, Wbucrtiscmcnts comforter and the balm of time to soothe the pain 

of my first loss! 

Some one has said that women think too mnch of 

words. Perhaps they do, but it is ont of the power 

of wives to interpret deeds rightly always, and a little 

word is so sweet, so strengthening to the faint heart! 

Laugh as the cold world may over household endear¬ 

ments, T pity the wife who does not crave them, and 

more still, the one who craves them in vain. Deeds 

arc mighty—hut words add to their value a countless 

fold. Our puritanic and expressionless relatives 

feared we had reached our dotage early, but it is still 

prolonged. 
A sweet woman said to me hut yesterday, “Grand¬ 

mother, I could forgive my husband much of neglect, 

much of failure in hi* purposes, if he would only 

say pleasant things to me,—if he would set each day 

around with beautiful and loving words. And I un¬ 

derstood her by the memory of that heart-silence 

between Mr. Overton and myself. 

Expression has had a great growth since we were 

married, and many heartaches will be allayed which 

grew to festering when I was young. If a woman 

loves her husband, why should she be ashamed to 

avow it? The world presume as much; why be so 

fearful of proving it by honest assertions? If a man 

spends the best energies of his life for the woman 

who wearB his name, why should he blush to ac¬ 

knowledge his affection by a title of endearment? 

Michacdmas is almost here, and the fifty years are 

nearly gone; but there is a beautiful world before ns, 

and T pray we be not long separated. Mr. Overton 

is looking at me across the journal he has been read¬ 

ing, while T pen tbiB unsteady ohirography, and his 

eyes are not ho full ol darkness and fire—a little soft¬ 

ened in their hue, but very tender; and he says, 

without a thought if it is silly, 

“Molly, darling, don’t tire yourself with that pen. 

Did you know the June roses were out? Never mind 

if they are gone in November, there’ll be plenty in 

the green-houses,” and I go over to him, and he 

pushes my cap buck a little and adds, 

“Not so very gray, wife; we'll go before it’s all 

white, Pm thinking, to see baby Ellen; but our chil¬ 

dren will grieve, and so will all the little Ellens who 

call grandpa and grandma so often;” and he grew 

silent, and so will 1, only adding, “ Words are very 

pleasant when they are sweet, and don’t cost any 

trouble.” 

Daniel Overton’s wish has been realized. I have 

not repented, and neither has he.—Home Monthly. 

THE BLOOMING OF VIOLETS. 

The man who lives for himself alone, lives for a 

mean fellow. 

Those who jump at conclusions are apt to fall 

upon uncertainties. 

Keef a big heart in your chest, but don’t keep it 

in your money chest. 

Who lets one sit on his shoulders shall have him 

presently sit on his head. 

An upright minister asks, what recommends a 

man; a corrupt minister, who. 

Some one wants to know whether the initials “ C. 

S. A.” means, “ Can’t stand Abe.” 

Between points, the straight line is shortest; yet 

prudence and love often go by the curve. 

Men will wrangle for religion; write for it; fight 

for it; die for it; anything but — live for it. 

Most men like a spirit of self-sacrifice in their 

friends a great deal better than in themselves. 

In our attempt to deceive the world, those are the 

most likely to detect us, who are sailing on the same 

tack. 

The happiness of every one depends more on his 

own mind, than npon any or all external circum¬ 

stances. 

Men who think that everything can be bought 

with their own wealth, have been bonght them¬ 

selves first. 

The men whom men respect, the women whom wo¬ 

men approve, are the men and women who bless 

their species. 

Many people, like fairytales, are simple in perusal, 

hut contain some subtle maxim, some cunning truth, 

in their moral. 

Men tell a great many lies when they are angry, 

hut more truths. Then they strike through theories 

and tell what they think. 

None are so seldom found alone, and are so soon 

tired of their own company, as those coxcombs who 

are on the best terms with themselves. 

If a pair of oxen stand up against each other in 

walking, it is a sign they are not well matched. 

When lovers do bo, it is a sign they want to be. 

A man who covers himself with costly apparel, 

and neglects his mind, is like one who illuminates 

the outside of his house and sits within in the dark. 

It is a great blunder in the pursuit of happiness 

not to know when we have got it; that is, not to bo 

content with a reasonable and possible measure of it. 

He who writes against the abuses of the age in 

which he lives, must depend on the generosity of the 

few for his bread and the malice of the many for his 

fame. 

Lady Many Woktly Montague observed, that in 

the whole course of her long and extensive travels, 

she had found but two sorts of people, men and 

women. 

The horse “warranted to stand without tying,” 

which a man bonght at auction the other day, is 

offered for sale by the purchaser, with the additional 

guaranty that “ he will not move without whipping.” 

Men’s lives should be like the day, more beautiful 

iu the evening; or like the summer, aglow with 

promise; and the autumn, rich with the golden 

sheaves where good works and deeds have ripened 

ou the field. , 

Those who visit foreign nations, but who associate 

only with their own countrymen, change their cli¬ 

mate but not their customs; they Bee new meridians, 

but the same man; and with heads as empty as their 

pockets, return home with traveled bodies but un- 

traveled minds. 

Ah 1 cast those gloomy thoughts aside, 
The gonial Spring ig here ; 

She comes with all her violets t 
To hies* another year : 

I.o, rising at her welcome voice, 
They steal in gladness out, 

And, wish’d for long, the light, warm South 
Is harping all about. 

By garden walk and rustic fence, 
Fair hush and rude gray stone, 

They laugh among the leaves and grass, 
Tn pnrpio clusters strewn :— 

Retiring from the gaze of men, 
They lurk, a bashful race. 

Rut every breeze that wander* by, 
Reveal* their hiding-place. 

While, heedless of their own sweet worth, 
They quail the shining dew, 

Or catch, from God's eternal arch, 
Its deep and stainless blue, • 

Go, mark thou well the scents and dyes 
To them so freely given, 

And own that weak and lowly things 
Are yet most loved of Heaven. 

Then drop this weary load of care, 

Be meekly glad as they, 
Nor fear to live like them unseen, 

To pass unseen away 
Learn thou with joy to stand or fall 

Where sacred duty leadB, 
And prize, above renown or gold, 

Bure faith and holy deeds. 
James Gilborne Lyons. 

MANUFACTlUtEn BY 

ROSS, DODGE & POMROY, 

•• " *vf mprituvr 

I. The carriage of the machine is mounted on two driving 
wheels. In connect on wi'h each of thews is a spur wheel ami 
pinion, making the machine stronger and more durable than 
an v singlC-Beared roach inr, can be. 

•j. The Tciation between these two driving wheels is such that 
thev operate jointly or separately, as circumstances may rp. 
qoire. The result of thin is. that when the machine ismoviz 
on a curve, cither to the right or left, the risu.tl speed of the 
knife is retained and clogging avoided, and in turningand inert 
ing, tlic machine tii rows Itself out ol' gear. 

X The weight of the carnage and gearing attached to it, at 
well a- that of both raker and driver, U thrown directly upon 
the two driving wheels, try which the following advantages an; 
gained- 1st The wheel* are prevented from slipping on the 
ground, and thus prevent the machine clogging. 2d. A power¬ 
ful and efficient stroke to the knile in produced, enabling the 
machine to cut.any kind of gru>.s or grain without difficulty. - 
3d. No weight lieitig thrown on cither the platform or eutter- 
bnr tut that of it* own. arde-rtrait Is obviated, and the machine 
made to run lighter 

4 The machine, both ir a Reaper and Mower, has a flexible 
cutter-har, which invariably adapts itself to the uneven surface 
of the ground. This is the hrst successful machine that ever 
combined this principle, and it is now an almost universally 
admitted fact among intelligent farmers nnd mechanic* that it 
is impossible to construct a good Mowing Machine without hav¬ 
ing a tlcrrible cutter-bar and two driving wheels. 

By and by I was strong again, and Mr. Overton 

helped me walk out into the summer sunshine, which 

was not half so fair and sweet and warm as that 

which I prisoned on my memory, and which came 

when ihe curtains were parted in the dim room. Just 

before the baby came, Mr. Overton brought me the 

“ Vision of Don Roderick,” and “The Lady of the 

Lake,” and my very soul swam in ideal beauty, and 

grew wild with chivalric deeds. It was with many 

days’ hesitancy, and much fear of defeat, that I inti¬ 

mated that my new treasure must be called Ellen 

Douglass, instead of one hunted from sacred history, 

as ail the family nomenclature had been; and to my 

utter consternation, Mr. Overton replied— 

“ Yes, Molly, 1 have been thinking of it, hut feared 

yon would not he^pleased; and 1 am certain it will 

have little on its baptismal day in way of cups or 

spoons from the relations. We must choose between 

the two,- - a name to please ourselves, or run the risk 

of Dorcas or Sarepta, and the silver.” 

So it was called Ellon. Douglass, and we felt the 

holy horror of its annealers, maternal and paternal, 

when the good man uttered it, and its faint, pleasant 

sound lifted itself to the severe outlines of the walls 

of the old-fftallioned church, and swept over the long 

black lines of Russia pipe which modified the winter 

air, and served fur the spiders to suspend their silky 

drapery upon in the summertime. 

But, the tones of the clergyman’s voice, as ho let the 

name slip over his lips in deep, rich cadcnccd sound, 

revealed the fact that it stirred the human and sym¬ 

pathetic in his own soul, and thftt he read other 

metered hooks beside the psalms and hvrmis of Dr. 

Watts. I think I never venerated him so much as at 

that moment. Me had been a Theological Epitome 

of goodness and wisdom before; now, his heart, as 

well as soul, seemed lifted to my highest ideal 

standard of a perfect man. 

There was no silver goblet, no pap-spoon, or coral 

and bells, from its grandparents. They came often to 

see it, but looked pitifully into its chubbv face, as if 

it bad been marked with some unnatural disfigure¬ 

ment, and always called it “ the child.” 

The good minister gave it a Bible, with gold clasps, 

on which was engraven the name in lull, and the 

elder relatives sighed and one said, “The days when 

the prophets in Israel shall become as one of the 

world are upon us, but may the Lord restore him;” 

and we did not say amen. 

This new' love which came to me was one for legit¬ 

imate expression, and it was enjoyed to the fullest ex¬ 

tent. All the pretty names of words, waters, and 

blossoms, were chanted over its cradle; all the bird- 

notes which could be keyed by my voice were uttered 

for the baby in the stillness of our own room. In 

truth it became the exclusive receptacle of all the 

affection that was awake in my soul. 

Mr. Overton began very soon to neglect the child— 

to neglect me,—at least 1 thought so, and so 1 bai led 

my heart in the cradle deeper and deeper each day. 

If I sometimes felt the absence of his pleasant glance, 

the bitby smiled and crowed the remembrance of the 

want out of rny heart,. 

The year crept stilly away from us, and another 

summer was crowned with her roses aud golden wheat 

heads, but there wras no sweetness, no beauty for me. 

I had learned the incompleteness of my life, and 

wept over the child whose ears had taken iu so many 

sounds of song. 

I did not understand then, hut I do now, that a 

father can. bo jealous of his child. My mother saw 

the lack of love between the father and daughter, 

and ventured the hint that it was the unhallowed 

name that stood between them. 

My mother’s name was Corafort-ye-my-people, but 

she did not fulfill its suggestions. No one can tell 

how I longed to receive one word of affection from 

Mr. Overton. He had never uttered odc, save when 

the curtains parted over me that faint morning, nnd 

to comfort, myself I redoubled my endearments to 

the child, until he. my husband, said hitter and re¬ 

proachful words to me for my silly fondness, and 

said lie had never heard such foolishness from liis 

mother, and she was a model. Every married man’s 

mother is, I believe. He never uttered anything 

more positive, and easier received as fact, than that. 

But it was very bitter to bear. I was a good house¬ 

keeper, I was certain, and had that reputation among 

my friends, hut it. was astonishing how many things 

Mr. Overton found out of order, nnd how many re¬ 

quirements he made of me. He was as exacting as 

if T had been a recording machine. 0, how wretched 

I should have been but for my baby! It was my 

Comfort, save God, and be took the child! 

I cannot talk of those first days of shadow, nay, 

of utter darkness; but, thank Heaven, they passed, 

and left the soft, sweet sunshine of faith in a here¬ 

after with my newly-made angel, and brought back 

my husband to love and its satisfying expressions. 

When the little hands grew rigid in their dimpled 

beauty, aDd could no more fondle my own, and the 

little shelly lips purpled into stilluess, Daniel Over- 

ton first told me he loved me, and begged me to 

forget the baby, aud rest my heart upou his great 

affection. Death took the seal of silence from his 

tongue, and he confessed how ho grudged the little 

creature the sweet words so constantly bestowed 

upon it—how unjust he had been to her and to me, 

A PLEA FOR WORDS 

BY MRS. 0. H. GII.DEK8LEE VE 

We have not been as happy as we expected to he, 

Mr. Overton and I, though neither of us acknowledged 

it to the other. Wo loved each other as devotedly, 

though seriously and properly, as most married 

people do. We were not better than the generality 

of civilized humanity, and, if the truth must he told, 

we thanked God that we were no worse. Wc were a 

trifle romantic iu our natures, though both strove, 

for very shame, to hide this little fault in our mental 

construction. Yes, it must be a fault, else why 

should the blood tingle up to the roots of my brown 

hair, and to the edges of Mr. Overton’s whiskers, and 

over his broad, white forehead, when some sudden 

event made us let down the floodgates of feeling, and 

permit unawares the expression of emotions to flow 

forth in a sweet, quick stream of words? Mr. Over- 

ton said “my dear” sounded very well if spoken to 

a child, hut it was excessively mawkish if addressed 

to a husband or wife; and as for “my love,” and 

other appellatives, they were simply detestable. If 

he thought so, ami said so, why of course I said so, 

and thought so, too. 1 insisted that true affection 

could not he hightonnd, or the counterfeit made to 

have the true ring by keying it to pet names, and 1 

was right; but then,— ipiver mind, I’ll go on with my 

talk. 

Let me see,—our golden wedding eomoH at Michael¬ 

mas, just six months from now, and it don’t seem so 

very long to look back to the first one, except over 

that stretch of days when we were parted at heart, 

and that is more to see across than all the rest. 

I remember when Daniel Overton first asked mo to 

marry him, but I can’t remember the time when I 

knew I was to he his wife by signs, and not by any 

expression of words. In fact, he never syllabled any 

love for me, bnt showed me simple and commonplace 

attentions which, by the customs and usages of our 

undemonstrative New Englanders, meant, to show 

forth a preference for my society that should be per¬ 

petual. I was content, because, except in the few 

novels I had read, either surreptitiously or under 

protest, 1 did not know what the word wooing meant. 

Sometimes, it is (rue, I rather wished I might have 

been one of those mythical heroines, but I would as 

soon have expected to possess the mill and pumpkin 

from which Cinderella’s coach sprung, when she was 

in need of it. 

My father had never kissed me since 1 was in long 

clothes, and my mother certainly not after my second 

•teeth; and yeti never doubted their affection, nor 

could 1 have dono so, had 1 striven ever so hard. 1 

said I remembered when Daniel asked me to marry 

him; hul l meant only when lie inquired what day 

and month the ceremony should take place. I sup¬ 

pose I blushed, but I did not do so as modern and, 

perhaps, wiser girls would under the circumstances, 

hide the rose color in his huff vest. Of course I fixed 

the date a couple of years in the future of the ques¬ 

tion, and compromised with six weeks, because 

Daniel bad purchased a house, and it was empty, and 

ought to have an occupant to take care of it. No 

other reason was urged, and none was needed. We 

were practical, and had puritanic blood, and were 

simply severe in our styles of expression. By severe, 

I mean just what artists do by that word. 

I did sometimes dream what he mighf have said if 

we had been poems instead of people, but I never 

once fancied it possible to say such things with every¬ 

day tongues like ours. To be sure, on very dork 

nights, when 1 lay awake planning the trousseau, 

which New England girls always get up themselves, 

and which are prepared from year to year from the 

time of expertness with the needle, as long as there 

is any reasonable prospect of an offer of marriage, 

but as I said, on very dark nights, when the new 

pattern was decided upon, I held imaginary conver¬ 

sations with Daniel, during which the sweetest sweet¬ 

ness 1 had ever drained from deep draughts from my 

two hooks of poetry were made to pour from his lips 

into my ears. I always felt a little awed at myself 

for this, and accused myself of sacrilege in a higher 

degree, but nevertheless it was a common and intense 

enjoyment. 

Well, we were married, and our friends kissed us 

because it was the custom, aud wished pleasant 

things for ns in terms which varied not in words, but 

intones; there was a thrill and a pathos easily dis¬ 

tinguished by ears eager for love and its expressions, 

albeit they must not come in words. 

All Daniel said to me as his first salutation was— 

“ Molly, I hope you won't repent it;” and I replied 

saucily, though my heart was full of tenderness, and 

I feared it would slip off at the tip of my tongue— 

“ Tf I do, 1 shall take good cure that you do also,” 

and wo went to dinner in the recently purchased 

house. When 1 arrived there 1 found the new striped 

carpet had been put down wrong side up, and while 

my own domestic was putting aside the dinner, I 

The advantages of till* machine a* a Reaper are very obvious 
]. The prain is delivered at the side of Hie platform, entirely 

out of the way of the next rnurd. 
2. It cuts a swath nix feet wide, and will cut One. aero per hour 

with one span of burses without_inlurine them. 
3. It can tie chai gvl from a Mower to a Reaper in fifteen min¬ 

utes, and viee \ . i: i ' 
There are other general points ol exeellerce, the ample 

mention of which will be at once Understood by tire practical 
fiiruifci'. 

1. The mechanical execution of the work, as well os the e.har- 
acter o|' the materials used in their construction, is superior to 
that of most machines of the kind. 

2. Thu driviug wheels aie three feet high, thus improving the 
draft. , , .... 

3. It him an adjustable tongue by which the side-draft can pos¬ 
itively he controlled under ail circumstances. Some machines 
have little or no side-draft w hile mowing. but have a great deal 
while reaping. Nothing but an adjustable tongue can avoid this 
difficulty. , , 

4. The height of the stubble can be changed from ore to live 
loches ip nn instant, without stopping the machine. This is an 
Important mprovumunl from the fact that it. enables the ma- 
cliine to cut lodged BTora as dose to the grimed ns that which 
is standing or to cut a high ‘dubbin where the ground l* 

WAR WIT, 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

1am composed of 37 letters. 
My 9,14, 25,18 is to destroy. 
My 29, 17, 13, 30, II is a number. 
My 27, 19, 27, 9, 7, 8 is a relative. 
My 3, 35, 27, 19, 12 is a favorite study of mine. 
My 23, 30 is u Latin conjunction. 
My 18, 4, 24 is one of the seven colors. 
My 24, 7, 9, 1, 34, 19, 21 is a city in Michigan. 
My 81,16, 36 is worn by men. 
My 35, 16, 2ft. 10 is a Territory. 
My 28, 22, 19,17 is one of the Western States. 
My 21, 13, 7, 2 you wilt find in the forest. 
My 27, 1ft, 3, 25, 20, 10, 22, 25 is a girl’s name. 
My 37, 14, 8, 34, 24 is the name of an ancient king. 
My 5, 15, 82is the name of a cape in the Altantic. 
My 6, 2, 18, 13, 03 is a kind of fruit, 
My 1, 23, 7 is a kind of grain. 

My whole all youth should remember. 
Clyde, N. Y., 1861. Sabra A. Reynolds. 

Answer in two weeks. 

The largest Retail Carpet Ware-Rooms in the United 

States, where can he found at all times the most 

Complete Assortment, 

Comprising the best aud most approved makes, this and 

Foreign Markets afford. Persons about to furnish mew. or 

even one carpet, will find it to their advantage to look at our 

Mammotli Htoelt 

We import and purchase direct from the 

Which enables us to 
For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

As any house in this Country ! ft®6- 

Jf Churches Furnished at Manfuctu revs’ Prices 

I am composed of 27 letters. 
My 10, 11, 22, 9 is one of the Bahama islands. 
My 8, 2, 21, 17 is ft lake in Russia, 
My 11, 2, 7, 23 is one ol’ the United States. 
My 9, 25, 10,16 is a river In the United States. 
My 21, 27, 9, 11 is ft city in Soudan. 
My 1ft, 2, 7, 22, 9, 17,11, 23 is a town in China. 
My 10, 7, 0,1, 10, 27 is a river in Arkansas. 
My 4. 10, 24, 20, 10 is a river in England. 
My 9, 13, 22, 11, 16 is n city in Italy. 
My 24, 5,10. 17, 16, is an island in the Mediterranean sea. 
My 10, 23, 26, 19, 13 is ft town in Mexico. 
My 12, 7, 13, 8, 22,16 is a town in Illinois. 
My 14, 18, 7,11, 6, 23 is a county in Ohio. 

My whole is one of Dr. Franklin’s sayings. 
Eagle, N. Y., 1861. E. E. March ant. 

Answer in two weeks. 

tXOWE’S IMPROVED HAY SCALES,' 
J“L THE BEST IINT USE ! 

trouble VLES No Pit—setabove ground —no ----- 
w ith water or ice —no friction on kar.» 

SCALES. edges—weigh truly if not level 
pleat in use. Delivered at any RaibMn 

1LES. Station. Send tor Circulars. 
Portable Huy J'ressy 

;KSSES. I For Halim/ Hay, Flax, Broom Cora. 
,ro8,,. Rues, Wool and Cotton Simple-G*^ 
.ES&hb. power - worked bv two men. Hundreds 
iESSES. in use. Send for'Circulars. 

(.'ant Steel Hells. 
Welch less—cost less — heard further 
than other first class Bells. Never 
break by frosts. Warranted 12 months. 
Send for circulars amL te«tim0juius,-- 
Fixtures made by myself, at lowest 

Send for Circulars 

CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS. 

CHURCH BELLS. | prices. 
Town Clocks, 

Of the most approved character, of mj 
own mauutaeture, warranted equal io 
any in use, at greatly reduced puce*. 

address __.... 
JAMES G. BUDLEY, 

93 Main St, Buflaio, N. Y 

TOWN CLOCKS. 

TOWN CLOCKS. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

ARITHMETICAL PUZZLE. 

The sum of four figures in value will be 

Above seven thousand nine hundred and three ; 

But when they are halved, you’U find very fair, 
The sum will be nothing, in truth I declare. 

Windham, Ohio, 1861. A. R. Russell. 

Answer in two weeks. 

MOORE’S RURAL MW-YORKER, 
THE LARGEST CIRCULATED 

AGUICULTmiAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY WEEKLY, 
is published every Saturday 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Terms in Advance: 
Subscription — Two Dollars a YeaP To Chlbs aDl. 

Agents as followsThree Copies one year, for *5; Six. am. 
one free to club agent, for $10, Ten, and one free. f°r 
Fifteen, and one free, for 521; Twenty, and Ode free, 
and any greater number at game rate —only $1-25 per cop}. 
with an extra free copy for every Ten Subscriber? over l" *u • 

Club papers directed to individuals and sent to as 
different Post-Oflices as desired. As we pre-pay American 
postage on papers sent to the British Provinces, our 

dian agents and friends must add 12>» cents per copy o 
club rates of the Rural. The lowest price of copies sent 

Europe, &c., is $2.50 — including postage. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOMETRICAL PROBLEM. 

Answer to Arithmetical Problem:—1,000 i 

Answer to Geographical Enigma: Pride j 
struction ; aud a haughty spirit before a fall. 
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examined, but there was no sign of life; not even at 
that critical point, the kuot, could I detect, by means 
of the microscope, any indication of vitality. The 
“foal's foot,” which runs down far into the sub¬ 
stratum, were many of them dead, though not all. 
In looking for the buttercup roots, also, scarcely any 
were to be found; and glad I was, for bother enough 

they had been to me. 

“ The land then received ono or two furrows to 
incorporate the salt thoroughly, and diffuse its power 
beneficially, so that it might invigorate everywhere, 
and yet not remain in snfilcientforce in any one place 
to endanger the seed which followed. 

“ At the proper season, and without any other 
preparation, the Mangel seed was sown, and speedily 
vegetated. There were hut, few weeks to hoe, for the 
salt had attacked the principal of vitality in the seed 
of the annual, as it lay secreted in the clod, as well 
as that of the Conch Crass, and the Mangels grew 
without let or himlcranco to he a finer crop than ever 
before nourished upon the same plot of land. The 
foliage was thoroughly vigorous, and tho bulbs werr 
remarkably well matured and sound. Tho weight 
per aero reached tuns, when before the maximum 
bad been 20 tuns—by the aid of several loads of dung 
and an immense amount of labor. 

“The following year, upon a field of the same 
character, 1 tried the same experiment, varyiog the 
course of management in some degree. I applied, 
in October, 12 cwt. of salt, upon tho upturned and 
weedy surface of that land destined for the root crop, 
and allowed it there to lie and do its silent work as 
before, until, in Febrnary, tho soil was dry enough 
to allow of being worked. Asia tho first instance, 
the result perfectly justified the means. Together 
with tHc frosts of winter, the salt had performed 
wonders in breaking down tho stubborn cludB and 
compressed, livery furrow slices. The soil was 
reduced to powder, and tho weedH wore generally 
dead, so that the Mangel, which was planted in a 
finely pulverized seed bed, find nothing to do bat to 
grow without the rivalry of weeds—neither shaded 
by them from the sun, nor rshbed by them of the 
nourishment purposely stored for their use. I said, 
however, that I introduced some change into my 
practice this second time. The change was as fol¬ 
lows: Just after the last furrow was turned, I sowed 
t cwt. more salt, which 1 harrowed in before the 
Beed was dibbled. The result proved the wisdom of 
the addition, I have reason to think — for the weeds 
were even fewer, the foliage of the Mangel was finer, 
and the bulbs were larger than in the former case, 
where the application of salt was merely made in 
the autumn. 

“ It strikes me that our Mangels are freed also from 
another enemy by the use of salt. I mean insects. 
Slugs and wire worm, both very destructive*doring 
certain seasons, are certainly banished by salt, if not 
killed.” 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
AN ORIGINAL WEKKLY 

agricultural, literary and family journal. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 

Tins Rural Nkw-Yorkkk is denpned to be unsurpassed in 

Valae, Parity, Usefulness and Variety nf Contents, and unique 
and beautiful In Appearance. Its Conductor devotes his per¬ 
sonal attention to the supervision of it* various departments, 
and earnestly labots to render the Rural an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business of 
those whose interests it tealously advocates. As a Family 
Jocrnil it is eminently Instructive and Kntertaining—being 
go conducted that it can be safely taken to tho Hearts and 
Homes of people of intelligence, taste and discrimination. It 
embraces more Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific, Educa- 

tional, Literary and News Matter, Interspersed with appropriate 
and beautiful KugravInfra, than any other journal,—rendering 

it the most complete Aoricxti.ttual, Literary AM) Famtly 

Newspaper in America, 

Illinois tfuitency is already in this, position—the 
whole of it. Our only circulating meditfm now is 
specie or its representative paper. Of course the 
withdrawal of so much money that lias been recog¬ 
nized as representing fixed values, at this time, lias 
prostrated hut not paralyzed business. With less to 
sell that must he consumed, and with our food to buy, 
such a blow as secession lias given to our currency 
would have bankrupted us. As it is, it will in tho 
end benefit, us, and now puts ns to comparatively 
little inconvenience. (Told and silver, and bills of 
specie paying banks, are becoming more plenty. 
Great caution should be observed, however, in 
accepting Eastern money; for it Is in no wise proba¬ 
ble that tho best money will be vent hither; and the 
Western reader is hereby can to look out that 
ho receives no “ Stumptail ,T from any Eastern 
locality. 

Wisconsin currency is secured (?) with indebted¬ 
ness instead of specie, and .>uj|ae, subject to 
the same disasters which have befallen Illinois Cur¬ 
rency. Great effort is being made to sustain a certain 
list of Wisconsin banks until the first of December 
next, when if the people approve, a new law will go 
into effect, making It the duty of all banka to redeem 
their circulation in Milwaukee or Madison at three- 
fourths of one per cent, discount,; to have a bona fide. 

casli capital of at least SI6,000; in nil cases an amount 
equal to one-third of its circulation before it issue 
anymore; the comptroller is prohibited from issuing 
circulation for more than ninety per cent, of the 
average value of stocks, (which nuatbe United Ktates 
or Wisconsin;) and the stockholders of a bank are 
made liable for its debts six months after any transfer. 

But what about the currency in use in Wisconsin 
to-day? Should farmers receive it at par for their 
products? Jt is being so renewed. An association 
of bankers throughout the State, the Milwaukee 
Chamber of Commerce and Merchants’ Association, 
have guarantied to receive it ai par until the first of 
December. The‘securities of -.he circulation of the 
hanks bo guarantied, (which Is $2,001,510,) are as 
follows: 

United States Stocks.$ 112,100 
Wisconsin Stocks and Bonds. 106,000 
Illinois Stocks. 381,600 
Stocks of other Northern States..- -. 648.100 
Specie . 23,628 

Total . $1,2*0,325 

Missouri Stocks...$ 517,000 
Kentucky Stocks..   14.000 
Receded States Stocks..    742,000 

Extk'ked according to act of Cowerens, in the year 1861, by 
11. 1). T. MOORE, in the Office of tin? Clerk of the District 
Court for the Northern District of New York. 

ryOor only object in copyrighting this paper Is to secure 
wliftt every honorable journalist will freely i/rnint,—proper 
credit for articles selected from Its pnao*. Any and every 
journal U at liberty, and Invited, to copy freely, by crediting 
each original articLe or illustration to Rural New-Yorker. 

I DIM'S lMFHOVED SITJAA. W-LINKD HEE-HIVU 

SALT AS A WEED DESTROYER, mold. To obviate these evils is the object of the 
invention here illustrated. 

“ It consists essentially of a lining of straw between 
the walls of tho hive and the comb frames. A rep¬ 
resents the body of the hive, provided, as ustml, 
with spare honey boxes, It, placed above the comb 
frames C. Between fhe comb frames, C, and the 
external walls of the hive, there is a space all around 
the hive in which straw, l), is placed horizontally, 
so as to form a series of tubes, spaces being allowed 
both at tho inner aud outer sides of the Btraw, to 
admit of a circulation of air at each side of the 
straw as well as through it. Strips, «, with notches, 
as shown, allow the air to circulate freely between 
the Btraw lining and the outer walls of tho hive. 

“The hive Is perforated, as shown at c c c c. These 
holes are covered with wire cloth, and serve as venti¬ 

lators. 
“The straw, being naturally an absorbent, will 

imbibe tho moisture from the interior of the hive, 
aud this moisture will bo carried off by the air cir¬ 
culating through and around the straw. The straw, 
being also a slow conductor of beat, will keep the 
hive warm. Tims, by this arrangement, the bees 
are kept dry, warm and healthy.” 

cently patented by Mr. Haul'KI. Il>e, of Fast Shelby, 
Orleans Co., N. Y., will prove interesting to a large 
number of our readers. An examination of this 
hive, together with the testimony of eminent bee- 
keepdVs as to its value, assure us that it is well 
adapted to the main purpu.v intended tic pro 
tection of bees from cold and moisture during winter. 
Mr. I or informs us that over one hundred swarms 
were safely kept in this style oT hive last, winter, in 
his own neighborhood—uut one of them being in 
jured by the severe weather. The improvement is thus 
described in the Scientific American of the 15th ult.: 

“ Bees, as is well known to apiarists, keep them¬ 
selves warm in winter by collecting together in a 
mass within the hive, the animal heat being sufficient 
for the purpose. Tho moisture exhaled by the in¬ 
sects condenses in ill-ventilated hives, and if tho 
hives are thin and not protected from the cold, the 
moisture frequently freezes, killing the bees. If the 
hives are well protected from the cold, if they arc 
not well ventilated, the moisture collects, engender¬ 
ing disease among the bees and causing the comb to 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES 

SALUTATORY. 

Tax undersigned having been formally introduced 
to the readers of the Rural New-Yorker, begs leave 
to say that it will be his effort to contribute what ho 
may to their profit and pleasure by careful pen pho¬ 
tographs of Farm Life, (and co-operative interests,) 
in tho North-West, as he may bo able to see it. It may 
be proper to announce that he has engaged the ser¬ 
vices of his intimate frieud and companion, Lead 

Pencil, Esq., who will travel with aud assist him. 
It will enable him the better to accomplish the work 
allotted him by the Conductor of this paper, if 
its readers in the North-West will tako the trouble to 
notify him of the times and places of holding Agri¬ 
cultural and Horticultural Exhibitions, Stock Sales, 
Market Fairs, Implement Trials, or ether industrial 
gatherings. Any such information, addressed to him 
at P. O. Box 3907, Chicago, Illinois, will be duly 
acknowledged and appreciated. 

Most Respectfully, 
Chas. D. Bragdon. 

$1,273,000 

With this exhibit it seems hardly necessary to say 
that neither precedent nor good policy advise im¬ 
plicit faith in the agreement and effort of the Wis¬ 
consin bankers and other associations to sustain it. 
Already some of the banks included in this favored 
list, have closed their doors. It is a significant fact 
that a business based upon fictitious values has 
always proved disastrous to all parties concerned. 
The writer can see nothing to be gained by the Wis¬ 
consin farmer il' he sella hiB produce for this cur¬ 
rency, receiving it at from ten to fifty per cent, more 
than it is actually wot tli to exchange for gold, even 
although lie does get, nominally, a trifle more for his 
grain, than ho would receive iu specie. He should 
remember that it is safe to keep specie, but is far 
from safe to keep Buch currency. This much has 
been written because the industrial, tho producing 

populat ion, possess the power, if they choose to exert 
it, to drive out and consign to perdition these Wild 
Cat representatives and tools of a class of men who 
gain mucli and suffer little by their use. And tho 
people lose, always, by handling Bnch stuff; by 
receiving it in cxchiinge for their labor. It ia safe 
und sound to advise that it be let alone, or be received 
at its value if converted at once into specie; and if 
so received it is safer, these days, to convert it into 
specie at once. 

— But more on this subject, as needed. 

Total Southern Stocks 

CIRCULATING MEDIUM8. 

Homer Bays the armor of Diomede cost nine oxen; 
the cowries of the Africans supplied their wants in 
all matters of exchange, albeit they were only the 
9mall white Bea shells from the shore; the glittering 
baubles of civilization possess a value to the savage 
which gold does not, and become with him a circu¬ 
lating medium. Iron, brass, and copper have each, 
at different periods in the world’s history, and in 
different countries, been the exclusive medium of 
exchange—the representatives of fixed values. Gold 
and silver are now recognized In all civilized 
countries aa circulating mediums, whereby exchanges 
are effected with great facility. These different 
metals, with their relative fixed values, are the only 
legitimate and reliable base upon which exchanges 
can be safely made. 

It is true that any substance, even paper, may be 
made a circulating medium if consent is universal, and 
its value ia our locality is uniformly recognized in all 
others. But the moment it is distrusted in one 
locality it is depreciated in all. If, however, paper 
represents a certain value in gold or silver, there will 
be no fluctuation in its value aB a circulating medium 
beyond the coHt of converting it into gold or silver, 
which will, of course, depend upon the distance from 
the place of redemption and cost of transportation. 
But if paper aa a circulating medium represent# only 
the indebtedness of certain parties to certain Other par- 

liot appear to bo thinking of or noticing sublunary 
things when wo meet him in the street. 

But what is the Army Worm? Tho writer hUH at 
last, looked upon him—in his active eating condition, 
after he had gorged himself with food, and had 
buried himself in the ground, and in the condition 
of a mahogany, or brown or chestnut colored chrysa¬ 
lid. There can be little doubt that it is a Hpcciea of 
AgrotiS, The time of their appearance, their sizo, 
length, color, habits of eating, the manner in which 
they disappear, and the chrysalid lorn in which they 
are found immediately after their disappearance, 
render it a moral certainty that they are cut worms— 
not a described Hpecies in the books, bat cloaely re¬ 
lated. Although they seem to have appeared and 
ravaged portions of this Stale at di fib rent periods 
during the last quarter of a century, (for so old set¬ 
tlers tell us/, they have not attracted the attention of 
our naturalists—at leaat our agricultural publications 
do not afford us any description of the perfect insect. 

THE ARMY WORM. 

What is it? We are glad to see this question 
asked. It was asked us, by a member of the State 
Board of Agriculture — “Have you ever seen this 
“Army Worm, about which so much is said, B’:? 
“I think I Lave.” “Weill, what is it like”? It ia 
humiliating to confess tiiat we did not like, as an 
editor, to acknowledge 1 hat there was anything in 
Illinois that we had not se en. Hence we were at once 
impaled by the last quest on of our friend, and were 
forced to acknowledge thi it it was so long ago (!) we 
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i\ own dwelling, which is on the west side of the river, 
> from being invaded, by standing upon the bridge 
/ and sweeping them into the river as they advanced!” 
) On page 315 of the October number of the same 

paper, the same year, a writer in Kent. Co., Mich., 
says the farmers in that county had been greatly 
troubled with the “Army Worm,” and asks, “What 
is it?” But we can find no recorded attempt to 
answer the question, aud no answer until the intelli¬ 
gent effort of the learned Stnrublebtigger. 

The Run al has many readers in Michigan; can no 
information be obtained from that source? 

P. S.— June 20th. Since writing the foregoing, 
wc notice that Entomologist Thomas of this State, 
in a communication in the Prairie Farmer to-day, 
confirms most of the above positions. 

HOW TO KEEP COOL, 

I was much pleased with a prescription in the last 
Rural—it was not for diseased horses, or cattle, or 
sheep — but for the farmer himself, teaching him how 
to keep cool by avoiding causes of irritation. Of 
the value of this prescription, 1 can bear full testi¬ 
mony from long observation. It ia almost impossible 
for a farmer to keep entire control of his feelings 
when things are going wrong, — and especially when 
he feels that he might have acted so as to seenre a 
■different result. When the wendH are growing taller 
than the corn, which should have been hoed a week 
ago, when the grass is ripening and becoming like 
sticks, the potatoes need cultivating, and the fences 
so bad in places that the cattle have to be driven owl 
of the corn about every day, aud the chickens scratch 
up the garden,—who can endure all this and be 
cheerful, give pleasant answers to the help, and wife 
and children. To be sure one is occasionally found 

■ bo used to this confusion that he seems unmoved. 
His spirit is broken, and his energies gone, if he ever 
had any, and bo seems to expect to ahufile through 
this world as easily as possible, without one noble 
effort for the right. In such the disease is chronic— 
they are past cure, I suppose, because they are not 
aware of the disease. But, to him who designs to be 
a man, and wishes to act well his part, how irritating 
As such a state of things - how they trouble him in 
the day and disturb his sleep in the night. And even 
when the season is over, the effects of the summer's 
storm leave their sad marks upon the soul, while 
reflections upon the past irritate anew the old sores, 
and cause unpleasant feelings and corresponding 
actions in the farmer, for which his friends can see 
no cause. 

The remedy for this great evil is to do everything 
right and at the right time. Have the satisfaction of 
knowing that you have acted well your part —done 
all that you could in the circumstances in which you 
were placed, and you will he cairn aud cheerful, even 
should Providence not always smile upon your efforts 
and make them snooessful. * 

but, it may be said some men are naturally irrita¬ 
ble, and no circumstances will make them otherwise. 

bile admitting that there is a difference in disposi¬ 
tion, I have often observed that what we call disposi¬ 
tion is the result of our conduct. Let a young 
man commence farming for himself, without having 
formed proper habits of order, and his work is soon 
in confusion. If ambitious and anxious to succeed, 
he beeomes irritable, displeased with himself and 
every one else. This continued for a few years, and 
lie is a spoiled man. if destitute of ouorgy, he 1 
becomes discouraged, lazy and shiftless. But, if 1 
possessed of sufficient energy, with lovo of system, 1 
and the habits of order well established, he lights 1 
manfully for success, soon conquers all obstacles — is ( 

pleased with his success —perhaps a little proud— 1 
thinks well of himself and every one else, and 1 
becomes a cheerful, successful farmer. ' 

The remedy for this great evil, which is making so t 

many unhappy, is suggested in the Rural of the 20th ! 
ult., and to it I call the especial attention of brother 

farmers. Agricola. 8 

| sticks 1J inches square, the same distance apart, and 
the whole covered with thin cotton cloth. Two 
stoves with grated bottoms should be placed at the 
same end of the kiln with the chimney, the heat and 
smoke being carried once around tlie kiln by means 
of pipes and drums. Drying is the most delicate 
part of hop growing; a little failure in that spoils 
the season's work. 

After the day's picking is finished, the hops are 
sacked in large sacks made for the purpose, and 
hauled to the kiln, over which the hops are evenly 
and lightly spread with a rake. A fire is then started 
in the stoves, and a Bteady, strong heat maintained 
during the night, or until the bops are sufficiently 
dried, which is indicated by the hops opening so that 
the top of the hops oh the kiln assumes nearly the 
appearance of feathers. A method of testing is to 
take a whole hop in the hand by the stem and tap it 
lightly upon the blow end with the other hand; if it 
flics in pieces readily the hops are sufficiently dried. 
When the fires arc started, a quantity of Balt (about 
two quarts) Is placed upon the stoves; this toughens 
the hops and preserves them whole. Should the hops 
be rusty, a quantity of brimstone or alum is placed 
upon the stoves after three or four fires have been 
burned. Hops are often transported long distances 
through various climates, and as almost every error 
is charged .hack upon the grower, it is necessary for 
him to adopt for hiB motto, “ dry thoroughly.” After 
drying they are to be pressed into bales of about 200 

pounds each by a strong screw, or by one of the 
newly invented patent hop presses. 

Is Hot* Growing Profit able?—When well raised 
and well sold, yes. Hop selling is nearly akin to 
lotteries. Prices are so variable and unstable that no 
amount of prescience can possibly foretell the lucky 

number. An ordinary crop of hops is 1000 pounds 
per acre — a good crop, 1,500 pounds — extra, 2000 
pounds. Ten cents per pound will cover all costs of 
cultivation, bo the jirofits of course vary with the 
crop, and the price above ton cents per pounds. The 
price varies from two to fifty cents per pound, usually 
ranging from six to thirty-five. In this county the 
last crop was sold mostly at from twelve to eighteen 
cents per pound; a few lucky ones, by waiting, sold 
for thirty cents per pound, which, with a good crop, 
gives a dear profit of $300 per acre —a profit not 
usually realized from ordinary farm operations. 

In conclusion, I think any of your correspondents, 
with a good soil, a good kind of hop roots, good 
tools and good common sense, would make successful 
hop growers. 

Jordan villa, Herk. Co., N. Y., June, 1861. 
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comb, that had been made within twelve hours. In boring the whole surface soil to the depth of a foot, 
his hand he held the Queen bee which he was show- into millions of holes, passing every particle of it 
ing to every one who would venture near enough to through their long, flexible organism, and leaving in 
gaze on and admire the wonderful little insect, their excretion a compost beyond the power' of 
During all this time he was giving an eloquent and human skill to equal. Under the administration of 
instructive lecture on the habits, worth, and care of these wonderful workers in the darkness in the 
bees. After listening for some time wo left, feeling space of two years, the liard-packed! sterile’ ground 
that what Twining did not know about bees was has been as thoroughly cnt. up as ever was an 
hardly worth knowing. Wabash Gazette of July, unpainted, w-ooden-bottomed ship by the tvrredo after 

1860, _ three months of inactivity in the waters of Tampa 
How to Strain Honey. BaY By the agency and industry of these wriggling 

gaze on and admire the wonderful little insect. 
During all this time he was giving an eloquent and 
instructive lecture on the habits, worth, and care of 
been. After listening for some time we left, feeling 
that what Twining did not know about bees was 
hardly worth knowing.— Wabash Gazette of July, 

I860. 

How to Strain Honey. 

Messrs. Eds. :—In the Rural New-Yorker of the 
25th ult., I notice the inquiry of A. F., of New Haven, 
asking how to strain honey, candied in the comb. 
I will Indicate my mode: Box honey, and honey free 
from bee bread, I put into a tin pan, or other vessel, 
and place it on a stove, or over the fire, and gradually 
melt the comb. This will rise on the top, and when 
cool, I take the wax off. If the honey is badly candied, 
I add u very little water when I put the comb in. 
Water may he added sufficient to make the honey as 
limped as desirable. 

If the comb has bee bread in it, I tie the comb up 
in a cloth, or put it in a bag, and bang it near the 
fire, so as to melt it, and let. the honey drip out. 
Care should be taken not to squeeze or stir it, as that 
would cause the bee bread to mix too much with the 
honey. If the honey is badly candied, after I have 
dripped out all I can, I add a little water, and melt 
as in the first instance, and filter the honey after the 
comb is removed. 

Should there be much sediment and bee bread, the 
whole may be clarified by adding about a teaspoonfnl 
of saleratus to a gallon of honey, (after the comb is 
removed,) aud bring it to a boiling heat. The sedi¬ 
ment will rise, and may be skimmed off. Milk may 
be used instead of the saleratus. Water must be 
added to keep the honey at the consistency wanted. 
Your representation of an Italian queen is before me. 
She certainly is not buggy, se some other representa¬ 
tions have been. I like her. I think, however, the 
upper ring should be tightener, and the other rings 
also,—that is, near the upper edge,—to show a perfect 
Italian Queen. R. c. Otis. 

Bellevue, Ohio, May, 1861. 

Ree Moth Trap. 

Take a wooden bucket or other large open 
vessel, and fill it about two-thirds with water. Then 
put in a quantity of old honey combs, and set the 
vessel in the apiary, at night, near the hives. The 
bee moths or millers will lie attracted by the strong 
odor arising from the vessel, and after hovering 
over it awhile, will drop into the water and be 
unable to extricate themselves. 
-< ■ ♦ » -4- 

gurat spirit of flu* 

noring tue wnoie surface soil to the depth of afoot, I THY x v 

into millions of holes, passing every particle of it tvUtCll ^ 0IC0 (UtC JtClltS. 

through their long, flexible organism, and leaving in — __.___ 

their excretion a compost beyond the power of ^ ,, „ „ 7 ’ 

human skill to equal. Under the administration of ! , b f the Rlral Soes to Press a day in 
., „ , - . 1 . . ,De ai'ininibtratlon of advance of the usual period. in order to rive printers and 

. 'l, Crfa W0^ker® ,n the darkness, in the pressmen an opportunity to celebrate the Fourth. Hence 

space of two years, the hard-packed, sterile ground oir Market Reports, &c., are not as late as those usually 

lias been ns thoroughly c.nt up as ever was an Piren: and probably some advertisements intended for pub- 

unpainted, wooden-bottomed ship by the terredo after hcation will “fail to connect.” 

three months of inactivity in the waters of Tampa - 
Bay. By the agency and industry of these wriggling AlL Readers or the Rural who desire its continued 

atomatic Jethro Tulls, the whole organic structure of prn?perit-v—that itR usefulness may be increased rather than 

the durkened surface has been changed both in 
quality and complexion. From a pale, barren and 
baked hard-pan, it has become a light, porous, 
dark-colored soil, rich in all the elements of vege¬ 
table life.” 

l>uty of the Former. 

In a late issue of the Michigan Farmer we find an 
article concerning the patriotic duty, to State and 
National Governments, of those who remain in peace¬ 
ful avocations while thousands of friends and neigh¬ 
bors take active part upon the tented field, from 
which we extract the following: 

diminished — are reminded that a New Half Volume com¬ 

mence? I},,s week, affording a favorable opportunity for efforts 

to maintain and augment its circulation. While we are using 

our best endeavors to make the paper more and more accept¬ 

able and beneficial to its renders everywhere, we trust they 

will remember lliat these are times which fathom the purses 

of publishers, and kindly govern themselves nco.ordinglv. In 

our case it requires a constant stream of receipts (or a draft 

on the sinking fund) to meet the large expenses of publica¬ 

tion. With war at the South, and a degranged currency 

West, wa are just now between two unpleasant fires, and 

though our faith is strong in regard to the future, it must be 

confessed that more present, encouragement would not only 

be very acceptable, luit materially lessen our cares. Those 

<>f our readers. therefore, who can consistently aid us at this 

"Vi ith the present season, our farming community juncture, by adding new recruits to the Rural Brigade, will 

should lie as active in tho fields of peaceful produc- co°5>r fl favor in season and benefit such of their friends as 

tion, as are n large portion of our population and the becom<’ '■"I’scribers. How many who think the Rural indis- 

Governmcntin the field of war. There can belittle penslble ,u ,lieir Emilies, will kindly proclaim their views 

True History of Reproduction of the lice. gum spirit of flu* %vm. 
Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — The following I --- 

believe to be the true history of the reproduction of To , Swine from Vermin. 

the queen, worker and drone bee. The instinctive A correspondent of the Southern Planter says 

question but that the war will be the means of circu¬ 
lating a very large amount of money and funds that 
have heretofore been locked up in the banks or in 
other securities, The subsistence Of an immense 
army, of at least one hundred thousand men, with a 
proportionate naval force, will make a demand for 
supplies of all kinds, and of every production of the 
farm. It is true that taxes may be somewhat higher, 
but at the same time there will lie more means in cir¬ 
culation to pay taxes with. Tho farmer, however, 
who sits down and folds bis hands, and complains 
for want of help, or does not make use of all his 

energies, and consequently has “nothing to sell,” has 
no excuse: the market may be good or bad, for him 
it is of little consequence. 

Again, the farmers who do not now exert them¬ 
selves more than they have done before, are not good 
citizens; a patriotic people are sending forth their 
best blood to preserve and maintain all that, as men, 
we bold dear. Every man entrusted by the Govern¬ 
ment, is giving all his strength to the duties imposed 
upon him. The agricultural community can do much 
to secure these effects by using every effort to pro¬ 
mote and increase the productive resources of the 
State. The average increase of half a bushel per 
acre in onr wheat crop would pay for the fitting out 
of all the regiments to be sent into the field by Mich¬ 
igan. The increase of the wool clip by two ounces 
on each head of sheep, would pay the interest of the 
war loan of one million which has just been author¬ 
ized, and the cultivation and proper economy in our 
pastures and hay crop, so as to add one additional 

law given to them by the Author of Nature, induces if your hogs are lousy, go to their rubbing place or *,eifer or Btecr on each farm> would pay off the prln 
II 1 1 t ... ... si l } I . , . A1   _ .  fV 1 

ABOUT HOP GROWING.—NO. II. 

Grubring Hots is usually done early in the spring, 
by means of a strong hook having two or four tines, 
with which the ground must be raked to within about 
two feet ol the “bod roots,” All long runners that 
arc caught up l>y the hook must be cut off. The roots 
that are grubbed can then be sold to plant new yards. 
Rome hop growers contend that if the roots are 
planted in a perpendicular instead of a horizontal 
position, fewer runners will be thrown out by the 
“bed roots,” and of course less work will be required 
in grubbing. Many are now adopting tin's plan of 
planting. It will be observed that it makes no differ- 

<cnco which end ol tho root is placed uppermost in 
planting, as either one of the two joints (in a piece) 
planted will always produce roots and the other tops. 
After poling, grubbing aud plowing, when the vines 
have uttained an elevation of two or three feet, select 
for each pole two of the strongest and most thrifty 
vines in the hills; train to the poles by tying lightly 
with woolen or cotton yarn. This tying process must 
bo repeated as often ns the vines fall away from the 
pole; the remaining vines must then be cut away, 
excepting two or three to train to the poles in case 
those already trained become injured. At the first 
hoeing all the remaining vines must be trimmed 
away. Soon after hilling, all leaves and arms should 
be trimmed from the vines up to about six feet from 
the ground. 

Uor Picking.— This is the most busy time of the 
hop grower's year. Such quantities of help —such 
work —such fun—such appetites as belong to “hop 
pickers,” compel every grower to organize a “pro¬ 
visional” government, and to see that the commis¬ 
sariat is well supplied. Picking is usually com¬ 
menced the last week in August, by females, at from 
20 to 25 cents per box of ten bushels. The boxes are 
made 9 feet in length, 3 feet in width, and 2 feet in 
depth, with center partitions each way and standards 
3 feet in height above the box, fastened at the ends, 
on which to lay the •* lug pole.” At each small box 
a “picker” is stationed, and at each large box a 
“tender.” A box-tender's business is to pull the 
poles, lay them on the “Iugpole,” cut the vines from 
the pole, lay them on the apron, and pile the poles. 
In picking, not more than three hops should be 
allowed to adhere to the same vine. The smaller 
leaves may be picked with the hops. When picking, 
the vines must be cut about six feet from the ground. 

Drying, Prkssino, Ac.—Of dry-houses or kilns 
there are various kinds — round, oc tagonal, and rec¬ 
tangular. The round and octagons are built of brick 
or stone, and possess some, though not any essential, 
advantages over those built of wood. For a four 
acre yard, one built of wood, after the following 
plan, would answer every requisite: Building, 30x24; 
partition in the center, which gives a kiln 24x18, and 
a storage room (overhead) of like dimensions. The 
kiln part should have no floor, and be not less than 
14 i'eot between joints, laid overhead with sawed 

The Kerries no Milkers. 

The Boston Cultivator lias received from Arthur 
W. Austin, Esq., a memorandum in regard to the 
quantity of milk given by his Kerry heifers on the 
last day of last month. They have all “come in” 
with their first calves niiioe the 27th of April. The 

the drone and worker to take flight together; in what is better, take a rough twelve foot log to the 
their flight the worker alights upon tho back of the feeding place, and keep it constantly smeared with 
drone. If the semen is fully ripe, a slight pressure, tar. No spaniel ever loved water better than a lousy 
by clasping the abdomen with the legs of the worker, hog loves tar, and he applies it himself to the most 
will cause the drone to throw out the genitalia, infested spots on his body, so effectually that the lice 
which, by a joint near the end, is bent downward, speedily disappear. I have seen 95 out of 9C hogs 
and passes between the back of tho drone and tho smear themselves Av^tyar in less than thirty minutes 
under side of the abdomen of the worker, and bursts, alter they had access to it; and not one had ever 
throwing off semen, which is held by the double known its use before. 
barbs at the joint of the genitalia; while the drone -- -- 
immediately expires and falls to the ground, nceom- A Word to 

panled by the worker, who takes up the Bemen anil The sage of the Ploughman says:—“The milker 
conveys it to the appropriate cells in their hives, for should be on good terms with the cow. If milkers 
the purpose of impregnating the embryo worker scold aud kick, the cow will, most likely, return the 
larva in royal cells and fecundating the ovary of the latter: and moreover, she cannot kick to advantage 
immature queens, in order that they may give life to when her leg isin close conjunction with the milker, 
their drone progeny. She then comes forth fully Tho best milkers are the quickest; for there will be a 
prepared to lay eggs that will produce drone» only, flow in less than a minute from the 
I bus the queens are reproduced. The workers of the process. Take advantage of ( 
are produced in the following manner: The young its return. Milk ary; for the strip 
queeu, on becoming established over a colony, four times as much for butter as the 
soon flies out to have a connection with the drones, drawn.” This is good advice. A 
and when she finds one, she alights on the back of milker, will soon spoil a good cow.” 
the drone, clasping the abdomen with her legs and -1_ 

throwing it close to hers; then, with a quick motion, The Kerries ns Milker*, 
the drone throws out his genitalia, which passes up The Boston Cultivator lias recei 
into her vulner, and conveys the semen into her W. Austin, Esq., a memorandum ii 
spermalheca, leaving a part of genitalia in her vul- quantity of milk given by his Kerr 
ner, and the drone immediately dies; and after her last day of last, month. They have 
sexual propensities are satisfied, she then becomes with their first calves ifiuoe the 27th 
fully fertile to impregnate the drone's eggs as they milk was accurately measured, an 
pass her spermatheea on their way out. The eggs must be considered extraordinary, w 
so impregnated produce the workers; while from the .size of the animals are taken into : 

worker’s larva, after being impregnated with the are the first results obtained from 1 

drone s semen, procured, as before stated, by the country, and indicate its success 
woikeis, proceed the queens, which makes the repro- greater degree than its advocates h 
dilution of bees complete, according to my theory. The yield was as follows: No. 1, over 
It anyone shall doubt the truth of the aboic state- 2, 14 strong; No, 3, 11 10-12; No. 4 

ments, I hope he will have the goodness to make the strong. Mr. Austin remarks;—“No. 
following experiments, before condemning them as four days at grass, and holds up hi 
visionary r been separated from ber calf. I ai 

Oateh a drone in the latter part of the drone sea- will equal No. 1 and No. 2 in a weds 
son; hold it in your hand until warm; a slight No. 5, though not so much in quantit 
pressure of the abdomen with the finger will cause who approved of her, by the evident 
rt to throw out its genitalia, which bursts and thrown milk, which appears to be slightly 
out semen, showing nature's mechanism. It would of the others—all, however, being e 
be desirable to have a microscopic view of the geni- Austin states that the Shetland liei 
tal parts, in order to see the designs of the Author imported with the Kerries, gave on 
of Nature in the pressure of tho abdomen of the mentioned 91 quarts of milk, and a s 
drone by the legs of queen or worker, and the design cow which calved last September, an 
ol the drones taking the under side in their connec- by the Kerry bull, gave 9j quarts. 
tion, and the physiology of having a joint in the ’ _ 

genitalia which is easily bent down by the worker's Effect of Shade on Soils, 

abdomen in obtaining semen. The proof of my j)R. Baldwin, of Virginia, rerna 
position is to catch a number of drones, and cause Cultivator, has long contended lb 
them to gi\o off semen, put them in a box and catch shading undergoes putrefaction, and 

two or three worker bees and put with them, in the becomes fertile. Admitting tho 
manner of hunting wild bees, aud they will take up claimed, it does not follow that H 
and convey every particle of semen to their hives, theory in regard to it is correct. We 
knowing that Natuie s laws are perfect, in animal own views on the subject heretofore, 
mechanism and in all things. E. Kirby. pleased to find them supported bv 

Henrietta, Jane, 1861. .. , . .. . 
I in a lat.A ^nmninninuHnn 4- 

cipal in less than five years. Onr readers will, there¬ 
fore, see that they have a patriotic duty to perform to 
the State at home, fully as important, and as urgent, 
and as glorious in every way, as those who are in the 
tented field, risking their lives in defense of the State 
against treason and traitors. 

pquims and ^usurers. 
Foot Rot in Houses.—Will the Rural, or some of its 

readers, please to give me information on the following, 
through its columns, and oblige a faithful reader? I had a 
disease among my horses, of a destructive nature, for 
several years aud for which I cannot find any name or 
remedy, The first symptom* are a lamenew in one foot, 
commencing very suddenly, but without any external appear¬ 
ance of the disease; in n short tiro,- ttie lle-li around the top 
of the hoof, or where the hoof and tiesh meet, becomes soft, 
finally break? out, discharging a yellow mutter all round Un- 
font extending to the frog; it then mortifies very quickly. The 
general health and Appetite remain good The disease seems flow in less than a minute from the commencement general health sad Appetite remain good. The disease seem? 

r , . . .• ' to be contagious. The bonus seta the foot on tho toe gene 
A the process. T ike advantage of this, and prevent rally. I never saw more than ono foot affected at a time. I 
its return. Milk dry; for the strippings are worth should like to know the disease and remedy, if mydescrip- 
t ... , , . . , _ tion is plain aud perfect enough.—J. II. Blkgner. Bellevue, 
four times as much for butter as the milk that is first Ohio. 1861. 

(haw 11. Ibis is good advice. A lazy, scolding A disease very similar to that described hr our correspon- 

tion is plain aud perfect enough.—J. II. Blkgner, Bellevue, 
Ohio. 1861. 

A disease very similar to that described by our correspon¬ 

dent made its appearance in Boston, Mass., in tho winter of 

1853. and may now be found in some portions of the “Old 

Bay State." A* we have never seen a case of it, we cannot 

meet the winhea of friend Bcrgnek in a better manner than 

by giving the experience of Dr. Dadd, who frequently wit¬ 

nessed its operation and effects, and consequently hud oppor¬ 

tunities for judging ns to the best modes of treatment. The 

Dr. remarks. 

“It appears to spread after the manner of sporadic diseases, 

milk was accurately measured, and the quantity and prevails ohiifly among horses of coarse breed, with 
must be considered extraordinary, when the age and clumsy feet, brought on in some cases by ‘ hard usage and sore 

size of the animals are taken into account. These aMm' ' The di*ense luIuriaU'E in sUbl™ that w® Mky, 
are tl.e first results obtained from the breed in this damj>’ ni,d unventi,,lU'd’ nnd ho™s tbat *re <*>“' 
__,_ , .... ,, , . Bluntly exposed to all sorts of weather; for It is seldom that 
country, and indicate its success here, even to a . . ,.. .. . , 

’ u we bear anything of the disease prevailing in horses of supe- 
gieatcr degree than its advocates have anticipated. rjor prw,i( located in comfortable stables, where they are 
The yield was as follows: No. L, over 14 quarts; No. supposed to have that care and attention so necessary for 
2, 14 strong; No. 3, 11 10-12; No. 4, 104; No. 5, 10 the preservation of health; yet, however potent tho nboTe 
strong. Mr. Austin remarks:—“No. 3 has been only causes maybe, they are not in alt cases direct, but merely 
four days at grass, and holds up her milk, having approximating. It has been observed that this peculiar 

been separated from ber calf. I am confident she di*ea*e oft“n f°n°”'s ®f th« too* !>y caulking— 
will equal No. 1 and No. 2 in a week. The milk of from Fu“‘-ture b* Uftl1 or otherwise. Here we seem to have 
v r ., .. , . , .   aditeetcause,whichrnaybeterinedspeciaI;forsuchengen- 
No. o( though not so much in quantity, iusi ties those . 6 ” •.aiuuou der distinct disease. From the fact, however, that the disease 
who approved of her, l.y the evident richness of the iB not prevalent in the summer months, we are led to infer 
milk, which appears to be slightly superior to that that the combinations of cold, moisture, and bad manage- 
of the others—all, however, being excellent,” Mr. ment, am more prolific of it than any other cause. The 
Austin states that the Shetland heifer, which was term foot rot does not convey any definite idea of the nature 
imported with the Kerries, gave on the day above of tbe af)ection> but merely implies, a state of rottenness, 
mentioned 9| quarts of milk, and a small Norwegian Birailar to that occnrrinS >*■ ac‘J cattle; whereas this 

.,1 i- . u , . . disease varies, and often passes through several stages ere 
cow which calved last beptember, and is now in calf .. , . . e * f. , , * rottenness (gangrene) sets in. Some subjects are attacked 
by the Kerry bull, gave .14 quarts. suddL-nlv with disease of the idantar absorbents—(lee,) seated 

Effect of 8lin<)e on .Soils. 

Dr. Baldwin, of Virginia, remarks the Boston 

Cultivator, has long contended that the soil by 
shading undergoes putrefaction, and from this cause 
becomes fertile. Admitting tho result as thus 
claimed, it does not follow that the argument or 
theory in regard to it is correct. We have given our 
own views on the subject heretofore, and have been 
pleased to find them supported by those of R, C. 
Kendall, in a late ctomnmnioation to the American 

Farmer. Mr. K. believeB that darkness favors the 
A Fourth of .Julj Exhibition. deposit of nitrate of potash in the soil, which is one 

One oi the many remarkable sights here on last of the causes of the fertility produced by shade; but 
Fourth, was Mr. Twining and his Queen bee. He he holds that a more important influence is exerted 
came into our office the day before, with an old plug by the earth-worm, of whose habits we lately spoke 

hat. He had cut two holes in it about midway of the at considerable length. Mr. K. says: 
crown one in front, the other in the back part. “But this chemical combination and deposit is 
Holding the hat in his hand, and turning it over to the avant courier of a more powerful fertilizing agent 
show that it was empty, he said “you see that this that works exclusively under the cover of total dark- 
hat is now empty. To-morrow I intend to have a ness. This is the common earth-worm. These 
swarm ol bees at work in it, making honey, and I industrious manipulators of the soil shun sunshine 
intend to wear it on my head with the bees in it!” and the broad glare of day; but give them a dark 
Sure enough, on the Fourth, as we were going out corner, a shaded nook, the cover of a flat stone, a 
into the grove, we came across Mr. Twining. He 
was located under a shady tree, and was exhibiting 
to an admiring crowd of men and women, his won¬ 
derful patent bee hive. On his head was the iden¬ 
tical hat that he had shown us the day before. It 
was literally covered all over with bees, busy at work, 
going in and out at the two orifices before mentioned. 
All the spare space in the hat was filled with new 

plank, or heap of rubbish, and their labor is inces¬ 
sant, indefatigable, and most efficient as a fertilizing 
agent. Cover over a bit of slterile earth with a plank, 
so as to exclude the light amd insure moisture, and 
within a month there is a m anifestation of the pres¬ 
ence of nitre where the clos est chemical test could 
have detected none before. Within another month 
comes the army of subterran can sappers and miners, 

clumsy feet, brought on in sorno cases by 1 hard usage and sore 

abuse,' T|io disease luxuriates in stables that are filthy, 

damp, and unventiliitcd, and among horses that are con¬ 

stantly exposed to all sorts of weather; for it is seldom that 

we hear anything of the disease prevailing in horses of supe¬ 

rior breed, located in comfortable stables, where they are 

supposed to have that care and attention bo necessary for 

tho preservation of health; yet, however potent the above 

causes may be, they are not in all cases direct, but merely 

approximating It has been observed that this peculiar 

disease oftou follows injuries of the foot by caulking— 

from puncture by nail or otherwise. Here we seem to have 

a direct cause, which may he termed special; for such engen¬ 

der disunci disease. From the fact, however, that the disease 

is not prevalent in the summer months, we are led to infer 

that the combinations of cold, moisture, and bad manage¬ 

ment, are more prolific of it than any other cause. The 

term foot rot does not convey any definite idea of the nature 

of the affection, but merely implies a state of rottenness, 

similar to that occurring in sheep and cattle; whereas this 

disease varies, and often passes through several stages ere 

rottenness (gangrene) sets in. Some subjects are attacked 

suddeuly with disease of the plantar absorbents—deep seated 

lymphalitis. In the course of a few days—sometimes hours— 

a profuse discharge of matter, resembling lymph, from the 

coronet takes place, and infiaimnatory gangreue supervenes. 

Or a horse will all at once be seized with lataeness, continu 

ally catching up the Toot, aud in the course of a few hours, 

pus is seen to ooze from the orifice. Here we have two 

stages of a disease which may progress to rot or gangrene, 

viz., ihjtainmotory, characterized by heat, pain, and lameness; 

suppurative, of which the discharge of pus is proof positive. 

The finale is a gangrenous state, characterized by transforma¬ 

tions and death of the tissues of the foot. The name of this 

disease shonld, therefore, be conferred in accordance with 

the notable changes that occur throughout its progress; they 

are Inflammation, suppuration, gangrene; and it often hap¬ 

pens that the abnormal process is arrested in either one or 

the other of the first stages, although it is prone to run into 

gangrenes. These characteristic symptoms furnish a title for 

the disease; and should death supervene, whether in the 

inflammatory, suppurative, or putrid states, the name of the 

disease will be lhat of the cause of death; so that fiat rot—if 

it imply a rotten, putrid, or gangrene state—should be termed 

inflammatory gangrene, which is produced by extrarasated 

blood, or rather tiuidB, they rapidly passing into a state of 

decomposition, thus destroying the vitality of those tissues— 

the lamina' of the foot—so that the hoof frequently separates 

from its attachments and falls off'. 

“ Treatment. It is useless to lay down any particular plan 

of treatment, for that must depend on the nature, stage, and 

intensity of the disease. The principal local remedies are: 

“1. Antiseptics.—Pyroligneous acid, charcoal, ehUride of 

soda, and lime. 

“2. Astringents.—Tincture of muriate of iron, sulphate of 

zinc and of iron, bayberry bark, gum catechu. 

“ 3. Remedies to relieve Pain. — Chloroform, sulphuric 

ether, tincture of Indian hemp, infusion of hops or poppy 

heads.” 

on the snbject in order to induce others to secure its visits? 

t -*~*~— 
Tns Homestead, an excellent agricultural weekly, pub- 

’ lished at Hartford. Ct.,—which gives little news or miscelia- 

: neous reading, and has, we believe, argued against combining 

I Agriculture with Literature and General Intelligence —is to 

r be leased once a month only for the remainder of the year, 

, and perhaps longer. Tho publisher says:— The question is 
very often asked, ‘ Why do not you issue The Homestead 

’ monthly Instead of weakly?’ and it is nho the frequent 

remark that subscribers do not have time to read The Home- 

' stead now that there is so much war ne.ws to read. This, 

1 with the increasing difficulty in getting new subscriptions, 

’ fn vases even renewals of old subscriptions, 

1 although our list has not materially fallen off of late, yet it 

l forces ns to the decision we have taken, viz., to issue The 

ttomstead monthly, for the remainder of the year,—proba¬ 

bly also till the end of the war. and until the general revival 
I of business.” 

. — Vie take this occasion to say to the friends of the Rural 

New-Yorker that, though none hare intimated a desire for 

any change of publication on account of the War, or com¬ 

plained of want of time to read it, the times have not of late 

been favorable to its prosperity. Indeed, if we continue on 

the same basis (size, style, Ac,,) as hitherto—a* we firmly 

purpose doing—the profits or balance will probably be on the 

wrong Side of the ledger at the close of tho year. Many in 

onr position would no doubt consider it the most prudent 

course to razee the paper, and otherwise lessen its expenses; 

but so long us we have “a shot In the locker," we purpose to 

carry a full cargo, stand at the helm, and keep our craft 

under sail —thus performing the voyage and fulfilling our 

contract with consignees (subscribers) to the letter. We 

believe this to be the only true course, provided our pluck 

and purse hold out, hence the resolve. And we believe that, 

as most patrons of Agricultural papers are abundantly able 

to sustain them creditably, they will not Jong suffer for lack 

of the encouragement necessary to render them still more 

prosperous and useful. Meantime we submit that the friends 

of the Rural, and similar journals, can nou> best and most 

effectively manifest their appreciation of the the same by 

acts which w-ill give “aid and comfort” to those who are 

laboring to promote the best interests of community. 

Curing Clover Hat.— A writer in the Boston Cultivator 

gives his manner of curing clover hay, from experience, sub¬ 

stantially as follows:—He cuts after the dew is off, aud when 

in fullest hlooin. He lets everything lie till about 4 p. m. the 

day of cutting, when it is turned. The warm earth will con¬ 

tinue the wilting process. After dinner, the following day,r 

it is forked Into the tall cock* of from 60 to 76 lbs. each. 
These are allowed to stand two, thrnc, or four days, accord¬ 

ing to the weather. If it is fair, the sweating will cure it, 

aud If It rains, the cocks will Bhed water. On a clear day, 

open the hay into five or six flakes, and let it air two or three 

hours, when it is fit to cart away. A peck of sail to the tun 

of hay is his rule. Ho sows 12 to 15 lbs. seed to the acre, aDd 

thus obtain* a fine, thick growth, not near as likely to lodge 

as coarser stalks, the result of thinner sowing. 

Improved Mode Q> Curing Hat.— Am improvement in 

mowing aud stacking hay and grain has been invented and 

for some time used by Aiikl 1’ost, of West Henrietta, N. Y., 

which, by introducing currents of air through the central 

portions of Ihc mow to rapidly evaporate the moisture, is 

said to enable the farmer to store his crop immediately after 

it is cut, without waiting the usual time for drying. The air 

is admitted through shafts formed in tho procoss of mowing, 

by which the circulation is continued until the curing is per¬ 

fected. A patent has just been obtained on the invention, 

through the agency of J. Fraser, of this city, and we are 

informed that the same will soon be offered to farmers for a 

small amount in comparison with the benefit the inventor 

claims to impart. 

- - - 

Clovkr Roots.—The Journal of N. Y. State Ag. Society 

says:—“ At the meeting of the Board at Watertown, Presi¬ 

dent Gkdiiks had some clover roots furnished him byafarmer 

in Onondaga county, one of which measured three feet eight 

inches, aud the roots entered the ground as tap roots. The 

longest one was evidently broken off in taking up, and proba¬ 

bly was six or eight inches longer, making it more than four 

feet; the others nearly as long. Such appendages as these 

to the clover plant, in friable soli, may well account for the 

great value of this plant as a fertilizer.” 

Minor Items.—So far as we learn the recent Horae Shows 

which have depended mainly upon “ »t) le and speed.” have 

not been successful. “The sober, second thought’1 of com¬ 

munity is evidently against fast trotting on fair grounds.- 

The Royal Ag. Society is to hoid a Show next year, in Regent’s 

Park, London, in connection with the Exhibition of the 

Industry of all Nations—Prince Albert to act us President. 

-At the recent annual meeting of the Mass. Society for 

the Promotion of Agriculture, G. W. Lyman was elected 

President aud K, S. FAY Secretary.-A Conn, paper says 

Chinese sugar cane is growing in favor with the milk men 

and farmer- near Hartford—oRe advantage being that cattle 

eat the whole of it when cured, even though it should grow 

8 to 12 feet high.-Messrs. BaoniK and Campbell, of this 

State, recently imported a three year old Ayrshire heifer and 

calf, a yearling hull and four yearling heifers of the same 

breed, a ram and two ewes of the Black-Faced breed of sheep, 

a ram and six ewes of the Leicester breed, and one Yorkshire 

boar.-E. Burnett, Springfield, Mass., has a five year old 

native cow, weighing 975 lbs., that in one mouth (ending 

Gth of June last) gave 1,333 lbs. of milk, from which was 

made 54 \t lbs of butter. Her feed was rowan hay, with two 

quarts of cob meal daily, the first half of the time, and simply 

pasture the last half. 

Irrigation.—1 had about four acres, with a soil varying 
from two to six inches deep,—the rock being hare in many 
places,—lying on a slope, or sloping both ways, with a small 
stream of’water running from a swamp through the lowest 
part of the lot; the land was in grass; produced about half a 
tun to the acre. I put upon it manure; It did do good; the 
grass when wet would gTow, hut would soon dry up and 
amount to almost nothing I took a team with a strong 
plow, plowed two furrow? in different places, so as t<’ take 
the water from the stream over tho highest laod. and let the 
water out whenever I desired it ; attended to it twice a week, 
letting on and off in different parts of the lot. The result 
was three tuns to the acre, cut early and a large after growth. 
The next year I took the water off’; the result wa» lets than 
half a crop. The year following I let the water on as before 
with the same good results.—2V. X. F State Ay Soc . 

--- , j 
Feed Bones to the Hens.—If you take fresh hone? from ■'1 

the kitchen, and with a sledge, on a rock, or any natural or L 
artificial anvil, pound them up into email pieces, hens will V 
eat them ravenously, and not only will they iligest the hones ( 
aud make a better manure of them than can he made in any L 
other way, hut they will be themselves greatly benefited by 
them; they will lav throughout the season with much greater dp 
regularity than otherwise, aud will fatten on the marrow v 
within, and the fat and muscles that will adhere to the ({ 
hones.—Homestead. w 



JULY 6. -YD 

MEETING OF THE FRUIT GROWERS’ SOCIETY. , 

The June Meeting of tlie Fruit Growers’ Society ( 
of Western New York was held at Syracuse on the j 
25th ulL The President, E. Moody, of Loekport, 
took the Chair at 10 o’clock, and called the meeting 
to order. S. N. Holmes, of Syracuse, and Giles E. 
Jackson, of Dansville, were admitted members of 

the Society. 
The President appointed Messrs. Barry, Beadle, 

and Maxwell a Committee to report subjects for dis¬ 
cussion. While the Committee were absent, the 
subject of strawberry culture was introduced, and 
gentlemen were invited to give their views and 

experience. 
Dr. Ghees, of Syracuse, had grown strawberries 

for a good many years, perhaps not the largest or 
best, but good crops of fair berries. Had succeeded 
with very little manure. With manure, had grown 
larger berries and obtained more growth of vine, but 
not so good a crop. The best manure for strawber¬ 
ries he found to he virgin soil from the woods. Soil 
rather heavy, and dug one spade deep; and after 
securing two crops, dig up the old bed, having 
another ready to take its place. 

8. N, Holmes, of Syracuse, had a heavy clay in his 
garden, dug two feet, and highly manured. From a 
bed 16 by 35 feet gathered between two and three 
bushels the second year, and the same the third. 
Let the vines run together so as pretty much to cover 
the whole ground. 

The Committee on Subjects for Discussion reported 
the following: 

I, What three varieties of Strawberry are the most desira¬ 

ble for amateur or market cultivation? 

H. Wbat varieties of Gooseberry can be successfully grown 

in this country? 

III. The best method of preventing the ravages of the 

gooseberry and currant worm. 

IV. The best varieties of ■Currants, and best method of 

cultivation for market. 

V. Is it advisable to recommend the culture of the Black 

Currant extensively? 

VL The best varieties of Raspbecry, and best method of 

cultivation. 

VII. Is it desirable to cultivate the Blackberry as a garden 

fruit? 

DISCUSSIONS. 

What three varieties of Strawberry are the most desirable for 

amateur or market cultivation ? 

Jo&lAH Salter, Rochester — If confined to three 
varieties, I think I would plant Early Scarlet, Wilson, 
and Triomphe tie (land. 

S. N. Holmes — Will name Wilson, Hooker, and 
Hovey. For amateurs, like Schneicke’s Pistillate. 
The most hardy and prolific of all is Wilson, but it is 
not of first, quality. Bnrr's New Pine is of excellent 
flavor, but not productive. 

J. Salter, iu answer to several questions, said 
Hooker stands the winter pretty well in a deep, well 
drained soil, especially of mulched, bat suffers in a 
shallow or nndrained soil; its flavor is good, and it 
is tolerably productive. Wilson is hardy and pro¬ 
ductive, and sellB well. Black Prince, Hovey, and 
Boston Pine are shy bearers. Large Early Scarlet is 
a profitable berry, because early, but not of first rate 
quality. Triomphe de Gaud is nearly or quite aa 
hardy aa the Wilson, very productive, and of excellent 
quality. An acre in Triomphe de Gand at the pres¬ 
ent time perhttpa would not produce us much money 
as the Wilson. 

Ciias. Downing —With me the Wilson dies out 
after producing one crop. Take two years together, 
I think any other productive variety will give as 
much fruit 

Salter —I can get but one good crop from Wil¬ 
son. It should be grown in hills and the runners 
kept off, and mulched in summer. Growing in bills 
is the best way to obtain good fruit, but it ia consid¬ 
erable trouble, and therefore perhaps not the moat 
profitable. 

J. Vick, Rochester— Strawberry growers know 
that two seasons out of every three the crop is much 
injured by drouth, and often a third of a fair yield is 
not obtained from this cause. If strawberries are 
grown in hills and the ground is kept free from 
weeds, they will not suffer in the least from dry 
weather in seasons that would about destroy the crop 
if allowed to grow in a mass. The certainty of a 
crop would more than compensate for the extra 
trouble. 

Salter —The beBt plan for amateurs, no doubt, is 
to grow in hills, but nurserymen are too busy in the 
spring to give proper attention to their strawberries. 

W. B. Smith, of Syracuse — Have not had much 
experience in growing for market. The Wilson 
is hardy and productive, and Burr’s New Fine is of 
excellent quality. Early Scarlet, Wilson, and Tri- 
oraphe de Gand is probably the three best. Long- 
worth's Prolific I think a good deal of. It hears for 
a long time, and is of fair quality. 

Downing — Leaves of Longworth’a Prolific suffer 
in the summer, turning brown and drying up. 

Salter — Found the same difficulty with it and 
discarded it. 

Smith — My soil is a strong clay, and it does not 
suffer in this respect. For market, would plant 
Wilson exclusively, but for home use would not 
plant it at all. 

Dr. Beadle, St. Catharines, C. W.—Would like to 
know if any uric has tried Prof. Coppock's seedling 
which he exhibited last year in Buffalo, and con¬ 
sidered very valuable. 

Downing — What Mr. Coppock exhibited was of 
the Iowa type, no better, very acid, and doubtless 
quite prolific. 

P. Barry — We cultivate over fifty sorts, and it is 
difficult to select three. Can recommend twenty 
good strawberries for amateurs. Wilson is the most 
profitable market berry. The Crimson Cone held 
sway iu the New York market for twenty years, but 
its reign is now disputed by the Wilson. Triomphe 
de Gaud is excellent, productive enough, and about 
as hardy aB most of our native varieties. Early Scar¬ 
let retains its popularity for an early variety, but 
Jenny Lind ripens at the same time, is larger, and 
certainly of aa good quality. When it becomes gen¬ 
erally cultivated, experience may show that the Scar¬ 
let possesses some superiority over it for general 
culture, but it is now very promising. Peabody’s 
celebrated strawberry lias proved worthless. Would 
like to know if any one has tested Downer’s seedling; 
it was sent out with a great name. 

Bo wring —Peabody is worthless. Dowjier’s prom¬ 
ises very well, but is not as prolific as Wilson. 

Barry — Cultivators should plant such varieties as 

more than two crops of strawberries from the same 1 
bed. It is better to have other beds coming into c 
bearing, and then dig up the old ones. s 

Downing — This is my experience. I never try to 1 

get more than two crops. < 
The President — Has any one had experience in 

digging in parts of the old beds, leaving strips to < 
furnish runners to renew them. 1 

Beadle — Tried it, but could not make the runners i 

root in the ground where the old vines had been 1 
turned under. 1 

Smith — Tried digging in, leaving strips of the old 1 
bed a few inches in width, and with good success. 
Have a bed now that had been out about six years, and i 

dug under a part every year. 
Baury — No fruit ia so easily grown and so badly i 

treated as the strawberry. Many say they cannot 
grow strawberries, but a look at the condition of the 
beds Bhows the reason; potatoes must be planted every 
year, and this is not considered an objection to 
their cultivation, yet persons object to strawberries 
because they require to he reset every year or two. 
The idea seems to be prevalent that there is some¬ 
thing difficult and mysterious in strawberry culture, 
yet there is nothing more simple. 

The President—Look for a crop of strawberries 
from the same vines hut one year. Plant in rows 
three feet apart, and the plants about a foot apart in 
the rows, first snbsoiling the ground. Then use the 
cultivator to keep the ground mellow and destroy the 
weeds. Can grow an acre of strawberries about as 
cheap as an acre of potatoes, and when a farmer 
grows his own plants, it will be no more trouble or 
expense. After one good crop, plow under. 

Mr. Smith said the “Oneida Community” brought 
very fine strawberries to the Syracuse market, and 
inquired if any one present could inform the meeting 
of their mode of culture. 

Mr. E. Ford replied that, they planted in rows, and 
let them run together. After getting a crop, a space 
about two feet wus dug through the lot, leaving a 
strip of the old bed about a foot in width, and so on 
through the lot. The vacant space was soon filled 
with new runners. After tho next crop, that part of 
the bed left last year was dug under. They manured 
with decayed leaves from tho forest 

In answor to a qnestion, Mr. Barry said the best 
way for garden culture was to grow in hills, but 
whether it would be proved most profitable for field 
culture he could not say. When grown in hills they 
should receive a little protection in tho fall either 
with Btraw or coarse manure. In Pittsburg, where 
were the largest and best managed strawberry planta¬ 
tions he had seen in the country, they wore invaria¬ 
bly grown in hills, and this plan they consider the 
most profitable. 

Mr. Downing favored growing in hills by amateurs, 
and even for tho New York market, or any other 
market where they were willing to pay a good price 
for good fruit; but where a small, poor berry would 
sell for as much as a fine, large one, perhaps growing 
in masses would be found the most profitable. The 
product of an acre of Triomphe de Gand, he thought, 
would bring more in the New York market than one 
acre in Wilson. 

' The President said that with him the Jenny Lind 
was as early as Early Scarlet. 

Mr. Ellwanger considered the Brighton Pine one 
of the best of American strawberries. 

Mr. Barky saw Scott’s Seedling soiling for more in 

the New York market than any other variety. They 
t were nicely prepared for market, and were called 

Pine Apple, Lady’s Finger, and other taking names, 
hut are of poor quality and hollow. 

Downino — Scott’s Seedling is very beautiful, as 
true as if molded, but lacks flavor. 

Had Mountain Seedling three years. It has not mil¬ 
dewed. The fruit is large, thick skinned, not of 
superior quality, perhaps not quite as good aB 
Houghton's Seedling, but of the same character. 
Old plants mildew more than young ones. 

Dr. Beadle said he had seen published accounts 
of a Gooseberry Society at Patterson, New Jersey, 
where it is said the gooseberry is grown free from 
mildew and exhibited in size equal to those shown at 
the celebrated English exhibitions. He wished to 
know if any one could give any information in regard 

to the matter. 
Mr. Downing replied that he had never attended 

any of the exhibitions, bnt believed the statements to 
ho true. Knew some of the growers there to he very 

successful. 
Holmes — What can I do to grow gooseberries free 

from mildew on a heavy soil? Have had but poor 
snccess. Some suggested good drainage, but Mr. 
Holmes said his gardeu was pretty well drained. Mr. 
Ellwangeu recommended taking up the plants 
every second year, pruning both roots and tops, and 
setting them out again. This would usually prove 
effectual. Crown Bob was next to the Whitesmith of 
the English sorts for freedom from mildew. 

tVhai inJluence has the stock upon the yrafl in modifying or 

changing the quality of the fruit > 

This question, which was laid over at the Annual 
Meeting was now called up for discussion. 

Mr. Smith had noticed a difference in the appear¬ 
ance of tho same variety of apples on different trees, 
hut could not say it was the effect of the stock. On 
dwarf trees the stock was known to cause Increased 
size and improved quality. 

Mr. Beadle inquired if the Paradise stock pro¬ 
duced the same effect upon the apple, and was 
answered in tho affirmative. 

Mr. Holmes said a number of years ago his father 
took grafts from a sweet apple tree and grafted an 
old tree that bore worthless fruit, and on this tree the 
apples were higher flavored than those on tho tree 
from which the scion was taken. He had often 
noticed that scions of a sweet apple put upon another 
sweet tree never produced high flavored fruit. 

Mr. Downing had noticed more difference in the 
fruit on different parts of the same tree or trees of the 
same variety in different situations than from differ¬ 
ence of stock. 

Mr. Barry thought the only difference effected by 
the stock was in the quantity of sap furnished, or 
perhaps its condition. If the stock exerted much 
influence on the fruit, when we graft pears on 
quince roots the pears would partake somewhat of 
the nature of the quince. 

Mr. Smith had grafted Northern Spy on English 
Sweeting, but had never been able to detect any 
difference in tho fruit. 

The Chairman appointed Messrs. Salter, Barry, 

and Downing to examine the fruits on exhibition. 
On motion of Mr. Beadle, • 
Resolved, That our next meeting be held at Roch¬ 

ester on the call of the Council. 

Afternoon Session. 

What varieties of Gooseberry can be successfully grown in this 
country ? 

Eli.wanger — Consider what is called the Ameri¬ 
can Seedling one of the best of the American varie¬ 
ties. It is cultivated in some nurseries as Houghton’s 
Seedling, hut it. has a slender, erect growth, while 
Houghton’s Seedling is trailing, it is very produc¬ 

tive. The fruit is not so large as Houghton's Seed¬ 
ling, but this sometimes mildews, while the American 
Seedling never does. Of the English varieties the 
Whitesmith is the best. 

Downing — The American Seedling is known as 
English Pale Red, Ohio Seedling, Cluster, and is 
called around Columbus, Dutch Joe. 

Dr. Sylvester, of Lyons— Have cultivated Ameri¬ 
can Seedling for a good many years; have had it 
growing with other varieties that mildewed, but 
never saw it all'ecteU. Several years since, imported 
Whitesmith, and never saw mildew upon it until the 
present year. The Mountain Seedling, the new 
Shaker gooseberry, is nearly as large as Whitesmith, 
but with a thicker skin. Think well of it. 

Mr. Holmes inquired if quality of soil was not an 
important matter in the culture of the gooseberry, 

The best method of preventing the ravages of the gooseberry and i 

currant worm. i 

Sylvester — Never was troubled much with the 
worm, but in the village it is destroying the leaves. ] 
nad some last season, and applied whale oil soap 
and aloes, and destroyed them,— one pound of soap ; 
to six gallons of water and half an onnee of aloes, j 
Some have used the soap alone and have been suc¬ 
cessful. Applied every two days. The worms are ; 
on the nnder side of the leaves, and the wash is 
applied with a syringe convenient for the purpose. 

Barry — They may be killed in a great many 
ways, but the remedy, whatever it is, must be applied 
every day and for a long time. If the plants are 
covered with a box, tobacco smoko may be applied; 
they may he beaten off with evergreen branches and 
killed on the ground: whale oil soap and other 
things will prove destructive, hut when an acre or 
two are cultivated it is next to impossible to keep 
clear of them. Mr. B. was in hopes they would, like 
some other injurious insects, have their season and 
pass away. Fiftoen or sixteen years ago they were 
very destructive iu some parts of Canada, and then 
they had not appeared In Western New York. We 
had only been troubled with them throe or four years. 

Salter—Have tried aloes, soft soap, whale oil 
soap, nux vomica, lime, and other things, and had 
watched and seen the worms eat the leaves wet with 
theso washes, and without any apparent injury. A 
good way is to dig the ground in the fall and leave it 
rough, or in ridges, and they appear to freeze out. 

The best varieties of Currants, and best method of cultivation 

for market. 

Barry —White Grape is the best both for market 
and the table. The Black Currant ia a very popular 
fruit in Europe, and is now receiving much attention 
in France for the manufacture of wine. The Cherry 
and Versaillaise are large showy market varieties. 

Downing —The White and Red Dutch are good 
sorts, and the now varieties are not much superior. 
The Versaillaise is very large Black Currant wine 
has much the character of FonT The Black Cnrrauts 
are very much alike, and it M almost impossible to 
determine any difference in the appearance of the 
frnit. 

Salter—The best use I eAer made of black enr- 
rants, was to mix with the White Grape for making 
wine. It will be found to be a great improvement. 
White Grape is the best white currant, and Cherry 
the best red. Have never found tho black to yield 
enough to pay for growing, as they do not set well. 
Versaillaise is of better flavor, perhaps, than Cherry, 
bnt not so productive. Like to grow Currants on a 
single stem, ami prune back the wood to spurs. Tho 
only objection to this plan is that, a lly sometimes 
punctures the trunk, and lays an egg that produces a 
worm that kills the trunk, aud thus the plant is lost. 
In this form, more and bettor fruit could bo produced, 
as it, would have all tho strength of the plant. The 
currant cannot have too much manure if well rotted. 
Half manure and half old turf rotted together, is 
excellent. 

Barry—Manure for tho currant is fully as impor¬ 
tant as pruning. Few persons have any idea how 
much manure a currant bush needs. The currant 
has fine roots growing in a small eompass, ami unless 
these are supplied with pleuty of food, tho frnit will 
be small, mi matter what the variety may be. This 
often causes disappointment to those who expect 
large fruit. 

Hu. Sylvester—Like the tree form, or would like 
it, were it not, for the fact that during storms the 
branches often get broken down. The Cherry cur¬ 
rant, when well grown and well ripened, is excellent, 
particularly late iu tho season. The black currant 
ia good for tho table and for wine. Once made wine 
from tho black currant, which a gentleman who has 
always been in the wine trade declared to be the best 
he ever tasted, either native or imported. It was 
made in a dry season, when the fruit was very ripe 
and a little shriveled, 

The best varieties of Raspberry, and best method, of cultivation. 

Sylvester—Doolittle’B Black Cap ia very good, 
hardy and productive. Obtained a few years since 
a variety called American Red Cap, that 1 like. A 
year or two ago obtained from the neighborhood of 
Syracuse a variety called Southern Blac.k. It is per¬ 
fectly hardy, and appears to bo larger than Doolittle. 
The Orange nearly hardy, and the best of the half- 
hardy kinds. Bagley’s Perpetual is perpetual only 
in forming suckers. Uhio Ever-Bearing is very much 
like Black Cap, but gives :t crop in the ordinary 
season, and then fiowerB and bears again In the full. 
Had seen fruit and flowers on the plants when winter 
set in. For those who want a little fruit out of the 
ordinary season, it is a good kind. The Antwerps 
are good when laid down for protection during the 
winter, which should be done by amateurs. 

Downing—The Red Cap is the most useful rasp¬ 
berry we have. It is not as seedy as the Black Cap, 
but a juicy, valuable berry for farmers. The Hudson 
River Antwerp ia the only kind cultivated on the 
Hudson for the New York market. The Orange is 
too tender for market. The plants are always laid 
down in the antnmu. A little town south of New¬ 
burgh sent to the New York market last season rasp¬ 
berries from which was realized $110,000, 

with my neighbors. Sometimes the tops winter-kill 
a little, but not enough to do injury. The New Ro¬ 
chelle is not ripe when the berries are black and 
glossy; they must become of a dead black, and then 
they are good. They make a very good wine. Tried 
the White blackberry, and they grew and blossomed 
well, but. tho fruit was imperfect. It is very sweet. 

The Frksident— In my grouuds the New Rochelle 
is somewhat tender, and kills back. Think it best 
to mulch and pinch back the shoots in the summer, 
so as to secure the ripening of the wood. Plowing 
or cultivating among them injures the roots. The 
weeds should be kept down with the hoe. 

Du. Beadle At St. Catharines the New Rochelle 
bears a good crop, and never kills back, except per¬ 
haps a few inches. Never mulch or take any partic¬ 
ular pains with their culture. Use only the hoe 
among the plants. 

FRUIT ON EXHIBITION. 

The exhibition of fruit was not large, but there 
were some very good strawberries. The Committee 
appointed to examine the fruit on exhibition reported 

that 
E. Ware Sylvester, of Lyons, exhibited nine 

varieties of strawberries, including Downer’s Prolific, 
Wilson, and Triomphe de Gand; also, Governor 
Wood cherry. 

S. N. Holmes, Syracuse, Wilson and Sclmeicke’s 
Pistillate. 

Smith AHanciiett, Syracuse, 25 varietiesof straw¬ 
berries, including Hooker, Wilson and McAvoy’s 
Superior. 

A. P. Gould, Jamesville, Wilson and Ohio Mam¬ 

moth. 
W. H. Lee, Newark, Wilson, Scott’s Seedling, and 

Hooker strawberries and Found pears. 

mg. 

PRESERVED FRUITS. 

W. B. Smith, black currants aud pears. 
Miss Aliev Barker, six jars, put up in 1857-8-9 

and 1860, all in good state of preservation, embracing 
tomatoes, cherries, plums, gooseberries, and red and 

white raspberries. 
FLOWERS. 

Smith & Hanchktt, a fine show of flowers, (for 

which the committee recoin mended a vote of thanks, 

which was unanimously adopted,) consisting of 150 

varieties of roses, 37 varieties of picotees, and a 

beautiful bouquet. 

After the passage of resolutions expressive of the 
sympathy of tho Society for the late Frosident in his 
afflictions, which have prevented him from taking 
an active part in the proceedings, the Society ad¬ 
journed to meet iu Rochester at the call of the Council. 

DISEASE IN DWARF PEARS. 

Editors Rural New Yorker:—There seeiriB to 

he a new disease in my dwarf pear trees, at least new 
to me. Someofthom have not leaved out this spring, 
while others have started and grown some inchesand 
then withered and diod. I have lost some forty trees 
already, and others show symptoms of the same dis- 

THE SCIENCE OF BED-MAKING. 

- 1 
There is a right way to do every thing, and among 

the most important of household duties, is knowing 
how to make a bed properly. Almost any one can 
turn over, or shake up, a bed, and throw on the bed¬ 
clothes; lint, to make up a bed evenly', and smoothly 
— so it will be a place of rest and comfort, and put 
on the clothes rightly, requires care worthy of every 
house-keeper’s notice, and no really good and 
thorough woman, whose busiuess is housework, will 
neglect giving tho requisite attention. 

Iti the first place, a bed should be will aired before 
being made. Open the windows, and throw open, or 
take off the clothes, and If you have a house full of 
beds, you can do this, because you can go through a 
suite of rooms, then go back to the first and make 
up, thus giving some time for air and ventilation. 
Remember, if it is worth while to have beds, and go 
to bed, and sleep at all, it is equally important to 
have them wholesome and comfortable. In taking 

I off tho bedclothes, do not, throw them, or the pillows, 
on the floor, or sling them on a chair, dragging on a 
floor, for in this way they gradually get soiled badly, 
and require washing much Ofteuor than js necessary, 

which is hard, heavy work, besides inquiring them. 
Beds of straw, or husks, or of any material to be 

shaken or Btirred, should bo done so evenly as possi¬ 
ble; but an important point, is to put on the clothes 
rightly. Always pot the right sides of sheets to¬ 
gether, this is to keep the bed and bed quilts clean 
— and put the middle of sheets and coverlids on the 

middle of the bed. The under sheet should be well 
tucked under the mattress, at the head, or, likely as 
not, it will bo at the foot of the bed before morning, 
especially if the sleepers aro children. The upper 
Bheot and other clothes should just reach tho head- 
board, leaving the length to tuck under the foot of 
the mattress, to keep them in their places during the 
night. No person or child can sleep well, and have 
the weight of the clothes all on one side, or care¬ 
lessly thrown on, unfastened to the bed. If your bed 
is clean, aud kept clean underneath, why will you 
spread the most of your quilts to the front side? A 
bed is a bed, and if you must have quilts come nearly 
to the floor on one side, make them wide enough to 
go over the other the same distance. Particularly in 

i cold weather, you should put on the clothes evenly, 
J well tucked at the foot and sides, and if you have an 
- old fashioned bedstead, let tho outside quilt only 
■ come over the foot of tho bed. Sheets made for 

double beds, aud where two persons arc to sleep, 
should be large. They should be tit off two and 
three-quarter yards in length, to allow for hems and 

> shrinkage, and should bo at least two and a quarter 
ir yards wide,—two and a hail' would be better. Always 
, turn down the sheet and clothes at the top,— say a 
1 quarter of a yard, before placing the pillows, and 
s then your bed is made and ready for use. Q. 

wilt prolong the strawberry season as long as possi- and what soil was best, to which Mr. Ellwanger 

hie, commencing with the Early Scarlet or Jenny replied that a good strong loam was the most 
Lind, and then plant some of the intermediate and suitable. 

late varieties. Strawberries may be ripened for a long Sai.thu — Have seen the Houghton Seedling so 
season. It ig not profitable to endeavor to obtain affected with mildew that the leaves dropped off'. 

It it desirable to cu 
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II. N. Hangworthv and I, S. Clark, aro similarly 
afflicted, though not as much us mine. The disease is 
seen on dry soil and wet in my orchards, tho worst 
on the driest soils and those well drained naturally. 
Tho Bartlett,s were the first affected in tho spring, and 
have suffered the most; but on the Virgalieu, Vicar of 
Winklicld, and Louise Bonne do Jersey, varieties well 
adapted to the quince, it has appeared. Ho far, those 
trees that were thrifty arid made a good growth last 
season, have suffered the most, and 1 have not found it. 
on trees set less than three years. It hasappearod on 
trees obtained from several different nurseries, which 

precludes the idea that the stocks were not of the 
right kind or originally diseased. At first I was lod 
to think it was the severe winter, but as the quince 
stock on my trees is entirely below tho ground, and 
my quinces, of the common kind, in the same field, of 
which I have several hundred, aro all healthy, and all 
varieties of the quince are known to bo very tena¬ 
cious of life, I cannot lay it to this. I am at a loss to 
account for it in any way, and wish to inquire wheth¬ 
er others have suffered iu like manner, and the prob¬ 
able cause and remedy. If tho disease iB common 
this season, would it not be a proper subject of dis¬ 
cussion at the approaching meeting of the fruit, grow¬ 
ers at Syracuse. F. W. Lay. 

Greece, N. Y., June 17, 1861. -.- 
MY GARDEN. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—We all like to look 
over our Albums, not particularly l'or tho value of the 
pieces they contain, but because they remind us of 
friends, some of them perhaps fur away, whose faces 
we shall never see more. I have the same pleasure 
in looking over my little garden, for I have a garden 
all ray own, and it is partly planted with flowers, the 
gifts of friends. 1 have ono tree that wuh brought 
from Mt. Vernou, some flowers that were sent me 
by a young friend from the great pruiries of tho 
West, which I bavo never seen, and many others that 1 
never see without thinking of those I love. Among 
the number added to my collection the past spring 
was Linum perenne, blue, and Linum perenne album, 

with white flowers. These are perennial flaxes. 
They were sent by Mr. Charles Downing to my 
father, and as Mr. D. said they were a present for tho 
children, I have these in my garden. Wo had the 
blue before, but not the white. They aro very beauti¬ 
ful, anil look each morning like stars flouting in the 
air. I wish we had a. red variety, so that we might 
have the red, white, and blue. Father says there is a 
red annual flax, very fine, and he has plants, but it is 
not yet in flower. I think somebody will have to 
grow a red perennial flax somehow, so that we can 
have this pretty and patriotic Collection of colors at 
the Barnc time. Every year my gardeu grows more 
interesting from tho additions made, and mostly 
from friends, though 1 try to get a few choice new 
seeds never flowered here before, and watch the first 
buds with u good deal of anxiety. I shall have the 
new Double Zinnia iu a week ortwo, and some other 
new flowers. Clarice. 

Qcken Victoria's Cihlokkn in tiik Garden. At the sea¬ 
side residence of Queen Victoria, iu the Isle of Wight-, a large 
portion of the pleasure grounds is appropriated to the young 
Princes and l'rincesees, who have each a Dower sod vegetable 
garden, green-houses, lint-house., and forcing frames, nur¬ 
series, tool-houses, and even a carpenter's ,«hop. Here t.bo 
royal children pass hours of theli time. Kach is supplied 
with a ort of tools marked with the name of the owner, and 
here they work with the enthu-oum of an amateur and the 
seal of an Anglo-Saxon. There is no branch of gardening 
In which the royal children afv uot as fait. 

a quart each, simply in water enough to cook them 
thoroughly (instead of being slightly cooked), but 
not enough to break tho skin, and apparently put 
into tho cans aa we would put in gooseberries or 
blackberries. 

Now ia just the time to begin the preservation of 
this summer luxury for winter enjoyment. Do not 
can the old peas; take them fresh, and put them up 
when boiling hot. Thoroughly boiled, and still 
boiling as you put them in the tins, with the tins on 
the hot stove as you seal down the lids, and they will 
keep. 

Green Sweet Corn.-—In many markets, dried 
sweet corn is an every day article of trade, and is 
one of the most desirable winter dishes. This may 
alao be canned so as to be as delicious as when first 
plucked from the field. Now is the time to prepare 
for it. Sweet corn is as easily raised as the field 
corn, and is much more desirable for drying or can¬ 
ning, and that which is planted late js the best for 
either purpose, as it can be secured after the burden 
of the hot weather is gone. Corn planted from the 
last of June to tho middle of July, will furnish 
roasting ears in September and October. I have 
had it prime for the table picked from among snow, 
iu October (but only once). Flant late, so as to have 
it ready for winter use when frost comes, and when 
well put up it is as easily kept as peaches. If once 
tried it will not be forgotten in coining years.—F. 
D. G., in Field Notes. 

TOMATO CATSUP. 

Seeing an inquiry in a late number of the Rural 

for making tomato catsup, I send the following, 
which I know to be excellent. Take a. peck of 
tomatoes, cut them in slices, and then put them into 
a preserving kettle. Boil ono hour, then strain 
through a sieve. Put back into the kettle what yon 
strain, add one ounce of salt, one ounce of powdered 
mace, half an ounce of powdered cloves, a small tea- 
spoonful of black pepper, the same of Cayenne pep¬ 
per, aud eight tablespoonfuls of ground mustard. 
Mix the seasoning with the tomato pulp, li t it boil 
slowly for four hours, then take it out and let stand 
till the next day in an open dish. When cold, stir 
into it one pint of cider vinegar, put into bottles and 
seal the corliB.—M. C., Wisconsin, 1861. 

Take a peck of tomatoes, slice them up without 
peeling, sprinkle six tablespoonsful of salt over them, 
let. them remain over night then boil till tender. 
Strain through a thin cloth, then add one pint, of vin¬ 
egar, three spoonfuls black pepper, three spoonfuls 
red pepper, one spoonful allspice, two spoonfuls cin¬ 
namon, ono spoonful cloves. Boil down one half. 
Bottle tight when cold. 1 have tried this for several 
years and think it a good recipe.— L. E. W., Proph¬ 

ets town, III., 1861. 
♦ * ‘ -v- 

Cream Cake.—One cup of sugar; 1 of cream; 2 of 
flour; 2 eggs; 1 teaspoon of saleratns. 

Crullers.—Two cups of sugar; 1 of butter; 1 of 
cream; 3 eggs; 1 teaspoon aaleratus; flour enough 
to roll. 

Ginger Bnars.—One cup of butter; 1 of molasses; 
1 teasoon saleratns; 2 of ginger. Roll thin and bake 
quick. 

Lemon Cake.— One pound of flour; 1 of loaf 
sugar; half a pound of butter; 1 cup of thin cream; 
a little saleratns; 5 eggs. Season with lemon to 
your taste.—Mollie Flagg, Grove Hill, N. Y., 1861. 

CANNING VEGETABLES. 
On examination, I find the quince stock dead, -- 

and to appearances has been so for some time, as all Green Peas.—Green peas are to l.-t*®*- people a 
the small roots are rotten. I have examined some at great luxury. Few know with what fiu”*^- 
the first symptoms of the leaves withering, and have may he preserved, so as to be ready for the tu.,*'* 
found the roots and tho whole quince stock dead, day all the year round. Now Is the time to 
while tho pear at the place of uniting and all above about it. 

was alive, and to all appearances healthy; sometimes I ate green peas in St. Domingo that were said to 
one or two small roots would be alive aud others all be four or live years old, and they were as good as if 
dead. Just plucked from the vineB of a June morning. 

Other orchards in this vicinity, including those of They were preserved in France, in tin cans holding 



cleanly and wholesomely cooked, are enough for any 

meal; they are much better for the system, and much 

sooner prepared than a dozen different viands, the 

preparation of which consumes the housewife’s entire 

time, 

[Written for Moore's Rural Nevr-Tt orker.] 

NIGHT IN THE CITY. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE OLD MAN’S DREAM. 
omen think more of feeding 

the stomach than the head? More of adorning the 

casket than polishing the jewel? More of primping 

and foolishly bedec king themselves so as to attract 

the notice of some shallow-brained fop, than in 

enriching the intellect with adornings that would 

win the admiration of the world? Row is it that 

females will be mere brainless doll*, Instead of whole- 

souled, earnest, life-working women? Why ia it that 

so many girls will be, when they could be otherwise, 

rattle-headed, love-sick, and frivolous simpletons? 

Girls, you have brains, and for your own sakes, and for 

humanity’s sake, do let the world know it, and feel it. 

Minnie Mintwood. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

A. PRAYER. BY WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT 

BY ANN IK M. BEACH 

What heroes from the woodland sprung, 

When, through the fresh awakened land. 

The thrilling cry of freedom rung, 

And to the work of warfare, strung 

The yeoman's iron hand! 

Hills flung the cry to hills aronnd, 

And ocean-mart replied to mart. 

And streams, whose springs were yet unfound, 

Pealed fur away the startling sound 

Into the forest’s heart. 

Then marched the brave from rocky steep, 

From mountain river swift and cold; 

The borders of the stormy deep, 

The vales where gathered waters sleep, 

Sent up the strong and bold,— 

As if the very earth again 

Grew quick with God's creating breath, 

And, from the sods of grove and gleD, 

Rose ranks of lion-hearted men 

To battle to the death. 

The wife, whose babe first smiled that day, 

The fair, fond bride of yester eve. 

And aged sire and matron gray, 

Saw the loved warrior baste away. 

And deemed it sin to grieve. 

Already had the strife begun; 

Already blood on Concord's plain 

Along the springing grass bad run, 

And blood hud down at Lexington, 

Like brooks of April rain. 

The death-stain on the vernal sward 

Hallowed to freedom all the shore: 

In fragments fell the yoke abhored— 

The footstepB of a foreign lord 

Profaned the soil no more. 

As old man wit before the lire 

On a windy winter night, 

And dreamed of a time in the “ long ago,’’ 

When his life was young and bright- 

Again a boy in hi* father's hall, 

He sported in innocent glee, 

Or romped with his fair-haired risttrs out 

In the shade of the apple tree. 

He dreams that he stands at the altar now, 

With the loved one by his side, 

And murmurs the words of the marriage vow 

In the ear of hi* fair young bride. 

And now they are wandering happily. 

As they did in the “ long ago;" 

He does not think she has blept for years, 

Where, in summer, the violets grow. 

And so it w as, as he dreamed that night, 

The white-robed messenger, Death, 

Came in at the chime of the midnight hour, 

And silenced bis struggling breath; 

And his soul passed in at the golden gate, 

Where his loved one went before, 

And lol they have met on the plains of peace, 

Where sorrow is known no more. 

They found him dead when the morning dawned, 

And they said, “ it is well, ho sleeps, 

For we know that his name is written down 

In the book that the angel keeps." 

They bore him forth, and the drifted snow 

Was cleared from the frozen plain, 

Where, years ago, in her grave robes clad, 

His beautiful bride was lain. 

And lo! as they hollowed the narrow bed, 

The sunlight around it shone, 

And they said, “ 'tis a sign that in hope they rest, 

Till the trump for the just is blown.” 

Cambria, N. Y., 1801. 

If always on the thorns my feet must tread. 

And heavy clouds hang darkly o'er my head; 

If all the sunshine from my life depart, 

And cold, gray ashes lie upon my heart; 

If all my hopes, like swift winged birds, must fly, 

And every flower of promise droop and die; 

If always through a mist of gathering tears 

My eyes watch sadly for the coming years, 

Oh, Father, when Death's river I're passed o’er, 

And my feet stand ujion the further shore, 

Shall not Thy seal upon my forehead be 

“ Perfect through suffering,” purified by Thee? 

Attica Center, N. Y., 186L 

Elmira, N. Y., 1861 

followers, the other its victims. Oh wayward, many- 

voiced, BOul-crowdetl city, night would have thee 

rest. Ah, who says rest? Now wealth illumes her 

gild d palace and quick invites the smiting siren, 

Pleasure. In her train comes song and dance, and 

merry mirth. Ah, joyous feast, whepe all these happy 

meet,—but none doth note how shrouded care comes 

too, and sits beside the board. Now, shame stalks 

barefaced through the darkened streets, and grinuing 

with delight, e»suares its hapleBa victims. Here, in 

this lowly cot, prone on a ragged couch lies a pale 

mother. Five tattered children crowd around to 

waVih how Death his struggling victim grasps, while 

o’er them hover those three fatal shadows— Want, 

Misery, and Despair,— cold and gaunt, waiting t.o 

devour. Come, child of innocent joy, and I will 

show thee other scenes. With shutters closely drawn, 

and curtains down, see ’round this table, tilled with 

spurkling wine, men sit — or rather demons. Ho for 

a song! Now loud bacchanalian voices join the fran¬ 

tic chorus, and oath, and brandished knife, and 

clashing glass, proclaim that vice and folly hither 

came to crush out virtue and reason. Pass on, — 'tis 

night, who will take note. See yonder pale lipht. 

High In his chamber sits the bending student pour¬ 

ing o'er bis books, — the restless fire within those 

deeply sunken eyes, denotes a being shorn of rest. 

A notlier scene. Come we to this dim-lighted room,— 

here is a couch closely curtained around. Lift softly 

these and gaze. A beauteous maiden tossing on her 

tear-stained pillow. What are yonder fleeting visions: 

tearful grief, and startled peace, and wounded love. 

I’oor child! night hath no rest for theo, nor day, nor 

life. Once more. See yonder cautious villain steal¬ 

ing towards that open window,— he has reached the 

sill, now creeping noiseless in,— follow. On this 

bed, buried in peaceful slumber, lies a strong young 

man. Did wo not see a gleaming knife upraised. 

Hold, murderer I — too late — down plunges the fatal 

NOTHING IS ALL DARK 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

LOST. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE SATCHEL OP A VOLUNTEER 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE SISTER. 

Perhaps the strongest, deepest, affection known to 

earth,—the purest, holiest feeling that burns within 

the soul,— is a sister’s love. Bereft of this, life loses 

half its loveliness. When this departs, one of the 

sweetest charms that lingers round our earth has 

vanished. 

How lovely is the bond that unites two sisters; but 

none less beautiful is the tie that binds a sister and 

a brother. Here is no envy. If one rejoices in the 

sunlight of happiness, the other’s heart o’erllows 

with the same joy. If grief overshadows one, they 

mingle their tears together. The sister breathes a 

sacred Influence around. She dispenses light and 

happiness wherever she moves. She gently rebukes 

an erring one; and Hint heart must indeed bo har¬ 

dened, which cannot meekly receive a sister’s mild 

reproof. Ami even if the wanderer has walked far 

and long in the path of vice, still a sister’s heart 

glows with the same ardent love for him. Art thou 

a sister? Forget not your sacred relation. Remem¬ 

ber you may exert a hallowed influence—one, which, 

though almost unnoticed, still is powerful for weal 

or woe. 

Remember your heart should be a fountain, whence 

should sweetly flow the strains of sympathy. 

Plant deep in the soul the seeds of principle, 

Tenderly guard and nourish the drooping plant of 

virtue, lest it die. 

Oh! there is something beautiful, elevated, sublime, 

in a sister’s love! Art thou a brother? If indeed 

you arc worthy of this title, never will you forget 

her who called you so. Are strong temptations near? 

Would vice allure you from the path of rectitude? 

Remember Unit a sister prays, and that “ your name 

is in her prayer.” Think of the deep anguish that 

went up. No farewell words were spoken,—there 

was no time,— onward shot the train like an arrow,— 

tho crowd stood silent,—many with pale Kps and hot 

tears on their cheeks. Mothers saw their sons for the 

last time. On tho platform lay a pile of satchels, one 

directed to tho writer, and at eve the family gathered 

around —I opened it, and the work of my boy was 

before me. He was scarcely eighteen, but had been 

an artist from ediildhood. I opened the portfolio 

containing his papers, and the first object that met 

my eyes was a large war oagle witli white head and 

neck, his talons full of arrows, the points tipped with 

red. Underneath was written, “ The eagle has been 

drinking the blood of traitors, father.” The next 

object was a portrait of Byron, under which was 
inscribed, 

“ Poured forth his blood beneath the assassin's knife, 

Throughout this purple land where law secures not life.” 

The words refei insecurity of Englishmen in 

Portugal, where thep were nightly assassinated in 

THE AGED LOVER 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

BORROWING AND LENDING. 
“ No longer a lover!” exclaimed an aged patriarch; 

“ah! you mistake mo if you think age has blotted 

out my heart. Though silver hair fulls over a brow 

all wrinkled, and a cheek all furrowed, yet I am a 

lover still. I love the beauty of the rnaidcu’s blush, 

the soft tint of flowers the singing of birds, and, 

above all, the silvery laugh of a child. I love the 

star-like meadows, where the buttercups grow, with 

almost tho same enthusiasm as when, with the ring¬ 

lets flying loose in the wind, years ago, I chased the 

painted butterfly. I love yon aged dame. Look at 

her. Her face is care-worn, but it has ever held a 

smile for me. Often have I shared the same bitter 

which they are denied. Is it not a privilege, as well 

as a duty, to share our means of enjoyment with 

others? All the blessings we enjoy are only lent ns 

for a while by our heavenly Father. 

Especially in this matter of books and papers, we 
should consider it a pleasure to lend. Who does not 

love to see some eyes brighten, and some counte¬ 

nance light up with gratitude at the prospectof read¬ 

ing a book which they were not able to possess, and 

which must over remain a sealed treasure to them, if 

every one was opposed to lending. And, after all, 

of what nse are books and papers but to be distributed 

throughout the world? Are they published merely 

for the few to whom Dame Fortune has given the 

means to gratify every wish? No! they are to send 

forth their influence everywhere; to assist m reward¬ 

ing virtue, and punishing crime; to bring joy to the 

hearts of the sorrowing, and encouragement to the 

weak aud feeble; to raise up the poor and ignorant, 

and give them new hopes and loftier desires. 

Then, let us lend our books, onr papers,—let us 

scatter them among those who have not: let us sow 

the good seed with a lavish hand, that we may reap 

an abundant reward. Let us “giveto him that ask- 

eth, and of him that would borrow, turn not away.” 
Carlik Mavwk. Ashtabula, Ohio, 1861. 

HUMAN DISTINCTION, 
”—Selected. 

If there be one moral truth more clearly estab¬ 

lished than another—one, the proof of which, 

beyond all others, is constantly within and around 

us, and before onr eyes — it would seem to be that 

which proclaims the hollowness and worthlessness of 

human distinctions; the artificial and conventional 

distinctions, that is, of birth and station, which men 

first create among themselves, and then fall down 

and worship. Every epoch of human life — every 

incident of human fortune — every phase of human 

existence, proefaims in language which stupidity 

itself can not fail to understand, that the human race 

is a brotherhood of common origin and liabilities, 

aud that no height of genius, no extent of power, no 

acquisition of knowledge, can do away the commu¬ 

nity of subjection to infirmity, misfortune, disease, 

and death, which is the characteristic of mortal 

being. “There is no royal road to mathematics,” 

said the pedagogue, wbeu his royal pupil complained 

of geometrical hardships; the prince, alike with the 

peasant, must gather up the riches of science by the 

toil of his own brains, or not at all. The king or 

emperor, though he be autocrat of a hundred lius- 

sias, or, like Napoleon, lord paramount of sovereign 

vassals without number, must eat or he will die of 

hunger; must drink as often as the beggar to whom 

a cup of sour wine is an unfrequent luxtuy; ia 

fatigued with even lees exertion than the beggar; 

writhes in agony, like the simplest mortal, under the 

infliction of a raging toothache; if tickled, must 

needs laugh, at whatever cost of dignity; when 

attacked by illness, is fain to swallow the same 

nauseous drugs that bring health to lesser men; aud 

finds at last no escape from death and corruption, 

not even in a royal tent, or a coffin of the richest and 

most costly wood, lined with purple velvet, and 

enriched with ornaments of burnished gold.— John 

Inman. 

A ore at many admirable actions are overlooked 

by us, because they are so little and common. Take, 

for instance, the mother, who has had broken slum¬ 

ber, if any at all, with the nursing babe, whose wanls 

must not be disregarded; she would fain sleep awhile 

when the breakfast hour comes, but patieutly and 

uncomplainingly she takes her timely seat at the 

table. Though exhausted and weary, she serves all 

with a refreshing cup of coffee or tea before she sips 

it herself, and often the cup is handed back to her to 

be re-filled before she has had time to taste her own. 

Do you hear her complain—this weary mother — 

that her breakfast is cold before she has time to eat 

it? Aud this not for one, hut for every morning, 

perhaps, through the year. T)o you call this a small 

filing? Try it, and see. 0! how does woman shame 

us by her forbearance and fortitude in what are called 

little things! Ah, it is these little things which are 

the tests of character; it is by these “ little ” self- 

denials, borne with such self-forgotten gentleness, 

that the humblest home is made beautiful to the eyes 

of angels, though we fail to see it, alas! until the 

chair is vacant and the hand which kept in motion 

all this domestic machinery is powerless and cold! 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

GIRLS. 
Why Christ Left no Image.—Four men who loved 

Christ with a love stronger than death, wrote His life, 

hut left uo hint of His height, complexion, features, 

or any point that could help the mind to a personal 

image. Others w>ote long epistles, of which he was 

the Alpha and Ot-sga; hut His form is as much kept 

out of view as tn« body of Moses, hidden by the 

Almighty in an undiscovered grave. The Christian 

tombs and relics of the first centuries show uo at¬ 

tempt to make an image of Christ. Too deep a sense 

of the divine rested upon the early Church to permit 

of any attempt to paint the human as it appeared in 

Him.—Rev. Wm. Arthur. 

Life’s Balm.—God over all! How the tired heart 

falls back upon this, like a babe on its mother’s 

breast. No rebuff' there! Ah! were we not so child¬ 

ishly impatient, were we willing to wait His time, 

instead of demanding onr own imperative now! 

Could we sleep sweetly, and trust Him for the waking. 

Be the sky bright or cloudy, could we only trust! 

Ah! many a hard lesson must we learn, many a re¬ 

bellious tear cboke down, many a despairing “why 

hast thou forsaken me ?” stilled, ere we can learn 

that sweet, tranquil lesson, “ God over all!” 

The Young Wife.— The marriage of middle age 

is companionship; the second marriage of maturity, 

perhaps the reparation of a mistake, perhaps the 

pallid transcript of a buried joy, but tho marriage of 

the loving young is by the direct blessing of God, 

and is the realization of the complete ideal of a 

lovely human life. Let those who have found that 

pearl, hold it fast and keep it safe. Within the doors 

where love dwells no evil thing should enter; and the 

loving bride who would be the happy wife must 

specially guard against her own impatience and des¬ 

pair when the lover is merging into the husband, the 

flatterer into the friend. 

Clouds.—We often live under a cloud, and it is 

well for us that we should do so. Uninterrupted sun¬ 

shine would parch our hearts; we want shade and 

rain to cool and refresh them. Only it behooves us 

to take care that whatever cloud may spread over ns, 

it should be a cloud of witnesses. And every cloud 

may be sucb, if we can only look at the sunshine that 

broods behind it.—Guesses at Truth. If none were to reprove tlie vicious excepting fj 

those who sincerely bate vice, there would be much 

less censoriousness in the world. Our Master could -L 

love the criminal while he bated the crime, but we Vr 

his disciples, too often love the orime but hate the r 

criminaL A perfect knowledge of the depravity of «£* 

the human heart, with perfect pity [or the infirmities of ft 

it, never co-existcd but in one breast, and never will. St 

The dangers of knowledge are not to be compared 

to the dangers of ignorance. Those contemners of 

studies who say, with Mandevilie, “ If a horse knew 

as much as a man, I should not like to be his rider,” 

ought to add, “If a man knew as little as a horse, I 

should not like to trust him t,o ride.” 

It is a3 great an absurdity to require of any critic 
that he should equal in execution even a work which 
he condemns, as to desire of the audience which 
hisses a piece of vocal music that they should in¬ 
stantly chant it in truer harmony themselves. 

Keef the horrors at arm's length. Never turn a 
blessing round to see whether it has a dark side to it. 



that the outrage be atoned for—an eye for an eye—a 

tooth for a tooth — a life for a life. Aye, and she 

will have it—no more and no less; on tho battle 

Held and after tho battle, bet one of these, her citi¬ 

zens, commissioned in her cause, perish as a pirate, 

and woe to the enemy who falls into our hands. 

Humanity and justice, no less than iho cause itself, 

will compel to prompt and ample retribution; and 

the sooner this is understood, tho better for all 

parties to tho war. Civilized warfare will be met in 

kind; savage warfare will compel savage warfare. 

I'he North can make it pitln-r. I.et them now decide.” 

Wanted—A Fair Field. — The Southern C’on- 

federact/ says, that “on no ground, as yet, has the 

foul Invader dared to venture where tlieir enraged 

and burning soldiery can meet him in a fair and open 

fight.” The experiences at (irafton, I’hillippa, Rom¬ 

ney, and Harper's Ferry demonstrate that their “en¬ 

raged and burning soldiery” are so much better at 

retreating than tho Federal troops are at marching, 

as not to afford an opportunity for a “ fair Held and 

open light.” 

Parson Brownlow on Jerk. Davis.—Mr. .Jeffer¬ 

son Davis earned his first financial laurels as a repu- 

dmtor. He sheared tho goldeu lleeee from Rothchilds 

and the Peabodys with tho unequalled dexterity with 

which he fleeced the State of Mississippi, that State, 

through him, invulnerable under the u'gis of the 

National Government, pocketing the proceeds in per¬ 

fect safety, i’he qualities which he exhibited in this 

performance, have since shone forth in sundry 

notable schemes of squeezing rich men, and of 

plundering banks under bis force loan system, by 

means of which he hopes to get at least a start in 

his Southern crusade. Hut he has now struck up a 

new idea, more brilliant than that of repudiation, 

and likely to give him a fume more enduring than 

that which he derived from earlier exploits. He is 

economising his bullion by coining quarters and half 

dollars of baser metals, such as copper and zinc, 

which arc stamped, not only with the devices of tho 

Minted States, but the characteristic letter which 

distinguished the New Orleans coin is omitted, in 

order to make the fraud moro difficult of detection. 

How natural it is that a counterfeit President Hhould 

issue counterfeit coin ! When President Davis 

threatened the North with an avalanche of Southern 

lead, it did not occur to him that he would want it 

to make, money of to pay off his hordes of soldiers! 
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Proclamation of Lonly Napoleon. 

Tub last arrival from liurope brings the procla¬ 

mation of neutrality respecting our difficulties issued 

by the Emperor Napoleon. It is contained in the 
Monilenr as follows: 

His Majesty, the F.mperor of the French, taking 
into consideration the state of peace which oxists be¬ 
tween France and the United States of America, has 
resolved to maintain a strict neutrality in the struggle 
between the government of the Union and the Stales 
which proposu to form a asperate confederation. 

In consequence his Majesty, considering Article 
fourteen Of the naval law of .Tugnst, IRlil, the. third 
Article of the law of the IOth of April, Article 
eighty-fonr and eightv-livo of the Penal Code, sixty- 
live and following of the Deoree of tho 24th of March, 
|MT2, 31.1 and the following of the ('ode Penal Mari¬ 
time, and Article twenty-one of the Code Napoleon. 

Declares: 
1. No vessel of war or privateer of either of the 

belligerent parties will be allowed to enter or stay 
with prizes in our ports or roadsteads longer than 24 
hours, excepting in case of compulsory delay (retar.hr 
force e.) 

2. No sale of goods belonging to prizes is allowed 
in our ports and roadsteads, 

3. Every Frenchman is prohibited from taking a 
commission under either of the two parties to arm 
vessels of war, or to accept letters of marque for pri¬ 
vateering purposes, or to assist in any manner what¬ 
soever tho equipment or armament of a vessel of war 
or privateer of either party. 

4. Kveiy Frenchman, whether residing in France 
or abroad, is likewise prohibited from enlisting or 
talcing service either in the land army or on board 
vessels of war or privateers of either of the two 
belligerents. 

A. Frenchmen residing in France or abroad must 
likewise abstain from tiny act which, committed in 
violation of the laws of the Empire, or of the inter¬ 
national law, might be considered as an act hostile 
to one ol the two parties, and eontrary to the neu¬ 
trality whieh we have resolved to observe. All per¬ 
sons acting contrary to the prohibition and recom¬ 
mendations contained in the present declaration will 
be prosecuted, if required, conformably to the enact¬ 
ments of the law of the UHb of April, 1826, and of 
articles 64 and 8/1 of the Penal C’oue, without preiu* 

SCALE OF MILES 

MEMPWI5\* 

WLA.P OF THE SEAT OF1 WAlt ITNT THIB W10HT 

1’nB portion of territory owned and occupied by 

“Uncle Ham,” (and which tins old gentleman has not 

the least idea of relinquishing,) known in tho War 

Office as the “ Department of the West,” is embraced, 

to a considerable extent, iu our Map. The exciting 

events of the past few weeks in Missouri have served to 

render that State an object of intense Interest to those 

who are watching the course of the present rebellion 

against Federal authority. That our readers may be 

enabled to post themselves thoroughly, and correctly, 

as to the positions of the conflictm 

broke into the Government buildings and seized a 

quantity of rifles and military stores, destined for the 

plains. Since then the depot hftft been removed to 

Fori, Leavenworth, Kansas City has a large popula¬ 

tion of loyal citizens. The latter place is well known 

as the chief city of Kansas, It is loyal to the Union, 

and is tho location of (.’amp Lincoln, where a portion 

of the Kutisas regiments are encamped. Liberty, 

Mo., near St. Joseph, is the site of one of the Uuited 

States Arsenals lately robbed by the rebels. 

Fort Smith, Arkansas, was seized by the seces¬ 

sionists at an early stage In our troubles. The con¬ 

centration of U. S. troops in and about Kansas City, 

together with the accumulation of army stores, and 

means of transportation, would seem to indicate the 

chances for a lire In tin*, rear of some of the secoding 

States as excellent. Through Kansas and tho Lidiai! 

Territory pasturage is good, water plenty, and a few 

thousand troops thrown in Arkansas at or in the 

vicinity of this fort, acting in concert with a large 

body moving down the Mississippi, would give the 

Little Rock and Alemphls traitors fully as much of the 
Wftr fever as they desire. 

Cairo, at the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi 

rivers, und St. Louis, Mo., are the grand military 

points in the Western Department. The number of 

U. S. troops now quartered at each place is large, 

and the force is daily augmented. What will he their 

peculiar duties in the suppression of the rebellion, 

and where they will be called upon to strike the 

traitors, cannot be surmised; but it is evident,—from 

the known stamina of the men, and the alacrity with 

g elements, we 
lurnish a diagram of Missouri, together with portions 

of Iowa, Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, 

Kansas, and tho Indian Territory, showing tho im¬ 
portant towns, rivers, Ac, 

The traitorous policy of Ci.aiiiornk Jackson, 
Governor of Missouri, and which that worthy recently 

attempted to develop, roused the energies of Gen. 

Lyon, commander of tho U. 8. forces, and lie imme¬ 

diately determined upon crushing out tho spirit of 

rebellion. Jefferson City, the Capital of tho State, 

was occupied by him on the 16th, Jackson having 

fled therefrom precipitately two days previous. The 

next we heard from tho rebel Governor, his men were 

receiving a thrashing from Gen. L. at Rooneville, 

higher up the Missouri river. Booneville is the 

county seat of Cooper county. Arrow Rock, which 

tho State authorities were at first inclined to occupy, 

is still further up the Missouri river, and situated In 

Saline county. It must be noted that the couuties of 

Cooper, Howard, Saline, Pettis, Lafayette, Jackson, 

and Clay, with a few others, contain the bulk of the 

slave population of tho State, and are supposed to be 

the strongest secession counties. The land is rich, 

and yields large crops of tobacco, hemp, corn, and 
New Mexico and Utah were formerly sent country,—when their blows do fall, treason, in all its 

A few weeks ago a gang of secessionists hideousness, will bo annihilated. 

in rank, with the Oommander-in-Chief at their head, 

as one sees only in Washingtou, and only during the 

progress of a grand campaign. 

But 0, that crowd of applicants without! 0, that 

patiept, persistent throng of place-seekers, contrac¬ 

tor, pensioners, jobbers, would-be captains and 

colonels! Rich and poor, schemers and honest men, 

all mingled together, each insisting that his business 

Hof special importance to tho department, and vainly 

entreating the Cerberus in the entry to present his 

card and request for an interview to the Secretary of 

War. How the speculators swarm! What hundreds 

are ready to make patriotic sacrifices, to supply, for 

a consideration, beef, pork, flour, and Pennsylvania 

uniforms, in any amount which the army may require. 

Iho March influx of western office-seekers upon the 

White House was not half so dreadful. And then 

the patieuce ol these men! Many are suitors in that 

forces. The particulars have been published atlength 
in the papers ol this city, and in spite of the favora¬ 
ble construction given to each alfuir by the press of 
their own State, they reflect anything hut credit upon 
the Virginia troops. I am not aware how these mat- 

PrlvnteeTH—liord Jobn.ItuHsell’sJI^etter. 

The following is a copy of the letter laid before 

the House of Commons by Lord John Russell with 

respect to privateers and British ports: 

Foreign Omen, June 1. 1801. 

To the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty 

My Lords — Her Majesty’s government arc, as you 
are aware, desirous of observing the strictest neutral¬ 
ity in the contest which appears to be imminent be¬ 
tween the United8taf.es and the so-styled Confederate 
States of North America; and with the view more 
effectually to carry out this principle, they propose 
to interdict the armed vessels, and also the priva¬ 
teers of both paries front carrying prizes made by 
them into ports, harbors, roadsteads, or waters of the 
United Kingdom, or any or her Majesty’s colonies or 
possessloon abroad, -* - 

I have accordingly to acquaint yonr lordships that 
the bluuen lias been pleased to direct that orders, in 
conformity with the principle above stated, should 
forthwith be addressed to all proper authorities in 
the United Kingdom, ami to her Majesty’s naval and 
other authorities in all quarters beyond the United 
Kingdom, for their guidance in the circumstances. 

I have, &c., j. Russell. 

Similar letters have been addressed to the Secre¬ 

taries of State, of India, War, and the Colonies. 

the Virginia troops. I am not aware how these mat¬ 
ters are looked upon at headquarters, but I know that 
the officers and troops from the Hontli-west regard 
tlie conductor tin; Virginia troops as extremely dis¬ 
creditable to say the least. 

It has Become very evident that if Virginia is to be 
rid of the Federal forces, the troops from other 
Southern States will have it to do. 'I'he Virginians 
are entirely solicitous of their own comfort. On each 
occasion, where they have been attacked by the 
invaders, they have allowed themselves to be sur¬ 
prised. At Fairfax Court House tho United States 
troops actually got within the lines of the Virginians, 
and were taken for friends instead of enemies. At 
Phllltppa the negligence and inefficiency of the offi¬ 
cers were still more glaring. 

Tub Virginia I'oan ok the Qa million.—The New 

Orleans True Delta has an interesting letter from its 

special correspondent at Richmond. Though reach 

ing us in such a round-about way, it is nearly as late 

as anything from newspaper sources which we have 

direct from Virginia. It is certainly us important, 

and reads as though it were reliable: 

“I am pereuaded that within the six weeks past 

the strategy of the Confederate Government has un¬ 

dergone a change—or at least that it has been caused 

to take on the appearance of change. AH eyes are 

at present turned towards Manassas Junction. The 

enemy has massed some 20,000 or 25,000 troops at 

iur active ouiy, tney are distributed wliere they seem 

most needed. According to a rough estimate, I 

think that there are, at this moment, in active service 

in Virginia, about 50,000 Confederate troops, namely: 

about 8,000 ftt or near Manassas Junction, about 5,- 

000 at Frederick and Aequia Creek, about 12,000 at 

Norfolk and its neighborhood, about 6,000 at York 

town and Williamsburg, about 14,000 at Harper’s 

Ferry. Of this aggregate, nearly all, exclusive of the 

force at Harper’s Ferry, are so posted that they could 

be Concentrated by railroad at any point between 

Norfolk and Alexandria within 21 hours. About 40,- 

000, I should think, might be flung almost at once 

upon the enemy, wherever he might plant himself 

along the line. But to mass that number at a given 

point, might leave too scant a force along the sea¬ 

board and hays constantly menaced by the enemy’s 

ships-of-war and transports for landing troops. Yon 

see, then, where is the difficulty. With his ships on 

one side and his numbers on the other, tho enemy 

aims to outflank us, and make it hazardous to 

attempt a combined movement upon his center. I see 

nothing for it but to swell our numbers as rapidly as 

possible, and hold him in cheek on the right, that is, 

toward the Sea, while we turn his flank on the left, 

and overthrow him in tho center.” 

i Captured Privateers A Threat ok Ven- 

-e. — The Charleston Memzry grows furious 

he thought that the crew of the privateer Sa¬ 

il are in danger of a pirate’s doom, and 

es:—“I.et one of these men perish, and we 

»the authorities at Richmond fur immediate 

)ody retribution. We look to them, and wo 

xpect them to settle a Btrict account of blood 

od. If a hair of the head of a single man of 

:w be injured, South Carolina will demand 

llnlloou lteeonnolsanco and .'Trial Telegraph. 

On the 18th June, Prof. Lowe made a balloon 

ascent at Washington, for the purpose of trying 

whether balloons could be used successfully in 

making military reconuoisances, arid telegraphing 

to the earth tho results of tho observations taken 

above. Prof. Lowe was accompanied by Gen. Burns, 

of the Telegraph Company, and H. C. Robinson, 

operator. The first message was then sent to the 

President. It was as follows: 

Balloon Enterfri ie, Washington, June 17. 
To the President of the United Stater 

Sir; This point of observation commands an area 
nearly fifty miles in diameter. The city, with its 
girdle of encampments, presents a soperb scene. I 
take great pleasure in sending you this first dispatch 
ever telegraphed from an atrial -station, and in ac¬ 
knowledging my indebtedness to your encourage¬ 
ment for the opportunity of demonstrating the 
availability of tho science of aeronautic# In the mili¬ 
tary service of the country. v 

Yours, respectfully, T. S. C. Lowe. 

Tho wire of the telegraph wa# reeled off as the 

balloon ascended, and was connected with an instru- 

c use ot all commissioned officers resident in town, 

a“d varies his duties by dispensing the courtesies of 

-ie office to all deserving visitors. At an early hour 

each day General Cameron stops in this room a 

moment—before passing on to his own cabinet— 

moking as fresh and alert as though he did not have 

t0 read 3 bushel of dispatches and append a hundred 

signatures every morning and afternoon. His tall, 

‘ 11Q| wiry Scotch frame, fa full of nervous and nius- 

.''ar VI8°r- What few words he says are uttered, 
-:j,T his cane is carried, with a decision of manner 

■longlyukin to that remembered of Andrew Jaek- 

Eon; yet his hearing is that of a polished gentleman 

the old school. Stopping in the library hut a 

moment he moves rapidly along through the hungry 

rowd of applicants in the hall to his own retired 

imminent. Ihree rooms are en mite with it, and in 

r-se is often gathered such a group of officers bieh 

Extracts from the Southern Tress. 

Tiik Virginians Despised uy the Mihbirsip- 
riANs.—In the editorial correspondence of the Vicks¬ 

burg Whig, under date of Richmond,. June 8, are the 

following significant broad hints at the contempt 
which the Virginia troops and their leaders have 

inspired in the South-western portion of the Con¬ 
federate army: 

Richmond, June 8, 1861. 
Dear Whig:—Although I have been here at the 

headquarters of the Government, mingling socially 
with the various officers of the departments, I hear 

struction on it. He proceeded in 

Junction to-day, pretty fully corn* 

act ’ of Lincoln’s troops—as our C 



ment on the ground and another in the balloon. Of 

coarse there is no difficulty in maintaining tele¬ 

graphic communication in this manner; but so far 

as we know, this is the first time a telegraphic mes¬ 

sage was sent from a balloon, and on that account it 

is very interesting. 
The elevation attained is stated to have been mod¬ 

erate, but it is said to have been satisfactory to the 

President and several members of the War depart¬ 

ment. We believe that in calm weather balloon 

reconnoisances arc perfectly practicable under com¬ 

petent management. 

Capture of a Rebel Privateer* 

One of Jeff. Davis’ privateers, the Savannah, of 

Charleston—to which the first letter of marque was 

issued—after a running fight, has been captured by 

the United States brig Perry, about fifty miles from 

Charleston harbor. The Savannah is a schooner- 

rigged vessel of fifty-four tuns burden, and was 

formerly engaged as a pilot boat, At the time of her 

capture she was armed with an 18-ponndcr amidships, 

and had on board an ample supply of shot and shell, 

grape and canister, while her crew were provided 

with knives, cutlasses, pistols, rifles, Ac. She was 

also well provisioned for a protracted cruise, altho’ 

at the time of her capture she had been out of port 

only about thirty-six hours, during which period, 

however, she had taken as a prize the brig Joseph, of 

Rockland, Maine, and sent her to Georgetown, S. C. 

The piratical craft left Charleston harbor under the 

command of Captain Raker, with a crew of about 

twenty-five men. Shortly afterwards she fell in with 

the brig Joseph, from Cardena, Cuba, with ft cargo 

of sugar, consigned to Welch A Co., of Philadelphia. 

By an artful arrangement of the colors on board the 

Savannah, the Captain of the brig was induced to 

believe that the piratical craft was in distress, and 

went on board, when he was held as a prisoner, and 

his vessel seized as a prize, and as such a prize crew 

of eight men was put on board to take her into 

Georgetown harbor. Before tbe Savannah and her 

prize had fairly parted company, the brig Perry hove 

in sight, and by disguising her real character, her 

guns being purposely run back and her port holes 

closed, she was doubtless mistaken for another pros¬ 

pective prize by the pirates, who immediately made 

all sail they could, and came within u short distance 

of the Perry before they discovered that they were 

sold, when they put about and tried hard to escape. 

The Perry gave chase, ami fired several shots to bring 

the pirate to. The latter fired four shots in return, 

which passed over the Perry without doing any dam¬ 

age. After ft chase of about six hours, the Perry 

hauled up close to the piratical schooner and ordered 

her to heave to, which she did, when men from the 

Perry, under command of Lieut. J. N. Miller, board¬ 

ed her. The officers and crew of the Savannah then 

came forward and surrendered themselves as prison¬ 

ers. They were taken on board the Perry and put in 

ironB, and the Savannah was placed in charge of a 

prize crew, with Midshipman McCook in command, 

who brought her to New York; while the brig Perry 

transferred her prisoners to the United States frigate 

Minnesota, lying off Charleston harbor. 

On the hack of a document called a Letter of 

Marque, found on board the Savannah, is this en¬ 

dorsement:—“Letter of Marque No. 1,” and reads as 

follows: 

“Jefferson Davis, President of the Confederate 
States of America, to all who shall see these presents, 
greeting: 

“Know ye that by virtue of the power vested in 
me by law, I have commissioned, and do hereby 
commission, have authorized, and do authorize, the 
schooner or vessel called the Savannah, (more par¬ 
ticularly described in the schedule herewith annexed,) 
whereof T. Harrison Baker is commander, to act as a 
private armed vessel in the service of the Confederate 
States, on the high seas, against the United Stateb of 
America, their ships, vessels, goods and effects, and 
those of their citizens, during the pendency of the 
war now existing between the said Confederate 
States and the said United States; this commission 
to continue In furce until revoked by the President 
of the Confederate States for the time being. Given 
under my lmud and the seal of the Confederate States, 
at Montgomery, this 18th day of May, A, 1)., 1861. 
By the President, Jeffekson Davis. 

It. Toombs, Secretary of State.” 

The Department of the West. 

The following proclamation has been issued by 

Gen. McClellan to the soldiers of the army of the 

West: 

You are here to support the government of your 
country, and to protect the lives and liberties of your 
brethren, threatened by a rebellious and traitorous 
foe. No higher or nobler duty could devolve on you; 
and I expect you to bring to its performance the 
highest, and noblest qualities of soldiers— discipline, 
courage, aud mercy. 1 call Upon all officers, of 
every grade, to enforce the- highest discipline, and I 
know that those, of all grades, privates aud officers, 
will display in battle cool heroic courage, and will 
know how to show mercy to a disarmed enemy. 
Bear in mind that yon are in the country of friends, 
not of enemies that you are litre to protect, not to 
destroy. Take nothing, destroy little, unless you are 
ordered to do so by your general officers. Remem¬ 
ber that I have pledged my word to the people of 
Western Virginia that their rights in person and 
property shall be respected. I ask every one of you 
to make good this promise in its broadest sense. 
We have come hero to save, not to upturn. 

I do not appeal to fear of punishment, but to your 
appreciation of the sac redness of the cause in which 
we are engaged. Carry into battle the conviction 
that you are right, and that God is on your side. 
Your enemies have violated every moral law. Neither 
God nor man can sustain them. They have, without 
cause, rebelled against a mild and paternal govern¬ 
ment. They have seized upon public and private 
property. They have outraged the persons of North¬ 
ern men, merely because they came from the North; 
and of Southern Union men, merely because they 
loved the Union. They have placed themselves 
beneath contempt. Unless they can retrieve some 
honor on the field of battle, you will pursue a differ¬ 
ent court-?. You will be honest, brave and merciful. 
Y’ou will respect the right of private opinion. You 
will punish no man for opinion’s sake. 

Show to the world that you differ from onr enemies 
in these points of honor, honesty and respect for 
private opinion, and that we inaugurate no reign of 
terror where we go. 

Soldiers, I have heard that there was danger heve. 
I have come to place myself at your head and share 
it with you. 1 fear now but one thing, that yon will 
not find foemen worthy of your steeb I know that 1 
can rely upon you. ’ (Signed) 

Maj. Gen. Gao. B. McClellan, 
Commanding, 

Rev. T. Ramsey, missionary, left for Gallipot, Cher, 

okee nation, on the 25llt of June, and reports that 

Ben. McCullough and Albert Pike, of Arkansas, had 

been there urging, unsuccessfully, the chief to recon¬ 

sider the position taken in his proclamation. They 

had left for the Creek nation hoping to get aid from 

them. Pike had au escort of 75 men. John Boss, 

Chief of the Cherokee Indians, in a proclamation to 

his people, reminds them of the obligations arising 

under their treaties with the United States, and urg¬ 

ing them to their faithful observance, and earnestly 

impresses upon all the propriety of attending to 

their ordinary avocations, and abstaining from un¬ 

profitable discussion of events transpiring in the 

the States, cultivating harmony among themselves, 

und the observance of good faith with tbe States 

threatening civil war, by which means alone can the 

Cherokee people hope to maintain their rights, and 

be spared the effect of devastating war. Hoping 

that there may yet bo a compromise or peaceful sepa¬ 

ration, he admonishes them to be prudent, and not 

to be carried away by any act. or policy calculated to 

destroy or endanger their rights. By honestly ad¬ 

hering to this course, no just cause fer aggression or 

concession will he given; and in the final adjustment 

between the States, the nation will be in a situation 

to retain and claim their rights. He earnestly im¬ 

presses upon the Cherokee people the importance of 

non-interference, and trusts that God will keep from 

their borders the desolation of war, and stay the rav¬ 

ages among the brotherhood of States. 

Mr. G. Gallaher, of Kentucky, late confidential 

clerk of the Secretary of the Treasury, has been 

appointed Collector of the port of New Orleans, and 

leaves Washington for Cairo immediately. He will 

accompany our army in its progress down the Missis¬ 

sippi, and there can be no doubt that his appoint¬ 

ment and departure for that point indicates an ad¬ 

vance at the earliest moment. He does not expect 

to reach the New Orleans Custom House for some 

weeks, but will move southwardly with the flag, 

restoring the commercial relations of the Union and 

sealing up all the lines of transportation to the rebels 

as he proceeds. 

The St. Louis Democrat learns from citizens of 

Lexington, who have arrived there, that the news of 

the defeat of the State forces at Booneville, has 

alarmed the rebels of Lafayette and adjoining coun¬ 

ties, and also state that the moderate rebels of Lex¬ 

ington are now anxious to testify their allegiance to 

the United States Government, and secure peace and 

order in the State. The Mayor of Lexington, who is 

a violent rebel, lias lc-ft the city, and his successor, a 

good Union man, proclaims his determination to 

preserve law and order, and protect the rights of all 

classes of citizens, in which he is sustained by the 

almost unanimous voice of the people. 

It is not thought that Gen. Lyon will proceed 

further up the river, hut to the South-west, where, in 

conjunction with Col. Seigel, commanding at Spring- 

field, he will invito battle with Ben, McCullough, or 

any other man, in command of the Arkansas troopB. 

An expedition, under command of Col. Morgan, 

sent from Cairo to Little River, Mo., to capture some 

rebels reported encamped there, returned this eve¬ 

ning, after a march of 40 miles. The rebels had 

fled—having, it is thought, been informed of tbe 

approach of the United States troops. The town 

through which Col. Morgan passed was almost 

entirely deserted. Three prominent rebel leaders 

were arrested and brought to camp. 

Five companies of cavalry, six companies of in¬ 

fantry and dragoons, and ten companies of volun¬ 

teers, in all about 1,500 met), with one battery, under 

command of Maj. S. T. Sturges, left Kansas City, on 

the 24th ult., for South-western Missouri. 

The following was received in Cincinnati, on the 

27th, by a navy officer who had telegraphed Gen. 

McClellan for information aB to the authenticity of 

the reported arrangement betweem him and the Gov¬ 

ernor of Kentucky. 
Ckafton, Va., June 26. 

Capt. TV. Wilson, V. 8, Navy: 
My interview with Gen. Butler was personal, not 

official. It was solicited by him more than once. I 
made no stipulation on the part of the general gov¬ 
ernment, and regard his voluntary promise to drive 
oat the confederate troops as the only result of the 
interview. 

His letter gives his own views, not mine. 
(Signed) G. B. McClellan. 

Major General Pillow issues two proclamations in 

the Memphis Bulletin of the 24th— one recalls the 

order that whisky and tobacco be distributed with 

rations. He says he gave the order on his own 

responsibility, supposing the military board would 

allow it, knowing the soldiers were gents and used 

to plenty of whisky and tobacco. 

The other proclamation says all debts dne the 

North arc by law now due the State, and are declared 

seized aud sequestered, aud in reprisal for illegal 

seizure by the people aud government of the North. 

All banks are required to state wbat amount of their 

stock is owned by the enemies of the State, and 

merchants, brokers, hankers, and others, also in¬ 

debted, are required to report to the Adjutant Gen¬ 

eral, and in the meantime are ordered to pay such 

indebtedness to the State only, 

One thousand two hundred and twenty Union men 

in Johnson county, Mo., have formed a regiment 

under Col. Grover, for the purpose of being sworn 

into the service of the United States, and acting as h 

homo guard throughout the State. They are con¬ 

stantly drilling, and Gol. Grover is in Booneville to 

secure arms from Gen. Lyon for them. He also reports 

that 800 are organized in Peltis county, aud COO in 

Cass. Two hundred of the I'eltis county men arrived 

here to-day as a convoy to take arms baek with them. 

One hundred and thirty men arrived at Booneville 

on the 28th ult., from Georgetown and Sedalia, Peltis 

county, for the purpose of being sworn into the 

United States service as home guards, and to serve 

in this State. They are Americans. Seventy more 

from the same county are expected to-morrow. 

Largo bodies of men in Johnson county arc prepar¬ 

ing to take the same steps. They will all be sworn 

in and receive arms as soon as possible. Gen. Lyon 

is still here. It is thought he will soon take his 

departure with a large force, but his purpose has not 

transpired. _ 

Department ol' tlie East. 

The whole number of troops in Virginia (rebel) 

is estimated at 80,000. of which 55,000 are armed and 

may be considered reasonably effective, but rot over 

26,000 of these can bo concentrated at a given point. 

The largest number now at any one point is about 

18,000—at Manassas Junction. Of the whole number 

of troops, at least one-third are mounted men, well 

appointed and valuable. They are quietly and secret¬ 

ly concentrating troops at Yorktowu, where they 

have already 9,0(i(). The number at Richmond does 

not exceed 6,000. Norfolk is regarded as impregnable. 

They do uoi intend or expect t6 make a stand against 

the Government troops at any point. They will hold 

position at Manassas Junction a short time after an 

attack. It is not their purpose to engage with us in 

a pitched battle, but to hurrass and pick oil our men 

in guerrilla warfare. 

According to information received, the advance 

body of Beauregard's army is camped from Springfield 

to Fairfax Court House. Between the Railroad and 

Little River, is the territory occupied by them, the 

most part of which is a dense forc-st, and thus the 

camps are concealed as much as possible. Into this 

labyrinth they no doubt wish to seduce the Federal 

troops. Premises of the farmers in the vicinity are 

ransacked, aud everything in the shape of grain seized, 

aud no equivalent rendered. 

The term of service of one of the South Carolina 

regiments in Beauregard’s advance corps, is out, and 

it is said they are not anxious to re-enlist, but will 

hardly refuse in the presence- of any enemy. 

The member of the 1st South Carolina regiment. 

Col. Greig, captured on the 29th ult., by the pickets 

of the second regiment, was brought before General 

Tyler, to whom he made ft statement. His name is 

Beuj. B. Brooks, and is evidently a very intelligent 

man. He is a native of Maine, but has resided some¬ 

time In Columbia, S. C. At the outbreak of the rebel¬ 

lion he entered in an artillery company, in which be 

served during the bombardment of Fort Sumter. 

He Btatcs that the rebels at Vienna, Fairfax, Centre- 

Second— Giving the sanction of law to the plan 

announced for a permanent increase of the army. 

Third—Retiring infirm and disabled army officers. 

Fourth—To organize from the militia a hundred 

regiments as a national guard, to be all clothed and 

armed alike. 

Fifth—To increase the number of cadets to the ex¬ 

tent of sixty-eight, and authorize the President to fill 

the vacancies unoccupied, by election or otherwise, 

ville, and other points between the Union lines and iu that institution. 

Manassas Junction, number about 6,000, consisting 

of the 1st, 3d, 5th, and a portion of both South Caro¬ 

lina regimeute, the 5th Alabama, and the crack 

Zouave regiment from New Orleans, arrived only a 

few days ago, and a number of cavalry and artillery 

companies. Two South Carolina regiments, with the 

Prince William and Black Honse Cavalry, and Alex¬ 

andria Artillery company were at Fairfax. 

All the roads leading in the direction of Washing¬ 

ton have been obstructed by cuts, barricades of trees, 

Ac. The rebels are hourly in expectation of an at¬ 

tack by the Union troops, and have slept on their 

arms for the last ten days. 

The time for which Col. Greig's regiment enlisted 

expired on tbe 1st inst. The prisoner stated posi¬ 

tively that owing to the had treatment that the troops 

had received, that not half a dozen would remain. 

A meeting was held a few days ago, aud an almost 

unanimous dispositian was manifested among the 

officers to return home. The food of tbe rebels con¬ 

sists mainly of hard bread and bacon. Fresh meat la 

dealt out about once a week. Tbe troops received 

about two month’s pay in Virginia script, which hag 

a sort of forced circulation. Gcu. Beauregard was at 

Manassas Junction night before last. The fact that 

his best troops occupy the advance posts, indicate a 

determination to dispute pvery inch of ground. 

About 400 of the 8tb 8. C. regiment are down with 

the measles, at the Junction. 

Tbe steamer Pawnee arrived at the Washington 

Navy Yard on the 28th ult., bringing interesting but 

painful intelligence from Matthias Point. Accord¬ 

ing to the statement of persons in the expedition, 

Capt. Ward, of the Trenton, yesterday obtained from 

Capt. Rowan, of the Pawnee, a reinforcement of 

about 20 men, and united with others from Ills own 

vessel, comprising between 30 und 40 men in all. 

They started in several cutters for Matthias, taking 

with them about 250 bags, which were filled with 

sand on the shore, and with which earthworks were 

soon erected. The proceedings were under the direc¬ 

tion of Lieut. Chaplin. While in the act of return¬ 

ing to the Freeborn, for the purpose, it is stated, of 

obtaining cannon for the battery, a force of Confed¬ 

erate troops, variously estimated at from 1200 to 1300, 

suddenly emerged from the thick wood* in which 

they had been concealed, and poured a volley of shot 

into the Federal parly, who made a hasty retreat. 

Several of the men jumped into the water, swimming 

to the Freeborn. Capt. Ward, on the Freeborn, 

protected his men us far as possible with his guns, 

firing twelve or thirteen shot nmoug the rebels, but 

with what effect it is not ascertained. While in the 

act of firing a gun, after it was said the gunner had 

been wounded, Capt. Ward was struck by a bullet, 

and in the course of an hour thereafter died from 

internal hemorrhage. A sailor, named Wm. J. Bess, 

was wounded In four places, and it is feared mor¬ 

tally, Several others were also wounded. Among 

them, Jacob Williams, the coxswain, a ball entering 

hiB thigh. The flag he carried was completely rid¬ 

dled. The men* all reached the vessels without 

further damage. 

It is said than after the Federal forces retreated 

from Matthias Point, the breastworks were immedi¬ 

ately occupied by the confederates. 

At 3 o’clock on the morning of the 2Gth, George 

P. Kane, Marshal of the Police of Baltimore, was 

arrested at his house by ordor of Gen. Banks, and 

conveyed to Fort McHenry, w here he is now held a 

prisoner. Gen. Banks has issued a proclamation 

naming John B. Keuly, of the Maryland regiment, as 

Provost Marshal, superseding also the powers of the 

Police Commissioners, Keuly is to exen isc supreme 

control Over the Police Department until some known 

loyal citizen is appointed to act as Marshal. The 

proclamation gives as a reason for the arrest of Kane, 

that he is known to be aiding aud abetting those in 

armed rebellion against tbe Government, and is at 

the head of an armed force, which he has used to 

conceal rather than to detect acts of treason to the 

Government. 

A search of Marshal Kane’s quarters was instituted, 

and a large quantity of arms and ammunition found 

secreted in the cellar, in the walls beneath the floor. 

A case of valuable pistols, aud over 800 rifles, 25 of 

which were Minie, were found also. Several were 

supposed to have belonged to the Massachusetts sol¬ 

diers who were disarmed by the mob on the 19th. 

Immense quantities of percussion caps, estimated at 

one million, were found: also 3,100 ball cartridges 

and 600 long ball Minie cartridges. Various other 

warlike articles, including balls for the steam gun, 

were found. The search is still progressing, It is 

supposed that, a considerable quantity of arms will 

be found secreted at the various station houses. 

Two guns, 12-pounders, were seized at Denmead’s 

Foundry, and taken to Fort. McHenry. They had 

been sent to the foundry by Col. llagcr, who was in 

command of the military of the city after the affair 

of April 19. Other arms were seized, amounting in 

the aggregate to 280. They were concealed to pre¬ 

vent their seizure by Gen. Butler when he had pos¬ 

session of the city. All the arms seized have been 

carried to Fort McHenry, under orders of Gen. Butler. 

There seems to have been plot and counterplot so far 

as arms are concerned, since April L9. 

On tbe 28th Gen. Banks issued an order, directing 

Col. Kenly, iu reply to the protest of the Police 

Commissioners, in which he says:—“You will take 

special notice that in the proclamation of this day, 

neither the law, nor the officers appointed to execute 

the laws, are interfered with in any manner whatever, 

except as it operates on the members of the Board 

of' Commissioners and Chief of the Police. Every 

officer and man, with the exception of the persons 

above named, will be continued in service in the 

position they now bold, unless they shall refuse. In 

such case the Provost Marshal is to select others to 

fill their places.” 

Among the articles found at Marshal Kane’s office 

was a 12-pound cannon ball, bearing the inscription, 

“From Fort Sumpter, to Marshal Kane.” 

Affairs at Washington. 

Already practical measures of legislation are 

being prepared. Senator Wilson, it is understood, 

has been in consultation with Congressmen as well 

as high officers of the Government, and at an early 

day of the extra session of Congress, will, as Chair¬ 

man of the Cummittee on Military Affairs, introduce 

a series of bills, proposing, 

Fingt—To legalize executive action concerning the 

pretsent difficulties or warlike preparations. 

Besides, it is designed to recommend an appropria¬ 

tion of two hundred millions of dollars to carry the , 

defensive measures into effect. , 

It ia understood that the Secretary of the Treasury 

will recommend receiving $250,000,000, and has three < 

plans, one by a popular loan, another by a foreign 

loan, and the other the issue of small Treasury notes. ; 

It is understood that the President’s Message, to be i 

delivered at the extra session, will take firm ground 

against the conclusion of any peace with the rebels, j 

until they acknowledge the authority of the Govern- j 

ment. The outrageous conduct of the Virginia Rebel 

Convention, outlawing any citizen of the State who 

may take hisseatinthe Federal Congress, determines 

the policy of the Government to sanction severe 

measures against the ringleaders of the rebellion. 

The President bas recognized the validity of the 

proceedings of the Wheeling Convention, by sending ( 

an official notice to Gov. Pierpont of the number 

of Congressmen to which the State is entitled under 

the new apportionment. 

The Adams Express Company were notified by the 

War Department, late in May, that it was intended to 

stop letter communication to the seceded States. 

Orders were immediately given at all their offices to 

cease receiving letters. It soon appeared that the 

only result of this movement was to start up numer¬ 

ous letter expresses of a character not easily reached 

by the authorities, and it was considered preferable 

to permit private business letters to be forwarded 

through a responsible channel, which could be super- i 

vised by the Government,. 

The recent neutrality arrangements between Gen. 

Buckner, of Kentucky, and Gen. McClelland, in which 

it was represented that an agreement was entered 

into by which neither Federal or Rebel troops were 

to occupy the soil of that State during the present 

war, turns out to be quite a different matter. The 

War Department is informed by Gen. McClelland, 

that he never entered into any snch arrangements, 

and that he and Gen. Buckner merely had an informal 

conversation on that point, the latter Btating that he 

would see that all Rebel Iroops were removed from 

Kentucky without the interference of Federal troops, 

—McClelland at no time pledging that no Federal 

troops should enter the State. 

The Russian Minister had a protracted interview 

with the Secretary of State on the 25th ult., and it 

was noticed that there was great activity in that de¬ 

partment. Tbe attitude of European powers i9 still 

the subject of careful watehfuluess by our Govern¬ 

ment. Our Government has demanded of the Prus¬ 

sian Minister that the Prussian Consul at Charleston, 

who recently left Boston with dispatches from Jeff’. 

Davis to his Commissioners in Europe, shall be with¬ 

drawn. This demand, it is understood, will be com- 

mplied with. It Is stated that all the dispatches to 

and from the South that go to Europe are sent thro’ 

the Foreign legations. 

Senators Andrew Johnson and Emerson Etheridge, 

of Tennessee, have met with most gratifying encour¬ 

agement at the War Office. They have been positive¬ 
ly assured that the Union men in East Tennessee, and 

wherever else in the State they may require assistance, 

shall be sustain id by the strong arm of the Govern¬ 

ment, and an order haB been issned, including Ten¬ 

nessee in the District under command or Brigadier 

General Anderson. 

[We give the annexed statements relative to the 

plans of Gen. Scott, with considerable doubting*. 

They may be all right, but we think Gen. 8. knows 

best what are his purposes, and we believe, further¬ 

more, that he is not iu the habit of telling all he 

knows to newspaper reporters. We publish the mat¬ 

ter merely because it is part of the current news of 

the day.—En.] 

The reports that there has been a change in the 

plans of Gen. Scott, and his purpose is now to com¬ 

mence active operations against the rebels, are erro¬ 

neous. From an authentic source I learn that the 

general outlines of his plan of the campaign—unless 

something should transpire to hasten events—are 

further than ever removed from battle. Gen. Scott 

has no purpose of riskiug a general engagement. 

The only conflicts between our troops and the rebels 

which are likely to transpire for some time to come, 

are the skirmishes that proceed from the sccyitiDg 
parties of the two forces encountering one another. 

The first step in Gen. Scott's programme is the con¬ 

centrating of Federal troops in Virginia aud the 

other Border States, in such large bodies as to mafce 

it madness for the rebels to attack them. While thus 

intimidating them, the presence ol‘ our forces will 

encourage the loyal citizens to rise in sufficient 

numbers to prevent any further outrages,—to cut off 

their resources, increase the dissatisfaction in their 

Oftmp, and cause desertion, and by thus harrassing 

them ultimately demoralize the rebel forces, and 

drive them from the Border States, lie is confident 

that if this is accomplished, the loyalty of the Border 

States is fixed. 
Then it is his purpose to transmit by sea an im¬ 

mense force to operate against the Gulf States. They 

will he landed under the protection of men-of-war at 

the prominent points on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. 

Thus threatened by both land and sea, the authorities 

of the different States will at once recall their troops 

from the main body, and thus break up their grand 

army, and make it powerless for any offensive move¬ 

ment. The fragments in the different States being 

then cut off from supplies from the Border States, 

they wiU be driven to accept terms from Washington. 

It is no part of the plan, as at present arranged, to 

attack the debris of the rebel army, or to attempt to 

retake any of the stolen forts, as the restoration of 

these will be made one of the conditions dictated to 

the rebels when they find themselves forced to accept 

terms. 

Gen. Scott is confident that the troops will not be 

compelled to remain at any point more than two or 

three days, wliieh will suffice to accomplish the pur¬ 

pose of defeating any further offensive movements of 

the rebels. This will avoid the danger oi'an exposure 

to the malaria of the South coast during the Lot 

months. By the 4th of January he thinks the rebel¬ 

lion will be entirely defeated, and the Union re-con¬ 

structed. 

The Government can now concentrate about 70,000 

men in this city in three hours. 

The Secretary of' War’s report shows that there are 

300,000 men in the field. 

England has shown no disposition to second onr 

Government’s proposition of accepting the Paris 

Conference in reference to privateers, and this fact, 

in connection with important movements in Canada 

and naval movements on our coast, make her secret 
designs apparent. 

It i3 understood that instructions have been for¬ 

warded to our naval squadron, to allow no interfer¬ 

ence whatever in our blockade under any pretext, and 

vigilant watch will be kept a9 to British movements. 

The financial propositions of the Treasury Depart¬ 

ment to be submitted to Congress are three in number. 

First—A national loan at 7 31-100 per cent., re¬ 

deemable in three years, not convertible into bonds, 

nor receivable for Government dues. 

8econd— Foreign loan at interest at 6 35-100 per 

cent. 

Third—The issue of Treasury notes of small denom¬ 

ination at interest of 3 31-100 per cent, convertable 

and receivable, to circulate as currency. 

Mr. Chase will also recommend a special tax on 

tea, coffee and sugar, the money to be pledged for the 

interest of tbe Government debts. 

THE NEW CONGRESS. 

As the Thirty-seventh. Congress has convened 

under peculiar circumstances, we give a list of the 

members who are expected to take part in its delib¬ 

erations, omitting the seceding States, which will 

not he represented. 

In the Senate hut forty-six members are left since 

the withdrawal of the rebel senators. Of this num¬ 

ber thirty-two are Republicans. We have included 

in the Senate list the names of Senator NichoIsoD, of 

Tennessee, and Senators Polk and Johnson, of Mis¬ 

souri, hut it is quite possible that these gentlemen 

will not appear. In the event of their absence the 

Senate will stand thirty-two Republicans to eleven 

Democrats. 

The number of member* of the nouse of Repre¬ 

sentatives is reduced from two bnndred and thirty- 

seven to one hundred and eighty. Of these, OBe 

hundred and three are Republicans, with one district 

in Pennsylvania and two in California to hear from. 

THIRTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS. 

SENATE. 

[ Republicans in Roman, Democrats in Italic, Americans ia 

small caps, re-elected members marked with an asterisk.; 

Milton S. Latham, Jas. A AfcDougal, 
CONNECTICUT. 

James Dixon, Lafayette S. Foster. 
DELAWARE. 

James A. Bayard, William SauUbury. 
ILLINOIS. 

O. H. Browning, Lyman Trumbull. 
INDIANA. 

Jesse D. Bright, Henry S. Lane. 
IOWA. 

James W. Grimes, James Harlan. 
KANSAS. 

James H. Lane, S. C. Pomeroy. 
KENTCCKY. 

Lazarus W. Powell, John C. Breckinridge. 
MAINE. 

Lot M. Morrill, William Pitt Fessenden. 
MARYLAND. 

Anthony Kennedy, Jam*t A. Pearce. 
MASSACHUSETTS. 

Charles Sumner, Henry Wilson. 
MINNESOTA. 

Henry M. Rice, Morton S. Wilkinson. 
MIS80CRJ. 

Trusten Polk. Wtildo P, Johnson. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 

John P. Hale, Daniel Clark. 
NEW JJC1LSBY. 

John R. Thompson, John C, T*n Eyck. 
NEW YORK. 

Preston King, Ira Harris. 
OHIO. 

Benjamin F. Wade, John Sherman. 
OREGON. 

Edward D. Baker, George W. Nesmith. 
PENNSYLVANIA. 

David Wilmot, Edgar Cowan. 
nMrtnp mi A Mr* 

James F. Simmons, Henry B. Anthony. 
TENNESSEE, 

Andrew Johnson, A. O. P. Nicholson. 
VERMONT. 

Solomon Foot, Jacob Collamer. 
WISCONSIN, 

James R. Doolittle, Timothy Howe. 

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES. 

CALIFORNIA. 

[2 Members to be elected.) 
CONNECTICUT* 

1 Dwight Loomis.* 
2 Jaws E. English. 
3 Alfred A. Burnham.• 
4 George C Woodruff. 

DELAWARE. 

Geo. P. Fisher, (People's.) 
ILLINOIS. 

1 Elihu B. Washburn* 
2 Isaac N. Arnold. 
3 Owen Lovejoy.* 
4 William Kellogg.* 
5 I I’m. A. Richardson. 
6 John A. McClemand.* 
7 James C. Robinson.* 
8 Philip It Fouke. 
9 John A. I Mg an.* 

INDIANA. 

1 John Law. 
2 Janu-s A. Cravens. 
3 Wm. M. Dunn.* 
4 ll'm. S. Holman.* 
5 George W. Julian. 
6 Albert G Porter.* 
7 Daniel IV Voorhces. 
8 Albert S. White. 
9 Schuyler Colfax.* 

10 Wm. Mitchell. 
11 J. P. C. Shanks. 

IOWA. 
1 Samuel R. Curtiss.* 
2 Wm. Vandever.* 

K ANSA8. 
Martin F. Conway.* 

KENTUCKY. 
1 Henry C Burnett (State 

Rights.)* 
2 James S. Jackson (Union.) 
3 Henry Glider (Union ) 
4 Aaron Harding (Union ) 
5 Charles A. Wielilfe (Un.) 
6 George W. Dunlap (L'u.) 
7 Robert Mallory (Union.)* 
8 John J. CritlendeD (Un.) 
9 William II. Wadsworth 

(Union.) 
10 John W. Mcnzies (Un.) 

MAINE. 

1 John N. Goodwin. 
2 Charles IV. Walton. 
3 Samuel C. Fessenden. 
4 Anson P. Morrill. 
5 John H. Rice. 
6 Frederick A. Pike. 

MARYLAND. 
1 John W CiisHeld (Un. i 
2 Elwin H. Webster (Un.)* 
3 C. L. L. Leary (Union.) 
4 Henry May (Fusion.)* 
5 Francis Thomas (Un.) 
0 Charles B. Calvert (Un.) 

MASSACHUSETTS. 
1 Thomas D. Eliot.* 
2 James Bulliogtou." 
3 Benjamin K Thomas. 
4 Alexander H. Rice.* 
5 Wm. Appleton (Fusion.) 
fl John B. Alley.* 
7 Daniel W. Gooch.* 
8 Charles R. Train * 
9 Goldsmith F. Bailey. 

10 Charles Delano.* 
11 Henry L. Dawes.* 

MICHIGAN. 

1 Bradley F. Granger. 
2 Fernando C. Beaman. 
3 Francis \V. Kellogg.* 
4 Rowland E. Trowbridge. 

MINNESOTA. 
1 Cyrus Aldrich.* 
2 Wm. Windom.* 

MISSOURI. 
1 Francis P. Blair, Jr.* 
2 Jambs Rollins. 
3 John B. Clark. 
4 Elijah H. Norton. 
5 John IF. Reid. 
0 John S Phelps.* 
7 John m Noel!.* 

NEW’ HAMPSHIRE. 

1 Gilman MarstoD.1* 
2 Edward H. Rollins. 
3 Thomas M. Edwards.* 

NEW JERSEY. 
1 John T. Nixon.* 
2 John L. N Stratton.* 

3 I I'm. G- Steele. 
4 George T Cobb. 
ft NeJiemiah Perry. 

NEW YORK. 
1 A'. Henry Smith. 
2 Motes P. Odell. 
3 Benjamin H ood. 
4 James Kerrigan. 
ft William Wall. 
9 Frederick A. Conklin. 
7 Elijah Ward. 
H Isaac C Jielapluine. 
9 Edward Haight. 

10 Charles II Van Wyck.* 
11 Jail n B Steele. 
12 Stephen Baker. 
13 Abraham B. Olin.* 
14 Erastus Corning. 
15 James B. McKean.* 
16 William A. Wheeler. 
17 Socrates N. Sherman. 
IS Cltauncry Vibbard. 
19 Richard Franc-hot. 
20 Roscoe Conkling.* 
21 K. Holland Duel!.* 
22 William E. Lansing. 
23 Ambrose W. Clark. 
24 Charles if Sedgwick. 

| 2ft Theodore M. Poroerov. 
26 John P. Chamberlain. 
27 Alexander S. Diven. 
28 It. B. Van Valkenburgh. 
29 Alfred Ely.* 
30 Augustus Frank.* 
31 Burt Van Horn. 
32 Elbridge G. Spaulding * 
33 Reuben E. Fenton. 

OHIO. 
1 George IT. Pendleton.* 
2 John A. Gurley.* 
3 C. L. VaUandingham.* 
4 Il'i/iiVim Aliev.* 
5 James M. Ashley.* 
0 Chilton A. White. 
7 -Harrison. 
8 Samuel Shellaberger. 
9 William E. Noble. 

10 Cary A Trimble.* 
11 Valentine B. Horton. 
12 Samuel -S'. Cox.* 
13 Samuel T Worcester. 
14 Harrison G. Blake.* 
15 George. Nugent. 
lti William P. Cutler. 
17 James R. Morris. 
18 Sidney Edgerton.* 
19 Albert G. Riddle. 
20 John Hutchins.* 
21 John A. BiDghaui.* 

OREGON. 

James Shitl. 
PE.VN9YLY1NIA. 

1 William E. Lehman. 
2 (Member to be elected.) 
3 John P. Verree.* 
4 William D. Kelley- 
5 W. Morris Davis. 
6 John Htckmau. 
7 Thomas It. Cooper. 
S Samuel E. Ancona. 
9 Thaddeus Stevens.* 

10 John M. Killinger 
11 James H- Campbell * 
12 Hendrick It. Wrujht. 
13 Philip Johnson. 
14 Galusha A. Grow.* 
ID James T. Hale.* 
16 Joseph Bailey- 
17 Edward McPherson.* 
18 Samuel S. Blair.* 
19 John G'ovode.* 
20 Jesse La:eur. 
21 James K Moorhead * 
22 Robert McKnight* 
23 John W. Wallace. 
24 John Patton. 
25 Elijah Babbit* 

RHODE ISLAND. 

1 Kid. P. Sheffield. 
2 George H. Browne. 

VERMONT. 

1 Ezekiel 1*. Walton.* 
2 Justin S. Morrill.* 
3 Portus Baxter. 

WISCONSIN. 

1 John F. Potter * 
2 Luther Hauchett. 
3 A. Scott Sloan. 

t 
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' ORK. .levs Jit The current 
all the markets me as follows: 

bkkk cattle. 
First quality. }) ewt.... 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality.. 

cows and calves. 
First quality,. 
Ordinary quality,".’..".... 
Common quality, . 
Inferior quality,... . . .’'I”*'.* ."' 

VBAL CALVES. 
First quality, f ) th., 
Ordinary quality,. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality ,_” 

SHEEP ASD LAMES. 
Prime quality. head... 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality. 

SWINE. 
First quality, >1 lb. 
Other quail lie.-,. 

u "wrket 1.1 
I.IJIO Miron aud Lambs. and 1,000 Swine, 
do $6.W _MarkPt Beef—Extra, $6.75; first 

tlHCu Cows ir. common, $1E@1! 
>\ omuxi; Oxen— None, 
Vkal Calves *:t. 

None; two years old. no 
Sl»<i 10 each. 

Ill OKS—4 5e. Tallow, lie. 
Cai.p Sk’vs - Sto'Oe. 
Sheep ami Lamms -$l avil.eo: extra a 

•Jw LEU. 
Pelts—Si.ot<ai. 2.6, 
SWTa: - Stores, wholesale, K.lffl)Wc: rt 

still led, none; corn fed, none; spring pigs 

<AMimtin;r„ .tr\> .0, it market ss 
and at stores, nmeiMing of Working Oxe 

pRINDLE’S PATENT AGRICULTURAL CALDRON AND STEAMER. 

Terms of Moore’s Rural New-Yorker, 
IlST ADVANCE r 

single Copy, One Year,.$2 

Three Copies “ ...... $5 

** unit One free to Club Agent, $10 

Ten « “ « t* $115 

Fifteen •* u u u 

Twenty “ “ 11 « $25 

And any additional number at the latter rote —only $1.25 

per copy! — with an extra free copy for every Ten Siib- 

Hcrlbera over Twenty. Club papers* sent to dltlerent post- 

office*, If dexlred. 

— Half-yearly Subscriptions at same proportional rates as 
for a whole year, with free copies, &c., for the term. 

FJ7~ Western and Sotn iters- .Money.—In the present de¬ 
ranged state of the currency, we are unable to use Western and 
Southern money, as our hankers will not purchase it. at any 
rate of discount. Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York. New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send ns r S. Fostai/e Stamps, as they are far preferable 
to any uucurrent bank bills. 

JYr' Axv person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
Ritual Nkw-Yorkkk, and thoso who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated. 

_The tel-lie-grajih is still at work. 

— The French army have returned from Syria. 

— The Queen of Spain has given birth to a Princess. 

— An artesian well is being bored at Fortress Monroe. 

— Large quantities of ice are this year floating in the 

Atlantic. 

— The British squadron in American waters will consist of 

32 vessels. 

— The electric telegraph is being extended over Siberia to 

the Pacific. 

— The German population of London is now computed at 

about 60,000. 

— There was a terrible tornado in Champaign Co., III., on 

the 19th ult. 

— An effort is making by the English clergy to abolish 

Sunday funerals. 

— New York has 38 volunteer regiments and 10 or 15 militia 
regiments in the field. 

— Hon. John A. Gurley has been authorized to raise six 
regiments in Cincinnati. 

— Blondin, of Niagara celebrity, has been engaged by the 
Crystal Palace company. 

— Gov. Jackson, of Missouri, was last reported as traveling 

disguised in female apparel. 

— Palmer is engaged on a full-length statue of “Peace," 
to be exhibited after the war. 

— James Russell Lowell has withdrawn from the editor¬ 

ship of the Atlantic Monthly. 

— A rebellion in Liberia has been promtly suppressed by 

the President of that Republic. 

— The total amount raised through the country for the 

relief of Kansas was $104,681.37. 

— The war in this country is producing much depression 

in the hardware trade of England. 

— A court of inquiry has been very properly ordered in 

relation to the Great Bethel blunder. 

— The Maine War State Loan was all taken at a premium, 

snd the offers were largely in excess. 

— The Portuguese Government is patronizing the culture 

of cotton in its African dependencies. 

— The Great Eastern has been chartered by the British 

Government to carry troops to Quebec. 

— The infallible London Times locates Fortress Monroe on 

Governor’s Island, in New York harbor. 

— A Pennsylvania regiment have presented to Gen. Scott 

a magnificent horse, which cost $2,300. 

-The net profits of Hie New Hampshire State Prison 

during the lost year have been $2,958.75. 

— No attempt has been made to blow up the Long Bridge 

at Washington, as the telegraph reported. 

— The total sum rnraea for the various schemes of the Free 

Church of Scotland last year was £329,283. 

— All the ferries running from New York annually carry 

A NEW HALF VOLUME 

The Second Half of the Twelfth Volume of Rural 

New-Yohkeb commences July Gth. Now, therefore, 
is the time for renewals, and for new subscriptions, 
whether club or single. Additions to clubs are also 
in order, at club rates. Agents and Subscribers— 
aud indeed all who are friendly to the Rural—are 
frankly asked to aid in extending oar circulation so 
far as consistent. In return, we promise our best 
efforts to render the paper as interesting and valuable 
ns possible—to spare no reasonable effort or expend¬ 
iture to fully maintain, if not augment, its position as 
the Best and Cheapest Journal of its Class. 

/ookintr wirgn uuantlttrH of* Food ;i at titno, nn<l also for Scald- 
,1*.** in anv well regulated Hog Pen or K»riu House, as it will 
.e substance intu Pork or Beef, ns may be, thereby Saving 

from those who have used Prindle’n Caldron and Steamer: 

Western, N. Y„ June 17tli. 1861, 
Messrs. Bkvnett & to The Steam Caldron that, von sunt, me 

eninr lately to 1,ami J have limnd „0difficultv in'the manner 
nl using i t, and I take murh nlj'UiUre in (ntorming you that it 
r/nv.v pix/irt satisfactimi. Tin.amity of fuel that I would 
!'-e 1,1 hoc nay With tlie large Caldron set in mi arch, will servo 
the-'earner a week, ami accomplish Uw -ante amount, lit'ser¬ 
vice in conkiug a ll kinds iff food for stock It also does its work 
much more pcilcct,und the labor to attend it is nothing in 
cjniparison to whai it was when I oseil the Ciildmn Kettle. ' 

I lie real tiouafitol cooking loud for slock of anv kind no one 
will dispute who lias ever tried ir. I think the reason wiiv it 
has not been generally adopted is iittcibulnblq to farmers tlmt 
it coats ton much trouble. Your Steamer and Caldron has done 
a«av with that objection, and I leol that confidence to say that 
aliji farmer who will tr.v run* of your Caldrons will never be 
without one Yours truly, A J. CARMICHAEL. 

!'or Cooking Food for -“nek ami for all other Domestic pu 
poses where a Caldron Kettle or Steam It,.iter is required. 

Ibiiiil reliable Igem*. wanted, loeanvms morv County iti tl; 
b ale or the Kile ol tile above Sleum Caldron, for which 
liberal eniiooo,..mii wilt lie allowed. Tim.. Vgenev can 
obt/i ne.i bv letter 1'.closing postage stump, and Illustrated Ci 
cularsscnt d requested 

Address BliNNl.TT A- CO., Agent mid Manufacturers, 

„ \ , , 169 Buffalo St- Rochester, N. Y. 
Rochester. June 24th, I,Mil THE VVOCM* IWARKISTS. 

NMV YOltK, Ji nk 27 - Tin* market has been very dull 
throughout, the week: no important sales have been made, and 
the tendency of prices is decidedly downward. The usual cred 
ts herptoforO prevailing in tin* Trade are no longer granted bv 

importers and doaloi, a total want of confidence prevails, arid 
the trade is now conducted on almost a wujh bad -, - limited 
sales and low prices follow .,h consequences \Vc have no par¬ 
ticular Iriinsnetions to report Advices from the growing dt<~ 
InetH lavor the belief Unit very low rates will rule tar 1 Im new 
r lV'fSu.(Vn‘ f“lC*“-.-lrr' "of. established, but reports are to the nf- 
lei.t tint fleece Will rails*: in value 20 to to emits 7,1 |h. in the 
eouiiti v li t* nut likely that the market will be settled for two 
or three weeks or say till the second week In July 

American Mixonv Fleece r) |h J ■■ - 
American full-blond Merino.. 
American half and three-quarter blood Merino 
-Native and one-loiirlh Merino 
Extra, Pulled. . 
Superfine, Polled. ’’’ 
No. I. Pulled ... . 
Lamb's, Pulled. ......V.'.V'.V.V.. 
California, fine, unwashed_ 
California, cniiomiu do. .. . 
Peruvian, washed. . 
Valparaiso, on washed . 
South American Merino, unwashed. 

no. do. Mesti/,a, do. 
Ho. do. common, wasited _ 
Ho. . do. Ktitre Rios, do. .. 
Ho. do. Klitre Rios, unwashed'""" 
Ho. do, Cordova, washed, 

Cape Good Hope, unwashed. 
East India, washed, .. "". 
African, washed, . 

Ho. unwnanod,.’I. 
Smyrna, do. . .. 

Do. wusIu.m]....II". I”. 
Mexican, unwashed.j,| 

IIOHTON’, Ji nk 27 Wool baa been rather aetive at a consid 
M '•vv‘''(6n'lmi !" bales III about .700,1)00 lbs, uiostl v tleeee 
at ,Ci-Wcrl lb, pi lees rule low h»r fleece, in some instances .! 
decline ol is* f t fb. on the prices currout at the reeeut. nietioii 
sale. . ome side* oi the new clip have been uuldo nt, 2floi .'die in 
t bio In fotelgn the traimaelions embrace about chi) bales Med 
lte.rni.eiin East I ndian, and South American, ,it va, im(* pt icos 
according to quality. 

Saxony Fleece .4iX" 15 Polled No. J... 250, 30 
Full I,loud Mem,0-3HW42 Do.   tg&X 
Three-,hurt.. Merit Texas... 1 j 

.Ayn-s!... 

illarkcts, bommeree, $u What Practical Farmers Say. 
Tub following is a sample of many letters recently received 

I )riglit on < 4 i*n 
1 ) tion. Thirty Pages t. 

of I81 Hand 'til, being the in 
dispensahlo to all ({Rape 
postage, nil receipt of the | 

Address 
W-7t 

Cult lire, - -‘hcoNU Fill- 
w Matter, with flu-experience 
ni'ortutit |'.‘iit liftin' work, lie 
DYER*. Sent by mail, free of 
«• cent.-, in stamps. 

Iturul New-Yorker Ollier, ) 
Kochkstkk, July 1, 181)1. 5 

Floor —There has been a falling off in rates during the week 

equal to 25 cents per barrel on all brands. Indian Meal has de¬ 
clined lSa25 cents per 100 ponuds 

Grain—The only change noted is in Corn, which is dull at 
a-reduction of a«iu cts per bushel on the current prices of our 
last report, 

Provisions -Pork is still coming down. Mess will not sell 
ror more than $16,00 per barrel. Shoulders have lost 50 cents 
per 100 pounds 

Wool —There is but very little Offered in our market and the 
sales of small lots rauge from 18 to 21 cts. per pound. 

liny has met with a decline of $1.00 per tun. 

ItOTIII’ATKIt WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Flour a mi Grain 
Flour, winter wlieat,$,xoO(« 6.50 
Flour, spring do, -l.6Ui76.O0 
Flour, buckwheat.. 2 00« 2.00 
Meal, Indian. .... OOtniiWc 
Wheat, Genesee. . 1.1 Of,id 25 
Rest white Ganada.. 1.85011.38 
Corn, old. SOq'SSo 
Corn, new. KAYriittc 
Rye, BO lbs. 7*) bush. 6Hjii60o 
Oat*, by Weight, .. 2ao!21e 
Harley . . SWiiJHtC 
Buckwheat.*.... SAatoe. 
Beans. .l.of»;,d.2fl 

Mrats. 
Pork, Mess.$lrt.0i>n'lfi,n0 
Pork, clear. 2O.OOt3VO.OO 
Pork, ewt. . 6,00Cw5.60 
Reef, ewt. I.OIIalC.tK) 
Spring lambs, each l.fs»,i 2.00 
Mutton, carcass... 5uil6?jc 
Hams, smoked_ ft,, 9c 
Shoulders. ewiec 
Chickens. ftJ 10c 
Turkeys. 10b lie 
Copse . . ■KbiiAOe 
Ducks fJ pair . 88@.|(c 

Daibv, 
Rotter, roll . lOffeth; 
Rutter, firkin. Otiillflc 
Cheese. *,n7e 
Lard, tried. S'jw'iUiC 
Tallow, rough. ftj, .Vg'e 
Tallow, tried... 77g(Jl8e 

. doth-15 
..35.1/38 
..3l®84 
. .28Cfl'.;iO 
.dlAfr.’W 
. SltTulM 
. 22(fi,26 
. -27(ci30 

..10W115 

..I'pr.'in 
. 12WU3 
..'A'* 7 26 
-.16023 
. .iikJi.'i 
-.15)5:18 
. m 
201 ,i„ 22 
. 25Jn28 

..16028 
.. «5 18 

^ JENESEE VALLEY MOWER AND REAPER. 

| row \ I4l)’t«i IVTCW MOWKK. 

1 1 FIUCE REDUCED FOR 1061. 
Ttm Cheujiest, most Durable, nod Lightest Draft. Mower Offered 

lor sale. ■ our Sizes -r70, $86 and $100 each. A11 -ire « arr Anted 
( an give the testimonials of those who ... them if de- 

tSttuafor lit’oallMT►riving lull doscrijitiun* 

Ketchum’s CombiriGd Machine, 
!.a*lraIBnl Pri,CB' *“ «*«?•.*»,»» Iinproveioents ot guards, slum 

roll*-leyur with r*>IJi*r, uu»l for tin* KKTrut M 
Jlaelutie. fu rut shed at moderate prices, by giving the mu her 
id the Machine lor which they are wanb-d. ,yr t 
_Add!•*•«* _ K I- HfitVARH, Buffalo, N 

6l'AC 
av it'.jo 

lit,' I2e 

. IV T 1 * > IV ! ItKE-KEE J * 
'Idee* new system of lien Mauagement, wb- 
hv a e war to of Ueei will edict from one t 
three hundred pounds ol-honey to one seiuor 
JJim h can lift nuulo to Mvium any nation, o 

ri»mv*‘nt»wl troin rloitt^ no. (’an in* provitnt^G 
I rum flying to M<»* fon^tn in Kwarniln^ tim* 
yce-nilinary wimI.v pTf*v**pilyfJ. Moth miller 
Pfl'PM elfretuiilly. Norer lova bang by th 
nhill winter ornthnrwiw*. 

Tors 1^ a non- itivontfon. irot up simpler thun any other ma- 
cliifu* mostly ot iron a nil with only ^cou wheel.H. War¬ 
rantee to cut tn any ifra^H nr irnin, wot orip A', or sliorl. 
( iits l',tr»*t I'fiio*, ^TU fi>i Mtoyrr, nml for a Cumhlw‘1 
Maciiin«». Made very DtrcoiM ami li^lit tor j honH*>; no .^kde draft 

°V tho hur-p*’ For parliimlur* call on K/KA 
JON M or M. 8 (H IS. Itodo^u*r; W T. FTYLKH, FiivImi- 

J , *Y G. MILLS. Newark, nml IIAKVKY 
Ml UJtL I UN, W ;•! worth, VViivrn* ('o.; HI * KT0N IIA \tf I'!u»t 
nlooinlmld, Ontario Co.; an.l CFO \\* KUCK & BHO., (nil- 
ton, Orleans Co, /vtS-Mt. 

| J V I * 1 A .V ! ( IG — 11 i v in • i untuned per 
L.ah'a.I- New York, a Ini of genuine ITALIAN BICES, 

(which arrived in a remarkably gnnd stilt.*,! I shall In* able to 
lurMish amateurs with fibre genuine ITALIAN QUEENS witli- 
w/J'i'tiVTan'nil r. •*1,1 luice and other Information, apply to C 
W M CoSF. /O I*;.too, Xow ^’i>rk 
„ P,‘. i’bi'1 being the Inst and onlv iujportiun this season, 
tile public, run relv on getting a peilect.lv pure hr.. Agents 

_riif. It 

IMltMItlRH, PIiEAHlt; notice. 
I It Alt I LLI’I'S DTrClllNG PLOW, the cheapest mid best, 

ever ollered to the public. Pnci* ?20. Orders for Plows promptly 
attended to. Fnrm. town. County, and StaUi rights for sale on 
reasonable terms. Address 

A. .1 BARTLETT. Romulus. Seneca Co Y V 

. - --- mi tin v DCB'M'rtipr 
tluit willseuii me Uts Post-iIfilcu adilrew*. 11 gigys the eontenta 
ot Look in full, and gives gtWieral explanations, and ctOt Of the 
I Jit.** rtf (/Miupotinu 111 '*'i* 

Or I will send Kld.ler s Guide to Apiarian Science, r,„ the re¬ 
ceipt >d 6, cents. In postage stamps, wbicli will give full partic¬ 
ular*- in the Culture and Management of the Hpi.oy ltee 

All ordetnfoi i ire.nlars, Is,ms-, Hives. Rights ,Yr nromntlr 
attended to. Address K. P KIDDKH Hiirbomo.IJr7 

Wool, >t lb 

Whitofish, half lib! 
Codfish, quintal-. 
Trout, half bbl... 

Mlrlngao XX fleer.* at ^ 

t No. I linnet at 33 V. t 7.HH0 X ; e' t 
UMMtmdo. Nil, Zllseccal Xlr, o.lMWT ll,s do. do U -l.t' r- 8.1)1 N tk- 
I'lilo'n "iir r*'C,: 11 v"v o' 1 ,t”’ Michigan Np. I tWr.*’iffV® 
j.iHW ,s Michigan XX fleece at .(tie, 5,000 |h* do, X llrere at, Ml ,J 
(> uiHMt-t th. ,Jo. th* unWdxlioil IWr.. ,it jOc; 1 OnlJdo 
at I lie; 1.000 lb:* Viclligan .Vo. II IJeece at ■/!,-, I.thlo lbs do.’ ,No 2 
llerrr at or A laige quantity remains in store On 75,000 tbs 
niJm" P0'- V!’rk advanced last mason. Now the 
highest ptmo brought for a is ;(5r tor one lot uf S.tWO tbs The 
I eiiusylvania Funcy I Iqw sold last season for 64c. Now they 
only bring ,16c per pound. 1 lI, g 

CliyC'JNNATl. Junk 26 The market opens slowly and slug 
gisbly. As yet. there lias been very little don*. arid qnotations 
lll-e unsettled, being lor Ih« most part Iinreliabl-. Shearing has 
boon Completed and the clip is ready for market, it j; af„|i 
one t here me no agents in the country from thu mist. m,,| 
Die business so far t ransacted is tntllin/ in mooont. and confined 
most v to local dealers The dilMcoHjcs in ereoimiing 
and the dark ness ul luttui* proaperity. iiOtwilb.Maniliug the 
oonipawtlvi'lv low ririres encreut, are keeping mniiofactiiiers 
nniV' Hieiiiurki't, and so far no thing has been done in antiei- 
palloiiol Dm want, ot cimsumers. Farmer, yield reluctautlv 
to the flemmid-. ot I,li vers, in Dm way ..| pile,.*, and Do, pros 
pert!.; that the great bulk Uf the crop will be htdd bv growers 

to come. They are not satisfied with pVic.*., and 
bellevlng tlmt any ehuuge m Dm condition of the market must 
be III their javor, they me encouraged to hold The stock of 
him wools Hi Dm hands of miinnfiud.urcrs heiny much linger 
than that of the lower grades Dm prices of Dm for.rare com 
tiequentlv lower, rcliiUvcly, I,Iran Um hitter. In the event of a 
short .*apply <d cotton, however, It is I<elievi*cj that the coil- 
MJHiption of line wools will In* Imavi This, however, To The 
In lure, and liuyerj are governed now by siimmnding gloom v 

HO VISION MARKETS. 

- Market rules heavy and tie 
u i . .. ^r.e-U’ort and home c/iriKiimts 
Ha ei. at SW.Od.r' 4,10 for supurOni: Stab*; $| 
r.l.tl./ifl 25 for super One W,.*st**rri At : I 
oo.lium extra do; H.90aj5,trj for shipping 

‘<-'h!o, and *5,I«(' 0,.H) for trade 
closing dill! and Canadian fimir 

Sales at. *1 

XF.w t ork, July L—Flock — 
lower, with a moderate demand tor 
tion at the. decline t'..I.' * 
.’st/'M./to for extra do; $3,U5',t.4 
75 for common to mcdli.... , 
braods extra round hooped Ohio, 
brands do,— mnrknt closing dull a,,., „co, ,. 
I'i"1," ar'"' the murket still coqtinac* hc*W. Sales at $i- 
4.\ri b.75 for common to good extra, and $7.06,e 7,25 forchnlc.e 
SvAri*ra' Kv,®.fl|‘ur "Res Iowwr, With small males af«2- 
wide'and Vux! “k,fi ‘Wta for Bmndc 

Grain,—Wheat i /k lower, with a moderate InisinesA doing 
bo export the market clcu-ing rirther more steady. SalJS 
Llucago spring at Northwestern club at. ‘AVeUtfc; Korin*. 
«1mlIn'I,U.!' coinre.ot* 1*. prime Milwaukee clnh at 8d/;.'ai 
-1,00 amber Iowa at M,iX|c J (J3, inttlpdiiig one parcel at $j.off 
wb eh IS above the maiket winter red Western at il.twr. l I2'T 
»In t.« Canada at t> .15 .and white Western at 51,1ft' 1.26. Hyts 
quiet and fit III, with K-ilMg at 6bc for Ganndn, mid 6Mc. for gLob 
Barley continues heavy and dull, uomlnftliv at MjiSic itar- 
hy }"*r,,,naiu-s qm^^luvnged. Ivas remain qni, t «u*i nominal 

"*r , Corn scarcely so firm, with only a inoil- 
f'i,r <,xporf “r"1 home consnniptton; sales 

sais;"*! 

?14,6a«l3.'J0 tiir iiiiv,- , ?‘j 7.V,/.li 
dull; wilen trilling at. $T„.A,5() | 
for couutry mess. SS’hjIU for re- 
extra mess. Prime mei...;. 
unchanged at tt/tiillH. Ret-r hams In mouenue i 
xaial.l sales at $1 • for Western, anil $12.75 rot* State 
ojRlDuue^ quiet at G*'s 51 *c tor Shoulders, and 

for ShoujriorsVami'flX.,. ..__ . 
inally nnrhanged. Lard quiet, ,in*i r,rices 
trilling at Sdi‘d.tc. for No, t to choice Waste 
at, 7md2Sc for Ohio, and 7titol5e- for State, 
quiet, and I tint? al 'AoHc lor inferior to nnimt. 

AMifK.i Hot, with niodorattf and iron 
furthor advanced, with sales at $5.50415,86Is 
Pearls at *5,62%. • -s 

Ilors -The, Foreign accountsfavorable for holders 
and Dm market is very firm, with rather more activity in na,f 
for export ; the -lock of desirable grades is now small The 
nil htiV" "Lout 250 bales at tfx/i 25o, cash, as to quality, including 
100 bales lor export, On private terms. Old growths are Hid “ 

ALBANV. .IpNK 2u. Flock a.no Mkai,—There is no new 
re.itiire to note in 1 lour, the demand is moderate for the supply 
ot Dm home trade at, unchanged mic**- ‘*e»,*ppiy 

/li.innmn tn slr.nvi UE.4-. 1 

VnOTliK I1A9IR IMVUfSITV, I S' 1# I A \A.— 
v 7 1 ,,,h Hi litution, litvitrulil v known to th»* imblir. for the last 
sixteen years, now aide to offer greater iudu*'*micnts than 
ever iM lor** In consequence of recent iiiipriivsumnts. thoCol- 
lege bioldmgs caii accmiun/idiite two hqiidred and lift v boarders, 

u ...-I*' I.;;..; tion cannot be foun*L It 
. ou Die Miebigim houthei n R. K. 

ol all our principal citiea 

r*«a!^j* onk or two in ms res. Price, full 
yX rigged (with rope and three pul- 
\ levs.) $t2. 

V* See dgscrlnttnu in Rckal Nkw- 
\\ York r;u ot March 23. 1861. 
jj Send for a Circular. 
I Address J LEVI A. TiKAKDSLEY, 

y Smith Ethnestun, Vte^uo Co., N f 

rO» PAllJIKllH. MKdllANHlH, At If III l-DKKM. 
1 Our Diei.rcsstHti Conlllct” is against high prices. We 

li^iora'i'v.rau wl*miBt-1 Hodinster. Iron, Nails, Hardware,Olid, 
WirixloNNji, Doors, Blinds, Hess, ^pii/Jos, Shovels! 

O irn I\omk, ( Iiltivatony, anil f>th*‘r iirticItjH t^jo nuniProuH to 
merit on. Also, Dm celebrated '• Straight Draft Plow." which 
we oiler cheaper thau the cheapest. 

C8»-tr_MOORE, HE BING AGO. 

COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED.- 
rf, .o' A. "AY. Mrs Hankins wants Agents at home or to 
Dave! for lurr Pictorial ••FAMILY NEWSPAPER," also tar her 
Ctinous New Book of FEMALE CHARACTERS v thk CITY 

and a moreTieallin aud delightliil local 
ir< NtujiUMl nc*ur South Bonn, 
within a!Vw ho'ir*' tmvul 

. n terms 
hotrftun* Fon. . .^r>00 
JJoanl, WilsIiIrn(, Ht'U nrnl fiorhlin^, J*r’s Fof»M 

uiHl Mc.qtcliiog, and TulUou in thu lOng'linh 
r..—, - • -SIS5 00 per annum 
hntiii UAd Gre(‘k, oxIth,.. ifooo •* 
jpoMiish, Italian, French, find Oonnun, each, 12(H) “ 
liiMtriiruuntul Munic, . 2000 “ 
I'n-'i A'lir, V* j ii 1 .. 
Oalifftlienloa. -l-.lir.lll* \ R (hj «* 
I .ho of I'hijoMphlciil Cboiinuil A*D|iimtiiA 1000 H 

luvriioutu to ho umdf* half yearly, in advance. 
Ill** lirst fioiMOM oommenerv tin- fiixt. Tuesaliiy’of September, 

l, H second HePHinn opens the lust of February and endri in 
'principal and public examination in made. 

3 •/' Annual Do^eiiptivc • ’afnlo^ue detaiUpe foil particulars 
rurulxbod on apitlication. 

575-1tiiXlt-Jy Rkv. P, DILLON, President. 

KENDALL &. CO., 
JV«ic-Lebanon Sprinn *, »V, J\, 

MAXUYAOTItRKUa OF 

-A.3NTEPl.OTII> BAROMETERS. 
Retail [irice. $7.50 in plain box, $8.00 in fancy box When 

from 3 to 6 are ordered. 25 per cent., discount,, mil when from 6 
to 12 are "I'dered, .to per cent discount to dealers and clubs. 

I rot Ms - Cash on delivery of goods. Sent, -rifely by Kxiiress, 
I'xT All work warranted of fimt quality. 

KkNoai.l'h A.nkuoio Hahijmicykk — At the New Haven Agri- 
eulturnl Lectures Inst Witjl.**r, Prof hillimuu, of Yale College 
called special aDention to this Instrument, and placed it on a 
pur with those Ot European manufacture. We sent lor one of 
them during the sprlpg. and for three months past have fre¬ 
quently compared it with one of the best standard mercurial 
baromuteiskept by Mr. Bluet. It has proved to he accurate 
npyond ♦?xjHw.tut.ioti. Amcrintn Auricultu)‘ist 

packed mess; and $li>a il for 
•rabee continlies dull and nominally 

In moderate reqnnst, with 
,* . —pt- Got meats 

Q ••. -, ,- »c ^boulders, and 5»-T'"«K'* for 
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1 ' ““ ~Aa /ol‘ relerv Bacon quiet and prices pom- 

,c. lor No, I to choice fv estern. Butter isselling 
Cheese steady and 

pt* oipl 'good demand, have 
Last sale of 

„ ' V M's. Hankins' Curious New Booh or Female Charao- 
ter* ui Die City, Is very interesting, and stri.-lly moral Fancy 
bmdmg; YriPage*; A0 Eugraylngs, :u; I’ortraitiL Mailed free for 

o At1,KS f5?,vv 8,J,V'I Ladies and Teachers. For Description 
or Book and rartioulars ot Agoocy, in&lofw rod htauiD to 

®|H HANKINS .ii CO., New York 
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Horse Pitch-Fork! 
MANIIFACTTCRED 11V 8. HILLOCK. 

Tins valuable improvement iiosserse* many Lmpprtant WlYan* 
tagCA over all other I'orks, among which are the following 
I he tines being allowed to drop to dibclpirge it- loud, the tilting 
of the hiindlo, ay In Other torkH, in avotfleii; hence, buy ran l»e 
unloaded witti the utmost facility and easi* into r.tied windows 
or bonenth purlin.* beam*, and other places where other Horse 
porks cannot ho used. It cun Io all cases bn managed with 
greater eiu* than Huy other Horse Fork It Is equally adapted 
lo stacking. VV ith Dili' I* ork a tun of hay may he unloaded In 
from five to seven minutes. 

f testimonials. 

parativeiy triiti 

THE WHEEf.RK & WILSON MAN0FALTERING CO. beC 
to state Hint they have reduced the prices of their SEWING 

MACHINES, while they have added new and Important Im¬ 
provements. The reduction is mode In the hope that the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patents. 

Office SOS Broadway, New York. 

S. w. DIBBLE, Agent, 

Wff-tf nOCttF.STF.il /v V 
Its simplicity, durability and perfect operation, as we I las com¬ 

paratively trilling expense, recoin mended its use to the farmer* 
of our country. a. JB. DICKINSON. 

Th* beat machine for the purpose within our knowledge, and 
therefore commend ittotbo attention of all interested. It must 
provp. it rjeeidt-'l Acquisition iu thu bayinj? mi*on, wh^n both 
tune and labor aru inomjy. j). Ii. T. MOOKK. 

It will prove a wonderful labor paving machine. I believe 
wherever tried, it will be tound profitable. 

f JOliX JOHXSTUN, Geneva, 
l KLOAPiJut hay at the barn by lioree-power it such a simple 

operation tlmt it worn* wonderful how a sensible farmer cun 
continue the exceedingly hard labor of lifting it a tarkfnl at a 
lame in the .-tiding heat of a July after noon V K Tntiune. 

1 n k host apparatus for unloading hay ive art* acquainted with 
- (jrucuee Farmer. 

i.i.s rini.Vq's Hoksh Pitch Foior (gone of the labor saving ma¬ 
chines which will jiay t<> parebaae.—Frairie Farmer. 

UjthOAirni. in a barn by menus or a Horse Pitch-Fork is be 
coontiw quite comcon m sioiie sections of our country, and will 
In* pract Du ion as far ire 
r,-atl.>e. rhc inveniton of c. h. Gladding is the best we have 

o iu opumtiou.—Amcrituifi Ain'icul 

. fj’i*-'* Glauiiimj has constructed a Fork which after a rnceut 
trial we are satisfied is an Important Improvement.—Alb. Cull. 

I -ff~ 1 he above testimonials are selected from many others 
the .signcis being general! v known .i< distinguished agricultnr- 
ists. All who have wmi it operate, agree in the above opinion 
rd It- mi nt-. | ho I ork has taken (he l ir-f, Premium at evrrti 
hlu at a Rich It has been nxldhited, including Die State Fairs 
of Fennsrlvama and New York for IWj, and New York Hll. 
nois, .Michigan, and l iiiled State* Fair at Chicago for 1859, be- 
« des numerous C.iuoty J,i,r>, also at New York, l*eunsylvnDia 
Ohio aud United Mates Fair- (or 16611 ' 
• K"l"> anil Pulleys. 312. Agonta wanted for sale of above 
m all sections ol Western New York Address 

NILPHEN Itf I.I.IHK, Vg. i.t, 
tnlumhia X Itpadis Bradford Co., Pa 

tJFT F°r sale by E. D. HALLOCK, Rochester. N. Y.. and hv 
Implement Dealers throughout Western New York. 5S9-3tlam 

2\.i)i)£rtis£mcnt0 A. B. DICKINSON, FAMILY NEWSPAPER.” — 
j- Mrs. Hankins' Mammoth Pictorial is in its Sixth Volume 

and has 306.000readers, Full of Engravings srul Fashion Platea 
Largest, nicest aod best in the world for Th cts. a year Aoknts 
wanted. Liulles, Teachers, Clergymen or Post-Masters For 
Sjieoimeu Copies anil Terms to Agents, Inclose red stamp to 

HANKINS ft CO. New York. 

ADVERTISING TERAIS, In Advance—Thirty 

Fivic Gk.vts a r.i.YK, each insertion. A price and a half foi 
extra display, or 62j*i cents per line of space. Sreotal Notices 
(tallowing reading matter, leaded.) .Sixty Conte a Line 

r?r-Ite inimetiBt* circulation among the Producers and Deal 

era"! the Free States, renders the Rural New-Yorker by fat 
the Beat and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class. This 
kact should be borne io miud by all Wholesale Dealers, Mann 

facturers, ke., who must necessarily depend upon the People ol 
the North for patronage. 
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IMPORTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A 
h H0R8E, COW, SHEEP, OR HOG. Ti.orlbVr Foor, kok 

CATTl.k l I*r Horses It t* indiaiiensahla In promoting and sus¬ 
taining all lb" aiiintal functions in health and vigor. For Milch 
Cows it is invaluable, increasing the auantitv an.l bnm,.. 
r-n — ; . , r t-u ouu viK'ir. rurjiii 
towMit 15 i?ivalMablu. luunMtNing the guaotity ami linprovini 
the quality of milk- For Beasts nothing cau compare with i 
tor feeding quickly. For Sheep and Pigs the effects produce, 
In one month will exceed all expectation, 

A PamnhlMt mailed free to any address 
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Behold the chief who now commands, 

Once more to serve his country stands — 

The rock on which the storm will beat 

The rock od which the Btorm will heat; 

But arm’d in virtue, firm and true, 

His hopes are fix'd on heaven and yon. 

When hope was sinking in dismay, 

And glooms obscured Columbia's day. 

His steaxly mind, from changes free. 

Resolv’d on death or victory. 

Firm — united — let us be. 

Rallying round our liberty; 

As a band of brothers join’d, 

Peace and safety we shall find. 

trouble. Sly mother, my little brother, and myself, 

sank into the lowest depth of poverty. Sly mother 

has, until now, managed to snpport herself and my 

little brother by her labor, and I have earned what I 

could by shoveling snow and other work that I could 

find to do. But night before last, mother was taken 

very sick, and she has since become worse, so that”— 

here the tears flowed faster than ever,— “that I do 

fear she wilt die, I do fear she will die. I cannot 

think of any way in the world to help her. T have 

not had the courage to go to any of my mother's old 

acquaintances, and tell them that she had come to 

need charity. I thought you looked like a 6tranger, 

sir, and something in your face overcame my shame 

and gave me courage to speak to yon. Oh sir, do 

pity my poor mother." The tears, and the simple 

moving language of the poor boy, touched a chord 

in the breast of the stranger that was accustomed to 

frequent vibrations. “ Where does your mother live, 

my hoy?” said he in a husky voice, “is it far from 

here?” 

“She lives in the last house on thi3 street, sir,” 

replied Henry. “You can see it from here, in the 

third block, and on the left hand side.” 

“ Have you sent for a physician?” 

“No, sir,” said the hoy, sorrowfully shaking his 

head. “I have no money to pay for a physician, or 

for medicine,” 

“ Here,” said the stranger, drawing some pieces of 

silver from liis pocket, “ here are three dollars, take 

them and rnn immediately for a physician.” 

Henry’s eyes flashed with gratitude — he received 

the money with a stammering and almost inaudible 

voice, hut with a look of the warmest gratitude he 

vanished. The benevolent stranger instantly sought 

the dwelling of the sick widow. He entered a little 

room in which he could see nothing but a few imple¬ 

ments of female labor—a miserable table, and an 

old bureau, and a little bed in which the invalid lay. 

She appeared weak arid almost exhausted, and on the 

Vied at her feet sat a little boy crying as if his heart 

would break. 

Deeply moved at the sight, the stranger drew near 

the bedside of the invalid, and feigning to he a phy 

sician, inquired into the nature of her disease. The 

symptoms were explained in a few words, when the 

widow, with a deep sigh, added, “Oh, my sickness 

has a deeper cause, and one which is beyond the art 

of the physician to cure. I am a mother—a wretched 

mother. 1 see my children sinking dally deeper and 

deeper in want, which I have no means of delivering. 

My sickness is of the heart, and death alone can end 

my sorrows; hot even death is dreadful to me, for it 

wakens the thought of the misery into which my 

children would be plunged, it—.” Hero emotion 

checked her utterance, and the tears (lowed unre¬ 

strained down her cheeks. But the pretending phy¬ 

sician spoke consolingly to her and manifested so 

warm a sympathy for her condition, that the heart of 

the poor woman throbbed with a pleasure that was 

unwonted. 

“ Do not despair,” said the stranger, “ of recover¬ 

ing, and of preserving a life so precious to your 

children. Can 1 write a prescription here?” 

The poor widow took a little prayer hook from the 

hands of the child who sat on the bed with her, and 

tearing out a blank leaf, “I have no other,” said she, 

“hut perhaps this wilt do.” 
The BtmnK*-1 t.»oK u panel? from his pocket and 

IvIflP 

“This prescription,” said he, “you will find of 

service to you. If it is necessary, I will write yon a 

second. 1 have great hopes of your recovery.” 

He laid the paper on the table and departed. 

Scarcely was he gone when the eldest son returned. 

“ Cheer up, dear mother,” said he, going to her 

bedside and affectionately kissing her. “See what a 

kind, benevolent stranger lias given ns. It will make 

us rich for several days. It has enabled us to have a 

physician, and’lie will he here in a moment. Com¬ 

pose yourself, dear mother, and take courage.” 

“Come nearer, my son,” auswered the mother, 

looking with pride and affection on her child. 

“ Come nearer, that I may bless you. God never 

forsakes the innocent and the good. O, may He 

watch over you in all your paths! A physician has 

just been here. He was a stranger, but h£ spoke to 

me with a compassion and kindness that were a halm 

to my heart When he went away he left a prescrip- 

THE UNEXPECTED FRIEND 
OR, WASHINGTON AMONG T1IE POOR. 

Wjtkn, in the course of human events, it becomes 

necessary for one people to dissolve the political 

hands which have connected them with another, and 

to assume, among the powers of the earth, the sepa¬ 

rate and equal station to which the laws of nature 

and of nature’s God entitle, them, a decent respect to 

the opinions of mankind requires that they should de¬ 

clare the causes which impel them to the separation. 

We bold these truths to he self-evident that all 

men are created equal: that they are endowed by 

their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that 

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap¬ 

piness. That, to secure these rights, governments 

are instituted among men, deriving their just powers 

from the consent of the governed; that, whenever 

any form of government becomes destructive of these 

ends, it is the right of the people to alter or abolish 

it, and to institute a new government, laying ils 

foundations on such principles, and organizing its 

powers in such form, as to them shall seem most 

likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, 

indeed, will dictate that governments long established 

should n%t he changed fur light and transient causes; 

and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that 

mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are 

sufferable, than to riglft themselves by abolishing the 

But when ft 

“ It must he, my child,” said the poor widow, 

wiping away the tears which trickled down her 

wasted checks. There is no other resource. I am 

too sick to work, and you cannot, surely, see me and 

your little brother starve. Try and beg a few*shil¬ 

lings, and perhaps by the time that is gtaie I may he 

better. Go Henry, my dear, I grieve to send you on 

such an errand.” 

The hoy, a noble looking little fellow of about ten 

years, started up, and throwing his arms around his 

mother’s neck, left the house without a word. He 

did not hear the groan of anguish that was uttered 

by that patient mother, as the door closed behind 

him; and it was well he did not, for his little heart 

was ready to hurst without it It was in a busy 

street of Philadelphia, and ub he walked to and fro 

on the sidewalk, he looked first to one person and 

then to another, as they passed him, hut no one 

seemed to look kindly on him, and the longer he 

waited, the faster his courage dwindled away, and 

the more difficult it became to master courage to 

beg. The tears were running fast down his cheeks, 

hut nobody noticed them, or if they did, nobody 

seemed to care; for although clean,. Henry looked 

poor and miserable, und it is common for the poor 

and miserable to cry. 

Everybody seemed in a hurry, and the poor boy was 

quite in despair, when at last he espied a gentleman 

who seemed to he very leisurely taking a morning 

walk. He was dressed in black, wore a three cor¬ 

nered hat, and had a face that was as mild as an 

angel. Somehow, when Henry looked at him he felt 

all fear vanish at once. The tears had been flowing 

so long tkatbis eyes were quite red and swollen, and 

his voice trembled, hut that was with weakness, for 

ho had not eaten for twenty-four hours. As Henry, 

with a lew, faltering voice, begged for a little char¬ 

ity, the gentleman stopped, and his kind heart melted 

with compassion as he looked into the fair counte¬ 

nance of the poor boy, and saw the deep blush which 

spread over his lace, and listened to the modest, 

humble tone which accompanied Mb petition. 

“ You do not look like a boy that has been accus¬ 

tomed to beg for bread,” said he, kindly, laying his 

baud on the hhy’s shoulder, “what has driven yon 

forms to which they are accustomed 

long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing inva¬ 

riably the same object, evinces a design to reduce 

them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is 

their duty, to throw off such a government, and to 

provide new guards for their future security. Such 

has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and 

such is noAv the necessity which constrains them to 

alter their former systems of government. The 

history of the present King of Great Britain, is a 

history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all 

having in direct object the establishment of an abso¬ 

lute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let 

facts he submitted to a candid world. 

He has refused his assent to laws the most whole¬ 

some and necessary for the public good. 

He has forbidden his governors to pass laws of 

immediate and pressing importance, unless suspend¬ 

ed in their operations till his assent should he ob¬ 

tained: and, when so suspended, he has utterly neg¬ 

lected to attend to them, 

Helias refused to pass other laws for the accommo¬ 

dation of large districts of people, unless those peo¬ 

ple would relinquish the right of representation in 

the Legislature —a right inestimable to them, and 

formidable to tyrants only. 

He has called together legislative bodies at places 

unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the reposi¬ 

tory of their public records, for the sole purpose of 

fatiguing them into compliance with his measures. 

He has dissolved representative houses repeatedly, 
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Immortal patriots! rise once more; Sound, Sound, the trump of fame! 

Defend your rights, defend yonr shore; Let Washlnotos’S great name 

Bet no rude foe, with impious hand, Ring through the world with loud applause, 

Let no rude foe, with impious hand, Ring through the world with loud applause, 

Invade the shrine where sacred lies Let every clime to freedom dear. 

Of toil and blood the well earn’d prize. Listen with a joyful ear; 

While offering peace sincere and just, With equal skill and God-iike power, 

In heaven we place a muniy trust, He govern’d in the fearful hour 

That truth and justice will prevail, Of horrid war; or guides with ease 

And every scheme of bondage fail. The happier times of honest peace. 

Firm — united — let ns be, Firm —united — let os be, 

Rallying round our liberty; Rallying round our liberty; 

As a band of brothers join’d, As a band of brothers join’d, 

Peace and safety we shall find. Peace and safety we shall find. 
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pure air around the milk-room, pure cream, pure 

salt, and a good dairywoman. Care and cleanliness 

must he had, f"v without thorn good, sweet, luscious 

butter is an Impossibility. 
Having had opportunities for examining the pro¬ 

ducts of the best dairies, both at home and in foreign 

countries, I affirm without fear of contradiction in 

fact, that there is no better butter made than can bo 

produced in this State, and it is our own fanlt that 

the great mass which goes to market is not of the 

very first i|iiality. We have made great improve¬ 

ments in the last ten years; let us still further im¬ 

prove, for no other State has so much good butter 

land as the State of New York.—v. 
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along slowly. (See my article iu the Rural ot jnov. 
for d, 1868, which refers to this family on the potato 

;s.” question.) 
! so As to the remedy to arrest the mischief, 1 am forced 

od. simply to suggest such Air. Stirph akd says he tried, 

the without effect-plaster of Paris. Perhaps lime and 

ise- wood ashes before a shower of rain would prove 

the effectual. On a small scale, the decoction 01 walnut 

i by leaves has proved beneficial. Warm soapsuds could lie 

and tried also. The truth is, they arc havdy little villains, 

our and, like the New York Zouaves, not easily routed, 

ring 1 would advise friend 8. to keep an eye on then), 

and and discover where they came from, whether the 

ride grubs were hatched in his corn field, or, in other 

ious words, whether they underwent their change from 

ad a the grid, to the beetle In his field, or came there on 

h of the wing from some neighboring plants, which-they 

|um. abandoned, preferring the corn. It were well to 

i, or discover where they lay their eggs, and what the 

ride larva-, feed on before they become small beetles, 

ratio Having had no opportunity to observe their habits, 

This Rural New-Yorker is designed to do nnsurptwwu m 
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WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES 

NKW8PAPKR in America. 

comet of a rebellion in our midst. J. Stauefeb. 
Lam-Aster, Pa., May, 1801. 

— 

A NEW CORN WEEVIL. 

But Mr. S. has found time to examine a number of 

miuor insects, and among others "a small beetle, 

which is making sad havoc with young green corn,” 

in the neighborhood of Skaueateles, and sent us by a 

correspondent in that section. It seems to he a now 

enemy, unknown to our entomologists. Our ento¬ 

mologist remarks as follows: 

The small beetle inclosed by Mr. E. L. Shephard, 
| of Skaueateles, which ho states is a new depredator 

desirous to know its name and the 

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS 

We have jnst returned (July 2d) from a visit among 

the farm and farmers in this vicinity. Potatoes are 

looking exceedingly well; in fact, we never saw 

better promiso of a fine orop at thiB season of the 

year. Corn has suffered from our cold, backward 

spring. On high, warm land, it is tolerable, hut in 

low fields it is very small and yellow, and needs good 

hot summer weather, which we hope we may yet get, 

though we are now enduring a cold, drenching rain, 

which has continued for twenty-four hours without 

any proBpcct of cessation. The cut worms are making 

sad work with the corn in many places, and alto- 

to him, and is 
method of destroying it, has been examined. Its 

habits, in attacking the young, green corn, with 

which it “makes sad havoc,” 1 confess is new to me, 

nor can l learn anything from Pitch, Harris, Kor.- 

i..vit} or Hay, respecting the habits of this creature. 

True, Mr. Say describes it among his Rkynchophoru» 

of ITkubST, hut it belongs to the genus Sphenophorus 

of ScuoNHKN, which embraces thirty-six species 

found in the United States. The insect in question 

is a member of a highly destructive family of small- 

sized snout beetles, Curcui.ionid.e, commonly known 

as the weevil tribe, of which there are upward of one 

hundred known genera. 

THE DAIRY - No, IX. 

In the manufacture of hatter, the best gnide to a 

new beginner would be the knowledge obtained by 

visiting some of the best dairies in the State. But 

as that would hardly be convenient, I have selected 

from various volumes of the Transactions of the State 

Society, statements made by those who obtained 

premiums for their butter in different years. Tt, will 

be noted that there is a diversity in the minor details, 

showing that there Is, as yet, no absolute rule which 

can be applied to all places and persons. The first 

statement 3a made by Mr. B. 8. Cauprntkh, oi 

Chemung county, who is among our best and most 

successful dairymen, Und who churns the milk and 

cream together. lie says: 

“The milk, when drawn, is strained into tin pails, 

holding twelve quarts each, and sot on the bottom of 

the cellar, which is a water lime cement, where it 

remains until it becomes loppered. Tt is then, both 

milk and cream, poured into churns holding a barrel 

eaoh; a pailful of water to h!x of milk added, and 

the whole brought to the temperature of 68 degrees. 

The elmming is done by horse-power, and requires 

about two hours. Just before the butter lias fully 

come, another pailfnl of water to six of milk is put into 

The batter, on being taken from the churn with, a 

ladle, is washed with hard water, as long as it la 

tinged with the milk. After being washed, It is salted 

with ground rock salt, five and a half pounds in win¬ 

ter, spring, and fall, and seven and a half pounds ot 

salt to one hundred pounds of butter that is to stand 

in the cellar through the summer. T he next morn¬ 

ing after being Baited, the butter is worked on iiuoak 

worker and packed in oak flrkinB or ash tubs, with 

ash or oak covers. Reject basswood covers, as they 

injure the butter to the depth of four to six inches. PEAR. CULTURE IN NORTHERN ILLINOIS. 

Your western readers are aware, and perhaps most 

of your eastern readers alBO, that there has been a 

great deal of croaking about this country as a fruit 

region. Even among us now are men who wisely 

shake their heads and assert, that it is useless! The 

apple and tho pear will not thrive here. 1 am writ¬ 

ing this tho first day of July—and within two weeks 

I have seen at least two thousand healthy, thrifty, (and 

most of them,) bearing dwarf and standard pear trees, 

— not in one locality, nor on the same kind of soil, 

with like exposure,—hut on tho light soil I have 

described an Wakeman’b, on the pure sand, on gravel 

and sand, on the stiff clay, and on the low, black 

prairie,—with partial protection, with complete pro¬ 

tection, and without any protection, — near the 

lake, and under tho influences of the lake winds, 

and away from the lako aud its influences. 

At Wakeman’8 I saw 1,200 trees in a body, 

many of them in bearing, thrifty, healthy, and as 

promising as any like number at Mt. Hope. The 

favorite pears here, (at WakRman’s) because of their 

hardiness and productiveness, are the l-Teinisb Beauty, 

Louise Bonne de Jersey, and Virgalieu. The Flemish 

Beauty is tho one ho would choose for extended 

culture, if hut one. 

“These trees look healthy,” said I. 

“0, the pears are all right. I find it about as 

easy to get a bushel of pears as a bushel of apples. 

My exertions are to keep pear trees down. If I use 

tho knife, it is on the lop, not the side limbs. They 

come in quite early bearing when kept. down. It 

ed every day. The butter is taken from the enuru 

with a ladle aud put into a machine to extract the 

milk from the butter without washing. It is then 

again placed in Lho Proservatory for twelve hours, 

when it iB worked over and packed lu tabs. Water 

is not used in cleansing^ butter, because 1 consider 

salt a better purifier than water. Ground Liverpool 

salt ia used, an ounce to the pound.” 
That Mr. COLLIER makes first quality of butter, I 

can bear persoual testimony, from having eaten it at 

bisowu pleasant home, In-Turin. The attention of 

Fig. 1. Sphenophorus—Corn-leaf Weevil. 

Fig. 2. Barridius trinotata—Potato-stalk Weevil. 

Fig. 3. Callandra granaria—Wheat grain Weevil. 

8. Snout of fig. 1. A. The antennae. 

P. Pupa of fig. 2. L. The larvic, or grub. 

I will not perplex the reader with the hard names 

employed to designate the various genera, some of 

which are as unpronounceable as those of some Rus¬ 

sian Counts, and the wonder is how the little creat¬ 

ures carnc by them; suffice it to say that lig. 1 illus¬ 

trates the insect sent by Mr. Sue mt aud, showing the 

elbowed antenna: (a) inserted at the base, or near 

the eye, on the long, slightly-curved snout (s). The 

color is a dark brown when the short, stiff scales are 

removed, which, in the fresh specimen, gives them 

the appearance of being covered with a powdery 

substance, producing a mottled appearance. 

Fig. 2 shows a similar insect, the Barridius trim- 

lata, or potato weevil. The lines indicate their 

natural size; in the latter the anteiinte are inserted 

near the jaws, while others have them inserted inter¬ 

mediately; thus the modifications of structure are 

They are all herbivoroas, some feed almost endless, 

upon the leaves, others upon and inside the steniB, 

and others again on the grain or seed like the Callan¬ 

dra oryxes, the rice weevil, (and the C. granaria, or 

Their cushioned tarsi are wheat weevil (fig. 3). 
better adapted for adhesion to plants than for loco¬ 

motion, hence they are slow travelers on foot. But 

the majority by far are provided with wings, yet it is 

true some genera have their elytra, or wing covers, 

soldered together, so that they cannot fly. When 

alarmed, they either take wing, or told np their legs 

and drop to the ground, lying perfectly still, and can 

hardly he distinguished from a grain of sand or pellet 

of clay; but look sharp and you will find them, though 

they may soon hide. 
Those infesting fruit trees are often caught by 

extending a sheet beneath the tree, and striking the 

trunk with a mallet or billet of wood, protected by a 

cloth from bruising the bark. They drop down when 

the tree is jarred, though, when the female is busy 

at work in depositing her eggs, she is more obstinate, 

and does not yield on a slight or single jar. 'I heir 

but surface drainage — the water, in a wet tune, 

standing within two feet of the surface unless drained 

off. The writer is convinced it is not safe to assert 

that this is not a fruit country. 
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I the soil, it produced remarkable crops, without ma¬ 
nure,—much more, even, than the rest of the piece. 

Mr. II. C. Hunt tells me that in setting a young 
orchard, he dug the holes the fall before. On plant¬ 
ing the field to corn, for experiment, he put a hill 
on each knoll thrown ont, the original hole being 
filled with surface soil. The result was a miserable 

| growth of stalks. The next year, repeating the trial, 
the knoll hills were heaviest of all, though the field 
was highly cultivated. In this case, probably, the 
increase was owing to the decomposition of the soil 
by exposure, producing vegetation whore it had been 
impossible. In the first cu-o one soil happened to 
furnish just what the other lacked—air and water, 
too, having much to do in producing the result. 

Now, we have a piece of muck, light and pretty to 
handle when in the right state of moisture. On 
plowing into the subsoil, a complete putty clay was 
ton, up, lor it would scarcely plow at all. This lias 
proved a serious damage to the productiveness of the 
land, although it lias been exposed to the action of 
air and water for three years. So we must be guided 
by experience and reason, as well as “book know¬ 
ledge.” A. J. Stow. 

New Haven, Vt., 1861. 

the basin, and spill a little into the month; if he gets 
any he is learned. Make a small pen outside of the 
pen, and cut a small hole, not large enough for the 
old sow, but for the pigs to come into the little pen; 
then put a small flat trough in it, and feed them each 
time of feeding the sow; bat at first with sweet milk, 
and as they advance in age, give them of the same 
as the sow.” 

Harvesting Timothy Heed. 

S. Edwards Todd gives his methods of harvest¬ 
ing thiB crop in the Country Gentleman of the 4th 
instant. He says: 

J have been accustomed to practice several different 
ways of gathering timothy seed, being influenced by 
circumstances. 

If the timothy was very tall, not too heavy, we ent 
it with a grain-cradle, cutting it ga high as practica¬ 
ble, after which it was raked and bqund, and set up 
in long shocks, and allowed to cure about three or 
four days,—according to the state of the weather,— 
when it was hauled to the barn. The stubble was 
then cut close to the ground for hay. Sometimes, 
when the bottom of the grass was not very thick, we 
cut it with « machine close to the ground, and left 
it in small gavels for a day or two, if the weather 
was favorable for making hay, when we would turn 

them over, and stir them up a little, and then bind 
them, and as they were cured they were hauled to 
the burn, and not put into a large solid mow, but 
sprooi^ver a large surface, so as not to injure the 

A good compost vitality of the seed. , 

bushels of lime, Another way, which has been my most uniform 1 
ands of plaster, practice, is, to mow the grass with a scythe, as soon i 

'ting, or iiroum! as the seed is ripe enough to be cut, and allow it to 1 
handful to each remain about one day in the swath, just as it was ' 
rotten manure, mowed; and the next day, if the swaths were rather [ 
on corn, and is thick and heavy, we would turn them upside down, « 

by running a long fork handle, or a smooth light t 
pole, under the stfath near the tops of the grass, and 
turn it over bodily. Should there be some very thick y1 

ants combine to and green bunches in some places, they should be 1 
ited efforts, de- stirred up, so that the whole would dry out in a day ‘ 

vitzerland hires or so if the weather were favorable. As soon as it is 
wruyere, in the cured, we would bind in small bundles, and shock it 
f the herd and and allow It to cure for several days, when it may be B 

enscr 
Weather. Crops, kc. 

inst, which lasted neai 
•—The heavy rain of the 1st and 2d 
rly forty hours, was greatly needed, 
e benefit. Though the temperature 
the storm, (so much so that many 

, died from exposure,) the warm 
led was most favorable to the crops, 
entirely "headed' the wheat midge 
rily at least, and winter wheat is now 
materially affected. We had heard 

ie rain. The prospects of most crops 
unng the past week. The very warm 
few days has given com a decidedly 
wheat, barley, and other crops, are 

“ Wonderful workers!” said I. 
“Yes, they are that,—and bow they do travel!—I 

believe they have a range here of a circle of at least 
twenty miles, which they glean. And yet you would 
hardly believe that these lively bees, armed as they 
are, are the victims of great clumsy, black, filthy 
toads?” 

“I have seen it so asserted, but have no further 
evidence that toads eat bees.” 

“Well, they do. I did not believe it; but I met an 
old gentleman at a fair who told me to kill all toads 
I caught about bee hives—said they ate bees—I de¬ 
termined to know. Last year at bee swarming, I wttB 
watching my bees, and snw a large fat scamp of a 
black warty toad near the hives. There were a good 
many bees on the ground, about on the grass where 
I had just hived a swarm. I determined to watch Mr. 
Toad, though with little faith that I should prove 

Flour is selling at $20 

Protestantism is spreading rapidly throughout Sardinia. 

— The papers of St. Louis are advertising for a Governor 

Missouri"” ^ D°W I<>Wa regiments in Northern 

An immense mail is received and made up daily at Fort 
ress Monroe. t- 

— The Mobile Mercury has been changed from a dailv to a 
weekly issue. } 

— Admiral Sir Richard Dundas, one of the Lords of the 
British Admiralty, is dead. 

— I ifteen hundred acres have been planted with cotton in 
Jamaica as an experiment 

Up the VALLEY.—A tiv 
Livingston county last wee 
tunities afforded for makin 

affairs, we should judge the 
quite encouraging. Wheat. 

The Secretary of the State 
icd Fir Id Notes a table of the 

crops for the month or .fuse, In thirty-three 
a, mostly of the central east and west belt 
intern basin. The following is an abstract of 
ible points: — Wheatjreported average, fair, 

[ good and very good, except in western counties; price from 
85c. to 11.20 per bushel. Barley is said to he good in most of 
the counties where it is usually grown Rye do. Clover good 
and very good in the clover regions. Corn good nearly 
everywhere, only it iB ]»t| in some places. Oats good nearly 
everywhere. Flax generally not reported, and good only 
in Delaware, Greene, Miami and Van Wert. Grass mostly 
good light in some of the northern counties. Sorgho 
little reported; good in Greene, Miam. Noble, Van Wert and 
Vinton. We presume that, as this is not a general crop, the 
actual condition and breadth are not well known. Potatoes 
good. Wool is reported “ good,” which refers doubtless to 
tile quality and quantity of the clip, but is rather indefinite. 
Fruits are generally reported “poor,” “few,” “killed” and 
“none,” except in the north west. 

, one cneeseman, one pressman or stacked or put in the barti. 
i cowherd, are considered necessary Most farmers allow their seed to remain too long in 
nvB. 1 ho owners of the cows get the field after it is cut. The seed is very small when 
ior the quantity of milk given by compared with kernels of cereal grains, and conse- 
The cheeseman and his assistants quently does not require as long time to cure. As 
it the milk all togetlmr, and make soon as the straw is well cured, there will be no 
at the end of the season each owner fears about the seed. 

is 3,887,542; of the wards of New York city, 805,657. 

— One hundred thousand cotton spindles are now running 
in Bombay, and they are to be increased to a million. 

— The steamer Hammonia, which has just arrived, brought 
about 20,000 arms for our troopg. Others are coming. 

— ^r- Alexander B. Mott, Inspecting Surgeon of N. Y. 
State Volunteers, 1ms arrived in the city of Washington. 

— The Clay statue at Lexington, Ky , has been successfully 
placed upon Its monument, and the scaffolding removed. 

— The State of Virginia lias spent money and incurred debts 
together to the amount of $4,000,000 since the war began. 

— The seventeen year locusts have made their appearance 
in several counties of Illinois bordering on the Mississippi. 

— They talk of having a statue of the Prince of Wales in 
Montreal. Subscriptions for that purpose are being raised. 

— The law under which the Buccaneers of the privateer 
Savannah will be tried, was passed bv Con cress in Anvil iron 

Eds. Rcrai, New-Yorker:—About ten days ago I 
Btarted iu company with a friend up the country 
about twenty-five miles, for a visit. We Intended 
spending about a week in visiting friends in two 
adjoining counties. We found them in the midst of 
the wheat cutting. A finer crop of wheat 1 think has 
never been raised In Southern Kentucky that! has 
been raised this year. Large and beautiful fields of 
it were being chiseled down by the reapers. The 
land is gently rolling in its character, free from all 
obstructions in many places, and consequently fine 
for the reaping machine. 

In the vicinity where 1 wub, there were six planters 
who together would, at the lowest estimate, raise 
12,000 bushels of wheat. This, taken in considera¬ 
tion with the fact that such vast quantities of corn 
are planted, and tobacco also, (as this is the central 
tobacco region,) shows an uncommon wheat crop. 
The Mon. Mr. 13., late member of Congress, said there 
would be wheat enough iu Kentucky this year to feed 
both tile federate and confederate urmies for six 
months. 

The weather of late has been extremely warm and 
dry. The prospect for tobacco is rather poor, and if 
wc do not get rain soon it will lie bad enough. Poor 
chance this year, at all events, for the .sale of tobacco, 
and probabilities are that, but u small crop will be 
raised. 

War of course stagnates every thing. 

Kicking and Runaway Homes. 

The experiments of Rarey, the horse-tamer, and 
the promulgation of his theory of training and man¬ 
agement, ure bringing before the public mnch useful 
knowledge on this interesting subject. Whatever 
may help to bring the horse, especially the vicious 
horses, as they are called, more completely under the 
subjection of man, without the necessity of resorting 
to cruel treatment, ought to be known by all who 
have the management of horses. Wo heard, a day 
or two since, a description of the taming of a kick¬ 
ing horse, and another who was an inveterate run¬ 
away, by methods so simple and Rareyisb that, we 
cannot forbear to publish them for the benefit of 
horscologists in general. If yon have a horse that 
lias a habit, when in harness, of bringing his heels 
in contact with the dasher, and damaging the vehicle 
by kicking, proceed 2s*follows: 

Place around his : 
the martingale. TbJ 
them to the biron 

Av Extra Goon Cow.— Laid week we published an item 
slating that a live vear-old native cow, (in Massachusetts,) 
weighing 075 lbs., gave 1,333 lbs. of milk in one month, from 
which was made 54'j lbs, of butter—her feed being rowen 
bay, with two quarts of cob meal daily, the first half of the 
time, and simply pasture the last half. This was considered 
a good yield, yet we had heard of a cow, near this city, which 
had done mnch better, and, having since seen her owner, are 
enabled to give the figures, Mr. Lackkn Parsons, of Gates, 
in this county, has a grade cow (three fourths Durham,) from 
which ho list year made 18 fbs. of l utter in roe wnoh, bonum 
using a portion of her milk for a family of three persons. 
He lias this season made 17 lbs. of butter in a week from th« 
milk of the same cow, and also used cream three rimes a day 
lor strawberries I The cow hnd no extra food in either case_ 
only- pasture. Mr. P. was offered $S0 for this cow a few days 
ago, but refused to part with her. She gives over 30 quarts 
of milk per day, and Mr Parsons challenges the State to 
produce her equal. 

nay in August. I he Legislature met in that city Monday last. 

— The Government has ordered fifty batteries, consisting 
of six field pieces each, of what is called the Griffin rifle gun. 

— The Irish papers announce the death of Mrs. W. Smith 
rvr>„ln, „r «„ xevoiuauuwy p,|i-*-o,„. 

— The case of the condemned R».t;ui, „„i.onner. Tropic 

Wind, will probably be appealed to the United States Supreme 
Court. 

— Four millions or whites in England are dependent on the 
production of cotton by four millions of blacks in the United 
States. 

— Applications from 375 ladies have already been filed at 
the State House in Boston, for positions as nurses to the 
troops. 

— Three Degroes, who evinced an insurrectionary spirit in 
Richmond county, N. C„ last week, were shot dead by their 
master. 

— Receipts of California gold into New York for the year 
ending 30th June last, $34,073,000. Previous year, $30 - 
784,000. ’ 

— Kansas will furnish seven regiments, to be commanded 
by Brigadier Gen. Lane, who received his commission on the 
20th inst. 

— The Mobile papers are urging the necessity of confis¬ 
cating all the property in that city which is owned by North¬ 
ern citizens. 

— The exports of ice from Boston this year to June 1st, 
amounted to 60,048 tuns, against 74,717 tuns in the same 
period last year. 

The total number of vessels employed in trade and com¬ 
merce in Great Britain, exclusive of river steamers, is 20 019 
of 4,251,739 tuns, 

— The amount of deposits in the New Orleans banks de¬ 
creased, between the 8th and 15th of June, over sir hundred 
thousand dollars. 

— Grain of all kinds has been lavishly sown in Southern 
Pennsylvania and Maryland, and gives evidence of a supera¬ 
bundant harvest. 

— The exports of domestic produce from New York for the 
year ending 30th ult., amounted to $117,933,000. Previous 
year, $70,250,000, 

— At a recent sale 

a band, like that used for 
ke two light atrap^, buckle 
side, pass them through tho 

ueck-lmni] and thence inside the girth, and strap 
them securely to each fetlock of tho hind feet, taking 
care to have them of tho proper length. When a 
horse is rigged thus, if he attempts to “kick up be¬ 
hind,” each effort will bring his bead down in such 
a manner as to astonish him, and perhaps throw him 
over on his head. He will make but a few attempts to 
kick, when he finds that his head is tied to his heels, 
and two or three lessons will cure him altogether. 

The method of reforming a runaway is equally 
simple and effectual. First of all, fasten some thick 
pads upon your horse’s knees;, then buckle a strap, 
about the Bize of a rein, upon each fetlock forward, 
and pass the straps through the liame rings, and lead 
the straps back to the driver’s baud, as he sits in the 
buggy. He has thus four reins iu his baud. Start 
the animal without fear; do not worry him with a 
strong pull upon the bit, but talk to him friendly. 
When lie attempts to run, he must of course bend his 
forward legs. Now pull sharply on one of the foot 
reins, and the effect will be to raiso one of his for¬ 
ward feet to his shoulder. He is a three-legged horse 
now. and when be has gone on iu that way a little 
distance, drop the constrained foot and jerk up the 
other. He can’t run faster on three legs than you can 
pue, and when you have tired him on both sides 
pretty thoroughly, or if he refuse to trot kindly and 
to obey your voice and a moderate pull on the bit, 
you can raise both bis feet, and drop him upon his 
knees, and let him make a few bounds in that posi¬ 
tion. The animal will soon find that he can^t run 
away; that he is completely in your power, and by 
soothing words you will be able to convince him that 
you are his friend. Within a week or two, some 
horses that were quite valuable in every respect but 
their b:fcl habits of kicking and running in harness, 
were enred by the methods above described. The 
experiments are such as can be made by any person 
at all accustomed to managing horses, and we hope 
it may prove serviceable to some of our readers. 

I remarked 
to my friend, as we were rising on horseback through 
a large plantation, listening to the reapers as they 
were doing their noble work, that it was a sad thought 
that perhaps in many places within sound of the 
glorious reapers, might be heard the booming of can¬ 
non. It seems to me many times, as I witness the 
quiet ami ennobling works of agriculture going on, 
that all this clangor of arms is but a dream, but a 
moment of reflection tells me that it is true — pain¬ 
fully true. 

I still pray that Mod may preserve us from the dire 
ravages of civil war. Oh! for the time when the 
sword may be again beaten into the plow-share in onr 
own land, and when the golden harvests may not be 
required to feed devouring armies. b. 

Princeton, Ky., June 21, 1861. 

v*wvi. in i.-auvu the machines.— Now that the grain 
harvest ia in progress at the West, we are receiving accounts 
of serious accidents. Among others, a Tiffin (Ohio) paper 
says a farmer of that vicinity was driving a McCormick reaper 
through his field, when the horses shied, and threw him from 
his seat, so that lie was caught by the scythe of the machine, 
which, cut off hath his hands a/ the wrist! As the season 
is approaching for operating harvesting machinery in this 
region, we would caution all interested to be on their guard 
against accident*. The war will unavoidably kill or maim a 

Breeding anil Management of Swine. 

A writer in the Stock Journal, and one who 
seems to know whereof he affirms, gives the follow¬ 
ing directions on this subject: 

“Much more depends ou the treatment of sows, 
while suckling, than many persons seem to have the 
least idea of, both as regards mother and young. 
Many a fine sow and promising litter have been spoil¬ 
ed for want of proper treatment at this period. Most 
bows are feverish after farrawing, consequently they 
must have a spare diet of swill, such as sour milk or 
dish-water, or broth made of boiled potatoes, carrots, 
and oats, with a tahlespoonful of sulphur once a day 
for two or three days —boiled oats are good alone. 
Some sows are very much debilitated, and require 
something stimulating; where they are very weak, a 
pudding made of middlings and corn meal, diluted 
with small quantities of wine and brandy, with new 
milk, given in small rations, but often. After two or 

Minor Itkms.— The Pennsylvania State Ag. Society has 
decided not to hold a State Fair this year.-Letters’from 
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, speak favorably of the progress of 
wheat harvest, and the yield.-The Livingston Co. Horse 

ABOUT SHEEP, AGAIN, 

Ens. Rural New Yorker Jn reply to an article 
on Wintering Sheep, signed “M. C.,” dated June, 
18fil, in No. 20 of your journal, which is a reply to 
my article in No. 22, (signed by mistake Wm. J. 
Tripp instead of Wm. I. Kip) I would here say that 
what I then wrote was intended to treat on the cheap¬ 
ness of wintering sheep, ns there appeared commu¬ 
nications from two compeers in your paper on that 
head, and nothing on the subject or best mode of 
fattening sheep. When we come to treat on that 
point, T prefer feeding grain, and not too sparingly— 
and that to snob stock us comes to maturity young, 
such as swino ; but sheep I believe we raise for 
other purposes than merely for the butcher’s stall and 
to satiate the gormandizers. 

Sheep I think very profitable for other purposes ; 
and I do not deem it profitable to fatten them until 
after they are three years old, and then some how or 
other they get fat and tit for market without the grain, 
as every good farmer may find his flock, especially 
those without Iambs and the wethers. I have now 
as many lambs as ewes that are over one year old ; 

in London, 80 manuscript poems of 
Burns, in his own hand-writing, many of them unpublished 
were disposed of. 

— The price of the Enfield rifle has risen from sixteen to 
twenty-one dollars in England, in consequence of the demand 
from this country. 

— During the first four months of the present year the 
British importation of foreign breadstuff's amounted to ninety 
millions of dollars. 

— At Havana, an Angle-Spanish Cotton Company, capital 
$4,000,000, has been established for the extension of cotton 
cultivation in Cuba. 

— Forty thousand cartridges — musket, Minie, Enfield, 
revolver and artillery— are now daily manufactured at the 
Indiana State Arsenal 

— The Illinois and Mississippi Telegraph Company have 
completed arrangements for building a line between Keokuk 
and Burlington, Iowa. 

— Richard D. Morris, aged 98, died at his residence, in Pitt¬ 
sylvania county, Va., on the 30th ult. Deceased was at the 
surrender of Yorktown. 

— The population of England and Wales, in I860, was bnt 

fttpirifjsi anrt gu.snw 

Dark ok Mules,— Will some one acquainted with the use 
of mules, state through the columns of the Rural, whether 
there should be anything iu their care, or feed, different from 
horses, and oblige —T. R. A., Fond du Lac. Wis., 1861 

earth, which seems to act as a regulator. Never put 
fresh feed into the t rough when some of the old mess 
remains, but give her no more than she will eat up, 
and at regular hours. 

Peed sparingly for the first ten days. The more 
care taken of the sow at this time, the better the pigs 
will thrive, and the less it will pull down on the sow. 

When the sow is weakly, or has not teats enough, 
or has not a sufficiency of milk, the young pigs can 
be learned to drink by inserting a small finger in the 
mouth, held in a basin of warm milk, or a small piece 
of wood made for the purpose, and pot in a bottle, 
and use warm milk. In order to attrack the attention 
of the puny pig from the others, make a noise with 
your mouth resembling a pig when eating or drink¬ 
ing milk; after the third trial, yon will have no diffi¬ 
culty in calling your pet. 

If you wish to handle pigs, put your hand under 
the belly and raise them up quickly and they will not 
squeal; but never put your hand on a pig’s back, un¬ 
less yon want him to run and squeal. They are very 
sensitive to anything from above. 

If yon should want to make anything very nice of 
your pigs (for you can,) when the pigs are about ten 
days old, commence to carry the basic of warm milk 
into the pen, and let the pig get hold of the edge of 

Laving Wall on Hard-Pan Land.— Will not some of the 
Rckal readers inform us how we can, ob our hard pan land, 
la.v wall or under-pin barns, so that the frost will not throw 
it down? — Inquirer, Alfred Center, AUcyuny Co., A. I"., 1861. 

Grain for Grass-Fed Horses.—I would like to hear the 
opinion of the Rukaj.’S numerous correspondent* upon the 
subject of feeding grain to grass-fed horses This is a subject 
I never hare seen treated in any work on the horse and I 
have examined several for that purpose. Farmeis often have 
occasion to drive their horses two or three davs fresh from 
the pasture whera grass cannot he obtained, and in the 
opinion of Rome, grain is of no benefit for so short u time 
either on hay or grass. Light upon this subject would be 
gratefully received by many.—M. L. B , New fork, 1861 

20,000.000. The number of paupers in Great Britain the same 
year, was about 1,000,000. 

— The notice of the American Postmaster-General about 
the stoppage of the mails to the seceded States, has been 
published in Paris without comment. 

— An English gentleman, who lately traveled through 
Virginia, says that when he passed through Manassas, the 
rebels were drilling with pikes and axes. 

— The steamer Golden Fleece from England, with troops 
and military stores for Quebec, passed Farther Point Monday 
week. She left Ireland on the 17th of June. 

— The first Congregational church in Toledo, Ohio, and 
two dwellings adjoining, were destroyed by fire on the 17th 
ult. Loss $15,000, which is partially insured. 

— The rebels are short of tents; they have no cloth; “ the 
troops must blame Lincoln s blockade, which, has cut off the 
supply of cloth,” says the Richmond Dispatch. 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker:—We had a valuable 
piece of loam that, iu our Vermont market, was 
worth one hundred dollars per acre. One corner of 
this ran into a boggy, busby swale. After clearing 
we tried to plow, rolling the broken bog from a 
white, cold, pipe-sand bottom. After a few years it 
cultivated readily, yielding about one-fourth the 
average crop of the piece. Water, at times, passed 
about two rods from the line fences. Moving tho 
fence, we plowed a course for it on the line some 
eighteen inches deep, getting a coarse, rusty gravel 
sand, which we scraped upon the soil described 
above. Either soil, by itself, was just about worth, 
less, but after cultivating, which mixed and exposed 

O.xl.v vs. Horses.—I am about to commence farming on 
my "own hook ' — having 80 acres of rolling limeaUme clav 
situated seven milesfmm the city of Lend du Lac. But what 
I want to know is, What team can 1 work with the most 
profit, Oxen or Horses’ Now 1 am rather incliued to believe 
that a good yoke of heavy, smart Oxen are the team for a 
6tnall larm of 80 acres. Horses command $250 to $275, 
harness, $30; whitlletiees, :4. And if you work homes hard 
they consume no nmal! amount of oat* and hav Oxen 
o-xx 8CA4* r __ j._i a _ . . . * . 

easy-keening horse to go to ini II, and to town to meeting, 
making him generally useful by working him ahead of the 
eattlu. We do not Feed our working Oxen any grain in the 
Ciwino' ll.lnb . •I..,  I «. .. _ 1 ^ p ■ spring; think good timothy and clover good enough; they 
are always in good order. 1 want some experienced old 
farmer to answer the above and oblige—Oscar Bkrrt, near 
Fond du Lae, 1 m., June. 1661. 

P. 8. How would mules or asses do, friend H. T. B.f 



continue in this way I cannot say, as this is the first 
season I have noticed the fact. It is classed in all 
seed catalogues, I believe, as an annual. 

Old Gardener. 

indeed raond,) is the hardiest fruit tree I know of, 
I do not know of any hardier among the forest frees. 
Shall T tell you how I planted them five years ago this 

spring?'’ 
“ Yes, if you please.’’ 

Well, sir, it was getting rather late, and we had a 
great deal to do, and too little help, and these trees 
must be planted. 1 went through the orchard and 
stuck stakes where I wanted the tows; a man and 
team followed with a plow, going one ’bout in 
the same furrow; he was followed by n man with 
the trees, who set them in the furrows, kicked 
a little dirt over them, and another team turned 
a back furrow op against them, the trees being 
laid leaning so that the team could pass them. 
A man followed and straightened them up. It was 
done in donhle quick time, I assure yon, and I called 
it ••shiftless” then, hut with good culture, you can 

TO DESTROY MOTHS IN CARPETS 

EARLY RICHMOND CHERRY, 
Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—This is a subject 

which claims the attention of people generally, and 
to which I have given no little time, studying the in¬ 
stinctive habits of the moth, and a practical remedy 
for destroying them. Having written an article on 
the subject of the rnoth for the Reveille, in which I 
gave a certain remedy, and seeing in your paper of 
June 22d, tho question how to destroy these perni¬ 
cious little animals in carpets, 1 will quote there¬ 
from: “ During the month of March, and sometimes 
ns lato as April, we find them, in the chrysalis state, 
under the edge of ingrain carpets —In Brussels and 
Tapestry carpets we find them close to the foundation 
under the worsted. The reason of their being found 
under the edge of ingrain carpeting is, that they are 
all wool, in which the moth finds its element. Brus¬ 
sels and Tapestry carpets have a linen or hemp 
foundation, hence the cause of their being found 
above the linen. From this chrysalis state they 
change to a miller, or moth with wings. This moth 
varies in color in accordance with tlm color of the 
carpet which they have eaten, And are from a light 
color to u dark drab. You can see them (lying about 
usually in the fore part of the day, looking for 
places to deposit their eggs, after which the female 
dies. Tho egg hatches in a few days, and a worm 
grows, from a quarter to lmlf an ineh long. As soon 
as sufficiently supplied, it will spin its cocoon and 
pass into the chrysalis state, then requiring no more 
food until a moth again. 

While In the worm state, sprinkle salt (common 
Syracuse salt,) over your carpet and sweep thor¬ 
oughly. This will kill them, and the salt will not 
injure the carpet, rather brightening than dimming 

the colors. 
Instinct leads them to places where they will not 

be disturbed — under sofas, divans, tables, libraries, 

and like places. 

Tun Plan for Destroying them in either state. 

— Camphor, two ounces, well cut, to a quart a 
whisky,— a hot fiat iron to pass over a piece of mus¬ 
lin wet with this solution and thin enough to allow 
tho steam produced by the hot, iron to penetrate 
through tho carpet. Carpets that are taken up en¬ 
tirely, spring and fall, are more free from the work 
of this insect, but this remedy is practical in all 
cases — perhaps more particularly where a velvet 

THE USE OF SYNOKYMHS. 

Compi.aint is made, and should be made, and 

sbonld continue to he made, in consequence of the 

dodge which nurserymen resort to in order to sell 

their stock. All nurserymen do not act dishonestly; 

neither do all nurserymen know that they are selling 

their customers one thing with the name of another 

thing attached; but these ignorant nurserymen are 

hardlv less deserving punishment; forsuch ignorance 

disqualifies them for their business, and people will 

quickly learn to place no coufldenco in them what¬ 

ever. 
To illustrate:—Within a week, in company with 

two or three intelligent amateur horticulturists, the 
writer has visited several private establishments in 
and near thiB city of Chicago, and has during that 
time found the same rt.rawberry growing under the 
name of the Mammoth Prolific, Ohio Mammoth, Oruer 

TnE Richmond Cherry spoken of in onr Western 
Correspondence, is the true Kentish, though generally 
known in this country by the former name. It is 
also called Virginia May, and is known by many 

_ other names in England and Flor* 
JeSp ence. It is extremely hardy, is 

Ij&r particularly adapted to the West, 
B/ and valuable anywhere for eook- 
// ing, preserving, and drying. It 
I is grown in largo quantities in 
I New Jersey, for the New York 

|| market. The engraving of this 
| cherry we take from Elliott's Fruit 

Book, showing tho corolla re¬ 
maining on the stalk, as it is 

Jr\ usually found. The stone also 
adheres to tho stalk with remark- 
able tenacity, and this is taken 
advantage of to draw out the 

\ iRlIl stones for drying. For this pur- 

Society last winter. But why not make it Iowa, 
which is a short and beautiful name, and drum out of 
the. ranks of reliable nurserymen such men as resort 1 
to the despicable practice which we disclose in the ' 

following paragraph? 
In the garden of a wealthy citizen we were invited 

to “look at the strawberries.” The gardener, who is 
a most excellent plantsman, remarked that he had 
the “Cremont,” the Omer Pasha, Ohio Mammoth, 
and Mammoth Prolific varieties. A gentleman pres¬ 
ent, who had grown tho “Cremont,” pronounced it 
true to name. Rnt a careful examination and com¬ 
parison of the three last named varieties discovered 
the fact that they were all identical with each other. 
—Omer Pasha being no more of a Turk than the 
Bnckeye berry! The gardener was astonished at the 
discovery. He said a nurseryman just outside the 
city’limits had sold him the plants under the three 
different names—recommending the three varieties 
highly at the same time. This was—not a Yankee 
but a French trick, which deserves, as it receives, 
hereaway, the severest condemnation. 

And it is proper to ask several other nurserymen 
who have the Mammoth Prolific, which they are dis¬ 

tributing over the country, to tell tho public th,e dif¬ 
ference between it and tho Early Washington^ Iowa. 

It will be our doty to pnbliah a list of such dealers 
in fruits unless there is speedy reform. They are a 
disgrace to their profession, as well as an evil in 

community. 

a cherry orchard. 

June 21st we, for the first time, visited the cherry 
orchard owned by James Wakeman, at Cottage Hill, 
Du Page Co., I1L — a half hour’s ride from Chicago, 
by rail. This orchard has been somewhat noted for 
its productiveness and consequent profit, in contra¬ 
distinction to other attempts to grow this fruit on our 
prairie soil. It has been claimed by some western 
writers that the cause of this exceptional productive¬ 
ness was to be found in the protection given tho 
orchard, the peculiar geological formation of the 
locality, aujii the mechanical and chemical adapta¬ 
bility of the oo 11- WinUM-or olnimu, or, til© contrary, 

that his success isdue to the hardiness und productive¬ 
ness of the variety upon which he depends for a crop, 
and upon the culture given it—that anybody can grow 
the Early Richmond Cherry anywhere on tho prairieB— 
that his soil is by no means better adapted to cherry cul¬ 
ture than his neighbors—that were he going to select a 
soil peculiarly suited to cherry production, he would 
go far away from home — that planting the trees is the 
first and most important step, and talcing rare of them 

predicted would die. They were loaded with fruit, 
and every way prosperous. The hoy said the gentle¬ 
man said he was astonished to find those trees alive— 
much more to tiud them bearing fruit.” 

Such is Mr. Wakeman's account of the visit he 
received from the persevering “Professor.” From 
the description given of his personal appearance, 
there is little doubt that it was tho veritable “Pro¬ 

fessor.” 
There are some things gained by this mode of 

planting and after-treatment. Tho tree, be it remem¬ 
bered, is not set deep in a hole in the first place, hut 
the roots are covered deep—so deep that tho tree will 
stand alone. Then the after culture adds to the loose 
soil in which the roots may grow, and insures after 
each succeeding plowing a more perfect, drainage- 
giving the roots and the tree all the advantages of 
deep culture and thorough drainage. This course 
has been adopted becauso the expense is less than 
by any other system of drainage and deep culture. 
It la common, even in the boat staked orchards, to 
find the trees more or less—and in most instances 
mure—inclined t,o the North-East, in consequence of 
the strong and prevailing South-West winds of the 

But there is not a tree in this orchard— 

ruond, and I havo nothing to say ot toe proms oi 
cherry culture. Other varieties seem to thrive here, | 

but do not produce.” 
From what we saw, we are inclined to believe that 

other varieties will produce when they shall have 
acquired sufficient maturity. These varieties, which 
make wood so rapidly in their early history, will not 
produce fruit in appreciable quantities until they 
have reached a certain size, or an age of puberty. 
Those who cultivate the Sweet Cherries, must, in 
most cases, lay in a store stock of patience. 

That the productiveness of the Early Richmond 
does not depend on drainage, we have already seen; 
that protection is unnecessary, we saw abundantly 
established in the case of tho cherry orchard of John 
R. Case, Esq., two miles distant from Mr. Wake- 

man’s, where we found seven hundred trees planted 
on ground with a southern and eastern exposure, 
with no protection whatever from the south-west. 
The land was not drained, but the trees were quite 
equal to any we saw at Mr. Waxeman’s in hcftlthful- 
ness, vigor of growth, and symmetrical beauty. And 

Iiovtu'uUural lJot.es 

Fruit Prosukots in Wayne County.— Apples.—The crop 

last year wan very larg<{, and we could not therefore expect, a 

very abundant supply tlii» year. Tho trees, however, blns- 

aomed pretty full; but those on tho highest hills ami in 

exposed situations had their blossoms and seta Injured to a 

considerable extent bv a violent, wind, and many i>r the sets 

havo since fallen. Under these circumstances we do not 

expect morn than half the usual crop. 

I'cars.—- The trees took healthy, hut there will not be as 

manv bushels of fruit as usual this year. 

Peaches._There will be but a small crop of Peaches. One 

severe night in winter killed most of the buds, and only the 

hardy varieties, such as Hilt's Cliili, and those iu protected 

situations, will havo Peaches. There will, however, be 

enough, we hope, for a taste, which is vastly better than no 

Peaches at all. 
Plums look well where they aro not injured by the “ little 

Turk.” 
A orients are a failure, generally. 

Cherry trees were injured by the cold nights, and some of 

the more tender trees are dying; but as a general thing they 

look linely, and some varieties are well fruited. But we 

cannot expect more than one-fourth of a crop, and the birds 

have stolen most of those which have ripened up to this time. 

Lawton Htackbcriies have blossomed very full, and promise 

a plentiful crop where they have received even ordinary 

attention. 
Currants and Gooseberries set full, but the foliage has been, 

in many gardens, eaten oil' by a worm. 
Quinces took better than for many previous years. 

NttspberricsThe morn tender kinds were injured by the 

winter; but tho Doolittle, White American, /Hack Cap and lied 

Cap are loaded very heavily with fruit; the Doolittle, espe¬ 

cially, yielding an abundance never before seen in tbiH vicinity. 

Grapes.— Tbe Isabella, and some other tender vines which 

them was, we think, heavier than on Mr. >v.’s ireeB. 

A ride of ten or fifteen miles, subsequently, ena¬ 
bled us to see this fruit in bearing iu all sorts of situ¬ 
ations, with ail sorts of exposures, soils, Ac. It is, 
without doubt, tlie early market cherry for Northern 
Illinois; and, we learn, thrives in Central and South¬ 
ern Illinois, where it has been planted. 

The only essential, perhaps, is good culture; a 
clean, well stirred soil will insure large crops of 
good quality, and the figureB given above prove that 
it pays quite as well to cultivate cherries exclusively 

as corn, and a little better. 

The crop Is late thin season—at least ten days later 
than last year. Few ripe ones—none, indeed, fully 
rip© conld be founcf on the trees tho day of our 
visit. They were beginning to color considerably. 

prairies, 
that we noticed—so inclined as to expose the bark 
to the burning rays of the sun. Indeed, wo did not 
see a single tree on which tbe bark seemed disease 
or in the least affected by sun scald. 

There are many of the old Eastern orchards— 
especially those exposed to the winds on tho lake 
shore—in which we have seen trees destroyed by the 
min after having been trimmed up until it was neees 
sary to get a ladder to reach the first lirnb, in order 
that they might he plowed up to—that horses might 
travel under them, Ac., Ac. And the fact that so 
many Kmtern men, when pf luting orchards in the 
West, select, whip-stocks or htW-poles for planting, 
instead of trees, and then pursue the same old regime 
of “trimming up,” leadB tho writer to believe that 
the old practice is still in vogue there, and that the 
giving this subject a little thought, and the old 
orchards a little examination, will enable them to 
perceive that the chief value of orchard trees does 
not consist in the facility with which one may plow 
about them—that said value is not proportionate to 
tho number of feet tho first limbs are from the ground. 

la)t “the raw report of eye or ear, by distance, 
medium, circumstance,” be rectified. Ret common 
sense help and reason aid us in arriving at tho truth, 
even though old axioms aro proved to be no axioms 
at nil. New laws follow a change in the civil and 
political character of a people. Why may not the 
laws of culture change with each change of climate 
and soil? They do change, and the world is fast 
finding the fact out. 

QUICK DRYING PAINT. 

F.ns. Rurai, New-Yorker:— In my Rurai. of May 
May 26th, came an inquiry fora “quick drying paint 
for kitchen floors,” to which I have seen no reply. 
Please insert the following which I know to he good, 
and oblige many: 

Drying in Paint.—There is a liquid called 
Japan, which is used for drying in paints,—can be 
purchased for SI.00 or $1.25 per gallon. Two tea¬ 
spoons of good .Inpan is sufficient for a pint of paint. 
Use in proportion to your amount of paint. My 
motto is pay wi ll for a good article,— there are in¬ 
ferior kinds of Japan,—get the best. This should 
not bo used iu white paints; for, being a dark liquid, 
it would injure its pureness; hut for all paints that are 
colored It is superb. The inquirer may paint her 
floor after tea and it will ho perfectly dry by break¬ 
fast time, if she have a good article of Japan for tho 
dryer. I have used this myself, and am therefore 
able to recommend it as good. Any lady muy paint 
a modern sized kitchen after tea, herself. I do paint¬ 
ing of this kind, first, because I like it; Becond, be¬ 
cause it is economy. 1 do uot understand mixing 
paint, but my information in regard to the dryer I 
have obtained from an experienced painter 

Canoga, Sen. Co, 

A TELL-TALE TREE. 

It is too late, perhaps, to tell the Rural reader 

that it does not pay to let fruit trees take care of 

themselves, or that it does pay to tickle them with a 

hoe. But we noticed an illustration of the doctrine 

which we wish to record. 

Very close to the carriage road leading from Mr. 
Wakkman’b house to his barn, stood an Early Rich¬ 
mond Cherry tree—at the end of a row of trees. One 
half of this tree bang over and Bhadod the road. This 
half was dwarfed,—full of small, green fruit. It was 
not more than two-thirds the Bize of til© other half of 
the tree, which had been cultivated by frequent 
plowing, and otherwise stirring the Boil underneath 
it,. The cherries on the cultivated half were double 
the size of the others, and ripening rapidly. Mr. W. 
said many of his visitors, when asked to account for 
the difference, supposed there were two varieties of 
fruit, with different habits of growth, on the same 
tree. It is wise to treasure up such lessons. 

Large Vegetart.r Garden. —Charles Backus, a Long 

Island farmer, lias under cultivation eight large farms devoted 1 

to taming vegetables for New York market. Waring the pant 

year lm has raised forty acres of potatoes, fifteen to twenty 

acres of parsnips, carrots and bests, fifty of corn, eighty acres 

of cabbages. One buudred acres arn devoted to asparagus, 

and forty to currants. Three and a half acres are under 

glass, for raising early salad, radishes, cucumbers, etc. From 

three hundred to three hundred and fifty laborers are em¬ 

ployed in the summer season, and twelve large wagon loads 

of produce ure every day sent to the city, His business in a 

single year amounts to $100,000. Only thirteen years ago 

two wagon loads per week wore the whole ainountof produce 

raised by Mr. B.. who bas every year since exteuded his oper¬ 

ations, until they now probably exceed those of any market 

gardener in the Union. 

A Japan Dwarf Fir.—Mr. Fortune, in a recent letter from 

Japan, speaks of an extraordinary specimen of a dwarfed Fir 

Carrie 

LEMON PIES, COLORING YELLOW 

Eus. Rural New-Yorker;—I send you recipes for 

lemon pies and for coloring a bright yellow: 

Lemon Dies.— One large lemon, or two small ones; 
three pints of water, throe cups sugar; three eggs; 
three tablespoonfuls Hour; One-half nutmeg; one-half 
cup good vinegar. Grate the lemon, boat the eggs 
and sugar together, then mix the ingredients, and it 
is ready for the platters. Cover with a thin crust. 

Noticing in a late Rural a recipe for coloring yel¬ 
low, I think that I can give a better one. Take hick¬ 
ory bark, boil it about six hours, or until the strength 
is all out. Then to a pailful of the dye, add a large 

spoonful of alum. 

Will some of the lady readers of the good Rural 

give a recipe for coloring cotton red. 
Rock. Island Co., 111., 1861. Nettie Taylor. 

often said a certain variety is “ good for market.” 
This means, that it is productive, hardy and looks 
well, T suppose, though not of first quality. Now, 
we never hear that certain flowers are good for 
market, from the simple fact that here there is very 
little market for Bowers, but the growers of flowers 
around Fans, and many other of the large citieB of 
Europe, could use this expression with propriety. 
There flowers have a market value, bring the cash as 
readily as fruit or grain, and many varieties are found 
profitable for market culture on.account of their 
profuse bloom, hardiness and the little labor their 
culture requires, though they may not be as beautiful 
as the camellia, or many other choice flowers. 

We grow flowers for the pleasure they afford, and 
this pleasure is supplied by single flue specimens 
which we may gather and cairy inthehand or the but¬ 
ton-hole, or alio w to remain on the parent plant; by the 
beautifying of our tables and rooms with well arranged 
bouquets ; and by the adornment of our gardens. 
Perhaps we derive more pleasure from the last than 
from the other sources. A garden brilliant with gay 
flowers from May until November, in which we can 
walk and meditate in early morn and dewy eve, and 
repose nnder the shady trees at bright noon, is truly 
a “joy for ever.” But, the beauty of the garden de- 

WAKEMAN vs. TERRA-CULTURE. 

“ While one philosopher affirms 

That by our senses we’re deceived, 

Another, in the plainest terms, 

Declare* they are to be believed. 

The twain are right. Philosophy 

Correctly calls us dupes when e’er 

Upon mere senses we rely; 

But when we wisely rectify 

The raw report of eye or ear, 

By distance, medium, circumstance, 

In real knowledge we advance." 

It is apparent there is no “ harmonial affinity ” be¬ 
tween Wakeman and Professor Comstock. At least 
it will be apparent when we shall have written what 
we know of the former’s mode of tree planting. Mr. 
Wakeman does not confine his effort to cherry cul¬ 
ture alone. Ho believes there Is no better fruit 
countiy in the world than this prairie country, all 
croakers to the contrary notwithstanding. He be¬ 
lieves in apples and pears, also plums. He plants, 
cultivates, grows, and harvests all these kinds Of 
fruit. But he believes also that different kinds of soil 

different kinds of treatment,—that the stiff 

Horticultural Exhibition at Corning.—A fme Horti¬ 

cultural Exhibition was held last week in the village of 

Coming, of which wo find a full account in the Journal of 

the 4th Wet. Flowers, fruits, and vegetables, were shown in 

great abundance and in the highest perfection. The Com¬ 

mittee on Win® made a very interesting report, and premiums 

were awarded for grape, currant, blackberry, elderberry, rasp¬ 

berry, cherry and strawberry wines. 

Cucumber Toast.—Select your cucumbers—fresh, 
crisp, medium size — just such as you would prefer if 
served up in the usual manner. Pare, and slice up 
lengthwise in cuts a quarter of an inch thick. Rinse 
in cold water, dip each slice singly in flour, and 
hurry them into tho dripping-pan, using for material 
to fry them in, tho gravy in which either beefsteak, 
veal outlets or mutton chops were cooked; or butter 
maybe used; hut be sure to fry briskly until tho 
slices aro a light brown on both sides. Have your 
bread toasted, buttered, or dipped, ns you prefer, and 
close at hand. Slip the slices of cucumber hot from 
the pan between slices of toast, and Berve at once. 
Any one following these directions implicitly wil 
find cucumber toast really good to eat.—Am. Farmer. 

New Hand Glash.— We havo been shown an invention of 

Mr. O. 3. Cadwell, jr., of this city, dumgnud lor the early 

Hlartiug and protection of vegetables in the spring- It is 

(.imply an earthenware, hollow cylinder, of about ten Inches 

in diameter and eight inches in height, with a sloping top, to 

which is fitted a pane of gl(L>s. Holes are provided for venti¬ 

lation. It can be furnished cheaply, and BceuiR in many ways 

preferable to the hand glass now in use.— Homestead. 
require 
clay, and the light, porous prairie soil are unlike in 
their constituents, and necessarily involve dissimilar 
processes to produce the same effect. 

In the planting of a tree, he saya if there should he 
two to three inches of stiff, compact soil packed over 
the roots, there should be more of the light, loose soil, 
—the weight of soil should be made equal as nearly 
as possible, regardless of hulk. Acting upon this 
theory, lie plants his trees deep in the first place, and 
then plows to them, back furrows, each year—the 
dead furrows between the rows growing deeper, 
and the quantity of soil over the roots greater 
at each plowing. He has eighty acres planted 
in apples, the trees being four and five years 
old. When he plants an apple tree, lie plants it so 
deep that it does not require a stake to hold it up. 
His trees all have low, compact heads. He never 
thins the inside branches. His pruning,—and he 
says he does little,—is to cutback the top limbs, and 
shorten-in the sides. In this windy country he finds 

the most fruit at harvest on the inside branches of 
the densest trees. There is no want of sun or air. 
The greatest difficulty is there is too much of it. Tbe 
limbs of most of the ten thousand orchard trees we 
saw growing, start within eighteen inches of the 

Fruits Received.—From Joseph Dewey, Gates, X Y , a 

finis dish of strawberries. On examination we found two 

varieties, Cushing, and the other we could not name with 

confidence. 

amt To Drive Away Muskktoes.—Camphor is the 

most powerful agent. A camp or bag hung up in an 
open casement will prove an effectual barrier to their 

entrance. Camphorated spirit applied ns perfume to 
the face and hands will act as an effectual preventive; 

but when bitten by them, aromatic vinegar is the best 

antidote. 

8THAWIIERBY KunnkhU.— Please Inform me through your 
paper at what lime strawberry runners should be cut.—Juleh. 
Wellington, Ohio. 

Tiik object of cutting off the runners is to give the fruit 

and original plant all the nutriment furnished by the roots. 

They should be cut away as fast as Ihey form. 

To Make Cider Wink.—Seeing an inquiry for 

making cider wine, I send my recipe. Let your cider 

ferment; then heat it till it boils. Skim it, and add 

to each gallon of cider oue pound of sugar, and one 

pint of whisky. To give it a high color, boil in the 

cider a small bag of dried black raspberries. 



Hadjis' jf*j> .nlwat. 

[Written for Moore's Kur il New-Yorker.) 

ALICE-A FRAGMENT. 

BT MAKOAKK7 «iLLIOTT. 

A Bad, Bweet face up' irned to mine. 

Haloed with lock- if gold, 

Whose glory waxet brighter otill 

The longer I behold. 

Eyee of a tender, nintly blue, 

Still gazing in’ mine, 

Through whone < ear depths I see her soul 

Look from it earthly shrine. 

Bot with an en nest, wistful look, 

As if forget’, ug earth. 

Her thoughts were centered on the land 

Which gave her spirit birth. 

Gainesrille, N. Y., 1861. 

HEART DEATHS. 

JIkabi oft die bitter deaths before 

The i reath is breathed away, 

And number weary twilights o’er 

Ero t ie last evening gray. 

I’ve sometimes looked on closed eyes 

And folded bands of snow, 

A od said, “ It was no sacrifice; 

The heart went long ago." 

Oh, blest were we, if every pang, 

Like harshest discord given, 

Proved a celestial bird, which sang 

And lured us up to Heaven! 

— -s ■ ♦ » -» _ . 

[Written for Mooro'g Rural Now-Yorker.J 

OUT IN THE WOODS. 

Wonder if all country girls enjoy the woods as 
riel, ly as I. I)o they, in sweet Spring-time, fair Sum¬ 
mer, or glorious Autumn, stray into the pleasant 
open woods near by, in quest of un hour or two’s 
companionship with its interesting inhabitants; guyly 
climbing the miniature bluffs, anon amounting and 
alighting from an old brown weather-beaten log, 
which may have been a vigorous sapling that your 
great great grandmother’s oyes gazed upon two 
hundred years ago; now crossing the creek in the 
vale below as it hasteth on with glad music to tell 
the peasant lake, but a few miles distant, "of the 
concert it gave upon the side” of the bluff; now 
watehing the evolutions of the numerous feathered 
BoigBters, whose jubilant songs repel all dreariness 
or loneliness, awaking in us a vivid enuseiousness of 
life in the quiet of the woods; now pursuing the 
lively, frolicksorae rabbit that has popped out from 
its burrow to enjoy the clear sunshine, Its timidity 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

ANOTHER VIEW. 

— Ok the many things I find to dislike in the little 
word-picture of "Matrimony,” in your iB«ue of June 
15th, I find one to like. The one pleasing feature is 
the crost Hign ("X”) at its close, so appropriate, bo 
Buggestive. I am quite sure the author of that sketch 
must be either an unhappy wife, or a loveless and 
unlovable "old maid.” But there it another side to 
the picture quite as truthful as the one given. There 
are “humans” who have hearts even after they are 
married,—women who love to please their husbands 

(as well as, aforetime, their lovers) by "neatness of 
dress,” "sweetness of temper,” and the thousand 
little attentions and kindnesses which serve to 
strengthen the golden chain of affection, binding 
heart to heart indissolubly. And there are men, too, 
who have not forfeited their rightful claim to that 
ennobling title by any display of selfishness, and a 
disposition to sway an iron Bceptre where only love 
should rule. 

Very unwilling am I that the uninitiated should 
believe married life so unmitigatrdhj bad as " X” 
would make it appear. While there may be excep¬ 
tional cases, from which tho sad picture was drawn, 
I cannot believe it to be generally true. Observation 
and experience have led me to a different conclusion. 
Here is my advice to you, young men and women. 
Be in no haste to marry, and observe much. When 
you find one who, in the most trivial matters of life, 
is truthful; who is kind and affectionate to all, and 
ever considerate and forbearing (to others, as well as 
yourself); who Jb industrious and economical, ho you 
may never fear of finding yourself some day a home¬ 
less wanderer; when you meet with one in whom 
your soul finds over some now delight, whoso tastes 
and opinions coincide with (yet are not borrowed 
from) yours,—then never fear that life, with such an 
one, will be a wretched existence. Caros may come, 
so will they to the unmarried, and two, united, can 
battle to conquer them better than one. Mutual con¬ 

cessions, mutual forbearance and affection, will insure 
you a " prize” even in that " lottery,”—Marriage. 

Livonia, N. Y., 1861. M—ly. 

BABY CULTURE. 

A mother who lias evidently acquired experience 
in this most important science, writes as follows, 
Irom New Haven, to the American Agriculturist; 

"How are most babies treated? Are they not 
smothered with blankets, kept in close roomR, and 
cool, fresh air avoided as if it werea pestilence? Do 
they not worry and cry for this very want, and then 
dosn’t nurse come to helpless mamma and Insist that 
the little creature is hungry, though nursed hut a 
short time before? Then, hungry or not, its cries 

®Wut QOINO TO bed-^s°phical view. 

- — - ■ - Bomk Hin« otr tbeir garments as if they wore the 

[Written for Moore'* Rural New-Yorker.) Rhi? °f Nessus-wasn’t that his name?-and were 

DEFECTIVE EYESIGHT. -Mt 1C° ** * °US t0 get at Here wt,!r,s & vest 
_ 10 onG cornep—,tfl contents jingle to the floor as it 

BY a. H. bullock. lies- There goes a hoot nchochet. The stocking 
t “ , are turned inside out; tbe hapless coat hantmhyite 

"" *££ *• »- “ wan»bo L. 
Pillows tumbled this way and that; the feet are in- 

“And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother’s serted between the sheets, and, like a shuttle through 

ye, but perceivest not the beam that is In thine own eye?” a loom, down goes the body; one arm flung under the 

Such, reader, dear, were well described defects head; lower jaw and eyelids droop together, and the 

In eyes of ancient*, In the Hebrew line, man is asleep—asleep all over—asleep for all night 

And, truth to toll, in spite of wondrous "specs,” Another goes tetering about on his toes. He nut 

Same blemish yot remains in yours and mine. his watch here, his coat there, and h's vest t), 
With inoro th/in microscopic powDr 8nch buam nn t * , . , . , ’ *• bt tfurre. 

Will magnify the faults of others ™c«-beam Hfa boots stand sole by side, like a brace of grena- 

Who, sailing With US on life's turbid stream, ,rfl; ^ tlps of hlfl 8tockinSs Peep out systeraati- 

Are bound t* quag the wormwood and the gall. ca y at t'ie *°P‘> and ** be winter, he lingers upon 

Hence charity demands that mantle broad bed’a edK‘*like one about to take a bath—dread- 

Should o’er their frailties oft b« thrown with care, *n8. *Tet desiring, and finally steals into bed by de- 

More just allowing Wrong to pass uunwed grecs, draw* the quilt and the counterpane over his 

Than causing Innocence with Guilt to share. head, and is motionless-is gone-arrives in the land 

In Bocial circles, neighborhoods, and towns, Nod. 

In church and State, in nations great and Bmall, only thinks of it, sleep, in a great city is a 

This sore disease with each and all abounds- queer thing. Think of fifty thousand in this citv all 

Prolific cause of woes that earth befall. Bleeping at once. Fifty thousand, in tiers, one two 
Traced to their source, the evils we endure, three four flon e ,, ' ’ 

Heart-burnings, discord, anarchy, and war d deep> frot" «<■'”« *0 garret. Fifty 

Spring from desire to show our own hearts pure . d 10 rrjWH & ml,e !on«' Tt‘n thousand in red 
And other’s name with infamy to mar. nightcaps, tasselcd and nntasseled. Ten thousand 

Prompted b, on.,, And prrd., "TvIT, Tt "'"n' “d MoDd‘I" 
In brother*. o,. the mote proolLtete., ■» «■»« »»e». Some edged 

Self-rightenusly ussnme to i><; his guide ' 1 some icinmed with a sail needle, and 
From his reproof asserting wo are Tree. some uncapped altogether, with locks dishevelled 

Exemplified in panorama grand, and r,J fll e«J like "quills upon the fretfol porcupine,” 
The truth of this is now within our view Five thousand snoring alto—five thousand snoring 

In the dissensions which distract our land, bass. Twenty thousand under calico. A hundred or 
And in the fonut whereat they eprang and grew. so beneath silk. Some weeping—some smiling in 

The over-zealous, in both North aud South, their dreams—others dreamless as the grave. Ring- 
From other’s eyes for costing rnoU-s Will preach, lets twisted up in cigar lighters—tresses streaming 

Without concern for beams of giant growth over the pillow—no tresses at all. 
That in their own obscure the sight of each ' fc 

Fiercely denounce the Other’s sets,’SO seen Lven asleep, humanity preserves its peculiarities, p 

As being flagrant crime, beyond compare,’ Even 10 drcams> men are distinctive still .—Chicago fi 
Shelter their own w if.b IivkaamIIa ....... Journal. . 

’i6«i fSttsiags. 

eye, but perceiveat not the beam that is in thine own eye?” 

Such, reader, dear, were well described defects 

In eyes of ancients, In the Hebrew line, 

And, truth to toll, In spite of wondrous " specs,” 

Same blemish yet remains in yours and mine. 

With more than microscopic power such beam 

Will magnify the faults of others all, 

Who, sailing with us on life's turbid stream, 

Are bound t» quad the wormwood and the gall. 

Hence charity demands that mantle broad 

Should o’er their frailties oft be thrown with care. 

More just allowing Wrong to paa- unawed 

Than causing Innocence with Guilt to share. 

In social circles, neighborhoods, and towns, 

In church and State, in nations great and Bmall, 

This sore disease with each and all abounds— 

Prolific cause of woes that earth befalL 

Traced to their source, the evils we endure, 

Heart-burnings, discord, anarchy, and war, 

Spring from desire to show our own hearts pure, 

And other’s name with infamy to mar. 

Prompted by envy, jealousy, and pride, 

In brother’* eye the mote proclaim to see, 

Self righteously assume to Ik; his guide, 

From hi* reproof asserting we are free. 

Exemplified in panorama grand, 

The truth of this is now within our view 

In the dissensions which distract our land. 

And in th,- fonut whereat they sprang and grew 

The over-zealous, In both North aud South, 
From other's eyes for costing mote* will preach, 

Without concern for beam* of giant growth 

That in tlielr own obscure the sight of each. 

Fiercely denounce the other's acts, sn seen, 

As being flagrant crime, beyond compare, 

Shelter their own vi ith hypoeritic screen, 

To make " outside of cup and platter" fair. 

Such pure pretence and philanthropic feint 

For killing weeds lu neighbors’ fields to roam, 

Would ape far more the virtues of a saint 

Uprooting each the wickedness at home. 

Communion, then, with “ Union " be enjoyed, 

And each unrnilind in our hearts remain, 

Oar earthly hies mgs never more alloyed 

With this wild germ of bitter hate and pain. 

Burns, N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

SOUL-YEARNINGS. 

O, travailing soul. 

What mean these throbs and throes that rack thy frame? 

What this thou 3truggle«t but in vain to name, 

Which leaves thee fruitless, writhing, e’er the same 

In happy pain? 

What seekest thon, , 

When, spell-bound 'neath the rich soft CAnopy 

Of fading blue, which shades the galaxy 

Of golden stars, while zephyrs soothingly 

And sweetly chime,— 

And thon dost seem 

To strive thyself to clothe with wings, and near 

To Heaven, there bathe thy pinions in the clear 

Ethereal waves which sparkle *bove this sphere, 

A sea of bliss? 

And when the notes 

Of soDg come gushing forth, and light ascend 

In strains so sweetly wild, or soft descend, 

Until the heart's most sensitive strings extend 

With thrill of Joy,— 

0, God, it seems 
Could perfect beauty greet my vision clear, 

Could perfect symphonies strike on my ear, 

My sonl would melt, and, rising, disappear 

In mistB of praise! 

0, may I be 

At last permitted, sitting at Thy feet, 

My spirit, with Thy glories, too replete, 

And join the Heavenly harmonies that greet 

Thee age and ago. 

Rochester, N. Y., 1861. CEB 

REFUGE FROM STRIFE. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

CULTIVATION OF BOCIAL AFFECTIONS 

THE OLORY OF THE PINES. 

Magnificent! — nay, sometimes almost terrible. 
Other trees, tufting crag or bill, yield to the form 
and sway of tho ground, clothe it with soft compli- 
ance, and partly it* subjects, partly its flatterers, 
partly its comforters. But tho pine rises in serene 
resistance, self-contained; nor can I ever, without 
awe, stay long under a great Alpine cliff, far from 
all house or work of men, looking np to its compa¬ 
nies of pine, as they stand on the inaccessible jute 

I HAVE all along been vastly too much disquieted 
by the misconstruction of those who did not com¬ 
prehend me, and have suffered much, both from the 
fatigue of refuting and explaining the same thing an 
hundred times over, and from the vexation felt in 
finding that, in spite of every effort, there is a charac¬ 
ter assigned my viowB the very reverse of every 
principle by which I am actuated. Bnt why should 
the opposition of men thus affect roc? Does it not 
test my belief in tho reality of an all-perfect mind 
that is now looking on when I suffer ho painfully 
from the adverse understanding of the limited and 
subordinate minds by which I am surrounded? 
Would it not nobly accredit my faith in God that in 
a quiet communion with him I found a resting-place 
when so/ely urged by the strife of tongues? To Him 
may I At all times patiently commit my cause, and be 

- vujvj n«v vicoi nuiibuiue, its umluily - -* -AAMMKij wt uut, jw cries 
and harmlcssness so touching your humanity U8 to arc s,ilIcd with food d”«s not need, bona fide pain 
prevent a spirited chase on your part, till suddenly comes’ discuses often follow in dire succession, and 
it sinks into the ground and out of sight.; now enjoy- mother and BUM* are well worn out before many 
ing a glimpse at squirreldom, that most interesting days with Buch a wor«7ing child. Who would not 
species of the rodentia, beavers excepted: worry under such treatment ? Babies appreciate 

“ What a springing, 
Running, leaping, 

Up aud down, from tree to treo." 

We were pleasantly reminded of nutting-time, when 
we spied those bright eyes in the branches o’er our 
heads, fixed jealously upon us a moment, tbeu tho 
playful little animal* sliding down tho great trunk 
right into our face*, winked gayly, and were off out 
of reach in n moment, A picture of by-gones is 
vivid in your mind, as you near that mound of moss 
of the clearest, loveliest, intensest green, seated up¬ 
on which, in rambles past, with a genial companion, 
you pleasantly beguiled tho time in cheerful conver¬ 
sation. Lovely, romantic retreat. The wide-spread- 

comes, discuses often follow in dire succession, and 
mother and nurse are well worn out before many 
days with such a worrying child. Who would not 
worry under such treatment? Babies appreciate 
oxygen thoroughly, and there would not be so many 
‘terrible infants’ were there more of it In sleeping 
and living apartments. 

"Well, to be practical, and * give my experience,’ 
which consists, at this present time, of as healthy 
specimens of hoys and girls as ever made parents’ 
hearts brim full of thankfulness, f have pursued 
with them from their birth undeviating regularity in 
sleep, food, and out door life, nothing but downright 
rain preventing the latter. Mothers tell me, • Oh, it’s 
a very good wuy, if you can only carry it out, but—1 
can’t.’ Well, if children are not worth self denial; if 
they arc not better than calls, or company, or visit¬ 
ing, then they must go to the servants; bnt to those 
mothers’ warm hearts which make light of all fatigue 

ULTIVATION OF BOCIAL AFFECTIONS. and Peril”us lodges of the enormous wall, in quiet IDtt'V.1 ?lt aU timeR Patient,y commit iny cause, arid be 
- multitudes, each like the shadow of the one beside 8,1,1 ln tIie tll0u8htlljat Ue la my Rod. Let mo con- 

Affbction is one of the crowning attributes of our nprlgbt, fixed, spectral, as troopH of ghosts stand 8lder Him who cn Juredi not merely the controversy 
ituro. To cherish feeIIddr of nvmnai.bt, inn on tlm wniL r,r .of adverse indumenta bnt r.f milla ik« __ 

. . . ", (l1 in n IIJHrYlJ IJL'IJL i»I lliJ JullLMH* 
mg branches ol the glaut trees bend caressingly over l And care for the sake of the baby, who accept the 
YOU! atm un VOll iraf/« rm InU n«i_ al-1 --.i*a . • , .. you; and as you gaze np into the bine other that 
overarches all, a holy quiet reigns. You feel im¬ 
pressed with the sublimity of the scene, and gaze 
with intense admiration; that azure dome never look 
ing more brilliant or serenely beautiful by day, than 
when seen through tho opening foliage. Snatches 
of gay songs from the treo stops suddenly interrupt 
your meditations of the ethereal; you look around; 
vigorous Beech, Birch, and Muple, shoot up here and 
there, proud as young palms, while the meek-eyed 
Violot reposes at your feet; Bolomon’s Seals, nod- 

Bweet task committed to their hands by a Heavenly 
Father, bow much batter to have the key of sunny 
faces aud joyous rippling Jaughtor, than wry 
faces and shrieks 'that make night hideous.’ If a 
child is born healthy, all it needs to thrive, is the 

nature. To cherish feelings of sympathy toward 
another is both productive of a high degree of pleas¬ 
ure, and in accordance with the dictates of reason. 
He who formed the human soul not only designed 
that it should be the seat of strong social affections, 
but that their cultivation should conduce at once to 
enjoyment and to virtue. 

The existence of the Bocial affections is universal. 
They are not confined to persons of taste and refine¬ 
ment, but bave a place in the breasts of the rude, 
the unlettered, and uncivilized. The dweller in the 
forest wigwam, and the inmate of the princely man- 
sion, both feel their poorer. They may be cultivated, 
and on their Judicidif i cultivation depends many of 
the fairest productions of the human heart. I envy 
not the man who has no sympathy with hi* fellow In 
his sorrows and in his joys,—who feels no flow of 
delight in his success,—who has no tear to shed 
over the grave or over the misfortune* of his friend. 
Nor do I envy the ascetic, who fancies himself out of 
the reach of the world’s temptations. His recluse 
manner of lire makes him a haler both of mankind 
and of himself. True retirement has its pleasures 
and its advantages, but absolute seclusion from the 
world is not only wrong in itself, but also precludes 

ing on the walls of Hades, not knowing each other— 
dumb forever. ^ ou cannot roach them, cannot cry 
to them—those trees never heard human voice; they 
are far above all sound hut of the winds. No foot 
ever stirred fallen leaf of theirs. All comfortless 
they stand, between the two eternities of the Vacancy 
and the Rock; yet with such iron will, that tho rock 
itself lookB bent and shattered beside them-fragilo, 
weak, inconsistent, compared to their dark energy 
of delicate life and monotony of enchanted pride; 
unnumbered, unconquerable.—Rusktn. 

. uviiu in mu uinv WIUIIK in 1 

carrying out of simple, natural laws. For tho first the attainment of happiness. 
t WO AVAflf f urn linmm In AnAn.l. r. - __ * * two weeks, every two hours is often enough for nurs¬ 
ing; it will then be regularly hungry and as regularly 
satisfied; if it cries, yau will know it is not hungry; 
and Its stomach will nfcvor be over-loaded. 

"Let it sleep in a crib by your side, never with , , , , .’ —" —.-’’i' /mu hiuc, never wilt 
ding Beem to acknowledge your presence; the pretty yon; then tho sleep is longer, sweeter, and more re 
Orchis nlant leiwlu hp, _. ’ *'■ Orchis plant lends her rich bloom and gentle grace 
to the scene, while Jack in Pulpit, In his native dig¬ 
nity, greets you from all sides. Lot me oft retire to 
this favored spot, and drinking in the inspiration of 
the scene, be carried np ubove the petty concorns of 
this selfish life. 

Not the least attractive portion of wood scenery 
arc the flowers, those creations embodying so much 
which is beautiful in nature. Bucb wondrous archi¬ 
tecture,—such brilliant design, adapted to please the 

freshing. Never wake a child—no, not to show it to 
the Queen of England. Wrap it well, all but the 
face, and take it daily into the purest air you can 
find. Let its baths be riot decidedly cold water, and 
before nursing, and tbeu another nice nap will fol¬ 
low. As it grows a few months older, keep it om of 
doors half the time, and in summer its best naps will 
be under tho broad roof of heaven; if you want to see 
the little one’s cheeks take on tbe rose, let it feel the 
splendid tonic- in a sharp nor’-wester, and it will 

Architect, they jnstly claim a large share of our at¬ 
tention. Tho extensive woodland near by is rich 
with flowers of all forms and colors,—the white, the 
purple, the pink, and the blue. I rejoice in meeting 
a new acquaintance among them, and invariably im¬ 
prove the earliest opportunity of analyzing and 
Classifying the stranger, ever delighting in tho ac¬ 
quisition of plant-acquaintance. Thus every visit 
made in this agreeable research is amply repaid in 
my mind. I well recollect the odd-looking, nodding 
Mowers, borne on a scape six inches high, that met 
my anxious gaze in this favored seclusion about two 
years since, i had often observed the pretty plant, 
had admired it* smoothness and finely cut leaves, but 
of its Singular inflorescence I bad not tbe faintest 
idea, it utterly eclipsed in oddity all the flowers I 
had yet seen. I immediately referred to my trusty 
companion, the Botany, which gave it the very signi¬ 
ficant name of Dutchman's Breeches. I am now in 
pnrsuit of the Dutchman’s Pipe, not however, be¬ 
cause f have any prediction for.this particular solace 
of so many of tbe human race, except it appear in 
the vegetable kingdom, and there principally for its 
oddity. Here allow me to publicly express a wish. 
May his lordship aud all young America’s, who 
delight in the venerable namesake of this curious 
little plant, the Dutchman’s I’ipe, soon experience a 
millenium in the utter laying aside, as abominable 
and detestable, that most ruinous practice, of indulg¬ 
ing, in any way whatever, tlie use of the nauseous 
poisonous weed-tobacco. Happily the tobacco 
plant Is not an Inhabitant of woods, the domain of 
nature 1 much love and admire. Were I deprived of 
their companionship,—were I in a country were tho 
woodman’s axe had told the fearful story of annihila¬ 
tion,—I would pine for the dear old woods, which , 
have been miuc to enjoy from childhood. 

Erie Co., Pa, 1861. LlzJ!IE j 

It is natural for man to love society,—to be united 
I in iuterest and feeling with those to whom he can 
impart his joys and reveal his sorrows,—to long for 
some kindred spirit, animated with similar emotions, 
to whom he can make known the secrets of his 
heart,—one who can sympathize with him in his 
anxieties, and participate in his pleasures. 

When a person witnesses scenes that awaken in 
him emotions of admiration or sublimity, how groatly 
is his pleasure enhanced if there are those to whom 
bo can reveal his emotions. The traveler, as he 
looks upon the beauties of nature or the embellish¬ 
ments iff art, tools additional happiness in discours¬ 
ing of them to his friends. The lover off study, and 
admirer of eloquence and poetry, though he devote 
himself assiduously to the former, aud witness the 

* * -- i-— •• nimiD uui *WUBIU1. Him 1 r yjiij 1,5IF nnniJnA , ., .. ' -- rw ^ tmiuuuubo ttuu o-* - • voav v-m-h nan; ua»D ou iijiMj mi a I lurCC la- 

eye, re ino the taste and load tho mind to the great smile ut the snow flakes as they softly melt on its aublimest rrhihirim. ° r"iK "TT’ a'“5 WItne88 thc wavc’ That is a UMcful quality, and much to be tion of the noble relations of this life, and of God’s 
Architect,-they justly claim a large share of our at- velvet cheeks, and grow daily so strong, and fat and f 'r ?! ' '°Hy hh resPect*d’ yel only af^'' its kind, as a thing which a educational discipline to fit ns for those relations as 
tontion. Tho extensive woodinnH .. .... .... ^ nu mind and aenaes dohghted, but is still nnsatiHib.A .m. _. ' 8 

velvet cheeks, and grow daily so strong, and fat, and 
happy, that the little life will be one Continual hymn 
of praise to God for its own existence. 

" The observance of regular hours for the morning 
and afternoon nap, and laying the child in its crib, 
wide awake, when the time conies, is of tho greatest 
importance. It all turns on commencing right, and 
then there's no trouble. How infinitely better to lay 
a laughing, playful creature, with a good night kiss, 
to sleep its long healthful sleep, than the common 
rocking and hushing so often repeated, and often in 
vain—or the watching by tbe bedside, or the leaving 
a light to go to sleep by. Never reward a child for 
crying, by giving the articles desired; wait till it 
stops. l each it to amuse itself oft.cn, and not require 
some one to be constantly shaking a rattle, or tapping 
a window, but lay it on a bed or floor, with a plajT- 
thing—a slipper is an unfailing amusement when all 
other objects fall. Lastly, always endeavor to have a 
serene, pleasant face when yon nurse your child; 
chameleon like, it is taking hues to its soul, that 
color and shape it for life and eternity.” 

GREAT MEN BORN. NOT MADE. 

Generally speaking, the greatness or smallnesB 
of a man is determined for him nthisbirtb, as strictly 
as it is determined for a fruit whether it shall be a 
currant or an apricot. Education, favorable circum¬ 
stances, resolution, industry, can do much; in a cer¬ 
tain sense they do everything; that is to say, they 
determine whether the apricot shall fall in the form 
of a green bead, blighted by the east wind, and shall 
be trodden under foot, or whether it shall expand 
in tender pride and sweet brightness of golden 
velvet. But apricot out of currant., great men out of 
small, did never yet art or effort make; and in a 
general way men bave their excellence nearly fixed 
for them when they are born. A little cramped 
and frost-bitten on one Bide, a little sun-burnt and 
fortune-spotted on the other, they reach, between 
good and evil chances, such size and taste as gene¬ 
rally belong to men of their calibre; and the small in 
their serviceable bunches, the great in their golden 
isolation, have these no enuso for regret, nor those 
for disdain.—Ruskin. 

-1 « ♦ i »- 

The Needful Courage. — Whatever you be in 
rank, fortune, or abilities, be not a coward. Cour¬ 
age is the armor of the heart, aud the safeguard of all 
that is good in this world. Not the valor that faces 
the cannon, or braveB the perils of the wilderness and 
wave. That is a useful quality, and much to be 

of adverse judgments, bnt of adverse wills, the con- 
r tradiction of sinners, and let me not bo weary, nor 

faint in my mind. "If any man among you seemeth 
to be religions, and bridleth not hia tongue, bnt 

; deceiveth his own heart, that man’s religion is vain.” 
•—Dr. Chalmers. 

The Divine in Humanity—What so wide, what 
so high, even by the confessions of the mere common 
instincts of humanity, as voluntary sacrifice? Why, 
this, in some mighty operation of it or other, is the 
awakener of all the most blood-stirring enthusiasm, 
and theme of all the most living literature, and thc 
object «r un tne tieiv worship in tho worl/L Willing¬ 
ness Us tuflir and to di» fi.r *act>bt>r'« good, brave 
forgetfulness of self, hearty self-sacrifice,—when men 
ascend to the loftier moods of even their natural feel¬ 
ings, tliis 1* what they know to be tho glory of man. 
And because, in tho atoning work of the blessed 
Redeemer, the power and tbe mercy Bpring from the 
same glorious principle, acting with divine efficacy 
to deliver man from hi* worst enemy, even tho horror 
of sin and its penalties, therefore it is that the croBB 
is the center of the largest and most liberal fellow¬ 
ship known to mankind. They whose faith stands in 
it are knit together in the most catholic brotherhood 
possible. It is love, the largest and freest sentiment 
men ever feel, that joins them. It is usefulness, ser¬ 
vice, love’* proper work, that binds them. It is self- 
sacrifice, what they all admire, that animates them. 
— Church Monthly, 

Obey and \on Shall Know.—Never was there a 
truer or more beautiful saying—as every Christian 
experience will testify—than that of our Savior:— 
“If any man wi.l do my will, he shall know of the 
doctrine.” Obedience opens the heart to the Great 
Teacher, the Holy Spirit, and gives us a practical in¬ 
sight into former mysteries. Not only so, bnt we 
become keenly appreciative of the beauty and har¬ 
mony of all God’s plans, in nature as well as in 
grace. None can bave bave so high an apprecia¬ 
tion of the noble relations of this life, and of God’s 

Many who would not for the world utter a false 
hood, are yet eternally scheming to produce false 
impressions on the minds of others, respecting facts, 
characters, and opinions. 

" I Always Rkmemdkk that 1 Have Boys Away 
from Home!”—Such was the remark we overheard 
the other night from the lips of an aged mother, who 
addressed a female friend of hers. It had reference 
to oomments that had been upon the conduct of a 
young man who was "away from home.” VYe did 
not see the face of the speaker, but we will wager 
our existence that a great woman’s heart beats under 
her bodice. She always remembered that she hud 
boys away from home. There is a world of tender¬ 
ness and forbearance in this matronly language. It 
would be well in this age of virulent gossip, if all 
mothers would acknowledge the potency of the sim¬ 
ple social law which this mother had written upon 
her heart. Her boys were " away from borne,” and 
subject to the temptations of those upon whom her 
neighbor had passed a merciless judgment. She 
would not so far violate her own instincts as a 
mother as to pass condemnatory sentence on the 
children of any other. 

•—A . 

1 mind and senses delighted, but is still uuRatislied 
8 until he bus imparted to others a knowledge of his 

investigations, or descanted upon the noble efforts of 
l the orator and the sublime productions of the poet, 
i The beautiful is .doubly beautiful to eyes which see 
• other eyes looking upon the same landscape—espe- 
I ciully if the hearts that feel the light of those eyes 

ate concordant and friendly. We are receiving crea¬ 
tures, and imparting creatures; we know nothing of 

| property in thought —we never hoard —we give 
away. We are poor in mind when shut out from 
others. We are rich in mind and rejoice instinct¬ 
ively in its affluence, when thought meets thought, 
and they quarry and build together, or like gleeiuj 
harvesters bind joyfully the sheaves of life. 

How tediously would pass the years of childhood 
were it not for the social affections! What is more 
irksome to a youthful mind than solitude,-to he 
without any with whom to share the amusoments and 
activities of juvenile innocence? Associations judi¬ 
ciously formed in early life, aside from present 
advantages and enjoyment, givo to the mfnd in its 
maturity a memory fragrant with the Good and the 
Pure. We live in the past. The associates of onr 
childhood are the associates of our youth and of our 
manhood, in thoughts from visions of thtnight, when 

deep sleep falleth on us, their images are before onr 
eyes; in the Bilencc, we hear their voices,—wc 
engage again in our school-day sports,—again we 
see the eye sparkle with delight at reunion, and 
moisten with regret at separation. 

There is connected with this subject a pleasing 
thought, which I cannot pass without naming. It is 
the durability of those connections formed on religious 

principles. Tho fashion of this world will pass 
away,— the grandeur of human actions will cease to 
be remembered,— the elements that compose this 1 
beautiful world will be dissolved; but the union of I 
believers, formed in the present, and consummated i 
in the future state, while in tho highest degree i 
tender and endearing, will exist as long as the « 
Throne arousd which the redeemed skull cluster. t 

Rochester, N. Y., June, 1861. T. W. S. \ 
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man may share with his dog. But courage to speak obedient, working Christian_Advocate and Jour, 

the truth, though it be out of favor and fashion; to --__ 

stand by the right when it is not the winning side; God is ever nkab to the Seeking Heart._Our 
to give the wrong its true name, no matter what souls ure touched, quickened, purified, oalmed, by 
other people think or say — that is the bravery most the soft beauty of tho spring morning, by the^'al- 
wauted in these days of mucli profession and little i»ost spiritual light” of stars, by the glory of the 
practice. 
-♦ » ♦ ». »- 

Conscience.—There is nothing in the whole frame 
of man which seems to he so unaccountable as that 
thing called conscience. Had the troublesome yelp¬ 
ing cur powers efficient to prevent a mischief, he 
might be of use; but at the beginning of the busi¬ 
ness, his feeble efforts are to the workings of passion 
as the infant frosts of an autumnal morning to the 
unclouded fervor of the rising sun; and no sooner 
are the tumultuous doings of the wicked deed over, 
than, amidst the bitter native consequences of folly, 
in the very vortex of our horrors, up starts con¬ 
science, nnd harrasses us with the feelings of the 
damned.—Robert Bums. 

1 here is a mutual relation existing between ex¬ 
ternal circumstances and inward propensities; the 
latter would not be excited without the former, the 
former would be inoperative without tbe latter. 
Company, books, habitation, pursuits, must all leave 
their impress upon us; but reason, auulogy, Christ, all 

teach us to look chiefly within for the sharacter of the 
man. Out of the heart proceeds the life. If murder, 
adultry, Ac., dwells there, whatever our external 
circumstances, we ripen into devils; and if faith, Jove 
and hope are within, whatever our paths, we mature 
iutoangols,—Dr. Thompson, 

Goon Habits.—There are four good habits—punc¬ 
tuality, accuracy, steadiness, and dispatch. Without 
the first of these, time is wasted; without thesecond, 
mistakes the most hurtful to our own oredit and 
interest, and that of others, may he committed; with 
out the third, nothing can be well done; and without 
the fourth, opportunities of great advantage are lost, 
which it is impossible to recall. 

evening sky, or the grace of the woodland flower; 
by the word of friendly lips, by the noble deed of 

i virtue; by converse with the pure and true; and 
> every sincere word of kindness, every deed of charity 

and self-sacrifice, and every act of fidelity to con¬ 
science; these are all channels for the entrance of a 
Divine influence into our souls. God’s spirit enters 
through them and with them; His spirit of redeem¬ 
ing grace, and of regenerating power. 

Comfort for tur Sick.—Some people imagine 
that they arc not serving God unless they are visiting 
the sick, or engaged in soma outward service; 
whereas tho highest of all service is adoration in the 
sonl. Perhaps God gets more glory by a single 
adoring look of Borne poor believer on a sick-bed, 
than from the outward labors of a whole day. You 
havo your work to do for Christ just where you are. 

Are you on a sick-bed? Still yon have your work to 
do for Christ there, as much a# the highest servant 
of Christ in the world. The smalleit twinkling star 
is as much a servant of God as the mid-day sun. 
Only live for God where you are.—M. Cheyne, 

He who never forgets his old friends and cherishes 
his attachment for them as ever, no matter how 

| much time, space or fortune have kept them apart, 
is one of those rare beings with whom God baa en¬ 
dowed the earth, that society may not utterly wither 
through the influence of iugratituJe, selfishness, and 
thc* incessant changes in life. 

---* ■ ♦ ■ « -- 

Sr a re Moments.—Spare moments are the gold dust 
of time. Of all the portions of our life, spare mo¬ 
ments are the most fruitful in good or evil. They 
are the gaps through which temptation finds the 
easiest access to the bouI.—Selected. 



present the Cumberland Gap road Is the one upon 
which they depend for reinforcements and supplies. 
When this has been closed, as it soon will be, the 
story of the South Carolina rebellion will havo been 
told. The rebel army in Virginia will soon be 
starved out, and compelled to surrender or evacuate. 

A little while ago the people of Maryland were 
called upon most lustily to take part with Virginia. 
There are now two State Governments in Virginia, 
one established by the peojtle, the other set up by the 
rebel army from South Carolina and Mississippi. 
Sympathy, the ties of blood, of trade, of association, 

[From Mason’s Normal 8lng«r, by permission.] 

A. WKBER 

Slowly. 

Wk have in this country, we believe, one pho¬ 

tographic journal. England alone has no less than 

six, all ably edited. London boasts of six pho¬ 

tographic societies; and It is stated that every con¬ 

siderable town in England has such a society. The 

British Government saves $50,000 per annum in the 

reduction of ordinance maps by photography instead 

Photographers have taken “the sun 

ii when in eclipse; they have caught an 

All your scenes so 
And from mom to 

sum - mer glo 
day I’m live 

of iutercst, all combine to unite Maryland with West¬ 

ern Virginia and Eastern Tennessee in this stmgglo. 
of by hand 
himself 
impression of a shell whizzing through the air, dis¬ 
charged from the mouth of a 3C-inch mortar; they 
have caught the wave as it broke on the shore, the 
Bnn depicting even the drops falling from its toppling 
crest; more, they have not failed in getting a “good 
impression ” of the head of a criminal exeented by 
the guillotine, catching the severed head in mid-air 
as it fell into the basket below. Photographic book 
marks and visiting cards are sold by the thousand, 
while photographic shirt studs and waistcoat buttons 
ornamented with microscopic miniatures, are now 

being daily produced in countless numbers at the 
button manufactories in Prussia: portraits of popular 
persons, Garibaldi, for instance, being ordered by the 
hundred thousand ftt a time! On the authority of a 
careful English writer, all this photographing re¬ 
quires the use of no less than twenty tuns of silver per 

annum 1—Methodist. 

To these loyal Virginians and Tennesseans our aid 
and comfort is due, and wo confidently bolievo, nay, 
we know, that wo utterthe sentiment of three-fourths 
oftho people of our Htate when we bid them with all 

our heart, “Godspeed!” 

Efler.ts of the Blockade. 

Nothing will moro clearly illustrate the utter 

dependence of the South upon the North, not only 

for tlio means of moving and marketing its own pro¬ 

ducts, but for the means of sustaining life, than the 

following comparison of priceB at Charleston, South 

Carolina, and New York. The Charleston prices are 

obtained from tho Courier of the 7th: 

Charleston New York 
prices. price*. 

Huy, per 100 lbs...$3,00 46 cents. 
Bacon, por lb...._.14(§jl7c 4ti(g)10o 
Corn per bushel,.$1,15<S>1,25 60c 
Rice, per lb.2X03*0 ***8£&° 
Flour purbbl......$7,35®8,00 $6,60^7,26 
l.arrt .14@16o atidWt« 
Butter.  40@60o 10(g)16o 

New Orleans market reports continue to afford mel¬ 

ancholy evidence of the effectiveness of the block¬ 

ade. We quote from the Bee Price Currant of the 3d: 

Tobacco—Wo ilo not lionr of a rale. 
Sugar and Molasses Nothing reported. 
Flour— Nothing reported. 
Colleo—Wo did not bear of a Halo. 
Oats, Brail and Huy—Nothing reported. 

Tho marine lists exhibit a like aching void, thus: 

Saturday—No arrival* from sea. 
Sunday --No arrivals from sea. 

Table of prices of various articles of food at Mem¬ 

phis and Chicago, as we find them quoted in the pa 

pors of those cities of the 5th Inst; 
Memphis. Chicago 

Flour per bbl.$7,00 $4,21 
Wheat per bush......--—- 1,20 “ 
Corn per hu*h....... 85 
.. . * . « ur\ *Jr. 

They nrc dear to me. 
Sounds my hap - py song. 

Birds that sweetly warble 

All tho summer days; 

All things speak in mnBio 

Their Creator's praise. 

Meadows, fields, and mountains. 

Clothed in shining green; 

With the rippling fountains, 

Through the willows seen. 

Let my mind be ever 

Bright ns yonder sun ; 

Pure as are the breezes 

Just as night comes on. SAND PILLAItS 

ginia watching tho advance of tho United States 
forces with joy, eager to re-establish the power of the 
Federal Government, we cannot Bupposo that there 
will ho any great difficulty iu accomplishing that 
work. There may he some fighting before Il'ich- 
rnond; but raw Virginia levies, ill armed and worse 
fed, if they lose heart in retreat will, seen disperse to 
their homes, and the more Southerly rebels will fall 
back on their own States. Gen. Scott is a practical 
tactician, and will dispense with fighting if ho can. 
By skillfully displaying his forces, ho may compel tho 
submission of Virginia without striking a blow. We 
presume that it will not be possible for the Northern 
troops to advance South of Virginia during tho hot 
weather; but, if that State is conquered, tho rest 
will follow in tho full. Tho prido of the South may 
bo hurt, but probably tho majority of tho people will 

declare, after the war is over, that they wen) Union 
men all through, and entirely disapproved of tho do¬ 

ings of JeiT. Davis.” 

In referring to the death of this noble soldier, the 
Tribune speaks of him in the following eulogistic 
but truthful manner: “ To tho private grief brought 
by this event upon a very large circle of friends, we 
are permitted only to allude; but it is entirely proper 
to say of one who was as yet hut little known to the 
pnblic, that tho country has lost In him another 
yonng soldier, who, had lie lived, was sure to have 
served her with unusual fervor and ability. Mr. Win- 
throp by nature and by education was endowed to a 
high degree with the qualities which make the suc¬ 
cessful soldier. Extensive travel in the wilderness, 
both in North and South America, had made him a 
hardy campaigner; the habit of facing danger, 
joinod to a natural fearlessness, gave him a presence 
of mind aud a coolness in porll, for tho want of which 
many a brave man bus lost a battle; and these quali¬ 
ties were backed by great energy and persistency of 
purpose. His mental powers fortified theso moral 
traits, making altogether ft character which would 
undoubtedly havo proved their value in the life he 

wheeling round and licking np the sand. As they 
passed along, a cloud of dust was raised on the 
ground, apparently eight or ten yards in diameter. 
This gradually assumed tho form of a column, that 
continued to increaso in height and diameter as it 
moved over tho plain, appearing like a mighty ser¬ 
pent rearing its head aloft, and twisting his huge 
body into contortions, in his elfints to ascend. The 
others fifty, sixty, and one hundred feet, and some 
ascended to nearly two hundred feet. As the whirl¬ 
winds began gathering up the dust, one might have 
fancied that antediluvian monsters were rising into 
life and activity. The smaller ones socmcd to trip it 
lightly over tho plain, bending their bodies in grace¬ 
ful curves, as they passed each other; while those of 
large dimensions revolved with gravity, swelling out 
their trunks as they moved onward, till tlio sandy 
fabric suddenly dissolved, forming a great mound, 
and creating a cloud of dust that was swept over the 
desert.—Scientific American. 

Potatoes per bush. ....... ...... 80 22 

Since tho foregoing was put in typo, wo havo 

received the annexed comparative prices of oorn, 

floor, and mess pork, aB ruling in four of tho Southoru 

and a like number of Western cities: 

CORN. 
,r bush, Por hush. 
..$ 70 Now York....$ 45 

80 Chicago. 21 
.. 1 10 Cincinnati . 28 
.. 1 20 Toledo ..  28 

FLOUR. 
Per bbl. Per bbl- 

$ 8 60 Now York___$4 75 
9 50 Chicago . 3 50 

. 10 00 Cincinnati . 4 50 
.. 7 60 Toledo. 4 50 

MKSS FORK. 
Per bbl. Per bbl- 

$27 00 New York.  $16 00 
„ 28 00 Chicago .. -... 15 60 

2(1 00 Cincinnati....- J4 7o 
.. 27 60 Toledo. 15 00 

A CORRESPONDENT of the Scientific American, wri¬ 

ting from Texas, says: — “ Owing to tho present 
national difficulties. Northern travel, as a matter of 

course, has fallen off, and it leaves some of our prin¬ 

cipal hotels in rather an embarrassed state. Tlio 

hotels in this city havo been supported almost en¬ 

tirely t.y Narthan auutum; now that prop fallB thorn, 
their prosperity ceases. Tho nunno oivj u"" 

finest in the city, is about to sneenrab to tho hard 

times; tho Trement llouso, a fine hotel, will soon 

follow. The Strand, the principal business street of 

this city, which at tiiis time of the year has been 

usually lively, now looks deserted and lonely. Busi¬ 

ness in this city Is perfectly stagnated. Merchants 

are disheartened, and most of them are closing out 

their stocks at an immense, sacrifice. There is no 

nalo for anything but corn, bacon and Hour, and 

theso are held by speculators at enormously high 

“ Wo! wo! to tho traitor who drags to tho miro 

The flag crimHonod deep with tho blood of hi* sire; 

If ho rouse up tho legions on land and on sea. 

Wo are realty to dio for the Flag of the Froel” 

Memphis_ 
New Orleans 
Montgomery 
Charleston . 
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FACTO, 8CKNK8, INCIDENTS, KTO, DUBT IN THE AIR, 

■Sketches of Our Army Officers. 

Lieut. Gueri.k.—Among the painful incidents of 

the engagement at Great Bethel, is tho death of Lieut. 
Lieut. Greble was ft native of Bonn- John T. Greble, 

sylvania, and belonged to tho Second Artillery. He J 
entered tho service as a brevet, was made second 
lieutenant in Hun icgi.«.-».* s« i.,ir. isr,4. aufi was ' 
promoted to a first lieutenancy in March, 1957. For 
the last four or live years ho had been stationed at 
West Point. A few months since ho married Miss 
Clara Frcneh, daughter of tho Rev. Mr. French, 
Chaplain at West Point, and was among the first who 
received orders from his government to repair to 
Washington to assist in protecting the flag of his 
oonntry. He was a modest, but highly accomplished 
young officer, and was much beloved, both in and 
out of the army. His father resides in Philadelphia. 

Cart. Ji.'DSON Kilpatrick, commanding Company 
H, of Duryea’s Zouaves, who is mentioned with 
honor in the engagement near Fortress Monroe, 
where he received a severe wound in the leg, bntstill 
gallantly led on his command, is a graduate of West 
Point, and Is not much over twenty years of age. 
He was colonel of his class at West Point—an honor 
which Is obtained by precision in shooting at a 
mark, when the class is admitted. He stood among 
tho first five in point of scholarship. His agod 
parents reside near Deekcrtown, N. J., where they 
own a valuable farm. He Is an only sou. 

Col. Wilcox, of the Michigan Regiment, in com¬ 
mand at Alexandria, graduated at West Point in 
1817; served in the Mexican war; continued in active 
Bcrvice until two or throe years since, and re-entered 
when the country called. He enjoys an excellent 
reputation. When Gen. Mansfield asked him what 
more was wanted at Alexandria, whether more 
dragoons or batteries, he replied, “ Nothing hut one 
trusty regiment of infantry.” The Massachusetts 
Fifth was sent in response to this messuge. 

Rrkmdikr General Scuknok, just now a promi¬ 
nent object in the public eye by reason of Vienna, 
was a member of Congress from Ohio, from 1813 to 
1851. President Fillmore appointed him Minister to 
Brazil, where he was a most efficient officer. Daring 
the past few years ho has been President of a railroad 
at the West. The four regiments forming the brigade 
he has been assigned to are two Ohio regiments, now 
in Washington, a Michigan regiment, and another 
soon to arrive. He is thus attached to the Military 
Department of Washington, under command of Gen. 

Mansfield. 

Major Theodore Winthrop, Aid-de-camp to Gcu. 
Butler, who was killed at Great Bethel, was a son of 
the late Francis R. Winthrop, of New Haven, and a 
nephew of President Woolsey, of Yule College. He 
was a young man of brilliant military and literary 
talents. He was a member of the 7th Regiment, and 

An English View of Gen. Mcoit. 

One of tho London Journals, not many weeks 
ago, remarked that “Gen. Scott is proverbially a 
slow commander. He is always unpopular during 
his campaigns. It is only when the campaign is 
over and he has won- ns ho always has done—that 
the wisdom of his action iB understood, and ho 
becomes popular.” Higher praise oould not well 
have been bestowed on any commander, for the par¬ 
allel is an exact one with that paid tho Duke of Wel¬ 
lington. Ho was a slow coach—an old fogy. He 
never seemed to be doing anything. But he always I 
wou. lu the end he was always worshiped. At 
Torres Vodras, in the Peninsular war, Wellington 
could havo cut tho French army to pieces in ft few 
hours, with tho losa of half his own. He waited, 
manoeuvred, and seenred advantages for a week, aud 
ho obtained a much more decisive victory with a loss 
that soaroely figured in the bulletin. Scott could 
have taken Vera Cruz in three days, with a loss of 
three thousand men; he look It in three weeks, and 

lost hut a hundred or two. 
Let one more paint bo fairly remembered. Win- 

field Scott has been in arms for more than half a 
century. During all that time, as youth, man, and 
veteran, when in command of any description of 

Words in their First Meanino.—Tho time was 
when every word was a picture. He who used a 
word first—almost any word—had a clear and vivid 
presentation to his mind of some object, and used 
that object as ft type, and analogy to certain ideas, 
and pictured images present to his mind. Dean 
Trench furnishes many Instances. Look at a word 
or two. Dilapidated:—dilapidated fortunes, a dilap 
idated character, a dilapidated house. Is there 
not a vivid picture here, when we indentify the 
word with the Latin dilapidate — the falling apart 
of stones—and so Harvey stone after stone falling 
away, and leaving only a place of ruin? So the word 
Husband— tho stay, and support, and binder together 
of the household, as old Tusser has said iu his “Point, 

of Husbandry:’’— 

“ The name of hunbaod—what is it to say I 

Of wife and of household the band and the stay.” 

And the word Wife is like it; it is only another form 
of the words “weave” and “woof;” and in it wo 
have, not only a picture of what was supposed to be 
a principal characteristic of female Industry, but the 
moral idea, too, of our weaving, by her influence and 
affection, heart to heart, and the whole household 
into one. In the same way Pity grows into Piety.— 
The Eclectic, . 

who havo lost the prize they have played for, ho will 
leave them to their own people — the same stern ju¬ 
rors aud judges who will dispose of the chiefs of the 
Confederacy in their own good time when they get 

them hack to tlicir respective bailiwicks. 
Richmond, which is now the capital of tho ‘South¬ 

ern Confederacy,’ will not seo many sessions of the 
Traitor Congress. Montgomery was the cradle of the 

new Disunion Richmond will he its Grave! 

A G’nnitdlun View of the War. 

The tone and spirit of the following article from 

the Toronto Globe, is in such striking and honorable 

contrast to the snarling and hitter assaults of tho 

ministerial press, that wo take pleasure in transfer¬ 

ring it to our columns: 

“ As wc predicted yesterday, the secessionists have 
not defended Grafton, ill Western Virginia. They 
have retreated without firing a gun. They are uIho 

preparing to evacuate Harper’s Ferry, which is in an 
utterly untenablo position. Their cause is as good 
as lost. One month ago, they thought they had Ten¬ 
nessee, Kentucky, Missouri, Virginia, and Maryland 
withiu their grasp. To-day Maryland and Missouri 
lie at the feet of the North. Kentucky is neutral, 
Tennessee is being actively canvassed on behalf of 
the Union, and Western Virginia is formed into a 
sovereign and almost free -State. One mouth ago, the 
Southern army were prepared to march direct on 
Washington, and even threatened Pennsylvania and 
Maryland from Harper’s Ferry. To-day they are 
content to take up defensive positions deep in the 
heart of Virginia, and are threatened with destruc¬ 
tion by an overwhelming force. When a revolution 
does not go forward, it recedes. The retrogade 
movement from Harper’s Ferry will inflict infinite 
chagrin on Jeff. Davis’ army. It will disperse forever 
their golden dreams of conquest; it will reveal to 
them that they are about to undertake a weary, defen¬ 
sive warfare, with straitened means, against forces 
which they cannot cope with on equal terms. When 
we add that there are hundreds of thousands in Vir- 

Sokeamino Fishes.—From the letter of an intelli¬ 
gent lady, wc make the following extract:—“ In the 
early part of December I called upon a Quaker gentle¬ 
man at Darlington, for whom I waited in a room ia 
which stood a small aquarium, containing, along 
with the usual allotment of sea-anemones, star fishes, 
&c-, five fishes not larger than minnows—a species of 
blennies, as I was informed. After watching their 
motions for a few minutes, as they floated near the 
surface of the water, l stooped down to examine 
them more nearly; when, to my utter amazement, 
they simultaneously Bet up a shriek of terror so loud 
and piercing, that I sprang back as if 1 had been 
electrified. 1 think a human being could hardly have 
set up a louder or shriller scream than did theso tiny 
inhabitants of the water. Have you ever met with, 
or heard of, in any other case of the finny tribe, so 
striking an exception of the truth of the common 
saying, ‘As mute as a fish?’ ”—Ifotes and Queries. 

Uninflammable Fabrics. — A patent has been 
taken out iu England, by M. J. Latta, for the employ¬ 
ment of the sulphate, carbonate, or chloride of mag¬ 
nesia, mixed with starch, for muslin and linen, go 
ub to render them uninflammable after being dressed. 
One part of any of these substances is mixed with 
three parts (by weight) of the starch; these propor¬ 
tions answer well. 

The same combination, even before the passage of 
the pretended ordinance of secession, instituted war 
by the seizure and appropriation ol the property of 
the Federal Government, and by organising and 
mobilizing armies, with the avowed purpose of cap¬ 
turing or destroying the Capital of the Union. 
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A They have attempted to bring the allegiance of the 
? people of the United States into direct conflict with 
b their subordinate allegiance to the State, thereby 
| making obedience to their pretended ordinance trea¬ 

son against the former. 
We, therefore, the delegates here assembled in 

convention to devise such measures and take Rtieh 
action as the safety and welfare of the Joyal citizens 
of Virginia may demand, having mutually consid¬ 
ered the premises, and viewing with great concern 
the deplorable condition to which this once happy 
commonwealth must be reduced, unless some regular 
adequate remedy be speedily adopted, and appealing 
to the Supreme Ruler of the Universe for the recti¬ 
tude of our intentions, do hereby, in the name and 
on the behalf of the good people of Virginia, 
solemnly declare, that the preservation of their deal¬ 
est rights and liberties arid their security in person 
and property, imperatively demand the reorganiza¬ 
tion of the Government of the Commonwealth, and 
that all acts of raid Convention and Executive, tend¬ 
ing to separate this Commonwealth from the United 
States, or to levy and carry on war against them, are 
without authority, and void, and the offices of all 
who adhere to the said Convention and Executive, 
whether Legislative, Executive or Judicial, arc- 
vacated. 

Spirit of the Hour. 

Touching.- The dying words of one of the Ohio 
Volunteers who fell at Vienua were, “It grows very 
dark, mother,— very dark.” 

Western Texas shows her sympathy with Consti¬ 
tutional Government by taking steps to hold a Union 
Convention, like that of Western Virginia, and by 
organizing a mounted force which lias already beaten 
twice its number of rebels. 

M ajok Van Dor has been appointed Colonel of the 
Wisconsin Seventh Regiment. He is a graduate of 
the Imperial Austrian Military Academy, and served 
in Hungary under Gen. Rem. In this country he has 
lived about twelve years, acting as instructor in mili¬ 
tary academies. 

The forty steam gun-boats which the Government 
have contracted for will bo completed and ready for 
sea in about four months. The aggregate armament 
and force of these vessels will be as follows:—Officers 
and men 8,000; thirty-two pound canuon 480; Ten- ! 
inch guns 40; rifled cannon 40. 

One of the first acts of the new Legislature of Vir¬ 
ginia, which met at Wheeling Monday, will be to 
elect two United States Senators in the places form¬ 
erly occupied by R. M. T. Hunter and .1. M. Mason. 

At the recent skirmish at Fairfax Court House, ( 
when Lieut. Tompkins charged through that village, 
he killed the Captain of the rebel company who op- , 
posed him. A placard is now posted in the streets t 
of the village offering a reward of $1,600 for Lieut. 
Tompkins’ head, 

u 

Gov. Harris, of Tennessee, lias proclaimed the 1 

vote of that State on the ordinance of secession. Jt e 
will be seen that East Tennessee gave a majority of I 
over seventeen thousand against secession: t 

! canvass. Mr. F. says that if a few Federal regiments 
i were stationed in North Carolina, one in each Con¬ 

gressional District, to protect the Union men there, 
there would be a full delegation of unconditional 
Union members elected to Congress from that State 
on the first Thursday in August next. He also says 
that a brigade of loyal North Carolinians might be 
easily raised to co-operate with the Federal forces in 
putting down the treasonable usurpation of Governor 
Ellis, and others in bis Rtate. 

The Special Election for members of Congress 
(House) in Kentucky resulted as follows: 

1st District—Henry O. Burnet, re-elected. 
2d District—.las. S. Jackson, vice Ram’l O. Peyton. 
3d District—Henry Grider, vice Francis M. Bristow. 
4th District—A. Harding, vice Win. C. Anderson. 
6th District—Chan. A. Wickli(To, vice J. Y. Brown. 
Gth District—Geo. W. Dunlap, vice Green Adams. 
7th District—Robert Mallory, re-elected. 
8th District—J. J. Crittenden, viCoWm. E. Simms. 
!)th District—W. H. Wadsworth, vice L. T. Moore. 
10th District—.!. W. Menzier, vice J. W. Stevenson. 
We suppose that all may be set down as Union 

men; because none others than those who recognize 
the Union would accept representative office under 
it. All are probably for compromise and peace. 

It is ascertained from an official source that about 
200,000 stand of arms have already been issued, leav¬ 
ing one-half that number still on hand, with others 
being manufactured; these arms arc additional to 
those furnished by the State authorities. None have 
been ordered from abroad through the ordnance 
bureau; hence the recent importations must be on 
State or private accoant. Dealers are daily offering 
t.o supply the Government, which, however prefers 
its own patterns of uniformity. There is no lack of 
facilities, it will thtiB be seen, forarmingall the troops 
that may be called into the field. 'There is abundance 
of ordnance and ordnance stores, and other enginery 
of warfare. 

The following are the military regulations concern¬ 
ing passports just issued, dated 

Headquarters or Washington Armv, ; 
July 1, iKlil. ( 

The General-in-Chief, by permission of Executive, 
announces to all concerned, that hereafter no pass¬ 
ports, by whomsoever signed or countersigned, will 
entitle any person to pass the lines of the United 
States Army, unless the same be also countersigned 
by the commander of the military geographical 
department. This regulation will continue in force 
until further notice. 

[signed,] Winfield Bcott. 
E. D. Townsend, Ash’T Adj. Gen. 

The above is confirmed. 
[Signed,] W. H. Seward. 

In the “ Department of the East,” a movement of 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE. 

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and House of Represen¬ 
tatives 

Having been convened on an extraordinary 
occasion, as authorized by the Constitutisn, vonr 
iitlorifw.n !n _ . A « 11 . A , i ■ _ . 

sasstetar? rszts?~ w 

up their Government, and thus practically putan end r.f proper witUin the recGw0**1 °f tb°S8 
to free government unon the earth , , U l,n the rp5'“ns where apparently 

It forces us to 3W.TL2ft a., republics this 1E.TSS* S *•» a 

attention is noi eaiied^toanyo snbje^ **WT' '”*Vthat T’lacft « »e °°nteol of thVGove^S 
legislntion. At the beginning^ the presSPres?. * l***' $<00,000°® 
dential term, four months age. the functions of the op their Government and thus nracticallv i.iittu/fn/i 1i,Bt nmber of “en !® about one-tenth of those 
Pe oral Government were found to he generally sue- to free government upon the earth ' of proper ages withjo the regions wlu-re apparently 
pended within the several States of South Carolina It forces us to ask •• i« there in all „vite» «.• ‘,11 are to »«d the sum is b-s9 than l 
Georgia,Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Florida, inherent and fatal ’weakness?” “MuetV ROTera* men *1 *5® ™one/ v*}"* owned by the 
excepting only Uiose of the Post Office Department: meet, of necessity, be too Xu* for the libeK of TLno nnn non ? to.devote the ^ole. A debt 
Mithm these States all the forts, arsenals, dock the people, or too ^ to mafntote Ite own exirt P« head than w»g 
yards curtom houses and the like, including the encc?” So viewing the issue, noThoic?waI^eft hm \he wben we came out of that 
moveable and stationary property in and about them, to call out the war power of the Government and .,trn?rc,e ' and tb® mon*y val.ue in thp country now, 
had been wized and were held in open hostility to ho to resist force, employed for ito d«SKi S 18a,‘9 ,even a greater proportion to what it was then, 
this Government, excepting only Forte Pickens, Tay- force, for its preservation.* 1 3 than docs the population. Surely each man has as 

s>rt t1’it ,The “f w,trde'8"" •*- r"p°n,e«o,.e «»»w ss“&* toSsss.ssr”*aseach .. . in unariesion narr>or. h. (... the was most gratifying—surpassing in unanimity and » -a-v*_n A ... . 
forts thus seized bad been put in Improved condi- spirit the most sanguine expectation 
Don. New ones had been built, armed forces had Yet none of the States, common! . I ici, uuut: ui me States, commonly called Slave 

*wrre i:,r^an,7-inff, avowedly States, except Delaware, gave a regiment through 
■SiterTT J,e ?'3Tm‘ regular State organization. A few regiments have 

ts n rnfuninpt in tho of the Fedora] been otcyftriizeri wit,hi n srimr nth pm nflhnao sJtat.va i ue ions remaining in t he pompon of the Federal 
Government in and tear those States were either 
beseiged or menared by warlike preparations, and 
especially Fort Sumter was nearly surrounded by well 
protected hostile batteries, with guns eqnal in qual¬ 
ity to the best of its own, and outnumbering the latter 
*•* perhaps ten to one. A disproportionate share of 
the Federal miteket* and rifles hau somehow found 
t.helr way Into these States, and had been seized to 
he used against the Government. The accumulations 
of the public revenue lying within them had been 
seized f<n- the same object. The Nav/ was scattered 
in distant seas, leaving but a very small part of it 
within Ihe immediate reach of the Government, Offi¬ 
cers of the Federal army and navy had resigned in great 
numbers, and of those resigning a large proportion 
had taken up anus against the Government. Simul¬ 
taneously and in connection with all this, the pur¬ 
pose to sever the Federal Union was openly avowed. 

In accordance with this purpose, an ordinance had 
bo.en adopted in each of the States, decJaHngthe States 
respectively to be separated from the National Union. 
A formula for instituting a combined government 
of these States hud been promulgated, and this ille 
gal organization, in the character of 11 Confederate 
States,” was already invoking recognition, aid and 
Intervention from foreign powers. 

Finding this condition of tilings, and believing it to 
be an imperative duty of the incoming Executive to 
prevent, if possible, the consummation of sneli an at¬ 
tempt. to destroy the Federal Union, a choice of means 
to that end became indispensable. This choice was 
made and was declared in the Inaugural Address. 
The policy chosen looked to the exhaustion of ail 
peaceful measures before a resort 1,o any stronger 
ouch. It sought only to hold the public places and 
property not already wrested from t he government, and 
to collect the revenue, relying for the rest on time, 
discussion and the ballot lmx. It promised a contin 
nance of the mails at the Government expense to the 
very people who were resisting Ihe Government, and 
it gave repeated pledges against any disturbance to 
any Of the people or of any of their rights. Of nil 

regular State organization. A few regiments have 
been organized within some others of i hose States 
by individual enterprise, and received into the 
Government service. Of course the seceded States, 
so-called, and to which Texas had been joined about 
the time of the inauguration, gave no troops to the 
Anne/. T'.t_ rr* 4 rv . -1 .Ji . . . _ II v 

twenty-third part of the money value owned by the 
men who seem ready to devote the whole. A‘debt 
of $600,000,000 non is a less sura per head than wa^ 
the debt, of onr revolution when we came out of that 
struggle : and the money value in the country now 
bears even a greater proportion to what it was then’ 
than does the population. Surely each man has as 
strong a motive now to preserve our liberties, as each 
had then to establish them. 

A right result at this time will be worth more to 
the world than ten times the men and ten times the 
money. The evidence reaching ns from the country 
leaves no doubt that the material for the work is 
abundant, and that, it needs only the hand of legisla¬ 
tion to give it legal sanction, and the hand of the Ex¬ 
ecutive to give it practical shape and efficiency. One 
of the greatest perplexities of the Government is to 
avoid receiving troops faster than it can provide for 
tlic-m. In a word, the people will save their Govern- 

canse of the Union. The Border States, BO-called, were Ztit. if the Government teelf wiRdnlm 
not uniform in their action, some of them being almost indifferently well do its pait only 
for ihe Union; While in others, as in Virginia, North n might seem at first thought to be of little differ 
Caiolina, Tennessee, and Arkansas, the Union senti- rnre whether the present movement i, 

s&Evr'trc,,re7fa“"dTiMci- ,?he»•"' 
the md”, TmSrtrat ”“l reml>rt*Me' P™h*P» well nrnler.tood the -iiireretc*. They kne»- at tire 

i - nirzSv0r t \ ^ v /i , beginning that, they could never raise their treason 
A convention elected by the people of that State, to to anv rc«nectabte mao-nite/te iVn,,, , 

consider thia very question of disrupting the Federal VjL *8£S\nS llFuZ tS people 

wben FoTHumJr te.ln t L- poL-scd as much of moral sense, as much of dell when fort Sumter fell. To this body the people bad tinn to law and order and • , 

chosen a large majority of professed Union men. reverence for Die history and tmvermn^n^nf^N^ 

jj&z a »“4 
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considerable military importance has been made that which a I'resident might, constitutionally and 

No. Sep. 
bast lennessee.14,780 32,923 
Middle Tennessee.68,2(if> 8,198 
West Tennessee.29,127 6,117 
Military Camps.  2.741 

104,913 47,238 

Majority for Secession. 67,676 

The following is an extract from the letter of Ool. 
Cook, 2d cavalry, U. R. A., a Virginian, who refuses 
to desert the Stars and Stripes:—“At, H years of age, 
I was severed from Virginia; the National Govern¬ 
ment adopted me as its pupa <*uO future defender; 
ii, gave me education and a profession; and i then 
made a solemn oath to bear true allegiance to the 
United States of America, and to ‘serve them hon¬ 
estly and faithfully against all their enemies or op- 
posers whatsoever.1 This oath and honor alike for¬ 
bid me to abandon their standard at the first hour 
of danger.” 

Summary of News for the Week. 

The space occupied by the President’s Message 
precludes the publication of anything save a brief 
summary of the more important transactions of the 
week. 

Congress convened at the date appointed in the 
call of the President. The House elected Galusha A. 
Grow, of Pennsylvania, Speaker; Emerson Ethridge, 
of Tennessee, Clerk; and Edward Ball, of Ohio, Ser- 
goant-at-Arms. But little has yet been brought be¬ 
fore Congress, and the matters thus far presented 
relate directly to our National difficulties. The most 
important bills are those introduced by Mr. Van 
Wyek, as follows:—Increasing the pay of soldiers to 
$16 a month, commencing from May I, 1861; also, a 
bill reducing the expenses of the Government. The 
last bill provides that all officers, excepting Post- 
Masters and Consuls, having no stated salary, shall 
pay all fees collected by them into the treasury; that 
the salaries of all officers—civil, military and naval— 
shall be reduced as follows: Over $10,000, 30 per 
cent.; over $8,500, 26 per cent.; over $5,000, 20 per 
cent.; over $3,000, 15 per cent-.: over $2,000, 6 per 
cent. Also, repealing all laws granting mileage to 
M. C.’s, restricting the franking privilege to one 
ounce in weight, and repealing all lawB aud resold- , 
tions appropriating money for newspapers and sta¬ 
tionery for Members of Congress. 

North Carolina will have at least one Represen- i 

tative on the floor of Congress during the Extra ; 
Session. Colonel C. II. Foster announces himself ] 
as unconditional candidate for Congress in the t 
First District, of that State. Having made his t 
appointments, he will soon take the stump and pros- t 
ecute a vigorous canvass. The Washington corres¬ 
pondent of the Tribune says Mr. F. has recently ar- t 
rived there from his State, where he boldly defended ( 
aud approved of the course of the Administration, in ( 
strong Union speeches made by him at large public i 

during the week—the rout of the rebels, under Gen. 
JoliUBton, at Martinsburg, Va., by tbe Federal troops 
under Gen. Patterson. The following are the par¬ 
ti culars: 

'Tbe proper fords having been ascertained, the 
advance took place before daylight, the posts of 
honor being assigned to Capt. McMullen’s Independ¬ 
ent Rangers, 1st Wisconsin, and 11th Pennsylvania 
Regiments. The advancing column consisted of the 
brigades of Abercrombie, Thomas and Wynkoop. 

justiftedly do in such a case, everything was forborne 
without which it was believed possible to keep the 
Governmenton foot. 

On the 6th of March, the present incumbent’s first 
full day in office, a letter from Major Anderson, com¬ 
manding at Sumter, written on the 28th of February, 
and received at the War Department on (lie 4th of 
March, was by that Department placed in his hands. 
This letter expressed tin-.professional opinion of the 
writer that reinforcements could not he thrown Into 
that fort within tbe time for his relief rendered neces¬ 
sary by the limited supply of provisions, and with a 
view of holding possession of the same, with a force 

assault, is not definitely known. 
Although they submitted tbe ordinance for ratifica¬ 

tion to a vote of the people, to be taken on a day 
then somewhat in ore than a month distant,the Conven¬ 
tion and the Legislature, which was also in session at 
the same time and place, with leading men of the 
State not memhersof either, immediately commenced 
acting as if the State were already out <if the Union. 
They pushed military preparation vigorously forward 
ail over tbe State. They seized the U. 8. Armory at 
Harper’s Ferry, and the Navy Yard at Gosport, near 
Norfolk. They received—perhaps invited—into their 
State! large bodies of troops, with their warlike ap¬ 
pointments, from the so-called seceded States. They 
formally entered into a treaty of temporary alliance 
with the so-called Confederate States, and sent mem¬ 
bers to their Congress at. Montgomery, and finally 
they permitted the insurrectionary government, to be 
transferred to their capital at. Richmond. 

The people of Virginia have thus allowed this 
giant insurrection to make its nest within her borders, 
and tin's Government has no choice left but to deal 
with it where it finds it; and it baa the less to regret, 
as the loyal citizens have in due form claimed its 
protection. Those loyal citizens this Government is 
bound to recognize, and protect as being Virginia. 

In the border States, BO-callcd-in fact the middle 
States—there are those who favor a policy which they 
call armed neutrality.—that Is, an arming of those 
Slates, to prevent, the Union forces passing one way, 
and the disunion the other, over their soil. This 

uvuuuvuiug ui iuB jjuuiiu miriu. rney invented an 
ingenlona sophism, which, if conceded, was followed 
by perfectly logical steps through all the incidents 
of the complete destruction of the Union. The 
sophism itself is that any State of the Union may 
consistently with the national Constitution, and 
therefore lawfully and peacefully, withdraw from the 
Union without the consent of the Union, or of any 
other State. The little disguise that the supposed 
right is to he exercised only for just cause, themselves 
to be the sole judges of its justice, is too thin to 
merit any notice. 

With rebellion thus sugar-coated, they have been 
drugging the public mind of their Section for more 
than thirty years, until at length they have brought 
many empd men to a willingness to take up arms 
asrainst the Government, the day al ter some assemblage 
of men have enacted the fnreial pretence of taking their 
State out of the Union, who could have been brought 
to no such thing the. day before. 

This sophism derives much, perhaps the whole, of 
Sts currency, from the assumption that there la some 
omnipotent, and sacred supremacy pertaining to a 
State—to each State of our Federal Union. Our 
States have neither more nor less power than that re¬ 
served to them in the Union by the Constitution—no 
one of them ever having been a State out of the 
Union. The original ones passed into the Union 
even before they cast, off their British colonial de¬ 
pendence; and the new ones came into the Union 
diredly from a condition of dependence, excepting 
Texas; and even Texas, in its temporary independence, 
was never designated a State. The new ones only 

Abercrombie’s brigade led the advance, and the eas- of leas than 20,000 good and well disciplined men. 
unities of the conflict were almost exclusively on the °l,*n'on "'its concurred in by all the officers of 
■u-4 , ,,,, ,, , . . , hla command, and their memoranda on the subject 
1st tsconsin and 11th Pennsylvania regiments were made enclosures of Major Anderaon’sletter. The 
Col. Jarnet.t and Lieut.-Col. Coulter led the akir- whole was immediately laid hi lore Lient.-Gen, Scott, 
mishera, opening upon the rebels at 40 yards. The who at once concurred with Major Anderson in opin’- 
wb».e or rebel force « M.rtioW, eoeel^g 

nary by Hie limited supply of provisions, and with a would be disunion completed Ficurativelv sneak- 1 , ‘/b.. ■ . -y 
view of holding possession Of the sarne, with a force ing it would be the bnUdimr of atf imnassiiblp^wall »?°-k tllp designation ol State* on coming into the 
of less than 20,000 good and well disciplined men. alone ^ tet r am!., 1dk’d’ w,u,e l"at r,ame WftS #«t adopted for the 
This opinion was Concurred in by all tbe officers of pass aide one; for under the poise of neufalitv it 2,1'3 ’n ar‘(1 !f I,ec!»rat,“n of Independence, 
his command, and their memoranda on the subject would tie the hands of the Uniim nmiindtreelv nass Therein ti.e United Colonic* were declared free and 
were made enclosures of Major Anderson'* letter. The supplies from amon! Mien l , « independent Mates; but even then the object plainly 

immftRiotnin lai.i v...iv..-,. i _4 , _ l- ... . ’. 7. r 01 llK ,n 10 1,1'• inSUrmlionistB , was not to declare their lii/tenendenee of one another 

/> #. . , , ., .r} — - - .. .... ,,, „„v /tinn uuu III 

of four regiments ol inlantry and one regiment, of the Navy, and at the -rid of fom-day* came reluctantly 
horse, were engaged in the action. They had with- but decidedly to tbe vame conclusion us before, nor) 

drawn four pieces of artillery, part rifled cannon. 
The casualties on our aide are three killed and sev- 

nt tbe same time he also stated that no sufficient force 
was at the control of the Government, Or could be 
raised nnd brought, to tip* within the time 

cral -wounded. Several of the dead and wounded of when the provisions in the Fort would be exhausted. 
the rebel troops were left on the field in their hasty 
retreat. The loss of life on their side was said to be 
very heavy. 

The official report reads thus: 

Black Rtver, near Martinsburg. 
To Col. E. D. Townsend, Assistant Adjutant General: 

, 1 lelt Williamsport at. <>i this morning for this 
place, and drove out the rebels, who were about 
2,000 strong, and who had four guns. I now occupy 
their camp, with the loss, 1 regret to say, of three 
killed and ten wounded. R. Patterson, 

M a j o r • Ge n oral C o m m a n d in g. 

The rebel convention at Richmond has formally 
expelled the members who were elected from West¬ 
ern Virginia, and has provided for an election for 
President, and Vice President of the Southern Con¬ 
federacy in November next. 

Bom Houses of the Virginia Legislature organized 

In a purely military point of view, this reduced 
tbe duty of the Administration in Die rase to a mere 
matter of get ting the garrison safely out of the Fort. 

It was believed, however, that to* so abandon that, 
position tinder the clrciimstances would be utterly 
rolnotm—that the necessity under which it was to la- 
done would not be fully understood—that by ninny it 
would be construed na a part, of a voluntary policy— 
that at homo it would discourage the friends of the 
Union, embolden its adversaries, and go far to en¬ 
sure to tbe latter a recognition abroad; that in fact 
it. would bp. our National destruction consummated. 
ThiB could not bo allowed. Starvation was not yet 
upon the garrison, and ere it would be reached, Fort 
Pickens might be re inforced. This last would be a 
clear indication of policy, and would better enable 
tbe country to accept the evacuation of Fort Sumter 
as a military necessity. 

An order was at once directed to be sent for the land¬ 
ing of the troops from the steamship Brooklyn into 
Fort Pickens. This order could not go by land. Vmt 
must be taken the longer aud slower route by sea. The 

which It. could not do as an open enemy. At a stroke 
it would take all the trouble off the hands of seces¬ 
sion, except only what proceeds from the external 
blockade. Tt would do for the disunionists that 
which of all thing* they most desire—feed them well 
and give them disunion without a struggle of their 
own. It recognizes no fidelity to the Constitution, 
no obligati'-''- t- mslnwiv me union; and whjjp 
very manv who have favored it arc doubtless loyal 
citizens, It Is nevertheless very injurious iti effect. 

Recurring to the action of the Government, it may 
be stated that at first a cull was made for 76,000 mili- 

was not to declare their Independence of one another 
or of the Union, but directly the contrary, as their 
mutual pledge and their mutual action, before, at the 
time, and afterward, abundantly show. The express 
plighting of faith by each and all of the original 
thirteen, in the Articles of Confederation, two years 
later, Dial, ilia XTnlon shall 4* j-*~e -su*l. 1 .....ret oou 
ndneivo. Having never been States, I'ither in sub- 
stance oHtotcte the tmniD, whence this magi¬ 
cal omnipotence of State rights, assert ing a claim of 
power to lawfnlly destroy tbe Union itself? 

Mach is said about’ the sovereignty of States, 
i>n« tiu word, even, is vr-'‘J—1 , ■ . wv vuv i.viui ^»■.»*, in uw, ,ii ia,tj National 

tm; and rapidly following this a proclamation was Constitution, nor, as is believed, in any of the State 
issued for Closing the ports of the insurrectionary Constitutions. Wbat is a sovereignty, in the politi- 
districte by proceedings in tbe nature of blockade. t.al 8t.nse flf the term? Would it be far wrong to de- 
feo ter all was believed to be strictly legal. At this flne it “A political community without a political 
point the insurrectionists announced their purpose verier?” Tested bv this, no hue of „„rS.La «v. 

at Wheeliug on the 3d inst. Lieut. Gen. Paisley took first return news from the order was received just one 

the chair in the Senate, and Daniel Frost, of Jackson, 
was elected Speaker of the House. Gov. Pierpont’s 
Message was sent to both bodies last night, together 
with a document from Washington, officially recog¬ 
nizing the new government. The message is a v -ry 
able document and gives unusual satisfaction. It is 
a succinct review of secession in Virginia, and of the 
causes leading to the formation of the present gov¬ 
ernment, and recommends an energetic co-operation 
with the United States Government. Specie belong¬ 
ing to the States, to the amount of $27,000, was seized 

and brought to Wheeling by «refer of the Governor, 
from the Exchange Bank of Weston, It was sup¬ 
posed that Ex-Governor Wise was heading for Weston 
to get this money. 

In the “Department of the West,” we learn by the 
St. Louis Democrat, scouts from the Southern Border 
of Missouri report 5,200 Secession troops at Yelville, 
Arkansas, well armed, and having ten pieces of flying 
artillery. This force consists of 1,000 Tennessee, 
2,200 from Arkansas, 600 Kentuckians and 1,500 from 
Missouri. They expect 4,000 from Gov. Jackson’s 
troops, and large reinforcements are promised from 
the C. S. Army, and in one month they expect to have 
an active army of 15,000 or 20,000. 

Reliable information from Springfield, Mo., says 
the 3d regiment, Colonel Siegle, and part of the Sth, 
Colonel Solomon, inarched there on Sunday week. 
Col. Brown's regiment, 4threserve corps and a battnl- 
lion of the 5th, would arrive the next day. Colonel 

week before the fall of Fort Sumter. The news itself 
was that, tho officer commanding the Sabine, to which 
vessel tlie troop* had been transferred from the 
Brooklyn, acting upon some quasi armistice of Du- 
late administration, and the existence of which the 
preaeat administration, up to Die time the order 

to enter upon the practice of privateering. Other 
calls were made for volunteers to serve three years, 
unless sooner discharged, and also large additions to 
tlm regular army and navy. 

Those jui asures, whether strictly legal or not, were 
ventured upon, under what appeared to be a popular 
demand and a public necessity; trusting, then, as 
now. that Congreae would readily ratify them. It is 
believed that noth!ng lias been done beyond the con¬ 
stitutional competency of Congress. 

Soon after tbe first call for militia, it was considered 
a duty to authorize the Commanding General, in proper 
eases, according to his discretion, to suspend the priv¬ 
ilege of the writ of habeas corpus; nr, in oilier words, 
to arrest and detain, without resort to ordinary pro¬ 
cesses and form* of law, such individuals as he might 
deem dangerous to the public safety. This author¬ 
ity has purposely been exercised but very sparingly. 
Nevertheless, the legality and propriety of what has 
been done under it, are questioned, and the axtentiou 
of the country has been called to the proposition that 
one who is sworn to take care that the laws be laith- 

was dispatched, had only top vague and uncertain fully executed, should not himself violate them. Of 

meetings, which were got up by the Disunionists for fiiegle’s regiment has guard of all the outlets fri 
the express pm pose of denouncing Mr. F., and, if Missouri on the border of Kansas and Indian Terri- 
possible, drive him out of the State. At all ol these tory, which, with Col. Siegle’s outposts here from 
meetings Mi. I . appeared in person, and met the Springfield, will entirely hem Jackson in, and doubt- 
traitors face to face, and told them to their teeth less result in the capture of his whole force. J. B. 
what they might expect if they continued in this un- Knott, Attorney General of Missouri, is now a prisoner 
holy rebellion against the Union. Mr. Foster is a jn the Arsenal. 

man of iron will, undaunted courage, brilliant talent, The Democrat’s correspondent says the Union 
with a veiy effective and brilliant style of oratory. Home Guard at tbe battle of Cold Camp, on the 19th 
lie will be remembered as the popular editor of the of June, had about 20 killed and wounded and 23 
Norfolk (Ya.) Day-Book, lie was also considered taken prisoners. The prisoners were taken to War- 
one of the ablest political writers in the South. He saw, and liberated on taking oath not to bear arms 
has always been a prominent Democrat, and has held against the Southern Confederacy. The Union force 
many prominent positions. He was chosen by ac- was 600 men, and that of the Secessionists 1,000 

mounted men and 200 infantry. The loss of the 

rumors to fix attention, had refused to laud the 
troops. To now reinforce Fort. Pickens, before a 
crisis would be reached at Fort Sumter, was impossi¬ 
ble, rendered so by the near exhaustion of provisions 
in tho latter named fort. In precaution arainst such 
a conjuncture, the Government find a few days before 
commenced preparing an expedition us well adapted 
as might be to relieve Fort Sumter, which expedition 
was intended to be ultimately used or not, according 
to circumstances, 

The strongest- anticipated case for using it was now 
presented, and it was resolved to send it forward. As 
had been intended in tins contingency, it was also 
resolved to notify the Governor of South Carolina 
that he might expect an attempt would be made to 
provision the fort, and that if the attempt should not 
be resisted there would tie no effort to throw in 
men, arms or ammunition without lurtlipr notice or 
in ease of an attack upon the fort. This notice was 
accordingly given; whereupon the fort whs attacked 
aud bombarded to its fall, w ithout even awaiting the 
arrival of the provisioning expedition. 

It is thus seen lhat the assault upon and reduction 
of Fort Sumter was iu no sense a matter of self- 
defence on the part of the assailants. They well 
knew that the garrison in the fort could by no possi¬ 
bility commit aggression upon them. They knew— 
they were expressly notified—that the giving of bread 
to tbe few brave and hungry men of the garrison was 
all which would, t n that occasion,be attempted,unless 
themselves, by resisting so much, should provoke 
more. They know that this Government desired, to 
keep the garrison in the fort, not to assail them, but 
merely to maintain visible possession, and thus to 
preserve the Uuiou from actual and immediate disso¬ 
lution,trusting. as hereinbefore stated, to time,discus¬ 
sion, and the ballot box for final adjustment; and 

cal sense of the term? Would it be far wrong to de¬ 
fine it “A political community without a political 
superior?” Tested by this, do one of onr States, ex¬ 
cept Texas, ever was a sovereignty ; aud even Texas 
gave up the character on comlug’into the Union, by 
which act she nckoowledged the Constitution of the 
United States, and laws and treaties of the United 
States, made in pnrsnanoe of the Constitution, to be 
fur her Die supreme law of the land. 

The States have their status in the Union, and they 
have no other legal status. If they break from this, 
they can only dosoagainstlawand by revolution. The 
Union, and not themselves separately, procured their 
independence and their liberty. By conquest, or pur¬ 
chase, the Union gave each of them whatever of 
independence and liberty it. has. Tbe Union Is older 
than any of the States, and in fact it created them as 
States. Originally, some dependent colonies made 
the Union, and in turn the Uniou threw oil' their old 
dependence for them, and made them States, such 
as they are. Not one of them ever had a State Con¬ 
stitution independent of the Union. Of course it is 
not forgotten that all the new States framed their Con¬ 
stitution before they entered the UuioD. nevertheless 
dependeht upon and preparatory to coming into the 
Union. 

cour-'P, suriie con.siiJerauon was K'ven to tfie questions Unquestionably tbe States have the powers and 
of puwei and propriety, before tins matter was acted rights reserved to them by the National Constitution, 
ufe!^;, . . . ., . , , . , , x , but among these surely are not included all con- 

c “ , uWS wbicb were required to be ceivahle powers however mischievons or destructive; 
fai lilully executed, were being resisted and telling but at most such only as were known in the- world at 
Dl feYI'D Itti^fl ))■ lliiur o mm 1 in-J e i 4 bn Lfatnr. \l » . . * 

The whole of the laws which were required to be 
faithfully executed, were being resisted and failing 
of execution in nearly oue-lliird of the States. Hurt 
they he allowed to finally fail of execution, even had 
it been perfectly clear that by the use of the means 
necessary to their execution, some single law, made 
in such extreme tenderness of the citizens’ liberty, 
that practically it relieves more of the guilty than 
the innocent, should, to a very limited extent, be 
violated ? 

To state the question more directly, are all the laws 
but one to go nnexecuted, and the Government itself 
to go to pieceB, lest that one be violated ? Even in 

tbe time as governmental powers; and certainly a 
power to destroy the Government itself had never been 
known as a governmental—as a merely administrative— 
power. This relative matter of National power and 
State rights as a principle, is no oilier than a princi¬ 
ple of generality and locality. Whatever concerns 
the whole should be confided to the whole—to the 
general government; while whatever concerns only the 
State should be left exclusively to the State. 

This Ts all there is of tbe original principle about it. 
Whether the National Constitution, in defining the p.ie08B' if11..,, 0 ... . V101ate“ 1 Even in Whether the National Constitution, in defining the 

fu /ift <:aw* " ccldI not the official oath be broken it boundaries between the two, has apr lied the principle 
the Government should be overthrown when it was with exact accuracy, is not to be questioned; we are 
believed that disregarding tbe single law would tend 
to preserve it ? But it was not believed that this 
question was presented. It was not believed that any 
law was violated. The provision of the Constitution 
that “ the privilege of the writ of habeas Corpus shall 
not be suspended, unless when in cases of rebellion or 
invasion the public safety may require it,” is equiva¬ 
lent to a provision— is a provision — that such privi¬ 
lege may bo suspended when, in case of rebellion or 
invasion, the public safety does require it. It was 
decided that We have a case of rebellion, and that the 
public safety does require the qualified suspension 
of the privilege of the writ which was authorized to 
be made. 

Now it is insisted that Congress; and not tbe Execu¬ 
tive, is vested with the power. But the Constitution 
itself is silent a* to which or who is to exercise tbe 

with exact accuracy, is not to be questioned; we are 
all bouud by that defining without question. What 
is now.combatted is the position that secession is 
consistent with tbe Constitution—islawfutand peace¬ 
ful. It iB not contended that there is any express 
law for it, and nothing should ever fie implied as law 
which leads to unjust and absurd consequences. 
The Nation purchased with money the countries out 
of which several of these States were formed. Is it 
just that they shall gooff without leave or without 
refunding? The Nation paid very large sums—In the 
aggregate, I believe, nearly $100,000,000, to relieve 
Florida from the aboriginal tribes. Is it just that she 
shall dow go off without consent, or without any 
return? The Nation is now iu debt for money ap¬ 
plied for the benefit ul these so-called seceded States, 
in common with the rest. Is it just either that credit¬ 
ors shall go unpaid, or the remaining States pay the 
whole? A part of the present National debt was con- Rion an 1^ ttekJi u» Ha I 1- V me"iiscU8- power: and as the provision was plainly made for a whole? A part of the present National debt was eon- 

Siou, and the ballot box for final adjustment; and dangerous emergency, it cannot be believed that the traded to pay the old debt of Texas. Is it just that 
“ssailed ami reduced the lort tor precisely the framers of tbe instrument intended that in every case she shall leave, aud pay no part of ibis herself? 

thRuLim^ ?f ll,)G s!"‘uld run its cour8e anU1 Guugress Again, if one State may Recede, so mav another; 
di° tnftno L in on, and thus force it to immediate should be called together; the very assembling of and when all shall have seceded, none is'left to pay 

mr,o4 4ferc.‘^,.D .., which might be prevented, as was intended in this the debts. Is this quite just to creditors? Did we 
That this was their object,the Executive well under- case by the rebellion. No more extended argument notify them of this 

stood; and having said to them, m the Inaugural is now offered, as au opinion at some length will rowed their money ? 
Address • ton can have ao conflict without being probably be presented bv the Attorney General. If we now reco’cni 
l-milRuhjaa 1 JA Jlmn-UDCJIK ' 4r.„b- » ... n.l.. 11.I it .1 . * , .. . 

and when all shall have seceded, none is’lett to pay 
the debts. Is this quite just to creditors? Did we 
notify them of this sage view of ours when we bor- 

clamation to represent his District in the Charleston mounted men and 2U0 infantry. The 
National Convention, am' was among the ablest sup- Secessionists is reported to have been 32. 
porters of Mr. Breckenridge in the last campaign. Nine men, Hi kegs of powder and a small quantity 

e was also the first to take the stnmp fur tlm Union of arms were captured bv a company of Federal 
at the openiug of this great rebellion. He has a large troops at Chfllicothe on the Hannibal and St. Joseph 
interest in slave property, and is thoroughly identified RaBri>aiL on the 29th nit. The men meditated a 

interest of his Stow. He ^ no^Si 
Biomstto meet him in joint discussion during the as prisoners. 

yourselves the aggressors,” he took pains not only to 
keep this declaration good, but also to keep the case 
so free from ingenious sophistry that the world should 
not be able to misauderstati'd it. By the affair at 
Fort Sumter and its surrounding circumstances, 
that point was reached. Then and thereby the as¬ 
sailants of the Government began the conflict of 
arms without a gun iu sight or expectancy to re¬ 
turn their fire, save only the few in the fort, sent to 
that harbor years before for their own protection, 
and still ready to give that protection in whatever 
was lawful. 

Jn this act, discarding all else, they have forced 
upon the country the distinct issue: “ Immediate dis¬ 
solution or blood.” And this issue embraces mqre than 
the fate of these United States. It presents to the 

probably be presented by the Attorney General. If we now recognize this doctrine, by allowing the 
Whether there shall be any legislation on the subject, secederH to go in peace, it is difficult to see what we 
and if any, what, is submitted to the better judgment can do if others choose to go or to extort terms upon 
of ( ongress. which they will promise to remain. 

The forbearance of this Government has been so The seceders insist that our Constitution admits of 
extraordinary aud so loug continued, as to lead some secession. They have assumed to make a National 
foreigD nations to shape their actions as If they sup- Constitution of’ their own, in which, of necessity, 
posed the early destruction ot our National Laion they have either discarded or retained the right of 
was probable. Vi bile this, on discovery, gave the secession, as they insist it exists iu ours. If ihev 
Executive some concern, be i6 now happy to say have discarded it, they thereby admit that, oil 
that the sovereignty and rights of the United StateB 
are now every where practically respected by foreign 
powers, and a general sympathy with the country is 
manifested throughout the world. 

The reports of the Secretaries of the Treasury. 
War and Navy will give the information in detail 
deemed necessary and convenient for your delibera- 

priociple, it ought not to be in ours. If they 
have retained it by their own construction of ours, 
they show that to be consistent they must secede 
from one another, when they shall find it the easiest 
way of settling their debts, or effecting any other 
selfish or unjust object. 

The principle itself is one of disintegration, and on 



BRIGHTON, July 2. — At market 1,100 Beeves, 90 Stores 
1,200 Sheep and Lambs, and 3,000 Swine. 

Pricks—Market Beet Extra, $6.75; first quality, $6.50; second 
do, $6.00; third do, $5.50. 

Mlt.ni rows • $•)!;« 16, common, *1S@19. 
Working Oxen — *95. JUyO(aii35. 
VttAt. I ALVES — S3. *4,.r5 
Yk uu.im.s — None; two vears old, none; three vears old, 

$l.-n 10 each. 
IIiiiks—I'joSiv Tallow, 6c. 
Calk Skins -Tt./Wc. 
Siikri* and Lam’iis—*I.36@1.50: extra and selections, $3, $4, 

1/00.00 
Ptil.TS—25e.:,/’$1.00, 
Swine — Stores, wholesale, '• /tie . retail, ■ 7r ■ tat hogs, 

still fed. mine; corn led, none, spring pigs. wholesale, 8-’.jc; re¬ 
tail, IJaitOc. 

t’AMIIItnHJK, July S — At market 373 t attle, 340 R.mves, 
and 33 Stores, consisting of Working Oxcu, Cows amt Calves, 
Yearlings, two ami three years old. not suitable for Beef. 

1'kicks Market Beef -Extra. $6 25ei 6.50; first quality, $6.00, 
second do. $.V2R<»'fMM; third do, $1.25. 

Working i)t»s Xonc 
Con * A no Cai .vks $30Co>5fi. 
Stores—Yearlings, none; Two years old, none; Three years 

old, none. 
Sheep and Lambs 3.560 at market. Prices in lots at $1.50 

1)12.00 each; extra and selections $2.76(<i'3.75, or 3qf>4c lb. 
Spring Lambs St/sr./ a tut 

lltnBs — tMuVSc pt lb. TallowL6®6c. 
Pelts — 26c(<i)$l i !.*ilt Skins, 7@Sc ft lb. 
Vkai, Cai.vks—$.3/5. 

TORONTO, July !.- -Beep. — Very little live stock have been 
offered during the week — the price paid is from $5u; 6.—Globe. 

T W A JV T loo N M V RT t>I TC JV 
L (unemployed,) to sell WAR BOOKS ! Sure to sell fast, and 

la rite pro tit given. Address, GEO. EDWARD SEARS, 
590-41; 181 William Street, New York. 

A NEW HALF VOLUME "HEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
IMPROVED FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRXCES. 

•which no government can possibly endure. If all the 
States save one should assert the power to drive that 
one out of the Union, it is presumed the whole class 
of the- scceder politicians would at once deny the 
power, and denounce the act as the createst outrage 
upon State rights. But, suppose that precisely the 

act, instead of being called driving one out. 

Thk Second Half of the Twelfth Volume of Rcral 

New-Yorker commenced July6th. Notv, therefore, 

is the time for renewals, and for new subscriptions, 

whether club or single. Additions to clnbs are also 

in order, at dul> rates. Agents and Subscribers— 

and indeed all who arc friendly to the Rcrai,—are 

frankly asked to aid in extending our circulation so 

far as consistent. In return, we promise our best 

efforts to render the paper as interesting and valuable 

as possible—to spare no reasonable effort or expend¬ 

iture to fully maintain, if not augment, its position as 

the Best and Cheapest Journal of its Class. 

\ TT 1*1 IV tioni hke-k ekp* 
f~\ ERS.—Kidder's new system of Bee Management, where- 

\ / by ,i swarm of Bees will collect from one to 
< \ / > three hundred pounds of liouey In one season. 
\ jjwj / Bees emi be made g. swarm any kciisOU, or 

Ys \piS!f jorovented from doing so. Can he prevented 
I'roin Hying to the forests in »'v!iroilng-tinie. 

re jWfhtd Bee robherv easily prevented. Moth millers 
PO'ventei) effiictuiillv. Never lose bees by the 

; '/Arliill nf winter or otheiw ... 
y vfy d* ’ 1 will send my new Book Circular, containing 

s’ \ 32 pages, free "of postage, to any I lee-Keeper 
that will send me Ids I’ost-Ofllco address It gives the content* 
of Book in foil, and give#mineral explanations, and cuts of tho 
Baton’ Compound I five 

Or, T will semi Kidder's Guide to Apiarian Science, op the re¬ 
ceipt ol .57 cents, In postage stamps, which will give full partic¬ 
ulars in the Culture and Management of the Honey Bee- 

All orders for Cirenlars, Rooks. Hives. Rights, promptly 
attended to. Addreas K P KIDDER, Burlington, Vt. 

should he called the seceding of the others from that 
one it would be exactly wbat the scceder? claim to 
do, unless, indeed, they make the point that the ope, 
hecanse it is a minority, may rightfully do that which 
the others, because they are the majority, may not 
nehtfnlly do. „ 

These politicians are subtle and profound on the 
rights of minorities. Thev ore not partial to that, 
power which made the Constitution, and speaks from 
the preamble, calling itself “we, the people/' It 
piav well be questioned whether there is to-day a 
maioritv of the leuallv qualified voters of any State, 
except,-perhaps South Carolina, in favor of disunion. 

There is much reason to believe that the Union men 
men are the maioritv in many, if not in every other 
one. of Ihe so-called seceded States. The contrary 
has not been dem or s'rated in nnv one of then. It 
:j ventured to affirm this even of Virginia and Ten¬ 
nessee; for the result of an eleetion held in military 
camps, where the bayonets are all on one side of the 
question voted upon', can scarcely be considered as 
demonstrating popular sentiment. At such an elec¬ 
tion. al1 that large majority who arc at once for the 
Union and against coercion, would be coerced to vote 
apainst the Union. It may be. affirmed without, 
extravagance, that the free institutions which we 
enjoy have developed the power and improved the 
condition nf our whole people beyond any example 
in the world. Of this we now have a striking and 
impressive illustration. 

So large an army as the Government has now on 
foo* was never before known, without a soldier in it 
who has not taken his place there of his own free 
choice, lint., mnie than this, there are- many single 
regimptits whose members, one and an oilier, possess 
full practical knowledge of all the arts, sciences, pro¬ 
fessions. and whatever else, whether useful or e'e- 
cant, is known in the world; and there is scarcely one 
from which there canid not be selected a President., 
a Cabinet, a Congress, and perhaps a Court, abund¬ 
antly competent to administer the Government, itself. 

Nor do 1 say this is not true also in the array c<( our 
late friends, now adversaries in this contest; but if it 
j=, so much the better reason why the government 
which has conferred such benefits on both them and 
us, should not be broken up. Whoever, in any sec¬ 
tion, proposes to abandon such a government, would 
do well to consider in deference to what principle it 
is that, he does it — what better lie is likely to get in 
it* stead —whether the substitute will give, or be In¬ 
tended to give, so much good to the people, 

There arc some foresha dow! ncs on this subject. Onr 
adversaries have adopted some declarations of inde¬ 
pendence, in which, unlike the gond old one penned 
bv Jefferson, thev omit the words, “all men are 
created equal.” Why ? They have adopted a tempo¬ 
rary National Constitution, hi the preamble of which, 
unlike our good one. signed by Washington, they 
omit “we the people," and substitute “we the depu¬ 
ties of the sovereign and independent States.” Why? 
Why this deliberate pressing out the rights of men 
ami the authority of the people? 

This is essentially ii pcuplft" contest. On the side 
of th' Union, it Is a struggle for maintaining in the 
world that form and substance of government whose 
leading obje t is to elevate the condition of men, 
to lift artificial weights from all shoulders, to clear 
the path? of laudable pursuit for all; and to afford all 
an unfettered start and a fair chance in the race of life. 
Yielding to partial and temporary departures, from 
necessity, this i6 the leading object of the govern¬ 
ment for whose existence we contend. I am moat 
lmppy to believe that the plain people appreciate 
this. It is worthy of note that while in this the 
government's hour of trial large numbers of those In 
the army and navy who have, been favored with the 
offices have resigned and proved false to the hand 
that pampered them, not one common soldier or 
common sailor is Known to liavs deserted his flag. 
Great honor is due to those officers who remained 
true, despite the example of their treacherous asso¬ 
ciates. 

But the greatest honor ami most important fact of 
all is the unanimous firmness of the common soldiers 
and common sailers. To the last man, so far as 
known, they have fin me-ifoily resisted the traitorous 
ctforta of those Whose commands within .an. hour 
before they oticyca as absolute law. I his is the 
patriotic instinct of plain people. They under¬ 
stand, without an argument, that the destroying of 
the government which was made by Washington, 

THE WHEELER & WI1.SON MANUFACTURING CO. beg 
to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING 
MACHINES, while they have added new and important im¬ 
provements. The reduction is made in the hope that the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal ex pen mis defending their patents. 

Offife S05 .Tlronclwriy, New Yorlc- 

S. vv. IM It It 1.1/ Agent, 
579-tf RdettKSrKR, TV Y 

“FAMILY NEWSPAPER.” — 
11 Mrs. Hankins' Mammoth Pictorial Is In Its Sixth Volume 

and ha* SOO.ODOreadeni Full of Kiutravinus mid Fashion Plate a. 
Largest, nicest and beet in the world lor ?»> el*, a year AotfNTa 
wanted Ladies, Teacher*. Clergymen, or Boot-Masters. For 
Specimen Copies and Terms to Agents, inclose red stamp to 

m HANKINS k GO., New York. 

xy person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
Renat, Nbw-Yobkkr, and those w ho volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated. 

OHIO MOWER rmc! rkapkr. 
K. R ALIAS PATENT*. 

WITH JCOI .DINtJ (JOTTER I3AII. 
A Machine that 1i a perfect Mower, and a perfect Reaver. Cir¬ 
culars with full description sent by mail or (tarnished hv agents 
tn each county ROSS, DODGE 3: I’UMKoY, 
538-1 fit Manufacturers, at the Auburn Prison, Auburn. N Y, 

A MEBIC AN GUANO, 
-LJ- FROM 

JARVIS <*t BAKER'S ISLANDS, 
IX THK 

SOUTH P-ACIB’IC OCEAN, 
IMPORTKP BY Til ft 

JMB it / r-f.v ovA J>ra c ojn /■ „r jv Y, 
OUloo. t$U WtHintm Streot, 

NEW YORK. 

c. s. marshall, iwt u. mathek, sec'v- 
J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent., 69 Exchange St,, Rochester, N. Y. 

Markets, Commerce* &c 
AUKNT.n WANTED II* SKI.I, I'It LIT TilKKH. 

Wk wi.-h to employ a uiunbcint experienced and trunt- 
wnrthv men to sell tree/. fit**... from Otic Nurseries at liberal 

WnoLKSAi.K Dkai.iiks furnished with Nursery, Stock of all 
descriptions at the lowest wholesale rates. 

HOOKER, FARLEY* CO., 
584tf Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

Slum) New-Yorker Office, j 
Koch tom: it, July 9, 1801. | 

Wk make but. two changes in the rates our rent at the date of 
our last report Best white wheat has declined materially, and 
can now be purchased for $1,23/1 1,30 per bushel. Dried Apples 
are only worth 2 cents per pound Transactions in Wool are 

still limited, and at the prices which hare ruled since the open¬ 

ing the season 

HOTIIRATER WHOLESALE MUCKS. 

FLOOR AM) GkAix. Eggs, dozen_lOtyU® 
Flour, winter wheat,,$,5.1)0a 6 50 Honey, box. tab'14c 
Flour, spring do. -I .Wu fi.OO Candles, box .lO'-y/nlle 
Flour, buckwheat.. 2 .0000200 Candles, extra_ lac: 12c 
Meal, Indian. 9O/90C Frpit and Roots. 
Wheat. Genesee _1.liV.nl 25 Apples, bushel .. fil)(3Cfie 
Best white Canada 1.28'1.30 Apples, dried 11 tt> 2r r 2a 
Corn, old .... SflrMSfta Peaches, do. ... ia@H*.2e 
Corn, new. SYjiAHc Cherries, do. 12k.o7.T2o 
Rye, 60 lbs. U bu_-h. fiOtyfide Plums, do. . .. CO«;,Hc 
Oats hy weight,_ 25 '21c. Potatoes .. 25@38c 
Barie* . fsk<".50e lliHES AND Bkivs. 
Buckwheat. .35,• 40c. Slaughter. 3>j(ihlc 
Beans. . l 00. I 25 Calf. . fii<e7c 

MkaTS, Sheep l'ettg.. KOft tl.fiO 
Pork,Mess.Slfl.OOf.i 16.00 Lamb Petts ... .. 250.310 
Pork, clear. 20,0000 0.00 Skkos 
Pork flwt . 6.00o25.50 Clover, bushel.$5 OOpi1 5,25 
Beef, c.wt.. 4.00,116.00 Timothy.. .. 250& 3,00 
Spri. g lambs, each 1.50(32.00 Si-ndries 
Mutton, carcass.. AaM^e Wood, hard -JAPike fi.Oo 
11,1105, smoked . . 9U*i9c Wood, soft..3 Otkn1 3.00 
Shoulders. fifd'rtc Coal, I.ehigh . ... 7,()p«|7.iX) 
Chickens. aVt>lOc Coal.Scranton.  6.7hw 6.00 
Turkeys. lOJi lie Goal I'lllston.5,7.'i«i60u 
Geese   . tOdbfiOo Coal, Shii.mokiu ... 5.7.5/' 6iXl 
Pucka7,1 pair. 3-Stii He Coal,Char. UXe lalyn 

Dairy, be. Salt, hhl.lido. 1.45 
Butter, toll ....... lOCipUc H,iv, tun.SOOT. II.IM) 
Butter, firkin. I’/UlOe Straw, tun. . O.Ofl® 0.00 
Cheese. Sf«-7e Wool, tty .. 13(ie2.5c. 
Lard, tried__ 9!yo0fif,r. Whitetigh, halfhbl. 3.2fifni 3,50 
Tallow, rough_ Codfieh. qtiiulal_M,30(al 100 
Tallow, tried ... . 71 jfi}8c Trout, half bbl.3.25(7) 3.50 

NEW YORK, Jon 3. The week has ftfuMed thua far with¬ 
out any change In demand, or variation m prices. There are 
vet no indlcattoivs of improvewenl io anv kind of luminous 
which emi ioliueoce tin- Wool trade Willi the exenption of 
almnl 200 lull. - California Wool from Hrvt hands imost ot which 
sold at 20c, 6 ire- ,i we tiave to rep.e t the sales as cmuitiir from 
the dealers, und that to u very small extent. There is no move¬ 
ment io Foreign that we have heard Of, and Domestic it al«r>ut. 
as quid The Iraosactlong io Go.' C'Cetry "f the new clip have 
not yd been made imtiKc. to any exlenl. and we can gather no 
safe reliable information of what hut been .lone or prtee.s paid 
Enough, however, lias been sold to pul dow n prices nearly 60 
percent, from Inst year on the tine grades ot Fleece Wool, [t 
is doubtful it tlm tnrmets will lie satisfied w ith the present low 
rates, and it is thought much of the wool will he held lor better 
prices. Bulled Wool partake* verv largely of tlm general stag¬ 
nation, and there is now very little Of the lower quality inquir¬ 
ed for, w hich was wanted recently for army good*. 

American Saxony Fleece U lb.3vmo 
American foll-blnod Merino. .3tt.r37 
American halfantj three-quarter blood Merino_2Kg 3) 
Native and one-fourth Merino. 22/025 
Extra, Boiled . 
Superfine. Pulled.31|ip34 
No. L Pulled.820024 
Lamb’8, fulled.   2&5i27 
Cnlifortilu, fine, unwashed. 24/'26 
Galifornia, eommoti do. .... I (kail5 
Peruvian, washed......103)30 
Valparaiso, unwashed .  11(5)12 
South American Merino, unwashed. .  2l/r23 

Do do. Mesti/a, do.)6@33 
Do. do oommoo, washed . 10003 
Do do, ICntre Rios, do. ..15(ai|8 
Do. do. Entro Rios, unwashed,.. . . sk« p) 
Do. do. Cordova, washed,....20lj(al22 

Cape Good Hope, UBwashed,. .25((V28 
East India, washed.12(»i25 
African, washed.16(«>28 

Do. unwashed..9C«)|H 
Smvrnn, do. ..11 Jo 14 

Do. washed. . 2lk«.2fl 
Mexican, iinwiwheo.. ..lUfn' 12 

ItOSTON, July 3. -There has been a fair demand for Wool, 
and t.lio sale*of low and medium grades llgpec aijd pulled have 
bean to a fair extent, mostly at 826r36c lor lleec.e, the transac¬ 
tion* of the week comprising about 2iH1,006 tt.s. In tlm country 
tlie purchasers of the omv clip have been quite small us yet at 
25(d130u 71 lb. The t.causjirlimis io foreign have been 200 bales 
East India, South American, aud Mcdilorriueau, at prices we 
dlil not learn. 
Saxony Fleece, .SSfgMO Bulled No, 1.2R3i430 
Foil blood Merino,_ UtkeCM Do. No. 2,.IliJlao 
Three-foortli do,. 8tpi 36 Texas.HJnlO 
Half do,.... 32/34 Smyrna, wiiahml, .I«<d26 
t'ommon.. aMoeSu Do. unwashed,. tt..i>J7 
Westcni mixed,.20ut26 Rtieuoj Avrea..1107)43 
Boll-1 Extra,.38&>43 Crimea.....7(8117 

Do. Superfine.SOliijy Ciinadu,...290033 

AA70METST OF NEW YORK 
V V Mrs. Hank. VV Mrs. llunkin*' Curious New Book of Female Uharac 

ters in the City, Is von- interesting, and strictly moral Fancy 
binding; 350 Bages; 50 Engravings; 36 Portmlta Mailed free foi 
ft. AGENTS Wanted- Ladies and Teachers For Description 
of Book and Particulava of Agency, inclose red -.lamp to 

578 HANKLNS & CO., New York. 

1 IMK-l'iige’a Prrppliinl Kiln, Piueoieri July, 
J_J 1357 Superior to any in use for Wood or Coal. 2>i cords 
Of wood, or 1>4 tuns of coal to 100 bbl*.—coal not mixed with 
stone. Address 1434-tf I C D. BAG1C, Koohiuiter, N. Y. 

pRINDLE’S PATENT AGRICULTURAL CALDRON AND STEAMER 

TilK I’ltOVISION MARKETS. 

new YORK, July 8 —FLOtJR —Market heavy, unsettled 
anil Be lower, with a moderate ho -iness doing lor export ami 
home consumption. Sales it $3,65/13.70 for superfine Slate; $4 
Id 4,20 for extra do; $3,26/i 3,56 for superfine Western; ^3,506)1,10 
for common to medium extra do , 84,Cfi(a 4.7.5 for uhloping 
brands extra round hooped Ohio, and 74,s.vod,fio f*o* trade 
brand* do, market.rinsing heavy anil inactive Gaoadiau Hour 
in llmitcil rciiuest at easier prices Sales at t4JK> T 7.00 forciuu- 
mon to choice extra Rye dour quiet, with small sales at 82- 
50/1.3.80, Corn meal dull anil drooping. 

Ghai v —There is a firmer tone to the wheat market,ami good 
Clipping parcel* may be quoted at I •■!>' bytter. salcNUhlmgo 
spring al 'fh-iSJe, Norttiweslern child at. 8-3 ,i;-,T,c, I tor inn spri tig 
at. K7i/)l!)2c; amber Iowa aLiotgOMc; Canada dub at 96c, winter red 
Western at $l,03p)-l.tl*, Canada al SI.12. Hlld white Western at 
Sl.hXTi.l-V Rye dull with (ole* at <Rk/f S2cfor Western; 87^880. 
fur Northern, and 62tit05g. for C'amula. Burley continues heavy 
and dull, nominally at NSQfi&Rt Barley malt retdaltw un 
clmnged I’oas remain quiet, and nominal at 68c for Ganadlan. 
Corn market opened heavy aud dosed loose lower. Sales at, 38 
(a'nikfor new mixed Western; H iirtfic for comojort t" prime pew 
mixed Western; tflrdUkk* for yellow Western, and -ISJjiflSc lor 
white Western, flats dull, with stilus al 86(bi21)e. for Western 
and Canadrati, ami 30;,- 31c tor State. 

Provisions — Pork market quiet and prices scurcdy *o firm; 
Rttlnaat $UfcJ for mess . ilo.oo tor prime. Brief rnfea quiet; 
Rale- at 31 •! 4,50 for count ly prime; J5,50bc6,iio for coyntry mc»s; 
$*tiolo for i.• packed mess; and SlOl'ti 11 for extra mess, Prime 
ninss beef cuntinuoH dull and nuuiiuallv unchanged at $170018. 
Fleet liatiis uteivtv, fulcs at #l2.W;fl4 for We-tern. and$14,25 
for State. Got, meats ilORt.lnun dull at 44iaR8M« for Shoulders, 
and .5V"A'.jC for Hams. Smoked meat* are nominal lit 9Jj(at 
IlD-jiC for If urns; Td'Hc tor Hlmulders, ami Trio for sides. Bacon 
quiet and lirlo-s nominally nudiaoeed. Lai d quiet, mid prices 

I'or'ilKlo, ami Pic I5e. I'm- State. 
Ciieeia* deadv ami selling ut,2i(i-7c. for inferiPT to prime 

4-..--1 steadv. utp5,50‘4 for Bot-, ann iv.r Beans- 
Dors -The Fc leign arcoiiufs OOtllitme llu -.i,l<- fur bidders, 

end tlm market. 1.) very lino, with rather more activity, 11■ part 
for export; the stndc of desirable grades is now small The 
sales aifl about 25(1 hales at lfi®20O, cash, is to quality, including 
100 bales for export, on private terms. (Jlil growth* are Hat 

ALBANY, Ji. lv 8. — Floor anp Meal—The market is vary 
quiet, but prices lur-- unchanged. We quote 

Common to good State,.$4,259T.4,30 
Fancy and oxtin State,.,... 4,5Ojj4,70 
Gommnn to good Wosteru. I,25(a4,75 
Extra Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, Ac., .5,iW'i7,itl 
Extra Ohio.  6,1X43)7,00 
Common Canadian. 4,50014.75 
Extra Canadian.fi.OOmo.OO 
Fancy Genesee, . ... 6,2Ay fi,75 
Extra Genesee and cl tv brands. .   6,2fidi:7.50 

Corn meal ii steady with sales to a moderate extent at fd.ixy,/) 
1,12k. f t 100 lbs, 

fiiuix Nnsab'iiof Wheat, with a good supply offering Coma 
lower, with sales Western mixed at 43t«l42.'*e. In Rye and Bai¬ 
ley nothing was done Oats quiet, sales Western ait 27,'„c, 

III'El' VLO, Jury 8. Fi.orit Market qnlvt and steady,— 
Sales at id,Dr/,'3,75 for fair to choice extra Wisconsin in round 
lots; #3.7fil«<4.00fur do. in small lots;$4,7fl$ofi.0t)for extra Indiana 
and Dido, and $fi,2N«'6.74 fot tho whole range of double extras. 

Grain—Wheat market si shade firmer with a modonite de¬ 
mand. Sale* Saturday alteruoou No 1 Chicago uprmg at 68c. 
This morning Kenosha club at 75c, and red winter Indiana at. 
90c, Com, market steady with a fair demand; sales this ilioru- 
ning al S2'u 32.'yC — (nostl v at the outside figure. Oats, market 
quiet and steady; sales this morning at 21c No sales other 
grains. 

TORONTO, Jn.v 4. Fi.opr We bear no actual -ales re¬ 
ported upon which.quotations can he based, and though offers 
have been made for fresh ground, holders are not disposed to 
accept the figures. Only small quantities come forward, so 
that the market is limited. It is therefore difficult In give quo¬ 
tations ;w exhibiting the real value of (lour; prfcptt Dior 

Tins Engraving represents the Apparatus for Cooking large quantities of Food for Stock at a time, and at any point den ed, 
through a pipe or log in the ground or otherwise, extending t,o the barn or any other point, na represented by ri, C, tints avmu- 
iug all danger from lire. This is t-lin principal use for which it was first projected by the J'atnitr, . 

PRINDLE’S PATENT AGRICULTURAL CALDRON k STEAMER, from th0H0 wh0 ,l,iyo 
For Cooking Food for Stock and for all oUrt Do»6fttic pur* Meflgrw. Rmnnktt&CO. Tho Steam Culdron that you.Heat mo 
punch whero u Caldron Kcdtlo firSloum Boiler is required. CHIfl'e w.,fPiy hand. J tuivu louinJ no dijlictilty in nuumcr 

Bond ro liable AifouiM wanted, to canvas every County in t.hjw «d' usiu^it. and I fa hr much pica: arc in ifilonnlnff you UmT it. 
StuU» for thu .salo of tho itbovi*. Stcinn Culdron, for which ». ijivcs perfect xatixfaclmii Tltif nuaniity id liud that l would 
l i be nil commission will bo ill lowed. Terms of Agency can bo not in one day with tlm lnrv'J Caldron at* bln an arch, will Mttrvo 
obtainod by lpt,t,er inclosinst posbi^o stamp, and Illustrated Cir- llm shwimur .1 w**uk, and m romjilisb the Name wmonol of M*r- 
cnlarn Meat it'roquostud. Vic^ fit cooking (ill kindn t>i food for atock. It alno dot*n im woric 

Ai-lilrttoa *. imi ,\,Y2>nf rmH Vtimiifni'hipnrK Djlicll IHOI'O (tOlfuct, Jiud tllW labor T.O (lUl'Ilil If- t ' IIOt 1 li|)^ Ifi 
MU\um UKNMsi I to., A fontanel lManuhtauror«, colnpariHO(l to what it w;is when I iwd tlm Caldron IC**ttlo 

150 Bulfalo St., KocIichUt, N. \ . tho rffll honuiir of cuoklnjr food for stork of any kind uo «jo4« 
Rochestor, Juno ^Uh, Ittni. will dispute who lum ovor tried it. I think tlm roiuon wliv »fc 

loin not been generally adopted Is attribuhiblo to farmer*'-tiiat 
itcottlrt (nit itiiicb trouble. Your Steanmr and Caldron has domj 
away with I bat, objection, and I feel that, confidence to nay Ibat 
any'farmer wl)o will try one of your Caldrons will nover b© 
without ouo. Yours truly, A. J. OAKAlHdlARlA. 

At Galen, on Thursday evening, June 20th, hv Rev. W. IT. 
Mkcjk. Mr. JOHN DK&EL, of Gftlen, and Miss ELIZAS. 
ROGERS of the same place. 

What Practical Farmers Say. 
Tiik following is a sample of many letters recently received 

ADVEUTISINfi TERM**, In Advance—Thirty- 
Five Cunts A Link, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52iv cents per line ,,f space. Spkoiai. Notices, 
(billowing reading mutter, leaded,) Sixty Conte a Line 

t'i7“ Its immense circulation among the Producers and Deal¬ 
ers of the Free States, renders tho Hiikai. N'kw-Yokkkk by far 
the Best, and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class. This 
fact should bo bonie in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu- 
facturois, Ac.., who must necessarily depend np>ou the People ol 
the North for patronage. ,H §WS «F f H:s; WS8« 

A < i 10 iVrJ ’!S w A NTK I )—Everywhere, to 
y\ sell Mansfield's LIKE OF J, 1EUTENANT-lJENERAL 
WINFIELD SCOTT. The ouly full and authentic edition, 550 
pages; Steel Portrait, Maps and Illustrations. Price 31.006]/ 
mail, post-paid. A liberal discount to Agents. .Send for Circu¬ 
lar. N. C. Ml I.I.KK, 25 Park Row, New York. 

(J K N 1 4 l.> els. in I >ositj)i>.- I 
' HARROW'S BOOKSTORE, Rochester, N. 
return mail Culvers h’ruit Preserver's Manual. 

TUA-TiMJCRS, PT.F.ASF, NT)'['LOHL- 
P BARTLETT'S DITCHING PLOW, the cheapest ami best 

ever offered to tho public. Price $20. Order* for Clews promptly 
attended to. Farm, Town, County, niel State rights for sale on 
reasonable terms. Address 
964-261 A. J BARTLETT Romulus. Seneca Co.. N. Y. 

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO., HAVE FOR SALE 

1,200,000 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS, 
In Tracts of Forty Acres and upward, on Long Credit and at Low Priees. 

MECHANICS, FARMERS AND WORKING MEN. PRESENT POPULATION. THE attention or tho unlerprifciUK aud Industrious portion of The State it rapidly tilling up wOh population ; 868,02a 
tho cumin unity Is directed to the following statements persons having been /dried since 1850, making tho present 

.—.-more 
_ __,_-_ We quote for 

Superior Extra.$t>,6Ku 0,12'i 
Extra.9,00963,26 
Fancy,...4,HJ(ir 4,65 
No. One... 3,71X71)4,00 
Nn. Two.... .. 3,153H,,'tO 

Gk.u.n Fall Wheat; receipts hy farmers' wagons have been 
on a very- reduced seal*! al! the week ami did not exceed 3,500® 
4,000 bushels. The market ha* ruled quiet and with very llttln 
competition. We quote for prime sample-, jiiu/1,08. Common 
to meriintn 88:'iU!i6c. Spring wheat has been Io very small sup¬ 
ply aud dull. Tlm receipts would not exceed 2,000 bushels, anil 
brought from 7<Xu 70e. The receipts of barley liav>- also been 
very limited ami wit.ii scarcely any demand, 37064Oe. may be 
quoted as the prices puiri. Out> have ruled sio&ily at 2flto37c.; 
larger receipts would have Jr tendency to reduce the price as 
the demand is altogether for city use. The inquiry for peas re¬ 
main# quiet in the absence of receipts, the small quantity which 
comes to market averaging not more than one or two loads 
daily. Bales are at 4lX^j46c - Globe. 

ieaking very IItthi ea 1 jita 1 ’ ' ' proaches 35,000 ooo'hnriu-i.s, While the corn crop yields not 
speaking, very miu, uipitab _ les« than 140,000,000 hushcls, 

LANDS 0E ILLINOIS, FERTILITY 0E THE SOIL 
No State in the Valley of the Mississippi offers ao great an -, , , . , . , 

inducement n« the State of Illiums. There is no ,mrtion or 
tho world where all the coodltloas of climate and ami *a at* rcsnlte tor hisiute.)- us upon l o se pr orlosolis. they being 

admirably com bum to produce those two groat staples, Corn """‘''"f •*”'» ri' 1 ]0‘L"f lll': fenilily ot whlch-la mi' 
and Wukat, as the Pratnos of Illmoja. surpassed by any .... the globe. 

mrx. orntTYTY^w tiauT T0 ACTUAL CULTIVATORS. 
THE SOUTHERN rARI Since 1854, the company liavu Hold 1300,000 acres. They 

of tho State lies within tho /one of the cotton regions, while gn|| r,n|y po actual cultivators, und every contrnet eontains 
the soil la admirably adapted to the growth of tobacco and an agreement to cultivate. The road has been constructed 
hemp; and the wheat is worth from fifteen to twenty cents thro* those landa at an expense t>r$30,000,000. In 185(1 tho 
more per bushel than that raised I urtiior north. population of tin* forly-ntnn twninitet through which it pus-ca 

-p-rp-rr -pnT T nun P”R AfRTV T AWTtd WHU only 33i),608 ; since wbieli 47‘),293 have been lelri'-d, 
K1LH itUiiliifiU rKAltu*. bATiJJS. making the wliolit population #14,81(1 .a gain of 113 per cent. 

Tho deep rich loam of the prairies is cultivated with such wTTuritffvq iru* P'PnqpYTiTTV 
wonderful facility that the farmers of the Eastern anil Mill JLVlllliPlGriO Gr t xtuarrritit X. 
dlo States aro moving to Illinois In great numbers. The area As an evidence of the thrift of tho people, ri may bo stated 
of Illinois is about equal to that of England, and tho Soil is that ISOi.OOO (ous of freight, Inc Inning 8,1100,000 bushels of 
so rich that it will support twenty millions uf people. grain, ami 2ft0,000 barrels of Uour, were forwarded over the 

_ lino last year. 
EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS. EDUCATION. 

Those lauds aro contiguous to a railroad Too miles In length. Mechanics and workingmen will find tho free school Bystem 
which connects with other roads und navigable lakes and encouraged by the State, ami endowed with a largo revenue 
rivers, thtiA ull'orrtjlig an unbroken communication with tin1 for the support of schools. Their children can live in sight 
Eastern and Southern markets. of the church and schoolbowtc aid grow with the prosperity 

APPLICATION OF CAPITAL. of the leading State in tho Groat Western Empire. 

Thus far, capital aud labor have been applied tn developing PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT, 
the soil; the great resources of tho Siam in oo&liiud ron aro The prices of thran liuids vary , ,-.i 
almost untouched. TUiS luVarlablo rule that the me' hanloal according to locution, quality, Ate" First class farming laixl - 
arts flourish best whore food and fuel are cheapest, will fol K,.|| for about sio or *12 p-’r ur.ro ; and the relative exponsa 
low at an early day In Illinois, usd in Ihe course of Ihe next of subduing prairie laud us compared with wood lands is in 
ten years the. natural laws and necessities of the case war- the ratio of 1 to 10 in favor of the former. The terms of 
rant the belief that at least live hundred thousand people sulu for the hulk of thesu lands will he 

in1g]pburs.XCdin UlU SlUlC °f UliUOiM iU Vari0US m;‘UUliClUr' One Year’s Interest in advance, 
p a tt c/un cvttTtru/r nr tt t rvntq per ct. per annum, and six Interest notes at six per ct. 
KAlUtUAJJ oibiililJl UX lLlilNUlo. payable respectively in one uvo, three, four, five and six 

Ovci $100,000,000 of private capital have beeii - xpendod years from date of sale; and four notes for principal, payable 
on thu rail vwyH of Illinois. Inasmuch aa part of the income in four, ive, Six and seven years from date of sale ; the 
from several there; works, with a valuable public fund in contract stipulating that Otic-tenth ol thu tract purchased 
lands, go to diminish the Mute expenses, Urn taxes auk moot, shall he fenevd and cultivated, each and ovary year, for 
and must consequently every day decrease. live years from date of sale, so that at the und of flve years, 

THE STATE DEBT ono-half shall be fenced and under cultivation. 
The State Debt Is only *10,105,308, H, atul within tho Twenty Per Cent, will be deducted 

THE BATTLE MARKETS. 

NEW YOKIC, Jn,Y 3. —The current prices for the week at 
all thu markets are as follows: 

BEEF CATTLE, 

First quality. W cwt. *8.00(518.50 
Ordinary quality. 7.75fn 3.oo 
Common quality. 7.0007.50 
Inferior quality.  6.0(Xal6.75 

COWS AND CALVES. 

First quality..SoO.oiT'MO.OO 
Ordinary quality. 40DO/AS0.00 
Common quality. 30.00(335.00 
Inferior quality. 22.0llia;28.00 

VEAL CALVES. 

First quality, jf) lb.,. 5 MUjia 
Ordinary quality... 4,lii®5 c 
Common quality. 4 (ad'^c 
Inferior quality, . 3 (aWHc 

. SHEEP AND LAMBS. 

Prime quality, $ head. S4.75®5.00 
Ordinary quality,. 4.00@4.50 
Common quality. 3.25fii)3.75 
Inferior quality. 2.30^300 

SWINE. 

Firvt quality, *3 fb_-. 4!i,'iV?)4lRe 
Other qualities,.   3%,aiZi{c 

ALHA.I Y. JlfCY 8.—Beeves —The low rates that have ruled 
here week after week, since the warm weather „el in, has at 
last had the effect to check shipments at the West in a measure. 
The receipt# at this point are 2,000 bead lets than last week, but 
nearly 1,0*) were held over, and this gives a total on sale now 
of about 4,01X1, which is considerable more than is needed on 
any oue market day in July. Trade is remarkably inactive,— 
The average quality is lower than last week. 

Rkckipis—The tollowing is our comparative statement of 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating Id 
to the car¬ 

eer week 
This week Last week last vear. 

Cattle,.2,1)35 5,025 3.024 
Sheep.2,834 3,461 3,710 
Hogs,_—.. .. 66 
Prices—Although we hear of no sales as high as l',c ~;i lb, 

we do not feel justified in altering our quotations. 
This week. Last week. 

Premium.0 (all) c 0 &y c 
Exti-a. .I'sfuPC-iC 4^: (lA jic 
First quality.3.44fa)3!$c 
Second quality.2?i&3 C 2»£«3 c 
Third quality. .2.1,170 c 2,(^0 c 

■Shkkp—In excess of the demand,and selling very low. A lot 
of rather coarse Michigan, aver. liM lbs, at $3 ‘ri head. 170 good 
Kentucky, aver 106 tbs, at JU£c ri lb. For a lot of fine Ohio8, 

])righ| on (-i-i-np<■ ('liltnrc.— Second Edi- 
1 TION.—Thirty pages 01 New Matter, with the experience 

of I860 and '01, being t.|n< most imporlanC part ortln? work In¬ 
dispensable to all GRAPE GROwEIld. Sent hy mail, free of 
postage, on receipt of the price. 50 cents, in slumps. 

Address WIT.UAM BRIGHT, 
598-71 Box 138 Pbl&Ielphia B. D . Pa 

VALLEY MOWER AND REAPER. 

Tina is a new invention, got up -iinpler thau any other ma¬ 
chine, mostly ot iron and steel, with only 2 cog wheels. War¬ 
ranted to CUt in any gras* or grain, wet nr dry, long or -Port. 
Cute 4J4 feet. Price, $70 for Mower, and *85 for a Combined 
Machine. .Made very strong und light for i horses; 110 aide dr aft 
or weight on the horses'necks. For particulars call on EZRA 
JUNES or M. S. DTiS, Rochester; W. T CI'YLF.R, Cuylcr- 
Vllle, t.iv G0..J. L. A G MILLS. Newark, and HARVEY 
SHURRCRN, Walworth, Wayne Co.. BURTON HAM. East 
Blooiufteld, Ontario Co.; and GEO. W KUCK b, BRO., Carl¬ 
ton, Orleans Co. 598-3t. 

<1 l AltiHERS. MICniANHH, A HU 11,DEltM. 
Our " Drenrersible Conflict” is svainst h gb prices. We . . ._ -_ in NgOttwt high prices. 

Offer you. at 74 Main St., Rochester. Iron. Nails, Hardware,Oils, 
Paints, Colors, Winriows, Doors. Blinds, Does, Spades, Shovels, 
Corn 1'ioes, Cultivators, and other article- too numerous to 
mention Also, the celebrated “ Straight Draft Plow," which 
we offer cheaper than the cheapest 

689-if MOORE, HE BING & CO. 

gublislwr to tl\t 
Western and Southern Money.—In the present de- 

tanged stale of the currency, we are unable to use Western and 

outbern money, as our hankers will not purchase It at any 
me of discount. Agents and Subscribers who cauoot obtain 
■ ew 1 ork, New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
/ i.ase send us C .S' Postape Stamps, aa they are far preferable 
to a iy uncun-ent bank biLla. 

( COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED.- 
$3 A Day. Mrs Hankins wants Agent- at home or to 

travel for her Pictorial " FAMILY NEWSPAPER," also for her 
Curious New Book of FRM.U.K CHARACTERS ix the CITY. 
For Specimens aud Terms inclose red stamp to HANKINS b 
CO., New York. 578 
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Wbatr no more silks, ye Lyons looms, 
To deck our girls for gay delight*! 

The crimson flower of battle blooms, 
And solemn marches fill the night*. 

Weave but the flag whose bars to day 
Drooped heavy o'er our early dead, 

And homely garments, coarse and gray, 
For orphans that must earn (heir bread! 

Ferry stage—get ont at Morris street, and go right away in the hold, and we can’t get it out till we’re at the opportunity of realizing his boyhood’s dream, 
west takes you straight to Pier 4.” sea. Though you’re not going. I really wish you The Narrows were right before him! 

" Yon Bay 8he’B a widow!” were — it would be so nice not to be among strangers! But the Narrows did not seem to be exactly what 
" Talk about her affliction another time. When Well, here’s the desk. I’ll have the note ready In five he wanted. He retired to a sheltered place upon the 

you get to the pier ask for the Purser-” minutes.” poop-deck, and sitting down on the skylights of the 

“And beautiful!” Mrs. Belle Godfrey immediately opened her desk, after-hatch, drew from his breast-pocket the well- 
“Be quiet. If you can't find the Purser, hurry sat down at the table in the saloon, took out a qnire worn wallet, which, from the merry Christmas when 

down into the cabin and knock at state-room door of black-rimmed note, straightened on the thnmb- it happened in his stocking at the age of fourteen, 

No' 1<*” nail ber left hand the nibs of a tiny gold-pen, had carried all the funds necessary for the accomp- 
“Accomplished, heh? Knock at the door?” dipped it in the ink, and leisurely put down her lishment of his medest desires. Looking around to 
“If she isn’t in the state-room she’ll be ontside, Bee beading, forgetting no circumstance of time or place, be enre that nobody saw him, he opened the wallet. 

Keep back your tuuea, ye viol* sweet, 
That pour delight from other land*,' 

Rouse there the dancer's restless feet,— 
The trumpet leads our warrior bauds. 

the opportunity of realizing his boyhood’s dream. 
The Narrows were right before him! 

But the Narrows did not seem to be exactly what 
be wanted. He retired to a sheltered place npon the 
poop-deck, and sitting down on the skylights of the 
after-hatch, drew from his breast-pocket the well- 
worn wallet, which, from the merry Christmas when 

$mim for for fsmttg. 
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BIBLICAXj ENIGMA. 

And ye that wage the war of word* 
With myotic fame and subtle power, 

Go, chatter to the idle birds, 
Or teach the lesson of the hour. 

Ye Sibyl Arts, in ono stern knot 
Be all your offices combined! 

Stand close, while Courage draws the lot, 
The destiny of humankind! 

And if that destiny could fail, 
The sun should darken in the sky, 

The eternal bloom of Nature pale, 
And God, and Truth, and Freedom die! 

Atlantic Monthly. 

Mr J'forg-SiIIir. 
IFrom Harper's Monthly Magazine for July.] 

THROWN TOGETHER. 

The hero of this Btory is Mr. Festns Buckle, aged 
thirty-four, a lawyer, and unmarried. He is tall, 
symmetrical, broad-chested, and, but for a slight 
stoop in the shoulders, perfectly imposing. With 
profuse wavy chestnut hair, and an absolutely patri¬ 
archal full beard of the same color, a Garibaldi 
recklessness of dress, and a long, nervous walk; his 
eyes large, blue, but- from much reading—near¬ 
sighted; his nose regular; the remaining features 
hidden by his mustache and whiskers. These latter 
waved picturesquely back above his massive shoul¬ 
ders as he strode down Broadway, and, combined 
with the shoulders, gave to following eyes an im¬ 
pression of majestic largeness. Look at him from 
behind, and you would take him for a pirate. But 
as you approach him in front, ami boo his spectacles, 

the delusion vanishes. Perhaps, after all, the best 
description of his personal appearance is a pirate, 
with a theological aud metaphysical turn of mind, 
who under no circumstances could have been in¬ 
duced to capture a vessel which had any women on 
board; for all this was expressed in his face to those 
who knew him. 

I have said that Mr. Buckle was a lawyer; but al¬ 
though be had an office in the fourth Btory of a build¬ 
ing in Wall street, his principal avocation consisted 
in being the mainstay of his worthy parents: con¬ 
sulting large hooks in the Hall of Records, to dis¬ 
cover whether his father had sufficient title to his 
hack yard to warrant him in erecting a system of 
clotheB lineB therein, and such like profound investi¬ 
gations. In the evening he read to his parents till 
ten—retreating precipitately up stairs at the advent 

, l^dy visitors. The reader will note this peculi- 
arity, for upon this trait of Mr. Buokle’B character 
hinges this story. 

So much by way of introduction. Now for action. 
Time Three P. M. of a delicious, sunny September 

afternoon. Place — The open window of « second 
story front room in Twenty-third Btreet, being Mr. 
Festus Buckle’s apartment. Actor- That profound 
legal gentleman himself, who, having wearied of 
practicing that arduous profession, smoking pipes 
in a law-office, had come up town in the middle of 
the day, and was now sitting in the window afore¬ 
said, with a dreamy gaze at his friend Doctor Pip.er’s 
gilt Bhingle on the opposite side of the street, and 
wondering why there wasn’t any specially for the 
sole treatment of sick gentlemen, bo that he could 
have been a doctor too. 

As he gazed Piper’s door opened. A jolly, round- 
faced man, of ft decided family look and about the 
middle age, came rushing forth. He was in a high 
perspiration about something, and did not look up 
till Mr. Buckle called, 

“Hello, Piper! Whither away?” 

The round-faced family man threw a quick glance 
at the window, and instead of rushing down the 
street, as he had apparently intended, ran out into 
the middle of it. 

“Hello yourself, Buckle! You’re just the very 
man I want to sec!” 

“And I’m just the man that wants to see you. 
Come up, old hoy!” 

“I'm in an awful hurry! Run down and open the 
door!” 

“ Open it you—I’m lazy!” And with this Buckle 
tossed that rather superfluous utensil, his night-key, 
to the pavement. 

“Oh, bless me!” said Mr. Piper, entering, “I’m 
in such a hurry I don’t know where to begin first!” 

“Begin any where, then, and trust to luck for 
coming out right.” 

“The steamer Montgomery sails for Savannah at 
half-past four!” 

“It always does on Thursday afternoon.” 
“From Pier 4, North River!” 
“I'm sure that’s a very good place to sail from.” 
“Be still! You know Mrs. Belle Godfrey, don’t 

yon?” 

“I never heard of her!” exclaimcd£Buckle, with a 
countenance of awakened alarm. “On my honor, I 
never did!” 

“Don’t make any difference. She’s my wife’s 
cousin: young widow, beautiful, highly accom¬ 
plished; goes on the Montgomery this afternoon— 
only one hour aud a fraction!” 

“Oh!" said Buckle, greatly relieved, “she’s going 

away, is she? I thought yon were going to ask me 
to call with you, or something of that sort.” 

“ The postman has just brought a letter for her. I 
know from the handwriting that it’s of the utmost 
consequence she should have it immediately.” 

“And yon want me to run and get a hoy to carry 
it down!” exclaimed Buckle, impetuously, “I see! 
I will! I’ll he oil'this minute! Where's the letter? 
Give me my hat! Sit down and wait till I come 
back!” 

“A boy won't do! Won’t trust him! Letter’s ■ 
very important! A man must go!” 

“ Very well. I’ll run and call a carriage for you!” 

“Bosh! Got one of my own. /haven't time to i 
go. I have a case of leg at the hospital—cut it off, i 
you know—at three and a half; and two tumors in 1 
Twelfth street for five. You must go!” 

“Bless my—. You don’t mean it!” Every indi- I 
vidual hair on Buckle’s head began to assume the i 
perpendicular. 1 

‘‘I do. Be quick! Here’s the letter—here’s your 
hat Run out to Broadway — take the first South ! 

“Accomplished, heh? Knock at the door?” 

“If she isn’t in the state-room she’ll be ontside, Bee 

you, and ask what you want. Give her my love, and 
hand her the letter. If she doesn't Bee you, call out 
‘Mrs. Godfrey ’ at the top of your voice.” 

“At—the — top — of my voice! All the cabin 
will hear me.” 

“ That’s what yon want.” 
“No, I don’t! I don'tl I’d rather look round.” 
“ Well, he off at any rate. Quick! There’s not a 

second to lose. I’ve been here three minnteB already.” 

With a face of the most abject despair Buckle 
crowded his hat over his eyes, and permitted himBelf 
to he pushed down stairs. At the door Piper left 
him to huny off after his “ case of leg;” and Buckle, 
wondering what the nightmare was like, if it wasn’t 
this, sped for Broadway. Here, as prearranged, he 

- took the first South Ferry stage. It was full, and he 
had to stand on the step. That he blessed himself 
over, for the jolt prevented him thinking connect¬ 
edly. After coming near forgetting himself and 
going clear down to South Ferry, he jumped off at 
Morris street, and was soon on board the Montgomery. 

He asked the mate if he knew where the Purser 
was. The mate, who cherished ideas of discipline 

j from having been in the navy, assumed a defensive 
I attitude, and wanted to know if he looked like a 
[ Purser? Mr. Buckle had no distinct idea how a 

l( Purser did look, and forbore to reply. The next man 
he asked told him the Purser would go around juBl ns 

j they got off the Hook. Mr. Buckle bad no desire to 
H get off the Hook, but feeling much more like flying 

off the handle, pursued his queries further, and 
groped his way down to the cabin, 

r Finding No. 14, he grazed it tremulously with his 
. list. A ruBtle followed from within. Mr. Buckle 
j started back. 

“J declare I do believe she’s in there!” said Mr. 
i Buckle, speaking very much as if “ she ” were a fero- 
t cious individual of the gorilla family. The door-knob 
, turned. Yes, she was coming out. 
t The door opened—the woman appeared. Vborc 
, she stood, projecting her head in an attitude of 
, inquiry, ft little woman, plump and riunte, her face 
. set in the middle of that make-believe saintly halo of 
, tarlcton known as a widow’B cap. Seeing that Mr. 
. Buckle was the most self-conscious-looking person in 

the saloon, she asked him in a soft voice, 
“Did you knock, Sir?” 
“Ycsi Ma’am,” 
“Did you wish to see rae?” 
“Yes — no —well, not particularly. I mean to 

say — that is — well, I’ve brought a letter for you. 
Dr. Piper requested me to.” 

ne emphasized the last remark in an apologetic 
tone, as if ho wouldn’t for the world leave any im¬ 
pression that he had come of his own accord. Then, 
after a little confused fumbling, he dived into his 
breast-pocket and brought the letter to the surface. 
Handing it to the widow, he was about to bent a 
precipitate retreat, when she stopped him with a 
smiling — 

“ Oh, pardon me, Sir. Mr.— what may I call your 
name?” 

“llutUo I Volun JOucUle. Mr. FestUH—Mr. DUCKlC.” 

“Ah, Mr. Buckle! A near neighbor to my cousin 
—jnst across the way, I believe. Please be seated. 
I have had the pleasure of meeting your mother, I 
have also seen you — smoking at your window,” she 
added, archly. 

“Have you, indeed?” Baid Buckle, perturbedly. 
“It’san abominable habit!” 

“ Oh, not at all! T am very fond of a good cigar.” 
“ You are, really?” 
“I am, really. Let me introduce myself. I am 

Mrs. Godfrey—Mrs. Belle — Mrs. Belle Godfrey7. 
Perhaps you have heard my name before?” 

“Oh yes! Piper has mentioned you — that is inci¬ 
dentally you know.” 

“Well, it would have been quite an omission not 
to. But how absurd for me to introduce myself when 
you knew, of course, whom you were so kind as to 
bring the letter to! Ha-ha-ha!” 

Her laugh was so fresh and silvery, so full of unre¬ 
strained bonhommie—to make a French hull by using 
a man’s noun of a woman — that Buckle could not 
help assisting it with an antistrophe in that deep, 
gruff, pirate’s chorus voice of his own. 

“My acquaintance with your mother,” continued 
the widow, "makes me feel quite as il' we were old 1 
friends. I was therefore going to ask yon to sit for a 
moment, excusing me while I read this letter, and 
then troubling yon further to carry hack a few lines 1 
if its contents need reply. I see it is quite an impor- 1 
taut one, judging from its handwriting. Can you i 
easily spare time?” < 

“Oh, certainly!” returned the always obliging 
Buckle. t 

As Mrs. Godfrey sat reading, the first bell rang, f 
"Ah!’’ said she, finishing the letter hurriedly, “1 
must be quick about my answer. One moment, and s 
I will get my writing-desk out of the state-room.” I 

So Mrs. Godfrey jumped up, in a bewitching, 
bouncing-hall, little kind of a way, and ran into her 
state-room. There was a rattling, nervous sound in j. 

the state-room, and the moment after a soft voice 
called, £ 

“Mr. Buckle! may I trouble you a moment?” c 
“Oh yes, Ma'am—I should say, not at all,” replied 

Buckle, amiably. And emboldened by the extremity i 
of his desire to confer an obligation, ventured within s 
three feet of the state-room threshold. 

“ This lock plagnes me so! I never can turn the o 
key when I want to!” I 

“Ah! shall—I—ah — come in?” 

“You may, if you’ll he so kind. My hat-box, C 
where I have the desk, is rather too heavy for me to 
bring out.” tl 

Aghast at his oi\q temerity, Mr. Buckle entered 
No. 11, and for the next two minutes his piratical E 
whiskers, in a manner unintelligible as some tremen- o 
dous dream, were brushing against the snowy puffs 
of the widow’s cap as he tugged at the key, and she a 
benevolently helped him by holding down the lid a 
with two small, fat, white hands of about five-mouse 
power. ii 

“There!” said Mr. Buckle, at length, lifting him- a 
self up in such confusion that he bumped his head n 
against the berth, thereby enhancing a vagne sense n 
he had felt before of having done something dreadful, o 
“I believe it's unlocked now.” Then added, as he h 
felt the thump, “Oh! beg pardon!” being bewil- a: 
dered for an instant into the view that it was some- si 
body else’s head, and he owed an apology for it. n; 

“Did it hurt you? I’m so sorry! I have some ti 
liniment in my trunk: hut, dear me! that's stowed fr 

with all a woman’s sublime faith in the indefinite 
Btretcbability of “five minutes.” She had got half¬ 
way down the first page, when a singular noise 
arrested simultaneously the attention of both writer 
and waiter. 

Chik-arik-arik-arik-a-cher-r-r-r-r / 

“Dear me—dear me!” cried Mrs. Godfrey, spring¬ 
ing to her feet with an expression of intense distress, 
" Beppo has got out!” 

“Beppo?” said Mr. Buckle, dreamily, debating 
whether this highly intelligible expression were some 
normal developmentoftheunfatniliarammal, woman. 

“ Yes, Beppo,” continued the widow, distract¬ 
edly— “my pet red squirrel! Oh! where is he? He 
was in the state-room when we were unlocking the 
hat-box, fastened by a ribbon ronnd his neck to the 
wire of the berth-curtain. We must have frightened 
the little precious so that he hit himself loose. Oh, 
do find him for me, Mr. Buckle! do catch him, or I 
shall Hever, never forgive myself!” 

Mrs. Godfrey was trembling with grief, and might 
at any moment break ont in that fresh spot known to 
Natural Historians who have cultivated her specialty 
as “a real good cry.” Whatever that phenomenon 
might he, Mr. Buckle’s admiration for scientific pur¬ 
suits had never led him to witness it, and he didn’t 
want to. Bo he straightway set about hunting the 
squirrel in good earnest. The ardnousnes* of this 
gallant enterprise was slightly enhanced by Mrs. 
Godfrey’s entreaty to the other benevolent passen¬ 
gers, who were prepared to join his chase, that they 
would by all means desist, for they might step on it, 
they knew, and then Rhe would give up. Not wishing 
to have her do that, they obeyed, and Mr, Buckle 
went forth after Beppo alone. A few successive 
“cher-r-r-r-s” from the cushion over the stern-post 
soon revealed that as Master Beppo’s locality. Tint 
this apocalypse was only the beginning of troubles. 
Mr. Buckle made a pounce at the little beast; the 
little beast jumped over Mr. Buckle’s head. Then the 

be enre that nobody saw him, he opened the wallet, 
and spreading his handkerchief on his knees to make 
a lap, shook the contents into it, and began counting, 
with this result: 

“ One receipt for waterproof blacking—cut from 
Scientific American, Key to my secretary. Shoe and 
Leather Bank—one dollar. Singular coin, brought 
from the ruins of Pompeii—value supposed to be one 
cent. Two three-cent pieces. Mem. to have my next 
pantaloons cut looser in the knee. Eight postage 
stamps. Bank State of New York—another dotlar. 
Extract from Tennyson’s ‘Maud;’ ‘Oh that it were 

possible!' Member’s ticket to Historical Society.” 
“Four cents and one dime make fourteen, and a 

quarter makes thirty-nine cents. Two dollars and 
seventy cents!” exclaimed Buckle, the cold perspira¬ 
tion stand on his forehead. “ Two dollars and seventy 

rents! Oh, Piper, Piper! A cabin passage is fifteen; 
and I don’t believe the steerage is under eight. What 
shall I do?” 

With a countenance of the extremest anguish Mr. 
Buckle walked to the larboard netting, and beheld 
Tort Hamilton, gold-leafed by the setting September 
sun. Each window on the palatial heights of New 
I trecht was a square of fire. The scene was one 
naturally fitted to inspire the artist, the poet, or the 
philosopher—unless he were hard up. Mr. Buckle 
leaned over the side, with no responsive echo in his 
soul to Nature’s beauty; and for a moment took into 
consideration the mathematical question whether, if 
he jumped over he would be able to swim ashore. 
But it immediately after occurred to him that he 
had forgotten to learn how. And then he thought of 
old Mr. and Mrs. Buckle—what would they think 
when they found him spending the night ont for the 
first time since they had the pleasure of his acquaint¬ 
ance? Night? Yep, three nights before he could 
even telegraph them! 

Thrown together in a despairing heap he pursued 
these thoughts until the sun was nearly down, and the 
Montgomery was passing the Dumb Beacon. At this 

I am composed of 23 letters. 

My ?, It, 11, 5,12, 20, 1 is a book of the New Testament. 
My 11, 6, 1C, 8, 5, 19,18, 3 is a city mentioned in Acts. 
My S. 13, 8, 4, 2, 9 made war on the Israelites. 
My 15,19, 4, 10 is a river in Egypt. 
My 20. 23,11, 6, 2, 18 was cousin to MordecaL 
My 9,14, 22,10, 23, 12 was a city of the Holy Land. • 
My 13, 20, 4, 19. 31, 3 is where St. Paul was shipwrecked. 
My 17, 8, 19, &, 12 is one of the fruits of the Spirit 
My 22, 19, 21, 3, 12 was Jacob’s daughter. 

My whole may he found in Proverbs. 
Marengo, Mich., 1861. ] 
t3F” Answer in two weeks 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 18 letters. 
My 9, 16, 5, 2 is a Spanish coin. 
My 1, 12,15. 3, 6, 18 is a county in Ohio. 
My 10, 5,17. 7 is a pkrt of the body. 
My 14, 8,11,12 is a plague. 
My 1, 4, 2. 13 is a part of a wagon. 

My whole is the name of a noted character in the secession 
movement. 

GainsvUle, Wyo. Co., N. Y., 1861. J. M. Braj.vsrd. 

tt-ST Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

RIDDLE. 

Prat tell us, ladies, if yon can, 

Who is that highly-favored man 
Who, though he’s married many a wife, 
May be a bachelor all his life? 

Palermo, N. Y., 1861. Willie Bartlett. 

tW" Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM. 

There is a tower, the height of which Is in feet. Suppose 
the visible distance of the horizon to be a certain number of 
miles, such that the square root of the sum of 25 + the pro¬ 
duct of 1-20 of the height of tower, into the square root of 
the visible distance = to 16 of the height of the tower; abo, 
the square root of visible distance + 5 = K height of tower. 
What is the height of tower, the visible distance, and, aceord- 

straightforward race began. Beast down the saloon juncture he was aroused bv a tan on the shonlder iDg lo tbc*e 8Ul-P°»ition8, he the diameter of the 
tal.lo _ llnr. L*l/, olmmct.ln r.C l, U"_,_. . J l DUWKIVOI, , table — Buckle alongside of it. Ten to ono on beast, 

r and no takers. At the end of the table beast jumps 
down, and pops through the open door into the 
Social Hall. But before Buckle could shut the further 
doors of the Social Hall, beast had gone through, and 
was making the fastest time on record along the mid- 
ship guards, past the pantry, kitchen, and engine 
room. 

“Oh!” cried Mrs. Godfrey, “he’ll get down into 
the machinery, and he ground to death!” 

But the power which takes care of squirrels as well 
as sparrows and men prevented such a lamentable 
denouement. Beast still kept the straight line over all 
obstacles — and, to cut a long story abort, eventually 
leaped through the steerage door, down the ladder, 
and, like Gill in the poem, Buckle came tumbling 
after. 

Oh, the obliging Buckle! What a pickle he was 
in! lie introiL eeJ himself to the astonished steer- 
at;e passenger-' uy shouting out, f'A Snllo* i,-| rny 

be dy who'll catch that squirrel!” then remembering 
that Mrs. Godfrey had forbidden any assistance to Ills 
sole efforts, and seeing the Sraminont danger which 
might result from a scramble of twenty pair of hob¬ 
nailed brogans, he was on the point of amending his 
offer to “A dollar to any one who won't catch him!” 
But fortunately for Beppo's prospects of an extreme 
old age, the steerage conceived the idp.a that he was 
a rat, and made room for him. He accordingly got 
into some one of the two dozen tumbled berths, and 
was speedily hid from sight. Into which one was now 
the question to he settled. 

This investigation took twenty-five minutes. With 
a moBt conscientious sense of duty to hiB employer 
refusing all proffers of assistance, he turned down 
sheets, lifted mattresses, piled up pillows, and slrook 
curtains. At the close of the time mentioned his 
efforts were rewarded with success, and finding 
Beppo panting in a corner, he gently clapped a pillow 
over him, and dexterously brought him prisoner up 
the steerage ladder. 

As he reached the deck he heard, for the first time, 
the regular thug-thug, thug-thug of machinery, arid 
looking aft, beheld Governor’s Island quietly gliding 
past the quarter! 

Nothing but the tenacity of despair at that moment 

prevented his dropping Beast, pillow and all, to do 
what they liked with themselves. 

For a moment he stood like any sensation heroine— 
“pale, transfixed, motionless;” then remembering 
the dictum of a celebrated man — “Do the duty 
nearest thee ” — lie resolutely marched back to the 
cabin and presented the squirrel to Mrs. Godfrey. 

“Oh, Heaven bless you, my kind fnendl” ex¬ 
claimed that lady, as she caught up her pet and 
fastened Lis ribbon to her berth once more. 

“ Thank yon, Ma'am,” replied Buckle; then, in the 
same breath, “We don’t stop any where, I believe, 
before we get there ?” 

“ Stop? Get where?” 

'1 To Savannah, Ma’am. I think that’s where you’re 
going? Because I find we’ve started.” 

“ Yon don’t tell me so! Oh, it must be a mistake! 
Stewardess, isn’t there time for this gentleman to get 
off?” 

“ He could get off almost any where, Ma’am, but 
it would be rather wet,” replied the stewardess, 
smiling. 

*• Oh dear me! And to think / have been the cause 
of it! What can I do, Mr. Buckle, to show how sorry 
I am. Ob, can you forgive me, Mr. Buckle?” 

“Iassure you I don’t entertain the slightest gr— 
Oh, I mean to ?.ay certainly.” 

“Web, Mr. Buckle, since we can't help it, let’s re¬ 
flect that it might be much worse.” 

“Very true, Ma'am: so it might.” For instance, 
Buckle was thinking, ii there had been two ladies left 
on his hands instead of one. 

“ Will yon excuse me a minute, Ma’am?” he added, 
after a short pause. Mrs. Godfrey bowed gracefolly, 
and Mr. Buckle ascended the companion-way. 

The Montgomery was now majestically approach¬ 
ing the Narrows. Of that magnificent gate through 
which the gold and glory of our regal town is forever 
marching te pay tribute or hear away largess for the 
nations, Mr. Buckle had often thought, in the course 
of his wide studies, with patriotic enthusiasm. He 
had even written articles, entitled “The Narrows, 
and their Importance to New York, succinctly con¬ 
sidered,” which were refused by our very best jour¬ 
nals. Love of the home fireside, and a proper cau¬ 
tion against taking cold, had hitherto prevented him 
from making their closer acquaintance. He now had 

and rising from his bench beheld a man standing 
with outstretched hand: 

“ Your ticket, Sir—the Purser.” 
“ Are you the Parser.” 
“I am, Sir. Do you doubt it?” 

“No; only I wish I had seen you a good while ago.” 
“ Well, yon see me now. Please hand over your 

ticket.” 

“ Mr. Purser, on the word of a gentleman, I haven’t 
got any!” 

“You should have provided yonraelfbeforehand. 
But the money will do as well bow; though I can’t 
promise you much in the way of a state-room.” 

“I haven’t the money to pay for a state-room!” 
said Mr. Buckle, his anguish visibly increasing. 

“ Then you’re oul of pluce, Sir,” replied the Purs¬ 
er, mildly; for he thought he saw in Mr. Buckie a 
poor gentleman in distress. “You will find pretty 
good quarters in the steerage.” 

“I haven’t money enough for that,” gasped Mr. 

earth? 
Ypsilaati, Mich., 1861. 
YW Answer in two weeks. 

W. STKRJtS. 

For Moore a Rural New-Yorker. 

SURVEYING QUESTION. 

From Fort Pickens there can he seen three batteries, A, E, 
and C, which are to operate on the Fort, and whose distance 
from each other are known, viz.: A, B, = 800, A, C, _ 000, 
and B, O, = 400 chains, They measured the horizontal 
angles, and fonnd them to he ae follows: The angle at the 
Fort, subtended by the batteries A and C, 33* 4V; the 
angle at the same placo, subtended by the batteries B and C, 
— 22* 33L Required, to find the distances between the Fort 
and the batteries. 

Hemlock Lake, N, Y., 1861. R. D. McCrosskn. 
O'5” Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c. 

Buckle. ’r -®. ’ 

“ Then,” said tlio Puraei, with asperity. regm-aing 
Mr. Buckle in the less lenient light of a Jeremy Did- 
dler, “ what the d-1 did you have the impudence to 
come on hoard for?” 

“ Sir! you are speaking to a—” began Mr. Buckle, 
in a defiant note; then recollecting that $2.70 is an 
inadequate specie basis for notes of that kind, ter¬ 
minated in a mild, soft voice:—" I didn’t want to 
come on board, Mr. Purser. I came to oblige a 
friend — Dr. Piper, of Twenty-third Street —and got 
left. No! didn't get left, I mean. You may know 
Dr. Piper? He’s a rising young physician—” 

“Don’t try that on me, Sir! I’m acquainted with 
Piper — your kind of Piper that is, that smuggles 
himself aboard to hook a passage! That's a Piper 
that don’t pay! You'll get Piper when the Captain 
sees yon! You’d better go forward to the steerage- 
dock, and then perhaps he won't be so hard on you 
when I bring him np to you.” 

In the last stages of mental collapse — his hands in 
his pockets and his piratical beard upon his breast— 
poor Buckle clambered forward, and sat down over 
the forecastle. He didn’t want a row with the Purser 
right in hearing of the cabin. [To be continued.] 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &Cj, IN No. 508. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Remember tkr c.o«t»r 
1 in the (lays of thy youth. 

Auswor to Geographical Enigma:—The cat in gloves catchw 
no mice. 

Answer to Arithmetical Puzzle:—The four figures are 88Sf, 
which, being divided by a line drawn through the middle, 
become eight 0's, or nothing. 

Answer to Geometrical Problem:—82.9161-rods. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c„ IN No. 687. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—A Home for the Friend- 

Answer to Algebraical Problem:—1st, 530; 2d, 540; 3d, 560 
Answer to Puzzle:—Count the letters in eight, eight, whi . 

equal 10; ten, 3; three, 6; twelve, 6; els, sis, six, 9; nine, 4 

ANSWER TO PUZZLE IN No. 686. 

lie arranged them as below. A representing apples, ttdO 

oranges; and it will he seen that by beginning at the to or 
apples on the left, and going round and round the ci rie, 
and taking every ninth, all the oranges will bo removed, sad 
all the apples will remain. 

SOME LITTLE JOKERS. 

Why is money like the letter p. Because it makes 
an ass pass. 

What sea would make a sleeping room? A dry 
attic (Adriatic.) 

We guess Kentucky will stay in the Union,— her 
Legislature has passed a “ Stay Law.” 

“It is astonishing,” said Carlyle, “how long a 
rotten thing will hold together, if you only handle it 
carefully.” 

An exchange gives the Bubetance of the verdict of 

a recent coroner’s jury on a man who had died in a 

state of inebriation:—“Death by hanging—round a 

rum shop!” 

N. P. Willis, in a letter to the Home Journal from 
Washington, speaking of the Irish regiment of Cob 
Corcoran, says, “Heaven help the mis-Jefi'-makers 
whom they particularly encounter.” 

The F. F. V.'s and the F. F. I/s.—A letter from a 
member of Col. Corcoran’s Irish Regiment says:— 
“We have been hunting secessionists all day; all I 
saw done was that the first families of Virginia were 
running away from the first families of Ireland.” 

^.bucrtiscmcnts. 

JJOWE'S IMPROVED HAY SCALES.! 
THE BEST TINT USE ! 

HAY SCALES. 

CATTLE SCALES. 

HAY SCALES. 

No Pit —set above ground —no trouble 
with water or ice — no friction 00 
edges—weigh truly Sf not k-vri-Min- 
pleht in use. Delivered at any ilailroao 
Station. Send tor Circulars, 

HAY PRESSES. 
HAY PRESSES. 
HAY PRESSES. 

IngersolPs fortabte ttau frees, 
ESSES. I For Baling flav. r lax, Broom Corn. 

Rag", Wool and Colton Simple—Gf*?1 
Power—worked by two men. Hundreds 
in use. Send for Circulars- 

JPress, 

CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS. 

CHURCH BELLS. 

TOWN CLOCKS. 

TOWN CLOCKS. 
For full particulars address 

Cast Steel Melts, 
Weigh less — cost less— heard further 
than other tjist Class Bella Never 
break by frosts Warranted 12 montns. 
Send for circulars and testimonials.— 
Fixtures made by xnvself, at lowest 
prices. Send for Circulars. 
Town Clocks^ I Of the most approved character, of my 

own manufacture, warranted equal to 
any in use. at greatly reduced prices 

557-eow-tf 
JAMES U. DUDLEY, VT _ 

93 Main St, Buffalo, N. Y 

GRA.VD DISAPPOINTMENT. 

1 thought her mine; I thought the world 
Shone forth with joy for me; 

I didn’t dream in after years 
Its folly I should see. 

Bnt so it proved. I sought her hand— 
(I really thought I’d get her)— 

But, oh! alas! her answer came— 
“ Her mother wouldn't let her!” 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
THE LARGEST CIRCULATED 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY WEEKLY, 

IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY 

D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Malice.—“Malice,” says Seneca, “drinks one-half 
of its own poison.” And Des Cartes, in his treatises 
on the passions, says, “ Hatred is never without sor¬ 
row.” What must have been the wretchedness of 
John Lillburn, of whom Cromwell quaintly remark¬ 
ed, " He is so quarrelsome, that if he could find no 
one else to quarrel with, John would quarrel with 
Lillburn, and Lillburn would quarrel with John!” 

Terms in Advance : 

Subscription — Twe Dollars a Year. To Clubs and 

Agents as follows:—Three Copies one year, for £'*• Hna 

one free to club agent, for 510; Ten, and one roe, for 
Fifteen, and one free, for $21; Twenty, and one bee. for $25; 
and any greater number at same rate—only fl per copy.— 

with an extra free copy for every Ten Subscribe/* bVeT Twenty. 
Clab papers directed to individuals and sent to u many 

different Post-Offices as desired. As we pre-pay American 
postage on papers sent to tbe British Provinces, our Cana¬ 

dian agents and friends must add 12j» cent# per copy to t e 
clab rates of the Rural. The lowest price of ■copies uent to 

Europe, Ac., is $2.60—including postage. 
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CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 
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CHAS, D, BRAGDON, Western Corresponding Editor. 

Thb Rpbat. Nkw-Yobkbr is destined to be unsurpassed in 
Value. Purity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful in ApfioAlauc*. Its Conductor devotes his per¬ 

sonal attention to the supervision of its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Rural an eminently 

Reliable Guide on ail the important Practical. Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business of those 
whose interests it zealously advocates. As a Family Journal 

it is eminently Instructive and Kntertaining —lieiii^ go con¬ 
ducted that it can ho safely (alien to the Hearts und Homes of 
people or intelligence, taste and discrimination. It embraces 

more Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific, Educational, 
I.ite nrv and News Matter, interspersed with appropriate and 

beautiful Engravings, than any other journal,— rendering 
it the most complete Agricultural, Literary axp Family 

Newspaper in America. 

INQUIRIES AND NOTES. 

A KrtMtiEit of inquiries before us on practical 

matters we will endeavor to answer as directly and 

in as few words as possible, without giving the 

questions, as their import will he evident from our 

notes. We will thank our readers for further Infor- “TV.. ““ ""‘g "' '“‘““u" 7 gation’ a,,d wbat ia lon« suspended is in danger of 
mation on any of the subjects discussed. of July-one month afterwards-and found she had beinR tota|1 abrogated* Ql [] m ^ 

-galn*d affraCt,°n T hTM VOimds! 80 of «nto the manner* of the people. They vK 
Food or Man and Animals. iTi V1™"®8^00 wqu,rea comment-she thejr politics; they corrupt their morals; they pre- 

Ur has perhaps been pretty well proved that about 7 June V,g» It Hint l'°Un' * l< ’ ' d'J’ "U gr,m' and vert even the natural taste and relish of equity and 
seventy ounces of bread, or twenty of beef, or eighteen ’ Justice. By teaching us to consider our fellow-crea- 
of peas or beans, or six of cheese, eaten daily by 1 er,mPs lf 1H not known, if so, it should be, that tures in a hostile light, tl A vhole body of our nation 
„iuu, v. ,v ,A,,piy the «r»»t t.«the body «„ pntatoes, ,'".no krass, in the month of June, is about tho most becomes gradually less d-to ns. The very names 
to accomplish the same object, it will require nine or ‘'-tento* *<>*> that can K. given to aw animal. It is ot Affection and KiudreTwliJoh were t» e >. . , j (lf 
ten pounds, and of milk about three quarts. Yet no not liku Home of the 8rw>80B> deficient in nutritive Charity while we agreed, fiecome new incentives to 
one would remain in a healthy condition for a long qUftlftic,H' but Jt haa ft 8talk> not ranch leaf, and hatred and rago, when the commnnion of our coun¬ 
time, if confined to a highly concentrated diet at tbat 8e8aon f,irnishes in its seed the most concert- try is dissolved.’ That is what he says. I was read- 
exclnsively. Nature has provided for both man and lrated nutrime1lt- Whoever wants to fat an animal, lag it this morning and copied it, for ! think any one 

beast a great variety of food, ranch of which, like f,ld om,tfl to g'!t H in «ood feed in ,he montI‘ "f Juno, who watches the effect of passing events upon the 
potatoes, turnips, &c„ may be grown in large quan- H,,p a troIdeQ opportunity. Crass operates upon public mind, will discover a remarkable pertinency 
tities, but are not highly nutritious. The stomach is . aecret'ona of the animal, playing the part of in those words of Burke. And this action of the 
also suited to a varied diet, and where very strong vict'wls and medicine, and so puts the whole system Executive Board of tho State Society Is evidence of 

food is used too freely, or rather too exclusively, this lato tllc «'>ndition of healthy development, and pro- the way we are drifting. It is a straw upon the 
organ becomes impaired. Nor is it best to confine duce8 re8ll,ta 8l,cb aa 1 have named by answering stream. I am sorry to see it; for while I ain iu favor 
man or animals to a diet containing but little uutri- “ constitutional requirements.” He sure and feed off of Government applying all the means in its power 

rain to wash away the most valuable and soluble 
portions. Flemish farmers pay $20 a load for the 
manure of tame pigeons, which are kept almost, 
exclusively for this purpose, yielding their owners a 
good revenue. 

Wood Ashes. 

Ashes are exceedingly valuable for sandy soils, 
and appear to be prized most highly where they are 
scarce and expensive. Long Island farmers and 
gardeners use them freely, although they are dear, 
being subjected to hundreds of miles of carriage, 
while here, a hundred bushels are sent away for one 
used on the land. We once increased a potato crop 
20 per cent, by the use of SO btiBhels of ashes to the 
acre, over that treated in every way similar, except 
the ashes. The land had received a pretty good 
quantity of stable manure the year previous, being in 
corn, the soil a yellow chestnut loam, which had 
been pretty badly run. A heavy clay may be much 
ameliorated in a few years, by the liberal use of ashes 
and coarse manure. In fact, if such a soil is well 
drained und subsoiled, so that the water will pass 
freely off, a few years of such treatment, always 
taking care not to work it when too wet, will cfi'eCt a 
most beneficial and surprising change in its texture. 
We know of no better way to ameliorate a clay Boil. 

1 ' T ' 1 
THE BREED IN THE PAIL-JUNE GRASS. 

My friend Seldkn Allen, of Middlebury, weighed 
ft Durham Cow on the scales at Wyoming, on the 1st 
day of June, lie weighed the same cow on the 1st 
of July — one mouth afterwards—and found she had 
gained a fraction over two hundred pounds! So 
significant a circumstance requires comment — she 
gained about seven pounds per day on grass, and 
“ June grass ” at that. 

Perhaps it is not known, if 90, it should be, that 
Juno grass, in the month of June, is about the most 
‘‘•-UniOfc too i (hat can Ik given to an1 animal. It is 
not like some of the grasses, deficient in nutritive 
qualities, but it lias a firm stalk, not ranch leaf, and 
at that season furnishes in its seed the most concen¬ 

trated nutriment. Whoever wants to fat an animal, 

“Halt!”’ said the captain, 
whose eldest son is captain of 
an independent rifle company 
“ Present arms,” and he extended 
his own to shako the hand , 
Squire Pencil. " Have you se<h 
the circular that the Stale Socie/j 
has just Issued, offering premiums 
for fire arms?” 

" Yes, sir.” 

“Well, what do you think'o 
it? I think,” and the Captai 
shook his head sadly, "I think 
sir, that it’s a humbug,” 

“A humbug ? You do mit 
mean to say that the State Mi 
ciety are not ottering these ji|t 
miums in good faith, do you ?’! 

“ No, no, but I think it folly 
not to say wickedness, to^ nse jh 

its character; it certainly j>, sir*- PltEMIUNI 'PLAN OP JLAlijST — El iEVATION. 
and I fear, that we are all drift- _ 

tng towards the condition of things which Burke The above Barn Plan was awarded the third prize I enter the barn from the north with team on .inner 

not' think the^fTort of tl e J " ^ 1 U"der "Ur °ffer °f 1858’ being Preferred bY lha floor, thraph with a self-cleaning machine, and Live 
1 S"Prr rmniitt('e t0 11 large UUmbCr 0f e*CeUent dfc,«n8- ^“’“rHer attached, so that I can run the straw in 

. g ' 1 fear tiat the moraI rea,xlt to ]t ia republished in compliance with inquiries and either shed I choose. I have two good bays without 
will bo 11T the State Society ,,,neet» which wo have heretofore mentioned or Incnmberance from «t»bll„g„r 8r,„«,,. „„d .pouta 

,,w. . . . j, Riven. I Ins model Barn is the property ot James or conductors marked, corresponding with balls in 

S" “ St,tKKB , W;MTNKYl °f Bi« ChemaDg 0o” N- Y” who granary beneath, to conduct the grefpwtcre I wish 

gatioL and WbfttT9ZPgtond?deSOf ™nl °W: frfni8hed the Hubj°inod deflcri-Pt5on: aad this, when thrashing, saves at least one man’s 
being totally abrogated UivilL'vaL 'V'l . ", Mks8k8, Eoitoks:-I l.ave the name of having the «»bor. Two men are sufficient to take care of straw 
of all ini., to • n > g " ; S ''<e '"0f,eHt moat convenient Bam in our part of the Country, from a good eight,-horse machine, and it is all secured 
,1 ei i ! h t T',ey Vitblte aad Accordingly have made a draft to the best of my from wind or storm. 
U)t> r nrj t i« ( ipv onvurmf m . _ . J 

I enter the barn from the north with team on tipper 
floor, thraph with a self-cleaning machine, and have 
straw-carrier attached, so that I can run the straw in 

ability, being nothing but a farmer. I think, however, 

organ becomes impaired. Nor is it best to confine 
man or animals to a diet containing but little nutri¬ 
ment in proportion to its bulk. This gives the 
stomach too much labor to obtain the sustenance 
required by the system. This organ requires exer¬ 
cise, and enough of it, but should not be over¬ 
worked. The animal system will accommodate itself 
to circumstances and necessities to a great degree, 
but we must not ask too much or make changes too 
sudden. I he natives of India will consume such 
immense quantities of rice as to astonish Europeans, 
but this they are accustomed to from utiildbood. A 

your June grass pastures, in the month of June, for 
they pass rapidly from the best pastures in tbe world 
to the poorest. 

My father was emphatic on this point:—" Have 

good grass,— it is the cheapest of all ways to fatten 

rattle." ] have known a hundred men, and a few 
dozen over, who, rather than pay a good price for 

good pasture, have bad to expend twice the amount 
in grain to produce the same result. Two to four shil¬ 
lings a week is about tbe range asked for pasture,— 

horse that has been fed for a number of yours on b° Jt ratu go0(1, or first rate mea,l> baa no “ per 
grass, hay, and bran, will exhibit his keeping even ceijtitjle influence on the market.” 

in his form, which a time under the hands of the 
“jockey” will materially change. 

Manures—Preservation nud Value. 

Hokse Manors is one of the most energetic of 

the animal manures, and is very easily injured; in 

fact, without care to give proper treatment, most of 

Any man that keeps his cattle in poor pasture, 
sinks every week twice what good feed would cost. 
Stock farmers can procure grazing lands cheap in 
Southern New York, and iu marshy and mountainous 
districts generally. 

One word more about that cow. T sold her to Mr. 
Allkn three years ago, remarking to him that she 
was a good cow for milk, and would keep in better 

... an iue means in sis power orohno 
to sustain its authority,—the right of the majority to ‘ lows* story. 

rule,— I am not in favor of an Agricultural Society ‘\,V /’ bnwer Foe,! Ko,im ia front 
making weapons of deadly warfare and the r trial 1 Manure ^ } 

important feature ol its exhibitions. For it will Homo Stall*, 10x30; /„ Home Book*, 2x2S (hL’from 
overshadow and draw away from departments now »»"• grain iu fmnt or horse*, t.y failing Hoorn in 
too much neglected. Let there be a wu- society Ct‘ilinK;> M, BtWre; N, Halls in Granary; o, Root Bins- l> 

organized If necessary, but let this gathering at F'°or Weighing Room, and Feed Room for 

Chicago, which is designed to afford relaxation from hor'ie*> "hlch ,Joi*h not fruer-o in winter, 13x24. 

tho excitement, anxiety and increased la.lor conae- f understand tho wants of farmers better than the 
quent upon our National troubles, bring forth its mechanic or architect can. You will discover I hnva 
IcgitliunK fnUU.” elenilon „f „Mrly ,fghl' 

i.eau l encil, Esq., asserts that he was mtonished s°mc fourteen rods north of east and west road and 
to hear such talk front a man most uncoin/iromisiug slopes towards the soutij-weBt. I have cellar under 
in his demand for vigorous measures to/put down barn and east shed, the north-east corners in the 

My Basement is dry. Sills two feet from ground. 
My grain has never musted nor wet, and feed never 
frozen in winter. I have twelve drain Bins, so ar¬ 
ranged that I can get to any one of them when I wish, 
capable of storing over 3,000 bushels, and four Root 

Bins, which will store about 800 bushels, where they 
can be seen to at any time. 

My stone wall is laid in mortar and pointed; the 
frames are all made of square timber and joist; no 
round timber anywhere about; outside, all planed 
and painted. Tho Basement. Story Is eight feet; barn 
posts 18 feet long; the Long Shed is 25 wide, 64 long; 
posts 20 feet. East Shed posts nine feet long. 

The cost of Barn, without sheds $100, including 
board of hands; cau be built $50 cheaper without 
planing or painting. Sheds cost $430, including 
board of bands, and can be built for $400 without 
planing or painting. 

My mode of fixtures for tying cattle is much 
cheaper than the ordinary way, besides being much 

above, a»,.| gmin fmnt u{ h,irge*, i,y failing. <j0(jn( in 111018 ‘‘-omlortable for the animals —it is as follows: 
ceiling;) ,v, stairs; N, Hails in Gran*ry; o, Root. Bins; /*, drHb * se*‘ ,n^ ^UDdards foar feet apart, have a ring 
Cleaning Floor and Weighing Room, and Feed Room for I roade ^ three-eighths or half-inch iron about six 
horses, which does not fn-ez.o in winter, 13x24, inches across, put over the standard, and then put 

I understand tho wants of farmers better than t]10 |tbe bow tbrouKh the ring and over the animal’s neck. 
--i The operation is shown in the engraving. Have a 

the rebellion, but he thinks there is 
in it.” 

something 

, l... aooiq-wesi. [ nave cellar under 
barn and east shed, the north-east corners in the 
bank. East and north stone wall tor barn is nine feet 
high, and that for shed is six feet high. 

that made in summer will be .boat ruined Bore- Z * V 7 i , W°U'Veep ,n better 
wmr round that „hcn horse dan. „,|„™a “7°r“ 1 'l“w “<*“■“ “J "» ' «w k—• I 
t„ ,, , , ° avowed selected her from Mr. W adswortu's herd, at Ocneseo 
to become thoroughly decomposed it lost nine-tenths . on-. ,, , , ’ 
Of iw weight and more than Lt its valor. AIT™ V! T, 
Hot the effects of burning, but of perfect decomposi , -7 qual!t,es’ and b,lve not bee" 

lion. Where the .nanore is hnroed iu tho heap it is 2S. “ “ '***'* “W*1 
little better than ashes. This can be nrevented bv th« . . 

application of water to the manure heap, freqL mt f”7 ^?avo f C0W exact^ a11 
turnings and making compact piles, but this , J"*0? 7*’ .bUt “**" 18 a practical hnrdi' 
^uded with a good deal of trouble, and few have , «*»/< that m not earned into an animal, 

water in sufficient quantities convenient. Mixiire "77 7y" P7'fr"f t0.tbefm' attaffd to ai,y 

with sod, scrapings of the roads and walks, swamp ia looks" ° * d— 
muck, &o„ will retard decomposition, and should a am ‘lth .. 

OUR SOIL MUST BE fTTVTT.TW.TI 

I here are sundry good men who make great mis¬ 
takes. There are many intelligent men who. lack 
liberal habits of observation. Too much tlat is 
written is taken tor granted by the reader, and 
applied in practice in all sorts of soil, and all imds 

always be composted with horse dung. Manure, 
■io»fc\er, cannot bo made in the summer without 
trouble, and the farmer should, in the spring, apply 
to the land all that he has on band, and it is better to 
give corn a good top-dressing before the first or 
second hoeing, thus using all the accumulation up to 
that time, than to rtek keeping over. This course 
we have pursued with good results. After this the 
orchard nmy receive a top-dressing and a shallow 
P owing. Such an application will not be wasted. 

here manure cannot be taken care of, it is best to 
aPply it to the laud at once, where it will be accom¬ 
plishing soum good. 

rhe manure of horned cattle contains so much 
water that it ferments slowly, and may be composted 
with lexs rHr.ni.iz> .i. ... 

to milking and fattening qualities, and have not been ftnfl conditions of climate. One man bellives dkin- 
disappointed cither in her or her offspring, several of aKe necessary. He has proved its value in hid)own 
which I retain. case by a single experiment on a particular soil, in a 

It is a very nice thing to have a cow exactly fill all particular condition. This affords him a hibby 
the corners of a box, but there is a practical hardi- which he mounts and rides to tho death, leafing 
hood arid thrift that is not curried into an animal, hedges, and hurdles of philosophy and common 
nor always pedigreed to them, nor attached to auy until he lands in a ditch of faster »nd 
of the flve ov forty " points of excellence ” laid down financial ruin, from which it is imposuble to 4se; 

in hooks. and if he has inconsiderate and nnreasoniig followers,' 
A smooth, hardy, hearty-looking cow that furnishes thcy share his fate, 

her certificate to the milk-maid (that’s a piece of Now, because trench plowing is valuable in ine 
romance copied out of old books,) is the " Dutchess.” instance, it is not always best in all othqrs. Because 

— T- B!_% . m- - __the “ixinS °r ,bc fmrfiree and subsoil itj one locality 
__mnTiT>T improves its mechanical condition andiincreases Its 

. RN EDITORIAL NOTES. productive power, all soils do not pay tlii» indL- 

the corners of a box, bat there is a practical hardi¬ 

hood and thrift that is not curried into an animal, 
nor always pedigreed to them, nor attached to auy 

j of the yiue or forty “ points of excellence ” laid down 
in books. 

A smooth, hardy, heartv-looking cow that furnishes 
her certificate to the milk-maid (that’s a piece of 
romance copied out of old books,) is the " Dutchess.” 
— u. t. u. 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES. 

SW0RD3 va. PLOWSHARES. 

The writer has received from John P. Reynolds, 

Esq., Secretary of the Illinois State Agricultural 
Society, a circular entitled "Grand National Exhibi¬ 
tion and Test of Arms,” in which sundry grand gold 
and silver medals are offered for the best of sundiy 
weapons of war, embracing breech and muzzle- 

----- ..... luitcHautiJUl! lUllUni S. . 

they Bhare hia fate. op l!prKU 
Now, because trench plowing is valuable in <ne •<’ Suirw^ Stahl«i ^ ‘->r teitinK hay <I°wn to Ktery 

instant it i» not boat in all „th„. B oat! ^ ™ TI W f“'> “ 
. .* v.i ef , Because from cattle sheds; I>, P, Opsoiugs to let fced down: D, 

the mixing ot the surface and subsoil in one locality Floor for storing rodder, 25x04; E, West Bay, 19x30- F, 

improves its mechanical condition and increases Its Upper Barn Floor, 13x30; G, Cuttle Nulls, 9x2-4 and (un¬ 
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criminate compounding. Because Abu1hamSuck[r — - 

the first, who has been on his prairie farm foly life, and the small fruit he planted fails to thrive, 
years, finds that t pays him now to plow a litty? “What ails it?” he asked of the writer. “I have 
deeper than was bis earlier p-actice, it dues manured it, added lime, phosphates, &c„ Ac., and 
tolmw that Abraham -Sucker the second, should ril yet here is my return? What is the reason?” 

deeper than was his earlier piactice, it does n4t 

follow that Abraham Sucker the second, should ril 

up his new prairie a depth of twelve or fourteei 

inches, laying the cold, sour subsoil on tbe surface! 

and depositing the rich humus where the subsoil wasl 

a, Bow, attached to ring; 6, c, Ends of bow; d, Hard Wood 

Latch, showing holes for ends of bow, 

piece of hard wood for a latch one inch thick and 
eight inches long, one and a quarter inch hole at one 
end, and one inch at the other. The bow needs a 
knob on one end and catch in tlie other. This, I 
have also endeavored to show in the engraving. The 
rings will slip up and down to suit the animal’s oon- 
Yonienoo. They can lay down and turn their heads 
around on their side, and they can lay much nearer 
than if fastened iu any other way, and if you have an 
animal that is inclined to be masterly you can make 
him keep liis head on his own side, by putting a 
board ou one side or the other to suit your conven¬ 
ience. Thus you can control the most vicious of 
animals, and make them perfectly submissive. I 
have adopted four feet apart for my standurds, but 
they will do much nearer for small animals. 

as the one above described. There are plenty of 
men who will aver that deep plowing is an injury, 
rather than a benefit And iu many of our prairie 
soils, it may safely be granted that it is, where the 

“ Y our soil is not civilized, sir. it needs to be left plowing turns to the surface a stratum of cold, sod- 
to itself awhile, after the thorough turning up you den, sour soil, in the spring. But let the relations of 
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IRRIGATION IN STRAWBERRY CULTURE. 

The value of irrigation in the culture of the straw- 



——-- r-srs 
vation in different parts of the State, w ’ hastened to procure the Tribune, and much to our 
the crop have withered on the vines for want if water. ^ fouJ(d tbat the movable frames of Mr. Bob- 

M *?? Evanston froitfarm, y*'INron were nothing more or less In substance than 
of H. M. Kidder, the dry weather has greatly short¬ 
ened the crop; there being seven or eight acres m 
fruit, the aggregate lose is great. <<>?*>• R- Dav is, o 
this city, however, has had the service of water, which 
he has used with signal miccess. HiB Boil is a dark 
sand, thoroughly trenched and as rich as good com¬ 
post can make it. But with all this preparation Of 

soil and careful culture, he attaches the greatest im- 
portance to the service* of his hydrants. The cold 
lake water ia used on the plants during the night 

the old hire of Hmait, invented the latter part of the 
last century, as will be evident to all conversant with 
the subject, on reading the Tribune article, which is 

as follows: 
a about Bkk-Hi veb.—Tbe best bee hive is one with mova¬ 

ble support* for each sheet of comb. Although hives of this 

there are no other colonies in close proximity. 
Should there be any, they would probably make an 
attack on them; but, to guard against their injuring 
them, the entrances to their hives should be made 
of such a size that the inmates may easily and effect¬ 

ually defend themselves. 
I have sometimes found it good economy, when 

the hive is well supplied with combs hut deficient in 
bees, if attacked by robbers, to operate with the 
“entrance blocks” in such, a way as to secure a 
sufficient number of robbing bees in the hive attacked 

kind may have been patented, the patent is not good for to make a good colony. The colony is then con- 
anything, nor should it bar any one from the u»e of such a jjne(j an(j carried to a cool, dark cellar, where it is 
hive, becanae the invention I* not new. Bevan, an English 

writer upon ties*, described such a hive many years ago. as 

He commences drenching them as Boon as the sun (n u#e by Bn(j recommended it to others. More than 
is off them and continues it all niffbt, when it is dry, twenty years ago, I described a hive for movable frames to 
, . 4, ’ _ indeed from the time sustain the separate sheets of comb, in The Albany Colfava- 
dunng the picking ^ And tor) ttn(1 alth,/ugh the p]ao mlght have tB.en patented, it we* 
the fruit has set up to th distinctly stated that it wa* not, nor would he. patented, and 
it pays!— pays beyond estimate. The vines the pres¬ 
ent season were loaded as the writer has never seen 
vines loaded before, and the fruit, by this aid, is fully 
developed in size and flavor. Mr. Davib has told the 

allowed to remain about three days. At the expira¬ 
tion of this time, the hive ia replaced on its old 
stand. The robber* will stay and labor with the 
colony as well as though they had been bred therein, 
they having instinctively forgotten their former 
homes. When robbing is going on in large or even 

in this same way. It is not an easy matter to find a 
pair of horses well—not to say perfectly—matched in 
every respect; and we regard the thing as impossible, 
unless they are of the same blood on both sideB. In 
market it is essential to a good price that horses 
offered in pairs should be of equal size, similarity of 

build, and colored alike to a shade. These qualities 
are of importance as affecting the market value of 
horses offered for sale as matched pairs, but there 
are, in our opinion, other considerations of vastly 
more importance as affecting the real value of 
horses. They should have the same temperament; 
that Is, one should not be quick and nervous, always 
ready to start at the first signal, and the other slow 
and phlegmatic, never ready to move until started by 
the whip; and a pair of horses perfectly matched in 
size and color, hntof different actions, are ill-matched. 
Therefore, a span of well-matched horses should have 
the same spirit, action, temperament, gait, and dispo- 

any one «ho liked it w&b recommended to use it. The form Btnau apiaries, bees from different hives usually assist sition, as well as color, form, and size. 
of the hive there recommended wa* to hang the frames by 

hook-and-eye hinge* to Ihe hack of the hive, *o that all 

would Mwing like the leaves of a book standing on its end 

writer that he would not pursue strawberry culture Tllft front or COVer to the edge of the leaves being opened by 

for profit if be could not irrigate; for he regards the 
risks of failure too great to run. But with a supply 
of water he insures his vines against frost or drouth 
— against most of the mishaps to which they are 

subject. ___ 

Tice BUST ON WHEAT IN THE NOBTH-WEST. 

Tour Western readers arc aware, and yoar Eastern 
readers may have seen statements, that the rust is 
greatly injuring the spring wheat in Central and 
Northern Illinois, and some portions of Wisconsin, 
aDd Towa. I write this paragraph the 8th of July, 
near Bloomington, McLean Co., Illinois, 120 miles 
south of Chicago, in the region from whence the 
first complaint of rust was beard during an extremely 
dry time some weeks ago. Since my arrival in this 

turning it around to the left hand, leaf after leaf could be 

swung around to the right, and a sheet of comb cut out of 

auy one, or tho frame could be lifted off its hinges and taken 

away, and a new one put in its place. We thought the plan 

a more (vmvenient ods than lifting the frames out at the top 

of the hive ” 

Anxious to know how a man coaid have the cool¬ 
ness to publish a description of this hive in 1840, as 
something new, we obtained a copy of the article, and 
were doomed to another surprise, for we found the 

in the matter, hence only a few bees are secured 
from each hive. The few from each hive thus se¬ 
cured will not materially weaken their parent colo¬ 
nies, but, on the other band, the one attacked will be 
greatly benefited by the accessions made. Care 
must be taken that the colony, while in the cellar, is 
confined, and that the bees have sufficient food and 

ventilation. 
To ascertain whether a colony is in possession of 

a fertile queen, all that is necessary, in the breeding 
season, u simply to take out the frames of combs 
and search for the eicg* of the queen. Tf eggs are 
found in the cells, that is sufficient, as they are a 
nrpiiv sure indication of her presence. When a hive proposed by Mr. Robinson, in the Cultivator, a pretty sure indication of her presence, when a 

very different affair from what, in the Tribune, he colony not having a fertile queen is attacked, and 
declares it to have been. Here is the principal part the bee-keeper has none to give them, should it be 
of the article of 1840: before the drones make their appearance, the bees, 

A New Plan for a Bbb-JIivk.— Editors of Cultivator:—I and combs if desired may be united with some 
have in my mind « new plan for a bee hive, a description of other colony having a fertile queen. When nnited 

part of the State 1 have visited many of the wheat which I intend giving you, that those better acquinted with they can he thoroughly sprinkled with a preparation 
fields affected with the rust, examined them carefully, these industrious insect., than l am may *ay whether it is a 

and talked with the farmers, who almost invariably «ne 0T r'ot: an'3 ^ that If It U an Improvement, it gC(?nted with a few dropa of the essence of pepper- 

regard the wheat crop doomed to death, their the «Book-Caae Hiv*,” and by mint- Being scented alike, but little or no conten- 
granaries to dearth, and their pockets to a vacuum. r(?ferenC(; to lK„jk, BtaDding nptm a fiheir i bBKt illustrate tioa will ensue. 
I think they will he disappointed, bo tar as the mat If- the hook* bo made of tin, or other metal, or It has been the practice of a certain class of bee- 
concerned, in the result. Why? For the reason that woo^ bu^ tin Is preferable, IB inches high, 10 inches wide, keepers, when a colon} of beeB is assailed, to move 
this is a species of red rust which appears on the leaf 2 inches thick; the back of gin**, and one of the rides jt a short distance. Tfiis mode of operating is eer 
only, giving the fields to-day a yellow appearance, as made to elide in a groove, so that it would, in fact, be a tin ^jpjy wrong, as it will only hasten the destruction 
if thev were drying up. But there are a few facts box, with a sliding lid. Each of the “books’1 or boxes must 0f the colony. Not onlj will the rohbing bees easily 

of water well sweetenel with sugar, or honey, and 
scented with a few drops of the essence of pepper¬ 
mint. Being scented alike, but little or no conten¬ 

tion will ensue. 
It has been the practice of a certain class of bee- 

if they were drying up. But there are a tew iacts 
which muy he profitably taken into account in esti¬ 
mating the extent of damage to result from this rust. 
It appeared some weeks ago, when the early sown 
wheat was small, and before most of the wheat hud 
shown its first joiut. The wheat, both the early and 
late sown, has continued to grow and develop its 
sulk, head, and kernel. The early sown seems to 
have been least affected, and will doubtless make the 
best wheat, as it generally does whether the rust ap¬ 
pears or not. But 1 have seen several fields of late 
sown which wore rusty before the stalk made its ap¬ 
pearance, and which have to-day a good fair growth, 
with fair sized heads in blossom, the sUlk still clean, 

have bole* through the ride* exactly opposite each other, 

with Miiall slide* to shut. 

1 wontd make the hole* at the lower comer, next the back. 

When in the case, they would form a communication from 

one to another, and also out to the open air. 

To put a swarm in, take out one of the center boxes and 

the slides from the two adjoining ones, and put the bees in the 

space; then replace the other box, haring drawn the slide 

also of that, and push gently in until the bees crawl into the 

other; then shove in the slides and shut tbedoorof the case. 

By opening the case door at HDy time, the operations of the 

bees caif be seen through the glass backs of the “book*," 

and whenever it is seen thill a book ia full, and yon wish to 

peruse its contents, drive the bees out of that book, if any 

of the colony. Not only will the rohbing bees easily 
discover the new location of the colony, but some 
of the bees belonging to it will go back to their 
former home, thereby affording the robbers greater 
encouragement. The bees that return U> the old 
location seldom find theii parent hive again. This, 
as will be apparent, scries only to weaken them; 
and if moved a few times, they will become so re¬ 
duced in numbers that they will at last yield to the 

robbers without much reluctance. 

Then again, matched horses should be gaited 
alike when they walk or trot. Many horses that 
trot well together cannot walk together, because 
one may naturally walk fast and the other slow, 
and the fast walker takes more than his share 
of the load, while the other is greatly wor¬ 
ried to keep pace with his mate, and ambition and 
courage never can make up for the natural slow 
walking gait; and although a pair of horses may 
move along together when upon a walk, because the 
slow walker has the disposition to keep up with his 
mate, yet he is worried in performing what his mate 
does with the most perfect ease. In matching, or 
selecting a pair of matched horses, there are many 
things to bo taken into account, besides color, 

size, &c. 
As we have said above, it is a difficult thing to get 

a pair of horses well matched unless they are the 
same blood on both sides. A spirited, sprightly, 
ambitious, nervous Morgan never will work well with 
a dead mettled dunghill. Thorough breds of the 
same stock have a similarity of temperament, dispo¬ 
sition, and gait, if not of size and color; and when 
they are found to match in color and size, the same 
discrepancies do not exist between them as between 
dunghills. Take the different families of Morgans, 
and if kept pure, they will be found to possess the 
same general leading characteristics, and when got 
together make valuable pairs. In this view of the 
subject *of horse raising, who can doubt that it is 
wisest, cheapest, and best to bestow great care 
upon the stock used for breeders? 

Before nnd After Draining. 

The following statement was made by Hiram 

Mcnrok, one of the successful competitors for pre¬ 
miums offered on corn crops by the Hillsborough 
(N. H.) Agricultural Society. The ten bushels of 

Glances In axd AnorT Elmira..—Last week w-e passed 

several days in the “ Southern Tier "■—principally at Elmira 

—and were very favorably impressed with what was observed. 

Especially were we pleased with Elmira — its business enter- 

prises and facilities, beautiful suburbs and picturesque sur¬ 

roundings. Wo bad visited it previously, but with no opport u¬ 

nity of noting its advantages for business, or desirableness for 

residence. Thcngh only a village of about ten thousand 

inhabitants, it has the appearance of a thriving and populous 

city. Finely located in a valley encircled by hills — with 

many substantial business blocks handsome churches, school 

houses, hotels- and excellent streets and walks—with private 

residences and gardens exhibiting the possession of both 

taste and wealth — we consider Elmira a model inland town, 

worthy of ranking among the Incorporated cities of the 

Empire State. It* railroad and canal facilities give the place 

great advantages and have largely increa*ed its business and 

population. The excellent hydraulic power furnished by the 

Chemung river (which passes through the village, or between 

it and the beautiful suburb known as Southport,) has con¬ 

tributed largely to the prosperity of the place. In former 

years its lumber trade was quite extensive; for it is said 

10,000,000 feet of boards and planks were exported annually. 

The manufacturing business of the village Is somewhat large. 

A new rolling mill has recently been put into operation at an 

expense of about $80,000, and there are several extensive 

factories, mills, maebioe shops, sc., in the place. Indeed, 

the business of F.lmira is various and extensive, and proba¬ 

bly conducted aa advantageously to those interested as that 

oT any provincial city Not a few of the early business men 

of the place hare accumulated considerable wealth—promi¬ 

nent among whom we may mention the self-made man and 

millionaire, and withal aflable gentleman, John Akxot, Esq., 

who is yetin the vigor of life, snd an Industrious and shrewd 

business man and manager of his estate. His public-spirited 

enterprises have contributed largely to the prosperity of 

Elmira and a large extent of surrounding country, and justly 

entitle him to the respect and confidence of community. 

We also had the pleasure of meeting several other prominent 

men who have done much toward giving Elmira a reputation 

beyond a mere “local habitation and a name." From the 

fact that, though neither a plaintiff or deTendent, " this 

deponent" met. three Judges in one day (Messrs. Brooks, 

Ghat and THURSTON.) and heard of “several more,” it is 

inferred that ample justice will be dispensed in the fine Court 

House now being completed. Among the mercantile houses, 

Messrs. Watkoijs & Cook, and Wm. Bkowx As Co., are exten¬ 

sive dealers In Hardware, Agricultural Implements, &c., and 

apparently doing a fine business. Rural readers in that 

region imany of whom have become such through the volun¬ 

tary influence of Mr. Bnow.v,) will find there. establishments 

worthy their p>atronage. The “Black Art" flourishes in 

Elmira, as it has three daily papers—the Advertiser, Gazette, 

and Press — conducted by clever and good looking men. 

“ Long may they wave." But the place has other city-like 

“institutions" The Female College (with an excellent 

Astronomical Observatory,; and the Water Cure are widely 

known. Gas Works have been in successful operation for 

some years, and Water Works are now in the course of com¬ 

pletion. The latter appear to have been constructed in the 

best manner, and the pure tioft water which is now furnished 

to a portion of the village, wilL, when fully distributed, prove 

a great convenience and benefit. When will Rochester do 

likewise, and thus supply a long needed desideratum? 

— But we have digressed from our original intention, 

which was to speak more particularly of the fine streets and 
By keeping the entrances of Mr. Langstroth s corn raised on an acre of this laDd when so wet and avenues of the village and suburbs, the large proportion of 

J 1 m . 1 . _ JU. -i At_. A!.— - .1(^.4 4. - S4- ... . .. ... ... 

movable-comb hives properly regulated, so as to 

insure the defense of the colonies within, and in 

green and unuffected by rust; and which the proprl- insert the nose of a bellows, in a hole made for the purpose 
etors gravely said would not he worth cutting. I in the back of each book at the top end, and close the little 
believe they will be disappointed, and be compelled slides over tho holes in each aide or the adjoining hooks, and 
to harvest their wheat, much against their apparent withdraw your book, and put an empty one in it. place,.and 
1 open the side ones again. And admit the heeu again to fill the 
expectation and inclination. It may be that the rust ^ book 

in Northern localities is unlike this. I bate no Yon will perceive that it is not necessary to empty the 
information on that point, but beyond a dwarfed fun hook, because it is now a neat, convenient tin box, with 
growth of straw, I doubt if there is serious disaster. H hiding Udto keep out all insects and duet, until you have 

remain in It, Into the adjoining ones, by tapping on it, or possession of fertile queens), there need be no appre¬ 
hension in regard to their safety when assailed by 

robbing bees. * M. M. Baldridge. 

Middleport, Niag. Co., N T, 1861. 

soft at the time of the third hoeing that it wouldn’t 
stay billed np, probably cost more labor than the 
seventy-seven bushels raised after drainage, for which 

the premium was awarded. 
The land on which I raised this corn is in the 

easterly part of Hillsborough, a hard-wood soil, 
naturally wet and springy. My father raised corn on 
a part of the same land some eighty years ago. 
When I was a boy he used to tell me about having 
corn on that land one rather wet season, and at the 

CUIjTUBE OF CARROTS. " 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker :—Often do 1 wonder ' 
why farmers do not raise more root crops. They are ( 
universally allowed to be highly beneficial for feeding 
purposes. A large amount can be realized from a , 
small space of ground, and the expenditure of labor 1 

is no greater, when compared by the number of 
bushels produced, than for corn. I think if those 
that never have fed roots were to have a supply lor 
one winter, they would devote a portion of ground to 
raising them each successive year thereafter. My 
experience places the white Belgian carrot at the 
head of tho list of roots: next, I wonld prefer the 
Long Yellow. There are few if any crops that will 
yield more bushels to the acre than the above named 

varieties of carrots. 
Last year we prepared a piece of ground, three and 

one-half by four rods, for carrots. The soil was a 
deep sandy loam with a dry gravelly subsoil. We 
manured it well with fine manure, plowed about eight 
inches deep, harrowed well, sowed May 24th one- 
fourth pound of White Belgian seed, in rows sixteen 
inches apart. When the plants had attained a suffi¬ 
cient size we hoed between the rows and destoyed all 
the weeds. At the second hoeing we thinned the 
plants to about two or three inches apart. This was 
all the cnlture they needed. The result was eighty 
bushels of line carrots. Now, let us look at the cost: 

To drawing manure and plowing ground.$ 1 00 
To one-half day sowing-. 50 
To two and one-half days sowing. 2 50 
To one day hoeing...—.. 4 00 
To two day* harvesting. 1 “» 
To interentou land.. 25 

Total.$ 7 00 
By 80 bushels carrots, 25 cents per bushel..$20 00 

7 00 

Balance in favor of crop__$13 00 

Profit on one acre at the above rate, $143.00 plus. 
This pays well. m. a. n. 

Avoca, Nr Y., 1861. 
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Movable Frame Hives* 

All, or nearly all the hives now made and offered 
for sale by holders of patents, have one important 
feature, movable frames, in which the comb is made 
— a frame surrounding each sheet of comb, like the 
frame of a picture. The geueral adoption of this 
feature is the very best evidence of its value, which 
we believe is acknowledged by all intelligent api 
arians. The evidence appears to show that Mr. 
Langstroth was the first to invent h practical work¬ 
ing hive with movable frames, and one somewhat like 
it was invented in Europe a few years after. Long 
before this, even in the last century, hives had been 
made with frames huug on hinges, to open and shut, 
somewhat like the leaves of a book, and they were 
therefore called Hook or Leaf Hires, but they were 
found to be Impracticable, aud valuable only as ob¬ 
servatory hives. As movable frames very similar to 
those in the Langstroth Hive are used in many others, 
much discussion has arisen as to the validity of Mr. 
Lancistboth’s patent securing to him their exculsive 

use. 
A few weeks since an experienced bee-keeper 

informed us that an article had appeared in the New 
York Tribune, by Solon Robinson, stating that he 
invented a movable frame hive in 1840, and in that 
year described it in the Albany Cultivator, giving the 

open the sole ones again. Ana admit the t>eeu again to uu tne ^ .g statc(j that Dr. Hicks, of London, has recently a part of the same land some eighty years ago. 

empty book. discovered that the prismatic corneal lens in the eye When I was a boy he used to tell me about having 
You will perceive that it is not neceBsary to empty the v 1 ,, . , ., „ , . „ 

full hook, because it is now a neat, convenient tin box, with of the bee, is * compound double convex lens, pre- corn 0n that laud one rather wet season, and at the 
a sliding lid to keep out all insects and dust, until you have clsely similar iR principle and construction to one of third time hoeing he tried to hill it up, as the fashion 
used up the coutent*. To open it, slip a knife under the lid the latest improvements iiithe microscope, for the was then, but the laud was so wet and soil that it 
and cut the adhering comb loose. correction of the aberratiot. of light It thus appears would spread, and become level again. The result 

If this is a new and good improvement, I hope those who t|,a^ tb}a recent triumph^of inventive genius was was> m the fall he got about ten bushels of corn t< 
like It will use it immediately, because, after proving iW devjBed 8nj employed by the Creator long before the acre. When T was young I used to raise com on 
value, 1 may incline to patent it. I hope to hearfree remarks wafl y,rol,gHt into existence; for, according to the piece, and in a dry, warm season, T could raise 

fSL bl„ •. .,'bt b. »>.«. to bold . top Hugh Miller, (of <*e Stocks,)" the Urst bee wl.rrtly go«C cor., tat In cold »**on. 1 could 
colony, or no larger than a single hive, which might, as makes its appearance in the amber of the Eocene - get hut little. It was so wet and rocky, both, that 
usual; Stand out doors, and could be prevented from swarm- the period which Geologists regard as the very dawn for the last live-and-twenty years I had abandoned 
ing hy a timely withdrawal of the book containing the queen, of the existing state of things. it, and thought I would never plow ii again; hut four 

If this is a new and good improvement, I hope those who 

like it will use it immediately, because, after proving iW 

value, 1 may incline to patent it. I hope to hearfree remarks 

on the subject. 
The “ bonk caae hive " might be made to hold a large 

colony, or no larger than a single hive, which might, as 

usual, stand out doors, and could be prevented from swarm¬ 

ing hy a timely withdrawal of the book containing the queen. 

If the plan works a? welt as 1 anticipate, I intend to pro¬ 

vide ways and means to have a case exhibited at the next 

exhibition of the American Institute, unless some friend to 

agricultural Improvement, who resides much more con¬ 

venient than I do, will undertake to doitin a manner credita¬ 

ble to American enterprise. 

Lake C. H., Ia. April 2, 1840. Solox Robinson. 

Here then we have this wonderful hive that is to 
annihilate all patent claims on movable frames, and 
we must say that it leaves tbe question as unsettled 
as before. The hive of 1840 has the merit of origin¬ 
ality. but it seems to us a worse arrangement for the 
working of bees it would be difficult to contrive, for 
the bees could not work in such an ill-ventilated case 
in hot weather, and the slides would soon be glued 
so as to be immovable. Then it would be only by 
the merest accident that tbe queen could be discov¬ 
ered, to form new colonies, as proposed, and she 
would very much dislike to be compelled to move 
from one tin case to another for the purpose of de¬ 
positing eggs. But we need not discuss the merits of 
this hive, as. though proposed more than twenty years 
ago, we presume it has had no existence outside of 
the braiu of the originator. It leaves the vexed 
question untouched. 

Bees Robbing —How to Prevent. 

Eds. Rikal New-Yorker: — Strong colonies, 
having fertile queens and entrances properly regu¬ 
lated, are seldom attacked by robber bees; even 
w hen attacked, the robbers meet with such an uu- 

neat dwelling-, with well arjaugeil surroundings (exhibiting 

both architectural and horticultural taste,) and the appear¬ 

ance and products of the adjacent “ rural districts.” All 

these were noted, hut we will not particularize at present, 

lest our rough notes prove too long to be discounted by even 

patient reader*. Our return by rail through Schulyer, Yates 

and Ontario, gave us fine glances of the country and growing 

crops. The crops are generally promising, though corn is late, 

and little fruit will be grown i» the region visited. 

Davton Wheat in Michigan,—The editor of an Ann 

Arhor paper speaks highly of a field of Dayton wheat on the 

farm of Mr. W. A Lovejoy. near that city, aud says it cer¬ 

tainly promises to L* »• *..lufd>i* aco*'":'lf •tend* 
high, with lar/- straw, and h«h developed large, •e,l dllmt 

Pearls—has not lodged, like ndjoining fields of Mediterranean, 

of a lighter growth, and in this respect is one of It* claims 

to superiority." The field contains 18 acres, and promises a 

fine yield. It i* added that the seed was obtained from a 

Monroo Co., N. Y., farmer, who claims that he cut30bushels 

to the acre last year from a field late and indifferently sown 

Informer seasons, we have noticed this variety of wheat — 

Spirit ot tU* gttM. 
Coinpnrntlve Value of Timothy and t'lover Hny. 

It is true that in Great Britain and perhaps in 
other portions of Europe, clover hay sells for a higher 
price than meadow hay, while here it is considered 
of less val^ie. The propositions and deductions of 
our correspondent seem pertinent:—“nave Euro- 

years ago I had occasion to take some stone off from particularly some fine fields in Wheatland, this county—but 

it to fence a road, and the surplus ones I drew off have heard little of it this year. Will growers iu this region 

into ,tiles. Then I contracted several nnderdwins *<"■« •> '< » ™"* »“ ““P,w *”* 

through the niece, »nd thought I would tty It again w„ „ille„ „ lDUUlg„, „ 

for plowing. Last year it was about half O t Wheatland informs us that much less Dayton wheat was 

planted with corn and manured some; the other part BOWll jn tbat town last fall than formerly, many who had 

was planted with potatoes, without manure, lliis grown it preferring the Mediterranean. 

year I spread on the acre about thirty cartrloadB of -« » *- 
manure from the barn cellar, of thirty bushels each, A model Little Flock ov Sheep —is noticed by tin 
and plowed it twice, just as I could, it being so Attica Atlas in this wise: — “David T. Bowen, of Alexander 

ered, to form new colonies, as proposed, ana sue ^ comp0!td principally of woody stalks, the leaves 
would very much dislike to.be compelled to move being (leta,ned and often broken and dusty. The 
from one tin case to another for the purpose of de- of tUg difference may be jn Some respects 
positing eggs. But we need not discuss tbe merits of . cbargflbie to climate, 
this hive, as, though proposed more than twenty years 
ago, we presume it has had no existence outside of Uow lo Destroy Thistles. 

the braiu of the originator. It leaves the vexed P. jj. Gordon, of Jennings Forks, Tennessee, 

question untouched. writes to the Southern Homestead, thus:—“I have 

never seen the Canada thistle in this State, and hope 
Bees Robbing —How to Prevent. I never shall. It is ft perennial plant, with deeply 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — Strong colonies, penetrating and rambling roots, which are ao tena- 
havlog fertile queens and entrances properly regu- ciousof life that tbe ingenuity of farmers in Europe 
lated, are seldom attacked by robber bees; even and the Eastern States of the Union has failed to 
when attacked, the robbers meet with such an uu- find a cheap aud easy method of exterminating them, 
yielding resistance they are always thankful to make They are represented as a great pe*t to meadows, 

sure their escape, lieuee such colonies are seldom or pastires, and grain fields. 
never materially injured. A colony of bees, though <>’rbe thistle of this section is a biennial plant, 

strong iu numbers, being destitute of a queen and of haviig roots easily destroyed. I will give a method 

peans a letter clover, or do they practice a better rocj.y j COuld plow no regular depth. I then 
method of curing it, or is their grass inferior to ours? furrowed it, light as I could conveniently, about 
One of th«*e propositions must be true, or there is tbree fect a|)d four 5ncbeg apart, and manured it in 
some mist4ce about the relative value ot grass aud ^ jjjjj wjtb a compost made of meadow mud and 
clover hay.)’ The English clover hay is of a bright peruv5an g„auo, about one pound of guano to a 
light browt color and fragrant as a bouquet, while basll(,j of mU(j. pUt baif a shovelful in a hill, and 
American if usually black, and the poorer specimens tbe hmg a,j0ut two and ft bajf feet apart. 1 hoed it 

three times, and kept it clear of weeds. The result 
was, on the acre I had of corn No. 1, seventy-one 
and a half bushels; No. 2, five and a half bushels, of 
eighty pounds to the bushel. It was harvested the 

tenth of October. 

have heard little of it this year. Will grower* in this region 

advise us if it fulfills what wa* anticipated when first 

introduced? 
_Since the above was written an intelligent farmer of 

Wheatland informs us that much less Dayton wheat was 

sown in that town last fall than formerly, many who had 

grown it preferring the Mediterranean. 

A Model Little Flock ov Sheep —is noticed by the 

Attica Atlas in this wise: — “David T. Bowen, of Alexander, 

wiutered 32 small Spanish Merino sheep feeding them 

straw till March, and hay afterwards, giving them about four 

ounces of grain a day per head — peas, oats, and corn — and 

none or the oats stuck iu the sheep's noses. Alter being well 

washed, they were sheared June 28th. Result: 1 four-year- 

old buck, 4th shearing, 17 lbs.; 1 do. do. do. 16 lbs. 2 om.; 1 

two year-old do 2d d*. 14 lbs 8 ozs.; heaviest yearling ewe, 

8 lbs. 2 ozs ; lightest do. over 5 lbs.; 20 yearling ewes and 

wethers, first fleece — average per head, 6 lbs. 13 ozs. Car¬ 

cases not weighed. The bucks were sheared July 4th, last 

year — giving them one week less than a years growth of 

wool. From large sheep or small, if any one can beat this 

dip on lambs, June 28th, or even on a flock of 32 at any age, 

Mr. B. wonld like facts and figures.1 

■ItJltYrtl Minor Items—The next Annual Fair of the St. Lawrence 
Uluui uies aim co gocietyis to be held at Cant0D) Sept 25-27. Hon. 

• Josiah Qpinct, of Mass , has been engaged to deliver the 

The Weather, Chops, &a—Out report under this head address The Irish ^'ar^a"T^ Caz’-tU say* Baron Roth 

must he unfavorable. The warm temperature mentioned in child has entered the field extensively ^ a br^Jer 0^ 

our last was of brief continuance, and succeeded by cool cattle, having ordered fifty betters as the to* tot of a breed 

weather, causing a demand for winter clothing and materi- ing herd—The Boston Cultivator says Mr. Isaac Stcxnkv a 
nro.uci, v .. .. tV.oon tlxve done Well Sincela*! 

the proper material from which to rear one, do not 
as unyieldingly defend their stores as those first 
mentioned; such are, therefore, very liable to be 
overpowered and their treasures carried away. 
Whether having a queen or not, very weak colonies 

of erterniina-.iog these thistles which I have tested 
and found to be effectual, and costs nothing. It con¬ 
sist* in learning your hogs to eat the roots of the 
plait. Tramp on the buds of a goodly number of 
the largest phots, in the spring season, and place on 

are quite sure to be attacked by robbing bees; if earn bud a tcispoonful of salt. Then turn your hogs 
they arc attacked they seldom escape destruction, 
unless their entrances are properly controlled. 

Robbing is more prevalent when there is a scarcity 

of honey than at any other time: it is at this period 
when the apiarian should exercise the utmost care 
iu manipulating with his bees, that he may not excite 
their robbing propensities. When bees manifest the 
least disposition to rob, proper measures should at 
once he adopted to allay it: for if bees commence 

on :hem. They will eat the roots of the salted plants 
lira, and wilLthus acquire a fondness for the roots, 
aui will continue to eat them daily, as long as any 
cai be found. If but one bog be educated in this 
win, he will soon teach your whole herd to eat them, 
an! will soon exterminate all on your farm. I have 
n(t found any difficulty in keeping my farm clear of 
thistles since 1 adopted this method, which was more 
ttan twenty yeara ago. Other varieties of thistle 

early in the season, they are very sure in times of nay not be so easily managed; but 1 have never seen 
scarcity to renew their operations. They are cer¬ 
tainly in a measure prone to dissipation. 

When a very weak coIodj of bees, in Mr. Lang- 

btroth’s movable-comb hive, is assailed by robbing 
bees, provided they have a fertile queen, the entrance 
should be contracted sufficiently by the "entrance- 
blocks’’ to permit the passage of only one bee at a 

time, then elevate the rear end of the hive from one 

and one-half to two iuches higher than the front 
This will give the defending Colony a decided ad¬ 
vantage over their assailants. One or two hundred 
within the hive will easily defend themselves against 
a thousand or more of their enemies outside. The 

bat one and the same variety in the West and South.” 

Well Matched IIoi-sc*. 

In a late number of the American Stock Journal, 

vf find the following article upon a subject which 
•laims the special attenton of those whose forte is to 

“talk horse:” 
We well recollect the r;ply of an intelligent farmer, 

When asked if his horses vere well matched:—“Yes,” 
skid he, “ they are mate ted first rate. One of them 
ii willing to do all the w*rk, and the other is willing 
He should.” This is not what would be considered 
Fell matched, especially by a person who has a 

ally retarding corn and other crops. It is reared that we 

caonot, in this reglnp, “make a'corn crop the present 

season, as it is very backward in roost localities. Wheat 

harvest will be some two weeks later than last season, the 

weather of the post week having been nufavorable to its 

ripening. The yield will be much less —perhaps half—than 

that of last season, for reasons heretofore given. Winter 

barley is also very light iu some localities. Spring barley 

and oat* generally good. Grass excellent in some localities, 

and medium and poor in others. Potatoes very promising. 

_Mr. Bragdon writes from Centrsl Illinois, (Blooming¬ 

ton,) dating July 12, as follows:—“ Harvest commenced. 

Winter wheat good. Oats ditto. Corn splended. Grass 

medium crop—haying in progress. Early sown spring wheat 

good; late Bown poor. Fruit plenty." 

— Writing from Ottawa Co., Mich., July 12, Mr. L. D. Sum¬ 

ner says:—“ Our winter wheat is hardly middling, spring 

much worse. Corn and oats some better. Grass and pota¬ 

toes good. Our crops have suffered for want of rain, hut late 

shuwers have improved their condition and the hopes of 

farmers. We have plenty of old grain without market or 

price. Butter 8 cts. per lb ; eggs 6 cts. per dozen, etc. 

Plenty to eat, but money never so scarce here as at present- 

more especially since the disappearance of the ‘ stump tail 

currency." _ __ 

Another Good Cow.—Noticing the mention of good cows 

in recent numbers of the Rural, Mr. W. B. Hatfield, of 

Medina. N. Y., writes us that he has a cow which is con¬ 

sidered a pretty fair one, and adds:—“She is a ‘Native 

American.’ good size, nine years old. Two years ago she 

came in May 2d, aud again April 6th the next year. During 

that time she was milked 315 days, and gave 26 lbs. of milk 

daily on an average, beside fatting a calf for the butcher. 

This year she came in April 2d. Through June she gave an 

average of 51 lbs. of milk daily—the largest quantity in any 

one day being 59 lbs. During May she gave nearly as much 

as in June. She has pasture only — such as a poor man is 

apiarians of the country the right to use it, as he would robbers finding themselves repulsed at every attempt proper regard for his own comfort and safety, and ab]e to get in the village, and that is poor enough. At the 

obtain no patent, and that therefore all claihs hy any they make to enter the hive, will soon abandon the the good of his animals, jet there are a great many en,j cf the season I will tell you how much milk and butter 

parties for a right to exclusive use was vain and project and peaceably return to their home9, provided ! pairs of horses worked together which are matched 1 she yields. 

Hock of Scotch black-faced ebeep have done well since last 

fall, All the ewes bad lambs last spring—some having twins 

— all of which have been reared, and are of fine size and 

appearance. The yearlings produced from 5?£ to 6 lbs. each 

of wool, unwashed, though comparatively clean, and of a 

quality said to be worth 30 cents per pound. 

-- 

BUMMER. 

“ O, balmy, breezy, bounteous, beauteous summer! 
To men and women, little girls and boys, 
To birds aud beasts thou bridge*l many joys, 

And art, indeed, a truly welcome comei ! 
Now stroll in pastures green, fat sheep and cows. 

Now vernal blades prepare for autumn sheaves, 
And wood* (though stationary) lake their leaves, 

And all politely make"their prettiest boughs. 
Now the blithe farmer in the early niorn 

With sturdy steps strides o’er the fallow field, 
And plantain hope that, though awhile concealed, 

The grateful barvc.it may produce the corn; 
And so return biui from the fruitful mould, 
His gift augmented by a hundredfold. 

Burying Stones.— A correspoadent of the Country tioi- 
11 naan says that on two acres of his farm there were quite '- 
number of large stones, which he got rid of by digging un e 
them, aud thus sinking them out of reach of the plow. n« 
buried some that could not have been taken from the ne 
with three yoke of oxen. But one thine is very important 
doing this work, and that is. be sure aud dig tbe holes larfft 
and deep enough—especially for large stobe —before tu 
bliue them in, so that if they fall either side, or end.up, th-T 
shall be out of teach of the plow, for it is very oiftici 
move them when iu the hole. To bury very large 
hole should bo dug partly under them, as R is much e 
petting them into the hole—and they should he at leas 
loot below the surface when buried. 

Sheep and Dona t» Massachusetts —The sheep in Massa¬ 
chusetts numbered 378.226 in 1840; but they decreased W 
only 11.311 in I860. In 1850 they numbered a 
produced 585,000 lb*, of wool, while the “enufacturers u 
the State consumed 22 000,060 lbs., outside ofdomc_ct 
household products. The returns Irom the vuuHUI to™- 
almost without exception, attribute the decrease injsheep^a 
part to the killing aud worrying ot dogs. The bene 
stringent dog law passed two years ago, are beginu g t0 
perceived. All doge ate taxed, aud Irom the fund 
obtained all losses caused by dogs are paid. 
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DB. SCIIRCEDEH'S VI N't YARD, BLOOMtHGTON, ILL. 

July 5th we visited this vineyard. It is located 

sonth-east of the city, near it, on a bluff, with an 

eastern exposure, overlooking a narrow intervale, 

through which runs a small stream or branch, and 

affording most excellent natural drainage. The soil 

is a sandy loam. The height above the intervale is 

abont 20 or 25 feet. He has about three acres planted 

in vines. He has 80 varieties planted, most of them 

American. The large proportion of his vines are 

Catawbas; bnt be has 1.000 Concords, 800 Herbe- 

monta, and 800 Norton's Virginia, or, as he said, 

“since John Rrown went to heaven, it is called 

Herman’s Red Diamond, by the German grape grow¬ 

ers' of Missouri.” He has six thousand vines planted, 

most of them fruiting this year. His ground is pre¬ 

pared for the plants by digging trenches 2 or 2$ feet 

deep, in the bottom of which he puts <3 inches of 

broken bones, horns, and other refuse from the 

slaughter house; then a layer of turf, tilling up with 

the soil taken from the trench, thoroughly mixed 

with good compost. In the trenches thus prepared 

he plants his vinps. These trenches are at different 

distances apart— from 4 to 6 feet, and the vines are 

planted 3j. 4, 4J, and 5 feet apart in the row, accord¬ 

ing to the habit. Some of his dose planting is a 

mere experiment, which does not. prove satisfactory. 

But bo has not yet determined the best distance to 

plant. From what we saw and gathered from his 

conversation, we judge the greatest distance named 

the most satisfactory, all things considered. He said 

he did not plant deep — most people made a great 

mistake in planting too deeply. “ How deep do you 

plant?” we asked. “ Not more than six inches,” was. 

the reply. The vines are trained on trellises, after 

different systems, including Brtoht’p, which he does 

not apeak highly of; but be is bound to give it 

further trial before he will say anything positively in 

its favor or against, it. Me is practicing Long L. 

Koch's system, which was published in German a 

few years ago. We do not know that it has been 

published In English. Mr. Koch is a resident of 

Golconda, Illinois, and is regarded by Dr. 8. and 

others, who have before spoken of him, as the best 

authority in grape culture in the West. 

HOW HE TALKED IN THE VINEYARD. 

Dr. Schroder is no bigot. He is wide awake, 

willing to receive instruction; neither is he noted 

for his recticeuce. lie talks, calls attention to facts, 

and tells what he does and how he does it. Hence 

his vineyard is a profitable place to visit — especially 

if a man is willing to listen. Some of his more 

noteworthy sayings, as we walked through his vine¬ 

yard, were noted down, and are here given as they 

appear iu our note book. 

“See the difference in those plants! Here are 

plants that were three years old when I planted them, 

and have been growing here two years. Look at the 

fruit! There ore some planted at the same time that 

were but two years old when planted. See the differ¬ 

ence! Here is nearly double the amount of fruit on 

the three years old vines there is on the two years 

old. 1 was a very big fool! The three year old vines 

cost me ten cents each; the two year old vines cost 

me five cents each. I have given them the same 
i cult»Ti«, the same length of time, and »ee the tliTer 

ence! I was a very big fool. Here is one of the 

three years old that had fifty bunches of grapes on. 

I will show you one that has to-day seventy-five 

bunches on. It is on trial. I let’er rip. One vine 

is nothing; see what it will do. I tell you it is not 

profitable to be penny-wise.” 

“And see here! I'll show you another thing 

which is a great injury to a vineyard. See how 

thick those vines staud. Look at the little amount 

of fruit on them, and then at these vines. These laBt 

are planted according to Kocn’s system —4 j feet in 

the row, and rows six feet apart; but the first are 

only feet apart in the row. 1 am going to take 

out every other vine — somebody can have them 

cheap. See what a single paper has taught me. A 

single penny invested in a paper often makes a rnan'a 

fortune. I am indebted to the papers for my success.” 

“ The Concord is the hardiest grape I have. It is 

a much better grower than the Catawba.” He bad it 

in bearing, showing splendid bunches. 

“Now then we come to the No. 1 — the Herbe- 

morit. It took the premium as No. 1 In Missouri. It 

has the appearance of a foreign grape. It is the 

latest grape in my vineyard — the latest in starting 

in the spring. See, it is only just out of blossom, 

and yit renrember it is ripe ten days earlier than the 

Isabella! it is to be tire grape for this country of 

late frosts. I tell you it must lie so. Look at the 

growth too — at the suckers here! See Here, I will 

make one hundred layers from this vine. It will 

take the country. True, it is tender iu winter, but 

what difference does that make? Lay it down! Oth¬ 

ers lay down, why may not this? While I am talking 

of this laying down business, just you see here. 

Look at that Catawba and then at this. That one 

was not laid down last winter; this was. This has 

fruit on every point i'rom the bottom to the top; that 

has none at the bottom, the eyes do not come, and 

the growth is weak. It pays to be taught xhese 

lessons if we will heed them. IIow do 1 lay them 

down? Sometimes I cover them six Inches deep 

with dirt. Sometimes two inches, and sometimes I 

only lay them down on the surface and cover the 

tops of the vines with a little dirt, so *s to keep them 

down, leaving the bulk of the wood exposed. I can 

see no ditt'erenee whether the whole vine is covered, 

or only the ends. These that the tops were only 

covered seem to have done as well as if they had 

been covered with feather beds. If covered deep I 

think it affects the quality of the grapes — they do 

not seem to be so good.” 

“Now let me show you the difference between 

vine* planted in trenches with the preparation I have 

given them, and those planted on soil in its natural 

mechanical state. This soil was trench plowed, but 

no manure, bones or other stimulant was applied. 

^ on see these vines are n> < cum rous, don’t you?” 

^‘e saw the ditlerence distinctly in the size, growth, 

color and productiveness of the vines. The two rows 

planted without trenching and manuring were almost 

as bad as blanks in the vineyard. Dr. S. does not 

believe in any other than hand culture with the hoe. 

p! ‘I'M? down an inch or two and showed us the 

roots, interwoven and filling the ground. A culti- 

vator would have broken them badly. He wishes his 

• SI three acres we thirty, and has full faith in the practi- 

cability and profit of grape culture in the West. His 

()[ fe"cce8B> Nrus far, with his first crop is not at all 
discouraging. 

lV (lew subjects are more important to our Western 

readers than that of Grape Culture, and we are pleased 

'bat intelligent and careful culture is rewarded with 
success,] 

'TSL. 

M00EE T IFEW-YO&KIH. 

For about twenty years a cut-leaved variety of the 

Blackberry has been cultivated in the neighborhood 

of New York, though it has not received, and per¬ 

haps has not merited, very general attention. Speci¬ 

mens of the fruit were exhibited at the Homological 

Meeting at Philadelphia last autumn, by Mr. Lawton, 

who stated that he. bad cultivated it for three years, 

and found it very hardy and productive, and a rapid 

grower, sometimes making shoots twenty feet in 

length. Mr. Wilder also cultivated it, but consid¬ 

ered the rampant growth quite objectionable, while 

Mr. Freeman stated that the flavor was not as good 

as the New Rochelle, and it was two weeks later. In 

the ffarticulturut we find an engraving of tbia fruit 

and an article by Mr. Lawton, which we give our 
readers: — 

“The origin of this plant appears to be unknown; 

it was fonnd in the celebrated Botanic Garden at 

Berlin, and described by the German botanist Wilde- 

now, in his enumeration of these plants, Berlin, LSI!. 

In a catalogue of plants In the Jardin des Plantes, 
Paris, 1X02, four vsriotien appear, namely. Jlulnts 

cirsiim, R. fruticosus, R. sc an dens, R. saxatilia. As 

it is not described in Miller’s Botanical Dictionary, 

London, 1807, I conclude it was introduced into the 

Garden at Berlin subsequently to 1802; and it is very 

singular that the origin of a plant so beautiful, and 

with so many distinctive qualities, should he involved 

in obscurity, and the value and quality of its fruit 

remain almost uuknown until the present time. 

“1 find it in the catalougc of Win. R. Prince, 

Flnshing, I.S44, as tho ‘Parsley-leaved Blackberry — 

very curious,’ and in I860, as 1 Parsley-leaved, or 

Late Prolific, large, sweet, aromatic flavor; ripens 

after Lawton; very productive, estimable, rare.’ To 

this description T would add, perfectly hardy, and 

does not cast its beautiful foliage until late In the 

winter. In Watson’s * Dendrologui Rntanmca, ’ Lon¬ 

don, 1825, a full botanical description may be found, 

with a colored plate of the plant and (lower. 

“ T am thna particular for the purpose of calling 

attention to this plant as a valuable addition to the 

amateur's fruit garden, and it may prove profitable to 

fruit-growers generally; but for the purpose of cover¬ 

ing unsightly stone fenceswith beautiful foliage and 

sweet fruit, it will be invaluable. The berries are 

large, ripen nearly a mouth after the Lawton, and 

may be all gathered within two weeks; after which, 

as 1 have before stated, tie trailing vines will retain 

their deep green foliagd until winter. Mr. Thomas 

Hogg, of Yorkville, presented me with one dozen 

plants, which I put oqt in the open ground on 2d 

December, 1856; every plant survived the winter, 

and grew most rapidly the following season. In 

September, 1858, they produced a fine crop of fruit, 

and in the two succeeding years have been equally 

productive.” 

To the above the editor of the Horticulturist makes 

the following note:^-“The honor of introducing 

this Bluokberry heldngs to Mr. Charles More, of 

Yorkville, N. Y., wl(<> imported it from France in 

1842. In 1843 he gave ns three plants of it, the old 

stools of which arc Rill in vigorous condition. In 

1844 it appeared in Mr. Prince’s Catalogue, and sub¬ 

sequently we sent it to some friends in Boston and 

olm-whc.ro. Mr. Hog# got it at an early period from 

Mr. More, and Mr. Lawton, some years later, as stated 

above, received it from Mr. Hogg. Mr. More, in the 

mean time, had been propagating and selling It, and 

has continued to do so up to the present time, there 

always having been some demand for it. Mr. Mun¬ 

son, of Astoria, who made such a line show of the 

fruit at the Farmer’s Club this fall, procured his 

plants of Mr. More, and Las propagated it largely, as 

haH also Mr. Hogg, Buchanan, Marx, etc. We first 

called public attention to it in Mr. I’ardee’s Straw¬ 

berry Manual, published some years bc{q. The plant 

is quite ornamental, and deserves a place in the 

amateur’s garden. It Is well adapted for covering 

rock work and stone fences. When properly culti¬ 

vated it yields a fair crop of fruit, juicy, very sweet, 

and of good flavor. It is a rampant grower, and if 

allowed to trail on tho ground, will extend a distance 

of twenty feet or more. Its hooked (thorns are a 

terror to all who approach it; we think liobody would 

attempt to scale a wall covered with it. Though its 

origin is not known, it is supposed to lie a native of 
France.” 

INSECTS ON RASPBERRY LEAVES. 

Eds. Rcrai, New-Yorker:— The small, spinous, 

green larva sent you by Mr. James Ozannejo, from 

Racine, Wisconsin, which he says are entirely destroy¬ 

ing the foliage of his raspberry bushes, and is desir¬ 

ous to know the name and habits of the same, has 

been examined. Its length is about one-eighth of an 

inch and rather thick. 

Under the magnifying glass it exhibits a short, 

brown, hairy head, and each segment of its body has 

a transverse series of six small warts, with a spine, 

having two branches, or, letter Y-like. I could per¬ 

ceive no forelegs—only the six pectoral ones—hence 

I concluded it to be a Coleopterous larva, while a 

friend of mine, an eminent Entomologist, supposed 

it to be the young lame of the “Suturnia Io,” a 

Ix/iii/njiUrous insect, well known, and of considera¬ 

ble size, when the caterpillar has undergone it3 seve¬ 
ral rno ill tings. 

I am still inclined to believe that it is the larva of 

a species of Coccinella or Lady-bug. Leach estab¬ 

lishes a genus Ckilocorus, out of the Cocciuuella, dis¬ 

tinguished by the larvcn, having each segment of the 

body furnished with six setose spines, arrayed trans¬ 

versely, giving the insect somewhat the appearance 

of certain Lepidopterous larva-, but the pupa state is 

assumed without shedding off the outer envelope or 

increasing much in size. 

The larva of our Coccinella hyperborea is short, of 

a bright yellow color, with like spinous segments. 

These have been found feeding upon the leaf of the 

pumpkin vine. Besides, the species are known to 

feed on the leaves of various plants both in the larva 

and perfect state. This has been clearly proved. Xot- 

withstanding, many of the mare a friend to the gar¬ 

dener, because in the larva state they feed upon the 

aphids or plant-lice, among which the female lays its 

eggs, which hatch, and the larva- find themselves in 

themidetoftbeirappropriate food. This factindnced 

Latriei.l to call them “ Aphid!phage,” as a family 

appellation, and being often found on plants in con¬ 

siderable numbers previously injured by the aphids, 

they have been erroneously charged with the mis¬ 

chief done. 

These hints are thrown out to induce those inter¬ 

ested to pay particular attention to the various pests 

that infest their vegetation, of every class, and to 

observe critically their transformations. A few 

moments thus spent will well repay tli time, when 
followed up by subsequent inspection. M ijose engaged 

in horticulture and the like, have the bum chances to 

observe the doings of those creatures, llie mere col¬ 

lector finds the insect, describes it, or pteriiaps only 

pins it in his cabinet with its name attached, if he 

can compare it with a like specimen previously 

named, and there ends the matter; but, men like 

M. V. Aidoun, Kollkk, Kirby, SpgJti-ii Ac., have 

followed up tlieir observations, illustrated, and fully 

described much that is of value. 

I also have numerous specimens Bent me that I 

perhaps would not sue, did I not so reegive them. 
Lancaster, July, 1861. J. Itavkkkk. 

PYRAMIDAL HYBRID PERFETUALS. 

Standard Roses, inartistic and unpictnresque as 

they are, have “held their own” for some Jears. It 

is time that some new rose idea was originated, and 

1 hope, ere long, to have standard roses spoken of as 

things of the past —like stage coaches and road 

wagons. The culture of pyramidal rose- will re¬ 

quire more care and time than the culture of stand¬ 

ards, which we all know is very simple; bn:|he rose 

gardenerwlll be amply compensated bysuoh glorious 

effects as have never yet been seen in our roseries. 

Like all really good gardening ideas, the culture 

of rose pyramids, although requiring more time and 

care than the culture of standard and dwarf roses, is 

still very simple, and may be carried out as follows: 

Some strong two year old stocks of the Manetti rose 

should be planted in November, in a piece wf ground 

well exposed to sun and air. The soil should have 

dressings of manure, and be stirred to many two 

feet in depth. In the months of July and August of 

the following year, they will be In a fit state to bud. 

They should have one bud inserted in each stock 

close to the ground. The sort to be chosen for this 

preliminary budding is a very old hybrid China rose, 

called Madame Fizaroni, arose with a most vigorous 
and robust habit, which, budded in strong Manetti 

stocks, will often make shoots from six to seven feet 

in length, and stout and robust in proportion. In 

the month of February following, the stocks in 

which are live bad3 should all he cut down to within 

six inches of the bud. Iu May the buds will begin 

to shoot vigorously; if there are more shorts than 

one from each bud they must be removed, leaving 

only one, which in June should be supported with a 

slight stake, or the wind may displace it. By the 

end of August this shoot ought to be from five to six 

feet iu height, and is then in a proper state for bud¬ 

ding to form a pyramid. Some of the most free- 

growing and beautiful of the hybrid perpetual roses 

should be selected and budded on these stems in the 

following manner: Commence about nine inches 

from the ground, inserting one bud; then on the 

opposite side of the stock, anil at the same distance 

from the lower bud, insert another: and then at the 

same distance another and another, so that buds are 

on all sides of the tree up to about five feet in height, 

which in the aggregate will amount to seven buds. 

You will thus have formed the foundation of a 
pyramid. 

I need scarcely add that the shoots from the stock 

must be carefully removed during the growing 

season, so as to throw ail its strength into the buds 

It will also be advisable to pinch in the three top¬ 

most buds rather severely the first, season, or they 

will, to use a oommou expression, draw up the sap 

too rapidly, and thus weaken the lower buds. The 

terminal shoot must bo cut otY early iu June. In the 

course ol a year or two magnificent pyramids may 

thus be formed, their stems completely covered with 

foliage, and far surpassing anything yet seen in rose 

culture. I have as yet. found no rose equa9in vigor 

to Madame I'izaroni, although when attention is 

turned to the subject other varieties may perhaps be 

fonnd. If extra strong growth bo desired, the stem 

may be suffered to grow two seasons before it is 
budded. 

The most free-growing kinds, such as Jules Mar- 

gottin, General Jacqueminot, Colonel de Rougeniont, 

Triomplie ties Beaux Arts, Lord Raglan, Souvenir de 

la Reine d'Angleterre, Triomplie do l'Expoaition, 

and other kinds of vigorous habit, these will form 

grand pyramids from six to seven feet in height. 

For smaller pyramids those of more moderate growth 

may be selected. It will scarcely be advisable to 

bud more than one sort on a stem, as no two kinds 

will be found equal in growth, but as a matter of 

fancy, varieties of different colors may lie inserted, 

so as to make a variegated pyramid. Vigorous 

growing Bourbon roties may be employed for pyra¬ 

mids, and tea-scented and Noisette ruses, as the 

stock is highly favorable to their growth, but they 

should lie protected jn winter by fern or branches of 

evergreens tied round them. — Rivers’ New Rose 

Amateurs (»'aide. 

iartirnltural iTotcs. 
French (Sardkxino.— A fur-in correspondent of the Gar 

timers Monthlyy, after mentioning tho .Infects of FrSm-h gar¬ 

dening, writes:—“ft in full- now to mention Hums of the good 

points. First, tho cure which characterizes even tlin ham- 

blest garden. Self-esteem and the true love of the beautiful 

are evidently elements of the soul of its French owner. 

Next we notice the variety of flowers, shrubs and trees, and 

their massing. An an Instance, it is common to find In our 

gardens groups of your owu native Rhododendron maximum, 

from *fx to two hundred in a group. Where do you Urol 

your own shrub, than which nothing ia more spleroii'i, in 

that, proportion in your own garden*? Perhaps not a hun 

dred of them in famous ‘Central Var-kl’ You cultivate ver¬ 

bena* on a large acale; so do we iu France. You cultivaie, 

though, such n worthless flower an petunias almost tut much. 

.May I be forgiven the sin or calling it worth lea*. To my eye 

It. look* weedy, ha* no shading in its color, no luring perfume, 

nothing at all to recommend it. Why not cultivate, above 

all other things, the rose — the acknowledged Queen of 

Flower*—with the same passion a* the French? Item the 

hollyhock, of picturesque stature, stately, and of tmmeiiKe 

varieties. Item the pa-omen and their huudred varieties,— a 

tribe of dowel's which seems not to lie known with you, and 

«till a dower which ha* the kindness to light up your garden 

before the roses, fuchsias, Ac., have come into bloom. Why, 

friend Meehan, this ignorance or neglect of the paooniaf 

Anwther tlower the French cultivate with fondness Is the 

daisy and the pansy. Io these and iu the mnoMng of showy 

dowers in uingle, double and triple belts of various hues, the 

force of our garden manifests itself. 

“Your readers may cry out about tho expense of such 

gardening. So I will wind up with saying that carpets are 

considered luxuries, here very rarely indulged Iu; you consider 

them uud their uunuturu! Ilowera a necessity Again, Amori 

cans consider dower gardening, iu the French sense of the 

word, a luxury, very rarely indulging in it; whilst here It is 

a necessity." 

On Lime ah a Soil Improver.—Old gardens are frequently 

unproductive through being mauured year after with the 

same kind of manure and growing the same crops). Iu such 

cases, the vegetables are rank in growth and ill davored. 

Potatoes and other roots watery and liable to disease, and 

peas and beans unproductive, and caulillowerg and cabbage* 

subject to club disease. When mie.h is the case, use no 

manure for a couple of year*. The first spare ground you 

get troneb it two spits deep, if the ground will allow of it, 

aud thoroughly mix wiU) the earth, a* you turn it over, a 

good dressing of fresh slaked lime, tho fresherthe better. My 

plan is, when the top spit l» tin-own to tho bottom of the 

trench, to throw over the hot lioie and to fork it iu, and to 

repeat t,be do*e of lime over the lower spit tlirowu to tho 

surface Employed in this way, lime acts as a complete 

renovator of old and over manured soils, a* tho produce 

afterwards will show. The second year I repeat tlm lime 

dressing (about half the quantity of the <1 rot year ) forking 

it in instead of digging the ground, as by that means the 

limn becomes more completely mixed with tho soil. I add 

also a surfacing of road scrapings, if the ground is heavy, or 

inclined to be so. By these rnuans, giving up manure for 

two years, 1 have succeeded iu bringing an old garden soil, 

which would positively grow nothing well, Into a ttrstclass 

soil, producing good crops and of tho best quality.—Turners’ 

Florist. 

The Plants ok Japan.— Notwithstanding the Americans 

were the first to obtain treaties with Japan, they have so far 

only made use of the commercial advantages connected with 

them. Rich as the country is known to he in plants, noba 

word has been Baid in relation to them. Our government, at 

great uxpense, has sent agents to Europe to pick up worthies* 

seeds and plants, which could havo boon obtained in abund¬ 

ance at homo, but has overlooked ouo of tho best opportuni¬ 

ties to enrich nor gardens with some of the linest trees anil 

shrubs. But if Americans take no interest in such thing*, 

enterpriidug Englishmen do, aud they have embraced the 

earliest opportunity to act.— Hovey’s Magazine. 

Marvel ok Peru.— This plant is extensively planted on 

the C«utinent, where it grows freely, and looks well covered 

with its many-colored flowers. We rarely see it in Britain, 

where it might be judiciously introduced a* a fine plant for a 

large lawn bed, or for mixing ju bordnr*. It will bloom the 

first year from seed sown in heat, and afterward* the tuber¬ 

ous roots should be preserved like Dahlias.—Turner's Florist. 

Fruits Received —From H. X. Lanoworthv, Esq., Ran 

dolph Pine and Perfumed Pine *trawberries. These are 

seedlings of W.vi. It. Prince, and the former Mr. L. considers 

a very desirable variety. 

— ■»»♦.»-- 

inquiries ami gurnvm. 
Propaoatino Honeysuckles.— (ncloBed I send the blos¬ 

som of a monthly Honeysuckle. Willyou please give minute 
direction* for propagating the same? Can Petunias be pre¬ 
served in the cellar through the winter? —A Lover ok 
Flowers, 

Honeysuckles may be propagated by layer* or cuttings. 

Yon would not succeed very well in keeping over the Petunia. 

It i« best to obtain plants at tho nursery, or they can be 

grown from seed every season. Plants may be kept over the 

winter in a dry, light cellar, but it ia hardly worth the care, 

unless in case of a choice variety. 

#f0MWg. 
REMOVING GREASE PROM FLOORS, &c. 

The Mollies, Jennies, and Fannies, have each 

contributed their quota of excellent recipes for pies, 

cukes and puddings, by the moans of which many a 

dainty dish has graced oar hoard and tempted our 

palates. But in preparing these good things it fre¬ 

quently happens that the kitchen floor becomes a 

little too grease-law to suit the careful Martha — 

“troubled about much serving” — and she well-nigh 

loses patience (unless blessed with a good supply,) in 

the vain endeavor to cleanse the greaso bespattered 

floor, when tho ugly stains might be removed in two 

minutes without any unusual outlay of strength. So 

instead of sending a recipe for cooking, I send one 

for cleaning grease from floors; also one for reno¬ 

vating old wall paper. 

To Clean Grease from Floors.—Spread over the 

stain a thick coat of soft soap, then pass a heated 

flat-iron a few times across it., after which, wash 

immediately with clear warm water. I’ll warrant you 

alter this treatment it will never show its vile face 
again. 

Renovating Old Wall Paper. —The prudent 

housewife who, on account of " hard times," has 

decided not to re-paper the sitting-room, as desirous, 

will lind the old paper very much improved in appear¬ 

ance by simply rubbing it well with a flannel cloth 

dipped ia Indian meal.—Frankie, Maple drove, N. 

Y., 1361. 

CHEAP CAKE, COOKIES, ROOT BEER. 

Cake.— One-half cup of sour cream; one cup of 

sugar; one of buttermilk; a heaping teaspoonful of 

soda; half teaspnonfnl of cream tartar. Flavor with 

nutmeg or cinnamon, and put in a little salt. 

Cookies.— One cup of sugar; one of cream; tea- 

spoonful of soda; Halt, and spice or ginger. 

Root Beer.— For roots, get burdock, sarsaparilla, 

dandelion, horse-radish, and if you can, wintergreen, 

with leaves and berries. Clean them, but don’t wash 

more than is necessary; boil in good soft water with 

hops, ami black cherry bark enough to make it. pretty 

bitter. Soak a couple of yeast cakes in water, and 

stir In flour so that you will have half a pi.-t before 

rising,—one pint after it rises. Strain tho liquor 

from the roots when well boiled, and when milk- 

xvarm add the yeast and molasses to suit tho taste. 

Stir well and cover.— E, C. L. K. 

A BATCH OF CAKES. 

Ena. Rural Nkw-Yokker:—As I am very much 

interested in your column of Domestic Economy, I 

conclude to offer a few recipes, hoping some of them 

will be acceptable. 

Cue Cake.— One cup of butter; two of sugar; 

three of flour; four eggs; one cup of sour milk; one 

teaspoouful suleratus,— bake in small dishes. 

A Very Good Cake. — Four cups of flour; one cup 

of butter; one do of milk; one do of sugar; one do 

of molasses; three eggs, well beaten; one teaspoon- 

ful salerfttus; three ounces of currants, and pure 

cinnamon to flavor it. Work it together like pound 

cake, and bake one hoar and a half. 

Rhode Island Cake.'— Nine cupfuls of flour; four 

of brown sugar; two of butter; three eggs; four 

tablcspoonfuls of carraway seed, aud a teaspoouful of 

pearlash.—CnArtiTY 1’,, Fllington, N. Y., 18(11. 

To Clarify Sugar for Preserving. Put. into a 

preserving-pan as many pounds of sugar as you wish; 

to ouch pound of sugar put half a pint of water, and 

the white of an egg to every four pounds; stir it 

together until the sugar is dissolved; then set it 

over a gentle fire; Htir It occasionally, and take off 

tho scum as it rises; utter a few boilings-up, the 

sugar will riBe so high as to run over the side of the 

pan; to prevent which, take it from the lire for a few 

minutes, when it will subside, and leave time for 

skimming; repeat the skimming until a slight scum 

or foam only will rise; then take off tho pan, lay a 

slightly wetted napkin over the basin, anil then strain 

the sugar through it; put the skimming into a basin; 

when the Bugar is clarified, rinse the skimmer and 

basin with a glass'of cold water, and put it, to the 

Honm, and set it by for common purposes.— Ohio 

Farmer. 

The Virtues of Borax.—The washerwomen of 

Holland and Belgium, so proverbially clean, and who 

get up their linen so beautifully white, use refined 

borax as washing powder, Instead of soda, in the 

proportion of one large handful of borax powder to 

about ten gallons of boiling water; tliey save in Heap 

nearly one-half. All the large washing establish¬ 

ments adopt tho same mode. For laees, cambrics, 

etc., an extra quantity of the powder is used, and 

for crinolines (requiring to be made stiff,) a strong 

solution is necessary. Borax being a. neutral salt, 

does tint In the slightest, degree injure the texture of 

the linen; its effect is to soften the hardest water, 

and therefore it should be kept on every toilet-table. 

To Stof Bleeding.—Asa Kemper, of Ross comity, 

Ohio, writes to the American Agriculturist, that bleed¬ 

ing from a wound on mau or beast may be stopped 

by a mixture of wheat flour and common salt, in 

equal parts, bound on with a cloth. If the bleeding 

be profuse, use a large quantity, say from one to 

three pints. It may be left for hours or even days, if 

necessary. Tn this manner he saved the life of a 

horse which was bleeding from a wounded artery; 

the bleeding ceased in live mirint.es after application. 

It was left on three days, when it worked loose, was 

easily removed, and the wound soon healed. 

Gooseberry Jam.—Stalk and crop as many as you 

require of ripe, red, rough gooseberries; put them 

into the preserving-pau, and as they warm, stir and 

bruise them to bring out the juice; let them boil for 

ten minutes; then add sugar in the proportion of 

three-quarters of a pound to every pound of fruit, 

and place it on the fire again; let, it boil slowly, and 

continue boiling for two hours longer, stirring it all 

tho time to prevent its burning; when it thickens, 

and is jelly-like on a plate when cold, it is done 

enough; put it into pots, and aljow it to remain a 

day before it is covered. 

Rasfbkrry Jam.—Weigh the fruit, and add three- 

quarters of the weight of sugar; put the former into 

a preserving-pan, boil, and break it; stir constantly, 

and let it boil very quickly; when the juice has boiled 

an hour, add the sugar, and simmer half an hour. 

In this way, the jam is superior in color and flavor to 

that which is made by patting the sugar in at first. 

Rose Water.—Will some of the Rural readers 
give us a good recipe for making rose Mater, and 
oblige—M. E. 11., Napoleon, Henry Co., O., 1861. 



afe’ Jpjprlmml. 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

SUMMER. 

BY ELLEN C. L. KIMBBL. 

Long lines of <in»ty summer roads 

Stretch broarl and white across tbe hills; 

Daisies have grown where spring-time floods 

Broke tato rushing, rippling rills. 

The soft, warm lireatb of summer winds 

Strikes tbe faint harps among the leaves— 

So low, that pulses pause within, 

Rises the music that they breathe. 

Broad lieldsof golden, waving grain, 

Breaking in billows as tbe sea, 

Curve hound the bill-tops, nu^ again 

Wind down the valleys green and free. 

So calm! so silent! ro^s leaves fall 

In dreamy death from pendant boughs, 

Nature’s strong heart-beat, at God’s call, 

With tides of life the world o’erflows. 

Dreams of the Land beyond the sky, 

Sweet thoughts and fantasies have we, 

Mountains of cloud go sailing by, 

White fleets upon a peaceful sea. 

And counting them a* dreams of life, 

Slipped from our graip and floating on, 

Each with the other, half at strife, 

And all to windward swiftly blown. 

Wc look beyond them, where our eyes 

See the safe Harbor and the I’lains, 

The lAnd where Life’s first fountains rise, 

And Life’s eternal summer reigns. 

Charlotte Center, N.' Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

LETTER FROM AUNT BETSEY. 

The man that's tolling about his wife scolding on 

Mondays, is in a bid ‘'pickle,” to be Bare. I’d just 

like to be lookin’ in at the kitchen window next 

time his "A.” washes, and Bee how things do go on, 

for if he’s as much of a naipt us a body would think 

from hearing his side of the question, he really ought 

to be translated away from all that “ domestic discord 

and discontent.” As for his wife, she must be a 

dreadful cross woman, troubled with a drop of black 

blood in her heart, or something of that kind, if she 

can’t be satisfied when he tries to help her. 

There’s precious few men that have the knock of 

helping a woman more than they hinder, but it al¬ 

ways makes me good tiatured just to have Joshua 

try to help me, even if he knocked down twenty 

things where he picked np one, and put the fire all 

out trying to kindle it, 'cause he showed his good 

will, and that’s the main thing. I don’t happen to 

be constituted ho that I think a man isn’t a true man¬ 

or as near true as anybody gets to be in this world of 

mortal failin’s—if he don’t always see when he might 

do a chore to help his wife; for let folks that has 

boys to bring up, say what they will, and do what 

they will, to learn 'em to do chores in the house, if 

it isn’t in them to be quick to see, and handy to do, 

they can’t be made over. 

But about that scolding and feeling cross on wash¬ 

ing days. There’s quite a number of reasons why a 

woman may feel out of sorts-^-some of them ‘‘Counlry 

Cousin” and the rest have given—and seeing that 

I've had the cares of a family (as you may know by 

my gray hairs), maybe. I'm qualified to give a little 

bit of advice, too. It isn’t in human nfttur' to really 

like to be sweating over a tub of hot suds and soiled 

clothes, breathing steam and scrubbing till shoulders 

ache and fiugers are blistered; and the men would 

only have to try it a few times to find that it brought 

out some dirly streaks, even in their angelic natures; 

but when it has to lie done, a body must make the 

best of it, and one way to do this is to begin with 

that first law, order. Know just what you are going 

to do, and how you are going to do it, then go ahead. 

If you do yonr work alone, get your breakfast and 

have things go on as near right as they generally do; 

if you go to snapping, you’ll be likely to get snapped 

at back again, and that'll be a load for your heart to 

carry, a sigfit heavier than any your hands will find. 

Pick up things, and sweep your rooms, not as thor¬ 

oughly as you generally do, if you have uot the time, 

but still so that they'll look decent, for if you’re natu¬ 

rally tidy, having your rooms look worse than usual 

will be one tiling that'll fret you. There’s something 

in your personal appearance, too. It's all very well 

to have a wash-dress, hut there’s no sort of use in 

having it torn half oil' the waist, ripped under the 

arms, or any such thing. I dou't blame men for uot 

feeling much like helping a woman in such a rig, 

with her hair hanging down her back, like enough, 

and her face looking as street as could be expected in 

such a setting out; but if you look as well as you 

may, and ask as pleasantly as you can (if he don’t 

think to do it without askiog) to have wood and water- 

brought for you, you’ll be likely to get it. Then if 

you are sensible, you will be very glad to have your 

liege lord say, “Is there anything more we can do 

to help you?” to which you will answer, “ No, thank 

you;" and he will go to his work and you to yours, 

neither of yon to be disturbed by the other’s petty 

trials if you are wise enough to keep them to your¬ 

selves. 

Hoping that the afflicted “A.” and his wife may 

be benefited by confiding their troubles to the public, 

I am, respectfully, your Aunt Betsey. 

[Written for Moore's Kami New-Yorker.] 

AN HOUR A DAY. 

How much may be accomplished by regular and 

steady application to any undertaking for one hour 

each day! The value of time can scarcely be appre¬ 

ciated by those who are free to spend as much of it 

as they choose in pursuits of pleasure or improve¬ 

ment; it is only when business claims the almost 

exclusive attention that the worth of hours and 

minutes for purposes of relaxation and intellec¬ 

tual culture is realized. Not quite destitute of en- 

joyraeft can that life be reckoned which, though 

it must be for the most part given to exhausting toil, 

has yet a taste for elegant employments, and some 

hours for its indulgence. 

An hour a day for reading! Even this limited 

time gives opportunity during a lifetime for acquaint¬ 

ance with what treasures of Poetry, History, Philoso¬ 

phy, Fiction, Natural Science, besides the various sub¬ 

jects of every-day interest.' No one who can command 

an hour a day for reading need make the want of time 

an excise for ignorance. And to such as find a 

real enjoyment in reading, the pleasure is greater in 

proportion as the opportunity for indulging in it is 

less. Doubtless, too, they read with greatest profit 

who have little time for reading and much for reflec¬ 

tion. For, it is needless to say, it is not so much the 

quantity we read, as the quality, and the nse we make 

of it, that determines its value to ue. 

An hour a day for muBic! Those endowed with 

the singing gift, or the talent and opportunity for 

instrumental performance, find their skill and effi¬ 

ciency in this delightful art greatly increased by an 

hour’s daily practice. And in the prosecution of 

this, more perhaps than any other art, is seen the 

greater advantage of regular exercise each day, 

though for a short time, than less freqnent drills, but 

of longer dnration. Ner is it essential that one’s 

daily musical practice fill an hour of sixty consecu¬ 

tive minutes; it is, perhaps, even better that the time 

be divided into sections of fifteen or twenty minutes 

each, and separated by intervals of two or three 

hours. 

An hour a day for gardening! What creations of 

beauty can be produced on a small plot of ground 

with the aid of seeds and gardening implements, and 

at so little cost of time as an hour a day! Thirty 

minutes morning and eveniug faithfully Bpent in 

planting seeds, setting root*, hoeing, or pulling 

weeds, and in the various other processes of culture, 

are sufficient to keep a garden of moderate Bize in ex¬ 

cellent order the whole summer. And wbat other ma¬ 

terial possessions contributes so much to the health, 

comfort, and pleasure of a family as Bnch a museum 

of vegetable life? especially if cultivated by their 

own hands. 

An Ifbur a day to ait and muBe, to fill the sight with 

the beauty of earth and sky, to drink in the Bweet 

summer air at leisure to realize how delicious it is, 

to lend the ear to the pure voices of Nature, and to 

dream dreaniB on whatever subjects we please. Not 

the least of tbe enjoyments of life is an hour a day to 

sit and mnse. a. 
South Livonia, N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

WOMAN BORN TO DO THE LOVING. 

In a recent issue of the Bubal, I saw the above 

text enlarged upon by a “late moralist.” Now, with 

all proper respect for the writer of Buch a sentiment, 

we would inquire why, if his idea is true, women 

are born with such a talent for being loved? Why are 

women never all they could be mentally and morally, 

unless an affection equal to their own warmB and 

blesses their hearts? There are no more melancholy 

wrecks to be seen in the moral world than of unhappy 

wives whose husbands have cither recklessly or self¬ 

ishly left them to do tbe loving. 

Women cannot live on their own affection, and if 

the out-goings of their feelings toward those they 

love are not appreciated and returned — and they 

know instinctively whether they are or not—they go 

through life with a vacancy of heart that nothing can 

atone for to them. 

Jt is true that there are a thousand little sacrifices 

to be made, little acts of tenderness to be performed, 

that are the peculiar legacy of woman; but in the 

marriage relation, a woman is not truly happy unless 

there exists between her and her husband mutual 

forbearance—mutual Love. 

Many a woman passes the lonely years of her life 

in envying those who seem more blest than herself 

in the possession of some one to love them. Many a 

man of a refined and sensitive nature lives with a 

lonely yearning at his heart, because his common¬ 

place wife cannot return his affection in kind. There 

is no blame attached to those who act up to the 

measure of their ability, but the pain of unrequited 

love is just as keen, perhaps, as if it were wantonly 

withheld. 

Because, from his different constitution, the mani¬ 

festation of his affection is different from here, is no 

good reason why man should coolly lay the double 

burden on her, with the sage assurance that “woman 

was horn to do the loving.” b. c. d, 

Geneva, Wia.j 1801. 

TROUBLESOME CHILDREN. 

When you get tired of their noise, just think what 

the change would be should it come to a total silence. 

Nature makes a provision for strengthening the 

children’s lungs by exercise. Babies cannot laugh 

so as to get much exercise in this way, but we never 

heard of one that could not cry. Crying, shouting, 

screaming, are nature's lung exercise, and if you do 

not wish for it in the parlor, pray have a place de¬ 

voted toit, and do not debar the girl8from it. with the 

notion that it is improper for them to laugh, jump, 

cry, scream, and run races in the open air. After a 

while one gets used to this juvenile music, and can 

even write and think more consecutively with it than 

Without it, provided it does not run into objurgatory 

forms. Wo remember a boy that used to goto school 

past our study window, and he generally made a con¬ 

tinuous stream of roar to the school-house and back 

again. We supposed at first he had been nearly 

murdered by some one, and had wasted considerable 

compassion on the wrongs of iufaut innocence; but, 

on inquiring into his case, found him in perfectly 

good condition. The truth was that the poor little 

fellow had no mirthfulness in his composition, there¬ 

fore couldn’t laugh and shout, and so nature, in her 

wise compensations, had given him more largely the 

faculty of roaring. He seemed to thrive npon it, and 

we believe is still doing well. Laughing and halloo, 

ing, however, are to be preferred, unless a child shows 

a decided incapacity for those exercises. 

Our eye alights, just now, upon the following 

touching little scrap, written by an English laborer, 

whose child had been killed by the falling of a beam: 

“ Sweet, laughing child! the cottage door 

Stands free and open now; 

But, oh! it* sunshine gilds no more 

The gladness of thy brow! 

Thy merry step hath passed away, 
Thy laughing sport is hushed for aye. 

“ Thy mother by the fireside sit* 

And listens for thy call; 

And slowly—slowly as she knits, 

Her quiet tears down fall; 

Her little hindering thing is gone, 

And undisturbed she may work on.” 

The Way to Live,—A physician full of truth 

wrote the following:—The roses of this life are all 

found in the pathway of truth. Yet turn we ever so 

little aside, and the nettles of existence beset us on 

every band. On the cheeks of the obedient to physi¬ 

ological laws only, do the roses of health bloom 

perennially. Those only who riotously trample on, 

or unwittingly transgress them, find the lurking ser¬ 

pent of disease gnawing perpetually at their vitals, 

and their hold on life asfrail as “the spider’s most 

attenuated thread.” The roses or the nettles are 

ours; let us be wise. Instead of struggling through 

Hie and agonizing through death, let us, by learning 

and obeying the “laws of constitution and rela¬ 

tion." so discipline and harmonize all our func¬ 

tions of body and mind, that when “summoned to 

that mysterious realm,” we can depart, 

“Lika one who wraps the drapery of Lis couch 

About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.” 

— Herald of Progress. 

(Slicin' IpsnUattg. 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

LOOK ON THE BRIGHT BIDE. 

BY KATE CAMERON. 

Os' why ehouid doubts distress ns, 

An' gloomy fears annoy? 

Wher Life wag meant to bless us, 

And fill our heart* with joy. 
Why,caring for tbe morrow, 

Sbiula we forget to-day,— 

And, iroodiog o'er our sorrow. 

Flirg ail our joyg away? 
t 

When roses bloom in beauty 

Shal we pluck but the thorns? 

And fioro the path of Doty 

Re trove all that adorns? 

fihall ve shut out the sunlight, 

Andwrap our souls in cloud, 

And li-f as if dim twilight 

Must everything enshroud? 

Oh, wlir should cares perplex us 

Tbroighout the live long day, 

And pelty trials vex ns, 

And d-tve our smile* away? 

It surely would be better, 

As all ran tell who’ve tried, 

To breakCare’s galling fetter, 

And leak an the Bright Side. 

Rochester, N. Y., H61. 

[Written fo) Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

A STROLL THROUGH THE FIELDS. 

June is the month of battles and of blossoms. The 

red, white, and blue wave in meadows, orchards, and 

gardens, and over rented fields. Tbe air is full of 

fragrance BDd bird-music. It is a balmy, happy, 

exhilerating season, freighted with song and fra¬ 

grance. Just dowD there in the black ash swamp, 

there is a troop of bltck birds — a rollicking, rackets 

ing, loquacious party, evidently out on a bender. 

They look like shreds of last night entangled in the 

bushes. 

Down through the glens and ravines, the streams 

roll in rapture, never complaining because there are 

impediments in their path. On they go, dancing, 

shouting, and singing, halting here and there to kiss 

a maiden flower, a Btraj violet, or wild lily, that has 

leaned over the banks to look at the pictures of their 

own loveliness mirrored in the water. It i* said that 

Narcissus fell in love with himself when be saw 

his own image reflected iu the water, and afterwards 

pined away into a daffodil. There stands a daffodil. 

I have anaLyzed some of its blossoms, but can find 

nothing there so insignificant as the dapper little 

dandies it stands for in song and fable. Flowers are 

fragrant—they are ornaments—they have medicinal 

virtues—they are “the alphabet of angels.” They 

show that God (speak it with reverence,) is a being 

of infinite taste. Hnt dandies, while like the lilies of 

tbe field, that t either toil nor spin, though Solomon 

in all his glory was not arrayed like one of them, are 

of no use whatever. They are not useful—they are 

not ornamental—they are not intelligent—they are 

not magnanimoaa. They will not work, because they 

aro indolent—they will not light, beoause they arc 

cowards. Will not the ladies be so good as to make 

nightcaps and petticoats for them, and put them away 

in dry goodH boxes until the war is over? 

Look at that blue bird; there is not a cloud spot on 

his sky-blue coat—no harsh storm of coming winter 

grates in the “ summer or his song.” The flowers 

seem to wake from their lethargy under the inspira¬ 

tion of his soft, sweet music—and the young leaves 

put their tender lips together and whisper pleasant 

compliments. There, too, is the sunny bosom of the 

robin. His yellow bill, shady wings, and dusky cap, 

are always welcome. A dear litte woman in a farm 

honse hard by has petted the birds and fed them so ■ 
that they are tame as chickens. The brown bird 

hops about the threshold to pick up the crumbs. The 

robin flies straight, into the kitchen, never fearing the 

eat, which has been taught to respect every crealure 

that wears wings. The pho be bird lias a nest in the 

cornice over tkc front door, and the children have 

climbed up and counted the eggB, but they know 

better than to disturb the mother bird when she 

desires to sit npon her treasures. 

In the field, within a stone’s throw, stands an elm 

oil which an oriole has swing his hammock. It 

seems to me that birds are endowed with the attribute 

of taste. They build their nests in the most graceful 

and beautiful trees and boshes. The elm is the queen 

of tbe American forest. It grows taller and remains 

green longer than any other tre Its language is 

patriotism. Did the reader eve notice the fact that 

it holds more birds’ nests than any other tree? A 

number uf naked throats leau over the edge of that 

hammock of hair, and wool, and wild grass. What 

awkward angular, and unlovely looking objects these 

birdlingr arc; but wait until these birds of song blos¬ 

som int< golden orioles. There, too, is that harle¬ 

quin of the air, the swallow, performing his gymnas¬ 

tic feats, and twittering in and out from the eaves of 

the old gray barm The luxuriant growth of grass in 

the vicinity affords a fine shelter to the vast family of 

young bobolinks that people the meadows. 

1 may as well state here that I am in the great 

cheese county of Herkimer, and in the beautiful town 

of Columbia. The fields through which I am strol¬ 

ling, belong to Henry Young, a celebrated cheese 

maker, whose cheese always commands tbe highest 

market price; he is a member of your great parish of 

readers. Beyond the hill is the dingy shop where his 

brother, David G. Young, manufactures the famous 

cheese knives, whose praise is on the lips of every 

dairywoman in the land. This little town, so 

sparsely settled, the farmers find it difficult to secure 

hands enough to do their haying and harvesting, has 

sent thirty-five stalwart men to the seat of war—and 

I have no doubt they will give the rebels “Hail 

Columbia ” when they rtacli them. 

There goes a Bnake! I was just thinking about the 

snake among the stare on the flag of South Carolina, 

but the associations are unpleasant, so let us pick up 

the strawberries scattered like rubles over the path¬ 

way. These deUcions morsels are scattered broad¬ 

cast over hill and vale, growing on every variety of 

soil and in every latitude. They are sprinkled over 

mountain and island, defying the frost and snow of 

the north, and the bnrning heat of the torrid zone. 

What a wealth of flowers Nature has strewn herea¬ 

bouts. They are “ the joy of the shrubs which 

bear them, tbe stars of tbe earth, the effusions of 

love, beauty, and grace.” They are made to gratify 

tbe taste of man, and perhaps they gladden unseen 

spirits that come on missions of mercy to file world. 

Children will gather them, sort them, and sing over 

them, anti never weary of their company. With 

adults, they are used as letters to spell out the pas¬ 

sions of our nature. Botany is one of the most inter¬ 

esting studies that the range of science can afford— 

presenting to the mind an uninterrupted sucteBsion 

of symmetrical forms, beautiful colors, and sweet 

odors. The girlish rose, the lady lily, the modest 

daisy, the snow drop, and the innumerable members 

of the sweet sisterhood, have each a separate ebarm. 

Should these impromptu notes fall under the eye of 

any youug lady who has leisure, I trust she will 

make herself familiar with the delightful science of 

Botany. Just before me is a delicate cluster of milk- 

white petals growing upon stems which hold them up 

to the lips. It is the Grecian Yal rian, and seems to 

be scented with the concentrated essence of a meadow 

of sweet hay,— I cannot enumerate the Forget-me- 

nots, the Pansies, the Pinks, and last, but not least, 

the Dandelions, 

There is a cloud,—the tempest drum shakes the 

heavens—the lightning leaps ont from the gray wall, 

and the rain, so much needed, has come at last, and 

I must hasten to the cottage which stands, like a 

nest, in the busheB. 

When I cast ray eye over these green fields and 

waving meadows, I see an unanswerable argument in 

favor of labor. Signs of thrift and comfort bear 

ready witness to tbe fact that labor meets with a sure 

reward. Nature has given each one of us two hands 

and one mouth, teaching plainly the lesson that we 

should earn our bread before we eat it. He who 

scorns tbe laborer is like Hermes, who had a mouth 

bnt no hands, and with that mouth made faceB at 

those who did the work, mocking the fingers that fed 

him. Seven years’ indolence would starve half the 

world to death. Agriculture supplies the broad 

table at which the world is fed—Grass and not Cot¬ 

ton is king. The grass crop is of greater value than 

the crop of cotton. Hurrah for King Grass! Three 

cheers for King Grass! Crown King Grass with the 

sweetest flowers! Let the birds sing hymns in honor 

of King Grass! Let the showers baptize King Grass! 

Let the thunder proclaim the fact that Grass is King! 

Let the lightning sabre the enemies of King Grass! 

C’oine to thy throne of honor and power. King Grass! 

Bway thy sceptre over thy subjects, King Grass. We 

thank thee, King Grass, for milk, and bntter, and 

cheese, and meat. We thank thee, King Grass, for 

the bread stored away for the brute creation. We 

will sustain thy rule and be tbe cheerful subjects of 

thy sway. * G. W. Bungay. 

WHAT WE HATE TO LEARN. 

One thing very slowly learnt by most human 

beings is, that they are of no earthly consequence 

beyond a very small circle indeed, and that really 

nobody is thinking or talking about them. Almost 

every commonplace man and woman in this world 

has a vague but deeply-rooted belief that they are 

quite different from anybody else, and of course quite 

superior to everybody else. It may he in only one 

respect they fancy they are this, bnt that one 

is quite sufficient. I believe that, if a grocer 

or silk-mercer in a little town has a hundred cus¬ 

tomers, each separate customer lives on under the 

impression that the grocer or the silk-mercer is pre¬ 

pared to give to him or her certain advantages in 

buying and selling which will not be accorded to the 

other ninety-nine customers. “Say it is for Mrs. 

Brown,’’ is Mrs. Brown’s direction to her servant, 

when sending for some sugar; “say it is for Mrs. 

Brown, and he will give it a little better.” The 

grocer, keenly alive to (lie weaknesses of his fellow- 

creatures, encourages this notion. “This tea,” he 

says, “would be four-ata d-six-pence a pound to any 
one else, but to yon it. ia only four-and-tb^c-pence. ’ 

Judging from my own observation, I Bh'ould say 

that retail dealers trade a good deal upon this singu¬ 

lar fact, in the constitution of the human mind, that 

it is inexpressibly bitter to most people to believe 

that they stand on the ordinary level of humanity,— 

that, in the main, they are just like their neighbors. 

Mrs. Brown wonld be filled with unutterable wrath, 

if it were represented to her that the grocer treats 

her precisely as he does Mrs. Smith, who lives on 

one side of her, and Mrs. Snooks, who lives on the 

other. She wonld be still more angry, if you asked 

her what earthly reason there is why she should in 

any way be distinguished beyond Mrs. Snooks or 

Mrs. Smith. She takes for granted she is quite dif¬ 

ferent from them, quite superior to them. Human 

beings do not like to be clusBed — at least, with the 

class to which in fact they belong. To be classed at 

all is painful to an average mortal, who firmly be¬ 

lieves that there never was such a being in this 

world. I remember one of the cleverest friends I 

have — one who assuredly cannot be classed intel¬ 

lectually, except in a very small and elevated class — 

telling me how mortified he was, when a very clever 

boy of sixteen, at being classed at all. He had told 

a literary lady that he admired Tennyson. “ Yes," 

said the lady, “ I am not surprised at that; there is a 

class of young men who like Tennyson at your age.” 

It went like a dart to my friend's heart Class of 

young men, indeed! Was it for this that I outstripped 

all competitors at school, that 1 have been fancying 

myself a unique phenomenon in nature, different at 

least from every other being that lives, that I should 

he spoken of as one of a class of young men? Now 

in my friend’s half playfnl reminiscence I see the ex¬ 

emplification of a great fact in human nature.—At¬ 

lantic Monthly. 

Wit that is not Wisdom.—The chief bar to the 

action of the imagination, and stop to all greatness 

in this present age of ours, is its mean and shallow 

love of jest and jeer, so that if there be in any good 

and lofty work a flaw or failing, or undipped vulner¬ 

able part, where sarcasm may stick or stay, it is 

caught at, and pointed at, and buzzed about, and 

fixed upon, and stung into, as a recent wound is by 

flies, and nothing is ever taken seriously or as it was 

meant, hnt always, if it may be, turned the wrong 

way and misunderstood; and while this is so, there 

is not nor cannot be any hope of the achievement of 

high things; men dare not open their hearts to us if 

we are to broil them on a thorn fire.—Ruskin. 

Parents must never put away their own youth. 

They must never cease to be ypung. Their sympa¬ 

thies and sensibilities should be always quick and 

fresh. They must be susceptible. They must love that 

which God made the child to love. Children need 

not only government, firm and mild, but sympathy, 

warm and tender. So long as parents are their best 

and most agreeable companions, children are com¬ 

paratively safe, even in the society of others. 

Let a man be a plain, quiet worker, not proclaim¬ 

ing himself melodiously in any wise, but familiar 

with us, unpretending, letting all his littlenesses and 

feeblenesses be seen nnhindered, and wearing an ill- 

cut coat withal, and though he be such a man as is 

only sent on earth once in five hundred years, for 

some special hnman teaching, we shall not be likely 

to call him inspired. 

Few persons are worth loving who have not some¬ 

thing in them worth laughing at. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

NOT DEAD, BUT SLEEPING. 

0. softly, softly tread, 

The friends are weeping; 

Still is the little form— 

The babe is sleeping. 

Cold is the marble brow, 

Its throbbing* o'er; 

Closed are the sightless eyes, 

They weep bo more. 

Pale are the icy hands 

Upon its breast; 

Silent tbe heating heart, 

For aye at rest. 

Still are the paltering feet, 

They come no more; 

They trend the golden street 

Of the other shore. 

That soH and bird-like voice, 

Though silent here, 

The heavenly choir doth swell 

In yon bright sphere. 

No sickness there can Might 

The budding flower; 

For ©n the “ Shining Shore,” 

Death bath no power. 

Then raise a joyous note— 

Away with weeping; 

The baby is not dead— 

'Tis only sleeping. 

Greene, Ohio, 1861. Nellim K. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

OUR INHERITANCE. 

Where is it? Ts it in thnt bountiful place where 

the pnre river of the water of life flows through 

verdant plains, where greves of trees, ever green, 

are laden with golden fruit and health-giving leaves, 

and the inhabitants never say, “I am sick?” Have 

we a mansion prepared for us in that holy city paved 

with gold, walled with jasper, and garnished with 

precious stones, whose massive gates are each a 

pearl ? Can we call God, the great Author, our 

Father,—are we joint heirs with Christ, to an 

inheritance so princely, so priceless ? If so, then 

are we rich indeed. 

But, if we have not title deeds to a more endnring 

inheritance than the forest-crowned hills and flowery 

vales of earth, we sre poor, very poor, though we 

may count onr possessions by tens of millions; for 

to all our earthly goods we can have but a paltry 

life-lease, a life-lease which will be worse than 

worthless when we become an inhabitant of the 

eternal world. 

The glorious borne awaiting the sons of God we 

may not hope to share, nor even taste the cooling 

waters which proceed from the throne of Gon. Our 

names are forever erased from the great family 

record—disowned by onr Father, and eternally de¬ 

barred from entering His presence. 0, my soul! 

how Bad a fate—rendered doubly more sad by the 

bitter reflection that our own hands closed the 

pearly gates opened by our loving Savior when he 

left the shining courts of the “beautiful city,” and 

came to our sin-cursed earth with offers of salvation. 

Now, shall we, who have still “the day and means 
<?r«grace,” spurn the prtceK** gift so freely offered, 

choosing, rather, glittering bubbles that dazzle our 

eyes for a time, bnt, fleeting as a shadow, quickly 

disappear, leaving us at last in darkness and despair? 

Shall we not, rather, strive first to lay up treasures 

in heaven, and, by self-denial and little deeds of 

love, constantly add thereunto, so that each success¬ 

ive day may find our inheritance increasing? Then, 

when our barques have safely passed all the breakers 

of life, and in triumph entered the port on “the 

shining shore,” we shall find awaiting us a rich, a 

perpetual inheritance. F. M. Turner. 

Oxford, N. Y., 1861. 

SURFACE RELIGION. 

Men use religion as ships do buoys and life-pre¬ 

servers. They are not used for purposes of naviga¬ 

tion, but just enough are kept on hand, so that, in 

case ft storm comes up, aud the vessel is shipwrecked, 

those on board can stick them under their arms, and 

float to a safe harbor. And men mean to keep 

enough religion by them to bear them up in time of 

trouble. But 1 tell you, you will find air-boles in all 

such religions life-preservers. A man’s religion, to 

be worth anything, must be a religion that takes pos¬ 

session of him from head to foot. Nothing is religion 

that does not enter into a man’s thoughts and feel¬ 

ings, aud the arrangements of bis life. That miser- 

ble varnish, that miserable whitewash, which men 

stick on tbe outside, and call religion; that chatter¬ 

ing of prayers, and humming of religious airs; all 

face-religion; all religion of hours and days; all 

Sunday-keeping religion; all that so-called religion 

which is but an external covering of pride and sel¬ 

fishness, of worldliness and vanity—it has the curse 

and wrath of God abiding upon it. Nowhere is there 

such a terrific invective againBt such a religion as 

that which fell from the lips of Christ Jesus. It is 

enough to make a man tremble, to give a man- the 

chills and fever, to walk through those chapters in 

the Bible where Christ preached to hypocritical 

men.—Henry Ward Beecher. 

Borrowing Trouble.—We are apprehensive that 

many persons are tempted to limit, or cease alto¬ 

gether, their contributions to charitable aud religious 

objects — including wants of tbe mind—through 

fear that the civil war may cause hard times. This 

is not a strange feeling. It would not be straDge if 

it truly foreshadows the future. But Christians 

ought to resist and overcome it. It is unbelief to 

withhold from the cause of God and from ourselves a 

due proportion of the means with which his provi¬ 

dence has favored us, lest peradventure he may here¬ 

after grant us less. It will be time enough to 

retrench in that direction when the necessity for it 

has come upon us. The Scriptural rule is to give 

and provide as God has prospered ns, not as we may 

conjecture that he will prosper us a year hence. 

“Trust in the Lord and do good, and verily thou 

shalt be fed.”— Watchman and Reflector. 

Confession.— The impulse to confession almost 

always requires the presence of a fresh ear and a 

fresh heart; and in our moments of spiritual need, 

tbe man to whom we have no tie but our common na¬ 

ture, seems nearer to us than mother, brother or 

friend. Oar daily familiar life is but the hiding of 

ourselves from eaoh other behind a screen of trivial 

words and deeds, and those- who sit with us at the 

same hearth are often the furthest off fro®, the JeeP 

human soul within us, full of unspoken evil and 

unacted good,—George Eliot. . 
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BE u9u»0f the Rural for May 4th contained a 

IuaP^*e Then Seat of War in the “Eastern Depart¬ 

ment, ’ which map embraced a small portion of Cen- 

,rd an,i Southern Pennsylvania, the States of Mary- 

p and Delaware, the District of Columbia, and 

fcHstem Virginia. At the date referred to, it was 

nought by many that the rebel Davis was about to 

execute his threat of •* fighting the North upon their 

c-T<*n S°'!: ^Ut **iat Peri°d having pussed away for* 

thf-r<‘t?d the scene °* hostilities being transferred to 
l( ' ot‘ier °i Presidents,” it has become necessary 

orJ” ^ < a an enlarSe<l scale, the present field of 

fu- .a,10DjS‘ ^itl* kb good a guide as our engraving 
Dls cb, readers can trace the movements of such 

as are endeavoring to degrade and disgrace their 

country, and also of those who are gallantly battling 

for Right, Liberty, and Law. 

Prominent among tha points of special interest at 

the present juncture is Marti nsbnrg, the evacuation 

of which by the rebels was noticed in our last issue. 

At this place quite a little encounter was had, hut the 

Federal troops successfully routed the traitors and 

Len. Patterson is now in full control. Martinsburg 

is the capital of Berkeley county, is 21 miles north¬ 

west from Harper’s Ferry, and ICO north by west from 

Richmond. From this section, one of the columns 

destined to march upon Richmond, is to set forth. 

When a movement is made, it will probably be in the 

direction of Winchester. It is thought that in an 

attack upon the rebels quartered in the latter place, 

the Western column of Gen. McClellan, (which has 

left numerous memorials of its prowess with the 

secessionists of Western Virginia,) now marching via 

Romney, and that of Gen. P„ will act in concert. 

From Alexandria forward Into Virginia may bo 

found the head quarters of Gen. McDowell. Here¬ 

abouts is concentrated a very large number of sol¬ 

diers, and they are composed of sterling material. 

Destined to play an exceedingly important part in 

the existing difficulties, when the orders are giveu 

for the forward movement upon Virginia's capital, 

we have no fears that this column of our army will 

fail in its performance of any duty which the fortune 

of wai may decree. The immense labors for the 

protection ot Washington these soldiers have already 

carried to a successful result, are a guarantee of their 

fitness for the trying position they have voluntarily 

accepted,— when the time comes to Btrike the ring 

of the metal will tell their story. 

At Fortress Monroe (see south-eastern portion of 

map,) is a large number of the adherents and sup¬ 

porters of the Union and its destinies. These are 

being prepared for their share in the conflict under 

the command of Major-Gen. Butler. Extensive and 

thorough experiments with projectiles are being 

made almost daily under the Major-General’s super¬ 

vision, and his men will enter upon active field 

operations effectually officered, drilled, armed, and 

equipped. 

A fifth division of the Federal forces will probably 

move through the Kanawha Valley, striking at or 

near Staunton, in .South-Western Virginia. 

Attacked from all points but the South, it is 

evident, be the result what it may, that the lottery 

of Recession is fast proving a c»sc to Virginia. 

“Whatsoever ye sow, that shall ye also reap,” and 

the fearful harvest Is quickly ripening upon the soil 

hitherto made sacred as the birthplace of him whose 

name is to-day the watchword of Union,— George 

Washington. 



A NEW HALF VOLUME. 

The Second Half of the Twelfth Volume of Ritual 

New-Yorker commenced JulyGth. Now, therefore, 

is the time for renewals, and for new Htihaeriptlona, 

whether club or single. Additions to clubs arc also 

in order, at club rates. Agents and Subscribers— 

and indeed all who are friendly to the Rural—are 

frankly asked to aid in extending our circulation 60 

far as consistent. In return, we promise our best 

efforts to render the paper as interesting and valuable 

as possible—to spare no reasonable effort or expend¬ 

iture to fully maintain, if not augment, its position as 

the Best and Cheapest Journal of its Class. 

no less than 2823 officers and men, making in all 
four full regiments, all of which are yet in the field, 
doing active and efficient service. Thus, notwith¬ 
standing the refusal of disloyal Governors to respond, 
the Government, instead of having been furnished 
with only the number of troops called for under 
vour proclamation of the 16th April last, has received, 
and has now in service, under that call, in round 
numbers, at least eighty thousand. 

and taken into the service. The steamers Pawnee referred to in the President's Message, including the 
and Pocahontas, and the flotilla under the late Com- suspension of the habeas corpus, was received and re- 
mander Ward, with several steamboats in charge of ferre(i to the Judiciary Committee. 

§utal 1 at. 

NEWS DEPARTMENT. 

“ Ur! up with the Stars and the Stripes, and go forth 

To save our great Union, brave men of the North! 

Nor reBt till the Star-Spangled Banner yc see 

Triumphantly float from the Palmetto tree!" 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., JULY 20, 1861. 

naval officers, have been employed on the Potomac 
river, lo prevent communication with that portion 
of Virginia which Is In insurrection. Great service 
has been rendered by this armed force, which lias 
been vigilant in intercepting supplies, and in pro¬ 
tecting transports and supply vessels in their passage 

On motion of Mr. Cox, of Ohio, it was resolved 

that the President of the United States, at the begin¬ 

ning of the next session of Congress, or at this ses- 

to shoot them, to which McCullough would notagree 

There bad been no second battle. Preparations were 
being made for a movement. 

Movements In Virginia. 

Prominent among the transactions of the past 

i 

Under vour second proclamation, of the. 4th May up and down the Potomac. 
i«vt culline for volunteers to serve during the war, i The squadron in the Pacific, nnder the command 

1 . . .A . !   4 . aV.: rn.rt. VI *» rr. t. IK ne.r .Tnhn T-C ftTit rrnTTlPrV. COTlMlstH fit III* 

sion, if compatible with the public service, commu- wee^ wftg the battle of Lanrel Hill, where the rebels 
_ i ..aIa 41,:.- Ua..aa .a 11 __j_ _:ai_ *1.. 

there have been accepted, up to this date. 208 regi¬ 
ments. A number of other regiments have been 
accepted, but on condition of being ready to be 
mustered into the service within a specified time, 
the limitation of which bus, in some instances, not 
expired. It Is not possible to state how many of 
these may he ready before the meeting of Congress. 
Of th»i regiments »»ll are ir f/iritry and rifle* 
men, with the exception of two hsttaliona of artillery 
and four regiments of cavalry. A number of regi¬ 
ments mustered ns infantry, have, however, attached 
to them one or more artillery companies, and there 
are also some regiments partly made up of companies 
of cavalry. Of the 208 regiments accepted for three 
ypars, there are now 163 in active Berviee; and the 
remaining 5.'. are mostly ready, and all of them will 
he in the field within the next twenty days. 

Total force now in the field may be computed as 
follows: 

Regulars and volunteers for three months and forthe 
“war... .-. 235,000 

Add lo this fifty-five regiment* of volunteers for the 
war. accepted and not yet in service.50,000 

Add new regiments of regular army.25.000 

nicate to this House all the correspondence with the 

English, Trench, Spanish, and other Governments, 

with reference to the rights of blockade, privateering of Flag-officer John R. Montgomery, consists of six with reference to the rights of blockade, privateerini 

' The^vif “iiTonder the command of and rcco8Ililion of lbe so-called Confederate State. 
Flag-officer G. J- Pendergast, who ha* been tempora¬ 
rily on duty with his flag-ship, the Cumberland, at 
Norfolk and Hampton Roads, since the 23d of March. 
He will, at an early day, transfer his flag to the 
steam frigate Roanoke, and proceed southward, 
having in charge our interest® on the Mexican and 
Central American coasts, and in the West India 
island®. 

The East. Tndla, Mediterranean, Brazil and African 
squadrons, excepting one vessel of each of the two 
latter, have been recalled. 

The return of these vessels will add to the force 
for service in the Gulf and on the Atlantic coast 
about 200 guns and 2,500 men. 

Since lhe 4th of March two hundred and fifty-nine 

of America. 

On motion of Mr. Conklin it was resolved that a 

committee of seven be appointed by the Speaker to 

report to this House in what manner and to what 

extent the United States Government expenditure 

may he reduced, and what offices may he dispensed 

with. 

A message was received from the President. He 

approved of the hill for the payment of the militia 

and volunteers called into service up to the 30th 

June last. 

Mr. Hickman, of Pa., presented a memorial from 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

JF'AC'US, SCKNKS, INCIDENTS, NTO. 

Itcporls of the Secretaries. 

Oitk space is so limited that we can publish only 

abstracts of those Reports which possess peculiar 

interest at the present juncture,—emanating from 

the Treasury, War, and Navy Departments. We 

have endeavored, however, to give the material facts 

contained by each: 

Tricascry.—Secretary Chase says:—A vast con 
spiracy against the Union of the United Slates, and 
the very existence of the National Government, 
which has been gathering strength, and prepanng 
hostilities in secret for many years, has at length 
broken out into flagrant violence, and has assumed 
proportions so serious, that an extraordinary exer¬ 
tion of the public force, creating extraordinary de¬ 
mands upon the public resources, is required for its 
speedy and complete discomfiture and suppression. 
In the judgment of the Secretary the clearest under¬ 
standing of the actual condition of the public finan¬ 
ces, and of the measures demanded by its exigencies, 
will be obtained by considering the whole subject 
under the following general heads: 

First—The balance arising from the receipt and 
expenditures of the fiscal year, 1801, ending on the 
30th of June. 

Two—The demands upon the Treasury, arising 
under existing appropriations, and created by the 
new year, 1802, exigencies for which provision Is to 
be made during the fiscal year. 

Three—The best way of providing for these de¬ 
mands, and the means available for that, purpose. 

As to the first and second branches, the Secretary 
shows an aggregate of appropriations already made 
of seventv-nimillion nowo» hizntiicd au4 ton thou¬ 
sand eight hundred and seventy dollars and eight 
cents, lie proceeds: 

The additional estimates herewith submitted for 
the service of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1861, 
including the deficiency caused hy the application 
of $6,208,850.01! to the service of the preceding year, 
will require additional appropriations. For civil 
list, foreign intercourse, and miscellaneous objects. 
$831,406.00; forthe Interior Department, $431,626.75; 
for the War Department, $186,296,307.10; for the 
Navy Department, $30,609,520.20; in the aggregate 
$217,168,850 15. In addition to these demands upon 
the treasury, it will he neoesRary to provide for the 
redemption of the treasury notes due and maturing, 
to the amount of $12,639,861.64, and for the payment 
of the inter Ht on the public debt, to be created du¬ 
ring the year, which, computed for the average of 
the six months, may he estimated at $9,000,000. 
After further figuring, the Secretary says the whole 
amount required for the fiscal year of 1862 may 
therefore In*, stated at $318,519,581.87. 

On the third branch—viz., the Ways and Means— 
the Secretary says:—To provide the large sums re¬ 
quired for ordinary expenditure and by lhe existing 
emergency, it. is quite apparent duties on imports, 
the chief resources for ordinary disbursements, will 
not be adequate. 

The deli»'ienry of revenue, whether from imports 
or other sources, must necessarily be supplied from 
loans, and the problem to he solved is that of so 
proportioning the former to the latter, and so adjust¬ 
ing the details of both, that the whole amount needed 
may be obtained with certainty, with due economy, 
with the least possible inconvenience, and with the 
greatest possible incidental benefit to the people. 

The Secretary has given to this important subject 
the host, consideration which the urgency of his 
varied public duties lias allowed, and now suhmits to 
the consideration of Congress, with groat deference 
and no little distrust of his own judgment, the con¬ 
clusions to which lie has arrived. He is of the 
opinion that $80,000,000 should be provided by taxa¬ 
tion, and that 8240,00(1,000 should be sought through 
loans. It will hardly he disputed that in every sound 
system of finance, adequate provision by taxation 
forthe prompt diseharge of all ordinary demands, 
for the punctual payment of the Interest on loans, 
and for the creation of a gradually increasing fund 
for the redemption of the principal, is indispensable. 
Public credit cun only be created by public faith, 
and public faith can only be maintained by an eco¬ 
nomical, energetic and prudent administration of 
public affairs, and by the prompt and punctual ful¬ 
fillment of every public obligation. 

War.—Secretary Cameron observes:—The com¬ 
manding officers of the regiments in the volunteer 
service, both for the three months’ service ami for 
the war, have in many instances not yet furnished 
the department with the. muster rolls of their regi¬ 
ments. For the want of these returns, it is impossi¬ 
ble to present as accurate an enumeration of the 
volunteer force accepted and in the field, as could bo 
desired. Under the proclamation issued by you on 
the 16H) of April last, the Governors of different 
States were called upon to detach from the militia 
under their command a certain quota, to serve as 
infautry or riflemi-.it t,,r the period of three months, 
unless sooner discharged. The cull so made 
amounted in the aggregate to ninety-four regiments, 
making 73.301 officers and men. Of the 'fates 
called up m, the Governors of Virginia, North Caro¬ 
lina, Tennessee, Arkansas, Kentucky and Missouri 
peremptorily refused to comply with the require¬ 
ments made by the department. ' All the other States 
promptly furnished tlie number required of them, 
except Maryland, whose Governor, though manifest¬ 
ing entire readiness to comply, was preveutod from 
so doing by the onthreak at Baltimore. 

In the State of Virginia, Delaware and Missouri, 
notwithstanding the positive refusal of their execu¬ 
tive officers to co-operate with the Government, 
patriotic citizens voluntarily united tugetbe.r, ami 
organized regiments for the Govennueut service. 
Delaware and Virginia furnished each a regiment, 
both of which are on duty in the field. In a similar 
patriotic spirit, the loyal people of Missouri raised a 
force of 11,445 officer' and meu, making, in round 
number*, twelve organized regimeuts, to sustain the 
Government and put down rebellion in that State. 
And so, al6o, the citizens of the District of Colum¬ 
bia, emulating these honorable examples, furnished 

Total force now at command of (.overnineot.3)0 non 
Deduct the three months’ volunteer* . - 80,000 
Force for servieo after the withdrawal of the three 

months’ men-- -- 230,000 

It will thus bo perceived that after the discharge 
of the three months troops, there will he still, an 
available force of volunteers amounting to 188,000, 
which, added to the regular army, will constitute a 
total force of 230,000 officers and men. It Will he 
for Congress to determine whether this army shall 
a^tliis time he increased by the addition of a still 
larger volunteer force. 

The extraordinary exigencies which have called 
this great army into being, have rendered necessary, 
also, a very considerable augmentation of the regular 
arm of the service. The demoralisation of the regu¬ 
lar army, caused by the treasonable conduct of many 
of its commanding officers, the distant posts at which 
the greater part of the troops were stationed, and 
the unexampled rapidity of the spread of the rebel¬ 
lion, convinced those high in command In the service, 
as well as this department, that an increase of the 
regular army was indispensable. The subject was 
accordingly brought to your attention, and, after 
careful examination, an increase was authorized by 
your proclamation issued on the 4tb of May last. 

Tills increase consists of one fegimentof cavalry, 
of twelve companies, numbering, in lhe maximum 
aggregate, 1,189 officers and men; one regiment of 
artillery, of twelve batteries, of six pieces each, 
numbering, in the maximum aggregate, 1,000 officers 
and men, nine regiments of infantry, each regiment 
containing three battalions ot eight companies each, 
numbering, in the maximum aggregate, 6,452 officers 
and men—making a maximum increase of infantry 
of 22,008 officers and men. 

In the enlistment of men to fill the additional rcg:- 
menls of the regular army, I would recommend that 
the term of enlistment be made three years, to cor¬ 
respond with the call of May 4th, for volunteers; 
and that to all who Bliall receive an honorable dis¬ 
charge at the close of their term of service, a bounty 
of one hundred dollars shall be given. 

officers or the Navy have resigned their commissions chas. S. Foster claiming his election as a Represen- 
or been dismissed from the service. This diminution ... . , . , „ „ 
Of officers, at a lime when the force was greatly tative from the first, district of North Carolina. Re- 
etilarged, and when the whole naval armament of ferred to the Committee on Elections. 

the country was put in requisition, liag compelled Mr. B„rnett 0f Ry., offered a resolution which was 
the department to send many of our public vessels ... ,,, ... „ , 
to sea without a foil complement of officers. To Copied, calling on the Secretary of War to furnish 
some extent thi- deficiency has been supplied by the several reports made from Gen. Harvey, lately 
gentlemen formerly conflicted with the Navy, who connected with the forces in Missouri. 
hud retired to civil pursuits in peaceable time, hut __ . , .. ... ,Tr . . __ ,. 
who, in the spirit of true patriotism, came promptly U was amended on motion of Mr. Washburoe, of 
forward in the hour of their country’s peril and Me., by adding the words, “if consistent with the 
made voluntary tender of their services to sustain public interests.’’ 
the flag and the country, -— 

Congress — Efctrn Session. 

Senate.— Mr. Fessenden, from the Committee 

on Finance, reported the House bill, for the payment 

of the militia and volunteers, with an amendment, 

making an appropriation of five and three quarter 

millions of dollars. The amendment was agreed to, 

and the hill passed. 

Mr. Clark, of N. H., called up the resolution offered 

yesterday, in regard to the expulsion of Mason, Hun¬ 

ter, Clingmun, Bragg, Chestnut, Nicholson, Sebastian, 

Mitchell, Hemphill, and Wigfall, being those Sena¬ 

tors who had not made their appearance, and who 

vacated their seats at the last session. 

Mr. Latham, of Cal,, said lie should not vote for 

expulsion. He would vote to have the names stricken 

from the roll, find their seats declared vacant. He 

knew that, one of these Senators was not In favor of 

secession, but he thought be had no right to remain 

in his seat after the return of his State. He moved 

to strike out the word expelled. The amendment of 

Mr. Latham was disagreed to. Ayes, 11; nay, 32. 

The resolution was then passed; ayes, 32; nays, 11. 

Mr. Johuson, of Tenn., presented the credentials 

of the Senators elect in Virginia — W. B. Wiley In 

place of Mr. Mason, and J. S. Carlisle in place of Mr. 

Hunter. Mr. Johuson said that he looked upon it as 

a favorable omen for the return of the old Dominion 

The Western War Department. 

The news from the West is very ex-citing, and 

must be grateful to all Union men. Lieut. Torkins, 

Col. Seigel’s adjutant, and bearer of dispatches to 

Col. Harding, at the St. Louis arsenal, gives the fol- 

were utterly routed hy the Union troops under 

Major General McClellan. The following dispatch 

was received at the head-quarters of the army jn 

Washington: 

Head-qcarters Dep’t of Ohio, > 
Richmond Mountain, Va., 9 A. M, July 12. \ 

Col. E. J). Townsend t 

We sre in possession of all the enemy’s arms, up to 
a point on the right of Beverly. T have taken all his 
guns, and a very large amount of wagons, tents, Ac.,— 
everything he had. A large number of prisoners 
were taken, many of whom were mounted. Tbev 
loJt many killed. We have lost, in all, perhaps 
20 killed and 50 wounded, of whom all hut two or 
three were in the column under Roseukranz, which 
turned the position, but the mass of the enemy 
escaped through the woods entirely disorganize! 
Among the prisoners was Dr. Taylor, formerly of the 
army. Col. Peyson was in command. 

Col. Rosenkranz's command left camp yesterday 
morning and marched some eight miles through the 
mountains, reaching the turnpike two or three miles 
in rear of the enemy, defeating an advanced post and 
taking a couple of guns. 

I had a position ready for twelve guns near the 
main camp, and as the guns were moving I ascer¬ 
tained that the enemy retreated. T am now pushing 
on to Beverly, a part of Col. Itosenkrantz’s troops 
being now within three miles of it. Our success is 
complete and about bloodless. 1 doubt whether 
Wise and Johnson will unite and overpower me 
The behavior of the troops in the action and toward 
the prisoners was admirable. 

[Signed] R. B. McClellan, 
Major General Commanding. 

The following paragraph comprises the details of 

this battle:—About three A. M., Gen. Roseukranz, 

with a portion of the Stb, 10th, 13th, and 19th Ohio 

lowing additional particulars of the battle near '’regiments, left this place, and after a very difficult 

The mounted troops of the oM army consist of to this body 
five regiments, with a maximum aggregate of 4,460 
men. Not more than one-fourth of these troops are 
available for service at the seat ol war. At least 

Mr. Bayard protested against the admission of these 

gentlemen as Senators in place of Senators whose 

tJT^me^ofLuiioSr are n n a vail able, be in g terms of office had not expired. He thought a very 
stationed on the Western coast and in the Florida grave question was involved. He moved to refer the 
forts. credentials to the Committee on Judiciary before ad- 

Tbe increase of infantry is comparatively large, 
but this arm of the service is that which the Gencral- 
io-Chief recommended as being most efficient. 

The reports of the chiefs of the different bureaus 
of this department, which arc herewith submitted, 
present the estimates ot the probable amount of ap¬ 
propriations required, in addition to those already 
made for the year ending June 30, 1861, for the force 
now in the field, or which has been accepted and will 
be in service within the next twenty days, as follows: 

Quartermaster's Department..$ 70.289.2u0 21 
Nubsistenco Department__-. 27.278.781 50 
Ordnance Department.____ 7 468,172 (Ml 
lJa,y Department........ 67.845.4u2 48 
Adjutant General's Department_  ... 408.DUO 00 
Engineer Department .._... 686,000 00 
Topographical Engineer Department. 60.000 (XI 
Surgeon General's Department.. . 1,271,841 00 
Due States which have made advances for 

troops .  - 10,000,000 00 

Total ....... .$185,296,397 10 

Navy.—Secretary Welles, speaking of the number 
of vessels iu the Navy, says the total on the 4th of 
March was ninety, carrying, or designed to carry, 
about 2,413 guns. Excluding vessels on the stocks, 
those unfinished, those used as stationary store-ships 
and receiving ships, and those considered inexpedi¬ 
ent to repfiir, the available force was: 

Gun*. 
1 8blp-of-tbe-line ....... 84 
8 Frigates....— 400 

20 Sloops ...._    406 
3 Brigs.............._  16 
3 Storeahipa .....   7 
6 Steam frigate* _   212 
6 first-class steam sloops...  9(1 
4 First-class side-wheel steamers. 46 
8 Second class steam sloops... .♦_   45 
ft Third-class screw steamer*..    28 
4 Second-class side-wheel steamers.. 8 
2Steam tenders........ 4 

Of this force the following were in commission, 
the remainder being in ordinary, dismantled, Ac.: 

Guns, 
2 Frigates..   100 

11 Sloops. ... ...232 
3 Star,-ships _   7 
1 Screw frigate______....__ 12 
6 Firet-claa* Bteatn sloops..  90 
3 Side-wheel steamer*..  35 
8 Second class steam sloops.    45 
5 Third class screw steamers. 28 
3 Side-wheel steamers_    5 
1 Steam tender..  1 

These vessels had a complement, exclusive of offi¬ 
cers and marin.es, of about 7,600 men, and nearly all 
of them were on foreign stations. The home squad¬ 
ron consisted of twelve vessels, carrying 187 guns 
and about. 2,00ft men. Of this squadron, only four 
small vessels, carrying 25 guns and about 280 men, 
were in North* rn ports. , . mess(1_R 

Of the 69 vessel-*, carrying 1,346 guns, hereinbefore d ‘ ‘ ' _ 
mentioned as available* for service on the 4th of Resolution was amended at the instance of Mr. 
March last, the sloop Levant ha- been given up as Vallandinghani, so as to call for a report in relation 
lost in the Pacific; the steamer f ulvou was seized at t(J suspension 0f the writ ot habeas corpus. 
Pensacola: and one frigate, two sloops and one brig 1 
were burned at Norfolk, These vessels carried 172 Oil motion of Mr. Blair the House went in Com- 
guns. The other vessels destroyed at Norfolk were mittee of Whole on the hill to authorize the employ* 

en7adiiabSt“Sfuand iUClU(k'd l" U,e mentof volunteers to aid in suppressing rebellion 

‘ThcseTossesIeftat the disposal of the department ««d defending tho United States. The President is 
62 vessels, carrying 1,174 guns, all of which are now, authorized, hy the hill, to accept service of voluu- 
or soon will be, in commission, with the exception teers, either cavalry or infantry, as he may deem 

H)e . proper, to the number of 500,000, and to pay expen- 

Vermontj ship-of the-line...84 seg 0f same, $500,000,000 are appropriated. 

Mr-Allen desired to amend so as to limit the ac- 
.Tohn Hancock, steam tender, at Sau Francisco. 3 ceptance of volunteers to One year, believing that 

There have been recently added to the navy, by the rebellion can be put down in less than three years, 
purchase, 12 steamers, carrying from 2 to 9 guns Mr. Diven offered an amendment that the officers 

iris’ srjsstas* .t. iz:»*• - * «*» * «* ■»«. 
each. Hy these additions the naval force iu com- he selected from persons educated at W est Point, or 
mission has been increased to s2 vessels, carrying from persons who have served in the regular army 
upward of 1 100 guns, and with a niniino cofflple- not less than five years, 
ment of about 13,000 men, exclusive ol officers and ' ^ 
marines. There are also several steamboats and 3 he bill was subsequently reported to the House, 
other small craft which are temporarily in the service when the amendments were concurred in, including 

of the department. the following proposition by Mr. Colfax:—All letters 
The squadron on the Atlantic coast, under the ... . 

command «f Flag-officer S. H. Btringham, consists wntten b>’ 8oldiers be transmuted through the 
of 22 vessels, 296 guns and 3,800 men. mails without pre-payment of postage, under such 

The squadron iu the Gulf, under the command of circumstances as the Postmaster-General may pre- 

ministej-ing the oath. A long discussion followed, 

in which various Senators participated. A vote be¬ 

ing finally taken, the motion was disagreei! to, hy 

ayes 5, nays 35. The new Virginia Senators were 

t.lieD sworn'in annd suppressed applause, breaking 

forth sh they took the oath. 

The loan bill was then taken up and several amend¬ 

ments from the committee on finance adopted. 

The bill to increase the present military establish¬ 

ment was then taken up. 

Mr. King offered an amendment that within six 

months after the insurrection shall be suppressed, 

the army he restored to what it was by the act of May, 

1801. Agreed to. 

Also that the President cause officers and privates 

to be discharged, so as to reduce the army in accord¬ 

ance. The previous amendment was agreed to. 

On motion of Mr. Wilson, the bill for the better 

organization of military establishment, was taken up. 

An amendment was passed providing for the support 

of a Military Academy, to be selected from the army 

Topographical and Ordnance force. 

An amendment was adopted increasing the army 

rations, providing for 22 ozs. of bread or flour, instead 

Carthage, Mo. State troops were posted on a ridge, 

in a prairie, with five pieces of artillery, one twelve 

pounder in the center, two six pounders on the right 

and left, cavalry on each flank, and Infantry in the 

rear. The artillery of Col. Beigel, approached with¬ 

in 800 yards, with four cannon in the center, a body 

of Infantry, aud a six pounder under Lieut. Col. 

Hasserdan on the left. Col. Sullivan’s command 

with a six pounder on the right, and a body of in¬ 

fantry behind the center artillery. 

Col. Siegel's left opened fire with Shrapnell, and 

soon the engagement became general. The rebels 

bad no grape, and their artillery service being poor, 

the balls flew over the heads of the federal troops. 

After two hours firing the enemy's artillery waB 

entirely silenced and their ranks broken. About 

1,500 rebel cavalry then attempted to outflank Siegel 

and cut off his baggage train, which was three miles 

hack, when a retrogade movement was ordered. The 

train was reached iti good order, surrounded by 

infantry and artillery and the retreat of United States 

troops continued until a point was reached where the 

road passed through a high bluff on each side, where 

the enemy’s cavalry wero posted in large numbers. 

By a feint, as if intending to pass around the bluff, 

Beigel drew the cavalry in a soild body Into the 

wood, at a distance of 160 yards from his position, 

when by a rapid movement of his artillery, he fired 

a heavy cross fire of canister into their ranks, at the 

same time the infantry charged at a double quick, 

and in ten minutes the Rtate troops scattered in every 

direction. Eighty-five riderless horses were captured, 

and 65 Sharpe guns and a number of revolvers and 

bowie knives were picked tip from the ground. 

Col. Seigel did not surround Carthage as hereto¬ 

fore reported, but attempted to reach a piece of 

woods north of the town, and after two hours desper¬ 

ate figbtiug, in which all forces on both sides were 

engaged, and in which Lieut. Torkin thinks the 

enemy lost nearly 200 killed, he succeeded in doing 

so, and the enemy retired to Carthage, and Biegcl 

fell back on Larcoxic, where be forwarded next day 

to Mount Vernon. Lieut. Torkins left on the evening 

of the 7tli, and rode to Rolla, 153 miles in 29 hours. 

He met Gen. Sweeney’s command five miles, and Col. 

Brown’s 16 miles from Mount Vernon, pressing for¬ 

ward to reinforce Siegel. 

About two o’clock on the 11th the camp of United 

States troops under Col. Smith of 18th Illinois, near 

Monroe, stationed some 30 miles west of Hannibal, 

embracing 300 of the Iowa 3d regiment, 300 Illinois 

of 18; one pound of hard bread, fresh beef instead of 10tb, aud about 100 Hannibal Home Guards, were 

salt, when required, beans and rice, potatoes, when 

practicable, three times a week. 

The amendment to increase the salary of chaplains 

led to considerable discussion, hut passed. The bill 

was then passed — yeas 35, nays 5. 

House — The Committee of the Whole, on the 

State of the Union, also reported a hill to provide for 

the payment of the militia and volunteers called into 

the service of the United States by the proclamation 

of the President, of April 18th, 1861, from the time 

they were called into service till the 30th of June.— 

Passed. 

On motion of Mr. Cox, it was 

Resolved, That the President of the United States, 
if compatible with the public service, communicate 
to this House any correspondence which onr Govern¬ 
ment has had with the Government of Spain with 
reference to the incorporation of the Dominican ter¬ 
ritory with the Spanish Monarchy, u id what protest, 
if any, our Government has made against the insolent 
and aggressive condui t of the Spanish Government. 

On motion of Mr. Olin a resolution was adopted 

requesting the Attorney General to lay before the 

attacked by 1,600 rebels under command of Brigadier- 

General Harris. Although the Federal troops were 

surprised, they repelled the attack and drove the 

rebels back, killing four and wounding several, and 

capturing five prisoners and seven horses. General 

Harris retreated to Monroe, where another skirmish 

Occurred, in which the rebels were again repulsed. 

Col. Smith then took up a position and sent a mess¬ 

age for reinforcements. In response thereto 300 

mounted men were immediately sent forward. On 

arriving at Monroe they formed a junction with Col. 

Smith's force, who had entrenched themselves in the 

Academy buildings. The rebels, 1,200 strong, were 

grouped around over the praitie out of the reach of 

Col. Smith's rifles. They had two pieces of artillery 

which were brought to bear, but the distance was so 

great that their balls were almost spent before they 

reached our lines, Col. Smith's artillery of greater 

range did considerable execution. The order of 

battle being given, the rebels were attacked front and 

rear aud completely routed. The Illinois cavalry 

under Gov. Wood fell upon them, taking seventy-five 

House a copy of his opinion referred to in the Presi- prisoners, one gun, and a large number of horses. 

Flag-ollker William Merviue, consists of 21 vessels, 
582 guDB and 3,500 men. 

Additions have been made to each of the squadrons 
of two or three small vessels that have been captured 

B. Phelps, concentrated at Springfield. The last 

heard ot the State forces they were in Creortio, going 

South. Communication with Arkansas being open, 

in consequence Col. Seigel has fallen hack on Mt. 

Vernon. 

Large numbers of Arkansas troops under Ben. Me- 

Clullogh, were engaged against Seigel in tbe battle 

near Carthage. Gov. Jackson and Gen. Price were 

present, but took no active part. Geu. Raines was 

killed. The federal loss was ten killed and forty- 

three wounded, and four missing. The rebels state 

their loss at seven hundred killed. The guard of one 

march of seven or eight mile®, cutting a road through 

the woods, succeeded in surrounding the enemy, 

upward of 2,00ft in number, about three o’clock P. M, 

A desperate fight immediately ensued for an lionr 

and a half, resulting in the losa of sixty to the enemy 

in killed, and large numbers wounded and prisoners, 

some of the latter being officers. They retreated 

precipitately, leaving behind six cannon, and a large 

number of horses, all their camp equipage, wagons, 

Ac. We lost twenty killed and forty wounded, among 

the latter, G’apt. Mather, of the loth Indiana regiment. 

Reports from Fairfax Court, House indicate a grad¬ 

ual withdrawal of Confederate forces. A few men 

from that vicinity report that the pickets which have 

hitherto extended two miles outside of Fairfax were 

withdrawing on the 11th List. 

Col. Thomas Taylor of the rebel army, came into 

Col. Tyler’s camp on the 8th inet, with a flag of 

truce. He was sent to head-quarters hy General Mc¬ 

Dowell. Col. Taylor brought dispatches for Presi¬ 

dent Lincoln. A Cabinet meeting was held at once, 

and consultations were had during the evening with 

Gen. Scott. The subject of the dispatches is of 

course unknown; but Col. Taylor li ft unsatisfied. 

Among the most important information obtained 

from the rebels is, that there has been a severe quarrel 

between General Lee, Letcher, Gov. Wise, Major 

Magruder, and Roger A. Pryor. Jeff. Davis was 

called in to settle the matter, and laid Gen. Lee on 

the shelf. This enraged Letcher, who is still inactive 

and indifferent to the success of the rebels. This 
information tends to confirm previous dispatclics 

that Gen. Lee had left the rebels and is now in 

Western Virginia. Jeff. Davis did not only snub 

Gen. Lee, but against the protest of Gov. Letcher. 

Magruder was detailed to command the rebel forces 
in Western Virginia—and Beauregard was assigned 

the command at Manassas. What was done with 

Pryor, the notorious liar and libeller, remains to be 

seen. To this date he don't turn np. 

On Sunday week, while tbe U. 8. vessels Freeborn, 

Resolute, Pawnee, and Pocahontas, were at Acquia 

Creek, two large oil tanks were discovered floating 

down the creek with the ebb tide. When within a 

quarter of a mile, a boat was sent from the Pawnee 

to reeonnoiter them. It was discovered they were 

infernal machines. One struck the Resolute, became 

detached from its buoy and sank. The other careened 

over and the fuse put oat by dipping in the water. 

The latter was hauled on hoard the Pawnee. It had 

a cylinder made of holler iron five feet long and 

eighteen inches in diameter, filled with all sorts of 

destructive elements, designed to blow the Pawnee 

squadron to atoms. The machines weighed about 

four hundred pounds. Connecting the cylinder with 

the cask or buoy, which was full of a coil of slow 

match, was au India rubber coated fuse. The ma¬ 

chine looks devilish. The Freeborn brought it out 

to the Washington Navy Yard, where it attracts 

great attention. 

The telegraph this (Monday) morning brings intel¬ 

ligence of a decided victory on the part of the U. S. 

forces under General McClellan, over 10,000 rebels, 

under General Garnett. The following dispatch, 

received at the army bead-quarters from General 

McClellan, is explanatory of the movement: 

Beverly, July 13. 

To Col. E. D. Townsend, Washington, J). C. 

“The success of to-day is all that I could desire. 
We captured six brass cannon, of which one i® rifled, 
and all the enemy's camp equipage and transporta¬ 
tion, even to his’cups. The number of tents w... 
probaflly reach 200, and more than 60 wagons. I heir 
killed and wounded will amount to 150, with at least 
100 prisoners, and more coming iu constantly. I 
know already of ten officer* killed and prisoners. 
Their retreat was complete. 1 occupied Beverly hy 
a rapid movement. Garnett abandoned his camp 
early this A. M., leaving much of his equipage. 
He came within a few miles of Beverly, hut our rapid 
movement turned him back in great confusion, and 
he is now retreating on the road to St George. 

General Morris is to follow him up closely. I 
have telegraphed for the 2d Pennsylvania regiment, 
at Cumberland, to join Gen. Hill, at Powleshurgll. 
The General is concentrating all his troops there, and 
will cut off' Garnett's retreat near West Union, or 
if possible at St. George. 1 may say we have dnven 
out some 10,000 troops strongly entrenched, with a 
loss of U killed and 35 wounded. 

Provision returns found here show Garnett s force 
to have been 10,000 men. They were Eastern \ ir- 
mniuni ftenrit|miik TenTir.s. and I think C Rio- 

Twenty or thirty of the enemy* were killed, but nut a a rapid movement. Garnett abandoned his camp 

man of the Federal force, although several were early this A. M., leaving much ot his equip^n6* 
i i j m a, He came within a few miles ol Beverly, but our lapiu 

severely wounded. The commander of the rebels, movement turuea him bllck irt great confusion, and 

Gen. Harris, was forced to abandon his horses and jH now retreating on the road to SL George, 
take to the woods. General Morris is to follow him up closely, t 

....... have telegraphed for the 2d Pennsylvania reg'ment, 
The telegraph from St. Louis on the 14th, gives us ftt Cumberland, to join Gen. Hill, at Puwlesburgl). 

additional particulars of the battle near Carthage, The General is concentrating all his troops there, and 

Mo., reported above. It says:—Capt. Smith from W>N out °ff Garnett’s retreat near Meat ^ 
c • « .P1 i uii * . . . it' possible at Bt. George. I may *av we have driven 
Spnugfield, on Thursday, reached here to-night, and QU» some 10j(|00 tro0pj, strongly entrenched, with a 

reports a messenger arrived there that morning.with joss r,t jj. killed and 35 wounded, 
intelligence that. Gen. Lyon’s commaud would reach Provision returns found here show (,ar,neit s 

Springfield that day. The entire federal force, com- IWsaewS, and* 1 ‘think Caro- 
prising commands under Gen. Sweeney, Col. Leights, iinjftns> To morrow I can give full details as to 

Solomon, Brown, and 4,000 Home Guards, finder J. prisoners, &e. I trust that General Cox has by this 
llllinun. .is..- - , .. .1.:,, 
prisoners, &c. I trust that General Fox has by this 
time driven Wise out of Kanawba Valley. la that 
case I shall have accomplished the object of liber¬ 
ating Western Virginia. . 

1 hope the General-in-Chief will approve my 
operations. [Signed] G. B. McClellan. 

Dep b, Ohio. 

Ten commissioned rebel offices were killed arid 

captured, including Captains Skepwith and --angel ol 

the U. S. A.; Captains Irwiu and Brunswick an 
dangerously wounded. Drs. Tyler and V alb, late of 

the U. B. A., are prisoners. Some Georgians and 

South Carolinians are among the dead, hut they -o'- 

mostly Eastern Virginians. On the morniug ’*ie 

scribe. The postage to be paid by the recipient. The 

bill passed. 

hundred and twenty men left at Neosho by Seigel 14th infit., Col. Pegran, commanding Kick Mountain 

previous to the battle were taken prisoners by a large sent a letter to Gen. McClellan, ofleiing to .um-i 
* . « __.1 ,, VI inner* 

11 u, , IV uu VMV w I, v- w— — — - j--— —- J — C — 

The opinion of the Attorney-General, on questions force of Arkansas troops and a proposition was made himself and command of GOO rneD, and the pris 



were marched in to-day. They are much reduced by 

hunger. 
Another dispatch, confirming the surrender of 

Col. Pegran's command, has been received at head¬ 

quarters: 
Beverly, July 14. 

To Col. E. D. Townsend, Washington, D. C. 

I have received from Col. Pegran and his officers 
propositions for the surrender of his command, say 
600 men. They are said to be extremely penitent— 
never again to take up arms against the General Gov¬ 
ernment. I shall have near nine hundred or one 
thousand prisoners to take care of when Col. Pegran 
comes in. The latest accounts make the loss of the 
rebels killed some ISO. G. B. McClellan. 

Forty-five men of Col. Bendix’s regiment started 
from Newport News, witbont. leave. They were sur¬ 
prised a few miles from the camp by a large force of 
foot and horse of the Confederates. One is known 
to have been killed and some wounded. Twelvo of 
them fell into the bands of the rebels. On the return 
of those who escaped, seven companies were sent out, 
but have net been beard from, 
Newport News to inquire into the matter. 

®l)e Jferos Condenser Jilcirkcte, Commerce, &r i i,Hi ’i i ’T 11 ,At market 000 Beeves, 85 Stores I, WO Sheep and Lambs, and 3,600 Swine 

d«.Ksrtbwt w:kExtra> *6-75; **«>: sec<>“d 

^^:^oon- '*■ 
VKAI. Calves 68. SI.,.-, 

$l$k»»Heneh! ~Non* tw" /ears old. $16@17; three years old, 

' ilines 4'iv-6>9n Tallow. 6e. 
CALK SKINS, 

fift'AV'1' AV1> — $LJS@1.S0; extra and selections, 62, $4. 

pelts— Sfic.,1 $1.00. 
Swi.xK -Stores, wholesale. MT-c . retail. «n7c - rat hogs 

tail! lO^lOe ’ fo<1, now ' 8prin* P'«». wholesale. 8c; re-' 

Yirginia was settled in 1607, and unsettled in 1861. 

Street railways will shortly be introduced in Copenhagen. 

The Connecticut Legislature adjourned sine die on the 

Knriil New-Yorker Office, ; 
HooiiKsrKn. July 17. 1861. ] 

Flour is without change in rates. 

«n»ln — Wheat remains at last quotations. Corn is in a little 
better demand, and our range is 2 cents per bushel higher 
Oats are still drooping, and vary from 22qV25cts. 

Provision# Pork is falling off, the reduction for the week 
equalling so cents on mess, and 50 cents to $1.00 per barrel on 

clear. Beef is declining, flOdi fi 30 being the extremes. Lambs 
have lost 25 cents per head. Mutton is worth only 5 ■ ll, cents 
per pound 

nntry. Aw.— Butter is still on the decline, Cheese ditto 
Hide* and SLtns — There is a general reduction in this de¬ 

partment which those interested will observe. 

Wool moves olT slowly, those who can hold to the clip are 
doing so, and ns a consequence, hut small parcels are offered tu 
market. 

KOCI1F.8TFH WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Flol'R ant> Grain. Eggs dozen. 1(XS)1 lc 
Flour, winter wheat,$5.o0(a'6.50 Honey, bojt., ' ]■>.;, ,1.7 
Hour, spring do. 4.«.©&.« Candles, box ..... loCSrie 
Flour, buckwheat.. ioof^Miq Candles, extra .. |i„ a 
Meal, lodlSD... Havana Em-IT AVI. Boots 
Wheak&eneaee ... Miiffli 25 Apples, bushel. . ao 
Best white Canada. 3U Apples, dried fl lb 2 'Lc 
Corn, old. iWa)40c Peaches, do. .. iJtejij? 
Corn, new....... .. 38,i me. Cherries, do. JSiSiac 
Rve, 60 tbs. f) bush. JtXiuSOc Plums, do. ro i.Sc 
Oats, by weight.- 22,2‘c Potatoes. . 2A/j)3*s 
Barley---. BOitsoc Hunts and Skins. 
Buckwheat. 33 ;5 10c. Slaughle,. Bg, 
Beans...l.UUt,1:1.25 Calf.. 

j vuviti larv,--, I'liP.ANH: rVfYTI 
P BARTLETT'S D if CHINO PLOW, the cheapest 

ever ottered to the public. Price 620. Orders for Plows 
attended to. F arm, Town, County, and state rights ri 
reasonable terms. Address 
5!M-26t A. J. BARTLETT. Romulns. Seneca Co. 

— There was an immense conflagration in Boston, on the 
4th. 

— The postal system of the Confederacy does not work 
well. 

— A Mrs. Cleveland recently died in Skaneateles, N. Y., 
aged 104. 

— On the first of the year, there wore 107,572 miners in 
Australia. 

— A Miss Giles read the Declaration on the 4th at Lewis¬ 
ton, Maine. 

— At least twenty thousand guns were brought by the 

Hamtr.onia. 

— Mr. Bentley, the celebrated London publisher, has failed 

for $133,000. • 

— The steamer Northern Light brought $811,000 in Cali¬ 

fornia treasure. 

— One of the shell* fired by the rebels at Great Bethel was 
filled with rice! 

— Mr. Wm. B. West, of Wisconsin, has been appointed 
Consul to Galway. 

— It is believed that the duration of the Extra Session will 
not exceed two weeks. 

— The Qupen of Spain is the last of the Bourbon family 
that sits upon a throne. 

— The steamship Great Eastern has again arrived out, this 
time landing at Quebec. 

— The value of the contraband negroes held by the Federal 
troops is over $1,000,000, 

— It is stated that a recruiting office for the rebel army has 

been opened In Louisville. 

— The proposals for the Massachusetts loan of one million 
dollars are quite gratifying. 

— Ira Gould ft Son, of Montreal, offer to take, at par, 
*1,000,000 of the IT. S. loan. 

— One express company took five tnns of strawberries Into 
New York on Tuesday week. 

— A medal worth $100 has been presented to Col. Ander¬ 

son, by citizen* of New York. 

— A large fire occurred at East Albany, on the 5th, destroy¬ 

ing $500,000 worth of property. 

— A rumor was in circulation last week that the rebels had 

raised the seige at Fort Pickens. 

— A large fire occurred in Milwaukee, on the 4th, destroy¬ 

ing *100,000 worth of property. 

— Forty prizes have been taken in Hampton Roads since 

the blockade, valued at $1,000,000. 

— The Missiouri State Convention has been notified to con¬ 

vene at Jefferson City on the 22d inst. 

— In Ireland, agriculturists seem to be in excellent hopes 

at the aspect of the crops and pasture. 

— A very large portion of tbo troops belonging to the 
federal forces in Missouri are Germans. 

— At the Pittsburgh arsenal, 60,000 Minie rifle bullets and 

70,000 cartridges are made every 24 hours. 

— Major Gen. Fremont takes command of the Western 

Department, with headquarters at St Louis. 

— It is stated that the Czar of Russia will visit the Empe. 

ror of France this season, at Chaion's Camp. 

A royal decree admits cotton at much lower duties into 

Spain, from September noxt to January 1862. 

— Attorney General Rates maintains the right of the 

President to suspend the writ of habeas corpus. 

— Miss Anna n. Johoston, of Mncednn, N. Y., recently 

fell dead while arranging her hair hefore a glass. 

— Three thousand muskets were made in Springfield, Mass., 

in June. Thirty-five hundred will be finished in July. 

— A Mr. Sims and his wife were burned to death at Scran¬ 

ton, Pa., on the 3d, by the explosion of a Kerosene lamp, 

— There are now 500 females employed by the Govern 

ment, in Cincinnati, In the manufacture of tents for the army. 

— Lindsay, C. W., was almost totally destroyed by (Ire on 

the 5 th init. More than one hundred houses were consumed. 

— The Cincinnati Gazette is credibly Informed that 16,000 

pistols have been sold in that city within the past five weeks. 

— Over 1,150 hymns have been forwarded to the committee 

at New York to compete for the proposed national prize of 
*500. 

— The Boston Traveler learns from a Southern gentleman 

that Jeff. Davis is investing all his mennB in the English 

THE WOOL. MARKETS. 
\FAV YORK, July IS. -We have nothing to report this week 

altering in any .shape our remarks of lent week The market i„ 
vet without an v animation, and so must continue till there is '* 
general revival in husme.Hs, or till nmre Wool for arm v goods ia 
ivnnt.M here has been wry little Word soldrecentlyTo? 
these goods, as the mill* have had large supplies and are not at 
Huh time in the market In the eve, t of a long war. them will 
probably la, large additional orders for good* when a demand 
must spring on again lor the raw material. Th„ ' 
turns made, this week have I ,. ' 
tlcular* of which have not transpired, 
wool has ehanitvd hands from one de 
tint transpired —but supposed to be 
from cost. 
2U@30e I 

., few transac- 
>een with the trade chielle the pur- 

neni,.uii v quantity of old fleuqo 
-r to another, on teims 

„ . .. .-.j-—-.v ft considerable decline 
Reports horn the country are in -Una'l lots m .o.out 
.rtnera generally decline selling. In Foreign Wool* 

we only hear id a sale of a) bales washed Smyrna at 26c, 
American Saxony Fleece "c) tb. 'laa in 
American full blond Merino..’16(5 17 
American half and three-quarter Mood Merino’‘’'«aCVl 
Native nod ope-fourth Mori no. ' ’SjSsm 
Extra, fulled. . aJsSs? 
Superfine. Pulled. .sia 'u 

California, fine, unwashed. * rv,'7,; 
California, cotpmun do. . .m„ 7x 
Peru vlan, w as hod..I fv, >30 
V al pat also, no washed...Uin, i •“ 
South American Merino, unwashed. . .-m 

i»o. do. Mestizo, do .r::::.!*,y,a* 
i»o. do. common, wiumea. 
Do. do. j? fit re Rios, do.^ 
Do. do. H utre- Rios, utt washed, *** \ko\0 

rJ>0 r, n Conlovn, wished. Capo (food Hope, unwt#ne<l., 

Do. unwashed, ."..I!.'SgS 
3mj i n.y o,o 

Do washed,. ”” iJSil 
Mexican, unwashed,..,.. .10fal2 

llOHTON. July 10 - The demand for fleece and pulled Wool 
bun been moderate during the week, but prices remain wi’l.out 
change, t he sales have been lOO.OUO lb*. Fleece nmat.lv a.v7,i 

tJj"iPhvT^ ni0Mt D'lrahle. and ),ivhte*t Draft. Mower offered 
tor aale. Eomraize* -670, f.'-fijio,! *100each, All are warranted 
eire.l^IV^ft b'st'.inoma1.* of 11mw who liave used thorn, if dm 
aired. Sond for < ireular t<i v»n>r lull doncriptioa. 

Ketchum’s Combined Machine, 
wit’h "roll.’-r" 'Cj.m IniprmeioenlH of guanls, shoe 
with roll, r, biyer with roller, and eyfriui tor the Kuvruusi 

of the MaelfiUs ir1,J 1*1 h/ 8'Viug the nnmlmr or tnn‘MAUuno lor which thoy ai-h wHulofi. 
Address R i. HOWARD, Buffalo, NVY 

( \HIO MOWEK tiMd REAPER. 

Gen. Butler went to 
Colonel 

Bendix was yesterday at Old Point, attending the 
court martial of Co). Allen, which presses slowly. 

Jn addition to the two battles reported above, a 
portion of Gen. McClellan's command, under Gen. 
Morris, attacked the rebels on Sunday and again 
administered severe punishment. The details are as 
follows: 

Gen. Morris' colnmn commenced the pursuit in the 
afternoon. After a terrible forced march through 
rain and mnd over Laurel Mountain, our advance 
came npon the enemy at Carrick's Ford, eight miles 
south of St. George, Tucker county. The rebels 
drew up in line of battle and poured in a raking 
volley on the right of onr column. The Ohio 14th 
Regiment returned a hot fire, lasting twenty minutes. 

Col. Dumont's Indiana 7th Regiment then mude a 
charge upon their battery. The enemy broke and 
ran, crossing the ford to St. George. Gen. Robert S. 
Garnett, while attempting to rally his flying men, was 
struck by a ball passing through his spine and com¬ 
ing out at the right breast. He fell dead on the road. 
Col. Dumont continued the chase two miles. The 
rest bivouacked on the ground. We captured forty 
loaded wagons, one rilled caution, and two stand of 
colors. We killed and wounded many, and took 
more provisions than we can take care of. The 
flight was turned into a disastrous rout. Our loss 
was two killed and two mortally wounded. The 
rebels lost all their tents, camp equipage, horses, 
army chests, clothing. 100 muskets, knapsacks, and 
large quantities of ammunition. They retreated up 
the Horseshoe, hot it is hoped Gen. Hill will meet 
and still further rout them near West Union. 

Gen. Garnett’s remains are at Grafton. They will 
be embalmed and placed at his friends’ disposal. 

The following official dispatch has been received at 
the War Department: 

IltfTTONsvit.i.E, Va., July 15. 
Col. /'. D. Toumsend, Ass’t Adj. Generali 

General Garnett and his forces have been again 
routed, and hi* baggage and one gun taken. Ilis 
army is completely demoralized. 

Gen. Garnett was killed while attempting to rally 
his forces at Garricks Ford, near Rt. George. We have 
completely annihilated the enemy in Western Vir¬ 
ginia. Our total losses were 13 killed, and not. more 
than 40 wounded, while the enemy’s loss ia not far 
from 200 killed, ami the number of prisoners we have 
taken will amount to at least 1,000. We have cap¬ 
tured seven guns in all. A portion of Garnett’s 
forces retreated, but r look for their capture by Gen. 
Hill who is in hot pursuit. The troops that Garnett 
hftil noiler his eommatid aro said to be the crack 
regiment or Eastern Kentucky, and Kasiern Virginia, 
aided by Georgian*, Tennesseeans, and Garolinlans. 
Our success is complete, and 1 firmly helieve that 
secession is killed in this section of country, 

[Signed J (j. B. MoClbllan, 
Maj. Gen. U. 8. A. 

The telegraph informs us that a flag of truce came 
into the camp of Gen. Patterson, at Martinsburg, on 
die 10th inst., from Gen. Johnston, bearing a request 
from the rebels for an armistice often days, in which 
to make tip their minds whether to fight or retreat. 
Gen. Patterson replied, no, not a day. The enemy 
has since retreated 15 miles toward Richmond. A 

great battle inay be looked for, therefore, at any time. 

The Federal Army. 

Tub Washington correspondent of the World 
gives the following figures, showing the number of 
Federal troops at different points: 

In Washington and vicinity. 70 qqQ 

L oder McLellan, Patterson, Cadwalader, Banks, and 

Stone. -.48,000 
t'nder Gen. Butler___ jg qqq 

Total.138,000 
FORCES ACROSS TUB POTOMAC. 

VANGi-aRD— (Withing two miles of Gen. Tyler’s 

quarters at Falls Church:) 

first, Second, and Third Connecticut; First and 

Second Ohio; Second and Third Maine.... 6,240 

Right— (Reaching from Col. Hunter's quarters at 

Fort Corcoran, half way to Falls Church:) 

Twenty-eighth, Sixty-ninth, Fifth and Second N. Y. 

Vol.; Second Wisconsin, Garribaldi Guard; Sher¬ 

man's, battery, etc.. 6,565 

Cexteii—(Long Bridge to Gen. McDowell’s quarters 

s’. Arlington, and right and left of main road at Fair- 
fax:) 

Fourteenth, Eighth, Thirteenth, and Twenty-fifth New 

'Fork; First, Second, Third, and Fourth New Jer¬ 

sey S. M, j Third regular infantry; Griffin’s battery; 

Brackett's cavalry............. 7)841 

,.Ef r— (In and about Alexandria, Col. Heintzelman’s 
department:) 

fth Massachusetts; Fourth and Fifth Pennsylvania; 

Fire ZouaveB; German Rifles; First Michigan; 

First Minnesota..........__ 6.631 

Total in Fairfax county, Va., July 6 . 27,277 

with: foedino ('utter i 

£,l*™wSri'. ItliV 1" 11 rtf"* MnWer‘ H,"J » IMMfcct Kra calars with inti description scut 6v mull or fhrtllslied 
• , ROSS. DODGE L POMItO 

B8S~lfit Manufacturers, ttf. H.n Auburn Prison, Ault 

A TT V] NT 10 rvT 
ERS.-ICiddeF* ... 
\ / !'i a Bwurni ,,r Urea will collect rrora 

\ f tJ"'H8 hundred pounds of honey In ou<- 
-* \ J L'au t"! "'ado In 
\ * sure vented from dolny HO. Can 

MWflAuf'U'mn Hying tu the toranU i 
AfiftJ/fKk itne rotiliery naeilv 1 

prevented effectually 1.,-, 
f<L •fcfjjL’.'V'R .'hill of winter or otherwise 
/ x/ V f,1 « "’.V Ufw Book Circular, n,„„inm, 

U,„, BR&KfJBSr- ,SVS ,Ks 
ifltr .... *”j ■ih» 

pF» 1 will send Kiddcr'a Guide to Apiarian Science, on the re¬ 
ceipt el 57 cent*, in postage stamps, Which will yiv., full partic- 
ulara in the Culture 11ml Management of the Hooey Bee 

Atl ortlerw flir t ireulara. Hooks. Hives. Rights, Sic., promptly 
attended to Address K r KHlflER. Bi rlinato,? J. T 

HEE-ICEEP- 
,,r Mamigeuient. wbere- 

one to 
season. 

swarm any season, or 
i« prevented 

n Hwarmlng-tiine. 
prevenleil Moth millers 

’ Nevur toad bee* by the 

liir, containing 

THE PROVISION iUARKETS. 

NF.w Yurk, July 18. — Flock— Market beaw ami less 
active, and prices 80 tower, and fs only a very moderate bum 

toT. wxport ai d liome tmnsumptioo. Sales al H.ilfaj 
3,85for superbue State, *8,950114,1)5 for «xtm do, 63,60^.3.70 for 
superfine Western. F'lDO/zn.SO for common to medium extra Un. 
jT'orl-71!Tr llhlPF'f'R '-rands extra round hooped Ohio, and 
'M.'SK.ina.OU for trad* hranda uo,- market rinsing dull. Canadian 
[I'lur in limited request, and enutimni grade* a frljle lower,— 
Sales at J.1.4ir,i/'.l,43 lor vuperftno, and *3,'.fe((C?,l|ll for common to 
uliolce extra Rye flour quiet, with small sales at *2,30ui ;),75 
(..nm inea 1,1 moderate request; sales at *2,75 for Jersey, and 
63."0 for Brandywine. 

Grain -Wheat market less active and scarcely so firm but 
prices are without material change, with a rnndcrntn hu.diiesH 
doing tor export and home consumption. Sound -pring is 
scarce and brings about previous prices. Males Chicago spring 
at hir.OBc; Northwestern club at 85<«flffr., the latter price fur 
VrVy hainlsum.-; Milwaukee club at 7«7i !» c, amber Iowa at '12W 
V* }•£ choice, Karine spring at iktaUDr,,-; ir.fennr Couaila 
otubal 68c; winter red Western at $l,07.«il.v»! umber .Torsev at 
*1.15 very choice amber D«Iawur«iat*i.20tiid.25.ii!id red Mi i.Lom 

Barony Fleece,.. itWmlO Pulled No I,... 
I nil blood Merino,.8661188 Do. No 2 
Three.fourth do. .Ike 36 Texas,.... 
Half do,... ..tie 84 Sliiy run, washed" 
Cnmmou. ... .28((r30 Do. unwashed, 
Western 'nixed. 211,125 Buenos Ayres,... 
Pulled Extra...3ff,! -t3 Crimea 

Do. Superfine.HOl'iSO Canada, 

riNcixNATi. JttLv ..;.. 
and the regular dvalcni doing liardtv anything 
are making of lot* on arrival, ut 20 Y2.V, ),,„i M>me eases 1. 
choice clip would bring 2H.- Stnrn keepers throughout the in 
tenor are paying 20 to 3i)C in trade The clip, we uudarsUnd in 
an average good one and the quality lair There seems to bo 
an utter lack of coiifiilenco on Dm part of manufacturers and 
the regular wool deal, is, ami tliey display no desire to buy 
even 01, tlie low rate; ourrmit. whilst or. tin.other hand I'arowni 
are not wil ing to Roll atthese rates, arid are nut, except when 
compelled liv their neccssilios. -Ornette, 

CUM AGO. .11 M III. The receipts are light and transactions 
small. A low snler id good medium to good Hun are reported at 
2","28c We ..mote the range at Iftn iHe r,.r common to extra 
line, those being tl.n itufide and outsido lirures. /semnerat. 

HUM ICO, Mteh. Jm.y 6. The ylvy/n.s reports ralon in Romeo 
tor one week. „i 21,0 id tbs. III., average weight per fl... is 
about the tame ns last year Some id' the best lots have been 

.26@»> 

.itSfuifll 

. l/®26 
RnU'r 

. 9(0)45 

. 7,7" 17 

.29(533 

The market continues very dull. 
. '----ITt FitUafl salos 
and in some eases a 

at, 46c, ami State bold at 88c. Harley continue* dull and heavy 
Wif.li sales at 52;e,AHc Barley malt Temairm nominally no- 
changed Peas remain quiet and nominal st. m fur Canadiau 
corn market, may he qtmGd a trifle lower and less active, with 
a m"derate business doiug for »Xport and home consumption. 
Sales at. .Molise for inferior to common new mixed Western 13 
(ai45e tm good toLprime tin, and 62',c for round yellow, lints 
arose I hug at 2ft.,r,29c. fur Western and Canadian, and 'Jflf.i.'ldc 
tor Btate. ™ 
• Tork market dull and ushade easier; ante* at 
Slfl.o'Xa lb.Oi) tor mess , *lff,00fi>16.A3 for prime Beef continues 
quiet; sates at *4". 4,K0 for Country prime; *5.|IH,116,50 for coun 
try mess; 6VUI.50 for re-packed mess; and ?lil,5i,,, |l..u) for 
extra mesa. Pnme rae>:. beer continues dull anil nominally 
unchanged at *l7fd)l8. Beef bain* quiet; sales Vt *14.1x1 tV.r 
Western, and 512.50 for State Cut meats are quiet, with sales 
at for SlumldeM. and A'jKiJCtffl for Hams. .Smoked 
meats are uoniiual at »iof'lllKcfor Hums; 7i.P8(jftjrShoulders 
and W',e. for sides Bacoo quiet, and prices nominally unctiang- 
••d. Lard linn, and prices without change, sales at XV.ic. tor 
No I to choice Western. Butter is selling at 8ell^cfrir Ohio, 
and tVailSc for State. OtieeSu steady, and ^.dliter at 2 - 7c b.r 
Inferior to prune. 

Annkh—steady aud quiet at 65,50 for Pots; *5,68 for Pearls, 

Al.ltYNY, Jot.r 15. Ehcit'R and Mical—Our market Tor 
I* lour opened tamo, and the business of tin. morning has been 
confined to supplying the wants of the local trade at.about pro 
vious prices, We quote: 

Common to good State,.,,,.. *3 ,0 u,. 
Fancy and extraStato.4' 
Lommon to good Western.,| on„ | fin 
Extra Michigan. Wisconsin, Indiana, Ac",... . . .. .. 1 7%rfi7n 
Extra Ohio .. .b.DflfefiJfl 
Common Canadian.. ... 4,ilU«i4,6i) 
Extra Canadian. ...l."5#«,76 
Iaucy Genesee, .... b,0.1,16,mi 

QVbncrtiscmcnt ,*7' A, 1'. nanwn* want Agents at borne or to 
travel lor her Pictorial '• FAMILY NEWSPAPER," also for her 
Curious New I'mok nr Female characters nr thk firr 
Eor Specimens ami Terms Inclose red stamp to HANKINS Ik 
1.30., Nmw Vf»rk 5^ 

AKKNTs W'A NT FI) to SHI, I. KIICJ IT TR lilts. 
W B wuh to employ a number of experienced and trunt- 

worflij’ nutn to h»«Ji itc,., fmiu nur NutwriuM at llhoral 
■ 

Wiioi.KMAl.R Dhalkiw furnished with Nursery. Stock nf all 
(iGHClipt.lOMH ftt th« luvirst wlwtf'UlU Tfl/f'A. 

t MOOKKR, KAKLKY & CO., 
KotthoHter Wholo.iala wuT8eri«?Mf RochcHtor, N. Y. 

uWOMJ-JN OP NEW YORK.”- 
v , 'V.r: Hankins' Curious New Book ..f Female Charao- 
tors in the City, m very (nteresting, and strictly moral Khucv 
bfndlnjriSVI P»gj!*; WIKnuraviug*. 36 Portraits: Mailed tree for 
*r „A ,H'.NTS Wanted—Ladies and Teachers. For Description 

#nJ Dart,leulars of Agency. Inclose red stamp to 
jra hankins * co„ New york. 

XATHEEJLEK & WILSON MANTTFACTDRIWO CO f 

vv llll'KOVKD FAMI1.Y 8BWI.NG VIACHLMJS 
WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

AOVKH'I’ISING TKUiHS, In Advurice —Thirty 

Fivr Cknth a Li.vb, each Insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 62>j cents per line of space. Speoial Notickh, 
(following reailing matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Line 

117~ Its immense circulation among the Producer* and Deal¬ 
ers of the Free States, rniideratbe ReiUr, New- Yorkkk hy far 
the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class. This 
eaot should be borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 

facturers, .tc., who must necessarily depend upon the People of 
the North for patronage. 

mull* luat itiite, 33 Alexander St.. 
N. V —The titth Year will comiwnce on VVod 
IWil Address I.DCi l.l A TRACY, Principal 

M U IVR.I) «M "T . Owing to loss try fire. Ear- 
t mer; will ho supplied with Giliikrt h Imvrovi,/. Fanni.no 
i.t until till. 1st of Dgemnber next, at. the low price of Flflccn 
ll.iiH, 1 Ht*»rtil/ir price tt.Modollarn,) (vyrrantif'! pnifec.tor 
> y?on<i7.n',urMk*Ml ,)m of rho prieis in cum-iif. money 
iliU will be went, by rjinHl or pAjiroad to uny part of the cmifi- 

r or iurtuittr miormatit-.u jvMn?*** 
JOHN (HLLlKKT, Lyorm, Wayne Co., N. Y. 

pOWLER AITD WELLS’ JOURNALS. 
_L Enlarm L Enlarged and Imprinted, /'rice not Increased 

Postmasters, Clergymen, Teachers, and others are requested to 
act as Agents and get Club* for our Journals 

THE ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN 

PHRENOLOGICAL JOTJTUsrA.IL, 
AND LIFE ILI.LKTIIATEH. 

WATER-OX7IT.Ail JOTTTt TV A T.; 

A GUIDE TO HEALTH. 

These Journals commence new volume* with July, ura< have 
been enlarged, giving now in each 

2-1 I’ngea Monthly, Inuteml of 10. 

TKUMtf, IN ADVANl'R: 

Single copy, monthly, one year..$1.00 
Ten copies, to separate addresses, if desired.65DO 

Any person sending Five Dollars for ten copies, will be en¬ 
titled to an ettra cp* vralx Add six cento a year for each sub¬ 
scriber in th* British Provinces to pav postage. Specimens 
sent free. FOWLER' AND WELLS, 

308 Broadway, New York. 
Agents wanted every where o, ell rmr publication*. Send for 

our Wholesale List and Confidential Circular 601-lt 

Oats, quiet hut s*iff. Last sale »t. 21c Peis, last sale at4.s<?..50c. 
Bariev, sale-: at 42e. Other grains dull und nominal 

PsOViFlORs Market dull wRh hut little doing Mess pork at 
$H,fio. Hams at 8,‘yc, Shoulders at. Lard at 8,0 M.c — 
Cheese at f/g9c for old. and 451 lie, for new 

TtlKOSTtk Jn.y 14,—I* 1 m ft—Flour Is almost unquotable, 
ruern have been no tran-aotions heie wl bin the last two weeks 
on which to tm-e quotations, and it I.- impossible to ,-jty what 
could tie had Tor even a desirable lot. of fn sli ground. 

Grain — Fall wheat, from fanners, the deliveries have been 
small, rarely uinouviting t,o uvei-280 bushels per day,— for which 
they are loath to accept, the low rate* prevalent But not con 
tent to Accept ?1,25," I .30, little sy inpat.ny can he given to thosn 
who have now to take $111.08. I’hehe la'tler have been the 1 ul- 
Ing Itgllres for lilt) week, and the bulk or the offerings have been 
got at an average of *1.03 luiHhel Tin-re not mqchoradis- 
positinn to purchase, and except to (ill stray order- from the 
Eastern Stales, the number of which is limited, and oven those 
received are for-mall amount-, there is no activity in the do. 
maud I'lie re have been no transaction- whap-ver ut whole¬ 
sale Spring wheal is olfrred sparingly, but to oil'eet -.vies 
farmers have to agree to a Considerable reduction For the 
ordinary sanipli's il Is Impossible to get over 76c per tm.-hel. - 
Harley--there ts little or nothing ofiertng. and quotation* wo 
purely nominal at 31k: per bushel - j list bull' the price at which 
the great hulk or the crop was sold last fall Pe.Ati cor,(lone in 
good rnqucxt, and are less affected than other grain*. Wo quote 
the best lots 4kti)47c r.i huahel Oats arc in Cilr local requestat 
20c'27c V tiushel. The quantity offering 1- small — tHobe. 

lUovemfula of l'rodnee. -The New V .rk Jon 1 nal of Com¬ 
merce Ijas piiblisliodlts interesting and valuable semi-anuual 
statement of the movements of certain articles of domestic pro¬ 
duce at the port of New York. The receipts at that port since 
Jan. 1st, show an Increase of roily pi rent in wheat, sixty ft 
cent. In 1 ve, barley and whisky, thirty r,i cent m corn, and 
nearly one nutiiired Tl cent, in lard. These are Die tnnst im¬ 
portant changes ia the list There has been a falling off in the 
receipts of ashes, corn meal, oat-, cotton and naval store*. As 
a whole, the incfdptslof meat, provisions art Larger, although 
there ha* been a decline in beef 

The greatest change in the movi-menta of produce has been 
connected with the exports, which show a very large aggregate 
increiute. The shipment* of flour to foreign ports - nice the 1st 
of January, are more than double Die corresponding total of 
loot year, trie shipment* of wheat have been more than .,ix 
times as large. Hie total averaging on* million three hundred 
thousand bushels per month; the shii-menr- of corn have 
trebled ; Hie shipment* of cut meat* have also trebled the cor¬ 
responding total of lost year, and are nearly ten time* the total 
lor the Brat -ix months of isfitr. The shipment.', of sperm oil, 
hultiir, cheese, lard and tallow have nearly or quite doubled 
upon the very large total* for the same period of last. year, an 
increase which was totally Unexpected. There has, been a 
falling off in the ahlptncnt- of ashes, coal, hay, t1nv.1l -.tores, 
pork, beef and rice The most important decline is in the ship¬ 
ments of th ree beef, which have decreased fifty >1 cent 

The Imports of foreign produce hare (Alien off in most partic¬ 
ulars, hut then- has been a targe increase in coffee during the 
last three months. 

CTD-lf 

HPiolvt. on < * rape < Gilt SBCo.rn Etu- 
Tio.v Thirty Pages or New Matter, with the experience 

of l«i U und til, being the most important part, of the work. In 
dispensable to all GRAPE GROWERS. .Seut by mail, free of 
postage, on receipt of the price, SUcents, in stamps. 

Address tvrU.IAM BRIGHT, 
898-7t Box 138 Philadelphia P. 0 , Pa. 

I li>IK.— I nxe’x I'ei penm I Kilo, I'utrnl 
J J 1A57, —Superior to any in use for Wood or Goal 
or wood, or 1.14 tuns of coni to lot) bbis.-coal not 1 
*ton*. Address [434-tf | 0. D. PAGE. KochenU 

pRINDLE’S PATENT AGRICULTURAL CALDRON AND STEAMER 

She guMishev to the gnhlie 
THE C'ATTLE MARK UTS, 

NEW YORK, Jtji.y in.— The current prices for the weel 
all the markets are as follows: 

iikek cattle. 
First quality, >f cwt,. $T.7Su8.25 
Ordinary qiial it.v. 7.1Ya7.75 
Common quality. 6.75^/7.25 
Inferior quality... 6.0WS6.73 

First quality.i.$50.00(tk5ff.nff 
Ordinary quality,.. W.(X)n'"5fl.i>l 
Common quality.31.006/A5.ml 
Diferior quality. 22.tKKu.28.uO 

VEAL CALVES. 
First quality, V'th. 5 'aili‘4c 
Ordinary quality. 4jdf»)5 c 
Common quality. 4 (oHkic 
Inferior quality. 3 (a,3>^c 

SHEEP AND LAMBS. 
Prime quality, i-7 head,... $-1.507/1)5.00 
Ordinary quality.  3.50(n>4.00 
Common quality. 3,26®3.50 
Inferior quality. Z.SO^yS.OO 

SWINE. 
First quality, $ ft.  3^(S)3?(:c 
Other qualities,. 

CAMBRIDGE, Jfl.r 10,-At market. 287 Cattle, 208 Bcc 
ana 28 Stores, eousisling of Working Oxen. Cows and Cali 
Yearlings, two and three years old. not suitable for Beef. 

Pricks - Market Beef - Extra, *6 25(0,6.5*1, first quality. St 
second do, $6.25(u|0.00; third do, $1.25. 

WOKK IN*I 0X RN — NOile. 
Cows AND Cai.vkh jcurkso. 
SToukr — Yvurlinff*. tioild; Two years old, norm; Three x-t 

old, none. 
Sheep and Lamrr —1.H5 at market. Prices in lots at S 

1,75(312 each; extra and selections $2.286*3.50, or 3fc 4c » 
Spring Lamb- 8l.fi/ri/3.5*). 

Hides — HjfhhSclb. Tallow. 6® 6c 
Pelts — 25op"3l Calf Skins. 7('e;dc V) tb. 
Vkal Calves—$2- 1. 

{^~Thb Doccments Free.—Specimen numbers of our new 
Tolume will he sent free to all applicants. We shall take 
. mxsure hi also sending, free and post-paid, our large Show-Bill 
Gr 1861 (beautifully colored by baud,) Prospectus, &c., to any 

knd all persons disposed to aid in extending the circulation of 

![h- Rural New-Yorker. Reader, please send us the addresses 
! * sucho: your friends, near or distant, as yon think would he 
■ ki-ly to -uV,scribe or act as agents, and we will forward the 

documents accordingly 

l Associated Esport leads to success in canvassing for 
periodicals, as well as in other enterprises. For instance, it you 
are forming |or wish to form; a club for the Rural New- 

'RKEr, and cannot fill It up in your own neighborhood, get 
same per- u or persons a few miles distant to join w ith or assist 

5 "IJ—adding then names to those you may procure, and sen*l- 
‘B? all together. Please think ot this, and act upon the 
Buggestion if convenient. 

p! , t W KsT KK-Y and Southern Money.—In the present de- 
Jn ^in8«d state of the currency, we are unable to use Western and 
^ '/'.ither.-i money, as our bankers wiU not purchase it at any 

D>le of discount. Agents and Subscribers who canuot obtain 

\ ' '"ofFiew England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 

, j * Lse us U vS'. Postauc Stamps, as they are far preferable 
j/ to any uncurrent bank bills. 

■r * * GhanoE OP Address,—Subscribers wishing the address 

Y ‘‘ 1 ®'r PaI,,!Changed from one Post-Office to another, must 

•'1 010 a,^Ifc8a “a well as the new to secure compliance 
y do their requests. 

y p,,.5^A' Y person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
"v " ^’fiw-\ okkek, and those who volunteer in the good 

COWS AND CALVES 

Thw Engraving represents thn Apparatus for Cooking large quantities of Food for Stock at a time, and at ary point desired, 
a Pipe or log in the ground or otherwise, extending to the barn or any other point, as represented hy E, C, thus avoid¬ 

ing all Uivriger from fire. 1 his in the principal use tor which it was first projected i/j the I‘a/etdee. 

PRINDLE’S PATENT AGRICULTURAL CALDRON & STRAW, I from thr,8« wti0 haYl: Wndte's Caldron and Steamer: 

For Cooking Food for Stm k and for all other Domestic pur x. r, , Western, N. Y., June 17tb, 1361. 
poses where a Caldron Kettle or Steam Boiler is required. ‘ „ Mesrr*. Bisnnbtt&Co. Ihe steam tablron that you sent me 

1 : ,, , , ... ■ cam# safely to hand. I hive found uo difficulty is the manner 
Sta£ fi)? the^’’•v'tH,'nr d"’’.''a'|;‘]-‘0^ov1,... ; ve.ryLouuty r. this of using it. nnd I take, much pleasure in Inl.-rniing you that it, 
Uh"rai "n., ,rar:;,.M , ! u < ',1,!r;m.' fr,r which 4 ones perfect suni,ruction. The quantity of md that ( would 

Ci°»xix,iw 11 }*' Al lowed. reriuH of Agency can l»« u^m one day with the larv« Caldron ^tiiiHnarch will <jtvh 
cuKrs n'ent'lt uh*n llK ^ steamer a week, and a*-omplish the 1Z amount oTZ- 
c • ra s.nt requested vice in cooking all kinds of food for .-lock It also does its work 

Address HEN NETT 4k C46, Agent and Manufacturers, much more p.-ifect, aud Urn labor In attend it |s nothing in 
159 Buffalo St Rochester V Y camparit-On to what it wa- w hen I used the Cftldrou Kettle 

Rochester. June 24th ls6) " er’ ' Thereal benefit or cooktngfood for st.ock of any kind unope 
will dispute who has ever tried it I think tin- reason why it 
has not heon generally adori'<-l i» attributable tn iHrmera—that 
it cost* too much trouble. Your Steamer and Catdron has done 
away with that objection, aniLI feel that con tide nee to nay that 
any farmer who will try one of your Caidrnus will never bu 
without one. Yours truly. A. J. CARMICHAEL. 

What Practical Farmers Say. 
The following is a sample of many letters recently received 



>/'•. 'c-yfT- 

2B6 ad. 
K A I N . 

Whew, breathing balm o’er flock and fold, 

Low winds bring sweetness from the South, 

When still the winter touched and old 

October bitetb in the month— 

I stand beside my cottage door, 

And see above me and before, 

Across the skies and o’er the plain, 

The shadows of the rain. 

I watch them blown from hill to hill, 

O’er lonely stream and windy downs, 

From thrope to tbrope, from vill to vill, 

And over solitary towns; 

Like stragglers from the skirts of night, 

Slow squadroned by a wiud of light, 

Torn down to music as they roll, 

Sobbing as with a soul. 

Across the skies and o'er the plain, 

Below the silence of the spheres, 

The hidden Angel of the Rain 

Is sighing with a sense of Liars; 

And listening to her voice it seems 

Borne fancy muffled up in dreams, 

Some shapeless thought our visions keep, 

Moaning through shades of sleep. 

I hear the voice, and cannot doubt 

The wisdom of the thought I win— 

That all the changeful world without 

Must type the changeful world within; 

Nor may the poet fail to gain 

One hint of kindred with the rain, 

Type of a life whose hopes and fears 

Are rsinbowed out from tears. 

For, standing now between the shower 

And son, I glory L» behold 

Thu rainbow leave her cloudy bower, 

Transfigured in a mist of gold; 

Her trembling train of clouds retreat, 

The Earth yearns up to kiss her feet— 

She wears the many hued and gay 

Rohe of the unborn May. 

JTtavg-QfUtf. 
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THROWN TOGETHER. 

(Continued from page 228, last No.] 

Ten minutes of suicidal wretchedness elapsed, and 
Buckle heard the Purser’s voice saying, close behind 
him, 

“There! that’s the fellow!” 
“Hello yon, Sir!” said the Captain—his fresh, 

jolly face knit into the highest expression of ferocity 
which such a fresh, jolly face could wear—“are you 
the roan that’s trying to steal a passage to Savannah ?” 

“No, Sir! I haven’t been trying to do any such 
thing!” exclaimed Buckle, in spite of his native 
mildness now quite brought to bay, “ The passage 
has been forced upon me, Sir! So far am I from 
wishing to steal it, that if I were ashore I’d pay twice 
its value to have it taken off my hands. I'm a gentle¬ 
man, Sir! And it strikes me that if the 1’urBer had 
habitually associated with that class, he’d have recog¬ 
nized it in me when I told him Pd got left — hadn't 

got left, I would say!” 
Tho Purser patted the deck with his foot and look¬ 

ed at the Captaiu —the Captain likewise at the 
Purser. Then they retired together to the extreme 
bow and consulted in whisper; while, like an ancient 
Christian martyr, Mr. Bucklo looked to Heaven and 
awaited their sentence, leaning against the foremast. 

“ T don’t kDow exactly what to mako of the man,” 
Baid tho Captain. 

“It’s my opinion,” said the Purser, influenced, nn- 
conscious to his own sense of justice, by the recent 
insinuations of Mr. Buckle, “ that he's a swindler.” 

“But there's something about him which doesn’t 
look just like a swindler.” 

“Swindlers generally wear those savage-looking 
whiskers.” 

“Ycfl, but then they don’t put on spectacles.— 
Whiskers and spectacles belong to different lines of 
the business. The whiskers are always rich English 
noblemen going South on a shooting tour, and hav¬ 
ing their funds sent by mistake to Savannah. The 
spectacles are young clergymen on their way to 
Augustine, with something bad the mutter with their 
throats, under a misunderstanding that such Cases 
are always passed free. They always finish up the 
ofleotwith a white choker. You see he mixes the 
whiskers and the spectacles. A swindler would pay 
more regard to probabilities, seems to me.” 

“ Very well. We can let him stay in the steerage, 
if you say so. But suppose we try him with a few 
questions first?” 

“All right. Go ahead!” 

They returned, and Mr. Purser commenced the 
examination: 

“ I suppose yon haven’t any objection to mention 
your name?” 

“ No, Sir, I have not—especially where it’s known. 
Mr. Pestus Buckle.” 

“ Buckle’s not a bad name,” said the Captain, en¬ 
couragingly. “ Drive on, Mr. Purser.” 

“ And your residence?” 
“No. — Twenty-third Street, New York.” 
“Very nice street, too,” again interposed the 

Captain, parenthetically. 
“ You say you came down for a friend,— Dr. Piper 

— and got caught. What did Dr. Piper send you to 
do?” 

“To bring a letter of importance, which came at 
the last moment, to a person on board.” 

“And is that person on board still?” 
"She is a passenger in No. 14.” 
“No. 11, No. H!” said the Captain, hastily. 

“ Who is that ? Look over your list, Mr. Purser.” 
Mr. Purser obeyed, and on inspection replied, 

“Mrs. Belle Godfrey.” 

“ Mrs. Hells Godfrey! Bless my soul!” exclaimed 
the Captain. “ Why, I know her as well as I do my¬ 
self! She’s gone South with me every winter since 
I’ve been in the line! Why, Mr. Buckle, 1 beg your 
pardon! Why didn’t you tell us of this before? I’ll 
go and see her directly!” 

“Oh, don't! really don't ! Don’t say anything to 
her about it! 1 shall die of mortification; you see, 
I’m not at all acquainted with her, and only had any 
thing to do with her to oblige Piper.” 

“ There!” said the Purser. “ You hear that 7 lie 
don’t know her— only to oblige Piper — and all that 
sort of thing. I believe ho is a swindler, after all! 
Well, Mr. Buckle, we shall soon find out; and if you 
are, we'll have to borrow your watch to pay for the 
passage you've borrowed.” 

The two officers then left Mr. Buckle to keep a look¬ 
out for Sandy Hook Light, while they repaired to 
the cabin. 

In five minutes they returned, and Mrs. Belle God¬ 
frey had presisted in clambering up to the forecastle 
dock with them, laughing at the idea that any place 
where her lively little feet could carry her was not 
good enough for ladies. 

“Oh, you poor, dear man!” she cried, taking the 
stupefied Buckle naively by the hand. “Pm so glad 
to find you! 1 was afraid you’d jumped overboard— 
I really was! Why in the world didn't you come and 
tell me what a pickle you were In? Of course nobody 
could expect you to go on an errand to the pier all 
prepared to make a voyage to Savannah! Just think 
if I’d got on to o»c of the Collina steamers by mis¬ 
take instead of this. Why, / shouldn’t he ready to 
make the trip to England, should I? It’s all ray fault 
from beginning to end, and I only beg you to forget 
all about it, Ut’s take a walk on deck till tea, and 
then we’ll go down into the cabin again. Nobody 
else besides ns knows any thing about this.” 

This frank statement of the hearings of Buch a ter¬ 
ribly practical matter was something utterly unlook¬ 
ed-for by Mr. Buckle, in a woman. He had no idea 
that they ever thought of such matter-of-fact things 
as money; he supposed, if he ever reflected about 
them at all, that somebody always paid their passage 
for them. That they ate like himself, he had occa¬ 
sionally noticed • that they nlso slept, was a truth 
which he held upon tradition, though in a rose-color¬ 
ed, angelio sort of a way, which never mussed their 
hair; but these points of resemblance to male beings 
he had considered anomalies, and as to their think¬ 

ing or talking like men in any respect, why, impossi¬ 
ble! Bo that whenever circumstances over which be 
had no control, had fatally forced him to address 
them, it was only upon the most trivial subjects, and 
in a style as nearly like Maud as prose could be. 
This I suggest as one of the pobahle reasons why he 
avoided them, because he did not succeed in that 
absolutely necessary kind of talk. 

Bo now, when this cool wave of the widow’s coni 
mon sense dashed over his fevered brow, by mere 
astonishment it woke him from his previous had 
dream, and he answered: 

“I’m really very ranch obliged to you, Ma’am. 
Will you also have the kindness, if you can do it 
conscientiously, to certify to these gentlemen that, I 
am Mr. Pestus Bucklo of No. — Twenty third Street, 
of competent and respectable family, Attorney and 
Counselor, No. — Wall Btreet, and that all these 
facts, in form and substance; as averred, are true of 
your own knowledge and belief, so help you—” 

“Oho!” burst in the Captain. “No need of an 
affidavit, I can assure you, Mr. Buckle.” 

“And furthermore, that. I am to lie relied on as pay¬ 
ing for my passage upon my earliest communication 
with my friends.” 

“Never mind that, Mr. Buckle,” interposed the 
Purser. “It’s settled. Mrs. Godfrey wouldn’t per¬ 
mit us to return till we had assigned the debt to her. 
She's your creditor now.” 

“You—don’t—mean—to say!” 
“That I have paid your passage?” laughed the 

little widow. “Is it such a very frightful liberty to 
take? Forgive me then, and, perhaps, I’ll never do 
it again, nnless Beppo gets loose, ha-ha-ha-ha!” 

“Then allow me to remark,” said Mr. Buckle, in the 
fullness of his magnanimity lavishing upon her tho 
attitude, expression, and peroration which he had 
been years keeping for that jury be expected to have 
some day “allow me to remark that I consider it as 
doing honor to the noblest sentiments of the human 
heart! Also, that I will return you the exact sum 
for value received at the earliest possible opportu¬ 
nity.” 

“I’ll stand surety for him!” said the Captain. 
“ He shan’t go off the ship till we get to Savannah. 
If he tumbles over we’ll catch him. Fare fifteen dollars 
and found, you know! Bee large hills.” 

“And to make assurance doubly sure, as well as to 
get forgiveness for my rough usage, (Pursers must be 
Pursers, you know, Mr. Buckle!) I'll confine him In 
the upper berth in n.y room every night till we get to 
Savannah. It’s the only vacant one in the ship; so 
Pm a pretty good jailor!” 

“And I’ll keep my eye on him!” said the widow, 
bewi tellingly. 

“ Now, that’s the crudest punishment of all!” said 
the Captain. What with so much bantering, and the 
fact that the widow hud just taken his arm to lead 
him away for the proposed promenade, Mr. Buckle 
felt himself blushing to a degree unprecedented since 
a bad dream he had years ago, when he thought he 
was at a tea party where the company was all ladieB 
but himself. 

CHAPTER II. 

Mr. Buckle found the little widow leaning against 
her berth, the roses fled from her cheeks and replaced 
by the pallor of deep, unnamable distress. She had 
not felt strength enough even to shut the state room 
door, which wag the only reason why Mr. Buckle 
saw her. 

“Don’t you think yon’d like an omelet, or a plate 
of hot buttered toast?” asked Mr. Buckle, conside¬ 

rately. 
“Oh, ugh! Go away!" exclaimed the widow, in 

a ghostly tone; and for reasons best known to her¬ 
self, found strength to close the door. Mr. Buckle 
stood aghast. Was that the woman who had abashed 
him with her smiles, so short a time before? He was 
getting on fast in his Natural History of the animal’s 

habits! 
“Look-a-here!” said the Captain, rising and bend¬ 

ing to his ear, “You just leave her alone for a few 
minutes, and then come back and carry her on deck. 

That's the best thing for her.” 
“Do you always have to carry them?” asked Mr. 

Buckle, in a confidential but excited tone. 
The Captain was compelled to smile audibly. 

“When they can’t walk,” said he. “I hope that 
isn’t this lady’s case; but if it, is, nerve yourself up to 
It; you might have a worse load! At any rate, take 
her on deck in five minutes, arid keep her there as 
long as you can.” 

Mr. Buckle obeyed, and occupied the five minutes 
with the consideration what he should do with her 
when he got her there, also iri the hasty achievement 
of his supper. At the expiration of the time, he 
knocked at the door of 14, and was answered by a 
gentle voice, “Come in.” 

“The Captain says I must take you on deck, Mrs. 

Godfrey.” 
“The Captain says! Well, I don’t see that you are 

compelled to mind him, if you don’t wish to,” spoke 
the voice again, in a slight tone of pique, like a petu¬ 
lant sick child. 

Mr. Buckle had not thought of his words as being 
liable to this construction, and was much taken 
aback. 

" Oli, no!” said he, putting his shoulders as well as 
his head inside No. 14, “I didn’t mean that! I beg 
yon won’t think so. I only intended to say—well, 
that I’d like to do it myself. That is, of course, if 
you haven’t the least objection.” 

“ Well, sir, if you really would like to, I’ll oblige 

There came a great wave 
Without asking her laoe 
And Beared Mrs. Godfrey away. 

(“ Now T can hold up! No, I can’t; there isn’t any 
sense in it: the moon’s got to do something.) 

When the tea-gong did sound, the twin lights of 
Neversink Highlands were close -behind the stern. 

“ There’s tea,” chirped Mrs. Godfrey. “Now, Mr. 
Buckle, like a good child, say ‘My Native Land, 
good night ! ’ and let’s go dowu and find out 
whether wc’rc hungry. The next time yon see your 
native land you’ll have to say ‘Howdy’—that’s the 
Savannese for ‘how d’ye do?’ If I'm sick, will you 

take care of me?” 
“I’ll try to,” replied Buckle. Give him credit 

for the heroism of the answer! If there wore no one 
else to do it on board, he would have taken care of 
the steam engine, with similar feelings of graceful 
adaptedness, and about the same amount of knowl¬ 
edge of the subject. “ Do you feel sick now?" he 
continued, apprehensively. 

“No, not yet; but I shall be. I always am just 
about the time those lights get out of sight. I’ve 
made three voyages to Savannah and hack. We’re 
beginning to roll a little now. Are you ever sick, 

Mr. Buckle?” 
“ Fruit sometimes disagrees with me, Ma'am. But 

I don’t think I was ever quite so far out at sea before; 
and I’m not sure about anything else.” 

“ Well, don’t let’s think about it. I hope you won’t 
be. Let’s go down to supper now, and banish disa¬ 

greeable streets.” 
People never think of banishing disagreeable sub¬ 

jects, you may have noticed, till those subjects are 
very pressing in their calls on attention. Bo it 
will not surprise you find me as much as it did Mr. 
Buckle, to know that Mrs. Godfrey had scarcely sent 
out for a piece of hot steak, stirred tho sugar in her 
coffee, and with a forced smile accepted the butter 
from Mr. Buckle, who sat next her, .when, as in the 
case of Miss Mufl'eit, who sat on a tuifet eating her 

curds and whey, 

“Ah!” said an unfeeling passenger, who set up (T 
need not say without any substantial foundation,) to 
be tho wit or the vessel, “ There is a lady who has no 
fondness for rolls with her coffee.” 

Mr. Buckle glared ou the insensate wretch through 
his spectacles. 

“ I beg your pardon,” said the passenger, instantly, 
“ I did not know the lady was your wife, sir.” 

“Oh!” groaned Mr. Buckle, once more blushing to 
his hoots, and rose precipitately, under pretense of 
following Mrs. Godfrey—a duty to which his atten¬ 
tion was thus providentially assisted. Simultane¬ 
ously with him rose another roll, also three more 
lady passengers, though not from unselfish sympathy 

| fur Mrs. Godfrey. 

“But don’t put yourself out, you know’.” 
“Oh, not in the least! I’ll be ready in a moment, 

Mr. Buckle.” 
After a little bustling about in the state-room, Mrs. 

Belle Godfrey appeared, looking a little paler, to be 
sure, than when they started, and exhibiting some 
slight tremulousness in her gait—but still, a very 
pretty statue of plumpness in marble. 

This time, to bis great surprise, not to speak of 
hers, Mr. Buckle offered the lady an arm of his owm 
accord. Tho floor wran by this time churning up and 
down with that charming regularity and ease which 
will some day, I hope, suggest to one of our brilliant 
inventors the Idea of filling a steamers’* hold with 
milk, and trusting to Providence to have it arrive at 
the Savannah market good fresh butter. This pleas¬ 
ant little motion made it necessary for Mrs. Godfrey 
to lean closer to Mr. Buckle’s manly side than is reg¬ 
ular in the lesB staggering walks of good society, and 
gave him an opportunity to discover other facts in 
the Natural History of the animal. 

“ How’ much softer and rounder their arms are 
than ours!” tbonght Mr. Buckle. "I really am not 
sure but the sensation in pleasant.” 

When they reached the top of the companion way, 
Mr. Buckle helped Mrs. Godfrey to a seat on the 
leeward quarter of the stern-deck, where the pilot¬ 
house sheltered her from a rather 'stiff nor’wester 
which was blowing. 

“Please to arrange this rigolette, it’s rather too 
much over roy eyes; and my arms are pinned fast 
under my shawl,” said Mrs. Godfrey, as she settled 
herself upon the bench. 

Without any remarks upon the singularity of this 
inextricable entanglement, which had happened dur¬ 
ing the short time since she abandoned bis arm, Mr, 
Buckle, did With bis arms the work of hers, and 
arranged tho troublesome piece of raiment in such a 
skillful and experienced manner as to suggest that be 
must have acquired it about the same time that be 
was learning to fly. He then procured a stool for 
himself and occupied it, about four feet from the 

widow. 
“Now, thanks to your kindness, I am very com¬ 

fortable,” said the widow’, in a sweet, rich voice, 
which would have meant a hundred compliments to 
you or me more than it did to Buckle. 

“Ob, don’t mention it! It is only my disposition. 
1 like to oblige,” said Mr. Buckle, trusting his con¬ 
versational pinions the first time for a flight in that 
dangerous region, his own personality, 

“ I think your tendency is merciful. I have reason 

to know it particularly.” 
“Indeed? Piper, I suppose. He is always saying 

something good about me.” From the mild, half- 
reproachful tone of Mr. Buckle, one would have 
thought he meant something had. And he did, for 

Piper never would stop praising him to ladies, who 
straightway wanted to know him—which was disa¬ 

greeable in Piper, very. 
“No. From actual observation. For instance, 

that offer of hot battered toast when I seemed to la- 
riding head downward in a balloon. It was well 
meant, though I was provoked at the time — excuse 
me. And it— it— well, it resulted beneficially." 

“Did it indeed? Pm charmed. Shall I go after 
some now ?” 

“Ha-ha-ha! I am all the time right ou the point 
of saying, ‘You dear creature!’ If 1 do, sometime, 
Call it sea-siekness. T don’t mean the toast, you see. 
I mean tho mention of it. 1 feel much better lor it. 
These stars are beautiful. I wish we had a moon.” 

“So do 1!” responded Buckle, enthusiastically, 
dimly seeing an opening for the necessary kind of 
w’oraan telle. 

There was a pause for some three minutes, during 
which Mrs. Godfrey patted the round of the stool 
with her little gaiter. But ah! she did not kuow 
what gigaotic struggles were going on in the bosom 
at her elbow! Or did she know and enjoy them? 
Perhaps. Women, like babies, know a great deal 
more than wc men are apt to give them credit for. 

The fact i* that Buckle was thinking over his little 
repertoire of lunar and astral poems — the magazine 
whence he extracted liis final weapons of defensive 
warfare when brought, to bay by a woman, and Maud 
had failed. He was wondering which he would 
quote first—also whether be might not he obliged 
to go on through a whole poem if he began a stanza 
— also whether it were best to quote at all. 

Out. of this delirious state of uncertainty he plunged 
with all a modest man’s desperate recklessness, by 

i forcing himself to bear the sound of his own voice. 
This would commit him to something — reassure him 
also. 

“Speaking of the tnoon, don’t you like Long¬ 
fellow, Mrs. Godfrey?” 

“Yes, indeed— I love him.” 
“ That’s a sweet thing of his which begins 

“ ‘The night has come, but not too soon,’ 

(“ Wouldn’t this he as good a place as any to stop 
at? Oh no! I haven’t got the moon in yet.) 

“ ‘And sinking silently, 
All silently, the little moon—’ 

“ ‘Drops down behind the sky.’ 

(“There! she’s done it,”) 
“ Yes, 1 remember it very w all. Do yon know the 

rest of the lines?” 
Buckle groaned in spirit: then, with bare two sec¬ 

ond interval* for breath, repeated them continuously 
from beginning to end. 

“ T am verv, very much obliged to yon. Don’t yon 
know something else?” 

Another internal groan, followed by a recitation of 

“The day (adone, and the darkness,”etc. 

“ I am very, very much obliged to yon. Don’t yon 
know something else?” 

Groan internal No. 3, Accompanied by a growing 
sense of resistless motion down a steep acclivity 
without certainty of stopping short of the bottom. 
This preceded the recitation of 

“ Oh that it were possible !’’ 

“ I am verv t-<rv much obliged to yon. Don’t you 
know something else?” 

If Mr. Buckle had been compelled to recite his 
little verse* with a similar pleasant alternative to that 
on which Behehnrn/.ade complied with the request, 
“Mv dear sister, if yon are not asleep, relate to me 
one'of those little narratives which yon relate so 
well,” he could not have been more thunder struck 
than he was hv this fourth invitation from Mrs. God¬ 
frey. He had beard of “quizzing” — but heretofore 
no’ladv of all his slight acquaintance had ever had 
the hardihood to try it. on him. In general ladies 
liked him. but with a certain feeling of nnattainn- 
hility — as you or 1 would like a coach-and-fonr. 
They did not know the solmtti reality of Buckie well 
enough to play with it. “But,” thought Buckle, 
remembering that he bad heard of quizzing, “I 
wonder whether this Isn’t the thing?” 

The expression of his face Just then — seen in the 
pale starlight which he had been so desperately 
ne-rbyming—was of a kind which this Blender pen 
forbids me to portray, save by saying that it was 
indescribable, and that after holding in before it as 
long as there was any probable chftnco of salvation 
for her basque button’s. Mrs. Godfrey gave way to an 
uncontrollable burst of “ enrhlnnatnry silver.” Silver 
is proper novelesqne for ladies' laugh, I believe. 

“Don’t—yon—ha-ha-ha- ha know any thing 
else?” said Mrs. Godfrey. 

Mr. Buckle was silent. Also hurt. Also offended. 
It, was rude. It wa* the rudest thing lie ever saw. It 
was inexplicable, (It might not have been had he 
been aware bow that Tiper had told Mrs. Godfrey that 
his friend knew all the poetry in the English Ian- 
gunge, and kept it to talk to ladies.) 

Mrs. Godfrey reined herself np kept Buckle com¬ 
pany in blushing (though rather too late, as he very 
properly thought)— put her hand upon his arm with 
a timid, gliding motion, as she would propitiate her 
squirrel and said, 

“I do beg ynnr pardon T do, sincerely. I have 
given you a beautiful opinion of my good-breeding.” 

“till, not at all -not at all!” answered Buekle, in 
his flurry, more anxious to gratify his pacahlc ten¬ 
dency than to express himself coroplimcTiLirily. 

“T am perfectly ashamed of rnvself,” the little 
widow continued, in a soft and penitent voice; “hut 
the fact is that wo poor women hoar so much poetry 
from gentlemen that we begin to believe that is the 
original channel of conversation between the two. 
Now look at. met On the honor of a lady, who, to he 
frank, has lived twenty-six years, I never talked 
poetry since I was born. I talk prose. ) always have 
talked prose. I always expect to. I understand it ” 

“ Bit ** my soul!” thought. Rnckle; “this creature 
has told me her age! I had heard they never do! 
And she is twenty-six! I upver knew any of them 
were over twi-ntv five at the limit, but my mother.” 

Mrs. Godfrey went on: “ When T asked you if you 
didn’t know any thing rise, T meant, to be frank with 
you again, a Jnufde-eatendre." 

What a peculiarly dellcfous effect “frank with yon” 
has, coming from a woman’s lips! Buckle, bpneath 
it, became like molasses candy before a Bcbool-girl. 

Still further continued Mrs. Godfrey: 
“T meant, don't you know any thing about travels, 

or history, or geology, or even metaphysics? Politics 
too, which I dote on —and art, and all sorts of gen- 
nriil incidents? 1 know yon do! that’s tho reason I 
ask you. You read immensely — you know almost 
every thing that's worth knowing — you are a very, 
rery learned man! And — will you believe it? — I'm 
really not afraid of that, kind of people at all! We 
poof little women have to spend so much time in 
toilet* and Insip’d calls —for that's the kind of life 
yon had, monopolizing men force us to adopt — that 
we have no leisure, no constitution left lor any books 
that will rot read themselves without an effort on our 
part. Suppose you had danced in every set from ten 
o'clock in the evening till two the next morning; 
then slept till eleven: then cut up your day till five 
into little ten-minute fribbles of talk with people who 
are so stupid that you’d no sooner think of calling 
on them than on the lav-figures at Dibblec s, if yon 
weren't compelled to do ii or lose your entree; then 
gone home to dress for dinner and eat dinner; and, 
finally, finished np Tuesday night, exactly like Mon 
dav, would you find strength or time to readI 

Buckle shook his head solemnly. It was the only 
answer he could give in his amazement at hearing 
the creature talk after such a fashion. 

“ No, of course yon wouldn’t! Bo that poetry is 
the extremest thing that we poor little women can 
attempt. As a matter of course, we know that pretty 
well- ns any body would who gave all the remnants 
of her min<l to it. Now I know you're an excellent 
Italian scholar, so you understand • I>otma r mobile;' 
and You're a man, so vnu hold it (<>r Gospel truth 
heaidrs. We are Changeable; at least, to the extent 
of not loving to do the same thing in the same way 
with the same people and the same aggravations, all 
the day long and all the year round, like a horse in 
a mill. Bo would you be!” 

Mr. Buekle rubbed his forehead. It wa* unpre¬ 
cedented. It was an earthquake of astonishment. 
Wasn’t, she a man who wrote articles for some art 
newspuiM-r in woman's clothes? 

At length he burst, forth with childlike fervor, 
“ Mr*. Godfrey, you are the most sensible woman 1 

ever saw 1” 
“Not, a bit of it!” laughed the widow, tossing on 

the compliment with a witching little shake of her 
rigolette. “ I know fifty women as sensible. Yes, a 
hundred. And 1 believe that if all of them who 
know you were as little afraid of yon as / am (more’s 
the pity for mv politeness, perhaps you’ll say), ninety- 
nine out of a hundred would tell you the same sensi¬ 
ble truth that I do.” 

“But suppose I talked what I read—metaphysics 
or polities, you know, or something like that, which 
they call dry — wouldn't a lady laugh at me?” 

“ That’s Just the point! What nee it is there of 
talking just what a man reads? Why ean’t he talk 
about wiiathe reads with his own thoughts, if he has 
any. added? When you’re interested in a new dis¬ 
covery in geography, and go across the way to con¬ 
verse about. it with Cousin Piper, you don’t run on in 
this way for Instance: ‘ It will be remembered bv all 
our readers that on the twenty-seventh day of Decem¬ 
ber, in the year eighteen hundred and fitly-seven, the 
author, accompanied by sixtv-tilne, natives, each car¬ 
rying a wooden spear and six' boxes of matches, set 
out for the mountain of Bullygtioroogooroo. which 
he ascertained to be exactly live hundred thousand 
feet above the level of the sen, well wooded with 
tapioca, damson plums, and pond lilies, ami precisely 
eight hundred and six miles twenty-five rods in cir¬ 
cumference.’ Thai jsn’t the style, is it? You don t 
Commit a book to memory, do you? You read it. 
then cast it over in your mind, and tdk that new 
cast. Unless you are talking to us women—in which 
case you give ns the real thing verbatim, with the 
rbvmes all right, and not a foot dislocated or sprained 
in the whole of it! Thank you kindly, but we have 
the same thing <>n our center tables in better binding 
—blue and gold. I was. going to say, ’instead ot at 
least half calf,’ but 1 won’t, lor the joke’s not new nor 
delicate either.” 

Mr. Buckle laughed heartily at the widow’s report 
of that verbatim talk on travels. This was a point 
gained. He could not have laughed unless the tern- 
1,In creature had recently become a shade less terrible. 
Sw much more did lie led at ease that, tor answer to 
her little oration, he indulged in one of Ids own. 
He hud written and committed it to memory years 
before, when he was not quite sure but he should 
devote himself to the prolcssion of a highly success¬ 
ful popular lecturer making ten thousand per Annum. 

It began like this: “ Yes, indeed! The mind of a 
man is not a sponge but a crucible* He who merely 
draw* knowledge iu ami pours it out unaltered does 
his neighbor a wrong — cheats him of the additional 
value which he should have impressed upon it by 

reflection. The true and honest intellect receives 
facts, melts them in the proportions of its favorite 
alloy, then crystallizes them into new systems and 
theories, runs them into ingots in the mold of its 
own peculiar thinking, or stamps them for rare, 
eurrentable coins In the royal minting-mill of Genius’. 
Thns, when they come forth again to pass for value 
in the uses of the world, thev are gems that attract 
men to Truth hy a new brilliancy, golden bars puri- 
fled for the purpose of some other mind's re-manufac¬ 
ture, or coins whose novel form and authoritative 
stamp carry them tbrongb wider areas of mental 
traffic, and give them a worth and credit which man¬ 
kind never before perceived, passing them by unno¬ 
ticed in their cruder forms.” 

This was substantially what Mr. Buckle was invejg. 
led into getting off. I sav inveigled, for when he had 
given merely this exordium of the forty foolscap 
pages, he caught himself suddenly with the thought— 
“Can / be Hackle— the man who ia talking thus to 
a woman?” 

Mrs. Godfrey was as much surprised as he was. 
Though a Ivceum lecture is not the best kind of talk 
for anv body, still it was such an advance toward the 
right kind of thine, so far beyond bashful reserve, 
awkward small-talk, or quotations, that she could 
hardly believe it was Buckle more than that gentle¬ 
man liimself. She sat, listening with fixed admira¬ 
tion. and when he abruptly concluded, replied, 

“ What beautiful Ideas! lliose are not quoted, are 
they?” 

“ I believe they are my own. Ma'am.” 
“ I thought so. Will yon talk to me a great deal 

in that wav hetween here and Savannah?” 
Mr. Buckle faintly replied “Yes.” and wondered 

wheiher lie could remember the whole lecture. 
“ Do yon draw?” she asked, after a pause. 
“A little. Ma’am, for my own amusement.” 
“ And understand mineralogy?” 
“ I have stndied it" 
“1 thought sol What you’ve just been saying 

about crystals gave me the impression. Now herp's 
an Idea. I’m one of those dreadfully ignorant little 
women I spoke of a moment ago, who never have 
time to learn or do any thing. But I've always 
wished so much to study mineralogy! We Ifaven’t 
any minerals on board, have we?” 

“Goal.” said Buckle, after grave reflection. “Jhat 
would dirty ynnr hands though.” 

“I don’t care! 1 can wash them.” 
“ And salt,” added Ruckle, as the result of wider 

consideration. “ That wouldn’t he open to the same 
objection.” 

“To be sure! And, as yon draw, you can make 
me pictures of the other minerals. Capital! Won't 
1 be a wise woman when we get to Savannah!” 

And the little witch chipped her hands for pipe and 
scientific enthusiasm. Buckle felt sensations of grat¬ 
ification at being good for something, useful to some¬ 
body, such as he had not experienced since he nsed 
to hold his mother's skeins. 

“ I feel much better for this open air—especially, 
too, for this conversation — it has kept me stirring, 
which js the best thing to prevent sea sickness. But 
T think, if yon please, that I’ll go down now.” 

As Mrs. Godfrey said this, Mr. Buckle arose, took 
the Btool out of her way, and offering her his arm 
with a novel resemblance to gallantry which was 
astonishing In such a beginner, led her down to 
the cabin. [Conclusion next week.) 

fov tfw ifcumi). 
For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

HISTORICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of- 42 letters. 

My 1, 42, 11, 24, 4, 26 was a Roman philosopher and orator. 

My 21, 6, 21, 3, 30, 11, 38, 10, 21 waa a palaco in ancient 

Thebes. 

My 28, 10, 4, 30. 10, 22, 32, 27 was a celebrated Athenian 

philosopher. 

My 8, 24, 4. 41, 21, 1, 34, 17 waa a distinguished Indian chief. 

My 4. 41, fi, SO. 10, 3 was an eminent Irish orator. 

My 20, lfi, 42, 3, 10, 37, 2, 27, 13. 26 waa the scene of a battle 

in the Mexican war. 

My 26, 16, 27, 2, 36, 7, 29 was a king of Egypt 
My 1, 28, 6, 23, 6, 11, 14, 36, 33, 26, 3, 24 waa one of the early 

Governors of Massachusetts. 

My 40, 9, 20, 34 was one of the most celebrated cities of 

antiquity. 

My 21, 10, 12, 28,1. 30,11 was a^residentof the United States. 

My 16, 23, 30, 21, 10, 27, 1, 40, 19, 3, 24 was a signer of tho 

Declaration of Independence. 

Mv 18, 7. 22, 4, 17 waa a Governor of the Connecticut Colony. 

Mv 81, 39, TO, 27, 6, 33 was a general in the Revolution. 

My whole is a true saying. 

Gainesville, N. Y., 1861. J. Martin Brainkro. 

£5?" Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker 

ACROSTICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 9 letter*. 

My 1, 2, 3, 6. 9 can he found in every city. 

My 2, 7. 5 is on every shoemaker’s bench. 

My 3, 2, 7, 5 accompanies every ship. 

My 4, 2, 9,1 is the farmer’s capital. 

.My 6, 2, 7, 3, 8, 9 can be found in any village. 

My 6, 2 9 is used by sailors. 

Mv 7, 2, 0 5a a curse, to any nation. 

My 8, 9. 2 embrace* many years. 

Mv 9. 8, 2 1 Is composed of many sheets. 

My whole is the name of an ancient ship. 

Waverly, N. T., 1861. Frank T. Sccdder.1!?! 

Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

MATHEMATICAL QUESTION- 

A man being asked the age of himself and son, answered: 

“My age is six times my son’B age, and the sum of the 

squares of the numbers representing our ages is 5328.” What 

were their ages? 

Clymer, N. Y., 1861. C' 

Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOMETHICAL PROBLEM. 

“ I havk a piece of laud in the form of an cquilateraltn- 

augle, and the radius of the inscribed circle is 10 rods. Wliat 

is the area of the lot?” 

Sand Lake, Rens. Co., N. Y., 1861. 

Answer in two weekB. 

For Moore'B Rural New-Yorker. 

ENIGMATICAL CHARADE. 

Mv first is one of the most useful letters ol tbo I-118 18 

language. My second is a kind of cake. My third is w ia 

most vooiur persons love to engage in. My whole is " a most young personB love to engage in 

every one desires. 

Ilatnpden Co., Mass., 1861. 

Answer in two weeks. 
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AGKICUIiTUBE AS AN ART, 

There is no business demanding snch varied 
acquirements and such extensive knowledge — none 
that affords such full scope for the highest intellectual 
powers—as that of farming. The farmer has to deal 
with the works of uatnre, created by an All wise 
Power—an Almighty hand by that Baino mysteri¬ 
ous power that set the flaming comet on its rapid 
course, and whose ways and works arc past finding 
out The farmer has to deal with the earth,—learn its 
different chanvctcriutics and capabilities, and its 
adaotiituin to the various nlunts ho cultivates, the 
way to remedy iU defects and appropriate Its riches. 
The air and the seasons, too, must be his study; for 
they materially affect his interests, sometimes giving 
him a golden harvest, at others bringing rust, and 
blight upon his crops und prospects. lie must know 
something of vegetable physiology,—and the more 
the better,—for every day during the growing season 
he performs work for the growth of his crops, 
founded on the laws which govern vegetable life, and 
without this knowledge he labors in the dark, or 
follows the leading of those who may be as ignorant 
as himself, lie should knbw the best means of 
growing those plants that are valuable, and the best 
way of destroying those that are noxious. 

I his would seem to he enough to require of one 
man, for the successful prosecution of one profession, 
and yet the farmer cannot stop here, lie must know 
Bomewhat of the habits of the hundreds of insects 
that prey upon his crops, and threaten their destruc¬ 
tion, or he cannot hope to wage a successful war 
against them; and above all, he must learn and 
distinguish between friend and foe, or ho will not 
only destroy those that are iunooent, hut are his best 
helpers. The various domestic animals the noble 
horse, tlic ox, the sheep —all require his care in 
health and iu sickness. He must be their guide and 
protector as well as their physician in ordinary cases. 
The farmer must bo a mechanic, for the recent and 
general in’roductiori of complicated machinery upon 
the larm renders this absolutely necessary. The 
reaping machine, the seed-drill, the threshing ma¬ 

ll E11K IGOR r> 15 U1,1 CHANCELLOR 

liomaa Aston, of Kl.vriw., Jjorain County, Ohio. 

instructive reading to those who consult their chron¬ 

icles. They show that science, taste, and successful 

industry have been brought to bear upon agriculture. 

They mark the degree of mental culture and refine¬ 

ment to which the farmers if'the country have 

attained, T.et out common) pc .out teachers, I 

repeat, understand that they ..ft;:’, / mfl to commu¬ 

nicate snob knowledge or go without employment, 

and my word for it, you will find them all apt and fit 

for the task.” 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES 

ISAAC FUNK —AN ILLINOIS CATTLE KINO. 

“Have you ever visited TsaaoFunk, 11.7” asked 
a friend with whom I sat, talking, on the pia/,/.a of 
the Niocolls House at Hlooiniugtm. 

“ No, sir; will it pay?” 
“Of course it will, and lie will lo glad to see yon.” 
The matter was settled; we dehrmined to ride ten 

miles south-west of Bloomington and talk with one 
of the earliest settlers and largest land holders in the 
State. 

Having passed the station Shirlty, on the Chicago, 
Alton, and St. Louis It. It., the leponent deemed it 
necessary to make some inquirioi about the read to 
bo taken. Stopping at a house, I asked if 1 was on 
the right road to Isaac Funk’k “No,” said the 
woman; “you onghter ha’ gone through that gate 
yonder; but I reckon you had better take out through 
that par of bars till you git, to a raid, and then Toiler 
it, which is a right smart track, till you come to a 
little branch, with a bridge acrois it, in the Umber; 
then take to the left, and keep laming away till you 
reach the prairie, when you wil. see a yeller barn; 
then take towards the barn, and jon will see a house, 
which will be Isaac Funk’s home." Having care¬ 
fully digested these very minute directions, 1 asked 
how far it was, aud how long be’ore I should reach 
Mr. Funk’s land. " Why, blem you, this is Mr. 
Funk’s land right across the roar; it begins a half a 
mile hack yonder. You have dot to travel on his 
land all the way to his house-light smart four 

latum of this property, has reached the age of 
service, when, while he steps regularly and firmly, 
he walks with his right arm resting in his left hand, 
behind his hack, his head bowed — when lie lias 
passed the summit of life and is traveling the down 
grade. He leads his fine gray horso to the gate, tica 
the bridle to the saddle how, and turns him loose. 

LET PS LOOK AT HIM. 

Dress has a moral effect upon a man’s conduct; it 
is to a certain extent an imlex of his character. 
Therefore in describing the man we must describe 
the dress. He has on neither coat or waistcoat. Me 
is crowned with a slouch black wool hat, the crown 
a cone, the apex of which is ventilated with a ragged 
hole. A pair of dark, well-worn, satinet pants are 
suspended from 1uh shoulders, one knee of which hus 
a large light-colored patch, iiis shirt Is not line 
linen, but plain cotton bleaching, the collor being 
fastened with a single button. He has a three days 
beard on bis taco; hair short, gray and wiry, curling 
slightly over a full, round, compact brow, behind 
which it is plain there is an active brain. He is five 
IVct six or eight inches high, and will weigh 
175 pounds. Ilia eyes are seeu under his jutting 
brows, dark, keen, searching. He has evidently 
lived long enough to read mankind —to know the 
make up of a man, us well as a steer, at a glance. 

INTRODUCTION AND RECEPTION. 

He has been in the house and is now leaving it for 

the gate, I intercept him. “ Is this Mr. Funk?" 

“My name Is Funk,” 1r the sharp, short reply iu 

a tone of voice which seems to ask, “What of it?” 

and his eye glances from beneath his brow with a 

strong magnetic light. I hand him my credentials, 

lie deliberately takes from Iiis pocket his glasses, and 

studiously deciphers the letter of introduction from 

our mutual friend Overman. This done, lie says,_ 
“ Olad to see you, sir. Walk In, and let’s sit down. 
I am very tired; have been hard at work to-day,” 

Heated, he enters into u conversation on general 

topics, expressing his opinions with great frankness, 

and exhibiting familiarity with topics talked of. 

WHERE 1IK WAS HORN 

o way io u>e ngut anu west, in me edge of the grove, 
I discovered the yellow barn tho woman said f 
should see; no other buildings were visible. Fol¬ 
lowing instructions, I rode towards the ham. I had 
rode on this Illinois farm nearly four miles, when I 
found sundry wagon and cattle trails converging 
towards one point. -Sundry civilized sounds were 
issuing from the dge of the grove west of the yellow 
barn—such as the hideous braying of mules, the 
neighing of motherly marcs, and whinner of filial 
colts; the loo of tho matronly kine and blatant 
response of affectionate calves, the cackling of liens, 
pompous crow of cocks, gobble, gobble of turkeys, 
barking and yelping of dogs, Ac., Ac. Led by tbese 
sounds, I at last reached an opening, in which stood 
disclosed an ancient two-story wood-colored bouse, 
with front to the west, a ohiruney in each end, a door 
ditto, eight front windows,— four above and four 

the science of botany needs no such botanical 
gardens for its apparatus; every dry reed-stallc left 
by the winter winds, every little weed, every green 
moss, are book and lesson and apparatus, to a mind 
healthy and properly instructed how to instruct.” 

“ Adorn your dwelling with flowers, and encourage 
your children to cultivate them. Many a useful 
uaturul bent in the young has been lost by injudi¬ 
cious and thoughtless levity. Believe that an hour i» 
not lost which your wife, or your daughter, or your 
son, spends in the garden, among the flowers which 
they have learned to love. Labor is relieved of half 
its toil when smiled upon by the elegances of life. I 
have been no heedless witness of these facts, and the 
most industrious hands, and the most loving aud 
motherly hearts, have 1 found among those who cul¬ 
tivated the tulip bed or nourished the rose bush, in 
some corner of the farm yard, amidst discourage 
meats which would have uppailed the sterner sex had 
they been suffered to exist where tho corn und the 
potato patch stood. 'The farmer’s garden,’ says 
Elihu BnRRTT, ‘is the introduction to a largo 
volume, of which every acre is a page, bearing the 
marks of his character. Viewed iu this light, the 
gardens of New England are full of hopeful and 

WUKN I1K CAME HERE. 

Isaac I unk is a native of Kentucky, He was bom 
in 1797. In 1807 hit* father emigrated to Fayette 
Co., Ohio. Here iiis father lost all his property, and 
in 1821, two of the brothers, Isaac and A its a non 
I1 unk, came hither and settled within a few yards of 
the place where I am nosv writing. Their property 
consisted of three horses, two yoke of cattle, and 
$•(28.60 in cash.* It was their aim to settle where 
they could secure elbow room rango for stock, and 
where they could get lands cheap. They had had ex¬ 
perience iu tlie handling of stock, ant} knew some- 
tiring of its profits. Want of kpneo will prevent tho 
transfer from onr note book to the pages of the 
Ritral, of many interesting incidents, ndventures, 
and experiences related by Mr. P., as connected with 
their early hiHtory in this State. He assured the 
writer that when young, he had a great deal of 
“Spunk.” He came here determined to make a 
living and lay by something which he could use 
when he got old. The loss of property which his 

the yellow barn before spoken of. It is, I learn, the 
only barn ever built by Mr. Funk, in this State. It 
may be seventy-five or a hundred feet long, having a 
floor iu the center for carriages and tools, entered 
by doors at each end of the barn. On either side 
of the floor aro double stalls with open mangers 
and feed-boxes, and earth floors. These stalls are 
entirely Inclosed from each other, each being en¬ 
tered by an outside door; there being as many doors 
as stalls. 

1 have been thus minute iu my description of what 
I saw while tying my horse, learning that Mr. Funk 

was not at homo, but would be at 6 o’clock, and ac¬ 
companying the boy to the yellow barn to put my 
horse in one of the stalls above described, because it 
may enable the reader tho better to appreciate the 
man who has accumulated these thousands of beau¬ 
tiful acres, and his motives, when we see him. 
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father bad Buffered had aroused his pride, and he had weight as the Berkshires. He regards the Chester 
determined to recover. A neighbor told me that Whites as excellent, but has had h tie or no expen- 
there was another motive; they were determined to ence with them. The average market price for pork 
pay their father’s indebtedness, which they have here has been from $4 to S5.50 per cwt, net. Sheep 
since done. There were twenty-five years when are regarded more profitable than hogs, 

neither hot weather nor cold prevented Isaac; from mules. 

attending to bis business. He has frequently rode 24 what does it cost to keep a mule until it is three 
hours, only stopping long enough to eat his meals. yearB ol(J? 

Said he had rode from Chicago home, 1»0 miles, “ Do not know; never calculated. But it does not 
Btarting one morning, and reaching home the next cwi as much as it docs to raise at steer. The past three 
morning in time for eariy breakfast, getting no sleep 
except such as he secured on his horse. He once 
made a trip to Missouri, being gone 77 days —sixty- 
six days and nights of which he was out of doors, 
constantly watching and driving cattle. He drove 
the first drove of cattle and swine to Milwaukee, 
Galena, and Chicago. And he was the first Illinois 
drover who drove cattle to Ohio. Said he had driven 
hogs to Galena when there was no house after leaving 
Peoria, until within 15 miles of Chicago. But we 
must skip over the experiences, and state the results, 

as we find them to-day. 

SIZE AND STOCK OF THE FARM. 

Eighty acres of land were first purchased; the 
brothers, however, were here long before the lands 
came in market, and consequently occupied a great 
range. Isaac and Absalom continued to operate in 
company until 1841, when they dissolved partnership 
and Absalom removed to Chicago, where he has since 
died. The home farm now consists of 20,500 acres 
in one body. There ve 6,000 acres more in the 
county, making altogether 25,500 acres owned by 
him, in this oounty of McLean. About half of this 
land was purchased at Government prices; the other 
half at prices ranging from $5 to SS-'i0 per acre. The 
most of this land is paid for. A recent purchase of 
$00,000 worth of land, from the Illinois Central Hail- 
road Company, is not quite paid for. During the 

present year payment will be completed. The stock 
on the farm to-day (July 10th,) is as follows;- 1,000 
beef cattle, ready for market, where thoy will be 
driven as fust as the market will warrant; 200 cows 
with calves; 400 stock cattle; 500 sheep of the mid¬ 
dle class of wool; 500 head of swine, beside the pigs 
which he does not count; 240 horses and mules, one 
year old and upwards, and CO sacking colts. He has 
2,000 acres under the plow, 000 acres in meadows, 
and the balance inclosed for pasture. Three thou¬ 
sand acres of those pasture lands are in tame grasses— 
blue grass, timothy, clover, and red top. In seeding 
for pasture, he would seed with timothy, clover, and 
red top. The blue grass comes in naturally here, and 
runs all other grasses out. MeadowB are quickly 
ruined by it, and have to he plowed. In the East, 
timothyfin a meadow quickly runs clover out; here 
the clover is the strongest and longest lived. It. 
triumphs over the timothy. Blue grass pastures are 
very valuable for fall, winter, and early spring pas- 
turage, but they should not be fed during the summer 
when they are to bo bo used. Horses and mules 
winter well ou blue grass— half the winter, fre¬ 
quently they get nothing else. Sheep cost little if 
they have such pasture; they frequently live on it 
exclusively. Mr. Funk thinks sheep, with proper 
accommodations for shelter, and with an abundance 
of blue grass pasture, would pay a larger per centum 
profit on the amount of capital invested, than any 
other kind of stock, except mules. But ho has never 
entered largely into the handling of sheep, because 
they require more care and involve a greater amount 
of labor than he could command; in short, as he 
expressed it, he has “never been fixed for It.” He 
believes cattle, all in all, give more profit than hogs 
— that is, it pays better to feed and market them on 
the whole — because the market is more stable and 
uniform. Mules are the best paying stock—better 
than cheep, on the same amount of capital invested. 

HOW HE WINTERS CATTLE. 

Mr. Punk usually winters over from 700 to 1,000 
head of cattle, and stall-feeds for early spring market 
from 300 to 500 bead. He markets his stall fed cattle 
about the first of April. Ho buys cattle all the time, 
whenever he can do so profitably. Those he sells in 
the summer and fall are generally three yeai-s old. 
The class he stall-feeds are generally four years old. 
The Eastern reader will think it u queer kind of stall 
feeding, when he is assured that not one of these 
animals go inside a stall or are tied up during the 
winter. A little further on we will give Isa ac Funk s 

definition of stall-feeding. He prefers to buy cattle 
(steers) the spring they are two years old. They 
usually coat then, if good ones, from $18 to $25 per 
head. These are kept one summer, one winter, and 
the half the next summer, when they are in condi¬ 
tion to market, and will average from $15 to $52 per 
head, lie winters his cattle on shocked corn. The 
steers that are to be wintered through and marketed 
in mid summer are “ strong-fed.” Those that are to 
go to market the last Of March or first of April, arc 
“ stall-fed.” The difterenoe in the two modes of feed¬ 
ing is that the bullock that is being stall-fed gets all 

'he can eat and a good deal more, while the one that 
is strong-fed, gets enough to keep him thriving finely 
nil winter — gaining in flesh, and growing too. The 
com is drawn from the field on wagons, to the pas¬ 
ture or lot where the cattle are herded. One man 
feeds from 75 to 100 head. And this care occupies 
him from early morning till late at night. He rises 
and cats breakfast by candle light, and draws corn 
with from two to four yoke of oxen — the amount of 
team depending upon the condition of the soil—all 
day, and returns and eats his supper by candle light 
again. Mr. Funk says the true way to feed is to pro¬ 
vide two fields for each compuuy of cattle. Feed thp 
cattle in one field to-day, and in the second to-mor¬ 
row; to morrow turn one hog for every strong-fed, or 
two hogs for each stall-fed animal into the field in 
which the cattle were fed to-day; changing each day, 
the hogs following the cattle. He says one acre of 
good corn will winter one bullock if strong-fed; if 
stall-fed it will require one acre and a half per | 
bullock. The cattle have no other feed, and no pro¬ 
tection, except timber, if theyjhappen to be feeding 
near it. Salts his stuck with this feed about, every 
third day, and provides them plenty of w ater. Beef, 
if fit to go to the New York market, sells here at $3 
to $4 per cwt., gross; packing cattle at $2 to $2.60 
per cwt., gross. He has not marketed cattle in 
Chicago in four years. It used to be his market. 
When he ships East it is via Joliet cut-off, through 
Michigan and via the Suspension Bridge to Albany 

and New York. 

SWINE — BREEDS AND MANAGEMENT. 

I have indicated above the way the swine arc fed. 
They are mainly bred here on the place. The present 
stock consists of a mixture of Irish Grazier, Bedford, 
Byfield, and Berkshire. Objection is made to the 
Berkshire because they do not cross well with com¬ 
mon hogs; neither do they dress as heavy an many 

’ other breeds. The Byfields are liked better-a good 
deal better. The leaf-lard in the Bylield will weigh 
nearly or quite double that of the Berkshire. The 

: Bylield will not cat as much in proportion to their 

yearB, a good fair average mule has been worth $130. 
A part of the time he would bring more. These 
figures are for an average mule, when thirty or forty 
are sold together. A good one would bring more 
than that. Mr. Funk feeds them on shocked corn, 
hay, and sheaf oats. They are never stabled. If the 
winter is open they will live half the time on blue 
grass pasture without other feed. When sheaf oats 
are fed, they are ent; but it is not profitable to ent 
the sheaf fine in a cutting-box. It is found that if it 
is cut three or four times with a broad-ax or 
hatchet, the mules eat it with a better reliBb, and cut 
it up cleaner, than if cut finer. The mares from 
which ho breeds mules arc never fed corn at all. JIc 
has mares ten years old that have never tasted corn. 
A good sized mule is one fifteen bands high, if made 
proportionally. Mr. F. thinks such an one is worth 
more than a larger one. He finds them longer lived 
than horseB. Places their average age at 25 to 3U 
years in this country. A good Jack here costs from 

$500 to $800. 
GRAIN GROWING. 

But little wheat or oats are grown on thiB farm. 
Corn is the principal crop cultivated. Mr. Funk is 
down on wheat culture; and down on growing grain 
of any kind to draw to market. He says a man 
worth five or six thousand dollars may soon sink it 
in wheat-growing. And he asserted that if a man 
grows a crop of corn yearly, and being too poor to 
buy stuck and feed it, sells it in the shock on the 
ground where grown, at 16 cents per bushel, he will 
be worth at the end of five years, double the money 
that his neighbor will who grows the same amount 
of coi n and draws it live miles and sells it at 25 cents 

per bushel. Why? 
“ Because the man who draws the corn five miles 

loses time, labor, wear and tear of team and wagons, 
gets his money in driblets, and it goes in driblets; at 
the end of five years it is ail gone. I tell you it is 
better to sell it at 16 cents at home and not move it, 
than to move it five miles. It costs more than the 
extra 10 cents, to move it, in the end. It does not 
pay to draw grain. True, a few years ago, some men 
grew wheat and got $1.50 per bushel for it; but had 
they been compelled to take 25 cents for it, they 
would have been better off to-day. They would not 
have spent all they had in trying to grow more. The 
wealthiest parte of Ohio, to-day, are those parts 
where the farmers could not market their grain, and 
were compelled to put it into stock. So it is in 

Illinois.” 
TENANTS AND IJIRED MEN. 

A good deal of his land is rented to tenants. When 
the tenant has teams and tools of his own, and boards 
himself, he pays the landlord two-fifths of the corn 
in the shock and two-fifths of the small grain in the 
half bushel. When the landlord furnishes the tools 
and teams, lie receives one-half in all cases. If the 
landlord furnishes the team, lie provides food for it 
the first season, or until the tenant can make a crop, 
when the latter feeds from his share of the products 
of the laud. Mr. Funk says no man can afford to 
hire men to grow and market grain at present prices. 
Men do not half work; few earn the money they 
exact; at present prices of grain, none do. He thinks 
if men got less wages they would lay up more money, 
lie has worked many months at $8 and $10 per 
month. But men worked then. Mr. F. deprecated, 
in strong terms, the apparent effort of young mem to 
live without labor. The principle of labor, the law 
of service, he believed to underlie all prosperity, and 
form the base of the integrity of a people. He dis¬ 
covers much that is hopeful in the fact that capital 
and talent are both being turned into the channels of 
Agriculture — that the world has begun to recognize 
the complex character of a business upon which 
depends all progress. On this subject, and on the 
importance of a recognition of this principle of labor 
l>y all men, no matter their wealth or position, be 
talked long, forcibly and well. 

HOG CHOLERA, 

He has never bad any cases of this disease on his 
place, although cases have been reported within six 
or eight miles of here. Thinks the disease is easier 
prevented than cured. He would not herd them in 
close pens. Would teed sulphur, copperas and ashes, 
and provide them with fresh grass and good water. 
Good sweet grass and a wide range are essential to 
good health. If confined close in damp places, with 
access to the black soil of slough, they are sure to 
become diseased. The black slough soil is poison to 
swine; fattening hogs do much better on a yellow 
clay soil than upon the black soil of our prairies. 

BLOODY MURRAIN. • 

This disease has trouhled his herds more than any 
other. Some think it brought on by a sudden change 
in the condition — from a poor to a fleshy state, and 
that thus the blood vessels are affected. Mr. Funk 

thinks poor water the cause in some instances; and 
the manner and condition in which the animal isfed, 
in others. A good preventive is wood ashes and sul¬ 
phur led with salt. He does not think there is any 
help for the animal after it is once positively dis¬ 
eased. The best remedy is to give some thorough 
purgative as soon as any indications of disease are 
discovered. It sometimes happens that, this will pre¬ 
vent mortification, which soon takes place unless 
some such measure is adopted, lie advises bleeding 

cattle, especially those which have been strongly fed 
in the spring. He bleeds all of his by slitting the 
tail with a knife. Especially if the end of the tail is 
hollow, tills should be done. Sometimes he ropes 
the neck and bleeds the animal there strongly. He 
thinks spriug bleeding very useful—even necessary. 
He also recommends mixing wood ashes with the 
salt and feeding it to cattle. It helps keep them 
healthy, sleek, and smooth. 

BUYING BULLS OF PEDDLERS AND AT FAIRS. 

On this subject a long chapter might be written, 
recounting the injury done to breeders and to the 
disposition to improve herds in the West. My atten¬ 
tion was called for the hundredth time to this subject, 
by the remarks of Mr. Funk. He would not buy a 
bull at a Fair, so many that are there exhibited are 
fitted up to exhibit and to sell. Those that can be 
bought are rarely worth buying. He prefers to go 
and see the stock on the farm where it is kept— 
to examine the offspring of the animal. 

If a man purchases one of these pampered bulls at 

FairB, he rarely gives him the care necessary to keep 
him in prime condition; if he knows how, he does 
not do it; few men know how. Of course the 
bull runs down, the owner becomes disgusted and 

tells his neighbors fine stock is all hnmbng. If, how¬ 
ever, he is careful to go and see the stock in the 
pasture, where it is kept economically, without any 
polishing process, he is better able to judge of its 
real merits, and Is less likely to wish bis purchased 
animal in Dixie two months later. Three-fifths of 
these exhibition animals are spoiled. Mr. Funk does 
not advise 8 man who proposes handling stock, to 
buy full blood fancy cattle. Would rather have 
crosses of a thorough bred bull with native cows. 
He thinks tlere Is more money in proportion to their 
cost Iri the grades than in the pure bred Durhams. 
He likes the Durham better than the Devon, as a 
standard stock. 

But of all the classes of men who outrage green 
Western men, the stock peddlers are the greatest 
viJIians. They buy up the refuse stock of Eastern 
herds or flocks, add to their flock every good looking 
fine wooled sheep they can pick up cheap on the 
road, and iwcry spotted animal they can buy at a 
bargain, write np a pedigree, get. it printed on a slip 
of paper; tins prepared they perambulated the coun¬ 
try with thei “blood Btock” and “sell at a sacri¬ 
fice” to all Wio are so green as to allow themselves 
to be duped *-and their name is legion. There are 
scores oi men in the West who have a big-boned, 
t ing-streaked and speckled stock of cattle which they 
really believe to be decendants of the oldest and 
purest Durham families. And it cannot bo beat out 
of their brains; for is there not the pedigree traced 
straight back to Jacobi 1807343? Of course it is, 
and there can be no mistake about & printed pedigree! 

O, ye dupes I 
HORSES, 

Mr. Funk breeds few horses. He regards mnles 
much more serviceable. He has some Morgans, but, 
while they are good roadsters, he regards them too 
light for farm sendee. He Bays we want a class of 
horses 15 to HI hands high, well proportioned — that 
will make gool saddle horses, fair roadsters. Weight 
Is necessary —not toiyheavy however. Horses that 
will weigh 1,280 to 1,300 pounds are about right if 
they are rigbtlj put together. If a horse weighs less 
than 1,000 pounds, he is too light for farm uses. 

HOW HE GROWS CORN. 

The ground is prepared by plowing and hsfrrowing, 
and planted in check rows with Brown's planter. 
After it is sprouted, a large two-horse harrow and 
team is pot on and the ground thoroughly harrowed, 
regardless of the corn. This done, it is cultivated 
with a three-toothed cultivator, going twice in each 
row; then again with a double shovel plow. Fre¬ 
quently after the shovel plow, a scouring plow Is 
used, but. a donb e shovel plow Is regarded the best 
Implement to use after the harrow. He prefers to 
harrow before tin corn is np. Many in this country 
wait until the ctrn appears, then knock the center 
tooth out of an 4 harrow and drive astride the rows. 
If the ground proves cloddy, he rolls it, immedi¬ 
ately after harrowing, with a heavy field roller. He 
says rolling and harrowing pays excellently here, the 
soil being inclined to grow cloddy. It must be pul- 
tefized so that the young plants may grow without 
being retarded. One reason why Brown’s oorn 
planter is so generally approved in this country, is 
because it rolls (he earth which covers the hills, and 
pulverizes it. The roots of the young plant do not 
have to ramble Over a square rod to find food — to 
find something Reside dry clode and cold air. Mr. 
Funk recommends fall plowing, and the back-furrow 
lug the ground in narrow beds. He says it will pay; 
it will increase the crop so as to more than pay the 
Inconvenient whffh may result in the prosecution 
of the harvest. Such teslirnony from a large farmer 
who doe* his work in the cheapest way, looking to 
the greatest profit, ought to be received as having a 
good deal of weight. 

* Since writing the foregoing, my attention has been called to 
the followiug paragraph by an eastern contemporary who has 
rushed through the Wont, and is accordingly accurately posted! 
Our statements may be relied on. for they were given us by 
Isaac Funk In person It will bo interesting to compare them 

with the following. 
" Isaac. Funk rums hero from Ohio when the country was 

new. He brought with him all his worldly goods, consisting of 
a horse, one yoke ol a)ten and a fur hat. lie commenced work¬ 
ing some land, and t jaded bis fur hat in the village for a sow In 
pig, and drove her home bare headed tie bred all the pigs lie 
i-onld. and raised com lo feed them. lie ha- now twenty even 
thousand acres'd laid, all paid tor, estimated to be worth over 
$800,000. Ills stock M' horses, millet, hogs and fat rattle are 
worth another $101,(00. and be owns a good deal of railroad 
stock besides Tie hi« acquired thin immense wealth by fann¬ 
ing. He Ims never speculated in anything, except iu buying 
cattle. He has eight tons, great slock men, all of whom 
IlssisI him jo hi- lari'ire Operations. lie lias olio pasture fo ld 
of 8,001 acres, indoled with a plank fence; another of 3,900 
acres, and another of 1,000 acres. His principal crop is corn — 
raising oniv enough wheat, for his own use. He usually con¬ 
sumes all the corn on the farm. His average sales of cattle in 
New York are said to amount to $70,001) per annum." 

several days without injury from the rain or sun. It 
will he observed that not only the eight sheaves are 
protected, but the caps themselves are in a position 
to shed rain effectively, for they soon become dry 
after a shower. N. B. Ament. 

Mt Morris, N. Y., 1861. 

Rural Notes anil Stems. 

SHOCKING AND CAPPING WHEAT. 

Eds. Rural N*w-Yorkek:—Much of the anxiety 
exhibited by wheat growers during harvest for the 
security of the cipp, can be dispensed with if they 
will ouly learn to properly shock and cap their 
wheat. We lay jt down as an axiom, that wheat 

should be capped Eft alt kinds of weather. It should 
be cut before the kernel is fully hard, and if set in 
open shock in hit weather, the kernel hardens rap¬ 
idly, and is apt to shrink, but when capped the 
kernels harden gtadually, and the remaining juices 
of the stalk are Conveyed to the head, which has a 
tendency to Jill okt the grains and thus make larger 
kernels. There in also less danger of the heads 
breaking off when drawn to the barn and put in the 
mow, for the stmw is less brittle than when it is 

cured in the sun. 
Wheat that was cut at the commencement of the 

rainy harvest in 1855, and capped, was uninjured, 
notwithstanding it remained in the field about three 
weeks, exposed tb heavy showers nearly every day 

and night. 
Jtcau he capped in either long or round shocks, 

but. the round sh4cks stand the firmest and are less 
exposed to the wind. Long shocks can be capped, 
by pntting the butts of two bundles together over the 
middle of the shock, letting the tops project over 
the ends. The butts should be pressed firmly to¬ 
gether, and sufficiently elevated to carry off the 
water at the tops. 

The best way to shock is to set four bundles close 
together, with the tops a little inclining toward each 
other, in the form of a square, which leaves four 
spaces; then set a bundle in each space, which com¬ 
pletes a shock of eight bundles, and a part of each 
one is thus exposed to the air and sun, which would 
be entirely excluded from the inside bundles of a 
perfectly round shock. Then break over the tops of 
the caps to one sidt, at nearly right angles with the 
bundle, comttienciig at the band; and, if properly 
done, there will he formed a peak at the opposite 
side, near the top of the sheaf. Open the butts, on 
the side of the sheaf to which the top is bent, and 
place the cap on the shock, the heads reaching past 
the middle, with the butts projecting over the side. 
Put on the second cap from the opposite side of the 
shock, with the heads reaching well over the baud of 
the first; spread the butte of both caps around the 
shock, and the work is done. When wheat is well 

capped in this manner, it can remain in the field for 

Or tuk Season and Crops we can report but little progress 

since our last. Tbe continuously cool weather — and i 

especially cool nighta — bas greatly retarded vegetation of 

most kinds. The grass crop is full two weeks later than < 

usual, and timothy was scarcely fit to cut nntil the proent 

week; consequently many are now in the midst of haying. , 

Some wheat of the early varieties has been cut. but at 

this writing ( July 23) tbe harvest baa not fairly commenced 

in this region. Corn, melons, cucumbers, tomatoes, Ac., are * 

much “ behind time,” and the prospects are dnbiouB. 

Potatoes and beans promise well. < 

The Account or “An Illinois Cattle King,”given in 1 

this number from the pen of our Western Aid, will be perused 

with interest by thousands of Rural readers. Though it may , 

seem like a romance to many—and to us it has proved quite 

as entertaining as a first-class novelette—let it he remembered 

that tbe writer deals in and with facts, and that truth is 

oftentimes stranger than fiction. A* we could not well 

divide the “veritable history,” it is given entire, to the 1 

exclusion of our usual variety — In the belief that none of 

our agricultural readers will complain of “too much of a 1 

good thing.” 
-- 

The Farm op Robert J. Swan, Esq., of Seneca Co.— 

beautifully situated on the eastern shore of Seneca Lake, 

near Geneva—is to be let for a term of years, as will be 

observed by announcement in onr advertising department 

It is a very superior farm, and was awarded the first premium i 

of the N. Y. State Agricultural Society in 1858. We regret 

that Mr. Swan's health compels him to leave a homestead so , 

valuable and pleasaut, and trust “ Rose Hill Farm ” will soon 

have a competent anil appreciative tenant. 

Samples op Wheat — Mr. Edgar M. Potter, of Gates, 

near this city, last week handed us several heads of a variety 

of wheat which he is growing, known as “ Lambert’s Weevil 

Proof”—seed obtained in Ohio. He tried the Lambert last 

season, and was so well pleased with the resnlt that, his 

present crop i« almost exclusively of that variety. It is a 

beardless variety, fine, plump berry, and apparently matures 

early—tbe heads being fully ripe, and the crop fit to harvest 

in advance of most other varieties. We hope Mr. P. will, at 

the proper time, give us the figures as to yield and other 

particulars. 

Mr. K 8. Chapin, of Bloomfield, Ontario Co., sends ns (by 

mail) a head of wheat called the “ Hopewell ”—said to be a 

new variety in that section. As the head was not fully ripe, 

we could not judge of the quality of the grain. 

The English Butino Wool and Wheat in our Market — 

A recent number of the Troy Times aaya:—“ We have seen a 

private letter from a perfectly reliable source in Michigan 

— a consignor of wool to this market—which states that 

English agents are purchasing wool In various parts of that 

State, and that they want 15,000,000 lbs. in all. English 

agents purchased nearly all the Canadian clipping last year; 

but this is the find instance, we believe, of purchase On 

F.nglish account in the State. The effect of this will proba¬ 

bly ho to increase the price of wool here, as onr entire stock 

lu tbe absence of importation!! cannot be sufficient to supply 

the borne demand. The same writer informs us that the 

English agents referred to have recently purchased $200,000 

worth of wheat in Chicago.” 

Premium eor Flax Cotton.— The R I. Society for the 

Encouragement of Domestio Industry, offers $500 for the 

best bale of prepared llax cotton of not less than 50 lbs., with¬ 

out respect to the place of its manufacture, which shall be 

shown at. the Noeiety’s Exhibition In Providence, Sept. 11th. 

It must be proved that tbe article is of a quality, and can be 

produced ft) quantity and at a price to be an economical 

substitute for cotton. Such a premium will be likely to create 

competition, and aid in dethroning King Cotton. 

Prosit ok Sheep Farming.—A correspondent of the Ohio 

Field Notes, who keeps an account with his sheep, says:— 

“The increase of roy (lock and tbe wool makes a profit of 

about three hundred dollars a year, from 112 acres of land 

and about 20 acres of that in woods, besides keejiing enough 

other stock for roy own use. I consider sheep the most 

profitable stock that I can raise; they give sure and quick 

returns.” _ 

Minor Rural Items.— The Illinois Central R. R. Co. is 

buying corn of its farmer land-tenants, to enable them to pay 

up arrears of installments on land purchases, and for freight, 

giving Chicago prices. Gnod policy, as it benefits the Co., 

their tenants, and consumers.—Late advices from Europe 

state that tbe harvests promise well; breadstotfs somewhat 

dull in consequeuco — yet the absence of largo stocks from 

last season will leave prices sufficiently high to induce ship¬ 

ments of American produce throughout the year.-Messrs. 

Whjttakkh, of Lima, Mich., who have a large flock of Adc 

wooled sheep, sold their this year’s clip (4.000 lbs.) a few 

days ago at the rate of 32 cents per lb. Their clips for the 

last eight years, including the present, have soldatau average 

of 40 cents per lb.-A Western paper says—“ During the 

week past, vegetation in this suction has just been rearing 

and pitching like young colts. On still nights one can hear 

it growing—the sound resembling the roar of the ocean at a 

distance. With corn and weeds, it has been twigs and brouse 

—weeds a little ahead.” 

THE FARMER'S BANK. 

The times may be hard as the ground 

Frozen stiff in the December cold; 

But the bank of the fanner is sound— 

If broken, it discounts iu gold. 

His share is a plow-share in banks 

Whose dividends never rely 

Oil the grind stone men at their cranks, 

But on rain and the sunshiny sky. 

His deposits are small, hut they yield 

An hundred per cent., or per seed, 

So that the gold grows up in the field, 

Like a thought that grows into a deed. 

Bloat in Catti.ic.— A writer in the Michigan Farmer, says 
that when cattle are bloated from eating wet clover, or horses 
frem eatlog green clover, he has found a sure remedy in giv 
ing to the animal an ordinary charge of gun powder, mixed 
with about the same qnautity of fme salt, In the hand, and 
thrown on the tongue every fifteen minutes, until two or 
three doses are given. He savs: “In III* summer of 1858, I 
had five head taken at one time, two of which were severe 
eases, but this treatment saved them- The same week the 
hides uf forty head were sent Into Rattle Creek, and all from 
animals that had boon lost by eating wet clover.' 

A ilORSE Sixty-Kink Years Out.—Wilkes' Spirit of the 
Tones gives an account of a small black Galloway, eleven 
hands high, which attained to the greatest age of any horse 
of which we have any record. He was a resident of a small 
village near Haddington, iu Scotland He was foaled in 1720, 
and at the time of hi* death lie was 69 years old. A few 
weeks before bis death be trotted /or several hours at the 
rate of seven or eight miles an hour, and fed well on bis oats 
and hay to the last. 
-- 

Tns Glory ok the Farmer —HIb glory is to create ADd 
construct. Other men may fetch, and carry, and exchange, 
all rests, at last, on his primitive action. He is close to 
nature. The food which was not he makes to be. All nobil¬ 
ity Tests on the use of land. Tillage is the original calling of 
the race; many men are excused from it, yet if they have 
not something to giTe the farmer for his corn, they must 
return to their planting. The farmer stands nearest to God, 
the first cause.—Edward Everett. 

Heaves.—The Farmer and Gardener gives the following 
as a care for tbe heaves in horses;—Take smart-weed, steep 
it in boiling water till the strength is all out; give one quart 
every day, mixed with bran or shorts, for eight or ten days. 
Give green or eut-up feed, wet with water, during the opera¬ 
tion, and It will cure. 

®lje Conbetxscr. 1 

— The new Sultan has only one wife. 

— The Chinese rebels have taken Hanakow. , 

— The Maryland peach crop promises to be good. 

— A plot to assassinate Garibaldi has been discovered. 

— John Murray, the blacksmith of Gretna Green, is dead. 

— The Pope has been very ill, but was improving at last 

accounts. 

— John Anderson, the fugitive slave, is living “in clover,” 

in England. 

— The rebels have returned Major Winthrop’s watch to 

Gen. Butler. 

— Ice is selling in the streets of Richmond, Va., at $6 to 

$8 per 100 lbs. 

— Merriman, the Baltimore secessionist, has been released 

on $40,000 bail. 

— The wheat harvest in Maryland is concluded, and the 

crop is excellent. 

— A relationship existed between the late Sultan of Tur¬ 

key and Napoleon III. 

— It is intimated that the Baltimore secession press will be 

vigorously prosecuted. 

— A line of telegraph baa been erected, connecting Pensa¬ 

cola with Montgomery. 

— There are, it is stated, about 2,600 different trades car¬ 

ried on in Great Britain. 

— The cabin passage from Quebec to Liverpool, by the 

Great Eastern, is only $65. 

— Gov. Jackson, of Missouri, was last reported as traveling 

disguised in female apparel. 

— A salute of 34 guns was fired at Harrisburgh, Pa., in 

honor of Gen. McClelland’s victory. 

— The Prince of Wale* has gone to Curragh, Ireland, to 

study the details of military science. 

— The health of the Empress of Austria is very prec&ri 

ous. She has an abeess in tbe lungs. 

— The Snn Fire Insurance Company of London loses 

$1,200,000 by the great Uto in London. 

— The war in the United States is producing much depres¬ 

sion in the hardware trade of England. 

— One of the sister* of Francis II is about to be betrothed 

to the brother of the Emperor of Austria. 

— The entire postal service, embracing postoffices, mails, 

&c., have been discontinued in Tennessee. 

— The Gen. Rains who figured in the battle near Carthage, 

Missouri, was formerly U, S. Indian Agent. 

— Tbe British press speak of Mr. Adams, the new American 

Minister, in a very complimentary manner. 

— The Mobile Tribune says that tbe sum of $1,400,000 was 

duo the troops at Pensacola, on the 1st inst. 

— The new signals of the fleet off Pickens distress the rebel? 

very much, as they are unable to read them. 

— A hyppopotamus has arrived in Boston, and is nowon 

exhibition in a pavillion on Boston Common. 

— “Shopping ” has ceased in North Carolina, much to the 

grief both of the ladies and the shop-keepers. 

— Specie exportation from Now York during the last fiscal 

year, $23,845,000. Previous year, $58,090,000. 

— About $5,000,000 of specie was transferred from tbe New 

York city bank* to thn Sab-Treasury last week. 

— Major Stammer, of Fort Pickens’ fame is now in Chicago, 

attached to the new 16th regiment, U. S. Infantry, 

— Capt. Craven has been promoted to the command of the 

Potomac flotilla, vice Ward killed at Mathias Point. 

— Since the 18th of last Aprfl, about 60,000 troops have 

passed through the city of NcwYork to the South. 

— The steamer North Star arrived at New York on Satur¬ 

day week, bringing a million and a quarter in Bpecie. 

— Mr. Blondin proposes to cross the Seine upon a rove 
stretehed between tbe Tuilleries ami un Quai d’Oixay, 

— Gen. Butler delivered a short, pointed oration at Hamp¬ 

ton, on the 4tb, and that is not very far from Richmond. 

— Two hundred car loads of cotton have passed through 

Indianapolis within the past week, bound to eastern ports 

— The Louisville Courier states, on the authority of a 

private letter, that Louisiana has sent 21,000 men to Virginia. 

— On Wednesday of last week, a Federal loan of $5,000,000 

was taken iu Wall street in forty minutes, and more begged 

for. 

— The Convention of Indians, called by Governor Harris, of 

the Chickasaws, was held on the 24th ult., but broke up in a 

row. 

— Tbe squadron in the Gulf, under the command of fl&g- 

ofticer Mervine, consists of 21 vessels, 282 guns, and 3,500 

men. 
— The London Star publishes elaborate biographical 

notices of Generals McClelland, Fremont, McDowell, and 

Banks 
— Gov. John W. Ellis, of North Carolina, is reported ae 

having died at the Red Sulphur Springs, Virginia, on the 7th 

instant. 

— Cotton growing has been commenced in the British 

colony of Queensland, Oceanica, with a good prospect of 

success. 

— The State Superintendent of Common Schools —Joshua 

Pearl—has been notified to leave Tennessee, for Union pro¬ 

clivities. 
— It is a curious fact that Robert Garnet, who was killed at 

St. George, was the professional instructor of McClelland at 

West Point, 

— Hon. James Averell, long a resident and most protm- 

1 nent citizen of St. Lawrence county, died at Ogdensburgh, 

Monday week. 

— Tbe Governor and State Treasurer of Michigan have 

determined to dispose of no more bonds of that State at less 

than 90 cents. 

_The Paris Debats—imitating the London Times —has 

pent out a special correspondent to keep an eye on the 

American war. 

— A widow lady named Peck, who recently died in Ben 

nington, Vt., left all her property, amounting to $20,000, to 

the city of Troy. 

— The oldest person in New Hampshire is said to be Mrs. 

Eunice Hayes, of Milton. She was one hundred yearB old 

on the 16th inst. 

_gfx thousand six hundred and six lbs. of clover *ud 

timothy, well dried, were recently cut from one acre of 

in Deerfield, Mass. 

_Florida is paying the interest of her State debt's 

York. She does not repudiate. The city of Mobile is aLu 

* paying her interest. 

— The four States of Maine, Massachusetts. New H&mp- 

shire, and New York, have an aggregate of thirty seven 

r living Ex Governors. 

1 — There is a Zouave Company in Hartford, Conn., cow- 

e poBed entirely of deaf mutes. They march without muac, 

n ami are drilled by signs. 

_The proprietors of Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, H!ir‘ 

New Orleans journals, have resolved to raise the price of th* •• 

' Journals thirty per cent. 

e _The total vote in Texas on secession was 84.826, 46.1-1 

l,‘ in favor, and 14,697 against. Thirty-four new and unorgan- 

w (zed counties sent in no returns. 

£ — Mr. Russell, the correspondent of the Loudon Times, 

has returned to Washington from Fortress Monroe, aud g 

over the Polomac to join our army. 

d — On Saturday week the bids for the $1,000,000 Massachu- 

°0’ setts loan, were over $2,000,000. No bids were ai.cej e 

I- under one-half percent, premium. 

— Next year will be the 1,000th anniversary of the ^ 

it Empire, on which occasion there will be grand religi” '» 

l| vals at St. Petersburgh and Moscow. 

— The Free Masons in Canada propose to establish a ^ 

sonic Asylnm, at the cost of $20,000, for the relie 

p gent masons, their wives and families. 

rt — Government purchased in Cincinnati, up to Muc . 

2,060 horses, 3,900 sets of harness, and 850 wagons or 

army, and nearly all sent to Western \ ir^inia. 

... i £ 
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FKUIT AND FRUIT PROSPECTS. 

Strawberries are over, and Raspberries are in 

perfection, and never have we seen liner crops of 

almost all good varieties. The Black Cap was a 

great favorite here for a few years, but people are 

growing wiser. They are learning that the dry, 

seedy Black Cap cannot compare in flavor with the 

delicious Antwerps, Brinckle's Orange, or any of the 

good sorts. Now there ia a pood demand for white 

or light colored fruit, and Brinckle’s Orange sells for 

two cents a quart, more than any red variety. It is, 

however, too tender to keep a great while, or carry 

a long distance, and soon becomes jammed and dis¬ 

colored. It will not make a popular market berry, 

though for family use there is nothing better. For 

preserving, the red varieties are decidedly the best, 

and we have never found any fruit more desirable 

for bottling than raspberries and strawberries. The 

Hudson River Antwerp is, wc think, the beat market 

berry, as it is firmer than any other good variety. 

Growers should remember tide. 

Cherries we have none, except a few of the Late 

Kentish, commonly known as the Pie Cherry, which 

sells at the unusual price of $2 per bushel. 

Pears will give but a small crop, and of Peaches 

we shall have none. Indeed, most of the trees in 

the country around Rochester look as though they 

would never recover. The curled leaf was terribly 

severe, and trees are now almost leafless. 

Apples will give mnch below a medium crop, we 

judge from our observation, though in other sections 

the prospect is more promising. 

notes on new and fine annuals. 

As annuals are receiving much attention from the 

lovers of flowers, we design during the season to 

give such notices of new and lino varieties as wo 

hope will prove interesting and profitable to our 

readers. For about a month past the earlier varieties 

advanced in hot-beds have been in flower, and we 

give a few facta from our note-hook. 

AcrOulinium, roseinn amt album.—This is a very 

pretty everlasting flower from Swan River, the rose- 

colored variety of which we grew last season. It is 

now in full flower, and has borne abundance of blos¬ 

soms for three or four weeks. It grows about a foot 

in height and forms a tuft of erect, unbranched 

stems, bearing narrow leaves somewhat resembling 

those of tho flax, each stem terminated by a Bingle 

flower. Iloseum, as Its name indicates, is rose- 

colored, and album, puro white, the center or disk, 

yellow, and the ray of luvolucral scales dry, and 

retaining their form and color for a long time, like 

other everlasting flowers. They should be picked in 

the forenoon for drying, tied in small bundles and 

hung up out of the way of flies and dust. It is best 

to pick the flowers the first day on which they 

expand, a-; the rose-colored variety fades after a day 

or two, and the white becomes stained with Hy-specs. 

We find that the earlier the plants are set out in 

the open ground the stronger and more branching 

they grow. Those set out lute seem to be injured by 

our hot suns and send up only two or three slender 

Htems, hearing as many vory small and insignificant 

flowers. The Acroclinium grows readily from seed 

in a col«i frame, or even in the open ground in a 

warm situation, and hears transplanting remarkably 

well. We think It a very desirable early border 

flower, and is of the best of the everlasting flowers. 

When dried it is even more beautiful than when 

growing in tho border. Among our plants wo found 

one bearing delicate flesh-colored flowers. 

A ntirrhinum, Brilliant and Striped. Brilliant 

is a very fine variety of the snapdragon family. The 

flowers have a white tube, crimson upper lip and a 

yellow palate. The lower lip is of a mixture of 

crimson and yellow. They are very showy and come 

from seed remarkably true. The striped are white, 

yellow and pink, striped with ditt'orerit shadeB of red. 

The seed produced more than one-half good striped 

sorts. 

DiA.vrnra Chinensis Heddewic.it.—This beautiful 

Indian Pink sustains its reputation of last year. 

Some of the flowers are poor and should be dis¬ 

carded, but the best arc large and exceedingly beau¬ 

tiful. in color. Of the double variety about one- 

fourth grown from seeds proved double, and are as 

large as the best Carnation and as perfect. We may 

give a drawing of one of these flowers before the 

close of the season. 

Diantuch Chinknsis i.aciniatts differs some¬ 

what from the preceding in habit, being taller and 

more slender, while the flowers are more deeply 

notched at the edge. Most of the flowers are, 

however, more thin and loose. There is a double 

variety, of which we received a colored plate the past 

spring, but failed to obtain seeds. 

Dianthus Ciiinknsis nanus atrosanguineus is 

of dwarf and compact habit, only growing five or six 

inches in height. It bears a profusion of very dark 

Wood-colored flowers, beautiful and double. Noth¬ 

ing will make a more brilliant small bed or border. 

I'lILOX DRUMMONDI RADOWITZJ. 

i in-ox Dkuaimonpi Radowitzi. —This is a new 

fine phlox with rose-colored flowers, rayed from 

,ie Centeri with white stripes upon each petal, as 

p,0Wn *“ the e,)g'-aving. Like the other varieties of 

, J Wrummoudi, it flowers early and continues 
'coring the season, bears transplanting and endures 

,10 otteBt 8un- It is a valuable addition to our 
beautiful annual phloxes. 

'Ml'IUT Iberia utrtipurpureu kermexinu. — This 

which has been commonly called crimson, is 

^ moht beautiful of the family, growing, with ordi- 

uilture, only eight or ten inches in height, with 

1 re ii.Moii 0t dowers of darkish crimson, tinted 
violet-red. 

The Double Zinnia.—This flower created great 

excitement in Europe last season, especially in Lon¬ 

don, where it was sent by Vii.mokin, of Pails, for 

exhibition. Drawings and descriptions were pub¬ 

lished in the journals, in which this novelty was 

represented to be as double and as beautiful as n 

small Dahlia, and the greatest acquisition made in a 

score of years. Having obtained seeds from Vii.mo- 

rin last winter, we have had them in flower for 

several weeks and are prepared to report. The best 

flowers ave ns fine as represented; indeed, we have 

them much larger than shown In the plate, perfectly 

double, and finely imbricated, forming half of a 

globe, three and a half inches in diameter. 

Only about ten or twelve per cent, of the plants 

obtained by us have perfectly double flowers; about 

half of the remainder are semi-double and the reat 

single. 
-» i ♦ i ♦ 

DYING OF DWARF PEARS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—In your paper of July 

Gth, I saw a communication from F. \V. Lay, de¬ 

scribing a disease that attacked his dwarf pear trees. 

It describes the case of ours exactly. Three years 

ago last April, we set out about eight hundred dwarf 

pear trees, of the twenty best varieties for Western 

New York, and about two hundred standard trees. 

Set the standard trees thirty feet apart each way, 

and two rows of dwarfs between, making them ten 

feet apart each way. Set out on sod turned under 

deep. We mulched the trees with half rotted straw. 

The first summer only one dwarf died of the whole. 

We raised a crop of turnips that summer. Tho next 

spring about fifteen or twenty died. The quince 

stock is found entirely dead in every case. The 

second summer we raised two rows of beans between 

the rows of trees, each way. Tho third summer 

(last summer) we did not raise anything, but kept 

the ground cultivated. About, thirty or forty died 

last summer. This spring there were sixty Unit did 

not start at all. Fifteen or twenty others made a 

feeble attempt to leaf out, but died in tho attempt. 

The only reason we can assign for it is, that the 

pear grows so much faster than tho quince it forms 

a bulge where they unite. Then the bark separates, 

and the sap can no longer flow, the root dies, and 

the top dies as soon as it exhausts what sap It had 

in it when the connection was broken. Our stand¬ 

ard trees look very tine. Last year we had Harrietts 

that measured 11 j inches around and 5$ long. 

Now a good many of those trees are dead. 

All varieties are affected alike. When wo set out 

onr orchard, and several times since, nurserymen 

said if oar trees did not do well they would no longer 

have such strong faith in dwarf pours, as our place, 

both location and soil, was a perfect home for the 

pear. They were planted, and havo been attended to 

since, just as the nurserymen directed. The trees 

were one year from tho bud when set out. I have 

seen trees in other gardens affected in the same way. 

I would be pleased to hear from others on this sub¬ 

ject. Thoh, L. Ferine. 
Prospect Farm, DanaviUo, N. Y,, July 11, 

-- ♦ « »- 

FRUIT IN NORTHERN WISCONSIN. 

Eds. Rural New-Yokkkk:—Noticing an article in 

the Rural of June 22d, on “ Fruits in Western Michi¬ 

gan,” I propose correcting some errors contained in 

said article relating to the impossibility of raising 

fruit in Wisconsin. But it may be that friend Elliott 

is in part excusable, as he probably has never visited 

Wisconsin in time of fruit harvest. Now, after a 

residence of twelve years in Fond du Lac Co., I can 

say that wo raise as good apples and as many of them 

as is raised m any country, our trees grow Just as fast, 

and bear Jnst as much as any orchards can of twelve or 

fourteen years' growth. Let Mr. Elliott come here 

in the mouth of September, and he will be sadly dis¬ 

appointed in regard to Wisconsin fruit, Jle will 

make up his mind that it will be a pretty Hlim Hmar¬ 

ket ” here for his Michigan fruit. There are a very 

few varieties thatarc not hardy enough. Our country 

is yet young, but In a few years you will see Wiscon¬ 

sin among the first in fruit as well as in everything 

else—A, No. 1—like her first regiment of soldiers 

that have gone to the seat of war. Fetiches wo do 

not think will do well. Fears do very well; uIho, 

cherries, and with plums wc can beat the world 

almost. All small fruit* do well. 

The people have not as yet paid the attention that 

they should to setting out orchards. Wheat, wheat— 

it is nothing but wheat. But wait—"time will tell.” 

One year we lost a great many trees by bright. We 

all know Western Michigan does raiso good fruit. 

As for Minnesota and Illinois, they must speak for 

themselves. May bo we shall hear from them soon. 

Perhaps they have “a large opening for a market.” 
Near Fond du Lac, July, 1861. Oscar Burry. 

— ■ 4 « ♦ * - ■ 

LIVE FENCES. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—I have often thought 

of my premise, hut have so far continued deferring 

writing that I have to crave pardon for neglect. A 

rural scene is much enhanced by live fences. It 

gives protection to property, and is intended as a 

barrier against trespass. Crops and animals 

need protection from tbc elements in this varia¬ 

ble climate.^ Not only were our older settlers 

aware of this, but our Present agriculturists 

have had expensive experience of the folly of 

6* too much exposure to sudden changes. Only 

S last week, between three and four hundred 

y sheep lost their lives, it is said, from this 

cause, in this and adjoining towns. Did such 

Hll losses happen when tho country had forest shel- 

^jj| ter? Were our crops or fruit then so often 

blasted or cut oft' as now? Were cultivators so 

$jjr troubled with insects then as now? Were the 

W pastures then colored of a rusty brown instead 

of lively green? Rut sufficient; I recommend 

live fences as a remedy, and as a matter of 

economy they are desirable. Dead fences are 

only a partial protection, liable to innovation 

and decay, occasioning a great outlay yearly 

in time and material for a fence that is yearly 

getting worse. Well, as a remedy, I propose 

live fences, which, if left untrlmmed, will 

seldom attain over sixteen feet in height, un¬ 

less, as some recommend, wc use maple, eltn, 

apple, or some other equally ridiculous substitute, 

forgetful that a plant for hedges should be compact 

and of thick growth in the bush, and the roots of a 

perpendicular rather than of horizontal formation, 

and especially uot liable to grow suckers. A plant 

for hedges in this Northern clime should he one that is 

comely to the eye whom divested of its foliage as well 

as when clothed in summer array; one with such sta. 

bility of growth that will resist trespassers as it pro¬ 

gresses in years; and above all, one that will not 

injure the field crop by an impoverishment of the 

soil or be detrimental in plowing. 

To suppose that any one plant will suit all soils or 

climates alike is folly. Still there are certain plants 

TH# I OUKHAriNTT WORM. 

SMi 

Some of our friends who send us 

easy methods for the destruction 

of the worm that is devouring the 

currants and gooseberries in this 

section, we think have never en¬ 

countered the real foe. We were 

suspicions of this fact, from the 

great ease with which some have 

declared its ravages to have been ' 

stayed, in articles which we have 

not. deemed it advisable to lay be- 

fore our readers. The following 

from Cayuga county is just re- 
elved: 

Remedy for the Currant Worm.— 

Wo have one on the Mine principle of 

that of H. N. I.., of Greece, In the 1 ' /& 

Rural of June loth, hut much easier & 

performed. Spread a sheet carefully , A-A', 

uuderthu bush, as the worms spin down ( 

to the ground at the least disturbance, WlilipiiMiif li 
bead the bush over the sheet, and give 

it a smart shake. Shake the worms to- =—~'7 

gethcr|jind proceed to another. Two ^ r 

persons can go over quite a number In 

a few minutes, and liy repeating the | 

operation three or four times, at inter- *T/\ }/ 

vals of a few days, the remedy is com 

plete. Thu worms in tlie sheet are to ill] 
he destroyed, of course.—A. M., Strr- hm 

liny. Cay. Co,. 1861. M7a 

Now it is evident that our Ster- ////in 
ling friend has tho old currant I 

worm, which descends to the earth j 

by *u (bread, dropping when dis¬ 

turbed, but uot the gooseberry 

grub, produced by the gooseberiy 

saw-fly, which is now doing so m ch mischief. 

The worm of the currant moth Is iown iu our 

engraving, and also tho male and femi e moth. The 

worm is of a lively light yellow col •, and thickly 

covered with numerous black dots of liffereut sizes. 

It moves by spanning off a space at uich step, and 

is rather sluggish and inactive duri g the day. It 

may easily be conquered. 
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mlch mischief. deep yellow, and the feet, tail and head are black. 

It is also marked with black dots. Those worms 

appear in succession from April until October, a new 

crop appearing about every month, so that Increas¬ 

ing watchfulness and work are necessary to keep 

them in subjection. After all the remedies proposed, 

tliis worm seems to have things about its own way. 

PICKLING IN VINEGAR. 

Pickles are prepared from vegetables, fresh, salted, 

or dried, and mixed with vinegar, which should be 

of tho best common kind or distilled. The safest 

vesselsjto use for boiling vinegar are those of enam¬ 

elled iron; a slight oxidation may arise from the 

action of the vinegar upon an Iron vessel, but not 

Hnffloient to be dangerous. Acetic acid dissolves tho 

load that is used in tho tinning of saucepans. Pick¬ 

les should never he put into glazed jars, as salt and 

vinegar dissolve the glaze, which is poisonous. Tho 

jars in which they are kept should either be of stone 

or glass. Tln-y should bo closely covered; and havo 

a wooden spoon, with boles, to take them out of the 

jar, all metals being improper. They should be well 

kept from the air, and the large jars should be seldom 

opened, and the top closely covered. Those pickles 

in common use for the table arc best kept in the 

ground glass stoppered pickle-jars, which retain the 

vinegar without difficulty. It is necessary that tho 

pickles should always be entirely covered with the 

vinegar; examine them frequently, and if any syinp 

turns of mold appear, remove tho part affected, and 

boll the vinegar again, with additional spices. When 

vinegar Is added to old pickles, boil it, but lot it 

stand to be cooled before it Is poured over. When 

first pickles arc made, the vinegar should bo put over 

them boiling. Of all pickles, perhaps, red cabbage 

is the most wholesome; it is frequently made of un¬ 

boiled vinegar, merely poured over the cabbage, 

which has previously been salted. 

Pickled Beetroot.— Boil some beetroots tender, 

and pare and slice them; then boil as much vinegar 

as will cover them, with some mace, cloves, and 

peppercorns. Pour this over when boiling, and 

cover it close. 

to Fickle Beans.— Put the beans in salt, and 

water two days; drain ami dry them; then pour boil¬ 

ing vinegar over, lotting it stand three days. Pour 
may eas.iy oe conquered. The plants of those who think they have discovered ? ‘ 'T'™ - ' . ‘ 

The worm of the gooseberry » y la of a .lull , remedy, „ offer, And entirely destitute of leave* l„d “'f *7 7“' “e l9“m* 

pale green odor, hm the lir.t thorac , segment la of before the end of tho season. ’“1 ^ ‘he0 1,0,1 0,1 
- . _______ together. 

that will do better than others. One hat 1 advocate, Ja.-an Gu.wKs._Mr. Fortune, now In Japan, send. Urn P'°™ O«“HE.*0jrcuM..RR.-Plck the rough- 

after move than half a century’s (,nervation and blowing account of tho Jeddo grape to tlu- Gardener,' ’ , mak°11 "trong brine of salt ami water scald- 

oxperience, is a plant that, If agrioulural publishers Chronicle:—1“The vine of this district, which you may as well ' I’nt them In »ud cover them dose. Let 

would examine as you have done, a d publish facts rmn"' lt °*CL‘ th” via*1.’ produce* a fruit of great 1 "M" Htar,<1 tw<!lv,! Hours; then take boiling distilled 
instead of theories, their readers vauld be better "x<'fill,>nc0 The Vuuch«« an- medium «i*i>cl, the b«rrl«e are vinegar, ami put them in it; let them simmer, not 

informed. I know a publisher wht some months ?! “Ifc “““ M™'!' "'1 ^ 'T' ta ‘Ut J*011’ f'0', lm,f hour; t,,L‘" r'nt tht'm ln 11 Pan- and 
...... i , * , can l>n desired. This grape may he valued in Fnglnnd, where keep tln-ni close covered with vine-leaves ami u cloth 

ago, stated that be had examined 0- -r thirty Osage w„ have so many tine        will be highly ttt J to,, Should Z , l™ mY? 
hedges in Illinois, and that ho hadse.cn not more nrWi th* rinims s*„tua ,.r a.,* ... ■ p, . hould they not become sufficiently 

Javan Graces — Mr. Fortune, now In Japtni, nends tin* 

following account of tho Joildo grape to tho Gardeners' 

Chronicle:—" The viuoof this* district, which you may as well 

name at once the - Jeddo Vine,* produces a frutt of great 

excellence. The hunches are medium sized, tho berries are 

of a brownish color, thin skinned, and the flavor is all that 

can he desired. This grape may he valued in England, where 

OU.U-U urnt no mi,. exam.nou ovr thirty Usage wn have so many line kinds, ami most certainly will be highly llt tho too Should time „ 
hedges in Illinois, and that ho hadse.cn not more prised iu the United States of America. A few years ago I . ' . 1 7. . th, y ' b t“nit Hdthciently 

than five or six that could bo called an upology for wag traveling from Malta to Grand Cairo, in company with Y' '-"' YYT i"' .vin?*loAveB and hent tho vineKar 
a hedge, still less for a fence. This s me person tills Bryant, the celebrated American poet, and a genuine ,f!l” ll* * "■* Dll t my or* so. 

year advocates this plant (Osage Ora: ge) as the most lf,Vf" °r b,>rb'uult,>rai pursuits. This gentleman informed To Fickle Lemons.—Scrape twelve lemons with ft 

reliable for the purpose of fencing! (However much ‘uu thHt’ owin* to "ome eauHe' our BnroPeau viuua M ""t Pioce of broken glass; cut them across in quarters, 
tin’s gentleman has seen of hedges, ho las taken pretty *ucl!,;',d m“ch t,n tu* othei‘ *We°r th« At'»"tlc, and suggested not quite through, (live them as much suit as they 

rd to 1,00,, front thi. c«4 ,« hi. .yc. £ “w/.th “ “'"I T "* 

should be opened and he should see \bat the Osage like that, of the United States I had never met with what I carthorn <llHh throL' or f,)lir days, turn- 

will Dot make a fence anymore or lAttcr than tho considered % really guml variety of grape la China, and there inK .tl'0,Tl ev,‘r>r Then uk” twelve cloves of 
Prairie Robc will. fore have not been able to act on Mr. Bryant’s suggestion. karIie, parboiled and salted three days, a largo spoou- 

The European Hawthorn is the plant I have found At last' however, we have a subject for the experiment, and I °* tl(,lir °* mustard, and some Cayenne pepper to 

succeeds the best, Shakers’ opinions totwithstand- nrK«d lta importance on Dr. Hall, who is an American citizen, 

ing. It is favorable for tho purposes 1 demanded- ttn<l ^ ^7 "“reduced a number of plants to his 

dense growth, roots perpendicular, wo0< remarkably no doubt wiU the object in vl,.w 

hard and still, bears trimming well, ami when divoBted ** i therefore conclude this article by giving notice to your 

of foliage Its appearance from its compactness demon- readers on the other side or the water to look out foi the 

stratus It to be something more than « acJV-en it leafs arrival of the 1 Jeddo Vino.”’ 

ing. It is favorable for the purposes I demanded— 

dense growth, roots perpendicular, wood remarkably 

hard aud stiff’, bears trimming well, ami when divested 

of foliage its appearance from its compactness demon 

stratus it to bo something more than « screen it leafs 

out earlyandretainstbe same lute in the fall. Its foliage , . ---r.6 
ia beautiful,tho bhmtiom a Charming nosegay of refresh- t) „ ’ «>wmno wntes “ Tell “ Clarice ” ftIU] then throw in ns many onions as will cover the 

ing (ragrance,. and are succeeded by rich coral-l.ke reioai.U(lbly tln„ tljifl gKttHonj ,lI)(| ma,b) a Bae Khow hV<>() top; as soon as they look clear on the outside, take 

berries alike tempting and grateful to tho tasto Of were sown early in u bot-bod In a largu pot, ami turned out tlu>m UF aa flB,ck M possible with a slice, and lay 

children and birds. HogR, too, fatten on them. iu tho upon ground, and has beuu in flower nearly a month, them on a clean eiot.h, cover them close with another, 

I consider It well to plow and cultivate the land for “ml mak«g a lino contrast, with tho other two sorts. When lin|l *cald some more, and so on. Let them lie to be 

hedge planting before setting, at least four feet wide, ll<’wn with other annuals tho usual timo out of doors, they do cold, then put them in a jar, or glass, or ivide- 

and six may be better in some places, but four 1 find "Ht bloo“1111‘atB> ana thon not 80 tody as the early planted mouthed bottle, and ponr over them the best white 

answers well. Grade evenly, drain wet places, plant °neS' 1 “ ,tH l)|,,;n rnT expancnca. ’ pickling viuegar, just hot, but not boiling. When 

early ill the fall, October or November; if not, as cold cover them; should the outer skin shrivel, peel 

early as possible in the spring. Have planted ps late Inquiries nud Aitstvcrs. it off. They must look quite clear. 

as the 8th of December, ftud also in February and —*-- ^ To Fickle Red Garbage.—Slice it into a colander, 
March—and even into Jnne, but the caflier planted Tiik Roonkli Si-R|wiiJiRRY.— C*q you assist, a person who aud sprinkle each layer with salt; let it drain two 

, . , : . %«. theu put It Into • J»r, with Aoilin* v.MWr 
Having been told that this plant would not grow in bnrrv plants. I ordered Hooker, supposing I could get what enough to cover it, and put -a few slices of beetroot 

Iowa, I sent some out with directions aj* to manage- Observe to choose the purple-red cabbage. Those 

meut, aud I find they do as well there js here. My ordered sorn» inure, and to b» <srt»iu, I had the agent who like the flavor of spice will boil some pepper- 

desire is to extend the usefulness of this plant. We r'a^I.Yot w.me plairiYof^^^Ydl/thl/plate— cor,1M- ""'^ard-seed, or other spice, whole, with the 
cannot grow sufficient for home demand. Over 100 genuine Hnokerl Now, when l got. my fruit, f found 1 had vinegar. Cauliflowers, cat in branches, and thrown 

bushels ol seed was sown this year in this town. tlrir.’.'r’YTYvVnYV'u-YY'lY^'V-'t „tY in a,ter b<-'inK H!lltfIC'- will look of a beautiful red. 
Skaneateles, July, 1861. W. M. IIkaocharp. yet. Will you please inform me If it ia right mid give r< »i ' n 
_, , ^ , _ _ through the Rural, a cmotui d.-rription of t)dkb«m!^IL Fo,t Mlxai) Ficklkh, prepare any vegetables yon 

iiKi.o.vu, Norwich, QhenmytrCo., N. V., 1861. like by cutting them in pieces, and let them lie in 

not quite through. Give them as much salt as they 

will hold, also rub and strew it over them, and let 

them lie in an earthern dish three or four days, turn- 

iug them every day. Then take twelve cloves of 

garlic, parboiled and salted thi’ee days, a huge spoon¬ 

ful of flour of inuBtard, and some Cayenne pepper to 

every lemon. Take the lemons out, of the salt, and 

put them in ajar with tho Hpioc, covering them with 

the best vinegar. Keep them very close, and they 
will be fit for use in a month. 

Pickled Onions.— In the month of September, 

ebooso tho small, white, round onions, take oil’ the 

brown skin, have a stewpan of boiling water ready, 

and then throw in ns many onions as will cover the 

top; as soon as they look clear on the outside, take 

them up as quick as possible with a slice, and lay 

them on a clean cloth, cover them close with another, 

and scald some more, and so on. Let them lie to be 

cold, then put them in a jar, or glass, or wide- 

the better. 
Having been told that this plant would not grow in 

Town, I sent some out with directions aj* to manage¬ 

ment, aud I find they do as well there ^s here. My 

desire is to extend the usefulness of this plant. We 

cannot grew sufficient for home demand. Over 100 

bushels of seed was sown this year in thi town. 
Skaneatrii-B, July, 1861. W. M. Bkacchamp. 

enough to cover it, and put-ft few slices of beetroot 

Observe to choose tho purple-red cabbage. Those 

wiio like tho flavor of spice will boll some pepper¬ 

corns, mustard-seed, or other Bpice, whole, with the 

vinegar. Cauliflowers, cut in branches, and thrown 

iu after being salted, will look of a beautiful red. 

For Mixed Pickles, prepare any vegetables yon 

like by cutting them in pieces, and let them lie in hklo.vo, Norwich, Chenmyo Co., N. Y., 1861. like by cutting them in pieces, and let them lie in 

ftortaltuvnl The engraving sent u» is a poor thing, and unlike any | au<l water for two Or three days; then make the 

- strawberry we ever saw. It is too round for Hooker, which pickle ill the following manner: Boil the quantity of 

John E. I.b Conte, former Major of U. S| Topographical *H somew hat conical and regular in form, though large sped- viuegar required with peppercorns, mustard-seed, a 
Engineers,—who died at Philadelphia, in November last, 

aged seventy-seven,—was almost the Nester of American 

botanists, although his principal contribulipns to Acicnc.e, 

except the earlier, relate to zoology, chiefly to entomology 

and herpetology. His flr*t botanical publication, a Catalogue 

of the Plants growing spontaneously on tlri Island of New 

York, appeared just half acentury ago. Man] of the choicest 

botanical stations even seventeen years liter, when Dr. 

Torrey issued his’catalogue of the same district, were a* low 

aa Canal Street, and Peck's Slip. Even the earlier author 

lived to see nearly his whole flora cxtinguMjed, swept, away 

by denudation, or uncomfortably overlaid by recent strata of 

stone, brick and mortar. Major Lo Conte made extensive 

collections in Georgia at a period when that part of the 

Country had been little explored, and freely imparted his 

materials and his valuable observations to working botanists. 

He also published several good botanical papers in the earlier 

volumes of the Annals of the Lyceum of Natural History, 

New York, and more recently, in the Profeedlugs of tho 

Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, an Enumeration 

Of the North American Vines, and a paper on the ipecies of 

Tobacco, with which, unfortunately, we are not acquainted. 

For the last ten or twelve years Major Ln Conte ban resided 

in Philadelphia; aud we are to expect from one of his scien¬ 

tific associates there, a titling tribute to the memory of this 

venerable, genial, and accomplished gentleman and natural 

ist.— Prof. Gray in SilUmum's Journal. 

Crystallizin'!! Klowbrs—Bosks in Winter.—Ah you arc 

one of my particular friends, I make bold to ask a favor of 

you, and wish you to return me an answer through your 

columns. It is rather late lo the season for many kinds of 

flowers, yet I wish to ask if you, or any of your lady readers, 

can tell be how to crystallize flowers, such as snowballs, lilacs, 

roses,{Ac. Y 1 have heard of 'lipping them in gnm arable water 

—have tri«d it and failed. If any one can tell me what, pro¬ 

portion,{and the particulars how it Is done, I shall feel greatly 

obliged. 

I will send you a plan for having roses In winter, which I 

cut out of an old magazine, more thau twenty years ago. 

Take the buds just ready to open, cut them from four to six 

inches long, seal the ends where you cut them off with sealing 

wax, handle them as little as possible, and wrap each one in 

a separate paper in a c.one-llke form. Place them in a box 

and the box in a drawer, aod Christmas, or whenever yon 

want them In winter, take them out, and cut off the ends 

where they were sealed, and put them in luke warm water, 
aud iu about two hours they will ho In bloom. Mo the recipe 

nays. They must be kept air tight, or they will not bloom.— 

Mrs. G. W. McCekkrt, West Union, Iowa, 1S61. 

Champion ok England Peas.—We are indebted to C. F. 

Crosman, gardener and seedsman, of Brighton, near this 

city, for a fine lot of Champion of England Peas, one of the 

very best varieties for the garden. 

mens are occasionally depressed. The color is a very dark 

blackish crimson, almost a maroon color, and tho surface 

glossy. Flesh crimson, tender and juicy, with a rich flavor. 

The plant makes a vigorous growth, the foliage is large and 

broad, foot stalks long and stout. The plant makes a good 

growth in summer, but proves rather tender in winter. The 

engraving shows a specimen of medium size, as we picked it 

from the plants of Mr. Hooker. 

Briton Pink Strawukkry, kc.— Allow me to make an 
inquiry about strawberries. Is white red? Last year I pro¬ 
cured some plants of the Bit-ion Pirn- rirawberry i wbite) of 
an agent of tire Rochester nuf-nriev They frulti-tl this year 
and proved to In- r*-d. Will some one teli me if the lilctou 
Pine (white) strawberry is whi'o or red, and the qoulitv of 
the fruit? 1 have the White Alpine, aud would like a White 
Piue, Also, I would like a. strawberry of the I ‘I lie variety 
that will give ft nil! a week or two later than liovey'a or Wil 
son s. Will some one inform me through the Uukai. what 
variety will give the latest fruit, and how much later than 
Hovey’s? An inquiry is made in the last Rural if the peach 
can he budded on the wild plum stock. It can, aud does well. 
N. B. Hale, Norwich, N. Y, 1861. 

The Bictnn Pine is a white strawberry, with a pink shade 

on fine specimens that ripen in the run. It is uot productive, 

and wc found it too tender to endure our winters. Having 

discarded it several years since, we do net know how it ban 

succeeded of late. 

Flower for Name.—Please favor me with the name of the 
flower I send you. Some call it Queen of the Meadow, 
wh^e O the lit designate it simply Meadow Mweet. I should 
very much like to koow its proper name.—Jennie Temple, 
Tuesday Eve, July tl, 1801. 

The flower is Phlox mmulata, or Wild Sweet William. 

Queen of the Meadow aud Meadow Sweet are Mpira.-as. 

Flower for Name —Will you please give me name of the 
inclosed flower, through the columns of the Rural, aud inclosed (lower, through the columns of the Rural, and •, 
oblige—A Little Girl, Azlalan, Wig., 1861. |a 

The flower is a Diijilalis, or Fox-Glove. I E 

small quantity of mack, a few Cayenne pixl* am! 

ginger, and half a pound of Hour of mustard mixed 

smoothly in a basin, to be put in while boiling; put 

all together in a large stone jar. 

Pickled Eons.— Boil eggs very hard, pod them, 

and put them in cold water till very cold; have ready 

a strong pickle of white-wine vinegar, with a little 

maeo and whole pepper in it; put them In while it is 

quit* hot, and stir, that, they may all look alike; do 

not cover the pot till they are brown. Put them into 

ajar, and they will be ready in nine or tea days.— 

(iodey’s Lady’s Book, 

Ginger Wine.— To twelve pounds of sugar, add 

eighteen quarts of water, four ounces of the best 

Jamaica ginger, bruised well. Slice the peel of four 

lemons, take all and boil it for three-quarters of an 

hour, taking off the scum as it rises. Put it into a 

tub when lukewarm, and add three-quarters of a 

spoonful of yeast, the juice of four lemons, and one 

pound of raisins, chopped. Put into the cask, let 

stand a fortnight, stirring cjvery day, then add a 

quart of brandy and one ounce of isinglass. Stop it 

down, and it will be fit to bottle in six weeks. 

» » ♦ * >---- 

Blackberry Cordial.—To one quart of black¬ 

berry juice, add ono pound of white sugar, one table¬ 

spoonful of cloves, one of allspice, one of cinnamon, 

and one of nutmeg. Boil all together fifteen minut-eB 

— add a wine-glass of whisky, brandy or rum. 

Bottle while hot, cork tight ami seal. This is almost 

a specific in diarrhea. We have known severe cases 

of dysentery cured by it; and one dose—a wine- 

glassfui for an adult — half that, quantity for a child 

will often cure diarrhea. It can be taken three or 

four times a day if the case is severe. 

Smooth Hands for Dishwashers.— Keep in a 

saucer corn meal wet with vinegar, and when work 

is done, and a trifle of soap has done its office, rub 

your bands faithfully with a teaspoonful of this mix¬ 

ture, rinsing off, and rub your hands till dry; the 

softness of your hands will repay you. Should Blue¬ 

beard suggest the idea of waste of meal, suggest in 

return this argument, that you can hem his cravat in 

half the time, and I’ll warrant you he’ll settle back 

•into his easy chair, puffing composedly his five dollar 

meerschaum. 
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THE SONG OF THE SEWING MACHINE. 

BT GKORGB W. a UNO AT. 

The pale sewing girl sighed in her lonely room, 

Where her cheeks of rose lost their radiant bloom; 

The shadow that danced on the desolate wall 

Seemed the shadow of death unfolding her pall; 

And the round tears rolled 

Down her face, like rain, 

And the thread unspooled 

From a heart of pain. 

When I, like a queen, raised my scepter to reign. 

I snatched from her thin hands the needle and thread, 

And with fingers of steel I sewed in her stead; 

My bones nerer ache, and my eyes never dim, 

1 work to the music of woman’s soft hymn. 

The sewing girl now 

SiDgs morning and night, 

And the roses glow, 

And the eyes are bright 

On the face that was sad In the sickly light. 

• Now the lily white hand of the lady fair 

Can sew without miring white thread with her hair, 

Or stitching her life in the ominous seams, 

Or toiling in garrets, where ghosts haunt her dreams. 

Oh, stitching for bread, 

With the wolf at the door, 

When the "eyelid* are red,” 

Is the lot of the poor. 
My mission shall be to scare wolves from the door. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

RULING. 

In the discussion between “A. R.” and “ E. C. W.,” 

the latter has, we believe, the important advantage 

of being correct. "B. C. W.” says, however, 

“I would not give a penny for a man who is not 

‘ruler’ of his home." Though right in saying as 

much as that, n few words should bo added to give 

the subject its proper qualificatlottfl. The word 

“ruler" has connected with it the idea of absolute 

authority exercised by a monarch, that makes it 

repugnant to persons of proper feelings and judg¬ 

ment, when applied without limitations to a husband. 

Children should, of course, bo taught obedience, and 

the husband should manage his affairs in his own 

way. Borne women are not satisfied unless every¬ 

thing is managed according to their judgment. 

Their husbands will receive the pity of tome, but 

will fail of securing from any the respect which true 

men receive. 

On the other band, some men are very orthodox 

on this question of ruling, and fail to discover any¬ 

thing in the Bible, that applies to this subject, but 

the passage, “Wives, obey your husbands." But the 

Bame Word that says, “ Wives, obey your husbands,’’ 

says also, among other things, " Husbands, love your 

wiveB.” IT the husband regards bis wife as “ a help 

meet for him,” he will respect her views and feelings; 

but where there is a difference between them, the 

opinions of the husband should, of right, prevail. 

The nature of the relaiion between the husband 

and wife has a beautiful illustration in the Inspired 

Word, when therein compared to the relation exist¬ 

ing between Christ and His Church. The language 

of Christ, in speaking of His Church, is, “ As the 

lily among thorns, so is my love among the daugh¬ 

ters.” How matchless was that love, which led Him 

even to death! If a husband feels in any degree 

toward bis wife as Christ docs toward His Church, 

it will be far from unpleasant to submit to all the 

authority that will bo exercised by him in ruling. 

The language of the Church, in speaking of Christ, 

is, “ My Beloved is unto me as a cluster of camphlre 

in the vineyards of Kn-gcdi.” if the heart, of the 

wife is right toward her husband, she will not be 

jealous of him with regard to ruling; and if each 

of them have proper respect and affection for the 

other, the question of authority will hardly secure a 

thought. In this view of the matter, we see that to 

those persons who are contemplating the commission 

of matrimony, the question of ruling is of but small 

consequence, while the question of affection is of 

paramount importance. A. T. E. Clarke. 
Wadham'g Mills, N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

MATRIMONY. 

As the Rural is a medium for free interchange of 

thought, I would like to respond to the views of “ X " 

upon matrimony. Did Con set up a “ lottery ” office 

and then bid Adam try his luck in drawing a prize? 

Or did He deem marriage a “Jmmbng" when lie 

provided a wife, for him? Did He furnish Evk with 

“borrowed sweetness” when He presented her to 

her future husband? Did He teach Auam how to 

deceive and make him averse to companiouship, and 

then yoke them up? No. This perverting matri¬ 

monial sacredness is man's doings. God has im¬ 

planted iu every cue’s heart a yearning fora home 

which can be identified as ours, and you may as well 

disbelieve your own existence as to deny this asser¬ 

tion. He never made man to live a hermit’s life, else 

1 do not read my Bible aright. Can “X ” instil his 

ideas into my mind and cause we to think “marriage 

is a humbug ” when our Creator says it is not good 

for man to live alone, and when Jesus sanctioned 1 

the wedding ceremony by His presence? Never. If 

“X” w’ould look over the garden of his heart, 1 

think he would find there a living plant termed love 

for the opposite sox. It may be a few buds are 1 

broken off, (and who can wonder,) or, worse still, 

perhaps it lies dormant, (then I pity his mother,) but ' 

yet it is there, and only needs the “ right one ” as a 1 

cultivator to call out its latent vitality. 1 

Many things I know are detrimental to happiness 1 

in the marriage relation, and the one paramount to 1 

all others is uniting the bands when the heart Is - 

wanting. A couple thus wedded do not possess a ‘ 

sufficient unity of spirit and a oneness of purpose ' 

requisite for enjoyment, hence what an amount of S 

needless jarring between them. Why, it is like a ‘ 

pair of yoked cattle trying to move in opposite ' 

directions. They can’t do it. One nutst give up—if 1 

peaceably, well —if not, they’ll fight till one con- ! 

quers, then woe betide the vanquished. (I guess < 

“X" has always seen the must principle in full 

force.) 0! this "he not unequally yoked together’’ * 

means something beside “Church ” membership. It 1 

does not mean marry the hands minus the affections. 1 

To the violation of this is traceable very much of the 1 

misery of married life. J 

Shall we condemn the whole picture of “married ’ 

bliss” because its beauty is marred by this one dark ' 

spot? No. There is an abundance of brightness £ 

and beauty on the canvass to counterbalance this 

defect. £. a w. 
Genoa, N. Y., 1861. r 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

HOW “WE WRONG OUR DAUGHTERS.” 

True, “We wrong them in that we compel them 

to marry.” We must revolutionize the cause in 

order to improve the effect. But as it is a labor of 

leviathan magnitude to suppress the sophistry that 

the world has for ages endeavored to enthrone as 

public opinion, can we not some way take a shorter 

voyage to a better result? With our daughters, as 

with the whole world, marriage jb a “ foregone con¬ 

clusion.” Society first sets the seal of opprobrium 

upon the byinenial delinquent, and invariably stig¬ 

matizes them as '‘nobody but an old maid.” Social 

forms also prescribe “thus far sbalt thou go and no 

further” in the choice of occupation and mainten¬ 

ance of a woman, and so very limited is the prescrip¬ 

tion that many are fain to accept the “broken stick.” 

“Compel them to marry,”—and who do we com¬ 

pel them to choose? It is here that the field is broad 

for improvement. We send them to school, and edu¬ 

cate them well,—perhaps brilliantly. We are sat¬ 

isfied—and expect them to marry. Wo accredit to 

them too good sense to elect a companion unworthy, 

or unequal in social position or intelligence. And 

what if she fails to discover that equal—that counter¬ 

part of the soul in her circle of friends? Will 

some fairy Knight hasten to her rescue before the 

brief “one, two, three,” of girlhood expires? No. 

Let those who have thns far watched over her, leave 

her not now at the trial period of her existence. 

Teach your girls that it is only the refined, the edu¬ 

cated, the pure or heart, that can make their life 

happy, and their home the paradise of affection. 

Assist them to enter such society. Very much could 

the misery of this world be prevented, would fathers 

give more attention to providing their daughters 

with suitable companionship. How often have I 

listened to that mournful wall from those ill-starred 

marriages, of which we can all recall some instance. 

“ Oh, if I had had an opportunity to know more of 

the world, this never would have happened.” 

Ogden, Monroe Co., N. A'. C. E. B. 

EARLY DECAY OP AMERICAN WOMEN. 

Mrs. H. B. Stowe, in her book of travels in 

Europe, makes the following sensible remarks about 

the comparative beauty of tbe women of England 

and America: 

A lady asked me, tbe other evening, what I thought 

of the beauty of the ladies of tbe English aristoc¬ 

racy; she was a Scotch lady, by the by, so that the 

question was certainly a fair one. T replied that 

certainly report had not exaggerated their charms. 

Then came a home question—how the Indies of Eng¬ 

land compared with those of America? “Now for 

it, patriotism,” said 1 to myself, and invoking to my 

aid certain fair saints of my own country, whose 

faces I distinctly remembered. 1 assured her that 1 

had never seen more beautiful women than I had in 

America. Grieved was I to add, “but your ladies 

keep their beauty much longer.” This fact stares 

one in the face of every company; one meets ladies 

past fifty, glowing, rudiaDt, and blooming, with a 

freshness of complexion and fulness of outline 

refreshing to contemplate. What can be the reason? 

Tell us, Muses and Graces, what can it be? Ts it the 

conservative power of sea-fog and coal smoke, the 

same which keep the turf green, ami makes the ivy 

and holly flourish? How comes it that our married 

ladies dwindle, fade, and grow thin, that their noses 

incline to sharpness, and their elbows to angularity, 

just at the time of life when their island sisters round 

out into a comfortable and becoming amplitude and 

fulness? If it is the coal and sea-fog, why then I am 

afraid we shall never come up with them. 

But perhaps there may be other causes why a 

country which starts some of the most beautiful girls 

in the world, produces so few beautiful women. Have 

not our close stove-heated rooms something to do 

with it? Above all, has not. our climate, with its 

alternate extremes of beat, and cold, a tendency to 

induce habits of indolence? Climate, certainly, has 

a great deal to do with it; ours is evidently more 

trying and more exhausting, and because it is so, we 

should not. pile upon its back errors of dress and 

diet which are avoided by onr neighbors. They 

keep their beauty because they keep their health. It 

has been as remarkable to me as anything, since I 

have been here, that I do not constantly, as at home, 

hear one and another spoken of as in miserable 

health, very delieate, Am. Health seems to be the 

rale, and not tbe exception. For my part, I must 

say the most favorable omen I know of for female 

beauty in America, is the multiplication of water 

cure establishments, whero our ladies, if they get 

nothing else, do gain some ideas as to the necessity 

of fresh air, regular exercise, simple diet, and the 

laws of hygiene in general. 

A WOMAN OP GOOD TASTE. 

The handsomest compliment you can pay to 
woman of sense, is to address her as such. 

Tiik following very happy and equally true sketch 
is from the London Quarterly Review: 

“You see this lady turning a cold eye to the assur¬ 

ances of shopmen and the recommendation of milli¬ 

ners. She cares not how original a pattern may be, 

if it be ugly, or bow recent a shape, if it be awk¬ 

ward. Whatever laws fashion dictates, she follows 

a law of her own, and is never behind it. She wears 

very beautiful things which people generally suppose 

to he fetched from Paris, or, at least, made by a 

French milliner, but which as often are bought at 

the nearest town and made up by her own maid. 

Not that her costume is either rich or new; on the 

contrary, she wears many a cheap dress, but it is 

always pretty, and many an old one, bat it is always 

good, She deals in no gaudy confusion of colors, 

nor does she affect a studied sobriety; but she either 

refreshes you with a spirited contrast, or composes 

you with a judicious liarmeuy. Not a scrap of tinsel 

or trumpery appears upon her. She puts no faith 

in velvet bands, or gilt buttons, or twisted cording. 

She is quite aware, however, that the garnish is as 

important as the dress; all her inner borders and 

headings are delicate and fresh; and should anything 

peep ont which is not intended to he seen, it is quite 

as much 60 as that which is. After all, there is no 

great art either in her fashions or her materials. 

The secret simply consists in her knowing the three 

grand unities of dress—her own station, her own 

age, and her own points. And no woman can dress 

well who does not. After this we need not say that 

whoever is attracted by the costume will not be dis¬ 

appointed in the wearer. She may not be handsome 

nor accomplished, but we will answer for her being 

even tempered, well informed, thoroughly sensible, 

and a complete lady.” 

---» » ♦ > »- 
Let jealousy once find a lodgment in the mind, 

and, like the sea polypus, it extends its thousand 
feelers on every side for anything they can lay hold 
of^and tbe smallest particle afloat in the ocean of 

conjecture cannot escape from their grasp. 

THE OLD FARM HOUSE. 

r 
At the fort of the hill, near the old red mill, 

In a quiet, ebady spot, 

l Just peeprng through, half hid from view, 

• Stands*little moss-grown cot; 

l And stray'op through at the open door, 

The Runtxams p’ay on the sanded floor. 

The easy sbair, all patched with care, 

Is placid by the old hearth etone; 

With wishing grace, in the old fire place, 

The evtrgreens are strewn. 

And pictures hang on the whitened wall 

And tbe >1<1 clock ticks in tbe cottage hall, 

i More lovely still, on the window sill, 

The dew-eyed flowers rest, 

While Tnld«t the leaves, on the moss-grown eaves, 

The martin builds her nest. 

And all d$y long the summer breeze 

Is whlspef og love to the bending trees. 

Over the (oor, all covered o’er 

With a luck of dark green baize, 

LayB a rou-ket old, whose worth is told 

In the eteDte of other days; 

And the ptwder tlssk, and the hunter’s horn, 

Have hunf beside it for many a morn. 

For years ,.ave fled, with a noiseless tread, 

Like fair-1 dreams away, 

And left in their flight, all shorn of his might, 

A father-old aud gray; 

And the so't wind plays with his snow-white hair, 

As the old nan sleeps in his easy chair. 

In at the di or, on the sanded floor, 

Light, fairy footsteps glide, 

And a maidsti fair, with flaxen hair, 

Kneels h the old man’s side— 

An old oak wrecked by the angry storm, 

While the by clings to its trembling form. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

SILENCE va. UPROAR. 

In this age tf excitement and sensation, many 

persons there an who seem to think that nothing of 

importance can te done, unless noise and confusion 

attends the performance of it. An orator, to suit 

them, mnst be a regular Boanerger, with a stento¬ 

rian voice, and lungs like a pair of bellows. He 

must wax red ii the face, and get hoarse in the 

throat, before hi has finished a dozen periods,— be 

mnst contort bis body and throw out bis arms,— pull 

at his locks until every several hair stands erect and 

singly, and conende his harangue with bringing his 

fist down like a sledgo - hammer upon the desk 

before him. 

The favorite ftusician of these noise-loving indi¬ 

viduals is he who pitches his voice as high among 

the octaves as pcssible, shrieks like a drowning man 

at every note, an! pounds the piano till yon feel as if 

all the artillery if a campaign had been discharged 

in your ears. F ad they been present on the creation 

day when the world was ushered into existence, the 

simple and sulilime mandate, “Let there be light,” 

would have seemed to them quite inadequate for the 

occasion, and they would doubtless have denounced 

the whole arrangement because it was done so quietly. 

To suit them, there should have been a mustering of 

all the angel oattalions, blasts from innumerable 

turmpets, chariot* of fire, and a general commin¬ 

gling of all the uproar and confusion that ever had 

been or ever should be. 

For these excitable people to remain quietly at 

home during the whole of a rainy day, is quite impos¬ 

sible; and to listen, every Sunday morning, to a 

preacher who has an even-toned voice, aud does not 

affect the madman, is absolutely beyond their endur¬ 

ance. 

Their taste would he to have the Fourth of July, 

fire-crackers and all, come every fortnight, and elec¬ 

tion day, or something similar, the rest of the time. 

The mystery of mysteries, however, is to know in 

what way these noise-loving people contrive to get 

through the six or eight hours of sleep which human 

nature is supposed to require. It is probable they 

content themselves with dreams of thunder storms, 

with firing canaon in imagination, and having bliss¬ 

ful visions of three or four Niagaras, all dashing aud 

roaring in unison. They forget what a lesson Nature 

teaches them of tbe beauty, and majesty, and power 

of silence; how the seasons come and go, with their 

snow-flakes, their blossoms and their fruits,—how the 

sun rises and sets,—how the planets circle in their 

orbits, and all, without a sound. Quietly fall the 

summer showers, but what a beautiful growth of 

bloom and verdure springs up in their footsteps. 

Quietly tbe rod lightning flashes along the sky, but 

what a power it lias to Munch the cheek and chill the 

blood with terror. Thoughts mighty and profound, 

whose influences reach down into ages yet to come— 

to generations yet unborn—who ever heard of such 

thoughts being lorn in anything like uproar and con¬ 

fusion? We do rejoice that everything in creation 

was not dumb; but we rejoice, also that those who 

possess the gifts of noise, confusion, and hubbub, 

will use them as not abusing them, and at least con¬ 

fine them to Isdependence and other celebration 

days, when noisy people are at liberty to make all the 

noise they choose, and all liberty-loving people are 

for once willing to help it on. a. m. p. 

Fayetteville, N. Y., 1861. 
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"Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE STUDY" OF NATURE. 

Nature has many pleasant and profitable lessons 

for him who will listen to ber instructions; and he is 

but half trained who never has been taught hy her. 

When pressed down with care, go forth and hold 

communion with God’s works. Listen to the music 

of the feathered songsters, as they carol their morn¬ 

ing or evening song, in the recesses of some old 

forest; or the melody of some stream flowing over its 

pebbly bed. Let the breezes fan your brow, as they 

pass you redolent with the odors that they have 

gathered from a hundred flowery fields. Stand upon 

the brow of some hill and gaze upon the “King of 

Day,” as he lingers at the portals of the west, aud 

casts a parting look on mountain and valley, and 

then sinks to rest. And has night no charms for the 

contemplative mind, as she walks oyer earth, clad in 

all her starry splendor? Who has not, as he stood 

beneath the canopy of heaven on some calm evening, 

realized the impressiveness of the poet’s description? 

“ Night, sable goddess! from hereon throne, 

In ray leas majesty now stretches forth 

Her leaden scepter o'er a slumbering world. 

Silence, how dead! and darkneBs, how profound! 

Nor eye, nor listening ear, an object finds; 

Creation sleeps. Tig as the general pulse 

Of life stood still, and Nature made a pause— 

An awful pause! prophetic of her end.” 

Nature is the fountain from which poets have 

drank in much of their inspiration. U wras among 

the hills of old Scotia, that the muse paid her first 

visit to Hogg; and it was while he tended his flocks 

that he sung the first notes of those songs that have 

_ made his name immortal. Most printed books were 

sealed to him, but Nature threw open her volume, 

and bid him “wed to immortal verse” the truths 

fonnd written there. It was amid scenes of this 

character, that Scott’s poetical powers awoke into 

activity. It was while roving through the High¬ 

lands, that he gained the ability to write the “Lady 

of the Lake,” and “Marmion.” No acquaintance 

with books could have fitted Bloomfield for writing 

“The Farmer Boy." It was on a farm, amidst the 

scenes that he describes, that he gathered the mate¬ 

rials for his poem. A greater poet than any of these 

was most emphatically tanght by Natore. The Ayr¬ 

shire Plowman owed hut little to books, but gathered 

his power to charm the world from the study of the 

human heart, and by gazing upon the beauty and 

grandeur of Nature. To him she wore a charm 

that was never apprehended by any one bat the poet, 

and spoke with a harmony unknown to common ears. 

Nature was Sharrfeare’s great teacher. Johnson 

tells ua that "he knew little Latin and less Greek.” 

But he had the heavens and the earth before him, and 

these he read more attentively than anything else 

except the human heart. Thns, he nursed his pow¬ 

ers of song. It will admit of doubt, whether a great 

poein was ever written by one who was not fond of 

musing along the banks of streams or wandering in 

the midst of forests. 

Bnt here may the humble Christian find food for 

bis mind. Although Nature alone cannot even teach 

the existence of God, yet when looked upon by the 

light that Revelation easts upon her, she may lift our 

thoughts to the contemplation of the character of onr 

Heavenly Father. “ Tbe heavens,” Bays tbe Psalmist, 

“ declare the glory of God; and the firmament shew* 

eth his handiwork. Day unto day nttereth speech, 

and night unto night sheweth knowledge." The 

contemplation of the heavens gt pjght led a poet to 

exclaim, 
“ An undevout astronomer is mad.” 

All nature shows the power of God. It thunders 

in the cataract, whispers in the zephyr, blooms in tbe 

, flower, and sparkles in the star. Go and stand among 

His mighty works, and as you look upon them, cry 

ont with filial affection, “My Father made aud 

upholds them all. It is His band that holds in their 

places tiie worlds that roll over my head, and keep in 

existence the smallest atom that floats in the breeze. 

Can aught harm me, while I have such a protector?" 

And does not Con’s goodness shine out in Nature 

when studied from the stand-point of the Cross? It is 

true, earth has her desert, as well as her fertile plains 

and flowery valleys. But still she opens to man 

many sources of pleasure. The sun sheds his light 

upon him during the day, and the moon and stars 

look down upon him by night. For him earth 

clothes herself in her green garb, and Bummer and 

Autumn cast her treasures at his feet. 

Reader, the volume of Nature lies open before you. 

Read its pages. Some who profess to interpret her 

teachings, may misinterpret her; but when allowed 

to speak for herself she inculcates no other doctrines 

but those that tend to promote virtue and happiness. 

Can you afford to lose the pleasure and profit that 

she offers to those that listen to her? 

" 0, how canst thou renounce the boundless store 

Of charms which Nature to her votary yields? 

The warbling woodland, the resounding shore, 

The pomp of groves and garniture of fields; 

All that the genial ray of morning gilds, 

And all that echoes to the song of even, 

All that the mountain’s sheltering bosom shields, 

And ail the dread magnificence of Heaven. 

Rochester, Win., 1861. Bkta. 

TAKE CARE OF LITTLE THINGS. 

The following extract contains the substance of 

mauy sermons on the importance of little things. 

Mr. Irving, in his “Life of Washington,” says that 

great and good man was careful of small things, 

bestowing attention on the minutest affairs of his 

household as closely as upon the moat important 

concerns of the Republic. The editor of the Mer¬ 

chants’ Magazine, in speaking of the fact, says:—“No 

man ever made a fortune, or rose to greatness in any 

department, without being careful of small tbing6. 

As the beach is composed of grains of sand, as the 

ocean is made of drops of water, so the millionaire's 

fortune is the aggregation of the profits of single 

adventurers, often inconsiderable in amount. Every 

eminent merchant, from Girard and Astor down, has 

been noted for his attention to details. Few distin¬ 

guished lawyers have ever practiced in the courts 

who were uot remarkable for a similar characteristic. 

It was one of the peculiarities of the first Napoleon’s 

mind. The most petty details of his household ex¬ 

penses, the most trivial facts relative to bis troops, 

were, in his opinion, as worthy of his attention as 

the tactics of a battle, the revising of a code. De¬ 

mosthenes, the world’s unrivalled orator, was as 

anxious about bis gestures or intonations as about 

the texture of his argument or the grandeur of his 

words. Before such great examples, and in the very 

highest walks of intellect, how contemptible the 

conduct of the small minds who can despise small 

things.” 

Order.—Never leave things lying about—a shawl 

here, a pair of slippers there, and a bonnet some¬ 

where else — trusting to a servant to set things to 

rights. No matter how many servants you have, it 

is a miserable habit, and if its source is not in the 

intellectual and moral character, it will inevitably 

terminate there. If you have used the dipper, towel, 

tumbler, etc,, put them back in their places, and you 

will know where to find them when yon want them 

again. Or, if you set an example of carelessness, do 

not blame your servants for following it. Children 

should be taught to put things back in their places 

as soon as they are old enough to nse them. If each 

member of the family were to observe this simple 

rule, the house would never get much out of order, 

and a large amount of vexation aud useless labor 

would be avoided. 
-» i » ■ »- 

The End of Literary Discipline.—To attain a 

power of exact expression is the one end of true 

literary discipline. To put his whole thought and 

express his actual emotion in his words, not to inter¬ 

polate clever embellishments, is the object even 

of the earefni writer, when he takes pains to 

revise what he has written. It is true that men 

write foebly who write as they speak. Spoken 

language has eyes, hands, every movement of the 

face, every gesture of the body, every tone of the 

speaker's voice, to illustrate it as it flows. To writ¬ 

ten language all these aids are wanting, and the want 

of all must be supplied hy care for the right use of 

words.—London Quarterly Review. 

Your character cannot be essentially injured ex¬ 

cept by your own acts. If any one speaks evil of 

you, let your life be so that none will believe him. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

IN HEAVEN THERE’S REST. 

Ix Heaven there’s rest. That thought hath a power 

To scatter the shades of life’s dreariest hour, 

Like a sunbeam vt dawns on the storm-ridden sky, 

l Like the first glimpse of home to a traveler’s eye; 

r ’Tis the balm of the heart, of sorrow the core, 

, The hope that deceives not, the promise that's sure. 

How sweet to the weary. In Heaven there’s rest. 

1 The tears are all dried from the eyes of the blest, 

And the smiles that succeed are so dazzling and bright 

| That none but a spirit could dwell in the sight. 

, 0, not like the smiles that here glow on the cheek, 

But to hide the deep anguish no language can speak. 

I In Heaven there’s rest—earth’s happiest hours 

Pass swiftly away like the dew on the flowers, 

There fadeless the bowers, nnclouded the skies, 

There joy bath no end, and time never flies, 

There nature Is freed from its earliest stains, > 
There love bath no sorrows and life hath no pains. 

I 
In Heaven there’s rest. 0, how deep that repose 

Life’s bitterness passed with its follies and woes, 

Lie passions all hushed, like the wares of the deep, 

• When the tempest is still and the winds are asleep, 

And only soft airs and sweet odors arise, 

i Like evening incense that soars to the skies. 

Though here we are weary, in Heaven there’s rest,— 

I long to escape to that land of the blest, 

Inspired by the prospect through life’s buiy day 

To act and to Roller, t<i watch and to pray, 

. Then gladly exchange, when the summons is given, 

, The tumult* of earth for the calmness of Heaven. 

Canandaigua, N. Y., 1861. M. J. A. 

-  ■ -*-—-—— 

THE LIFE OF CHRISTIANITY. 

With what a mysterious yet invincible power does 

the green blade force its way through the heavy clods 

Which cover it, and hide it from view! So frail is it 

that the slightest bruise threatens to bent it to the 

earth, while yet so omnipotent is it that itwill spring 

forth to the light, however great the weight which 

may be cast upon it—and how strikingly this energy 

of vegetable life illustrates that life which is divine. 

The plants of righteousness, thongh they rosy be 

heavily weighed hy a body of sin and death—by 

manifold sorrows, temptations, and tears—will nev¬ 

ertheless grow upward toward the great Source of 

eternal day. Satan may place the heavy foot of per¬ 

secution upon the growing kingdom of Christ, but he 

cannot press out its life, for its roots are divine; he 

may endeavor to put his finger for the rising sap in 

the true vine, that so the branches may not appear, 

but he cannot; he may cut them off, but they will 

bud forth again. The life which Christ imparts to 

the soul will rise and rise until, overflowing the 

bounds of sinful fear and tbe conventionalisms of the 

world, it bursts into life, bearing down all opposi¬ 

tion, and compelling even the ungodly to admit that 

Christ has gained another friend. Reader, dost thou 

entertain tbe hope that thou hast received life from 

Christ. Take heed, examine; life will manifest itself. 

Would’st thou prevent this, and listening to thy 

own timid heart and the suggestion of Ratan, hast 

thou sought to hide tbe expressions of his beneath 

the cold, damp soil of worldly policy? 0, foolish 

sexton! thus to bury thy hope. What evidence bast 

tbon that thou hast life at all? Hast thou net read 

that there is first the blade? It must come forth; it 

will declare itself. Art thou not afraid? Hast thou 

pondered the words of Christ? “Whosoever, there¬ 

fore, shall be ashamed of Me and My words, in this 

adnlterous and sinful generation, of Him also shall 

the Soil of Man be ashamed, when lie cometh in the 

glory of His Father with the holy angels?” Awake, 

arouse thyself, and let thy love display itself in keep¬ 

ing the commandments of Christ.— Lessons front 

Jesus. 
-» . ♦ . 4- 

The Indian Summer of the Soul.—In the life of 

the good man there is au Indian summer more beau¬ 

tiful than that of the season; richer, sunnier, aud 

more sublime than the most glorious Indian summer 

which the world knew — it is the Indian summer of 

the soul. When the glow of youth has departed, 

when the warmth of middle age is gone and the buds 

and blossoms of spriug are changing to the sere and 

yellow leaf, then the mind of the good man, still ripe 

and vigorous, relaxes its labors, and the memories of 

a well spent life gush forth from their secret foun¬ 

tains, eurichiug, rejoicing, aud fertilizing; then the 

trustful resignation of tbe Christian sheds around a 

sweet aud holy warmth, and tbe soul assuming a 

heavenly lustre is no longer restricted to the narrow 

confines of business, but soars far beyond the winter 

of hoary age, and dwells peacefully and happily upon 

that bright spring aud summer which await him 

within the gates of paradise, evermore. 

-4 4 ♦ . 4- 
Christian Influence.— In the life of a Christian 

lies the secret of all true Christian influence. It is 

the easiest thing in the world to talk about religion. 

Bnt mere talk about religion is tbe poorest thing in 

the world. Every true Christian will, indeed, talk 

about the Savior. Oat of the abundance of the 

heart the month speaketh. And if the voice doth 

not speak of Christ, you may see the soul is not filled 

with Christ. Nevertheless, here, as elsewhere, the 

utterance ol‘ the lips is as nothing to the influence of 

the life. In the divine economy, all grand forces are 

comparatively gentle and silent. The shallow rill 

that is dry on the mountain side half of the year, 

brawls more noisily at times than yon mighty liver. 

The boy’s sparkling rocket makes a louder demon¬ 

stration iu the night air than all God's Btarry constel¬ 

lations. And yet, iu the silence of their Bublime 

manifestations, how eloquently do these great forces 

of the nniverse bear witness for God! 

-■ 4-- 

Familiarity With Wrong.—Rev. Dr. Wayland 

says:—“ Familiarity with wrong diminishes our ab¬ 

horrence of it. The contemplation of it in others 

fosters a spirit of envy and uncharitableness, and 

leads us, iu the end, to exult in, rather than sorrow 

over, the faults of others. Every time we indulge a 

harsh, censorious temper, some gentle affection, 

some loving thought, we might have had instead, 

died out within ns, and for every evil impulse we act 

out, we loose a good one;” thus the btart is left 

destitute of every good aud noble feeling which en¬ 

riches our own souls or blesses another. 

Christ’s Yoke.—“My yoke is easy,” said the 

Savior. Easy when grace makes it so; alight burden 

indeed, which carries him who bears it. “Ihace 

looked through all nature,” says old Bernard, “ for 

a resemblance of this, and I seem to find it in the 

wings of the bird, which are indeed borne by tbe 

creature, yet support her flight towards heaven. 

-» ■ ♦ --— 

pI., v iic if oil vfmr trust, were in Providence, hut 
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needle, thimble and thread, trying to repair the 
breeches. Our experience in the trenches availed us 
here. Many regretted they had not been made in the 
first place by tapered human fingers thus verifying 
the expression of the wag, that the best sewing- 
machines in the world were about eighteen years of 
age, affected ringlets aud wore gaiters. 

They returned with a company of ninety armed 
men, and demanded that the flag should be hauled 
down. But on discovering that the house was filled 
with gallant men, armed to the teeth, who would 
rather die as deariy as possible, than see their 
country’s flag disgraced, the secessionists retired. 

When our informant left Knoxville, the .Stars and 
Stripes still floated to the breeze over Parson Brown- 
low’s house. f.ong may they wave! 

clear the table at each stroke. Different dies are 
employed for caps of different forms. 

The next operation is that of charging and stamp¬ 
ing the caps. For this purpose, a strong steel plate, 
containing about 1,000 small conical holes or dies 
to receive as many formed caps, is used; it is laid 
upon the table of another small machine, a girl takes 
several handfuls of caps from the box of the die 
press, spreads them over the steel plate, and by a few 
rapid motions of the hand, they all siuk into the 
holes with open mouths, ready for the percussion 
powder. This is a compouud of fulminating mer¬ 
cury, of potash, sulphur, and a little ground glass. 
This is spread dry and loosely by hand, like meal, 
over the entire plate, and each cap is filled to the 
mouth. The surplus is then swept off with a brush 
from the surface of the plate. Tin foil is now laid 
upon the top of the plate covering the powder in the 
caps. A series of small plunges, eaeh of such a size 
as to fit into a cap, are now forced down upon the 
charged plate, cutting through the tin foil, and car 
rying a piece into each cap. The powder is pressed 
down by these plungers into a very small space at the 
bottom of each cap, and the pressure is sufficient to 
stamp the name or nnniher on the top of each, by 
forcing the metal into the proper figure cut in tilts 
bottom of each hole. The pressure to which the per¬ 
cussion powder is subjected by this operation is so 
great that strangers are always surprised on witness¬ 
ing it. Sometimes caps explode by the pressure, but 
as the plates are strong, no damage of auy conse¬ 
quence results. 

The next operation is that of coating the inside of 
the caps with varnish to render them water proof and 
prevent access of the atmosphere to the powder. 
For this purpose the plate containing the caps is 
placed in another machine, which has a series of 
little dippers that take up the varnish from a recepta¬ 
cle. and supply each cap with its proper quantity. 
The plate containing the caps is now removed into a 
warm room, when the varnish dries, and the caps arc 
then emptied oat of the plates, and put np for the 

market. 
Quite a number of steel die plates are employed in 

the process, and a set of small machines required for 
the entire operations of cutting the copper, punching, 
upsetting, charging, and varnishing, will make about 

400,000 caps per diem, 

Several sets of machinery arc generally run In 
every percussion cap factory. The demand for snch 
caps lias been so great for several weeks past, that the 
factories have scarcely been able to meet it by work¬ 
ing oyer hours. Some caps are made with top 
flanges, some are perfectly smooth and without rims, 
and others are corrugated. These forms are all pro¬ 
duced by the die machine.—Scientific American. 

put his feet on the soil of the enemy. This is not 
true. Of course it is advisable and best in times like 
these, for Southern men to remain at home, but in 
cases where their families are at the North, and they 
desire to bring them home, or in any other necessity, 
we have no doubt of their ability to go and return 
with perfect safety. The only condition is, attend to 
your own business, and leave the affairs of others 
alone. 

We know a number of gentlemen of this State— 
some of them of this city — who have recently gone 
North and returned without the slightest molestation. 
We yesterday saw a lettor from a resident of Savan¬ 
nah, now in New York, in which ho expresses his 
astonishment at the respect with which ho is every 
where treated, after all the blood-thirsty stories he 
had read in the newspapers. 

Won't Fiofit, Eh? -A correspondent of the Mem¬ 
phis Appeal, in writing to that paper about the 
advance of Gen. McClelland with his Ohio and Indi¬ 
ana troops against Garnett’s force, said:—“if the 
great body of McClelland’s forces should be Hooaiers 
and Buckeyes, as reported, the number of our men 
need give the Department very little concern. These 

fellows won’t Jight. We have history for this. ’Re¬ 

member Duma Vista.’ One to four our hoys will drive 

them into the lakes." Wonder what the writer of the 
above thinks now. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.J 

NIAGARA RIVER. 

Several years ago (August 5, 1856,) an article 
appeared in the Buffalo Express, in which the writer 
advanced the bold idea that every body, “and the 
rest of mankind,” might be mistaken as to the mate¬ 
rial used by Dame Nature in forming the great gorge 
of the Niagara River, and setting on foot that glori¬ 
ous “institution” — the Falls of Niagara. That 
article, like its bnrable author, was not destined to 
make as much noise in the world as the great 
cataract whose birth, or rather manner of birth, it 
aspired to discuss. Yet “still the earth moves.” 
The theory advanced by early writers, and adopted 
by later geologists, viz: "That the Falls of Niagara 
were originally at the mountain ridge at Lewiston,” 
is far more popular than plausible. We read in that 
excellent work, Mr. J. H. French’s Gazetteer of the 

State of New York, p. 450, as follows:—“The pla¬ 
teau in which the basin of Lake Erie is situated, 
extends to the mountain ridge at Lewiston, the 
summit of the ridge being 34 feet higher than Lake 
Erie. The river originally must have flowed over 
the face of this precipice, at which time Niagara 
Falls were seven miles below their present position. 
By the wearing away of the rocks tbe falls have grad¬ 
ually receded, becoming lower at each period of 
their progress, and leaving a deep rocky channel, 
with rocky and precipitous hanks 200 feet high, to 
mark their course aud attest their power." 

This appears to be the opinion universally held in 
regard to this very interesting matter, yet this needs 
a considerable stretch of the imagination to enable a 
plain, unsophisticated mind, who will walk over the 
ground, and examine the premises, with the Book of 
Nature before him, to believe. Our faith, especially 
in regard to material things, always rests upon testi¬ 

mony: find when these witnesses, though of undoubt¬ 
ed ability and Integrity, yot perhaps prejudiced by 
what they have “beard say” about the Falls, tell ns 
over and over again, that the great cataract made 
itself, by first tumbling itself over “Queenstown 
Heights,” and then cut its own way through the solid 

limestone rock a distance of over seven miles, with 
exquisite precision, keeping the sides of this great 
gorge nearly perpendicular, and continuing their 
course exactly parallel with each other, wo begin to 
inquire liow all this was done? And the idea of 
powder, and a train of dumping-cars, with a track 
laid down to Lake Ontario, immediately presents 
itself before our untutored mind. What has become 
of all the great mass of rocks thus displaced, and 
upon which the “power” of the Falls has been 
speut? Have they been dissolved, or ground to 
impalpable powder and floated down to the depths of 
Lake Ontario? This must have taken considerable 
more than “sometime.” 

If the great gorge was formed by the action of the 
water “gradually wearing away the rocks,” those 
ancient waves that originally performed this stupen¬ 
dous work observed a much greater degree of regu¬ 
larity than is adopted by the modern Niagara, who, 
in using all his powers to destroy the sublime and 
majestic cataract formed by Nature, is doing any¬ 
thing else but keeping the course of the bank on the 
American side parallel with that on the Canadian 
side. The simple child of Nature coming across 
Lake Ontario in a steamboat, as he nears the mouth 
of the Niagara River, runs his eye over the mountain 
ridge, stretching along the Southern horizon, and 
remarks a gradual rise as he glances towards Brock’s 
Monument on “Queenstown Heights.” As the boat 
threads her way up the river, on approaching the 
dock at Lewiston, he looks up Into the great gorge 
whence comes tumbling the majestic river, and he 
exclaims, “ What a mighty heaving up must that 
have been, which font these rocks asunder and let 
down the waters from above, and drained this once 
vast ocean to form this beautiful country!” He leaves 
the boat, and forgetting that he has a ticket to Sus¬ 
pension Bridge per railroad, he climbs up the moun¬ 
tain and follows the great crack in the ground, never 
doubting but the banks, which now confine the river 
that bounds two of the greatest nations on the earth, 
were once in close proximity to each other. As he 
approaches the great Cataract, he sees that Father 
Time has also had his finger in the work, and that he 
is now gradually “wearing the rocks;” aud should 
our hero tarry over winter he might see Jack Frost 
driving his icy wedge between tbe huge rocks over 
which the waters are pouring, and perhaps in spring 
one might be seen or heard to take the awful leap, 
and rolled down by the mighty current to Suspension 
Bridge, there to disturb the waters so as to cause the 
poor Maid of the Mist to “smash her pipe” in 
passing over. 

I have long desired to call the attention of Prof. 
Maury to this subject, bat now I fear he has gone so 

far South that he can nevei hear tbe roar of a North¬ 
ern river, much less the piping of a Northern peasant 
on its banks. Professor Agassiz, or Borne other 
“man of science,” would coufer a lasting benefit 
upon at least one humble student of Nature, if he 
would elucidate this matter to the public, in the 
light of Science. t. w. 

Williamsville, N. Y., July, 1861. 

Tho Uniform of the Confederate Army. 

Thk uniform of the Confederate States army is a 
short tunic coat of cadet gray cloth, double breasted, 
with two rows of brass buttons, two inches apart at 
the waist, and widening towards the shoulders; pan¬ 
taloons sky blue, made full in the legs. Tho buttons 
are plain gilt, convex in form, and three-quarters of 
au inch in diameter. The different arms in the ser¬ 
vice are distinguished by the color of the trimmings 
— blue for infantry, red for artillery, and yellow for 
cavalry. The artillery buttons are stamped with the 
letter A, but the infantry and cavalry buttons will 
bear only the number of the regiment. The General 
and Stall' Officers' dress will be dark blue cloth; the 
medical department black cloth with gold and velvet 
trimmings. Badges of distinction will be marked on 
the sleeves and collars — Brigadier General, three 
large stars on the collar; Colonel, two stars; Major, 
small star and horizontal bar; Captain, three Bmall 
stars; First Lieutenant, two small stars; and Second 
Lieutenant, one small star. Tho buttons for a Gene¬ 
ral and Stall officers are to have a raised eagle in the 
center, surrounded by thirteen stars. 

General Scott nnd the Prrxji, 

The Washington correspondent of the World 

gives the following articles of agreement between the 
newspaper staff and Gen. Scott: 

On the part of the Lieut. General commanding, it 
was agreed: 

1. That all gentlemen of the press may report by 
telegraph the progress and results of all battles actu¬ 
ally occurring, and shall be afforded official facilities 
to that end. 

2. That the previous order, requiring every mes¬ 
sage to be submitted to tho inspection of the Llcnt, 
General’s staff, at the army head-quarters, is hereby 
rescinded. 

On the part of the gentlemen of the press it was 
agreed: 

1. That no reports of arrivals, departures, or other 
movements of troops, shall be forwarded by telegraph, 
nor any statistics of army numbers and munitions. 

2. That no mutinies or riots among the soldiery 
shall bo telegraphed. 

3. Nor any predictions of movements to ensue. 
4. That Mr. Burns, of the American Telegraph 

Otfioe, shall he there stationed as the censor to main¬ 
tain tho observance of the preceding articles. 

This covenant is understood to delight the Com- 
mander-in-Chief, who, by the way, uever reads a 
newspaper, and to have struck despondency into the 
hearts of the toleraphie gentlemen—the latter justly 
deeming tho moat important portion of their occupa¬ 
tion gone. 

Capture* by the 1’rlvateer*. 

At last accounts there had been dispatched in 
search of the two privateers of Jeff. Davis, known to 
be roaming the ocean, tho first-class steam frigate 
Niagara, from Key West; the Hteatn gunboat Crusa¬ 
der, in company with the latter; one sloop of war, 
the Vincennes, and the two revenue cutters, Caleb 
Cushing and Morris, from Boston; and three cutters 
under command of Commodore Howard, from this 
port The capture of one old brig, aud one screw 
steamer of no particular pretensions to Bpoed, are 
tolerably certain, provided tbe obnoxious cruisers 
should be found. Summing up the depredations 
thus far, we have the following list of captures which 
they have made, and the disposition made of the 
prizes: 

Captured. Privateer. Date. Cargo. 
1— Brig Panama, W. H. Webb, May 24, Oil. 
2— Sc hr Mermaid, “ “ “ 
3— Schr John Adams, “ “ “ 
•l—Brig Joseph, Savannah, May 2fi, Sugar. 
f>—Schr A. B. Thompson, Unknown, May IS), “ 
6— Brig Lydia Francos, “ Unk’n, Molas’a. 
7— Sohr Transit, “ “ Ballast. 
8— Brig Mouticollo, St. Nicholas, June 29, OntToe. 
0—Schr Margaret, “ “ Coal. 

10— Schr Mary Pi tie, “ “ Ice. 
11— Soitr Mary Goodell,* JefT. Davis, July 9, Missel. 
12— Brig John Walsh, “ July 6, Sugar. 
18—8chr 8, J. Waring, “ July 5, Miscel. 
14—Schr Enchantress, “ July 0, “ 
If)—Brig M. K. Thompson, “ July 9, Lumber. 
16— Ship Golden Rocket,t Sumter, “ Ballast. 
17— Brig Cuba,4 “ “ Sugar. 
18— Brig Machine,* “ “ 
It)—Brig Naiad, “ “ “ 
20— Brig Albert Adams, f “ “ 
21— Brig Bon. Dunning,* “ “ 
22— Bark West WimlA “ “ “ 
23— Bark Louisa Kilham, “ “ “ 

♦ Released. | Burned. 

The Sumter, which has been the most mischievous 
of these cruisers, was formerly the MarquiB do la 
IJabftna, owned by Miramon, nnd captured by tho 
Saratoga, near Vera Cruz. Having been carried to 
Now Orleans for the adjudication of her case, she 
was seized by the Confederates, and converted into a 
vessel-of war. 

It appears that after achieving the capture of these 
half dozen unarmed and unsuspecting molasses 
droghers, near the port of Cienfuegos, just as they 
were emerging from it to pursue their respective 
voyages, the privateer had exhausted alllierooal, and 
was compelled to enter the very port from which 
most of the vessels sailed to take in coal and water. 
It Is thus seen how utterly helpless these freebooters 
would bo with steamers, without some porta into 
which they could enter fora supply of fuel. 

The captain of the pirate Argo, Captain Coxsetter, 
told Captain Fiflold, of the John Welch, that there 
aro arrangements along the whole Southern coast by 
which signal lights are made to assist privateers in 
entering the various creeks with their prizes. This, 
however, is doubtful. 

How nu Army Moves. 

As the central column of our army has received 
its orders to move forward upon Richmond, it will 

prove of interest to our readers to know the manner 
in which large bodies of troops are Bet in motion aud 
thus thrown forward, hence we give the following: 

There are a great many things besides men and 
guns essential to an army, and a commander, about 
to lead au army into a hostile country, first sees that 
the commissariat is well provided with provisions, 
that there aro ample means of transportation, and 
that there is a reserve of ammunition and clothing, 
and a good supply of hospital stores and medicines. 
All the preliminary arrangements for tho march hav- 

tfig been carefully made, the “order of march” is 
communicated to the several commanding officers of 
divisions, brigades and regiments, but not published 
in orders. The troops ata distributed according to 
tho character of the country. In a very open coun¬ 
try, a large proportion of cavalry would be ftt the 
head of the column; but generally it is distributed 
throughout the. line. The artillery should be in the 
rear if the first foot regiment. An advance or rear 
guard of mount d troopp — one or two companies — 
should be detailed efti'h day; and the regiment that 
has tho right of the lino one day should be next day 
in the rear. In a woody or mountainous country, 
detachments of flankers and skirmishers are thrown 
out to tho right and left of the column, at the dis¬ 
tance of one or two hundred paces, to keep a sharp 
look-out, and prevent any such disastrous and gratui¬ 
tous experiences us those painfully and recently 
familiar to us in connection with the ambuscade on 
the road to Vienna. ThA column having been formed 
at half or quarter distance, and the baggage train 
assembled in tbe rear, protected by a guard selected 
from each regiment for its own baggage, the column 
is put in motion aud the march commences with the 
same regularity as would be observed by a regiment 
moviug iu or out of a garrison town, tbe bauds play¬ 
ing, the light infantry with arms sloped and those of 
the riflemen slnng over the shoulder, the officers with 
swords drawn, exact wheeling distances preserved, 
and perfect silence observed. After having proceeded 
a short distance in this manner, the word of com¬ 
mand, “route step,” is given by the general at the 
head of the leading battalion, and passed quickly on 
to tho rear. The captains, instead of continuing at 
the head of their companies, draw back to the rear 
of them, that they may see any men of their respec¬ 
tive companies who attempt to quit the rankH without 
leave. The soldiers thou march and carry their arms 
in any manner convenient to them, conversation and 
smoking being ordinarily allowed. 

persons or their agents in tho North. It mentions 
three cases, viz:—Gen. Patterson, in command of a 
large force now advancing on Virginia; Capt. Adams, 
who commands the squadron which is now depre¬ 
dating on the property of Southern citizens; ami Dr. 
Wood, the Surgeon-General of the United Stab's 
army. These officers all own large properties in the 
Sonth. Gen. Patterson holds a large amount of tho 
paper of our planters. He is even now, through his 
attorney, endeavoring to execute a judgment for 
J30.000, on a plantation owned by a widow lady in 
this State. Capt. Henry Adams has a large interest 
in a plantation and negroes iu this State, and Sur¬ 
geon-General Wood has a large force of negroes 
working on a plantation in Louisiana. 

Fatality of Mf.asi.f,s in the Rebei, Ranks_A 

correspondent in the Rebel force at Winchester, 
Virginia, writes as follows to the Louisville Courier. 

“ I regret to chronicle the ravages made in our ranks 
by the measles, which has, in many instances, proved 
fatal. The 11th Mississippi and 4th Alabama regl 
merits have suffered more than all the rest of tho 
army, the former having at one time three hundred 
aud sixty on the surgeon’s list. Among the Ken¬ 
tuckians, Capt. Bowman’s have been the sufferers, 
haviug twenty-seven on the list; hut, thanks to the 
ladles of this place, their condition is such that, in a 
few days, they will be able to ‘fall in’ the ranks 
again. Too much cannot bo said of the treatment of 
our soldiers by the inhabitants of this town. Every 
family in the town has one or more, frequently a 
dozen, sick soldiers, who are treated as one of the 
family." 

Outrages upon British Subjects.—Wm. Mure, 
the British Consul at New Orleans, writes to the 
Picayune, under date Of July 6th, in regard to tho 
impressment of British subjects in the Rebel Army, 
We quote the following: 

“ At the time of Mr. Russell’s arrival in this city, 
about 35 to 40 of these “illegal masters” had been 
discharged, and my office was still dally beselged by 
women, imploring mo to get their husbands released. 
Within the last few days there have been over twcuty 
applications of a similar kind, and some of the men, 
according to tho evidence, have been most severely 
maltreated. One woman alleges that her liasband 
was seized on his way to procure medical help for 
their child; that it was three days before she dis¬ 
covered the rendezvous where he was confined, and 
when she saw him he was tied by cords, ami so dis¬ 
figured by bruises that sho scarcely recognized him. 
She was not allowed to hold any communication 
with him, but was threatened with tho prison if she 
troubled them again! 

I do not wish to trespass upon your columns by 
multiplying instances. Instead of one repenting vol¬ 

unteer, there have about sixty cases of impressed Dritish 

subjects reported at my office. I am somewhat sur¬ 
prised, when so much patriotic spirit has been 
evinced in the filling np of military companies witti 
so much rapidity, that any resort should have been 
had to the gag or bludgeon; and it is singular that a 
fact so notorious should have escaped the attention 
of your city reporter, who might have easily satisfied 
himself of its accuracy by applying to official 
quarters." 

A. Bio Jon.—The Charleston Courier thus dis¬ 
courses about the war, and though it entertains no 
doubt of their ultimate and signal success, has laid 
out a big job of work for the Confederate army: 
“ But, in the meantime, we have much to do. i\Vc 
shall be necessitated to whip them soundly—to burn 
a few of their towns — to capture Washington as a 
city, or enter it as a heap of ruins; we will have to 
cripple their commerce with privateers, burn their 

factories, and reduce them to the condition of beg¬ 
ging peace, instead of graciously condescending to 
grant us a separate existence as we have besought. 
They are distracted among themselves. Their re¬ 
sources are crippled; their toiling millions are suffer¬ 
ing already. Their sober, thinking men acknowledge 
that madness rales their every movement, and none 
who view things as they are, can for a moment be¬ 
lie*" that success will crowu their efforts.” 

Frank Confession. The Richmond Whig says 
that, whatever shame and humiliation may be in¬ 
volved iu the confession, the fact cannot be denied 
that the Virginia forces behaved shamefully at Fair¬ 
fax Court House, and still mose shamefully at 
Phillippa. 

A Com fument TO the North.— Tbe Savannah 
Republican says :—“ In times of great public excite¬ 
ment a great many stories are invented in both sec¬ 
tions with the view of adding to the public irritation. 
Of this class is the statement, generally believed, that 
it is unsafe for a citizen of the Confederate StateB to 

OOD bless the old flag! as Ho ever has done 

Since lie strengthened the arm of onrown 'Washington; 

And God bless the freemen, devoted and trno, 

Who are ready to die for the Red, White, and Blue!” 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., JULY 27, 1861. 

The Army Tailor. 

A member of the New Jersey Brigade thus humor¬ 
ously describes the distribution of uniforms in camp, 
and very justly relates the universal experience of 
the army with respect to the fabrics coming from the 
“army tailor.” He says: 

Who is the army tailor? Who wields the shears 
and furnishes IJncle Sam with clothing for his fight¬ 
ing nephews? 1 ask the question because f am aware 
that genius of the very first order generally conceals 
itself under cover of an incognito. Yon recollect 
that the author of “Waverly,” in this way, gave an 
opportunity to Maria Edgeworth to perpetrate her 
famous mot that the now well known novel was writ¬ 
ten either by a Scotsman or the d—1. I believe — for 
it is a matter of much importance and some doubt — 
that the literary world, so called, has of late years 
been exercised as to the authorship of “ Adam Bede.” 
The North-west passage has called for the patience of 
generations, and numbers have faith in the Atlantic 
Cable. Who, then, would donbt or deny the exis¬ 
tence of the army schneider7 We don’t. We have 
had occnlar demonstration of his vitality. On the 
15th inst. immense cases, containing summer coats 
and pantaloons for the volnntoers, arrived in camp. 
Some were opened at the Quartermaster’s tent, and 
the garments carried on shoulders to the Captain’s 
quarters and there distributed to the men. Others 
were sent unopened, and from the case each selected 
what be thought would fit him; or at least, that being 
hopeless, what would remain on. A coat aud panta¬ 
loon* were distributed to every volunteer; the former 
were intended for giants, the latter for dwarfs; the 
coats were wide enough in the body to wind about 
yon once or twice, and half a yard too long in tbe 
arms,— stuff, woolen — color, blue — style a la sailor 
boy’s roundabout. The man who cut them must 
have been under the impression that marching and 
army rations are conducive to corpnlence. 

The pantaloons were a novelty in their way. Those 
which were long enough in the legs, were too narrow 
at the waistband; those wide enough about the waist, 
were too short in the legs; the balance were both to 
short aud too narrow. They were evidently cut for 
storks or skeleton*, and in one respect resembled the 
place of future punishment destined for the wicked— 
they were bottomless. They were tried on in the 
shadow of the tent, every man commencing at the 
top of the heap, and going through to the bottom, 
fitting on about seventy pairs before getting one 
approaching to a fit. When on, however, the worst 
was still to come, the difficulty was then to sit down. 
Slowly and cautiously each man approached mother 
earth, rear forward. Some succeed with a slight rent; 
others were congratulating themselves on the suc¬ 
cessful result of the experiment, when away went the 
back seam. Strange to say, the thread remained 
perfect; thanks to the sewing machine. Immedi¬ 
ately thereafter, all were tailors for the nonce, with 

Cure for Soldiers. 

In the Crimea, the troops which resisted priva¬ 
tions and fatigue most successfully, wero thoso com¬ 
manded by colonels who were careful of their 
soldiers. For example: Of two regiments which 

The Untile of Garrick’s Ford. 

In the last Rural we gave brief accounts of the 
conflicts between the Hnited States troops under Gen. 
McClelland, and the rebels under Gen. Garnett. We 
now give a more detailed statement of the retreat 
and pursuit which finally ended iu tho death of the 
rebel commander. 

A special dispatch to the Cincinnati Gazette from 
the field of battle at Garrick's Ford, on the 14th, says 
that on the night of the llth, the rebel army at 
Laurel Hill, under the command of Brigadier-General 
Garnett, lato Major in tilt* United States Army, evac* 
uated its camp iu great haste on learning of General 
McClolland’s approach to Beverly, apparently hoping 
to pass that place before General McClelland arrived, 
and thus escape the trap set for them by a passage 
through Cheat Mountain Gap. 

The evacuation was discovered on the morning of 
the 12th, and pursuit was instantly ordered. By 10 
o’clock, tho 9th Indiana regimeut entered the rebel 
camp on Laurel Hill, and found a largo number of 
tents, a lot of flour, camp equipage, clothing, and 
several sick aud wounded, with a note asking us to 
give them proper attention. The whole route for 
twenty miles was strewn with baggage throwu from 
their wagons to hasten their retreat. 

The rebel army wont within three miles of Beverly, 
and there found the rebels flying from Rich Moun¬ 
tain, and finding the escape to Huttonsville impossi¬ 
ble, they all united and returned towards Laurel Hill 
and took the road in the direction of St. George. 

The division of Gen. Morris pursued them for a 
mile or two beyond I^eedsville that night, and then 
halted until 3 o’clock in tho morning, when the 
advance resumed pursuit and continued it all day, in 
spite of the Incessant rain pouring down. 

Tho rebel army left the Pike, struck Cheat river, 
and pursued the mountain road down the valley. 
Our advance, composed of the 14t)i Ohio and 7th and 
9th Indiana regiments, pushed on, guided through 
the mountain gullies by the tents, camp furniture, 
provisions, and knapsackB thrown from the wagons 
to facilitate their flight. Our troops forded Cheat 
river four times, aud finally, about 1 o’clock, came 
up with the enemy’s rear guard. 

Tho llth Ohio advanced rapidly to the ford in 
which the enemy’s wagons were standing, when 
suddenly the rebel army opened a furious fire on 
them with small arms and two rifled cannon from the 
bluff on the opposite side of tbe river, where they 
had been concealed. The firing was too high and 
tbe 14th returned it with spirit Meanwhile two 
pieces of the Cleveland Artillery came up and opened 
on the rebels, and the 9th Indiana advanced to sup¬ 
port the 14th Ohio’s left, while the 7th Indiana crossed 
the river between the two firefl and came in on the 
enemy's left flank. The rebels lied in great disorder, 
leaving their finest pieces of artillery. 

For example 
left the camp of Kt. Outer at the same time, arrived 
together in the Crimea (in the month of October, 
1865), encamped side by side, having submitted to 
the same atmospheric vicissitudes and performed 
like service, one of them had preserved, on the 1st 
of April, 1855, 2,224 soldiers, out of a force of 2,676 
men; while the other, with a force of 2,327 men, 
had left to it only 1,239. This account includes 
those who died from disease, and not from wounds 
received in battle. In the navy the commander of a 
vessel watches over the composition of the food of 
tho crew, and, moreover, respects scrupulously the 
hour for breakfast and that for dinner; never is it 
delayed, anticipated, or interrupted. 

It is desirable that the same scruples should per¬ 
vade the army, and that these wise measures for the 
preservation of health should never be infringed 
without a clear and absolute necessity. Rewards are 
given to colonels of cavalry in whose equadrous is 
preserved the greatest number of horses, which re¬ 
sult in an excellent and profitable emulation. Similar 
results, but still more important and happy, would 
be experienced, if like rewards were bestowed upon 
the colonels whose batallions were distinguished for 
the healthy condition of the men. 

HOW PERCUSSION CAPS ARE MADE 

Tur. inventor of percussion caps is alleged to be 
Joseph Manton, an Englishman, who took out a 
patent in ISIS. His first caps were made of small 
copper cups charged with percussion powder, similar 
to those still in use. Other parties soon tried to 
evade his patent by using small copper discB charged 
with percussion powder, but these were held to be 
covered by the patent. The cap was a great improve¬ 
ment upon the loose charge of a pellet of percussion 
powder placed in the nipple, and all fire-arms except 
those furnished with Maynard’s primer, or explosive 
cartridges, are adapted for percussion caps. 

Percussion caps are formed of a soft copper alloy, 
which is principally obtained from France in the 
form of thin sheets. The first operation is cutting 
these sheets into narrow strips with roller shears. 
The next step is punching out tbe blank caps, and 
striking them up in dies iu a machine. The strips of 
copper are led in between small rollers over a small 
table which has four dies in it. A punch comes 
down, and at each stroke cuts out four blanks in a 
row from the strip. Each blank is formed like a 
Maltese cross, and just as it is cut out, a small round 
plunger pin strikes it in the middle, forces it into a 
small couical die in the table below, and thus forms 
it into a cap. At the very instant the small die 
plungers are raised, a puff of wind from a blower 
throws the four caps out of the dies iuto a receiving 
box, and tbe dies are ready for upsetting another set 
of blanks, Sufficient copper is left in the strips after 
punching to enable them to be carried forward to 

Turnon Hrownlow’* Daughter. 

In onr last issue we gave the history of the diffi¬ 
culties encountered by Tennessee’s “fighting parson,” 
because he persisted in keeping the “ Flag of our 

Union" flying from a staff upon hiH house. The parson 
has a daughter fully as plucky as himself, it would 
seem from the following, which we find in the 
Chicago Journal: 

A gentleman just arrived in this city from Knox¬ 
ville, Tenn., brings intelligence of affairs in that city. 
The house of the celebrated, bold-hearted, and out¬ 
spoken Parson Brownlow is the only one in Knox¬ 
ville over which the Stars and Btripes are floating. 
A few days ago two armed secessionists wcut at six 
o’clock in the morning to haul down the Stars and 
Stripes. Miss Brownlow, a brilliant young lady of 
twenty-three, saw them on the piazza, and stepped 
out and demanded their business. They replied that 
they had come to “take down them Stars and Stripes.” 
She instantly drew a revolver from her side, and pre¬ 
senting it said, “Go on! I’m good for one of you, 
and I think for both!” 

“ By the looks of that girl’s eye she’ll shoot,” one 
remarked. “ I think we'd bettw not try it; we’ll go 
back and get more men,” said the other. 

“Go and get more men,” said the noble lady; get 
more men, and come and take it down, if you dare.” 
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At the next ford, a quarter of a mile further on, 

Gen. Garnett attempted to rally his forces, when the 

a similar manner, occasioning only a few minutes’ 

delay in the march. The third barricade was more 
battle from the telegraph station, about four miles we had suffered. As hours passed by the darker 

Indiana 7th came up in hot pursuit, and another hot formidable. It was at the entrance of a deep cut in the 

engagement ensued. Gen. Garnett was finally shot road, commencing about half way up a steep hill 

dead, when his army fled in wild confusion towards crowned on one side with a thick woods, and on the 

St George. The 7th Indiana pursued them a mile or other by an open field. To pass this a road was 

two, but our forces were so much exhausted with 

their forced march of twenty miles, with hut little 

rest from yesterday's march, that Gen. Morris refused 

to let them pursue further. 

made through the field, enabling the army to pass 

around it. 

At this point there were stationed 200 rebel cav¬ 

alry who, without waiting to ascertain the strength 

The results of the whole affair are the capture of of the advancing force, lied upon the first appearance 

the rebel camp at Laurel Hill, a large amount of of our skirmisbers, who fired at them one rifled shot 

tents, camp equipage, forty baggage wagons, a field 

camp chest, supposed to contain all their money, two 

regimental banners, one of them that of a regiment 

from Georgia, Captains and Lieutenants, and a large 

which did no harm. Here it was ascertained that 

about half a mile ahead, the rebels bad a fortification 

erected and a battery planted, which was defended by 

a force of 2,000 men, and that the rebel force in and 

from Bull’s Run. 

Fairfax, July 21—11 A. M.— There is rapid firing 
from heavy guns, and frequent discharges of mus¬ 
ketry. 

11.40.—The firing is very heavy, and apparently 
most on our left wing. 

11.45,—There is evidently a battle towards our left 
in direction Of Bull’s Run, and a little north. The 
firing is very rapid and heavy. 

11.50.—Heavy gnns are heard again, and apparently 
nearer. Musketry is heuvy and nearer. 

2 P. M.— Musketry Is very heavy and drawing 
nearer. There iH evidently a movement more to our 
left. 

2.45 P. M.— The firing Is a little further off and 

features of our news began to assume a somewhat 

more cheering aspect, and we now give those details 

which wear the garb of reliability. It cannot be 

denied that we have met with a repulse, but the 

statements that we lost entire batteries, and that 

whole regiments were cut to pieces, is without foun¬ 

dation. The latest received intelligence is as follows: 

Our troops, after taking three batteries and gaining 

a great victory, were eventually repulsed and com¬ 

menced retreating to Washington. The retreat is in 

good order with the rear well covered by a good 
column. 

It was known to our troops at the time of the battle 

number of Virginia officers, besides the killing of around Fairfax Court House, guarding the different 

Gen. Garnett and twenty-six of his men, and wound¬ 

ing a much larger number. Our loss, wholly in the 

approaches, amounted from 10,000 to 15,000. The 

fortification was encountered about half a mile from 

14th Ohio regiment, is two killed and two mortally the Court House. It consisted of a simple entrench- 

wounded. 

Gen. Garnett’s body is lying at headquarters. His 

body will be sent to his family at Richmond. 

Along the line of retreat the woods are filled with 

deserted rebels, and our men are ordered to stop 

rnent extending for about 400 yards on each side of now here under Col. Miles to advance to the bridge 

His the road. It was pierced for eight guns. This fori i- 

fication had been occupied for about three weeks by 

pith the 2d and 3d South Carolina regiments under Gen. 
Itop M. L. Bonham. In approaching this point our 

apparently in the direction of the Junction-less yesterday that Johnson had formed a connection 

judge. Wltb Beauregard on the night of the first action at 

3 P. M.— Firing censed ten minutes since. Ball’“ Run’ 0ar men cou,d distinctIy hear cars com- 

3.36 P. M.—Firing has almost entirely ceased, and ing into the J"r,ctioD> and tbe c!'^rs with which the 
can only be heard with difficulty. rebels hailed their newly arrived comrades. They 

4 P. M.- Gen. McDowell has ordered the reserves knew that the enemy was our superior in numbers, 
now here under Col. Miles to advance to the bridge and knew our position. These facts were further 

arresting prisoners, because we can’t take charge of skirmishers had a brush with those of the rebels, in 

them. which a corporal of the 2d Rhode Island regiment 

There were over four thousand rebels on the blufl' received a flesh wound in the thigh, and a rebel 

commanding our position, who opened fire on the 

14th Ohio regiment, at a distance of a little over two 

hundred yards. Their artillery was rapidly served, 

but aimed about two feet too high, entting off the 

trees above the heads of our boys. Our advance, 

which alone entered the engagement, numbered less 
than two thousand. 

it is thought that our forces at Itowleysburg will 

ent off the retreat of the remainder and secure the 

few baggage wagons left The rebel army is com¬ 

posed mostly of Georgians and Eastern Virginians. 

Col. Ramsey, <»f the Georgia regiment, succeeds Gen. 

Garnett in command. The Georgians were direct 

from Pensacola. 

The same correspondent telegraphs from Grafton, 

on the lf>th, that coming through the field of battle 

on Cheat river the previous day with Major Gordon, 

who had charge of the corpse Of Gen. Garnett, he 

officer was captured by Capt. Dyer. 

The advance guard of Gen. Burnside’s brigade 

reached the fortifications’ in time to make one pris- the 3d still further on. 

over Bull’s Run. on the Warrenton road. Having 
driven the enemy before him, Col. MileB is now three 
or four miles from here directing operations near 
Ulacklow’s ford. 

4.45 P. M.— Two of onr couriers have returned, 
but are unable to communicate in person with Mc¬ 
Dowell. One of the couriers was on the field of bat¬ 
tle; he says our troops have taken three masked 
batteries, and forced the enemy to fall back and 
retire. He says that the battle was general at Bull’s 
Run for some distance. One of the batteries was in a 
wheat field, and another some distance from it, and 

oner, a South Carolina officer, who surrendered to 

Major Lisson, paymaster of the 2d llhode Island 

regiment. The inside of the fortifications presented 

abundant evidence of the baste with which it had 

been abandoned by its late occupants. Ah the head 

of the division was approaching the entrenchments, 

sharp firing whs heard on the left, which was after¬ 

wards ascertained to have been occasioned by a 

skirmish between the advance guard of Col. Miles’ 

division and the Alabamians, who were in position 

there and about two miles from the Court House. 

6.48.— The Federals have won the day. Loss on 
both sides heuvy, hut the route of the rebels is com¬ 
plete. The batteries at Bull's Run are silenced and 
two or three others taken at 5.48 P. M. 

By telegraph from Washington we have the follow¬ 

ing details: 

A most severe battle was fought to-day at Bull’s 

Run bridge. The conflict was desperate, lasting 

over nine hours. Our troops advanced as follows: 

Col. Richardson, who distinguished himself in the 

previous engagement, proceeded on the left with four 

From the inside of this fortification the village of reF*menta< The 4th brigade to hold the battery on 

Fairfax Court House was plainly in sight. > Thither 

the command proceeded. The rebel flag was still 

flying at the Court House when the advance of the 
learned that the rebel army had left the remainder of division entered the village, with the band of the 
their baggage train and artillery at a point about two 

miles from St. George. Word was instantly sent 

baek to Gen. Morris, and all is now probably cap¬ 

tured. The rebels are greatly disorganized, and 

heading for Hardy county. Gen. Garnett’s body is 

here awaiting orders from bis family. 

The Forward Movement in Virginia. 

On Tuesday P. M. tlie column of the Federal 

Army under General McDowell received marching 

orders, and the command, 53,000 strong, have left 

Washington and Alexandria, m route for Richmond. 

Almost the entire North have representatives in this 

column, hence we give the exact organization of the 

Btaff and the several divisions as follows: 

McDOWELL'8 COMMAND. 

Staff ok Tint Dkpartmkvt Comm anukk.— Adjutant Gen¬ 
eral* Department^ Capt. James B. Fry, Assistant Adjutant 
General. 

Aids de-Camp — 1st Lieut. H, \V Kingsbury, 9th artillery; 
Major Clarence S Brown, N. Y. Stale Militia: Major James 
S. Wadsworth, V. Y. State Militia. 

Acting Inspector General—Major W, 11. Wood, Seventeenth 
Infantry. 

Engineers—Major J. G. Barnard, 1st Lieutenant., F. Fi. 
Prime, 

Topographical Engineers—Capt. A. W. Whipple, 1st Lieut. 
Henry I. Abbott, 2d Lieut. Hahliinarnl S. Putnam. 

•Juai teroiaster'a Department—Capt. O. H. Tilliaghast, As¬ 
sistant Quartermaster. 

Subsistence Department—Capt. II. F. Clarke, Commissary 
of Subsistence. 

Medical Ib-parlnu-nt — Surgeon, W. S. King; Assistant 
Surgeon, David L. Mftgruder. 

FiRter Wj vision.—Brigadier General Daniel Tyler, Connec¬ 
ticut Miht.ia, commanding 

First Brigade—Col. E B. Kerrs. Eleventh Infantry, com¬ 
manding First, Second, mid Third Connecticut Begiment 
Volunteers; Fourth Maine Begiment Volunteers; Captain 
Vnnan'a Battery of New York Eighth Begiment; Company 
11. Second Cavalry. 

1st Rhode Island regiment pluying national airs, it 

was taken down by some of the 2d Rhode Island regp 

xnent and handed to Gov. Sprague, who was with the 

brigade, and transmitted by him to Gen. McDowell 

as a legitimate trophy. 

The first division of the grand army, under General 

Tyler, commenced moving from Germantown at five 

o’clock on the morning of the 17th. About a mile 

from the village a heavy obstruction was discovered 

in the road. In less titan twenty minutes the whole 

of the barricade was cleared away. Col. Keys imme¬ 

diately pushed an advanced brigade along the road 

with a view to getting in the rear of the enemy, 

while Gen. Tyler ordered Gen. Rchenck’s brigade to 

form in battle array in the Melds to the left of the 

road. The 3d and 4th brigades, under Cols. Sherman 

and Richardson, formed on the road, but the rebels 

abandoned their position as soon as Gen. Schenck’s 

column commenced moving on through the fields and 

other brigades up the road. 

Hcntshill, some two and a half miles west of 

Vienna, being reached, and the enemy being evi¬ 

dently still retreating, Gen. Schenck’s brigade again 

turned into line and the column continued its march 

in Die order of the morning. A thick piece of tim¬ 

ber was entered, in an opening of which tangible 

evidence of the hurry in which the rebels had 

retreated, was found in the shape of a largo number 

of blankets, pistols, guns, canteens, Ac., which were 

immediately appropriated by our soldiers. The col¬ 

umn was about pushing on when scouts reported a 

battery of several pieces less than half a mile ahead. 

the hill, on Warrenton road, in the vicinity of the 

place where the last battle was fought. The flank 

movements were described in first dispatch. Gen. 

Bchenck’s and Sherman’s brigade of Gen. Tyler’s 

division, advanced by Warrenton road. Col. Hent- 

zelman’s and Hunter’s divisions took the fork of the 

Warrenton road to meet between Bull’s Run and the 

junction of Col. Key’s brigade, and remained at Cen¬ 

terville. 

confirmed by prisoners taken and deserters and spies; 

but these facts were not probably known at Wash¬ 

ington, and tbe officers in leading our men into 

action only obeyed orders. It was the arrival of 

these fresh reinforcements of the enemy in superior 

numbers that turned the scale of battle. The enemy 

before now might perhaps have had more to boast of 

had they followed up their advantage last, night. 

The retreat of troops to Centerville was HHecess- 

fully accomplished by eight o’clock last evening, the 

regiments rejoining the positions vacated in the 

morning, minus large numbers that had been scat¬ 

tered in the woods in various directions. Those who 

succeeded in reaching Centerville had an opportu¬ 

nity of four hours to sleep. The reserve force, under 

Col. Miles, being posted beyond Centerville at one 

o’clock in the morning, the retreat from that point 

commenced and was maintained in good order to 

Arlington Heights. The army, in its retreat, was 

Compelled to leave behind a large amount of pro¬ 

visions and ammunition. About forty army wagons 

fell Into the bands of the rebels. 

As fast as the United States troops retired, the posi¬ 

tions were immediately occupied by rebels until after 

Fairfax Court House was passed, after which pursuit 

was not continued. 

In many Instances the teamsters unhitched the 

horses and abandoned the wagons when there was 

not the slightest necessity. 

The rebel cavalry were the terror of tbe volunteers, 

nrs passed by the darker The Horae Guard here dispersed to-day in a very 

m to assume a somewhat fast style, as the 2d cavalry and Philadelphia troop 

we now give those details charged into the town from both sides. Many of 

reliability. It cannot be the inhabitants who have heretofore been regarded 

. with a repulse, hut the as rebels, are now strong Unionists, 

sntlre batteries, and that No event of importance occurred on the march, 

to pieces, is without fotin- Report says there are earthworks of an important 

d intelligence is as follows: character in the neighborhood of Winchester, and 

;hree batteries and gaining abatis of formidable proportions had been formed 

ttnally repulsed and com- on the road leading from Runker Hill to Winchester, 

tington. The retreat is in The movement npon this point was to secure the 

well covered by a good Winchester and Potomac road, and thus protect the 

opening of the canal and the rebuilding of the rail- 
ps at the time of the battle road bridge a.t Harper’s Ferry. The latter place will 

tad formed a connection be immediately guarded, and communication with 
igbt of the first action at Baltimore re-established. 

d distinctly hear cars com- The telegraph, on the 20th, gives us the following 

the cheers with which the additional news from Gen. Patterson’s column, dated 

arrived comrades. They Charlestown, July 20:—In consequence of conjplaihts 

our superior in numbers, from numerous commanders, that their men were 

These facts were further without sboeB, clothing, Ac., and could not he now 

en and deserters and spies; supplied, as the time for which they had been sworn 

trobably known at Wash- in had nearly expired, Gen. Patterson has visited 

in leading our men into tbe brigades, and plead earnestly with the men to 

s. It was the arrival of stand by him for love of country and honor of the 

of the enemy in superior flag, for a few days longer, but. failed to gain support, 

ale of battle. The enemy The good behavior of the soldiers is having excel- 

bave bad more to boast of lent effect npon the town’s people. Many of the 

advantage last night. families were prepared to leave upon the arrival of’ 

i Centerville was success- our army, but are now going to remain, feeling that 

t o’clock last evening, the their property and lives are secure. 

II. Seen i111 (Javafry K -'K,ua-m; company Abonl ft„ bo„r <,)a|wcdt when Capt. Ayer’s bat- 

Beentnl Urttfudts— First aod Second Ohio Regiment* Volt)n tory of eight pieces came thundering along the 
te<-r»; .secnnU New York Begiment Volunteer*; Company K. T . . , , , 
Second a itiiiers ( Light Battery.) 1 J road. In the meantime other scouts had come in and 

Third Brigade ■Colonel William T Sherman, Thirteenth reported that the rebels had precipitately abandoned 
TnlMfitrir .. VI 11. * * ' * 

, t . , , ,, , . , who were compelled to keep the woods in order to 
Information was received by General Tyler’s com- ., , . . , , 1 
.... . , , * avoid being charged by them, 

and of the existence of the enemy’s battery corn- T. . . 
.... . „ . „ , . It ib estimated that only 20,000 in all of our troops 

aiiding the road. Our troops were then formed in , 1 
... rrx or xr v i • were engaged in battle yesterday, and on y 15,000 at 
ittle array. Tbe 2d New York and First Ohio real- r, , ... ’ „ . ’ 

, 1 ,u Ai- • any ono tlnje> Including G00 or 700 of the Rhode 
ent* on the left, and the 2d Ditto and 2d Wisconsin, , . , , . , „ , 
,v v i . ’ Island 1st and 2d regiments, 
d (9th, 13th, and 69th New York regiments on the „ 

f ■ vi , • • , „ , . the returned soldiers are perfect y worn out. 
gltt.—Col. Miles’ division following in the roar. ... 

Many of them state that they went to the battlefield 
The first range gun was fired by Sherman’s battery after breakfasting. They were all engaged at some 

ten minutes to seven. The rebels did not return time, whiie the rebel strength was supplied with 
s shot until an hour and a half afterwards. fresh force9. The whole battte in ihc center column 

When Col. Hunter's division came up the battle was within the radius of a mile. It is believed that 

came general. Col. Hunter’s movement to gain the the rebeI„ abandoned some of their batteries for the 

it of the enemy was almost a success. The one- purpo8e of decoying the attacking force to advance 

t-’s position was opened on by several of Carlisle’s t0 a position where a double fire could he directed 
witzers, followed by a slight skirmishing. The ftt thcm and BWeep tl)eir lineg> 

bcls rapidly received reinforcements from the Juno- „ ,, 

m after'the attack was opened. The battle con- f ^ Hlatcment ia rec«ived 

ted of u succession of fires from masked batteries aBcntle«»a» who the 8th New 

iich opened in every direction. When one was ~.C r<Liment. 

enced its place was supplied by two in the daring 1 b° T “a?h*1 °D tbe batt,efiel(1 after a fatigue 

urge of infantry in unmasking them. The. 2d Ohio T of n,,nc thour8 and Mediately the enemy, 

d 2d New York State militia were marched in flank Th® * batteries wcre alt concealed, which 
•ouglf the wouds by a new made road within a e * !••*< ctdingly difficult tor our men. As they 

le of the main road, when they came on a battery ^ rnoving forward tb<W could not see the enemy, 
th four regiments flanked in roar. Onr men were C0,1Ke<)tJently could not direct their fire with as 

mediately ordered to lie down on the side ef the reBults as they would had they been in tb« 

id, in order to allow two pieces of artillery to pass 
■ough and attack the work, when this battery Tb« following is the secession account of the battle: 

cncd upon us ttnd killed, on the third round, Lieut. Richmond, July 23, via New Orleans. -The reports 

Second ArtUleQ (Light Buttery.) 
Tbird Brik'a'ii' Colonol William T, Sherman, Thirteenth 

Iufantry. comninnOIni;, Sixt.v-ninth and Seventy ninth 
Regiments New York Militia: Thirteenth Regiment New 
Y(irk Volunteers: Second Regiment Wineonaiu Volunteors; 
Company E. Third Artillery (Light Battery.) 

fourth Brigade—Colonel J. it. KichnrdHnn. Michigan Vol¬ 
unteers, commanding. Second and Third Regiments Michi¬ 
gan Volunteers; First Regiment Massachusetts Volunteers; 
Twelfth Regiment New York Volunteer*. 

Sbi-onh Division.—Col David Hunter, Third Cavalry, com¬ 
manding. 

First Brigade—Colonel Andrew I'ort.er Sixteenth Infantry, 
commanding. Buttalllon ..I Regular Infantrv (Second, Third, 
and Eighth Regiment,i. Eighth and Fourteenth Regiment* 
New York Militia; Squadron Second Cavalry, Companies G. 
and Company Fifth Aitiilery (Light Battery ) 

Second Brigade—Colonel A. F. Burnside, Rhode Island 
Voltmi<‘C'pv ooioniRruling. Fir>t nud RiigiraontK 
Rho.n, Is1.mi! v..' unU-er-, Second Regina-nt New UfUnnshire 
Volunteers: Battery of Light Artillery, Second Rhode island 
Regiment; Seventy first Regiment New York Militia. 

Tninn Division —Col. S. I’ lU-int/.elman, Seventeenth 
Infantry, commanding 

First Brigade—('*-] \V. B. Franklin, Twelfth infantrv, coin, 
roamiing Fourth Regiment 1’enusylvania Militia; Fifth Reg- 
invent Mo-sac hu.-e Its Militia; First Regiment Minnesota Vnl 
urtteer*; Ci-mpnny Ft, Second Cavalry; Company 1. First 
Artillery (Light Battery). 

Second Brigade—Cot. O. R. Wilcox, Michigan Volunteers, 
commanding. First Regiment Michigan Volunteer*; Elev¬ 
enth Regiment New York Volunteers, Company I), Second 
Artillery i Light Battery) 

Third Brigade—Co). O, (t. Howard, Maine Volunteer*, com 
man ding. Second Fourth and tilth Regiment* Maine Vol¬ 
unteers. Second Regiment Vermont Volunteers. 

Rkskuvk—I'orui n Division.— Brigadier General Theodore 
Runyon, New Jersey Militia, commanding. 

First, Second, Third and Fourth Regiment* New Jersey 
Militia, three month* Volunteers, First, Second and Third 
Regiments New Jersey- Militia, three years Volunteers. 

Finn Division.—Colonel D. S. Mills, Second Infantry, 
commanding. 

Fir.-t Brigade—Col. Blanker, New York Volunteers, com¬ 
manding. Eighth and Twent.v-Ninth Regiments New York 
A oluiiteers; Garibaldi Guard; Twenty Fourth Regiment 1‘enn 
sylvamu Volunteer*. 

Second Brigade—Col. Davies, New York Volunteer*, com 
manding Sixteenth, Eighteenth, Thirty First and Thirty- 
J^ocoihI Kfiriminth NOW York Yohuiti*i‘r.*i: Company (J, Second 
Artillery (Light Ilnlterv). Uy command of 

Brig. Gen. McDowku, 
Artillery (Light Battery). 

Jamks B, Fliv, 
Ass't Adj. General. 

the buttery and were retreating in haste. The enemy 

disappeared and the entrenchments were quietly 

entered and taken possession of by the skirmishers. 

The position was a strong one, and could have easily 

been defended. 

The following dispatch was received in the after¬ 

noon of the 18th at head-quarters: 

Fairfax Court House, ) 
July 18th. S 

To Lieut, ('ol. J). Townsend, Assistant Adjutant 
(i eneral, I Vashington: 

The first division under Gen. Tyler is between Ger¬ 
mantown iwhI Centerville. 

The second, (Hunter's,) is nt this place, and just 
about to move forward to Centerville. 

The li fill, (Miles’,) Is at. the crossing of the old Rud¬ 
dock road, north of the road from this to Fairfax 
Station, and is ordered forward to Centerville by the 
Ruddock road. Barry’* battery bun joined it. 

One of Col. IIciutzelniau's brigades (Wilcox) ifl at 
Fairfax Station. 

Col. Ileintzelman and hi* other brigade are below 
the Station, but he has not reported to me since we 
have been hero, and I have not been able to commu¬ 
nicate with him. 1 think they arc at Saugcrties 
Station. 

The four men that were wounded yesterday be¬ 
longed lo Colonel Miles’ division, who had seen 
slight skirmishing in reaching the position. Each 
column found about the same obstruction*; trees 
were felled across the road, but, tin; axmen cleared 
them out in si few minutes. There wore extensive 
breastworks thrown up at this place, and some of 
them with embrasures resulted with sand bags, and 
extensive breastworks were also t brown out, at the lair 
fax Railroad Station and the road leading to Sanger 
tic*. A great deal of work had been done by them, 
ami the number and size of their camps show' they 
liad beet) in great force. The retreat, therefore, 
must have a damaging effect upon them. They left 
in such haste that they did uot draw in their pickets, 

The right w ing, commanded by Gen. Tvler of wll° cnn)c into our camP thinking because it oecu- 
Cnnnp^tfi nt nm„,i ti <■ , ‘ pied the same place that it was their own. 
Connecticut, pioccodcd by the Georgetown turnpike. The obstructions of the railroad in the vicinity of 
I he center, composed of the second division, two the station, including the deep cut tilled ju with 

brigades, under Col. Hunter, U. S. A., proceeded by 

the Leesburg or Oentreville road. The left wing was 

composed of the third division, three brigades, under 

Col. S. 1’. Heintzelman, U. R. A., and the 5th division, 

two brigades, under Col. Dixon S. Miles, U. S. A. 

The fifth division proceeded by the old Braddock 

road, and third by the Little River turnpike. 

The fourth, under Gen. Runyan, of New Jersey, 

constitute the reserve. There were in the whole 

column G2 regiments- about 55,000 men—and in the 

marching divisions an aggregate of 45,000. 

The center under Col. Hunter, left its bivouac, 

six miles from Fairfax Court House, at 10 o’clock 

this morning, 'lhe first barricade, made of trees 

felled and thrown across the road, delayed the head 

of the division only a lew minutes. This was encoun¬ 

tered about three miles from the Court House. It 

was cautiously examined by the skirmishers, bnt no 

signs of a rebel force were discovered. The pioneers 

soon cleared the road with their axes. The barricade 

was erected at the foot of a large hill, the top of 

which was covered with a dense thicket, affording an 

excellent cover for sharp shooters. The second bar¬ 

ricade was of a similar character, and was cleared in 

i ne onstmetions of the railroad in the vicinity of lu,u OL“ “imiery uas creaieu great navoc amoug the 
the station, including the deep cut filled iu with rebels, of whom there arc 30,000 or 40,000 in the field 
ea, th can be cleared in a few hours. under command of Reanregard, while they have a 

Telegraph poles are up with wires on them. I look „ T 3 
to having railroad Communication and telegraph in a 1 rvc 0 J5’ a Junction, 
very short time. Much Hour, some, arms, forage, He describes one officer, the most prominent in the 
touts, camp equipage, Ac., were abandoned. I am fight, distinguished by hiH white horse, a* Jeff Davis. 

rtr r“of *r*r«- and pillaging, which, however, was soon checked. tut rebel forces, bnt says it is difficult to 
it distressed us all greatly. I go to Centerville in a get them in proper discipline in battle array. The 

tew moments. .... . position of the euemy extend on three lines in the 

James McDowell, form "1 a triangle, the apex pointing to the center of 

Brigadier General Commanding. the column. The urea seems to have been filled with 

On the 18th a portion of McDowell’s advance masked batteries. At seven this evening guns were 

encountered a succession of masked batteries at a heard firing at short intervals, 

place called Bull’s Run, near Centerville. Firing terrible conflict at manassas. 

was kept up by artillery during the day, while Gen. Our community was thrown into a fearful condition 

McDowell was concentrating his troops and recon- of anxiety and excitement yesterday (Monday) P. M., 

[loitering. It was ascertained that the rebels were owinir to tele era ms concern in v a collision between 

maud of the existence of the enemy’s battery com¬ 

manding the road. Our troops were then formed in 

battle array. The 2d New York and First Ohio rcci- 

monts on the left, and the 2d Ohio and 2d Wisconsin, 

and 79th, 13tli, and 69th New York regiments on the 

right.—Col. Miles’ division following in the roar. 

The first range gun was fired by Sherman’s battery 

at ten minutes to seven. The rebels did not return 

his shot until an hour and a half afterwards. 

When Col. Hunter’s division came up the battle 

became general. Col. Hunter’s movement to gain the 

rear of the enemy was almost a success. The ene¬ 

my’s position was opened on by several of Carl isle’s 

howitzers, followed by a slight skirmishing. The 

rebels rupkily received reinforcements from the Junc¬ 

tion after the attack was opened. The battle con¬ 

sisted of a succession of fires from masked batteries 

which opened in every direction. When one xvas 

silenced its place was supplied by two in the daring 

chnrge of infantry'in unmasking them. The 2d Ohio 

and 2d New York State militia were marched in flank 

through' the wouds by a new made road within a 

mile of the main road, when they came on a battery 

with four regiments flanked in rear. Our men were 

immediately ordered to lie down on the side ef the 

road, in order lo allow two pieces of artillery to pass 

through and attack the work, when this battery 

opened upon us and killed, on the third round, Lieut. 

Dempsey, of Company G, New York 2d, and Win. 

Maxwell, drummer, and seriously wounding several 

other*. Our troops were kept for iiiteeu or twenty 

minutes under a galling fire. They not being able to 

exchange shots with the enemy, although within 

stone's tlirow of their batteries, they succeeded in 

retiring in regular order, and with their batteries. 

The most gallant charge of the day was made by 

the New York G9th, 79tli, and 13th, who rushed upon 

one battery, firing ns they proceeded with perfect 

ertnt, and attacking it with the bayonet's point. 

Their yell of triumph seemed to carryall before it. 

They found that the rebels had abandoned the battery, 

and only taken one gun, bnt their success was 

acquired only by a severe loss of life, in which tbe 

69th most severely suffered, and it was reported that 

Lieut. Col. Nugent was among the first killed. 

The Zouaves also distinguished themselves by their 

spirited assaults on the batteries at the point of the 

bayonet, but it is feared that their loss is immense. 

Up to 5 P. M„ it was generally understood that, we 

had hemmed iu the enemy entirely, and that they 

were gradually retiring, and that Col. Hunter bad 

driven them back in the rear, aud that Col. Heitzel* 

man’s commund was successful, and that it required 

but the reserve from Tyler’s division to push on to 

the Junction. 

A Mississippi soldier was taken prisoner by llas- 

broack, of the 2d Wisconsin regiment, and he turned 

out to be Rrig. Quartermaster Pryor, cousin to Roger 

A. Pryor. He was cap'tured with his horse as lie by 

accident rode into our lines. He discovered himself 

by remarking to Ilasbrouck, “ We are getting badly 

cut to pieces.” •' What regiment do you belong to?” 

asked Hasbriniek. ‘- The 19th Mississippi,” was the 

answer. “Then you are my prisoner,” said Has- 

brouck. 

From the statements of this prisoner it appears 

that our artillery has created great havoc amoug the 

rebels, of whom there are 30,000 or 40,000 in the field 

under command of Reanregard, while they have a 

reserve of 75,000 at the Junction. 

He describes one officer, the most prominent in the 

fight, distinguished by his white horse, as Jeff. Davis, 

lie continued previous reports of a regiment of 

negroes in the rebel forces, bnt says it. is difficult to 

get them in proper discipline in battle array. The 

position of the euemy extend on three lines in the 

form of a triangle, the apex pointing to the center of 

the column. The area seems to have been filled with 

masked batteries. At seven this evening guns were 

still heard firing at short intervals. 

TERRIBLE CONFLICT AT MANASSAS. 

Oitr community was thrown int o a fearful condition i 

MoCLELLAND‘3 COMMAND. 

The Kanawha correspondent of the Gazette says 

on the forenoon of the 18th Gen. Cox ordered the 

12th Ohio regiment, two companies of the 21st Ohio 

regiment, and two guns of the Cleveland artillery 

and Ironton cavalry, to reconnoitre a supposed 

masked battery near the mouth of Pope creek, four 

miles from Gen. Cox’s headquarters. They discov¬ 

ered the enemy, 1,500 strong, strongly intrenched in 

Scarcey Hill, with a masked battery of two guns. 

Our men were fired upon from a masked battery and 

a log house, and onr men, after firing forty rounds, 

crossed the creek and silenced the battery, but the 

ammunition giving out, they were compelled to re¬ 

treat. One gun of the masked battery was afterward 

removed and opened fire. Col. Allen and Lieut. 

Pomeroy, of the 21st Ohio regiment, were killed, 17 

wonnded and 3 missing. Morton, of the 21st Ohio, 

was badly wounded and taken prisoner. The rebels 

were commanded by Col. Tompkins. 

On Friday night a detachment of Col. Woodruff’s 

2d Kentucky regiment, comprising three or four 

companies, including the commands of Captains 

Brown and Hurd, made a forward movement to Bar- 

hourville, seven miles back of Guyandotte, in pursuit 

of a force of five or six hundred rebel militia, re¬ 

ported to have encamped or congregated near that 

point, on an eminence on the banks of Mad river— 

the rebel force being principally from Wayne and 

Cabel counties, Va. About G A. M. Saturday, Wood¬ 

ruff’s force arrived at the contemplated scene of 

action, and after relaying plank removed from the 

gangway of the bridge, crossed over, encountering 

the enemy on an eminence between Mad river and 

Barbourville. The rebels immediately fled in every 

direction, with the Kentuckians iu close pursuit. 

Ten or twelve of the rebels were killed and a number 

wounded. One of the Kentucky boys, whoso name 
we have not learned, was killed. 

Headquarters Abmv of Occuuation, l 
Beverly, July 19. ( 

Soldiers of the Army of the ItVjV.- 

I am more than satisfied with you. Yon have 
annihilated two armies, commanded by excellent 
and experienced soldiers, intrenched in mountain 
fastnesses, and fortified at their leisure. You have 
taken five guns, twelvo colors, fifteen hundred stand 
of arms, one thousand prisoners, including more 
than forty officers. 

One of the second commanders of the rebels is a 
prisoner. The other lost his life on the field of 

of the killed and wounded were so unreliable last battle. You have killed more than 280 of the enemy, 

night, owing to the confusion following the victory 

at Manassas, that I refrain from giving them, being 

careful of giving causeless pain to anxious hearts. 

Beauregard and staff are safe. Beauregard’s horse 

was shot from under him. General Johnson com¬ 

manded the left wing when the enemy made their 

win) lias lost all his baggage and camp equipage. 
All this has been accomplished with the loss of 
twenty brave men killed aud sixty wounded on vour 
part. Yoo have proved that Union men who tight 
for the preservation of our Government, are more 
than a match for our misguided and erring brothers. 
More than this, you showed mercy to the vanquished. 
You have made long and arduous marches with in- 

first attack. General Beauregard commanded the sufficient food, fYequeutly exposed to the inclemency 

right of the column. Jeff Davis reached the field at <>^tbe weather. 

noon and took command of the center. When the 

left was pressed the severest, the center engaged a 

portion of the enemy’s force and decided the for¬ 

tunes of the day. 

PATTERSON'S COMMAND. 

Tue column under command of Gen. Patterson, 

(the composition of which we will endeavor to give 

I have not hesitated to demand this of you, feeling 
that I could rely on your endurance, patriotism and 
courage. In the future I may have still greater de¬ 
mands to make upon you and still greater sacrifices 
for you to oiler. It shall lie my care to provide for 
you to the extent of my ability, but I know now that 
by your valor and endurance yon will accomplish all 
that is asked. Soldiers, 1 have confidence in you, 
aud 1 trust you have learned to confide in me. Re¬ 
member that discipline and subordination are quali- 

in next issue of the Rural,) with the exception of of equal value with courage. I am proud to 

the 1st Pennsylvania regiment, advanced tn Bunker ?y that you bave K“,,K”1 ,b” highest reward that 
h:h „„ im rm , , American troops can receive—the thanks of Con- 
Hill on the I,dli. lhe march waa a very pleasant gress, and the applause of 3 uur fellow-citizens. 
one, and nothing of a serious nature occurred until R. B. McClelland, Major-General. 

near the latter point, which is nine miles below - 

Martinsburg. Captain Tompkins’ Rhode Island bat- War Movement* in tbe West. 

tf,|T bftd ^bo lead, supported by the 21st Pennsylvania On the 16th inst. eight hundred United States 

legiment, and followed by the 2,id. Just below troops came up ahead of the passenger train as far as 

Bunker Hill, Colonel Stewart, with six hundred rebel Millsville, thirty miles above St, Charles, on the 

cavalry, drew up lor a charge upon the 21st, but Northern Missouri railroad, whefi the track waa torn 

failed to see the Rhode Island battery, which opened up. The U. S. troops were fired into, when an 

with powerful effect with shot, shell and grape, engagement ensued, resulting in the loss of 7 rebels 

Colonel Stewarts charge was immediately broken, killed and several taken prisoners. One man who 

vn hen the 2d United States cavalry, under Colonel was caught with a gun In bis hand, and another who 

Ihomas, charged and pursued him two miles, cap- attempted to escape, was riddled with halls. Alight 

luring one captain and one private, who huvo been occurred three miles east of Fulton, Holloway county, 

sent hack to Martinsburg. The remainder of Colonel on the lHtli, between Col. McNeil, with GOO men, 

Stewart * force scattered into the woods, and the 2d and Gen. Harris, with about 1,000 men. Six I ’rated 

returned, lhe whole secession force has talleu baek States troops and SO rebels were killed, and 2(J0 rebels 

on AY inchestcr, thirteen miles Iroin here. taken prisoners. The rebels were completely routed. 

A dispatch from Bunker Hill on the 17th says:— Twelve of McNeil’s force were wounded, including 

Much to the surprise of the whole army, instead of a colored body servant. On the part of the Federals 

proceeding direct to Winchester, we took the line 

of march this morning from Bunker Hill to Charles¬ 

town, and now have full possession. The reason for 

this move is that Winchester is defended on the 

north side by strong breastworks in the form of a 

letter V. Leaving the town behind the angle, it 

only the udvanced guard of the United States force 

were in the engagement, and were fired upon from 

an ambush. The rebels then fled and some of them 

were seen afterwards quietly at work in the fields as 

though nothing had happened. 

An official dispatch from Col. McNeil states that 

cannot be uttacked on that side without exposing he had met Harris and had completely routed him, 

strongly posted, and that their force was very large. 

It was evident that the point could not be carried by 

storm except with heavy loss, and the Federal troops 

Immediately began the erection of batteries, mount¬ 

ing long rauge 32 ponuders, which was continued 

until Sunday A. M., when an advance was ordered. 

The iollowing bulletins were received in official 

circles at Washington, during the progress of the ^ 

our troops to a destructive cross fire. The west aide 

is defended by a palisade, but the east side is only 

covered by a vail. On this side is also an eminence 

which commands the town, and which has been left 

unoccupied, and it is thought to have been the design 

of Gen. Patterson to secure it as the base of'opera¬ 

tions. 

Communication with Harper’s Ferry will be opened 

to-morrow from this point, and a force stationed 

there. The whole force has reached here except 4th 

Connecticut. Colonel Yates 1st Pennsylvania reached owing to telegrams concerning a collision between Connecticut. Colonel Y'ates 1st Pennsylvania reached 

the Federal and Rebel troops at Manassas. Report here from Martinsburg to-day, guarding a train of 

followed report, and these were of such a character 200 wagons, accompanied by Capt. Girard's company 

that many believed the Lnion forces were being of Pennsylvania 7th. But a small force is now sta- 

rapidly destroyed, and that Washington was again tioned at Martinsburg. Much of the provisions left 

exposed to ruthless assault from the minions of Jkf. there have boen returned to Williamsport, and will 

Davis. It was evident that wo had met with a thence be sent to Harper’s Ferry by canal. Capt. 

losing 6, with 12 wounded. Harris’ force is consid¬ 

erably diminished. 

Four hundred mounted secessionists from Boone 

county, under Captain Martin, attempted to join 

Gen. Harris but failed. 

A ferry boat, with armed men, is cruising on our 

river to prevent the escape of rebels from Cali way 

county. 

Capt. Cavendor, of Col. Blair’s regiment, reached 

St. Louis on the 16th from Springfield. He reports 

Gen. Lyon in Springfield, but his command are 

here from Martinsburg to-day, guarding a train of encamped 11 miles north. The march from Boone- 

ville was very severe, aud provisions scarce; tbe men 

are being put on half rations. Gen. Lyon would 

reverse, and a very serious one, but the statements 

were so contradictory none could tell to what extent 

tioned at Martinsburg. Much of the provisions left remain in Springfield till he could obtain a full sup- 

there have boen returned to Williamsport, and will ply of subsistence and additional means of transpor- 

thence be sent to Harper’s Ferry by canal. Capt. tation, and allow his men to recuperate. 

McMullen took possession of some corn left at the Jackson’s force left Neosho and passed into 

depot at this point by the enemy. Arkansas. 



A special from Jefferson City to the St. Louis Dem¬ 
ocrat says a messenger from Springfield, on the 16th, 
arrived there, reports (ten. Lyon had concentrated 
all the Federal forces at that point, and only waited 
for a supply of provisions to attack Jackson's forces 
and drive them out of the State. McCullough left 
for Arkansas after a violent dispute with Jackson, 
whom he called a coward in presence of all his 
officers. 

The Fort Scott Democrat of the 13th furnishes the 
following items: 

Gen. Lyon, who is now marching South towards 
Springfield, has about 6,000 men, including Major 
stnrgjsT command. He has also 2*1 pieces of artillery 
of all descriptions, an abundance of ammunition 
and a full train of 

Me: amber Iowa at $l,n’ 
spring at JlniT,02; i • 
ber Delaware at $1 aa* i.,. 
salesatSBiVSSo fur North Hi 

"main, emit*l ami nominal at fisc for CaiVdfan. 

bushier* doing for . 
C«l42cftirdamaflr;.l tn inferior „„ 
sound do, and to.* for prime tin, and rv for new yellow 
quiet mid IIrm and In i,iod.*rat.* demand at 26 i ■29a. for Western 
and Canadian, and :t2ft>3lo. (or State. 
atarsTta'Sfi8” ,'"rk rl"i«t and Price* easier, sales at 
St,, to.e'.y a tov mess ; *10,00 for prune. Beef linc|ning'"l; odes 
?*ftTl* {,,T country prune jS.afcu.K) for country mess, 
Prii ro.-l’«;ked me.«; and $10.01 Wril.Jrt r.ir extra mew. 
i nine mess beef continues dull and nominally unahangefi at 
* -Vi,1 r U, ',,f h?.n’* . sales, at *14,00 for Western, and 

i i°r (.at in'MiNare qufct. *v»tb wile* at 4S/oVte for 
«.hoi' 'u’u' Smoked meats an- nominal 

^ . 7 n - "Vi Shoulder?, ,lnd 9V For sides - 
Bacon doll and prices nominally unchanged I.nrd nulet and 
prices withou t change; sales at Ha'Uc. tor No. 1 m choice We«l 
ern. Butter U milling at t>Y*d)c for Ohio, and TfutlS.^o for 
inferi.ir TO pnme11 T"',>nltM ri,|iuest, and gelling at 2f,-;.7c for 

Ashks—Am Without particular change: pales at *6,57'A for 
PoNr, and f ciirln &r $5,76, with some poor tarns 

Mors •Continue in good steady loin and. ;i,„l with a small 
stock, full prices are re.ahr.eil, the sales are about 26(1 bales atlfi 
(gytTc, as to quality, and some 100 do. IMS's luai.'c cosh. 

AI.UANY, .1, I.y 22. — Fi.oto and Ms At. — There is a fair 
demand lor r lour at unchanged prices, as follows 

Common to good State. ai ho 
Fancy and extra State..<S'S 
Common to good Western,. ' ■nnr,)j"ni 
Extta Michigan. Wisconsin, Indiana, Ac.. -1,7,ViflVfi 
KXtfft Ohio,....» . h ikv'11 fi t* 
Common Canadian.”... .-tAri Ylo 
ExtraCanadian.” t"::::".47S&WM 
Fancy (Jeneseo.. " fl'is'ySfl'so 
Extra Genesee and city brands. . fi OOtii 7'oo 

Corn meal is selling slowly at Mct/OLOO >1 l(jo ' ' 
OKAiar'Ihere IS hut little d any irmin alloat this morning 

and the transactions have been very limited Wheat quiet hot 
holders are anxious to realize, l orn quiet. In other grains 
there was but little offering and no saint reported. 

Fkeii Sales II tuua middlings at ts/ic. 

BIFFAI.O. Jrnv 22. Hm-Prices steady ami demand 
moderate, with sale, to day of Wisconsin extra at 93, til1 on 
niVn«aifi"r,lt Superfine Michigan at *5,flftli)675f 
tihio and Indiana extras at M.rtbi fs.ai double extra do. at Hi 2,-i 
ciu.73, line dour at M iVa’J.au, Illinois extra at $3,1)0,- and Deli 
nna superfine at JS.fijy. “no mui 

GralN -Wheat market firm but quiet, anil the only sales to 
day were Towa amber nt sTSc. and Milwaukee dub on private 

Cop,, ,,met sales to-day at 52*^, and a lot ...n,p|ete 

1,02; Racine spring at !»Kc; Minnesota 
winter red Western at *1,14,. 1.15; new aro- 
,24; red Maryland at *1,15. Rve quiet, with 

, „ , .Hirer, and 4octor Western. Barley 
and Barley malt continue dull and nominally unchanged I’eas 

. - - . ... —i«.. v«tia«ntui, ( urn market 
wiTijoiit anv material eb*nfff» in prices with only amodernto 
hiauifiMkM f,jr m&rt Jintl homo eottHumption Snlni »t39 

inferior new mixed Western; 45;,i‘l5c for 
data 

KOIT, Jpi.t 20.—'Contrary to goner, 
market has suffered a decline of 2c during tl 
current rates are now as follows 

Full blood. 
Threp-quarter blood." .. 
Quarter to half blood ... 
.Native,. . ’" "’f" . 

With the decline we nuto'increased Uifiuin 
a very quiet way. huyenspersIstenUy refnsin 

Jjpt;' Although turny who can alien 
pursue that course, ,t cjunot affect the m 
euoiigl. offering to meet the demand. Ther 
the vliele more , 1,-pn,jt,’,„ t0 sell, even on 
wh. can afford to hold, aul probahl. all or 11 
<d Die Mate could now holiad at 2«^i3dc for c 

WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
IMl'MMD FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER Sc WDBON MANCFACTIrHINO CO. be* 

uipuixtSo thg^ hflT" r,,,luo,'<1 ’he Prices of their HEWING 
MACHINES, while they have added new and important im¬ 
provements. The reduction is made in the hope that the Com¬ 
pany will have uo more legal expenses defending their patents. 

OfHoe DOS Broadway. Now 

Aliuir mhthlrewb-yt<irl,u PhA,rch- Pittaford. Monroe Co., N 
JoHf A. Howmax. Mr. H. K LIGHT - 

»w* w*marth.hhei 
wagons. 

McCullongh and Jackson have retreated across the 
Arkansas line for the purpose of drilling their troops. 

Their available force is placed at 17,000, including 
the Texan rangers and a Mississippi regiment. 

Gen. Lyon’s strength will be between 10,000 and 
12,000, 

A sergeant belonging to Capt. Cook’s company of 
Home Guards, arrived at Syracuse on the 13th, He 
reports that ( apt. Cook had captured eight seces¬ 
sionists, among them a messenger from Jackson 
bearing letters to different persons. In one of these 
letters Jackson begs for more men, and admits having 
lost 500 killed in the battle of Carthage. 

Hy the train on the 21st from St. Charles, Mo., we 
have confirmation of the report that Col. Beu. Sharp, 
of Montgomery county, and Lieut. Jaeger of the 
T\ 8. troops were wounded hy the rebels and subse¬ 
quently hung. Lieut. Jaeger, who had been wounded 
in the arm a day or two previous hy rebels at Wells- 

^/0*F,]T,TvRI,. AGENTS WANTED 
mivel (hr*hor&etopiiii "faMU.S’NFW^fl'Vfi'"hVma, °’ 
Curio,m Now Hook of FEMALE^ CUaJUCT^R^In ™* cr 

COr, N«w"YoritHIU r,’rra!' lnKl0M‘ n,i ttarop to HANKIN': A A O -A. JNT Q- XT A. 3NT O 
'*•raox 

JARVIB At BAKER'S I8UNOB. 

ijf titr 

SOUTH PACIBTC OCEAN, 
IMPOHTKD By XIIII 

JJttBKi cjjyr r«.nr.*2VF, 
OlUon, OO 'VVllllwiri 8tr«»t, 

NEW YORK, 
C S. MARSHALL, iVc*2. H. MATHER, Sec'y. 

J. K ( HAfTKLL. Aycmt,BO ExrhAngf> .St. Roch«Mter, Y 

Perponitti Kiin, Piuent«d Jab 
A J IS57huponor to any m uho for Wood or Coal ’Ik. norJ 
Of wood, or 04 tuns Of coal toll*) bhlg-coal t,.;.’,” 
Htono. Add™. i4.>4-tf | C I) |>AUk! KocboUr N V 

nv York 

Agents wantedro ski/i, ntm<i*«: 

waits ,!0" 'rt‘"K- *V'C' l>nm our N-timtIhs “ i 

defcW^t Jffl 8^' 

“S4tr KochcHtor wJudovaic NuV”^ KochVater. 

U W?,M£N OF NEW YORK 
tj)ra Hankins Ciirioux No,, Book of F.-mal,. 1 
tors m thi> 1 By. is very intpv*‘i,titiv, and «ti ,<-i 1 x- mn.ai 

*i'" Af’Vvrs"'wai f".K"¥'a,v:i[1»' *' I’orlraitK Mailed 
*5't> "anted — T.adlus and Tmchmu For Dour 

Hm Farticularnof Agency. inclose red stamp to 

ADVRRTISINCS Tltlf.HS, In v\dvance-Thirty 
Fivk Ck.vts a Li.nk, each fosertion. A price and a half fo: 
extra dinplay. or 62.*-* ceuta pr line of apace. SKKOtAb Noticks 
(following reading mutter. le*I«d.) Sixty Cents a r.ine 

, ir ,u immanao circulatid. among the Producer and Deal 
er, of the Free States, rondels tho Rrit.u, Nkw- York eh by fa, 
the Best anil Cheapest Advert,ring Medium of its elate. Thi, 
KA.rr shouJd be borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealer,,. Manu 

faotuyere, Ac . who muni necegarily ilgpend upon the People ol 
the North for patronage. 

pRINDLES PATENT AGRICULTURAL CALDRON AND STEAMER. 

^ S 1^ M I ,\ \ i.» v ip..14 

•nr,i’ W;lHhilLr- h'""1 »ml\oVnf fJ?iLh5d* 
A ^^mo^oaAUg'Vfltr”'... f,,r Sa8' Tuition Wti 

Adarpw J- P- GRIFFIN, Principal 

Montli—LVgoiilw W 
>'?” - " I* I- u 
luug new andot real value. 1 

> ' J S. PARDEE, aSw with Sup“e" ‘"f"' 
- _Biniiamton, Droonie Co!, v y. 

A VVnnl ed Kvervwliere - Who can 

interforii!?with'myv otlwr^iii^V^\rhSw muy,hB°on*u*'eii1Tn^ 

l-i^* • f Mule jiI iY I ,VE \ | { ,\ Id vi.I *4 
I 1 he healthiest, spot ,0, eai tl —6"l nerea ol Hue land situ* 

IVom"[T Vc IHv's' HvOnliriT' ^Jl”lur£inn hedge, and ll'mil.-s 1 i;" M><lraultc • /iiiil. now Hint. Hnlfllwtr] ti,,, 
a nt‘ut a,u* CoZmodloaH (Tottlltfl* Km mlmn.it 

THE CATTIjE ,51A If 

NEW YORK, .Tri.y 17 Tho current 
all the market, are as follows: 

... . , bbkk oattlr. 
emit quality, >) cwt. 
Ordinary quality.. 
Common quality. 
I nferior quality. 

... ^ ... COWS AND CALVES. 

Ordinary quality,..".’....’’" 
Common qual itv.. . .. 
Inferior quality,. 

t,, ^ .. _ VKAL CAI.VN8, 
First quality, r) Ih. 
Ordinary qualitx1. 
Com moil quality. 
Inferior quality,. ."..'"I. 

?,IBP Awl1 r-AMim. 
Prime quality, r-t head... 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality.’ 

y_. ... 8 WINK. 
First quality. >1 H>,. 
Other qualities.. .. 

AI.HAN V. .1,1,Y 22 IlKKVKH -There i, 
notice thiH wouk, tho nu\rk«*t bolnu.ax tl 
jtDckffl. TIk* nM.MtipU u.untinuo heavy, t 
fniah nrHrsilrf. rhn onalitv of t.h« cnitln i 

Tm8 Rniffaving rf*pro»»!ntn 
ttirouit1 11 a pipe or Iovr in the i 
in*c nil trorn ure. Th 

PKII'iDLE'8 PATENT AfiKIClJI/TCKAL CALDK01Y & STE.UIBB, 
For Cooking Food for Stock and for all other Domed,ie pur. 
pones where a Cal,Iron Kettle or Steam Boiler D requ ired 

Coi.d roli.able Aguuts wanted, to eanvanx eyp >■ iw-v -• • 
for the Male ol thiv above • • 'tiiaron, for which a 

jihu,.,2 - ;n » v aito\vci1. Tormi* ff Agency can he 
ebt»,n.-l by letter inclosing poxlagr ,tauip. and Illustrated Cir¬ 
culars sent if requested. • 

Address BENNETT A CO.. Agent and 

1 u.e Apparatus ror Cooking large quantities of Food for Stock at a time and at ...v 
ground or other,vivo, extending to the barn or any other ,o i as roDroseSte.l hv F 
« «• P'.i.ciptU use for which it was jirst projected Z ihe /WmU? P * ' 

from tlioae who have used Prindle'g Caldron anu Steamer: 

WK8TKR.Y, N. Y.. Junt I7tll, 1861. 
Mean* Bkxnrtt * Co. The Steam Caldron that vp» 

camexafelv to hand I have fouuil.pq V- , 'V‘> “JU manner 
. iK 10 niloi tning you that it 

invrg prrf.'r/ tuHtfttrHtm I'he iiuniit.it V of fuel that I would 
use III one day 'with the large C'lihlrnii net in au arch, will serve 
1 lie -.teamer 'i week, and nccmtqili,li the simp* amount of igr- 
vice in cooking u'l kiud.i of fond In, stock If also does its work 
much more perfect, and the labor to attend It Is nothing in 
coiyqHin.sqn to wliat it was when I used thet uldroii Kellie 

T he I",t) lien,dll of cooking (nod I'.,, -took n! .my kind nn une 
will dispute who Inin ever tried it, I think the tonson why it 
has not been generally adopted is attributable to farmers that 
it costs too much trouble. Your Steamer and 1 aldron has done 
away with that objection, and 1 I'eel Hint conlidence to say that 
atfv Jnrmn- vihn will try one of you 1 Caldrons will never be 
without one. Yours truly, A .1 CARMICHAEL. 

mint desired, 
1. thus avoid- 

SflO.OiXaflftOO 
. -lH.0lLii50.00 
. ai.oofoVM.oo 

22 UUC12.H.00 

Rochestei, 

What Practical Farmers Say. 
Tiik following in a ^iuiiplo ol many InttorH recently rocoivotl 

®hr fuMlskrr to flic PiiMic 
™ y "•J'Hle Inwi,iuj„. :i:t ai.kxandbk St. 

I ItOOokstiir, N. Y. Tho lllll, Arnr will romiueoce or, IVerl 
oesday, Aug. 48. MM. Address LICILU TRACY, Principal 

T^OWLER AND WELLS’ JOURNALS 
J Enlarged and Improved, frier nut Increased. 

Postmaster*, Clergymen, Teacher., pel others are requested to 
act us Agents and got Club/fur our Journals 

THE ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN 

PHRENOLOGICAL .TOTJiR.Isr.A_Ij 
AN14 LIFE II.I.l&lBATEIL 

WATER-Cun» JOTJIUVAL 
A GUIDE TO HEALTH. 

I'lomes with July, and have 

A NEW HALF VOLUME 

Homes for the Industrious ! Thk Second Half of the Twelfth Volume of Rural 

New-Yorker commenced July (>th. Now, therefore, 
is the time for renewals, and for new subscriptions, 
whether club or single. Additions to clubs are also 
in order, at club rates. Agents and Subscribers 
and indeed all who are friendly to the IttfRAi,_are 
frankly asked to aid in extending our circulation so 
far as consistent. In return, we promise our best 
efforts to render the paper as interesting anil valuable 

as possible—to spare no reasonable effort or expend¬ 
iture to fully maintain, if not augment, its position as 
the Best and Cheapest Journal of its Class. 

tiAftBEH STATE OF THE, WSS'T 
won*. iiiil yenr. 

SSltle.3,090 3.9.10 4 2M 
.3-326 8,8114 M20 

tiSS£gl alteration* to make in our quota- 

Premium....T&St 

f jrntVmii ftv I;::::::::::;;;;:;:;; ^ 5! 

Thi;'" nuahty''X “ 
J ® r ,,ar*r(;i7 **' *'•-^81 nfthn dHinurul and very little trod- 

lb* at $288 ft llW*fbiJ18l,r °f 0U ^ °,J" W‘l9,n' ,ot°r l8li' ever. H6 

„ Ifs IJ A ■, - 'l1”''1111 * ,7 x,tI'TV'1 v I'kht: wo quote nominally still-fad 
- 1 ■ ‘ corn fed fat I,- iv , - e, Altai and Arffu* 

JFVV ,7', «V ,,1Hrk’'t «ft Cattle, 4«i Reeve*, 
v l.ii,, , ' "I Working .. Cow, and Calve* 
1 eailui!--., two and three your- old, not -mt-ibl,- for Reef 

1 Hl€T»:> — Mark'd Reel - Extia, *6uut.e6.25; first quality *5 78 
... *5 ma 11.00; third do, jn.«0. quauiy, Wo, 

Wokkimj Oxkn—None 
Cows and Calves 

Old none Yearling*, none; Two years old, none; Three year* 

i 7HmK>‘ fe*,,1'-I JM *t market, Prices in lot* at $1 50 
sXumUllS'.iS'Sl -t('l^i'’“A-’^.00,or3fft3.'ac lb 

Hides c/n .N-it,. Tallow. fiLi dc. 
Pki.ts - 2A. (,i *| Calf Skins, 75i «c i> ft. 
> kal calvks— 

1.71*otSL.,.,IT.?^> nVBoeveS’ 7fl StoreH 

-to K arttciuality'462s; mcod,j 
MtbOB tows - SlYi47; common. *17(oil8. 
JVoaiiiMi Oxkn —*s», Woj 100. 
\ hat. Calvks -t.t, tutor,. 

*INaHtS1S“Xt"a‘: tW0 y,'arH olc>. SIAVL17; three years old. 

C ii a no k OK Adiirbss,—Subscribers wishing the addre** 
ol their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 
specify tho old address as well as the new to secure compliance 
with their request*. 

I'#- A.vv person so disposed can act a* local agent for the 
-mui. New-Yoiikkr, and those who volunteer iu tho good 

cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated r)rijrl.t. on Grnne C'llhm*. — S 
i«rn. ‘, .!1Vr‘V •’“K'"’,,f S‘‘"’ »'t«r. with tin 

oi UKU and r.l, being the most imnolaiil part oftli 
(1 IKMI‘ f I KH.Ii t • • til (ill LI,' A I'll' I ' t • i I til L*. •. * if. J 1 iilarkcts, Commerce, &t, 

Kur»il New-Yorker Mfflee, ) 
Rochester, July 23, 1861. \ 

Flour -The decline in Flour equals 25 cents per barrel on all 
brands. 

Crain - We do not observe any change in the rates for host 
winter wheat, but inferior and spring have fallen oil materially. 
Oat# haw advanced *o we what. 

Pro, UtooM-Choice Lambs bring 25 cents per head more than 
at the date ol our last report. Hams are a little firmer with a 
slight advance. 

Wool There is no change in prices, nor in the amount of- 
fered fur sain. 

Hay—Old Hay in selling at prices heretofore quoted, while 
new is worth ?fi,y 310 per tun. 

KOEIIE&TKK WHOLESALE PHICE8, 

Flock and Grajk. Egg*, dozen ,,, ,,,_ 
Pjour, winter wliefttv«RlS>;«:6.25 Horn-v. box"!. 

Zr- r;rwheat’ 2^';1 t-s ^uir- b,>? ••••- L Cau-llei, extra .... laUlSc 
Whiki r“u. , *SI*U(! FmriT and Rootk 
Wheat Lenesee .. Luu.rl 25 Apple*, bushel. 6Ba7v. 
(VwLm'i Cft,Ja,Juf Apples, dried %) lb. 2‘,ri3o 
Corn' new. Skjjg I0 ”1 Hv» 'ko n 3*.,i4llc t-hen-ios, do. 14T'12c 

' ?’ bod, en«5tic Plums, do in , 
Oat* by w,.lKllt. 8^,2SC Potatoes..:: .. : Ztfr. 

It tick w boil t. O, G'bEK .ind5k,.vs- 

,.5g^ ::. g9*> 

tefc -—»K“W“ S2Wl±t-.'.-“-. Slffi »-Ji-k. cli-ar. lKuurail'j.m) .riRKPS 

Beer; cwt■ ?j1ir5'2 £?ov';v huaiwi...’..*5.00® 5,25 

y' ScwiuBs' 3,00 
Hai, K^mokod*’"' o ’m u-°'4 b'1’’1.»00f«i 5.1X1 
si,,‘nok — ftjiiltta W ood. soft.. y. no j, mn 

Lp X H S T PREMIUM 
J AWARDED IIY 

New York State Agriiidtural Society, 
AT ELMIRA. OCi. l.stiO, 

TO HARDER'S n^RSE - POWER. 

THE SUBSCRIBERS IHAMFAl'TtBH IT COBLESKILl, N. Y„ 

ENDLESS CHAIN IlORSE-POWElH, 

COMR1NED THRESHERS AND CLEANERS, 

THRESHERS AND SEPARATORS, 

“n wfth ttr&r ease the ham than 
others, fioinng with very low i-li-VJifi,p, and slow travel of the 
horses. The Com I.I Thresher nndtlleumr runi very eaey® 
incapacious, separate* the gram Cleinly from the straw ami 
cleans a* well a. a regular fanning nil In sluot these ma 
ehtnrs hnin an raual, of Which fart wobelirve we i'ansati*fv ill 
who W'll eoiiMllll till'll OWN inter. -1 bMlddle-,|||g 
3y7 4teoJ It. a M. I1AIII4KK, C«bW II. SchohariuCo.. N Y. 

rvownoro can trjn induptriouH furraor secure «urh imnn'di 
at* results tor hie labor us upon lln-ne prairie soils, they being 
composed of a deep rich loam, the fortfitty of which, Is un 
SUi'puBBed by .my on tho globe. 

TO ACTUAL CULTIVATORS. 
Sinco 1S54, Ho company have sold I 300,ooo acres. They 

sell only to actual cultivators, and every contract contains 
an agieeiavm tocultivato. Tho road has beeu constructed 
thi’o' these lands at, an expenso of i'Kl,000,000. In 1850 the 
fKtpiilotion ol the forty uino coiiutlea through which It passe* 
was only 385,698 ; since which 170,203 have h«en addod 
nuking tho whole population 814,891, a gain of 143 per cent. 

EVIDENCES OF PROSPERITY. 
A« an evident*- of the thrift of the people, it tiuy be stated 

that 60.),oim tons of freight, linilmung 8,600,000 bushel* of 
grain, amt 250,ooobarrels ol dour, were forwarded over tho 
lino last year. 

EDUCATION. 
Mechanics and workingmen will find tho free school system 

encouraged hy the State, and endowed with a large revenue 
,161* trw niippori of schools. Thryr uhildron cun llvo In ai^lit 
or tho church and achoolhutiRo and grow with thy procporlty 
oi lciuUag Stetii in tho frrcuit Western Empire* 

PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT. 
The prices of these lands vary from *11 to $25 per acre 

according to location, quality, Sus. Flr-t-cia.-s farming lands 
- ■II lor about *10 or *12 per acre ; and the relative expense 
or subduing prairie land ah compan d with wood lands Ih in 
the ratio of i to 10 in favor of the former. The terms of 

.n;,,''-v Reports from the country are to tho 
effect that tarmers will not generally sell their wool at the 
present decline from last, year's prices This being tho case it. 
must in tain* help the market for the better qn ilities of Foreign 
Wools, and it lire new conUactH about to be «iV(.„ out for army 
goods are taken, there must be more doing at the :;ca board 
The inR.kyt, liowem. UnRffRCtoil. .ami thi-n- in bat littlo 
mmo doing from firet hands .V llgiit retail Im.ipess is going on 
jiiooug dealerj, liutonlv to a small extent. The last few d»v“ 
ill nfwi hrf™ a |UI” fnore inquiry, and we notfee 
•ales of an bale* wnaUed 1. ordora at ate, .mu here and in Boston 

American Saxony Fleece » ft w.,.„ 
Americanfull-hlbixl Merino....’..’.".:."”:.■Jin''!? 
American half anil three-quarter biood’ Merino"" auu if) 
Native i,u,i „r„. fourth Merino. 
Extra. Bulled .1. 

. 
Lamb-. iDi 11 - oi..■. 
California, line, nnwasbed.!/. 
Caliloruia. common do. .T|»b i q 
Peruvian, washed ........  lfVSrio 
Valparaiwi, unwashed _Un'i- 
South American Merino, unwashed, ... . . ” 21a'’3 

0. do. Mestira, do.”1*523 
Do. do. corninon, washed.1007)13 
Do. do. Kntre Rios, do.1555,18 
5°- 6°. Eutre Rios, Unwashed.05 10 
I,f' „ ,'h Cordova, washed.20435)22 

Cape Good Hope unwashed, ■>%:, -,g 
East India, w/i-hed.  e.'Sem 
African, washed.  {£-^32 

Do. unwanted.. 

Mexican, unwashed..W*:.’:.”::. 1**12 

BOSTON, July 2(1.-Halt s of about 80.non fts fleece and nulled 
Wool, much of it"l the (ln«‘ grad.-<. in the country IraiiKue- 
timi ; have been -mall, at $00ft»jo ju ib Sales of 12.5 bale- mostly 
Meriiteiunuean. at varion, prices about 133 hales Ca ie ofttooJ 
Hoi". l\ ..id have boon exported during the week to Marsel lies 
Kvxonv I' *ve« ., m p0„,,j :<n 1...". 
Full blood Merino.Do. No. «,... .mda 
Thrs-r-foiirth do. .WS6 T.-vos...o^m 
Half do,.325 .'M .'teii iua, wiinheil ..l.Vi 2H 
Cornmon...4S,r Nl Do. unwashed,. I? 

pu lidFr1,'™d.?£•’% »«-«<••• vvrec,I, t uin.a Extra,..$8,0)43 Crimea. 7,,, 17 
Do. riuperhne, .3*5,1.39 Caua'Ja. ”'2ft5 3S 

A Fits » N ! JtlsIK-|v KEP- 
d-\. LKS. Kiddere new system of jee Management, where- 

. \ / iff1 HWI,r,J1 Bae* till collect from one to 
\ Lt / hundred poundjol hooey in one season 

w \^0J can be made to swarm anv season, or 
prevented Irom dnini ,0 Can be prevented 

yfh&fMru "n J'.’11'* ,l"’ h’ests in sivarming-tinie 
fjVx Rfc-robbery -asily peycnlwl. Moth nilllers 

M; Pr“Vc«t«U effectually. Never lose bees by the 
'■L nfA' '8\rliill id winter orothewise 
je v/ N1 I will send my new f$ok Circular, containing 

. -M 7 ' “ free of postge. to any Bee Keeper 
nMRnnL ime l "llee addr'-s It gives the contents 
li"ut fiompiu’nT-}fiXr**u*ni ,'xl'1 nations, and cuts of the 

cJm Wv* Kidder's Gnidr to Apirian Science, on the re- 
C1LI>1 • ll PO*(»F* .tamps, K I'.b w(II give full partic- 
ular* in the Culture and Management if the Honey Bpe 

fee Circulars, Book. Hive Rights. Ac... promptly 
attended to Add. : ■ ■ -L * 

wonderful facility that the farmers of tho Eastern and Mid 
dlo States are moving to Illinois m great numbors. The ama 
of Hlinoia is about equal to that of England, and tho soil is 
bo rich that, it will support twenty millions of people. 

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS. - 
Tliuse lands arc contiguous to a railroad 700 miles in length 

which connects with other roads and uavigablo lakes and 
rivers, thus affording an unbroken coumiunicattoa with the 

rliugton, vt. 

^JOWE’S IMPROVED IAY SCALESJ 
the best ire use i 

HAY SCALES. 

CATTLE SCALES. 

HAY SCALES. 

„ Insperse, 
Hay presses. 

HAY PRESSES. 

UAY PRESSES.. 

No lit M.it Hho'c ground —no trouble 
with wab?r or ice no friction on knif», 
udgCH— weigh t.niy if not level-him- 
pbri 111 u-e. 11" lye red at any Railroad 
Station. Send turCirculare, 

fD* t*ortabls Ihfi Prom, 
For Babug nay. Flax, Broom Corn. 
Rag*. Wool and Crttoa Simple—Croat 
i ower—worked bvtwo men. Hundred* 
in uw). Send for (ircular*. 

Cast Steel Hell*. 
I Weigh lew* 

9'lib.c 

7‘, ire" 
. per annumi and hix Interest notes at six per ct. 
pectm ly in line, two, three, four, five and six 
late of sale; and four iiop-s for principal, payable 
,Kix ami seven yarB from date of sale the 
pulaling that one tenth of Hie tract purchased 
need and cultivated, each mid every year, for 
om date of sale, no that at the end of five years, 

tiie provision markets. 

but with » •,r,'r T -Fi.omi-Market opened 6c better 
hojnf*4*4m a very mrniv*rute b7j5irn?*i» iloln^ in r ex turn ami 
far} 10 fn? i |,liijn> clvf4*,,i ;u pwviouv rate* U 

do; tl 'ensiHf H, Jl'i 1..4) (oreommon to medium extra 
»cdV»ii»VMto fj‘reS1?1”? eitr* reund l.oope.l Ohio, 
The raleV.-f Gna,,H '' 'aV,k** Cionug qalet.- 
flour,a,* ,ihJ#'"'rM H.’WOea*.. Canadian 
meder it , 1 • ’ - •! shade nriuer on corninon grade" wi’b a 

""In^ .**<«»«t »rfifie.1.S6for rupttnZ and 
small *ile»f at te'irn!1 in c,r 1"* "xln/~ 1:-v'"tio,,r 'leadv. with 

meal ‘“uet und unchanged— 

mund lor elno?il '^miuuesquha firm, with a fair de- 
supply olTerbre 1 q”1- cou'tun*J*t‘'iu with only a limited 
club at 1 ■,, de* Chicago spritig at SAaDSe; Nnrtliwe*tern 

« DM 95c, very choice do. at *1.W; Milwaukee club atavs 

Weigh lues —cut le**— heard further 
than other first dans Bell*. Never 
break by bMlv Warranted 13 montha 
.Send for e.lreulam and t"*timoniaD..— 
I- lxtiitev made bv myself, at lowest 
prices. Send for C’lxulars. 

To ten Ctod;»i 
Of the most approved character, of my 
own,manufacture, warranted equal to 
any in use, at greatly reduced price*, 

ad druse 
JAMES «. ih:im.ky, 

93 Main St.. Buffalo, N, Y 

CHURCH BELLS 

CHURCH BELLS. 

CHURCH BELLS. 

TtreStatA Debt la only *10,105,398, 14, and within th- 
last throe years has been reduced $2,059,748 80, and we imp 
reasonably oxpect that in t-n year* It will become extinct. ' 

Pamphlet* descriptive of the kudu, soil, climate, profit 
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SELECTIONS 

TRAVELER. , 

Again, again, O, Watcher on the tower! 
We thirst for daylight and we bide the hoar, 
Patient, but longing. Tell us, shall it be 
A bright, calm, gloriona sunlight for the free? 

WATCHER. 

I nOFB, but cannot tell. I hear a song. 
Vivid as day itself, and clear and strong, 
Aa of a lark, young prophet of the noon, 
Pouring in smnligbt hig seraphic tune. 

Away with the sloth of peace and ease! 
Tis a nation's voice that seem* to call; 

Who cares for aught in times like theBe, 

Save to win—or else to fail! 

Faukwki.L, oh. shining laurels, nowl 
1 go with the army marching by; 

Your leaves, should I win, may deck my brow, 

Or my bier, if 1 should die. 

And when the burning bullet in his breast, 
He dropped, like summer fruit, from off the hough, 

There was one heart that knew and loved him best— 
It was a mother’s—and is broken now. 

Wk do pray for mercy; 
And that same prayer doth teach us all to render 

The deeds of mercy. 

Mt brothers, hold your souIb in leasb, a* fitteth those who 

see 
The perfect triumph gleam beyond this drear Gethsemane; 
And draw large breaths of Freedom in to make your spirits 

stroDg, 
When comes the struggle that shall crush this dark and 

bitter wrong; 
Remembering that whosoe’er to such high cause is given, 
On his grand forehead Gon shall stamp the signet seal of 

Heaven. 
Charlotte Center, N. Y., 1861. E. C. L. K. 

[From Harper’s Monthly Magazine for July.] 

THROWN TOGETHER. 

[Concluded from page 236, last No.] 

CHAPTER III. 

When Mr. Ruckle awoke the next morning he 
heard the steward tell a gentleman in the cabin 
that they were passing the Delaware Capes. Those 
objects not being visible through the hull’s eye of bis 

port, he rose to dress and go on deck 
As he began to robe himself Tor the first time In 

his manhood—the thought came upon him, “ How 
shall 1 dress? What shall 1 wear?” As he regarded 
his somewhat rumpled shirt bosom, his vest a little 
threadbare at the pocket edges, his knee-sprung pan 
taloons, his shoeB showing a spot of reddish-brown 
leather at the toes, and his old faded neck tie, a new, 
indescribable pain afflicted him. He had clad himself 
in the same manner of raiment for numerous succes¬ 
sive years, Liking thought as little ns any other sub¬ 
limely inu<jj>*..iAut Christian philosopher “where¬ 
withal he might be clothed;” bat now the thought 
came, and would not, he put away. 

With emotions of deep sorrow he endued himself 
in the inevitable suit of a baggageless man, having a 
dim sensation of dressing for the public—that public, 
too, an entirely different one from the type which he 
had imagined propitiable by Maud and amall talk. 
Considering these things he sighed once more within 
himself, "Oh, Piper, Piper 1 how could you?” and 
took a resolution never hereafter to go even as far 
from home us Wall Street without avalise containing 

raimentary provision for one week at least. 
His coat was tolerably nappy—though cut with a 

noble disregard of that worldly fashion which pusselli 
away—and evidently the work of a tailor who may 
have fouud sermons in stones and good in every¬ 
thing, but did not attend the homilies of the current 
Brooks. This garment Mr. Buckle buttoned to &b 
great an extent as possible over all the rest, knocked 
his wide-awake into a resemblance of intentional 
neglige, had the Purser’s boy administer a little 
blacking tonic to his fainting shoes, and became 
comfortably uneasy for the day, 

" Well, how do you stand it?” asked the Captain, 
encountering him by the pilot house. 

"Pretty well, thank you; only I’m anxious to 

reach Savannah.” 
“Not sea sick?” 
" Not at all.” 
“Well, you’re pretty safe, then. We roll as much 

as we ever do, unless in a nice bard blow.” 
"How is Mrs. Godfrey this morning?” continued 

the Captain. 
“ Upon my word 1 don’t )<now. Perhaps she isn’t 

up yet; I don’t find her in the cabin.” 
"Bless my soul! she’s under your care! Why 

don’t you go and knock at her state-room door and 

ask? She may be very sick—not able to turn out 

at all.” 
"Would it be strictly—proper?” asked Buckie, 

with slight, enlargement of the eyes, 
" I guess you’d thiuk so, if you were sick and had 

nobody to take care of yon! Our stewardess—I had 
to take her at the last miuute, because the old one 
left in a huff is a green hand, and she’s down this 
morning, not able to do a 6troke. If I’d known you 
weren’t looking after Mrs. Belle Godfrey I’d have 

done it myself.” 
"I declare! 1 had no idea that was the marine 

system of behavior! If it’s all right I’ll go imme¬ 

diately.” 
Buckle found his charge as the Captain feared. A 

faint voice answered his knock, "Cotnc in, ’ and 
summoning all his resolution, he followed the bold 
lead of the cabin boy, who was just entering No. 11 

to get the lamp to OIL 
Nothing but a pretty little night cap, with a pretty 

little, pale, hopeless face in it, like a human flower 
in a lace calyx, appeared to Mr. Buckle. The eyes 

society—they were immeasurably distant from him— 
quite at the other end or the volume of Zoology. But 
here was a woman who did not babble nothings trip- 
ningly—who could not speak at all for very weakness 
— wlin whs not road with ecstaey at fribbles, but 
prostrate under a real distress. And as last-night her 
orbit had been made first to touch, then to intersect, 
his own, by her being sensible, now the two came 
instantly to coincide through her bring tick. He 
understood her note— as the riotous Walt Whitman 
would say, he "included” her: and another utterly 
Dew mental phenomenon took place in Buckle— he had 
no fear of the once terrible creature. 

A change seemed wrought in his whole nature. 
With as little bashfulness and the same straight¬ 
forward. natural gentleneFB with which he wonld 
have addressed a like suffering man, he said to her, 

Mrs. Godfrey, perhaps you would feel better for 
having your head bathed. I'll wet a towel and 
smooth yonr hair away from your face. It won t dis¬ 
turb yon, will it?” 

These words and their plain, manly tone were like 
a shock of galvaninu) to Mr*. Godfrey. She opened 
her eyes wide us in her wellest moments, lifted her¬ 
self a little on her elbow, and replied, " Yes, if you 
please,” instead of saying, “ Are you AJr. Buckle. 
which was on her tongue-tip. 

He went to work in the roost unhesitating, business¬ 
like, but at the same time, most tender mariner. He 
wet the towel, wrung it out, and proceeded to caress 
the widow’s hair wiili It; then to smooth her forehead 
and her cheeks, which grew almost rosy (from the 
re-action;) and finally he gave her eyes two careful 
little dabs—Jast as yon or I would do to a sick wife 
or Bister. „ ^ ..... . 

After arranging the ruffleH of the little lace cap as 
deliberately and softly as if he were tending a baby, 
he asked if there was nothing else that he could do 
nothing she would like to drink, for Instance. Some¬ 
how or other Buckle's change of nature had so 
sharpened his perception of fitness that he never 
thought of proposing hot-buttered toast again. 

The widow said brokenly that pounded ice and 
Congress water always made her feel better. Buckle 
would not permit any one else to pound the ice. 
From beginning to end be attended to the mixture— 
even taking the bottle out of t’’e steward's hands and 
drawing the cork himself. Then he brought to his 
patient’s berth side the refreshing, brimful tumbler, 
and with n teaspoon fed it to her lump by lump, 
drop by drop—actually having the audacity to sup¬ 
port her white neck with his hig man’s hand. 

The widow finally said she had had enough and 
felt better. Buckle quietly set down the tumbler, 
and told her in a tone of mild authority to go to 
sleep. He would come in every now and then to 
look after her. . 

"You would make such a good doctor! said Mrs. 
Godfrey, with as grateful a smile as sea-sickness ever 
allows. . _ „ , 

"I believe I wonld,” replied Buckle,^ firmly; "I 
feel it in rri<*. I ought to have been one.” 

Then he tucked the quilt neatly around his patient’s 
neck—opened the hull’s eye a little way to give her 
air _ and repeated his injunction about, sleeping. 
Finally, lie cast bis eyes on the poor little helpless 
woman, with a look that meant all mariner of sympa¬ 
thy, and said, load enough for her to hoar, 

" Poor little thing!” 
After which he retired, shutting the door gently; 

and it was well he did, for elBewiso would he have 
seen snch an expression of marvel on the face in the. 
lace cap ns might have speedily brought him back to 
his old self-consciousness. , , . , 

It was not till lie had reached the deck that any 
perception of the change wrought in him, as a change, 
dawned upon Buckle’s mind. And then, remember¬ 
ing what he had been doing, and the kind of Buckle 
lie was yesterday, he sat down in mute surprise, 
regarding himself like a man’s first view of Niagara 
Falls, till breakfast. 

The gale steadily blew harder. When they passed 
Hatters* at 11 o’clock that night it was a storm. Mr. 
Ruckle bad been all day taking the place of stewardess 

Go .... . ’ 
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SECESSION B JBBLES. 

Jeff, chewing the Sfcession Flag-Root 

I’ll block that game, you thieving rascal! 

to Mrs. 

He will hold cm to the bitter ead.’’-D*vts Speech. 

Gen. Scott about making a ten strike. 

ct hard read 
'to trcti 

■A- 

Uncle Sam cutting down the 
uSecem4\ Tree" just M it is m 
full bloom, agaiust the wishes ot 

the planlflr. 

A PAIR 

were closed as if they would uever open again, and 
the long, dark lashes of their lids lay on the cheeks 
without stir, adding fringed petals to the other vrai 

semblance Of a blossom. 
Mr. Buckle had never seen any body desperately 

sea sick before, and the dreadful thought instantly 
struck him, “She is dead, and / never came to help 
her!'1 The hoy had gone out and shut the door; 
Buckle was alone, and he gave vent to his fears in the 
startled exclamation, "Oh, Mrs. Godfrey, are you — 
faint 7” lie didn’t wish to compromise himself or 
terrify her by saying " dead” while there was a chance 
to the contrary. 

There was so much real pain in his tone that, 
although a moment before she would have thought 
the act impossible, Mrs. Bello opened her eyes and 
smiled, then shook her head and whispered, 

" No—very Blck.” 
For the first time he saw a woman suffer mg. He 

had been sick himself, though never at sea. He 
remembered well how dreadfully it felt. And here 
was a woman brought to his own familiar level, into 
liifl own rang** of sympathies- As creatures ol whale- 
hone, spring steel, borage, and eternal smiles as, in 
fine, he had seen them in his few timid invasions of 

lifrev, ^-labors were now increased by 
the giving out of sundry brothers, mUiera, tin^nmids, 
and sons who having fought Neptune as long •* they 
could stand, at last, capitulated without terms and 
|av prostrate on their battlemented berths, reduced 
to feminine weakness. 

He carried ladies bodily to their state-room*— 
bathed their heads when he had deposited them— 
and brought innumerable drinks of water. He 
prophesied u green old age to several who were 
going to die—they knew they were; he tossed np 
pillow*, smoothed' quilts, and (which is the whole 
summing np to any mind and body acquainted with 
marine fonl weather) totally forgot himself. But his 
visits were most, frequent, longest, patientest, most 
particular, upon No. 14. 

Bo violent was the storm that it wan not until 
Sunday night that the Montgomery came to the 
wharf'at Savannah. Ten miles of quiet steaming up 
the river resuscitated the pale denizens of all the 
state-room mausoleums; they leaped to their feet; 
blessed Heaven with a ten-Columbus fervor for the 
sight of land; and proved their return to vitality by 
thinking how they looked, for the first time in sev¬ 
enty-two he. urn. 

Foremost among these appeared Mrs. Belle God¬ 
frey, in a fresh halo or hirleton as resplendent as the 
one which had nestled on her little head at Mr. 
Buckle’s first introduction—a clean traveling dress— 
the bewitching gaiter-boots — and that charming 
token of civilization close by, a parasol. 

She thanked Buckle in the sweetest of voices for 
all his great kindness during the voyage—and leaned 
upon his arm, but not with that Di Vernon air of 
taking him by seige which had characterized their 
earlier acquaintance. She seemed, indeed, rather 
distant, Bnekle thought with pain. Ah! could site 
be offended with that familiarity of his manner in 
the state room the "Poor little thing!” etc., etc.? 
Buckle sighed, and thought that, was it. You and I, 
■who, of course, know all about women, are aware 
that it wasn't. That, on the contrary, the fact was 
that, Mr. Buckle’s change had transposed their rela¬ 
tions; that now, .she was a little hit afraid of him. 

Buckle was hurt but said nothing, lining only too 
glad to he allowed the pleasure of getting ft sensible 
sick woman’s nine or ten little pieces of baggage out 
Of the hold. 

This operation accomplished. Mr. Buckle and the 
lady took carriage for the Pulaski House, where the 
former Immediately telegraphed news to bis parents 
which were like life Horn the dead—tacking to 
the end of this Information a request that a check 
on the Bank of Commerce might he instantly dis¬ 
patched. .. , „ 

When Buckle returned to the Ladies’Parlor, Mrs. 
Godfrey put her purse into bis hands. 

“ Pay for whatever we may need, keep the account 
yourself. We can settle hereafter, you know. 1 
don't like to ho burdened with money; it's only less 
troublesome than having none at all. We shall he 
continually wanting little things, you know—car 
riages—the tailor, etc.” 

Mr. Buckle understood her. He was now getting 
punished Tor all the slovenly habits of his whole 
bachelor life by being as far from presentable as any 
imin of bis commanding appearance can be, unless 
in- gets torn to rags in a railway collision. Bo, out 
„f respect for bis own feelings as well a« the widow's, 
lie retired fgr a season. When he returned, he was 
clothed and in his right mind. 

"Do yon Bbty in Savannah all winter?” he asked, 
in the old-timed manner, and not quite sure that, he 
had a right to propound even that question, and so 
strangely polite h.id she become, ltul he felt some 
interest in knowing, and if he hadn’t, thought he 
ought to ask the information to appear interested— 
the storm having prevented any inquiry of the sort 
before. . . 

•"No, Bir. I am going to Honda—to winter at 
St. Augustine. Not that anything serious is the 
matter, hut Northern cold weather is disagreeable to 
me. I’m sorry we must part here. When we go 
back don’t fail to remember me to your mother.” 

"No, I will not. Pm sorry too."' 
Then there was a pause. When Mrs. Belle Godfrey 

SPECTACLES . 
J. D. arrives in Washing- | J. D. departs from 

ton from the « Sunny 
South.” ' 

WAR WIT. 

The heaviest item for the maintenance of the Se¬ 

cession army—Its running expenses. 

The three secession papers in the First District of 

Kentucky perished in a eingle week. They were all 
very green, and probably they were destroyed by 
the army-worm. 

Con.—[By a disciple of Soyer.] What is the favor¬ 
ite salad of the South this season:—Lettuce alone. 

Exchange of Colors.—While Gen. Butler is get¬ 
ting the Blacks, the slaveholders are getting the 
Bines. 

The Rose that all are Praising at this Sea¬ 

son.—Rows of corn, beans, potatoes, cabbages, etc., 
in the country. 

Works for the Army.—The “boys” of the Fire 
Brigade are very anxious to get hold of " De Foe’s 
Works.” 

Ethnological Con.—From what race are the F. F. 
Vs. descended? Frcm the Blave-own-ian. 

" ColhmbiAi), the Gun of the Ocean,” is Vanity 
Fair’s song for the naval artillery. 

Wiofall, disguised as a cattle-drover, has been 

in Washington; at least such is the report. If he had 

disguised himself as a gentleman, he might have 

passed unchallenged everywhere. 

Comic Statu of things at Richmond.—A Capital 
without a cftpitol. A President without a precedent. 
A Secretary of the Treusnry without a treasury. A 
Secretary of the Navy without a navy. A Secretary 
of the Interior without any interior. A Secretary of 
Foreign Affairs without any foreign affairs. A Post¬ 
master-General without any post-office. A Judiciary 
without any judgment. 

What would Jeff. Davis be likely to say if you 

asked him how he felt? Loan-some. 

The North is fast drifting to anarchy.—Speech of 
Alex. IL Stephens. 

Yes; about one hundred thousand Northerners 
have drifted into Virginia already, and the current in 
that direction sets very strong hereabouts. We ob¬ 
serve several currents at the West. Where is Profes¬ 
sor Maury? Won’t he give us his theory of this ex¬ 
traordinary "set” of the tide? 

Where on earth is Jeff. Davis.—Louisville Journal. 
We don’t know where bo is on earth; but we know 

where he ought to be, and where he will be after he 
leaves the earth. If not, what’s the use of such a 
place.—Frankfort Commonwealth. 

Herr they Lie.- Jeff. Davis and his Vice, 
Stephens, are very great leaders, no doubt, but we do 
think that Tombs ought to he put over them. 

Not so Bad.—The ladies have adopted a red, white, 

and blue hoop, which is called the war-hoop. 

Mrs. Partington says there isn’t enough of the 
spirit of *7G left iu the South to fill up a fluid lamp. 

Gen. Pillow advertises for the head of Hon. Em¬ 
erson Etheridge. It is certain there is not a man in 
this wide country who so much needs a head as this 

same Gen. Pillow. 

Washington for a 
warmer climate. 

Gen. Scott killing the Secession 
Hydra. 

appears not to ohseiie it, and treats him like the 
kindest of distant ooqpalntancee. 

Day 3. Mr. Bueklc'amoney comes from New 'i ork. 
He repays the widow l ith stilted thanks in the form 
of an oration about jverlasting gratitude. At the 
same time he speaks Iff preparations for Immediate 
return home. That afternoon Mrs. Belle Godfrey is 
unexpectedly seized v.ith a violent headache, and Is 
almost as wretched a I she was mi hoard ship. Mr. 
Buckle again bathes lilr head, holds the salts to her 
face, comes entirely oit of himself, like a Newfound¬ 
land out of a kenuetand becomes positive, brave, 
forthspoken, us in iholtorm. Mrs. Belle (.odfrey is 
sensible, weak, tielplrfcs, and grateful all at once. 
The result is, that Mr.Buckle writes home for more 
money to be sent cm jo 8t,. Augustine. Ho cannot 
think of letting "the *.or little thing” travel thither 
alone. Besides, he lid never seen the Far South, 
and now was a good etnmee. 

All this he said, innocently enough, in the letter 
he wrote home. Fatjijir Buckle sent it over to Piper 
to read. How Piper oared! 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

CHAPTER IV. 

For some inscrntible reason, Mrs. Belle Godfrey 
wrapsnoiU^d by to )r* lu (ceblc bOHltb 
all the rest of the till! in Savannah, and all the way 
from that poll to HP shell-built town where Spain 
first made her A merman houses. 

Nothing seemed lo do her any good. She was 
easier while Mr. BndHc bathed her eternally aching 
brow; and, in spite if that hidden malady of which 
Buckle was forever vislifng Piper were there to make 
a diagnosis, her clicks became ruddier, her eves 
brighter, and the hole make-up of the terrible 
creature more agon singly beautiful. Still the mat 
ady was there, and 1 ukle had to strain every nerve 
to keen it from earr tig her off which lie was always 
pure it would do non 1 time in the course of the next 
two days. A« he no sed her he grew more and more 
audacious. When o the cross-country road between 
the St, John’s Bml and St,. Augustine, the thing 
that, for fun, they tl-re call a carnage, broke down 
In the middle of a swamp, Buckle actually lifted 
that hundred and twinty-five pounds of cl ear-through 
solid beauty, and ii^iis manly arms carried it fifteen 
rods to the next drvidace. 

At St. Augustine-Buckle found the second remit¬ 
tance of funds a wilting him, but did not mention 
the fact to his com|lnion, lestsho should be alarmed 
bv the thought thailic was going to lea e her iu that 
feeble State. And t dreadful recklessness bad come 
over Buckle—be wisn’t sure when he should go home 
himself. 

one day. as he opined hix pocket-book to get some 
change for a. durkey lie- *nw those abominable puuti* 
ca.1 q (rotations wh :I| lie had got off on the dear 
creature when she was in health. They were on 
little slips of paper as he used to carry them, repre¬ 
senting social cm it i Iges against the army of worn nil. 
From sheer disgu.-t at the former Buckle, he took 
them out, tore then in bits, and scattered them to 

last one caught his eye before it 
in a corner and had 

resumed the conversation it was directed Into another 
channel. , , . 

For three days more they punched np the lions of 
Savannah in every direction. That three-days' space 
was a climax and ami-climax of the following 
character. 

Day 1. Mr. Buckle moody, and iti las manner evi¬ 
dencing a return to the old congealed state of bash¬ 
ful uesa which he had once broken through. The 
sensible woman still kind and lady-like, hut too 
reserved lor the terrible suspicious of Mr. Buckle 
not to have some cause. 

Bay 2. Almost perfect sil ;nce during all the drives 
iud rides, save monosyllables, and sentences de¬ 
scriptive of scenery or the like. Mr. Buckle relapses 
i/uite into the old manner. The sensible woman 

" You take such kind care of me!” said the widow, 
sadly. 

“ It is in my nature, Madam—I can’t help it. 
" How your mother and sister must prize you, yon 

are bo thoughtful!” 
"I have little thinking to do for them. They are 

never sick and fragile. 1 uever took care o) any¬ 
body till I took care of you. 1 have got so ftoens- 
tomed to caring for somebody now, that 1 shall miss 
it very much when I go away,” 

Buckle meant to say this slyly; but being an un¬ 
practiced hand, felt so ashamed of himself for using 
the word “go” on the strength of so small a stock 
of intention, that his voice trembled like a green 
scamp trying to utter counterfeit notes. 

"Ah!” replied the widow, more pensively than 
before. ‘‘You will soon get somebody to take care of.” 

An opening! Bnekle commended himself to 
Heaven and struck ont. 

"So I shall. Did you know that I had been—in 
love?” 

"No! Really?” said the widow, with a start. 
"Yes. And I menu very soon to get married. 

Only one thing troubles me. 1 never had any train¬ 
ing with women. 1 don’t know how to propose. 1 
should make an awful botch of it if i tried. Ten to 
one the lady would laugh at, rue.” 

"Not if she loved yon,” said Mrs. Belle, very 
sadly. 

“ Well, now I have the utmost confidence m your 
good taste. As I told you when 1 first knew you 
before yon began to be so feeble—I say again, You 
are the most sensible woman I ever knew! And I’d 
like to ask your advice about, how to go to work, I 
don’t feel any fear in asking you. for we’ve been so 
much together in times of weakness and distress 
thut you seem like an old friend: we understand 
each other.” ., „ 

"I think we do,” said Mrs. Belle, confidently, 
though she knew she didn't, 

"Put it in this form. Suppose I were with the 
lady in a qniet place, do you think it would bo 
necessary for me to go down on my knees, when 
people might come out and catch me any minute? 

" ()f course not. That is never done out of novels. ’ 
"Or to lay my haim upon my breast and siiv, ‘ / 

swear,’ In a loud tone of voice that might attract 
people in the court-yard?” 

"That would be equally uncalled for.” 
"Very well. And seeing I don’t know how to 

talk ecutimentally an 1 would if I hud been tniifieu, 
and wouldn't like to conic out with a blunt ‘Do .you 
love me?’ bow do you think, looking at it smsdly% 
that It would do if’ I were to say nothing at all, but 
merely put my luce down to lu-rs—which is very 
beautiful, 1 assure you—and though 1 never did such 
a thing before In my life, give her a kiss?” 

"She couldn't fail to understand yon perfectly, it 
she loved you.” 

Mr. Buckle rose from his chair deliberately, cast 
his mustache over each shoulder, bent his tall form, 
and before the widow had the least idea what was 
coming, did that very thing. 

I am composed of 22 letters. 
My 13, 9. 4, 6, 6, 7 is a boy’s name. 
My 5,14, 4, IT Is the name of an island. 
My 14, 11, 17. 0 la one we should despise. 
My 3, 2, 4. 12, 13, 20,18 D what we all love. 
My 13, 16, 4, 4, 2, 21 Is a small animal. 
My 1,19. 9, 13, 1, 2 17 Is one or the Southern States. 
My 10, 16, 6, 11,16.16 causes a good deal of talk. 
My 8, 16, 6, 4,14, 22 is a hard substance. 

My whole, is the name of one who staked reputation, for¬ 

tune, and life for the liberty of our country. 
Rome, Lep. Co., Mich., 1801. Francks S. Daily. 

Answer in two weeks. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 24 letters. 

My 1, 13, 14, 22, 6, 5 is a town in Maine. 

My 7, 23, 2. 22, 16, 6, 24 (b a county in New York. 

My 6, 1, 3, H I* a riveT iu Missouri. 

My 13, 10. 23, 23, 22, 6 is an Island in Oceanica. 

My 11, 7. 6, 12, 10, 6 is a city in England. 

My 12, 22. 23, 17 is a lake in Ireland. 

My 7, 14, 4, 10 is a county in Indiana. 

My 14, 19, 11, 3. 5 12, 15, 18. 22 is a town in Michigan. 

My 13, 4, 22. 10, 22 is a river in South America. 

My 9, 7, 20, 21, 19, 6, 17, 22, 6 is a town in Germany 

My whole is a well known adage. 

Glendale, Ohio, 1861. J- M c- 

Answer in two weeks. 

the winds. But tld last one fifti 
was destroyed—out which lay 
hitherto escaped lip notice: 

ucAlm 
er lam, 

fej at 
i if ret 

ii Phe let concAlment, lik« a warm i' the bud, 

Frey on her laUiftsk cheek—” 

A thunder-bolt fei at the feet of Buckle! Lightning 
flashed upon his U-ret.olore blinded eyes! Was there 
no way of repellijg the conviction? None! It was 
—it was the trutl|? . , , 

That very evening, if opportunity offered for a lent 
with which he was as familiar as shaking bauds 
with the man in the moon without a step-ladder, he 
would test this Doth! , 

The evening irtniB. Mrn. (lOcfrcy bud consented 
to try the invigorating effect of a little air and 
moonlight upol Buffington's Hole! veranda, 
air was henvnoli—likewise, as natural, the sky 
uoiitli the two /bland influences they sat softening, 
upon iu-ighhor®g chairs. “ AU* that such ft being 
7-tiimlU lade!’-' t|.ought Buckle, looking at her beauti¬ 
ful face glorified by the moonlight. No one else wu- 
on the verandsf* They were alone with Nature and 
each other. Mrs. Godfrey was more than usually 
frail to-night—so, perfectly <>u Buckle’B level of prose 
humanity—and he was not i«u the least afraid of her. 

The 
Be- 

CHAPTER V. 

I saw him do it again. I was standing beside bun 
at the time, with a pair of white kids on, and can 
swear to it. Though lo be sure Im only followed the 
pious example of the Rev, Dr. Bedell, lie did it 
first, 1 did it afterward. And it was very nice. 

Another sail on the Montgomery then succeeded. 
“Bless my soul!” said the Captain, "has it come 

to this? I thought it would, Mrs. Belle, when you 
said you’d keep yonr eve on him.” 

"Dear me!” said Mr. Buckle, as we passed the 
Sandy Hook Light, "how little I thought the last 
time 1 saw that lantern what a mercy was my beiim 
left—no, not left, I mean! If everything hadn t 
happeued iu just that way—if I hadn’t been caught 
aboard—If I hadn't seen woman somewhere within 
range of me and no possibility of getting out—li i 
hadn’t learned her in hev little distresses— 

“And her 'fragility,"’ said Mrs. Belle with a ma¬ 
licious twinkle. . 

_I had then been a bachelor to this moment, 
utterly thrown away!” 

"Which was kindly averted,” said Mrs.Belle Buckle, 
"by Fate’s better throw—‘ Thrown Together.’” 

leap the field? 
Covert, Seneca Co., N Y., 1861. 

Answer in two weeks. 

J. B. Hammond. 
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ARITHMETICAL PROBLEM. 

% 

A A.vn B engaged to reap a field for four pounds and ten 

shillings; and as A alone couid reap iu nine days, they 

promise to complete it in five days. They found, however, 

that they were obliged to call in C, an inferior workman, to 

assist them for the two last days, in consequence of which 

B received three shillings and nine pence less than he other¬ 

wise would have done. In what time would B or C alone 

answers to ENIGMAS, &«.. m No. eoo. 

Answer to Biblical Enigma:-Wealth maketh many Wends. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:-Alexander It. Stephens. 

Answer to Riddle:-A clergyman, or a justice of the peace. 

Answer lo Mathematical Problem:-Tower 60 feet; visible 

distance 626 miles; diameter would be 3,437.4999 7 22 nn es. 

Answer to Surveying Problem:—710.193 chains between 

the fort and battery A; 1042 622 chains between the fort an> 

batter C; 934.291 chains between the fort and battery B. 
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with the cultivator, or a thorough hoeing, will do a 

crop more good than a heavy shower. 

Buckwheat may give a good crop, if sown at once, 

though it is rather late. Wc have seen many fields 

sown after the first of August yield well, and this 

may he done if the season is favorable and frosts do 

not set in too early. About a bushel of seed is gen¬ 

erally sown to the acre, though where the soil is 

good three peeks is sufficient. 

The White Turnip may bo sown any time in the 

early part of August, lint it is best to get it in as 

soon as possible. Have the ground in tino tilth, and 

sow broadcast some, two pounds of seed to the acre, 

or, better, drill in about half this quantity, in rows 

from one to two or more feet apart. If the hoe is 

depended upon for cleaning, from a foot to eighteen 

inches will answer} but otherwise, sufficient space 

must he left between the rows to admit of the ubo of 

the cultivator. Ab soon as the plants are up, give 

them a dressing of plaster or ashes. This will hasten 

their growth when young, which is a great point In 

turnip-growing. If the fly appears, sow ashes or 

plaster on the leaves when wet with dew, and keep 

at it until the plants are out of danger, which will 

lie soon after they get tho rough leaves. When safe 

from the fly, if sown broadcast, thin out with the 

hoe to about six or eight inches apart, and if drilled, 

about the same distance in the rows. If the season 

is dry, hoe frequently. In this way a good crop of 

turnips can be grown almost any season; but if the 

seed is sown and the plants left to themselves, it iB 

only in very wet seasons that a crop can be sccnrod. 

Weeds are now in flower In almost every public 

road, in the corners of the fonces, and everywhere. 

The Canada Thistle is a pretty flower, very fragrant, 

and we have discovered a white variety, but wo 

hardly think it worth while to grow seeds on a large 

scale, for the demand will not bo great nor the price 

remunerative. .Seeds enough will he grown in the 

State of New York the present summer to seed the 

world in five years, if judiciously scattered. We 

would therefore advise farmers to cut down their 

thistles In flower. They will never pay for harvest¬ 

ing. Those whoso duty it is to see State and Town 

laws enforced in regard to cutting weeds by the 

roadsides, should attend to their work at once. Tho 

White Daisy is very much on the increase, and this 

and the little Yellow Snapdragon have about de¬ 

stroyed many of the meadows in the eastern part of 

the State. 

enabling visitors to judge for themselves of tho 

quality of the result obtained, and of the ratio of 

outlay and profit involved in their production. 

that tho Chiddam wheat was shot into ear, hut had 

several heads of the dust brand amongst it, and 

looked delicate in color; while a new variety, of 

which we have not yet learned the history, growing 

beside it, wo,* free of dust brand, of a dark green 

color, and not only in ear, bat in flower. Oats are 

likely to turn out a superior crop, shooting fast Into 

ear, and, as nsual with this crop, making abundant 

straw. Hurley, in some districts, is looking well-; In 

others it has suffered from the late drouth, and look¬ 

ing delicate. 

Early meadows have suffered from tho drouth, and 

In some cases will be a light crop; but late ones aro 

now beginning to flourish from the copious rains wo 

have been blessed with. Potatoes are looking remark¬ 

ably well, and promise well, if they only escape tho 

usual blight. Swedes aro now beginning to push on 

rapidly, ami have not been visited with the fly as 

destructively as in some past years. Mangels look 

badly, tho seed lying fu the ground so long without 

vegetating; but wo liavo seen good crops produced 

after similar circnnistartodtf, and expect, from the 

warm state of tho ground, and tho copious rains that 

have fallen, that they will now come away rapidly, and 

make up for lost time. On tho whole, the farmers’ 

prospects at this period are most hopeful, and we 

trust to a beneficent Providence they won’t be disap¬ 

pointed. 

Productiveness of Fowls. 

A French journal states that experiments to 

ascertain the comparative productiveness of the 

different breeds of poultry were made last spring in 

tho Zoological Gardens of the Hois do Boulogne. 

The number of eggs laid by the fowls in that estab¬ 

lishment has been Immense, and tho sale of them 

produced in April tho sum of 3,083f. It*appears 

that the Asiatic breeds of Nankin and Brahmapootra 

are the best layers; tho French Creveceenrs come 

next; the Hondans third; tho La Fleohc fourth; and 

after them tbo#Dorkinga and a Dutch breed. The 

Nankins and Brahmapootras aro also remarkably 

precocious, and according to some breeders they 

begin laying in February, and keep on almost to the 

end of the year. 
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To Prevent Rot in Dwelling Houses. 

In a recent issue of the London Builder, we 

find the following rules given to prevent the ravages 

of dry rot in dwellings: 

Make two or more openings in the external walls, 

and put gratings in them to keep out vermin from 

below tho basement floor. Insert a tile pipe into the 

tire tvall, with one end open to the space below the 

floor, and carry the pipe up the center of tho tiro 

wall as close ns possible to tho fireplace and out at 

the chimney head. Tho air in tho pipe will be ruri- 

tled, being in close contact with the tiro flue, thus 

causing a continuous upward flow, sweeping the 

space below the floor of all fonl air, which, in my 

opinion, is tho chief cause of dry rot. Tho whole 

of the apartments in tile house may he ventilated by 

means of this pipe, by inserting a tube into it at the 

level of tho Ceiling, with a valve in it to prevent 

down draught. I have adopted this system for tho 

last ten years, because 1 know of no better. 

HAHVEST NOTES 

From time immemorial harvest has been a season 

of labor and joy. While Incessant toil is necessary 

to safely garner the crops, tho farmer works with 

willing hands, and rejoices at receiving the roward 

of his labor—at another fulfillment of the old promise 

that “seed-time and harvest shall not fail.” The 

new mown hay of tho old meadow, and the sheaves 

and shocks of the harvest field, aro among the earliest 

and most pleasant recollections of very many of oar 

readers, who may now have little connection with 

rural pursuits. Everybody loves the hay-field; it is 

beautiful as a lawn, pleasant as a garden, and fragrant 

as a bower of roses; and no landscape painter would 

consider Ins summer picture complete without the 

harvest-field In the distance, with its waving grain 

and golden shocks. It is true wc arc losing much 

of the poetry of rural life, for the scythe has given 

place to the mowing machine; and even the cradle, 

which so unceremoniously pushed aside the sickle 

and tho reaping-hook, has had to fall before the 

ponderous reaper. The descendants of Hutu—the 

beautiful gleaners—aro only to be seen occasionally 

in the pictures that ornament onr bank hills, and 

not in the field, for the iron fingers of the horse rake 

do the gleaning in these modern days. The tender¬ 

hearted farmers of to day, therefore, uccd not scatter 

the grain with a charitable hand, for the benefit of 

blushing gleaners. It was only a few years ago that 

we were reminded of this primitive custom, as in 

Europe we observed it to be a general rule that, as 

the last wagon commenced loading, scores of women 

and children entered the field for the purpose of 

gathering up tho fallen grain, and a few scorned to 

engage in the work more for pleasure than profit. 

The harvest in this section is quite backward, at 

least three weeks behind the usual season. The 

weather is now favorable for hay-making, though 

cool, and farmers are improving It. In u 1'ew days 

from our present writing most of the grass will be 

CLOVER AND TI MO THY.-THAT COW 

Mr. Moork:—On page 230, Rural New-Yorker, 

I notice “Comparative Value of Clover and Timo¬ 

thy Hay.” Tho reason that clover hay is more 

valuable in Scotland and England is this. There 

they out it before any of the blossoms begin to fade; 

here, I am sure uiue-tenths, if not ninty nine in a 

hnndred, allow it to stand until u largo majority of 

the blossoms are dead, wln-n It is worthless for hay. 

True, it will keep stock alive, if they get enough of 

it; hut if hay is not cured so that it will improve 

stock, It is ft dead loss to feed it to thefn. Clover cut 

at tho right time, and properly cured, will make 

cattle and sheep fat, and a tun of clover hay of that 

kind bettor to me than a tuu of timothy, but the 

hay must, ho put on the scales and weighed not guess 

work on the wagon. It takes nearljnlonblo the hulk 

of clover hay to ttiako a tun that it of does timothy. 

Many times I have written that clover ought to be cut 

before the blossoms begin to die; but very few, if 

any, believe me, as I can sec very few that put it in 

practice. 

There has been some grand mistake in weighing 

that cow H, T. B. tells us about. 1 have known a 

yoke of oxen, driven six miles, lose two hundred and 

eighty pounds in weight, because they had been 

stuffed with feed and water, or salt, and water, when 

first weighed. There has been something wrong in 

weighing the cow, or else a mistake made. 1 have 

seen a mistake of a. hundred pounds made when not 

intended. A 1,300 lb cow, weighed at sundown and 

kept from feed and water until sunrise, will lose 45 to 

55 IJ>s. Yours truly, John .Ioiinston. 

Near Geneva, N. Y., July, 1HG1. 

in Horses. 

Tiik London- 1'ield relates tho manner in which 

a cure of this disease was en'eeuu by homeopathic, 

treatment, in the caso of a valuable carriage horse: 

The animal had been suffering from the disease for 

some time before tho servant, mentioned that it was 

ailing. An allopathic veterinary surgeon who was 

consulted, declared that it was impossible to remove 

the diseased part except by cutting and burning. This 

we refused to permit, and began to treat, It, with 

homeopathic remedies, hut, owing to our want of 

skill, without any success; tho horse became daily 

worse; tho palate and gums were so swollen as to 

prevent -the power of mastication, and were like a 

white pponge. In this emergency we took tho lib¬ 

erty of consulting ft clever homeopathic M. I),, who 

advised us to try Runs toxtcohknukon a, five drops 

in half a pint of water, twice a day. In sixteen 

hours from tho first dose, there was an improvement 

in the color of the gums and palate. The following 

day tho swelling began to subside, and in seven days 

the creature was quite well, and has never siuee that 

time (a period of two years and a half) had any 

recurrence of the ailment. NOTES PROM SOUTHERN CAYUGA 

For the past week or two tho weather has been 

anything but favorable for hay-makers. Since the 

second of July there has been no lack of rain before 

that time crops suffered for the want of it. During a 

short drive — Saturday, 20th — wo found consider¬ 

able grass had been cut - most of it still out,, and a 

prospectof its remaining out for some time. It must 

be more or less damaged by the heavy rains. If hay 

Caps are a protection against the wet - come fully up 

to the recommend—we believe it would be good econo¬ 

my for farmers to use thorn more generally, flood 

bright clover and timothy is much better for horses 

and cattle than when weather-beaten and musty. 

Have heard some complaints among farmers, that, 

their grass is not. as good as last year; but from ob¬ 

servation, and the growth on our own farm, think it 

quite as good. We have a clover field which shows a 

much heavier growth than for many years. It was 

newly seeded, and not pastured last fall, which we 

think an advantage. It may do to pasture old 

meadows. People complain of short hay crops -think 

the season bad —when if they would look back, they 

will see that ns soon as the crops were harvested, a 

drove of cattle were turned In, to eat and trample the 

clover down until winter. WLat little is left Is win¬ 

ter killed, and then we hear complaints of short hay 

crops. Would it not he well to see how much we are 

to blame before we think the season unfavorable? 

Wheat harvest has commenced ; no complaint of 

insect. The specimens we have scon were very nice 

and plump. This crop in this section will he very 

much behind last year. Too little pains wero taken 

last fall to sow wheat. Where it was done extra 

nice, an extra crop may he anticipated. We notice 

farmers are returning to summer fallowing. One of 

our progressive farmers has twelve or fifteen acres, 

which he lias covered over with manure — intending 

to plow it twice more —which is somewhat different 

from the way ground was prepared last fall. 

Spring grain looks first rate. A very large breadth 

has been sown. Corn has made rapid progress since 

the first of the month, and a good crop is anticipated. 

Passing by a large field, in which the tassels were 

almost ready to show themselves, a friend remarked 

that he had a piece planted the fourth day of June, 

as large as that. We make this digression to show 

the kind of land we have in this section. 

Destroying Canada Thistle*. 

Prof. Barkman lias been giving his views con¬ 

cerning this pest through the Irish Farmers' Gazette, 

and we condense therefrom. The Prof, says: 

This plant, as all our farmers know, is very diffi¬ 

cult to eradicate, on account of the very succulent 

subterranean stem, called by botanists rhizoma. 

From the well known fact of the increase of this 

plant by means Of the underground growth, the cul¬ 

tivator often concludes that it is only propagated la 

this way, und Curtis, tho author of Flora Landmen- 

sis, entertained the same opinion. However, as wc 

had reason to suspect some fallacy in this, we col¬ 

lected some seeds and planted ten In a pot, every 

one of which germinated. Wc are thereforo of the 

opinion that the Canada thistle is annually produced 

from seeds to an enormous extent; but so small is 

its first year’s growth above the ground as hardly to 

attract notice; whilo tho underground growth is 

preparing small buds which make a complete colony 

tho second year. It happens fortunately that much 

of tho seed of this plant is eaten by a weevil, and 

that which arrives at, perfection is a favorite of small 

birds, and particularly of the finches. 

To destroy thistles of this kind in a meadow, we 

should take care never to let the leaves, which are 

tho Rings of tho plant, have time for their growth; 

as soon as we sco them wo should trample them un¬ 

der foot or hammer the young buds to bits, with 

something like tho old “clod beetle,” the object 

being to bruise them, which is better than cutting 

them with a sharp instrument, as every gardener 

knows that clean wounds heal more readily than 

contused ones. If this he continued with the thistles, 

the stem will gradually die. 

mi-, aoove cut embodies the popular belief in 

regard to milkmen. Indeed, to “ cheat like a milk¬ 

man” has long since passed into a proverb, and 

applies to that class of cheating where everybody 

expects it and nobody is disappointed, unless it 

becomes too bare-faced. 

In making a bargain once with n, city milkman, I 

stipulated that he should not put over half water to 

the milk he sold me. The fellow of tho can and cup 

was quite indignant that I should suppose it even 

possible for him to put any water in the milk. For a 

week or two my wild got a very fair show of cream 

for her tea and coffee, but before the month wus out 

I called my gentleman in one morning and inquired 

if he recollected tho bargain, lie thought he did. 

I showed him the milk loft the day before, and sub¬ 

mitted to his own honor to decide if it had not been 

broken, lie acknowledged tho com, but excused 

himself by saying that he had a larger demand than 

usual that morning, pumped a Utile water into one 

of his cans, and he must have served me out of it by 

mistake! Wo always had good milk after that, and a 

very fair show of cream. The fellow got rich, bnilt 

a fine house, and his family take on airs equal to the 

rich grocers who live in the splendid mansions on 

the other side of the street. How much is due, in 

either case, to the “iron-tailed cow,” I do not pre¬ 
tend to say. 

The adulteration of milk sold in large towns is 

extensively practiced. Of the twenty odd millions 

of gallons sold annually in this State, at least one 

EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE 

French Model Farm*. 

A correspondent of the N. Y. Evening Fust, 

writing from Paris under date of July 3d, says that 

the Emperor is unremitting in his endeavors to in¬ 

duce the French agriculturists to adopt tho improved 

methods which enable England, with a soil naturally 

poorer than that of France, to produce on an average 

four-flfths more per acre than is obtained hero. In 

almost every one of the departments ho ia purchasing 

estates, which he causes to he cultivated in the best 

English style, with the aid of imported English und 

American machinery, and all the ncwcBt improve¬ 

ments in the way of draining, manuring, fences, 

alternation of crops, grazing and so forth. To these 

“model farms,” supplied with the best implements 

and the finest stock, access is free to all who apply 

for a card of admission; every Bpeciea of informa¬ 

tion concerning measures adopted on the estate, 

amount of outlay, &c., in given to inquirers by per¬ 

sons employed for the purpose, milk and other 

produce being sold in small quantities, at prices 

carefully calculated on the cost of production, thus 

The Weal her and Crops. 

The editor of tho Irish Farmers' Gazette, under 

date of July 0th, from personal observation, and 

information furnished by correspondents, states that 

the aspect of tho various crops, with some excep¬ 

tions, is very cheering. The wheat crop, though not 

occupying bo great a breadth as would be desirable, 

is looking remarkably well, and for the greater part 

shot into ear. The other day, when witnessing the 

trial of implements at the Model Farm, we remarked 

g\ Jl keeping it at all times in fine tilth. If the 

ground is well pulverized to considerable depth, and 

■ , !‘f. ^*able, none of our crops will suffer in the 
| ■ -ast by any ordinary “dry smell.” A rood turn 

i 



The wool market is dull. We have heard of bnt 

few sales. From twenty t.o<thirty cents ia the range; 

thirty-five to twenty-eight cents for medium grades. 

There is no competition, and what few buyers there 

are have it their own way. A neighbor told me this 

morning that he had sold his wool for 30 cts — last 

year for 45 cts. Presume most of the amall clips will 

be bought at present prices, but the large dealers will 

wait for an advance. If they are waiting for a 

demand for army cloth, to raise the price of wool, we 

fear, they will be disappointed,'as present prospects 

seem to indicate more of a rise in shoe leather. 

Genoa, S. V., July 22, 1891. A 

KANSAS-CROP PROSPECTS, &c. 

Eds. Rubai. New-Yorker : — Occasionally I pee 

short communications from farmers In different 

localities, giving the crop prospects, etc., of their 

several sections, which no doubt prove very inter¬ 

esting and gratifying to the readers of your very ex¬ 

cellent journal. As I aee no one as yet has spoken 

for Kansas, I bavo concluded to do bo, and will say 

that our prospects for abundant crops in Western 

Kansas, (and in fact in every portion of our young 

State, from which I have any information,) cannot be 

excelled any where. Onr wheat and oat. crops are 

harvested and cared for. Our fall wheat Is very 

good. Some Bpring wheat was rather light, owing to 

its being sown too late; early sown is a fair yield. 

Corn, potatoes, aHd vegetables generally promise an 

abundant yield. Heretofore I have been acquainted 

some with farming in Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and 

Illinois, and am certain I never saw better crops 

grow any where than in Kansas the present season. 

As to pumpkins, melons, squashes, and the entire 

vegetable tribe, their number is legion —as no soil 

within my knowledge surpasses Kansas soil in the 

production of those articles. 

It seems as though the drouth of the past season 

will have a beneficial influence on the Kansas far¬ 

mers, for it baH had a direct tendency to stimulate 

them to u.ore vigorous action in the Science of Agri¬ 

culture. It seems every foot of available land was 

-tie present season brought under cultivation. Thou¬ 

sands of acres of the “virgin soil” were broken and 

planted, and the result is a large amount of our land 

is placed tinder cultivation, and our farmers seem to 

vie with one another who shall have the largest and 

best cultivated crops. Another important item ia, all 

onr seed the present season was obtained from differ¬ 

ent localities, and mostly of an excellent quality. 

This will enable our farmers not only to produce u 

large surplus, but afford a favorable opportunity to 

test the different varieties. I will say now to the in¬ 

dustrious and go ahead people of the East, who 

design removing West, that Kansas, unsurpassed for 

health and fertility of her soil, presents inducements 

to the farme', mechanic, and laboring man, greater 

than any of her sister “Far-Western States.’’ We 

shall have a large surplus of grain and provisions, and 

thousands of seres of as fertile lands ns ever lay 

out of doors are yet unoccupied,— well watered, 

plenty of timber and stone, for building purposes, 

and more healthy than any of the Western States, 

with a rich and boundless pasturage, uncqualed any 

where. 

Kansas is destined to he a great horticultural and 

stock-raising ceuutry, as well as an agricultural one. 

Plums, grapes, raspberries, goosebefrics and mulber¬ 

ries grow wild here in profusion. We say, then, to 

the industrious and energetic people of the East, {I 

mean farmers, for we have plenty of lawyers and doc 

tors,) come out and examine Kansas for yourselves 

and see whether this is an exaggerated account of it 

vi uol. Wm. U. McKinley. 
Kenton, Kansas, .1 uly IS, 1 Sill 

CHEESE-MAKING IN ONEIDA COUNTY. 

Eds. Rubai. New-Yokkeh:—In looking over my 

Rural 1 saw an article headed “ llow Swiss Cheese 

is made,” and thiuking perhaps some of your many 

readers were not aware that similar establishments 

existed In this country, I send the following account 

of one which may not prove to them uninteresting. 

At a place called the “Ridge,” lj miles from the 

village of Rome, John 0. Fka/.ke and JosiaH Cuosav 

have erected a Cheese Factory. This Factory is at 

the bottom of a small bill, from which gushes one of 

the coldest and clearest springs in the county of 

Oneida. They are making up the milk of 30 different 

dairies. The milk (about 1,000 gallons per day) is 

brought to the Factory morning and evening, and 

emptied, by means of tin tube-, into a largo’ can 

where it is measured, and then conveyed by auother 

tube into two large tin vats below, holding over 500 

gallons each. These tin vats are set in wooden ones, 

leaving a space of about 2J inches, under and around 

which flows the water. The milk is cooled down to 

68 degrees before leaving them, and is then consid¬ 

ered safe, the water being left running all night.. 

The morning's milk ia emptied, in the same manner, 

with the milk of the previous night. 

We learned from Mr. and Mrs. .1. C. Smith, who 

have charge of the making and curing of the cheese, 

and are classed among the best cheese makers in the 

State, the following particulars in regard to their 

manner of making cheese. The milk is set at 83 

degrees, rennet enough being put in to have the 

cheese ready to cut in 15 to 50 minutes, when it is 

cut in blocks about au inch square, to allow the whey 

to rise. They scald three times — the first scald is 

88‘, the second 04°, the third 98°, which is the 

highest they ever scald. For every loo lbs. of curd 

2J lbs. of salt is used. The curd when done is dipped 

into a large sink, which stands upon a railway, and 

run into the press room, (which adjoins the work 

room,) and dipped into the hoops eight in number, 

(that being the number of cheeses now’ made per 

day.) The work room is 26 feet square and very airy. 

The cooking of the curd is done by means of a steam 

engine, the steam being conducted through iron 

pipes, which run into the wooden vats containing the 

water. The pipes after entering the vats branch off, 

running down either side, holes being pierced in the 

pipes, allowing the steam to escape so as to produce 

an even heat the whole length of the vat. 

The Caring House is 100 feet long by 26 feet wide, 

and two stories high, with open basement, to allow a 

free circulation of air. On the lower and upper 

•floors are n number of trap doors for ventilation, the 

draught from the basement driving the foul air 

upward, through the latticed cupolas on the roof of 

the building, leaving the cheese free from mold. 

There is now in the room over 500 cheeses, weighing 

from 100 to 185 lbs. each, — 88 lbs. of cheese being 

made from 100 gallons of milk, mn> measure. Each 

person is credited daily with the amount of milk 

brought, and also the cheese produced, and in the 

fall, when the cheese is sold, each person gets his 

share of the price, in the proportion his milk bears 

to the aggregate amount of cheese made. The 

Factory gets one cent per pound for making up the 

cheese. The cheese produced ia of the best quality, 

and must prove a good investment to those sending 

tbeir milk to be made up. Dairymen, and all others 

interested in cheese, would do well to pay this 

Factory a visit. a. h. 
Roms, Oneida Co., N. Y., July, 1861. 

FATTING SWINE. —WATER FOR SHEEP. 

Eds. Rural New-Yobkeb:—Supposing you like 

to have every one’s experience in all things pertain¬ 

ing to farming, I give mine in relation to fattening 

hogs. Last fall I saw in the P.ural that a farmer 

said he had proved by experience that hogs would 

fatten faster, and on a considerable less amount of 

corn, without drink, so I thought I would try the 

experiment. I fed Bixteen shoats on dry corn for 

nearly two months without water. They acted like 

crazy creatures, and a common rail fence would not 

stop them. They ate hut little corn, and I think 

did not gain a pound. 1 then gave them all the 

water they wanted, and I could see they commenced 

gaining immediately, and were as contented as any 

hogs. I have proved, to my satisfaction, at least, 

that fattening hogs require water. 

I ain a young farmer just beginning with a large 

flock of sheep, and have been to considerable expense 

to furnish them with water in winter. Now I wish to 

inquire of sheep-breeders through the Rubai, whether 

sheep will do as well in winter without water as with, 

and whether It is the general practice to supply them 

with it, or not. A New Bubhckibek. 

Dodge’s Corners, Wis., 1861. 

Those movable Frnmes Again. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Youkbk:—A great deal of 

discussion has of late been had, through various 

channels, in reference to the validity of the Lang- 

stroth patent upon Movable Frames for bee hives. 

Not long since an article in the New York Tribune, 

referring to a suggestion of Mr. Solon Robinson, 

published in the Albany Cultivator in 1840, looking 

In the direction of movable frames for single sheets 

of comb, has excited some interest More recently, 

a writer appears in the Rural, laboriously striving 

to show that Mr. Lanostkoth only is entitled to the 

credit of introducing movable frames, Ac. 

Since there appears to bo a question in the minds 

of some as to who first invented movable frames for 

single sheets of comb, I purpose to devote a few 

moments to the subject, quoting such authorities as 

are at hand, including Mr. Eanostboth himself, so 

that your many bee-keeping readers who are not 

interested in a patent may he able to judge in the 

matter for themselves. 

In the first place, it Is conceded that a bar hive has 

been in use for more than a hundred ycurs. These 

bars were made exactly like the top piece of Mr. 

L.*B frames, and resting on rabbets precisely as they 

do. The bees, in working down from these bars, 

attached the combs to the sideB of the hive, which 

attachments had to be severed in order to remove 

the combs. This difficulty, Mr. Lanohthotu tells 

us (see pages 13 to 15, 3d edition of his book), led 

him to iuvent the frames on which he obtained a 

patent. On page 148 of the same work, Mr. L. de¬ 

scribes the Huber Hive as follows;—“Huber’s hive 

consisted of twelve frames, each an inch and a quar¬ 

ter in width, which were connected together by 

hinges, so that any one could be opened or shut at 

pleasure, like the leaves ol a book. Hubkk recom¬ 

mended forming artificial colonies, by dividing one 

of these hives and adding six empty frames to each 

half,” Ac. After remarking tbhtj the bees fasten 
these frames together with their propoHs, rendering 

it difficult to open them, Mr. H. goes on to say (page 

149):— “If he (Hitbek) had contrived a plan lor 

giving them the requisite play, by suspending them 

on rabbets, instead of folding together like the 

leaves of a book, he would have left much less room 

for subsequent improvements.” It may be here 1 

remarked as a little singular, that no mention is 

made of the frames used by Bkvan, from whose 

work a great deal is quoted. It was published in 

London more than sixty years ago, ami describes a 

frame strikingly similar to those used by Mr. Lang- 

Btkoth. Hut again: On page (of Langstboth) 209 

and 210, will lie (bund a note upon “ ignorant bee¬ 

keepers,” from which is quoted the following:—“I 

have before me a small pamphlet, published in London 

In 1851, describing the bar and frame hive of W. A. 

Mvjnn, Esq. The object of this invention is to ele¬ 

vate the frames, one at a time, into a case with glass 

sides, so that they maybe examined without annoy¬ 

ance from the bees.” How a frame could be con¬ 

structed so as to be elevated, without opening the 

hive its whole length or depth, into a glass case for 

inspection, without being a movable frame, leaving 

Mr. Langstbotii the Inventor and sole proprietor of 

the broad idea of a movable frame for having practi¬ 

cally put it first into use in this country fifty years 

after its appearance in Englaud, the dear public 

would be pleased to be informed. But enough— 

there is no question about it. Mr. L„ and at least a 

dozen others, have invented frames to bee hives, 

and not only frames, but hives. Whose style is best 

is the only question. 

Mr. Lanostrotji is justly entitled to much credit 

for the compilation of the best work upon the honey 

bee yet published in this country. Without doubt 

his efforts, because of that work, have done more to 

advance the interests of bee-keepers than any other. 

Hut be should not now, after enjoying for years the 

fruits of the labors of others, set up the cry of “stop 

thief,” especially as some of the frames and hives 

now in use are as far in advance of his as is his own 

an improvement upon those of Huiikii, Rkyan, 

Munn, Robinson, or the many bee-hunters who, at 

least ten years before his hive was known, cut sticks 

and tied around the combs taken from a hollow tree, 

and suspended them in the common box hive, by 

inverting it. Maktin Metcalf. 

Grand Rapids, Mich., July, 1861. 

Our correspondent is at least very much mistaken 

in his statement that we laboriously strove to show 

that Mr. Langstbotii only is entitled to the credit of 

introducing movable frames. All we attempted to 

show was that the hive of Mr. Robinson, as suggested 

in the Tribune, was similar to the hive of Hubkk, 

and very different from what he proposed in 1840—a 

hive with tin eases. Hue-keepers wished to see the 

article of 1840, as Mr, R. claimed in that to have 

given the pnblic free use of the movable frames, 

such as have since been patented. We therefore 

published it with such remarks as we deemed neces¬ 

sary. We did not state, ranch less attempt to prove, 

that Mr. Langstbotu could sustain his patent. On 

the contrary, we said that “much discussion has 

arisen as to the validity of Mr. Langsthoth’s patent.” 

After giving the articles of Mr. Robinson, we further 

stated that they “left the vexed question as unsettled 

as before.” Bars were used before Langstboth in- 

l vented his frames, and combs were removed; frames 

were also used; so reaping machines were used be¬ 

fore McCormick invented his machine, with knives 

for cutting the grain, hnt he has sustained bis patent; 

and now we have a score of patent reaping machines. 

We have no interest in any hive, or patent of any 

kind, and if it can be shown that frames like Lano- 

btroth’h were used before his claimed invention, 

we shall most cheerfully publish the facts. But, if 

Bevan described a frame like Langstboth’s, as is 

intimated, why does not Mr. Metcalf give us a 

drawing, or at least a description? This would settle 

the matter. We have Bevan’s work before us, and 

may describe his frame in another number. We like 

to get at the point of a controversy. We have no 

sympathy with those who would rob an inventor of 

the results of his ingenuity, toil and labor, nor with 

meanness and extortion on the part of an inventor. 

There is a coarse that is just and right, and in the 

end the best for all concerned. If Mr. Langstboth 

is really the first and original inventor of the frames 

now used in his and other hives, and can sustain his 

claim to their exclusive use, then we hope he will 

put the price so low that all bee-keepers in the 

country can use them. If this claim cannot be sus¬ 

tained, then the movable frames are public property, 

and should be adopted generally in all hives. We 

have three different paient hives, all with movable 

frames, would use no hive without them, and we are 

anxious that the question should be settled. It was 

with this view we investigated the articles of Solon 

Robinson, hoping that they would furnish some 

important facts heretofore lost sight of, and not for 

the purpose of sustaining the patent of any one. 

Our correspondent should remember that an idea 

cannot be patented, no matter how “ broad” it may 

be. The one who first puts it into practical nse is 

the one to secure a patent on his plan. Another 

may carry out the Bame idea, and accomplish the 

same end in another way, either better or worse, and 

he may claim a patent on his method. 

Hli-iiinrd Honey. 

Mr mode of extracting honey from the comb is 

this:—Take a tin pan and lay two sticks or rods 

across the top, and set another pan on top, with holes 

in the bottom or Bides. Then take the comb, and with 

a sharp knife cut the cells in two, or least cut the caps 

off bo as to let the honey run out, and put it in the 

upper pan, and so on until the pan is nearly full. 

Then put it near or over the stove, bo as to keep it 

about lake-warm, and it will drain out nearly all. I 

then pnt it out, and let the bees take the rest. I 

sometimes use an old server, and pnt the comb on It, 

and set it a little slanting, and the honey runs out 

over one side Into a dish below. I never press or 

strain It, as that causes the bee bread to mix with it. 

Marcellos, 1861. A. Willson. 
ef 

In the Ritual, “F. A.,” of New Haven, inquires 

how to strain honey. I give my way. First, 

uncap the cells by passing a knife just beneath the 

surface of the comb. Second, put the comb thus 

prepared in a common meal selve, place it in a warm 

room to drain, without the least pressure. 

The advantage of this over the old squeezing 

metl\pd is that honey is far more palatable, it 

being wholly free from liee-bread.— Hattie, Skane- 

ateles, N. Y., 1861. 

Edr. Rural New-Yorker: — Having seen an 

inquiry in your paper for the best method of strain¬ 

ing honey, I send yon mother’s way, which may he 

worth trying. Cut off the caps and break the comb 

in pieces. Put in a colander, and set over a larger 

dish, and place the whole in a warm oven. It will 

all drain out very fBelji.-r- Libbie, Ekanea teles, N. 

V.. 18f 1. ) W*- * Y., i»n. ) , Try* >_ 

Ben IlurvcMtM. 

There are for the bees three harvest seasons 

in every year—spring, summer and autumn. If 

only one of these yield abundantly, the bees will 

secure a supply for all their prospective wants; 

and so likewise if all three are only moderately 

good. When they can gather plentifully during 

two of them, they secure a supply and a surplus; and 

when all three yield amply, there will be a supera¬ 

bundance of stores. Ab a general rule, destitution 

and starvation will only occur among bees which are 

diseased or mismanaged; especially when by im¬ 

proper or excessive pruning in the spring, they are 

constrained to use for comb-building the avails of 

the early harvest, and the later ones prove to be 

meagre.— Am. lire Journal. 

Ifural spirit oi Urns. 
Roland Hogs. 

(I. W. Miller, writing to the Prairie Farmer, 

describes the Poland hogs as a very superior breed; 

hardy and healthy, very prolific, bringing from eight 

to fourteen pigs at a litter, good nurses, and of a 

quiet disposition. They fatten readily at any age, 

will weigh 100 pounds at three months old, if well 

kept, and 300 to 400 at a year old, gross weight. 

Some of the males grow until two years old, when 

they will double these figures. They are a dark col¬ 

ored hog, with ronnd bodies, deep full chests, small 

head and ears, short necks, stand up well on their 

legs, and give tbe best hams of any known breed. 

“Their qualities for taking on fat at any age,” he 

concludes, “ and for early maturity, cannot he equal¬ 

led by any breed that grow as large as the Poland 

hogs do.” 

Roots—Nutrition and Digestion. 

S. W. soys, in the Country Gentlemen, that experi¬ 

ment has fully proved that roots aid in that nutrition 

which is not denoted by their chemical elements. A 

mass of roots to a bovine does not save the stomach 

much work, but it aids the digestion of the hay, pre¬ 

venting much of it from passing offin a half digested 

state. 

It is said by those who have tried it, that hay cut 

fine will go much further in feeding animals than 

long hay; this also must be due to the labor-saving 

to the animal, and to its more perfect digestion when 

cut fine. 

But apropos of potatoes, as being worth twice as 

much in flesh-forming matter (nitrogen, I suppose,) as 

parsnips, these tables also bIiow that parsnips are 

richer than potatoes in starch, sugar and fat; sub¬ 

stances that, assimilate well with the gluten of early 

cut, well cured hay; hence it may be supposed that 

wurzels or parsnips, with a little more hay, would be 

the equivalent of potatoes. John D. Coe, the treas¬ 

urer of the Seneca County Society, who has tried 

tbo experiment, avers that wurzel beets will make a 

cow give more milk than the same weight of pota¬ 

toes. Ho rarely fails to grow a patch of beets for 

milch cows. 

On a heavy loam, beets are much more easily culti¬ 

vated than parsnips or carrots. They may be grown 

on a small bed and transplanted, even when half an 

inch in diameter, by merely clipping the leaves: at 

harvest, the transplanted will be as large as those left 

in the bed; then as they grow out of the ground, and 

very large if planted two feet apart, they are much 

more easily harvested than carrots or parsnips, to say 

nothing of the extra trouble of thinning and weeding 

the latter. There is another advantage in growing 

these root3 in preference to turnips; they have no 

insect enemies. 

Hanging the Scythe. 

Judging from the immense quantities that are 

annually brought into Chicago, and distributed, the 

Prairie Farmer thinks this old instrument is not yet 

obsolete. Yet many that nse them do not do so to 

the best advantage, for the want of proper care or 

knowledge in the hanging or grinding of them. We 

belieVb a light cast steel scythe of good temper Is the 

cheapest to purchase, for it requires so much less 

time and labor to keep it in order. In grinding, first 

and always, care should he taken to grind equally on 

both sides and oBly up to the edge, ho as not to turn 

(or feather) it and unnecessarily wear it away — when 

well and carefully ground it is not necessary to finish 

it off by immediate whetting. In banging the scythe 

and adjusting the “nibs,” the lower nib should be 

placed the full arm and finger’s length from the heel 

of the scythe — that js, place the lower end of the 

snath at the pit of the arm, and the nib so the ends 

of the fingers will just touch. The second one such 

distance trom the front that the arm from the inside 

of the elbow to tip of fingers will just reach it; then 

adjust the lower nib so that the whole will balance on 

the outer end of it and the scythe will hang level. 

The edge of the Bcytbe should be adjusted so that by 

sighting across the base of the upper nib the edge 

will be perpendicular to it. To our notion, this iB 

the perfection of hanging a scythe, so as to insnre 

the greatest ease in using, and insure the scythe the 

most against twisting and breakage. 

“Well Rotted Manure.” 

This, says the Massachusetts Ploughman, is a 

favorite expression with many farmers. Well rotted, 

or wholly rotted, manure, works so quick that the 

purchaser thinks he shall have quick returns from it. 

Many farmers put a shovelful of this in each hill of 

corn and potatoes—and in June they point to the 

advantages they are having over farmers who use 

manure before it is well rotted. 

Other farmers spread on manure and let it rot in 

the field—trusting to its doing some service while 

the operation of rotting is going on. Many farmers 

dislike to carry manures into their fields till they 

have beoome fine enough, by rotting, to he well 

incorporated with the soil—not considering that 

green manures arc continually giving out matter 

which will enrich any soil in the operation. 

Farmers are now complaining of the depredations 

of worms among their corn. Are they aware that 

well rotted manures harbor twice as many worms as 

manures that are carried directly from the barn and 

yard before they have had time to ferment—to heat 

and breed worms? 

On our own fields we cannot perceive that the 

worms have done any more mischief than usual. 

We never put rotted manure* in the bill. But we 

place a handful of ashes and plaster on each hill 

before, the com comes up. 

The s ed for an acre of corn costs but very little 

compared with potatoes—therefore, we can afford to 

drop six or eight kernels in a hill, and let the wormB 

have a share. • 

Choice of Pasture by Stock. 

M. T. Johnson, of Harrison Co., Ohio, writes 

thus to the Field Notes'.—“I have three pastures 

nearly in a row; one presents a southern face, the 

middle one faces the east and west, being on each 

aide of a stream of water, and well set in many 

places with the best kind of grass— but not quality. 

This is a pasture in the woods. The other pasture 

looks principally towards the north. If I put stock 

of any description in the woods pasture, no matter 

how tempting the grass may look, in less than twenty- 

four hours we can hear the lowing, bleating, neigh¬ 

ing. or squealing, according to the nature of the 

brute, and if somebody don’t attend to them they 

will be out If possible, and if they are made to stay 

they will dwindle. But just let the fence down be¬ 

tween them and the sunny field, and general rejoic¬ 

ing ensues, and let stock once get in the field, the 

gap may remain open a month and they will never 

cross it. There is half an acre of shade and running 

water through it, in the snnny field; on this half acre 

cattle especially spend nearly half their time in hot 

weather, and if they are supplied with salt they come 

right along. 

“ The north field has about an acre in woods in one 

corner, and about two acres just over the branch that 

faces the south; the grass on these two acres is kept 

very short, while on the northern portions of the 

field it is quite plentiful. When the sun shines and 

weather is a little raw, the stock may be seen by the 

side of the fence surrounding the sunny piece, and 

in hot weather you will find them up to their knees 

in water that is in the shade. The last remark refers 

to cattle; horses and sheep are satisfied with the 

shade, without standing in water warmed by the sun. 

Take it altogether, stock in this last field does toler¬ 

ably well, but nothing like bo well as in the sunny 

one.” 
-1— ♦ ■ 4- 

guquirifSf ana 
Posts Heaving on a Wkt Soil.— Will some of the numer¬ 

ous correspondents of the Rural inform me through its col¬ 
umns a remedy or preventive for the heaving of posts on wet 
and heavy soil, and oblige — A Constant Reader, Danen, 
N. Y., 1801. 

Reclaiming old Meadows.—Being a young farmer, I 
solicit information of some of your older "and more i-xpert- 
meed correspondents, through the medium of the Rural 
I have seen it stated frequently, in agricultural journals, that 
a thorough harrowing and top dressing would greatly 
eohance the value of old meadows. Now, I wish to know if 
the harrowing without the top dressing—whieh I am unable 
to apply—would be a benefit, or must I plow the land* This 
would be very unsafe, ns it ia liable to be overflowed, and the 
soil would wash away. Would the sowing of timothy seed, 
after harrowing, he advisable? Will some one answer and 
oblige—M. A. II., Auoea, N. Y, 1861. 

Queries fob Dairymen.— Will you allow roe, through 

your columns, to a»k dairymen a question or two, which 1 
have been looking to find answered in the many pieces on 
dairyiugyou have lately published, but to which J have seen 
do reference made? Is there any method of taking care of the 
cheese afxu made, which will prevent files from working on 
them? What kind of doth or canvass ia used tor Covering 
the cheese? 1 tried last hummer canvassing with common 
fmuslin) cotton cloth, hut the flies wonlri pierce the cloth, 
and lay their eggs oo the cheese under the cloth, thereby 
occasioning a heavy Iona 11' experienced hand* will give me 
the desired information, they will greatly oblige—J. Andrews, 

Iowa, 1861. _ 

Mixing Soils.—1 lately noticed an article in your journal 

about mixing soils. My own attention has been, at different 

times, called to this subject, and, so far as I have experi¬ 

mented. results have been satisfactory I have tried ehaog 

ing soil from one place to another, both on grass and plowed 

land, and in each case have seen much difference in the 

yield of crops from ground served in this way’, and adjoining 

not thus prepared. I have become well satisfied of this fact, 

viz. New soil, or muck from the low, wet marshes, or 

swamps, scattered well over grass land, will more than repay 

1 the farmers for his extra labor.—Upsilon, Hermitage, N. Y. 

Rural Jsotcs an& Items. 

The Wheat Harvest is rapidly progressing toward com¬ 

pletion in this and adjoining counties, with prospects of a 

better yield than anticipated. Reports from Livingston 

Ontario and Wayne counties are quite favorable aa to both 

quality and yield — the crop exceeding the expectations of 

growers. According to accounts many farmers will be happily 

disappointed in the result of the harvest. 

— The recent warm weather haa been favorable to spring 

crops, and com, barley, oats, etc., are more promising, while 

vegetables have partaken largely of the general improvement 

and upward tendency—rapidly recovering from the “ repulse ’’ 

occasioned by tbe late agueish temperature. 

N Y. State FAtR—At a meeting of tbe Ex. Com. of the 

State Ag. Society, held in Watertown, some days since, 

Superintendents, .lodges, be... were appointed, and other 

arrangements made for the Fair. The Secretary report* tb&t 

tbe poeal] Committee have commenced their erection* for 

the Fair, and the moat gratifying assurances are given that 

the competition in the various department* will equal former 

years, and the attendance likewise satisfactory. The farrnen 

of Northern New York will be likely to make a fine show, 

especially of Improved Stock and Dsiry Product*, while 

many Canaria breeders and farmers will undoubtedly become 

exhibitors and competitors—onr Fair at Watertown being far 

more easily reached by those residing near the foot of Lake 

Ontario and St. Lawrence River than their own at London. 

— Tbe State Fair Show-Bill, just received, is very attrac¬ 

tive and somewhat expansive. We have also copies of the 

List of Premiums, Regulations, be., in pamphlet form, for 

distribution. 

Anothkr Agricultural College— An interesting and 

enthusiastic meeting, having in view the establishment of an 

Agricultural College, was recently held in Springfield, Mass. 

It was attended by a number of prominent and public-spirited 

gentlemen—Including Marshall P. Wilder, R. S. Fat, and 

Prof W 8. Clark. A fund of between forty and fifty thou¬ 

sand dollar* is already, or soon may become, available toward 

the establishment of the enterprise, and there is a reasonable 

prospect of doubling the amount within a year, without con 

sidering any endowment from the State. Some urged that a 

commencement be made at once—favoring the immediate 

selection of a location, tbe purchase of a moderate farm, and 

the erection of temporary buildings, to be enlarged as meant 

increased and public favor justified. Our Massachusetts 

friends aeem to be in earnest, and it is probable they will 

soon succeed in establishing the proposed institution. 

Massachusetts Agricultural Report—We are indebted 

to Charles L. Flint, Esq., Secretary of the Massachusetts 

Board of Agriculture, for his Eighth Annual Report of 

it* Proceedings — comprising also report* of Committees 

appointed to visit the County Societies, with an Appendix 

containing an abstract of the Finances of said Societies for 

1860. The volume i8 a handsome octavo of about 240 page;, 

and contains several interesting and valuable report*. Con¬ 

siderable space is devoted to the Cattle Disease (pleuro¬ 

pneumonia.) which caused such alarm in New England last 

year — giving the action of the Legislature and State Board, 

and the reports of Commissioners and Committees on the 

subject. 

A Willow Crop.—A Warsaw (Wyoming Co., N. Y.) paper 

notices the shipment from that place of two loads of willow 

withes, of one year’s growth—from 6 to 12 feet long—strip¬ 

ped from the hark and tied up nicely in large bundles. “ Mr. 

Smallwood sells them by the tun to some company in Buf¬ 

falo engaged In the manufacture of willow ware of all 

descriptions. He bad over two tuns for this shipment, and 

we understand that he get* $90 per tun for them." 

A Mammoth Trek.—Seeing that some aie reporting their 

big cow* and other wonders in York State, I will tell of one 

of the big things we have In Ohio, My father has an oak 

that measure* It feet VK inches In circumference 4 fi-et from 

the ground, and 14 feet 4 Inches at the height of 60 feet from 

the ground, w hich is the height of the first branch. It ia a* 

straight aa a candle. Heat it if you can.— M. S. Summers, 

Vermillion, Erie Co., Ohio, 1861. 

Fink Oats.—Some of our farmers are “showing their 

oats" — presenting superior samples of growing crops. Mr. 

Mason Hall, of Greece, ha* shown ua extra specimens of a 

Scotch variety of oat*, and Mr. Jacob Bunn, of Chili, (on 

Widow Spoor’s farm,) a superior sample of the Black Main — 

each iu the straw, (unripe,) but promising an unusual yield, 

tbe stalks being over five feet long and grain large and heavy 

-• ■» « 

Minor Rural Items.—Tb« N. H Journal of Agriculture 

has paraed Into the bands of F. B. Eaton, by whom It will 

be conducted iu future. It is a good paper, and we wish it 

increased usefulness and success.-According to English 

paper*, the International Exhibition of Industry (or World’s 

Fair) for 1862 promises to be greater than that held In 1861 

It is said the applications already made for space by British 

manufacturer* alone, if granted, will require a building three 

times the oixe of the one now being erected,-The Califor¬ 

nia wheat crop promises a greater yield lhau was obtained 

last year.-The army worm ha* recently made it* appear 

ance in various parts of New England, and proved very 

destructive to the growing crops.-The time and place 

fixed for the World'* Fair of 1862, is from the 1st of May 

until the 10th of October, in London. A guarantee fund of 

$1,250,000 for the building and exhibition Las already been 

subscribed.-The Heece ol a Cashmere goat (bnck) recently 

sheared by J. S. Coe, of Fayette Co,, Pa., weighed 2 lbs. 8 

or.s., and that or a doe 2 lbs. 12 o*s. They were bred from 

stock imported by Col, Petek*, of Georgia,-Among tbe 

patents recently issued we notice one to E. P Barton, of 

Batavia, and R. W. Toole, of Bath, for au Improvement in 

Hay Rake*; and one to F. A Morlby, of Sodus Point, for an 

improvement in Potato Diggers.-The army worm has 

appeared on Long Island, and iB making Bad havoc with the 

rye and barley crops, also among the vegetables in various 

parts of Suffolk county. 

The Fermentation ok Milk—According to the experi 
meuts of M. Hoppe, milk contains it* peculiar ferment read)' 
formed, which is destroyed at the temperature of boiling 
water, but is again formed by the action of atmospheric 
oxygen; and also that the fermentation, once begun pro 
ceeus spontaneously, wilhout the a-Mstaoce of atmospheric 
oxygen. Hoppe's investigations further show that tu**h 
ini Ik, in contact witb the air, takes up oxygen and gives "3 
carbonic acid, and that the volume of this carbonic acid u 
larger than that of the oxygen absorbed, This change pro¬ 
ceeds very rapidly at the common temperature, during the 
find twenty four hours; aDd tbe toilk left in contact «dh 
more than "it* own bulk of air, is able to take up, within three 
or four days, the whole ol tin- oxygen of that quantity of ur 
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Pasturing Meadows.- An old fanner, writing to the lim- 
ton Cultivator, gives several fact* from hi* experience, u,lnS 
to show that newly-seeded clover does best when pastured 
down id the fall, and that “ old fog ” meadows never produce 
as valuable bay as they would If fed down moderately Uj 
autumu. Tbe grate, ought to start close to the ground, aim 
not from the btalk* left by the scythe, a* in that ca^e the 
sprouts do not get sap enough to support then:, and give that 
quick growth that Is required tor good hay. He ados, mso, 
that ‘ he never knew good corn to grow on land that bad 
been mowed several years, and the hay carried off, and the 
old fog left on the land unfed.” 

Baulky Fob Poke-Making.—At a Farmers' Club in Illinois, 
reported in the Farmers’ Advocate, inquiry was made lor 
experience in feeding barley to hogs. One member bah leu 
it, but without comparison with corn as to value:— ‘ it 
the best sweet me*!, and free from the oilinese so coroni"u t 
corn Ted pork.’’ Another thought barley double the vaiue or 
corn for rattening purposes. The iuquiier said his attention 
was called to it by the great success of HO eastern farmer in 
fattening pigsou gronnd barley anu milk, getting 800 pouu.a 
dressed weight at nine month* pld. 

How to Make Horses Shine is thus told, in horse Latin, 
by au exchange. All the ingredients are warranted he 
ful—forming a panacea for all tbe ills that horses are luur u. 
Recipe—BrusbuB et curricombus, ad libitum; elbow greesus 
quantum Hufficins; Wanketisn6, first ratus; * taolus (.n win . 
warmus; fodderus, never say dletns, hut mealus el oh , 
exercisus, non compromisus. The effect will be. Goa 
shinus; appetitug, wedfitus; muscularitu.n, two forty-uug. 

Crops in Erie County, Ohio.- Pktkr H°.f 
Milan. Erie Co.. Ohio, write-, July 24th:-“ Wo are having^ ft 
cold and dry summer. Indian corn I never knew 
promising in this vicinity, yet bo occasional piece o P> 
mellow well worked soil, is doing pretty well, ! 



WATERING GARDENS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—How would it suit 
you to give us in the Rural the condensed and 
aggregate wisdom of Horticultural sages about 
watering gardens? I have been nearly all my life 
a western farmer, and, like many other western 
fanners, have been trying to carry on a somewhat 
extensive business with very limited help, conse¬ 
quently the garden fared as the urgency of the other 
business permitted, and watering was out of the 
question. Now that I am released from these more 
extensive cares, l have been trying to call to mind 
what periodicals have taught about watering gardens, 
and I believe, unless my memory is at fault, that the 
record is not very complete. 

Recently, in a time of drouth, I spaded up a bed of 
early radishes, about four by eight feet in size, for 
turnips; and finding it very dry, I determined to 
drench it with water preparatory to sowing the tur¬ 
nip seed. I applied with a watering pot 30 gallons 
of water, which wet the soil two inches deep. Twenty- 
fonr hours after, I found it to be moistened, in nice 
order for working, spade deep. Thia experiment 
serves to show bow large a quantity of water is 
required to moisten soil in time of drouth. Some 
pet spots in my garden that have been watered every 
evening for a long time, are slightly moist at the 
close of each day. 

In relation to the use of water in the time of 
drouth, many questions might be asked:—How often 
should it be applied? In what quantity? Is a little, 
daily applied, or an occasional drenching best? Well 
or cistern water? Is it important that the water be 
warmed, or may it be need right from the purnp? 
What time of day is best? What trees and plants are 
most benefited? Are some injured by watering? 
Why Is continuons watering more necessary, as it is 
alledged, when irrigation is* artificial than when it is 
natural? In time of severe drouth, if hills are watered 
while the adjacent soil remains dry, is there an 
abstraction of fertility by the surronnding absorption ? 
Docs irrigation invite or repel insects? Are plants as 
healthy and their fruit as well flavored with frequent 
waterings as without? Docs underdraiuing and deep 
culture render artificial irrigation unnecessary, oris 
water in drouth still beneficial? Inasmuch as drouth 
occurs almost every year, more or less, may we con¬ 
sider it always as an evil? Or does nature require Its 
aid to perfect her designs, and do wo frustrate her 
operations sometimes by too offleions waterings 
whenever the soil becomes dry? It seems to us, but 
perhaps the seeming iB somewhat because of our 
ignorance, that of both wet and dry we have some¬ 
times too much of a good thing; and yet if we had 
exactly enough of both to suit us, it may he that the 
aggregate result would not bo aB well as it is now. 

Milan, Eric Co., Ohio, 1861. Fktkk Hatbawav. 

We will do what we can to respond to the call of 
our venerable and respected correspondent. In 
another column we give an interesting article by 
P. Harry, Esq., written some time since, and soon 
after his return from a trip to Europe, and also some 
facts from the British Gardener's Dictionary. 

Quantity ok Water.—In watering plauts, we 
would give enough each lime to soak the ground 
thoroughly as far as the roots extend, in all directions. 
If a little water is given jnst around the plant, the 
fine roots that extend far and wide in search of food, 
receive no benefit from it, but a crust is formed 
around tbe main stalk that does positive injury 
unless occasionally broken and mellowed. The roots 
will accommodate themselves to circumstances. If 
the snrface is dry, they go down deep for moisture; if 
the surface Is the more raoistand mellowand best fitted 
for their growth, and the fulfillment of their office— 
feedingthe plant —then they will form acomplete net¬ 
work near the top of the ground. If a plant grows 
near the side of a hard road, nearly all the roots will 
be found on tho side of the plant next to the border, 
and few on the road side. If then the surface is 
watered Blightly every day, the roots are coaxed to 
the surface; and if watering is omitted for a single 
day, they become Injured by the drying of the surface, 
when if they had been deeper in the soil no injury 
would have been received. Again, constunt watering 
causes the surface to become baked, and the roots 
by noon each day are imprisoned in an Impenetrable 
crust, where they must remain until the next water¬ 
ing. This crust is not likely to be broken up every 
day. Indeed, it would be difficult to do so without 
injuring the roots. Tbe best way, therefore, is to 
give a good soaking, and after ahout tweenty-four 
hours, lighten the earth on the surface with the hoe. 
One good watering will answer for several days. 

Hard or Boft Water —Warm or Cold. — Boft 
water is the best for all plants, yet bard water may 
be used without injury to most things. Those who 
grow tender plants know the difference, hut iu ordi¬ 
nary gardening it would not be perceptible. If well 
water is allowed to stand during the day exposed to 
the sun and air, it can be used lor all purposes. A 
little manure, occasionally thrown into the tank or bar¬ 
rel containing the water, is of great benefit, and no 
additional trouble. Cold water from the well should 
never be used. Hardy plants may endure such treat¬ 
ment, bnt tender things would Buffer materially, and 
all receive more or less injury. When the air and 
soil are warm, plants make a rapid growth; but when 
both are cold, the growth is very slow. To apply cold 
water when both air and earth are warm, gives the 
plants a sudden shock. When the human system is 
heated, it is dangerous to put the feet in cold water. If 
cold water 1s used on plants in glass houses, the 
leaves soon become a sickly yellow, hence in every 
such house a tank is kept for warming the water. 

Time kor Watering.—The besttime for watering is 
evening. This giveB the earth an opportunity to 
absorb the water applied before the hot sun can 
evuporate any considerable portion. 

Injury prom Watering.—Some plants can endure 
drouth better than others, but judicious watering 
will injure none of our hardy plauts. Foreign plants 
grown in conservatories, brought from hot and dry 
countries, reqaire little or no water at particular 
seasons, hut to study their habits and wants is the 
work of the skillful gardener. An excessive use of 
water causes a succulent growth of wood and large, 
poorly flavored fruit. Thus, the English growers of 
gooseberries for prizes, raise them as large aB hens’ 
eKg8, but fur Inferior in flavor to those grown with 
ordiuary culture. We are not likely to err on this 
side at present. Every climate is adapted to particu¬ 
lar fruits, vegetables, &c., and this adaptation is 
shown by the perfection to which they arrive, and 
the little labor required in their culture. What 
grows almost spontaneously in one country can be 
giowu in another only under the most favorable cir- 

C'lmstanoea a,lt* the exercise of the nicest skill. 
Hot, dry weather is necessary to the maturity 

of many of our crops. In the moist, cool climate of 

England, neither corn, nor tomatoes, nor peaches 
will ripen, except in peculiar situations, and with 
special treatment. At the same time they eau excel 
us in. growing cauliflower and turnips, and many 
flowers that we try to grow, such as the Pansy and 
Carnation. From such facts we may learn that while 
our corn and tomatoes are benefited bv hot, dry 
weather, our cauliflower, turnip, and the flowers 
named, and other things of like character, would be 
benefited by a little shade and plenty of water—treat¬ 
ment that would make something like an English 
climate. 

Underdrawing and Deep Culture.—We cannot 
say that underdraining would in all cases render 
watering unnecessary, but we do say that nothing we 
can do to our soil will have such a beneficial eflect in 
preventing injury from drouth. 

We have endeavored to give a little light ou a few 
of the points of oar correspondent, and will with 
pleasure publish any further information which may 
be furnished by our readers. ThiB is an important 
matter, and the letter of friend Hathaway is very 
suggestive. 

IMPOST AN CE OP WATER IN GARDENING. 

There can be no successful gardening without an 
abundant supply of water. So true is this, and so 
general, that we may regard it as an axiom among 
practical cultivators in every part of the world. Tt 
has been always bq. The history of gardening, back 
to the earliest period of which we have any record, 
even to the fabulous gardens of antiquity, shows that 
one of the first objects of solicitude in the formation 
of gardens has been to provide for an ample supply 
of water. In all stages of civilization, under every 
system of gardening, it has been regarded not only 
as the basis of good culture, bat an indispensable 
element of beauty. Our purpose at present, however, 
is to treat of it in a useful point of view only. In a 
country like ours, with summers intensely warm, and 
drouths severe and protracted, oconrring generally at 
a seasou when active and rapid growth is most 
wanted, a supply of water is peculiarly important. 
Yet on the whole it receives comparatively little at¬ 
tention. It is a portion of garden economy either 
not well understood or sadly overlooked. 

How oo sum on it is to hear people say, “ Everything 
is dried up”—“We have not had a shower in a 
month.” The lawn is brown, as though scorched by 
fire. Flowers and fruits are dried and shriveled on 

their stems before maturity. In the kitchen garden, 
the seeds are lying dormant in the ground, or the 
plants are parched and withered;—nothing fit for"the 
table; the drouth has made a complete wreak. Yet 
tho gardener, he says, has been busy with bis water¬ 
ing-pot early and late; but he had some distance to 
carry the water, and a sprinkling each morning or 
evening was all he could afford. And what good has 
it done? His parched and stunted perishing crops 
answer, that all such watering Is a mere mockery. 

It is not an occasional sprinkling that growing culi¬ 
nary plants require in dry weather, but a daily 
drenching that will penetrate to every root and root¬ 
let. These plants, to bo worth growing at all, should 
be grown rapidly. The/ must be succulent and ten¬ 
der, which they cannot be if stunted. Every one 
who has traveled through Holland, Belgium, or 
France, in the summer season, and paid any atten¬ 
tion to garden products, must have remarked the 
excellence of all these esculents; and if they have 
gone further, and looked into their gardens and 
modes of culture, they must have seen that water 
played a most important part in the production of 
thia excellence. Their system of watering is not a 
mere sprinkling In the morning aud evening. We 
see it tlowing in rivulets through and uround their 
garden plots, iu the form of an irrigation; or depos¬ 
ited in barrels at every corner, conveyed in pipes 
from a general reservoir; and from these barrels it is 
taken in watering-pots, and applied at all hours of 
the day, if necessary, until every plant has jnst as 
much as it requires, considering its nature, the soil, 
and the weather. Under such a system, a warm and 
dry climate is an advantage instead of a drawback; 
anil it actually enables the Dutch, tbe Belgians, and 
the French, to supply Covent Carden market, in Lon¬ 
don, with garden products both earlier and better 
than the very skillful and energetic English market 
gardeners, with their abundant resources, cau pro¬ 
duce. Our summer climate is similar In many 
respects to that of France and Belgium; and we are 
well persuaded that a general adoption of their thor¬ 
ough hydropathic system would work such an im¬ 
provement on our garden esculents as would greatly 
iucreaae their consumption, and enebanee the pleas¬ 
ure and profit of that most useful branch of garden¬ 
ing. Another great advantageof an abundant supply 
of water, is the facility it affords for the application 
of liquid manure — a species of food that every good 
gardener regards as indispensable to the proper 
growth of kitchen garden plants, aud of great im¬ 
portance to every branch of gardening. 

Let us look at the question in an economical point 
of view. Under the present system, a very small 
garden la a dry time will consume the labor of at 
least one man in watering. He probably has to raise 
it with a hand-pump, and carry it in a common wa¬ 
tering-pot from the barn-yard, or a least a consider¬ 
able distance, to the place where it is applied. The 
gardener is probably short of help, and many other 
things are suffering, so that he is compelled to stop 
watering as soon as he has given the most needy 
eases enough to keep them alive till next day. All 
his watering, all his labor and time, are expended iu 
“ keeping things alive.” Now suppose that two or 
three liuudred dollars were expended at once in pro¬ 
viding an efficient means of raising water into an 
ample reservoir, from which it could be conducted in 
pipes to the various quarters of the garden. One 
man could do more watering than five by the com¬ 
mon system, and it could be applied in such quanti¬ 
ties as would accomplish the desired end. The 
actual gain of time and increased products in two or 
three years would offset the original cost, to say 
nothing of the convenience and the satisfaction that 
the gardener and proprietor both would derive from 
it. Under such an arrangement, dry weather would 
lose the terror with which it is now regarded, and 
the kitchen garden would assume an entirely new 
aspect. 

We shall not at this time attempt any minute 
description of the various modes of raising water 
now practiced. The natural facilities that every man 
finds on his own grounds, or under his control, must 
guide him in the choice of means. Some may have 
access to streams, lakes, or other unfailing sources 
of supply on the surface of the ground, easily raised 
by a ram or force-pump, and conducted in pipes to a 
suitable place or reservoir. Otbere may be compelled 
to sink wells, and raise the water with buckets or 
putnps. In such cases it is economy to sink the well 
in a place suitable for a reservoir, that the water may 
pass directly into it from the bucket or pump. Tbe 
French market gardeners and florists in the neighbor¬ 
hood of Paris, whose arrangements are the most 

economical aud convenient we have seen, invariably 
have a well in their garden, located on the highest 
ground. Beside the well is an ample reservoir, from 
which the water Is conducted to all parts of the gar¬ 
den. Some of the more old-fushioned among them 
raise the water by means of buckets. A wooden 
frame is erected over the well, to support an upright 
shaft, on which is fixed a drum. This shaft turns on 
a pivot at both ends, and the rope that raises and 
lowers the buckets is wound on the drum. The rope 
passes over pnllies fixed in the frame immediately 
over the well, and there is a pole and whiffle-tree at¬ 
tached to the shaft, for the purpose of applying horse 
power. But among all the better informed and more 
enterprising cultivators, pnmps are used propelled by 
horse-power. The water is received from the pump 
in a cistern or reservoir. From this reservoir into 
which the pump discharges, the water is carried over 
the garden in lead or cast iron pipes, and deposited 
in barrels or tanks at different points of the garden. 
These barrels are all sunk in the ground to within a 

foot or so of the top. Fig. 1 represents this arrange¬ 
ment. Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of pipes and 
barrels, which are situated ho as to be convenient for 
use and near the garden walks. 

This is but au imperfect sketch of what we regard 
as the best system of supplying gardens with water 
that we have yet Been practiced extensively and with 
complete success. If our ingenious countrymen will 
turn their attention seriously to this subject, we have 
no donbt they will work out u system as well adapted 
to their wants us tho French maraichers (market 
gardeners) find this is to theirs.—F. Barky. 

NECIH3ITY AND USE OIT WATER. 

A copious supply of water is essential to a good 
kitchen garden, and, from whatever source it is fur¬ 
nished, it should be distributed either In reservoirs 
or open cisterns, or in pipes, properly protected, 
over the garden, aud in hot-houses. If the supply is 
from a pond or river, a syeWq of lead or cast-iron 
pipes maybe adopted, and We delivery effected by 
cocks at proper distances ; but if from wells or 
springs, the delivery should be into open stone or 
cast-iron cisterns; or, in defautt of theae, into tubs 
or butts sunk in the earth. In Tuscany, where the 
inhabitants excel in tbe manufacture of pottery, 
immense jars of earthenware are frequently adopted; 
in the Royal Darden at Paris, sunk barrels, and 
cisterns of masonry, liued with Cement, are general 
in the best gardens on the continent. In these gar¬ 
dens, a system of watering is adopted, which, though 
rendered more necessary there by the climate than 
it can possibly bo in this country, yet in various 
respects deserves imitation. 

Many kitchen crops arc lost, or produced of very 
inferior quality, for want of watering. Lettuces and 
cabbages are often hard and stringy, turnips and 
radishes do not swell, onions decay, cauliflowers die 
off. and, in general, In dry seasons, all tho Crucifer© 
become stunted, or covered with insects, even In 
rich deep soils. Copious waterings iu the evenings, 
during the dry seasons, would produce that fullness 
and succuleuey which we find in the vegetables pro¬ 
duced in the Low Countriss, in the Marsh Gardens 
at Paris, and in thia country at the beginning and 
latter end of the season. 

The watering the foliage of fruit and other trees, to 
destroy or prevent the increase of insec.ts, and of 
strawberries and fruit-shrubs to swell the fruit, is 
also of importance; and though the climate of Boot 
land is less obnoxious to great drouths than that of 
the southern counties, yet we find that excellent 
horticultural architect, John Hay, adopting a system 
of watering in various gardens lately formed by him 
in the neighborhood of Edinburgh. 

Water in a garden is absolutely necessary, accord¬ 
ing to Justice; well water is far from being proper, 
but that which is impregnated by the sun’s rays is 
highly conducive to vegetation. He recommends 
forming a large pond or basin in the center of the 
garden, which shall at the same time contain fish.— 

NEW .FOREIGN STRAWJ3EKKIES. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—It may prove interest¬ 
ing to your subscribers to have precise descriptions 
of the new Flemish, French, and English varieties of 
Strawberries, which have fruited the present seuson 
for the first time in America, aud I now annex them: 

Bouts de St. Julien, (Carre,) — Early, large, round, 
very sweet, fine flavor, perfumed, very productive. 

Due de Malakojf, (Gloede,) — Conical, very large, 
often monstrous, deep scarlet, round or coxcomb, 
firm, sweet, apricot flavor; plant vigorous, produc¬ 
tive, superior for forcing; has weighed lg ounces. 

Empress Eugenie, (Tvnevett,) — Monstrous berry, 
has weighed 1) to lg ounces; ovate or coxcomb, 
deep glossy crimson, rdd flesh, juicy, sweet, delight¬ 
ful flavor, exquisitely perfumed; vigorous, very pro¬ 
ductive, forces well. 

English Ladies' Finger—Oblong form, orange 
scarlet, white flesh, sweet, high flavor, vigorous, pro¬ 
ductive. 

Itnperalrice Eugenie, (Gauthier,)—Large, conical, 
bright glossy roseate, handsome, firm, sweet, per¬ 
fumed. 

La Constante, (De Jonghe,)—Berry perfect in all 
respects, large, regular cone, brilliant scarlet, very 
firm, sweet, perfumed, exqoieite flavor, ripens late; 
plaut dwarf, vigorous, very productive, succeeds in 
all soils and BituationB, forces well. 

La D elide use, (Lorio,)—Large, round or flattened, 
apricot color, yellowish flesh, very sweet, perfumed; 
plant vigorous, productive, very late. 

La Grosse Lucree, (De Jonghe,) — Large, oblong, 

crimson at maturity, flesh white, solid, sweet, highly 
perfumed, vigorous, very productive, quite late. 

La Sultane, (Nicaise,)- Magnificent fruit, large, 
conical, often too seemingly united, brilliant scarlet, 
glazed, flesh white, solid, juicy, sweet, highly per¬ 
fumed; plant veiy vigorous, productive. 

May (fuecu, (Nicholson,)—Very early, round, rather 
large, pale scarlet, sweet, fine aroma, excellent; earli¬ 
est of its class, vigorous, productive, forces well. 

Mrs. D. Neil son, (Stewart A*. Neilson,)— Large, vari¬ 
able in form, orange scarlet, juicy, sweet, high flavor; 
plant vigorous, ripens very late. 

Napoleon HI, (Gloede)—Large, round, or flattened, 
bright roseate, flesh white, solid, sweet, delicious 
flavor; plant very vigorous and very productive, 
ripens late. 

Oscar, (Bradley,)—Large, often monstrous, round¬ 
ed, flattened, sometimes coxcomb, deep scarlet, firm, 
very Rweet, aromatic, exquisite flavor; plant ex¬ 
tremely vigorous, very productive, ripens early, 
forces admirably. 

Princess Frederic William, (Niven,)—Earliest of the 
Pine family, rounded, sometimes coxcomb, large 
size, brilliuut scarlet, solid, sweet, high flavor, very 
vigorous, productive, forces admirably. 

Wizard of the North—Very large, variable form, 
bright red, firm, sweet, high flavor, vigorous, pro¬ 
ductive. 

Wonderful, (Jeyes,)—Large, oblong, flattened, 
bright roseate, solid, sweet, fine flavor; plant vigor¬ 
ous, very productive, ripens late. Wm, R. Prince. 

Flushing, N. Y., July, 1861. 

lofttcnltural got^iss. 
Tine Rome Boo.— Contrary to our expectations, and, we 

may add, pant experience, the Rose Rug ia thia season more 
abundant than we remember to hare Been them for a dozen 
years past. They have usually boon comparatively scarce 
after a very severe winter; bnt the past, winter, though one 
of almost unexampled severity, seems to have had no effect 
in lessening their numbers. About, Now York It, may be 
said, almost literally, that, there are no eberriea for them to 
eat; hut the grape, the rose, aud the leavea of the vine and 
the cherry tree, are suffering terribly, aud tbe woods swarm 
with them, Every horticulturist ought to declare a deadly 
war against them. Organize A1111-Rohm Kng Sueietiee; arm 
yourselves with n basin of water and a stick: give the limb a 
geutte tap, and tliey will drop iu tbe basin; you have then 
nothing to do but crush the life out of them with yonr foot. 
A less tedious plau is to spreud a sheet uuder the viuo or tree 
to catch them as they fall; but it ia not so sure, since, after 
falling three or four feet, they often take to the wiug. Their 
destruction must be aecured in Borne way; their existence 
cau only he tolerated at the expeuae of half our crop of 
Cherries aod grapea, to say nothing of minor evils.—Marti 
culturist. 

Floral Kxhibition at Watkrtown.—The committee 
charged with the general arrangement* and decoration of 
Floral Hall at tho State Fair, to he hetd at Watertown, com¬ 
mencing on the 17th day of September, have offered a Hat of 
premiums for tlio most desirable ent flowers, bouquets, floral 
ornaments, pot plants, Ac. After being exhibited tbe day 
previous to the State Fair, and examined by the committee, 
the flowers are to be used for decorating the building. A1J 
liowerB and bonqnots inuat be the production of Jefferson 
county, and arrauged by the exhibitors. 

A Rival to tub Wilson.—The strawberry Bont St. Julien, 
which we have seen Tor the Aral lime thia spring, promises to 
rival tho Wilson in productiveness, and it ia certainly much 
superior to it in flavor. We have only seen It In one place, 
and its wondnrfnl yield may have been the result of Homo 
peculiar fitness in the soil. I,a Constante. which came to us 
as the most productive of foreign varieties, has, wherever 
wii have Been it, borne only a moderate crop; tint the berry 
Is large, and the quality very fine.— Horticulturist. 

Frdit in Erik County.— No eberriea, plums, peaches, or 
pears, thia year Apples a very few. (trass fair. .Spring grain 
very backward, as indeed everything else is.—8. I,., Eden, N. 
Y., July, 1861. 

» ■ ♦ • ♦- 

ana 
Cultur* op Pansies.—Can any one tell me how to culti¬ 

vate Paualea successfully? I have several times procured line 
varieties, but they soon degenerate.—Louisa, Hebron, Venn., 
1861. 

Pansies can be grown from seed about as easily a« any of 
our common annnals, and good seed can now he obtained. 
They flower the Unit season; in fact, all through the season. 
They strike easily from cuttings out-of doors, and in this 
way choice plants can be propagated for tho season. Pansies 
grow and flower best If somewhat shaded. A border on the 
north side of a fenen or building is the heat, and if they have 
a good, mellow soil, wo think they will not degenerate. If 
planted nnt so as to receive the full force of the sun, in a 
stiff or poor soil, aud receive but little care, they will soon 
become worthless. If the soil is high and dry, so that the 
water will not lay on the surface, they will not suffer much 
in the winter, especially young plants. Plant cuttings in a 
cool, shady spot. Wo never found any benefit from covering 
pansies in the winter; indeed thoy often come out In worse 
condition than those left unprotected. Where manure is 
needed, we always use cow manure, if we can obtain it. 

Gas Tar nor Roofs, &o,—A certain wise man of old, when 
interrogated us to tho source of his vast fund of knowledge, 
replied that he obtained what little he knew hy not being 
ashamed to ask for information. Now my sphere of obenrva- 
tiou has been small, and my experience less yet, and wishing 

GINGERBREAD, COOKIES, &c. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — Seeing an inquiry in 
a lute number of your paper for Baker’s Gingerbread, 
I send you mine which 1 know to bo good. 

Gingerbread.— One cup of cream: one and a half 
of molasses; one of butter; two teaspoons of soda; 
three of ginger; mix until glossy, and roll half an 
Inch thick. 

Water Cookies.— Three cups of sugar; one of 
water; one of eggs; one of butter; one teaspoon of 
soda; half nutmeg, gruted. These are best when 
they have been baked about three weeks. 

Crackers.— One teacup of sweet milk; half tea¬ 
spoon of soda; one tablespoonful of the white of an 
egg; three of butter. Mix very stiff and pound; roll 
thin and bake quick.—Ollik Decry, Viola, HI., 1861. 

» « » ■ ♦- 

Chicken Salad—An Inquiry, — Some one has 

reqnestod, through the Rural, a recipe for making 
chicken salad. I send the best one 1 have ever used. 
This recipe makes enough for twenty persons. Two 
heads of celery, two chickens, ten eggs, six Binall 

cucumber pickles, one tahlespoonful mustard, a little 
Cayenne pepper and half cap of butter. Wash the 
yolks of the eggs, put in tho seasoning with a little 
vinegar, chop the whiieB of the eggs, the pickles, 
chicken and celery, then mix. Eat it and say it is 
the best yon have ever tasted. 

Cau anybody tell me how to wash brown linen so 
as to keep the color? 

Tho ladies who furnish so many good recipes for 
the Rural are leuding a helping hand to all house¬ 
keepers. — Julia Joy, “ The I/ive," Gulesburgh, 
Mich., 1861. 

♦ » ♦ » ♦- 
Moldy Lard.— I saw an inquiry in the Rural of 

June Lr), how to recover lard that was getting moldy. 
I never had any, but I can tell how to keep It. I keep 
my leaf fat separate from tho other, and cook it 
until It Is a little brown, put it when tried out in 
clean, dry, tight vessels, keep in store room until 
spring, then remove it to cupboard in cellar and keep 
it from the air as much as possible. I keep the leaf 
for summer use. 1 think scalding it would help it, 
at least it would do no harm to try. I have followed 
the above for 35 years or more; average ahout eigh¬ 
teen hogs per year.— C. H. W., 1861. 

Marble Cake.— Whites of eight eggs; two cups 
of white sugar; two and a half cups flour; one half 
cup butter; one half cup sour rnilk; one half tea¬ 
spoon soda; one teaspoon cream of tartar. Then 
take the same proportions, using red sugar sand in 
place of the two cups of white sugar; put it in pans, 
first a layer of white and then tho pink dough, and 
you will have a beautiful cake. When cut it will be 
in waves of pink and white.— E. A. VV., Monmouth, 
III., 1861. _ 

Currant Jelly.— Having seen no recipe, iu the 
Rural for making currant jelly, 1 send mine, which 
I know to be good. To one pound of sugar take a 
pint Of juice; boil the juice by itself for five minutes, 
the sugar meanwhile being placed in the oven and 
heated very hot. Whon the live minutes are up, add 
the sugar to the juice, and let them boil together one 
minute. Then the jelly is done aud rendy to pour - 
into tbe moulds.— Hkttik, New York, 1861. 

Cider Wine.— In tho Rural, of July 13th, I saw 
a recipe for making cider wine, or whisky wine. In 
the fall of 1869, I made 13 gallons of cider wine, the 
cider all from sweet apples. I put 20 pounds of 
granulated sugar to the 13 gallons of cider, warmed 
enough of tho cider to dissolve the sugar, put it into 
a keg and kept the keg full while it was working. 
Nothing else put into it, and it is as nice to day as 
can be.— E. P., Rome, N. F., 1861. 

Coloring Kid Gloves.— Noticing an inquiry for 
coloring white kid gloves, I send you ray recipe which, 
I think very good. For coloring a royal purple, two 
ouuces extract logwood, two ounces rock alum, one 
and a half pints soft water. Let it boil and skim, 
then cool, then brush the gloves over witli it. When 
dry repeat. Beat up the white of an egg and rub it 
over the leather.— M. S,, Newport, Minn., 1861. 

Washing Flannels.— Make a hot suds with good, 
soft soap; put iu the flannels and let them lie a few 
minutes; then wash thoroughly with the hands. 
Have ready some boiling water; dissolve n little blue¬ 
ing, or indigo, and pour it on sufficient of the hot 
water to prove the goods; put them in, and let them 
remain until cool enough to wring. Dry in the air, 
and iron when slightly damp. Iron on tho right side. 

To Destroy Flies.—To one pint Of milk, add a 
quarter of a pound of raw sugar and two ounCCB of 
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to avail my self of ton experience of those that know whereof ground pepper; simmer them together eight or ten 
they affirm, I submit tho following questions:—First, Cau old <notpi| „ . > Cft it ftyon+ in nhallow dishes The 
leaky roofs be renovated by applying pa* tar gravel, ami ‘1"'1 P,ace 11 at,0Ut ln BnaU0W ,U8,U58' inL 
»and, to tho shingles? If no, bow applied, cost. An., . ? Is flies attack it greedily, and are soon suffocated. By 
said composition u*ed oo flat, roof*? Second, Would not gas ... .,,111.1, , „ .. . . ... „ 
tar make a Rood aud cheap-paint fer rough-planked buildings? this method kitchens, Ac., may he kept leai of flies 
—Stephen I. an don, Eden, N. Y, 1861 all summer, without the danger attending poiBon. 

thoy affirm, I submit the following questions:—First, Gao old 
leaky roofs be renovated by applying gas tar gravel, and 
sand, to tho shingles? If so, how applied, cost. he... Ac ? Is 
said composition used on flat, roof*? Second, Would not gas 
tar make a Rood aud chuMp paint fur rough planked buildingsV 
—Stephen Landon, Eilen, N. Y, 1861 

Gas tar is tin excellent material for fences, barns, sheds, 
&c. It is used for this purpose very extensively iu some 
partH of England, and for aught we know in all parts. There 
some material is mixed with the tar, which gives it a dark 
chocolate color, but here tho tar is so black that we have 
not succeeded In chauglog the color, unlexs a very large 
amount of coloring matter is used. Wood covered with tar 
Is almost Indestructible. Have never tried tar and sand on 
leaky roofs. Perhaps others have, who will give the neces¬ 
sary information. The better way, we should Judge, would 
be to apply the tar and then throw on the sand. Tar can be 
obtained at the gaa workB at a very low price. 

Lawn Mowhrs.—Where can a good lawo mower be obtain¬ 
ed, such ns I have seen used in the neighborhood of New 
York city? Are they made in this country?—T. 

Tho first machines of the kind used here were of English 
make. H. W Sargent, Esq., of Fishkill, we believe, suggested 
some improvements to a mechanic of that town, H. N. Swift, 

who now manufactures a mower as good as the best of the 
English, if not better. 

Growing Tomatoes.—Ar water constitutes 95 per cent, of 
tomatoes, should they, while growing, be liberally watered 
(with kitebeu slops, Ac.,) or left to the free influence of the 
sunshine?—C. W,, Norwich-, Conn., 1861. 

If you want fine, large tomatoes, late iu the season, water 
with any fertiilxiog mixture. Soap suds are excellent, and with 
a little manure water occasionally, will make tomato plants 
grow as large as grape vines; but if yon desire fruit early, 
grow in a poor soil, and withhold water aud manure. 

Early Richmond Chbrky Tricks.— Where can the Early 
Richmond cherry trees be had, and what price, or the stones? 
E. Pukdby. 

Trees can be obtained at the Rochester nurseries at about 
$25 per hundred. The fruit is not grown here to any extent, 
and the pits could not be obtained in this section. 

Knots on Red Cherry Trues.— Can any of your sub¬ 
scribers inform me through your paper what will destroy the 
insect that infests red cherry trees, making large bunches or 
knots all over tbe trees, and killing it in two or three years? 
—A. B. T. 

Preserving Pink-A pules.- If Aunt Libby desires 
to preserve “ pine-apples,” let her take the fruit and 
peel it, pick it with a fork, then to every pound of 
the picked or grated fruit, add one pound and a half 
of crushed sugar. A layer of fruit, then a layer of 
sugar, thus to the end of tho chapter. It spoils it to 
cook it.— Ruth, New Valtz, N. V'., 1861. 

—— ■ --♦ •■♦* • 

Starching Curtains.— Thin curtains, in doing 
up, should have white glue put in the starch, a piece 
two or three inches square to six yards of stuff. The 
glue makes them difficult to iron, hut curtains done 
so will keep their stiffness, if muslin, they need to 
be very damp and the iron very hot.— P. Terris, 

Hamilton Co., ft, 1861. 

Removing Mildew prom Muslin.— Will any one 
he so kind as to inform me, through the Rural, what 
will take mildew out of white muslin? I aru very 
desirous of knowing, and if any one will, they will 
confer a lasting favor upon — II. M. W., Pa., 1861. 

Removing Iron Rust.—Noticing a recipe in a late 
Rural, for removing iron rust, I send the following 
one, which I think far superior:—Dampen the spots 
and apply some tartaric acid, and lay in the sun to 
dry.—Sarah J. Qua de, Zittles Corners, N. Y., 1861. 

Coloring Cotton Rki> for Carpets.—Will some 
one please give through tho columns of the Rural, a 
recipe for coloring cotton a red that will not fade, 
and much oblige the old ladles that deal in rag car¬ 
pets.—Jarv, Lamoille, Bureau Co., Ill,, 1861. 

Wafflk8.— Will some one please give a recipe 
through the Rural for making Waffles, and oblige — 
Inexperienced Housekeeper, Illinois, 1861. 
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/Mies' <Bti affluent. 
THE VOLtTNTE- R’S WIFE. 

I knew by the light in hi deep, (lark eye, 
When he heard the bee of the mustering drum, 

That he never would fob’ his arms, and sigh 
Over the evil* that w« e to coin*,’ 

I knew that the blood id a patriot sire 
Coursed through hi* .us like a stream of fire; 

So I took hi* and, 
And bado him go, 

But be nevi dreamed 
That it gt.eved me bo. 

Two fair-haired cb dron he left with me 
Who lisp hi* mi is at the eventide— 

The very hour w) n upon hi* knee 
Ho used to fom ie his pet and pride; 

Ala*! they may never again be blessed 
By a father’s care in the old homo nest; 

Ai d he never again 
May hear the tones, 

Or i iss the lips 
01 his little ones. 

I know he h.-s answered his country’s call, 
That his 1 east is bared at a high command; 

But my hear (, will break, I know, if ho fall 
In the butMe’s front, by a traitor's hand; 

Yet I murmur not, though my tear wet eyes 
Attest the worth of the sacrifice; 

’Tin a wife’s free gift, 
Two lives In one, 

In the name of God 
And of Washington. 

Perhaps, when the maple leaves are red, 
And the golden glories of harvest come, 

I shall wake some morning to hear his tread, 
And give him a warm heart’s welcome home; 

To kneel with him in a fervent prayer, 
Thanking oar God for his watchful care, 

In shielding urn heart 
From the rebel'* brand, 

Who honored the ling 
Of hi* cherished land. 

--4-^ ♦ ■ t-- 

rWritten for Moore's Kural New-Yorker.] 

FUSSY MEN. 

First of all things, I do ubominate a fussy, putter¬ 
ing kind of a man. Why, I always have to clinch my 
fingers to keep from strangling him with bis sus¬ 
penders. Now, a pleasant, accommodating man I 
can tolerate,—one who is ready to bring a pail of 
water, or an armful of wood, without growling,— 
who won't step his muddy feet on my clean floor; or 
disturb my pet cat when slio is snoring on her 
cushion, and ull that sort of thing. But that fussy 
man, who Is always putting his nose into everything; 
watching to sec how much sugar is used; scolding 
because the flour don't last long enough; peeping 
into the pantry to see how things look; telling what 
he wants for dinner, and liow he wants it cooked; 
keeping close watch of the meat barrel, and cutting 
every slice of bam; scolding because a woman over 
wants to go to the store, and inquiring precisely how 
many nutmegs she got for an ounce; and then, to 
cap the climax, always wondering what a woman has 
to do when ho tends to everything ’round the house,— 
from such a man, in the language of the litany: 
“ Good Lord deliver me.” Why, goodness me! I had 
rather live in the house with a hear, for 1 could 
shoot him, but these human bears I could do noth¬ 
ing hut torment. 0! you needn’t laugh in your 
sleeveH, and think if I lived with yon, Mr. A., B., or 
C., I would change my tune. That Is the trouble. 
Such kind of men always marry a meek, quiet, little 
soul, who never dares to my her bouI is her own, and 
then they can lord it over them at their will. 

It is the strangest thing in nature that some men 
can’t mind their own business and let women’s affairs 
alone. It is a dreadful good thing Mr. X. don’t hap¬ 
pen to be of that kind. There, I have said my say out. 

June, 1861. X. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yovker.] 

REMEMBER THE AGED. 

Do we consider und treat the elderly and aged as 
kindly, and with as much attention as we ought? Is 
it not an almost universal fact, that young people 
dislike, or avoid, middle-aged and old, and they are 
too often forgotten, or left out of social games and 
gatherings? In a brief spaco, wo all pass into the 
“ sere and yellow leaf,” and to the winter of old nge, 
and to meet with neglect, or disrespect, how it must 
hasten the " gray hairs with sorrow to the grave.” 

True, those distinguished for talents, or by posi¬ 
tion, usually receive attention, but the mass of people, 
who have only their plain, unvarnished virtues to 
commend them, how ofteu they are passed by, or 
treated with contumely, merely because they are no 
longer fresh, buoyant, beautiful. They have become 
old rubbish, and ure cast aside. 

V\ hat, even if they have peculiarities, or eccen¬ 
tricities, are we not all molded, more or less, by 
circumstances, and how know we but by the time 

CROOKED SPINES IN GIRLS. 

It is a sad fact, that nearly every young lady in 

" fashionable life lias a lateral curvature of the spine. 

This comes on at the age of ten or eleven, and con¬ 

tinues slowly but Bteadily to increase, unnoticed even 

by a mother’s watchful eye, till the child is really 

deformed—one Bhoulder is much larger and higher 

than the other, so that the drees maker is obliged to 

put cotton in the dress to make the back look flat 

and square. 

The boys—their brothers, have no such trouble; 
why should they? The question may well be asked 
by every thoughtful parent. I answer that imj>rnj»v 

dress and other physiological errors, in which girlB 

constantly indulge, produce thin mischief. 
The dress of the girl is always tighter than her 

brothers, and this begun when she is quite young, 
“to give her a form,” the mother says, as If God did 
not do this when he made the child. The constant 
pressure on the mutcles of the spine, which are 
designed to keep it straight, causes absorption of 
those muscles, and as the right arm is UBcd more 
than the left, the spine is drawn under the right 
shoulder blade, thus making it project. The muscles 
are so weakened by absorption, they cannot bring 
the spine back to its proper position. 

In addition to this tight dress, I have seen girls of 
thirteen and four!ten with corsets on. Often these are 
adopted by thoughtless mothers in the hope to 
straighten the child, but under their cruel pressure, 
the difficulty rapidly Increases, till the poor deformed 
girl is sent to a spinal institution to bo treated. 

While this difficulty Is gradually increasing, the 
young girl is sent to school, to spend live or six 
hours each day bending over a low desk, and when 
she returns home, instead ol being allowed to play 
ball or any active game in the open air, as her broth¬ 
ers are, is placed on a high piano stool, where her 
toes but just touch the floor, with nothing to pro¬ 
tect her back. In this position she must sit one long, 
painful hour. 

Do you wonder that she has a crooked spine? I 
wonder that any escape, for all are obliged to pass 
through the same killing ordeal.—Lewis' Gymnastics. 

-♦ • ♦ ■ 

CHILDREN—HARDENING, INDULGING. 

In those houses where the regime is of the robust 
and “hardening” quality—where the children are 
suffered to run about in all weathers—where there is 
plenty of whelsesotne food, no silly indulgences, and 
a profound belief in cold water—where the dross is 
warm, light, and the very reverse of cumbersome— 
where the mother does all the doctoring and does 
very little of it, what do we find? For the most 
part fine, well-grown, healthy children, perhaps a 
trifle rude and not a trifle sunburnt, but nothing like 
the puny little sickly miseries got out of the scientific 
and careful homes; nothing, again, like the diseased, 
rickety, scrofulous creatures so diligently nurtured c 
into disease at the "indulgent” homes. These 
indulgent homes arc the true grave yards of 
health if not of life, of manhood if not of exist- 1 

ence, of nobleness and robust vigor if not of all 
besides. These are the homes where the simplest ! 
childish compluint^measles or whooping-cough— 
become as deadly as plague or the yellow fever—where ' 
typhus breaks out without apparent cause, and where 
the doctor is never absent, and the mother never at " 
rest. Whenever wo sco a mother who thinks that 
her children have to be “kept in” because of this v 
wind or that wind, and to be “ kept up ” by port wine '' 
or bitter beer, because of this delicacy or that deli¬ 
cacy, we may be Bure that she is rearing them for n 
death, or for life-long debility and disease: and * ij 
wherever we boo a mother give way to her children’s 

fancies, and feed them with indulgences instead of 

the common-sense wholesome plainness of rational j 

people, we may be sure that here, too, is infancy des- 

tined to but a brief career, or the future maturity ' 

to an inheritance ol sickliness and pain. London 

Review. 
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ONE YEAR AGO. 

BT CENK I’RATT. 

One year ago the wor’d was fair 
And beautiful as now,— 

As joyously the sunlight danced 
On many a laughing brow. 

The wind in whispers stirred the leaves 
To most delightful soDg, 

And noisleesly the shadow* fell 
As nvenlDg glided on. 

And, Alice, dear, the sun to day, 
Rose cloudlessly as theD,— 

The wind as gfDtly awayBthe leaves, 
For June is here again. 

But where are they who sang with us, 
One year ago to-day; 

Or waked the echoes in the grove. 
With accents wild and gay? 

O, Alice, ’tis an olden tale. 

These rapid strides of Change; 
And that we’re widely scattered now, 

Is nothing new or straDge. 

Some have learned to weep this year, 
Who never mourned before, 

O’er blighted hopes und severed ties 
That Time cannot restore. 

One of our merry little band 
No longer mnrks the years;— 

There are no weary days in Heaven— 
No mourning hearts—no tears 

Another one, with willing hand, 
Ha* proffered'heart and life 

To save our troubled native land, 
Another I* a wife; 

Another walks in learning’s balls, 
A favorite and pride; 

Another has a happy home 
On old Potomac's side; 

While Mr y and Joe, *uch lovers then, 

Ilave had a fuss, and parted. 

May said that Jon could ugo toyrass." 

Jon took his lint, and—started. 

While all of our glad number then, 
bike leaves in autumn weather, 

Are scattered here and there until 
No two are left together. 

Bat each has many blegsings left- 
pleasures aud beauties new 

Are always crowding on our path, 
And wo’re enough to do; 

Remembering that no bitter cup 
Is ever ours alone; 

And «• Ming other wounded hearts, 

Drit yt healing to our own. 
-- - ■ »— ♦ ■ t- 
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DF.EAMS- REALITIES. 

Amount op Absence Proper for Husbands.— 

Miss Muloch says:—“A lady of my acquaintance 
gives it as her sine qua non of domestic felicity, that 
the ‘men of the family Bhould always be absent at 
least six hours in the day.’ And truly, the mistress 
of a family, however strong her Affection for the male 
members Of it, cannot bat acknowledge that this is a 
great boon. A house, when ‘papa’ or the boys’ are 
always‘pottering about,’popping in nud out at all 
hours, everlastingly wanting something, or finding 
fault with dometbing else, is a considerable trial, 
even to feminine patience. And I beg to ask my sex 
generally — in confidence, of eourso if it is not the 
greatest coinfort possible, when, the masculine half 
of the family being cleared out for the day, the 
house settles down into regular work and orderly 
quietness until evening? Also, it is good for them, 
as well as for us, to have all the inevitable petty 
domestic ‘bothers,’ over in their absence; to 
effect which, ought to be one of the principal aims 

we have passed through the trials and disappoint- 0,‘ 1,10 distress of a family. Let them, if possible, 
meats incident to mortal life, we shall seem singular, 
or sober, to the next generation? 0, let us be kind 
and gentle to the aged. Be patient and tender 
towards the old grandmother, or father, who sits in 
the corner, depending, perhaps, on you for bread and 
a home. Honor them, —their lives are nearly passed, 
and soon, very soon, you will lay them away to rest. 
How sweet, then, will he the reflection, that you did 

come to a quiet, smiling home, with all Its small 

annoyances brushed away like the dust and cinders 

from the grate — which, en passant, is one of the 

first requisites to make a fire-side look comfortable.” 

-♦ » » ■ ♦- 

The Power of Love.—To the hearts of all us 

women, love is a necessity; and a man who under¬ 

stands that, has a power in his hands. Many have 
all in your power to smooth and brighten their paths neglected it and many have grossly misused it. 
to t it Ktave, that you never caused them to feel Where and how your husbands have failed, it is not 
burdensome or obtrusive, or to long for the narrow for me to decide; one thing only I will say to yon. 
home where they would be out of your way, and no My late husband told me one day of a King of 
longer unwelcome._ (Jubkchy. Spain, on whose foot a burning cinder fell out of 

r, the tire. He would have thrown it off, but it oc- 

' la9,eV^r th.ere a lamily Wlth' curred to him that it was not Beemly for a King to 
,, es‘ an? ,vm jVe iac* their troubles do so; he therefore called his minister. The min- I 

,n e°’ a ann iea *mv0 l*‘eir troubles, [gtersaid that it was not his business, and gave the 
r' ami ^ as a s v<-‘etou behind the door; every command to one of the pages; the page was of noble 

pevson a thorn m lm side. It is said that misery birth, and tbwfore called a chamberlain ; but be- 
^mpany.so^eouragehapiess man,wearied fore he could come tho t.inder had bumt tbe ahoc 

trouble rh tfiU ar° fl'° “ Man la hom to through to the foot. Dear lady, when a grief, like 
a spar s y upuarc. A useless family a red-hot cinder, falls upon your heart, do not slop 

would yours he if it knew no trouble Trouble i« ,, - , - , ..... 1 
_n„ „ T, , 11 be 1S thinking whose proper duty it is to remove it, 

nones us with strength; it otherwise your heart may be burnt through and 
gives ns courage, it tempers oui metal; it developes throngli. Seize it boldly, with our Lord’s help, and 

T,'r ,H»'COn '* ’ 1 q’|1C, f"* 0Ur invetlllve powers, throw it away, even though finger and thumb should 
Troubles are to us what the winds are to the oak i° , ... . . , , . x u’ oas. be a ]ltl|e burnt; that hurt will soon heal.—Matri- 
what labor is to muscle, what study is to mind. Life vwniaL QuarVits. 

is a school, and trouble is one of the great lessons. _1___ 

1 roubles are not to be courted, but when they come, Motherhood.—It transforms all things by its vital 
we must get over them the best way we can, or bear heat; it turns timidity into fierce courage, and dread- 
them with the best fortitude we can arouse. Take less defiance into tremulous submission; it turns 
courage therefore, troubled one. Not in vain are thoughtlessness into loresight, and yet stills all anxi- 
your trials. They make you brave, strong; and, it is ety into calm content; it makes selfishness become 
to be hoped, better. Be not cast djwn, cheer up; self-denial, and gives even hard vanity the glance of 
cast aside your weeds and woes. Look the world in admiring love.— George Eliot. 

faee; do your duty; take every trouble by the horns, _^ ♦_ 

overcome it with the courage of a true soldier in I'ok every fear which we dare not confront we lose 

‘.es great camPai£D. and stoutly contend for the a portion of our hardiness; for every sorrow from 
victory of will and wisdom. which we turn we forfeit a consolation. 

“Youth is the time for dreams-—strange, contra¬ 
dictory, but most beautiful dreams — which, as we 
advance in life, we are doomed to see depart forever.” 
These words were spoken to me by one whom I 
regarded as an oracle of wisdom. They dropped 
down heavy, like lead, into my heart, breaking the 
eve.r before calm and sunny waters Into unpleasant 
little ripples. Was, then, youth tho only time in 
which to indulge in dreams? And were they only 

dreams? There were a thousand pretty fancies in 
my own brain, which 1 1/ad hoped sometime to see 
blessed realities. And ^V.il as I was, 1 felt that if 1 
was “doomed to see them depart,” the sunshine 
would go ont of my life forever, and I said to myself, 
“ No, no, sweet dreams, 1 will never let you go, yon 
must stay with me always.” I can but smile, now, at 
the fear with which I held them lest they should slip 
away. But those very dreams, those little, airy noth¬ 
ings, arc tangible realities now, making life beau¬ 
tiful, glorious. Dreams are not always the vague, 
shadowy affairs that they are represented. They are 
but the foreshadowing of facts. Sometimes through 
the chambers of the brain there glides a wierd fancy, 
a dim thought of something great and noble. Per¬ 
haps we exhibit a momentary surprise at its presence. 
It shrinks back, is hid by tho other phantoms of the 
brain, and is then forgotten, or thought of only w ith 
an incredulous smile. But it has not left us,—not so 
easily is it quieted. By its silent influence, and our 
protracted, earnest endeavors, at length, what was 
at first a strange, wild dream, becomes an actual 
reality. 

it is a mistaken idea that all that is joyous in life, 
leaves us with our youth. This may be the time 
when we ara made happy with the hope of what 
shall be, but manhood is the time when we are 
blessed with the golden reality that ia. Then tear 
not their hopeB from the young, nor teach them they 
are but Dead Sea apples—fair to look at, but falling 
to dust at the touch. Train their thoughts, their 
hopes, their visions, if you will, to noble purposes; 
am. when a glorious thought of something yet to he, 
flashes on the mind, awakening by its brilliancy all 
the sleeping energies, yet requiring lime for its 
development, do not dououuce it as an idle dream, 
but nurture it as an embryo power which shall at 
sometime produce great results. Life is a reality, 
hut it is not that stern, harsh thing which we try to 
believe it. It does not take from us our holy aspira¬ 
tions, nor thwart our noble purposes; it only ripens 
the dream into the reality. 

“ Some dreams we have arc nothing else but dream*, 
Unnatural, and fall of contradiction; 

While otherB, of cmr most romantic Bchemes, 
Are something more than fiction.” 

Litchfield, Mich., 1801. Millichnt Grat. 

English Literature.—It is astonishing how much 
substantial nutriment can be obtained from books. 
English literature presents to the hungry reader a 
rich variety of solid dishes. One can take a cut of 
tender and juicy Lamb or a slice of Bacon, nor are 
the Greenes wanting. If lie is not fond of smoked 
meat, there is tbe original Hogg, or he may choose a 
Buckling or ft Kyd. Ho may have a Boyle, if not a 
roast; and if he is fond of fish, there's Bvllok. Rome 
like a dish of Crabbe — a little crusty, yet many pre¬ 
fer a poet still more Shelley. And what for dessert? 
O-jvie. To wash all these good things down there is 
plenty of Porter, and flowing Bowles, with a Butler 

to serve them. With snch a feast before him, one 
may “ laugh and grow fat" until he gets an Akmside, 

and all Scott free. What the Dickens cau he want 
Mo or el — Home Journal. 
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“IT’S SO COMMON!” 

Such is the contemptuous form of condemnation 
which we so often hear most headlessly and unthink¬ 
ingly passed upon many “a thing of beauty,” by 
persons who appear to value any object in proportion 
to its rarity. No matter how intrinsically beautiful 
a piece of goods, say a lady’s dress, may be in its 
design, no matter how exquisite the taste which has 
Contrived to render the simplest materials subservient 
to adornment, which is none the less winning because 
of its chaBte simplicity — if it be a thing so ordinary 
in texture and material as to be within tbe reach of 
all, or nearly all, the ambitious devotee of fashion, 
the haughty aspirant after what is distinguishing, 
chiefly because it is costly, passes it by with a dis¬ 
dainful curl of her lips, and remarks that “It’s so 
common;” and of course being so, will not suit a 
person so very distingnee as herself! 

The same Idea is the guide of the irreproachably 
got-up exquisite of the other Rex, who probably sets 
such an exaggerated value upon his own precious 
self, chiefly because he really believes himself a very 
uncommon person and consequently a Tery superior 
article! It would be well indeed, If such be jewelled 
and well-chained specimens of what Carlvi.e calls 
“ the man-milliner species ” of the genus homo, were 
as rare as they themselves vainly imagine; but alas! 
they are “so common!” — as common on the pave¬ 
ment and in the Baloons of our large cities as sands 
upon the shore of old Oceftu — and as dull and stupid 
as they are common. 

But beautiful things are also “common ’’ — thanks 
to that Great and Good Being, whose tender mercies 
are over all “ His works,” and who has spread out 
the blue heavens “ like a curtain,” the exquisite dye 
of which is the “common” enjoyment of all His 
children, and, not improbably, most admired and 
appreciated by those who know the least of any other 
curtain. These also enjoy another very ‘‘common” 
blessing — the circumambient air which is given for 
the sustentation anil pleasure of us all, lint enjoyed 
most by those who dwell far away among the moun¬ 
tains where least is known of man’s too often pollu¬ 
ting presence. It is given to all by our Heavenly 
Father as freely as the rays of His euu-light, or the 
refreshing beams of His ever enduring mercy. 

Tbe same Divine love, as unmerited as it is free, 
has spread tbe earth over with the most exquisite 
types of grime and beauty, which few, if any, appre¬ 
ciate as they deserve to be appreciated, simply 
because they are “so common" — those “stars of 
earth,” the “golden flowers.” How many there are 
who admire the stately beauty of the rare and costly 
exotic, and yet wholly forget to “ consider the lilies 
of the field!” How many who greet, with warm 
praise, real or affected, the more rare and stately 
varieties of the rose, pass by with indifference and 
disregard their fair and delicate country cousin, the 
dog-rose, which, “single” though It be, possesses a 
grace and beauty we look for in vain in many of the 
proud double-blossomed favorites of the fashionable 
florist. But then the dog-rose is “ so common,” and 
will condescend to adorn the waysides and hedge¬ 
rows with its delicate blush, and “ waste its sweet¬ 
ness ” on the “ common ” people! 

How beautiful in their very simplicity are the pale 
yellow blossoms of the wild primrose, the dark blue 
or white petals of the violet, the winning looks of 
the Germander Speedwell, well named “Eyebright” 
by the elder poets of Old England, in whose beautiful 
lanes, glens and woodlands they blossom luxuriantly, 
as many pleasant memories testify; nay, what more 
beautiful in its emerald brightness than tho soft 
grass, bespangled with daisies, buttercups and dande¬ 
lions, which meets us every where. Oh! how grate¬ 
ful to the eye is the soft hue of this most beautiful of 
carpets, and how refreshing the memories of child¬ 
hood which it calls up; and yet how few prize an 
enjoyment which is “so common!” Ilow few who 
can with Lowell find even in it. an Eldorado, shining , 
with the “harmless gold” of the dandelion. AVe 
never see one of these “ dear common flowers ” 
without thinking of his beautiful description: 
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THE STREAM THAT ALL MUST FORD. 

ST MRS. A. I. HORTON. 

Close on the brink of a dread stream I'm standing, 

Cold, chilling wind* come sweeping to the shore, 

Its broad, stilt wave*, in awful gloom expanding, 
To hear me, wait, whence l return no niore.J 

Would the faint light that gleam* from yonder landing 
But throw its beams the chart!ess waters o’er; 

Then would my soul, its wing* of faith expanding, 
Strike boldly out for yon untrodden shore. 

Ofttimes the chilly mist that, over hovering 
Over the stream, obscHre* it* beams from sight; 

But yet I know it shines, fixed and unwavering, 
Across the ware to guide iny way aright. 

No friend with me will traverse those drear waters— 
They’ll leave me at the brink, the truest, best; 

But One alono, whose love ne'er ebbs or falters, 
Can lead me to his Own eternal rest. 

And when, with sad and tear-dimm’d eyes, I’m gazing 
Back on the pa*t., who*e shadows o’er me lower, 

I seem to hear a voice, so softly saying, 

“ Look not upon the pari—it comes no more. 

“ Fix but thine eyes on yon celestial beacon, 
The unresiriing waves will bear thee o’er, 

With songs of Joy the sleeping echoes waken, 
Thy loved ones wait tbee on the other shore.” 

0, Savior, when I enter Death’s dark portal, 
May Tbv sustaining Presence still be near; 

With trembliogjoy I’ll put on tho immoital, 
And launch upon that stream without a fear. 

Dundee, N. Y.t 1861. 
-* ■ ♦ ■ -*- 

THE PRIVILEGE OF PRAYER. 
— 

Consider how august a privilege it is, when angels 
nre present, when cherubim and seraphim encircle 
with their blaze the throne, that a mortal may 
approach with unrestrained confidence, and converse 
with heaven’s dread Sovereign. 01 what honor was 
ever conferred like this? When a Christian stretches 
forth his hasds to pray, and invokes his God, in that 
moment, he leaves all terrestrial pursuits, and trav¬ 
erses on the wings of intellect the realms of light; 
he contemplates celestial objects only, and knows 
not of the present stutc of things during tho period 
of his prayer, provided that prayer he breathed with 
fervency. 

Prayer is a heaven to the shipwrecked mariner; an 
anchor to them that are sinking in the waves; a staff 
to the limbs that totter; a mine of jewels to the poor; 
a security to the rich; a healer of diseases, and a 
guardian of health. Prayer at once secures the con¬ 
tinuance of our blessings, and dissipates the cloud 
of our calamities. 0 blessed prayer! thou art the 
unwearied conqueror of human woes, the only firm 
foundation of human happiness, the source of ever- 
during joy, the mother of philosophy. The man 
who cun pray truly, though languishing in extremes! 
indigence, is richer than ull beside; wbilo the wretch 
who never bowed the knee, though proudly seated as 
a monarch of a nation, is of all men the most desti¬ 
tute.— Chrysostom. 

“Gold such bh thine ne’er drew the Spanish prow 
Through the primeval hush of Indian seas, 

Nor wrinkled the lean brow 
Of age, to rob the lover's heart of ease; 

'Tin the Spring'* largess, which she scatters now 
To rich and poor alike, with lavi*h hand, 
Though most heart* never underntanil 
To take it at Oon'S value, but pass by 
The offered wealth with unregarded eye.” 

We dare not, after quoting Lowell, prolong our 
own feeble prose utterances, so, with the last beau¬ 
tiful stanzu of the poet’s address to the Dandelion, we 
will take our leave: 

“ How like a prodigal (loth nature seem, 
When thou, for all gold, bo common art I 

Thou teachest me to deem 
More sacredly of every human heart, 

Since each reflects In joy it* scanty gleam 
Of heaven, and conld some wondrous secret show, 
Did we but pay the love we owe, 
And with a child’s undoubting wisdom look 
On all these living pages of God’s book.” 

Cobourg, C. W., July 19,1861. Gkrvas Holmes. 

How to Live Well.—Good meals at moderate 
intervals, and tho stomach left to rest between. 
Some interval—an interval of active exercise is the 
best—between books and food. A leisure Lour for 
dinner, and cheerful conversation after it- A short 
nap, for those who need or like it after dinner. 
Light occupation in the evening—literature, or cor¬ 
respondence, with more or less social intercourse 
mqsic, or other recreation, These ure each and all 
highly desirable; but the most indispensable of all is 
strenuous and various exercise. 

BUMMER EVENINGS. 

Summer evenings must have been created in a fit 
of remorse for the weariness and disappointments 
which fall to the lot of man and womankind during 
the long, bright summer days. The gairish sun, 
strong and self-sustained, is incapable of sympathy. 
It blazes down fiercely in hot wrath, or retires into 
dark and angry shadow, unmindful of blistering 
heads or breaking hearts. The moon alone, change¬ 
ful as she is said to be, radiant though she is, looks 
down softly and pityingly on the sorrows she cannot 
cure, and assuages by seeming to share them. 

Fair summer evenings are the time above all others 
when one cares to realize only the bliss of simple 
existence. To work, or make any active effort, is 
actually impossible, excepting for those disagreeably 
industrious people who are never satisfied, aB they 
say, “to be still a minute.” It. is almost too much 
exertion to walk. It is happiness to sit in the shadow 
of the moonlight, in the open air, where thought 
flows free, and dream and philosophize with some 
one—the other counterpart, if the world hold it, of 
oneself—if not, dream alone. Share the daylight, the 
gas-illuminated parlors, or even the winter flre-Bide, 
with laughter-loving friends, but the sweet summer 
evenings, with its loving kisses wafted by every 
breath to cheek and lip, not with the crowd should 
you share these. Let the moonlight shine on a white 
tablet in your heait, sacred to,— or, sacred to a mem¬ 

ory.— New York Dispatch. 

IVe are ruined, not by what we really want, but by 
what we think we do; therefore, never go abroad in 
search of your wants; if they be real wants, they will 
come home in search of you; for he that buys what 
he does not wmnt, will soon want wrhat he cannot buy. 

Woman without Religion.— A man may, in some 
sort, tie lii* frail hopes and honors, with weak, shift¬ 
ing ground tackle, to his business of the world; but 
a woman without tbe anchor called Faith is a drift 
and a wreck. A man may clumsily continue a kind 
of responsibility or motive, but a woman can find no 
basis in any system of right action than that of spir¬ 
itual faith. A man may craze his thoughts and his 
brain to thoughtfulness in such poor harborage as 
fame and reputation may spread before him; but a 
woman — where can she put her hope, in storms, if 
not in heaven? 

And that sweet truthfulness—that abiding love, 
that endearing hope, mellowing every scene of life, 
lighting them with pleasantest radiance, when the 
world’s cold storms break like an army with smoking 
cannon — what can bestow it all but a holy soul-tie 
to what is stronger than an army with cannon? Who 
that has enjoyed the love of a Qod-loving mother, 
but will echo the thought with energy, and hallow it 
with a tear?— Ik. Marvel. 

-♦»♦••» - - 

A Stronger Religion.—We have had too much 
rose-water religion. We have been almost wrecked, 
as a people, by tolerating error tinder the garb of phi¬ 
lanthropy. The delicate nerves of our modern civili¬ 
zation have shrunk from capital punishment aa a 
relic of primeval barbarism. There has been more 
sympathy with the criminal than with society. This 
has shown itself In theological statements, modifying 
the statements of God’s word. Many could not bear 
to hear of the eternal punishment of the wicked. 
Philanthropy was taking the place of religion; 
humanity the place of divinity. There seems to 
have been almost an actual softening of the brain of 
the body politic, so far have the people been educat¬ 
ing themselves for disintegration and dissolution. 
Now, as a remedy for this Btato of things, come the 
summons of Divine Providence to gird up the mind 
of the nation.—Rev. Dr. IF. Adams. 

-- 
Excellence of L4B0R.—Labor is of noble birth; 

but prayer is the daughter of heaven. Labor has a 
place near the throne, but prayer touches the golden 
scepter. Labor, Martha-like, is busy with much 
serving, but prayer Bits with Mary at the feet of 
Jesus, Labor climbs the mountain, with Moses; but 
prayer soars upward with Elijah, in a chariot of fire. 
Labor has the raven’s wing, yet sometimes goes forth 
in vain; but prayer has the pinions of the dove, and 
never returns but with the olive-leaf of blessing. 

“ They that be wise shine as the brightness of the 
firmament: and they that turn many to righteousness, 

as the stars for ever and ever.” 
-- 

In attempting to convert a sinner from the error of 
his way, one should be as careful as though he were 
endeavoring to revive a rapidly expiring fire. Not 
trundle in a scuttle-fnll of dogmas all at once, so 
that the faint spark which gives indications of spir¬ 
itual life is so overwhelmed by the mass, that it can 
with difficulty force its way through it, or perhaps is 
smothered entirely; but drop a truth here, a maxim 
there, always striving to keep the spark alive. Ian 

it, do not blow it out. 

A Christian should look upon bimselt as sacred 
and devoted. For that which involves but an ordi- 
uary degree of criminality in others, in him partakes 
of the nature of sacrilege; what is a breach of trust 
in others, ia in him the profanation of the temple. 

Robert Hall. __ ♦ « ♦ -- 
Knowledge without Love.—If tliou didst know 

the whole Bible by heart, und the sayings of all the 
philosophers, what would it all profit thee without 
the love of God, and his grace? — 27ms. A. Kettpts. 



into the open prospect, a gallant charge on one Rule 

and a retreat on the other, and we Raw plainly that 
our columns were gaining ground, and steadily pur¬ 
suing their advantage by their gradual movement 
which continued toward the distance and the enemy’s 

center. 
Wo indeed heard continuous tidings of heroism and 

victory; and those in the trees above us told us mora 
than we could discover with our Hold glasses from 
below. We heard that Hunter had fairly rounded the 
enemy’s flank, and then we listened for ourselves to 
the sound of his charges in the northern woods, and 
saw for ourselves the air gathering up smoke from 
their branches, and the wavering column of the Mis- 
fussippians as tliuy tied from their first battery, and 

were forced Into the open iicld. Then we saw our 
own 60th and 70th corps, animated by a chivalrous 
national rivalry, press ou to the support of tho more 
distant column. Wo could catch glimpses of the 
continual advances and retreats; oould bear occa¬ 

sionally the gons of a battery before undiscovered; 
could guess how terribly all this accumulation of 
death must tell upon those undaunted nun, but could 
also see — and our cheers continually followed the 
knowledge —that our forces were gradually driving 
the right of the euemy around the second quarter of 
a circle, until by 11 o’clock tho main battle was raging 
at a point almost directly opposite, our standing 
place — the road at tho edge of the woods whore it 
had commence! six hours before. 

hill at tho distance of a mile and a 

[From Mason’s Normal Singer, by permission.] 

Cheerfully 

?nf) 

th notes of joy we vors, 1. Como Autumn, crowned with ripened grain, 

r r c r j 
CCS strike the chime, The Our hearts and voi vors 

« Who said that the stars on our banner were dim 

That their glory had faded away? 

Look np and behold ! how bright throngh each fold 

They are flashing and smiling to-day. 

A few wandVing meteors only have paled 

They shot from their places ou high; 

Bat the JUcd and the ti-ur. still Illumine the blue, 

And will, while old nges go byt” 

2. Tho harvest sun. how bright at noon 
His richest radiance throwing 1 

And, Oh! how bright the harvest moon, 
As she with joy is glowing, 

And fain with us would strike the chime, 
Tho harvest time, tho harvest time. 

3. Our land is broad, we’ve every clime, 
And all some gift possessing; 

And all enjoy tho harvest, time. 
That makes each gift a blessing; 

Then let our hearts and voices chime, 
The harvest time, the harvest time. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., AUGUST 3, 1861 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS There was a 
half. From its height, overlooking the whole plain, 
a few sholl had reached us early in the day, .uul an it, 
was nearer the Manassas road than almost any other 
portion of the field, more of the enemy's reinforce¬ 
ments gathered about Its ridge than to the aid of the 
beaten rebols in the woods and valleys. Hero there 
was an open battery, and long lines of infantry In 
support, ready, for a wonder, to let our wearied fel¬ 
lows see the fresh forces they had to conquer. As 
the Sixty-ninth, Thirteenth, and Seventy ninth wound 
round the meadows to the north of this hill, and be- 

the road apparently with the intention 
a column comiug down from 

ve, and for a moment believed 
Division, and that it had 

g tho enemy’s rear. A 
Hut soon the look-out 

boro secession banners, and wo 
other rebel General, was 

united 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SlEOKL.—FRANZ SlEOEI., 

who has been doing such noble service for the Union 
in Missouri, is thirty-seven years of age, and a Ger¬ 
man by birth. He is a graduate of the military 
school at Carlsruhe. lie entered the regular array of 
Baden, and was advanced to the post of chief adju¬ 
tant in 1847. His sympathies with the first revolu¬ 
tion in Southern Germany lost him his commission. 
He was appointed General-in-Chief in the beginning 
of the second revolution, May, 1848, and led the for 
lorn hope of the liberal party with great energy and 
zeal, lie came to America in 1860; was a Professor 
in Dr. Onion's Academy, and married Dr. Dulon'B 
daughter. He received a call to a professorship in 
St. Tiouis, where he soon became distinguished by 
his great military talents, and on tho first call of the 
President for troops to defend the Government 
against the machinations of the rebels, he Instantly 
entered tho field, raising ft regiment of German troops 
in St. bonis. The regiment choRe him Colonel, but 
for hlB courage, zeal, and display of military skill, 
President Lincoln made him Brigadier General: 

Brigadier General Robknckanb.— This officer, 
who ho gallantly won the battle of Rich Mountain, is 
to succeed Gen. McClellan in command on the 
upper Potomac. Gen. William S. Rosencranb is a 
native of Ohio and a West Point officer, having 
entered tho Military Academy in 1838. He was bre¬ 
veted Second Lieutenant of Engineers in July, 1842, 

defence to itself. Tho key to the whole position is 
precisely that point which Gen. Beauregard chose for 
his center, and which ho has fortified so strongly that 
in the opinion of military men, 5,000 men could 

there hold 20,000 at bay. 
The position, in fact, is fortified, in part, by Nature 

herself. It is a succession of hills, nearly equidis¬ 
tant from each other, in front of which is a ravine so 

deep and bo 
at two i 
men can 
of these 

3. The following named general ofheers wil he 
honorably discharged upon the expiration of their 
terms ofsorvice, as set hereinafter opposite their 
respective names, viz.: , „ ,, , 

New York State Militia—Major-General Bandford, 
August 18, IBGl. . A 

New Jersey Volunteers- Brigadier-General Iheo- 

" Ohio "Volunteers- Brigadier General J. D. Cox, 
July 30, 1861; Brigadier-General J. N. Bates, August 
27,‘18451. „ , _ , 

Indiana Volunteers—Brigadier-General 1. A. ojor 
ris, July 27, 1861. 

4. Burgeons of brigades rank as surgeons only. 
6. Officers mustering out volunteers will charge 

he preferred fighting as a private under his old mono, 
in whom he had more confidence than hiinsell, but 
yielded at last and proceeded to Illinois to assume 

the colonelcy of tly? Jttgers. 

Con. SWOTm ok TUB 2d Rhode Islani*.—Coloimt ^ _ _^ 

John W. Slocum, of the 2d Rhode Island regiment, | dore Runyon, July 30, 1861 

who is reported among the killed, was a young and 
accomplished officer, having been for a time At West 

Point, and having also seen service in Mexico. His 
age was about thirty-five years, and he was a son-in- 
law of Gen. James, late Benator from Rhode Island, 
and inventor of the new arms beariug his name. 
Coi. Ri.ocum entered the service for the present war 
as Major in Col. Bonxside's regiment, tho 1st Rhode 
Island. When a second regiment was called from 

gan to cross 
of scaling it, we saw 
the furthest perspecti 
it ho a portion of Hunter's 
succeeded in completely turnra 
wild shout rose from us all 
saw that its ensigns 
knew that Johnson, or some 
leading a horde of fresh troops against 
right and center. It was time for more regiments to 
ho scut forward, and Keyes was ordered to ftdvanco 
with the First Tyler Brigade. The three Connecticut 
regiments and tho Fourth Maine came on with a will; 
the First Connecticut was posted in reserve, and the 
other three corps swept up the field by the ford on 

the right, to aid the struggling advance. 
All eyes wore directed to the distant hill top, now 

the center of the fight. All could see the enemy’s 
Infantry ranging darkly against the sky beyond, and 
the first lines of our men moving with line determin¬ 
ation up the steep Mope. The cannonading upon onr 
advance, the struggle upon the hill top, the inter¬ 
change of position between tho contestants, were 
watohed by us; and as new forces rushedjln upon the 
enemy's side, the scene was repealed over and over 
again. Tt must, have been Imre, I think, that the 
Bixty-uiutn took and lost u, battery eight times in suc¬ 
cession, and finally were compelled, totally ex¬ 
hausted, to resign the completion of their work .to 
tlm Connecticut regiments which had just come up. 
The Third Connecticut finally carried that summit, 
unfurled the Stars and Stripes above it, ami paused 

from tho fight to cheer for the Union cause. 
Then the battle began to work down tho returning 

half of the circle which the enemy described during 
tho day, driven before the desperate charges of our 
troops, until they reached the very point where 
Tyler's advance oommotioed the action. Down the 

1 hill, and into the valley thickets on [the loll, the 
' Zouaves, the Connecticut and New York regiments, 

with the unconquerable Rhode ^Islanders, drove the 

' iioiitiiiuiiilv enlarging but always vanquished columns 

j thickly wooded that it is passable only 
points, trad those through gorges which fifty 

defend against a whole army. It, was at one 
points that the Washington Artillery were 

at first encamped, and though only half the battalion 
waB then there, and wo had only one company of 
infantry to support us, we slept as soundly under the 
protection of our guns as if we had been in a tort of 

the amplest dimensions. 
Of the fortifications snperadded here by Con. Beau¬ 

regard to those ot nature, it is of course not proper 
for mo to speak. The general reader, in fact, will 
have a sufficiently precise ideaof them by conceiving 
a line or forts some two miles in extent, zig-zag in 
form, with angles, salients, bastions, casements, and 
everything that properly belongB to works of this 

kind. 
The strength an«l advantages of this position at 

Manassas are very much increased by the tact that 14 
miles further on is a position of similar formation, 
while the country between is admirably adapted to 
the subsistence and entrenchment of tro»ps in num¬ 
bers as large as they can easily be manoeuvred on the 
real battle field. Water is good and abundant; for¬ 
age such as is everywhere found in the rich farming 
districts of Virginia, and the communication with all 

Hull’s Hun nnd Hie Country About. 

The present war seems destined to give notoriety 
to many points, which would otherwise have been 
known only to the few who chanced to reside in their 
immediate vicinity. Such a spot is Bull's Run, and 
wo take the annexed description from the N. Y. 

Commercial. 

From Fairfax Court House to Warrenton the dis¬ 
tance by turnpike is a little over thirty miles in a 
direction nearly west by south. This road rnna 
nearly parallel with tho Orange and Alexandria Rail 
road, only from four to six miles further west. The 
village of Centerville, containing one church and 
about two hundred and fifty Inhabitants, is situated 
seven or eight miles beyond Fairfax, and three or 
four this side of Bull’s Run. It was while the division 
under Gen. Tyler was ^treking along a turnpike a 
little to the left of the Warrenton road, i. c. between 
Centerville and Manassas Junction, that tho alfsir of 
last Thursday took place. Tho principal part of tho 
battle on Bunday was fought higher up the rivei 
though the extreme left of our array extended as far 
east as the line of the Orange and Alexandria Rail¬ 

road. 
Bull’s Run is a stream between thirty and forty 

miles long, discharging its waters Into the Ocoquun, 
a tributary of the Potomac. It divides the counties 
of Eairfax and Prince William. The first named 
does not flow from the mountains, but collects its 
waters from the rolling and woody country lying to 
the right of the turnpike. This road crosses the 
II II„„ » near the middle of its course. In tho sum- 

•Ool. Cameron op tub 79tit New tonic. — l.oi. 
James D. Cameron of the 70th (Highlanders) regi¬ 
ment of New York, who was killed, although colonel 
of a New York regiment, was a Pennsylvanian, hav¬ 
ing been born and having always resided in that 
State. He was a younger brother of the Secretary of 
War, and when the New York Highlanders were 
organizing for Bervicc, they oleeted him, as one of 
the Clan Cameron in this country, for their com¬ 
manding officer. This was tho first military position 
ho ever held. Colonel Cameron was over fifty years 
of age. He was like Ills brother, the Secretary of 
War, originally a printer, hut since he came to man¬ 
hood he lias been engaged in various public works. 
Of late years he has resided at Milton, Northumber 

land count . lie leaves no family. 

The Irish on the Death Roll. 

Under the above caption a late issue of the Dub¬ 

lin Nation remarks: 
Of five thousand molt who marched from New 

York in one week for the war in the Bouth, three 
thousand were Irish. From nearly every city in 
America, the scene of similar departures, wo hear of a 
like proportion of.the Irish element in the battalions; 
for whenever there is danger to he braved or courage 
to be displayed, the Celtic exile is found in the lore- 
most ranks. Let England be troubled as she may for 
her cotton bales, it may be truly stated that Ireland 
will be. more deeply, more mournfully, affected by the 
disasters in America, than any other country in the 
world. The lives of her exiled children will bo 
offered Jn thousands. Many a mother’s heart in Ire¬ 
land, long cheered by the affectionate and dutiful let¬ 
ter und the genoronx offerings Of filial love, will ho 
left lone and widowed by the red bolts of war. 
Many a firesido from Dunluco to Castlehaven will be 
filled with mourning as each American mail arrives. 
F.ven already it has begun. Already, light as is the 
reckoning of dead, Ireland has paid the largest 
penalty. It was only a day or two ago we were told 
that three young rnen had been killed by the burst¬ 
ing of a gun at Fort Sumter. Wo now find that of 
the whole garrison which defended the fort, the 
greater part were Irish; while of the three killed at 
tha sallvnoit. two were Irishmen! One of these was 

Captain In 183G; lie wasbrevetted Major "for gallant 
and meritorious services in Florida, to rank from the 
day on which was fought the battle of Okeechobee, on 
which occasion he acted with the greatest gallantry 
and coolness,” Dec. 25, 1837. He served with dis¬ 
tinction in the Mexican war, and was brevetted Lieut. 
Colotiol "for gallant and meritorious conduct in the 
severe conliicts of Monterey,” in Wept, 1846, on the 
first day of which lie was wounded. In 1862, he was 
promoted to a full Lieut. Colonelcy in 2d infantry, in 
which lie has since served. True to his country and 
his flag, with over forty yeara’ military experience, 
he has been worthily promoted to a Brigadier Gene¬ 
ral, and has gallantly led his brigade in the advance 
of Gen. Patterson’s army in entering Virginia, taking 
the post of honor, and performing the ohief part in 
defeating the five rebel regiments between Williams¬ 
port and Martinsburg on the 2d of July. 

Major Hkinsei.man.—During the recent battle at 
Manassas, this gallant officer lost an arm, a casualty 
which will doubtless deprive us of bis services. In 
a rebuke to those editors who have been crying "On 
to Richmond” through every issue of their journals, 
Thuklww Weed relates the following incident:— 
“Some years since, while in Mexico, a bush-house, 
containing all the ammunition of tho regiment, 
caught lire. The danger was imminent. An officer 
commanded the men to rush through the flames and 
bring out the powder. But the men hesitated, while 
the flames spread. At this critical moment, Major 
(then Captain) Heinselman appeared, exclaiming, 
"Boys! follow me!” and rushing himself into the 
magazine, was the first to emerge with a keg of pow¬ 
der in his arms. The men did follow, and the work 

was acooraplished. 
Another word of this gallant officer. Borne weeks 

since, when the field officers for the new regiment 
were about to he designated, wo were dining with 
General Scott, and aeked to say a word in behalf of 
an officer we thought entitled to promotion. " Who, 
sir?” inquired the General, “Major Heinselman,” 
and as we were about to add something more, the 
veteran interrupted, “ not a word, sir—I am respon¬ 
sible for Major Heinselman'9 promotion.” This 
was Bternly but kindly said, when Colonel Stone, 
who was present, related the magazine incident. 

Colonel Heckeu.—In the "Faderiand” Decker 
was, at one period, Siegel’s superior officer. When 
our difficulties began, hearing of the movements of 
his aforetime brothcr-in-armf, he left his pleasant 
home in Illinois with his son, and both entered as 
privates in Single's regiment. This prompt and 
patriotic movement of the German population fired 

? the emulation of their fellow countrymen in Illinois, 
who immediately organized a Jager regiment in that 
State, and sent for Hecker to become their com- 

j niander. At first Hecker declined, declaring that 

stone bridge known to bo mined. A blunder, in that 
the last reserve was sent forward at all. it should 
have been retained to guard the rear of the left, and 
every other rogiinent on the field should have been 
promptly recalled over the route by which it]had ad¬ 
vanced, ordered only to maintain such positions as 
rested on a supported, continuous line. Gen. Scott 
says, to-day, that our troops had aleady accomplished 
three day’s work and should have rested long before. 
But McDowell tried to “vanquish the Bouth in a single 

struggle, aud the sad result is before us. 
As it was, Capt. Alexander with his Sappers and 

Miners, was ordered to cut through tho abatU by the 
side of the mined bridge, in tho valley directly be¬ 
fore us, and lay pontoons across tho stream. Car¬ 
lisle’s Artillery was detailed to protect the work, and 

The IJiutle of Manassas. 

The report of this battle in the N. Y. World is 
the most graphic and vivid among tho many thus far 
sent out by the press. We extract such portions of 
the description sb relate to movements from tho hour 
of noon uutil^the retreat of onr troops occurred: 

The Heat of tue Contest.—It was now noon and 
the battle commenced in tho fierceness of its most 
extended fury. The batteries on the distant hill 
began to play upon our own, and upon our advanc¬ 
ing troops, with hot and thunderous effect. Carlisle 
answered for ns, and Sherman for Hunter’s Division, 
while the great 32-ponnder addressed itself resist- 
lessly to the alternate defenses of the foe. The noiHc 
of the cannonading was deafening and continuous. 
Conversely to the circumstance of the former engage¬ 
ment, it completely drowned, at this period, the 
volleys of the musketry and riflemen. It blanched 
the cheeks of villagers at Centerville, to the main 
street of which place some of the enemy’s rifled shell 
were thrown. It was heard at Fairfax, at Alexandria, 
at Washington itself. Five or six heavy batteries 
were in onerution at once, and to their clamor was 

Discharge of Olllceis. 

On Saturday our dispatches announced the 
transfer of Geu. Battcrson’s command to Gen. Banks. 
The following is the official order for the discharge 
of Gen. Patterson and other officers whose term of 

service has expired 
War Department, I 

Adjdtant-Genekal’9 Office, / 
Washington, July 11), 1861. ) 

General Orders No. 46: 
1, Major-General Robert Patterson, of the Penn¬ 

sylvania Volunteers, will be honorably discharged 
from the service of the United States on the 27th 
inbt when his term of duty will expire. Brevet inst., when his term of duly will expire. 
Major-General Cadwallader, also of the Pennsylvania l 
Volunteers, will he honorably discharged upon the 
receipt of this order, us his term of service expires 

t0^Major-General l>ix, of the United States forces, 
will relievo Major-General Banka of the same service 
in ids present command, which will in future be 
.ailed the Department of Mainland, head quarters at 
Baltimore. Upon being relieved l.y Major-General 
Dix. Major-General Banks will proceed to the valley 
of Virginia, und assume command of the army now 
under Major General Patterson, when that Depart¬ 
ment will be called the Department of the Shenan¬ 
doah, headquarters in the field. 



was the foe? Who knew whether we had won oi 
lost? 

The question was quiokly to be decided for os. A 

sadden swoop, and a body of cavalry rushed down 
upon onr columns near the bridge. They came from 
the woods on the left, and infantry poured oat behind 
them. Tyler and bis staff; with the reserve, were ap¬ 
parently cut off by the quick manajuver. I, in gain¬ 
ing the position I had just left, there witnessed the 
capture of Carlisle's battery iu the plain, and saw an¬ 
other force of cavalry and infantry pouring into the 
road at the very spot where the battle commenced, 
and near which the South Carolinians, who manned 
the battery silenced in the morning, had doubtless 
all day been lying concealed. The ambulances and 
wagons had gradually advanced to this spot, and of 
course an instantaneous confusion and dismay result¬ 
ed. Our own infantry broke ranks in the field, 
plunged into the woods to avoid the road, and got up 
the hill as best they could, without leaders, every man 

is killed, and not Utah Joe Johnston; that the enemy 
retired from the field simultaneously with our army, 
believing they were beaten; and that Beauregard 

Congress —Extra Seiydon. 

Senate,—Mr. Wilson, from the Committee on Mil 
itary Affairs, reported back the bill to provide for tb< 
transportation of arms and monitions of war to th< 
loyal citizens in the rebel states, and to provide fm 
the expense of organizing them into regiments, Sic 

I he bill makes an appropriation of $2,000 000 
Passed. 

Mr. Sherman, from the Finance Committee, re- 
ported back the bill to refund duties imposted by 
States. Passed. * 

redemption of debt incurred. Ad 
majority. The bill was passed. 

Mr. Stevens, from the Committee 
Means, to whom the direct tax and 
hill was yesterday referred, reported 
unable to devise any provision whicl 
tutional, and at the same time carrj 
instructions of the House. 

The Senate's amendments to the 1 

ment of the Baltimore Police, and ma 
, tl0ns for facilitating the coinage of g 

* «>« He manufacture cr p»rcl„.e ,,f a„ 
taken up and passed, considered and adopted 

K.nance Committee, Mr. Dawes, from the Committee 

p °r .thC payment of reported a resolution that Mr. Shiel 
8eat as » member from Orego 

offered a resolution who now 

vur uwd Hoys, the N. Y. 13cb. 

Wk cannot close our report of the disastrous 
affair near Manassas, without making reference to 
tbe glorious stand assumed and maintained by the 
Rochester regiment, known upon the government 
roll as toe “ 13th N. Y. Volunteers.” It is true that 
shortly after their arrival at Washington, numerous 
complaint* were made by them in reference to various 
matters, and it is likewise true that considerable 
ground existed to base such complaints upon. To a 
gTeat extent these difficulties were removed before 
marching upon Ball's Run, arid the men moved for¬ 
ward fully resolved to perform their entire duty. 
They had established a reputation for drill aDd 
soldierly conduct while in camp, and a position wan 
awarded them which would inevitably test their 
courage, stamina and effectiveness. How did they 
deport, themselves when the struggle came? Let us 
examine the record: 

The New York Herald says:—"From the details 
which we publish, it will be seen that our troops 
conducted themselves bravely throughout tbe en¬ 
gagement during the day, several of the New York 
regiments, including the 69th, 79th, mb and Fire 
Zouaves, behaving with the greatest gallantry, until 
wearied and overpowered by fresh troops, they were 
compelled to follow tbe retreat which an unfortunate 

>ve could get at them they were driven back and put 
to flight.” ’I bis remark was not mine, as was printed 
yesterday, but was made by the men who had been in 
the thickest of the fray. 

If these few words are worth printing, 1 hope, in 
this hour of anxious interest, that my motive, both 
in interpreting and relating these circumstances, will 
not be misjudged. If in the least useful, it is, I sup¬ 
pose, the more satisfactory if personally identified. 
Only for that reason I add my name. Let us do jus¬ 

tice to our brave men; learn wisdom by experience; 
and with firm faith in the God of Justice, look for¬ 
ward to an early and effectual remedy of what may 
prove to be a useful disaster. 

on Elections, 
is entitled to a 

n> instead of Mr. Thaver 
occupies it. 

ry Mr. Sedgwick, from Committee on Military Affairs 

pP0.r^'3 the biU’ which was Passed. authorizing the 
• I resident to appoint commandants of Navy Yards 

on from commanders as well as from captains, 
to _ 

tli Affairs nt Washington. 

Z the present session, the House called 

Of ;,rrent t0 corarnnnicate- if not incom- 
patible with the public interest, copies of all corres¬ 
pondence with foreign powers relative to maratime 
rights, and also copies of correspondence respecting 
the existing insurrection. The President respectfully 

n declines to furnish the information, from motive! 
d of public policy. 9 

11 Tbe Recretar-V of War has no information as to the 
emp oyment of Indians and negroes in a military 
capacity, by the so-called C. 8. A., and has so advised 

lt ,n responBe to their resolution upon that 

! . JhC W'lr Apartment is getting its eyes open. All 

' r ^ n acc<WnK regiments, written since the battle 
of Bloody Bun,” contain the following language: 

. Jonr regiment is accepted, with the distinct un¬ 
derstanding that this Department will revoke the 
commissions of all officers who may not prove com¬ 
petent for command.” 

; Th.G 8e^y of War has accepted a regiment of 
cavalry chiefly raised in St. Louis. Tt numbers 1,200 

I me,Dl 18 armed with Sharpe’s rifles, armyrevolvers 
and sabres. It wag recruited by Col. C. A. Ellis 
formerly a Texan ranger under tbe famous Jack 
Hayes, and is to be commanded by him, under tbe 
name of the First Missouri Rangers, The Colonel 
who is here, has promptly reported for orders, and is 
to be mustered into the service on the first day of 
August. y 

The Administration entertain no fears of an im¬ 
mediate attack on Washington. There are now 
aronnd Washington 35,000 men not in the late battle 

our defeat^ l01^ 58 m"Ch bf,tt0r than before 

Mis. Hindale, whose husband is a member of the 2d 

rerCn ^ w?iTnt "0W °n the Vir«inia 8ide- ba« re¬ 
turned to Washington from Manassas Junction. She 
was at Centerville during the engagement on Sunday, 
and waited there for the return of the soldiers, look¬ 
ing for her husband but failed to see him. She sup- 
posed him to be a prisoner at Manassas. The enemy 
captured her and conveyed her thither. They em¬ 
ployed her as a hospital nurse. On Thnrsday she I 
procured a pass from Gen. Beauregard and his con¬ 
sent to leave. She walked to Alexandria, where she 
arrived this morning. Her husband is not a prisoner 
but safe in camp with his regiment. 

Mrs. Hindale reports as being in the hospital at 
Manassas a large number of our wounded troops. 
The enemy say they have as prisoners over a thou¬ 
sand of onr men. She brines verbal m **UCO fTOO f.AMS 

The Panic-A Civilian’s Views. 

Mit. G. P. Putnam, of New York, 
recent disastrous battle, and writes to t 
Post his views thereupon. These wil 
worthy of perusal as showing that a false 
has been sent abroad by indiscreet teleg; 
tors, lie says: 

The few lines so hurriedly written by 
office at the last moment for Tuesday’s 
without any revision, appear to have 
many, whose inquiries show that, the first 
lamentable and so disgraceful, had caused 
depression, and even dismay. The uecnl 

. ana every inch a man. 
When the proclamation of the President sounded 
Rochester called for Prof. Quinby to bead its regi' 
ment. He left University, home, wife and eight 
children. We wore closely associated for three years. 
It seems to me that I should have felt, ‘I will not 
run. I will no with the Thirteenth >» 

House.— On motion of Mr. Blair, a Committee of 
Conference wag ordered on the disagreeing amend¬ 
ments of the two Houses to the bill to Increase the 
present, military establishment. 

Mr. Porter reported a bill dividing Kentucky into 
two Judicial District* and abolishing the present 
Districts, and as amended hy Mr. Blajr, of Missouri, 
abolishing the two District Courts in Missouri, and 
creating one Court in their stead. In the course of 
the debate Mr. Crittenden opposed tbe bill, saying it 
wag an abuse of tbe power of Congress, and an inva¬ 
sion of the Constitutional mode of the removal of a 
Judge to effect such an object by the abolition of the 
Court, as now proposed. The bill passed by ayes 79, 
nays 50. 

Mr. Elliott, from the Committee on Commerce, 
reported a bill which was passed, authorizing the 
President, by and with the advice of the Senate, to 
appoint consuls at any of the foreign port* where he 
may deem it advisable to prevent piracy, at a salury 
not exceeding $1,600 per annum, such offices to 

we might add almost indefinitely to the foregoing, 
but it is needless. The boys fought heroically, and 
assisted in covering the retreat with the spirit of true 
soldiers. When the condition of onr soldiers is 
considered, their performance seems wonderful. 
Taking up the line of march at 2 o’clock Sunday 
inorniug, engaging the enemy at 7, battling all day 
long, and retreating to their entrenchments Monday 
night, which were reached between 7 and 8 o’clock 
Tuesday morning, requires an amount of endurance 
and patient perseverance which a month since would 
not be awarded to Volunteers. Yet all this they 

General Johnston, and Alabamians, Mississlpians 
and Marylanders, under Brevet Brigadier-General 
Bee. Tbe Maryland line fought Bide by side with 
tbe Alabamians, and after tile battle, were com¬ 
mended for their cool impetuosity and resolute 
courage by Generals Beauregard and Bee. The 
Lieutenant-Colonel of General Hampton’s legion 
(8. C.) was killed by a shot in the head from the 
battery covering the 79th Now York regiment. 

The Memphis Arjjms reports a loss of 3.000. Gen¬ 
erals Barlow of Georgia, and Bee of South Carolina, 
were killed: 

The Richmond Whig of the 24th, says that the 
battle of Bull’s Bun opened by throwing out heavy 
artillery and small field pieces at 8 o’clock A. M. 
The force of the enemy can never be ascertained. 
Our force was 20,000 men, who never fought more 

Major Gen. McClellan’* Command. 

The following list comprised the troops under 
command of Gen. McClellan at the date of the bat¬ 
tle of Carricksford. He has now been transferred to 
the column at Washington, and has been succeeded 
by Brigadier Gen. Rosecrans. Gen. R. has in Vir¬ 
ginia upward of 30,000 men, besides reserves in Ohio 
with whom he can instantly communicate by tele¬ 
graph : 

AT RKVKKI.Y, LACltKI, HILL, AND BUCK HANNON. 

Headquarters of Major Gm McClellan and RrimuH* 

anu laaen some 1(00 or 400 prisoners. The number 
of our killed and wounded cannot as yet be ascer¬ 
tained. It is estimated at 600 killed and wounded, 
while that of the enemy is several thousand. The 

Oglethorpe Light Infantry was cut to pieces, and 
Ilallou s fine regiment of Georgians was nearly anni¬ 
hilated. 

By the cars last evening, President Davis returned 
from the battle. Tn response to tbe calls of the im¬ 
mense crowd who had gathered to greet him, he 
alluded to the grand absorbing topic of the day. 
Ibe enemy, he said, with the taxes they had been 
imposing on us for t wo years, had fitted out an army 
on a magnificent scale. They had come over to 

' jrfi'n,a wRh plenty of arms and ammunition, and 
with ambulances fitted np in such a style of luxury 
as though they were still taxing the Soqth. They 
had 600 or 600 army wagons, and provisions iu 
abundance. In the campaign they bad over 80,000 
men, the finest parks of heavy artillery and light 
artillery. Of course they left everything behind 
them they could throw away. The train has brought 
in 100 prisoners, and there are 1200 more coming, 
including G5 officers. The probability is that the 
enemy lost 10,000 men. Onr casualties will notex- 

did not accomplish the object of their mission. Mr. 
Burch, who took them to Bull’s Run, haB returned 
and reports that all the dead are not yet buried, and 
the slaughter on the Bide of the enemy is greater by 
far than they themselves represented. 

Unofficial information has been received here that 
the confederates contemplated the planting of bat¬ 
teries on the Potomac at points to command the 
channel, as a part of their general programme. At 
Aquia Creek they have five guns upon one battery 
and three upon another, and while an excursion 
party from Washington were in that vicinity Satur¬ 
day, a train of ears filled with troops is said to have 

| come up from the station there, and by wav of amuse¬ 
ment or experiment, a few ineffectual shots were fired 
at a distance of three miles from the boat. 

Tbe Post-Office Department haa issued the fol¬ 
lowing: 

Postmasters will take notice that all prepaid letters 
to soldiers m any regiment iu the United States 
service, and directed to them at points where they 
have been stationed, may be forwarded, whenever 
practicable, to any other point to which they may 
have been ordered, without further charge thereon 
for forwarding. J. A. Kahwon. 

Assistant Postmaster-General. 

The entrance of Gen. McClellan upon his duties 
as Commander of this military department, has in¬ 
spired troops in and around Washington with re¬ 
newed military enthusiasm. He has already visited 

the medical corps of the army. Passed. 

Mr. Blair, from the Committee on Military Affairs, 
reported the Senate bill, authorizing the President to 
accept 600,000 volunteers. Passed. 

Mr. Brigham, from the Committee on Judiciary, 
reported a resolution, which was passed, requesting 
the President to communicate, if in his judgment it 
is not incompatible to public interests, the grounds, 
reasons and evidence by which the Police Commis¬ 
sioners of the city of Baltimore were arrested and 
detained as prisoners at Fori McHenry. 

Mr. Stevens, from the Committee on Ways and 
Means, reported a bill appropriating $100,000 to pay 
the police organized under the United States author¬ 
ities in the city of Baltimore. 

The House went into committee on the bill to pro¬ 
vide an additional revenue for defraying tbe expenses 
of maintaining the Government and defending the 
public credit by the assessment of a direct tax and 
international duty. 

Mr. Conkling moved that the bill be re-committed 
to tbe Committee on Ways and Means, with instruc¬ 
tions to amend it so as to provide that tax on real 
and personal estate provided therein, be levied, 
assessed and collected in the several States and Terri¬ 
tories and District of Columbia, in same manner as 
the State and Territorial taxes are by local law col- 
-1, Adopted. lected therein, 

Mr. Stevens, from Committee on Ways and Means, 
reported Senate bill, supplimentary to the loan act, 
with an amendment authorizing tbe Secretary of the 
Ireasury to fix tbe denomination of Treasury notes 
below $50, which be may exchange for coin, bearing 
interest of 7 per cent, per annum. If this amount is 
necessary in order to negotiate a loan, tbe aggregate 
amount of Treasury notes not to exceed $250,000. 

Duties on imports, tea, coffee, sugar, spices, wines, 

liquors, and all such excise and other internal duties 
and taxes as may be collected, are pledged for 
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ABOUT ADVERTISING ALBA NT, July IS). Flour jmi Mkal—Tho market open¬ 
ed tame for Flour, nnd throughout tho raoroiiut onlv a limited 
business haa boon dotio, at tin; closing prices of Saturday. 

Common to good State.  $3,703)3,90 
Fancy and extra Stan- . 4,00(3)4,60 
Common to good Western.... < iXXnA./SO 
Extra Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, An.,.. 4,7% 5,75 
Extra ....h.OoSjfl 75 
Common Canitdmn,... LOUfa 4.60 
Extra Canadian, .4.7%;#,7* 
Fancy Genesee, ... . B.iKXoMiJSO 
Extra Genesee and city brands.6,0<X>i)7.00 

Corn meal is soiling Howl v at SlteJOl.Ofi 100 lbs 
Crain in Wheat nothing has transpired Corn steady and 

in fair request sales Western mixed «t.4l.'.,c. lu Bye ami Bar¬ 
ley nofbigltOa transpired. For Oats the market is weak, with 
sales Chicago at (iOi.tlo. 

TORONTO, JCLV 27 —Flour The business of tile week has 
been COultued to sales of fresh ground snpertine Hour, which 
hss been in active demand, and shows an advance of 60 cents 
on the week. Sales of upwards of 9,000 barrets have been made 
at priceH ranging from M.7«Gti4.M, and did stocks permit it. wo 
have no douht *4,3t<rT4,S5 would now ho paid. 

The stocks or grain, however. In the hands of millers are 
very light, which combined with the lowness of the water in 
the streams, occasions the quantity on tho market for sale to 
be very light, Choice brands of superior extra have not varied, 
and the demand is limited to local requirements. Fancies are 
not much in demand, though tho stocks held hero of those 
higher grades are yet, sin,'ill. Superior qualities have huen in 
active demand, and have also improved in price 

Superior Extra ..$6,«nctf'6,26 
Extra,.   6,nc@6,2S 
Fancy. ..   4..n»<H.7A 
Moderate.     4.2J%4,8!> 
No. Two.. ... . 3,25(3:3,55 

Oatmeal continues quiet at SStWi.Vis 
Crain—The deliveries in nur market of Fall wlmai have beeu 

light, though at this season, when farmers are bus rut hay¬ 
making, we cannot expect a large attendance About toil bush, 
per dav on an average changed hands to $l,0.\a'l,ll for prime 
WlRlpics, end 95cGfi$i for ordinary to medium A few parcels 
car w heat were sold $1 u'V-rl.d.X f. o. b.. being a fair mod dim sam¬ 
ple. Spring wheat has been proportionality limited in its sup¬ 
ply, with a slight improvement in pride. We quote 78@ft4r.aH 
tberangnof price* at the close The demand fur this entin in 
Montreal, when in good mind shipping condition, has been 
moderately active during Hie past week, and considerable quan¬ 
tities have found buyers at WinUSI-c, and in some lustsncea for 
choice samples $1 has been reached. Harley, little nr none has 
ottered during the week, ho that the price, AViOe. is purely 
nominal Oats have been in small supply, ami are actively in¬ 
quired for at 28C* ,30c. The deliveries by earn have been largo, 
but the demand continues good I’eas continne vorv quiet, 
with little or none offering. They may be quoted at 4Pfn'4Sc — 
Globe 

®lic Neroe Oloniienser I r. *XV», » root long, 4 inches In 
V. diameter. I heeo powerhtl Screws bring out a third morn 

IV a nwm i.°'iV‘b,0i* r'*“<!s- ,for n Circular Made bv I,. 
M ARNOLD, Poughkeepsie ,N \ ) Foundry OUtMteo 

A Splendid b’urm lu I„,| for aTorm 
.-* \„°? 5 'lie subscriber, having boon in feeble 
health for auroral years, ha* now concluded to trv long sea 
voyages, and will let about .'too acres (all tillable) of his farm for 
a money rout, rlie rarm is in perfect order and one of the best 
I®,-VS? ‘s,^,,, r,1r cither gram or grass, oxcidlently watered, 
buildings In-id rate. As he intends railing by 1st of October it is 
l,r,v?!i!aMl l intending offerers should view it Immediately 
Nrj-ti KODT I 
Row Hill Farm, near Geneva, Out, Co N. V . jnlvwi imi 

ADVERT I SI NO TERMS, In Ail v nil re— Thirty- 
Fivr Cents a Link, each Insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or Si1, cents per li ue of space. Spkchal Notiohs, 
(following rea'ling matter, leaded.) Sixty Cents a Line 

t 'ir its immense circulation among the Producers and Deal- 
em of the Free States, renders tho Rural Nkw-Yokkkr by far 

the Best and Chea|>est Advertising Medium of its class. This 
vact should be borne in iniud by »U Wholesale Dealers. Manu¬ 
facturers, (to., who iqust necessarily depend upon the People of 
the North for patronage. 

_ Queen Victoria visits Ireland in the end of August. 

_Peaches were for sale in Chicago on Saturday week. 

_ Another Louis XVII has come to light in Zara, Dal- 

jnatiftv 
_The Great Eastern attracts large numbers of visitors at 

Quebec, 

— The SL Louis Advocate call Claib. .Tackson “ the Arkan¬ 

sas traveler.” 

_ On the 4th of July, more than 30,000 flags were flying 

in New York city. 

— The city of London consumes more than half a million 

tuns of coal per annum. 

— The duty on foreign salt has been abolished in Francei, 

in order to aid the fisheries. 

— The bust of JohD Tyler, the traitor, has been removed 

from the rotunda of the Capitol. 

— John Brown, Jr., has resolved to enter the army, proba¬ 

bly under Montgomery, in Kansas. 

— That dreaded malady, diptheria, it appears, still Ungers 

in some sections of Orange county. 

— The excess of females over the males in England, as 

appears by the lute census, is 614,041. 

— The recently appointed Secretary of New Mexico, Mignel 

Otero, lias been rejected by the Senate. 

— General Lyon ban telegraphed for reinforcements. The 

rebel force opposed to him is increasing. 

— The business of planting oysters in the bays of France 

and England has proved very snrcessful. 

— Queen Victoria will visit Dublin on the 16th inst. She 

will remain in Ireland for several weeks. 

_The citizens nf St. Louis are getting up a testimonial for 

Col. Siegel, for his gallantry at Carthage. 

— The Parliament buildings in Toronto had a narrow escape 

from destruction by fire on Thursday week. 

_John T. Winslow, of Westbrook, Me., has one strawberry 

plant which produced 250 berrieB this season. 

— Hon. nerschel V. Johnson is on the stump in Georgia, 

urging subscriptions to the Confederate loan. 

_It i* said that the peach crop in Ohio is almost entirely 

cut off, but grapes promise an abundant yield. 

— A little Chinese boy, brought to France by one of the 

regiments, was publicly baptized at Strasburg. 

— The health of the Pope has sensibly improved, It is 

supposed that ho has an affection of the heart. 

— Tbo crops in Kansas promise splendidly this year. The 

prospect has not been so good for several years. 

— By the recent census t,lio population of London is found 

to be 2:803,064—an increase of 440,798 npon 1851. 

— The comet was seen In England, Ireland, and France, on 

the 30th of Juno—same evening as in New York. 

— On the 4th of July several secession flags were disylayed 

on American ships lying in the docks at Liverpool. 

— Six hundred thousand men are deemed necessary by the 

French Government for the defence of the Empire. 

— Both Houses of Congress are still in session, mnturing 

important measures for the prosecution of the war. 

— Extraordinary exertion will he made in the Western 

States this fall to manufacture sugar from sorghum. 

— The Oswego Times *Ays that the rebel General Garnett 

was formerly stationed at Fort Ontario, In that city 

— The PostolDce Department will save some three millions 

this year by ref using to send mails In the rebel States. 

— The Cape Ann Advertiser announces tho arrival of 240 

barrels of mackerel from the Bay, tho first of the season. 

— At Birmingham, Conn., there is a machine for making 

brass chains. It works as If endowod with human instinct. 

— The Bank of Upper Canada reports a loss of $1,250,000 

by bad debts at Toronto, Quebec, Chatham, and other places. 

— The English authorities have refused to allow Blondin 

to show off his child in a dangerous exploit on the tight rope. 

— The cotton mills in several districts in England are run¬ 

ning on short time, in consequence of the depression of the 

trade. 

— The Spanish Ministry has promptly acceded to the 

demand of Secretary Seward for the return of the Sumter’s 

prizes. 

— Since the port of Hakodadi, in Japan, has been opened 

to foreign trade, its population has increased from 12,000 to 

28,000. 

— Mr. Thompson, of the Glen House, succeeded in' reach¬ 

ing the summit of Mount Washington with a horse and 

wagon. 

— A new rifled gun has been tried at Shoeburyness, Eng., 

which carries a ball weighing one hundred and forty-five 

pounds. 

— Gold has been discovered in Ontonagon county, Mich., 

the yield being about on# hundred and thirty dollars to a tun 

of rock. 

— The demise of Gov. Ellis places Henry Toole Clarke, 

Esq., Speaker of the Senate, in the Executive Chair of North 

Carolina. 

— The Buffalo Commercial Advertiser says, “ during the 

past six weeks, no lees than 150 papers have suspended pub¬ 

lication.” 

— A new expedition to the Arctic regions is about to be 

undertaken by Captain W. Barker Snow, in a vessel of forty- 

five tuns. 

— In Paris a large machine-making establishment is being 

constructed, in which electricity will he the only power 

employed. 

— Two of the 32 pounders at the battery at Cairo have 

been named respectively John C. Fremont and Parson 

Brownlow. 

— It is reported that Prince Napoleon and his wife Clothilda 

arrived at Halifax on the 22d ult., in the steamer Jerome 

Bonaparte. 

— New York merchants look forward to half of a fall's 

business, says the dry-goods reporter of the Commercial 

Advertiser. 

— Louis Kossuth has left England, it is said, permanently. 

The Trieste Gazette reports him as having taken a villa on 

Lake Como. • 

— The Tuilleries—or rather the southern wing of the 

palace—Is under repair. The cost is estimated at 40,000,OOOf. 

(*8.000,04)0,) 

— Nothiug has yet been done toward re-building Sebastopol, 

nd its appearance differs hut slightly from its state at the 

end of the seige. 

— A careful investigation shows that, during the flag fever, 

not less than 17,000 flags were made by the principal dealers 

in New York city. 

— The great underground railway in London, to connect 

all the railways of that metropolis, iB being constructed with 

Unflagging energy. 

— The Earatogian says that the hotel keepers there do net 

sipect to make anything this year, but they do not spare 

trouble or expense. 

— Edwin A. Stevens is building an iron steamer at Phila¬ 

delphia. which he intends to present to the Government. It 

W>11 cost him $60,000. 

—-On the 23d of April a large instalment of the Chinese 

indemnity was paid into the Government Bank at Canton by 

the Chinese authorities. 

— The Ingham University of Le Roy, N. Y., have confer- 

ted upon Gen, George B. McClellan, the hero of Western 

v‘rgioia, the degree of LL. D. 

— Tb« Administration is about to call into service all sound 

and fast sailing vessels in Boston and New York, to be com¬ 

mended by regular oaval officers, 

— John G. Richards, who recently died at Manchester, Vt., 

a- the age of 84, bad resided in that town 80 years, arriving 

on an open sled in the winter of 1780. 

— During the late passage of the steamer City of Baltimore 

to Xir w York from Liverpool, she passed about 50 icebergs, 

Eorne of them more than 300 feet in height. 

— Ihe Cincinnati Gazette says that one good effect of the 

blockade of the Mississippi river is the stoppage of the mos- 

quito migration from the Southern country. 

As the season for Trade is again at hand, we would remind 

those who wish to Do Business the present Autumn and 

Fall, that the Rural Nkw Yorker possesses extraordioary 

advantages as an Advertising Medium. its actual circulation 

exceeding by at least 20,000 that of any other paper published 

in this State or section of the Union (out of New York city.) 

In addition to it* immense circulation among the best 

portion of the Rural Population, (more particularly in New 

York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois. Wis¬ 

consin, &c.,) it is taken by thousands of Business and Pro¬ 

fessional Men in Villages and Cities from Canada to Califor¬ 

nia, anil Maine to Minnesota. Hence, it is ton medium 

through which to reach, at once, Tens of Thousands 
of the most enterprising, progressive and wealthy Farmers, 

Horticulturists, Ac., and hosts of Merchants, Mechanics, 

Manufacturers and Professional Men. Tts pages are unques¬ 

tionably the best and cheapest channel on this Continent, 

for the Business Cards and Announcements nf all who wish 

to address the Agricultural and Horticultural Pub¬ 
lic,—such as Dealers in Implements and Machinery,—Fruit 

Trees, Shrubs, Plante and Flowers,—deeds and Fertilizers,— 

Improved Slock, Real Estate, Ac.,—as welt as for leading 

Publishers and Booksellers, (especially of standard and 

practical works.) Wholesale Dealers, Manufacturers, Educa¬ 

tional Institutions, Land, Insurance and other Companion, 

Agencies, Ac.; and indeed fur all who wish to secure large 

and wide, and hence profitable publicity. The fact that lint 

limited space is devoted to Advertising, and that a rigid con 

sorship is exercised over that department (nur aim being to 

keep the wiioLS i-ai-kb free from quackery, humbug and 

deception,) renders the Rural far more valuable as a me¬ 

dium of making known matters of value and utility—for its 

announcements are generally so new and of such character 

as to be read and heeded by all interested. 

Ion (Smile (.'uUnre.-SRixnm Kdi- 

> ,J ■, I vr, v Dages of New Matter, with the experience 
or l.Si 0 and 51, being the most important part or I he work. In- 
dispODKHble toall GRAPE GROWERS. Sent by mull free of 
postage on reempt of the price, SO cents, in slumps. 

„ WILLIAM BRIGHT, 
Box 1.88 Phi adeinhla P ft Pa 

rr,‘*y**li”K Agents Wnnted-To introduce 
11 fof. Rkimiart * Family Washing Preparation in all parts 

nf the .State. Good wages amt steady work given. Adi Irens with 
stamp. BRADLEY A CO., Plaistow, N. H. 

KNTK) rsr S ltn:if,-KEli:i*- 
-Kldiler « new system of Bee Management, wbore- 

bv a swarm of Bees will collect from one to 
/ three hundred pounds or honey in one season. 
f Bees can bo made to swarm any season, or 

xprevontud from doing so. Can be prevented 
dying to the forests In swamiing-limn. 

k Kou-rohVry easily prevented. Moth millers 
A prevented etfoctuall v. Never lose bees by the 
idll .ill ,.r .X ltxl .r- .,r r.tkiv....: . . 

H'' 1C I ‘ n f*4ff,M I IN AKY- 
,J Wi.&r, pnvs for Hoard, Washing, Kind, and furnished 
Room, for the hall rent), romnieiicD.g Ancwd »l»t, IM4JI, in 
this one qr the oldest and most nourishing Institutions in the 
and. tuition from $4 to $6, and Extra Brain lies at the usual 

low rates, 
MADAME PET.ISSB, a native French Teacherol eight yearn 

successful experience in one nr the best. Ladles' Seminaries In 
Ni*w \ ork City, hiu* b&Qit tuldod to the prcMHQt &bl?urui rittcicnt 
Faculty. 

For further information, or to engage Rooms for the Fall 
Term, address J MaTHKK, Sec'y, Fairfield, N Y 

N. B.— Send for a Catalogue. K0S-3t 

fW-v\chf1 Ipf winter orothirwlse .. . 1,10 
YS# V i will send niv new Honk Circular, containing 

~ have'1, free nf postage, to any lies-Keeper 
that w,|| send bib his fV^t-Otticp address. It gives t he contents 
ot Book in lull, and gives general explanations, and cult of the 
Paten' Compound Hive 

Or, I will send Kidder’s Guide to Apiarian Science, on the re- 
co*pt of 57 cents, in postage stamps, which will give full partic¬ 
ulars In the Culture and Management nf the Honey Bee. 

All orders for Circulars, Books. Hive* Rights, Ac... promptly 
attended to. Address K P KIDDER, Burlington, Vt 

VVEET HliOTlMCRS & 
ttlr'RJtCUtiK', J\\ 1%, 

MANUFACTURERS 

COUNTRY AGENTS WANTED 
. W \ Day. Mrs. Hankins wants Agents at home oi Mowing TVTnoh.ln.e 

KNIVES AND CUTTER-BARS 

Wk would call the attention of Farmers to nur Kniver. They 
are of a very superior quality, and wnrranteit 
t £>— Orders promptly filled rhrongh the Express Co. 
We have tJiu following patterns on hand at the following 

prices- Cent*. 
No. I—Wood'* Small Knife. lit 
No. i! Hubbard's Little Mmver .. i;j 
No. II Hubbard's Rivet Knife to Screw bar.  . 15 
No. 4- Hubbard's two-hole Knife. 1860 and 18(11 . )5 
No. ft Hubbard's three hole Knife, 1859 and I860 _ 15 
No, 6—Russel's Knife..   15 
No. 7- ADen'« Knifn..     15 
No. 8-Kirby'a Knife . 15 

A ,7*':NTr WANTED to SELL h it LIT TRKK.H. 
i \ Wk wtsh to employ a number of experienced and trust- 
worthy man to wll ircc«, Aw., from our Nuranriea At liberal 
vfjitfon. 

WUOLKKAI.K Dkalkkh furnished with Nursery. Stock «r all 
descriptions at the lowO whuletale rater 

hooker, fakley a go. 
5MU Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

W \\rOMEN OP NEW YORK.”— 
; *' M,te Hankins' Curious New Book of Female Charao- 

tnrs in the tv. ,r, very Interesting, and strictly moral Fnnoy 
binding, ANl Pages, 50 Engraving*. .’Mi Portrait*. Mailed True for 
$1. AGENTS Wanted Ladies and Teachers. For Hcsoription 
of Book and Partie.nlars of Agency. Inclose red stamp to 

678 HANKINS .4, ''O . New York. 

\,\rHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
vv IMPROYRD FAMILY 8KWIM MACHINES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE CATTLE MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, July 24.—The current prices for the week at 
all the markets aro ns follows 

UKKK OATTLB. 
First quality, cwt. $8.25f<i>8.75 
Ordinary quality,. 8.00(38.25 
Common quality. 7.50(517.80 
Inferior quality. 7.0fl@7.50 

COWS AND CALVB8. 
First qnality,...$60.rti\a>ftfi.n0 
Ordinary quality. ts.tkXti'-W.OO 
Common quality,. Ikl.tKXa'.Vi.uo 
Inferior quality,. . 22 U0r.al28.U0 

VKAL CALTRS. 
.. If.y.,1'5 a 
. 4 (ilUbjfl 
. IfSe'Ct C 
.. 3 (tWaO 

A NEW HALF VOLUME 
No. 9—Cayuga Chief Knife.. 16 
No. 10—New York Buckeye. .. Hi 
No, II-Wood's Largo Knife . 18 
No, 12—Ohio and DunsvIlTe. N Y , Buckeye Knife . 18 
N. B —In ordering Kqive*, to avoid any mistake, always take 

a Knifo and murk on the back of tho letter, around tho outsido 
and in the rivet holes. 

603-2t SWEET BROTHER!* A. CO.. Nyruei.se, N. Y. 

Thk Second Half of the Twelfth Volume of Rural 

Nkw-Yokkkr commenced July 6th. Now, therefore, 
is the time for renewals, and for new subscriptions, 
whether club or single. Additions to clubs are also 
in order, at club rates. Agents and Subscribers— 
and indeed all who are friendly to the Rural—are 
frankly asked to aid in extending our circulation so 
far as couBistent. Tn return, we promise our best 
efforts to render the paper as interesting and valuable 
as possible—to spare no reasonable effort or expend¬ 
iture to fully maintain, if not augment, its position as 
the Best arid Cheapest Journal of its Class. 

First quality, lb. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality,. 
Inferior quality... 

HHKBP AND LAMBS. 
Prime quality. )tl head,.. $1 2.Yri>5,50 
Ordinary quality. 3.75.64.25 
Common quality. ... 3.O0C&8.S0 
Inferior quality.. 2 50(a)3.00 

SWINE. 
First quality, 7R tb. .. S‘i(d>6Ro 
Other qualities,.. 4 («j4>*c 

ALBANY, July 29—Bkkvics The market opened quite ac¬ 
tive, the genvTnl Imprexdoii among bu.veni t**ing that the run 
oyer the Erie Railroad i* unusually light about ft) car loads. 
The New Yorkers bought freely Home thought a little wildly 

at an advance of uearly if not quite '4c (il tb over last week's 
prieo* 'inward* the close the demand slackened perceptibly, 
and bn vers from the East were holding out, in anlmipalion of 
concession* from the advance established h.v the New Yorkers. 
The average quality is quite good. 

Rgfutters—The following is our comparative statement of 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 16 
to the ear. 

Cor. week 
This week. Last week. last year. 

Cattle.2,985 3,030 3,715 
Sheep,..3,084 3,328 5,216 
Hog*, . . no 
Pricks—Advanced y) tb, In most instAiicea the sales 

indicate an advance ot >40, and we alter our quotations accord¬ 
ingly: 

This week. I .ant week. 
Premium.0 (<l0 0 0 M c 
K xtra..4 ‘if.n4.SJo 4 V®4 Vie 
First-quality.3%ffi4 c aheSiStiC 
Second quality.. .3 lolS^o 2'ifti3S;c 
Third nunlity..2t(W2*i<j 2 ffltyjc 

“IIKKI* There Isa good supply, hat denmnd light,, vet the 
market ayuipathi/.CK more or !<•*.. with the rise in Beer, and the 
price ha* gnue Up—say ',c tb. Sales 800 or 9iH) head at, .4Gi¬ 

ll o a* --Owing to the advance ue fat eftrn-fed iu New Yfork 
last week, the price for that description has gone up to U,,AT>\c. 
ill lb. at which figures several Inf* changed hands. 

Cow* We hear of several axles ordinary to good cows and 
salve* at $3014)35 Fix *e!d ut$36 ri cow and call, which is the 
top of the market Atlas and Argus. 

CAMHBHMiC, July 24 - M Arkrt 447 Cattle. 400 Beeves, 
and *7 Stores, con»lsting of AgflL.-, Oxen, Cows and Cairo*, 
Yearlings, two and three veqrsNd, not suitable for Beef. 

Prioks Mavket Beef Extra, 16.00(0)6.25; first quality, $8.75; 
second do, J6.orj ii.oo, tlilrd do, $4 25. 

Wokkiw Oxkv — None 
Cow* a,vp Calves $;so(a)sn 
Stoke*- Yearling*, none. Two yearn old, none; Three years 

old. none 
Siikke AND I.amii* —2,762 at market Prices in lots at Jl.50 

@1.75 each; oxtra and selections $2.00('a):U7, or.fiDSytc » tb 
Spring Lamhs jl,750*3,uo. 

HIDB8 —4140050 Hi lb. Tallow, r<iw5‘<0.. 
Pelts — 2.Vini$l Calf Skins, 8@9c tb 
Veal Oalvks Jot.m. 

BRIGHTON, July 35.- At market. 1,9)0 Beeves, 85 Stores 
2,700 Sheep and Lambs, and 350 Swine, 

Plume* Market Beef-Extra, J6.50; flrstquality, 66.26; second 

Mutstio Acadomy. 

THE FALL TERM WILL COMMENCE ON 

Jtt O JYD -f AUGUST I 2 l h , 18 0 1. 

The object of this Institution ia to furnish a 

Solid IVT iiHioul ISducivtion 

In all itH branches, practical and theoretical, to those who in¬ 
tend fitting themselves for the profession, either as Artist* or 
Teachers. 

For particulars address 

H. WILDE or J. M. TRACY. Principals, 
608-2t SVRA0U8B, N. Y. 

THE wnKELER (k WIUSON MANUFACTUK1NO CO b«« 
to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING 
MACHINES, while they have added uew and important Im¬ 
provements. The reduction is made in the hop« that the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patents 

Office .“300 Broadwuy, Now York. 

M. W. DIRIILK, Agrnt, 

UOClfRSTRR, N. r 

“FAMILY NEWSPAPEB.”- 
Mrs. Hankins’ Mammoth Pictorial i* in its Sixth Volume 

and has 800,000 readers, Full of Engravings and Fashion Plates 
Largest, nicest and best in the world tor 7ft <•!*. a vear Aok*yu 
wanted. Ladies, TeacherH, Clergymen, or Post Miuttars. For 
Specimen Copies and Terms to Agents, inclose red stamp to 

678 HANKINS * CO.. New York. 

*^“Tng Documents Fbkk.-— Specimen numbers of oar new 
volume will be sent free to all applicants. We shall take 
pleasure in also sending, free and post-paid, our large Show-Bill 
for 1861 (beautifully colored by band,) Prospectus, Ac., to any 

and all persons disposed to aid in extending the circulation of 
the Rural Nmv-Yorker. Reader, please send us the addresses 
of such of your friends, near or distant, as you think would he 
likely to subscribe or act as agents, and wo will forward the 
document* accordingly. 

ty associated Kkeokt leads to success In canvassing for 
periodicals, a* well as in other enterprises. For Instance, If you 
are forming (or wish to form) n club for the Rural Nkw- 
Yorkkk, and cannot (ill it up in your own neighborhood, get 
some person or i>etsons a few miles distant to Join with or assist 
you —adding their names to those you may procure, and send¬ 
ing all together. Please think of this, and act upon the 
suggestion if convenient. 

IYT" Western and Southern Money—In the present de¬ 
ranged state of the currency, wo are unable to use Western and 
Southern money, as our bankers will not purchase it at any 
rate of discount Agents ami Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York. New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send us U 8- Portage Stamps, as they aro far preferable 
to any uncurreut hank bills. 

IT" Any person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
Rural New-Yorker, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 

679-tf 

GANG FORK 
It W>D elevate a tun of 

I- ff n°t too fine and dry, 
at four or six forks full.— 

of all fork steel, well 

t ^ tempered and polished. 

1 Warranted not to break or 
bend by the weight of the hay 

l I elevated, 
\ / Price, complete for opera- 

V. ^ tion, $16. Address 
LEVI A. IIKARDHIJ'.Y, Hoxtti K«lm.»U»n, Otar*)Co., N. Y. 

A MEHIOAN GUANO, 
ruoM 

JA«VI» At BAKER'S I8LANQB. 

IN THE 

SOUTH PACIUTO OCEAN, 
IMPORTED by -whs 

junnHiCAJV uujjyo co.npjijvr, 
Office, 6H William Hr.reet, 

NEW YORK, 
O. R. MARSHALL. PresX H. MATHER, Bed*. 

J K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 69 Exchange St., Rochester, N Y. 

3EYMOUIt’« IMPIIOVKI) PATENT GRAIN DRILL 

Drills have been in use for many years 
and wo triumphantly point to the fiict that, > 
wherever they nave been intrnduood, their value 
is so well established, that, tho practice of dril¬ 
ling bccomoti al most, if not entirely, universal. 

This Drill lies been in use mmiy years, and is 
now used in more than half the Status of the 
Union and in Canada. 

Tlii* DRILL embodies in itself the valuable 
qualities of all the Drills in use, and It possesses 
several not found m any other. 

The light draft of our Drill, together with the 
general desire ot farmers to expedite their busi¬ 
ness hi time of seeding, have induced u« to manu¬ 
facture a larger size than formurly, which ha* 
thirteen teeth. Other sizes in mure common use 
are made with nine teeth and eleven teeth. Also 
any size required for working between standing 
corn. Thesn last liavo to be arranged for their 
particular purpose, anil are only made to order. 

JHavkcte, Commerce, &c 

SEYMOUR’S PATENT IMPROVED BROADCAST SOWING MACHINE, 
Till* Maoihnk sows correctly (and any 

desired quantity per acre,) all tho various 
v'T>V kinds of grain arid seed commonly sown by 

M’i farmers, from pea* to tho smallest snede; and 
If M 1111 fertilizers, or manure* of a dusty nature, 
7 A l /it Which art- so nearly reduced l„ a powder that 
j) \\ / JJ the largest particle, 1 will pass through an uper- 
m'vy //I turn which will lot through peue nr corn, or 

et1 " ' -Sv. which, having once been ground or loads lino. 
'v-,k"£t!aP 1 iIT1' *WC0,,IU lumpy by exposure, pis plaster 

*Afr*/lt'\ frequently does.) can readily be reduced again 
v'i/ \\>l;|t to powder, by the action or the “plaster rod ’’ 
“V/ \ V// which is .1 kind of coarse sheet Iron -«w, 

\/// which Is used ill tuO Machine, lor dlstribut- 
V, ’ jtf/ iug all such qiauurun. 

\3t3lw' It 'a capable of dusting every Inch of ground 
on an acre of land with less than half a 

- __ bushel of plaster, and thirty or forty bushels 
' ol uine may be thnH evenly applied to the 

Sjjc — name anion ut of land. 
The prices of all these Machines have been 

nrougli, workman like manner, and finished in superior style, 
■i' and answer to their inquiries by add rearing 
-t f - It. HKt HIM It, Fust Bloonitlelil, Ontario Co., N. Y. 

NEW YORK, July 27. During July, the arrivals of new 
Fleece from the interior have alwav* been the heaviest, but 
this year only a few hales come I'm ward for sale , since the 1st 
inst., only 6l8 hag* have come iu—about half for re xhipment— 
against 5 037 In I860. 7,394 in 1859, and 7,!i-t in 1858. 11 is evident 
that groweis are not y«t ready to sell at thii heavy ilaclinefrom 
last year's prices- The Liverpool .-ales closed on the 12th Inst., 
snowed An established decline of '20 rif i-r-ijt On English Wools— 
and Other dwtenption* much depresaed. The European mar¬ 
ket* are quite am low, and Inwrr for mnn v kinds, as ours, with 
no indlcatlonaof improvement In sale* wo hive to report PS) 
bales No. I to extra pulled at, 2S@35o cash; a small parcel wash¬ 
ed Smyrna. 26c, and 2*0 bales washed California, YOf-nzSc, 6 mos; 
an*l 16ii Uliilian, Mestizo and Merino, on private terms. A lot of 
168 bales damaged unwashed Amy > na was sold at auction, at 3@ 
8>„c, ltd 28 waxhed limed. 8)>@IH)ic, cash. 

American Saxony Fleece Y,l tb..38f«>40 
American full blood Merino.  36@JJ7 
American half and three-quarter blood Merino....28@3l) 
Native and one-fourth Merino....22@25 
Extra, Fulled .    36(a'37 
Superfine, pulied...3k«34 
No. 1, Pulled . 2218224 
Lamb's, Pulled.   2i’te!27 
California, Him, unwashed...  24@26 
California, common do.K)aH5 
Peruvian, washed.   ]6@80 
Valparaiso, unwashed.,.10@|2 
South American Merino, unwashed, .21(523 

Do, do. Mextiza, do .16@20 
Do. do, eominon, washed.10513 
Do. do Entre Rios, do. ... .LVj’,18 
Do. do. Entro Rios, unwnshed.!l(ariO 
Do. do. Cordova, washed,.20^(522 

Cape Good Hope, unwashed,. 266127 
Eazt India, washed,.12(526 
African, washed, .lftieaS 

Do. nnwnshed. 9t»il8 
Smyrna, do’ .11@J4 

Do, wasiieil.20(3)26 
Mexican, unwashed. lOfo) 12 

BOSTON. July 27 Medium grades continne in demand and 
sustain full prices. In New York, rays the Shipping List, re¬ 
port* from the country aie to the effect that farmers will not 
generally sell their wool at the present decline from last year's 
price*. 
Saxony Fleece.ftspufl) Pulled No. ). 25(5’30 
l ull blood Merino.. ..'9X3.38 Do, No. 2,_16(3)20 
Three-fourth do.:-S4:</ .36 Texas. . . . 9(3)40 
Half do.82mSl Smyrna, washed.15(3121) 
Common,.  .2h6k'IO Do. >inwa*lie<l.. 9(3'. 17 
Western mixed,....21X3 25 Duenos Ay res,..9(3i45 
Polled Extra,...,.3Wpi43 , Crimea,.. 7(5 17 

Do. Superfine,.DOt'diSy Cauada. ... .29(333 

tlCTIIOIT, Jur.v 27.—'I'he wool market at nearly all the 
pointti where it has been onen. seems to have closed Ut Once, 
and wo hear of no sales. There lx therefore nothing to report 
relative to it except that prices remain at our quotations, and 
if anything, with a slight tendency to decline The Michigan 
rates are ax follows 

For very ordinary coarse lot*.  18(u)20c 
for common clean coarse tleeees ...20ta>22c 
For clean L and R blood Merino am) Southdown....2-v<i;25c 
For K to full blood Merino . . 2(XJ!28c 
For choice largo clip* of tine Merino as high as.3tX3;.32c 
The Eastern prices are as follows 
Choice delected Saxony Fleece ...42® 45c 
Saxony Fleece . 41X3)420 
Full blood Merino Fleece.   .37(33.390 
Half and th left-quarter blood Fleece..Ss<n .37c 
Native and Quarter blood Fleece...'UPASSc 
Common Fleece.    28(0)300 
Canada Fleece.   2rt((i.’0c 

S PATENT AGRICULTURAL CALDRON AND STEAMER, 

THE PROVISION MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, July 29 — Flour—Market may he quoted a 
shade firmer for .State, which in wanted tor export, while other 
descriptions are w ithout important change in pricer, with only 
a moderate- hunmera doing for export am] home consumption. 
Sales al SI,<*Xa4,lil for sunnrflne State; $4,24(0,4,35 for extra do; 
$3,86(0.4,06 for superfine Western; $4.20(0,4,II) lor common to 
medium extra <1**, $4>.v35.0<j for shipping brands extra round 
hooped Onto, and $s.tlXo.;6,IU for trade brand* *lo. — market 
closing quiet. Canadian fluqr ms. be quoted a shadebetler on 
all grwles, with a fair hilsinCM doing Sales at $.3,90(3.3,96for 
superfine, and $4.2Y3j7,6U fur cruimion to choiesi extra. Rye 
flour steady, with sale* at $2,41X3 (i.ro. Corn meal steady, with 
sales at $2.84(3 2,‘ju for Jer-ev And $2,90 for Western. 

Grain —Wheat market may be quoted Ic belter, with rather 
limited supply offering, ami moderate biiBine** doing for export 
and home'Consumption. SaJe* Chicago spring at«®3,p3c; Nortli- 
west. i '■ -1.,!, at 9r* iu in u , ,-e Milwaukee 
club at 950(01*1 .(XI; am Is-1 Iowa at $h)lr3;l,02 winter red West¬ 
ern at *1.12(51.16; Minnesota spring at900", and white Western 
at $1,20 1,25. Rye -,uiet and -iteady. with sales al 4«c tot West¬ 
ern. Barley and Harley malt continue dnll and nomloall y un¬ 
changed. Peas remain qnic-t and nominal at 68c for Canadian. 
Corn market may be punted |c better, with a good business do¬ 
ing for export arid moderate demand Tor home consumption, 
hales at .37(.n41efor heated new mixed Western; 41(5,46c for lair 
to good do. and 45'H6ii? for good to stnctly prime do. nuts 
quiet and in moderate demand at 2ft328c, for Western and Can 
adian, and 32^033^0. for State. 

Provisions — Poik market rules quiet and steady: sales at 
$15,25 tor itiera; $10,12319,25 for tirime. B««f 1 ules steady, wiles 
at $4fu'4.fs> for country prime; f5,U(K‘dft,60 for country itiess; $8 
fm 10,60 for re-paeked mrxs; and Sli.ixto U.uu for extra mesa, 
Prime mos beef continue* dull and nominally unchanged, at 
$17(3)18. Reef hams quiet, sales at $14,76 for Western, and 
$14,00 for State Cut meats are quiet, with sale* at <’.!3>6c for 
Shoulders, and (Y36o for Hams. Smoked meals are nominal 
at H-hKiflhje for Haiq#; <V,<i;7c tor Shoulders, and 7'xe. for sides.- 
Hacon dull mid prices nominally unchanged- Lard less active, 
but prices firmer; sales at Sfrxvy'ie. for No. I to very choice West¬ 
ern Butter Is selling at 7(<flli)c for Ohio, and tSculk.S'te for 
State Cheese in moderate request, and selling at "ttaftc for 
inferior to prime. 

Ashes—Pot are steady at the recent decline, hut Pearl arc 
dull and nominal, witliuut sales. Pot brought $6,24. 

Hoeh The market remains very firm,and with reduced stock 
and favorable European account*, prices have an upward ten¬ 
dency; the supply has been recently materially reduced by 
considerable shipment* on owners' accoui t. The sales are 200 
50250 bales at I8(r27e, mostly at I*,u.25c. ra-h. Old growth have 
been qniet. 

BUFFALO, July 29. — Floor— Inquiry morn moderate, 
with sains to duv of Wisconsin extra at $3,62>-, 'i 4,00; Superfine 
do. at $2.243 2,75; SuperMue Michigan at $5,5tXn4>,751 f'hio an<l 
Indiana extraa at $5.i*x,f6.29; double extra do. at $6,24^)5,78; tine 
flour at *1.96(3)2,2b; Illinois extra at $.3,00; and Indiana super¬ 
fine at $6,62*2. Rye flour nt$2. 

Grain—Wheat market dull, with sale* to-day of only 360 bu. 
new white Kentucky at $1.20, do. to amvn at $1,22, Chicago 
. ty at Sire.31 :,r, ami prime, river, 

nearly vellnw, at 32c. Oats,-ales at 24c Barley quiet and un 
changed, at 51(u.54c. Kye. tatles at 42o Peas, last rale al 4S'. 

Provisions —Market dull, and sales confined to local demand. 
We quote Mess pork at $14.60. Prime at $7,60. Hums at 83.8>jC. 
Shoulders at 5@6c. Lard at tX3,’8>jc. Cheese at (XipOc tor old, 
and 4(al6c for new 

In this city, on Monday evening, the 29th ult . at the resi¬ 
dence of her son, S. P. Ai.lkn, Esq., Mrs. HANNAH G. ALLEN, 
widow of the late Dea. M.utaKNA Allbn, of Mt. Morris, in the 
68th year of her age 

What Practical Fanners Say. 
Tan following ia a sample of many letters recently received 
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PARTING HYMN. 

“ TJundoe.” 

Father of Mercies, Heavenly Friend, 

We seek Thy gracious throne; 

To Thee out faltering prayers ascend, 

Our fainting hearts are known! 

From blasts that chill, from buds that smite, 

From every plague that harms; 

In camp and march, in siege and fight. 

Protect our men at arms! 

Though from our darkened lives they take 

What makes our life roost dear, 

We yield them for their country’s Bake 

With no relenting tear 

Our blood their flowing veins will shed, 

Their wounds our breast* will share; 

Ob, save ua from the woes we dread, 

Or grant us strength to bear. 

Let each unhallowed cause that brings 

The stern destroyer cense, 

Thy flaming angel fold bis wiDgs, 

And seraph* whisper Peace! 

Thine are the sceptre and the swerd, 

Stretch forth Thy mighty hand,— • 

Reign Tbou our ldngless nation’s Lord, 

Rule Thou ourtbronelees land! 

Atlantic Monthly. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

A LEGEND OF THE GENESEE. 

BY JENNIE C-. 

While spending a few weeks, last October, with a 
friend residing in the Genesee Valley, we visited, 
among other places of interest in that beautiful 
region, a spot near the town of Mount Morris called 
the High Banks of the Genesee. I was totally unpre¬ 
pared for the wild and startling view that suddenly 
presented itself to my wondering gaze, as, dismount¬ 
ing and fastening our horses by the roadside, which 
in one place passed within a few feet of the precipice, 
my friend tocriv my hand and carefully led mo to a 
point that Beerued to overhang the rocks. Far down, 
hundreds of feet below ns, the river, gliding through 
its narrow channel, looking like a thread of silver 
as it reflected the bright October sunlight, with the 
gray barren rocks, scarred and seamed with the 
storms of ages, crowned with woodlands arrayed in 
the gorgeous hues of autumn, formed a scene beau¬ 
tiful and picturesque in the highest degree. 

As if to complete the picture, a small canoe 
emerged from a clump of willow and alder that 
fringed the margin of the river, like a shield between 
it and those stern, pitiless rooks, which ho completely 
shut it out from the bright, luxuriant meadows 
beyond,— like so many earthly Joys, which seem so 
near, and yet stern reality proves so inaccessible. 

As 1 watched the tiny boat slowly glide down the 
stream, I turned to ray friend, and pointing to the 
canoe, said, 

“Thla brings to my mind some of those wild, 
thrilling stories which your grandfather used to tell 
of the Indians, and his own adventures while a cap¬ 
tive among them. Can yon not think of one now?” 
I asked eagerly; “this is just the time and place to 
make it doubly interesting.” 

“ Yon have anticipated me,” answered C-, with 
r. smile. ”1 wua about to propose the same thing, 
for this very spot was the scene of an old legend, the 
first Indian story I remember ever hearing my grand- 
father relate. And, need I say how vividly this place 
and its associations brings my childhood back again, 
and my early borne. The old block-house has long 
since vanished, and given place to one of more 
stately appearance, but which can never inclose 
within its walls truer happiness than its humble 
predecessor. How well I remember tlm place in the 
chimney corner which, by common consent, was 
called the ‘hoys’ corner;’ our seat, the huge log, 
that was rolled in at night to form the foundation of 
the morning’s fire; the blazing, roaring flames in the 
wide fireplace, lighting every portion of the room 
with a cheerful glow, and diffusing a home radiance, 
which causes those long winter evenings to seem like 
so many golden threads in life’s tissue, gilding with 
their memory many a dark cloud that since the days 
of my happy boyhood lius passed over me. But to 
the story. 

“Man}', many long years before the white man’s 
foot had penetrated these hills and valleys, there 
lived in a wigwam, near the spot where now through 
the trees you see that handsome farm-house, an aged 
squaw, who had been taken captive, while a young 
maiden, from ft tribe far to the South. Her graceful 
form and beautiful face attracted one of the most 
noted braves of the tribe, and pleading with her 
captors for her life, ho carried Her to his lodge. By 
every art which his rude nature could command, he 
tried to win her love, but in vain. The heart of 
O ket-tAH was with her home and kindred, and there 
seemed to he no feeling left there save scorn and 
hatred for her captors. Although in time, passively 
yielding to her fate, she became the wife of the Eagle- 
Eye; yet, when at the end of one short year he was 
brought to his wigwam a mangled corpse, having 
been slain by a wild beast he was pursuing, O-rkt-tah 
neither felt nor feigned to feel any sorrow. * It is 
well,’ she said: ‘the Great Spirit has avenged his 
daughter's wrongs;’ and folding her infant to her 
bosom, her companions saw the first gleam of any 
thing like love that had passed over her face since 
Bhe came among them. 

“Years passed, and the captive’s daughter, the 
gentle Lu-lil-la, rvas beloved by all around her. 
And O-ket-tah, as age came stealing over her, would 
have had a joyless and bitter lot were it not for this 
bright link between her and her captors, whom she 
treated with a contemptuous hatred, which each 
succeeding year seemed to strengthen. The memory 
of her blighted life, her murdered parents and brave 
brothers, seemed ever like some dark spirit brooding 
in her heart, tinging each moment of her weary life 
with increased bitterness. 

“ With this hatred rankling in lmr breast, it is no 
wonder that O-rrt-tah had vowed to the Great Spirit 
that her daughter should never dwell in the wigwam 
of any of those whoso liandB were red with the blood 
of her kindred. And one day. as Lu-lil-la was on 
the river’s bank, endeavoring with her rude net of 
twigs to catch some fish Tor their noon-day meal, she 
lost her foot-hold and would have drowned had it 
not been for Wan-dah, the son of the chief of the 
tribe, who, carrying her to her mother, was scarcely 
thanked by O-ret-tah, who indignantly asked, ' Why 
is Wan-dab ever in Lu-lil-la!s path? Why should 
he, of all the braves alone, see her danger in the 
river?’ With a glance that made evon O-ket-taii 
tremble, tho son of the chief drew himself proudly 
tip, and said: ‘Wan-dah will tell you why,—his 
heart is open. Because Lu-lil-la is the light of 

Wan-dah’s eyes, the sunshine of his heart, and when 
away from her, his heart is covered with a shadow, 
and his path desolate.’ 

“Anger flashed from O-kkt-tah’s eyes, hut before 
she could give utterance to the words of scorn that 
Beemed choking her, simply saying to Lu-lil-la, 
(who was gazing with wonder at her mother's rage,) 
‘remember the point of the rocks,’ he swiftly strode 
away. 

“O-ret-tah turned to her daughter, and in using 
her simple remedies to counteract the cold jdunge 
into the river, strove to smother the anguish By¬ 
words of Wan-dah had caused, hut in vain. ‘Was 
it not the chief Ne co-mo himself who took the life 
of her brave brothers?' she would mutter to herself 
at intervals; ‘ and shall Lu-lil-la dwell in his lodge, 
and be to him a daughter? Never, never. The vow 
of O-KET-TAn is sacred.’ With this thought, the 
poor, bleeding savage heart grew calm, and as the 
hour of sunset approached, it was O-ret-tah that 
first spoke of the point of the rocks. The Indian 
maiden sprang to her feet The sun was near his 
resting place in the sky; she must go. ‘I, too will 
go,’ said O-ret-tah; '1 would speak with the son of 
Ne-co-mo.’ Wondering at this determination, she 
suffered her mother to lead the way. Swiftly passing 
along, they soon arrived at the spot, where the tall 
form of Wan-dah was seen, eagerly expecting 
Lu-lil-la. Advancing towards them, his eye fell 
upon O-ret-tah; a change came over his counte¬ 
nance, and not until Lu-lil-la had given him her 
simple greeting— ‘I am come, Wan-dah!’—did he 
speak. 

“With a glad smile he advanced, and would have 
taken her hand, when, with rage, O-ret-tah dashed 
it aside. ‘Touch not tho hand of the son of No-co- 
mo, whose lodge etill boasts the scalps of your 
kindred,’ she said, sternly. ‘Tell me, Lu-lil-la, 
vow hero before the spirit of the tempest that is 
rushing upon us, that the love of Wan-dah shall 
be trampled under your feet.’ 

“ With trembling lips, but in tones as firm as the 
roek she stood upon, the captive’s daughter answered, 
‘You ask more than it is in the power of Lu-lil-la 
to do; her heart is already War-dab’s, and the 
daughter of Eagle Eye can not be false.’ 

“With both hands clasped around her daughter’s 
waist, O-RKT-Tah’s voice mingled with the muttering 
thunder that was filling the air, shrieking in deri. 
sive tones, ‘If Wan-dau’s path is desolate where 
Lu-lil-la is not, let him follow her!’ With frenzied 
steps she had approached the extreme edge of the 
precipice, and ere Wan-dah could spring to the 
rescue, with almost superhuman strength, and with a 
cry of exultation, 0-RBT-TAU gave a fearful leap, and 
both captive and daughter disappeared. The wild, 
despairing cry of Lu-lil-la was answered by Wan- 
dau’s shout of horror, and gazing over the point, he 
could see their bodies in swift descent, bounding from 
rock to rock. It, was too much; reason fled; tho spirit 
of madness took possession of Wan'daii’r heart, and 
the agonizing cry of Lu-lil-la was all that thence¬ 
forth escaped his lips. And ever after, when the 
storm king reigned, and the peals of thunder filled 
the air, the form of Wan-dah would be seen at the 
Point of Hocks, and his cry of Ld-lij. la rise above 
the tempest. But this could not always last. Twelve 
moons had waxed and waned, the sun was once more 
approaching his golden bed, ngain tho spirit of the 
storm was filling the air with its muiterings, when, 
as had been bis custom since that fatal night, Wan- 
dah, weak and emaciated, sought the place so full of 
horror. The savage natures around him, awed by 
the deed of O-ret-tah, and its effect upon the once 
brave Wan-daii, when his wild cry of anguish was 
hoard, would repair to the spot, and with supersti¬ 
tious awe how themselves before the spirit of the 
tempest. The storm grew fearful, the lightnings 
lurid glare illumined tho sky, and the loud tones of 
tho thunder were blending with that wild cry of 
Lu-lil-la, when tho old chieftain, stricken with 
grief at the misfortune that Lad fallen upon his son, 
and the braves of the tribe, approached the spot 
which that wild shriek of anguish Lad made so fear¬ 
ful to all. As they came near, the form of Wan-dah 
was seen in the usual place, hut the cry, so long the 
only one which had escaped his lips, was changed. 
It was the death song which now came ringing to 
their ears, its cadences rising with mournful energy 
above the howling of the storm. The song ended,— 
again that wild cry 'Lu-lil-la, I come,’ — a fearful 
leap, and Wan-dah had indeed followed in the path 
of her whose absence had made his path so desolate 
and dark, and east that shadow over his heart which 
death alone could dispel. Ever after that night, as 
long as the red man lingered among these bills and 
valleys, when the storm arose, and the wailing wind, 
or muttering thunder was heard, there came to their 
ears above the mlitterings of the tempest that wild 
cry, Lu-lil-la.” 

THE SHADOWS WE CAST. 

A child was playing with some miniature build¬ 
ing materials, ami as the mimic castle rose before his 
eyes in graceful proportion, a new pleasure swelled 
iu his heart; he felt himself to he the creator of a 
“ thing of beauty,” and was conscioRS of a new horn 
power. Arch, wall, buttress, gateway, drawbridge, 
lofty tower, and battlement, were all the work of his 
lnnds. He was in wonder at his own skill in thus 
creating from an unseciningly lot of toy materials, a 
structure of such rare design. 

Silently he stood and gazed upon his castle, with 
something of the pride of an architect who sees, 
after months or years of skillfully applied labor, 
some grand conception in his art embodied in im¬ 
perishable stone. It did not seem to him a toy, 
reaching only a few inches in height, and covering 
but a square foot of ground, but a real castle, lifting 
itself hundreds of feet upward toward tbe blue sky, 
ami spreading wide upon the earth its ample founda¬ 
tions. 

As the idea grew more and more perfect, the 
child’s strange pleasure increased. Now he stood 
with folded arms, wrapped in the over-mastering 
illusion—now walked slowly around, viewing the 
structure on all sides, and noting every minute par¬ 
ticular—and now sat down, and bent over it with the 
fondness of a mother bending over her child. Again 
he arose, and purposing to obtain another and more 
distant view of his work; but bis foot struck against 
one of the buttresses, and instantly, with a crash, 
wall, tower, and battlement fell in hopeless ruin! 

In the room with the boy, sat his father reading. 
The crash disturbed him, and he uttered u sharp, 
angry rebuke, glancing for a moment toward tbe 
startled child, and then turning his eyes to the attrac¬ 
tive page before him, unconscious of the shadow be 
had cast upon the heait of the child. Tears came 
iuto those fair blue orbs, dancing in light a moment 
before. From the frowning face of his father, to 
which his glance was suddenly turned, the child 
looked hack to the shapeless ruins of his castle. Is 

it any wonder that ho bowed his face in silence upon 
them, and wetted them with tears? 

For more than five minutes he sat as still as if 
sleepi g; then, in a mournful kind of way, yctalmost 
noiselessly he commenced restoring the box, from 
whence be had taken the many shaped pieces (bat, 
play-joined together, hsd grown into a. noble build¬ 
ing. After the box was filled he replaced the cover, 
and laid it carefully upon a shelf in the closet. 

Poor child! that shadow was a deep one, and long 
in passing away. His mother found him, half an 
hour afterwards, asleep on the floor, with checks 
flushed to an unusual brightness. Blie knew nothing 
of that troubled paseugc in hia young life; and the 
father had forgotten, in the attraction of the book he 
was reading, the momentary annoyance expressed in 
words and tones with a power in them to shadow the 
heart of his child. 

A young wife had busied herself for many days in 
preparing a pleasant surprise for her husband. The 
work was finished at last, and now she awaited his 
return with a heart full of warm emotions. A dres¬ 
sing gown and a pair of elegantly embroidered slip¬ 
pers, wrought by her own skillful fingers, were tbe 
gifts by which she meant to delight him. What a 
troop of pleasant fancies was iu her heart! Flow, 
almost impatiently, did Bhe wait for the ooming twi¬ 
light, which was to be dawn, not approaching dark¬ 
ness to her. At last she heard the step of her husband 
on the passage, and her pulse leaped with fluttering 
delight. Like a bird upon tbe wing, Bhe flew down 
to meet him, impatient for the kiss that awaited her. 

To men in the world of business, few days pass 
without their disappointments and perplexities. It 
is man’s business to bear this in a manly spirit. 
They form but a portion of life’s discipline, and 
should make them stronger, braver, and more endur¬ 
ing. Unwisely, and we may say, unjustly, too many 
men fail to leave their work shops or counting 
houses at the day’s decline. They wrap them in 
bundles end carry them home to shadow their house¬ 
holds. It was so with the young husband on this 
particular occasion. The stream of business had 
taken an eddying whirl, and thrown his vessel back¬ 
ward instead of onward, for a brief space; and though 
it was still in the current and sliding safely onward 
again, the jar and disappointment hod fretted his 
mind severely. There was no heart warmth in the 
kisses he gave his wife, not because his love for her 
had failed in any degree, but because he had let care 
overshadow Jove. He drew his arms uround ber, but 
she wus conscious of a diminished pressure in that 
embracing arm, 

“Are yon uot well?” she inquired. 
With what tender concern was the question asked! 
“ Very well,” he replied. 
Ho might, be in body hut not in mind, that was 

plain—for his voice was far from being cheerful. 
Bhe played and sang his favorite pieces, hoping to 

restore, by the charms of music, brightness to his 
spirit. But she was conscious of partial success. 
There was still a gravity in his manner never per¬ 
ceived before. At tea time she smiled upon him so 
sweetly across the table, and talked to him on such 
attractive themes, that the iiriglit expression returned 
to his countenance, and he looked as happy as she 
could desire. 

From the tea table they returned to their pleasant 
parlor. And now the time had come for offering her 
gift and receiving the coveted reward of glad sur¬ 
prise, followed by sweet kisses and loving words. 
Was she selfish? Did she think more of her reward 
than of the pleasure xj^would bestow? But this is 
questioning too cloaefy^n* 

“I will be back in a moment,” she said, and, pass¬ 
ing from the room, she went lightly up stairs. Both 
tone and manner betrayed the secret, or rather the 
possession of a secret with which her husband was to 
bo surprised. Scarcely had her loving face faded 
from before lu's eyes, when the thought returned with 
a single bound, to an unpleasant event of the day; 
and the waters of liis spiriiwere again troubled. He 
bad actually arisen and crossed the floor twice, 
moved by a restless concern, when bis wife came 
back with the dressing gown and slippers. She was 
trying to force her countenance into a quiet expres¬ 
sion, to hold back the smiles that were continually 
striving to break in truant circles around her lips, 
when a single glance at her husband’s face told her 
that, the spirit driven away by the exercise of her 
love had returned aguiu to bis bosom. He looked at 
her soberly as she came forward. 

“ What are these?” he asked, almost coldly, repress¬ 
ing surprise, and affecting an ignorance that he did 
not feel in regard to the beautiful present she held in 
her bands. 

“They are for you, dear,” was the reply; “I made 
them.” 

“ For me!” he exclaimed. “ Nonsense! What do 
I want with such jimcrackery? This is woman’s 
wear. Do you think I would disfigure my feet with 
embroidered slippers, or dress up in that gown? Put 
them away, dear. Your husband is too much of a 
man to robe himself in gay colors, like a clown or au 
actor.” And he wavfed his hand with an air of con¬ 
tempt. , 

There was a cold, sneering manner about him, 
partly affected and partly real, the result of his 
uncomfortable state of mind. Yet he loved his wife, 
and would not purposely have wounded her for the 
world. 

This unexpected result—this cruel reception of her 
presents, over which she had wrought patiently, in 
golden hope, for many days—this dashing to the 
earth of her brimful cup of joy, just as it touched her 
lips, was more than the fond young wife could hear. 
To hide the tears that came rushing to her eyes, she 
turned away from her husband; and to conceal the 
sobs she had no power to repress, she went almost 
hurriedly from the room, and going hack to the 
chamber from whence she had brought the present, 
she laid it away out of sight in a closet. Then cov¬ 
ering her face with her hands, sat down and strove 
with herself to be calm. But the shadow was too 
deep—the heart ached too heavily. 

Iu a little while her husband followed her, and 
discovering, to bis surprise, that she was weeping, 
said, in a slightly reproving voice, “Why, bless me, 
not in tears! What a silly puss you are! Why didn’t 
you tell me you thought of making me a dressing-gown 
and a pair of slippers, and I would have vetoed the 
matter at once? Yon couldn't persuade me to wear 
such flaunting things. Come hack to tbe parlor,” he 
said, taking hold of her arm, and lifting her from the 
chair, “and sing a play for me. ‘The Cream Waltz,’ 
or ‘The Tremolo,’or 'Dearest May,’ or 'The Stilly 
Night,’ are worth more to me than forty dressing- 
gowns, or a cargo of embroidered slippers.1' 

Almost by force he led her back to the parlor, and 
placed her on the music stool. He selected a favorite 
piece and laid before her. But tears were in her 
eyes, and she could not see a note. Over the keys 
her fingers passed in skillful touches: hut when she 
tried to take up the song, utterance failed, and sobs 
broke forth instead of words. 

“ How foolish I” said the husband, in a vexed tone. 
“I am surprised at yon.” And he turned from the 
piano and walked across the room. 

A little while the sad wife remained where she was 
thus left alone, and in partial anger. Then rising, 
she went slowly from tbe room—ber hnsband not 
reeking to restrain her—and goiDgback to her cham¬ 
ber, sat down in darkness. 

The shadow which had been cast upon her spirit 
was very deep, aRd though the hidden snn came ont 
again right early, it was a long time before his beams 
had power to scatter the cloud that floated in love’s 
horizon. 

The shadows we cast! Father, husband, wife, 
j sister, brother, sod, neighbor—are we not casting 

shadows daily on some hearts that are pining for the 
sunlight of our faces? We have given you two of 
life’s true pictures, not a mirror, but a kaleidoscope. 
In all their infinitely varied relations, men and 
women, selfish or thoughtlessly—from design, weak¬ 
ness or ignorance—are casting their shadows upon 
hearts that are pining for sunlight. A word, a look, 
a tone, an act, will cast a shadow, and sadden a 
spirit for hours and days. Speak kindly, be forget- 
ters of self and regarders of others, and you will cast 
but few shadows along the path of life. The true 
gentleman is always tender to the feelings of others, 
always watchful lest he would unintentionally injure, 
always jhlnking, when with others, of their pleasure 
instead of his own. lie casts but few shadows. Be 
gentlemen, ladies, or in a word, what includes all 
excellencies, be Christians, for it is the Christian 
who casts fewest shadows of all. 

WAR WIT. 

The Boston Commercial Bulletin has the following 
in its “Sharp-shooters’ column”: 

“The regiments of the Northern army, it is well 
known, contain practical mechanics of every branch 
of trade, as well as artists, merchants, clerks, and 
men from every walk of business; so that when a 
commander wishes a bridge built, a locomotive re¬ 
paired, or a pair of boots mended, he finds a ready 
response to his order of ‘Carpenters, step to the 
front!' 'Machinists, two paces forward, march 1’ 
• Shoemakers, to the front and center, march!’ 

In any army composed of such material, the branch 
of trade from which such companies have been drawn 
will be indicated to the shrewd observer by their style 
of expression toward the enemy. For instance: 

Printers—Knock him into ‘ pi!' Smash his 'form!’ 
‘Lead’ him well! At him with a ' dash!’ 

Carpenters—At him ‘full chisel!' Shave him 
down. 

Tailors—Sew him up! Give him a good ‘basting!’ 
Sailors—Smash his ‘top lights!’ ‘Run foul’ of 

him! Sink him! 

Shoemakers—Give him a welting! Peg away at 
him! Close him up! 

Fishermen — Split him and 'salt him!’ ‘Hook 
him in the gills!’ 

Blacksmiths— Let him have it red hot! Hammer 
it into him! 

Painters—A little more lead! Lay it on to him! 
We’re just the me for him! 

Barbers — Our ‘dander’ is up! Now for a good 
brush! Give him a good ‘lathering!' 

Cutlers—Polish him down! Give him akeenedge! 
Bakers—He (k) needs working over! Let’s do him 

brown, boys! 

Glaziers — Smash the awful ‘set!’ Let’s do our 
1 puttiest /’ 

Lawyers — Be brief with him! Get his head ‘in 
Chancery!’ Stick him with — the costs! 

Machinists—Set his running gear in motion! 
We’ll start the driving wheel, and he shan’t break the 
connection again! 

Bill Posters — Stick him to the wall! 
Musical Instrument Makes — His notes are all 

spoiled! String him up! 
Jewelers—Chase hirn*well! Show him your met¬ 

tle, boys! 
Stage Drivers—Whip him into the traces! Touch 

up his leaders with the string! 

For Moore s Rural New-Yorker. 

BIBLICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 167 letters. 

My 18, 37, 10. 8, 6, 10,1, 4, 14, 107, 4G, 138, 9, 13, 24, 22, 28, 

42, 67, 30, 31 is Mount Zion. 

My 92, 52, 54, 120, SI, 122, 119, 75, 60, 61, 73, 35, 45, 13,152 is 

Divine power exemplified ata very earlyperiodin hibtory, 

as revealed to man. 

My 17, 63, 7(5, 82, 113, 129,108, 166, 19, 101, 105, 109, 116 was 

a song of Israel. 

My 61,160, 33, 50,157, 58, 91,164, 123, 154, 132, 70 was a Bon 

of Meshcllum. 

My 18, 161, 159, 66, 167. 20, 112 was a son of Azel. 

My 11, 97, '18, 54, 163, 39, 14S, 156, 140 was a noted queen of 

Egypt. 

My 95, 89, 94, 106, 26, 93. 143, 86 where, it is said, the Lord 

dwelletlr. 

My 126, 166, 144, 78, 114, 127, 133, 78, 142, 88, 153, 134, 15, 32, 

63, 38, 7,106, 137, 84, 6, 60, 139, 111, 130, 74 is one of the 

ahomi nations that the Lord hates. 

My 79, 80, 65, 99, 180, 135. 121 was an ancient city of note. 

My 36, 101, 124 98. 117, 101, 85, 141. 12, 61, 128, 149, 90, 158, 

100, 68, 13. 5, 10, 40, 21, 118, 110, 115, 103, 11,128 is what 

David thought of himself in view of the prosperity of 

tho wicked before he went into the sanctuary. 

My 63, 26, 69, 9. 44, 27, 55, 12, 07, 83, 47, 87, 77, 29, 150, 69 is 

in sanctification. 

My 4!, 67, 34, 2, 28 was to whom the Philistines offered 

sacrifice. 

My 14, 72, 65, 147, 54,143, 110 was cured by a miracle. 

My 162,167, 3, 160, 71, 146,146, 111, 80 fell from Heaven and 

destroyed man and beast. 

My 62, 50,126, 102,104, 73, 28. They are blessed who walk 

not in their counsel. 

My IS, 96, 49, 99, 138, 44, 95, 2,151, 131—what St. John did. 

Troupshurgh, N. Y., 1863. S. G. 

53?“ Answer in two weeks. 

ANAGRAM. 

Nyam nme fo naym nidem, 

Anray disrb of myna dinks, 

Nyma Behisf ni bet esa, 

Mayn emn owh tond egera. 

53T Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, Sk„ IN No. 601. 

Answer to Historical Enigma:—Sincerity and truth form 

the basis of every virtue. 

Answer Acrostical Enigma:—May-Flower. 

Answer to Mathematical Question:—Father’s age 72 years; 

son's age 12 years. 

Answer to Geometrical Problem:—520 square rods, nearly. 

Answer to Enigmatical Charade:—A-bun-dance. 

3.bmti0cments. 

P i R s T PREMIUM 
-1- AWARDED GY 

New York State Agricultural Society, 
AT ELMIRA, OCT, I860, 

TO HARDER’S HORSE-POWER. 
THE SUBSCRIBERS H.1WACTURR AT COBLESKILL, If. y . ' 

ENDLESS CHAIN HflFtSE-POWERS, 

COMBINED THRESHERS AND CLEANERS. 

THRESHERS AND SEPARATORS. 
These Powers are operated 1 oilh ;rrratcr ease to the tram, the-, 

others, running with very low elevation, and Mow travel or 0 . 
borsep. Tho f’onjhincd Thresher 4J)d Gleaner run.^ vary 
is capacious, separates the grain cten.nlv from the straw anr 
clean* a* wait as a rrgiilai far.nltie mill. In short, thee! m,z- 
china have ho count, of which fact we behove w« can satisfy si 
who w 11 consult their nww interest hv arldressihu- 
597-Ocoj IL A M. HARDER, Cohlcskill, .Schoharie Co., N Y 

pOWLER AND WELLS’ JOURNALS 
J Enlarged and Improved. Price not Increased. 

Postmasters, Clergymen. Teachers, ami others are requested to 
act. as Agents and set Club, for our Journals: 

THE ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN 

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL 
AMP Eire ILLUSTRATED. 

fi 

r,j 

V 

t 

A GUIDE TO HEALTH. 

These Journals commence new volumes with July, and have 
been enlarged, giving now in each 

8-4 I’litfC* Monthly, In,loud of T6. 

TERMS, IN ADVANCE: 

Single copy, monthly, one year.$1.00 
Ten copies, to separate addresses, if desired_.'.$5.00 
Any person rending Five Dollars for ten copies, will be en¬ 

titled toon extra r/rpy gratis. Add six cents a \ ear for each sub¬ 
scriber tn *u- D-‘-v- ”-1 - - - * - -■ - ’ 
stmt free. 

I .-wr» Droauwar, ;,(’v 
Agents wanted everywhere to sell our nnWicAtioas. 

onr Wholesale List and Confidential Oirrular. 

* • *u Y-J •*> v " tv ' ’ n“’4 vrci,va «• ' ”«** iui ravu nuu* 
Bcriber tn the British Provinces to pav postage Specimens 

FOWLER’AND WELLS, 
.'•iVi Broadway, New York 

Send for 
OOl-lt 

A n P E T I N G S. 

Howe «&. Rogers, 

3XT o . as 

STATE ST., ROCHESTER, NT. Y. 

The largest Retail Carpet Ware-Rooms in the United 

States, where can be found at all times the most 

Complete Assortment, 

Comprising the best and most approved bakes, this and 

Foreign Markets afpord. Persons about to furnish anew, or 

even one carpet, will find it. to their advantage to look at our 

Mammoth Stock. 

We import and purchase direct from the 

M A N U F A C T II K E K S, 

Which enables na to 

Soli as Low 

As any iiotrsE in this Country ! 596-eow 

N. It. CbnreHco furnished ut ManfacCnrcn,' Price*! 

j lOOKS FOR LVCTEIYYTISTS. 

The following works on Agriculture, Horticulture, Ac., may 
be obtained at the Office of the Rural New-Yorker. We can 
also furnish other books on Rural Affaire, issued by American 

publishers, at the. usual retail prices,—and shall add new works 
ns published. t $~ Rural Agents entitled to premiums, and 
who arc offered a choice of hooks, can select from this list 

American Farmer s Ency¬ 
clopedia. $4 00 

Allen's Am. Farm Book_1 00 
Allen's Diseases of Domes* 

Ue Animals....... ..... 75 
Allen's Kuml Architecture t 25 
Alien on tho Grape.1 DO 
Ain Architect, or Plans for 

Country Dwellings.6 00 
American Florist's Guide,. 75 
Barry's Fruit Garden.1 25 
Blake's Farmer at Horne, 1 25 
liniiAslnganil's Rural Rcou- 
oniv.1 V> 

Bright on Grape Culture... 50 
Browne'6 fftrcl Fancier..... 09 
Browne's Ponltrv Yard — 1 00 
Do. Field Book ol Manures.1 at 
Bridge-man's fiilrl AsS't. ...1 W 
fin Florist's Guide. 60 
Do. Krtehcn Gardener’s In¬ 

structor   ft) 
Do. Fruit Cull Manual .. 00 
Brock's Book of Flowers...-! 00 
Bulst's Flower Garden - I 26 
Do. Fund tv Kitchen third. 75 
Chelnk-al Field Lectures. 1 (X) 
Chinese Hugur Cane and 

Sugar Making... 26 
Chorllon'a Grape Grower's 
Guido. 00 

Cobbett's Aun. Gardener.. 60 
Cottage and Farm Bee¬ 

keeper . 60 
Cole's Am Fruit Book M 
Do. Am. Veterinarian. 60 
Dadd's Modern Horse Doc. 1 W 
l)o. Am. Cattle Doctor.ltk) 
Do. Anatomy and Pbysi- 

olojrofthe Dorm.2 in 
Do. colored plates.4 (M 
liana's Muck Manual.1 tM 
Do. iVige F.ssur on Manures 25 
D:irlioEton's Weeds and U*o- 

ful Pin lit- .KM 
Davy’s Devon Herd Book I 00 
Domestic and Ornamental 
Poultry.1 00 

Do, colored Kates.2 uo 
Downing’s Fruits and Fruit 
Trees.1 75 

Downing's Landscape Gar¬ 
dening...3.50 

Do. Kojnl Essays. 300 
Eastwood's Cmubcrry Cul¬ 

ture . *0 
Elliott's West Fruit Book 1 25 
Every Lady her own Flower 
Gardener..  60 

Family Doctor by Prof. H. 
S. Taylor.- 1 26 

Farm Drainage, (II. F. 
French)..106 

Fessenden's Farmer and 
Gardener___ 126 

Do. Am Kitchen Garden.. 60 
Fluid's Peur Culture. 1 (W 
Fish Culture.1 00 
Hint ou Grasses. .1 25 
Guenon ou Milch Cows_ 60 
Herbert to Horee-keejiere .125 
Hooper's Dog At Gun. paper, 25 
Do. do. cloth. 50 
Hongb'sFarni Record .800 
Uyde'aChiuese Sugar Cane 25 

Johnston's Agricultural 
Chemistry .1 25 

Do. KlemehUof Ag. Chem¬ 
istry and Geology.1 06 

Do Catechism ot Chemistry 
uirlfclioola..   25 

l.angsirotli on the Hive and 
tlonev !<••••  1 25 

J.euchur's Hot Houses ...125 
Liebig's Familiar Letters to 
Farmer*. 60 

LIBeley'S Morgun Horses 1 00 
MinersBec-ko.epei s Manual] 69 
Miles on the Horse's Foot.. 60 
Millmmon Cotv.... 25 
Modern Cookery bv Miss 

ActonsuiJ Mrs. S. J. Hale,125 
Mrs Abel's Skillful Ilousn- 

v Te end Ladies' Guido. G) 
Saxton'u Rural Hand Books, 

hound ill 4 .series .each 1 2' 
Mnnria I.and Drainer_ 6 
Nash's I 'logreesi ve Farmer. (4 
Neill's Gartl. Companion...16 
Norton s Elements of Agri¬ 
culture... 5) 

Qlcoti'sriorgho ami impheel i! 
louden on the Straw berry. id 
Fodder's Laud Measurer... w 
Perms’* New Culture of the 
Vint*. i'J 

Phelns Bee-kfleper'a Chart 23 
Quincy's Mysteries of Bee¬ 

keeping.. . .1 il) 
Vnincv on SoiliDg Cattle,. 
Rabbit Fancier. .V 
Randall's Sheep Husband¬ 

ry . 125 
Kit. harthon on the Horse, 25 
Do. Feet* of the Farm. 3 
Do Doweodc Fowls. 3 
Do. on the ling . 3 
Do. on the Honey Bee. 25 
Dot on the Dog.. 25 
Keejmdli/* Vine-dresser- 
Manual.... so 

Shepherd’s Own Book.-00 
Stray Leave* from the Boot 

of Suture.—.109 
Stephens' Book of the Faun 

2 vols.100 
Skillful Housewife. 25 
Skinner’s Elements of Ag¬ 

riculture . 25 
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The TIi-hai. New-Yorker did good service in I 

calling attention to this subject in former numbers: 
but as these "unclean spirits” in agriculture "go | 
not out "at our simple bidding, let us continue to j 
exorcise them by every process at our command. 

“A virgin soil”—ah! there is more in that than 
our careless utterance imports— a soil fresh from the 
hands of our Maker, not yet delivered up to brambles j 
and -worthless weeds, ready to quicken into life and j 
growth the cereals that, support, mankind ; which 
needs unremitting attention, rather than continuous ! 
labor or expensive outlay, to save it from desecration, j 
— a virgin soil! not too highly prized. 

Arithmetic would falter under the load if it should | 
attempt to carry to a sum total the ruinous cost of 
growing pestiferous weeds. The exhaustion of the 
soil is one item; the tenacious occupancy of much 
of our best land by these pests of agriculture, to the ] 
partial or entire exclusion of useful plants, is auother 
item; the frightfully increasing labor of even their I 
partial suppression is still another item) while their 
triumphant march to new conquest and more ex- , 
tended domains make us tremble for the future. 

The modest little "privateer" which, bound up in 
a bundle of wheat is quite out of sight, gives life and 
being to a thousand like itself. Daisy and dock, J 
mustard and pigeon weed, Canada thistle and rag¬ 
weed, come in so quietly, and carry themselves so 
meekly, for a year or two, that we scarce believe they I 
will ever amount to any thing, when, all of a sudden, 
they spring up like armed legions, to bid us defiance. I 
What might have been exterminated iti live or fifteen 
minutes, root and branch, wait till next year, would I 
consume months, and tho year after bid defiance to 
the labor of a life. “ Avoid tho first appearance of 
ev|l,n Is the weightiest of all moral maxims, and, 
applied to these material lute rests, the only safe rule, i 

We have, iu this neighborhood, along our water¬ 
courses and low lands, a weed whose flower resem¬ 
bles mustard, which a few years ago was confined to 
one farm where it found accidental lodgment. There 
it was, with its modest yellow blossom, its two or 
three, its dozen or twenty roots, that could have been 
bushed up for ever in ten minutes by a conple of 
boys; now it has gone down every stream, and up 
every rivulet for ten miles around, crowding out 
better herbage, and bidding defiance to all op¬ 
position. 

In conversing the other day with Dr. Cox, Chan¬ 
cellor of Ingham University, 1 said to him, “Agricul¬ 
ture requires a service of you, and the ladies you are 
educating; it wants you to acquaint the people with 
that branch of botany which relates to pestiferous 
weeds.” 

There are many “noxious weeds,” well known to 
be noxious in sections where they prevail, which 
the people at large are unacquainted with, and which 
they do not get acquainted with till they are too 

many to he pulled. The tare, or pigeon weed, so 
injurious to wheat, had scattered millions of seeds on 
farms in this vicinity before we found out it was a 
“bad weed.” 

The other day I was riding with Mr. Cameron, who 
has been round some, and he pointed out a plant 
which was taking it very cooly by the road side—rag 
weed, T think—which, scarcely known here, is quite 
too well known in Ohio, Let somebody publish a 
“ pestiferous botany,” which shall begin with tobacco 

and follow up with the other nuisances in the order 
of their rascality. 

The whole Continent, aud such portions of Europe 
as we traftic with, should he examined in reference 
to plants injurious to agriculture. Such plants 
should be scientifically and popularly described, and 
the students of all our schools should know them by 
sight. Our botanical scholars are generally young 

ladies,— I don't pretend to know what they study 
botany fur. I see them rambling round in the woods 
and through the grass with their thin shoes and 
muslin dresses on, pretty well drabbled, with hands 
full of what we used to call posies—now smelling 
them, and now peering into them very inquisitively, 
and calling them the hardest names in the decalogue 
— I mean the Greek language, or something else. 

I never object to language above my compreben- 
| sion,—it proves somebody knows more than I do,— 
I but I don’t want onr dear young Indies to die of 

consumption for the sake of moonshine and raigni- 
I onette,— I don't want them to waste their fraerance 
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The proprietors also claim that, the Cleaner, though 
ft lute invention, has been thoroughly tested and is 
meeting with unparalleled favor—and they believe 
no machine of the class has ever been offered to the 
public that is so generally admitted »o be just what 
a Two-Horse Thresher and Gleaner should he. This 
is their opinion—to which they add that it is capable 
of doing a largo amount of business, without waste, 
Stud in the best manner, “cleaning as well as a good 
fanning mill;” that it is very convenient, being 
easily changed from right to left hand, and lighter 
than many others of less capacity—points that they 
aver are not possessed by any other machine. For 
further particulars, see out- advertising department. 

Orn engraving represents the Chain Horse-Power, 
Thresher and Cleaner manufactured by Messrs. II. & 

M. II.\mum, of Coblesklll, N. A*. This power was 
awarded tho first premium at the New York State 
Fair at Elmira, last October, several celebrated ma¬ 
chines competing for the post of honor. The iuamt 
faoturers claim that this machine produces more 
power, with Jess elevation, and is operated with 
greater ease to the team, than any other “going 
only about one and-a-half miles per hour when doing 
at least a fair business, say 400 to .MX) bushels of oats 
per day, or half that atiautity of wheat or rye.” 
Among the advantages claimed, are — “That the 
friction rollers, or little wb".is , -y are usually 

called, are larger, (being (> inches in diameter,) re¬ 
quiring less elevation;—That it has a reel in tho 
lower end of the bridge, which does away with the 
crooked track around the end, and serves to carry 
the rods uud wheels from tho upper to the lower 
track, giving the wheels time to stop rolling motion 
before striking said track, thereby allowing them to 

reverse and pass along smoothly, without loss of 
power and obviating the pounding noise to which 
others are subject;—'That these, with other mechani¬ 
cal advantages, cause this power to run much stiller 
than any •>***o»—indeed renderimr its operation 
nearly free from noise, except that caused by the 
step of the horses on the plank.” 

INQUIRIES AND NOTES 

plowed before. There were plenty of worms but 
scarce a weed. This year i put it to beans; and it 
scarce requires hoeing at alt; but very likely T shall 
let a few go to seed to keep ns busy enough hereafter, 
In spite of the evident fact that it is a hundred 
tiraeB cheaper to keep weeds out than to get them out. 

I now think after harvest I will pull everyone up, but 
in view of the depravity of the human heart, there is 
eminent doubt in the case. 

Oh, ye inhabitants of new countries! how cheaply 
you raise corn on your "virgin soil.” Agriculture is 
almost a lumry, so prolific is the land iu good herb¬ 
age, and so free from bad. Beware! beware! hero 
and there is dock, daisy, tory-weeds, pig-weeds, or 
pusley, and if you leave one yon are sure of a 
thousand. This is a question of bread for the "un- 
horn million,” and rises almost or quite to the 
dignity of a moral and religious subject. I invoke 
the pulpit. I suggest the following notice for Sun 
day:—" The sewing society will meet on Wednesday 
afternoon, at sister J. Smith’s, and Canada thistles 
must be cut or they will go to seed within a week.” 

without any paper, and a good deal more than he 
Could harvest and sell. 

Now there is a large class of just such men as this 
one in the West. They believe in grain; they do 
nothing hut plant or sow and harvest. There is no 
effort to adapt their products to the wants of tho 
market. And they are bigoted in the “enlarged 
sense” of the term; their prosperity is inversely 
proportionate to their bigotry. 

AU this Is preliminary to the record of the testi¬ 
mony Isaac Funk gave mo on this subject of man¬ 
uring prairie lands, l was led to suppose that with 
the immense area of land under his control, and 
from the character of his husbandry, little value 
wonld be placed upon manure. I beg Isaac Funk's 
pardon for the libelous thought! I was greatly 
astonished to hear him assert that "manuring pays 
oh all lands and for all crops — especially on grass 

lands," lie emphasized those words as 1 have. He 
assertedr "My pastures of blue grass, on which cattle 
have herded a dozen years, are better to-duy than they 
were before a bullock had stepped on them; and 
when I tell you that it will pay any man who handles 
as much stock as I do, to yard his cattle every night, 
save, take care of, and compost the manure dropped 
in the yards, and apply it to the grass lands, you may 
be sure that I mean what I say— I know it will pay.” 
He would apply the manure late in the fall, but 
before the heavy rains. This mode of applying 
manure to land intended for corn, is, as a rule, far 
better than hauling it in the spring, in the mud, 
cutting up farm roads, or worse, meadows, and plow¬ 
ing it under six or eight inches deep. Even if it is 
coarse manure, the mulch in the fall will render the 
land as light and porous as will the stratum of straw 
six inches beneath tho surface. There are doubtless 
some soils iu the West where it will be profitable to 
apply the manure direct to the ground the season it. 
is intended to grow small grain on it; but ns a rule 
it is better to apply the fall previous, because the 
ground is in better condition to receive it, and there 
is more time at the command of the farmer. It 
should be remembered that a mulch on stiff clay soils, 

liable to bake and crack, is as effective in preventing 
baking, as if the same coarse litter were turned 
uuder the sod. 

and the same pasture, divided, each part, resting and 
being fed alternately, would render it unnecessary. 
Isaac Fukk testifies in this mutter, lie has a ten 
thousand acre range for his herds. He says cattle do 
not do as well on such range as they would do in 
smaller fields, with frequent regular change from one 
to another. He intends so to subdivide his pasture, 
and asserts that then the same amount of land will 
keep more cattle, and they will be easier controlled 
and cared for. 

BEST SIZE FOR PLOWED FIELDS. 

Mr. Fi nk's plow-fields range in size from twenty 
to six hundred and forty acres. He has but few 
fields smaller than forty acres which he says are both 
small and large enough. But we did not understand 
that Mr. F. would inclose each forty acre plow field 
with a fence. On some accounts it might be an 
advantage; hut it should he done with a hedge if 
done at all. Headlands — grass headlands — about 
each forty acres are very convenient, and in many 
instances, especially on a very large grain farm with 
a timber protection, are all the subdivision necessary. 
It is true a hedge about each forty acres would be 
beautiful, and a great protection — would modify the 
climate greatly. But the care of them would be 
costly, and the planting of groves or groups of trees 
would effect a better modification of the climate, 
give greater variety aud beauty to the landscape, and 
economise the amount of headland necessary. As 
a rule, grass headlands, on our prairies, are very 
Convenient about each twenty acre field. They 
should he seeded with taiue grasses, and the grass 
cut as regularly as a lawn is cut. It will pay to do it, 
iu more than one way. 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES 

MANURING GRASS LANDS. 

It is not an uncommon thing, here on the prairies, 
to hear men aver that the laud is rich enough without 
manure. There are very many men who assert that 
the addition of manure to the fertile soils of the 
West is a disadvantage — it diminishes the crop 
instead of increasing it; it causes too great a growth 
of straw and it falls down. In many ctnes it is 
doubtless impolitic to apply manure strongly to the 
soil immediately preceding the cropping it with 
small grain. It is better to apply it to the hgid while 
in grass, or before cropping it with corn pr other 
coarse, gross feeding crop. 

Riding through the country the other day; I came 
up wiih a young man whose phiz told me he Udonged 
to a garrulous tribe. Accordingly I determined to 
set his tongue in motion—hinted that it was a 
“ great country ” — a beautiful country—crop^ splen¬ 
did— soil incomparably rich, Ac., &e. I had tickled 
the Sucker, and away went his tongue like a thirdly 
Press. 

“I reckon you’re from away down east-4from 
down among them rocks, and lulls, and stnmpt, and 
sich like, that we’ve hearn tell on but never seeH.” 

" Yres, I was originally from the East.” 
111 thought so — don't talk like a ra’al live Sucker. 

My father was horn in York State, but I wasn’t. I've 
hearn tell how they farmed it down thar, but we 'Jon’t 
need no sich style of farming here on thepra-ra-ue." 

(By tho way, that iB a political way of pronouncing 
prairie. Our estimable Governor, Dick 'Yates, iped 
that pronunciation last fall on the stump; and efen 
New Hampshire Hale, and his contemporary ^it, 
Nvb, of New York, astonished us of the West (by 
using a third syllable in this very beautiful afad 
simple two-syllabled word, pronounced by Wehstsk, 

and by all educated Suckerdom, pra'-re.) " We doi't 
need to save and use manure; all we’ve got to do is 
to get in the seed the best way we can, and we bale 
more grain than we can take care on.” 

I asked him if he read any agricultural papers. 
He answered his father used to take a down east 
paper, but he did not want any such nonsense about 
him — could grow all the grain and hay he wanted 

GROUPS vs. BELTS OF TREES. 

While I am strongly committed to hedges and tim¬ 
ber belts for the prairies, 1 am getting “out of sorts” 
with this "timber belting” mania. The fuel is to 
define my position—1 believe each farm, and perhaps 
each forty acres, should be inclosed with a good 
Osage Orange hedge; but 1 would not have the subdi¬ 
visions made with hedge in all cases. I would use 
portable fence, when practicable, or wire fence to 

inclose the stork. There is no need that each field of 
grain he fenced from its nelglibor field. The head¬ 
lands before mentioned arc all that are necessarry for 
division, it is now the practice to plant belts of 
timber along the north, west, and sometimes tho 
south sides of the farm. Some such protection is 
necessary, strictly so, on the broad prairies, but it is 
a question, with rne at least, whether these belts are 
the best forms of protection; whether the planting of 
groups of evergreen and deciduous trees, of greater 
or less extent, would not effect the necessary modifi¬ 
cation of climate, insure the proper protection, and 
yet afford circulation, of air sufficient to prevent, late 
and early frosts. Too much " protection ” proves 
disastrous to fruit blossoms and tender, early vegeta¬ 
bles. It is believed that both for useful and orna¬ 
mental purposes the groves or groups are more 
desirable than the belts with regular angular outline. 
There can be no question whatever about the rdative 
effect of careful, tasteful grouping. The picture of a 
belted farm, compared with the grove dotted acres, 
quickly settles the question. Every farm should he 
a picture — is a picture — and should be the most 
beautiful that man and his means can make it. A 
man ha9 no right to expend money and labor on a 

farm with an exclusive eye to profit, and regardless 

CHANGING PASTURES. 

At this season of the year, this is a matter of some 
importance to most farmers. Comparatively few 
seem to know the economy of food aud correspond¬ 
ing increase of profit which results from a subdi¬ 
vision of pasture lauds, aud systematic change of 
stock (of all kinds) from one pasture to auother, 
periodically. The change is quite as essential to the 
health and prosperity of the animal, and quite as 
grateful too, as is a change of diet to man. We 
cloy if fed with one kind of food constantly, and 
soon loathe the dish on which it appears; so animals 
like a clean dish and fresh food — a dean, fresh, 
sweet pasture. This system of change is as impor¬ 
tant to the durability of the pasture as to prosperity 
of the stock. Yery many pastures arc too closely 
fed, and at a season when the plant is least able to 
recover from the shock given its vitality. It is well 
to feed pastures close; because It keeps down and 
destroys weeds, and makes the new growth of forage 
tender and sweet. But there is a limit to this dose 
feeding. It is not uncommon, a little later in the 
season, to see cattle fairly gnawing at the roots of 
the dry herbage in order to get a living. It is wrong, 
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of good taste and harmonious effect. Fortunately, 
there is no antagonism whatever between the beauti¬ 
ful and useful; for it 5s a fact that the most useluj 
forms of matter are the most beautiful; that the rapid 
running stream affords the greater power; the most 
symmetrical, swaying giant oak, the greatest, strength. 
There are no perfect forms in nature which are not the 
most beautiful and useful of their hind. Again, I 
aver, each domain—each farm—should be a perfect 
landscape of itself—harmonizing, of course, as much 
as possible with the country about it, yet complete as 
a pbMurv alone. This effect cannot he acquired by 
planting belts uniformly, flronps here and there, 
affording fine views and distant vistas, with single 
trees to relieve the eye, always beeping In view in the 
planting, the me of this field and that, and the pro¬ 
tection necessary, are what we recommend. What 
has been said Is merely suggestive, and given here to 
call attention to the incongruous character of those 
belts, to attract the attention of the prairie planter to 
something beside straight belts. We propose to dis¬ 
cuss it further at another time. 

LETTER FROM THE WEST. 

Quincy. III.—Adams County—The Union Sentiments of the 

People—The Wheat and other Crops—Suture Prospects, etc. 

Messrs. Editors:—Should yon deem the follow 
ing hasty pen-jottings of sufficient importance to 
interest the numerous readers of your widely circu¬ 
lated and invaluable Rural, please pass the M8. into 
the hands of your compositors. 

The little semi-occidental city of Quincy occupies 
a high and healthy position on the eastern bank of 
the Mississippi, 150 miles above fit Louis, Missouri, 
and 578 miles below Bt. Paul, Minnesota. Spacious 
Btreets, well paved sidewalks, an endless variety of 
shade trees, three or four beautiful public squares, 
some fifteen or twenty splendid churches, hundreds 
of magnificent private residences, and block after 
block of massive, cOstly-built. business houses, give 
to the city u charmingly tasteful and suggestively 
pleasing appearance unsurpassed by any Western 
town, city, or boasted emporium of trade. Com¬ 
mencing its career Of real prosperity about the year 
1850, Quincy lins called within its limits an Indus¬ 
trious population of 16,000 souls, while, up to the 
present lamentably unfortunate standstill in the en¬ 
tire industrial affairs of our country, its commercial 
and manufacturing operations were unsurpassed by 
any city in Illinois, save Chicago. Hut, notwith¬ 
standing their business depressions, our people re- 
main buoyantly hopeful, all believing that when this 
not only senseless, but atrociously wicked rebellion, 
is crushed out, their city will again bouud forward 
on its destined mission of increasing population, 
the augmentation of wealth and true moral great- 

-tjtv. *’ a niorc hopeful impetus than ever. 
AfiMw* con,lty comprises a vast body of rolling 

regiment arrives here for the purpose of awaiting are joined with each other by a small canal of dry «nrrt| 'KftUa rm?V ITtmtc; tfrhf dTnn fWneov* 
orders to move forward as positive secession quailers bricks, resting in the sand. When it rains, the water UUUU UllU AflllilJ. Ij V l c lUU liytl. orders to move forward as positive secession quailers bricks, resting in the sand. When it rains, the water 
in Missouri, Arkansas, or wherever else most needed, enters by the cassetom, penetrates into the sand by 
As a consequence of all this marching and counter- the jointures of the bricks of the canals, and finds its 
marching, some of our enterprising manufacturers level in the interior of the cylindrical well, having 
have obtained contracts for making soldier equip- passed through the little toles at the bottom. A 
ments, while a few merchants and general traders cistern bo constructed is saic to give very pure water, 
have secured contracts for furnishing provisions, and to retain It perfectly to-.he last drop. 

etc., etc. These facts, taken in connection with that - 
of paying off the troops—which occasionally hap- Rcep out the rliens. 
pens at this “ military establishment ” — has slightly ^ correspondent of tie Illinois Farmer issues 
relieved a portion of our people from the great a caution to his brother famers, which it will be well 

pecuniary sufferings of the day. ^or to heed. He says 
But the blessed Angel of Hope Is again unfolding I?f sowing winter wheat and rye, great care should be 

his snow-white wings. The war-surcharged skies taken that no chess is albwed in the seed. Fonr 

are slowly brigbtniug. (Beams of living light are years "ince we fl0wed 80106 tt,rty acrea of white 
beginning to flash Westward and Northward from wheat, which contained a imall percentage of chess. 
South of the Potomac. The land on which this grew has been in hoed crops 

When taking up my pen, I proposed giving a sue- ainCG> and well cultivated,and the chess continues to 
cinct sketch of the present troubles in Missouri, c0me up year after year is thougli the supply was 
coupled with a brief notice of their effects upon thiB exhaostless. Borne persoas contend that chess will 
part of Illinois; but, inasmuch as this rambling and tt°t grow; but to all such we would say, don’t allow 
too disjointed letter has already exceeded all proper yourselves to believe any wch nonsense. The envei 

or even premeditated limits, T will close, by assuring 
the readers of the Bubal New-Yorker that —should 
the Editor of said paper interpose no objections— I 
shall esteem it as a great pleasure to again jot down 
a few scattered thoughts for their amusement. 

Quincy, Ill., July 23,1861. Occidental. 

—» ■ ♦ ■ - 

TO PREVENT posts from heaving. 

Much has been written in regard to thiB subject- 
many inquiries having been made and answered—yet 
no very satisfactory results have been obtained. A 
neighbor tells us he bores through the bottom of the 
post, puts in a stout pin, and places ft large stone on 
each side. Another says, fill the post hole for a foot 
or more at the top, with stone; while a third states 
that he uses throe boards, and throws up a ridge of 
earth eighteen or twenty inches. The author of the 
“ Young Farmers' Manual!! — fi. E. Tom) — says the 
best remedy is to cut a notch in the post about four 
inches from the bottom, and ram the dirt well into 
the notches, or place atones in them. This is given 
as a most effectual remedy. Posts heave by the 
action of frost on the ground around them, where it 
is thoroughly saturated with water. On ground 
drained either naturally or artificially, they never 
heave. 

A few years since wc were obliged to replace a 
fence, a portion of which ran through a wet, heavy 
soil, where water stood for a good portion of the 
year. The posts were drove, swampy part drained, 

and at the present writing—four years from that 
time—they scarcely show a perceptible change. 
The drain was cut within five or six feet of the 
fence, and hardly thirty inches deep. This is a 
decided benefit; we drain the land and prevent onr 
posts from heaving. It is Beldom necessary to fence ti -_,: n , » .. e. if unto uuui uuuviuk. n jo nciuuui ucvcdmiv tu pjuvv 

and there diversified by wide belts of , ... . . 
prairies, , . . where it is impossible to drain; but where this is not 
heavily-timoeteo 11 Kn enng ic pianies pracyca^je would use three boards, and throw up 

ten-fold more valna u- unani passu 10 u 1 1 > J a rjdge of earth on each side, eighteen or twenty 
any county within t us protu na y er. i, . au. liigli—^drivlnjt llie poBtR wlien we set them—as 
The intelligent and thrifty lartm is u . 1 anis ' "untv, ^iey8eem to heave less, and are driven to their places 
as also the goodly poojdft > •# Quincy, are Union to ^ ^ twuWe when they do heavG. 

the core, unanimously believing t iat this rc ie ion Wo do not advance these statements for “Constant 
must, bo put down and the Governmuit n store to j^eatqor >? t0 follow to the letter, but only as a few facts 
its former unity and tioknow e ge po«u. * a that have come under our observation and experi- 
proof of this, no county within the State having the enc<? a 
same number of inhabitants lias furnished more 0emm N Y 1861 
brave, hardy soldiers. The city of Quincy has also -a- 
fnrnished a Genorftl — PRBXTlsa, the present com- ANOTHER SHEEP SHEARING. 
mandantBt Cairo,-ft model Quartermaster-General, 
in the person of Ex-Governor Wood,— and last, Noticing in the Rural, of July 20th, the shearing 

ope on the chess is hard, md requires moisture and 
warmth to induce it to geminate. If sown in a dry 
soil or moderately moist tne, where the wheat will 
come up, the chess will oten remain dormant; but 
the late fall rains generaly give it a start, however 
small, bo that if the wheal is winter killed, it will fill 
up the vacant spaces; bat if the wheat is not injured, 
the chess is bo shaded that it amounts to nothing 
more than a sickly growtl, yet it will mature enough 
seed to keep up the supply. If you have no mill, 
winnow it out in the wind, or wash it out in brine, 
but we beg of you not to sow it on any condition. 

Ditching with a Plow. 

It is often said thit., “where there's a will, 
there’s a way;” and if American farmers have a will 
to drain off the superfluous water from their farms, 
there can be little doubt that they will find, or make 
a way, to do eo. The following experiment in the 
ditching line by a New Hampshire farmer is reported 
in the Journal of Agriculture: 

In the first place, I plow two furrows, and throw 
them out; this makes llie ditch wide enough at the 
top. I then plow two more and throw them out. 
The ditch is then twelve or fifteen inches deep, and 
one ox can no longer walk In it with the other on 
the surface. I then take a stout piece of timber, say 
five or six inches square, (a round stick would do as 
well) and twelve or fifteen feet long. 1 then lay It 
across the ditch and liitch a yoke of oxen on each 
end, so that the timber serves as a long whlffletree, 
with the plow chained in the middle; and us the 
ditch grows deeper, the chain is let out longer. In 
this way, there would be no trouble in plowing six 
feet deep. The only difficulty is, in keeping the 
oxen nearly abreast, as it is new work for them. 
But by taking light furrows at first, they Boon learn. 
J use for this purpose one of the iron beam “ Wash¬ 
ington ” plows, as they are called. It requires a new 
point, or one as good as new. After running the 
plow through two or three times, throw out the loose 
earth, and plow again. 

Rye lor Feeding (Sheep. 

A writer in the Illinois Farmer thus relates 
how a friend of his escaped financial difficulties:— 
Rye is ono of the most, valuable of the green feeds for 
sheep. A friend of oure, an amateur farmer, who has 
his means all locked op in real to w who is 

The Season and Crops.—August opened with excessively 

hot weather—the temperature of the first four or five days 

being the highert of the season. Corn HDd other crops have 

improved greatly within tbe week past, and farmers are 

correspondingly encouraged. During a flying trip, last week, 

through portions of Livingston. Steuben, Chemung, Tates, 

Ontario. &c , we noticed and learned that the crop prospects 

were very favorable—much better than had been anticipated 

through the early part of summer. The wheat crop of this 

region, now mostly secured in good order, exceeds the gen¬ 

eral expectation, in both amount and quality. 

According to the Cleveland Herald, the present wheat crop 

of Northern Ohio is the best yield of the last ten years — 

thirty and forty bushels per acre being realized in many 

instance* Oats, too, are said to be very heavy, while grass, 

on new meadows, is good, There U time enough yet (it adds) 

for corn. 
The Michigan Farmer, speaking of the wheat crop, says:— 

“Out crop throughout this State lias not only ripened with¬ 

out. any disaster occurring to It, and with much fewer com¬ 

plaints than we have had for many years, hut it also has had 

Ihe advantage of the most favorable weather to be harvested. 

So that the whole crop will be not only large in quantity, but 

also its quality will he first-rate.” 

Crop reports from other Western States are generally 

encouraging. After giving numerous extract* from its West¬ 

ern exchanges respecting the condition and prospects of the 

craps, the Chicago Journal says;—“It will be seen that, the 

prospects are not altogether as flattering a- was expected, 

While, in some localities, the drouth lia« retarded the growth 

of the grain, in others the army worm and the rust have had 

an unfavorable effect. Taken on the whole, however, there 

is every reason to expect at least a full average wheat crop, 

and more than an average crop of corn, the present year, in 

the Northwest,” 

About Condensed Milk.—A correspondent wishes infor¬ 

mation concerning the modus operandi of preparing con¬ 

densed milk. We cannot answer deffnitedy, but refer him 

and others interested to Mr Gail Bokdo.v, Jr., of Wassaic, 

Dutchess Co., N. V., for information. In the last number of 

the Journal of our Stale Ag. Society, Col Johnson thus 

speaks of the operations of the “ N. Y. Condensed Milk Co.,” 

at Wassaic:—“We visited the establishment of the Company, 

about eight miles from Mr. Thoknk'S, on the Harlem Rail 

road, with Mr. Jonathan and Mr. Samuel Thors*. We 

were very kindly received by Mr. Gail Rokden, Jr., the 

superintendent of the work and the patentee of the prepara¬ 

tions there made. The work* were in fine order, and we 

witnessed t.be process, from the milk from the cow until pre¬ 

pared for market. It is new milk, fresh from the cow, with 

75 per cent, of water evaporated from it, This is done by 

steam; aud the public- who use this have real milk, and 

nothing else; and eati add water to it, suited to their taste. 

It in already delivered Id New York and Brooklyn to more 

than 3,000 families— is recommended by a great number of 

physicians as superior to all other milk sent to mar ket. The 

day we were at the works they were preparing upward of 

1,800 quart* of milk, delivered that morning—somewhat less 

than the average quantity. The Company have another 

establishment at Burrvllle, Litchfield county, Ct. The estab¬ 

lishment is open to the inspection of all. there being no 

necromancy about the matter, but the process being simply 

what is above stated. Neatness reigns predominant through¬ 

out the entire establishment, aud is one reason doubtless of 

the great popularity of the milk sent from these works. A 

small pamphlet accompanies the milk, giving directions how 

to use it and how to keep it, and statements of its value and 

cheapness.” 

Cut Worm and Corn Grub Killer — Dr, Asa Fitch, the 

Entomologist of the N. Y. State Agricultural Society, writes 

to Secretary Johnson some account of the foe of the cut 

worm. lie says:—“ I doubt not you have noticed in plowed 

fields a large black beetle, with most brilliant golden dot* 

placed in rows on it* Lack. It u the (‘alesoma eniidum, of 
«ausi ««*» rpit.i cur Wffer of determined to make it •>«., i.t- •xpemv* In spite of s»w""«»s»*o —* — -r*.> «« .«• • setter, of 

the hard times for all the real estate speculators, inv<.u,rM(. fw ofthe ou1 worTO| Krasping the worm in its 

inclosed four hijndCed acres, which he rent- out on K,roDg jaWH| aB(j jn spite of its violent writhing and strug- 

sharcs, the most of which has been cultivated in corn g]jngi securely holding it, and when it finds these worms in 

though far from least, our city has recently furnished 0f Mr. David T. Bowen’s “model little flock of sincethe crash of 1857. Beginning to fear that his plenty, tt gorges und surfeits Itself upon them till it is so 

a U. 8. 8enator, in the person of 0. H. BnOWNing. 8heep,” I ant prepared to give, as he requests, facts ^hird of the corn crop would not pay his taxes on glutted and distended it i» scarcely able to stir — for it never 

vFrom 185G to ’60, the farmers of Adams county anj fignrefl about, a shearing 1 attended June 28th, Homc thousands of acres of wild land, with his other knows how to let a cut worm alone when it meets with one. 

were sadly straitened by a succession of “bad 0f Mr. I. T. WhRKLock's flock of Spanish Merino expenses, he applied to his arithmetic, which convinc- U is continually hunting those worms, feeding on nothing 

crops.” Last year, however, they were quite elated E r,G in number, 38 of which raised lambs, and ed him that a thousand good mutton sheep would help :if obtf“ th*“' B°th 11 “J the Ko1 *n ot* 
X most abundant harvest. But, if crops were tlR. ,;mainder uf the flock yearlings. These sheep Mm ont. so #jVr the *ra WH8 lajd by L persuaded be*tle wbich produces,t, therefore, should neve, he harmed.” 

good last year, what Bhall be said of them this year? were led straw until the 15th of March, and hay after- one of his tenants to allow him to sow some thirty 

In i860 the wheat crop of this county averaged scarce wardBt with one gill of peas a day per head. They acres of rye among the corn. His thousand sheep ®°»K T0 T,,x *"*'7™* ^p 

glutted and distended it 1b scarcely able to stir — for it never 

knows how to let a cut worm alone when it meets with one. 

It is continually hunting those worms, feeding on nothing 

else, if it can obtain them. Both it and the golden dotted 

beetle which produces it, therefore, shouldneverbe harmed.” 

In 1860 the wheat crop of this county averaged scarce wardB, with one gill of peas a day per head. They acres of rye among the corn. His thousand sheep ^ gone to t,,k ,^arvTnS^Jvm 

fifteen bushels per acre, while for the present year were well washed. Weight of fleeces averaged as fol- w<sre purchased in August, herded wherever he could ^compositors, having joined Col. Van Allrn’s 
the average yield will exceed twenty-five bushels for |0WB:_HeavicKt ewes’ fleece, 10 lbs.; heaviest year- flnd foed unlil the corn was ripe, when they were cmlry regimenti nnd ,.ntered upon tb« sacred soil of ihe 
each acre devoted to that indispensable cereal. lings, 8 lbs. 8 ozs.; lightest, do., 6 lbs. 12 ozs.; ave- turned on the young rye, which was their princi- oid Dominion. Charm* is plucky and patriotic; and, though 

The past two weeks of most charming harvest ragt; 0f ewes per head, 7 lbs. 6 ozs.; do. of yearlings feed Until the first of June, when it was turned cot a.< large as aorue of his associates, the “little corporal ’’ 
weather has enabled our farmers to seenre their 7 j|)8i g ozg- under and planted to corn. A portion of the crop ba* mind and muscle enough to figure and fight to the best 
entire crop of winter wheat, in the most perfect J would not forget to mention a fiock of Id, worthy waB well fed down, but had it not been for the stand- advantage. In a close encounter, the K, F, Vs may find 

order; while a continuance of the same for ten days of notG) 0WI)cd j. f. Starr, of Leicester, purchased ing corn Tallis, a respectable crop could have been him a tough customer. May he fight the good fight lor the 

longer, will afford them an opportunity for harvest. laBt fan from Mr. W. They were fed hay, together harvested from a part of the field. Here was the feting to 
ing their spring wheat and oats with equal success. wjfl, one gill of grain a day, per head; heaviest fleece iarg(j part ol the feed of a thousand sheep for eight tlietr „atde ropresentatlve” on thu “tented field.” 
Our spring wheat stnd oats lire unusually heavy, y2j lbs.; average per be.ad 94 lbs. I think if our mouths, costing twelve dollars for the seed and about _, ^ ,_ 

plump grained, and clear of any extraneous matter. frJend Mr. C„ of Wyoming Co., whose sheep shear- the name for labor, and returning the land in far ^ w„0L _The c,ovoUnd Wool Depot Co.’s Oir- 

Frorn present indications, the corn crop hereabout jllg was noticed in the Rural, (I think June 29th,) better condition than it was before, no donbttothc cuiar for the present mouth says:—■•The active demand for 

will be enormous—doubtless averaging ninety bush- W(rald haTe the kindness to send Mr. W. one of his extent of the seed and labor. We have never seen a *prke«. Jrith th/presp^t 
els per acre. Potatoes, navy or white beans, together for Bhcep blankets, to protect his sheep from (0t of sheep and lambs at this season in so good con- that Ul'(, iuc0l„iDg clip of coarse and medium will he eagerly 

with minor esculents, will yield equal to any former thc rtom| be may perhaps equal, if not surpass, his dition as this rye fed flock. Esplto'foMlfferi^rgrades.0 ThTwgSt 
precedent. aocount by another year; for Mr. W. has always been The flock is now on the prairie, and will remain jicard p#|d for th* m-w clip is forty cents. Merchant, and 

1 regret, however, that this pleasing picture has of ,he opinion that “rain should fall both on the just there until his meadow is ready to turn into, when wrip.tham^UumryTing toxed to 

and honor. The “Boy* ' endorse aud eoud g 

their “able representative” on the “tented field." 

plump grained, and clear oi any extraneous matter. 
From present indications, the corn crop hereabout 

will be enormous—doubtless averaging ninety bush¬ 
els per acre. Potatoes, navy or white beans, together 

its reverse side. To briefly illustrate J While our 
farmers are rejoicing over the now almost certain 
fact of soon seeing every barn, crib and cellar filled 
to their utmost capacity with the various field, 
orchard and garden products, the momentous ques¬ 
tion, “What are we to do with the abundant crop of 
1861?” begins to assume a somewhat grave aspect. 
With no prospects of an active demand for American 
breadstuffs abroad, and with this wide-spread rebel¬ 
lion— accompanied by tbe complete stoppage of a 
Southern outlet for their produce — atariug them in 
the face, our farmers can see no prospect of obtain¬ 
ing such prices for their surplus crops as will even 
remunerate them for their summer’s toil, to say noth¬ 
ing of profits. These prospects are Indeed disheart¬ 
ening; still, the certain probabilities are now, that 
not only the farmers of Adams county, hut of the 
entire West, will cheerfully acquiesce in such meas¬ 
ures as will most speedily aud effectually crush out 
this detestable rebellion and effect the full re-estab¬ 
lishment of the Government, even should it cost 
them not only the present abundant crop, but a 
dozen more of equal value. Thus, we find our people 
not only willing to furnish their quota of heroic 
defenders of their country's rights, but those remain¬ 
ing at homc are as willing to suffer pecuniarily, even 
to the verge of utter ruin. So, too, with the mer¬ 
chants, iuunulaetnrers and workingmen of Quincy, 
all of whom are now suffering unparalleled finan¬ 
cial embarrassments or stagnated business reverses. 
Thus, while sending forward company after company 
of our most promising yonng and middle aged men, 
to put down that monster, “secession,” the remain¬ 
ing citizens, incloding our par-exeellently union 

devoted women and “red, white and blue” loving 
children, are perfectly contented to patiently endure 

and the unjuBt,” Lover ok Fine Sheep. 
Leicester, N. Y., July, 1861. 

gural tit of tUo Irogo. 

the rye pasture will lie repeated. He will clear at 
least "fifteen hundred dollars the first year in this ope¬ 
ration, the result of brains in farming. 

Cotton and Wool.—The Cleveland Wool Depot Co.'b Cir¬ 
cular for (he pri-Bout mouth say*:—*• The active demand for 
coarse wool, which has characterised the trade for tho last 
month, sti 11 continue*, aud at full prices, with the prospect 
that the incoming clip of coar„e and medium will he eagerly 
sought for. whilst there is no demand for fine, except at 
prices paid for inferior grades. The highest price we have 
heard paid for the new clip is forty cents. Merchants and 
wool growers probably know that this change iB brought 
aboutbv the entire capacity of the machinery being taxed to 
manufacture government goods. We shall iherefore expect 
tr see tine wool* neglected for two 01 three months. No cot¬ 
ton can now he had from the South, and bow far thiB will 
influence the use of all wool where cotton has been used in 

— The new Sultan will not be 21 till September. 

— It costs $5,000 to graduate at Oxford College. 

— Twenty-five gun boats are to be built for the Westen 

rivers. 

— The Empress of Austria is not expected to live much 

longer. 

— The dry-goods stores at the South are almost destitute 

of stocks. 

— Cannel coal ha* been discovered in the Northern part 

of Minnesota. 

— Col. Cameron, killed at Bull Run, was a brother of 

Secretary Cameron 

— Fifty-five companies of Home Guards paraded at Pitts¬ 

burg on the Fourth. 

— The tolls on the N. Y. canals to July 1st exceed those 

of last year $212,180. 

— The New York Herald calls Gen. McClellan “ the Napo¬ 

leon of the present war.” 

— Since the opening of navigation, 4,410 steamers and sail 

vessels have passed Detroit. 

— The Great Eastern left Quebec for Europe on the 6th 

inst,, with a cargo of lumber. 

— The C. S. Government is in the market for a large num¬ 

ber of horses, said to be 70.000. 

— Building is going on in New York quite extensively, 

notwithstanding thc bard times. 

— Nearly two millions of New York Central Railroad stock 

is held in the New England States. 

— Brig. Gen. Kearney is to take command of the New Jer¬ 

sey volunteer* now at Washington. 

— It has been decided not to admit children under five 

years into the Boston Public Schools. 

— The Hon. Wm. H. Dimmlck, ex-Member of Congress, 

died at Honesdale, I’a,, on the 2d inst. 

_Tho House Committee on army frauds is to act during 

the recess of Congress with full powers. 

— Union men are flying in large numbers from Eastern 

Virginia to avoid the rebel conscription. 

— Austria, at last accounts, was about to re-commence a 

very repressive system against Hungary. 

— New York has 214 churches, Philadelphia 248, Baltimore 

99, Boston 94, Cincinnati 73, Chicago 67. 

— Hunt’s Merchant’s Magazine estimates the crop of maple 

sugar for the current year at 28,000 tuns. 

_The Richmond Enquirer say* that a fatal ease of cholera 

has occurred at Camp Lee, near that city. 

— A mechanic of Hartford, Conn., has invented a machine 

which will make 100,000 slate pencils per day. 

_The British press sppak* of Mr. Ad&rca, the new Ameri¬ 

can Minister, in a very conplimentary manner. 

— Thirteen of the officers in the Third Wisconsin regiment 

have been in active service in the Mexican war. 

— Twenty thousand men are said to be thrown out of em¬ 

ployment on the rivers by the embargo at Cairo. 

— About 35 gins* furnaces have heen stopped near Charleroi, 

Belgium, In consequence of the crisis in America. 

_The wife of Professor Longfellow met with a horrible 

death, a few davs since, by her clothes taking fire. 

_The Missouri river ha* been blockaded by General I-yon. 

Boat* bound down are now stopped at Leavenworth. 

_Thc population of New York State by thc official census 

is 3,887,542; of the ward* of New York city, 805,657. 

— The New York Poet protests against putting a duty o» 

sugar* for the benefit of the rebel State of Loul»ion&. 

— The rebel* ut Manassas claim to have forty-two federal 

officers aud twelve medical men among their prisoners. 

— A sturgeon weighing sixty eight pounds w»* caught in 

the Erie canal at Newark, Wayne Co., a few days since. 

— The Long Bridge over the Potomac is to be recoast*utted, 
so that u »m ..v -- - 

— Parson Brovrulow-'s paper has been designated to publish 

the law* of Congress, to be passed at th* present session. 

_Major Taylor, the recent bearer of a flag of truce from 

the rebels to Washington, is a son of Gen. Zachary Taylor. 

— The assessed value or real estate in New York city for 

the present year is $j,OG,O55,066, and personal $16i;62-l,306. 

— A convict in the State Prison at Auburn ha* been detect¬ 

ed in the act of manufacturing counterfeit coin in his cell. 

— About five thousand dollars have been rubied in Wash 

ingtou for tho erection of a monument to Senator Douglas. 

— The law prohibiting thc sale of intoxicating drinks to 

soldiers in Washington, has passed both Houses of Congress. 

— One hundred and seventy volunteer companies have 

tendered their services to the State of Iowa for active service. 

— The New York Life Insurance Company have just con¬ 

tributed $5,000 to the funds of the'Army Sanitary Commission. 

— San Francisco papers mention the shock of an earth¬ 

quake which was felt along the Pacific coast on the 30th of 

J une, 

— According to the last census, the details of which have 

just been made up, the population of Spain is 15,688,000 

souls. 

— Six platform cars, fully loaded with cannon carriages, 

passed westward on the 2d inst., said to be destined for St. 

Louis. 

— Dickinson College, Pa., has conferred the degree of LL. 

D, on Hon. Edward Bates, Attorney General of the United 

States. 

— The piratical steamer Sumter, now cruising in the Gulf 

of Mexico, was built at Montreal for Jeff. Davis by a Mr. 

I Can tin. 

1 _It is calculated that there are from one thousand to 

Cotton in India.— Mr. Edward A. Newton, of Pittsfield, 
Mans.. -who resided many years in India, has some very inter¬ 
esting statements in the PitUjield Foyle on the supply of 
cotton from the East, lie quote* the following extract from a 
letter w ritten hv Mr. W. K Stearns, son of President Stearns, 
of Amherst College, who is a merchant iu BombRy, India, 

In driving, the nail becomes a screw, and neither sun 

nor hammer can draw it. 

On the Construction of Cisterns- 

glUCiU oPjm W JUL Lousy Wheat. ....... London. 

Some alarm has been felt by a few farmers in this * _^ candy dealer of Liverpool advertises himself as the 
Wcnihei-Proof Nails. vicinity, says the Boston Cultivator, in consequence Cotton in India.—Mr. Edward A. Newton, of Pittsfield, suppiier 0f u0id genuine original Everton taflee to her 

A writer in the “Field Notesv recommends ofthe appearance, on the growing wheat, of an insect “^g statement Majesty.” 
nails prepared in the following manner, for fastening unknown to them. It is nothing mure than a species cotton from the Kn*t. He quote* the following extract from a _ Toombs hag reRigned his position as Secretary of State 
roof hoards, weather hoards, and other places where of aphiii) or plant louse. We have often seen it on ^AmheiS Coiu“e. of the C. S. A., and is succeeded by R. M. T. Hunter, of 
it iB difficult to make a nail hold: —Take ten-penny wjieat before, hut never in such numbers as it bus ,i,u„d the 12th of April:—“1 went into th* interior a few Virginia. 

malleable nails, and place the head in a vise; with a appeaml this season. Our attention was first called the^untoyha^Umdhff teetreubfeein America! — Count Sanmartino has resigned the King's Lieutenancy 

pair of pincers seize the nail near the point, twist it 0Q a jjcid 0f wheat belonging to Hon. W. H. and rliat th» aamunt of land which had been laid out aud a* Naples, and General Cialdini has been appointed ilia 

half way round, make the twist somewhat elongated. piahMi of Frauklin, since which we have received successor. 

In driving, the nail becomes a screw, and neither sun from q \y Richardson, Esq., of the same town, a movement continues, in five years India will export 4,000.000 — Ohio now contains 2,343,739 inhabitants, including 3-,- 

uor hammer can draw it. packed of w),eU.he.de on rvhich tho ineeet was very SfS.mSL'C™ &TSS 519 f “ ««" <* *“ ** “ ■““* 
- numerous; and we have received from Rev. C. C. not he able to command the monopoly or the staple out of over 29 per cent. 

Ou tli© Construction of Cisterns. Sewail, of Medfield, and E. R. Andrews, Esq., of the Union,’ _, ^ ._ - The total number of vessels employed in trade and com- 

Tbb attention of the French Academy has been West BOxbtfry, specimens of the insect, with state- at ^ ^ WoRU),a F.uSL_A re801ntion bas °f ‘’ 

directed by M. (frimtnftnd to tbe plan followed in men's in regard to its attack on tho wheat. pawned the Senate and House or Representatives appropriat- > 

Venice for tho con,true,ion of cf.mrn.; and hr TUinnec, ia f.,nd on the head of the wheat abol- 
recommends it strongly to tbe attention of those terei somewhat by the beard and chad, and lives by Worlds Fair, to be held in Loudons in 1862. A represent* * 

i «*-«~r “rr": , ■»»•<■* ** »*r- ‘«* t”°’™ “ •>—« xrz ««»«... -»» 
There ave in ^ emce over two thousand cisterns, g^urD, before to do much damage. How much exhibitors. We do not Bxpect that there will be many * , . stored in one 

which supply thc city with P»rc, pood wMcr. Their oalllfg, K wii. do in .he ce8 ailudcd to. rrm.inc to ££££££ “ ' ' 

construction may be briefly stated as follows:—In the be Been, thongh it is probable that such numbers puy creditable to our people. The building for the World's ' w„t.rn Virginia is snoken of as 

first place, a hole is dug about ten feet deep, (the a9 are found, in some instances, must deprive the f-j 5^S«™^3iSS *uLZ t-mmuch attracted to 

nature of the soil at Venice prevents a greater depth, i giain> more or iesB, of the nourishment it requires, crystal Palace. It i* expected that the exhibition will^surpass att(,nd xo their crops. 

and in the shape of an inverted truncated pyramid. jt should he remarked that it is spring wheat that is entered for competition^NacnKfic AmericanSm _ The Troy Times states that Gen. Wool has three times, 

The earth surrounding tho sides is kept in its place atbCted, and the insect is most numerous, and will _r ^ __' during the present war, been nominated by Gen. Scott for 

by a strong wooden frame, which cover also the do most damage on that which is most backward. , , h important command*. 
bottom Of the Cistern. Upon this is applied a layer Indeed the mos^orwwd fields are already weU ont of ^'N ["'Lofton very ''desirabTe to ventilate, particularly _The London correspondent of the Chicago Journal 

of tine well compacted clay, tbe thickness of which to” "ay “the straw liaving coi s de ub j ti rnea ana §un the BumDwr We see occasionally contrivances *ug< ,.J hear that the Confederate Commissioners are at 
oi UUI, ttuttutuptofto the heads become pretty well tilled beiore the lEibea the agricultural newspapers, but noneaoconvenient 
is in proportion to the size of the cistern, but never ^pp^ed to much extent. The insect seems to he and practicable a* the following, which we hare used with Fans, and out cf money. 
over a foot. On the middle part of the bottom is laid most numerous on the borders oi fields, and it is not entire success. Fill a rather narrow two-buahel bag with _ Bull Run forms the boundary between Fairfax and 

a circular stone, hollownd ont in the onnter. On thi. Print. Willi-m counties nnffl it eaten tl»e Ocnoquan ritar. 

„ erected . hollow tyllnder. of ,he dinner of an ^^‘aeeompS ?y L, «f* Jffi KL!'^. Si 'SfS.tfi.'XS ’14 “”‘h „ „ ^ „ 
ordinary well, hnilt on dry bricks, well laid, and and sometimes by ante, which are looked qpoii with J,0TerGdup draw it up hull its iength; audeo proceeding you —Richard D. Moms, aged 9S, died at ■ - 
01_.1,^ Ulnr, nforoeH with rtonioal holes. Busnloion bv so in c Tiersous; but they have no designs wtn have ^channel or flue from bottom to top. Then giye rittxvlvania Co., V'a., on the 80th ult. Deceased was at tne 

Ventilation for Hat Mows.—Large mows of hay or 
grain it is often very desirable to ventilate, particularly 
dnring the summer We see occasionally contrivances *ug- 

present adversities, until such times as the mighty is erected a hollow cylinder, o! the diame er oi an ^ apbU, i8 accompanied by many species of flies. ^ layTHirKn’itT,, . his residence iB 
but bellienant powers of the Government shall have ordinary well, hnilt on dry hncks, well laid, and | and sometimes by ants, which are looked upon with [CT£.red driw it np hall its length; audso proceeding yon - Richard D. Moms, aged 98, died at h . 
but benign I M ... , . tiinco nt thP bottom being pierced with conical holes, suspicion by some persons; but they have no designs will have a channel or flue from bottom,to top. Then give rittAylvania Go., V a., on the 30th ult. Deceasedwasat.be 
been irrefragihly established. These high and holy those at tlie bottom being piereea wun oomcai uomm K who;t, their object being to obtain the sweet the boy* the fan of working a burrow in from the floor to the garrendor of yorktowm 

purposes, these seif-sacriticiug and eanohling deeds, This cylinder comes a little above the level of the sod. exndatiai«-of the aptis, which Appear in the form of flue, and forbid their climbing up m it. and you will have a 4 hands high and 

P Qntoov Having P.en de5ign.tod „ onn of «b. mnin Inol of ito clap walla. BrfOta co.oriD,; tho wh»L natoraUnSSong . » S-Tat” lid” a. faUing ,.d a W 
station* or rendezvousing points for Illinois and with the pavement, there is laid at eacn angle a son which is the six-spotted lady-bird (or bug,) that we tbemselve«, such being the only effectual method of eradica- . Negroes that brought $L500 last year are to-day not 
low. troops, the city not unfrequenll, present, the • of stone ben, the covet of which, alao of .tone, it j.,. already seen in on, or two instances, making ting them. To toy™ ttu rosult,_tb£. ground should b. ^ 0,e‘om.thlrd ,t<t 

apoenrance of a vast military camp, as regiment after pierced with holes. These boxes, called casselon., havoc ruth t e c. p 

part, or a* a substitute, cannot be stated, but the presumption nfteen hundred acres of strawberries within ten miles of 
i« that the want of it will favorably affect the trade iu wool.” , 

London. 

_A candy dealer of Liverpool advertises himself as the 

supplier of “old genuine original Everton taffee to her 

Majesty.” 

— Toombs has resigned his position as Secretary of State 

of the C. S. A., and is succeeded by R. M. T. Hunter, of 

Virginia. 

— Count Sanmartino has resigned the King’s Lieutenancy 

at Naples, and General Cialdini has been appointed ilia 

successor. 

— Ohio now contains 2,343,739 inhabitants, including 34,- 

over 29 per cent. 

— The total number of vessels employed in trade and com¬ 

merce in Great Britain, exclusive of river Bteamers, is 20,019, 

of 4,251,739 tuns. 

— Gen. Scott is to have the sole control of all future mili¬ 

tary movements. This will relieve a portion of the press of 

much responsibility. 

— Chicago contains, at the present time, forty million 

bushels of grain, the largest quantity ever stored in one 

place in this country. 

— Eli Thayer’s colony in Western Virginia is spoken of as 

in miserable condition. Settlers are too much distracted to 

during the present war, been nominated by Gen Scott for 

important commands. 

_The London correspondent of the Chicago Journal 

writes “J hear that the Confederate Commissioners are at 

Fans, and oaf oj money! 

— Bull Run forms the boundary between Fairfax and 

Prince William counties until it enters the Occoquan river, 

-ULjtr’Pfsre i i 
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EORTIGCLTCEIL, 

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN. 

Few realize the importance of the Kitchen Gah- 
den. Not one in a dozen of the fanners we visit 
have even a respectable garden, devoted to the grow¬ 
ing of vegetables and the smaller fruits, so necessary 
for family use. Perhaps it would not be profitable 
for the farmer to devote his time to the making of 
hot-beds, and the growing of the early and nice 
things, eo highly prized by the gardener, some of 
which wcnld require considerable experience and 
skill to ensure success, but every farmer, and every 
one who has even a few rods of ground, may have a 
good vegetable garden that, with very little labor and 
expense, will furnish a delicious succession of veg¬ 
etables and t’rnits during the summer, and leave a 
good store for winter use. Lettuce, radishes, peas, 
early potatoes, cucumbers, cabbage, cauliflower, 
tomatoes, beets, carrots, celery, rhubarb, strawber¬ 
ries, raspberries, enrrants, melons, and the like, may 
be grown by any person of ordinary experience, in 
the greatest perfection. Aud yet we 6ec on many 
farms, and even village lots, ground enough running 
to waste—growing foul weeds to be scattered all over 
the neighborhood — to produce all this grand array 
of good things, while the owners are suffering for 
these necessaries, and spending their money to pnr- 
chase the everlasting beef-steak and bread, or living 
almost entirely on soldiers, rations. 

We love flowers and lawns, but there are few sights 
more pleasing to us than a well-kept vegetable gar¬ 
den, where everything is grown in perfection. We 
have no sympathy, therefore, with the common no¬ 
tion of hiding the vegetable garden by hedges or 
screens. It is our delight and our pride, and we take 
as much delight in exhibiting onr cauliflower as any 
flowers in the garden — not excepting even the 
newest and rarest. 

What a grand succession of vegetables Providence 
has provided for our enjoyment. First we have our 
lettuce and radishes, and then, when we begin to tire 
of these, the encumbers. Peas arc followed by the 
luscious Lima beans and sweet corn, and early cab¬ 
bage and.cauliflower, while a dozen other things help 
to make up a glorious variety. Who that has really 
enjoyed a full supply of melons would be willing to 
pass a Bnminer without their refreshing presence. 
Any plain dinner is good enough for warm weather, 
if succeeded by a good watermelon and two or three 
nutmegs. A good garden is the most necessary and 
most profitable part of any home. 

But, notwithstanding the growing of vegetables is 
so simple, many fail, from the neglect of two or three 
things essential to success. In the first place the soil 
must be deep aud well-drained, so that water will not 
layonthe surface norwitliin two or three feet of it, dur¬ 
ing a wet time, longer than necessary to pass through 
the soil by natural or artificial drainage. It must be 
mellow, so that it will not become packed and baked 
by rains and sun. This is the foundation on which 
we most depend for success, and if we have not such 
a soil naturally, every dollar expended to secure it is 
well invested, while every cent and all time spent on 
a cold, heavy, wet soil, is so much time and money 
wasted. Vegetables will not thrive on such ground. 
T* is a Ul •- .» ._ j„ oft*!, liMPil »tw1 that 

is one reason why so many fail. The soil for a vege¬ 
table garden should be well pulverized at least two 
feet in depth. This is not necessary every year—once 
in two or three years will answer. Other seasons, dig 
only the ordinary depth. 

It is useless to try to grow vegetables on a poor, 
half-starved soil. Therefore use manure freely, and 
there is little danger of being too liberal. For pota¬ 
toes, corn, and the like, fresh manure from the stable 
will answer, but for more tender plants the manure 
should be well rotted. Form a pile of fresh manure 
in some corner of the garden; on thiH throw all 
weeds, the scrapings from the walks and all refuse, 
together with the slops from the house. Occasion¬ 
ally fork it over, and you will have a nice compost, 
always ready, that will be excellent for celery 
trenches, the onion bed, and for any purpose where 
a good manure is wanted. 

Get the very best seeds that can be obtained. New 
and improved vegetables are introduced every year 
or two, and the first cost is of but little consequence. 
Yet little attention is paid to this matter. The man 
who will ransack all the nurseries in the country for 
a particular variety of pears or apples, and take 
special pains to obtain the best of seed wheat or oats, 
never inquires for the best varieties of peas, or let¬ 
tuce, or cauliflower—anything will do; and the old 
Drumhead is the only winter cabbage he knows or 
cares anything about. 

A little regard to these brief hints, will insure 
many of our friends much better gardens than they 
have before had, and conduce much to their comfort 
and peace of mind as well as to their good living; 
and at the same time elevate them in our estimation 
several degrees. 

0 M 
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NOTES IN THE FLOWER GARDEN. 

Seyf.ral fine showers during the past two weeks, 
and the warm weather usual to the season, have 
added much to the beauty of the flower garden. 
All plants are making a rapid growth. Most of the 
herbaceous plants are now out of flower, and the 
annuals furnish the principal adornment of the 
garden. 

Ten-Week Stocks that were set out early, are now 
in flower. Mstay mistake by allowing this flower to 
get too large before transplanting. They should be 
set out when very small, and the earlier in the spring 
the better, for if this is not done until the weather 
is dry and hot, they will almost immediately run into 
flower, while the bloom will be poor. 

There is no more showy or beautiful annual than 
the Balsam, if properly treated. If set out early in 
a very rich, deep soil, and the side shoots are kept 
pinched off, they will grow three feet in height, the 
stalk being entirely surrounded with flowers, like a 
wreath. Liquid manure is a great help, aud where 
fine flowers are wished, should be given three or 
four times. 

The Dwarf Convolvulus is a valuable annual, 
growing some 18 inches or more in height. They 
are mostly three-colored, blue, white and yellow, but 
some are a rich purple and others striped. Splen- 
deus hears flowers as large as the common Morning 
Glory, and Monstrous still larger. For a shady 
border there is nothing better. 

For some purposes, there is nothing equal to that 
old favorite, the Sweet Pea. They are now of every 
shade of color, from the darkest blue and purple to 
pure white, striped and shaded and flaked in every 
imaginable manner. In visiting the garden of the 
late .Sei.au Mathews, we observed at a distance a 
long hedge covered with flowers, aud on hastening 
for a nearer examination, we found it to be a hedge 

of Sweet Peas, of mixed colors, supported by two 
row9 of sticks made in the manner of a neat rustic 
fence. Nothing could be prettier. Mr. J ames Ckaiis, 
the intelligent and gentlemanly gardener, informed 
us that such hedges are very popular in Scotland. 

Another very beautiful bed, and really the finest 
display we have seen the present season, is a bed of 
Portulacca, about twenty feet by forty in length, 
divided into narrow strips, about two feet wide, by 
narrow lines of Double Dwarf Larkspurs. It is im¬ 
possible to conceive of a more brilliant display, 
perfectly dazzling in the bright sun. This we found 
on the premises of Joskuu ILu.n, Esq., the work of 
his ingenious gardener, John Charlton, who lias 
many fine things, obtained ou a trip to Europe last 
winter. By the by, the Portttlaceos are almost in¬ 
valuable in our climate, to which they seem exactly 
suited. They are now to be had of almost every 
color, and some of the striped varieties we obtained 
from Prussia last autumn are exceedingly line. 

The question has been asked us, if we could have 
ut one annual, which we would select. We dislike 

to answer such questions, because we never feel like 
being placed in such an unpleasant position. But 
we can say that there is nothing we like better than 
the Annual Phloxes. We have a dozen varieties, all 
exceedingly beautiful, including Rudowitzii, which 
we noticed a week or two since, of every color, from 
pure white to dark purple, with eyes as bright as 
those of the gazelle. Tho Phloxes commence to 
flower in July, and continue until frost, and the 
beauty is well susUyned until the last. The more 
they are cut the more freely they flower. 

Calliopsis car daminifolia hybrida is not as good 
as it should be, considering the praise it received 
from parties in Europe last season, and the high 
price we paid for seed. 

Podolepsis affinis, a new variety, and said to be 
the best of the family, is now in flower. It answers 
expectations, and we may give a drawing in a week 
or two. 

ACROCLINIUM. 

The Everlasting Flowers are flowering freely, 
ami we am **-’•'inter use. THcy should 
a. D..,.vi«u in the forenoon, ft few c»ou u»y, as tuey 
reach perfection, tied up in small bunches, and hung 
up out of the way of dust and flies. The first to 
flower, and one of the most, delicate and beautiful, 
is the Acroclinium, of which we give a drawing. 
There are two varieties, white and pink. The llcli- 
chrysum and the Gomphrenas, and others, are fast 
coming into flower. 

We are cultivating a great variety of Ornamental 
Grasses. Some are good, while others prove similar 
to our native kinds, and are worse than worthless in 
the garden. Eragrostis elegans seems to be our 
common Panicum capillure. But of these grasses wc 
will speak furl her hereafter. 
- < •♦• <- 

THE SEEDLING NUISANOE. 

Now that the season of pomological gatherings is 
approaching, we warn our friends against the un¬ 
necessary introduction of “ new seedlings." 

Many fruit raisers seem to have well studied Gulli¬ 
ver, and to have imbibed the maxim of one of his 
heroes, that “ho who makes two blades of grass to 
grow where only one grew before, is a human bene¬ 
factor.But ou£ friends seem to forget that this 
must have applied to the kingdom of Brobdignag, 
and that the multiplication of fruit “blades” in the 
shape of seedlings with Lilliputian qualities, is the 
least desirable of all our wants. 

When we look over our fruit catalogues of the few 
past years, and note the magnitude of the “seedling 
list" now discarded as worthless, it is painful to 
reflect on how much money, time, and labor have 
been thrown away on them. It is not that we have 
been swindled, or that in most cases there Inis been 
any design to inflict worthless varieties on tho public, 
but the evil arises from the public not knowing the 
characteristics of a good fruit, or the raiser's not 
knowing how much an accidental and local circum¬ 
stance has to do with a local reputation. 

The foundation of a gooi| character in a fruit 
should be a good, hardy, vigorous constitution—one 
that will resist our heats aud drouths, and come out 
scatbless from onr severe wintry ordeals. Entirely 
too much prominence has been given to nice shades 
of flavor,—shades frequently so delicate that a vote 
of a hundred palates would scarce indicate a majority 
of one in favor of any two favorites. 

A fruit is sent to the Gardener’s Monthly, or to a 
Committee of Some Horticultural Society; the flavor 
may be excellent, and we or the Committee be hon¬ 
estly bound to say so; but as it is the only important 
quality that is up for judgment, it may have many 
other defects that would render it worthless notwith¬ 
standing, and we are desirous that the public should 
receive the opinions in such cases given at only their 
exact worth. On the other band, a really valuable 
fruit is often rejected or has to fight its way through 
legionB of enemies, merely because the first decisions 
of good judges were that it was “not of good flavor." 
The cases of the Concord Grape and Albany Seed¬ 
ling Strawberry are in point. Inferior in mere flavor 
as they may be conceded to be, they are the type of 

all that is valuable in the classes that claim them, 
and the models on which we may expect future 
improvements. 

Nothing bat experimental gardens in two or three 
sections of the Union will ever save to the country 
the immense sums now squandered on inferior varie¬ 
ties. It is, of coarse, oat of the question to urge this 
matter now, but we hope our readere will bear it in 
mind when peace and prosperity return. In the 
mean time, our friends will understand that when we 
or others pronounce a fruit “ as the best flavored we 
have tasted this season," it may be very far from 
being a valuable variety, and that there are a great 

many other points to be considered before we venture 
to encourage another risk of a “seedling nuisance.”— 
Gardener’s Monthly, 

IMPORTANCE OF TIMELY CULTURE. 
—.- 

In a climate and soil like ours, spontaneous fruit- 
fuluess can never be expected. There are doubtless 
choice positions where a few trecB or vegetables, 
having once taken root will grow luxuriantly and 
produce bountifully: ami, Although without, tho ele¬ 
mentary constituents of plants existing in the soil, tin 
culture, however wise, can make vegetation flourish; 
yet, in any tolerable soil the prosperity of a crop 
depends quite as much or the wisdom of the culture 
as on the inherent quality of the soil. 

There is, however, not only a special importance 
in culture, bill also iu earn culture. Suppose a hill 
of Corn, or one of eueumbirs, neglected until the one 
is a foot high and the oilier has made vines a foot 
long. They are already perhaps one week behind 
their neighbors in similsr soil, but enjoying timely 
culture. The effort to tlear away the weeds from 
either of these hills will disturb the roots, while 
their sudden removal will let in a powerful sun upon 
a plant already feeble by neglect and injury to the 
roots. By these means (be plant is checked perhaps 
another week. 

But suppose, in a good soil, and with wise though 
late culture, the plant should perfectly recover its 
health, and grow to its fill expansion. The fruit 
must set at least two and in some cases three weeks 
later than otherwise. In the ease of very early 
planted Crops, or a long season, they may possibly 
get ripe, but often not. Tims the result is seen to be 
exactly equivalent to late planting, and the strong 
probability is that your crop will mature at. a season 
not the most favorable to its health and productive¬ 
ness. We see thus that one acre of soil receiving 
timely culture, may be as productive as two with late 

culture, while the expense of labor will always be 
less on the timely than on the untimely. Nor is this 
all; in the one case the crop may cost more than it is 
worth, while in the other it will be highly profitable. 

I have seen a patch of melons, tomatoes, or pickle 
encumbers, and even fields of corn, Injured in quan¬ 
tity and quality, not from want of fertility in the soil, 
nor amount of labor expended upon them, but from 
the want of timeliness in that labor. 

Potatoes seasonably planted, in Central New York, 
usually gain their utmost expansion and are covered 
with flowers by tho loth of July. In this case their 
tubers will be nearly full grown and covered with a 
firm skin by the first of September. But suppose, iu 
consequence of deferred cultivation, the season of 
maturity iu the tuber should be protracted until late 
in September. In this case the last two or three 
weeks of its growth is amid damp, dark, and chilly 
weather, such as is inconsistent with the healthful 
elaboration of a tropical plant; it will probably be at 
least slightly diseased, and so would all other tropi¬ 
cal plants. 

We reproach the man who by neglect permits a fine 
litter of pigs or herd of calves to pine and become 
stunted; but is he less a sinner who with equal care- 
lessness sows or plants more acres than under ordi 
nary circumstances he can wisely oultivute?—c. k. o. j 

and 

Grow.m; Plants from Simvi — Will you please inform 
me, through the Kuhai,, the process oi propagating currants, 
raspberries, auil strawberries, l'rom the seed*1 Will apple 
seeds, grape seeds, and cherry seeds or pits, germinate before 
freezing? Tell mo, also, if you please, the process of plant¬ 
ing potato balls for the propagation of new varieties.—A Sell 
BCRiKBK, Kingsville, Ohio. 18(1). 

As a general rule, the best way is to sow seeds of all the 

fruits mentioned as soon as they have matured. Nature 

teaches this course, for ttm fruit drops as soon as ripe, and 

the young plants appear tho following spring. Nurserymen 

do not always pursue this course, because the ground in gen¬ 

erally in use for other |*uiposes until Into in the autumn. 

Seeds that are put in the ground as soon as ripe should have 

a good mellow soil that will net bake, or In the spring, or it 

may be so bard that not half the young plants will be able to 

get above the ground If water lays upon it a good part of 

the winter and spring, the seeds may rot. It it true, nature 

always sows sends in the fall, but talure is very provident of 

seed, and furnishes an hundred where only one can (lad 

space to grow. This the planter would not like to do. We 

know of no better way to «uve seeds of apples, pears, cher¬ 

ries, and the like, than to pnt them iu boxes of sand, a layer 

of seed and a layer ol' sand, or mixed with the sand. They 

may be kept iu the cellar or ont of-doors, if protected from 

the rain. Strawberry, raspberry, and other seeds that are 

only sown io small qualities, it is better to put in the ground 

as soon in gathered. Save the seed from potato balls, keep 

them in paper bags, in a cool room, until spring, and then 

sow in rows, in a well prepared bed, which must bo kept 

clean. In tho fall, you will have potatoes as large as marbles. 

These, plant the next spring, and the product will be a largo 

number of rather small potatoes. The next season they will 

be of good size. We have grown good sized potatoes the 

second season. Mark and save all that are promising, anil 

throw away the poor. 

Tim Pie Cherry.—Is the Richmond Cherry, mentioned by 
your Western correspondent, synonymous with the Pie Cher¬ 
ry, cultivated so many years in your .State? If so, can you 
inform me how it i- proimgatedw I have tried, sad seen 
Others try. rowing th“ seed soon after gathering; packing In 
sand, ami sowing late iu the fall; and floating, and sowing iu 
the spring, and with uniformly poor success—not. more than 
one pit In a hundred germinating. What is the practice 
with your uurseryioeot—W. Bowks, Iowa, 1861. 

Our common Pie Ch^ry is not the Early Richmond, It is 

called by Downing hate Kentish, and Is known commonly an 

Pie Cherry, Commoo Red, 8our Cherry, &c. We have never 

heard of any dtlllculty in causing the pits of this cherry to 

vegetate when sown iu the autumn, or kept in rand through 

the winter. Trees can bo had of most of our nurserymen, 

but are not grown extensively. 

Giiai-ks Rotting, 4sO.— Please inform me whatwill pre¬ 
vent grapes from rotting before they are ripe. Also, the best, 
time to set grapes, currants, and gooseberry slips.—A Young 
KUK.u.iht, PrincevilhIII., 1861. 

The rotting of grapes is a disease very dithoult to account 

for or cure. A well drained, deep soil, and jndiciou* but not 

too severe flruning, is the best preventive we are acquainted 

with. Early in the spring, Just aa soon as the grouuC can be 

got in order, la the best for cnttlogs of all kinds. „ato in 

the autumn would be 4ill better, were it not for th« leaving 

by front, which will misplace ami injure them, unless Ihe soil 

is well drained. 

Tux Large, White Grub.—Do tell us, if you can. what, 
can be doue to stop the ravages of the great white grub, il¬ 
ls destroying our strawberry vines—old and young—and when 
he cant do better, feasts on Taw potatoes, grasc root#, Ac ; 
but when we take special pains with choice, new vanities ol 
strawberries, by keeping clear of grass and weeds, he adopts 
the suicidal policy of cutting oil' and destroying tbl last 
source of his own existence.—B. 

For several years the largo, white grub, with a brown bend, 

the grub of the May-Bug, ho* been doing a good deal ol mis¬ 

chief, cutting off plants of nearly all kinds below tbc mitfaco 

of the ground. It is more destructive the present M-imm 

than ever before In some of our gardens, it la destrojing 

strawberries, verbenas, asters, aud other annual llowsra. 

We know of no way to kill them, or to prevent their mis 

chief, hut to dig them out. 

Fuchsias von Bedding.— Will Fuchsias answer for puttbg 
out in beds, or iu the border, like what are called Bedding 
Plante?—S. It. 8 

Fuchsiaa will not endure our hot suns. Darling and Tom 

Thumb are two of the best for the purpose, aud answer pretty 

well. 

I LOWERS FOR Name — As you are so good at answering 
questions. I thought I would ask if you could tell me, 
through tlie Rubai.. the names of the inclosed specimens. 
Tho blue (lower «n-w< about a font high, aud the blossoms 
drop oil without withering. Jt was. .--cut uie from Connecti¬ 
cut .-1 coupl. of year H ago Without a name. Likes plenty of 
snn and room, and will thrive and blossom all summer The 
pink one came, I think, from Mr Bkiugs, under the name of 
Scarlet Lychnis, hut, seems to mo to belong l« the Cockle 
lr he. Though very prettv wheu in full flower. I do not think 
it very desirable in a garden, on account of the quantity of 
.. it ripens, and it L Almost impossible to get it out again. 
Il prows eery low, and spieads a good deal. A name for tine 
or noth will much oblige a constant reader and well wisher 
ot the Runsr. 1 don't know hut. I should mention that both 
(lowers aru annuals.— A SriiscKiuzu, Clyde. X. 1'. 1861. 

The blue llower is Rule*piSrt'da, Clammy Entoca; tho 

pink, a Silcne, Catch-Fly, 

Hardy Flowers. I would like to have you tell me which 
three or four sorts of flowers are the must hardy and showy 
I mean those that need no protection in winter. Where is 
the best place to procure seed?— M. Y., Tuscola Co., Midi. 

The Aconitum, Delphinium, or Perennial Larkspur, Chinese 

Pinks, Picotces, Double Hollyhocks, l’tuonies, and Phloxes, 

are all lmrdy, showy flowevs, auil Indispensable. Good seeds 

can ho obtained of the leading dealers. 

Blight ov Arm: Trees ly Wisconsin. — I wish to make 
an inquiry through the columns of your valuable paper for 
information iu regard to the cause aud remedy of what I call 
the blight in fruit trees. 1 have about six hundred fruit trees 
set out, of dillerent kinds, the most of which I have raised 
from seed. Between three and four hundred are now heal¬ 
ing. Last year I had about thirty Russets and other apple 
trues in bearing. In mine, a blight commenced on the leaf, 
then extended to the twigs, «ud Ihuu to Urn large limbs, In 
many Cases, only the small twigs would die, leaving a dead 
spot ou tho largo limbs, and hi many other cases, large limbs 
or hrnnohns would die l cut Off from ft number nf trees till 
Of the branches that I could And affected, but In a few days 
the trees would present the same appearance Hgaiu. This 
year thorn aro some trees allected in the same wily, I have 
examined some of them to Ilnd nut the causa, but cannot 
Hud anything, except in cutting off some small twigs, 1 would 
ilnd one or more small holes perforated by some insect to 
the heart of the litoh, the bark turned black, and very watery 
or juicy between the bark anil wood. My orchard lias been 
hoed for a number of years, until the two last years. I sowed 
It to oats. This year a part, of it is in corn and pntiiloea, the 
balance l sowed to wheat. Some of the trees are now altect- 
ed in the C<>cu ft* well Us in tho wheat. Now, If yon. or any 
of your numnrnux readers, can give me any light on the 
disease, or remedy, or both, it will be thankfully received.- 
Wm. C. W., Eldorado, IFfs., 1861, 

Propagation of tiik Hawthorn.—1 have been trying for 
two yearn in propagate the Hawthorn Hedge plant, without 
success, and now apply to the Rural. Will some of your 
readers please give the desired information?—J. F. T., Album, 
Orleans Co., X. Y., 1861. 

‘SMti cultural 

OBITUARY.- It is with much regret we announce tho sud¬ 

den death of one of the most enthusiastic amateur hotticul 

turixts in this vicinity, Sklah Matiibwb, Esq. Mr. Matjikwr 

devoted all his spare time to the culture of fruits and flowers, 

and tho stady of the best authors on tlmsn subjects. His 

grounds were extensive undwell kept, his grape houses In 

the finest condition, anil the conservatory adorned with the 

most perfect specimens to he found in this section of the 

State. For several years Mr. M. was l’residuntof the Genesee 

Valley Horticultural Society, and only retired from oflleo 

about a year since. !,u»t summer Jie made a trip to Europe, 

Visiting the best horticultural establish merits, and part- of tlm 

time In company of our friend Mr. Reid, of New Jersey. Ilia 

death is a public loss. 

About the same time our old friend, Thomas Billsla.no, 

who for many years was in the employ of Ellwangkii its 

Barky, died suddenly and unexpectedly of disease of the 

heart. Mr B. was a llnu specimen of u gentleman. He was 

advanced in years, and had acquired a vast fund of informa¬ 

tion, hut was *0 exceedingly modest that few were aware of 

the rich treasures he possessed Often have we been indebt¬ 

ed to him for Information on botanical questions which we 

could obtain from no other source Wo sorely regret and 
shall often feel his loss. 

Cutting Flowers for Bouquets.—Many are afraid to cut 

flowers for bouquets, for fear of spoiling the appearance of 

the plants. It is fortunate that many of the flowers most 

suitable for bouquets flower the more freely for cutting. It 

is the formation of seed that exhausts the plant, anil by cut¬ 

ting (lowers this is prevented. Thu Country Gentleman has the 

following sensible remarks on the subject:—“ It should be 

remembered that Verbenas, Candytuft, Sweet Alyssum, Phlox 

llrumiHondti, and other plants with flowers most suitable for 

bouquets, do not suffer by the cutting of their flowers, hut 

bloom much better and longer for it. There need therefore 

be no stinginess In providing bouquets for the bouse. Cut 

liberally, and furnish your rooms and your neighbors, If you 

have enough to spare for them, with sweet and beautiful 

bouquets." 

Autumn Sbbk-no-Fuktiikr Apple.— I noticed, not long 

since, inquiries about the origin of the Fall Seek no Further. 

I am satisfied it is not a Western fruit. 1 saw apples of that 

variety some forty years ago, ori the farm of Judge 8PRAGUE, 

In East Bloomfield, Ontario county, The Judge was from 

Western Massachusetts, and probably got his scions from 

there. As ln\orchard was one of the oldest iu Ontario Co., 

he could not have got scions iu that vicinity at that time. 1 

think the tree whore the apples grew most have been grafted 

more Rian fifty years ago. It is a different apple from the 

Westfield Seek no Further; ripens, I should think, in Octo¬ 

ber, is a more flat apple, and a splendid eating apple. The 

Westfield is a winter apple. The Judge had a large orchard 

grafted after the old clay and swingling tow system.—Wm. 

Co.NK, Troy, Midi., 1861. 

Raspberries and Currants.—Mr. Downing, in a commu¬ 

nication ou our report of the discussion at the Fruit Growers’ 

Society of Western New York, makes tho following notes: 

Currants.—The White and Rod Dutch and White Grape aru 

good sorts. The new varieties are no better iu flavor, but 

some of them larger in size, as the Versalllaise, Cherry, Ac. 

Raspberries. — The Purple Cane, Purple Cap, Red Cap, 

English Red, Red Prolific, American Red erroneously, lathe 

most useful of all the hardy raspberries, is not aa seedy as the 

Black Cap, hut more juicy, and the best kind for those who 

will not take the trouble to coverthe larger and better tender 

aorta. 

The Orange is too soft for market, and does not retain its 

color well enough 

Horticultural Exhibition in London, C. W.— We are 

Indebted to some attentive friend in London. Canada West, 

for an account of the first Exhibition of the New Horticul¬ 

tural Society of that beautiful city, held the 24th ult. The 

exhibition of flowers was large and fine, and strawberries, 

raspberries, currauts, goose-hurries, cherries, and melons, 

were shown in great abundance. The vegetables were very 

superior, and far better, we have no doubt, than could he 

exhibited at any similar show iu this country. Our Canadian 

neighbors excel ns In the growing of line vegetables. This 

wo have always found to he the case when attending exhibi¬ 

tions In the British Provinces. 

Injurious Insects.—The black fly, referred to by me, was 

the curculio, as I afterwards found out. As you wished me 

to write to you, if any other depredator should make his 

appearance, I will say that, this morning, as I was looking 

among the tomato vines, I saw a worm about, three inches 

long, with as many as six or eight deep creases across his 

back, and in each crease two eyes. They make hail work 

with the tomato vines. Last year we killed onn hundred and 

forty-four of these depredators. They look so mnch like the 

vine it, Is almost impossible to find them. Can you, or some 

of the numerous readers of the Rural, tell me the name, 

aud what will remove them? What will remove caterpil'ars 

from cabbage?—A .Subsckihkk, Hot tie Creek. Mich., August. 1. 

Black Currant Wink.— We have received from John F, 

Hazard, of West Brighton, N, Y, a youth of 16 years, a 

bottle of wine from the Black Naples currant, of good 

quality. It was much better than most oli our domestic 

wines, From other friends we have also received specimens 

of black currant wine. The fruit is now ripe, and those who 

inteud to test the wine making qualities of the black currant, 

should do so at once. Most of those who do so will be 

agreeably disappointed. 

Two Dahlias o.v One Stalk.—Two perfect Dahlias, grow- 

ing on one flower stem, were presented to us by .John K. Bal- 

lkntinb, of Chili, in this county. A similar freak was shown 

us by a gentleman of this city, last season. 

A BATCH OP CAKES. 

Sponge Cake — No. 1,— Two cups angar; two cups 
Hour; eight eggs. 

Sponge Cake — No 2.— One cup of sugar; three 
eggs; two cups flour; one spoonful cream tartar; 
half enp rich cream; half spoonful soda; one spoon¬ 
ful extract lemon. Stir all together five minutes. 

Cream Cakes Inside.— Half cup of Hour; one 
cup of sugar; two eggs. Boll one pint of new milk; 
beat the flour, eggs aud sugar together, anil stir into 
the milk while boiling, until sufficiently thickened. 
Boil tho milk in a kettle of water. Flavor with lemon 
or vanilla. Outside.—One cup water; one cup butter; 
two cups sifted flour; five eggs. Boil the water and 
butter together, stir in the flour while boiling, when 
cool add the eggs, heating them well togethor, and 
one-fourth teaspoon of soda. Drop them upon but¬ 
tered tins, quite thin, and bake half an hour. Then 
open them at tho side with aj knife, and insert as 
much of the above mixture as you like. 

Almond Cake.—One cup of butter; three cups of 
sugar; four cups of flour; one cup of sweet milk; 
one spoonful cream tartar; half spoonful soda; one 
spoonful hitter almond; whites of eight eggs. 

Soft Gingerbread,— Two oups of molasses; one 
and a half cups hot water; half cup butter; two eggs; 
one spoonful of soda; one spoonful of cloves and 
cinnamon — ginger if you like; stir in tho least flour 
that will enable it to bake well.— M. M. M,, Moor- 

headvit/e, Erie Co., Pa., 1861. 

DRYING Tins COMMON RED CURRANT. 

Wk copy the following method from the last num¬ 
ber of the Horticulturist. Many of our readers will 
find it just in time to give it a fair trial. The editor 
of the Horticulturist having examined the currants 
prepared iu this way, highly commends it. 

The currants should be quite ripe when gathered, 
with the stems attached, and washed or rinsed effect¬ 
ually and drained off. Then stem them and wash 
them thoroughly, and to each pound of currants add 
a quarter of a pound of good Havana sugar; then 
place them in a preserving kettle over a fire until 
they oome to il scald heat, when they arc turned out 
Into white earthen dishes, and exposed to the action 
of the sun until by evaporation they become hard¬ 
ened on the upper side. Then they are turned over, 
and there remain until they become so on the other 
side, and so alternate until they become a sort of 
leathery texture, when they aro put away in earthen 
jars or boxes until wanted for use. Care must be 
taken to keep them from the dews of night and rains 
duriug Urn process of drying; finally, the utmost 
cleanliness should he observed from first to last. 

When used, enough hot water is required to dis¬ 
solve them or render them to any consistency suit¬ 
able for tarts, jelly, Ac. At the same, time, more 
sugar is required to muko them quite palatable, 
which must of course he governed by taste. Cur¬ 
rants in this way have kept well with us for three 
years, and the presumption is that they will keep for 
a longer time, if well cared for. 

ICE CREAM, BREAKFAST ROLLS, &c. 

Ice Cream.— For one quart of new milk, take the 
white of four eggs, beat them into a froth; the yolks 
of four eggs, beat well; mix with them one pound of 
white sugar, and stir well; pour in the white of eggs, 
mix well and pour into the milk. Stir all well and 
put them Into tlm freezer; flavor with lemon or any 
thing else you choose. 

Breakfast Rolls,—Pare and boil four good sized 
potatoes, mash line, pour iu water sufficient for four 
or six quarts of Hour, three tablespoons ofbop yeast, 
one of salt, one cup of lard or butter, two well beaten 
eggs. Knead well over night, work iu a teaspoonful 
of saleratus in the morning, out them out us you 
would biscuit and roll them long, put them on the 
tin, let them stand till light and bake in a quick oven. 

Cookies.—Two and one-half cups of sugar; one 
cup butter; three eggs; one cup cream; ono tea- 
spoonful saleratus; one tablespoonful carraway seed. 
Knead soft, roll thin and bake in a quick oven.—Mrs. 
Wm. E. Sheldon, Allen’s Grove, Wc*., 1861, 

- — 

Soda Biscuit. I have been a reader of the Rural 
for a few months, and have found many recipes 
which l think very good. As I do not wish to keep 
all the good things anil not tell of some that I know, 
and thinking that a recipe for Soda Biscuit, would be 
of service to you, I give It., for I know it can not be 
beat, hb iny mother has used it for over twenty years, 
and has never known it to fail once. Six tumblers of 
flour; two tumblers of milk, (sweet); three teaspoons 
of cream tartar; one teaspoon of soda; butter the 
size of an egg; one-fourth teaspoon of salt. Dissolve 
the soda in the milk, and mb the tartar in the flour; 
bake quick. This will make twenty-four good-sized 
biscuits.—Leer A. Came, Lansing, Mich., 1861. 

■ » ■ ^ • •*■--- 

To Dress Cucumbers,— Take three good sized 
cucumbers, pare them, put them in cool water for an 
hour, take them out and cut them in the usual way; 
sprinkle salt upon them, and let them be so until an 
hour before dinner; drain ofl’ the salt liquor; put 
them into a vegetable disli. Take a pint of sour 
cream, (not too old,) a good tablespoonful of cider 
vinegar, a piece of butter the size of a hickory nut; 
put tt on tho liro and let it oome to a boil: pour it 
over the cucumbers while hot; set them by in a cool 
place until dinner. Wo think this is the only way to 
eat them. Try it.— American Farmer. 

Canary Birds.— Having had much trouble in pro¬ 
tecting canary birds from the attacks of the insects 
that infest them and the cages, 1 learned the follow¬ 
ing simple method of destroying these pests, which 
will no doubt be a useful piece of information to 
many of your readers: By placing every night over 
the cage a white cloth, tho insects gather upon it, 
and iu the morning may be seen by carefully exam¬ 
ining the cloth. They may thus be soon removed, 
and then all that is necessary is to thoroughly clean 
and varnish the cage.— N. V. Tribune. 

Canning Green Corn—In tho Rural of tho 6th 
ult., a correspondent Bays that Green Corn may he 
put up in cans so as to keep as well as Peachos, but 
does not give directions for so doing. I should be 
much obliged to any of your correspondents for par¬ 
ticular directions for putting it up; also Peas.— A 
Subscriber, Macedon, N. Y., 1861. 

Coloring Blue.— Will some of tho Rural readers 
please send a recipe for coloring blue, that which 
tfill color either woolen or cotton, and oblige_ 
L. A. C., Lansing, Mich., 1861. 
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AUNT PATTY'S TALK WITH HER NIECES. 

BT SOPHIA C. GARRETT. 

Come, Mart, get to weaving, 

And, Bess, to spinning go, 

This fussing and this fitting 

Will never, never do. 

The fashion now for dressing 

I hope will soon be gon,!>— 

Unless it stops 1 surely think 

We’ll all to ruin run! 

Sleeves dying open at the wrist, 

Skirt* trailing on the ground- 

in mv young days, through all the land, 

Such wonders were not found. 

We dre.->ed in home-spun garments then, 

With aprons made of tow, 

And, singing, to our spinning wheels 

Each merry day we’d go. 

At morn and night, with foamingmilk 

We tilled each shining pail; 

Stones nerer kept us from our work— 

We laughed at winter’s gale! 

And, oli, upon the churning day, 

Such butter as we made! 

At night, within the crystal spring, 
The golden roll* were laid, 

Which long before the dawn of day 

Were carried off to town, 

Where once a year, or longer still, 

We bought a Sunday gown. 

And this most skillfully was made 

With neatest sleeves and waist, 

For foolish fashions in those days 

Were never given place. 

Our bonnets well deserved the name 

Of coverings for the head, 

All smartly trimmed with pink or blue, 

Just as our faucy led. 

Enough about our dress, dear girls; 

On lovers let me dwell, 

For Harry, Pmix.ii', Leonard, Mii.es, 

Are all remembered well. 

The plow and hoe, the rake and spade, 

They each could use with ease; 

Of habits good, In learning “bright,” 

They, surely, well could please. 

Your uncle, nodding in his chair, 

With book dropped to the door, 

Chose your Aunt Pattt, years ago— 

I’ve told you this before. 

But times have changed, I read your looks, 

You cannot weave or spin; 

Well, be good girls, and then, perhaps, 

The noblest you may win. 

Niagara Falls, 1861. 
♦ ♦ » 
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OUR HOMES. 

“ Home, home, sweet, sweet home, 

Be it ever so humble, there’s no place like home.” 

The word home supposes all that is beautiful, 
tender, and endearing, and has been immortalized in 
song by poets whose names will never die. Touch* 
ingly beautiful visions of a pleasant home, ami a 
loving, devoted mother, flit like gentle-winged birds 
before the mighty ones of earth when weary of sick¬ 
ening applause, or the homage of a time-serving 
people. In all the landscape ol life there arc no 
flowers so rich with sweetness as the Amaranth 
flowers of Love and Affection, which are wroathed 
about the childhood home; and yet the most desolate 
of nil places on earth to me, the most terrible,— one 
of which I never think save with a shudder,— is the 
place / call home. 

Be not struck dumb at this confession, you who 
possess a home which is a miniature Paradise, or 
Ought to be, so that you read no further; for even as 
I write, gibes and sneers, which subside into mysteri¬ 
ous whisperings and sad, sob-like sounds of pleading, 
fall from the lips of my mother. Now a iiendish, 
maniac laugh, more horrible than might else, smites 
the heart of night,— it smites my heart, too. 1 hear 
it daily, yet always with a thrill of horror my puor 
words can never express. 

I can faintly remember when insanity, shrouded in 
mystery, stole over the threshold of our home, so 
changing our Angel-mother that her lips drop 
curses instead of sweet love-words. Her extrava¬ 
gantly beautiful lace scowls unending Hate, instead 
of glowing with the sunshine of Affection. Only 
this do I remember of what she was when we were 
happy. Away far away beyond the summits of great 
Pain, the pit-falls of Ignorance, the cesspool of 
Slander, the valleys of Despair, and the overwhelm¬ 
ing waters of bitterest Sorrow, the glorious light of 
the inother-smilo gleams across all my past grieving 
like the heaven born rays of a sinking sun over a sad 
pictured scene. I wandered through my childhood 
with no tender caress and no love to shield, save the 
insane love of an insane mother. Only the trees 
held me in their arms while the winds rocked and 
enng my lullaby. 

How differently might my life have shaped had I 
been blessed with a happy home and such a mother 
as you may kiss to-night, who never knew the 
sorrows which have embittered all my life. It 
behooves you, my happier brothers and sisters, to 
remember prayerfully the holy ties which gather you 
to that blessed place you call “ Home.” Do not 
forget to coin your tendcrest thoughts of “father, 
mother, and home" into sweetest tones, for, like Mrs. 
(iiT.DKRsi.EKve's story, entitled “A Plea for Words,” 
the result will be happiness. You will see a match¬ 
less brightening of the “ dear old eyes,” a trembling 
of the lip, or, perchance, if you listen “ o’ night's 
when they are both together yet one alone,” you will 
hear “father” and “mother" rehearsing your pleas¬ 
ant words, and little acts of kindness, I f should say 
indebtedness,) and praising the glorious Giver for so 
precious a (lift as your humble self to beautify their 
otherwise desolate home. Remember them as ten¬ 
derly along all their life-journey, weaving happiness 
for the earth-home, lest they look with tear-dimmed 
eyes to that other Hume, and long to go before the 
appointed time. 

How many soldier-heart3 are beating to-night to 
the music of those two most musical of earth-words— 
“Home, mother.” How many mothers are praying 
for Jamib, or Shep, or Willie, or Ned, or Bex, the 
blessed boy, to come back after the wars, with a 
“ Hip, hip, hurra,” for home and happiness, and a 
blessing for the whitening locks and watching eyes. 

In my Jonrneyings I find a vast number of 
unhappy, wretched homes, which are created princi¬ 
pally by the twin-demons, Avarice and Selfishness. 
A man (and one will find too plentiful a number of 
them in the walks of humanity,! who would sacrifice 
the health, comfort, and happiness of his wife and 
children for the benefit of his “ Holden God" can¬ 
not expect other than a discontented family and 
cheerless home. Such a husband and father deserves j 
the contempt of his wife, the disrespect of his i 
children, and, to make more emphatic the truth*of [ 

I the above sentence, I will add that, in nine cases out 
of ten, he gets his deserts. 

Gon grant we may so live that whatever scale of 
earth-happiness we may Vie placed in, we may be 
enabled to sing with the angels: 

“Jerusalem, my happy Home.” 

New York, July, 1861. Mary 0'Merle. 
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DISPARAGEMEN T. 

“There is an evil which I have seen under the Bun, 
and it is common among men,”—a disposition to 
depreciate, undervalue, and discourage everything 
which does not fully coincide with our own particu¬ 
lar views and opinions. There is no more despicable 
trait in a person’s character than this deforming, 
repulsive habit.. It is only one remove from slander, 
that most hideous of all traits. It does not filch from 
us the " priceless jewel of onr souls,” but it is the 
precursor of the fiend that does. It closes the door 
to sympathy, checks the gushing sensibilities, chills 
the warm affections, blights the ardent aspirations, 
mortifies, and wounds, and destroys many a beautiful 
spirit, with its sirocco breath. 

Many people imbued with this spirit have I met, 
whose happiness seemed to consist in rendering 
those aruuml them as uncomfortable as possible. 
Such people are usually wanting in delicacy, and 
their remarks never lose the sting by contact with 
this innate principle of good breeding. Go to such 
an one and confide a plan of earnest resolve,—a plan 
may be for assistance of others, or the pursuance of 
some noble object,— and see how much sympathy 
and enoonragement you get. Many a course has been 
changed, many a good resolution forgotten, many a 
plan frustrated, and many a lesson of distrust and 
suspicion learned In this school of life. 

This habit of depreciating children and youth by 
superiors, is very baneful in its tendency. Above all 
else should we avoid expressing doubts, and fears, 
and suspicions, to or of them. It never does any 
good to distrust onr neighbor, and continually watch 
for something not just as it should be, and far worse 
is it to distrust young people and discourage them. 

Often have I listened, in company, to the conver¬ 
sation among neighbors and friends, and could not 
but observe how watchful many were to discourage 
and oppose, and underrate in others what would have 
been leniently treated in themselves. The approach 
of such persons is to be dreaded as the approach of 
chilling December's breath. 

Oh, you who cannot perceive how much harm you 
are doing, unless it is plainly told you, hold the 
mirror of truth before your eyes,— read and under¬ 
stand. From childhood I have not only felt the 
effects of this erroneous practice, but have seen its 
effects in others. Often 1ms some earnest, enthusi¬ 
astic plan been utterly overthrown by discouraging 
remarks. Often lias ray faith In human nature been 
shaken, and my confidence withheld, by disparage¬ 
ments of those whom 1 would have called friends. 
Often have I grown utterly heartsick and weary with 
the unappreciative, unsympatliizing beings who 
seem destitute of every delicate perception. 

Oh, there are many, very many to whom words of 
appreciation and enoonragement would be more 
precious than gold. Beneath the assumed iciness of 
manner, and the eblllluB maxi Lie of reserve, there Is 

often a beartaching for sympathy, encouragement, 
appreciation. Did we but study onr own hearts 
more, we would learn to understand and respect the 
desires and yearnings after something high and 
noble in our brother. Did we but recall our own 
experience, we would be wary of interposing any¬ 
thing to discourage, and cease to disparage motives 
and actions which we did not understand. 

Lake Ridge, N. Y., 1861. Mildred Brown. 
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CULTIVATION OF THE VOICE. 

It has already been observed that the relative 
strength or weakness of the voice depends partly on 
the capacity of the lungs, and the general condition 
of the vocal apparatus, and partly on the number of 
muscles thrown into action. Experience 1ms also 
proved that the respiratory organs and the vocal 
muscles are not only as susceptible of a high degree 
of development as other portions of dur frame, but 
even to a higher degree. The cultivation of the voice 
is, however, required on grounds altogether irrespect¬ 
ive of the art of singing or public speaking. It is 
Indirectly, perhaps, the most important branch of 
physical education; for the amount of vital power 
depends chiefly on the health and vitfor of the res¬ 
piratory process, tiie regulation of which must be the 
first step in the cultivation of the voice. 

Parents are not generally aware how much might 
be effected by a proper mode of physical training in 
those constitutions where the chest is narrow, indi¬ 
cating a predisposition to pulmonary disease. In all 
such eases,* regularly repeated deep inspirations are 
of paramount value. On account of the elasticity of 
all the parts concerned, the expansion of the chest is 
in early childhood easily effected; the capacity of the 
lungs is increased and the tendency to disease is 

counteracted. 
There should be a sufficient pause between the acts 

of inspiration and expiration. In order that children 
should perform these chest exercises slowly, regu¬ 
larly and effectually, they require to be carefully 
watched, guided, and encouraged; for they soon get 
tired of them when left to themselves. Even adults 
will derive considerable benefit if, immediately after 
rising, they regularly for some time take deep inspi¬ 
rations, in order that the whole lungs may be prop¬ 
erly inflated; and then retain the breath as long as 
possible. The body must be in an erect position, and 
the shoulders thrown baek. It may also be observed 
that these exercises are best performed in the open 
air, or, at least, in a well-ventilated room, the win¬ 
dows being open for the time.— The Philosophy of 

Voice and Speech. 

Father and DAniHTKU.— There is no prettier 
picture in life than that of a daughter reading to her 
aged father. The old man. while listening to her 
silvery notes, goes back to other times when another 
one sat by his side, and whispered words be never 
will hear again; nor does he wish to do so; for in 
soft evening light he sees her image reflected in her 
child, and as one by one gentle emotions steal over 
him, he vails bis face, and the daughter, thinking 
him asleep, goes noiselessly in search of other em¬ 
ployment, Virgin innocence watching over the cares 
and little want9 of old age, is a spectacle fit for 
angels. It is one of the links between earth and 
heaven, and takes from the face of the necessarily 
hard and selfish world many of its harshest features. 
->■♦■-»- 

The love which does not lead to labor will soon 
die out, and the thankfulness which does not em¬ 
body itself iu sacrifices, is already changing to 

ingratitude. 
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“ NEVER DESPAIR.” 

BY MRS. A. I. HORTON. 

Never despair when clouds r>und thee are looming, 
Sighing and tears will not chase them afar; 

Never despondently wait for their coming, 

Clouds are not tempests—Sfl never despair. 

Never despair; though Hope'* 6tar be overclouded. 

Though hid from thy vision it.* cheering ray* are, 

Bright still it is shining—although awhile shrouded, 

Soon again twill beam o'er thee—so never despair. 

Never despair, though misfortune* o’ertake thee— 

With a brave, strong heart, meet them — they’re easier to 

bear; 

He who watcheth the sparrows will never forsake thee; 

Trust in Him always, and never despair. 

Never despair; though foes round thee hover, 

With Truth for thy champion, thou never needst fear; 

With patience, kind words, and kind acts meet them ever; 

If for friend* thou wouldstwin them, forgive and forbear. 

Then cheer thee up, weary one, sad or forsaken, 

Each one has his crosses, Ms sorrow, and care; 

Ne’er let thy faith, or thy coarage, he shaken, 

Hope and trust always, and never despair. 

Northville, Mich., 1S61. 
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A SUMMER-DAY IN HAYING. 

BY B. F. TAYLOR. 

A long time ago, we tried our band at painting a 
picture. With what success those who Bee it now 
must determine. The fly-leaves of many winters 
have been turned since then, but Nature is now 
repeating that sweet old syllable of recorded time, 
the Summer-Day in Haying. What a blessed thing 
It is, that Heaven i6 rich enough to portion off the 
years with “bran new” saminers; that we have no 
old, dilapidated months at all. Here is the old 
picture: 

Five o’clock and a summer morning! A silver 
mist hangs along the streams, a few downy clouds 
are afloat, and the landscape is heavy with dew. The 
cows turned out from the milking, are tinkling their 
way along the winding path to the woods: the robins 
are calling to each other in the orchard, and an 
enterprising hen in the barn is giving “the world 
assurance of” — an egg. Somehow, earth, in such a 
morning, looks as if it were just finished, the color¬ 
ing not dry, the moldings not “ set;” without a grave 
or a grief in it. 

Noting “the way of the wind,” and remembering 
that the sun “came out ” as it set last night, it is 
pronounced a good day for haying. 8o forth to the 
meadow they go, the farmer, the neighbors, and the 
boys, “armed and equipped;” a yonng bare-footed 
Commissary bringing up the rear with earthen Jng 
and bright tin pall. Much talk of “wide swaths” 
and “mowings round,” with laugh and jest, beguiles 
Ihe journey through the pasture to the field of battle. 
Coats and jackets fly like leaves in winter weather, 
and on moves the phalanx with the steady step and 
sweep, amid the tall, damp grass. One bends to the 
scythe as if it were an oar, and pants on in the rear 
of bis fellows. Another walks erect and boldly up 
to the grass, the glittering blaue 
freely and easily about bis feet. The fellow in Ken¬ 
tucky .Jeau expended hia strength in boasting on 
the way, and labors like a ship in a heavy sea, while 
the quiet chap in tow, that never said a word, is the 
pioneer of the field. 

On they move, towards the tremulous woods in the 
distance. One pauses, brings the snath to “ order 
arms,” and you can hear the tink-a-tink of “the rifle,” 
as it sharpens the edge of Time’s symbol. Another 
wipes the beaded drops from bis brow, and then the 
swath-notes blend again, in full orchestra. Onward 
still; they are hidden in the waving grass —all but 
a broken line of broad-brimmed hats, that, rising and 
falling, seem to float slowly over the top of the 

meadow. 
Ten o’clock, and a cloudless sky! The birds and 

the maples are silent and still; not a flutter nor 
twitter in woodland or fallow. Far up in the blue, a 
solitary hawk is slowly swinging in airy circles over 
the farm. Far down in the breathless lake sweeps 
his shadowy fellow. The long, yellow ribbon of road 
leading to town, is a quiver with heat. “Briudle” 
and “Rod ” stand dozing in the marsh; the sheep are 
panting in the angles of the fences; the horses are 
grouped beneath the old oaks; “ Pedro,” the faithful 
guardian of the night, has crawled under the wagon 
for its shadow, now and then snapping in his sleep 
at the flies that hum around his pendant ears; the 
cat has crept up into the leafy butternut, and stretched 
herself at length, upon a limb, to sleep; the canary 
is dreaming on his drowsy perch; and even the 
butterflies, weary of flickering in the sunshine, rest, 
like full blown exotics, on the reeds. The children 
of the neighboring school, all flushed and glowing, 
come bounding dowu the slope, in couples, the old 
red pail swung up between; and the clatter of the 
windlass betokens “the old oaken bucket” already 
dripping up into the suu, with its brimming wealth 
of water. 

Twelve o’clock and a breathless noon. The corn 
fairly "curls” in the steady blaze. The sun has 
driven the shadows around under the west and north 
walls; it has reached the noou mark on the threshold 
and pours the broad beams into the hall: the Morn¬ 
ing Glories have “struck” their colors, and a little 
vine trailed up the wall by a string of a shroud, 
shows decided symptoms of “letting go.” The horn 
winds for dinner, but its welcome note surprises the 
mowers in the midst of the meadow, and they‘11 cut 
their way out, like good soldiers, despite the signal. 

Back we are again to the field; aye, and back too, 
upon the threshold of childhood. A chance breath 
wafts to us the sweet, old-fashioned fragrance of the 
new-mown bay, and we are younger iu memory than 
we'U ever be again. The angry hum of the bees just 
thrown ont of honse and home; and the whistling 
quail, as she whirled timidly away before the steady 
sweep of the whetted scythes; and the shout of the 
children, as the next stroke laid o]ieu her summer 
bores to the day; and the bell-tones of the bob-o‘- 
imU swinging upon the willows in the “ Hollow.” 
C'a i t you hear — don’t you remember them all? 

And have you forgotten the green knoll under the 
wide-spreading beech — or was it a maple? — and 
hew huugry you were, at the morning lunch, just 
mm sympathy, though you hadn't “earned your 
silt” for a week? And the brown jng filled with 
pne cold water, and—in those old times, you know— 
the little black bottle, with something stronger, just 
“to qualify" it, as they said, that nestled lovingly 
together, amid the cool and dewy grass in the fence- 
corner? We are sure you remember how the mag¬ 
nificent loads went trembling into the barn, you upon 
the top. ami bow they heaped the new hay into the 
empty “mow,” till it was half as high as the ladder 

— up to the “big beam” — up to the swallow-hole; 
and how yon crept up with a young troop, and hid 
away in a dark corner, festooned with cobwebs, and 
“played” yon were a “painter” or a “catamoun- 
tain,” and growled terrifically, to the unspeakable 
dread of your little brother, or cousin, or somebody. 
Or, how, wearied of the frolic, you lay upon the hay, 
and counted the dusty sunbeams, as they streamed 
through the crevices in the loose siding, and won¬ 
dered how they got out again, and how many it took 
to make a day, and passed your fingers through them, 
to and fro, and marveled that you felt nothing. 

Many a time, you know, yon crept through that 
same meadow with Mary Gray — don’t you remember 
Mary? —she lived in the honse just over the hill — 
strawberrying. You picked in her basket —don't 
deny it —and you always felt happier than when yon 
filled your own, though you never knew why. Yrou 
had a queer feeling sometimes about the heart, 
though you never knew what. Yon have found it all 
out since, no doubt. And Mary—what has become 
of her? Why, “There i3 a Reaper, whose name is 
Death,” that, goes forth to the harvest in sweetest 
Spring and latest Autumn and deepest Winter as 
well, and Mary and Ellen and Jane were long ago 
bound up in ‘'the same sure bundle of life!” 

Seven o’clock and a clear night! The shadows 
and the mists are rising in the valleys — the frogs 
have set tip their chorus in the swamp — the fire-flies 
are showing a light off the marsh — the whip-poor- 
wills begin their melancholy song — a star blazes 
beautifnlly over the top of the woods, and the fair 
beings that people our childhood, come about ns in 
the twilight — the fair beings, 

“ Who set as set* the morning star, that goes 

Not down behind the darkened west, nor hides 

Obscured amid the tempest of the sky, 

But melts away into the light of heaven.” 

-« ■ ♦ ■ *- 

OUR BANNER-ELOQUENT EXTRACTS. 

Joseph Holt, in a late letter to the citizens of 
Kentucky, portions of which have been published in 
the Rural, speaks thns of the Star Spangled Banner: 

“ Let us twine each thread of the glorious tissue of 
onr country’« flag about our heart strings, and look¬ 
ing upon onr homes, and catching the spirit that 
breathes upon us from the battle-fields of our fathers, 
let ns resolve that come weal or come wo, we will in 
life and in death, now and forever, stand by the stars 
and stripes. They have floated over onr cradles; let 
it be our prayer and our struggle that they shall float 
over onr graves. They have been unfurled from the 
snows of Canada to the plains of New Orleans, and 
to the halls of the Montezumas, and amid the soli¬ 
tudes ef every sea; and everywhere, as the luminous 
symbol of resistless and beneficent power, they have 
led the brave and the free to victory and glory. It 
has been my fortune to look upon this flag in foreign 
lands and amid the gloom of an oriental despotism, 
and right well do 1 know, by contrast, bow bright 
are its stars, and how sublime are its inspirations. If 
this banner, the emblem for us of all that is grand in 
human history, and of all that it transporting in 
human hope, Is to be sacrificed on the altars of a 
Satanic ambition, and thus disappear forever amid 
the night and tcmpent of revolution, then will I feel 
—and who shall estimate the desolation of that feel¬ 
ing— that the sun has indeed been stricken from the 
..i.g. ~r ..... ..... tiiat henceforth w« ni,*n v,Q i,nt 
wanderers and outcasts, with naoght but the bread of 
sorrow and penury for our lips, and with hands ever 
outstretched in feebleness and supplication, on 
which, at any hour, a military tyrant may rivet the 
fetters of a despairing bondage. May God, in his 
infinite mercy, save you and me, and the land we so 
much love, from the doom of such a degradation.” 

Henry Ward Bskoher in a recent sermon re¬ 
marks:—“That Flag means Lexington—it means 
Bunker Hill — it means the whole glorions revolu¬ 
tionary war. Tt moans all the Declaration of Inde¬ 
pendence mentis — it means all that the Constitution 
means. Not a symbol of authority of the ruler was 
allowed to go in it. It was ordained for the people 
by the people; that it meant and that it means, and 
by the blessing of God that it shall mean to the end 
of time. For God Almighty be thanked, that when 
base, degenerate man desired to set up oppressions 
at war with all the interests of American liberty, they 
could not do it under our flag. They must have 
another flag for such work. I thank them that they 
took another flag to do the devil's work. [Applause, 
suppressed.] If ever the sentiment of the text has 
been fulfilled, it has been in our glorious banner. 
* Thou hast given a banner to them that fear thee, 
Hint it may be displayed;' and displayed it shall be 
from the Atlantic wave clear across, with eagle flight, 
to the Pacific; that banner shall wave meaning all 
that it ever meant. From the North, where snow and 
ice stand solitary, clear to the Gulf and tropics, that 
banner has waved and shall wave forever.” 

WORK AND PLAY". 

Recreation can be fully enjoyed only by a man 
who has some honest occupation. The end of the 
work is to enjoy leisure; but to enjoy leisure, you 
must have gone through work. Play time must come 
after school-time, otherwise it loses its savor. Play, 
after all, is a relative thing; it is not a thing which 
has an absolute existence. There is no such thing as 
play except to the worker. It comes out by con¬ 
trast. Put white upon white, and you can hardly see 
it; put white upon black, aud bow bright it is! 
Light your lamp in the sunshine, and it is Kothiug; 
yon must have dark around, to make its presence 
felt. 

And besides this, the greater part of the enjoyment 
of recreation consists in the feeling that we have 
earned it by previous hard work. One goes out for 
the afternoon walk with a light heart, when one has 
done a good task since breakfast. It is one thing for 
a dawdling idler to set off to the continent or to the 
Highland, just because be was sick of everything 
around him; and quite another when a hard-wrought 
man, who is of some use in life, sets off as gay as a 
lark, with the pleasant feeling that he has brought 
some work to an end, on that self-same tour. 

And then a busy man finds a relish in simple recre¬ 
ations; while a man who has notLing to do, finds all 
things wearisome, and,thinks that life is “ used np;” 
it takes something quite out of the way to tickle that 
indurated palate; you might as well prick the hide of 
a hippopotamus with a needle, as to excite the inter¬ 
est of that blase being by any amusement which is 
not spiced with the cayenne of Tice. And that 
certainly has a powerful effect. It was a glass of 

water the wicked old French woman was drinking, 
when she said:—“ Oh! that this were a sin to give it 
a relish!”—Recreations of a Country Parson. 

-4—i ^ ■—» —— 

The mind is weak where it has once given way; it 
is long before a principle restored can become as 
firm as one that has never been moved. 

“COME UNTO ME.”—Matt. 11: 28. 

Mourner! to thee the Sartor speaks; 

Torn from the stranger's voice and flee; 

Thy weary, wandering soul He seeks; 

He whispers, “ Come to me.” 

The stranger paints Him harsh, austere, 

Doubts whether hope remains for thee; 

Points to a pathway dark and drear, 

Augments thy misery. 

But Christ proclaims the mourner blest; 

Bestows salvation full and free; 

Promises peace, refreshment, rest; 

He whispers, “ Come to me.” 

Why are thine eyes with weeping dim? 

Why presses guilt so heavily? 

Thy sins have all been borne by Ilim: 

Pea thine, on Calvary. 

Fix on His cross thy tearful sight; 

There thy propitiation see; 

“ Easy hia yoke—his burden fight;” 

lie whispers, “ Come to me.” 

O’er thee with temierest love He yearns; 

Thy guilt, thy grief, thy misery, 

These are th’ inducements He discerns 

For iortog thee 

Mourner, canst thou such love resist? 

Those arms outstretched to welcome thee? 

Be every doubt and fear dismissed; 

He whispers, “Come to me.” 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

BE HOPEFUL. 

We are living in a Vrorld of sunshine and shadow. 
Trials of greater op lesser magnitude are experienced 
in the life of every person, and in the ca&e of many, 
it is difficult to tell of which their lives have most,— 
joy or grief. Still, some appear always glad, while 
others are always grief-smitten. But there is a kind 
angel that comes with her priceless blessings to 
gladden earth, by bestowing her tranqnilizing bene¬ 
diction upon the tronbled and weary hearts of the 
children of men. Nor are her ministrations received 
alone by those high in authority or rich in earthly 
treasnre. Neither wealth nor power can secure her 
blessing. The humblest and most obscure are not 
unacquainted with the visitations of the sweet mes¬ 
senger-spirit that comes from the nightless realm of 
cloudless skies to whisper her comforting and in¬ 
spiring words, to refresh and strengthen the weary, 
to encourage the desponding, and to teach tearfnl 
eyes to look forward to a brighter future, or upward 
to a land where grief may never enter. Let the dis¬ 
heartened or sorrowing one listen to the whisperings 
of the white-winged angel, Hope. When thy heart 

' is sad from any cause, and the clouds hover gloomily 
over thy way, wait patiently for the day-dawn of a 
time when thy aky shall not be gloom-enshronded 
and thy heart heavy. If death severs a dear friend 
from thee, thank God that others still remain. If 
one thou hast trusted proves false, and bright pros¬ 
pects are buried in the supnlchre whence they can 
never come forth, trust that yet upon life’s way 
there shall be given to thee a heart of true nobility 
to increase thy happiness. Above all, listen over to 
thn (uMil .-Iiooririi/ Utterances of Hone. «•* «>><» r>'iriteth 
thy saddened spirit away to the land of the blessed,— 
the bright world of eternal felicity and untarnished 
glory. And rejoice ever in the Eternal Friend above, 
whose love can know no change and exceeds any 
earthly affection, -who will protect thee as an earthly 
friend cannot, and, by-and-by, take thee to repose 
forever in His arms of love. A. T. E. Clarke. 

Waflhams' Mills, N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

GOD’S LOVE AND CARE. 

“ Like aa a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth 

them that fear him.”—Bible. 

Blessed thought—and how expressive of the love 
and care of our Heavenly Father for the children of 
His kingdom on earth. Truly heart-cheering it is for 
His servants to remember, when borne down by the 
weight of affliction—when ready to sink in the waters 
of adversity—when disheartened and discouraged 
from the fiery ordeals through which they are called 
to pass—whatever their avocation and wherever their 
home,—the God of Heaven is not unmindful of them. 
We are glad to feel that we have the sympathies of 
our fellow creatures —but should not the remem¬ 
brance that the Infinite, in all the ills that befall us 
flora the errors of our sin-depraved natures, and from 
the persecutions of a fallen world, lends a pitying ear 
to our cries of sorrow, aud is ever ready to bind up 
the broken, penitent heart? Let us trust Him,—com¬ 
ing to Him in the way of His appointments,—and we 
shall learn by happy experience that He not only 
pities but will shield ns from the power of our adver¬ 
saries, bring us safely through life’s pilgrimage, and 
give us an inheritance where all will be well. g. 

Bath, N. Y.. 1861. 
-- 4—I ^ I -4 

Gradual Repentance. — Gradual repentance is 
like a man who wants to be taken out of a burning 
building, but who says to those about him, “ Now 
don’t take me out too suddenly; take me down first 
to a room where it is not so hot, and then to another 
room, where there is still less heat, aud so take me 
out gradually.” Why, the man would be a cinder 
before you could get him out. A man who wants to 
reform should do bo perpendicularly. 

The mirth of heaven is tfaankfuliiess and praise. 
The mirth of heaven upon earth—that is, of the 
converted mind — is the same, even praise to our 
God. If, then, cheerfulness and thankfulness of 
mind, which will endure even amid all the gloom¬ 
iness of the death-bed, and the dark valley, and the 
awful insignia of judgment — if these be desirable 
gifts of mind, these form parts of the desirableness 
of conversion. 
-<■♦•-*- 

Alas! tbe heart is like the soil. Evil thoughts 
are native to it. Pure ami holy thoughts are exotics. 
Hence we cannot expect a spontaneous growth of 
grace; but mu3t cultivate its germs, when piauted by 
the Spirit, with patient assiduity. We must use dili¬ 
gently all tbe means of grace. 

— ■» * ♦ ■ »--- 

People say, “How fortunate it is that things have 
turned oat just as they have — that I was prepared 
for this!” — as if God did not arrange the whole. 
One might as well say, “ How fortuuate it is that I 
have a neck beneath my head, and shoulders under 

my neck!” _ 

True souls are made brighter by sorrow. The 
ocean is most phosphorescent after a storm. 

It is easy to love our fellow-men. Do good to 

them, and you will be sure to love them. 



The tyranny of the Press, the denunciations of a 
Cabinet Minister, and the impetuosity of a dozen 
Members of Congress, exciting the masses, “moved ’ 
Gen. Scott “from his proprieties.'' For once in his 

ernment. “ Madness ruled 
at Manassas, right or wrong, 
but a political necessity. 

United Suites Sanitary Commission. 

A Circular has been forwarded to the press 
throughout the Northern States, by the Sanitary 
Committee, with a request that it be published. As 
it contains matters of vital importance to our volnn* 
teel'A we give it herewith, and express the hope that 

the facts presented luay he generally understood, and 

that the suggestions made by the C-ommUsloners will 

he heeded: 
AID TO VOLUNTEERS. 

All volunteers in the service of the United States 
can claim as their right, under the Army Regulations, 
suitable clothing and equipment. The Quarter Mus¬ 
ter's Department is now able to supply nearly all 
demands upon it, and will soon he prepared to do so 
still more fully and certainly. Before the end ot 
the month, the Department will have engaged, for 
instance, three million yards of flannel, eight hundred 
thousand pairs of bootees, eight hundred thousand 
pairs of woolen stockings, two hundred thousand felt 
hat*, two hundred thousand haversacks, with blan¬ 
kets. Ac., iu proportion—these quantities being in 
addition to what had been previously secured. These 
supplies are of much superior quality to those fur¬ 
nished by the State Governments, or those generally 

“ Wro said the good name of our country was zone- 

That her flag would be honored no more? 

Over valley and plain, over mountain and main. 

Rolls an answer like Thunder's deep roar. 

A million brave spirits all shout with one voice, 

1 We will die for the rights wo demand! 

Let traitors beware—by their dark plots we swear 

That no shadow shall rest on onr land!’ ” 

ceeded in finding Col. Slocum, laid him on a manner, 
and were convoying him away, when the enemy 
charged upon the wounded and commenced a whole¬ 
sale slaughter. Not a man was standing on the 
field to oppose them. T>r. Barnes waved his sash, 
and begged them to spare the wounded, to which 
they auswerod by a volley of balls upon his party 
who wore bearing away their wounded Colonel. 

They retreated rapidly, but were followed and 
tired npon for nearly half a mile, and only succeeded 
in making their escape by getting into a ravine. 
They carried Col. Slocum to the stone church used 
as a hospital, and there dressed his wound. The 
surgeons then returned to the field, and found every 
man they had left there wounded bayoneted or shot. 
They examined minutely, in hopes to find some 
survivors of the general butchery, but not one re¬ 
mained alive. Dr. Barnes states that at least sixty 
or seventy men were butchered in that part, of the 
field. When be left it the wounded were sitting, or 
sometimes croopiug o.way on their hands and Knees, 
or searching for drink to assuage their terrible 
thirst. When lie returned an hour later, they lay 
like logs, all dead. Dr. Cheney, the hospital stew¬ 
ard, makes the same statement, and also says that he 
ia credibly informed that after the general retreat 
the hospital was burned and the wounded slain. 

Cupt. George Formsley, of Company K, same regi¬ 
ment, says he saw the hospital beyond Bull Run 
blown up on Monday evening after the retreat. 
Thinks that had the reserves been brought up, the 
field could have beon held all night, and the wounded 
saved. This last opinion is shared by all who ’eft 

• the Held late. The retreat was a wicked and she ie- 
' fill abandonment of onr dead and wounded, wb v 

without excuse. No man can give any good teas a 

> why the fresh regiments of roserves were not brought 
T up to the front to cover the retreat, or assist in 

making a stand. The ground which we held Satur- 
j day was perfectly tenable on Monday, nud no justifi¬ 

cation can be made lbr retiring further. The testi- 
• mouy ol hundreds of reliable Individuals shows, 
c ..„„,i „n rlmilo. that the murder of tho wounded, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., AUGUST 10, 1861 

Condition of the South. 

A gentleman who left Savannah, Georgia, on 
Monday, the 22d instant, contributes to the Philadel¬ 
phia Press some interesting statements of the condi¬ 

tion of affairs at. the South. 
The News ok tiik Battle at Bcll Run.— On the 

22d inst. only the first reports of the battle of Bull 
P.un had been received at Savannah, and there was 
no great disposition to rejoice over the result. The 
general feeling was that it was virtually a drawn 
battle, and as Georgia had lost one of her generals, I 
in the person of General Francis Bartow, of Savan¬ 
nah; Florida another, in the person of General John¬ 
ston, (not the General Johnston who commanded at 
Harper’s Ferry); and as General Bee, Colonel Wade 
Hampton, of South Carolina, and Colonel Jackson, 
besides a large number of the rank and file of the 
Southern army, were killed and many wounded, there 
was but little exultation over their victory. When 
he arrived at Atlanta, news of the rapid retreat of 
our army had been received, and caused much 
rejoicing, and in Tennessee the same gleeful spirit 
was evinced. In Kentucky the Union men bore up 
bravely against the news of our disaster, and they 
proudly boasted that the United States Government 

cavilers and fault-finders raised the we recovered, 
cry, “ Scott has periled the country by moving too 
fast," and none iterated it more frequently than those 
who hnd previously spent their breath in vociferating 
“ On to Richmond.” The subject is a proper one for 
investigation, and we purpose looking a little at tho 
record, just to satisfy ourselves as to whether our 

Commamler-iu Chief is still an " Old Hero. ’ 

In the House of Representatives, on the 24th ult., 
an exciting debate arose as to the causes which led 
to tho defeat of the Federal army. Mr. Richardson, 
of Ill., concluded a speech thus:—"I repeat, that 
Gen. Scott lias been forced to fight this battle. I 
will tell the gentlemen what occurred yesterday 
morning. My colleagues and myself were present 
with the President, Secretary of War, and Gen, 
Scott. In the course of our conversation, Gen. 

I Scott remarked: ‘I am the biggest coward in the 
world.’ I arose from my scat. ‘Stay,’ said <*en. 
Scott, 11 will prove it. 1 fought the Wattle against 
my judgment, and I think the President ought to 
remove mo to-day for doing it. As Oon is my judge,’ 
he added, after an interval of silence, ‘I did all iu 
my power to make the army efficient, and I deserve 
removal because I did not stand up when 1 could 

and did not.’ ” 
Mr, Raymono, of the N. Y. Times, furnishes his 

testimony. Ho says:—“On the Tuesday preceding 
the battle, Gen. Scott, at his own table, In presence 
of his aids and a single guest, dteo*»m«»4 tU« wh»l» 
subject of this wav in all it* parts, and with the 
utmost clearness and accuracy. He had a distinct 
and well-defined opinion on every point connected 
with it, and stated what his plan would bo for bring¬ 
ing it to a close, if the management of it hud been left 

in his hands. * * * If the matter had been left 

was strong enough to stand a dozen such defeats 
without being destroyed or sensibly weakened. 

The news of Gen. McClellan's victories in Western 
Virginia hnd caused much depression among the 
insurgents of Georgia; and they particularly regret¬ 
ted the death of General Garnett and the destruction 
of his army, as a considerable body of the crack 
troops of that State, who had been considered by 
their friends unconquerable, bad been under his 

command. 
Strength ok the Rebel Forces.— He considers 

that the great error of the North has been in under¬ 
rating vut, of the Southern forces in Virginia, 
lie lias seen reliable statements, showing that previ¬ 
ous to the late battle they had 185,000 men under 
arms iu that State, and since then further reinforce¬ 
ments have been sent forward. They consider Vir¬ 
ginia the battle ground, and Howell Cobb expressed 
the general conviction when he declared, recently, in 
Atlanta, that if the insurgents could not retain pos¬ 
session of Virginia, their whole cause was lost. 
There are great efforts now being made to recruit 
more soldiers, but they meet with comparatively little 
success. Nearly all the good available fighting mate¬ 
rial of the South has already been sent forward, and 
those whom they are now trying to force into the 
service have but little sympathy with their cause, and 
would prefer either not to fight at all, or to anstain 
the Union. There is also great difficulty in supply¬ 
ing their new troops with arms, munitions, and 

equipments. 
Cotton.— There will he a great falling off in the 

cotton crop of tho South,' this year —at least one- 
fourth. The planters are undecided as to the best 
plan of disposing of it. Some advise them to pre- 

have been special objects of vengeance, but none 
were exempt from these atrocities. Let well-authen¬ 
ticated facts be collected aud published now, while 
the memory is fresh, that the world may see that we 
have another Sepoy rebellion to crush. 

The Philadelphia Inquirer of the 26th says:—A 
lieutenant of an Ohio regiment, now in this city, 
and who was at tho battle of Bull Run, states that he 
saw several of our wounded bayoneted and having 
their throats cut by the members of the Alabama 
and Georgia regiments. The poor fellows begged 
for their lives, but their pleadings were disregarded, 
and with an oath the death-wound was inflicted. 
War, like wine, would seem to develop character, 
and this war brings out in strong relief the barba¬ 
rism, brutality, and loose morality of the slavehold¬ 
ing population. Some of the papers affect to doubt 

The Surrender nt Rich Jlouuiuln. 

Each of the following brief epistles relates its 

own story: 

Headquarters at Mr. Kettle's House, ^ 
NeaiuTygf.kt's Valley River, / 

Six Miles from Beverly, July 12, 1861. ) 
To the Commanding; Officer oj the Northern forces, 

Beverly, Virginia: 
Sir:-I write to state to you that I have, in conse¬ 

quence of the retreat of General Garnet, and the 
jaded and reduced condition of my command, most 
of them having been without food tor two days, con¬ 
cluded, with the concurrence of a majority of my 
captains and field officers, to surrender my command 
to you to-morrow, as prisoners of war. I have only 
to add, I trust they will only receive at your hands 
Hucb treatment h* hus btiou invariably ahown to urn 
Northern prisoners by the South. 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
John Pegram, 

Lieut. Col. P. A. 0. 8„ Commanding. 

Gen. McClellan sent the following reply by his 

aid-de-camp, Lieut. Williams, U. S. Army: 

Headquarters Department of the Ohio, / 
Beverly, Va., July 13, 1861. ) 

John Pegram, Esq., styling himself Lieut. Col. 

success of the insurgent army- > uey any 

much rather he subjects of Great Britain than citi¬ 
zens of the United States. But tho &mall planters 
Lave little or no faith in the Confederate bonds, and 
many of them refuse to subscribe a single bale to 

the proposed loan. 
A Latent Union Keeling.—It is said that in the 

northern part of the State there is still a strong 
Union sentiment. At Atlanta, a soldier, who had 
been visiting that section on a furlough, declared 
when he heard a man hurrah for Jeff. Davis, that he 
had lately seen a good many Georgians who were 
ready to hurrah for Lincoln. In traveling upon the 
cars the passengers are all very reserved and silent. 
Each man appears distrustful of his companion, and 
fearful that lie may in some way expose or betray bun. 

Tuk Slaves.—The negroes generally are sullen 
and reserved. Great pains have been taken to disarm 
them, and there is but little fear expressed ol an 
insurrection, although among some persons such 
apprehensions exist. Onr informant illustrated the 
cautious concealment of their real feelings by a 
u-rnark of a slave of whom lie asked, " What do you 
negroes think of these military preparations t allu¬ 
ding to the. formation of companies and the march of 
troops which he had observed. The answer was, 
“Can't nay, massa, if we do know anything, or the 
white people will ent ofi our heads. 

talked immensely of “old fogyism ” and “slow 
coaches,” while they daily destroyed — on paper, oj 

course,—more rebels than have figured in history 
from the days of Judas down to the advent of his 
eminent compeer, Jeff. Davis. Our peoplo, edu¬ 
cated to a fast life, and impatient of control, began 
to grow uneasy under restraint; the spirit which 
actuated was evinced on every side; “On to Rich¬ 
mond” became the slogan, and for the first time the 
Old Soldi r was driven from “ the even tenor of his 

way.” 
In a recent issue of the Rural we published the 

remarks of a leading English journal upon the mili¬ 
tary career of Gen. Scott. The statement was there 
made,—a statement which history verifies,— that 
“ although he had been in arms for more than half a 
century, yet during all that time, as youth, man, and 
veteran, when in command of any description of 
force. /i- has never r etreated one foot. Not that he is 

dared to move until he is certain of his ability to main¬ 

tain his positionIt was furthermore asserted that 
not a move would he make in the present difficulties 
“ until he felt well assured he could maintain, in men, 
munitions of war, and lines of compiunication, any 
advantages temporarily secured.” Acknowledging | 
the force of these facts, when the North heard of 
the advance npon Richmond, the entire people 
expected a series of brilliant victories which would 
quickly crush the rebellion and restore peace and 
prosperity to the whole country. The idea of defeat 
was never entertained for a moment, and when the 
intelligence of the reverse flashed along the wires, it 
startled as though a thunderbolt had fallen in our 
midst from a cloudless sky. Lovers of the Union 
and the Old Flag were stunned by the shock, and as 

Barbarity of the Rebels. 

For several days subsequent to the battle at 
Maflazsas, the telegraph conveyed statement* of 
atrocities committed upon Federal troops who were 
wounded and left upou the field. We regarded them 
as rumors which investigation would prove false, but 
it would seem that there is only too much of truth 
in the statements. The correspondent of the N. \. 
Tribune writes thus uuder date of Washington, July 



MOOBE’g ETO.JlL 

The Oglcihorp Cavalry. 

The New York Zouaves received the first charge 
of the famous Black Horse Guard, about which Gov. 
Wise has ao often spoken. It was a splendid corps of 
cavalry, all the horses of which were coal black. 
They came upon the Zouave regiment at a gallop, 
and were received by the brave firemen upon their 
poised bayonets, followed instantly by a uollcy, from 
which they broke and fled, though several of iho 
Zouaves were cut down iu the assault. They quickly 
returned, with their forces doubled perhaps »i()0 or 
700 and again they dashed with fearful yells upon the 
excited Zouaves, This time they bore an American 
flag, and a part of the Zouaves supposed for an 
instant that they were friends, whom they bad origi¬ 
nally mistaken. 

The flag was quickly thrown down, however, the 
horses dashed upon the regimen), the rust was dis¬ 
covered, and the slaughter commenced. No quarter, 
no halting, no flinching now, marked the rapid and 
death-dealing blows of our men, as they closed in 
upon the foe, in their madness and desperation. Our 
brave fellows foil, the ranks filled up, the sabers, 
bowie knives, and bayonets glistened in the sun light, 
horse after horse went down, platoon after platoon 
disappeared—the rattle of musketry, the screams of 
the rebels, the shout of “Remember Ellsworth!» from 
the lungs of the Zouaves, and the yells of the wounded 
and crushed belligerents filled the air, and a terrible 
carnage succeeded. The gallant Zouaves fought to 
the death, and were sadly cut up; hut of those hun¬ 
dreds of Black Horse Guards, not many left that 
bloody encounter. Semi-official statements put the 
living at nineteen, and of these three are not expected 
to survive their wounds. This is the troop which 
have boasted that they would picket their horses in 
the grounds of the White House at Washington. 

Extracts from the Southern J*rrss. 

Officers IN THK Southern Ahmy.—The follow¬ 

ing is a list of the General Officers already appointed 

in the service of the Southern Confederate States: 

GENERALS IN TIIIC KKUtTI.AU A 1(MY. 

a Nuttic. Slate. Former Occupation. 
Samuel Cooper.Virginia. Adj Oen USA 
Joseph k. Johnson— “ ... QuarMsst Gen U S A. 
Hubert k. Jar.. “ -Col Cavalry U 8 A. 

MA.IOIl OENEKAL8 IN THE 

P. 0. T Hentiregard 
David K. Tivigga... 

.ouiaianu_Captain Kng U 8 A. 

BRIGADIER UENKRALS JN THK 1MIO VISIONAL AKMY. 

Braxton Bragg.Louisiana Cant Artillery U S A. 

Mi Hedge I.. Bonham So. Carolina ^ "C Item SC, lute Col 
■ , r. ... , 113th Infantry, USA 

R«S l|HcK CVd'i .Virginia.... Lute V 8 gec’v War. 
Ben McCollongti -Texas- MaJ Texas Ranger, 
Henry A. Wise ..., Virginia.. Late Gov of Virginia. 
Win H. T Walker .. Georgia Lt Col Infantry t .- A 
Benj linger. .So. Carolina Major Ordnance USA 
t i v,ntln.CeorglB Late Minis to Austria 
J'd.n B. Magruder Virginia Major Artillery C 8 A 

Bat nurd K Bee.8o. Carolina Oftotain Infantry USA. 

Gideon H I'iltow Tennessee 5 MllJ Gen Tenii Army. 
w„, , „ , „ " J Into Maj Gen U S A. 
Wm J, Hardee ...Georgia. t.t Col Cavalry C S A 
Natban (. Kvans - .So. Carolina Aaxt Ad| Gen USA 

l.rn o 8i ’“rm'U.Virginia. Captslnlufantry (: S A. 
Uaild R. Jones. .So, Carolina Asat Adi Gen U 8 A 
Janie, Longatreet.... “ 1'iiy tnneU-r U 8 A 
Anilrew J UonelHon .Teuneesee_Adi Gen Tenn. 
TLoh. T. l Aiintleroy-Virginia Col Cavalry U 8 A. 
John It. Winder Maryland_Major Artillery U 8 A. 
Saoiuet Jt. Anairrson ... Tennessee. ...Muj Gen Tenn'Armv. 
Richard It. Anderaiin . .So, Carolina. .Captain Infantry U 6 A. 

the war, and there let them learn a little concerning progress. McClellan, undoubtedly the ablest aboli 
the honest labor heretofore performed by those j tion officer in Virginia, is now at the head of twenty 
whom Southern chivalry affect to despise. We ran five or thirty thousand men, able to obtain reinforce 
soon have a balance to draw against, and, in addi- ments not only from the other Bide of the Ohio, but 
tion, we may be humanizing and christianizing the the “panhandle’* section, where tories are more 

fcl lazy whites of the Southern Confederacy. numerous than blackberries. The North-West has 

III - ,,ee« o«r weak point, and General Scott seems well 
aware of the fact, 

General Lee and his staff start to-morrow morning 

for North-Western Virginia. It is believed that he is 

going to take command of the entire Western division 

He may probably fix his headquarters at Staunton 

McClellan’s Yankee tricks and night marches, pounc¬ 

ing upon two or three hundred of our men like a 

wildcat out of the woods, will he brought to an end. 

I write this not by any means with a view to derogate 
from the brave and fearless officers already In com¬ 
mand in that part of the Htutc, for history furnishes 
no brighter examples of courage and intrenid during, 
hut it is well known that, as a prudent, skillful, can 
tious, yet hold and fearless commander, General Lee 
has no living superior. Our officers and men will 
regard it as a compliment that ho has been assigned 
to duty in that part of the State which, so far, they 
have so nobly defended. 

Soitthkhn Exultation.— Jeff. Davis sent the 
following dispatch to his wife immediately after the 
late battle, and it nppours in the New Orleans Delta: 

Manassas, July 21. 
VVe have won a glorious though dearly bought 

victory. Night closed on the enemy in full flight and 
closely pursued. Jeff. Davis. 

The N. 0. Picayune eaya:—In every corner of the 
land, and at every capital in Europe, it will he read 
as the exultant and emphatic indorsement, by a 
young and unconquerable nation, of the lofty assur¬ 
ance President Davis spread before the world on the 
very eve of the battle, that the noble race of freemen 
who Inhabit these States will, whatever may lie the 
proportions the war may assume, “renew tlieir sacri¬ 
fices and tlieir services from year to year, until they 
have made good to the uttermost the right of self- 
government.” 

The N. 0. Crescent. Hays:—The battle annals of the 
Amcrican continent furnish no parallel to the brilliant 
and splendid victory won by the Southern army on 
Sunday last over the hired mercenaries and minions 
of the abolition despotism. 

W ith an inferior force, in point of numbers, we 
have driven hack to their dens the boasting Invaders 
of our soil, scattering them before our victorious 
arms aH leaves are scattered before the autumn wind. 

The victory is the more significant from the fact 

that it is the first general engagement between the 

opposing forces. That the President of the Confede¬ 

rate States was himself in the thickest of the fight, 

exposed to all the perils of the battle field, iH another 

circumstance that adds to the joy of our triumph, and 

swells our triumphant note of exultation. All honor 

to our brave and gallant leader and President, to the 

bravo Beauregard, the gallant Johnston, and our 
cbivalrie soldiery! 

We have driven the enemy back from onr soil, we 
have mowed down his men by the hundreds and the 
thousands, we have captured his batteries, and sent 
him howling and panic stricken from the field of the 
fight,. The blow, in its moral and physical effects, 
will prove of incalculable advantage to the Southern 
cause. 

The first regiment of the enemy that crossed over 
trom Washington tbo Zuu/iron Klinworth lmvts 

tied from the field with two hundred only left of the 
entire regiment. Retributive Justice has overtaken 
the first Of the enemy who put their feet upon the 
sacred soil of Virginia, and from six to eight hundred 

All of these officers, with the exception of General ^e.m 'l,,ve' been cut down dead upon the land 
Wise, are graduates of West Point, or seen service Mhich they insolently dared to invade, 

during the Mexican war. fn selecting officers, Presi- The Augusta (Geo.) Chronicle remarks:—We have 
dent, Davis has been guided by well known military m*t the enemy la force, and they are ours. We have 
ability of the nominee. The above list does not con- staked all upon Manassas, and won! Remember lion- 
tain the names of all the appointees, as several are ns hearted Bartow’s words:— “ I go to illustrate Geor¬ 
yot unknown outside of the War Department, reasons gift.” And noldy has lie illustrated the Empire State; 
ot military policy requiring secrecy at present,. The her valor, her chivalry, her desperate daring. Though 
other Generals, such as Holmes, Ilill, Gwynn, Bug- dead ho yet livetli. He fills a soldier's grave—hnt his 

camp, for an advance movement through Arkansas 
and Texas, towards New Orleans, as soon as the ex¬ 
cessively hot weather abates sufficiently to warrant 
the health of troops in that climate. A part of 

several of the Congressional delegates have furnished 
him with lists of suitable persons iri their States to he 
appointed to military grades. The President merely 
asked this to assist him in making selections, and it 

troopH are to be made up of the new regiments latdfi is not considered conduslv 

’KOVISIONAL AKMY. 

Louisiana... .Captain Kng USA. 
J”1"'! Iv Twiggs... Georgia Brig Gen USA 
LeonuJiut Polk.Louisian 

accepted from Illinois. 

Gen. Pope hereafter designs to permit no more 
scouting, deeming it an injury to the proficiency of 
the troops for service. The people will be held 
strictly responsible for the depredations committed. 
If hostilities occur, and troops are called to their 
relief, they will he sent in sufficient numbers to take 
possession of the village or villages that may be 
making tronble. Soldiers will he quartered in the 
houses and draw rations of the citizens. This, it is 
believed, is the only means of making and keeping 
the people duly vigilant to their owu and the United 
Elates interests. 

Gen. Pope has publicly notified the people along 
the Northern Missouri Railroad that they will be hied 
personally accountable for the destruction of bridges, 
culverts and portions of the track within five milesof 
each side of them, and that if any outrages to Rail, 
roud property are committed within the distance 
specified without conclusive proof of active resist¬ 
ance on the part of the population, and without im¬ 
mediate information to the nearest commanding 
officer, a levy of money and property sufficient to 
cover the whole damage done, will he made and 
collected. Divisions and subdivisions of the road 
will he made, and superintendents and assistant 
superintendents will he appointed without regard to 
political opinions, who will he held responsible fur 
the Railroad track within that district. 

A reliable gentleman, who arrived at Louisville on 
the 8d inst., says that seven boats left Memphis last 
night, conveying troops to New Madrid. He says 
that nof, less thou 20,000 Icnnessce troops have been 
landed in Missouri. Isham G. Harris has probably 
been re-elected Governor of Tennessee. General 
Elourney, of Arkansas, died in Louisville on the fld 
instant.. 

e, as Officers of Volunteer 

* Kilted at Manassas, 
t Killed at Rich Mountain. 

gles, Cocke, Clemens, I’icrce, Gatlin, Chase, Barto,) | uiemoiy is the inheritance of a whole people. On to 
Johnson,) Ac., are attached to the Provisional Armies 
of individual States. 

Jt is proper to state that the military Organization 
of the Southern Republic consists of three armies:— 
First, the regular army, to the command of which 
Officers with the rank of (icnrral are appointed; 
second, the Provisional Array, which is directed by 
Major Generals and Brigadier Generals; third, the 
Volunteer Army, the appointments of which belong 
to the States, 

f Killed at Manassas. 

OtiNt’owOKU EOK THK Rebblb.— We learn from the 
Charleston Mercury, that the Confederate Govern¬ 
ment has boon informed that the Governor of Lou- 
isinna had taken possession of two hundred tuns of 
sulphur iu his State, for the purpose of making gun¬ 
powder for the army. It belonged to private indi¬ 
viduals, and was obtained by them for the purpose of 
being used in refining or manufacturing sngar. It is 
said the BUgar planters or refiners will suffer consid¬ 
erable inconvenience in consequence of this seizure, 
but Governor Moore deemed the necessities of the 
State and Confederate States of more importance 
than the convenience of individuals. This sulphur is 
sufficient to make fifteen hundred tuns nf gunpowder. 
Sulphur is an article of importation, and contraband 
of war. It cannot he obtained iu this country, except 

by making it from the Hulphurets of iron, copper or 
other minerals, or from the sulphur springs. The 
process would be exceedingly tedious, laborious, and 
expensive, of making sulphur from these substances, 
or from sulphur water. There is not so much diffi¬ 
culty in obtaining saltpeter, for there are caves of 
nitrons earth in most of the Confederate States. So 
that if we have sulphur enough, there need he no fear 
of an abundant supply of gunpowder for the most 
extensive or prolonged war. 

Movements oe the Rebel Generals Wise and 

Lki:.— 1 he Memphis Argus of July 22il says that Gen¬ 
eral Wise has recently marched into the North-West 
with a legion of ten or twelve thousand strong, ilis 
headquarters, until a few days since, were at Charles* 
ton, Kanawha co., on the Great Kanawha river. Itis 
now understood that ho has advanced northward into 

avenge him! Bartow's, Gaitrell’s, Goulding's, and 
Anderson’s regiments were, we Hiipposc, the repre¬ 
sentatives of Georgia in the great light ! Heaven 
smiles on ns, onr arms, and our cause! Then onward! 
Follow the President, the gallant Jeff. Davis, who 
leads the center. Now for Washington! 

War Movements In the West. 

Gen. Fremont and staff' and a fleet of eight 
steamers, And four regiments of infantry, also several 
detached companies of light artillery, all equipped, 
arrived at Cairo on the 2d inst. They were enthusi- 
astically received by the soldiers and citizens. 
Salutes were fired by the battery at. Fort Prentiss. 
The troops were landed at Bird’s,Point, swelling the 
force at that, camp to about 8,000. 

The steamer B. N. Chenny, running in connection 
with the Illinois Central and Mobile A Ohio Railroad, 
wuh seized at Columbia, Ky., on the 1st inst., by the 
rebels from Tennessee. 

1 he Kt. Louis I£veiling Ancs learns from a well- 
informed citizen of South West Missouri, who pos¬ 
sesses peculiar facilities for acquiring knowledge of 
the plan of secessionist# in that region, that tlieir 
real object Is not to attack Cairo or Bird’s Point, hut 

to make a desperate attempt to secure possesion of 
St. Louis. There is a strong force under Gen. Pillow 
at New Madrid, Missouri; another at Pocahontas, 

Arkansas, believed to be under Ben McCullough, and 
another in Mississippi, under Jeff. Thompson. The 
plan is to keep tip a constant threat to attack Cairo 
and Bird’s Point, so as to keep the Federal troops 
there employed, menace Gen. Lyon in South-western 
Missouri by threats of nu attack from Generals Price 
and Rains, while the forces at New Madrid and Poca¬ 
hontas effect a junction at Pilot Knob, ami from there 
march on St. Louis, take it, reinstate Gov. Jackson, 
aud with this city as a basis of operations, wrest Mis¬ 
souri from the Federal Government. 

Scouts who have just returned to Cairo, trom the 
South, report that, the rebels at New Madrid are well 
armed and well drilled, and that they have live bat¬ 
teries of 10 pound field pieces, which were officered 
by foreigners. They also have two regiments of 
cavalry, well equipped. Gen. Pillow, who is in com- 

Col. Solomon’s regiment and part of Scigel’s ar¬ 
rived in St. Louis, from the South-West, on the 2d 
inst. The balance of Seigel’s regiment will probably 
arrive to-day. These troops will he disbanded here, 
their time having expired, but nearly all of the two 
former regiments will ro-enlist for the war. Efforts 
are being made to continue the organization of the 
reserved corps or the St. Louis Home Guard beyond 
the time of their regular enlistment. 

Hundreds of people are coining into Illinois almost 
daily, who have been driven off from Missouri aud 
Arkansas by the rebels. They represent that, if the 
Federal Government would send a force and arms, to 
urm the people, more than one-half in both Stales 
would fight for the Union. The strength of the Mis¬ 
souri State forces, south of us, is stated to be about 
7,000, including 2,500 Arkansas troops. 

There aro nearly 800 slaves doing military duty in 
one of Ben McCullough’s regiments. 

Gen. Lyon has officially expressed his high appre¬ 
ciation of the Generalship displayed by Col. Seigel, 
in the battle near Carthage, and of the soldier like 
qualities of his officers and men exhibited in the 
engagement. 

McCullough and Johnson’s forces having devastated 
the country where they were encamped, arc slowly 
moving northward in three divisions, for the better 
subsistence of the troops. Wo are quietly awaiting 
their approach, onr troops being ready for a buttle. 
The unfavorable news from Virginia lias inspired 
them with a fresh desire to recover in the West what¬ 
ever prestige may have been lost in the East. (Jen. 
Lyon’s command is only now about 6,000 strong, a 
considerable number of the three month’s men hav¬ 
ing gone to St. Louis to receive their pay and be 
mustered out of service, a great majority of whom 
will immediately re-enlist and return soon. 

1 he most outrageous falsehoods are being circu¬ 
lated in Arkansas and Texas, in order to induce men 
to enlist in the rebellion. 

Regiments will, according to recent orders, he subject 
to examination by a Military Hoard, to be appointed 
by the War Department, with the concurrence of 
Scott as to their fitness for positions assigned them, ! 
and officers found to he incompetent are to be 
rejected; besides, Government, it is understood, has 
assured McClellan of its readiness to accord to him 
the very best material in men and munitions, and of 
its ordial co-operation in everytbingthat will render 
his forces efficient. 

The following order has Just been promulgated: 
Division of the Potomac, j 

Headquarters, Washington, July 80. \ 
The General commanding the Division 1ms, with 

much regret, observed that large numbers of officers 
and men stationed in the vicinity of Washington, are 
in the habit of frequenting the streets and hotels of 
the city. This practice is eminently prejudicial of 
good order and military discipline, arid must at once 
he discontinued. The time and services of all per¬ 
sons connected with this division should he devoted 
to their appropriate duties with their respective eom- 
mauds. It is therefore directed that hereafter no 
officer or soldier he allowed to absent himself trom 
us camp and visit Washington, except, for the per¬ 

formance ot so in r? public duty, or for the transaction 
o important private business, for which purpose 
written permits will be give,, by the Commanders of 
Brigades. The permit will state the object of the visit. 

Brigade Commanders will he held responsible for 
the strict execution of this order. 

Col. Andrew Porter, of tlm l«th u. S. Infantry, is 
detailed tor temporary dtitjFas Provost Marshal in 
Washington, and will be obeyed and instructed 
accordingly. 

Col. Porter will report in person at the headquar¬ 
ters for instructions. 1 

By command of Major-General McClellan. 
H. Williams, Ass't Adjutant General. 

Gen. Cameron, Secretary of War, on the 1st inst. 
directed Col. Franklin, the commandant, of the forces 
•it Alexandria, that from that day all slaves impris¬ 
oned at that post bo liberated, and that they be 
employed on the fortifications and military works, 
and to be paid as day laborers in the service of the 
Government. 

The appropriations thus far made by Congress 
amount to $240,000,000. The Secretary or War has 
asked lor $20,000,000 on account of volunteers now 
being mustered into service. The bill for that pur¬ 
pose will probably be passed to-morrow. 

Jt appears by an examination of the two Volunteer 
bills that one is supplemental to the other; that the 
President, has power to call 1,000,000 men into the 
field, although that extent of authority was not 
designed it is believed. It is not thought that mqre 
than 500,000 men will lie accepted. 

The Members of Congress have been paid their last 
months’ saliiry with $250 in gold, and $250 in the C 
per cent, treasury notes. The employes of other de¬ 
partments are hereafter to be paid in the same paper. 

One of the communications recently sent hither 
under a (lag of truce from Gen. Johnson, was, it is 
understood, in relation to u report which reached the 
Confederates, that some of them had been hung by 
order of onr military authorities. As no such execu¬ 
tions have taken place, it may be inferred that Gen. 
McDowell replied to this effect. 

The Government has arranged with four manufac¬ 
turers to have sixty rifled cannon turned out 

On motion of Mr. Wilson, th, bill supplementary 
to the act to increase the military establishment was 
taken np and passed. 

Mr. Lane, of Indiana, offered a resolution asking 
the President to inform the Senate whether Hon 
James H. Lane, of Kansas, bad been appointed 
Brigadier-General, and if he has accepted the same. 
Adopted. 

Mr. Satilsbury moved to take p the resolution of 
inquiry in reference to sending if arms to the State 
of Delaware. He said that Delaware was as loyal as 
any State in tbc Union, but persons attempted to 
make it appear that there were disloyal men there. 
Motion was agreed to. 

Mr. Wilson introduced a bill making appropria¬ 
tions for fortifications. The bill provides for one 
hundred thousand dollars, and also prohibits flogging. 
Passed. 

1 he bill to promote efficiency of volunteer forces 
of the United States, was taken up and passed. 

The hill relating to the revenue service was taken 
up. It. provides that, the Secretary of the Navy may 
charter or purchase additional vessels for the revenue 
service. Passed. 

The report of the Committee of Conference on the 
resolution to pay the widow of Stephen A. Douglas, 
was read and agreed to, and the bill passed. 

House.—The House passed the Senate bill appro¬ 
priating $200,000 to pay for the transportation and 
delivery of arms to loyal citizens in the rebellions 

States, and the organizing of such persons for their 
protection against insurrection and violence. 

On motion of Mr. Blair, of Missouri, a resolution 
was adopted calling on the Secretary of War to com¬ 
municate the letter of the lion. Joseph Holt to the 
President on the lHf.li of February, in response to the 
resolution of the House requesting the reasons of 
sending United States troops to the seat of govern¬ 
ment. 

On motion of Mr. Lovejoy, it was resolved that the 
thanks of this Houbc are due and arc hereby pre¬ 
sented to the 8th Massachusetts regiment of volun¬ 
teers, for their alacrity and patriotism in responding 
to the call of the President, surmounting obstacles, 
by sea and land, which traitors interposed to impede 
their progress to the defense of the National Capital. 

Mr. Bingham, from the Judiciary Committee, re¬ 
ported back the Senate bill transferring the control 
over the District Attorney and Marshals, from the 
Secretary of the Interior to the Attorney-General. 
Passed. 

Mr. Blair, from the Military Committee, reported 
bill providing for the monthly pay of troops. 

per 
u contract for three bunareU 

Alliilrs nt Washington, 

The War Department has received the following 
direct, from General Itosekninz by telegraph: 

August 1. Gen.'Cox reached Gnuley bridge on 
the 21th ult. Governor Wise lied without fighting 
destroying u bridge to prevent pursuit. We have 
captured 1,000 muskets and several kegs of cannon 
powder. Many of the inhabitants of this section, 
who have hitherto bci^n fctronjjj n*bc?lB, dGDuuncfe (*ov. 
Wise lor wanton destruction of property, and are 
abandoning him aud bis cause. His Western troops 
arc rapidly disbanding their forces. The valley of 
the Kanawha Is now free of rebel troops. 

It is suspected here that the army of the Potomac 
will not ho kept idle so long a time as has been gen¬ 
erally predicted. Its reorganization proceeds with 
great rapidity. Tbo new troops arriving here are 
placed at once in brigades, and probably only a few 
days, or at furthest a few weeks, will be required, at 
the present rate of progress, to make a forward 
movement that will be more successful than the last. 
No doubts are entertained that Gen. McClellan will 
strike as soon as lie is ready, without waiting for the 
weathtr. His plan of operations will not bo dis¬ 
closed until the precise moment for its execution, 

week- With one (1 rm 

has been made. 

The following officers have been designated as a 
portion of the staff of Maj. Gen. McClellan: Major 
S. Williams, Assistant Adjutant General; Capt, S. 
Van VIjet, Assistant Quartermaster General; Capt. 
II. F. Clark, Assistant, Commissary General; Major 
W. F, Burry, Chief of Artillery. 

1 he Senate has continued numerous army appoint¬ 
ments. Among them were Major-Generals McClellan, 
Fremont, IMx, Banks, and Brig.-Generals Hooker, 
Curtis, McCall, Sherman, Lander, Kelly, Kearney, 
Pope, Heintzelman, Porter, Stone, Reynolds, Hunter, 
Franklin, Rosekranz, Buell, Mansfield, McDowell 
and Meigs. 

Prince Napoleon called on the President on the 3d 
inst,, and was duly presented by the Secretary of 
State. The President received the Prince with 
marked courtesy, and welcomed him to the country 
in a few simple Imt, hearty words. Without seeking, 
lie said, to attach to this flattering visit of one so 
closely allied to the French throne at this solemn 
crisis in the country’s history, an undue importance, 
lie could not but feel that his presence ut the Capital 
was a guarantee of the friendly interest of the French 
Government, The Prince replied with brevity and 
feeling. He used necessarily a certain diplomatic 
iQBerve, yet it is clear that he sympathises with the 
Government of the United States, and that he is not, 
any more than the Emperor, favorable to the sad con¬ 
tingencies of revolution, it is understood that the 
ITiueo has been invited to review the Army of the 
Potomac, and he has accepted. Orders have beeu 
issued to this effect. 

Congress — Extra Session. 

Senate. Mr. Halo reported, from the Coufer- 
It is regarded hero as an evidence of preparation for once Committee, on the bill to appoint an Assistant 

Jackson CO., ami his progress will probably extend to maud, has promised, Cltiib Jackson to place 20,000 
ooi co. on the Ohio, the home of the notorious men in Missouri, at once. 

hold aud energetic action, that the military authori¬ 
ties decline to give any Information whatever to the 
press. 

The following orders have been promulgated: 

Headquarters of the Army, ) 
Washington, July 80. \ 

GENERAL ORDERS NO. 12. 

Searches of houses for arms, traitors or spies, and Rating liquors in the District of Columbia 

S&'TSSi bill |,rovia«» that no „U ... 
commando' thereof, except in extreme cases admit- dunks to l tilted States soldiers, on penalty of a tine 
ting of no delay. By command c>f Lieut, Gen. Scott, of $25 for each offense. Tne hill passed. 

E. 1). Townsend, Adjutant. Mr. Ten Eyck, from the Judiciary Committee, 
GENERAL orders no. 13. reported a bill for requiring the oath of allegiance 

sk; * * * *•; •« *• -si- 
might at least spare the precincts within which <,ovunmfint- Kill passed. 

Secretary ol the Navy. The report was agreed to, 
and the bill passed. Also, report of the Committee 
of Conference on the bill increasing tbc Medical 
Corps of the Navy. The report was agreed to, and 
the bill stands passed. 

Mr. Harris, from the Judiciary Committee, re¬ 
ported a liill for the suppression of the sale of intox 

The 

traitor, Gen. John J. Jackson. Gen. Floyd’s brigade 
is undoubtedly following in Wise’s track. At pres¬ 
ent these are the only forces of any consequence in 
the northwest, Gen. Garnett's column having been 
either cut to pieces or compelled to retreat from 
Beverly, in Randolph, across the Alleghanies into 
Pendleton and Highland. While the public attention 
was attracted to \\ incheBtcr, Manassas and the points 
on the Potomac- and Chesapeake, Gen. Scott was 
quietly pouring troops into the North-West from 
beyond the Ohio, and so formidable has his force 
become, that Gen. Garnett, with seven or eight thous¬ 
and \ irgiiiiiius, found himself unuble to arrest its 

He has issued a proclama¬ 
tion declaring his intention to drive invaders from 
the .State und enable the people to regain the rights 
so ruthlessly taken away by forcos who murch under 
the banners inscribed with beauty aud booty as the 
reward of victory.' He says lie will show no quarter 
to those taken in armH. 

Gen. Pope has established his head-quarters at 
Mexico, Mo,, for the present, Gen. !’. is assigned to 
the oommund of all the forces of St. Louis. These 
troops will consist principally of Illinois regiments, 
together by themselves, and thus form one grand arm 
of the Western army. This division will he ready, 
after thorough drilling and vigorous discipline iu 

repose tie sacred remains of the Father of Iiih 
Uountry but this pious hope is disappointed. Mount 
Vermin, so recently consecrated anew to the immor¬ 
tal \\ asl.inglon by the ladies of America, has already 
been overrun by bands of rebels, who, having tram¬ 
pled under foot the Constitution of the United States, 
the ark of our freedom and prosperity, are pre¬ 
pared to trample on the ashes of him to whom we 
are all mainly indebted for those mighty blessings. 
Should the operations of the war take the United 
Mates troops in that direction, the Commander-in- 
chief dies not doubt that each and every man will 
approach with due reverence, utul leave uninjured. 

Mr. Wilson, from the Military Committee, reported 
back the hill for the purchase of arms and ordnance 
stores. The bill makes an appropriation of ten 
million dollars. The bill passed. 

Mr. Fessenden, from the Finance Committee, re¬ 
ported back the act supplementary to the act author¬ 
izing a loan, with amendments. The amendment 
authorizes the issuing of $5 treasury notes. The 
amendment was agreed to, and the hill passed. 

A message was received from the House, that it 

not only the tomb, but the house, the groves and the Pll*se<i for the purchase of arms, Ac. By 
walks which were so loved by the greatest und best common consent the bill was taken up und passed. 

0 E?D.‘Townsend, Adjutant. " ,M ,ELD SnJTT' vTh.e biU ,in re!fttion 10 Superintendents of Navy 
J i ards was then passed. 

On motion of Mr. Chandler, the bill to increase 
the Consular representation of the United Btiites 
during the rebellion, was taken up and passed. 

A communication was received from the War De¬ 
partment, relative to the sick and wounded at the 
hospital, which was ordered printed. 

The hill to provide for a Metropolitan Police De¬ 
partment of the District of Columbia, was taken up 
and passed. 

The bill, which has passed both Houses prohibiting 
the side of intoxicating liquors to soldiers, is in 
accordance with the reforms instituted by McClellan, 
and if a measure highly commended liy all friends of 

civil order and military discipline. That commander 
has issued an order restricting the absence of both 
office's and privates from their commands, and has 
appointed Col. Porter as Provost Marshal of this city. 

In accordance with the request of the President, 

a 
Passed 

Mr. Sedgwick, from the Naval Committee, reported 
a bill, which was passed, authorizing additional 
enlistments in the navy for three years, or during 

the war, so as to place it in complete effleif jcy for 
active service. 

Mr, Stevens, from the Committee of Ways and 
Means, reported a bill, which was passed, appropri¬ 
ating $100,000 for field fortifications for the defense 
of Washington. 

The bill was passed appropriating $300,000 for the 
purchase of ordnance for the use of the navy, $12,000 
for the completion of Charlestown (Mass.) barracks, 
and $30,000 for the purchase of the right to manu¬ 
facture and use Caustin’s night signals. 

Mr. Julian introduced a resolution, which was 
—.i—ti. „•... i.^ir, or througn 
out the country, of men well known of secession 
sentiments, merits the reprobation of all loyal citi¬ 
zens, and hereby receives the reprobation of this 
House. 

Mr. Stevens, from the Committee Conference 
on the Supplementary Loan Bill, made a report ex¬ 
plaining that the disagreement of the two Houses 
had been compromised by striking out nine percent, 
in certain cases and substituting six per cent. 

Also, modifying the Sub-Treasury act, so that in¬ 
stead of gold nnd silver being immediately paid into 
the treasury, as now required, the money derived 
from the loan may remain in solvent banks until it 
shall be drawn out in pursuance of law. 

Mr. F. A. Conklin inquired whether the Committee 
retained the duties from tea, coffee, sugar, Ac., as a 
pledge for the loan. 

Mr. Stevens replied that the Senate would not con¬ 
sent to that, and that, rather than lose the bill, the 
Committee had agreed to abandon that clause. The 
report was adopted by 83 to 34. 

Mr. Elliot, from the Commerce Committee, re¬ 
ported the bill to suspend the operation of the act 
ot March, 1848, relative to revenue cutters and 
steamers, so us to allow the Secretary of the Treasury 
to apply so much of the appropriation for the col¬ 
lection of the revenue to the charter or purchase of 
vessels for revenue service. Fussed. 

The Senate hill, authorizing the appointment of 
aids-de-camp, in addition to those now allowed by 
law, by the President, ou recommendation either of 
Gen. Scott or Major-Generals, was passed, 

Mr. Blair, of Missouri, rising to u personal expla¬ 
nation, read some remarks ot Thurlow Weed against 
himself and his brother, Montgomery Blair, Post¬ 
master General, derogatory to them in connection 
with the war. As to the latter, Montgomery Blair, 
that gentleman could take care of himself. Although 
he (F. I’. Iflalr) dilfured from Scott with reference to 
the conduct of the war, their personal relations were 
of the kindest character. He (F. I\ Blair) showed 
that it was absurdly charged by Thurlow Weed that 
he (Blair), as Chairman of the Military Committee, 
had the hill reported by Senutor Wilson, for an in¬ 
crease of the army, emasculated. Mr. Blair then 
referred to Mr. Richardson’s repetition of conversa¬ 
tion between Gen. Scott and the President relative 
to the late battle, and involving the responsibility of 
tho fight. 

Mr. Richardson remarked that lie had endeavored 
to report that conversation honestly, and, if any¬ 
thing had escaped his memory, members of this 
House who were present on this occasion ought to 
have corrected him. 

Mr. Wushhurue, as one of the gentlemen alluded 
to, said he did not understand bis colleague (Rich¬ 
ardson) as saying that Gen. Scott imputed that he 
had been forced by the President to tight the battle. 

Mr. Biclntrdson did not think bis language bad 
been fairly construed, if it was supposed that he had 
said, or intimated, that Gen. Scott implied that the 
President had forced him into the movement. 

Mr. Blair alluded to this matter for a double pur¬ 
pose. He understood that Gen. Scott did, in that 
conversation, exonerate the President from having 
any part iu forcing him to the battle. 

Mr. Richardson replied that he had not understood 
Gen. Scott as implying that the President forced him 
to fight the battle. 

Mr. Blair replied that was the very essence of the 
matter. The President should retain the confidence 
of the people of the country, but this he could not 
do bo long as it is held out that the President forced 
Gen. Scott to fight a battle against his will; but as 
the President did not take the responsibility of 
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forcing** battle before troop* were ready, he will still 
retain, as he deserves, the confidence of the peoplb. 

Mr. Stevens, from the Committee of Conference, 
made a report on the disagreeing votes of the two 
Houses on the Tariff' and Direct Tax bill. He ex¬ 
plained that the Committee took up the House Reve¬ 
nue bill as a foundation of conference. They have 
reduced duty on coffee from ft to I cents per lb., on 
cocoa from 0 to 3 cents per lb., on sugar from 24 to 

2 cents per lb., on ohiokory to 2 conts per lb.7 and 
on ground chlckory from 4 to 2 cents per lb. They 
added so much of the Senate Tariff bill as referred 
to liquors, adding 2ft cents to the duty on brandy, 
making 125 cents per gallon. On other liquors and 
trines they added 10 cents ad valorem, and on im¬ 
ported and distilled liquors 50 cents. 

The Committee next took up the House bill pro¬ 
viding for a direct tax. Members of the Senate 
Committee were of the opinion that they could not 
get along without uniting the two bills. They there¬ 
fore took up the Direct Tax bill as passed by the 
House, with unessential alterations, and then the 
income tax proposition of the Senate. This income 
tax was not as burdensome as that of tho House. 
The House had proposed an income tax on $000, 
while the Senate placed the amount at not far below 
$800, with a tax of two per cent, per annum. When 
the income tax is derived from persons residing 
abroad, but drawing money from their property in 
this country, the tax is to be ft per cent, per annum. 
The Committee thought it right that this class 
should bear more of burden than those who spend 
their money in this country. The Committee have 
also provided that in States which assume to collect 
direct tax, there shall be none of the machinery for 
that purpose provided by tho House, nor so large a 
number of persons appointed to Collect tho tax. 
The Secretary of the Treasury is to appoint one 
Assessor and Collector in each State where the Uni¬ 
ted States (Jovernment collects taxes, and the latter 
is to appoint assistants, but the compensation is not 
to exceed $1,500 for the principals, and $1,200 per 
annum for assistants. On the whole, though by this 
joint arrangement they lose $300,000, the machinery 
is simplified and the expenses of collecting much 
reduced. lie had no doubt that the bill would be 
more satisfactory to the country. In answer to the 
question, Mr. Stevens said that 10 per cent, had been 
added on silk goods. 

The report of the Conference Committee was con¬ 
curred in, 89 to 39. 

Mr. Brigham, from Judiciary Committee, reported 
a bill to punish certain crimes. It proposes that 
recruiting, in any State or Territory, an army hostile 
to the United States, be considered a high misde¬ 
meanor, punishable with ft fine from $200 to $1,000, 
and imprisonment from one to three years. It pun 
ishes similarly, but not to such an extent, those who 
thus enlist, and those who, by word, writing or pub¬ 
lication, encourage enlistments. The bill passed, 
and subsequently the House adjourned. 

The ConliHCiitlux Hill. 
CoNonnsa has passed an Act confiscating such 

property as may be used for insurrectionary purpo¬ 
ses, which reads thus: 

Hr it rnnctrrl by Hi r Smote and ft oust of Representa- 
tives of tlir / tided Stairs t>f America m Vongress 
assembled, That if, during the present or any future 
insurrection against the Government of the United 
States, after the President of the United States shall 
have declared by proclamation that the laws ol the 
United Slat* s are opposed and the execution thereof 
obstructed, by combi nations too powerful to la; stip- 
tirsoaod by tho ordinary course of judicial proceed¬ 
ings, or by the power vet-tud 111 the niaistiats ojr tan, 
any person or persons, his, her, or their agent, attor¬ 
ney, or employe, shall purchase or acquire, sell or 
give, any property of whatsoever kind or description, 
with intent to use or employ the same, or suffer the 
same to hit used or employed, in aiding, abetting, or 
promoting such Insurrection or resistance to the 
laws, or any person or persons engaged therein; or if 
any person'or persons, being tho owners of any such 
property, shall knowingly use or employ, or consent 
to the use or employment of the same as aforesaid, 
all such property is hereby declared to be lawful sub¬ 
ject of prize and capture wherever found; and it 
shall be tho duty of tho President of the United 
States to cause the same to be seized, confiscated ami 
condemned. 

§ 2. And hr it further enacted, That such prizes 
and captures shall be condemned in the district or 
circuit conrt of the United States having Jurisdiction 
of the amount, or in admiralty in any district in 
which the same may be seized, or into which tlmy 
maybe taken aud proceedings first Instituted. 

;, 3 imt be it fur th e> tnacltu, That the Attorney Gen* 
end, or any district attorney of the United States of any 
district In which said property may at the time be, 
may institute the proceedings of condemnation, and 
in such case they ahull lie wholly for the benefit of 
the United States; or any person may file an informa¬ 
tion with such attorney, in which case the proceed¬ 
ings shall be for the use of such informer and the 
United States in equal pirtB. 

§ 4. And belt further marled, That whenever any per- 
bou claiming to be entitled to the Hervico or labor of 
any other person, under the laws of any State, shall 
employ such person in aiding or promoting any 
insurrection, or in resisting tho laws of the United 
States, or shall permit him to be so employed, be 
shall forfeit all right to such service or labor, and the 
person whose labor or service is thus claimed shall 
be thenceforth discharged therefrom, any law to the 
contrary notwithstanding. 

ABOUT ADVERTISING. 

FACTS FOU ItUSINESS MEN. 

As the season for Trade is again at hand, we would remind 

those who wish to Do Business the present Autumn and 

Fall, that the Kchai. Nkw-Yokkkk possesses extraordinary 

advantage* as an AovkutiSIXO Stamen, it* actual circulation 

exceeding by at least 20,000 that of any other paper published 

in this State or section of the Union (out of New York city.) 

In addition to its immense circulation among the best 

portion of the Burn! Population, (more particularly in New 

York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wis 

consio, &c.,) it is taken by thousands ot llnslness and Pro¬ 

fessional Men lu Villages and Citias from Canada to Califor¬ 

nia, and Maine to Minnesota. Hence, it is Tin: medium 

through which to reach, at once, Tens Of Thousands 

of the most enterprising, progressive and wualthy Farmers, 

Horticulturist*, Ac., and host* of Merchants, Mechanics, 

Manufacturer* and Professional Men. It* pages are unques¬ 

tionably the best and cheapest channel on this Continent 

for the Business Card* and Announcement* of all who wish 

to address the Agricultural and Horticultural Pub¬ 

lic,—such as Dealers in Implement* and Machinery,—Fruit 

Trees, Shrubs, Plants and Flowers,—Heeds and Fertilizers,— 

Improved Stack, Heal Estate, Ac.,—an well a* for leading 

Publisher* and Booksellers, (especially of standard amt 

practical work*,) Wholesale Dealer*, Manufacturers, Educa¬ 

tional Institution*, hand, Insurance and other Companies, 

Agencies, Ac-; and indeed for all who wish to secure large 

and wide, aud hence jrroJUable publicity. Tho fact that but 

limited space is devoted to Advertising, aud that a rigid cen¬ 

sorship is exercised over that department (our aim being to 

keep the wiiolk i-ai-KK free from quackery, humbug and 

deception,J render* the Rural far more valuable as a me 

dium of making known matters of value and utility—for its 

announcements are generally *o now and of such character 

a* to be mad aud heeded by all interested. 

l A.vy person bo disponed can act an local agent for the 
Rural Nkw-Yorkrr, aud those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 

lCha.nub of AnnKRas. —Subscribers wishing the address 
of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 
specify the old address a* well as the nkw to secure compllano# 

with their requests. 

iy Wkstkrn and Soptiikrv Monky —In the present de¬ 
ranged state of the currency, wo are unable to use Western and 
Southern money, its out banker* will not purchase it at any 

rate of discount Agents And Subscriber* who cannot obtain 
New York, New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send u* V S. Scutage Stamps, as they are far preferable 

to any uncurrent bank bill*. 

< ~F~ Assooiatkh Effort leads to success In canvassing for 
periodical*, a* well as in other enterprises. For limtancc, if vou 
are forming (or wish to form) a club for the Kttiial Nkw- 
YoRKr.it, and cannot fltl it up in your own neighborhood, get 
*omo person or persons a few mile* distant to join with or assist 
yon - adding their names to those yon may procure, and send¬ 
ing all together. Please think of till*, and act upon the 

suggestion if convenient 

Htarkets, Commerce, &c. 
Kiirul New-Yorker Office. j 

KocrrRSTKR, August ti, 18(51. $ 

Flour is without change. 
(train-—But vary little is doing, and the rates quoted may bo 

called nominal. 
Mkat* - Mess Pork is still declining, and we take off $1,00 '() 

barrel in rates. I,amb* do not bring ns much by 25 cents a* last 

week. 
Eoos are dull at 10 cents. 
Worn, is only- offered in small quantities, and the prices rule 

a* last quoted. 
Hay As new hay is coming in very frCely a falling off is no¬ 

ticed equal to $l.00@2.00 ];) tun. 

MMIIK&TEK U’HOI.KNAI.K rill (’EM. 

niniamiv. merer 1 At market 900 Beeves, 90 Stores 
1,870 Sheep and Lambs, and <00 Swine. 

PUUts -Market Bed Extra. $0.78, first quality, $8 m); second 
do. $0.00; third do, S9.A0, 

Mn.ru Cows Sifi <7. common. $l!Xu20. 
Work inis Oxiv - $l0ftu:D0. 
Vkai. Calvks— $s, $41 a I,fill. 
Vkaiii.I50.s- None, two years old. $00,.000; three years old, 

$ifi t 19 each. 
Hunts —ITSAc. Tallow, 8c 
Calf Brink 8@Ao. 
Siikki* AND I.AMUR $1.25* 1,50; extra and selections, $1.7fC<i 

$1 50. 
Pklts—S7c-(jt>$1.00, „ 
Sw ink —Stores, wholesale, Ofn'Bo : retail, 6@7>aC ; fat hogs, 

still fed, none; Corn fed, none ; spring pigs, none. 

AI.B4NY, At’iii > ■ a. Bkkvks The market is dull, nnd 
there are too many cuttle neie Price* have receded ' ,<• ft lb,, 
gross weigh), with an extremely dull market at that The 
weather, too, is against trailing, from early morning until »f- 
ter H‘ M , the heat was so intense that It was really danger 
mis to remain in the yards long enough to examine a good sized 
drove of rattle, l'hls ftiot, added to the comparative heavy do 
cllne in prices, tended tn reriislo speculations, and hut few lots 
changed hand* 

Kkckiitk The following Is our comparative statement, ot 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 18 
to the car: „ 

Cor. week 
This week. East week. last year. 

Cattle.8.380 2,985 2,972 
Sheep.3.879 3,084 3,818 
Hogs.. -. 10c 
Pricks—The sales made thus far justify u* in quoting the 

market at least lac }> lb., live weight, lower than last week, nod 
a* the market closes there are no indication* of an improve¬ 
ment. 

Thi* week. East week. 
Premium......0 (40 C 0 60 e. 
Extra... .4',fir C 4',;.84\e 
First quality...3l4® 34fc 3 Vital c 

Flour and Grain 
Flour, winter whent.fA.lPOt'u 8.25 
Flour, spring do, l 25,(i 4 75 
Flour, buckwheat., ii.0tt.o2.flii 
Meal, Indian. 9ft,i09t)e 
Wheat, Genesee ... I Ituii l 28 
Best white Canada,. 1.2S((il30 
Coro, old. , 4it,j|42c 
Coro, new,... 4tX(u42o 
Rye, 80 It.*, 7) hush. fiOcuSOc 
1 tilts, by weight, .... 25j 28e 
Bariev. BufirfiOe 
Buckwheat. 38;.7 toe. 
Beaus...... I.OO1I.2S 

MICAT*. 
Pork, Mess ...... $15 0ft«48 00 
Pork, clear. l7.uo5lls.Ot 
Pork, cwt .. 8.(10(5)0.50 
Beef, cwt .. 4.0().e5.50 
Spring lambs, each 1.2B(c l 78 
Mutton, carcass.. ft* Ac 
Hums, smoked. ftnBOC 
Shoulder*. ftVerte. 
Chicken*. 9* loc 
Turkeys. lfto He 
Geese . uyj boc 
Duck* F-l pair. 3S(e Me 

ItAittv, Ac. 
Butter, roll . StadOo 
Butter, lirkin. &hdOo 
Cheese. 4 n He 
l.ard, tried. M|.,;e'.ln 
Tallow, rough ... fioiB1,« 
Tal low. tried. 7 V«'8o 

Egg*, dozen. lOQi’lOo 
Honey, box ... . labile 
Handles, lio\. lO.ltfhtllu 
Candles, extra .... 12i.u 12c 

Fkltit and Root-:. 
Applet bu hcl ;,i rail Iq 
Apple*, dried th 2‘,..i3c 
Pearlies, do. laelZC 
Cherries, do. _ 12(51120 
Plums, do. OOedftc 
Potatoes. 2i(uj38c 

limns and Skin*. 
Slaughter. ft off's C 
Calf..... Buiific 
Sheep Pelts,...... RXdilkc 
Uuuu Pelts ,. iS‘c3io 

Clover, bushel _$5.no6ii n.25 
Timothy. 2.5ft(ii 3,00 

Buxn hi km. 
Wood, hard.$3 OOfiil 8 00 
Wood, soft .8 ijcta; 3.00 
Coal, I.(llllgh ...7.0<*m 7.00 
Coal, Scranton.0.756ft 8.00 
Coal. Pittston _ 0.7(4® 8 oo 
Coal, Shamokm... 5.75-1 800 
Coal, Char__ ... tale 12*«o 
Salt, bid.,,..1,38(0 1.42 
I lav, tun .. 0.00® 10.00 
•Straw, tun.O.Odoi 0.00 
Wool, W lb.. 1R7 2HC. 
Whitefisll, halfbhl fi.Oftm 3.25 
Codfish, quintal I on,, 4 flo 
Trout, half bbl_3.0ftu 3.25 

Do. do. Mestl*u, do. 
Do do common, waslieil .... 
Do do. F,litre Bios. do. 
Do. (io. F,litre Itios. unwashed 
Do. do. Cordova, washed_ 

12; amber Green Bov at $l.i)3od,ll8, winter red Western al $1, armV elm lung. Sale* ot At bale* cape, I,Will ballot* reruvinn, 
ftdil.WM; limber fowa til *1.03 ; very choice do $1,U8(®1,U8 ; find 300 hale* Mediterranean, at varteu* nrieos, ns to quality. 
vhita Michigan at $l.28t» 1,30 ami white Kentucky at Al.Slk Ur- SWfny FWee., ..Wfo’M I Pulled N«* E. . .-25-030 
luiet and without muterml eluingv: sale* at 47c lor wastern. .r.illl blood Marino,.... .tV.tn llo, No, 2, . ..ta-rat 

TUB PROVISION MARKETS. 

NEW VOItK. AP1IU8T 8. — FLOUR Market roily he quoted a 
»luide firmer, with a fair demand tor export, Sale* at $f,tan I,- 
15 for superfine State; $4,fill’d 4,38 for oxlra do; $3,98n-1,10 for 
Huperllne Western; $4,28((i!4,45 for common to medium extra 
do; $4.90605.ik) for shipping brands extra round liooped Ohio, 
and $5.HJta'8,10 Tor trade hranu* do, market cloning firm. 
Canadian Dour n^iv he quoled a shade (Inner, with a niodnratu 
demand. Sale* at $l,08nn4, lu tor soperflne, and f.l,:t(>i/7,50 for 
cnnDiiori to choice extra Rye Hour steady, with xaiall sale* 
si |$2,2.Vdi3,!Ni Corn  a I steady aud In modemte detuaud, 
w ith sah-H at, $2,85 for Jersey, and 150 puncheon* ill $]R,ulfi,28. 

Grain,-Wheat market muy he quotud le better, with a lim¬ 
ited supply mid a fnir ottslnen* doing for export, in part tor 
Fiunee Sales Milwaukee club at (IBo ( $1,(10; Cumuln elqli *.t $|,- 
112: amlter GreCU Bay at$l.02(eil,il8, winter red Western al $1,- 
I.Ve l.lfiU; amber fowa ill $1,03; very elloice do $t,ig*ii.|,iM ; 
white Michigan at $l,2f-M 1,30 and white Kentucky at $1.3$ Ky« 
quiet and without muterml elungr; «ale* at 47c tiw Western.-» 
Barley mid Harley malt continue dull and normnall.v un¬ 
changed. Pen* remain quiet, and nominal at. Me f,,r Canadian 
Coro market, may ho quoted lc better, with only a limited sup¬ 
ply and a good demand lot export, and home consumption 
Bale* nt-phi is',.- for pood smnpl shipping mixed Western; 
46c for Eastern do. 39.-t l2c for unsound uoand, 42m8l)c forlnro 
rior to good yellow Western, itau r-leiity and-lullat 28,i28e„ 
fur Canadian, and fit hjsnfl'i'jO (or Western and dtate. 

Piiovinionm — Pork market rules a shade essiei , sale* at 
$15,78 for loess; SlO.fiSh'dO.AT lor prime. Beef i’ll In* quiet; sales 
at $4674,00 Ptr oouutry prime; $5,illta)8,0Q for country me**; 98 
1(1)10,80 for re-packed muss; mid *1 l,8Owl2.fi0 for extra me w. 
Prime me * beef conHnuesdull ami nominally noohanged. at 
$l7.-i l8. Beef hum" selling -lowly itlslI.eO-'lli.Hii. (hit meat* 
are quiet, witll mice trilling at 41, tiJJc for Hlmulders, nod Bfiiific 
tor I lams. Nmokeil meat* scarce arid very quiet. BOCOl! doll 
and prices nominally' unchanged, hard firm, with a inoderate 
d-e—' ", *n|r< alS,tli'ii". for No ' ..'-r Wr-'.-vs, df'l" 
doll and selling at. r.(i>lo,a>c tar Ohio, and Hm 14ets tot State 
Cheese in moderate request, and selling at. 0 ufe for inferior 
ta prime. 

Ilor.-: The market remains very firm, with a good demand 
from consumers and exporters; tie- sale- reach 301) hale* at, IN® 
27c the latter for choice, which are very Kcurue. In old, Nome 
100 bale* 1889'* aolil for consumption at 106012.** ete., oothiog 
done to older growths. The English crop account* are more 
favorable, but our stock being small, they have little or uo 
effect. 

Asiikh Tlits sale* are 1(H) hid* Pot at $8,20: and a few Pearl 
ut $8,37,'i,. 

A l.lt A NY, AroiMT 8. l*'i,otnt and Mkal —The market for 
Fleur opened steady, with a good home and Eastern demand 
at unchanged prire- 

Conimoo Ui good Slate.$3,706(53,90 
Fancyaiel extra State. 4,0O6i)4,5O 
Common to good Western,.. 4,00t(iit,ill 
Extra Michigan, Wiscoosiu, Indiana, Ac. 4,750.8,78 
Extra Obit.. . 
Common Canaiilan. 4,l*l®4.80 
Kxi raHaondlan..4,7808,70 
Fancy Heoesee, ..  d,mVo,0,50 
Extra Genesee and city brands,..8,(H»u 7.dU 

Corn meal is steady and in limited request at '.il.-'o 1,08 ft loo 
pound* 

Grain Wheat In more active demand, principally ror mill¬ 
ing; Hales new winter red Western at $l,l|S‘, to arrive. Rye- A 
" 111 load -old *1 tllle at depot; in -'•■re al 82c. (lot.*, no sale*. At 
the Board of Trade, receiver* of Corn were asking an advance, 
lint the receipt* being tun . no improvement Wllsobtained; sale* 
mixed Western alloat at •i2,<e , ear lots at-same 

HI I I AM), Alim IT 5. Fulfil ()uiet, and sale* to-day 
Of Illinois lit :*i'!,iSl, Wisconsin extra at $3,78,ic4,12b,. choice do, 
at $1,28: extra Indiana and Ohio $4,0O(ji5,00; and $B,25(®8,78 for 
double extras 

Grain -Wheat, price* tending upward, with Kale* to day of 
19x000 bu. Milwaukee club on private term*. Dorn, bolter feel¬ 
ing, -ales at ill -„:7r32c; and I,non bu. out ol condition, at Slle.- 

Odls, mark'd l,etlei , -.ties at 24c, Hailey nominal at 4/V((/S0c. 
Rye, la*t -ale at. 44c 

i’ldiViaiONR Market doll and sale* confined to local demand 
Vfm quote Me*.* pork at $11.60. Prime at $7,81). Hams at. Rh.h" o. 
Shoulders at. 5*i fic. Lard at tValRfic. Cheese at. iX« 9c for old, 
and -ke.iic for new 

TIIIIONTW Arm - r S Ft/lPit Flour remains, as usual, 
dull and depre sed. with constant effort to sell and no dfaposi 
Imo to buy Even good round lots of fi esh r roo ml are without 
demand, and them lias never bean a time when the market was 
so utterly Htaguant. Under tlm circumstance* no quotations 
would Indicate value, but the following aru the nominal rates 
most frequently spoken of: 

Superfine .....$4,2iV* 4,25 
Extra...5,l)IX(i)8,i)o 
Fancy.4,40® 4,80 
Double Extra... 8,8ijgifi,0U 

Grain l ot fall wlient the inurhet i- well sTistained. COuaidor- 
ing all tlm unfavorable elieumstaneee, ami prices atv quite 
equal to those of |,nt week The ..m e of a few small order* 
from New England miller* imparts a firm tone to tlm market 
and the limited deliveries from farmers mox-n oil at. pretty foil 
price*. The recent quotation.-, lire for common to good 9ws®$l 
per bushel: good to pi one $1 ( 1,115, with u occasional purchase 
at $1,07 'I lie avetuge rate of tlm past few days would not la. 
ovor$l. Spnog wheat,)* not ill -iich good reqnest, and the de¬ 
mand is flat. W ith hot light aeliverei* al TV" s2r !< bushel. Bar¬ 
ic v.thure ha- hem no barley offering daring the week, and 
price* are purely nominal nt Sir p' bushel. The prorpects of 
the cron* were nex«t better, and tho yield is likely to h« »tlll 
larger than lust year We hope a- good price* will t*> realized, 
but the probability thercel i-. hot xllght Oats are again searee 
and in demand at 32 . 38c ;i bushel The crop this t ear, we re¬ 
gret tn learn, will lie light u* compared with la-1 mason, noil 
e.iim*t*nce, however, that may he atoned for hv somewhat bet¬ 
ter prices which a ligut crop may produce, f'ea* continue In 
fair request though the rate* are hardly so linn, at 406(430 ft 
bushel — Globe. 

TUB CATTLE MARKETS. 

NEW VOlilx, July SI. The current prices for the week at 
all the markets are a* follows: 

IIKKP* CATTLK. 
First quality, :f7 cwt... $8.00fa,8.25 • 
Ordinary quality. . 7 Stleri.id 

Tliree-foiiitli do, . fitefifi 
Hall do, . tt '.vi 
Common,. .'-VeSu 
We»lorn mixed. 2P,, ‘zr, 
Hulled Extra, ..fiSiet.'l 

llo. Superfine.,30(n:39 

JD i c 

A OENTH! Ntmu-thinjT N«*w! —One U'AIJ,IOr HKMIM AUY, F’ulton, 
1 V Agent, wanted in every County. I new articles wanted In I' N Y , offer* Board, Washing, Fuel and Room lurm«lied, 
every family No humbug .Satisfaction given or money re- except, sheets and pillow Cases, PI week* for $28. Tuition. $8 to 
funded, —209 percent, profit* Sample*. 28ct* each Addreas, $8. Term opeusAug 18th 8H2 4t 
With etamj), RII : CO.,hNi suuljt., New York Address j. p GRIFFIN, Principal. 

IjA \ I UK I 10 I. I) SKMINAltW TlJKJtN \T I) iW DPT/ 'Kki P PAV* lor Hoard, Wa*hi„g. Fuel, ttn.l furnished 
IVljl^il’ i\ 1 I A.' v* 1 I V I V l!iO. Boom, for tlm Fall fertn, comiiioueing Aunut tint, tsttl. in 

thin, one of th* oldest nod most nourishing ImAltution* In tlm 
land. Tuition from $4 to $8. ami Extra Branches at the usual 

^ l ^ H !-i * * * I 5«ll*l*>Vr MADAME PEl.ISSE, a native French Tenelmr ol eight year* 

p.xtra ....* (co o * i ;"'c«ii 
First quality...3la®$W<5 3 V:' -* C 
Secono quality...........3 f" 3' ,0 3 (e.3‘y; 
Third quality. 2*o'if2Vt 2V<t'2*«« 

SitKKP and Eamii* Sitpplv in excess of the demand and but 
comparatively few selling say 000 or 8i>0 bend fill r to good. aver, 
about 100 lb-, at 3c f) tb. l or n lot st*looted, of extra quality, 
and aver. 123 It * $3 40 H head was offered and rotated, the 
holder asking 43.60. 

lions Market neglected ami receipt* heavy. About4.500 
head arrived at East Albany for tlm Week; n few gale* of good to 
prime collided arc mill: I tig at fi'y •" 4c f J lb —Atlas awl t virus. 

TOKONT4). .M-lirs, 3. —Hkff Fresh beef, ol first class 
quality, is in gotta supply, w ith only moderate demand at $5 til 
100 fh‘( ; second class. *.3,50," 4,60. 

Siikki* ure yerv plentiful more so than al almost any other 
pci toil -nl $3,80(m I each, und very dull of wile al that Enmbs 
$t,75i"2 enr.li, 

(’aid K8 lo good supply, at 3.0Oa'/B. 
HidK* — Beef hides nr>* not very firm nt$4>) tINt lb*., with a 

slight downward teiidcnrv Lamb -kin- and pelt..., 30c. eiuth.- 
Galt' skill* 8c T)4 lb- , , 

Tallow, 5)4c. with n likelihood of 5c. as the Outside rate.— 
Qme, 

the wood markets. 

NEW VOItK, ArriUST 2,—A moderate demand prevails for 
medium lleeees nt steady prices, other descriptions, however, 
are exceedingly dull nod nominal Sales of 41,000 Ids nt.2860 
file, and 180 bale- I'ordova on puvnte terms 

American Saxony Fleece iillb.... .50V85 
American full blood Merino.. .....4f< '48 
American half and three-quarter blood Merino., .lie 42 
Native nod one-fourth Merino.32 (35 
Extra, Pulled ...fifty -In 
Hupei line. Pulled. . ... ,;i> 1 ';;i 

i. d . ■ - ’ 
Laml) *, Pulled. 1 
California, line, unwashed.2-ka fifi 
California, coiriloon do.Ift’e 18 
Peruvian, wiiihed . ....2ft* 34 
Vulpnruiao. unwashed. IlftPlfi 
South American Merino, unwashed,..lfte fifi 

Do. do. Mesti/.a, do.lftyfilfi 

Rkspkctfpu.v invite the attention of the public In their present 
immense stock, covering upwards el' Kivu Hi'N’orkii Aukim o» 
Land, and embracing everything desirable in both 

FRUIT and ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT, 

Grown in tlio very best manner, and offered either at wholesale 
or retail, nt greatly reduced prices. 

Parties who contemplate planting should avail themselves of 
this opportunity', the like of which may not occur soon again 

Descriptive and Wholesale Catalogues forwarded gratis, and 
all information as to prices, Ate,, promptly given on application. 
6t)4-4teo MOUNT HOPE NIIRHFJUK8, 

August 1, 1861. ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

kJWEET BHOTHEJRS & CO., 

sntJtcueji, >v, i\, 

MANUFACTURER 

Common quality. 7DUfti 7.80 
Inferior quality,. 6 60(3i7-0y 

COWS AND CALVKS. 
First quality.$50.flflfo 55.00 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality. 

VEAL CALVES. 
First quality, Ip lb. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality.. 
Inferior quality,. 

8SKEF AND LAMBS. 
Prime quality, 1-1 head... 
Ordinary quality,,.. 
Common quality.. 
Inferior quality.. 

SWINE. 
First quality, ft th.. 
Other qualities, .. 

IttOft,1,50.00 
30.oora3fi.no 
22 (JUa 28,00 

. 4tiCo'S}iC 

. 4 (u4)iC 
4 c 

. 3 (a3>ic 

$4.25688.00 
3.7004,00 
8,00,1.3 50 
2.2003.00 

. 4 ruAL.'c 
3y(a3.'iC 

CAMlimmiK, July 3l.—At market 2W5 Cattle, 250 Beeves, 
and 38 NLoe-. (aiii-isting of Working Oxen. Cow* and Calves, 
Yearling*, two uud three year* ohl. not suitable for Beet 

Prick* — Market Beef Extra, $6.2V(ftO.?5; first quality, $6.00: 
second do, $5 8ft '0.00: third do, $4.5iJ 

Workim; Oxkm None. 
Cows and Cai.v-k* — $30 ( 45. 
Storks — Yearllugg, none. Two year* old, none; Three years 

old, none. 
SflKKP and Eamrh -1,878 at. market. Prices in lota at $1.80 

041.75 each; extra and selections $I.s7[g)2.75. 
Spring Lambs Jl.Bri'ifi.flO. 

111 tilts — 4(J(r)5c :[l It Tallow, fife 5tjc. 
I’ki.th -25c/ei$l Calf Skins, SCiA'Dc ijp lb. 
Vkal Caj.vk.h—$OyO 

I jfi A1HKIKED K KM I IV A UY. 
I ’ pnvi for Board, Wasliing. Fuel. Mid furnished 

Rimitl. for the Fall Term, immmenring Aiigosl «l«f, IHtti, in 
this, one of the olden' and most nourishing I mill tutlon* In the 
land. Tuition front $4 to $8. ,'iud Extra Branches at the usual 
low rates. 

MADAME PELISSE, a native French Teacher ol eight year* 
successful experience in one of the best I,adieu Seminaries in 
New York City, ha., been added to the prenent able andetlicient 
FnenUy. 

For farther information, nr to engage Boonu for tho Full 
Term, address •!. MATHER, Sce'y, Fairfield, N. V 

N. ii.— Send for a Catalogue. ti03-3t 

J >EARDSLEY/S 

GANG FORK. 
It will eievate a tnn of 

hay, if not too line aud dry, 

at four or six forks full,— 

Made of all fork steel, well 

tempered and polished. 

Warracnteit not U> break or 
bend by the weight of the hay 
elevated. 

Prion, complete for opera 
tlon, $18. Address 

LKVI A. RRARDMJIY, South Iklim-»t(>n, Otsego (N. Y. LEVI A. IIKARDSI 

( (icier I “res* 
\ J diameter Thesr 
( 1 icier I»r«-HH Ncre xx'm, i feet tang, 4 inches In 
\ ' diameter These powerful Screws bring out 11 third mor® 
juice than Portable Pressos. Send for a Circular Mode by E. 
M ARNOLD, Poughkeepsie (N. Y i Foundry OOWteO 

1 )rijj;l»< 011 <-S-ritt»«- C’uliilTt*.—SkooND Edi- 
I ) tion Thirty luge* 01 New Matter, with tue experience 

of IHlilaml 'H|, being the most important part of tho work, tn- 
diHpeiisalde to all GRAPE GROWEHri. Sent hv mall, free of 
postage, 00 receipt of the price, All cents, in stamp*. 

Address WiLU.YM BRIGHT, 
598-71 Box l!W Philadelphia P. 0„ Pa. 

ArJ’rr IC NTIO V ! hee-k kep* 
ERS.—Kidder'* new system of Bee Management, where- \x t by a swarm of Bues will collect from one to 
\J f three hundred pounds of honey in one season. 
Al / Bees can be made to (warm any season, or 

n \y~' v .tito von ted from doing so Can lie pro Vented 
'UA/.yimin living to the In rests in swanoing-time. 
/if 1-jiX Hen-robbery easily prevented. Moth millers 

prevented idlhctuallv Never lose bees by tho 
ffirt'A r|ifH of wilder or otherwise 
jS rMT w'l 1 will lend my new Hook Circular, colitainliig 

■c sir \ 32 pages, f-ee of postage, to any Ites-Keeper 
that will send mo his Post-Office addresu. D gives the contents 
of Book in toll, and ifiva* general explanattnim, and cuts of tho 
Patent Compound llivo 

Or, I will seud Kidder's Guide to Apiarian Science, on the re- 
culpt of 07 cents. In postage stamps, whiiih will give full partic¬ 
ulars in tlm Culture ami Management of the Honey Bee. 

All orders for Circulars. Books, Hive*. Rights, Ac., promptly 
attended to, Addr»*s K P KIDDER, Burlington, Vt. 

MOUNTKY AGENTS WANTED.— 
v- $3 a Day Mrs Haokio* wants Agents at home or ta 
travel for her Pictorial " FA Mil ,Y NEWRPAPER,” also for her 
Curious New Hook of FEMAEE Cl!AJlACTKRR tN tor CITY. 
For Specimens and Terms Inclose red stamp to FIANKtNB At 
CO., Now York W8 

A 44 ENTS \V A Mill 10 SKI-1, KRII IT TREKS. 
WrwisIi to employ a number or experienced and trust¬ 

worthy men to sell trees, tin , from our Nurseries at libeial 
wages, 

Wiioi.KHai.k Di'm.kr* furnished with Nursery, Stock of all 
description* at thu lowexl wholesale rates. 

HOOKER, FARLEY ti CO. 
581 tf Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Por1 "stor, N Y 

ulVAMrigy NEWSPAPER.” — 
* Mrs. Ilankins' Mammoth Pictorial Is in itsSixth Volume 

anil has filHl.lKMreaders Full of EligriLVlligH and Fashion Plate*. 
Largest, nicest ami best in the world lor 7ft eta, a year Aokwtij 
wanted. Ladies, Teachers, Clergymen, 01 Post-Masters For 
.Specimen Copie* und Turin* to Age ids, inclose red stamp to 

878 _ HANKINS A CO , New York 

American guano, 
KROM 

JARVIS O* BAKBS'S |St„Alxir?B. 
IN TIIK 

SOUTH UjYCJ FTC OCEAN, 

IMI’ORTKI) IIY TDK 

jijnKniCjiJV mijijsro t o .n r j§ jY w , 

Office, 60 Williianx Street, 

NEW YORK. 
C. 3. MARSHALL, Vres't. H MATHER, Serf*. 

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent. (19 Exchange 8t., Rochester. N Y 

“WOMEN OF NEW YORK.”— 
VV Mrs Ilankins’Curious New Boole of Female Charac¬ 

ters in the City, is very Interesting, ami strictly moral Fauay 
lauding; 1800 Pages; fit) Engravings, 38 Portraits Mailed free for 
$1. AGENTS Wanted - Ladles and Teachers Fm Description 
of Book and Particulnre of Agency, inclose red stamp to 

078 HAfiKINS tk CO.. New York. 

* ^ 

OU1 > 
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Cape Good Hope, unwashed.   2061128 
East, India, washed.... ........12(0)28 
African, washed, ..I ft,028 

Do unwashed.9(3)18 
Smyrna, do. . . .113 11 

Do. washed. . ....23(il2ti 
Mexican, unwiuned. Il(<u24 

IvYctt) York Evening rust. 

4SOHT4IN, Al-qp-ir 2 - I'ho demand for medium grades of 
lleeen and pulled wool cnutinites active, bid line wools are as 
<lull previousl y noticed. Tle< arrival* of pew lienee have 
been fair, but in the country there Is scarcely anything doing 
compared with prevlou- years The sale* have been 280,HDDfbs 
Hence and nulled at price- raogimi frnm 20tnU)7e -tiI lb. In for¬ 
eign there has ... eoosiderablo doing in grade.1 -m I table for 
army eloihing. Sale* of 3") balos Cape, i/.nsi ballots Peruvian, 

Texas,.     lAfi'40 
Hmyrnn, wuelie.l,__  ,Ifira)2li 

Do. iiuwaslieil, . 96ii|7 
Buerpis A vi es,,.ft,/ 46 
Crimea,. .7"o)17 
Canada.Tftnk'tt 

Hiri ltdlT, Amu - r 2 Stocks are moving oil rather mure 
freely, but. them has been no change in prices within tho week, 
the fill lowing being tho range 

Full blood .. . .. .... 28c 
Throe quarter blood .... 28c 
Quarter to half blood .. 226<!28c 
Nativ* 

Those hoiking for wools appear vei"' firm in the iletemitna 
thm not to advance beyond our quoLdiona In a lew instances 
an agent in the country wild Jfti/ filc hot tlm offence was cop- 

' mips MiOtl.mie, sod Ills Igeoev W,U< pI-"Olp:l\ wyn 
nrlovii "in1 nl’ ns i‘..,i.r. 1,. ..11 a.rsy D,« tout'lira 
maoofnetorer at 23r fur'course amj ',v for meqloue ' 

At Fentonville a buyer from I'-li »., N Y , lias taken liliiHki 
lbs. at 2O602ftc. * 

A Detloitliriyer tin- taken this Week 15,111)0 lbs at Mt (ffgmens 
it au average of I .0, ibout lll.ilOlllbs nl Fentonville al. an 

ji verngo (if 2t',e; about the same quantity at St. Johns at-an 
average of 23' .<■ ahmit the same at Ionia, at. an avurilgq of 23c, 
and -oqie 11,non It., at. Salims al an average ot 23c The market 
closes steady Tribune, 

1 l.M’l \ N ATI, Ai iipst 2. Wool in good demand nt '.’Uu .fiOc, 
the latter 11 o e vt 1 erne rate for choice lleor.o, The receipts are 
light, b"iag only .’iff hale* lor the week The rflevipts since 
September • -1. vver«.' 6.132 bale*, iigalnit 7,382 the same time lust 
season, (iatetle. 

( till vt:i). VUl.t sT 3 During the week tlm receipta have 
been light, and under a 11 improved ilemand by manufucturors 
Of iirnn' clothe*, cniirse quulitlo* have berm in active request, 
and riilees are fijlly 2 i fie hotter, ranging 2ftni2Bc tor native to 

blood We quote native :'1),e25e. ‘a blood 23,e20c; \ to % 
blood25,"27c; full blood 27!"3l)r -Journal. 

Tflll(l5TO, AioiusT 3 Wool I vx it It out much animation. 
Tip* supplies fall short, and the market is not very attractive 
at 22c. fi tb., compared with 27m 28c. of last year. Still, there is 
no prospect* of improvement, and 22c is as high n, rate, consid¬ 
ering tie- quality of wool, as paid utuny other producing point 
on the Continent, tllalje 

ill a r r i c i. 
July 29th, 1801, hv Rev Titos. Cpwimpiam, Batavia, Genesee 

Oo., THOMAS .I. O.UtEY, Esq., of Covington, Wyoming On,, 
and Miss MARGARET E. .O.SIIAOGHNKSSY, of Irvington, 
Westell ester Co,, N. Y 

At the residence of He- bride * father, on the 1st Inst., by 
Rev Mr Nott, I'YKI'S BEARDSLEY. Esq,, and HELEN M., 
daughter of S K. Warrkn, all of this city. 

Iv Pitt.ford, on the Bth iost.. hv tin- Rev. M. TookkR, M. I) 
ROWLEY, of Rm'hestef. and EM KLINK M., eldest daughter of 
I,. I). MiTciiklL, Erq., of Piltrford. 

MOWING MACHINE 

KNIVES -A. 1ST T) 

Cutter liars. 

We would call the attention of Farmers to 

our Knives. They are of a very suporior quill - 

tty, aud warranted. 

icy Orders promptly filled through tho 

Express Uo. 

We have tho following patterns on hand at 

the following prices: Conts. 

No. 1 Wood’s Small Knife.IS 

No. 2—11ubbftrd's Littlo Mower.13 

No. 3—Hubbard’s Rivet Knife to Screw-bar. .15 

No. 4—Hubbard’s two hole Knife, 1880 and 

1801.15 

No. 5—Hubbard’s threo-holo Knife, 1859 

and 1801).  15 

No. 6— RuhsoVh Knifo.. .15 

No. 7—Allen’s Knifi).|fl 

No. 8—Kirby’s Knife .15 

No. 9 CayuftuChief Knife.. .18 

No. lit - Now York Buckeye.18 

No. 11 -Wood's Largo Knifo.18 

No. 12—Ohio and Datisvllle, N. Y , Buck¬ 

eye Knife.... 18 

N. B.—In ordering Knives, lo avoid any mis¬ 

take, always take a Knife and mark on the 

back of tho letter, around tho outside and in 

the rivet holes. 

I SWEET BROTHERS CO., 

803-21 KyructiKO, N. V. 

ASi'li'iniitl h’urtii lo 1 .«*t. Icn* ix T«*i*tti 
of 5 Ykark The subscriber, having been in rouble 

health for several year*, has now concluded to try long sen, 
voyages, and will lot ahmit 3(HioeroN full tillable) of his farm for 
a money rent. The farm is in pal-feet order ami mm of the best, 
in the State for either grain or ctimn. excellently watered, 
buildings first rate. As he intends “ailing by 1st of October ilis 
Important that. Intending offerers should view it immediately 

8112-it rout. .1. swan; 
Rose Hill Farm, near Geneva, Out Co., N. Y., July 20, 1881 

^ r . _-• V . . V" 
r- r- : n^ 
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Homes for the Industrious! 

nikmm, swK'of tos wiif. 

... - -rx'k 

At Albion, Orleans Co., N. Y., July 1st, of dvsentarv, Mrs, 
l’OIJ.Y I-ATTIN, wife of Josci'it A. Latti.y, ami only sister of 
Col. J’osKgu WRutii r. i’ouglikeepsle papers please copy. 

^buerttsements. 
AI)VERTISIN(2 TERAIM, In Advance — Thirty- 

Fivx Cbnts a Link, each Insertion, A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52% cents per Hue of space, Rpbccal Notickb, 
(following reading matter, lemlod.) Sixty Cents a Line 

137* It* immense clrcnl.ition among the Producot's and Deal- 

er* of the Free States, renders the Kraal, Nkw-Yorkkk h.y far 
the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of Its class, ThiH 
FACT should he borne tn mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 

facturers, Ac., who must necessarily depend upon the People of 
the North for patronage. 

( 1IIKSTEU COUNTY IM(3N- 
' An extra good lot, properly paired, for sale by 

004-31 J. R. PAGE. Bennett, N Y. 

T|3< > P**1GJEI )SY1 IC IV.— * 'ham nion of England, 
l Early Kent, Bishop's Dwarf, Long Pod Dwarf, Dwarf Blue 

Imperial, Marrowtnt, and other Pea*, raised by 
804-fit ROBERT HUME, Port Hope, Canada West 

IjileClTic Wenthep I nd i cal or. Every 
'j Farmer should have one, ,t these mat and u-eful iiiMlru- 

ments, which foretell the weather from 12 to 21 hours in ad¬ 
vance. Mailed free, on receipt of 50 rents, by the manufac¬ 
turer*. LEE ,v CO., Newark, N J 

gj<>m urn 11 \(j n ip,w auk.vts u \sTKD 
( ' —An Agent wauted in euch County throughout the Union, 
to engage in an honorable- btuineas, that pay* from $4 to $8 a 
day. jVo Humbug. Send stamp for particulars In 

0l)4-2t • SANDERSON * URO„ Newark, N Y 

|(’1.MIK A H’KM AI,K 4 « > I , I .|E<2 ML 
• 1 NEXT SESSION OPEN'S SKIT ftth With a lujieriur 

course ot study, distinct departments, annual graded cltuses, 
a regular College charter, aud with mi experienced and 
thoroughly organized faculty ot Instruction. Also, a depart¬ 
ment. of domestic duties Terms, for Board and Tuition, $75 00 
per half vcurlv »e uinn St n<l for a ( aialngm to Die Clerk, W. 
F. BENJAMIN, Elui ra, Chemung 1", N. Y l orjaiinli-sion 
apply to Rkv, A. W. C<FALLS, 1). D„ President. 

I riCKOK’S PATENT PORTABLE 
J 1 KEY8T0NE CIDER AND WINE MILL. 

This admirable machine is now ready for the fruit harvest of 
1861.. It is, if possible, made better than ever before, and well 
worthy the attention of farmers wanting such Machine*. 

It has no superior in the market, and is the only mill that 
will properly grind Crapes. Price, $40. For sale by ilealorn or 
the manufacturer. W. 0. IJICKOK, 

801-lOt Eagle Works, Harrisburg, Pa. 

Tilt: IIJJMHS IK5TUAI, K,Ml,ROAD 00., HAVE FOR SALE 

1,200,000 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS, 
In Tract!) of Forty Acres and upward, on Long Credit and at l,owr Prices. 

MECHANICS, FARMERS AND WORKING MEN. PRESENT POPULATION. 
rUHK attention of tho enterprising and Industrious portion of The State le rapidly filling up wit h population ; 868,025 

1 tho community 1.1 dimeted to tho following statements persons having bee 11 milled dime 18(H), making tho present 
aud liberal inducements offered, them by tho population 1 ,T23,i'"83, a ratio of 102 per cent, in ten years. 

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS. 
which, na they will pornolvo, Will ("liable them by proper The Agricultural pm-lin I 1 ot Illinois am greater than those 
energy, persevoraimo and Industry, to provide comfortable " ,,l,-v "'h' t •‘-tato. Do products gent nut, during tho pint 
homos for th^msolvos a ml facuillod. with, coinimruUvoIy y001' Dm wtioat crop ot 1 -soo aj> 
Hpcakluff, wry littli* uupitul ‘ proach.^r»f00u,i)i>u UaflUelii, white thoGorn crop y|i{|dfl pot 

LANDS OF ILLINOIS. thuU ^SmTYOF THE SOIL 
No State in tho Valley of the MlsHlBsippl offers ho gmal mi .. , r r-rtt 11,11 x ut inr, aim,. 

inducement a* the State of Illinois. Thom is up portion ol Nowhere nan the ... larmer securo such itnmodi- 
tho world where all the conditions of climate and soil so '‘h’r" mHte lor his labor a," upon these pruirlnsoila, they being 
admirably combine to pnnluun those two great Htaplus, Cor.v i:0,nh"M,‘, ‘J1 1 ri11' tho fertility of which, Is un- 
aud Wusat, as tho Prairies of illitiolH. surpassed by any on tho globe. 

THF SGTITHFRN PART T0 ACTUAL CULTIVATORS. 
Since 1884, tie- company have sold 1 3iKj OtH) acres. They 

of the State lie# within the zone o the cotton regions, while ... to actual eulUvutom and ovoty contract contains 
the soil 11 admirably adnpte.l lo the growth iff tobacco and an agreement to cultivate. The road lout been constructed 
hemp; and the win it 1* worth Horn II Been to twenty cents thro' those lands at unexiK-ti*'.- nf $30,000,600. In I ->6n tho 
uioro per hujiUi*! tliu.ii Lb.il raifuul furUiOf north. populutiQQ of tho flirty muo cminUfM through which it p/vyscj? 

RICH ROLLING PRAIRIE LANDS. ; ad'1':'1’ 
, , , . 1 , ,, , making too wlrolo population 814,891, n gam ot 143 per cunt. 

Tho deep rich loam ot tho prairies Is cultivated with such 
wonderful facility that tic farmers of the Eastern and Mid- EVIDENCES OF PROSPERITY, 
die States are moving to Illinois in grout Munition), 'file area As an evidence of the thrift of tho people, it may ho stated 
of lillnola Is about equal to that, of England, and the soil is that 800,01)0 tons of freight, inducing 8,600,000 bushels of 
so rich that it will support twenty millions of people. grain, and 250,000 barrels of Hour, wore forwarded over tho 

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS. ymr‘ EDUCATION. 
riteRo land.* am contlgiioiin to a railroad 700 miles In length, Mochanir.B and workingmen will find thu Tree school system 

which connects With oilier road* and navigable lakes and encouraged by theritate, ami endowed with a large revenue 
rivors, thus affording an unbroken communication with the f„r tin• support of schools. Their children cun live 111 right 
Eastern and Southern market*. of thoefaureb and achuolhotteo and grow with the pru-,purity 

APPLICATION OF CAPITAL. of the leading state m the Great Western Empire 

Thus far, capital null labor have been applied to dovoloping PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT, 
the soil ; lie* great resource- of the state in 00ft I and iron am The prices or these IiuiiIm vary from $8 to $'2o per aero 
almost iintouchad. Ihu uivu/iahlu rule that the mechanical according to location, quality, tin, Flint elnsi farming lands 
aria nourish best where food and fuel am cheapost, will fol „.|| rv„ about $10 or $12 pvr acre ; and the relative oxnou-e 
low at an early day In Illinois , ami in the ettarso or tho next of subduing prairie land ,m coni|jareil with wood lands is in 
ten year* He natural laws and tv " ssitteH of the case war- the ratio of 1 to 10 in favor of tho former. The terms of 
rant the belief that at least tlv« hundred thousand people sale for tho hulk of thcoo Inuda will ho ’ 
will ho engaged in the .State oflllinoialu various mauulactur n v / r . 
iug pursuita, 0no Yoar 8 interest m advance, 

RAILROAD SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS. Ilvahto msiswitaXTCnl'1 T"8 ‘‘V'* |HT ct r. ,U11. . . 1 • * . , Mh|.wi.tiv* ly ui omi. two, ihrav* lour. 
Over $100,000,000 ol private capital have been expended years from date of sale, and four itote* for principal pavuhlo 

on the railways of Illinois. Inasmuch a« part of thu income j„ four, tlvs.frix and seven years from date of sale : the 
irom Hovonil th< wurk<, with a ^<uuabIn publics fumJ tn contnint utipuluting that mum tenth of tho tract purcliu^-«i 
lands, go to diniinish the ril-'ite. xi»in-e«, the taxki ark uijm, shall ,,M fenced and cultivated, each ami every year for 
and must consequently ot«ry day decreaao. n ve years from date of sale, so that at tin. end of live year*, 

THE STATE DEBT, one-half shall he fenced and under cultivation. 

The Plato Debt la only $10,106,398, )4, and within the Twenty Per Cent, will bo deducted 
list three years has been reduced $2^959,74(1 80, and wo may from tho valuation lor cosh, except tho same should Is* at 
reasonably expect that In ten years it will become extinct, six dollars per aero, wheu tho cash price will be llru dollars. 

Pamphlets descriptive of the lands, soil, climate, productions, price* aud terms of payment, can be had on applica¬ 
tion tO .711 

J. W. FOSTER, Land Commissioner. Chicago, Illinois. 
For the names of the Towns, villages and Cltfcn Situated upon the Illinois 

Central Hall road see pages INS, 1«(), 190, APPLETON’S lt.UI.tV4V GLIDE. 
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CAVALRY SONG. 

BY CHARLES GODFREY LELA.VD. 

Wkafo.nkii well to war we ride, 

With *»bre* ringing by our ride— 

The warning knell of death to all 

Who hold the holiest cause in thrall; 

The eacred Right 

Which grows to Might, 

The day which dawns in blood-red light 

Weapnned well to war we ride, 

To conquer, tide what may betide, 

For never yet beoeath the sun 

Was battle by the devil won; 

For what to thee 

Defeat may be, 

Times makes a glorious victory. 

Weaponed well to war we ride— 

Who braves the battle wins the bride; 

Who dies the death for truth shall be 

Alive in love eternally; 

Though dead he lies, 

Soft, starry eyes 

Smile hope to him from purple skies. 

Weaponed well to war we ride— 

Hurrah I for the surging thunder-tide, 

When the cannon’s roar makes all seem large, 

.And the war-horse screams in the crashing charge. 

And the rider strong 

Whom he bc-ars along 

Is a death-dart shot at the yielding throng. 

Weaponed well to war we ride; 

The ball ia open, the hall is wide— 

The sabre, aa it quits the sheath. 

And beams with the lurid light of death, 

And the deadly glance 

Of the glittering lance, 

Are the taper lights of the battle-dance. 

Weaponed well to war we ride— 

Find your foe men on either side, 

But wo to those who miss the time. 

Where one false step Is a deadly crime; 

Who loses breath 

In the dance of death, 

Wins nor wears nor want* the wreath. 

Weaponed well to war we ride— 

Our swords are keen, our cause is tried; 

When the keen edge cuts and the blood runs free, 

May we die in the hour of victory! 

We feel no dread; 

The battle-bed, 
Where'er it be, has heaven o’erhead. 

Knickerbocker Magazine. 
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SCHOOLMASTER'S RECOLLECTIONS. 

It was many years ago that I commenced keep¬ 
ing school. I had graduated at an academy of some 
note, and was well posted up in those branched of 
education which were introduced into our common 
schools; and when the committee came to examine 
me, I could see that they were very forcibly im¬ 
pressed by the ease with which I answered my 
questions. In short I knew About everything that 
was set down in the books which I had studied, for 
I happened to possess one of those wonderfully re¬ 
tentive memories that fastens surely upon whatever 
comes once within its grasp. I imagined, and so 
did the committee imagine, that I was eminently 
qualified for the poRt to which I aspired. But, as 
I look back now upon tho events of those years, i 
can see wherein I greatly’erred. 1 can see where 
I made great mistakes, and where I moat wofully 
lacked in qualification; and I write this little chap¬ 
ter of Recollections for the benefit of those who may 
be just entering upon the duties of a Teacher. 

When I commenced my first school (and the same 
ideas I had governed mo for a long time after¬ 
wards,) T looked upon the children before me as so 
many little individuals whom I had got to till with 
learning. They were, to ray mind, so many human 
vessels which had got to be filled up with the wa¬ 
ters of education: and my ouly ideas of the capacity 
were of size and age. In my class of ten scholars, 
which was to recite from the mental arithmetic, and 
the members of which were nearly of the same age, 
I considered that each individual must hold just the 
same amount of mathematical food, and digest it 
equally with the rest. And tints I commenced my 
school. 1 knew what was written in the books, and 
1 was to teach it to the children before me. I had 
learned it all, and I believed they could. At least 
if they did not, I meant that it should be no fault 
of mine. 

In my first class in, arithmetic were two boys 
whom I have selected to figure in this sketch. I 
take them because their subsequent careers afford a 
striking example of the fact 1 wish to present. I 
shall not give you their real names, for they are 
both living, and are worthy, honorable men. I shall 
tell you that they were Luke Weston and James 
Sbute. I.uke was rather heavily built, with a large, 
full head; a florid, chubby face; a dark bluish-gray 
eye; dark brown hair, and inclined to be slow and 
dreamy when called upon to work with his mind, lie 
could work fast enough out of doors, when the play 
hours came, and when the free air aud vigorous exer¬ 
cise sent the copious blood bounding through his 
veins; but in the school-room, over his books, he 

was quite another character. 

James Sbute, on the other hand, was light of frame, 
with a small, compact head; hair of a flaxen hue; 
light blue eyes, and possessed an organization highly 
nervous and sensitive. He cured but little for the 
rough sports out of doors, seeming rather to prefer 
his books, and perfect himself in his lessons. I did 
not make any account of these physical peculiarities 
at the time, for I thought nothing of them and cared 
nothing for them, but I remember them well enough 

now. 
Luke aud James were in the same classes in all the 

branches they studied together, aud the few months 
of difference in their ages were in favor of the 
former, he being a little the older. In a very short 
time I discovered that Luke Weston did not learn bis 
lessons well. He blundered in his arithmetic, and 
stumbled lamely over his spelling lessons. As 1 look 
back now 1 can remember that he used to betray a 
deep interest in some portions of philosophy, and 
that, when the subject interested him, he read with 
feeling not excelled by any scholar in the school. 
But I cared Jittle for this at the time. I looked upon 
the blackboard as the grand field for scholastic dis¬ 
play; the spelling book came next, and next came 
Lindlev Murray's old call bound grammar, with its 
intricate maze of Orthography, (etymology, Syntax, 
and Prosody. These were my educational deities, 
before which every intellect must bow, and from the 
inspiration of which every intellect must be filled. 

James Shute became my favorite scholar. He 
worked over his slate with an assiduity which was 
untiring, and I felt a pride in exhibiting bis powers 
to my visitors. Upon the blackboard he could per¬ 

form wonders for one so young. In reduction, in 
fractions, simple and compound, in involution, in 
factors, and in the roots he was perfectly at home. 
So, too, in spelling was he prompt and sure. And in 
grammar he was excellent. He sometimes made mis¬ 
takes in analyzing sentences where the meaning of 
the author was not plain; but be remembered bis 
rules and knew how to apply them. 

With Luke Weston 1 was sorely perplexed. He 
did not get his lessons well at all. When he came to 
compound fractions he could do nothing with them. 
Left to himself, with bin own time and method, he 
could worry the sums out, but be was behindhand in 
the recitations, and always blundered upon the black¬ 
board. In grammar he was also remiss, though not 
so bad as in arithmetic. When he came to parsing 
he got along much better than 1 could have antici¬ 
pated, since he had been so clumsy iu committing 
the rules aud exercises of Lindley Murray to memory. 
In analyzing language, and comprehending the 
powers of words, and in understanding the author, 
he betrayed a keenness of perception for which 1 did 
not give him credit. I remember once the class were 
parsing a passage in Milton. A relative pronoun 
came to Luke, and he parsed it. I corrected him in 
matter of its relation. 1 told him it related to a dif¬ 
ferent person from the one he Had named. He read 
the sentence over again and objected to my idea, 
maintaining that he was right; and he was proceed¬ 
ing to show me whoreiu I was In error, when I inter¬ 
rupted him and made him stand out on the floor an 
hour for his disobedience of ray Instruction. That 
night, when alone in my room, 1 read the passage 
over, and at length became convinced that Luke had 
been right. But T would not own it to him. No, no 
—that would have lowered me in my own esteem. 
Yet I resolved to be more careful In the future how I 
corrected him in his parsing lessons. However, he 
was, in my estimation, full of short-comings. With 
his genera) behavior I had no reason to find fault, for 
he was a noble, generous-hearted fellow, and was be¬ 
loved by his friends. 

“ Luke,” said 1, as I stopped him one night after 
school, “why is it that you do uot get your les¬ 
sons?" 

He said he didn’t know. 
“ Don’t tell me," I cried, “that you don’t know. 

You don’t study, that's the reason. See how James 
Shute gets his lesson. Yon are older than he is." 

Luke said he could not get such long lessons—he 
could not remember them. He had tried hard enough 
to do the puzzling sums, and to spell the long words, 
but he could not do it. 

1 told him it was all nonsense. He could do it if 
he had a mind to. He did not try. He was more 
fond of play than of study. In short I talked very 
severely to him, and assured him that if he did not 
have his lessons perfectly on the following day, I 
should punish him. He went away with his head 
bowed, and, I thought, in a sulky mood, 

The following day came, and with it came the first 
class in arithmetic. James Shute could do every 
sum. Luke Weston had uot done half of them. 
When the class came up to spell, James spelled all 
the words, and gave all the definitions promptly. 
But Luke could not remember them. 

So I told Luke Weston I must punish him; and 
1 stood him out upon the floor, and mode a great 
fool’s cap and put it. upon Ids bead, and there he 
stood until the school was done. He did not cry, 
nor did he look particularly ashamed; but be eom- 
prefmed Lin lipw imd loutivd vtryugly. At nit events, 
so I thought at the time. When I relieved him of 
his fool’s cap, at the close of the school, I told him 
I hoped he would get hie lessons better the next 
time. He made me no reply, but left the room with 
a quick, stern step, and went home without stopping 
to play with his mates. On the following day Luke 
did not come to school, and on the day after that I 
learned that he had gone to learn the shoemaker’s 
trade. I made some little inquiry, and fuund that 
he had declared he wauld go to school to me no 
more, if he had to run away; and, as his parents 
were poor, they bad allowed him to go to work in a 
neighbor’s shop. 

In time 1 finished ray school, and James Hhute 
bore off the palm of scholarship. Upon him I be¬ 
stowed the highest encomiums, and held him up to 
the admiration of visitors. 

During the vacation 1 visited a neighboring State, 
and found employment there. Then I went South, 
and dually became engaged as ft teacher of mathe¬ 
matics in a school in New Orleans. The years 
slipped by, aud still 1 remained in my new home. 
One day I received a paper from my native State, 
and I saw mention made of one Luke Weston, as 
being the leader of a strong faction in the Legisla¬ 
ture. Of course it could not be my Luke—it could 
not be the one upon whom I had put the fool’s cap. 
No—it must be another of the same name. 

Time passed on, and by and by I read in the papers 
that Luke Weston had been elected President of the 
Senate of my native State, and was now the powerful 
leader of a powerful party. Of course this was the 
same Luke of whom I had before read; but it could 
not be the same Luke who had worn my fool’s cap. 
Of course not. 

And still time passed on. aud finally I read that 
Luke Weston had been elected to the Senate of the 
United States, and that he was greatly honored by 
all who knew him. 

In another year I visited the home of my youth; 
and one of my first inquiries was of I.uke Weston. 
He was a United States Senator. So it was my Luke 
after all. 

Aud where was James Shute? He was a book¬ 
keeper in a hank, and was accounted a very correct 
and faithful clerk. He had been there twelve years, 
and would probably remain there, as he liked the 
place, and had no particular qualification or ambi¬ 

tion above it. 

And now, with the silver touch of many years 
upon my brow, 1 sit alone in my study and reflect 
upon the past. I see many, many children who 
have beeu under my charge, now grown to be men 
and women; and I see many of those I had thought 
excessively stupid, occupying places of honor aud 
trust; while many I had thought wonderful in learn¬ 
ing, are plodding along in the ordinary pursuits of 
life, the lessous of the old school-books all forgotten, 
and the one idea of food and clothing occupying 
their whule attention. 

Aud I think, if I could teach school again, how 
different would be my course; for from my review 
of the years that have gone, I have learned some 
things of which I was ignorant wheu I first assumed 
the rod and staff of a pedagogue. 

Different children have different capacities. Many 
a quick-witted, sharp-minded boy has borne away 
the prize of scholarship who has not studied half as 
hard as has the poor fellow who goes weeping to his 
home because he gained no medal. Ail minds do 
not grow alike. Some intellects are precocious, and 
germinate and go to seed very early. Such ones are 

I apt to he the delight of the pedagogues. And yet, 

as I call to mind those of like character that have 
come under my care, 1 find that they have not been 
very prolific bearers of mental fruit. 

Other intellects are slower in growth. They gen¬ 
erally belong to bodies that are growing fast and 
strong. Such intellects do not grasp easily at math¬ 
ematical niceties in early youth. They comprehend 
slowly at first, but surely; and arc firm and uncom¬ 
promising, and are rather apt to be skeptical upon 
subjects which oppose their intuitions. Such are 
sure to meet with little charity at the hands of the 
pedagogue; and yet as I call to mind those of this 
latter character which have come within my care, I 
find them to have grown stronger as they grew older, 
and have been prolific hearers of noble fruit. From 
this source we derive our original minds, and, also, 
most of our intellectual giants. 

Teachers, seek to understand the capacities of your 
scholars before yon begin to force the mental food 
upon them. If you seek to fill them with learning 
as you would fill barrels with water, you may make 
some great mistakes. Ten chances to one you may 
put the fowl's cap on the broad brow of a Daniel 
Webster—that you give the position of a dunce to a 
Christopher Columbus—while you may set another 
Bill Shakspeare over among the girls because he 
looked that way when he ought to have been stndyiug. 

THE FIRST FUNERAL. 

A correspondent of the New York Commercial, 

writing from Camp Kalorama, says: 

“We had our first military funeral on Saturday 
afternoon. 

The day before, one of our drummers, Joseph Win¬ 
ters, waB drowned while bathing. He was a pleas¬ 
ant, good boy, and his sudden death made a deep 
impression in the encampment. His body was 
brought from the creek, and laid beneath a new tent 
pitched to receive it, under the trees of the north 
side of the parade ground. The men stood in silent 
rowB in front of the tent till sundown, while a guard 
detailed for the purpose paced slowly back and forth. 
A letter was found in Joseph's pocket from “cousin 
Louise," and as bis comrades knewr that he had no 
parents, or brothers, or sisters living, his captain 
wrote to her. 

A little barefooted fellow, about eight years old, 
stood on the land when Joseph's body was recovered 
by the divers, and when the surgeon, promptly on 
the spot, was vainly endeavoring to start the water- 
dogged wheels of life, the little barefooted fellow 
walked in silence up the hill side with the men who 
carried the body, following close behind; and there 
he stood before the curtains in serious stillness. At 
last he spoke, with respectful manner and clear manly 
enunciation, to one of the field officers: 

“ Will you he so kind as to tell me, sir, whether he 
was a good boy?" 

“ I believe that he was, my little fellow, but I did 

not know him very well.” 
“Has he a father or mother, sir?" 
“Why do you ask, my boy?” 
“Because, 1 hope that he did not have a mother, 

sir, or father; they would feel so badly to hear that 
he was drowned.’’ The officer cleared his throat, and 
the little fellow went on. “ And if, sir, he has no 
mother or father, and if he was a good boy, I am 
glad.” 

“ Why glad, my boy?” 
“Recause, sir, I think it was the best time for him 

tm Tie taken away.” 
'‘Why the best tin!-' >' 

‘ Because, sir, It m the Lord does is always best."' 

The funeral sermon was preached; unsurpassed in 
truth, comprehension, simplicity and beauty, and if 
you could have heard the utterance of the boy, its 
purity of wording, spoken in such gentle intonation, 
and with such unmarred accent, you would have felt 
that Christ’s model presented to his disciples, of a 
child brought to him by believing parents, was the 
model for his ministers to this present day. 

At four o’clock ou Saturday afternoon the Pennsyl¬ 
vania band of twenty-four pieces, in front of the 
dead boy’s tent, gently sounded forth one of the sad 
melodies which make military funerals peculiarly 
impressive; the company formed in marching order: 
the escort stood with rnuskets reversed; the remain¬ 
ing part of the regiment formed in the center of the 
parade ground in face to face columns, and the pro¬ 
cession moved to the slow beat, of the muffled drums. 

The boy was placed in a plain coffin, which was 
wrapped in the stars and stripes, and upon it was 
laid a large wreath of green leaves and wild flowers, 
and so we carried him to an old burying ground not, 
far distant, where the tombstones were all moss 
covered and inclined, where the grass was tall and 
untrodden, aud where the cone-shaped cedars stood 
in irregular and friendly groups. 

When his body was lowered, the chaplain read 
selections from the Bible and offered prayer, tbe 
escort fired the military salute, the soldiers formed 
again in line and we left the sleeper till the resurrec¬ 
tion. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker,] 

THE DYING SOLDIER. 

“ The dying words of one of the Ohio volunteers, 
who fell at Vienna, were, 1 It grows very dark, 
mother,—very dark.’*' It was a mournful scene, 
and many a mother’s heart must have felt all its sad¬ 
ness as the touchiug words have beeu read. He was 
young, for the flight of busy years had not yet oblit¬ 
erated the memory Of ft mother's loving care; noble 
and brave, or he would not have sprung so quickly 
and gladly to his country’s aid when her starry flag 
trailed in the dust, torn by traitors' hands: and some¬ 
where a true mother waited with an aching heart for 
tidings of her hoy, or when the darkness of death 
gathered around him, his thoughts would not have 
wandered to her in his delirium, till he imagined 
that she bent over him, and that her soft hand rested 
on his dying brow. But it wits not so. She was far 

away iu his western home, dreaming of the absent 
one, and he lay dying beneath the blue skies of the 
sunny South. Only the tear-dimmed eyes of his 
comrades caught the lust glances from his eyes as 
they closed in death. And when they laid him to 
his rest,— a soldier’s rest,— no solemn voice of 
prayer, or sweet song of praise rang out on the 
fragrant summer air, hut the hands of his brother 
soldiers hastily dug his grave, and they left him 
there with only the mournful breeze to sing his 
requiem as it sweeps through the forest,—the funeral 
song for one who gave life and all for his country's 

sake. 
And what of her who, far away, heard the sad 

tidings, and whose heart cried to heaven for help 
aud strength in that hour of agony? How a thousand 
memories of the past must have swept through her 
mind,— memories rendered bitter by the anguish of 
the present! Thoughts of the time when the rosy- 
cheeked babe lay sleeping upon her arrn, while all 
the deep, deathless love of a mother went out to the 

helpless little one; how years passed and his bound¬ 
ing step and merry laugh made music in his pleasant 
home; and then he grew thoughtful and manly, and 
she looked forward to the time when, leaning on his 
strong arm, she should pass down into the dark 
Valley of Death. But he has gone before, and never 
again shall his feet cross the threshold of home. 
Summer will pass with its golden harvests, and 
winter bring the family circle again around the glow¬ 
ing fire, but in morning’s dawn, or evening’s shade, 
never again shall his voice utter the word “ mother." 
1’oor mother! God jiity her! 

Sometime this dreadful war will come to a close. 
Truth and Justice will as surely prevail over Error 
and Wrong as God reigns: but at what a cost! It i3 
not enough that our country shall stand among the 
nations shorn of her ancient glory.—that our starry 
flag shall float in the breeze, dyed in brothers’ blood, 
and that humanity in its upward progress shall be 
retarded for years to atone for our errors; but when 
one thinks of the desolate homes and broken hearts 
that will be left behind when all is over, it is heart, 
sickening. When our glorious Btars and Stripes 
shall wave once more over the Palm as over the Pine, 
and from the blue lakes of the Northland to Texas’ 
green savannas shall be one united country as of old, 
bleeding hearts North and South shall bear witness 
at what a fearful price peace has been won. 

Verily, a day of reckoning will come, and that 
speedily, to those reckless leaders, of whatever name, 
who have plunged our once happy land into such 
distress, and dragged her so near to the brink of ruin! 

Goodrich, Mich., 1S61. Belle Howard. 

^tocrtiscnicnte. 

A STRING OF PEARLS. 

A punctual man can always find leisure, a negli¬ 
gent one never. 

If you employ your money in doing good, you 
put it out at the best interest. 

A pleasant jest in time of misfortune is courage 
to the heart, strength to the arm, and digestion to 
the stomach. 

The reasoning power is the corner-stone of the 
intellectual building, giving grace and strength to 
the whole structure. 

Men spend their lives in the service of their pas¬ 
sions, instead of emptying their passions in the 
service of their lives. 

Domestic jars, when concealed, are half reconciled. 
’Tis a double task to stop the breach at home and 
men’s mouths abroad. 

Mourn not that you are weak and humble. The 
gentle breeze is better than the hurricane, the cheer¬ 
ful fire of the hearthstone than the cofiflagr&tion. 

Grapple ever with opportunity. And, as you 
don’t know when opportunity will happen along, 
keep your grappling-irons always ready. 

A firm faith is the best theology: a good life the 
best philosophy; a clear conscience the best law; 
honesty the best policy; and temperance the best 
physic. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker 

ACROSTICAL ENIGMA. 

Tam composed of 21 l„u-, 

My 1, 12, 10. 7. 4 is a plant 

My 2, 7, 10 is a lady’s na me. 

My 3, 8, 13, 18 is a part of a ship. 

My 4, 18, 7 is a kind of tree. 

My 5, 6. 18, 17 is used in underdraining. 

My 6, 20. 4 is seen lu winter 

My 7, 2, 0 Is queen of the fab les. 

My 8,18, 14 is an imaginary spirit. 

My 0, 17, 4 is an insect. 

My 10, 2. 18, 13 is a college of great notoriety. 

My 11, 1ft, 10 is a plaything. 

My 12, 19, 17 is n farmer's implement. 

My 13, 2, 10. 18 is a title of nobility. 

My 14, 18, 16, 10, 2 is tbe goddess of flowers. 

My 1ft, 10, 4 Is part metal. 

My 10, 10, 8 Is a kind of grain. 

My 17, 18, 21 is n wild animal. 

My 18, 10, 10, 13 Is a musical Instrument. 

My 19, 2, 3 is a valuable tree, 

My 20. 16, 10, 2 is a serpent found in Peru. 

My 21, 6, 10, 3 is a Seotch name for the church. 

My whole is an old adage which all would do well to 

remember. 

Hillsboro. 111., 1861. Victor. 

Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

BIBLICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 24 letters. 

My 16, 10, 23. 10, 14 was tbe father of Lot. 

My 10, 6, 9 3. 17 was one of tbe sons of Jacob. 

My 20, 7, 14, 16, 8, 13, 0 is one of the hooks of the Old Testa¬ 

ment. 

My 11. o. 20. 21, 9 was the first thing created. 

To be 4, IS, 8, 16 is better than to be rich. 

My 21, 22. 1 was a good man. 

My 1. 24, 17 was a town in Palestine. 

My 19. 22, 12, 10 was a grandson of Jacob. 

My whole is a Bible promise. 

Rochester, N. Y.. 1861. T. C. 

Answer in two weeks 

CHARADE. 

My first’s a preposition small; 

But ’tis of frequent use. 

My second, if you say to me, 

You will my wish refuse. 

My third’s a coin of value small; 

Tis used by different races, 

Both in the western hemisphere 

And trans-Atlantic places. 

My whole is what a person ne’er 

Convicted of a crime 

Is said to be, but can, I trust. 

Be said of me and mine. 

JfJP” Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEM. 

There is a certain number of horses and sheep. If the 

square of the number of horses be added to the number of 

sheep, the amount will be equal to three times the number 

of sheep, plus sixteen. But if the square of the number of 

aheep be added to the number of horses, the amount will be 

equal to seveuty three times Die number of horses. Required, 

the number of horses and sheep. 

Clvmer, N. Y., 1861, M. W. C. 

fty” Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. GOO. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:— Gilbert Motier La 

Fayette. 
Answer to Geographical Enigma:—All is not gold that 

glitters. 
Answer to Arithmetical Problem:—B in 15 days—C in 18 

days. 

SYRACUSE 
IVIusic 

THE FALL TERM WILL COMMENCE ON 

• V O JVJO .4 r, AUGUST 1 2T/I, 1 8 G 1 . 

Tile object of this Institution- is to furnish a 

Musical Kducat ion 

In all its branches, practical and theoretical, to those who in¬ 
tend fitting themselves for the profession, either as Artists or 
Teachers. 

For particulars address 
H. WILDE or J. M. TRACY. Principals, 

60S-2t Syracuse, N. Y. 

F 
IFIST PREMIUM 

AWARDED BY 

New York State Agricultural Society, 
AT ELMIRA, OCT., I860. 

TO HARDER’S HORSE-POWER. 

THE SfBSCRIBrRS HAMFAIHRE AT (WML, Pi. Y„ 
ENDLESS CHAIN HORSE POWERS, 

COMBINED THRESHERS AND CLEANERS. 

THRESHERS AND SEPARATORS. 
Theft- Powers are ojierated with ip-’iter rax to the tram than 

others. Tunning with rerv low elevation, and slow travel of the 
hnr-e*. The Combined Thresher and Cleaner runs very easy, 
i< capacious, separates the grain cleanly from the straw, and 
cleans as well a reenlar fannlm- mill. In short, these ma- 
rhino, have m, -yi/url, of w hich fact m believe we can satisfy all 
who will consult their own interest by addressing 
ft97-»teol It. A M. II AUI1KK. Cobh skill. Schoharie Co.. N. Y, 

T70WLER AND WELLS' JOURNALS 
JL Enlarged and Imjrrmwd. Crier not Increased. 

Postmasters, Clergymen, Teachers, and otlmrs are requested to 
act as Agents and get Club* for our Journals : 

THE ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN 

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL 
AND LIFE 1IXUBTHATED. 

WATEUt - CUTUFI JOURNAL, 

A GUIDE TO HEALTH. 

These Journal* commence new volumes with July, and have 
been enlarged, giving now in each 

84 Hugos Monthly, Instead of IU. 

TERMS, IN ADVANCE: 

Single copy, monthly, one rear ,. ...$1.09 
Ten copies, to separate address-;-, if desired.....'.$5.00 
Any person sending Five Dollars for ten copies, will be en¬ 

titled to an extra ctrpv oral is. Add six cents a year foreaoh sub¬ 
scriber in the British Provinces to pay postage. Specimens 
sent free. FOWLER AND WELLS, 

lio* Broadway, New York. 
Agents wanted everywhere to sell onr publications. Send for 

our Wholesale l.i-t mo! <'ontMeiitial Circular 601-4t 

A AT HEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO'S 

vv IMPROVE® FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 
WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER k WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. be* 
to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING 
MACHINES, while they have added new aud important im¬ 
provements. The reduction is made in the hope that the Com¬ 

pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patent* 

Office 505 Broadway, N't* vv York. 

S. W. DIBBLE, Agnu, 

579-tf ROCHESTER, N. T. 

J1.V1E.—I’nac’n Perpetual Kiln, Patented July, 
_j ]S57.— Superior to any in u<e for Wood or Coal. 2% cord* 

ot wool, or I>5 tuns of coal to 109 bbls. —coal not mixed with 
stone. Address |4S4-tf) C D. PAGE. KnohenW. N Y 

jJOOKS FOR RURA.LISTS. 

Tim following works on Agriculture, Horticulture, Ac., may 
be obtamed at the Office of the Rriui. Nkw-Youkkk We can 
also furnish other books on Rural Affairs, issued by American 
publishers, at the usual retail prices,—and shall add new works 
as published, t ZT RURAL Agents entitled to premiums, and 
who art* tillered a choice of books, can select from this list. 
American Farmers Ency. 
doped]a. ..ft 09 

Alien's Am. Farm Book....] ou 
AllenS Diseases of Domes¬ 

tic .A nlmnJit...... 75 
Illon'tP,, — 1 J„.l, .lectum l 
Allen on the Urnpn.1 oo 
Am. Architect, or Pinn* for 

i ountiy Dwelling*..fiftt 
American FloristSCuide,.- 75 

oi . ...I 29 
Blake's Farmer at Home...) 25 
Boussingault» Rural Econ¬ 

omy ..  125 
Bright on Grape Culture... 60 
BrowneS Bird Fancier. 50 
Browne's Poultry Yard..,.! oo 
lie. Field Book of Manures 1 25 
Biidgeman < Hard. Ane't_1 5U 
lb, Florist's Guide... 60 
Do. Kitchen Uanlcncr’s In¬ 
structor.......... 

Do. Fruit Cult Manual ... ft) 
Brerl.'s Hunk of Flowers... .1 00 
Bnft-ts Flower Garden_1 25 
Do. Family Kitchen Card. 75 
Chemical Field Lectures...1 00 
Chinese Butin i Cane and 

Sugar Making.. 28 
Choriton'i Gnqie Growers 
Gll'de. 60 

Gobbet*** Am Gardener... 50 
Cottage and Farm Bee¬ 
keeper.. 

Cole's Am. I'rnit Book— . ft) 
Do. Am. Veterinarian. flO 
Dadd * Modern Horse Doc.. 1 00 
Dp, Aoi. Catthi Doctor.I 00 
i)n. Anatomy and Pliyri- 

oloy of Urn Horse. .2 00 
Do. colored plates.4 00 
Dana s Muck Manual.1 00 
Dn. Prize Essay on Manures 23 
Darlington's Weeds and U.-e 

fal Plants.I ft) 
Davy's Devon Herd Book. 1 ft) 
Domestic and Ornamental 
Poultry.1 00 

Dn colored plates. 200 
Downing ,- Fruits and Fruit 
Trees.  1 75 

Downing’s Landscape Gar¬ 
dening.3 ft) 

Do. Rum! Essays. 3 ft) 
Eastwood's Cranberry Cul¬ 
ture. ft) 

Elliott H West Fruit Book 1 25 
Every Lad? her own Flower 
Gaidenor. 50 

Family Doctor by Prof. II. 
8 Taylor. .,.125 

Farm Drainage, (H. F. 
French).1 00 

Fessenden’s Farmer and 
Gardener ..,.1 25 

Do, Am Kitchen Garden-. 50 
Field's FearCuflure. ) '*0 
Fish Culture.1 00 
Flint on Graves.J 25 
Guenon on Milch Cows..., 60 
Herbert to Hoise-keepers .l 25 
Hoops r's Dm: A Gun, paper, 25 
Do do doth.. 50 
Hough's Farm Record.300 
Hyde's Chinese Sugar Cane 25 
Kidder's Guide to Apiarian 

Johnston's Agricultural 
Chemistry ■ .125 

Do. Elements of Ag. Chem¬ 
istry and Geology.1 00 

Do Catechism I 'liomlstiy 
Coeevliool*... 21 

l.au.--troth on the Hive aud 
Honey Bee.. .] ;i 

l.euchar* Hot Housed_] J 
Liebig* Fanil lUr Letters to 
Farmers. •, 

I.iii-ln '- 11 organ Horses. Im 
MI in- r VBee-kee per * M annul I" 
Miles oil the Horse's Foot. .',1 
Milburu on Cow. 25 
Modern Cookery by Mi- 

Acton and Mra-8. J, Hale,125 
ill-. Abel'* Skillful House¬ 

wife and 1.ftdles'Guide. 10 
Saxton s Ku hi I Hand Books. 

bound in 4 Series_each 1 ill 
Muuu'hLaud Drainer.. ... 6) 
Nayil's Progressive Farms) 10 
Neills Card. Companion...ltM 
Norton * F.lemeuts of Agr.- 

cutture .... . 60 
Qlcott'sSOrgho and Implied is) 
Pardee on the Strawberry to 
Pedder s Land .Measurer fti 
Persons New Culture of the 

Vine ... . 25 
Phelps' It.in-keeper'll Chart 25 
yulno.V H Mysteries of Bee¬ 
keeping.IIV 

Quincy on Soiling Cattle,.. ,v 
Rabbil Fancier.-- 50 
Randall's Sheen Husband¬ 

ry . i!5 
Richardson on the Horse,.. il 
Do, Peats of I in- Farm. il 
I)o. Domestic Fowls. A 
Do. On the Ifog.,. A 
Do, or, the Honey Bee_ A 
Do, on the Dog. A 
Reemeiin's Vine-dresser* 
Manual.. 50 

Shepherd's Own Book... . .2 ft) 
Stray Leaves from the Book 

of Nature...I 00 
Stephens' Book of the Farm 

2 vols.4 00 
Skillful Housewife. 25 
Skinner's Elements ot Ag¬ 

riculture ... 25 
Smith* Landscape Gar¬ 
dening. .1 25 

Timer's Principles of Agri¬ 
culture .2 ft) 

Thomas' Farm Implement") ft) 
Thompson s l-'ood of Ani- 
mal*. 75 

The Rose Culturiat.. • 50 
Tophain'a Chemistry Made 
Easy... 25 

Turner’s Cotton Planter's 
Manual.1 00 

Warder's Hedges and Ever¬ 
greens'.100 

Waring'* Elements of Ag¬ 
riculture.. 75 

Weeks on Bees .. 25 
Wilson on Flax. 2* 
YoOftTt A MarlinouCattle. 125 
Youattnn tho Horse.125 
Do. on Sheen. 75 
Do. on the Hog. 75 

Science. ft) 
Any of the above named works will tie forwarded by 

mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price specified. 
Address lb lb T. MOO It K, Rochester, N. Y. 
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TUK LARGKST CIRCULATED 
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Terms in Advance s 

Subscription —Two Dollars a Year. To Clubs and 

Agents as follows.—Three Copies one year, for $5; Six, and one 
free to club agent, for $10; Ten, and one free, for $15; Fifteen, 
and one free, for $21; Twenty, and one free, for $25; and any 
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extra free copy fur every Ten Subscribers over Twenty. Club 
papers directed to Individuals aud sent to a* many different 

Post-Offices as desired. As we pre-pay American pontage on 
papers sent to the British Provinces, our Canadian agents and 
friends must add 12.)$ cents per copy to the club rates of the 
Rural. The lowest price of copies sent to Europe, &c., is 
$2.50—including postage. 

tty Postage Stamps are taken at par on subscription, and 

greatly preferred to Western or other uncurrent money. 

Adterlising—Thirty-Fivk Cents a Link, each inser¬ 

tion. A price and a half lor extra display, or 52F* cents per Une 
or space Special Notices, (following reading matter, leaded.) 
Sixty Cents a Line. The Rcral Nkw-FORKeb has a far 

larger circulation than any similar journal in tbe world, aim ft 
undoubtedly the best advertising medium of its class in America 

lx consequence of its largely increased circulation, we 

are obliged to put the last form of the Rural to press eaiher 
than formerly, and advertisements should reach us on Honda]/ 
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the insect world. Having paid considerable atten- while to extend it to the whole Held. But he was not able 

tlon to these pests, during a period of five years, I | to fiml aoyor this article in our stores hero that was not 

have observed them in various conditions, and at all ,Wi<tn*aced> consequently untit for this use. If any one 

seasons, making numerous microscopic drawings of e,Be IB disposed to try it, let hun inform us of the result.— 
_... T , r Asa Pitch. 

them, so that I can draw upon my own resources, 

which, however, differ little from the accurate ac- Tbi8 ia (]oubtk'ss tho APhis g™naria of Curtis, to 
counts given by other writers. whom we are indebted for the accompanying engra- 

Mr. Harris says:--The winged plant-lice provide vl°K aru] de8CriPtlon of t,li3 Insect* aa well of its 

for a succession of their race, by stocking the plants “'bnoumon enemies, which wo hope are soon to 

with eggs in the antnran. These arc hatched in due cbeck it8 ravages:—“.t. granaria (wheat plant louse) 
Inhabits corn crops, having been observed upon 

barley and oats, as well as upon wheat. In July and 

August it is sometimes abundant on the ears of 

wheat, sucklDg the stem, and impoverishing tho 

Value. Purity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents,and unique time in the spring, and the young lice immediately 
and beautiful in Appearance Its Conductor devotes bis per- begin to pump up sap from the tender loaves und 

u>lh* r'mrn ?!‘ V**0"’ 'i°[”ufa,,*t,,K' *boots, increase rapidly in size, and in a short time and earn^tly l&boru to ren-ior th& Rural a.n riinin^ntiy . , . T . 
Iteliablo Guide on all the important. Practical, Scientific and ( ornc to maturity. In tins state, it is found that the 

other Subject* Intimately eonneeted with the business of those brood, without a single exception, consists wholly 
whose interests it 7ealously advocate*. As a Family Journal of females, which are wingless, but are in a condition 

[“"f"1'to k,"°- «-•*»«. 
people of Intoll ignnee, tnsto and dfscri mi nation. It embraces *10Wev^r> a,e hatched from Oggs, but are pro- 
more ApricnUnral, Horticultural, Scientific, Educational, dnccd alive, and each female may be the mother of 
Literary and New* Matter, lnter*per-.d with appropriate aud fifteen or twenty young lice in the course of a simile 
beautiful Engravings, than any other journal. — rendering , tt„ „ T, , ... . .. 
it ffie most complete agricultural, Litbrary axd Family ’’’ ,J ‘ . be plailt-llee of this second 
Nkwsi'ai-kr In America. generation are also wingless females, which grow 

i up and have their young in due time; and thus 

t nv. Y>prr>TY-. nrrrr vA brood after brood 18 produced> evea to the seventh 
A ( ill 11 . 1 if I , I 'I ? H \ I, generation or more, without the appearance or in- 

tervention, throughout the whole season, of a single 

---male. This extraordinary kind of propagation ends 

APHIS, OR FLANT-IiICE. in autumn with the birth of a brood of males and 

females, which in duo time acquire wings and pair; 
•Vevkk do we remember a season when plant-lice, eggs arc then laid by these females, and with the 

of every variety, were so numerous and troublesome death or these winged individuals, which soon fol- 

as during the present summer. About a month lows, the race becomes extinct for the Beasou.’_ 

since, and during a northeastern storm of wind Harris' treatise, 1842, p. 188. 

and rain in this vicinity, the air was filled with It is evident that the eggs are not deposited upon 

winged aphis; and during the whole season it has annual, which are as frequently infested as other 

of stock, I stated Mr. Funk’s opinion, which should which Mr. Withers said was formerly submerged in 

have a great deal of weight in the West. There is a water in July, so that It was difficult, and often 

large class who believe hogs tho most profitable entirely impracticable, to travel it with a team at this 
animal to which they cau feed corn. Hut it is not season of tho year. Mr. W. said lie was laughed at 

Mirnwm, 
APHIS, OR PLANT-LICE. 

Never do we remember a season when plant-lice, 
of every variety, were so numerous and troublesome 
as during the present summer. About a month 
since, and during a northeastern storm of wind 
and rain in this vicinity, the air was filled with 
winged aphis; and during the whole season it has 

so, and the assertion is not simply an opinion; itia 

known that it is as profitable to feed corn to sheep fur 

market as swine. We fancy there are few men who 

have not learned that a real fat. sheep will sell to the 

butcher at almost any time for a round, remunerative 

price. Corn makes sheep fat, if properly fed. Wit¬ 

ness: Amos Barnard, Esq,, of McLean county, in this 

State, a small, snug, successful farmer, near Bloom- 

ingt'Mi, bought in Northwestern Missouri, iu the Dill 

of I860, six hundred sheep large coarse woolcd 

sheep. He got them home about the 1st of October, 

they costing him when at home about $1200. lie 

kept them until the 1st of March, 1801, and sold 

them for a little over $3000! How did ho keep them? 

Why sir, he Jed Ihnn rum in the shock and in the ear, 

■« v 
/) 

for purchasing such a swamp. 

“Well, what have you dono to It? ■ put tile under 
it., or what?” 

“ No, not a tile; hut you see 1 have done something 

much cheaper and quite as good, I think. I have 

several thousand rods of mole drains under it. 

Yonder at the south-west corner is a creek which 

outers my land, and affords outlet for my drains, 

which converge there from ull directions. When the 

surface was so nearly level as to render it doubtful 

whether tho fall would be sufficient to keep tho drain 

open, T ran the mole across the street and up to 

tho roll of prairie youder, getting all the head I 

wanted, and an abundance of water. These drains 

afford puro water winter and summer. Tn the winter 

potatoes, hay, and gave them good pasture. On his they never freeze, and in summer they arc rarely dry.” 

' 
^ 8 

Figure 2. 

only been by constant watching and labor that cab- plants, but a single female will soon colonize a plant. 

Uge, cauliflower and other plants have been saved I have witnessed tho expulsion of a yonng aphis 

from destruction. The evil, However, is not con- and that it immediately took its station, inserting 

mu o is section, for a correspondent in New its proboscis, and commenced sucking the vegetable 

ZZZnunZ ! '!.\'Uia l0Sl ab0Ut aD aciT °> jukes- Fet 1 oaa"”‘ believe that fifteen or twenty can 
(hrMt . 7 Cn7e Cr°P t- 10 pi UuovO ... a rtnglr .1^, r,u.„ inUivOI,. / 

arrival home with them, be turned them right into a 

field of corn ripe — that would average seventy-five 

bushels per acre. In the winter they were fed, in 

racks, corn iu the shock and ear, and hay. They 

averaged the 1st ol March 120 pounds each, and wore 
sold at $4 per cwt. 

POTATO CULTU1UE. 

Although it may not he seasonable, altogether, I 

must give right here the practice of ft most successful 

potato grower — a man who liuds it a profitable crop 

to grow, although it used to be asserted that these 

prairies would not produce potatoes. I give it as I 
received it from his own lips. 

Iu the preparation of the soil, tho ground is broken 

These drains are run two aud three rods apart, and 

in some cases greater distances, according to the 

apparent necessity. The soil of this low prairio is of 

the finest texture, two and a half feet of the surface 

being a black, sandy, marl full of small marine 

shells. Beneath this stratum is one of sand, and at 

three and a half feet tho mole runs in a stiff yellowish 

clay. Homo of these drains were made live years 

ago, and aro to-day (July 12,) running good streams. 

Those cut so long ago cost twenty-five cents per rod. 

During the present season (early in spring) ho has 

had a considerable amount of drain made at ten 

cents per rod. 

“ Now, let us go up here and see my sod corn; I 

threatened, lie wishes a simple remedy. This wo 

linfi it difficult to give. Many things will kill tho 

insects when they can be reached: but when they 
r»n tli/» lntrup elJoa »»t* tho Uavco, they arc 

difficult to exterminate—solutions will run off the 

cabbage leaf like water from a duck’s back, and it Is 

almost impossible to reach them with any powdered 

substance. Smoking also is ineffectual in the open 

air. The only mode we have found to he certain, is 

to examine every plant and rub them off with a cloth 
and with the fingers. 

however prolific they prove to be. 

That swarms of aphids arc frequently fonuJ on the 

wing in autumn, called ‘smother files,* is known to 
many an observer; indeed, the air In such localities 

is completely filled with them. Yet 1 have found 

grain. The male is green, Fig. 2 (1)—(2) natural late in tho spring, very deep, and harrowed, and if liavo not Been 11 m a longtime.” 

dirnensions-horns very long and black; eyes and cloddy, It is rolled, it is then furrowed or marked Forty aureB of tllB Iow prairio 1 

three ocelli black; disc of trunk dark; tubes slender, deep with a single shovel plow in furrows three feet ™ ,lrillne'1’ was plowed—broken 

longlsh, and black; nervous of wings pale brown; apart. It is only marked one way. The seed ia cut and dr8^ ^aY> by turning a *ur 

terminal cell semi-heart shaped; stigma long and so a« to leave but a single eyo on a piece, when ftbalf it,0,K‘8 dccP> with one teai 

green; hinder legs very long; thighs, excepting the possible. Tf the White Mercer is to lie planted a tbo H1,rao furrow' wl,h aaotht!r 
L.ir , lip- o! sharks, aud Mack. Female often single piece is dropped in this furrow every twelve ‘m ,ICH °* s,lil 011 tbo Sl"',a<'e. A 

apterous (wingless), dull < ^„Ve; horns, excepting inches; if th^ Plnlak &vory eighteen inches The to lay in tide condition m 

tl.r base, eyes, and ab. ± n,^ tubes (which arc seed ia dropped by lAu-l and the foot of the dropper when it, was harrowed and plant... 

stouter tlma iu the winged specimens), black; legs pressed upon each Aece. The seed is the, oovtred otl,f‘r cullure lmcu K'ven ><- « 

blackish, anterior thighs, and base of tibia-, more or with a common tifroo shovel cultivator, taking out 't8tood above my shoulders iih 1 
Inaa /> V. «/> XT  \ _ n .» . 1 1ft fniu nnla.lwiul* un..n .1 t •« i m It.. 

N., 
'-'X/X 

/m 

m 

• W HUtm it i mi l/UUIIl. 1 Cl 1 IlfiVO foulid loan A*t / XT t ' ^ I ““'““ft w.*„ 
them in the winged and wingless state so late in the IT T' , N,irat,erM of tho apyrous females are tho center shovel; the two shovels tarn two furrows 

season as December 26th, on a few remaining leaves 5 . B°eM “d il tawny 0r black «P<»a uPon tb« Potatoes, the horse walking in the seed 

of the dwarf apple. I have also made diligent search , ? °f Wh?\hf!!“g b®6n panctwd ^ tl para' fum,ws- Tbe'» the roller is put on and the entire 
for the eggs of the aphids, and when found they T° AP,'lduts ave1u*> FiS* 2(5) (C) the surface rolled, driving, usually, lengthwise the 

proved to bo a capsule, with the insect fully formed r TT eaCai’CM W'ien U hatchea by r0WS- T1,i8 J,roceHH plant9 thc Beed four to 

within them. I have raised / °PCn, “ "d VZ ^ ^ ^ °f th® b°dy’ 'iV° iUt;h0H def’P’ 
parasites from aphids, and have discovered1 variou • ^7* 1 "1g,nltor' h ^ 2 (-7^8) liatl>r‘1 The oulllvfttion is commenced with a small shovel 

features and facts that might he of interest to the T™, * 11 &irallar paniHlte- bred from tb« d«ad Pb>w, as soen as the row can ho scon. This plow is 

philosophic inquirer, if not to the general reader ‘ T .L'k T"" Punctured* ua flhow,‘ run dteP 0,080 to tbe row- «' Pla"t« are covered 

But farmers want useful information; and shuSd the S£() bTg up by tbi8 p,owi^‘ 00 ***** they will come up 
wheat become early or seriously attach,.,! II !a - . y “a . "°W bnngs 118 a n'‘mbor of lctter9 of a«ai"- Jast before the tups fall, the dirt is thrown to i 

features and facts that might be of interest to the 

philosophic inquirer, if not to the general reader. 

But farmers want useful information;, and should the 

wheat become early or seriously attacked, it is diffi¬ 

cult to apply a remedy to dislodge those creatures. 

Jt is to be hoped, however, that the grain may be 

sions—is a similar parasite, bred from the dead plow, as soon as the row can he seen. This plow is 

females, which turn black when punctured, as shown run ,/»•<■/, close to tho row. If' tho plants are covered 

at (3)- it) being the natural size.” up by this plowing, no matter; they will come up 

Every mail now brings us a number or letters of again. Just before the tops fall, the dirt is thrown to 

inquiry, mostly covering heads of sjiring wheat liter- the vines with a large shovel plow, running three 

ally swarming with tho aphis. Two from Onondaga furrows in a row and lulling them up. After laying 

county, and one from Madison, containing heads of them by in this manner, weeds are taken out with 

This is the Aphis brassica of Curtis, which is 

• Fjgi'rb i ginning of July to August. 

This is n u! . . 1>n FlTcn Ascribes a species that infests the In- 
lh. s is the Apus brassica, of Curtis, wh.cb is dian corn. These are crowded together and cover 

exceedingly troublesome to the cabbage family, but the stem which bears the ear. These are much like 

particularly so to the Cauliflower and Savoy. Our those found on the cabbage, slightly dusted over 

engraving, i ig. 1 shows the male (1) natural size, (2) with flne wLiUj powder, ilr. BY considers them a 

Thiffenml" ,Its °olori* Pfg^n, markedwith black, new Bpfecies, and names them Aphis muL. 
he female is of yellowish green, dusty looking and These minate narasitftM ar„ m 

too forward, when the pest appears, to he extensively tv, ' *-. . ’ T,MWUU1« 01 1,1 1,1,8 mannar, weeds arc 
damaged by it Bince these creatures ,i„ „r* , * tbe Gbmtt Iea vanetyi w« bavc just examined, and the bend or hoe, if necessary. 

very abundant’ until the latter end ot June aTT rT uT' f^T T lh0i‘ nat"ra' j'liCeS‘ Wu Th° P°tat0e8 uro duR witb a Bpad 
ginning of July to August. Ut° BpnnB wbcat and oat8 wiI1 suffer »nkteriftlly, Mercers can be dug with an ordlnn 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES. 

faBter titan in any other way. 

spade or fork. The 

rdimiry manure fork 

A good active man, 

Forty acres of tbe low prairie heretofore described 

as drained, was plowed—broken—tbe last of April 

and first of May, by turning a surtoce furrow two and 

a half inches deep, with one team, and following in 

the same furrow, with another plow, turning six 

inches of xoil on the surface. After plowing, it was 

allowed to lay in tills condition until the 20lh of May, 

when it was harrowed and planted immediately. No 

Other culture had been given it, and tho 12th of July 

it stood above my shoulders ns I passed through it- 

[my note-book says, and Lead Punch., Esq., endorses 

it, “eight feet high, straightened up.”] -not a slim, 

weakly growth, but stocky and substantial as any old 

land corn I have Reen this season. It is true the soil 

is excellent, but it was covered with wuter until the 

mole ditcher was run through it, and could not be 

worked at all. Such, therefore, are some of the 

advantages of the use of the mole on our prairies 

where tho subsoil Is sufficiently tenacious. We have 

often been told that it would pay to use it every two 

years, if tho ditches would last no longer—told so, 

not by men who wanted to make the ditches or had 

machines to Hell, but by men who had been taught by 

experiment the actual value to them of this deep 

plowing process. 

OSAGE OBANGE HEDGES. 

Remembering aud talking of ray pleasant visit 
with Mr. Withers, reminds me of his hedges ol i ' ' unnn, lUiuiuun lin: ill HIM UOUkon tJ| 

last year, would dig and Hack 80 to 100 bushels per nu , r,. , .. * 
. _ . 6 l M Daage ''range, of the real satisfaction they gave him, 
day. I-rout five acres 1,277 bushels and 49 pounds ... . , , , . J 
wen- hiLrvPHtafl 0 tbo *acttbat bo ,s fiv”ry y°ar planting more; and of 

.spotted with black. Fig 1, (3) natural size, (4) mag¬ 
nified. 

Considerable alarm has been created in the eastern 

part of this State and some of the Eastern States, by 

the appearance of an aphis on the wheat and oats, 

in large numbers. The first specimens sent us were 

from Green and Dutchess counties in this State, and 

the opinions expressed of their nature differed mate¬ 

rially, fyr while many thought they were doing great 

injury to the wheat aud rye, and threatened to be 

particularly destructive to the oat crop, one intelli¬ 

gent correspondent was very confident In the opinion 

premium farm. 

LUC ”ar- rnese are much like pbofessional incrustation. wen. harvested 01 tnc tact tnut lie is every year planting more; and of 

those found on the cabbage, slightly dusted over “ B., if you and Moore will do somethin? to «trin Mm-h i,MIWirinn„„ , ,, ... ... . tba next mast important fact that they are well cultl- 

witb flne white powder. Mr. F. considers them a off th/s professional talltation fZ nrofessioZ two^“ SJ.?T l T ? thm cultivator to vatod ttm1 Atld it ... L of the hun- 

new species, and names them Aphis maid,s. horticolturiste, and get at information of a practical ground with the hTl'of Uk shoe" as it Tdro'iUd' d‘'e<1S °r 1 haV° Heen that ttro aIlowed to 
hese mm ate parasites are hard to exterminate, character which is very important to the people and md dean culture, Much is 0’Baknabd‘e KIW nunpant* 8ha,11,1« a lar«° area of ground and 

Ac-n on isolated plants, as tho little villains will yet which they cannot find in books vou will be and he ia a nrominm f Y * / ’ obstructing tho view of the farm from tho street— 
hide, and if but a single individual escapes, they doing the country a servil"* ' and he ts a premium farmer and b*sa premmm farm. pcrfect fonoes, impenetrable and Insurmountable by 

rapidly multiply. Aipbeu Smee, F. 1U„ in his The foregoing induced a long talk on this subject POTATOES FOB mllch cows. man or beast—but ragged, und only beautiful because 

worl: on the potato rot, considers the Aphis vastalur with a professional gentlemen of respectable reputa- Chatting at the breakfast table, July 12th, Mrs. groe11, UnleHH actually needed for shelter, hedges 

as the Principal inducing cause. This species he tion us a horticulturist. It is but the expression of a C’Barnari. said that it did not seem to be generally ought to bc trlramfid or twice a year; but 

has Found on wheat, maize, elderberries, cabbage, want very generally felt. It is true there are profes- known in tbi« country that potatoes are good for beUftr plant tbe,“ ilud not tr,m* th®» ,,f,t Plan»- 
. avoy, greens, cauliflower, brocoli, spinage, mus- sional secrets and practices that legitimately belong milch cows. She was sure if it was, there would be alb Got the writer knows of nothing more beautiful 

tard, and the potato plant; hence 1 can see no reason to a man’s capital; but it is a question whether the more gr',wn and fed by dairymen; and by towns- on the8e prairio f,irraB thttn well trimmed Osage 

for giving specific names to the same creature he- general distribution of even this secret knowledge DeoDle* to°. when they are so cheap and so many can <)rang0 fenceH’ or hed8e*' with gronps aud screens 

cause Found on dillcrent plants.” would not increase the demand and the business of bo obtai“ml so cheaply. °*' evergreens and deciduous trees, wherever neces- 

has found on wheat, maize, elderberries, cabbage, 

Savoy, greeds, cauliflower, brocoli, spinage, mus¬ 

tard, and the potato plant; hence i can see no reason 

for giving specific names to the same creature be¬ 
cause found on different plants.” 

tho next most important fact that they are well culti¬ 

vated and trimmed. And it reminds me of the hun¬ 

dreds of hedges I have seen that are allowed to 

grow rampant, shading a large area of ground and 

obstructing the view of the farm from the street— 

perfect fences, impenetrable and insurmountable by 

man or beast—but ragged, and only beautiful because 

green. Unless actually needed for shelter, hedges 

ought to be trimmed once or twice a year; but 

on these prairio farms than well trimmed Osage 

Orange fences, or hedges, with gronps aud screens 

of evergreens and deciduous trees, wherever neces¬ 

sary, for effect or protection. 

Talking about hedges, - Osage Orange hedges,— I 

enjoyed the hospitality of Messrs. Overman and 

Mann —two excellent mimes, if you study them, of 

excellent men, of the Commercial Nurseries near 

L-gretting tlie imperfection of specimens, says: 

Under the microscope I discovered, however, 

thought 

gent correspondent was very confident In the opinion Numerous specimens and inquiries being directed those who cherish it. The more the people know “Yes,” said Mr. B., “I can double the milk my ’i!trY» for effect or protection, 

that this was the ichneumon that had destroyed the t0 f,"D' B* Y' JoilNSO>:t Secretary of the State Agri- the more they will appreciate what they have. The cow* givo ut thia tirae of the year, by feeding them Talking about hedges, Osage Orange hedges,—I 

great enemy, the wheat midge, and should be cultural Society, they were placed in the hands of more a man knows of a plant, how to propagate and oa0 PGck of potatoes per day. (We think he had onjoyed the hospitality of Messrs. Overman and 

honored, not feared. Although the first specimens the State EntoraoloSist. and we give his reply: cultivate it and when to do it, the more highly will two °»ws.J Mann - two excellent names, if you study them, of 

were damaged by transmission, and at best were but I Salkm, n. y., July 20,1S61. be Prp/,° aiultbe more plants will he desire to have. ^l'8, H,,ys the milk is much richer, and she can excellent men, of tho Commercial Nurseries near 

imperfect specimens, containing no winged insects, Ho.v. B. P. Jon.veoar:— The Insect on wheat beads which the diffusion of this kind of knowledge will only make more batter from it than from that produced Bloomington, who are making this bodging business 

we forwarded them to our entomological corres- ^',u 8<m'1 i3 a bix^'cs of plant louse, named tbe Grain stimulate the love of the object to which it is applied by any other feed. a specialty. They have fifty acres of this plant 

pendent, whose interesting response will be found tm ^/''pA>!! Avcnn:' ,,ah • A. ymmria, Kirby and Curtis.) and the desire to possess Ft and experiment with and But potatoes should be fed carefully. They would andor cultivation. And this is only to supply a 

helow. Later, however, we have received many beLg lTtoT,-/\ « "w'’. extoud 8aid k«”'vledge. He is little better than a be too relaxing unless fed with hay. Perhaps this demand which exists, and which there were not 

specimens, in all conditions. Mr. Staueuer, after to know what it was. I never though*! U of'rsai-h^eon^e- b'KOt wbo I,aHS03 through this life treasuring up and may be Dew to Kome readers, and it certainly is plants enough in the West to supply the past season, 

regretting the imperfection of specimens, says: quence til! this year. The grain c.dd* hereabouts are Ml UHinR k“owl,‘d8° simply to prey upon the ignorance worthy of trial where potatoes are plenty and cheap, Cotl1 of these gentlemen have had large experience 

“Under the microscope I discovered, however, infested, and many of them are thronged with it, and it of 11 is follows. There is nothing which so diseOur- and dairy products bring good prices. in the hedging business. An evening’s chat with the 

t|iat they clearly belong the AphiJiant~-plant lice. W'''™ P« attracting notice everywhere through tho ft8es horticultural effort among the masses, as failures - latter gentleman resulted in the following, at the 

‘ b- two honey-tubes, or horns, near the apex of the ':ate' ‘'H tho wheat, ryo, and barley become ripe and juice- resulting from the want of the information, in detail, mous dituti 18 -- sod corn. hands of Lead Pencil, Esq. 

abdomen, the short suctorial proboscis and antennm, fo«akiMrthem and gatbera upon the oats, a* these are which professional horticulturists possess and can Some Easteru wiseacre last year denounced mole Preparation of Seed for Planting.— Simply soak 

*ere evidence of their character. You also remark mo*“ e«Iu Zdti«td wu ril^nhT "Z" *?, * a,Dd °'I8bt t0 «iv0‘ . No raftn cver lost a>*Ything, in ditcbeH ~ oall®d it a waste of labor and expense to the seed about four weeks in a pond of water, if the 

j.'18 the lul1 Kr0WI1 insects have wings twice the grain*. It clusters at the bow «f the ch /ir'in ZLh the Z b7 gIVi'‘g biB CMtomerB aad f'rk‘nd8 liberal PU,t.1 1U; The w,'iter felt U biH bounden duty to quantity is large; if small, say a peck or half bushel, 
, gth 01 tbo body,’which is often the case in the kernels are Inclosed, and suck* out the juices that should go doBes 0|. ,l; 0n tbo otbor hand the euccess of indl- call Buch talk “ nonsense,” and “pitched in” to said it may be put into water in a barrel aud the water 

-'-•mis Aphis. It is not a Lachnus—they have a long to mature the kernel. Hence, when it is so excessively uu- , Vlduals ia in proportion to their effort to benefit their W1H6 man- Men who do not “believe in” mole frequently changed. Tho seed should be nut in water 

Proboscis.—nor Erisoma—these have no tubercles, raer,JU‘; as lt “ow '«i the grain will he shrivelled an«l light of' t)ei8bbors in proportion to the amount of prosperity ditchers, better wait until they visit the North-west the last of March, and remuin until the first of May, 

aud are usually somewhat woolly, or covered with weisbt- which results to their neighbors from such effort. before they give expression to (heir unbelief. when it should bo taken out—dried in the shade 
tuning hair-like libers. The AdelgeS have short legs Ichneumon flies, Syrphua flies, Lady huge, and other para- Men reap as they sow, aud he who scatters the most I “Come B., go homo with me and look at my until dry enough to drill 

5, aud antennm, the setre of the mouth very long. The good seed gains the greatest harvest. This “ profea. ] Durhams; I can show you some fine ones,” said The ground in which the seed is to be planted is 4 aou aateuno!, the setae of the mouth very long. The ? /°\”’i T act\vely at„work ur'°u these 8l-ain lice* «ood seed gain» the greatest harvest. This “profes- I Durhams; 1 ca« *bow you some fine ones,” said I The ground in which the seed is to he nlantod is 

Uulaxe, carry their „ tkjbj .1.. “ ““ *’*“ ™!'“' ,«""*>». '» '-*•». *» « >». I WM>, pte, Jd us ,,r “.VL, it ^^0“ jr 

» rest, ant-naa altort. lleeiJe. the«c, there an .,„ok«, .Meh u .0 ia .n.th,H«. the lie. ,ol”nIa,ll>'- ,Let M h«v0 l™‘1‘ «" minute oh I «»'■■ tooendanta irom some of the twelve Inches deep, so as to turn under, out of the 

j ^ f genera—the Pemphigus, Callipterous, &c., &d. on rore hushes aud other garden plants, or course cannot bu 'u”‘ us aggregate form truth adapted to the wants ■ Kentucky herds. Representatives of Mr. W.’a way, all foul seeds, and that good roots maybe 

| Luce you will perceive how necessary it is to have applied to a whole field of grain, The gas from chloride of ou*’ fellows. Let the liberal-minded think about bepd W‘U be on exhibition at Chicago at the State grown. 

perfect specimens, that the relative parts may be lime t^*'haPs bL‘ equally eiiicient in smoothering them. tbia! let tbo8e who think there is profit iu profes- l air ;Rh of September. The seed is sown with a drill —Paine’s Patent¬ 

ly examined, as the want of the outer joint of an 1 told a neighbor to get some of this and duet it over a email sional concealments experiment a little. But while I was interested iu the Durhams, I was the four outside tubes being used thus sowing in 

.c ^miiv, 

Durhams; I cau show you some fiuu ones,” said 

Ex-Sheriff Withers to me July 12th. I went aud 

my until dry enough to drill. 

The ground in which the seed is to be planted is 

prepared us for corn, except that it is plowed ten or 

twelve inches deep, so as to turn under, out of the 

way, all foul seeds, and that good roots may be 

grown. 

The seed is sown with a drill— Paine’s Patent — 

.'in
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the seeding, while the ground is fresh after the plow¬ 

ing. The seed is put in the ground at early corn 

planting, and covered about an inch and a halt 

deep. The cultivation consists in keeping the ground 

clean with cultivator, shovel-plow, and hoe. .Such 

is the modus operands of growing the plants in the 

nursery, and it is generally conceded, by those who 

have tried it, that it is better thus to grow them 

than to plant the Beed where it is intended the hedge 

shall grow. 
To prepare the ground for the hedge, Mr. M ANN 

recommends that the ground be broken in the 

spring.-or in June.- then plow it again in the 

fall, any time before frost, leaving a furrow in the 

center, - in other words, go around a land eight 

feet wide where the hedge is to be planted. The 

same preparation is necessary in the old ground in 

the fall. The succeeding spring, back furrow the 

land, plowing deep. Harrow it twice. Let it settle 

before planting the plants. Then if the plowman 

can drive straight, let him plow a single furrow it. 

the center of the bed, where the Ledge is to ntand; 

if necessary, straighten this furrow with spade or 

plow. 
Assort the plants in two sizes, laying those of 

equal size together and plant them together.— 
Set them in a leaning position against the land-side 

of the furrow plowed; haul sufficient dirt to keep 

them in place, pressing it compactly, if not too wet; 

if wet, It will need no pressing. Then plow a fur 

row, turning it to the plants. Dress up with a hoe, 

if necessary—provided the plow bus not coaered the 

plants sufficiently deep. 
Set fifty plants to the rod; this puts them four 

inches apart. Would Bet closer, rather than further 

apart. If set a greater distance apart, the hed*e is 

not rabbit proof. They can he made rabbit proof, as 

well as a proof against cattle, sheep, or swine. The 

above directions for setting in a furrow and covering 

with a furrow, pre-suppose the ground to be in good 

tilth; if it is not, if soddy or cloddy, the plants 

should be set with a spade. They should be planted 

at least two or three inches deeper than they stood 

in the nursery. They should stand one inch deeper 

after the ground has settled; the ground will settle 

one or two inches. 
N. B. It is best to reserve a few of the best plants 

for the purpose of filling vacancies that may occur 

the same season. The filling such vacancies should 

be done in moist weather, when the ground is in line 

condition. The border in which the hedge is planted 

should be kept clean- carefully cultivated. The first 

autumn following the planting, a furrow should be 

thrown to the plants on each side the hedge, that the 

water may be kept from them, and they from heaving 

out. Plant good yearling plants. 

Nothing further is done with the hedge, except 

cultivating it, until the second spring, when fin 

'March, before the sap starts,) it should he cut to the 

ground as close as it can be cut with a brush scythe 

Again, when it has grown eight to ten inches high, 

cut it back from four to six inches. Subsequent 

trimming must depend upon its growth and the 

season. It should never be clipped over four or six 

inches above the last clipping, and should rarely be 

cut after the middle of July. Except along the high 

way, after the hedge is made effective, it may be 

allowed to grow rampant as a wind-break or protec¬ 

tion, without cutting, if desired. But along the 

road it is best to trim it, else it will obstruct the 

view. One gentleman with whom I talked was 

opposed to any process involving labor, and rccom 

mended that hedges be made on lines at right angles 
lu inn iun.il, Suit none [jamltel to It, beCtiUSO Sllch 
would obstruct the view. But in countries where 

cattle and sheep are allowed to run in the road, 

hedges are necessary to fence against such stock, and 

ought to be made as a fence against such people as 

permit stock In the street. 
Mr. Mann thinks it liberal and safe to say that a 

hedge can be made, at fifty cents per rod, by any 

farmer that knows how to grow corn,— the hedge 

ready to turn out as a fence. Mr. Withers, before 

spoken of, says his hedge did not cost him over 

twenty cents per rod when ready to turn out lor a 

fence. Good yearling plants will be sold next spring 

at $2.50 per thousand. 

There is one important matter connected with 

hedging in the West, which is for the time neglected, 

but will ultimately be accomplished. It is the pro 

tccting and fencing railroads with Osage Orange. It 

grows rapidly, makes wood, is hardy, and if properly 

started, would soon screen the roads of the country 

from the terrific winter winds, and protect it from 

the drifting snow. The experiments heretofore made 

by railroads have, unfortunately for them and the 

public, failed because of faithless or ignorant con 

tractors. There is a large fortune in store for a 

thorough man who will go into this hedging busi¬ 

ness in the West. But people should be careful, in 

making contracts for hedges, that they are propel 1) 

assured that the work will be done, uud done right 

sweeping away so soon immense numbers of lice 

He says there is no necessity for using this poison, 

a* lamp oil is very effective in destroying lice, Ac. 

Permit me to say that sand and plaster will have the 

same effect; ergo, lamp oil, sand and plaster pro¬ 

duce pernicious effects when used upon poor calves. 

Now, I have used mercurial ointment successfully 

for years, as have thousands of others, and in no 

case have witnessed ill conBequenceB from its use. 

In this Western country, especially, I have known 

even “calomel” administered “to poor, pitiable, 

forlorn wrecks of humanity,” who have rather im¬ 

proved under its administration. Muy be climate 

makes the difference! I have also known mercurial 

ointment applied to the relief and cure of what 

Webster terms '• a particular uneasiness in the skin, 

which inclines the person to scratch the part, 

whether it would cure cocoethes scrihendi, or not, 

the learned lexicographer don’t say. Perhaps the 

medico agricultural, balloon-frame writer of Lake 

Ridge could as easily settle this question as the 

thousand and one which his veteran pen so easily 

and promptly disposes of in the columns of the 

journal aforesaid. I pause for a reply. Simcok. 

Marshall, Mich., Aug., 1861. 

queenless in the spring following. Last winter a 

bee-keeper in my neighborhood had seven colonies, 

which had expelled all their drones in the preceding 

fall, yet one of them was queen less. Hence, it is 

obvious that neither the presence of a few drones in 

the’"’inter, nor their entire absence, Is in an infallible 

indication of queenlewme&H; and it is consequently 

often exceedingly difficult to form a reliable opinion 

of the condition of colonies in common hives. It is 

only when movable comb hives are used, that the 

true state of the case can be ascertained.—Stoehr. 

Rural Notes anb 3tctns. 

THE LAMBERT WEEVIL PROOF WHEAT. 

Eds. Rural, New-Yorker: —In your issue of July 
•/7th, you mention the fact of my handing you a few 
heads of the “Lambert Weevil-Proof Wheat,’ and 

request the figures as regards my crop. 

I do not claim for the “ Lambert” variety an extra¬ 

ordinary yield, as the heads are only of medium 

length, and yet I think a rich aoil has a tendency to 

“ stretch” them somewhat. 
The great “desideratum” now is to get a variety 

that is “proof” against the ravages of the “weevil, 
or midge.” After repeated examinations by myself and 

others, I have never learned that the little orange co¬ 

lored “mischief” has yet dared to touch a kernel of 

the “ Lam' ert” wheat. It is a beardless variety, 

hardy, lighter-colored than the “Mediterranean,” and 

will give more poundB of flour per bushel. In the 

fall of 1859, my father sowed two acres with “ Hum¬ 

bert” as an experiment, and although sown after 

wheat, (a had policy, usually,) it gave twenty-six 

bushels per acre, and was cut some eight days before 

Mediterranean sown along side at the same time. I 

was so well pleased with the result, that last Septem¬ 

ber I sowed it exclusively, excepting one half acre 

of Soules. The most of my crop wsb on an irregu¬ 

lar-shaped piece of new ground, the exact figures of 

which I cannot give without much trouble. 1 am 

able, however, to report with regard to the yield 

from 3 acres and 04 rods, which yielded 92 bushels 

of fine plump wheat, grown in a field with the Soules. 

Ground prepared as follows: 

May 1st, 1800.—Turned over Timothy and Clover 

sod, and sowed Peas. 
August 31st.—Harvested Peas, using a horsc-rake. 

Next day turned in cattle, sheep and hogs, to pick 

up loose peas. Cross-plowed, aud on the 4th of Sep¬ 

tember, sowed one bushel and three peeks of seed 

per Acre, broadcast, after wheel-cultivator, coveiing 

well by harrowing diagonally. It was out on the 2.Id 

of July; stood out during three or four rain-storms 

(the straw does not absorb water as bad as the Soules, 

which I was compelled to unbind;) was drawn to the 

burn on the 2d inst., and threshed yesterday. Nothing 

wonderful in the yield, but a certain demonstration 

of the fact that “ a bird in haw'd is worth two iu the 

bush.” > & M- *0™“* 
(IftteB, N. Y., Aug. 8th, 1SI51. 

Workers Short-Lived. 

The age to which worker bees may attain is not 

easily ascertained, and opinions differ widely respect¬ 

ing it. But since tbo introduction of the Italian 

bee, we may readily determine how old they usually 

get to be. If the native queen of a common stock 

be removed about the middle of May, and a fertile 

Italian queen substituted, we shall scarcely find one 

common worker among a thousand on examining 

the colony about the first of August ensuing. If the 

substitution be made about the end of July, the pro¬ 

portion of common workers remaining at the end of 

October, will be about oDe-fonrtb or one-fifth of the 

whole number. It is, hence, evident that the dura¬ 

tion of life in the case of workers, is greatly depend¬ 

ent on the season. When forage abounds and bees 

are industriously gathering stores, their span of 

existence appears to be comparatively shovt; and we 

may estimate that during the height of the honey 

season, they do not, on the average, live longer than 

five or six weeks; though they perish more from 

accident and exhaustion than from actual old age.— 

American Bee Journal. 

The Crops.— Nothing can be more unreliable than the 

general estimates marie of the extent anri value of incoming 

crops. If a farmer has fine crops, and the same is true of his 

neighbors, he ib very apt to think that all are alike favorably 

circumstanced; while if his own have failed, he is very ready 

to believe that all have met the same had fortune, for misery 

loves company. An editor rides through the country on an 

express train, he observes the growing grain, the bn*y 

farmers, the pleasant country, feel* well satisfied with him¬ 

self and the rest of mankind, and, of course, writes home 

that the crops are splendid, and farmers prosperous and 

happy. That the ripening crops are Buffering from enemies 

never before numerous or troublesome in this section of 

country we are compelled to believe from the most abundant 

testimony. 

Ant II Id dn nee. 

We have made a very important and cheap dis¬ 

covery to keep ants from bees. Several years since 

the little red ants were very numerous in our cup¬ 

board, and we put stone coal against the end of the 

bouse opposite the cupboard, and it banished them 

all. We concluded it was the effect of the copperas 

In the coal. This spring the black ant began to 

annoy our bees, and we procured oopperas out of the 

coal bank and put it around the bench legs, cleaned 

all the ants off the bench, and there has not been 

one about the hives or bench since.—Am. Bee Jour. 

£f]e News Conftcnser. 

— The Government has contracted for 100,000 rifled mus¬ 

kets. 

— Lord John Russell goes into the House of Lords as Earl 

Russell. 

— Thirty bales of cotton from Nicaragua has arrived at 

Asp'nwall. 

— The C. S. A. have “ confiscated ” Gen. Scott’s property 

in Virginia. 

— At every post in the North, all serviceable ordnance is 

being rifled. 

_Union majorities are maintained at the recent election 

in Kentucky. 

— Rifled cannon are now arriving at Washington at the 

rate of ten a day. 

1 
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Populous lice Colonies. 

The Rev. Mr. Gobel, one of the most experi¬ 

enced bee-keepers of Lusatia, a country long cele¬ 

brated for its bee-culture, remarks that populous 

colonies, well supplied with honey and pollen, would 

pass the severest winter uninjured, eveu in paper 

hives. 

Apinrlnn Titles. 

Thf. Bee Journal is conferring titles on 

apiarians of this State. In the last number 

observe Rev. M. M» Baldridge and Rev. 

Quinsy among the honored ones. 

the 

we 

M. 

inquires ana 
Hog Cholera—It Would gratify mu very much to see, in 

the columns of the Rural, from some of it* Western cor 
respondents, u successful mode Of treatment for hog cholera. 
Will they send in, and oblige—J. L. y.iMMKltWAZf, IHtlsobro, 
Illinois, 1861. _ _ 

The Army Worm in Canada —A gentleman of Norval, 

Canada West, writes us, August 8lh:—“An army worm is 

cutting off the crops by fields — mowing down everything 

that comes In its way.” A correspondent of the London 

Free Press writes to that paper, August 2d —“To day I 

walked over fields of barley, oat* and spring wheat, swarming 

with innumerable million* of caterpillars —the whole crop 

is swarming with them — they are in the ground, stem, straw 

and few remaining heads. They are devouring all before 

them, cutting the leaves and heads off every stalk they 

climb. I never saw ro much destruction in so short a period, 

not ever, excepting the ant in the West India Islands, of 

which I often witnessed sari havoc Id a few hour*. They cut 

all the grass before them, and bridge riialns full of water on 

fallen stalks. At some places fanners were scattering quick 

lime along the fences, but of no use, whilst f looked on. 

Others, with a reaping machine, were cutting a swath around 

each field and ploughing it up — then sowing quick lime on 

top, to try and arrest their onward prog res- of rapacity and 

ruin.” A correspondent of the St. Catharine* Constitutional, 

writing from Louth, July 27. says:—“A worm has made its 

appearance in our neighborhood, which, from its mischiev¬ 

ous and destructive proclivities, and incalculable numbers, 

seem to be identical with the 'army worm' now invading 

large portions of the State of Illinois. We may he alarmed 

without sufficient cause, but judging from the ravages it has 

already marie in about live or six days from its being weeD, 

there appears to be reasonable ground* for serious apprehen¬ 

sion. The largest specimens that I have seen —and l have 

seen fields nearly covered with them — are abont one and a 

half inches long, and as thick as an ordinary goose quill; of 

a grayish black color on the hack, with two longitudinal 

stripe* of lighter color on either side; they move actively, 

and when disturbed roll up like the common cut worm. At 

present the hogs and geese ate destroying bushels of them in 

the road*, laues and pa-ture fields, and flocks of small birds 

are lending a helping hand to dislodge the invaderB, but it 

seems with little effect.” 

Crops in Michigan.— O. C. Comstock, of Marshall, Michi¬ 

gan, writes us, August 3d: —“Wheat harvest all secured in 

fine order, The quality of the wheat was never better Corn 

looking finely- The hay crop was a good one. Weather dry 

and intensely hot.” 
S. B. Noble, of Pontiac, it will be seen, writes less encour¬ 

agingly, under date of the 5th ult : —“The spring crops in 

the vicinity of this place have suffered severely by drouth. 

Several showers dnring the past eight days have been of 

much benefit to them, and since the showers wo have had 

very hot weather —mercury ranging from 86 to 92 In the 

shade. Good crops of wheat and hay have been harvested in 

fine order. The army worm ia now making ravages among 

the oata, and in some place* threaten* their entire destruc 

tion. In some instances the worm* attack the corn, destroy¬ 

ing its leaves. 
<i Wool is now being bought in this market in considerable 

quantities at from 20 to 26 cents per pound. Many of the 

large wool growers are inclined to hold on for higher priceB. 

— A nephew of Louis Kossuth is the Adjutant of the 3d 

Kansas volunteers. 

— Judge Nehemiah Allen died at Toledo on Sunday week, 

at an advanced age. 

— The direct taxes imposed by Congress do not become 

due nntll April next. 

— The formality of passports has been abolished between 

Prussia and Holland. 

— Pennsylvania's contribution to the war within six months 

is shown to be 71,320 men. 

— Admiral Milne disavows the definitions of an “efficient 

blockade ” attributed to him. 

— It is believed the population of Australia will he found 

by the census to be 560.000 souls. 

Keeping Goats,—Can you, or any of the Rural readers, 
give a subscriber some information in regard to keeping goats, 
and how profitable they might he marie lor a family of two 
or three pci-eons, Wle « <Vo use but little milkr Also, some 
hiul-u o» to I be .|llAlt>, of the mil. eel the quantity they 

give. Where can they he oMiJneS, and at what costr—T W. 
Edmonds, KclloagseiSe. W-*IWL 

We have not had sufficient experience in the care of the 

goat to answer our correspondent with any degree of pre¬ 

cision. Doubtless some of our readers can respond to his 

inquiry. __ 

MOTH IN CARPETS. 

A lady informs me that brown paper dipped in 

spirits of turpentine and laid under carpets, will 

keep moths out of them. 

ARMY WORM IN NORTHERN ILLINOIS. 

In Lake Co. the army worm has appeared iu the oat 

and wheat fields, and in some localities is very de¬ 

structive to the oars, eating the foliage and then drop¬ 

ping the heads. At this writing, (Aug. 3d,) they are 

stripping the foliage from the wheat, though not 

apparently effecting any serious injury thereby, as it 

is nearly ready for the harvest, some of it having 

been out the past week. In the south part of the 

State it is asserted that they benefited rather than 

injured the wheat crop by eating the foliage from the 

stalk. The worm which is found here is identical 

with that heretofore described in the Rural, and 

suddenly appears in some localities, others escaping. 

It is not migratory to any extent, but eats its fill, 

descends to the ground, burrows there and becomes 

n chrysalid as brown as a chestnut. 

j 
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HOT WEATHER IN NORTHERN ILLINOIS. 

The past, week (this is written Aug. 5th,) has been 

cue of un precedented heat, the thermometer ranging 

from 90' to 110 (one hundred and ten,) in the shade!— 

terribly—nsull'erahly hot! The writer has been un¬ 

able to “ keep cool ” under such conditions. Crops 

hereaway, in Lake County, comparatively light. 

Quality good. 

Great Yield of Honey. 

Mr. Hamilton writes tlms to the Sacramento 

Union, from Stockton, under date of Jan. l-lth, 1861: 

“Thirty-five swarms of bees did produce, during 

the past season, over twenty thousand pounds of 

honey. 1 am not surprised that the truth of this 

should he questioned, for 1 doubt if the world can 

furnish a parallel. Not that a hive producing five 

hundred and seventy-one pounds, iu one season, can¬ 

not be found; hut that 35 swarms should average 

that amount is a great yield. But it is oi no good to 

the public to he told that a great thing was done, 

unless they are informed how it was done. This 1 

wili try to do in as few words as possible. About 

the 1st of February, 1800, I left Stockton with thirty- 

live swarms of bees —twenty-live swarms in Lang- 

stroth’s hives, containing about 1,400 Cubic inches 

and ten swarms in another movable comb hive, con¬ 

taining about 2,000 cubic inches each. 1 took these 

bees to the town of Santa Clara, Santa Clara County 

and kept them there until the 1st ol July, six months. 

I managed them on the system taught by the Kev. 1,. 

L. LangstROto, in his work on the honey bee. I fed 

them on nothing except the honey that I took from 

them. By the 1st of July the swarms had increased 

to 270. I removed them at that time to the vicinity 

of Stockton, whence they started; and by the 1st of 

October the awanns had increased to 500. The large 

hives, ten in number, have increased to 75; contain¬ 

ing 00 pounds of honey each, or 4,500 pounds. Ihe 

small hives, 25 in number, have amounted to 425, 

containing about 35 pounds each, or 14,785 pounds. 

From the small hives in September, about 700 pounds 

were taken, and they afterwards filled 700 pounds; 

making for the whole the great total of 20,075 pounds. 

From Ihe above it will he seen that the small hives 

have been much the most profitable. d9 vei7 

little in Santa Clara, after the 1st of July; but iu Ban 

Joaquin and Sacramento Valleys, they do the most 

after the 1st of July—July, August, September, aud 

October being the best months of the year.” 

5Ve have a swarm that has already given us sixty 

pounds, besides several boxes nearly filled. The 

Baron of Berlcpoch has had colonies in his apiary 

which increased eleven pounds iu weight in one 

day. Mr. Nader, of Mayence, had one which in¬ 

creased twenty-one pounds; and the Rev. Mr. Stein, 
of the same place, one which increased twenty-eight 

pounds in a day. 

Pool in the Feet or Cattle.—Will you, or soma of the 
numerous readers of the Rural, ph-a«e K'™ us “ cure for a 
disease in the feet of cattle commonly called foul, and 
oblige —A Yoc.no Farmer, McDonough, N. I lnol. 
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USE OF MEHCURIAL OINTMENT. 
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Eds. Rcral New-Yorker:—Mr. S. Edward Todi>, 

in the Country Gentleman of August 1st, settles the 

question of some anxious inquirer(in his own mind) 

us to the use of mercurial ointment in the destruc¬ 

tion of lice on cattle. Tnis veteran and astute writer 

pronounces mercurial ointment a very dangerous 

medicine to use on either man or beast, which is 

proved, he says, very conclusively, by its efficacy in 

Drone Retention. 

A colony which does not expel its drones at the 

time when all the other colonies in an apiary expel 

theirs, may he fairly suspected of queenlessness. 

Still I cannot concur with those wno say that every 

colony which retains a few drones late in the season 

is certainly queeuless: for I have in the course of my 

practice, found drones iu some colonies in every 

month, though the result showed tlmt each had a fer¬ 

tile queen, in good honey years, particularly, many 

exceptions to the general rale will he observed. In 

1811, I found recently emerged drones on the- alight¬ 

ing board of a virgin colony of that yeur. Iu the 

winter of 1841-42, I had five colonies among sixteen, 

and in that of 1842-43, six among nine which retained 

drones till February; and yet only one proved to be 

We are not aware of any treatment better than the follow 

jng:— Apply a poultice of lln*i-t-d meal to the part as soon as 

luff animation is discovered, and this poultice may be return*,! 

in ita position by mean* of a cloth through which two holes 

have been cut, to admit the o.luw*. This either abates the 

inflammation or hasten* the swelling; and a* *oon as the 

swelling begin* to point, it *honld be opened. Continue the 

poultice until the sloughing process has taken place, or the 

ulcer begins to have a healthy surface, a little turpentine 

having been added to it. Subdue proud flesh with caustic, - 

eqnat part* of sugar of lead and verdigris constitute one of 

tbo best applications for the purpose. Correct any foul or 

fetid discharges by using chloride of lime; and when the 

ulcer looks healthy apply tincture of myrrh. One ol the 

best applications for either receut or old wounds, especially 

for those having any foulness about them, or a discharge of 

fetid matter, is a tincture composed as follows: — Eight 

ounces of aloes and one ounce of powdered myrrh, iu two 

quarts of rectified spirit diluted with au equal quantity of 

water. Shake well daily, for a fortnight, when it will be 

ready for use. In foul eores take equal parts of this tincture 

and a solution ol the chloride of lime. 
This disease is most prevalent where cattle are kept on 

low, marshy ground*, the hoof, being softeued by constant 

immersion in water, i* rendered unable to resist the accidents 

to which it is thus exposed. When lameness Is observed, 

take up the animal aud examine. If there is any prick or 

wound about the sole, pare away the horn, permitting the 

escape of any secretion of matter. Remove the horn as far 

as it ha- separated from the sensible parts beneath, applyfll 

little butyr of antimony to the denuded part, bandage with 

* ,ft, dry tow, and remove to a dry yard or the cowhouse. 

Where no wound is apparent, try the foot with pincers, and 

should the animal flinch when pressed at any particular por¬ 

tion, open the foot, examine, and act as above recommended. 

If foiled here, envelop the font in a poultice,—thus softeuiog 

the born. If simple Inflammation exist, it will be likely to 

disappear; if suppuration has set in, the development will be 

! hu i 3 While under treatment it is considered pruden^ , 

to administer a dose d( Fpsbtt stt^' 

The American Cattle Doctor recommends the use of astrin¬ 

gents and antiseptics, where there is a discharge of purulent 

matter. Take tincture of matico. two ounces, pyroligneous 

acid, one pint: glycerine, four ounces. Mix, saturate a small 

sponge, and place it in the cleft or the hoof, and bathe con¬ 

tiguous parts with the preparation. It will be all the better 

to bandage the hoof, thus rendering certain the fixedness of 

the sponge Should heat and tenderness exist, keep the 

bandage mui»i with cold water. 

A Cayuga County correspondent of the R(tbal says he has 

cured this disease with two applications of the “butyr of 

antimony.” put on with a feather. The remedy is simple, 

and easy or application. 

Henry T. Bbainkhd, of St, Paul, Minnesota, writes if*: — 

“1 have been engaged in the dairy business for the last six 

years, aud during that time I have never had less than 

Seventy five cows, and have had as many as one hundred and 

thirty. I have of course bad my share of the trouble* of 

the disease, -Foul in the Foot," I tried almost every thing 

that I could hear of, besides making a good many experi- 

irA'.ts on my own responsibility. I will give my method of 

treatment to the readers of the Rural, hoping it will do 

them as much good as it has me. 

“As sooh a- the animal is taken, make some strong Castile 

soapsuds and Wash the parts dean,—make a sure thing of it 

and get it clean,— then beat one-half pint of common tar 

boiling hot and pour in between the claws affected. Let the 

animal stay in a dry, clean place, a day or so, and all will be 

well. When taken iu time I have never known a failure; on 

the other hand, if left a day or two, the foot becomes putrid, 

and then I find it is next to an impossibility to cure it.” 

Corn Leas and Grass Paukk - Paper ba* been and is now 

manufactured somewhat extensively from dry grass and 

straw, hut P. \V RdnEL, of Plumstead, England, states he 

has made the discovery that paper pulp cau be luannf.ntared 
„t mss cost, ny using green, Instead of dry graaio*. for He 

production. He bu taken out a patent for the improvement, 

..0.1 be states that when urns* becomes dry, Its silica br.-mots 

hard and difficult of solution; whereas, when it is taken 
green, tb>. *11 b.u onJ other uuUbroUS substances lu It 

more easily separated. He takes any green plants, such as 

sea grasses, which are abundant and cheap, and first mushes, 

l^tben steeps them in warm water, and ufler this he boils them 

”in a weak alkaline solution. They are now easily reduced to 

pulp by passing them between crushing rollers, or through 

the common beating engines used In paper mills, The pulp 

is bleached in the usual manner with chlorine. The leaves 

of Indian corn are now used for making good paper, in 

Europe. There is one paper mill in operation in Switzerland, 

and another in Austria, in which paper is made from such 

leaves exclusively. The husks, which envelop the ears of 

corn, make the best quality. It ia stated by the London 

Mechanics' Magazine to be excellent, and in some respect* 

superior to that, made from rags. 

Exhibition of MASi'FACTintBS, ic —The Toronto Me¬ 

chanics’ Institute and the Toronto Electoral Division Society 

have united to hold a Grand Exhibition, commencing 0B 

Monday, the 7lh of October, one week aTter the closing of 

the Provincial Exhibition in London, and to be continued 

open every day, from 10 a. m to 10 p. m , for two weeks. 

The amount of prizes offered is nearly $1,000. The Prize 

List is divided into three classes—1, Arts and Manufactures; 

2, Agriculture; 3, Horticulture. Competition open to the 

Province 

Does Poultry Pay!—In answer to this question, Mr, C. 

N. BkkphER, of Woodbridge. Conn., says:—” Yes. if you cau 

keep hens and have them lay the year through.” He had 

fourteen the past year, from the eggs of which he realized 

forty dollars, the price being twenty-two ceuts a dozen 

through the season. He fed them two quarts of corn a day 

The cost of feed was twenty-one dollars, and the profit nine 

teen, Mr. B. requests any one who has done better than 

this to inform him through the Rural 

Flax Cotton Premiums.—The Rhode Island Society for 

the Encouragement of Domestic Industry, offer premiums of 

thirty aud twenty dollars for a bale of not less than fifty 

pounds of the best prepared Flax Cotton, fit for use on 

cotton machinery, accompanied with u statement of it* cul¬ 

ture. production and preparation, including cost of the 

various processes. The bales to he delivered at the rooms of 

the Society, iu Providence, on or before September 11. 

A Goon Pair of Twin Steers.— Last month, Mr. A. L, 

Morris, one of our city butchers, purchased from Mr. M i' L 

80S a Henrietta farmer, two three-year-dld Durhams, (twins,) 

which Mr M. declares to be among the best cattle he ever 

r< rved to the meat-eating public. The live weight of these 

Steers was 6,680 pounds; average. 3 340. The difference in 

weight between them was only a few pounds. 

Dry Times nr Gilio.—The corn throughout Middle and 

Northern Ohio is greatly in need of rain. All along the line 

of the railway north from Cincinnati to Cleveland the pas¬ 

tures and cornfields are suffering seriously. The wheat has 

been harvested, aDd turns out excellent The hay in some 

localities is good; in others light. 

Illinois State Fair.—The officers and managers of the 

Illinois Ag. Society have established their office and head¬ 

quarters at the TremoDt House, Chicago, where they may 

he addressed by letter ami where one of their numbed ™*U 

always be found in attendance from this time until the open¬ 

ing of the Fair in September. 

Acknowledgments.— ffe have received from B. P. John¬ 

son. Esq., Sec’y N. Y. State Ag Society, a pamphlet bearing 

the title. Cheese Dairying in Herkimer County, from the pen 

of X A. Willard. A. M.. Little Falls.-To Edwin M. Snow, 

M. lb, of Providence, R. I., we are Indebted for a copy of his 

Address in relation to the Epizootic Disease among Swine, 

improperly called “Hog Cholera." From a hasty examina¬ 

tion of both the above we judge them worthy of extensive 

circulation, and will soon favor Rural readers with specimens 

of their quality. 

— Correspondents from Minnesota and Wisconsin represent 

a great scarcity of fnrm laborers. 

— The Paris Presse states that Fuad Pacha has been ap 

pointed Governor General of Syria. 

— The city of Baltimore has been selected as the principal 

rendezvous for the army in the East. 

— Baron de Trohrland, of New York, takes the Colonelcy 

of the French regiment from that city. 

— There are 340 tailors in the New York 6iRh regiment 

Two of them are commissioned officers. 

— The citizens of St. Louis are getting up a testimonial for 

Ool. Seigel, for his gallantry at Carthage. 

— The 65 ferry boats in the vicinity of New York car riel 

more than 44.000,000 passengers last year. 

— The Tycoon of Japan wants to delay the opening of 

ports promised by treaty with that country, 

— The story of the receipt of 50.000 stand of arms at Kev 

Orleans from England has been contradicted. 

— The Confederate chief announces that the official repo1' 

of the battle of Bull Run will not be published. 

— The British Government has dispatched over 600 tuns 

of war storeB from Woolwich arsenal to Quebec. 

— The vote on ratifying the new constitution of Georpi 

shows a majority of a little over 100 id its favor. 

— Odb of Barnnm's whales died after spouting a day tod 

an evening for the curious crowd at the Museum. 

— The potato disease has made its appearance in Lincoln- 

shire, Eng,, and ia said to be making rapid ravages. 

— Over 900 tuns of grain arrived at Chicago on Sunday 

week, on one train, by the Illinois Central Railroad. 

— By the census Just taken, the population of Great Britain 

is shown to be 29,031,164. In 1851, in was 27,511,862 

— The Chicago Directory, just published, calculates the 

population of the city, at the present time, at 120 000. 

— Gov. Gamble, of Missouri, p’edge* amnesty to rebelslay¬ 

ing down their arms. The President indorses the pledge. 

— The fact that no regiment lost its colors at Bull Ran, is 

conclusive evidence of the orderly retreat of our troops. 

— The Louisville Courier states, on the authority of» 

private letter, that Louisiana has sent 21.0(H) men to Virginia. 

— A Convention of the Sabbath School Teachers of (Lb 
Slate will be held at Rlnghanitnn. on Tuesday, thu arm met. 

— The Senate refused to unseat Senator Lane, of Kanras 

though the Judiciary Committee reported to favor of Stanton. 

— Hon. Howell Cobb, ex-Speaker of the House of Bepre- 
kKntflitVMai te (tales* t-1*V »<vm*nanii r\f n -«»/*• *w»/sr*» »n VirpliH 

— The Senate, on Saturday, confirmed some 400 army 

nominations. Among this batch were 23 Brigadier General* 

— The late F.ngltsh census shows a marked decrease in the 

population of many of the agricultural district* of England. 

— Our Fire Zouaves are caged at Richmond, in a factory, 

with bars, through which the people staro at them as a curi¬ 

osity. 
_Col. Lauder says that Vie had rather fight another battle 

with the troops who fell hack at Bull Hun than with the new 

levies. 
— It is suspected that the army on the Potomac will not 

he kept idle for so long a time as has been generally pre¬ 

dicted. 
— Messrs. Drexell & Co., of Philadelphia, have offered to 

famish the Government with the five millions needed this 

month. 
— The Astor library in New York city was increased by 

about 6.000 volumes during the year 1860, at an expense of 

$13 328. 
— The New Haven Journal says that the 2d Connecticut 

regiment brought home with them twenty-five negToes from 

Virginia. 

More than one hundred thousand persons were commit¬ 

ted to prison in England and Wales during the year just 

completed. 

— Nearly twenty-five hundred men are now employed at 

the Brooklyn Navy Yard, and the number is constantly 

increasing. 

— The St. Peter (Minnesota) Statesman says that twelty 

thousand pounds of butter will be shipped from that place 

this season. 

— Gen. Van Valkenburg has returned to Elmira to re-enter 

upon the discharge of his duties as commanding officer of the 

rendezvous. 

— Boston is expanding itself iu every direction. Ta* 

Directory for 1853 contained 38,000 names—that for 1861 °°n’ 

tains 60.000. 

— A salute of twenty-one guns was fired at Forts Yob — 

and Sumter, in Charleston harbor, in honor of the victory 

at Manassas. 

— The Toledo Blade is informed that over 2,000 *barf 

shooters will be raised in the State* of Ohio, Indiana, 1U‘L 

and Michigan. 

— They are forming rifle companies in Canada. The 0 

ronto Leader calls for 20.0C0 more British regulars 

winter sets in. 

_ The Easton (Md.j Star says the heavy cannonading at 

Bull Run was distinctly heard there—a distance ot >o m-t 

in a direct line. 

— Wheat does nbt Command more than sixty cents in im¬ 

part of Iudlaua. In many places it Bells for forty an-. '■•■■■ 

cents per bushel. 

— It is stated on good authority io East Tennessee tl- 

most alarmiDg apprehensions of slave insurrections - - 

in North Carolina. 

— Dr. Livingstone has been beard from as late as Apr - 

lie had then been making an exploration of the river h"* 

with Bishop McKenzie. 

— Prince Napoleon, in company with Secretary 

visited both bouses of Congress on Saturday week, an. ' 

introduced to Members. , _ 

— A secession Hag was hoisted on the American ■ 
Hamilton. C, W., on Saturday week, and taken < own i u 

day afternoon by the police. - 

— A clergyman in Boston said, the other day, tba.. J 

a regiment wa* asked how many would take a cop) 

Bible, every hand was raised. 

— Three companies of the U- H lst infantry, 240 , 

arrived at Chicago, on the 3d inst., from Fort Abercro 

Dacotah, en route for Washington. 

-The Hon. Joseph Trumbull- grandson of Got.J 

bull, of the Revolution, died in Hartford, Conn., toe 

He was born at Lebanon, Dec. 7, 178— 

W: n r 11 V'T1 



one with the hand. All pressure should be avoided 

as far as possible, as every bruise is followed by a 

brown spot which gives place to and brings on the 

rapid decay of the entire fruit. 
GATHERING OF FRUITS. '_ _ 

On no subject is reform more needed than in the THE FARMER'S KITCHEN GARDEN, 

gathering and marketing of fruit. It would not be 

extravagant we think to say that the value of our Tuere ar(' raan-T thwusand who have, each 

fruit is depreciated one-third hy improper gathering, 0Re' a acre or 90 ol Srtinnd iuclosed fora 
handling, and packing. Europeans understand this ''•'t'-hen garden. Of these thousands, some hundreds, 

matter, and from them we may learn many useful ' Pei'haps, would be pleased if a plan could be devised 

lessons. There the frnit grower packs his currants, *,tie ssrae amount ot labor that they now 

peaches, berries, and other fruits in cheap baskets, bestow on the garden, or even less than that amount, 

holding only sufficient for the accommodation of the wo,l'd renuer that spot of ground cleaner, of better 

purchaser for family nse. In these baskets the fruit aild ,ar rnore productive than it now is. Such 

is tastefully arranged, trimmed with leaves, and is not 11 I1*110 * propose to offer for their consideration, as 

disturbed until it reaches the home of the consumer. l0lluW?: 
The advantage of this system over that common here Earh in the spring, as early as the dryness of the 

of tumbling it into large baskets to be hauled over by 90'' will permit there is often such a time very 

the retailer several times before all is sold, may be ear'y* fir|d not afterward when it is vainly wished 

readily imagined. The vast amount, of capital now r°r Pl°w garden deeply, a little deeper every 

invested in fruit culture, gives this subject great im- successive year, until a satisfactory depth is obtained, 

portance in a commercial point of view, while every ** *b® ^armer '8 ’n earnest, he will of course preface 

one who consumes fruit is interested in obtaining this operation with a good covering of manure. As 

fruits in good condition. The following observa- SOOD as ^ie 8eason wiU warrant, which on this iso- 

tions hy Prof. Dubriel, of France, from the Rente thermal line is about the 10th or loth of April, the 

Horticolt, contains valuable suggestions worthy of ,'rst planting operation may commence. And here 

perusal: li®8 the secret of my plan. Begin on one side of the 

The preservation of fruits is a question intimately inclosure and plant everything, early corn, potatoes, 

connected with the frnit garden. This should furnish Peas- llirc-> *n rows or drills 3J or 4 feet apart, and in 

during the entire year the same quantity of the best length from one boundary of the plot to the opposite. 
_ _ _ _ .... __* _ .... 

soon as the season will warrant, which on this iso¬ 

thermal line is about the 10th or loth of April, the 

first planting operation may commence. And here 

lies the secret of my plan. Begin on one side of the 

inclosnre and plant everything, early corn, potatoes, 

peas, Ac., in towb or drills 3{ or 4 feet, apart, and in 

length from one boundary of the plot to the opposite. 

at Albany, formed numerous acquaintances in that 

city and vicinity. Mr. S. well recollects that his 

father, about that time, received a lot of grape vines 

from some friend iu that city, that this variety was 

among them, and that it has, ever since, been 

retained by the family. He thinks the vines came 

trom ihe \ an Rknsselaers. He thinks this was, 

without doubt, the first introduction of the Oporto 
into that region. 

There is one peculiarity of this variety to which I 

wish to call your especial attention. Mr. S. states that 

two of the vines of this variety, received from Albany 

by his father, although they blossomed freely, obsti¬ 

nately refused to set an.v fruit; and. after long and 

patient trial, were destroyed. These might have 

come from an unproductive stock: but cases are 

known to be of frequent occurrence in which plants 

of this variety, from productive stocks, have proved 

obstinately unproductive. In fact the writer saw, at 

the residence of Mr. S., an old and vigorous vine, 

layered from the same stock whence his other plants 

sprang, which has never produced a cluster, although 

annually a profuse bloomer. The- writer is aware 

that unproductive grape vines are no sew thing, but 

he had supposed that the habit of a plant, in this re¬ 

spect, descended unchanged to all its offshoots by 
artificial increase. 

A FEW NOTES CN THE HARDINESS OF OTHER 
VARIETIES. 

The writer is experimenting with a number of 

other varieties of grapes, all of which were laid fiat 

upon the ground, and left to pass the winter with no during v.,e enure jear me same quantity o. we oest ~ -----v. ... „p(m t|]c ground( and ]eft t(l pas8 the winter w(th no 

possible fruits. In order to do this it is true we must lhl8 f,r8J planing w.l! occupy perhaps one-eighth of covering but the snow. The following notes will 

plant an equal number of varieties ripening their the garden, more or lm, After this there will tberefWe) gjve gome indication of their relative 
fruits dnrirnr each month of the vear. But this will probably be drenching, beatinc rains. Now when . 

pmub ojuuki uuuiuoi ui utiictu^ i ipcuiug men o * -’ -t -.- 4»-*v»v ttiu 

fruits during each month of the year. But this will probably be drenching, beating rains. Now, when 

be insufficient unless we adopt a mode of preserve- the Beason is arriving for a second planting—which 

tion which will retard the ripening of fruits to mid- here would be about the last of April or first of May 

winter, spring, or even the following summer. The —watch for a suitable condition of the soil to put in 

fruit garden cannot give the results expected from it, if a horse and cultivator, ami thoroughly cultivate the 

wearedeprivedofitsprodactsfroraFebruarytiUJune, unplanted portion of the garden. Now proceed as 

when the earliest, fruits begin to ripen. This qnes- before, planting in rows or drills 3$ or 4 feet apart, 

tion, then, has a certain importance, not only for If a few beds are desired for onions, Ac., let them 

those who gather and consume the fruit, but for those’ !,e °f a width, both beds and alleys, to correspond 

who deal in fruits and who without proper modes of with the rows or drills, bo that the horse and culti- ” “ ■ m uuvuv jn iuuucs VI .'t v vuu uui nvj ituu V- UILI- 

keeping are exposed to great losses. As the mode of vfttor may P»88 along the alleys in continuous pro- 
»n4bnvi II CP line • n n in inilnr>n.AA ... « t. .. — — ...__ A. 1 ftYCI Cl Cl f l‘ II IY1 (A n A Dlfla / \ 4’ ♦ .-i e*e\ ...I .. .. ^1 . a i i I . t gathering has a certain influence on the preservation 

of fruits, we will first treat of that operation. 

1. Degree op Maturity.—Fruits should be gath- 

gress from one side of the garden plot to the other. 

This second planting will still leave a portion of tlm 

garden unoccupied, and this portion should again »* > —w.... H 11 iiuji/a niiuuiu Ut: gllbLl* O”* V* vuio BU'JUUi 

ered when they present a sufficient degree of maturity; be cultivated, more or less thoroughly, according as 
nn ^ in lb in rr. * U .1 I    A   p p . • . I flin nrou I n ri .....   A a • i and in this respect the different species of fruits 
require different treatment. 

All (he stone fruits, the cherries excepted, should 

he taken from the tree three or four days before their 

absolute maturity. 

The kernel fruit* of summer and autumn are gathered 

eight to twelve days before maturity. 

These fruits possess, then, the necessary elements 

to accomplish their maturition, which is nothing 

more than a chemical re action independent in some 

measure of vital action. In thus separating them 

from the tree they are deprived of the sap from the 

roots, they elaborate more completely that which is 

the weather has been, preparatory to a third aud 

final planting in May. Nearly everything can he, 

with advantage, planted in rows or drills, and very 

few beds will be required. Thus the garflen will 

have been planted in throe or more longitudinal 

strips, with a few spots or spaces left for the latest 
vegetables, pickles, cabbages, Ac. 

Now, before the gardeu becomes weedy, with a 

horse and cultivator thoroughly cultivate between 

the growing crops, taking each planted strip iu suc¬ 

cession, as soon ns the young plants will bear the 

operation. The cultivation which the ground bus 

received prior to planting, will render the hand " •*-" ***"•* — *. " n iu it-uwtri |,UU ualltl 

contained in their tissue, the sugary principle Is hoeing light. It is easy work, and pleasant, to knock 
At. 1  . .. A _ .1 1_4 i o I .t _ _ 1 n it 
then less affected hy water, and a flavor is therefore 

acquired. The time suitable for gathering is when 

the side next the sun commences to change from 

green to yellow. 

clean mellow soil about with a hoe. Let it, however, 

be done thoroughly. Repeat this process occasion¬ 

ally two or three times,—and when haying, and 

harvest, and threshing come, with their dear and - ---——vwihu, niuu tutm iiuar will 

The cherries, gooseberries, and raspberries are only exhausting labors, you may depend upon the trar- 
gathered after their perfect maturity; but they 

should not he allowed to pass this momept, as they 

immediately lose some of their qualities. 

The kernel fruits which ripen only in winter are 

gathered when they have accomplished their full 

development and before vegetation has completely 

ceased that is to say, from the end of September to 

the end of October, according to the variety, the 
earlinoHR r\T tiro pps«nn «nd.oHwat<> r«p.rli>ncu hue 

demonstrated that fruits left on the trees after their 

growth do not keep so well; they lose their sugar and 

perfume, because at this time the temperature isordi- 

hardlness. 

Clinton Is entirely unharmed, and is fruiting finely. 

Delaware, slightly injured at the tips of the shoots. 

It is fruiting liuely. 

Marion is nearly uninjured; but, on most of the 

bunches, a few berries fail to swell off, leaving the 

bunches imperfect. 

To Kilim was somewhat killed at tho tips of the 

shoots, but has an abundance of wood left, and is 

showing one of the finest crops of fruit 1 have, it 

has never rotted or mildewed here, although said to 

he subject to those difficulties at the East. 

Concord, slightly killed, but coining on and fruit¬ 
ing finely. 

Hartford Prolific, slightly killed back, and is prov¬ 

ing itself eminently worthy or its name, “ Prolific.” 

Hyde's Eliza, Northern Muscadine, Catawba, and 

Isabella, were considerably winter killed, but are 

showing line crops on the remaining wood. 

Rebecca, considerably winter killed, but is pro¬ 

ducing a little fruit, and making a fine healthy 
growth. 

Elsinhurg lost about half its wood, but is showing 

some fruit, and growing beautifully. 

Diana lost three-fourths of its wood, but is fruiting 

lightly, and growing enormously. 

Herbemont was killed to the ground, but is pushing 

up strong growths, which promise to fill the trellis 

by the close of the season. No frnit. 

ThcBG are all managed on the old renewal system. 

They are named, as nearly as may be, in the order of 

their hardiness as indicated by last winter’s experi¬ 

ence. T. T. Lyon. 
Plymouth, Michigan, Aug. 9, 1801. 

A FEW HINTS ON BUDDING. 

Budding, or inoculation, is one of the most gene¬ 

ral, and, in this country, by far the most important 

method of summer proparttion. This operation 
consists in removing a bud ifrom the variety to he 

propagated, and insert!** ifl on another wluch is 

called tho stock. Its success depends upon the fob 

lowing conditions:—In the first place, there must be 

i -- waj, nut. lupiujy gryw* 

narily too low for the new fluids which arrive in their ing radishes, the fine mountain June potatoes the 
iioana 4 r\ Vw> iiii(Tn{n>.«l« >.1^1_A _ .1 T O J . • tissue to be sufficiently elaborated. If, on the con¬ 

trary, this epoch he anticipated, the fruits wither and 

do not attain maturity. It is equally necessary to 

gather the fruits from the same tree at different times; 

first, those placed on the lower parts of the tree; then, - ' c -- -wvwrv.il 'll UJiin, IJJ wuiun 
eight or ten days after, those on the upper part, of half a bushel measure will not begin to inclose a 

tin. ....it, l__.ii__ . . .... 
which the growth is prolonged by the influence of the 

sap, which remains longer in thiB part of tho tree. 

For the same reaHonthe fruits of standard trees iu the 

. , , . , - - « * ijuivunu, wmuigau, nug. v. iOUl. 

den 8 good behavior, tor a time, with very slight _t ^ t_ 

attention. An occasional cloudy hour, or Homo odds 

and ends of time, will keep all neat Jnd tidy The A FEW HINT8_ ON ^DDiNG. 

character and habits of the garden are formed, and Budding, or inoculation, is one of the most gene- 

gardens, like people, may then be trusted, with a ral, and, in this country, by far the most important 

‘ "Ut' u"g‘ . ' method of summer propagation. This operation 
x ow aver, from experience, that what I have consists in removing a bud ^rom tho variety to be 

i escri *ed may be accomplished with less manual propagated, and inserting ifl on another wluch is 

Uboe thou la generally ba.towad c, fam, gardens, called the stock. Its success depends upon the fob 

r.rr pf0da0t ttS 1U reflalt- ,owin« the first place, there must be 
,' ‘ " ee 8’ t|u' u(xumat !"!aH> making a certain degree of affinity between the stock and the 

tm s month water to look at them, the rapidly grow- parent plant from which wo propone to propagate, 

ing radishes, the fine mountain June potatoes, the Thus, among fruit trees, the apple, crab, pear, quince, 

LC? B.retn U*r y "ailM’ the ^umbers at least a mespilus, and mountain ash, all belong to the same uftt- 

ee ■ o any ol your neighbors, the magolfi- urai family, and rnay be worked upon each other. The 
cent corn, three varieties, the splendid tomatoes, plum, apricot, nectarine, peach, and almond, form 

also three varieties, the watermelons lying thick another natural division, and work upon each other, 

upon the ground, and strawberries in hills, of which The cherry must he worked upon some kind of cherry, 

hall a bushel measure will not begin to inclose a and currants and gooseberries go together. In gene- 

*ingle p ant, Ac., make the farmer proud of aud in ral practice the apple Is worked either upon apple 

bve with his garden, and his wife proud of and in seedlings, which are called free stocks, or upon the 

love with bun. When they walk together to view Domain, or Paradise, which are dwarf growing 
the lmcnriant inf.lAiinro ti-imr in«ir ..:i:_i__ 

single plant, Ac., make the farmer proud of and in 

love with his garden, aud his wife proud of and in 

love with him. When they walk together to view 
open ground are gathered later than those of espalier, the T" ^ T', ^ 
and those of aged or lauguishini/ trees before those and noon each nthe. ,u,i ... ..... peuts, and are used for the purpose of making small and those of aged or languishing trees before those 

of young and vigorous ones. The precise mument 

for the gathering of each fruit is indicated by the 

facility with which it is detached from the tree when 
slightly lifted upwards. 

Various instruments nnder the name of “ Fruit 

Gatherers ” have been invented to detach the fruits at 

the tops of the trees without the aid of bidders; but 

their e mployment is too slow, and the fruits are more 

or less bruised and do not keep. When the fruits are 

gathered they are deposited in a basket similar to 

that used by the cultivators of Montreuil. See 

engraving. It is about two feet long, eighteen inches 

and upon each other. And as people are said "to 

love to do what they can do well,” many a man may 

learn to love to work in his garden; and if so, he 
will learn to love a good thing. 

Milan, Erie Co., Ohio. Peter Hathaway. 

GRAPE CULTURE IN MICHIGAN. 

THE OPORTO GRAPE. 

I ms grape, which has so recently coroc into notice 

iu Central New York*, was introduced into this neigh¬ 

borhood, fifteen or twenty years since, by Mr. Jerk- 
MiAii Scott, but its valuable qualities were not 

recognized, and in consequence, it has been hut little 

disseminated. tV ithin three or four years past, how¬ 

ever, a few persons have become aware of its adapta- 

trees. The pear is worked either upon pear seedlings, 

which are called free stocks, or upon the quince, to 

make dwurfs; occasionally it is worked upon the 

mountain ash and thorn. But it must be borne In 

mind that while all varieties succeed on the pear 

seedling, a certain number fail entirely on the other 

stocks wo have named. Lists of such as succeed par¬ 

ticularly well on the quince will be found in previous 

numbers of the Horticulturist. The cherry is worked 

either upon seedlings of wlmt is known as the Mat- 

zard, a small, black, sweet cherry, that forms a very 

large, robust tree; or, for dwarfs, on the Mahaleb, or 

perfumed cherry, which iB a small tree, with hitter 

frnit, about, as large as a common pea. 

In the secoud place, the buds must be in a proper 

state. '1 he shoot, or scion budded from, must he the , . . „ —* -- ' VI UUUMC'I iri/Ul, iuusl ue me 
1 n to t. le production ot wine of fine quality, and it present seasons growth, and it should be mature— 

13 now being more widely distributed. Although it that is, it should have completed its growth, which 
P.ftn bv T1 ft rnrnirm ba __i ~ .1 _.. a , . . * n ' can by no means be recommended as a table grape, 

the fruit seems to suffer little or no inquiry from 

slight frosts, and, if suffered to remain upon the 

is indicated by the formation of a bud on the 
point, called the terminal bud, and the buds inserted 
should all be wood buds. On a Bhoot of this kind * *A. ,1*. Alt 4 . ... "vus* ** nui/UL Ui WHB Kind 

vines, it ultimately becomes quite tolerable for this there are a number of buds unsuitable for workinir 
rmrnnfio 

wide, aud a foot deep, with a carpet on the bottom. 

Ihe fruits are laid one by ODe, and only in three rows 

purpose. 

The past winter has been unusually trying to vines 

in this region, and in most cases, where not pro- 

those at the base, being but partially developed, are 

liable to become dormant, arid tboBe on the point, 

where the wood is pithy, perish. The ripening, or U , . o --— —"UCIC not pro- wnore tne wood is pithy, perish. The rloeninc- nr 

. Uerr*tLW r”,,"'0 ” r •°” ’“V’1! 0 ■ r, T""*,*re ki""i ,0 «">•*■. »«.«.« of U» b»d., »»t „e„kte tl,„ period of ottier, the bottom ones are bruised. Each tier is Ihe varieties inrmtlv oi-mun __ . other, the bottom ones are bruised. Each tier is 

separated by a quantity of leaves. If they are 

peaches, each one is enveloped in a leaf of the vine. 

The basket, beiag sufficiently full, is carried on the 

head into a spacious aud airy place, where the fruits 

are deposited on leaves or dry moss ; the table of the 

fruit-room can serve this purpose. There the sum¬ 

mer and autumn Iruits achieve their maturity, and 

are taken thence to be consumed. The peaches should 

Ihe pieties ^tly grown here are Isabella and budding, so that the time at which any given tree, or 

Latawba. Ihe Oporto, however, comes out un- class of trees Bhould be worked, depends upon the 

scathed. Ihe writer has recently examined, in the season, the soil, and other circumstances which con- 

garden of WinfiepO Scott, in this vicinity, unum- trol the Opening of wood. In our climate plums 

.! .a.fe vmes ot th»8 variety which were left usually complete their growth earlier than other fruit 
i.iirnnrrh tho wirttcA** au ___ a_• . i « through the winter as they grew, trained along a 

board fence, and upoa the wall of his house, and 

entirely unpruned. These vines were alive to the 

extremities of the old wood, are making a strong 

trees, and are, therefore, budded first; we usually 

have ripe buds by the middle of July. Tu some 

cases, when the stocks are likely to stop growing 

early, it becomes necessary to take the buds before 
' O- - — —v wv-wvh, aiau it Vljry 

» disagreeable to the month. heavy crop of fruit. In fact this variety, 'in the 

Grapes, for immediate consumption or to be pre- bands of only four or five individuals, is probably 

served fresh, are gathered only at perfect maturity ; yielding nearly the entire grape crop of this vicinity 
he longer they are left on the vine, the more the for the present season. 

Eugary principle will be developed. Grapes from And now, Mr. Editor, permit me to demur to the 

eontre-espaliers are to be preferred for keeping to misnomer at the head of this article. I trust that no 

then the ripe buds from the middle and lower parts 

are chosen. Cherries come next, and ure generally 

worked about the first of August. The buds must be 

mature, or a failure will be certain. 

In the third place, the stock must be in the right 

condition—that is, the bark must lift freely and 
th.Kftom8,p.„^a»uperiMeeb«aemo»8tJM )B „„Pe ImtureTi' J d ?? !? 

•^rrr nrvr, kr ^bdie,e 

«9 

"•» StoU, fniite, a a„d a ol.adk., “iut.rt Tt”’ T.T"'" ’^ T 'T™ 

b”d ^ ^ due‘io° ‘’•J0** con,10. York, waa gatbarad native plum'! obmv!^!, S'grow' lak 
,, , te tour o clock, is the best time tu operate, from Mr. Wim-jkld Scott, mentioned above, who Is must he worked late If a . 

* o”di se,*5e! ,"troducer'wbo ,,m re,idesne*r ^ •*** 
“ 2d Mode of C JrlT rule^FPhea to aU fruitf- Mr' Dan1E1' Scott W8b- something like thirty years technically called - by the rapid formation of new 

gatherin ' fruit* f 1 JC‘8.t methud of a8°* a member of the Legislature of his State, and woody substance, or they will be forced out into a 
g ihering fruits consists m detaching them one by through this means, and other business connections premature growth. 

A very great degree of sappiness, in either the 

stock or bud, makes up, in part, for the dryness of 

the other. Thus, in the fall, when plum buds are 

quite dry. wo can work them successfully on stocks 

tlmt are growing rapidly. This is a very fortunate 
circumstance, too. Young stocks with a smooth, 

clean bark, are more easily and successfully wnrktd 

than older ones: and when it happens that the latter 

have to be used, young parts of them should he 
chosen to Insert the hud on. 

In localities where buds are liable to injury from 

freezing and thawing in the winter, the buds are 

safer on the north side ol the stock, and when exposed 

to danger from wind, they si ould he inserted on the 

side facing the point where the most dangerous wind 

blows Iron). Attention to this point may obviate the. 

necessity or tying up, which, In large practice, is an 
item of some moment. 

In the fourth place, the manual operation must be 

performed with neatness and dispatch. If a bud be 

taken off with ragged edges, or if it he ever so 

slightly brniBed, or if the bark of the stock be not 

lifted clean without bruising the wood under it. Un¬ 

case will certainly be a failure. The budding knife 

must be thin and sharp. A rough edged razor is no 
more certain to make a painful shave, than a rough 

edged budding knife is to make an unsuccessful bud. 

It takes a good knife, a steady hand, and considera¬ 

ble practice to cut off buds handsomely, well, and 

quick. As to taking out the partielu of wood 

attached to the bud, it matters little, if tho cut he 

good and not too deep. In taking out the wood, 

great care is necessary to avoid taking the root of the 

bud with it. Then, when the bud U iu its place, it 

must be well tied up. Nice, smooth, soft strips of 

bark, like narrow ribbons, are the best aud most con¬ 

venient in common use. Every part of the cut must 

he wrapped so firm as to exclude air completely; and 

this should be done as quickly as possible, as the air 

soon blackens the inner surface of the bark, and pre¬ 

vents the perfect union of the new parts that are 

placed in contact. 

We have thus Stated briefly, for the benefit of begin¬ 

ners, the chief points that, require particular attention 

in budding, or Inoculation. Amateurs, who have 

little to do, should choose the mornings and evenings, 

or cloudy, cool days to do their budding; but nurse¬ 

rymen must work in all weathers, and in all hours of 

the day; but their superior skill and quickness render 

it less hazardous. When only a few stocks are to bo 

worked, and the weather happens to be dry, a thor¬ 

ough watering ur two will bo of great service in 

making the bark lift freely. P. flurry. 

-» i » < -- 

govtirnUural guyUisi. 
Ripening Skko kok Dochi.k Fi.owKKS.-Ono great cause of 

all the ill-BUCcess in attempting to grow doable flowers is 

commencing the work too late, It has been thought suffi¬ 

cient to begin with the seed, but a great deal is to bo done 

before that. We knowhowearlyt.be buds for the succeed¬ 

ing year’s flowers are formed )n perennial plants. Double 

(lowers from whieh the seed is to be saved for tho new 

progeny are about to be formed. The foundation is to be 

laid then, and the work must be perfected by tho culture of 

the plants raised from the seed thus produced. When tho 

plants raised from these seeds have acquired about a third of 

their size, promote their free growth hy all possible means, 

This is the period at which the buds of flowers take their 

linal form. Allow only a few flowers upoa each plant to 

ripen, and do not let the roots be exhausted hy opening more 

than are Intended to he set for seed. In the common way, 

the (lowers weaken each other, and part of tho seed is always 

bad. As tho seed which follows the first flowers Is the best, 

let these alone stand, and lake the rest off ill the bud.— 

Midland Florist. 

The Ghai'M Bmout.— We have not yet seen any explana¬ 

tion ol the blight which has destroyed many of the grapes 

in this valley, especially in tho vicinity of Hartford. We 

oiler this one, whieh is known to be the cause of a similar 

blight. In grape growing districts In Europe. During the 

recent hot weather, some of the nights were cool and damp, 

particularly in the valley of the Connecticut. As the sun 

rose, its piercing raya fell upon the cool, damp fruit, and 

wilted it, an'l at the same time a white powder formed npon 

it, as if it had been sprinkled with flour. An experienced 

young horticulturist who was out at sunrise during the 

recent term of hot weather, says that ho noticed the peou 

liurly burning heat of the sun at a very early hour for 

several mornings, aud that it would unquestionably affect 

the grape fatally, us such a conjunction of cool, damp nights, 

and early hot sun, had been known to. This idea seems 

plausible, aud in the luck of other explanations, we offer it to 

the attention of korticnlturtutn.—Springfield Republican. 

To Crow tuk Skkd ok Feather Grass.—Many experience 

a good deal «f difficulty in getting the Feather Gross to 

germinate, A writer in tho Gardener's Monthly gives his 

method as follows:—“I And amongst my acquaintances some 

trouble is experienced in raising seed from the Feather Grass 

(fSttpa ptmaJUk) I was for many years myself unable to 

succeed with them, and us others of your readers may have 

the Maine trouble with this highly ornamental grass, 1 send 

you the following memorandum of a way hy which I have 

been perfectly successful. 1 have tried it several times, 

and every seed germinates in a few weeks-—I get some muck 

soil, and when placed In the need-pots, pour in water till It Is 

like mush, Into whieh 1 stir the seeds. I keep it afterwards 

well saturated with water, aud, indeed, to guard against any 

possible dryness, keep saucers of water under. The ease 

with which they grow under this treatment convinces mo 

that the usual way of sowing iu the border is too dry a plan 
for their desires." 

Grape Buqiit in Connecticut.—We find the following io 
a Boston journal:—“ The grape blight is destroying the grapes 

near Hartford. Hunches of green grapes that were growing 

liuely a few days since, are now white and moldy.” 

SkVding ok Wki.ungtonia giga.vtba. — The Revue Hoc- 

tieate says a plant only seven years old has borne seed at 

r bet ford, and it is hoped it will therefore soon become 

common. 

Catacoockh Rkcsivmi.—Wholesale Catalogue of the Liv¬ 

ingston Nurseries, Dansvllle, Liv. Co. H. Socthwick & Son 

Dassvlilo, Liv. Co., N. Y, 

J. Sheppard (successor to W. P. Sheppard, deceased,) 

New York city, Horticultural Agency. 

T. C. Maxwell & Bro., Geneva, N. Y., Catalogue of Bulbs, 
Bedding Plants, &c. 

gttquiHfS and gVtmwris:. 
For a Name,— Here Is something that appeared in my 

father a meadows some ten or twelve years ago, and has 
spread until it is now found iu both meadows and pasture in 
large quantities. While some of our old farmers call it a 
weed, others call it a French clover. Please name it for roe. 
and oblige—A New Sciiscriher, Kinysbormtgh, Ar Y. 

This is a yellow clover, Trifolium. Ufjrarium, naturalized 

trom Furope, and every year becoming more common In this 

country, it. ft of but little value, as the leaves are few and 

small, and the stems tough and woody. It is therefore no 

better than a weed, but being au ai-cnal, way be destroyed 

without trouble. There is another yellow variety smaller 

than this, and procumbent in habit, called Trifolimnprocum¬ 
bent. It is also worthless. 

Flower for Name —I am obliged to trouble you again to 
ask the name oT Ihe inclosed flower. I can find no one who 
is acquainted with it. and it is so delicate In some of its parts 
that it seems Impossible to analyze It without a lens. It is 
very hardy, and flourishes in almost any soil. I am told that 
Rgrew?wiid in some of the Western States.—E J. F., Avoca, 

It is Acliil'ea ptarmica pls.no. The wild variety has single 

flowers, aud is found in moist ground and Bhady places in 

New York, Canada, and Massachusetts. Introduced from 
Europe. 

RANCID OR MOLDY LARD. 

Lns. Rural New-Yorker : — Seeing an inquiry 

how to make rancid or strong lard sweet, I send you 

the following recipe. Make a weak ley of wood 

ashes, settle the ley well, pot it with the lard in a 

kettle over the lire, until it boils; then let it cool, 

take the lard off the ley, anti boil it over a moderate 

lire, removing all the scum until no more scum rises, 

when it is done. Any fat, from fried 1mm or meat, 

can be mads fit, in the same way, to use as a substi¬ 

tute for lard.—S. II., Alexander, Hat. Co., N. Y. 

.Seeing an article on this Buhject in the Rural I 

will give my experience—It may benefit some one. 

Keep the leaf lard separate, cook over a moderate 

flie till the Bcraps are quite brown, taking care not 

to scorch the lard. When strained, and partially 

cooled, pour into tin cans similar to those UBed hy 

milkmen. Keep in tho coldest place I have till 

summer, then In the cellar. Rough lard is tried in 

tho same way. Put in tin pails or pans for first use. 

Lard treated in this way is as good when kept a year 

as when first tried. When. lard acquires an old or 

unpleasant taste, heal it hot, slice in two or three 

good-sized potatoes, cook until brown, and skim 

them out. The potatoes will absorb all the un¬ 

pleasant flavor. Tin is best to keep lard in. That 

wanted for summer use should be kept free from air. 

—C. Johnson, Clarkson, N. Y. 

COOKING SQUASH, CAKES, &c. 

Messrs. Eds.:—To our Rural readers T send a 

few recipes which i know to be good. I love to see 

the “Domestic Column” well filled with plain and 

simple recipes, such ns can be had within the bounds 

of this our Union. 

How I Cook Squash.— Steam them whole one 

hour; then smash and set on the stove until dry, aud 

season well with butter, pepper, salt ami sweet cream. 

If it don’t suit, yon are no judge. 

Swebi’ing Carpets. - To prevent the rising of 

dust, wet your hrootu thoroughly, but do not let it 

ho dripping, and you will find less dust and easier 

sweeping. 

To Sister Julia.—I would say wash brown linen 

in bran-water and hardltoap. 

Curb for Fever Ague.—Dandelion root tea. 

Nazauitk Cake.—One cup cream; 1 of sugar; 1 

egg; 1 teaspoonful saleratus; nutmeg; flour enough 

to stiffen. Bake half an hour, and you have a plain 

tea ctike. s. j. q. 
Zsttle’s Corners, N. Y., 1861. 

Preserving Sinks from Foulness,- In hot weather 

it is almost Impossible to prevent sinks becoming 

foul unless some chemical preparation is used. One 

pound of copperas dissolved in four gallons of water, 

poured over the sink three or four times, will com¬ 

pletely destroy the offensive odor. As a disinfecting 

agent to scatter around premises affected with any 

unpleasant odor, nothing is better than a mixture of 

four parts of line charcoal, by weight. All sorts of 

glass vessels and other utensils may be effectually 

cured from offensive smells by rinsing them with 

charcoal powder, after the grosser impurities have 

been scoured off with sand aud soap. 

■ i » •-»-—- 

An Effectual Curb for tub Ear Ache.—Take a 

small piece of cotton batting, or cotton wool, making 

a depression In the center with the end of a finger, 

and fill it with as much ground pepper as will rest ou 

a five cent piece, gather It into a ball and tie it up, 

dip the ball Into sweet oil, and insert it into the ear, 

covering the latter with cotton wool, and use a band- 

age or cap to retain it in place. Almost Instant 

relief will bo experienced, and the application Is so 

gentle that an infant will not be injured by it, but 

experience relief as well as adults.— Boston Journal. 

—-- + ■ ♦ ■ » 

Rounding Coffee.—I see in exchanges an article 

stating that pounded or rolled coffee has a liavor 

superior to that which iu ground. Many years ago I 

was told that such was the case by un old soldier of 

Bonaparte's army, and having both mortar and mill, 

tried it, and came to the decided belief that pounded 

coffee was the richest and settled the most clearly. 

The mill simply outs tho kernels into line particles, 

the pounder crushes them, and allows the essential 

oil to escape more readily.—Field Notes. 

- » ■ ♦ «-4- 

Cherry Pudding.—1Tako H teacups of buttermilk, 

3 eggs, 3 teacups of pitted cherries, a small tea- 

spoonful of soda, and a piueh of salt. Stir the 

mixture well, and thicken with wheat flour, until a 

stiff batter is formed; then put it in a muslin or 

linen bag, and boil it 2J hours. The water should 

he boiling when the pudding is Introduced. Serve 

up hot, with sauce to the taste. Sweet cream and 

sugar make a very palatable accompaniment.—Am. 

Agriculturist. 

Corn Bread.—I have seen several recipes in the 

Rural for making corn bread, but none which I 

think equal to the following:—Heat 3 pints of sweet 

milk to boiling; then stir in 1 quftrtof corn meal and 

half a pint of flour; cover and put in a warm place 

for two hours. It will not need any surar then, if 

your milk was boiling hot. Put in a dish, and steam 

two hours and buko one, or cover and bake in the 

brick oven about three hours,—Louisa, Hebron, Pa. 

Raspberry Jam.—Weigh the fruit, aud add three- 

quarters of the weight of sugar; put the former into 

a preserving pan, boil, and break it; stir constantly, 

and let it boil very quickly; when the juice has boiled 

an hour, add the sugar, and simmer half an hour. 

In this way, the jam is superior in color and flavor 

to that which is made by parting the sugar in at first. 

Waffles.—Noticing an inquiry in a late number 

of the Rural, for making waffles, I send you a recipe 

which I have found to bo excellent. To one quart 

of sweet milk take six eggs, a small piece of butter, 

a little salt; stir in enough flour to make a thick 

hatter, and fry over a quick fire.—A. P., Smithfeld, 

N. Y„ 1801. 
-> ■ » . 4- 

Omelet.—Twelve eggs, beaten as for custard; 1 

cup of thick sweet cream, aud a little salt; have 

your Bpider well buttered, pour In your mixture, set 

it over a slow fire, stir It occasionally until it thick¬ 

ens, pour immediately into a deep dish. This makes 

a very nice dish for breakfast.—A. PM SmUhJitLd, 
N. Y„ 1801. 

| i ^ ■ > 

Baked Tomatoes.—Tomatoes peeled and baked ou 
a hot dish, or even baked without peeling, and when 
done seasoned with Balt, butter, and pepper, is a lus¬ 
cious way of preparing this excellent fruit 
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Mothkr, dear mother, ’tis ten weary yearn 

Since I last saw thee throng’. glimmering team; 

Ten years ago, when an aug i came down, 

Bearing for thee a bright, ) • tutiful crown; 

A crown, mother mine, wl oh Jkbits had made, 

To woo thee nway where ( >w’nt never fade. 

As you went, my chilil-b> .rt felt it» first moan, 

Stricken and sad in my sorrowful home. 

Ten years, dear mother to throw love away, 

Reaping in recompense ,»he* and ciayl 

Never before has my s< d yearned a* now 

To feel your soft hands .mooth my weary brow. 

Will yon not come from the dim far-ol! shore, 

Smiling upon in» ngaiu a* of yoreV 

The gloom is so deep I how sweet it would be 

To tec a smile given, and know 'Iwas far me I 

I’m growiug so w iry, and fain would I cast 

This earth-burden >11 which holds me so fast; 

Itfotters my soul Oh, when will you come 

To loosen the ban's and let me go home? 

Boses wore twine'1 in a wreath 'round my bead, 

But the fragrauee . < gone, and thorns left instead. 

You were so kind, mother, will I again 

feel aught beside nnkludness aud paiuV 

Few summers were mine, when your eyes so mild 

Shed no mure light on your motherless child; 

Beep w» the darkness, and through these long years, 

Light his scarce shone through the thick, blinding tears! 

Yet the world, mother, sees only the light, 

It beh'-lds not the gloom which foreshadows the night, 

And ft lends which they deemed so nearly like you 

Have proved to be itelOrh, haw, and untrue. 

Mother, I've learned that, when sorrow and pain 

O’ei burden the soul and weary the brain— 

When Heaven looks dark, and earth cheerless and cold, 

Ai d friendship’s bartered for silver and gold,— 

V hen the soul grows warped with tauntings and fears, 

Aud the bright days become wearisome years,— 

There are few earth friends who always are true, 

And none to tout loving, unselfish as you. 

Hillsdale Farm, Tomp. Co., N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker ] 

LETTER TO AUNT BETSEY. 

a 

We have always been taught to respect age, old 

age, where -time has silvered the locks aud left its 
impress in the furrowed check and brow,—where 
every look, word, and action, bespeak wisdom. As 
they glance back over life's pathway, they can see 
the follies of the past, the short-comings, the shoals 
and quicksands on which their bark narrowly escaped 
foundering. Rut do they always profit by the ex¬ 
perience of the past? 1b age always proof against 
woman’s perogative, Rcoldiug? We think not. If 
our recollection Hcrvcs ub right, wo, a short time 
since, found an article with the caption, “Aunt Bet¬ 
sey riled up;” and judging by the way she handled 
the correspondent who took exceptions to her words, 
should think it waa no new matter for her to “speak 
her mind,” Can it be that the person who allows 
herself to be “ riled np” in such a public mauner, 
would have any hesitancy in more fully speaking her 
mind, when the public were excluded and none but 
Joshua (who had committed some unintentional 
offence,) was present? Can such an one lie a 
paragon of good naturod excellence at home? Is it 
possible for a woman to be “riled up,” and yet feel 
“ good-natured?” 

From this we infer that Joshua don’t knock down 

things any faster than he sets them vp; “ if" he 
should, it would require only a look, for him to right 

those twenty and one things,—and that, too, without 
a murmur. It hurdly admitH of a doubt that it is 
otherwise; and Aunt Betsey is good-natured when 
“Jos hit a tries to help her,” simply because her 
vanity is flattered when she contemplates her power. 

No one believes that human nature really likes to 
be sweating over a tub of hot suds, but even at such 
a time, disagreeable as the work is, would It not be 
well to be more consistent, to show more of the 
angelic nature which is so often attributed to 
woman, and less of the scold? You say it isn’t in 
human nature. Then wo infer it is perfectly natural 
for woman to scold an endowment of nature—and 
only nature acted out which, even with the head of a 
Napoleon to plan, or a taste for neatness like 
Hannah Moke, would not change. 

If we are not “translated” soon, should ho very 
happy to receive a visit from Aunt Brtsicy, even on 
washing day,—from all our Country Cousins, includ¬ 
ing “ 1’OLi.r Koud,”—and from any and all others 
who are interested in our welfare. Thankful for past 
favors, aud hoping to profit by all excellent advice, 
wo remain, as ever, your Nephew A. 

Genoa, N. Y., 1861. 
« ■ ♦ ■ « -- 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

WOMAN’S DUTIES—REPLY TO “ MAUDE.” 

Mankind, as fur as moral perfection is concerned, 
are alarmingly deficient; yet, because of that defi¬ 
ciency, it does not follow that the condition of any is 
bettered by railing and accusation. But you appear 
to think, O, Maude, that men, (with very few excep¬ 
tions,) never open their mouths to speak of females 
except it be to rail at and abuse them, and, to make 
the matter even, you commence the same kind of pro¬ 
cedure, talking hard of newspaper writers who speak 
of the duties, obligations, and dependence of woman. 
1 think you will admit that mankind are mutually 
dependent upon each other for sympathy, kindness, 
and love. Without the bestowing of these qualities 
by all, this world would be robbed of everything 
which tends to make life pleasant, and trials and cares 
would be added to our lot ten-fold. 

You appear to acknowledge the truth of what you 
so much condemn in the newspapers, aud it must be, 
then, that the oft repeating it is not agreeable. But 
the repeating of itthus often hag produced no change; 
and if you understand the matter, there is no neces¬ 
sity for it. The 18th verse of the 3d chapter of Col- 
lossians says;—“Wives obey your husbands in the 
Loud”—meaning, doubtless, wives obey in all things 
consistent with the higher obligations placed upon 
you by a divine being; but you would have one think 
that the men interpret it to mean, wives obey your 
husbands in all thiags, right or wrong. 

There must be some ruling bead, because if all were 
to command there would be none to obey, and anar¬ 
chy is the certain result. How, then, are we to 
establish a standard so as to bo enabled to judge who 
is wisest to rule in all cases. In their own peculiar 
sphere the women are the best judges of what is right 
and proper, and the same is equally true in the case 
of the men. If the men have given advice to their 
wives about that which you think is none of their 
business, it is cither because they have an inquiring 
turn of rnlild, hopiiig to provoke discussion, and thus 
mutually benefit each other, or they wish to do them 

| good. If they speak and order concerning imaginary 

duties, or are ignorant bow certain labors should be 
performed, and issue their word as law, then they are 
fools, and I advise Maude, (att.be risk of being classed 
among them,) never to come in contact with one, as she 
values her happiness. If she is “ tied" to an uncongen¬ 
ial partner, make strait her pathway to Indiana, where 
they relieve people of such burdenB in a short time; 
or if not that, then turn the tables on them, (if Bhe is 
a medium,) and instruct them in their duties—thus 
proving that women are as well qualified to judge of 
men's affairs as men are of women’s. Do not fly off 
in a tangent, and abuse the whole race of mau just 
because some few conceited ones have assumed all 

authority. 
Now, I am a man, and am mortal, liable to err, and 

of an understanding not wholly posted in regard to 
the intricate relations that exist between the sexes; 
and it is possible that, sometime or other, I may 
become more nearly related to some of your sex; 
accordingly my car Is open to instruction. Indeed, 
I would take it as a great favor if Maude would 
enlighten me in regard to some of the duties of the 
sterner sex, so that J may escape the maelstrom into 
which she says so many of us are being burled. I 
think that as there Is a mutual dependence existing 
between the bcxbb, ho should there be a mutual for¬ 
bearance. This Idea covers the whole ground; and 
where such a state of things exist, the ruinous results 
she speaks of never will come to pass. Women are 
unjust in this. In men, they pass lightly over faults, 
that in their own sex are visited heavily with indig¬ 
nation. / have never heard it argued that women, 
more than men, should be models of purity and good¬ 
ness; nor do I think the soul of man less precious— 
nor is he holier by nature; but I do think that the 
nature of women is such that, where she is a model 
of purity and goodness, her influence can be exerted 
to a wider extent than would be felt by the existence 
of corresponding qualities in man. 

Maude says truly that when comes the blasts of 
adversity, woman endures the best, comforting and 
sustaining by her sympathy the sinking heart of man. 
Sad would it be for him were it not so,—the blast 
would be more blustering, the sorrow more keen, the 
darkness inure intense, were she not by to console 
and comfort with those qualities of mind which are so 
superior in her, and which we bless her for possess¬ 
ing to such a degree of perfection. But does she not 
delight in having her own way as much as the sterner 
sex? and does she not have it too, quite as often? 
Did’nt Scott say truly, in Warm Ion, 

“ Ob, woman, ill our hour of sane, 

Uncertain, coy, ami hard to please, 

Ami variable (in the shade 

By the light quivering aspen made. 

When pain aud anguish wring the brow, 

A ministering angel thou." 

Docs she not by her influence rule tho destinies of 
all mankind? Has she not the power over the human 
family in infancy, which, if she wields aright, may 
mould the plastic mind of childhood as she will, 
making it after her own nature, which, if good and 
luvely, will be a crown to her in future life? And 
can you grumble, 0, Maude, at those who try to im¬ 
press it iu the most forcible mauner upon her? It is 
not that woman should be any more good and pure 
than man; because all should be so, to fulfill the great 
interests of their being; but by her being not so, she 
does an infinitely greater damage to mankind, and 
the rising generation in particular, than It could bo 
possible for the other sex to accomplish. And yet 
you cry, if this be common sense, “I am thankful I 
have none!” It is unfortunate, but nevertheless true, 
that in this respect you are alarmingly deficient in 
that excellent exotic which exists to perfection in the 
minds of but few. , 

There arc many evils that women labor under, even 
at the present day, when she is treated with more 
respect, more as an equal, then at any other period of 
the world’s history; yet those evils might be talked 
about and a reform inaugurated, but it should be done 
iu the right manner; and we should always think, 
perhaps, when we find fault, that we, ourselves, may 
be faulty, remembering that, if 

“ A man convinced against bis will 

I« of the same opinion still,” 

A woman that cjin her tongue keep atill 

Is one that can control her will. 

Marmion. 
-V-«- ♦ « w- 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THOUGHTS OF HOME. 

They come to us in our gayest seasons, when 
joyful groups nje gathered around, when care and 
anxiety seem banished from all hearts, and each 
wears the look of happiness. Even then some inci¬ 
dent or anecdote may call to mind our much loved 
and happy home, starting tho wanderers’ forbidden 
tear of regret,—leading us back to the old hearth¬ 
stone where we enjoyed the society of parents and 
friends. Although it is a gratification to enjoy in 
memory those delightful home pleasures, yet we are 
sad when we como back to the present, and realize 
that tho dearly loved are gone,—that their dear 
familiar voices greet us no more. 

Ask the aged man of his home. Ilia eye kindles, 
and he will eagerly relate to you his childhood 
sports, his youthful exploits, and, though he mav- 
have a pleasant home of his own, yet it is to J<u*t 

of his childhood bis memory clings with fonder 
thoughts, and around which clnster brighter images, 
for the clouds of care did not darken them. 

Speak to the exile of his home, and although it 
may have been in a land where oppression ruled, he 
will forget the wrongs done to him in speaking of 
the vino-clad cottage, and, sighing, will say, of a 
truth, “there is no place like home.” 

What arrests tho vioiouB one in his acts of violence 
sooner than a bright thought of his early home, the 
picture of which is deeply enstamped upon his mind. 
The loving mother, the kind father, the gentle sister, 
the affectionate brother, will all arise in bis mind, 
and he hesitates in his guilty act, until bis manhood 
passions sweep away these bright images. How 
beautifully does Moore present such a one who Is 
led to think of his past pure happiness while looking 

at a little child: 

“ Them w.a» n time, bo said in mild, 

Hoart humbled tones, thou blessed child, 

When young and happy, pure as thou, 

I looked and prayed like thee; but now— 

He bung bis bead, each nobler aim, 

And hope, and feeliug, which had slept 

From boyhood’s hours, that instant came 

Fresh o’er him, and he wept—be wept.” 

Thus, to the most of mankind, Jo bright images 
cluster around the home of childhood and youth, 
and thoughts of it are ever a source of pleasure. 
Some, alas! look back npon a gloomy picture. May 
we so adorn and make glad our homes with gentle 
words and loving smiles, that our thoughts of it may 
ever prove talismans of good. E. Lina H. 

Seneca, N. Y., 1801. 

§Mtt fpscdtatig. 
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WITHOUT AND WITHIN. 

BT CAROL INK A. HOWARD. 

Dark is the night, from the murky skies 

Not a ray doth cheer my longing eyes; 

Darker the way of my future lies! 

The storm beats wild on the window pain, 

Tho air is heavy with sleet and rain; 

Wilder yet is the storm in my brain! 

The wind, like a restless spirit, moans 

To the breakers dirge-like monotones, 

The oaken forest trembles and groans. 

Wail on, wild winds! Moan ever, oh, seal 

For better thy music Buiteth me 

Than the most angelic melody. 

To-night I make in my heart a grave, 

For Love is dead; a requiem brave 

Ye’re chanting for him. oh, Wind and Wave! 

Dedham, Mass., 1861. 

RESURGAMUS. 

BT R, R. STODDARD. 

They say the battle has been lost—what then? 

Them is no need of tears and doleful strains; 

>he holy Cause (at which we fought remains, 

And miyions of unconquerable men. 

Repulse may do ua good—it cannot harm; 

Where work is to he done, ’tin well to know 

Its full extent; before the final blow. 

Power, nerved to crush must hear Its strong right arm! 

Let them rejoice, then, while they may; for we, 

Driven hack a moment by the tide of war, 

Regathered, shall pour on them from afar, 

As mighty and resistl«HS a* the scat 

The battle is not lost, while men remain, 

Free men, and brave, like ours, to fight again! 

w. • ♦ > «- 
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OUR BORROW, 

BY MARY J. CROBMAN. 

“ Saddled and bridled, and booted rode he, 

A plume in his helmet, a sword at his knee; 

But hame cam’ the saddle, a' bluidy to see, 

And hame cam' the steed, hut hame never cam' be!” 

Dear Reader, I told you a few weeks ago that 
Jamje bad enlisted,—that we were lonely; but lonely 

is a very feeble word to day. I remember what 
uncertainty the future then wore, but 1 know that 
over and above all, gilding with roseate light every 
fear and foreboding, were the rays, the beautiful 
rays, of hope; but only for a season. <), Thou who 
ruleth destiny, lie to us the shadow of n, great rock 
in a weary land! Wo plead as did blind Bartimkus. 

“Have mercy on us, thou Son of David!" Our 
crushed hearts look only to the Divine for sympathy. 

It is August; the days are hot and glaring, the 
earth parched and thirsty. Flashings of light, red 
and fiery, intermingle with the gray-brown clouds. 
It befits the times. “And in those days brother 
shall rise up against brother, and their foes shall be 
those of their own household.” The dying summer 
will yield up her latest, breath without a sigh. Au 
tumn, with still feet and hushed breath, Bball walk 
over the plains, whispering “There is a death in the 
house!” And these words shall tell the sadness of, 
oh, how many homes' 

The tidings that Jam\k viVs no more came at sun¬ 
set; the next evening^ t>i.n brought the dear re¬ 
mains, accompanied by Thomas Lee. Poor Busan! 

sorrow hath never before laid so heavy bauds upon 
her. Bhe prays daily for that which mortals have 
no right to pray for,—death. The long, long hours 
of those nights we spent with Gon; at length, our 
souls came up from their baptismal of suffering into 
fields of living green. The words that gave King 
David comfort when his fair child lay dead In the 
arms of Batiishkba, his wife, bring to us balm and 
healing: “I shall go to him, but lie shall not return 
to me.” As I look out over life, a strange composure 
rests upon my heart. It is so fraught with strivings, 
and yearnings,- with hopes that rise and fall with 
the world’s changes,—with failures and glad suc¬ 
cesses,—withtfOUgh aud wearying paths, —with burn¬ 
ing suns and heavy crosses to be borne beneath 
them,- with hours when the boughs of our lives arc 
storm-bent and storm beaten, when the song-birds 
of gladness hide In fear and utter only quaverings 
of grief. Earth’s noblest and completes*, joys are 
guarded, as were the gates of Eden, by flaming 
swords; even Its hard-won crowns are worn with 
[iain, and to-day the glories of heaven are before me 
ho vividly, I can say, happiest are those paths which 

soonest load us there. 
From the east window of the sitting-room may be 

seen the willow that waves over Jamie's grave. 
That short mound beside his, upon which twenty 
summers have woven coverings and embroidered 
them with starry flowers, is where we buried Lucy, 

the baby, the youngest of the flock. It was with 
heart-breaking that we saw her golden bead and pale 

hands clasping rosebuds hid 

“ 'Neath the tiny coffin lid, 

Scarcely large enough to bear 

Little words that must l>e there— 

Little words cut deep aud true, 

Sweet pet name, and ■ aged two.’ ” 

So the youngest have homes In heaven and the 
eldest upon the earth. Joseph, perhaps my judg¬ 
ment is biased by affection, but his character seems 
almost complete. In the work-field of life, upon 
heights that are gained only by toil and discipline, 
by denial und prayer, bo is an efficient laborer. Men 
trust and admire him society places him among 
her ablest leaders and benefactors. This presupposes 
great constancy of effort and depth of purpose. 
Ah, it is not an easy thing to live, though Hannah, 

his sister, declares to the contrary. Bhe wears her 
nature so lightly; responsibility gives precedence to 
ipirth and gayety. “I tear nothing so much as that 
I shall not perform my whole duty,” was Mary 

Lyon’s frequent remark. Hannah's only fear is of 
death. Jamie, the Christian soldier, died, they said, 
as did martyrs in olden times, with rejoicings of 
victory upon his lips. HU wounds produced intense 
suffering, but with bead pillowed on a knapsack, his 
thoughts turned homeward td the loviug and the 
loved. “ Father—metlier—Susan—wo shall meet iu 
heaven; tell them,” aud, with these words, bis voice 
failed. His spirit had taken on the higher life, and 
gone to dwell beneath the portals of the upper home. 

It is hard for the young to learn life's lessons,— 
hard to know that hopes must be cherished and 
never realized,—that in our horizon stars will rise 
and fall, from the fountain of joy sparkling waters 
will be scattered, and gathered nevermore. 

Our paths are pilgrimages; we would fain carry 
all our treasures to the end. It cannot be, but at the 
last they shall all be found, their number uudimin- 
islied, their brightness uudimiaed. Wc will then 

take up the chant of the royal psalmist, “Oh, give 
thanks unto the Lord, for he is good, for his mercy 
endureth forever.” 

Alexander, N. Y., 1861. 
-♦ ■ ♦ ■ o— 

DEATH AND THE DRY GOODS. 

Eve’s first apron was made of fig leaves, and so, 
without question, was Adam's earliest blouse. But 
as these were of Eden growth and fitted only for an 
Eden climate, when the reluctant wearers were 
driven from those favored shades, they were furnished 
with clothing made of skins. These two materials 
became the recognized types of all subsequent attire. 
When our common mother daintily fitted to her taper 
fingers her first kid glove, she must have looked 
gratefully at a band which bore the stain of t,lie earli¬ 
est human guilt, a guilt which first made it necessary 
that any living creature should die. In after years, 
her skillful daughters exchanged the fig leaf for the' 
fiber of flax, from which, after infinite labor, fine 
linens and delicate laces were wrought. But robeB 
of this mliteral were not only expensive but thin, and 
not equal to the exigencies of a cold and variable 
climate. So the skin drapery suggested wool, and 
man wrapt himself thereafter in the stolen garments 
of the sheep. The docile animal, unconscious of his 
rights, submitted yearly to bo fleeced, and, as en¬ 
croachment always grows where it is not resisted, ills 
owner soon learned that a beast that could yield his 
own clothing might also yield his life, and a wool 
wearing became also, by natural sequence, a mutton- 
loving people. Thus was the second time illustrated 
the scriptural axiom, ’‘death by Bin.” 

But the sons of Eve were not always satisfied with 
mere linsey-woolsey, und even Solomon’s model 
housewife wrought in other materials besides wool 
and flax. True to her esthetic instincts, she arrayed 
herself in silk und purple. Here was a new fabric, 
rich, graceful and luxurona; but the same fatal ne¬ 
cessity was woven in its web. It became needful 
that a thousand Innocent worms should die, in order 
that another and a guiltier worm might dress. 
Human art could devise no method by which the 
delicate cocoon could be unwound and the denuded 
insect saved. We have been taught to divide the 
honey with the laborious bee, but we yield no share 
of their exquisite product to those tiny and self- 
guided fingers that first taught us to toil and spin. 

There eame a new era, the era of a cheaper and 
more inocuous material, and cotton was king. It 
was the third and most serviceable form of the vege¬ 
table drapery, and maid and matron arrayed them¬ 
selves in the snowy fabric, little dreaming that It was 
at the price of blood. Barely whole fields of the 
graceful cotton plant might bloom and ripen, and 
yield their fleecy product untouched by the stain of 
resulting death. AlaB, no. The recurring penalty 
was here exacted in Its sternest form. Hitherto 
there had been only the loss of humble animal life, 

but now the sacrifice was human. Cotton will only : 
grow (so theorists and Havana tell us) where man, in I 
a state of freedom, will not work. The valued com- , 
modify Is the fruit of compulsory labor, of a labor ! 
obtained by the exercise of arbitrary power, power 
without limit, power over life and limb. More than 
that; the tilled cotton fields of the South have yield 
oil a harsher product than the dainty vegetable wool. 
Bide by side with the cotton plant lias sprung up a 
darker growth — tyranny and rebellion and love of 
conquest and of power. These grew anil ripened, 
Until the field* ora now bristling with the deadly 
harvest. Where grows the wheat, there blooms the 
blood-red poppy, ^promising relief alike to hunger ‘ 
und pain. Where the cotton seed is sawn, there also ! 
nro sown the seeds of tyranny and revolt; there trea- f 
son plunders loyally upon the lurid, and points to tho 
blue waters in the distance, where waves the pirate’s 
flag. 

There remains but another textile fabric, and that, 
too, has its deadly associations — hemp. The full 
era of this is only now dawning.—l)r. J. G. Holland. 

PEOPLE TO BE SHUNNED. 

But there are human beings whom, if you are 
wise, you would not wish to know yon too well. I 
mean the human beings (if such there should be) 
who think highly of you, who imagine you very 
clever and very amiable. Keep out of the way of 
such! Let them see as little of you as possible. For 
when they come to know you well, they are quite 
sure to bo disenchanted. The enthusiastic ideal 
which young people form of any one they admire, is 
smashed by the rude presence of facts. I have got 
somewhat beyond the stage of feeling enthusiastic 
admiration, yet there are two or three living men 
whom I should be sorry to see. I know 1 should never 
admire them so much any more. 1 never saw Mr. 
Dickens; T don’t want to see him. Let us leave 
Yarrow unvisited; our sweet ideal is fairer than the 
fairest fact. No hero is a hero to his valet; and it 
may be questioned whether any clergyman is a saint 
to his beadle. Yet the hero may be a true hero, and 
tho clergyman a very excellent man; but no human 
being can bear too close inspection. I remember 
hearing a clever and enthusiastic young lady com¬ 
plain of what she bud suffered on meeting a certain 
great bishop at dinner. No doubt he was dignified, 
pleasant, clever; but the mysterious halo was no 
longer round his bead. Here is a sad circumstance 
in the lot of a very great man. 1 mean such a man 
as Mr. Tennyson or Profeasor Longfellow. As an 
elephant walks through a field, crushing the crop at 
every step, so do these men advance through life, 
smashing, every time they dine out, the enthusiasm 
of several romantic young people.— Country Parson. 

The Future OF the United States.—The Aorth 
British Review, for May, thus closes au article on 
American affairs: 

“There Burely cannot be a permanent retrogression 
and decay' in a Nation planted in the noblest princi¬ 
ples of right, and liberty, and combining, in marvel¬ 
lously adjusted proportions, the vigorous and ener¬ 
getic elements of the world’s muster races, in the 
midst of which the tone is given aud the march is led 
by that one of them which has never faltered in its 
onward course, and which is possessed of such 
tenacity and versatility, that it is everywhere success¬ 
ful. The present calamity aud confusion probably 
form the crucible fires in which the Union is to be 
‘purified, mode white, aud tried,’ in order that she 
may take her destined place in the van of the world’s 
progress in Christianity anil civilization, fulfilling in 
the resistless march of her dominant Anglo-Saxon 
race across the American continent, one grand part 
of the Divine scheme for the spread of that Gospel 
which shall survive all changes, overthrow all evils, 
anil achieve the mightiest triumphs in the later days 

of our world’s history.” 

The worst tiling that can be said of the most pow- 
ful, is, that they can take yonr life; but the same 

thing can be said of the most weak. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

IN MEMORIAM. 

BY DON LLOYD WYMAN. 

0, ir we knew the infinite love 

That God for nil his children bears, 

We would not bend in frenzied prayers 

To ask why Mamie went above. 

Sufficient be that she is there, 

And God has culled her; He shall hold 

The mystery of the gate of gold, 

And opeh entrance to His heir. 

Within the halls of Heaven have lain 

A harp unstrung, a crown unworn; 

0, tearful mourner, cease to mourn, 

God sought a harper not in vain. 

What, though the coffin press her breast, 

And the soft ringlets of her hair 

Be damp with vapor, who may dare 

To say she lies in dreamless rest? 

The long grass sways its silver crowns 

Above her, and the moonlight fills 

The golden cups of liowers; the hills 

Throw teuder shade along the downs. 

And there the shattered flagon lies 

Which held the heavenly wine; ah, know 

That It., distilled through crushing wo, 

Has risen, like incense, to the skies. 

Yield not to idle mnrinuriogs 

Against the will of Heaven, nor frown; 

No other brow might wear the crown, 

Nor fingers press the golden strings! 

Perry, Lake Co., Ohio, 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

MUSIC or EDEN. 

• How full of beauty and sublimity must have been 
the mind which called forth from chaos and desola¬ 
tion, order and symmetry—which planned the whole 
of Nature without copy, and drew from its exhaust- 
less store all the myriad varieties with which our 
earth is teeming. Beneath the inspiring touch of 
heaven, all was unison and peace. “ The morning 
stars sang together,” and boon Nature scattered with 
lavish hand tho shrubs of a thousand dyes. Waving 
in the perfumed breeze were the weeping willow and 
the graceful elm; standing majestically firm was the 
warrior oak, throwing far out its giant arms; aloft 
tho noble ash reared its head heavenward, ever 
heavenward. Day came with the singingof birds, and 
flung golden shafts of light over stream and flower, 
mountain and hill, — then in the holy hymning of 
Nature gathered them up, and went softly over 
the western way to meet the night. Yet no human 
voice poured in swelling the tribute of praise which 
perfected Nature was forever chanting. 

But hark! Hath heaven's gate been set ajar? and 
do wo catch the echo of an angel's song? Or hath 
some bright spirit wandered thither, and, enraptured 
at the vision of beauty, caught from the tremulous 
pines and murmuring rills their talisman of happi¬ 
ness, and poured forth its soul in song? No; heaven’s 
gate is closed, and the angels’ hallelujahs are heard 
only in the Golden City. But a form of matchless 
mould, breathing the wealth of earth and air, bearing 
tho seal of God's ownership and consecrated to 
immortality, has been placed in Eden’s Garden. Glo 
rioug must have been the song which, replete in its 
fullness, was welling up from a liegrt upon which 
heaven-born innucvioo wub stamped. Then, indeed, 
bad tho harmony of the spheres been outrivaled,- 
then might the eternal mountains bow to a greater 
grandeur than their own, and all Nature’s chorus 

hush to listen. 
The world, which once lay wrapped in silence, at 

the voice of the Almighty, threw the dumb mantle 
aside and roused to triumphant music and action. 
Man, in his innocence, praised God with lips pure 
aud undeflled. But sin purloined this priceless 
jewel, which naught could restore, and fair earth wag 
shr uded with a withering blight, and wept with 
fallen man at the sad change. The songs which were 
once as Joyous as those of the angels, rising as holy 
incense before the Throne, now refused to soar. 
They who once walked iu Eden's Garden pure and 
holy, were banished, and only tho beautiful picture, 
hung on Memory's wall, remained to them of their 
lovely home. HV never sung an Eden's song, we 
never listened to such melody and Bwectness; but up 
in the New Jerusalem music is perfect — and many 
who hear the feeble strains of earth shall there hear 

the heavenly. Addie. 
Hillsdale, Mich., 1861. 

An Inexhaustible Fountain.— At all times ami 

seasons faith and prayer find fullness of mercy and 
pardon, and of grace to sanctify, in Jesus Christ. 
The (supply fa inexhaustible. Mountains have been 
exhausted of their gold, mines of their diamonds, and 
the depths of ocean of their pearly gems. The 
demand has emptied the supply. Over once busy 
scenes silence and solitude now reign; the caverns 
ring no longer to the miner’s hammer; nor is the 
song of the pearl fisher hoard upon the deep. But 
the riches of grace are inexhaustible. All that have 
gone before us have not made them less, and we shall 
make them no less to those that follow us. When 
they have supplied the wants of unborn millions, the 
last of Adam’s race, that lonely man, over whose 
head the sun is dying, beneath whose feet the earth is 
reeling, shall stand by as full a fountain as this day 
invites you to drink and live, to wash and be clean. 

DisaitOINTMHNT.—Good reader, if you and I ever 
reach that Father's house, we will look back and see 
that the sharp-tongued, rough-visaged teacher, Dis¬ 
appointment, was one of our best guides to bring ns 
thither. He often took us by thorny paths. He 
often stripped us of our overload of worldly goods, 
but that was only to make us travel the freer aud the 
faster on our heavenward way. He often led us into 
the valley of the death-shadow; but never did the 
promises read so sweetly to us as when read by the 

light of faith in that very valley. 

Duty of a Creature to its Creator- —K a 
sculptor, after fashioning a piece of marble into a 
human figure, could inspire it with life and sense, 
could give it motion, and understanding, and speech, 
its first act, doubtless, would be to prostrate itself at 
the foot of its maker in subjection and thankfulness- 

—Augustine* 
_•—+--- 

Christianity and Atheism.—If the worst that 

can happen to the believer if he mistake, be the best 

that can happen to the unbeliever, if be bo right- 

who without madness can run the venture? ^ ho iu 

his senses would choose to come within the possi¬ 

bility of infinite misery?—John Locke. 

God will severely reckon with those thatBtrengther 

the bauds of the wicked in their wickedness. 

— 
>1 t 
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Thk Fifth Rbadkr of ms School and Family Srriss. By 

MAKCitTM Willson, author of Primary History; History of 
tho United States; American History ; and Outlines of Gen¬ 
eral History. [18mo.—pp. 538.] Sew York: Harper k 
Brothers. 

Thp. plan of this Header is different from any which has 

heretofore come under our observation, and must, we believe, 

commend it to all. Herpetology, Human Physiology and 

Health, Vegetable Physiology, Icthyology, Civil Architec¬ 

ture, Natural Philosophy, Physical Geography, Chemistry, 

Geology, Ancieut History, are all assigned space In the vol¬ 

ume, And each possesses a copious fund of appropriate literary 

matter, We quote from the author's preface:—“ While we 

have aimed to compile a series of books in every respect 

adapted to give all needed Instruction In the art of Trading, 

we have also endeavored to make them the medium of con¬ 

veying. in as interesting a form ns possible, a large amount 

of useful knowledge • • * As variety, within the limits 

of good style, and embracing both prose aud poetry, is cor¬ 

rectly considered an essential requisite of a good reading- 

book for advanced pupils, we may justly urge that the plan 

of the present work has peculiar advantage* in this respect; 

for not only do the illustrative selections to which we have 

alluded give great variety to the scientific division*, but each 

of these departments of knowlege has literature. of its own; 

each has it* peculiar words, and it* form* of expression, as 

well as ite principles, with which not only every scholar, but 

every grneia! reader should tie familiar, but none of which 

would be presented in a miserl/annrut reading book that 

should omit all notico of the subjects themselves. • * * 

Of the amount of useful knowledge which the plan adopted 

in these reading books In calculated to Impart, wo need only 

remai k that we have aimed to present the leading truths of 

science In a form as attractive a* possible, and have therefore 

avoided the dry details and technicalities which would have 

been required In a complete scientific, text-book Our object 

has been to present a pleasing introduction to science rather 

than <o give anything like a full exposition of any one depart¬ 

ment The great mass of pupils In onr schools know nothing 

whatever of many of the subjects here treated, not Is there 

any possibility of their becoming acquainted with them by 

any other method than by the one hero adopted. It i* 

thought, if ail the pupil* in onr schools should acquiro some 

knowledge of these subjects while attending to their ordinary 

reading-leasons, and become interested in the wonderful 

truths with which they abound, they will, in most Instances, 

be stimulated to seek a further acquaintance with them, and 

that the foundations may thus ho laid for a wider dissemina¬ 

tion of scientific knowledge, and a higher degree of popular 

education, than has hltheito been thought attainable.” 

The “Header" i* profusely illustrated with wood engrav¬ 

ings, executed in the very best manner, and the entire me¬ 

chanical execution reflects great credit upon the proverbially 

neat publishing house of the Messrs. IIarpkr. For sale by 

Adams k Harnkt, 

ni.VTS Off TilK pRKSKRVATIOX OF IlHAt.TR IN ARMIK.*. For 
the Use of Officers and .Soldiers. By John OiinnnvAirx, M 
I)., Professor of Medical Jurisprudence in Columbia College, 
New York: D. Appleton k Co. 

IlKKK is a little work which wo believe it would pay to 

place in the hands of every one of the class whose physical 

interests It seeks to proniote. It is divided into ulue parts, 

or chapters, each of which discusses certain portions of a 

soldier's life—ns a recruit, lu camp, on the march, Or In tho 

hospital. The author remark* that too milch I* expected 

from the surgeon* of a regiment, and too little is done by 

officer* and men to cooperate with tlicm. Armle*, like 

patients, must act In concert with medical advisors, and make 

the matter of health subjective) as well as objective, and to 

this end all need nn insight into the general principles of 

hygiene, in order to he able to assist, themselves, in the 

furtherance of prophylactic measures. To supply them with 

the requisite amount of information, this mannal has been 

prepared. Nothing like a formal treatise or text-bank has 

been attempted. To “ help, rather than to hinder,” has been 

the aim of the author, and we think the effort a success. 

The volume contains 142 pages, and its size is such it may be 

classed among the “ pocket editions." From the Publishers. 

Voixntkkrh Cami- AND Fiki d Hong, Containing Useful and 
General Information on the Art aud Science of War, for 
the leisure moment* of the Sohlier. Ily .Torn |*. Cpruy 
New York: I). Appleton k Co. 

Tins is similar in size and style to the work above noted. 

Part First is devoted to Field Fortification* and Intrenched 

Position*, Attack and Defence. Part Second, to Artillery and 

Artillery Practice, Munitions of War and Explosive Sub¬ 

stances. Part Third contains Hints on Surgery, Antidotes 

for Poison, kc. Part Fourth recounts the movements of 

Cavalry. Part Fifth give* the order of F.ncampment for 

Artillery, Cavalry, amt Infantry, and general details of Camp 

Duty, Cooking, kc. Part Sixth contains the elementary 

principles of the Manual, formation ot Company and Kegi- 

ment. From this “ Table of Contents ” the worth of this 

volume may be judged. Discipline makes the true soldier, 

but a theoretical knowledge will prove „f great advantage to 

the recruit. The chapter on cooking contain* quite a uum 

ber of recipes, which are worth all the book costs. From 

the Publishers. 

Thk Rkiiki.!.tn.v Rkcord: A Diary of American Events, 
1880-tit. Edited by Frank Moouk, author of “ Diary of 
the American Revolution.” In Three Divisions, viz.;— 
I. Diary of Verified Occurrences, II. Poetry, Anecdotes, 
and Incidents, III Documents, etc. New York: G. P. 
Putnaui. 

Part XVI of this periodical has been received, and we 

must say that every feature indicates a faithful aud graphic 

account of the unhappy difficulties In which our country is at 

present involved. Part I of the Illustrations is a!*o just from 

the press. It contains a colored military map of the United 

States, and steel eugravings of General Scott, Jbk. Davis, 

Major Generals Fhkmont, Andrkson, and Kittlisb. Every¬ 

thing is executed in tho best style. D, M. Dkwry is agent for 

Rochester. 

Thk Wkhtminhtrr Rkvikw Repriuted by Leonard Scott k 
Co., Fulton st., New York. 

Thk July issue of this able Quarterly presents a list Of 

articles fully up to the standard for variety aud quality. The 

“ Contents " are as follows:—Life and Letters of Schleier- 

macber; Salmon Fisheries of England and Wales; Critical 

Theory and Writings of IT. Taine; Mr. Mill on Representative 

Government; The Countess of Albany; Equatorial Africa and 

its Inhabitants; Mr. Ruckle's History of Civilization in Eng¬ 

land; Christian Creeds and their Defenders; Contemporary 

Literature. Dkwkt, Agent. 

Hakpkr’r Greek and Latin Texts.—Three more volumes 

in this series of classical woiks have been received. They 

are CV sir's Commentaries on the Gallic War, Cicero on Love 

and Friendship, aud Lucretus. The series Is intended to 

supply cheap and accurate editions of the classics for tho use 

of schools and >tudents. They are superior in mechanical 

execution and very convenient in form. For sale by Stkklk, 

Avery & Co. 
-♦- » # —-- 

BOOKS RECEIVED. 

Carthage and IIkr Remains Being an Account of the 
Excavations and Researches on the Site of the Phoenician 
Metropolis In Africa, and other adjacent places. Conducted 
under the Auspices of Her Majesty’* Government. By Dr. 
N. DaVIB, ] JC. Q, 8., Ac. With Illustrations |lnk—pp. 
504 J New York: Harper A Brother. Rochester—Stkki.x, 
Avbry k Co. 

The Crayon Misnci.r. ant. By Washington Irvi.no. Author's 
Revised Edition. Complete in one volume. [12mo-—pp. 
378.) New York: G. P. Putnam. Rochester D. M, Dewey, 
Subscription Agent. 

Mahomet A.vn Him Sivthshors. Hy Washington Irving. 
In two Volume* —V*L I. jl2mo.—pp 373 ] New York: G. 
I‘. Putnam, Rochester—D. M. Dewey. 

’ ... . i-—....-. |.j, viw. j *ivn a in ft v». 

i • Putnam, Rochester—R. M. Dkwey. 

Framet.v Parsonage. A Novel. By Anthony Trollops, 
author of "Doctor Thorne," “The Bertrams,” “The 
Three Clerks,” etc, With Illustration*, fpp. 630 ] New 
York: Harper & Bros. Rochester—Steele, Avert it Co. 

Primary Object Lessons for a Graduate Course of Develop 
moot, a Manual for Teachers and Parents, with Lessous 
fur the Proper Training of the Faculties of Children. 
[I8tn.»—pp. 302.] Now York: Harper & Bros. Rochester 
—Steele, avert k Co. 

Tom Brown at Oxford, A Sequel to School Days at Rugby. 
By tlin author of “School Day* at Rugby," “Scouring the 
“bite llorse, ' etc. Part Second. New York: Harper & 
iiroK Rochester—Steele, Avery k Co. 

IAVINGSTON rARK SEMINARY, ROCHESTER, TV. 

Om engraving gives a fine view of the surround¬ 

ings and edifice of one of the best Female Semin- 

aries in Western New York. In attractiveness and 

beauty the grounds, in connection with the Park, are 

superior to those of any similar institution in this 

region. A new building has been added recently, 

especially adapted to school purposes, with pleasant 

rooms for boarding pupils. A city contemporary 

thus speaks of the institution and tho advantages 

It offers: 

“For several years past Mrs. C. M. Coktis has 

been well known throughout a large portion of the 

State as the Principal of one of the most popular and 

successful Female Seminaries in Rochester; and in 

saying that, we hear in mind the fact that our city 

sustains an enviable reputation everywhere for the 

high character of this particular class of educational 

Institutions within its borders. The compliment to 

Mrs. Curtis will bo fully Justified by all whose good 

fortune It has been to have their daughters educated 

beneath her roof; and wo know that it will be 

cordially concurred in by the young ladies them¬ 

selves— those particularly who have enjoyed the 

privilege of a residence in her family. 

The system pursued by Mrs. Curtis in tho manage¬ 

ment of her pupils, and the thoroughness of her 

course of instruction, have combined to make every 

Seminary with which her name lias been associated, 

a pleasant memory to its graduates, after their 

exchange from tho position and pleasures incident to 

school girl life to the more practical existence and 
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New Order of Aflnlrs in Washington. 

Vert evident is it that a new order of things 

reigns in and about our National Capital. It would 

seem that tho new man at the helm of the great ship 

“Union” is guiding the noblo vessel into totally 

different channels, and we are now more than ever 

convinced that Im will take her triumphantly and 

successfully to the port of peace in his own good 

time. The laxity heretofore existing at tho scat of 

government threatened greater evil, and effected 

more harm, thau did Jeff. Davis and his horde of 

rebels. Our faith in the “Young General” is only 

equalled hy the fears of secessionists, and we hope 

lie will bo “let alone” liy intriguing politicians, and 

civilians who may just now be clothed in a little 

brief authority. 

The Philadelphia Press says that Washington is 

ouco more an orderly and quiet city. The vigor of 

General McClellan may bo seen in the deserted ave¬ 

nue, and the absence of soldiers from tho grog-shops, 

the public buildings, and the places of public resort. 

The General thinks tho soldier’s place is the camp, 

and there ho intends he shall be. His wise and firm 

discipline Is sensibly felt, and it cannot bat produce 

the most gratifying results iu the efficiency of onr 

army. There is more secrecy attending our military 

movements than has hitherto been customary, and 

the opinion is beginning to prevail that when a mili¬ 

tary movement is determined upon, there is no neces¬ 

sity of Its being immediately communicated to Gen. 

Beauregard. 

The General, after consultation, has ordered Brig 

adier-Gencrala to have a weekly “division drill by 

trumpet.” The necessity for this was severely felt 

on the battle field July 21st, and the object now is to 

be prepared to meet the emergency in the future. 

Now the men do not know a single command by 

trumpet. 

Hitherto Gen. McClellan arrested busy newsmon¬ 

gers when found on the battle field. In the future 

he will equip aud arm idle spectators found present 

at a battle, and place them in the front rank, in the 

hottest part of the fight. 

It is to be hoped that the pres3 of the North and 

WeHt will readily acquiesce in tho arrangement made 

by the newspaper correspondents nere with Gen. 

McClellan respecting the publication of matter which 

might endanger or embarrass the position of our 

troops. The General has conducted himself in a 

very polite manner throughout the transaction and 

the negotiations which preceded it. lie has declared 

repeatedly that he would not for a moment attempt 

to restrain tho freedom of speech or of publication 

unless tho public interests imperatively demanded 

it, and that in the present condition of affairs he 

preferred to throw himself upon the generosity of 

the newspaper editors and correspondents, asking 

them to do only that which every loyal man would 

gladly acquiesce in. 

As proof of “ acquiescence ” on the part of the 

Press, we may state that “Second Editions,” with 

flaming heads, have gone out of fashion with 

amazing rapidity, and “regular reports” have 

dwindled and dwarfed wonderfully. All this beto¬ 

kens good, as well as order and efficiency. 

Those wh» reside in distant portions of the coun- 

sterner realities of womanhood. There are not a few 

here and elsewhere who could, and would if they 

were called upon to do so, testify to tho trithof what 

we have said above, and join with us In recommt'nd- 

ing the institution whose name stands at tho head of 

this article, to the attention of parents and guardians 

who are anxiously seeking for a suitable school, iu 

which girls under their cure may be placed, to 

acquire at once the education and habits of ladies, 

and lie bred in the observance of those principles of 

moral and religious excellence, without which the 

most accomplished female cun scarcely bo entitled 

to the appellation of lady. 

Livingston Burk Seminary is situated in one of the 

most charming locations to ho found in this emi¬ 

nently rural oily; in the midst of a neighborhood 

affected particularly hy wealthy citizens of refined 

taste and retiring liubito. Within tho past yeur the 

building has received extensive additions, improve¬ 

ments and repairs, designed to render it more com¬ 

modious and convenient for the purposes to which it 

is applied. The accommodations for boarders are, 

we think, not excelled by any similar establishment 

in Western New York. All tho available modern 

improvements have been introduced, and we do not 

believe apy one examining them cun find rcuson to 

complain iu that respect. , 

Many of tiro best and most iulluentiul citizens of 

Rochester arc the patrons of this Seminary, and 

there are always iu attendance many young ladies 

from abroad, during the terms.” 

try are not the only ones who are to Ire limited in 

their ideas of the “largest liberty,” if we may judge 

from the regulations issued by Col. Porter, tho Pro¬ 

vost Marshal, “for the guidance of officers com¬ 

manding guards and patrols, and for the information 

of all concerned1.” 

In pursuance of instructioiis from Major-General 
McClellan, it is directed that all officers frequenting 
the streets or hotels of the city without written per¬ 
mits to be absent from their regiments or stations, 
setting forth the object of tho visit, approved by 
their brigade commanders, shall be arrested and scut 
to their regiment* or statiouB by any officer com¬ 
manding a patrol who may observe them. 

Any soldier found absent from his company with 
out a written permit from the commander of his 
brigade, and all soldiers found in the streets, hotels, 
or other places in the city after fi o’clock I’. M., shall 
be arrested and confined for trial and punishment. 
All prisoners will be taken to the central guard 
house of tho city, where they will In- turned over to 
the officer commanding the guard at that station, 
who shall detain them iu custody until otherwise 
ordered. 

it shall be the constant purposo of all officers 
commanding guards or patrols to keep the city under 
vigilant observation, day and night, to the end that 
the public peace may not be iu any way disturbed, 
nor the citizens molested in tlroir person* or prop¬ 
erty hy any person in the service of tiic United States. 

Reports containing the time and places of all 
arrests, with tho names of persons arrested, together 
with such other information as maybe deemed Im¬ 
portant to the public service, will be made ami 
handed in to this office at 9 o’clock A. 11, daily, 

Ccn. Fremont’* Expedition. 

Recent issues of the St. Louis Democrat furnish 

interesting details concerning this military move¬ 

ment in tho VVest. We condense the following 

therefrom: 

Unusual interest has been created hy the unwonted 

military activity which has followed the arrival of 

Major-General Fremont in St. Louis. Regiments 

have been constantly arriving, the city has been 

fairly thronged with troops, eight steamboats have 

been preparing for their transportation down the 

river, ami on last evening there were strong indica¬ 

tions that " the great fleet” was about to move. 

The steamers City Of Alton, Louisiana, and D. A. 

January remained at the Arsenal at a late hour on the 

1st inst. On board the former were the baggage and 

arms of a large portion of the rank and file of the 

19th Illinois regiment. During the day the guns of 

these men were exchanged for first class Miuio 

muskets. The D. A. January steamed up to the 

wharf during the afternoon and took on hoard an 

additional quantity of provisions and camp equi¬ 

page, with which she then returned to the Arsenal, 

arriving there at about A o'clock, I', M. The steamer 

G. W. Graham moved to the Arsenal at about noon, 

with stores of provisions and camp freight, and 

began taking on board the baggage of Lieut.-Col. 

Romhaur’s command of Horne Guards. Tiro com¬ 

mand embraces one battalion of Col. Almstcdt’s, and 

another of Col. Kallman’s regiment—First and 

Second of the U. S. Reserve Corps. Commandant 

Rombaur is taken from Col. Alrnstedt’a staff, in 

which he la Lieutenant-Colonel. IIi» detachment 

forms a splendid regiment, full 1,100 strong. 

The Iowa Second Regiment was in readiness to 

embark, whenever ordered, upon the D. A. January. 

She already bore the baggage of the corps, and a 

battery of artillery, including a rifled cannon cap¬ 

tured by them from the rebel* in North Missouri. 

On the 2d inst, from the levee a very interesting 
spectacle presented itself, at about noon, to hundreds 

of spectator*. On tho firing of a signal gun, tho 

steamers Empress, War Eagle, Jennie Deans, Warsaw 

and City of Alton simultaneously backed from the 

wharf and dropped anchor in midstream. The 

movement was executed with admirable precision 

and fine effect. These stcapiors, with the Louisiana, 

January, and Graham, constitute tire military fleet of 

eight vessels to proceed down tho Mississippi, Each 

bears aloft the stars and stripes, while the City of 

Alton, as tho “flag steamer,” shows also the Union 

Jack and a broad pennon. 

At I o’clock, I*. M., the 17th regiment of Illinois, 

Col, Ross commanding, broke up their encampment 

at the Abbey track, and marched into the city to the 

steamer Warsaw, They were much admired as a 

crops of hardy and evidently intelligent and deter¬ 

mined men. Company A, of this regiment, is Gen. 

Pope’s body guard, and consists of picked men. 

At 1 P. M., of the 3d inst., Gen. Fremont and staff 

arrived at the lower ferry lauding, in four carriages. 

They were received hy a military escort and accom¬ 

panied on board the ferry boat, which then boro the 

party to the steamer City of Alton, amid a salvo of 

gunB fired try tho Chicago Light Artillery on board 

that boat. At a quarter past three o’clock, each ves¬ 

sel having weighed anchor, two signal guns from tiro 

City of Alton gavo the order for starting. Tho tlag 

steamer led, and six others followed "in single file." 

Tho eighth, the Empress, remained at tho wharf, not 

being in complete readiness. The moving fleet 

showed splendidly, with ensigns and pentiotis stream¬ 

ing, four of the boat* swarming with joyous troops, 

guns firing, and bands playlug Inspiring melodies. 

At two and a half P. M„ ('apt. Buell’s artillery 

corps marched from Arsenal Park, and went on 

hoard the steamer Empress, with a full battery of six 

rifled cannon, and several additional field pieces. 

Some two hours elapsed before the baggage, equi¬ 

page, Ac,, were all on board, arid the Empress then 

moved off at a good speed to overtake and rejoin tho 

Beet. 

The operations, destination, and object of this 

grand excursion remain undivulged, but will, doubt¬ 

less, sufficiently appear In a few days. 

In addition to the war material already possessed 

by this expedition, the Pittsburg (Pa.) Chronicle of 

the 1st inst. says:—“An unusually heavy shipment 

of ordnance and ordnance stores was tuado from tho 

United States Arsenal hero yesterday. It was con¬ 

signed to Major-General Fremont, commanding tho 

department of the West at St. Louis, and consisted of 

the following pieces of heavy artillery, Ac., tho 

whole weighing 501,967 pounds:—Eighteen 32* 

pounder iron guns, 18 21-pounder iron guns, Is 82- 

pounder barbette gun carriages aud Chassis, 18 

'21-pounder do. do., implements and equipments 

complete, 1,000 82-po under shot, 1,000 24-pounder 

shot, 90 3'2-poundor canister, 90 21 pounder grape 

stands, 1,000 32-pounder gun cartridges, (for shot,) 

1,000 21 pounder gun cartridges, (Tor shot,) 180 24- 

pounder gun cartridges, (for grnpc and canister,) 180 

32-pounder do. do. Another order tor ten thousand 

sets of infantry accoutrements has also been received 

from the General, and tho bands at tho arsenal are 

tilling it now witli all the rapidity in their power. 

Tiro ConflMentlon IIIII — A Protest. 

In our last issue wo gavo tho features of a hill 

confiscating the property of individuals found in 

arms against the Government. On the 2d instant a 

protest, signed by Breckinridge and Powell, of ivy.; 

Bayard and Saulshury, of Del.; Polk and Johnson, of 

Mo.; Pearce and Kennedy, of Md., and Bright, of 

Ind., was presented. It is a curious part of the 

history of tho times, and read* thus: 

Protest of the minority of the Senate of the United 
States against the passage of the House Hill No. A h, 
entitled “ 1« .Art to define and punish certain 
conspiracies.” 

The undersigned member* of the Senate dissent 
from the passage of the bill on the following grounds: 

Tiro government of the United Htates is a govern¬ 
ment of specially delegated powers, and though 
treason ib one of tho highest crimes known to tire 
law, il. is a political offence. 

To guard against, the abuses which in times of high 
excitement had, in the history of England, previous 
to the Revolution of 1088, too often sacrificed able, 
virtuous and innocent men on the charge of treason 
mid kindred uffsneos, unaccompanied by acts, the 
Constitution of the United States expressly defines 
the crime of treason in the following terms: 

Art. 3, see. 3.—“ Treason against the United States 
shall consist only in levying war against, them, or in 
adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and 
comfort.” 

It further provides that “no person shall be Con¬ 
victed of treason unless on tho testimony of two 
witnesses to tho same overt act, or on confession In 
open court.” 

The latent to restrict Congress in tire creation of 
crimes of the nature created by this hill, seems obvl 
on*, for in treason all arc principals, and in any con¬ 
spiracy of tho kind stated in the hill, an overt net in 
pursuance of it, proved hy two witnesses, would bo 
treason against the United States. 

Thus the creation of an offence resting in intention 
alone, without overt act, would render nugatory the 
provision last quoted, and tho door would he open 
tor those similar oppressions and cruelties which, 
under tho excitement of political struggles, have so 
often disgraced the past history of the world. 

The undersigned can Conceive no possible object 
in defining the crime of treason hy onr ancestors, and 
requiring proof by two witnesses to the same overt 
act, to justify the conviction of the accused, unless 
it ho to restrict the. power of Congress in the creation 
of a political crime kindred to treason, and charged 
as resting in intent, which would, if accompanied by 
an overt act, bo treason. 

It matters not that tho punishment prescribed in 
the law is not death hut imprisonment; for tire pass¬ 
age of tho bill, though it might not tlicet the life of 
an Innocent man, would give, from uncertainty of 
the offence charged and the proof requisite to sus¬ 
tain it, tho utmost latitude to prosecutions founded 
on personal enmity and political animosity, aud the 
suspicion* as to inteutfon which they iuovitably 
engender. 

Training Artillery Horse*. 

The Fortress Monroe correspondent of the New 

York Commercial Advertiser says: 

It requires considerable time to mount the guns 

proper for an advancing army, to supply them with 

trained horses, and especially the right kind of har¬ 

ness, Tho horse is a curiouB, shy, inquisitive ani¬ 

mal; and when first taken from the stable or pasture, 

for the strategic purposes of war, demand* to bo 

handled with great care and patience. He must be 

gradually accustomed to the sudden and marked 

change in hi* status—the gleam of arms, the roll of 

drum*, tire Haunting of banners, the flash, the smoke 

and the roar of cannon. It is remarkable, however, 

that when the practical war horse is thus drilled and 

disciplined, his proficiency in wheeling with guns 

and caissons, at the critical moment of limbering 

and unlimbering light artillery, is wonderful. With¬ 

out a word, without a touch, without a sign from 

man, he wheels, advances and retreats with almost 

miraculous rapidity at times compelling riders and 

gunners to spring to keep their saddles or escape his 

lightning'like evolutions. 

Such war horses as these are intended to be, have 

been practicing before the window of your corres¬ 

pondent on the parade ground of the Fortress this 

morning. Home few of the moro recent comers 

reared and sprang a little at tho first flashes and 

thunder of the cannon, while others stood as firm as 

the adjacent trees, and looked on as calmly us if 

they were feeding from a rack. At the close of the 

firing, some of them were marched to the muzzle of 

the still hot and smoking gun, and made to put their 

nostrils close to tho metal, feel tho heat and inhale 

the smell of the powder. They are thus taught to 

become ou familiar terms with their new and strange 

acquaintance and fellow soldier; to measure his 

length with their eyes, and feel that his touch, at 

their rider's command, is rendered harmless.” 

A Suggestion to Volunteers. 

The New York Examiner says:—“A medical 

friend, whose European experience gives valuo to 

bis testimony, and whose heart lias been pained at 

tire number of deaths which have already taken 

place in our army from the loss of blood from 

wounds, begs us to suggest that the per-chlaride of 

iron, an article to bo obtained from all our larger 

druggists, will check hemorrhage even from largo 

blood vessels promptly and effectually. Four or live 

drops are sufficient to check completely the flow of 

blood from anything except the largest arteries, and 

a hali- teaspoonful will arrest bleeding even from 

these, lie advises that each non-commissioned offi¬ 

cer should he provided with a small fiat tin bottle of 

this, containing say a couple of ounces, which ho 

can wear in his breast pocket, and that the bottle 

should have wound uround it a little hatt Cotton, on 

which the iron could be dropped or poured to apply 

it. This simple device would have saved several 

valuable lives at the affair at Vienna and at Great 

Bethel. Will not tho Sanitary Commission see to 

tills matter? 

It mi king (lie Blockade. 

Many of tho British residents of tho Spanish 

Colonies Hcorn to think that an attempt will be made 

hy foreign powers to break our blockade of the 

Southern ports. We find in the N. E Spectator the 

following comparative table of the war vessels of our 

navy and those of Her Britannic Majesty, now in our 

waters: 

Guns. Men. VphhpIm Guns. Men. 
MillUOSOU (ling) . 60 600 Nile (flag).. .90 800 
Niagara. . 12 640 8t. George 90 800 
Wabash. . 44 600 Cadmus .. .21 200 
Uiinnoktt_ . 44 600 Jason .... .21 270 
Colorado . . -It 660 Terror 16 60 
Powhatan . . 10 360 Valorous ,. 16 220 
Mississippi __ . 11 380 Racer ... U 150 
Suxquefiimniih . . 16 330 hnnaiYi.... 10 82 

14 325 8 170 
Pawn in- . . 6 100 Barracoota . 6 195 
Wirier Witch... 5 94 Firebrand . 6 195 
Seminole .. . 3 220 G l», li ator . .. 6 196 
Crusader_ . 8 110 Hydrin . . 6 130 
Iroquois .... . 0 100 Spiteful . 6 170 
St. Lawrence... . 60 600 Styx 8 166 
Santee . . 50 600 Landrail.. . 5 60 
Comlmrl/Wul. . . 24 300 Nimble . . 5 60 
Savannah__ . 24 300 Skipjack . 2 37 
Macedonian . 24 300 Mersey ... 40 694 
Jamestown . JW zoo Ariadne .. .28 435 
Vincennes . 20 300 Challenger .... 22 200 
Vanda lia. 16 300 Uinnldo . .17 165 
8t. Louis. . 20 300 Driver .... . 6 105 
Preble. 16 300 _ — 
Minion.. . 16 200 Total . _442 6,083 
Dale. . 16 200 
Hainbridge .... . a 100 
Perry . . 8 100 

Total. .722 8,943 

In addition to the above, there are thirteen harbor 

receiving ships, tenders, Ac., all unmovable; against 

which arc over thirty gunboats, not included in onr 

list, nor building, but. purchased, aud now doing 

active duty; being armed with from one heavy to 

eight ordinary guns, fn many instances, they are 

being refitted with rifled cannon. A hoard, consist¬ 

ing of a special naval constructor, ordnance officer, 

and engineers, has been ordered to New York city, 

with a view of superintending, in part, tiro construc¬ 

tion Of the uew gunboats, und to fit out the vessels 

that the Government are constantly purchasing. 

Several of the ship yards have been engaged for tire 

purpose of repairing and strengthening these vessels. 

One great trouble in tho Navy Department, at tho 

present time, is the want of seamen, tho scarcity 

causing, at times, serious delays. If the department 

would ship men for the war, Instead of for throe 

years, there would be little difficulty in getting plenty 

of good seamen, but many do not wish to serve after 

the war, fearing that they may bo sent to such stations 

as the coast of Africa. 

A Tu bio ol‘ Distil.lie,cm. 

Wic find the following very conveniently arranged 

table of distances in tho last number of Frank Leslie's 

Illustrated Newspaper; 

Fort'** Mon.. 
Harp'* Kerry. 
Lynchburg... 
Grafton...... 
Culpepper, . 
Auiiiii Oreek. 
Philadelphia. 

Yorktown .. 
Howell's i*’i. 
Washington. 

Wash¬ Rich. Fortress Harp's Lynch- Haiti- 
ington. mond, Monroe. Ferry. borg. more. 
.. 8 112 127 60 170 42 
..150 22 05 145 100 ISO 
.. 29 87 135 50 113 55 

...134 75 135 109 168 
..120 75 176 160 155 
.. 63 185 175 158 HI 
..ltill 100 160 158 200 
. .163 200 200 125 148 188 
.. 60 68 L8Q 65 100 91 
.. 45 60 111) 70 118 98 
..136 210 210 145 278 98 
.. 38 130 165 81 190 
.,220 300 285 220 360 187 
..156 210 238 175 320 120 
.. UK) 70 27 180 150 142 
..180 85 20 190 170 168 
■* # • 131 138 03 160 38 

Extract* from the Soul hern l’l-ess. 

Mai,contents in Richmond.— The Richmond 

correspondent of tho ChailestOU Courier writes: — 

“Gov. Lotchorht proclamation, calling out tho militia 

of tills part of the State, has created a disagreeable 

sensation among tho thousands of non combatant® 

and secret Union suhmissionists. Thoro are, un¬ 

doubtedly, a great many men of business in Rich¬ 

mond und other cities, whose business requires per¬ 

sonal attention, who will suffer greatly by this procla¬ 

mation; and bodjo of these are patriots, willing to do 

anything in their power in defence of the country. 

But thoro is a class of northern men, settled and 

doing business in these cities, especially in Rich¬ 

mond, who have no sympathy with us lu thisjfwur, 

and who, iu their secret hearts, cordially sympathise 

with tlm peoplo of their native country. It goes 

hard with these to be called upon to do military 

duty. It is a great pity there is not some law to 

compel the thousands of loafers that are seen day 

after day on the streets, and at, the hotels and other 

public places here, to do military service or quit the 

country.” 

Moke of Pillow's Generalship.— Gen. Pillow 

has been displaying more of his generalship. His 

last achievement is fully equal to the masterly stroke 

of the Mexican war, when he dug a ditch and threw 

the earth up on tho wrong side. Browulow’s Whig, 

published in Nashville, Tenn., says: — “Previous to 

Gen. Pillow being superceded by Bishop Polk, ho 

went to New Orleans and procured a huge chain 

cable, costing him 375,000, and brought it to Mem¬ 

phis to blockade the river, by stretching it over und 

resting it upon buoys! The cable, carriage, and 

work, cost about $30,600. The first big tide that 

came, bringing down the usual amount of trees, logs 

and drift-wood, swept away Iris cable and its support¬ 

ers, as any flat-boat captain would have informed the 

Confederate authorities would certainly be tho case. 

This is no idle tale, but a sober n-ality, and we shall 

send the account of this affair on to the Confederate 

forces, to be tried on the Potomac, on James River, 

and in tho Chesapeake Bay!” 

A Rebel Estimate of General McClellan.— ■ 

The New Orleans True Delta warns the rebels thaf, 

they cannot sleep while McClellan is in command of 

the Federal forces iu Virginia. It says:— “ We hear 
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that McClellan, an officer of unquestionable capacity, 

an accomplished, enterprising and successful soldier, 

is to be put at the head of their invading armies, 

subordinate only to Lieutenant-General Scott. We 

do not regret this change so far us the fame of Beau¬ 

regard is concerned; on the contrary, we rejoice that 

it has been made, because we know there could be 

little credit io scattering such troops as have hitherto 

encountered our heroic men in battle, led on by the 

Pattersons, Butlers, and such like political trash. 

McClellan is worthy of Beauregard’s attention, and 

while we have not for a moment a doubt of the result 

of their first measurement of arms In the field, nor of 

any later conflict, so far as the honor and reputation 

of Louisiana’s great soldier Is involved, we hope when 

they are face to face, arrayed against each other, 

no great disparity of force nor deficiency of material 

will he allowed to cripple our side on the eventful 

occasion. In the presence of an officer SO thor¬ 

oughly a soldier as McClellan, it will not do for our 

gallant hoys to sleep or he negligent on outpost duty 

in contempt of their foe. He will, if any one cud, 
make something of the sons of the pilgrims, the 

descendants ol the Mayflower’s passengers, and there¬ 

fore onr complete satisfaction that one whom it will 

be really a great honor to defeat is now to be put at 

the bead of the Lincoln army of subjugation.” 

Tub Victory of Bull Bun.—The correspondent 

of the New Orleans Picayune writes:—“Between 2 

and .'t o’clock large numbers of men were leaving the 

field, some of them wounded, others exhausted by 

the long struggle, who gave us gloomy reports; but 

as the fire on both sides continued steadily, we felt 

sure that our brave Southerners had not been con¬ 

quered by the overwhelming hordes of the North. It 

is, however, due to truth to say that the result of this 

hour hung trembling in the balance. We had lost 

numbers of our most distinguished officers. Generals 

Bartow- and Bee had been stricken down: Lieutenant 

Colonel Johnson of the Hampton Legion bad been 

killed; Colonel Hampton had been wounded, but 

there was at hand the fearless general whose reputa¬ 

tion as a commander was staked on Hits battle: Gen¬ 

eral Beauregard promptly offered to lead the Hamp¬ 

ton Legion into action, which he executed in a style 

unsurpassed and unsurpassable. General Beauregard 

rode up ami down our lines between the enemy and 

his own men, regardless of the heavy fire, cheering 

and encouraging our troops. About this time a shell 

struck his horse, taking its head off, and killing the 

horses of his aids, Messrs. Ferguson and Heyward. 

General Beauregard’s aids deserve honorable men* 

Hod, particularly those just named, and Colonels W. 

Porcher Miles, James Chesnut, John L. Manning, 

aud A. R. Chisolm. Gen. Johnston also threw him¬ 

self into the thickest of the fight, seizing the colors 

of a Georgia regiment, and rallying them to the 

charge. His staff signalized themselves by their 

intrepidity. Col. Thomas being killed and Major 

Mason wounded.” 

How the Battle was Won.— “ Your correspond¬ 

ent heard Gen. Johnston exclaim to Gen. Cocke just 

at the critical moment: ‘Oh for four regiments!’ 

HiB wish was answered, for iu the distance our rein¬ 

forcements appeared. The tide of battle, was turned 

in our favor by the arrival of General Kirby Smith, 

from Winchester, with 4000 men of Gen. Johnston’s 

division. Gen. Smith heard while on the Manassas 

railroad cars the roar of battle. He stopped the 

train and hurried his troops across the field to the 

point just where he was most needed. They were at 

first supposed to be the enemy, their arrival at that 

point of the field being entirely unexpected. The 

enemy fell hack, aud a panic seized them. Cheer 

after cheer from our men w-ent up, aud we knew the 

battle had been w on. Thus was the best appointed 

army that had ever taken the field on this continent 

beaten and compelled to retreat in hot haste, leaving 

behind them everything that impeded their escape. 

Guns, knapsacks, hats, caps, shoes, canteens and 

blankets covered the ground for miles and miles.” 

Mortality Among the Rebel Officers.— The 

Richmond Enquirer publishes the following list of 

killed and wounded among the field officers, admit¬ 

ting the list as still imperfect: 

■Killed, or Mortally Wounded.— General Bernard 

E. Bee, Kouth Carolina; Gen. Francis S. Bartow, 

Georgia; Col. Nelson, 2d Virginia Regiment; Col. 

Fisher, 6 th North Carolina Regiment; Col. Mason, of 

Gen. Johnston’s Staff; Lieut. Col. Ben. J. Johnson, 

Hampton Legion; Major Robert Wheat, Louisiana 

Battalion. 

Wounded.— General Kirby Smith, Regular Army; 

Col. Wade Hampton, Hampton Legion; Col. L. J. 

Gartrell, 7th Virginia; Col. Jones, 4th Alabama; 

Col. Thomas, of Gen. Johnston’s Staff; Col. H. C. 

Stevens, of Gen. Bee’s Staff; Maj. Scott, 4th Alubftroa. 

As regards petty officers, captains, lieutenants, Ac., 

the long list of names bears testimony to the desper¬ 

ate attacks of the Union soldiers. 

General Bee. one of their slain, was a cadet of 

184.4, and won distinction in the Mexican War. Gen. 

Bartow was u prominent Georgia politician — young 

and ambitious. I.t. Colonel Johnson was a South 

Carolina lawyer, and has two brothers, who are 

clergymen, one beiug chaplain to the Wade Legion, 

of which the deceased was second officer. Major 

Wheat was well, if not favorably, known in New 

York as the embodiment of til Ministering chivalry. 

Gen. Kirby Smith is from Florida — a cadet of 1841, 

and served in Mexico with honor. Col. Gartrell was 

a member of Congress from Georgia. Among the 

captains killed was John Avis of Winchester, Va., 

the jailor of Old John Brown. 

The Confederate Suites. 

Burr lies Wanted.—Gen. Beauregard has issued 

an order in which he asks for supplies of corn, 

wagons and teams for the use of the array. He 

expresses the hope that no difficulty will be found in 

complying with this demand, and that all classes of 

citizens will contribute their quota, hut. hints, very 

significantly, that, if necessary, constraint must l>e 

employed with all such people as are forgetful of their 

obligations to that array which “ has gloriously main¬ 

tained the independence and sovereignty of Virginia, 

and has driven back, in ignominious flight, the 

invaders of her soil.” 

The Contrabands.— The Rebel Congress at Rich¬ 

mond has passed the following resolution: 

Resolved by Congress, That the Committee on the 
Judiciary be instructed to inquire into and report on 
the expediency of prescribing by law, while the facts 
are fresh and susceptible of proof, some uniform 
mode of taking, authenticating and preserving the 
evidence of the abduction or reception, by the 
enemy, of slaves owned by any of the Confederate 
States, as also of the age, sex and value of said 
slaves, to the end that indemnity may be hereafter 
exacted from the enemy. 

Pillow*’8 Proclamation.— Gen. Pillow has issued 

the following barbarous proclamation: 

To the People of Missouri: 
The force under my command are your neighbors 

and friends, and we corue at the instance and request 
of the Governor of your State as allies to protect 

you against tyranny and oppression. As Tennessee¬ 
ans we have deeply sympathized with you when you 
were called to arms and manifested a determination 
to resist the usurper who has* trampled under his feet 
the Constitution of the Government, and destroyed 
nil tin: guards so carefully prepared for the protec¬ 
tion of the liberties of the people bv onr fathers, and 
when yon called for help Tennessee sends her army 
Composed of her cherished sons to your aid. 

We will help you expel from your borders the pop¬ 
ulation hostile to your rights and institutions, trewt- 
ing all such as enemies if found under arm*. We 
will protect your people from wrong at the hands of 
our army, and while we have reason to believe that 
no violence will be dune to the rieht* of your true¬ 
hearted and loyal people, the General commanding 
begs to be informed if any cases of wrong occurs. 

To the gallant army under his command, who hold 
in their keeping the honor of Tennessee, though 
composed of Tennesseeans, MiwisHippian* and K<n- 
tuckians, be appeals as a fsthrr to his children to 
violate the right* of no peaceable citizens, hnt guard 
the honor of Tennessee as yon would that of an 
alleetionate mother cherishing yon as her sons. 

The field for active service i* before you. Our stay 
here will be 6bort. Our mission is to place our 
downtrodden sister on her feet and to enable her to 
breathe alter the heavy tread of the tyrant’s foot. 
Then by her own brave sons she w ill maintain ber 
rigliis, and protect her own fair women from the foe 
whose forces march under banners inscribed with 
‘‘beauty aud booty” as the reward of victory. In 
victory the brave are always merciful, but no quarter 
unit hr shown to troops marching under such a brtiinrr! 

In this view, and for these purposes, we call upon 
the people of Missouri to come to our standard, join 
in our forces, and aid in their own liberation. If 
you would be freemen, you must fight for your 
rights. Bring such arms as you have: we will furnish 
ammunition, and lead you on to victory. 

That the Just Ruler of nations is with us, iR man¬ 
ifested in the glorious victory with which our arms 
were crowned on the bloody field of Manassas. 

Gideon J. J’illow, Gen’l Commanding. 

Ambitious Traitors.—The ambition of the rebels 

in carrying on the war extends even to the occupa¬ 

tion of the cities of Philadelphia and New York. 

That the “long and brave arm” of rebellion may 

reach thus fur, the “ Devoted Band ” dedicate their 

lives. The Richmond Whig has the following: 

“‘Tub Devoted Band.’ The shortest path to 
peace is that which carries havoc and desolation to 
our invaders. It is believed that there are five or ten 
thousand men in the Sooth ready and willing to 
share, the fate of Ourtlus, and devote themselves to 
the salvation of their country. It is proposed that 
all who are willing to make this sacrifice, shall arm 
themselves With a sword, two live-shooters and a 
carbine cacti, and meet, on horseback, at some place 
to be designated, convenient for the great work in 
band. Fiic and sword must be carried to the houses 
of those who are visiting those blessings upon their 
neighbors. Philadelphia, and even New York, is not 
beyond the reach of a long and brave arm. The 
moral people of these cities cannot be better taught 
the virtues of invasion than by the blazing light of 
their own dwellings. 

None need apply for admission to ‘ THE DEVOTED 
BAND 1 but thuse who are prepared to take their life 
in their band, and who would Indulge not the least 
expectation of ever returning. They dedicate ihrtr 
lives to the destruction of their enemies! 

A. 8. 11. D. B., Richmond, 
All Southern papers arc requested to give this 

notice a few insertions.” 

Government Control op the Southern Tklk- 

ORArn. The Confederate Government has passed an 

ordinance giving the President complete control of 

the Southern telegraph, us the following extract will 

show: 

“ If any person shall knowingly send or transmit 
any message or communication touching the military 
operations of the Government, without the same 
being first submitted to the inspection of the agent 
of the Government, or any message calculated to aid 
and promote the cause of the enemies of the Confed¬ 
erate States, ho shall be subject to indictment in the 
district court of the Confederate States, and on con¬ 
viction shall be fined in a sum nut less than five 
hundred dollars, and imprisoned for a term not less 
than one year.” 

A letter is published in the Southern papers, 

written at Staunton, Va., in which the condition of 

the Southern troops who made their escape from 

McClellan's dutches, is thus feelingly described: 

“I am told our boys are nearly naked — they are 

batle68 and shoeless, their feet bleeding at every step. 

Dr. Couoly says their condition would make the 

stoutest heart weep; hut it is well they did not have 

their new clothes, or they might have lost them also. 

The people from here sent out forty wagon loads of 

clothes and provisions, and all were lost; for they 

burned them before they retreated, and killed their 

horses.” 

The Charleston Mercury concedes the failure of 

the Confederate Commissioners in Europe, and thinks 

a great mistake was made in not authorizing them 

to promise a low tariff ou French ami English goods 

for a series of years. That, with the cotton, it thinks, 

would have purchased the recognition of the South¬ 

ern Confederacy, which it does not now expect till 

the South has established its independence by fighting. 

Reorganization of .Missouri. 

Our dispatches have announced the deposition 

of the Governor and other traitorous State officers of 

Missouri by the suite Convention in session at Jeffer¬ 

son City. On the same day the Convention com¬ 

pleted its work by appointing the following State 

officers iu place of the deposed traitors: 

Governor — Hamilton R. Gamble, of St. Louis. 
Lieutenant-Governor — Willard P. Hall. 
Secretary if State — Mordeeai Oliver. 

The following is the full text of the ordinance 

passed by the Convention: 

“ The people of tho State of Missouri, by their dele¬ 
gates in Convention, do ordain as follows: 

“ First — That the offices of Governor, Lieutenant- 
Governor, Secretary of State, and members of the Gen¬ 
eral Assembly be, and the same are hereby vacated. 

“Second— A Governor, Lieutenant-Governor and 
Secretary of State shall he appointed by the Conven¬ 
tion, to discharge the duties and exercise the powers 
which pertain to their respective offices by the exist¬ 
ing la ws of thtt State, arid to continue in office until 
Hie first Monday of November, isiil, and until their 
successors are elected ana qualified, or until the 
qualified voters, as hereinafter provided, disapprove 
the action of this Convention. 

“ Third— On the first Monday of November, 1861, 
a Governor, Lieutenant-Governor and Secretary of 
State, and Memhers of the Legislature, shall he 
elected by tho qualified voters of this State, to hold 
their offices during the term for which the present 
incumbents of said offices were elected. 

“ Fourth— At the elections provided to be held by 
this ordinance on the first Monday of November, 
1861, the said elections shall be conducted in the 
same mariner, in all respects, as is now provided by 
the general election law; shall be field by the quali¬ 
fied voters of the State, at the same place in the elec¬ 
tion precincts now established by law, where the 
elections were held for electors of President and 
N ice President of the United States, at the Presiden¬ 
tial election lor the year 1860; and iu case any clerk 
shall fail to make out the proper poll-books, or in 
case any sheriff shall fail to deliver the same to the 
judges of election, then the clerks of the election 
may proceed to make out such poll-books. 

“ Ffth— la case the Clerks of the s veral Courts, 
whose duty it is as now provided by law to certify 
and send up to the Secretary of State an abstract of 
the votes given at such election, or in case there 
should be a failure to receive such returns at the seat 
of government within twenty days alter the first 
Monday of November, 1861, the Secretary of istutc 
shall dispatch a messenger to the county not 
returned, with directions to bring up the poll-books 
authorized to be retained by the judges of election, 
and the Secretary of State, in the presence of the 
Governor, shall proceed to cast up the votes given at 

such election, and shall thereupon proceed to issue 
commissions to the candidates having the highest 
number of votes.” 

Movements In the West. 

The Springfield (Ill.) Register says:—The Gov¬ 

ernment having accepted the additional regiments 

tendered by the Governor of Illinois, we understand 

that the whole force, including all the independent 

regiments accepted from the State, and not yet fully 

organized, twenty-one in all, are to rendezvous im¬ 

mediately at Clear Lake, six miles east of Springfield. 

Arrangements are making for their reception and 

equipment, and immediate organization into brig¬ 

ades. The location of the camp is a most judicious 

one, about a mile from Jamestown station on tbe 

Great Western Railroad, in the vicinity of a beautiful 

lake of excellent water, surrounded by groves of fine 

timber, with suitable open land contiguous for parade 

and drill grounds. The large force thus concentra¬ 

ted will be put in condition for active service as 

rapidly as possible, when Illinois will have in the 

field for active service nearly 35,000 men. 

The military situat ion of Missouri is thus presented 

by the St. Louis Democrat: 

The northern part of the State at present presents 

no serious difficulties. General Pope, by prompt 

and judicious measures, has insured the protection 

of the North Missouri and Hannibal arid St Joseph 

Railroads. There will be constant troubles in many 

of the northern counties, but it is not apprehended 

that they will amount to anything so Berions as to 

require the operations of any considerable body of 

troops. The bridges and tracks of the railroads 

have been placed in the keeping of the leading and 

property-holding secessionists, General Pope giving 

them to understand that he would hold them strictly 

responsible for their protection, their property, and 

even their lives, paying the forfeit if the destruction 

or hindrance of these important thorough fares 

should occur. The wisdom of this proceeding is 

apparent to every one. General Pope also wisely 

says it is out of the question to fight those guerilla 

parlies of rebels with the regular soldiers. The 

Home Guards and Union men, who are largely in 

the ma jority in the county, must, protect themselves 

against them. Whenever the rebels collect in num¬ 

bers sufficient to justify operations against them by 

a large body of troops, an expedition will be 

promptly undertaken. It is the duty of the Union 

men everywhere in this State to organize aud fight 

the rebel scoundrels after their own fashion, and not 

be overawed in Any instance by their blustering or 

their devilish atrocities. 

In the southwest, Gen. Lyon holds the rebel forces 

under Generals Rains and Price, and the invaders 

under McColloch, in chock, by his position at Spring- 

field. He has under him a force: of from live to 

seven thousand men, which is now well provisioned, 

and provided with abundant ammunition. This 

force is being rapidly increased, under the direction 

of Gen. Fremont, and in a few days an army of from 

twelve to fifteen thousand men, of the best material 

iu the country, well armed, plucky, and strengthened 

by the prestige of former successes, will be ready 

for offensive operations against the rebel minions 

who have desolated the Southwest. The commands 

of Gens. Price and Rains, at last accounts, were in 

the extreme corner of the State, just within the 

border lino, numbering about twelve thousaud men. 

The forces of McColloch, just over the line, number 

about the same. Both may be increased to an aggre¬ 

gate army of thirty thNiiwind men, against whom 

Gen. L/on, with his fifteen thousand men, may pro¬ 

ceed in perfect confidence of success. 

In Southeast Missouri there is some serious trouble 

brewing. The news from Cairo is to the effect that 

Tennessee aud Kentucky troops have landed upon 

our territory, a short distance below that place, and 

are menacing Bird's Point and Cairo. 

At the same time Gen. Watkins, one of Gov. Jack¬ 

son's Brigadiers, is concentrating large bodies of 

rebels at a point somewhat west, of Cape Girardeau, 

threatening a movement toward Ironton and Pilot 

Knob, with ultimate designs upou St. Louis. It 

seems to us that uo attack upon Cairo or Bird’s Point 

is contemplated, those points being too watchfully 

guarded aud fortified, and too easily accessible for 

reinforcements. If the rebels have the temerity to 

make a demonstration on that quarter, the country 

may feel easy as to the result. In some parts of the 

land they have fought bravely behind their fortifica¬ 

tions and masked batteries, but have yet to try tbeir 

mettle in tbo open field and in the “imminent and 

deadly breach.” In anything like an equal fight 

they must go down before the sturdy lllinoisiaiis and 

Missourians, like grass before tbe mower’s scythe. 

If we are correct in our conjecture that there will 

be no attack upon Cairo or Bird's Point, it seems 

probable that efforts will be made to form a junction 

of the Tennessee and Kentucky troops with the 

forces under Watkins, and with an army of ten, 

fifteen, or even twenty thousaud men. an attempt 

will be made to march northward upou Jefferson 

City or St. Louis. This, we believe, is the dear wish 

and promise of the vaunting Col. Bowen. It is the 

eb rithed hope also of the hundreds of secessionists 

who remain in our city. One can see it in their 

faces aud overhear it from their street corner 

coteries. Its folly and utter recklessness are amaziug. 

Its miserable futility, if we mistake not the signs 

of the times, will be fully demonstrated before 

the lapse of many more days. 

It is oomforting and assuring to every loyal heart 

that whatever the future bus in store for this or the 

other portion of the State, or for the whole common¬ 

wealth, her destiiiy is in the hands of so able a 

soldier and so pure a patriot as Gen. Fremont. Since 

hi9 arrival in our city, a few days ago, his remarkable 

energies of character have been directed to r study 

of the situation of Missouri, and tbe military re¬ 

sources of his department, with a view to a vigorous 

prosecution of the war within her borders. The 

wonderful activity in the various army departments 

under his control, and the rapid and continuous 

motion of large bodies of troops through and past 

the city during the last three days, show the prompt¬ 

itude and decision of a master mind, and give note 

of dreadful preparation to the enemies of the gov¬ 

ernment. The situation of Missouri is more absorb¬ 

ingly interesting to-day, than it has been in all the 

fearful and exciting past. 

Congressional Proceedings. 

Senate.—Mr. Anthony, from the Printing com¬ 

mittee, reported the bill providing hereafter that ex¬ 

tra copies of messages, Ac., shall only be printed by 

joint resolutions of both Houses. Agreed to. 

On motion of Mr. Collamar, the resolution fixing 

the time of adjournment was taken up. He moved 

to fix the time Tuesday, Aug. 6, at 12 M. Agreed to. 

A resolution was then passed to adjourn that day 

at that hour. 

On motion of Mr. Wilson, the bill to increase the 

engineer force was taken up and passed. 

Mr. Merrill moved to take up the bill supplementa¬ 

ry to the act to protect commerce of the United 

States and punish piracy. Agreed to. The bill 

passed. 

The Senate then passed the bill relative to the Dis¬ 

trict Attorney for the Southern District of New York. 

A communication from the President in answer to 

the resolution asking if the Hon. Joseph H. Lane 

had been appointed Brigadier General was ordered 

to he printed. 

Mr. Dixon moved to suspend the 26th rule of the 

Senate to allow the Committee on Contingent Ex¬ 

penses to report a resolution, and have it passed the 

same day. Agreed to. 

Mr. Dixon reported a resolution to pay Hon. As- 

bury Dickens his salary as Clerk of the Senate for 

one year from the present time, amounting to $3,000. 

Passed. 

The hill to punish certain crimes against the United 

States, was taken vp and passed. 

The House bill to increase the number of Repre¬ 

sentatives to 230 was taken up, and after a short dis¬ 

cussion, laid over. 

On motion of Mr. Carlisle, the Senate again pro¬ 

ceeded to executive session. At 11:30 the Senate 

adjourned till 0:30 to-day. 

The recent law passed by Congress, authorizes tbe 

Secretary of War and the secretary of the Navy, un¬ 

der the direction aud approval of tbe President, to 

assemble a board to determine the facts as to the na¬ 

ture and occasion of the disability of such officers as 

appear incapable of performing military service with 

a view to their permanent retiracy from the army 

aud marine corps. 

This report of the board is to be subject to the 

President’s approval. Those who may be retired are 

to receive the pay proper of the highest rank held by 

them at the time of their retirement, and four rations 

per day, without any other pay, emolument or allow¬ 

ances, but an exception is made in favor of Lieut. 

Gen. Scott. Should he be retired under this act, it 

shall be without reduction in his current, pay, subsis¬ 

tence or allowances. 

Tbe Senate joint resolution authorising experi¬ 

ment* with James’ rilled cannon projectiles passed. 

Tbe Senate bill to increase the Engineer Corps, 

with amendment providing for additional Inspectors 

General of array, was passed. Adjourned sine die. 

House.—On motion of Mr. Allen, the House took 

up the Senate’s resolution providing for a joint com¬ 

mittee of both Mousesto wait on the President, and 

request him to set apart a day of public humiliation, 

lasting ami prayer, to be observed by religious as¬ 

semblages, aud offering of fervent supplication for 

the success of onr arras and the restoration of peace. 

The House concurred in the Senate amendment to 

the House resolution, fixing Tuesday next for the ad¬ 

journment of Congress. 

The consideration of the confiscation bill was then 

resumed, and the question stated on the agreeing to 

the amendment by Mr. Bingham. 

Mr. Mallory moved that the House adjourn. Mo¬ 

tion disagreed to, 30 to 75. 

The bill was then passed, 60 to 48. 

The Speaker laid before the House a message from 

the President, in answer to a resolution adopted yes¬ 

terday, inclosing a dispatch received yesterday, at 

the United States Telegraph office, Aogm*t 1, from 

Hon. Alfred Ely, dated Richmond, saying that he 

(Ely) is a prisoner in that city. 

Mr. Conklin offered a resolution, which was adopt¬ 

ed, requesting the President to communicate to the 

Ho. se all correspondence between Jaa. E. Harvey 

and any of tbe heads of departments in any way rela¬ 

tive to charges against Mr. Harvey, growing outof 

the seizure by the government of dispatches to and 

from said Harvey, aud any other information in con¬ 

nection with the subject. 

The House passed the Senate bill creating a Metro¬ 

politan Police bill for the District of Columbia, and 

establishing a police. 

The Senate bill was passed with an amendment, ap¬ 

propriating $20,000 for repairs to the Long Bridge 

over the Potomac. 

Mr. Kelly, of Ill., asked and obtained leave to re¬ 

port from the Judiciary Committee, the bill fixing 

the number of members of the House under tbe late 

ceusus, after March 3d. 1863, at 239, to be appor¬ 

tioned among the several States in accordance with 

the act of 1850. Bill passed. 

The House concurred in the Senate’s amendment 

to the bill, authorizing tbe additional enlistments in 

the Navy. Itstrikesout the word “marines.” Passed. 

The House passed the Senate bill relative to the 

Supreme Court of the United States, in case of 

appeals. 

On motion of Mr. Stevens, the House took up the 

Senate bill, adding four dollars per month to the pay 

of non-commissioned officers, musicians, marines, 

seamen aud ordnance seamen, aud approving und 

legalizing all acts under the proclamation of the 

President after March 4th, 1861, respecting arms and 

the navy, regarding them of the same elleet a9 if 

they had been warranted by the previously expressed 

will of Congress. 

A message was received from the President, in¬ 

forming the House that he had approved of certain 

bills. 

On motion of Mr. Cox, the resolution was adopted, 

calling on the President, if not incompatible with the 

public interests, to communicate to the House at the 

next session, all correspondence with foreign powers 

since 1853, relative to maritime rights. 

Mr. Kellogg then reported that the President had 

no further communication to make to Congress. 

The speaker said: The hour for adjournment hav¬ 

ing arrived, 1 declare the House adjourned sine die. 

Affairs at Washington. 

It appears from data of the Committee of Ways 

and Means, that the total amount of appropriations at 

tbe recent session of Congress, is $275,000,000. Of 

this, $197,000,000 were for the army, $35,000,000 for 

the navy, and the remainder for various other pur¬ 

poses. 

The representatives of the newspaper preBsat Wash¬ 

ington recently held consultation with Gen. McClel¬ 

lan at his special invitation, when a committee was 

unanimously directed to be appointed to act upon 

suggestions from him on that occasion and to trans¬ 

mit them to editors of all newspapers in the loyal 

States and District of Columbia. 

First—That all such editors he requested to refrain 

from publishing, either as editorial, or as corre¬ 

spondence of any description, or from any point, 

any matter that may furnish aid and comfort to the 

enemy. • 

Second—That they he also requested and earnestly 

solicited to signify to their correspondents, here and 

elsewhere, their approval of the foregoing sugges¬ 

tion, and to comply with it in spirit and letter: 

Resolved, That the Government be respectfully 
requested to afford the representatives of the press 
facilities for obtaining and immediately transmitting 
all information suitable for publication, particularly 
touching engagements with the enemy. 

General McClellan has signified his approval. 

The bill which has passed both Houses providing 

for punishment of crimes against the United States, 

visits with imprisonment and fine any one who enlists 

persons, white or black, to aid rebellion, as well as 

those enlisted; while another kindred bill debars the 

owner of a slave, who employs him in similar service, 

from any claim for his recovery, thus freeing tbe 

slave from his disloyal master. 

Misses Rogers and Hazlehnrst, who went on a good 

Samaritan mission to our wounded men in the hands 

of the rebels, have returned. ITpon arriving at Fair¬ 

fax Court House, they were informed by Gen. Stew¬ 

art, tbe rebel officer in command, that they would be 

allowed to proceed and bestow whatever attention 

they pleased upon the wounded soldiers, but they 

would be considered prisoners of war, and not be 

allowed to leave the lines of the rebel army during 

the war. The ladies were nnwilliDg to accept this 

condition, and returning, gave in charge of General 

Stewart the money, letters, and delicacies intended 

for tbe prisoners, The money was in gold and silver, 

and was receipted for by General Stewart for Beaure* 

gard. Tbe ladies say he looked at it with gloating 

eyes, as if he had not seen so much money for a long 

time. Gold and silver are about as scarce as ice in 
Dixie. 

Hon. A. W. Randall has been appointed Minister to 

Rome, vice Rufus King, resigned, to take command 

of the Wisconsin brigade in Baltimore, to which city 
he has been ordered to-day. 

C’apt. Andrson Harwood, who bad been temporarily 

acting as Chief id the Bureau of Ordnance and Hy¬ 

drography, has been confirmed by the Senate. 

Tbe following order was recently issued from the 

Post-Office Department appointment office: 

“ It appears to this Department that various persons 
are transmitting through the mails envelopes, hav¬ 
ing written or printed upon them scandalous or 
scurrilous mat er. It is ordered that Postmasters 
stop all such matter as soon as discovered, whether at 
the office of mailing or elsewhere, and forward it at 
once to the Dead Letter Office in Washington. 

John A. Kasson, 
First Ass’t P, M. General. 

The movements of troops are conducted with the 

least possible parade and publicity, affording a strong 

contrast to former similar military proceedings. 

The Spanish Minister announced to the Secretary 

of State on the 10th inst., that the seven American 

vessels captured by the Confederate privateer Sumter, 

and carried into the port of Cienfuegos as prizes, 

have been discharged by the orders of his Govern¬ 
ment. 

The following is the official report of the artillery 

lost at the battle of Bull Run and referred to in the 

report of Gen. McDowell: 

Co. D, 2d artillery, Captain Arnold, six rifled field 

pieces; Co. A, 1st artillery, Captain Ricketts, six 

rifled Parrot 10-pounders; Co. E, 2d Artillery, Capt. 

Carlisle, two rifled pieces and two howitzers; Co. C, 

5th artillery, Capt. Griffin, one rifled piece and four 

smooth bores; Co. G, 1st artillery, one 30-ponnder 

Parrot gun; Rhode Island battery, five rifled pieces. 

Total, 20 rifled, and 7 smooth bores. Additional 

reports make the losses in ammunition, quarter¬ 

masters’ and commissaries’ stores, us follows:—150 

boxes small arm castings, 87 boxes rifled cannon 

ammunition, 30 boxes of old fire arms, 13 wagons 

loaded with provisions, und 3,000 bushels of oats. 

It is estimated that 2,500 muskets and 8,000 knap¬ 

sacks and blankets were lost. 

The wants of the sick in the hospitals at Wash- 

ton are fully provided for. All the comforts and 

even the luxuries for the wounded arc supplied on 

requisition to tbe Medical Purveyor of the Govern¬ 

ment, or of the Sanitary Commission. The contri¬ 

bution of wines, jellies, and similar niceties are 
abundant. The nursing of the sick and wounded 

meets with the highest commendations of the army 

surgeons. The nurses who came from the North 

exceed the anticipations of those who encouraged the 

movement. 

Garibaldi has tendered his services to the Federal 

Government through the American Consul at Genoa 

and Secretary Seward. The offer is accepted, and 

the rank of Major General tendered to the noble 

Italian. 

The Post-Master General has received the follow¬ 

ing dispatch: 

Clarksburg, (West Va.,) Aug., 8th. — The rebels 
have beeu expelled from the Kanawha. Can the 
mail service be resumed there? 

W. 8. Rosecbans, Brig. Gen. U. S. A. 

The Department telegraphed that they had author¬ 

ized the immediate resumption of the mail service 

wherever it is safe to do so, and the service can be 

entrusted to safe hands. 

General Order No. 45, which prohibits volunteers 

who do not speak the English language, from being 

mustered into the service, is now officially expunged. 

It is not intended to apply to regiments or companies 

of foreign nationality, iu which men and officers 

speak the same tongue, but to prevent the enlistment 

into regimeuts or companies whose officers speak the 

English language OBly of men not understanding it, 

and to induce such persons to enlist under officers 

whose language they understand. 

Hereafter when volunteers are to be mustered into 

the service of the United States, they will at the same 

time be minutely examined by the surgeon and assis¬ 

tant surgeon of the regiment, to ascertain whether 

they have the physical qualilicutions necessary for 

the military service. 

The President has appointed H. G. Wells, of Michi¬ 

gan, Minister Resident to Honduras. 

A gentleman who has been recently compelled to 

leave Vienna, states that the rebels have about 10,000 

meu at that point and at Falls Church, and that they 

are menacing an attack on Alexandria. He says that 

he has mingled freely among their troops, and con¬ 

firms the statement that they had over 100,000 at Bull 

Run aud Manassas, on the 21st. The estimate of the 

killed in that engagement is 2,700, exclusive of the 

wounded. They admit that the slaughter on their 

side was double that of ours. He says that the rebel 

soldiers’ wives state that their husbandB are engaged 

mining the road between Falls Church and Fairfax 

Court House; and that they intend to connect the 

mineB with small vials filled with explosive material; 

and that their main batteries in the direction of 

Manassas J unction have not yet been discovered by 

our troops. 

The following is the resolution passed by both 

Houses of Congress, requesting the President to ap¬ 

point a day of fasting, humiliation and prayer: 

“It being a duty peculiarly incumbent, in a time 
of public calamity and rebellion, humbly and de¬ 
voutly to acknowledge our dependence on Almighty 
God, and to implore His aid anil protection: There¬ 
fore, 

“ Resolved, hy the Senate and House of Represent i- 
tivesof the United Slates of America in Congress as- 
semhled, That a Joint Committee of both Houses wait 
upon the President of the United States, and reqne-t 
that he recommend a day of public humiliation, 
prayer and fasting, to be observed by the people ol 
tbe’United StateB with religious solemnity, aud the 
ofl'eriug of fervent supplication to Almighty <lod lor 
the safety and welfare of these States, His blessing 
on their arms and a speedy restoration of peace.’ 

JA 



There is a difference of opinion among prominent 

men here in reference to an exchange of prisoners. 

It is generally understood that the Government holds 

that it cannot enter into an arrangement with Jeff. 

Davis for an exchange of prisoners without recog¬ 

nizing to a certain extent his so-called Government 

If this is to be the final settlement of the question 

the rebels will possess an important advantage over 

us. While we allow prisoners to go free upon taking 

an oath of allegiance, they will keep our men taken 

by them in prison, or will put them at work upon 

rebel entrenchments. 

It is claimed by some that it is impossible to avoid 

in a great war like this the recognition of belligerent 

rights as belonging to the rebels. England in the 

revolutionary war admitted ns to possess certain 

rights, and did not hang every prisoner taken or try 

him for treason. There is a very strong party here 

which favorxa policy which shall, if possible, divest 

the war of some of its worst features. A member of 

Congress expressed the whole argument in a sen¬ 

tence: *'Concede to them,’7 said he, “belligerent 

rights, and then let ns proceed to thrash them out of 

their treason!” 

There is no truth in reports that the navigation of 

the Potomac is interfered with. Boats are arriving 

from Baltimore. 

Government has just issued stringent orders to 

prevent the transmission of any telegraphic accounts 

of army movements, whether present, past or future. 

The officers of the Freeborn report that slaves are 

constantly employed by the rebels in constructing 

entrenchments on the banks of the Potomac. 

The rebels are still trying to negotiate with the 

Indians, and have provided them annuities after they 

shall have foresworn allegiance to the Government. 

John Ross, Chief of tho Cherokee Nation, how¬ 

ever, remains loyal, and stands in the way of the 

enemy. 

Gen. Wool is certainly ordered to assume command 

at Fortress Monroe, now in the hands of Gen. Butler. 

extra mess Prime mess beef continues dnll and nominally 
unchanged, at $I7.,i IS. Reef hams selling slowly at SU OqW'14.- 
60. Cut meats steady, with sales at 4LiCn'dc for Shoulder*, and 
S.iCfic for Hams. Smoked meats scarce aDd very quiet. Bacon 
dull and prices nominally unchanged Lard Mint, with a mod¬ 
erate demand sales at S'.y,;‘.*c (or No. I to choice Western — 
Butter quiet and selling Hi T o hPJr tor Ohio, and Sin 14' ts for 
State. Cheese in moderate request, and soiling at Sa'c for 
good to prime, 

Asuks—Steady and quiet at $5,25 for Pots, and $5,37hS for 
Pearls. 

llopa—The market remains steady and firm, with a moder¬ 
ate business. The Riles are lsy bales, crop of lSOt, otlH./Cm-., 
cash, as in quality. 

Al.R VSY, Arursr 12. -Flour and Mbai.—The demand for 
Flour continues active, and during the morning a good business 
has been done at the closing pi ices of Saturday. 

Common to good Suite,...SAWtAtH) 
Fancy and extra State.„•. 4 idya 4,.40 
Common to good Western.4 Odni 4,Ml 
Extra Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, etc.. 4.7.V1 fi rs 
Extra Ohio. . .h.DObi'M.75 
Common Canadian. I.onjij 4.W 
Extra Canadian. 4.75,1.11,73 
Fancy Genesee.S.iKIfaifi.M 
Extra Gem-see and citv hrands. .fi.ihlur'7 no 
Corn meal is lower and selling slowly at S7Cit'?l Y> inti tbs. 
Grain—Only a moderate milling inquiry for wheat with sales 

red winter Slate ai SI |3. and new Genesee at Si (5. Corn witii- 
ont Important change, with a moderate inquiry; sales mixed 
Western at I'iVic, and round yellow at 44c. Rvc and Hatley 
quiet Oats in limited request, with sales State ntagVc, most 
holding asking 3.V 

F6rt>—Sales 10 tons fine Shorts at 4Sc. 

HrKFAl-n, 4tV,t ST 12. — FLOOR —Market unchanged, with 
a mnijprite demand sales to-dav of Wisconsin extra at $4,26"' 
*•37'ri Michigan extra at. $1.15;}*,; Indiana extra at $3,110, and 
double extra do. at, ?j.rsA.i.s.7,i. 

(rli 41\— Wheat market firmer, and sales to-day of Kentucky 

Shkkp ANT) Lamrs-4.200 at market. Prices in lots at $1.28 
@o-70 each; extra and selections$l.87(d)3.W). 
Spring Lambs$I,5O@S,0(l. 

Hinns - 4sc. ft tb. Tallow. 
Pki.tr -2Sret)$l Calf Skins. "®6c f) lb. 
. mai, t tr.vst, - 

imtWIlTON, August. X.—At market 1200 Beeves, 78StoreB 
toon Sheep an I Lambs, and 450 Swine, 

PntpKN—Market Href Extra, h: W; first quality, 36.2a; second 
do.s« iH); third do. HfkXgia.ao 

Mitph Cows -Jilird common, $17(318. 
WoKKINU Oxkv — $W0, *ll)ll(,T 116. 
VKAI. Cai.VT.-a—M, $4(a’5,00. 
YkaRr.iNos — None; two years old, Stfoulf. three years old, 

$17i<i IS each 
H ini?-4 L ei.tc Tallow, 6c. 
Cat.f Skins 
Shkkp and Lamps—$1.25(31,30; extra and selections, $2.00(3 

$4.S'*. 
Belts — 37c.iW$l.iJ0. 
Swink —Stores, wholesale, Otd'flc; retail, 6@7,'ic; fat hogs, 

still fed, none; corn fed, none ; spring pigs, none 

\Y rr aawfete 
•*- — ..«•» 

CHARLES KELSEY, A. H . Principal 

V A.PLKS 
Nkw York -T.. 

mid put in order for School, mi tha 
with any Avadeinv 0, 
pul in charge nr Prutes-mr f 
patent Teachers, the Firm* T 
will commence on the 11th day of 
Mudy is in tended to lie equal to 
ami cost u| riqij,.!) reasonable, 

This Institution „ 
ablv healthful village, and easy of .ic 

I NT \lfV, rc„lt on, 
d. Washing, fiuel tiiid Room furnished, 
iiv eases, 14 weeks for S2g Tuition $5 to 
Idlii. H02-4t 

J. P. ORIFPIN. PriucipaL 

Y I A I )1',A1 V .lit \nples, 
lying been finished, 

,, ■: - compart* favorably 
fi tij*' • HfYtl Hi<» School |»nv*mr b»*t*n 

A| \i MERRELL, neais'ed by com - 
-I term of the Ae' di'inle A ei»r 

—dpt, 1-461. The Conran of 
iu.\ Academy in this Stale. 

is located in a pleasant, quint, and rnmark- 
' .n;iBe. and easy 1,f access. 

to Vheir gehoo1„,|,r *? a t:Vr P* '.portion or patronage 
to their ■ I bool and pledge tbemselve, that no effort shall he 
spftroo to ho conduct tho School a* lodeHorvo it. 

rr wrtTsj *1 M WATKOl/^ <!f Board of Truatoon. E. WELLS. Sec y. 

\ lif\Vna,CJ J^apm to I ,et toraTDrin 
itwTifl??. ? YbarS. — The subscriber* having been („ foehle 
hi alth tor several years, has now concluded to try long sea 
voyages, and will let about .300 acre, |3*|| t,|hib|e) of hi* farm for 

,r;lnn ,n ''"rfect order and one of the Pest 
n the Mate tor either gram or grass, excellently watered 

buildings first rale. An he intends sailing tiy 1st of October it ia 
X’', '1"' tut "‘tending offereni*houId vie* it immediately S 
W'-'w R( |R1> J ks\v*A 
Rose Hill Farm, near Geneva, 0nt Co.. N. Y., July 20 1661. 

NEW YOltK, Ait.PST 9 There has been a good demand 
since our la t for common to medium grades, Conran and line 
wools are still neglected. This improvement has somewhat 
stiffened the market on some qualities. The sales, so far re 
1101 ted, are about 28.001' tbs Pulled No I, and Super at >,« 32c 
Fleece Wool - we hear of but little done Foreign continues 
dull. Of California tho sales are about 2ik) hales at 20(o,'ll cents, 
6 months. 

American Saxony Fleece "pith....ttf^ai4() 
American full-blood Merino.Stic 7 
American half and three-quarter blood Merino... 2fi.io30 
Native.'ind oue-foiirth Merino...2i-ci_5 
Extra. Pulled . Sit ■ 17 
Superfine, Pulled.Slibfil 
No. I, Pu\led . 
Lamb'*, Pulled .. 
California, fine, unwashed. 
Californio, etimiiion do... 
Peruvian, washed ... 
Valparaiso, unwashed. . 
South American Merino, unwashed,_ 

Ho, do. Mestb.a, do, . 
Do. do. common, washed_ 
Do. do, E11 tie Kins, do. . 
Do do, Entre Hi os. Unwashed, 
Do. do Cordova, washed,. 

Cape Good Hope, unwashed,,.. 
East Indin, washed.... 
African, washed, . 

Do. unwashed, .... 
Smyrna. do. . 

Do. washed,........_ 
Mexican, unwashed.. 

BOSTON. Al'nr.sT 9 There has heon a I 

IICNTK1* ((>IT\TY 1* 
An extra good lot, properly paired, for sale by 

J. R. page. Sen net 

> SKKI1SM 14] X V M IG1V. •Champion of England, 
I Early Kent, Bishops Dwarf. Long Pod Dwarf, Ownif Blue 

Imperial, Marrowfat, and other Peas, raised by 
R dtF.BT Ht'ME, Port Hope, Canada West 

^<»Mi: rm \ (; NEW Voknts Waa-tri 
1 on Agent wanted 01 each I'oiintv throoghout the Hnlon 
toeogsgein ill honorable business, that pays from $4 to $611 
1 s',, Humt'u0' Send stamp for particulars to 

w' -Y SANDERSON k HR0., Newark, N. Y. 

STATPI SrI 
.26(327 
24,ii.26 
10(312 
2fi,i 34 
11(312 
21@24 
I (1 i 20 

.11X313 
l.YS IK 
fi-i 10 

I‘a(if22 

The t.AHOEST Retail Carpet Ware-Rooms in the Unitkd 

States, where can be found at all times the most 
LI ml I K A II’KIM Vl.ld f’Ol I Iir-TT 
1 4 NEXT SESSION OPENS SR IT. IMh-With a iiijnsrior 
course ,,t study, distinct departments, normal graded rfakses, 
a regul.ii College OnArter. and with eu experience.: nod 
thoroughly oinny fMoulty of»imtruction vl«.o, h ilo*»art- 
met t ol domestic duties [erms, for Board unit Tuition, $78 00 
RWto ,Vff7.IV session. Send for a Cn'uingtle to r he 1 .etc W 
!• BENJAMIN. Elmira. Ghetmtrig Co., N V For admission 
“PPlv ‘n Rev. A W n)\VI,Es. D D.. President 

Complete Assortment, 

comprising tue bkst and most approved makes, this ajh> 

Kokkion Markkts akforp. Persons about to furnish ottcio, or 

even mu’ carpet, will find it to their advantage to look at our 
Li‘ A I It D’ | K I, i> -si^iyii \ v 
1 pays for Board, Washing, Fuel, nod riirnished 

hnnm. ror tho FaM r»*ruu commonci t,r Ai(itu#t tiui, i>mii, in 
Mj,n one ofthe otileNl uud monr fhmrUhim; Ih»TitutMU»H in the 
and. I mtiou from $1 to $ti, and Kxtru Hrau.:h»*H at tin* u.sual 

low rates, 
M \IMME PRIJSSljJJ, a natiivi* Fronoh Teacher of eight yearn 

SdJCCesfful experience in one of thelsnst Ladies' Seminaries in 
nhw York City, hnn btu»u added to the prertenl able And oilicient 
racuitv 

For flirt it or liilortnation, or t« ..-guge Rooms for tho Fall 
Term address J MATHER, Sec y, Fairfield, N. V. 

N. B.—Aetui for a Catalogue 6«« 3t 

Mammoth Htocl 

'PHOHASii direct from the 

Which enables us to 

Soil TVS Xjoxv 

As ANY IIOCSB in this Country I S!)6-eow 

I*—Churches furnished at Manfaeturera' I’rtecs * 

ABOUT ADVERTISING. Tuk following works on Agriculture, Horticulture, ,tc„ may 
bo obtained at the Office of the Ur Rat, Nkw-Yorrkr. Wecan 

also furnish uthw books on Rural A Ifni ra, Issued by American 
publishers, at (he usual retail prices,- and shall add new works 
as published, i ff- Rural Agents entitled to premiums, and 
who are offered a choice of hooks, can select from this list 

American Farmers Ency. Hyde'sCktneHc Sugar CftDe 34 
clopudiu, ._.... ......- .9400 Johnston's Agricultural 

AIImijc ,Vu« I'lirtii Hook, I (XI CliFmlnlry j dj 
Allen's Diseases of Domes- Do Elemaritsof Ag! Ohem- 

lie Animals... 78 istrv and Geology I Ol) 
Allen's Rural Architecture I 28 Do. Catechism ol Chmnlsti v 
Allen on the Grape-100 fot Schools m 
Ani. Architect, nr Plans for Ungstrutli on tho Hive and 

Country Dwellings Ji00 Honey Hoc I ..j 
American Florist's Guide, 73 LeuchnVs Hot Houses.| 2/S 
Barry's P ruit Garden . 1 23 Liebig's Emmliar Letters to 
Blake s ranuer a* Home, 123 Funurrs go 
Bou.isingiiult's Rural Econ I.iuslev s Morgan itorsos ' 1 is, 

Mitn'r'aRoo-koeper'hMiioiiiOl IS) 

FACTS F’Olt HTJMINESS MEN Pulled Extra.38(343 Crimea, .1_fa 17 
Do, Superfine.3Utui39 Canada.2*X«S3 

DETROIT, AlTiraT 9. -The market Is steady, hut stocks are 
moving off rsther ii)on> freely, and we note rather an improved 
drmand, although the number of buyers is perhaps about the 
same, new ottos making tin iv appearance in market to take the 
places of those ®hn-r wants are satisfied. Do Wednesday Is, 

NTION! BF.HJ.KKKP. 
ddei s new system of Bee Management, where- 

iv a swarm of Bees will collect from ono to 
three hundred pounds of honey In one season. 
I tee,-i can lie made In swarm any season, or 

prevented horn doing so Can be prevented 
irom (lying to tin* forests li> swannlng-time 
doe-rohherv easily prevented Moth mi|]Hrg 
tir. veoted effectually Never lose hees by the 
chill of wmtor ocotfit*rwMo. 

1 will -lend m.v new Hook Circular, containing 
32 pngos, free of postage, t<. am I lee Keeper 
m> his I’ost-I mice address. It give*, the content* 
am gives general explniinliwus, and ruts of the 

1111 111V I4. 
I Kidder's Guide to Apiarian Science, no the re- 
■i. iu postage stamps, which will giv,. foil narttc- 

Niuir, urn ’’DMff IIIHKIDK Ml* 11' 
places ol those who-e wants are satisfied. Dp Wpilnesdav j.i. 
Otkilbs and '( grades were taken on the line of the D'et oft 
and Milwaukee Railroad at an average of 21c A citv dealer 
has sold 6 pnOlhs this week, a little above medium, at 27c, to an 
agent of a Hsitoel cumpany In fotuiectient. There are some 
large ots In the c.out'ti y that-will not be moved at tin-neiil. 
They are hold at about, 30c. We learn thnr the agent of the 
Hamilton Delaine Gotti puny has been operating extensively lo 
this State arid Wocnns1 n His prices are aAic'.Tc for best, ne.co- 
siotmHv pa,I ing 28c fur art in lots Otn. of our lirum have bought. 
80,000 lbs. this week, at 2.'kn2lic. I'bey are understood to he in 
tho market for all they can gut,—TiV/UlW. 

CHICAGO, AtfOUHr *♦. — There has been rather more activity 
in Wool, hip »till (here is no imprnvi meut in prlees. The de¬ 
mand is chiefly for course qualities to supply the manufacturers 
of army riot bn. We quote 

Native .      |8fd>23c 
Quarterhl®M .   23®2f,c 
Half to Three quarter blood . .23<a 2fie 
Full blood.    S&iiaOc 

First quality, V cwt.... $8.00@8.28 
Ordinary quality. 7.30.®X ik) 
Common quality. 7.0(»u)7,S0 
Infcnor quality,. 6.S0@7,00 

COWS AND CALVES. 
First quality...$80.0Uffl«0,00 
Ordinary quality,. 4w.n0de3o.uo 
Common quality.Ko.OlVml'i.OO 
Inferior quality. 22 00$J2H,00 

VEAL CAI,VES. 
First, quality, V lb.. 4W®8«C 
Ordinary quality. 4 |i -c 
Common quality,.. 3fj(ji4 c 
Inferior quality,. 3 gi3,^c 

SHRKJ* AND LAMPS. 
Prime quality. 10 head. $3.7.8304 23 
Ordinary quality,. 3,28(3)376 
Common quality...... 2.7.5(S'3.V. 
Inferior quality. 2 28(3)2.75 

8 WINE. 
First quality, id tb. c 
Other qualities,. . ... 3 (c.'D^c 

ALBANY, AoiflTST 12 —Hkrvbh Thema’ket opened hUOV 
ant. rioder a fair and steady demand for the New York and 
Eiofferii ina kefs The New Yorkers did not evince t|i«i spirit 
of siieculatlou which usually marks their course in a raising 
•08’ ket Each '.’eineil desirous ot ..'ctiring only sufficient to 
supply his regular custom*'1*, a *1 having gone thus flu -too 
ped, conteui to let other* t-ik.' a hand In. We have seen mar¬ 
ket ilu v. when Du- chi., would -id round the dioveis and 
without nn.v apparent reason, j fiat.* prices to such a degree 
that the regular week.lv buyers were ftlrly ruled out luu th- 
Ifiwiits that have leceritlY I'olltnved heavy speciil.iUoiis’iu *• .,1 - 
hAvel.iiimdduw iit.fi " speculator-, and the Im.te. ..sdssuuiB’H 
more healthy tone The average of the receipts is belter Ilian 
last, week Under the steady dentate!, and with uni |es* on sale 
than last week, prices have gone up about r-t lb. live weight. 

Keck UTS —The following i» our cuiiioarauve -itateiuenr. of 
receipts at this market over tho Cuntral Railroad, etdimaUng I), 
to the car: 

. . , . Cor. week 
This week. Last week. last year. 

Cattle,.2,912 3,360 3 fl.rt 
Shaep.3,462 3,679 3,533 
Hogs. st! 
Fripkh—Buyers and sellers agree that prices are k,c Jr) th five 

weight, better than last week, and we change our quotations 
accordingly. 

This week, Last week. 
PfKn'i'it'i.4',..i4«io n 3ti 0 
Extra....,.44l,u'4*-jIo 4Mbi n 
First quality.S»y3 4 u 3‘a(a 3*ic 
Second quality.3k£(a3‘ic 3 foake 
Third quality.2^,13 c. 2!su2',c 

Shrki’ asp I*.«mr8 —There is a fair siipi.lv and the demand 
has improved somewhat. Sales about I.ihhi Sheep at. 3f.i.'3tic <) 
ft. We notice the sale of too Lambs, extra *11111)111'. at fi- -it ih 
Which talhe top of the market, they averaged nboiil 70 tbs 

lions—There are scarcely any ou tlie mai k. t -Purely enough 
to satisfy the demands of our City buWhgr* In i mediate o ,** 
There 1* no Inquiry for packing, and ivo quote nominally prime 
corn-tud nt3‘(,fq, 4c 'gt lb .-Alias imd Argus 

CAM lilt IDG K, Ar.* 7 — At market 6X7 O-llte, ,vg) Reeves, 
and 126 Stores, consisting of Wotking O-xen, Cows and Calves 
Year lings, two and three vein- Old not suitable foi Beet ' 

PRICK8 — Mat-ke’H-ol -r.xtra, $6 00366.25; first quality $5 7f,- 
second d*-, $.’-.00(3 DUX); third do, $4*25. 

Worki.xo Oxen —None. 
Cows and Cai.vkh—$30, 3Y350 
Storks - Yearlings, none; Two years old, none; Three years 

old, none, 

VAT" HE EL EK & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO1* 

vv n\mm famii.y sbhi.\g m\m 
WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER *V WILSON MANGEAC*TlfR|NG CO bee 
to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING 

MACHINES, while they have added new and important ira- 
provemenSi. Tho reduction is made in the hope that the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patent*. 

Office CiOfj Broadway, New York. 

*■ W. DIKBEE, A (cent. 

ADVERTISING TERMS, In Advance — Thikty- 
FtvK CUNTS a Link, each Insertion. A price and a hair for 
extra display, or 82ti cents per lineol space, SmeiAL Notioks, 
(following reading matter, lea.led.) Sixty Cents a Line 

Its immense «lrcu.lntioil among tho Producers and Deal- 
era of the Free States, renders the Rural Nkw-Yorkkr by far 
the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class, This 
fAtrr should he borne in mind hy all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 
facturers, As;., who must necessarily dwpeud upon the People of 
the North for patronage. 

I'ffr AssociatkI) Ejpfort leads to success in canvassing for 
periodicals, as well as in other enterprises. For instance, if you 
are forming (or wish to form) A club for the Rural Nkw- 

Yorklr, and cannot fill it tip in your own neighborhood, get 
some person or persons a few miles distant to join with or assist 
you — adding their uamea to those you may procure, and send¬ 
ing all together Please think ol this, and act upon the 
suggestion if convenient. 

y^~ Ohanok ok Aor.KK.Ma.—Subscribers wlshiag the address 
ofthr , paper* changed from one Post-Office to another, must 
specify the old address as well as the new to secure compliance 
with their requests. 

1 Anv person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
Rcral Nkw-Yorker, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 

679 tf 

»l Kiln, l‘utrilled .July, 
2,'Vf Wood or Coal Z.\ cord* 
M hoTs. - coal not mixed with 
D- PAGE. Rochester, N Y 

markets, Commerce, fee 
Rural New-Yorker OBl.e, 
Kolhestkk, August 13, 1661. 

Business of all kinds is in an tin,settled condition, and 
actions are exceedingly limited. Flour is as last qi 
Wheat is declining, th- falling off for the week being equ 
cents per bushel. No other change of note. 

koctiemtkr wholesale friges. 

Flour and Grain, I Eggs, dozen. 96 
Flour, winter wheat,Sli-Ottr fl.2S Hon., v. box ' iv> 
Flour, *pring do, ‘ . 
Flour, buckwheat.. 
Meal, 1 ndiau. 
Wheat. Genesee. .. 
Best white Canada. 
Corn, old . 
Coro, 1 cw. 
Rye, 60 ti bosh 
Oats, by weight,_ 

80 3 50c 
25 )'2XC 
806)50C 
SKn 40C. 

- -.I.OOSjl a® 
Meats. 

Pork, Mess.$15,003 1« oil 
Pork, clear. 17.00e IH.in) 
Pork, cwt. B.Oir3>.4.50 
B-ef, cwt . 4.U0c5.50 
fipri g lambs, each L25a-1.75 
Mutton, carcass. . &at,c 
Hams, sjnoked. ft.. !0c 
Shoulders. 636c. 

fliadikj 
Ufa lie 

.H-4-$wA-'4 

-A- V 
Bariev....; 
Buckwheat 
Beaus. 

LQ0AC H MAN U F A C T O R Y, Genu# ..... 
Ducks f) pair 

D.ltB 
Butter, roll... 
Butter, firkin. 
Cheese . 
Lard, tried_ 
Tallow, rough 

THE PROVIHJOS MARKETS. 

NLd YORK, At’oi Mr 12 - Floor — Market without import¬ 
ant eh;.-;ge in prices, with only a moderate huainess doing tor 
®*Port ami home consumption. Sales at 54,25;u 4,’Al for super- 
nue N»„u $4,15.0.4,55 r,>r extra do; $4.20a4.30 foi Aii«rfioe VVest- 
5™: 4.(5 tor common to medium extra do ; fa.OOMS.OS 
*,l,r shipping ' rands extra round hooped Ohio, and $3.10.3)6,1(1 
tor trade urami- do. —market dosing quiet, funinhun flour 

'V"ii: 0 n • iinitenal change, with :t mode rata d'-mand. Sales 
d< 1 3i for -tij**' 1 line, and $4,l.Va*7,5«( for common to choice 

extra (J..ur stead v. with 'iiiall sales at, $2.3ua]3 Ufi Corn 
me.il *•„;,,|y ;([„3 |„ moderate d-matul, with sales at $2,80M2,- 
oa for Jersey, and $3, to 3 3,03 for Brandywine. 

JjRaix Wheat tmirker may he hrioled 1.5i 2o better, with only 
?“|n|t”> uipt.lv oileritiv. and a l.nr demand for eXfibl't, -hieUy 
iS-w,-*.1’"' Bales Chicago Opring at 92<rjj)$l; Milwaukee club at 

-J11 11. inferior do. 76 ) '48c North-w 
U a.r ' .rGHay 
AX SI I' ■ | 22, the inside pri- 
W 1.30 and w*. 
and may be 
Cana/L-'-_‘ ■ 
Bouiinatty ' 
for Ca adir; 
tor i- 
quote . wj 
mixed VY-sti 
38c tor 
plenty ,\ud 

"-tern club at $j,00(ad,- 
imrie at $l.dS/y 1,10; winter red Western 

in store; white Western at $1,25 
--- $l,88(fpl,3a. Rye continues steady 

quoted a shade (Inner; sales Western at ft c, and 
* at 52c Barley and Barley malt continue dull and 

unchanged Peas remain quiet, and nominal at 6Lc 
..ian. Corn iu moderate supply and iu good request 

n't i'r\ and home consumption, and the market may be 
“V1 uigber. Sales at 48.a is(jcfot good to prime shipping 

■ Gin; 4.5,117c for 1’an tern do. 42W t3c for inferior do; 
••etnaged do, au'l SOM'iSlc for yellow Western Oats 

.... : " moderate demand at 2S^28c. for Canadian, and 
!f,r Western and State. 

ivisions —1^^ market qaiet. and price*lower, tales at 
j*. for mesa; $lfi.25 for prime. Be-f dull a>d steady; 

a-„ . v4'?1 fof country prime; $5,00/15,50 for country 
• *9'W(ffiU,S6 for re-packed mess; and $12,5o(e.l3r12 for 

r o it v : 

to Vis LARGE SHOW ROOMS 
lux fi-ieucls that he has REM O V JES 33 Ins stock of Carriages from 71 STATE STI 

■>. 3 ( jam 1. s r n*: tc r. 

tnkmi<i!l,2rirr,llihf ""‘tV ,rum the lighten Buggy to tt.e largest Coach, he will nell at manufacturers cost, for cash 

formerly1 s',W at ?175, umv Tim BoS^ie®' tm^ri; SSI^W>Id W L0W ■ Pheatons formerly sold at 
i Carnages, by calling, will he oatialied ol the above facta, ry All work warranted. 

jLfj I k*’i»k P 1CTW W||l jSt- T!3I 

111S 
Jsjgia; ,' v'j 
rjpwjgWji»;! 1WII ThT1""1 ''Ti li Hy Lfl QCE 

J yili<ikll| |pt>i!j S Mill 

Pfci ‘ ’■J fepiifei; 
Jife 
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THE TWO FURROWS. 

BY C. n. WEBB. 

The Springtime came, but not with mirth— 

The banner of our trust, 

And with it the best hopes of earth 

Were trailing in the dust. 

The Farmer Favr the shame from far, 

And stopped hut plow afield; 

“ Not the blade of peace, but the brand of war, 

This arm of mine must w ield. 

When traitor hands that flag Would slain, 

Their homes let women keep; 

Until It* itars burn blight again, 

J.et others sow and reap.’’ 

The Farmer sighed—“ A lifetime long 

The plow has been my trust; 

In truth it were an arrant wrong 

To leave it now to rust.” 

With ready strength the l-arrr.er tore 

The iron from the wood, 

And to the village smith he bore 

That plowshare stout and good. 

The blacksmith’s arms were bare and brown, 

Ilia bellows wheezed and roared; 

The Farmer flung his plowshare down— 

“ Now forge me out a sword!" 

And then a merry, merry chime 

The sounding anvil rung; 

Good sooth, it was a nobler rhyme 

Than ever poet sung. 

The blacksmith wrought with skill that day, 

The blade was keen and bright, 

And now where thickest is the fray 

The Fanner leads the fight. 

Not as of old that blade he sways 

To break the meadow’s sleep, 

And through the rebel ranks he lays 

A fuiTow broad and deep. 

The Farmer's face is burned and brown, 

But light Is on his brow, 

Right well he wots what blessings crown 

The furrow of the Plow. 

“ But better is to-day’s success ’’— 

Thus rau the Farmer's word— 

“ For nations yet unborn shall bless 

This furrow of the Sword.” 
Harper's Weekly. 

large kitchen, and, a moment later, the happy, re- knowledge of books, and a high range of thought, 

united family were sitting around the well filled table. Kittie thought, “He is a farmer.’’ And the thing 

The plain farmer had never received what is called a was decided in her own mind, that she didn't exactly 

good education, and if he ever made mistakes in like him. This conclusion she communicated to 

speaking, they were silently passed by. though for a Ned, ere they separated for the night, and Ned only 

time, when the father had caught himself in a ludi- laughed. 
crons mistake, bis eyes would turn instinctively to After breakfast the next morning, when Kittie 

his college-bred son and his accomplished daughter, had seen everything and praised all, she danced into 
. . * . . ■» - « _• • _ a* _ .1 • l__ 

But never seeing even a smile on their faces, this con¬ 

straint wore away, and a pleasant chat, in which all 

bore their dne share, succeeded. Mr. Leigh pos¬ 

sessed that reverence for learning which most people 

who have felt its need do; therefore, ho desired his 

children to learn all that Colleges could teach. 

“What delicious peaches, father,” said Kittie, 

tasting them. 

the kitchen and begau wiping the dishes. 

“Kittie, I don’t want you to work around,” said 

her fond mother, “just keep your hands white, for 

visitors may come, dow you’ve got home.” The 

father’s eyes twinkled as he sat in his old rush-bot¬ 

tomed chair, which was tilted on two legs, and he 

waited impatiently for the answer. 

“ Why, mother,” answered Kittie laughing, “my 

A flush of gratified pride lit up the old man’s face hands arnt the kind that soil so that soap and water 

as he answered, “Well, I guess they’re as good as can’t whiten them, besides if they were, I shouldn’t 

any hereabouts.” be easy to see you doing the work, and your girl gone 

After Bupper, Ned and Kittie went out into the too, no indeed.” 

orchard, ami down by the brook. “ You’re the gal for me!” said Mr. Leigh slapping 

“How are all the people,” asked Kittie, plucking her shoulder, in approbation, “I like to see gals as 

a wild blossom which grew at her feet. aren’t ashamed to help their mothers. I thought that 

“ All well, and no changes, excepting Mr. Harris that boarding school would spile you, but it aint a 

has sold out and gone w.c-st, I understand.” mite; not a single mite!” he said, still louder, as he 

“Mr. Harris Holdout! Who’s there now? Any Bftw Mr. Hahtingb at the door, where he had evi- 

one that can take the place of Jane in my esteem? I dently heard the whole eulogium. 

shall miss Jane so,” she added, with a sigh. “Come over to see the colt, eh?” he asked direct- 

“I don't know that the occupant will take the jDg bja attention from the blushing Kittie to the 

place of Jane, Kittie,— perhaps so!” be said, visitor; “well, come right out to the barn.” 

roguishly. Kittie had none of that little spirit which often 

“Why, Ned, who is it? ’ causes young men and women to be ashamed of their 
“A gentleman who has improved the old house; parent6. 0I1 the contrary, she was rather proud of 

just notice it when we get back; you know it s just them. Proud of her father's honest integrity, his 
opposite our house, or nearly so. He has added 

three or four beautiful bay windows, and built a 

wing, and new kitchen; you ought to Bee the house, 

Kittie; you wouid’nt know it.” 
“ But the man himself; is he married, bachelor, or 

widower? And arc there no women over there?” 

“He is a bachelor, about thirty, a bankrupt mer- 

kind heart, and her mother’s goodness, and she loved 

them tenderly. The dishes were placed on their 

shelves, the kitchen swept, and Kittie was making a 

pudding, when the gentlmen returned. 

“Como right in, Mr. Hastings, never mind the 

women folks,” waB Mr. Leigh's well-meant invita¬ 

tion, which was accepted in the sanpi spirit as given. 

“Pray who is ‘our shadow,’ my dear young lady?” 

queried Ned. 
“‘Farmer Hastings,’ of coarse, bnt it's half an 

hour before sun-down now, and we've plenty of time, 

do come, Ned!” she said pleadingly. 

“Then run and get ready, Sis,” he answered smil¬ 

ing. Kittie ran to the house and soon returned, 

habited for a ride, with her long riding-habit caught 

up, and her hat set on jauntily; but her surprise was 

equalled by her grief, when she saw that Ned, though 

the horses were ready, was detained by a visitor. 

Ned came forward, helped her to mount her horse, 

and then said, “I’ll try and overtake you, Sis. I 

won’t be detained long.” 

At first Kittie rode slowly, but liking excitement, 

she whipped her horse to a fierce gallop and she was 

surprised to find how soon she came to the brook, in 

the ravine. The brook was wide, and she wished to 

cross it, and so, like a brave, adventurous girl, Bhe 

caugbl a limb of a tree, and swung herself to a stone 

in the center. Letting go of It, she begun to con¬ 

sider her further prospects, and, catching a glimpse 

of a form on horse-back, coining up the road, she 

begun to be uneasy as to how she should get off her 

pile of stones, either way. Bhe recognized the form 

of Mr. Hastings, whom Ned had probably sent in 

his etead. Her face flushed at wbat Bhe now called 

her “unaccountable freak,” though Blie had before 

termed it “good fun.” Concluding to make the 

best of it, she bowed smilingly, in reply to his 

amused look. 
“You present a fine appearance, viewed from this 

eminence, Mr. Hastings,” Bhe said laughing. 

“Doubtless your horse does too, Miss Kittie; 

wouldn’t yon like some assistance? you look as if 

you were in trouble.” 

“No, I thank you; 1 believe I’ll rely on my own 

wit. This is a fine tree here in the stream.” 

“ Yes, can’t you reach it? let me assist you.” 

“No, sir, I prefer not,” she answered, nettled a 

little, that he should see her perplexity. 

lie waited on the bank, until he saw that she could 

lifil anti Unmet 
WAR WIT. 

A OAD TO JEFF. DAVIS, 

chant, but a good farmer, Kittie, and an old woman R wftg evidently something new for the owner of the devige no m()ang of getting off, then he started to her 
keeps bis house, and they have two servants. “ Grange ” to call in the day-time for a sociable talk. re|i(.r 

“A bankrupt merchant! Why, what made him . Mrs. Leigh dropped hc-r knitting in somthing like »n if abonld send mv horse here. I’m sure I 
come here?” asked Ned's sister, in astonishment. 

“Fate. But, now I think of it, be wasn’t a mer¬ 

chant at all; be was once a lawyer, and bis physician 

told him that only an active, country life would pro¬ 

long his days. He puts his mind and heart in his 

work, and 1 think the place improves under his man¬ 

agement. He is none of your amateur farmers, Bis, and 

he isn’t afraid of a plow, or a yoke of oxen. And oh, 

The following from the Knickerbocker for July wa3 

written by a genius that is bound to shine some day, 

if he lives and does well: 

Oh, wonderful man, 

Dare I hope my pen can 

Do justice to such a grate feller as you? 

Oh. wot kin I say, 

Or wot kin I do, 

In a poetick manner to put you through! 

Ah, where shall I look, 

In wot history or book, 

To find out your ekwaljby book or by crook? 

There was Seiser an’ Brackus, 

Punchn* Pilot an‘ Backus, 

Napowlion, Mark Antony, Brutons, and Burr, 

One an’ all in their time made a stir; 

There was Allover Crommell, that knocked off the crown 

From the head of a king. Bnt to come later down, 

There's Looi Napowlion, a grate man indeed, 

Bnt they're nothin' to yon, for the didn’t secede. 

Ah, where kin I find out a match for you? Where! 

If 1 don’t lilt It soon, I II give up in dispair. 

1 have it—grate Davis, no fear of a libel 

In a counterpart for you—his name's in the Bible. 

The first of seceders, I read it in skool, 

Be was tiied of serving, and wanted to rule; 

But history tells u* what to him befell, 

He was kicked out of heaven and driven to—well, 

Yon kin see in the book, 

If yon happen to look, 

The way that was taken his goose for to cook. 

Now, between yon and I, 

I’ve been told—it's no lie— 

By a man wot's deep lettered, a grate vary avis, 

That's Lucifer's Latin for Jefferson Davis! 

Some of the letters from volunteers are highly 

interesting, and cannot fail, in many instances, to 

cause the most sedate to smile at some of the inci¬ 

dents of a soldier's life. One letter says to a friend, 

“My wife came onto see me at our camp. Thank 

heaven, she brought, needles and thread with her. 

My ro^-lan had nearly played out. My pants have 

been drilled to death. T have been walking in my 

JUU£ 14*0 

I ft * jFtflfg'StUi*. 
- he isn’t afraid of a plow, or a 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] Kittie, he has an excellent 1 

. ti a mjrnio •\xrrr,r' enthusiastically. 
J\ rAlvMJhK b \\ 1 Fib. “Has he? Arc you over there much?” asked 

Kittie. 
BY ERNESTINE HAMILTON. . , .. , , 

“Yes, considerable; and he spends half his even- 

“Kittik’s coming home to-night, mother; it’s a ings at our house; I hope you 1) like him, perhaps as 

good while to six, and the stage is so long coming I much as Jane Harris, eh, Sis? ’ 

guess I’ll go down to the orchard and get some of “Never, Ned,” said “Sis,” most decidedly, 

those great peaches she likes bo well,” said good “I prophesy that you'll think still more of him, 

Farmer Leigh. said Nep, teasingly. 
“Do, Joijn, and I’ll make some of her favorite “ For shame, Nep Leigh ! /never intend to marry 

cream bisenit. I’ll warrant they will taste good a farmer; 1 wouldn't for anything; I intend to live in 

to the dear child; they say that boarding-Bchools have the city when I’m married. 

Kittie, he has an excellent library, ’ said Nkij, rather (joor^ and out jnto orchard where Nep was, 

“ Grange ” to call in the day-time for a sociable talk. relief. „ My wife camft on ^ Bee me at our camp. Thank 

for Mrs. Leigh dropped hc-r knitting m somthing like „ 0> if you 6bouId send my horse here, I’m sure I heaven, Bhe brought needles and thread with her. 

surprise, but Kittie kept on in the even tenor of could get back; here.’Wild, Wild!' she called to My rag-lan had nearly played out. My pants have 

her way,” and quietly deposited her pudding in the t],ftt animal. But the horse did not care for his been drilled to death. T have been walking in my 

oven, and then proceeded to removing the Boiled y0ung mistress’ call, and stood obstinately where she boot-^.v for three weeks. 1 wish my wife was a 

dishcH, which occupation was interrupted by the aji- jeft bim. The fine, da.k eyes oi Mr. Hastings Bhocmaker. The hoys will soon have their new har- 

pearancc of the maid-oi'nll-work. gleamed with fun, though he was usually very grave, neBBi Wc are as happy as bobtailed horses in fly 
Kittie went up stairs, removed her mother’s great an(j ag bj8 horse stood, with its rider, by the heap of time.” 

apron, brushed her curls, tied on her great gipsey atones, Kittie said in a vexed tone, ' 1 1 

flat, danced down stairs, out of tbo sitting-room **your horse, it seems, isn’t as disobedient as The Southern Loan.— In the utter absence of 

such poor fare. Won’t she be glad to get home?” 

and good Mrs. Leigh stirred her cake most vigor¬ 

ously preparatory to putting it in the oven. 

“ I guess I’ll get the little willow basket and fill it; 

these early peaches arc excellent. If you want any 

help, Toil ami Willie ar j in the shed.” Bo Baying, 

Mr. Leigh started for the orchard, while the mother 

busied herself about the house. 

“Boys, T want you to go out to the barn and find 

all the eggs you can; 1 want to make some cream 

biscuit for Kittie ! 

“What if Kittie shouldn't come, mother,” sug- 

“ I prophesy you’ll marry a farmer,” said Ned, in 

hia teasing way, simply to make the color rise to 

Kittik’s cheek and the sparkle to her eyes, inwardly 

totally oblivious of the fact that there was a gentle¬ 

man awaiting her appearance in the kitchen. 

“ Where's l'uss? It seems as if It took gals a long 

time to fix up,” said Mr. Leigh, some time after, 

when the conversation began to droop. 

“ Why, she’s been out in the orchard, helpin’ Nep, 

this half hour. Shall I call her?” asked Mrs. Leigh. 

“No, I guess I’ll go out too, jest to see how lliey 

get along; we've got 'mazin’ large peaches, Mr. 

Hastings: won’t you come out and try a few?” 
“ Thank you, sir, ) should he glad tc; 1 know that 

your peaches are very delicious,” answered the 

gentleman. 
“To be sure, to be sure! You've got some just 

“Your horse, it seems, isn’t as disobedient as 

mine.” 
“ My horse,” he answered, “knows better than to 

disobey his master. May I help you, now, Miss 

Kittie.?” 

“If you please, seeing I cant get back any ether 

way.” 
“May I ask one little condition, Kittie?” he 

whispered in a different tone. There was no fun 

now, and the voice trembled with emotion. 

“ 1 don’t care,” was the reply. 

“May I curry my Kittie back? Will yon promise 

to be my own Kittie, or can’t you love me?” he 

asked in the same way, his grave, anxious face look¬ 

ing down in hers. Kittie thought now. Could she 

give up her ideal, for this reality? Could she he a 

fo* ih m 

“ WVH sec, Pnsftte.” 
“Wbat’B the same ef your wonderful friend of the 

bay windows?” asked Kittie, a minute later. 

“ Hastings! Tlu-re, Sis, don’t the old house look 

improved?” lie asked, drawing her up to a little 

sweet voice of Kirrip. and deep, rich one of Ned 

joined. Kittie saw her father, hut she did not notice 

gested the bright-eyed, mischievous Tom, a boy of knoll. “Bee the turrets; aint they an improvement: 

! There, Sis, don’t the old house look the guest, he beipg a little behind. 

l6 asked, drawing her up to a little “So that wonderful Mr. II abtings ha. 

thirteen. 

“Kittie never disappoints us; she always keeps 

her word, my son! So hurry, Tom.” 

“Mother, 1 guess Kittik'11 he glad to see Bruno, 

don’t you? She thinks he's the best dog in the world,” 

said Willie, “his mother’s girl,” so they all culled 

him; he was so quiet, bo delicate, ready always to 

help his mother, whom he devotedly loved. 

“Willie, 1 wish you'd gather boiuo nice Uowers, 

some roses, and any of Kittib’s favorites, and put 

theminthe vase in her room,—and oh, Willie, don’t 

forget some for the parlor; everything must look 

nice, now Kittie’s coming,” said his mother. 

At lust things were all arranged. The roses were 

in their vases, the tea table was set, the britannia tea- 

“Yes,” admitted "Bis,” hut 1 like the old farm¬ 

house, ours, you know, just as well. What docs he 

want bucIj a great hotel for?” 

“ City notions, pet! But father'll want you to play 

‘Home, Sweet Home,’ so come dearie, besides the 

night air isn’t good for such a delicate puss as 

yon are.” 
“ Father was glad to see me at home; don t yon 

think so?” querried the yonug lady of many names. 

“Yes, and mother, too; by the way, mother keeps 

a girl, only she’s gone home to-day.” 

“Don’t you think mother works too hard? Bhe 

looks tired aud care-worn, Nep. 1 mean she shall 

rest now.” 
Nep looked at Kittie’s soft, white hands, and men- 

lt!e “So that wonderful Mr. 11 actings has gone, father; 

*ji! here's the nicest peach on that whole tree, and 1 

rm- saved it for you, Ned has one for mother.” 

be “The wonderful Mr. Hastings has not gone,” Baid 

that gentleman's rich voice, in a laughing tone. 

,jay “Oh!” said Kittie, with a shocked stmt. 

1be “Never mind, little Bis, it isn’t as had as if he’d 

ag heard wbat you said a little while ago,” said Nkp 

with a roguish attempt at consolation. Kittie soon 

y0ll recovered her spirits and pot those of the guest all in 

PB< a flutter by her bright, witching ways. 

■eps “ My PuBS never could keep still,” apologized the 

father, who showed that he wasn't sorry,” she was 

She always as frisky as a young colt, bnt I always like to 

prompted to herself the woman-like answer, “For 
the love of thee!" and laying her hand in his, she 
raid, in a low tone, 

“ You may carry mo across," 
His eye, keen and piercing, searched the blushing 

face, and again lie whispered, 
"As my betrothed wife?” 
“ Yes,” was the answering whiBper, and without a 

word, he took her tenderly in his arms, tacked up 
her dress, that it shouldn’t reach the water, and soon 
landed her safe on the shore. 

“Thank you, Mr. II astinos,” said Kittie, with a 
blush and a’smilc. 

“Bay, ‘ thank yon, Harry,’” he said, holding her 
hand, as they stood together on the ground. 

“ ‘ Thank "you. Hakry,”’ reiterated the obedient 
Kittie. looking steadfastly at the water. 

As they rode homeward their hearts were filled 
with new hopes, and strange, sweet dreams,- the 
gentleman forgot all bis hopes for fame, and longed 
lor nothing save to call this bright, young creature 
his own, and investing his country life with a mist Of 

see a gal full of fun. and my Puss is as nice a gal as joy and pleasures; Kittie, in her happiness, forgot 
.... ^ ],er childish dreams and was thankful that her lot in 

there is in these pa is. wftg p0 be hand In band with this man who hold 

To this proposition, the guest cordially assented, her as the apple of his eye, and her heart swelled 

»»«• "*•“■ "".T1 r 
father bo much that he gave an earnest invitation to d bften aB strong as now. 
remain to dinner. This invitation Ned seconded Niu? had given up the thought that Kittie would 

pot brought out, aud a vftse of flowers occupied the tally wondered if his sister intended that they should as it was precisely his opinion, an 111S 1’ ease/ c ber aspiratious and strivings for the noble and the 
center of the table. “ What fool’s notion is that?" supply the place of “ mother’s” hard working ones, father bo much that he gave an earnest luvitu ion o K00(j been as strong as now. 

asked to farmer, good nature,lly, as Ue entered the •' Come, ,„.«s, git'« u. 'llennie Doon- and ‘Street remain to dinner. This invitat on k» Moonded Sn tod ritm up to ItojjM W 

kitchen, and saw the floral embellishment. Home,’ said Mr. Lkigu, as Kitty seated herself, very with a sly allusion tu viniii s pm mg. so , fane, he read the manly tenderness of the one, and 

“0, Kittie likes it so, anil she must have her own coolly, on his knee. ings remained. !• rotn that nne c gi w \ ly g the trusting dependance of tho other. Thatevening 
wav mustn’t she John ?” answered his wife, smiling. “ Kitty aroec and played them, to the evident satis- borly, as Mrs. Leigii remarked, and he brought many Mr< H ASTING8 asked Farmer Lkigu for his daughter. 

“b, they won't do any harm, 1 Yposo; but, mother, faction of her father. She sung with simple grace, a hook and newspaper to the Lkigu’s, and lie often and T5' ia*h il'b" b lo ndT v' a - in Id °rm 1 ’'un d 
it seems to me you look rather pretty to-day; is it and very sweetly, but without affectation. She saw joined Neh and Kittie in their horse-hack rides, and 

your new dress?” Ned’s proud glance; and while she still lingered over their merry-makings. Nep looked on with a com- •• KimE's a good gal; she's a great help to mother 

“ That makes me think, John; I wish you'd put on some other father’s old and favorite tunes, she heard placent smile, and often thought of a remark he and a comfort to Baafl,hiit I’m willin' if molhfeFis.^ 

a coat; shirt shccves don’t look just right to welcome 

Kittie in. Let me get your linen coat.” 

“No. you don’t catch me fixing up for the child,” 

he returned good hiimorediy, “no use in humoring 

her high notions so, besides it's too warm.” 

“ IIow nicely you look, mother,” said Edward, the 

eldest son, entering the kitchen. 

The mother's care-worn cheek flushed with pride at 

this compliment from her brave, manly, honest son, 

who had numbered twenty-three years. 

“Nkp, father, mother, the stage has come,” 

shouted Tom, in the kitchen door, and then starting 

for the gate. 
Nep was there as soon ns he, and the parents stood 

on the low piazza, in front of tbo sitting-room, wait¬ 

ing anxiously. But warm, country hearts prompted 

them to go to the gate too, and an affectionate scene 

of kissing and sobbing took place, which was ended 

by Nan’s forcibly seizing Kittie, and carrying her 

into the house. Tom and Willie carried the satch¬ 

els, ar d father shouldered the trunk. 

When Kittik's bonnet and cape were removed, 

there appeared a young girl of seventeen, gay, joyous, 

and laughing, frolicsome and witty. Kittie pos¬ 

sessed a fine intellect, well cultivated, a light heart, a 

good figure, and a pretty face. No wonder that 

father, mother, and brothers, especially Ned, were 

him saying, “I guess my gal can play and sing with 

the best of your city gals,” and rising, Kittie saw a 

stranger’s eyes gazing admiringly on her animated 

face. 
“My sister, Mr. Hastings,” said Nep, quietly. 

Kittie acknowledged the introduction by a grace¬ 

ful bow, anil then silently listened to the conversation 

between the gentlemen, relative to harvesting, Ac. 

Soon it turned upon books, and Kittie joined, while 

should like to make, to liis unsuspecting little sister, “I am willing, though I hate to have 1*>e 
, . . inqvn iiK ” said the mother, while thoughts of her 

a sort of self-congratulation ub to his spirit ol 0,‘iv Giviightei* leaving her home, and the many things 
prophecy. But he resolved to wait, and see. sho would need for a “good setting out,” occupied 

And all this while, Mr. Hastings and Kittie daily her mind. «... n 

-a.... •»SS5 
and to Sunday evening church service. Aud Sir. those whom Kittie liked or rancied.) and evening’s 
Hastings had given his strong, manly heart to the shadows were resting over hill and dale, and “the 
young girl of seventeen, hut having received very candles were lit in the parlor,' and throughout tie 
.toung fciu ' ir . h ... house then Hakry Hastings aud Kittie Leigh 
little encouragement, lie deferred telling Kittie. “°c,®c’liairicd> Tbe hn(te ftud groom both desired to 

The Southern Loan.— In the utter absence of 

cash, the Southern loan-hunters are said to be receiv¬ 

ing fresh subscriptions in the shape of notes some¬ 

thing like the following: 
Charleston, July 5, 1861. 

Three months from date, per value expected, anil 
without interest, 1 promise to pay to the order of 
Jeff. Davis, if I can raise it, the amount of one bale 
of cotton, short “staple,” provided that meanwhile 
the said Davis dosen't “ bolt.” 

his 
C. 'ri Planter. 

mark. 
-- » » ♦ $ ♦ -- 

Scott’s Geography.— On the large map which 

Gen. Scott is continually studying, are many points 

of interest, but the veteran’s attention is principally 

directed to Davis’ Straits. 

the father gazed on his children with pride, and after- And Kittie, herself, still wrapped in her dreams of a jaunt, as all fashionable people do, and a 

wards told his wife that “ Kit and Ned could talk as the ideal, saw in Mr. II abtings,—whom sho play- pleasant trip to Boston, Philadelphia and New \ork 

well as that city man, who knew so much. This fully dubbed “Farmer Hastings,’ when certain he gajd entering the house of the turrets 

education is a great thing! ' wouldn't heat1,—only a neighbor, a fiieud, refind, i,nd bav-windows, a month after the wedding, “Sis, 

well as that city man, who knew so much. This fully dubbed “Farmer Hastings, when certain he 

education Is a great thing!” wouldn’t hear,—only a neighbor, a friend, refiml, 

Kittie saw nothing about the appearance of intelligent, worthy of regard,-hut a farmer. 

Mr. Hastings to make her tremble at the pros- Kittie entertained hut little love for a farmer's 

and hay-windows, a month alter the weuuing, "sis, 
do you like, the owner of this house as well as you 
did Jane Hakris?” , 

Kittie blushed, and seated herself very comforta- 
,u8 ..j .. r.,_ pact of thefullGlinent of Ned’s prophecy; on the life, as has been said, but she had a genuine love fur hly In one of the bay windows. 

them to go to the gate too, anil an affectionate scene contrary, she pitied liis poor powers of discern- the country. Bhe-loved to look through the green “ fn‘r^.BVthiiitr^how isTbat?” he asked, 
of kissiug and sobbing took place, which was ended raent. Kittie, like most girls, had a beau nieoi far trees upward to the starry heavens, m the silent eve- (■Viiv-/'LiTil’° 

by Ned’s forcibly seizing Kittie, and carrying her different from reality. Bhe had pictured the husband ning, and let her pure thoughts rise upward, far Irani .< j)on<Tj pleaded “ Sis?” 

into the house. Tom and Willie carried the Batch- 0f her future life, to he a resident of the city, prob- the busy hum of village or city; she loved to gather “Why? But 1 thought T heard ft young lady about 

els, ai il father shouldered the trunk. ably a merchant, anil somewhat after the stylo of an wild blossoms, messengers of (.on’s love to mortals; your y Vfarnier if he were worth 

When Kittie'8 bonnet and cape were removed, Italian brigand, or a Spanish cavalier. Novels, that she loved to gaze in the clear brook and listen to its hjs weight Jn didn’t I? And that she should 

there appeared a young girl of seventeen, gay, joyous, bane of the young, if taken immoderately, had so babbling; she loved the holy calm of a country ,ab- ncYt.r "cm* Bke Mr. Hastings as Well as Jane Hak- 

and laughing, frolicsome and witty. Kittie pos- elevated her ideas in this respect that poor Kitvik hath; she loved the mei ry aivis iume. t-m “v* ‘ ls^on.^h’jfKDi!j pleaded Kittie, in mock 

sessed a fine intellect, well cultivated, a light heart, a was sadly romantic. The man to whom she would the green sward aud her seat on its bosom under the " 
good figure, and a pretty face. No wonder that give her heart and hand, must he tall and dark, with leafy trees; the fields, the meadows, and tho orchard, “ You musn’t tease my Pussy, Net., said the grave 

father, mother, and brothers, especially Ned, were hair as black as the raven’s wing, eyes black and all possessed attractions for her. But she considered farmer, entering.' ah, hon,e!» laughed Kittie. 

proud qf her. Neh, himself, possessed a well cultivated keen as a hawk’s; he must be stately, proud, and the toil necessity tu a louii rj exi» ence, as 8ia “ Kv'ihe ” sa’id a voice at the door, “father wants 

mind; but ho preferred a farmer's life to a profession, haughty; possessed of untold wealth, and tho envy ing; perhaps because she associated ignorance with rjgllt ’lir. o1f] Brlndla has got in the wrong field, 

though he had passed through College, with great and admiration of every one. But Mr. Hastings it. Could the rnmd bo cultivated and Improved with and father and Tom are chasing 

credit to himself, teachers, and family. Ho regarded was very different. To be sure, lie was tall, had a as much cure as is ii.enii *01 ’ erePr«- ' tldng ° yon* must hurry, Ned! We’re all coming 
the avocation he had chosen, as worthy of the highest fine figure, aud was erect It was true that his teeth which some cast on a farmers life would neverbe oyerB{0 spend thu ftftemooa. Sis; Father says he wants 

praise, and as consistent with regular study as would were as white as the driven snow, and he was very felt. Then it would become as much honored a pro- tQ BW bovv you keep house.” 

he a lawyer’s profession. Net. took a thorough view gentlemanly; hut his face was pale, doubtless in con- femon, as is a physicians, or others. “ Can’t you ****** ; he ovir 

of the'ease, and by his influence, his father adopted sequence of ill-health, and lie wore moustaches and But a change is taking place, the newspaper finds „* & 

many of what he called “ new-fangled notions,” in whiskers, (moustaches placed him beyond the pale of it’s way to many a farm house, and the love ol learn- So'the brothers left the two lovers, husband and 

,eg„d «. cultivating and garnering Macro,,,. Tie empathy, for Ktrm detected to-.,and to, more- ing, of book*^reeps ,» m Mda K - 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

— \ 
I am composed of 27 letters. 

My 18, 25 is a city in India. 

My 2, 27, 19,14, 22 is a river in Africa. 

My 7,13, 14 is a river in Eastern Asia. 

My 3, 6, 17, 3, 23, 6 is a city iu Canada. 

My 20, 19, 11, 8. 6, 9 is a city in Russia. 

My 18,1. 16, 21, 13 Is a city in Germany. 

My 1, 24,12, 20 is a city in Turkey.. 

My 4, 3, 24, 5, 27 is a river in Scotland. 

My 25,14, 19, 7, 8, 21, 2 i* a river in Texas. 

My 6, 16, 7,15, 10, 2, 8, 10,16 is one of tbe United States. 

My 16, 6, 2, 17, 3, 16 is a city in Pennsylvania. 

My 28,11, 3, 22 is a city in New York. 

My whole is a Irue saying. 

Wing Street, New York, 1861. May. 
Answer in two weeks. 

A REBUS. 

I’m a globe of light, a fairy sprite, 

And often I do harm; 

And yet, ’tis true, all know it, too, 

My heart is very warm. 

Cut off ray head, and now, instead, 

You see a pretty sight; 

Green trees and grass, and flowers you pass, 

That till you with delight. 

Decapitate another pate, 

And you will now behold 

A ship great Noah did create, 

That all mankind did hold. 

J3?” Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker 

ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEM. 

The area of a rectangular field is 4,710 square rods, and its 

length exceeds its width by 18.5 rods. What is the length 

and width of the field? 
Castile, N. Y., 1861. William Derr- 

jy Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &C.. IK No. 603. 

Answer to Biblical Enigma:-For unto m a child toj 
unto us a son is given, and tbe government bhall be 1 C)1. 
shoulders, aud bis name shall be called Wonderful 0 

, lor, tbe mighty God, the everlasting Father, tbe loace 

Peace. 
Answer to Anagram: 

Many men of many minds, 
l Many birds of many kinds; 

Many fishes in the sea, 
> Many men who don’t agree. 

distress. ^ 
“ You musn’t tease my Pussy, Nkt>, said the grave 

farmer, entering. , , , Tr 
“Oh, Harry, send him home! laughed Kittie. 
“Kittie,” said a voice at the door, “father wants r ' .    - i - ^ 1 ___AI..’, d 
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father was proud of the son, and showed so much over were a dark brown. His eyes were very dark, 

delight and satisfaction at Ned’s resolution of “farm- color uncertain, and the mau was not handsome, 

ing it,” that Tom declared that he, too, would be a to Kittie’s eye. 
farmer. Kittie settled this in her own mind, and though he 

Ned put'Kittie’s arm in his, and led her into the betrayed a fine intellect, and showed an extensive 

“Nkp, don't you want to take a ride down to the 

ravine, it’s only two miles, and we'll have time, be¬ 

fore our shadow comes, to go and to get back. I cau 

be ready in ten minutes;" cried Kittie, bounding in- 

I to the barn, one evening, just after supper. 

N ED LO ueip cm. sues ,, . ' muuncrtptiun . .. - .nd cbM 
thing. You must hurry, Nep! \Wre all coming Agent8 a8foUowBi-Th«e Copies one yew. for V, »«■■ 
over to spend the afternoon. Sis; father says he wants fre0 to club ageut> for $10; Ten, and one free, forJW;^ 
to Bee how you keep house.” and one free, for 321; Twenty, and one t<•<•«. or - J « I 

•• Can’t you stay awhile, Willie:” asked Kittie. greater number at rame rate —only St-5 rweopj f I 
"No; I’ve got to help mother, but we’ll be over exlnt&wcopy for every Ten Subscribe** over Twenty; fl 

early.” , , , , , . . papers directed to Individuals and sent u> fts inat,, 
Bo the brothers left the two lovers, husband and ”ogt, 0ffiW8 M desired. As we pre-pay American posW' fl 

wife, together, to renew their pleasant t8te-a-teteS. apei8 Bent to the British Provinces, our Canadian *1 
And if any one should ask Kittie what life is most uiUgt add nhl ceate per copy to tho club ratc^i M 
preferable, she would say, with Hakrv and . i.r, A R(JKjLU t)1b |owe6t price of copies ;ent to tuiop. I 

11 Verily,hl^ve makes a great difference in one’s opin- 22.50-includlng postage^ ^ on gub5criptiou. atf 

ions and ideas; and with a loved one, all places are tj&r Postage |’TA^rI' urii o,. otjjer imeurrent money- 
pleasant - all places are beautiful. greatly preferred to W eiten. or other upc 

! 

___-—-- 
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ia the moist manure, the decomposition oi toe 
earthy phosphate. This substance is sulphate 
of ammonia, which is always present in Peru¬ 
vian guano. In fact, on adding a little sulphato 
of ammonia to a mixture In water of oxalate of 
ammonia and of freshly precipitated phosphate 
of lime, mutual decomposition of the last two 
salts took place in a few hours. The sulphate 
of ammonia renders the phosphate ot lime some¬ 
what soluble, and thus promote;) its decompo¬ 
sition by the oxalate of ammonia. 

The action of guano is therefore two-fold, de¬ 
pending, in the first place, on Its soluble nitro- 

j gen compounds, and in the second, on its soluble 
In this last respect its effect is 
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phosphates, 
similar to that of a superphos’lutte. jj| 

The foregoing decomposition in guano do- | 
pends evidently to a greater or less extent on | 
i lie weather. Conti nuad moderate moist weather | 
promotes the conversion of the insoluble phos- | 
phoric acid into a soluble form, while heavy || 
falls of rain retard it, by washing out the oxa- g 
late of ammonia. Hence, from this depeudaneo 1 
on lime and moisture, we are not always certain V 
of this transformation taking place in this ma- . 

mire in the soil. 
1 have discovered a very simple method of 

rendering the action of guano constant in con¬ 
nection with the conversion of the phosphoric 
acid into a soluble form. It consists in moisten¬ 
ing it a day or two before its application with a 
little water, to which a small quantity of oil of vitriol 
has been added, so as to render it distinctly acid. 
Under these circumstances decomposition takes place 
rapidly, and is completed In a few hours. The whole 
of the phosphoric acid. n|tTe»pondlng to the quan¬ 
tity <>r oxalic acid presell ' s separated from the 
lime, and rendered solulf' by union with ammonia; 
and the oxalic acid disa’/rears entirely as an insolu¬ 

ble oxalate of lime. 

I am very anxious t'. 
duced t^xnake compass 
alone, ai;d after beiujj 
phnric acid. • _ 

drops in England. 1 

ing Ingredients. I have never gone higher than 
new milk, which they always take without sweeten¬ 
ing. Iu the first place, 1 must aay that I exhibit at a 
few of the leading agricultural meetings, and am 
generally, if not at the top of the ladder, not many 
spokes off. 1 keep iny breeding stock different to 
my show stock, as I do not like breeding animals to 
be over-fat; but show animals are obliged to be fat, 
or the judges will pass them over. The over-feeding 
of prise animals is a very great evil, but one that 
cannot be very well remedied. A show of lean 
breeding animals would be a very lean show indeed 
in many respects. An exhibitor must always sacri¬ 
fice some of his best animals to please the public 
fancy, i think these is less risk n fat breeding pigs 
than any other animal. I have had several very fat 
sows pig, and never Yost any. I gave them nothing 
but a very little bran and water a week before pig- 

| ging, and but little atter for a week, while I put a 
at if they failed to attract attention, not only on the I little castor oil in their food directly after pigging, 
part of those who are already acquainted with the 
breed, bat also of those persons who were strangers 
to it. And the Shropshire men are doing it every 
justice. They are justly prond of the breed which 
takes its distinctive name from their own shire, and 
they are, therefore, quite right in neither hiding its 
light under a bushel nor permitting it to retrograde, 
and thus become less worthy of public favor. It is 
improving, in fact, every year; and a retrospect of 
the last dozen years will satisfy any one who knows 
it that such is the fact. 

Widening their circle, as they are annually doing 
in England, the Shropsliirea have crossed to this side 
of the channel, and we believe that there is not a 
dissenting voice among those who have had expe¬ 
rience of them in Ireland as to their merit, whether 
the breed has been kept pure, or the rams used for 
crossing. In the latter point of view, us we have 
repeatedly shown by reference to facts, the Shrop¬ 
shire occupies a foremost place. Very inferior ewes, 
whether black-faced Scotch, or the smaller descrip¬ 
tion of Irish sheep, when put to pure-bred Shrop 
rams, produce stock which, either as butcher's lambs, 
or to be kept on for a year longer, are most remuner¬ 
ative to the breeder, profitable to the butcher, and 
liked by the consumer. This is the class of stock 
we want; for the day has gone by when filling the 
cook's grease-pot—her perquisite by prescriptive 
right—was the first thing to be considered in the 
selection of a joint. A Shrop lays equally oil just 

EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE Ob’ ANT A YUSIIlit*! KTJ 

its, should quently that “ lat-tailed sheep,” so entirely given 
lly deepen over to the responsibilities of maternity, must not be 
Id be deep, allowed to interfere at the present. At some future 
tie breadth period we will turn our attention to the hearer of the 

oleaginous nari’iitive.” between the hocks. The quiirters with the pelvis 
Hhould be roomy—the buttocks square, and somewhat 
fioshy—the distance between the tup of the tail and 
the hock joints should lie extreme. Thtt hock joints 
should he broad, as well us the legs above and beneath 
these joints. The legs short, somewhat delicately 
formed at the joints us well as at the fetlocks, und 
the animal should appear short legged. The feet 
should be round, somewhat large, and strong. The 
tail should be set ».m rather at n i;n:, vo than «t. right 
augles. It should be long, tapering towards the 
point, and the quantity of hair at the point should be 
moderate. 

The form of the milk vessel is of paramount impor¬ 
tance. It can scarcely be too capacious. It should 
be placed well forward on the belly, and appear 
behind the line of the thighs, it should have a some¬ 
what square form, but. not low, heavy, nor loose, nor 
tleshy. The color of tho udder is by some alBo 
deemed of great importance. It should be rather 
white than brown, except tho color of the skin bo 
wholly brown or black. The milk veins ahould be 
large and prominent. The teats should he placed 
wide apart, rather small, and pointing outwards. 
Next in importance to the form of the udder, is the 
touch. The skin should be thin, having the soft feel 
of a fine kid glove. The hair should be soft, and some¬ 
what woolly. The color should be distinct; dark red, 

WAR AND AGRICULTURE 

their effect upon agrieiiltm^, to say a few words to 
my brother farmers in this time of alarm and excite¬ 
ment. EVcry one seems to be carried away with the 
excitement,— every uno seems to take It for granted 
that war must necessarily bring hard times and em¬ 
barrassment, and ruin, to all onr commercial inter¬ 
ests. Now, if wo continue this course, want of con¬ 
fidence, and general embarrassment will assuredly 
follow. If we keep up this mad dog cry against our 
own prosperity, we shall of course suiter. Tho dog 
against which the cry is raised, though perfectly 
well, suffers just as much as though rabid. Hut is 
tills necessary! is this commercial ruin the neces¬ 
sary result, of the war, or is it tho result of our own 
unreasonable fear and alarm? It is the first time in 
the history of the world that 1 have known war to 
cause hard times. Jn Europe war Is always oonsid 
ered the sure percursor of commercial activity and 
general prosperity, and particularly so to the farmer 
and those engaged in the work of producing. Tho 
English farmer, though he may moralize a little upon 
the evils of lighting, receives the declaration of war 
with a good deal of ill-concealed pleasure, knowing 
as lie does that while many may suffer he will gain 
in wealth. Produce, manufactures, almost every¬ 
thing, advances iu value, In fact puts on what is 
called “ war priceH,” money is circulated freely, 

agriculturists may be in- 
^(•xpw iments with guano 
.stemM will! diluted nul 

Wet, ungonial weat'K Jor the week or ten days 
previous to the leaving Wtno last steamer, has cast 
a gloom over English farmers. The potato disease 
has appeared earlier than common and with unusual 
energy. Wheat is affected with rust and mildew to 
a great extent, and the former is particularly inju¬ 
rious, and affects most seriously the white varieties, 
particularly the Russian White. The Mangel Wnrzel, 
particularly In tho Sonth of England, is affected with 
a blight of tho leaves, from which a great injury to 
the crop is anticipated; but, a greater evil than this 
is found in the swarms of aphis, wlileh cover toe 
leaves in very many fields. For thiB, I>r. Ltndi.ky 

remarks, there is no certain cure, except snch as 
would involve a greater expense than the worth of 

the plants. 

IMPROVED CATTLE — AYRSHIRES, 

Coulu the Rural not give ns a cat of an A 

and cow? We, of the Pennsylvania backwoods, 

after this breed of cattle with much interest. . 

(or Bat) tailed China sheep, which are stud to 

times per year, and bring frem one to Bve iamb 

Is this a true I rill, or ia there some “cotton” al 

Crawford Co., Pit,, 1861. 

Our Keystone friend 

the “ 

pa a white ground. The very light colors, approach¬ 
ing to white, are objectionable." 

’J’he chief object in breeding Ayrsblres is to sup¬ 
ply the dairy with good, profitable milkers, and for 
this specialty they are highly esteemed. Upon this 
point Youatt remarks:—“The excellency of a dairy 
cow is estimated by the quantity and quality of her will please bear witness that 

spirit of accommodation” reigns hereabout, for 
we give him portraits of two fine representations of 
the breed which has made the county of Ayr cele¬ 
brated in the dairy annals of the “Land 0 Cokes,” 

The modern Ayrshires rank among stock growers 
as a “made-up-breed,” for they are generally con¬ 
ceded t@ be a union of the Holstein, or Teeswater 
Short-horns, aud the Alderney’s, with the ancient 
stock of Ayr. Their introduction is of compara¬ 
tively recent date, as Aiton, who wrote in 1815, 

remarks “that one century ago there was no such 

breed in Scotland.” 
To the volume of the Rukai, for 1869 we gave 

descriptions of the varions unproved breeds of cattle, 
aud we republish the pen sketch of the Ayrshires then 
used, as we believe it fills all the requirements. “The 
head of both male and female should be small, rather 
long, and tapering towards the muzzle, which should 
be darker than the color of the skin. The eye large, 
lively, but not too prominent. In both hull and cow 
the jawbone should bo strong, and opeu behind to 
admit of the throat being fully developed where it 
passes from the head into the neck. ’1 he horns 
should be small, clean, croaked, and placed at con¬ 
siderable distance from one another at the setting 
on. The ears rather large, and orange tipped in the 
inside. The neck long, slender, tapering towards 
the head, and having the appearance of hollowness; 
the Bkin and throat loosely attached to the lower part 
of the neck. The point of the wither or shoulder 
should he thin. The shoulder blades should be close 

Baron Liebig on the Action of Peruvian Guano. 

Baron von Liebig, in a letter, dated June 14, to 
Dr. Bi.vrn, of Queen’s College, Cork, Ireland, makes 
the following important statements in regard to the 
action of Peruvian guano: 

There is a very prevalent opinion among agricul¬ 
turists that guano produces a greater effect than an 
artificial mixture containing the same quantity of 
bone phosphate (3 Ca O, POs), and of nitrogen in 
the form of salts of ammonia, I have myself ob¬ 
served In experimenting on a piece of meadow laud, 
that those portions on which guano was strewed 
became very soon conspicuous by darker green grass, 
while an artificial mixture, as above stated, appeared 
to exert scarcely any action. 

This hitherto unexplained rapidity of action is due 
to the presence of oxalic acid in Peruvian guano. 

When guano is extracted with water, a solution ia 
obtained which Contains about 2 per cent, of phos¬ 
phoric acid, and fi to 8 per cent, of oxalate of am¬ 
monia. If, however, guano be mixed with water, 
and the moistened mass be left standing for some 
days (just the state in which it would be in the soil), 
it ia found on extracting with water from time to 
time a portion of the moistened mass that the amount 
of phosphoric acid has increased, and that of oxalic 
acid diminished. This reaction continues many days, 
the quantity of soluble phosphoric acid daily increas¬ 
ing in proportion to the diminution of oxalic acid, 
until at last the oxalic aud almost entirely disap¬ 
pears from the solution, and in ita place is now 
found a corresponding amount of phosphoric acid. 
The idea immediately occurs, that from the long 
contact with water the phosphate of lime and oxalate 
of ammonia decompose each other into oxalate of 
lime aud phosphate of ammonia. 

But in a neutral solution of oxalate of ammonia, 
phosphate of lime is not decomposed, or at least 
only very Blowly. There must, therefore, be in guano 
some other substance which is the means of causing, 

AN AYRSHIRE COW. 

milk. The quantity yielded by the Ayrshire cow is, 
considering her size, very great. Five gallons daily, 
for two or three months after calving, may be con¬ 
sidered as not more than an average quantity. Three 
gallons daily will be given for the next three months, 
anil one gallon and a half for the succeeding four 
months. This would amount to more than 850 gal¬ 
lons; but allowing for some unproductive cows, (500 
gallons per year may be tho average quantity annually 
from each cow.” The writer just quoted, estimates 
the quality of the milk, for butter or cheese making, 
much lower than any other author, calculating one 
and one-hulf pounds of batter to three anil one-hulf 
gallons of milk—an average of 257 pounds to each 
cow, per annum — aud to twenty-eight gallons of 
milk, with the cream, a yield 24 pounds of cheese, or 

514 pounds yearly. 
Thus much for the Ayrshires. Th« lover of fine 

stock certainly has enough to “fill his eye” while 
glancing at their peculiarities and beautieB, conse- 

Breeding and Feeding Figs. 

George Mangles, Esq., of Yorkshire, who has 
given much attention to the breeding and feeding of 
pigs, generally carrying off most of the best prizes 
at the leading Shows, and who has, by careful breed¬ 
ing, originated what is called the “ Improved Cum¬ 
berland and Yorkshire Hogs,” gives in the London 
Farmers' Magazine an interesting paper on the 
breeding and feeding of pigs, from which we make 
a few extracts: 

Milk and fat must go in at the mouth before it 
makes its appearance in the animal. I do not be¬ 
lieve those who say their pigs get fat on nothing. 
I know from experience that one pig would live 
where another would starve, and what would take to 



ULM. m. 24. 
to rny mind that will in any measure tend to cause commence., ww.ng wneat me 5WB Of March, ground tore or bay, to timothy. For pasture, it will afford get fat- the date of wl.ieb fa,t •„ I --= 
derangement of business, and in them I see no cause in fine order, yield 32 bushels per acre: this year more feed ihan sm. niw lrinri rt r , •* g winch fact is rather uncertain,— m ^ i . 

for the great outcry that is now being made. On the commenced April 15th-nearly one month difference, requires to be fed' close to prevent* torn JSnz "vow whl" “fhologica1' UUtal ^ OtC0 QU& 3tCtU0. 
contrary, I think that this will be a year of pros- Wheat is our staple crop and what we depend on rank and croiL to seed Z t! Z k * s 7' J farmer8 keCp SDCh land sharks? - 
perity, equal to any which the farmers of America most. I think if farmers were to write more In ner acre ' , .. ’ q 1 y be aown Any farraercan take a good Suffolk, or Chester White .rBI_ I 

have enjoyed during the last twenty years. A mil- regard to the crops, the people at large would have pecks sown alone^ I'sowTherTi the faUorTprinT beZ'^ork^wUhTe HT ** 77°*? °f mi,ch *“» * ImVvSl 

,i0n of dollar8 '• ,eiug «*Pend«d every day by the a better idea of the yield than they do now from the bat think it takes best in the fall It does well in w'ouldnS he a bid Si tTm ,eed’ 11 Faira*in th,‘ and olh“r 8Ww. win be given in a week or two 
government, and this money is not sent abroad, but reports of commercial correspondents to the city spring also, sown at the same time with clover It I won d offer! bounty of srv t ’/,i leKi8latnre 8JcerB of Count-r- rini(1D- Town Societies,' 
circulated among the people in payment for pro- presses, who ride along the roads and make super- ripens for mowing one or two davs earlier the Z ill , ° f ? J ° d°llarH a head- for w,u confflr 8 by advising ns as to the times and places 
vision, cloth I no ,t-n Tie t n(inA>,rA sm.t i.« jv.ii for Ani.i _ o.._ ... . " ' dajs earlier than the slaughter of the long-Ieceed. lonnr.nnoos v_j at which thslr Fairs arc to bo 

commenced sowing wheat the 20th of March, ground 
in fine order, yield 32 bushels per acre; this year 
commenced April 15th—nearly one month difference. 
Wheat is our staple crop and what we depend on 
most. I think if farmers were to write more in 

Uural Jfotca anb 3tcnt0. 

Agricultural Fairs for 1561.—We append a list of State 
f airs to be held this fall, so far a* ascertained. A list of local 
Fairs, in this and other .States, will be given in a week or two. 

circulated among the people in payment for pro¬ 
vision, clothing, Ac. Its influence must be fell for 
good, throughout all the avenues of trade, and will 
jingle in the pocket of many a farmer who now has 
a long face, a heavy heart and an empty pocket 
But some say, we are ruining our country by the vast 
outlay of money now making by the government 
Such statement* have been made, too, in the English 
press, and Mr. Bright, of Manchester, in an address 
in which he treated of American affairs, showed that 
the expenses of the present year of war in America 

presses, who ride along the roads and make super- 

flc.ai observations. Oats are v'ood; Parley very poor; clover; it is, therefore, better to be sown with clover 
corn, some good, and a good deal very poor; the or timothy. Its fattening qualities are equal to the 
grub worked in corn on sod ground very much. best natural grown grasses ” 

East Troy, Wis., Aug 12,1861. w. This is the testimony of one who has given this 

grass a fair trial. In the absence of any thing of an 
THE ABMY WORM IN NEW YORK. Opposite character, we have every reason to think its 

- raora general introduction would be desirable. If 
Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — Between this date any of our readers have experimented with it, we 

and the 5th, a worm has made its appearance two shall he pleased to hear the results, 
and a half miles from Horseheads, north, and eight The height of this grass is about three feet. It 
and a half from Elmira, which, from the description, flowers early inJfce in favorable seasons, and ripens 
m Ilftt In* tno fii-me ttrn nm H"'!..... . _I —X_» a • v i * 

—““V. uouars a head, for win comer a ravor by advising us as to the times and places 
the slaughter of the long-legged, long-nosed breed,_ at which tbMr Fairs arc to he hold: 

three, foyr, and five rowed hogs, as a neighbor calls N>w Tort. Watertown. gent 17-20 

.hero; " bec„u«,» My, he, “they can stand outride SfX&’&it."““tffi ItS 
the fence, and reach their noses, or snouts, to the Blinois, Aricago.."I":;::::::":.Sent o-H 

^'S2-r..,nb Tof We M feSSiSv::::::;::::.--Slf&i? satisfied that the time will come when they will be West, r.ondon.-24-r 
looked upon as a curiosity. un!‘t?c|c.:f’ o?0,.JTl,,le."Sept 17—21 Minnesota. St. Pdul ... nj_ov 

Inquiries ami 

are less than the expenses of the British govern- and a half from E.mira, which, from the description, flowers eariy nji in^ avorable selns 

z:vdats-frr rrwho,,,av,‘,*«,* 
boasted of the strength and glory ol our country, field, and are spreading from it in every direction, desired to savJKeed, the cutting shot; 
must acknowledffe what wo have said and mine- to he Th ftl*/* 11 ro m (11i**in si. .1 at.  . • I. . must acknowledge what we have said and sung tube There are millions of them, and they are devouring two weeks afte 
only an idle boast, If we now consider that a year of everything in their way that is palatable. None of shaken off and I 
expense, such as England endures every year, can our inhabitants have ever seen the like. The ground The stems tiifl 
bring our favored land to the verge of ruin. where they bare been looks as if It had been strewn very abundant 

1 do not feel competent to treat of the war and its with salt, or a severe drouth had turned it yellow grass - Farmer 

effects, morally, politically, or commercially, and The worms are from one inch to two inches long, 
only throw out these few hints for the benefit of my whitish under side, with stripes on the sides, rather Hingbone Curi 
brother farmers, who are now very unnecessarily larger in the middle. We ask those in sections n„ r brother farmers, who are now very unnecessarily 

alarmed. One frightened man will frighten a crowd, 

aud one cowardly or frightened regiment will cause 

confusion in an army. Old Farmer. 
Monroe Co., N, Y., 1861. 

-4 » ♦ i I-- 

CROPS, Sic., IN OAKLAND CO., MICH. 

Dear IlrRAi.:—After more than six weeks of dry 
weather, almost without dew or rain, is it any wonder 
wc feel good natured to have a generous Bhower? 
The rain has come and we are glad, but it is too late 
to benefit some crops barley, oats, spring wheat 
and potatoes are beyond help. Early sown barley 
and oats, although short in the straw, will yield a 
fair crop. Early potatoes have so far ripened as to 
commence a second growth. Corn will, in some 

r.eks after flowering. When it is 
heed, the cutting should be done 
bwering, as the seeds are easily 
when too ripe. 

|ery much, the lateral leaves being 
ing it a special value as a pasture 
f Gardener. 

^Kr*R I1,* fow*:,~ I have just lost a valuable 
£®Vr°“ what ,e called “ milk fever » The cow came iD 
Hanoav 1 M., nn Tiie«dar morpiuv »ee,uetl entirely well- 
at o clock I foun'l her unable to eat ur, and Au'ffcrirJ 

wiimwwHi. ni. raui. os o*» 
Vermont, Rutland...fnfi 
California, Sacramento. .Sent 18—21 
Orecon. Oregon City.1-4 

Milwaukee Ag and Mecb Association. Sent 2  fi 
National Horae Show, Ottawa, Ill.I”!Sept. 3— 6 

larger in the middle. Wc asto thoae in aectioua 
where they have been, if there is any way to head 
them, or how they may be destroyed. 

Horaehcad*, N. Y., Ang, 14. I). B. Westi.ajck. 

Eds. Burai. New-Yorker:—That fearful scourge, 
the army worm, has made its appearance in this 
vicinity, leaving destruction in its pathway. In I 
Home fields but few ure seen, working in squads, 

Ringbone CtirnWe. 

Dr. R. Thompson writes to the Ohio Farmer, that 
to cure the semi-osseous deposit, called ringbone, the 
animal must be thrown and well secured ; with a 
strong scalpel make a crucial incision over the high¬ 
est part of the tumor. Having dissected the four an¬ 
gles of the skin, hack to a line coiresponding with 
the base ...f the tumor, expose the entire surface of 
the morbid mass to view. The next skip in the ope- 

Sunday p Mr.n Tuesday moruiug -coined entirely well; Tuk Army B’orm i.v Wkbtkr.v Nkw York,—We have 

™*3? k'rix sj stsi ZTZth: Krrn*:flnd —- 
<?nff hnor aBerwarda, two junk bottles of hogs hree localities of Western and Southern New York, 

morn'^TJ"W*-hr'nr* lat,>r tho dose Next aD,J fu8r no little damage has already been caused. Indeed 

irr? £ 
Next bled bxr ir, tLe neck, tool: two quait- blood and gave "■ rf'e' 'D ,?,e Wpa,^rn partof this county—the worm 
mHk‘'Tmn !d''^rtr‘“l- N° N“xl "n B.jecUon of T"te destructive in the tow,,, of Hamlin and Parma. 

can any reader of the I !EA1adv0^ !Vw1to',Ueat?ft0he *#M °f inJ,,r^ or 8’8™ from the appearance of 
'■"'•"I of it. On T TOnrn in rari0ll«of this State. The season is so pun |. II 4 .v‘"’ VliJCU VI Jk. un ---V«n wt lllifl CHfitH. I JQP ^PfiROQ Ifl g() 

. R. Thompson writes to the Ohio Farmer, that *J8**1 t T,“‘SdSthe crops likely to be affected « 

the semi oHseous deposit, called ringbone, the !""" T8k'‘e away from her after rh.- had commenced to ' ^ ' '** *B tfnnk lhfl damage cannot prove ver 
..,,,..1 .1_ , ? .. eat It— Yotnvo STOCK Gkowxh. Crawford Cn /»„.. nun extensive. Tbe worm commenced n 

... , — • ---- -a MU MUAV IJIArjl Hi tUC UlIC* 

while in others, doantless millions sweep everything ration is tbe removal of' the unnatural growth by the 

green before them. How came they here so and- appropriate u*o Of u carpenter's three-fourtha or inch 
uenly? What is their origin, where did they come gouge; cither manipulated with the hand alone, or denly? What is their origin, where did they come 
from, how do they increase, and when will they 
leave? arc questions that we of this section would 
like to have answered through the Ritrai.. 

.Spring Mills, Alleg. Co., N. Y., Aug. 12. C. L. JIovt. 

assisted by the gentle use of a light mallet. With a 
proper knowledge of the part* involved in the opera¬ 
tion and due care, there need be no fears of opening 
the articular capanle. Leaving the snrfuce of the 
bone as smooth as possible, the angles of the skin 
are brought firmly together by means of a strong RitiiRti„n< K„ 7 U' , om in tills county, Informs ns that the army worm has nre brought firmly together by means of a strong 

a moderate crop- but in hardToHs or a"’ de*lroJcd on fn™ about twenty acroB of wheat, needle and cord the size of a slender fishing-line. A 

it will be lost labor uni.! lR f t'i * 7 ^ ilDd conimeilcod » «eld of corn, when, by plowing few slips of adhesive-plaster will add much to the sc- 

Hay matured carlv but m,nni.aii ,, ' iicIkb were formed, and the worm thuH effectually speedy healing of the wound. To these ends, also 
“i _°tr'y’ l’n‘ "'l “d »d **VR the corn «ved. tho mM* of tho h„,„ ; 1 !' 

vain- »omvo STOCK Growkr, Crawford. Co. Pa., 1861 i oiwimre. me worm commenced operations in Illinois, 

In fever of this nature the digeetive organs fii*t fail in the Teni°eS*e°' KeDtu[,l£.'-- in June last, and sobseqnently 
performance of their peculiar Tunctionr and the secondary appearance In New England and elsewhere. The 

or low stage of fert-r supervenes The rumen ceases to dig’ ^ w<> noted Bom* mo»lh* U said to be to 
charge its rood, and its retention goon cause, fermentation ’"*ke4trBnc1"'" 88 d^P 88 « pracUcable to plow them, as 
the paunch ami intestines bocomc Inflated with feted l-a*’ tbis "tops the progress of the worm. Many Illinois farmers 

and the belly swells rapidly Next, the nervous system is ar°"nd the,> corn' 8nd whp8t «<>ps, 
attacked, and the cow begins to stagger. The weakness is ^ T* h"’C toWard tbe nt‘ld' ,l i!lbe9t to use sharp coulter, 
principally observable in the hind quarters. The duration of ” preBent 8 hmonth> unbroken wall to the enemy. 

this second stage of puerperal fever is nncertalo buiilthomrk ^/i” Wrjrm* ^ UnabIe to *',rmount this, their progress 
it is usually of longer period than the first, the time in which ami depr,’d'‘tion* ttr« measurably checked 
hope may be indulged is short. - Since tbe above was written, and while closing this 

lu the old practice bleeding would be first brought into pap*r f0r tb* pr<‘B"' 8 ,etter from Erie fl0. says the Army 
requisition, the amount to be abstracted depending upon the Worru has m*d« it* appearance in tho grain fields around 
nature of the pulse, to determine which accurate observation Bnm*lo> and ig committing great ravages. We have also just 
IK needful. Next, in order of time, but first in importance, recelv*‘d tho following from Wm. 0. Tati.OR, of Bedford, 0.: 

in!it?.T' Th* i'TT T”*1 f'P*’I"?d °r tbe anini81 wiH U<m l° Trnp lhe Annd w°™~—Provide a quantity of short 
^ ha‘‘inR bp<,n by Pieces of plana, boards, flat sticks of fire wood,'Ac., and 

j clous bleeding, and the bowels afterward being excited to PlacB ^em on the grass in their line of march, or at any 
action, recovery is measurably assured. The medicine should placfl wish to protect. Examine them in the mornimr 
no active.— WA r.Annnf 1?IHti K_* , [nh«„e.A ....  

Hay matured early, but generally well, and from 
new meadows a heavy crop has been cut, while from 
old, neglected meadows, the negligent farmer has 
received about what was his due. Winter wheat has 
been harvested in the best of order, and will yield 
abundantly. 

The bread is on hand in great abundance. With 
the old corn, and the small crop of new, we will 
make the pork, beef, etc. But in this part of the 
Stute we arc not likely to have our teeth injured by 
indulging in fruit. Strawberries, currants and goose¬ 
berries have been a light crop, compared with last 
year's, but the most abundant of this season. All 
other small fruitH have been injured by the drouth, 
and arc worthless. Of cherries, poaches, plums, 
quinces and pears there will be no stealing this year', 
whieh will be n groat blessing to those who cannot 
resist temptation. We shall have a few apples, but 
cider dlinkers can this year cure up their sore eyes, 
red noses, and pimpled cheeks, which have been so 
troublesome since last year’s abundant crop. * * * 

But these are dry times out here. The life blood 

of commerce flows heavily, or determines to the 
head, and leaves the extremities a poor, cold share. 
1 snppesc the nat ion has a touch of bilious fever, and 
that after a full proscription ol pills and jmuu/er >Vo 
may see a favorable change —ho we will try to 
“weather Sandy Hook.” Wc could get along very 
well if we could get 40 or 50 cents for our wool, but 
to pay more for sngar and get less for wool, that’s 
the rub. But as I heard a friend say, with a good 
degree of patriotism in his eye, (and he meant to 
say it with his lips, but self interest got in the way,) 
“The Government must have the money—let them 
put on the duties; as for my part, I cau eat my pies 
without sugar.” 

Now, Mr. Rural, as you occupy a conspicuous 
place as a finger-board on the highway of life, 
guiding men to wealth and happiness, (I do not mean 
that all who get rich are happy, but your aim aud 1 
directions, if followed, would lead to both.) like 1 
that useful instrument, many eyes are upon yon. 1 
Souio read with care, and others carelessly, while ' 

-—-V uioooiujj, nuu euuBequemiyiO me more be avtiw —wn 1.1,1 ... , ---- ■ - • —.-.IK wem m we morning. 

trenches were formed, and the worm thus effectually Speedy healing of the wound. To these ends also farina < t\i7c7 , ,mfunity' A W!rupI* °r «•« lf lh,*y *r? vor*thick- -Y0" «>8r »i»y tbou.anda with a good 
headed and destroyed, and the corn „avn,l tho m.teii.. „n, „ ^ ’ H°' ' ot 7* Cr°.t?D.nnt and 8 pou“d * Ep*>m »lt* forma a *upP'r »f h«t water and a garden watering not Thev feed tho ouletnde of tho .- , ' J ,.. nul Bnu 8 po”“J * Epsom *alU forma a "TP1? ““t water and a garden watering pot. Thev feed 

ho quietude Of the horse will contribute greatly. | doae. If the animal Is largo,'Jncrewa the ,,lu Md travel from about 4 P. M unttl ahout fl A M or liter on 
Over t 11S a few f nrim r.f t_ . Hnaei. «f L.lr *_. .. . . . . ... .. . m. mini aiicnu o A. or later on 

ANOTHER MODEL FLOCK OF SHEEP. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—I notice in your issue 
of the 20th ult., an article headed “A Model Little 
I'lock of Sheep,” aud the owner, Mr. David T. 

Over this a few turns of bandage may be thrown and 
firmly secured. Should the parts become swollen, 
tepid water and whiskey may be freely applied by 
pouring every eight or ten hours, until the swelling 
subsides. Whether there is anything new in this J 
do not pretend to say ; but this I do know, that by 

Bowen, says if any one can boat it, be would like 1,118 Hafe and fdrnP1® operation I saw a horse cured of bo advantagooualy gimu with nnoh done of r,hv*ir State a°' r! Rt0.c* * 

tacts and figures. I therefore write yon, and give the “ringbone” within the space of two weeks, water with Epsom salts m it, or warm water and soap win eented to Kx'-GoV” 

you the result of my flock. where previous to the operation he could scarcely forra the h**1 injection, and should be thrown up frequently are in fine condition 
I sheared, on the 27th of June last, 43 Iambs, after m«* t,ic ground with tbe tip of the hoof, so great aod in largr T'aniiti™. If constipation nhotteately contin at Watertown Also 

being very well washed, and the whole average per was k'8 suBering. 
Iiead was seven lbs. and one and one-half ounces. 
One ewe sheared nine lbs. and fifteen ozs.} another Thc Lnbor n,,d Rent of the Home, 

ewe eight lbs. and twelve ozs.; the buck nine lbs. Teamsters and draymen too generally suppose that 
and four ozs. These (forty-three) lambs were all it is more economical to ht.ul large loads of freight, 
born in iHtfO, from the 10th to the 25th of May, ex- with their horses and tetims, than medium sized 
cept one, which was burn the 10th of July. Tho ones- But I think therp-Sgaothing gained in time by 
lambs have not had extra care, were-fed on straw piling freight high. upofSvearriago, for its transpor 
and hay, and on the 15th of December last com- tation. For it requires \*ore time, and strength, 
menced feeding them a few outs, and all the forty- atl1^ ®W0 to load the topmost portion of a large 
three had was Just three bushels of grain (oats). q»«intity of freight upon the same carriage, aud 
The yard where they wore kept was rather an inferior to HeP”re it in place, tyjAto unload such portion, 

r. r 1 lr 1 - -■ ’ "*• avuui. u t\, Ol, | or I»w»r on 
ses or half a pound ought to h« given until purgation ha* olandT mornings, and hide, if the can, when filled. They 

commenced, adding the tutual quantity of aromatic medicine. He,,rn prefer gras*. About two weeks ago they were found 
or tbe constitution of the animals stomach must not be ,iern for thfi first time in the memory of the oldest inhabit- 

o verlooknd If twenty-four hoars pass With out purging, 8nt« Their time i, short; very few' can now be found. I 
give strong stimulants in order to contract the stomach and *houW bk« to hear of their manner Of re production. 
Induce it to expel its contents. Two drachms each of ginger, -- 9 ,_ 

gentian and carraway powder, with hair a pint of old ale may Improvkp Stock at tuk Statk Fair -The Journal of the 

w°ate rtSn y£T WHh ^ °f p,‘y“iP Wa"" ^ 8~8 that the Arah^hTrl pre 
form ! 7\ ^ W4rW WtttPr R“d "0ap’ wl11 MnUM3 10 8*WarB) now in Charge of the Society 
and in 'larue I'SHSi*' ‘“i ^ thr°W" >,p rr<:nu*'”tly are in fille condition, and will be exhibited at the State Fair 
nes II g Jf ccnsbpatjon obettnately coattn at Watertown. Also, that Batitoath & Co., of Westchester 

“'w .„ ”LlTZ I'T "‘TV *r “ wi"*»”“*<'" —■*'r.Z.. s 
"!”” ,to ■*«* W «» ~n« n,.,, to„ - rrom ,h. E.Wr. „d ZZ™ 

in *oonion to the medical treatment we must notfowet w—-“—*■ " - — — the „ r . 4">eA‘Ca treatment we must not forget Wooled, South Down, and Fine-WooledSheep, aud thorough 
_ °r 1<f pa ,Pnt‘ bh° should he moved and turned bred and other horses. It is added that “our Canadian 
-ruing and night to prevent soreness and excoriation, friend, will enter th^field wiU, 

™e.. gT‘ BhOU,d be. ,reTlcntly offered, and If we have ever had from there ”_of which we have no donbt. 

| on«. These sheep arc tho Spanish Merino. The 
inothnra of thewo lumba iiveisgv4 a UIUC OVCF UVe 
lbs. each, and they had no extra care and no grain. 
There were three Iambs aud the lamb bnck which 
sheared nine lbs. and four ozs., that had no grain 

aB- A. D. P. Cuyler. 
Cuylerville, N. Y., 1861. 

gwal spirit ot 

Flnx in Canndn. 

I he Editor of the Galt Reformer has been rural¬ 
izing for a short period, and states:—“ When recently 
in the township of Waterloo, we were very much 
gratified to notice that many farmers are entering 
extensively into tho cultivation of flax. In traveling 
a short distance, we noticed a number of different 
fields, all of which appeared to be in a very prosper¬ 
ous condition. Tbe fibre of thc flax is very line, aud 

than it would t/i-.l tVM.lJ 
iwuj tunnuer oarwJge, > 

With a large load, the 
to quicken its speed won) 
injure it. A team that \* 

loads soon becomes so stil^ 
pace even without a load. 

Iht° unload such portion, 

unload It vjtoo and 
Ip return for it. , 
Li must move slowly, and 
Hirin, worry, fatijgue, and 
j.i^'h used to liaullng large 
[ued as to move at a snail's 

refuse] l,t her fa. dronrl , . / , ... ua" "Vpr ,rnrn ,bere ~of l**™ O” donbt, 

toXl' tol lI riven w- n y Wl‘h th,Ck grUe1' ** thn lOCatio" U ver^ some of tbe best 
k dh a little bay, hut w hile giving breeders in tbe Frovlnco. The breeders of Western Central 

flras fT” °r the n,atady rou8t be ft"J NorthPrn Now York' oa«bt fo well represented on o run mind last the Arcs Of fever unei, again burn fiercely, the occasion. 
r ,L' 01,811013 tbe bowelS anil subdued the fever, all alter *'» ■ 

car© nsoMixy is judicious trandneut, «filci, ran o>ilv - - T"/ '"'■oi -. . . ... 
'dated by thn ©ondltior. -r *fio »>.UN>t. a*»general thing ve#l> we ,e»rn from both letters and exchanges. The 
little is needed hut attention and tho exercise of thoughtful f’rairie Farmer of the 16th thus itemizes information on the 
ness as regards the diet. subject:—11 We learn from a gentleman from Cedar Co., Iowa, 

Dr. Dadd’s method of trestinaotfor Milk Fever no extract that the amount of cane growing there is in excess of last 
from the American Cattle Doctor, e* follow*:-" Aperients are year’ ttnd ** in 8 T‘‘r> forward state of growth, promising 

: "• r ‘ m ;n usea 10 ,a*-Ke exceedingly important i„ the early stages, for they liberate 
loads soon becomes so Btlflned as to move at a snail’s any offending matter that may have accumulated In the differ 

pace even without a load. 1 eut compartments of the stomach or intestines, and deplete 

Such horses soon depreciate lu value, and their 'be system with more certainty and less danger than blood 

usefulness diminishes fast. It is more humane and lf't,ing' 

good yield. Several mill* will bo introduced into that 
section of the State From many other parts of Iowa and 
Wisconsin, we hear of preparations beiug inode on a large 
scale to work up tho crop in the vicinity. In our own State 
we learn that thc experiment of putting up large works in 
vanous places prospered so well the past season that several 
more will be pat in operation this season Messrs Hknjuxo & 
Stuart, at Plano, U Sallo Co,, are putting up a steam appa 
ratus capable of working up 400 or 600 gallons per day. Mr. 
J. B. I.I'CK is making arrangements to run the mill at Earl 

others make a target of you. Well, never mind; it when growing, in the fields, its appearance is very 

economical to SO use thc horse as not to abuse him Aperient for Puerperal Fever.— Rochelle salt*, 4 ounceB; variou'1 places prospered so well thn past season that several 

not to overload or overwork hitH. He should not be mauna-2 ”“nce“; ”*tr8c' of butternut, half an ounce; din- more will be pat in operation this season Messrs Hkw.vinbA 
worked too long Without rest In thp Ion© Have ( "ohe 1D b<lll,nK water, 3 quart*. To be given at a dose. Stuart, at I lano, I.a Sallo Co,, are putting up a steam appa 

fe tllC lon8 day80< By the aid of one or more of the following drinks, the catus capable of working up 400 or 600 gallon* per day. Mr 
ei, he should be stabled early, and should not aperient will generally operate:-OJve a bountiful supply of J B Etftm l» making arrangement* to run the mill at Earl' 

be put to work till after seven o’clock in the morning, hyssop tea, sweetened with honey. Keep the surface warm. ville thiB fal1, with a capacity of 600 to 70O gallons per 24 
For he needs mncll time for rest, when the days are Suppose the secretion of milk to be arrested; then apply hour"- Th« demand for mills and evaporators, we should 
long, and ho will eat more bet ween the hours of six warm fora,,nution* to the udder. Suppose tbe howel* to be Jad8*- wiU be very large.” 

and seven in the morning than earlier He should torpid’tll0n 11M 'ejections of soap suds and salt. Suppose * * ♦ ■- 

not he fed heartily at night, but lightly' and -rained lh° *7™? 7* i0 P°°T conditfon: tben ■*»“ following: Mo8K ABOl'T T»K Wkevil-Prook Wheat, in response to 
in tho man,!.. w L.L . , , - powdered halmony or gentian, 1 ounce; golden seal, 1 ounce: ”D'' inquiry for information, Mr. E. W. Young, of Sweden 

. 8* ,1 " !e' W0,k Um t0 L gh flour gruel, 1 gallon. To be given in quart doses, every four 1,11,1 coauty, furnishes the following statement East fall I 

is better to suffer in a good cause tliau to prosper in 
a bad one. But I have more sympathy for you on 
account of your friends than your enemies; for it 
must he distressing to be supposed to know every¬ 

thing, and under obligation to reply to every one’H 
questions—and then, asked questions that nobody 
knows, and called a humbug if you don’t answer; 
or, if you do answer correctly, they don’t know it, 
and berate you because you did not give the answer 
they wanted. Half the questions asked are put by 
the knowing ones, to be confirmed in their wise 
opinions. 

But I have a question to ask, and should not have 
said anything about other people’s motives, but I 
ask not for myself, and have no interest direct in the 
matter. I have some of thc most honorable neigh¬ 
bors that can be found in any State. They have 
largo quantities of wool, of tine quality, and done 
up in the best possible style. Now. is there no way 
by which they can open communication directly 
with factories—that will give them a fair price, with¬ 
out paying an intermediate agency or allowance for 
dirt? When wool is put up with great care by honest 
men, it is not fair that they should help pay for 
other people's dishonesty or carelessness; and I think 
manufacturers, by opening a direct trade with suoh 
men, would find it much to their advantage. 

Troy, Oakland Co., Mich.. July 30,1861. A. S. 

• * ♦ ♦-»- 

CROPS IN WALWORTH CO., WIS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — Being a constant 
reader of your paper, and not having noticed therein 
any report of the crops from this section, 1 give you 
a brief statement of our prospect for the present 
season. W e are now mostly through harvest, and 
can arrive at Borne definite conclusions in regard 
to the yield of wheat, i think 1 can safely say’ that 
our wheat will not average over ten bushels per acre 
in this county, and from other counties the reports 
indicate a slim yield. We have had u bad season all 
through for thc growing crops. In the first place, 

twelve at noon, than very earlv in the morning 

■to-voted to ngrioultnra] Held, .own wltto ^ ,'c J 71™ w’n , ““’T' **'"’• . T 
milto-t „ro also to be Been o .liort distance (tout <M(. 2,™!',*!?” ‘ t“l0|,o,r")' d"or? “d '"“,w 
0„ .iBrtoultiiri.te «. -** „„.n .be ^ ^ ^ 
branches ol larming with enterprise and spirit, if\Jr Tf ih« w* t » ... . 
.ln-y reap thn. reward which that, lndn„.ry and ,7- J ‘"8 "”*? “ “ U“d- “d a 
severance deserve.” 1 ’ or °"e that hfts nGVer been Packed, docked, or 

pylled, he can brash away the insects by day that so 
Rye (< ntMM. much annoy him. 

The cultivation of rye grass in the United States The Worst Breed of Hog*, 

has never been carried to any considerable extent, 
except (so far as we have been able to learn) in a few „ Mct“ba/9 bT the ftfncnltaral Pre8SCon' 
instances. The Messrs. Ray bo Id, of Delaware, were t S v\ **'7 pDr*,ose8’ and 
among the first to give it a fair trial. How much of !, doubtless but a correspondent of 
tbe credit which these gentlemen received for pro- „ who thinks the “racers,” 
dnclng the largest and ll nest mutton ever sent to the PTPw? «6rtt*cribB. ’ « «* ^ f^us, have been 
Philadelphia market, is attributable to rye grass pas- t ^^tement about Berksbires, Ches- 

ture, we have no means of telling, but we are induced ^ ^ h‘8fmmd thu81. 
to think that something at least is due to it. ^ ,flcrenoe f,f °Pmion wlth to 

the best breed of hogs — not so much, we think, with 
l'or hay, rye grass has not been so favorably regard to the worst. And though some may think- 

regard as timothy and some other of onr leading that “« full com crib it the. best breed,” yot we 
grasses. 11ns we are inclined to attributs to the fact respectfully beg leave to differ. Your humble servant 

that it is Icbs bulky, and decidedly heavier when last year had a present of two pigs “of extra breed,” 
cured than any other. Wo have been informed by and wishing t» get a stock of the “extra breed,” took 
scieral practical farmers, that horses prefer it to tim- particularly good care of them. They grew- “like ill 
othy, and that pound for pound they appear to thrive weeds.” a* a neighbor told me —and so they did — 

equally well upon it. precisely —long, tall, and thin, and fast withal. 
Perennial Itye Grass [Lolmm revenue) has been cal* They progressed — principally in bones — finely, 

tivated in England more than any other kind. There till this spring, when, having some scattered grain in 
j^ds. rural j\kw-i okkkr: — Being a constant are numerous varieties of it, and its reputation as an 

reader of your paper, and not having noticed therein important and valuable grass plant ranks very high 
any report of the crops from this section, 1 give you with English fanners. Its roots are fibrous, and it 
a brief statement of our prospect for tbe present succeeds well upon a variety of soils, though, per- 
season. We are now mostly through harvest, and haps, best upon such as are moderately moist. Its 
can arrive at some definite conclusions in regard seeds ripen uniformly, and as it produces profusely, 
to the yield of wheat. I think 1 can safely say that great facilities for propagation are afforded, 
our wheat will not average over ten bushels per acre One of the principal merits of this grass consists 
in this county, and from other counties the reports in its complete adaptation for sowing with clover, 
indicate a slim yield. Wc have had a bad season all Having a stiff stalk, it supports the clover to a cer- 
through for thc growing crops. In the first place, tain extent, and prevents its lodging, while its more 
a cold, wet spring, that retarded sowing. It after- rapid growth protects the clover in its earlier stages. 

hours. 

SuppoRo the bowel* to be distended with gas; then give the 
following:—Powdered carawajs, 1 ouuce; nesafivtida, 1 tea- 
Hpoonfn); boiling water, 2 quarts. To be given at u done. 

Any of the above preparations may be repeated, as circum 
stances seem to require. Yet it most be borne In mind that 
we are apt to do too much, and that the province of the 
good physician is 1 to know when to do no thing.’ ” 

A Surk Curk for Rinobonb.—Having seen it stated in the 
column of “Inquiries and Answers.” in the Rural, that 
Ringbone cannot be cured, and knowing that such i* the 
expressed opinion of many veterinarians, because of the fact 
that it is * deposit of bony substance, and consequently beyond 
the reach of medicine, 1 send my experience —Although 
various recipes have been published, yet mauy of them are 
worthless, others cause an unsightly sore, thus increasing 
tbe lameness without being of the least benefit. To any one 

to good purpose, doubtless, but a correspondent of having a horse aiBicted with this troublesome disease, thi* 

the Northwestern Farmer, who thinks the “racers,” 
“ peripatetic corn-cribs,” et id omne genus, have been 
overlooked in the excitement about Berkshires, Ches¬ 
ter Whites, etc,, relieves bis mind thus: 

There is great difference of opinion with regard to 
the beat breed of hogs — not so much, we think, with 
regard to the worst. And though some may think 

the stack yard, we turned them into it-aud presto! from the ****«, Farai^on ZZ 

in a few days one pig, or hog, rather, had eaten eight is no difficulty in curiog it, if it can be taken in season Cat- 

docks, and how many chickens we couldn’t say, as tl* will sometime* be taken with it and die iu the night. Tar 

recipe is worth many time* the subscription price of the 
Rt’iiAL, and if applied according to directions, will, in every 
instance, effect a cure, aud remove most of the enlargement 
on colt* and young hon.es. On old homes the lameness will 
be removed, but the enlargement w ill remain Take of oil 
Of origanum, oil of spike, oil of vitriol, Venice turpentine, 
spirits of turpeutlue, each one-half ounco, add two gill* cur¬ 
rier’s oil, mix thoroughly, and keep well corked. Apply the 
medicine one morning, and wash it off the next morning with 
strong soap suds; the third morning apply the medicine 
..gain and wash as before. Continue this process for eighteen 
days Frequently the horse continues to grow lame while 
under treatment, but will entirely recover lu time. Ilavlng 
tried the fnregoiug to my satisfaction, f will stake my reputa 
tiou on its efficiency to cure the worst case* without remov¬ 
ing the hair or making a sore. Try it, and report through 
the Rural.—M. A. H„ Aiwa, A'. 3% 1861. 

Clover Bloat in Cattljc—I „aw in a late Rural q sketch 

from the Michigan Farmer, on clover bloat in cattle. There 

is no difficulty in curing it, if it can be taken in season Cat- 

•ward came off very dry, and remained so for some 
time, baking the ground so bard as to check the 
growth of wheat, which headed out short und thin 
on the ground. The wheat being late, the chinch 
bug worked in it very much, the ground being com¬ 
pletely covered with them. These are the causes 
that have shortened the crop. I am a practical 
farmer, and know whereof I write. Last year I 

As u pasture grass, it has strong claims upon the 
consideration of farmers. It is not only one of our 
earliest grasses, but one of the latest also. Mr. B. 
Raybold (to whom we have already referred,) in 
reply to inquiries addressed biin a few years since, 
says of it: 

“My experience in the use of rye grass has been, 
that cattle, sheep or horses, prefer it, either for pas- 

we didn’t keep count. Feeling satisfied that they 
were an “extra breed,” we built a pen, not quite a 
mile from the house, and forthwith immured the 
carnivorous animal for the remainder of his natural 
life—not wishing to trust him with other hogs, know¬ 
ing that “evil communications,” etc. Now my pri¬ 
vate opinion is, that these belong to the breed that 
got an evil spirit into them, aud then ran down a 
steep hill, into a certain lake, where most of them 
were drowned; though some of them must have 
escaped, else how came they here? 

The moral is, that a good breed is even better than 
a lull crib — for these hogs (aud I know there are 
plenty more like them) got all the corn and slop they 
could dispose of. And instead of thriving as decent 
porkers should, they are little more than skin and 

Mobb About the Wkevil Proos Wheat-Id response to 
onr inquiry for information, Mr. E. W. Young, of Sweden, 
this county, furnishes the following statement —“ I.nrt fall I 
procured of Mr Bowkrs, of Byron, eight bushel* of the 
l.ambert Weevil Proof Wheat, and sowed (t with drill on Bix 
and a half acres of summer fallow. Its yield wtm thirty-one 

bushels per acre. Tho straw is small, and heads short. The 
quality, I think, i« better than the Mediterranean; it is a 
little lighter colored, the berry smaller and more even In size 
than the Mediterranean It makes better fiour than any red 
wheat 1 ever saw-is full as early as the Mediterranean, and 
entirely free from weevlL I have it this year mixed half Medi¬ 
terranean and half Weevil-Proof. In tho low, late heads of 
Mediterranean, I cau find plenty of weevil, hut none in the 
Lambert, *o I think it can safely be called ‘ Weevil Proof.’ I 
think it one of the beet varieties of wheat that can be raised 
in thi* section, if not the best.” 

Mules for Army Wagons.—It Beema that large numbers 
of mules are being purchased for use by the army. A Wash¬ 
ington paper states that about 200 mules are taken in trains 
to that city, two or three times a week. They are driven up 
from the depot and through the Btreeta like so many sheep, 
and are taken to the training fields, near the Observatory. 
They are purchased in Kentucky and Ohio. When they are 
brought to Baltimore, en route, they are pastured in droves of 
twelve bnndred to fifteen hundred, at three cents a head, per 
day, and taken on to Washington as cars and railroad facili- 
ties offer. They make powerful draft animals, are easily 
kept, and answer admirably for the heavy government 
wagons, four to a team. 

■- ^ — - 

Tub Aphis in Clinton County —We have received a copy 

of the Plattsburgh Depress containing a marked notice of 
“an insect, new in that part of the country, which is making 
sad havoc with the wheat and oate,”and also a number of 
the insects. It is the aphis which wo have received in such 
large numbers from all sections of this State and the Eastern 
States. A pretty full account of this insect will be found in 
the Rural of the 17th inst. 

Fine Spring Wheat.-Mr. John T. Standring, of Deer 

River, Lewis Co., N. Y., sends us several fine head* of spring 

wheat, known as the Mammoth or California variety_the 
seed having come from California two years ago. Tho heads 

will cure it. The best way to administer it is to put it in an WUei11- knowt‘ 85 tbe Mammoth or California variety— the 
egg shell, pull out the tongue, take a stick and crowd it into 8l*td bav1nS conie fro“ California two years ago. Tho heads 
the throat. If the first dose does not cure, apply the imeond m' long (about four inclieE) bearded, and the berry large, 

in a few minutes. I have assisted in dozens of rases, and Mr' hai about flfteen acreH; Rart of which was ready to cut 
never knew it to foil. I never had but one horse bloat on °D tbe 1&tb in'1' M^8 31 very stout; the straw from 
clover, and I cured that by giving one pint of fever ague bit- % fetl C to 5 feet 6 _ 
ters, but 1 would not recommend such medicine, because, if « ° 
the biped should happen to like such doctor stuff better than THK H0I> CR0P ‘a rep0Jted to be imPr°Gng. The Coopers 

the horse would, which is often the case, he might drink it t°U"> JourHu! tbal lhe vin® in 'hat vicinity continues 
and cheat the horse.—Wx. Cone Troy Mich 1861 t0 improv” ‘n aH,esrsnce, and the indications now are that 

-L ' ” there wilt be more hops picked this fall than the estimate of 
Quinsy in Hogs.—Two years ago I lost a valuable breeding 8 month ago. Bnt few contracts are being made in the 

bow end thi%e young pigsfrom quinsy. The symptoms noted country, there being no settled price; and growers generally 
were as follows:—“Total loss of appetite; breathing hard; sre inclined to wait and take the chances of the market. 
swelled throat; considerable fever, and death finally super¬ 
vened. I wav advised to put a rowel, composed of jtrips of 
leather, in each side of the neck of any that might bo attack¬ 
ed thereafter. As the disease ran through my stock, I had 
the opportunity of testing its efficacy, and the result was I 

bone, liiey will doubtless be large hogs when they I saved the rest *of my hogs.-J.. H., North Fairfield, Ohio. 

!■ ink Flax.— To Isaac Bower, of Chili, we are indebted 
for the finest sample of flax we have seen for a long time. It 
is four feet in height, and the seed plump and abundant. 
We learn than an unusual quantity of flax will be harvested 
the present season in this section. 

m 



' duties ! Certainly tbe Patent Office officials deserve 
no less, and we should he satisfied. 

"Seriously, we think it time that a determined 
effort should be made to correct these abuses. The 
interests of agriculture and horticulture demand that 
they should no longer be thus trilled with. When 
we see some effort made likely to be successful, we 
shall again resume our advocacy of public establish¬ 
ments. Until then our pen will be better employed 
in the development of the usual details of private 
practice.” 

hp-p n Lord Raglan—A white or pale-green shriv¬ 
eled pea, growth about 3 feet. Planted April 2<ith, 
of full size August 1st, of very stout growth, and 
very prolific. Much later than any of the above, 
good size, sweet and fine. This is also a Marrowfat. 

Mur Imperial—Light-blue shriveled pea of large 
size, and matures in medium season. Not planted 
with foregoing, and therefore can give no compari¬ 
son. This excellent sweet pea has for years been a 
favorite with me, but alas it has one serious draw¬ 
back. It is liable to mildew. Last year they were 
entirely used up. This year not the least Indication 
of any mildew. Some years it is slightly affected, 
and not seriously Injured. 

Prom the above, a selection can be made which 
cannot fail to suit the most fastidious. To those like 
myself, who like a sweet, tender, juicy pea, I would 
say that I have selected for my own choice, Princess, 
Cedo Nulli. and Harrison's tilory. tf these are too 
sweet, a good selection would bo Daniel O'Rourke, 
Kent, and Perfection. To tboHe who prefer a Mar¬ 
rowfat, substitute Napoleon or Eugenio in place of 
Glory or Perfection, and to either add Lord Raglan 
for a late pea. 

I am making some experiments as to hardiness and 
freedom from rot, with some twenty kinds of potatoes, 
and will furnish some notes of general results for the 
Rural if the editor thinks them of any use. 

West Fayette, N. Y., 1801. Guo. s. Conover. 

other fruit and ornamentals. Such is, briefly, his 
field of operations. Ilis trees are very well grown 
indeed, and ho has few old trees. It is proper to say 
here that the planting of young trees is being more 
generally adopted than formerly, in the West. And 
it is more generally recommended, because the per 
centum of yonng trees that live, thrive, and bear 
fruit, with the half-way culture of a large proportion 
of plasters, is much greater than of old trees. It is 
true it need not necessarily bo so. but there is the 
fart anchored fast. Only a day or two since, talking 
with an intelligent amateur cultivator who had been 
very successful with his trees, he said, "I would not 
buy to plant, an apple tree less than fire years old. 
With but little more care they may he made to grow 
as well as the younger trees, and they produce much 
sooner.” Well, wo can grant it, hut the fart is, our 
best orchards were planted when the trees were 
young. But let the trees be planted. And in urging 
the planting of trees, the writer finds it necessary to 

CHEAP SUMMER BEVERAGES 
Pears are scarce this season. The Louise Bonne 

de Jersey and a few other varieties are giving a good 
crop. The Doyenne il'Ete is jnst over, and the 
Bloodgood and Beurre Gifford are ripening. Several 
early varieties of apples are in season or just over, 
and none are equal in beauty and productiveness to 
the Red Astrachan. It is a little too acid for some 
tastes, but is a most excellent apple, always fair, 
beautiful and abundant. Of plums we have about 
none, and this is the first season in ten years that we 
could make this stalement truthfully. The peach 
trees are slowly recovering from the effects of the 
unfavorable winter and spring. The leaves became 
curled in May and dropped off, and it was not until 
late in July that any considerable growth was made 
on yonng and vigorous trees, while old trees will 
not recover. Now a tolerable growth is being made, 
but we doubt whether it will be in suitable condition 
to endure another hard winter. If, therefore, the 
next winter should be severe, we may anticipate the 
entire destruction of many of the trees that have 
already suffered so severely. The apple crop will be 
light, and the early varieties are much injured by 
the enreulio. The dwarf trees are bearing well, and 
there are few more beautirut objects in tbe garden 
than these miniature apple trees covered with fruit. 

The small fruits, with the exception of currants, 
have borne well, and tbe New Rochelle Blackberry 
we never saw finer. In many places, however, we 
see evidence of neglect. We make a hobby of a 
particular fruit for a few years, treat it well, get fine 
crops, and speak its praise. In a fewyears we begin 
to neglect it for some new hobby. This is the way 
we have treated strawberries. About the time Uo- 
vey’s Seedling was first disseminated, all the amateur 
gardeners in this section engaged in strawberry 
culture, nnd 

The following are not only simple and cheap bev¬ 

erages, but are also pleasant and healthful. We clip 

them from an exchange: 

White Sprite Bkkb, to mark, — Mix together 
three pounds of loaf sugar, fivo gallons of water, a 
eup of good yeast, adding a small piece of lemon- 
peel, and enough of the essence of spruce to give it 
flavor. When fermented, preserve in close bottles. 
Molasses or common brown sugar can be used if 
necessary instead of loaf, and the lemon-peel left out. 
Sometimes, when unable to obtain the essence of 
spruce, we have boiled down the twigs. This will be 
found a delightful home drink. 

JIakvkht Drink. Mingle together five gallons of 
pure water, ono-lnilf gallon molasses, one quart of 
vinegar, and two ounces of powdered ginger. Thin 
drink is very invigorating, and is the same thing aa 
"Western cider,” the recipe of which has been 
selling for a high price through the country. 

C uk a m Bo da—To one gallon of water, add fivo 
pounds of loaf sugar, one ounce Epsom salts, one 
ounce cream of tartar, and five ounces tartaric acid. 
Boil tho preparation well, skimming off' the refuse 
matter accumulating upon the surface. After cool¬ 
ing, set it away in bottles in a cool place. When 
desiring soda drinks, put two or three tablespoonfuis 
of this syrup Into a tumbler two-thirds full of water; 
add one-fourth of a teaspoonful of super-carbonate 
ol soda; stir briskly, and tbe effervescence will be 
equal to that from fountain soda. Tbe Epsom salts, 
cream of tartar, tartaric acid, and Hijpor-carbomito of 
soda, can be purchased for a small sum at any drug 
store. 

Root Brer,—Mix together a small amount of sweet 
fern, sarsaparilla, wlntergroen, sassafras, Prince’s 
pine, anil spice wood. Moil them with two or three 
ounces of hops, and two or throe raw potatoes pared 
and sliced in three or four eallonx of water a tone 

Slortirultural $ote$ 

1 ears* Tho ol«l pear tr»*oa nro pretty nearly uHe<l up; 
many of thorn entirely dead, and many more no better. 
Their almost, leafless branches show conclusively that hence¬ 
forth they will only he ctnnberers of the ground. Youngor 
treea are doing bettor, and give some hopes of renewed 
fertility. 

“ How bftT» the dwarfs stood it?” Ours are all alive, bnt 
not uuscathed, for, in common with young standard trees, 
they have suffered more from blight tho present summer 
than in all the previous period of their existence; and what 
is worse, this blight continues to show itself. We are care¬ 
ful to remove all infected brunches as soon a« the disease 
develops itself, and keep the trees as free hh possible from all 
appearance of Its progression. 

loathe*—'The peach trees are all dead. So there will be 
HO more pouches until a new crop of trees are grown. We 
hope no one will Tail to make new efforts in behaif of peach 
Trees. If they ,|0. they mav succeed: if thnv i In tint Hmu 

specimens were grown and exhibited 
here that would not disgrace a London exhibition. 
Barr’s New Pine followed, and magnificent dishes of 
this delicious strawberry were Bhown by the side of 
Hovey. Now, wo think not half a dozen quarts of 
either are grown in the county, and very few beds 
are to be found even in tolerable condition. Such a 
course as this tends very much to retard the progress 
of fruit culture. 

Tn the (■ lower Garden tho annuals are now the 
most attractive. I hose who obtained good Balsam 
seed, planted in a rich soil, and pinched off the side 
shoots, will now have a most magnificent show. 
Balsams, however, when planted within a foot or so 
of each other, and the side shoots are allowed to 
grow, are very ineffective. Tho humble Portnlacca, 
that will grow like weeds in any dry, light sandy 
Boil, and endure the hottest, driest weather, iB really 
one or the best garden adornments, and can he put 
to more useful purposes.than any other flower. Any 
vacant bed can be filled with it, even when in flower, 
regardless of the state of tho weather, and nothing 
is more brilliant. Every year adds to tho variety 
and beauty of the colors, and the later striped varie¬ 
ties are exceedingly fine. A good bed of Phlox 
Drnmmondi is now an object of groat beauty. Great 
has been the imnrnvement in the past few years. 

ERHARD’S EAVENSWOOD PEAR 

For some time we have heard favorable reports of 
an early pear, known around New York as the Ra- 

ten a wood Pear, and Erhard's Ravenswood. Until the 
present season we have not had an opportunity to 
examine it, and we are now indebted to Mr. Run a no for 
a fine lot received in excellent order, which gives us 
an opportunity to judge of its qualify. The tree that 
bears this fruit was found wild in the woods at 
Ravenswood, Long Island, nnd with several others 
was removed to a garden in the neighborhood. 
A bout eight years since the land on which this tree 
grew came into the possession of Cuarlks F. 
Erhard, and for the last live years It has borne 
iruit. During that time it has been brought to the 
notice of the best I’omologists in the country, and 
has been received with much favor. It iB quite 
small, as our engraving shows, skin yellowish-green 
when ripe, with numerous small, brown specks, ft 
is of fair quality, Bweet, bnt not high flavored. If 
the Ravenswood is hardy, a free grower and produe- 
tive, these qualities will doubtless make it popular. 
With our present information we see no good claim 
to superiority nver other vnri< ia's ripening about the 
same time, such as Doyennr y'Rte, Madeleine, Os- 
band’s Bummer, Bloodgood re Gtffard. 

single crop of wheat. I say all this was ignored, and 
few have since planted the peach. The few that have, 
arc this season rejoicing over a fine crop. There is no 

doubt that the same expenditure of intelligent effort 
annually, to grow a crop of fruit, that is made to 
grow a crop of corn in this country, will result in as 
great cash return to the farmer as tho corn crop 
yields him. The writer has abundant data establish¬ 
ing this fact. 

Bnt, talking of peaches, here is a grove of seed- 
lings—a thicket of them, which have been left stand¬ 
ing as they stood in the nursery rows—a few thinned 
oat—that are full of fruit Tho seedlings are both 
hardier and more productive than the budded or 
grafted fruit. Mr. Phcknix urges that every man 
who bays a basket of peaches for his wife to can or 
preserve, plant the stones, and he will soon have 
Iruit of his own growing. Ho says each farmer 
should have from one to forty acres, planted closely, 
in peaches; if for uo other purpose than to supply fuel, 
it Is worth growing for that purpose. There is one 
fact which I have observed, and which, without 
doubt, it is important to the planter that he should 
regard. That the fruitful peach trees are those grown 
in clumps, closely planted with each other, or inter 
mixed with other fruit trceB. Whether it is the pro¬ 
tection the one class of trees has or not. those nlanted 

DYEING RECIPES, Stc. 

Ax*.*-1 uhkkk:—weeing an inquiry in 
a late Humber of your paper, for a recipe to color 
blue, I send you mine, which I know to ha good. 
Take lj ounces prussiate of potash, 2 ounces of 

copperas; each dissolved in 4 gallons of rain water 
as warm as you can hold your hand In. Putyonc 
goods into tho copperas water, and let stand five or 
ten minutes; wring ont. Then put 2 tablespoonfuls 
of the oil of vitriol into the prussiate of potash 
water, and let it stand a sufficient length of time to 
produce tho desired color. Wring out without 

4 yioLureu a nci/iner oi Kinds or peas 
from Messrs. Thorbdrn, of New York'and Albany, 
for the purpose of experimenting, and in order to 
select therefrom Buch varieties to grow in future, as 
might suit, the wants of my family. As tho spring is 
always a very bnsy time with farmers, it being incon¬ 
venient and often impossible to spend much time in 
the garden during the hurried time of plovylngand 
seeding, 1 was desirous of procuring a few kinds to 
give a proper succession if planted at the same time. 
We can break out a half, or perhaps even a whole 
day, to make up early garden, at which time early 
potatoes, peas, lettuce, radish, Ac,, can he planted, 
and then the garden has to lie by until spring seeding 
is out of the way, by which time the cultivutor and 
hoe will be in requisition, if potatoes and peas are 
planted in rows as I usually cultivate them in my 
garden. 

For the same reason, if any considerable quantity 
of peas are planted, and for a large family it requires 
no small patch, it is often quite inconvenient to stick 
them with brush, and therefore a pea of stout, 
dwarfish habit is desirable, in order to obtain a fair 
crop. For this purpose I find planting In the samo 
hills or rows with potatoes answers very well. 

It may be proper to state that my farm lies along 
the eastern shore of Seneca Lake, and the garden 
slopes gently to the west, lying fully exposed to tho 
winds, which have a full sweep over the lake. A 
large portion of it is cultivated entirely with the plow, 
receiving annually a pretty heavy coating of manure! 

worked mainly with 
garden truck ” being 
t apart. No manure, 

i/uuuie /.!' uia, ana Hiiii more lortunate in growing 
doable flowers from the seed sown, are delighted 
with it. Like the preceding, it iB well suited to an 
American season. We huve flowers perfectly double 
that have beeu in bloom more than five weeks, and 
yet show little signs of failing. This is a valuable 
quality In the Zinnia, and will make it valuable. 
Vjlmosin advertised that fifty per cent, of the flow¬ 
ers would be double, hut wc have only obtained some 
ten to twelve per cent, of good flowers. Home, 
therefore, who grew but a few plants, may uot obtain 
a good flower, and think the whole thing a cheat. 
This is not so, and to-day we could doubtless cut 
flowers as perfect as those thatcaused such an excite¬ 
ment in London last season. In u year or two more 
the character of the flower wiH be established, seeds 
plenty, and more variety in color obtained. 

The Oaillardia is not as well known as it deserves 
to be. When planted so as to cover tho whole 
ground, they produce a fine effect, with their unique 

fruit. 
MILDEW ON CJOOSEBERR1E8. 

Here are the Houghton and American seedlings. 
They are bearing, but they mildew some. Pihenix 

says there are some old ladies in town who have a 
way of preventing mildew, or rather of dispersing it 
after ft bus appeared. They know when it is coming 
by its " first appearance” upon the ends of tho shoots; 
they at once proceed to whip off the ends of the ten¬ 
der twigs, and the mildew disappears; they are not 
further troubled. 

CURRANT CULTURE. 

Here is a plantation of them. The Red Dutch is a 
favorite berry. It produces abundantly, and in flavor 
compares favorably with any other red variety. Wo 
learn there is a growing demand for this fruit herea¬ 
bouts—many planting largely for wine auM others for 
market, shipping the fruit both north to Chicago and 
south to Bt. Louis. Mr. Coleman, of the firm of 
Coleman & Drake, near by, told me that he had 
been urged by St. Louisans to plant tho currant 
largely for that market, it being an excellent one for 
this fruit. 

[Borne interesting notes on the Ornamental Trees 
suited for beauty, shade, and shelter at the West, we 
reserve for our next issues J 

planted in towb about three 
for certain reasons, has been 
tbe spring of 1&C0. The soil 

notes are from memoranda in my diary: 

Early Princess A small white peu, planted April 
‘■Lid, of fall size and picked June 27th. Dwarfish 
growth, about 2j feet, a lively light green color when 
cooked; sweet, and very fine. Yields well. 

Daniel O'Rourke— A small white pea, planted April 
23d, of full size and picked June 30th, as early, not 
quite as lively a green color nor so sweet as Princess. 
An excellent early pea, of dwarfish habit, about 2* 
feet. A good bearer. 

Early Kent—This is also a small white pea, of 
dwarfish habit of growth, about 2i feet. Planted 
April J.id, picked June 30tb, hut not quite of so full 
size then as preceding, and not quite as early by 
some live or six duys. A good pea, not as sweet as 
Princess, and inferior to it and O’Rourke. Yields well. 

Gedo AW/t-Rather small, planted April 20, of full 
size and picked July 4th. Abont 3 feet high, sweet 
and very fine. Yields well, grows finely, and is an 

THE PATENT OFFICE 

The Editor of the (Hardener’s Mm after describ¬ 
ing the way in which the Philadelphia parks have 
been managed by politicians, pays a little attention 
to the work of our national managers in the same 
line, as follows: 

" If we turn from Philadelphia to Washington, the 
same deplorable facts present themselves. The agri¬ 
cultural division of the Patent Office has proved a 
perfect Augean stable of corruption and shameless 
ignorance, that ought to lead the first originator of 
the idea to the sumo fate as ihe originator of the 
guillotine, and his heart break at the perversion of 
his patriotic intentions. Many a Hercules has at¬ 
tempted the cleaning process, bat hasslgnally failed. 
Turned out by one hole, the offensive matters enter 
as fast by another, and the labor is loBt. 

“ Near the close of Mr. Buchanan’s administration, 
the force of public opinion caused the removal of the 
leading incompetent, the great D. J. B. of the Patent 
Office reports, and it was fondly hoped that some 
millions would be saved to the country by the cessa¬ 
tion of imports ‘ foreign wine-grapes,’ ‘ Tea Plants,’ 
‘Christ’s Thom seed,’ ‘Cork Trees,’ - Strap-leaved 
Turnips, and scores of other items, useless rubbish, 
which have not, nor ever will be of one cent’s worth 

W ILD r LOWER IlKnciKS, Ao.t IN CANADA,—[ have a series 
Of questions Which I wish answered whet. you conveniently 
can. IncloHfol [« a flower. i .Jon’t know what It Is, n« it 
sprung up amongst some small pear treea, and uoue of the 
neighbors who have seen It know its name There are two 
specimens one in a green one, taken from the plant to-day 
ami one saturate.) with gum arable Please tell me the best 
method Of preser ving lloweM as botanical specimens, ae JVe 
that gum amble Will not stick to some (lowers. PleMo toll 
whether the flower requires to he protected from the frost' 
Hs best mode of propagation, Ac. ]„ it worth raising? The 
time to trim triage vines, remove suckers, ami lay cuttings 

r!Ii«\ 7' l,Mt' m,Ml ,fawl? obtaiiuori, the quickest 
raise, shrubs plants, or trees, for hedges in Central Canada 
II you will please anHw«r the above Inquiries in tho Kckai ' 
you will much oblige—A Boy, Venummlle., 1801. 

Tho flower is CnrydalU ylauca. It is hardy, and is found 
from Canada to North Carolina. Most flowers may ho 
secured to paper by gum arable, but the flowers should not 
be saturated as in the specimen sent us. A little of the gum 
placed on tho paper with a brush, and a good deal of 
patience, will generally accomplish tho work. Specimens 
that wilt not adhere may be secured with a needle 
and thread. We hope some of our readers iu Canada will 
give us their experience in hedging. How does the Osage 
Orange, tbe Hawthorn, and the Honey Locust succeed? We 
once saw the native thorns -tried, but with poor success. 
Grape vines need a pruning in winter, er very early in the 
spring In the summer, the laterals should be removed 
entirely, or pinched to one leaf, and the fruit-bearing branches 
cut off three or four leaves from the last bunch of fruit. 
Suckers should be removed as soon as they appear, and cut¬ 
tings planted very early in the spring. 

Corn Pudding.—One dozen ears of corn, cut or 

grated, half a dozen eggs, 1 pint of milk, quarter 

pound of batter, with pepper and salt to suit; bake 

half an hour.— Field Notes. WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES, 

with the 
, - Horticulturists about Bloomington I 

COnHiderable time, and my note book 
rauuy items of value to Western men, or 

rn men intending to settle in the West. I pro- 
-bc o -ansfer some of tjlt. more important sayings 

*" “» »f the Bcsu. I hope 
"■0 may latere., K,,. 1 

Sausages.—Will some*of the many readers of the 
Rural send through its columns a recipe for making 
good sausage, and oblige—Mrs. I. T. 

Blackberry Wink.—Will some of the readers of 
the Rural give ns a recipe for making Iilackberry 
Wine?—Jessk Cook. 

Iomato Wink.—A recipe for making tomato wine 

will be thankfully received by—Piscataway, N. J. 
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[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

LABOR AND WAIT. 

I suppose the above words are intended partly as a 
hint or admonition to those who, in practice, are apt 
to reverse them and wait long before working, as 
well as to strengthen the conrage of such as are too 
nnheroic to undertake wbat requires much patient 
waiting after the work is done. The great advantage 
of making labor precede rather than follow waiting— 
of acting in the spirit of the motto, -'labor and 
wait,” instead of wait and labor—is the immense 

of time the former practice insures. No 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

WHEN IS THE HAPPIEST TIME? 

’Tib a wild, sweet song, a beautiful song, 
With a low and rhythmical chime, 

Rung nut from the topmost boughs of a tree 
The winds hare christened “Sometime.” 

Its words are strung on a golden string, 
In a long, melodious rhyme. 

Telling of germs in each withered flower 
The rain shall bring out sometime; 

Telling of hopes that are bnried low 
dust of deceit and crime, 

pentance and true belief 
i to life sometime— 

,nds o’er pulseless heart, 
no fragrant lime,— 
iful city, with pearly gates, 
isp them again sometime?— 

;lete of golden hair, 
with a look sublime 

adowy depths, as we said “ good-by,” 

Hoping to meet sometime. 

Ah, yes; 'tU a beautiful song that I hear 
Afar in this changing clime, 

Rung ont from the topmost boughs of a tree 
The winds have christened “Sometime.” 

And it lessens my heart of its weary load, 
Renews all its olden prime, 

For it tells of a mansion beyond the skies, 
Where I hope to be happy sometime. 

A. T. Independent. 

BY ANSI* M. BEACH. 

I hath left my darling lying 
Very still in that low bed; 

Dimpled hands laid on his bosom, 
Violets white around hi* head. 

Just at sunset hour I left him, 
Wondrous glow on earth and sky; 

I would yield all light and beauty 
For one look in baby's eye. 

Silent house and empty cradle, 
And a heart that's breaking now;— 

Oh, to feel the baby's finger 
I’lav once more on cheek and brow! 

“ You ami baby;” 0, my husband, 
That last prayer for him and me, 

" God, in mercy, grant this baby 
Stand to her in place of ms1" 

Then your hand dropped from my clasping, 
Nothing left but precious clay; 

That sleeps in a foreign graveyard, 
This dark heart I bore away. 

But your child crept to my bosom, 
And yonr look wa* in his face; 

This dark bean grew somewhat brighter, 
Through the child and God’s great grace. 

Now the child stands with the father, 
Crowned of God and glorified; 

Weeping wife and lonely mother 
Grope* still on the earthward side. 

Well, what matter* Life is passing, 
I can wait a little while; 

Thankful that I may remember 
Baby hands and husband’s smile. 

Church Monthly. 

O, sat not that the happiest time 

Was in the early hours, 
Before we knew how many thorns 

Were hidden 'neath the flowers; 

Before we knew how wide, and strange, 
And long the life-path lay, 

Which led us from the rosy bowers 
Of childhood, far away. 

For had we not our griefs and fears 
E’en then the same as now? 

Did not each day, departing, leave 
Its shadow on the brow? 

Not shadows such as now they leave, 
Since we have older grown, 

And more of evil than of good 
Around our way is thrown- 

Yet to our judgment small those griefs 
Were great, as these which now, 

From greater causes, day by day, 
Cast shadows on the brow. 

Then, when the tempest o'er us broke, 
We could not trace the cause, 

As now our stronger judgment can 

By reason’s higher laws. 

How blest it were, if, as the years 
Furrow the cheek and brow, 

The language of the heart could be, 
“ The happiest time is now" 

And should It not?—should not each day 
Unto our keeping given 

Be taken as a glorious gift 
Sent down to us from Heaven? 

There must be mnshine somewhere, friends, 
E'en In the darkest hour; 

Should we not wait with patience, then, 
The passing of the shower? 

And say “ The flowers will fresher grow 
After the shadows part; 

God knows when most we need the storm 

To purify the heart.” 

Cambria, N. Y., 1861. 

economy 
one ever had occasion to reproach himself with wast¬ 
ing time by waiting after his work was finished, but 
how many of ns remember with regret the days and 
years lost by putting off till to-mojrow, or next week, 
or next year, what ought to have been done at once! 

The difference between the least efficient of men 
and the greatest besefactors of the human race is the 
difference between those who can wait longest before 
beginning their work, and those who can wait longest 
for the results of what they have done. It is needless 
to say the former, and, in various degrees, the large 
intermediate class,labor for present and visible recom¬ 
pense; often the latter, unrecognized by the age in 
which they live, must look to the future to justify 
their labors; and the only reward they realize for 
their toil is a firm persnasion of the beneficence and 
ultimate triumph of their work. Speaking after the 
manner of the world, I said the only reward, as if 
there were any other to be chosen before that; for, 
however sweet human appreciation may be, we can¬ 
not doubt the largest, fullest lives are led by them 
whose souls are possessed by an idea which they 
cherish all the more dearly because it is scorned and 
rejected by the world, and the grandeur of whose 
final results themselves scarcely venture to estimate. 

Surely there is a blessing for them that labor for 
present good; hut, waiting for recognition, they still 
are richest to whom it has been given to penetrate 
and unfold the secrets of the natural or spiritual 
world too much in advance of received ideas to be 
immediately accepted, and whose effects in the pro¬ 
gress and improvement of mankind the discoverers 
themselves are permitted to witness only with the 

eye of faith. A- 
South Livonia, N. Y., 1861. 

Of foldei 
Undeq 

In the bj 
Shall 

[Written for Moor*'* Rural New-Yorker ] 

CARE OF INFANTS. [Written for Moore* Rural New-Yorker.] 

AIM HIGH. 
If we study the cultivation and growth of our trees 

and plants, why not give more thought and attention 
to the care of children? Is it not a wonder, when one 
sees so much rough, rude handling of yonng infants, 
that so many do at last survive and come to maturity? 
And is it any wonder there arc so many cripples, and 
otherwise deficient organizations? 

Many people, who seem intelligent in some 
respects, place their infanta, even under two weeks 
old, in the hands of young girls five of six years old, 
or in the care of utterly Inexperincod, careless nurses, 
and then marvel that they cry a good deal, and call 
them “ cross babies.” O, mother, what are you think¬ 
ing of? What do you koow of the wonderful and 
complicated machinery of that delicate little babe? 
Consider how tender are its tiny bones, Its helpless, 
yielding flesh and limbs! How easily they can be 
displaced, or broken, or maimed for life! And are 

not you responsible? 
How would that child ever have attained even the 

maturity of ite birth, had its formation and develop¬ 
ment depended on your watchful, motherly carer 
While nature was its sole guide and mother, it 
became a perfect aud lovely being; but the moment 
it is given to you, to bo subject to your reason and 
discretion, you begin to handle it as though it had 
been constructed of India rubber and could not be 

injured! 
Why do yon not learn, by its very dependence 

and helplessness, that it cannot be shaken and banged 
about, and bandied, like a rag baby? A young infant 
should not be handled more than is necessary to 
attend to its wants. As it gains strength, and firm¬ 
ness of muscle, it will show it in various ways, but it 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

LOOKING FOR A PROFESSION 

The bard battle was fought, the victory won, and 
Hester Gray received her diploma aud the proud 
distinction of being first and best in scholarship of 
the large class of students that graduated at Onion 
College in the year ls4t*. Five long years she had 
toiled and studied most zealously and earnestly to 
finish a collegiate course, and one great object of her 
life was accomplished. Unlike many, if not all, of 
her sister classmates, she had climbed the high and 
rugged Hill of Science sins ie handed and alone. No 
kind, thooghtful father, no generous, noble brother, 
had aided or assisted Hkhter in this great achieve- 

In early childhood, she hail followed a dear 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

REST. 

Rest!—the absence of care, of pain, ot regret; toe 
presence of resignation, of trust and peace, f.ven 
here, in this world, it is “only the people of God 

who rest” 
Fame may wreath the brows of her votaries with 

the laurel; she may wave before them the palm; she 
may place them upon the loftiest of her pinnacles of 
glory, hut she cannot answer those vague restless 
longings which are native to every human heart, nor 
satisfy that constant out-reaching of the soul for 
something better than it has known. Wealth inuy 
lavish upon her dc-votees every luxury of life; she 
may give to them all that burning genius bas ever 
given the world of poetry and prose; she may bean 
tifytbeir homes with much that is exquisite in paint¬ 
ing and sculpture; she may burden the very air thej 
breathe with the richest and rarest exotics, bntsbe 
cannot soothe the weary aching heart, nor re assure 
the tired, drooping spirit. Nor can we rest in an 
earthly love, for howsoever true and devoted, it can 

ment, 
and only brother, then a loved father and mother, to 
the village graveyard, and side by side, with bands 
folded meekly across the still breast, lay Hester 
Gray’s household treasures. She planted the sweet 
rose, the lowly violet, ami trailing myrtle, over the 
beloved forms of all that remained to her, of those 
who had cherished and cared for her as none other* 
ever would, and wentfortb to battle with life alone, but 
with a heart, made si rung by Horrow aud affliction. 

Well and nobly had she acquitted herself, and a 
little proud she felt when asked by her teacher, near 
the close of her Lost term, if she would write the 
Valedictory. “Very willingly,” she replied, “if I 
can have the privilege of reading it.” The honorable 
Professor ahemmed! and was profuse with apologies 
— said it was not according to the Constitution of 
their distinguished College for a lady to read the 
closing address—that honor more properly belonged 
to the gentlemen. “ Very' well,” answered Miss 
Gray, respectfully but firmly, “a gentleman must 

write it.” 
This instance, and others similar in character, had 

given Hester Gray the reputation of being a very 
independent, strong-minded young woman. “ Too 
much given to ‘ Woman’s Rights,’ ” said many of her 
gentlemen acquaintances. “ / never wish to be like 
Hester Gray, if she is talented, aud a great, genius,” 
simpered many a young lady who had nothing hut 
her pretty, doll face to recommend her, and about as 
much aim and character in life as the frail, fleeting 
butterfly. Hut, no sarcastic remarks or hints ever for 
a moment troubled Hester. Khe believed, and was 
not afraid to say before the whole world, that the 
mind of woman was in no respect inferior to that of 
man. Give her the same advantages and opportuni- 

upon them to attache views and prejudices of their 
times, must hav.^lP'u potent indeed; for, unless 
unacquainted witiJw6 teachings ol history, they 
must have knowr, M* they would meet with fierce 
opposition at every *fep of their course. Men whose 
alms were low, could never have accomplished the 
work that was performed by Howard or Wilber- 

fore; for ignobleness of aim could never have been 
united with the spirit of self-denial which was requi¬ 

site to their success. 
Nobility of aim in generally requisite to the accom¬ 

plishment of great things in litera ture, arts or science. 
An indulgence in low pursuits tends to weaken the 
Intellect. It, is doubtful whether a drunkard, or a 
mere man of pleasure, ever could have written such 
a book as Butler’s Analogy. Byron’s later works 
are not equal, as literary productions, to his ear'ier 
compositions; hut we will have no difficulty in ac¬ 
counting for this fact, when we remember that every 
year he became more and more debased in his 
character. His highest ambition, even in his best 
days, was to gratify bis enormous egotism; and 
toward the close of his life this feeling seems to 
have banished every noble aspiration from his bosom. 
Such au object was not sufficient to call out all the 
powers of his mind. Had he but felt bis high 
responsibility, and consecrated his powers of song 
to the promotion of the glory of God, his genius 
would have achieved more evc-n than it did. And is 
not this prostitution of his powers likely to cause 

posterity to t,bar 

Hi* name from out the temple where the dead 
Are honored by the nations?” 

How many are there around us who will never 
make anv figure in the world of mind, only because 

two months—nor, indeed, ever, if it can possibly DO 
avoided. A baby needs quiet, care, attention, in the 
most tender, delicate manner. Avoid speaking to it 
in loud, harsh tones, and do not sing to a baby as you 
would to a congregation of people. Some mothers 
always raise their voices to a higher key than usual, 
in talking 1o an infant, though the child has no more 
sense of being addressed than it has of the size of the 

moon. 
“What is the use” of so much loud, silly, baby 

gibberish, that no one, nor anything, can enjoy or 
understand? It is always ludicrous and disgusting 
to those who listen—a foolish, noisy prattle of nothing, 
and of no manner of use, besides injuring the child. 
Do you not. observe its quick start at every sudden 
noise? How sensitive and detioate must be its sense 
of hearing, and yet you talk and sing to it as though 
speaking to a deaf person, or driving a yoke of oxen. 

All shcIi rude, rough, unnecessary usage and noise 
tends to blunt and deaden the nerves and perceptions 
of your children, and is extremely disagreeable to 
them, until they become sufficiently strong and 
developed to bear it. It is no proof because they live 
and are not devoid of their natural senses, that it does 
not hurt them. Some children live through a world 
of abuse and hard usage that would just as surely kill 
or injure thousands of others. Neither will it make 
them tough to abuse them, nor tender to use judgment 
and the common principles of humanity, in the reason¬ 
able care of them. They can be kept clean,and well fed, 
and dry, and warm, and have plenty of fresh air, with¬ 
out being jammed about, or yelled at every time you 
go near them. How much better it is to speak or 
sing to a baby, especially a very young infant, in a 
soft, low tone, and to see them carefully, quietly 
tended. You, who have infants, think, reflect, and 
you cannot but see the truth of this. Qvtbechy. 

An untidy woman! Little soap and much perfume. 
Plenty of iewelry aud a lack of strings and buttons. 
Silks and laces, and tattered under clothes. Diatpond 
rings and soiled collar. Feathers and flowers, and 
battered cap frill. Silk stockings and shabby boots. 
Who has not seen her? If you are a person of conr¬ 
age, enter her dressing room. Make your way over 
the carpet through mismated slippers, tippets, belt 
ribbons, hair pins, pictorials, magazines, fashion 
prints, and unpaid bills, and look vainly round for a 
chair that is sufficiently free from dust to sit down 
upon. Look at the dingy musliu window curtains, 
the questionable bed quilt and pillow cases, the 
unfreshness of everything your eye falls upon. Opc-n 
the closet door, and see the piles of dresses, all 
wanting “the stitch in time,” heaped pellmellupon 
their pegs; see the bandboxes without covers, and all 
the horrible paraphernalia of a lazy, inefficient, va 
cant, idealess female monstrosity, who will, of course, 
be chosen out of a bevy of good, practical, common 
sense girls, by some man who prides himself on “his 
knowledge of women,” as his 1 help meet for life!’ I 
use the word “monstrosity” advisedly; for even in 
the cell of a prison I have seen wretched females try¬ 
ing, and woman’s beautiful instiuct, to brighten and 
beautify the bare walls with some rude colored print- 
Thank Heaven, the untidy woman is the exception, 
uot the rule. Would we could say the same of the 

untidy man.—Ledger. 

DISPUTING ABOUT WORDS 
life than ever before. There was her diploma! oh, 
how she had toiled and labored for it. She had 
looked upon it away in the distance, and at tunes 
the Hill sho must climb, if she ever obtained the 
coveted prize, looked so steep and rugged, her feet 
were so tired and weary, that despair oftentimes 
almost gained the victory. But at last she had con¬ 
quered, and stood before her classmates and teachers 
a noble, strong-minded, self-made woman, which js 
the proudest title that can be conferred upon our sex. 
Man boasts of being self-made, and considers it the 
greatest compliment that can be paid him; and yet, 
if woman can rise unaided and unassisted to as high 
and as honorable a position as man, which deserves 
the greater praise? 

Hester Gray was a self-made woman, and she 
expected her diploma would be her “open sesame’ 
to wealth, honor, and fame. She now was ready to 
choose her profession. What should it be? Teach¬ 
ing young ideas how to shoot? No, she was tired of 

; | that, although it had been a great help in gaiuing 
J the position she now occupied. But she wished to 
-fp try something different — not higher, because there 
ol is none—ami what was that to be? She must decide 
VI 

h upon it speedily, for time was precious. She had a 
:V desire to try her talent at the bar; she thought there 
D, would be a large field fur usefulness as well as fame. 

She therefore made ready, and soou the distinguished 
fej letters, “ A-t-t-’y,” could Hester Gray boast beside 
$ her diploma. But I am sorry to say the world did past; for it is there that he finds 
^ not look with the approbation it ought upon the present and the germs of the future, 

A physician tells me that “the way, the only way 
or method in which we live, is by abstaining from 
poison and taking proper food.” “No,” says an¬ 
other, “ you should say, that abstaining from poison 
and taking proper food are the means by which our 

life is preserved.” 41 
a third. “ rejecting poison 

You are quite mistaken,” says 
and eating are the terms 

God hath fixed upon for our preservation.” ‘-No," 
says a fourth, “ they are duties without the perform¬ 
ance, or blessings, without the receiving of which we 
must absolutely die.” “ I believe, for my part,” says 
another, "that Providence hath engaged to preserve 
our life, on condition that we should forbear taking 
poison and eat proper food.” “ You are all in the 
wrong, you know nothing at all of the matter, says 
another, who applauds himself much for bis wonder¬ 
ful discovery; “turning from poison and receiving 
nourishment are the exercises of a living man; there¬ 
fore they must absolutely he called parts of his life, 
or privileges annexed to it. You quite take away 

By the Grace of Goj> I am what l a . 
>t what I ought to be! Ah! how imperfeet and 

jficient! I am not what I wish to be! 
hat is evil, aud I would cleave to what is goo • 
n not what 1 hope to be! Soon, soon I shall p 

ortality, and with mortality all sin 
ction. Yet, though I am not what I ought to be, 

jt what I wish to be, nor what I hope to 
nly say I am not what I once was—a slave 
ad Satan; and I can heartily join with t ie aP ’ ’ 
.a *• Rv the grace of God lam 

The end of work is t« enjoy leisure, but to «joy 
leisure, you must have gone through work. Play¬ 
time must come after school-time, otherwise it loses 
its savor. Play, after all, is a relative thing; it is not 
a thing which has an absolute existence. There is 
no such thing as play, except to the worker. Pnt 
white upon white, and you can hardly see it; put 
white upon black, and bow bright it is! Light your 
lamp in tue sunshine, and it is nothing; you must 
have darkness around to make its presence felt. 

down under his shade* with great oeu*“ ' 
•uit was sweet to my taste.” Iutmaoy ^tb 
,i, happiness, and from that adoring an 

lt» then I**” m“ 

„ r»n the temper and conduct. 



corps whose services merited success if they did not 

attain it. 
As my position may warrant, if it does not call 

for some explanation of the causes, as far as they 
can be seen, which led to the results herein stated, I 
trust it may not bo out of place if I refer In a few 
words to the immediate antecedents of the battle. 
When I snbmitted to the General-in-Chief, in com¬ 
pliance with his verbal instructions, the plan of op¬ 
erations and estimate of force required, the tune I 
was to proceed to carry it into effect was fixed tor 
the 8th of July, Monday. Every facility possible 

i was given mo by the General-in-Chief and heads of 
the administrative departments in making the neces¬ 
sary preparations, Rut the regiments, owing, I waa 
told, to a want of transportation, came over slowly. 
Many of them did not enmo across till eight or nine 
days after the time fixed upon, and went forward 
without my even seeing them, and without having 
been together before in a brigade. 1 he sending 
reinforcements to General Patterson, by drawing off 
the wacons. was a further and unavoidable cause of 

[From Mason’s Normal Singer, by permission.! 

H. O. NAGBLI. 

Slowly 

Toe Christian Advocate and Journal, wane noiaing 

that, “nothing is more clearly predicted in the 

oracles of God than the final subjugation of all 

nations to the kingdom of Christ, yet deems the 

present prospects rather unfavorable, and gives the 

following statistics: 

g*--.-•"«£» * %’”?*■ 
Asiatic religions..toll u 
Mohammedan ...160,000,000, 12.31 
Paganf.200,000.000. “ IS.87 “ 

T0tal..1.300,000,000, or 100.00 percent. 

Thus, for one nominal Christian we have three 

who are not so, while of this small proportion of 

Christians the following statistics show that the 

case is scarcely better with them than the rest of 

mead - ow - spring, 

THE STREAMLET. 

Streamlet, gently flowing near, 

By the lofty mountain side, 

Ever may thy music cheer, 

Ever may thy wavelets glide, 

the horses for the trains and the artillery did not 
arrive for more than a week alter the tune ftppoin 
to movo. 1 waH not even prepared as late an the loth 
ultimo, and the desire I should move became great, 
and it was wished I sb.mld not, .f possible, delay 
longer than Tuesday, the 16th ultimo, When l did 
set out, on the loth, I was still deficient in wagons 
for subsistence. But l went forward trusting to 
their being procured in time to follow me. Uie 
trains thus hurriedly gathered together, with horses, 
wagons, drivers and wagon managers, all new and 
unused to each other, moved with difficulty and 
disorder, and was the cause of a day|s delay in get¬ 
ting the provisions forward, making it ne.cessary to 
make on .Sunday the attack we should have made on 

Leonid not, with every exertion, get forward with 
the troops earlier than we did. I wished to go to 
Centrevillo the second day, which would have taken 
ns there on the 17th, and enabled us, so far ns they 
were concerned, to go into action on the l.Hli, in¬ 
stead of the 21st; hut when I went forward from 
Fairfax Court House, beyond Germantown, to urge 
them forward, t was told it was impossible lor the 
men to march further. They had only oorae from 
Vienna, about six miles, and it was not. more than 
six and a half miles further to Cetitrcvllle-m all a 
march of twelve and a half miles; but the men were 
foot weary, not so ranch, I was told, by the distance 
marched, as the time they had been on foot, caused 
by t,lie obstructions in the road and the slow pace we 
bad to move to avoid ambuscades. The men were, 
moreover, unaccustomed to marching, their bodies 
not in condition for that kind of work, nnd unused 
to carrying even the load of light marching order. 

We crossed the Bull Run with about 18,000 men 
of all arms, the fifth division (Miles’ and Richard¬ 
son’s brigade) on the left, at Blackburn a lord to 
f'entreville, and Schenck’s brigade, of lylers di¬ 
vision, on the left of the road, near the stone bridge, 
not participating in the rauin notion. The numbers 
opposed to us have been variously i*st:”. "d. I may 
safely say, and avoid even the appearance of exag¬ 
geration! that the enemy 
which wore not kept eng 
notice of our coming on tl 
time to 

sing, 

Fresh and fair the flowers spring, 

Where thou windest through the glade 

Cheerful birds as gayly sing, 

Where thou tlowest through the shade. i. Many joys to thee we owe, 
Silver fountain, cool nud clear, 

Iu thy cheerful stream xve throw 
Every care and every fear. 

5. Haste thee on, and neve- stay, 
Bright and sparkling, full and 

We will follow in thy way, 
Singing still our song to thee. 

2. Oft we wander to thy brink. 
Faint and thirsty, from our play; 

And we gather, ns we drink. 
Strength and vigor for the day. 

3. Often on thy border green. 
Plucking flowers, we sit and rest 

When we rise, ourselves are seen 
Pictured on thy glassy breast. 

Not the rushing, angry foam, 

Playing loud with noise nnd strit 

But thy smooth and gentle stream 

Be the emblem of my life. 

first two attempts of the enemy to keep possession of 
it had become shaken, were unsteady, and had many 
men out of the ranks. , . , . 

It was at, this time that the enemy’s reinforcements 
came to his aid from the railroad train, understood 
t„ have (ust arrived from the valley with the residue 
of Johnston’s army. They threw themselves into the 
woods on our right and towards the rear ot our right, 
and opened a lire of musketry on oar men which 
caused them to break and retire down the billsule. 
This soon degenerated into disorder, tor which there 
was no remedy. Every effort was made to tally 

i boyoml tlio roach of the enofuy tiro, but 
vain. The! battalion of regular infantry alone 

> tbe hill opposite to the one with the house 
and there maintained itself until our men 

the Warrenton turn- 
occupied in 

red with the 
(1 to infect, those 
The retreat soon 

rout, anil fills soon degenerated still farther 

"'piniHng'ihis state of affairs was beyond the efforts 
of all those who had assisted mo faithfully during the 
long and hard day’s work m gaining almost the 
object of our wishes, nnd that nothing remained on 
the field hut to recognize what we could no longer 
prevent, I gave the necessary orders to protect then 
withdrawal, begging the men to form In line,, and 
offer the appearance, at least, of organization. I hey 
returned by the fords to the Warrenton road, pro 
tooted, by my order, by Col. I’orter’a force ot regu 
lars. Once on the road, and the different corpi 
coming together in small parties, many withou 
officers, they became intermingled, aud all orgamza 

iV"ordms'had been sent back to Miles’division for i 
briaade to move forward and protect this retreat, am 
Cob Blenkcr'H brigade was detached for this purpose 
and was ordered to go as far forward as the poin 

if he should once obtain possession of this ridge, 
which overlooks all the country to the west to the 
foot of the spurs of the Blue Ridge, we should have 
been irretrievably cut off and destroyed. I had, 
therefore, directed this point to be held in torce. and 
sent an engineer to extemporize some held works to 
strengthen the position. . . 

The Fourth division (Runyon’s) had not been 
brought to the front further than to guard onr cone 
mnnications by way of Vienna and the Orange and 
Alexandria Railroad. His advanced regiment was 
about seven miles in the rear of Letitreymm 

The divisions were ordered to march at half-past, 
two o’clock, X. M., so as to arrive on the ground 
early in the day, and thus avoid tho heat which is to 
be expected at this season- There was delay in the 
first division getting out of its camp on the road, and 
the other divisions were iu consequence between two 
and three hours behind the time appointed a great 
misfortune, as events turned out. Tlie wood road 
leading from the Warrenton turnpike to the upper 
ford was much longer than we counted upon, the 
general direction of the stream being oblique to the 
road, and we having tbe obtuse angle on our slue. 

Gen. Tyler commenced with his artillery at bftll- 
past six A. M., but the enemy did not reply, and alter 
some time it became a question whether he was in 
any force in our front, aud If he did not intend him 
self to make an attack, and make it by Blackburn s 
Ford. After tiring several times, and obtaining no 
response, I held one of lleintzelman’s brigades in 
reserve, iu case we should have to send any troops 
back to reinforce Miles’ division. The other brigades 
moved forward ns directed in the general orders. • n 
reaching the ford, at Sndley'fl Spring, l found part of 
the leading brigade of Hunter's division (Burnside, s) 
had crossed, but the men were slow in getting over, 
stopping to drink. 

As at this time the clouds of dust from the direc¬ 
tion of ManaBsas Indicated the immediate approach 
of a large force, and fearing it might come down on 
the heap of the column before the division could get 
all over and sustain it, ' rders were sent) hack to the 

come I,;, ra^par,:*:,. dffiiomn.and 
were sent by an nmol' - > the cesorvs brigade o 
Helntzelman’s dlvbiorylo come by a nearer roat 
across the fields, and no ai;**“? *** 

them, even 
in 
moved up 
on it, Ruu u.tiu 
could get down to and across 
pike, on the way back to the position we 
the morning. The plain was cove 
retreating troops, and they 
with whom they came iu o,o 
became a i - 

“ A stain on ear banner? Oh, shame to the heart 

Or the lip that could breathe such a thought! 

Every hue Is as clear, every fold is as dear. 

As when first the bright symbol was bought. 

With the blood of bravo men it was purchased, and we 

Pledge our own lives to keep it unstained) 

On the land or the sea, where’er it may be, 

Its honor Bhall still be maintained.” 

(. in estimating the force to go against 
engaged not to have to do with the cne- 
under Johnston, then kept in cheek in 

y Major-General l’atterson, or those k-'-.t 
Major-General Butler, and I know ev< v 

made by tbe General-in-Chief that tin - 
should bo done, and that if even Joht.dor. joined 
Beauregard, it would not bo because be could not 
tie followed by Gen. Patterson, but from causes not 
necessary for me to refer to, you knew them all. 
This was not, done, and the enemy was tree to assem¬ 
ble from every direction in numbers only limited by 
the aitioTint of his railroiul rolling stock ftno bis 
supply of provisions. „ 

To the forces, t (•'*'t! f;;rfr,n7T«c m antown and Gen- 
Coort House, e alrlax S nn-uird at Manassas, 
treville. and ttoM WUr ^Squttovl Winches- 
..brongbl ufs »y Oavik irom nj. timowd 

TlL. ri.-e*ut tlie Scuth, to which is to be added 
the levy m mas*? ordered by the Richmond authori¬ 
ties which was ordered to assemble at Manassas. 
Wl.at all this amounted to I cannot say-certainly 
much more than wo attacked them with. 

I could not. as 1 have said, more early push on 
faster, nor could I delay. A large and the best part 
of iny forces were three months volunteers, whoa. 
........ P anouinA WMH lib0111 tfl OXOI 1'C, blit wllO VfUTH 
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slstod on their discharge. ' wrote to tne regiment, 
expressing a request, for them to remain a short time, 
■mil the lion. Secretary of War, who was at tbu tunc 
on tho ground, tried to induce the battery to remain 
it least five days. But in vain. I hey insisted on 
their discharge that night It was granted, and the 
next morning, when the army moved forward into 
battle, these troops moved to the rear to the sound 

of the enemy’s caunon. 
In the next few days, day by day, I should have 

lost ten thousand of the best drilled, arn.ed oilicered 
ind disciplined troops in tbe army. Iu other worus, 
every day which added to the strength of the enemy 

Di li/ci'lncbisioti, I desire to say, in reference to the 
events of the 21st ultimo, that tho general, ordej; for 
tho battle to which I referred, was, wi 
fictitious, literally conformed to; P 
brought over Bull Run in thB manner 
put into action a3 before arranged, line 
late in the afternoon every ' 
carrying ns i 
posed before starting- 
leading from . 
going on it far e 
communication i- 
umler Beauregard 
coaid we have fought 

1 there is everything t.o show how we 
1 tinned successful, even against t.:c 

I T tae'toe honor to bo, wry re.peo.My, your 

! ~ **"* “TlUariSaTS—i»g. 

KEEP THE MOUTH CLOSED. 

The author sincerely believes that by keeping the 

teeth and mouth shut, a person can sleep in any mala¬ 

rious region, and mingle in any out-door infection 

almost with impunity. This is a discovery of snch 

leading regiment of the first brlg- 
on space, and whilst others and 
were crossing to the front and 

tnencil his fire, beginning with 
iug up with Infantry. The lead- 
de’s) had to snstain this shock lor 
it support, ami did it well. 1 ho 
r infantry was sent to sustain it., 
ards the’ other corps of Porter’s 
riment detached from Ueintzel- 
ttm left, forced the enemy back 

v Sherman's and Keyes’ brigades 
to eross from their position on the 

These drove tbe right of tlie 
i to have been commanded by 
the front of the field, and out of 
ds, and down to the road, and 
peB on the other side. Whilst this 
uitzelmail's division was moving 

ith slight modi- 
t,bat the corps were 

proposed, and 
d that up to 

iV.noo'.. every movement ordered was 
successfully to the object we had pro- 
iuu Bug—that of getting to the railroad 
Manassas to the valley or Virginia, and 

enough to break up and destiny tbe 
and interviews between the forces 

and those under Johnston. Ami 
a day or a few hours sooner, 

' . „ 3 could have con- 
tlie odds with whioh 

there for the artillery could not pass, ami several 
piece's and caissons had to tie abandoned. In the 
lanlc the horses hauling the caisson* and amnium 

lion were cut from their places by persons to escape 
with, and in this way much confusion was caused, 
the panic aggravated ami the road encumbered. Not 
oniy wire pieces of artillery lost, but also many o! 
the ambulances carrying the wounded. 

By sundown most of our men had got behind Gen- 
trevilla ridge, and it became a question whether we 
should or not endeavor to make a stand there. be 
condition of our artillery ami its ammunition am 
the want of food for the men, who bad generally 
abandoned or thrown away all that bad been issued 
the dav before, and the utter disorganization anl 
consequent demoralization of the mass of the army, 
3 to all who were near enough to be consulted 

| __division and brigade commanders and stall to 
mtivc but to fall back; the more so 

' i Ford was then in the 
ami he was already turning 

i of the stall' to the 
___ they reported to me, 

had been anticipated by tlie troops, 

This is the experience of several noteu travelers, 

Gatlin, Lewis, and Livingstone. The Indians also 

understood this well. Taught by their mothers in 

infancy, no one has ever yet beheld an Indian sleep¬ 

ing with his mouth open, as is common in civilized 

life. 
Even the animals — Nature’s own followers —al¬ 

ways keep the mouth closed. Observe any of them, 

and see if you can discover one with its mouth wide 

open in sleep. 

The principle seems to he, that air, by passing 

through the delicate inner glands of the nose, be¬ 

comes purified —as it were, strained of its noxious 

properties and auimalculse — and supplies the lungB 

with the healthy food, while, with the mouth wide 

open, all these impurities go directly to the lungs 

and work out their deadly ends. The remedy is 

simple — costs nothing. Would it not be worth 

while to try it?—Dr. J• IU Scott. 

Bulletin of Johnston nnd Beauregard. 

Wp. have had about enough ol Bull Run and 

Manassas, especially when we consider the shape in 

which it has been administered, but it will not harm 

us to observe the lofty style of tbe annexed composi¬ 

tion; _ . 
Hmiimi AKTERS OK TUB ARMV OS TUR FOTOMA0, 

Manassas Junction, July zh, lHbi. > 

Soldiers of the Confederate States: 
One week ago a countless host of men, organized 

into an army, with all the appointments which mod¬ 
ern art and practical skill could devise, invaded the 

'”T h':!ir people soilnded their approach wItb triurnph 
and d splays of anticipated victory. Their Generals 
came in almost regal state. Their Mmlrters bena- 
tors, and women came to witness the 'nnimlation of 
this army and the subjugation of our people, aud to 
celebrate these with wild revelry. ... j. to 

U is with the profuiindest emotions ot ' j K 
nil overruling God, whoso hand lft manifest n pro¬ 
moting onr homes and your liiertw*j that Jtonr 
Generals commanding, are enabled n 
our whole country, to thank you for that P^iioue 

courage, that heroic gallantry. 
i exhibited by you in the actions of the'aud ^ 

of Julv, by which the host of the enemy was sc. 
ten d and a ri goal and glorious victory was achiev ed. 

“t!; ,,V„®K. Of tbe IW. »»J «* ««• .«?»■»♦ 
| an stained and continued effort* .nenu 
i against the constantly recurring colors ot an enemy 

folly treble our number*, and thisCllort was crowned, 

that the invaders were driven from the tie 1 *1 ami mane 
- to fly iu disordered rout hack to their intrenehments, 
i a. diAlftiiee ot over niilcB* . . .1 j 
i They left upon the field nearly every piece of their 

11 mr* EfSaaSiS “'°i s?ffs.ii 
if wogumfed 'and dead, amounting, together ^ith the 
*- prisoners, to many thousands; and thus the Northern 
d hosts were driven by you from \ lfginia. 

as tlie position at Blackburn s 
possession of the enemy, i—- 
our left. On sending the officers 
different camps, they found, as tl 
that our decision ‘ - 
most of tliose who bad conm In tn 
already on the road to tlie rear, tin. 
they came still continuing aud hui 

At — o'clock the rear guard ( 
moved, covering the retreat, w 
dining the night and next morning. 
Fairfax station, leaving by tho cars, 
the bulk of the supplies 
My aid-de-uaiup, Major 
fax Court House till late in 
the stragglers aud weary a:. 
not left beinnd. 

I transmit herewith 
division and brigade commanders, 
for the conduct of partic""” .’ 
and a consolidated return 
and missing. From tlie latter 
killed amounted to nineteen ollicei 
and sixty-two non-L,..—. 
Many of the wounded wi 
ranks, and will leave out 
from further service ur " 
0f the missing is very 
to he missing having 
gone to Washington — 
Ymk. 

, at six 
one 1. 
being 

nker's brigade) 
h was effected 

The troops at 
__ took with them 

which had been sent there. 
Wadsworth, stayed at Fair- 
;:i the morning, to see that 
and worn-out soldiers were 

the reports of the several 
__to which I refer 
eular regiments and corps, 

or the killed, wounded 
it will be seen that our 

_ '■ r» and four hundred 
couuuissUined officers aud privates, 

ll soon be able to join the 
. total of killed and disabled 
under one thousand. 1 Uh retutn 

■ inaccurate, the men supposed 
fallen Into other regimeuls aud 

— many of the Zouaves to New 
I n one brigade the number originally reported 

„ bundled umi sixteen, was yesterday reduced to 
hundred and seventy-four. 1 lm»« cuduetlou. a e 
n, ma,ie dally. In a few days a more correct 

return can be made. 
The issue of this hard fought battle, iu whichoer 

tainlv oar troops lost uo credit in their conflict ot 
the field with an enemy ably commanded, superior it 
numbers, whO had but a short distance to march, m 
who acted on their own ground, ou the defensive 
rDd always under cover, whilst our men were o 
necessity out in the open fields, should not prt 
vent fud credit being given to those officers an- 
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Soldiers! we congratulate you on an event which 
insures the liberty of our country. We congratulate 
every man of you whose glorious privilege it was to 
participate in this triumph of courage and truth, to 
light in the battle of Mmiuksos. You have created an 
epoch in the history of liberty, and unborn nation* 
will rise up (md call you blessed. Continue this 
noble devotion, looking always to the protection of 
the just God, and, before- time grows much older, we 
will be hailed as the deliverers of a nation often mil¬ 
lions of people! 

Comrades! our brother* who have fallen have 
earned undying renown, and their blood, shed in our 
holy cause, Is a precious and acceptable sacrifice to 
the Father of 'truth and Right; their graveH are 
beside the tomb of Washington, their spirits have 
joined his in eternal communion. We will hold the 
Hoil in which the dust of Washington is mingled with 
our brothers. Wc drop one tear on their luurele, and 
move forward to avenge them. 

Soldiers! we congratulate vou on a glorious tri 
umph ami complete victory. We thank yon for doing 
your whole duty in the service of your countrv. 

Joseph E. Johnston. 

G. P, T. Beauregard. 

Movements* In the West. 

The Missouri Democrat gives the following inter¬ 

esting account of the great battle at Springfield, Mo., 

in which we sustained an almost irreparable loss by 

the death of Gen. I.yon: 

Night before last (Aug. 9th,) a little army of fifty- 

two hundred rnen moved in two columns, on a march 

#of twelve or fifteen miles, to attack a body of rebels 

twenty-two thousand strong. lu a military point of 

view, the move was one of doubtful propriety, not to 

say absolute rashness. The larger force were, with 

the exception of three thousand men, well armed and 

equipped, and they had ft very large body of cavalry. 

But the question of evacuating Springfield, the key 

of the entire Southwest, had already been discussed 

and settled in the negative. It was decided that the 

loyal citizens of Green and the surrounding counties 

should not have cause to say we had left them with¬ 

out a struggle, abandoned themselves, their families, 

their all, to a heartless and desperate foe, until the 

enemy had felt our steel, and tried the mettle of our 

troops. That mettle proved itself worthy of the great 

cause in which it was engaged. The Union troops 

who fought and won tho battle yesterday need no 

higher mark, no brighter name than the laurels earn¬ 

ed justly entitle them to. They fought like brave 
men, long and well. 

Gen. Seigel, with six pieces of cannon, his own 

regiment and that of Col. Solomon’s, moved in a 

southerly direction, marching about fifteen miles, 

passing around the extreme southeastern camp of the 

enemy und halted until daylight, or for the sound of 

artillery from the northwest to announce the opening 
of tho buttle. 

Gen. Lyon, with the volunteers composing tho 

Missouri First, Lieut.-Col. Andrews; Iowa First, 

Lleut.-Col. Merritt; Kansas First, Col. Deitzler; and 

Second, Col. Mitchell; part of the Missouri Second, 

under Major Usterbaua; and a detachment of twenty 

men from Col. Wyman’s Illinois Regiment; three or 

four companies of mounted Homo guards; a force of 

regulars about eight hundred strong, and two bat¬ 

teries of four and six pieces respectively, left Spring- 

field about 8 o’clock P, M., marching slowly along 

nntil 2 A. M.. when we halted for two hours, at which 

time Ca.pt. Gilbert’s Company of regulars, and Major 

Osterliaus’s battalion were thrown out as skirmishers 

on either side of the columti, and we moved forward. 

Shortly after A o'clock, a party of rebels, acting as 

a picket, was seen scattering over tho hills to give the 
alarm, hut a portion of our column had already pcije- 

trated far enough to cutoff their route, unless they 

took a circuitous one, in which case we should reach 

camp ahead of them. Wc soon came in sight of tho 

valley in which they were encamped. A thousand 

tents stretching off into the distance and partially 

scrcaned from view by a hill jutting into an angle of 

Wilson creek were before ns, presenting as animated 

an appearance as a young city. The enemy's camp 

extended from the head of the valley, overlooked on 

the north, east and west sides by hills and ridges two 

«*r three hundred feet in height, southward about a 

mile, thence eastward a mile and a half, and then 

southward half a mile, following the windings of the 

creek, along whose hanks the gently sloping hills on 

either side afforded the most excellent- camping 
ground. 

The battle field, where the most severe lighting was 

done, was along the ridges and bills on either side 

(mostly on the weHt) of the stream for the first mile 

mentioned above, where the creek runs In a southerly 

direction. As we crossed the hill on the north, mov¬ 

ing in a southwesterly direction, Capt. Wright, with 

tho mounted Home Guards, was sent to the east side, 

so as to cut off a party of rebels seen in that direc¬ 

tion. We hud completely surprised them. The 

evidence of that fact was everywhere visible, but 

they had got quickly into line of battle—their clouds 

of cavalry were visible, and their twenty-one pieces 

of cannon were not long silent after ours had opened 
the engagement. 

On the sides of the first ridge on the western side 

of the valley,{Col. Blair’s regiment, at ten minutes af¬ 

ter six o’clock, announced a heavy force of infantrv, 

not less than a full regiment, and after a severe con¬ 

test they gained the summit, and the defeated rebels 

dispersed rapidly, going in a direction which ren¬ 

dered it impossible for any considerable number of 

them to again participate in the battle. Totten’s 

battery then threw a fcwr balls as feelers, to draw out 

the enemy’s cannon. Col. Blair’s regiment moved 

forward and were soon met by a well equipped regi¬ 

ment of Louisiana troops, whom, after a hitter con¬ 

test of forty-five minutes, they succeeded in routing, 

though suffering severely themselves. Capt. Lathrop'a 

company of ritie recruits now assisted them, and 

they, together with Major Osterhans’s men, moved 

up the second hill, which waB considerably larger 

than the first, and meeting a third regiment, finally 

succeeded in driving them back with the assistance 

of Totten's battery, and gaining the summit. 

During the engagement two companies of regulars 

were sent to the east side of the creek to engage a 

force which was now operating against Capt. Wright’s 

cavalry, sheltering themselves behind a fence. Capt. 

Plummer und Capt- Gilbert with their companies 

marched closo up to the fence and delivered an 

effective fire, but were compelled by great odds to 

retire, which they did, but again renewed the attack. 

The enemy being largely reinforced, and having now 

at least three thousand men, jumped over into the corn 

field, and Cupt. Plummer's gallant band was immedi- 

ately threatened with annihilation. They retreated 

rapidly,.firing aa they did so, when Lieut. Dubois, 

having got his battery uDder headway on the hill 

near the.Missouri volunteers, seeing the condition of 

affairs on the opposite side of the valley, threw, in the 

most precise manner, several shells, which exploded 

just as they reached the dense mass of secessionists, 

scattering them lifeless on the ground in scones, while 

all who could were glad to run for dear life. 

The gallant men in Col. Blair’s regiment were now 

ordered hack and their position taken by the Iowa 

First. They fought like tigers, drove the enemy 

back, and followed up the advantage gained for a 

considerable distance. The Kansas 1st and 2d regi¬ 

ments were now ordered forward to support the right 

flank of the Iowas. 

Col. Green’s regiment, of Tennessee cavalry, bear¬ 

ing a secession flag, now charged upon our wounded, 

who were partially guarded by one or two companies 

of infantry. Seeing the movement, Captain Totten 

poured a few rounds of canister into their ranks just 

in time to save our sick men from being trampled to 

death, dispersing the rebels so completely that 

nothing more was seen of them during the day, 

Gen. Lyon now desired the Iowa boys, whom he 

had found so brave, to prepare to meet the next onset 

of the enemy with the bayonet immediately after 

firing. They said, “Give u» a leader, and we will 

follow to death.” On came the enemy in overwhelm¬ 

ing numbers, confident of victory over such a meager 

force. No time could be lost to select a leader. “ I 

will lead you!” exclaimed Lyon. " Come on, brave 

men;” and placing himself In the van, he received a 

fatal bullet just at the pit of the stomach, which 

killed him instantly. The Iowas delivered their fire 

and the enemy retired. Gen. Lyon’s body was care¬ 

fully picked up and conveyed lifeless toward the 

ambulances by two of his body guard. In his death 

as In his life, he was the same devoted, patriotic 

soldier, regarding his own life of no value if he could 

but rescue his country. 

The battle raged for two hours more, the command 

devolving upon Major Sturgis. The enemy made 

repeated attempts to retake the heights from which 

they had been driven, but were gallantly repulsed 

each time. The last repulse of the enemy wus the 

most glorious of all, and was participated in by mem¬ 

bers of every regiment on the field. The enemy 

came fresh and deceived our men by bearing a Uniou 

flag, causing them to believe Seigel was about mak¬ 

ing a junction with our forces. Discovering the ruse 

just in time, our gallant hoys rushed upon the enemy, 

who, with four cannon belching forth loud mouthed 

thunder, were on the point of having their efforts 

crowned with success, aud again drove them with 

great loss, down the slope on the south side of the 

bill. Capt. Totten’s ammunition was now nearly 

exhausted, and placing Dubois’ battery upon the hill 

at the north end of the valley, Major Sturgis ordered 

the ambulances to move towards town. The infantry 

and Totten's fnll battery followed in good order and 

were not pursued by the enemy, who was evidently 

glad to be let alone. 

When Gen. Seigel, who commanded the eastern 

division, beard the roar of Totten’s artillery, he at 

once attacked the enemy in his quarter, driving him 

half a mile and taking possession of his camp, ex¬ 

tending westward to the Fayetteville road. Here a 

terrible fire was poured into his ranks by a regiment 

which be had permitted to advance within a few 

paces of him, supposing it to be the Iowa 1st. His 

men scattered considerably, and Col. Solomon’s could 

not be rallied, consequently Beige) lost five of his 

guns, the other being brought away by Capt. Flugg, 

who compelled his prisoners, some sixty in number, 

to draw the artillery off the field. 

Our troops took some four hundred horses and 

about seventy prisoners, and compelled the enemy to. 

burn nearly all of his baggage to keep it from falling 

into our hands. The enemy had twenty-one pieces 

of cannon, and at the lust twenty-six, inclnding 

those taken from Seigel. 

Our army reached Springfield in safety, and are 
now preparing to move toward Rolla, but with no 

hopes whatever of reaching there. With a baggage 

train five miles long to protect, it will be singnlar, 

indeed, If the enemy does not prove enterprising 

enough to cut oil'a portion of it, having such a heavy 

force of cavalry. With two more regiments we 

should have driven the enemy entirely from the 

valley, and with a proper cavalry force, could have 

followed np such a victory with decisive results. 

Our loss is about 200 killed and 600 or 700 wounded, 

while the loss of the enemy must have been double 

our own. Dr. Scheuck, who was in the rebel camp 

at a late hour laBt evening, bringing away our 

wounded, reports our men comparatively few with 

those of the enemy, whose dead were lying thick 
under the trees. 

merchantman was metamorphosed into a bristling 

war ship, with a man at every point, and a broadside 

of cannon looking into the eyes of the pirates. The 

latter, token aback, recoiled a moment; hut. before 

they had time for action, even for thought, the guns 

belched forth iron and fire, splintering the masts, cut¬ 

ting the rigging and the sails as with knives, break¬ 

ing the spam and the booms, and literally carving 

the schooner into pieces, and opening gulfs into 

which the water rushed, as through Bluicea, tilling tb* 

hold, and admonishing the rebels that their sole 

hopeB of life lay in the ship’s boat or in wrestling 

with the sea. The fire still continued, and the water 

was full of driftwood. Many of the men jumped over¬ 

board, and the rest, launching the lifeboat, jumped 

in and held np a white handkerchief as a sign of sur¬ 

render. But one man had an opportunity to go down 

into the cabin for his property, and he was a Lieu¬ 

tenant, a fellow named Harvey, formerly a midship- 

man in the United States service, under command of 

Capt. Sartori. Hurvey recovered his trunk. 

The St. Lawrence still continued the fire with small 

arma, but directing their aim at the bulk, and not at 

the small boat, the crew, excepting four men, were 

not injured. In ten minutes from the time of the 

discharge of her first gnn, the vessel swayed heavily 

and went under, carrying down four men. The of¬ 

ficers of the Bt. Lawrence notv discovered the life 

boat aud the flag of humiliation. They dropped a 

boat and made out to the rebels, and finally passed 

them on hoard ship, where they were ironed as fast 

as received, and securely confined below. In the en¬ 

gagement, the Bt. Lawrence received two shots; one 

in the foresail, the other in the qnarter-deck. She 

transferred her prisoners to the Flag, on Sunday 

morning, and they were at once brought to Philadel¬ 
phia and are now in prison. 

On the 10th inst., the Quaker City brought to Fort¬ 

ress Monroe the prize schooner George G. Baker, of 

Galveston, and her confederate crew of four men, in 

ironB. The schooner was captured by one of the 

blockading fleet off Galveston, and sent to New York 

with a United States crew on board. She was cap¬ 

tured yesterday off Cape Hatteras by the rebel priva¬ 

teer York, who put four of her own men on board. 

Meanwhile the York was seen by the United States 

gunboat Onion, which gave chase and burnt the 

privateer, but not nntil the crew had beached her 

and escaped. The Union then recaptured the Baker, 

made prisoners of her crew and transferred them 

to the Quaker City. The United States prize crew 

are still in the hands of the rebels. 

Shtirp Work among the JMrntcs. 

For a months ago three Federal ships stood list¬ 

lessly upon the sea, outside of Charleston harbor, and 

the crews beheld with tears and eurses a Spartan 

garrison of seventy men surrendering to seven thou¬ 

sand rebels. Two weeks ago, tho conspirators in 

Fort Sumpter looked out upon the sea, and beheld 

forty men of Charleston, in a sinking vessel at the 

mercy of the waves, and under the guns of an Amer¬ 

ican frigate, about to he carried to a Northern port 

under the flag they had Insulted. The parallel is 

good. The pirates and tho patriotswere equally reck¬ 

less; the riddled casemates of Sumpter correspond 

to the splintered hulk of the privateer; and in the 

end of the two parties of prisoners alone may we 

look for the dissimilar features. The rebel vessel, 

in this case, was the privateer Petrel, formerly the 

revenue cutter General Aiken, the captor was tho 

United States frigate Rt. Lawrence. 

The frigate 8t. Lawrence, which had lain at the 

Philadelphia Navy Yard in ordinary, stripped of rig¬ 

ging, and, apparently, a useless hulk, was prepared 

for sen late in June, and placed in commission about 

the 20th of June. She cruised for a month along the 

Atlantic coast, between Cape Henry and Savannah, 

and on the morning Of the first of August, while jnst 

outside the harbor of Charleston, espied a long, 

rakish Bcbooner, filled with men and mounting three 

or four guns, sailing rapidly down upon her. The 

port-holes were still shut, but the flag was at the 

peak, and the St. Lawrence looked not unlike a great, 

lnbberly merchantman becalmed in strange latitude, 

and toounwieldly for any purpose save the holding of 

a big curgo for the avarice of an enemy to court and a 

daring privateer to secure. As the stranger came 

down, the Bt. Lawrence hoisted all sail and allccted 

to be anxious to get out to sea. Directly a shot came 

skipping over the water, falling into the sea a few 

rods ahead of the frigate, and a number followed it 

in quick succession, but nearly all either striking 

beyond or passing over. The final discharge con¬ 

sisted of grape and canister, which made some little 

dalliance with the frigate's rigging, and admonished 

the commander that the play was growing serious. 

At this time the vessels were within speaking dis¬ 

tance, and a man in uniform was seen mounted upon 

the pirate's deck, who shouted to the St. Lawrence 

to lay to and send over a boat. The crew were dis¬ 

tinctly seen nourishing their cutlasses, and the gun¬ 

ners ramcning and pointing their guns. Then the St. 

Lawrence threw np her ports, and disclosed a whole 

broadside of cannon, and directly the broad decks 

were filled with seamen in bine jackets, armed with 

muskets, who sprang into the shrouds and ran out on 

the yards, laying prone in the maintop, on the bow¬ 

sprit, in the forecastle, and at every point where aim 

could he taken with advantage, in a word, tho ugly 

Aftiilr* nl Washington. 

Our foreign relations attract the attention of 

Government at present. The Administration will, at 

all hazards, maintain its right to close the rebel 

ports. The question is now under discussion between 

our Government and those of England and France, 

and it is believed our right will be fully conceded. 

The Congressional Investigating Committee of 

which Mr. Potter is Chairman, haB made important 

discoveries, showing that traitors and spies daily fre- 

qnenttbe Departments of the Government, procuring 

information, which is regularly transmitted to the 
enemy. 

Secretary Chase has returned to Washington, and 

has met with many congratulations on the success of 

his financial arrangements in New York. The pledge 

of the New York banks, and of I’liiUdelphls und 

Boston, to take $50,000.MI of the $100,000,000 of 

7 2-10ths Treasury notes at w»r, with their reservation 

of the right to take the nfmainder if not absorbed 

by other subscriptions, is regarded as securing the 

taking of the entire ioan, ana as evidencing at once 

the patriotism of the eminent parties who thus 

advance to the aid of the Government, and their 

confidence in its powers and stability. An oppor¬ 

tunity will at once be given to people all over the 

country to subscribe to the loan, and, Indeed, sub¬ 

scriptions may now be made with the Assistant 

Treasurers of the United States at Boston, New York 

and Philadelphia, Under this loan every fifty dollar 

note will bear interest of one cent per day, and 

larger notes at the same rates. Books of subscrip¬ 

tions will soon be opened in all the principal cities 
and towns. 

The President has issued the following proclama¬ 
tion: 

, Done in the city of Washington this ICth day of 
August, in the year of our Lord 1861, and of the 
Independence of the United States the eighty-sixth. 

Abraham Lincoln. President. 
By William H. Seward, Sec'y of U. S. 

All information in regard to the movements of the 

Army is to be hereafter kept most strictly private. 

Any reporter hereafter found in the lines, no matter 

how he is disguised, is to be most summarily dealt 

with. Civilians who are anxious to witness the next 

battle should also bear in mind that it will be neces¬ 

sary for them, in order to gratify their curiosity, to 

join one of the forward regiments, and shoulder a 

musket 

The States of Kentucky and Tennessee have been 

constituted a separate military command, to be called 

J the Department of Cumberland, Brigadier-General 

Robert Anderson commanding. 

It. has been ascertained that the rebel Gen. Magru- 

der, of Newport notoriety, left Yorktown a few days 

ago with about 7,000 of the rebel forces there, and 

went in the direction of Richmond. It Is supposed 

they were to join the column of Beauregard in front 

of Washington. There are many evidences that the 

rebels are concentrating between Washington and 

Richmond nearly all the troops they have in Virginia. 

T his is construed into a preparation on their part for 
an attack upon onr lines here. 

Reliable private advices from Texas, dated the 23d 

nit,, represent the Union sentiment as rather on the 

increase, and this becomes evident as the true state of 

the agitation is better understood; and further, that I 

it wonld extensively be manifested should Federal 

protection he a (forded against the oppressions of the 

disuniouists. The newspapers of that State have 

perverted the statements made by General Houston, 

from time to time, as it is positively known he has no 

sympathy with secession. At last accounts he was 

in quiet seclusion on his farm, awaiting events. 

The design of Col. Van Horn and other leaders of 

the Northern StateB of Mexico and Lower California, 

depend for their fulfillment on the co-operation of 

the Mexican revolutionary chiefs; but bo far the 

secession fillibuBters have not met with the sym¬ 

pathy they anticipated from those sources. J. W. 

Denver has been appointed by the President a Briga¬ 

dier-General of the California volunteers. 

A general order was issued on the 10th, giving 

Provost Marshal Porter the authority to grant passes 
over the Long Bridge and within the lints; hut they 

arc to be given only to those having official business 

with the troops, except by the special order of the 

Secretary of War and the General in Chief. For 

several days past no one has been permitted to cross 

the Chain Bridge without an order from General 
McClellan. 

Major-General McClellan has just issued the follow 
ing order: 

Headquarters, Division of Potomac, 

Washington, August 1C. 

GRNBRAI, ORDERS, no. 4. ’ 

All passes, safe conducts, and permits heretofore 
given to enter or go beyond the lines of the United 
States Army on the Virginia side of the Potomac, 
are to be deemed revoked, and all such passes will 
emanate only from the War Department, Headquar¬ 
ters of the United States Armv, or of this Dlvisiwn, 
or from the the Provost Marshal at Washington. 
Similar process will be required to cross the river by 
bridge or boat into Virginia. A strict military sur¬ 
veillance will be exercised within the lines of the 
Army on the northern side of the Potomac, and on 
all avenues of every kind, land and water, leading to 
Washington, ns well pit rcrino TioMin^ jiirirsM.ri, 

as nil Others holding passes will cot.be required at or 
within the line* of the army north of the Potomac, 

more formidable in numbers and discipline, and our 

works more impregnable, while their own forces are 

getting more disorganized and demoralized by delay 

and the poor prospect of provisions for their comfort 

and maintenance. It is evident that they must Boon 

fight or disband. They cannot afford 1o wait for the re- 

suit of Gen. Scott’s plan of starving them out, or Gen 

j McClellan's programme to have the army perfectly 

' disciplined and prepared before he begins to advance. 

That an attack will be made within a short time is 

generally conceded, hut whether it will be an attack 

directly on Washington or an invasion of Maryland 
cannot be determined. It is possible that a feint 

may be made against our fortifications here, while 

the main body of the rebel army attempt to pass jnto 

Maryland at some point further np the river; or it 

j may he that the feint will be made there with the 

view of drawing onr forces from this point, and then 

make the main attack here. But no apprehensions 

are felt here. It Is known that the untiring vig- 

ilance of Gen. McClellan has made ample preparation 

for a repulse of the attack at whatever point it shall 
be made. 

On the 17th we are told that all accounts about 

direct attack on this city are mere feints to cover 

Davis’ real purpose, which is the closing of the lower 

Potomac, and throwing a strong army across the 

river into St. Mary and Charles counties, both of 

which are rebel in sentiment. This done, they will 

march on Annapolis, counting on the formidable 

rising of Maryland rebels on the investment of Wash¬ 
ington. 

This (Monday morning) wc are informed that the 

statement of a correspondent, that, several days ago 

the Confederates were slowly moving their forces to 

the line of the Potomac with a view of entering 

Maryland and encouraging and supporting the revo¬ 

lutionary spirit in that State, with ultimate designs 

on Washington, is now repeated with an increased 

assurance of its truth, and wit!, such evidences aa 

cannot he disregarded. With a view of meeting all 

possible contingencies which may arise in connec¬ 

tion with this subject, the Administration has jnst 

issued the following important order, a prompt 

response to which it is not doubted will be given, 

thus at once securing the Capital against invasion’ 

and at the same time affording additional confidence 

to the country of the earnestness of the Government 

in the protection of its general welfare: 

War Department, Washington, ) 
... , August 19, 1861. ) 
All commanders of regiments of volunteers accept¬ 

ed by this Department in the StateB of Pennsylvania 
New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Rhode Island, New Hampshire and Michi- 
pan, will take notice of awl conform to the General 
Order this day directed to the Governors of the 
States above named, which is as follows: 

To the Governor of the State of —■—•- By 

direction of the President of the United States, you 
are urgently requested to forward, or cause to he 
forwarded immediately to the city of Washington, all 
volunteer regiments or parts of regiments, at the 
expense of the United Rtates government, that may 
now be enrolled within your State, whether under 
immediate control, nr by acceptances issued direct 
Irom tho War Department, whether such volunteers 
are armed, equipped, and uniformed, or not. 

The officers of each regimental organization that 
may not be tall, shall leave recruiting officers at their 
several rendezvous, and adopt such other measures 
as may lie necessary to fill np their ranks at the ear¬ 
liest date possible. All officers of volunteer regi¬ 
ment* on arrival will report to the commanding 
General, wjin Will provide suJ otuer sup¬ 
ping lor vnelr comfort. 

. .. *° the movements of troops more rapidly 

but disloyal or suspected persons will be liable to I Hull ti* be y°u wil1 please confer 
arrest and detention until digeharged by competent I !,,„{! . of Independent regiments in 
authority, and contraband articles will be seized , manner as may be necessary to effect the 
Officers and soldiers of the Army will obtain passes !f 'Jnr tV,'eT , e < otl,lnF or supplies belonging 
as heretofore ordered. All complaints of imnronar I 5?'°f ,°?trJ1 U.fo,r.ll"’ several regiments shall he 

Whereas, on the 16th day of April the President of 
the United States, in view of an Insurrection against 
Die Laws, Constitution and Government of the United 
States, which had broken out within the States of 
South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama. Florida, Missis¬ 
sippi, Louisiana and Texas, and in pursuance of the 
provisions of the act entitled an act to provide for 
calling forth the Militia to execute the laws of the 
Union, suppress insurrection, and to repel invasion, 
and to repeal the act now in force for that purpose, 
approved February 28t.h, 1795, did call forth the 
militia to suppress said insurrection and cause the 
Laws of the Union to be duly executed, and the 
insurgents have failed to disperse by the time directed 
by the President, and whereas, such insurrection has 
since broken ont and yet exists within the States of 
Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Arkansas, 
and whereas the insurgents in all the said States 
claim to not under authority thereof, and such claim 
is not disclaimed or repudiated by the person exer¬ 
cising the functions of government in each State or 
States, or in part or parte thereof in which combina¬ 
tions exists, nor ia such insurrection suppressed by 
said States, now therefore f, Abraham Lincoln, Pres¬ 
ident of the United States, in pursuance of an act of 
Congress, July tstli, 1861, do hereby declare, that 
the inhabitants of the aaid States of Georgia, South 
Carolina, Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, Ala¬ 
bama, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Mississippi and 
Florida, except the inhabitants of that part of tbs 
State of Virginia lying west of the Allegany Monn 
tains, and (if such other parts of that State, and in 
the other States herein before mimed as may main¬ 
tain a loyal adhesion to the Union aud the Constitu¬ 
tion, or mav be from time to time occupied and con¬ 
trolled hy the forces engaged in the dispersing of 
aaid insnrgenta, arc in a state of 

All complaints of improper 
seizures or searches made or purporting to he made 
under military authority, will be received by proper 
Brigade Commanders or Provost Marshals, who will at 
once, in each instance, make report to headquarters. 

Hy command of General McClellan. 
B. Williams, Ass’t Adjutant General. 

This General Order does not contemplate requiring 

passes for ordinary railroad travel to and from Wash¬ 

ington, or to enter the lines of the army on this side 

of the river from Maryland. 

Captain Fox, Assistant Secretary of the Navy, 

reports that daring his recent trip to the North be 

engaged one hundred vessels for the use of the 

Department, and they will be employed in the 

enforcement of the revenue laws. 

The Secretary of State, on receipt of intelligence 

that tho pirate Sumpter was permitted to enter the 

port of Curaeon, W. I., ordered the immediate re¬ 

moval of Moses .Tesaman, American Consul at that 

port, and appointed Richard it. Morse, of Iowa, in 
his place. 

Brigadier-General Sumner, commanding military 

division of Pacific, has officially informed flag officer 

Montgomery, as well as this Government, of the exist¬ 

ence of a report that Colonel Van Dorn, of the rebel 

army, had been Been at the head of 13,U00 men, on 

the road between San Antonia and El Paso, from 

which it is believed an attempt to subjugate Lower 

California may be contemplated by the rebels. Capt. 

Montgomery, in las instructions to subordinate offi¬ 

cers, saya this mnst not lie allowed if it is in our 

power to prevent It; therefore should any exigency 

arise, he will promptly co-operate with the United 

States troops, and otherwise to do all he can to pre¬ 

vent the execution of any such purpose, by troops in 

the service of the States claiming to have seceded 

from our Federal Union. 

The telegraph during the past two or three days 

has indicated an advance of the rebels upon Wash¬ 

ington, aud it is evident that an attack is appre¬ 

hended. On the ICtb inst. we are told that many 

incidents, insignificant in themselves, but full of sig¬ 

nificance when grouped together, tend to show that 

the rebels are on the eve of attacking our lines. Last 

forwarded to Washington for their use, detailed 
reports of which shall be made to the Commanding 
General. Simon Cameron, Sec’y of War. 

All of the military departments composed of the 

States of Maryland and Delaware, portions of Vir¬ 

ginia, together with the city of Washington, have 

been placed in one grand department under command 

ot Gen. McClellan. Ab a consequence, Generals Dix 

and Banks are thus placed in subordinate military 

positions. Fortress Monroe is not included in this 
new arrangement. 

The State Department has issued the following 

notice addressed to all whom it may concern: 

Until further notice, no person will be allowed to 
go abroad from a United States port without a pass¬ 
port either from this Department or countersigned 
by the Secretary of State; nor will any person be 
allowed to land in the United States without a pass 
Irom the United States Minister or Consul; or if a 
foreigner, from his own government, countersigned 
by such Minister or CowtnL This regulation, how¬ 
ever, is not to take effect in regard to persons com¬ 
ing from abroad until a reasonable time shall have 
elapsed lor it to become known in the country from 
which they may proceed. 

said insnrgenta, arc tn a state of insurrection against - , , TV.7 , 
tho Linited States; and that all commercial inter- wa8 uncovered that the rebel lines had been 
course between the same and the inhabitants thereof, | advanced in all directions towards the Potomac, 
with the exceptions aforesaid, and the citizens of 
other States and ether parts of the United States, is 
unlawful and will remain nulawful until such Insur¬ 
rection shall cease or has been suppressed; that all 
goods and chatties, wares and merchandise coming 
from any of said States, with the exception afore¬ 
said, into other parts of the United States without 
the special license and permission of the President 
and through the Secretary of the Treasury, or pro¬ 
ceeding to any of said Btates, with the exceptions 
aforesaid, by land or water, together with a vessel or 
vehicle conveying the same, or conveying persons to 
or from said Btates, with said exceptions, will be 
forfeited to the United Btates; and that from and 
after fifteen (lavs from the Issuing of this proclama¬ 
tion all ships belonging in whole or in part to any 
citizen or inhabitant of any of the said States, with 
aaid exemptions, found at seu or in any port of the 
United States, will be forfeited to the United States; 
and I hereby enjoin on all District Attorney*, Mar¬ 
shals, aud officers of revenue, and military arid naval 
forces of the United Btates, to he vigilant in the 
execution of said act, and in the enforcement of the 
penalties and forfeitures Imposed nr declared by it, 
leaving any party who may think himBelf aggrieved 
thereby to hi* application to the Secretary Of the 
Treasury for the remission of any penalty or forfeit¬ 
ure, which the said Secretary is authorized by the 
law to grant, if in bis judgment the special circum¬ 
stances of any ease shall require such remission. 

In witness whereof, I have bereuuto set my hand 
aud caused the seal of the Unted States to be affixed. 

Their force at Fairfax Court House has been largely 

increased. Heavy forces have also been thrown out 

upon all the roads. A large body ib proceeding 

towards the Point of Rocks. The scouting parties 

are in the immediate vicinity of our lines along the 

whole extent of the Potomac. 

About noon to-day the rebels in Baltimore received 

intelligence that the rebels were then marching npon 

Washington, and the information was published in 

an extra. It is thought they were a little too prema¬ 

ture in announcing what they had been informed 

was intended to he done. Our doctors here disagree 

about the matter. Gen. Scott does not think the 

attack will be made, hut Gen. McClellaD, who was a 

class mate of Beauregard, and is familiar with his 

mode of combination, is well convinced that he will 

make an attack upon some point on the Potomac. 

The relative condition of the rebel army and our own 

makes it in the estimation of many military savans a 

military necessity. 

It is said thut the rebels have nearly 100,000 men 

between here and Richmond. They have not the 

means to provide for this immense army. They are 

conscious that under the recent management of Gen. 

McClellan, our army here is becoming day after day 

Day of ranting, Humiliation and Prayer. 

In accordance with the request of Congress, 

President Lincoln has issued the following procla¬ 

mation, appointing Thursday, September 20, as a 

day of fasting, humiliation and prayer: 

A Proclamation by the President of the United States 
of America. 

Whereas, A joint committee of both Houses of 
Congress has waited on the President of the United 
States, and requested him to recommend a day of 
public humiliation, prayer and fasting, to be ob¬ 
served hy the people of the United States with reli- 
ginuB solemnities and the offering of fervent suppli¬ 
cations in Almighty God for the safety and welfare 
of these States, Ilia blessing on their arms, and a 
speedy restoration of peace: and 

Whereas, It is fit and becoming in all people, 
at all times, to acknowledge and revere the Supreme 
Government of God, to bow in hnmble submission 
to His chastisement, to confess and deplore their 
sins and transgressions, in the full conviction that 
the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom, and 
to pray with all fervency and contrition for the par¬ 
don of their past 0Abuses and for a blessing upon 
their present and prospective action: and 

Whereas, When our beloved country, once, by the 
blessing of God, united, prosperous, and happy, is 
now afflicted with faction and civil war, it is pecu¬ 
liarly fit for ub to reoognize the hand of Cod in this 
visitation, and in sorrowful remembrance of our own 
faults ami crimes as a nation and ub individuals, to 
humble ouraelves before Him, and to pray for His 
mercy,—to pray that we may lie spared further pun¬ 
ishment, though justly deserved,—that our arms may 
be blessed and made effectual for the re-establishment 
of law, order and peace throughout our country, 
and that the inestimable boon or civil and religious 
liberty, earned under His guidance and blessing by 
the labora and sufferings of our fathers, may be re¬ 
stored to all its original excellence: therefore 

I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United 
States, do appoint the last Thursday in September 
next as a day of humiliation, prayer aud tasting for 
all the people of the nation, and I do earnestly re¬ 
commend to all the people, and especially to all 
ministers and teachers of religion of all denomina¬ 
tions, aod to all heads of families, to observe nnd 
keep that day according to their several creeds and 
modes of worship, in all humility and with all reli¬ 
gions solemnity, to the end that the united prayer of 
the nation may ascend to the Throne of Grace, and 
bring down plentiful blessings upon our own country. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand 
and saused the great seal of the United States to be 
affixed, this 12th day of August, A. D. 1861, and of 
the Independence of the United States of America 
the eighty-sixth. Abraham Lincoln. 

By the President. 
William H. Seward, Secretary of State. 



ABOUT ADVERTISING, kco club \i> 2 at 90c, ami Milwaukee club at 0.\a*:96c; old Ohio 
red winter at 61,10; Kentucky white at $1,17. Corn ateadv. with 
sales to-day at It7c. Oats, last sale was at 2.%'jC.— 
Ijeant! quoted at Pens nominal at $0c for prune, 
Harley nominal at l.Vatftie Heeds, timothy quoted at $l,fi<Xa' 2 
Kye. Kales i - for ho- at iitte, to arrive 

PKOVtaipNS Market i, active, Small wiles porknt $1J.MfaDM, 
Uains nt Kti.sy.c,; 9i.»nMyC for auffar cured do. Shoulders attic, 
l.ard at florae, Beefat $'V9c. Cheese at <i@9o for old,ami *a\ 
fie for new 

T IpKT I llr^ FIOMKj on tUovjf>Miot 
li last, .fACOft DUHI.KHKfS.S, ho wan last seen in i 
«*” between li and 12 yean. iiei,t colored hair; stout 
Arm. lm)!7?u 1" ,,f 1 ,\v|il be thankfully receive 
DUlU.KiUClK.S care of IV II ('uk.vky, Rochester, N Y 

Rochester, N. Y , August 19. ttffii. 

tltCNT Ell COirNTY I1 
(*n extra good lot. properly paired, for .ale by 

•I R. PAGE, Sennett, N Y. FACTH FOR BUSINESS MEN 
rP(> SEEDSMEN, i t' t .— Champion of England, 

l Early Kent, Bishop's Dwarf, Long Pod Dwarf, Dwarf Blue 
Imperial. Marrowfat ao<l other Pea., raised bv 

ROBERT hums, Port Hope, Canada W< 

FLMIRA b’l'lM M,E UOl.t.EflE 
NMXT HKHSIDV (U>lfKr<4 U7.«u .. ...._t..Z 

— The Union majority in Kentucky is 60,000. 

— Brigham Young has declared Utah independent. 

— The story of Qneen Victoria's insanity is pronounced 

mi true. 

— There are sixty-fire rebel prisoners now confined at 

Washington. 

— The new Czar of Russia is said to be very profligate in 

his private life. 

— The Empress Eogenie is expected to make another brief 

tour of England. 

— Mrs. Eivlngstone has departed from London to join her 

husband in Africa. 

— The committee find no National Hymn among the hun¬ 

dreds offered for the prize! 

— Barnum's second whale died Sunday week, the first one 

haring expired the day before. 

— Rhode Island has expended ?297,164 for military pur¬ 

poses since the war commenced. 

— Dr. Pittee, of Wilmington. Vt., caught three bears in a 

trap recently, one weighing 350 lbs. 

— Telegraphic communication between Washington and all 

the camps has been fully established. 

— Jefferson College in Pennsylvania has conferred the 

degree of LL. D. on Hon. Joseph Holt. 

— The canal tolls for this year to August 1st exceed those 

of any year for the same time since 1851. 

— J. Lothrop Motley, who was recently appointed Minister 

to Austria, will at once repair to Vienna. 

— The Republican State Conrentiou of Maine has nomi¬ 

nated Israel Washburn, Jr., for Governor. 

— John MeAffer, Speaker of the House of the Missouri 

Legislature, haa been arrested for treason. 

— It is reported by the Richmond papers that the rebels 

are about to commence offensive operations. 

— Our recent celestial visitor, the comet, has received the 

name of St. Peter from His Holiness the Pope. 

— The Vanderbilt steamers have been decided unfit for 

naval use, and will not therefore be purchased. 

— The bill for the abolition of “Church Rates’- before 

the English Parliament has be virtually “shelved.” 

— Two children were suffocated in Buffalo, August 14, in a 

fire caused by carelessness of their drunken parents. 

— The wife of Gen. Flournoy, of Arkansas, has become a 

raving maniac since tho recent death of her husband. 

— II. C. Graves, of Deerfield, Mass., the present season, 

cut herds grass six feet high, and three tuns to the acre. 

— Installments of rifled cannon, ten and twenty pounders, 

ready mounted, are almost daily arriving at Washington. 

— A new cheap telegraph, by which a message can bo sent 

and printed for six pence, is being laid down in England. 

— Col. Walrath, of Syracuse, accused of cowardice at Bull 

Run, has been honorably acquitted by a Court of Inquiry, 

— Jeff. Davis was tho Secretary of War who selected Gen. 

McClellau to go to the Crimea to observe the great battles. 

— The Home Guard of Harrison county, Mo., surrounded 

and captured a force of four hundred rebels on the 24th ult. 

— Under the income tax, members of Congress will have 

to pay fOC on tho surplus or their 13,000 salary above fflOO. 

— General Fremont, in private letters, speaks of tho great 

assistance bis wife “Jessie” renders him as private Secre¬ 
tary. 

— Numerous arrests of deserters from the rebel army at 

Manassas have been made at Petersburgh, within the past few 
days. 

— According to the last census, the details of which have 

just been made up, tho population of Spain is 15,688,000 

souls. 

— The Government has ordered Col. Berdan to form his 

first regiment of sharp shooters from companies in different 

StateR. 

— Brigadier General Anderson dined with the President 

Tuesday week. Ho will take command in Kentucky imme¬ 
diately. 

— Rev. Joseph Field, of Cbarlemont, Mass., aged 00 years, 

was the oldest attendant upon commencement at Williams 
College. 

— Joseph G. Brower, of Syracuse, has been awarded a con¬ 

tract for manufacturing 50,000 pair of army shoes, at 1.981a 
per pair. 

— Hon. Amos Kendall is now sojourning at Bridgeport, 

Ct., where he is engaged in writing the life of President 

Jackson. 

— A young man, named John Cotter, died at Chicago, on 

Thursday week, of a bite of a rattlesnake inflicted three days 
previous. 

— A muBcalonge that weighed 22^' pounds, 3H feet in 

length, was caught at Northampton, Mass., in the Connecti¬ 
cut river. 

— Twenty new regiments are forming in Philadelphia. 

Some of them have already enrolled three or four compa¬ 
nies each. 

— Beauregard’s report of the casualties at the battle of 

Stone Bridge, states that the rebel loss, in killed and wounded, 
was 1,470. 

— The American horse Starke won the last Goodwood Cup, i 

the great prize so earnestly sought for by the English Bport- 1 
ing gentry. 

— Three companies of regulars have arrived at Washington 

from the West, Many of them have been in the service 16 , 
or 20 years. 

— The Dental Convention has resolved to hold their next 1 

session at Trenton Falls, N. Y., on the second Tuesday of 
August, 1862. 

— Two escaped negroes report that 500 slaves had been 

drafted to erect batteries for the rebels at the mouth of the 
Rappahannock. 

— The number of sick and wounded of the Mew York 

soldiers in the hospital at, Georgetown and Washington,|on ■ 
the 3d, was 338. 

— A colored girl named Amelia Stone, 24 years old, born , 

in Geneva, N. Y., sold herself into slavery in New Orleans, 

oa the 30th ult. 

— The Democratic candidates for Governor, Lieutenant 

Governor, and State Treasurer of Vermont, have declined 

being candidates. 

— The largest domes ever made will be those on the new 

building for the English Exhibition of 1862. They will be 60 

feet in diameter. ! 

— The income tax is in addition to the direct tax of twenty 

millions, and not a pact of it, as erroneously reported in 

many newspapers. , 

— A letter to the Boston Journal asserta that the Hon. 

Pierre Soule, ex United States Senator from Louisiana, is a : 
hearty Union man. i 

— The case of a young Irish girl, who has followed the sea 

fur several year* lo male attire, came to light in New York ; 
city a few days since. 

— Some of the Southern papers are wild with joy over a < 

report that Gen. Scott has been superceded in the command J 
of the national army. 

This State bad $13,519 deposited in the Brockport Ex¬ 

change bank when it failed. It was made a preferred credi 
tor, and ig amply secured. ^ 

— The rebel Congress has extended its jurisdiction over 1 

Missouri, Maryland and Delaware, and is endeavoring to form 
regiment* iu those States. 

— The Friendly Sons of St. Patrick, in New York, have 

Toted $500 to the widow of Lieut. Col. Haggerty, of the 69th, 
who was killeit at Rail linn 

As the season for Trade is again at hand, we would remind 

those who wish to Do Business the present Autumn and 

Fall, that the Rural Nkw Yorkkr possesses extraordinary 

advantages as an Advertising Medium, its actual circulation 

exceeding by at least 20,000 that of any other paper published 

in this State or section of the Union (out of New York city.) 

In addition to its immense circulation among the best 

portion of the Rural Population, (more particularly in New 

York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wis 

consin, &C..I it L» taken by thousands of Business and Pro¬ 

fessional Men in Villages and Cities from Canada to Califor¬ 

nia, and Maine to Minnesota. Hence, it is the medium 

through which to reach, at once, Tens ot Thousands 

of the most enterprising, progressive and wealthy Farmers, 

Horticulturists, Ac., and hosts of Merchants, Mechanics, 

Manufacturers and Professional Men. Its pages are unques¬ 

tionably the best and cheapest ohannel on this Continent 

for the Business Cards and Announcements of all who wish 

to address the Agricultural and Horticultural Pub¬ 

lic,—such as Dealers in Implements and Machinery,—Fruit 

Trees, Shrubs, Plants and Flowers,—Seeds and Fertilizers,— 

Improved Stock, Real Estate, Ac,—as well as for loading 

Publishers and Booksellers, (especially of standard and 

practical works,) Wholesale Dealers, Manufacturers, Educa¬ 

tional Institutions, Land, Insurance and other Companies, 

Agencies, Ac.: and indeed for all who wish to secure large 

and wide, and hence profitable publicity. The fact that hut 

limited space is devoted to Advertising, nail that a rigid ren 

sorship is exercised over that department (our aim being to 

keen the wijoi.b paper free from quackery, humbug and 

deception,> renders the Rural far more valuable as a me¬ 

dium of making known matters of value anu utility—for its 

announcements are generally so new and of such character 

as to be read and heeded by all interested. 

NK.Yl’ SESSION OPENS SKIT.' Atli With'a superior 
coupu ot study, distinct departments, annual graded classes, 
a regular ( nllege charter, ami with su experienced and 
thoroughly organized facility of instruction Alsu, u depart- 
meet of domestic duties. Terms, for Board and Tuition. *75 00 
L’"ri. l?v (v?wr & action, Bend for a Catalogue to tho Clark. W 
!■ IIENJAMIX, Elmira. Chemung Co., N V. For admission 
apply to Rev A. W COWLES. 1). 1) . President 

H V * » i1 ‘ , w lna<ir« U'nlls. 
I SI acres or CbOiCe land, situated midway between 

sion Bridge and ball-, nod *< mile fr„m ||. II Dave „ 
d ran lie anal, now just finished The premises 00u 
neat and commodious cottage residence, containing i 
iftIH. l)U til, CO Ill'll hoiiftC. t&rdfn, ntrhitri) of clioio*' fpi 
h.Hise and W"S. Ac , Ac , HcAdiun roads and plank 
\\ III be sold cheap and on cohv lertns. Apply to 

A. P. FLOYD, Att'v, Niagara Fall: 

444(ii)5rh,o 
I cidEc 
3! , i e 
3 in.7^0 

Rk*I’KCTPITM.y invite the attention of the public to their present 
immense stock, covering upwards of Five Honored Annas op 
Land, and embracing everything desirable in both 

FRUIT and ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT, 

Grown In the very host manner, and offered either at wholesale 
or retail, at greatly reduced prices. 

Parties who contemplate planting should nvall themselves of 
this opportunity, the like of whioh may not occur soon again. 

Descriptive and Wholesale Catalogues forwarded gratis, and 
all Information as to prices, Ac., promptly given on application. 

«t)l-4teo MOUNT HOI'S NIIKRKH1KR, 
August 1, 1861. ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Howe Ac. Rosrers 

The larokht Retail Carpet Ware*Rooinrt in the Uctthd 

Statics, where can he found at all time* the most 

Complete Assortment, vp~ Associated Eeeort leads to success in canvassing for 
periodicals, a* welt os In other enterprises. For instance, if you 
are forming (or wish to form) a club for the Rural Nkw- 
Yorkkr, and cannot fill it up in your own neighborhood, get 
some person or persons a few miles distant to join with or assist 
you —adding thoir names to those you may procure, and send¬ 
ing all together. Please think ot this, and act upon the 
suggestion if convenient. 

Western and Southern Monet — In the present de¬ 
ranged state of tho currency, we are unable to use Western and 

Southern money, an our bankers will not purchase it at any 
rate of discount Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send us U 8. Pontage Stampt, as they are far preferable 
to any uncurrent bank bills. 

t Cn.vgK of ADDiutsa.—Subscribers wishing the address 
of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 

specify the old address as well as tho new to seeme compliance 
with their requests. 

iy*Wr person so disposed can act ss local agent for tho 
Rural New-Yorker, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness bo appreciated 

Single Additions to Clubs — A Western Agent, in remitting 
for one ndditioo to his club says;—'* If sending single subscrip¬ 
tions don't suit, let me kno w." Well, Sir. it dors suit, exactly - 
You or any other frlond after forming a club for tliin volume, 
are at liberty, and requested, to make additions any time within 
the year at club rate by ones, twos, tlm-es. or any number. 

Comprising tho best and most approved makes, this ano 

Foreign Markets apkord. Persons about to furnish anew, or 

even one carpet, will Hint it to their advantage to look at our 

Miimmoth Stocl 

We import and purchase direct from tho 

“ I AMUKRT’S VVKTOVII,- PROOF” 
1 i WHEAT ! -A sack of 2 bushels shipped to any address, 

upon receipt of Three Dollars. 
E. M. POTTER, Rochester P. O., N. Y. 

Gates, Ang. 9, 1861. 6(>5-3t 
Which enables us to 

BRIGHTON, Acu(1st. li At market 600 Beeves, 90 Stores 
8,900 Sheep anil Laud'*, and 830 Swine. 

PitHHta—Market Beef Extra, $7.00, first quality, $6.70; second 
do, $6.00; third do, *O,l)OC(j)#,fl0. 

Miloii Gowk $(7l<c<9,' common. $18fa 19. 
Working Oxen - None. 
Vkal Calves —13. $*(93,00, 
YEAR LINOS —None, two years old, tOUji.OO; threo years old. 

$ I Kali 9 each. 
Hides 4!|(iii!o. Tallow, flijc. 
Camt Skin's 7(ii8c. 
SriKicp and Lambs -$l.2fl|a|l,M; extra and selections, $2 00(<i 

$4 no. 
Pelts - 25c.(»>$l.0t) 
Swum— Stores, wholesale, 6@7c> retail, 7@8c; fat hogs, 

still fed, none; corn fed, none ; spring pigs, none 

VI" A I’TsTCS Af’ADKMY.ul INnples, 
, N Nkw York The Academy building having been finished, 
and putin order for Solinol, sn'tlmt, it will compare favorably 
with any Academy in tin* Slate, and the School having been 

put In ehnigii of Profonsor M M MERRELI,, auslstod by coin- 
patent Teachers, the First Term iif the Aeodemlu Yrur 
will commence on the 11Ih day of Sept., iNtil The Cnur*u of 
Study is intended to lie equal tO any Aenib.npy in this Stole, 
and cost nf Tuition reasonable. 

This Institution is located in a pleasant, quiet, and remark¬ 
ably healthful village, and easy of access. 

The Trustees hope to receive a fair proportion of patronage 
to their School, and pledge themselves that no effort shall he 
spared to so conduct the School a* to deserve it. 
. II II. W ATKOUS, Pres't or Board of Trustees. 

F„ WELLS, Sec'y. fio.vit 

Ah ant house in this Country ! 596-oow 

N. It.— Ghurehoa furnished nt Minifneturers’ Price* ! 

IjIIRST premium 
j- AWARDED BY 

New York State Agricultural Society, 
AT ELMIRA, OCT., I860, 

TO HARDEE’S HORSE-POWER. 

THE SUBSCRIBERS MANUFACTURE AT tOBLESKILL, N. I, 
ENDLESS CHAIN HORSE POWERS, 

COMBINED THRESHERS AND CLEANERS, 

THRESHERS AND SEPARATORS. 
Them Powers nee operated with greater ease to the team than 

others, running With very low elevation, and -low travel of the 
horses, The Combined Thrushnr and Cleaner runs very easy, 
IscnpaciOLs, separates tho grain elf.mIv frurn the straw, and 
Cleans as well u« a regular fanning mill In short, these tao- 
chints ha"' iln egiial, at which I'oel we lift (lev- —e fan satiety all 
who will consult their own interest by Addressing 
597-4teo| it, A: M. HAltliF.lt, Coblcski 11. Schoharie Co., N. Y. 

I vv v iv r mo >i iyi \ k.t mkn 
1 (unemployed,) to veil WA.lt BOOKS I Sure In sell fast, und 

large profit given Address. GEO, ED W ARD SEARS, 
MIMt IK I William Street, New York. JHarkcts, Commerce, &c 

STATE OF TRK WEST 

Mjpc ;.)YJ 
: 

TIIE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO., HAVE FOR SALE 

1,200,000 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS, 
111 Tracts of Forty Acres and upward, on Lon? Credit and at Low l'ricen. 

MECHANICS, FARMERS AND WORKING MEN. PRESENT POPULATION, 
HMIE attention Of lire eiiterpriMiug aud mdiistrlon* portion of Tho State In rapidly tilling lip With population ; 868,025 

I. tho community ii- directed t<* llio following •tatemeiits persons having buen added since 1861), making the prinent 
and liberal inducements offered them by tho population 1,723,663, a ratio of 103 jur cent, in ten years. 

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS. 
which, an they will perceive, will unable them by proper The Agricultural products of Illinois are greater than those 
energy, perseverancu and milii5try,tO pfoy)q>- comfortable '“O' other state. Tho product sent out during the pust 
homes for themselves ami families, with, comparatively year exceeded 1,500,000 tona. The wheat crop of I860 up- 
speaking, very little capital. prouchw 35,1)00,18)0 hushels, while the corn crop yields not 

LANDS OF ILLINOIS. "** l"“n M° mJSfop THE SOIL 
Xo State m th»‘VaMoy ot t|j« Offers so groat an Ur UiL z>v±L, 

inducement ;us tbn .statu of Hi/noix. Them uo portion ol Nownero can tne InduetriouH farmin' neonro Each imniedi* 
tho world where all tho coQ'htfhNB of climate and goil so ^ n sulte lor nln labor as upon these prulrianoils, they being 
admirably combine to produce thane two great staples. Cok.s composed ot -t dnop rich loutn, the fertility of which, Is un* 

THE PROVISION iWARK-ETS. 

NKW YBIIK, AuorsT 19.— Flock Market firm, without 
any important,change in prices, but with less doing tor export 
ami homo consumption Shipper* arc disposed to wad. for 
larger receipts, expected next, week Salen at $4,50M.60 for 
superfine State; $4,75o 4,90 for extra do; tor superfine 
Western; il,C5fii)5,08 Tor common to medium extra do $«,») 
(u)3.25 for ehipuiug briimle extra round hooped Ohio, and $5,.'ll 
(.1)6,28 for trade brandx do,- market cloning dull. Canadian 
(lour without any matonal change, witiia moderate demand 
Sales at $4,3*1« 4.55 for suian tiuc, noil $*,63fio7,ISIJ for common to 
choice extra Rye flour steady, wjtb small -alss at$2.80(^8.85 
Corn meal steady And in .no,rate demand, with salon at $3,. 
20 for Brandy wine, and $2.S5 foi Jcraey 

Okaix.—Wbeat market qulpt, and mny be quoted lc tmttor for 
ptime pareel#, w11fi onlv » very moderate hoslness doing, eldp- 
pera holding buck for increased r.uppiiea, Anticipated In the 
early part of next week. Salea Milwaukee club at »l,07c i,l6 , 
North woslern club at S1.12; amber Iowa at, *1.17; winter red 
wwt(!rn in ,.i4> j I .VI, t.Jitf bit tor piic^ tV»r fwu IoIn '/rrv chofc^ 
to arrive. wh\Ui al ),.v-i and vrliito KWtuckv at 
$1.40, and white Michigan at *1. n\ Kyo ualtt. with **1** at 
5J5C, fur VVL^trrn, an«i ftlCafor Barley Ami Barley uxSlt 
continue flail and norolnatW Unchaji«i‘d t»*maia qntet 
and nominal at Ot'cfur Canadian Orn mitriit?t nfili rul»*M Spite 
firm, and may be quoted lc treller. with a good demand for «x 
port and home Consumption. Sales at flo.uiBIc fer pnomelup- 
piDg mixed Western; lfVadOc for Eastorn ilo; 43c for damaged 
do; and 63c for yellow Western Oa,* Ilrmer and m moderate 
demand at 27(«;34c. for Canadian, aud 326n34u. for Western and 
State. 

Pkovikiosb — Fork market dull and a trifle lower; sales at 
$16,00 tor mess, *lo,75 for clour, and 510,00 for prime Beef quiet 
and firm; sales at $434.50 for country prime, $3,00085,50 for 
country me.,*; $9,(xX<.l!.2fl for re-parked mess; and $12/0(3) 
13,25 for extra me**. I’rime mess beef continues dull and 
nominally Unchanged, ht $l7[ajld. Beef ham- quiet; -alea at 
912,500614,00, Cut meats morn active, gales at l.*4';i.5c for 
Shouldent, and 8@Bj»e fer Hams Smoked meat* scarce and 
very quiet. Bacon dull and minimally unchanged Lard 
firm, with a moderate demand; sales at 8@9fec tor No. I to 
choice Western. Butter quiet and v-UIng at TiaJOicfor Ohio, 
and KOLMete for State. Cheese in good requesL and selling at 
0'..7tv: for good to very choice. 

AriiK.s Steieiy and quiet at $5,25 for Pots, and $5,37U for 
Pearls. 

Hops—Steady, with a moderate demand , sales 40 bales, at 
l%23c, 

ALBANY, August 19.-Flour and Mkal— A firm market 
for Flour with a steady home and a fair demand for the supply 
of the surrounding country. 

Common to good State,...  $4,20(W4.30 
Fancy and extra State.  4,40(a}4,7fl 
Common to good Western.4,50016,00 
Extra Michigan. Wisconsin, Indiana, &c... ..5,25*6,75 
Extra Onto..  6,iXt7.i«,75 
Common Canadian,. 4,00(34.30 
Extra Canadian,.... . .4 753,6,75 
Fancy Oeoesee,... «,00®8,60 
Extra Genesee and city hrands.6,our.q7.00 

Corn meal i* selling in moderate quantities at ftfeCa $1 V) 100 tbs. 
GBaDf— A firmer market tor wheat with a moderate tiudness 

doing sales red winter State, new, at *1,17. Com continue* to 
meet with a good consumptive demand at gradually improving 
pricy*. We notice further sales on Saturday afternoon of mix¬ 
ed Western at 1«c, this mom log, do, St «Jj,r47c. cloning linn 
at the outside figure. Rye aud Barley quiet. Outs tirijiar with 
a lair demand -alOB Chicago at 32,V 

BUFFALO, August 19.— Flock —Market quiet, with a moi!- 
erate demand ; sales to-day of Wisconsin extra at $4,ou(.e4.30; 
Michigan extra at *4,75; Indiana extra at *5,00, and double 
extra do. at *3,50(36,75, and choice d<>. at *6,00. 

Grain—Wheat, market steady, with sales to-day of Milwau- 

and Wukat, as tho Prairies of lllmolB. 

THE SOUTHERN PART 
of tho State lies within the zone of the cotton regions, while 
the soil Is admirably adapted to the growth of tobacco and 
hemp; and the wheat is worth from fifteen to twenty cents 
more per bushel than that, raised further north. 

RICH ROLLING PRAIRIE LANDS. 
The deep rich loam of the prairies is cultivated with such 

wonderful facility that the farmers of tbo Eastern and Mid¬ 
dle States are moving to Illinois in great numbers. The area 
of Illinois It about equal (o that of England, and tho soil is 
so rich that it will support twenty millions of people. 

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS. 
These lands are contiguous to a railroad 700 miles in length, 

which connects with other roods and navigable lakes and 
rivers, thus affording an unbroken communication with the 
Eastern and Foil them markets. 

APPLICATION OF CAPITAL. 
Thus far, capital and labor have been applied to developing 

tho soil ; tho great resources of the Stale m coal and iron are 
almost untouched, Thu Invariable rule that the mechanical 
arts flourish best where food and fuel ar-- cheapest, will fol¬ 
low at an early day Iu Illinois , and in tho course of tho next 

In St. Thomas, C. W., on the 11th Inst 
Rowland, Mr. THOMAS WILLIAMS an. 
LEY, both of the township of Southwold 

On the 13th, by the same, at I-aingV 
WARD and Miss REBECCA CAMERON, 
of Southwold. 

that 600,000 tona of freight, inducing h,6oo,o<m) bushois or 
gram, and 250,000 barrela of flour, wore forwarded over *10 
line lu?t year 

EDUCATION. 
Mechanics and workingmen wall And the free school system 

encouraged by thu State, and endow'd with a largo revenue 
for tho supiwrt of schools. Their children can live In sight 
of the church and school bouse and grow with tho prosperity 
of tho leading Statu In tho Great Western Empire. 

PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT. 
The priors of these lands vary from $6 to $25 per acre 

according to location, quality, Ac. First class farming lands 
aell for about $10 of $12 per acre ; and the relative expense 
of su bduiug pfalfie land us compared with wood lands ih In 
the ratio of 1 to to in favor of the former, Tho term* of 
sale for the bulk of these lands will bo 

Ono Year’s Interest in advance, 
at si* per ct. per annum, and six Itib-p .-st notes at six per ct. 
payable respectively to one, two, three, four, five and six 
year* from dan-of sale; and four notes for principal, payable 
m four, five, six and seven years from dale of sale; the 
Contract stipulating that one tenth of the tract purchased 
shall he fenced and rultivatod, each and every year, for 
five yeai i front dat>* Of SnJo, -u tlml at the end of five years, 

At Cleveland, this morning, 19th Aug., 1861, at the residence 
h''T son in law, ALMKRT M. Harman, Mrs. SUSAN, mother 

of Mr. Thomas C. BatisS, of this city. 

ADVERTISING TERMS, In Advance — Thirty 

Fivk Cunts a Line, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52>j cents per lino of space. Spboial Noticms, 

(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Ccnti a Line 

Vp~ Its immense circulation among the Producer* aud Deal¬ 
ers of the Free States, renders the Rural Nkw. Yorkkr by far 

the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class. This 
fact should be borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 
facturers, Itc., who must necessarily depend upon the People of 
tho North for patronage 

ldl< KS'FJGK SHEEP FOR SALE 
WM JEFFREY, Whitby, Canada West. 

[OMETHING NEW. Agente wanted everywhere 
• to engage in a new and honorable business that pays from 
; to $5 a day. No ffumJrug. Send u*»w stamp for particulars 

(606-2t) SANDERSON & BUG., Newark, New York 

CjQfk f’KIi. MONTH. — Agente wanted in every 
CPO> ’ town. It is no Patent Medicine or Book Agency, but 
something new and of real value. For particulars, address 
with stamp, (606-21) J S. PARDEE, Binghamton, N. Y. 



[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

THEY ARE WAITING. 

BT BELL CLINTON. 

Tbet are waiting by the hearthstones, 
Where New England flro-light gleams, 

Where the pine tree waves it* tassels 
On her mountains—by her streams; 

Where New England homes are scattered 
All her hills and valley o'er, 

They’re waiting for the brave and true 
Who are coming—nevermore. 

They are waiting on the prairie, 
Where they Hat the wild bird’s song, 

Where spring, with soft, light footsteps, 
Brings her fairy gems along: • 

Where summer suns shall ripen 
Autumn’s treasured golden store, 

They’ll be waiting still for loved ones 
Who are coming—nevermore. 

They are waiting in the Southland, dash of habitoal recklessness in liis air. At any rate, 

Where the bloom is ever bright, the welcome was heartily given, and as heartily 

Where its streams are ever Hashing, responded to: and when Mr. Canute left his dwelling, 

Ever sparkling in the light ; jn or(]er to pay bis usual evening visit at the Hall, be 
Where the birds are ever Singing, merely d addressing his young visitor, -‘Soon 

Mid the orange-scented bowers, , , .. ’ . , „ .. .. „ 
And the tail Magnolia waveth back"’ and tnrnIDS ,0 Martha’ ^C bonae‘ 

Proudly with its fragrant ilowers. keeper, added, “Let supper; while on stepping 
over the threshold second thoughts urged him to re- 

4nd if Peace her wing is pluming and Bay to tbo y0UUg man, “ Don’t go.” 

If o'er our land, so glorious, “ No, that I won’t,” replied be, frankly, for I like 

Must linger War’s sad blight- my quarters too well. I’ll wait till you come back, 

If our cherUhed flag of freedom governor; and I hope you won’t be long, for my 

Be assailed by traitorous hand, month waters for the snpper you spoke of.” 

Till our Cithers, sons, and brothers, Mr, Canuk> Hmilcd, and walked away more briskly 

In its defence must stand than usual; and after sitting for some time beside the 

Then from Northern vale and hill-side, Bjck man'B bed, and bidding ‘'good-night” and 

From every Southern plain, “bless you” to sweet Clara Harwell, he retraced his 
In our home* on mount and prairie, homeward, and found supper ready, and the 

Through our couDtrv a vast domain, * , . , 
By how many, mouy tOealdos, handsome stranger so obviously ready to do justice 

From East to Western shore, to the frugal fare, that Mr. Canute jocularly remarked, 

They'll we waiting for the loved ones “Keen air, ■ to which the stranger replied in the 

Who are coining—nevermore. same strain, “Fine scenery,' ou which the host 

added, “An artist?” when the youth, laughing out- 

But a Land afar is gleaming, right, said, “An indifferent one, indeed.” After 

O'er the “mystic river ” bright— a pause, and suffering hiB mirth to subside, he con- 

A Land where “ rests no shadow,” tinued, “Are you always so economical in words, 

And no long and woai v night Don’t you sometimes find it difficult to carry on 
0, the blest aud sin-forgiven, J ...... 

Whom we love, are on that shore; a conversation in this strain?” 
They are waiting for our coming, “You don t, returned Mr. Canute, smiling, and 

To be parted—nevermore. imperturably good natured, 

Chenango Co., N. Y., 1861. “ Not 1,” cried the youth, " and I want to ask you 
—half a hundred questions. Will you answer me?” 

“ I’ll try,” replied Mr. Canute. 

fflfilhiP “ rve not lonK to stay, for I’m on a walking tour 
W * * A * X ♦ with a friend; ,jut i djverged to Ambermead, as I was 

- ■ — anxious to see it. I’ve had a curiosity to see it for a 

. ,T . rp -j „ long while; but my friend is waiting for me at the 

^ 1 11 hi JS . market town, eight miles off, I think, and I shall 

strike across the country when the moon is up, if 
The oracle of the beautiful sequestered little give me a rest till then.” 

lamlet of Ambermead was an old gentleman of - Mo8t welcome,” said Mr. Canute, courteously, 

mobtrusive and orderly habits whose peculiar taci- „ Ah ha,H th thc 8trnnger, if that’s the way 
nrnity had obtained or him the laminar cognomen ,. , , .. ... . , „ J , you pursue your discourse, I don t think I shall learn 
if Iwo Words. Mr. Canute, alias Two Words, 5. , . , . T 
. .., ' , « . , , much from you. 1 hope, however, that I may get a 
Iwelt on the outskirts o the village, tended by an ... , , ,, , 

, ' ; wife who will follow your example—a woman ol two 
indent housekeeper, almost as chary of speech as , , . , ,,, . . . ._ 

, J J ‘ words, in short — she ll he a rare specimen of her 
ler worthy master, it was surmised that Mr. Canute . „ 

tad seen better days; for though his means were Ah hft!„ pjacn]ated Mr. Canute. 

itraitened, his heart was large, and his count*- „But comei ^ m for time preaseBi„ Baid the 

lance expressed great benevolence. Notwithstanding suddenly becoming grave-" tell me all 
he brief mode of speech which characterized him ^ Ambemead and the squire_how long he’s 

m all occasions, the advice or Mr. Canute was ]ast FoT( in fa,tj tbe friend i mentioned, 

lager 1y aongbt on ovory -bjoot wherein It was pre- ,j0 ,8 with me dnrillg this walking tour, is vastly 
mmed advice could he profitable; and the simple . . , . ,. ... , „ 

^ ... . ..... 1 interested in all that concerns the place and prop- 
■ustics of Ambermead perhaps valued it the more, „ 

jecause, though delivered without a particle of '‘r.!Tlie heir?n wbispered Mr. Canute, mysteriously. 

mmpOHity, the terseness and decision of the words „Well wel]( w, say he is; he’s not alto- 

expended left an indelible impression which long r ft bft(, fe„ow> tbougb be js congldered a bit 

lermons often failed to convey. Mr. Canute lived reeklefig and wlu> But be ba8 beard of Clara Uar- 

m terms of intimacy with the family at the old Hall we,rg arjd KOodne8B from bis 60n8in, Lady 

-an intimacy cemented by early association for Mr. Pon80n) (gbe,B C1ara’s cousin, too, you know;) and 

darwcll and Mr Canute had been school-fellows; h(j .g rea, t0 think that such a lovely 

md when a painful and lingering illness attacked the crcaturc Hhonld be turiied ont of tbe old hall to make 

squire, his ancient friend and crony felt deep anxiety room for him. Ile wants to know what will become 

is to the ultimate fate or Mr. Harwell’s only child, of hef wbe„ old Harwell dies, for all the world 

he good and lovely Clara Harwell. The disease was fenoWfl he,B ruined. It,g a prelty piace this old Am- 

in incurable one; though the suffering might be pro- bermeft(1__a parad,8e, i shouid 8ay. i kn0w what I’d 

racted, there was no hope of ultimate recovery, and (). jf, wag pver lucky cnongb to can it mine.” The 

m air of gloom reigned over the village of Amber- th rubbed bJa banda gleefully. “I should he a 
nead, where once the sweet Hpring and summer tide j then!” 

ironght only sport and glee. Ambermead was noted ' ../ml then?” said Mr. Canute, smiling, 
or a profusion of rich red roses, exhaling delicious „ w, then< pd u down tbe rickety old house 

ragrance; and for the song of innumerable nightin- u tliere> and bnild a palace flt for a pr3nce; I’d keep 

?ales, whose harmonious concerts resounded amid noth- but the oW wine; rd bave lots of prime fei- 

.he umbrageous groves sheltering the hamlet on lowstOBta with me; and 1 should sport the finest 

ivery side and extending beyond the old Hall of horaeBand dog8 in tbe 60tin1.ry v, The speaker paused 
Ambermead. But now, although the roses bloomed ( )it oj. brealb 

and the birds sang, serious faces looked from the 0”. And then7» 8aid Mr. Canute, quietly, 

cottage doors; and while the younger villagers for- tben rd hunt, and sb0ot, and ride, and 
got their usual pastimes, the elders conversed apart drink) ftud ftnd danC(!i and keep open bouse, 

in whispers, always directing their glances toward ftud enj Ufe to the fun_feasting from year’s end to 

the Hall as if the sufferer within those thick walls ,g pnd_tbc feaat of reas0n and the flow of soul, 
could be disturbed by their conversation. This sym- know jn old Ambermead.„ 

pathy was called forth, not only by the circumstance ,, A d tbe„yo 

if Mr. Harwell being their ancestral landlord, the „ Wb then j suppoge tbat 5n time j 8bould grow 

,a.st of an impoverished race but from l.is always o, ^ ^ flnd ceMe to care for all tbeae 

iaving lived among them as a friend and neighbor- & ao mucb M 1 did when youth and strength 

respected as a superior, aud beloved as an equal. mine ” 

rheir knowledge, also, of the squire’s decayed for- W ,<°AHd tben?„ 8aid Mr. Canute, more slowly, 

tunes; and that, on his death, the fine old place must Wh then ,-_and the stranger be8itated-“ then, 

uecome the property of a stranger, whom rumor did 1 like other people) 5n tbe courge of natHre, 

aot rc‘Port d urably of, greatly enhanced the con- ] ghou](J bftVe t0 leave aU pleaaureB of tbig life, and, 

;ern of these hereditary cultivators of the soil; and ^ other peopie_die.>i 

many bright eyes grew dim thinking of poor Miss „And tben?„ sajd ‘Mr. Canute) fixing his eyeB) 

Clara, who would soon be fatherless, and almost pen- glHlering like diamond8) on the young man’s face, 

aile88. The estate of Ambermead was strictly flushed up, as he exclaimed, with some irrita- 

entailed in the male line, and the Dext heir was of t]on. 

distant kin to the Harwells. A combination of mis- 1 0h bflug , and theng,( But tbe moon is 

fortunes, aud no doubt of imprudence in years long ^ j see> g0 Vm oQ- (Jood night, and thank 

bygone, had reduced the present proprietor to the „ And withont further parley> be 8U,rted off on 

verge of min, from which he was to flnd refuge only bis walk over tbe hills; aud Mr. Canute silently 

in the grave. The Harwell family had lived for cen- kjs gue8t,s retreating figore tiU| jD the deep 

tnries in Ambermead. They seemed so much to BbadoW8 of the surrounding groves, he was lost to 

belong to their poor neighbors, who always sympa- yiew Inthe ra0unligbt> in the darknes8( in the valley, 

thized most fully in all the joys and sorrows of the aud ou tbe hillBldef lhese words bannted lbe way- 

“ Hall folk." that now, when there was a certain farer< and hp kep, gating to himself, “And then?’’ 

Mr. Canute’s patience was sorely taxed by questions the town where his friend, in some anxiety, awaited 

at all hours; he was waylaid first by one, then by an- his re-appearance. 

I other, on his way from his own cottage to the Hall, 

but with unfailing good nature and promptitnde he 

invariably satisfied the aflectinate solicitude of his 

humble neighbors—in his own quaint way, certainly 

— never wasting words, yet perfectly understood. 

The summer-tide was waning into autumn, and tbe 

Bquire of Ambermead faded more gradually than 

autumn leaves, when late one evening a wayfarer 

stopped at Mr. Canute's cottage, which was on the 

roadside, and requested permission to rest, asking 

for a draught of water from the well before the 

porch. 

“Most welcome,” said Two Words, scanning the 

stranger, and pleased with his appearance, for youth 

and an agreeable countenance are sure passports; 

perhaps, too, Mr. Canute discerned gentle breeding 

During all his after life that young man never 

forgot the solitary night walk when he lost his way 

beneath a beautiful spangled summer sky; the stars 

Beemed to form the letters, "And then?” the soft 

night breeze seemed to whisper in his ear, “And , 

then ?” 

It is true, he had not gained the intelligence he 

sought respecting the inmates of Ambermead Hall; 

but he had laid bare his own folly for the inspection 

of Mr. Canute; and in return he had listened to no 

reproof—no tiresome lecture vouchsafed from prosy 

age to ardent youth, but simply two words had pene¬ 

trated his heart and set him a thinking seriously. 

Mystic little words: " And then?” 

For nearly three years after Mr. Harwell's decease, 

tbe old Hall, contrary to general anticipation, re¬ 

in his guest, despite travel-stained habiliments, and a gained untenanted, save by domestics left in charge, 

AND THEN? 

Tnx oracle of the beautiful sequestered little 

hamlet of Ambermead was an old gentleman of 

unobtrusive and orderly habits, whose peculiar taci¬ 

turnity had obtained for him the familiar cognomen 

of Two Words. Mr. Canute, alios Two Words, 

dwelt on the outskirts of the village, tended by an 

ancient housekeeper, almost as chary of speech as 

her worthy master, it was surmised that Mr. Canute 

had seen better days; for though his raeanB were 

straitened, his heart was large, and hia counte¬ 

nance expressed great benevolence. Notwithstanding 

the brief mode of speech which characterized him 

on all occasions, the advice of Mr. Canute was 
eagerly sought o« «v«ry autijoot wherein tt was pre¬ 

sumed advice coaid be profitable; and the simple 

rustics of Ambermead perhaps valued it the more, 

because, though delivered without a particle of 

pomposity, Hie terseness and decision of the words 

expended left an indelible impression which long 

sermons often failed to convey. Mr. Canute lived 

on terms of intimacy with the family at the old Hall 

—an intimacy cemented by early association, for Mr. 

Harwell aud Mr. Canute had been school fellows; 

and when a painful aud lingering illness attacked the 

squire, bis ancient friend and crony felt deep anxiety 

as to the ultimate fate of Mr. Harwell’s only child, 

the good and lovely Clara Harwell. The disease was 

an incurable one; though the suffering might be pro¬ 

tracted, there was no hope of ultimate recovery, and 

an air of gloom reigned over the village of Amber¬ 

mead, where once the sweet spring and summer tide 

brought ouly sport and glee. Ambermead was noted 

for a profusion of rich red roses, exhaling delicious 

fragrance; and for the song of innumerable nightin¬ 

gales, whose harmonious conceits resounded amid 

the umbrageous groves sheltering the hamlet on 

every side and extending beyond the old Hall of 

Ambermead. But now, although the roses bloomed 

and the birds sang, serious faces looked from the 

cottage doors; and while the younger villagers for¬ 

got their usual pastimes, the elders conversed apart 

in whispers, always directing their glances toward 

the Hall as if the sufferer within those thick walls 

could be disturbed by their conversation. This sym¬ 

pathy was called forth, not only by the circumstance 

of Mr. Harwell being their ancestral landlord, the 

last of an impoverished race, but from liis always 

having lived among them as a friend and neighbor— 

respected as a superior, aud beloved as an equal. 

Their knowledge, also, of the squire’s decayed for¬ 

tunes; and that, on his death, the fine old place must 

become thc property of a stranger, whom rumor did 

not report favorably of, greatly enhanced the con¬ 

cern of these hereditary cultivators of the soil; and 

many bright eyes grew dim thinking of poor Miss 

CJara, who would soon be fatherless, and almost pen¬ 

niless. The estate of Ambermead was strictly 

entailed in the male line, and the next heir was of 

distant kin to the Harwells. A combination of mis¬ 

fortunes, and no doubt of imprudence in years long 

bygone, had reduced the present proprietor to the 

verge of min. from which he was to find refuge only 

in the grave. The Harwell family had lived for cen¬ 

turies in Ambermead. They seemed so much to 

belong to their poor neighbors, who always sympa¬ 

thized most fully in all the joys and sorrows of the 

prospect of losing them forever as it seemed, the 

parting became more than a common one between 

landlord and tenant, between rich and poor — it was 

the parting of endeared friends. 

They watched and waited for Mr. Canute passing 

to and fro, as he did every day, and more than once 

a day; and on his two words they hung, as if life or 

death were involved in that short bulletin. 

“ How is the squire to-day?” said one. 

“ No better,” replied Mr. Canute, mildly, without 

stopping. 

“ And how's Miss Clara?” inquired another, with 

deep pity in hfs looks. 

“Very patient,” responded the old man, still mov¬ 

ing slowly on with the aid of his stout staff. 

“Patient!” repeated several voices when he was 

ont of hearing. “Yes, yes. patient enough; and 

Master Canute means a deal when he says patient. 

Bless her young sweet face! there's patience in it if 

ever there was in mortal’s.” 

Miss Clara had found shelter with her relative, Lady 

Ponsonby, though her memory was still fresh and 

warmly cherished among the humble friends in her 

beautiful native village. Mr. Canute, if possible, 

more silent than ever, still remained the village k 

oracle; perhaps more cherished than of yore, inas- . 

much as he was the only memento remaining of the 

beloved Harwells—the old familiar faces now seen 

no more. He would listen, and they would talk, of g 

days gone by; he felt the loss even more than others, 

for he mourned a companion and friend in Mr. Har- g 

well, and Clara had been to the good Two Words as 

an adopted daughter. At length it was rumored that 

Mr. Selby, the new proprietor, was soon expected to ^ 

take possession of his property in due form; more- 

over, that he was n the point of marriage, and that 

his young bride void accompany him. Ill reports 

fly quickly; and it had been circulated in former , 

timea that Mr. 8elby was wild and extravagant, care- ‘ 

less of others, selfish ftnd profligate. Indeed, Mr. t 

Canute had not contradicted such reports, so jt was , 

generally opined they were too true, and had a legal 

foundation. With heavy hearts the inhabitants of j 

Ambermead commenced their rural preparations for 

the reception of the squire and bis bride; green ( 

arches were erected and wreaths of flowers were 

hung on the spread.ag branches beneath which the j 

travelers’ road lay. It was the seapon of roses and j 

nightingales, when Ambermead was in its glory: and 1 

never had the rich red roses bloomed bo profusely, 

aud never had the chorus of the groves been more 

full and enchanting, than on the summer evening j 

when the young and old of thc bamlct, arrayed in ^ 

their holiday attire, waited to greet the new comers. , 

Mr. Canute stood at his cottage-door; the bridge 

just beyond, over which tbe route conducted to the 

Hall through avenues of greenerie, was festooned 

with roses; and a band of maidens in while lined the ' 

picturesque approach. The sun was setting when a i 

carriage drove quickly up, slackening its pace as it * 

crossed the bridge, and stopping at Mr. Canute’s < 

humble gate. Two Words himself, bareheaded, < 

stepped forward on seeing a lady alight, who in f 

another moment threw herself into his arms, ex¬ 

claiming: “Our first greeting must be from you, 1 

dear, dear Mr. Canute! I need not introduce Mr. < 

Selby — he is known to you already.” Speechless 

from astonishment and emotion, the old man could 1 

ouly say, “Miss Clara 1” as he gazed from one to ' 

the other, recognizing in the gentleman the way- 1 

faring guest who had departed so abruptly on his i 

walking expedition over the moonlight hills more 

than three years pteviously. Seizing the hand 

which Mr. Canute silently extended, Mr. Selby said, 

with deep feeling: 

“ It is to your instrumentality that 1 owe my 

present happiness.” j 

“How so?” was Mr. Canute’s reply, looking with ^ 

pleased surprise into the open face, which, on a former ^ 

occasion had won his confidence and admiration. 

“ 7W wards spoken in season wrought a change 

in me which all the preaching of friends and guardi¬ 

ans had failed to effect,” returned Mr. Selby, “and 

without which Clara never would have blessed me 

with her hand. These years of probation have 

proved my sincerity: and Lady Ponsonby (a severe 

and scrutinizing judge) pronounced my reformation 

complete ere she permitted me to address Clara. 

Those two little wordB, ‘And then?' enigmatical to : 

the uninitiated, convey a deep and mystical meaning 

to my heart; and they are of such significant import, 

that by inserting them whenever I paint the future, I 

trust to become a wiser and a better man.” 

Clara gazed proudly aud confidingly on ker hus¬ 

band; and the news of her arrival having spread 

through the village, a crowd collected, whose joy 

and surprise found vent in tears and blessings, to say 

nothing of numerous asides, purporting that Miss 

Clara never would have espoused a bad man; ergo, 

Mr. Selby must be a worthy successor of the ancient 

race! 

The prognostication proved correct; and the path¬ 

way, strewn with bright summer roses,* over which 

Clara trod in bridal pomp on her way to the ances¬ 

tral home where she was horn, was indeed emblem¬ 

atical of the flowery path which marked her future 

destiny. 

The old Hall of Ambermead is still extant —aline 

specimen of venerable decay, surrounded by ances¬ 

tral groves, still famed for sheltering innumerable 

nightingales when the Ambermead roses exhale their 

delicious lragrauce. In the old church-yard on the 

green hill-side, a white monument gleams in the sun¬ 

shine, whereon may be traced the name of John 

Canute, specifying the date of his happy death, while 

below is engraven this inscription of two words — 

“ And then 
-»■♦»-»- 

A STRING OP PEARLS. 

Modesty, like virtue, must be its own reward. 

Tue feeling is often the deeper truth, the opinion 

the more superficial one. 

Every art is best taught by example; good deeds 
are productive of good friends. 

Men generally make way for him who is deter¬ 
mined to push boldly past them. 

If we carry not the beautiful within ns, we may 
travel over the world in vain search of it. 

Most men have in their bouIs no locomotive 
strong enough to draw a train of thought. 

Oxb of the greatest robbers is temperance, for it 

Hit and puma*. 

DOESTICKS ON “SHODDY.” 

Doesticks, who claims to he an Ellsworth Zouave, 

thus narrates the experience of his Regiment after 

receiving their uniforms from the Military Board: 

The uniforms sent from New York were the trash¬ 

iest things possible: they wouldn’t stand the pressure 

— they wouldn’t stand any pressure. A gentle wind 

would blow a man’s coat into rags in half a day; 

while if he ventured out doors in a stiff breeze, his 

red breeches would tear out into long red flags, and 

in ten seconds he would look like a walking flagstaff, 

with the signal Bet for “ Never mind the Commodore 

old fellow, but sail in and fight on your own hook.” 

No man has had a whole suit of clothes for two 

months. We’ve gone on guard dressed only in over¬ 

coat and muBket, and we’ve done scout duty in the 

easy and elegant attire of a revolver and one pair of 

shoes to three men. When we’ve wanted to dress 

extra fine for Sunday service, we’d polish our mus¬ 

kets and tie a red rag on each leg. The chaplain, for 

decency’s sake — when he preaches — stands in an 

empty pork barrel to hide bi9 legs. 

3.bmtiscnicnts. 
HICKOK’S PATENT PORTABLE 

KEYSTONE CIDER AND WINE MILL, 
This admirable machine is nmv rente fnr the fruit harvest of 

It is, if possible, mate better tha i ever before, ant well 
worthv the attention of farmers wanlinr such Machine-, 

Jr his no superior in the roaiUet. aud is the only rail! that 
will properly rrrnd Grapes. I’riee, For vhI.. hy 'ic-alerSor 
the manufacturer. W. O. HICkOK, 

■XM-1W _Earle tVr-rta. Ilarrishurg. Pa. 

\ !<t>l»-n<tid 'F’a.rm to I_,ft for a Term 
YY or 5 Yfabs. — The subscriber, hsvinr been in feeble 
hea:'h tor 8>-ven,l years ha* now coneiTtlea to try long sea 
votnges, and will let about BOO acres (all tillable; of his firm for 
a ronnei- rent The farm is in perfect order and one of the best 
in the State friT either grain or grace, excellently watered, 
buildings first rate. As he intends sail me by 1st of October itis 
important that intending offerers should vie* it immi-d.ateiy 

602-tf ROOT. J. SWAN, 
Rose HiU Farm, near Oneva, Out Co.. N. Y.. .Inly 20.1S61. 

A TTENTION! BEE-KKEP. 
Jljl. ERS.—Kidder’s new system of Bee Management, where- 

\ / by a swarm of Bees will collect from one to 
-« \J > three hundred pounds of honey in one season. 

- fart J Bees can be made to ewanr. any season, or 
V \>v» ^prevented from doing so. Can be prevented 
At1 r"111 bring to the forests, in swarm lug.lime 

Bee-robbery ensile prevented Moth millers 
A/- AjinX prevented eirpctnanv Never lose bees by the 
f-v <2*5, .yv chill of winter or otherwise 
}y jKJ \ ’ I will send my new Book Circular, containing 

■r ” \ page*, free of postage, to any Bee-Keeper 
that will sehd me hia post-Oftlcr address. It gives the contents 
of Hook in full, and gives general explanatieng, and cuts of the 
PBtent Compound ifivo 

Or. I will send Kidder’s Guide to Aplar-Jto rtcience, on tbe re- 
ee'rtof 57 cent* in postage stamps which will give full partic¬ 
ular* in the Culture and Management of the Honey Bee. 

All order* for Circulars, Books. Hives. R-.ghts. Ac , promptly 
attended to. Address K. F KIDDER. Burlington. Vt I called od the Colonel yesterday, dressed only in attended to.' Address K.Jf* KIDDER. Burlington, vt 

a bayonet; and that considerate officer admired my / lOUNTRY AGENTS WANTED.— 
aiiy COStnme much, but said I’d better kill a few D $3 a DAT. Mrs Hankins wants Agent* at home or to 

J , . . travel for her Pictorial ‘FAMILY NEWSPAPER, also for her 
seceshers, and when I bagged one of my own size, I 

might help myself to bis breeches. When our whole 

company lately applied to him for clothes, he said he 

hadn’t got any for ns, but he served out fifteen rounds 

of ball cartridges to" each, and gave us leave of ab¬ 

sence for two days, and told us to bury all the secesh- 

ers we killed, so as not to lumber up the country. 

Most of Hie fellows got good suits ol clotheB, and 

Bob Brown was so uncommonly particular that he 

didn’t suit himself till be had killed five fellows. 

With my usual luck, I couldn’t find a fellow my size 

— they were all too short or too long. When at last 

I did Cud a fellow five feet nine, and had just got a 

good aim on him, be raised his head and disclosed 

the unwelcome fact that it was one of our own ser¬ 

geants. Just my luck—be bad on a lovely suit of 

gray which would have fitted me to a hair, and if I'd 

been half a second quicker on the trigger I could 

have had it, but T couldn’t decently shoot after I'd 

seen his face. However, I got a fair suit of blue 

cloth, and Bob Brown is on the lookout to help me to 

better my condition. He wants to find a fellow five 

feet nine, rather slim in the waist, and with a new 

and well fitting suit, army blue preferred. 

C. S. A.—Tie above insignificant letters having 

been discovered recently upon the closed door of an 

individual known to have been largely interested in 

Southern business, his anxious creditors came to the 

conclusion that he had incontinently sloped for “Se- 

cessia,” until one of them chanced to meet him in the 

street. 

“Hallo!” says tbe creditor, “what are you doing 

here? I saw the placard on your door—C. S. A.— 

Confederate States of America.” 

“ Softly,” replied the debtor, “that’s not the way 

I translate it—C. S. A.—Cant’t Settle Accounts.” 

The man was only in the same condition of the 

“C. S. A. States'' — they can’t settle their accounts, 

as many a man can most feelingly bear witness. 

What's in a Name?—One of thc Richmond editors 

names the new comet the “ Southern Confederacy,” 

for the reasons, we presume: 1st, that it appeared 

very suddenly; 2d, that it is disappearing very rapid 

ly; and 3d, that it bears about the same relation to 

the fixed stars that the Southern Confederacy bears 

to tbe stars in our national galaxy. 

C.omn f0t ife fjcniti). 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

I AM composed of 22 letters. 

My 7, 10, 15, 1, 3 is a county in New Hampshire. 

My 22, 7. 10, 8,18 iB a county in Virginia. 

My 7, 2,13, 22 is a county lu Georgia. 

My 1, 4. S, 18 is a county in North Carolina. 

My 14, 19, 7, 16, 17 is a county in Alabama. 

My 6. 19,18, 15, 21 is a county in Michigan. 

My 9, 19, 13, 10, 0 is a county in Kentucky. 

My 1,16, 3, 21. 2, 9 is a county in New York. 

My 14, 4, 2, 9, 20 is a county in Ohio. 

My 11, 20, 0, 18, 10. 21 is a county in Ohio. 

My 22,12, 6, 8, 7, 19 is a county in New York. 

My whole is a true saying. 

Buffalo, N. Y., 1861. Frank A. Rathbun. 

tr.gr" Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ANAGRAMS. 

5. Nay, I repent it. 

6. Sly ware. 

7. Comical trade. 

8. March on. 

■ TKB CITY. 
For Specimen* and Terms inclose red stop to HANKINS k 
00., New York_ _ 87H 

A GENTS WANTED to -Kl.l, FU ITT TREES. 
Wk wish to employ a nemher of experienced and trust¬ 

worthy men to sell trees. Ac., from our Nurseries at liberal 

WBor.KXAi.K Dealers fumiFhed with Nursery, Stock of all 
description* at the bnoett whotefaJe rales. 

HOOKER. FARLEY & CO.. 
S84tf Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester. N. Y 

“FAMILY NEWSPAPEBT77^ 
-1 Mrs Hankins' Mammoth Pictorial is in its Sixth Volume 

and has ano.nooreaders Full of K.r.yravinv* and Fashion Platea 
Largest, nicest aijd twst in the world tot 7ft et*. a rear Acicm 
wanted. Ladies. Teachers, Clergymen, or Post-Maeters. For 
Specimen Copies and Terms to Aye»t*, inclose red stamp to 

S78_HANKINS A CO., New York. 

YTTHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING C0’« 
vv IMPROVED FAMILY SWING MVCBIXES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER A WtlitON MANUFACTURING CO. b*i 
to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING 
MACHINES, while they have added new and important im¬ 
provements. The reduction is made in the hope that the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patent* 

Office 50r> Broadway, New York. 

>4. W. DIBBLE, Agent, 

679-tf_ROCHESTER, A' T 

“"women OF NEW YORK.”- 
\ V Mrs. Hankins' Curious New Rook of Female Char»«- 

ters in the City, is very interesting, and strictly moral F»ncy 
binding; 350 Pages. SI Engraving*, 30 Portraits Mailed Ire# for 
H AGENTS Wanted—Ladies and Teucheni For DesanpDnn 
of Book and Particulars of Agency, inclose red stamp to 

HANKINS k CO., New Fork 

LI!>lE.— JPn>£*“’" Perpetual Kiln, Patented July, 
1857 —Superior to aoy in use for Wood or CoaL 2>,cord* 

ot wood. orlS tans of coal to 100 hhl*.—coal not mixelwith 
„tnn» Addrww lASt-tf I C It PAtJE. Roch««t^- v 

j.jOOKS FOR RURALISTS. 

Tint following works on Agriculture, Horticulture, &c., may 
bp obtained at tite Office of the RnuL Nkw-Yorkkk. We can 
al*o furnish other books on Rural Affairs, issued by American 
publishers, at the usual retail prices,—and shall add new works 
as published. IJV Kpral Agent* entitled to premium*, aud 
who are offered a choice of book*, can select from thi* list 
American Farmer'* Ency- I Hyde'* Chinenc Sugar Cane 20 
elopedla.,,,......$4 00 

Allen's Am. Farm Rook —1 tHI 
Allen's UDcaaes of Domes¬ 

tic Animal*........ 76 
Allen'sHuiHl Architecture 129 
Allen on Um Grape. . ) 00 
Am. Architect, or Plans tor 

Country Dwellings.......000 
AumtHtiin Florist*Guide,. 75 
Bam s Fruit Garden.135 
Blake's Farmer »t l!ome...l -5 
Boussineuull’s Kuial Kcon- 

oniv .   -*2n 
Brighton Grape Culture, 3d 

edition. . 
Browne's Bird f anc;erv... W 
Browne's Poultry Yard. J oo 

Ilydc'* Chineec Sugar Cauo 20 
Johnstone Agricultural 

Chemistry .18* 
Do. Element*of Ag. Cbciu- 

Istrv and Geologv.1 00 
Do. Catechism Ilf Chemistry 

for School* ..  85 
Lsrigetroth on the liive aud 

Honey Bco .135 
Letichar'* Hot. Houses.1 35 
Living's Kami Uar Letters to 

Farmer* ..  ni 
Llusiev's Morgan Horses iw 
Miner’sHee-keeper's M.'iuuall UJ 
Miles on the Horse's Foot.. Si) 
MilburuonOow. !4 
Modern Cookery by Mias 

Acton and Mr* S. J. Haiti,135 
Mrs Abel'* Skillful Iioiue- 1)0 Field Book of Manures 1 39 Mr* Abel * Skillful Houae- 

Bndireman'e Gaol. Aim't i M wife and 1 Julies’Guide. . 51) 
Do Florist's Guide. .- 60 Saxton's Rural Hand Book*. 
Do. Kitchen Garde tier's In¬ 

structor...-..-,.. 60 
Do Fruit Cult. Manual— to 

bounditl 4 Series....«uA I 25 
Mann's Laud Draiuer. 
Nash » Progressive Farmer 
Neill'* (laid. Companion. .14) Bivel.'- Book ol Flowers—1 on Neill's G;ud. Companion...1» 

Uniat * Flower Garden.1 25 Norton * Element* of Agn. 
Do. Family Kitchen Card. 75 culture 
Chemical Held Lectures...I 00 
Chi newt fluwtr Caue and 

Sugar Making....... 25 
Cbnrllou's Gtape Grower* 
Guide... 66 

Cobbett'a Am. Gardener 50 
Cottage and Farm Bee- 
keeper. . 

Cole - Am. Fruit Buok — 50 
Do. Am Veterinarian. 60 
llndd'■ Modern HorseDoC. 1 UO 
Do. Am Cattle Doctor.1 00 
Do. Anatomy and Physi- 

olov of Urn Horse.200 
Do, colored plate*..,...-4 00 
Dana's Muck Manual.......1 00 
Do. Prize Essay on Manures 26 
Darlington's Weed* and L'w- 

ful Plants. 
Daw's I 'evon Herd Book 1 00 
Domestic and Ornamental 
Poultry......1 00 

culture ..   JO 
OlootfaSorglio andlmpheel u) 
Pardee on ttm Strawberry, ft) 
Tedder's Laud Measurer 50 
Persoz'n New Culture ot the 
Vine... 15 

Phelps Bco tvi'per'a Chart 25 
Cjiiiutiy'* Mysteries of Bee¬ 

keeping_ ............100 
Quincy on Foiliug Cattle,.. WJ 
Kabbil Fancier.  W 
Randall n Sheep Husband¬ 

ry . .I 26 
Richwdnon on the Horse,.. 25 
Do. I’ests of the Farm. 25 
Do. Dome«tic Fowls. 35 
Do. on the Hog.. 25 
Do. on the Honey Bee ... 25 
Do. on the Dog. 25 
Rev me Hu's Vine-dressers 
Manual...,. -J 

Shepherd's Own Book... - 
Stray Leavea from the Book 

of Nature.  it« 

1. To love ruin. 

2. Great helps. 

3. Nine thumps. 

4. Moon-starers. 

9. Ton jennyomet nad ont worros 

Si uro tindeede oed dan yaw, 

Tub ot cat hatt bace tomrowor 

Binf su ruthref nath toady. 

Glendale, O., 1861. 

Or" Answer in two weeks. 

Do. colored nl ates.......... 2 00 of Nature;........ -... 
Downing s Fruits and Fruit Stephen* Book or the f arm 

Trees  175 2 vnls ..166 
Downing's i-aodscape Gar- Skillful Housewife.. -5 

dettlfiff .3 ISO 8kniuere LJ*u)ent5 ol 
Do. Rural Essays.ricuUiinii .... ..... - 
Eastwood's Cranberry Cul- smith? Lanuscar* G-- 
tuns... so dening—........ - - -.-1" 

Elliott'S Wert Fruit Book 125 Timers Principles of -Mfn o 
Every I .*dy her own Flower culture.... 
Gardener.. so Thomea Farm Imnlrmeuto 1 «*) 

Family Doctor by Prof H. Thompson's Food ot -'.m- 
K. Taylor, .125 mula... 

Farm’ Drainage, (II- F. The Rose ‘Tulturpt...-. ■••• 
French).. . 100 Tooham s Chemistry Made 

Fessenden* Farmer and Easy - ‘v 
Garden"- . .12-5 Turner- CoThm Plantei a 

Do. Am Kitchen Garden.. 50 Manual 
Field's Pear Culture.1 00 Warder * Hedges and Li er 
Fish Culture.100 green*.' .. ■■■--t w 
Flint on (Inures.135 Waring e Elements of Ag- 
Guenon on Milch Cowa.... 60 _ riCullure --.......... Guenon on Milch Cowa.... 6(1 
Herbert to Horse-keepers. 1 36 

iivuiiutv .. e,r 
Week* on Bf<». " 
Wilson on Flax. 

J. M. C. 

Thoughts took possession of his mind that never mined to pusb boldly pa8t them. 

before had gained entrance there, or at least they 
. „ If we carry not the beautiful within us, we mai 

arranged themselves in a sequence which gave them J . ... 
... ... . travel over tlie world m vain search of it. 

quite a new significance, liis past life presented 
itself to him for the first time as a coherent chain of Most men have in their bouIs no loeomotivi 
events, exemplifying cause and effect; and if his strong enough to draw a train of thought, 

plans for the future did not at that moment reoeive Oxb of the greatest robbers is temperance, for i 
any determinate change, he still kept repeating, anx- robs the poor house and the prison of their victims. 

CHARADE. 

My first is lovely when the spring 

Has brought tbe buds and flowers; MOORE’S RURAL NEW'YORKER, 
My second oft is sought and found 
' , , * . the largest circulated 
In nature fl loveliest bowers; » • ,r,,v .rvrvrv 

My whole is found along the banks AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND PARTLY WEEKLY 
Of Hudson’s silvery stream— I8 published every batukday 

Where from the city’s crowded marts BY D D T M00RE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
We can retire and dream. ‘ ’ ’ __ 

ggp” Answer in two weeks. Terms in Advance: 

-- Subscription— Two Dollars a Year. To Clubs and 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker Agents as follows:—Three Copies one year, for $5; Six, and one 

TRIGONOMETRICAL PROBLEM. ^% £. ^ 

greater number at same rate —only $1.26 per copy.—«»th ““ 
Towering from the top of the belfry of the Gouverneur exlrH free COpy for every Ten Subscribers over Twenty Club 

Wesleyan Seminary is a pole of an immense height; at its directed to Individuals sod sent to a* mauy diflerent 

top is an American ensign. Wishing to know the height of p(,Ht-Oflice8 as desired. A* we pre-pay American postage on 

the ensign, and being upon the opposite side of the Oswegat- papers sent to the British Provinces, our Canadian **ent^*“ 

chie river, and upon the same horizontal plane with the Semi- friends must add 12hj ceDts per copy te the elub^ra es o 

nary, 1 took its angle of elevation, which I found to be V BuraL. The lowest price of copies sect to Europe. 

Hough s Farm Reeord..3 00 Youatt on the Horse.1 f 
Kidder's Guide to Apiarian Do. on Sheep .. ' 
Science. «J Do. on the Hog. >» 
ryAnyofthe above named works will be forwarded by 

mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price specified. 
Address D. D. T. MOORE, Rochester. N. Y 

iously aud inquiringly, as he wandered on in the 

moonlight, tbe two strangely suggestive words, “Aud 

then?” it proved a long and toilsome night's jour¬ 

ney for that belated traveler; for he had left Mr. Ca¬ 

nute’s cottage so hastily tbat he had omitted to ask 

for certain landmarks on the hills leading to the 

place whither be was bound. Iu consequence the 

Btars faded in the sky, and the rosy morn broke 

through the eastern mists, ere the weary man, from 

the summit ef a high hill, which he had tortuously 

ascended, beheld afar oflf, down in the valley, the 

Nothing is more easy than to do misahief—noth¬ 
ing more difficult than to suffer without complaining. 

He who is voluntarily false will soon be so involun¬ 
tarily; from deceiving others he will get to deceive 
himself. 

Happiness must arise from our own temper and 
actions, and not immediately from any external 

conditions. 

There is no policy like politeness; and a good 
manner is the best thing in the world, either to get 

Towering from the top of the belfry of the Gouverneur 

shining river, the bridge, and the church tower of I a good name or supply the want of it. 

58' 40", and on going directly back 473 feet on the same plane, 

1 found its angle of elevation to he 6' & 27". Required, the 

height of the ensign. Edwin A. Dodds. 

Gouverneur, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., 1861. 

Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c.. IN No. 604. 

Answer to Acrostical Enigma:—Take time by the forelock. 

Answer to Biblical Enigma:—The wise shall inherit glory. 

Answer to Charade:—In-no-cent 

Answer to Algebraical Problem:—8 horse* &*d 24 sheep. 

pOpUlO BVMV ~ . ---- - - , 

friends must add 12% cents per copy te the club rates o 
Rural. The lowest price of copies sent to Europe, &c., is 

$2.60—including postage. 

CT~ Postage Stamps are taken at par on subscription, and 

greatly preferred to Western or other uncurrent money ■ 

jfdc^«#feir-TatRTY-Fivx Cjwts a Lire, each inser¬ 

tion. A price and a half for extra display, or ta.% cents Iferhae 
of space. Special Notices, (following reading matter leader. 

Sixty Cent* a Line. Tre Rural Nrw-Yokukr baa a Its 
larger circulation than any similar journal in the world, and u 

undoubtedly the best auvertkktf medium of its claa* in America 

• Lv can-eouence of it* largely increaaed circulation, we 

a^ obliged to put the last form of the Rural to press earUe 

than formerly, and advertisements should reach us on Monday 

to Beoure insertion tb® same veek. 
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efforts to suppress rebellion, and ignoring the faint¬ 
heart, do-nothing policy now so common among the 
People. Determined action in the right direction 
will speedily be followed by returning prosperity. 
Confidence, courage, and activity will inaugurate 
successful operations in both VVar and Business. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
AX ORIGINAL WEKKLY 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY JOURNAL. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES CHAS. D. BRAGDON, Western Corresponding Editor, 

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS, 'V. 

These Wayside Notes are literally written “on the 
spot ” where they are suggested — by the roadside, in . ■ 
the field, barn, or kitchen —just where I happen to be. ( 

It shall bo the aim to speak of what, I see as I see it, I 
with sucli thoughts added as I think, and such eng / 
gestions as occur to me at the time. I leave Wauke- , 
gau, my friend I). drives me four miles north-west, ami * 
we stop at a farm, made on the timber land, JnHhe ' ^ 
midst of the belt I have described as lying west of 
Waukegan. The farm had been “run down” by 
renters, and a year ago the owner found it necessary^- 
to come to it himself; and people wondered what U| 
he thought he could do on a farm, with no experience 
as a farmer, (being a brick-layer,) and poor health 
beside. Did he suppose he could hire his work done 
and-make money? 

“Why not?” asked the bricklayer. “Why, sir, if it 
will not pay to hire help at such rates as I can get 
help for per month to do the work under intelligent Ji 
direction, it will not pay to farm it at all.” a 

He was a close observer, not opinionated, willing, |j 
and apt to learn, could trace results to causes, and li 
knew or soon learned how to adopt the practice s 
which produced good results. And to-day his farm t 
looks differently than it did under the irresponsible j 
care of farm scavengers. Ilia crops are and have . 
been good, and lie finds farming pays. 

But there is one thing “ old hands at the business” a 
may learn from this tyro farmer. He employs a v 
member of the family of my friend and companion, 
Lead Bench,, Esq., on his farm. It is made the 11 
duty of this member of this distinguished family to 1 
practice arithmetic on this farm—to record, ealou- ' 
late, and contrive, add, subtract, and divide. And * 
if Mr. Pencil asserts as the result of his effort that p 
this crop or that, this animal or that, this practice or v 
that does not pay, the crop is no longer made a util- 1 
pie, the animal is quickly disposed of, and the prac- * 
tiee modified or radically changed; and only wbat 
will, pay is practiced; and what will pay is performed, H 
and in season. There is no complaint of want of a 
time. Time is purchased in the extra labor em¬ 
ployed, promptly—just as a man makes a prompt f 
investment in merchandise when he can make money A 
by it. Labor is purchased for the profit it affords the c 
farmer, just as silk or sugar is purchased hy the mer- i 
chant for the profit he may realize from it. And be a 
if known that, the farmer who applies this rule to the 
management of his farm, will soon discover leaks and P 
ways to stop said leaks; if he does not, he better far u 
give up the business. o 

— Now we are invited to walk over the farm with this I 
man. The orchard is seeded. We protest against It, t 
and' give reasons therefor. The farmer proposes to 1 
inquire further, and if it is a wrong practice, abau- L 
don it. That is right. Caution is a good “bump” 
to have, sometimes. s 

The meadows have been reclaimed from barrenness s 
by the application of a top dressing of manure in the t 
fall. When these timothy bulbs are so exposed to a 
the sun, and the drouth is so much more effective to T 
destroy them on this tindrained clay, I would cover 
it at once with rotten manure if at hand; if not, with I 
a coarse strawy mulch. It will pay. o 

I toll the farmer of the use of the mole plow or j 
ditcher, and point out to him how these slopes, now b 
baked and cracked with the drouth, may be drained c 
into yonder slough, through which a ditch may be c 
cut, and be is convinced it is best it should be done, r 
and he is the man to do it. c 

— Canada thistles! as I live. Yes, sir, here are the i 
first I have seen in the Western States — a right \ 
smart patch of them, too. My jack knife leaps from a 
my pocket, and the process of defoliation commences t 
at once, and close to the ground. The sight of these f: 
pests in a pasture awakens, vividly, memories of the t 
“French bundles” I used to tie up with willow c 
withes on the old farm, “when the dew was on.” f 

Tub Ritual New-Yorker is designeJ to be unsurpassed in 
Value, Purity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance. Its Conductor devotes bis per¬ 

gonal attention to the supervision of its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Rural an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects Intimately connected with the business of those 
whose interests it zealously advocates. As a Family Journal 

it is eminently Instructive and Entertaining — beiny so con¬ 
ducted that it can bt> safely taken to thu Heart* and Homes ot 
people of intelligence, taste and discrimination. It embraces 
more Agricultural, Horticultural, Ncieutillc, Educational, 
Literary and Nows Matter, interspersed with appropriate and 

beautiful Engravings, than any oilier journal, —rendering 

it the most complete Agricultural, Literary and Family 

Newspaper in America. 

I UPROVED FIOIi.SK POWER AND NEW THRESHER ANI> CI.KANK1! EMERY 

THE TIMES AND PROSPECTS quite popular for the past teu years, and it. is claimed 
that the improvements made from time to time, and 
especially during the past year or two, have resulted 
in producing the best machine of its class yet intro 
duced. We are assured by parties in this section 
who have the new combination, that it is far superior 
to the endless ohain machines heretofore used by 
them, doing the work in a better manner and with¬ 

out, waste of grain -items worthy of note. The claims 
of the manufacturers — Messrs. Emeiiv Brothers, 

Albany—are brielly enumerated in their advertise¬ 
ment in this paper, to which we refer all interested. 
Their machines may be examined at the Agricultural 
Warehouse of E. I>. HalloCK, 114 State st., Roches¬ 
ter, who is agent for this vicinity— a fact we add for 
the information of readers in this section. 

For months the whole country has been depressed, 
nearly all branches of business being affected, and 
others entirely ruined or temporarily suspended. The 
great rebellion has created wide-spread alarm and 
disaster, even among classes who could have with¬ 
stood the storm uninjured but for their fears, and 
lack of confidence in themselves, the Government, 
and the result of the War for the Union. The com¬ 
mercial and manufacturing interests of the country — 
from those of New York down to the small and 
remote villages — have Buffered immensely, seriously 
affecting all other branches of trade and production. 
Even the Agricultural Interest, which ought to ride 
out the storm safely, or at leuat with little injury, Is 
temporarily depressed — the fears of the timid of 
other classes having seriously frightened many farm¬ 
ers, causing them to croak amazingly and adopt an 
unnecessary retrenchment, tending to a further pros¬ 
tration of business and prosperity. Indeed, the 
alarm lias been almost universal among all classes — 
and the result, like the causeless fright and stampede 
at Bull’s Run, has proved most disastrous to the 
whole community. 

Matters were bad enough before the reverse of the 
Union Army just alluded to; but when that, untoward 
event occurred, the boldest men seemed to waver and 
doubt for awhile, apparently fearing that all might 
soon be lost — that the material interests of indvidu- 
als, communities, aud, indeed, the whole country, 
would soon Bhare a common and irretrievable disas¬ 
ter. The times were hard beyond comparison fu the 
experience of most men, and the prospects very 
unpropitious— at least to all those who participated 
in the fears entertained by the timid and desponding. 
Many kinds of business were at a stand still, while 
bankers and capitalists were disposed to adopt a 
policy suicidal to themselves and community, by 
withholding such discounts, loans, and assistance as 
were necessary to sustain business men and the busi¬ 
ness interests from the impending wreck. The moral 
influence of the repulse of oar army was great, aud 
the idea that there was inefficiency in conducting the 
war very generally prevailed throughout the North. 
But we need not particularize; for our readets in city, 
village, aud country alike know the chief causes of 
the depression which has recently affected all classes 
and interests. 

But a re-action has commenced — business is 
becoming more active — people more hopeful as to 
the future. The times are consequently improving, 
though not as rapidly as many deBire. Confidence, 
without which little can he accomplished in any 
business, is fast being restored among the intelligent 
masses of the Free and Border States, and the skies, 
so long overcast, are daily brightening. The taking 
of the Government Loan by the Bankers of New 
York, Boston, aud I’hiladelphia, has already had a 
very favorable tendency in both city and country — 
rendering all classes more confident in regard to the 
future, and the confidence thus imparted cannot but 
have a wide and salutary influence. Many who a 
month ago feared the world wrb noon coming to an 
end — or at least that all business enterprises were to 
be ruined, and their promoters become bankrupt— 
are taking fresh courage, and now think, not only 
that the War will be prosecuted successfully under 
the active management of McClellan, Fremont, 

and others, but that the people and country may sur¬ 
vive the rebellious storm and its depressing conse¬ 
quences. Much depends, however, upon individual 
thought, expression, and action. Faith and works 

more favor than we do the “prairie rose.” The next 
experiment was tried with the Washington thorn, 
(Crataegus cor Jut a,) with only partial success. It 
adapts itself to the soil and climate, makes a line, pro¬ 
fuse growth, with sharp tlioruB and delicate leaves; 
and It, also abounds In fragrant, white flowers and red 
berries; but to make a hedge sufficiently strong 
against hogs and unruly cattle, it requires to be 
plashed, grows rather slowly, takes from six to eight 
years, with some rare to complete the hedge, and 
after all it is subject, as are all the Hawthorns, to 
attacks of the borer and tho million leaf-eaters. The 
Buckthorn {Khamaus Cathnrticue,) is very hardy, a 
profuse grower, makes a thick, handsome hedge, but 
from want of thorns it is not sufficiently repulsive for 
outside fences, though we have seen a few good ones. 
Various other trees and plants have been tried for 
the purpose, without any success. Hence, as live 
fencing is, with us, a prime necessity, our research 
became earnest in quest of a plant for the purpose, 
which should combine the greatest number of requi¬ 
site properties; and when " in the course of human 
events” visionary meu introduced the Madura, the 
shout of “ Eureka” went up from Prairieland. In 
brief time it was demonstrated to be sufficiently 
thorny, and hardy enough for the 43d parallel. 
Moreover, it was found easy to propagate from seed, 
to transplant, with great certainty, to grow rapidly, 
to repel insectB and vermin, and to bear crowding 
aud cutting to any extent; and as for durability, it 
was confidently asserted it would lust two hundred 

years! certain old Texan ranoheros having tried it, 
as the boy’s father did the crow. 

With marvelous rapidity it, spread over Prairiedom, 
and so great was the public confidence in its efficiency, 
that some seemed to think all that was necessary was 
to load an old “scatter gun” with the seed, point it 
In line of the hedge row, and “touch off.” Others 
procured the plants and carelessly stuck them in the 
rich, friable soil, and waited with confidence for 
results, and the only wonder is that such a propor¬ 
tion as five or six in thirty should succeed, others, 
who succeeded in getting a “good stand,” and be¬ 
lieving it could stand grief, submitted it to severe 
tests — pasturing it, making a turn row upon it, 
cutting it down each month to thicken it the first 
sehson, and such like “ mild punishment.” As might 
have been expected, disappointment was the result, 
and the project would have been abandoned in 
despair had it not been for the examples of a few 
thorough, practical ruen, who, eschewing the doc¬ 
trine that good things are apt to come spontaneously, 
set about hedging iu earnest, and by simple means, 
aud a small outlay of care and patience, succeeded 

and if very warm, a largo tin vessel filled with ice 
is suspended in the milk, care being taken to oxter 
miuate all animal beat from the milk and prevent it 
getting sour. Tho process of manufacture in tho 
morning is not unlike that of most dairymen, except 
tho curd is scalded, or cooked much more than ia 
common. The apparatus used is not of the most 
convenient kind. But the work seems skillfully, and 
in the main carefully and neatly performed. Alter 
the cheese has been in the press 15 minutes, it is 
turned, and again in about two hours; then again 
about five o’clock in the evening; and taken to the 
cheese room the next morning when the day’s cheese 
is ready for the press. But Mr. H. says it ought to 
be pressed 30 hours instead of 24. The cheese is 
turned every day until 6 weeks old, when it is turned 
once or twice per week. No coloring matter is used 
in the manufacture of the cheese, neither are the 
bandages colored. Whey butter ia used to grease 
the cheese; if they are well bandaged and carefully 
rubbed, oue greasing is all that is deemed necessary, 
and ia all they get. The cheese crop of this dairy 
last year, alone, sold for $1,101. Seventeen hogs 
were also fattened, which averaged 300 lbs. each, 
aud which sold at $5.30 per cwt. There will be more 
cheese made and more hogs fattened this year than 
last; the pasture is better. 

LIVE FENCING. 

A VOICE FROM THE PRAIRIES, 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Youkkr:— Having noticed in 
your issue of the 27th ult., an article on the subject 
Of Live Fencing, over the signature of W. M. Beau- 
cnamp, I would heartiLy indorse his sentiments in 
the abstract; but as he has, sans ceremonle, bayonotted 
one of our best friends, I feel bound to have him 
arraigned, at least, before the tribunal of public 
opinion at the West. 

Your noble journal lias already attained, and de¬ 
servedly, a wide-spread circulation in this part of our 
COmtnnn heritage, and this is my only apology, if 
any is needed, for taking up the gauntlet thrown 
down with so little ceremony. Mr. B., with a sturdy 
thwack of his potent pen, declares “the Osage 
Orange will no more nor no better make a hedge 
than the Prairie llose.” Why did he not tell us on 
what grounds he condemns it? He says “a pub¬ 
lisher examined over thirty Osage hedges in Illinois 
and found not more than five or six that could he 
called an apology for a hedge,” Ac. Ts this conclu¬ 
sive evidence that the Osage is a failure per se? 

We are much iu the habit of looking to the East 
for light, and we take it hard to have the floodgates 
closed so abruptly, dooming ns to grope our way iu 
the dark. It must he confessed we are going astray 
with rapid strides, and it seems very cruel in Mr. U. 
to withhold argument in the premises. We are per¬ 
sistent in error, and wuyward,— seldom induced to 
change our course, unless the quicksands and sloughs 
are pointed out But. to the point. 

The history of live fencing as a business-, dates back 
in Illinois some twenty years; a f ui experiment, a few 
years later. The subject of the first fair trial was 
tbe English Hawthorn — in the hands of competent 
hedgers from “Britain’s Isle.” The fairest test, by 
Us most partial friends, resulted in utter failure, and 
they were forced to the conclusion that the Hawthorn 
was not the hedge plant, for Illinois at least — and 
why? It was found iucapable of withstanding the 
beat and drouth of our summers, and the seasoning 
winds of winters, however well adapted to the mild 
aud humid climate of England, or even that of New 
York. Even as an isolated ornamental tree, it grows 
feebly and thin here. Though its blooms and berries 
are pretty, we regard it, as a hedge plant, with no 
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mentioned, yet many old, ragged rows, which a few advance. Rome have all of last year’s crop on hand, ing will certainly be prevented. Onr common bees aphides which infested it; also that a neighbor of 
years ago promised nothing but nuisances, have been There is a great deal of Timothy grass seed through also will not swarm, or very rarely attempt it, if fur- his had a crop of tobacco saved from worms, which 
plashed and “ coopered up,” and by this means are this connty; it is now worth $1.85 per bushel. nished with a queen reared in the current year, nor were destroyed by hornets. It is true that hornets 
made into impassable fences, though imperfect Lake Co., 111., Aug. 1861. A. C. Cctlkr. wiH they usually bnild drone-comb or rear drone- and wasps prey upon insects, for the sake of the 

hedges. 1 only wish your correspondent could -♦ ‘ ♦ • *- brood; and, if populous, they will seldom fail to vegetable juices they contain, but they arc also 
examine, with me, the hundreds of miles of good MOWING AND MOWERS. gather ample supplies of boney. In general, there- troublesome by attacking fruits, and their venomous 
hedges now turned out in the county of Fulton- I   fore> !t may be regarded as an infallible preventive stings make them unpleasant neighbors. Perhaps. 
wonld like to see him compare the Orange in a fin- Eds. Bcbal New-Yorker:— There is, perhaps, no of swarming, to remove the old queen at the ap- however, they are more beneficial than injurious; if 
ished hedge with the little fragile " prairie rose.” employment which breaks down the constitution of proacb of the swarming season, and to destroy so, let them be preserved. Here is an interesting 

afterward all the royal cells but one. If the bees question for the investigation of young entomolo- 

ycars ago promised nothing hut nuisances, have been 
plashed and “ coopered up,” and by this means are 
made into impassable fences, though imperfect 
hedges. 1 only wish your correspondent could 
examiue, with me, the hundreds of miles of good 
hedges now turned out in the county of Fulton. I 
would like to see him compare the Orange in a fin¬ 
ished hedge with the little fragile "prairie rose.” 
Or, if he could view the landscape from the Mound, 
on which this is written look down, as upon a 
map, over the succession of farms stretching for 
miles on the gently rolling prairie, and see on every 
side the boundaries of field and farm defined by ft 
streak of deep, rich green, looming up above the 
crops he could not but be charmed with the sight. 
He would quickly retract his slander of the Osage. 
We at the West esteem it the best plant in the vege¬ 
table kingdom for onr purpose; hence we are a little 
sensitive when outsiders derogate it. Wc base its 

There is a great deal of Timothy grass seed through 
this connty; it is now worth $1.85 per bushel. 

Lake Co., 111., Aug. 1861. A. C. Cutler. 

MOWING AND MOWERS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—There is, perhaps, no 
employment which breaks down the constitution of 
men like farming. More especially was this the case 
when agricultural implements were as rude and 
clumsy as they were thirty years ago. I have now 
in my miud’a eye scores of men, employers and 
employed, who are suffering from this cause. Noth¬ 
ing tells more severely upon the system than mowing 
heavy grass by hand. I shall always recollect a piece 
of lodged clover which 1 helped to cut just as I was 
entering man’s estate. Being ambitions to keep up 
with experienced hands, I drilled it through, but it 
nearly cost me my life. As jt was, I was incapable 

were left solely to the operation of their own in¬ 
stinct, the mere removal of the old queen would be 
the most effectual means of inducing them to swarm 
at an early day; but since it is well known that 
nearly two weeks will elapse before a swarm will 
issue from a hive so treated, we have time to destroy 
the supernumerary royal cells at our convenience. 
But if we have a reserve queen at command, and 
introduce a fertile one a few days after the old queen 
Is removed, the bees will commonly themselves 

gists, who will find in it both pleasure and profit. 

Kindness Toward Jlilcli Cows. 

We find the following in Wilkes' S’pint of the 

Times:—One of the greatest errors in overcoming 
cows that are nnquiet while being milked, is to whip, 
beat, kick and bawi at them. This is generally done, 
and the cow becomes afraid or angry, and instead of 
becoming better grows worse. Milch cows cannot 
be whipped or terrified into standing quietly, gently 

chief merits upon its utility, and the absolute security of any labor for many weeks, and have been troubled destroy the royal cells they are constructing—partic- and patiently during milking. They dislike to be 
it affords the farmer. When suffered to run up, (and with a weak side ever since. Yet, while I escaped, ularly if the oolony he at the aame time weakened milked, for they know that loud words and hard 
many neglect to trim it,) the appearance is not orna- many have fallen. A fine young man of my acquaint- by transferring a portion of the workers, which may blows always attend the operation. They dread to 
mental, except in the distance; but. when it ia kept **ncc was killed ten years since by a scythe. Not he used to form an artificial colony. gee the milker as the little urchin dread3 to see the 
neatly clipped, nothing can be more graceful, or give by the point or edge, literally, but by swinging it It will be obvious to the reader that the processes birchen rod in the band of an angry pedagogue, 
to field or farm, Bmall or large, such a charming through the grass. He hired out to a driving farmer, here suggested can be availed of only where movable when he expects to have it applied to bis back. A 
finish. was Put in with a stout aet of hands, took Ills swath, comb hives are used—which may, however, serve us cow, kindly and properly treated, is pleased to see 

Where a windbreak or screen is wanted, as around ar'd fell a victim to the drudgery of mowing. There additional evidence that rational bee culture, prop- the milker, gladly awaits his or her approach, and 
a stock-farm, pasture, or orchard, it should be planted is not a doubt if mowers had then been In use, that erly so called, can only be practiced with that kind submits wit,h pleasure to the operation of being 
closely, and allowed to run up as tall as it will; but he would have been living now, and thousands been of hive. But even with these, the inexperienced milked. Every one having experience with cows 

operator may encounter many unanticipated difficul¬ 
ties, and not unf'rcqucntly fail to accomplish his 

along roadsides and wherever the view is worth pre¬ 
serving, it should by all means be shorn off and the 
brush burnt. Horse power machinery for the pur¬ 
pose of shearing hedges with precision, ease and 
speed, are now in process of construction. Should 
this operate well, the cost of keeping the hedges in 
trim will be merely nominal, though the expense of 
hand-trimming is not heavy. 

Since I left this locality, five years ago, most of the 
hedges have been perfected, dead fences removed, 
and the whole landscape so changed and improved 
in its outlines that it scarcely seeniB like the same 
region. The only complaint heard against hedges is 
of the neglect to trim them by the roadside. In 
point of hardiness, the OHagc hedges here withstood 
winters that have killed seedling apple orchards 
thirty years old, and almost every heart cherry in the 
country. Only In that part of Illinois where the 
gopher abounds is there found a single drawback to 
live fencing; and even there, though this rascally 
"sub contractor” often eats off the roots and saps 
the foundation of the young hedge, the farmers are 

sound who are suffering from physical disability. 
How cruel it is to put boys still in their teens, to 
handling these man-killers, which we sec hanging 
round farmer’s dwellings, in apple trees, or wood¬ 
sheds. Daniel Weiistbr said he never could get 
the hang of a scythe, and said it always looked best 
to him when hung iu a tree. What a pity the great 
statesman had not then and there invented a mower, 
as he would then have had the glory of being a great 
inventor in addition to being the " great expounder.” 
He would not only have explained the constitution of 
his country, but also saved the constitutions of his 
countrymen. 

One of my neighbors who has purchased a mower, 
and given it a thorough trial, says he would not part 
with it for three times its cost, if he could not get 
another. On his way home from the factory with 

milked, for they know that loud words and hard 
blows always attend the operation. They dread to 
see the milker as the little urchin dreads to see the 
birchen rod in the hand of an angry pedagogue, 
when he expects to have it applied to his back. A 
cow, kindly and properly treated, is pleased to see 
the milker, gladly awaits his or her approach, and 
submits with pleasure to the operation of being 
milked. Every one having experience with cows 
knows this to be true. But the cow is opposed to 
change of milkers; she soon becomes attached to 

his machine, he saw a mower, a horse rake and a bay breath, caused through eating of leeks, onions, garlic 
turner, or spreader, all at work in the same field. aDd the like. Thou must not be given to surfeiting 
"I declare,” he remarked, "they ride to mow, ride or drunkenness; thou must not come frilling and 
to turn, and ride to rake their hay in these days.” It blowing unto them, neither hastily stir ameng them, 
certainly is a matter for congratulation that inventors n°r resolutely defend thyself when they seem to 

not discouraged (roin planting, and hedges will yet f,rc making agriculture more easy and pleasant than 
abound on every prairie farm. In these terrible 
times farmers are willing to put off every thing but 
their hedging. Plants arc in greater demand than 
any other commodity, and I have known four to five 
hundred bushels of seed planted in a single town. 
The seed will be scarce while the war continues. 

Canton, III., August, 1861. C. It. overman. 

FASTENING CATTLE IN STALLS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—I have been a constant 
reader of the Ritual for a number of years past, and 
expect to be as long as I am in need of a good Agri¬ 
cultural Journal; and as it contains much informa¬ 
tion in regaid to other matters as well as Agriculture, 
it answers quite as well for almost every class, what¬ 
ever their occupation may lie. But. ns dairying is in y 
principal business, and having received much good 
information in regard to it, I am a-> willing to give 
wliat little T cun for the benefit of my class as to 
receive. So, without any further preliminaries, I 
will proceed to give the dairymen u plun to fasten or 
unfasten cattle, (in stalls made the usual way amongst 
dairymen,) all at once, and without interfering with 
the usual way. 

In the first place, get out strips of hoard, (lj inch 
wide by lj thick is a good size, but it. will answer 
smaller or larger;) have these strips of any length 
you please, so when they are spliced together, (which 
is done by halving them together at the ends, and 
pinned with i inch pins,) they will reach the whole 
length of the stalls. Now put this slide (we will call 
it,) over the necks of the cattle, and under the top of 
the stalls on the manger side, and close enough so us 
not to ruh hard. Nail some small pieces of board 
under this slide on every second stationary slat, and 
on the side of the top of the stalls, to keep it in its 
place. Shut all of the stalls and put the latches 
down, and then with a half inch auger bore a hole 
through tho slide close up to the outside edge of 
every movable slat, and put pins through to catch 
against the slats to shut them, when the slide is 
drawn up. Then make a pulley 4 inches in diameter. 
If inch thick, and with an inch pin fasten it to the 
top of the stalls, so that the lower edge of it. will he 
in a line with the center of the stido. Now take a 
small chain, two or three feet, long, and fasten one 
end of it to the slide about a foot from the pulley - 
fetch the chain under the pulley and fasten the other 
end to a lever, which should work up and down like 
a pump handle. Nail a piece of board s or 10 inches 
wide to the top of the stalls, and bolt the lever to 
that with one bolt put through about 2J feet from one 
end; but the best way is to have the lever extend out 
behind the cattle, (when it can be done conveniently,) 
so you will not have to go between the animals to let 
them out or fasten them. If it works loose as it 
should, one cow will push the slide back if it is 46 
feet long. If you want to let the cattle all out at, 
once you must not let the latches down, but lay on 
the top of the slat one inch. Of course the lever 
must be kept in its place when the latches are pet 
down. It is not much trouble to make it and it will 
pay well. E. B. Tanner. 

Attica, Onio, 1860. 

CROPS AT THE WEST. 

Eds. Burai Nkw-Yorkkh:— During my visit in 
this Western Country I have observed very closely 
the growing crops, as well as the grain that farmers 
have been harvesting. Wheat is now all secured in 
the stacks, and some have got through with their 
threshing. The crop is better than many farmers 
supposed It would be. The Chinch bug has injured 
some pieces of wheat very much, but on the whole, 
most of the farmers set the average crop at fifteen 
bushels per acre; some say eighteen bushels, but I 
hardly think it more than fifteen. 

In Southern Wisconsin the Army worm has done a 
great deal of damage to small grain. They seem to 
be the worst in Rock county and counties west of 
there. Wheat is badly shrunk through those coun¬ 
ties; the average probably about thirteen bushels per 
acre. Corn, through Northern Illinois and Southern 
Wisconsin, is backward, but is looking well. If 
September should lie a warm month, the corn crop 
will be about nu average. Fotatoes will be rather a 
poor crop. They were greatly damaged by the 
drouth in the fore part of the season. As to the 
price for grain I can say but little. Most of the 
farmers are intending to keep their grain lor an 

in former days. Equipped with such machines, such 
polished, light, and handy tools, the American farm¬ 
ers can charge upon the productions of nature with 
the vim and spirit of the Zouaves. The former, like 
the latter, have made charges upon the hillside and 
plain. Both have behaved admirably and used their 
favorite implements and weapons with skill. But as 
to the trophies of the pasl summer campaigns, the 
balance is greatly in favor of the scythe, the rake, 
and the fork, over the rilled cannon and the sword 
bayonet. The American farmer has won his Bolfcrino 
and is now reposing on his arms till the fall cam¬ 
paign. Jlis armistice is one of peculiar pleasures. 
What, a time for pic-nies and parties, for berrying and 
visiting. Thanks to machinery and superior tools, 
we can enjoy this armistice. Our peace seems to 
give universal satisfaction. No letter writer is dis¬ 
appointed, — no apology needed, finch men as 
Manny, McCormick, Wood and Emery, are great 
benefactors. Their names will live when those of 
Armstrong, Colt and Bowie are forgotten. By the 
triumphs of their skill and genius, the tiller of the 
soil is enabled to command more leisure, and is every 
day approaching nearer to the true ideal of manhood. 

Cambridge Valle}', N, Y.. 1861. H. K. F. 
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1’i event I on of Swarming. 

The heavy losses which bee-keepers sustained 
in consequence of the unusually unpropitious season 
of i860 and the severe winter which ensued, have 
convinced the hitherto incredulous that the practice 
of allowing the bees to follow their own instincts or 
whims in all cases is litr from being a rational system 
of bee culture. The system which permits stocks to 
swarm when and as often as they please, does, in¬ 
deed, occasionally produce satisfactory results in 
districts where fall pasturage abounds, if the weather 
be then favorable to the labor of the bees; bat it 
may also, as last year's experience incontestibly 
proves, involve the total ruin of an apiary. The 
colony which is kept in a small hive with the iiben- 
tion that it shall swarm, will gather a smaller amount 
of supplies than it would have done if more ample 
room had been furnished. A portion of these sup¬ 
plies will ho carried off by the departing swarms; 
and another portion of the remainder will be used, 
to enable the colony to recover its lost vigor. The 
swarms will devote the honey they appropriated 
when leaving, and much of what they afterward 
gather, to comb-building and the nourishment of 
brood; and then, if the remainder of the season 
proves to he unfavorable, parent stocks and swarms 
will at its close he found alike unprovided with 
stores for the winter. Excepting where buckwheat 
is extensively cultivated, fall pasturage is usually 
scant and of small account; and the bees will be 
only the worse off, if the weather permits them to 
tly when there is nothing for them to gather. Be¬ 
sides, with the exception of that yielded by buck¬ 
wheat, the honey gathered from the blossoms of 
fruit trees, locusts, lindens, Ac., is of much better 
quality, and assures a much more successful winter¬ 
ing, than such as is collected from wild llowers, Ac., 
iu autumn. 

For these reasons many bee-keepers are anxious 
to prevent or limit swarming, preferring to content 
themselves with a smaller yield of good honey, 
rather than jeopard the safety of their colonies. 
Others have not leisure to watch their apiaries, and 
thus sutler loss from absconding swarms, or are so 
situated that their swarms are apt to settle in incon¬ 
venient locations, and can only be secured and hivea 
with great trouble, and occasionally at the risk of 
life. It is hence an interesting and important in¬ 
quiry, whether swarming may not be prevented, and 
if so, how? 

Undoubtedly, swarming may be prevented, hut 
the process employed must be adapted to the varying 
circumstances. In some cases the simplest means— 
ventilation, enlargement of room, Ac.—suffice for 
the purpose; while in others more energetic and 
compulsive measures must be resorted to. Bees will 
not attempt to swarm when the requisite conditions 
for swarming do not exist or have been seasonably 
removed. Sealed royal cells and their maturing in¬ 
mates impel the old queen to depart with the first 

and the like. Thou must not be given to surfeiting 
or drunkenness; thou must not come friffing and 
blowing unto them, neither hastily stir among them, 
nor resolutely defend thyself when they seem to 
threaten thee; but softly moving thy hand before 
thy face, gently put them by. And lastly, thou must 
be no stranger to them. In a word, thou must he 
chaste, cleanly, sweet, sober, quiet and familiar; so 
will they love thee and know thee from all others.— 
Butler. 

During the period when bees can gather honey, 
those on whom that department of labor devolves 
do not consume pollen. They subsist for the time 
on honey alone, and eschew all cruder nutriment— 
obviously to keep their bodies as light as possible, 
and thus better qualified for flying. At 6uch time 
the nursing bees and the wax producers alone mix 
pollen with their food, to enable them to nurture the 
brood properly and to promote the secretion of wax. 
The nursing bees leave their post only once a day if 
the weather be fair, generally accompanying the 
young bees which issue to make the first experi¬ 
mental trial of their wings. If prevented by unfa¬ 
vorable weather for several days in succession from 
issuing and gnTjdyfiling in company with their rol¬ 
licking nurselinga they are apt to become diseased; 
and when the confinement is of long continuance, 
the consequences may be fatal to those who so faith¬ 
fully adhere to the discharge of their functions. 
Am, Bee Journal. 

Prof. Zenker marked a number of bees with a 

solution of ochre, and found by observation that 

those left their hive live times in quest of honey, 

between half-past five in the morning and noon— 

visiting a rape field in blossom one-third of a mile 

distant. He could not discover that any of these 

marked bees left the hive in the afternoon of the 

same day. 

Propolis, dissolved in spirits of wine or turpen 

tine, lias been used for varnishing tin and other 

polished metals, tinging them a lemon color and 

protecting them from rust. 

gural spirit of tlit 

Fast Growing Pork. 

The Neto England Farmer says: “ We do not 
work our hogs, either in harness or on the manure 
heap9. When they have taken their meals and wbat 
exercise they please, they retire to a dry, roomy bed, 
lie down and grow, and make a business of it. An 
Irishman can overhaul the manure heap much 
cheaper than the hogs can. We slaughtered swine 
last fall, made from pigs that weighed less than .'hi 
pounds each eleven months before, and the hogs 
weighed, when handsomely dressed, from 450 to 475 
pounds each!” 

Sawed Kails. 

A writer to the Prairie Farmer says that when 
a man has rail timber that is hard to split, and has a 
saw mill, it might be good policy to saw the logs 
into rails, three inches square; but the same timber 
sawed into boards would make twice as much fence 
(we might add, if well made, twice as good!. Rails 
should always he peeled. Bark preserves timber 
when alive, but hastens its decay when dead; unless 
buried in the gronnd, a post will be more durable if 
the bark be left on. Two kinds of timber, unless 
equally durable, should not be laid in the same 
fence; for one rotting before the other makes repair 
necessary. 

Feeding Swine. 

How lo Choose Farm Hnrue. 

Mr. Taogekt, of Wayne, Ohio, at a meeting of a favor.—I*. Mon 

the Ohio State Agricultural Society, said he was not In the Rural o 
in favor of feeding hogs long, to make them weigh that by digging 1 
large weights. He kept his in the clover field till setting posts, be 

the beginning of September; then, when the corn Rome 60 niirnerr 
begins to harden, cuts it up, both ear and stalk, and ,luiM,Uu 
feeds it to them. “i*ne bushel ot corn, in Septum- oW, d tQ wage 

her, will fatten more than one and a half in Decern- wqll( virtue tber 
her.” Mr. I. recommended killing by the 15th of that fluid therein. 
November, as being the most profitable time, for 

.. .. Bandaging Ch 
then there has been little expenditure of carbon tor ,a((? 1;riiAIg fro 

the. production of heat, when, if left for another aging cheese, I s. 
month, the cold, wintry storms make this necessary. ,,„i0r with annati 

John Branson, in the Ohio Cultivator, gives the 

following rules to be observed in the purchase of a 

horse: 

The farmer requires a horse that can take him to 
market and around bis farm, on which he can occa¬ 
sionally ride for pleasure, and which he must some¬ 
times use for the plow and harrow. 

First to notice is the eyes, which should be well 
examined. Clearness of the eye is a sure indication 
of goodness; but this is not all — the eyelids, eye¬ 
brows, and all other appendages must be also con¬ 
sidered— for many horses whose eyes appear clear 
and brilliant, go blind at an early age; therefore be 
careful to observe whether the part between the eye¬ 
lids and eyebrows are swollen, for this indicates that 
the eyes will not last. When the eyes arc remarkably 
flat, sunk within their orbits, it is a bad sign. The 
iris or circle that surrounds the sight of the eye 
should be distinct, and of a pale, variegated, cinna¬ 
mon color, for this is a sure sign of a good eye. The 
eyes of a horse are never too large. 

The head should be of good size, broad between 
the eyes, large nostrils, red within, for large nostrils 
betoken good wind. 

The feet and legs should be regarded, for a horse 
with bail feet Is like a house with a weak foundation, 
and will do little service. The feet should be of a 
middle size and smooth; the heels should be firm, 
and not spongy and rotten. 

The limbs should be free from blemishes of all 
kinds, the knees straight, the back sinews strong and 
well braced, the pastern joints should be clean and 
clear of swellings of all kinds, and come near the 
ground, for such never have the ring-bone. Fleshy 
legged horses are generally subject to the grease and 
other infirmities of that kind, and therefore should 
not be chosen. 

The body should be of good size, the back straight 
or nearly so, and have only a small sinking below the 
withers; the barrel round and the ribs coming close 
to the hip-joints. Shoulders should ruu back but not 
too heavy, fora burse with heavy shoulders seldom 
moves well; chest and arms large. 

A horse weighing from 1,300 to 1,400 is large 
enough for a curt horse; from 1,100 to 1,200 is large 
enough for a farmer’s horse, from 1,000 to 1,100 is 
heavy enough for a carriage horse. 

I should advise every one to get some experimental 
knowledge of a horse before purchasing. 

KttflttiriejS! ana 
Cattle in the Highway — We are troubled with unruly 

cattle running in the highway. What shall we do with 
them, and what is the law iu regard to pasturing the roads? 
By answering the above yon will oblige more than one—Sob- 
st’KlUKK, Oswego Co., A". K, 1861. 

Mortai.ttv among Swin* — Will some of the Rural’s 
readers please to give me information on the following, 
through its columns:—l have a disease among my pigs for 
which l cannot find any remedy, t have lost thirty three 
out of forty-five. In the first place, they appear weak iu the 
hack, and iu a few days their hind quarters wilt fall over aide- 
wise, and the animal will drag them on the ground. They 
inger for a few weeks and die —J. K. Sands, jjyndou. IU. 

Plowing in Clover. — Will some experienced farmer 
inform me, through the columns of our Rural. (the paper 
that has got everything iu it that a man or woman wants to 
know.) how I can turn a heavy crop of clover under? What 
season of the year and how much team would be required? 
Would not a roller level it? We are now raising considerable 
quantities of clover here which is heavy this year, Any 
one answering the above will oblige—Oscar Berry, Fund du 
Un . Wit. IBM _ 

Destroying Moles —Can you. nr some one of your 
readers, tell me how to destroy those moles that work along 
beneath the surface of the ground, throwing up a small ridge 
of earth? The surface of tnv donryaed and garden seen,- 
completely undermined by them, and the roots of all shrub- 
and vegetables which they meet iu their peregrinations are 
immediately severed, ami the plants thus destroyed. They 
have become quite a pest, and any directions that would 
secure their extol mitmtino or expulsion wonld be regarded a- 
u favor.—P„ Monmouth, 111, 1861. 

In the Rural of October Gib. 1860. a correspondent stated 

that by digging hole- in his front yard and garden, as for 

sotting posts, he rapidly thinned them out. They had he 

come eo numerous about his prerai-ea as to be decided 

nuisances. The holes were dry pit-falls, and he finished 

the work of extermination with a stick, but says if he were 

obliged to wage another war against them, he would try 

what virtue there is in water, by keeping several inches of 

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Threshing Machines, Ac.—Emery Brothers. 
Agricultural Machinery. &c.—E. D. Hatlock 
Tref.N Shrubs. —A Bore Cfcuuoe Joseph Blakemore 
Trees at Wholesale—haIiti~‘-toek .V Maker 

Strawhci 
An Artificial I,eg —Dr Dongli- HIv 
Italian Bees cheaper than ever —K‘P. Kidder. 
Chester Connty Pigs—Paschal! Morris. 
Emit Browers Soc'.r of Western New York—C. P Bissell 
Nursery man V acted. 
Clover Street Seminary—Amv Moore. Principal. 
Fruit Trees fur Sate—P Bowen A: Co. 
Seed and Agricultural Store for Sale—Geo F. Needham 
Fruit Catalogues-Prince & Co. 
Trees tor Sale—H Sontbwick ti Son, 

Rural Notes anil Stems. 

The Advertisements in this paper are worthy the special 

attention of Farmers, Horticulturists and others. Those 

who need Fruit Trees, Agricultural Machinery, Ac., Ac , can 

now purchase at low rates, and should not practice a fa|ge 

economy by neglecting to provide what will prove of inune 

•Bate or lasting benefit. If farmers wish the country restored 

to its wonted prosperity, they must patronize the manufac¬ 

turers and dealers, as in so doing they will promote their 

own interests and those of community generally. 

— — - 

Remedy for Effects of Secession.—Our Prescription for 

the hard times and “blues,” caused by the great rebellion 
is this: 

Confidence..     25 
Patriotism _    25 
Plnck __  25 
Industry_   '20 
Patience....    .05 

object. To find the queen, he may have to take out one person who performs the operation, and does 
all the combB in succession; and if the hive Is popu- not willingly and freely give down her milk to 
lous, the chances are ten to one that he will overlook another person; therefore, have one regular milker 
her in tho crowd. 1’ractice alone can teach him to certain cows, and bear in mind, if you change 
where she is to be looked for, and so quicken his milkers, it is at the expense of a loss of milk and of 
eyesight as to enable him to detect her at a glance, injury to the oow. All animals appreciate kind 
—Dxierzon. _ treatment, and resent abusive treatment. See that 

those who milk them can control themselves, govern 
xcc ent vice. their passions, speak low and kindly under almost 

Is thou wilt have the favor of thy bees, that they any provocation, and soon the cows will learn that 
sting thee not, thou must avoid some things which they are not going to be abased, and will submit to 
offend them. Thou must not be uncleanly; for im- the operation. Milking should he performed at reg- 
purity and sluttishness (themselves being most chaste u;ar hours, not varying fifteen minutes one day from 
and neat) they utteily abhor. Thou must not come the other. No talking or laughing should be per- 
among them smelling of sweat, or having a stinking mitted. 

not attempt to swarm when the requisite conditions Hornets mul Wasps Serviceable, 

for swarming- do not- exist or have been seasonably David E. Cox. of Lincoln Co., N. C., writes to 
removed. Sealed royal cells and their maturing in- the American Agriculturist that hornets and wasps 
mates impel the old queen to depart with the first are very serviceable in destroying insects which in- 
swarm, and the same cause urges the departure of jure vegetation, and that they should therefore not 
the first issuing young queen with the second swarm, be molested, but encouraged. He says that they 
If these royal cells or the queens be removed, swarm- rapidly cleared a pear tree on his premises of the 

Bandaging CHEESE.— Noticing an inquiry in one of the 

late Rurals, from a dairyman in Iowa, in regard to band¬ 

aging cheese, I send the following:—Take good cotton cloth, 

color with aunatto, and when you turn the cheese the first 

time, have ready a bandage made by sewing together and 

ruuuiti2 a string round the top and bottom, draw up and 

fasten ends, place a small cloth over the space not covered 

with the bandage; also paint this part with annatto, dissolved 

in lye. Then, to one pint of lard, take a piece of beeswax 

size of an egg, melt, anil rub over the cheese while hot. If 

the cheese is m& le right, you will have no trouble; if not, 

nothing can prevent the files from troubling you.— Dairy, 

Victor, Ontario Co., IV. I'.. 1861. 

Pose—All you can bear, as often as the symptoms appear— 

the most prominent being weakness of backbone, faintness 

of heart, lack of faith in the perpetuity of the Union, Ac 

The remedy may be taken with impunity by all; even North¬ 

ern men tainted with Southern (or “secesh”) principles 

will find it far safer than the threatened application of tar 

and feathers or hempen fibrelia 

The Times ark Improving.—One of the brat evidences of 

this fact is afforded us in tho number of subscriptions and 

advertisements we arc receiving, and the confident and 

encouraging tone of letters from various parts of the country. 

If such “straws” arc true indications, a change is going on 

iu public sentiment which will soon produce beneficial result. 

— materially stimulating business and favorably affecting the 

entire community. That the times will ere long be easy, and 

money circulate freely, we axe confident from the views and 

action of capitalists, and those engaged in extensive business 

enterprises; nnd it behooves all others to use their influence 

in the right direction—to pursue such a course as will aid in 

restoring the people and country to former activity and pros¬ 

perity. The producing classes can do much in the futher 

ance of this desirable object, as every word and act indicating 

confidence will have the right tendency. Let us all do our 

duty, and there must soon be a decided improvement io alt 

departments of business. 

Amrrican Flax Company.—A meeting was held in Lock 

port, N. Y., last week, for the purpose of organizing the 

American Flax Company, and considering the feasibility of 

commencing the manufacture of fibrelia, or flax cotton, in 

that place. Addresses were made by F.x-Gov, Bunt and Hon. 

S. B. RugoI.es. The result wag the organization of a Com 

pany under the above title, and the articles of association 

have been duly filed. The Trustees are: Gbo. F. Allen, Gko. 

T. Strong, and CnAS. K, Strong, of New York city, and 

Washington Hunt, of Lockpnrt. A scries of resolutions 

were adopted, aud a Committee appointed to ascertain ax to 

the extent of flax culture in Niagara Co., and the average 

yield of straw per acre. Though the headquarters of the 

Company are at Lockport, most of the capital was subscribed 

by New Yorkers. Such associations, properly inaugurated 

and managed, will ere long depose “ King Cotton.” Success 

to the enterprise! 

Valuable Inventions — The JHglds of Patentees. —Th 

public, farmers especially, do uot generally appreciate and 

rc«f |-ct the rights of patentees. All valuable inventions are 

more or less pirated upon, chiefly, in the first instance, by 

manufacturers, who sell to users, who thus become liable to 

the patentee for damages for using what belongs to the 

patentee, as much a* big horse or house. The more valuable 

the invention, the more It is infringed opon. aud the inventor 

deprived of his just reward. The law Keen reft to the inventor 

and liis assignees, for the term of fourteen years, under the 

old law, and seventeen yearn under the new law, “ the full 

and exclusive right and liberty of making, constructing 

using, and vending to others to be used,” the results of his 

inventive genius. Hence, if the manufacturer infringes iu 

making, tie is liable in damages for making; if the manufac¬ 

ture!, nr any ether person, sells the thing patented, they are 

liable for selling; and if the farmer, or any other person, 

uses the invention, they are equally liable for using. These 

facts show the necessity of manufacturers, sellers, and users, 

exercising more caution aud regard for the rights of patentees. 

The Dayton Wheat in Michigan —Mr. L Shki-haro, of 

Chelsea, Washtenaw Co., Mich., gives us the result of a year s 

experience with the Dayton wheat, compared with some 

other varieties. Seeing notices of the Dayton in former 

volumes of the Rural, he last fall obtained two bblB. of Mr. 

Harmon, of Wheutlaud, and sowed tho same Sept. 7th on 

4'., acres of ground turned over after taking off a crop of har 

in July, aud cross plowed two or three inches deep on the 1st 

of Sept. In the same field some Mediterranean was sown, t 

test the two varieties. Both *rew well; in heading the Med. 

was a few days In advance, but In ripening the Dayton wa- 

several days the earliest, and on being threshed (Aug. 17 

measured 135 bushels. Tho Mediterranean was threshed 

with other wheat, so that the correct yield was uot ascer¬ 

tained, but Mr. S. estimates it at one quarter less than the 

Dayton. Toward the last of Septensbor Mr S. sowed a small 

plot of ground with the Dayton and Blue Stem, side by side, 

as an experiment. “The result was, at harvest the Blue 

Stem was badly injured by the midge, while none could be 

found in the Dayton, the yield of which was as good as the 

early sown.” Mr. S. concludes from his own experience, 

and the favorable reports from other quarters, that the Day- 

ton is a valuable acquiritiou, 

— It is proper for us to state that the Dayton, which suc¬ 

ceeded very well for two or three seasons in this sectiou, doe 

not f ulfill the expectations <f farmers, and that very little was 

sown Iasi fall compared with tue preceding. We hope it will 

succeed better in Michigan. 
• --- 

Addresses at Fairs.—As the season is at hand when 

speakers for Ag’l Fairs are In demand, we would state that 

our occasional correspondent, Mr. Gko. w. Bungay, of Fort 

Plain, Montgomery Co., N. Y., is prepared to respond to 

invitations. Mr. B. has in former years addressed various 

societies very acceptably, aud is again prepared to eoter the 

arena with either prose or poetry appropriate for the Annual 

Rural Festivals. 

To Measure Corn in a Crib.—Though some surmise that 

we may have little corn hereabouts the present season, tbe 

way to measure it iu the crib may prove of interest to many 

of our readers. A writer in the Prairie Farmer says it may 

be done by multiplying the length, breadth, and height 

together in feet; multiply this product by four, strike off tbe 

right figure, and the result will be shelled bushels. He finds 

this rule reliable. 

Houses and Mules are still in demand for Government 
service—the former for cavalry and the latter for army wagon 

teams. Large numbers have already been purchased and 

sent to Washington, aud the War Department haa justautbor 

ized the purchase of 1,500 cavalry horses aud 1,000 mules 

iu Kentucky. A Washington dispatch says one hundred 

mules are daily broken to harness and handed over in teams 

of four to the wagoners—and that eleven thousand more will 

be there within a month. 

Crofs in Ontario Co., C. W.—Under date of Aug. lo, Wu- 

Jeffrey, Esq., of Whitby, C. W., writes:—“The crops 

throughout the county are exceediugly good, hut very late- 

Our County Fair comes off' on the 18 and 19th of Septem 

ber.” We have similar reports as to the crops in other parts 

of Canada West—that they are good, though late. 

r5 
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FALL PLANTING. 

DWARF PLUM TREES. 

Autumn, we think, as a general rule, is the best 
time to plant hardy trees and shrubs. There are 
several things that, make it the best time. A better 
selection of trees can be made then than in the 
spring. The weather is more favorable to doing the 
work well; there is more time, and the trees are in 
their places ready to take advantage of the earliest 
spring weather, if indeed they do not make some 
progress during the. autumn and winter, which is 
often the case, as we could readily prove. Trees that 
are a little tender, perhaps are more apt to be injured 
the first winter, if transplanted in the autumn, than 
if they are removed in the spring and have the 
advantage of a summer’s growth. Perhaps where 
persons intend to plant on undrained ground upon 
which water lies for weeks in the spring and during 
the thaws of winter, it would be better to plant in the 
spring, though the best way wonld be to thoroughly 
drain the soil or plant on a more suitable place. The 
presence of water aronnd the trunk and roots of trees 
freezing and thawing cause the death of thousands 
every year. Tn sections of the country where the 
cold is extreme, winds high, and the season so back¬ 
ward as to allow plenty of time for procuring and 
planting trees in the spring, that is doubtless the 
best time. Tint we did not design to discuss this 
matter, which we consider of far less importance 
than is usually supposed, for if the ground is in 
proper condition, and the tree a good one, the time 
of planting is of secondary consequence. 

Our object is to call the attention of readers to the 
fact that the coming autumn will he the. best time to 
Toy good trees, cheap, that haB occurred within the 
last twenty years. Every season nurserymen arc 
overrun with orders, especially for leading and popu¬ 
lar varieties of fruit which cannot be furnished, and 
tree-planters are compelled to wait or obtain other 
and less desirable varieties. The present season the 
nurserymen prepared for an extensive trade — their 
stock is unusually large and as fine as can be desired. 
But, unfortunately, the attention of the people of the 
country is now called to other and important matters 
—the preservation of the country against the assaults 
of discontented and unprincipled traitors—men who 
would glory in trampling under foot not only the 
best government in the world, but the glorious prin¬ 
ciples upon which the government is founded. This 
has checked all extensive horticultural operations, 
and the probabilities now are that a portion of the 
stock ready for this autumu’s trade will remain 
unsold. At least we are satisfied that purchasers will 
be able to obtain good trees of such varieties as they 
may desire, on better terms than ever before, and wc 
urge all who can do so, to improve the opportunity. 

Our country will continue free and happy for ages 
yet to come, and furnish, as of yore, an asylum for 
the oppressed of every land. Tho present storm we 
believe will pnrify the political atmosphere—make 
as as a Nation less selfish and more patriotic, and 
perhaps in the end more consistent with our profes¬ 
sions and principles, and more worthy the respect of 
the civilized world. But, whatever may be the 
result, we have the promise that “Bced time and 
harvest shall not fail." Let U3 therefore plant in 
hope, and we shall reap in joy. 

Nearly all of our readers, 
we presume, have heard of the 
fine and productive plum or¬ 
chard of Messrs. Ellwanger 

<% Barky. Some we know 
have taken a good deal of pains 
to examine it for themselves, 
while others have only seen 
specimens of the fruit at the 
different Fairs and Horticul¬ 
tural Exhibitions. This plan¬ 
tation consists of about two 
hundred trees, all about nine 
years old, of some fifty or sixty 
varieties, trained in the pyram¬ 
idal form, and made by this 
pruning and training to as¬ 
sume a dwarfish habit. Few 
of the trees are more than 
seven or eight feet in height, 
and for several years they have 
been loaded with fruit. The 
present furnishes the only ex¬ 
ception. 

Of one of these trees, which 
is only a fair specimen of the 
whole, we give our readers a 
drawing. We eould have se¬ 
lected a more beautiful speci¬ 
men, but none which better 
shows the manner of training. 
It is Pond's Seedling, one of 
onr largest and handsomest 
plums, of a light, red or violet 
color; and though the flesh is 
rather coarse, the size and 
beauty of the fruit makes it ex¬ 
cellent for market. The tree 
also makes a good growth and 
is an abundant bearer. 

Although plum trees are not 
dwarfed by budding on a dif¬ 
ferent, root, like pears or cher¬ 
ries, yet they require different 
treatment in the nursery from 
those designed for standards, 
as the lower brunches must 
be retained and their growth encouraged. Persons 
ordering plum trees for this purpose therefore must 
so inform the nurserymen. We recommend this 
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DWARF PLUM TREK— POND’S SEEDLING. 

method of training for all gardens, on account of the 
small space they occupy, their beauty, and the ease 
with which they are protected from insects. 

T 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES. 

NOTES ON ORNAMENTAL TREES AND 8TTRUB.S. 

I was particularly interested in the talk of Mr. 1*. 
on the ornumental trees and plants, as we passed 
rapidly through the grounds. And some of these 
sayings will interest the reader. We came npnn a 
group of the sweet gam Liqmdambar slyractjhm 

growing here, perfectly hardy, Mr. P. gays, and 
having a clean, sweet, fragrant foliage. It abounds 
in Indiana and in South Illinois. It grows nearly as 
fast here as the maples. Its beauty, cleanliness and 
fragrance render it worthy of trial. 

A few days prior to my visit here, I met an intelli¬ 
gent gentleman from Knox county, who told me the 
silver maple, which has been very highly and un¬ 
qualifiedly recommended for planting on the prairies 
in groves or belts, was growing in disrepute in his 
locality, because the winds break it so badly. The 
peculiar way in which its limbs are joined to its 
body, and its rapid growth, render it liable to be 
badly beaten and broken by every strong wind. This 
was the first serious complaint I had heard against 
it. I have accordingly made many inquiries, and 
find that others have noticed the same fact. In Mr. 
Pikknix’s nurseries in the nursery rows of small 
trees — I find the wind breaks the wood badly. 
Phoinix does not condemn them, however, because 
®f this fact. They make wood so fast that some can 
be spared. Mr. Jksbee N. Fell, near by, who has 
planted Jiffy Jive thousand silver maples, in belts and 
for street shade, within three years, does not con¬ 
demn them. He asserts that the amount of breakage 
is but a small per cent, in proportion to its growth; 
that its hardiness, rapid growth and beauty render it 
a very desirable tree to plant. It wonld doubtless 
be an advantage in every respect to plant evergreens 
among these silver maple groves or belts. In one or 
two Instances where this has been done, the result 
has been groves of greater beauty and durability; 
they are of course more effective for protection. 

White pines flourish in tbis soil and climate, grow 
rapidly, and make fine trees. Theyseem to be the 
especial favorites of Mr. Phcenix, who has a large 
plantation of them. He urges that it is one of the 
moBt profitable trees to plant for timber in the West. 
Why not? 

The European white birch is a beautiful, hardy, 
rapid-growing tree here. It seeds at once and is 
easily propagated. 

The ash-leaved maple is a rapid grower, distinct in 
its foliage, and promises to make a good shade. It 
grows readily from the seed, and as fast as the silver 
maple. 

Mr. P. thinks the June berry—A/nelanchier Cana, 

densis, Toku. and Gray—will be a good stock for the 
pear. It has an early and sweet blossom, bears a 
palatable and beautiful berry. P. says “It is too 
much neglected. It will increase in variety. Has a 
great variety of foliage in its Dative haunts. See 
here; this specimen is decidedly weeping in its 
habit. The tree is particularly valuable for the 
Northwest as a beautiful and useful ornamental tree. 
Buds of it take on the apple, but they do not start 
It budB as readily as the common apple.” 

“The crab apple, for ornamental purposes, is 
growing in favor. There ought to be many varieties 
of it. We need more weepers in the WeBt—some 
that are hardy. We want some good weeping ever¬ 
greens.” 

The weeping poplar was pointed out, Mr. P. saying 
that he doubted if it was hardy in the North; but 
here it is a beautiful and hardy tree. 

Looking at and talking about roses, Mr. P. said, 
“I believe that about half of these perpetual' roses 
have got to be kicked Into the class of .Tune roses. 
They not only do not satisfy, but they positively 
dissatisfy people; they do not please them—they are 
not ‘perpetual’ as the people understand that term.” 

“Here, see here! In England, you know, roses 
are generally grown in tree form. The great failure 
in this country, so far as I can learn, has been the 
want of a stock that would endure the climate aud 
hold up the weak growers. If we can find such a 
stock, we may have tree roses. 1 have picked up ft 
native —an upright grower—which I propose to bud. 
This stock makes a long single stem six feet or so; 
ibis perpetual, and the only objection to it is that it 
suckers.” 

Again, “Here is a new species of lilac, Josekea or 
Chionunthns-leaved. It does not spread from its 
root as does the common kind—S. vulgaris. It has 
a dark, glossy, green leaf. It is distinct and marked. 
It flowors later than the other. Its blossoto, how¬ 
ever, resembles tin* common lilac.” 

Downing calls the upright honeysuckle the best 
shrub for a clump, and Pihknix indorses him. The 
different varieties are beautiful. The Bpirxeas flourish 
here also, wonderfully. 

A perpetual catulpu! Here we are in a way to get 
a perpetual cutulpa. Last year this tree flowered 
twice. This season, in tho blossoming season of 
other eatalpas, it showed but a single blossom, but 
on this Hth day of July it is full set with buds. 

Holly-leaved berberry—beautiful foliage; it is ten¬ 
der unless covered in winter when young; but it is 
beautiful, sure. 

A TALK ABOUT FRUIT. 

The Chickasaw plum of Shaw grows at a prodi¬ 
gious rate here, and is full of fruit. Mr. Pikenix 
says the cnrculio does not take them. We found 
some of tho fruit stung, which were the first lie hud 
noticed. Mr. Bn aw, of Tazewell county, is perse¬ 
vering and importunate In bis recommendation of 
this plum. 

A strawberry called “Cremont’s Perpetual” has 
made its appearance in Chicago, introduced hero by 
II. Worthington, Esq., from St. Lonis. Mr. W., 
and others who have tested aud tasted this fruit, 
think very highly of it; but the writer has been 
tumble, either from the books or by inquiry, to learn 
aught of its origin or history, until he called Mr. 
PuoiNix’s attention to it. He thinks it a New Or¬ 
leans berry. Does any one know more of it? It is 
early, large, productive, good flavor, and very prom¬ 
ising indeed in the vicinity of Chicago. The two 
McAvoy strawberries- Red and Superior— are very 
productive at Bloomington; should be planted with 
Home staminate like Wilson’s, Piuknix says, lie 
also says the Extra Red is a most excellent bearer, 
beautiful and tart. The MeAvoys are not firm enough 
to carry well, hence will never be popular with 
growers. Longworth’s Prolific is not prolific with 
Mr. P. He calls Jenny’s Boedling an exceedingly 
sweet berry. 

Here are pear trees bearing. With care in the 
selection of varieties, Mr. P. thinks there will be no 
difficulty in producing this fruit; but be is not pre¬ 
pared to furnish a list—has not had sufficient expe¬ 
rience. Tbis seems to the writer to be an error with 
too many nurserymen. They take tc-o little pains— 
I speak of Western nurserymen to produce fruit— 

to learn by experience what will really stand our 
climate—what is really adapted to our soil. There 
ought to be more experimental orchards attached to 
nurseries. There ought to be more successful or- 
chardists among nurserymen. The influence of 
demonstration is much more potent than the say-so 

of all the professional horticulturists in the Republic. 
We found some cherries here—thriving, and many 

of them in fruit. The Early Richmond is here, and 
we find is as often called by the proprietor the Early 
May as the former name. Mr. Pikenix says he got 
it under the name Early May, from Cincinnati; bat 
he agrees with Mr. Wakeman that tbis question in 
nomenclature should be settled definitely and em¬ 
phatically. It is to be hoped that Mr. Phcenix, Dr. 
Wakdkk, and Tylkk McWhorter, who compose 
the Committee on Synonyms, appointed by the State 
Horticultural Society, will pay some attention to this 
particular fruit, and report. As a market fruit, it is 
becoming noteworthy hereaway, and deserves the 
attention of pomoiogists. 

The Donna Maria cherry is very productive with 
Mr. P., and is an early late variety. It is ripe here 

about the first of July. The stocks are particularly 
adapted to the dry weather and hot climate of the 
South. 

Here we find an Arch Duke cherry—a dwarf—a 
perfect sugar-loaf-formed tree, with dark rich foliage. 
It Is, or seems to bo, perfectly hardy; whether it 
proves productive or not — for it has not been 
thoroughly tested in this respect by Mr. P. -as an 
ornamental tree, it is worthy a place in anybody’s 
grounds. 

We find here Kirtland’s two new Morello cherries 
—Kirtland x Morello and Shannon. They are grown 
here as dwarfs, and are fine, thrifty, hardy trees— 
really ornamental. Wo found a specimen of the fruit 
on the Doctor’s Morello. “Glory!” exclaimed I’.; 
“ it is going to be a good-sized fruit.” Not ripe yet, 
this ninth of July; it will doubtless be a rich Morello. 

“Here is a Shannon, tool—two—three of them 1 
I tell you it is a fine cherry! It seems but little 
smaller than tho Morello!" It levs o amulh r atone, 
a little ranker, rawer flavor, ami is more astringent. 
It was not fully matured, however, when wo tasted it. 

We find the Belle Magniflque producing well here, 
arid it is hardy. Piuenix says it should be beaded 
low—as should all trees for this climate, it is capi¬ 
tal here- a large white, sweet cherry. 
- ♦ * » ♦ 

A FARMER AND HIS SONS. 

I have known in my life a good many farmers of 

enlarged means, whose Bons, after receiving what is 
commonly called a liberal education, invariably de¬ 
serted the farm and betook themselves to some other 
occupation, where they were furnished with constant 
exercise for the mental faculties. Itwas not always — 
not, often, perhaps—ambitions vicwb, or even the 
expectation of larger gains that induced them to 
desert the farm, but what itwas may, perhaps, be best 
illustrated by drawing a picture of another farmer 
I once kuew. 

This man lived upon a small farm in the State of 
New York, by the industrious working of which he 
managed not only to earn a support, but also to lay 
aside a little as well lor au unfortunate day as to sup¬ 
ply his family with intellectual enjoyment. His two 
sons had received some benefit from schools, but a. 
a collegiate education was expensive, the father 
resolved to do what he could towards educating them 
in another mode. As his desire was that they should 
follow the same occupation with himself, it struck 
him as of primary importance that he should first 
interest them in that employment, and then fit them 
for it. Though it might be very well for them to 
spend years in acquiring a knowledge of the (lead 
languages, he thought it, still more important that 
they should become intimately acquainted with the 
various soils, and with the conditions necessary to 
the healthy growth of trees and crops; and as life is 
limited, and knowledge infinite, lie thought it good 
policy that they should first devote their time to that 
which was of greatest practical valne. 

It wonld have done you good to witness the inter¬ 
est which his two boys took in the various phenom¬ 
ena of nature to which ho directed their attention. 
No professional student was ever so much delighted 
with Ills books, aud for the sufficient reason that no 
other volume ever presented such intellectual feasts 
as the great Book of Nature unfolds. The unchang- 
able laws of animal and vegetable life upon which 
every operation in agriculture is based, were daily 
exhibiting to them new and beautiful illustrations; 
and whether it was seed-time or harvest, summer or 
wiutcr, any labor to which their time was devoted, 
had for them its peculiar interest. 

To their surprise they.found many things in an 
occupation six thousand years old which were still 
the subject of experiment. The best time for plant¬ 
ing trees, the soil, and conditions of soil suited to the 
different varieties, the best season for cutting timber 
with its durability in view, the best mode of preserv¬ 
ing timber in the ground or out, and a thousand like 
things appeared still to be subjects of dispute, and 
though of prime importance, to lie receiving little or 
no attention among their neighbors. The habits of 
the various insect enemies that destroyed their fruit 
and ravaged their fields, seemed little understood, 
and, in fact, these young men were frequently aston¬ 
ished at meeting with owners of large orchards who, 
though they could see their apples, peaches, and 
plums being daily destroyed by insects, wero utterly 
unable to tell whether one or forty different species 
were the cause, and had never given a moment’s 

attention to the habits of those insects, and to means 
for their destruction. Even the various birds that 
filled the neighboring woods with their music seemed 
little known, and some among the most useful of 
them all, who divided their time between singing 
and the destruction of noxious insects, were subjects 
of baseless and ridiculous suspicions in the neigh¬ 
borhood, aud were slaughtered without mercy on 
charges tho falsity of which might, with a little 
investigation, have been demonstrated. 

The study of these and of kindred subjects made 
their labors a constant recreation to them. The 
daily care of the farm was no longer a bisk to be per¬ 
formed with machine-like stolidity, while the mind 
was constantly wandering to other avocations, and 
indulging in longing for something of a more 
engrossing nature. The caye of trees, of crops, and 
of domestic animals was a perpetual study, full of 
interest, aud lacking the dullness that pervades the 
task of the “professional” student, because every 
day’s growth was presenting to their view new phases 
for contemplation and thought. For tho application 
of the sciences, of the rudiments of which they had 
made themselves masters, they had frequent occasion, 
and as their minds expanded with the multiform 
nature of their practical studies, a taste of general 
literature crept in to add to the pleasures of their 
home. 

I have sometimes thought that if some farmers I 
know were to bestow a little attention upon tho career 
of these two young men, they might perceive at once 
the reason why so many among the most bright and 
enterprising of formers’ sons seek some other oeeu 
pation, so soon as they are at liberty to do so. Where 
the mind is not interested, the hand disdains to labor. 
He who teaches his sons to work as ho would teach 
the unreasoning ox to bear the yoke, must expect the 
restless mind to long for that activity elsewhere 
which he neglects to incite in his own employment.— 
T. M. Cooley, Toledo, Ohio. 

ftovtinrttnvat 
To Prkskrvr the Phrttmh of Flowers —An English 

writer regrets the waste of flowers in many gardens, and 

recommends tlieir use iu perfumery for domestic purposes. 

He says:—“The cultivation of flowers for this purpose is cur 

ried on to uu enormous extent in the South of France; the 

weight of blooms from which the odor is there extracted 

being reckoned hy thousands of pounds. Highly purified fat 

is used for tho purpose of absorbing tin* scent, which Is thus 

transferred to the perfumer, who then re extracts It from the 

fat by the aid of spirits of wine, for which It has a still 

stronger affinity. Why should we not grow flowers for their 

odors ns well as for their colors? There are scores of flowers 

iu our gardens that, would yield admirable extracts with a 

little pains. For instance, there Is Heliotrope, the l.ily of 

tho Valley, Honeysuckle, Myrtle, Clove Pink, and Wall 

flower We have extracts of all these (lowers in the per 

futnors’ shops, hut they are nothing hut skillful combinations 

of other scents." Ho further suggests that every lady might 

he her own perfumer, and gives us a recipe for obtaining 

scent from Heliotrope, or any other sweet scented flower. 

Now that Our gardens are in full bounty and perfume, some 

of our fair readers may like to try the experiment for them 

selves, and we therefore give them the benefit of the 

recipe ; 

11 At the season when the flowers are in bloom, obtain one 

pound of line lard, melt it and strain it through a close hair 

sieve, allowing the liquid fat as it falls from the sievu to drop 

into cold spring water; tills operation granulates and washes 

the blood and membrane from it. In order to start with a 

perfectly inodorous grease, the process may he repeated 

three or four times, using a pinch of salt and a pinch of 

alum in each water; it, is then t.0 he washed five or six times 

in plaio water; Anally, remelt the fat, aud cast it into a pun, 

to free it from adhering water Now put the clarified fat 

nto a glue pot, and place It in such a position near the lire 

of the green house, or elsewhere, that will keep it warm 

enough to he liquid; into the fat throw as many flowers us 

you can, and there let them remain for twenty four hours. 

At this Mine strain the fat from tho spent flowers, and add 

fresh ones; repeat, this operation for a week; we expect, at 

tho last straining, tlio fat will have become very highly per 

fumed, and when cold may he justly termed pomade (l Ul 

heliotrope. To turn this pomade into an extinct fit for the 

handkerchief, all that has to ho done U to cut the peifumed 

fat into small pieces, drop it into a wide-mouthed bottle, and 

cover it with highly rectified spirit, in which it must remain 

for a week. When strained ofl', the process will be com 

pleted.” 

In the recipe for chicken salad given in a late 
number of the Rural, for wash read mash. The 
eggs should l»* boiled hard. 

Recife for Waffles. — One quart of sour inilk or 
buttermilk; one pint sweet cream, or half cup melted 
hutter; one teaspoonful salt, and one of soda; flour 
enough to make a hatter as for griddle cakes. 

Another way to make them is to use the same 
quantity of sweet milk and cream, live eggs, one 
tcaspoonfiil cream tartar, and one-half teaspoonful 
soda. Wait till this warm went,her is over before you 
make any ami you will relish them better. 

Removing Sunburn.— If your young lady friends 
would like to know what will take off tan and sun¬ 
burn, tell them to take a handful of bran, pour ft 
quart of boiling water ou it, let it stand au hour, 
then strain. When cold put to it a pint of bay rum. 
Rottlo and use when needed.— Julia Joy, “The 

llive,v Galesburg, Mich., 18(51. 

Black Cckkants and Gooskrf.rriks in the West.— Pr, 

John A Krnniuott, of Illinois, thus writes to tho Prairie 

Fitrmer of tho culture of tho Black Currnut and Gooseberry 

iu tho West: —“ In our dark, prairio noil, black currants have 

uovor been of much account; hut, West and North, on sandy 

clay, I have seen the plants loaded with valuable fruit. 
Many persons dislike their peculiar flavor, nntll used to it 

and it is questionahlu whether either of the common sorts 

will ever become as popular lie re as in Europe. How it will 

he with new varieties, it is hard to say. We have not nu.fli 

clently tested them. Black English and Block Naples art) 

the sorts most cultivated. They aro doubtless quite distinct 

varieties, though I have not discovered much dUfcronco In 

the fruit. 

“ The gooseberry is too much neglected West, and the 

reason is sufficiently obvious, The old and famous English 

sort* havo been planted, and have failed. We have had some 

of them for twenty years, and never got a perfect berry! In 

Chicago, and along the lake, on like noil, many, if not most 

of them, have done well; and now and then one or more of 

the foreign sorts have been known to produce healthy fruit in 

other places. But these are exceptions only. Constant 

Blackberry Wine.—Take one bushel ripe black¬ 
berries, fifteen pounds best, white sugar, two gallons 
water. This will make about five gallons of wine. 

Manner of Makmg.—Take the bushel of black¬ 
berries, bruise well in a tub, and pour over them two 
gallons of boiling water; let it stand until cool, and 
then strain or press. To each gallon of juice thus 
obtained, add three pounds best white sugar. When 
tho sugar is dissolved, put the liquid in a cask or 
some other vessel that will just hold it, and let it 
stand in a moderately cool place, without corking, 
to ferment. The fermentation will throw off the 
foreign matter from the liquid, by keeping the cask 
or vessel full, adding berry juice or water as the 
quantity is diminished by fermentation. When the 
fermentation Ims nearly ceased (which maybe known 
hy it ceasing to make any noise or but little effer¬ 
vescing), then cork tightly, and let. it stand without 
being disturbed in any way until November or Do. 
cumber. Then rack off the liquid carefully and 
throw away tho dregs or lees, wash the cask clean, 
and return the liquid, and add two ounces of unshed 
aisins to eacii gallon; cork tightly, and let it stand 

a month or more, when you will have a wine of good 
drinking quality. Selected. 

Doing ur Muslin Curtains. — To the correspond¬ 
ent who, in speaking of the method of doing up 
their muslin curtains, says, the glue she recommends 
makes them difficult to iron, I would suggest that, 
the curtains instead of being ironed be pinned fast 
to sheets previously stretched and fastened to a 
carpet. The curtains should be wrung from the 
starch and spatted with the hands a few moments, 
then pinned all along the selvedges, taking care to 
havo them stretched perfectly smooth. The pins 
will not need to be nearer each other than twelve or 
fourteen inches. This can be done ranch quicker 
and more easily titan ironing, and gives the curtains 
the appearance of new ones, if blued sufficiently. 

For Waffles,- One cup of butter ; three eggs; 
saleratoH sufficient to sweeten the milk. Stir in flour 
till you have a thick batter, and add a little salt if 
needed.—Ada J. Curtis, Delavun, I Vis., 1801. 

» • * 

Dryinh Rhubarb.—Rhubarb drys very well, and 
when well prepared will keep good for an indefinite 
period. The Stalks tdiould be broken off while they 
aro crisp and tender, aud out into pieces about two 
inches long. These pieces should then be strung on 
a thin twine, and hung up to dry. Rhubarb shrinks 
very much in drying — more so than any plant I am 
acquainted with, and then resembles pieces of soft 
wood. When wanted for use, it should be soaked in 
water over night, and tho next day simmered over a 
slow flru. None of its properties appear to he lust in 
drying, and it is equally as good in winter as any 
dried fruit. Very few varieties of rhubarb are suit¬ 
able for drying, as most of them contain too much 
woody fibre. The best kind for any purpose is the 
Victoria, when grown in a suitable situation. The 
Mammoth is worthless, owing to its fibrous nature, 
as are also some other kinds. 

To Prepare Mutton Hams.—The following is 
from the London. Field. One-quarter of a pound of 
saltpetre to half a pound of raw brown sugar; make 
them very hot and rub into legs of mutton over 
night. Next morning salt them with cornmnu salt. 
Let the mutton lie about a week, move it over and 
rub in fresh salt, and let it remain another week in 
pickle. Then hang it up to dry. When dry, keep it 
in canvass hags to prevent it being fly-eaten. 

N. B, Do Dot let the mutton lie in the wet brine, 
but place something under to raise them from the 
dripping that will fall from them. 

♦ • -♦* - * 

Tomatoes for Children. — There is no better 
remedy for derangement of the bowels in children 
while teething than stewed tomatoes fed to them 

mildew is the rule, ami discouragement aud neglect the i plentifully; cure being taken to keep the child’s ex 

consequence. 

h Still, there are some varieties that seldom, if over, mil 

dew; and, fortunately, these are of wonderfully easy propa¬ 

gation and rapid growth, and can he purchased for a trifle, 

and brought into bearing at once.” 

Among the overflowing abundance of this season, Kansas 

can also boast of a rich heavy crop of wild grapes. Tho 

woods of this vicinity and we presume of tho whole State, 

abound with this delicious fruit, which ripens here in July. 

During thi* week we have seen several samples gathered in 

tho vicinity of Manhattan, of unusual size. They are more 

abundant this year than we have before known.—Ma idiot/.an 

Express. 

gttqwitto ami gttwm. 
Double Fuchsia—Flower nor Name.—I saw in the Rural 

the notice of a presentation to you of two Dahlias oh one 
ftem. I send you a Fuchsia which I think i« quite aecurious. 
Please give the botanical name of the Inclosed flower through 
the Rural —Mrs. C. N. S., Albion, Orleans Co., iV. Y. 

The Fuchsia is one of the double varieties, 

specimen is Cilia coranopifolia. 

The other 

Prrpkctkd Tomato—I wish to Inquire through your ever 
instructive columns about the perfected Tomato. Doe* it 
prove any Improvement (worthy of note/ on tho old varieties? 
Is it any earlier? Is It a large or ntia'l variety? I* it Arm 
fleshed, solid and productive? There are valuable qualities, 
as an early market vegetable, In which I am interested. From 
whom and where can the seed be obtained? A lady friend of 
mine desires instruction in the art of crystallizing grasses, 
flowers, Ate.—D. Collins, troddenfield, 1861. 

The Perfected Tomato Is very solid, with few seeds, tolera¬ 

bly smooth, though not perfectly nor always ho, for tb« larger 

specimens are somewhat irregular It is not as early as the 

smaller red tomato, and In this respect may he considered 

about medium. It is quite productive, and of a mild, good 

flavor. Seeds may be obtained here and of the leadlug seeds¬ 

men in inert cities. We have several times published the 

method of crystallizing grasses; hut the better way to obtain 

winter bouquets and ornaments is to grow the ornamental 

grasses and everlasting flowers. 

trernities warm. Be careful to cover its neck and 
arms, especially of an evening; give it crushed ice 
to assuage thirst if possible, rather than give it 
water; avoid cordials, as they only produce fever. 
The tomatoes ought to he ripe and fresh, though 
the vegetable preserved in caus has been used with 
great success. 

* - 

To Remove Mildew from White Cloth.— Dis¬ 
solve one tablespoonful of chloride of lime in a 
gallon of warm water, soak the cloth or garments in 
it one hour, then rinse iu warm soap suds, and hang 
in the sun. What the preparation does not remove 
the heat of the sun will. I have tried this for a dozen 
years and never knew it to fail or injure the cloth, if 
not left in the water more than ten hours.— Sub¬ 
scriber, New Bedford, Mass., 1801. 

Dried Beef.—Slice dried beef very thin, put it in 
the spider with water sufficient to cook it tender, add 
sweet cream (or sweet milk with a little butter will 
answer;) let the milk conic to a boil; stir iu a little 
Hour previously wet with cold milk, aud let it boil 
long enough to cook the flour. This is an excellent 
dish to eat with baked potatoes. Try it. 

Loaf Cake.—In looking over tho domestic column 
of a late Bubal, I noticed an inquiry for a recipe for 
making loaf cake. Here is one which I know to be 
good: — Three cups of buttermilk; three of sugar; 
one of butter; six of flour; one teaspoon soda; two 
of cream tartar; fruit if you choose. - Mrs. J. T. 

Steamed Wheat Flour Pudding.—One quart of 
soar milk, 4 teacupful of cream, 2 eggs, 1 teaspoon- 
ful of soda and a little salt. Stir iu flour so as to 
make a stiff batter. Steam one hour, aud serve with 
sweetened cream. 

rj» * 
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THE TWO ARMIES. 

Two armies toiling day and night 

By bridge and barricade— 

Or by the hearthstone—full of might, 

Each working for the truth aud right, 

And neither one afraid. 

Two armies,•—one of noble men, 

All strong, and stern, and brare; 

Forward at duty's call—and then, 

It matters not the how or when, 

To glory or the grave. 

Their country's glory is (heir own, 

Their common grave, her shame; 

Their watchword l’.'/on that alone, 

Though on the field their hosts be strown. 

Shall lead them yet to fame. 

Two armies;— bat the second one— 

A fairer, sadder sight; 

With steadfast purpose, all as one, 

With sickening labor, never done,— 

Toils tearless for the fight. 

Daughters of men! we know you now 

For what ye ever were; 

Aiigol* with calm unclouded brow, 

Before whom every man should bow 

In penitouce of prayer. 

Though death shoald coroe, and come full soon, 

We fear him nevermore; 

We ask of heaven one only boon, 

And pray beneath the placid moon, 

Who never prayed before. 

“ Oh, Lord, within the coming strife, 

Sad war of kindred blood. 

Grant strength to every soldier’s wife, 

Teach her to live without his life, 

And so reward the good.” 

By every tear-damped thread she draws, 

By every needle’s gleam, 

She links her heart’s blood to the cause, 

She binds her soul to arm our laws,— 

Wounded but to redeem. 

Oh, soldier in your camp by night, 

Bethink yon of her toil, 

Ilow you are linked, though dead in fight, 

By golden soul rays glimmering bright 

In sorrow nml turmoil. 

Linked to a nobler soul on earth, 

By these weak bands of thread; 

’Twas woman's love that gave you birth, 

Her love shall bind, come grief, come mirth, 

The living to the dead. 

~ ~ » • ♦ ■ » —-- 

IWritten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

HARD TRUTHS—CLOSING WORDS. 

I perckive that some of the Rekai.’s correspond¬ 

ents are determined to give “Hard Truths’’ a hard 

battle. And thus far nil the bombarding has been 

upon one side, no one daring to offer any insistence 

or defense. As the firing has temporarily ceased, 

and the “furor” somewhat abated, like one in an 

ancient and more important controversy, “I also 

will shew mine opinion.” Almost everything com¬ 

plained of by “ Farmer’s Wife” was solid truth, and 

yet the half was not told. Hut, like a thousand 

other evils in our world, the remedy is not to be 

found in merely complaining of them. If it were, we 

might swell the list to an indefinite length, and utter 
some most bitter wailings. 

A review of all the reviewers f will not attempt, 

but will notice a few of them, entirely omitting the 

hard epithets of “ Iloven Coven,” as beneath my 

notice, and confine myself to a few facts, which all 

admit are "stubborn things,” equivalent to “hard 

truths.” The schoolmistress’ assertion that “good 

mistresses always have good help,” is as far from 

the truth as need be. For, in my meunderings about 

the world, I too have taken a few notes of observa¬ 

tion, and 1 find that the]/ are as likely to get the worst 

girls go into farmers’ kitchens dressed out in draw¬ 

ing-room style—light fancy dresses, white stockings, 

_ gaiters, embroidered collar, and worked skirts! Of 

course Huy must not do anything to toiltheir clothes, 

they were ignorant of such work. “I speak what I 

do know, and testify what f have seen,” when 1 name 

only one more instance of a girl coming in that style 

to assist a farmer's wife for a few days “butchering 

week.” Of course she could not assist in the “mean¬ 

est of all work,” so it w-as “shirked” off on the 

patient, uncomplaining housewife, while she took 

the money!—wages it could not be called. Then I 

might add scores of instances where they were called 

up to breakfast day after day, and much of the time 

waited upon as boarders! As to the “fretting,” 

“scolding,” Ac., I have yet to see the woman who 

could begin with some of them in that line, even, to 

say nothing of the%lying and vulgarity. Since we 

are all doomed to be supported by work, and kitchen 

work must be done somehow, by somebody, why 

should that, one of the most Important of all, be 

left to ignorant, careless, inefficient hands? 

To me, there seems to be but little pecuniary dif¬ 

ference between spoiling superfine Hour, sugar, <fcc., 

in making unpalatable, indigestible food, and spoil¬ 

ing dress goods, fulled cloth, Arc., in making un¬ 

sightly, SU-shapen garments! Yet no one thinks of 

admitting into their houses ignorant, inexperienced 

females, to do mantua making or as tailoresses, with¬ 

out ever having served an apprenticeship, or having 

cut and made the first garment, expecting to find 

materials and teach them their business as they go 

along, at the same time paying them full wages; and 

one is no more absurd than the other. 

In view of all these things, I wonld suggest that 

some philanthropic individual, —some “ Hetty 
Beatty,” for instance,—endow an institution (in 

connection with an Ag. foil, if you please,) under 

the supervision of competent and efficient matrons, 

for the express purpose of teaching young girls,_ 

those intending to go out to service,—the various 

branches of housework, including plain sewing, 

patching and darning. Then farmers’ wives would 

have less reason to complain of patches put On zig¬ 

zag, and run down upon both sides, without so much 

as turning the edges under, — another species of 

handiwork my eyeB have seen, done, too, by a girl 

asking eleven shillings per week. Good housekeep¬ 

ing is no less a trade, to be acquired by instruction , 

and practice, than any other branch of industry. I j 

hope to see the day when such an institution as is i 

proposed will be established, and considered as j 

essential to every community as a dressmaker's or i 

tailor’s shop, a public school or a college. Until , 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

LIVE, ACT, THINK. 

Ye all must live and act, 

Lament it as ye may; 

Live! be it idly done. 

Or in s nobler way; 

Live, though the burden's great, 

And many faint and fall; 

But live! life’s better “bitter sweet ” 

Than have no sweets at all 

Act, and never falter 

To choose the right from wrong, 

Remembering toil will lessen 

If borne with cheerful song: 

Act, that each moment’s working 

WiDS a “ well done ” from on high; 

For the sands of time are golden, 

And they onward swiftly fly. 

Think not life is destiny, 

Or by chance comes peace and joy; 

That “life is what we make it,” 

Is a truth without allow. 

One of old has said that “ patience 

Is the exercise of saints;” 

Then be patient—strong in faith— 

Not the crowu to him who faints. 

Life may be an Eden, 

Or a barren, desert plain; 

As ye will, and act, and think, 

So the end ye all shall gain. 

Ever pray, with faith unceasing, 

Trusting in our Father’s love; 

If life's battle is fought bravely. 

Peace and rest s e’ll find above. 

Mansfield, Pa., 1861. Victoria. 

TWritten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

PENCIL NOTES IN THE SHADE. 

BY GEORGE W. BUNGAY. ‘‘UC “ ™ ™lh j a8 ye have done ,t unto on, „f W „f the ye 

,. , „ . --- . , a"BeJ " “ rl,rl8ti,n «»‘S h>v« tene it unto mu." Did Ohrhtiuni. realize Hi, 
„,THf *‘r *» *» w !>'« country. Ibere I, » manufacturer truth in all ita comforting and „rtotioal reality, ho. 
changed into invisible Ore and nature droop, and who ha. When great pa.o. to organize thi. company: m„ch mo„ m„Jorn,„ „nd forbe,rM« 

amtt under the canopy of dame. Group, of aheep hlTorom.n look, well i„ the military ..It of gray. m,rk „,dl. i„Krc0„r«e with each other, ft 
mpant.og in the aliadoof« friendly tree it i, a ««» * number of lads a« on hand and ahow a th.Ch,i.tl.„ guided hyuukindne,,? SuiatheS.TOK 

pity they cannot throw off their woolen jackets and read iuess in their drill which proves that a little ia !,«„ , . . , . 

put on nankeena for Hummer wear. II,find them a di,ofpllne will "soon lick them into shape." An ' L Tf TA Tf el" 

drove of swine ore taken a aitz hath in a ruirc hole or old noldicr take, a rauakot in front of the volunteer, i. ti e V " n* i " i- " onored! 

mod-pond. Hogs, in their domcic.ted «.». are to ,how them " how h.ttie, arc lea, ,o,i woo' 2 ‘cwZ*“Kk’JfLT ‘T 

how many a .mow thrt "ppelTn 
mire that will keep them cool and comfortable, to Next week there will be another meeting, then vafn for human sympathy, moves the heart of the 
the cleanest cuticle. Hogs and indolent men are measures will be taken to get up a cheap uniform of Goo! 

naoch alike,-they live on, theearning..of .them,— and a tanner. Would it not be a good Ideate ' And might ,« oot evpect to ,eo in the follower, of 

they grout and grow fat without work,—they put their form Homo Gourde lu every part of the loyal State.! ,„ob a Ma.ter much of that love that “.eeketh not 

noses into their neighbors’troughs, and when fortune .Such organization would check the treason of home her own?” Should they not be reluctant to nain 

sends them good dishes they are sure to put their traitors - would prepare men to take the places of another’s heart, slow to speak of another’s feiliLs 

feet into them; at last the butcher-kbife saves them those who fall in battle,-and the moral effect wonld and quick to feel a brother’s woes? And when 

iromfitsof apoplexy, and in the language of Byron, be good at home and abroad. England will be In- tempted to speak reproachfully of one who bears 

“Living Graeco ia living grease no more.” ( to nl,Tld bcr own business, when she under- the Christian name, or lightly and scornfully of those 

Under the ,h«dow of tho olma, the ,oiet cow, arc ho^V, Z Z LTevc",,” rna^lTe™ .7” to ^ •»« "•*, It i, 

chewing the cud. Theyare very serious, andoneisred have five millions of men under drill who are readv " ' l' t0 r®member " lw lt u that sa,J “ Inasmuch as ;»^r01 r *i*CJrrxs zxzzzt*°f•-*-* 
thoughts. It is possible they think this hot weather country. 3 0 e 11 u,lt0 me' 
will burn tlicir hrita.l in itm fivn. nml cnr.il Biol. fa»o-a ■ • ■ >- erbtirue, N \ .f 1S81 LlffA LkK. 

a pair of luminous brown eyes. Her “ perfect lips” 

are the frame of a set of even and snow-white teeth. 

She is a “ golden lily,” and I must leave her in the 

“ garden of girls.” Of course she is a pet in the 

family—a sunbeam in the house —and the hope of 

the household. 

Now for the view of the surrounding country,— 

Look with me from this window. Look over the 

rose bush that leans agaist the window frame. Look 

beyond the tall poplars that pencil their shadows 

upon the ground. Look beyond t.be garden, the 

orchard, the meadows, right up to the mountains. 

There they lie in quiet grandeur under the hot sky. 

ft seems but a step from those green footstools to the 

overarching heavens. These monntains frequently 

arrest the clouds in their flight and baptize the 

valleys with showers of rain. They hold the springs 

that supply the streams which flow through the low¬ 

lands. They are a reservoir its the time of drouth,— 

they supply stone and timber for building pur¬ 

poses,— they add a hundred fold to the weird and 

wonderful beauty of the scenery, and lift the heart of 

the beholder “ from Nature up to Nature’s God.” In 

the winter season they seem like giants sleeping in 

their shrouds. 

Hark, the drum beats and the fife screams, There 

are well dressed young women wallring leisurely 

down to the, “ Corners,” and hale young men are 

mastering in front of the tavern, with guns on their 

shoulders. It is the first meeting of the Home 

Guard, and quite a number of the sturdy yeomanry- 

have convened to drill and to witness the maneuver 

of these volunteers. Captain W. calls them into line 

and they march to the church yard (not the burying 

ground.) There is a tall old bachelor in his shirt 

sleeves und straw hat,— he is more than six feet in 

his stockings, and manipulates with a stick instead of 

a gun. He lias plenty of grit and would make a good 

soldier. Next to him stands another tall man—he Is 

older, being upwards of fifty, and anxious to mount! 

his gray and ride to Washington. He told me, with ; 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

“FEAR NOT, FOR I AM WITH THEE,” 

BY ROSKT.IA H STRICKLAND. 

Fear not! though wild the winds and waves around thee, 

Thy frail bark toss’d upon the sea of Life; 

Though the tumultuous waters fast surround thee, 

Fear not, for I am with tbee in the strife! 

Fear not, though friends long trusted now betray thee— 

Though whete tljou seekost aid thou flndegt scorn; 

Let not unkindn--=s nor disdain dismay tliee, 

For I am with thee till new hope be horn. 

Fear not! the world these many years of sorrow 

Hath from each night, awoke to sunlit day; 

And look thou forward to a happier morrow, 

For I am with thee, and will he alway. 

Fear not! though cruel hands the ties dissever 

Which hound thy heart to earthly joy and love; 

Thy trial- fit thee for that vast forever, 

Where thou sbalt reign with Me in Heaven above. 

Fear Dot! though often thy o’erwearied spirit 

Is belli aud worn by fierce temptation’s blast; 

Forget thou cot the crown thou dost inherit, 

For I am wiih thc-e. even to the last.! 

Hastings, N. Y,. 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

“YE HAVE DONE IT UNTO ME.” 

How touching the love Ohriht shows for his disci¬ 

ples, when He declares Himself so identified with 

them that whatever is done unto them is done also 

unto Him. Nor is it the rich or great—those whom 

the world are apt to honor — of whom He speaks. 

He who “knew what was in man,” knew the ten¬ 

dency to disregard the claims of the less favored 

ones. He therefore expressly declares, “Inasmuch 

The heat is oppressive— the air seems to be 

not creatures of the best taste. They prefer a Buit of 

mire, that will keep them cool and comfortable, to 

the cleanest cuticle. Hogs and indolent men are 

much alike,—they live on the earnings of others,— I - ' “ n v * ' — —   . IV uvv KM- U 1VI V_ tX 

home sue I ays ein is consummated, no one need hope they gruntand grow fat without work,—they put their form Home Guards in every part of tho loyal States? 
fur ft nhanrrA tl.r. rr V, ^ v* « _  _i i . .. . * ... J 1 J for a change for the better. Then, a person would 

not think of applying to our kitchen door for work, 

to be paid for it, till they bad spent a sufficient 

length of time at such an institution, and could 

briog credentials as to tbeir qualifications, morals, 

Ac., any sooner than they would make application for 

a district school while ignorant of the common 

branches. 
As to the threatened "strike,” let it come. The 

sooner the better, if it is only on the right side. 

MethInks tho most effectual and reasonable one 

would be to strike down the pay for work so imper¬ 

fect into them; at last the butcher-knife saves them 
from fits of apoplexy, and in the language of Byron, 

“Living Groeco ia living greaat* no more.” 

Under the shadow of the elms, the quiet cows are 

chewing the cud. They are very serious, and one is red 

in the face. I cannot conjecture the subject of their 

thoughts It is possible they think this hot weather 

will burn their bread in its oven and spoil their fare 

for the winter, or they may bo inclined to believe 

tempted to speak reproachfully of one who bears 

the Christian name, or lightly and scornfully of those 

to whom Con baa appointed a lowly lot in life, it is 

well to remember who it is that said “Inasmuch as 

Lina Lkk. 

fectly done. Why, J would as soon a person would that the low price of butter and cheese may induce 
TIME, THE DESTROYER. 

take money out of my purse, as to take it for any 
kind of work so miserably done that I must spend 
my time and exhaust my patience in undoing and 
doing over again. A Farmer’s Daughter. 

-► - 

THAT WHIP. 

On the principal street of a city, not long ago, 
our attention was arrested by the spasmodic cries of 
an urchin of apparently five summers, who was 
stamping and kicking on the sidewalk, seemingly as 
refractory as Karey’s fiery steeds. 1 n vain the mother 
attempted to urge him forward—the move she threat- 

the farmer to make beef of them, and they arc 

- The Tears of Repentance. — Repentance, this 

Fancy what we should have had around us now, cost,.v of Wars for all men who have no Savior, 

ruminating over the dangers that threaten their if’ i,1Bt<‘ad of quarreling and fighting over their is <*<' J'oy. sorrow, and tours mingled; for if we 

of help as anybody, and endure them with a martyr- *>ne(1 ftnd coaxed’ tlie louder he screamed and the 

like patience and fortitude, (too proud and high- stronKer the centrifugal forcea of our little hero 

minded to complain without any possibility of Pu,led the opposite way. A crowd booh collected 

redress,) till forbearance ceased to be a virtue, when around' some actuated by sympathy, others by frolic 

they were quietly and artfully dismissed. I could and fuD’ wii'le nU Wftr0 really anxious to learn the 

cite an instance of a mild, peaceable lady being canse °f 911 °h an outburst of passionate grief. His 

ordered back from her kitchen (with as much inso- ni°fher was “a shopping,” and had seen fit to deny 

lence and authority as you would expel an interloping *J'n* l'je PUIX'ha»e of a toy whip. We pitied the poor 

dog,) by the presiding genius, and when she did mother, for things were evidently growing somewhat 

stealthily peep into her oven, she found her pastry dramfttic- As we we,t' ruminating how matters 

not “burning to cinders,” but not baking at all, the w°uld turn, judge of our surprise when we saw that, 

damper not even turned, and not lire enough to warm m°ther drop his hand, run into the store, and return 

a chicken!—while the kitchen employe was enjoying 'vith the 'Whip for the angry boy. The transition 

a walk in the adjacent orchard! Miss Pedagogue 1,1,111 wrath to joy wus as sudden as if a clap of thun- 

will find, when she comes to be installed mistress, dei’ had rung out from the clear azure sky; he fairly 

that teaching "the young idea how to shoot,” and 1iaU°oed' and made the distant hills echo with bis 

having the care of a few little children a few horn's uProar^ous peals of triumphant laughter, and as he 

in the day. who come there with the undemanding in ,ur" ProPoll*d tl,at wca,; mother forward with an 

that they are to yield implicit obedience to her author- impetus lai Horn becoming, the most, painful 

ity, is quite a different thing from attempting to thoi,f?!,te took possession of our mind. In the 

teach rude, ignorant, hoydenieh girls the mauipula- yIeIdi»S 11P of the whip, we fancied we could see 

tions of housewifery. In most instances they have rclI1H> w1th all the paraphernalia of parental gov- 

prospective happiness. Permit me here to say, in 

parenthesis, that the cow has been scandalized by 

those who declare sle is a homely, awkward animal. 

The Grecians and Egyptians used to compare the 

radiant eyes of their beautiful daughters to the eyes 

of a cow, and all must admit that the mild, clear, 

lull, round eyes of the cow, are surpassingly beauti 

ful. As for the movements of the cow, in my judg¬ 

ment they are easy, uniform, and absolutely free 

from nupleasanl angularities. A cow moves in the 

meadow as gracefully as a belle moves in a ball-room. 

The farmers have made hay while the suu shone, 

and many of them have stowed it away in stacks and 

barns, lint there arc acres and acres of uncut grass, 

and sun-burnt men with scythes and mowing ma¬ 

chines are moving the green sea and leaving billows 

of grass behind them — others are scattering the 

mown grass to the winds — others still are pitching 

up the bay, adding heap to heap: piling Alp upon 

Alp. In olden time the heathen used to sacrifice 

horses to the sun.—and we Christians make a similar 

sacrifice, though with different motives. Statistics 

furnish us with the fact that, the farmers supply the 

greatest number of victims to insanity. They are 

men whose habits and character will not suffer in 

contrast with any ot her class of men. They have the 

advantage of exercise in the open air—they eat plain 

work, the nations had aided each other in their 

work, or if even in their conquests, instead of 

effacing tiie memorials of those they succeeded and 

subdued, they had guarded the spoils of their 

victories. Fancy what Europe would bo now if the 

delicate statues and temples of the Greeks —if the 

broad roads ami massive walls of the Romans — if 

Christians weep over our sins, we weep not only 

because we have rejected so great love, but do not 

our tears also flow from our faith and lovo? Yes the 

teari of penitence, in the eye of the Christian, are 

rain drops, which form, in the Bun of Righteousness, 

the rainbow of peace. If one trembles, it is a trem- 

bling for joy; the sand beneath our feet becomes a 

the noble and pathetic architecture of the middle roc'5l night and twilight, day; a foreign land, our 

ages bad not been ground to dust by mere human rage. ll0,l C'! tl,e fetters of duty are changed into a jovful 
You talk of the scythe of time, and the tooth of time. Message; the law giver, into a Buvior and Redeemer; 

I tell you that time is scythelesa and toothless; it is we ^U*1! i1110 heaven. 0! tell me, is there indeed a 

who gnaw like the worm: we who Hinitc like the scythe. fcreater birthday than the duy of conversion, when 

It is ourselves who abolish — onrselvcH who con- | ^runi the seed of the Divine Word received in faith 

sumc,—we are the mildew and the flames, and the 

sonl of man is to its own work as the moth that frets 

when it cannot fly, and ns the hidden linme that 

blasts where it cannot illume. Ail these lost treas¬ 

ures of human intellect have been wholly destroyed 

by human industry of destruction: the marble would 

have stood its two thousand years as well in the 

polished statue as in the Parian cliff; but we men 

have ground it to powder, and mixed it with our 

own ashes. The walls and the ways would have 

stood —it is we who have not left one stone upon 

another, and restored its pathlessness to the desert; 

the great cathedrals of old religion would have stood 

—it is we who have dashed down the carved work 

through the Holy Spirit, a Christian man is born? 

Influence ok Family Worship.—The daily regu¬ 

lar and solemn reading of God’s holy word, by a 

parent before his children, is one of the most pow¬ 

erful agencies of a Christian life. We are prone to 

undervalue this cause. It is a constant dropping, 

but it wears its mark into the rock. A family thus 

trained cannot be ignorant of the Word. The whole 

Scriptures come repeatedly before the mind. The 

meat heedless child must observe and retain some 

portion of the sacred oracles; the most forgetful 

must treasure up some passuges of life. No one 

part of juvenile education is more important. Be- 

and substantial food — they drink pure water — they axes and hammers, and bid the mountain*grass I ^wcen families thus instructed, and those where the 
J 1 " « i .t TUMa U _A._a • _A_.il ♦ m v 

eminent, pass into the hands of that Infant of fire 

I years. True, he may, in his Gilpin-like course, ask 

his mother, now and then, to take a drive, but like 

Sardanapalua, he will rule the citadel, and perchance, 

in some unguarded moment of passion, lie may set 

hurl at you a shower of wrath for daring to insinuate ,ue to t^ie w1,ole delicate superstructure of domestic 

that they did not know all about work! happiness, perishing himself with all most dear, in 

I oAftnccd to be pr„e„t „„ , cert.ln occasion when ** S“,K’rttl 

a stout, rather good-looking girl of fourteen or fifteen Mothers! though the earth be removed, and the 

years of age presented herself to do housework, stars of heaven fall from their places, do not let the 

demanding cu* dollar per week. The woman, a ^ have the wWp.—Home Monthly. 

keep good hours — they are temperate and regular in bloom upon the pavement, and the sea-winds chant 

their habits. Why then do so many become insane? 'n the galleries.—Rasim. 

Tndoubtedly this calamity is due to the practice of *— » ‘ *- 

overwork and exposure to the sun in summer. There “Give me a Motive.”—“ Give me a motive,” said 

goes a tall, well-proportioned man, fifty years of age. a young and enthusiastic girl to a minister of Christ, 

He has made himself prematurely old by hard labor; ai,d “lean do anything.” Here is the true secret 

but there is a quarter of a century of good life in of success in all enterprises. Motive power has cou- 

hira yet, and he has recuperative power enough to floored the world. It is the motive which inspires 

redeem the health aud strength belonging to mature lbe heart with courage; which infuses the will with 

manhood; but he, though by no means avaricious energy; which nerves the hand to action. The mo- 

nor ambitious to become wealthy, cannot resist the five which each sets before him when he goes forth 

temptation to work hard. He saddles his horse, and ,1P'»1 the journey of life, usually decides his future 

then, instead of riding, walks all over the meadow, course. The miser heaping up his shining piles; the 

lie notices a dilapidated fence, and bends himself to painstaking student, who sees honor and fame in the 

tho task of repairing It. He notices loose hay strewn ^istaut future, with shadowy fingers beckoning him 

naving tnc care ot a tew little children a few hours “ '' »™ 1h a ”"T" ♦ e T keep good hours-they arc temperate and regular in bloom upon the pavement, and the sea-winds chant * not read, the contrast is striking. To deny 
in the day, who come there with the understanding U1 tu™ Pr°Pall*d that weak mother forward with an thejr habjt& Why then do so many become insane? in the galleries.—A*«.vLn. such a source of influence to the youthful mind, is 

hat they are to yield implicit obedience to her author- '™pct'1' far frora becoming, the moat painful Tndal£btodly this Calamity is due to the practice of ►_ ' an injustice, at the thought of which a professor of 
ty, is quite a different thing from attempting to Noughts took possession ot our mind. In the . ^ p , Christianitv mav well tremtilp 
.... p t0 vtel fi i,, fr nn /.f t h* wririr, 1 „ 11 overwork and exposure to the sun in summer. There Hive me a Motive.”—“Give me a motive,” said 1 nnstunity may well tremble. 

• uij/cnihi gn-s lie mauipula- with all the narinhernaliaftf narent»l' ^ Soes a well-proportioned man, fifty years of age. a young and enthusiastic girl to a minister of Christ, * *■*■’ *-1- 

erarnejrt'pass1 into^the^ands^f that He has made himself prematurely old by hard labor; and “I can do anything.” Here is the true secret Affiiotiok a T^t of Character.-Suppose 

relirions^e^m/nt^vhaterar-1 12 bnt « a of a century of good life in of success in all enterprises. Motive power has con- ™ of <*ildren playing together 
nmm hi i n J c 1 ’ ,iD( “ ’<>|,i>ea|c no motw «ow and 'than to take a d riv eh him yet, and he bus recuperative power enough to floored the world. It is the motive which inspires 111 ^'e street, we could not, without previous knowl- 

ZZ Tc Cann0t br * n“lri' II in, r*bIlke rCl]eem the health and strength belonging to mature the heart with courage: which infuses the will with ^ermine who are their parents, or where are 

but he, though 5 no »inf avaricious energy: which nerves tho hand to action. The mo- ^b=' Hut let one of them receive an injury, 

hurl at yon a shower of wrath for daring to insinuate fire to the wbole delicate superstructure of domestic n0r araMtim,s t0 lH,come wcaltbY can,1°t resist the live which each sets before him when he goes forth 0r gLt 1Dto any ,rouble; a,id we ,ya™ who are hl8 

hat they did not know all about work! " “ ' happiness, Perishing himself with all mrt dear, in ^mpt#.Uo” * ";*}**• *“le8 bia horSe’and npon «*«<% decidea bis future ^“4 Se man of lie 
the general conflagration then, instead ot riding, walks all over the meadow, course. The miser heaping up his shining piles; the 1!,UH 11 18 "‘tu tut t niistian aud tbe man ot the 

I chanced to be present on a certain occasion when b f ’ , He notices a dilapidated fence, and bends fciuisclf to painstaking student, who sees honor and fame in the world’ ^ile we observe tbem together, pursuing 

stout, rather good-looking girl of fourteen or fifteen Mothers, though the earth be removed, and the the task of repairing It. He notices loose hay strewn distant future, with shadowy fingers beckoning him tbe 8ame employments, and placed in the same ch- 

ears of age presented herself to do housework, stars of heaven fall from their places, do not let the ovcr the nJd and rakes R UIu5er JJ gun on; these have both a motive. So the conqueror, ‘dances, ™ 1ua>' ”ot be able at once to distm- 
lemandmg our dollar nor week Th* «• „ *boy have the whip.—Home Monthly. 1 ’ ,. , , , , , nuish them. Bnt let afflictions come upon them, and 
.nnj . h , uouarper weeit. the Woman, a ^ * although his physician has requested him to remain wading through a crimson tide to reach the laurel mun. * 

,ood housekeeper, willing to superintend and do -----at home-f t ho Is an Invalid and scarcely expected crown of martial glory, has a motive. Selfish, no ™ are n0 longer f a )oss; th® of the world 

ZZ °‘ Wnk’ WUh 0I1|> a family and TWO Ways OF LOOKING A¥ H. to live thtu^h the n'eht’sUty" hours Ho doubt! But most of the world’s toilers have the taint aeebs relief » earthly^comforts, while the Chnsfaan 
mited meuna, really needing but o/tr domoBtie 10 Ue tu‘0Uou lUe Big”1 HDtirs ago. tic . flies to Ins heavenly Father, Ins refuge aud support 
saaonably questioned her Cub , cnu_ . . represents a class of men whose habits of iudustry ot selfishness upon their motives. in tho dav of trouble_Pauson 

) I ic- uonetl her (as every one shonldl as Some parents have a tact in !rnuofT,infr ti,P;r pi,,-]. . . , . . , T , . . , __ . ~ . . m t“e “aJ 01 tiouoie. / ayson. 
> her Qualification* an ^ i -A feuvermng meir cnii- lead them to excessive labor. I hope his wife and -»■♦-.-»- 

>e washing, starching and iroDing7or"a smalUam puuLh' hey ^ rrevail l’P°U Wm n0t t0 exhaU9t tbe T° ^ thiDgS <<t0 lct” ^ a'e These chaste affections, these throhbings of heart, 
y? Xo, ma’am, I fJr 1T S always obey and LT1S7 ' T* of hia 80 P,ttCttrded’ H^rts tec tu kt ^ d,‘>': old beaf ’ these thirstings of souls for the loved and absent, at 
hi make a batch of good bread? No ma’am I not the following extract from “Tk T 1 ^ writing by the open window 0! a farm house, young hearts, stricken hearts- ail empty al to let. once asBnre us that true love does not readily die — 

*ver baked bread. Can you make pies or cuke'/ 1 ing'> give an insight into the srenerJm '77 ITT* " hiCh ‘ortnmnds a view of the Cherr/ Ya!ley lhere are heads to let; J° any neW tblDg’ to 19ms’ that God has made the ties which bind human hearts 

«. make oake after the recipe. DisLraged ,n this paVenS! and contfin wile ^gglrionsTo- aG1 MountAiD3’ **** 1 look at them through the ologies and ists: heads without a tenant. together-that celestial Love and infinite Goodness 
ue, she proceeded;—Can you cot and make a farm ‘ * telescope of the own, I will glance at tue parties at lkcrC are hands to let. Hands plump and fair; have ordained a reunion of the good and true as in 

’s shirts, loose jacket, or overalls? No ma’am Ln 77 niany good people who are nioat anx- my elbow - a moftrer and a daughter. ITie mother hands lean aud brown. Those to love, these to labor; part fealfzatiou of heaven. “Thou hast re- 

ake children’s clothes, Ac.? No ma'am What' 7 ar,ght’ They are Crowd- ia in the meridian of womanhood; a few threads of these for rags, aud those for rings. deemed us by' (b> fclood out of every nation and peo- 

aientally exclaimed, in the name of common seine' laid t a? 1 ? ,,rohlbition6- but se3'^m have mixed with her fine brown hair, but her There a* consciences to let; elastic, accommo- , ond t0Dgue u_ty Joy of p,.sise t0 Chtjst, and of 

'es ‘be gin expect to do to earn a dollar per week J Z Z 7T t V? T' ^ P°,nt °Ut t0 tbera iS cjnite yonug’ a!ld eh8 ruovea about witk lhe datin?) caoulch'0!lc: at flve Per cent' a moath> mutual recognition as fellow saints. 
ie was taken, however, on trial, and a trial indeed ,LSi*th? T °f a «irl sijttee3' Them ifl no kind of j per cent, a year. To let on bond and mortgage, and * ” ' 0 --, . » . ,__ 

was. Almost everything she attempted to do was tbem tbat ,bcy 011191 not b^ak the Lrw,vtevrork she cannot do, and <fo in the best manner, a pound of flesh. The Camels and THE .Needle's fit*, —Often as 

poorly done that some one had to do it after her tl V ^ 1'"' ,!”-r P1,re,,t« : rc teaching their children how Jusf Jock at her snow-white bread, her blushing rolls And so it goes, from sods to souls; almost every* motley reflexes of my experience move In long 

reeping and dusting, making beds, Ac., were only bath 'iTt r plCasaa":y and Profitab)y. The Sab- of butter, her delicious cakes of cheese, and luxnri- thing to let; almost everything with its price; every- proCe»sions of manifold groups before me, the dis- 

»c in a half way manner, and the mildest hints at nlav with ti T 1 '* ' oa whlch ll,ey must not ous pies and cakes, aud her coffee is richer than thing in the market but griefs. They are never tinguished and world-honored company of Christian 

provement or reform were only received with a thev , - C1*! S’ S"!i S° °n? a day 0n whicb " ,ne’ 1 *ca“°ely dare trust myself ia a sketch Of the quoted, never at a premium, asver “ to let.” maminonists appear, to the eye of ray imagination, 

ut or a frown—the “ mistress’ was fault-finding atorvbookT* TnVb "0* read tLeir dan«1,uG Tor fear toy pen should be governed more -r- as a drove 0f camels heavily laden, yet all at full 

rl difficult”—the work was done “good enough;” mav" siue'i ■ . 7 ^'7 7 3 daJr,011 whlch t},ey by impulse tlicn judgment. She is eigbfeea years of I Valle of Knowledge.—One of the most agree- speed, and each in the confident expectation of pass- 

udes, she “ hated work so.” Ah! the secret was hear fat hi- ° m ]b T' - ] 1Cl,t ,ei: cn wuiclj t5,ey may age—tall, graceful, quiet, dignified, and proud. With able consequences of knowledge is- the respect and jng through the eye of the needle, without stop or 

This natural aversion to labsr, this fear of the thev nt 77o ° ^CS ,°Ut °f tb® F’lbIe as long as 110 advantages bejmnd those afforded by our common I importance which it communicates to old age. Men halt, both beauts and bag gage.—Coleridge. 
I-bettF culled work! ‘ ^ ^ 1 ^ seek out aoswers to schools, her llinm&t!** a>»d nirOTintinfflLt.ion ATP nnm • rist? in chfiracter often flLft thev irwrfljisife in vpara* — —-—- 

good housekeeper, willing to superintend And do 
her part of the work, with only a small family and 
limited means, really needing but one domestic,' very 
reasonably questioned her (as every oh? should) as 
to her qualifications, much as follows:—Can you do 
the washing, starching and ironing for a small fam- 

two Ways of looking a¥ HP. 

Some parents have a tact in governing their chil¬ 

dren without apparent effort. They seldom or never 

punish; they rarely speak sharply, but their children ii„o xj , T ^ ..***** * • uut tuvir cimureu 

* nevor waxfwi my life. Can always obey, and seem cheerftrt in obedience. Does 
' ^‘ke a batch of good bread? No, ma'am, I the following extract from “The Teacher Teach- 

77771 ft' M aD •V0U mBke ,’ies 0r Cftke? 1 ,ng'" give an iD8ifibt int0 the «eoeraI stethod of such 
vt oukc after the recipe. Discouraged in this parents; and contain wise suggestions for all: 

afa,'m* ‘<Ther6 are o'^sooi people who are must anx- 

Make children’s clothes, Ac.’ No ma'am' Ww‘ J008 ta their cl.ildren aright. They are drowd- 

I mentally exclaimed in the mm* 7 ' thcir daJI7 P“th with prohibitions, but seldom 

does tbe 4,1 exp“ do „ 4T. ’Ti ‘y'4 °0t * *“« “ lieIP « P»i« out to tber, 

Sl„ woo token, bo«,„ J«. Li, “ , ? -T tb< ** •» «*»V «W- And while the, „„ 

it W1S, .time,, everslhiiiB she lit.i'f ,,,u'1""8 u'™ «>« "'ey most ,m break tbe 

■0 poorly done that 'seme one u.,1 to u.1, ate,” fhey ^,“7“ 7’' 'Wl4",> 
Sweeping and dusting rn ikin^ beds Ko w 1 ^ ^ 'eep it pleasatft.v and profitably. The Sab* 

done ip a half 2aT^nZ Z the^sTw ^ ^ * t0 8 which they ^ 

improvement or reform were onlv received with \ ft ^ "'th their balls' C“rts' snd so on? a da-v on which 
pout or a frown-the *' misters wTkihl'v ^ «« w°rk in the garden, read their 

and difficult"—the work was done “nood enonriS 1!!?’J° thuJatter> jt a «• which they 

over the meadow, and rakes it up under the sun, orG these have both a motive. So the conqueror, 

although his physician has requested him to remain wading through a crimson tide to reach the laurel 

at home-for he Is an Invalid, and scarcely expected crown of martial glory, .has a motive. Selfish, no 

to live through the night sixty hours ago. He doubt! But most of the world’s toilers have the taint 

represents a olass of men whose habits of industry o1 selfishness upon their motives. 

lead them to excessive labor. I hope his wife and ' * ‘ • - 

•laughter will prevail upon him not to exhaust the To Let. There are more things “to lct” than are 

resources of his strength so needlessly. placarded. Hearts arc to let every day; old hearts, 

I a to writing by the open window of a farm house, young hearts, stricken hearts- all empty—all to let. 

which Commands a view of the Cherry Talley There are beads to let; to any new thing, to isms, 

Mountains. Before I look at them through *he ologies and ists: heads without a tenant, 

telescope of the wen, 1 will glance at the parties at Ihcrc are hands to let. Hands plump aud fair; 

my elbow — a mother and a daughter. The mother listed* lean and brown. Those to love, these to labor; 

is in the meridian of womanhood; a few threads of these for rags, and those for rings. 

silver have mixed with her fine brown hair, but ber 

face is quite young, and she moves about witk the 

'rtrrityof a girl of sixteen. There is no kind of She was taken, however, on trial, aud a trial indeed ■ i , !<7 safely tuke* And wbile they are celerity of a girl of sixteen. There is no kind of 
it was. Almost everything she attempted m d,, e l' U UI1^ 1 iem t‘*at they must not break the I homework she cannot do, and do in the best manner, 

so poorly done that some one had to do it after w* 1 ' 'lU '",1''Lri'lireote ’’Ac teaching their children how , Jusf at her snow-white bread, her blushing rolls 

Sweeping and dusting, making beds Ac. were onlv i. '! i’ Cus:,rjt’y and profitably. The Sab- of butter, her delicious cakes of cheese, and luxuri- 

done in a half way manner, and the mildest hints at i . ^ '’.tje !',|IOt'r a oa which they must not ous pies and cakes, aud her coffee is richer than 

improvement or reform were onlv received with a P a> w,t ,eir balls, carte, and so on; a day on which wine. I ?carcely dare trust myself in a sketch of the 

pout or a frown—the “mistress was fault-findini? ^”‘"^'‘01 ''“rk in the garden, must not read their dangliu-r, for fear my pen should be governed more 

and difficult”—the work was done “ good enough*” ml' °° T ° 1 ^at,tcr’ 1113 a da^ wbich they by impulse then judgment. She is eighteen years of 

besides, she “hated work so.” Ah! the secret ■wis t * f'!.' iJlos w 11,1 m,-,ti,ei: ca which they may age—talL, graceful, quiet, dignified, and proud. With 

There a^e consciences to let; elastic, accommo¬ 

dating, caoutchouc: at five per cent, a month, sixty 

per cent, a year. To let on bond and mortgage, and 

a pound of flesh. 

And so it goes, from sods to souls; almost every¬ 

thing to let; almost everything with its price; every- 

bug-beur called work! cype ..e, on \\ ic i they may seek out answers to schools, her language and pronunciation are as pure rise in character often as they increase in years; 

Again, if hired girls “have the worst of it ” may !*'If,IK'!'?1 mV^. lon8er ta'bs with father aud as the speech of any graduate in the highest aerain- they are venerable from what they have acquired, 

Task, who has the better? or is it like Paddv who *i tr a Jl’u tl<:il tl,a1s and (aults; on which aries, and her manners would be a credit to the and pleasing from what they can impart. 

took Lis wife “ for better, for worse ” Tut teund othL dav and he,P thaa 80T *>**»« of the Fifth Avenue. . She is personally hand- —-—- 

“there was no better about it.” Why, I have seen le.ms- to th* mi " ^ 'a ° !.l,Cm ” ,18.a day of Privi* some, her fine head being crowned with soft auburn It is only the fool who is pleased with himself; no 

’ ° ers' a 0 P10bibitions. hair, and her finely chiseled features are lighted by wise man is good enough for his own satisfaction. i 

Of all mercies, pardoning mercy is the most sweet¬ 

ening mercy. It is a mercy that makes all other 

mercies look like mercies, and taste like mercies, 

and work like mercies. He who has it, cauuot be 

miserable; he who wants it, cannot be happy. 



mand that leads him to look more closely after the 

comfort of his men in future. 

The task before McClellan is one which will put 

his Generalship to the severest test. The misfortunes 

of others have made It easier by proving its magni¬ 

tude and showing some ways, at least, in which it can 

not bo done. We trust he will discover how to do it. 

This thing is certain, and this only as yet—that he 

has thus far been more successful than any other 

officer who has beeu vested with important command 

in this department, in impressing those who have 

met him with a sense of his energy, prudence, and 

presistent genius. We have so long and sadly felt 

the want of a leader that we are willing to believe in 

our “Young General,” and may be pardoned for 

making much of him. 

You have proved that Union men who licht for the 
preservation of our Government, are more than a 
match for onr misguided and erring brothers. More 
than this, you showed mercy to the vanquished. You 
hove Ih'.ule Jong and arduous marches with insuffi¬ 
cient food, frequently exposed to the inclemency of 
the weather. 

1 have not hesitated to demand this of you, feeling 
that I could rely on your endurance, patriotism, and 
courage. In the future I may have still greater de¬ 
mands to make upon you and still greater sacrifices 
for you to offer. It shall be my care ta provide for 
you to the extent of my nhility, but T know now that 
by your valor ami endurance you will accomplish all 
that is asked. Soldiers. I have confidence in yon, 
and l trust you have learned to confide in me. Re¬ 
member that discipline and subordination are quali¬ 
ties of equal value with courage. I am proud to say 
that you have gained the highest reward that Ameri¬ 
can troops can receive—the thanks of Congress, and 
the applause of your IVllow citizens. 

0. B. McClellan, Major General. 

The disaster to the federal Army before Manassas 

soon followed, and threw its cloud over the triumphs 

in the Western portion of the "Old Dominion.” 

When our troops came back to Washington, weary, 

dispirited, defeated, the question uroso:—“Who will 

gather together the fragments, and complete the 

work of re organization aud re-oonstruotion?” It 

was evident that there had been a looseness of dis¬ 

cipline, a laxity of regulation, and some one must 

be put in charge who, while Kinking each soldier 

feel the strictness of military life and the necessity 

for self-denial, would Inspire to lofty heroism all with 

whom lie came in contact. All eyes turned to the 

young hero, and he came to bring regularity and 

precision out of the chaos which prevailed. With 

what measure of success his efforts met, may be in¬ 

ferred from n single paragraph in the correspondence 

Of the N. Y. Baptist Examiner. Under the caption, 

“A week of McClellan,” that journal said:—“As 

to the army, it is hardly the same body of men who 

returned with disordered ranks and broken spirits 

from before the masked batteries of * Bloody Run.’ 

Better one week of McClellan, than a whole year 

of the red-tape ollioials who preceded him. The 

rapidity with which he has restored good order, 

strict discipline, and confidence, is almost miracu¬ 

lous. We are almost willing to look upon our 

repulse as a blessing in disguise, while considering 

this portion of its consequences. Never was the 

army in better spirits, or so anxious to he brought 

once more face to face with its rebel opponents. 

When or where that opportunity will be given, we 

can only conjecture. Wo in Washington are as 

much in the dark as are you in New York, as to what 

may he occurring on the southern bank of the 

Potomac. No more strolling crowds of new Hedged 

lieutenants retail the orders of the day, ‘in strict 

confidence,’ to admiring and loose-tongued inti¬ 

mates.” 

One evening quite recently the newspaper re¬ 

porters in aud about Washington received the follow¬ 

ing epistle: 
" Washington, August 5. 

“ Gen. McClellan’s compliments to the gentlemen 
of the Press, and he would be pleased to see them at 
headquarters, corner of Nineteenth street and Penn¬ 
sylvania Avenue, at'.) o’clock this evening.” 

Of course such an iuvitation could not well be 

declined, and one whose politeness would not permit 

him to absent himself on such an occasion thus 

describes “ ^he Mao of our hope”: 

“A writer would err in describing Gen, McClellan 

if he should adopt Sterne's method of presenting the 

that of leaving a blank 

(Jen. Butler ou Contraband*. 

Early the present month Gen. Butler, then iu 

command of Portress Monroe, addressed a letter to 

the Secretary of War, asking for information relative 

to the. disposition of the slaves then flocking to his 

quarters and claiming his protection. We have 

delayed its publication in order to present the query 

and the response of Secretary Cameron together, 

and now lay both before our readers. Both are well 

worthy of an attentive perusal: 

Hbaihiu.miters Department op Vikoinia, ) 
FomtuksS Monrok, .tiitv 80,18*51 i 

Hon. Simon CaMKHOn, Sec«8TARY of War— Sir: 
By an order received on the morning of the 26th of 
July, from Major General Mix, by a telegraphic order 
from Lieut.-Gen. Scott, 1 ivits commanded to forward 
of the troops of this department, four regiments and 
a half. Including Col. Baker’s California regiment, to 
Washington via Baltimore. This order reached me 
at, 2 o’clock A. M., by a special boat from Baltimore. 
Believing that It emanated because of some pressing 
exigency for the defence of Washington, I Issued iny 
orders before daybreak for the embarkation of the 
troops, sendlug those who were among the very best 
regiments I had. In the course of the following day 
they were all embarked for Baltimore, with the 
exception of some 400, for whom I hud not transpor¬ 
tation, although I had all the transport, force in the 
hands of the Quartermaster here, to aid the Bay line 
of steamers, which, bv the same order from the 
Lieutenant-General, was directed to furnish trans¬ 
portation. 

Up to and at the time of the order, I had been pre¬ 
paring for an advance movement by which I hoped 
to cripple the resources of the enemy at Yorktown, 
and especially by seizing a large quantity of negroes 
who were being pressed into their service In building 
the entrenchments there. T had five days previously 
been enabled to mount for the first time the first 
company of Light Artillery, which I hsd been em¬ 
powered to raise, and they had hut a single rifled can¬ 
non — an iron six pounder. Of course everything 
must and did yield to the supposed exigency and the 
orders. This ordering away the troops from this 
department, while it weakened The posts at Newport 
News, necessitated the withdrawal of the troops from 
Hampton, where I was then throwing up intrenched 
works to enable rap to hold the town with a Bmall 
force, while 1 advanced up York or JameB river. In 
the village of Hampton there were a largo number of 
negroes, composed In a great measure of women and 
children of the men who had fled thither within my 
lines for protection, who had escaped from maraud¬ 
ing parties of rebels, who had been gathering up 
able bodied blacks to aid them in constructing their 
batteries on the James and York rivers. I had em¬ 
ployed the men in Hampton in throwing np intrench 
wants, and they were working zealously and efll- 
ciently at tl.at. duty, saving our soldiers from that 
labor under the gleam of the mid-day sun. The 
women were earning substantially their own Sub¬ 
sistence in washing, marketing, and taking care of 
the clothes of the soldiers, and rations were being 
served nut to the men who worked for the support of 
their children. 

But by the evacuation of Hampton, rendered neces¬ 
sary by the withdrawal of our troops, leaving me 
scarcely 5,000 men outside the Port, including the 

Heaven's blessings upon it? Its stars never shone 

With a luster so pure and so warm; 

Like a beacon’s calm ray. pointing out the safe way, 

They gleam through this gathering storm. 

Their heart cheering light led our fathers aright 

Through all the dark peiils they knew; 

The same magic glow shall lead ns to the foe, 

And guide us to Victory, too!” 

ROCHESTER X. Y., AUGUST 31, 1861 

invasion, from threats and schemes of vengeance or 

conquest from the North,” it remarks, “but the ends 

which a defensive policy was designed to accom¬ 

plish, if we are not mistaken, are now attained. 

Enough has been done to vindicate the purity of 

motive which inspires the South, and to exhibit the 

rage for conquest and thirst for blood which actuate 

the North in the present war. Enough has been done 

to give the North time to panse and reflect on the 

threshold, and beyond the threshold, and open the 

door to a Just settlement of the controversy, without 

forcing us to the necessity of undertaking to conquer 

a peace as peace only can bo conquered when one 

nation wantonly persists in warring upon another 

nation. The action of the Federal Congress now in 

session, proves that the Northern people have not yet 

drank sufficiently of the bloody chalice. Since that 

body has indorsed Lincoln's military usurpations, 

and proclaimed a war of extermination, or worse 

than extermination, against the South, no medicine 

but the bitterest dregs of that cup can cure the North 

of its insane thoughts and horrid purposes of hos¬ 

tility. Its people should be made to feel, and feel 

sharply, at lea*t a portion of the desolation they 

would inflict on us. We should follow the power 

that has been let luose for our destruction to its own 

fastness, and there straugte it till It Is prostrate aud 

helpless in our grasp. No Potomac border, no 

invisible boundary line, no false neutrality of terri¬ 

tory, shonld stay the energy of our arms directed »o 

the speedy conquest of peace. Where the first blow 

will be struck, and how it will he struck, it is uot for 

a Southern journal at this moment to ask or to 

answer. That is a matter which we can well afford 

to leave to the vigilance and sagacity of our Govern¬ 

ment anil its Generals. Two Confederate armies ary 

already in Missouri: another may shortly be in Mary¬ 

land, with the Federal Government a fugitive before 

it, seeking safety iu Pennsylvania. But we need not 

anticipate events or special points of strategy. The 

public may well be content to remain in doubt, if the 

enemy is kept in perplexity.” 

A M At'NI Ft CENT Programme,—The Richmond Dis¬ 

patch of the 10th argues against the policy of taking 

Washington, and urges the movement on Philadel¬ 

phia. We quote: 

Determined to wage this war with proper vigor, 

the Secretary of War has urged the raising of live 

hundred thousand men at once. Responding to 

the call, our people will eagerly rush to arms at once, 

and by the loth of September, at latest, an army of 

one hundred and twenty-five thousand men could he 

concentrated upon the Maryland border, leaving fifty 

thousand men to guard the approach to Richmond, 

and appropriate forces to defend Acquia Creek, Nor¬ 

folk, and all other needed points. Our column could 

then take up its march, not for Washington, but for 

Philadelphia. Let ns strike at the fountain head, the 

vast receptacles of Northern stores, and the work¬ 

shops from which they fit out their armies. It would 

he far easier for us to take Philadelphia than 

to capture Washington. Even if we should give 

them notice of our intention to pursue this 

course, they would not believe us, and our army 

would be far on its road through Pennsylvania 

spring was assigned to duty iu the expedition for the 

exploration of the Red River. Thence he was ordered 

to Texas as senior engineer on the staff of Gen. Prr- 

siper F. Smith, ami was engaged for some months 

in surveying the rivers and harbors ol that State. In 

18153 he was ordered to frtie Pacific coast, iu command 

of the western division of the survey of tho North 

Pacific Railroad route. He returned to the coat in 

1854, on duty connected with the Pacific survey, and 

was engaged also in secret service to the West. Indies. 

The next year lie received a commission in the first 

regiment of cavalry, and was appointed a member of 

the commission which went to the war in the Crimea 

and in Northern Russia. Major McClellan's report 

on the “ Organisation of European Armies, and the 

Op »rations of the War ” — a quarto volume, em¬ 

bodying the result of hi* observations in the Crimea— 

greatly enhanced his reputation as a scientific soldier. 

In January, 1857, weary of inaction, he resigned 

his position in the army to become vice-president and 

engineer of the Illinois Central Railroad, which post 

ho hold for three years, when he was offered and 

accepted the presidency of the Ohio and Mississippi 

Railroad, of which he was also general superin¬ 

tendent. When our domestic troubles assumed for¬ 

midable dimensions, Major McClellan's services 

were at once called into hequiaition. tie was offered 

and accepted the commaml of the Ohio forces, On 

.May 1 Ith, he received a commission as major general 

in the United States army, and assumed command of 

the Department of Ohio, which comprised till the 

States of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, and that part of 

Virginia lying north of the Great Kanawha River and 

west of Green Briar River and tho Maryland line, 

with so much of Pennsylvania as lies west of a line 

drawn from the Maryland line to the north-east cor¬ 

ner of McKean county. 

It is nut. necessary I bat we should review his career 

in connection with the Ohio Department. Suffice it 

to say that in a few weeks he put an end to secession 

in Western Virginia, h id routed and cut up the army 

of rebels with a celerity of movement, a brilliancy 

of action and effectiveness of execution, that indorsed 

him as “the right man iu tho right place.” His 

proclamations to the soldiers of the “ Army of the 

West,” as exhibiting the character of their young 

General, will hear re-pnblication: 

Soldiers o f the A run/ of the West ' 
Yon are here to support the government of your 

country, and to protect the lives and liberties of your 
brethren, theatetied’ by a rebellious and traitorous 
foe. No higher or nobler duty could devolve ou you; 
and T expect you to bring to its performance the 

lady iu ‘Tristram Shandy 

page for each one to impress with the portrait, of his 

own ideal, for the young commander does not in tho 

least fulfill tho conditions of a conventional military 

hero. Those who attended tho Press reception found 

themselves in tin ante-room, where a soldier stood 

before them, so rough in fatigue dress, and iu every 

way so unassumiug that they of course supposed 

him to be the General’s orderly iu waiting. But 

when, to their surprise, ho was announced as the 

ollieer they had como to see, he must have half re¬ 

pented of his invitation, since ft man was never more 

instantly beset with a more curiously interested 

throng. He had been riding for hours, on a recon 

noissanee up the Potomac, and bad just returned, 

covered with perspiration and dust. 

Bo the party found themselves conferring with an 

officer wearing a loose blue fatigue coat, and with no 

insignia of his rank; a man hardly up to the medium 

height, hut very muscular — almost thick-set — so 

strong and wiry that you would trust him to bend a 

gun-barrel across his knee, or pass forty-eight hours 

without food or sleep, aud then win a battle. Dark 

brown hair and moustache were scarcely iu contrast 

with the complexion of his face, tanned by a two 

months’ exposure to sun and storm. As for liis eyes, 

they are said to be of that impassive gray which of 

late has been deemed the special prerogative of men 

of arms and “ destiny.” All were struck with his un 

imposing and youthful appearance, agreeing that the 

thirty-four years claimed for him in the army record 

seemed to many by half-a-dozen. 

Before the general had spoken twenty words be 

quite won the hearts of his guests- rueu familiar with 

all sorts of pretenders and a few real heroes —by the 

straightforward common sense with which he gave 

their profession its due, and desired Its co-operation 

in the labors before him. In the West, he said, a few 

newspaper correspondents bad been his campaign 

companions; they had conformed to his notions, and 

he had found no cause to regret their acquaintance. 

The gentlemen present knew, much better than him¬ 

self, what should be published and what not. lie 

would confide the whole matter of transmitting news 

to their own hands, aud hoped they would take soma 

Buell action as would be an example for adoption 

elsewhere. As for the actual campaign, he didn't 

want a dozen civilians passing through the lines, and 

runniug into cross-fires without orders or organiza¬ 

tion. On the whole, he thought he might take a few 

correspondents of leading newspapers on hi3 staff, 

fit them out respectably, and consider them part of 

the regular service.” 

Among the soldiers Gen. McClellan is one of the 

least pretentious mortals. He generally wears the 

simple blouse of the riflemen, with not even the 

starred shoulder-straps to denote his rank — u man 

' who is indefatigable in his pursuit and attack of the 

1 enemy, and equally untiring iu bis efforts to secure 

the utmost comfort of his men, compatible with the 

circumstances of a soldier’s life. When his line is 

on the march, he is ever among the men, with a kind 

and cheering word for every company; a pleasant 

look, or kind salute, or hearty grasp of the hand for 

every officer or private with whom he is brought on 

i speaking terms by business; and in a fight he Is 

\ always at the front of the column, in the thickest of 

; the danger, encouraging his Boldicrs by cheeriug 

1 word and fearless deed. He takes soldiers’ fare with 

5 the rest, asking no better food and no more luxurious 

l bed than the newest recruited private under his com- 

■ mand. If he sees a man without proper shoes or 

[ clothing, he has that man, with his captain, sent to 

f his quarters, where the man is served with the gar- 

. tnents he needs, and the captain receives a repri- 

property, <>r is it a mixed relation? What their 
status was under the constitution and laws wo all 
know. What has been the effect of rebellion atid a 
state of war upon that, stains? When T adopted tho 
theory of treating the able-bodied negro fit to work 
in the trenches as property liable to he used in aid of 
rebellion, and so contraband of war, that condition 
of things was iu so far met as I then and still believe, 
on a legal and constitutional basis. But now a new 
series of questions arise. Bussing by women, the 
children certainly cannot lie treated on that basis; If 
property, they must be considered the incumbrance 
rather than tin- auxiliary of an army, and, of course, 
in no possible legal relation could be treated as con¬ 
traband. Are they property? If they were so, they 
have been 1 pft by their masters and owner *, deserted, 
thrown away, abandoned, like tho wrecked ve-sel 
upon the ocean. Their former possessors and own¬ 
er* have causelessly, traitorously, rebelliously, and, 
to carry out the figure, practically abandoned them 
to be swallowed up by the winter storm of starvation. 

If property, do they not become the property of 
the salvors? But we, their salvors, do not need and 
will not hold such property, and will assume no such 
Ownership; has riot therefore all proprietary relation 
ceased? Have they not become thereupon men, wo¬ 
men, and children? No longer under ownership of 
any kind, the fearful relicts of fugitive masters, have 
they not by their masters’ acts, and tire state of war, 
assumed the condition, which we hold to be the 
normal one, of those made in God's image. Is not 
every constitutional, legal and moral requirement, as 
well to tho runaway master as tbeir relinqiiMiod 
slaves, thus answered? I confess that, my own mind 
is compelled by this reasoning to look upon them as 
men and women. If not free born, yet free, manu¬ 
mitted, sent forth from the hand that held them, 
never to be reclaimed. * 

Of course if this reasoning thus imperfectly set 
forth is correct, my duty as a humane man is very 
plain. I should take the same care of these men, wo¬ 
men and children, houseless, homeless and unpro¬ 
vided for, as I would of the same number of men, wo¬ 
men and children who, for their attachment to the 
Union, had been driven or allowed t** flee from the 
Confederate States. I shonld have no doubt on this 
question had I not seen it stated that an order had 
been Gutted by Gen. McDowell in bis department sub¬ 
stantially forbidding all fugitive slaves from coming 
within his lines, or being harbored tliero. Is that 
order to be enforced in all Military Departments? If 
so, who are to be considered fugitive slaves? T* a 
slave to be considered fugitive, whose master runs 
away aud leave* him? Is it. forbidden to the troops 
to aid or harbor within their lines the negro children 
who are found therein, or is the soldier, when his 
march has destroyed their means ol Subsistence, to 
allow them to starve because he ha* driven oil the 
rebel master? Now slmll the Commander of a regi¬ 
ment or hattaliion sit In judgment upon the question, 
whether any given black man has fled from hla mas¬ 
ter, or bis master lied from him? Indeed, how are 
the free-born to distinguish? Is one any more or less 
a fugitive, slave because he has labored on the rebel 
entrenchments? If he ha* so labored, if 1 under- 

Major-General McClellan. 

In the issue of the Ecral for June 15th, while 

making pen-and-ink sketches of the more important 

army officers which the National difficulties bad 

thrown to the surface, we remarked that, time alone 

could determine whether “the trial would bring out 

its controlling genius,—a Washington, a Napoleon, 

a Jackson, a Gakiealiu, or a second Scott,”—and 

we take great pleasure in presenting the portrait of 

the man who has already been dignified as the 

American Napoleon, — Major General Gkobgk U. 

McClellan. 

Our hero was born in Philadelphia, December 3d, 

182(1. His father was a distinguished surgeon. At 

sixteen, young McClellan entered West Point, and 

graduated in the class of 1840, a second lieutenant 

of engineers. Until the Mexican war, he had no 

opportunity of distinguishing himself, and then for 

gallant and meritorious conduct in the battles of Con¬ 

treras arid Chtrubusco, be was brevetted first lieuten¬ 

ant. For his gallant conduct at the battle of Molino 

del ltey, on .September ftth, 1847, be was offered a 

brevet eaptuincy, which he declined, but subsequently 

was advanced fur like gallantry displayed in the bat¬ 

tle of Cbepnltepoc, and received the command of a 

company of sappers, miners, and pontoniers, in May, 
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stand it, he is to be harbored. By the reception of 
which are the rebels most to tie distressed, by taking 
those who have wrought all their rebel masters 
desired, masked their battery, or those who have 
refused to labor and left the battery unmasked. 

1 have very decided opinions on the subject of this 
order. Jt does not become me to criticise it, and I 
write in no spirit, of criticism, but simply to explain 
the full difficulties that surround the enforcing it. Jr 
the enforcing of that order becomes the policy of the 
Government, I, as a soldier, shall be bound to in force 
it steadfastly. If not cheerfully, but If left to my own 
discretion, as you have gathered from my reasoning, 
I should take a widely different course from that 
which it indicates. 

In ft loyal State I would put down a servile insur¬ 
rection. In a State in rebellion 1 would confiscate 
that which was used to oppose rny arms, and take all 
that property which constituted* the wealth of that 
State and furnished the means by which the war is 
prosecuted, besides being the cause of the war; and 
if, in so doing, it should he objected that human 
beings were brought to the enjoyment of life, liberty 
and the*, pursuit of happiness, such objection might 
not require much consideration. 

l’ardon me for addressing the Secretary of War 
directly upon this question, as it involves some 
political considerations as well as propriety of mili¬ 
tary action. 

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 
liKN.IAMIN F. BtTTLER. 

THE SECRETARY OK WAK TO GEN. BPTLER. 

Washington, Aug. —, 1861. 

General:—The important question of the proper 
disposition to he made of fugitives from service in 
the States in insurrection against the Federal Govern¬ 
ment, to which you have again directed ray attention 
in your letter of July 20, has received my mosj atten¬ 
tive consideration. It is the desire of the President 
that all existing rights in all the States be fully 
respected and maintained. 

The war now prosecuted on the part of the Federal 
Government, is a war for the Union, for the preserva¬ 
tion of all the Constitutional rights of the States and 
the citizens of the Staten; in the Union; hence no 
question can arise ns to fugitives from service within 
the States and Territories in which the authority of 
the Uuion is fully acknowledged. 

The ordinary forms of judicial proceedings must he 
respected by the military and civil authorities alike 
for tin- enforcement of legal forms; hill in the Slates 
wholly or in part under insurrectionary control, 
where the laws of the United States arc so far op¬ 
posed and resisted they cannot be effectually enforced, 
it is obvious that the rights dependent upon the 
execution of these laws must temporarily fail, and it 
ia equally obvious that the riiriil* dependent on the 
laws of th** States within which military Operations 
are conducted must necessarily be subordinate to tlm 
military exigencies croaled by the insurrection, if 
not wholly forfeited by the treasonable conduct of 
the patties claiming them. 

To this the general rule of the right to service 
forms an exception. The act of Congress, approved 
Atig, 6th. 1.%1, declares that if persons held to ser¬ 
vice shall he employed in hostility to the United 
States, the rieht to their services shall be discharged 
therefrom. It follows of necessity that no claim can 
be recognized, by the military authority of the Uuion, 
to the services of such persons when fugitives. 

A more difficult question is presented in respect to 
persons escaping from the service of loyal masters. 
Jt is quite apparent that the laws of the State, under 
which only the service of such fugitives can he 
claimed, must needs be wholly or almost wholly 
suspended, as to the remedies, *by the insurrection 
and the military measures necessitated by It; and it 
is equally apparent, that the substitution of military 
for judicial measures for the enforcement of sncii 
claims must he attended by great inconvenience, 
embarrassments and injuries. 

Under these circumstances it seems quite clear that 
the substantial rights of loyal masters arc still best 
protected by receiving such fugitives as well as fugi¬ 
tives from disloyal masters, into the service Of the 
United States, and employing them under such organ¬ 
izations and in such occupations as ci retina stances 
may suggest or require. Of course a record should 
he kept showing the names and descriptions of the 
fugitives, the names and characters, as loyal or dis¬ 
loyal, of the musters, and .such facts as mav bo neces¬ 
sary to a correct understanding of the circumstances 
of each case. 

After tranquility shall have been restored upon the 
return ol peace, Congress will properly provide for 
all the persona thus received into the service of the 
Union, and for a just compensation to loyal masters. 
In this way only, it would seem, can the duty and 
safety of the government and just rights of all be 
fully reconciled uud harmonized. 

Von w ill therefore consider yourself Instructed to 
govern your future action in respect to fugitives from 
service by the premises herein stated, and will report 
from lime to time, and at least twice In each mouth, 
your action in the premises to this Department. 

You will, however, neither authorize nor permit 
any interference by Lire troops under vonr command 
with tin; servants of neaceahk* citizens in a house or 
held, nor will you in any manuer encourage such 
servants to leave the lawful service of their masters, 
nor will you, except in cases where the public good 
may seem to require it, prevent. Ihe voluntary return 
ol any lugitive to the service from which lie ruav 
nave escaped. 

1 am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Simon Cameron, Secretary of War. 

Movements lu rlie West. 

By telegraph from Cairo on the 20th, we learn 

that the night previous a battle occurred at Charles¬ 

ton, Mo., between the Federal forces, about two 

hundred and fifty strong, consisting of a portion of 

the 22d Illinois regiment, under command of Col. 

Dougherty, accompanied by Lieut.-Col. Itawson, or 

the 11th Illinois regiment, and the rebel forces, esti- 

mated at between 600 and 700, and commanded by 

Col. Hunter, Of Jeff. Thompson's army. The Federal 

forces were victorious, completely routing the enemy, 

killing forty and taking seventeen prisoners. Loss 

on our side was one killed, viz: Wm. P. Sharpe, Co. 

A. Among the wounded are Colonel Dougherty, 

slightly; Lieut.-Col. Itawson, shot in shoulder, not 
serious. 

The steamer Samuel Orr, the Evansville and Padu- 

cah mail packet, was seized by the rebels at PadaCftb, 

on the 22d, and taken up the Tennessee river. The 

officers and crew left, her and came to Cairo in skills, 

ller cargo was valued at #20,000. It is reported that 

the rebels at Paducah sent to Union City for some 

64-pounders, for some thousands of rebels commanded 

by Ketchell, who are reported to be at Benton, Mo., 

fortifying themselves. They have nine 24-pounders. 

Capt. Noleman, with fifty mounted men, left Bird's 

Point about « o’clock on the 10th for Charleston, to 

join tho forces under Colonel Dougherty, but (ailed 

to form a junction with them. They met a party of 

rebels, about one hundred strong, and gave them 

battle, killing twenty-eight and taking thirty-three 

prisoners. They also captured thirty-five horses 
without the loss of a man. 

A force of confederates, on Sunday the 18th, seized 

the village of Commerce, between Cape Gjrardcan 

and Cairo, and planted a battery on the river bank to 

command the channel and interrupt communication 

bt tween Cairo uud St, Louis. As soon as intelligence 

of this movement reached General Fremont, he sent 

orders to Cape Girardean to dispossess them. Jn 

obedience to this order live hundred men left Cape 

Girardeau on the 19th, went down the river to a 

point above Commerce, landed, attacked the enemy 

and drove him off. There was but little fighting, as 

the enemy made no attempt to stand, but retreated 

with his battery. He had about one hundred and 

fifty infantry and one hundred and fifty cavalry. 

The President has authorized Hon. John S. Phelps, 

of Springfield, Mo., to embody the citizens and form 

five regiments of infantry and one of cavalry to serve 

under the laws of Missouri for six months. As he 

raised about 2,000 Home Guards two months ago at 

the request of Gen. Lyon, it is believed that Gen. 

Phelps will find little difficulty in persuading his 

neighbors to rise and drive out their Arkansas 

invaders. lie i’b a man of energy and eminently 

practical. In the meantime orders have gone out 

authorizing fifteen full regiments to be raised in 
Missouri for the war. 

Gen. Pope has ordered Gen. Hurlbut to march from 

Macon City up to Kirksville, with several hundred 

men and two pieces of artillery, to operate against 

Green and his rebel force, who were last heard from 
in the vicinity of Edina. 

Col. Moore, who has from 600 to 1,000 men sta¬ 

tioned at Memphis, Missouri, has received orders to 

march from Memphis to Edina. Co). Woodyard will 

also move on Edina from the East from Monticello. 

These movements wiW Hirronnd the rebels, leaving 

them, however, an outlet from the Fables river, lead¬ 

ing to Palmyra, where a force will also be ready to 

receive them. Mr. Martin Green and his rebels are 

in a fair way of being squelched. 

About Lri00 rebels have assembled in Saline county, 

and arc organizing to join either Price’s army in the 

South, or for local operations in the surrounding 

country. In view of the latter purpose, Union citi¬ 

zens of Glasgow have sent to Fremont for protection. 

Some thousand or more rebels of Chariton county 

crossed the Missouri river at Brunswick, on Saturday, 

and marched southward to join Price's forces in the 

Southwest. They took a large number of horses and 
wagons with them. 

Accounts from Springfield are to the effect that 

from 6,000 to 10,000 of McCullough’s army had left for 

the North. A small force have reached Lebanon, on 

the Kolia road, and are engaged in making reprisals 

and committing depredations on Union men. About 

700 of the exiles from Springfield have joined Col. 

IPad's regiment. Thousands of Union men have 

I been obliged to abandon their homes in the south¬ 

west and leave their property at the mercy of the 

rebels. There is much distress among these people, 

large numbers of them having neither money nor 

provisions. The baggage train of the Federal Army 

which was brought from tSpriugfield by Major Stur¬ 

gis, is said to bo worth a million and a half of dollars. 

The parage of the rebel army north, will enable our 

forces, when they move back to Springfield, to cut 

ol!' its communications with and retreat to Arkansas, 

and thus completely inclose it in the western coun¬ 
ties of the State 

Capt. Emmet McDonald, of the secession army, 

came to Gen. Siegel’s camp at Kolia under a flag of 

truce on the 18th inst. He reports that Capt. Charles 

C. Rogers, aid-de-camp to Gov. Jackson, and Capt, 

Stephen A. Coleman, both of St. Louis, were killed 

in the battle of the Kith. Also that McCullough’s 

force before the battle was 22,000 strong, and their 

killed and wounded amounted to from 2,000 to .'1,000. 

He also states that Generals Price and Clark were 

slightly, and Brig.-Gen. Slack seriously wounded in 

the late engagement; also, Col. Bay, formerly the 

Captain of Jackson's body guard. 

Messengers to Ironton bring the information that 

Col. Hecker, who left here on the 22d, with his regi¬ 

ment. surprised a body of some 400 rebels near Fred¬ 

ericksburg on the 26th, and captured all their camp 

equipage, and ate the breakfast which they had just 

prepared. Twelve prisoners were also taken. 

Gen. Prentiss lias arrived and taken command of 
all the forces in this section. 

Gov. Gamble lias appointed a Division Inspector in 

five of the seven military districts in the State for the 

purpose of mustering men into service under the 

militia law of 1859, revised by the State Convention. 

The Governor calls upon the citizens to come for¬ 

ward promptly to sustain the peace by the suppres¬ 

sion nrid dispersion of the bands of armed men who 

are now committing violence in different parts of the 

.State. As soon as troops are enrolled they will hold 

themselves in readiness to march at the call of the 

Executive to enforce order. Any regular organiza¬ 

tion will be permitted to volunteer in the service of 

the United States, if the members thereof so desire. 

The following is the form of oath to he admin¬ 

istered to the militia:—“You, each and every one of 

you. do solemnly swear that you will honestly and 

faithfully serve tho State of Missouri against all her 

enemies, and that you will do your utmost to sustain 

the Constitution and Laws of the United States nud 

of this State. And you do further swear that yon 

will well and truly execute and obey the legal orders 

of all officers properly placed over you whilst on 
duly; so help you God.” 

Gen. Price issued the following proclamation at 
Springfield: 

TV* the People of Missouri: 

l ellow citizens: The army under my command has 
been organized under the laws of the State for the 
protection of your homes and firesides, and for the 
maintenance of the rights, dignity, and honor of 
Missouri. It is kept in the field for these purposes 
alone, and to aid in accomplishing them, our gallant 
Southern hretliren have come into onr state. With 
them we have achieved a glorious victory over the 
foe, and scattered far and wide the well appointed 
army which the usurper at Washington has been 
more than six months gathering for your subjugation 
.1. x The victory trees a large portion 

in the next twenty days, to be sent to St. Louis. Jt 

is evidently in contemplation to prosecute a vigorous 

campaign in the southwest. 

The Secretary of War has ordered the Governor of 

Illinois to prepare all the men at his disposal for 

instant removal to St. Louis. 

Reports On the- 24th give information of Hardee’s 

forces, which are withdrawing from Greenville 

towards Beeves’ Ferry, which they are fortifying, and 

also to Benton’s Station, nearer the Arkansas line. 

This seems to confirm previous reports that the east¬ 

ern division of the rebelB is hastening to join Gen. 

Pillow. A strong body of Jeff, Thompson's forces is 

represented to have occupied Benton, eight miles 

back of Commerce, where they are throwing up 

fortifications. 

Tho body of General Lyon arrived at St. Louis on 

the train from Rolla on the 26th, and was escorted 

from the depot by two companies of soldiers. 

A private of Colonel Moore's regiment arrived at 

Keokuk from Athens, Mo., on the 26tb. ne states 

that Green was approaching that place with a force 

variously estimated at 1,500 to 9,000. The Union 

pickets which were sixteen miles out were driven in. 

Col. Moore has 900 men and four cannon. Three 

hundred men left here last night and this morning to 

reinforce him. General tiurlburt is reported to he 

behind Green with 600 Union troops. 

• and enslavement. __ 
°l' the Mute from the power of the invaders, and 
restores it to the protection of the army, it conse¬ 
quently becomes my duty to assure you that it is mv 
firm determination to protect every peaceable ;uid 
law abiding citizen in the full enjoyment of all his 
rights, whatever may have beeu bis sympathies in 
the present unhappy struggle, if be has not taken an 
active part in the cruel warfare which has been 
waeed against the good people of the Mate, by the 
ruthless enemies whom we have just defeated. I 
therefore Invite all good citizens to return to their 
homes and the practice of their ordinary avocations, 
with the full assurance that they, their families, their 
homes, and their properly shall be carefully pro¬ 
tected, 1 at the same time warn all evil disposed 
persona who may support t he usurpations of any one 
claiming to la* provisionally or temporarily Gov¬ 
ernor of Missouri, ami who shall in any other way 
give aid or comfort to the enemy, that they shall he 
held as enemies and treated accordingly. 

(Sigued) Sterling Price, 

Major Gen. Commanding Mo. State Guard. 

Gen. Price has issued his official report relative to 

the action of his brigade in the battle near Spring- 

field. IJis men were Missourians, and numbered 

5,220,of which 156 were killed, and 517 were wounded. 

Among the killed are Cols. Wightman, Allen, and 

Brown, Lieut. Col. Austin, Major Rodgers, Captains 

Euglehart, Ferris, Hillock, Blackwell and Coleman, 

Lieutenants Hughes and Haskins. 

The wounded are Brigadier General Clarke, Cols. 

Burbridge, Foster, Kelly and Hawthorne; Captains 

Nichols, Dougherty, Armstrong, and McCarthy. 

Many of the wounds of both officers and men are 

reported mortal. 

The entire rebel army had been ordered to move 

forward on Gen. Lyon in four columns at 9 o’clock 

I*. M., so as to surround Springfield and begin a 

simultaneous attack at day break, but the order was 

countermanded in consequence of the darkness of 

the night and the threatening storm. 

Gov. Blair, of Michigan, received on the 21st inst. 

a requisition from Gen. Fremont for all the Michigan 

troops now ready, and as many more as can be raised 

Department of ilie East. 

Private advices from Kentucky state that the 

Union men in that State are rapidly receiving arms 

and organizing. Four or five regiments are ready. 

Tt is believed that., in a few days, 20,000 loyal citizens 

of Kentucky uud Eastern Tennessee, from which 

hundreds of fugitives are prepared to fight their way 
back, will he in line. 

James Rogers, one of the deserters from the rebel 

army, and who was a member of the Polish Legion, 

states that when his regiment left New Orleans there 

was not another regiment remaining in that city, and 

that it was almost, impossible to obtain recruits, 

though the most active measures were being made to 
do so. 

Information has been received at headquarters to 

the effect that the recent rains had entirely broken 

the plans of the rebels for a movement upon the city 

by their having so swollen the Potomac aB to make 

it utifordable. There is now no point between 

Georgetown and Harper’s Ferry, where the river can 
be forded. 

The 22d ills', was an eventful day with the military 

men in the department of Alexandria, caused by the 

review of the division J»y General McClellan anil his 

staff'. The customary salute was fired, and the new 

General expressed himself as highly pleased with the 

conduct of the troops. The new order in relation to 

pusses between Alexandria and Washington is now 

rigidly enforced, much to the inconvenience of those 

who arc unable to prove their loyalty. A large 

number of Alexandrians were unable to return home 

to-night, as Provost Marshal Porter, of Washington, 

requires all receiving passes to be personally vouched 
for as Union men. 

A skirmish took place at Hawksnest, in Kanawha 

Valley, eight miles beyond Gauley, on the 20th inst. 

The rebels, who were 4,000 strong, advanced to 

where the Uth Ohio had erected barricades, and 

were driven hack with the loss of fifty killed and a 

considerable number wounded and taken prisoners. 

Our loss amounted to none killed, two slightly 

wounded, and one missing. Our forces captured 

quite a number of horses an-l o/piipments. 

Upon Geo. McClellan’s order, all the women in the 

camps across the Potomac, married or unmarried, 

were sent away on the 19th, save two hospital nurses 
for each regiment,. 

Johnson and Beauregard have been reinforced by 

some 15,000 or 20,000 since the Bull Bun battle, and 

it was reported on the 21st that Yorktown, Newport, 

and Richmond, have been almost denuded of troops, 

whose ultimate destination is presumed to be Mary¬ 

land and Washington. In the belief that they design 

to cross below and above the city, ample precautions 

have been taken. The Potomac flotilla has been 

enlarged by the addition of six or eight vessels and 

a number of launches, and the present force could 

be largely increased on short notice. The Chain 

Bridge and fords above, the latter for the present 

rendered useless by the heavy rains, are well guarded. 

The Potomac licet now consists of eleven well armed 

steamers and eleven launches, each carrying 15 men 

and a Dahlgren 12-pounder. 

The mutinous spirit which exhibited itself in the 

79th, liltli, 13th, and 21st New York regiments, has 

been totally suppressed, and the ringleaders sent 
to Tortugas island. 

Trustworthy intelligence from Northwestern Vir¬ 

ginia states that General Rosecraus is securely 

intrenched, and with a sufficient force to remove any 

cause of apprehension for liis safety. The rebels are 

reported intrenching themselves at a distance of 

from fifteen to twenty miles, and with a force vari¬ 

ously estimated at from two thousand to twenty 

thousand men. 

The continued improvement of the troops in all 

respects is the subject of congratulation in the army 

as well as in the executive quarters, resulting mainly 

•rom strict discipline. The line of the upper Poto¬ 

mac is now well guarded. 

The correspondent of the Associated I’ress writes 

of General Banks'division as follows:—The health 

of the army is generally good. The hospitals have 

hut few tenants. There has been a great improve¬ 

ment in the condition of the troops since they left 
Sandy Hook. 

Major General Butler, of Fortress Monroe, has been 

detailed by Gen. Wool to the command of the volun¬ 

teer forces at that post. General Butler will occupy 

that position for some time before returning to Mas¬ 

sachusetts to raise a new division. 

Gen. Hunterhas almost recovered from hiswonnds. 

He will to-morrow take command of the Jlliuois 
troops. 

Gen. Heiutzelman has suffered a relapse. The 

public will be concerned to hear that the wound ou 

his arm threatens inflammation. 

Richard B. Irwin, late of the War Department, has 

been appointed Aid-de-Camp to Gen. McClellan, with 
the rank of Captain. 

Gen. McDowell has been appointed to the division 

comprising the brigades of Generals Keys and Wads¬ 
worth. 

A letter from Savannah says the Oglethorpe Regi¬ 

ment of Georgia lost 517 men at the battle of Man¬ 
assas. 

The question of the terms of enlistment, which 

has been the source of the recent disturbances in 

several of the regiments, has been judicially and 

finally settled. The Government’s right to hold the 

soldiers, aud the fallacy of the pretences originated 

by mischief-makers are effectually expressed by the 

decision of Advocate Justice Wayne, who has made 

the following order, viz.:—That the writ of habeas 

corpus awarded by me on a prior day, (on the 10th,) 

on the application of Edward A. Stevens, the 

petition be and hereby is dischared, and that the 

aforesaid Edward A. Stevens he and he hereby is 

remitted to his military duty in the 1st Minnesota 

regiment. Colonel Willis, and that until then lie 

remain in the custody of the U. S. Marshall for this 
district. 

The line of the Alexandria and London Railroad 

is dotted with rebel camps. At Leesburg there are 

3,000 infantry and six cannon. At a point five or 

six miles below, are 6,000 infantry and six cannoa. 

Mill further on, fourmiles beyond, are 3,500infantry, 

and in Loudon are 2,000. The Potomac, however, 

remains too high to be forded, even by cavalry, to 

whose saddles the wateT comes. 

It appears that the withdrawal of the rebels from 

Fairfax Court House was a regular stampede. Two 

scouting parties of the enemy mistook each other 

for uational troops, attacked each other, sharply 

fought, and rapidly fled after a few rounds, convey¬ 

ing the news that McClellan and all his army were 

| in pursuit. The consequences of the intelligence 

was a hasty flight, of the rebels, who dropped their 
sick along the road. 

Ihe Government has reliable information that a 

quarrel has broken out among the leading traitors of 
the rebel States that promises to be disastrous. The 

belligerents are Toombs and the Virginians and 

North Carolina on one side; and Davis, Wigfall, 

and the extremeieta of South Carolina, on the other! 

The complaint among the disaffected is that Davis 

is progressing rather fast toward the legitimate 

results ol treason, and the abnegation of State and 
individual rights. 

Destruction ol Hampton, Va. 

Tue Baltimore Sun of the 10th inst., says that 

the steamer Adelaide, Captain Pearson, arrived there 

the day previous, with about fifty passengers, mostly 

officers and privates of the army. They bring the 

news of the burning of Hampton village by General 

Mag ruder. The village contained about 460 houses, 

all of which, with the exception of ten, are totally 

destroyed. The population by the last census was 

about 2,000, white and black, most of whom had 

left the place. There remained about 60 persons in 

the village, of whom two-thirds were colored. The 

others were men of business who had long been 

residents of the town. 

An advance guard of the Confederate troops 

entered the town and set on fire some unoccupied 

bouses. The troops then notified the residents of 

other houses to leave in fifteen minutes, when a 

general rush for Old Point touk place. Among tho 

I houseB destroyed were fifteen public buildings, in¬ 

cluding three hotels, live churches, Ac. There were 

three Methodist churches, one Baptist, and one Pro- 

testunt Episcopal which was over a hundred years 

old. The value of the property destroyed is thought 

to be not less than eight hundred thousand dollars. 

The dwelling of Mr. Philip J. Gibson cost twenty- 

eight thousand dollars. Mr. Samuel Cummings, un 

old resident, had two handsome buildings burnt. 

Many of the white inhabitants of the town had great 

difficulty in making their escape. Most of them 

reached Old Point Hotel in safety. Several came up 

to Baltimore in the boat, having lost all they pos¬ 
sessed. 

Aflntrs In Washington. 

Tue State Department has received a letter from 

the United States Consul at Cnrocoa, dated the 7th 

inst., in which he says that according to the state¬ 

ment of a runaway seaman, an Englishman named 

Ord, from the privateer Suiuter, she was not allowed 

to enter Cienfuegos, but was ordered to anchor below 

the fort. Her prizes, however, six in number, went 

Into port. The Sumter, after coaling, proceeded to 

sea immediately, supposing some of our men-of-war 

were in pursuit She subsequently captured two 

American vessels, both loaded with provisions, one 

of them named Joseph Maxwell, oft’ Puerto Cabello. 

She was seen on tne 22d inst,, in the vicinity of 

Moterim, on the coast of Venezuela, proceeding to 

windward; and it is supposed continued her course 

through the windward passage to capture vessels 

there. 

The Consul had, on the day of writing, called on 

the Governor of the Island, requesting an answer to 

his question whether the Sumter would again be ad 

mitted into port, should she re appear. The Gov¬ 

ernor, in his reply, assures him that she would not, 

on the ground that since she left there she bad been 

capturing vessels on the main, and as he desired to 

occupy a strict neutrality according to his orders, lie 

could not permit the Island to be made a starting 

point for the Sumter. The Consul questioned the 

Governor in regard to other vessels under the same 

flag and commission, when lie stated that should 

another vessel appear he would act according to cir¬ 

cumstances. The Consul adds:—uI am of opinion 

the Governor has committed himself iu admitting 

the Sumter here, and now desires to arrange the 

affair.” The majority of the people of Curacoa are 

of the same opinion. 

Post-Master General Blair, in respose to an inquiry 

on the subject, says be bus ueitVer the power to inter¬ 

dict nor to suspend intercourse between the loyal and 

rebellious States by private express, or otherwise. 

This power rests with the War and Treasury Depart¬ 

ments alone. and so long as these Depaitments forbear 

to exercise it, correspondence between the insur¬ 

gents of the South and their friends and abettors at 

the North may be lawfully continued. His power 

over the matter extends only to the protection of the 

revenues of the Department from fraud by the con¬ 

veyance of this circuitous correspondence over the 

post routes of the United States, partly in the mails 

ami partly by private expresses unlawfully. This 

the Post-Master General believes has been effectually 

done in ft manner set forth in Lis letter on the sub¬ 

ject to General McClellan, published a few weeks 

ago. He concludes by saying:—“You have doubt¬ 

less observed that the President, in pursuance of an act 

of Congress, passed at the recent, session, has, by bis 

proclamation of the 14th instant, declared that all 

commercial intercourse between the insurgent Mates, 

or the people thereof, and the loyal States, is unlaw¬ 

ful. It is presumed that instructions will he issued 

bv the Treasury Department for the due enforcement 

of this declaration, and that the above, of which you 

complain, will be effectually suppressed.” 

The Mate Department has issued the following 

explanatory notice: 

The regulation of the Department of the 19th inst., 
on the subject of passports, was principally intended 

disloyal persons with to check communication of 
Europe. Consequently passports will not be required 
by ordinary travelers bn lines of Railroad from tbe 
United States which enter British possessions. If, 
however, in any special case, transit oi persons 
shonld be objected to by au Agent of this Govern¬ 
ment, tbe Border Agent will cause such person to be 
detained until communication can be bad with this 
Department iu regard to the case. 

Wm. H. Seward. 

By an order from the Adjutant General’s office, 

from this time until January 1st, 1862, recruiting 

officers are directed to make all their enlistments of 

men to the regular army for the term of three years. 

Minimum standard of height for recruits is fixed at 
five feet three inches. 

Typhoid fever has appeared in the Government 

hospitals, and nearly all the sick and wounded 

[ soldiers have been attacked by the disease. 

Brigadier General Anderson left here for Kentucky 

on the 20th, although his health is not fully restored. 

He is anxious to be on active duty, and will at once 

assume command of his department. 

Congressman Potter’s Committee has reported to 

the Secretary of War the names of twelve disloyal 

clerks and not a few disaffected army officers; to the 

Secretary of the Treasury the names of the disloyal 

beyond doubt, and ten suspected; and to the Secre¬ 

tary of the Interior twenty disloyal and seven sus¬ 
pected. 

1 homas McKay, of Ohio, has been appointed Aid- 

de-Camp to Major General McClellan, with the rank 

of Colonel, to date from August 19th, I860. The 

commission is dated thus as a reward of the services 

rendered by him in Western Virginia, ns a civilian. 

Ihe appointment is the first and only one made under 

the act of Augnst 5tb, 1860. Col, McKay is a western 

man, born in Mason county, Kentucky. 

Tbe startling announcement made the other day by 

the New York Press, to the effect that England and 

France bad formed an alliance with a view to com¬ 

bined action on American affairs, i'b untrue. The 

facts are, that three weeks ago M. Thouvenal, French 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, transmitted a note to the 

English Government, proposing that the two Cabi¬ 

nets come to a clearer understanding as to the United 

Slates, To this note the English Cabinet sent a mes¬ 

sage, asking for a more explicit statement. The 

reply was that England should unite with France for 

the purpose of obtaining tbe autumn supply of cotton 

and tobacco from the United States. The English 

Government then replied that it could enter into no 
such agreement. 

General James Shields, of California, lias been 

appointed Brigadier General of volunteers. 

Wm. H. Wallace, of Washington Territory, has 

been appointed Governor of that Territory. Also, 

Leander J. S. Turner, of Illinois, to he Secretary of 

Washington Territory. Also, A. S. Paddock, of 

Nebraska, to he Secretary tbereo'. 

Commander Livingston, of the steamer Penguin, 

writing to the Navy Department, under date of the 

Uth inst., communicates interesting particulars of 

his blockading operations off the Cape. He states 

among other things that, chasing the Louisa, of Wil¬ 

mington, N. C., he brought her within reach of his 

guns, when she ran ashore, keeled over, filled with 

water, and became a wreck. She intended going to 

the West Indies with a cargo of lumber, and return 
with coffee. 

Commander Iliekley, of tbe British ship Gladiator, 

has sent u note to Commodore Stringham, which has 

been forwarded to the Navy Department, represent¬ 

ing that the blockade is open at tbe entrance* of Cape 

Fear River and Wilmington, Port Beaufort and Occo- 

quan, inlet to Peralico Sound, all un tho coast of 

North Carolina. The Navy Department will soon 

remedy these deficiencies. Thirteen vessels, seven 

of them steamers, carrying 2,000 men, are expected 

home within 10 or 50 days, and will be added to the 

blockade force. The Brazil squadron, tbe frigate 

Congress and another, is expected daily. The Afri¬ 

can squadron, three vessels, one the Mohican, equal 

to the Iroquois, should be here early iu September; 
the China squadron a month later. 

The following order has just been published by tbe 
Post-Master General : 

I’o* T-OKFTCE IlEl'AKTMKNT, / 
August 24th, 1861. J 

The President of the United States directs that his 
Proclamation of the 16th, interdicting commercial 
intercourse with the so-called Confederate States, 
shall he- applied to correspondence with those States; 
and has devolved upon this Department the en¬ 
forcement of so much of tbe interdict as relates to 
such correspondence. The officers and agents of 
this Department will, therefore, without further 
instructions, lose no time in putting au end to writ¬ 
ten intercourse with those Mates, by causing the 
arrest of any express agent or other person who shall 
after the promulgation Of this order receive le tters to 
be carried to or from those States, and will seize all 
such letters and forward them to this Department. 

M. Blair, P. M. General. 

The President, with the Secretary of State, attended 

General McClellan’s reviews on the south side of the 

Potomac, Saturday. The perfection of tbe discipline 
surpassed anything that has beeu seen in tbe military 

line in this country since the war of 1812. The volun¬ 

teers have ulready become soldiers. Gen. McClellan 

declares his perfect satisfaction with this array, the 

greatest ever seen on this continent. 

Recently, a gentleman wrote to the Navy Depart¬ 

ment, inquiring whether a bounty would be given for 

the capture of privateers. It is understood that 

other parties would, for a consideration, engage in 

the same business, but the Department has no such 

power under the present law. One-half the value of 

all prizes goes to the Government, and the remainder 

to the captors. From what has transpired, it is 

highly probable that the Government would relin¬ 

quish its share to those who would successfully 

engage in such speculation, and while granting com¬ 

missions for these purposes, afford whatever aid it 

could in the matter of armament. 

Minister Pike, in his dispatch from the Hague, 

referring to the Bull Run aff air, says, in bis judgment 

this reverse will not especially prejudice our cause or 

lead to adverse action in Europe. A public senti¬ 

ment has gradually been developed ou this side of the 

water in regard to our affairs, which is inclined to 

wait, a fair trial of the strength of the Government, 

without prejudicing its ability to overcome its mis¬ 

fortunes. If, he remarks in conclusion, it shall be 

shown to tbe coutrary that simply huddling masses 

of men together does not make an army, and shall 

develop some kind of defence for tbe judgment and 

wisdom of experienced men aod for those who have 

charge of affairs, then tbe disaster may prove to be 

a wholesome experience, and not an unmitigated 
calamitv. 

Tbe following has been promulgated from Wash¬ 

ington. If carried out it will act as a virtual sup¬ 

pression of the newspapers heretofore named, and all 

that may be presented hereafter: 

1 Post-Ovfjok Dkpartmknt, 
August 22d, 1851, 

On receipt of this letter, none of the newspapers 
published in New York city which were presented by 
the Grand Jury as dangerous, from their disloyalty, 
shall be forwarded iu the mailB 

T. B. Trott, Chief Clerk. 
To the Post-Master New York city. 

The arrest of Mayor Berrett and his removal pro¬ 

duced some sensation, but no surprise, that military 

measure having been previously expected. It is not 

for the reason merely that he refused to take the oath 

of loyalty as an ex-officio member of tbe Board of 

Police authorized l>y Congress. There were other 

grounds, good and sufficient to the Government, fur 

this proceeding. A guard has been temporarily 

placed over his house, where his family still remain. 
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Martial law has been proclaimed at Venezuela. 

— Peaches are very abundant and cheap at Philadelphia, 
this season. 

— There are in the city of Chicago 33 John Smiths and 252 
other Smiths. 

— The Mayor of Harrisburg has suspended the sale of 
liquor entirely. 
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North Carolina. 
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— A literary man, of European reputation, has just died at 
Prague—Paul Joseph Safarik. 

— It is rumored that the system of grand juries will shortly 
be abolished in Great Britain. 

The prospect for crops iu Kansas is encouraging. There 
seems to be a great abundance. 

— The rebels have released the chaplains of several of our 
regiments, captured at Manassas. 
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tT~ Associated Effort leads to . .success in canvassingfer 
periodicals, as well as in other enterprises. For instance if vou 
are forming (or wish to form) , 0|ub for the Rmur. Nkw- 

i orkkr, and cannot fill it up in your tnvn neighborhood, get 
some person or persons a few miles distant to join with or assist 

you—adding their names to those you may procure, and send¬ 
ing all together. Please ihink ot this, 'and act. upon the 
suggestion if convenient. 

ry* »WBM a.vn SOHTHKR.V monkY—In the present de¬ 
ranged state of the currency, wo are unable to nse Western and 

Southern money, as our bankers will not purchase it at any 
rate of discount Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
N’ew York, New England. Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send ns U. S Pottage Stamp*, as they are far preferable 
to any uncurrent bank hflla 

* CHA.VOS of AntWKKH. —Subscribers wishing the address 
or their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 
specify the or.o address as well aa the .vkw to secure compliance 
with their requests, 

nr A\Y person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
Rra.ti. Nkw- i orkkr, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 
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Floor remains at last quotations. Corn Meal has advanced 
slightly. 

Graix— We note two changes ingrain. Best Canada wheat 
has declined 2jf5 cents durii g the week Rye will now bring 
but «\pi45 cents per bushel of do pounds. 

There are various other changes, but these are in matters of 
minor character, and may lie observed by au examination of 
the table of quotations 
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, Virginia has already 
lost more than 5,000 of her slaves. 

— The Quebec Board of Trade has decided that the British 
shilling be taken for twenty four cents. 

— Gen. Wool arrived at Fortress Monroe on Saturday week, 
and at once assumed command of the post. 

— The Sonora sailed on the 10th for Panama, with $858,000 

in treasure. Business in California is good. 

— There are now forty-two Brigadier Generals iu the army 
not including regulars entitled to that rank. 

— Coffee is selling in Memphis, Tenn., at 40 cents a pound. 

The people have not yet devised a substitute. 

— It is said that extensive slave insurrections are imminent 

in North Carolina and other Southern States. 

To the camp at Chalons the Emperor has added a series 
of military gardens, cultivated by the soldiers. 

— The Texas Ranger records great liavoc by the ball worm 

on the cotton crop, in the vicinity of Brentain. 
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Tallow, tried.*. 
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TJNUM.” 

BY JOBS PIBBPOST. 

Tub harp of the minstrel with melody ring* 
When the muses haYe taught him to touch and to tone it; 

But though it may bare a full octave of strings, 

To both maker and minstrel the harp is a unit. 

So the power that creates 

Our Republic of States 

Into harmony bring* them at different dates; 

And the thirteen or thirty, the Union once done, 

Are 11E Pluribus (/hum ' —of many made one. 

The science that weighs in her balance the spheres, 

And watched them since first the Chaldean began it, 
Now and then, as she counts them and measures their years, 

Brings into our system and names a new planet. 

Yet the old and new stars— 

Venus, Neptune, and Mars, 

As they drive round the mio their invisible cars, 

Whether faster or slower their races they run, 

Are “ E Plaribus Unitm ' —of many made one. 

Of that system of spheres should but one fly the track, 

Or with others conspire for a general dispersion, 

By the great central orb they would all he brought back, 

Or held, each in her place, by a wholesome coercion. 

Should one daughter of light 

Be indulged in her (light, 

Thev would all be engulfed by old Chaos and Night; 

So must none of onr sisters he suffered to run, 

For “ E Pluribus L'num ’ —we all go if one. 

Let the demon of discord onr melody mar. 

Or Treason’s red hand rend our Union asunder, 

Break one string from our harp, or extinguish one star, 

The whole system’s ablar.n with its lightning and thunder. 

J.et the discord be bushed! 

Let the traitors be crushed! 

Though “ Legion ” their name, all with victory flushed! 

For aye must onr motto stand, fronting the sun: 

“ E Pluribus L’num "—Though many, we're o.vk. 
Boston Transcript. 
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MAKING CALLS. 

BY KATE CAMERON. 

U Let this plain truth those ingrates strike, 

Who still, though blessed, new blessings crave : 

That we may all have what we like, 

Simply by liking what we have!” 

“Mary,” said Charles Henderson to his wife, as 

they rose from their noon-tide repast, “ this would 

be a pleasant day for you to go out calling; can t. you 

go ?” 
“ I suppose I could,” was the reply, "hut I should 

have to take Charley with me, for I promised Jane 

she might have this afternoon.” 
“Well, then, draw Charley down to the store and 

I’ll take care Of him,” said Mr. Henderson kindly; 

and as his wife followed him to the door, he gave her 

a good-bye kiss, and walked with clastic tread down 

the neatly graveled path leading to the little white 

gate. 
Mary stood looking after him with a loving eye, 

and thought “what a dear, good husband he is! I 

ought to be very thankful.” 
It was a lovely day in October, and the breeze stole 

gently through the crimson vine-leaves clustering 

around the piazza of their cosey cottage-home. Mr. 

Henderson was engaged in mercantile business in 

the thriving town of Westbury. Industrious and 

frugal in his habits, he bade fair to become a 

successful merchant; and his young Wife was ever 

ready to lead a helping hand, and by her economy 

and tact, aided him more than either of them 

realized. Nevertheless, she was not always con¬ 

tented with their still humble lot, although she 

seldom troubled her husband with any complaint. 

Many of her acquaintances moved in a higher circle 

of society, and she was by no means insensible to the 

inferiority of her furniture and dress, when compared 

witu theirs; and it must, be confessed that the 

remembrance of this fact sometimes caused her an 

unhappy hour. 
On the afternoon in question, these repining 

thoughts thronged unhidden round her heart, and 

soon gained undisputed possession of that citadel. 

She turned away from the door with a listless air and 

ascended the Btairs to her own room. How cheap 

the pretty cottage chamber set looked in comparison 

with Mrs. Thornton’s elegant rosewood furniture' 

The white window shades, too, were vastly inferior 

to the cosily curtains that draped the windows of her 

aristocratic friend; and how low the ceiling was 

and how mean the ingrain carpet seemed to her 

ambitious vision! And as she began to make her 

toilette for the afternoon's walk, she ejaculated 

impatiently, 
“Oh! dear! I've nothing Jit to wear! My black 

silk looks so dowdy, and then, I've worn it so much; 

and my blue is at least two inches too short. T do 

think Charles might let me have a new dross; but 

it's always the way, a merchant’s wife must be the 

last one served. Well!” she concluded with a sigh, 

“I must wear the black;” and as she fastened the 

despised dress she couldn’t help mentally confessing 

that it fitted her trim form admirably, and although 

more than two years old, had borne its age remark¬ 

ably well. Her neat straw hat, with its bright fall 

ribbons and (lowers, was very becoming; and her 

street basque, just the style, although made out of 

her old cloak. Her kid gloves were not new. but 

were free from those untidy rips which too many 

ladies leave unmended. Purely these articles of 

apparel were not indicative of extreme destitution! 

Before donning her outer wrappings, however, she 

prepared her twelve-month boy fur bis visit to 

“Papa’s store.” A line little fellow was the pet 

Charley, and when clad in his new merino dress, 

with a pretty cloak and fancy hat, he might well be 

looked upon by loving eyes, with fond and proud 

affection. 
Jane helped her mistress draw the little carriage 

down the steps, and out of the gate, and Mrs. Men¬ 

der” on proceeded on her way in rather a more 

desirable frame of mind. 

She met several ladies who stopped to kiss 

Charley, and call him “a jewel,” " a beauty,'* and 

“a splendid baby;” and arriving at her husband’s 

store, he greeted her with his accustomed kindness, 

and proudly lifted his darling boy from the carriage, 

and telling his wife to enjoy all she could, and he 

home at tea time, he again bade her “ good-bye.” 

Her first destination was Mrs. Judge Thornton s, 

the brown stone house on the bill; she was one of 

the elite of Westbury. As Mrs. Henderson opened 

the heavy iron gate, and walked up the box-edged 

walk, sbe gazed half enviously upon the elegant 

mansion and its tasteful surroundings. The yard 

was very large, containing fine trees and shrubbery; 

vases cf geraniums, and mounds of verbena and 

heliotrope, while a fountain threw its cgystal spray 

high up ia the autumn sunshine, falling again with a 

musical sound into its marble basin. 

She ascended the granite steps, and rang the bell, 

an(] was aided by a servant into a dimly lighted 

parlor; sbe sat down on the purple velvet tete-a-tete, 

and looked about her. It was all marble, velvet, and 

rosewood; everything that fancy could desire, or 

art invent; but it looked too formal, too faultless, 

and the visitor remembered that it was a childless 

home,— there were no tiny feet to tread upon those 

gorgeous carpets,— no little handB to disarrange 

those curious ornaments on the etegere,— no young 

faces to be reflected in those full-length mirrors, 

and Rbe said to herself “1 would not give my 

Charley for them all.” 

Just, then the rustle of brocade was heard, and Mrs. 

Thornton languidly entered the room. She was a 

pale, haugbty-looking person, but when she spoke 

there was a gentle cadence in her tones that told she 

might have been an affectionate and happy woman 

had love but touched her heart with his magic wand 

But the blessed ministry of children had been denied 

her, and ambition was the idol of her proud husband 

It was evident that amid nil the luxuries of wealth, 

she si ill felt lonely and sad. 

After a brief call, Makv left, and as the iron gate 

again clanged behind her, she gave a sigh ol relief 

and hastened on to Mrs. Livkrmorb’b, who lived in 

the large white mansion nearly opposite Judge 

Thornton’s. When Mrs. Henderson took her scat 

in the parlor, she needed no previous acquaintance 

with the family to assure her that children formed an 

important element of the household. 'lhe floor was 

literally strewn with toys; a broken-headed doll lay 

on the BOfa, —|a rocking-horse stood In the middle of 

the room; and immediately after her entrance a 

noisy boy rushed in and began bounding a ball, at 

the imminent risk of mirrors and vases. He was 

B00n followed by two little girls, with dirty faces and 

aprons, who were quite overwhelming in their atten¬ 

tions to Mrs. HENDEBBON’s’bonnet strings and face- 

trimmings. 

At last Mrs. Livermore entered, wearing a wrap¬ 

per which might once have been of rich cashmere, 

but which was now quite too much soiled to be 

elegant. She held her baby in her arms, and 

although its robe was of finely wrought cambric, it 

was too crumpled and dingy to be excusable in the 

eyes of Mrs. Henderson, among whose distin¬ 

guishing traits was a love Of neatness and order. The 

call was as agreeable as could have been expected 

under the circumstances. Mrs. Livermore was an 

easy, affable woman, but too indolent and careless to 

govern her children, or keep them and herself dressed 

tidily. No wonder that her husband, who had been 

a prim and precise bachelor, was daily shocked at 

the appearance of his house and family, or that he 

rarely chose to spend an evening amid such con¬ 

fusion; which fact, together with her unruly children, 

and inefficient domestics, formed the staple of Mrs. 

Livermore’s conversation on all occasions. 

Mrs. Henderson again drew ft long breath as she 

turned toward Mrs. Leiqb’9 tasteful cottage. Here 

all was in perfect order; the two chUdern models of 

behavior, and Mrs. Leigh an excellent and 
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good 
amiable person; hut alas! 6lie was a widow, and as 

Mary Henderson thought how lonely it must be to 

tread life’s pathway with no strong arm to lean 

upon, she prayed that she might he truly grateful for 

the love and devotion Of her kind husband. 

Her next call was at Mrs. Btanton’s, a large and 

showily furnished house, but it was well known in 

Westbury that only the most strenuous - exertions 

enabled tbe aspiring family to “keep op appear¬ 

ances.” They toiled early and late, contrived, 

pinched, and scrimped in their daily living and 

apparel, that they might have tbe means fur oc¬ 

casional display at parties and at church. Mary 

nitied them, and thought how unsatisfying must such 

a life he; all outside show, - no pure home enjoy¬ 

ment. And again she felt thankful for her own less 

ostentatious but far happier lot. 

The short Autumn afternon was drawing to a close, 

and she had time for but one more call, and that was 

on Mrs. Lane, the wife of her pastor, The parson¬ 

age was an attractive and cheerful looking dwelling, 

lacking none of the appliances of wealth. Mrs. 

Lank was blessed with a devoted husband, and three 

beautiful and affectionate children; but she was a 

confirmed invalid, and could not rise from the lounge 

in the sitting-room, to welcome Mrs. Henderson. 

She was a sweet-looking, intellectual woman, hut her 

life was one of weariness and suffering; and only the 

consolations of the religion which she not only 

professed, but exemplitied in all things, enabled ber 

to endure her pain and languor with so much meek¬ 

ness and patience. Again did Mary’s conscience 

reproach her,—with the priceb ss boon of health, bow 

could she call herself poor ? 

fclie now returned with a light step, but lighter 

heart, to the little cottage from whose windows she 

already saw a light beaming invitingly. The cosey 

sitting-room had never looked so pleasant to her 

before; a cheerful fire burned in the grate; her bus 

band was seated near, reading the evening paper, aud 

Charley was asleep in his arms. The tea-table was 

neatly spread, only awaiting her return; and as Elie 

laid aside ber outer garments, Jane brought in the 

tea and toast. Charles laid his little hoy down 

gently in the crib, and after giving his wife the 

usual kiss of welcome, they sat dowu to their eve¬ 

ning meal. 

“Had a good time, Mary?” was his first inquiry. 

“ Yes, Charles, it has been truly a good time, for 

1 have learned a lesson, this afternoon, which I trust 

will be life-long in its good results. 1 have been 

taught that noue, however favored, can expect unal¬ 

loyed happiness on earth, and that wealth does not 

bring with it perfect enjoyment. 1 would uot ex¬ 

change my quiet home, my husband, aud my baby, 

mv health, and my warm heart, for all the glittering 

treasures that gold alone can buy. I have learned 

that the sweetest of all earthly blessings is content¬ 

ment /” 

That evening, after Charles had returned to his 

store, and little Charley had been undressed, Mary 

was seated at her little work-table, but the sewing 

dropped from her fingers, and she thoughtfully took 

up her pocket-bible, the gift of her sainted mother; 

was it an angel's hand that opened it at the words of 

the Apostle? 

“ But godliness with contentment is great gain. 
“ For we brought nothing into this world, and it is 

certain we can curry nothing out. 
“And having food and raiment, let us be there¬ 

with content. 
•• But they that will he rich, fall into temptation, 

and a snare, and into many foolish and hurtful lusts, 
which drown men in destruction and perdition. 

“For the love of money is the root of all evil; 
which, while some coveted after, they have erred 
from the faith, aud pierced themselves through with 
many sorrows.” 

And as Mary closed the sacred volume, these 

words sank deep into her heart. 

What better moral could we find for this little 

story about “Making Calls?” 

Napa City, Cal.. Pec. 20, 1860. 

California is truly the land of wonders. She 

presents none of that similitude of scenery which 

pervades the older States, but everything is new, 

remarkable, soul inspiring, majestic, and magnifi¬ 

cent. Her towering pines piercing the clouds of 

heaven, with a girth that baffles imagination or be¬ 

lief; her stupendous mountains — the great banking 

bouse of our continent; her Yo Homlte falls, whose 

aggregate height is about 2,500 feet, beside which all 

others sink into insignificance; her valleys where 

eternal summer reigns, and flowers bud and bloom 

continually; ber bluff and craggy precipices; her 

subterraneous caverns; her geysers and medical 

springs: "her buys and broad armed ports;” her 

heaven-towering mountains on either side of you, 

with their snow-capped peaks standing as stoic mon¬ 

uments to the honor, glory, and greatness of the 

infinlted Hon; her charming landscape scenery; all 

present a field for the tourist and admirer of the 

sublime, that knows no equal in onr own or foreign 

lands. 
Napa Valley is rich in soil, scenery, and natural 

curiosities. Here is to be seen, on the east side of 

the valley, the Hot Springs, occupying several acres 

of bottom lands. These springs are very numerous, 

and are highly esteemed for their healing properties 

by means of the hot bath. Their temperature is such 

as to cook eggs in three minutes' tune / O. ] KCK, Ls<]., 

and his excellent wife, both late residents of West 

Cornwall. Vermont, have a hotel and a good supply 

of bath-houses, and all necessary comforts, on the 

premises. 
High up among the hills, on the east side of the 

valley, are the celebrated Napa soda springs. Soda 

water gushes pure from the bosom of the earth. 

The. soda water, as it comes from the bill, is deficient 

in the natural gas suffb-ient to give it the effervescing 

appearance and agreeable taste, and to throw tbe 

cork. To supply this lack, un extra quantity of the 

natural gas is secured by machinery, and forced 

with the water into a large vessel, from which, by 

pipes, the soda water, as charged with the gas, is 

conducted to the bottling machine. One man tills 

and corks the botttles, while two others take them 

away by means of tongs so constructed as to hold 

the cork down until tied. Four men can thus prepare 

and hottle from 60 to 75 dozen bottles daily. This 

soda water goes to market just us it comes from the 

spring, with not the least extraneous or manufactured 

ingredients. It is widely scattered through the State, 

and is the principal soda used in all the adjacent 

towns and villages. 

Recently the “Miners’ Tent,” so called, was blown 

d«wn by ft vandal storm, causing universal regret, 

not only Of tbe miners, but of all admirers of the 

“big trees.” The “Miners’ Tent” was the “local 

habitation of a dojscn miners, inside of one of 

those n>oni£rcljs£of/.*li forest ‘big t-.ee,’ ■ whose 
utt 100 feet. The cavity in its 

defence and the seizure of their prey. They are 

tumultuous and riotous in their habits and disposi¬ 

tions. .After having gone without food for twenty- 

four or thirty-six hours, they will lie in wait and 

pounce upon men, women, or children, and wound 

them severely! As yet, it is Dot known that any 

human being has ever fallen a deadly victim to their 

violence and thirst for blood, for every body here 

carries weapons of defence against these enemies of 

our race. Nor is it by any means certain that in 

some personal encounter with one or more of the 

largest of these creatures, some nervous and half 

frightened mortal has not been compelled to give up 

the ghost, in some lonely spot, far from friends and 

kindred, with none to perform his sepnltural rites, 

or tell to the world his sad and wretched fate. With 

their keen eyes fastened on their victim, their leap is 

as quick as the electric flash. They execute their 

purposes with their teeth, and their bite is terrible, 

as thousands of living, credible witnesses in the 

Bute can verify. No elixer or compound of any son 

of Kseulapins has ever been discovered that would 

heal their wounds. Time and rest can only afford a 

permanent cure. The numbers of this enemy are 

fearfully on the increase, as is evidenced by tbe fact 

that over 100,000 persons more have been attacked bv 

them in this than in any previous year since the set¬ 

tlement of the State! The commonwealth has truly 

become alarmed in view of the wide spread evil, and 

may take Legislative action thereon, at an early date. 

There is one thing, however, that can and shall be 

put down in justification and extenuation of their 

deeds. Hunger drives them to acts of desperation 

and cruelty, and their bite is seldom or never beyond 

skin-deep; and he who can effect a good insurance 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL. ENIGMA. 

J am composed of 33 letters. 

Mv 12. 27. 8. 7. 4 is a river ir. Prussia. 

Mv 33. 31. 8, 24 is a town in England. 

My 5. 31,14, 28, 32. 11 is a city in the United States. 

My 27, 2. 8, 3 is a town in Russia. 

My 22. 26. 26,12 is a river in England. 

My 23. 28, 12, 7 is a river in France. 

My 27,13. 3. 2S, 12 is a town in Wisconsin. 

My 3, 20, 1. 31, 12 is a river in Austria. 

Mt 27. 2. 8, 22. 30 is a town in Scotland. 

Mv p. io, 16, 3, 26, 12 is a river in England. 

My 6, 8, 26. 12, 17 is a town in France. 

My 15.16, 29,18 is a town in Maine. 

My 21, 7, 19, 23 is a town in Asia. 

My whole is a portion of scriptural advice. 

August, 1861. F. N. Sattbrlee. 

Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM. 

A tract of land is to be laid out in tbe form of an equal 

square, and to be inclosed with a rail fence five rails high, so 

that each rod of fence shall contain ten rails. How large 

must this whole square be to contain jnst as many acres as 

there are rails in the fence that incloses it, so that every rail 

shall fence an acre? 

Clyde, N. Y„ 1861. M. W. 

Ig?* Answer in two weeks. 

AN INGENIOUS COBBLER. 

on hia cuticle, would remain proof against their in- 

rfBBors and virus. Rome Down East I ankee lias 

invented a specific, so called, by the sale of which, 

to the credulous Californians, he has fillea his coffers. 

It has already been pronounced a humbug, not worth 

half as much as one’s finger nails, they being con¬ 

sidered a surer remedy for the evil In question. It 

is surely a ludicrous sight to enter at 12 o’clock ut 

The Steilacoom cobbler (there is hut one) has hit upon a 
novel and ingenious mode of spelling “Shoe Shop,” by 

which he saves three of four letter* comprising the word, or 

at least omits them, and still spells the words in full. Tbe 

sign by which ho proclaims his business is characteristic of 

the proprietor, who is known as a man of very few words, 

Whose conversation rarely extends beyond monosyllables, 

and who is very provident, of even them. Will not some of 

night a" large sleeping apartment, where a dozen or the *• little folks” in the Rural family paint the sign us docs 

score of fellows, all old bachelors, are trying to com- the cobbler? 

-■ft 7 
v C! 

girth sometime* r., 
trunk was eaten out by tire long since; the entrance 

was but a few feet in height and width, and within 

was an ample abode, for two good sized families. It 

was imocoupled at the time of its destruction, and 

no lives were lost but its own. For many centuries 

its cloud-piercing top maintained its lofty position, 

courting the mountain blasts, and singing requiems 

pose themselves in sleep. A half dozen or more may 

be seen sitting tip in bed, scratching their sides and 

shoulders, and making wry faces nt the little rascals, 

busily intent on puncturing their epidermis in fifty 

places at once, aud eager to secure both board amt 

lodging, at the weary sleepers’ expense. M e have no 

faith in the doctrine that “nothing was made in 

vain.” If so, California fleas must he a grand ex¬ 

ception to the general rule 
1 think it is a remark of H. T. B., in the Feral, 

that the taking of a paper ought to be pre¬ 

ceded by prayer and fasting. In this country, 

where feasting and dauoing more largely prevail 

than acts of religions devotion, H. T. B.’s condi¬ 

tion would bo generally ignored. In presenting 

tbe Rural, wc meet with a variety of excuses. That 

of a rich loquacious old maid iB highly illustrative of 

character—1 have no need of newspapers, was her 

sober yet roguish reply, for I have always succeeded 

to a charm in manufacturing my own news. s. b. r 

p. s.—In a climate where the attacks of fleas are a 

constant source of annoyance, a specific is a desider¬ 

atum. It is with much pleasure that 1 am enabled to 

make known the following recipe, which I am 

assured has never failed when administered accord¬ 

ing to directions:—Boil a quart of tar until it be¬ 

comes quite thin. Remove the clothing, and before 

the tar becomes perfectly cool, apply with a broad 

flat brush a thin smooth coating to tbe entire surface 

of the body and limbs. While the tar remains soft, the 

flea becomes entangled in its tenacious folds, and is 

soon rendered perfectly harmless. It will soon form 

a hard, smooth coating, entirely impervious to his 

bile. Should the coating crack at the knee or elbow- 

joints, it is merely necessary to retouch it slightly at 

those places. The whole coat should be renewed 

Answer in two weeks. 

CHARADE. 

My first is an article qnite easy to be found; 

My second is a thing of which, no doubt, you're very fond; 

My third is an amusement which you see at parties gay; 

And my whole is made by God our appetites to stay. 

nr Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 605. 

Answer to Geographical Enigma:—A soft answer turneth 

away wrath. 

Answer to Rebus:—Spark. 

Answer to Algebraical Problem:—78!s and 60 rods. 

'Abucrtiscincnts. 

\ V 1 i TIKI C I ' I- LEO 

INVENTED BY DOUGLAS BLY, Til. V. 

By frequent dissection--, (lie Doctor succeeded in embodying 
the principle* of the natural leg in an artificial one, and by so 
doing produced one of-tbe most complete and successful m- 

VApLUnph^t^“bf'full^cription and illustrations can 
be had without cbarge.J'^addreasing D RochehtPr, N. Y. 

See the annexed eat. and aleo letter from H J Drake. 

to the fate of lesser trees which were often hurled cvery three or four weeks. This remedy possesses 

headlong from their stand-points by the cruel aud sovereign efficacy, and having the advantage ot sim- 

sportive winds. For centuries it has been sending jgidty and economy, should be generally known. Its 

outward aud downward its loug tap-roots, laying fast diacovery is attributed (though somewhat uncertain,) 

hold of its broad “ claim,” and rearing aloft its t0 p:x-Cov. Bigler, of this Bute. A still simpler 

s. B. K. 

ambitions bead, and drawing nourishment from soil remedy is one of which 1 claim the honor and right 

and atmosphere, has managed to attain a corporosity of discovery,—in theory only,—having not yet proved 

which has spread its fame throughout the civilized jts practical effects:—On feeling the bite of one ofthe 

world. Noble tree I Its living race is run. No more little rascals, thrust the part bitten immediately into 

will the sturdy miner eat, and sleep, aud dream of fl0jijDg water. The intense heat of the water pro- 

riches, or loved oneB far away, or count hiB hard dutJes a two-fold effect. It stretches your tormentor 

day’s earnings within its sheltering embrace. No d(jad fecfore y0Ur eyes, and removes the pain of his 

more will the eagle stoop in his soaring, and rest his b;te, 

flight on its lofty point, rocked and swayed iu its 

cradle of emerald. No longer will it glory iu its 

strength, and offer proud defiance to the wrathful 

storm-king. It has fallen a captive to the combined 

strength of fire and storm. A change of condition 

has come at last. Its future remains to be revealed. 

Portions of it may be wrought iuto palatial residences, 

and again be inhabited, not by coarsely clad, long- 

bearded miners, but by ladies arrayed in oriental 

silks, and gentlemen iu the finest of broadcloths. 

Wit Mil ffhim* 
WAR WIT. 

Taking Shot Coolly.—In the late battle at Bull 

Run, a soldier, around whom the cannon shot were 

flying particularly thick, on seeing one strike and 

Or it may enter into the construction of a merchant- bury itself in a bank near biro, ran to the hole it had 

man, or ocean steamer, and in its journeyings, visit BC00ped out, remarking, "Shoot away, yon can't hit 
foreign shores and cistant seaports, and come again tw[cc ju the same place.” At the same instant 

and again, laden w th the wealth aud treasures of the another shot struck a few feet distant, almost cover 

East, and lay them down, a tribute to the wonderful 

State that gave it nurture and kingly growth. Or it 

may lie in its three hundred feet of lowly bed, and, 

like mortals, become food for worms, with none to 

make mention of its former greatness and kindly 

deeds, or transmit to posterity an impartial record ot 

its once living lionore and commanding position 

among its brotherhood of trees. A charred and 

broken stump its only epitaph! Alas, this is a fate 

sad to contemplate. To conceive of a worse one, 

difficult, unless that it be made into locofoco matches, 

and doomed to a fiery eri d. 
All countries have their peculiarities. California 

is not an exception, it is infested by a troublesome 

class of “ critters’’ that demand a passing notice at 

least. 1 believe they are classed among her natural 

productions. Their history has never yet, to my 

knowedge, been fully and impartially written; yet 

thousands are familiar with their habits. Their 

number is estimated by millions. They are every 

where detested, and there has been talk of commenc¬ 

ing a war of extermination upon the entire race. 

The chief difficulty in pursuing and hunting them, 

arises from the singular fact that they seem bullet¬ 

proof. They can dodge the flash of Sharp's rifles, or 

Colt’s revolvers, with almost unerring certaiDty, and 

they are too cunning to be caught in steel traps or 

gins. No animal of like avoirdupois weight and 

dimensions equals them in dexterity of movement. 

They are neither amphibious, graniverous or car¬ 

nivorous. They are remarkably gregarious, and 

move about in solid platoons, both for better self- 

Pu Biy_Dear Sir: The artiltcinl Up you inafle for me 
servo, me belt.?, than 1 ever .‘unnoseU any onSarainib 

1 Imve mowed mv grass inyeeit and U.at, too, <»1J»mirsn. 
where it is very bmory. 1 have cradled rajr 
raked aud bound them; and I have l,eeu all wmind theaeigh 
borhooti Um*shine\ In tact 1 eA-n do most :»J binds of voik. 

The ride motion at the ankle-joint o- worth *fY1 f*lajjk! 
step on a stick or stone, or on any uneven place, tbe ankR 
yields just euotuth to let the foot accommodate itselt to it, and 
thereby prevents all stumbling or Inconvenience. 

Most sincerely and tkaukluBy jmure,^ 

Chelsea, Mich.. August 15, 1861. _ 

HIOKOK'S PATENT PORTABLE 
KEYSTONE CIDER AND WINE MILh 

Tins admirable machine is now ready for the fruit harvest of 
186] It is, if po->ihle, made belter than ever before, and sell 
worthy the attention of farmer* wanting such Maeluues. 

It has lio superior io the market, and is the only mi - 
will properly t nnd Grapes. Price. 540 Tor sale lw dealen. or 
tnemanufacturer. 

ing the fellow with sand and gravel. Emerging from , a MMlfentlv watered, 

what had so nearly become his grave, he continued , bui‘,fil?t«iu. As he 
the unfinished sentence, “but you come so pesky | imgurtaut thatmtendragofferer,should ’3SJ‘fePS&, j 

uear it that the first hole is uncomfortable.” 

The following lines may be read with profit by 

army contractors for clothing: 

“March,” said the Colonel, “forward march!” 

Crack went the seams in halves; 

A hundred steps, a hundred men 

Showed just two hundred calves.” 

» The publication of this series of Letters from California was 
interrupted in April last, by the pressure of War and other 
news upon our columns. We now resume them, and hope to 

complete the series iu our present volume. Though a few 
months have elapsed since they were written, we think the 

letters will prove of interest and value to many readers.-ED, 

WUEKF.'S FLOYD? 

’Tis queer that the rebels have never employed, 

To ri/le their cannon, the dexterous Floyd; 

As a matter of habit he couldn't decline 

The dirtiest job in that sort of line; 

And then, if his genius he tried to exert, 

His practice (on hands) must have made him expert! 

The ordinary relation existing between a shell and 

a kernel was reversed in the late battle, as several 

the Colonels were seen trying to get away from tbe 

shells. Their mental condition was a metaphysical 

paradox. AlthougL all in a tremor, they were quite 

nonshellant. 

A correspondent from the seat ot war writes: 

“ Our soldiers are charmed every night with the lays 

of the nightingale.” To which the Boston Post 

rejoins—“ They would he a good deal more charmed 

with the lays of a hen.” 

An exchange announces that it iB the determination 

of the War Department that “the volunteer force shall 

be entirely remuddled." This is not necessary. In¬ 

competent officers have " muddled ” the force enough 

already. 

Within One of It.—Many of the officers at Bull 

Run lost the opportunity of becoming scared vete 

rans by acting like scared veterans. 

A120 kOBT.J-SWAN- 
Roue Hill Farm, near Geneva. Out. CO . N Y.. July W.IBM- 

AT T K NTION! " 
ERA —Kidder's new system of Bee Management, where- 
“ by a BWft. m of Bend will collect, from ouete 

tbree bundled pounds of honey m one 
Bee* can be made to swarm any season 
.prevented from doing so. C-*n he pr«*e 
from tiling to the forest* in swairoing-hus 
Hue-robbery »*«lv prevented. Moth m . 
prevented effectually. Never lose bees b? me 
Chill of winter or otherwise. „™-iininK 

- . _ 1 will send ni.v new Book Circular, con^^ l 

of Book id full, aud gives general explanations, ana « 
Patent CompoundAlive- a ..i.rinn Science Ot) the re' Or, 1 will rend Kidder’s Guide to Apiarian Science, on 
ceiptof 67 ce-.vs. iu pnsUwe stamps. ^h^ft^v Bee 
ularv in the Culture and f R ghui &c , promptly 
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i WHOLE NO. 608, 

they first start, and require each other’s help to raise 

the dirt over them. One foot is wide enough for the 

hoe, and they will grow as well at this distance apart 

as they will at three feet, and they are much easier 

cultivat ’d. In the above manner T have this season 

far exceeded any former \ ear's efforts. Indeed I 

have never before seen such success in rearing Osage 

plants, and I have used nothing but the hoe in their 

cultivation. 

Some years ago, the first year after transplanting, 

the hard winters — two in succession—killed several 

miles of my hedgcB. Since then 1 have in the fall 

plowed a furrow on each side against the plants, 

which sufficiently protected them. I omitted thus to 

plow last fall, trusting to a mild winter. On eight 

milos of my hedge, in Christian County, the result 

was that from the frequent raining, freezing, and 

thawing, many of my plants were thrown out of the 

ground, as were the corn stalks during the month of 

March last. Consequently there were many open 

spaces in iny hedge, and T had but few plants to fill 

them with. My neighbor, Mr. Cqwkn, informed mo 

that the spring before, be filled those open spaces by 

bending down a plant (tint to the ground) on one side 

of the open space, and covering it with dirt, be got 

a sprout from almost every bud, and also that the 

trunk of the buried plant routed at the place thu 

buds came IVorn. This plan I pursued where the 

stalks would reach, and filled the remainder with 

new plants. Tims In two weeks two men completed 
the repairing of my new hedge, and it is a complete 

success. Judge Postrk, of Mt. Auburn, Informed 

me that lie had a hedge of two years growth, with 

some open spaces in it, and that he cut oil' limbs and 

buried them in the open spaces as Moras multicaulis 

was planted some years since, witli complete success, 

almost every bud growing. 

As we have a good deal of wet weather in the 

spring, and always have more work to do then than 

in thp fall, I wish to ask the question, viz.:—As wo 

aim chovc, that horizontally buried plants, with and 

without roots, will grow in the spring, why will not 

plants so hurled, -with roots In the fall, in the bottom 

of a furrow, and covered with a plow, grow in the 

spring? Will some of your many subscribers please 

answer, in case they have any practical knowledge 

on this point? I am satisfied from an experience of 

fifteen years in this country, that the Osage Orange 

hedge is the most durable, cheapest and best fence 

that we can obtain in Illinois. And if the fall hori¬ 

zontal laying of the plant, which will take so much 

less stock, in the bottom of a furrow to be covered 

with the plow, and the ground cultivated in the 

spring with a harrow until the buds put forth, is 

efficient, the desideratum in fencing on the Illinois 

prairies is effected. a. a. m. r. 

Jersey villi*, Ill., August 22, 1861. 

king and 41 feet wide, the rear promenade being 171 

feet above the ground. This, it is estimated, will 

accommodate 9,000 or 10,000 people at once; and it 

is now being discussed whether this room will be 

sufficient, such are the evidences being gathered that 

the attendance will be large. One thing may be 

relied on: all who come will be accommodated. 

It is proper to say something of the Exhibition 

prospectively. One feature that is novel, and, un¬ 

happily, appropriate perhaps, is the competition for 

the premiums offered for military arms and accoutre¬ 

ments, which will involve a trial of skill by the 

artillery arm of the country. We learn that sundry 

inventors and companies have signified their inten¬ 

tion to he present. To those who are kept from the 

battle-field, and who desire to see bow “big guns'' 

are bandied, this will prove an attraction. 

Another, and more important feature, will be the 

large show of line stock. This is going to be of 

greater interest than heretofore, we think, from the 

fact that its exhibition will bo made for the purpose 

of sale and exchange. This object is going to gather 

here a larger amount of stock, and a larger number of 

stock-growers than would otherwise assemble—larger 

than it is usual to see at our Fairs. And it Is an 

important matter that these Fairs should develop a 

demand and supply of line stock and exchanges of 

the same. It is hoped this will bo encouraged, and 

that pampering animals for exhibition purposes 

simply, will be discouraged. Indeed breeders, and 

farmers as a mass, are getting their eyes open to the 

difference between a well .fed and a well bred animal. 

It is getting to be well understood that many of these 

“prize” animals win their prizes at a sacrifice of 

their breeding qualities. 

The Horticultural Department is under the super 

vision of Dr. Kennioott, of “The Grove” the 

President of the State Horticultural Society—which 

unites its Exhibition with that of the State Agricul¬ 

tural Society. With bin ubuh1 enthusiasm, “The Old 

Doctor” is addressing his Horticultural .-.rutbrcii, 

urging them to come up with their Floral and Po- 

mou&l offerings, to the annual re-union and love 

feast of the devotees of these divinities. They will 

surely come without urging!—they always do. There 

are reasons why they should. 

The writer cannot speak from actual knowledge of 

the number of entries already made, but he Is assured 

that the prospects for a large Exhibition are iiatter- 

ing, and the citizens of Chicago are making ample 

preparation to entertain all who may visit the great 

grain center of the West. 

It will be remembered that the Fair commences 

the 9th of September, and continues during the 

week—that the amount of premiums offered Is over 

$22,000—that no entry fee is charged, but that all 

who choose can exhibit, they being required to pay 

only the twenty-live cents necessary to gain admis¬ 

sion to the grounds. Such are some of the items of 

interest to those who may desire to attend this Fair. 

It is believed it will pay them to do so.—C. d. u. 

MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
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had constructed an observatory hive with only suffi¬ 

cient space for one sheet of comb, so that the bees 

could he observed in their w**:k un both sides; but 

fearing that this treatment had In a measure obauged 

their natural condition and might have affected their 

instinct, he says —“To obviate every objection, I 

invented a kind of hives, which, without losing the 

advantages of those very thin, at the __n 

same time approached the figure of com- -fa V:-\ fa 

mon hives, where bees form several rows & £ 

of combs. 1 procured several small fir i 

frames, a foot square add an inch and -fa , 

a quarter broad; and connecting them rki 

together by binges, tbe whole, like 

bo many divisions, could be opened Figure 4. 

and shut as the leaves of a book. When using 

a hive of this description, we previously fixed 

a comb in each frame, and then introduced all the 

beeB which were required for the particular experi¬ 

ment Opening the different divisions in succession, 

we daily inspected both surfaces of every comb: 

there was not a single cell where we could not see 

distinctly whatever passed at all times, nor a single 

bee, I may almost say, with which we were not par¬ 

ticularly acquainted. Indeed this apparatus is noth 

ing more than the union of several very fiat, hives 

capable ot separation.” 

This hive Is described as follows, which by the aid 

of the engravings is quite plain: — Figure 1 shows 

the leaf or book hive, consisting of twelve vertical 

frames, such as fig. 3, applied parallel to each other, 

and connected together. The sides, f g, f g, fig. .!, 

are twelve inches long: the cross spars, g g, //, nine 

or ten; the thickness of both tbe sides and the spars 

an inch, and the breadth of the sides of the frame an 

inch and a quarter, which last dimensions should be 

exactly observed. A piece of comb, a a, is intro¬ 

duced to guide the bees in their work, supported on 

a movable slider, c, which mav )_ elevated or de¬ 

pressed by tfc* pcLrf, • t ' secured by the 

pegs, b b; and in fig. 4, the position of those corres 

ponding on the opposite sides, as well as the whole 

apparatus, is illustrated. 

prices; in fact, many are looking for considerable 

depression; bat this and more too they are willing te 

endure, if necessary, to save our country, which has 

so long been the hope of the lovers of freedom and 

good government, and the asylum of the oppressed 

of .every land. 
CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors. 

BEES AND BEE-HIVES CHAS. D. BBAGDOST, Western Corresponding Editor. 

The production of honey the past few years has 

attracted attention somewhat commensurate with its 

importance. We have no figures upon which we can 

rely to give our readers the amount or value of honey 

produced, or the increase; but we have no hesitation 

in saying that it haB more than doubled in many 

sections of the country, if not generally, within the 

past ten years. The cause of this improvement, 

which was pretty clearly indicated by a correspond¬ 

ent three weeks since, we do not design to discuss at 

present. This increased attention to the production 

The Rural Nkw-Yorker is designed to be unsurpassed in 
Value. Parity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance Its Conductor devotes his per- 

Bonal attention to the supervision of its vartous departments, 

and earnehtly labors to render the Rural an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all tbe important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business of those 
•whose interests it zealously advocates. Asa Famm? Journal 

it is eminently Instructive and Entertaining — being so con¬ 
ducted that it can be wifely taken to tbe nearta and flomea of 
people of intelligence, taste and dUe.iimination It embraces 
more Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific, Educational, 

Literary and News Matter, interspersed with appropriate and 
beautiful Engravings, than any other journal. — rendering 
it the most complete Agricultural, Literary and Family 

Newspaper in America. 

A DAY WITH THE FARMERS 

Tt always has been and probably always will be 

true that men do not appreciate their choicest bles¬ 

sings, while they monrn the loss of those that are 

comparatively of but little consequence, and long 

and strive for the possession of those that would 

make them neither wiser nor happier. The pure air, 

the peace and qnlet of country life, the emerald 

leaves and gay flowers, the stately trees and modest 

shrubs, tbe green fields and running streams, the 

glories of the sunset unohsenred by dust anil smoke, 

are matters we fear the farmer takes no note of in 

making up his account of profit and Iobs, and yet 

they have a far more important influence upon health 

and happiness, and even upon life itself, than many 

things that make an important figure in the farmer’s 

ledger. Happily we are in a position to appreciate, 

if we can only occasionally enjoy these blessings, 

which we always do when we spend a day among the 
farms and farmers. 

Our lives are made up of small things, and this we 

often forget in the pursuit of what is considered the 

main chance. In purchasing a farm it is important 

of course to secure good land, but other things are 

overlooked which in time are found to be worthy of 

serious consideration. A good neighborhood is one 

of these. Man was made for association, and few are 

able to withstand the influence with which he is 

sarrouoded, he it good or evil. “ I am badly troub¬ 

led,” remarked a farmer with whom we spent an 

hoar. “ Unruly cattle are pastured in onr road at all 

seasons, and though my fences are good, better than 

necessary for my own stock, yet I never feel *are and 

never dare leave home without having some one on 

guard while crops are in a condition to be injured.” 

This practice is by far too common in most sections, 

and while we caunot think it profitable to the tres¬ 

passers, we know it to he the cause of much bad feel¬ 

ing. Farmers should feci a community of interest in 

this as well as other matters, and act for the general 

good. If this feeling were more general, we should 

see fewer weeds ripening their seeds by the roadside, 

and the roads, too, in many cases, would be in much 

better condition. Nothing is more vexatious, more 

wearing to man and beast, more destructive of time, 

properly and patience, than bad roads; and yet we 

often see roads that look as if they were incipient 

canals, made to hold water instead of allowing it to 

ran off as qaickly as possible. Others have a narrow 

ridge in the center, with a wide ditch ou each side, 

into which it is necessary to drive in passing teams. 

In these narrow tracks the wheels are compelled to 

run in the same channel, and it is soon worn into dis¬ 

agreeable ruts. A road should be made good, as 

wide as is necessary to accommodate the traffic, and 

it is useless to make it wider than this. It seems 

strange to make a wide road for the purpose of hav¬ 

ing one-half in bad condition. 

The corn crop, in regard to which farmers have 

felt the most concern, has improved very rapidly 

within the few past weeks. In moBt cases the stalks 

are short, bat are earing finely. It is a long time 

since we have Been no good a promise of grain with 

so little stalk. It is ripening rapidly and we hope 

will be safe before frost. Oats vary very much — 

some are excellent, while others are short and poor, 

the result, no doubt, of different treatment. Potatoes 

are looking well, though the present warm, showery 

weather causes fear of rot. In some sections the 

leaves, particularly of those planted early, are affected 

with a blight which causes the edges to turn black. 

Ihis extends until many of the leaves are destroyed, 

Figure 1. 

of honey has brought into existence many hives, all 

claiming to be best adapted to the wants of the bee 

aud the interests of the bee-keeper. Borne may be 

disposed to think that wo have put cause for effect, 

and that it was really the invention of new aud 

bettor Lives that gave the present, impetus to bee 

culture, and in this they may be correct; at least we 

are not disposed to combat the opinion. Nearly all 

the new hives contain one feature in common — mov¬ 

able frames ■— which permits those who are familiar 

with the management of bees an opportunity to 

examine them and ascertain their condition at any 

time, remove the grub of the bee-moth, drone comb, 

surplus honey, divide swarms, change the queen, and 

and perforin any Other operations that the welfare of 

the colony may require. This, to nervouB persons, 

not familiar with bees, aiay be considered a venture¬ 

some if not a dangerous operation, but it is really 

attended with no danger, and a little confidence, 

which is soon acquired by practice, is all that is 

necessary to insure safety and success. Indeed, there 

is real pleasure iu thus examining the hitherto secret 

and mysterious chambers of the bee-hive, studying 

the habits of these industrious insects, and exerting 

upon them by the power of reason over instinct, a 

mild yet controlling and happy influence. 

Figcrk 6. 

The twelve frames, all numbered, (fig. 1,) are cov¬ 

ered by two shutters, b b, at the ends. Between 6 and 

7, two frames, a a, each with a Bhutter, aro inserted to 

separate the bees in forming an artificial swarm. 

The entrance at the bottom of each frame may be 

opened at pleasure; but the whole, except the first 

aud last, should be kept close. It is explained by fig. 

2, showing the hive partly open, how the component 

frames may he connected by means of binges, and 

opened like the leaves of a book. 

Fig. 5, a glass box, for exposing the work of bees 

while enlarging their combs upwards. Fig. 6, a box 

with movable wooden spars, which can be raised and 

depressed by a screw at each end, s s, for exposing 

the progress of the cells. 

WESTERN MICHIGAN 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Within the past few 

weeks I have received various letters from different 

States, asking information concerning this section of 

the State. 1 take the columns of your paper to give 

a general answer to their letters, and others who may 

be wishing the same knowledge. Western Michigan, 

as now settled, comprises that part lying between the 

mouth of Muskegon River on the north and the State of 

Indiana on the south, and extending back from Lake 

Michigan, say the width of two counties, if you please. 

The country adjacent to MuBkegon river is, for Uio most 

part, covered with pines—and this is the great lum¬ 

bering region of our State. This region is, however, 

ramified with strips and patches of beech aud maple 

land. In some locations the pine and hard wood are 

mingled; and there we find good soil. The poor 

soil, and cverlastiug roots and stumps of the exclu¬ 

sively pine land, causes it to be entirely discarded 

when tbe timber is stripped. 

Ottawa, Allegan, Van Buren, and Berrien counties, 

which occupy the lake shore, are for the most part 

covered with pine from the lake ten or fifteen miles 

back, and thence stretching into the interior of tho 

State, we find “timbered land” and “openings,” 

the greater share being “timber,” composed of 

beech, maple, basswood, elm, white ash, walnut, 

hickory, &c., and tho soil such as is generally found 

with that sort of timber. On the “oak openings,” 

all sorts of oak are found; the white oak predomi¬ 

nating, with hickory scattered among them, and gen¬ 

erally an undergrowth Of hazlenut bushes. If yellow 

oak predominates, the soil inclines to sandy; if to 

burr oak, gravelly, and in some cases, approaches 

the prairie order. White oak with hickory gives us 

our heaviest clay soils* and tho best wheat land. Of 

the “openings,” burr oak is considered best, though 

this does not always bold true. 

Where good soil reaches the lake, we find the par¬ 

adise of peach growers. I cannot give a very minute 

description of tho country without occupying too 

much spucc, and general features must suffice. Near 

the lake it Is level; further back, rolling. Beyond 

the pine region, small streams are abundant, and 

both brook and well water good. Bat my querists 

refer more especially to fruit growing,— and now to 

that. 

Our entire State, till some six years since, was con¬ 

sidered a good peach growing section. Since then it 

has, in the eastern and central parts, been a precari¬ 

ous business. Bat in the country nearer the lake, no 

such failures have beeu knowu. Poor locations of 

soil and elevation will fail even there. Good situa¬ 

tions, however, have not failed since tho coun- 

CULTIVATION OP THE OSAGE ORANGE 

I leahn from some of my neighbors that they have 

been unsuccessful in sprouting their Osage Orange 

seed before plauting, so much so as to spoil all their 

seed. I have heretofore spoiled many bushels of seed 

myself, by pouring on them water too hot, keeping 

them soaking too long, and having too many in 

bulk so that they fermented, and when the fer¬ 

mentation takes place the chit is destroyed. I 

have now two plans for sprouting the above 

seed, or rather for Boaking them, for I never 

wait for tbem to sprout much. First, put the 

seed four incheB deep into tubs or barrels, water 

■ tight, with three or four small gimlet-holes in the 

j bottom, with spiles In to retain the water. Then 

cover the Beed with water as hot sb you can hold 

| your hand in, not hotter; cover the seed with 

| an old woolen or other cloth to keep in the 

boat. Every twelve hours draw the spiles and 

let off the water, which must be replaced by 

more. Continue the above from three to four 

HIM days, according to the state of the weather or 

the temperature of the atmosphere. Second, put 

not more than one-lialf bushel of seed into a 

coarse sack of ordinary size—a bark coffee 

sack, for instance, or some other open cloth, 

that will give quick inlet aud outlet to the water. 

Put them into a branch of water. Morning and 

evening take them out and give them a thorough 

shaking, and repluce them as before, for from four to 

six days, according to the temperature of the water. 

At the end of these different times there can be seen 

a very few chits through tbe shells, which is a good 

enough evidence that the other seeds have so much 

swelled as to crack the shells. I have this season 

Beaked my seed one-half each way, with about tho 

same result. 

In planting I have, in new ground, sown broadcast 

and also put seed in with a drill. But for me the best 

way is to lay a rope on the prepared ground, one 

hundred feet long; then on one side of the rope make 

a small farrow with a hoe, and with the hand put one 

pint of the wet seed evenly in tho furrow, and with 

the hoe cover the seed lightly. Then remove the 

rope one foot from its former place, and plant as 

before. I will admit that the seed will appear rather 

thick, but remember it will not all come up. But 

there will more come up when thus thick than when 

thinly planted, because they are very feeble when 

Figure 2. 

In the discussion that has arisen in regard to tbe 

first and original inventor of movable frames, refer¬ 

ence is often made to the hives of Huber aud Bkvan, 

and without some knowledge of the inventions of 

these old and honored apiarians, readers are left 

entirely In the fog. We, therefore, propose to give a 

description of Huber’s Leaf or Book Hive, from 

Huber's Observations oil the Natural History of Bees, 

published about the end of the last century. Very 

little progress has been made in bee-culture, or in'bee- 

bives, Bi'nce the days of Huber, Bkvan, and Gold¬ 

ing, until within a few yearB. Taylor, in his Bee- 

Keeper's Manual, edition of I860, after describing 

the bars of Bkvan, which were simply bars across 

the hive to which guide comb was fastened, which 

the bees followed, and attached their comb to the 

sides of the hive, says:—“It may be well here to 

allude to what some have thought to be an improve¬ 

ment in the construction of the bars, the object being 

to render the combs more accessible, and the usual 

cutting, to deiach them from the sides of the hive, 

avoided. Doubtless, advantages may arise from the 

facilities thus given for removal, provided these are 

not counterbalanced by the evil of greater eomplica- 

g g tion, and the inconvenience 

rising from the possible 

j (£ a r attachment by the bees of 

j [' the frame itself to the sides 

of the hive, and so setting 

\ ^ 0 them fast. Moreover, as tJ such frames curtail space 

in the hive, allowance is 

necessary in its external 

dimensions.’ All of which 

goes to show that frames 

such as used in thiscountry. 

is an untried experiment 

with the apiarians of Eng¬ 

land. But, as we observed, our object is to give our 

readers a correct understanding of the Leaf or Book 

Hive of Hcbkk, the celebrated blind naturalist. He 

Figcrk 6. 

Our readers will now be able to understand the 

frequent and often unintelligible allusions to the 

Huber hive. At some future time we may give the 

bar hive of Bevan and Golding. 

THE UiLINOIS STATE FAIR. 

Extraordinary exertions are being made to make 

this Fair a great success. The prospects are very 

favorable. The only doubt is occasioned by the 

condition of money matters in the North-West. But 

notwithstanding the condition of the country in this 

respect, the people are going to respond to the effort 

made by the Society to render this Fair interesting 

and useful to them. 

The grounds upon which the Fair is to be held 

comprise eighty acres Bouth of the city of Chicago, 

with ample camping grounds around them, and with 

easy access to them by railroad, boats, and well 

paved and planked roads. The buildings are large, 

well arranged, and of a substantial character. Al¬ 

ready (Aug. 26) there are four large halls completed, 

each covering an area 40 by 90 feet. Others are yet 

to be completed. The amphitheater iH over 300 feet 

Figcrk 3. 
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try was settled and trees came into bearing. On 
good soils, and near the lake, a crop of peaches are 
as sure as a crop of potatoes. Here, thirty miles 
from the lake, good locations seldom fail. In fact, 
there has not been a year but the surrounding 
country has given u good supply to this market, of 
this most luscious of fruits. The nearer the lake,— 
other things being equal,—the better the prospect. 
The market across the lake is a good one for all kinds 
of fruit, especially for peaches. Six dollars per 
bushel is considered a fair price for our best sorts, 
well grown. My best ones sold for that last year, and 
a dozen buyers stood ready to take all offered at that 
price, equally good. Fortunes are every year made 
by those having large orchards in bcuring. From 
$5,000 to $8,000 are annually cleared above all 
expense, and this from orchards of fifteen acres and 
under. By far the most successful location, so lar, Is 
at the month of the St. Joseph River. I am inclined 
to believe that Berrien county is the green spot of all 

others, for fruit growing. 

All other fruits come to the greatest perfection here 
that are grown In this latitude. In this city, I know 
of a single grapevine, owned by Wm. H a i.dank, that, 
last year, raided fifteen bushels of grapes. The prac¬ 
tice of laying vines down during winter is not thought 
of with ns. I refer, of course, to the common sorts. 
Cherries have not been extensively planted, except 
it maybe Morellos. But the few planted give indi¬ 
cations of their adaptation to soil and climate, and 
I doubt not will satisfy all who try them in fair situa¬ 

tions. 
Not to enumerate more varieties, I will simply say 

that the natural adaptation of the country and its near¬ 
ness to a good market, makes this one of the moBt 
desirable locations for both the orchardist and ama¬ 
teur. Were I going into the business, and free to 
choose my location, I presume I should not pitch my 
tent near this city. I should look further. I think 
most of tastes and means could be accommodated in 
some of the four counties named, or it may be in this, 
or the others adjoining the western tier. 

Grand Rapids, Mich., 1801. J. T. Elliott. 

DAIRYING IN CHEMUNG. 

the churns. Butter made of cream only was declared 
inferior in taste and quality to that made of both 
milk and cream. Fifty of the eighty firkins packed 
during the season were ranged along the sides of the 
cellar; — they were each covered only by a cloth, and 
the air kept from the butter by the brine. Mrs. C., 
who superintended all, and salted and worked the 
butter herself, assured me she did not belabor and 
bespatter the butter as I think most dairy women do, 
bnt with a small ladle thoroughly stirred it over and 
then let it stand. This was repeated three times; 
after the third time the brine would ooze out free 
from the buttermilk and the butter was ready for 
packing. The salt used is known as the Liverpool, 
and the ladle was certainly a small affair; it quite 
amazed me when I first saw it, until after the explana¬ 
tion in regard to the working of the butter, when, 
with a quiet pride, the lady showed the indentures 
worn by her mother's thumb and forefinger, who had 
used it through a series of years before bequeathing 
it to her daughter.'' 

I said to a pleasant looking, rosy cheeked girl on 
the back stoop, "Do you milk?’’ “Yes,'' said she, 
"seven;'’ and Mr. C. said an hour was allowed for 
each seven, and the cows were milked in rotation — 
that is, a particular one was milked first each time 
and each cow knew her turn and place. “And have 
you no trouble in getting help?” I asked, knowing 
how averse all the girls in and about my own town 
were to milking. "Oh no!” said Mrs. C., "none in 
the least, and 1 have good girls. I keep two; they 
usually stay until they marry. I pay twelve shillings 
per week.” And from the reading matter lying in 
the dining room, and which I was told belonged to 
the girls, I knew they were intelligent and compan¬ 
ionable, while their mistress was a woman who would 
command respect and be at ease in any society in our 
country. Klie invested her labor and calling with a 
dignity I never before thought it could possess, and I 
felt how much more pleasure she bestowed upon her 
visitors than if she had placed her labor lower in the 
scale of importance and sighed for some higher 
sphere of usefulness while performing her present 
duties, as if they were burdens to be endured under 
existing circumstances. l. 

they secure during the night. What is to become of 
them, and where will these worms be next year? 
These are important questions. h. c. a. 

Erie Co., N. Y., Aug. 19, 1861. 

PLOWING IN CLOVER. 

It was something more than four years since cousin 
had taken upon herself the care of the “ cottage ” and 
dairy of a thriving young farmer in Chemung county, 
though she had been often heard to declare she 
"would never marry a farmer.” I had never visited 
her, but now, on a gray and misty morning, after a 
tiresome ride on the cars, I sat beside this same 
farmer and was being rapidly driven toward his 
home. It proved to be, not really a cottage, bnt an 
old fashioned farm house; hut roses there had been, 
in their season, and the late autumn flowers still 
gayly adorned the front yard. 

I was greeted warmly at the threshold by tny now 
matronly cousin, and ushered into the ample rooms 
of her home. Then came sundry Inquiries, and the 
requisite answers,— the little scraps of family news, 
and last, but not least, came "the baby" tattling up 
to be caressed and complimented. 

Of the many tlilBgs which called for my friend’s 
care and interest, 1 knew one took up a large share— 
the Dairy. I asked, "Does the yearling of four 
summers ago still perform his duties submissively?” 
" Yes,” was the answer, " lie is at work now.” And 
I was called to a neat, ceiled room, back of the 
kitchen, where stood two half barrel churns, full of 
milk, and their respective dashers slowly moving up 
arid down. 

"But he works very slow.” "Yes; one churn is 
finished before the other, then be works faster.” 
“ How long is the butter coming at this rate?” 
"Two hours." "Why does the butter in one churn 
gather so much sooner than the other ?” " The bot¬ 
tom of one of the dashers has been bored through 
with an anger; the other is whole and does its work 

quicker.” 
Then I remembered a conversation with a theoreti¬ 

cal friend, who, on looking at milk through a micro¬ 
scope, saw the little globules of butter inclosed as it 
were in sacs. These sacs, said he, must be broken 
•before the butter can be gathered. A man in New 
York city thinks lie has the right idea, and makes 
the milk pass between two cylinders, so getting 
butter immediately. But why may not the old fash¬ 
ioned way of beating be the best Jf machinery can 
lighten the labor, as we should be surer of reaching 
all the particles? — and, I thought, here is good 
evidence of that,—when milk is beaten with ft whole 
board the globules of butter are broken faster than 
when a part of the milk escapes through auger holes 
in the dasher. 

" But. where is the power?” said I. " Look through 
the window,'1 said the serving maid — and there waB 
the "yearling” lazily treading a horizontal wheel, 
which was connected by cogs to another wheel, amt 
so power conveyed to the lever that worked the 
dashers. 1 suggested that a few turnips ought to he 
hung np just beyond the reach of his nose, then 
perhaps he might travel with a hope and quicken bis 

steps. 
From thence I was escorted to the milk cellar. 

Now I had always seen milk put into pans, and 
placed upon shelves one above another; but here it 
was in eight quart pails and stood upon the stone 
floor. In another part of the room were the fruits of 
the summer's labor — fifteen firkins evenly packed; 
the golden luxury was plainly visible through the 
cloth covering, which, with the brine, was the only 
protection from the air. On a table, beneath a win¬ 
dow looking out on a pleasant prospect northward, 
stood two large bowls of unworked butter. 

“How many cows do you inilk?” “Eighteen.” 
"And who milks?” "Calvin and Mary” —the 
hired help. Nine apiece, mused I. I have known 
boys in Monroe county who thought it a hard thing 
to milk three or four. 

The State Fair had been held at Elmira the week 
previous, and an acquaintance of cousin's had been 
awarded a premium on a lot of butter — which cousin 
assured me was a super-excellent article, and that 
butter of their stamp brought two or three cents 
above the usual market price in New Y'ork — and 
it was promised me I should visit there and see for 

myself. 
A few days later and we rode through the enter¬ 

prising town of Elmira — then the rendezvous of 
ununiformed companies, save their own "Wide 
Awakes” and " Little Giants” — and some six miles 
further down the Chemung, we drove up to an 
unostentatious farm house, but which possessed an 
air of both comfort and independence. Before it 
was but an unvarying plain, stretching to the river, 
beyond which lay the rongh upland of Wellsburg. 
On the other hand was a landscape of rolling pastur¬ 
ages, hounded by the blue bills in the misty distance. 

Here was a dairy of thirty-niue cows, and three 
churns under motion, with a nice sorrel pony treading 
the Bame old fashioned machinery. The milk was 
strained into pails and set on the cellar floor until 
sour, when both cream and milk were poured into 

LETTER FROM KANSAS. 

CROPS — PROSPECTS — INDUCEMENTS TO SETTLERS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: —In your last week’s 
paper, Oscar Berry asks Information in regard to 
plowing in a large crop of clover. In reply 1 will 
say that, having just finished plowing in a piece of 
"tall clover” for a neighbor, to his entire satis¬ 
faction, I will tell how it wa9 done. The soil is a 
fine gravel, and had a good growth of the large kind 
of clover. First—it was harrowed the same way 
that it was plowed, to comb the snarl* out. That 
which was badly twisted was dragged twice. A 
good iron-beam plow with a sharp cutter, and a short 
chain attached to the end of the beam and dragging 
in the furrow, holds the heads of the clover or weeds 
down, and a good furrow will bury them nicely. 
The weight of the chain maybe varied according to 
circumstances. Then roll to settle the farrows down 
and prevent the harrow from tearing up the clover. 

The team that I used is a pair of "eleven hundred” 
horses, which have seen a quarter of a century, and 
have been accustomed to plowing eight inches deep. 
Try it, Mr. Berry, and give us the result. 

Alden, Erie Co., N. Y., 1801. J. M. Stilson. 

^grintlfcural Societies. 
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AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS FOR 1861. 

spirit of tbe 

Eos. Rural New-Yorker: — Thinking, perhaps, 
many of the numerous readers of your invaluable 
journal might be interested in a brief communica¬ 
tion from Western Kansas, I have concluded to give 
you a short sketch of the condition of affairs, more 
especially in regard to the prospects of the farmer in 
this far-off region of the mighty, vast, and illimitable 
West. 

The prospective present season foran abundant crop 
here, cannot be excelled anywhere. The fact that 
Kansas the past your was visited by one of the most 
scvorc drouths that has, perhaps, ever visited any 
port ion of the Western country, haB had the tendency 
to stimulate our farmers to redouble their exertions. 
Every foot of laud that was broken ready for cultiva¬ 
tion, was planted with something, while thousands of 
acres of the virgin soil were broken tliiB past spring 
and planted in com, which now promises an excel¬ 
lent yield — much of it will yield from (50 to 70 bush¬ 
els per acre. Wheat, both fall and spring, has 
turned out an excellent crop—a heavy yield and of 
fair quality. Early planted corn is now safe, and is 
very heavy. Later planted corn will yet require rain 
to make a heavy crop. Rye, oats, and barley were 
also very good crops. The potato crop is also excel¬ 
lent; and as to onions, beets, beans, pumpkins, 
squashes, mellons, &c., I believe that Kansas will 

beat the world this year. 
This great prospect of plenty has instilled new life 

and energy into the poor Kansas farmer, who the past 
year was forced to stem the current of failure in all 
his crops. We are also blessed the present year with 
an abundant crop of wild fruit, such as strawberries, 
gooseberries, choke cherries, grapes, and plums. 
We have several varieties of wild grape here; some 
that are ripe now, but will continue on the vine if not 
disturbed until frost; then we have the fall and win¬ 
ter varieties, both of excellent quality. I am inclined 
to the opinion that the grape could be cultivated here 
with great success, and it is the present, determina¬ 
tion of many experienced in the business to make the 
trial on Kansas soil. I believe the soil and climate 
of Kansas to he well adapted to fruit raising gene¬ 
rally: at any rate, young trees seem to do excellently 
so far. W hat we want here is a few hundred practi¬ 
cal Eastern fruit raisers. They wonld set the Horti¬ 
cultural Ball in motion, and stimulate our present 
class of farmers to action on this important matter. 

And here permit me to say that we have "room” 
for many thousands of good, industrious farmers, 
mechanics, and laborers to emigrate to and settle 
among us. They would meet with a hearty welcome 
and receive an ample reward for their labor. There 
are thousands of acres of as rich and fertile lands now 
lying subject to entry by settlers, on the waters of the 
Smoky IIill. Republican, Saline, Solomon, and Bine 
Rivers, in Western Kansas, as ever laid out of doors, 
with plenty of timber adjacent, and any amountof the 
best of lime rock, for building material, with innumer¬ 
able springs and brooks of clear, cool, running water, 
interspersed throughout the whole entire country, 
together with many other great natural advantages 
to the farmer, mechanic, horticulturist and stock 
raiser. Eastern people, desirous of changing their 
location and removing West,, would not regret a visit 
at least to Western Kansas, and they then would 
become convinced that this hasty and impartial 
sketch is not an exaggeration of the facts, 

Kenton. Davis Co., Kansas, Aug. 13. 1861. 

Wm. II. McKinley. 

Flowing In Buckwheat. 

Is buckwheat a good fertilizer, plowed in when 
it is in blossom? If so, how long Bhould it remain 
before it will do to sow another crop? How much 
seed should be sown to the acre?” These questions 
are asked the Boston Cultivator by a correspondent. 
The editor replies:—"It is a common idea that buck¬ 
wheat plowed in, fertilizes the land, and we will not 
deny that such in some oases is the effect, but we have 
never seen proof of it, although we have seen many 
crops plowed in. To settle the question, it would be 
necessary to leave portions of a field without plowing 
in the crop. The fairest way would be to have the 
field laid off in lots, with the buckwheat plowed in 
on every other one, and the other lots left without 
anything. We were called the other day to look at 
the grass on some land where a very heavy crop of 
buckwheat was plowed in while in blossom lust year. 
The grass-seed was sown soon after the buckwheat 
was plowed in. It has really done nothing, although 
other grass, on each side of the buckwheat piece, in 
the same field, has grown well. That on the buck¬ 
wheat ground looks yellow, and has hardly made 
height enough in the whole season to bo cut with ft 
scythe. We shall be glad to learn the results of any 
careful experiments in regard to the question.” 

Value of Cows. 
The American Farmer lays down the following 

method for arriving at the cash value of cows offered 
in market as milkers: 

If two cows were put up at public sale, one of 
which would give six quarts of milk dally for ten 
months, aud the other twelve on the same food, the 
former would find probably many more purchasers at 
$20 than the latter at $50. Let us see whether such 
an estimate of value js correct. Suppose the cost of 
feeding to be 15 cents per day for 866 days, the coat 
of keeping each con will be $54.75 ft year. Estimate 
the milk at 4 C^^JP^'^iyirt for 300 days, and we have 
from the six quart cow $72.00 in value, from the 
other $144.00—from the former $17.25 above cost of 
feeding, from the latter $80.25. Now, if one of our 
boy readers will cipher ont the following sum he will 
find the answer readily: 

If a cow giving ? 17.25 net profit be worth $20.00, 
what will one giving $83.25 be worth. 

$17.25 : $20.00::$89.25=103.47, making the twelve 
quart cow worth $103.47. 

Or if she be considered worth but $50.00, then the 
other would he worth hut $0.00, as appears from the 
following proportion: 

$80.25 : $.50.00:: $17.25 =$0.66. 

Subjoined we give a list, of the State, Provincial, County, 

and Local Agricultural Fairs for 1861, so far as ascertained. 

The list has been carefully compiled from our exchanges, 

correspondence, etc., and though by no means complete, 

compares favorably with that of iBst year, considering that a 

less number of States are represented, and that the War has 

caused many Societies to omit their usual Exhibitions. It is 

gratifying to observe, however, that the Societies in the 

great Free States which usually have a goodly number of 

Shows—such as New York, Ohio. Illinois, ptc.,—seem to be 

little affected by the times, their lists comparing favorably 

with those of former seasons. As the successful pursuit of 

the Peaceful Art is of paramount importance at all times, we 

trust the Wsr excitement will not prevent the Agriculturist* 

of the Country from sustaining their organizations and exhi¬ 

bitions in a creditable manner. 

NATIONAL AND PROVINCIAL FAIRS. 

National Horse Show, Ottawa, Ill....Sept. 3— 6 
Canada West. London_Sept. 24—27 
New Brunswick, Sussex..........Oct. 1— 4 

STATE FAIRS. 
New York, Watertown.. Sept. 17—20 
Ohio. Dayton____......Sept. 10—13 
Michigan. Detroit.......Sept. 24—27 
Illinois, Chicago_____Sept. 9—14 
Iowa. Iowa City_Sept. 24—27 
Kentucky, Louisville...Sept 17—2t 
Minnesota. St. Paul.....Sept., 21—27 
Vermont, Rutland____Sept. 10—13 
California, Sacramento........Sept. 16—21 
Oregon. Oregon Citv. ...Oct. 1— 4 
Milwaukee Ag. and Mech. Association....Sept. 2— 6 

IOWA. 
Mahaska, Oskaloosa.Sept 17, is 
Harrison, Magnolia.Oct. 9, lo 
Benton. Vinton___   ...Oct £, j 
Van Rnren Knosauqua__Oct. 10, H 
Marshall. Marshall. Oct, 11, 
Crawrord. I'ennisOD.....Oct, 12, 13 
Clinton, Wheatland______Sept. 18—iq 
Bremer, Waverly.. .Oct. 3, { 
Washington. Washington..Sept. 17—li 
Union Fair, Wheatland...Sept. 18—9, 
Marion. Knoxville ..._ _  Oct. 1— 
PottnwaMomie, Council Bluffs..  Sept, 18, y, 
Dubuque, Dubuque...  —.Sept 4— ?, 
Uhicaxaw. New Hampton..  Sept 25, 28 
Wayne. Corydon_  ...Oct 4, 5 
.Tones, Anamosa___  ...Oct 2— 1 
Page, Clarinda_Sept 19, 2fi 
Hamilton, Webster Citv __...Oct 17, 18 
Tima, Toledo....  ...Oct. 9, In 
Jackson, Andrew... Sept. IS—20 
Lido, Cedar Rapids_....-Sept. 24—26 
Black Hawk. Waterloo.... Sept 12, 13 
Montgomery, Frankfort.   ...Oct. 1 
Onto Gordo, Mason City.Sept 25—27 
Guthrie. Guthrie Center.Oct, 2— 3 
Davis, Bloomfield___-..,..Oct. 4, 5 
Johnson, Iowa City.   Sept. 5, 6 
Jackson, Andrew_Sept 18—20 
Alamakee, Waukon_-___ 
Clayton. Garnavilol_ ..Oct. 

COUNTY FAIRS.—NF.W YORK. 

Chautauqua, Jamestown.Sept. 17—19 | Jackson. Albion 
Genesee, Batavia_ Sept. 18, 19 
Jefferson. Watertown..__  Sept.. 10, 11 
Lewis, Lowvillo.  Sept. 11—13 
Livingston. Geneseo__ ....Sept. 24, 25 
Monroe, Rochester..  Sept. 26, 27 
Ontario, Canandaigua...__ Sept 25—27 
Steuben. Bath .     Sept. 18—20 
St Lawrence, Canton.... Sept. 25—27 
Delaware. Hobart..  Sept. 18—20 
Chennngo, Norwich__   ......Sept 10—12 
Oneida, Rome............._..._Sept. 10—12 
Albany, Albany.. .......Oct. 1— 4 
Broome. Binghamton ..  ....Sept. 10—12 
Cattaraugus, Little Valley...Sept. 11—13 
Cayuga, Auburn......Oct 1— 3 
C lintou, Plattsburgh...Sept 
Cortland, Homer  Sept. 11—13 
Columbia. Chatham Four Corners...Sept 
Dutcheta. Washington Hollow...Sept 10—12 
Erie. Buffalo.. .:.Sept 11—13 
Essex, Elizabethtown ,. .Oct. 3, 4 
Franklin. Mitlono .  Sept. 11, 12 
Fulton, Johnstown.....Sept. 25, 26 
Herkimer, Little Falls_.... 
Madison, Hamilton.__..__Sept.25—27 
Niagara, Lock port....... ..... 
Oswego, Mexico  _....___.......Sept. 10—12 
Oswego, Oswego Falls_Oct. 2— 4 
Otsego, Cooperstown______ 
Omnge, Goshen........ Sept 17—19 
Orleans, Medina.     Sept 27, 28 
Putnam. Carmel..........__.. Sept. 24—26 
QtteeDs, Flushing_..._..Oct. 3 
Rensselaer. I.nnamgburgh_ Sept. 2—6 
Schuyler, Wutkin*___.....  
Saratoga, Saratoga Springs_.....Sept. 3— 6 
Tompkins. Ithaca_ 
Ulster, Kingston...Sept. 25—27 
Westchester, Mt. Vernon..Sept 24—26 
Wayne. Clyde.... 
Yates, Penn Van......Sept, 26—28 
Wyoming, Warsaw........Sept. 25, 26 

NKW YORK UNION AND TOWN FAIRS. 

Canaxeraga, Dansville......Oct. 2. 
Careuovla, Caxnnovia ...Oct. X, 
Chautauqua Union, Frodonla....Sept. 4- 
Dryden, Dryden_......-....Sept 26, 
Gouvcrneur. Gouverneur.......Sopt. 12, 

MICHIGAN. 

Berrien North, St. Joseph.......Sept 18—20 
Calhoun, Marshall....Oct. 8—10 
Ionia. Ionia_    Oct. 2— i 
Jackson. Jackson.... Sept. 25—2' 
Kent, Grand Rapids_Oct, 2— 1 
Lapeer. Lapeer.......Sept 24—26 
Macomb. Romeo_..Oct. 2— J 
Ottawa. I.amont__......Sept 19, 2t> 
Shiawassee, Owosso_   ..Oct. 9—11 
Washtenaw, Ann Arbor....Sept 18—2' 

WISCONSIN. 
Radar. Viroqua.....Sept, 9—11 
Dodge, Mantorville___Sept. 24, 25 
Jefferson, Lake Mills__Sept. IS—19 
Jackson. Albion_____Sept 18, 15 
Lafayette. Darlington___Sept. 25, 26 
Racine, Union Grove....Sept. 17—19 
Richland. Richland Center...Sept 21, 22 
Winnebago, Oshkosh __-.Sept. 18. 19 
Crawford, Prairie du Chien...Sept 17—19 
Green Lake, Markesan ..—Oct. 2, 8 

INDIANA. 
Posey. New Harmony_.......Oct. 1—5 
Switzerland, Enterprise.__Sept. 17—20 

MASSACHUSETTS. 

Barnstable, Barnstable....._...-Oct. 8 
Bristol. Taunton. ....Oct 1 
Bristol Central, Myricka._... 
Berkshire, Pittsfield__ — Oct 1 
Essex, South Danvers......Sept 24 
Franklin, Greenfield .......Sept 26 
Hnusatonic. Great Barrington__Sept 25 
Hampshire. Franklin, and Hampden, Northamp 

ton...I...Oct. 3 
Hampshire. Amherst --. Oct. 10 
Hampden, Springfield....Sept 19 
Hampden East, Palmer..._...Sept. 17 
Highland, Middlefield.Sept 12 
Hoosio Valley. North Adams...Sept. 17 
Middlesex, Concord ....._Sept. 19 
Middlesex South, Framingham_Sept 17 
Middlesex North. Lowell...'..Sept 12 
Martha'*. Vineyard, West Tisbury_Oct. 15 
Nantucket Nantucket......Oct. 10 
Norfolk. Dedham ____Sept. 24. 
Plymouth, Bridgewater.Oct. 3 
Worcester, Worcester....Oct. 1 
Worcester West. Barre.Sept. 26 
Worcester North, FitchVurgh...Sept. 24 
Worcester South, Sturbridge..Oct. 4 
Worcester Southeast, Milford_Oct. 8 
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Ridgeway Union, Medina .....Sept. 11—13 
Skaneatelea. Skaneateles........Oct. 8, 9 
Tonuwanda Yalluv, Attica..Sept. 18, 19 
Trmnansbtirg, Trunmnsburg..Sept. 25, 26 
Wilson, Wilson..Oct. 9, 10 
Susquehanna Valley, Unadilla..Sept. 26, 27 
Oxford, Oxford........Sept. 23—25 
Alton. Afton.. . .Sept. 18, 19 
Union, Deposit__......Sept. 18, 19 
Palmyra Union, Palmyra...Oct 2— 4 
Seneca Falls, Seneca Falla.....S^jit 24—26 
Adams I ulon, Adams...Sept. 11, 12 
Aurora Union, Aurora... ...—Sept. 24, 25 
Brookfield, (Rockville . .Sept. 24, 28 
smithfield, Smithtield.... - ■ -Sept 5, 6 
Virgil, Virgil.Sept 19—21 
Brockjwrt Brockporl...Oet. 1, 2 
Ciienaugn Union, East Randolph....Oct. 3— 5 
Galen, Clyde ...-----Oct. 10, 11 
Genesee Valley, Nunda--- 
Little Falls, Utile Fulls.Oct, 2— 4 
SpringviUe Union....... .-...Sept. 18, 19 

VERMONT. 
Addison, Mlddlebnry.Sept. 4, 
Franklin Union, Enst Berkshire ---Sept. 18, 
Rutland, Rutland .......-Oct 2, 
Wilmington, Wilmington .. Oct. 8 
Windham, Newfane.,.    ..Oct 2, 

CONNECTICUT. 
Falls Village Union.___ 
Fairfield, Bridgeport.. 
Ilousatonic, New Milford_ 

In other words, while the twelve quart cow gives 
only twice the quantity of milk, she is worth five 
times as much money, estimating with reference 
solely to milk. The presumption, however, is that 
the cow giving the smaller quantity wonld be worth 
much more for beef at the end of the ten months, 
and this is to be considered in the estimate of money 
value. It may be bio that the smaller quantity of 
milk will yield a larger proportion of hotter, aud if 
so, this too, where butter is an object, is to be con¬ 
sidered. Rut, after all, it will be found that in nine 
cases out of ten we place too low an estimate on the 
good cow as compared with the poor one. 

THE ARMY WORM. 

The army worm lias made its appearance in the 
grain fields around Buflalo, and is committing great 
ravages. I visited several pieces of oats this morn¬ 
ing, tone piece on Maj. R. L, Howard’s farm, lying 
near the lake shore,) and found that the ground was 
covered with the oats they had cut off, the heads 
being completely stripped, and the straw only valu¬ 
able for fodder. They perform their devastation in 
the night, and the sun drives them from the stalk and 
they go into the ground and remain there during the 
day; hut when the dews begin to fall, they come 
forth ju thousands and begin their mighty march. 
When they cross the traveled road, the teams crush 
very many of them. They are about one inch long 
and very lively, and somewhat resemble a caterpillar. 
As soon as the oats are exhausted, it is expected they 
will attack the corn. They seem to like the green 
grain, aud will not touch ripe oats. Now they are 
looking very fat aud sleek. In digging in an ont 
field, about oue foot square, I fonud more than two 
dozen worms. It would appear that during the day 
they digest aud deposit tu the earth the plunder 

The Art of Catching Horses. 

A correspondent of the Valley Farmer truly 
remarks that there are few things more aggravating 
than to lie in a hurry to go to some place, and have 
a great trouble to catch a horse. I have sometimes 
made the assertion that a horse which I raise will 
never be ltard to catch unless some oue else spoils 
him. The way I manage is to keep them gentle 
from colts, handling them as often as convenient. 
When young horses are running to grass, give them 
salt occasionally, aud let them fondle about you, 
making as little show of trying to get hold of them 
as possible. There is nothing surer to spoil a horse 
forever than to run as if trying to hem him in, and 
yelling at him authoritatively, or scolding, when he 
can see, just as well as yon kuow, that be is out of 
your reach. To put on the cap sheaf, whip him 
severely for causing trouble, and my word for it, the 
next time you want to catch him he "will not listen 
to the voice of your charming, charm you never so 

wisely.” 
Horses learn a great deal by signs. In beginning 

to teach them to be caught, go toward them on the 
near side, slowly and cautiously, making no demon¬ 
strations at all. If the animal begins to walk off 
stop, and whistle, or otherwise manifest indifference, 

until he becomes quiet again, then approach as 
before. When you are so close as to be confident he 
will not escape you, speak kindly, and hold up one 
baud, ready to touch him on the withers, and thence 
pass it along the neck until you can get hold of his 
head, but do not seize him with a grab, as this tends 
to excite fear afterwards. By practicing this course, 
using the sign, viz., holding up the hand wheH you 
are a little further away each time, a horse may be 
taught to stop and be caught, even when in a con' 
siderable glee (playing), simply by holding up the 
hand and using some familiar phrase, such as whoa 

boy, &C. 

By way of caution, however, watch his actions 
and intentions closely during his tutoring, and if at 
any time or from any cause you see that he is going 
to run, do not by any means say anything or hold 
up your hand, as the sign given and disobeyed a few 
times will almost inevitably prevent your making 
anything out of it in future. 
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PENNSYLVANIA. 
Berks, Reading.Sept. 24—26 
Bucks, Newtown__.....Sept- 25, 20 
Columbia, Bloomsburgh.-.Oct. li—19 
Clearfield, Clearfield.Oct. 15—17 
Florence, Florence...__Sept. 18. 19 
Luzerne. Waverly.....Sept. 24—26 
Mercer Mercer_Sept. 17—19 
Montgomery...-.Oct. 1— 3 
Monroe, Stroudsburg . .Oct. 1— 4 

NEW JERSEY. 
Burlington, Bridgtou.....Oct. 1, 2 
Monmouth, Freehold...Sept. 10—P_ 

OHIO. 
Franklin, Columbus...Sept. 
Brown, George to w n......-... — Sept. 
Ashtabula, Jefferson.. .. - Sept. 
Clermont, Olive Branch.Sept. 
Clinton, Wilmington.Kept. 
Madison, Loudon__ .......... Sept. 
Fayette, Washington.......Sept, 
Clermont, Bantam.Sept. 10—13 
Preble, Eaton .-Sept. 16-19 
Portage. Ravenna..._Sept. 18. 19 
Guernsey, Cambridge.—Sept, IS—20 
Crawford, Bncyrus ..Sept. 18—20 
Lake, Painesville.....-.-.Sopt. 19—21 
Geauga, Burton_  Sept. 17—19 
Tuscarawas, Canal Dover.1. - Sept. 22—24 
Morgan, MeConnellHvllle... - Sept. 24—26 
Trumbull. Warren.  Sept. 24-26 
Geauga, free, Claridon.Sept 24—26 
Miami, Piqua..Sept. 24—27 
Lucas. Toledo.  Sept. 24, 25 
Union, Marysville_... . Sept. 25, 26 
Lorain, Elyria. Sept. 25—27 
Knox. Mi. Vernon........Sept.25—27 
Pickaway, Cireleville.Sept. 25—27 
Jefferson, Steubenville .   Sept. 25—27 
Colmnbiaua, New Lisbon..   Sept. 25—27 
Allen, Lima_     Sept. 26—28 
Hancock, Findlay___ Sept. 26—28 
Richland, Mansfield......Oct. 1— 3 
Cuyahoga. Cleveland.........Oct. 1— 3 
Wayne. Wooster____Oct 
Summit, Akron.  Oct. 
Carroll, Carrollton.._  Oct. 
Mahoning, Canfield_..._Oct. 
Oosliocton. Coshocton_Oct. 
Shelby, Sidney.  Oct. 
Butler, Hamilton....—Oct. 
Clhrk. Springfield-  Oct. 
Champaign. Urbans._.... — Oct. 
Seneca, Tiffin_Oct. 
Morrow, Mt- Gilead ..._  Oct. 
Sandusky, Fremont_ Oct. 
Hardin, Kenton.  ......Oct. 
Defiance, Defiance... -.Oct. 
Stark, Canton__   .......Oct. 
Harrison, C8dist.  Oct. 
Van Wert, Van Wert..  Oct. 
Greene, Xenia.......   Oct. 
Ashland, Ashland_....... Oct. 
Guernsey, Cambridge —.  ..Oct. 

ILLINOIS. 
Knox, Knoxville___  Oct. 
Bureau, PiiDceton.Sept. 24—27 
LaSalle. Ottawa..S*pt- 24-27 
Mercer. MilleraUurg .. Sept. 24—26 
Morgan. Jacksonville. Sept. 3— 6 
Henry, Cambridge.Sept. 4—6 
Logan, Lincoln...Sept 25—27 
Du Pane, Wheaton....   Sept. 25—27 
Pike. PiK-field..Sept. 25—28 
Mudiann, Edwordsville.........Oct. 1— 4 
Grundy, Morris..-...Oct. 1— 4 
Winnebago, Rockford.....Sept. 1V —2t) 
rr.. x-3i. u'-. S-i,t 17—20 
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KENTUCKY. 

Breckinridge. Cloverport___Oct. 

KANSAS. 
Douglas____—......Sept. 

UTAH. 
San Pete, Maroni... 

CANADA. 

West Durham, Newcastle .....-....._..Oct. 
South Ontario, Whitby..Sept. 18 
Fullarton, Logan, and Hilbert, Mitchel_Oct, " 
Russell, Osgoode.   Sep 
Iiay Township, Rodgerviite__-.Oct. 
South Wellington and Guelph, Guelph.Oct. 
Perth.Oct. 
Lanark ..---Oct. 
Pickenng. Pickering. ..Oct. 
Smith's Falls...-.-.Oct. 
Ferguson’s Falls_   Oct. 
Cartetou Place_  Nov 
Clayton....Nov. 
Packenham..    Oct. 
Frauktowu...  Oct. 
Almonte_---.....—Oct. 
Sand Point ..     Oct, 
Renfrew ..... 
Ross ...... 
Pembroke__—--Oct. 
Roseville... 
Arnprinr ..—.—.Oct. 
North Simcoe, Barrie. . 'a“'' 

.Oct 4 
..Sept. 18, 
..Oct. o 

..Sept. 27 

..Oct. 9 

..Oct. 10 

Oct. 1 

..Oct. & 

..Oct. 16 

..Oct. 4 

..Oct. 1ft 

..Nov. 5 
Nov. 13 

..Oct. lit 

..Oct. 8 

. .Oct. 31 

..Oct, 1 

Oct. 8 

..Oct. 23 

..Oct. 16 
..Sept 12 

..Oct. 3 

..Sept. 19 

..Oct. 4 

— The Wisconsin State Fair has been postponed. 

.Sept. 24, 25 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 

Cheshire, Kopno.. 
Connecticut Valley, Charlestown... Sept. Ifi—12 
Hillsboro. Milford.Sept. 25, 26 
Merrimack, Concord---Sept. 25 ii 

MAINE. 
Androscoggin, Lewiston_ ...Oct. 1 3 
Kennebec, Readfield.Oct. J, J11 
Oxford West, Fryeburgh.Oct. 8—10 

..Sept. 11—13 
.Sept. 17—2u 

””...Sept. 26-27 

RHODE ISLAND. 

Society for Encouraaement of Domestic Indus¬ 
try, Show of Flax Cotton, Providence-Sept. 11 

OREGON. 
Lane, Eugene City__—Oct 9, 10 
Marion, Salem___...-Sept. 11, 12 
Multnomah, Portland..—....Oct. 23, 24 
Washington, Hillsboro__Oct. 16, 1. 
Yam Hill, McMinnville. ...Sept. 24, % 

CALIFORNIA. 
Sonoma, Santa Rosa...Sept. 24—27 
Tehama, Red Bluff...Sept. 11 

1-6 

8, 9 

1— 4 

Union Fair, Warren.Sept. 17—20 
McLean, Bloomington......Sept. 24—28 
Lee. Amboy........—Oct. 8 11 
Warren. Monmouth___Sept, 4 6 
Putnam, Hennepin_......pet. 1— 4 
Monroe. Waterloo__Oct. lo U 
Ogle, Oregon...-.-.Sept. 24—2b 
Peoria, Peoria.....Sept, 3— 6 
DeKalb,Sycamore... .Sept. 18-20 
Stephenson, Freeport..---kept. ~'l ~'l 
Vermillion, Catlin....Oct. 1—5 
Macon. Decatur...Sept, 16—40 
Sangamon, Springfield .....pet. 1, 2. 
Montgomery, Hillsboro..-.Sept. -4—2^ 
Whiteside, Morrison....—.Sept. 24—27 
Jefferson. Mt. Vernon--Sept. 25—2, 
Kane, Geneva..Sept. 2a—27 
Fulton, CautoD_...--- 
Champaign, Urbaua--- —Sept. 21 24 
Schuyler. Kuehville.Oct 2— 0 

A New Grain Binder has been invented and patented by 

Mr. D. W. Ayres, of Iroquois Co., HI., which promises to 

supply a long-sought desideratum. Our attention has been 

called to >t by a friend who has no pecuniary interest in its 

success, but who believes it will prove of great benefit to 

grain growers. An Iroquois Co. paper gives a description o 

the improvement, and the result of a successful public trial 

with the statement of some thirty farmer* who certify 

the binder is all that the inventor claims it to be, and that 

when properly attached and adapted, it is capable of binding, 

in the most perfect manner, to the utmost capacity of any 

reaper now in use. Wire is used for binding at a cost no 

exceeding twenty cents per acre. The invention is sm 

fulfill every requirement of a successful self-bim-er 

operation is simple and easily understood, and it is capab-e 

being attached to any ordinary reaper. 

The Rural's Fall Campaign opens this week, as"'1' (e 

seen by reference to Publisher s announcement ou sc 

page. AJl who approve and are disposed to second our e 

in furnishing a superior Rural, 1 amili. and Ns." s ' 1 

can materially aid the object in view by making kno 

Trial Terms to friends and neighbors, and receiving am 

warding their subscriptions. 

Large Oaks, &c.— M. S. Summers, of Vermillion, Erie 

Co., Ohio, “tells us about a big thing in Ohio,” in the shape 

of an oak, which is 17 feet 7,la inches in circumference. 

Now if M. S. Summers will visit Niagara Falls, N. Y., aud 

take a walk or ride out in the east part of the town of 

Niagaia, I can show him an oak tree which measures -0 (>■ 
1 inch in circumference four feet from the ground. As to ‘a 

itl/.e at the height of sixty feet, 1 can not exactly tell, as I -® 

getting rather old and my claws rather dull to climb sm * 

tree. Aud we have also a few more big things in our State, 

New York, in the shape of pigs, not “Guinea pigs" either. 

If M. S. SuMMitaa will call on J. M. Witmer, of the firs uf 

C. n. Witmkk, Sons, & Co., at the Niagara Falls Mill, be will 

show him a couple of pigs, about twenty-two months old, 

measuring around the body as follows: — “Big one, ’ 6betS 

inches around the body, 7 feet 5 inches in length. ' 

one,” 6 feet 8 inches in circumference, 9 feet 1 h iuches long. 

— David Wjtmer, Niagara, N. Y., 1861. 
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vantage; and it is a healthy, good grower, and about 
as hardy as anything—not a heavy bearer. If I were 
to select fifteen or twenty varieties to plant, T would 
put it in; but if only ten, would leave it out.” 

Bartlett, “I would rather grow it on pear stock 
than on quince. It. is disposed to overbear on either. 
It is not very hardy, but headed low it endures the 
hard winters here, well. We „/wnys get some fruit 
from it: and on the pear stock it fruits early. It 
brings the highest price in market, and is a pear 
everybody should grow. It ought not to be planted 
in exposed situations; but with shelter it is very- 
desirable." It is bearing well here. 

"The Vicar of WinkfieH. does not do well here on 
either pear or qninee stocks; it does not fruit; 
neither does the Duchesse d'AnganUme, .And when I 
speak of pears here, I do not simply refer to ray own 
grounds, and to one kind of soil and exposure, but 
to the entire neighborhood—the country here so far 
as I have had opportunity to observe. 

"The Buff,on is a fair pear; tree upright, good 
grower; productive. It does not come into bearing 
very yonng.” Subsequently, on the grounds of 
General Dodge, wo found it in bearing, and tbe 
contour of the tree, its growth, led Mr. I). to say that 
he had induced many of his friends to plant it in¬ 
stead of the Lombardy Poplar, its habit and effect as 
a tree being very similar, and its me and beauty quite 
as great. We commend this Lombardy Poplar pear 
tree to the admirers of that style of arborescenee. 

“ Del ices d'Hardenfont is a good pear, but poor 
hearer here, and not very hardy. 

"There is a great hearer, handsome—the handsom¬ 
est pear we have got—grows aB large as the Bartlett, 
hut is good for nothing to eat; it is worthless.1’ It 
is Belle de Bruxelles, and is loaded with fruit. 

There is t.hc Bostiezer. It is a good.summer 
pear, fair bearer, rather straggling grower—a very 
good early pear. ’ There is a good crop on the tree. 

What, is this tree which has nothing on, and yet 
looks so thrifty? That is a Iduehesse d' .An gouleine. 

It is good for that—for nothing—every time! It 

drops when half or two-thirds grown.” We find it 
loaded and bolding its fruit finely this year. 

"The Doyenne d’Ete is a good summer pear. It is 
a regular bearer «nd very productive. 

" 11Inter Arils is a very good winter pear, but does' 
not Been: to he doing so well here r* formerly. 

Here is the TVsou—a good pear on either pear or 
quince stock. It is rather iate in coming into bear¬ 
ing, but it promises well.” We find it bearing here 
at eight years oti pear stook. 

"This is the Heathcot, but it is—well, ‘honors 
easy,'you know—it is not to be highly recommended.” 

Van Mons Leon le Clerc, "It is not a good bearer 

with us.” On the terrace at General Dodge’s we 

found it producing finely. 

Such is the substance of our conversation w-ith 
Mr. Dofoi.as. It, is of value to the Western planter, 
because it is precisely the kind of talk he would hear 
from Mr. D. were he to walk with him among his 
trees to make selections for planting. It is experience. 

Mr. Douglas has an orchard of 1000 or 1100 treeB, 
half of them at least in bearing. Unlike too many 
of our Western nurserymen who content themselves 
with producing trees, relying upon somebody else's 
experience for a gnide in selecting sorts, Mr. D. 
demonstrates that fruit can lie grown, and what kind 

of fruit it is best, to plant. This is as it shonld be; 
and it is hard to say which yields the most pay for 
the effort—the fruit or the increased sale of trees. 
The soil on which this orchard is planted is drained, 
mainly with hoard drains—common fence boards six 
inches wide being used. The edges of two of these 
boardB are nailed together, and when inserted in the 
ditch protect a triangular orifice Bimilar to that, made 
by inverting a wooden eaves-trongh on a level sur¬ 
face. These drains prove durable, are quickly and 
cheaply made. The subsoil of a large portion of this 
orchard is a hard blue clay, which, when exposed to 
light and air, breaks up in cubes—requires long ex¬ 
posure to prepare it for use. 

Mr. Douglas believes in three things in connection 
with pear culture: iu drainage, protection, and good 

culture. With a proper selection of varieties he 
knows pears can be grown in the West, and that ours 
is “ a pear country.” 

COLORING RECIPES The earlier varieties of grapes are beginning to 
color. Blood's Black is the most advanced, but, 
except for its earliness, is of little merit. Next is 
forwardness is the Delaware, and following this, 
Hartford Prolific aud Diana. No other varieties that 
we have seen are yet showing color, except a variety 
grown in this city for a number of years by L. B. 
King, Esq. It is a black grape, berries round and a 
little smaller than Isabella, bunches short. It has 
strong native characteristics, acid, hut pleasant 
This grape is now (August 31) fully ripe. Last year 
we had it ripe a week earlier, and it is always in 
eating the latter part of August. It is called in some 
of the catalogues Black King. 

The Flower Garden is now putting on its beauti¬ 
ful antumn dress. The annuals are the most attract¬ 
ive class of flowers —indeed, upon these and the 
perennial Phloxes and bedding plants it depends 
almost entirely for its beauty. The Asters are 
coming into bloom, and we have never before had 
so fine a show. Trnffaut‘3 New Rose, or La Superb, 
is a magnificent flower, of a rich rose color, some 
four inches in diameter, and somewhat of the form 
of the best of tbe old Indian Chrysanthemums. 
That old favorite, the Ten-week Stock, is now in 
perfection, and we never saw finer flowers. Tbe 
Erfart seedsmen are steadily improving this flower, 
and their Beeds are always satisfactory. A common, 
hut very pretty flower, and a constant bloomer, 
making a fine show all the summer with its scarlet, 
tassel-like flowers, is tho Caccalia coccinea, some¬ 
times called Scarlet Tassel-Flower and Flora's Paint 
Brush. It grows about eighteen inches in height, 
and blooms from the latter part of June until October. 
We give an engraving showing its appearance. 

Bed that will not Fade.—Noticing in two late 
issueB of the Rural inquiries for a recipe for color- 
iug red on cotton that will not fade, I send you one 
that has been thoroughly tried by myself and many 
of my neighbors with perfect success. Take two 
pounds of Nicaragua, or Redwood; four ounces of 
solution of tin. Boil the wood one hour, turn off the 
dye into a tub, then add the tin and put. in your 
cotton. Let Btand flve minutes and you will have a 
nice red.—Mas. Eliza Bircuaud, Windham, Ohio, 

1801. 

COTTON — Fast Blue,— To a tub of cold water add 

one-fourth pound of copperas, dissolved; three spoon¬ 

fuls of muriatic acid. Give five turns and wring out. 

1 o another tub of cold water add two ounces of 
dissolved prnssiate of potassa. Give five turns and 
take out. Add about four spooufnla of sulphuric 

acid. Give five turns more and wash off. For five' 
pounds of goods. 

Woolen Dyking— Yellow.— Take as much quer¬ 
citron as a person can hold in the hand for every 
pound of goods. Put in a brass, copper, or tin 
vessel, with at least two gallons of soft water for 
every pound of goods. Bring to a boil and put in 
one-fourth of a teacup of muriate of tin, one table- 
spoonful of cream of tartar. Boil and stir well for 
five minutes and enter goods, boil or simmer for 
twenty or thirty minutes. Hickory bark will do, but 
is not as good as black or yellow oak, (quercitron of 
commerce.) 

Orange.— Dyed sumo as yellow, and iu the same 
dye add about one tablcspoonful of ground cochineal, 
and bring to a boil; then add muriate of tin aud cream 
of tartar us before; then enter goods and boil slowly 
for fifteen to thirty minutes, and if not dark enough 
add more cochineal. 

Scarlet.— For every pound of goods you want 
from one to one and a half ounces of cochineal, and 
the same of lac dye; add about two-thirds of the lac 
and one-third of cochineal and a little quercitron for 
the first dip; bring to a boi! and add one tublespoon- 
ful of cream of tartar and one-third of a teacup of 
muriate of tin; boll for five minutes and then enter 
goods for twenty or thirty minutes. Take out and 
add the balance of cochineal and lac, aud proceed as 
before; add tho same quantity of muriate of tin and 
cream of tartar. Rinse thoroughly in cold water all 

ftorticnlturat gtotcis 
Sowing Tender and Hale Baddy Annuals,— In sowing 

wo Dll either pots or boxen half full with rough material, 

generally riddling* from beneath tho pottlug bench, then 

two inches of sandy loam, and then a little Hue sandy loam, 

on which tho seeds are sowu, and some liner still, with a 

little peat, earth and silver sand Tor covering The covering 

depends on the size of the seeds. For large seeds, such ns 

the finer Lupins, from ono-elgbth to one quarter of an inch. 

For such seed as Cockscombs, aud the I'crilU NankiuenaU, 

About, one twentieth of an inch. For such very small seeds 

ns Calceolaria, Lobelia speefosa, aud PortuIdeas, the slightest 

sprinkling, and that generally of dry silver sand. For all 

small seeds, tho surface Is Orst made smooth with a board, 

sod the same smoothing is resorted to after the slight cover¬ 

ing Our rule in never to cover deeper than the thickness of 

the seeds, Deep covering giveH many an honest seedsman a 

had name. Another matter of importance is, for all such 

seeds placed in pots, &c , especially small seeds, to keep 

them shaded before tbe seedlings begin to appear. Those 

we sowed tho other week, aud so treated, are beginning to 

show, such as Bracliyoome, I’erilla, fce., and these must have 

light and comparative coolness ere long, to keep them from 

damping. The shading is accomplished by an old newspaper, 

or anything of that, kind being placed over the pots. We 

geuernlly leave them about a week under Dio paper before 

watering, as the seedH imbibe moisture from the soil; aud 

then, when watering, instead of nsing a rose of any kind, I 

prefer flooding all the surface with water, by pouring the 

witter against the sideH of the pot iu a crock, or oyster shell, 

held in the hand. I do not give my theory, bet [ know in 

practice that a pot with tiny seedlings will neither damp nor 

shank when so flooded or sailed all over, in anything tho 

same proportion as they will do when watered from a rose, 

however line. 

The great remedies, however, against loss from these 

causes, is pricking out, either singly or in patches, and giving 

more air.—Cottage Gardener. 

HOW TO PRESERVE FI.OWEBS, 

Now that dry weather has set in, and out flowers 
refuse to preserve their freshness when gathered, a 
few words upon the subject may be useful to oven 
those who believe themselves perfectly acquainted 
with It. We suppose that everybody knows that, flow¬ 
ers fade because they lose tbe water that plumps out 
their tissues—that water heiug in reality the Water 

of Life. Plants, like animals, have an insensible, 
that is to say, unobservable perspiration, which is 
made good continually by their power of absorption. 
This absorption takes place principally through their 
roots, but largely also through their skin, for a skin 
they have as well as ourselves, though many, it is to 
be feared, do not know it to bo so. All, then, which 
it is necessary to do, in order to keep cut (lowers 
fresh, is to prevent their Iobs of water in consequence 
of insensible perspiration, and to give them the 
means of replacing the waste, which will inevitably 
occur, by taking up water through their skin in the 
form of vapor or otherwise. T hat is the rationale or 
reason of the matter, as we long ago showed by tho 
little apparatus now reproduced, consisting of a bell 
glass plucod over flowers, and liavl* its ricn dipping 
into water. It is clear that so long as the rim of tho 
bell glass is covered by water, so long the air beneath 
the bell will be so damp as to affect tbe insensible 
perspiration of the flowers. 

it is fiardy and a good bearer. Bat the fruit is not 
the best. It is good to preserve.” At the table we 
ate preserves of this pear-preserved in cans in sngar 

that were excellent; and that is pretty much all it 
is good for. 

“ BeUe lucrative. Good every time; that is, it is a 
good bearer on either qninee or pear stock. It is 
hardy and an even, uniform, fair bearer.” Tho tree 
we were looking at had borne too fnll last year, but 
was pretty well loaded when we looked at it. 

“Osband'i Summer is a good summer pear—a 
good grower and a good bearer.” It is loaded with 
fruit as we see it before us on a pear stock. 

"The Canandaigua 5b a pear I think a great deal 
of, though this tree is the only one I have in bearing. 
I think a great deal of it because it is an upright 
grower, and has such a good leaf. Now, you see 
when we have leaves of this shape, color, and tex 
ture, the hot, blasting, sirocco winds, such ns we 
had about the middle of June, do not affect us so 
much. Some of my trees look leaf-blighted, and it 
is the effect of the wind spoken of. This pear has 
good foliage for our climate, and this matter of 
foliage is something we have got to look to. It is a 
very fair pear—not quite as good as the Bartlett. 
See here, the Bartlett has much better foliage than 
the White Doyenne—a darker, tougher texture, and 
stands oar winds and climate much better.” 

At this point the writer’s attention was called to a 

Xkw Species and Variktjbs ok tuic Kodanthe._The 

Rodanthe MuuglcHll Is familiar to most cultivators as one of 
the pretties annuals, forming masses of delicate pink Dower* 

wtileh remain in bloom a longtime. Some now and valuable 

additions have been made by the introduction of a new 

species, and the raising of seedlings by fertilization. They 
are thuH noted: 

At the hurt moeting of the Florist Committee of the Royal 

Horticultural Society, Mr. Thompson., of Ipswich, exhibited 

some charming new Rodauthes. One was pure white; 

another called uiaculata, with the characters of the old Mait- 

glesii, but taller, more robust, au«l somewhat larger in the 

Dower head, was distinguished by having the beautiful Invol 

ucral leaves stained with deep crimson at. the bane, so as to 

produce the appearance of the yellow disk being set in a rich 
dark ring. 

The third, a perfect gem, had been sent from Limestone 

Hills, Champion Bay, Western Australia, by Mr. Jas, Drum¬ 

mond, under the name of II atroumgwinrum. Although the 

Dower heads were smaller than R. Mangles!!, they have the 

groat merit of possessing a crimson center Instead of a yellow 

one, and the plant throws up from the very base its (lower¬ 

ing branches without stopping till they form a perfectly Hat 

topped mass. The elfect Is exceedingly pretty, and the plant 

promises to be one of tho most elegant auuuuls of Its class. 

Mr. Thompson has favored us with the following memoran 

duxn respecting the species:—Out-of-doors it grows about 

seven or eight inches high, and will make a neat edging, for 

which it Is more suited than Manglesl), being more bushy 

and tufted Tho specimens vary, however, in this point, and 

also in the intensity of the color of the disk, as well us In 

the length of tho inner bracts forming the ray Home or 

the llowers are quite an inch across. Both maeulata and 

CACCALIA COCCINEA. 

In answer to an inquiry about picking and pre¬ 
serving everlasting flowers, we will here state that 
the red, striped aud flesh-colored Gomphrenas should 
not be picked until the flower-stem has become hard 
and woody and turned somewhat dark. Then they 
should be tied together in small bunches, and hung 
up bo that the stems will be straight when dried, and 
ont of the way of flies and dust. If picked when 
the bterns are green and anccnlent, the flowers will 
become somewhat shriveled and faded. The Yellow 
or Orange Gomphrena most be picked earlier, as the 
lower scales of the globular head easily become 
Jetached, and fall. They should be gathered just 
before this occurs. A little attention will render 
any one familiar with the best modes of saving then* 
flowers. I'he Iiodanthe Manglesii is a very pretty 
everlasting flower, bat of a delicate habit and re¬ 
quiring pretty careful treatment. By our Horticul¬ 
tural Notes it will be seen that new varieties have 

t ICKLING Cucumdkrb.— Ab a general thing, suffi¬ 
cient care is not taken in pickling cucumbers, and 
large numbers of thorn “spoil” in less than three 
months’ time. The following method we think the 
beBt: - Select a sufficient quantity of the size you 
prefer, which probably cannot be done at, one time. 
Put them in a stone pot, and pour over them a strong 
brine; to this add a Binall bit of alum to secure the 
color. Let them stand a week; then exchange the 
brine for clear water, in which they must remain two 
or three days. Boil the best cider vinegar, and when 
nearly cool, pour it over the encumbers, having pre¬ 
viously turned oil the water. Prepared in This man¬ 
ner with tho addition of cloves, allspice, mustard and 
cinnamon, boiled iu the vinegar, pickles of every 
kind it will keep for a year, in pickling cauliflower, 
tomatoes and other vegetables, which easily absorb 
tho vinegar, the spiced vinegar should bo added 
when cold. 

"The Urbaniste is late in coming into bearing, but 
it promises well, aud set fruit this year, but a severe 
wind destroyed it. It is hardy here.” 

Onondaga, or Swan's Orange. "Not quite a 
•first rate’fruit, but a good bearer and hardy. It is 
true it was injured slightly during the hard wiuter; 
it should be placed in the list with the Bartlett and 
White Doyenne as to hardiness. Have a great many 
trees of it in bearing. It is good on both pear and 
quince stock; but would not recommend it to be 
grown on quince, as it would overbear. 

“ Now ,here the Seckel. It is going to be a good 
tree here, I think. It killed down during the hard 
winter, where it stood in exposed situations; but 
those protected lived.” It is full of fruit. " It is a 
good bearer on both pear and qninee stocks. 

Dioscokea iiatatab as an Ornamental Climber._A 

frienil and correspondent sends ns the following:—I am very 

much pleased with the growth and appearance of the Dios 

eorea batatas as an ornamental plant. I planted one in 1800, 

on the strength of your recommendation, anil it has been an 

object of much interest in its way. The small end of a 

medium sized luher was set in a spot where the soil was deep 

and Rtrong, and. although it start*from the ground quite late 

in tho spring, 1 know of nothing which surpasses It. In vigor 

whon orn-e fairly In growth. Its chief merit consists, how¬ 

ever, in the beauty of its foliage, In connection with its innu¬ 

merable small branches, which shoot forth, with much 

regularity and grace, along its entire length. Although 

mine Is not in the best situation to develop all its merits,— 

having only a tall, straight pole around which to twine,_I 

can imagine many a place and position where it would be 

much prized for the peculiar color and shape of its glossy 

loaves, and its general characteristics of growth. 

Having never met with it elsewhere a- grown for the pur¬ 

pose of show or screen, 1 allude to It now, in wvting to you, 

to commend it as a beautiful addition to the list of hardy, 

free-growing, ornamental climbers — Uovey's Magazine. 

A FEAR TOWN. 

In company with and by the invitation of the 
( ommittee on Farms, Nurseries and Drainage, ap¬ 
pointed by the Illinois State Agricultural Society, I 
visited Waukegan and its pear orchards. Waukegan 
is between thirty-five and forty miles north of 
• bicago, on the shore of Lake Michigan. It iB built 
on a high bluff overlooking the lake on the east and 
a ,evel wooded belt on the west. The soil of this 
Waff is varied; in some places a deep sandy gravel; 
again a rich clayey loam; and again a stiff clay,' 
almost pure. But pears thrive here exceedingly; 
and Waukegan bids fair to become —if it is not 
already—the Boston of the West in the matter of 
pear culture. Hardly a garden but has space appro¬ 
priated to thiB fruit; and scarce a tree but is bearing. 

HONOR to whom honor, AC. 

It is proper, it is indeed bnt Just, in speaking of 
this beautiful town, and of the pear feature of it, to 
credit one man with the parentage of this town- 
spread enthusiasm on pear culture. This credit 
must be, is given, by the citizens here, to Robert 
Houglah, Esq., an old citizen, a man of great perse- 
-erance, and of large horticultural experience and 
inowledge—a thinking, reasoning, acting borticul- 

urist. Mr. D. has entered his pear orchard, nursery, 
'c., in competition for the premiums offered by the 
iate Society. The Committee viBit him, therefore. 

a private pear talk. 

^ tbe Committee, we take a general survey of 
1 * grounds, driving stakes, or, in other words, 
rawing memoranda of points to be talked about 
*hen there is* leisure to do it deliberately. The 
_ommittee having performed its duty and retired, 

-be writer takes possession of Mr. Douulas’ button¬ 
hole; we get under a big umbrella, and proceed to 
examine and talk of the pears more in detaiL I 
transcribe from my note-hook what was said by Mr. 

• as we examined the different varieties. 
Louise Bonne de Jersey—" I ‘bet high on that,’ 

f,°U( know> aa a dwarf. There is nothing equal to 
Ita on ’Wince—would grow it on quince altogether, 

r 18 e maidte* variety on quince without 

L!) a BfcarS CV6ry year' The treeB are heavily 
,a ■ and yet the growth is good. Every tree of 

, 18 Vane* 1 have old enough, is bearing, and that 
., * good deal, for I have thirty or forty of 

'em, on all sorts of soil and in all kinds of 3itQ. 

Waffles.—"Inexperienced Housekeeper” inquired 
for a recipe for making waffles. Grandpa used to say 
any thing was good baked in waffle irons, but 1 will, 
by your leave, give mother’s mode of preparing. To 
one quart of sweet milk and one cup of sweet cream 
add two well beaten eggs, one tcaspoouful soda, and 
(lour sufficient to make a. thick batter. If buttered 
when taken hot from the irons and eaten with honey, 
they are delicious. I like, however, exceedingly 
well a Httiice made of sweet milk and butter boiled 
together. 

Bleaching Woolen Yarn.—Will some of the 

readers of the Rural send a recipe for bleaching 

woolen yarn and oblige—Fkankie, Maple drove 
N. V., 1801. 

Si*OTTKD Gkka.niums.— Tbfefto flowerM itro a wonderful 

advance on anything or tbe kind that has yet appeared oven 

lu the fine class to which they belong. Although good 

growerB, eu*y to winter, and throwing fnll sized trusses freely 

on all shoots, yet, to have them in perfection, they must be 

WeU grown, a point to which it is to be regretted rnauy pay 

no great attention. True, we never miss seeing splendid 

spetdmens at our groat metropolitan exhibitions; but In many 

private establishments throughout the country second-rate 

plants are the rub; rather than the exception. A common 

fault Is too much crowding, and when that happens, plant* 

that have their growth wholly to make m spring will not 

bloom in true character. Over-potttng is also a mistake of 

frequent occurrence; it should be borne in mind that the 

pots must become fall of roots before there can be a fine 

head ol bloom. Starting them into growth at a time when 

they are throwing up their trusses is likewise injurious._ 
London Florist. 

Tjik Hxglish Qukkx Planting.—The London Florist jay*: 

“ w® 'earn that* on the morning or the 24th of June, Her 

Majesty, the Queen, planted a Wellington's, which was pre. 

seated to the Society by Messrs. Veftch, lu the new garden 

at South Kensington It will therefore form a lit companion 

to that put in by H. R. B., tho Prince Consort, on the 6th of 

June. The Queen being still in mourning, the eeremony 

Knighten’B Foreign Life in Ceylon furnishes the 
following hints, derived from long experience, for 
preparing coffee. '1 he aroma which resides in the 
essential oil of the coffee-berry is gradually dissi¬ 
pated after roasting, and, of course, still more so 
after being ground. In order to enjoy the full flavor 
in perfection, the berry should pass at once from the 
roasting-pan to tbe mill, and thence to the coffee-pot; 
ami again, after having been made, should be mixed, 
when almost at boiling heat, with the hot milk. It 
must be very bad coffee, indeed, which, these precau¬ 
tions being followed, will not afford an agreeable 
and exhilarating drink. 

pcjopwauou, ur ai au events to redace it as 
low as possible. This is to be effected by securing a 
damp and tranquil atmosphere, as is well shown by 
the Iresbness of flowers carried in a man’s hat in hot 
weather; they do not fade, because the dampness 
caused by perspiration from the head effectually stops 
all perspiration from the flowers themselves. When 
sent by post, nothing is better than wrapping them in 
oiled paper; when carried otherwise, a piece of wet 
sponge fastened inside a wooden box, or layers of 
wet brown paper, or wet flannel as a lining to the box, 
or freshly gathered cabbage leaves with their uuder 
side placed next the flowers, are unobjectionable. If 
the box is of tin, well secured at the lid, then a 

source of constant moisture is less requisite, for the 

Making Sausages.— Seeing an inquiry in a late 
number of the Rural for a recipe for making good 
sausages, I send mine which I think cannot be beaten, 
lo forty pounds of meat, chopped line, add one 
pound ol suit; one-fourth pound pepper; one-fourth 
pound sage, if yoa like.— Patient Jou, Lansing 

Mich., 1861. 

Catalogues Received.— From Hovky & Co., Boston, 

Descriptive Catalogue of Fruit*, embracing all the popular 

and choice sorts, and many new and rare varieties receutly 
Introduced. 

— From Overman & Manx, Bloomington, Illinois, Bescrip- 

tive List of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Evergreens, small 

Fruits, Shrub*, Vines, Hedge Plants, &c., for sale at the Com¬ 
mercial Nursery, Bloomington. 

Totcji-mk not.—Will you please inform where I can obtain 
Heed* «.f the double Touch-me-not, and oblige—A Lover ok 
f L0WKH8, Glendale, Ohio, 1861. 

Seed can be obtained of most of our seedsmen who import 

flower seeds from the best growers of Europe. It now is gen¬ 
erally known as the Balsam. 
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THE AUTUMN WINDS. 

J* BY MRS. A. I. BORTOV. 

Mochskoi.i.y, mournfully the autumn wind tigheth, 

Chanting a dirge, a* the fair summer distil, 

List to its wierd song, as wildly it sweeps along, 
Moaning and sighing; 

0, it sounds to my heart like an echo replying 

To the wail of the soul when its last hope is dying. 

Hark! 'tin uot the autumn wind on mine ear falling, 

’Tis the voice of my vanished ones unto me calling; 

Well know I that plaintive strain, heard through the wind 

and rain, 
Pleadingly calling; 

Through the dim, dying clouds, shadowy faces I see, 

And gentle eyes gazing, 0, fondly on me. 

On, on sweep the winds, in full chorus swelling; 

0, fain would my soul leave its clay-cumbered dwelling, 

Seek a world bright and fair—join the freed spirits there, 

Safe from earth's thralling, 

* Where never the autumn winds sadly are sighing, 

Where no hearts are breaking, no loved ones are dying. 

Northville, Mich., 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

WHAT HAS HAPPENED P 

Two years ago my neighbor's house was full of the 
melody of song. The singing birds wore there. At 
early morn the sweet symphony of musical sounds 
went up from that happy abode. Many a time, when 
“tired nature's sweet restorer" had failed to impart 

life and vivacity to my spirit, when i arose still beneath 
the clouds and shadows of doubt and fear, many a 
time has the cloud vanished, und my spirit assumed 
new vigor. How could my heart he sad? how could 
1 repine when the garden of happiness seemed bloom¬ 
ing so near my door? Sometimes it was the joyous 
bursting air of gladness and cheer, and then it would 
be the deep, thrilling tone of heavenly praise. 

The birds seemed to catch the inspiration and sing 
a loridcr strain, when the blossoms were out in the 
garden. Mrs. Norton reasoned, if the birds had 
cause to employ their musical powers to gladden and 
beautify their existence, how much greater cause has 
man to “sing and make melody." If little Rosa, 

who was sometimes fretful, assumed one of her 
peevish moods, Mrs. Norton, instead of boxing her 
ears, would sing to her some favorite melody, which 
proved a most pleasant restorative to the little girl’s 
temper. When Johnny began his monotonous mel¬ 
ody, even if the good lady was busy with some 
perplexing Job of work, instead of snappishly com¬ 
manding him to “stop his noise,”she would help the 
little fellow over the difficult strains, and thus encour¬ 
age the spirit of song in her little hoy's heart. 

Mrs. Norton Baid she had reason to sing. She 

had a peaceful, happy home; and what dearer boon 

can a mortal have this side the grave? Her husband 

was kind and attentive. He did not seek amid the 

various haunts of the world to find a happier place 

than his own quiet home. He seemed to love the 

|M society of his wife and children better than any 

hpther. When he had completed his imperative daily 

duties, he seemed To hear loved and winning voices 

calling him homeward. He knew there were eager, 

anxious eyes at the gateway, watching for his return. 

He knew there was no one quite so welcome at his 

own fireside as himself. What a sweet aud holy 

confidence there is in conjugal and paternal love. 

Sometimes he would pause al the threshold to listen 

to the sweet tones of his wife's voice, in that old, 

touching melody, “Home, Sweet Home.” 

Mr. Norton seemed to understand what nmny hus¬ 
bands forget, or else do not care to remember, that 
nothing can supply the place, in the wife's ideal of 
happiness, of the husband’s company and attention. 
For the want of this, many a confiding wife has 
grown sad and desponding, and has been driven to a 
state of fearful indifference. Many a singing bird 
has been thus cruelly hushed, and its voice stilled 
forever. And then Mrs. Norton says her children 
are cheerful aud happy; but 1 have sometimes 
thought it was only the reflection of her own sweet 
temper. I must confess that the singing of my 
neighbor has almost made me ashamed to fret and 
repine. 

But alas! for a few months past, I have not heard 
the voice of song at Mr. Norton’s. The mornings 
and evenings there have been unusually quiet. I 
have listened, hut listened in vain for those old 
familiar airs which used to east sunshine even in my 
home. What has happened? Why has Mrs. Norton 

ceased to sing? Here is the secret. There is no 
Rosa in that house now. The sweet little girl who 
sometimes cried with pain, has gone to live with the 
angels. When the roses were out in the garden, and 
the robin sang in the cherry tree, then little Rosa 

was laid away in the flowery valley, and burning 
tears were shed above her grave. I remember seeing 
the crape upon the door knob,—I remember stroking 
the yellow curls upon the cold marble forehead of the 
little girl,—1 saw the mother shed warm tears upon 
her pallid cheek; but I did not think that one of the 
sweetest strains in those household songs would be 
no more heard on earth forever. Now, Johnny’s 

feet alone run to meet the weary father,—now, he 
alone plays amid the garden walks, and he wonders 
why sister Rosa does not come back from that beauti¬ 
ful world, and visit her lonely brother. I trust that 
broken string will be repaired. I sincerely hope 
that God, who tunes the heart-strings of his chil¬ 
dren,—who touches its chords with sweetest influ¬ 
ences,—will send back the singing birds aroumd my 
neighbor’s quiet fireside. J. W. Bakkkr, 

Buffalo, N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

GIRLS.-NO. II. 

I always thought 'twas strange that the boys 
should go to college and girls into the pantry and 
cellar, f could never sec the reason why .few 
should quote Latin authors, and Jrt.iA, Mrs. Home¬ 
body’s Guide to Housekeeping. I quizzed my moth¬ 
er’s husband about it, and his reply would be, 
“Well, sis, another of your silly questions, hey? All 
that is requisite for you is to manufacture good 
bread, butter, and cheese, — that’s enough for any 
woman to understand. But hoys, you know, they 
will he men some day, and they must have the advan¬ 
tages of school. A woman's place is at home, of 

J course, and 'tisn't necessary for her to have hook 
jP knowledge.” And that was all the satisfaction I 
j would ever receive. “John, ’tend to your book,” 
A and “sis, your dishwater is hot,” became stereotyped 
J expressions. John listened to “chemistry,” “anat- 
n omy,” and “ geology.” I heard, “yeast,” “butter” 
^ and “ Dutch cheese.” 
| Well, notwithstanding all this, a new leaf will turn 
r\ over occasionally. If girls express a desire to know 
^ something aside from mixing cookies, and carry their 

desire into effect, every old granny and “weather 
prophet” within ten milcB around, bold up their 
hands in astonishment, wondering “what the gals 
are a coming tew! Just as though a girl could do 
anything!” ’Tisn’t very strange that they should 
wonder. They never imagined that a girl made a 
Mrs. Browning, a Harriet Kosher, or a Rosa Bon- 

heck. They know that girls dote on embroidered 
pillow-cases, worsted dogs, ami dancing masters. 

'Tis a glorious thing that girlH are boooming 
thirsty, and that there are colleges opening here and 
there, where the cooling drought can allay the fever. 
I do not wish to insinuate that girls should neglect 
Domestic Economy. That is quite too important an 
item to be overlooked. Girls should understand the 
mysteries of housekeeping as Well as men should 
laying stone walls and digging ditches. All of these 
things must he dona. But if a man always looks into 
his ditch, and sees not the sweet, blue Heaven above 
him, he does not know what 'tis to live,—and if a 
woman’s greatest ambilion extends no further than to 
a pile of llukey doughnuts, or a nicely cooked steak, 
she must think that God gave her a great and noble (?) 
mission. Minnie Mintwood. 

Hillsdale Farm, Tomp. Co., N. Y., 1861. 

A FEW WORDS TO MOTHERS. 

One great trial and source of depression to a 
married woman, surrounded with a family of little 
children, is the small amount she can do. It seems 
literally, as month after month rolls by, as if she 
accomplished nothing. Life seems a blank, only 
tilled up with petty cares, that wear out, and corrode, 
and canker the frail tenement of the flesh, hot leave 
no trace behind. 

“Oh! if I could only live for something, I could 
cheerfully bear all the burdens time brings to me!” 
is the desponding cry of many a mother; but, 
mother, look hack on your own ehildhood, and then 
tell me if you do not live for something. Years age, 
tired, hungry from out door play, who brought you 
the nice, sweet bowl brimming with milk, that tasted 
sweeter to you than the rarest dish to the epicure? 
Who folded you in her arms, ami rocked you to sleep 
as gently as the bee is rocked in its bed of roses? 
Who gave bright smiles and Boft kisses when your 
heart was quivering with pain from the harsh, un¬ 
feeling word of some playmate? Whose soft step 
and light touch, and whispered words of prayer, 
drove away the dark images of fear that darknesB, to 
the child, is so often peopled with, and left bright¬ 
ness in the belief of a protecting, sleepless care 
overall? Who fanned your fevered brow, und held 
the pure cooling draught that dripped from the gray 
rocks in the woods, which you bad dreuined of all 
night, tb your lips, and talked pleasantly of heaven, 
when your little feet seemed almost, ready to step 
into d ath'a dark river, and you eh rank trembling 
back from the hurrying waters? Who gave yon the 
pleasant memories of childhood, that have stolen to 
your hearts as gently as the dew to the flower, 
through the long, long years, and brought light and 
joy to the darkest hour of your life? Name your 
price for these memories, and then I can tell yon 
what you are accomplishing! What if God had said 
to your youngest, that pet one, with soft silken ring¬ 
lets and rosy dimpled fat hand, who is catching at 
the buttons on your dress, “He is a little tiling; 1 
will not mind about his sight?” Think of those 
laughing, sparkling, “pretty, pretty eyes,” as you 
have said a hundred times, as sightless orbs; never 
again turning to his little crib, to find him watching 
you from under the Boft lace; never starting from 
sleep as he clasps his arms around your neck, and 
raising your head from the pillow to catch a view in 
the clear moonlight of his loving eyes; never again 
joying at the glimpses of baby's mind through the 
mind’s windows. 

What if God had said, “He is a little thing; T 
will not mind about his intellect!” Just look at 
your sweet baby laughing, cooing, forever touching 
some chord of hope and joy, and then clasp a soul¬ 
less casket in your arms. His check is fair and deli¬ 
cately tinted, his hair golden as the sunbeam, hut 
his poor little mouth ami eyes! No answering smile, 
no grieved look, no wondering gaze, nothing hut a 
vacant stare. Think of watching and yearning so 
for one look of intelligence, and when you catch 
your breath with joy to think it is yours, have it end 
in a smile of mere muscle, a contortion of the lips. 
Oh! the disappointment! The death of a loved one 
brings no sorrow like that! 

God, who said “Let there he light, and there waR 
light,” has great and stupendous things before him, 
but not a sparrow falls to the around without his 
notice; and if a bird is worthy of his care, need 
mother complain that time, talents, strength must 
be given for comfort aud training of the little ones, 
who each have a rouI undying as eternity? Perhaps 
when time passes, aud those loved children go out 
from the maternal nest, and their hearts grow hard 
and callous in the battle of life, some—what you now 
think trilliijg, valueless—act may come hack to them 
as a sweet memory, that will permeate the hard crust 
that is closing around them, and leave it open to all 
kind, pure influences. We cannot see the end from 
the beginning, so let us trust Him who can, and 
accept out- work cheerfully, if it does debar ns from 
entering into the achievement of what we are often 
tempted to think are the great deeds of life.—Selected. 

WHAT A GOOD WIFE DOES NOT DO. 

She never abuses her husband’s confidence. She 
never prefers charges against him in the presence of 
others, or confides the story of her marital wrongs 
to comparative strangers when he is absent. She 
never tells other people that he does not bring home 
money enough to keep the house in food, clothe her 
and the children, pay the rent, and appear respect¬ 
able. She never makes pompous reference to rela¬ 
tions who would rather go without themselves than 
see her and the children starve. She never questions 
the ability of her husband to earn sufficient money 
at his Irade or in his business, or seeks to render him 
incompetent and ridiculous in the sight of others. 
She never usurps authority* in her husband's house, 
or makes him the willing or unwilling instrument of 
her resentment, petty spites, or malignant malice. 

A good wife never does anything of this kind; she 
would rather screen her husband's faults than to hold 
them up to censure. She would rather mend and 
patch old garments for her children than go hysteri¬ 
cally to her friends for a loan. A good wife is 
always mildly proud, independent, self-denying, lov¬ 
ing, seldom findiug fault, hut always endeavoriug to 
render her home, be it ever so humble, as sunny and 
comfortable as her husband's circumstances will per¬ 
mit. We are religionsly convinced that if wives, as 
a rule, treated their husbands with more respect, amd 
reposed more confidence in their integrity, society 
would he spared many of the painful revelations 
which daily appear in the newspaper press. Hus¬ 

bands should be led — not driven. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

IN THE MEADOW. 

by JORN w. ALLEN. 

No lurid ray comes down to-night 

From sun io grandeur riding, 

Nor paler beam with wiisty light 

From moon through azure gliding; 

No cheerless clouds float up the blue, 

The stars are brightly glowing; 

O, we’er a joyous, happy few, 

Down in the meadow mowing. 

The startling voice of Whip-poor-will, 

The breeze with perfume laden, 

The lowing herd upon the hill, 

The song of merry maiden, 

Bring life’s bright days of bliss to view, 

While swift the hour Is going; 

For we’re a joyous, happy fe w, 

Down in the meadow mowing. 

We love o'er Nature’s Held to roam, 

And bear the songster’s ditty; 

Who w ould exchange a rural home 

For palace in a city? 

Give us the country’s loss and gain, 

Where life and health are growing, 

Whether amid the golden grain, 

Or in the meadow mowing. 

The hell’s loud “ nine ” roll* up the arch, 

We’ll home till some hereafter; 

So “ Shoulder arms!" “ Forward, march!” 

With song and merry laughter! 

When life’s dark clouds above us lower, 

And time’s chill winds are blowing, 

We’ll call to mind the starlight hour 

When in the meadow mowing, 

Hidden Vale, 1861. 

(Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

MAY AND DECEMBER. 

Far across the ocean, upon the walls of an Italian 
studio, are suspended two engravings as large as life. 
One personifies May, und the other December. The 
former pictures a little hoy who, both in attitude and 
expression, Is the very embodiment of fresh, joyous 
childhood—a merry laugh seems to have just parted 
his cherry lips, while life and vivacity are betrayed 
in the large, speaking eyes. A wreath of flowers 
encircles his open brow, and he has just dropped a 
haudfnl upon the green meadow grass at his feet; for 
he is bending forward, all absorbed in the song of 
two robins upon a tree near by. Happy artist! we 
exclaim; how skillful has been yonr pencil in thus 
beautifully representing onr favorite month. 

In the twin engraving wo see an old gentleman 
leaning upon a staff, his silver locks exposed to the 
chilly air; for the wiud is carrying away his hat, 
which lie has been vainly trying to regain. But there 
is a genial glow depicted in his countenanoe; for 
winter as well as summer receives light from the 
natural sun, even as the life of mankind in all stages 
may be beautified by rays from the Sun of Righteous¬ 

ness. 
Yet a still more skillful Artist has pictured in 

human life a counterpart of the months that make up 
the year. Years ago two children were playing 
beneath the branches of some elms that fairly dipped 
their leaves into the waters ot a stream near by. 
Their t ursts of%.G , iter an ’ snatches ot song 
caused the forest to resound with their innocent mer¬ 
riment. Here unsuspecting, hopeful childhood saw 
in the future a perpetual May, a pathway strown with 
(lowers, and bathed in sunshine until lost in the river 

of death. 
Turn we now from this refreshing scene to another 

just as expressive. Mertie is home from a lingering 
absence- a two years’ Separation from the spot around 
which her a flections have long centered. Will she ever 
shed tears again, as she did whew far away, and only 
stranger faces greeted her? or will she ever think, as 
she did then, that, life is n continued rouud of Decem¬ 
ber months, made up of cold storms and devoid of 
roses? She thinks not so now, as she basks in the 
sunny smiles of dear home friends, and trips from 
cellar to garret amid familiar scenes. The old orchard, 
the brook dancing through it, and even old Hover, all 
seein to have a friendly welcome for her, and she 
returns the greeting in her own impulsive, joyous 
way; for spring-time has come to Mkktik again. 

Again we turn, and behold Nature aud Art upon a 
strife; a palace home amid the most romantic scenery. 
“ I covet money as nothing,'' soliloquises the owner 
of this splendid residence, “when by it my idols are 
made happy;" so Carrie, Charlie, and little Bttk 

tread on downy carpets in rooms whose windows are 
draped In curtains, and whose walls are covered with 
paintings the most costly, while music, soft and mel¬ 
low, greets tho car from the sweet toned instruments 
that grace parlor and hall. Without, the carol of 
birds, the murmur of waterfalls over the basins of 
fountains, the tasteful arrangements of a park, all vie 
with each other to make the inmates of this earthly 
Paradise rejoice in perpetual pleasure. 

We now gaze to see what has become of childhood 
beneath the elms, and discover that it has at last 
found its December; for the glad-hearted boy of long 
ago, who caused the forest trees te resound with his 
mirth, is the exact counterpart of our Italian artist’s 
second picture, and the little girl is the deerepid old 
lady you see yonder, who by her eccentric ways is 
adding to the school hoys’ lawless sport. Mertie, 

too, has proved that spring will not always last; she 
is standing beneath a drooping willow, bathed in 
tears, while the marble slab with the simple word 
“ Mother” engraved upon it, tellB us why winter has 

come to her. 

But why iB it still ahout the mansion that we had 
thought was ever to be a scene of gaiety? Why are 
the blinds all closed, and why does father look so 
sternly sorrowful, and little Carrie weep, and mother 
turn away sadly when Cbarlib says. “ Let me play 
the song you love so well?” The last month of the year 
in its most dreary aspect seems too bright a picture 
of their bereaved hearts now, because our pet Sue lies 
in her eottlu bed. Then, can no one find perpetual 
May? Not here, hut amid the green pastures and 
beside the still waters above. l. 

Olivet, Michigan, 1861 

-*— - ♦ ■ •*- 

Pleasures of Prodigality.— It would not be a 
pleasant arrangement, that a man who has to be car¬ 
ried across from England to France shou'd be fixed 
ou a board so weighed that his month and nostrils 
should be on a level with the water, and thus that he 
should he struggling for life, and barely escaping 
drowning all the way. Yet hosts of people, whom 
no one proposes to put under restraint, do, as regards 
their income aud expenditure, a precisely analogous 
thing. They deliberately weigh themselves to that 
degreo that their heads are barely above water, and 
then any uftforaeen emergency dips them under.— 

Atlantic Monthly. 

(Written for Moore’s Rural N«w-Yorker.] 

MODERATION AGAINST INTENSITY. 

I loye the mild westerly glow of the snn, but let 
me be shielded from the scorching glare of noonday. 
The light winged breeze is gentle and inspiring, hut 
I would hide from the reckless wind sweeping on its 
furious way. I love to watch the fair weather clouds 
as they quietly rest against the horizon, hut I never 
stop to look at those sharp, stony clouds that some¬ 
times pile tbemselvea up against the blue wall of 
heaven. They look angry and threatening, and the I 
eye turns from them with relief to lowly ohjecta of 
softer outline. T love to watch the storm that rises 
slowly and grandly up the heavens, hut not. the swift 
tempest that descends with forked lightnings and 
crashing thunderbolts. How lovely are the tints of 
the early flowers. The intenser fires of mid-summer 
may paint more gorgeous colors, but they caunot 

equal the delicate hues of June. 
The moderate emotions of the human heart are 

the most agreeable. Surprise is gently animating; 
astonishment is overwhelming; while amazement, 
the same feeling intensified, is annihilating in its 
effects on the mind. If we were going to personate 
sorrow, we should make her sad but beautiful. Grief 

is painful; and woe is so utterly desolating that we 
hide from its presence. Moderate pleasure is the 
most enduring. The calm sunshine of cheerfulness 
is better than the uncertain flashes of wit and gayety 
that proceed from a lowering sky. It has been truly 
said that the mind raised to heightsof ecstacy is sure 
to sink as much below as it was raised above the 
common level. 

There are intense natures, whose characters resem¬ 
ble a rushing torrent. Opposition only increases 
their motive power, and involves any that undertake 
to oppose the impetuous current of their energy, in 
such commotion that they are soon glad to give free 
scope and dear track. Such characters have great 
brain power, and if righlly directed, it helps to push 
on the world's progress; but they do not possess the 
traits of good companionship. T may admire their 
achievement, but I would not wish them to always 
surround mein my rumblings along life’s pathway. 
They say life is a continual battle. No; 1 should say 
it was a campaign. We have enemies to conquer and 
fortresses to besiege, hut it seems to me that life is 
not quite all action. There are intervals in which we 
may mark our advances and tell of our victories. Let 
me mingle with those who will pause by the way to 
pluck sweet fiowers from the lanes and by-roads of 
life, and search out living fountains in secluded 
valleys. 1 look with wonder at a comet hurrying on 
its fiery path; but the beautiful planets, rolling Bteadily 
in their old familiar orbits, affect me with a deeper 
feeling. I love grandeur; it is elevating and enno¬ 
bling; hut the emotion awakened liy intensity, into 
whatever object it may enter, is always painful. 

There are intense writers, who never let their 
readers stop to enjoy a sentiment, or note a conolu- 
clasion. They hurry on like a locomotive before an 
express train, as if all their mental capacities were 
under the iron dominion of energy. Of snch a 
writer we may say as does one of Shakspeare’s 

characters of Hamlet, 

“He waxes desperate with imagination." 

Such a style may he a good stimulant to an inactive 
mind, but it does not afford the reader that agreeable 
communion which one is sure to find in the pages of 
Ikiimj or Hbyant. Tho reader soon wearies of an 

author whose main qualification is energy of thought, 
and he is glad to seek refuge in the pages of some 
less furious writer. m. o. 

Butler, Wis., 1861. 

THE LOVE OF CHILDREN. 

There iB no such music in the world as the familiar 
patter of the little feet on the stairs, or the cheery, 
crowing voice which salutes our ear as we enter the 
door of home after a .long, weary day of toil and 
care, aud struggle in the rough tug and tnssle with 
all that lies outside of that quiet and secure haven 
of rest. And then, when the little arms are wound 
about your neck, as if they would cling there for¬ 
ever, and the dear little lips are pressed to your 
cheeks In that unselfishness, that parity of affection 
with which no lips but a child’s can ever press 
them, what a rapture of feeling thrills all your body 
and soul! Then, indeed, the crosses of the day are 
forgotten. The rough words spoken, the mean acts 
done, the evil returned for good, and the hard strife 
for bare subsistence, are all, fur the moment, blot¬ 
ted out of the memory, and in their place comes a 
sense that there is one spot at least in all the earth, 
where we are supremely loved, loved for ourselves 
alone, and where we can repose in the midst of 
perfect faith and peace. Oh! what a heaven that 
man enjoys who bus a home that is happy—happy, 
not in the affluence of that comfort and lnxury 
which wealth can purchase, but in that which love 
alone bestows, and above all, a home in which a 
child creates a felicity and a harmony which only 
bis presence can afford, Alas! for the wretch who 
goes through life without a child’s love and the 
love he elicits. The strength of the affection is most 
marked by its expansivenoas. It is distinguished by 
a sympathy that takes in all children. The man 
who has a baby has a sort of involuntary interest 
in and affection for every other baby. The very 
sight of it, anywhere, recalls the image of his own 
little baby, and lie cannot pass it without a caress. 
It reminds him of home, of all its ldest peace, aud 
trust, and love; aud he caunot resist patting the 
little rosy cheeks, and saying a volume of tender 
things, in baby dialect, out of the very passion he 
feels to fondle and prattle with his own little cherub 
at home. But we have made a long introductory to 
a very pretty little anecdote of natural emotion, 
which is related in the following paragraph, taken 
from au exchange paper. The writer says; 

II While standing, a few days since, looking at the 
debarkment of that splendid company, the Lafayette 
Light Infantry, preparatory to their march to th# 
military camp, a stalwart soldier passed by, and 
looking at two little children standing near me, said 
to their father, * Let me kiss these children, if you 
please: I left two just like them at htnne; let me kiss 
these for them,' ami a tear stole down his bronzed 
cheek. The little ones quietly submitted to his fond 
embrace, and all tho bystanders felt that a soft spot 
in their hearts had been touched by the tender little 
Beene. There was a noble, affectionate heart-throb¬ 
bing beneath the crimson vesture, and the sight ot 
these little ones stirred up the tenderest emotions of 
his patriotic soul. I do not know who he was, but 
there and then I sent up a prayer for his safe return 

to the loved ones left behind.” 

Innocence.—What a power there is in innocence 
—whose very helplessness is its safeguard; in whose 
presence even Passion himself stands abashed, and 
stands worshiping at the very altar lie anme to 

deaDoil. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

MIGHTY TO SAVE. 

O, Christian! doth life seem a wearisome way? 

At the thought of its toils art thou filled with dismay? 

Best thou fear in thine own strength it* dangers to brave? 

Then trust thou in Jisstrs—He’s mighty to save. 

Doth it grieve thee to find tblne own wayward heart 

Ib constantly prone from thy God to depart? 

Thinkest thou it murt ever be thug to thy grave? 

No, blessed be .Tksi-w—He’s mighty to save. 

Both mighty to save and strong to redeem 

From inbred corruption, from fear, and fiom sin; 

To Satan thou noed'et be no longer a slave, 

But made free in Him who is Blighty to anve. 

In seasons of trial, temptation, and doubt, 

Midst fighting within and conflicts without. 

When nigh overwhelmed in forfQW's deep wave, 

Still trust thy Redeemer—Ho’e mighty to gave. 

Have joys that once brightly bloomed faded and fled, 

Have loved ones departed to dwell with the dead, 

And left thee all lonely this side the dark wave? 

Cling close to the Living One, mighty to save. 

Do thorns strew the pathway where once lay the flowers, 

And darkness its shadow cast o'er thy bright hours? 

Remember thy home is beyond the dark grave— 

Trust all in Hi* hands who is mighty to save. 

For soon will thy sorrows below be all past, 

And thou with the ransomed be numbered at last; 

With them sing of vict’ry p’er death and the grave, 

Through Jbscs, the Conqueror, mighty to save. 

Greene, 0., 1861. Nellie K. 

-♦ . ♦ . *- - -- 
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THE VOICE OF GOD. 

With voices mute, yet strangely eloquent, God 

speaks to us through ail the things His hands have 
formed,— all nature affirms the truth of revelation. 
There is an all pervading power which governs and 
upholds this vast universe,— its fiery volcauoes, 
snow-crowned mountains, forest-robed hills, silvery 
streams aud verdant fields, swarming with life, and 
all so precious in His sight, that not even a sparrow 
falls to the ground unnoted. 

“ The heavenB declare the glory of God,” sang the 
Psalmist thousands of years ago; and now, hb wo gaze 
on the varied phenomena of the skies, the same voice 
speaks to us through the flashing meteor, the deli¬ 
cate, rosy light of the Aurora, the fierce lightning, 
the gorgeous beauty of a golden sunset, the soul-in¬ 
spiring grandeur of the storm-clouds rushing with 
furious haste across the trackless blue, and, 

-“ the glittering star* 

By the deep ear of meditation heard, 

Still in their midnight watches sing of Him." 

Not only the starry world above, hut the beauteous 
earth beneath, In language exquisitely sweet and 
strangely sad, utters wondcrous things of our God,— 
now whispering through the dreamy depths of tho 
forest wilds, where fragrant and richly-tinted flowers 
lift their heads from beds of delicate moss, and silver 
throated warblers untiring sport and sing from 
“ rosy morn till dewy eve,”- then echoing over the 
distant mist wreathed hills, down to the hidden re 
ceases of the cavernous deep, where gray haired sires, 
joyous youth, and prattling childhood, with seaweed 
enshrouded, repose on beds of glittering sheila await¬ 
ing tiie hastening hour, when through the raging 
waters, in thunder-tones resounding, His vou« 
awakes the dreamless hosts below. 

Often, amid the busy scenes and fascinating pleas¬ 
ures of this life, the goddess of this sphere so charms 
and intoxicates our senses that we fail to hear Un¬ 
voice of Him who in tho beginning said, “ Let then 
light,” and from chaos instantaneously sprang forth 
be fiery flashes, and quick at Hiacommund new world* 
Into existence came. But at midnight’s awful Hoar, 
When unseen spirits gather ahout tho loved und dying 
one, as with anguish-riven hearts we watch the fide 
of life ebbing slowly, surety away, and see our hearts, 
most cherished idol crumbling into dust; then float¬ 
ing on the wings of the night through the solemn 
stillness with new awakening oomes the warning 
voice, “ be ye also ready,” and we bow our bends in 
humble submission, though we may have tailed to 
hear, or, in hearing, failed to obey the voice of Gori 
when in toms of love He spoke to us through innum 
me ruble blessings,— bounties bestowed upon us by 
the promptings of His great love toward u*, so free 
and pleanteous, that we, in our abundance, lorgot 
the Giver, instead of rendering unto Him, from 
hearts overflowing with love and gratitude, a jusl 
tribute of praise. F. M. Turner. 

Oxford, N. Y., 1861. 

♦ « ♦ ? »---- 

Do You want a Congregation?— Get a good 
Sunday school; and if yon want the largest aud the 
best congregation in the town, make your Sunday 
school the best in the town. You cannot do this 
perhaps, in three months, or in six; but you can see 

changes for the better even in as short a period as 
six months, if you will set out for it. Do you 
think that your ends can be secured without liber¬ 
ality in labor, and perhaps pecuniary liberality; net 
to get scholars, but in tho care of those you have. A 
generous course of treatment with your Sunday 
school will verify to you, as readily as you can 
expect, those remarkable words; “Give, and it shall 
be given unto you.” You will he surprised at the 
measure you will get, and find you were never in a 
more paying business.— Methodist. 

♦ ■ ♦ i ♦- 

Study the Bible.—Do you wish to be eminently 

successful in winning souls to Christ? Study the 

Book. This is the two-edged sword that pierces to 

the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, joints snd 

marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and 

iuteuts of the heart. Machinery has been invented, 

which, worked by skillful bands, can furnish to order 

a greater number of nominal converts, manufactured 

in a given period; but “the truth” alone makes 

children of God aud heirs of immortality.—Mc¬ 

Clelland. 
-4 ■ ♦ »-- 

The Post of Duty.—You have your work to do 
for Christ where you are. Are you on a sick bed . 
Still you have work to do for Christ there, as much 
as the highest servant of Christ in the world. The 
smallest twinkling star is as much u servant of God 
as the mid-day sun. Only live for Christ where you 

are. ^ _ 

“Let the thoughts of a crucified Christ,” said one, 
“he never out of your mind. Let them be jour 
sweetness and consolation, yonr honey and your de 
sire, your reading and your m dRation, youi life, 

death and resurrection.” 

Grace does not destroy nature, but rather perfects 

it. Graee is a noble offspring; it neither turns men 



-fistful Jneatiffc If. 

MENTAL HYGIENE. 

In a recent issue of the American Journal of In¬ 

sanity, we And an able essay upon this topic from 
the pen of George Cook, and we purpose making 
snc'n extracts as space will permit. The entire 
article is worthy of close pernsal, but its length 
forbids publication in our columns: 

It is only by a careful observance of the early 
peculiarities of disposition and mind in their rela¬ 
tions to the physical constitution, that parents can 
prepare themselves for the enlightened training of 
their children, and arc enabled so to bend the twig 
as to Insure a sound and upright growth. The young 
learn more from example than precept, therefore it 
is essential that their early years should be passed 
within the sacred precincts of a home, surrounded 
by the healthful influences of parental affection, 
which by its own faith and trust in a Heavenly 
Father shall fix in the innermost heart of the child 
that confiding reliance upon a higher power, and 
that instinctive love of truth and goodness which 
serve as a shield against the assaults of trial and 
temptation. 

Children should be early impressed by the routine 
of daily life that there is a place for them in the 
home-circle, ever vacant in their absence, and which 
they arc expected to fill; thus will be developed a 
love of home, the chief corner-stone of health and 
safety to the young. The lives of parents should 
inculcate the all-important lessons of patience and 
self-denial, without which a healthy balance of the 
mental and moral powers is rarely developed. 

Any tendency to unduo nervous development 
should attract the attention, and instead of being 
cherished by parental pride as a mark of precocity 
and promise, shonld give rise to a watchful anxiety; 
and especial care should be taken to retard the early 
growth of this dangerous element. Children require 
much exercise in the open air—the sunlight being 
as essential to their healthy development as it is to 
the healthy growth of plants. Hence the deleterious 
effects of confinement for many boors every day in 
close rooms at home, or in the impure atmosphere 
of school-rooms, by which the growth of bone and 
muscle is retarded, and the nervous system unduly 
stimulated. 

In searching for the causes of mental disease in 
the nnmerous patients now pressing into the asylums 
of our country, the physician is often struck with 
the apparent insufficiency of the one assigned. A 
slight disappointment, reverse in business, religious 
excitement, or some other equally trivial cause, 
which a healthy brain and nervous system should be 
able to encounter without danger, is frequently the 
only immediate cause discoverable on the closest 
examination. Cut a minute history of the whole 
life of such individuals will almost invariably reveal 
remote causes, sometimes hereditary — more fre¬ 
quently, perhaps, the offspring of defective training 
and education. In no small number of those who 
have passed under our observation have we been 
able to trace the mental disease back to the disregard 
of some of the rules given above, and the consequent 
errors which have usurped tjieir place in so many 
minds. We now proceed to speak of these evil 
inilueuces in no caviling spirit, but with an earnest 
desire to contribute, in some degree, to the correc¬ 
tion of what is fast becoming a gigantic and far- 
reaching evil. The fountain, corrupted or embittered 
at its source, fed by impure springs and flowing on 
amidst increasing impurities, will only widen and 
deepen its channel as it passes on with ever-increas¬ 
ing power. Ho with the evil in question, unless 
arrested at, its source, all efforts to hold in check the 
flood of moral turpitude and mental disease which 
is sweeping over our country, will meet with but 
partial success. 

Albert Smith was one day boasting, in the presence 
of Douglas Jerrold, that lie and Lamartine always 
rowed in the sumo boat. "Oh yes,” replied the wit, 
“hut with very different sort Of sculls/” The point 
of Jerrold’s wit loses none of its sharpness when 
turned against many parents of the present day. It 
would be well for them to remember that, though in 
the providence of the Creator they aro rowing in the 
same boat with their children, they may not, all have 
the same sort of sculls, it is a sad truth that too 
many parents give no thought whatever to this 
matter; they cannot see why there should be such 
differences in the character and disposition of their 
children, when they subject them all alike to the 
same system, or rather no-system of government. 
The high-spirited, impulsive and excitable child is 
governed in the same manner as the meek and re¬ 
tiring one, or more frequently he is left to his own 
self-will and inclinations. 

KEROSENE EXPLOSIONS. 

The following communication was sent to the 
Boston Courier by Dr. Jackson, State Assayer, in 
answer to an inquiry by the editor of that paper 
"Why some Kerosene explodes?” The Doctor’s 
reply is as follows: 

tl would state that in the production of this oil, 
there are also formed light and volatile oils, which 
are very explosive. One is well known under the 
name of Kerosoline, a fluid volatile as ether. A 
careful manufacturer removes all this volatile oil 
from his Kerosene, by exposing it to a heat sufficient 
to evaporate it; but others allow it to remain, or 
purposely mix it in, for the purpose of making their 
oil burn more freely and without smoke. It is mixed 
also with the lubricating oils, which otherwise will 
not burn without smoke, and thus they are able to 
sell that oil for illuminating purposes. I have not 
seen any samples of Kerosene adulterated with oil 
of turpentine, though there may have been such. 

The rock oil, or petroleum, now so abundant, 

yields also a heavy non-explosive oil (oil of naptha), 
and a very volatile and explosive one (naptha). 
A careless manufacturer may omit to remove 
this explosive oil from his distilled rock oil, and 
thus leave it in a very dangerous state for the 
consumer. 

Hamples of Kerosene oil were sent to me by one 
of our insurance companies, to learn if it was as safe 
to UHe in a factory as whale oil. I found those sam¬ 
ples were explosive, and so reported at the time, and 
the party wishing to substitute: that oil for the whale 
oil was not permitted to do so by the company. 

Generally one may distinguish the explosive mix¬ 
tures by the smell, there being little or no odor to 
the heavy oil, while the volatile ones have a strong 
smell; but the crucial test i9 most readily applied by 
placing a vial, partly filled with the oil to be tried, 
in some warm water—say at 100 Fah.—and applying 
a match to the mouth of the vial. If a volatile oil 
of a dangerous character is present, it will inflame. 

■ ' ■ 
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VASSAR FEMALE OOLLEGE. 

In the RruAL New-Yorker of Jan. 26th last, we 
gave an extended notice of the Female College pro¬ 
posed by Matthew Vassar, Esq., of Poughkeepsie. 
1 tie Institution has since been chartered by the Legis¬ 
lature, and amply endowed by Mr. Vassar—he having 
transferred to a Board of Trustees Four Hundred 

Thousand Dollars to build and endow a College, 
designed, in the language of its charter, "to promote 
the Education of Young Women in Literature, Sci¬ 
ence, and the Arts.” At a subsequent meeting of the 
Trustees, arrangements and contracts were made for 
the erection of the College Buildings; and in accord¬ 
ance therewith, ground was broken and the founda¬ 
tion commenced early in June. 

Our engraving gives a view of the College edifice. 
It was designed by J. Renwick, Jr., from plans fur¬ 
nished by Prof. Milo P. Jewett, now President, of 
the Institution. The building is to be of brick, four 
stories high, with capacity to accommodate 300 stu¬ 
dents, each having her own separate sleeping room. 
It will contain a Chapel, Library. Art Gallery, Lec¬ 
ture and Recitation Rooms, etc. It will be abundantly 
supplied with pure, soft water, lighted with gas, and 
heated by steam. It will bo nearly fire proof. The 
location is about a mile and a half east of the city of 
Poughkeepsie, on grounds embracing two hundred 
acres in extent. The cost of the buildingB, including 
the laying out of the grounds, is estimated at from 
$180,000 to $200,000. 

In the munificence of both the gift and endow¬ 
ment, and in the vast importance of the result 
intended to be secured, the " Vassar Female College ” 

§ural §hw-f(<diet. 
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“ O, Stab-Spatmurn Banner! the Flag of our pride! 

Though trampled tiy traitors aud basely defied, 

Fling out to the,glad winds your K»d, White and Blue, 

For the heart of the North-land Is beating for you! 

And her strong arm is nerving to strike with a will, 

Till the foe and his boastings are humbled and still 1 

Here's welcome to wounding, and combat, and scars, 

And the glory of death—for the Stripes and the Stars!” 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., SEPT EM RER 7, 1861. 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

facts, scenes, incidents, etc. 

Pen Portraits l>y KuhhcII. 

Wm. n. Russell, Regular correspondent of the 
Loudon Times, has been trying his hand at por¬ 
traiture, and we give the following delineations of 
certain celebrities he has met at Washington: 

Abraham Lincoln.—What a change since the heir 
of England stood there by the side of one who may 
prove to be the last President of the United States— 
united, at, least, as a voluntary entirety! The feeble 
courtliness of Mr. Buchanau is replaced by the 
straight forward purpose and energy of Mr. Lincoln, 
on whose broad shoulders has fallen the grievous 
legacy of tiis predecessor’s vacillation and errors; 
and the letters, dispatches, and messages which nur 
tured civil war are succeeded by speeches to armed 
legions, who are about to end it by conquest or in 
defeat. It is probable the English public are already 
familiar with the Hues of the sallow, long, and 
strongly marked face of the present President, which 
to me is indicative of shrewdness, honesty, and some 
love of humor; the eyes are deeply set, dark, not very 
bright, but, penetrating and kindly; the tall, lank 
body, set on long, loose legs, witli powerful arms 
swinging by his sides, is inclined with a slight Btoop 
forward, and in his movements, if there be not much 
grace, there is no lack of vigor. 

Winfibi.o Scott — Wm. li. Seward.—Beside him, 
(Mr. Lincoln,) towering over the crowd and topping 
eves the President, stands General Scott, the veteran, 
but for whom it is not too much to say, in spite of 
lieaven-born warriors and citizen soldiers in civil 
life, just as Cabinets exist in the militia and volun¬ 
teer regiments, the President would probably not be 
there at all. The bold, leonine front of the man, the 
massive head and broad forehead, the full, flue eye, 
the month broad and distinctly cot, and the square, 
resolute chin arrest attention and recall the types of 
some better known commanders; but Americans are 
justly proud of one who, in a military career extending 
beyond half a century, has been uniformly successful, 
and who has not been less fortunate in any diplomatic 
or political functions be has undertaken to discharge. 
The Virginians, who burnt the house in which be 
was born, lest it should see the birth of another 
traitor, and who changed the name of a county in 
their State called after him, to that of Davis, will uot 
do him any barm with posterity, llis look and man¬ 
ner indicate that his mind is still vigorous, though 
the enows of seveutysoX winters have wreathed their 
honors round his brow: but when the tower-like 
frame and great torso are set in motion, there is a 
feebleness in gait and a want of power in the limbs 
which show that age, and wounds, and hard labor, 
have taken their hostages and securities. When one 
turns to the keen, clear face of Mr. Seward, strongly 

will be a monument to its noble-hearted founder more 
enduring than the pyramids. As we said in the former 

notice of this beneficent enterprise, when the plan 
shall have been carried out, it gives to the purposes 
of female education one of the best endowments on 
this continent, if not in the world. The design is to 
pay salaries high enough to command the best teach¬ 
ers in the country, and also all the educational facili¬ 
ties requisite to carry the instruction to the highest 
practicable point. We Congratulate our female read¬ 
ers on the prospective endowment of an institution of 
learning for their benefit, which Khali secure to their 
sex all the advantages given by the best endowed 
Colleges in the land. Ladies have often complained 
that they had uot the educational opportunities fur¬ 
nished to men. The design of this munificente.Odow- 
ment is to remove this reproach, and give to females 
an opportunity to carry their studies to the highest 
point, under the ablest teachers, who shall be spe¬ 
cially devoted to individual branches of learning. 
Like Peter Coovkb, Mr. Vassar proposes to become 
his own executor, and endow and establish this insti¬ 
tution while he himself ia alive and able to attend to 
the realization of bis own views. IIow much better 
to take tliis course than for him to hold on witli a 
miserly grasp to his property till his last breath, and 
put the labor and thought of carrying out his views 
upon executors after he could use his wealth no 
longer. We hope an example so excellent as that of 
Mr. Vassar, may be followed by many. There are 
not a dozen institutions of learning or charity in 
the country which are adequately endowed. 

reminding us of Mr. Douglas Jerrold, the contrast 
between the military character, as developed in the 
principal support of the Cabinet and the Union, and 
the civilian elemeut displayed lu the statesman who 
is considered to lie the best politician for American 
purposes in the Ministry, is very striking. 

Irvin McDoweu..— Gen. McDowell was Bitting 
with some officers before his tent under tin: trees 
which shaded the place from the sun. lie is a man 
in the prime of life, some forty and odd years of age, 
very powerfully built, witli a kindly, honest, soldierly 
expression in face and manners; and it was pleasant 
to seq that, though lie was not proud of being 
“ whipped,” there was no dejection other than that, a 
man should fee! who her e heateu by his enemy, 
but who knows he has done his duty. Originally lie 
had proposed a series of operations different from 
those which were actually adopted, and his disposi¬ 
tion for the advance of his*columns after the scheme 
of attack was decided upon were careful and elaborate. 
But he miscalculated somewhat the powers of regular 
troops. All his subsequent operations word vitiated 
by the impossibility of gaining the points fixed on 
for the first day’s march, and General Tyler, who 
who engaged somewhat too seriously with the enemy 
on the left at Bull Run on Thursday before the battle, 
in making what was a mere reconnouanee, put them on 
the alert and hastened up Johnson. The General was 
kind enough to go over the plans of the attack with 
me, and to acquaint me witli the dispositions he had 
made for carrying out the orders he had received 
to make it, and to my poor judgment they 
were judicious and clear. With the maps laid out 
on the table before his tent lie traced the movements 
of the various columns from the commencement of 
offensive measures to the disastrous advance upon 
Mmiussas. It was evident that the Confederate Gene 
rain either were informed or divined the general 
object of his plun, which was, in fact, to effect a turn¬ 
ing movement of ills center and right, while his left 
menaced their right on Bull Run, and to get around 
their left altogether; for they had, soon after he 
moved, advanced their columns to meet him, and 
brought on an engagement, which he was obliged to 
accept on ground and at a time where and when he 
had not contemplated fighting. The initial failure 
Of the movement took place several days earlier, whon 
his columns were late on the march, though ample 
time had been allowed to them, so ttiat, instead of 
getting to Centerville and to the Run, he was obliged 
to halt at Fairfax Court House, and to lose another 
day in occupying the positions which ought to have 
been taken when he first ad vanned. 

The New Srate of Kanawha. 

On the 20th ult, the Convention of delegates 
from the loyal counties in Western Virginia, sitting 
at, Wheeling, passed au ordinance, by a vote of 50 to 
2H, establishing a new State, composed of thirty-nine 
counties of Virginia, where the Union feeling is 
unmistakably predominant, and lying west of the 
chain of the Alleghany mountains, the extremft 
Southern point being about the latitude of 37° 20'. 
The ordinance provides that certain adjoining coun¬ 
ties may he annexed, if they vote so to do. The 
counties included within the boundaries of the new 
State, according to the Census of 1860, had a popu¬ 
lation of ‘281,786, divided as follows: 

Logan_4.038 I Barbour__8 950 
Wyoming_ 2,SW5 | Upshur .. 7 292 
Balr:gU . 
Fayette__ . 5 907 
Nicholas__4,62(1 

3,367 Harrison ..13 7!K) 
Lewis.7.999 
Bmxton... 4 902 

Webster__  1,355 Clay.  1,787 
Randolph.. 4.990 Kanawha...14,076 
Tucker.  1,428 Boone... 4.840 
Preston.  13,312 Wayne. 6.747 
Monongalia_13,048 Cabell_ 8.020 
Marion .12,721 Putnam _ 0.301 
Taylor.. . 7.463 Mason .... 0.186 
Jackson_ 8,306 Wood_ 11,040 
Roanoke_ _ 8 048 Plea-lints___ 2 945 
Calhoun. 2.502 Tth-e...  6.517 
Wirt... 3 751 Doddridge..5,203 
Gilmer . 3.769 Weturt . 0 703 
Ritchie_  6 847 Marshall.  13.001 
Ohio....22,422 Hancock.4,446 
Brooke___ 6,494 - 

Total papulation... .281,786 

In 1861, the population of Virginia was 1,503,199, 
including 495,826 slaves. Not more than eight or 
tefi thousand of these slaves were within the counties 
now included in the new State, so that Virginia 
would lose about one-fourth of her white inhabitants. 
And it is more than probable that she would lose 

still more, as her present position is so repugnant to 
thousands along the border of this new State that 
they would gladly join it. The fertile territory along 
the Ohio will induce many loyal settlers to that 
region, whose increase tu population has been more 
rapid during the past ten years than that of any 
other portion of Virginia. The action of the Con¬ 
vention awaits the sanction of the Federal Govern¬ 
ment. 

The DiMiifl'cctiuii in the Army. 

The intelligent correspondent of the N. V. Post, 

at Washington, writes thus concerning the disaffec¬ 
tion recently exhibited;—" A word respecting the 
disaffection in three or four regiments. The public 
must not imagine that there is serious disaffection in 

the army. Such is not the fact, for it is confined to 
a very few regiments, and in those the unfortunate 
state of things can easily be accounted for, In some 

instances, the men were suffering grievances hard to 
bear in silence, hut in no case which has yet come to 
light was the Government at fault. In every case, 
the fault lies with the regimental officers. Rome Of 
the men have bitterly complained that their wives 
aud children were starving nt home while they were 
defending the country — and starving because the 
Government had not paid them their dues. Iri every 
such case, the fault was in the regimental officers 
who neglected to prepare the pay rolls. General 
McClellan, who is fully determined on enforcing 
discipline iu the army, will nevertheless remedy 
every real grievance, and he lias ordered the most 
rigid examination into the causes of insubordination 
that they may bo abolished straightway, if possible. 
For the present, but one course is before him -to 
enforce obedience, for the salvation of the Country 
depends upon it; but, on the other hand, no soldier 
need fear that any injustice will be done him, fur 
only the incorrigibly insubordinate will be severely 
punished, and the great, mass of onr troops hero are 
anxious that the cowardly and refractory among 
them, of whom there are but few, shall be sent away 
to serve their country in some other way than on the 
field of battle.” 

flow to Get Treasury Notes. 

The accompanying circular has been prepared 
with a view to obviate the necessity of replying by 
written letter to the very numerous inquiries from all 
sections of the country, as to the manner of subscrib¬ 
ing for Treasury Notes, <Vc.: 

OVKioB op tub Assistant Tubas, it. S.,) 
New York, Aug. 26, 1861. j 

Institutions or individuals wishing to subscribe for 
the three years' 7 3-10 per cent. United States Treas¬ 
ury Notes, can do so at tills office, in the following 
Way and upon the following terms: 

1. Payment must, lie made in gold at. the time of 
Subscribing. The amount, to tie paid Is the principal 
of (lie notes desired, together with interest on the 
same at the rate of one cent,, per day on each $50, 
from the 19th of August, (the time fixed for the date 
of all the notes, and when interest, upon them com 
mences to run) up to the time whon the gold is paid. 
Where the subscriber resides out of the city, and has 
no agent in Now York, lie mav make payment, by 
draft payable here in favor of John J. Cisco, Assis¬ 
tant, Treasurer of the United States, which draft must 
bp for the principal and interest as above, from the 
said 19th of August, up to the day of its collection. 

2. Upon Mm receipt of payment, a certificate iu 
duplicate will be given or sent, the original of which 
certificate most ho forwarded to the, Secretary of the 
Treasury at Washington, together with a letter, speci¬ 
fying in w I nit. denominations the notes are required. 
The denominations issued will be $50, $100, $500, 
$1,000, and $5,000. The notes will then be sent from 
Hie flop irtment In Washington to any address 
requested, as soon as they an- ready, which will in 
no case la; earlier than tin; I0(,l) of September. The 
duplicate certificate is to be retained by the party 
subscribing, as a voucher. 

3. The notes will be made to the order of the party 
named in the certificate of deposit. They will have 
semi annual interest coupons attached, payable when 
tine at the Treasury at Washington, or nt. the office of 
any of the Assistant Treasurers of the United Bintes, 

t hese coupons can be collected without the produc¬ 
tion of the notes themselves. Tito last coupon will 
lie paid with the uote. 

t. These notes may tie exchanged, at any time 
before, or at the maturity thereof, for an equivalent, 
amount of United States -ix per cent, bonds, having 
twenty years to run. This, however, can only be 
done when they are presented in sums not less than 

John J. Cisco, 
Assistant Treasurer United States. 

Extracts from the Hoot hern I*root. 

Northern Mechanics Missep,—The Richmond 
Whig says: It is humiliating to see the railroad 

track in Main street, which was laid in so great a 
hurry, remaining unused, and to be reminded that 
the reason why it is not used Is, that no persons 
hereabouts can make a car adapted to the transpor¬ 
tation of passengers. If suitable cars cannot be 
obtained, why not put a few Jersey wagons on the 
route, and let the people ride? 

KitectiveneSs op Cavalry, — The Charleston 
Mercury, noticing the attention the U. H. Govern¬ 
ment is now paying to the raising of cavalry, says: 

The meaning of this is clear. The enemy have 
discovered their weakness in a want of cavalry. 
They have learnt that cannon alone are not sufficient 
for the emergencies of a battle field. Had they pos¬ 
sessed a strong force of cavalry, the battle would 
have been won by them, and our forces would have 
been cut to pieces. Had we, on the contrary, 
brought upon the field 5,000 horses, Washington 
would now have been ours. The battle on both 
sides was just In that posture when a heavy force of 
cavalry on either side would have lost or won. A part 
from the inexcusable brevity of our numbers, the 
great defect at the battle of Bull Run was ttie want 
of cavalry. What were five hundred men to capture 
eighty thousand? 

" A Limited Monarchy.”—Governor Brown, of 
Georgia, him been in a quarrel witli President Davis 
for some time, upon conflicting points of military 
jurisdiction, between State and Confederate author¬ 
ity. Tins quarrel culminated on the 2d ult., in the 
disbanding at Atlanta of a brigade commanded by 
General Phillips- Governor Brown " improved” the 
occasion to denounce Jeff. Davis & Co. in the follow¬ 
ing style: 

He regretted to see so many indications of a dispo¬ 
sition ou the part of many persons under the new 

Government, to ignore the great doctrine of State 

Rights, and to treat the States which are the very 
authors of its existence, and which have infused 
breath into its nostrils, as its mere provinces or tie- 

pendencies. During the war he was willing to yield 
everything which could he yielded without a viola¬ 
tion of an important principle, hut he Jeared, at the 

end of the contest, that the great. battle of Slate sov¬ 

ereignty, which wus fought at the revolution of 1776, 

had to be fought over again. 

We have now, as then, two classes of statesmen, 
each sustained by many followers. The one class 
desirous of a strong central Government, probably 

preferring, if they did nut fear to risk an avowal of 

their sentiments, a Limited Monarchy, similar to 

that op Great Britain, or other form of govern¬ 
ment which will accomplish the same object under 
a different name. 

He warned the people of Georgia and of the 
South, to watch with a jealous eye, and to oppose 
with determined hostility, every effort, whether by 
construction or by bold usurpation of powers, which 
may he made by those in authority, or by those 
seeking position, to consolidate the power of the 
people into the hands of the few, or to destroy State 
sovereignty, and build upon its ruins either a Mon- 

AKchY or a Consolidated Aristocracy. 

Bloody Riot among Southern Soldiers.—The 
Memphis Appeal of the 1 Ith nit. says that the riot at 
Grand Junction, on Friday, was a serious affair, and 
might have been stilt more disastrous but for the 
firmness and bravery of the commander of the brig¬ 
ade, Col. HonlaUowski, who, we are informed, shot 
down some of the men that refused to submit to his 
authority. We learn that when at Holly Springs, 

the men by some nieiltia got ftcce38 u barrel of 

whisky. They knocked out the head add drank 
immoderately. The worst consequences followed. 
The men, who were traveling in box oars, indulged 
in the worst extravngauces-even, it is stated, going 
so far as to throw their bayonets at each other. One 
man was thrown from the platform, cutting off an 
arm and a leg. On leaving the cars at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, open mutiny broke out, and the men turned 
against each other with perfect ferocity, entirely dis¬ 
regarding the authority of the officers, until the 
determined conduct of Col. Houlakowski compelled 
a return to military rule. Home of the men took 
shelter in the Percey Hotel, the doors of which were 
immediately assailed with the hntts of muskets, axes, 
and whatever else could he found to answer the pur¬ 
poses of a battering-ram. They soon succeeded in 
smashing in all the doors, blinds and sash, when 
they rushed in like a mob of infuriated devils, and 
commenced an indiscriminate destruction of the 
hotel furniture and everything they could lay their 
hands on. The officers then used firearms to quell 
the riot, and killed fourteen and wounded many 
others. The hotel looks like a hospital after a hard- 
fought battle. The dead and wounded are strewn 
all over the second floor, ami the groans of the suffer¬ 
ing are terrible. After destroying the furniture and 
breaking all that they could about the house, two 
unsuccessful attempts were made to lire it. The 
surgeon, I)r. Henry, says that there are three or four 
that will die during the day. 

A Hly Djuvrcfi.—The Richmond Whig suggests 
that the usual emblems of external mourning be 
dispensed witli by those who have lost relatives who 
were bravely sustaining their country’s rigiri. and In 
this met with a glorious death. The reasons for the 
suggestion are, that it would give our streets and 
churches a distressing and gloomy aspect, that, mauy 
families cannot afford it, and the loss of father, hus¬ 
band or brother is not, under the circumstances, 
cause for that bitterness of mourning which attends 
the ordinary dispensations of Providence, because 
the gloom is brightened by the glory of triumph in 
tiie discharge of the holiest obligation of duty. 

Sickness in the Southern Army.—The Charles¬ 
ton Courier has a letter from Richmond of the 11th 
ult., saying tAore is a great deal of sickness in the 
army. It Is said that at Charlottesville and Culpep¬ 
per there are over 3,000 ill. A great many have 
been brought sick from this city, and at Norfolk and 
Yotktowu there is more disease than with us. 
Measles has swept aud is sweeping through every 
division of the army. 

Tub South Forced to Role the North.— The 
Richmond ( Va.) Whig of a late date has the follow¬ 
ing effiisitin: 

The Yankees arc a very little better than Chinese. 
They lay the same stress on the jingle of their dollars 
that the Celestials do on the noise of their gongs. 
Originally endowed with no single amiable trait, 
tlmy luvvc cultivated the arts of money getting and 
cheating, until gain has become their god, and they 
imagine it to be omnipotent. With money in their 
pockets, won from a generous and chivalrous race, 
and multitudinous as Norway rats, they are swollen 
with conceit, and they fancied they were lit for 
empire. And yet they do not possess one gentle¬ 
manly attribute, nor a single talent that qualifies 
them for war. Of tin: very first elements, they are 
destitute. They don’t even know how to ride a 
horse, a talent, only to he acquired in youth and 
genteel avocation. And, as to armies, ninety nine 
out of a hundred never shot a gun, and wo have it 
on very good authority that Old Scott tost all patience 
in attempting to teach them how to load a gun. The 
vile old wretch! He reaps a just reward for his trea¬ 
son and talents misapplied. 

The break-down of the Yankees, their utter unfit¬ 
ness for empire, forces dominion upon us of the 
South. We are compelled to take the Bcepter, and 
it is our duty to prepare ourselves to wield it with 
dignity and effect. We must elevate our race, every 
man of it—breed them up to arras—to command—to 
empire. The art military should constitute a leading 
part In every white Rian’s education. The right of 
voters should be a high privilege, to be enjoyed only 
l»y those who aro worthy to exorcise it. In a word, 
the whole white population of the South should be 
wrought into a high-toned aristocracy, duly im- 
pre-sed witli a sense of its superiority to Yankee 
trickery, and of its own functions, and its obligation 
to freedom and civilization. 

A Hhamk.— The Augusta Chronicle says: — It is a 
shame, and wo think, too, a gross mismanagement, 
that the flower of Georgia’s well trained soldiery, 
and only one regiment, was sent into North-western 
Virginia, into the very midst of tories, to meet Lin¬ 
coln’s best soldiers — the North-western men — under 
Lincoln’s best General — McClellan — unsupported 
except by the almost raw Virginia Militia. 

Our Forts in New Mexico. 

The Cincinnati Enquirer of the 27th ult., gives 
the following in relation to affairs in New Mexico: 

The politeness of Lieutenant Paul, of the United 
States Army, has enabled us to lay before our readers 
late arid disastrous intelligence from New Mexico. 
The information is contained in a letter received by 
him from his step-brother, Mr. A. H. Rogers, who is 
now with Major G, R. Paul, iu Fort Union. We are 
permitted to make the following extract. The letter 
is dated the fifth of August: 

“ Mujor Lynd, who is in command at Fort Fill¬ 
more, understood that there was a large body of 
Texans around, and he sent a detachment of 306 
regulars to attack. They were defeated and retreated 
to the fort. The Texans then marched upon the fort, 
when Major Lynd destroyed and abandoned it, rfad 
marched to Fort Htanton, where lie again met the 
Texans, aud surrendered his whole force, 1,000 men. 
Major G. R. Paul, commanding Fort Union, expected 
to be attacked every moment, but he has fortified all 
the available positions upon the surrounding heights. 
He is determined to defend it to the last, and in the 
event, of not being able to maintain it, he will burn 
it and retreat.” 

| It was the veteran 7th U. S. Regiment which snr- 



rendered, and two aons-in-law of Major Paul,— Capt. 

Chapin and Lieut. C. B. Stivers,— with their ladies, 

are among the prisoners. Major Paul, who has seen 

forty years active service, waB the leader of the 

storming party at Chepultapec, and if attacked will 

defend his post to the last extremity, but it would 

appear that be is surrounded by fearful odds. He 

has a portion of the 8th U. S, Infantry with him, and 

the balance of his force consists of New Mexican 

volunteers. The famous Kit Carson, their Lieutenant 

Colonel, is with him in the fort. 

The Major Lynd who surrendered is a native of 

Vermont, and has been in the service since 1827. 

The Financial Scliemc of the Enemy. 

The Richmond Enquirer contains a copy of the 

act passed l>y the rebel Congress authorizing the 

issue of Treasury notes and bonds, and providing a 

war tax for their redemption. Jt provides as follows: 

Hecti6j< 1 Authorizes the issue of Treasury notes 
payable to bearer, at the expiration of six months 
after the ratification of a treaty of peace between the 
Confederate states and the United States, The 
notes are not to tie of u less denomination than five 
dollars, to be re-issued at pleasure, to be received in 
payment of all public dues, except the export duly 
on cotton, and the whole issue outstanding at one 
time, including the amount issued under former acts 
are not to exceed one hundred millions of dollars. 

Sko. 2 Provides that for the purpose of funding the 
said notes, or for the purpose of purchasing specie 
or iuilitury stores, etc., bonds may be issued, payable 
not more than twenty years after date, to the amount 
of one hundred millions of dollars, and hearing an 
interest of eight per cent, per annum. This amount 
includes the thirty millions already authorized to he 
issued. The bonds are not to lie issued in less 
amounts than $100, except when the subscription is 
for a less amount, when they may be issued as low 
as $50. 

iSku. 3 Provides that holders of Treasury notes may 
at auy time exchange them for bonds. 

Sec. 4 Provides that, for the special purpose of 
paying the principal and interest of the public debt, 
and of supporting the government, a war tax shall 
be assessed and levied of fifty cents upon each one 
hundred dollars in value of the following property in 
the Confederate States, namely: Real estate of all 
kinds; slaves, merchandise; bank stocks, railroad 
and other corporation stocks: money at interest, or 
invested by individuals, in the purchase of bills, 
notes and other securities for money, except the 
bonds of the Confederate States of America, and 
cash on band, or on deposit in bank nr else where: 
cattle, horses and mules; gold watches, gold and 
silver plate: pianosatld pleasure carriages: Provided, 
however, that when the taxable property, herein 
above enumerated, of any head of a family is of value 
less than five hundred dollars, such taxable property 
shall be exempt from taxation under this act. It 
provides further that the property of colleges, schools 
and religious associations shall be exempt. 

The remaining sections provide for the collection 
of the tax. 

A considerable amount of these bonds, we learn, 

have already been sold. They are also issued to citi¬ 

zens in exchange for cotton, tobacco, cereals or mer¬ 

chandise, and are being subscribed for in this manner 

freely. The last quotations ranged from par to two 

per cent, premium. 

Hitting Home. 

Tije rebels of Marion county, Missouri, recently 

amused themselves by firing into a railroad train 

conveying Federal troops, and afterwards captured 

and disarmed a Federal officer. General Pope, the 

commander of the Federal forces, has undertaken to 

punish them for these acts, and he does it in a very 

efi'eetive way. General Htirlbut has been dispatohed 

to the county seat, Palmyra, with a sufficient number 

of men, and issues this proclamation: 

“ By command of my superior officer, I have occu¬ 
pied your county seat. By like command I require 
you to deliver every morning before 9 o’clock A. M., 
to Col. Smith, commanding lGth Illinois Regiment, 
the following rations for his command; 

Suit Pork, nr Bacon.  412 lbs. 
Or, in lien thereof. Fresh Beef... 087 lbs. 
Corn Meal.   687 lbs. 
B'-Hns.     44 qts. 
Or Rice. 65 lbs. 
Coffee.v. 65 lbs. 
Sugar (brown dry). SK'lbs. 
Vi“egar. 5)igalg. 
Soap. 22 tbs. 
Salt-----——_ 11 qts. 
Potatoes, or mixed vegetable diet. 660 lbs. 
Molasses.   Segals. 
Wood.................._................ ficord. 
Corn in ear.   o hush. 
Water sufficient for command, to be hauled. 

" If these articles are promptly furnished, receipts 
will be given by Colonel Smith. If not furnished, 
they will be taken from the most convenient persons 
and places, and the regiment will be billeted upon 
the city of Palmyra, in private houses, according to 
the convenience of the regiment.” 

This is literally eating up the rebels. Unless they 

have an immense supply of ‘‘fresh beef, corn meal, 

vinegar, potatoes, wood, beans and coffee,” the Pope 

who exercises such temporal sovereignty over them 

will have very little trouble in bringing them to 

terms. The conditions upon which the enemy can 

release themselves from these penalties are set forth 

as follows: 

*' This occupation will continue until the maraud¬ 
ers who fired upon the train, and those who, in open 
day, disarmed Air. Wilcox, are captured and surren¬ 
dered to the military authorities, and will be rigidly 
enforced.” 

Palmyra will unquestionably snccumb. 

Movements in the West. 

Judging from the tenor of our Western dis¬ 

patches, it is evident that stirring times are antici¬ 

pated in Kentucky and Missouri. We give such 

intelligence as is at hand: 

Headquarters Department op Missorni,( 
August SI, 1861. ) 

Circumstances, in my judgment of sufficient urg¬ 
ency to render it necessary that the Commanding 
General of this Department should assnmc the ad¬ 
ministrative powers of the State, and its disorganized 
condition, the helplessness of the civil authorities, 
the total insecurity of life, and the destruction of 
property by bands of murderers and marauders who 
infest nearly every county in the State ami avail 
themselves of the public misfortunes and the vicinity 
of a hostile force to gratify private and neighborhood 
vengeance, and who find an enemy wherever they 
find plunder, finally demand the severest measures 
to suppress the daily increasing crimes and outrages 
which are driving off inhabitants and mining the 
State. 

In this condition the public safety and success of 
our arms require unity of purpose, without let or 
hindrance. 

In order, therefore, to suppress disorder and to 
maintain, as far as now practicable, thepublic peace, 
and to give security and protection to the persons 
and property of loyal citizens, 1 do hereby extend, 
and declare established, martini law throughout the 
State of Missouri. 

The lines of the army organization in this State 
are, for the present, declared to extend from Leaven¬ 
worth, by the way of the posts of Jefferson, Rolla 
and Newton, to Cape Girardeau on the Mississippi 
River. 

All persons who shall be taken with arms in their 
hands on these lines, shall be tried by court martial, 
and if found gnilty shall be shot. 

The property, real and personal, of all persons of 
the State of Missouri who shall take up arms against 
the United States, or who shall be directly proven to 
have taken active part with its enemies, is declared 
to be confiscated to the public use, and their slaves, 
if any they have, are hereby declared free men. 

All persons who shall be proveu to have destroyed, 
after the publication of this order, railroad tracks, 
bridges or telegraphs, shall suffer the extreme penalty 
of the law. 

All persons engaged in treasonable correspond¬ 
ence, in giving or procuring aid for the enemies of 
the United States, in destroying the public- property, 
or creating and circulating false reports or incendiary 
documents in their own interest, are warned that 
they are exposing themselves. 

All persons who have been led away from their 
allegiance, are required to return to their homes 
forthwith. Any such absence, without sufficient 
cause, will be held to be presumptive evidence 
against them. 

The object of this declaration is to place in the 
hands of the military authority the power to give 
instantaneous effect to existing laws, and to supply 
such deficiencies as the conditions of war demand. 
But it is not intended to suspend the ordinary triba 
nals of the country, where the law will be adminis¬ 
tered by the civil officers in the usual manner and 
with their customary authority, while the same can 
be successfully exercised. 

The Commanding General will labor vigorously 
for the public welfare, and in his efforts for their 
safety hopes to obtain not only the acquiescence, but 
the active support, of the people of the country. 

J. C. Fremoxt, 
Major-General Commanding. 

Provost-Marshal McKinstry, of St Louis, has issued 

orders preventing any person passing beyond the 

limits of that county without a special permit from 

that office. 

Railroad and steamboat ferry and other agents are 

prohibited from selling tickets to any one not bold¬ 

ing a pass from the Provost-Marshal. 

This order is aimed specially to reach parties leav¬ 

ing the city for the purpose of communicating intel¬ 

ligence to the enemy. 

A letter from St Louis states that there is no doubt 

that the rebels Intended and expected to be in full 

possession of St. Loms before now, and that August 

20th was the time fixed for the active co-operation of 

secessionists in that city. Nothing could iiave pre 

vented the plot from succeeding had they been vic¬ 

torious at Springfield, Gen. Lyon, knowing this, 

sacrificed himself, and saved the city a second time 

by his victory, for such it was iu fact. Our friends 

here gained time, and arc now safe. 

Advices received at the War Department confirm 

the report that the Klouws and Camanches, from 

whom Government has this year withheld their usual 

presents on account of previous rascalities, have 

united their fortunes with the Southern Confederacy. 

The principal rendezvous of the tribes is near Fort 
Bent. 

General Pope has information from North-Eastern 

Missouri, that Martin Green, instead of threatening 

to attack Kirksville and Athens, as heretofore re¬ 

ported, is fast moving toward the Missouri River. 

General Holland is pursuing him from Kirksville, 

and Colonel Moore from Athens. Green's force, 

estimated at 1200, is supposed to be now in the lower 

part of Monroe county, moving southward, and will 

probably attempt to cross the Missouri River in Callo¬ 

way or Boone county. This will rid North-Eastern 

Missouri of his presence, and restore quiet to that 

section of the State. 

A correspondent of the St. Louis Democrat fur¬ 

nishes the following item:—Parties from Springfield 

report that a skirmish has taken place in Vernon 

county east of Fort Scott, between Col. Montgomery, 

of the Kansas forces, and the rebel troops under 

Raines. Reinforcements have been sent to Raines 

from Springfield. Six thousand rebels were en¬ 

camped at Bond Spring. Another encampment of 

over five thousand was at a spring south of the Fay¬ 

etteville road. There were also other encampments 

near Spriugfleld. General McBride, with one thou¬ 

sand men, passed through Dade county last, week, in 

a north westerly direction. Men were at Pry Leads, 

in Dade county, devastating the country. Every 

vestige of property belonging to the Union men in 

Green connty had been seized. 

Scouts just in from Ironton, Mo., report the enemy 

thirteen thousand strong on Cedar Creek; also in 

considerable force on Castor Creek, with but a few 

at Greenville. They report their own strength iu 

this section of the State to be eight thousand. They 

subsist on corn meal and fresh beef, and are nearly 

destitute of clothing and poorly armed. 

A deserter from New Madrid says that the forces 

under Gen. Pillow, except, perhaps, the Tennessee¬ 

ans and Alabamians, are much demoralized, and are 

mainly held together by the belief that St. Loui9 

will soon fall into their hands. The force at New 

Madrid, under Gen. Pillow, is about twenty thousand; 

at Benton, Scott county, under Jeff. Thompson, eight 

thousand; and at Charleston, under Hunter, eight 

thousand. 

Startling news reached Washington on the 31st 

ult., from Kentucky. Mr. Johnson, M. C. from that 

State, had returned to this city to the performance , 

of his committee duties. He left suddenly for Ken¬ 

tucky List night, having received urgent dispatches 

of hostilities. Similar advices have been received 

here to-day from Hon. James Guthrie!. 

Letters from East Tennessee to the War Depart¬ 

ment speak of a growing rebel force at Camp Boone, 

near Clarksville, the headquarters of the Knights of 

the Golden Circle. The plan of the Knights is, after 

they have got ten thousand men, to lay the country 

waste from Cumberland Gap, through East Tennessee 

and Kentucky, to the Ohio river, and along that to 

Pennsylvania—the whole force not moving together, 

bat divided into small marauding parties. An attack 

on Tompkinsville, Tenn., being apprehended re¬ 

cently, Col. Wm. P. Dorris collected nearly two 

thousand Unionists, secured the State arms for them, 

and assailed the rebels. They disappointed him. 

Many of the Tennessee 12th, who wou laurels in 

Mexico under Col. Campbell, are joining the Union 

forces. 

Department of the East. 

The Unionists in and about Harper’s Ferry are 

leaving there in great numbers. There' were no 

secession forces in that neighborhood, except about 

150 cavalry under Col. Henderson. 

Advices from Martinsburg give the following intel¬ 

ligence:—The rebels have succeeded in taking down 

and removing to Winchester two of the Baltimore 

and Ohio locomotives. They have also sent to the 

same place a portion of the machinery belonging to 

the company's workshop there, breaking up and dis¬ 

abling the remainder. It is stated to be their inten¬ 

tion to take up sufficient of the track to connect 

Winchester with Froatbnrg. There wus no strong 

force either in Jefferson or Berkley counties. The 

property of the Union people had not yet been con¬ 

fiscated or molested up to the time of our intelligence. 

The War Department has just issued the following 

order: 

By the 57th article of the act of Congress entitled 

an act for establishing rules and articles for the Gov¬ 

ernment of the army of the United States, approved 

the 30th of April, I860, holding correspondence with, 

or giving aid to the enemy, either directly or indi¬ 

rectly, was made punishable by death, or such other 

punishment au shall be ordered by the sentence of the 

Court Martial. The public safety requires strict 

enforcement of this article. 

It is therefore ordered that all correspondence and 

communications, verbally or by writing, printing, or 

telegraphing, respecting the operations of the army 

or military movements on land or water, or respect¬ 

ing the troops, camps, arsenals, entrenchments, or 

affairs within the several military districts, by which 

intelligence shall be directly or indirectly given to 

the enemy without the authority and sanction of the 

General-in-Chief and of command, be and the same 

are absolutely prohibited, and after the date of this 

order persons violating the same may be proceeded 

against, tinder the 57th article of war. 

Auother order provides that the commissioned 

officers of all volunteer and militia organizations, 

whether established under the authority of the State | 

or the LTnited States, will be regarded as having been 

commissioned on the day when mustered into the 

service of the United States, and will take rank in 

their respective grades, and will be entitled to pay 

and be obeyed and respected in their several posi¬ 

tions from that date. 

Hereafter no minors will be mnstered into the 

service of the United States as volunteers, without 

the consent of their parents or guardians. 

The War Department has issued an order request¬ 

ing commanding officers of all regiments of inde¬ 

pendent companies to take measures to keep the 

strength of their commands up to the maximum 

standard of organization prescribed by General Orders 

No. 15, for cavalry anil infantry, and General OrderB 

No. 10, for artillery. For this purpose, they will 

detail, from time to time, as required, one commis¬ 

sioned officer or tw o if necessary, and one or two non¬ 

commissioned officers or privates, to recruit in the 

districts in which the regiments or companies were 

raised. 

All enlisted men in the volunteer service who have 

been taken prisoners by the enemy, and released on 

parole, will be discharged from the service. 

It is said that General Scott expressed the opinion 

that the rebels must make an attack on our lines, and 

that, too, at an early day. Information from the 

rebel army says that there are large numbers of rebels 

in and about Manassas, scattered on the lines of 

roads leading to Richmond and towards Strusburgh. 

There has been much sickness among these men, 

owing to wet weather and a deficiency in clothing 

and camp equipage. They arc short of everything 

except wheat, flour, and corn, of which they have an 

abundance. The men are very restless, and -there 

wasno discipline. They were highly elated w-ith their 

success at Bull Run, and so confident of their ability 

to “thrash the abolitionists,” that they imperatively 

demanded to be led on to Washington. It is proba¬ 

bly in obedience to this requirement that they are 

now being paraded along our lines, and taking up 

position within reach of our entrenched camp. 

The enemy have not only re-estAblished their line 

of pickets as before the battle of Bull Run, but have 

actually encroached on the cemetery formerly held 

by us, nearly half a mile nearer our line of fortifica¬ 

tions, They now occupy several important strategic 

points, on which they are throwing up fortifications. 

The line of the enemy’s pickets commences on the 

Orange and Alexandria Railroad across the Little 

River Turnpike, between (’loud's Mills and Benton's 

Tavern to Bancroft’s Mills at the junction of Hunting 

Creek and the Columbia Turnpike. At this place the 

enemy have constructed a breastwork, commanding 

the Tnrnpike in the direction of Hall’s Cress Roads. 

From this point the line of rebel pickets continues to 

Munson’s Mills, one and a quarter miles from Bay- 

ley’s Cross Roads on the Leesburg Turnpike. 

A gentleman arrived in Washington on the 29th, 

from Richmond, via. Louisville, Ky. He has spent 

several weeks in Virginia, and visited the lines of the 

rebel army on the Potomac, lie estimates the num¬ 

ber now iu arms in Virginia at nearly 300,000. The 

force on the Potomac alone he estimates at 180,000 

men. Since the first of Jnne immense quantities of 

arms purchased in the East have been carried into 

the State through Baltimore, and lheir whole army is 

now well armed. Manassas Junction has been vir¬ 

tually abandoned, there being only a guard there to 

look after the guns io the batteries. The principal 

body of their forces has been pushed forward to the 

Upper Potomac, to be thrown across into Maryland, 

for which movement a column of 40,000 is prepared 

with pontoon bridges, upon which they can cross at 

any point they find not defended. They are deter¬ 

mined to make an attempt to get Maryland in their 

possession, and they believe that will insure their 

ultmate possession of this city, and all of the im¬ 

mense accumulation of supplies here, and enable 

them to transfer the war from the Potomac to the 

Susqnebannah, and secure to them the recognition 

by Europe of the Southern Confederacy. This pro¬ 

gramme has been decided upon. 

The much-talked-of Expedition from Old Point 

sailed August 2(Ith, under command of Gen. Butler. 

It consists of the frigaies Minnesota and Wabash, 

sloop-of-war Pawnee, the gun-boat Monticello and 

Harriet Lane, the steamers Adelaide and George 

Peabody, propellers Fanny and Adriatic, with a 

large number of schooners, barges, Ac. The Quaker 

City will follow in a few hours. The vessels carried 

over 100 guns and about 4,000 men. 

The Naval Expedition Successful. 

In our “ Department of the East” we made note 

of the sailing of au Expedition from Fortress Mon¬ 

roe, the destination of which waB kept Becret by the 

Government. The land forces were under Maj.-Gen. 

B. F. Butler, and the naval in charge of 8. H. String- 

ham, Flag Officer of the Atlantic Blockading Squad¬ 

ron. The telegraph this (Monday) morning unravels 

the mystery as follows: 
Off HATTERAS Islet, ^ 

F. S. Flag ship Minnesota, Aug. 30. j 

To Hon. Gideon TVella, Secretary of Navy at Washington . 

I have the honor to inform you that we have been 
eminently successful in our expedition. All that 
could be" wished by the most hopeful has been ac¬ 
complished. This morning we have taken on board 
the Minnesota 715 officers and men, who surrendered 
yesterday, after bombarding from tie fleet for parts of 
two days. I shall forward a full account immediately 
upon my arrival at New York, where I have con¬ 
cluded to land them, as requested in your communi¬ 
cation in reference to prisoners coming in possession 
of the Navy. After landing them I shall return to 
Hampton Roads. 

Respectfully your obedient servant, 
8, H. Strinoham, 

Flag officer Atlantic blockading Squadron. 

Off Hatteras Inlet, > 
U. S. Flag Ship Minnesota, Ang. 30, j 

To Hon. G. Welles, Secretary of the Nary : 

Sir:—I have the honor to inclose the articles of 
capitulation agreed upon at the surrender of the forts 
at the Inlet of Hatteras, N. C. If the Department 
have any orders, I shall be pleased to receive them 
at New York. S. H. Strixgham. 

Off Hatteras I.vlet, ) 
V. S. Flag Ship Minnesota, Aug. 29. j 

Articles of capitulation between Flag Officer 
Stringham, commanding the blockading squadron, 
and Benj. F. Buffer, commanding United States 
forces, and Samuel Barron, commanding the naval 
force for the defence of North Carolina and Virginia, 
and Col. Martin, commanding the forces, and Major 
Andrews, commanding the same forces at Fort Hat¬ 
teras. It is stipulated and agreed between the con¬ 

tracting parties that the forces under the command 
of said Barron, Martin and Andrews, and all muni¬ 
tion# of war. arms, men, and property under com¬ 
mand of said Barron. Martin and Andrews, be uncon¬ 
ditionally surrendered to the Government of the 
United States, in terms of full capitulation. And it 
is stipulated and agreed by the contracting parties on 
the part of the United States Government, that the 
officers and men shall receive the treatment due to 
prisoners of war. 

In witness whereof we, the said Stringham and 
Butler, on behalf the United States, and said Barron, 
Martin and Andrews, representing the forces at Hat¬ 
teras Inlet, hereunto interchangeably set our hands 
this 29th day of August, A. D., ISM*, and of the in¬ 
dependence of the United States the eighty-fifth year. 

S. H. Strinuham, 
Flag Officer. 

Benj. F. Bcti-er, 
Major-General U. S. Array Commanding. 

S. B HURON, 

Flag Officer C. S. Navy (’ommanding 
Naval Forces Virginia and N. C. 

Wm. F. Martin, 
Col. 7th Regiment Infantry, N. C. V, 

W, L. 0. Andrews. 
Major, commanding Forts Hatteras and Clark. 

Maj.-Gen. Butler’s report enters somewhat into de¬ 

tails, and we give snch portions as are of interest and 

are not repetitions: 

U. 8. Flag Ship Minnesota, Aug. 30, 1801. 

General:—Agreeably to your Order, I embarked on 

the transport steamers Adelaide and George Peabody 

500 of the 20th New York regiment volunteers, Col. 

Webber commanding; 220 of the 9th regiment New 

York volunteers, Col. Hawkins commanding; 100 of 

the Union Coast' ,‘nard, Capt. Nixon commanding, as 

a force to operate in conjunction with the fleet under 

Commodore Stringham against the rebel forces at 

Hatteras Inlet, We left Fortress Monroe, Monday, at 

1 o’clock, P. M, The last ship of onr fleet arrived off 

the Inlc-t about 4 o’clock, Tuesday, P. M. Such 

preparations as were possible for landing were made 

in the evening, and at daylight next morning dispo¬ 

sitions were made for an attack upon the forts and 

for the landing of troops. 

Owing to the previous prevalence of South-western 

gales a heavy surf was breaking on the beach. Every 

effort was made to land the troops. After about 815 

were lauded, including 55 marines from the fleet and 

the regulars, both the iron boats upon which we 

depended were swamped, and both flat boats stove. 

A brave attempt was made by Lieut. Crosby, U. S. 

Army, who volunteered to come down with the steam 

tug Fanny, belonging to the navy, to land in a boat 

from the war steamer Pawnee, but it resulted iti 

beaching the boat so that she could not be got off the 

bar to get in the smooth water of the Inlet. Fire 

was opened upon the Montioolln, which bad for¬ 

warded in advance of ns, from the fort. Several shot 

struck her, but without causing any casualties, as I 

am informed. At this time the wind raised a little, 

and it was found impossible to land more troops. 

Pickets were posted under command of Lient. Loder, 

of the regular army. A scouting party under Lieut. 

Col. Weiss and Lient. Weigel proceeded np the 

beach, capturing one brass field piece and one horse. 

The force then advanced to Fort Clark, which had 

been evacuated, but were compelled to retire again, 

owing to the shells of the fleet falling therein, and 

march back to the place of landing, and there 

bivouacked for the night. 

Early the next morning the Harriet Lane ran in 

shore for the purpose of covering any attack on the 

troops. At the Bame time a large steamer was ob¬ 

served coming down the Sound, inside the land, with 

reinforcements for the enemy, but she was prevented 
from landing by Capt. Johnson, of the Coast Guard, 

who had planted two guns, from the ships, and a six 

pounder taken from the enemy, and opened fire on 

the steamer. At 8 o’clock the fleet opened lire again, 

the flag ship being anchored as near as the water al¬ 

lowed, and the other ships coming gallantly into 

action. It was evident after a few experiments that 

onr shot fell short, and increased length of fuse was 

telegraphed. Firing commenced with shell of fifteen 

seconds fuse. 

I had 6ent Mr. Fiske, acting aid-de-camp, on shore 

for the pnrpose of giving information of the move¬ 

ments of the troops and the enemy. I then went 

with the Fanny for the purpose of effecting a landing 

of the rest of the troops, when a white flag was run 

up at the fort. I then wefit over the bar into the In¬ 

let. At the same time the troops under Col. Webber 

marched np the beach,and siguals wen made from the 

flag ship to cease firing. As the Fanny rounded in 

over the bar, the rebel steamer Winslow went up the 

channel, having a large number of secession troops 

onboard, which she had not landed. We threw a 

shot, at her from the Fanny, but she proved to be out 

of range. T then sent Lieut. Crosby on shore to 

demand the meaning of the white flag. The boat soon 

returned, bringing Mr. Weize), with the following 

written communication from Samuel Barron, late 

Captain in the United States Navy. 

“Flag officer Samuel Barron, C. S. N., offers to 
surrender Fort Hatteras, with all the arras and 
munitions of war; the officers to be allowed to go 
out with Bide arms, and the men without arms to re¬ 
tire. S. Barron, Commanding Naval 

Defences of Virginia and North Carolina.” 

Mr. W. also brought a verbal report that Barron 

had 715 men, and 1,000 within an hour's call, but that 

he was anxious to 6pare the effusion of blood. To 

both the written aud verbal communications, the fol¬ 

lowing reply was dispatched by C'apt. Crosby, U, S. 

N,, and Lieut. Weigel: 

“Benj. F. Butler, Major-General, commanding the 
United States army, in reply to the communication 
of Samuel Barron, commanding the forces at Fort 
Hatteras, cannot admit the terms proposed. The 
terms offered are these:— Full capitulation of the of¬ 
ficers and men, to be treated as prisoners of war. No 
other terms are admissible. Commanding officers to 
meet on board the flag ship Minnesota to arrange 
details.” 

After waiting three-quarters of an hour, Lieut. 

Crosby returned, bringing with him Capt. Barron, 

Maj. Anderson, and Col. Martin, of the rebel forces, 

who, on being received on board the tug Fanny, in¬ 

formed me that they had accepted the terms proposed 

by my memorandum, and had come to surrender 

themselves and their commands as prisoners of war. 

I informed them that as the expedition was formed of 

the Army and Navy, the surrender must be made on 

board the flag ship to flag officer Btringham, as well as 

to myself. We went on board the Minnesota for that 

pnrpose. On arriving there the articles of capitula¬ 

tion were signed. 

1 then landed and took a formal surrender of all the 

forts, with all the munitions and men, and inspected 

the troops to see that the arms of war had been prop¬ 

erly surrendered. Marched them out and embarked 

them on board the Adelaide, and my own troops into 

the fort, and raised onr flag upon it amid the cheers 

of onr men, and a salute of 13 guns. 

I had demanded the strongest terms, which I was 

considering he might refuse, and seeing our disad¬ 

vantage (the Adelaide and Harriet Lane having 

grounded,) renew the action. Bat I determined to 

abate not a tittle from what I believed to be due to the 

dignity of the government, not even to give an 

official title to the officer in command of the rebels, 

and besides, my tug was inside the inlet, and at least 

I could carry on an engagement with my two rifled 

6 ponnders well supplied with Sawyer shells. 

Upon taking Fort Hatteras I found ten gnus 

mounted, with fonr unmounted, and one large finished 

colnmbiad already for mounting. The position of 

the fort is a strong one, nearly surrounded by water 

and only to be approached by a march of 500 rods, 

circuitously, over a loDg neck nf sand within half 

musket range, and over a causeway a few feet only in 

width, and which was commanded with two 32-pound 

guns loaded with grape and cannister, which we ex¬ 

pended in onr salute. It has a well protected maga¬ 

zine and bomb-proof, capable of sheltering 300 or 400 

men. The parapet was nearly of Octagon form, 

inclosing about t wo-thirds of an acre. 

Tlie following is the General Order, No. 8, by Gen. 
Wool: 

Headquarters Fortress Monroe, Aug. 31. 

The commanding General has great satisfaction in 
announcing a glorious victory, achieved by the com¬ 
bined operations of the army and navy, at Hatteras 
Inlet, North Carolina, nnder Commodore Stringham 
and Maj.-Gen. Butler. The resnlt of this gallant en- 
terprize is the capture of 715 men, including the 
commander, (Barron. ) and one of the North Carolina 
Cabinet, 1,000 stand of arms, 75 kegs powder, 5 stand 
of colors, and 31 pieces of cannon, including a ten 
inch Colnmbiad. a brig loaded with provisions and 
stores, twp life boats, 150 bags of coffee, Ac., all of 
which was achieved by the army and navy and 800 
volunteers with 00 regular artillery. 

This gallant affair will not fail to stimulate the reg¬ 
ulars and volunteers to greater achievements. Obe¬ 
dience to orders, discipline, and instruction are in¬ 
dispensable to maintain the Union. 

By command of Gen. J. E. Wool. 
Capt. Chas. Churchill, Aid-de-Camp. 

Affairs at Washington. 

The Secretary of the Treasury has just issued a 

circular of instruction to the collectors and other 

officers of customs, calling their attention to the act 

of Congress, further to provide for the collection of 

duties on imports, and for other purposes, approved 

13th July last, and to the proclamation of the Presi¬ 

dent of the United States, of Aug. 10tb, made in pur¬ 

suance thereof. In view of this act and proclama¬ 

tion, the Secretary directs and instructs the officers 

of customs to use all vigilance in preventing inter¬ 

course with inhabitants of the States in Insurrection, 

excepting in special cases in which it maybe allowed 

by license and permit as therein set forth. The 

instructions of May 2d and July I2th last, heretofore 

in force, will be regarded as superceded by more 

comprehensive provisions of the act and proclama¬ 

tion. Collectors and other officers of Customs will 

report all seizures made under the proclamation, to 

the proper District Attorney, or such proceedings as 

the law and facta may justify in each case, and as 

frequently afterward as may be convenient, report 

their views in relation to the commercial intercourse 

contemplated, and the permits proper to be granted 

or withheld. In forms accompanying the weekly 

returns required by circulars of the 5tb, of any cost 

to be made to the Treasury Department, Collectors 

and other officers of the Customs will be careful to 

state wbat permits arc asked for, the shipment of 

goods, by whom asked, and grounds on which the 

applications are based. The Secretary especially 

directs attention of the Collectors and other officers 

to the 5th and subsequent sections of the Act com¬ 

monly known as the force bill. 

Flag officer Montgomery, commanding the Pacific 

squadron, in writing to the Secretary of the Navy 
relative to the expiration of the two years service of 

officers and men, eaye-— “For my own part, I neither 

expect or desire a day's respite from active employ¬ 

ment during the continuance of our present struggle 

for the maintenance of onr national honor and the 

integrity of the Union. It rests with the Department 

to determine my sphere of duty, either on this or the 

other side of the Continent.” 

The foreign mails by the last steamer have been 

received at the State Department. The advices from 

onr Ministers are written nnder the pressure of the 

Bull Run disaster. The European governments ap¬ 

preciate the disaster at its full extent, but there is a 

disposition on the Continent to give the Northern 

troops more credit for bearing and endurance than 

our own papers have claimed; the fight in front of 

heavy works being considered by military men as 

giving them so great disadvantage as to make it a 

matter of wonder that raw recruits could have been 

induced to assault them under such disadvantages. 

Our ministers do not disguise the fact that the Gov¬ 

ernment has suffered severely in the estimation of 

Europeans by the disaster, but they are confident 

that no movement to recognize the rebels as a nation 

will be made so long as the Government maintains its 

forces on the soil of the rebel States and keeps pos¬ 

session of Washington. The feeling on the Con¬ 

tinent was generally that the North would be aroused 

by the disaster to its army, and that the defeat closed 

the door to any arrangement with the rebels. The 

British Government officials appear to be impressed 

with the belief that the battle and defeat would only 

prolong the contest without deciding anything. 

The statements that news has been received indi¬ 

cating a certain and speedy recognition of the Con¬ 

federate States by England are unfounded. On the 

contrary, the indications are that the European 

Rowers intend to respect the blockade and await the 

result of the contest. 

Government is considering the propriety of organ¬ 

izing a National Detective Police force. New Yorl£ 

St. Louis, Chicago and other cities were represented 

iu the conference. The plan is to have agents dis¬ 

tributed through the country, forming a net work of 

surveillance through whose meshes secret traitors 

will find it hard to escape. 

The Detective force in Washington is largely in¬ 

creased by recruits from New York and Philadelphia. 

The Post Office Department having authentic infor¬ 

mation that the mails have been repeatedly violated, 

and cannot be carried in that part of Kentucky 

named herein, it is ordered that the Post Offices at 

Hickman, Columbus, and Paducah, Kentucky, and 

all other Post Offices and Post Routes in Kentucky 

west of the Tennessee river, be discontinued as fol¬ 

lows:—Route No. :i,C32 from Itossville, via Calais and 
Mayfield, is continued as far as Newbern, and all 
Post Offices on that route, excepting Aurora. Also 
the route from Eddyville to Holley and the Post 
Offices thereon are continued. 

It is authoritatively announced that the old postage 
stamps are good where the new ones are not on sale. 

Official dispatchesfrom the East Indies state that the 
Flag Officer has received the orders of the Navy De¬ 
partment for the immediate return of the Squadron 
to the United States. One ship in the harbor will be 
left, and also on the coast of Africa, and of Brazil, 
After these Squadrons shall have been withdrawn for 
blockading purposes, the Governor of Pernambuco 
has been authorized by the Spanish Governor in that 
island to liberate a certain number of slaves who 
may be captured by vessels of the United States. 
They being free, they then acquire the benefits of 
civilization. Flag Officer Imiian has communican t. 
this proposition to our Government. It appears from 
the African Squadron that the secessionists Lave been 
sending circulars to the Naval officers of Southern 
birth, holding out inducements to leave the United 
States service, and join that of the Disunionists, with 
equal rank. 



SEW ADVERTISEMENTS, OUR FALL CAMPAIGN? RUE FAI„0, Skit. 2.—Flour—Market quiet and steady, with 
sales of Wisconsin anil Illinois extra at $4,00^)4,28; Ohio ami 
Indiana extra at $4.50.7r4,75; double extras, do. at $5,O0@5,5O, and 
choice do. at $3,73@6.O0 

Grain—Wheat, market more active, with sales to-day of 
white Kentucky.<m private terms, mid at $l,)g.'t: foul ivhite 
Toledo a> tft-v, red winter at 90c, (>:l i Stir Chicago «pritig at 70.Li.ai 
TSc- amber Midi inn one; Milwaukee club attsic Corn, sales to 
dav at3Ao,. SV,. i .H;c. Oats, last sale was at 25V,a. R.ve, last 
sate at 43c Other grains dull and nominal. 

Provisions Market inactive. Small sales pork at $14,Sjmv 
Haras at a s‘,e.; 9 ■ siijo for sugar cured do. Shoulders at fie, 
I.nrd at Beet at 0 e.'k. Cher--at forOc tor old,ami 4 ■, 
6c for new 

TO RON TO. August 30.—The condition of the Toronto mar¬ 
ket is so tint and prices give such a nominal value, that we 
merely append a list of rates 
Flour—Superfine. 

“ Fancy,. 
" Extra, . __ 
*■ Double Extra, 

Oatmeal, scanty at.... 
Wheat, Fan.. 

" Spring. 
Barley.. 
Peas. 
Oats,. 
Potatoes. 
Rutter, Fresh.. 

*• Tub No. 1.,., 
Cheese, dull. 
Eggs,... 
Beef, 1st and 2d class. . 
Wool,.. 
May,. . 
Straw,___ 

rP<> TliEE J )E A. EE 11H.— Before pur- 
I chasing elsewhere, send for our Wholesale Trade List for 

the fall ot 18(>l and spring of 18f>2 
We otter a nery large and extensive stock of Nursery articles, 

reel! assorted, nud of the itmi he.it tnialUv. at extremely low 
rates. O. B. M \ A WELL fic 00., Agents, *»•* 

August 1, 1861. (606-61| Dansville, I,Tv, Co., N. V." 

Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary. 
A Rare Chance to make Money. * 
Cancer Cure — Dr. N. Babcock. 
Bird's Eyes for Sale — Wm Vick 
Paying F.mployment— K. G. istorke. 
To Nurserymen — R. If Edgerton. 
Johnston's Beau Harvester—U. I* Howard. 
A Karin Wanted. 
Walworth's Commercial College 
Hoop and Stave Timbered Laud for Sale. 

SPECIAL notices. 
Gainesville Female Seminary — C. A. Eldridge. 

The Rural, on Trial, at only Half Price? 

In response to late requests from Agents ami 

others, we would state that, in order to accommodate 

those wishing to try the Rckal New-Yorker for a 

few months — and also as a means of introducing it 

more generally in many localities preparatory to the 

commencement of anew volnme— we have conclu¬ 

ded to olfer the paper from September 1st to January, 

or from October to January, at only Half Price. 

TVe will therefore send the Upral from September 1st 

to January (l months, or 17 papers,) for 33 cents — or 

3 copies for SI, 6 for $2, Ac. From October to Jan¬ 

uary (3 months —13 papers,) at only 25 cts. per copy 

— or 4 copies for $L, 8 for $2, 12 for $3, Ac. In each 

case we will send to as many different post-offices as 

desired. Our Canada friends will of course add 

American postage (at the rate of 12J cts. for 12 

months.) to the above rates. 

?-»?*• This is offering the Rcral below war prices, 

and at a rate affording us no profit. But we hope, by 

thus furnishing the paper at or below cost, to intro¬ 

duce it to thousands who will become permanent 

subscribers. As the times are improving, and the 

long evenings and period of leisure are coming on 

apace, we trust the agents and other friends of the 

Rvral will kindly aid in extending its circulation 

and benefits. Almost any reader so disposed, can 

obtain from 4 to 20 trial subscribers with compara¬ 

tively little effort—thus not only benefiting individu¬ 

als and community, but contributing to the future 

prosperity and usefulness of the paper. Friends of 

the Rdrai. and its Objects! will you not make some 

effort in the right direction —to further the circula¬ 

tion of the favorite Rural Weekly, and render its 

Fall Campaign successful? 

dEKf’TION IVOTICK.—Sheriff's Of 
J kick, county of Monroe 

Notice I- Hereby Given, pursuant to the Statute* of this 
State, and ol tile annexed notice from tbo Secretary of State, 
that the General Election will he held in this Comity, on the 
Tuesday succeeding the first Monday of November next; at 
which election the officers named in tho annexed notice will 
he elected. HIRAM SMITH. Sheriff. 

Dated, August 1st, 1861. 

State of New York, ) 
Office of the Secretary of State ( 

Ahlauy, August 1, I mil. 
To the Sheriff nf the Count/ of Monroe: 

Silt, Notice is hereby given, that at the General Election to 
be held lit this State, on the Tuesday succeeding the lirat Mon¬ 
day Of November next, tho following Officers are to be elected, 
to wit. 

A‘Secretary of State, in the place of David R. Floyd Jones 
A Comptroller in the nlnon of Robert Deimlston 
An Attorney General. In the place of Charles G. Myers. 
A State Engineer and Surveyor, in the place of Van It 

Richmond- 
A State Treasurer, iti the place of Philip Dorsbeimer. 

. -j Canal Commissioner, in the place of lliram Gardner, for 
full term. 

A Canal Commissioner, in the place or Benjamin F Bruce, 
who was appointed to till the vacancy occasioned by tho death 
ot Samuel II Humes 

An Inspector of State Prisons, In the place of .Tosiah T 
Everest 

A .bulge of the Court of Appeals, lu the place of George F. 
Comstock. 

All whose terms of office will expire on the last day of Decem¬ 
ber next. 

Also, ti Justice of the Supreme Court, lor tho Snvonth Judl- 
etal District, In the place of Henry Welles, whose term ol'ollice 
will expire on the last, dav of December next. 

Also, a Senator, for the Twenty eighth Senate District, com¬ 
prising the Comity of Monroe. 

COUNTY OFFICERS TO UK KI.KCTKD. 
Three Members of Assembly. 
A sheriff'. In the place of Hiram Smith 
A County Clerk, in the place of Dyer I). S. Brown. 
A Siinnrmteudeut of the Poor, In the place of lllenry H. 

Babcock. 
Two Justices of Sessions, in the places of AlphOiia B, Clark 

and Daniel H DeLand. 
Three Coroners, in the place of Frederick Roicheuhack, Oscar 

F. Brown and James W. Craig. 
All whose terms of office will expire on tho last day of De¬ 

cember next. ‘ (iofi-td 

( T A N'CEIC C l l{ K, - I)r. n raJICOCK'S 
' Medica; and SrmtiuAt. nm, k and great Canokii Km- 
roiui m, No. SOI i Impel St., New Haven. Gunn. Cancers and 
1 nmor- ot all description* removed without pain, ami without 
ttie useot the knife Dr. flAttuOrg would inform all persons 
afflicted with < .oncers or Tumors of anc de*erlrti-m that by 
addressing a letter to him, they will be furnished with a circu¬ 
lar of his mode of treatment, bee of charge 

Dr. Bar. oog is tbo original Cancer D.-ct r or New England, 
and the only one who removes Cancer* without pain All 
others ate hut imitators, induced bv bis success to profess 
themselves < 'nnoer Doctors. Plenty of references to those who 
have hern cured can bo 'Oiin At uiv office. 

M bit" Swellings, Hip Ill-on-o-:. Birth Marks, Scrofulous and 
Malignant. I leers. Discuses or the Mouth and Throat. IJIeero- 
tipn of the Bones. Tetter, Scald Head, and nil Diseases of the 
8km. permanently cured 

Orders from abroad promptly attended to 
Dr, N BABCOCK. 

No. 392 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn. 

$4,lSwM.I0 
4.50@4.60 
t.Tagks.uo 
8,50(0)8,75 
3,50©3,7 fi 

WS&l.lM 
soioi m 
40.i. 43 
40.d 43 
2tV.i' 2K*i 
30,-c 36 
i4.a i.y 
siai in 
7,m 8 

12® 14 
4,0(GD4.5O 

22® 23 
10,00(51S.O) 
S.Oftfffl.OO 
— Globe. 

®l)e Jfetus €onbcrtscr 

1 f£lffS7'/y^\ flCTOj/ai 

f mwtiijfJ'-ifrmTfiJx. TIIK CATTLE MARKETS. 

NEW \ (d!K, Am 28.—The current prices for the week at 
all the markets are as follows 

BKEF CATTLE. 
Kirs* duality, W cwt,. $8 O0f<£S.SO 
Ordinary Quality,...... 7 80..7.8 00 
Common Quality,. 7.0ffn)7.8l) 
Inferior Quality!. 6,00gi7,00 

cowa AND CALVES. 
First Quality .$80.00oe00.00 
Ordinary Quality. lU.flOffioO.OO 
Common Quality.SO.00@38.lXl 
Inferior Quality,.... . 22 U0S2H.00 

Firat q uality, ¥l tb.!.. 4hit'<u5.‘,c 
Ordinary quality... 4 j.t 4A*c 
Common Quality. 3>i(ai4 c 
Inferior Quality. 3 @3Jic 

„ 8ITEKP AND LAM US. 
Prime Quality. head,. S4,00®4.50 
Ordinary Quality.   3.2B@3.75 
Common Quality. 2.76(5)3.28 
Inferior quality... 2.2f<a)2.76 

SWtNE. 
First Quality, >1 tt>... 4 (<e41,c 
Other Qualities,. 3J4®8*s,o 

CA.MItltinGK, Am 28.- At market S82 Cattle, *80 Beeves, 
and 132 Stores. Consisting of Working Oxen, Cows and Calves, 
Yearlings, two and threu year* old, not suitable for Beef. 

Pricks - Market Bee! Extra, *8 78m:«,28; lirat Quality. $8.80, 
second do, Sf.iHKo 0.00; third do. $100 

Workino Oxicn 8fi5, tBOffilOO. 
Cowa and Calves—$zo. lyot-BO 
Stokes Yearlings, $10(ojl2, Two years old, $I3@16; Three 

years old, flfiu 17. 
Sheep and I.aMh* 4,414 at market. Prices in lots at $1.28 

@1-78 each: extra and selections $2 17@2.75. 
Spring Lambs. None. 
Hides l.kjeiilie.*1 tb Tallow. An iS>'' 
Pelts iUlctfuSl. Calf Skins, 7&i8c 14 ft. 
Veal Cji.vks—jo.-ao 

ititK.'MTON, Ab'iittaT 20,—At market 250 Beeves, 160 Stores 
•1,400 Sheep urn) l.iinil's, and 580 Swine. 

Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, 
NEW PICTORIAL EDITION. 

t^fPlotorial Illnxtmf ion*4 of Military 
Terms. 

Webster's Dictionary creels in these, and has, among others, 
pictorial representations o/ the following 

Barlmcan. Bastion, Battlement, Bar shot. Block-house, 
Bombs. Cannon. Carrounde, Chain-sltot, OUevaux-de-frige, Cal¬ 
trop, Umber.-, Mai I lie r. Martello Tower, Mortar, Portcullis, 
Kavelin, Keduu. Stiir Forts. Sec. 

No other English Dictionary published iu this country has a 
fourth part of these. 

SO ALSO JTH 

Definitions of Military Terms. 
As, the foregoing, and Abatis, Ambulance, Ambuscade, Arm¬ 

istice, DauQuette. Bivouac, Brevet, Caisson. Caliber. Canister 
shot, Cantonment, Caponier*, Casemate, Cartel, Chain-sltot, 
Cliamade, Coiiimisnary, Commissariat, Counterscarp, Chef de 
battalllon, Ouj de *ac. Dahlgren gun, Minin rifle, fee., Ac, 

Sold by all Booksellers. 60.8 3t 

VEAL CALVES, 

(iofi-td 

- J-A I >EIVIA', at JVaplas.. 
The Academy building having been llnisliod, 

.. .__I_I, (to that it will compare lavoialdy 
with any Academy in the Suite, and the School having been 

• " " MF.KKF.1,1,, insisted by com- 
.r IIn* Academic Year 

.18111, The Course of 
intended to be equal to any Academy iu this State, 

and cost of Tuition reasonable. 
This Institution is located in a pleaxant, quiet, and remark- 

alHv healthful village, and easy of acres-. 
Tho Trustee* hope to reeeive a lair proportion of patronage 

to their School, ami pledge themselves that no effort shall bo 
spared to so eomluet the School a* to deserve it. 

11 II WATItOUS. Pres’t of Board of Trustee*. 
E WELLS, Sec y 808 H 

fp< > NKffiDSIM IRJV. 'Chnmpion of England, 
I Early Kent, Bishop’s Dwarl. Long Pod Dwarf, Dwarf Blue 

Imperial, Macro whit, nod other Pen*, raiseil by 
B04-lit ROBERT nr*ME, Port, Hope. Canada West 

ua i *i.i<:s 
. > NkwYork r 
and put in order for Sritoul, ho that it w 
I’ou w u r uuws*v<hj mi vmv min/ 
put in charge of I’roh- unr M M !. 
patent Tear.liers, Hie First Term of 
will crimriiem’e on the lltli dav of Sept. 
Study i— —.> --* 

t Chanok of Address.—Subscribers wishing the address 
of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 
specify the old address as well as the new to secure compliance 
with their reQuests. 

>7* Any person so disposed can act as local agent for tlm 

Rural New-Yorker, and those who volunteer iu the good 

cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 

GROWERS’ SOCIETY of WESTERN NEW 
J' Y'ORK. flic next meeting of tile Fruit Grower*1 Society 
of Western Nrw York will be ludil »t the Court House, in the 
city of Uoeliesfci. commencing ou Tuesday, the 1st. day of Oct. 

By order of CflunoiL 0. P. BISSKLL, Sec y 
Rochester, August26, 1881. 

Special Notices ONE y 1*1 A11 Old) No. 1 Pem-li 
l R! i.-, for -de,$4H (.■ i.onii. 20,111*1 rieed'lng pen 

I.IXKJ; 30,000 Apple ..Ilings, *2 50 >) 1,I*KI. 
P BOWEN lX CO., East Aurora, Erie Co,, N Y. 

GAINESVILLE FEMALE SEMINARY A >«i>l.-n(lul Pai'in l<> 1 ..•( lor n Term 
\ of 3 Years -The subncrlher, having been iu feeble 

health for several year*, Ua* now concludim to lev long-ea 
voyages, and will let about 300 acres (all tillable; ofh’bifurm for 
a money rent. The farm I* In perfect order anil One id the hunt 
In the state for either grain or grip's. ' 111-1.i..v entered, 
buildings lirst rate. As ue intends sailing liy 1st ofOcUdn-r ilia 
Important that intending iifTs.rer* should view it immediately. 

602-tr robt. ,r. sw.\N. 
Rose Hill Farm, near Geneva, Ont. Co., N. Y .July 20, ISO l. 

/11/iVER STHKKT SEMINARY, The 
\y Fall Term will commence Tm-mlny, Sept. lOtu. 

Circulars mav tie hod at the Bookstore of Stkklf. Avbry fit 
Co., or by addresvlDg Miss AMY MOORE, Principal. 

Rochester, \ugust 2fi, 18*51, ii07-2t 
To the Patrons and Pupils of Gainesville Female Seminary: 

Doubtless the intelligence that the Seminary is in ashes 

has saddened many heart*. My own has been filled with 

sadness at the thought of those whom I hud so soon expected 

to welcome again to onr family and School. But the prompt 

and efficient action of tho people for the erection of a new 

building, has dispelled in part the gloom and sadness. With 

this aid, and the insurance which the .-Etna Company will 

pay, we expect to erect a new building far bettor than the 

former one. Meanwhile, the School will be carried forward 

tinder the supervision of the new Principal, Mrs. B, A, 

McNai.l, of l.oclcport, a graduate of Lima College, with 

assistants fully competent to take charge of their respective 
departments. 

Having completed an arrangement for tho School in one of 

the churches, and engaged a commodious house for boarding 

wa would express our gratitude for former patronage, aud 

ask you to favor us still, and even now in this hour of trial, 

when the Institution most needs assistance, we earnestly 

solicit sympathy and support. The School will open the 5th 

of Sept., as specified lu the Catalogue. The Teachers will be 

at their posts. We hope tho students will not hesitate 

because of circumstances which they may deem unfavorable, 

but come in due time. We feel assured that the facilities for 

obtaining an education will be equal to those of any previous 

term. Besides the facility for boarding mentioned, board 

can be obtained in families at the price given in the Catalogue; 

also, rooms can be had for Belf-botirding. 

Gainesville, N. Y., Augnst 28, 1861. C. A. ELDRIDGE. 

( ''OUNTKY AGENTS WANTED.- 
$3 a Dav Mrs ILukins want* Agent- at home or to 

travel for her Pictorial ■•FAMILY NEWSPAPER," also for her 
Curious New Book of FKMaLE CHARauTKKS i.v the CITY 
For Specimens and Terms inclose red stamp to HANKJNR fit 
CO.. New York H7H 

r 11 n iq M JS „—Wo offer for sale first, class trees 
I at. the following prices. 
Apples $30 r* 1,000; Standard Peats $i00 ft t.OOO; Dwarf Peni s 

$1.30 fl 1,0011; Cherries $50 f/ 1,000; Plums 821*) gi 1,01)0, Peaches 
$40 f) 1,000; Apple Needling* $8.00 ki WOO, 

For particular* -coil for our Catalogue 
fi()7 tf II. SOFT I (WICIv *k HON, Dansville, Liv. Co., N. Y. 

/ ti i icj-vrii', w «'oinvrr'v pigs, 
' 1 The linnai slyncil in now prcpai'Oil to execute orders lor the 
fall ! rude, tin- hi- stock of pair (’ll-,4ei County Pigs. These arc 
selected with great car- and chiefly from premium stock. 
Reference is made to purchasers of past seasons, in all sections 
of Die Union. Price, $16 per pale not akin, hexed aud delivered 
in Philadelphia, payment-In advance. 

PAHCHAI.I, MORRIS, Agricultural and Seed Warehouse, 
007-tf I 120 Market St,,. Philadelphia, Pa. 

NEW YORK, August 30.—Quotation* lor Fleece Wool are 
merely nominal It would he ditlUraltto ohtniri within 3c f-i lb. 
of the rates noted for lots premed on sale. The demand for low 
clothing kinds still continues active, and with a decreasing 
stock, prices liave a hardening tendency The salts embrace 
IIS) hale- line unwashed Mediterranean at Ifi -rrilc; 300 do. Call, 
fornia, 15(‘UV-8; and 180 do. Chilian. la'-yaeZlc, 0 mos. Fleece i„ in 
light supply rales at 2)8-r,32c., mid Pulled, 2<4n}.32c; about 73,000 
Ihs of both kinds have been taken. 

American Saxony Fleece lillb........S/l@38 
American full-hlood Merino . :I4,J).'«5 
American hall'and three-quarter blood Merino. . 3IX<i 3.'t 
Native and one-lourth Merino. MmW 
Extra. Pulled. .    .V<«37 
Superfine, Pulled-.--.31(5:!l 
No. 1. Pulled .2fio»2.8 
I,arnb’», Polled..  2iy'«32 
California, line, unwashed.24(mjfi 
California, common do. ... .. __iU(a>i2 
Peruvian, washed . . .. IKiic .'H 
ValparaiHO. nil washed..II,i. 12 
South American Merino, unwashed,.21(7)24 

Do. do. Mentiza, do ..16® 20 
Do. do. common, washed.lire t.3 
Ilo. do. Entre Rios, do.18®18 
Do do, Kutre RioB, unwashed,.»;ie !) 
Do, do. Cordova, washed,...,.-2ty>i)23 

Capo Good Hope, unwashed.  25i,n27 
East India, washed. I2f>ii28 
African, washed.1R5)22 

Do. unwnshod, ..Idt'e’ilfi 
Smyrna, do.17,(018 

Do, washed.20(1(211 
Mexican, unwashed,.. .. .I(*:qi12 

BOSTON, Art. 28, - All grades - litahlo for army clothing 
continue ill demand and sell at full prices. In New York ati 
active demand for low clothing descriptions still prevails. 
Saxony Fleece. 
Full blood Merino, 
Three-fourth do,. 
Half do,.,. 
Common,.. 
Western mixed,.. 
Pulled Extra. 

Do. Superfine, 

A GENTS WANTED to SICI,I, Kit (JIT THKKS. 
We wish to employ a number of experienced and trust¬ 

worthy men to sell trees, Ac., from our Nurwirius at liberal 
wage*. 

Witoi.K.s.u.K pKAT.MtH fur nulled with Notsery, Slock of *11 
description* at. the lowest Wholesale rules 

HOOKER. FARLEY A CO., 
68411' Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

u FAMILY NEWSPAPER.” — 
1 Mrs. Hankins' Mammoth Pictorial is in its Sixth Volume 

and has .3(H),000 readers. Full ot' Engraving* and Fashion Plato*. 
Largest, nicest and best iu th" world for To eta. a year. Aoknth 
wanted. Ladies, Teachers, Clergymen, nr Post Masters. For 
Specimen Coping and Terms to Agents, inclose red stamp to 

678 HANKINS A CO., New York. 

j LYLI AN BlCKNi:l£K.\m TITAN HVI'lR. 
J- PRICE OK ITALIAN QUEENS. 

Fertilized by Italian Drones, with a small colony of sufficient 
size to insure their safe arrival to their place of destination, by 
Express, will be $5.00 

OH'It KATE*. 
If two Queens are ordered to one address.$ 8,00 
Jf three •■ " •• •• .IU.00 
If tour '• •■ '■ >• .12,no 

,11'six " *' „ •* •' .16 00 
Minister H of the Gospel supplied at $300, who are also enti¬ 

tled to the individual tight of the Compound Hive, free. 
Parties will find it to their advantage to order a 'Compound 

Nivo complete, at the same time, as they will get more for less 
money. All Cmiimuniealioti* answered if a .3 cent, stamp la in¬ 
closed to pay return postage. Circulars giving foil particulars 
Will be seut, fite. K. P KIDDER, Burlington, Vermont. 

Y\7"HEELEK & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
vv III PROVED FA1I11A SEM M ACHINES 

WITH NEW 

GHas3 Cloth Presser anti Hemmere, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER fit WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. beg 
to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING 
MACHINES, while they have added new and important im¬ 
provements. The reduction in mode in the hope that Die Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patent*. 

Office 505 Broadway, Now York. 

S». VV. Dill 111,R, Aiient, 
_ _ ROfUlttSTKR. N Y 

“WOMEN OF NEW YORK.”— 
Vv Mm. Hank' ' " .. 

illarkcts, €onxtncrcct &c rjlHE AtTSTIISr S'l'lt/YWTSERItY. 

Tots remarkable variety, after three years' trial, has proved 
to be the 

MOST WONDERFUL STRA WHERRY 
in cultivation. It has been produced this year—111 of the berries 
weighing one pound It is a* productive as th# Wit.so.v, much 
larger, and liner flavored; the berry U a beautiful scarlet, ami 
Commands the 

HIGHEST MARKET PRICE. 

It continues long in heating, and maintains it* large size 
thro ugh n ut. It was lent to New York from Watnrvllnt up to 
the 20th nl July—long after alt other varieties had disappeared, 
It Is without doubt-the in 0*1 valuable market berry in cultiva¬ 
tion; it is. much mure prolific than the Tnompho de Guild, 
larger in size, and altogether mote attractive 

The plant*of thn A USTIN are nnw offered at greatly reduced 
prices — viz, $1,00 per dozen ; $9.00 per huudn.-d, and $30,00 per 
thousand 

Orders s-hlrewed to CIlAUNCY MILLER. 
Aug. 1, Ml. 007-41. Shaker Trustee, Albany. N. Y. 

Rural New-Yorker Office, 
RoCHkbtku, September 3, 1861 

F’lour and Grain are without change. 
MKATS-We take off 50c@$1.00 upon Mess Pork 

have declined, also, the range being forts; ’j) lt>. 
very choice will bring moro than 5>£e. 

Dairy, fite.,—Butter seems to have reached the bottom and we 
note a slight advance, equal to $1.00 'ft 100 lbs. Cneese has put 
on a like amount in rate*. 

PitL-rr.—As the season advances .Sheep aud Lamb l’clts be¬ 
come moro valuable. Each now brings from 31 to -14 cts., ns to 
condition and quality 

Wool.— By reference to the table it will bo observed that a 
material a-Ivanee ba» been made in the rates current for the 

coarser grades of wool, Fine Is unchanged, but wool dealers 

are in better spirits and are looking fora movement ail round 
the board at an early day. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Flour and Grain. Egg*, dozen. 8feoc 
Flour, Winter Wheat,$5.uti@l6.26 Houev. box.... ladio-e 
F our, spring do, 4 2.Vi4.76 Candfcs, box lie* 
Flour, buckwheat... 2.000 2 00 Candles, extra 12.rl2c 
Me*. Indian. 3Ucfo-$l Kriqt and Roots. ' 
Wheat Genesee.... 1,10-1,20 Apples, bushel.... mt7Se 
Best white Canada l.]8gl2() Apple*, dried ^I jb. Sliiic 
Corn, Old. 4o.ii42c Peaches, do. .. . i2C«.i"o 

Cberries, do. 12u 12c 
Rye, 60 tbs. 7J bush. 40@48ll Plum*, do, .. U0(fi8c 
Oats, by weight,. 26©2flc Potatoes . 3U(m38c 
Barley.-..,.. 607-;8ilc HIDR8 and Skjns. 
Buckwheat. 36;o-40e- Slaughter. Y-/3c 
Beaus.. . l.ODCul.sa Calf.. . . 

Meats. Slump Pelts. 13,- hc 
lork,Mess .$14 SgmsO0 Lamb Pelts. 31ii44c 
Pork, clear-.. 17 00@18.no Skkps. 
Pork, cwt. 6-0ff@6 60 Clover, bushel.,...$6.iHGe 5.25 
Beef, cwt.... -LOtif 3.00 Timothy.200fii 2 80 
Spring lambs, each 1,28-1 76 Suvdriks ' 
Mutton, paretics... 6S-6c Wood, hard.$3 K Oil 
llams, smoked_ 
Shoulders. 
Chickens. 
Turkeys. 
Geese. 
Ducks 19 pair . 

Dairy, &c. 
Butter, roll... 
Butter, firkin. 
Cheese. 
Lard, tried_ 
Tallow, rough 
Tallow, tried.. 

Texas. 
Smyrna, washed,. 

Do. unwashed, 
Bui-no* Ayres, ... 
Crimea. 
Canada,. 

Shoulders 
None hut ’ V Mm. Hankins’ Curious Now Book of Female Charac¬ 

ters In the City, is very interesting, and strictly moral Fancy 
binding; 380 Pages, 50 Engraving*. 3fi Portrait*. Mailed Iren for 
$1 AGEN TS Wanted — Ladies and Teacher*. For iJcsuilption 
of Book and Particulars of Agency, mclose red stamp to 

678 HANKINS fir CO.. New York 

| IAIK.— P»ko** Perpetual Kiln, Piitnurcd July, 
I J 1887. - Superior to any in use for Wood or Coal 2S cord* 

Of wood, or 1>« tuns of coal to 100 bids. — coal not mixed with 
stone. Address (434-tf. 1 C- D- PAGE, Rochester, N Y 

A Large Lot of Trees, Shrubs, &c., for §10. 
A rark opportunity for those wishing to purchase TREKS 

and SHRUBS, forl'ali planting, is furnisnefi bv the subscriber, 
who offers the following assortment for $10, all choice kinds, of 
first quality ami warranted genuine. 

$10 COLLECTIOIY. 

FRUIT. ' 
4 Standard Apple Trees. 
•I Pears, Standard or Dwarf. 
I Peaches, assorted. 
4 Cherries, 
7 Grapes, hardy, of different, kinds, as follows —1 Delaware; 2 

Concord; J Diana; I Isabella; 1 Clinton; I Catawba. 
100 Raspberries, 4 choice kinds, full bearing included. 
360 Strawberries—78 Lnugwortli s Prolific, 76 Wilson s Seedling' 

30 Burrs New Pine 50 Early Scarlet; 60 Triomphe do 
Gaud ; 50 Jenny Lind. 

4 Gooseberries, of two varieties. 
16 Curranti, i White drape; 4 Cherry; 4 Red Grape , 4 Black 

Naples. 
ORN A-IylETsTT A.Xj. 

6 Roses —2 Hybrid Perpetual; 2 Summer; 2 Moss. 
1 Spu'iua calinsa. 
1 Splrtea Recvcsll, fi. pic no. 
1 Tartarian Honeysncklfi, 
1 Climhirig Honeysuckle 
1 Wei gel a rosea 
1 English Hawthorn, double pink. 
1 Dielytra spectabilis. 
1 dozen Herbaceous Plants, including some of the best 

Phloxes, 
Persons wishing to substitute other varieties than those 

named, and of the same value, will be accommodated. 

TrWn03VTY HOSES POH $3. 

Twenty good Hybrid Pkuckttal, StuantR, and Moss Roses 
of the best and leading varieties, for $3. 

FOit SALE AT WHOLESALE. 
40,000 good Manellt Slocks at, $12 %r 1,000. 
50,0011 Apple Stocks nt $3 r. I 1,000. 

.5.01(0 l-oilti-llu. 

Johnston's Agricultural 
ChmnLtry .1 aa 

Do. KletaBntaof Ag. Chem- 
Istry and Geology . ..1 00 

Do, Cati'i'hurn of Cbeuiistry 
for Schools . 26 

Langstroth on the Hive and 
Honey Bee.126 

LnUfthar’* Hot HcnisOS _125 
Liebig* Familiar Letters to 

Farmers ,.   80 
Li n-ley's Morgan Horses 1 00 
M i tie r aBce-kcepcr » Man ua) 1 uu 
Mile* on the Horse’s Foot.. 30 
Milburn on Cow,   23 
Modern Cookery bv Mi** 

Acton and Mr* S J. Haln.l 25 
filrs. Abel's Skillful Hpiiae- 

wifo and Ladies' Guide 60 
Saxton - Rural Hand Books, 

bound in 4 .Series .each | 26 
Mnnoe Land Drainer. -50 
Na-li • ProgressiveFumier (30 
Neill's Card. Companion ltxi 
Norton's b.lementH of Agri- 
culture'. ig) 

Olcott sSorgbu an-1 fm*l'i. ei oo 
Pardee on the Slrawtu-riy fio 
PeiMer’s Laud Measurer 60 
Persoz'a New Culture of thu 

Vine_   23 
Phelps' Bee-keeper'* Chart 23 
Quinby's Mysteries of Bee¬ 
keeping.  ...100 

Quincy on Soiling Cattle,.. 80 
Rabbit Fancier ... 80 
Randall’s Sheep Husband¬ 

ry .  125 
Richardson on the Horne,.. 25 
Do. ports of the Farm. 25 
Do. Domestic Fowl*.. 23 
Do. on the Hug.. 23 
Do, on the Honey Bee .... 26 
Do. on the [ log . 26 
Ree melin'* Vine-dressers 
Manual.. . 50 

Shepherd's Own Book.2 00 
Stray Leaves from the Book 
^ of Nature , . 1 ig) 
Stephens' Book orthe Farm 

2 vnIs.  100 
Skillful Housewife . . 23 
Skinner s ElmneuU of Ag- 
^ ncnltiiie. 23 
Smith's Landscape Gar¬ 
dening. 123 

Timor's Principles of Agri¬ 
culture ... . .. 2 00 

Thomas Farm Jinpiementsl 00 
Tliomi-cons Food of Ani¬ 
mals...  73 

The RoseCultprist,. 60 
Tr-plmm's Chemistry Made 
Easy..   25 

Turner'- Cotton Planter’s 
Man mil..I OU 

Warder's Hedges and Ever¬ 
greens', ,. ...1 00 

Waring s Element* of Ag- 

ADVEHT181NG TEIUI.M, In Advance — Thirty 
Five Cknts a Link, each insertion. A price aud a half for 

extra display, or 8214 cents per lino of space. Sckcial Noticks, 

(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cent* a Line 

I IT Its immense circulation among tho Producers and Deal¬ 
ers nf the F ree States, renders the Rural Nkw-Yokkkr by far 

the Best aud Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class. This 
KAOTshould be homo in miud by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 
facturers, Ac., who must necessarily depeud upon the People of 
the North for patronage. 

ONLY. Full Com'l College Course, Walworth's 
New Dep t, I.nwvillo (N. Y I Academy. Write. 

VV A rVH’l-l I i, consist ing of 2nd acres or up¬ 
ward*, For particulars address Box -li t, A Iblou, N. Y. 

8,-jDc 
4Pj.6c 
Skfu fic 
4;a..4l4C 
G 

Acre- Hoop, -Sr riiuve Timbered 1 
for sale, or exchange in part. Apply at this Office 

r|’( > NPliSEHV .\tb)N.-I.50.0KJfi-et a- box lumber. 
X IS feet long tin- sale at a price to suit the times, at the vard 

near St. Paul St. Bridge. R. H. KDGERTON. 
Rochester. X. Y.. Aug. 2!t, 1861. 60S-2t 

Guide. 60 
Cobbett* Am. Gardener... 30 
Cottage and l-.irm Bee¬ 

keeper .   60 
Cole's Am. Fruit Book. 80 
Do. At,,. Veterinarian .... 30 
Dadd's Mndqrn Horse Doe..100 
Do. Am. Cattle Doctor.100 
I)o. Anatomy and Phyxi- 

oloy of thu Horse..2 Off 
Do. colored plates. .4 00 
Dapa - Muck Manual.I on 
I in. Prize I-. viv on Manures 24 
Darlington's Weeds anil Cse- 

fig Pl nit- .130 
Daw s Devon Herd Book.. 11» 
Domestic and OrnumenUl 
PuuUrv.1 |>1 

Do. colored plate*.2 00 
Downing's Fruits aud Fruit 
Trees. 1 75 

Downing1* Landscape Gar¬ 
dening ,, .3 30 

THE PROVISION JIAUKET-S. 

NEW YORK. -Ski-t. 2 — Flour— Market may be quoted 
about Be better on medium grades, with a fair business doing 
lor export and hoine cpnjramption, while other -lew:rii.ttonS 
rule dull and heavy. Sale- ut $4,2fou.4,3o f(,r sunsrHoM Vtate 

for iixt.ru do, $4,2fo.'.4,3o for superfine tt^esterii; $4,45 
Qa.4,65 for comrnoa to medium extra do ; $8 n.Vai.5 lu for shin¬ 
ning brand* extra round hooped Ohio, and $3.2oJrd,'i!t for trade 
brands do, —market closing quiet. Some -ales nf choice extra 
s-tate were made at $4.68. Canadian Hour omi t no! nominal at 
^SWfovgnperfiue. and *4.8. ^ f^^SrSo^ 
extia KJ« Hour sternly. with small sale*at*2.30fa.3.G7 Coin 
meal steady and m moderate demand, with sales at S3 13 for 
Btaodywiue. 

Grain —Wheat market heavy and declining for common and 
inferior descriptions, while good sound parcels arc without anv 
material change in prices, with a moderate business doing for 
export and home consumption, SaleeChicagoaprlngat 06(aja7c: 
Milwaukee club .it ti.Vw Sl.ijfi, amber [i,na at $1 07 ,, | qg winter 
red Westerns! $1.10 - I.td; soli and inferior do at 21,(1.',-, i n- 
red State at $1,11 white Wesu-rn at $I.2>M 1.23. new w rite fitii-- 
tunore at $1.80 and whlfo Kentucky at. $l,i5 > 1.32. Rye isnuiet 
and nominal at 50 -tide for Westeirp anil tlaV|-B8cforState Bai¬ 
ley coot.Hues dull and nominally unchanged Bariev malt 
‘••U08at 76c. Pea- remain quiet and nominal at fisc forCaDa- 
diaii, Corn moiket may boou0t, -l ic bettor, with amodemu- 
supply.and a good demand for export and homo consump¬ 
tion. riales at (4'a rr 47'ic for inferior to common mixed West, 
orn, 4SM9C lor good and prime shipp-m- i<n, aipl .'OV-82C r-r 
yellow Western. Oats in moderate demand at 2tXi.29fl for 
Cauailiau, and $2(^330. for Vi ‘-tern and Eta to. 

Provision .s — Pork in moderate demand anil steady; salesat 
$15,00 tor mew; and SiO.mx-MiUW for prime. Beef quiet and 
firm; sale* at $4'- 4.SO fircouutry prime; $3,00Cm6.50 for conn- 
t.T (((•'**; $0,00.^/11.26 for ee-packed mo-*; ami $12,31.1.13,12‘.; 
for extra raew. Prime mess beef imntinuef dull ami nou,- 
uially unchanged, at $175618. Beef bam* quiet, Kile- at S14 50 
Cu5 quiet and dull sales at 41..-t .c for Almuldor., 
&nn Sjiyo. 6C for Hajn». Sruok^il jueiitr sriux’-c awl verv rmiPt. 
Hacoa aull and normoHlIv anchanwred. Lart! ht$‘adv4 with hm 
a-'tivo demand, sale* at 8feju9?^c. tor No. 1 to choice W-lern. 
Butter ttmi and selling at 8orile for Ohio and I0C5/14'- c1 
tor state Cheese in good request, and selling at, UV/Gc for 
good to very choice. ' ' 

Pearls^-SteaJy an>1 auiet at {ol‘ and $5,37Jj for 

rOHNHTON’S BIG A IN’ HAItVKrj'l’ hi JR. 
O One man. with a horse, can harvest from live to eight acres 
in a day. Price *8. It. L. HOWARD, 

tiOVJt Manufacturer, Buffalo, N. Y. . ’ll atom and Catawba Grapn, at $40101,000. 
2,iXI0 Concord Grapes at $18 pi 100. Strong layers from bear¬ 

ing vines. 
lO.OUt) Fine Plum Stock*, cheap. 
t fT~ All order* will be well packed in boxes, with moss, and 

delivered at the Railroad Depot, Express Office, &e., free of 
charge, according g, direction* 

*>07 .HfsEIMt BLAKKMOKE, RoriiK.srtCR, N Y 

I illHl-fS TCA'IGS FOH SALK-1 
J 7 aui now prepared to supply those who have inquired In 
the III kal, and all others, with Glass Eyes for all bird* and 
aoitnal*. 
Colored Eyes suitable (or Pigeons, Duck*, Ac., per pair, 15 cts. 

" " large aizo, for Owls, Ac..' -• •• ;jo cts. 
Black Eyes, at from Id to 18 cts per pair 
Ten Pairs, assorted sizes and ool-rs. for $1 00. 

I will send any number at these prices bv mall, postage paid. 
608 WM. VICK. Rochester. N. Y. 

/”( AINESVn.I.F; KKMAf.IG (SIGM I- 
' A NARY.—The Fall Term of this Institution will commence 
on Thursday. Sept. 5th Terms, Board ami Tuition per year, 
Common brauches $67, Higher branch— $70. For Catalogues 
address [«08-3t C. A. ELDRIDGE. 

Gainesville, Wyoming Co., N. V’ , 1861. A JiAli It: < H /V JVC E to M .V liv E 
.. A MONK). r inve pateflb-itnew article to drv and air 
clothes upon in the house, which for niuiplieitv, neatness, con¬ 
venience and cost, surplus— any thing heretofore u-e-1 for this 
onrpose It i- used t-n a stand arid revolve- —/ that articles may 
be bung on all jitlv* - I It., ami alt brought in turn near t.lic fire, 
without moving a step One that gives so font to bang upon, 
e-in lot made for 80 cent- I have al*o invented another without 
a stand. It i- Imng on the wall ot t mom. oear liie lire, un¬ 
der the mantle shelf, or any whore that convenience requites— 
out-that give* more room r/i hang apon than the old ciothc* 
bars; when folded i* only 3 feet long ana 0 inches w ide They 
are made ot variou* sizes, costing front 10 to 28 cents each 

Household articles so useful .i- the-- should be in every 
family, and will be, ti. soon a- they can be bad. 1 wuh to ar¬ 
range with sonic one in every town, counly. or State, to make 
and sell them. (Jii the receipt of One Dollar I will grant the 
right to make 10. which will secure in exclusive town right 17 
years, during the life of the patent, bv paying, m advance, from 
rime to time, on- dime each, tor 10 and upwards at a time, a* 
the demand warrants. This is a rare chancu to secure the ex- 

T REE 

Rk.hpectpflly invite the attention of tho public to their present 
immense .stock, covering upwards of FIvk Hu.ndkld Ackj£« oy 
LaXd, and embracing everylhiog: dosinible In both 

FRUIT and ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT 

Grown in the rerv best mamier. and offen d either at wholesale 
or retail, at greatly reduced price-.. 

. mfe 
this opportunity, the like of which may not occur soon again, 

Descriptive and Wholesale Catalogue* forwarded gratis, and 
all information as to prices, Ac., promptly given ou application, 
6()4-4teo MOUNT HOME NUMBER IKK, 

August 1, 1861. ROCHESTER, N. Y. 



“ Why, I never iuonght of this before,” he said. “ I 
thought women's work wasn’t much, any way. But 
I see you’re right. According to your strength, yon 
have the hardest time. We work hard, hut then, as 
yon Bay, we’re stronger, and have more variety; and 
then at evening we rest I’m glad yon spoke so, Mrs. 
Brown. I’ll he more considerate toward the women. 
I’d advise yon to keep a hired girl, only they're such 
cross, vexing things.” 

“No, I don’t think so,” Mrs. Brown replied. 
“Hired girls are abused, too. They have the same 
troubles that I have, almost No wonder they com¬ 
plain sometimes, who have cause always. We ought 
to be sorry for them, and remember their troubles. 
And then, John can’t afford to keep a girl; I wouldn’t 
let him. No, there’s no way for me but to keep on 
working and worrying till I can’t do any more, and 
then they’ll lay me away where it's quiet and I shall 
rest. But-” and her eyes grew bright, “the 
children will grow up tall and strong, and if my life 
goes to nourish theirs, I suppose it’s all the same. 
And yet I wish sometimes my life had been a brighter 

one.” 
A rough hand fell on the woman's head, but its 

touch was gentle as her mother’s might have been; a 
firm, manly voice said, 

“ Your life shall be a bright one, Mary. God help 
me make it so." 

She turned quickly, exclaiming in her sad, sweet 
voice— 

“John, John!” 

reserved. Two or three opportunities of marriage 
she had, and had refused, though one of the suitors, 
Lawyer Graves, was very well-to-do and a rising man. 
Mother waB rather disappointed that Grace did not 
listen to him more kindly; and prophesied, as elderly 
people are apt to do on such occasions, that she 
would go through the woods and pick up a crooked 
stick at last. But even this fearful prospect did not 
move her to reconsider the decision. 

“Why wouldn’t you have him, child?” I said, one 
day when we were alone. " He la tolerably good- 
looking. tolerably gentlemanly, and would have made 
yon very comfortable.” 

“ I shall not marry any one on those grounds,” she 
answered. 

“They maybe very good grounds for all that. I 
wonder what you demand in a husband.” 

“Jn the first place,” said she, “I demand that I 
shall love him so much that I should he miserable 
without him.” 

“Why, Grace, I had no idea you were so 
sentimental.” 

“I intend to he always sentimental enough for 
that,” she maintained. “Don’t he impatient, Jenny; 
I am not. Wait ‘ for the hour and the man!’ ” 

“But suppose they never come?” I asked, a little 
ruefully. 

“Why, then, I make no doubt that we 8h all get 
along very comfortably without them,” she an¬ 
swered, laughing. And with this I was obliged to 
be content. [Conclusion next week.] 

hand over to accommodate us it was put in the bill. 
Then we must board a boy to do “the chores,” sad 
onr fuel must he cut and drawn and split: Grace and 
I could not go out in the woods and fell timber, how¬ 
ever much we might desire to. Every body seemed 
to think, too, that we were so wouderfuUy well off, 
and charged us full price, and a little over, for what 
they did for us. We found that it took nearly all onr 
ready money to pay necessary expenses. 

We managed in every way that we could think of. 
Sold our ashes and bought groceries and calico; 
saved all the hen-feathera and bits of rag and bought 
our tin therewith; used the smallest possible quan¬ 
tity of butter, milk, and eggs, and sold the rest; one 
winter we even did entirely without apples, and made 
sale of the whole produce of our orchard. All this 
helped, of course, hut it did not make matters 
straight. Then the house needed paint, and the roof 
leaked, and a hundred little matters called for repair; 
while within, though we were careful as could he, the 
wood-work grew shabby and the wall-paper smoky 

and faded. 
“We have tried what saving money will do,” I 

said; “now we must set at work and make some.” 
But how? waB the question. There was very little 

demand for plain sewing, and people who made it 
their business complained that they had not half 
enough to do. Grace might have been Female Prin¬ 
cipal at the Academy — she knew twice as much as a 
good many that did fill that position; hut she was 
born and bred in Arlington, and a prophet, you 
know, never has honor in bis own country. People 
would not have thought that Grace Maltby, whom 
they had known from her Cradle, and who had never 
been at a hoarding-school in her life, could possibly 
teach their children “the higher branches.” But 
there was the common school, and she got one in our 
neighborhood ; they paid twenty shillings a week and 
hoard, or four dollars and let her hoard herself. She 
chose the latter, of course, and walked the three 
miles a day very contentedly, looking to her golden 
gains. The money was paid at the end of the sea¬ 
son, and it certainly came in as. a great convenience; 
but, dear me! it did not do half that it seemed we 
must have done. The place, somehow, swallowed up 
all that we could get outside of it. 

Wo thought of buying a number of cows and try¬ 
ing a large dairy, since butter and cheese were then 
selling at a high price; but mother would not hear a 
word of it. There was no capital for the outlay, and 
she had a mortal horror of debt. As for raising the 
money by a mortgage on onr place, she would as 
soon have engaged to suffer from cancer for a term of 
years. We were a good deal disappointed, but per¬ 
haps it was best after all; we should have been 
obliged to pay so much for indispensable assistance 
that our profits might have been lost in our expenses. 

It was about this time that we began to realize, and, 
as 1 said, sadly realize, that we were getting oldish, 
and had lived our best days. Before this I had 
always been hopeful, though without HDy particular 
reason for being so; had thought that somehow it 
would all come right in the end. Now I discerned 
the true state of matters — that we had passed our 
prime, and that, pecuniarily, things must grow worse 
with us from year to year. Mother never would incur 
expense unless she had the means of meeting it at 
once; the land would yield us less and less return as 
it became poorer from want of care; we must live 
closer and closer, onr property depreciating all the 
time, and end up—liow? The prospect was not a 
cheerful one; we lmd practiced a pinching economy 
for a long time, and it was hard to think that no 
improvement was possible; that all the i-bauge 
must be the other way. 

I did not mind it so much for myself. I should 
have liked as well aB any body to have a light, pretty 
paper on our sitting-room; to take a magazine, and 
have plenty of books; to use Java or Mocha coffee 
instead of liio, and white sugar in place of brown. I 
liked to see uapkiuB on a table, and preferred silver 
forks to steel. But it was not for my owu sake half 
as much as Grace's that I minded these things. You 
may think it strange that 1 do not speak of mother’s 
comfort; hut if you had known her, you would have 
understood it all. She had a supreme contempt for 
dainties; I believe she would have lived the year 
round oil “Johnny-cake” and milk, and liked the 
fare. As for dress, her simplicity was Spartan. She 
took the old gowns which we had worn to the last 
verge of endurance and made over for herself; three 
breadths or four in a calico dress — it was all the 
same to her. Several good suits of clothing she 
indeed possessed, but these she obstinately refused to 
wear except on state occasions — Thanksgiving din- 

i ners, or a visit to some neighbor. Yet such is the 
force of native comeliness, that Bbe was as nice look¬ 
ing an old lady as you will often see, spite of her 
scant attire. I don’t know what ample meaus could 
have done for mother, since, like the Apostle. Bbe 
“ had all things and abounded” as it was. Our furni¬ 
ture Bhe considered as more than good enough; our 
mode of life as comprising not only comfort hut 
luxury; and as for the three-breadth calicoes, she 
never made them over without some remark on 
our extravagance in thowing away such serviceable 
garments. 

At eighteen Grace was the prettiest girl, it seems to 
me, that my eyes ever encountered; and she had not 
lost much at the time of which 1 write. 'Such a 

sweet smile, such a clear bloom, such delicate and 
graceful features; small hands and feet, and a throat 

I had always fancied that she 

Tug AOantir Monthly ha* published many line lyrics, Imt 

we do not remember any nobler burnt of song since the great 

national crisis began than this solemn chant which we find 

in the forthcoming September number. It is worthy to be 

remembered with the stormy days through which the Re¬ 

public is now panning. Once read it cannot be forgotten: 

“ UNDER THE CLOUD AND THROUGH TBE SEA.” 

So moved they, when false Pharaoh’s legion pressed, 

Chariots and horsemen following furiously,— 

Sons of old Israel, at their God's behest, 

Under the cloud and through the swelling sea. 

So passed they, fearless, where the parted wave, 

With cloven crest nprearlng from the sand,— 

A solemn aisle before,—behind, a grave,— 

Rolled to the beckoning of Jehovah’s hand. 

So led He them, in desert marches grand, 

By toils sublime, with test of long delay, 

On to the borders of that Promised hand, 

Wherein their heritage of glory lay. 

And Jordan raged along his rocky bed, 

And Amorite spears hashed keen and fearfully; 

Still the same pathway must their footsteps tread,— 

Under the cloud and through the threatening sea. 

God works no otherwise. No mighty birth 

But come* hy throe* of mortal agony; 

No man-child among nation* of the earth 

But flndctb baptism in a stormy sea. 

Sens of the Bainta who faced their Jordan-flood 

In fierce Atlantic's unretreating wave,— 

Who by the Red Sea of their glorious blood 

Reached to the Freedom that your blood shall save! 

O, Countrymenl God’s day is not yet done! 

He leaveth not His people utterly! 

Count it a covenant, that He leads us on 

Beneath the Cloud and through the crimson Seal 

As the season for Trade is again at hand, we would remind 

those who wish to do Business the present Autumn and 

Fall, that the Rural New-Yorker possesses extraordinary 

advantage? as an Advertising Medium, its actual circulation 

exceeding by at least 20.000 that of any other paper published 

in this State or section of the Union (out of New York city.) 

In addition to its immense circulation among the best 

portion of the Rural Population, (more particularly in New 

York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wis¬ 

consin, &c.,) it is taken by thousands of Business and Pro¬ 

fessional Men in Villages and Cities from Canada to Califor¬ 

nia, and Maine to Minnesota. Hence, it is the medium 

through which to reach, at once. Tens ot Thousands 

of the most enterprising, progressive and wealthy Farmers, 

Horticulturists, &c., and hosts of Merchants, Mechanics, 

Manufacturers and Professional Men. Its pages are unques¬ 

tionably the beet and cheapest channel on this Continent 

for the Business Cards and Announcement* of all who wish 

to address the Agricultural and Horticultural t ub- 

lic,—such as Dealer* in Implements and Machinery. -Fruit 

Trees, Shrubs, Plants and Flowers,—Seeds and Fertilizers,— 

Improved Stock, Real Estate, Ac.,—as well as for leading 

Publishers and Booksellers, (especially of standard and 

practical works,) Wholesale Dealers, Manufacturers, Educa¬ 

tional Institutions, Land, Insurance and other Companies, 

and indeed for all who wish to secure large Agencies, Ac.; 

and wide, and hence profitable publicity, The fact that but 

limited space is devoted to Advertising, and that a rigid cen¬ 

sorship is exercised over that department (our aim being to 

keen the wools paper free from quackery, humbug and 

deception,; renders the Rural far more valuable a* a me¬ 

dium of making known matters of value anu utility—for its 

announcements are generally so new and of such character 

as to be read and heeded by all interested. 

(From the Northwestern Christian Advocate. J 

Mrs. Brown Discourseth of a Matter. 

” Btiid Mrs. Brown “A woman’s work is never done, 
as slie brought a cliair from the rank and file against 
the wall, and offered it to her neighbor, Mr, Jones. 
In performing this hospitable action, Mrs. Brown 
called the ghost of a smile to her face, and in the 
cam-worn features could be seen signs of beauty and 
sweetness that time and trouble were stealing from 
her. She resinned her seat, and while rocking the 
cradle, wearily proceeded to pare, quarter and core 
the apples in the pan beside her, while she discoursed 
in this wise to the strong, hearty-looking farmer who 
sat opposite: 

“No, John isn’t in, Mr. Jones. He’s gone to the 
village to hear about secession— something or other. 
I can’t keep track of it, I’m so hurried and tried — 
‘Tugged with fortune and wearied with disaster,’ as 
my mother used to say.” 

“You mean to say you aint any patriotism; don’t 
care what them rascally fire-eaters do, any how, I 
suppose; little odds to you whether Major Anderson 
holds out or not.” Mr. Jones said this in a wonder¬ 
ing, good-natured way. 

“Now, look here, neighbor,” and into Mrs. 
Brown’s pale cheek a faint crimson crept and wavered 
uncertainly, then stationed itself in the unaccustomed 
place. “ Look here, neighbor, you know that hen of 
ours — the speckled one, that’s so famous for raising 
chickens? You know how she worries over ’em, and 
clucks and scratches and watches for ’em, and gets 
poor and fretted like, so she’s nothing at last but a 
bnndle of bones and feathers — but the chickens 
come through all right — fat and plump and bright- 
eyed. You know old Fuss — that’s the name John 

never minds what she eats, or how heavy 

The Courier has a half eolnmn of stupid squibs 
npon the battle of Manassas. If the United States 
colnmns in that battle had been a thousandth part as 
feeble as the Courier's half column, they would have 
run three, hours sooner than they did. 

A secession editor who stole about ten thousand 
dollars under the Buchanan administration, says that 
the peculations under that administration were tri¬ 
fling. He is evidently dissatisfied that his own share 
wasn’t greater. 

Gov. Wise writes to Lyncbborg that upon certain 
points his mind isn’t made up. One would think 
from its being so badly tumbled, that it hadn’t been 
made up for a year. 

The Richmond Enquirer says that “the Southern 
Confederacy has won the stake.” The Southern Con¬ 
federacy may he impaled upon the stake it has won. 

GRACE AND I. 
'Abucrtiscmcnts We were getting on the downhill of life, and 

beginning to be—a little sadly—conscious of the 
fact Are people ever thoroughly reconciled to 
growing old, I wonder? Or do they feel, at best, 
only a kind of forced resignation? In my young 
days I supposed, as a matter of course, that the spirit 
and the body matured and declined together, and 
that all the middle-aged and elderly people around 
me had minds perfectly attuned to their time of life; 
they looked forty, fifty, and sixty, and felt just so. I 
had not beard then of the poor old lady, who, 
beholding in the glass her wrinkled face, exclaimed, 
“It’s none o’ me! It’s none o’ me!” Aud if 1 had, 
should have regarded her as a very weak sort of 
individual. I have learned to sympathize with her 
in later years. 

Grace and I had not gone quite so far, wrinkles 
and gray hairs were not very evident with us as yet, 
though they might be soon. An aunt, who had 
recently visited at our house, informed ns that we 
were now “ in the vigor of middle life,” and we had 
felt considerably insulted by the statement, and asked 
each other, in a private “indignation meeting” on 
the subject, in what remote corner of second child¬ 
hood the good lady put herself. •• Middle life” 
indeed! Why it seemed no more than yesterday that 
we were children, and quite too young to “go with 
the big girls.” The remark set us thinking, however, 
and we found we were further along than we had 
imagined; not so old, to be sure, as Socrates when 
he learned to dance, or even as Cowper when he 
began to write poetry, but no longer very youthful. 
Net to make any foolish mystery about it, I was 
twenty-nine, and Grace just two years less ex¬ 
perienced. 

Heretofore we had felt ourselves young as any 
body; had thought and spoken of ourselves as 
“girls” without the least suspicion that the term 
could be considered misapplied. But, as 1 said, Aunt 
Mercy’s remark set us thinking, and 1 realized that 
next year 1 should be thirty! An unmarried female 
of thirty! I shivered as I remembered the vernacular 
for such a person. Not that there was any disgrace 
in being an “old maid;” I had long looked calmly 
forward to the probability of such a destiny. But to 
find that I had actually got there —and without 
knowing it! 

After this for several days I kept a keen lookout 
for signs of age and failure. 

“ How hard my hands are growing!” I said, one 
morning. “Do yon think, Grace, that it can he 
because I am so thin lately?” 

“ Very likely,” she answered. “You could not rea¬ 
sonably expect good healthy bone to be soft. Console 
yourself, though, Jen, for mine arc in the same state. 
At our age we can’t hope to retain the tender palm 
of yonth.” 

“ Nonsense—your hands are soft as ever they were. 
Bnt do you see any sign of a ‘silver dawn’ in my 
hair? Or traces of the crow’s-foot round my eyes? 
Mind you tell me truly the first symptom that appears. 
Maria Theresa wished to meet her death awake: and 
I want to meet my age and its disfigurements with a 

full consciousness of them, and not go on flattering 
myself that I am ‘quite young’ or ‘young enough’ 
to the very verge of my three score and ten.” Grace 
promised faithfully to keep me posted. 

There was one person who still considered ns as in 
the “dew of our youth”—it was mother. Though 
we had gradually superseded her in every department 
of household labor, she regarded us as novices, liable 
to blunder at every step, and needing a world of 

Personal 

iV IXT ARTIFICIAL LEG 

Invented by Douglas Bly. M. D 

By frequent dissections, the Doctor succeeded in 
embodying the principles of the natural leg in an 
artificial one, and by so doing produced one of the 
most complete and successful inventions ever attain¬ 
ed by man. 

A pamphlet containing full description and illus¬ 
trations can be had without charge, by addressing 

DOUGLAS BLY, M. D., Rochester, N. Y. 
See the annexed cut, and also letter from H. J. 

Drake: 

&) Fic 13. Home Authority.—A traveler stopped at a farm 
house for the purpose of getting dinner. Dismount¬ 
ing at the front door he knocked, bnt received no 
answer. Going to the other side of the house, he 
found a wnite headed roan in the embrace of his 
wife, who had his head under her arm, while with 
the other she was giving her little lord a pounding. 
Wishing to put an end to the fight, onr traveler 
knocked on the side of the house, and cried out in a 
loud voice, " Hallo, here, who keeps this house?” 
The husband, though much out of breath, answered, 
“Stranger, that’s what we are trying to decide!” 

gave her 
the rain pelts down upon her, and isn’t afraid of any¬ 
thing, for the chickens’sake. Well, somehow I think 
I’m like Hie poor old hen.” Mrs. Brown dropped 
her knife and bent over the cradle a moment. Farmer 
Jones didn’t notice the tear that fell on the baby's 
cheek. “ You see, neighbor,” the woman went on, 
“when my heart and hands are full of thoughts and 
work for John and the children — of how I can man¬ 
age to save here, and get along without this, and 
make that last beyond all reason — I don’t have much 
time left to think about these politics, or anything 
beyond this room we live 5d. But I used to have 
thoughts outside of this, about the countries away 
over the sea”—and the woman’s eyes bad a far-off, 
mournful look in them, “ In geography, I remember 
how I liked to learn about ’em, and then 1 thought 
maybe I'd see all those beautiful things some day; you 
know girls have their fancies. ButT’ve given all that 
up. ’Tisn’t easy to go ' wool-gathering’ when I see 
bub’s toes coming out Of his stockings, and John’s 
mittens needing a patch. I’m afraid you men don’t 
make hardly allowance enough for us, always. We’re 
not so strong as yon, aud then our work is different. 
You are out in the fresh air and sunshine, but we stay 
in the house and don’t have much change. You go 
to market, and haul wood and straw, and meet your 
neighbors and have a pleasant word with them, but 
we see the same thingB day after day, and get lone- 
Bome sometimes, and wonder why we were put into 
such kind of lives as these. Then it’s trying to a wo¬ 
man's nerves — the kind of work she has to do. 
’Tisn’t like plowing and sowing and driving horses; 
that’s heavy work, to be sure, but then you’re strong 
to do it. But we have such particular, careful work. 
Now, there js bread-making — you don't know how 
much worry there is about it You must take so 
much into the accouut, the kind of flour, the kind of 
wood yon have to make yonr fire, the yeast; all these 
are changing, and you must make allowances for this. 
You roust let the bread rise just so much, and fix the 
dampers jnst right, and handle it so careful. Why, 
Dr. I)-told me that it’s like managing chemicals; 
and he said men that had to work with chemicals were 
t e most nervous kind, because they were always so 
full of thoughts aud care. Then, there’s preserves 
and nickles, aDd cakes and coffee. Yon don’t know 

THE DOUBLE DEARTH—AN KriGRAM. 

Our Southern neighbors roundly swear 

They’ll have “no Yankee teachers” there; 

Now hy the rood, if that's the case, 

God help the helpless .Southern race.' 

With Western harvests all shut out, 

And norlhern teachers put to rout, 

How the poor fools will starve and stammer, 

In double dearth—of grub aud grammar! 

Dr. Bi.y — Dear Eir The artificial leg you made 
for me serves me better than I ever supposed any 
artificial leg could. 

1 have mowed my grass myself —and that, too, on 
the marsh, where it is very boggy. 1 have cradled 
my oats mvsclf and raked and bound them; and ! 
have been jilt around the neighborhood threshing. 
In fact I can do most all kinds of work. 

The side motion at the ankle-joint la worth every¬ 
thing. If 1 step on a stick or a stone, or on any 
uneven place, the ankle yields just enough to let the 
foot accommodate itself to it, and thereby prevents 
all stumbling or inconvenience. 

Most sincerely and thankfully yours, 
H. J. DRAKE. 

Chelsen, Mich., Angn6tl5, 18(11. 

A Young fop, about starting down to New Orleans, 
proposed to purchase a life preserver. “ Oh, you’ll 
not want it,” suggested the clerk; “bags of wind 

don’t sink.” 

A quack doctor advertises to this effect:—“Con¬ 
sumptives, cough while you can; for, after yon have 
taken one bottle of my mixture, you can’t.” 

II owe & Rogers, For Moore's Rural New-Yorker 

miscellaneous ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 42 letters. 

My 24, 31, 16. 2, 27. 6 is used in traveling. 

M\ 17, 32, 12. 11, 84, 18, 27 is what ladies are fond of. 

My 10, 8, 33, 16. 28, 19 is a girl’s name. 

My 1, 21, 27. 2, 39 is a favorite study of mine. 

My 30 20, 13. 24, 25. 33, 36, 3, 14 is a town in New York. 

My 39. 40, 4, 6. 27. 21, 27 is a lake in New York. 

My 29, 11. 19, 9, 10, 30 is a number. 

My 24, 6, 40,16, 34, 10 is a color. 

My 22, 12, 21, 41 is found in grammar. 

My 6, 42 34 is a part of the human body. 

My 6.37, 19, 7. 38 is what we ought not to have. 

My 20,15, 22, 23, 25, 32 is a hoy’s name. 

Jly whole is the address of one of the Rcral’s contributors. 

East Grovelaud, Liv. Co., N. Y. E. C. Marshall. 

Answer jn two weeks. 

The largest Retail Carpet Ware-Rooms in the United 

States, where can he found at all times the most 

Complete Assortment, 

Comprising the best and most approved makes, this and 

Foreign Markets afford. Persons about to furnish anew, or 

even one carpet, will find it to their advantage to look at our 

Mammoth Stock 

We import and purchase direct from the 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker 

CHARADE. 
Which enables ns to white as swan’s-down, 

would marry well; some stranger — for no one in the 
place was good enough for her. Some tall, dark, 
handsome man, who would carry her away and give 
her all the luxuries aud lady-like belongings that 
were so suited to her. Meanwhile mother and I 
would live on just as we were, and Grace and the 
children come to visit us every summer. 

1 was a pretty 

For spreading knowledge and holding brutes, 

My first is used in this world's pursuits; 

But few are the tables set with grace 

Whereon iny second has not a place; 

Yet figures less at the good repast, 

In consequence of my third and last. 

My whole the name of a solemn feast 

In high repute with the Jewish priest. 

Burns, N. Y., 1861. A. H. Bullock, 

J3p” Answer in two weeks. 

596-eow 
As ant house in this Country ! 

JJ, B.— Churcliee furnished at ManfneCurere’ Prices directions about the simplest matter, 
supervision she had renounced; but from her rook- j 
ing-ebair hy the fireside, where she sewed or knitted 
or read the long duy through, issued frequent com¬ 
mands and admonitions. “Time to put on the 
potatoes, Grace—and be sure that they're washed 
clean." “Don’t forget the emptins when you mix np 
those biscuit.” “And did you heat the eggs, Janet, 
before you put them in the cake? I ought to stand 
over you every thing yon do, you’re such heedless 
children!” Grace and I laughed, and agreed with 
each other that it was pleasant to seem young to 
somebody. 

Mother was a widow, and we were poor. By that 
Tdon't mean wretchedly poor, bnt that we lived with 
great plainness, and were just able by so doing to 
make both ends meet. Father's health had failed, 
and he was not able to do much for some years before 
he died. He had made out to keep the place for us 
unincumbered, hut that was all. There were fifty 
acres and a tolerably-sized house, two or three cows, 
a pig, and so on. Y’on would think we could have 
got along nicely, bnt somehow we didn’t; perhaps 
we did not manage well, bnt I’m sure we were never 
extravagant. A neighbor took our land on shares, 
bnt he wanted bo much allowance made for his team 
and the seed he furnished that it cut terribly into onr 
profits. Then we must keep up the fences and pay 
for every improvement; and if he only turned his 

HICKOK’S patent portable 

KEYSTONE CIDER AND WINE MILL 
This admirable machine U vow ready for',4he tru'1 

1861 It is, if possible, made better than ever before. ^ 
worthy the atteution of farmer- wanting Bach Martin 

It his no superior in the market and is Ihe onlua? 
will properly grind Grapes. Price. W- * or 
themauufacturcr ^ Pa. 

She was very different from ine. 
good scholar in my day; hut Grace went far ahead of 
me in every thing, and she was always learning 
something, even now. For my part, when work was 
done, I could find things to do that pleased me better 
than plodding over German, or vexing my soul with 
problems in trigonometry. I liked to read pretty 
well, novels and poetry, or the newspapers, but she 
delighted in Shelley and Keats, aud such writers, 
whom it would kill me to read a page of, and went 
into scientific worka and history, and metaphysics. 
I admired jt all very much in her, though I could 
never have done it myself. Then she had such a 
pretty taste in dress, and always looked nice, though 
her clothes cost almost nothing. She loved flowers, 
and bad a perfect passion for books and pictures. It 
was no wonder that T was always hoping the future 
would arrange itself so that she would have means to 
indulge her tastes, and lead altogether a more refined 
and congenial life than had yet been possible to her. 

Y”ou may think that being so pretty and intelligent 
Bhe would have -plenty of eligible offers. Well, thine 
were not many young men left in our place; most af 
them had gone to seek their fortune in the West, or 
in distant cities; and Grace was very quiet and 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 
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auy assistance. Finding that he did not speak, she 

continued— 
“And so yon see, with all these things, I don’t 

think much about what's going on outside, that you 
and John talk about, though I often wish I coaid. 
And I think, somehow, I’m like oar old hen I spoke 
of, for I don’t mind much about myself. I see that 
I’m getting to stoop more every year, and there are 
gray hairs here on my temples, though I'm not thirty 
yet. The wrinkles are so plain, too, on my forehead. 
I am sony; John thought I was so pretty, years ago. 
I remember how straight and slim I used to he, and I 
had nice brown hair and red cheeks. Dear me! there 
hasn’t been a bit of color in them for years. John is 
always good and kind, but he don’t know how wor¬ 
ried I gel, most every day, and when I speak short 
and fretful sometimes, he looks surprised and says, 
‘ What! Mary, is it you speaking in such a voice as 

that?’ ” 
Mr. Jones looked np in a wondering kind of way. 

A LOAF of bread, being in the form of a hemisphere, is 

baked until it is one-fourth crust. What is the thickness of 

the crust when the diameter of the loaf is twelve inches, 

allowing the hulk to remain constant? 

Spring Arbor, Jackson Co., Mich., 1861. H. F. Beam. 

Answer in two weeks. 
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mitted to grow. All weeds that have commenced 

flowering should he collected together in a pile, dried 

and burned. If gathered before flowers are formed, 

they may be placed upon the compost heap and 

mixed with fermenting manures. 

The number of seeds produced by our common 

weeds is really astonishing to those who have not 

studied the matter. A good plant of dock will ripen 

from twelve to fifteen thousand semis, burdock over 

twenty thousand, and pig-weed some ten thousand. 

To destroy a plant before seeding, therefore, is a 

work of no small importance. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
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in June for the first time in the second year. The 

best plan is to turn on your stock wheu the seed 

ripens in June. Graze off the grass, then allow the 

fall growth, and graze all winter, taking care never to 

feed the grass closely at any time.” 

A mono all the inventions 

for paring apples which have 

come under our observation 

Of late years, the “Return- 

Table Apple Parer,” recent¬ 

ly patented by Wihttemoke 

Brothers, Worcester, Mass., 

is the most novel and com¬ 

plete. For paring only we 

think it just the thing, and 

likely to give entire satisfac¬ 

tion. In the language of the 

inventors, “it embraces some 

of the principles of former 

patents, but the principle of 

giving the knife motion 

around the apple, and caus¬ 

ing its return, is entirely new, 

and a patent has been al¬ 

lowed upou it. It takes 

three turns of the crank to 

pare the apple and bring the 

knife back in its place, with¬ 

out llm use of a spring, and 

in the neatest, and most quiet 

manner imaginable; while 

no machine leaves so little 

paring upon the apple.” 

It can be seen at the store of 

N. B. Phelps, No. 3 Buffalo 

st., who is agent for Roches¬ 

ter and vicinity. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors. Canada Thistles. 

Some years since, in our investigations among 

the flowers and weeds, we found what was new to us 

— a Canada thistle with white flowers. In the 

locality where we discovered this, there were a few 

among the pink variety, but In no other place did 

we And them. Having searched all the botanical 

works within our reach, and not finding the white 

variety described, we made inquiry of some of our 

be«t botanists, and found they were ignorant, of its 

existence. Since then we have watched its increase, 

and now a lew can be found in almost all places in 

this section of the country where Canada thistles are 

permitted to grow. About five weeks since, in 

giviDg some notes made among farmers and in the 

harvest field, wc playfully remarked:—“The Canada 

thistle is a pretty flower, very fragrant, and we have 

discovered a white variety; but we hardly think it 

worth while to grow seeds on a large scale, for the 

demand will not be great nor the price remunerative. 

We would therefore advise farmers to cut down their 

thistles.” This simple remark brought the following 

letter, and we judge Its author, from the desperate 

effort he makes at sharp writing, has not only labored 

among the thistles but suffered from their sharp 

points: 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—A short time since, I chanced, 
in my rambles, to pick up a copy of the Rural, and in qlan 

eing over an article which I supposed was editorial, I dis¬ 

covered the writer, among other items, gave a thrust at the 

poor “ Canada Thistle," and among his remarks he. says “ we. 

have discovered a while, variety." Well, said I, hern is another 

evidence that, there Is progress — surely, its Oai.lilko once 

.nl(l, "the world inol’r*for in this year of grace 1801, with 

-llie war for slavery upon us, and among all the new things 

which are happening under the sun, some one who Is con¬ 

nected with the Rural, who writes the editorial “ wcj’has 

discovered a 11 white variety of the Canada Thistle ’’ 

Now, Hr. Editor, I am not considered or called a very 

smart man. I was raised in the woods in Monroe county, N. 

Y.i aud have lived on this revolving earth a full half cen¬ 

tury. I have been familiar with Canada Thistles fall forty 

years, have worked among them many a day, have tried 

many experiments with them, in order to become acquainted 

with their habits, and, if possible, learn how to destroy them, 

in which I am vain enough to think I haye succeeded, and 

yet my memory ronneth not back to any time this side of 

thirty yearn whtn I did not know there was a “white 

variety.” 

I wish now to state it is my opinion, founded on long expe¬ 

rience and observation, that it is only this ‘“white variety” 

which producer need. I have carefully opened and dissected 

perhaps thousands of the “balls” or beads of the pink 

variety, and have never found “ nary seed.” 1 do not mean 

to affirm that this is an unfailing or a universal natural law 

of the existence of the " thistle,” but I do say 1 have never 

found a fully developed seed, or one which would germinate, 

in the pink variety. 

It may possibly be different where “we” have just dis¬ 

covered the “ white variety," but I rather guess if ' we” will 

take the trouble to thoroughly investigate “ our ” discovery, 

“we ” will tind the “ white variety" is alone the seed-bearing 

thistle, and that it is, as a general thing, of rather rare pro¬ 

duction It Is a great blessing to the world it is so. For if 

all of this plant, which is annually alluwed to ripen on the 

soil of our negligent farmers, was but full of perfect germi¬ 

nating seed, many parts of the Empire State would have been 

long ago rendered unendurable, if not perfectly untillable.— 

James M. Westcott, Dundee^ N. V., 1861. 

We do not wonder that the author of the above 

epistle is “not considered or called a very smart 

man.” Since it came to our hands, we have grown 

over ninety plants of the Canada thistle from one 

hundred seeds gathered from the pink variety, and 

we will send him a peck of plump Beed warranted to 

grow, for a fair consideration. Again, we will send 

two packages of seeds, one from each variety, and 

he will not he able to tell the one from the other. 

One reason why the Canada thistle does not spread 

more rapidly from seed is the fact that in many of 

tlie seed-producing heads is found a white grub that 

destroys the germ. Another reason is that many of 

the flowers in both varieties arc abortive, producing 

no seeds. This is particularly the case with the late 

flowers. In growing plants, we find that the outer 

covering of the seed comes up with the young plant, 

as with the cucumber. The seeds sown, for the pur 

pose of testing this matter, were not selected, but 

planted as taken from the head, rejecting those only 

that were injured by the grub. 

CHAS. D. BRAG-DON, Western Corresponding Editor. 

The Rural New-Yorker is designed to be unsurpassed in 
Value. Parity, Usefulness and Variety of Content-, and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance. Its Conductor devotes his per¬ 

sonal attention to the supervision of Its various departments, 
and earnestly lAbors to render the Rural an eminently 
Reliable Guide on nil the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business of three 
whose inter*--lx it xealoutdv advocates. As a I-’aMII.v JOURNAL 

it is eminently Instructive and Eutertaining —being so con¬ 
ducted that it can he safely taken to the lleai-ts and Homes Of 
people of iutelligenco. taste and discrimination. It. embraces 
more Agricultural, Hortlcultnral. Scleotitlc. Educational, 
Literary aud News Matter, interspersed with appropriate and 

beautiful Engravings, I ban any Other journal. — t endering 
it the most complete Aorjcultural, Litkrarv and Family 

Newspaper in America. 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES, 

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS, 

“SrENns most of his time in the garden.” Such 

was the closing sentence of the hasty history of u 

manor whom I had heard something in the neighbor¬ 

hood—whose son was called an excellent farmer, Ac. 

I determined to call upon this man; for I desired to 

study his composition—to learn something of the 

personal character of one who could “find time” to 

give to such a novelty as a good garden—for outside 

the “corporation limits” of the town, I have failed 

to find a real gone/ kitchen garden, I am sorry to say. 

The two “ boys ” arc cutting oats, and the “father” 

is away yonder salting the cattle, and picking np 

the fallen fence. Ho is ooraiug, and 1 wait to see 

him. The reader knows, as well as the writer, that 

having heard something of the character of a man, we 

associate with it certain physical (Vat,ores or peculiari¬ 

ties, which we are very sure to liml in some form. 

Here he comes, a straight, wide-awake old man, neat, 

thoughtful, Careful of the comfort and well-being of 

all about hirn, whether brute or bedng. We are not 

disappointed in his comp<> itien. And we are led at 

once to the garden, which i1 pi jnly his pride and 

pet. It Is not unlike other good gardens. 

We notice lie lias a late crop of dwarf peas grow¬ 

ing, and ask the kind. “The Strawberry l‘ca—the 

best I know of. It is early and productive—occupies 

but little room. You see this is a lute crop, I 

planted them about the last week in June, for seed. 

I find the crop that matures from a late seeding are 

never buggy, as the earlier crop is almost sure to be.” 

Here arc black currants, and l may say here, that 

this fruit is growing in favor in many parts of the 

West as a wine fruit, and is being more cultivated 

than formerly. The Black Naples is most grown; in 

Some gardens I have found the Black Grape, but have 

as yet been unable to detect a difference between the 

two varieties as grown here. 1 notice they are grown 

in this garden In the tree form; and the old gentle¬ 

man asks if f know how to grow them tree form, and 

without waiting for an answer, says an English gar¬ 

dener told him to cut out all the eyes or liuds except 

one or two at. the base of the cutting, and one or two 

at. t,bc top, and there will be no trouble from sprouts. 

That is the way his are grown. But the heavy heads, 

with the burden of fruit, render stakes necessary to 

keep them upright. 

— This is a fine neighborhood—this town of Benton, 

in Lake Co„ 111. and I find there is a good deal of 

rivalry in sheep husbandry. There is one man to 

whom his neighbors refer as a successful shepherd, 

and as having one of the finest (locks Of Spanish Meri- 

noes in Northern Illinois—Enos R. Ferry. Mr. F. is 

a snug farmer—has built up his farm and business by 

hard labor. He has a fine flock of sheep. He has a 

buck that T think it will be difficult to beat—four 

years old. From this animal 324 pounds of washed— 

thoroughly washed —wool was sheared the present 

season, it being only the fleece of one year’s growth. 

Mr. Ferry’s flock—ihe original U»ck—was bred by 

La no no n, of Vermont, whose stock, Mr. F. said, was 

from Hammond’s flocks. 

Mr. F. says he fed no grain to his sheep last winter, 

except to the lambs, and the older and infirm ewes. 

The condition of his breeding ewes to-day confirms 

this statement; and it seems to the writer a question¬ 

able kind of economy in this groat grain country. 

Especially should breeding ewes he well and care¬ 

fully fed. Mr. F. is doubtless convinced of its 

profit; for he said oats were the best feed for sheep, 

and should be fed in the sheaf. He asserted that by 

feeding one bushel of oats per head in winter, he 

could add one pound to the weight of each fleece, if 

wool is worth 30 cents per pound, it would be a good 

profit on oats at present prices— especially when the 

cost of threshing and marketing them is saved, 

even though the improved condition of the animal 

and increased weight of carcass be not taken into 

account at all. The oats should be cut middling 

green, and the sheep will consume all or nearly all of 

the straw. 

Mr. F.’s management of his sheep, his division of 

flocks, mode of feeding, and handling, is not unlike 

that of other experienced shepherds. He evidently 

understands his business. The lambing season is 

usually from the middle of March to the middle ol 

April—before the flocks leave the winter folds. He 

sells, as his flockH increase, but few sheep, compara¬ 

tively, but lets them out to men who will care for 

them, receiving a shure of the wool and the increase. 

— Talking about Horghum, Mr. F. remarked that he 

had found nothing better for milch cows. He has 

had experience with it, feeding it in early autumn 

before feeding Indian corn fodder. While it does 

not produce more milk than our maize stalks, it 

does insure better flavor, and a better quality of 

butter. He has never known it to injure stock 

INQUIRIES AND NOTES 

Kentucky Blue Grass. 

Eos. Rural New-Yorker:—Will you be kind enough to 

give me some information, through the columns of your 

paper, or otherwise, in relation to Blue Grass, stating what 

kind or kinds of soil are adapted to it, tune of sowing, quan 

tity of seed per acre, &c.? Do you consider It preferable for 

meadow or panto re to timothy ?—\V. F. GREEK, J’ainetvilte, 

Lahe On., O., 1-881. 

Our correspondent, we suppose, refers to the Ken¬ 

tucky Bine Grass, which is commonly called here 
’ ■■**’ t*nn sventensh. and not the true Blue 
Grass, or IV ire Grass, Poa comjiressa. The former Is 

the favorite pasture grass of Kentucky, where it is 

known as Blue Grass, and hence the reason that it is 

known so generally as the Kentucky Blue Grass. 

Various opinions arc entertained lu regard to its 

value, aud while some think it the most valuable of 

all the grasses in our pastures, others regard it as 

far inferior to others, aud comparatively worthless. 

The truth, no doubt, is that this grass is peculiarly 

adapted to certain localities, and in these it is exceed¬ 

ingly valuable, while for others we have grasses 

much its superior. It may be seen in perfection in 

Kentucky ami Tennessee. Prof. Way has shown by 

analysis that it is far inferior to Timothy in flesh¬ 

forming, and especially fat-f'orining principles. All 

experience, we believe, shows that, if Kentucky 

Blue GrasB is cut for hay, it muBt he done wheu the 

plant is in flower, as, if the seed is allowed to ripen, 

a large portion, some- say a fourth, of the crop is lost. 

It is generally admitted that the produce is less 

than many other grasses, but the herbage is fine. It 

is not particular as to soil, and flourishes on dry 

knoll3, or in a wet meadow, though a dry calcareous 

soil is doubtless the best. This grass is injured by 

severe drouths, yet it iB said cattle will eat it when 

dry in the field with great relish, and much better 

than any of our grasses. It is extremely hardy, 

enduring the winters well, and in Kentucky, where 

it is so highly prized, and where the winters are mild, 

it is often found luxuriant daring the whole season. 

For that Btate, it is said the best Blue Grass pastures 

are those thatare partially shaded. About six quarts 

of seed are sown to tlie acre, though in some cases 

less ia used, and we think more might be with advan¬ 

tage. Early in the spring is the best time for sowing. 

The following from the Ohio Farmer is by a Ken¬ 

tucky correspondent, and gives, no doubt, the general 

opinion of Kentucky farmers respecting this grass: 

“ Blue Grass, in our climate and soil, is not only the 

most beautiful of grasses, but the most valuable of 

crops. It is the first deciduous plant which puts 

forth its leaves here; ripens it seeds about the tenth 

of June, and then remains green, if the summer is 

favorable in moisture, during the summer months, 

growing slowly till about the last of August, when 

it takes a second vigorous growth until the ground is 

frozen by winter's cold. If the summer is dry, it 

dries up utterly, and will burn if set on fire; but even 

then, if the spring growth has been left upon the I 

ground, is very nutritious to all grazing stock, and 

especially to sheep aud cattle, and all ruminating 

animals. When left to have all its fall growth, it makes J 
fine winter pasture for all kinds of grazing animals. 

About .Seeds and Weeds. 

Thvse who have giveu particular attention to 

the ripening of seeds of flowers or grain, know that 

many varieties will come to maturity if the plant is 

cut soon after the flowers have fallen, and that even 

when a plant Is considered in full flower, seeds from 

the earliest blossoms are sufficiently matured to ger¬ 

minate. Some plants too will continue to flower aud 

produce seeds even after being pulled up by the 

roots. A knowledge of this fact is of great benefit 

to the seed-grower, for he can pull up the plants, 

wash the dirt from the roots, and lay them on cloths 

where they will perfect their seeds, which are saved 

without much trouble. Many farmers, however, do 

not seem to understand these facts, and they pull up 

the tall weed- among the earn and throw them on the 

ground, in the very best possible condition for the 

ripening of seed. A careful test, we believe, would 

prove it to be a fact that a pig weed will ripen more 

seeds when pulled up and laid in the sun than if per¬ 
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HAWTHORN HEDGES. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker :—When I last wrote 
you I expected to continue the subject of live hedges, 
but think now I must adopt a different course. J am 
induced to change principally from the frequent calls 

by letter for information on point* that all who 
desire a good hawthorn hedge may be anxious to 
know. I would here state to such persons as have 
not received answers to their inquiries, that the 
reason is I find the tax of paying postage, in addition 
to writing, a leetle too much for the benefit accruing 

to me. 
I would state, firBt, that unless a person wishes to 

go into the business of growing the thorn from seed 
largely, I would not advise them to do so on a small 
scale. It is a tedious operation. Still, if persons 
desire it, they can generally procure seed by mail. 
The first thing in planting a hedge, is to have the 
ground in good tilth —cannot be too clean—well 
drained, and well graded. Take the ground in its 
natural state, avoiding all manures, and cultivate 
eight or tern inches deep, four feet wide. Tho reason 
I recommend moving the earth only a spade’s depth, 
is that the thorn makes little or no growth upward 
until it has a firm roothold in the subsoil. T have 
seen it recommended to dig two spits deep before 
planting, but I have never seen any success from 

such a course. 
Another error is, persons unused to the plant think 

that if the seed ho sown in a drill where the hedge 
is wanted, that they shall attain their point easier 
than by putting in plants. This is an error. The 
seed is very uncertain in its germination, and it 
takes from one to four years for all to come up. 
Thus, you see, such a hedge would be a sorry spec¬ 
tacle; another thing, the plants would he at uncer¬ 
tain distances either too thick or too thin. I 
recommend getting plants from a nurseryman. Plant 
all large sizes by themselves, small ones the same. 

The ground having been well worked, the next 
process is to grade. This Is done by a line, the 
longer the bettor—Bay twenty rods in length. Lay 
your line for road fences two feet within the bound¬ 
ary. This will give plenty of room for spreading. 
I prefer more than less, as I find some here are more 
particular in regard to u foot or a yard of ground 
than in Europe. I once bad to move ft road hedge 
because it intruded two inches, after it had been 
planted four years, on a road four rods wide. How¬ 
ever, my informer or complainant had the law in his 
favor, and I moved it. This led to an examination 
of the Informer’s fences, when it was found he had 
intruded over half ft rod! I advise planting within 
two feet, say two and one-half, as it is a serious thing 
to move an old hedge, oven if it he but a few inches. 
Line fences there is no difficulty about, and no 
danger of removal when once well planted. In 
planting lino fences, I should plant eight or ten 
inches apart; let them grow three years without 
cutting, then plash. This will make a most effective 

hedge, such a one as even our redoubtable friend 
Robinson would not like to scale. 

The ground being raked, and the line stretched as 
tight as possible, will enable the workman to notice 
inequalities that otherwise would escape observation. 
Grade with a hoe or rake. Beat the surface a foot 
wide from the line, hack of where the plant is to be 
placed; this makes a firm surface to work against. 
If the plants are large-rooted, the next thing will he 
to dig out a trench four or six inches deep, lotting 
the side next tho line lie perpendicular, that the 
plants may stand upright against the beaten surface. 
Having thrown out the earth on an Inclined plane, 
proceed to place the plants in Ruch position as you 
wish. For a neat ornamental, or road fence, say 
four inches apart—fifty to the rod; for line fence, 
eight, ton, or even twelve inches. For fancy or 
ornamental hedges, cut the plants off one inch from 
the ground at time of planting. Plant deeper than 

the collar. 
After placing the plants in the trench, and filling 

in dirt two or three inches, tread the same firmly on 
the roots; then till up the trench, treading lightly 
thereon. Finally, finish off by straightening up the 
plants with fingers and thumbs. Then rake off 
smooth in front of the plants, leaving all neat. 

Skaneateles, N. Y., 1861. W. M- Bkacchamu. 

Many farmers are turning their hogs, unadorned 
with “rings in their noses,” into these pastures, and 
they fatten on these root-eating grubs. What shall 
we do with these pastures and meadows? After con¬ 
siderable inquiry, the writer is convinced that, if it 
is not desired to plow the land, and crop it before 
seeding, be would barrow it this fall — right away — 
thoroughly turning up the grubs, then sow the seed— 
timothy and clover— and roll it thoroughly. The 
roller M ill kill most or all of these grubs; they are 
veiy easily killed, and with the proper mulch, a good 
crop of grass may be secured next season. I notice 
that the newly seeded fields do not seem to Vie 
infested —the old meadows and pastures with the 
thick sward Buffering most. The reader may draw 
his own inferences from this fact 

You shall hear more, as I learn more of it. Mean¬ 
time let Borne member of the distinguished Stumble- 

bugger family look at the specimens herewith 
forwarded. Chas. D. Bragdon. 

Napxrvillk, 111., August 28, 1861. 

“THE WHITE GRUB,” 

gural spirit of the jgre$0. 
Colls on a Hard Floor. 

Some people state that colts should stand on a 

hard plank floor, in order to toughen them for a 
hard road. It looks to roe like putting hard, thick- 
shoes on an infant’s foot to raise corns that will 
trouble him for life. Let colts stand on a Boft, moist 
floor, sayB the New England Farmer. 

quality only, and that not generally the most import- | 
ant, is considered. Our contemporary observes: 

“We have seeu oxen, well matched for size, color 
and disposition, oxen that were trained to draw npon 
a stone-drag, and to do it in the best manner; and 
yet, for the every-day work of the farm in the various 
operations of plowing, carting, Ac., they were as 
unfitted as a pair of two-year-old steers, bo far as per¬ 
fect discipline and handiness are concerned. They 
had been trained to pull, but knew nothing about 
anything else. If upon a cart, it would take half an 
acre of land for them to turn round on; and if en¬ 
gaged in loading manure, the cart could not Vie 
hacked to the heap, especially if the chance fordoing 
it was somewhat narrow, without lifting at the wheel, 
or bothering and fretting the cattle.” 

Just so. It may be of great importance to have a 
yoke of oxen that can “twitch” the biggest log in 
the “ lumber-swamp,” and for this great size may be 
an object, but for the general purposes for the farm, 
we have often seen medium sized cattle that were far 
more useful. Some of our Connecticut friends,— 
whose handsome oxen will move a load backwards 
with about as much facility and exactness as any 
could move it forwards, governed only “by the word 
of mouth,” and which at the same time could tire 
good horses at a fair test with the plow,—understand 

this matter. 

Uural IXotes emit Stems. £l)e Kerns Canfrenser. 

IAce on Cattle. 

Silas Mason gives the following simple remedy 
for these vermin, in the New England Farmer:— 
“Take poke root, sometimes called blue dragon or 
hellebore, and boil enough to get a very Btrong tea 
or wash, and apply it as a wash thoroughly, and it 
will surely kill every one of the vermin, and without 
the least detriment to cattle. One good application 
is sufficient.” 

Skimming RlilU. 

8. L. Watti.ES writes to the Country Gentleman, 

“Our women have a way of taking off the cream 
without the use of the Bkimmer. They use a knife 
only. They run the knife around the milk in the 
pan, to separate tho cream from the sides of the pan. 
Then they set the bottom of the milkpan at the edge, 
on the rim of the cream-pan; then with the left hand 
elevate one side of the milk-pan so that the cream, 
w-ith tho help of the knife in the right hand, will 
run off into the creara-pan. After a little practice 
it is done very quickly, and saves both time and 
cream.’ 

Pigs—How to Help Them Along. 

A WHITER in the Stock Journal says that if you 
should want to make anything very nice of your pigs 
(for you can), when the pigs are about ten days old 
commence to carry the basin ol warm milk into the 
pen, and let the pig get hold of the edge of the 
basin, and spill a little into his mouth; if he gets 
any, he is learned. Make a small pen outside of the 
pen, and cut a small hole, not large enough for the 
old sow, hut for the pigs to come Into the little pen; 
then put a small flat trough in it, and feed them each 
time sweet milk, and, as they advance in age, give 
them of the same milk as the sow. 

A(IniinlnLering Medicine to Horses. 

Geo. Beaver writes thus to the American Agri¬ 

culturist :—‘‘I consider the usual method of giving 
medicine to horses by drenching, as it is called, 
highly objectionable. In this process, the horse’s 
head is raised and held up, a bottle Introduced into 
his mouth, his tongue pulled out, and the liquid 
poured down. In his struggle, some of the medicine 
is quite likely to be drawn into his windpipe and 
lungs, and inflammation and fatal results sometimes 
follow. A better way is to mix the medicine with 
meal, or rye bran; make it into balls, pull out the 
horse’s tongue, and place a hall as far back in his 
mouth as possible; then release his tongue, and he 
will almost certainly swallow the ball. Or the dose 
may be mixed with meal and honey, or other sub¬ 
stance that will form a kind of jelly, placed upon a 
small wooden blade made of a shingle, and thrust 
into the back part of his mouth, when he will very 

easily swallow it,” 

About Keeping “a Grower.” 

A correspondent of the New England Farmer 

who resides in Halifax, Nova Scotia, and rejoices in 
the nom deplume of “Cock-a-doodle-doo,”thus treats 
this important topic: 

“I take pleasure in pernsing the communications 
to your valuable paper, and am sometimes amused 
at the queer notions put forth in some of them. 
For instance, in a letter in the June number, signed 
“Warfield, Vt.,” tho writer states:—'I do not keep 
a crower, as I save the cost of keep, and besides, 
what is a greater advantage, the bens may sit several 
days longer on their eggs without spoiling them for 
use.’ What docs he mean by the term ‘a crower?’ 
Is it a crow of the comparative degree? Crow, 
crower, crowcst—or is it an animal that crows and 
docs nothing else? But, joking aside, I cannot agree 
with ‘Warfield’ at all, respecting the eoonomy of not 
keeping a ‘crower.’ If the hens are not worth the 
cost of keeping a crower besides their own keep, 
they are a poor set; besides, it is very ungenerous to 
deny them the pleasure of a companion while the 
fancier takes all the eggs he can get from them. 

“The bird In question, call him what you may, Is 
of great consequence in a hen yard. He talks to the 
hens, helps them to select their nests, sympathizes 
with them in all their troubles, settles all their differ¬ 
ences, calls them to breakfast and dinner, protects 
them from their enemies, Ac. How is Warfield to 
keep up his stock or improve it? He must be totally 
dependent on some one else who is llbeial enough to 
keep a crower, or else he will he in a bad fix. Again, 
as to the eggs keeping sound while sat upon. He 
must be a half-and-half hen fancier who does not 
take in the eggs every day. I never have any stolen 
nests in my establishment. I keep eleven hens and 
a crower, and can tell to which hen every egg be¬ 
longs when I take it from the nest; besides, I should 
like something more than mere assertion t,o convince 
me that a fertilized egg will not keep as well as the 
eggs from “Warfield's” hens. I would recommend 
him to get a crower, and raise half a dozen pullets 
every summer, An order that, he may have a continu¬ 
ous yield of eggs, and be enabled to put away the 
old hens after they have passed their prime. 

“1 would recommend Hie Black Hamburg as the 
best kind Of fowls for general use, and they would 
suit ‘ Warfield’ to a nicety, as they never want to sit; 
they are good layers; the eggs are nearly as large as 
those of the Black Spanish: and the fowls are hand¬ 
some and well proportioned—not so long legged »s 
the Spanish. They have largo rose combs, which 
droop prettily on one side, and are hardy and easily 
kept. With these few remarks 1 will close, hoping 
that the opinion which seems to prevail in the States, 
‘that a crower ought not to crow,’ will shortly he 

exploded.” 

Ho ! fob the Agricultural Fairs !—This is the season 

of Fairs, when it is the duty, as we trust it is the pleasure, 

of the great mass of our readers to contribute to the success 

of the exhibitions in their respective States and localities. 

Let those who would promote the cause of Rural Improve¬ 

ment through associations and their exhibits, make proper 

efforts in the right direction, by attending at least one Fair 

and contributing thereto the product of industry, skill or 

taste. This 1* a matter in which Farmers, Horticulturists, 

Manufacturers, and indeed producers and artisans of most 

classes, can cordially unite, and each should strive to demon¬ 

strate some “ progress and improvement” even in time of 

war and its attendant excitement. While we unitedly sustain 

the War for the Union, let us not forget or neglect to pro¬ 

mote the Interests which must be relied upon to maintain 

that War and insure the continued prosperity of the People 

and Country. 

The New York State Fair, to be held at Watertown next 

week—Sept. 17th to 20th—promises to be worthy the Society 

and State. The arrangements are said to be very complete, 

and a large attendance and fine exhibition may be anticipa¬ 

ted. The local committees have made ample provision for 

the occasion, including the reception and accommodation of 

strangers, while the preparations of the Society are said to 

be sneb as cannot fail of eliciting public approval. Arrange¬ 

ments have been made to convey Stock and Articles for 

exhibition, to and from the Fair, free, over the Hudson 

River, New York Central. Erie and F.lmira and Canandaigua 

Branch, Rome, 'Watertown and Potsdam Railroads. Meetings 

for Agricultural Discussions will be held each evening durlDg 

the Fair, in a central, commodious and well lighted room, 

Tho Annual Address will be delivered on Friday by the Hon. 

Wm. M. Evabtb, of New York. 

— For list of other Fairs see last week’s Rural. 

— There are now 1,800 “ contrabands " at Old Point. 

— There are now over 800 men employed in the Watervliet 
arsenal. 

— Business affairs have assumed a more cheerful aspect in 

Rhode Island. 

— The stage fare from Sacramento to Missouri has been 

reduced to $155. 

— There are upward of 22,000 persons in England and 

Wales who are blind. 

— All the Union postmasters in East Tennessee are being 

removed by Jelf. Davis 

— The private subscriptions to the Italian loan have already 

amounted to 065.000,000 francs. 

— A scion of the oldest barony in the Empire died a few 

days since in an Irish poorhouse. 

— A fine marble quarry has been found in Southern Oregon, 

about 20 miles from Jacksonville. 

— Accounts from Haytl state that the coffee crop there 

promUeB an unusually large yield. 

— The Wilmington, Del., city election has resulted in the 

election of an entire Union ticket. 

— It is estimated that the wealth of Massachusetts amounts 

to twelve hundred million dollars. 

The Fair of the Milwaukee Agricultural and Mechan¬ 

ical Association was held last week. Our Western Cor¬ 

responding Editor was present, and informs us in a hasty 

note that the exhibition of Horses was large, there being 150 

entries; and that the quality of the stock was In the main 

excellent,, The Wisconsin herds of Durham*, Devons and 

Alderneys were well represented. There was a large exhibi¬ 

tion of Swine, embracing some animals worthy of further 

notice. There were pen* of Spanish and French Merino 

Sheep, South Down*, Leicester* and Cotewolds. No premi¬ 

ums were offered for manufactured articles, except Agricul¬ 

tural Implements and Machinery; neither for Farm, or 

Orchard, or Garden products—hence there was no exhibition 

in these department.*. There was a respectable exhibition 

of Farm Implements, though not a large number. The Fair 

was poorly attended, and in that respect a failure. Our Aid- 

has notes of the noteworthy feature*, which will appear 

hereafter. 

Our Acknowledgments are due and tendered to the 

Officers of various Agricultural Societies—State, Provincial 

and Local—for premium lists, bills, and complimentary cards 

of Admission to Fair*, Fuel) favora are gratefully appre¬ 

ciated, though their number precludes further notice of 

each exhibition than was given in our list last week; while 

our laok of the power or ubiquity will limit personal re¬ 

sponses to invitations. We hope, however, to attend several 

Fairs in this State, Canada, and the West, the prominent 

features of which will be noted for the information of Rural 

readers. 

Reports of Fairs.—We shall be glad to receive accounts 

of the most noteworthy features of the Agricultural Fairs 

now being held, from those who can and will give brief, con¬ 

densed report*. What we desire 1* a summary of the most 

important feature* and doing*, statement of receipts, success 

compared with former years, &C, Correspondents and officers 

of Societies will therefore oblige us by furnishing note* of 

their exhibitions, with *uch additions a.* they think will prove 

interesting and useful to the agricultural community. 

— The coronation of the King and Queen of Prussia will 

take place at Konig^berg. in October. 

— The widow of ex-Gov. Bouck died at the old homestead, 

in the town of Fulton, on the 10th ult. 

— Salt is selling in Richmond at $6 to $7 per barrel. No 

wonder they want the Kanawha region. 

— Gen. Watkins, a commander of the Southern forces in 

Missouri, is a half brother of Henry Clay. 

— Nearly the whole amount, $10,000,000, of the new loan 

assigned to Boston has been already taken. 

— The New Orleans Delta says the sugar crop is very large, 

but planters don't know what to do with it. 

— The Cincinnati tradesmen give notice through the papers 

that they will receive treasury notes at par. 

— The census of Nova Scotia, ju*t completed, shows a 

population of 350,690, against 276,117 in 1851. 

— The exportation of cereal* from California to other parts, 

the past year, amounts to $4,000,000 in value. 

— A Parisian journalist, mortified at the rejection of an 

article he had written, recently hung himself. 

— The Rabbs in Cracow and Tatnon, Poland, have forbidden 

women in hoops from attending the synagogue. 

— A detatchment of a Massachusetts regiment captured, 

on the 2d inst, 22 of the Charleston Home Guard. 

— The emigration to Oregon, now on the way, is said to 

amount to 3,000 wagons, and from 12,000 to 15,000 souls. 

— The number of spindles in Ireland, running on the 

manufacture of (lax, Is 550,000. employing 27,000 people 

— The receipt* of grain by lake, at Buffalo, on the 6th 

inst., were very heavy, amounting to over 944,000 bushels. 

— A whale in Nantucket harbor, on Friday week, created 

quite a furore among the population of that neighborhood. 

— Tennyson is expected to w rite the poem for the opening 

of the great World's Fair at London, during the coming year 

— We learn that the Erie County Savings Bank, on the 

6th inst., sent a subscription of $25,0*10 to the Popular Loan. 

— The New York Collector employsfemale revenue officers, 

whose duty consist* lu searching suspicion- parties of their 

OrkgonSi-ri.no M'hi;at.—W» are indebted to Mr. BrntON 

Barnard, of Livingston Co., for a sample of Spring Wheat 

grown from seed obtained in Oregon. The head iB peculiar, 

being flat and about ari inch wide—having several branches 

on each aide, and thus unlike any other wheat we have ever 

seen. It is quite prolific,—tho berry white and fair,’superior 

^nquims and 

to ordinary varieties Of spring wheat. Mr. B. sowed ODO 

bushel of seed (on about an acre of grouud) the middle of 

April, when other kind* were sown, hut the crop ripened 

and was cut a week earlier. The yield is estimated at 40 

bushels. We are promised the exact figures as to ground 

and yield so soon as measured. 

. Mr. K, S. Chaim*. or West Bloomfield, N. Y., has sent 

us a handsome sample of red wheat, known as the ‘‘Hope- 

well Wheat.,” having originated on the farm of a Mr. Whit¬ 

tier, in the town of Hopewell, Ontario county. Mr. C. 

thinks “it as early or even earlier than the Mediterranean; 

it grows on a good, nice straw, stands up well, and bids fair.’ 

Dear Moore:—I have to-day had an opportunity 
to examine what is here called “ The White Grub,” 
and its work. This grub has been described to me ns 
being identical with the grub “we boys used to im¬ 
pale on our fish-hooks when we went a fishing,”—but 
I confess 1 do not identify it as the same with which 
I was acquainted. That was a gray grub. This is 

from one and a quarter to one and a half inches long, 
with a yellow (a chrome yellow) head, six legs im¬ 
mediately back of the head, which propel the body, 
dragging the rear part after it. These legs are used to 
excavate the holes in the earth in which they bury 
themselves, eating the roots of the herbage entirely 
clean. The grub is white immediately back of the 
head and half of the body, terminating In the rear 
in a gray or dirt-color, in some instances nearly 
black. It is sparsely covered with hairs, light 
colored. I am not acquainted with it, and inasmuch 
as I propose to send you specimens, will not under¬ 
take a critical description. I have no means at hand 
for identifying it, and will therefore simply tell you 
what it is doing here. 

On my way hither from Pan by Station, on the 
Chicago and Galena Union K&ilroad, in a stage coach, 
yesterday, 1 saw hundreds of acres of timothy and 
blue-grass pastures without a green blade visible — 
the roots of these grasses having been entirely con¬ 

sumed by these grubs. They cat just below the 
surface, and the herbage cleaves from the ground as 
fur from a moth-eaten skin! Their work astonishes 
me. The ground is literally full and alive with these 
filthy but active and well-fed fellows. They do not 
touch red clover, and they shun the wet places and 
all hard trodden spots. They work in the dry, light, 
upland prairie soil, t saw fields of corn in which 
acres of it were withering because the supply of food 
had been cut off by these grubs —the feeding roots 
had been consumed. And to-day, in company with 
Hon. Lkwis F.i.lswgrth, (at whose pleasant home 
this is being written,] I have visited strawberry 
plantations which are nearly destroyed ; have seen 
three year old European Larches the roots of which 
are gone, pear stocks destroyed, apple seedlings used 
np, and Osage Orange plants, by the acre, extinct,— 
all this devastation having been accomplished by this 
same “white grub.” Now, I have seen the army 
worm al work, and the grass-hoppers clipping off the 
oat heads at reaper rate, but I charge this pest with 
being the “hardest case” yet; for these timothy and 
blue-grass meadows and pastures are not going to re¬ 
vive wbeu the grub disappears and the earth is 
moistened by the fall rains. The roots are destroyed 
—no vitality is left. There will he no more fall feed, 
arid no spring herbage. It must be re-seeded. 

Hungarian Grass for Hav—When Should it rk Cut?— 
If those of the Rural Tender* who have cultivated this gnu* 
will give their views ms to what stage of growth it should he 
cut for making hay, they will oblige many farmers who lack 
thi* experience.—J, B, POTTER. Madison. Lair Co., O. 

Pasturing Mowing Lniuls in Autumn, 

John Johnston, who is good authority on all 
matters relating to practical farming, writes to the 
Boston. Cultivator as follows:—“I think it bad 
policy to pasture meadows — mowing ground — in 
autumn or spring. We can get here, doublo the 
quantity of hay, if the meadow is not pastured, and 
therefore we only require half the land to get the 
given quantity of hay from, and the other half can 
be appropriated to Borne thing else.” This agrees 
with the opinion of the Maine Farmer upon the sub¬ 
ject, but a correspondent of the Valley Farmer gives 
reasons for an opposite course. He says: 

“ My experience is that pasturing meadows of any 
kind in the fall season of the year, is a decided ad¬ 
vantage to them, provided they are not pastured too 

much, and for tho following reasons!—If a meadow 
is left to stand after harvest without pasturing in the 
mouths of August and September, if there be any fall 
rains, the wild grasses aud weeds will spring up, and 
as they grow nincti taller than the fall growth of 
timothy or blno-grsM, they seem to choke out the 
fall growth of the young grass; and if the weeds and 
wild grasses are allowed to remain all winter and 
spring, they will be materially in the way the follow¬ 
ing harvest. 1 have had ample experience to prove 
tins in our rich bottom lands. My opinion is that 
meadows should be pastured after harvest, say in the 
months of September aud October, sufficiently to 
keep down the weeds and wild grasses. I have 
noticed, particularly in our bottom meadows, where 
a partition fence ran through the meadow and where 
one side was pastured regularly every fall season, and 
on the other side, being a corn field, or iu some way 
not admitting pasture by stock, that while the side 
of the meadow regularly pastured every fall would 
keep u good set, the other side, not being pastured, 
would iu a few years be taken with wild weeds and 
become worthless, unless broken up and newly set.” 

”Coercion ” AS aim-lied to Swine.—1, as a sufferer, wish 
to inquire of those loyal to the agricultural interest, through 
their organ, the R< HAL, by what means we cat) effectually 
put flown rebellion among onr swine and Flop the lawless 
attempt* to overthrow our beautiful pastures and meadows, 
I’uttlug a wire twice threngb Hio rim of the nose, with » 
twist to keep it them, seem* rather severe coercion; to im¬ 
prison would be expensive, and would hurry them to the 
barrel which thev are in so way prepared to meat. Ia there 
any inode of disabling that hostile member by injuring the 
cord with an awl or knife, so that they can nor ‘‘run the 
thing into the ground.” Can it not be performed on the little 
“Jeff's,” and make them swear allegiance? — E., A artli Chut, 
A* Y. 

Discipline' xr*. Strength. 

Under this head, the Maine Farmer brings up a 
subject which is deserving of the attention of all 
farmers where oxen are used for labor,— especially 
“ about these days,” when cattle-shows prevail. We 
have in several instances noticed the undue value 
which has been giveu to mere strength in working 
oxen. We have attended shows where the pair that 
could move the largest load on a drag or stone-bout, 
were awarded the first premium. This is just abont 
as unreasonable as to award u premium to a horse 
merely because he had trotted a mile in less time 
than any other in the class. In either case, a single 

Founder.—I have a colt which has bad the misfortune to 
become foundered. What shall I do for him?—W. R., Jlow- 
ar<l, N. I'., 1861. 

We give the treatment recommended by two veterinary 

authors, and our inquirer may choose for himself which to 

adopt: 

According to Jennings, (f the animal is in full conditinil, 

two quarts of blood should be taken from each of the fore feel; 

an active purging ball should be given, followed by one-drachm 

doses of belladonna, made into pills, every four hours; poul¬ 

tices of flaxseed mfli- should be applied to the feet for several 

days; injections of snap am! water ft'so onght not to be 

neglected. By this treatment tho animal is usually well 

again in n week, or even less; but if tho disease is neglected 

until It becomes chronic, the animal will ever after remain 

unsound, though he may bo rendered useful. From the 

alteration or disorganization of structure that takes place, 

there can little be done in the chronic stage, except careful 

shoeing, which the smith should understand. 

iVm. Henry Herbert prescribes the following remedies:— 

Aconite, Bryonia, Veratrum, Arsenicum, and Rhus toxicoden¬ 

dron. 
Aconite, if there is inflammation, the animal stands as if 

rooted to one spot, the breathing is hurried and interrupted, 

the breath is hot, and the pulse accelerated. Bose—Six drops 

every one, two, or three hours. 

Bryonia, complete stiffness of the limbs, with swelling of 

the joints. Dole— Six drops every two hours. 

Veratrum, if it is brought on by violent exercise. Dote— 
The same as directed for Byronia. 

Arsenicum, if it is caused by bad or heating food, or after a 

cold drink, when overheated. Dote—The same as directed 

for Aconite. 

Rhus t'xricodendrm, if there is much pain in the feet, and 

the animal is very stiff in his movements. Dose—Six drops 

or eight globules three times a day; at the same time, the 

limbs may be bathed with asolution of Rhus, externally, twice 

a day.' 

It is Paid For 1—As our terms are cash in advance, those 

who roccive the Rural without having subscribed for it, will 

please understand that some one has kindly “ assumed thu 

responsibility.” Such is the fact iu regard to the copy con¬ 

cerning which we have just received this note from Chlli- 

cotho, Ohio:—” 1 have for some time been the recipient of 

your valuatde paper, and it* weekly appearance is looked for 

with great interest by my wife and self she for the interest¬ 

ing domestic matter contained therein, and I fur the decided 

stand you take on the ‘ K PlurUrus Umm ’ question. 1 think 

you give evidence nf being 1 all right. But, my dear air, to 
whom ain 1 indebted for this privilege, or am I reading your 

paper without compensation* If so, write me, and I will 
‘fork over.’ I desire a continuance of it as long as you furnish 

us with such recipes, &c., aud are sound on the L nion for if 

sentiment* like yours were promulgated in our papers gen¬ 

erally, 1 seeesh ’ would not receive much sympathy.” 

Or r Fall Campaign.— The prompt responses to our offer, 

last week, of the Rural from September 1st or October 1st to 

January, on trial, at only half price, are encouraging. The 

first was from Livingston, Co.. N. Y-, with a remittance for 

several trial subscribers, closing with this remark:— “ At the 

extreme low piled you advertise, l hope to be able to semi 

you a lurge list. ' Some order the paper sent for the Trial 

Term to friends, near and distant, a* a present. To-day we 

have received orders to send copies to Scotland aud Australia. 

Though we make no immediate profit on trials, wo hope to 

circulate at least five thousand copies, and trust Rural 

agents and other friends will kindly aid in the endeavor. See 

particulars cm seventh page. 

Editorial Ciiange — Mr. Chas. D. Bragdon, for Several 
years past the editor of the Prairie Farmer, has withdrawn 
from that paper, and associated himself editorially with Mr. 
Moore, of the Rural New-Yorker. Mr. Bragdon will travel 
extensively through the Northwest f hilt summer and autumn, 
and then remove to Rochester, H. Y.. wbpre his duties will 
compel him to remain permanently. We part with Mr. 
Bragdon with reluctance He has been a Sincere friend of 
agricultural progress, and an efficient laborer in the Western 
field.— Wisconsin Farmer. 

Wi H. B., Auburn X. Y\—We are not aware that a Naval 

School is in existence in Buffalo. The begt way of ascertain¬ 

ing would be to drop a line to some of the local papers. 

POSTS Heaving.— In compliance with the request of a 

“Constant Reader." I would say that I live on a heavy soil, 

and have tried different methods of setting posts, but never 

succeeded in keeping them in until I filled the surrounding 

spacwwith stone, exclusively, using no dirt, and driving them 

in well with an iron bar. 1 have posts *et in this way that 

have stood well for three years.—M. C. Hopkins, Ripley. 

We copy the above item in order to correct the statement 

relative to Air. Bragdon's removal to Rochester. Brother 

Hoyt is in error, as no such removal is contemplated. 

Though Mr. B. would undoubtedly prove an invaluable office 

associate, he will continue in the equally important position 

now occupied—that of Western Corresponding Editor, resid¬ 

ing and traveling in the West. And all who have read his 

letters ia thi* and previous issues of the Rural will admit 

that he is “the right man iu the right place’’—for what he 

imparts is of interest and value to both Western and Eastern 

readers. Though not now connected with a paper published 
in the West, our large and wide circulation there makes Mr. 

B. “ an efficient laborer in the Western field.” 

— The following correction aud appreciative notice Is from 

the Northwestern Christian Advocate, Chicago: 

An Error Corrected.— Iu a late issue, in noticing the 
withdrawal of C. D- Bragdon, Esq,, from the editorship of 
the Prairie Parmer, and his connection as Western editor 
with Moore's Rural New-Yorker, we inadvertently stated 
a removal to Rochester, as contemplated byr him. We are 
happy to learn from Mr. Bragdon that such is not the case. 
Hi* able letters to the New-Yorker have already largely 
increased the value of that paper to our Western farmer*, and 
we notice that they have become prominent “clippings 1 in 
the agricultural departments of ourexebauges. Mr. Bragdon 
has a good eye, a ready pen, and we are glad that he ia still 
to be “ a permanency ” among us. 

— There is a man in East Bridgewater, Mass., 64 years old, 

who weighs 326. He has never stopped growing since he was 

born. 

— On tho 31st ult., a severe shock of earthquake was 

experienced at Cincinnati, arousing the people from their 

sleep. 

— The Navy Department has recently furnished Fort 1 

Pickens with thirty nine-inch guns and munitions, aud 3,000 

shells 
— Garibaldi was one of the first to sign the Italian protest, 

originated by Maeeini, against the French occupation of 

Rome. 
— An aerolite fell near Lancaster, Eng., on the 1st ult. It 

weighed about 83 pounds, and was buried nearly six feet by 

it6 fall. 
_William Lyon McKenzie died in Toronto, on Wednesday 

week. Mr. McKenzie was a leader in the Canada troubles of 

1837-8. 
— Tbe Quartermaster's Department in St. Louis employs 

700 women, and in another week the force will be increased 

to 2,000. 
— A city horse railroad is to be immediately commenced 

in Montreal, the length of which, when completed, will be 

16 miles. 
— The quantity of coal mined in Yorkshire, England, last 

year, was 8,500,000 tuns. The number of collieries is now 

about 400. 
— There is an improvement in recruiting in many of the 

cities aud country towns since the second call of the 

Fresident. 

— Letters from Bordeaux state that a ship just arrived 

from Senegal has brought upward of 10,000 parrots aud 

paroquets. 
— Since the 4th of March last, there have been 69 changes 

in the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the PoBtoffice 

Department. 

— There are one thousand one hundred and two newspapers 

and four hundred and eighty-one magazines published in 

Great Britain. 

— An unsuccessful attempt to seize ex-Gov. Thomas, of 

Maryland, was made by the secessionists of that State on 

Friday week. 

— The English Government inspector of railways has stated 

that the rate of speed on railways should not exceed forty 

miles an hour. 

— The citizens of Oregon are much concerned at the 

removal of tbe l'. S. troops, anticipating trouble with the 

border Indians. 

— A magnificent collection of mounted diamonds, the 

property of the late Sultan, are now on exhibition and for 

sale in London. 

— The residents of Poultney, Vt., intend celebrating the 

one hundredth anniversary of the incorporation of the town 

on the 21st inst. 

— Among the shipments last week from Boston to foreigd 

ports, were three hundred and eighty-three barrels of shoe 

pegs to Liverpool. 

— Hon. A. G. Dana, M. D., LL. D., one of the most dis¬ 

tinguished citisen* Pf Vermont, died at Brandon, in that 

State, on the 2lst ult. 

— The increase of correspondence from the Washington 
postoffice, consequent on the war, is enormous—70.DCK) 

letters a day being sent off. 

— Several of the Cape Ann fishing vessels are armed with 

rifled cannon. Privateers will meet with a warm reception if 

they venture to attack them. 

— A few gentlemen of St, Louis have subscribed $1,400 for 

the purchase bt a carriage and a pair of horses, which they 

will present to Mrs, Fremont. 

— Hon. Chas. Henry Foster, M. C. from North Carolina, 

has arrived at Washington for consultation with the Govern¬ 

ment on the affairs of his State. 

— By the Wyandotte, we have news from Fort Pickens to 

Angust23. The troops were all in good health. Large num¬ 

bers of the rebel troops had deserted 

— Citizens of Tennessee are leaviag that State in great 

numbers, rather than take the oath of allegiance to tie 

Government of the Southern Confederacy 

— The latest returns of the Bank of England show that iu 

vaults contain but £12,360.445, against £15,651,544 at the 

time last year—& decrease $16;OOO.OOG. 

— Lieut. Cate engaged 20 bakers in LawreuctT, Mass., a” * 

vicinity, on liia recent visit home. This will increase 

force in the basement of the Capitol to about i5, 

— News from Louisville indicutes the certainty of the Ken- 

tacky Legislature giving its whole weight in the support 

the administration. Gov. Magoffin promises obedient- 
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GROWING DOUBLE FLOWERS. 

On this subject there seems to be a good deal of 
misunderstanding, and many of the attempts of the 
press to throw light upon it only make the matter 
more dark. In ft late number of the Country Gentle¬ 
man, a lady having been informed that the double 
Gillystock or Ten-Week Stock produced no seeds, 
and wishing to preserve the line varieties she pos¬ 
sessed, wrote to the editor for information, and the 
following is the response: 

(1.) "It is a mistake to suppose that double (lowers 
produce no seed, but they produce them very spar¬ 
ingly. (2.) Any one who sows seed from single 
flowers expecting the plants to produce double flow¬ 
ers, will be mistaken. (:»,) All flowers in a state of 
nature are single. It is only by long continued high 
cultivation that douhle ones are. produced at the 
expense of the botanical perfection of the flower, the 
stamens being changed into petals in the double 
flowers." 

4 

x 

Several statements in the above are incorrect. It 
is not true all flowers in a state of nature are single. 
Double flowers are produced by nature, and we could 
if necessary name a dozen examples. The present 
season we saw a perfectly double May-Weed. Al¬ 
though it is true that flowers become double by the 
change of the stamens into petals, yet generally all 
are not so changed, so that practically the change is 
of no importance, though sometimes both stamens 
and pistils are sacrificed, and in that case no seed is | 
produced. This is true of the Double Stock, which 
never produces a seed. Tt is true also of the Balsam, 
for though seed is often found on plants that hear 
perfectly double flowers, yet it is produced by semi¬ 
double flowers, which are often found on the same 
plant with those that are double. We have never 
obtained a seed from a good douhle Balsam. In 
composite flowers the organs are usually as perfect in 
double flowers as in those that are single. This iB 
the case with the Double Zinnia, and we obtain as 
many seed from one that is perfectly double as from 
the single flower. Perhaps it is not botanieally cor¬ 
rect to call a composite flower double, for the doub¬ 
ling is simply an enlargement of the disc flowers. 

Those who sow seed produced from single flowers 
expecting to obtain those that are double, will not in 
all cases be disappointed, us is stated above. Onr 
best Stock seed is obtained from Erfurt, in Prussia, 
and from eighty to ninety per cent, will be double; 
yet tl is seed is all produced from single flowers, with 
no double near. It is done by a process not well 
understood here. The plants, we believe, are grown 
in pots, four or live in a small pot, every one showing 
double flowers being removed. Here they are kept 
in a poor soil witli little water until about the time 
of flowering, when they receive a liberal watering for 
a few days, until the flowers begin to fall. They arc 
then kept dry until the seed is ripened. 

Long continued skillful cultivation sometimes pro¬ 
duces double flowers, but unassisted nature is as 
often successful. Florists have long tried to produce 
a double Zinnia in vain, but last season the horticul¬ 
tural world was surprised at the appearance of double 
specimens from its native locality. 

WESTERN MICHIGAN. 

■ n 
n 

A MISCELLANEOUS TALK. 

Wo "o+iopd the Cherry Slug had been busy in the 
gardens of the Waukogftns, destroying the beauty 
and foliage of both cherry and pear trees. But little 
damage had been done to the trees on Mr. Douglas’ 

premises, and I asked the reason. " Because I get 
rid of them. It is an easy matter; just throw dirt 
into the tree with spade, shovel, or even the hands, 
when it is dry, and they will soon disappear. A repe¬ 
tition of this application usually exterminates them.” 

And yet, with this simple remedy, there are scores 
of trees in Waukegan, and elsewhere, that are perma¬ 
nently injured by this filthy slug—all because of 
want of vigilance, care, action on the part of the 
owner. A good gardener believes a tree that is 
worth having is worth taking the trouble to keep; 
and the man who is so faithless as not to lake such 
trouble is not deserving a tree — and there are a good 
many of this class in all countries. We find the 
Baldwin (dwarf) apple bearing full, and by ringing, 
Mr. Douglas gets good crops of the Northern Spy. 
He says he thinks the trees receive little iujury from 
the ringing process. 

Here are hundreds of bushels of the New Rochelle 
Blackberry, just beginning to blacken. They are 
growing beside the uative berry, and along side the 
Dorchester, aud there is nothing that compares with 
it in productiveness. It needs but little protection, 
and if planted four feet apart and the suckers kept 
down, they will produce more than any other black¬ 
berry known — so says Mr. D. He regards them as 
sustaining the relation to other blackberries that the 
Wilson does to strawberries, in flavor, time and mode 
of ripening, aud productiveness. 

With great emphasis, he pronounces the Dorches¬ 
ter an arrant humbug — unworthy the confidence of 
planters in the West. 

"Although dwarf apples do so finely with you, 
Mr. Douglas, I have seen nothing to encourage 
planting them on the prairies,” said Mr. Dunlap, of 
the Farm Committee. Douglas replied, "I fear 
they will not do well on the prairies until people 
learn to protect them in winter.” 

Large quantities of both red and white Dutch Cur¬ 
rants are grown here — the latter particularly, in 
great perfection. Mr. Hull (of the Committee) says 
currants are ca-ily protected from the birds by hoop¬ 
ing the bushes, or tying them closely together, slip¬ 
ping off the hoop or string when it is desired to pick 
them. Their season is also prolonged in this way. 
We have Been them preserved by inclosing a bush in 
a white, or light colored cotten cup or bag, drawing 
the mouth of the bag close together at the base of 
the bush. 

Here is the Rambo apple in bearing; it suffered 
largely during the hard winters of ’55 and ’50, and 
’50 and ’57, and was consequently discarded; but 
subsequent experiment induces the belief that it is 
to become one of the most valuable of our western 
apples. 

tjuiuees are bearing here, and Grapes are loaded 
with fruit. Both Dougla- and Dunlap (M, L.) think 
the Concord one of the best grapes we have got. 
Douglas said, "We have got to put in aud propa¬ 
gate it, grow it and sell it in place of the Isabella and 
Catawba.” He intends to have it take the place of 
these grapes, and sell it at the same price, another 
year. He doubts if the Delaware ever comes up to 
the popular expectation. Says that in 1848 A. J. 
Downing's attention was called to it, and he called 
the public attention to it. It was known ten years 
before the public petted it. How does it happeD, he 
asks, that it stood still ten years without attracting 
general notice? 

lalking about pears on quince, Mr. Douglas said 

the pear should be grafted on short stocks, so that 
they will not have to be covered so deep in order to 
cover the quince roots. We were looking at some 
trees in a neighboring garden that had been buried 
sixteen Inches, which was too deep. Better far make 
two roots of a single cutting. 

Here is an idea. In one part of the pear orchard, 
we find the White Doyenne pear in bearing. The 
center of the tree had been grafted with a Flemish 
Beauty, the design being to clip off the drooping 
Doyennes when the Flemish Beauty begins to bear. 

Mr. Douglas had a fine lot of pear seedlings — the 
only lot 1 have met, with in the West; hot they have 
received great injury from the large white grub, ami 
the gray cabbage grub is also at work in them: so 
badly that the men were compelled to seek for them 
with table forks and tin caps in order to save the 
plants. 

In a former paper I have referred to a class of men 
who jump at conclusions — who are led by paper pre¬ 
scriptions to practices that the sound sense of a 
thinking man would teach him to avoid. I have 
another illustration at. the hands of my friend Doug¬ 

las, which it will be useful to give. 

Those who know anything of plum culture, and of 
the habits of the curculio, know that the latter is a 
good judge of good fruit, and almost invariably 
attacks the choicest fruit—that he will not touch a 
Blue Damson when he can find as convenient an 
Imperial Gage. One of Mr. Douglas’ friends who 
reads, and had seen it asserted that Sweet Elderberry 
leaves, scattered in a plum tree, would repel tho 
Turk, irapoituned him to try the experiment, express¬ 
ing great confidence in its efficacy. Accordingly an 
experiment was instituted. An Imperial Gage and 
Blue Damson stood side by side, and were selected 
for the experiment, and the latter fortified with the 

invincible elderberry. 
The Turkish fne soon attacked and destroyed his 

Imperial victim, scorning to demean himself by an 
attack upon the modest Damson. About the time he 
had Completed tho destruction of tho Imperial Gage, 
the sapient, frieud called to see the result of his 
prescription. 

" Didn't I tell you so?” he triumphantly exclaimed, 
as he looked upon the apparent realization of his 
prediction. 

“ But wait,” said the wag Douglas; "let us see if 
the enemy does not attack the Blue Damson, now 
that he has nothing more to do in tho Gage tree.” 

Fresh elderberry leaves re-enforced the old garrison, 
but the day of our visit, witnessed the triumph of tho 
Turk and his backer over Samhuctts Canadensis and 
its credulous proselyte. The Damsons were falling 
mortally wounded! 

Mr. D. is quite successful in growing evergreens 
from seed, having fine beds of Balsams, Spntco and 
rises. The soil in which he grows them is a stiff 
loam, if we remember right. He protects thorn from 
the sun hy square frames made of lath, which are 
supported above the bed by boards set edgewise on 
the outside of tho bed six or eight, inches wide. 
After the weather Rets warm, these boards are taken 
away, and bottom ventilation is given them — the 
frames or screens being supported bv blocks. Mr. 
Douglas lias this year made bis frames of material 
narrower than the ordinary sawed lath, which ho had 
sawed to order. It cannot be more than an inch and 
a half wide, if indeed it is as wide as that. He pre¬ 
fers it because it makes a lighter frame to handle and 
the drip from the narrow lath, In a storm, is less, and 
injures the tender evergreens less. 

garden is irrigated from a spring in the bluff, the 
water of which is held exposed to the sun in a large 
open tank, from which it is distributed over the 
garden. Of course it is useful. 

Here, in this garden, at. least one woman has found 
her sphere: henceforward let there be no cavil 
against the employment of women as horticulturists. 
Such a scheme is entirely practicable and peculiarly 
appropriate. 

DESTROYING WEEDS. 

furnish fertilizing pollen. So that the Filbert iloes not flower 

in the autumn, though the catkins appear. If the plants of 

our Yates county friend do differently, they are pursuing a 

very irregular cour-e, »ud one we cannot account for. 

The Witch Hazel bus perfect flowers, which appear late in 

the autumn, when the fruit sets but does not mature until 

tho next summer. In the autumn, fruit and flowers are found 

growing upon the plant 

PLANTS AND FRUIT FOR NAME. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—For a long time I 

have been hoping to gut leisure to say something 
about weeds, but some one. in one of the lute Run at.s, 

has the start of me, and urges upon ns women, that 
It would he good employment for us to help eradi¬ 
cate them, and so it would. I, for one, have done 
my share, and have fought them in onr yard and 
garden all the season, doing a little myself, and 
hiring and encouraging my little son, and urging it 
upon the men, whenever they had leisure; but. after 
all, it is of small use to rid jnst onr own premises 
while the road is full of thistles, burdocks, cat¬ 
nip, &e., Ac. 

It really seems to me it would pay any and every 
farmer to keep the road free of weeds in front of his 
land. Very little time would it require after a year 
or two, and then what, clouo, nice highways, and how 
much more easy to keep the farms free. They ima¬ 
gine they can't take time, and as they have not much 
pride about it, they let the weeds give them a world 
of trouble. AIbr, how few thorough farmers we 
have. If all would resolve to have their land well 
cultivated, and not let weeds grow on a good share 
of it, it would pay to be good farmers. I should 
like to see it tried. Queecuy. 

Sept, l, 1861. 

— I send you a specimen of wild flower growing near our 
house, and would like the name.— L. F. W., St. Joseph, 
Michigan. 

Clematis Virginiana, a very pretty climbing plant. 

— Inclosed I send you a pod and some leaves which grow on 
a bush from eight to fifteen feet high. The bush grows very 
thick, like »bo lilac., and the bark Is very spotted. The wood 
has a large pith. IMease Inform me through thn columns of 
your paper what name it bears.—IV. II. Beckham, Clyde, ISflt. 

Staphylea trifolia, or Bladder Nut. 

- 1 mu in mv (lower bed a strange plant, and the name I 
cannot learn. Will you please inform me through the Rural 
and oblige — Ahioail, Smyrna. V. K., 1861. 

The specimen was not very good when received, but we 

think it a Martynit, or Unicorn Plant. 

— 1, I send a plant for a name a phlox, I presume. I 
think kuowu as Rich oty ilairy or Rleh-me-ilairy. It flowers 
soon after the wild Phlox of the He Ms. Perennial. 2. Also 
a perennial plant called Mnypink. a border plant of trailing 
habit, blooming early. Is it Thrift, or Phlox pmeumhens? 
3. Also an animal, and what is known as bachelor's hat. The 
mime is not in the catalogues. ■ Wm. O. TavloK, Medford, O. 

1. Is probably Chios maculata, though, as we received no 

flower, canuot say positively. The name Rich my dairy is a 

corruption of Lychnidia, a common name for tho Phlox. 2. 

Phlox mbulafa. 3. Too imperfect to judge. 

— The Apples left at our office by J. D. Williams, ofParma, 

were the Duchess of Oldenburgh. 

THE COMMITTEE MAKE ANOTHER VISIT. 

And the writer goes with them to visit the pear 
orchard of A. 8. Bukhman, Esq., containing five 
hundred trees. Here wc find Louise Bonne de Jersey 
dwarfs, twelve years old and bending beneath a load 
of fruit. They are mulched with boulders! This is 
a peculiarity of Mr. Sherman’s culture. It iB his 
favorite mulch. Wo find them in piles about the 
roots of most of his trees. We believe it his theory 
that they retard the starting of tho sap in spring, and 
thus save him his crop of fruit when others are killed 
by the early frosts. The writer knows this used to bo 
a favorite tneory among some of tho peach orcliard- 
ists of the lake counties of Western New York. 
Whether the practice there is obsolete I cannot, say. 
But as a mulch, stone are excellent. The writer has 
seen the sugar maple transplanted from the forest to 
the roadside in the spring — from a rich loose mold, 
to the hard pan clays of New York — kept from per¬ 
ishing during the summer drouth by just such a heap 
of stone. And it is a fact which some of the Rural 
readers may verify — that the maples which stand 
nearest a stone wall, by the roadside, are usually fifty 
per cent, better in growth and habit than those 
Which stand in the grass beside a board or rail fence. 
There is no mistake but stone make an excellent 
mulch. 

" What have you been doing with your bark lice?” 
asked a member of the committee of Mr. Suerman. 

" I have been varnishing them.” 
"With what?” 

“ With tar and linseed oil. I mix equal quantities 
of each (using the raw oil,) and heat it sufficiently to 
dilute the tar and mix it with the oil. This mixture 
can be applied at any time without injury to the tree. 
It may be applied in winter, and it is sure death to 
the lice whenever it is put on. 

Here the leaf blight lias appeared on'the pear trees 
this season, and some of them are going. 

On these grounds we found beets, the seed of 
which had been sown with the manure in early 
spring, a number of stalks of seed having been com¬ 
posted with it. They were of enormous size. And 
Mr. She km an says the beat way to get early beets is 
to plant late in the fall. We know this (as do most 
gardeners, wo suppose,) to be trim, and mention it 
because some members of the Committee said it was 
new to them, and it may be to some of our readers. 

gnqumes and 

DWARF FRUIT ORCHARD. 

Will you give me your opinion whether it will pay to set 

TnK Apple Thick Borer —Can you, or any of your corref. 
pondontx. inform ms of -omu composition as a preventive 
of the apple tree borer? Thorn is, in this part of the State, 
those who, ut ter extracting the worm*, npply something that 
they prate ml is a ho re preventive for four yearn, or until Its 
strength is exhausted, If you. or anv (if your correspond¬ 
ents, can give the desired information Llirough tho Rural, it 
will tie a boon to the public at largo,—Hum uiikky, Parma, 
iV. Y., 1861. 

out dwarf apples for a general crop? Will they live and 
thrive equally well with Standard? What Is an average yield 
from them after they are well established? At what distance 
otaght they to he ect? Apples here arc worth from two to 
three dollars a barrel, on an average. J have serious 
thoughts of setting out. a dwarf apple orchard on account of 
their early bearing, but want more light on the subject. 
Please. uLo, to enlighten me as to the propriety of netting 
out dwarf plums for a market cTnp. Would they not pay 
better here nu the prairie exposed to high winds than 
standards? Will plums bear transportation by railroad sixty 
or a hundred miles? Do dwarf eh'1 tries amount to anything? 
Do they bear good crops; or are they only ornamental? 

We have strong winds ami hot sun here on the prairie, 
which, taken into consideration with I lie small piece of land 
(five acres) which 1 wish to make the most of. I have, from 
my limited knowledge of the subject, thought that tho plant 
ing of dwarfs would be advisable. Please advise me through 
the Rural. 

One thing more. Will quinces generally succeed where 
apples do well? Are they a paying crop?—I,. L. Fairchild, 
Rolling Prairie, HY* , 1801. 

The quince succeeds well in any fair soil, and wherever 

the apple flourishes, „o far as we lmve observed. Many thou 

sands of trees were planted on tho prairies of Illinois some 

years since, with the view of supplying the Chicago and 

other Western markets, with what success we cannot say. 

Thousands of bnshels ire sent to the Western States many 

seasons from Western New York. We would recommend 

growing plnms In the dwarf form, especially In gardens and 

In sections of tho country subject to high winds. When 

trained In this manner, they are more easily protected from 

the curculio. Cherries grown on the Malialub stock make a 

tree of good size, capable of bearing several bushels of fruit, 
uud we btdieve it is generally admitted that they are less 

liable to gum aud suiter from cracking of the bark than when 

on their own roots. If thn cherry were more generally grown 

on this root, and allowed to branch frr in near the ground, so 

as to protect the trunk, we should hoar less of the diseases of 

the cherry tree and obtain more fruit- 

Dwarf apple trees, we know, will thrive equally well with 

standards; In fact, we have seen good dwarf trees whore 

standards had failed, from what wa- supposed to be the 

inclemency of the weather. We have never known apples 

grown on dwarf trees for market, and therefore we cannot 

speak from either experience or observation, but can conceive 

of no reason why the attempt should not be successful. 

Trees planted three or four years would bear about a peck, 

and at six years something like a bushel. We saw a tree, 

eight years planted, that g/ivo last year three bushels, and 

now has upon it about a bushel. At eight feet apart, an acre 

will contain nearly seven hundred trees, and consequently 

will yield a good crop, even if each tree should give half a 

bushel at six years. All varieties of apples succeed as dwarfs, 

but of course the grower must select those that will best suit 

his market. From sit to ten feet apart is about, the distance 

for planting. For a five acre lot ou the prairies, we recom¬ 

mend dwarf apples without tho least hesitation, 

A good and safe plan is that recommended by Mr. Barky 

in his Fruit Book, which is to plant both standards and 

dwarfH, as shown in the engraving. If the standards are get 
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thirty feet apart, the dwarfs may be eight feet, leaving eleven 

feet clear around each standard tree. When the standards 

are of full size, the dwarfs may be removed, having paid 

their cost many times over; and if the standards fail, the 

ground in pretty well occupied with a prentable crop. 

"WHAT CAN WOMAN DOP“ 

Eureka! ami wbat do you think? Let me tell. 
With Mr. Douglas I called on Mrs. J. B. Conn, and 
found her ou the staging in her green-house, super¬ 
intending the removal of plants to the border. This 
green-house, during the winter months, has been her 
fairy realm. With the aid of a small boy she has 
managed, cured for, and propagated from her plants 
during the winter, having discharged her gardener 
last fall. Her plants never looked better than this 
spring, and she never had as good results from the 
propagating house. But her effort is not confined to 
the green-house. Her kitchen and fruit garden are 
under her immediate supervision; her hands pinch 
back the grapevines, prune the pear trees, tie up the 
raspberries and blackberries, <fcc., &c. She reaps a 
reward for her skill and effort in an abundance of 
fruit, and profusion of bloom, and in a solid, rational 
enjoyment which is not gained by devotion to the 
frivolities of fashionable life. It is needless to say 
that her love for this employment doeB not diminish; 
on the contrary she "wonders how so many women 
can content themselves out of the garden.” Her 

Autumn Flowering Filbert again. -Sometime in the 
spring I wrote you of a Filbert In my neighborhood, which 
blossoms uo other time than in the fall. Your reply, for 
which 1 am obliged, alter remarking upon the habits of the 
plant in question, c./imhidcx tho.*:— We .tre of ,q,i„lon that 
your friend must have a Witch Hazel instead of a Filbert. 
This always flowers in the full. My dear sir. leaving the 
main subject for the moment, will jon inform us how the 
Witch Hazel, (lowering only in the fall, unto - a Witch in 
more than name, can ever be re produced? Believe me, tide 
is in no captions spirit, I take fop granted you are right; hut 
having acce-.H to no other menus of minifying a natural curi 
osity —and there lira several, perhaps many, who xliare it — 
be kind enough to explain 

But to return. Recent obrervaHon proves that the Filbert 
is a Filbert, after all; for on it now hang* fruit appropriate to 
nothing ehe — -ay half a dozen specimens. 1 told you it 
blossomed only in the fall. We were certain of but two sea¬ 
sons. Thi* is the third, and It Is preparing, ns you will nee from 
the Inclosed Infant catkins, to oIiihhijuj again. They are lex.; 
than half grown. On this same treo — aud there u no other 
of the kind in the yard or neighborhood —are the nuts afore 
named, and they arc nearly, if not quite, full grown. Not 
having been on the lookout for the "rod feathery ’ object 
you speak of ax tbs •'female flower,"1 my friend would not 
“take a bibie oath ” that nothing of that sort has heretofore 
been exhibited either spring or fail; though that is his confl 
dent belief Two things are certain There are do female 
bloHxoma now, There are male blossoms, and have been for, 
at least, three consecutive autumn*, and they have never 
appeared in the spring. Yoiu solution will still further 
oblige — A Scbscrihek," Yates, N. Y, 1881. 

SortintMmrt 2lote4 
New Plants Exbiiiitkd at tub recent London Shows.— 

Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, exhibited three varieties of 

Rhodanthe, called atro-xanguinen, maculata, and mnculata 

alba. The former was obtained among the limestone rocks 

in the neighborhood of Champion Bay, Western Australia. 

Maculata lo appearance is a robust, form of Mangiest!, which 

was discovered hy Captain Mangles, at, Hwau river. For lids 

a first-class certificate was awarded. Tho white variety, 

which promises to he exceedingly pretty, received a label of 

commendation, if these, as intimated, ore of more robust 

habit than Mangles!i, they will be a decided acquisition. 

A very fine Delphinium was exhibited by Mr. Wbeeler, of 

Warminster, to which the appropriate name of nlopocurnides, 

or ” like a foxtail,” was given, for It was as close and thickly 

set ns anv Reynard’s brush. The llowers are double, and the 

habit of the plant dwarf. Fur this a first-class certificate was 

awarded, 

Messrs. Carter k On., of Ilolborn, exhibited some speci¬ 

mens of a new double Clarkia, very distinct and beautiful, 

much brighter in color than any nf the older varieties, a 

rich rosy pink, and apparently quite constant it Its double 

properties. 

From Mr. Bull eamn I'halnmopsls SchlUoriana, an excel¬ 

lent thing, but ton small to be awarded anything ns yet; 

Cyanophy hum speciosum, not so good as the older variety; 

Begonia Xeramls; Calceolaria .Sparkle, ko. 

Messrs. Yeitch k .Sun sent a very pretty Calendrina umbel- 

lata major, a rock plant from Chili. For this a label Of com¬ 

mendation WU8 awarded. 

Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, of Covent Garden, sent n 

very beautiful variety of Nemophlla, called Dixcoidalis 

e.legans, with all tho habits and appearance of its parent, but 

with the petals of a rich mulberry, edged with white. It 

was considered very striking, aud received a label of com¬ 

mendation. 

The appearance of mosB on the outside of ladies’ 
baskets is produced by worsted of the same kind an 
that used for embroidery in worsted. Four or five 
shades of green, and as many of brown, in regular 
gradations, should bo selected; the darkest shades of 
green being of an olive tinge, and the lightest of a 
yellowish hue, in preference to grasB green, which 
has not the mellow autumnal tint of the colors before 
mentioned. One skein of each color is sufficient for 
a pair of baskets. The shape, or body of the basket, 
is formed of pasteboard, and is usually round or oval, 
and made with or without a handle across, according 
to fancy. Tho pasteboard shape is covered, inside 
and out, with green silk; and if a handle he affixed, 
it should be sewn on, outside, where the joining will 
bo covered by the moss, so that tho silk may appear 
neat within. The worsted of each color should be 
wound into a separate ball, and knitted, either flat or 
round, like a stocking; a piece of thread should then 
be passed, by means of a needle, through the last 
row of loops or stitches, and fastened at each cud, in 
order to prevent tho knitting from unravelling. The 
worsted should then be thoroughly wetted or soaked 
in warm water, and placed In an oven of gentle heat 
until perfectly dry. After this, the respective pieces 
must bo unravelled and made up into small bunches, 
which are to bo sewn so thickly on the silk, with 
which tno outside of tho basket is covered, us to 
leave no apparent spaces between them. Each bunch 
should be composed of about three shades of color, 
made up in the following manner:—The several 
pieces of knitting being selected, a few rows of each 
are to be unravelled, and all the ends being taken up 
at the same lime, are to be held between the thumb 
of t,be left hand and the side of the hand, ns low and 
near the joint as possible; the upper part of the 
thumb being then slightly relaxed, the worsteds are, 
with the right hand, wound round tho thumb and 
linger of the left hand, like a figure 8, and held in 
that position while the middle, including the ends 
with which it began and left off, is sewed together 
with it piece of silk. Tho bunches should be placed 
in heaps, according to their respective shade, and 
sewn on the basket, according to taste, intermingling 
the hues, so as to avoid tho appearance of formality. 
Wilkes' Spirit of the Times. 

A CHAPTER ON WINE MAKING. 

RnoDODKirDROW I’k.kcox - This new Rhododendron is 

ulnted to be a hybrid raised from It. atrooirrns, erOWtod with 

It. dtiulum, and has every appearance of having been 

obtained lu that way. It forms a dwarf erect openly branch 

ed shrub, of a couple of feet in height, with slender twigs 

leafy at the end. The leaves are smell, from one to nearly 

two inches long, oblong oval acute, deep.greeu, rugosely- 

velned. and sparingly ciliated. Tho flowers grow in small 

terminal heads of two or three together, und are of a light 

roiiy-lilac, about two inches In diameter, forming a shallow 

expanded self-colored cup, with rounder overlapping obtuse 

und slightly undulated lobes. Mr. Davis, of Wavertree, by 

whom It, was raised, states that it had proved perfectly hardy, 

having been grown for two years in open ground without the 

slightest injury from frost; and that in this situation it formed 

a dwarf bush, with durk.green leaves shout the size of those 

of tho myrtle, flowering about thn end of March in groat 

abundance, the blossoms as large as moderate sized Indian 

Azalea. The plants, he continued, 11 wilt be found Invaluable 

for forcing, from the Tact that thoy may ho got iu flower at 

any time during the winter months, merely by plnctng them 

in a green house. The (lowers last more than three weeks 

after expansion, and from the peculiar odor of Its foliage, 

which it inherits from its mother, not a green fly will live 

upon It,”—London Florist. 

The Violet in tiik East.— Viola odorata is the favorite 

flower of Groeks and Turks, and they cultivate them abund¬ 

antly in their gardens. They begin flowering, sometimes aB 

early as January, and continue flowering till April, the scent 

being much more intense than that of the German or French 

violet. Thousands of bouquets, five violets In a hunch, are 

Bold daily in the Grecian towns The price being but trifling, 

and every one fond of them, the demand ia equal to the 

Bupply. The Greeks also make a syrup nf violets for coughs. 

More than even the Groeks, do the Turku love the violet 

They plant It in masses; make sherbet and candies of it; 

spread the flowers In the apartmeuts, especially those of the 

harem, where the eunuch hands every morning a fresh 

violet to every lady. The color of the violet is the favorite 

color of the Turkish ladies, and they call dresses of violet 

color menenctiee., from the violet menexe.s. 

Tho Romans made a wine and cakes from the violet, nor 

were they lesu fond of the color. There seem* to have been 

a great demand for It, or they would not have had dyers who 

dyed violet shades, and uone Other?. Such a dyer Was styled 

malarias inferior. 

With tho ancient Greeks the violet was the symbol of the 

early regeneration of the earth; also of death, on account of 

its drooping habit. There being many violets around Athens, 

that city was surnawed the Voilet-scented Flora.—German 

/•'oral Hi gmuthargil. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker.—On reading yonr valu¬ 

able paper a few days ago. 1 noticed an inquiry for a 

recipe to make Blackberry Wine. Having success¬ 

fully made blackberry wine for tho past three years, I 

uni willing to give to your readers the benefit of my 

experience. 

To each quart of juice, take three quarts of water 
and three pounds of sugar, brown will do. If you 
have plenty of juice, you can use less water and it will 
much improve tho quality. One bushel of berries, if 
good, will make ten gallons. Mix thoroughly, strain, 
and put into a strong cask, which should be well 
cleansed ami fumigated. The cask must he full, to 
allow the refuse to work out during the process of 
fermentation. Yon must fill up the cask thrice a 
day with fresh water, so that the refuse will nil run 
out. Put a spigot Into the cask before putting in the 
wine, and slant it enough to prevent the drugs from 
running out when you are racking oil'. Cork the 
cask tightly after it has fermented, unless you should 
choose to fill it into champaign bottles, cork, and wire 
them, and then seal. This will give you a sparkling 
wine vastly superior to any Catawba, aud much 
cheaper. My brother and self have made eighty gal¬ 
lons this year.—A, Orth Bkum, Lafayette, I ml., 1861. 

Elderberry Wine.— Put the berries in a vessel 
and let thorn stand until they soften and rise up light; 
then press and strain them, aud to each quart of juice 
add three quarts of water. To each gallon of this 
liquid add three pounds of sugar, and to every five 
gallons add ono ounce of cloves and one-fourth 
pound of ginger. First boil the liquid, (putting in 
the spices tied in a cloth,) aud skim; then add tho 
sugar and boil and skim. Four in a vessel to cool, 
then put Into yonr keg and cork tight. 

Currant Wine. —To one gallon of juice, add two 
gallons of water; then add 3j pounds of sugar to each 
gallon of the mixture. Put in the sugar and stir till 
all is dissolved; then cork it up, leaving the cork 
loose, and as it foments and runs over, fill it with 
liquor of the same kept for that purpose. —B. A. S., 
Aooca, Steuben Co., N. ¥., 1861. 

PRESERVING GREEN CORN. 

A “Subscriber” who requests someone to fur¬ 
nish directions for preserving green corn in cans, can 
accomplish his object with less labor, and less ex¬ 
pense, without employing cans. The modus operandi 

is as follows:- Boil the corn (on the cobs) until it is 
thoroughly scalded; then cut from the Cobs and dry, 
either in the baker of your stove, or hy laying in the 
sun. Tt is a very easy matter to dry scalded corn in 
the sun, ono or two sunshiny days generally being 
sufficient. If well dried and kept in a dry place, 
corn prepared in this way will keep till “this time 
next year,” and perhaps a day or two longer. 

Beans aud pens may he preserved in the same man¬ 
ner. Care should be taken, however, not to boil 
them too tenderly; it that case you would not be 
likely to succeed very well in drying.—Intram, 

Hillsboro, III., 1861. 

Dry Ashes for Slugs, &c.—I have seen it reported In 

many sections of the country that the army wormsare making 

sad work. I once had some cherry trees, and there was 

something eating the leaves. They looked like little black 

snails, I dusted the trees with dry ashes, and the snails left 

Afterward l discovered something was strip plug the leave- 

from my currant bushes, and 1 duxted them, and, whatever it 

was, it left; and I think if the army worm was anywhere in this 

vicinity, I should try the ash ex, and know the result, I xee 

How to Stop the Flow of Blood.—Housekeep¬ 
ers, mechanics, and others, in handling knives, tools, 
and other sharp instruments, very frequently receive 
severe cuts, from which blood Hows profusely and 
oftentimes endangers life itself. Blood may be made 
to cease to flow as follows:—Take the flue dust of tea 
and hind it close to the wound— at all times accessi¬ 
ble aud easily to be obtained. After the blood has 
ceased to flow, laudanum may be advantageously 

The specimens sent us hy our friend we hope will enable us 

to give a little light on the subject. Several varieties of Fil 

herts form their catkins in the latter part of summer. These 

remain on the plant during the winter, hut do not open their 

flowers until the spring. To-day we have examined a dozen 

bashes, ail having their catkins pretty well developed, lu 

the spring, and about the time the pistillate (lowers appear, 

the flowers in these catkins, which are xtaminate, open and 

applied to the wound. Due regard to these instruc¬ 
ts the papers that there are some of them Dear Brockport W(Jujd aavo ngitaUon of milu], an,j r„riI1jng for 
in your county. If it is convenient, please have them duxted , , , , ,, , , .. 

J the Burgeon, who would, probably, make no better 
with ». -lies, and If it does any good, please make it known to 

the public.—L. B., St. Johns, Clinton Co., Mich., 1801. 

Bunnkmannia kc mari At folia is described by the London 

Horticultural .Society as a line half-hardy perennial, (flower¬ 

ing the first year,) allied to Eschscholtzia, having similar 

finely cut foliage, and producing bright poppy-like (lowers, 

(with robust and erect habit); it is a desirable plant, with 

the general habit of Eschscholtzia, and adapted for similar 

purposes. 

prescription if he were present. 

Clove Water.—Ten pounds of sugar; ten ounces 

of cloves; six gallons of water; two oranges; mix 

the whole together and let it stand eight days. Will 
some one of the lady renders of the Rural please con¬ 

tribute a recipe for making apple jelly? alBo oue lor 

preserving apples.—C., Glendalej, Ohio, 1861. 

Montreal Agricultural and Horticultural Society. - 

The Sixteenth Annual Exhibition of tho Montreal Agricul 

tural and Horticultural Society, Is to bo hold in the Crystal 

Palace, Montreal, on tho 18th and 16th days of September, 

1861. The premium list ix large, and well arranged, and open 

to all Canada an* the United States. 

Dyeing Merino and DeLaine Goods.—Will some 
of the lady readers of the Rural please inform mo 
how to dye Merino and DeLaine a beautiful black, 
that will not fade, and oblige —C. F. K,, Seneca 

Falls, Ar. Y., 1801. 



[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

'WHEN THOU ART DEAD.” 

BY ELLEN rfC^KIMBEt. 

Through long and silent watcbc* of tbe night. 

Counting the palm* beat* growing taint and slow, 

Watching tbe moonbeam# riaing, pure and white, 

From out tbe depth* where eastern breezes blow, 

We marked the hours that through the silence run, 

That scarce had como ere they hnd swiftly fled, 

And asked of that sweet soul, SO nearly home, 

“ How aliall we think of theo when thou art dead?” 

Now, when have passed the parting and the pain, 

When weary hands are folded on the breast, 

When lips that part not at the whispered name 

Have chilled and settled into perfect rest, 

We look in ailence to the RiTer'» shore, 

Where the dark angel hath her footsteps led, 

And in our sorrow ask the question o’er, 

“ How do we think of thee when thou art dead?” 

A band of brighter spirits must have come 

With the grim archer from tbe Kivnr’s side, 

For there fs left no shadow in oiu home, 

No darkness fell upon ns as she died. 

The tears we thought to drop upon her brow 

Fail in the shining light of peace it wears; 

Dead, and yet glorified, we can but know 

She haa no need to be baptised by tears. 

We think of her, not as of one laid down 

To dreamless sleep beneath a flowering sod, 

But as of one gone on to claim her crown 

In the u celestial r.ittes *’ built by God. 

Held in tho keeping of a Father’s love. 

We say, with doubt’s dark uight forever fled; 

Remembered as in fields of Life above, 

Not a* a slumberer where rent the dead. 

Charlotte Center, N, Y.. 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

“THE OLD HOMESTEAD.” 

“Dear, me!” exclaimed Rose Dashe, peeping 
over her cousin Herbert’s shoulder, as he sat by the 
open window one bright midsummer morning; “ how 
very interesting you are contriving to look with 
those viny shadows on your classic brow, fas a poet 
would say,) and, us 1 live, t( are in yonr haughty eyes 
that I thought as seldom dimmed us a young eaglet’s! 
What can you be poring over that lias unlocked your 
soul’s hidden fountains in such uu unaccountable 
manner? Some dismal magazine stuff about 'life’s 
enormous issues, eternal conflicts, infinite sorrows,’ 
Ac., &c.” And Rose having talked herself breath¬ 
less, sunk into a luxurious rocking-chair and began 
to shake with a restless hand Mid slender sterna of 
velvety prairie roses gilding the window sills, for the 
childish pleasure of watching the prismatic flash of 
in-dwelling dew drops. 

A slight smile lit up the young man’s grave, earnest 
face, like a stray sunbeam on a shadowy forest lake; 
and without a word he handed her the urticlo he had 
been perusing — a simple, pathetic poem, called the 
“Old Homestead,” artless and unpretending, yet 
with a life and soul lucking in many a grander pro¬ 

duction. IfosE glanced over it with a scornful smile 
hovering upon her “crimson threaded” lips. “I 
didn't expect this of you, cousin,” was her first ex¬ 
clamation. “Didn’t you know that every shingle 
in the roof of tho old homestead had been rhymed 
upon and wept over till the subject is exhausted? 
I am so weary of it. I honor true, noble feeling as 
heartily as any one, but T despise an atfectation of 
sentiment. There is a moral grandeur in the picture 
of Marius, the kingly Roman, with his flowing robes 
falling regally about his stately figure, standing fixed 
and immovable among the ruins of Carthage, the 
level rays of the unshadowed tropical sun falling upon 
marble fanes and broken columns; palm trees waving 
in the fervid air; blue, fathomless skies above, and 
far to the south the boundless, infinite and melan¬ 
choly desert. Hut an American, dressed in the un¬ 
graceful garb of the nineteenth century, leaning on 
a broken gate in front of a tumble-down mansion, 
bewailing the passing away of a certain period, 
vaguely known as the “good old time,”—it is simply 
ridiculous. 

Herbert's dark eyes, usually calm and unclouded 
in their intense blueness, softened into dreaminess, 
as he listened, and swift as the messenger of Pros- 
ckro, his thoughts had traversed many a league of 
gusty plains, bowery valleys, and sounding seas; and 
the gray walls of the old homestead, remembered 
with passionate longing, were before him—stately 
in their wry simplicity, wearing but an added 
grace from the flight of years, and hallowed by death¬ 
less associations. Tho ancient, silver-leaved willow 
that drooped to earth on one side of the gate-way, 
the spiry poplar aspiring to heaven on the other; the 
roses of saintly white that filled the summer winds 
with fragrance in the rejoicing morn or purple eve; 
the golden lilies that swung their perfumed vases by 
the southern door-stone; the blue-eyed meadow blos¬ 
soms iu the wavy grass; tho chiming water-fall in the 
green heart of the forest, flinging its diamond waters 
over shelving rocks and high, bloom-covered banks; 
the transparent spring cupped in the cool emerald of 
tile meadow; the willowy brook that wound its line 
of light around the old play ground; the lonely glen 
where the wild vines trailed their fair green foliage 
and dainty flowers; and the reedy, complaining 

sweetness of some lone bird's song, awoke strange 
echoes in his boyish heart, and filled it with unsatis¬ 
fied longing. Were these less dear in remembrance, 
because they have blessed the youth of myriads of 
others? The presence of deep joy among hoary 
mountains and in the solemu forest; the deep mys¬ 
tery and golden romance of the western hills where 
tbe “sun went down,” the terrible beauty and 
relentless power of the wandering ocean that swept 
tbe sands of many a happy shore—were these unfor¬ 
gotten emotions trite and common place, because 
others had felt them too? And ten-fold more than 
all the rest, the atmosphere of peace and rest that 
filled the old homestead.— the enfolding love whose 
fibers cling around its object with moveless tenacity-, 
and found but its faint shadow in a life of constant 
devotion and unshrinking self-sacrifice,—the care 
and watchfulness that never slumbered,—the mothers 
gentle words of love and counsel, which, soft and 
low spoken though they were, sounded through the 
long avenue of years with undiminished strength,— 
the father’s lofty teachings and proud encouragement, 
that stirred the sonl like the trumpet that calls to 
battle,— and the boyish passion that made his life a 
perfumed alter fiarne, and deified one fair and earnest 
girl, and awoke grand aspiratiuns and firm resolves 
that might have changed his fate, only that the purple 
spring violets which early bloomed above the bright 
young head were fairer there than laurel. Oh how 
vain and poor seemed the dreams of ambition, and 
the pride of the warrior, compared with those holy 
memories! Ah, Rose! there is more of pure and 
noble feeling in the common sentiment that makes 

the old homestead a Mecca of the heart, than in all 
the haughty emotions that swelled the Roman’s chain¬ 
less bosom. Lacra E. W. 

Cokocton, N. Y., 1861. 
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AUNT BETSEY TO NEPHEW “A.” 

Ik I aint completely cut up! That nephew of mine 
has given me a sight better chance to see how much 
of a saint he is than 1 could pessihly have had look¬ 
in’ in at bis kitchen window, and I know, just as well 
as I want to know, that when his wife scolds he 
either sulks or swears,— maybe he don’t do the last 
right out, but its just as bad in that case to feel ngly 
as to speak ugly, for if he don’t say it he'll act it, you 
may depend. . 

I’m not a bit ashamed to own that its “no new 
matter for me to speak my mind,” for what do folks 
have minds for if they can’t use ’em, and if a body 
does get “riled up ” occasionally,— as I do solemnly 
believe every mortal does, without respect to sex,— 
I say its not a bit worse for them to spit it right out 
in a downright scold, and have it done with, than to 
let it bile Inside of ’em and finally come out in a 
“married man’s” grumble or whimper; (I don’t 
understand tbe languages much, but I'm sure that 
rev-er-ie must mean either one or both of them 
words, for “A.” certainly did do both in that what 
be called a “ Bo-lil-o-quy;’’) and if his wife has any 
spunk, as I hope she has, she’d a sight rather he 
would have scolded at her “like blazes” than to 
have him go whining ’round,—“hardly believing 
that there was a man in Christendom, not possessing 
the patience of Job, that could pass through the 
ordeal he had with unruffled feelings.” 

Now, Nephew A., do juBt let your wife kiss you 
and smooth out that awful pile of wrinkles on yonr 
forehead, then set down and tell your Aunt Betsey, 
who, unfortunate soul, had nothing but your good at 
heart when she wrote that letter, (though she did feel 
a little ashamed of you,) if you wasn’t just a little 

“ riJed ” when you answered it If you think it'll be 
safe, you cau ask JOBUCA whether I’m a paragon or 
not,— 1 can tell yon that I aint. a parrot, ’cause I 
know enough to talk without being learnt, —but par¬ 
agon is a kind of bird I don’t know much about, 
never see one yet, but maybe 1 shull when Polly 
Koun and 1 make you that visit. 

It seems that yonr wife hasn’t got any vanity to be 
flattered, or else she's rather worse than your Aunt 
Betsey, for she didn’t get good natured “contem¬ 
plating her power,” even when you was trudging 
round—building a fire and not- building one, bring¬ 
ing in wood, etc. 

If I thought Joshua did do things to help me 
because he was afraid of me, I’m afraid I should get 
so proud they’d turn me out of meeting; but he don’t 
act a bit. like it, somehow, though you do infer, from 
an extensive lot of supposed facts, that I can took 

him into doing things. 
Do you want to know what I think alls you? It’s 

a disease that’ll be more fatal to your happiness than 
the measles or chicken pox; for though it may not 
break out quite bo thick, it’ll leave dreadful deep 
scars, unless you can get a little of tbe oil of forbear¬ 
ance 1.o take. As near as I can make out, you’ve 
Caught it by staying ’round a certain swamp, watch¬ 
ing a kind of will-’o tbe-wisp culled “woman’s angelic 
nature,” and you nevor’ll get well till yon and your 
wife get a good large bottle of that oil to keep in the 
house. When yon take it, put a few drops of com¬ 
mon sense on a lump of sugar,—that’s Yankee for 
love, you know,— and Bwallow it first, for the oil is 
rather hard to take. 

I shall either have to look at Joshua to make him 
“toe ’round” when he finds there aint auy fire for 
supper, or else stop writing and make one; and I 
know you'll advise me to “be consistent” and show 
a little ‘' angelic nature ” for once,—so good bye. 

Aunt Betsey. 

“KISS ME GOOD NIGHT, MOTHER.” 

A Philadelphian, justreturned from Washington, 
has related to the editor of the Press the following 
incident of the recent disastrous battle at Manassas 
Gap: 

In the Government hospital, on the day after the 
battle, lay a youthful member of the Ellsworth 
Zouave Corps, who, notwithstanding the frightful 
nature of his wounds, bore bis Bufferings with a 
patient heroism akin to inspiration. For a long 
time he seemed unconscious of the presence of his 
heart-broken mother, who watched by his couch 
fondly, yet in anguish of spirit, and lay like one in a 
trance. At length, turning slowly over on his side, 
his vacant eyes met her longing, agonizing gaze. A 
train of long-buried recollections seemed instantly 

to have awakened themselves in his bosom, and, 
murmuring with the artlessness of a child, “kiss 
me good night, mother,” he fell hack, and was deadl 

The gentleman, to whom the incident was related, 
pencilled the following liuos, in the cars, during his 
trip from Baltimore to this city: 

Mother, dear mother, the day has seemed long 

Since the lark warbled bis matinal song. 

Sadly the hours have passed since the morn; 

Darkly the moments that ne’er can return! 

No beaming hopefulness, no joyous ray, 

No cheerful sunshine to brighten my way. 

But, mother, your kiss torus the darkness to light; 

Kiss me good night, mother, kiss me good night. 

Mother, dear mother. I'm longing for rest— 

Longing to slumber for avo with the hlest; 

But when my sad spirit from earth-life is free, 

Still shall thy presence seem nigh unto me! 

Oft thy wild kiss of parting shall fall on my brow— 

Thy sad, tearful eyes gaze upon me, as now— 

And often I'll say, with the angels in white, 

“ Kiss me good night, mother, kiss me good uight!” 

Many such incidents of that fearful day could doubt¬ 
less be related, and we cannot regard it as ever too 
late to recall them. 

Unmarried Ladies.—The single state is no dimi¬ 
nution of the beauties and the utilities of the female 
character; on the contrary, our present life would 
lose many of the comforts, and much, likewise, of 
what is absolutely essential to the well-being of every 
part of society, and even of tbe private home, with¬ 
out the unmarried female. The single woman is as 
important an element of social and private happiness 
as the married woman. The utilities of each are 
different; hut it is vulgar nonsense, unworthy of 
manly feeling, and discreditable to every just one, 
to depreciate the unmarried condition. 

What greater thing is there for two human sonls, 
than to feel that they are joined for life— to strengthen 
each other in all labor, to rest on each other in all 
sorrow, to minister to each other in all pain, and to 
be one with each other in silent, unspeakable memo¬ 
ries at tbe moment of the last parting?—Adam Bede. 

TnERE are as many kinds of silence as there are of 
conversation or any sort of noise-making. 

THE SUNNY SIDE THE WAY. 

BY JOHN SWAIN. 

Coldly comes the March wind— 

Coldly from the north— 

Yet the cottage little ones 

Gaily venture forth; 

Free from cloud the firmament, 

Free from sorrow they, 

The playful children choosing 

The sunny side the way. 

Sadly sighs the north wind 

Naked boughs among, 

Like a tale of monrnfulness 

Told in mournful song! 

But the merry little ones, 

Happy things are they, 

Singing, like the lark, on 

The sunny aide the way. 

There the silvery snowdrop, 

Daffodils like gold, 

Primroses and crocuses 

Cheerfully unfold; 

Poor! those cottage little ones 

Poor! no—rich are they, 

With their abinmg treasures on 

The suuny Ride the way. 

Coldly oft the windfi blow 

On the way of life, 

Spreading in the wilderness 

Care, aud pain, and strife; 

Yet the heart may shelter have, 

Cold though be the day, 

Choosing, like the little ones, 

The sunny side the way. 

[Written for Moore's. Rural New-Yorker.] 

CHARACTER. 

It is said that our characters are engraven upon 
our features. Doubtless this is true to a greater or 
less extent; yet there are few who are adepts in 
reading the language there expressed, from the fact 
that, men learn, almost from their infantile years, to 
dissemble and appear other than they are. This may 
seem a sweeping assertion, nevertheless it is gene¬ 
rally true. Who cannot recall to mind from early 
childhood the numberless times his antics were sud¬ 
denly interrupted, to pass through the ordeal of 
scrubbing, combing, and dressing, because company 
were in the parlor and he was wished to appear nicely? 
Perhaps with a smile he remembers the grave face he 
thought necessary to put on as only becoming on 
such occasions. Thus it iB through the successive 
years of childhood, youth and manhood, each has his 
perfect ideal of character which he wishes to possess, 
or at least seem to possess. The wicked, scheming 
man will seek to keep on the right side of public 
opinion, well knowing that it is important in accom¬ 
plishing his own selfish ends. 

An attentive observer will readily interpret the 
superficial character, ever assuming excellences, 
which he is unwilling to trouble himself to cultivate. 
He puts on airs like falso faces, to hide the real, and 
disciplines himself to answer the requirements of 
tiin® and place; but as no one can be forever on his 
guard, when thought, which cannot be chained, gains 
the ascendency, the mask will fall, whether in the 
crowd or the retirement of home, and before he is 
aware, the operations of bis mind are almost legibly 
written upon his face. 

There are two other d tines of character closely 
resembling each other in appearance, though widely 
differing in heart. For ibis reason it is unsafe to 
trust our judgment respecting them, on a limited 
acquaintance. They seem purposely to close the 
door of their hearts against our curious gaze, and we 
are left to form our opinions from their outward con¬ 
duct. Such an one, though not always unsocial, is 
extremely reserved in expressing his own particular 
views on any subject, whether of interest or indiffer¬ 
ence. Yaiuly you may seek to draw him out by 
freely giving your own opinions, or surprise him by 
the suddenness of a question. He will deliberately 
take his own time to answer, and in some way will 
evade saying just what you wish to know, without 
seeming intentionally to do so. What he says never 
seems studied, and is always truly sensible. One 
having but little knowledge of human nature might 
pass him by as a cold, indifferent character, incapa¬ 
ble of the deep and strong emotions of the heart. 
But the discerning mind secs evidence, in the earnest 
eye, firm lip, and thoughtful face, of vigor of intel¬ 
lect, decision of character, aud emotions too strong 
and deep to lie near the surface, aud he cannot rid 
himself of the idea that there is something very 
interesting going on in the silent workings of that 
heart. Perhaps he has at sometime thrown open the 
doors of its sanctuary, and permitted a friend to 
enter only to be unappreciated, misunderstood, or 
betrayed ; aud has bad a bitter experience which 
determined him forever to close its portals to human 
eye. Or it may be that, it is full of evil designs, aud 
deep laid schemes, and thus he seeks to keep its dark 
unfoldings from your view. Probably you will be 
unsuccessful in gaining any further knowledge of 
him, unless you make him your confident and friend, 
and thus commit yourself to his power. But if up¬ 
right in heart, if you prove yourself worthy of his 
confidence, he will probably be gained in time, and 
you may rely upon his friendship, which will be as 
lasting as life. He will prove himself worthy the 
confidence reposed in him, and would sooner die than 
betray a friend or act an unmanly or ungenerous 
part. 

Though such an one may continue to close his 
heart to his brother man, it is not so with woman. 
Sooner or later she will find the key, enter in and 
with impunity read on its walls the inscriptions of 
years. More closely observant, and more persever¬ 
ing, she is better enabled to do this successfully. 
Happy and wise is she if she does so before commit¬ 
ting her happiness to his keeping. It is said that the 
qualities we lack in ourselves we most admire in 
others; and is it not thus that the gentle, confiding 
woman is drawn toward that firm, resolute man. with 
an almost irresistible impulse? She glories in his 
firmness and feels secure in relyiDg upon his judg¬ 
ment, while he admires her for her gentleness and 
dependence. Unhesitatingly she leans upon that 
stroug arm and counts his loTe sacred, for she knows 
that it is unchanging in its character and as strong 
as death. 

Such a nature, elevated and purified by the power 
of grace, may accomplish a high and noble lifework, 
one the recording angel might hasten to write in 
the hook of remembrance. Loise Osborn. 

Caldwell's Prairie, Wis., 1861 

He only sees well who see9 the whole in parts, and 
the parts in the whole. There are but three classes 
of men—those who see the whole, those who see but 
a part, and those who see both together. 

HOME. 

0 what a volume of associations is contained in 
that little word " Home!'" The mention of it warms 
our blood, and brings to the heart of every one emo¬ 
tions that throb with fervency, ft is suggestive of 
everything sublime. When we speak of home, as it 
should be, we speak of a glorious institution; an 
institution of divine authority; an institution which 
has educated for wider fields of thought and action, 
and from whose bosom came the neighbor, the 
citizen, the patriot, the philanthropist, and the 
Christian. 

There arc predilections and charms connected with 
every home. Its endearments do not flow from the 
external appearance of a house, but from far more 
noble causes — from pleasant associations; from the 
admonition of a kind father; from the caresses of 
a mother’s love; from the amusements of brothers 
and sisters. 

As the college student is ascending the hill of 
science, upon whose eminence all his hopes are 
placed; as he is thus grasping for knowledge and its 
advantages, he looks back with cheerfulness upon 
the Jialcyon days of childhood — upon a home where 
be received the first impressions that are to guide his 
conduct through life: a home where the inculcations 
of truth and morality were instilled into bis yet 
tender mind. 

Although pleasant it is to roam in foreign climes, 
it is still more pleasant to breathe the fragrance of 
our own native hills, visit the fields and the groves in 
which we so fondly rambled with our companions, 
stndying the wonders and beauties of nature; the 
pond where we Bpent many an hour in angling, for 
which our only recompense was weariness; the sum¬ 
mer-house, in whose bowers we passed many a hot, 
summer’s day in pernsing Shakspeare; and last, but 
not least, to see the old school-house where we 
received our first ideas of nature, men and books. 

All these fondly-remembered recollections of a 
Home are endearing to every one. .It is not always 
in the gorgeous palaces of pomp that we can find a 
home in the true acceptation of the term. Discon¬ 
tent, jealousy, and hatred, find their way too often 
into these princely dwellings. Onr social interests 
depend upon the fountain; and as is the character of 
the one, so will be the destiny of the other. 

A Home to go to is one of the greatest comforts of 
this world’s gifts. The gentle scenes of home ever 
live; the pleasant fancies of the fire ever glow with 
the same smiles; friends may go and come, hearts 
grow cold, but a pleasant, home, “ Home, sweet 

home,” where childhood lived and loved its reveries, 
never—never dies. 

“Man, through all age* nf revolving time, 

Unchanging man, in every varying clime, 

Deems his own land of every land the pride, 

Beloved by Heaven o’er all the world beside ; 

His noMB the spot of earth supremely blest, 

A dearer, sweeter spot than all tbe rest.” 

RIDICULE AND REPARTEE. 

The fatal fondness for indulging a spirit of ridicule, 
ana the injurious atid irreparable consequences 
which sometimes attend the too prompt reply, can 
never be too seriously and too severely condemned. 
Not to offend is the first step toward pleasing. To 
give pain is as much an offence against humanity as 
against good breeding; and surely it is as well to 
abstain from nu action because it is sinful as because 
it is impolite. A roan of scare amt breeding will 
sometimes join in the laugh which has been raised at 
his expense by an ill-natured repartee; but, if it was 
very cutting, and one of those shocking sort of 
truths which, as they can scarcely be pardoned, even 
in private, ought never to bo uttered in public, be 
does not laugh because be is pleased, but because be 
wishes to conceal how much he Is hurt. As the 
sarcasm was uttered by a lady, so far from seeming 
to resent it, he will be the first to commend it; but, 
notwithstanding that-, he will remember it us a trait 
of malice, when the whole company shall have for¬ 
gotten it as a stroke of wit. Women are so far from 
being privileged by their sex to say unhandsome or 
cruel things, that it is this very circumstance which 
renders them more intolerable. When the arrow is 
lodged in the heart, it is no relief for him that is 
wounded to reflect that, the hand which shot it was a 
fair one. 

HOW TO ADMONISH. 

We must consult the gentlest manner and softest 
seasons of address; our advice must not fall like a 
violent storm, bearing down and making those to 
droop whom it meant to cherish and refresh. It 
must descend as the dew upon the tender herb, or 
like melting flukes of snow: the softer it falls the 
longer it dwells upon and the deeper it sinks into 
the mind. If there are few who have the humility 
to receive advice as they ought, it is often because 
there are few who have the discretion to convey it 
in a proper vehicle, and who can qualify the harsh¬ 
ness and bitterness of reproof, against which corrupt 
nature is apt to revolt, by an artful mixture of sweet¬ 
ening and agreeable ingredients. To probe the 
wound to the button), with all the boldness and reso¬ 
lution of a good spiritual surgeon, aud yet with all 
the delicacy and tenderness of a friend, requires a 
very dexterous and masterly hand. An affable de¬ 
portment and complacency of behavior will disarm 
the most obstinate; whereas if, instead of calmly 
pointing out their mistake, we break out into un¬ 
seemly sallies of passion, we cease to have any 
influence. 

Cleanliness — Its Moral Influence.—A neat, 
clean, fresh-aired, sweet, cheerful, well arranged and 
well situated house, exercises a moral as well as 
physical influence over its inmates, and makes the 
members of a family peaceable and considerate of 
the feelings and happiness of each other. The con¬ 
nection is obvious between the state of mind thus 
produced, and habits of respect for others and for 
those higher duties and obligations which no laws 
can enforce. On the contrary, a filthy, squalid, nox¬ 
ious dwelling, rendered more so by its noisome site, 
in which none of the decencies of life can be ob¬ 
served, contributes to make its unfortunate inhab¬ 
itants selfish, sensual, and regardless of the feelings 
of each other. The constant indulgence of such 
passions renders them reckless and brutal, and the 
transition is natural to propensities and habits incom¬ 
patible with respect for the property of others or for 

the laws. 

Tiie moral nature of man is more sacred in my eyes 
than his intellectual nature. I know they cannot be 
divorced — that without intelligence we should be 
brutes — that it is the tendency of our gaping, won¬ 
dering dispositions to give pre-eminence to those 
faculties which most astonish ua. Strength of char¬ 
acter seldom if ever astonishes us; goodness, loving¬ 
ness and qniet self-sacrifice are worth all the talents 

in the world. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker ] 

THE CROSS AND CROWN. 

BY KATK CAMERON. 

Powder Mill Piety.—Said a little girl who had 
just been reading the newspaper account of an explo¬ 
sion, “ Ma, don’t you think that people who work in 
powder mills ought to he pious?” There was a great 
deal of human nature iu that question. The world, 
like the little girl, thinks that all who are especially 
exposed, ought to be prepared for sudden death. 
But is not the whole world a vaat powder mill? Is it 
not filled everywhere with the elements of destruc¬ 
tion? The very air we breathe may become pois¬ 
onous and slay us. The water wc drink may contain 
some deadly ingredient which neither sight nor taste 
can detect. We are encompassed even 1>y unseen 
dangers. We are never certain of to-morrow. Then 
should we not be prepared, whatever our age, our 
business, or our locality, for sudden death? 

The Sum ok Piety.— Tho sum of piety towards 
God, it is most truly said, “ consists in love.” This 
quickens, vitalizes, gives significance and power to 
everything else. Not, indeed, that love excludes 
knowledge, purity, rectitude, and faith. It rather 
includes them all, fills them all, being itself the vital 
element on which their value depends. Wicked men 
may know much about God and religion, but they are 
wicked because they do not love. Tbe devils know 
God aud believe in God intellectually, but they are 
devils because they hate God instead of loving him. 
But he who truly loves God will be right in every¬ 
thing else. His faith will be unfeigned, his benevo¬ 
lence will be quick and active, be will abstain from 
all filthiness of flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness 
in the fear of the Lord.— Rev. Dr. Murdock. 

he Peaceful Fruits or Pain.—There are lessons 
jatieuce and submission, yea, and of gratitude, 
ob are best learned when the head is low. There 
i mellowing of the man which is the cloudy 
linn weather of weakness or decline — a softeuing 
lie spirit, an enlargement of experience, a meeker 
ting on God, a weaning from, the world, and a 
uing of faith; in short, the whole of that matur- 
process which, in believing men, constitutes the 
itness for glory. If you cau not be thankful for 
pain, the sickness, the restraint, be thankful lor 

peaceful fruits. 
-- » ■ ^ < ♦-— 

epentanoe.—False repentance has grief of mind 
humiliation only for great and glaring offences, 

;1 it supposes pardon for these obtained. True 
mtance is a continued war against sin, a perma- 
t inward shame for its defilements, till Death 

ids a retreat.— Venn. 

A 

She wore a eras upon !ier heart, 

’Twas not of pesri or gold; 

Nor glistened it with costly gems, 

Nor jewels rare and old; 

No blessing of a mitred priest 

Had over it been told. 

No mortal ere could 6ee it shine 

Upon the maiden'* breast; 

And yet its presence gave her soul 

Sweet peace and holy rest; 

Nor would it ever suffer her 

To be sad or distressed, 

She heard the voice that speaks to all 

Of high or low degree, 

Saying, “ Arise, take up thy cross, 

A»d come and follow Me.” 

She answered, “ Where Thou leadest, Lord, 

Lot I will follow Thee.” 

And thus the path of suffering 

Unshrinkingly she trod; 

She did not heed the piercing thorns 

That sprang op from the sod; 

She only tbonght that every step 

Brought her ‘till nearer God. 

When sorrow, want, and sickness came, 

To meet the blow she bent, 

Remembering whose gracious hand 

The bitter cup had sent; 

And in her trials prayed to be 

Calm, patient, and content. 

And when the angels came for her, 

She laid her loved crons down, 

She conld not bear it through those waves 

That all things earthly drown; 

But in its stead she wears to-day 

A saint’s immortal crown! 

Rochester, N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yor-ker.] 

RELIGION-WHAT IS IT? 

It is penitence kneeling at the altar of mercy 
imploring forgiveness and obtaining pardon. It is 
love giving the affections to Gon and keeping his 
commandments. It is benevolence breathing good 
will to maD, and doing unto otherB as we would they 
should do to us. It. is sympathy pointing the sinner 
to the sinner’s Friend. It is kindues- ministering to 
the sick npon his suffering couch, and to the prisoner 
in his gloomy cell. It is compassion relieving the 
sufferer, and helping the needy in their distress. It 
is charity, with her arms of love laden with loaves 
and garments, searching for the hungry and naked. 
It is pity weeping at another's woe, and speaking 
kind words to the abandoned and forlorn. It is for¬ 
giveness blessing her enemieH, and praying for an 
offending brother, it is mercy with her angel arms 
raising a fallen foe. It is virtue robing the soul with 
purity, and trampling temptation under foot. It is 
gratitude pouring out her offerings of praise to a ben¬ 
eficent Providence. It is resignation in adversity, 
paying, not my will but Thine be done. It is submis¬ 
sion kissing the rod of chastisement administered 
by a Heavenly Father’s hand. It is humility dwell¬ 
ing with meekness in the lowly vale. It is exaltation 
standing upon the mountain top surveying the nrom- 
iscd land nnd ....uing non, wnose throne is in the 
heavens, Father. It is faith believing God, and 
working by love and purifying the heart. It is hope 
anchoring the soul in heaven, and cheering the spirit 
by anticipating the object of its desires and expecta¬ 
tions. It is assurance, with a hope blooming with 
immortality and eternul life —calmly, peacefully, in 
the hour of death, committing the spirit to Gov who 
gave it. It is victory, in the morning of the resur¬ 
rection, triumphantly exclaiming—0 death, where is 
thy sling; O grave, where is thy victory; and ascrib¬ 
ing thanks to God who giveth the victory through 
the Lord Jesus Christ. M. H. M. 

Williamsvllle, August. 1861. 

e more the soul is filled with Bivine love, the 
it is drawn away from its own depravity. Ike 

t is inclined to follow self, the more to follow 

tel. 
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[From Mason’s Normal Singer, by permission.] 

AUTUMN 

[Special Correspondence of Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

LETTERS FROM CALIFORNIA. 

New Series.— Nairn tier Seven. 

IJ 

I 

Depreciation of gold and silver— The value of money purely 
conventional—Property of absolute and relative value—Yield 
cf California, gold mines—San Francisco—Its mystic growth 
—Already the re,it of -refinement and wealth—Its stores and 
richly dressed citizens—a comic reminiscence of mining life— 

Autumn in California—Her winter and one in Xew England 
contrasted. 

San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 30,1860. 

The relative value of coin in California differs 
from all other States in the Union, except Oregon, in 
which the standard of prices is much the same as 
here. That gold is diminished in value here, because 
it is plenty, is certain. When coin is very plenty, it 
requires more of it to bny a bat, a pair of boots, or a 
plow. When scarce, it is dearer, and less of it pays 
for these articles. 

In the early or barbaric period of the development 
of a nation, the exponents of wealth,—gold and sil¬ 
ver,—are little needed, and therefore little coveted. 
The value of these metala is purely conventional 
Gold is not valuable because it is gold, but because 
it is the representative of property. Its value can be 
decreased or diminished at the will of the legislators 
of a nation, or it can be deprived of all value, except 
that which it possesses intrinsically in its uses in the 
arts. When the followers of Cortez gave a string of 
glass beads to the natives of Mexico for an ounce of 
gold, they gave the local, political value of the dust. 
When, in 1850, a butcher gave a beef’s head to an 
Indian for a thimbleful of the yellow dust, the dig¬ 
ger (Indian) got the worth of his gold; or, when a 
miner gave two ounces (.834,00) for a pair of boots, be 
received in exchange the full local value of the 
precious metal in useful property. When the I’rz- 
zaros and their followers shod their chargers with 
silver from lack of iron, plainly the silver was worth 
less than iron, for it took three sets of silver shoes 
of equal weight to last as long as one of iron. Evi¬ 
dently, then, gold and silver have only a relative and 
a local value. But the value of food and clothing is 
absolute. The value of a house for shelter from the 
blasts of winter and the heat of summer, in all climes, 
is real and uniform. Hence the value of forests for 
timber, of quarries for walls, of bone and sinew to 
fashion and construct. Their value is uniformly the 
same; their price changes only as money is more or 
less plenty. But the dividing line between property 
of absolute and relative value, is too subtle to bo 
traced. The Bcbolar will recollect the instance In 
Roman history, when money was so plenty that it 
took wbat a mule could draw or carry to pay for a 
bushel of wheat, or A night's entertainment at an inn. 
But, we will not make too strong a case of the vanity 
of gold, or its fluctuating, uncertain value, lest some 
roguish render will accuse us of imitating the animal 
in the fable, who, having lost his tail, tried to per¬ 
suade the rest of his friends to dispense with the 
superfluity. 

The average yield of the mines of California for ten 
years, is estimated at §164,380 per day. The portion 
which has been sent oir to the East for the purchase 
of necessaries and luxuries, is equivalent to a stream 
the average volume of which is $137,000 each day for 
ten years. Californians are the most lavish of money 
of n»-» t . ,.p The v-sho with which it is 
obtained, and the almost fabulous amount deposited 
in her mining regions, drifts them in the wake of 
extravagance and fast living. 

San Francisco, horn but yesterday, is already the seat 
of a rellncincut and elegance nowhere surpassed. Its 
trade is vast, its wealth daily increasing, Its position 
and its magnificent bay, the immense country behind 
and on every side of it, rich in all the productions of 
nature, its coastwise and foreign trade, and its 
peculiarly energetic, intelligent, and enterprising 
citizens, will soon make it one of the largest, most 
delightful, and wealthiest cities of the Uuion. The 
visitor is struck with wonder. He cannot realize the 
scene before him. It would seem to have been the 
mere work of enchantment. 

Never have we visited a city where the citizens of 
both sexes dress more richly (not to say showily) 
than in Han Francisco. Tho show windows of its 
first class dry goods houses exhibit to the eye the 
richest display of silks and dress goods, imported 
from Europe and the Celestial Empire. I.adies some¬ 
times suddenly loose their powers of locomotion, on 
attempting to pass these bazaars of fashion and 
wealth. A lady’s fondness for inspecting silks, and 
bonnets, and cloaks, is inherent, and excepting only 
in those of the Bloomer persuasion, ineradicable. 
We have seen a fish woman, with a basket of oys¬ 
ters balanced on her head, stop to gaze with unaf¬ 
fected pleasure upon a cloud of lace, down, and 
roses, which a man could scarcely be sure was meant 
for a matter of headgear, anyhow; arid we have seen 
the great Governor Dowwtb obliged to wait on the 
pavement, unemployed, while the lady that still clung 
to his arm feasted her eyes on the same v-ork of art. 
1 lie taste is as essentially feminine as the proclivity 
to fainting in public places. 

One can sometimes glean a reminiscence of an old 
“ forty-niner,” and even more modern miners, rich 
in humor and illustrative of human character. In 
those early times, females were as "few and far 
between as angel’s visits” in California, and espe¬ 
cially in the milling districts. One of the better and 
more enterprising miners went East and returned with 
his family — a wife, a son, and a daughter of “sweet 
(sixteen.” Scores of his brethren, who had been long 
years absent from the domestic circle, and had not 
seen nor spoken with a female during all that time, 
eagerly embraced the opportunity to call at his houpe 
and pay their devotions to bis wife and daughter, and 
again feast their eyes on the charms of womanhood. 
Among the number was a stalwart, hale, aud hearty 
Digger Indian, who wanted to see the “white 
squaws,” as he called them, and presented himself at 
the miner’s door unwittingly in his usual state of 
mdiiyt The clever miner met him, and told him 
his request should be granted, but he must firBt 
appear in white man’s clothing. The Digger took 

Come, when morning smiling gaylv. 

Drives the mists along the vallev; 

Come, when first the distant horn, 

Winding, wakes the joyful morn. 

8. 
To the early morning hour. 

Ere the dew has left the bower; 

Tn the ruddy, purple beam, 

Come, and see the vineyard’s gleam. 

4. 

Thou shalt feel a new-bom pleasure, 

Gazing thus on autumn’s treasure 

And the joyful songs shall raise 

Sweeter songs of gratoful praise. 

The autumn climate of this State is delightful, and 
productive of great buoyancy of spirits. In Califor¬ 
nia there is no “chill November’s surly blast.’’ Its 
latest autumn is a season of bracing winds, matchless 
skies, and genial sunshine. We enter the month 
which Longckii.ow, writing from New England, 
designates “the saddest of the year,” through a wel¬ 
come gateway between a long and fiery summer and 
the Bullen aspect of January. Nature mingles rejoic¬ 
ings with her weeds of mourning. Tho birds, which 
in the East forsake the freezing lakes and rivers, aud 
desert their orchard habitations for the milder clime 
of the cotton field and the orange tree, here, at 
the corresponding season, gather in from the region 
of snow from the far North, caroling their cheerful 
songs about the abodes of men. A frost or two in 
October only variegates the garniture of the wood¬ 
land. Notwithstanding the absence of Verdure, the 
hills in their stately pines, and the valleys and plains 
in their broad, branching oaks, make the eart.li look 
cheerful. 

An autumnal sunset in California uplands is a sight 
to dwell in the memory always, and in all places. 
With the thermometer averaging 65’ by day and 48 
by night, no one with a coat to his back and three 
meals per day, need have low spirits. When in Jan- 
nary all New England is chill and wintry, clad in gar¬ 
ments of frost, and over-arched with angry skies, 
where the frigid storm-king revels in his might, and 
licrce polar winds rush down from the icy North 
laden with biting breath, here, on tins roast, tropical 
breezes from the warm chambers of the South come 
lovingly up, ami diffuse themselves over the State, 
aud all up and down the coast, creating a semi- 
tropical climate, in which vegetation assumes new 
life, and flourishes in great luxuriance. For mild 
riCHM uc viimaw and of iottlHirufctir^ t-'itll- 

fornia stands unrivaled by any of her sister States on 

the Atlantic. With pertinency may we apply to her 
the following beautiful sentiment: 

“The sunny land, the sunny land, where Nature has dis¬ 
played 

Her fairest works with lavish hand, in hill, and vale, and 
glade; 

Her streams flow on iu melody, through fair and fruitful 
plains, 

And from the mountain to the sea, with beauty, plenty 
reigns.” M. B. R. 

NEWS DEPARTMENT. 

" From prairie, O, plowman! speed boldly away— 
There’s seed to he sown in God’s furrows to-day— 
Row landward, lone Asher! stout woodman, come home! 
Let smith leave his anvil and weaver his loom, 
And hamlet and city ring loud with the cry, 

‘ For God and our ceuntry wed I fight till we die! 
Here s welcome to wounding, aud combat, and scars, 
And the glory of death—for the Stripes and the Stars!’ ” 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., SEPTEMBER 14. 1861. 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

facts, scknes, incidents, etc. 

Y 

llje condition joyously, and away lie ran to a Jew_ 
clothing shop, and arrayed himself cQp-ttpie, all right, 
as he sapposed, for the occasion. He hastened back, 
and presenting himself before the miner's door, now 
demanded that the “white squaws” should be 
brought out. In his haste, he had neglected one 
rather essential article, always worn by gentlemen in 
polite circles, and he stood like a statue, habited in a 
pair of long legged miner's boots, a long skirted dress 
coat, a hat, and ashiri collar, only. This was a capital 
joke os the enamored Digger. The miners laughed 
usuly at bis expense, and he had to be deprived of 

bis coveted luxury—all because, either from hot 
mste or want of experience in making his toilet, he 

ad Prescuted his honor destitute of that trifling 
garment politely termed breeches/ 

In and about Washington.—Camp Life, &e. 

Vert soon after the appointment of Maj.-Gen. 
McClellan t.o the command upon the Potomac, it 
became evident that, in addition to strictness of 
discipline imposed upon the soldiers, the “Knights 
of the Quill” were to come under the supervision of 
the “ Young Soldier.” Wars aud rumors of wars 
were exceedingly prolific; not the simplest move 
could be ordered or accomplished without blazon¬ 
ing it to the world, thus depriving the military 
profession of one of its most powerful auxiliaries— 
secresy. This defect has been remedied, and now a 
dearth in the line of news exists where once was 
profusion and recklessness. Such information as is 
at all reliable must be gleaned from the regular 
correspondence of certain journals, and in this 
even, the censorship of military power aud author¬ 
ity is recognized. We give below various matters 
of interest thus obtained: 

Ocr Army—Rebel Designs.—The issue of Wilkes' 
Spirit of the Tones for the 7th instant contains a 
letter from the editor-in-chief, in which he remarks 
that “the entire of their (the rebel,) strength 
is concentrated along the face of the Potomac, 
and being in as good condition and as high spirits 
as they can expect to be at any future time, 
it is reasonably judged they meditate an early move¬ 

ment to penetrate our lines. Daring the whole of 
the past week, they have exhibited an unusual ac¬ 
tivity in skirmishing and scouting; and, on one 
occasion, felt oar temper with a force of two hun¬ 
dred cavalry, who made a plunge at tho picket 
guard of Gen, Richardson’s Brigade, near Bailey’s 
Cross Roads. The Union soldiers were, however, 
not taken hy surprise. Forming quickly, they re¬ 
pulsed the troopers, and then charging vigorously 
upon their retreat, succeeded in killing several, and 
stampeding all the rest. It is thought by many 
that these repeated attempts to puncture our lines 
are intended to provoke a general engagement, by 
tempting out supporting forces from both sides; 
while, by others, these frequently-repeated raids are 
taken to be feints, to occupy the attention of our 

Generals, while the more serious demonstration is 
being prosecuted in another quarter. What General 
McClellan thinks upon the subject, no one knows; 
but he evidently is persuaded that Washington is 
the most important point to watch, and therefore 
confers upon it the advantage of his presence. To 
judge by his manner, and the satisfaction bo ex¬ 
presses with the Condition of the troops, he Is quite 
at ease, and evidently in no degree discomposed by 
the new constructions of the enemy. He could 
easily annoy and interrupt them, and retard their 
works, but he is thickening so fast himself, that, he 
can afford to lot them lay a few extra ounces to 
their ribs. It is not too much to say that with one 
week’s respite more, wo will be proof against all 
danger of assault; and if the enemy should then 
have the temerity to try our strength, he would bo 
hurled back with a terrific loss. Indeed, I have no 
doubt that we are, even now, entirely capable of 
resisting any attack lie could make upon us, but a 
0'\v duj'H mure will place the matter bt-yoinl lLie re 
motest possibility or doubt. Disgraceful Is it, to the 
last extreme, that ever such a possibility existed. 

The Federal army here, and hereabouts, in addi¬ 
tion to being now in formidable numbers, are in 
very creditable shape. Penetrated with a sense of 
insecurity through the want of discipline, they have, 
for the’ last three weeks, yielded uu amount of intelli¬ 
gent endeavor to their duty that lias actually trans¬ 
lated them into soldiers; and, hopeless as I was of 
some particular regiments a few weeks ago, I now 
begin to sec in them the gravity and steadiness of 
veterans. The confidence in their young General, 
which, at first, was not much more than a vague sort 
of hope, lias now risen to a sound enthusiasm. They 
are no longer ignorant of his abilities as a com¬ 
mander, for they have seen and measured his sur¬ 
prising conquest over themselves. From a disjointed, 
drooping mob, be has constructed them Into a self- 
reliant army; and in tho pride of their resurrection, 
they are animated with an eager desire to once more 
embrace tho enemy. When the clash cornes, the 
battle will be more bitter than before, and l do not 
believe that the turbulent and foaming billows which 
will rise from the tumult at the end, will flow again 
this way. From this moment, therefore, look for¬ 
ward toward us with hope, and if all action Is 

delayed a fortnight, you can permit that hope to take 
the very strongest shape.” 

A correspondent of the Buffalo Courier, attached 
to the 21st Regiment N. Y. Volunteers, writes under 
date of August 2!)th:—“ \ mail you a letter thus early 
because I do not know at what time I may again have 
an opportunity—perhaps never. The canse of this 
uncertainty is the 6teady advance of the rebels upon 
us. Yesterday they were only two and a half or 
three miles from us, and later in the afternoon they 
shelled ’ our pickets out of one of the most com¬ 

manding ‘hills’ In that section of the country, and 
still later, and hour or so, they had six pieces of 
artillery planted upon the most conspicuous point, 
thus enabling them to sweep the whole of that coun¬ 
try within cannon shot. Oar pickets never fired a 
shot in return, but were quietly ordered to retreat 
without firing a gun. Nor is this the only point that 
is threatened. All along the lines it is just the same. 
What they are up to 1 cannot conceive. But this I 
do know, they will have tho infernalest fight that 
ever was known, if they attack any part of our lines, 
for we are all prepared, and Gen. McClellan has some 
terrible punishment iu store for them, or he would 
not let them advance so coolly without, firing a shot. 
He has, within the last three days, advanced 50,000 
fresh troops on this side, making, m all, that are now 
under immediate command, over 100,000 men. This 
skirmishing cannot la*t much longer without bring¬ 
ing on a general engagement, when, I hope and trust 
in God, our side may gain the victory.” 

How McCi-kclan takes his Observations.—A 
correspondent of the New York Tribune, writing 
from Washington, says:- “We may, perhaps, meet a 
man in a broad straw hat. and without his tale-telling 
Bhorflder-straps, riding slowly through the camp, look- 
ingintentiy at the men, and noting every item oftheir 
accommodations, and overhearing, without seeming 
iugto listen, every word of their much or little grumb¬ 
ling. Unless he happens to he personally known, 
few take notice of him, and the utmost of recog¬ 
nition he receives is from the wide-awake sentry, who 
demands bis authority for passing through the lines. 
Yet if this mao were to appear in all the gaudy para¬ 
phernalia with which the articles of war entitle him 
to bedeck'himself, the muskets of every sentry would 

be at the ‘present,’ and the hand of every man and 
officer would visit his cap with respectful military 
salute — for this unostentatious man is an officer of 
high rank, on a quiet tour of observance, lie may 
be a Brigadier-General, or even a Major-General, or 
it is not impossible that it is the now universally 
trusted McClellan himself. For this young Com 
niamlcr, never fond of show, but ever, save on State 
occasions, wearing the bine blouse of the Sturges 
Rifles, (liis body-guard,) iu preference to tho more 
showy habiliments to which tlio regulations of the 
service entitle him, has many a time reviewed a regi¬ 
ment when they were utterly unconscious of his 
presence, and has passed through many a camp 
which has been in Egyptian darkness as to the rank 
of their quiet guest, in fact, the writer was lately 
in the camp of one of onr best regiments (the Twenty- 
seventh, from Western Now York, ) Urn officers of 
which complained that, they had never yet caught, 
sight of McClellan, when it was known to tho writer 
that Gen. McClellan had three times passed through 
their camp within the preceding forty eight hours. 

This sketch must he understood not as a picture of 
a particular camp at a particular hour of the day, but 
as a short summary of the varied impressions gath¬ 
ered from wandering through a dozen camps, anti, of 
course, encountering each one at an hour different 
from the one at which any other given camp was 
observed.” 

General Lander.— From N. I’. Willis’ graphic 
pictures of people at Washington, we extract the 
following in relation to that brave, accomplished, 
daring officer, General Lander: 

“A day or two before, (to retrogress for a moment,) 
I had seen a military horseman alight at Willard’s, 
walk about in the crowd of officers and strangers for 
ft moment or two, if in Heim»U «»f ttoroo <>no, unil 

then mount and vide away— so common an incident 
at our be-garrlsoncd hotel that it, would have passed 
unobserved, bat for a certain speciality in the man. 
His movement was very peculiar. Above the middle 
height, and most powerfully built, he looked both 
active aud indolent -both slately and careless, ft 
was something between the complete soldierliness of 
a knight templar and the covert agility of a panther 
on a prowl. He was rather too long limbed for strict 
proportion, but the absolute command of every 
nerve, which was visible in his deliberate grace, 
showed it to be no disadvantage the longer legs, 
too, making him, of course, the bettor horseman. 
And such a horseman! He mounted and rode away 
as if the steed bad suddenly become an obedient limb 
of his own — a portion of his centaur consciousness 
— but. without a bit of the dragoon angularity or any 
of the martinet constraint of military education. He 
was, In fact, a magnificent specimen of the bush 
ranger or prairie trapper, only that he was dressed 
elegantly in the uniform of an officer of the army; 
but in both departments perfectly at home. And no¬ 
body could tell me who he was. * * * 

It appears that,, after all, Lander and I were not 
such very new acquaintances — in fact, that f had 
had something to do with his present vocation aud 
destiny! He gave me a droll description of his hav¬ 
ing conceived once an ambition to be a poet, and of 
bis having called on me (with a copy of verses in his 
pocket) for advice. Dread the ‘ maiden effort,’ criti¬ 
cised it carefully, and oonclnded hy' frankly express¬ 
ing my opinion that ‘poetry wus not hi* trade,’ 
advising him to turn his practical talents and 
personal advantages to better account. He fell very 
grateful for the advice at the time — took it —and 
lias been ever since a soldier! Who will say that our 
country owes me nothing, after this? Would ‘the 
Uuiou’ at present rather have ‘Lander a poet,’or 
Lander, the twin-hero to McClellan?” 

The National Loan.—How it is taken. 

The closing week in August witnessed the open¬ 
ing of an office on the corner of Nassau and Wail 
streets, New York, for the purpose of receiving indi¬ 
vidual subscriptions to the popular loan. Mr. Cisco 
is the Sub-Treasurer, and his place of business is at 
the point designated. Within the cool, deep shades 
of the granite building reigns that perfect order and 
quiet always associated with great financial transac¬ 
tions. Taking the New York Herald for a guide, 
step in and examine. Eutering from Wall street, 
and turning to the left you will soon find yourself in 
a handsomely furnished private office. Behind a low 
table sits Mr. Cisco, a pleasant, amiable gentleman, 
under whose excellent supervision the department 
has been carried on for fifteen years, without a single 
blunder or mistake, although there are many branches 
of art under his charge, in which correctness and 
infallibility is rather a matter of instinct than of 
education. Iu spite of his multifarious and onerous 
duties, you will find this gentleman ready to give you 
any information you may desire in regard to the pop¬ 
ular loan. There is uo need to ask him the particu¬ 
lars concerning the notes or the manner of subscrib¬ 
ing for them. He has anticipated any such queries, 
and has prepared a set of instructions, brief and 
explicit, which you may read for yourself, and which 
have been condensed tor the public. Pass, then, to 
the matter which comes more immediately under his 
direct supervision —the subscriptions by letter. He 
tells you that the subscriptions have been very active, 
and are still upon the increase. The amounts range 

from fifty to fifty thousand dollars, these being the 
extreme sums yet deposited. 

Many of the subscribers seem to be actuated by 
patriotic motives alone, aud write: “ I wish to Hub- 

scribe so many1 dollars to support our government,” 

or “to support the best government on earth.” 
A correspondent at Roranton, Fa. -evidently a 

mechanic — sends on a thousand dollars, and begs 
Mr. Cisco to send an agent there, “ os there are tons 
of gold mating, which the government needs and can 
have.” There is not much chance for (Inc writing or 
patriotic expression in theso letters, to be sure, but 

yet in many cases the patriotism shines out of them 
as plainly as ever it (lid in Webster’s speeches or 
Scott's army orders. Look at this letter, pray. Is 
that the chirograpliy of a rich man, or of a poor one? 
Cannot you see the mark of hard toil in every stroke 
of the pen? Cannot you see tho mark of hard earn¬ 
ings in that word “fifty," ufterwards changed into 
“sixty?” Is there not a romance under all this 
which you would like to know? and was it not patri¬ 
otism which induced this poor laborer to scrape 
together ten more dollars for his country — reserving 
nothing — risking ail his savings? 

There’s ft rich man’s letter for you — a full, round, 
easy hand; a pompous “five thousand dollars:” a 
great broad seal. Evidently that was written by a 
man well to do, comfortable and on the lookout for a 
safe Investment, and it doesn’t, touch your sympathy 
so nearly, hut does it not show a confidence in the 
stability of the government, In the future of these 
United States, which no Bull Run reverses, no warn¬ 
ings of the London Times, no threats of English cap¬ 
italists can shake or destroy? Next comes a letter in 
a lady’s hand — delicate, well written, concise. She 
cannot subscribe much, but she sends her little “to 
sustain the government,” and she may rest assured 
that it will. 

Here’s a family letter —five hundred dollars for 
Mr. John Smith; one hundred for Mrs. John Smith, 
ami fifty dollars each for all the little Smiths, from 
yonug Johu to Sarah. That is from the country — 
yes, look at the post mark. A comfortable farmer, 
decidedly—brusque, honest, open-hearted and open- 
handed. Young John, no doubt, has gone oil' to the 
wars; for if we mistake not, there is a tear-blot 
opposite his name, dropped from kind, gentle, moth¬ 
erly eyes which looked over old John's shonlder as 
he copied the long list of names from the family 
Bible. Little Sarah must be very young indeed, for, 
see, she has blotted her own name with her small, 
pretty dimpled hand in her eagerness to see it and to 
trace it with her lingers, and in her simple astonish¬ 
ment that it doesn’t look nt, all like herself. 

What a curious, crabbed hand the next letter is 
written in. This is from a widow, and she subscribes 
largely. How firm and Independent the words stand 
along tho page, and how plainly they speak the will 
of tho woman to aid the government with h- r 
strong hands, as well ns with her means, if she wr ■ 
only a man. 

Here is a parcel of letters from clergymen, states¬ 
men, servants, clerks, farmers, capitalists—each indi¬ 
vidual arid peculiar, hut all telling the same story. 

Then comes a clumsy sort of document, 111 spelled, 
and making a frightful mess of what it wishes to say, 
as though the writer were not exactly clear in his 
mind in regard to his intentions. An Irishman, wo 
will warrant. Yes, “Patrick," anil a name begin¬ 
ning with O. He would be in the Sixty-ninth if bo 
were yonng enough, but he spares $100 for bis 
adopted country, in his old age, and promises 
another hundred “If It bo required.” The dear old 
fellow clearly thinks lie is giving his money away, 
but how willingly In- does it! Russoll’s letter on 
Meftghcr Inis warmed him up, and what is money to 
the honor of Old Ireland ? 

Next is a merchant’s letter, business-like and 
explicit. He knows that, he is making a good invest¬ 
ment; and seven and three-tenths per cent, interest 
pays; that his money is .safer with the government 
than in his drawer, and ho subscribes largely. 

Then there Is a letter from a savings bank, taking 
thousands of dollars of stock. The Institution makes 
the investment, certainly; hut it represents hundreds 
and hundreds of poor folk, of whose confidence in 
the preservation of the Union this subscription is an 
exponent. No government supported thus can fail. 
Each one of these letters is more than a set oft’ to 
any that a rascally correspondent may write “gener¬ 
ally discouraging to the North.” 

Fort Ilulteru-t Rebel* In New York. 

The N. Y. Commercial Advertiser of the 2d inst. 
gives a very interesting account of tho arrival in our 
commercial emporium of the rebels captured at Forts 
Clark and Hatteras. Wc condense therefrom as 
follows: 

The U. S. screw frigate Minnesota, Oapt, .1. G. Van 
Brnnt, hearing the broad blue pennant of Silas 
Stringbam, Flag officer and Oommander-in-Chief of 
the blockading squadron, arrived this morning at 
nine o’clock, aud anchored off the Battery. She 
brings hero six hundred aud ninety-one prisoners of 
war, captured at the late engagement at Hatteras 
Inlet. The Minnesota is a first-class screw frigate of 
thirty-two hundred tuns register and mounts forty 
guns; she has two engines of four hundred and fifty 
horse-power, and is propelled by an auxiliary hoist¬ 
ing propeller; she has four eleven-inch guns,, capable 
of throwing halls of one hundred and sixty pounds 
weight. She carries a crew of about eight hundred, 
all told. 

During the passage up the bay, the rebel officers 
occupied the quarter deck, and were intently engaged 
in viewing the vesseLs passing to and fro, and the 
beautiful landscape on either side of our noble bay. 
The rebel soldiers were scattered from the waste to 
the forecastle on each side of the ship, looking out 
of the port holes, leaning on the very guns that had 
aided in their subjugation. The crew were busy 
about the deck, the majority of them being armed 
with a cutlass and a boarding pistol. Wo also 
noticed that the twelve-pounder boat howitzers were 
placed aft, so that in the event of the rebels attempt¬ 
ing to rise, thoy might be quelled. The officers on 
duty also had their side arms and pistols. The ma¬ 
rines were out in full force, and prepared to keep the 
prisoners iu check. 

The Minnesota entered the Narrows this morning 
about eight o’clock under steam alone, and with 
trim yards, and the entire crew attired iu blue pants, 
white frocks, and white caps. She looked like a 
picture on the smooth waters of the bay. At the 
fore floated the pennant of the flag’ofllcet, aud at the 
mizzen peak lazily, but proudly, drooped the good 
old Stars and Stripes. Stopping but for a few mo¬ 
ments ut the quarantine to be boarded hy the health 
officer, she resumed her trip up the bay. After pass¬ 
ing Robbins’ Reef light house, she hoisted her 
private signal, which was promptly answered by the 
gunboat Rhode Island, which was coming up the 
bay, and the frigate Fotomac, laying at anchor off 
the Battery. 

The prisoners on the passage hither were allowed 
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vania 7th, and a number of them killed. The Con- which fore 
federates then retired from view, carrying with them augmented 

furnished t 
their batt y. believe this 

On the 7th Gen. McClellan made a balloon aseen- having the1 
sion with Prof. Lowe, and occupied two hours in a own home 

reronnoisance. h^al'f 1 
Gen. McClellan’s order for the observance of the Bp0D ^ t 

Sabbath wa3 read throughout the entire lines, and and in ac< 
was everywhere received with gladness. believe, to 

Com. Stringbam reached Old Point on the 7th. 
Hia flag ship has not arrived. The Harriet Lane has eminent m 
sailed for New York; also the Quaker City, in conse- of her mer 
quence of new orders from the Commodore. any one oi 

The George I’eabody arrived on the Cth from Hat- ]('.ttcr jias‘ 
teras Inlet, bringing recent intelligence and a num- from Kent 
her of fugitive families from the mouth of Tar River, worthy cit 

who managed to escape to the Inlet. The fortifica- ^ 'Taking6 
tions at Ocracoke Inlet have been abandoned, and judgment, 
probably those at Oregon Inlet, some forty miles Kentucky 
this side of ( ape Hatteras. A powerful steamer was 
seen inside at the latter place when the Peabody j moit.'o, 
came up yesterday. There is no light at Hatteras, in the wisl 
the rebels having removed the lenseB. No signs of ^” 
a fortification are to be seen at the Cape. It is sup- 0j.Dj' 
posed the rebels will make a stand at Fort Macon, a the preser 
strong casemated work guarding the approach to 
Beaufort. Refugees from North Carolina report that Raron I 
the lower counties of the State arc ready to hoist the distingnial 

| Union flag when assured of support. A perfect stein, has 
reign of terror exists. The State troops were in part He brings 
returning from Virginia. A prominent clergyman j mending h 

with about 600 men at bis old rendezvous, on Tatto 
Creek, eight miles west of Lexington, and a consid¬ 
erable secession force in the bottom, between Lexing¬ 
ton and Richmond. The forces thus left have cut oil 
all mall communications, Gen. Reed, in going to¬ 
wards Fort Scott, took with him Messrs. King, Ry- 
land, Field, and other prisoners. The whole loss in 
all the fighting of the secession side was eight killed, 
besides the wounded, and on the Federal side, one 
mortally, and several slightly wounded. The federal 
troops burned a warehouse and several frame houses 
where the rebels had encamped on the north side of 

the river. 
The St Louis Democrat sayB that there have been 

exceedingly vigorous measures inaugurated against 
the rebels by Gen. Prentiss' command, and a well de¬ 
veloped plan iB culminating apparently in a retrogade 
movement of the rebels before the the steady advance 
of various portions of our forces, judiciously thrown 
forward at proper times and in proper directions. 

There are now about 60,000 troops in Kt. Louis and 
within a circuit of about 100 miles around it. All 
are well uniformed, armed and equipped, ready and 
eager for active service. Their number is daily in¬ 
creased by fresh arrivals from Illinois, Indiana, and 
Ohio, and two regiments Of cavalry from Iowa are 

Bo you will see that it will not he 

gold at all banks and Government offices throughout 
the United States, and are the most convenient for 
transmission by mail from officers and men to their 
families at home. Good husbands, fathers, sons, and 
brothers, serving under the Stars and Stripes, will 
thus soon have the ready and safe means of relieving 
an immense amount of suffering which could not be 
reached with coin. 

In making np packages, every officer is relied upon 
for such assistance as may be needed by his men. 

Bv command of Lieut. Gen. Scott. 
E. D. Tbomas, Adj. Gen. 

Com. Stringbam has made bis official report 
respecting the operations of the fleet at Hatteras 
Inlet, which contains no facta additional to those 
already published. He concludes his narrative by 
saying: 

“ I have naught hut praise to accord to the officers, 
seamen, and marines of the Navy, and officers and 
Boldicrs of the Army, who were present, for their 
gallantry and cheerful devotion to duty and the Gov¬ 
ernment.” 

The Secretary of the Navy has addressed the follow¬ 
ing letter to Commissioner Stringbam: 

Navy Department, Aug. 2, 1861. 

Sin:—The Department congratulate yon and those 
of your command, and also the officers and soldiers 
of the army who i o-operated with you on the reduc¬ 
tion of Forts Hatteras and Clark, and the capture of 
the forces employed in their defence. The success¬ 
ful result thus far of the expedition, projected with 
great care, and the occupation of the positions com¬ 
manding the most important inlet on the coast of 
North Carolina, will be attended with consequences 
that can scarcely be over estimated. This brilliant 
achievement, accomplished without the loss of a man 

I on your part or injury to any one in the Federal ser¬ 
vices, haB gained joy and gladness to the bosom of 
every friend of the Utdon. It is, I trust, but the 
beginning of results that will soon aid the United 

I States in suppressing the insurrection and conform¬ 
ing more strongly than ever to the integrity of the 
Union. Convey to the officers and men of the respec¬ 
tive vessels under your command, the thanks of the 
Department for tin’ir gallant conduct, and the assur¬ 
ance that is thus afforded us in the great emergency 
that is now upon us. The country may rely as of old 
upon the vigor and enthusiasm of its brave officers 
aud sailors. I am respectfully, 

Your ob't servant, 
Gideon Wei.ls. 

To Flag Officer $. Htringham, Flag Officer Atlantic 
Blockading Squadron. 

The Secretary of the Navy has, under the direction 
of the President, and In pursuance of the act for the 
retiring of such officers as appear disabled to perform 
duty, appointed the following named officers as a 
Board to determine and report upon the facts in the 
cases which may be presented:— Com. Hiram Pauld¬ 
ing, Chairman; Capta. C. H. Bell and D. G. Fairagnl, 
and Surgeons L. 15. Hunter and N, Pinckney. 

The telegraph during the week reported a fight in 
Boone Co., Virginia, between a portion of the Fed¬ 
eral troops and some rebels in Boone Co., in which 
the latter were defeated and the town of Boone 
burned. The following particulars we gather from 

the correspondence of the Cincinnati Commercial;— 
“Col. Guthrie, commanding that post, heard that 
Gen. Heckloy was raising and organizing a regiment 
in Boone county, for the Southern army, and it was 
thought by Saturday night it would be a thousand 

On Friday morning, Col. Guthrie sent out 

irons. Of course every precaution was taken to 
prevent a surprise; watches were doubled and armed, 
magazines carefully guarded, aud the small arm 
chests and lockers in charge of special and trusty 
jack tars. The gun-deck was occupied as the sleep¬ 
ing apartment of as many of the prisoners as could 
be accommodated, and the remainder were put on the 
spar deck with the boom cover, and thus protected 
from the dew. The passage to this port being 
very favorable, the entire lot of prisoners are looking 
exceedingly well, considering their two days fighting 
and their four days’ imprisonment. 

A rougher looking class of men are seldom seen 
together. Most of them are dressed in gray clothes, 
and wear felt hats of all sizes and shapes, which arc, 
to say the least, “ shocking bad hats, ’ Most of the 
prisoners were either barefooted or very near it. 
The use of razors seems to be unknown to the great 
majority of them, and their unshorn hair adds much 
to the disagreeable appearance of the motley crowd. 
Most of them, however, are young, athletic men, and 
look as if they might endure hardships, but there is 
a peculiar expression about their countenance which 
doeB not indicate courage. Many of them claim 
that they were impressed into the Confederate 
service, and state that they are good Union men, but 
to save their lives they were obliged to take up arms 
for the confederacy. This is an old story, and, with 
the officers of the Bhip, it is not credited in a majority 

of instances. 
Most of the common soldiers say that they are 

glad that they have been taken prisoners, and seem 
very anxious to know where they will be sent, now 
they are here. From them we learned that their 
officers have studiously endeavored to keep from 
them any Northern papers, hut were willing to let 
them have and read any secession journals which 
contained the glowing accounts of their victories. 

Most of the officers were clad in a species of blue 
cloth or flannel, decorated with stripes and buttons, 
not unlike those worn in the United States navy. 
The officers occupied the after portion of the ship, 
and were quartered in the vicinity of the rooms of 

the officers of the ship. 
Commodore S. Barron was formerly a Captain in 

the United Slates navy, a native of Virginia, and was 
appointed from that State. He entered the navy 
January 1, 1 Hi2. lie has performed nineteen years 
and three months’ service; had eight years and four 
months’ shore duty, and been unemployed twenty- 
one years and live mouths. At the time of his dis¬ 
affection, he was waiting orders. He is probably 
about sixty-five years of age. The marks of time 
are plainly to he traced on his brow. He has been 
very quiet since bis capture, and uot at all commu¬ 

nicative. 
Lieut. Wm. Sharpe, a lieutenant in the confederate 

navy, was formerly a lieutenant in the United States 
navy. A native of Virginia, he entered the navy 
September 9, 1841. He has performed fourteen years 
and eight months’ sea service, three years and six 
months’ shore duty, and has been in the service 
nineteen years. At the time of his deserting the 

shortly expected 
long before the “Army Of the West” is ready to I 
move. Even now there are rumors of an onward 
movement commencing, by the greater concentration 
of troops, the employment by the Government of 
steamboats and transports on the river, Ac. The 
East may look for stirring news from the West be¬ 

fore long. 
The correspondent of the St. Louis Democrat tele- I 

graphed the following from Springfield, on the 7th. 
About 125 of the wounded in the hospital, in this 

place, were discharged to-day aud will leave forborne 
as soon as the ambulances sent from Holla arrive 
here. The remainder of the wounded in the hospital 
were doing well. The rebel wounded have been sent 
to Bentonville, a few miles below the Arkansas line. 
One of their surgeoiiB informs me that the typhoid 
fever has broken out in their hospital, and their 
deaths amount to fifteen or twenty per day. General 
McCulloch is reported to be at Mount Vernon, recruit¬ 
ing and organizing for a bold and vigorous effort 

Northward. 
The postmaster of Osceola, St. Clair County, ar¬ 

rived at St. Louis, on the 8th inst., and reports that 
when he left news had just reached there of a fight 
between Gen. Lane’s Kansas brigade and a body of 
rebels under Gen. Raines, in which the latter were 
completely routed with heavy loss, and Raines taken 
prisoner. Gen. Price, who was at Osceola, credited 

the report. 
The Kentucky State Senate on the 7t.h inst. ap¬ 

pointed Messrs. Johnson, Reed, and Thornton Mar¬ 
shal, tv committee to visit Western Kentucky, and 
inquire of the Federal and Confederate military 
authorities, by whose direction and for what reasons 
they are occupying certain portions of the soil of 
Kentucky. In the House the United States flag was 
ordered to be hoisted over the Capitol, by a vote of 
77 to 20. Mr. Desbea subsequently moved to hoist 
the State flag, when the motion was referred to the 
committee on Federal relations. The Senate is com¬ 
posed of 29 Unionists and 11 Southern Rights men. 
The House is composed of 76 Unionists aud 24 

Southern Rights men. 

Affaire at Washington. 

Advices received oil the Cth inst. from Virginia, 
leave no doubt that the leaders of the rebellion, 
civil and military, have agreed to attempt an advance 
upon Washington and Baltimore within a few days. 
The Government is fully prepared for every emerg¬ 

ency. 
B. F. Gallagher, Paymaster of the Navy, and who 

has been stationed for some time at the Washington 
Navy Yard, was arrested on the 5th by order of the 
Government, and is now in custody in Philadelphia. 
He is from Richmond, Virginia, and it is believed 
that his offense is disloyalty to the Government. 

Captain A. Beckwith, Commissary of Subsistence, 
has advertised for sealed proposals for 5,000 barrels 
of flour, to be made of new wheat; also 40,000 bush¬ 
els of potatoes, of the first quality; the Government 
reserving the right, in each case, to pay for the same 

in treasury notes. 
Mr. Hamilton, a Canadian, and a fighting man in 

our Western wars, three months ago offered to our 
Government a brigade of 5,000 colored men, to be 
raised in Canada West. 

Mr. Birch, the British Consul at Charleston, writes 
to his friends in this city that the effect of the block¬ 
ade is felt with increased severity every week. The 
Southern people are bitterly lamenting their desti¬ 
tute condition. 

The State Department has notified the War Depart¬ 
ment that it must refrain from granting passes to 
women and children who desire to enter the South¬ 
ern States. The travel by the way of Louisville is 
completely blockaded by order of the Government. 
Applications for passes north were refused on the 

strong. 
Capt. Wheeler’s company A, of the First Kentucky I 
Regiment, and Capt. Rook and his company, of the 
Twenty-Sixth Ohio Regiment. An ample reserve 
force was ordered to follow in proper time, that the 
two companies might fall back upon it, if they found 
the enemy too strong for them. With the aid of the 
Home Guards, however, they were ample for the 
work, as the following will show: 

Camp Envart, Sept. 2. 

Col. Guthrie:—I have just had a message from 
Col. Enynrt. The companies of Capts, Wheeler and 
Rook, with the Home Guards of that, vicinity, have 
had an engagement with the enemy at Boone, totally 
routing them after killing twenty-five, taking some- 
prisoners and burning the town. Six of our tnen 
were wounded, and I am about to send the ambulance 
with Dr. White. Our forces will return to-day. 

Thomas Cox, Jr., 
Capt. Commanding Post. 

The following orders were promulgated Saturday: 

Headquarters Armv of tit* Potomac. ( 
Gkxbkal Orders, So. 7. ) 

The Major-General commanding desires and re¬ 
quests that in future there may be a more perfect 
respect for the Sabbath on the part of his command. 
We are fighting in a holy cause, and should endeavor 
to deserve the benign favor. Unless in the case of 
an attack from the enemy, or some other extreme 
military necessity, it is commended to commanding 
officers that all work shall be suspended cm the Sab¬ 
bath, that no unnecessary movements shall be made 
on that day, and that the men, so far as possible, shall 
be permitted to attend divine service. Alter the 
customary morning inspection, the officers and men 
alike will ole their Influence to insure the utmost 
decorum aud quiet on that day. The General com¬ 
manding regards this as no idle form. One day’s 

Department of the East. 

The capture of Fort Hatteras and its dependen- 
has spread alarm throughout the Carolinas, cies 

Regiments from South Carolina, Georgia, and Alaba¬ 
ma, hnrryingto the Potomac, have been stopped on the 
way and sent to Newborn, under the impression that 
an immediate attack is contemplated upon that head¬ 

quarters ol'the rebel pirates. 
The Monticelloand Harriet Lane arrived at Fortress 

Monroe from Hatteras Inlet on the 5th inst. They 
report the most gratifying intelligence. The Con¬ 
federates have abandoned their strongly fortified 
forts at Ocracoke Inlet. Multitudes of North Caroli- 
nians have demonstrated their loyalty to the Govern¬ 
ment by coming to Fort Hatteras to take the oath of 
allegiance. Col. Hawkins sent word that he had 
administered the oath to between 200 and 300 in a 
single day. The steamer Pawnee still lies in the 
Inlet, and the Susquehannah on the outside. The 
Susquebannah ran down to Ocracoke Inlet and found 
the fortifications there completely deserted. The 
Confederates had carried away their guns, and the 

| white flag was everywhere exhibited. 
It has been determined by the Government to bold 

the position of Cape Hatteras, although the original 
intention was to destroy and abandon the rebel 
works; hut now it will be made a rendezvous for army 
and naval forces. This expedition is hut the com¬ 
mencement of operations for which the Navy Depart¬ 
ment has made ample preparations, and which will 

he rapidly developed. 

The energy and activity of the army are inspiring 
the Government with full confidence of success in 
maintaining the Union. Complaints of demoraliza¬ 
tion are no longer heard, while the army is steadily 
increasing in numbers and ability to perform its 

functions. 
Gov. Curtin, of Penn., has been instructed to corn- 

Movements nt ihe West. 

On the morning of the 6th inst., Gen. Grant, 
with two regiments of infantry, one company of light 
artillery, and two gun boats, took possession of 
Paducah, Ky. He found secession flags flying in 
different parts of the city, in expectation of greeting 
the arrival of the Southern army, which was reported 
thirty-eight hundred strong, sixteen miles distant. 
The loyal citizens lore down the secession flags on 
the arrival of our troops. Gen. Grant took posses¬ 
sion of the telegraph office, railroad depot, and 
Marine hospital. He found large quantities of com¬ 
plete rations and leather, destined for the Southern 

The following proclamation has been issued: army, 

T have come among yon, not as an enemy, but as a 
friend and fellow-citizen; not to injure or annoy 
you, but to respect, defend, and enforce the rights of 
all loyal citizens. A n enemy iu rebellion against our 
common Government have taken possession of and 
planted its guns upon the soil of Kentucky, and fired 
upon our flag; Co Iambus mid Hickman are iu his 
hands; he is moving upon your city. 1 am here to 
defend you against this enemy, to assist and maintain 
the authority and sovereignty of your Government. 
I have nothing to do with opinions, and shall deal 
only with armed rebellion, its aiders and abettors. 
You can pursue your usual avocations without fear. 
The strong arm of the Government is here to protect 
its friends and punish only enemies. Whenever it is 
manifest that yon ate able to defend yourselves aud 
maintain the authority of your Government and pro¬ 
tect the rights of loyal citizens, 1 shall withdraw the 
forces under my command. 

(Signed,) ‘ N. S. Grant, 
Brig.-Gen. Commanding. 

A large secession force surrounded Lexington, 
Mo., last week, and arrested a number of Union men, 
among them Ex-Gov. King, Judge Hyland, and Wm. 
S. Field. On Wednesday, at the instance of the gen¬ 
tlemen above named, a flag of truce was sent on by 
the rebels, which resulted in a conference about a 
mile from town between Col. Roat, Gen. Reed and 
Capt. Shelby, on the rebel side, aud Maj. Bracket-, 
Capt. Graham and Lieut. Brown, on the Federal side. 
The rebels demanded the unconditional surrender of 

the fort, which was flatly refused. 

During the investment of the city hy the seces¬ 
sionists, a good deal of skirmishing took plane in the 
streets of the city, and in the woods on both sides of 
the river. The Federal troops destroyed the ferry 
aud houses on the north side of the river, where a 
fight occurred between a small force tinder Lieut. 
Brown and the rebels, in which four or five of the 
latter were killed and a number wounded, and a 
number of Brown’s men were wouuded, one mortally. 
On Thursday,[Lieut. Brown with twenty men was at¬ 
tacked in the streets of the city by a company of 
secessionists under Capt. Withron, in which the 
latter were completely routed and Capt. Withron 
taken prisoner, after being severely wounded by 
Brown. On Friday, all further attempts to reduce 
the place was abandoned. Col. Rosseau retreated 

camps. In a word, an army is now being organized 
and quartered within the State, supplied with all the presence of the dangers wmen menace .. 

Union, and the sincere wish which his majesty enter¬ 
tains for the maintenance of that great work so auor- 

appliances of war, without the consent or advice of 
the authorities of the State, and without consultation 
with those most prominently known and recognized 
as ioval citizens. This movement now imperils that 
peace and trauqnilitv wbieh from the beginning of 
our pending difficulties have been the paramount 
desire of this people, and which, up to this time, 
they have so secured to the State. 

Within Kentucky there has been, and is likely to 
be, no occasion for the presence of military force. 
The people are quiet and tranquil, feeling no appre¬ 
hension of anv occasion arising to invoke protection 
from the Federal arm. They have asked that their 
territory be left free from military occupation, and 
the present tranquility of their communication left 
uninvaded bv Boldiers. They do not desire that 
Kentucky shall he required to supply the battlefield 
for the contending armies, or become the theater of 
the war. „ 

Now, therefore, as Governor of the btate of Ken¬ 
tucky, aud in the name of the people I have the 
honor to represent, and with the single and earnest 
desire I have to avert from their peaceful homes the 
horrors of war, I urge the removal from the limits 
of Kentucky the military force now organized aud 

.in camp within the State. If such action as is hereby 
urged be promptly taken, 1 firmly believe the peace 
of the people of* Kentucky will be preserved, and 
the horrors of a bloody war will be averted from a 
people now peaceful and tranquil. 

I am, verv respectfully, your obedient servant, 
B. Magoffin. 

Washington, D. C., August 24. 
To His Excellency, B. Magoffin, Governor tf d<« Stale of 

Kentucky 

Sir: Your letter of the 19th iust., in which you 
urge the removal from the limits of Kentucky of the 
military force now organized and in camp within 
that State, is received. . 

1 may not possess full and precisely accurate 
knowiedge upon this subject, but I believe it is true 
that there is a military force in camp within Ken¬ 
tucky, acting by authority of the United States, 

iously raised and which appears so rich ID its future. 
It is in this sense, sir, that I desire you to 

yourself, as well to the members of the <■ .uera Gov 
eminent as to the .nfluential persona whom you inay 
meet, giving them the assurance that in eveiy ereu 
the American nation may count upon the most cor¬ 
dial sympathy on the part of our august mastc 
during the important crisis which U is p»Ml S 
through at present. . . -„„n 

Receive, dear sir, the expression of my very i 
consideration. Gortschaku • 

The Secretary of State has delivered to M. StoecKi 

the following acknowledgment: 
Washington, Sept. 7, 1861. 

The Secretary of State is authorized by thei Presv 
dent to express to M. stueekl, Envoy hx 
and Miuisb r Plenipotentiary ot His Mgt.t) ™ 
Emperor of Russia, his profound ten* ot the liber . 
friendly and magnuaimoua sentimental ot Hu - J - - 
on the subject of the internal differences cWeb for > 
time have seemed to threaten the Ainern .i 
as they are communicated in the instruct 
Stoechl. and by him read by His Majesty * » 
to the President of the United States and the - 

“llS'cklwUl express to 
satisfaction with which the Government regards m 
new guarantee of a friendship.between the tu c. noun 
tries, which had its beginning with the nationa 
existence of the United States. Stoech 

The Secretary of State offers to M-ae fctoecs 
renewed assurances of high conRide l • 

point on the Chain Bridge to Alexandria. The condi¬ 
tion of all the camps is excellent, and strict military 
discipline was everywhere enforced. The soldiers 
are anxious to meet the enemy, however large may 

be their numbers. 
The Confederates have taken possession of a hill 

about four miles from Chain Bridge, and erected 
earthworks. The firing between the pickets is fre¬ 
quent, each party availing itself of every opportunity 
of shots. It is feared the rebels intend shelling 
houses belonging to Union men. 

Gen. McClellan crossed Long Bridge on the Cth, 
and passed along the outposts of the army, returning 
by way of Chain Bridge to Washington, to personally 
satisfy himself of the condition of affairs, aud arrived 
in Washington before night. His own habits of 
watchfulness and industry are having most excellent 
effect on the entire army organization. Munson's 



The Union party of Iowa met in Convention at 
l)es Moines on the 2Sth ult., and nominated the fol¬ 
lowing ticket for State Officers: For Governor — N. 
Baker, of Clinton. For Lieutenant Governor — Col¬ 
onel Dewey, of Henry Gounty. For Supreme Judge 
— Rufus Noble, of Clayton county. Mr. Baker was 
the last Democratic Governor of New Hampshire. 
He has been a resident of Iowa for several years, and 
is now Adjutant General of the State. The other 
two gentlemen on the ticket are Republicans. 

Thebe is a secret political society organized 
throughout, the South, called the Union League. 
There is, we understand, a lodge with about two 
hundred members in Montgomery, Alabama, who are 
sworn to stand by each other. This League is 
designed to counteract the designs of the Knights of 
the Golden Cross. It is especially formidable in 
North Carolina, and members were recently elected 
by it to the Federal Congress, many thousands of 
votes being cast. 

The politicians of Ohio united upon a ticket com¬ 
posed thus: Governor—David Tod, Democrat. Lieut. 
Governor—Benjamin Stanton. Republican. Superior 
Judge—Josiah Scott. Treasurer—G. V. Dorsey. Sec¬ 
retary of State—E. B. Cowan. Comptroller—Joseph 
H. Riley. Board of Public Works—John Torrence. 
There are three Republicans, three Democrats and 
one American. The ticket gives entire satisfaction. 

Naval Intelligence. 

The following United Stares men-of-war are now 
on their way home, or ordered home, to re-enforce 
the blockade fleets: 

Corvette Constellation, 22 guns, from the coast of 
Africa. First rate ship. 

Corvette Portsmouth, 22 guns, from the coast of 
Africa. Good ship. 

Sloop-of-war Saratoga, 20 guns, from the coast of 
Africa. V very serviceable vessel. 

Sloop-of-war John Adams, 20 guns, from the East 
Indies. Not a valuable craft 

Storeship and transport Belief, from the coast of 
Africa. A strong and sound vessel. 

Steam corvette San Jacinto, 13 guns, from the 
coast of Africa. Efficient vessel. 

Steam gunboat Mohican, 6 guns, from the coast of 
Africa. A valuable craft for blockading Southern 
harbors. 

Steam gunboat Dacotah, 6 gnns, from the East 
Indies. A new ship. 

Steam gunboats Sumter and Mystic, 6 guns, from 
the coast of Africa. Both light draft vessels. 

Steam gunboat Saginaw, from the East Indies. 
A new gunboat. 

When these have all arrived, the blockade fleet 
will be strengthened by the following force in regu¬ 
lar men-of-war: 

Vessels. Officers and men. Tuns. Guns. 

Constellation...__ 350 1,552 22 
Portsmouth... 325 1,422 22 
Saratoga. 300 882 20 
John Adams__   280 700 20 
Belief... 100 468 2 
San Jacinto..   350 1,446 13 
Mohican. 180 994 6 
Narraganeett__  150 804 5 
Sumter..   100 464 6 
Mystic.   100 465 6 
Saginaw. 100 453 3 

2,335 9,150 125 

This will enable ns to '‘hermetically" seal every 
port which the President may wish to interdict. All 
the vessels named are in comparatively good repair, 
and need not lose any time after their arrival. 

The steamer Rescue left. Philadelphia on Sunday 
morning for service as a dispatch boat on the 
Potomac. 

Three gnnboats. now building in Philadelphia, are 
expected to be ready for launching in about two 
weeks. 

Orders have been received at the Brooklyn Navy 
Yard for the fitting out of the frigate Brandywine. 
This vessel is now laid up in ordinary in the Cob 
dock, and has been used at times for a practice ship, 
but during the winter season she has been stripped. 
It is said that the ship is very rotten, and will not 
pass inspection. This, however, is not tho case, for 
she is as sound as ever. She will be dug out of the 
mud ami put in order immediately. The Brandywine 
was built in Washington in 182i'>, and is of 1,726 tuns 
register, and rates fifty guns. In the navy she is 
known as “La Fayette's ship,” from the fact that her 
first duty was to convey that distinguished personage 
from the United States to his native shores. 

Markets, Commerce, &c THE WOOL MARKETS 

NEW YORK, Si:IT. 7 —An active demand pi 
low and medium grades, suitable for army purpo 
light stock transactions nre limited Miles of hVl 
South American ere in more active denmiiil, an 
rale* nave been done at iuiproviiii prices, hut t 
are kept private. 

HUSTON, SKIT. 7. The transactions lu lloei 
wool have been quite extensive, comprising hto.m 
ranging from SUaffMRi: •: tt>., with n very firm 
close Throughout, the West tho demand nu be. 
amt tlie bulk of the suitable guides Tor army cite 
bought up at full prices In Canada, also, con 
chases have been made at iStSsSHc lb The t 
Foreign have been 750 I tale*. Including Meditet 
American, and East India, at various prices, ojs k 
Saxony Fleece.3.V34 Pulled .Vo 1... 
toll blood Merino.S3 a S3 Ho V,. 2. 
Three-fourth do,,,.SlleS2 Te\a-_... 
Half do,.....30<i3l Smyrna. washc 
Common,.. - .26(5*1 lib unwashi 
Western mixed. 2cU?25 Buenos Acres 
Pulled Extra...Veto Crimea,.. 

Do. Superfine.»)Ch38 Canada "* 

rP n. JE2 33 JS . —We oiler for sale first class trees 
1 at the following prices. 
Apples $30 , t 1.000; Standard Pears $200'ft 1,009; Dwarf Pears 

$130 ft 1,000: Cherries $80 yd LOflO; Plums $200 >t 1,000; Peaches 
$■10 ft LOW. Apple Seed ll ngs $3.00 'ft J.lOO. 

For particulars end for mu f'nmloguc. 
60T-tf 11. SOUTH WICK Is So V, Dansvllle, l,tv, Co . N. Y 

Korol New-Yorker OlHee, ) 
Rocukktkh, September 10, 1861. $ 

Flora is without change in rates. 
Grain—Corn has advanced 2£j)S cents per bushel during the 

week, and is quite firm. 
Appi.es are in good supply at 38c 50 coots per bushel. 
PtikTs.—We put an additional 6 cents on choice Lamb and 

Sheep skins 
Wool is still advancing, the start of the week being equal to 

two cents per pound. 

KtW’HKSTKU WHOLESALE PRICES, 

Fr.orR ano Grain. 
Flour, winter wkeaLSAOOrtffi.25 
Flour, spring do, -l i.y- 4 73 
Flour, buckwheat,.. 2 UUt.aI2.0tt 
Men), Indian, . aie-.St 
Wheat, Genesee.l.lKV.ill 20 
Best white Canada.. 1.18,71.20 
Corn, old. 42 7.4V, 
Coro, new. 42,i 4V 
Rve, till lbs. t-> bush. 40.745c 
Oats, by weight,_ 257 2V 
Barley.. SOta-TSKt 
Buckwheat. 35 7 40c- 
Beaus. l.UOtaJl 25 

Mkats. 
Pork, Mess.$14.SCGSH. 00 
fork, clear. 17.00® i8.uu 
Pork, cwt. 5.007 5.50 
Beef, ewt. 4.00,Ta.ini 
Spring lambs, each 1.25(71,73 
Mutton, carcass. . 5., 5e 
Horns, smoked. ft;,. p)c 
Shoulders.. ,*<7’tie 
Chickens. Rad On 
Turkeys. iq7 lie 
Goese. 4Un 5«Ju 
Ducks D pan- . 38 a He 

OAtRV. tcc. 
Butter, rrdl. 9:7 10c 
Butter, firkiu. Slifte 
Cheese. -katie 
Lard, tried. 8)$(o ftc 
Tallow, rough. 4(ii i‘.jc 
Tallow, tried. 6®6>jo 

( ' 11EHT El * <<>IJ NTY PIGM.- 
' > I he Undersigned is now prepared t.. execute orders for the 
fnU trade, for his stock of puryt Chester f'oun ty Pigs. These are 
selected with great care nm| chiellv from premium stock. 
Beterence 1 • made to purchasers of past season*. In nil sections 
ot the union. Price, $lii per pair not akin, boxed and delivered 
In Philadelphia, payment, in advance. 

I'AfiCRALL MORRtS, Agricultural and Heed Warehouse, 
W7-tf 1,120 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

p’ AU \ !V REES CHTAPKU TITAN IYER. 
PRICK OF ITALIAN QfFEVs. 

Fertilized by Italian Drones, with a small colony of sufficient 
size to insure their safe arrival to their place of destination, by 
Express, will be $5.00. 

CLITR RATES. 
If two Queeus are ordered to one addl-ess.$ 3.00” 
Itthree «' •' •• ••  10.00 
K <our •• *• .. .12.00 
Ir six 0 11 •• « ..... 1/500 

Minister's of the Gospel supplied at $3,00; who are also euti- 
tied to the individual right of the Compound Hive, free. 

Parties will find it to their advantage to order a Compound 
Hive complete, at the same time, as they will get mote for less 
money. All communications answered if a 'i cent stamp is in- 

,17. to P®y return postage Circulars giving hill particulars- 
will be sent, {fee. K. P KIDDER, Burlington, Vermont. 

Eggs, dozen. 8(7-90 
Honey, box. lOtadftc 
Caudles, box.ionite 
Candles, extra. 12^cl2c 

FRUIT and Roots. 
Apples, bushel_ 38« V>c 
Apple*, dried ft) (b. 2 ■ 4c 
Peaches, do. 127120 
Cberrieff. do. ISQlftc 
Plume, do. _ PUiaOc 
Potatoes .. 1 vj 38c. 

Hides and Skins.' 
Slaughter.. .. H-iffc 

1 1 . 
Sheep Pelts. 3k,150c 
Lamb Pelts. .. SlJffiOe 

SEEDS. 
Clover, bushel_$5.00&i( 5 25 
Timothy.&0C® 2.50 

SPXDKIKS. 
Wood, hard.$3 Offal 5.00 
Wood, soft.. 3007 3.00 
Coal. Lehigh.7.tno* 7.00 
Coal. Scranton.5.50,a, 5.50 
Coal. Pittaton. 5.50(3 6 50 
Coal, flhamokin_15.fkX.i- 5.50 
Coal, Char. llLi 12l,c 
Salt, libl. 1 387r: 1,42 
Hay, ton. 7.00(7 9.00 
Straw, tuu.U.lioai 0.00 
Wool, D lb. 25(a'30c. 
Whitetish, halfMil3.Okoi 3.00 
Codfish, quintal_ 4 Offr 4.50 
Trout, half bbl.S.OffJ1 3.25 

AT Christ Church, Binghamton, bv the Rev. Milton C. I.ight- 
nec JOHN TRACY MYGATT. of Oxford, X. V . MARY 
sTL\ EXS, youngest daughter of Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson. 

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Homes for Boys Wanted —E. Wright 
Farm for Sale—Henry Burton. 
Grape Vines for Sale —J. Knox, 
Strawberry, Raspberry and Blackberry Plants—J. Knox 
Berkshire Pigs— Win. K. Gridley 
Triomphe do Gaud Strawberry Plants —J. Knox. 
Stencil Tools — W. K. Lanphear A; Co. 
Wilson s Albany Strawberry Plant— J. Knox. 

TI1E PROVISION MARKETS 

NEW YORK, Sept. it. Flour — Market, without uily de¬ 
cided ehange, with only a limited supply fifth ring 11 ml a mode* 
rate business doing tor export and home consumption, State 
Hour is scarce and In good request for export. Sains at $4,40 
for superfine State, f-t ‘‘.'i.r t,,’3 for extra do, $4,35»•!,10 for »u- 
nerflue Western, ILfiOx I.V5 for common to medium extra do; 
$5.00.116.10 for snipping brands extra round hooped Ohio, and 
$.',.20.7)6,23 for trade brands do, ■ market, dosing quiet. Cana¬ 
dian Hour in moderate demand and prices steady. Sales it $4, 
SflTM, to tor superfine, and 84.60fg)7.60 for common to choice 
extra. Kv» Hour steady. with small sains at $2.30,, 3,Hi, Corn 
meal steady and it) moderate demand, with sales at $2,80 for 
Jersey. 

Grain—Wheat market dull and scarcely so firm, Shippers 
are disposed to hold oil" for larger receipts, anticipated during 
next week. Sales Milwaukee club at SklfF/e ?t.uy: red State at 
$1,08." 1,15; red Western at $1,]3*;.., l,|7, white Western at $1,20 
7ii,2S; and white Kentucky at $1,207 |,2'l Ryp quiet and steady 
at 607 O.v for Western and Slate, and fibc for North River. Bar 
ley continues dull and nominally luiobauged. Bariev malt 
dull ant! nominal at 7fc. Peas quiet and nominal at 88c for 
Canadian. Corn market rules searoolv so firm, with lest doing 
for export, and homo consumption. Sales at iti'j.gitsV. for fair 
mixed Western, 48.v.49fl for good to prime shipping do, ami 50 
'81c for vtdlow Western. Oats in moderate detuaud alSfif 2llc 

for Canadian, at id 33®HC, for Western uud State, 
Pltov isiunr — Pork iinietand prirei ntichatiged; sslesat $14.* 

09711,25 lor mens; ano J'.t,76 /10,011 (hr prime Beef quiet and 
steady , sales nt $4i : 1,50 for country prime; $5,00^8,50 for coun¬ 
try mess; So.oOiy t 1.25 for re-paeked muss ; and $12,767:1.'!,,M 
for extra mess Prime mess beef continues dull ami nom¬ 
inally unchanged, at $17:718. Beef bftuw quiet; sales at $12,50 
(7115,00. Cut* meats in modern to request: Bales at S'e/i-l'gc for 
Shoulders, and 6.., t>L'- for Hams. Smoked meats searco and 
very qubit. Bacon (lull and nominally unchanged. Lord dull 
and easier: sales at S'i&jlftHC. for No. 1 tocholce Western. But¬ 
ler firm aud selling at 7L"R0.‘,C for Ohio, and i 2 7! I -11, cts. 
for State. Cheese iu good request, and selling at 6jo7cts for 
goorl to v-rv ohoiov 

Amiks - Steady and quiet at $5,25 for Pots, and $5,25 for 
Pearls. 

ALBANY, Skit. o. Floor and Meal—Flour in light de- 
nmp(l , sales between 800 and IKK) libl.s., at last week's prices. 

Comiuon to pooil State...Jl.lifml, 10 
Fancy a ml extra Sr»te,. 4,35(0)4,60 
Common to good Western.4.80M5.00 
Kxtra Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, &c,.6,25(7(1,60 
F.xtrn Ohio,. .ft,00®6,75 
Commoq CnnailiAO,. 1,0O7i4,50 
Extra Canadian... 4,75(78,75 
Fancy Oeuesee, .6.00(;it>,50 
Extra til-new!* and City brands.. .6,00.7 7.00 

I.v this city, on the morning of tho 9th instant, JACOB 
GRAVES, aged 76 years. 

^ It EES! TREES AT WHOLESALE. 

Toledo JVrur«orios. 

FAHNESTOCK & BAKER. 
Wk invito the attention of Xu rserymen, Dealei-H a nd fftatit¬ 

ers to our very large mid exceedingly fine Stock, and the very 
low prices at which we offer them. We are almost ex.-hai.TelV 
In the wholesale trade; hence Xm-eryinen and Wholesale 
Dealer* will find ti* fully prepared to jpnet their wunD. 

Our Advantages over Eastern Nurseries. 
1st, Bv making your purchases of us. you will save $12 to $15 

pur Lotli) Trees (u transportation, besides the ruinous delays 
and risks. 

2d. Our TREE A being grown in the West on the best d soil, 
are ayellmatedam! suited to the Western trade 

3d. They ate out of the ground a much shorter time Hence 
less1 liable to injury. Wo pack In the best manner, in’ boxes 
with damp moss. 

Read our prices and oidur early. " First none-, first orved." 
Apple ’frees, lino, 3 to 7 feet.. .$73 in* t ftr 1,000 

Do. •' 3 to t'y feet. lo.oo “ 
Do Irivarf I year...Jilt mi “ 

„ Do. " 2 •• . .... 130.00 
PtaWi Standard. 2 " .*25 D Pto , 230.00 

go „ 1 “ . 180.00 '• 
Do. Dwarf t ,r . 140.no •• 
11 Os 'extra 2 ’■ .$20 Vl tOO, 180.00 

Cherries, Standard.6 to 7 feet.$14 ft inn. 
Do, Dwarf, line,.. $12 D WO. 

Poach Trees,..... . 60.00 - 
Currants. Black Naples, $13; Bed and White Dutch, t:.T other 

sorts very low. 
Crape Vines. Raspberries, Gooseboti-ic,, Rlackbeycos, an,' 

Strawberries, in quantity, at the lowest prrOey 
Kvergreens, I to 31, feel, at war prices, 
Ornamental Trees, Shrntis. Roses, and all kinds of Klovifit yere 

low FAMVmiHJK A B VKf-.it. Toledo, Oki e 
607-4teo Successor* to A. F ajinkstock it Sorts. 

Siftie gubU^hn* to the 

OUR FALL CAMPAIGN! 
ADVERTISING) TERMS, In Advance — Tkikty- 

Fivr Ck.M'h a Link, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52', cents per lino of space. Special NoTtoKa, 
(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Line 

I Its Immense circulation among the Producers and Deal¬ 
ers of tho Free States, renders the Rpr.u, Nkw-Voi<x»k by far 
the Beat arid Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class. This 
pact should be borne In mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 
facturers, ACC , who must necessarily depend upon the People of 
the North for patronage. 

The Rural, on Trial, at only Half Price! 

In response to late requests from Agents and 
others, we would state that, in order to accommodate 
those wishing to try the Rckal Nkw-Yorkek fora 
few months — and also as a means of introducing it 
more generally in many localities preparatory to the 
commencement of a now volume — we have conclu¬ 
ded to offer the paper from September 1st to January, 
or front October to January, at only Hai.f Pkiok. 
We will therefore send the Rural from September 1st 
to January ( l months, or 17 papers,) for S3 cents — or 
3 copies for $1, (> for $2, Ac. From October to Jan¬ 
uary (3 months — 13 papers.) at only 25 cts. per copy 
— or 4 copies for $1, « for $2, 12 for S3, &c. In each 
case wo will send to as many different post-offices as 
desired. Our Canada friends will of course add 
American postage (at the rate of 12J cts. for 12 
months,) to the above rates. 

?-ir- This is offering the Rural below war prices 
and at a rate affording us no profit. But we hope, By 
thus famishing the paper at or below cost, to intro¬ 
duce it to thousands who will become permanent 
subscribers. As the times are improving, and the 
long evenings and period of leisure are coming on 
apace, wc trust the agents and other friends of the 
Rural will kindly aid in extending its circulation 
and benefits. Almost any reader so disposed, can 
obtain from 4 to 20 trial subscribers with compara¬ 
tively iimo xiu'/i i. - uiua iiwt uuiy tinneniiug Iiuliviq. 
uals and community, but contributing to tho future 
prosperity and usefulness of the paper. Friends of 
the Ruual and its Objects! will you not make some 
effort in tho right direction — to further the circula¬ 
tion of the favorite Rural Weekly, and render its 
Fall Campaign successful? 

FRA\VBKURY, RASPBERRY & BLACK¬ 
BERRY Plants for Bale. Send for Catalogue, mcloning 
UP J. KNOX. Box 155, I’ittuburgli, l’u. 

I L-rltsliii’i- I *ii>K—A few choice ones, front m 
> Premium Stock. 6 i«.i». old, for sale. 

OOft-2ten| WM, K. GUII)LEV, North Chili. Mouroe Co„ N. Y 

HAND ST If V WHICH 11 V 
tier dins.: $2 per PHI; $10 par 1.000, 

KNOX, Box IM, Pittsburgh, l’a. 

| fOMEH For lt< >\'S WANTED. 
1 1 The Now York Juvvnh" AavIuhi will Indenture to 
Fanners and other* in good standing, Bovs who have been dis¬ 
ciplined andipMtrne.ted in that institution, and who can be re- 
oonimendnd to eandldatns for apiireutti-'erldp. 

For further information address K WRIGHT, Supt. House of 
Reception, No. 71 West 13th Street, New York City 

rpo 'I'lMRIC I >K A.i_i 14! IIS.- Beforo pm 
,L chasing olsowliMre. send for our H'tioltsnl* Trail* Mel for 

the tall of 1-11 and njiriug of 1862 
We offer a vary larae and extensive stock or Nursery artitles. 

WrU ueeirrterl, and or the vrry Inst iilntMii, at extrtiuely low 
rates. O. It. MAXWELL & CO.. Agents, 

August 1,1881, [8tW-«tj Danuville, Liv. Co., N. V. 

11,SON’S ALBANY STRAWBERRY Plants 
for .Mile-26 cts. \) dog.. A! rl loo ; $1U V ‘ 1,000. 

J KNOX, Box 155, Pittsburgh. Pa. Enforcing tlic Donlisruiioii Act. 

The Proclamation of the President, issued on 
the HSth of August, giving notice of the intended 
confiscation, according to the act, of property owned 
in rebel States, was carried into operation on the 
1st iust., in New York. The fifteen days that, by 
the terms of the proclamation, were to elapse before 
* * - - . .i, 1 o . . - 
Saturday night. It. F. Andrews, tho Surveyor of 
the Port, gave notice to the revenue officers in com¬ 
mand at. the BargC-Office to have in readiness fifty 
officers, to await the onler of the Surveyor at 8 
o’clock Sunday morning. Punctually at that hour 
the Surveyor proceeded to the Barge-Office with 
Inspector Thomas J. Brown, and employing the 
revenue cutter G. Birkheck, with the fifty officers 
referred to, proceeded to take possession of all the 
ships in port belonging, in whole or in part, to citi¬ 
zens of States in insurrection, and placed revenue 
officers on board of each, to hold the same until the 
necessary proceedings can he instituted for their 
confiscation under the act aforesaid, and their con¬ 
sequent forfeiture to the United States. There were 
twenty-five vessels seized in all, and of these about 
an equal proportion of ships, barks, brigs and 
schooners. Some of the vessels and cargoes are 
very valuable, and altogether it is estimated that 
several million dollars will probably accrue to the 
Government. The vessels, however, will turn out 
to be owned in major part by Northern citizens, and 
the cargoes entirely so, and these interests will be 
released. On the 2d inst. eight more vessels were 
seized by the squadron, including the steamer Mariou 
and ship Trumbull. The latter was loaded and ready 
to sail for Antwerp. 

On the 4th inst the Cincinnati U. S. Marshal 
seized the interest of citizens of the rebel States in 
merchandize for sale on commission in that city, 
amounting to $50,000. 

On the 2d Inst, the U. S. Marshal in Philadelphia 
seized the bark Benjamin Haliett, and schooners G, 
H. Hyson, 5f. A. Shindler, Burrows, C. Arietes, 
Emma, Amelia, and Eagle. Other seizures are an¬ 
ticipated. Some action will be taken by the Col¬ 
lector to insure those Northern loyalists who own 
shares in the seized vessels their part of the concern. 

The steamers Champion, Hannibal and Meteor, 
property of rebel citizens, were seized at the St. 
Louis wharf on the (ith inst., and confiscated under 
the recent act of Congress. 

TOOJ ,S — Tin- In-it in the World, at fair 
i W. K LANPHEAR * CO., 

Box 1,7-19 Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Siii'a.’i'ii'O Op pil APK VINKS l-'OK. SAI.K. OkLAWAKK, 
" * Concord, Diana, Hartford Prolific), Bkiikcca, Kc. Send 
for Catalogue, indexing *tamp. 

./. kxo.N, Box 156, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
firtlt'O 1- H.-1-vby Glvrn, pursitaut fit tli» Statute* of this 

Stale, and of the annexed notice fron the Secretary o£State, 
that the General Flection will he held* m thin County, on the 
Tuesday succeeding the first Monday of November next; at 
which election the officers named in the annexed notice will 
heeleetod illR.OI SMITH Sheriff. 

Dated, August 1st, I.Hfil, 

Static op New Vonx. ) 
OffFiCE opturSki'Rktaky op.Statr 5 

At)lany, Auguet 1, Mil, 
To the Shi-rlll at' the ('«>IIIlly Ilf tliMtot-t 

Sir, Notice is hereby given, t.lvat, at the General Flection to 
he liebl in the -tat--, on the Tuc-il im*.receding the ttr.t Mon¬ 
day of November next, the following otfieers are to ho elected 
to wit 

A Sneretai-y of State, in the place of David K Floyd Jones. 
A Comptroller, in the place of Robert Deuulaton. 
An Attorney-General, in the pUum of Charles ». Myers 
A State Engine*/ and Surveyor, iu tho place of Van R; 

Richmond. 
A State Treasurer, In the pla vi of Philip Dorshtiimer 
A ('anal Comrots-iliner, iu Hi# place of IJi/wm Gardner, fop- 

full term, 
A Canal Comn.l-iiom-r, in the place of Benjamin F. Rraoo, 

wins wan appointed to fill the vacancy occasionod by the deattx 
of Samuel ll Barnes. 

An Inst-ector of State Prisons, in tho nPveo of Josiah T. 
Everest 

A Judge of the Court of Appanls, In the place of Georgo F. 
Goto stock 

All whewe term* of office will evjiire ou the last day of Ducem- 
bvr next. 

Also, a Justice of tho Supreme Court, lor the Seventh Judi¬ 
cial District, In the place of Henry Welles, whrwe term mloffice 
will expire op the last day of December next. 

Also, a Senator, for the Twenty-eighth Senate Distrait, com- 
pr ioing the Count? of Monroe. 

• UI NTV Ol hll VJtS TO HP, EU»Tm 
Three Metnheril or Assembly, 
A Sheriff, in the place of Hiram Smith 
A County Clerk, in tha place of liver D, S. Brown. 
A Slipt-riiitendpot ot tn« Poor, tit the place of Rienry H. 

Babcock. 
Two Justices of Sessi jns, in the placets of Alpheqs S. Clark 

and Daniel B HeLand 
Thvi-e Coroner*, in the place of Frederick Reichenhack, Oscar 

F. Brown and J times W Craig 
Alt whose terms of office will expire on the hufiday of De¬ 

cember next. 606-td 

L1( )1{. H \ I .1*: with Immeilinti- posse sion- in Northern 
I llliniMf., 2*» milos ft-oyii the oity of iteloit, Wis., (the seat of 

n floiirishing i 'olh'gM. i a tii -f, cl.-i -,s stock and grain fill III, of 2Kt 
acres, watevi-il h> an oiitUiUnM st ri-airi a good brick house, well 
supplied with wood, hard and reft wutei. lut-gn tmm« barn, mvl 
other outbuildings Part of potchaM- mnnev mat i-emain if de¬ 
sired. Apply to HENRY 1:1 KTuN, Beloit, w'is. 

Full Cnm'l College Course. Walworth'* 
iwville (X Y,) Academy. HVifi. 

D'A HM YV A N'l’KT», consisting of 200acresor up 
wards, For particular* address Box 414, Albion, N. Y. 

A-VV person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
Rural New-Yorker, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness fie appreciated 

t'zT' CttxNOK of Address.—Subscriber* wishing the address 
of thrir paper* changed from one Post-Office to another, must, 
specify the old address as well as tho new to secure compliance 
with their requests. 

HdZ” No Tiuvklino Agents are employed by us, as we wish 
to give the whole Held to local agents and those who form clubs. 
And beside, wc wish it distinctly understood that all persons 
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates 
from US, ARE IMPOSTORS. 

J jP-’fo Clergymen.—In answer to inquiries wo would state 
that the Rural b sent to Clergymen at the lowest club rate ($1,- 
25 per year.) The Clergy arc among the warmest friends of the 

paper. Many are kindly using their influence In its behalf, and 

very snccrs-iful in their efforts to increase it* circulation. 

t.'&“The Rural Is published strictly upou thouASu system 
—Copie* are never mailed to individual subscribers until paid 
for, aud always discontinued when tho subscription expires. 
Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep no credit books, 
experience having demonstrated that tho Cash System is alto¬ 
gether the best for both Subscriber and Publisher. 

tir Western and Southern Money.—In the present de¬ 
ranged state of the currency, we are unable to use Western and 

Southern money, a* our bankers will not purchase it at any 
rate of discouut Agents aud Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York. New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send us K S. Postage Stamps, as they are far preferable 
to any nncurrent bank bill*. 

I3P* A8800IATRD Effokt lead* to success In canvassing for 
periodicals, as well ils in other enterprises For Distance, if you 
are forming (or wish to form) a club for the Rural Nkw- 
Yorkkr, and cannot All it up in your own neighborhood, get 
some person or persons a few miles distaot to join with or assist 
you—adding their names to those you may procure, aud send¬ 
ing all together. Please think of this, and act upon the 
suggestion if convenient. 

ry The Documents Free.—Specimen numbers of our new 
volume will be sent free to all applicants. We shall take 
pleasure iu also sending, free and post-paid, our large Show-Bill 
for 1801 ibeautifully colored by hand,) Prospectus, Ac,, to any 

aud all persons disposed to aid in extending the circulation of 

the Rural New-Yorker, Reader, please send us the addresses 
of such of yonr friends, near or distant, os you think would he 
likely to subscribe or act as agents, and we will forward the 
documents accordingly. 

V’lr Look Shauf, Friends’—If those ordering the Rural 
would write all names of persons, pnst-jffices, Ac., correctly 
and plainly, wt; should receive less scolding about other people's 
errors. Our clerks are not Infallible, but most of the errors 
about which agents complain are not attributable to any one in 
the Rural Office. People who forget to date their letters at 
any place, or to sign their names, or to give tho name or 

address for copies ordered, will pleaso Like things calmly and 
not charge ui with thetr sins of omission, etc. 

Vir The Rural Nrw-Torkkr a.* a Present —fn cases 
where a subscriber sends the Rural to a friend or relative us a 
present, wo only charge the lowest club rate - $1,25 iter year. 
Our lowest price tor copies thus sent to Canada ia $1,37 “a. and to 

Many are ordering this volume aa a New Year * 

Anre * I lni)|i Ac fistfivcfr I imhored I ^ 
for sale, or exchange in part. Apply at this Office 

r Pf > Nl’I tSK UYMK IN' 
I IS feet long, fur sale at a price 

near St. Paul St. Bridge. 
Rochester, N, Y., Aug. 2ft. 1861, 

150.000 feet 5„ box lumber, 
suit the times, at the ynt- J 

R. II. KDGFRTON 
608-21 

rOHXS'l’ON’S ltKAN HARVESTER. 
** One man. with a horse, can harvest, from live to eight acres 
in a day Price $8, R. L HOWARD, 

6U8-3V Manufacturer, Buffalo, N. Y. 

Fir/t quality. F) cwt, 
Ordinary quality,. 
Common quality,. 
Inferior quality]... 

i 
First quality. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality,. 
Inferior quality,.. 

First quality, >7 0). 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality,. 
Inferior quality,.. 

Prime quality, head. $4 fi0tn)4.25 
Ordinary quality. 3.285)375 
Cominou quality. 2.757:3.(10 
Inferior quality.-.-. 2.00(72.50 

8 WINK. 
First quality, >,) th. 4'j'a’H-.jC 
Other qualities,.. .. atj'ari'-fu 

CAMBRIDGE, Ski-t I.- At market 1170 Cattle, BOO Beeves, 
and 270 Stores, consisting of Working Oxen, Cow* and Calve*, 
Yearlings, two and three year/ Old. not suitable for Beef. 

PlUCKa - Market Heel - Extra, $6.2876.50; first quality, $,573; 
EWOw1 do, $5.O(XiOO,0H; third <io. $4.00. 

WoKELSO Oxen — $60 *DIX>. 130, 
Cow* and Calve* $25. ;>)* 15 
Stork* Yearlings, $10(7,12; Two years old, $13@16; Three 

years old. $17;* 1ft. 
SJTBEJ* AND L*mum —1,750 at market,. Prices in lota at $1.25 

fal.75 each; extra aud *elec(ion* $2.17(7275. 
Spring Lambs.—None 
Him:* -4V'b6o il th. Tallow, 5*y'aiic. 
Pp.I.TM —25c7SI. ’ Calf .Skins, 7'g8c fJ lb. 
Veal Calves— $0ft.eo- 

ltKIWirroN, Ski t. A—A*, market m Beeves, 300Stores, 4, 
000 Shewp and Lambs, and 800 Swine 

Piiiio.'h -Mark.-t Reel Extra, $673; first quality, $6.25; second 
do, $6.u0; third do, $i).iSXm;5,50. 

Mir.ru Cow* -gtftWLO; common, $lftra,21. 
Wokkino Onkn J'.sr MtHkaq.'k). 
VrKAL CaLVJM — $3.0<y/i'4.00 
YEARJ.1N08 — $lUft7 II; two ye;u.-* old, $13f7il4; three year* filrt. 

JlMuilft each, 
Hi us.* t'j'Vii3e. Talbtw, S>r5>,c. 
Calf S k i n.- — flfu fte. 
StiKEP and Lambs—$1.25(71.50; extra and selections, $2,0030 

$3.60. 
Pelts —25c.®$1.00. 
Swine—Stores, wholesale,5^:*,6 e ; retail, 6'ic; lat hogs, 

BtiU fed, none; corn fed, none , spring pigs, 6>i@6^jc. 

AL1IA.N V, SfctT. ft.— Bvkvhr — Considering the compara¬ 
tively bee i V supply, th- demand i* good, anil the prices of last 
week are fully sustained -iq ...me Instance* the figure* obtain¬ 
ed arc a shade hikhrr The average quality i* better than tlie 
offer!nga of last Monday, aud there are two or three droves that 
may he cla-si-d a* prcmlnm. For tlie most pai r f.)H,*e will not 
make any money We sow one drove of heavy premium Ken¬ 
tucky t hat ought to ‘ell at about 5c j) tt,, to make a profit, and 
not more than -i\c iJ lb, live weight, has been ottered tor them. 
The New Yorker* do not want them, and the Eastern men Bay 
that they cannot afforvl to pay over +V§c. fi Is possible, how¬ 
ever, that the-ehoicest would bring 4J£c ‘ft fb, and we quote ac¬ 
cordingly. 

Rkokift* —The following Is our comparative statement of 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 16 
to the cart 

Cor. week 
This week. Last week. last year. 

Cattle,....3,712 3,136 '3,456 
Sheep.2,62ft 4,561 2,767 
BO$«. h*6 42 Lit 
Prices—The market is moderately active at the following 

quotarinns. The outside quotation* for premium is the asking 
price. There have been no sales at so high a figure. 

Thi»week. Last week. 
Premium...6 Ml 0c 
Extra.4 ; -i 4‘<)c 4C£!g:4*^c 
Fir-t quality......3’r Li c 3f(.a4 ij 
Second quality.....SSjj.'JlJc 3 rt.3A{c 
Third quality. 2H7t3 c Sft&STio 

SttKKF and Lam tie —The market i* comparatively hare, and 

pANC’KK. (TIIE. - Dr. X BABCOCK'S 
V7 Medical and Sukuical OFF in; and great Oanijkk Em 
'"i -1, No 3!Ki Chapel St., New Haven, Conn. Cancorennd 

Tumor* of all doseriptioiis removed « itliont pain, and wiffioilt 
the use ot flu* knife Dr Kaiii ih'k would ioforlu all person* 
afflicted with Cancers or Tumor* of any description, that by 
addressing a letter to him, they will be furnished with > nrr.ii 
!ar of bin mode of treatment, Lee of charge. 

Dr. ll.wicirt'K is the original Cancer Doctor of Now England, 
anil the only one who remove* Uancrrs without pain All 
other* are hut imitator*, induced by hi* sitcce** to profits* 
tbemselvea Cancer I toe tori. Hruty ot reference* to l hose who 
have beeo cured can be seen at my office. 

White Swellings, Dtp Dueases, Birth Marks, Scrofuiou* and 
Malignant Fleers, Disease* of the Mouth and Thioat, Cleerae 
tion of the Bones, Tetter. Scald Head, and all Disc sees of tliw 
Skirt, permanently rnred, 

Order* from abroad promptly attended to. 
' Du, N. BABCOCK. 

608-lSt No. 3ft2f,‘bapel St., N’ow Haven. Com*. 

VEAL OALVEa. 

ri>) HEEDS4MEN--Champioo of England; 
1 Early Kent, Bi drop'. 11wait, hong Pod Dwarf! Dwarf Biao 

Imperial, Jlanowtnt, and other Fe»*<, raised by 
604-bt KOJBERT 11 CM 15, Port Hop#. Canada West 

A I {A I i ft: < I f A M K 1 o MSA. K'K 
a. \. MONEY. I have pate a teil a new article to ilrv and air 
clothe* upon in the house, which for rirnplfolty, neatne.*, con¬ 
venience and cost, HUrpasoe-k any thing heretofore used fo* this 
purpose. It is uv-dpn a stand nnd revolve*so that, attlclw-i may 
be liiuig on all **b-* of 11, amt all brought iu turn near t he lire, 
without moving tt step. One that give-. 50 feet to hang upon, 
can bn made for 6()00nts. 1 have also invented another without 
a stand. It o lu/iigon the wall of the toom, near tlie lire, un¬ 
der the mantle-shelf,or any where that convenience require*— 
on» that gives more room to hang upotl tl-uo the nhl clothe* 
bars; when folded Is only 3 foot long and 6 inches wide, They 
are made of rartous *r<«», costing from IU to 23 cents each. 

Household article-, so useful a* thee .d I oil id be in every 
family, and will be. a* soon s-i they can be had. 1 wish to ar 
range with some one in every town, county, or State, to make 
and sell them. On the receipt n( One. Dollar I will grant. Up¬ 
right to make Id, which will secure an exclusive town right 17 
years, during the life of the patent, bv paying, in advance, from 
time to tune, one dime oireh, foi 10 and upwards utn time, os 
the demand warrant*. This i - a t are ehaticft to secure the ex¬ 
clusive right to make and sell two so valuable inventions on 
such terms. 1 have other valuable inventions for household 
convenience which will soon be our, that 1 will give extra 
chances to taoee who take hold nf thl- and in osecnt* it with 
energy, t'ulr,. and full dlrectitios for ms,king wi'l lie -out with 
each grant. E. BUSS, 

608-tf Yellow Springs, Greene County, Ohio. 

AiW]>lemltd F arm to I^t-t fgv iv Term 
. of 5 Yeajih. — The subscriber, having been In feeble 

health lor several yeai b rjow cOTiclndeo to try long sea 
voyages, and will hit about dOyncie* ipll fujabfej (if bi* farm for 
a money rout The farm is iu perfect order and Due of the best 
In the State for Cither grain or grass, exsellently watered, 
buildiug* first rate. As he intends sailing by 1st of (Totnber it ia 
important that Intending niferureshould te» it imrni.sliat.ely. 

602-11 RQBT. J. SWAN. 
Rose mil IDvrm, near Geneva, Gnt. Co., NY, July SO, 1.661. 

( JOUNTHY AGENTS WANTED 
$3 a Dav. Mrs. Hankins wants Agents at home ot $3 a Dav. Mrs. Hankins wants Agents at home or to 

travel lor her Pictorial •• FAMILY NEWSPAPER." also for her 
Curious New Book of FEMALE CHARACTERS in tmk CITY. 
For Specimens and Term* inclose red stamp to HANKINS (k 
CO., New York 578 

/V (JESTS WASTED Iu Kit I IT TltKKM. 
AY Wk wish to employ a uuinber of experienced and trust¬ 
worthy men to sell trees, ic.. from our Norseries at liberal 
wages. 

Wholesale Dealers furnished with Nursery, Stock of oil 
descriptions at the lowest whiJesale rates. 

HOOKER, FABLEY A CO„ 
634tf Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

The Democrats of New York met iu Convention 
last week and nominated a State Ticket, as follows: 

Judge of Court of Appeals — George F, Comstock, 
0* Onondaga. 

Secr.°'U,rj’ of State — David E. Floyd Jones, of 

Queens. 
Comptroller —Gedf-je G. Scott, of Saratoga. 
Attorney General —Lyman Tremain, of Albany. 
Treasurer — Francis C. Brunck, of Erie. 
State Engineer and Surveyor — Van R. Richmond, 

of Wayne. 
Canal Commissioner, (full term,) —Jarvis B. Lord, 

of Monroe. 
Canal Commissioner, (short term,) — William W. 

Wright, of Seneca. 
Inspector of State Prisons — William C. Rhodes, 

of Chemung. 
The closing proceeding was the selection of a State 

Central Committee, which was made up as follows: 

First District — Elijah T. Purdy and Wm. Miner, 
of New York. Second — John Reid and N. Holmes 
Odell, of New York. Third —Peter Cagger, of Al¬ 
bany, and Jacob Haroenburg, of Ulster. Fourth — 
Emerson E. Davis, of Washington, and It. H. Cash- 
Ley, of Montgomery. Fifth — Lorenzo Carroll, of 
Herkimer, and Willard Johnson, of Oswego. Sixth 
— Duncan S, Magee, of Schuyler, and Abram Miller, 
of Tioga. Seventh — Albert A. Hebard, of Ontario, 
and Win. C. Rowley, of Monroe. Eighth —Dean 
Eichmoud, of Genesee, aud A. P. Lanning, of Buffalo. 

“FAMILY NEWSPAPER.” — 
J- Mrs. Hankins' Mammoth Pictorial is in itn Sixth Volume 

and has 300.0V) ri:aif«rs. Full of Engravings and Fashion Plate*. 
Largest, io-t and be*t iu the world for 75 «>U. a year Aukntb 
wanted. Ladies. Teachers, Clergymen, or Font-Muster*, For 
Specimen Copies and Terms to Agents, incline- red stamp to 

678 HANKINS & 00.. New York. 

^JlCTOmL' 
'typDLriojvA* 
1/ 1,600 /' * 
'liicsnurirsx , ' 

Y\THEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 

vv IMPROVED FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 
WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, 
NEW PICTORIAL EDITION. 

Pictorial Illustration** of Military 
Terms. 

Webster's Dictionary excels in these, and has, among others, 
pictorial representations of the ftillomng: 

BarbaCan, Bastion, Battlement, l'.ai-sbot, Blockhouse, 
Bomba. Cannon. Carronude, Chain-Hhot, Chevaux-de-frlse, Cal- 
trop, Limber*, Mariner. Martollo Torver, Mortar, Fortcullia, 
Ravelin, Redan, Star Forte, &e 

No other Euglish Dictionary published in this country has a 
Fourth part of them 

SO ALSO ITS 

Definitions of Military Terms. 
As, the foregoing, and Abatis, Ambulance, Ambuscade, Arm¬ 

istice. Banquette, Bivouac, Brevet, Caisson. Caliber. CaniHter- 
shot. Cantonment. Capomere, Casemate, Cartel, Chain-sin,t, 
Chainodo, Comtnis-ary, Uommie.-ari.it. Counterscarp, Chef de 
battaillon, Cul de sac. Dahlgreti gun. Mfnio riflo. &c., &c. 

Sold by all Booksellers. 608-3t 

Europe $2,25 
Present to distant friends, tlunlung it a moat valuable gilt, and 
it is certainly one- which will remind the recipient fifty-two 

times of the kind remembrance of the donor. 
— The RUBA will be sent until Jan., a= a present, at half price, 

according to trial terms for the Fall Campaign 

addition's to Clubs are now in order, and whether in 

ones, two.*, lives, tens or twenties will receive attention and be 
gratctully acknowledged. It is small clubs, and -nbsequent ad¬ 

ditions to them, which must make up the great bnlk of our 
subscription—and hence we fully appreciate the efforts of those 

who Form the rivulets upon which we depend to swell our 
general circulation. Agent-Friends will please bear tliis in 
mind, aud send ou the names of all who will Join their clubs. 
The hard time* and panic have no doubt caused many to delay 

renewing or subscribing.—but they, and their Families, intend 
to have the Rural, and we hope our Friends will afford them 

opportunity Many agents are Furnishing the Rural, aud 

taking pay in produce. &c while not a tew generously ad¬ 

vance the money. Tn all such instances, we endeavor to be aa 

liberal to agents as they are fo subscribers. 

THE WHEELER ft WIlJiVN MANUFACTURING CO be* 
to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING 
MACHINE), while they have added new and important im¬ 

provement. The reduction is made in the hope that the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patents. 

Office 605 Broadway, N«• w York. 

H. W. DIBBLE, Agent, 
579-tf ROCHESTER, If Y 

WOMEN OF NEW YOBK 
W Mrs. Hank “ ' " .. V V Mrs. Hankins' Curious New Book ot Female Charac¬ 

ters in the City, is very Interesting, and strictly moral Fancy 
binding; 350 Pages; 50 Engravings 36 Portraits Mailed free for 
$1 AGENTS Wanted— I.adies and Teachers. For Description 
of Book and Particulars of Agency, inclose red stamp to 

678 HANKINS) * CO., New York. "LDRUIT GROWERS’ SOCIETY of WESTERN NEW 
J YnRK. The next meeting of the Fruit Growers'Society 
of Western New York will be held at the Court House, in tho 
city of Rochester, commencing on Tuesday, the 1st day of Oct. 

By order of Council. C. P BISSELL. Sec y 
Rochester, August 26, 1861. 

JL1IK.- Page’s Perpetual Kiln, i’uicuted July, 
1857. —Superior fo any in use for Wood or CoaL 2J< oordj 

of wood, or If* tans of coal to too bhla—coal Uot vn.xed with 
■tone. Ad'lrese f434-tf) C. D. PAGE. Rochester, N- Y. 



“SEND THEM HOME TENDERLY.” 

Send (hem home tenderly, 

The Bleepers at rest, 

"With hands meekly folded 

On each silent breast; 

Let them come back to slumber 

Beneath northern skies, 

Where true hearts may weep o’er them, 

And prayer-incense rise. 

Send them home tenderly, 

The noble and true, 

Scarce gone from their hearthstones— 

Scarce whisper'd “adieu ”— 

Gone forth for their country, 

It* rights to sustain, 

Bnt, all bleeding ao<l lifeless, 

Returning again. 

Send them home tenderly, 

Our martyr’d and brave, 

With the stripes and stars round them, 

All robed for tbe grave. 

Bereaved mothers shall clasp them 

In pride to their breast. 

And the good of our nation 

Shall weep where they rest. 

Send them home tenderly / 
Each wound gaping wide 

Shalt send myriads of voices 

From the dark purple tide; 

And strong hands shall be grasping 

Tbe bright, unsheath’d sword, 

With fresh fervor to battle 

For right and the Lord. 

®Iw J'tfli’ii-liclln’. 
GRACE AND I. 

[Concluded from page 292, last number.] 

It was now the spring of the year —early spring— 
the last of March. The cattle lowed their welcome 
to the season, and jubilant crows sounded from the 
barn yard where the fowls paraded. Patches of snow 
yet lingered in the fields and by the roadside, but in 
our door-yard there was a visible greeuness springing 
up among tbe brown debris of last year’s grass; blue¬ 
birds and robins sang now and then their prophecies 
of summer; the air was mild, and the brook, freed 
from its icy slumbers, made itself heard ull day in 
soft delicious murmurs. I don’t know if such 
weather directs other people as it does me; I feel — 
not exactly discontented - but snob a longing after 
something. It seems :is if freedom, change, travel- 
seeing new scenes and new faces—would be so 
delightful. However, there was no use in thinking 
of that. The most exciting event we had to look 
forward to was house-cleaning—and that brought up 
afresh our lack of means. Grace and I went to the 
barn to hunt for eggs, peered into every corner of 
the mangers, climbed all sorts of steep places at the 
risk of our necks, bnt found nothing. So we sat 
down on a hay-mow and fell into conversation about 
our affairs. 

“ We really ought to paint and paper the house 
this spring,” said I. 

“Yes — if we could.” 
“And the sitting-room carpet is too shabby for any 

thing. I’ll never buy a cheap article of that sort 
again; there’s not ft bit of economy in it.” 

“Well, you know it was a choice between that or 
nothing. We hftd not the money for a good one. It 
looked mnch better than a bare lloor.” 

“I suppose it did. Then the wall must be mended 
if we can ever get the mason to spare us an hour — 
and oh, that roof, it leaks so badly!” 

“ It can't be helped, Janet; we haven’t the money 
to repair it. You know Mr. Brown said it would he 
quite an expensive job, if done thoroughly.” 

“ But when shall we have any more'/ I'm tired of 
hoping for better crops or better prices; they never 
come. And the outside of the house is getting so 
had; it looks more like a brown building than a 
white one. It ought to he painted, if only as a mat¬ 
ter of economy. The longer we wait the more it 
will take to do it.” 

“Yes, if we could,” said Grace, agaiu. 
“The fact is,” I continued, “that we want two 

hundred dollars this very minute to do what really 
needs to be done — not what we would like, hut what 
we want, to be respectable. Two hundred dollars, 
and we haven’t two hundred cents! And there’s no 
way of getting them that 1 can see, now or ever. 
The amount of it is, Grace, that I shall go dis¬ 
tracted !” 

“Don't,” said she, by way of cheering me up. 
“That would only be making fresh expense.” 

“Oh no. They have a ward in the poor-house for 
lunatics of a harmless sort, and I don’t think 1 shall 
be violent.” 

“ But mother and I would miss you so.” 
“ You may console yourselves with thoughts of 

following soon. You can regard me as ‘not lost, 
but gone before.’” 

Grace smiled. " It is rather wicked for us to talk 
so, even in jest,” she said. “Things haven’t come 
to quite that pass with us yet. But I do wish we 
could think of something to brighten up the scene a 
little.” And forthwith we resolved ourselves most 
vigorously into a committee of ways and means, but 
with very small result. 

“ Grace,” said 1, “suppose you take to authorship. 
I dare say you could do as well as a great many 

of them.” 
“Thank you,” she replied; “but I fear T haven’t 

the competent and critical knowledge of cookery 
and mantua-making necessary to success in that 
line.” 

“You mightn't do hooks, hut you could be a 
‘Maude Meeke,’ or something of that sort in the sen¬ 
sation papers. 

“ I haven't sufficient * intellect,’ Jenny. You know 
the heroes and heroines of those stories are always of 
the loftiest stamp. You remember what our little 
cousin used to say, 1 Brag is a good clog, hut Do is a 
better.’ I am afraid that when I had proclaimed my 
hero, tor instance, as possessing a mind of the high¬ 
est order, ami then had to furnish him out of my own 
brain with thoughts ami remarks in unison with his 
exalted genius, the contrast between ‘Brag’ and 
* Do ’ would he rather overpowering. Can’t do it, 
my dear; haven’t the first requisite.” 

A clever thought struck me. “Grace,” said I, 
“ let us prevail on mother to sell the farm!” 

“Sell the farm!” cried she, in amazement; “what 
are you thinking of? Mother would uo more do it 
than — ” She paused for want of a strong enough 

comparison. 
“But listen,” I continued, earnestly. “Nearly all 

the money we raise from it goes back on the land 
again in the shape of seed, labor, snd ‘improve¬ 
ments* generally. Now if we sold the place we 
should have — ” And I paused to do a sum in 
mental arithmetic. So many acres at such a sum per 
acre. “Dear me!" I exclaimed, “how little it is, 

after all.” 

“ And think of parting with our home — the place 
we were born in, and where we have always lived? 
Why, Jenny, you don't know what it would be. 
Every corner of the house is dear to us, and every 
tree in the orchard has some association.” 

I felt all this, too; but tbe substantial benefits to 
be realized attracted me. Tbe farm — say so much; 
then the “stock” would sell for something: we 
should have a little money in band to help ourselves 
with. I expounded my views to Grace till she began 
to acknowledge the feasibility of the plan, and to 
build castles with me. Our “ en Espagne ” were not 
at all of a luxurious character; we did not expect 
idleness or amusement, bnt good, solid work, and 
such advantages as might accrue from it. We would 
rent a house in the village — Grace should teach, if 
she could obtain the necessary pupilB; while I would 
raise our income to a comfortable standard by taking 
boarders. In our little town such a proceeding 
would involve no loss of ’ caste;” I was an adept in 
every sort of household labor, and could “set an 
excellent table,” as the phrase is. if I only bad things 
to set it with. There was no manner of doubt that I 
should do well. “ Of course we shall have to keep 
busy,” I said; “but that we are used to, and shall 
not mind. Jt will give ub a great deal more to spend; 
and what is better, we shall know what we have. It 
won’t go for things that make no return.” 

Once started, we went on as rapidly as the girl 
with the milk-pail. New carpets and chairs, and 
various other desirable acquisitions, shone upon ns 
from the future. By-and-by, perhaps, if we did well, 
we might try some larger village; keep a hoarding- 
school on a limited scale, Grace doing the head-work 
and I the hand. Our projects were wonderful, and 
we saw ourselves “laying up for old age,” besides 
enjoying a great many comforts as we went along. 

There was one terrible hindrance to the fulfillment 
of our desires —the getting mother to consent. 
Whenever we came to consider that branch of the 
subject we were brought np standing. It was like 
proposing a constitutional monarchy to an absolute 
sovereign, or informing a venerable president, that 
the interests of the college require him to resign. It 
would he better for her us well as ns could she only 
he brought to see it; hut who should broach the 
matter? — who argue and convince her? We talked 
It over many ft time, and got our courage almost to 
the point, as timid people with the toothache ponder 
the only remedy that can avail them, and wish so 
much they could, yet never quite accomplish it. 
Like them we deferred the dreaded moment. 

One day mother had gone to take tea with a neigh¬ 
bor. Grace and 1, as we turned and trimmed, and 
generally revamped those “best dresses” that we 
might have been known by any time during the last 
eight years, discussed our project for the thousandth 
time. A noise in the yard presently attracted my 
attention, and, looking out, I exclaimed, “ Why, 
here’s Dr. Olmsted!” 

Dr. Olmsted was our Dr. Kittredge. Not that lie 
owned two or three line horses — his only steed was 
a very square-built sorrel pony, with a stumpy little 
tail that was no sort of defense against the flies; and 
in snmmer-time he used to go by decorated with so 
many green boughs that he might have passed for 
Birnam wood on its way to Dunsinane, Nor did our 
worthy Doctor dive into psychological causes and 
effects, us did that kindly philosopher. He was a 
member, in “good and regular standing,” of the 
Baptist Church; and if he did not consider immer¬ 
sion as exactly needful to salvation, regarded it as 
the only proper “door,” and thought that people 
who did not go in thereat had got into the fold in a 
very unauthorized manner. I call him our Dr. Kit¬ 
tredge, because he was the oracle for all that section 
of country in every thing pertaining to medicine. 
His devotees were as absolute, if not quite as numer¬ 
ous, as those of Buddli or Brahma. If people died 
any where about, it was their own fault, in that “they 
didn't have Olmsted;” and supposing him to have 
been infinitely divisible, so that every clime and 
country could have had him, there was no good 
reason why the present generation should not endure 
forever. To he sure, once in a great while patieuts 
did die under his care; but that was because their 
time had come, wheu of course no skill could save 

them. 
For the rest, he was the kindest, liest-liearted 

person living, aud a great favorite with Grace and 
me, who had known him all our lives, llis wife, 
now some four or five years dead, had been our dear¬ 
est friend; one of those women on whose steadfast 
regard, chary of profession but prompt in deed, you 
could implicitly rely. The Doctor was now perhaps 
fifty-one or two, but very well preserved. As be 
dismounted from his sulky, which appeared to be a 
“cast,” only done in mud instead of plaster, there 
was no one we could have been better pleased to see. 

“Good afternoon, young women,” he said, glan¬ 
cing in at us. “ I hear your mother has some oats to 
sell. Can I look at them?” 

“Certainly, Doctor. You’ll find them in the car¬ 
riage-house.” He went his way, and presently re¬ 
turned, bidding us tell mother that he “would take 
the lot.” Then disembarrassing himself of a very 
rough and shabby overcoat, he announced his inten¬ 
tion of spending half an hour with us. 

“ Can’t you stay to tea, Doctor?” said Grace. 
“ Have you any thing very nice to tempt me?” he 

inquired. 
“ Nothing more than warm biscuit and maple sirup. 

Have you had any sugar yet?” 
“Not an ounce have I seen; the season has been 

very unfavorable. Well, if you'll give me an early 
tea I will stay for it.” And we talked a while of 
neighborhood matters. 

“Have 1 any thing of a purse-proud look?” he 
asked, after a time. “For I have received a heavy 

fee to-day.” 
“A consultation?” said I, for we knew’ he was 

often sent for from a distance.” 
“ No; a case de lunatico inquirendo; a father taking 

out a commission to manage the affairs of his son, 
who is insane. I gave my testimony and was about 
to leave, when the man’s lawyer reminded him that I 
must have my fee. He tendered me this coin, inquir¬ 
ing if it would satisfy me; aud I informed him that 
it would, perfectly.” So saying, he displayed—a 

dime! 
“ And he actually had the face to offer you that!” 

I exclaimed. 
“ My dear, he was perfectly honest about it; he no 

doubt considered that it was an ample remuneration 

for my time and trouble.” 
“It takes all sorts of people to make a world," I 

remarked, with truth if not originality. 
“ And a doctor gets acquainted with most of the 

varieties. Speaking of consultations, I had a case 
last week that was a little too much for flesh and 
blood. A man over beyond the Guernsey had hurt 
his leg very badly” — (if yoa imagine, oh reader, 
that the Doctor said “limb" in compliment to 
ladies’ society you are very much mistaken,! — “and 

j they sent for me. I went as soon as I could, and 

found quite an array of the brethren; three — four— without Grace, and Dr. Olmsted used to come in fre- /jV 
physicians, they called themselves. We looked at qnently to cheer ns. Whether it is true, as be says. 
the man and looked at each other, as wisely as we that he had “had thoughts of me for a long time.’ I -- ■ - ~_ 

knew how, and then retired Into a room by ourselves or that now, when only one was left he found it For Moore's Rural 

to coosnlt. The youngest, as in duty bound, gave easier to make np his mind as to which of ns he MISCELLANEOUS ENIG1 
his opinion first—to save the life the limb mnst be really wanted, I can not say. But be managed to __ 
Amputated; the next one followed suit—I could persuade me that thirty and fifty-two are not such i Alf composed of 15letters. 
hardly believe my ears; and so on till they came to very different ages, and that looking on a man as a j 5 2. u i«an imrtrnim-nt formed of steel. 

Comet lot llit fJflutMj, 
For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

persuade me that thirty and fifty-two are not such I am composed of 15 letters. 
• OT . . _ ___.1 At_A 1_1 •__-___ 

me. ‘Gentlemen,’ said I, politely, 'I shall be glad 
to have yon tell me v>hith of his legs yon propose to 
ampntate!’ Pack of ignoramuses! disgrace to the 
profession! The man will be around again in a 
month; and they would have sent him hobbling 
about on cork for the rest of bis days!” And the 
Doctor’s pleasant face glowed with indignation. 

“Very fortunate for him,” said my sister, “that 
he had such an accomplished surgeon to interfere in 
his behalf.” 

"No satire, if you please, Miss Grace. I don’t 
profess to be Keate or Brodie, but I do claim to have 
a modicum of common sense.” Which claim very 
few would incline to dispute. 

Tea was ready by this time, and while tbe Doctor 
sipped bis Hyson — very strong aud sweet, with 
plenty of cream —he informed ns that he was pres¬ 
ently to have a partner in his business, on whom be 
expected to pat nil the long, hard rides and heavy 
work, while he enjoyed the otiuni cum di unit ate in 
his office. The young man was quite a prodigy of 
good looks and talent, according to his account, and 
it was prophesied that Grace would lose her heart to 
him at sight In return for this news we confided 
our own plans to him, and requested his advice con¬ 
cerning them. He thought the notion a very good 
one, and volunteered to say as much to mother, if we 
liked. This took such a load from our minds, and 
the whole thing se.emed so much more feasible when 
a business man like Dr. Olmsted had approved it. 

“ I'll mention it day after to-morrow, when I come 
for the oats,” lie suit!, at parting. “ Ah, girls! how 
comfortable you make a man. 1 should have bad 
one of you in my own house long ago, if I could 
only have made up my mind which to take.” 

“Which of us would take you, you mean!” I an¬ 
swered, laughing. 

“Nonsense! you would either of you jump at the 
chance of such a handsome young husband,” he said, 
as he drove away. 

I shut the door and we talked about him; how 
merry and kind he was, and how like a father to ns! 
We speculated a little — not much — on the coming 
physician; whether he were really as “ nice ” as Dr. 
Olmsted boasted; whether we should consider him 
worth knowing or not. 

“ For that matter,” observed my sister, “ we shall 
uot probably be called on to decide. Such an Adonis 
will hardly trouble himself to make the acquaintance 
of ‘ single ladies of a certain age.’ ” 

Now if ever a speech sounded absurd it was this of 
Grace's, when yon looked at her fair, sweet face and 
girlish figure. I told her so; and then wc talked of 
what lay a great deal nearer our hearts than any 
doctor, young or old. Our plans seemed almost 
realized now that we had ventured to confide them 
to a third party, and we awaited, with mingled hope 
and anxiety, the Doctor's decisive visit. 

He came as was agreed, and gently and skillfully 
worked the conversation round to the desired point. 
How nervously we listened to him! and made errands 
out of the room every now and then to escape the 
first hurst of mother's surprise and wrath. For 
amazed and horrified -> *• truly was. What! we had 
grown too genteel to ln4 on a farm, hey? Wanted 
to move into the village and set up for ladies! Sell 
the farm, indeed, and leave herself without a home! 
The tiling was too preposterous to be thought of for 

a moment. 
The Doctor waited for her indignation to expend 

itself a little, aud then proceeded to set before her all 

father for a good portion of your life is the best 
possible preparation for regarding him as a husband 
during tbe remainder of it. 

Mother divides her time between the two houses, 
and is alternately “ridden over” by the youngsters 
of each, who conceive that grandma has no business 
in life but to make herself useful and agreeable to 
them. As for my own— Bnt, as I live, there is the 
Doctor’s sulky, and I must put away my writing and 
hurry Ann about the dinner, for he will be so hungry 
after his ride. 

FEELING FOR SUNBEAM. 

Toe sun has just hurst out throngh tbe clouds, and 
a heavy golden beam comes in at our window. How 
bright and cheerful! It comes in bo silently, yet it 
speaks to the heart. Yes. thank God for sunshine! 
Ages on ages it has illuminated and gladdened a 
world, yet wc hardly think of the great fountain of 
light and beauty. 

Writing of sunshine brings to mind a touching 
incident which came under our observation as we 
were traveling in the cars. Opposite was seated a 
family of four, consisting of a man and his wife, and 
two children—boy and girl — twins, totally blind. 
Two lovelier children we never saw. The family 
were from the South. A Southern sun had given 
each cheek a rich olive complexion, relieved by a 
beautiful bloom upon tbe children's countenances. 
The boy was lightly built, had finely chiseled fea¬ 
tures, and hair of a light, brown, clustering in rich 
curls around his neck. The girl was yet more slen¬ 
der, and fragile as a leaf, and of the most spiritual¬ 
ized beauty. Her hair was black as night, its heavy 
glossy tresscB confined by a golden band, which 
glittered brightly upon the dark background. They 
both seemed happy, conversing with an intelligence 
beyoud their years. The train stopped for a moment 
upon their route. The windows were all raised, and 
the children leaning out as tf to see. The little girl 
heaved a loDg sigh, and then leaned back in the seat, 
exclaiming, “0, mother, I cannot Bee anything.” A 
tear trembled in her eye, aud her voice was so sad 
and low that it went to the heart of every passenger 
who beard the beautiful and unfortunate creature. 

“Neither can T see, Belle; but I think that every¬ 
thing is beautiful,” said her brother, as the light 
wind lifted the thin locks. “ You are beautiful, are 
you not, Belle?” 

Just then a flood of sunshine gushed from the 
white clouds in the west, like a flash, and then fell 
full and warm upon the check of the sad girl, and 
upon the tears in her eyes. Quick as thought she 
put up her hand, and attempted to grasp the golden 
pencils that were playing through the braids upon 
her neck and cheek. Eagerly she shut her hand 
upon vacancy, and a shadow (ell upon her counte¬ 
nance as she failed to touch the sunshine. 

“ Mother, I cannot feel it; has it fled out of the 
window?” 

“What, Belle?” 
“ The sunshine mother. It touches my cheek, but 

I cannot touch it.” 
The mother’s eyes swam in tears, as did those of 

nearly all iu the cars. The blind girl feeling fora 
sunbeam upon her cheek! That beam was radiant 
with beauty, yet tsbo could not behold it. It gleamed 
upon a world, yet all was night to her. Its silver 
bursting in the cast, or its golden light fading iu the 
west, followed as day followed day; but it burst not 

My 3,12, 12, 2, U U a kind of fruit 
My 4, 5, IS, 11 is an indonsnment put on passports. 

My 7. 3, 6, 2 wu a Jewish King. 

My 8, 11.15, 7- 11 is a name. 

My 10. 9. 5, 2 is often starved. 

My 11. 2, 2, 5, 16 is a county in Texas. 

My 12. 5. 15. 3 U a city in Italy. 

My 13. 14. 10, 9 is a very large fish. 

My whole is the name of a learned and authentic Jewish 

historian. W. H. Tract. 

Palmyra, Wayne Co., N. Y., 1861. 

£3?” Answer in two weeks. 

-. » .- 
For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

ENIGMA. 

The following enigma calls for an explanation. If cor¬ 

rectly read, it will be found to be an auful attempt at poetry. 

Try it: 

T. HESTOR, M. BYJE, DED1. AH! 

T. Hetb, under! R. 01 LI. ed? 

F.—romp; 0! Lot O polet! 

He—L. (I) ght. King lla. shed, 

Froms. kyto skyt. He (cat) T (?) 

Lest U C kupt. Heir tail sand 

Ru. nnncl sod (!) id Didi! 

Glendale, Ohio, 1861. 

Answer in two weeks. 

J. M. C. 

CHARADE. 
— 

My first is of the feline breed, 

My second all its race doth lead, 

My third yon look at as you read. 

My whole was a bold conspirator, 
Who strove to be great Rome's dictator. 

23^ Answer iu two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM. 

General Butler heing suspicions that. Jeff. Davis was 

constructing batteries in the vicinity of Fortress Monroe, 

gave orders to Prof. Cakuxcociit to makenn ferial ascension. 

The General accompanying him, they rose the height of two 

(2) miles, aud with a telescope they observed the rebels ('(in¬ 

structing batteries at. Sc wall's Point, Wishing to know its 

distance from the Pot tress, they measured the angle formed 

by lines drawn from their elevation to the Fortress and to 

Sewell's Point, aud found it to be 96" 00'6'',— and the angle 

included between the perpendicular let fall upon the earth 

l from the balloon and Fortress Monroe to be 12’ 32//. IIow 

! far is Sewall’s Point from Fortress Monroe? 

Gouverneur, N. Y., 1861. Edwin A. Dodds. 

£3?” Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS. &c.. IN No. 607. 

Answer to Geographical Enigma:—Remember the Sabbath 

day to keep it holy. 

Answer to Mathematical Problem:—256,000 acres, or 20 

miles square. 

Answer to Cobbler's Sign: 

Answer to Charade:—A-bun-dance. 

jUmcrtiscmenis. 
An artificial leg- 

Invented by Douglas Bly, M. D. 

By frequent dissections, the Doctor succeeded in 
embodying the principles of the natural leg in an 
artificial one, and by so doing produced one of the itself a little, and then proceeded to set before her all upon her vision, or faded at decline of day. It doing produced one of the 

the proposed advantages. She fought every inch of gi,,wed in the sky, upon forest, field, lake and river; ,I10gt complete and successful inventions ever attain- 
the ground; but men have always a way, somehow, no| jn blue orbs of the sightless girl. By a ed by man. 
of domineering us about every thing of a business 8jnjro]at. coincidence the bov tried to feel of the A pamphlet containing full description and illua- 

nature —putting ns right down as ignorant or inca- bmjZe that came Co0l upon the cheek as the cars lratlons ^OUGLAB ^'BLY^LDritochetmL N. If. 
pable where we differ from them. The Doctor so eped 8Wjft|y on. The breeze swept over the yellow gee the annexed Cut, and also' letter from H. J. 
clearly proved to mother her utter unfitness to take fitdds and nieadows, and still waters, and coquetted Drake: 

charge of the farm — so set before her that she was wlth tbe jouks 0f tbe blind boy; but its footsteps f;0 /3 

the lawful prey and spoil of any one who had to deal W{.ra ungeen by him. We involuntarily thanked God m 

with her —that in the end she promised to think tjiat we COuld look upon the beautiful world He has ^-% 
about the matter. So wc considered the victory as madGi an<j dropped a tear for the hapless children wk. 
almost gained, and at once, iu imagination, selected wq0 inUst grope their way to the grave throngh a long '‘4yjnw& 

our house, engaged our hoarders, and were in the u;ght. But the light of bliss will burst npon them. J-Y'-i'f /•£’ JjShHkv^1 

full tide of successful operations. 
But a sudden period was put to all our plans — 

Grace fell sick. Whether she had taken cold in 
house-cleaning, Or got her feet wet in some of our 
long spring walks, we could not toll; but one day she 
complained of lever and a headache, and was soon 
prostrate with a severe and dangerous illness. 

Oh how little, how worthless every ambition we 
had felt looked to me as 1 sat by her bedside in those 
long nights, watching her uneasy slumbers, and 
oppressed by the dread that she never would recover! 
Nothing was of any consequence except to see her 
well again; or if that could not be, to rest assured 
that she had passed into a happier state. We had a 
long time of suspense, for when the first violence of 
the disease was over the Doctor dreaded a decline, 
and for weeks we watched and waited; but at last 
there came a day wheu he had nothing but good news 
for us, and thenceforth she recovered rapidly. How 
happy wo were! and what a miracle of skill we 

thought the Doctor! 
While Grace was at the worst our old friend trusted 

her case to no one hut himself. As she grew better 
he occasionally sent up his partner, or “pardner,” as 
he was more commonly denominated. Nothing but 
an angel direct from heaven could possibly have 
looked sweeter than she did in her convalescence, 
and I conld not-wonder that his visits were continued 
long after they ceased to he strictly necessary. 

“ ‘Single females of a certain age,”’ I remarked 
to Grace one day, “ do not seem to frighten Dr. 
Morris as much as you apprehended.’- 

She blushed a very guilty crimson. “I have no 
doubt,” she said, “that he thinks us a couple of very 
nice old maids.” 

“Us!” 1 did not consider such barefaced hypoc¬ 

risy worthy of a single comment. 

It is a good tiling that people in real life are not 
obliged to linger along, and have quarrels, and he 1 

miserable, as they are in novels, in order to “make 
out the story.” Grace's true love contradicted the 
proverb and ran entirely smooth. Sommer passed 
and antnmn waned, and in the drear days of Decem¬ 
ber we had a quiet wedding. It realized my every 
ambition for this darling sister. Dr. Morris was all 
that our old friend had claimed for him: handsome, 

.. ^ 

pfll 

n 
PRENTICE’S FRIEND BOB. 1 * sSb ft If I* 

Our neighbor Bob McKee, the very smart editor of i PM- 

the Courier, as soon as he learned the result of Mon- i BpBjU j. r*. , 
day's election, started off upon a fishing excursion. M.']” : 
When the twelve disciples were in great trouble and ^-4^0® 
perplexity as to what they should or could do next, — 
Simon Peter, with his usual facility of resource, said, ~ 
“I go a fishing,” and Bob said so too. He was so "*• - 

appalled by the popular voice, that he at once Dk. BLy —Dear Sir: The artificial leg you made 
bounded from poll to pole. Finding that in political for me serves me better than I ever supposed any 
conflict lie was out of his element, he went to see artificial leg could, 
whether he conidh-t hMl a few pike, i», and e.th.h ^ 
out of theirs. Realizing that he could no longer my oats raygeif and raked and bound them; and I 
cheat the people, he lowered his pretensions materi- have been all around the neighborhood threshing. 
niii- oTiri nnriprtnolr to retrieve bis self-esteem bv fool- In fact I can do must all kinds of woik. ally and undertook to retrieve tus sen esteem uy 1001 ^ ^ motjon ftt lUe ailkle.joint j* worth even¬ 
ing the poor, simple fishes. Unable to lead voters by thingi ]f i Btep on a stjck or a stone, or on any 
the nose, he thought be- would try to pull fishes by uneven place, the ankle yields just enough to let tbe 
the lip. His present employment is decidedly the less foot accommodate itself tu it, aud thereby prevents 
. . , -v. I.,_...ill fW win all stumbling or inconvenience. 

Dr. Bly — Dear Sir: The artificial leg you made 
for me serves me better than I ever supposed any 
artificial leg could. 

I have mowed my grass myself — and that, too, on 

the lip. His present employment is decidedly the less 
scaly of the two, and we hope he will have lew hills 
and mountains to scale, and a good many fishes. It 
is highly probable that bis iiuny victims will sivallow 
his bait more readily than his readers have swallowed 
his statements. We protest against bis using nets; 
let him take his fish as his Southern Mends took 
their forts, arsenals, mints, and revenue cutters—by 

Most sinceiely and thankfully yours, 
IL J. DRAKE. 

Chelsea, Mich., August 15, 1861. 

HICKOK’8 PATENT PORTABLE 
KEYSTONE CIDER AND WINE MILL. 

This admirable machine is no" ready for the fruit ham-ri rf 

1861, It is, if possible, made better than ever before, aud weu 
ineir tuns, arsemus, mi me, auu the attenLon Lf farmer* wauling such Machine-, 
hooking them. We commend him to the fishing rod, it Urn- uo superior in tbe market, und is the only 

° , will nronerlv irrinii Grapes, rnce, ST0- ror mle b;. nwiieia 
and wc commend the rod to him; tor we know of no tUe manufacturer <J, HICK OK 

1 . Eagle Works. Harnsbuxs:, ! a- 
editor that more deserves it or deserves more of it. w*-iut _f'agm ”ursh' 
In case he drops a line to a fine pike just to tell him ~~*=—~**^' 

he would like to see him to dinner, he may, if his MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
liquors are good, drop us a line of like import. If at ^ CIRCULATED 

any time the question shall be whether he shall pull TT1rrn.llv 1VM, r.,ir„v ttffyty 
, big J. or a Me llsh .hall phU Mm ip, both AGRIClT.ilRAL, LITERARY AM) FAMILY WEEKLY, 
parties will please remember that we are a strict neu- 18 pcblisskd evert Saturday 

trality man. If he shall get into the liver and be BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

devoured by the inhabitants of the flood, we hope ^ ~~~ 

be 'will agree with them better than he has ever Terms in - \anc€ 
agreed with any patriotic party. We presume, Subscription—Two Dollars a Year To Clubs and 

however, there is no danger of his drowning, else Agents as foUowaj-TUreeCopiesone year, tor & Six, one 

there is no truth in old adages. If he does not repent one tor’m; Twenty.' and one fre*. for *25- and any 
of his sius amid the calm and quiet scenes of nature. number at «t>ip rate —only M 25 per copy ,—tvitb 

. . . . . “ .. __ Tn.n.Avr fb 
gentlemanly, with mind and cultivation that more the Worst we can have the heart to wish him is, that extra free copy for every Ten Subscriber* over Twenty. Club 
than satisfied her best ideal. Not wanting, either, in 
worldly prosperity, and, brst of all, fitted to aid her 
progress in that path which, since her illness, she 
had most earnestly desired to tread. 

In the course of the winter mother sold her farm, 
and we removed to the village; but we do not rely 
upon boarders for subsistence. It was very lonely 

t>UV> M Vi OU IT v VUM AJM.TW VMV -- ' OAV.u ■-''•■JV -- - r! * i I TOtll 

the mosquitoes, ticks, sand flies and cross dogs may « 

bite, and the fishes not. And please remember, dear w sgnt U) fte Bnt]4l Pr,jvir.ct.„. our Canadian agents and 

Bob, in all your fishing experiences, that the devil iB fr;en(jB must add 12)4 cents per copy to tbe club rates of tbe 

the chief of fishermen, and that you are his Bob. rural, Tbe lowest price of copies sent to Burope, &c.. i» 

-- - » --- $2.50—including postage- 

“Comfort” that the F. F. V.’s can’t take this year. 13?-Postage Stamps are taken at par on subscription, and 
Old Point Comfort. greatly preferred tu Western or other uncurrent money 
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the fertility may he kept up, though after two crops 
it is better to sow grain, and clover to he turned 
under. The importance and the uncertainty of the 
crop cause extensive growers to look with concern 
for the nppearancc of the rot, which may sweep 
away their anticipated profits. In this section we 
have seen no cause for alarm, though many fields 
have not a very promising appearance. Front Gen¬ 
esee county we have received several gloomy letters, 
that speak of fields entirely destroyed, not worth the 
digging, Ac. Not having an opportunity to observe 
for ourselves, we cannot say how Just are these com¬ 
plaints, nor how general the evil, and therefore hope 
for the best. There may he exceptional cases—the 
result of improper treatment- such as planting in a 
heavy, damp soil, the free use of fresh manures—or of 
some other cause that will all'eet but few. We have 
known an outcry raised in a neighborhood by failure 
in one or two cases, where no other result should 
have been anticipated. We cannot say that this is so 
in the present instance, but we will hope for the best 
until WO bear further. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
AN ORIGINAL WKEKI.Y 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY JOURNAL In our issue of the 21th ult. 
Will be found an inquiry from a 
subscriber in Crawford connty, 
Pa., for information in relation 
to the Fat ■ Tailed Sheep, their jy 
peculiarities, value, Ac., and 
also n request for an engraving . - 
illustrating their form. After 5 

answering other inquiries, we £ 
promised to, “at some future jf 
period, turn our attention to J| 
the bearer of the ‘oleaginous fi* 
narrative.’" This promise wo 
now purpose to redeem. 

From the earliest days of ,,® 
which we have any reliable ¥ 
history, u race of sheep have • 
existed in Asia, having a pecu- ^ 
liar development of fat in the 
hinder part of the body. In 
tins North and South of Asia 
in Palestine, and even in the 
Northern parts of Russia, a 
breed called Fat ■ Rnmped is 
the most, common and most ancient, 

and over prairie, and I come upon a man raking 
Club aud Fife wheat, mixed. It is in the “Open¬ 
ings,” and he is at, work in an orchard. He com¬ 
plains of all the bugs the world is heir to — at least 
of most of those which infest wheat. The orchard 
has hut little fruit, anti if one crop of small grain is 
equal to a fire, as some of my orchard friends assert, 
he is burning his trees up fast,, and they certainly 
are goiug! 

— On this low, level timber land, near the Des 
Plaines river, I find a fruit orchard, and have heard 
from the neighbors that the o-vner “takes great 
pains to grow fruit." I find him in the field, tell 
him that 1 want to talk fruit witu him. He insists 
that “ fruit is an up-hill business " , that the climate 
does not appear to be adapted to it - the wind blows 
it off or blasts it, or the winter Oils the trees—in 
short, it, is a doleful story ho tells. He calls the 
White Doyenne and the Bartlett the best pears to 
plant for market, and had he a thousand trees to 
plant, he would select no other varieties. The Beokcl 
he calls hardy and good here. IP's neighbors have 
Brown Beurre, and with them it proves hardy and 
productive. The Flemish Beauty a!ways bears. The 
Louise Bonne do Jersey is hardy on Quince stock and 
very productive had to build frames under his trees 
last year to support the fruit, but, they bore to death. 
He neglected to thin them out. This year the most 
of his trees have the lcat blight. 

“Apricots on plum stocks ore hardy, and but for 
the ourculio could be grown in any quantity." Then 
fence, the pigs under the apricots and keep the fowls 
there too, and the “little Turk" will leave. But that 
coats labor and trouble, you know, and we find some 
of these Badger State men will n"'*— ke the trouble 
to grow fruit. His plains are trout,Ted in the same 
way — can grow any quantity of them but for the 
curonllo. “The rabbits killed fifty pear trees last 
winter and winter before last for me." Yes, but 
cannot that be prevented? “ Yes, take it in time, it 
could tie done I ’.vpo.vc," Aye, could be done take it 

in time! That is the way to do things generally! It 
will be seen that this man who decrys this as a fruit 
country, acknowledges that some kinds of fruit do 
well here, lie looked the writer straight in the eye 
and asserted with remarkable boldness and emphasis 
that the Roxbury Hussctt and Rhode Island Greening 
would not do at all here! This was a startling 
announcement, to bo sure, to a man who had heard 
and read the assertion from long before he ever saw 
a prairie to this hoar! Such orchardlsts would be 
wiser if they were to get away from home occasion¬ 
ally and talk with western orchardlsts more. 

— To a Massachusetts woman. - Do you like living 
in the West bettor than in New Rutland? The ques¬ 
tion seemed a painful one for the moment; and 
the mental balances seemed to require adjustment,. 
Finally: “Yes, 1 do nut know but 1 should have 
liked living here better, had we been as successful as 
we expected; but you know crops have been poor; 
and when they were good, price.- were low, and we 
had got too much involved — purchased too much 
land and ran in debt for it. Although I like the 
West, yet if 1 could choose such a place as I would 
like, would rather spend my days in Massachusetts,’’ 
But the good woman knows she :»nnot chooBO, and 
she is content where she is. Bui let me say to the 
eastern reader, who may some dqv desire to immi¬ 
grate hither, t: 1 at the great houiub of discontent is 
disappointment. Too many coije here with too 
large expectations, and entirely too large ideas of 
their own importance and capacity to operate here; 
and before they know it they have spread themselves 
over so great a surface, that they, ire altogether too 

thin to resist misfortune. It is a great deal better to 
grow large by degrees—to limit or curb ambition 
for a time, until something is knof n of the road one 
is to travel; for no matter what ifluy be said of the 
ease with which fortunes are ma<!d in the West, they 
rarely cling to men who have o>t made them by 
“ hard knocks " — by industry am economy, 

— Two miles and a half nortt of the State line, 
close to the Des Plaines river, I ft d Mr. H.— a well 
to do farmer with 320 acres of go id land. lie came 
here in 1835 and made his claim. 1 5 is from Connecti¬ 
cut— a lover of red cattle wit! white, handsome 
horns; for ho remembers, when ut a boy, that he 
Attended a Fair at which he saw i large number of 
yokes of oxen — all red, trim anc handsome—“not 
a white hair on them!" lie has always liked red 
cattle since, hence prefers Devon or their grades, 
lie breeds accordingly. Witnen how profoundly 
early impressions mold our lives! 

We go to see the sheep, he a sorting that he is 
gradually going out of cattle and grain raising, aud 
into sheep. II is flock is composed 4fSpanish Merinoes 
and their grades — a healthy, pod-looking flock, 
with some line lambs among them. His pasture con¬ 
sists of filly acres, on a portion f which are small 
groves of second growth oak s rid hickory, from 
which the under-brush has been chared and the grass 
grows nicely. It ought to he divlled into two parts, 
so as to afl'ord a change of pasture! sheep do better — 
enough better to pay the trouble] Our friend Baid 
he knew it, hut “hadn’t time." Ij may be permitted 
to assert that taking lime to do theie things or hiring 
them done, pays quite as well ak growing ten to 
fifteen bushels of wheat per acre1 and selling it at 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Oontx-ibutors, 

CHAS. D. BRAG DON, Western Corresponding Editor. 

Thk Rural Xhw-Yorkkk is designed to be unsurpassed in 

Value, Purity. Usefulness aud Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance Its Conductor devotes his per¬ 

sonal attention to the supervision of its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Rural an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects Intimately connected with the business of those 
whose interests it realonrly advocates. As a Rmil.v JOURNAL 
it is eminently Instructive and Entertaining—being so con¬ 
ducted that it can be safely taken 10 the Hearts and Homes of 

people of intelligence, taste and discrimination. It embraces 
more Agricultural, Horticultural. Scientific, Educational, 
Literary and News Matter, interspersed with appropriate and 

beautiful Engravings, than any other jdhrual, —rendering 
it the most complete Agricultural, I.itkrary and Family 

NrwhpaI'BR in America. 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES, 

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS. 

An now three miles west of Kenosha, or there¬ 
abouts. lb-re are good board fences along the road, 
and snbdiv ling the farms. Hero is a barley field - 
forty or fiity acres. Yonder a man cradling, and 
still further away a Manny’s reaper in motion and 
throe or four hands at work. Barley over-ripe — 
badly crinkled. Yonng man says it is better to grow 
some barley than all wheat. 1 believe him. He does 
not know what It is worth. Last, year we sold at ti8 
cents — it yielded about 33 bushels per tterc. Not 
quite as good as wheat, hut this year the grain is 
heavier aud straw lighter. The six-rowed barley is 
mostly grown — a little two-rowed is mixed with it. 
Boys are binding it. Bmells like “before the ma¬ 
chine " in a down east barley barn. I would never 
grow it because of any pleasure 1 took in working 
in it. 

— 1 travel but a short distance south on the old 
stage road from Chicago to Milwaukee, and again 
turn west, leaving the ridge which divides the waters 
which flow into Lake Michigan and those which 
flow into the Mississippi. And here before me lies 
Pleasant Prairie!—stretching away to the North, 
West and Bonth— a basin, dotted with groves clus¬ 
tering about homesteads, and checkered with the 
ripening harvests — a magnificent sight! Away, as 
far as the eye can see, is a fringe of green — a timber 
hill, which bounds it. We descend toward the bot¬ 
tom of the basin. The grain grows heavier and the 
farms larger. 

—A Hock of grasshoppers! I wrote the above twenty 
minutes back, and now I am in the midst of a flock 
of grasshoppers that fill the air, fly in ray face, thump 
against my hat and — there! look at those green oats 
over the fence! — hardly an oat to he seen! The 
straw stands hare of its burthen! Even the May¬ 
weed by the roadside is being pruned by these indus¬ 
trious feeders. 

— Bare pastures, innocent of tree or shade, and 
this August sun beating upon the unprotected cattle 
—not a Hlmdow in which they may stand to stamp oil’ 
the flics. When groves are so easily grown, this is 
inexcusable. It is unprofitable too! It pays as well 
to regard the comfort of the animal as to provide 
food. 

— “ Botheration,” Baid a farmer we called upon. 
“Our crop is only half what it ought to be —the 
chinch bug, grasshoppers, and army worm will eat 
us out of house and home. The grasshoppers are 
eating up the oats aud gnawing into the corn silks 
like the mischief.” 

— The farmers here, many of them, believe that 
they cannot grow fruit on the prairie; but tbat the 
soil of the timber belts is better adapted to fruit 
growing. TheyJ recognize the necessity of protec¬ 
tion. 

— “ How much more a man can do now with such 
implements as this — standing beside a Buckeye 
mower —than he could ten years ago. I used to 
have three or four hands in the hay harvest, but this 
year my boy, twelve years old, and I have harvested 
thirty tons of hay alone, in ten days, and done it 
easier than we could have done it without this imple¬ 
ment and more help.” And then, we thought, as we 
looked upon the complacent, smooth faced wife who, 
the husband Raid, was “a great band to read,” how 
much the women have cause to rejoice ut any 
improvement that diminishes the number of hired 
hands and saves the labor of cooking, in the West 
this cooking for harvest help is an onerous tax upon 
the strength and endurance of women; ami any 
method that can be adopted by which this burthen 
may he diminished, is worthy the attention of west¬ 

ern farmers. The employment of tenants as hired 
men. providing men of families with homes aud pay¬ 
ing them a certain sum per year, they boarding them¬ 
selves, is recommended. Men are more contented, 
and, having families to support, are more reliable 
than the adventurer with no incumbrances other than 
an extra hickory shirt and a pair of boots, 

— Talking about the Buckeye Reaper and Mower, 
since writing the foregoing, I have seen it work. It 

is highly spoken of as a mower. 1 have only seen it 
at work as a reaper. Its cuts wide — wider than 
Manny’s, I believe, and is too heavy work for a 
medium sized single team. Compared with the 

care weigh 150 lbs., the tail alone composing one- 
third of the whole weight. I bis broad, llattish tail is 
mostly covered with long wool, and, becoming very 
small at the extremity, turns up. It. is entirely com¬ 
posed of a substance between marrow end tut, serving 
very often in the kitchen instead of butter, and cut 
into small pieces, makes an ingredient in various 

dishes.” 

Dr. Russell further remarks:—‘ Animals of this 
extraordinary size (150 lbs.) arc, however, very rare, 
and kept up in yards, so as to be in little danger of 
hurting their tails from the hushes. The shepherds 

They have slen¬ 
der logs in proportion to their bodies, a high chest, 
aud tolerably fine wool mixed with hair, 'l’lie body of 
the ram, and sometimes of the ewe, swells gradually 
with fat toward the posterior, where a solid mass of 
fat is formed on tlvc rump, divided into two hemi¬ 
spheres, which take tin- form of the hips, with a little 
button of a tail in the middle. This breed often 
weighs 200 pounds, of which weight the suit oily fat 
alone constitutes from t wenty to forty pound-. 

The Fat • Taii.ro sheep is even more extensively 

diffused than the preceding; and it is by some sup¬ 

posed that the broad or fat tailed sheep is merely a 

variety or the fai-rumped, the strange collection of adi¬ 

pose matter having only shifted its situation from 

the posterior part of the haunch to the tail, which may 

have been at first accidental, ami perpetuated by 

accident or design. 

Dr. Rosbki.l, in his history of Aleppo, gives the 
following account of it, as it appears in Syria:—“The 
dead weight of one of these sheep will amount to 50 
or 00 lbs., of which the tail makes up 15 or 10 lbs.; 
but some of the largest that have been fattened with 

INQUIRIES AND NOTES 

Fnll Plowing Clay Land. 

Eds. Rural Nrw-Yorkbr:— J have a piece of clay land, 

strong and rich, producing a heavy crop, if the plants once 

get a start, but it is so eti tT that if the weather is unfavorable, 

and the ground dry and baked, it is Home times impossible for 

tender plants to break the crust, aud they therefore perish. 

It i* also very unpleasant to work, and sometimes I think the 

more it is handled the worse it becomes. Would fall plow¬ 

ing be any advantage? It has beeu recommended, aud I 

would like advice—CLAY, Niagara CO., N. V, 1801 

A clay soil is much ameliorated by fall plowing, if 
it is done when the ground is in the prop r condition. 
Plow when pretty dry, and leave It rough during the 
winter. The frosts will break and completely pul¬ 
verize the toughest clods, and make the whole quite 
mellow. In the spring it should not be touched 
until dry, when it may be plowed again and harrowed 
before planting. Before doing this it would he well 
to give a good coating of long, unfermented manure, 
A dressing of ashes after harrowing would, in a 
measure, prevent baking of the surface. If a course 
similar to this is pursued for a few years, the charac¬ 
ter of the soil will be materially changed for the bet¬ 
ter. It is assumed, of course, that the soil is 
thoroughly drained; for unless this is the case, all 
attempts at improvement will be useless. An un- 
drained clay soil will always be cold, late, aud hard 
to work, no matter what may he done for its benefit 
in other respects. 

Well, madam? 
“ Do ye want work?” 
Nothing harder than traveling afoot such a day as 

to-day. Why, did you want help in the house? 
“ Nay, nay; but. me moo lias a new reaper and has 

na enough help to bind hia crap. 1 did’n know but 
ye wanted work? Beg ye pardon; 1 see ye’re a gin- 
tlenion!” — and away she went without allowing me 
to thank her for the’compliment. But the woman 
had unconsciously given expression to a sentiment 
which seems to underlie the current of farm life, 
which is too plainly Indicative of the respect too 
many farmers have for their business. She was pro¬ 
voked apparently that she had been so presumptious 
as to ask a gentleman if he wanted work! The more I 
thiuk of it, the more 1 don’t relish the compliment! 
There may have been ft'good deal of stinging sarcasm 
Intended. Am half inclined to apply it in that way. 

— Four or live miles from the line dividing Wis¬ 
consin and Illinois, in the latter State, I sit down in 
the shade of a red oak to advertise this locality ; 
and this is done, because there is a class of immi¬ 
grants that will be suited with no other, as I have 
had opportunity to learn in my travels. Here are 
big, red, sandstone “hard-heads" in any quantity, 
and of sizes to suit the rnoBt incorrigible lover of 
such ware. And here, too, are stumps and roots, 
and logs and “grubs,” with a stiff'clay soil and 
bard cuough "hard-pan" beneath it—so that many 
an eastern man need not “ break any associations” 
with friends of this character, in removing hither; 
Indeed, the “custom of tho country” l« very like 
some parts of “down east." Ah! down the road 
yonder is a half wall of these stone with posts and 
two boards! And, as l live, yonder are two old- 
fashioned frame gates suspended from a 10 by 12 

beam, one end of which Is loaded with stone to 
make it balance! And yonder, out of doors, stands 
a lever cheese press, with a substantial hewed oak 
log for a baRe, and a long heavy lever hearing upon 
blocks which rest on the “follower” of the hoop, 
one end of said lever being fast, and the other end 
supporting a "iive-puil kettle” full of htono!—a 
constant pressure being kept tip. Again, there 
stands a grindstone, ont of doors, hut over it is a 
neatly-fitting board cover, to prevent it “hardening”’ 
in the sun. Things are picked up. There is literally 
nothing lying around loose. I believe the man is a 
Yankee, aud am going in to see. As F pass the door 
to go to the barn where I see him at work, I took 
into the house, which has the air of a down east 
kitchen. Yes, sir, he is from Vermont!—has been 
litre twenty-four years, but has not lost his early 
thrifty habits, although he says he has been here 
“long enough to become a pretty good Hoosm-r.” 
“Train up a child iu tho way he should go,” Ac.; 
or, better still as a quotation here, "As the twig is 
bent the tree is inclined.’? But before I close the 
paragraph, let me cal! the attention of the Rural 

reader, East or West, who lets his grindstone stand 
out of doors, to the Vermonter’s contrivance for 
protecting his — a roof or frame-work of boards, 

But I did thank Mr, H. for sixty or seventy cents, 
taking time to fix up and clean out that grove. It I 
was “ a big thing” done. 

— Did you ever see a man who was not proud of, 
and prompt to show a good cellar, if he had one? T 
never did; and I never yet visited a farm where, if 
there was such a thing as a cistern, I was not in¬ 
formed of the number of barrels it would hold. It 
does men good to tell of such achievements, in de¬ 
tail; but it is a greater gratification to womankind 
to “ have such things about tho house.” 

— There arc bark lice on the apple trees. The 
owner complains that he is ahont discouraged, yet 
he acknowledges he has not paid any attention to the 
orchard the past two years, ft, Is seeded, and the 
grass grows in most cases " plntnb up" to the bodies 
of the trees. They have received no culture, the old 
bark has not been scraped from them, and they have 
not made growth enough to shed it. ft is a question 
with the writer whether in this case the lice are not 
the result rather than the cause of unhealthy trees. 
M. H. calls our attention to a few trees about the 
base of which bo has placed a quantity of teaehcu 
ashes and spent lime. Bays they seem to be grow¬ 
ing and making new wood rapidly. 80 they do, and 
the lice arc still there. Wonder if they will not 
leave soon. 

— Going south on the east side of the Des Plaines, 
I find some one has been hauling coarse manure on 
the meadow and spreading it. It is a good practice 
to do this on dry soils at this season of tho year. It 
protects the roots of timothy and clover during the 
next two months. There are hundreds of stacks of 
straw in the country that could tie employed In no 
better way than this. Yes, there is one other thing it 
is profitable to do with them protect the young grass 
of the new .seeding, by a light tualch of this straw us 
soon as the grain i-^offtbe ground or in shock. And 
if the drouth early in the season has destroyed the 
young plants, it is good practice, if the ground is 
in condition to seed, to re-sow with timothy or 
clover on the stubble, before potting on this mulch. 
This is the practice among some of the best, farmers 
in some localities — among farmers noted for having 
good meadows and pastures. Now is the time to 
look after these items — as soon as the harvest is 
secured. 

— T cross to the west side of the Des Plaines, and 
find a broken country timbered with burr oak. The 

soil is excellent, and crops generally good. The few 
fruit trees planted are bearing well, particularly 
where they are cultivated at all. Grain, grain, wheat 
and oats, cover the surface. There are few fields of 
corn, but little grass except on the marshy bottom 
lands, and the buzz and hum and click, click, of a 
score of reapers come to me on the heated August 
air. And it is hot! 

— “Hi! Hello, Meester!" and we tqrn to see a tub 
of a Welsh woman waving her apron and beckoning 
to our agreeable self. When woman calls, we obey! 
and forthwith turn towards the front gate, which is 
nothing but a pair of bars. 

Weeds — What are They ? 

Eos. Bubal Nbw-Yorkkr:—Accompanying this you 

will Cud a plant, the name of which I would like to ascer¬ 

tain It grows iu pastures, andbeing creeping in some places, 

is quite troublesome. I would also like to know what are 

properly called weeds Must a plant be hard to eradicate, or 

injurious to crops, to give it a claim to this reproachful name? 

—W. T., Norfttt, Ar. K , 1801. 

Any plant that is not valuable either for use as 
food, clothing, or medicine, or for its beauty, is 
called a weed, as the term is popularly understood. 
But to the farmer and gardener everything is tt weed 
that is out of place, or growing where it is not 
wanted, and where it is liable to do more hurt than 
good. Rye is a weed when growing among wheat, 
and often we see fields whitened with the flowers of 
buckwheat, growing from scattered seeds of the last 
crop; and these are nothing less than weeds in 
appearance and effect—invaders of the soil, and rob¬ 
bers of the legitimate crop. 

One of the plants sent is Lycopodium clavatum, or 
Common Club Moss. It grows in open woods and 
rather shady pastures, and ^ 
is quite common on the I/./'/: 
borders of Lake Ontario, 1, /;' if | U • 
and particularly so on the f.)LA 

islands in the Ft, Law- ' V,,-. $r&: $// 

rence River. It will not Wy / - 
endure the bright sun- jlK-. 
light, we judge from its ;-i/-t%T 

habits, and therefore its j: Lg 

eradication must be easy. W - • 
JV;1 V.v Yfislv* 

The other is a different ['(, vr. 
variety of Lycopodium— 
dendroideum, or Tree Club 
Moss, and sometimes 
called Ground Pine. It 
is an elegant little plant, 
found growing some eight 
or ten inches in height, 
and found mostly in the lycopodium dsndkoi daum 

woods. Our engraving shows its appearance and 
habit, and also a single spike. 

The Potato Kor. 

The potato in this section of the country is an 
important crop; indeed, many farmers rely on it 
almost exclusively, perhaps too much so for the good 
of the soil and their own ultimate benefit. It is very 
easy to impoverish a soil by growing potatoes too 
frequently, and this is particularly the case with sandy 
ground, which of late, aad since the prevalence of 
the rot, has been found to be the only Boil to be relied 
upon for a crop of sound tubers. With a little stable 
manure every spring, and a dressing of leached ashes, 
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\ which he sets on the frame which Bupports the stone 
when he is through using it. 

— Have been puzzling my brain the past three 
days to discover the difference in appearance be¬ 
tween the Club and Fife wheat as it stands ripe in 
the field. Have naked farm era to show me the differ¬ 
ence, but have as yet found no one who could do so. 
It is easy to distinguish between these varieties, by 
shelling a head arid comparing the kernels; and one- 
man told me he could pick ontthe Fife wheat every 
time, about the time it is in bloom; it then shows a 
peculiar blue color which the Club does not. The 
Fife generally yields more, but the Club brings the 
better price. I And hut few farmers who grow the 
Rio Grande; but the few who do, like if much better 
than either of the varieties named. It will bring 
more than either ia the Chicago market. 

— Have found, thus far, in my travels in Illinois 
and Wisconsin, but one small piece of Chinese Sugar 
Cane, and-that was in McLean Co., Ill. I am re¬ 
minded of the fact by discovering in a field a wooden 
mill with two vertical rollers. Mr. Bpaffokd, the 
owner, says be has grown the cane four years prior 
to the present, and lias not, since harvesting the 
first crop, purchased a gallon of molasses or sirup. 
He thinks it a profitable crop, but failed to get ripe 
Beed this year and has none growing. He strips 
and cuts his cane, and grinds It in this home-made 
mil! as fast as it is cut; evaporates it in a sheet iron 
pan five inches deep, holding about a barrel. Boils 
it rapidly, uud uses no other clarifier than a skimmer. 
Formerly used lime, but makes better sirup without it. 

— Wheat and most other small grain crops stand 
in the fields hero, generally, until they are threshed 
—stand in shocks. When it is a wet season great 
losses occur—especially if warm and wet. Some 
stack their grain, but if the weather is good it is a 
loss of labor. So far as I have observed, wheat is 
generally set up in “Dutch shocks,” or a double 
row of sheaves. But here, as I leave the Oak Open¬ 
ings along the banks of the Des Plaines, and emerge 
on the prairie, I find large farms and a different 
practice in shocking, which I am assured is the 
common mode hereabouts. Six sheaves are Bet 
together, so, * * precisely in the form of a “ Dutch 
shock,” and then four more sheaves are added, 
two on each side of the shock, like this, . * * . 
making the shock as nearly round as it can • . , * 
be made. The tops of the sheaves are pressed to¬ 
gether. A bundle is then taken by the farmer, the 
butt pressed against his breast, and with his hands 
underneath the head, it Is doubled up and then laid 
on top the shock; another bundle is prepared in the 
same way and laid crosswise over the first bundle, 
the two forming, with but little adjustment, a straw 
roof which protects, especially when Hie straw is 
long, the shock from heavy rains, completely. Farm¬ 
ers with whom we have talked think it the best, 
indeed the only way to render wheat secure in the 
shock—the only practicable way. 

— We are told that Proctor Putnam has a fine 
flock Of Spanish sheep, and urged to go and see him 
—one of his neighbors saying at the same time, that 
“he is about ns good a farmer as wTe have in the 
COnnty.” We find all that we have heard of his 
sheep, true. They are of the same family aud from 
the same flock as Enos Furry's, heretofore spoken 
of- quite as good, and in general appearance and 
condition show better. The lambs were dropped 
earlier and are larger. The ewes are in better con¬ 
dition. Mr. Putnam herds about 100 sheep in a 
flock, lias barns with basements aud shedB which 
may be kept open or closed, in which he shelters 
his flocks in winter. He keeps his sheep dry in 
winter, feeds good timothy, red top, ami oats in the 
sheaf, lie feeds six sheaves of oats per day to each 
hundred sheep, and regards it the best grain food 
that can he given them. He cuts his oats green, or 
when about half ripe. Feeds his sheep in racks, 
and keeps them clean. Has had no diseases among 
his flocks. Prefers to have his lambs dropped before 
the ewes are turned out in the spring, nr late, after 
the feed gets good and the weather warm. He does 
not dip his sheep in any mixture at shearing time in 
order to kill the ticks, but lias always, until this 
year, dipped the lambs in tobacco water. The 
present year lie adopted the mode practiced aud 
recommended by some of his neighbors, viz. Takes 
a worn paint brush, dips it in linseed oil, and draws 
it along the back of the lamb from the bead to the 
hip, filling the wool. The lambs alone are thus 
served, and allowed to run with the balance of the 
flock a few days after the shearing; the ticks soou 
leave the old sheep aud appear on the lambs, when 
the oil destroy-' them. Such is the theory of this 
practice. The wool buyer may object to the oily 

operation; aud the experienced Bhepherd may object 
to the theory and practice- if so, let them say why! 

Mr. Putnam believes in sheep as a farm stock. 
He finds and has found that they pay. lie does not 
think there are enough sheep in the country—neither 

enough attention paid to stock—to the handling and 

feeding cattle. He would recommend buying three 
year old steers in the fall, feed them well through 
the winter, keeping them in a thriving condition, 
give them good pasture in the spring, and put them 

in market in June. This wo know to be good prac¬ 
tice for thts market, and there is usually money to 
he made by it. But the profit must of course depend 
on the relative price of grain and hay in the fall and 
the prospective price of beef. There are few years 
when a large profit may not be made. 

1 should have said that Mr. Putnam’s flock sheared 
6 pounds per head last year.- This year he has 
not weighed the wool, but thinks, from the weight 
ot “ few samples, it will average rtitfre per head. 
Before shearing he selected twenty-five of his poorest 
ewes and their Iambs, patting them in a field by 
themselves. After shearitig he sold them at $2 per 
head, lambs and all—25 ewes and 28 lambs. Sheep 
sell better fur stock than for mutton—they are worth 
more to keep them to sell for the latter purpose. 

A CHEAP MANUBE, 

Eds. RirAi. Nsw-Iokkkk:—I do not know as I 
ought to have a 1 tearing iu the columns of your valua¬ 
ble paper, as I am not among the many thousands of 
its subscribers: but as I have the privilege of perus¬ 
ing it, and find it to be all that you advertise, yon 
may couut me as one for the coming year. 

As the object of your paper ia to get and give such 
information as will benefit the public, 1 would like to 
relate my experience iu one branch of farming. As 
I am an old-fashioned fanner, I still follow the old 
plan of manuring corn in the hill, and always having 
as good crops as my neighbors, I have felt very well 

satisfied. 1 always plow under what manure I make on 
my farm, and buy enough of the different fertilizers to 
manure in the bill. Having tried some of the different 
kinds offered to the public, I wish to give my opinion 
as to which is the cheapest and best. Planting, as (do, 
from 15 to 20 acres of corn each year, I ha7e made it 
an object to ascertain which of the different fertil¬ 

izers is the cheapest and best for me to use. Having 
ascertained, to the best of my ability, I prefer the 
American Compost Fertilizer to any that I have 
tried; this being a new kind of manure, is the cheap¬ 
est and best adapted to different crops. I have used 
one hundred lbs. to the acre for corn in the bill, and 
have had better corn than when I have uped pondrotte, 
superphosphate of lime, and other fertilizers. As I 
am confident that it is the cheapest and best, I use no 
other kind. Last spring, instead of paying out fifty 
dollars, as 1 had formerly done, I bought one ton of 
the American Compost, for which I paid twenty-five 
dollars; and feeling satisfied that I shall have belter 
corn than when I used different fertilizers, induces 
me to inform your readers of my experience. I have 
seen this manure tried upon a field of strawberries, 
and I would say to those that cultivate this delicious 
fruit, they would do well to try it. A Farmer. 

Mattituc.k, Suffolk Co., Long Island, N. Y., 1861. 

Remarks.—The above appears a little like attempt¬ 
ing to grind an ax, on our grindstone, for the benefit 
of the manufacturer of a particular fertilizer. The 
writer offers his “opinion” freely, but gives no 
figures as to results. Why not state the comparative 
advantage, as ascertained by experiment, of the 
“Compost” over other fertilizers? Again, If our 
correspondent is an “old-fashioned farmer,” and still 
practices ancient ways, it is strange he Bhould use “ a 
new kind of manure.” The fact is, such statements 
as the above are, in plain English, nil gammon—or at 
least most unsatisfactory. No sensible farmer would 
purchase a fertilizer on such unreliable testimony— 
an opinion which m volunteer at the risk of losing a 
subscriber in expectancy—Ed. 
-- 

Jm I in ii Queen* In Common Hives. 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker:—In answer to many 
inquiries as to whether a stock of common bees, oc- 
cuping a box hive, can be successfully Italianized 
without first transferring them to movable frames, 
( will answer that they can. There are several ways 
of doing this, but the bent method 1 will proceed to 
give. Take your box hive early In the morning, 
before many bees have left for the fields, and 
blow under it a whiff of smoke from punk, burn¬ 
ing rugs, or tobacco,.—only a little,—just enough to 
drive up among the combs any that may lie clustered 
about the entrance and on the bottom board; now 
carefully tum the hive bottom up, and place on its 
open end a box to receive the bees, prepared to fit it, 
and about the capacity of the hive; tack a couple of 
slats on each side to hold the faces of the two to¬ 
gether, carefully corking every crevice, so that no 
bee shall escape. Now drive out the swarm, by lightly 
rapping on the top—now bottom — of the hive, 
gradually following up as the bees are observed mov¬ 
ing upwards, which will be known by their humming, 
on putting the ear to the side of the hive. When all 
are pretty well up —which will he in from fifteen to 
thirty minutes,— remove the top box, carefully cov¬ 
ering the now almost empty hive with a sheet, or 
other covering, to keep out robbers. Now take the 
hex containing the bees atul turn it. down beside an 
empty box, placed after the manner of hiving a 
swarm of bees, and with ft spoon or ladle, search for 

the queen. As the beea are tlius passing from one box 
to the other, the queen will be readily found, if not 
the first time, change boxes and try it over again. 
When found, destroy her, and having the Italian 

stranger ready, drop her down among the bees. None 
will molest bur, for the same rcuson that none will 
offer any resistance to the operator—because they are 
now all Ji/led w>th honey to tlieir utmost capacity. And 
even bad yon placed a dozen queens among them, the 

bees would not immediately molest them. 

As soon as the queen is safely among them, return 
the lilve to its original position and ladle the bees 
into it, or near its entrance, and they will soon go 
up, thus effecting a change of queens without loss of 

time. Of course, substantially the same method can 
be practiced with equal success on any hive. I have 
somewhat extensively practiced this mode of transfer, 
of late, and can confidently recommend it in prefer¬ 
ence to any other. Martin Metcalf. 

Grand Rapids, Micli., Sept. 4, 1861. 

Apiaries nml Hives. 

The best position for an apiary is one fronting 
the south-east. It should be so placed that the flight, 
of the bees is uot obstructed; though this is not abso¬ 
lutely necessary, as they will always manage to find 
tlieir hives. It is better to locate an apiary in a val¬ 
ley than on high ground, that when the bees are 
returning heavily laden they may be saved from a 
toilsome upward flight. Yet they may properly be 
placed in the upper story or even iu the roof of a 
house situated in the valley; because the bees, wliea 
returning, rise high enough iu the air to clear any 
trees or other high objects in their course, and 

descend only when they arrive in the immediate 
neighborhood of their hives. But it is not proper 
thus to place stocks intended for natural swarming; 
because the swarms are then apt to alight in places 

difficult of access, and are also more prone to make 
their escape to the woods. I have, however, often 
placed swarms, after hiving, in a garret, and they 
labored there with remarkable industry.— Gundelach. 

Singular Fact. 

On the 12th of ft&iemb'er, 1855f Mr. #. A. lief' 
ling, of Weissenfels, pass'd a strip of woodland, 
where wood choppers were at work’ clearing off the 
timber. Some of them had just felled a huge hollow 
oak tree, in which bees had taken up ttjeir abode. 
They were engaged in securing the honey »fren Mr. 
II. reached the scene, and consented to let him have 
the bees, which he collected, plated in a rude boa, 
aud carried home. He then transferred them to a 
movable comb hive containing five frames with 
empty combs, aud one with sealed honey. On open¬ 
ing the hive next morning to ascertain whether the 
Tneen was safe, he found the five combs also well sup¬ 
plied with honey, doubtless deposited by the bees, 
who trad gorged themselves with their own stores 
when their old domicile was so rudely demolished, 
and thus carried off’ a supply nearly sufficient to last 
them through Ibe ensuing winter.—Bee Journal. 

To Siraln fifowey. 

Bees make no- honey late in the season, there¬ 
fore take it away early. Select, and mash by band, 
and strain through a serve. Td warm weather it will 
nearly all drain through- an a few days, and the honey 
thus passed will be pure and perfect, and will candy 
in cold weather. IF it is desirable to prevent candy¬ 
ing, keep it warm. What remains itr the combs may 
be washed out with a small quantity of water, and 
may be boiled and skimmed, and answers the same 
purpose in culinary matters as the best. The silly 
practice of beating and Btraining through cloth 
always spoils the honey. O’. T. Hobbs. 

Randolph, P»., 1881. 

Transferrin" Bics from Box Hives. 

Being a subscriber to your valuable Rural, and 
knowing it to be open for question, I venture to ask 
one. I have a colony of bees in an old-fashioned box 
hive with doors in the top. The hive is filled down 
to the bottom with comb, which has become wormy. 
What shall I do with them? Should they be driven 
into a new hive? If so, at what time and bow?—E. K. 
Terry, Norwich, Chenango Co., N. E, 1861. 

The Baron of Berlepsch has had colonies in his 
apiary which increased eleven pounds in weight in 
one day. Mr. Rader, of Mayence, had one which 
increased twenty-one pounds, and the Rev. Mr. 
Stein, of the same place, one which increased twenty- 
eight pounds in a day.—Bee Journal. 

gural spirit of tit* gms. 
Eating off Glover In the Fall. 

The Canadian Agriculturist well observes :— 
“Irreparable injury is sometimes done to meadows 
and clover lands by hard stocking late in the fall or 
early in the spring. Sheep, in particular, by eating 
close, often seriously injure the crown of the clover 
plant, and thereby either kill it or greatly injure its 
after growth.” 

Barley for Fattening flogs. 

Tub Maine Farmer publishes a communication 
from a correspondent at Rockland, in regard to the 
relative value of corn and barley for the purpose of 
fattening hogs. We give the following paragraph 
from bib letter;—“From what experience I have had, 

a hundred pounds of barley Is worth as much as a 
hundred pounds of corn; but it must be clean barley, 
not half oats, as barley generally is as raised by many 
of onr farmers. I think barley better adapted to fat¬ 
tening bogs than any other grain I ever gave them, 
as it seems to make them quiet and sleepy, and this 
bogs require in order to fatten well.” 

Clem lug l.uml of Stone. 

Speaking of the ill effect of the entire removal 
of stone from Borne soils, 0. W. True, in the New 

England Farmer, says:—“There were but a few 
stones upon a moist loimy, rich soil, laying upon a 
gravel pan almost impenetrable to water, but when 
tbe loose ones and those that the plow came in con¬ 
tact with, were dug out, the soil seemed entirely 
changed. It was later in the spring, aud the grass 
did not hold out bbt about half as long as before the 
stones were removed. Had it been underdrained, I 
am confident it would have been ranch improved, and 
instead of being a week later in seed-time, would 
have been a week earlier than originally.” The re¬ 
moval of “the natural attractors of heal,” and tbe 
loss of the mineral matters supplied by the wearing 
away of the Btones, is his explanation of this 
difference. 

The Fermentation of Milk. 

According to the experiments of Mr. Hoppe, 
milk contains Ub peculiar ferment ready formed, 
which is destroyed at the temperature of boiling water, 
but it is again formed by the action of atmospheric 
oxygen; aud also that the fermentation, once begun, 
proceeds spontaneously, without the assistance of 
atmospheric oxygen. Hoppe’s Investigations further 
show that fresh milk, in contact with tbe air, takes 
up oxygen and gives off carbonic acid, and that the 
volume of this rmfbonie acid is larger than that of the 
oxygon absorbed This change proceeds very rapidly 
at the common temperature, during the first twenty- 
four hours; and the milk left in contact with more than 
its own bulb of air, is able to take up within three or 
four days the whole of the oxygen of that quantity 
of air. 

Price of.Potatoes. 

The following table, carefully prepared for the 
American Agriculturist by Mr. Henry B. Walker, a 
large dealer of New York, will be found interesting 
and useful. The statistics have reference to the best 
potatoes at wholesale prices; it will be noticed that 
the price has fallen every year, with but one excep¬ 
tion, since 1854. 

Average Price per Bushel. 

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857. 1858. 1869. 1860. 
Jan. . .$1 07 *1 22 SO 72 $0 97 SO 91 $0 93 SO 45 
Feb. ... 1 18 1 25 0 72 1 03 1 00 0 58 0 58 
March 1 12 1 2 0 80 ' 1 00 0 88 0 95 0 64 
April . 1 60 1 48 0 63 1 35 0 77 0 83 0 55 
May .... . 1 41 1 26 0 60 1 41 0 58 0 68 0 60 
June ,.. . 1 60 1 8-1 0 60 1 25 0 55 0 70 0 69 
July ... . 1 00 1 00 1 00 0 62 0 61 0 47 0 63 
Aug. . 1 50 0 63 0 69 0 64 0 61 0 49 0 52 
Sept. ... 1 22 0 69 0 70 0 83 0 57 0 50 0 63 
Oct .. 1 00 0 69 0 76 0 83 0 54 0 05 0 45 
No?. . 1 89 0 69 0 84 0 96 0 53 0 60 0 64 
Dec. ... . 1 02 0 65 0 94 0 95 0 65 0 45 0 63 

Average. .*1 22 SI 01 

1 o
 75 SI 00 

1 o
 

if* 72 so 59 

1 o
 6fl 

IIo>v to Manage Bones. 

A CORRESPONDENT of the Journal of Agriculture 

gives the following as his experience, every other 
year, for the past ton years; that beiug as often as he 
could collect bones enough to fill a tub: 

With a sledge hammer break the bones into pieces 
of one, two or three inches; take a hogshead tub, 
put in two or three inches of hard wood ashes, the 
same depth of botes; then ashes and bones until full; 
pound or press solid as convenient; fill with water or 
urine, all that it will absorb. If done in the spring 
or summer, by tht next spring it will shovel out fully 
decomposed, the nones being as soft as chalk. 

Then add all vnir hen manure, shovel and rake jt 

over cnee a weec, for three or futir weeks before 
planting time; by that time it will be finely powdered. 
Tut about equal b a handful of compost into a hill, 
for corn, potatots, squashes, melons, &c., when it 
will be fotrad to forward the crops to a wonderful 

degree. 

How to Clear Land of Brush. 

Our pastures are euCached ufion by sbfubs 
f.iad trees of inferor growth, m'Vking nestling places 
for Weeds, and shading much land WklCb otherwise 
would produce glass. We prefer to m&’ the brush 
hook aud' cat up everything, to lay the dr> bTash 
over the stubif Aodburn it. If sbeep aye kept on /he 
lot afterward, lh£j will feed down the young growth 
which starts from Be roots, for the most part, ami a 
scythe will keep ohder the remainder. A corres¬ 
pondent of the Hcmesteaif gives his views as follows: 

"This is often a problem of much importance, 
and the solution of it is attended in some sections 
with much difficuty and expense. After cutting 
and burning the bnsh piled ap in heaps, many think 
the best aud perbaja the only mode of extermination 
is plowing and thorough tillage. This is an effeetaal 
remedy, and, wherecircumstances will admit, a good 
one. But there aremany fields that eannot be treated 
in this manner. Ether the occupantsaiinot sustain 
the requisite expense, or impediments to plowing 
stand in the way. 

“In many sectims there are large quantities'of 
land now comparUirely useless, that will, if' the 
brush is destroyed, be valuable for grazing. Last 
year I tried burning tbe land over without cutting 
the brush, and have been se well pleased with' the 

result that I wish to recommend the practice to 
others, and also draw out the experience and 
opinions of others. Now is the time, as soon as the 
ground is dry enough. The fire runs best in the 
middle of the day. From a single experience I have 
come to the conclusion that fire running over the 
land a few consecutive years, will run out the brush, 
and the land he benefited by the operation, especially 
if a top-dressing of gypsum or something else is 
applied afterward.” 

Hint* on Building Stables. 

The American Agriculturist treats the subject in 

this wise:—“The recent improvements in American 

architecture have not reached the stable, to the ex¬ 

tent that could be desired. Brown stone froDts, high 

ceilings, marble mantel pieces, costly furnaces for 

warming and ventilating the dwelling, may please 

the eye and promote the health and comfort of the 

occupants, while the valuable horses of the proprie¬ 

tor are suffering from a poorly constructed aud poorly 

ventilated stable. 

The fault often lies in two directions. The stable 
may be too tight, or too open. A horse needs light, 
as well as air and suitable warmth and food, —the 
vegetable structure hardly needs light more than he 
does. Pure airts essential. His blood can not be¬ 

come purified while the air which influtes his longs 
is full of foul gases from fermenting manures. Nor 
is it enough to keep the stalls clean, if they are so 
tight that the horse is obliged to breathe hi* own 
breath over and over again. Digestion ia interfered 
with, and all the functions of life arc impeded. Liizy 
grooms declare that a close, warm stable, helps to 
make a horse’s cout fine and glossy in winter as well 
as In summer. But in winter, such a coat is not to 
be desired. Nature provides the animal with longer 
hair and more of it, to defend him from the cold. II 
the horse is well groomed and blanketed, his hair 
will be smooth and glossy enough all the year round. 
The indolent groom onght himself to be shut up for 
twenty-fonr hours in the hot, steaming air in which 
he confines his master’s horse, and see how he would 
like it. Open the doors of such a stable in the morn¬ 
ing, where several horses are kept, and the hot air 
and the hartshorn are almost sufficient to knock a 
man down. What wonder, then, that horses so used 
should suffer from inflamed eyes, cough, glanders, 
and other ailments! The wonder is that they bear 
tbe abuse so long and so well. 

Now, the “improvement ” is simply this; ventilate 

the stables. Ventilate, both in winter and summer. 
The outer air should be brought in at certain places 
near the floor, but not in the immediate neighbor¬ 
hood of the horse, so as to cause hurtful draits of 
wind immediately upon him. Impure air must he 
ejected, as well as pure air brought in. This can 
be done in summer very well by leaving several win¬ 
dows open in different parts of the barns. But a 
bi-tti-rwny is to insert ventilators in the highest parts 
of the building, into which ventiducts, (square 
wooden tubes.) shall lead from the stalls, and which 
can be opened or closed at pleasure. These ven¬ 
tilators should be covered with a cap, to prevent 
downward currents and the beating in of rain. By 
this plan, the foul air is carried oil' directly from 
the stall without mixing with the hay in the loft.” 

Ifnguirit# anil Answer#. 
A Jumping Colt.— I hare a span Of colts, tine of which 

jumps How can I fix him a,, that tic will tiebave himself? I 
have put fetters on him, Outdo not like them I should be 
glad if you. or some of jour readers, would (jive me the best 
plan of keeping him where be belongs. I do not. mean a 
lecture about 11 Prevention.’’ Ac., for that is too late.—T. I. 
P,, South Bristol, 2Y. . 1861. 

Straw as a Fkjitilizkk.— I would be very glad to obtain 
a little information In regard to tlie use of straw as a fertilizer. 
Iu Ibis section of the country, there is a good deal of coar-e 
R'raw, considered unfit for feeding. Now, the question is, 
wkilt shall be done with this? Rome say plow it under, hut 
it seems to me that disposition of the thing is neither 
economical nor convenient. If you. or any of your numerous 
renders, can give any light on this subject either theoretical 
or as the result, of experience, through the columns of the 
Rural, they will greatly oblige—J. E. S., Veremit, Ar. I". 

Prickly Ash kor Hedges.—Will you inform me as to the 
prohahle result of a lo dge fence grown from Prickly Ash 
plants or seeds? The Prickly Ash is a very hardy bush, 
grows well almost any where, und cattle, horses, and all 
kinds of stock farmers wish to fence against, shun it By 
cutting down when two years old, it w ill bush out very thick, 
making it almost impenetrable. If it will answer, s farm 
could be well fenced with it in five year6.—11. E. G., Loclcpmt. 
N. K, 1SH1. 

Who has tried this plant for a hedge? Will not our friend 

test the matter? 

SCRATCHES.—Not seeing any recipe for the disease known 
as the scratches in horses since I have taken the Rural, it 
would benefit oie some if you would give a remedy that can 
lie relied upon, as I am somewhat of a dealer.—AFI’hbckhier, 
N. Y , Sejilember. 1861. 

We give several modes, either of which he can test to bin 

own satisfaction—In its early stages, diet, cleanliness, and 

ventilation, require the attention of the groom. When the 

heels are swollen and hot, apply a poultice ef slippery elm 

(powdered) >.( pound; fine salt, 2 ounces Mix with hot 

water, and when cool, spread a portion on cotton cloth and 

land. If the horse if fat, a mild cathartic, coasisting of 

aloes, 4 drachms; gentian, 2 drachms; ginger, J draebtn—all 

powdered—may be administered, If, on the other band, the 

horse be poor. uBe no medicine, but allow a generous diet. 

Prof. MORTON, of the Royal Veterinary College, recommends 

the following:—Equal parts of vinegar, linseed oil. and tur¬ 

pentine. Wash the heels with lake warm water and Castile 

snap, and, after wiping dry, apply the mixture. 

Jons Jobnston gave his manner of treatment in the 

Rural for March, 1860, and we reproduce it Mr. J. ta.vs:— 

Take sugar of lead and hog's lard, and make a salve. Wash 

the legk Of Ul0 !‘orse clean, and when perfectly dry, rub in 

the salve. Keep the horse out the Bind f°r * L'w day*, using 

the sa’te occasionally, and It will soon effect a cure. It 

appear* to tne absurd to think of putting anything down tbe 

throat of tt horse TO cure scratches. * * * Before I got 

my yards made perfectly dry, 1 was greatly troubled with the 

scratches iu the legs of my cattle, iu BOft wnather, in fall or 

early wiater. I have had a dozen or mof'C ffi bnee. with 

swelled legs and scratches, a hot fever, aud great!.; Ja*n«. 

Washing and fomenting the legs with hot water, using the 

sugar of lead and lard salve, and keeping in a dry place, soou 

effected a core. Wash off the ooqd j/ptu the torse's legs 

when he coines in the stable, never let it dry on, and a fig 

for scratches. Prevention is better than cure. 

A Toledo, Ohio, correspondent of the RURAL says any per¬ 

son having a horse troubled with the scratches, will fiod, 

^ by taking a soft or fresh corncob, and using warm dish- 

Wfitltir. or warm water and Castile soap, (I prefer tbe former.) 

and VubbiDg the affected part with the coh, dipping it fre¬ 

quent// ib the water, until he has tbe scruff all off atul per¬ 

fectly c.lea'i! then drying it with a cloth aud applying the 

following salri, rhhbiog it well, that it will take but a few 

greasings until the horse is perfectly cured. With S case- 

knife. scrape from fheontslde of the iron pots used for cooking, 

the soot or black thsViA on them, aud then mix tallow with 

it until it forme A good ssflve, or paste, and rub the scratches 

with it, after being cleansed, three or four limes, or even six 

times, if necessary. The horse should be kept in the stable, 

or out of the mud, until he is cured, or nearly so. 

Another correspondent, residing at Lock port, N. Y., pos¬ 

sessed of what he claim* !»' a simple preventive and cure, 

peuteit. It is as follows:— Wtnen tbehorse todies in at night, 

his legs should be washed clean, and rubbed as dry as rnay 

be, then apply good vinegar, rubbing it well to tile skin. 

Two application.- a day are aofik'ient. I have always found it 

a sure preventive and a certain cure. If the leg? have 

become cracked aud sore, apply tbe vinegar freely, and add 

a piece of copper**, the size of a eouunon hickory nut, to a 

quart of vinegaff. 

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

A V .l|UA(l IV Hl illHl .■‘JIMP - 

Carpeting* tor dale Cheap—How- A: Rogers. 
Hlrhlnnd ' uwr es Cowles, Robert-& Co 
K'*;tester l ighf Oiniage Factor-. —-f. Hugh McDonough 
l lu-A 1 11i'ir Vooerf——Helfroti & Rest. 
Cninheirv Plan's for Fall Planting—P. D. Chilson. 
Iialmn queen* for F-ile—C Win. Ross. 
A noted Farm for Fab*—8llas fatten. 
Apr.'s P-edPnf* il Blnekmar 
Oporto Gr»f/e Vines for Sale—E. Ware Sylvester. 

Uural Notes anfr Stems* 

Thk Corn Choi-.— Contrary to the general expectation, 

the corn crop has thus far progressed finely, no “untimely 

frost” hiring checked its ripening. Tbe weather of the past 

two or three weeks has been favorable to its growth and 

maturity, and the prospect Is that a fair if not good crop will 

he obtained over a large extentof country, We think a great 

portion of the crop is airrady (Sept. 17) out of danger, and 

hence rnaov who anticipated a failure are much encouraged 

by the prospect r.f es-ape and a profitable result — their suc¬ 

cess in “ making a crop " of corn this season beiug as gratify, 

ingasit was unexpected. Though the maize may not be so 

abundant and cheap in this region as to permit it use (in the 

ear) as fuel—aa is done in some parts of the West—we trust 

there will he sufficient for ordinary purposes, and congratu¬ 

late farmers thereupon. t 

American Commissioners to the World's Fair.—Presl- 

daut Lincoln has appointed tbe following Comint“Rioners to 

represent the Interest* of American exhibitors at the Exhibi¬ 

tion of the Industry of all Nation- to be held in tbe city of 

London, September, 1862:—Wm. H Seward. Secretary of 

State; Caleb B Smith. Secretary of interior; Edward Everett, 

of Massachusetts; Joseph Henry, of the Smithsonian Insti¬ 

tution; B. P Johnson, S-cretary of New York State Ag. 

Society; Robert It Minturn. of New York; J. Dawson Cole¬ 

man, of Pennsylvania; John II Klippart, of Ohio; Jas. E. 

Partridge, of Maryland; Rich. Wallach, Mayor of Washing¬ 

ton; W W Seaton, of Washington; Jos.ph C. 0. Kennedy, 

Superintendent, of the Census Bureau. 

Tbe appointment of Col. .Johnson on thin important com¬ 

mission places “the tight man in the right place,” and will 

be bailed with pleasure by his numerous friends. 

The World's Fair—It is said that the great building for 

the World's Fair next year is nearly completed, (at South 

Kensington, England.) Of the thousands of columns, 

girders, brackcta, and railings of cast iron, nearly one-fourth 

are already actually In their places. The remainder are 

being rapidly forwarded, aod all are to be delivered on the 

ground heforco the 80th of September. In all, about 4 000 

tuns of cast iron will be required. Tbe cnlumnanre to be of 

unusual eve and strength. They are to number 1.100, aud if 

laid eud to end. they would reach from South Kensington to 

the Cnstal Palace at Norwood. Early in October tbe Picture 

Gallery will be all roofed in, so that tbe walls wild have 

ample time to dry before the grand opening on the first of 

May next. Tty tbe 12tb of February, the building will be 

completed, and formally handed over to the Royal Commis¬ 

sioners. After the 30th of this month no further applica¬ 

tions for space will be received by the Comudasioners, no 

matter from what, quarter they may come. England and the 

colonies alone bate demanded more than five times the 

space of the entire building. One of the earliest applications 

for space was that of an inventor, who did not specify the 

nature of the articles he intended to exhibit, but required 

Space in every Class of the indnstiial section* to the amount 

of 72,000 square feet! One gentlemau requests room in the 

Picture Gallery for the exhibition of a poem.’ The entire 

list of applications, it is said, would make one of the most 

amusing books ever printed. The committee of admission 

and rejection will have no very enviable labors to perform. 

Fairs next Wkxk.—Changes and Postponements.—Some of 

the best Local Ag. Societies in this and other States hold 

their annoal exhibitions next week Among the County 

kalis in this 8late (from Sept. 24 to 28) are those of Livings 

ton, Wyoming Orleans, Yates, Madison, St. Lawrence, Put 

unm, Fulton Westchester, Ac,,—and Town and Union in 

Aurora, Clockv!lie, Dr/deu, Oxford. Seneca Falls, Trumans 

burg, Unaoilla, Ac. The Ontario Co. Fair has been postponed 

one week, and will take place Oct. 2d, 3d, and 4th The 

Monroe and Chemung Co. Societies have resolved not to hold 

any exhibitions this year. 

The Micdtoan State Fair, — A circular from Mr. Secretary 

Johnstons states that the preparations for this Exhibition 

(which takes place at Detroit, Sept. 24—27,) are on a scale 

which will render it equal in every department to any Fair 

that has ever bor n held in the State, From the applications, 

for entries already made, the officers have reason to believe 

the show of articles and stock for competition will be larger 

than it was last year. There is also promise of a very large 

a'tendance, and we are assured that “every effort is being 

made to render this annual festival and gathering of the 

agricultural Interests such au occasion as will be worthy of 

the Peninsular Stale.” Competition is open to other Slates. 

Senator Johnson, of Tennessee, is to deliver the address. 

We trust our Michigan friends will have a moat creditable 

and successful Exhibition, aud shall endeavor to be present 

at least one day iu order to note the progress they are making. 

Tuk Provincial Fxhirition, — Great preparations are 

being made for the sixteenth annual Provincial Agricultural 

Exhibition of Upper Canada, which is to be held at London 

next week—from the 24lh to the 27th inat. Documents 

received from the officers of the Association indicate that 

the arrangements are on an extensive scale, aud that proper 

efforts are making to secure the attendance and competition 

of a large number of tbe best agriculturists and stock-breeders 

of the Province. The Exhibition ought to prove a snccess, 

aud we trust it will. Our Cauadlau neighbors have made 

astonishing progresn aiuce the organization and Urst Show of 

tbe Association, in 1846, and should make a display demon¬ 

strating improvmenl in every department. We hope to see 

such an Exhibition at London as will cast former ones, how¬ 

ever creditable, in the shade. 

Tin; Illinois Statk Fair, held at Chicago last week, did 

not open very favorably in consequence of bad weather 

Chicago papers report, however, that the weather was fine 

the middle and latter part ef the week, and the attendance 

and receipts large. The Fair was to “hold over” a part or 

all of this week we believe. An expected report from our 

Western Aid failed to reach ub in time for this paper, but will 

probably appear iu our next. 

The Potato Rot m Canada West.—We have some reports 

of tbe appearance of the potato rot in Canada West, as well 

as in this region. The Perth Courier of the 15th ult., sa.VB 

tb at “ it seems now to be beyond a doubt that tbe potato rot 

has tt'Side it* appearance, and is likely to prove very destruc¬ 

tive in till* section of Canada. We are Informed that, in 

some localities, ftrtire fields are turning black, and there are 

very few patches bill fhb'ff rndiCatioda of beiog affected. It 

is consequently impossible to tell at this stage of the disease 

what tbe extent of its ravages foVy b«, but it is Confidently 

stated that at least one-third of the Resent year's crop uiil 

be destroyed. The season has been very <f«t, scarcely a day 

passing without rain, more or less, and the wet, Co Id weather 

may have had something to do with producing the re-spP*»r- 

auce of the potato blight.” 

Croi'8 at thk South in Danger.—a dispatch fro a Louis¬ 

ville, Ky 16th in*t , says that serious fears aie entertained 

Tot the crops of the South, Tbe rains of August are reported 

ibe heaviest aod most geoeial ever known, and tery disas¬ 

trous. The Savannah Jtepubhcan claims fair r ce crops, but 

admits that continuous rains have damaged it somewhat. 

The Baton Rouge Advocate sayt that the cotton crops of that 

vicinity are literally covered with the army worm, and that 

the fate of tbe crop will be sealed iu a few days, for the rains 

and heavy atmosphere are favorable to tbe w orkers. 

Correction.—The article published in our last number, 

entitled “ Discipline 9s. Strength.” should have been credited 

to the Boston Cultivator Though we did not copy direct Trod 

the B C., (hut from an exebauge where the item was un 

credited,) we make the correction on intimation frosi, and 

for the benefit of, our esteemed contemporary. 



Randolph Pi.vk Strawhnrry.—The Rural New-Yorker 

of July 20, after a long visit to Randolph, N. Y„ comes to 

hand with the Wrestling intelligence that W R. Prince 

originated the Randolph Pine Strawberry! I sent you the 

first vines and jar of tho first fruits of the Randolph Pine 

Strawberry, of which yon gave notice, and a drawing <>r the 

fruit. Strange, indeed, I hat yon should, at one " fell awoop,” 

give W. R. Pui.Ncic tho benefits of my labor and advertising. 

—O. T Hokns, RamMpIi, Pa, 1881. 

We stand corrected. The Randolph Pine we fruited the 

past season from plants sent us by Mr. Hobbs. The variety 

left with us by Mr Lanoivokthy, and which originated with 

Mr. Prince, was the Ladies' Pine. The similarity of name, 

wo presume, caused the error which w aa made in noticing 

specimens of fruit received. 

cision. To one fact we wish to 
call particular attention, and that x 
is, that tho be9t English Carna- >A 
tions are, or were some years ago, 
grown by cottagers, principally 
mechanics, who make this flower 
a specialty, or a hobby, and de- ^Pl 
vote all th^ir leisure moments to 
it* careful cultivation and improve- 
ment. Thousands, we have no 
doubt, of the common people of 
England, have been saved from tK 
drunkenness and other vices by 
this love of flowers and the inter- 
est felt in iheir cultivation, ,1 IT 

Perhaps we are partial to ihe 

Carnation, from the fact that we ' >^5 
have grown it from our earliest v 
recolb ction. and thus this beauti- 
ful flower bas become associated ' MP' 

in memory with the pleasant past; ^**0^ 
but in our opinion nothing excels 
it, if we except the acknowledged Queen of Flowers, 
the Rose. And yet, it is but little grown in this 
country, and good specimens are exceedingly rare. 
Onr hot, dry summers are not favorable to the flower; 
but this we cannot consider a very serious objection, 
for even in England beds of Carnations are often 
provided with shade. It is unfortunately rather too 
tender for our winters, and yet seems to require but 
slight protection; ami we cannot but think that if 
florists would give the attention to this flower that its 
merits deserve, the best mode of treatment would be 
soon learned, which we hope would be one neither 
troublesome nor expensive, and yet so effectual as to 
warrant its extensive cultivation. The Picotee is 
hardier and seems much better suited to our climate, 
though we seldom see any of the finer varieties. The 
Pink is still more hardy than the PiCOtee. 

The Carnation was formerly divided into three dis¬ 
tinct classes. 

THE FRUIT CROP, 
ELDERBERRY WINE 

The fruit crop in most sections of the country is 
nnusnally light Of grapes we have but a few in 
Western New York, and in the vicinity of this city 
not one-tenth of oor usual crop. A few varieties of 
pears are giving fair crops, such as Louise Bonne de 
Jersey and Seckel, and the old Virgalieu, in some 
cases, we see loaded with fruit unequalled in the 
palmiest days of this old favorite. But, most of the 
hundreds of varieties growing in this section aie 
giving no fruit the present season, and the agricul¬ 
tural and horticultural exhibitions will miss our 
usual large collections. 

The orchards are giving only half a crop of apples, 
but as far as we have observed they are unusually 
fine. They will no doubt bring a good price. Deal¬ 
ers are now endeavoring to contract for winter apples 
at from $1,25 to $1.50 per barrel, and autumn varie¬ 
ties are selling at from $1.25 to $2.00. As apples are 
scarce in all sections of the country, farmers would 
do well to be a little careful about contracting at a 
low figure. In another column we give present prices 
in the New York market. 

Liutokh Rurai. Nkw-Yorkkr:— In compliance 
with the request of one of your correspondents, I 
hereby send you a recipe for making elderberry wine. 
I have tried it, and find the wine “not bad t,# tube.” 
To three quarts of water, put, one quart, of juice and 
three pounds of augur. Put it In a keg, leave tho 
bung out, and it will work itself clear,—from the 
bung. The keg should be full. The juice is more 
easily extracted by warming the berries, by pouring 
warm water over them. The juice should bo strained. 
—Ed. Everett Vandyke, Roxbury, 1,801. 

To three quarts of berries, three quarts of water. 
Mash the berries; then boil one hour; then add three 

pounds of sugar; boil half an hour. You can put 
cloves and cinnamon, pounded, in u bag—sny a tea¬ 
spoonful of both and boil it in. When nearly cold 
strain in jars, cover tight, put in a teacupful of yeast, 
let stand till done working—say two weeks then 
strain again and bottle. It will keep for years.— 
C. M. Waterman, Taberg, Onridit Co., ,V. K, 1801. 

Ena. Rural New-Yorker :—In your issue of 
August 24, I find an inquiry from “A. Chester, 

Romo, Ohio,” for a leeipe for making elderberry 
wine. 

Elderberry Wink.—Pour a gallon of boiling 

water over every gallon of berries, let it stand twelve 

hours, then draw it off and boil it with three and a 

half pounds of sugar; when boiling, beat in tho 

whites of a few eggs to clarify it; then skim it clear, 

adding half an ounce of pounded ginger, with some 

cloves and cinnamon, to every gallon of the wine. 

After boiling a little longer, put tho mixture in a 

tub, when cool adding a toast rubbed well with 

yeast. Let it ferment a day or two, after which add 

a few raisins, and put all into a large Jug or cask 

previously rinsed with brandy 

Oswego Co., N, Y., 1801. 

Eldeiuikhry Wink.—I saw in a late Rural a 

request for a recipe to make Elderberry Wine. T 
have one I know to be good, and so send it. Take 
the lavgest stems from the berries, put them into a 

kettle with water sufficient to scald them. Measure 
the water when you put it in. When well scalded, 
strain. Then to a pint and a half of juire, allow one 
quart of water, (making allowance for the water put 
in to scald them,) and to every pint of juice add one 
pound of sugar. Return to the kettle, scald and 
strain into a clean jar. When cold, toast a slice of 
bread, put yeast on both sides of it, and lay it gently 
on the top. When it lias done fermenting, put in a 
little bag ginger, cloves, cinnamon, Ac. In due 
time take out the hag and put the wine into a cask. 
Let it remain several months. It is better for having 
age.—Addih E., Albion, iV. Y., 1801. 

Elderberry Wine.—Scald and strain the berries, 
and to two quarts of tho juice add two quarts of 
water; then add three pounds of brown sugar, and 
let it boil one hour. Put it in a stone jar, and when 
cool pnt in half of a yeast cake; then toast a. slice 
of bread, spread it with hop emptings, and lay it on 
the top; let it work ten or twelve days; then bottle 
and cork tight.—B. D. Wright, Orleans Co., A'. Y. 

FHUIT8 Rkckivku.— From President Andrrson, of tho 

Rochester University, a beautiful, large fall apple, with a 

yellowish-white skin aDd red cheek. It was obtained by Mr 

Andrrson, while ou a trip to Portage, of Wiikklbr Bishop, 

of that place. It Is new to us, and to all of our horticultural 

friends in Rochester. The original tree is *aid to be very 

peculiar iu its habits, havlug (lowers and small fruit upon it 

the whole grnivlug season, even when tho main crop is well 

matured. This habit is constant with the tree and with 

others grafted from it. 

— From ft. Xf. Cooper, of Williamson, Wayne Co., a bright 

red, oblong, sweet app($, about the size and form of Summer 

Pearmain. It is of excellent quality. It is neiv to us, and 

we could find no one among the pomologists here acquainted 

with it. 

Brooklyn, N. Y,, Horticultural Society.—'This nourish 

ing Society will hold its annual exhibition, ou the 18th, 

19th, and 20th of September, at tho Academy of Music, iu 

that city. Liberal premiums are Offered for fruits, plants, 

and (lowers, and they are open to all exhibitors, whether 

members of the Society or not. 

STRAWBERRIES IN ENGLAND 

The Strawberry season, with the exception of the 
Alpines, is now over here. The strawberries that I 
recommend are much the same as last year’s: 

1. /fauthors,—The Black Hauthois, small, but the 
muskiest and richest of all strawberries, and Belle 
Bordelaiae, the most certain and most accomplished 
of its race. I have had fine crops of the last under 
my south wall, in the center if the garden, and under 
the north wall, where the berries were by far the 
largest. The monstrous Hautbois, good, is not of 
such fine flavor and quality as the two former. They 
are all three easily growable and perfectly hardy, 
beautiful in foliage, and good. 

‘2. Ptne-Jlavored.—The Bicton White, and Brittany 
White Pine, slightly roseated, are good, ornamental, 
and interesting. The second is the firmest and 
highest iu flavor, but the first is the best cropper. 
Mr. Nicholson’s White Seedling, like the Bicton 
Pine, is good. 

There is nothing better than the old 
white. The whites are, in all instances, larger and 
better, and better croppers, than the red. The red 
and white hnsh Alpines are good, and give no 
trouble. They must be raised occasionally fresh 
from seed, and the old stools must divided and 
fresh planted. 

•1. Other Strawberries.—I still recommend May 
Queen as first early, ripe here the 30th of May. A 
strawberry that is ripe, even two days before any 
other, must be valuable; because, as a beggar once 
told me, there is “ no taste in nothing.” Oscar, 
Wonderful, and Eugenie are the three best. British 
novelties here on trial, and are worthy of a place, 
and I fancy will give satisfaction. The finest- 
flavored of all are the Queen, and her race, viCaro¬ 
lina, Suberba, Rivers’ Eliza, Myatt’s Pine, (probably 
the Queen’s parent,) Searlet Pine, Magnum Bonttra, 
Hcndrie’s Seedling, Nimrod, Rival Queen, (hardy, 
and very rich and handsome, hut a fickle cropper,) 
Eliza VilmOrin, and La Cbalonaise. To these add 
Filbert Pine, (not grown here,) and you bave the 
eclectics of lino flavor and quality. For dependence 
there is nothing ‘out,’of line flavor, better (for me) 
than Rivers’ Eliza. Wonderful, apparently the same 
as Sir Walter Scott, is a very excellent strawberry, 
hardy, great cropper, and of fine flavor. Ingram's 
Prince of Wales, Trollop’s Victoria, are great favor¬ 
ites with me, and retain flavor in adverse weather. 
These two, Rivers’ Eliza and Wonderful, are sure to 
winter well and crop heavily. If Wonderful is dis¬ 
tinct from Sir Walter Scott, it is not far from the 
best novelty here. 

Now, a word abont Foreign Strawberries. My 
valued friend, Mr. Gloede, says wo are bigoted and 
prejudiced against foreign strawberries. This does 
not apply to me; I judge of strawberries as I And 
them here. Permit me to say, that strawberries, 
which corne from fine climates, require time to ac¬ 
climatize, and should not be judged hastily. More¬ 
over, the discrepancy between Foreign and English 
judgment arises from the differential powers of the 
sun. In France, I find that while they are burnt up 
I am drowned with wet, and lack sun. This, of 
course, will greatly affect the opinions formed of 
strawberries, and render the judgments diverse. I 
have great pleasure to speak now of a foreign straw¬ 
berry, that is really good and valuablo in every 
respect, and not inferior to the best English novelty 
here; indeed, I am nor, sure that it is uot the heat 
novelty here, viz., La Constante, (lie Jonghe, Bel¬ 
gium.) It iB a dwarf and stout hardy plant, tlie fruit 
is numeroas and handsome, firm, juicy, and of fine 
refreshing flavor. Mr. Rivers, in a letter in reply to 
mine, speaking highly of it to him, says:—“I have 
been much interested in La Constante; it is so large, 
finely-shaped and colored, and with a nice, brisk, un¬ 
objectionable flavor. It is, out-and-out, the best 
market strawberry ever seen, being so firm.” He 
also, together with Mr. Tamer, speaks highiy in every 
respect of the Crimson Queen, (English,) which 1 
have not yet tried. With regard to La Cbalonaise, 
(raised by Dr. Nicaise, in France,) Mr. Rivers says, 
“it is a large and very fine-flavored strawberry, 
almost as good as the Queen.” 

Let us hope, then, that with these admissions, we 
shall free ourselves from the charge of prejudice. 
La Reine, last year, (also raised by De Jonghe,) I 
thought a high flavored, heavy-cropping strawberry. 
I destroyed with guano my older plants, and the 
three fresh ones sent late in the fall have not cropped. 
From my recollections of last year, added to my ex¬ 
perience this, I have no hesitation in saying, that 
these are two admirable foreign strawberries. Add to 
these the Black Hautbois, Belle Bordelaiae, and 
White Brittany Pine, indorsed by me, and La Chal- 
onaise and Eliza Vilmorin, both Queen-descended, 
respectively indorsed by Mr. Rivers and Mr. May, 
and we have “gained” from abroad seven good 
strawberries, besides the useful red and white bush 
Alpines.— W. F. Radclyffe, in Louden Florist. 

Catalogues Received,— From Williams, Ramsdkn & 

Co., Dansvllle, N. Y., wholesale Catalogue of the Faulkner 

Nurseries, for autumn of 1861 and spring of 1862. 

fnpirleisi and 
.?, and Picotees. 

Bizarres are distinguished by having two colors, and 
Flakes by having only one color, upon a white 
ground,—these classes being subdivided into pink, 
crimson, scarlet, and purple Bizarres; and purple, 
pink, scarlet, or rose Flakes. Picotees are now con¬ 
sidered a distinct variety. They differ but little in 
form of flower from true Carnations, the distinction 
arising mainly from the peculiarity of markings in 
the flower; tho color of a true Picotee is clear and 
distinct, and confined to the edge of the petals, and 
not running down in bars or streaks, as in the Carna¬ 
tion, and whether lightly or heavily marked, the color 
is regular and at an equal distance from the edge of 
tiie petal all around the flower, arid the flower itself is 
rather fuller I ban that of the Carnation. 

We givo an engraving of a good Carnation as 
grown in England for exhibition, onr cut being 
taken from a colored plate of a flower which took a 
llrst prize. It is' called Emperor, and is a scarlet 
Bizarre. Iu our next we will give an engraving of a 
prize Picotee. 

THE CARNATION—CHARACTERISTICS OK EXCELLENCE. 

The stem should be tall, Btvong, and perfectly 
erect, not less than two feet in height, the calyx 
long, firm, and entire; the petals broad, smooth, and 
free from indenture on the edge. The outside petals 
should rise above the calyx and turn in a horizontal 
direction. The inteiior petals should gradually de¬ 
crease in size toward the Center of the flower, each 
row of petals being regularly disposed alike on every 
side, and imbricating each other. The colors, 
whether Bizarre or Flake, should be strong, brilliant, 
and distinct throughout. Bizarres, or such as con¬ 
tain two colors upon a white ground, arc esteemed 
preferable to Flukes. The ground color Bhould be a 
pure white, free from spots or tinge of any sort, the 
Flakes broad and bold, commencing at the extreme 
edge of the petal, and running through to the center 
of the flower, diminishing in breadth as they ap¬ 
proach the center in the same ratio as the petal. 
The distribution of colors should be equal. In a 
Flake, not less than three divisions in each petal. In 
a Bizarre, not less than five. The form of the flower, 
when looked at from above, should be circular; and 
when viewed from the side, present a semi-globular 
appearance; the size of the flower not lesB than three 
inches in diameter, and should contain a sufficient 
number of petals to give it a bold but not too full 
appearance. Seventeen large, well Bhaped petals is 
the smallest number that a first rate flower should 
contain. 

THE PICOTKE— CHARACTERISTIC'S OK EXCELLENCE. 

A first rate Picotee should present a full, round 
flower, with broad and well formed petals; the color, 
whatever it maybe, confined to the edge of the petal, 
and the lower part of the petal of a pure white; the 
color regular, and at an equal distance from the edge 
of the petal all round the flower, each petal exhibit¬ 
ing the samo regularity of coloring throughout. 

THE KINK—CIIAltACTERISTrC'8 OK EXCELLENCE. 

The stem should be strong, erect, and not less than 
one foot in height; the calyx smaller and shorter than 
that ol a Carnation; the petala large, broad, and sub¬ 
stantial, the edges lightly friuged or serrated; the 
lighter or less perceptible the fringe the nearer per¬ 
fection will the flower appear. The broadest end of 

xi.ro, 

PRIZE CARNATION. 

always more vigorous than those raised from either 
pipings or layers, but they rarely bloom tlie first sea¬ 
son. They may occasionally throw up flower stems in 
the fall, hut too late to form (lowers, as they get 
nipped by the frost long before arriving at maturity. 
Early in October the plants must be removed to their 
Anal quarters. If they arc to be transplanted into 
beds promiscuously with other plants; take out a suf¬ 
ficient quantity of earth where tho plants are to be 
inserted, and fill In tho spaces with the compost 
above mentioned for the seed bed, viz.:—Good gar¬ 
den soil, rotten manure, and sharp sand. Insert the 
plants in this, and give a sufficient quantity of water 
to settle the earth llnnly around their roots. The 
better way, however, Is to grow them in separate beds 
prepared expressly for them in tlie same manner as 
the seed bed, where they should be set about one foot, 
apart. As the winter approaches, place a quantity of 
light brush over the beds, and in very severe weather 
place on this some straw or mats, which will protect 
tho plants, one principal object of the brush being to 
prevent the snow from pressing too heavily ou tho 
covering and crushing down and smothering the 
plants. In spring the covering must bo entirely 
removed and the earth loosened. Keep the beds 
clear of weeds, and when tho flower stalks are suffi¬ 
ciently advanced, tie them carefully to sticks. In 
June they will commence flowering and continue to 
do so during June, July, and August. 

special reierencK to a unique ►poclaiMi of ll.e Black Hum- 
burgh. a brief history of which Is Hie rnllnwing:—Nome 
eighteen .year* ago, I hirnglit, »nu>ug other varieth— then in 
vogue, a pliini nr two of the Black Hamburgh. Trained upon 
a liiirh lioiic.l fence, in due time It fruited ►atMa-tonly, mid 
continued to do ko for a few seasons, when it mildewed and 
Lecume worthless. Advised from various sources that like 
Other exotics, its cultivation wats generally given up, 1 threw 

it out, uni! I old all hut forgotten that it Hud I wore ever in 
properly r«d at ions At tin* ,am<> time with the e\o’ie. I had 
put down -cveriil plants of 'he Clinton. A vine, supposed to 
he one of 'here carelessly supposed tr, lie „o from general 
teseiiiliianei*. nod Item ripening nliout the same lime was 
Iasi fall di-e.iveied to In, a veritable Black llauihnrffb. Of 
course It is now a large vine, ami him long boon out of the 
roach of cultivation in the neighboring tree-top*, It ripens 
long before most of my other varirliea; even a week before 
'he Clinton. Anri it ripens uniformly., every cluster, end nil 
the berries of every cluster, it did so last season, which was 
far enough from being tlie case with any other part of our 
little vintage. 

Now. Mi Editor. If the Black llainhurgh. na above assumed, 
lias fallen into general disuse from liability to disease, will 
seedling* from this specimen of mine, now for many years a 
healthy, vigorous, unfailing and lull hearer, produce a sub¬ 
variety free from the defects of the common exotic, and 
possessing nil the adaptation of a perfectly acclimated ami 
Indigenous grape? In a word —what is tlie value ef the 
chances 1 hat the established, high character of this unique 
grape will represent itself in grapes raised from itH seed? At 
the same lime, aa 1 am apprehensive Of difficulty in dealing 
with cuttings, yon would oblige me by a word ou that point — 
the reference being only to the llunihurgh. 

I need not- add that un answer to tho llrst. question, to he in 
season, would need to he issued soon, If favored accordingly, 
I shall he additionally obliged as—A Subscriber, Vales, iV. 
y., iHiii. 

The process of making wine is very simple. Bruise the 

berries and press out the juice, which should he put. in a 

clean cask. If the grapes are nut well ripened and rich in 

sugar, add a pound or so of sugar to the gallon. Fermenta¬ 

tion will soon commence, and must he allowed to proceed 

until it has nearly subsided, the cask being kept, full during 

the time, which may be donu by a little juice reserved for the 

purpose, or water or Hirup. Then bung up tight. Allow the 

wino to remain In the cask for several months* until well 

settled, when it may he drawn nlf carefully and buttled, or 

returned to the cask, after this vessel has been well cleansed. 

This Is the way we have lnado fair wine, though we do not 

claim to be particularly skillful at the business Experience 

will soon teach any one who may try how It can best, be doue. 

You may nr you may not succeed in obtaining a good, 

hardy grape from the seed of tho vino which you believe to 

be Black Hamburgh. Thnro seems, however, very little 

inducement to make the attempt, for you already have a vine 

which liear.i fruit like the Black Hamburgh, otherwise it 

would uot ho thought to bo that variety by any one acquainted 

with foreign grapoa. It. also has been an unfailing and 

abundant bearer for many years, and perfectly vigorous and 

healthy. 1'rosuniing that the statements regarding it are 

correct, tt would appear that you have a chance seedling, or, 

at least, a grape of great value, and you should increase it 

by cuttings and layers. At the same time it would be well to 

plant u few of the seeds. 

lines, 

A BATCH OF PIES AND CAKES 

Mock Applk Pie.— One teacup of bread crumbs; 
two of water; one and a half of sugar; one teaspoon- 
ful tartaric acid; a little salt; cinnamon or extract of 
lemou. Boil live minutes, then pour boiling hot into 
pie plates lined with paste, cover with the same and 
bake immediately. They should be eaten tlie same 
Jay, as they will not keep well. 

Bread Pie.— Soak light bread in hot water, make 
It quite thin, add a piece of butter the size of a 
hickory nut for each pie, have ready your plates 
lined with paste aud put it in a half inch thick, 
sprinkle over each pie a teaspoonful tartaric acid and 
two-thirds teacup sugar. Flavor with nutmeg. 

Coftrk Cake. One cup sugar; one of molasses; 
four of flour; one of hutter; one of strong coffee; 
one egg; one pound of raisins; one teaspoon soda; 
two of cream tartar; one of cloves; ouc of nutmeg. 

Fruit Cake that Will Keep the Year Round.— 

Half pound flour; half pound sugar; six ounces 
butter; one pound currants; one pound raisins; some 
citron and cloves; four eggs; oue gill of brandy; one 
teaspoon soda. 

Cookies.—Break an egg into a teacup; put in three 
tablespoous melted butter; one of sour milk; a bit of 
soda; then 1111 with sugar. Mix soft and bake iu a 
quick oven. — B. A. S., Avar a, Steuben Co,, N. Y. 

Swiifnlturttt $oU$ 
Is the Heath a Native Plant?—The recent discovery of 

a locality where the Scotch Heath f Erica vulgaris) has been 

found growing wild, has created quite an interest among 

botanists anil cultivators generally. We have already, under 

our reports of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, 

alluded to the exhibition of a plant in full bloom, by MessrrJ 

llovey k Co., which was found by Mr. Dawson, oue of their 

gardeners, growing In Tewksbury, Mass. The plant was 

apparently four or tlvo years old, and in full bloom, present¬ 

ing an ornamental aspect at once novel and beautiful. But 

it was not so much its beauty, aud the peculiarities of its 

locality and growth, which mostly interested all who saw the 

plant, it has been supposed that the Heath was not a native 

of the United States, no botanist having recorded one, 

though l.oudon, ou the authority undoubtedly of Pnrsh, or 

some other botanist, states that it m indigenous to Nova 

Scotia and Newfoundland. Hence Us discovery at this late 

period, in a position where it could seem scarcely possible 

for it to have been introduced accidentally, was a surprise 

to all. 

Whether indigenous or introduced, is a question which 

most concerns botanists. Cultivators will look upou its 

discovery aa a most Important event, for it at once introduces 

an entirely hardy heath to our gardens, aud henceforth it 

should be cultivated by all who would possess one of tho 

most beautiful plants. Interspersed with rhododendrons, 

azaleas, and kalmlas, which flourish in a peaty soil, tho heath 

will add to the elegance of hucIi groups, and render them 

gay at a season when the blooms of the former are gone, 

and their broad green foliage needs the embellishment of 

flowers.—llovey’s Magazine. 

Ornamental Wkkhno Trees, &u.—Will you be so kind an 
to give, through the columns of the Rural, a selection of 
weeping deciduous trees? Also, the same of ornamental- 
leaved trees—say a half a dozen or more of each— such as 
would lie desirable for a lawn. What would be a suitable 
distance apart for a single row of Norway Spruce or Hemlock 
to be planted as a wind-breaker for a young orchard, and 
also with a view to ornament? Would It do to plant them 
alternately in the same row, or would it be belfor to plant all 
of the same kind iu each row?—O. S. C., West Fayette, Sen¬ 
eca Co., .V r., 1861. 

The European Weeping Ash is one of the finest, aud a 

most rapid grower. The Weeping Mountain Ash is a beauti 

ful tree, of rapid hut not so robust growth. The American 

Weeping Willow makes one of the prettiest of small weeping 

trees. The European Weeping Birch and Cut-Leaved Weep¬ 

ing Birch are both elegant treeH, though not showing much 

of the drooping habit until four or five years after planting. 

In addition to the above, the Weeping Snphora, Linden, aud 

Weeping Cherry, are desirable, and there are several varieties 

of Weeping Thorns that make beautiful small lawo trees. 

The best of tho variegated-leaved trees are the Chestnut, 

Ash, Maple, and Saliabnria, A line effect is produced by 

planting with these the Purple-Leaved Beach and Elm, and 

other trees with purple or violet foliage. 

For a screen, we would prefer a double row of Norways, 

planted about twelve feet apart each way. 

Infallible Cure for Dysentery.— Dr. Page, of 
Washington, communicates to the Republican of that 
city the following simple remedy, long known in 
family practice, and which was recently tried in the 
camp of the New York 22d regiment, where there 
were from eighty to one hundred cases daily, and 
with rapid cures in every case: 

Reripe -In ft teacup half full of vinegar, dissolve 
as much salt as it will take up, leaving a little excess 
of salt at the bottom of the cup. Pour boiling water 
npon the solution till the cup is two-thirds or three- 
quarters full. A scum will rise to the surface, which 
must he removed and the solution allowed to cool. 

Dose—Tablespoonful three times a day till relieved. 
The rationale of the operation of this simple med¬ 

icine will readily occur to tho pathologist, and in 
many hundred trials I have never known it to, fail in 
dysentery and protracted diarrhoea. 

Grave Culture.— The uncertaiu maturity of grapes in 

this climate, especially in backward ueisons, has induced me 

to endeavor, by practical experiment, if possible, to obviate 

tho difficulty. To that end, besides goW pruning in summer, 

about the roots of one vine and for llreu or four feet <JU- 

tant 1 have kept the ground well stirred, and frequently, 

during the present summer, half afontteep, and the result is, 

that now (Sept, 12) I ba* e grapes thereon ripening rapidly aud 

nearly ripe, and much in advance of ay own and my neigh 

bor’a without tho advantage of such culture. As I have no 

doubt this marked effect is the result of the treatment as 

stated, I give to others the benefit of rmy experience.—S. N. 

Holmes, Syracuse, N. K, 1861. 

Layering, Ac.— Please tell me the best time for layering 
roses, syrings, grape vines. ka. I bave a few small plants of 
the Ron- of Sharon, raised from seed In a hot-bed. Should 
they b« transplanted this summer; and will they live without 
protection thiough the winter?— A Constant Reader, Man 
Chester, ISi, F., 1861. 

The above did not reach ns in season to render advice for 

layering of any value the present summer. Layering should 

be done as soon as the first growth is made, say iu July. 

Plants of the Althea may be removed either in the autumn 

or spring. If the glass was removed as soon as the weather 

became warm aod settled, and the plants were not too thick, 

they have doubtless made a good strong growth, and will 

endure the winter. It would bo well to give them a slight 

protection of leaves. Hast winter the Altheas suffered much, 

butuHiially they pro*o entirely hardy. 

Prices or Fruit in New York.—The following, which wo 

cut from the World of the 14th inst., stows the prices of fruit 

in the New York market: 

Apples, choice packed... $ 3.00®$ 4.00 
Apples, River, &c., per bbl.I.. 1 50® 2.50 
Bartlett Pears, per bbl__•... 15.00® 20.00 
Virgalieu Pears, per bbl..... 8.00® 10.1 0 
Seckle Pears, per bbl... 10.00® 14 00 
Cooking Pears, per bbl_f_ 2,00® 3 00 
Plums, per bust.... 4.00® 6.00 
Peaches, common, per basket_1_ 1.25® 2,09 
Peaches. Morris Whites...2.00® 3.00 

Ginger Beer Quickly Made.—A gallon of boiling 
water Is poured over three-quarters of a pound of 
loaf sugar, one ounce of ginger, and the peel of one 
lemon; when milk warm, the juice of the lemon and 
a spoonful of yeast are added. It should be made 
in the evening, and bottled next morning in stone 
bottles, aud the cork tied down with twine. 

Cihllblains.— The Rural will please say to that 
class of its numerous readers, and the world at large, 
who are troubled with ehillblains, that saltpetre dis¬ 
solved in warm water — make it strong—and applied 
with a rag to the parts affected, will cure the chill- 
blainB and no mistake. Try it.— X. Y'. Z. 

Ipomaia Leak)!.— One day, on descending to the base of 

a rocky cliff on one of those low hill, I found the ground 

for some distance iu front of the cliff jovered with that most 

beautiful climber Ipouiiea Learii iu lull bloom. This was 

certainly the finest (lorsl display tuadf by any single plant I 

had yet seen, for not only wa* the urqnnd, for some distance 

from the base of the cliff, studded witfc its large blue flowery, 

but the adjacent shrubbey and herbaceors vegetation wax orna¬ 

mented and festooned in like manner.!-Rotes on the Plants of 

Peru, in Gardeners' Chronicle. 

THE CARNATION AND PICOTEE TRANSl-LANTfNG Rohe Busrixs.— Can any of the readers 
of the Rural inform mo when to transplant rose bushes in 
the fall? Ainu, howto proceed when there are no sprouts? 
I have oue while rose bush, aud It bas no sprouts, and 1 would 
like to get some roots from the same bush, if possible.—C- F. 
K., Seneca Falls. iY 1', 1861. 

Unless your rose is grown upon its own roots, the sprouts 

or suckers would be of no value. As it seems to grow upou 

a single stem, you will have to form plants by budding ou 

other varieties. If yon know the name, you can obtain plants 

very cheap at tho nurseries. 

In England the Carnation and Picotee are great 
favorites, particularly the Carnation. They are found 
in the collections of the most celebrated florists, in 
palace grounds, and in cottage gardens. Carnation 
Shows are held in all parts of the country, where 
large prizes are offered, and committees, composed 
of men of talent and renown, discuss the points 
of merit or imperfections in a Carnation with the 
same earnestness, and decide upon its merits with as 
much deliberation, as might be expected of them 
were the fate of nations depending upon their de- 

Stkaw for Braiding Hats. Will the Rural 

allow some of its many readers (if any are disposed 
or can) to inform me which is the best and most 
durable straw for braiding hats, and how it is pre¬ 
pared. They will confer a great favor, and oblige— 
Mrs. Alice A. Dennis, Clarksville, 1861. 

The Horticulturist.— By the September number of the 

Horticulturist we learn that Pktkh B I'kad, favorably known 

as an amateur horUculturixt, and ether of that journal for 

the few past yearn, and Oxouox E, WcQdwaRD, hare become 

editors and proprietors. Mr. Woodwikd, for a year or so, 

bas furnished valuable articles for the horticulturist ou Land¬ 

scape Adornment. C. M. Saxton r*taimi his position as 

publisher. 

Bleaching Woolen Yarn.—Noticing in a late 
issue of the Rural an inquiry how to bleach woolen 
yarn, I send my recipe:—Smoke it in a barrel with 
roll brimstone.—Mary A. C., Clarksville, 1861. 

Autumn Leaves.—Will some reader of the Rural please 
give 6omo imformation through its columns concerning 
autumn leaves, as to the modus operands for preserving them, 
aud preparing for putting into wreaths, frames, Ax.?—Viola, 
Lorain Co., Ohio, 1861. 
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[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

EVERY DAY BURIAL DAY.” 

BT HULLS BUSH. 

Each day within our hearts a grave 

By unseen hands is made, 

A cell by pensive memory shut, 

Wherein bright joys are laid; 

And Thought, a weeping mourner, comes 

To sit beside the tomb, 

Where flowers of sweet affection rest, 

Nipped in their early bloom. 

The wheels of time with noiseless pace 

In ceaseless circles move, 

And every bonr that glides away 

Bears something that, we love. 

Some pearl of thought or blessed gift 

That from our souls was riven, 

Glides daily to the dark'uing tide, 

Like votive offering given- 

The buds of hope that wake at morn 

Are withered ere the eve, 

And dreams we travel with by day 

In the early twilight leave. 

There’s not a heart that thrills with life 

But hath some specter guest, 

A form ol pride, or burled love, 
That steals away its rest. 

Ambitions formed in early youth, 

Life's promise fair and bright, 

Are the flitting ghosts that walk about 

Through tho shadows of the night. 

They haunt us in the festive hours, 

With their voices sad and tow. 

And breath an undertone to joy 

In its wild triumphant flow. 

They haunt us till our souls respond 

To the sadness of their lay, 

Till the music of our heart, replies, 

“ Life is a burial day.” 

Adelphian Institute, Norristown, fa., 1861. 

. -*• - 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE SOCIETY PIE. 

“Oh! dear,” said John Howard, entering the 

kitchen where Dinah, the cook, was busily engaged 

in making pies, and seating himself in a chair with 

a very discontented and unhappy expression upon 

his face,—“It is too bad.” 

Dinah was an old confidential servant in a New 
England family. She had long been in the employ 
of the family, and being kind and trustworthy, had 
always had the care of the children, so that they re¬ 
garded her as a friend, and were always accustomed 
to consult her in their childish troubles. 

“What is it dots too bad, John?” said Dinah, 

looking up, and pausing a moment in her work. 
“ It is too bad that I«must always drudge and toil 

on a farm, and never be anybody in the world," said 

John in an excited tone of voice, and his face 

flushed. “There's PAUL Harvey, who’ll never have 

to work as I will have to —he's rich, and he’ll grow 

up to he u great man.” 

“ Dat is, if he libs, au’ makes a good use oh do 

money dat he’s got, you mean, John?” 

“Why, Dinah, I did not think that he might not 
live to grow up; but ?/he lives, I know he’ll he a great 
man. He belongs to the ‘ upper crust.’ ” 

“Tell me why you tink ho’ll be a great man.” 
“ In the first place,” said John, glad to find a will¬ 

ing listener to his story, “he lias every thing he 
wants. When he wants to play, he cau; tvhen he 
wants to ride, he can; and if he wishes to invite 
some of his cousins to spend two or three weeks with 
him, he does so.” 

“Yon didn’t say anyting ’bout he lam in,’ John. 

Does he study?” 

“ Of course he does; some, at least; he does as he 
pleases. When he becomes older, he will probably 
be sent to finish his education in some College, while 
I—” 

“Tell 'bout, dc hoy, Pxrr., dat you tink so much 
oh, now, an' ’bout yo’rse’f a’terwards.” 

“ Well, then, lie's generous, lie is always giving 
the boys presents, and telling them what lie has. He 
wears fine clothes, too. They always seem new. / 

have to work, day after day, and week after week, 
either in the field or in the garden, and 1 don’t like 
it. If I could only have my time to myself.” 

“You tink you’d study, John?” 

“1 think I'd play first, Dinah; then I might study, 

for I should not exactly like to be un ignoramus. Oh! 

1 wish I was rich;” and visions of wealth, luxury, 
and happiness, flitted through his brain. 

“So you don’like de home you hah, de comf'ts 
you hab, nor your frien’s. You link you’d like to 
leabe your home, John?” 

“ I did not mean that, Dinah, but I wish that I was 

rich,— that I belonged to tho 4 upper crust.’ ” 
“Dat’s de truble,” said Dinah, as she finished a 

pie, and deposited it in the oven,—“Dat’s de bery 
truble. For, ,ies’ as long as yon tink so, you'll be 
mis’ahle indeed. You tink dat by b’longin’ to de 
‘upper crus’, tint you ’scape all de trnbles in de 
world, an’ lib a life ob happiness all de time. I tell 
you, you be bery much mistaken. Did you eber tink 
ob de ‘S’iety Pie’?” 

“ No," said John. “ Please tell me, for I shall be 
glad to hear.” 

“ We all help make de *S’iety Pie,’ John, au' dere 
is an ‘ under,’ as well as de ‘ upper crus’; an’de ‘un¬ 
der crus’ is jes’ as nec’sary as de ‘upper’ one. You 
know dat dere cm be good pies widout de ‘upper 
eras’: 1 tink dat you like dem bery well.” 

“ \es, Dinah; you can testify to that,” said John 
langmngly, 

“ De ‘upper crus* instead ob habin' de bes’ place, 
olffn has de wors’; for it may become blacked in de 

j made an’ covered widout a sigh, in dere eagerness for 
I wealth, where dey buried Sweet Hopes, an’ Peace,— 
an’ de flowers dat faded early in dere hearts. We 
look only on de outward ’pearance, de dress, de fine 
’quippage, de manner ob libin’; an’ in our hearts 
dere comes up a little plant, called Envy, dat if we 
don’t watch, an’ tend, an’ prune, will make us bery 
mis’able. Dose in de ‘under cruR’ hab de mos’ life, 
strength, an’ spirit; de mos’ energy, patience, an’ 
pers’verance. Labor gibs dem health, an’ dere 
minds can expand an’ grow widout bein’ restrained 
by Pa’se Pride, or Se’fishness. Dey can read, an’ 
tink, an’ hub idees for demselves; an’ dey are de ones 
on whom we mas’ ’pend in times ob truble. What 
could de Nation do widout brave, hones' men, in 
times like dis? It isn’t de wealth of her citizens dat 
can save her; it. iiiuh’ be de brav’ry, de virtue, de 
heroism ob her men.” Dinah paused a moment, 
and seemed to he thinking of our Nation's troubles; 
then resumed: 

“De ‘ under crus’! May dose b’longin’to it allers 
live so dat dey may hah de blessin’ ob God, whereber 
dey go. May Honesty alter* be written on dere faces, 
an’ Happiness beam forth from dere eyes. But al ter 
all, John, din ‘ under eras’ isn’t ’xaetly right, if it 
becomes discontented. It’ll rise, au’ swell, an’ pnlf, 
an’ maybe break, an’ spile de hull pie. Bo dat, in dis 
way, too, dere is ft great deal ’pendin’ on it.” 

“ Dinah,” said John, who was watching her move¬ 

ments, and listening eagerly to her words, —“What 
will you call that which is between the crusts?” 

“ It is de feclin’s ’xistin’ ’tween de two; de deeds 
done by both, Dere deeds mus’ all go into Heaben 
t’rough one door, for dere isn't two ways made for 
dem. If dese feelin’s are unpleasant an’ uncharita¬ 
ble, an’ de deeds done by dem, bad, do pie is a poor 
one, for sartin; for de crus’ can't be bery good eider. 
But, John, yon mua’ not tink dere are n<» good, 
wealthy people in dia pie; for der.e are bery many. 
But dey hab de good sense not to ’pend on dere 
riches alone, an’ not to boast ob what dey hab. An’ 
because dey don’t make much noise an’ c’minotion, 
we don’t tink a great deal about dem, au ’low our- 
se’bes to be, tracted by dose who hab de riches alone. 
But dey work silently, an’ are content, au’ satisfied, 
an’ de S’iety Pie is much better for dem. To hab a 
good S'iety Pie, a good neighborhood, dose b’longin’ 
to dese crus’ mus’ hab a strong lub ob Libe’ty, Truth, 
an’ Right, dat dere deeds may ten* to de pr’mollon 
oh de same. An' dere inus’ he a good deal of Con¬ 
tentment, Patience an’ Hope in de pie; in fact, dere’s 
no one dat’s happy unless he’s contented. 1 tink dat 
you wasn’t happy when you came In de room; was 
you, John?” 

“ No, Dinah, I was not.” 

“ Learn, den, to be contented whereber you be, if 
you are only in an hones' bisness; cultibate your 
min’, do all de good you can, an’ S’iety will be de 
better for your liabln’lib’d in it. Don’t cherish no 
envy for anyone, not even for Paul Harvey. De 
time may come when his fortun’ will be gone; it may 
he wasted by himself, if he don’t learn to be savin' 
an’ ’dufftrioUB. Den, s’posin’ he do’n't read, an’ study, 
an’ tink now what will he do dm ? He, an’ eh'ry 
one, mus’ learn to ’pend on demselves, dat dey may 
allers hah a support. Try an’ grow up to be a useful 
man, if it please God to spare your life, bo bery kind 
to eh'ry one, an’ be true to your God an’ yonraelf, an’ 
angels ’ll welcome you lo lltaben, an’ wont ask 
whedder you b’longed to do 'upper’ or do 'under 

crus.’ ” Alice Ashley. 

Maine, N. Yr., 1861. 
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I’M GROWING- OLD. 

Tiik silvery crown of age is on my brow, 

Its touch is soft, but cold—I feel it now. 

I'm growing old. 

Care's well sown furrows lie upon my cheek, 

My speech is faltering, and my steps are weak. 

I’m growing old. 

The gorgeous morning dreams of life are fled, 

My memory dying, my sense of fancy dead. 

I’m growing old. 

The fragile flower I to my bosom pressed 

In manhood's morn, long since was laid to rest. 

I'm growing old. 

And those fair buds,-by Gon in kindness given, 

Drooped on the stem, but brighten now in heaven. 

I’m growing old. 

My wife, my children, and my friends are gone, 

And I am tearful, hopeless, and alone. 

I'm growing old. 

Time’s ruthless hand my every hope has riven, 

Naught have I left, save one—the hope of Heaven. 

I’m growing old. 

Jamestown, N. Y'., 1861. J. H. W. 
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VOICES OP THE WAVES. 

[Written for Moore’s Rnra.l New-Yorker.] 

FARMER’S WIFE VINDICATES. 

“Mrs. —You have made such a misconcep¬ 
tion of my friend “Coven Hoven,” that I am con¬ 
strained to place his communication in the right 
light, seeing I huve been unintentionally the cause of 
quite a discussion. You have my hearty thanks for 
coming to my rescue, and for your generous sym¬ 
pathy, “Coven Hoven” is a friend of mine, well 
acquainted with my trials, and knew my signature. 
Please read his article again, Mrs. -. You will 
see he wrote Ironically, not accusing me, hut carry¬ 
ing the idea that one might judge, from the unkind 
remarks which had been made, that T did so and so, 
and concludes by advising me to use more judgment 
in governing and guiding my household — a reproof 
which was needed and kindly taken. It is quite true 
that 1 have bad as ineUScient help as ever could have 
annoyed any woman, and it is a matter of great sur¬ 
prise to me that American girls are so incompetent 
to perform the commonest household duties properly. 

During the past year I have had ten American 
girls, only three of which knew how to cook an 
ordinary meal, or sweep a floor; and one of those I 
taught. My family has been small. My milk was 
taken care ol, and butter made and washing done by 
a tenant, and my ironing either sent away or a 
woman hired to come to the house and do it; so that 
my girl had only the meals to get, arid common, 
every day housework to do, and was paid the same 
wages I have sometimes given to one who did nearly 
all of my work with my assistance. My health was 
poor, and besides I had the whole care of a delicate 
babe, and to he obliged to have such help did try me 
exceedingly. T Celt responsible for the manner in 
which my work was done, and under obligations to 
have my table and house as comfortable and pleasant 
as my means would allow. It does not trouble me to 
have an ignorant girl, if she is naturally apt and 
capable, and willing to be taught; but if she thinks 
she knows every thing already, and treats the kindest 
efforts to teach her as presumption on my part, how 
cun 1 but be grieved and annoyed? 

If a girl will persist in throwing the plates and 
knives and forks on the table, without any reference 
to order, and in using the breakfast and dining plates 

Often have I sat and viewed the boundless 
expanse of the mighty deep, reaching far away into 
the azure blue to meet the bending sky, and listened 
to the music of its waves as they laved the shore at 
ray feet. Then I have wondered, in child-like sim¬ 
plicity, what could be the song, uow murmured in 
gentle tones, as they mingled their voices with the 
sighing breeze, and anon thundered their music to 
the howling storm, arid “swept the march of God.” 

And 1 have asked if all these solemn strains of 
eloquence were intended for my car. \ret so it was 
—the interpreter’s mystic pen was given me, that I 
might both understand and t ranscribe those revela¬ 
tions. And here they are, fresh from the glittering 
diamond’s point. 

See the white spray as it falls over those jutting 
rocks, glistening like granite in the rays of the sun, 
forming a miniature rainbow above—listen to those 
gentle murmuring* which say, “Mortal, won hist, 
thou know our history? It is a long aud wearisome 
tale, yet thy curiosity shall be gratified. Ever since 
the glorious morn of creation, when darkness rested 
upon the face of the deep, when Gon divided the 
upper from the lower waters, aud sent them to their 
destined beds, have we rolled on in beauty and 
grandeur. Every year have we generously received 
some orphan rivulet to our bosom, which has grown 
with our growth and strengthened with our strength, 
until we have attained our present rank and power. 

“ In searching the annals of the past, we recall 
scenes both of sorrow- and gladness. Once were we 
commanded to overstep out accustomed boundaries, 
and sweep from the face of the earth, in ‘ wild, devas¬ 
tating torrents, everything which it so beneficently 
nourished and evolved,’scattering the seeds of misery 
and death over the whole human family, separating 
parents and children, and hastening them to an 
untimely grave. Many were the dying wails that 
were shrieked in our ears, hut they could not avail; 
our command was from One who speaks and it is 
done, and not until every form was lifeless — save 
those contained in the ark, which we so proudly bore 
upon our heaving tides — was the angel of mercy 
permitted to sway her golden scepter over the 
troubled waters, and we to abate our fury, and 
resume our wonted calmness. 

“Again, when Moses, in obedience to the divine 
command, stretched forth his miraculous rod over 
our smoothly gliding waters, we obeyed the gentle 
mandate — wo parted, and allowed the childrcu of 
Israel to pass over upon dry land, and then returned, 
overwhelming the Egyptian king and his host with 
dismay and death. But when Xerxes, the great 
Persian monarch, commanded us to be chastised and 
even chained, because we did not obey him, we 
laughed him to seem. We had respect only to the 
Higher Law —to the Supreme Governor of the uni¬ 
verse, w ho alone hath power to walk upon the water 
as a pavement, and say to our raging billows ‘Peace! 
be still!’ 

“Sometimes a roving spirit possesses us, and, 
attracted by the flattering rays of the sun, we en¬ 
velope ourselves in a mantle of mist, and ascend to 
revel amid unseen beauties. This, however, is of 
short duration. Remembering still our childhood's 
home, we withdraw from the splendor of the skies 
and descend to earth, sometimes in pearly dewdrops, 
again in patterng ruin; or when the chilling blasts 
of winter are alk wed to blight the fair face of nature, 
we assume the forms of tho crystal snow-flakes, aud 
go to gladden the hearts of men. 

“In wild delight we seek the happiness of mankind, 
casting pearls ami rose-tinted shells upon the beach 
for the amusement of curious children, forwarding 
man's great schemes by transporting his merchan¬ 
dise to and frog distant, ports, giving a word of 
encouragement ti the faint-liearted, and singing a 
lullaby to the weary. 

“Mortal, art tlou still unsatisfied? Shall we tell 
thee of the mermaids that dance in the depths of the 
coral groves, of 'die fairy halls and queenly palaces 
upon the bottom of the deep, of the fairies them¬ 
selves who rest tpun beds of sea flowers, and deck 
themselves in goteamer robes, pinned with reflections 
of the stars; or stall we introduce thee to the finny 
tribes that sport in the great deep? Wouldst thou 
shudder to hear of the dismal scenes that we oft 

friends and foes forget their injuries; innocence lies 
encircled by the arms of wickedness, and virtue, 

. like a gem, slumbers by the side of haggard vice—all 
alike awaiting the day of retribution, when the ‘sea 
shall be called upon to deliver up its dead,’ and they 
to stand before the judgment bar of God. That day 
alone can reveal these things which we have hitherto 
kept secretly hidden in our bosom. % 

"Mortal, our tale is finished! Thus it is with us, 
ever varying, ever changing, striving to accomplish 
that whereunto we were sent. Doest thou as well?” 

The wild waves still murmur on, and their rich 
music falls on my ear in melodious tones. But my 
magic pen hath vanished, and I have no power to 
repeat those touching strains. Fare thee well, play¬ 
ful waves; and when far distant, in memory I shall 
still hear thy gleeful voice. Fare thee well, and may 
others in turn be instructed as thou hast instructed 
me. Omega. 

Jamestown, N. Y, 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

ALMANAOB, OLD AND NEW. 

If this present generation is not the wisest one the 
world ever contained, somebody has a great deal to 
answer for in the way of vain story telling, for how 
often are we told what, gigantic strides the world has 
made of late—such great inventions — such progress 
in science — and even how very moral we are, com¬ 
pared with anything that has gone be fare. It is very 
agreeable to one’s vanity to believe all this: hut if 
straws show which way the wind blows, we might 
in find, by actual comparison, that, our improvement, 
some respects, has been of a questionable character. 

For instance, I have before me a package of alma¬ 
nacs, ranging from forty to sixty years of age, the 
contents of any one of which would compare favora¬ 
bly with the whole array of sueh kind of literature 
published in this book-making age, and dealt out 
gratuitously to the people fts a means of advertising. 

Here is one of these smoky treasures whose date 
bespeaks it to be fifty-four years old. I cannot refrain 
from giving an index of its contents. After the 
usual introduction, cornea the calendar. Every 
month has an appropriate quotation in poetry placed 
at the head of the page, and every vacant space 
below is filled with “old sayings,” which, if not 
true, arc, at least, spicy. Here is a specimen: “The 
defects of the mind, like those of the face, grow 
worse as wo grow older.” Next follows the miscel- 
lary. First, we have “a new method to preserve 
Older;" then the best method of preserving sheep 
skins, followed by au extract from a London maga¬ 
zine on planting trees, which contains matter enough 
in a small space to prove a real treasure to some 
country editor in search of original matter. A cor¬ 
respondent from Pennsylvania next gives an article 
on sheep raising; then we have a recommendation of J 
charcoal tooth powder, a cure for hydrophobia, a 
cure for dysentery, aud a cure for consumption. 
Half ft page is next given to describing the benefits 
of cold water poured on persons who have been ^ 
struck by lightning; a description of the medicinal ^ 
virtues of tobacco, a cure for the bite of a rattle- ^ 
snake; next a recipe for sirup for the hives, which 
has perhaps been the beginning of the fortune of 
some vender of patent medicine, who got his brilliant j 
idea in some such place. 

On the next page we have something different. 
First comes an anecdote of the late General Wash- j 

ington, followed by an essay on the benefits of the 
study of history, a few remarks on the pleasures of 
friendship, illustrated by a story of Dionysius the 
tyrant; then a anecdote showing the power of the 
pencil to depict the emotions of the countenance. | 
Two other amusing sketches, and the whole closes 
with the advertisement of the celebrated Madam ( 
Spitfire, next door to the Cat’s Paw Tavern, who ^ 
advertises to teach every form of scolding in perfec¬ 
tion. Having scolded her teeth out of her head, and 
been the death of eight husbands in three years’ time, ^ 
she feels qualified to do the subject justice. f 

Now compare an amusing and instructive work 
like this with the annual offerings of the same sort ^ 
that we get in these enlightened days, filled, as they 
are, with puds of hitters, expectorants, extracts, 
elixirs, sirups, and the like, the virtues of which—if ^ 
we dare believe half the testimonials from distressed c 
patients in every quarter of the known woikl—would . 
enable us to bid defiance to disease and even Death 
himself. 

And although, in looking back half a century, we 
may prefer our own time to that, yet we cannot hut 
think that if more of the economy and caution in 
business matters, and moderation in speech, which j, 
characterized those old-time folks, was practiced by ^ 
the present generation, we should attain greater j 
results than we are likely to with our more headlong ^ 
speed, b. c. d. a 

Geneva, Wis., 1861. 
o 
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THE LAND OF REST. 

BY NELLY S. A. KRAHL. 

“ There the wicked cease from troubling, and the weary 

are at rest.” 

Far above this world of sorrow, 

Far beyond this mortal shore, 

Is a laud of bliss and beauty 

Where they never sorrow more; 

Where the pure and holy enter, 

Where abide the good and blest, 

Where the wicked cease from troubling, 

And the weary are at rest. 

Pearly gates and walls of jasper 

Do inclose this city bright; 

Precious stones are her foundations; 

God, the Lamb, her glorious light. 

Trees of life forever blooming, 

All of heating power possessed— 

Where the wicked cease from troubling, 

And the weary are at rest. 

Pastures green and living waters 

In this heavenly land abound; 

Endless pleasures, bliss unmingled, 

There, and there alone, are found 

No more sorrow, pain, or anguish, 

Souls no more by sin oppressed— 

Where the wicked cease from troubling, 

And the weary are at rest. 

Here temptations gather round us, 

Satan’s wiles our hearts do vex; 

Cares harrass and foes surround us. 

Pain afflicts nnd fears perpiex; 

But in that bright world of glory 

We shall be forever blest; 

There the wicked cease from troubling, 

And the weary are at rest. 

Onward, Christian! then, right onward, 

Soon thy sorrows will be o’er; 

Jesus soon will come and lead thee 

Safely to the Shining Shore, 

Where those wait to bid thee welcome 

Whom on earth thou lovedst best; 

Where the wicked cease from troubling 

And the weary are at rest. 

Greene, 0., 1861. 
-< • ♦ » t- 
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A BRIEF VIEW OF LIFE. 

In infancy we launch our tiny barks out on the 
river that leads to the vast ocean beyond, guided by 
a motber’6 tender love and a father’s watchful eye. 
But soon we leave them “to go our way alone.” We 
are juBt entering the great waters, and, to Y'outh’a 
inexperienced eye, everything appears rosy-tinted; 
and we see boats far out that seem dancing along on 
the waves, and ever and ation leaping to kiss the sun 
of happiness. But as the wind and the tide bear our 
own boats on to the charmed spot, which we have 
so longed to reach, we find to our disappointment 
that what seemed the joyous leaping was but the 
heaving of Hie billows driven to and fro by sorrow’s 
furious gales. 

And is life, then, nothing but the tossings of dis¬ 
appointment and sorrow? 0, no! There are joys 
that are “ever floating near, in purple and in gold;” 
and though we have them often for our companions, 
we realize it not till they fade from ua aud we are 
left to mourn their loss. And yet we would not 
drift, hack through ail our trouble to taste them again. 

Bo our look is ever onward, and far away Faith 
sees the pearly walls of the celestial city loom up- 
angel arms seern beckoning us on, and we can almost 
hear the “stately Steppings” of the Monarch of that 
realm. If we can only keep our hearts and eyes 
fixed on its glittering walls, wc shall surely enter 
the port. 

But rocks and hidden shoals are on every side, 
and we must he very careful to keep in the narrow 
channel. Beside these, there are fiends in angelic 
form, trying, by every device, to draw us into what 
seem sparkling waters, hut the tide of that stream 
floats directly to perdition, and many, very many, 
are borne along upon its bosom. Therefore we must 
provide ourselves at the commencement of the voyage 
with a trusty pilot,—take the Bible for our chart and 
compass,—follow all its directions, and the promise 
is we shall gain an abundant entrance into the 
beautiful harbor, and the gates of the city will be 
thrown open to receive os. l. e. 

Looneyville, N. Y.. 3861. 

The Glory of Summer.— God’s works are better 
and more beautiful than our poor idea of them. 
Though I have seen them and loved them now for 
more than thirty summers, 1 have felt this year, with 
something of almost surprise, how exquisitely beau¬ 
tiful are summer foliage and summer grass. Here 
they are again, fresh from God! The summer world 
is incomparably more beautiful than any imagination 
conld picture it on a dull December day. You did 
uot know on New Y’ear’s day, my reader, how fair a 
tiling the sunshine is. Aud the commonest things 
are the most beautiful. Flowers are beautiful; he 
must he a blackguard who does not love them. Sum¬ 
mer seas are beautiful, so exquisitely blue under the 
blue summer sky. But what can surpass the beauty 
of green grass and green trees? Amid such things 
let me live; and when I am gone, let green grass 
grow over me. 1 would not be buried beneath a 

“ There shall be no 1’ain there.’’—This promise 
is one of the golden clusters that grow on that vine 
planted for the healing of the nations, the Bible! 
How blessed a promise of the life that is to come is 
this one, those only can know who have walked long 
and frequently under the shadows of weariness and 
suffering. 

“Nor pain there,” to struggle with and endure; 
no burdens laid upon the eager spirit, which the 
weak frame can not sustain; no work, under which 
heart aud strength fail, and which is at last laid 
mournfully aside; no long hours of fever and rest¬ 
lessness; no overtasked brain and nerves in the 
homestead of those whom God shall number as his 
jewels! 

Bo, he comforted ye that mourn! Green and shin¬ 
ing rise the hanks beyond the dark valley, and sweet 
healing is in the winds that wander off from the 
meadows, freighted with blossoms fairer than the 
roses and lilies of earth! 

Take through your pilgrimage this promise —let it 
be a new incentive, and strength, and comfort to you 
—“ There shall be no pain there l” 

Our Home.— Our home, our country, is heaven, 

where there arc no sorrows, nor fears, nor troubles; 
bakin’;” and she pointed to one which bote strong for na'llls au<^ vegetables, instead ot the platters and witness, when tin storm-king conn s and rouses our Htone pavement, uot to sleep in the great Abbey js pjaoe 0f our travel and pilgrimage, 
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evidence in favor of her words. “It is jes’ so wid 
de folks dat h’iong to de 'upper or us.’ Troubles 
allers fall on dem lirs.’ Dey may become bankrupt, 
au' den dey are bery had off, if dey ’pend on dere 
riches alone; an’ dey gen’rally do; for a person dat 
has lamin’ widout de money, only b'longs to do 
‘under erns’, we gen'rally tink; an’so folks instead 

deep dishes — leaving tho iron spoons in gravies and 
sauce, and otherwise making the table and food as 
uninviting and unpalatable as can he—have I any 
right or not to show her how tilings should he done? 
And if she is wasteful and extravagant, shall I permit 
my husband's earnings to he wasted, or shall I teacli 
her economy? Yet 1 have seldom dismissed a girl, 

deepest ire? Thin it is that noble ships tremble at 
our daring, and yield their burden of precious souls 
to buffet with till merciless waves, and sink at last 
into a watery gave, ‘ unknelled, nneoffined, and 
unknown.’ Bee ‘.hat lovely babe drifting upon the 
restless tide! its silken locks parted from off the 
marble forehead; a holy smile wreathes its cherub 

itself.— Country Parson. 

-- 

Expected Disappointments.— What you are pre¬ 
pared for rarely happens. The precise thing you 
expected comes not once in a thousand times. A 
confused state of mind results from long experience 
in such cases. Your real feeling often is: Sueh a 

and, at the best, our inn. 
In my Father’s house there are mansions, many 

mansions, instead of an inn; and my Savior himself 
hath not disdained to he my harbinger; he is gone 
before me, to prepare a place for me. I will, then- 
fore, content myself with the inconveniences of my 
short journey, for my accommodations will be admir- 

oh tryin’ to improve dere miu's, only try to scrape 1,1 *iat^ onc Vo'untar'b' leave me, and three or foot' ]jpg> am] jt9 dimpled hands ate crossed lovingly upon thing seems quite sure to happen; I may say I expect able when I come to my home, that heavenly Jeru 
togedder dolluis au’ cents, an' dus dey spend dere 
time. Folks can't allers keep dere riches, you know, 
John, an’ dey can't take dem wid ’em. All dese folks 
hab to gib up many ob dere hopes, root out many oh 
dere gentle tVelin's, an’ let Avarice grow in dere 
hearts. An’ dis plant has long roots, an’ dey strike 
deep down, an’ send out dere libers, till dey Vtrov 
Sympat’y, Gentleness, an’ Contentment. An’ dese 
folks toil on, day arter day, an' week alter week, as 
you said you hud to do; but dey a’int happy, an’ 

have remained with me two or more years, and 
nearly all promise to come back if I waut them when 
circumstances will permit. I do so dislike to change 
girls, and get so tired of teaching each one how to 
do, that, if my health was sufficient, to do my own 
work, I think I should not scon hire another. 

Farmer's Wife. 

r. S.— If the Editor will permit, another word to 
be published on this much-vexed question, I would 
extend thanks to “ Farmer’s Daughter,” whose piece, 

arter all dis, dey don't all get riches, as dey imped published since the above was written, contains too 
dey would. An’ dose dat do get rich, are looked up much truth to need my comment. F. W. 
to, an’ c'ressed, an’ flattered, an’ envied, an’ called —---» . ♦ . - 

de ‘upper crus’ oh 8‘lely. We forget dc sorrows It should he necessary only to grow old to become 
which dey know,— de many hours which dey spent more indulgent. We shall seldom see a fault com- 
in hard labor,— de many little graves which dey mitted that we have not committed ourselves. 

its bosom. It is tloue—the arm that clasped it once 
hath not power to encircle it now—it lies in all the 
beauty of sleeping Innocence, yet it is not Bleep, hut 
Death that has euhraced it. Hasten on! Parents 
are there with hauls upraised to Heaven in agonizing 
prayer. But iheysball all lie upon the cold bed of 
ocean, and sleep tie sleep which kuows no waking. 

“And now, 0, ilortai. if thy zeal lias net abated, 
nor thy courage tooled, come with us iu imagina¬ 
tion to ocean’s depths, and see the congregated dead. 
1 Here the rich anl the poor meet together; the Lord 

is the maker of tlcm all.’ The missionary, carrying 
1 good tidings of [rent joy ’ to distant heathen lands, 
sleeps beside the pirate, whose 'tender mercies are 
cruelties;’ parents and children lie in one cold em¬ 
brace; the guod aud the evil sink into insignificance; 

it to happen; and yet don't expect it, because 1 do; 
for experience lias taught me that the precise thing 
which 1 expect, which I think most likely, hardly 
ever comes. I am not prepared to side with a 
thoughtless world, which is ready to laugh at the 
confused statement of the Irishman who had killed 

salem, which is the place of my rest and happiness. 
— Sir Matthew Hale. 

Building Fences, and Starvation.—The follow¬ 
ing is attributed to Rev. Dr. Tyng, of New York. 
How precious is the influence of anti-sectarian, 

his pig. It is not a hull; it is a great psychological unbigoted, and generous spirit!—“Sir, I have tried 
fact that is involved iu his seemingly contradictory 
declaration—“It did not weigh as much as I 
expected, and 1 never thought it would.”— Boyd. 

Would and Shall.—There are a good many peo¬ 
ple in the world who spend half their time in think¬ 
ing what they would do if they were rich, and the 
other half in conjecturing what they shall do as 

they are not. 

to lie a sectarian. I have labored to work out the 
principles on which people spent their lives in build¬ 
ing up dividing fences between themselves and 
neighbors. But, sir, I have always found that a 
Hummer Spent in building fences, brings a winter ol 
starvation, without a crop. I prefer to think at those 

things in which, aB Christians, we arc united, and 
they constitute the whole truth which is necessary to 

save us from sin.” 

' * 



ijilt. « 2jL. BOS 
up under the evil influences that abound in our cities about his determination to sustain the Government. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

ABOUT SLEEP AND EARLY RISING. 

Among the many readers of the Rurai, some have 
raised large families, and are men and women of 
good sense and large experience, whose views on the 
subject of early rising or of sleep might benefit us 
all. Reliable authors and physicians have dis¬ 
cussed the subject, and laid down general rules. 
But some people never read books, depending on 
newspapers for information, and some people are 
never to be convinced that anything is good or right, 
or any plan is to he pursued, or any food cooked, 
which they have not proved, or followed, or eaten. 

Perhaps no one doubts that early rising is more 
promotive of health than sleeping away the best 
hours of day. But are these not conditions to be 
considered? Before you rouse the sleeper, put on 
yonr reasoning and thinking C3p. If a person is in 
perfect health, and goes to bed at early and regular 
hours, and nothing disturbs his or her rest, they can 
wake and rise with the sun in the longest days of 
summer. But if the person is feeble, nervous, dis¬ 
eased, or broken of rest by restless children, or by 
any cause, and happens to fall into a refreshing sleep 
toward morning, must they he rudely roused, and 
driven up because it is daylight and the morning air 
is healthful? A mother, for instance, who perhaps is 
not diseased at all, but is kept awake two-thirds or 
half of the night for months together by a fretful and 
sickly babe, until she has grown thin and pale as a 
ghost, if she ever gets asleep, must you wake her to 
hear the birds sing and see the sun shine? 

Again, must children, who are growing rapidly, be 
allowed to sleep in the morning? Horace Mann, I 

think, who was pretty good authority, and devoted 
many years to the study of the mental and physical 
conditions of children, said that children will not take 
more sleep than their natures require, and should not 
he wakened; and that sleep is better medicine for the 
sick, or weary, or feeble, than food or air, provided 
they sleep where the surrounding air is kept pure and 
healthful. Children of very active temperaments, who 
play or exercise all these long days till dark, and 
who ate growing fast, too, should they he driven up 
early, or be allowed to take all the sleep they will? 
Or, should they, at least, sleep a couple of hours, or 
so, hmger than adults? Some people cannot have 
any mercy ou children, and expect juntas much labor 
and judgment from them as from grown up men or 
women whose bodies are matured. 

Please, some of you who can, express some opinions 
on this subject for general edification of all con¬ 
cerned. _ Queechy. 

SKELETON CANNON. 

Mu. J. A. DeBrame, of New York, ha3 lately made 
some interesting experiments with a cannon, having 
six revolving chambers and a skeleton, or ribbed 
barrel. Four of the chambers aro always open to 
the air, so that each has Bullicient time for cooling. 
The barrel is fixed, and to secure its ventilation the 
inventor has, as he states, hit upon a very strange 
device. The object of the barrel being chiefly to 
give direction to the shot, he supposed it was un¬ 
necessary to have it closed; he, therefore, retained of 
the barrels only tho bars which constitute the rifling 
of the cannon, keeping them in their place by sur¬ 
rounding them at proper intervals with rings. These 
bars give the same direction and revolving motion to 

and villages, with shattered morals, ill-regulated Then comes Bridget, the mechanic, the apple woman, 
desires, and unbalanced physical and intellectual the lady, the clerk, the chambermaid, Patrick, tho 
development—an easy prey to the vices, excitements, capitalist, the Long Island farmer, the Jerseymnn, 
disappointments or anxieties of life. Attention on the colored man, the German, the widow, the clergy- 
the part of parents, and a proper discrimination in man, and people of ail classes and couditiu 
the training and education of children, would save and over again, and so the loan is paid in. 

many from moral and criminal degradation, and The Loan Receive!,.-Going behind the e 
from intellectual as well ns moral ruin. Many times counter, now, we see the money received an 
have we heard the exclamation from lips writhing in how it is treated and where deposited. On tl 
mental anguish, “Oh, that my parents had taught lyi„g in heaps, each bank’s payment by itsel 
me the right way, then T should not have been snf- three and a lmlf inillion dolWs we 8aw pai(, 

fenng this agony!” We would enforce upon intclli- now. That will be all counted in tho moral 

Government has been constrained is not a war for 
their subjugation, but a war for national existence, 
and that an auspicious result to the Union will benefit 
as largely the States iu insurrection as the Slates 
which have remained loyal? However this maybe, 
the duty of the National Government, as the constitu- 

man, and people of all classes and conditions, over tionally constituted agent of the people, admits of no 
and over again, and so the loan is paid in. 

The Loan Received.—Going behind the cashier's 

question. 
The war, made necessary by the Insurrection, and 

reluctantly accepted by the Government, ninstbe pros- 
.A., t ...111. ..11 _il l. -« ... . . * 

most able men in the Union army, and was formerly 
Lee’s preceptor at West Point. Here, we consider 
Reynolds’ position a safe one, and, if acting on the 
defensive, he can repel any force the rebels can bring 
to bear on bis forces. 

Titinn Division.—The third division of the army 
is now at Gauley bridge, on the north branch of the 
Kanawha, under the immediate charge of Gen. Cox, 

gent parents whose eyes may glance over these lines, 
and who may have thought heretofore that their 
children have no need of their care and supervision, 
of their parental sympathy and watchful anxiety, 
that life has no other moro important duties and 
purposes. Let them think of the helpless ones com¬ 
mitted to their keeping, whom they can almost shape 
at will for an endless future, and hear in mind the 
eternal truth that the earliest impressions made upon 
children have a powerful influence over their mental 
and moral development, and go with them, bearing 
good or evil fruit, to the latest hours of their exist¬ 
ence.— Geo. Cook, M. D., on Mental Hygiene. 

Hural Stir-Hfitlict 
NEWS JDEFYYPtTIS/CEINrT. 

“ I.vvwcmr.K Banner! the Flag of the Free! 

0, where treads the foot that would falter for thee? 

Or the hands to be folded til! triumph is won, 

And the Eagle looks proud, as of old, to the sun’ 

Give tours for the parting—a murmur of prayer— 

Then Forward! tho fume of our standard to share! 

With welcome to wounding, and combat, mid scars, 

And the glory of death—for the Stripes and the Stars!” 

now. That will be all counted in the morning, and 
all deficiencies will he rectified by the banks. In 
almost every one of these payments some bad money 
will bo fonnd. How it is discovered the counters 
cannot tell you. It is a sort of iustinct with them, 
and they are proud that, after years of practice, they 
have never yet been deceived. These gold pieces 
look and feci all right to you, and would pass current 
anywhere. They have passed through the hanks, 
you see. Mr. Cisco, Jr., feels one as it slips through 
his fingers, hiding itself among half a dozen others. 
He declares it had, but cannot, tell why. Yon doubt 
the correctness of his judgment. Chip! He has cut 
it iu halves, and there, you see, it is tilled with plat- 
ina or some Other metal, and more than half its value 
is gone. These cut pieces are sent back to the 
hanks, to prevent any dispute, and they are always 
promptly replaced. 

All this money and that received from individual 
depositors, is placed iu a room-like safe, properly 
counted, wrapped up and labeled. The cashier 
flings open a cupboard door and says “there is thir¬ 
teen hundred thousand dollars which the Govern¬ 
ment has not thought fit to use yet.” in other 
cupboards there are hundreds of thousands more, 
and bars and hags of silver and gold lio scattered 
about with apparent heedlessness, but real order. 
How light your pocket-hook feels as you look upon 
these mines of wealth, and how glad yon feel that 
yon arc not so rich ns to have to take care of such 
heavy weights upon your mind and heart. Poverty 
looks like virtue in the treasury vaults, and opulence 
seems beggared. 

Well, here the money remains till it is wanted at 
Washington. We do not care to trace it in its 
circuit through the pockets of contractors, officials, 
soldiers, sailors, mechanics, merchants, manufactur¬ 
ers and laborers hack to the banks and tho Sub- 
Treasury again. So that it prove the sinews of war 
to the Government, we shall all be satisfied, and each 

JS .."T.r,.Krt~"~ g, anu j.j0IK General Benham, who is one ol the most diatlngished 
The crops of the year are ample; the granaries and 

barns are everywhere full. The capitalists of the 
country come cheerfully forward to sustain the credit 
of the Government; already, and oven in tho advance 
of this appeal, men of all occupations seek to share 
the honors and advantages of the loan. 

Vever, except because of the temporary depression 
Otinscd by the rebellion and the derangement of busi¬ 
ness occasioned by it, were the people of the United 

officers in the American army. For twenty six years 
he was a Captain of Engineers, and was for ten years 
a commandant of the Washington Navy Yard, lie 
was twice breveted for his bravery in the Mexican 
war, and was the Engineer attached to Gen. Morris' 
stall'at the battles at Philllppa and Laurel Hill, and 
led the advance of Gen. Morris’ army at the lmttle of 

States in a hotter coudition to sustain a great Contest Garrick’s Ford, where the rebel General Garnett was 
than now. 

Under these favoring circumstances and for these 
grand objects, I shall, in pursuance of the act of Con- 

kiliod. (<on. llosecrans has ordered him to the com¬ 
mand of the advance column of the army in its 

gross, cause hooks of subscription to be opened as operations against Gen. Lee. He ami Gen. llosecrans 
... i.. it..1 ' . 1 . r . . . .. .... . speedily ns practicable, in the several cities and prin¬ 

cipal towns of the United States, in order that all 
citizens who desire to subscribe to the loan may 
have tho opportunity of doing so. 

are now at Weston, and in ft few days will bo at tho 
head of Cox's army, when an advance movement will 
be made towards Gen. Reynolds. The two bodies 

Meantime, those who prefer that course can remit w’^ ^hen unite for either defensive or offensive oper- 

-- will be proud that with his purse, if not with his 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., SEPTEMRER 21, 1861. 8word> lle 1183 ne something to save and restore 
---the Union. 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

FACT’S, SCENES, INCIDENTS, ETC. 

An Appeal for the Popular Loan. 

Secretary Oft ask has issued the following 
Appeal to the citizens of the United States in 
behalf of the National Loan; 

The Nntionnl Loan—I’opular Subscribers. Your Nil 

In our last issue we gave a brief description of conspiracy 
the manner of receiving the loan, in the Sub- eDRaaetl ,ln 
Treasury, X- w York, by letter and otherwise, and for the mai 
now photograph some of those who are classed as means to 
"popular subscribers:” yourCongr 

There were about one hundred visitors to-day, fisojffiO.OO 
and their subscriptions ranged from fifty dollars ’ Alreadyf 
upward. That short, stout, broad-faced gentleman, great cities 

richly dressed iu black, with a gold-headed oane, (Xres’t'h? 
gold spectacles, and a general hanking air ftbont ter^vlik 

any sum which they may wish to invest in the loan, 
to the Treasury of the United States at Washington, 
or to either of the Assistant Treasurers at Boston, New 
York, or Philadelphia, or St, Louis, or to the Depos¬ 
itory at Cincinnati, where certifiuates will entitle the 
holders to Treasury notes on the terms already stated. 
The patriotism of the people, it is not to he doubted, 
will promptly respond to the liberal wisdom of their 
representatives. S. P. Chase, 

Secretary of the Treasury. 

A Provost JUurohnl on Keligious Journals. 

The St. Louis papers publish a correspondence 
which has just taken place between Rev. Mr. Mc- 
Atmlly, editor of the Christian Advocate at, St. Louis, 
and the Provost Marshal, Major MeKinstry. Mr. 
MeAnally, apprehensive that his paper would full 
under the ban ofthe Marshal, wrote a very polite note to 
that officer, inquiring “if ho intended to suppress the 
Christian Advocate,” and assuring him that he (Mc- 
Anally) was not the proprietor, hut the editor; that 
he did not want to violate any law “ if he knew it,” 
and that, ho would be delighted if the Marshal would 
accept a copy ot the paper every week for his private 
reading. Tho Marshal replied as follows: 

Oevipk or Provost MaESiiai.. ) 
Sr J.ocis, Aug. 29, I net \ 

Sir: Your letter of tho 24th inst. has been received 
at my office, and has had my attention. 

fn reference to the course of the St. Louis Christian 
Advocate, of which you are the editor, permit me to 
sa,y that in my judgment, in these times of political 
excitement, and healed discussion and civil war, it 
would ho more becoming, as well as more Consistent, 
that a public newspaper belonging to and advocating 
the doctrines and principles of the Church of Christ, 

ations, and tho good people may rely on it that, they 
need have no apprehensions that Western Virginia 
will fall into tho hands of the enemy, although l ad¬ 
mit that there should he a few thousand more raea 
on the line of Iho railroad between Grafton and Cum¬ 
berland, which is now tho only weak point, as its 
great importance renders it liable to attack. 

Gen. llosecrans travels with a “telegraph wagon ” 
at, the head Of his train, containing ladders, tables, 
wire, instruments, and everything necessary for im¬ 
mediately opening an office anywhere. Tho whole is 
in ohurgo of a confidential operator, acquainted with 
the Government cypher; and the General no sooner 
orders a halt than the wire is cut, the connection 
formed, and the operator commences receiving the 
reports from all parts of tho extensive department, 
and the orders from the War Office at Washington. 
The army telegraph lines follow the common roads 
to the principal points in our possession through tho 
country, and a strong force is ready to stretch up the 
wire as the army moves forward. A letter from Gen. 
Roseorauw* party, in his present march along the line, 
dated Weston, says: 

“ Hardly had the ground for the encampment been 
selected till a table was set out by the roadside, under 
the telegraph Hue, the wire was cut, a connection 
was effected, and the confidential operator (Mr. 
Brown, of Lafayette, Indiana,) was culling Clarks¬ 
burg for dispatches, and receiving orders from the 
War Department, and reports from tho Kanawha, be¬ 
fore the General’s tent was pitched.” 

tr K. 1-1/1 . ,, , ,, MIBO HUM in mco ui nuo x inmu i.ii \ mint, 

r our rational «overn merit, com polled by guilty should abflbiin from imbltftMng articles of a politic.»i 
mspiracy culm uniting in causeless insurrection, is character, calculated to Inflame the passions ol mm, 
igaged in a war for tho security of liberty. —for the and evidently hostile to the Government of the 
Drercmcv or law.—for tho deft*nco of iho Union umi .♦.... supremacy of law,—for the defence of tho Union, and 

for the maintenance of popular institutions. For the 
means to defray the necessary expenses of the war, 
your Congress lias directed that an appeal he made to 
you by opening a subscription to a National Loan of 
8150,000,000. 

A beady enlightened and patriotic capitalists of the 
great cities of New York, Boston, and Philadelphia, 
have manifested their clear sense, both of duty ami 
interest, by a subscription of $50,000,0<o. Congress, 
under which this subscription was received, wisely 

lOUld abstain from publishing articles of a political Tlie H altera* Victory—IIow ilie Rebels Keel. 
laiac.er, calculated to inflame the passions ol men, Tuu Southern journals aro in great distress 
id evidently hostile to the Government of the , ,, , . 

ooa,|try, because of the capture of the Ilatteras Forts, and are 
Yon say, sir, that the opposition to your paper bitterly lamenting their loss. We give extracts from 

" originated and is kept up among bigoted religious such ns have been received: 

^ 111 Proper intervals with rings. Ihese carriage down stairs, and is evidently a millionaire, 
bars give the same direction and revolving motion to Ho says “twenty thousand” quite coolly, and rolls 
the shot asil the barrel were closed, while the air oil’to tho cashier’s desk hurriedly, but with the dig- 
passes freely through and keeps tho bar cool. nity of well-lined pockets. Next comes an old 

Many persons suppose that the expansive power of woman, poorly dressed, bent down by age, aud 
the powder follows the ball up to the muzzle, aud looking like tho keeper of an apple-stand or a comer 
that n portion ol the expansive power would be lost grocery of peanuts and dirty candies. What can 
it there were any holes in the barrel. From tho she want there? Down go those withered hands 
experiments made by Mr. Dclirame this opinion into her bosom; tremblingly they emerge again, 
appears not be altogether correct. By surrounding grasping an old stocking, from which she pours 
the barrel of his caution with a tight-fitting covering, upon the table—a thousand dollars. She has not yet 

him, comes hustling into the room from hia easy provides, however, that advantages as well ns patri- 
carriago down stairs, and is evidently a millionaire, otic satisfaction of participation in this loan slmll be 
Ho says “twenty thousand” quite coolly, and rolls °fler0d' IJot to capital ists of great cities only, but to 
..., “HU roils the people Ot the whole country. In order to secure 

off to tho cashier s desk hurriedly, but with the dig- a substantial reward for their public spirit to those 
nity of well-lined pockets. Next comes ail old whose patriotism prompts them In this hour of trial to 
woman, poorly dressed, bent down bv age aud Place their means at the disposal of the Government, 
InnTrinw Hi/., f . . / h’ Congress lias d irected that a fl interest nf 7 3d nths per 
loolung lik... tho keeper ol an apple-stand or a corner cent, he paid ot. tin- several amount* subscribed,- -an 

sectarians, and is religious, not political.” Permit 
me to inquire how, if this is the fact, tho opposition 
to yonr paper arises among all true patriots, whether 
tuomhors of your church, or iu any way interested in 
it or not? I would suggest that, if your paper is 
designed to he the religious journal you represent, 
and is owned by, and is the organ of the church, it 
would be tie. part, of n true patriot for you to omit, 
hereafter from Its columns all secular matter, and 
allow the Christian Advocate to he in future what it 
ehums to be—a, purely religious journal, advocating 
the importance of the great, truths of the Scriptures 
and tlicir claims upon men, and omitting to discuss 
questions which to your views are ephemeral and 
unimportant. * 

he converted it into a closed barrel, tho friction spoken a word, and while you look at, her, wondering 
remaining unchanged. He charged first with the where she can have procured that amount, of gold. remaining unchanged. He charged first with the where she ca 
closed and then with the open barrel, with single, the clerk has 
double and treble charges of powder, and fired into room for a <R 
targets made of 1,000 sheets of paper, lie made the hag of gold i 
experiments before many scientific gentlemen, and that he think 
on June ot.li, before three of the Polytechnic Associa- imagines he 
tion, and Gol. Rowan, C. B., of H. B. M.’a Artillery, veritable Bri< 
The penetration was considerably greater with the world could 
open than with the closed barrel. Similar results tages ? Seei 
have been obtained with different sizes of cannon. answering In 

1 lie inventor has taken two of Hall’s carbines, would never 
identically alike, opened the barrel of one and left hut she has h 
tae other untouched, and has found that the pro- with which s 
jeetilo was thrown with at least as great force from tificates, read 
the open as the closed barrel. The great, advantage at the slight 
claimed tor the open barrel is, that the ventilation Comptroller - 
keeps the gun cool; the accuracy of aim is thus not in by his di 
liable to he injured by the curving of inequalities couple retire 
which might arise from the expansion of the metal Here is a 
heated by firing. It is stated that all the experi- whatever he ] 
ments have been favorable to the invention. — Me- fifty dollars 
maiden' Magazine. down over s 

wonK™" ’teaimaan interest or . ;; mins per |„ reply to your offer to furnish me with future or 
rt-n . .0 paid on the several ninonnt* .-uibscrlbeil.—ftn back numbers of your paper for examination, I would 
interest not liable to State taxation, but constituting say that 1 have, seen and perused the pa per heroto- 
lor t he .subscribers a revenue, not only certain in fore, and am aware of the nature of its Contents, 
receipt, but greater in amount than can he expected You say that you violate no law, if you know it. 
horn any ordinary investment. Did it ever occur to you that patriotism'is enjoined in 

a ,v 0,"B<,-d.a I citizens equal opportu the /tilde, and that the pubUcnUon ol scdiiious and 
nties of participation in these advantages, Congress treasonable Uncage, jmrltnilurly w/im cloaked in the 
bus iurther directed that subset,ptiom, be received garb of religion, is one of the most heinous andaggra- 

i**iID» V Sl‘^, ,as ltH 01 ll,r*e *rnonnts; voted forms of violation of the Vimne Law / 
and that should tho subscriptions OX- ee.-.i the whole these times men are not in all reenacts nor- 

The Raleigh Standard remarks:—It is quite certain 
that, according to our predictions and warnings for 
months, our coast is menaced, if not successfully 
invaded. If wo are not prepared fully to meet our 
foo at the entrance of our inlets, it it. not the fault of 
the Standard. We have labored earnestly to direct 
tho attention of the Government to the necessity of 
full preparation. If there be blame, lot it fall where 
it ought. Rut, we must not give way to complaint. We 
must up and at them, and drive them from our coast. 
Gov. Clark will do his utmost t.o effect that object 
speedily, and we have no doubt President Davis will 
promptly meet tho cast-. There is no time for delay. 

Under the existing state of affairs, the Raleigh Reg¬ 

ister feels warranted in entertaining the most serious 
apprehensions for the safety of Newborn, Wushing- 

bag of gold in his hand and tries to look unconscious 
thut he thinks himself a shrewd business man, and 
imagines he cannot he humbugged. Next comes a 
veritable Bridget, with her fifty dollars. How in tho 
world could she know of the loan and of its advan¬ 
tages ? Seeing her in the intelligence office, or 
answering her advertisement in the Herald, you 
would never think of employing such a creature; 
hut she has her wits, yon see. Murk the shrewdness 
with which she watches the making out of her-cer- 
tificates, ready to burst out in a vehement harangue 
at the slightest blunder. Next comes a former 
Comptroller of this city, now totally blind, and led 
in by his daughter. A few words and this sad 

cate the publication of all matter of a secula r nature. 
Let, vour journal be a religious paper, as It. professes 
to be, and ,1. will never ootue under the discipline nf 
this Department. 

PARENTAL DUTIES. 

Very many American fathers are strangers to 
their children; they know nothing of their childish 
hopes and aspirations; they give them no sympathy, 
and receive "iu their turn distrust instead of confi¬ 
dence. How large is the proportion of the educated 
classes, of the active professional and business men, 
who never give even an infinitesimal fraction of their 
valuable time to the healthy mental and moral devel- 

# _ , . him uu luiiim.ii'tu in iuc Hcyiiinit U1 Ultt 

c e is a negro, a colored man, an African, or first coupon. In order to secure beyond peradventure 
whatever he prefers to he called, and instead of the punctual payment, of the interest anti the gradual 
fifty dollars you expect him to subscribe he rmts reliction of the principal, Congress hi- provided bv 
down over seven ImmWi ,„ri ,i,„ u u ,. ‘ law for an annual revenue amply suffifcicnt, not only 

„. , bandied, aud dots it with that tor these purposes, but for tho prompt {avmeflt of all 
auected carelessness and careful affectation which demands on account of extraordinary expenditures. 
Jerry Bryant used to mimic so inimitably. Follow- Rwill be seen at a glance Unit, not only is tho whole 
ing him is a lady, sweeping her long trail past von HrTr^ f tho country pledged for ty* interest and 

. , 1 ’ final reimbursement of the loan, bnt that, an adequate 
and displaying rich diamond rings as she ungloves and specific proportion of the annual trod action* is 
to write her draft. Then comes a clerk, who sub- set apart by taxation for the redeuation of this 
scribes thousands of dollars J'or his employers and Prompt payment beyond ft Jnntingency is 
then >? V ! , , thus insured. N(>r can this taxation bcf.hoiight great 

,n, after a momenta hesitation, one hundred del- when compared with the magnitude ofhhe objects of 
lors tor nimselt. In walks an elderly gentleman, the contest, or with the amount of pi clotty and pro- 
cvidently from the country and not in very good Auctions. 
health. Ho tells Mr. Cisco that ho has not left his • Tl,c '^cCta iirc Vnion’ Immanent I’?«'e and secu. 

native town, m New Jersey, for five years before, but perilled by this unprovoked rebellion! The intelli- 
luift taken this long and fatiguing journey because he geuce of. the people comprehends it once their 

nuns o participation in itiese advantages. Congress /reasonable language, mlnrly whm cloaked ot the 
bus iurther directed that subscriptions he received garb of religion, is one of the most hr,nous andaggra- 

‘ 7\"Itn; r,fial'as aa.wf.' "s "r-,p aHionnts; voted forms of violation of the Divine /.am t 

the clerk him counted op her savings, and she makes sum desired, the smaller b./preferred in its disTribn- n,itM Di mir^'llut Gieir ojdiHim-*; ^nJlnthfo^on 
room for a dapper little “ cash,” who carries a small Jjon* ,'i8L;h subscriber, ou payment of his subscrip- of the Provost Marshal, it will be in much better taste, 

Km, will be entitledI In rurfivi! 1 rwi'iiry notefleqnfil mul much niotv* oorulucivc to good order and pro* 
in amontibSu^cli denominations as lie may prefer, prk-ty, for you to discontinue in the Christian Advo- 
whether 00’ ^1.000, or b.a.onn. The cate the publication of all matter of a secular nature. 
''I'- 'i-rn1 at ^ 1 I>er annum, will be, on the notes Let, vour journal be a religious paper, as It. professes 
ot , i , ono cent; on Did, two cento; on $;>00, ten to be. and II, will never come under the discipline of 
cents; on $1,000. twenty cents; and oil $5,000. one this Department. 
dollar each day. All the treasury m-tt s issued will With the kindest feelings for yourself personally, 
•ear date on the Litlj <d August, 1801, and will carry and tho best wishes for the success of the cause of 

i nteresi from that date. Lacli note will have coupons religion and piety in which you are engaged, I am, 
attached expressing the several amounts of semi- Very respectfully, yours 
annual interest, which coupons may ba detached from j. McKinbtry, Major U. 8. A 
the notes and presented for payment separately. ’ Provost Marshal 
Fuel! subscriber may pnv the whole amount sub- Rev. Dr. McAnaih.y, editor St. Louis Christian 
flcnbed At the time of Knoscription, or, if he- prefers Advocate. 
to do so, may pny one-tenth at that and one- * - 
third every twentieth day thereafter. Oqr Army In Western Virginia. 

At each payment, the accrued interest on the 
amount from tho 19th of August to the date of pay- The telegraph last weeds reported Gen. llosecrans 
ment mart also be paid, and the amount of interest at Sutton, a town on tho line from Clarksburg to 

sSssj.:!" ..* *•«“«' •* 
the punctual payment, of the interest and the gradual twenty-five north of Summerville, where Col. Tyler’s 
reduction of the principal, Congress lit- provided by recent affair took place, and fifty from Gauley Bridge. 
law for an annual revenue amply sufficient, not only [|e ia thus, it seems, moving along his whole line and 
tor these purposes, but lor the prompt lavment of all c . f „ 
demands on account, of extraordinary expenditures. personally inspecting every point.. His lorces are in 

Tt will be seen at a glance that not only ia the whole three divisions and are thus described In a recent 
properly of tho country pledged for tip interest and letter from Grafton: 
final reimbursement of the loan, bnt that, an adequate 
and specific proportion ofthe annual jroduetiona is First Division.—The Railroad division is under 
Set apart by taxation for the redout tion of this command of General Kelly, whose duty it is to guard 
pledge Prompt payment beyond « tntingency is the Baltimore aud Ohio Railroad from Wheeling to 
thus insured. Nor can this taxation ber.hoiight great ,, . , . , , , * 
when compared with the magnitude of he objects of Cumberland. Ihc whole number of men guarding 
the contest, or with the amount of piototty and pro- the road, including one regiment at tho Potomac 
duetions. bridge, amounts to about 3,000, who are distributed 

rhe objects are Union, permanent pitoc and seem- f ,, , „ .. . , , .. 
riety at home, and respect abroad, Nf rich arc im- ™ ,ulluWS:~At Cumberland, one company ; New 
perilled by this unprovoked rebellion! The intclli- Creek, one company, infantry, Howe’s battery artil- 
geuco Of. the people comprehends it once their lery, (one company,) aud one company of cavalry, 
magnilnile. i hey rise above party— tley belong to (the Ringgold cavalry, of Washington county, l*a.); 
no Administration—they concern ihe filmic country , „ . ... , . .. ,, 
during all time, under every Admini-tjation, and in 'lf‘ Gtomao bridge, twelve miles from Oakland, one 
every relation, both foreign and domef ic. And the regiment; at Oakland, one company; at Cheat river 
lUeans for the attainment of these grew, objects can bridge, two companies; at Rouelsburg, two corn-, 
be readily supplied from the prosperity and prodno- , , I 
tions of the country. The real and perinal values in I J S’ at U l’ fl,u ClJlllP,lri|l:3 01 infantry and j 
the United States reach the vast aggregate of gli;,- two of cavalry; at Weston, one company; at Fair- 
000, 000,000, and in the States now loyal to the Union ruouut, one company; at Mannington, one company; 
this aggregate is $11.000,000,000. at Wheeling, three companies. The balance are soat- 

I be yearly surplus earnings of the lotul people are . . .. , . , ,, 
estimated by intelligent persons, conversant with teied at various bridges along tae route, and the 
such Investigations, at more than 5 400,000,000, whole body is continually ohuugiug, as their service!) 
while the well-considered judgment or military men may be demanded, to different exposed points, 
of the highest rank and repute, warmiUthe confident 
expectation that if the war is prosceir- dwith energy, Second Division. — I lie second, or main division 
courage, and skill, it may be brought to a termina-1 of the army, occupy from Beverly to the Cheat | 

the /tilde, and that the publication of seduious and ton, and iu fact the entire const. Tho editor says:— 

Col. Campbell’s regiment, recently stationed at Gra¬ 
ham, and originally destined for Virginia, was sent 
to Newborn ou Wednesday. The Charlotte Artillery 
left their camp here on Thursday for the smue desti¬ 
nation. The Wilmington Artillery, now at Camp 
Boylan, aud under marching orders for Virginia, 
have been detained here until it can be ascertained if 
their services are needed on the const. Had the 
earnest and repeated advice of Gen. Gwynu, Cftpt. 

pursuit of mouey-gettiug, social distinction, and 
political or professional popularity. The words of 

. 'iij'ni cvcij wtilititli mil i 

boys, carrying canvas bags and paper bundles of every relation, both foreign and domef ic 
gold. This is tho three and a half million dollars 'deilpS for the attainment of these great >, 

a little one, of whom it is said that when requested from the bauks. Next you see a chambermaid with 
to ask his father for some trifling favor, replied, “I her fifty dollars; then another merchant, with his 
don't want to; I don’t know father,” are a sad and five thousand; then a laborer or a mechanic, with 

touching comment on the domestic relations of hia ope Or two hundred; then another capitalist with 
many American fathers. They are far better known his ten or fifteen thousand; and so the loan comes in 
on ’Change, in their counting-rooms and offices, in 
the street or club-room, than in their own houses— 

will not say homes, for they are destitute of the 
essential clemeuts of home. 

Gf the mothers iu this station of life, we would 

by person after person. Here is a man who has one 
hundred and fifty dollars to subscribe -the extra 
fifty for a friend. It may all he put in one uqte and 
his friend’s fifty indorsed on the back, but he will 
not hear ol' this. The notes must be made out sepa- 

Witfi the kindest feelings for yourself personally, Crossan, and other officers been heeded, there would 
A tPiA i 1 ..V.....e __ \ .. . .. 

every relation, noth foreign and domes io. And the 
means for the attainment of these great objects cap 
be readily supplied from the prosperity ana produc¬ 
tion^ of tin- country. The real and per.-nnal values in 
the United States reueh the vast a/gregate "(' $li,,- 
000,000,000, and in the States now loyal to the Union 
this aggregate is $11,000,000,000. 

The yearly surplus earning* of the loyal people are 
estimated by intelligent persons, conversant with 
such investigations, at more than 5400,000,000, 
while the well-considered judgment o?military men 
of the highest rank and rep.ite, vranuntsthe confident 
expectation that if the war is prosems -dwith energy, 

speak in all charitableness. Some of them, with rately, iu spite of the long troubles and complica¬ 
te womanly spirit and fortitude, take upon them- tions of the double entry, for bis friend wishes his 
selves the burden so thoughtlessly cast aside by the name to appear also as one of those who “stand by 
fathers, and with that largo faith and hope, and the the Union.” Next is a lady who comes from the 
self-sacrificing love which is only found iu the ma- brfck country, and brings a letter of introduction to 
ternal heart, throw arouud their children the saving Mr. Cisco. 8he wants to know how she is to invest 
and forming influences bo essential in early life; her money to aid the country. Then comes the 
others struggle for a time with the difficulties that inevitable Irishman and German, who say exactly 
surround them, and then yield to the current; while what they do not mean, but whose business the quick 
many, we fear, give as little thought as the fathers clerks dispatch before the inexplicit, ej.isodical and 
o the infinite responsibilities resting upon them. curiously intertangled story of the depositors is halt 
in no sense do Bueh parents considerately shape finished. Here is a clergyman from the Sixth ave- 

°f 8111110 the de8tin/ of their children. They grow nue, who says ten words about his business-and fiftv 

tion before the close of the ensuing sprfcg; in which 
event, the cost beyond the revenue* wilt hardly 
exceed the amount oi't.lie 8250,000,000 loan authorized 
by Congress, and with a due c ononiy iuall branches 
of the public service, not more than the vital expendi¬ 
tures of Great Britain or France iu two years of 
peace. 

And it, is not unreasonable to hope tint the auspi¬ 
cious result of peace may be hastened |»y the refiec* 

Mountain Pass, and number about eleven thousand 
men, under command of Gen. Reynolds, The advance 

now be five thousand men on our coast,” 
Recent events coming home to our own State, says 

the Wilmington Journal, hovering over our own 
coast, threatening our own homes, approaching our 
own doors, will go far to show whether we were 
panic-stricken when wo appealed so strongly for the 
construction of efficient, works for the defence of our 
coast. Over and over again have we sounded the 
alarm, until we made ourselves odious to the compla¬ 
cent head men about tho Capitol a thing which 
we regretted, but for which we did not reproach our¬ 
selves. Can those who so vehemently did not like 
our course say that they have nothing with which to 
reproach themselves? If they do, who will beliovo 
them? 

The Ooldsborough Transcript admits ignorance of 
the designs ofthe enemy, but says “ if they intend to 
demonstrate an invasion, let them come, if they oau, 
we say—the Confederates will teach them how to go, 
as they have in every case of conflict, of any impor¬ 
tance, since the first inroads of the ruffianly host. 
They have the advantage of ub in the marine, that 
may skulk about the coast and annoy us—but let 
them come in contact whenever they dare, and we 
have no fears for the result. This event will perhaps 
give our hoys something to do, who are ready and 
anxious to do something. 

The Ncwhern IVews evidently thinks “tho boys 
who are ready and anxious to do something” will 
have a chance, and calls upon the Carolinians thus:— 
Men of Eastern Carolina, arouse! We have warned 
you heretofore, but many of you heeded not. Now 
your property, your homes, and your families are in 
danger! Come, to your arms, and drive the invaders 
from your soil. A little preparation might have 
saved this disaster; but now it is too late, and we 
must make the most of it. Let the militia be called 
to aid the regular forces, and if the Hessians dare 
advance, let ns make them rue it. Wo can, we must! 
To arms! To arms! 

A copy of the Richmond Whig has a most sarcastic 
post, on Sunday morning, the 1st inst., of Gen. Roy- I article on the capture of the Ilatteras Forts, eensnr- 
nold’s army occupied a position within several miles 
of the advance of Gen. Lee’s army, although the 
main bodies of the two armies are about sixteen 
miles ajiart. Gen. Reynolds occupies a strong posi- 

liou ol the citizens of tlm States in iiisurtectlon that ; tion, and is waiting an attack from Lee, who hits an 
II’ 1 1 I I'cv mil' t mm ot i,.,i 4 I... -... 1 they will review their action, weigh their own wel¬ 

fare, consider the disposition of the people of the 
whole country to recognize all tin it- cbn-titutional 
rights, and to allow them their full sin re in the beiu- 

curiously intertangled story of the depositors is half drs of the common Government, and renew their 

“*•“>**• >»»<»»«»sixth we- ..... 
nue, who says ten words about his business-and fifty Will they not reflect that the war into which the 

army variously estimated at from 15,000 to 30,000 
men, but what his line force is we have no data by 
which wc can form a correct estimate; hut it is here- 
thought that he is waiting a junction from Wise and 
Floyd before he will risk an attack on < ten. Reynolds, 
who is well known to Gen. Lee as being one of the i 

icg, by implication, the Confederate authorities, -and 
which commences in this style: 

“ Let us imitate Hie Nutmeg Chinese, by all means. 
The tort has been taken. Many hundreds of men 
surrendered. Vatuuible officers have become prison¬ 
ers. A large amount of powder has been captured. 
The most important part of our coastfor privateering 
purposes is in the hands of the enemy, and the gal- 
hint North State is now liable to invasion, ft is a 
small matter. It will take 30,000 meu to regain the 
fort, but that is nothing. What do we want with it? 
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It was built for fuD, evidently. Had we been in earn¬ 
est, some notice would have been taken of the North¬ 
ern papers. It would be the height of folly and 
treason to accuse any member of the Cabinet of neg~ 

ligence in the premises. 
Wi* who live lit the Bcsit of covcrniDcnt know too 

wr.ll the xtinerhnman energy sleepless vigilance, j since the withdrawal of the Federal troops from St. tors at Washington and all parts of the country, 
and miraculous promptitude of every department, to Joseph, the rebels in that region have commenced which will be largely-availed of by the officers and 

entertain for a moment a shadow of suspicion of any arming again. Some i!.000 rebels are concentrating sold.ers there encamped. 
short-coming on the part of any one near or in Andrews county, under Maj. Potter, and about the Gen. McClellan pardoned private Wm. Scott, of 
remotely connected wi’h the administration. Pica- same number of Unionists, composed of Missourians Co. k, 3d Vermont volunteers, who was sentenced to 
rune Butler can now leave as maDj men as he pleases and lowans, under Cols. Crooner and Edwards, are be abot for keeping on his post while sentinel on 

in the forts of North Carolina. Of course we will stationed in the same region. Both sides are prepar- picket guard. The General’s orders are to the effect 
whip them- for have we not the greatest of unarmed ing for battle, and one is shortly expected. Tom that the Commanding Officers of the Brigade, of 

' Haines, with 1,eon men, crossed the Missuuri river at the R-giment, of the Company of the condemned. 

The Chatanooga (Term.) Gazette, of the lltb, says I By order of the War Department the grand Camp 
that a Union camp was forming about 10 miles north of Instruction at Hempstead, L. T., baR been named 
of Chatanooga. A huge Union flag had been raised in honor of the gallant Llent.-Gen. Winfield Scott, 
with a sword suspended over it. About 300 men are j Gen. Sherman has already taken up his quarters on 

encamped and drill regularly. 
Advices from North-Western Missouri state that at his headquarters, thus connecting with headquar 

By order of the War Department the grand Camp them in order of battle behind the ridges immedi- 
Tnstrnction at Hempstead, L. T., baR been named ately in front of the enemy’s position, where they 
, f -Dt-. . .. rested on their arms till morning. Shortly after wards 
honor of the gallant Llent.-Gen. Winfield Scott. * roDawftv contraband came in and reported that the 

•n. Sherman baa already taken up his quarters on ei)Cray had crossed the Gatiley during the night by 
the ground, and a telegraph office baa been opened means of a ferry and bridge which they bad cora- 

his headquarters, thus connecting with headquar- ^o1’,orfe/^ !°- P.°"«“ion 
. ° , . of the camp, which he aiu at about t o’clock, eftptur- 

rs at Washington and all parts of the country, jnpafew prisoners two stand of color**, a consider- 
Inch will be largely availed of by the officers and able quantity of arras, with quartermaster’s stores, 
Pliers there encamped. messings and camp equipage. 

The enemy have destroyed the bridge across the 
Gen. McClellan pardoned private V m. Scott, of Ganiev, which here reaches through a deep gorge. 

ters at Washington and all parts of the country, 
which will be largely availed of by the officers and 

Richmond and Memphis papers of the 5th, and 
Charleston and New Orleans of the 4th, and Nashville 
of the 6th inst., have been received via. Louisville. 
The panic produced by the capture of the Hatteras 
forts continues to rago all along the Gulf coast. 

ing for battle, and one is shortly expected, lorn that the Commanding Officers of the Brigade, of 
Haines, with 1,800 men, crossed the Missouri river at tbe Raiment, of the Company of the condemned. 
Arrow Creek, on Tuesday last, bound for Gen. Price's together with many other officers and privates of his 

Co. K, 3d Vermont volunteers, who was sentenced to and our troops being still much fatigued, and having 
be shot for sleeping on his post while sentinel on material for the immediate re-placing of the 

1 6 1 bridge, it was thought prudent to encamp our troop9 
picket guard. The General a orders are to the effect and 0CP,ipy the ferry, and capture the camp, sending 
that the Commanding Officers of the Brigade, of I a few rifled cannon shots after the enemy to produce 
the R-giment, of the Company of the condemned, J a moral effect. 

Six hundred secessionists, under Co). Hull, regiment, had earnestly appealed to the Major-General 
were marching toward Glasgow on Wednesday, to to spare the life of the offender, and the President able. 

Our loss will probably amount to 20 killed and 100 
wounded. The enemy’s lose has not been ascer¬ 
tained, but from report, it must hare heen consider- 

landed eight prisoners in a destitute condition. Con¬ 
tributions were made for their immediate wants, and 
care would be taken of them until they could be 
shipped to the United States. The Sumpter remained 
there to the 5th ult., and was allowed to supply her¬ 
self with coal and other outfit. The British flag was 
hoisted on the Government fl3g-staff for her arrival, 
and the officers of the British vessel Cardineas ap¬ 
peared to be on admirable terms with those of the 
Sumpter. The merchant wbo supplied the coal did 
it with the consent and approval of the acting Gene- 
raL There had been no American Consul at Trini¬ 
dad for many months. 

The Secretary had addressed the following letter to 
Daniel Lord, Esq., of New York: 

W, S. Rosencranz. 

cross the river and join Martin Green’s force. of the United States had also expressed a wish that 

of further aggressive movements of the Union army. 
Large numbers of families are Hying from Wilming¬ 
ton, and all the women and children have been 
removed from Newborn. A regiment of infantry and 
two batteries hurried to the defence of the latter 

point. 
Evidently, from the tone of the Richmond papers, 

the threatening of the Gulf coast will produce a 
change of strategy on the part of the rebel govern¬ 
ment, and offensive steps are not likely to be taken 
by the array of the Potomac for some time. 

The Lower House of the North Carolina Legislature 
refused, by a large majority, to pass an act reconven¬ 
ing the Convention that passed the Recession ordi¬ 
nance. The refusal produced a storm of denunciation 
by the secession papers, which declare that it will 
produce internecine strife in the old North State. 

Sickness still fearfully prevails in the rebel army 
in Virginia. At Lynchburg, Richmond, Fredericks¬ 
burg, and Leesburg, over five thousand men are in 
the hospitals. The small pox is raging violently. 
The medical authorities publish urgent appeals to 
physicians throughout the rebel States, to forward 
immediately all disposable vaccine matter to Rich¬ 

mond. __ 

Commodores Barron and Siriuglinm. 

Commodore Barron was almost born and rocked 

in the cradle of the United States Government. By 
that Government he was educated, clothed, and fed, 

camp, at Spencerbnrg, Pike county, was broken up ti,e condemned, his previous good conduct and gen- 
on the 9th, and 1C secessionists taken jn isoners. g0od character, and the urgent entreaties made 

The fight at Boonville on the 13th, terminated In a in bjB behalf, have determined the Major-Gencrul to 

a “uu Department op State. ) 
wounded. The enemy’s lose has not been aseer- Washington. September 10, 1861. ] 
tained, but from report, it must hare consider- Fir;_t bave roPeivE(1 yonr lfttor of yesterday, re- 

* '. lating to Algi-ron B. Snllivan, a political prisoner. 
The telegraph from Clarksburgh, on the 13th inst., now in custody at Fort Ijifayptte. This Department 

says: — The rebels commenced an advance on both possessed of treasonable correspondence of that 
, . person, which no right or privileges of a lawyer or 

points yesterday A. M. towards Elk V ater and C hief j cppnaei can justify or excuse, The public- safety will 

Mountain Summit. They succeeded in surrounding not admit of his being discharged. In view of the 
the fort on the summit, and cut the telegraph wire, many representations made to me in this case, T pray 

Aim u»ai« Iiwuuv- -v_r_I - The telegraph from Clarksburgh, on the 13th inst., 
forts continues to rago all along the Gulf coast. The rebels camp at Licks Creek, Monroe county, as this is the first condemnation in this army for this Rays: — The rebels commenced an advance on both 
The papers clamorously demand the strengthening waa broken op by the Federal troops on the 8th, and crime, mercy may be extended to the criminal. This points yesterday A. M. towards Elk Water and Chief 
the sea con»* defences of the Tcbol government, it is reported that 500 rebels were captured. Another |'act, viewed in connection with the inexperience (if Mountain Summit. They succeeded in surrounding 
Their terror is greatly increased by constant reports camp, at SpcDcerburg, 1 ike county, was broken up the condemned, his previous good conduct and gen- jbe fort on the summit and cut the telegraph wire. 

victory to the Home Guards under Maj. Eppstain, 
who held their imrenchmcrits. The rebels, 1,000 

strong, were driven back, and were in the neighbor- 

grant the pardon so earnestly prayed for. This act 

They continued to advance on Elk Water until 
within a few miles of our troops, when a few shells 
from Loomis's battery dispersed them. Skirmishing 

of freedom must not tie understood as a precedent was kept up all night. This morning a. regiment was 
for any future case. The duty of a sentinel is of such 

hood of Boonville when the Sioux Cily passed. The a nature, that a neglect by sleeping upon or desert* 
Home Guards lost one man killed and four wounded. 
The rebels lost twelve killed and eighty wounded. 
Among the rebels killed were Col. Brown and 

Capt. Brown. 
A reliable correspondent of the St. Louis Democrat, 

writing from Ironton, on the 13th inst., furnishes the 
following intelligence: 

ing his post may endanger the salety of the com- repei officers spying aronnd the camp at Elkwater, 
maud, and even the whole arm.v, and all nations affix this xnorning, were surprised by oar pickets and 
the penalty of death, ’lbe pardon was read to the were g]j0t. The body of one was brought into camp 
regiment, which heartily expressed their apprecia- and pr0ved to be that of Col. John A. Washington, 

sent to cut their way through to Summit, and sue- ment Will substitute the ruled envelope for the un- 
ceeded, the rebels retreating in all directions. Two ruled, -without additional charge to the public, 
rebel officers spying aronnd the camp at Elkwater, Dispatches from Washington during the past week, 
this morniDg, were surprised by oar pickets and stating that Gen. Fremont bad been superseded in 

were shot. The body of one was brought into camp the command of the Western Department, caused 

you excuse me for giving this letter to the public. 
With great respect, 

Your obd’t serv’t, 
Wm. H. Seward. 

About the 1st of October the Post-Office Depart¬ 
ment will substitute the ruled envelope for the un¬ 
ruled, withont additional charge to the public. 

Dispatches from Washington daring the past week, 
stating that Gen. Fremont bad been superseded in 

tion of this act of executive clemency. 

Southern dates to the 10th have been received. 
The army of Generals Johnston and Beauregard, 

A messenger from Col. Mulligan’s command at kl)0Wn ^ th(j army of the potomac, has been 

Lexington, reports that Lvn. I ri<.1, s1 advance guard Jjjto two corps, the first commanded by Gen. 
I « 117_ .1_.... 'Ik.AAr At. PLiiV. lA/.1r>.nn 1 V 

by the secession papers, which ileclare that it will reached Warrensburgon Tuesday, andClaib. Jackson 
produce internecine strife in tlie old North State. made them a speech. Gen. Price claims to have 

Sickness still fearfully prevails In the rebel army 16,000 men, and that bis main bodyiB approaching 
in Virginia. At Lynchburg, Richmond, Fredericks- LexiDgton. This messenger brings an official account 
burg, and Leesburg, over five thousand men are in of a skirmish between the rebels and General Lane’s 
the hospitals. The small pox is raging violently, forces, dated Fort Bledsoe, near Fort Scott, Septera- 
The medical authorities publish urgent appeals to her 4th, the substance of which is as follows: 
physicians throughout the rebel States, to forward He says immediately after leaving Springfied, he 
immediately all disposable vaccine matter to Rich- dispatched Gen. Raines to clear the counties border- 
monj ing on Kansas of the marauding bands which had 

been devastating that section of the country; that he 
CoiiimodorcN Barron nnd >iriuglinin. himself advanced to Raines’ assistance, and their 

Commohore Barron was almost born and rocked combined force encountered, at Big Dry Wood Creek, 
in the cradle of the United States Government. By ^1(. forceH nnder Lane, Montgomery, and Jennison, 
that Government he was educated, clothed, and fed, and aftt.r ft |,rjRk skirmish of un hour and ft quarter, 
and pampered, from early childhood to the date of tbe Federal troops retreated, nnd were pursued by his 

Beauregard, the second by Gen. Johnston. Gen. 
Johnston ranks Beauregard by seniority, and has a 
right to the supreme command, but waived it and 
issued no order without full consultation and consent 

of Mount Vernon. 
A balloon reconnoisance on the 14th inst. devel¬ 

oped the fact that the body of the enemy that 
advanced last night fell hack behind Munson’s Hill; 
that there are also large masses of rebels at Centre- 
ville and Fairfax, and that the main body of the rebel 
army has fallen back to Manassas, and is now 
encamped there. Some think the rebels are break- 

I ing up camp between here and Manassas, and made 

great excitement throughout the North, but these are 
now declared to be false. On the 11th inst. the Presi¬ 
dent mailed the following letter to General F., at St. 
Louis: 

Wash!motor, D. 0., Sept. 11th, 1861. 
Major General John ft Fremont: 

Sir:—Yours of the 8th, in answer to mine of the 2d 
inst, is Just received, assnring me that yon upon 
the ground could belter judge of the necessity of your 
position than I could at- this d?>*t«nre. On seeing 
your proclamation of August. 30th, I perceived no 
general objection to if. The particular objectionable 

of Beauregard. The Richmond papers are full of the move forward to engage our attention while they I clause, however, in relation to confiscation of prop- 
doleful descriptions of the ravages of sickness in the removed their cannon towards Manassas. The gen- erty, was the liberation of slavcw. It appeared to me 

>™y .rtto C"t,Tile rebel corp, „o.t cral belief is, however, that they Intelh) to give bottle g -"He"’«b 
vunced towards the Union line are regularly relieved somewhere upon our lines within forty-eight hours. snhjPrt. Hence 1 wrote to yon. expressing my 
by forces from th© center of the army, Gen. Beau re- By telegraph from Fortress Monroe on the Uth wish that that clause should he modified accordingly. 
card allows no civilians whatever to visit the camps inst., we learn there was a prospect of an engage' Yonr answer jnst received expresses the preference 

, , ,, ....... xt„ . on your part 1 tint 1 should make an open order for the 
between Manassas and the Potomac. ment the night previous at Newport News. About 4 mod1flcallon. which I very cheerfullv do. 

In view of the increasing importance of Fortress P. M. the steamer Yorktown came to within three it is therefore ordered that the said clHiise of said 
Monroe as a basis of offensive operations against the miles and opened fire upon the camp, and the block- proclamation he so modified, held, and construed as 
Confederates, there is to be a large increase in the ading squadron, consisting of the Savannah, Cumber b> conform with and not transcend the provisions on 

military and naval torces. | land, and the gun-boat Louisiana. Mie fired twenty- entitled u An Act to confiscate property used for 
five shells, one of which exploded near the Havatiruth, insurrectionary purposes,’’approved AugnstGth. 1801, 

his entrance into the service of the gang of rebels 
bent, on doing their best to break up and destroy the 
Government. He has for many years assumed to he 
above other officers of the Navy of the United States, 
and other people generally, in military or civil life— 
a sort of upper-tendom F. F. V, He was a member 
of the Barron family, and managed to get his father’s 
pension for serving in the Virginia Navy in the war 
of the Revolution, raid by the Government, in the 
sum of S3,000, when the account was closed; and 

troops about three miles. He states bis loss at three 
killed and twenty wounded, and says they buried 
three of Lane’s men. He concludes by suying the 
enemy have continued to retreat northward from 
Fort Scott, which post they have abandoned, and 
adds, this relieves me of the necessity of pursuing 
them into Kansas, the soil of which I am unwilling 
to invade, unless her citizens shall provoke me to do 
so, by committing renewed outrages on the people of 
this State, and in that event I shall not only cross the 

The steamer S. R. Spaulding left the Fortress on five shells, one of which exploded near the Savannah, 
the 10th for Hatteras Inlet with re enforcements. The and the others fell considerably short. The gnns of 

j cral belief is, however, that they intend to give battle 
somewhere upon onr lines within forty-eight hours. 

By telegraph from Fortress Monroe on the 14th 
inst, we learn there was a prospect of an engage" 
ment the night previous at Newport News. About 4 
P. M. the steamer Yorktown came to within three 
miles and opened fire upon the camp, and tlie block¬ 
ading squadron, consisting of the Savannah, Cumber 
land, and the gun-boat Louisiana. She fired twenty- 

Beeond, when Mr. Thomas Ewing was Secretary of bor(jeri Wn] ]ay waste their farms, and utterly 
the Interior, he was Induced to re open the account, 
and pay some $47,000 additional pension money. 
The case whs investigated by a Committee of Con¬ 
gress, and acted on, which had the effect to stop the 
payment of any more of that class of super-extrava¬ 
gant pension claims by the Interior Department. 
Commodore Barron was an active and a poisonous 

destroy the citi«s and towns of that State. 
The correspondent adds, while this shows that, there 

has been more skirmishing in the border, it does not 
prove that the rebels have gained any advantage; but 
on the contrary, it would appear that they found a 

steamer Baltimore is also on the way with naval 

stores. 
The appointment of Gen. Reynolds to the chief 

command at Hatteras Inlet, gives entire satisfaction 

at Old Point. 
Under Gen. Wool’s command, the army is obtain¬ 

ing a good degree of discipline. 
Commander Ros^p has written a letter to the Sec¬ 

retary of the Navy, dated U. S. steamer Pawnee, 
Hatteras Inlet, Sept. 5tb, of which the following is 
an extract: In a communication addressed to the 
Commander-in-Chief at Hampton Roads, 1 informed 
him that 1 forwarded seven of tlie fugitives in tbo 
Peabody, to be landed at Hampton Roads, supplying 
them with provisions to last them. Another of the 

and the others fell considerably short. The gnns of and that said act be published at. length with this 
*»... n...... a.... order. T onr obedient servant, the Cumberland and the Savannah could not reach 
the Yorktown, but a couple of shells from Sawyer’s 
gun on shore caused her to retire. One of the shells 
exploded three-fourths of a mile beyond the steamer. 
A Frenchman managed to escape from the Yorktown. 
He states that she has been watching for some time 
for an opportunity to run the blockade, and that the 
loyalty of many of the crew was suspected. 

The steamer S. R, Spaulding returned from Hat¬ 
teras Inlet this morning. The Susquehannah and 
Pawnee still remain there. The former had sustained 
but little damage in the collision with the gun-boat 

Flag. The Spaulding brought the remnant of Col. 

A. Lincoi.n. 

The President and Secretary of State have heen in 
receipt of a number of petitions from New York and 
Philadelphia calling for the expulsion of LL. D. Rus- 
Bell, the Times correspondent, on the ground that he 
is a public enemy who should not be tolerated in this 
crisis of onr affiiirs. 

The National Loan is succeeding beyond expecta¬ 
tion. Several hundred subscription agents were 
appointed last week in nearly every loyal State, 
including Virginia and Kentucky. A considerable 
number have already accepted and sent in their 
bonds. The others will probably be nt work this 

force too strong for them, and giving up their plan of f„„jyveB 0f tbjs parly is retained to act as pilot in 
advancing into Kansas, turned upon the weaker 

member of the never-to-be-forgotten Naval Board of force Lexington, Their design now is, evidently, 
Fifteen, which sat during the Pierce Administration, 
and struck down such officers of the United States 
Navy as the members had a grudge or old scores 
againBt, while they retained such favorites of, and 

first to take Lexington, and then bring Claib. Jackson 

here. 
Jeff. Thompson has issued a proclamation, in 

which, as a retaliatory measure for Gen. Fremont’s 

these waters should his services be required. From Hatteras Inlet. 
the best information I can obtain, ten regiments have Our troops at the inlet have mounted all the guns 
been re called to defend the State. Tlie secessionists nnd rendered those effective which had been spiked 

Webb’s regiment and nearly one thousand stand of weej{> The subscriptions of the people have exceeded 
arms which were captured at Hatteras, and a dozen njne mjjlions, and their co-operation will doubtless 
prisoners who were taken from the prizes taken at enai,]e the banks to take the next installment of fifty 

Hatteras Inlet. millions, and supply all the money necessary for the 
Our troops at the inlet have mounted all the guns vi„orous prosecution of the war. The Administra- 

■» _J At _ «• ..i!  t.: AI. Ua J I.aJ ^ * . 

toadies to, the members of the aforesaid Board of proclaimed intentions, he threatens for every mem- 
Fifteen, as they chose to retain, without any particu¬ 
lar regard to merit, sobriety, or qualifications. By 
the action of tlie Board every one of its members 
obtained promotion. Commodore Stewart, " Old 
Ironsides," was retired, and Commander Barron was 
made a Commodore. 

After the attack upon and capture of the rebel forts 
at Hatteras Inlet, when the first salutations were 

her of the Southern forces, or citizen soldier of Mis¬ 
souri executed, to hang, draw, and quarter a minion 
of Abraham Lincoln. 

Capt. Foster, of Cal. Hawkins’ Franklin County 

residing ne«r the water are deserting their resi¬ 
dences, and seeking shelter in the interior. The 
poorer classes are remaining, waiting for protection 
to avow their Union sentiments. A meeting was 
called in Washington village on tbo night of the 1st 
inst., when it was decided to defend that point. 

A battle took place on tlie 10th inst., at 3 P. M., 

made between the United States officers and Coinmo* r;angi jn reference to the conduct of the Missourians 
dore Barron, he asked “how many were killed on 
the fleet’/’’ The answer was "None." "Uowinany 
were wounded?" “ None, " was the reply. "Why,” 
he exclaimed, “you astonish me. I thought that to 
capture these forts it would cost a thousand lives, 
and it would be cheap at that." 

When Commodore Barron and his officers de¬ 
scended to the deck of the flag ship Minnesota, where 
Commodore Btringham was stationed on the quarter¬ 
deck to receive him, General Butler presented Barron 
to the gallant old Commodore, saying, "Commodore 
Barron! Commodore Btringham." The latter, rais¬ 
ing hiniself np to his full height, looked the traitor 
straight in the eye, and barely inclining hie head, 
replied, "I have seen Mr. Barron before." Barron, 
who has always prided himself on the hauteur monde, 

fairly winced under the whole volume of honest sar¬ 
casm contained in that look and sentence. 

Home Guards, brought seven prisoners to St. Louis neftr Summerville, in Western Virginia. <-n. Bost¬ 

on the Uth, who were captured from Gen. Hardee’s crft,1K- after n,akin* a reconnoisance, found I loyd s 
army. They report that a fight lmd occurred at liar- ^ S’000 strou8* with 16 held pieces, intrenched u, 
dec's camp, between the Louisianians and Misiou- a powerful position, on top of a mountain, at Comfex 

rians, in reference to the conduct of the Missourians Kcrr>'’ the west 6lde 0 r,Ver' ^ rea,‘ 
• f .Ua i_anil extremes of both flanks were inaccessible, and 
in the battle of Springfield—the Louisianians charg- 

the front was masked with heavy forests and close . . ... . A.i ___ -j - n . i • nil jidui it no iiiucnuu nim am* ccwj v*v*jv 
ing the Missourians with cowardice, and treating , „ , . „ , 
, , ... jungles. Col. Lyttle’s Ohio Tenth, of Gen. Benham’s 

them as cowards. The Louisianians charge that y .J 

while they were fighting, the Missourians actually 
stole all their horses and lied. Gen. Hardee is falling 
hack on the Pocahontas, and the Missourians were 

dispersing. 
These men left Gen. Hardee’s camp with the inten¬ 

tion of returning home under Gov, Gamble’s proc¬ 
lamation, and becoming good citizens, hut were 
informed here that the Governor’s proclamation was 
abridged by the declaration of Martial law. 

Depnrtmcnt of the East. 

A large party started from Washington at 7 
o’clock A. M. on the 11th for Chain Bridge, under 
Col. Stevens, of the New York Highlanders. As our 
skirmishers advanced the enemy’s pickets retired 
beyond Londonsville, about seven miles from Chain 
Bridge. Our troops having accomplished their 
errand connected with the reconnoisance of the 

, «r . lit Y U LI 11 iiUUUUUOTUWy Ltljxjy* u bc*cu jiaiavo uwut v/ui*»u 
movements nt the West. J 

, . _ ,, _ Bridge. Our troops having accomplished their 
Kentucky seems to be waking up. Gov.Magofiin , . . ... .. __ ._ » .. 

6 ^ , 6 errand connected with the reconnoisance of the 
issued the following proclamation on the 14th inst,: , . .. . . , , 

, , , . . , , , a j country, began to retrace their steps, when a large 
In obedience to the subjoined resolntions, adopted „ , , ... « , . . „ . 

by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of force of rebels, consisting of two regiments of in- 
Kentucky, the Government of the Confederate Btates, fantry and Col. Stewart's regiment of cavalry, with a 
the State of Tennessee, and all others concerned, are battery of four pieces, was seen approaobiug. The 
informed that Kentucky expects the Confederate or rebej battery opened with shell, which was replied to 
Ton nAdapA trnn«a in lie with draw li n-nni her soi •* * Tennessee troops to be withdrawn from her soil 
unconditionally. 

This was after the proposition of the rebel General, 
Polk, who wished both the Federal nnd Confederate 
forces to w ithdraw, each giving bonds not to pass 
within the borders of Kentucky during the war. 

A lot of medicines and soldiers’ buttons, amount¬ 
ing to $6,000, were seized in Louisville on the 14th. 
They were being smuggled to the rebel Btates. 

In the Senate on the 15th, Mr. Whitaker introduced 
a resolution authorizing the Military Board to seize 
the State arms, wherever found, and to supply a suffi¬ 
cient police to protect the railroads. 

General Polk has issued the following proclama¬ 
tion: 

The Federal Government having, in defiance of the 

by Griffin’s battery. Several rounds were fired, when 
our troops ceased firing for twenty minutes, to give 
the rebels an opportunity of meeting them on the 
open field, the rebels being in the woods. Our 

Brigade, was in the advance, and drove a strong 
detachment of the enemy out of their camp, this 
side of the position, the site of which was unknown. 
Shortly afterwards bis scouts, consisting of four com¬ 
panies, suddeuly discovered themselves in the face of 
a parapet battery and a long line of palisades for 
riflemen, when the battle opened fiercely. The 
remainder of the Tenth and Thirteenth Ohio Regi¬ 
ments were brought into action successively by Gen. 
Benham, and the Twelfth afterwards by Captain 
Hartauff, whose object was an armed reconnoisance. 
The enemy played upon our forces terriffically with 
musketry, rifles, caunister and shell, causing some 
casualties. Col. Lyttle led several companies of 
Irish to charge a battery, when lie was brought down 
by a shot in the leg. Col. Smith’s 13th Ohio engaged 
the enemy on the left, and Col. Lowe's 12th Ohio 
directly in front. Lowe fell dead at the head of his 
regiment early in the hottest of the fire, by a ball in 
the forehead. McMullen’s howitzer battery and Sny¬ 
der's two ield pieces meantime got into the best 
position possible, under the circumstances, and soon 

silenced two rebel guns. 
Fire slaclcned at istervals, but grew more furious 

as night approached, when the German brigade was 
led valiantly into action by Col. McCook, under the 
direction o' Adjutant-General Hartauff, but after a 
furious tiglt of three hours, he ordered a recall of 

by the Confederate- before their surrender. No 
intelligence of importance bus been received from 
the sound or from the main land. Gen. Reynolds 
has arrived at Old Point, and will proceed to-morrow 
by the steamer Spaulding to assume command at 
Hatteras Inlet. 

Affairs at Washington. 

The Government is in receipt of valuable infor¬ 
mation by the last steamer, relating to the present 
slock of cotton in English warehouses, and the pros¬ 
pect of a supply from other sources than the rebel 
States. This information leaves no room to doubt 
that the Manchester Mills will be able to run on full 
time for aw entire year, even without touching a 
pound of the new crop. The information obtained 
from the Bpitmer’s Association lifts greatly and agree- 

tion feels the importance of justifying by vigor and 
integrity the confidence manifested by the masses. 
Wastelul expenditures and corrupt contracts, by 
which alone the security of the working men who 
invest their earnings in the loan can he impaired, 
will be vigorously suppressed. 

Mr. Tassara, the Spanish Minister, has called to 
assure the Secretary of State that the report from 
Charleston that the Captain General of Cuba has 
issued a proclamation recognizing the rebel flag, is 
untrue. What ha3 happened is, that vessels from any 
port in the United StateB, in possession of the rebels, 
coming into a port with irregular papers, are admit¬ 
ted, e-r necessitate, without uotice of their regularity, 
just as they have been admitted into other ports 
since the rebels obtained possession of the Custom 
Houses in the insurgent Btates. It is needless to say 
that no such vessels can be abroad without escaping 

forces then resumed the action with shot and shell the tr0QpS) and the men ]ay 011 their ftrras wJthin a $2,000,000 per day, for several days, on account of 

and soon silenced the rebel battery. The rebels scat- febort djsjance of the enemy, each ready to resume war. 
tered, and a number were seen reeling from their the pontesl next morrijng. The thief Floyd fled in The uth Auditor has received answers to circulars 
saddles. Three were killed belonging to the 15th the nigbt> <nnk boats in tbe riveri 8U(i destroyed a sent to prominent Union men iu Missouri, Kentucky, 
Indiana regiment. Lieut. Hancock is supposed to temnorarv hrid„e wllich he made when he first oocu- Maryland, from which it appears that a very large 
saddles. Three were killed belonging to the 15th 
Indiana regiment. Lieut. Haucock is supposed to 
be killed. There were two killed of the third Ver¬ 
mont regiment, and four wounded. 

Gen. McClellan’s dispatch to the Secretaiy of War 
is very brief. He merely says that Gen. Bmitli made 
a reconnoisance with 2,000 men to Lewansville and 

the night, rank boats in the river, and destroyed a sent to prominent union men .u mumimi, 
temporary bridge which he made when he first occu- ftnd Maryland, trorauhich it appears tb.it a \ei 
pied the position. The turbulence and depth of the »uulbe1' of mail contractors in these Btates are 
river, and the exhaustion of our troops, made it *° money will be paid those who are disloyal, 
impossible to follow him. He left his camp eqob Mr. H. Bird, late a clerk in the War Department, 

ably surprised the manufacturers, and led them to . , " ’ “ " 
1 - a - j i the blockading force. There is no recognition of a 

soften down very much m Ueir demand for a speedy ^ ^ .q Spanigh ^ or Jn aQy Qtber portjj 

termination of the war. The people of Washington were astonished one 
Government ,s about to invert gate the alleged J oue of the beautjfu, wooded 

frauds committed upon it by the sale of horses fur- , . . .... it i i-m .w 
“ , „ 1 . : . . hills in the vicinity of that citv suddenly bald-headed, 
nislied for it by Pennsylvania contractors. , . , , . 

3 . ' . ,, It appears that an immense earth-work has been 
The fallowing order ta been addreseed to the Pa,. H ^ ,nl in one „jght the 

raa.t«r.Gencral by the ft at Department: whicl mMlied „ W1K eat away. Where, in the even- 

Yon will arrange for the payment of volunteers as . tbere bad been to all appearance, only a peace- 
directed by the provisions of the act of Congress , 
relating thereto, dated July 24th, and as amended ful grove, there appeared next morning a fort. 
August 16th, 1861, viz: The following dispatch was received at the Navy 

J2SSKS? Ar^aW.^fT,S.°r! Department on the uth inaht 

ing into the .errke ot the Kited Str.teA provided Cs",“ £i3,!Tw fcJTlSW i 
payment has not been made the respective States for . 4 ...... .. « tv„ 
which the Government will eventually be liable. Sir: I have to state, lor the intormatio 

When volunteer regiments have been accepted by Department, that l have taken a valuable pri-e 
the War Department upon what is termed independ- morning, now called the Busan Jane, of - evw, - • 
ent acceptances, you will allow pay from the date of This schooner was called the Charles .b • , 
organization of each company with minimum mini- she cleared at Newburn, N. C., two days *e < 
her, with general satisfaction in each case to be fur- blockade went into effect on ibis coast ^, *c " 
nished by our Department before payment is made. cargo of spirits of turpentine to the V est In c , 

Simon Cameron, Secretary of War. Nevis Island obtained an Luglisb register, 1 
out a bill of sale, or indorsement of au.v ainu on tne 

A telegram to the Post-Office Department from St. par{ 0f tj)e ma8ter or agent, and without any other 
Louis, says that no mails have yet passed over the paper required under the English lau- She saif! 

Hanoibal ,„d * do.cph U.llrd.d, hhd Mm,,he pro* 
pect of renewal of the service on the route is bad. pteeb br0gai)Hi &c„ all of which were purchased in 

The Government has been paying out more than New York and Boston, as is shown by bills of biding 

$2,000,000 per day, for several days, on account of ^>hHa‘de'fpb'ia^or ‘nu-w‘'VofiV.‘ at* tbe^dU 
the war. creiion of the prize master, Lieut. Crosby, so he 

The 6tli Auditor has received answers to circulars may be authorized to enter the port oiost, arc -stme 
sent to prominent Union men iu Missouri, Kentucky, at this stormy period of the year. 1 ®‘ * 

„ r , . „ . . , mw-rs found on board of tbe prize, in charge > i 
and Maryland, from which it appears that a very large f,ro&by( to lie handed to the proper admiralty 
nniiiViAv nf mail onrit.rat'.tors in these Btates are rebels. . .i„,,v’.„i TrolunH mu) fniir of the crew. I number of mail contractors in these Btates are rebels. 0ggcer. also Capt. Ireland and four of the Crew. J 
Vn ninnpv will l«* niiid rhfisf* who are disloral. shall detain f'or the present two passengers, belie'*? 

wishes of the people of Kentucky, disregarded their examination of tbe ground. When the work was 
neutrality, by establishing camps, depots of armies, a . wi a wk- the 

is very brief. He merely says that Gen. Smith made page, wagons and horses, large quantities of amrauni- 
a reconnoisance with 2,000 men to Lewansville and jj0I1 arid ffty head of cattle. Oar Iobs is 15 killed 
remained there several hours and completed their and 70 Woaided, generally flesh wounds. The rebel 
examination of tbe ground. When the work was loss is not iscertained. They carried their dead and 

. had arrived at Richmond, and offered to supply the 

and by organizing military companies within their 
territory, and by constructing military works on the enemy opened fire with shell, by which two men 
Mississippi shore, immediately opposite and com- were killed and three wounded. Griffin’s battery, he 
mao ding Columbus, evidently mb nded to cover the silenced that of the enemy, and onr men came 
landing ol troops lor the seizure of that town, it has ' ' „ , m, 
become a military necessity for the. defence of the back iu perfect order and excellent spirits. The 
territory of the Confederate Btates, that the Confeder- General says our men behaved most admirably under 
ates occupy Columbus in advance. Tbe Major the fire> 'iJe concludes by remarking, “We shall 
General commanding has, therefore, nut felt himself , r, r, „ . „ hum mnno Hr* II fiin 

completed and the command had started back, the wounded with them. Their loss was certainly serious. 

at liberty to risk the loss of so iraportaut a position, 
but has decided to occnpy it. In pursuance of this 
decision he lias thrown sufficient force into the 
town, and they are ordered to fortify it. 

It is gratifying to know that the presence of his 
troops is gratifying to the people of Columbus, and 
that on this occasion they assure them that every 
precaution shall be taken to insure them iu the pro- 
teeth n of their property, with personal and corporate 
rights. Leonidas Polk. 

Columbus, Sept 4, 1861. 

have no more Bull Run affairs.” 
The Sanitary Commission have strongly urged 

upon the War Department an increase of the Hos¬ 
pital accommodations here, to the extent of 15,000 

beds fitted up. 
Adjutant-General Thomas has decided that under 

no circumstances whatever will soldiers be dis¬ 
charged from the army on the allegation that they 
were minors when they enlisted. 

Twenty-fve of Col. Tyler’s men who were taken by 
Floyd at Cross Laue were re-captured. Floyd's per¬ 
sonal baggige with that of his officers were taken. 

The following is Gen. Rosencranz' official report: 

To Col. E 1>. Townsend: 
Camp Scott —11 P. M. 

We yestuday marched seventeen and a half miles, 
and reached the enemy's intrenched position in front 
of Conifex Ferry, his advanced posts and pickets 
before us. We found him occupying a sirongly 
intrenched position, covered by a forest too dense to 
admit its b?ing seen at a distance of 300 yards. His 
force was tve regiments besides the one driven in. 

At 3 o’clock we made strong reconnoisance and 
attacked the position on flank and front, but night 
coming on and our troops being completely ex¬ 

rebel government with information as to matters at 
Washington, but was arrested as a spy. He has been 
suspected here of having left his post in the War 
Department to furnish the enemy with information 
of our movements. 

The Postmaster-General has assumed as an addi¬ 
tional protection to the postal revenue, the exclusive 
issue of the stamped envelopes containing the new 
imprint of the dissolving lines. This envelope can¬ 
not be manufactured by the ordinary machinery, and 
is not therefore liable to imitation by the insurgents. 

The Government has received advices from Trini¬ 
dad, dated August 7th, which show that on the 30th 
of Jaly the privateer Sumpter sailed boldly into the 
harbor, and reported herself to the authorities of that 
Island as being on a cruise. She was last Irom Puerto 
Cabello, and since she succeeded iu getting out of 
the Mississippi river, had already captured no lesB coming on and our troops being completely ex- ^ — , ' * , , , l . , _ „„ w... 

hausted, I drew them out of the woods and posted I than eleven American vessels. The Sumpter had net Ryan, a y 

loyal. shall detain for the present two passengers, oeno-u 
Department, to be supercargoes, and also the mate, when Ins outy 

1 supply the jCb™^e^ fequest that Lieut. Crosby may be per- 
0 matters at mitted to return to his important duties at tbB Pl#c® 
He has been as Post-Captain, under the orders of Gen. W o«i- ^ 

in the War sfnd Lie,,t' Cr0fb>’ on board ,he Prm'' l,efX we in the at ^ important witness of what occurred after we 

information boarded the schooner. This vessel, unlike the tniee 
already captured, stood in under belief that j, '' 

aa an addi. were still i: \u bauds of the enemy. J 
showing no colors, was taken for an English Lr.ul ., ’ 

ne exclusive and vessels were not boarded until they were in' 
ing the new the bar. We are beginning to see signs of the J 
ivelope can- on the southwest side of the entrance, wher 
, . ‘ ; ajld believed a picket guard is stationed to watch our 

•hiue.y, and movemeutgi1 j incl08e a letter found among he 
1 insurgents. 8 of tbe so-called Susan Jane, which may Live 
from Trini- tlie Department some idea of the policy pursue 

“ ,b' Srtaeihe honor ,o he, very reepectfully, yew 
dly into the obedjeut servant, rr 7^°?a Vavv 
ritiesofthat Commander United Btates Na'.- 
from Puerto To Gideon Welles, Secretary of the Navy, 
tting out of The list of vessels captured at Hatteras Inlet i* a» 
1 red no lesB follows:—Schooners Susan Jane, Ocean Wave, ar- 

wss 
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MOOSE 

NEW TURK, Sept u.—Thi 
all the markets are as follows 

81 
First Quality, ri cm.. 
Ordinary quality,__ 
Com ill On quality.. 
Inferior quality.". 
_. Cow; 
First quality... 
Ordinary quality,. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality. 

vi 
First quality, P Ib., .. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality,.,_ 
Inferior quality*. 
_ . sum: 
Prime quality, >1 head, 
Ordinary quality.. 
Common quality.. . 
Inferior quality." ..' 

First quality. ft,. 
Other qualities,... 

ALBANV 

] [EAD-QUARTERS. ROCHESTER, N, Y, 

— There are fifteen female rebels under arrest at Wash¬ 
ington. 

— Diptheria is making fearful ravages in some towns in 
Vermont 

— The Memphis Bulletin is reduced to the size of a sheet 
of foolscap. 

Look out for new three dollar counterfeits on the bank 
of Hartford. 

— The new Sultan is about to take a pleasure trip to Paris 
and London. 

— Gen Lvon's will gives all his property, some $30,000, to 
the Government. 

The great hotels in New York are about to reduce their 
prices to $2 per day. 

— The salaries of the employes in the Patent office have 
been reduced 20 per cent. 

— A bear weighing nearly 300 pounds was killed in Pitta- 
ford, Vt, Thursday week. 

— The Erie canal has delivered at New York, since May 1st, 
30,000.000 bushels of grain. 

— Emigrants, to the number of 60,000, have arrived at New 
York this year from Europe. 

An attempt was made a few nights ago to assassinate 
Gov, Pierrepont, of Virginia. 

— There are 37 U. 3. officers now In Cincinnati on business 
connected with the Government. 

— The Boston Journal says that a lobster weighing 63 lbs, 

has been captured at ChelRea Beach. 

— The first bale of new cotton was sold in Augusta. Ga.. a 

few days since, at 12 cents per pound. 

— The men of Col. Carr's (New York) regiment sent home 

ppriC’A UNION VI 
1 NEW firm: LOW -ct 

A largo and select aa>ortmcnt of ij. 
Gooseberries, Blackberries. Rnapbornos 
mg* Mulberry. *e.. No t"HAKill'. 

Full Descriptive! Catalogue and Trade 
cants. Address 

Sept, 21, I Sill 

AND OALVKH. 
■..546.007050.00 
. 4».tlO(a!«.BO 
.80,00535.1)0 
. 22 Ottii AS.OO 
4L OA1VKS. 
. 4«@S>ic 
. 4 @4 S<C 
. 3J*®4 C 
. 3 ^3<aC 

A.VD I.ASCBS. 
. *4.2*n>4.7* 
. S.2SCo 4.0|) 
.-.. 2.7.\<i«.ll0 
. 2 V£a?.ca 
HWINK. 
. 34v;'g!4 c 
.  ByiqjHjjC 

i - - - ■ ■ - * I ^ i—ReEVKS—Tho receipts are vrrv le-iw 
beinn 3ii0 in"ro than last week, and this tact. together wdh Hie 
decline in the New York market last Wednesday foree" nrices 

receded'al'lenst'b;e uras ST° " ecli*"#n- think <J«C«s have 
I l .i ’* T "^ 1 weight Th»‘ uvurxirG iiuaJitv fa 

th&r !?«*!!!!&k Sonebtn on tl>». mHrfcoti-no- flOfUl tuU IiPhT, III) llisl typo]: VI,..., , VjUl . . It.ni 
were siu.t How,, to New York la't niVht and f,o,u" fi®’$X 

w'!!!uj;tbo^:;i,;!ffl.iu r,rsi ^ rh- 
Kkuki^tm 1*1)0 following' fa our comrmrntm* afAtAtnunt t\f 

to' thecaT.' 1U ",ark"t ov*’1' t,l*‘ Cental Railroad, animating is 

cattle.™R,mek' LVn7**' ^’5* 

.*5? lm 

(BlO-Stoo) 

markets, vlammcrcc, fee 

noted. Barley has declined. Butter. Fggs, Usy. Straw, and 
Wool, have each advanced a little. The general tone of the 
market is duil.-nothing doing except to supply present wants. 
See table of quotations for specialties. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Ft.orR AND Grain Eggs, dozen.... Sta'IOc 
Flour, winter wheat.*;.00@fl.25 Hooey, box " m® S 
F our, spring do. t 26@4 75 Gaudies, box" '..I.; KlUri c 
Hour, buckwheat... 2 0ii(ai8.uo Caudles, extra . laftlSo 
'Jea!. Indian - 90. .-41 Krpit a.m> Roots 
Wheat Genesee ... i.ixr.i’i ai Apples bushel •«.eMic 
Best wliite Canada.. 1,1 Kyi 20 Apples, dried f) ib! 
(. orn. old . 42A1-V: Peaches, do i,. w,. 

iu “,,y 0,,H' —■». 
•I'lm time is passing when CARPETS era be mid at the mvw. 

j>>f.rrv. All mAnufacturor* bavu *topp*M! thotr looms andViv 

advam'l 001 ",ak® ,,nnt,l"r goods until (lie prices 

Carpetings 
fM* r,-c>iTi iMrouTKD W0«f.. and the large demand for that 

lira aho\k i. ai rs should be home in mind bv nil who are 
CARPET. and 

100 1*1 Kf'KS /•'/,OOil «//, (•I.OTHS, 
Just received, in all widths. 

l iT STOVE, RUGS IN OIL CLOTH. Also. 

,'•0 PirCCES ORUGUETS, 
In new and bountiful Colorings 

FELTINGS, POOR MATS, 

ST t JR CA RPET1XGS STAIR-RODS, «fc. 

Jal/o^oar te.'liiu* "T,1"*””1*® additions in every depart• werttqr om s(/,</,-, am) ml) bo hoi.d at pKires to spit Tire 
.•MISKST HI Vl;,ra H4*WE A HOLERS 
(dO-eotf Curpet Ware Rooms, JB state St., Kuchester, N Y. 

iavorylyociy G-oing to 

PRATrl1JS 

CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE STORE, 
><L- State* f3t: 

THE WOOL 

NEW TORK. Sktt 14 -T!,. „„ „„„ 
tinuoin active demand chiefly tor ■'peculation 
qulry prevails for the better grade- 
sorts » light —sales of m.Oilil tbs, ,, 
OOP do, fine washed Chillian at 24c 

American Saxony |.'|.oo-e yi lb 
Aine.nciin full lilouil Merino 
American half and ilircc-quarter 
Native ami one-fiuu-th Merino 
Extra, Pulled . 
Superfine, Pulled. 
No. 1, Pulled ... 
Lambs, Pulled... ........ . 
California, line, unwashed””*"’ 
California, common do. 
Peruvian, washed. 

AIA K NETS. 

The .tow and medium (locoes enn- 
.r„i' — J. and a fair in- 

. l he stock ot desirable 
medium fleeces at Stic, and 10,- 

.SSft’SS 
•  Ato1 ,1 
lod Merino .. aifn'33 
.2Sdfi3l) 
. 360, 37 
..81(2 34 
.2fifS'28 
... 
.WaHi 
.n>7Ma 
.2b>34 
.11(0’ 12 
.. 2 lie 23 
-.HVn'Sfl 
..HVad3 
..I-Veis 
«H-d.rCai 9 
.2ir,023 
.-26027 
.  tom 
....iflrtm 
.lOtifilB 
.17.018 
....20(o 26 
.lu.i'12 

is in wool have beep 
les fo sustain very full 
•s of fleece and imlloil 
1 ' y.'sc lh ; ami the 

,, 1 haler, including about 
Hie market, at very I'u 11 and ad- 

ce o| line wooIn begins to attract 
T ; - .in (lescrlptfou have also boon mine 
(no tendency of tip- market Is upward 

-Sf^uDfr I'u I led .No. |, 'Wo.30 
rino-.3601)36 Do, No. 2, i«Hia 
o. 3-Vr.ki Texas. .” ” ” Iko 4 
. --37<Sl3i Smyrna, washed,....iNqvjfi 
..34,0-36 Ho unwashed. t*<i 17 
1.Buenos Ayrea. .9(2.46 

. M;i usion House Ulook 

Third Hour South of .Market. Street. 

TKH COTINTY ,M(JH - 
If reigned is now prepared to execute ordera Tor tile 
:luw "• pw/v Chester County Pigs, These are 

IH"‘ ,ln‘ '-bicily from prcmiom stock, 
mnde to Imichasers of punt seasons, i„ all sectiona 
■ I ru e. Mo per pair not akin, boxed and delivered 
l'.’i; pfU'inout in ndvanoo. 
Aid. MORRIS, Agricultural and Snod Warehouse 

1,120 Market.Hh, Philadelphia, IV 

l)E A Ia lil HN* — Before pur- 
elsewliern, send lor our \Yhol>milr Trade T.ist for 
II and spring of IMi2 
»"'U lame and extensive stock of Nursery articles 
' ll"' V ttl vxtr.i,i,»Ly low 
L,,-, u' AXAYi-.I.t. .tut).. Agents, 

l,i06-8tj Uarisville, I.iv. Co N. Y. 

.1 n,1.1 N 1 .7NIS 1 ’KA N" HAII 
O On. man. with a horse, can harvest from (i 

fl?iV Ir"'" ^ K. I,. HOW. 
THE PROVISION MARKETS. 

*E'V T,0RK' ,§K,'T 16; — Fw>tJR — Market %ilOC better, 
with a pretty good demand for export and a fair hnaimjM dni, a 
for home oonaumnjion. Shipping brand* cent.,one scarce ~ 

u'vtaAh*'?'" ,S r"fl dU"' : «.«»•'.«" '"'»f “Xtra do. F4.J0a4.t0 for superfine Western, *tS6;„sUe. for common to 
medium extra do. t^.IN.iA.il for shipping brands extra round 
hooped Ohio and 16,45.1)6.26 for traits brands do. — market 

TJJsa n ft^l'lNH,,^r-"rr,r‘ <»B"iand and prices oeu^r. at h, $ >4,fnr miportino. anil $4,Marik) for 

aV'r " **tn , Kv-' rJourA wt*h small sales ut S*.,.tOct. 7.\ Corn 'iM• f*t ini in fmjdointn ri'criic^t. - 
Rraud*\riui} ^or " f u> ^85 for Jersey, and ®J,00(a'3, 111 for 

Gkai.n. - Wheat market opened very firm and quiet, anti closed 
doll and scarcely so firm, but prices are without any uiuteriu.1 
change. The ranch buyers are hohilng bsclt. .Sales Chicago 
spring at JI.OiLel 0.3 iingoood do. ivt 90c, Milwmikee club at xi pg 
o\ '. ' /'kOrthivesfern chib at. Si.ih.i, amber Iowa at 41 I -' ....| 
State at *M4(a)I,l7; winter red Western at 51 I4<n)[,20 tie-letter 
pne for ver>-dm ce: amber Michigan at *1 22 wliite W- .... 
a. *1.260. 211; White Kentucky ai *, «0,V id.Re M.-omri d 

K.VG V*'l V und nnil, witil >u|»*K ;i.l for SImIji hiwI 
WfHtoru. am! 70c Tor Korth Kivnr R;u l*»v cnntlBUfg diih !lnd 
nominally unchanged Harley malt nominal »i 70c Pens 
umet and nominal at ««c for G»..ai1isi, Corn market roles 
lirmer end pricessljgl,t.ly I,t.(ter. with a fair hosii|en< .loii.vfm 
export and home coiiHUmptlon. 3ales at tau .Mic tor ulerior 
ofatr mixed Western; 6llm62c for good to very elmice shra 

SHWUKr'N Op 

Statu op Nkw York, 
OKKKJR OKTI1K SKCRhTAKV OP S 

Ablany, August I, 
To. the Sberiir of the County of Monroe l 

I Si.,li i ‘N’°.'!<]? '“" "i’J given, that at th. 
he held m Hus State, T.ms.,ny i 
day ot November next. Ihn following 
to wit: 

A Secretary of State, In the place of David H 
A Comptroller in the pi • - ■ - 
An Attorney Geuei-al, ii 

_ A State Engl 

- y..-." Genoral KleiR.i«,n to 
A1 '.‘.'’"day succeeding the Hrs(, Mon- 
.. '.7 Olllcont urn te be elected, 

i ■ i v.' ~r”- Floyd Jones 
rluce ot Robe ft Ih-nnistou 

A state b'nm. , . nthe place Charles G. Myers. 
Richmond * HU'1 r^ai veyor, ,n the place of Van R. 

A State Treasurer., in tlm place of Philip Dnraholnier 
full term. <J°",,UIB"l,»ner. iu the place of Hiram Gardner, tor 

A Canal Commissioner, m the place of Benjamin F Bruce 

ofSamu«riF"L"rnes0 1111 Ul" Vac,ulcv 000ftfli<IL"-Hi b-i"lh'' ''catll 
Evi:resl'.'Hr’0''t<'r "r '^(atu ill the place of Joaiah T. 

W J>500 / ;• 
:Ju’rs'rSATntm- 

F7k.^;?Dt moderate; -.ales at«4 
ill..., lor men*, a-d PJ h2R for prime. Beef dull and on 

Changed; sales at *t!V, 1.6,1 |Vir country prime; *6.13)06.60 ffi, 
rr'ra'rV ' M,l)hfgill,28 for re.p,irked mess ; and *11.750,' 

fl?r, "*'ra mess Prune mess I   emu tone* dull and 
ir2 «ynd!!VnPn'l"'<P,,‘i *!?? m hnms aiitef; rales a, 

Vnr, ,ru'a^ lfl tan* -vhUm ,it 4-V«Mlir fnr 
MiouMiirs and J.J.tjr for Hams, 'iimke.l meats and 
ven quiet. Hnooti diill »nd nnminailv unchanged Lard active 
and steady • rale, at n.;,rip ,e lor No i to choice Western Hot 
t«r firm and sell,rig at. r ebuts ror Ohio „„1 |Pel 14 cents 
rorsiste l.heess |„ good request, and selling at Wa7cts for 
good to voi r cooler. 

Arm KM—Pol* are shindy, with -ales at 46,25, Pearl* sold at the 
aaine price-extra tares would firing 12L ,-ts more 

H,iph—-There cnntlMiies f.„,' ..in,I r-r home imp 
lion, ami ns tho jrcHp»5 of the? now era]) am yot lliuwf*r« 
«l»ll huv pretty fmylv hop^ or the growlof fhflo. Thu t-alu.M 
nmahw.tvOO »'f th!« H-cription af I ftUSr. Hi to itualirv 
and now crop at cash. Tho marker to. grow rh-’ 
older t rut ii !n*t vuar i>> very riuiet, th** ymater part of the stock 
being tadd at mnch higher ratnn than ihosi* now current. 

\U&\\Yt Sbkt 1(5. Ktorn Ayr> \fKAb-TheTnarkpt.oiiened 
Ihij} rnorrnpg wtlh an Ai-tivo diMimid i*mi Flour, nod wiMi ligtif 
rcc-ipt»; hnldersveah/tHd an udvance ol iftpl.nr. isviiM on tho 
o.urmnt prlco^Of la>t week upon favorite bmtJqM of hotli State 
and wostei o, ( orn V<"*11« very firm, arid fair ronuost 

ivomninu to good >fam,..4. 40 
Fancy and extra State.V «r« i.m 
Common in good \V»*nt4»rn. IftMAiM) 
r.xlru Michigan, VViscon.-in. Indiana, &c., 
Extra Ohio, ..ft.oiya i;,76 

( . 4.lk»,74.60 

Fancy Genesee..... ti ikis fl jo 
Extra Genesee and city hrand- . (jW;j7 i),i 
Gkai.n- A llriner market. f,,r Wheat wlrl, a fiur mllllng de- 

rc? Michigan at *1.131$. and white Michigan 

lKn>20o 
ViEi 22c 
2.Va26c 
t'llfii 26c 
SOfaVtat 
•'annrr. 

ADVERTISING TER.Ms, In Advance-Thirty 
Kivu Ckntm a Line, each Insertion. A price anil a half fot 
extra display, or 62>j cents per line dtspace. Special Notices 
following reading in Alter, leaded.) Sixty Cents ,1 Line 

IY7- Its immense circulation among the Producers and Deal- 
• rn of the Free States, Tenders the Rnm, N*w-Yokker by far 
Hie Best and Cheapest. Advertising Medium of it* class This 
“Airr should lie borne in mind b.v aJl Wholesale Dealers, Maim 

fanturern, Ac., who must necessarily depend upon the I'enpleTd 
the North for patronage. 

T_TICKOit'a PATEJNT PORTABLE 

KEYSTONE CIDER AND WINE MILL. 
1 TuigH.lmiralde machine |« now ready for the fruit harvest of 
^ 'a* *1 1 POBRjble, rnadu heltur t!ui»i ever brfnro. vid wol* 

worthy the attention of farmer* wanting such Machines, 
ft lias no superior In the mniket. ami i* the only mill thar 

will properly grind Grapes. iTir.e, iiu Enr sale hv dealers or, 
the manufacturer. w 0 IllCkfiif 

*''1 Bit Eagla Works, llarri -hiirg, p». 

A | ’ I 'J. aK SKEDl.TNOS 
7\ Seedlings and $76, to exchange t< 
Delaware and Diana Grape Vines 

Address 11. BUCl 

Fort Mifflin in comp'etc order, and a number of men ban 
been engaged. 

— The privateer Jeff. Davis was wrecked August 18th, ot 

the bar of St. Augustine, Florida, and the crew have arrive! 
at Charleston. 

— Three hundred and thirty-tbree vessels entered the port 

of New York, aod four hundred and twenty-two cleared, 
during last month. 

— Brigadier General Slocum, of the Onondaga regiment, 

has been assigned to the command of a division in the column 
of Gen Rosecrans. 

- Forty thousand dollars, belonging to parties in the Con- 

lederate States, were seized last week at the Park Bank, N. Y. 
by Marshal Murray. 

— Rev. Dc Bethune is about to retire from his pastoral 

charge in New York. He will go to Italy, where he will 
make his future home. 

— On Wednesday week the amount of money paid into the 

Sub-Treasury at New York, as individual subscriptions to the 
loan, w&* over $800,000. 

— The New Orleans Picayune says the heavy growth of 

grass in some of the streets in that city “ would pay the 
mower for bis trouble.” 

— Among the advantages of the conquest of Hatteras Inlet, 

is the command of the whole tar, pitch, turpentine, and lum¬ 
ber regions of the State. 

— Light-houses on Cape Florida and at Jupiter Inlet—the 

latter a new and costly structure — have been blown up and 

destroyed by the rebels. 

— St Louis is now the most orderly city in the U. 8. The 

‘l3u°r stores have been shut up by the Provost Marshal, and 
there is no drunkenness. 

— The prisons of Memphis are said to be full of Union 

men and women—some of whom were grossly ill-treated 

before and after incarceration. 

— Another comet i* reported to hare been observed in 

England, about the '20th of August, whose right ascension in 

13h. 54m., and declination 47 ’. 

— A man called at a jewelry shop in Greenfield, Mass., last 

week, for a watch which he left there twelve years ago to bo 

repaired. The watch was done. 

— Ihe Federal Court at Clarksburg, Ya., adjourned on 

Saturday week. During the session one hundred and four¬ 

teen secessionists were indicted. 

— It is supposed that the quantity of hops raised in this 
btate, during the present season, will be from one-half to 
three-quarters the average growth. 

The colors of the 79th regiment N. Y. militia have been 

restored by Gen. McClellan. The standard was received with 

demonstrations of heartfelt gratitude. 

— Advices from Michigan show that, in a few days, that 

State will have more than 15.000 men in the field, well 

ivf- tlothed and fully armed and equipped 

— The first $100 treasury note issued for the new loan will 

-A be sent to that patriotic shoemaker in Massachusetts, who 

-j,, didn t waut to be hard with Uncle Sam. 

I;.A City Councils of Philadelphia are doing a handsome 

,C) ^'ng for Generals McClellan and Anderson. At a cost of 

they are to present to each a sword. 

fc- ~~G. W. M. Nutt, the " man in miniature/' called oa 

tVn invite the attention of Nurserymen. Dealers and Plant 
lira to our very bilk" an.I ••xcoediinjy fine Stock. a,n| the vm-v 
low pncea at which wo offer them. We are almost exclusively 
hi the wholesale tneie, hence Nursery men ami Wlioh.-uil, 
Dealer* will I’m.) us fully prepaid 10 meet their wants 

Our Advantages over Eastern Nurseries. 
‘"V 5-y.',' tki,,F •> ,M" imrel.ip.OH of us. you will *aV» m lo $15 

urn I Vi?l, rt”H lu tninf'l“*rt»diou, besides tin- ruinous .iclavs 

2d Our TREES beimr pOwn in the West on the best, of soil 
are acclimated and suited to tin, Western trade 

,3d. I hoy ate put or lh,. ground a much shorter time, hence 

with nil 1 rI[Mn 1!vt'11''1'' 'V* 10 h"8t manses, iu boxis. 
Read oor prices and order early. *• First come, first served ” 
Apple Trees, l no, 6 to 7 feel.$7j.iw per I.I1W 

7 , n 8 to 4Risk.. 40.00 
iJQw Dwarf lyiitr.,.   lJO.Ut) 
Ou, " ij ** |3o m i» 

Pears. Standard. 2 '• .. *a>\5Yl*i; 2.'9).'ikj 
K°- r, , I “ . 180.1)0 “ 
Do. Dwarf l •• . nu.0U 

rl 0 ■ a. eX r\ i. .*20 W 100; 180.00 I . Di> rpiAAU Murnlu ril A 4r. f... k a.. AVv ..... 

delivered. Journal.-- lu* muvr UKU,e 

MPEKALO, Sser. IB. FhOPR- Market steady. Sale* tn-dav 
Wisconsin oxtru at f*.r7L(ji4.S7Js; ... extra at |4,76; 
Indiana and Ohio umlble exlraat -6,26(>i'6.76 

Grain—whoat, sales to-day, red winter at 3H.i l: Chicago 
spring at 84c Vlilwsultee club, un private term-: white K.-n 
lucky at *1.1.3; ami uhlcago Spring at 83c. Corn, sales to-dav. at 
wC« Oaa, liittl ^ailo iit ^A.vac, Kye, fa tnafa wu* at nc Pen.,> 
nominal atftlc r.r mime Barley nominal at 4.'<m50c. Beans 
quoted at 76<Xaill U%. _ 

7 W" q?0to^ a1@aSi Sa't‘3 of 3 bales at inside rale- 
with light stock on hand. Thu crop promises Pi he lUhter this 
year. * 

8*141,3 - Timothy at $| JOfoJl 76. 
PKOvwifiNe-Market quiet, with small conrtimptivo sales We 

quote mess pork at *14, a d prime do at *10. Mess beef at, S» 
prime do at *6 Ham,, at ,jftXc for plain and canvaHHe,L- 
Shoulden-, at r/ic Lard at 8c. Tallow at 8c. Cheese at T/i !rt: 
lor old, and ISBniic for uew 

TORONTO, Skit 13.- Ff.oCR Id Flour tho transactions 
are exceedingly limited. A slight demand exists for sutrai-fiim 
of wbic 1 giaile. however, then, is but little ollering. We quote 
KLaJOllOWH, ul <^nUI-oL* notfuuiilly : 

Suiwriiae.. . _ $ino^.v^O 
.-. 4.40,1.4.60 

a mount can remain on moitK«Ke- Apply 0,1 the premises or 
address 81LA3 P.\ fTEN. 

“™; _ L.von Co. N V 

I I’ \ LIA % < i l FEENK ..parted 
1. per steamer New York, a lot of venninw ITALIAN REES 
(which Arrived |n a rumarkalily good ntate,) 1 -lill he uble to 
lurniMi amateiiiH with pure gemnne ITALIAN uOeKN'3 For 
price ami other inforuiuHnn, ar.plv to 

v u on - y. ROSE. eS Kxrhango Pfaco.lNew Yort 
,.‘N- I*. —ru,* being tlm last and only 11,1 portion this season 
Hie public cun rnlv on getting a perfectly pure lured. fillMt 

f 1 » A* A x UERRV 1-1 , a N TS IT> H 
V > I-ALL PLANTING. The subscriber offer* for sale a 
cnoico and large <tock of t'rauberrv Plants to. I’sll plant'iig. 

for the cfilebratvd liell a d Washington va ietia*, $4.00 
W 1,000; Cherrv vanety, *2.SH I) I.IKW. A liberal discount will 
on made on large quantities For information up he culture 
wo'l for ft Circular. Address I*. D. Cl I Il.S' >N 

fillMt Bellingham, N'nrfolk Co., Mas*. 

RKSPKOTviru.Y invite the attention cf the puhlic to their dtps 
immense stock covering upwards of F'ivn Hondkkd A«nB8 

—y.ie Attention of the puhlic to their present 
, -2.:, covering rioi nUBBRktl ACKKff ON 
Land, and embracing everything desirable in both 

FRUIT and ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT, 

Grown in the very best manner. And offered either at wholesale 
Of retail, at greatly reduced prices. 

l,'H who contemplate planting should avail themselves of 
this opportunity, tlm like ul which may not occur soon again 

■.iPitTrrir’t'y? an<I Wholesale Catalogues forwarded gratia, and 
all inforuittUon a* to prices, Ac., promptly given ou application 
fi<)4-4t„o IUOCM' HOPE NTRSKRIFK 

Angust 1, 1861. ROCHE8TKR, N. Y 

/\ J11lit 1 i*1 I' arm I o Eel lor IL rT,.I,.., 
/ V,°!r a Ykar». —The subscriber, having been in foehle 
heaTtti for several years, han „ow concluded u, try long Ja 

S LnVT,T,'*V‘,,OU,'" '?'* a,'U‘" laI1 fi"6>'le) of 1,1s tW, for 
ii « q.ra ^ r"‘.f^n“ lH '!’ Perfect order and one of the Imst 

“>r» ,!lthnr grain or grass, rxcclleutly 
builfiiotfd firnt rm^. As Iih int4?r»<i>, K>iiliriK bv fai of Oc 
important that, intending offerors should - 

602-tf 
Rose iTlll Farm, near Oe 

|*oche8ter Light Carriage Factory, 
.-Ye. 1 1 ■> JMntn St '' ““ ~- llorhe*ter. J\\ 

I have now ren'ed a portion of the Can jape F'actorv tormerlv 
occupied hv Elliott ‘V Lodnwick, where I will uiafifacUirc all 
kinds ol light Carnages and Nleivhs of the light)st and im¬ 
proved sly les Great atteotiou will he paid to all .tndsrd re- 
pairing. I will make to order any kind of Car, lagtgwnnd-work 
for any other establishrnont, and will sell to them lower than 
they can iDunufactuie. .1. HUGH McDCNOUGH. 

Rochester, N. Y., 8ept. 14. 1861. 610-I3teo 

"utmeai tudemand. 37,VsS,tH) 
Git a iv - We are at the middle of September'with' hut a yen' 

slight improvement in produce, notwithstanding there is more 
gram in Canada at the p.ea-nt time, including the o il and new 
crop than Urn everw.w at anv former period. The low prices 
which prevail must check tin deliveries Unlike other seasons 
tanners are not necessitated to seek a market, and havir g roll 
dom realized lev* than $f 211 for the pust four years, Hie iii-00- 
sition is verv strong to hold their gram in the hope of a better 
once tliau I 10 — the present rate tor white winter wheat 
Bariev also comes forward slowly, >OfokVio. n t.ushel seems o 
temptation fbr even lots -Guih,| sample. The demand ,s fair 
tor Wlimncnt, und will coatiuue so for the malting season but 
3the mam jiurchaseb inust be o,ade before the middle of 
N 0 vc in I icr. 

Of other articles the supply is equally small, calling for no 
particularization. We append a list of prices' 
VV heat, Fall, fJ bushel. .. 85.'At*l.IB 

Spring • . 

, wuteresL 
... lotoher it i* 

v,e» it iniun-diatcl v 
RV>BT J. SWAN 

uevtt, Ont. Co., N. Y-. July 20, ik«i. 

(JOUNTHY AGENTS WANTED.— 
rratri*i??-Ai *)AX ?&n^!int.R AwvrjU jti home, or to 
travel tor her Pictorial ‘FAMILY NKWSPaJ’ER." alio for her 
Lunou* New Book of FEMALE CHARACTERS in rim irnV 
For Specimens and Terms raeloee rod stamp to HANKINS A 
vv„ wow York 

A tmKN ^r WfANTKBto MR7.L KltUlT Ttt KKM. 
1 v >V k wish to employ a number of experinneed and trust- 

wave«y 'WD 10 ll" *c ‘ frunl olu Nnrawie* ai lilieral 

WnoLKHAh* Dkaobkh furnished wdli Nnmnry, Slock of aj) 
de^.nptioija at tho lovMJtf w/t/tUstiJs rat**. 

mot.e , hooker, farley 4 co„ 
684tt Rocheater Wholesale Nurseries. Rochester, N Y 

u L’AMILY 
, Mnt. Hankins' V 

and ha* aid.ijoo readers. . 
Largest, nicest »nd best in the world 
wanted. Ladies, Teacher*. Clgrgytn 
.Specimen Copies and Terms to Agon1 

- Full Com’l College Course. Walworth’s 
New Dept, Lowville (N. Y.) Academy. Write,. 

I <n!V1x*',::>Sv'‘,>r, WANTED. I 1 Ihe New York Juyemm Asylum will Indenture to 
Fanners and others In good standing. Bovs w ho haw.- been dis 
011,1 med and lusTnu’ted in that Institution, ami who can bo re 
commended a* cmi,delate* for apprenticeship 

t or fin th.-r information ,oMre*s E .— bolt a, Urn tnrorroatlon address E WRIGHT, Rapt. House of 
Receptiou, No. 71 West 13th Street, New York City. 

TREES Wfe offer for wile first clnsa trees 
l at tlm foliowiug j>nci*R, 

m Fears $200 f) 1.000; Dwarf Pears 
*nrari1,s^:.Chl',,rL"’i^ >■T- ^ L«W; Peaches $40 fj 1,000. Apple Seed'insi $3-00 rt 1,,,» 
. I or particulars send for our I t.tali,g,,^ 
tk)7-tf H, SOUTH WICK ii SON, Dansvillc, Liv, Co,, N. Y. 

Barley, 
Peas.... 
Oats. 
Pots, ues. 
Apples, (W barrel, _ 
Butter, Fresh y) tb.. 

" Tub No. 1... 
Cheese. 
Eggs, >) dozen,. 
Beef, 1st and 2d Class, 

-■ --- newspaper.-- 
•’f™,'Mammoth Pictorial i« it, Its Sixth Vcdnm* 

.1* '(ll of_Engrftvin^* and Fashion Plate*. 
M lfl | rear Aukbth 

ds.ders. For 
ulaiaii to 
New Yort. 

Calves, each, 
.Sheep, .. 
Lambs. 

WHEELER & WILSON MAHHEACTDRIHG CO’l 
IMDPniDtl P 4 ll 11 V venue uinuivnn IMPROVED FAMILV SEWINfi MACHINES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT &EDUCELD PRICES. 

and 169.stores, consisting ol Working Oxen. Cows and Calves, 
"".■ ““d three year- old. not suitable for Beef 

tH-ef-Extra, $6.26foJ» SO; first quality. $6.00 
A'-.IKkaO.l*); third do, $4.0u. 

$9,,; flllfb.ISO. 
-—) — $24, 3,fusts 

Y^rhog*. *105)12; Two years old, Three 

'8bkkp awd'EaMBS—1.800 *t market. Prices in lots at $125 
@1.75 each; extra and selections $2.17(0,2.75. 

a "-•••• 1 “—ha.—None 
4Sr'a)5c 1,1 fb. Tallow, .' aS^c. 
aSc@$l Calf Skins, 7@8c Ib. 
—j—toa-o 

BRIGHTON. Skit. 12. 

Prickh —Mart 
@5.76, second <v 

WOKKI.N'O fin... 
Cows A>P Cai.vkr 
Storks - T' . " 

yean- old, $17@ 19 
Shkkp and Lambs — 4,8*6) at market. Prices in lots at $125 

Spriri "tAmba.—None “ 
HID88 ' “ ’ - - - - 
PRI.TS _ 
Ykal Calvzh 

THE WHEELER it WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. beg 
to state that they have redneod the price* of their SEWING 
MACHINES, while they have added new and important Im¬ 

provements. The reduction la made in the hope that the Con> 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patent*. 

Office 505 BroJidway, New York. 

8. \V. DIRBJLK, Agent, 

_ ROCHESTER, If. T. 

“WOMEN OF NEW YORK.”— 
; \ Mrs. Hau kiriH Curious New Bonk of Kaumle Ch\r%o- 

faw iu the City, fa very mterfixtln* and Htr|ut4y moral Knncy 
,,0‘;traiU. Mallei fr*« for 

r’ n A wanted—and (for tfaMcriplioq 
ofJlrt4>M kud Particufani of Ageucy, iru-.loRe r«U nUmn to 

«78 HAfiKINS it CO.. New York. 

I y » JLiAJl \ |-\ | I ) IL \ Vj > Of f iaan 
M. NUTT, a MtN ,n miniatura. and hv rfr the' 

Mlutil,-si person nr i,IS age living, ,17 year* old. 29 inches iu 
height,,and weighingonlv 25 Ibs-I He will he a-.i-.l-,! bv the 
>m-nviy 0"iyn. [so well known To ihe public.) Mira .3. K. 

LKLION and Ins hroiher. HOD.x 1A N I TT, (2U yean of uge, 3 
tee.t9 inches m height, and weighing 66 fha./ * 

they will give Levee* in 
CORINTHIAN HALL. ItOCHESTER, *opt 18 10 •'<1 and >1 
l’;;ngkbt hall, bkockpokt, Mo„d»rsuPt iidf 
CONCERT HALL, ALiUDs, Tamday.Sept. 24tfi, 
ARCADE HALL, i. CKPORT, Wednesday and Thursday 

^ept- ,'6th arid 2>ith ’ inursnay. 
cours il ALL SUSPENSION BRIDGE Friday, Sept. 27th. 
GRANTS HaLL, NIAGARA FALLS. Saturday, Sept 23th. 

Aft, ■rnowns at 3 o clock , Evenings at 7.50 o'clock 
Admission—Adults, 18 cts.; Children, 10 cts. 

•At market 950 Beeves, 260 Stores, i 
——---- ..150Swine. 

do^oTtb^.1Wsg?? 
Miloh COWH -$il(ad7, common. 
Workino Oxka — illkl. $ll(l@t3fl, 
VP-A1, CA1.VKS—$3,lkJtin4.0U. 

$lU(®U; two Jeare old, *13:5)14; three years old, 

HiBKS—l'^Sc- Tallow. 
Calk Skikh — 8fo 9c. 

mho** CaMBS—$126(ai,04); extra and selections, $2,00@ 

Pkpth—25c.Ca'$l .00. 
-Stores, wholieaje. 4 @4 c ; retail, 4)^c ; fet hogs 

still fed, none; corn fed, none ; spring pigs, 5>£@5jkc. CHADNCY MILLER. 
Shaker Trustee. Albany, N. Y. 



not yet. 

by william culi.kn bbtavt. 

Oh! country, marvel of the earth, 

Oh, realm, to sudden greatness growD, 

The age that gloried in thy birth 

Shall it behold thee overthrown? 

Shall traitors lay that greatness low? 

No! land of hope and l>l«ssing, No! 

And we who wear thy glorious name* 

Shall we, like cravens, staud apart, 

When those whom thou hast trusted aim 

Thefticath-blow at thy generous heart? 

Forth goes the battle cry; and lo! 

Hosts rise in harness, shouting No! 

And they who founded in our land 

The power that rules from sea to sea, 

Bled they in vain, or vainly planned 

To leave their country great and free? 

Their sleeping ashes from below 
Send up the thrilling murmur. No! 

Knit they the gentle ties which long 

These luster States were prond to wear, 

And forged the kindly links *o strong 

For idle hands in sport to tear? 

For scornful hands aside to throw? 

No! by our father's memory. No! 

Our humming marts, our iron ways, 

Our wind-tossed woods on mountain crest, 

The hoarse Atlantic, with bis bays, 

The calm, broad oceaD of tbe West, 

And Mississippi's torrent flow, 

And loud Niagara answers, No! 

Not yet the hour is nigh, when they 

Who, deep in Kid's dim twilight, sit— 

Earth's ancient kings—shall ilse and say, 

“ Proud country, welcome to the pit! 

So soon art thou, like us. brought low?” 

No! sullen group of shadows, No! 

For now behold the arm that, gave 

The victory in our lathers’ day, 

Strong, as of old, to guard and save— 

That mighty arm which none can stay— 

On clouds above, and Held* below, 

Writes, in men’s eight, the answer, No! 

And now happiness itself was beginning to flood 

ray soul. I could interpret Harry’s words, and the 
manner in which he said them, in only oae sweet 

way, and tbe 
■ Voices sad, from far and near, 

Ever singing full of fear. 

Ever singing drearfully,’’ 

changed to 
“ Voices sweet - 

AT 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker,] 

THE LIGHTHOUSE. 

BY S. BELL. 

“Lily, do you hear the 'patter, patter,’ of the 

rain?” 
“Yes, Sue, isn’t it delightful?” 

“It might he, under Borne circumstances, hut just 
now I’m thinking what a disappointment it will he 
to me if we can’t go to the lighthouse this afternoon.” 

“ Surely, 1 hadn’t thought of that, and it’s your lust 
day here;” and the fair girl sprang up, threw open 
the shutters, thrust her curly head out among the 
big drops, and made a reconnoisance of the heavens. 

Flash! Crash! 
“Oh it’s only a thunder shower, and it will clear 

away by and by and be a splendid afternoon.” 
And Lily's prediction was true. It raiued in tor¬ 

rents all the morning, but at noon the sun looked out 

from the parting clouds, and by four o’clock, the 

time when we were to start on our excursion, it was 

delightful; the air was so pure, the sky so blue, the 

trees and grass so freshly green. 

Pony was full of life, and we were soon past the 
willow-shaded streets of quiet Lcwe^ ami on one of 
the half grass-grown roads that wind ahout upon the 
broad old beach, breathing in new life and enjoyment 
with the cool sea-breezes. Away, away, away we 
sped, winding about among low, grassy mounds, and 
past nameless graves of those who had been wrecked 
upon the coast, years ago, in a fearful Ftonn, before 
the ice-breaker and breakwater had been made to 
guard it; past old cedars, half buried by encroaching 
sand, and along the base of a sand-coated hill, the 
only high land upon Cape lienlopcn, until we came 
to a road leading directly up to the lighthouse which 
crowns its summit. Here Harry alighted to lessen 
pony’s load, and up, up, up we,—Lily and 1,—rode 
through the heavy sand, until upon the hill-top, what 
a vision of beauty greeted my eyes! 

Stretching away to the eastern sky was the broad 
ocean, heaving and sparkling in the sunlight, with 
here and there a white winged ship or steamer 
plowing its waves, in striking and beautiful con¬ 
trast was its western shore. Following its indenta¬ 
tions, crowded extensive dark cedar forests, with 
now and then a bright green velvety Interval. To 
tbe north, with a graceful curve, swept the hay, and 
above us loomed high in air the snow-white octagonal 
lighthouse. How neat and inviting it looked; hut it 
was yet two hours before sunset, and so we went 
down to the beach. Ah! here were real ocean waves, 
long, high, white-crested ones, that rnsbed with a 
daring leap upon the shore, broke into foam, and 

glided away. 
Long T gat, rapt in wonder and delight, watching 

their mad frolio and listening to their din, when a 
voice that was ever musical to me,— such a strong 
yet gentle nature did it reveal, such confidence, such 
sympathy did its tones inspire,—startled me from 

my abstraction. 
“Sue, I’m inclined to be jealous of these madcap 

waves.” 
“What right have you to indulge in such an un¬ 

comfortable feeling?” 
“ Not half as much as I wish I had.” 
•Lily came up just then with her little hands full of 

the prettiest shells and pebbles she had been able to 
find, and dropping down by my side, gave them to 
me, one by one, with a comment on each, and not a 
prosy one, either, 1 judge, for I remember well how 
animated she looked, as she was chattering away, 
turning the shells this way and that, while the soft 
air lifted the clustering brown curls from an unusu¬ 
ally perfect face and neck, but not one word do 1 
remember of all that she said. My thoughts were too 
busy. This had been an eventful day to me, and the 
waves dashing at my feet were not more tunultuous 
than my thoughts. That morning Gkdkgh Morti¬ 

mer, Judge Mortimer’s son, had paid, he said, “a 
fitting tribute to my benuty," and offered me heart, 
and hand. His heart? how deep was it?—how rich? 
I had little faith in it. His hand? Would it gently 
lead me over the rough ways of life? I was not sure. 
There was silver and gold in it; hut “the heart gives 
that which neither silver nor gold can buy,” and 
there was but little mutual sympathy between us. So 
I had unhesitatingly put down the visions of wealth 
and ease that arose as 1 thought his proposal over. 
“ Better a little with Contentment than great treasure 

and trouble therewith.” 

And bo I had anew and willingly devoted myself to 
further labor, further care, leaning for support on no 
earthly arm, but trusting in Him who had thus far 
helped me, and who 1 believed, if he did not see fit 
to grant me happiness, would give me blessedness. 

Ever ninging low end clear, 

Ever singing longingly,” 

And a sense of rest and peace stole over my soul, 

such as I bad never before known, and if Harry 

Linton, the kind son and brother,— for 1 bad heard 

the story of bis fraternal and filial devotion in days 

of darkness,— should ask me to go through life witli 

him, I knew I could gladly promise. 
My face always was a tell-tale one, and as Lily 

dropped the last shell into my lap and looked up at 
me, such an arch smile lit up her s, that I knew my 
secret was no longer all ray own, and a crimson tide 
flushed cheek and brow. She said not a word, but 
silence was awkward to me now, and 1 said, for I 
must say something, “ If you were all alone in tbe 
world, as it were, dependent on your own exertions 
for the comforts of life, with no one place that you 
could call “ sweet home,” and to your great surprise, 
a rich, proud man, should Come to you and ofl'er tbe 
little love he could spare from self, expecting undy¬ 
ing gratitude from you offer you not only the com¬ 
forts, hut the luxuries of life —would you not be 
foolish not. to accept his proposals, because there was 
something, you could not tell exactly what, but some¬ 
thing in his manner or looks that made you involute 
tarily shrink from him, although you bad never 
heard a word spoken against him?” 

“Foolish? never," said Lily, earnestly; “there 
are harder things in life to hear than toil there are 
bitterer struggles than those for bread. Love alone 
shall tell mo in whose band to place mine for life; for 
without it my heart would ache from hunger and 
thirst until death, and with it I should bo ‘ strong to 
do, and calm to endure,' I know. Your words have 
recalled to memory an old playmate, Lizzie Lane." 

“ Wbat about her?” 
She was the only child of a wealthy merchant, 

whose love, happiness, hope and pride centered in 
her. She was gentle, affectionate, intelligent and 
good, or she would have been spoiled by the gratifi¬ 
cation of every wish. She ripened into a winsome 
maiden, and If they had not loved her so well, her 
mates would have been jealous of the admiring looks 
that followed her when we met In social circles. 
Among those attracted by her beauty and grace was 
Loris Lapierre, a gay, handsome youth, whose 
family prided themselves upon their birth and wealth. 
He had no strong intellectual tastes, oared for no 

I profession, scorned manual labor; so tbe business of 
bis life was to frequent, scenes of gay-t v and idlers’ 

usual haunts. 
“One evening when the young people met at her 

father’s, I missed her from the parlor a long time, 
arid went to find her, thinking perhaps a headache, 
from which she was unfortunately suffering, might 
have caused her to retire to her room awhile. But 
she was not. there, so 1 went up to the attic, where a 
father’s indulgence had fitted up a pretty little studio 
for her, looking out upon the sea, whose constant 
murmur was music to her, and its changing aspects 
her delight. Gently 1 pushed open the door, stopped, 
then turned away, for T saw she was all absorbed in 
a note she was penning, and did not notice my 
presence. I returned to the parlor and she soon 
followed. I saw by the alternate flush and pallor of 
her check, that there were disturbing forces at work 
in her soul; and when the next day it was reported 
that Lotus had loft town, and that his conduct the 
evening before at his hotel, on his return from the 
party, had been unaccountably strange, so reckless, 
so wild, so desperate it had been, I believed 1 bad 

the key of the mystery. 
“ He joined the ranks of the army and went to 

Mexico. Two years passed by, during which Mr, 
Lank had suddenly died, leaving less property than 
people expected, for he was a whole-hearted, gener¬ 
ous man, and while he made money fast, spent it 
freely, and death was far from his thoughts, as it is 
from yours and mine, and many a happy year he 
expected to live and provide for his loved wife and 

child. 
“Lizzie had been cm a visit to friends in the City, 

and on her return by stage, whom should she find 
was to be her companion but I.OTJT8 Lapikrre. He 

had been very sick during his absence, and had leave 

to return home. Their old acquaintance thus re¬ 
newed he determined should not be interrupted 
again, and at last, yielding to bis importunities and 
her mother’s advice, she promised to be his.” 

“Why did her mother advise it?” 
“1 think she was blinded by her ambition. She 

thought it would be a flue thing to have a Lane 

mated with a Lai’ikrrk; and pride and hope whis¬ 
pered to her that, Lis lovely bride would win him 
from his youthful indiscretions and follieB, and be 
envied and happy; and now, alas, ’there’s none so 
poor to do him reverence.’ He fills a druukard’a 
grave. Had Mr. Lane been alive, be would have 
interposed between her and ‘her fate,' as she called 
him, for be would have learned more about Lori9 

than his wife could. 
“Poor Lizzie! I was one of her bridesmaids, and 

when on tbe wedding morning some one expressed 

wonder that lie was so long coining, she turned and 

whispered to me, ‘I hope he’ll never come.”’ 

“Lily, it was wicked for her to marry a man 

toward whom she felt so.” 

“Wait until you've been tried as she was, and see 
bow passive a thing you may become,—how little 
you’ll care whither your life-boat drifts,—before you 
pronounce a harsh sentence upon her. While Loris 
was in Mexico she bad become attached to a young 
man, then only a student of law, and with little but 
hi3 own strong mind and will to rely upon in the 
future. On Louis’ return and renewal of his suit, it 
was easy to Bee that he, in the mother’s eyes, was 
the favored one. The student was too honorable to 
declare his love *0 he had the ability to offer bis 
chosen one a pleasant home, and too proud and 
sensitive to go where his presence was in the least 
unwelcome. So his visits ceased, and Loris had a 
clear field and a powerful ally in the mother, whose 
mind, poor woman, was clouded by her sorrow; 
and, while she doted on her child, weakly thought 
to make her happy by urging her to become again a 
chilli of luxury. And for the mother’s sake Bhe 
acquiesced in the arrangements that Lons and she 

made for their speedy marriage. 
“Her wedding was more like a funeral than the 

joyous lime it should have been, for those who loved 
her best knew, ami so did Lons, for she had dealt 

frankly with him, thut her regard for him was unim- 
passioned,—she ‘liked him well enough, and that 
was all. They were gone two or three weeks on 
their wedding tour, and when they came back she 
brought me her daguerreotype, according to promise 
—for the daguerrean artist had not yet come to our 

retired village, 
looked at it. 

“•Why, Lizzie,’said I, ■ what was tbe matter with 

vou? you look so sad in this.' 
“ * I look just aB 1 felt,’ was her only reply. 

“ She lived only two or three years after that I 
will not say she died broken-hearted; I only know 
she slowly pined away, while her husband grew 
more and more passionate, exacting and selfish, 
under the influence of indulgence in stimulants; 
and when the dark-winged angel hovered over her 
sick-bed and whispered that a ‘place was prepared 
for her in the heavenly mansions,’ she smiled upon 
him a glad welcome, and her face was all radiant 
with joy as she passed through the ‘valley of the 
shadow of death.’ -Music, sweet music she heard, 
and beautiful forms hovered about her, she said; and 
we could but wonder if a convoy Of angels had not 
come to bear her to the Celestial City where ‘the 

weary are at rest’ 
“ Her mother’s heart was almost crushed beneath 

this affliction, and for awhile I feared she would die, 
or become distracted, so great was her grief, bo 

hitter, for there was remorse mingled with it; but 
Lizzie, with Loris’ consent, had given her their 
babe, and the constant care be required gradually 
won her from her despair hack to life’s duties. 

“ And that proud student, I,ily—where is be?” 

“Up yonder, talking with the lighthouse keeper.” 

“Not your brother Harry?” 

“Yes, my darling brother Harry. Oh, Sue, he 
has been tried in the furnace of affliction, and it has 
been to him as the refiner’s fire to gold. He has had 
many a disappointment of one kind and another to 
wrestle with, and from each struggle he has become 
stronger and better; and it seems as though now 
that, the Refiner had fitted him to sympathize with, 
pity, and comfort the sorrowing sons of men, He 
was putting into his bands the means of giving them 
substantial aid. The tide of adversity which seemed 
to be sweeping away every precious thing from his 
reach and sight, lias turned to prosperity, and with 
a grateful heart he sees floating toward him many a 
good gift. He has already a competence, and a 
reputation for integrity, energy and eloquence, 
which is rapidly adding to his fortune and fame. 
Ob, See, you don’t know how glad I am, for if ever 
a man deserved it, it Is he. And if only his second 
love,” and she lifted her full, dark eyes to mine, “says 
to him a little word I hope she will, why I don’t 
know what more I need ask for him. But come, 
Harry is beckoning to ns, and pointing to the sun 
low in the West—we must see It. set front the light¬ 

house top.” 
So ive went up. and when the sun had disappeared 

and the shadows were beginning to gather in the 
twilight, uprose the broad full moon, driving them 
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WAR WIT. 

A good set of Resolutions.—A Union meeting 
was recently held at Owego, in this State, at which 
the Hon. Lyman Tremaine offered the following, 
which, as they embrace everything necessary to say- 
actions, not arguments, now, only being wanted—we 
publish in full. They were received with rapturous 
applause, and unanimously adopted: 

Resolved, That we will stand by the Union, fight 
for the Union, and maintain the Union, and not a , 
grain of sand belonging to tbe Union shall ever tie ., copies for SI, 6 for :>2, Ac. 
surrendered to foes abroad or rebels at home, and the , Hary (3 months—13 papers, 

of all Union men for the sake of the Union is 

backward, and making for itself a golden pathway 
over the waves to the shore below ns, that made me 
think of the dream of the lonely pilgrim at Bethel. 
Light after light flashed from the lighthouse tops 
around the bay and up the river, and 

“ One by one, in the infinite meadows of heaven, 

Blossomed the lovely stars, forget-me-nots of the angels,’' 

and before I bade Harry “good night” I bad said 

to him the little word Lily hoped his second love 

wonld say, 

A. STRING OP PEARLS. 

union ... t, . j 
the unchangeable will of all patriotic Democrats ana 
Republicans. . „ 

Resolved, That the patriotic Republicans and Dem¬ 
ocrats of Owego are a band of brothers in this terri¬ 
ble crisis of the country’s history, and politicians of 
every hue and dye are requested to dry up until the 
Stars ami Stripes float again in security over every 
portion of the Union. 

Resolved, That our brave soldiers who are fighting 
our battles must and shall be maintained, and it is 
the duty of those who stay at home to pay the bills, 
and we will pay them in spite of the sneaking "’hill¬ 
ings of traitors, and we will pay as long as they will 
fight, and both wlU fight ami pay and pay and tight, 
until every Tory and Rebel in the land shall acknowl¬ 
edge there is a God in Israel, and how down in rev¬ 
erence and obedience to the Flag of the Country, and 
acknowledge obedience to tbe great, indissoluble and 
immortal Republic. 

Col. Richardson and Reaches.— A letter from a 

member of the Second Regiment of Michigan, con¬ 
tains the following:—Soon after the regiment went 
into camp at their present post, near Arlington, a 
messenger from a rank secessionist asked of Col, 
Richardson that a guard be placed around a very fine 
peach orchard on his place. This was done, and for 
several days the peaches were allowed to ripen undis¬ 
turbed. Happening there one day, the Colonel 
picked from the ground half a dozen peaches, when 
he was met by the owner, who in a very pompous 
manner said, “ Fay me for those peaches, sir.” 
“Certainly,” said the Colonel; “how much shall I 
pay?” “ Fifty cents,” said the rebel. Handing him 
the money, the Colonel turned to the guard and said, 
“Now go to your camp, boys.” “Hold on here,” 
said Becosb; “Col. Richardson sent these men here.” 
“To be sure he did,” replied the Colonel, “and now 
he sends them back.” 

A Massachusetts soldier, who passed through the 
city of New York a few weeks since, was asked how 
many regiments Massachusetts would send? His 
reply was:—“She will send a regiment a week for 
six months, and if that does not do, she will come 

herself. 

A Confederate letter writer in Missouri says that 
the German troops are “ very unattractive in their 
appearance.” No doubt when they are attacked 
they will be found terribly repulsive, 

“ I don’t misB my church as much as you may sup¬ 
pose,” said a lady to her minister, who called on her 
during her illness; “ for I make Betsy sit at the win¬ 
dow as soon as the bells begin to chime, and she tells 
me who arc going to church and whether they have 

got on anything new.” 

In response to late requests from Agents and 
others, we would state that, in order to accommodate 
those wishing to try the Rural New-Yorker for a 
few months — and also as a means of introducing it 
more generally in many localities preparatory to the 
commencement of anew volume. — we have conclu¬ 
ded to offer the paper from September 1st to January, 
or from October to January, at only Half Price. 

We will therefore send the Rural from September 1st 
to January (<l months, or 17 papers,) for 33 cents — or 

From October to Jan- 
) at only 25 cts. per copy 

— or 4 copies for SI, 8 for $2, 12 for $3, Ac. In each 
ease we will send to us many different, post-offices as 
desired. Our Canada frietlds will of course add 
American postage (at the rate of 124 cts. for 12 
months,) to the above rates. 

7.-?S~ This is offering the Rural below war price*, 
and at a rate affording na no profit. But we hope, by 
thus furnishing the paper at or below cost, to intro¬ 
duce it to thousands who will become permanent 
subscribers. As the times are improving, and the 
long evenings and period of leisure are coming on 
apace, we trust the agents and other friends of the 
Rural will kindly aid in extending its circulation 
and benefits. Almost any reader so disposed, can 
obtain from -1 to 20 trial subscribers with compara¬ 
tively little effort—thus not only benefiting individ¬ 
uals and community, but contributing to the future 
prosperity and usefulness of the paper. Friends of 
the Rural and its Objects! will you not make some 
effort in the right direction — to further the circula¬ 
tion of the favorite Rural Weekly, and render its 
Fall Campaign successful? 

Kno'.vj.k4’ power, if you know how to use it. 

Experience of the past is the prophet of the future. 

Men overrate their talent, but underrate their in¬ 

fluence. 

Thought is the wind, knowledge the sail, and 

mankind the vessel. 

Dress plainly — the thinnest soap-bubbles wear 

the gaudiest colors. 

A good roan is kinder to his enemy than bad men 

are to their friends. 

Practice flows from principle; for as a man 

thinks, so he will act. 

Death and to-morrow are never here — they are 

either not come or gone. 

A man’s own good-breeding is the best security 

against other people’s ill-manners. 

Happiness grows at our own firesides, and is not 

to bo picked in the stranger’s gardens. 

It would be well if we had less medicine and more 

cures; less cant and more piety; less law and more 

justice. 

There is no day born but comes like a stroke of 

music into the world and sings itself all the way 

through. 

A simile may be bright while the heart is sad—tbe 

rainbow is beautiful in the air while beneath is the 

moaning of the sea. 

To vex another is to teach him to vex us again — 

injuries avaken revenge, and even an ant can sting 

and a fly Double our patience. 

Pleasing Thoughts.—The pleasantest things in 

the world ire pleasant thoughts; and the greatest art 

in life is t» have as many of them as possible. 

Learning, it is said, may be an instrument of 
fraud; so may bread, if discharged from the mouth 
of a cannon, be an instrument of death. Each may 

be equallj effective for evil. 

Learn in childhood, if you can, that happiness is 

not outside, but inside. A good heart and a clear 

conscience bring happiness, which no riches and no 

circumstances alone ever do. 

As flow-rs never put on their best clothes for Sun¬ 
day, but vciir their spotless raiment and exhale their 
odor evetv day, so let your life, free from stain, eve 
give fortl the fragrance of the love of God. 

In two places, all men ore equal—the church and 

the graveyard, l’ride, however, in the former, sepa¬ 

rates simers into classes; in the other, places monu¬ 

ments ovjr choice clay, and sods over the dust and 

ashes. 

Thf.kb is no virtue, the exercise of which will not 

impress k new fairness upon the countenance, and on 

gentleness and decision of just feeling there follows 

a grace of action, and through continuance a grace 

of form which by no discipline can be taught or 

attained 

While we are coldly discussing a man’s career, 

sneering at his mistakes, blaming his rashness, and 

libeling his opinions,—that man, in his solitude, is 

perhaps shedding hot tears because his sacrifice is a 

hard out, because strength and patience aie failing 

him to speak the difficult word, and do the difficult 

deed. 

In death itself there can he nothing terrible, for 

the act bf death annihilates sensation; but there are 

many reads to death, and some of them justly formi¬ 

dable. even to the bravest; so various are the modes 

of going out of the world, that to be horu, may have 

been a more painful thing than to die, and to live, 

may prove a more troublesome thing than either. 

A rough individual, whose knowledge of classical 
language was not quite complete, had been sick, and 
recovering was told by bis doctor that he might take 
a little animal food. “No, sir,” said he. “I took 
your gruel easy enough, but hang me if 1 can go 
your hay and oats.” 

ABOUT ADVERTISING. 

FACTS FOli m’SINESS MEN. 

As the season for Trade is again at hand, we would remind 

those who wish to do Business tho present Autumn and 

Fall, that the Kubat, Nkw Yobkxii possesses extraordinary 

advantages as an Advertising Medium. its actual circulation 

exceeding by at least 20 000 that of any other paper published 

in this State or section of the Union (out of New York city.) 

In addition to its immense circulation among the best 

portion of the Rural Population, (more particularly in New 

York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wis¬ 

consin, Ac.,) it is taken by thousands of Business and Pro¬ 

fessional Men in Villages and Cities from Canada to Califor¬ 

nia. and Maine to Minnesota. Renee, it is the medium 

through which to reach, at once. Tens ot Thousands 

of the most enterprising, progressive and wealthy Farmers, 

Horticulturists, Ac., and host* of Merchants. Mechanics, 

Manufacturers and Professional Men. Its pages are unques- 

tlonably the best and cheapest channel on this Continent 

for the Business Cards and Announcements of all who «ish 

to address the Agricultural and Horticultural rub- 

lie,—such as Dealers in Implements and Machinery, -Fruit 

Trees, Shrubs. Plants and Flowers,—Feeds and Fertilizers,— 

Improved Stock, Real Estate, Arc.,—n* well as for leading 

Publishers and Booksellers, (especially of standard and 

practical works,) Wholesale Heaters. Manufacturers, Educa¬ 

tional Institutions, band, Insurance and other Companies, 

Agencies, Ac.; and indeed for all who wish to secure large 

and wide, and hence profitable publicity. The fact that tut 

limited space i* devoted to Advertising, and that a rigid cen¬ 

sorship is exercised over that department (our aim being to 

keep the whole paper free from quackery, humbug and 

deception.! renders the Rural far more valuable a> a me¬ 

dium of making known matters ot value ami utility—for its 

announcements are generally so new and of such character 

as to be read and heeded by all interested. 

A nephew of Mr. Bagges, in explaining the mys¬ 
teries of a tea-kettle, describes the benefit of tbe 
application of steam to useful purposes. “For all 
which,” remarked Mr. Bagges, “we have principally 
to thank—what was his name?” “Watt was his 
name, I believe, uncle,” replied the boy. 

| jOOKB iFOiFt LtTJ'IAAAL.IS’rS. 

A young man, who had been victimized by a noto¬ 

rious borrower, who always forgot to pay, called him 

one of the most promising men of his acquaintance. 

An Illinois paper, ft short time since, said a fellow 
was so very dirty, that the assessors of the town in 
which he lived set him down as real estate. 

ft 

The following works on Agriculture, Horticulture, &c., may 
be obtained at the Ollic.o of the Rural New-Yorker. We can 
also furnish other book* on Rural Attulrs, Issued by American 
publisher*, at the usual retail prices,—and shall add new works 
an published- VST Rural Agent* entitled to premiums, and 
who are olicicd a choice of books, can select from thin list, 

HydenChine-e Sugar Cane V> 
Johnston's Agricultural 
Chemistry..1 to 

Do. Elements of Ag. Chern- 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

BIBLICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 14 letters. 

My 11, 7,11, 4, 3, 4,1 was an ancient city. 

My 14, 6, 8,10,14 was the son of a Bctbleliemite. 

My 11,13, C, 1 was a preacher of righteousness. 

My 6, 7,12 is a fruit spoken of in the Bible. 

My 5, 2,10, S, 1 is indispensable to every Christian. 

My 3, 7, 11. 4 is what Christ calls himself. 

My 9, 0,12,12, 2,10 is one of the books of the Bible. 

My 4,14, 4, U may be found in the book of Genesis. 

My whole is a command of our Savior. 

Ahington, Pa., 1861. T. Finn. 
Answer in two weeks 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 16 letters. 

My 1, 7, 3, 9,12, 4, 14, 10 is a rale of arithmetic. 

My 5, 2, 15, 4,10, 6 was the name of a prophet. 

My 11, 2, 5 was one of the tribes of Israel. 

My 0, 9,15, 16, 15 is a kind of cloth. 

My 5, 2, 13,16 is a tropical fruit. 
My whole is the name of a celebrated traveler who is still 

living. 
Columbus, N. Y., 1861. S. A. Pcrdie. 

Answer in two weeks. 

CHARADE 

To get my first but numerate; 

My second to schoolboys give pain; 

My third’s a vowel found in fate; 

My fourth all farm-yards do contain; 

My whole is a man that ruined Spain. 

Answer in two weeks. 

American Farmer’s Ency¬ 
clopedia.....$4 no 

Allen's Am. Farm Book....160 
Alien # Diseases of Domes¬ 

tic Animal*...... ■ ‘2 
Allen's Kutni Architecture 1 26 
Allen on the Grape . 1 06 
Am, Architect, or Han# for 

Country Dwellings...—0 00 
American Florist'#Guide,.. >■> 
Barry'# Fruit Garden...,..115 
Blake’* Farmer at Home. 1 25 
Boubi-inguulV# Rural toon- 

omy ...so 
Bright <>u CuKutu, Ja 

rditiotn . • 9 
I’.i, - ,i" Hod f .nicer ... 
Browne* Poultry Yard....1 •"» 
Do. Field Book of Manures 1 to 
Hridgeman's Gard. A#*'t....l *0 
Do. florist's Guide. to 
Do. Kitchen Gardener's I n- 
BtructoT..;-••• 

Do. Fruit Cult. Manual.... Ml 
Brock'- Bonk of Flower#—J tfl 
Hmat’* Flower Garden ... 1 £> 
Do, Kamilv Kitchen Gard 
'’UeiHienl Field Lectures. I ou 
Chin### Sugar Lane and 

Sugar Making...,.• - 
Cbprltim's Grape Growers ^ 

CobbetCa Am Gardener. . to 
Collage and. Farm Bee- 

Keeper .... 
Cole's Am Fruit Book..,., to 
Do, Am. Veterinarian.. M 
Dadd'S Modern Horse Doe . ) 00 
Do. Am. Cattle Doctor.... 1 UO 
Do. Anatomy, aud Pbysi- 

oloy of tli« Home.* 00 
Bo. colored plates....4 Oo 
Dana# Muck Manual.100 
Do. Prize Essay on Manures toft 
Darlington's VY eeds and Use¬ 

ful Plant*..- I Ml 
Daw's Devon Herd Book 1 00 
Domestic and Ornamental 
Poultry—-. 

Do. colored plates.to11,1 
Downing's Fruits aim Fruit 

Trees ..... — —r.175 
Downing s Landscape Gar- 
denial...^ **• 

P*> Rural Efc’ays. - . 2 00 
Eastwood's Cranberry Cul- 
... **•* 

Elliott's "’West. Fruit Book 125 
Every Lady her own 1 lower 
Gardener. .......... to 

Family Doctor by Prof. H 
S. Taylor...a-lp» 

Karra Drainage, (JI. F. 
French).-,-i 6° 

Fessenden's Farmer and 
Gardener..-.‘ 

Do. Am Kitchen Garden., to 
Field's Hear Culture.100 
Fi#h Culture.J 
Flint on Gru—e? .  I to 
Guenon on Milch Cows— to 
Herbert to Horse-keepers..1 to 
Hoopet'sDogAGuu, paper, -5 
Do. do. cloth... ® 
Hough's Farm Record..... .Sto 
Kidder's Guide U> Apiarian 
Science,...,. to 

ivtry and Geology.I HO 
Do. Catechism of Chemistry 

for School*. to 
Lamp,truth on. the Hive and 

Hooey Bee.1 to 
LoucbaV#Hot House*.....1 to 
Liebig's Familiar Letters to 
Farmer#. 50 

I.lnrioy'i Morgan Horses...1 0) 
Ml neFiiBer-keeper''a Manual 1 ft' 
Miietou the Hol-se * Foot.. U) 
Milhuruon Cow .to 
Modern Cookery by MS«* 

Acton anil Mrs S .1 Bale ! to 
Mrs. Abel's Skillful Houae- 

wifo and Ladies' Guide... 50 
Saxton#Rttfu! Haipl Book#, 

bound in t Seru-s.., .each I to 
Mann* Land Drainer. *J 
Nash's Progressive Karri<»r. >' 
Neill'* Gard. Companion . 1 '0 
Norton s Element# of Agri- 

Oidlu.e ..  6: 
i ifcot't'aSorgho and Implied wt 
'a nice on the Straw berry. W 

i'edder’g Land Measurer, . SO 
Her-oifs New Culture of the 
Vice. .--•••• 

Phelps' Bee-keeper's Chart to 
(Juinby a Mysteries of Bee- 
keepiug.......I o; 

Quincy on Soiling Catue... 
Rabbit Fancier.  E 
Randall's Sheep Husband 

ry ...___■ 
Kiehardsonon the Hor#e,.. 2J 
Do, Pests of the Farm — 
Do. Domestic Fowl#. to 
Do. Du the H"g. " 
Do. on tbe Honey Bee... ■? 
Do. on the Dog.  a 
Reemellnk Vine-dressers >| 

ShepherdVtiwn Book. 
Stray Leaves trom the Beox 

of Nature.. 
Stephens’ Book of the 1 ana 

i villa... 
Skillful Housewife....y 
Skinner'S Elements of .U- 
rimilture.. - • -* 

Smith’s Landscape Gar- JJS 

Tbaer's^Principiesof AjJ-, . 
— 

Thoms#' Farm Implemen- i 
Thompson's Food of Am- 

limb ------ 
The KoMiCulturist.... -••• w 
Topiiain's Chemistry J'-vw 

Kiijtv -... 
Yturn?r'x Cotton IJl!ia-?r 81, 

Man mil. 
Warder's Hedges and Ever- 
green-—. V YJ 

Waring# Element* ol Ag- 
ricuUute.. Jj 

Week- on Bee#. ^5 
Wilson on Flax.-• , ,5 Yonatt &Martin-nxattiS. 1- 

Y»oatton the Horse. -5 
Do. on .. *5 
Do. outlie llog.. t _ 

Ito 

. Ot' UG. VU *UV# g*“a- . I | 

t:3T Any of the above named works wiU be fonvar . 

mail, post-paid, on receipt of tbe j-riee specified. 
Address n. ». T. MOOKK, Rochester. * 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM. 

In a pasture, Old Dobbin was tied to a stake; 

Now the question is this-bow much rope did it take 

To permit the old horse, by grazing all round, 

To eat all,the grass off an acre of ground? 

Glendale, Ohio, 1861. J- M 

Answer in two weeks. 
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ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &C„ IN No. 608. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma.—Minnie Mintwood, Al¬ 

fred University, Allegany Co., N. Y. 

Answer to Charade:—Pen-te-cost. 

Answer to Mathematical Problem3614585 of an inch in 

thickness. 

Subscription — Txvo Dollars a 
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Post-Office- a# desired. As we pre-pay "J-jSTi 

papers sent to the British Provinces. our ^“ t,JU of tbe 
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Rural. The lowest price of copies sect 

$2.60—including postage. 
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tion. The thickness of the wall will lie governed, in 
a degree, by the size of the dwelling to be erected 
upon it, out it should never be less than fifteen 
inches. Drainage is another important item in the 
construction of a cellar. If the soil is a compact 
one, and possessed of a tendency to hold water — 
strike a atom; drain from the lowest, corner of it — 
using small, or flat atones, well set in cement, for its 
base. Again, it should be rat proof; and if the 
pro nor means are used — for instance, permitting the 
bottom course of stone in the foundation to project 
six or eight inches—it will be well protected from the 
outside. Finally, a large, roomy external entrance 
should he made to it and a strong pair of steps lead¬ 
ing therein. 

When once in possession of ttie cellar, and the 
Surplus roots are pitted, we would urge upon farmers 
the importance of making the pits long and trench- 
like instead of round. The principal advantage of 
aneh a course consists in the ease with which it may 
be closed should the weather suddenly become in¬ 
clement. Surround the pits with a drain consider¬ 
ably lower than the base of the heap, and thus 
conduct away water from rains or molting snows. 
The temperature required is known to farmers, but 
it may be Weil to state that turnips ought to bo kept 
cooler than potatoes and with a greater circulation 
of air, ortlmy will soon become pithy and compara¬ 
tively worthless. A correspondent of the Ritual, 
whose success in keeping this root has been very 
satisfactory, gives us his experience, as follows: 

“A dry part of the field is selected, the ground 
excavated to the depth of about six inches, three 
feet wide, and as long us may be needed. In this 
the turnips are placed, as high as the width of the 
narrow trench will admit, the pile being about two 
feet in the middle. Over the mass a good layer of 

fully and compactly1 neipc'i'i'fip to a slmrprpiitc'fe,cllutR 
well beaten with the flat of the spade. 

“At the distauce of every fifteen or twenty feet, 
a vent hole is left, the .size of a common stove pipe, 
in which a roll of straw is firmly twisted. This has 
the effect of exhausting the pit, of the heated, impure 
atmosphere by which it naturally becomes filled, 
producing decomposition. Ily this simple, easy 
mode of pitting, English turnips have been pre¬ 
served throughout the winter in good condition.” 

Carrots and beets maybe preserved in like manner. 
For the carrot, however, it would be well to surround 
each root with earth; a certain degree of freshness 
is thus imparted, which is not attainable if they 
touch each other. 

characterizing agricultural Improvements available 
by the tenant farmer, with the sluggish advance of 
those more permanent amelioration^ confined t,® the 
owners of laud as, for instance, the spread of steam¬ 
threshing, which has created many great factories 
within a few years, compared with the stagnation of 
land drainage and river reform, which in a long 
course of time have not dried a tenth of the wet 
grounds of England—it is uot at all extravagant to 
anticipate the certain and early substitution of steam 
for horse power in one-third to one-half of our tillage 
operations. That is, some £12,000,000 worth of 
teams will probably be replaced liy a force eating 
coal and wearing away metal, instead of consuming 
for mere motive-power the oats itud provender that 
should make mutton and beef.” 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 

CHAS. D. BKAGDON. Western Corresponding Editor. 

The Rural Nkw-Yorkkr is designed to be unsurpassed in 
Vain*, Purity. TTsefnlnetffl and Variety of Content*, and unique 
and beautiful In Appearance. Its Conductor devotee his per¬ 
sonal attention to the supervision of it* various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render th« Rural an eminently 
Reliablo Guide on all the important Practical. .Scientific’ and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business of those 
whose interests it zealously advocates. As n Family .forme u. 

it is eminently Instructive and Entertaining— being to con¬ 
ducted that it can be safely taken to the Hearts and Homes Of 
people of lutelligMuce. taste and discrimination It embraces 
more .Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific, Educational, 
Litemrv and News Hatter, interspersed with appropriate and 

beautiful Engravings, than any other journal,—rendering 
it the most complete Agricultural, Literary amp Family 

Newspaper in America. 

Care of C'ntile in Switzerland. 

Miss Johnson, in her “Cottages of the Alps,”— 
a volume we have heretofore commended,—says if 
there is one thing in which the Argovian takes par¬ 
ticular pride, and In which he particularly excels, it 
is in the care of his cattle. They are elephants in 
size, and their glossy hides betoken some peculiar 
art on the part of their masters. Not a particle of 
dust or straw is allowed to cling to them, and they 
are combed and washed as only horses are elsewhere, 
not with a currycomb, but with old cards, which, 
being finer and softer, are more agreeable to the 
animal, and improve the fineness of the hair. This 
receives un additional lustre b. being rubbed with 
old flannel. They actually shine; and the gentle 

creatures have an evident consciousness of their 
beauty, for they nr© careful not to soil their ashy 
gray and chestnut robes by lying in tho rand when 
allowed to take a walk. Animals can acquire, if 
they have not by nature, a fine sensibility; and when 
they have once ©xpeyiiue' d Mn pleasant sensation 

Not only do they exercise tL.’seW for the person <>t 
tlm animal, but are at the pains of removing every 
feather and unpaltuble substance from their food; 
and the water troughs from which they drink are 
kept as clean as if human beings resorted to them. 
If anybody doubts the efficacy of these means, let 
him come and see not only how large, hut how 
intelligent these dumb animals look; how they watch 
every motion of those who talk to them, and listen 
to all they Buy. What an all'eetionate moan they will 
utter to welcome the milkers, who are always men, 
as they say “women tickle the cow, and never take 
all the milk from the udders, so that they give less 

and less.” It is said of them that an Argovian will 
send for the doctor for his cow a great deal quicker 
than for his wife; hut we did not see any evidence 
that he was not sufficiently attentive to both. 

INQUIRIES AND NOTES, GROUP OP’ WEIill SOUTH - DOWN KYVKS 

How Slinll we Drain ? 

E»!j, Rural New-Yorker:—Reading your paper has 

incited me to the performance of many experiment*, and I 

am pleased to add that the mnjority have turiied out profita¬ 

bly, pecuniarily and otherwise, dust now I am disposed to 

try til# draining, but would like some plain and practical 

direction* before proceeding to the work. You know what 

information an inexperienced person needs, and wish vou 

would give the same in your columns. The principal feature 
■ uUI i.* .. vour v>#w< Tit’fin i# >u , 

the drains.—A YOUNG Farmer, Athfafatla Co., Ohio, 1861. 

In laying out drains, no question has been oftener 
discussed, or with more vigor by the disputants, than 
that propounded by “Young Farmer.” When Eng¬ 
lish agriculturists were in the height of draining 
operations, the contestants waxed exceedingly warm 
in favor of the theories each had espoused, and to 
such an extent did 'they urge their views that while 
one parly won the sonriquet of “Shallow Drainers,” 
the other boro the equally charming title of “ Deep 
Drainers.” The fact is, no fixed rule can bo given. 
Drains should be constructed witli a view to benefit 
the particular locality in which they are placed, and, 
as a consequence, the topography and character of 
the soil must govern. If the out-fall will admit, and 
the noil is of a porous nature, greater depth and 
fewer lineB of draining material will obtain the end 
sought, than in a clayey, tenacious earth, with slight 
descent. In the controversy among our English 
brethren, one party preferred a depth of about thirty 
inches, while the other considered it waste of 
material and means to lay tile at less than1 four feet. 
Practical men now-a-days look upon these opinions 
as the extremes, and generally adopt a medium 
course — say three feet, or thereabout*. This is 
thought to fully combine the two essential features of 
usefulness and economy. 

In assuming a definite rule for the frequency of 
drains, we find the same controlling agency encount¬ 
ered while endeavoring to fix upon the proper depth. 
There have been those who maintained that they 
should occur as often as every ten feet in a clay soil, 
while sixty-six feet apart would givo sufficient drain¬ 
age where the soil is light. Others argue that a rod 
for every foot of depth is the necessity, he the soil 
what it may. We cannot conceive of a soil requiring 
an outlet for surplus water every ten feet, and sixty- 
six may be the other extreme. Experiment and 
observation, on the part of onr inquirer, will give 
him more accurate information in regard to the needs 
of his own farm, than can any journalist or profes¬ 
sional drainer not acquainted with the characteristics 
of his 80iL A very valuable work on Laud Drainage 
has been published by John H. Ki.ipp.vrt, of Ohio, 
and we would recommend its perusal by “ Young 
Farmer,” and all others who may be in the dark upon 
this important branch of agricultural labor. 

The above group of Improved South-Down Ewes 
from the celebrated flock of .Jonas Wkub, of England, 
were imported by Mr. J. C. Tavior, of Ho I in del, 
New Jersey, who is becoming favorably known as a 
beeder and importer of sheep. Tile South Down has 
long been the favorite mutton sheep in England, and 
fchoBe bred by Mr. Wkuk have become the most 
famous, selling and renting for almost fahulous 
prices. The Improved South-Downs are. also be- 
breCtlenYin tllWubnOWy. *Mi*J -ouIU nmmlor aril,.un- 

Hooks Is that of Mr. Taylor, who has devoted nearly 
twelve years to its establishment, and paid extra¬ 

ordinary prices for stock animals— his aim being to 
obtain the best of Mr. Wecu’s selected stock. East 
year he purchased “Reserve,” Mr. W.’s best ram, 
and lias a fine lot of lambs from this celebrated 
animal. Previous to Mr. tVeiib’s recent great sale, 
Mr. T. applied to him for hi- best yearling and two 
year old buck — expressing a desire for such as Mr. 
W. would keep for his own flock, it lie were to con¬ 
tinue breeding. Mr. Webb selected No. 89, which 
w:.s v..,w-koH ,Wn tn Mr Taylor, in the public sale, 

perhaps the largest price ever pant on u. 
Down buck in England. 

thrive. The practice must have originated in the 
dark ages and has nearly become extinct, as not 
one in twenty, or I might say fifty, bleeds his cattle 
now unless sick, while forty years ago a vast 
majority did. I think they must also have given 
up that practice in both England and Scotland, as 
I hear nothing of it from the latest importations 
from my native country. 

Yours respectfully, John Johnston. 

August 24th, ,1801. 

also much attention in improving on the action of 
the weather, by breaking, harrowing and rolling. 

The effects of marl have been much the greatest 
on dry, sandy grounds, that have been converted 
from a comparative waste into arable cultivation, 
and on light loams. On raw, damp loams, reports 
have been unfavorable. The marl attracts moisture, 
and thus increases the poachy looseness of the land. 
Clays are sometimes much improved by the applica¬ 
tion of marl, but the soil should be dried, and the 
clay well pulverized, in order to facilitate tlio incor¬ 
poration with the sandy substance. Practice directs 
the use of clayey marls on all light lands, and the 
application of sandy and shelly marls to heavier 
soils; but all these substances have been found useful 
on any soil, when judiciously applied. 

Marls are often made into composts with earth 
and farm-yard dung, cither in layers or in heaps, or 
in the bottoms of the cattle yards, where it will be 
soaked with the urinary fames, and afterward mixed 
with the heap. It is thought that such a preparation 
is more effectual than marl by itself. Frequency of 
marling may produce a hurtful looseness in the land, 
which is very easily removed by pasturing the land 
in rest for a number of years. Tbe avaricious use 
of tbe plow has produced the trivial, hurtful effects 
that have sometimes been observed from the use of 
marls. 

ABOUT SHEEP HUSBANDRY EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE 

Mh. Moore: — Sir, I beg pardon for not writing a 
little for the good of the farming community, as I 
am ft practical agriculturist, and have found enough 
in your paper the past five years to make it interest¬ 
ing ami profitable. All farmers who take it should 
try to instruct one another Concerning matters they 
have tested. My contribution is on sheep. 

Last summer wool sold for a high price, so I 
thought I would try the speculation, and bought 
eighty culls of sheep, and sold down to fifty-six — 
selling the poorest out of the lot -which left my 
fifty-six at SI. 12. This my neighbors considered a 
poor speculation, and even sneered and said I 
“fooled away my money;” and 1 began to think so 
myself when 1 was offered eighteen cents per ponnd 
for my wool this last, spring; but I had the sheep 
paid for, 
feelings to myself 

An Order of Agriculture. 

A new order of chivalry for farmers Is in con¬ 
templation by France. The MeUaille Agricole is to 
figure on the smock frock or blouse of the best 
operative agriculturist in each canton, and the grand 
jury of each department is to have the appointment 
of these knights of the plow. A government grant 
of one hundred francs annually is attached to the 
medal, and as there are 2,800 cantons in France, this 
will be no small item in future budgets. 

Marl it* a Manure. 

Mauls are well suited as a top-dressing to grass¬ 
lands, as the substance crumbles by exposure, and 
tlio particles become minutely divided. The most 
profitable application, observes the Mark Lane Ex¬ 
press, consists in laying it on grass leys in the end 
of autumn, or beginning of winter, when the herbage 
will be of little value, ami when the changes of 
weather will accomplish the decomposition of the 
marl by the time the grass shoots in the spring. It 
will thus secure an even spreading over the surface; 
ami the bush harrow and the roller being afterward 
employed, *thc particles will be well reduced and 
pressed into the soil. The crop of grass is greatly 
improved; and the land is plowed for a grain crop 
in the following years. The marl will be thoroughly 
matted in the turf, and the vegetable sward which it 
has raised will most, materially promote, by its de¬ 
composition, the subsequent fertility of the land. 
This mode affords time for the crumbling of the 
marl, and it raises a close vegetable growth, on the 
decay of which the future crops of grass or grain 
depend for nutriment. The substance that is used 
for top-dressing cannot be incorporated with the soil 
from want of arable culture, and consequently the 
effects depend ou tho influence which, it is able to 
exert on tbe materials with which it comes into con¬ 
tact. Hy raising ft large quantity of grassy herbage 
in the shape of roots, leaves and culms, it affords, 
by the decomposition of these substances, when the 
land is plowed, a vegetable “pabulum” to the grow¬ 
ing crop, to which no manure yet known is superior, 
if any be equal to it, either in power or durability. 
Consequently all top-dressing of an earthy nature 
should be used with the view of producing this 
growth for the benefit of future crops. The quantity 
of marls used in this way on grass lands may be 
stated at an average of forty to sixty two-horse cart 
loads per acre. 

The use of marls on fallows for barley and turnips 
in the spring, admits of the better mixing with the 
soil, provided the suitable reduction of tho marl be 
accomplished; which may be done by exposure, if 
tbe weather be favorable, before the last plowing of 
the land, and when the nature of tbe marl favors the 
distribution. The weather i* the best operator in 

Importation of drain. 

The Mark Lane Express says the aggregate value 
of grain Imported by Great Britain for the first half 
of the present year may be estimated at £21,000,000 
against £9,600,000 In 1800. Of this total about 
£14,.500,000 represent wheat and flour, our importa¬ 
tions of which in the same period of 1860 were 
below £9,000,000. The question next in importance 
is us to the sources whence these supplies have been 
derived, and the results in that, respect continue to 
present some remarkable features, which must have 
led to singular variations in the general course of 
trade, In 1859 France sent us our chief supplies, 
ami contributed about as much as Russia, Prussia, 
and the United States combined, while from America 
the amount was merely nominal. In 1800 Prussia 
took the lead, Russia was second, and the quantity 
from France was insignificant. This year America 
has distanced all other countries, and has sent us 
nearly as much as Prussia, Russia and France com¬ 
bined, the quantity from the latter being less even 
than in 1800. 

so I put tho wool up and kept my good 
A few days ago Mr.-asked 

me what I intended to get for my wuo|. 1 said thirty 
cents, or have it worked for the family use. " Well,” 
says he, “ I’ll give your price.” But 1 was not ready 
to sell, Ac. On the whole ho offered thirty-two cents, 
and off it went. In all it amounted to $70.25, beside 
Stocking yarn, about eight pounds, for borne con¬ 
sumption. 

Now for the cost and profit on sheep. 

Font of 56 sheep, $112; $2 for driving home, $114 00 
Lambs come iu April and 1st of May,.. 88.00 
Wool sold in August,.. . 70.26 
Wool for stocking yarn,..  2.56 

$274 81 

The expense of keeping, Ac., was as follows: 
Four acre* of corn-stalks,-   $12.00 
Two rims Tirnothv, fed on farm—worth more " 

than (f sold,..... . 12.00 
Summer pasture...-*T- 50.00 
Oat#— loo bushel*, .  26.00 
Corn — 50 bushels,.--  25.00 
Washing and shearing,.... 7 00 
Salting,.,. 1-00 

< $132.00 

Taking these figures as they stand, there is $142.81 
for my trouble, saying nothing of one old ewe and 
four lambs killed hy dogs, and the weeds and stuff con¬ 
verted into manure. Taking out the cost price, leaves 
$0.81 to pay the interest. Last spring, when they were 
doing the best, some one in your paper scared me on 
oats, or 1 would have sold twenty-live bushel* iu the 
same way. Now, if farmers can feed their grain aud 
hay at home and not lose any more than 1 have, my 
advice is to try. The land will produce better, and 
pay surer. Another advice is to begin early in the 
fall, feed light at first and increase as the weather 
grows cold, so that in spring they look a little better 
than in t.hc fall, for the lambs will pay. 

A neighbor fed his sheep on chess. They looked 
well, bat shed their wool badly. His lambs died 
without any apparent cause. They were kept under 
shed In bad weather. Could it be laid to the chess? 
Another fed rye, and cared well for his flock. He 

BLEEDING CATTLE IN SPRING, 

Steam Husbandry in Great Britain. 

English papers contain long reports of the 
proceedings of the Royal Ag. Society in its length¬ 
ened experiments with different inventions for saving 
labor in agriculture. Only of lute years have tbe 
makers of farm implements applied steam to tillage, 
yet, says the London Tunes, “Not only is the station¬ 
ary or barn-work machinery of agriculture actuated 
by steam power, but the fundamental labor of tillage 
is now fairly mastered; a steam engine can distribute 
the application of its motive force over every point 
of a Avlde irregular area, like that of an ordinary 
field, and plow, trench, delve aud scuffle, no matter 
how hilly and uneven may be the surface, how un¬ 
kind the temper or foul the condition of the soil. 
Not merely as a practical problem solved by unbuHi- 
ncss-like inventions in cases of partial experiment, 
but steam husbandry has assumed such extensive 
proportions, and excited such unprecedented interest 
in the agricultural mind, that we have many com¬ 
peting systems of steam culture, aud rival firms 
doing a large trade in steam-driven implements. 
And, when we contrast, the rapidity of extension 



lost nearly all — saved one in ten perhaps. Mine run Middle- Wooled.—In t 
in an old meadow, surrounded on two sides by woods. Down, Ham pah i re-Do 
I lost two by neglect or dogs, I cannot say which; Samuel Thorn, of 1 hor 
but one thing is certain, dogs are a great pest to lot of South-Downs, an 
sheep-raisers. Wool would be cheaper if dogs were the first prizes. I hey v 
not allowed to run. Is there no good remedy? I Aycrigg, of Passiac, . 
Bay, yes - let sheep raisers make a fund, and when a Wampsvillc, also had si 
dog is suspected, have him killed, whatever the cost of Canandaigua, exhibi 
may be> H. Lurrs. and Shropshire sheep tl 

Youngstown, N. Y., Sept. 15,1861. judge was entitled to 
__% ^ , __ offered. 

NEW YORK STATE FAIR. Fine-Wooled.-These 
numbers, borne of the 

The Annual Fair of the New York State Agricul- Chamberlain, and Carl 
tnral Society for lftCl, was held at the village of jj* Cook, E lBburg ; . ' 

Watertown the past week, closing on Friday the 20th • >e ’ ‘ 

Middle- Wooled._In this class was included South- Lewis county, presented ns with a sample of excel- bright and fair, where the water, having struck the 
Down Hampshire-Down and Shropshire sheep, lent butter, similar to what he had on exhibition, chimney laid in lime mortar, had washed them, and 
Samuel Thorn, of Thorndale, exhibited his splendid and which we thought worthy of particular com- each side, where the water had passed down, the 
lot of South-Downs, and we presume secured most of mendation- shingles covered with moss, and that, while wet, 
the first prizcB. They were beautiful animals. T. C. Only a few samples of grain were exhibited, but would naturally rot the shingles, and when it was 
Aycrigg of Passiac, N. J., and R. H. Avery, of they were clean and fine, consisting of wheat, barley, dry, expose the house to fire, if a Rpark from the 

Wampsvillc, also hail some fine Bheep. C. B. Meek, 
of Canandaigua, exhibited South-Down, Hampshire, 
and Shropshire sheep that were hard to beat, and we 
judge was entitled to a fair share of the prizes 

offered. 
Fine- Wooled.—These were not shown in very large 

numbers. Some of the best were exhibited by Mr. 
Chamberlain, and Carl Heyn, of Dncthess connty; E. 

oats, peas and rye. We noticed about a dozen sam¬ 
ples of maple Bugar, as clean and white as could he 
desired; honey, preserves, pickles, jams, &c., were 
shown, put up in fine taste, all of which, from an 
outside view, we judge to be excellent. 

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT. 

The Hall devoted to the exhibition of articles in 

chimney laid in lime mortar, had washed them, and 
each side, where the water had passed down, the 
shingles covered with moss, and that, while wet, 
would naturally rot the shingles, and when it was 
dry, expose the house to fire, if a spark from the 
chimney were to lodge there. I believe that lime 
is very good for wood exposed to the weather.” 

Roast IIo" for Hog Cholera. 

Mrs. Tract Cutler, of Illinois, writes to the 
Farmers' Advocate of what she heard about curing 
hog cholera: 

“ A short time Bince I listened to a conversation 

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Nurserv Trees—C, H. Curtis. 
Ajrentf'! Somethin* Now:—E. Rice k Co. 
Bulbous Root,-. Peonies, &c. — Prince & Co. 
Wilson's Albany Strawberry Plant*—J Knox. 

SCBOIAL NOTICKS. 
The Metropolitan Gift Bookstore — J. P. Hone. 

dural Notes ani> 3tcms. 

held at the village of G. Cook, ElliBburgb; Julius Stickney, Steuben; and and beantiful things, prominent among which 
this department, was filled with the usual number of betw.een a conpie of plain, substantial farmers, which 

inst. The number of people in attendance was not 
as large as at Elmira last year, and less than at 
Beveral previous fairs. I’eCutriarlly, this show can be 

hardly considered a suocesB, and we doubt whether 
the Society has received more funds than necessary 
to pay premiums and other expenses. This, we pre- 

Fat Sheep/.—The show of Fat Sheep was very fair 
both in numbers and quality. 0. Howland, Auburn; 
Wra. Elliott, Kingston; and Campbell ft Co., Ellis- 
burgh, were among the principal exhibitors. 

Swine.— The show of Pigs was a great feature, if 
we may not say the feature of the exhibition of 1861. 

was the beautiful work of the ladies of Jefferson bonght a lafge nnmber of hogSi and t 
county. Parr’s American Camp Chest, designed for home In a ghort t1me the cboiera brol 
the use of those who go to the war, attracted a them and of the best of tbe 
crowd, as did Dr. Bly’s patent legs for those who bn|It a flre in order t0 barb them> 80, 

return. miscellaneous. in?- ** might not spread from them. 

On the grounds were many things to which we thG f1 / 
devoted a minute or two, but cannot even name in d*™urcd them greedily. From that 
our brief report. D. I, Halsey, of Sennett, had a ™ cured; not another one si 
willow hedge transplanted from bis farm to the Fair tho8e alr/ad>- 8‘ck *1**^ recovered 

Grounds. It was of three years’ growth, and Mr. H. “™ral "“,lar *n< 

snme was all that was anticipated in this time of Never before in the State of New York was so large devoted a minute or two, but cannot even name in 
trouble and war. The receipts were about $8,000. and so fine a lot of pigs congregated together, our brief report. D. L. Halsey, of Sennett, had a 
The arrangements for the convenience of exhibitors, “ Have you seen the pigs?" was the genera) inquiry willow hedge transplanted from his farm to the ? air 
the comfort of stock, and the safety of all articles on when friends met on the ground for the first time. Grounds. It was of three years growth, and lr. , 
exhibition were never better, and the local committee Not having seen a list of entries, we cannot state the thinks will make a hedge in about four years suffl- 
are entitled to the thanks of both spectators and number exhibited, but we judge there were not less cient to turn tbe most unruly stock, 
exhibitors. The ground selected was that owned by than fifty well filled pens. They were divided into All visitors at the State Fair had an opportunity 
the Jefferson County Agricultural Society, to which two classes, large and small breed. So little atten- to spend their evenings very profitably, and perhaps 
was added a large piece of ground containing a good tion has been given to tbe breeding of swine, and two or three hundred availed themselves of the 
track for the exhibition of the style and speed of they have become so mixed up, that it is found im- privilege. Dr. hitch delivered two short lectures on 
horses. The buildings, being those used by tbe possible to classify them in any other way. the Army Worm and the Grain YVeevil, but produce 
County Society, were far better than those with Large. Dreed,-Albert C. Clark, of Henderson, a nothing, aa we could perceive, not already given to 
which' exhibitors at State Fairs are usually treated, Quo boar, a cross between Cheshire and Yorkshire, our readers. ^Discussions of considerable interest 
being commodious battened buildings, well shin- Hungerford ft Heustis, of Adams, a very fine boar, were held during three evenings, on the best method 

cried and affording ample protection from wind and F. T. Cavanaugh, a fiue boar, sixteen months old, of using barn-yard manure, the proper treatment of 

horses. The buildings, being those used by tbe 
County Society, were far better than those with 
which exhibitors at State Fairs are usually treated, 
being commodious battened buildings, well shin¬ 
gled, and affording ample protection from wind and 
weather. The weather, until nearly noon of Friday, 
was as fine and pleasant as could be desired, and 
this, with the satisfactory arrangements, made every¬ 
body good nature<1 and accommodating. The exhi¬ 
bition was not large, but good in most departments, 
and in some quite superior. Space will allow us to 
furnish our readers with hut a brief sketch of the 

more important matters. 
STOCK DEPARTMENT. 

Cattle.—The exhibition of cattle was not as large 
as usual, but sufficient for a very satisfactory show, 
and doubtless all that was necessary to impart all the 
gratification aud information needed by those who 
attended the fair either for pleasure or profit. Some 
very line grade cattle were shown, in which the 
improvement made by blooded stock was apparent, 
and quite satisfactory. A gentleman, who has long 
been familiar with the New Y’ork cattle market, 
informed ns that the cattle brought there for sale 
average one hundred pounds heavier and one year 
younger than they did ten or twelve years since; 
that at that time a drove would not average over 
five hundred pounds per head, New York weight, 
while now seven and eight hundred pounds is the 
average of fair droves; that cattle are now as heavy 
at three years old as they were formerly at six. He 
also made a statement that rather surprised us, —that 
the worst cattle brought to that city are from New 
Y'ork and Canada. Of working cattle there was but 

a small show, though we noticed some well broken 
and excellent animals that attracted a good deal 
of attention by their docility and excellent training. 
H. C. 8yall, of Copenhagen, Lewis county; S. B. 
Tallman, Thomas Bryant aud Isaac Brentnall, Water- 
town, obtained the prizes. 

and weighing 700 pounds. James F. Converse, of pasture, and whether or not farming is a paying 
. „__ A l... Lnr,;nnoo -fhia Vtofo OF tlmiif* riiaiMlftAWiflK Wft took Woodvilie, a fine boar, under one year. A. Benhara, 
of Dryden, a fine iot of pigs under one year. Moses 
Lames, of Jefferson county, some fine Yorkshire 

Small Breed,— The small breeds were made up was 
principally of Essex, with some crosses. Two of the the 
best boars were shown by A. P. Sigourney, of W a ter- tend 
town, and Wm. Elliott, of Kingston, C. W. James decl 
Thompson, of Ballston, and Elihu Griffin, of Clinton this 

Corners, exhibited two of the best sows. 

Poultry.—This Department exhibited the usual 
amount of fuss, feathers and music. If a prize had 
been offered for the largest amount of noise, it ,,ftl 
would have required a pretty judicious committee to 
decide whether the chime of bells or the Shanghaes is n 
were entitled to the prize. The largest exhibitors ,)arl 
in this department were Heffron ft Barnes, of Utica, 1 

and E. A. Wendell, of Albany. "U l 
Foods Although the Bhanghaes were, pretty well 6 

represented, they were not shown in large numbers, of e 

and are evidently losing favor. Whatever may be 
tlm opinion in regard to their merits, it cannot be 

denied that they have done much to improve the 

size of our dunghill fowls. Even the eggs exposed J 

for sale in our market places, show by their rich ^ 
cream color the influence of these birds of the East. 
The Black Spanish are beautiful fowls, and we never l,ts 
saw finer than at Watertown. The Polands, too, 8 r0 
were out iu full force. The Gold and Stiver are ’"K 
pretty, but the Black is the best. An excellent, lot, ^ 
with pure white crests, were on exhibition, but the ^ 
owner’s name we could not learn. White and 
Speckled Dorkings, and the usual variety of Bantams riJW 
and other fancy fowls, attracted the attention of Wtr 

' TOO C 

business in this State. Of these discussions we took 
pretty full notes, which will appear in the next 

number. 
The Address was delivered on the last day, and 

waB an able exposition of the present condition of 
the country. The orator, Mr. Evahts, did not pre¬ 
tend to give an agricultural address, and frankly 
declared that he was not able to teach farmers on 

this subject. 

gural spirit of the grc$s. 
Barley for Hens. 

A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer says there 
is no one grain so well suited as food for hens as 
barley. Barley, when fed with oats aud corn, will 
Often be gathered first by the fowls, and bens fed 
with more or less barley are said to lay more freely. 
We have used hurley and peas mixed, and our return 
of eggs is evidence of the suitableness of the food. 

Tlic Onlun IUnggot. 

A CORRESPONDENT of the New Hampshire Jour¬ 

nal of Agriculture gives the following remedy, which 
he. says is effectualAfter tbe onions are well up, 
and just as soon as’yon can discover that the maggot 
has begun to work, take a solution of tar and water, 
strong aud well mixed, and put it on tbe row's morn¬ 
ing and night, and you will soon see that the maggot 
has left. This Is a true and positive remedy. T have 
tried it with success, so have many of my neighbors: 
and in some cases there has been left one or more 
rows, to test tl.^gi^dL’i and those rows left 
were all cut dowi^wuTienue rows that the tar water 

Ayrshire!.—The display of Ayrshire cattle was poultry fauciers, aud there appeared to be many on 

large aud excellent. S. D. Hungerford, of Adams, 
exhibited six head, and among them his unrivalled 
cow “Bessie.’’ A fine hull was shown by H. 
Anthony, of Pamelia; and one almost if not quite 
equal, by James Thompson, of Balloton. George 
Morton, of Morton, O. YV., also had a very fine 
animal. Brodle and Campbell, of ElliBburgb, also 
exhibited fourteen head, among them a beautiful cow, 
“ Red Rose,” which averaged eighty-four pounds of 
milk in twenty-four hours for a long time. J. C. 
Deuel, of North Gage, Oneida county, exhibited a 
very line young bull, two years old, which we thought 
deserved the premium in the class, and perhaps the 
Committee was of the same opinion. 

Her fords.— In this class Lrastus Corning, Jr., of 
Albany, was the leading exhibitor, having thirteen 
head of splendid animals. H. Bowen, of Sennett, 
showed eight animals, and among them a superb 
two-year bull. M, C. Remington, of Sennett, nine 
animals, some of which we believe obtained prizes. 

Devons.—Of this breed there was not a large show, 
Ambrose Stevens, of Batavia, being the leading 

exhibitor. 
Alderney $ or Jerseys.— These were shown by A. B. 

Conger, of Rockland county, and B. G. Morse, of 
Green county; but this class evidently is not in much 

favor. 
Durhams.— The show in this class was smaller than 

usual, but the animals were excellent. T. G. Avery, 
of Passiac, New Jersey; Geo. Butts, of Ononduga 
county; A. M. Underhill, of Dutchess county, were 
among the leading exhibitors. 

Hot Lund Cattle, very pretty, were shown by H. 

Holbert, of Goshen. 
Horses.— The Horse Show was not as remarkable 

for numbers as on some previous occasions, but per¬ 
haps quite as satisfactory. It matters but little to 
the spectators whether there are one or two hundred 
on exhibition, so that they well represent their 
respective classes, uud are in all respects superior 
animals. With this view, we think the horse show 
must have proved quite (satisfactory, though we were 
not able to spend much time iu this department. We 
noticed particularly a line stallion, owned by B. B. 
Van Slyke, of Canada West, an excellent animal for 
all work, and other superior animals of the same 
class, one of which belonged to M. A. V' hippie, ol 
Palmyra. Morgan and Black Hawk horses were rep¬ 
resented by a goodly number of line animals. Mares 
with colts by their side were present in fair numbers, 
and showing that the old practice of breeding from 
poor old worthless mares is not yet discarded entirely. 

Sheep.—The Bheep department-was exceedingly 
creditable. Indeed, we have seldom seen at State 

the grounds. 
Turkeys — O. Howland, of Auburn, exhibited a 

good pair of Wild, aud It. H. Avery, of Wampsville, 
the best pair of Domestic Turkey’s. Iietlron & Barnes 

also had some line birds. 
Geese— All the varieties were well represented, 

and we noticed good specimens of Common, Bremen, 

White China and African. 
Ducks — Iu this section were fiue specimens of 

Aylesbury, Black Cayuga, Muscovy, White Topknot 

und Common Ducks. 
The usual variety of Fancy Pigeons, Rabbits, &c., 

made up the balance of the exhibition. 

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS. 

The implements, although quite numerous, were 
far less in number than usual. Ludless Chain Horse 
Powers and Threshers uud Reaping Machines, went 
far towards making up the show, and of the latter 
we. connted nearly thirty dittV-rent machines. Be¬ 
tween the patentees of Horse Powers there is always 
a pretty severe contest, and sometimes some dissat¬ 
isfaction with the awards of Committees, The Com¬ 
mittee the present year were selected with care, and 
composed of gentlemen of well known ability from 

put me on this train of thought. One of them had 
bought a large nnmber of hogs, and brought them 
home. In a short time the cholera broke out among 
them, and several of the best of them died. He 
built a tire in order to burn them, so that if infect¬ 
ing, it might not spread from them. While they 
were roasting, the hogs got hold of them and 
devoured them greedily. From that time the dis¬ 
ease was cured; not another one sickened, and 
those already sick speedily recovered. His friend 
recounted several similar instances, and said that a 
neighbor of his who found the disease commencing, 
took a bam and cut it up in slices, and fed, and 
cured them. 

“ This conversation led me to reflect whether the 
experiment of making piggy a vegetarian was not 
really the secret of this destructive disease, and 
whether it would not pay to gather bones and soap 
grease occasionally as a treat for them.” 

Abuse of Old Horses, 

A writer in the Ohio Farmer very justly com¬ 
plains of the too common abuse and neglect of old 
horses — of those which are past their prime. They 
are made to break the colts, and often work w ith 
thera,—thus requiring quicker movements than 
are natural, or than the old horse is able to give 
without etraining and injury. “The old horse,’- he 
says, “should not haul his load to town, and then be 
forced to trot back. Tt does not injure him as much 
to do the heavy work with slow- motion, as to do the 
light jobs at a quick gait.” He should also have, as he 
requires, more time to eat and rest, and his place in 
tbe stable should not be taken by the colts so that be is 
turned into the yard. The writer further remarks, 
(and we cannot but condemn the abuse, and hope 
it may become less common,) that “the last part of 
a horse’s life may lie more profitable, if rightly used, 
than the first part. There is more comfort and less 
danger in wmrking old horses. We understand them, 
and they understand us; and we should he as willing 
to conform to their nature, as they are to conform to 
our wishes. It would be more humane, as well as 
more profitable, to use. them as they should be, as long 
as it would pay, and then take them out and shoot 
them down. But. the practice of many is to knock 
them about as much as they will bear, and pay well, 
and then trade them oft to some more inhuman wretch, 

than themselves 

Top-Dressing Grass Hands. 
Now is the time, says tne New-England Farmer, 

to commence the preparation of materials for this 
Important work. Some persons doubt whether the 
application of manure to the surface of grass laud 
is the best mode of using it. This depends upon two 
or tlir#*e circnmtAia^c^ vi'/ * 1 TTjwn tk« Btiuuctwi 

the soil. 2. Upon the time of application. 3. Upon 
the condition of the dressing. Top-dressing will 
continue to bring a crop longer on a moist soil than 

Recent State Fairs.— We were very unexpectedly pr#. 

vented from attending the New York State Fair at Water, 

town, last, week, but nor Horticultural Editor, Mr, Vick, w„ 

present, and took full notes of the Exhibition and Dlscu*. 

sions His interests g report of the display in the various 

departments will he found in this paper, and notes of the 

discussion* will he given in nurnext, Though tbe attendance 

and receipts were not large, those who witnessed the exhibi- 

tion speak of it, and the arrangements, very favorably. From 

their testimony «e infer that visitor* had an unusually 

pleasant time—both the weather and arrangements contriba- 

ting to such result—while the exhibition was better, in most 

department*, than many had anticipated In a season of war 

and excitement. 

The Illinois State Fair seems to have resulted nnfavor- 

ably—bad weather and other unfavorable causes op-rating 

against its success, though the show was good in several 

departments. A report of tbe Fair, by our Western Asso¬ 

ciate. «as received too late for this number, but will probably 

be given in our next. 

The Ohio State Fair—at Dayton, Sept. lPtb to 13th—is 

generally reported to have been a success, thongh a heavy 

rain storm occurred on tbe first day aod continued through 

the second. The display in most departments was not as 

large as usual, hut said to he of good quality. The show of 

Stock, especially of Cattle, Horses, Sheep, and Swine, i« said 

to have been very creditable, The attendance was good, and 

the receipts sufficient to overgo expenses—a successful result 

considering tbe unfavorable weather and excitement of the 

times. 

The Vermont State Fair — the only State Fair in New 

England this year — was held in Rutland week before last. 

The editor of tlie Boston Cultivator gives an account of the 

Fair, from which we infer it was creditable to the farmers 

and stock breeders of tbe State. He says:—“ The result was 

on the whole satisfactory, nlthough a continuous rain storm 

on the second day of tbe show cut short the entries, and 

probably lessened by thousand* the number of visitor*. Still, 

despite the rain at this time, the drouth and grn«shoppi>i-» of 

last year, which nearly destroyed every green thing In the 

Champlain Valiev, and the all absorbing subject of war. the 

general display we* decidedly creditable.r The main features 

of the show consisted, as usual, of horned and Merino sheep. 

In these departments the exhibition was good, though not 

so large as heretofore. The show of .Short-horns was odo of 

the best ever made in the State, and comprised nearly all 
that was interesting iu the cattle department. 

— Most of the Stale Fairs time far held — such as Illinois, 

Ohio, and Vermont - have been seriously affected by bod 

weather. Our own escaped this drawback, as wc tru»t will 

the Canada, Michigan, Iowa, and Minnesota exhibitions, to 

take place tbe present week—from the 24th to 27th Inclusive 

As we write (23d) what many call the equinoctial storm has 

just closed, and the weather is fair and promising We pur 

pose spending at least a day each at tbe Canada and Michigan 

Fairs, and nnr Western Aid will attend the low» State Fair— 

ho that Rciiai. readers will probably he advised of the note- 

worthy features of these important exhibitions. 

Brief Notes about the County Fauik.—The Erie County 

Ag. Society held their Annual Exhibition at the date an¬ 

nounced. The number of entries reached the usual average 

Rev. Dr. Lord delivered the Address, nnd his remark* receiv 

ed marked attention We hear that the receipts were $1 100 

and the expenses Short, leaving the Society a surplus of $2"rt. 

_ChavJaxuiua County held * very «iieeo«*ful exhibition on 
me twenty bOh Anniversary of thcliAtoctety. fflie diajjiay of 

horses- cattle aud sheep, issaid to have been the best ever made 

in that vicinity. The financial department, of course, roceli 

ed full benefit from the large assemblage of spectator*, the 

receipts exceeding $1,300. Tbe Address, by Hon. G. W 

Clinton, of Buffalo, wa* a timely and pointed production, 

filled to tbe occasion, and eminently practical and suggestive 

was annlied to showed no signs of the maggot. the condition ol tbe dressing. 1 oji diessiug wm , was appileu 10 Slioweu no Big s . ed full benefit from the large assemblage of spectator*, tie 
continue to- bring a crop longer on a moist sou than « ... * . .. ,, u, 

Horse .Shoeing fo* Winter. on a dry one, first because such land is the best CujjT0!f f f BufWo WJM B timely aD(1 minted production, 
Tuk Working Fanner says that some blacksmiths adapted to grass, and secondly, because the manure, flUed t0 tbe occa>1-on. and eminently practical and suggestive 

seem to forget that horses shod in the winter should by being kept moist, Is brought into a state ol de- considerable emulation was exhibited bv several town* t- 
have the inner side of the shoe of such configuration composition, and becomes prepared as food for the secure the next exhibition, ami Panama was finally chosen, 

as to let Ko easily of snow balls formed within the plants, instead of drying up. Top-dressings, there- The oflieera elected for the next year wen-: President- Darics 
hoof. It only requires a gradual increase in size fore, for high lands, should be applied in the spring, Knapp. Secretary Fraikiib Ormks Treasurer-.loaxni 

outward, with no dovetailing in figure, and each as early as March or the first part of April, ao Hoit, with to»n We I re-id*nU "e 
UMI D ° J i « \ i I Fnir if we may )udc«* from the tone of tno Spirit oj Ut' 
ball, almost ns fast aa formed, will readily be parted as to receive the early rains, and get thoroughly ’ djd nott ^riflaItllimu, considered, reata ,h« expect* 
with. Why could not the horse shoe, for city use, leached, and the coarser particles washed down f lookent.OB. There but a moderate exhibition of 

The nflU-prs elected fur the next year wer--: l‘re#OUt>d—Darils 

Knapp. Secretary — Francis ormks Treasurer— Joseph 

Hoyt, with to-vn Vice Pre-ident*-The Genesee (.Minty 

Fair, if we may .judge from the tone of the Spirit of tit/ 

Tinier, did not, agriculturally considered, realise ’he expects 

tious of lookers-on. There was but a moderate exhibition of 
have a slight coating of gutta percha on its upper among the roots of the grass, before the b«t and dry norsegi CaU)ei sbt.«p, and Swine, yet these were of *ucU 
side, so as to break the momentum of blows on the weather comes ou. Or, it may be applied — aud per 
paving stones? This would materially ameliorate haps w>th better effect—late In November, when it 
tbe. difficulty so frequent in cities, where one-fifth of wj|| receive the later rains and be leached by them, 
horses have their feet ruined In a few years by con- ,,r be covered with snow to be melted upon the dress- 
tinu&lly treading ou too solid pavement. iug, and thus carry its fertilizing properties grad- 

-ually to the grass roots during the winter and spring. 
Product of IHIlch Cows. It is unpopular—we are fully aware — to recom- 

A dairyman somewhat noted for producing a mend top-dressing for high and dry grass lauds; still 
n t . - .  _l 1   r   J.2.H . , , .» A Ail! . _ large amount of cheese annually from his dairy, said 

to the editor Of the Dairy Farmer, in a recent conver¬ 
sation, that one of the secrets of his success in this 
respect was the careful manner in which he treated 
his herd. His cows were driven to the stables leis¬ 
urely. NO dogs were used for the purpose of driving 

quality as to fully prove tliat Genesee is not bel.lml in pro¬ 

ducing good stock, aud that of the finest breeds. Th& 

a mount of money received for admission tickets wa* siOit f f>50. 

to addition, the Society obtained considerable fund* in entry 

fees, rent of stands, etc,-We have heard but little con¬ 

cerning the Iwwis County Show, yet that little is encoura¬ 

ging. The weather was propitious, and the attendance much 

larger than at any previous display made by the Society. 

Advance in Wool.— It will be seen by reference to our 

market quotations that the price of wool has advanced 5 cts. 

per lb- since our last report. This will be good news to 

we believe it to be a profitable way ol teitilizing, advance in Wool.— It will be seen by reference to our 

when it is done judiciously. The error consists iu market quotations that the price of wool baa advanced 5 cts- 

cropping the land for pi any years, without manuring per )b. since our last report. This will be good news to 

until not only the fertilizing agents are exhausted, but growers who have n«t sold —aud we several mouths ago " . . . , . . . ...... At- __ t f. _ .... hJk.hAO 

both this country and Canada; and we can bear tbe cows, and persona in bis employ who were caught 

witness to the great amount of labor which they striking or in any way abusing a cow, were dm- 
bestowed upon their work, sparing neither time nor charged on the instant. Let the cows have an abnnd- 

/• r> . .. J A., h. A L »^ 4lmo . n OAtvuliir Tf. t IID 

the routs of the grass themselves have either died tor 
want of food, or have been driven out by plants more 
hardy and persistent thau themselves. When a field 
is in this condition it is folly to top-dress it. There 
is no basis upon which to act. The dressing was de- 

advised those who could to hold thrir wool for au advance. 

Dealers who then thought we were too sanguine as to the 

future are requested to 11 call again ” aod compare note*. 

— We observe that the Wool Trade ia very active in SWubeu 

county. The Bath Courier (of last week) states that wool 

buyers in that part of the country are now offering thiilyfwe 
urebuncu VUVI* nv» --- - —- ... . a ai * . . _ -—j'---r “ ~ 

labor to apply tbe most sure tests and arrive at. just »nce of food, and take their time in coming to tne forrfcd t0i) long —there is no recuperative power left. c,,otsf..r the best grades. While many sell, some hold ou 

ennrlusions Ail the manufacturers of the leading barn, especially in hot weather, milk clean and The remedv for such land is through the plow, ma- for higher prices, Oue farmer who has two years’product 
VW UUIUntVUOl “ . . , * V* r>. , . * 1 a J tnnur. - < . . . •« / c/a.. A- TT.. **.... \.aa nPfssruA t/iTtV- 
Beauine Machines were in the field, hut a Fair regularly, and from fifty to ft hundred ponnds more nurei cultivation, and plenty of seed, or all these, on hand, strikes for fifty cents. He nays he was offered forty- 

is not the beat place in the world for testing cheese can be made per cow, during the season, than excepti„g the cultivation, which may be omitted by eight cents last year. I U gla<l that h«. «hd uoUcti ^ ^ 

ichines. Among the improvements we no- when the animalsi are0“Jd®fdt ^ triX^ued turriing over the 6°d aud layi“g dowu in Al,«ust’ or „Tunt,l u brings that even half-dollar. 
.lm.tni.tB Corn Harvester, attached to How- and morning, or kicked and pounded and frightened September. 

Ground is not the best place in the world tor testing --b , 
such machines. Among the improvements we no- when the animals arc dogged out of the fields mgh 
ticed Johnston’s Corn Harvester, attached to How- and morning, or kicked and pounded and frightenei 
ard’s Reaper. It is designed for cutting corn, and f-r every little mistake they are supposed to make ard’s Reaper. It is designed tor cutting corn, ana 

looked like an effective machine. 

F. M. Mattice, of Buffalo, and James Brook, of 
Romulus, exhibited Ditching Plows in operation, 
designed to save labor in tile-draining. They 
loosened the earth so that it could be easily thrown 
out, with tbe spade. Qnite a number of Steel Plows 
were shown, which were much admired by farmers 
present. Few articles in this department attracted 
more attention aod commendation than Loe’s Cheese 
Vat, as improved and exhibited by U. ft K, F. Cooper, 
of Watertown. It was declared by tbe dairymen 
present to be the most perfect Vat ever invented. 
We gave an engraving and description of this Vat 

in the Rural some time since. 

DAIRY AND GRAIN. 

Everybody expected that Jefferson and Lewis 

Some people make a great mistake in overstocking, 
and too little attention is given to tbe treatment of 
stock, summer and winter. The dairyman should 
consider a moment whether 30 cows yielding 600 lbs. 
of cheese per cow, are not as profitable as 40 cows, 
whose annual product is 400 lbs. per cow. 

Lime-Wash for Shlngh s. 
Thomas Goo defend, South Sandwich, thu9 re¬ 

lates, through the Boston Cultivator, his experience 
in the use of a lime-wash for shingles: 

“ Y'ou ask of your readers information respecting 
lime-wash for shingles. 1 will give yon my experi¬ 
ence respecting it. Twenty-eight years ago I built a 
porch on the main body of the house, running out 
west. Some twelve or tif'een years after, I saw the 
north roof covered with moss. I took a scraper and 

HUU Blivnmu lUlil UIQ UP! "ivvw.ug AAV..** r , . w « a . 
poor old worthless mares is not v. t discarded entirely, counties would make a good exhibition of hotter went out and scraped it off. and had to work cm- 
P Siikkp—The Sheep department was exceedingly and cheese, and in this they were not disappointed, fully lest I should injure the shingles, they were so 
creditable. Indeed, we have seldom seen at State although it might have been far better. The time soft in consequence of their having been covered 
Fairs iu this country so good a show, particularly »f will come, we think, when the sale of butter and with the moss, « m * grown ere. <>ug 
Long and Middle-WooWd Sheep, it is very evident cheese will make an important and profitable feature should now have to shingle the roof again. I ha 
that, more attention thau formerly is being'given to of this fair, both to buyer and seller. About forty about half a bushel of slaked lime, and I put it on 
the growing of sheep for mutton. The Long and samples of butter were on exhibition, and much of it thereof. My neighbors told me it would rend the 

Middle-Wooled Sheep predominated, and fur this we excellent; and twenty-three entries of cheese, num- shingles. I re tty soon a rain came am ma e i in o 
are somewhat indebted to our Canadian, friends who heriug fifty-six. ranging from four pounds to six a thick whitewash, running off the house, covering 
were present in large number*, with their best stock, hundred and twenty-nine pounds each. Jesse Wil- the windows below, so that it was i cut to *ee 

and no doubt carried off many of the prizes. Want liarns, of Rome, exhibited three cheeses, the smallest through them for some time. 
of space will not allow us to specify either tbe meri- of which weighed six hundred and twenty-three About six or seven years 6ince saw moss ga ei 
torious animals or exhibitors. And will only name such pounds. Mr. W. uses the milk of four hundred cows iug there again, and having more slaked lime, I 
as attracted our particular notice. in the manufacture of cheese, and sometimes pro- threw it on the roof. I looked up there to-day, and 

Long- WooUd. — John Snell, of Brampton, C. YV., duces as high as a thousand pounds a day. This sea- I thought if J had some more lime to put there belort 
exhibited a splendid lot of Cotswold aad l.oicesters; son he will make about one hundred and fifty thou- a good rain, my shingles might remain there some 
Simon Beattie, of Woburn, C. W., an excellent sand pounds, and up to the middle of September had ten years more, while the south roof, which has had 

Leicester buck, and Jurian YVinne, Bethlehem, one made one hundred and twenty thousand. For cheese no lime put on it, had to be shingled, a part of it, 

About six or seven years since I saw moss gather¬ 
ing there again, and having more Blakea lime, I 
threw it on the roof. I looked up there to-day, and 

part with until it brings that even half-dollar, 
early in September. __ 

In a wet season something may be done on high ^ ^ ^ RrJtxIi _0ur ackDOwledgraent«are 

laud by spreading fine compost manure liberally, dueto many a Dau?i,ter. Wife, and Mother, for kind interest 

scattering on grass seed and barrowing. Clover, raauiregted in behalf of this Journal, and successful efforts in 

sown early in April, in this way, will sometimes extending Its circulation. Several of theae bare written as 
succeed well. If tbe farmer would be watchful, lattly relative to forming clnb* for the next volume. A 

manure his fields in season, occassionatly scattering young lad> in Herkimer C« writes:-1' Lu-t winter I rectwr 

a little seed over them, while producing liberal from you a few specimens of the Rural New-Y okur, »« 
... ... Rhow-bille to fti'1 me in & ©Hib for your 

crops, be might sate considerable expense in plow- ' ^ ^ t0f) utfl before, 601lld Jo anything-theclub 

iug and re-seeding. All tins, however, should not f(lt. thU plttce waa etrearty made up. This fall 1 want to com- 

prevent a judicious rotation of crops, and, in turn, ,o eeasi)D fur t(( the lruIb. i f(,ei a uttie interest 

briuging the grass fields into cultivated ones, which ja tbil( uintter. I have read tbe Rural eight or nine leare (I 
is undoubtedly the course that will secure the most h#r,iiy kD0W which.) and feel aa though it were » t»<ndy 
certain profits. Institution that I hardly know how to part with. Y"" ""V 

The time when top-dressing should be applied, is a don’t want Mr. Moore to fail us now, and so "°“l * 
question upon which our best farmers do uot agree my mite to hold up bis haods-for he iB do it 

| What i9 needed, is a copious rain immediately after ^"sunts ^"winter come om l-l that is usually very 
tbe dressing is spread; but as we cannot command &nd wfaBt x wUb to kn()W ia wb„ther your term* 
this, we most exercise a sound judgment in the mat- ^nr ^be comj„g year are to be tbe same they were laxt, if «ot. 
ter and be content with the result. If the compost p^ase let me know as soon a* you c«n Hiakeyourarrauge- 
cart could follow that which carries away the hay, and raeots when I will ‘try, try again.’ for I want to keep the 

a liberal shower follow, perhaps there would be no ball a rolling ” . M . ..„ we wobW 

| better time to apply tbe dressing; and in a moder- 

, ately moist season, this course will succeed well. *** * ,0 that ^.^end* can Cp»m*»c. 
; March, and early April are good seasons, but then ^ J#tw jQ tb(, eeM0JL Tbose wbo ar„ „ot taking tbe p*r«r 
' the objection exists or cutting up the fields by the feet chq MII],meDce n0Wi or at an, time, with out waiting till 

r of the team, and the wheels. In the autumn there is jaonary. The present is a good time to form clube to 
l little danger of this, unless the season be very wet; with October, and we trust many will h;“dly remember u^at 
" the more pressiug work of the warm season is out of a season when the puraes of publishers are not piet one, 

the way, and upon the whole, perhaps this is the best need replenishing. ^ __ 

for this operation. The third point reqniriug care, valuation of Michigan.—The Board of Equalization for 
»V* -- • ? Alik1 AliV/il Vf mivuiun.* •“ — - 

is the condition of the dressing when it is used. It yijcbigaDi which meets every five years, ban recent y 

should be rich, that is, made of good materials, and session The Detroit Advertiser says the Board equalize ^ 
fermentation not carried so far as to set free its gase- assessments in the different counties on the basis * a • 

ous properties; and then it should he fine-if as fiue property valuation of W-»* so,_ 1 18 Ul from 

: -- -•* *• *««'• ™* *>“ """V* «* •-*»- 
being,pr.»d !™»b. *"4 ““Xi 

becoming too burdensome- 
Leicester buck, ana durian *vinne, neiuienem, one uiaunmc uuuuicu -- --- —-. - being spreaa evenly, ana preset ^ ,ow ^timnte gut even on 
almost if not quite its equal; Brodie. Campbell making, he buys milk of farmers at eight cents per some four or five years smee. the rains and dews as to have every part of it quickly ^“n lh, state Ux will be witatf.wiu.w 

fco Mil,*;, five fine L,; nnfi Coper g»U.». or m.nuf.Cnren cheese for forcer, one If on, one should„o„£ K'S WoV* - ere. of orh-r sup. 
Oaks’ Corners, five fine young ewes. dollar per hundred. Edwin Woodworth, of Turin, chimney down to the eaves of the roof, the shingles the roots below. 
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NEW YORK STATE FAIR. 
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(, HORTICOXTUEAX, department. 

Those acquainted with the condition of the fruit 
crop of this State the present year, could not antici¬ 
pate the large and fine display usually seen at our 
State Fairs. The grower of fruit raay overcome 
many difficulties, grow plums and pears, in spite of 
black-knot, and curculio, and blight; yet he must 
sometimes succumb to circumstances, and acknowl¬ 
edge his dependence upon Him whose ways are past 
finding out. While grain-growers are complaining 
of rust and midge, and army worm, the fruit-grower 
may learn that his business is not beset with unusual 
difficulties. The fruit crop is more sure than wheat, 
or any other of our staple crops, while the profit is 
always such as to well repay for care and labor, and to 
justifiy a large increase of the business. 

On entering the Fair Ground, as usual, we made 
our way as speedily as possible to Floral Hall. This, 
to us, to the ladies, and to all persons of good taste, 
is the center of attaction; and that there are many such 
on the grounds, is always manifest by the crowded 
condition of the Hall. For many years wo have 

been endeavoring to have this building so arranged 
as to accommodate the large numbers that there 
throng together, and also afford a good opportunity 
for the examination of the fruit and flowers. We 
notice some progress; but a little thought, and the 
exercise of ordinary good sense, will suggest to the 
managers further important improvements. Above 
all things, we do protest against the use of Floral 
Hall for any other than legitimate purposes. It is a 
shame to make it the receptacle for miscellaneous 
stuff, such as paintings, daguerrotypes, shell-work, 
specimens of penmanship, &c. But, we observed 
that to ur this is the center of attraction; and it is so 
not only on account of the delicious fruits and beau¬ 
tiful flowers there arrayed, but because we there meet 
with many choice spirits that have been so long 
associated with the beautiful things of earth that 

j they have become assimilated to them. The gar¬ 
dener, by skill and patient care, improves the (lower, 
makes it more beautiful, and the flavor of the fruit 
more delicious; but think you that the flower and 
the fruit pxert.s no influence on the man? The 
influence is mutual, and for mutual good. See the 
florist, with his nice taste, an eye that can distinguish 
between the slightest shades of color or form, who 
can name a flower by its perfume, and whose nature 
is in unison with the beautiful, and then say if the 
flower has not modeled the man. If you arc not sat¬ 
isfied, please tell us wluit makes the difference 
between him and the butcher at the “ market.*’ The | 
flowers are the most effective educators in the world, 
and those who have children, should profit by this 
fact. The children of the field and the flowers of the 
family were made for companionship. 

The present time we missed many familiar faces. 
Downing, and Barky, and Dr. (Ikant, and other of 
our old Iriends failed to uiuke their appearance, but 
friend Thomas was on hand as usual. The only large 
collections of fruits were exhibited by Ei-lwanger & 

Barky, of Rochester, and Smith & Hanchett, of 
Syracuse; and but for these the fruit show would 
have been poor indeed. 1C. & B. exhibited 85 varie- . 
ties of pears, CO of apples, 9 foreign grapes, i native 
grapes, ripe and fine, being Delaware, Hartford Pro- 
lifle, Rebecca and Concord. S. A J{, exhibited 2.5 
varieties of apples. 50 of pears, 0 of native grapes, 
among them Northern Muscadine, Concord, Dela¬ 
ware, and Hartford Prolific, in fine condition. G. 
W. Lawrence, of Oswego city, made a creditable 
exhibition of plums, for this season, and the only 
lot shown, consisting of 13 varieties. D. R. Hkfe- 
ron, of Utica, made a very good exhibition of fruit; 
and some fine foreign grapes were shown by George 

Kellogg, of Ithaca. A few very fair collections 
were exhibited by amateurs in the neighborhood of 
Watertown, but their names were not attached, so 
that reporters conld obtain no satisfactory informa¬ 
tion without a troublesome and often unsuccessful 
application to the officers and books of the Society. 
This is an evil that we have before alluded to, and * 
one that should be corrected. If names are withheld ! 
until after the premiums are awarded, they should be , 
attached immediately after, 

Ontario Grapes were shown by Dr. Pbesbhey, of 
Buffalo, of extraordinary sine. The bunches were 
very large, and the berries fully up to the largest 1 

Black Hamburgh, If these were produced without ' 
nnging, or any process to produce the same result, ?' 
then the Ontario is a mammoth grape. Wo have not 
seen any native grape that would approach it in size, 
except Union Village. By some it has been supposed 
to be the same. Although we have seen both, we ai 
nave not had an opportunity to compare them. in 

The following gentlemen were the principal uma- 

teur exhibitors of apples:—Edward North, Clinton- ri 
Willard Ives, Watertown; It. H. Avery, Wamps- * 
ville; R. C. Brown, Rochester; Daniel Parker, 
Vatertown; and B. Mason and A. U. Jones, llouns’- Bh 

field. 0f 

Many of the fruits in the collections of amateurs th 
were named improperly, and we hope the necessary an 
corrections were made by the committee. This is an an 
important part of their work, and one which should 
not be neglected. If faithfully performed, much ue 
(food will be the result. We do not like to find fault Wi 
with Judges, for we know from experience how th 
much gratuitous labor they are called upon to ea 
Perform, and how few thanks they receive ; but ty 

• en we noticed a. first premium card attached to a al 
r-te of Catawba grapes as green as grass, without al1 
a particle of color; and a second premium card to a gU 
plate of Dianas with only a faint tinge of color, we be 
included it was time for a word of caution. No er< 

ercen grapes should be exhibited, and certainly aui 
snould not receive a premium. If the committee lb( 
,w re compelled to eat the fruit to which they awarded ca: 
Prizes, they would be a little more careful, or else | gIt 

WOuld soon b* out of the way. Committees vei 
sometunes look a little too much to appearance and 

J ,ttl® to quality. John J. Thomas once exhibited i 

(m‘t show a few cb,J>ce apples that were near a be, 
°f showy sorts, such as Alexander, Twenty Ounce, tor 

^Wia Mundi, Ac. After awarding the prize to the 
• ge fruit, the committee thonght friend Thomas’ L, 

'-<nmens were so inferior that he needed informa- L 

• vn m regard to good varieties and good culture, Dla 

herefore awarded him, as a gratuity, Thomas' Tal 
r"u Lulturist. 

!)- I-. Halsey, 0f Cayuga county, exhibited a very 

He r! 0t cranberries- g^wn on dry, sandy land. L, 

% 
ip, ftll 

fcn.r Bh°W °f FIower8 was very respectable. In- acc 

PeopieeoTlTinar7 etf°rtS Were made bythe g00d tak( 
W-af , _ * rson county to induce the amateurs of and 

>n and neighborhood to do their very best. Thi 

3.11 

jJjk 
mFT;. 

• Kim 7&5*a ' S. 

fUfc-J IT m % J 
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The result was seen in the tasteful manner in 
which the Hall was decorated, and in the fine 
display of floral ornaments and cut flowers. A MgfSfjppTV 7 
lady of Watertown, Mrs. Myron Beebe, carried 
off the prize offered for the best collection of 
flowers from that perennial exhibitor, Mrs. Van ■ ,<i | . % 

NAmbk. of Rensselaer county. Mrs. Beebe cer- ■%J\ 

tamly made a very fine display, and her Asters, fc"fiTw\\ 

Phloxes, Pansies. Antirrhinums ami other annu- \ %Ji 
Ha could not be excelled in the country. Her pSt 1 #L-, Wm. 
La Superb asters measured over four inches in / -i % 
diameter, and the AV«- Crown was nearly as largo f f ^ tpS -g 

and exceedingly fine. Mrs. Beebe of course fakes \ '' % li¬ 

the Rural, nnd has heeded our hints about grow- 'm. ■ JL \ ^ <1/ 
ing everlasting flowers for making winter IJfe %. # 

..• •”:*1 »v- ;•.,•••...... %X ^,AA,ki.i..AJyF ■ Jr 

table, arid several wreaths and other ornament-. ^ 
Mrs. Van Xamkk exhibited her usual large and 'jLtW 

fine collection of flowers, in which we noticed vz.. > 
aome things now and fine, as New Donhle Zinnia ' '‘Jjjr 
Uvaria Tritoma Grnndiflora, Gazania Splendens,’ and 
Double Dianthus Heddewegii. Mr. Newcomb, also 
of Rensselaer county, presented a large and fine gen- 
eral collection of flowers. His Dahlias were very good. \T 

Among the principal amateur exhibitors of (lowers, 
we noticed the following persons, ail entitled to WWf 

credit: L, B. Lego, of North Rcribu; Mrs. W. M. \ J 

Johnson, Adams; Mrs. Henry Wier, Johusonvflle- ■ 
Mrs. O. Paddock, Mrs. W. VV. Herrick, Mrs. J. H. 

McCombs, Mrs. W. \V. Green, and Miss Mary E. J L 
staples, Watertown; B. F. Hotchkin and Miss P. J. }W 

Tai.lman, and Mrs. J. F. Rtarbitck, made very ’ 
creditable exhibitions of pot plants. 

Eilwanork A Barry, of Rochester, and Smith & 

Hanchett, of Syracuse, were the only exhibitors, 11 
we believe, in the professional list. E. & B. pre¬ 
sented 121 varieties of Roses, fine varieties and good VRIZE nt 0,rEK* 
flowers, in fine condition; a Collection of Seedling the hand. Give a slight watering from a water 
Verbenas, and as good a collection as ever were can with a fine rose, and the operation of potting is 
exhibited together; 70 fine Phloxes, besides a collee- con,plete. In November place a hot-bed frame in a 
tinn of Asters and other cut flowers; altogether snn,|y llnd sheltered situation, and place on the 
making a magnificent display. S. & n, exhibited "'^le of this six or eight inches of tan bark; plunge 
150 varieties of Roses, fine flowers; 107 varieties of the P°te in this up to their rims, put ou the glasses, 
Dahlias, and we never saw a better lot; 56 Phloxes; water moderately, and duriug mild weather give 
and several good collections of cut flowers. P|enty *f all*- In very severe weather, cover the 

The Vegetable Show in this State has always been frame witb B,raw or mats to protect the plants from 

very poor, and this year has more than maintained its but in m'l(l weather the covering must he 

here, deformed, and unworthy objects of attention, 
simply because they are crowded and crushed by 
other evergreens or deciduous trees, and inappro¬ 
priate, uncouth fences. And we need net go to -— 
Chicago Cemetery alone to find these abortions. POTATO VEAST AND POTATO BREAD. 

I h<M-e are few yards or grounds, either in city or 
country, in which we cannot flml there evidences of Fns* Fl KAL ^Ew Yorker:—I have perused with 
ignorance or total disregard of the wants of plants a.greBt de*ree of merest the many recipes for cakes 
or trees —wants established by the Creator. glVcn thro"«h yo,l«* columns; but thinking that some 

It. is common to find ornamental trees crowding °f yo"r lady IR,,tJera might, like myself, be more par- 
each other as they attain a dozen years of age, that ,il’ull*rl-v partial to what istermed the “staff of life,” 1 

were before abundantly provided with room, and up w111 give thera '"-y rcclPe r"r making potato yeast and 
to the present their development may have been all potftt<> bread* FiMt- »"*yeast,. Real and slice six good 
that could have been desired. But now the question 8iZei1 Potftt<Jes’ b,,il tbem in two quarts of water; 
to be decided is, (if one of them cannot be safely wbcn ba,f llon,-‘< bav« ready in a bag a double band- 

and economically transplanted,) whether one of them tl!l °f lu'pa; puf tbc baK in the 1{fittle. Let all boil 
shall be sacrificed, or the bennty of both be destroyed. b,gethpr n,lUl tbe P'HatoeB are quite soft; take them 
The verdict almost invariably is in favor of retaining ID d ,mn’ and wltb 11 P011"«J'-'r make them tine. Add 
the two ami losing i.hcir beauty. He is a man of* tb° bop wtttcr' a hiblespoonfut of salt, and sufficient 
nerve, and will make a good soldier, who deliberately rye °r wheat ,,<’"r to make 11 ba«'!r. When milk 
lays the a.\ at the root of the one and destroys it to War“’ put in tbe »nd alter it 1ms become light 
save the beauty aud glory of the other. But such 14 8houl,i be kcPl in a place for use. For the 
men are needed in arboriculture; indeed, in all dc- brt?ad’ Petd slice ten good sized potatoes, put 
partments of agriculture will they find employment. “ 8uffioil'nt (i,laHtity of water to boil them. 
-r - r ,_ When soft, prepare them the same as for the yeast; 

LAWNS - FIRST YEAR’S MANAGEMENT ZT tha'' 'V!'r° b°Ue'1 iD’ “ m,,ch 
_ milk or water us will make a sufficient wetting for 

Should lawns be mowed often the first season of °°™mon Blzcd Ioav,‘«; P«<ir all into the flour; 

eding down? The question is often asked. Our a'ld a coirp” «»P of the yeast ami salt to suit the taste. 

cperience is against the practice, but so manv m.od , !*, We . antl1 yoa bavo A Hti,r d««Kb. (don’t, be 

I’RIZE I’H'OTEK. 

very poor, and tbia year has more than maintained its \ __ 
reputation, for it was worse than usual. Probably l’en>,oved> otherwise the plants will become weak. In 
twenty baskets of potatoes were shown hy three or Spr'n" tbo PlantM may be removed to the garden or 
four exhibitors, mostly Flukes uud Peach Blows a otber Buitab,<? laarter*. four exhibitors, mostly Flukes uud Peach Blows. A 

few poor beets and turnips, some fair coarse cabbage, , Thft r’ink ia hardier than either the Carnation or 
and a few squashes, and other of our most common Pk,otee’ a'"' wiU tbrive 1,1 ,u,y good garden soil with 
vegetables, made up tha collection. Only one thing eveu ordl,,ary car®, but to grow and flower it. in per- 
pleased us, aud that was half a dozen pure looking b ctioM’ hods similar in form to those recommended 
Hubbard squashes. This seems to indicate that for tbc tarnation must be prepared for them. The 
that excellent variety is being kept pure. component parts of these beds should he three- 

-_t . # , ,_quarters good loamy turf and one-quarter two years 

THE carnation and prcnmT.n old well rotted cow dung. These materials must be 
IE CARNATION AND PICOTEE. trenched to the depth of eighteen inches or two feet 

propagation by layers deep, well mixed, and the surface raked smooth. 
T„. „ , Introduce the plants to the beds thus prepared, In 

wi irTr HGaSOri f01‘ ,ayerlng is *,ane or J"ly. September, and plant them in the same manner as 
hen the time arrives for performing the operation, Carnations. In the following spring the plants will 

pio( ure a quantity o» small hooked pegs; then take a begin to show their flower stems. The largest and 
trowel and remove the earth to the depth of an inch strongest of the plants will throw up numerous stems- 
or so directly under the shoot to be layered. Take these should be nearly all cut away at least a month 

<>r the other bond'and’ tlM' flnK'r und thnmb botore t1,dr tin,ft of bloom, leaving only the strongest 
the 11 , th° le,,vea from tbo body of stems, and removing from them the weakest buds. 

With T thiT shin n toPan inch or 9o. No plant, however strong, should be permitted to 
inint ti hi Pr \Cnt tbrough tbp Wrongest, mature more than ten or twelve good full flowcrB. 
joint on tbe body of the shoot, cutting upward until__JL_ 

within a short distance of the next joint, and if the 
joints are close it. may be necessary to cut through 
more than one. I he slit may be from one to two 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES. 

more than one. The slit raay be from one to two a fine junipkrus Virginia^- elbow-room. 

■V \ \ \ j / TnE careful observer and the thoughtful man 

YU l I / / learna every,,ny. something that, makes him more 
'Vn3\\\ I // / humble aud better at heart; and lie lives an un- 
''N. N' \f // / worthy life who does not read, hood, and act upon 

7 lhe los*lo»'* teOKlrt by all-out-of-doors. Equally un- 
11 worthy is the man who is impatient to get at the 

practical value or significance of what ho sees, from 
J a material stand-point alone. The moral lessons we 

.---Ml— are t0 learn bear no secondary relation to our mate- t-/jf rial prosperity. They are co-operative always I They 
give strength to material blows; they add wisdom to 

’ *bo resources of an active intellect. Hence, let not 
IiAYKR’ the reftder regard the moral teachings, analogies 

inches in length. Then press the center of the shoot and bearings of what ever we may see, hear, anti 
down to the earth, being at the same time careful to write, as a dilution of the subject matter. As' well 
keep the slit open and the top in an upright position; cast the Bible out of all civil and religions codes 

GBP rif tli» nnr/u anil aAan«a H in l n nIiM niU. ou i ...  f j f 

V, /. 
sSJ/y 
XX'/; 
V X :V! 
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seeding down? The question is often asked. Our 
experience is against the practice, hnt so many good 
gardeners recommend It, that it will Berve a useful 
purpose to tiring the subject prominently forward. 

We need not here descant on the importance of 
proper lawn management. The beauty of English 
lawns is proverbial; and the highest, aim of onr gar¬ 
dening is to have lawns like them. Our hot. and dry 
i limate is a difficulty of great, magnitude, and wc 
have to pursue a different course of practice from 
that, which they follow if we would invite comparison 
with them. It does not therefore follow, that what, 
they do will, in all cases, serve us; and so the very 
comtflon argument that “the English mow their new- 
sown lawns frequently the first year," need not be 
considered as a thing of course for ns. 

It is certain that they do mow frequently and get 
good lawns, but, we are inclined to think this result is 
awing rather to the favoring conditions of climate. 
They would probably get as good or better lawns 
without, mowing. Wc have reason, at. any rate, to 
assume that these good lawns arc in spite of the 
practice. 

So far as our American climate is concerned, we 
aic-, at, any rate, bound to say, that wo never saw a 
good lawn follow close mowing the first season, and 
that we firmly believe most failures arise from the too 
fiequeut, ose ol the scythe. It is very common to see 
a lawn green before mowing in August, become 
quite brown, and the grass die completely out in 
patches alter being cut. The usual remark is that it 
was “cut too close.” This answer grants half onr 
argument. Wo would go farther, and say it should 
not, have been cut at all. 

Not only does practice show close cutting when 
young to bo an injury, hut science explains why it 
should be so. In order that our lawns should remain 
green through our long summer drouths, It is essen¬ 
tial that we do all in our power to induce the grass 
roots to descend deep beneath the surface. This is 
not necessary in the moist English climate. Here it 
Is, and wo do it, hy deeply trenching or subsoil ing the 
ground, and burying rich manure as far as possible 
beneath the surface. When the top dries out, the 
unLar.il ti„lu mm tmn with moisture from its reserves, 
and besides this the roots are encouraged to go as low 
as possible. But mowing the young tops prevents 
not only the descent, but the actual formation of 
roots. 

The roots of the most stubborn weeds, even tho 
Canada thistle, can be totally destroyed by cutting oft* 
the foliage occasionally through the season. The 
effo t is the same on grass. All taken from the top 
when growing is so much detracted from tho roots. 
No vegetable species is an exception to this law. 

It should, therefore, bo an object to allow the roots 

frightened if you find a few lumps of potatoes, it. will 
not, injure your broad,) and set it to rise. When 

, b8bb ,i|]st take a loaf at a time without molding, lay 
it in deep dishes well greased, let it, rise again, 
and it, iB lit tor the oven. Bake one hour and a 
quarter. If well baked, you will have bread that Auk 
Lincoln would have called delicious after splitting 
mils from six o’clock A. M. until noon; and the 
President would not refuse It if ho was hungry. Try 
it, ladies, if you would like to see a smile upon your 
husband’s countenance when he comes to table. 

My Method for Cooking Apples.—Peal the 
apples, dig out the core with the point of a knife, 
place them in a deep brown earthen dish, supply the 
deficiency of the cores by filling with sugar. Half 
cover the apples with water and bake until soft. I 
have often treated ray friends with this kind of (ire- 
serves, and they have universally pronounced them 
very good. lt< „ 

North White Creek, N. Y., 1861. 
-V-* * 4---- 

COLORING RECIPES. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Youkkr:—[’lease tell L. A. C., 

of Lansing, Mich., that I will give her a recipe for 
coloring cotton blue, a beautiful color that will not 
fade. She can take two ozs. copperas, one oz, I’rus- 
siiite oi potassa, and one tablespoonful oil of vitriol 
for every live pounds of doth. First boil the doth 
in the copperas water two hours, then wash the kettle 
and dissolve tho potassa in sufficient, water to cover 
the cloth, and boil one hour. Take the cloth out and 
stir in the oil of vitriol, put the doth back, boil one 
hour longer, and then take it out and rinse in cold 
water. 

To Color Cotton Yellow.—Dissolve one ounce 
sugar of lend in hot water, and one oz. bi-chromate 

! of potassa In cold water, then dip the cloth in the 
water containing tho sugar of lead, and from that 
into the patassa, and continue doing so until dark 
enough. 

For Coloring Cotton Green,—Take the blue 

that is colored according to the above recipe, and dip 
it. in sugar of lead ami potassa, too same aMr.u jciir.T*-. 

J-ok Orange.— Dip the yellow in strong lime 
water. 

A Beautiful Red.—To one pound of cotton or 
linen, fill your copper kettle with rain water, add one 
oz. of alum, half an oz. cream of tartar, dip one hour 
and air; then take four ozs. copperas in a ladle, burn 
it. with a red hot Iron until it, becomes tine and red. 
Add tho Copperas to one quart of sharp vinegar; put 
it into a glass bottle, cork tight and shake well sev- 

inches in length. Then press the center of the shoot 

* *■ * i 
take one of the pegs and secure it iD this situation. 
A little clean sand placed around the cut, will aid in 
tbe formation of roots. In September or October the 

as ignore the existence, power and teachings of 
Nature’s God through His works. 

Many men are almost wholly lost to the 
__1 -I . . ■boot, tliu. layered will u rooud nOdwtly w «*„• w„ 7 Le X ,h” , ”W,)j “ .*» 

iron, the p.r tlrey ,„.y „e L 

.f an uvjeub lw allow inn roots , .. . . 

of lawn grass to go as deeply as possible tho first ^ !" h“"rH‘ F"C°rk while shaking it, 
year, and this depth will be just in proportion to the , , , flt for UHe* Now ba™y<>ur alum liquor 
unfrequency of tho mowing. After the sod has once f “f1 tho Cl0aP part of the vi"egar and 
been well formed, mowing may he frequent- but in °.PP“ ! """! "HX i('wdl* Dlp ,bc cotton fifteen 

all cases the first spring mowing should be very Itau'i r ^ ^ ^ U"tU 
early, so as to induce a young growth near the sur A ! J * " a permanent red. a. a. s. 
face, as if it be left long before the first cutting, Z ’ 8twb“ * Y*’ ”“»* 

the lower leaves get yellow and sickly, when the top . UTIT1VT„ T " * 

is mowed off the bottom will scarcely recover; in hot WASHING LINEN-REMOVING STAINS. 

M,-le‘infrz biti. ^0™*^ a ** of yo«r J J - uiKJiia ivueru ineir nuiliriil m?irht ».« <• ivuivan or.wiuuhnit;—111 a lftu* iH«mp o vmir 

away and rernoveilto winter quarter.-. The operation veiope(1. It is true some men make forthemselves itVhfades h^o^8 ^ ^ ^ 118 C®rtoinly a* J0,,rua1’ JrUA Jov wishes to know how to wash 
is pretty plainly illustrated in the engraving - u*«u muxe Iot- inemseives its blades have done. v-«- 

elbow-room. But there are many minds in aserni- 

t-noi-AGATroN by bipings. dormant state from want of pure social air and plenty 

This is a simple operation, yet requiring great care a,|a*'f?ht. 

and attention to insure success. Prepare a small bed A Petted. carefully groomed aud stabled colt 
in some partially shaded part of the never, it is said, becomes the useful horse that we 

garden, composed of the same mate- / i obtain from the colt which has been allowed to 

rials as that recommended for the J I \ r°am tbe fieldS in ful1 freedom> and enjoy the playful 
seed bed, but with a larger por- ! i i livalry of others of his kind, both in the raee and 

tion of sand. Select the strongest ft U 1 j j ,rollc- 

short jointed shoots, and cut them S | ||J j Air’ ligbt> and room are essential to the highest 
off immediately below the second or \ |l|ll / development of animal and vegetable life—just as 
third Joint from the top of the shoot, \ llW Vi / opportunity or circumstances fuvor the development 
and they will present the appear- 11|| / 01 tbe b»Kbe»t order of manhood. It matters little 
ance shown in the engraving. \mb j whether it is Cress, Cabbage, or Cedar, these three 

As fast as prepared in this man- essentials must be provided. Aud it is a lesson that 

ner, place them in a pan of rain \jr needa to be impressed upon cultivators with more 
water to prevent flagging. Plant m ,orco a,,d importunity than is common, that room, 

these shoots, or pipings, as they arc 0 affording the necessary light anti air, is ail that is 
called, as soon as a sufficient quant!- ® wanting to develop the highest form of beauty in a 
ty is prepared in the bed, an inch and piping. tree, shrub, or flower, and the finest qualities of 

a half asunder; water slightly through a fine rose, and color’ form and f,avor ',l tbo «r vegetable, 
al ter the leaves are thoroughly dry, cover with a hand Tbo writer was most impressively struck with the 
glass and shade from the mid-day snu. Pipings may importance of this matter recently, while rambling 
he prepared in July or August, and if closely oov- through Chicago Cemetery in company with John C. 

ered with a hand or licil glass, and shaded from the Fkk. Superintendent of Public Grounds. On a 
sun, will scarcely require any water until rooted. If vacant corner lot stood a Red Cedar of wonderful 
they should need water, it will be found, in most befiaty and Symmetry. It measured, two feet from 
cases, sufficient to pour u little on the outside of the the ground, forty feet in circumference, /. e., two 

, glass. This will moisten the earth inside, and pre- feet ('rom the base of the cone of evergreen, which 

vent the cott.ngs or pipings from drying. was twenty feet high, this circumference was ob- 

POT culture FOR early flowering tamed. The writer lias not seen as fine an evergreen 

pari of1 thoroughly1 rotten hTt-b^Tmanure^ ** °W’ ^ entlre,y in aymmetripi’l 
,»rt dc.i, l.t or^r ,L utZ T** 7“ “*‘ ^  .. 

of the 1)0U . layer « hreken eroX,'" XoX / “ " F““r o. eaeh 
pl.ee . sml, ,,.Lti,y 0 ZZIL7co“ CTr°r « on„,,oue the 

Take the plapt la „ee h.ed b, gLheriX the leave. T , X 7 ’ *mi »» ^ “d"' A 
together se that the roo« laay he all clear hold the / rm™““d ll,eir d»»elopmoi>t at the 
plant in the pet in such a way th'at the room njav lie 7 ^ ,wbl!* hftd “"P1* to catend its 
lightly on the mold; then with a trowel in the other braacb®8 ,n a11 directions equally. Near by we meas- 

hand, commence filling up the pot with the com™. T TX'1™ h'sh’ wi,lj * b«» »r 
all around the root, of the pl.nu When tte a „M'ont .a perlectcenu above the fence 

zrr;nirhz, & - SF=^:. 

its blades have done. 

We would let a lawn the first year after seeding 
grow to its full length, cutting it only once, or even 
suffering the crop to rot on the ground. The only 
caro we would give would be to carefully hand weed 

brown linen so as to keep its color. Mother says 
“ riuse it in weak ley.” 

I or Removing Taint or Mold from Lard.—An 

old-fashioned but good way is to heat it to tho boil¬ 
ing point, skim, then slice u potato or two and throw 

it of the coarser growth,; and tbia on no account or ^^ <-«• “r “» 
at any co.t would we neglect.- 'Y ' ? “r 
-,01,_Remove Ink from Linens or Fast-colored 

«r i. r, . Prints.—Dilute muriatic acid one half with soft 
/ZlUl'llVlHtUt'ill water, wet the stain with warm soft water, and then 

_ -— aPP>y the acid with a feather to the stain till it is 
or^ --A grand,PL°HA.-W, C. Townsend, ICsq., thoroughly wet; rinse out quickly in warm suds; 

zt srpTion iw",or thre” md oceunentr nfit t. • . . * ’ "ower'' stain will have disappeared, t occupying a loot or it. This variety i« miinh Sna* ti.o.. .. occupying a foot of it. This variety is much finer than 

Tritoma uvaria. 5Vo think it was raised by Mr. Vnitcli, of 

Exeter. The top-most, or unexpanded flowers, are of a deep tin 

red, tinged witli hluish purple; those next below, just open R K “EHT 1 lt'Kt-Ea EVEa Ma^E. — A 

ing, are of a brilliant orango red; while those fully expanded P<5CE 01 f5reen tomatOCfl, sliced; one dozen onions, 

and just passing oil are of a delicate straw color, all the sliced alHfG sprinkle them with salt and let them 

colors passing gently from one to tho other, and being beau- Ktu,‘d '"'til the next day, then drain them. Then use 

tifitlly harmonized. It is a charming Bower, and wo are tbl} following as spices:—One box of mustard one 

“J idnebft,;;li wi‘h *-H''rt™Uurist and a half ounces of whole cloves, one ounce of yel- 

time 9eei1;on •',,unco all8pf; put h,to th° 

~ tbe mustard before putting H in; let Hie whole boil a 
l.BOMA MTFA VAKiKOATA.-1 have one of these, four few minutes, and you will have pickles so uond that 

years planted, which is now ffinr feet high nml fourteen feet vrm will V Y i v ,, 1 K d that 

lu circumference, hearing two hundred and three (lowers, Jor th„ .'7 7 y°Ur fr,CDd8 a3ki“8 you 
which are in bloom a month. Its crest .. r. ‘°r the «cipo.-Exchnnge. 

Buffalo, N. Y.. 18(11. 
Emma I). 

which nre in bloom a month. Its great vigor erect and free- 

blooming habit, the delicacy, richness, aud brilliancy of its 

petal*, and its rosy fragrance, entitle It to the consideration 

of every one who wishes to plant the magnificent Chinese 

l’umnla.—0. T. Hobbs, Randolph, Fa., 1861. 

*0., over Wwtkr-Will you inform 
,n lb A' “r* 1 <!ol“l,'u,Lof V'lir paper the best and easiest 
ra.lhojt of preserving Verbenae and Geraniums throu/li 
ue winter witlioat the «id of a conservatory, or being 

7','? V; kr*;p U,*’m My Verbenas have taken 
”hVi" rBU“°» very well remove them. Also, which 

to do —whether to plant rose dip* In the fall or 
prinir. oi graft, loses in the spring? I have a great many 

worthless rose hushes that ( could easily graft upon. If vou 
wi I give me the desired inform,.tion. you will very much 
oblige—.\Iamk E, S„ Waterloo, A Y' , 1861. 

A Green Corn Luxury.— The following is an 
excellent recipe for a novel luxury for the green corn 
season. Take a dozen ears of sweet corn, husk, and 
without boiling, grate or scrape off the grains. Stir 
into thin two Ublespoonfuls of flour, also an egg, pre 
viously well beaten, a little salt, and a couple of 
spoonfuls of sugar. Stir well and bake in a well 
greased tin platter for one hour in a hot oven. Eat 
with butter or sweet cream. — Mrs. W. a. Hart, 

Friendship, N, Y,, 1861. 

k jrrXXXl,., Alio. .XT/ ” T“ »*“*-»*• anlnhc. 
■ remain out-of doors until the leaves fall and the wood is ! lor0“Khly> aad wba» Cold, strip off the skins, place 

This will settle the earth better than by • s ‘ Teraai ,JeaQty’ 
>y Pressing it Scores of evergreens, otherwise thrifty, are found 

to remain out-of-doors until the leaves fall and the wood is 

well ripened. Then prune them back pretty close, remove 

to the cellar, and keep them pretty dry. Verbenas are not 

so easily kept, and most persons fail lu tho attempt to pre¬ 

serve them over winter. A dollar or so will buy a good 

assortment in the spring. You will succeed in budding roses 

better than in grafting. This is done about the middle of the 

summer, as soou as the buds are matured. You will not 

Bucceed very well in growing roses from slips or cuttings out- 
of doors. 

them in a glass dish, and sprinkle them witb white 
sugar, and serve them with cream. They make a 
fine-looking dish for tho tea table, and a more 
luacioiiB and inexpensive ono than the same fruit 
made into sweetmeats. 

I.oae TV atkii, —Will some render of the. Rural 
please give a recipe for making rose water such as 
we get at druggists.—M. M. Maple Retreat, Mich. 
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that your love can shield him from all barm—that, 
when temptations arise, and he fain would yield, the 
love of his mother shall be to him a shield through 
which the darts of the enemy cannot pierce ? 

LITTLE SHOES AND STOCKINGS. , 
The love of God, or the fear of punishment, may 

Litti.k Shoes and Stockings! deter many from doing wrong; but, depend upon it, 
What a tale ye speak Christian parents, your great and judicious love for 

Of the swollen eyelid your children will do much, very much, toward 
And the tear-wet cheek! making them love God more, and have less cause to 

Of the nightly virgil, fear the consequences of wrong doing. If yon would 
And the daily prajer, shield your children from dangers more to he dread- 

Of the buried darling. ^ 
Present everywhere. e(]- fr0IU Borrows worse than death, love them. Do 

not fear of loving them too much. You cannot, if 
Brightly plaided Stockings, you love judiciously, keeping their highest interests 

Of the liuest «"ol, constantly in view. It is not necessary that you 
Rounded feet and dmuty, J 

Each a atocklng full; should humor all their notions, and let them (through 
Tiny shoes of crimson, mistaken kindness) do as they wish; but keep in 

Shoes that nevermore view yonr great responsibility, their immortal destiny, 
Will awaken echoes and in the light of these love them, and teach them 

From the toy-strewn floor. tQ love others. 

Not the wealth of Indies You must not he selfish in your love, merely loving 
Could your worth eclipse, your own children, and loving them only because 

Priceless little treasures, they are you own, but let your love extend to all, and 
Pressed to whitened lips, especially to those who are young, weak, and depend- 

As themothei muses, ant on some strong arm and loving heart to shield 

Leaning on the arrow tbem fr0m thc rudt> bla8ta °f adverslt)’> through 
That hM pierced her heart. whicb a11 RUcb have t0 Pass* on their life journey. 

Do you not know there is little worth living for when 
Head of flaxen ringlets, love jfJ ^ ? 

Eyes of Hoaren’s blue, .... .. _ * , . , 
Parted mouth-arose-bud- Wben tbc foud m0thcr 18 bcrcft of ber darIm88- 

Pearl.Jiwt peeping through, does Bbe not Hay» “tbere fB nothing now worth living 
Soft arms fondly twiuiug for; let me die.” And why does she wish for death? 

Round ber uockat. eve; That she may join her loved one in a better land, 
Little Shoes and Stockings, there to live and love forever and ever. Ah, yes, to 

These the dreams ye weave. /ore throughout eternity is why we wish for heaven— 

Weave her yet another “ love is heaven and heaven is love.” 
Of the world of bliss; Just think of this, and judge how much of heaven 

Let the stricken mother we might have in our earthly homes did we but 
Turn away from this; << love ouc (mother;” and how much better would be 

Bid her dream believing our prospect of an eternal life of love, if we but 
Little feet await, develop our capacities for loving while here. We 

Watchmg for her passing . , , . ,, , 
Through the pearly gate. Can °ri1^ ^ wbat WC haVe a caPacity t0 enM- 

Congregational Herald. The blin,) cannot enjoy the beauty of the landscape, 
_, , m . „_ neither can the deaf appreciate the harmonies of 

[Written for Moores Rural New-Yorker.] °“ if WB llV0 a wiU" 

THE HOMELESS °Ut loviDB °r bei"B l0Ved’ b° ca,mblfi of lovin« and 
enjoying (he love of thc good in a future state. 

Sincerely do I pity those,— no matter what their Death doCH not increase our capacity of enjoyiug, 
condition or circumstances,—who are denied this au(* if w<! would enjoy an eternal life of love, we 
one of earth’s richest treasures,— a home,— a home luu8t be8in bere to 111 ourselves for what we wish to 
in the highest sense of the word, a place rendered bave in the Kreat future. If nil our life is spent in 
sacred by associations and remembrances which indifference or open hatred, how shall wo be able to 
claim the highest seat in Memory’s Halls. appreciate a heaven where “ A11 is Love?” 

There is no sadder word spoken to our ears than “ Then lot’s love one another; 
“Homeless.” It is suggestive of all temptation, of Not long may we stay 
all misfortune, of all misery. How many poor crim- In this brief world of mourning; 
inala there are toiling out their lives In the prison- Some droop while ’ti« day, 

bouse, who, had they been blest with a loved home rnl'”R tl 1< in 1,11' ”°”n’ 

circle,-a hearthstone made bright by the presence 0h, there breaks not a heart 
of parents, brothers and sisters, where sweet affec- But leaves some one to grieve.” 
tions and holy sympathies controlled the wayward Pompey) N y _ 1861. cark.k e Borden. 
and upheld the weak,— would have been well quali _x m ,_ 
lied, both morally and mentally, to perform life’s _ _ _ _ 

. . .. EDUCATION OP CHILDREN, 
highest duties. How many outcasts are there, poor 
degraded beings, detested, loathed, both dangerous , , ., , . ... .... 

, , , , ... - T RUE wisdom bids parents keep their children at 
and odious to moral law, who, had thev grown up . ,, , , , , . . . 

, , . . ’ * R 4 proper seasons in the background, in constant sub- 
under the sublime influences of a tunny altar, and : .. . . . ...... 
, . , . . . . jection, in obedience to an unceasing discipline. 
known ti e power ol an honored father s control, or m,_- ,, , ,, .i. a • i e , 
........ Theyshonldbeliniitediiitlieiiimiherofdirectpleas- 
the value of a devomd mother’s counsel, would have ms und trcata accord,d to th k t moBtly at 
adorned the society they now disgrace. But they b foWed ^ f ftnd in8igniflcftnc6. No 
were homeless, alone, out in the great world, com- - , . . ... , . . . .. 

„ , A , ... ,. ’ eight is prettier or more pleasant than to watch the 
polled to fight life’s battle side by side with the , ,,, „ , „ , . , 
, f , . , , , children of a sensible mother. It is charming to 
heartless and unprincipled, and who wouder u>ut & t of. irls in ginjp]e l]r(!8seH i)eadl,(1 ,,y 
they failed the victory? 

governess, range themselves in orderly fashion at the 
Earth holds uo dearer spot to the true hearted, luncheon-table, under the eye of a vigilant mamma, 

than Home. It hether high or low, a grand mansion Those girls are worth talking to when they are 
or a humble cot, the attachment ts all thc same, young, and are worth marrying when they grow up. 
there precious memories hover, there glad voices Children love discipline. They like to be guided, 
greeted us, loved forms passed before us, and there controlled, and silenced. They enjoy being forced 
we held communion with the wise and good who aus- t0 think of none hut childish things. It is only 
tained our feeble footsteps in the path heavenward. foolish or indolent people who plead that this cannot 

A poor, sick woman and her daughter lived in a b<$ dono without harshness and without erecting a 
lonely cottage, the daughter serving at a farm-house harrier between the child and the parent. Children 
near, and earning their scanty support. At length find 0ut instinctively when tenderness is real, and 
the mother died, and the cottage was shut up; hut cling to a parent who they know loves them, however 
night alter night, as soon as the day’s work Was (in- strict may he the control exercised over them, 
ished, the poor girl would go and sit for hours on strict discipline, childish pleasures, exclusion of 
the steps ol her former home, or wander amid the children from conversation on domestic dillicultics, 
shrubbery of Its little garden. When questioned a„d moderate but solid intellectual teaching, arc the 
about it she said. "This is the only place 1 over great elements of a good home education, 
knew as Home. Hero my childhood’s hours were _,_ 

pruhahly th» only h.ppy on* I .m «ver to QOODNEsTAMD BEAUTY, 
know. Here my mother’s last days were passed,— 
those days 80 bright to her, so dark to me,—yet so m 3 ,,,, ,, . _ , „ , s , ’ , v v, jviou They say—and “they say” goes a great way in 
hallowed to my remembrance, that this place above . ,, ,, , , . . ‘ , ,, , , 1 , , this world—that beauty in a female is to ho preferred 
all others is dear to me. It seonis to mo, when T , , , . ..... , i 

, , , before goodness, because it attracts sooner and 
come here, that my mother is near; and when 1 am . „ . . , , , i 

, . ’ , . , , challenges more immediate homage; and so they 
discontented, or discouraged, 1 come and sit oil this . , . , < 
, , , . run after the mere beauties, who lead them on many 
doorstep, over which she so lately was borne to thc , , .. , , • , .. i , , , , , , , , , , J. a wild chase through brier and mire, letung the 
better land, and think of her kind teachings, her , , . . .. . . 

, , „ . , , , ,7 ' good and plain ones pass umioticed. It is nonsense 
elevated affection, aud something of the old, con- . . ,, \ 

J r , , —preposterous nonsense. Strange, that we allow 
tented feeling < knew when a child comes to jne ' . . .. , , „„ . 

, ourselves to become so befooled, there is nothing 
again, then, ivhen I had done wrong, and made . , . .. . .. ... . , 
° , , . ..in mere beauty that wears; it will not icaxh, as the 

myself unhappy, because I had made her so, I won d ... ... ... , . , i 
; , „ , , old ladies say when thev buy new calicoes; but good- 

go to her aud confess my fault, and she would , . , . , , , I 
ness does: that lasts always, long after beauty lias 

forgive me, and rebuke my errors and lovingly d root ,r. . . ,,. . , 
, , , J.8 * \ (tided ami is gone. That is something for a man to 

me to thc good and true. And I feel, when wander- , » . , T. -n . i i . , . . , i 
. , ,, , ,, , ’ . hold fast h/. It will stand him in hand iiistwhen 
,ng about these old lamiliar places, as if her spirit fae needs jt Hc will tiud it Bomethillg t0 draw out 
were yet near, whispering encouragement, and shield- ^ fi0(ldlies8j ailt] t0 maktJ llim doubly Rrateful. 
ing me from evil inlluences.” True-hearted woman, „ . . . ... , .. .. ...... .. i 
. , ... But beauty is nothing better than a tantalization: it 
her heart ever recognized those ear y emotions. . ,, , ... n . I 
,r . , V . 3. ‘ will not “stay put,” lix it us you will. Between 
tears after, when she was an honored wife and ,, . ! 

, , that and goodness there is a wide margin of dilicr- 
mother, she said, "It is one great hope of ray Life, . , , 

. . , ’ . , , 1 3 ence. The plainest features may seem handsome by 
that the home teachings make deep and ineffaceable . . f , .. „ ... 1 

,, , ... . virtue of the goodness they betray; while tbe finest 
impression on these little ones, for then home attach- , . . , . , .. i 

1 , lines of beauty may bo but deformity for that very 
ments will Dever be forgotten, and they never will 4 , , 1 
tread willfully in evil paths.” same ac^- f 

God help the Homeless, wherever they are. It DOMESTIC DUTIES. 1 
seems to me that nothing but divine interposition - 1 
can keep their feet from the pitfalls. Let them A knowledge of domestic duties, says Mrs. Child, i 
remember that “just overyonder” there is a “ House is beyond all price to a woman. Every one of our 1 
with many Mansions,” where the weary will find a sex ought to know how to sew, and knit and mend, 1 
rest; where sorrow, and poverty, aud oppression, and cook, and superintend a household. In every 
will he forgotten. s. a. e. situation of life, high or low, this sort of knowledge 

Mi Ilford, Chsm. Co., N. Y., 1801. is of great advantage. There is no necessity that the 
--- gaining of such information should interfere with 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker j intellectual acquirement or elegant accomplishment. 
“ LET US LOVE ONE ANOTHER.’’ A wel* regulated mind can find time for all. When 

_ a girl is nine or ten years old, she should bo accus- 
“ A new commandment give I unto you. that ye love one tomed to take some regular share in household 

another.” duties, and to feel responsible for the maimer in 

Christian parent, do you fulfill this command? which her part is performed, such as her own mend- < 
Do you love your neighbors, friends, eveu your own ing. washing the mips and putting them in place, 
children, as you ought? Do you care for their little cleaning silver or dusting and arranging parlors, 
hourly needs of body and soul as you should? Do This should not be occasion ally, and neglected when- 
yon know, Christiun mother, the grief which lies ever she feels it convenient; she should consider ii 

most heavily upon the spirit of your young daughter? her department. When older than twelve, girls 
Does she feel your loving sympathy in all her trials— should begin to take turn in superintending the 
feel that you are the dearest and best earthly friend household, making puddings, pies, cake, etc.; to 
she has —one to whom she can go, aud into whose learn effectually to do these things themseives, and 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

BLIND. 

Dark, dark! 0, what is this? I hear 

The sound of happy voices near * 

My room, and bird-notes intertwined 

With leafy sounds; 1 hear the bell 

The latest morning hour tell, 

Yet I'm in night— O, God, I’m blind! 

I wake as from a charmed sleep; 

My eyes, so seldom known to weep, 

Henceforth shall seldom mtre be dry; 

One night a child again unborn 

Has made me, aud brought forth the morn, 

And this my second natal cry. 

A helpless infant, lone and cold, 

Within u cavern’s rayless hold 

I seem to lie and grope my way; 

Father, in this new life of mine, 

Protect me as a tender vine, 

And train my growth toward the day. 

I know not why beneath thy frown 

From life’s fair scenes I’m stricken down; 

If for thy mercies thankless grown, 

Thy blessings of tbe earth and sky 

Unheeding,—if for this, then I 

Bow low and say, “Thy will be done.” 

I feel a sunbeam on my brow, 

But sun aud stars, all beauty now 

Are naught to me; yet memory 

My night shall with a glory crown 

Of radiant hours, alas, ail flown, 

And, like a conscience, prompt to Thee. 

0, bitterest pang of all I feel. 

To hear her step so gently steal 

Around my conch, aud yet not see 

That, thee so constant in its truth, 

Those radiant eyes of sweetest ruth 

That beam their love alone for me. 

0, for one hour of former day! 

How would my vision soar away. 

And feast at Nature's board once more; 

Then quick returning, Love, ’twould rest 

With thy dear self alone, most blest, 

Till night again my life spread o’er. 

But I would hear Thy sudden stroke 

Submissively; make Thou my yoke, 

Father. a« Thou my strength dost see; 

And though I find nor peace nor rest, 

Yet I shall know ’tis for the best, 

If it but take me nearer Thee. 

Avoca, N. Y., 1861. F. H. 6. 

sympathizing ear she can pour out, fully and freely, 
all the joys and sorrows of her life, and find love and 
sympathy ? 

Christian mother, do you love your son so well 

not stand by and see others do them. 

One never regrets doing a polite or a kind thing, 

no matter how it is received. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE BOOK-WORM. 

The book-worm is a slave to iris appetite for read¬ 
ing; and though his slavery is of a more refined 
nature than that of one who surrenders his manhood 
to the pleasures of the palate, it renders its vlctiniR 
nearly as useless. Beading to excess, even if con¬ 
fined to the best authors, Is hurt ful to the mind. Ha 
first injurious effect is the keeping the mind all the 
while employed in one direction. The? perpetual 
reader exercises one faculty above all the rest,—a 
receptive imagination. The Images and fancies of 
different authors pass through his mind like a pano¬ 
rama, following so closely upon each other that he 
has no time to examine or enjoy the sentiment. He 
peruses history, biography, essays, and poetry—the 
richest treasures of literature both of the past, and 
present are “gone/y< r,” ns well as whole libraries 
of fiction and travels. He reads everything, good, 
bad, and indifferent, for bis mania lor books will not 
allow much choice in the selection. What is the 
result? If ho ever looks to the world of thought 
within, he finds suoh a chaos there that he is glad to 

seek refuge in the entertaining pages of some favorite 
writer. We might suppose that memory, at least, 
was richly stored, hut no; great thoughts have passed 
under his inspection, hut they have not been retained 
to furnish his own barren mind, or to polish the 
rough corners of his intellectual structure. 

The hook-worm seldom originates anything. He 
bus beautiful dreams and purposes, which arc going 
to he carried out, some day, but he is so bound to his 
literary idols, that his mind is destitute of the power 
of vigorous action. He 1ms capacities,—for a person 
of weak, inactive mind, is not apt to take such a dis¬ 
ease as the reading mania, hut iris powers are 
useless. He forgets that men are judged l»y what 
they do, not by what they arc capable of doing. His 
familiarity with thinking minds confers a certain 
refinement and elevation of thought, and he feels 
that he must one day redeem himself by doing some¬ 
thing great. But his insatiable thirst for reading so 
taxes time and strength that ho can make no 
continued effort. While reading some lively descrip¬ 
tion or fascinating tale, he fancies he can equal it; 
but thc thoughts that suggested themselves so in¬ 
terestingly, vanish at thc appearance of pen and 
paper. The essay that was so clearly delineated to 
his imagination, dwindles down to one or two stale 
sentences. The labor of composition, so different 
from picturing images dictated by another, proves so 
distasteful that hc Hies again to his books for another 
intellectual banquet. 

Who ever knew u great reader to accomplish 
much? It is said that Gen. Scott does not even read 
the papers. One writer tells of a man who read 
twelve or fourteen hours a day for about thirty years. 
Supposing that his brain was crowded as full of 
learning as a man's well could be, he consulted with 
him hut found the ideas of this great reader crude 
and confused. Gray was a beautiful poet, hut we 
have few trophies ofjhis genius, because he was a 
slave to books, lie was called the most learned 
man in Europe, but one, in writing a sketch of his 
character, says, “never was learning more thrown 
away.” He buried himself in bis library, and during 
his life, his poetic talents were known only to a few 
friends. 

An inveterate reader is not apt to be an agreeable 
Gompanion. There are persona whose age and 
advantages ought to have resulted in a developed 
mind, but after all their devoted hook-worship, they 
can not relate with interest a single tale of their 
childhood, or entertain one with connected ideas on 
any subject. “Speech ventilates uur intellectual 
fires.” Thoughts that are not digested do not nour¬ 
ish, and knowledge stored up without examination 
or reflection soon vanishes. But while it is wrong to 

read to excess, it is jnst. as great an error to go to 
tbe other extreme. Some are so clear of over-feed¬ 
ing their intellects that they never give them any 
substantial food. The gossip of the day, or the 
latest tale of slander, is the most nutritious food they 
ever afford their little, narrow, starving minds. 
Reading in tbe right way is a pure pleasure as well 
as a useful occupation, and is only an injury when 
carried to excess. 

Amidst the variety of objects presented by nature 
to engage the attention, there is no need of over¬ 
working one faculty and leaving the other un¬ 

employed. If we are weary of one kind of labor, we 
may apply ourselves to another, and at the same 
time secure as ranch rest to the mind as if we were 
entirely idle. In this way we may do much in a 
short time. It is at times just as useful to observe 
and reflect as to work or study. There are a great 
many kinds of pursuits in this great “ work-shop” of 
a world, answering to the variety of faculties in the 
same mind, and to the diversity of tastes in different 
minds. There is no good in trying to apprentice 
everybody to one master, or of condemning those 
who chance to work in a different corner of the 
“ shop” from ourselves, or who happen to use tools 
of their own choosing instead of those we employ. 
All that is required is for each one to do the w-ork 
he is conscious he can do the best, and none shall 
lose his reward. Minerva Osborn. 

Butler, Win., 1861. 
- ■ -♦ I # I ♦ 

COUNTRY AND CITY. 

The Country.— It is with sensations of pure de¬ 
light that I recur to the brief period of my existence 
which was passed in the peaceful shades of Anteuil. 
There is one kind of wisdom which we learn from 
thc world, and another kind which can be acquired 
in solitude only. In cities we study those around ns, 
hut in the retirement of the country we learn to know 
ourselves. The voice within os 13 more distinctly 
audible in the stillness of the place, and the gentle 
affections of our nature spring up more freshly in its 
tranquility and sunshine — nurtured by the healthy 
principle which we inhale with the pure air, and 
invigorated by the genial influences which descend 
into the heart, from the quiet of the sylvan solitude 
around, and the soft serenity of the sky above. 

The City.— I have an affection for a great city. 

I feel safe in the neighborhood of man, and enjoy 
“the sweet security of streets.” The excitement of 
the crowd is pleasant to mG. I find sermons in the 
stones of the pavement, and in the continuous sound 
of voices ami wheels ami footsteps hear “the sad 
music of humanity.” I feel that life is not a dream 
hut a reality; that the beings around me are not the 
insects of an hour, hut the pilgrims of an eternity; 
each with his history of thousand-fold occurrences, 
insignificant it may be to others, but all-important U> 

himself; each with a human heart, whose fibres are 
woven into the great web of human sympathies; and 
none so small that, when lie dies, some of the mys¬ 
terious meshes are. not broken. The green earth, and 
the air, and the sea, all living and all lifeless things, 
preach the doctrine of a good providence; hut most 
of all does man, in his crowded cities, and in his 
manifold powers und wants, and passions, and deeds, 
preach this same gospel. The greatest works of his 
handicraft delight me hardly less than the greatest 
works of nature. They are “the master-picccB of 
her own master-piece.” Architecture, and painting, 
and sculpture, ami music, ami epic poems, and all 
the forms of art, wherein the hand of genius is visi¬ 
ble, please me evermore, for they conduct me into 
the fellowship of great minds. And thus my sym¬ 
pathies are with men, and streets, and city gates, and 
towers from which the great bells sound solemnly and 
slow, and cathedral doors, where venerable statues, 
holding hooks in their hands, look down like 
sentinels upon thc church-going multitude, and the 
birds of thc air come und build their nests in the 
arms of saints and apostles. 

And more than all Ibis, in great cities we learn to 

look the world in the face. We shake hands with 
stern realities, Wij see ourselves wlili others. Wo 
become acquainted with the motley, many-sided life 
of man; and finally learn, like Jean Paul, to “look 
upon a metropolis us u collection of villages; a 
village as some blind alley in a metropolis; fame us 
thc tulk of neighbors at the street door; a library as 
a learned conversation; Joy as a second; Borrow as a 
minute; life as a duy; and three things as all in all- 
God, Creation, Virtue.—Longfellow. 

BLESSEDNESS OF OUT-DOOR STUDY. 

The following from the Atlantic Monthly is only a 

repetition of what we have repeatedly written: 

Ail that is purchasable in the capitals of the world 
is not to he weighed in comparison with the simple 
enjoyment that maybe crowded into one hour of sun¬ 
shine. What can place or power do here? “Who 
could be before me, though the palace of Cicsar 
cracked and split with emperors, while I, sitting in 
silence on a cliff of Rhodes, watched the sun as he 
swung his golden censer athwart the heavens?” 

It is pleasant to observe a sort of confused and 
latent recognition of all this in the instinctive sym¬ 
pathy which is always rendered to any indication of 
out-door pursuits. How cordially one sees the eyes 
Of all travelers turn to the mau who enters the rail¬ 
way station with a fowling pieee in hand, or the boy 
with water-lilies. There is a momentary sensation of 
the freedom of the woods, a whiff of oxygen for the 
anxious money-changers. How agreeably sounds the 
news — to ail but his creditors—that the lawyer or 
the merchant has locked his office door and gone 
fishing. The American temperament needs at this 
moment nothing so much as that wholesome training 
of semi-rural life which reared Hampden aud Crom¬ 
well to assume at one grasp the sovereignty of Eng¬ 
land, and which has ever since served as the founda¬ 
tion of England’s greatest ability*. The best thoughts 
and purposesscc-m ordained to come to human beings 
beneath the open sky, as the ancients fabled that Pan 
found the Goddess Ceres when he was engaged in the 
chase, whom no other of the gods could find when 
seeking seriously. The little I have gained Horn 
colleges and libraries has certainly not worn so well 
as the little I learned in childhood of the habits 
of plant, bird and insect. 

Sctekstitions of Great Men.— Most great men 
have been superstitious. The courier bringing a let¬ 
ter from England, in which the death of his old 
physician, Polidori, was stated, Lord Byron re¬ 
marked, “ 1 was convinced something uupleasant 
hung over me. last night. I expected to hear that 
somebody I knew was dead; so it turns out.” Who 
can help being superstitions? Scott believed in 
second-sight; Rousseau tried whether lie should he 
damned or not by aiming at a tree with a stone; 
Goethe trusted to the chance of a kuife’s striking the 
water, whether he was to sncceed in some under¬ 
taking. Swill placed the success of his life on the 
drawing a trout he had hooked out of the watei’. 

--- - 4-t # l ♦ 
Experience of the World.— I’ve had friends — 

plenty of them; fine, jovial fellows, who would hack 
ine for all they were worth, no long us / teas in luck; 

and I never found one of them yet that I could 1 

depend upon when the wheel turned. There was a 
time in my life, to he sure I was very young, when I 
thought a sworn brother would have seen me through 
anything. I have learned better since then; but I 
don’t think I owe those any thanks who taught me 
the lesson.—Fraser's Magazine. 

sings. 
m 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

CONSOLATION. 

BT MARY ROUSH. 

Fear thou not, for I am with thee.—Isaiah. 

Sweet words of comfort to the aching heart! 

It bids all fear aud every doubt depart 
To know and feel that., whatsoe'er betide, 
Gon will be with lie as a shield and gnlde,— 

To know that He, whose compass e’er is true, 

Will, as a “pilot,” lately L-uide us through 

Life’s wrecking breakers, past each rock aud shoal, 

Until we reach the hoped and longed for goal. 

Although our friends forsake, because our way 

Seems but too narrow- for their feet to stray; 

Though they ntay scoff, what care we for the frown? 

The thoughts of Heaven, of a harp, and crown, 

Of life eterna l, makes the way seem bright, 

Which ends at last in full and ehining light. 

And Thou, great Shepherd, we Thy love behold, 

And would, as lambs, seek .“heller ’neath Thy fold; 

Trusting, our Father, in Thy gracious arm 

To shield us from all danger and from harm. 

The straight and narrow way we fain would see, 

And walk the path which leads to Life and Thee. 

Catlin Center, N. Y., 1861. 

THE SOLACE. 

“ God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in 

trouble.”—Ps. xlvi. 1. 

God is whatever his people need, and whatever He 
is, He is to them. Are they in danger? lie is their 
refuge. Here they arc safo from the avenger of hlood, 
the justice of God, and the threntenings of a violated 
law. Are they weak ? He is their strength. He will 
strengthen them for conflict with the foe, strengthen 
them while in the engagement, and bring them off 
more than conquerors. Are they in trouble? He is 
a help, a very present help, in trouble. He will help 
them to hear trouble. He will help them to improve 
trouble. He will deliver them in six troubles, and iu 
seven shall uo evil touch them. Christian, in every 
danger run to thy God. His arms are open to receive 
thee. Ilis heart, is a refuge for thee. Hc will screen 
thee. He will shelter thee. He will defend thee. 
Hc will he thy protection in adversity und prosperity, 
in life and death. In all thy infirmities, repair to 
Him for grace. He is the strength of the poor, and 
the strength of the needy in his distress. He ha= 
strengthened thousands of poor feeble ones, and He 
will strengthen thee. In all thy troubles go to Him 
for solace and sucoor. lie will help thee. Hear His 
own precious words, addressed to His people when 
in deep trouble and distress:—“ Fear thou not, for I 
am with thee; he not dismayed, for I am thy God: I 
will strengthen thee; yea, 1 will help thee; yea, I will 
uphold thee with the right hand of my righteous¬ 
ness.” He is thy shield in danger, and thy very 
present help in trouble. He is always at hand, 
always ready to help, always willing to bless thee. 
—Rev. James Smith. 

HEALTH vs. PIETX- 

There are many sad cases of insanity of a religions 
character which originate in moods. A man, through 
a period of health, has a bright and cheerful religious 
experience. The world looks pleasant to him, the 
heavens smile kindly upon him. and the Divine Spirit 
witnesses with his own that he is at peace and in 
harmony with God. 'Joy thrills hint as he greets the 
morning light, and peace nestles upon his heart as 
he lies down to his nightly rest. He feels in bis soul 
the influx of spiritual life from the Great Source of all 
life, as he opens it in w’orship and in prayer. But at 
length there comes a change. A strange sadness 
creeps into his heart. The sky that was once so 
bright has become dark. The prayer that once roso 
as easily as incense upon the still morning air, 
straight towards heaven, will not rise at all, hut 
settles like smoke upon him, and fills his eyes with 
tears. Something seems to have come between him 
and his God. Strange, accusing voices are heard 
within him. However deep the agony that moves 
him, hc* cannot rend the cloud that interposes between 
him and his Maker. This, now, is simply a mood 
produced by ill health; and I hope that everybody 
who reads this will remember it. Remember that 
God never changes, that a man’s moods are con¬ 
stantly changing, and that when a man earnestly 
seeks for spiritual peace and cannot find it, and 
thinks that he has committed the unpardonable si” 
without knowing it, he is bilious, and needs medical 
treatment. Alas! what multitudes of sad souls bave 
walked out of this hopeless mood into a life-long 
insanity, when all they needed in the first place, per¬ 
haps, was a dose of blue hills, or a sea voyage suffi¬ 
ciently rough for "practical purposes.”—Springfield 

Republican. 
-» . . -»- 

A Ciiai’lajn at Home in the Camp.— Rev. B. T. 
Phillips, of the Presbyterian Church at Rondout, N. 
Y,, has resigned his pastoral charge, and accepted 
the chaplaincy of the Oth New York Regiment, new 
encamped at Washington, D. C. Of his services in 
the camp, he writes as follows: 

"I like the work much; have a very pleasant set 
of officers and men. We have religious services 
daily after the dress parade, iu which the whole 
regiment joins, a prayer meeting every evening in 
my tent, aud on Sundays a regular regimental service 

for preaching at 10 o’clock A. M. I have never 
attended such meetings in my life, and while I have 
felt, especially at the prayer meetings, reproved for 
my coldness by the fervor of others, have yet felt 

that it was ‘ good to be there.’ ” 

A Veteran of the Sabbath School.—Seventy- 
four years of age, and still a Sabbath school teacher. 

I do not know how it is with others of your readers, 
Mr. Editor; but, for myself, there is with me a tend¬ 
ency to look first at the obituary department ol a 

paper, or the notices of death in the •“ dailies. D> 
the Pittsburg Advocate I noticed that, the father of 
Rev. William Kneen, of that conference, deceased 
aged seventy-three or four yearn; and was struck 
with the following sentence:—“While he lived, he 
was a faithful attendant on all the means of grace,— 

even down to the Sabbath school, of which he was 
an efficient teacher." Think of an efficient Sunday 
schoolteacher at seventy-four!—The Methodist. 

There is an apostolic admonition which is worth 

whole volumes of heroic bravado. It 43 tliis— 
your moderation tie known unto all men. Am 
again, “ If thine enemy hunger, feed him; if be thir=t, 
give him drink.” This is the mortality of the Gos 

pel. It is treason in the philosophy of war. 

The Sabbath.—It was a saying of Sir Robert Peel, 

“ I never knew a man to escape failures, in either 

mind or body, who worked seven days in a week. 

>S5QfSjSl 



M00EE II ■ g- — r-n, Wo ourselves would like to know. 

1 mTffill ^ien I lust wrote, a conflict of 
D some sort seemed impending behind 
H m jj Arlington Heights. Before that letter 
/j L § ^ ’H was folded, there came tidings of 
■ H £N movements up the river, which shift- 
W R J^f ^ 51 ed the point of interest more quickly 
I? u A than oouvenient for us lookers on. 
* $ *7 J A friend rode up to headquarters and 

N iS informed us that the expected tlank 
| h> $ movement up the river was already 
H..Y W making; that our forces, crossing 

■?> ^Chain Bridge, had already come in 

r -vUjpS conflict with the enemy; that be had 
^ V ^ tried to reach the scene of action by 
B ,K' \ pushing up the Virginia shore. I was 
H - j-jM} in the saddle at once, and we gallop- 
J (_ y / ped might and main to overtake the 

Chain Bridge column by the only 
|| \ r route left free. Passing along the 
P r S I river road to the Georgetown aquo- 
|J m ^ | dnet bridge, we crossed to Oeorgo- 
\ m town, then went four miles to Chain 
I ^ bridge, crossed again, and after two 

IK y IQtt°8 °ver 11 tough mountain turn- 
*«> In pike, reached the column, which had 
K $ 1 n,ftde a finely strategic transit the 
fit; F night before. We found that the 

raany-tongued jade bail, as usual, 
jSsTTm g® lied in the fighting part of the story 

InuiD PHL-gj whlcli brought us hither at such 

speod. Night before last the forces 
previously encamped near the little 
falls, on the Maryland side, wore 
thrown swiftly and silently across the 

river— Infantry, artillery, cavalry, and all. In the 
morning, another Federal army thus found itself 
holding another section of the high Virginia hills, 
and with no enemy in sight to oppose it. 

Little FALLS, Sept. 6.— These occasional move¬ 
ments of our army are like the leaps of a toad. A 
column remains dormant for weeks, gradually swell¬ 
ing and gaining In strength. Some dark night the 
long roll beats at 1 A. M. Before daylight the entire 
force has jumped over the Potomac, and is ready to 
leap on, against the enemy, or remain quiescent 
until the time for another jump. The force, be the 
same more or less, which thus crossed Chain Bridge 
on Wednesday night, is already scattered among 
these ubiquitous hills. All are forced to bivouac 
through shower and shine, no touts being raised to 
give the enemy's scouts a clue to our numbers. 
Meanwhile the highest heights are already yellow 
with our entronchmcnts and grim with cannon. 
More than all, connection has been established with 
Ilit! northernmost regiments oppositu Georgetown, 
and thus, by this admirable latest occupation of Vir¬ 
ginia, an unbroken lino of soldiery and defences is 
established from Chain Bridge to Alexandria—a front 
of twelve miles. Of one thing 1 can assure you. 
No available rebel force can successfully attack ns 
here. We are already safe against surprise; can 
hold this position and send an army forward besides. 

YM/U'/Ua 

'/Frifo-Rr/jista’rftrit-ricas.u/y, VertffT/vasunTcrt/n CniMfftutis. 

THE NEW ONE HUNDRED DOLLAR, TREASURY NOTE 

on the §100 note. The public will perceive that the 
coupons are numbered and dated to expire every 
six months, and can be readily cut off and presented 
to the nearest branch otlice for payment at the times 
of maturity. The various denominations of treasury 
notes, bearing 7 3-10 per cent. Interest, are now being 
signed at Washington, and but few days will elapse 
before they are put in circulation. The value of 
these notes is as follows:—§50, $100, §1.000, §5,000. 
The $5, §10 and $20 on demand notes, without in - 
terest, are alreauy in circulation, but liuvo not yet 
reached the ordinary channels of trade. The style 

Tn late numbers of the Rfrai, we have endeavored 
to place before the public all matters of general 
interest connected with the prosecution of the war 
for the preservation of the Union, and have given 
prominence to the means adopted for obtaining the 
“sinews’’ necessary to such result. We now give a 
representation of the new One Hundred Dollar 
Treasury Note. It is of the same size and as near a 
far. simile as can be made on wood and at the aame 
time adaptable to the rapid printing of the typo¬ 
graphical steam press. The original note, however, 
is of the finest artistic finish and in two colors, viz.: 

The large, outline “C" behind “ United States," also 
the figures “§100” in tablet in each lower corner, 
are printed iu green; the figures, lettering, portrait, 
of General Scott and the coupons, arc all iu black 
ink. The name and signatures on the above are of 
Course fictitious, having been put in by the wood 
engraver merely to show the general appearance of 
filling up. The back of the noto is printed in green, 
with its amount very beautifully expressed in geo¬ 
metrical latho-work and figures. On one end of the 
back is also the indorsement and on the other end 
the rate of interest per day, viz., two cents per day 

and finish of each denomination is different; there¬ 
fore the above is a representation of the $100 only. 
The coupons, however, are attached to all the de- 
neminations in the same manner, but the interest is 
specified according to the amount of the face of the 
note. The notes are all executed by the American 
Note Company, and embrace the most perfect 
security against counterfeiting or alterations. They 
are also rendered anti-pbotographiO by the use of a 
patent indestructible green-colored ink. If Amerl 
can capitalists come forward us they should, the pop¬ 
ular loan will be speedily taken. 

The noble tree was faithful to its trust, and for years 
stood a stern watcher over its precious legacy. But 
the hand that pfae.ed the golden treasure there, where 
is it? Perhaps moldered back to its primeval dust, 
and scattered by prowling winds over the plains, to 
await the day of the final gathering of the nations of 
the dead. Tim once anxious spirit that toiled early 
and late in its accumulation, may have passed where 
neither gold, nor silver, nor earthly gains, can 
possibly be of any avail. Alas! what a lesson on the 
falsity and vanity of gold, ns n chief good, and the 
certainty that all have necessities of greater and more 
significant import. 

All New Unglanders arc here termed Yankees, and 
there is a clever sprinkling of them every where. 
Although they are generally regarded as valuable 
acquisitions to a neighborhood, evincing skill, 
ingenuity and tact in getting along, and, as farmers, 
are patterns of thrift and neatness, yet somehow they 
are frequently made the subject of joke ami merri¬ 
ment, and too often of senseless ridicule. Yesterday 
a Kentucky lawyer, who sometimes acts in the 
capacity of a Lecturer on Phrenology, Astrology, 
and Gas-ology, perpetratod the following: -“It is a 
singular fact,” said he, “ that If a nova travel round tho 
earth in an eastwardly direction, he will find, on 
arriving at the place of departure, he has gained one 
whole day; the reverse of this proposition being true 
also, it follows that the Yankees who are constantly 
traveling to the West, do not live ub long, by a day or 
two, as they would if they had staid at home; and 
supposing each Yankee's time to bo worth fifty cents 

per day, it rnay Vie easily shown that a considerable 
amount of money is annually lost to the world, by 
their roving dispositions.” After delivering himself 
of this hit, he drew from his pocket a twist of 
tobacco, and took a stout portion, for the two-fold 
purpose of lubricating his mouth (jaws,) uud to sup¬ 
ply the loss of nervous fluid occasioned by this 
physical and mental effort. Wo replied knowing 
the Yankees to be universal travelers—it was to be 
presumed that if a Kentuckian should ever turn up 
on the planet Saturn, the first person he would meet 
would be a Yankee, engaged as usual in whittling 
and trailing. We added, it is stated iu all popular 
treatises on astronomy, that wero a cannon ball fired 
from the earth to Saturn, it would be 180 years in 
going there. Interrupting ns, tho Lecturer inquired, 
what, possible useful deduction wo could make of this 
fact? Well, just this, was our reply, If a Kentucky 
rille, or joke, was discharged at them, being warned 
of their danger by the sight of the Hash or sound of 
the explosion, they would havo ample opportunity in 

the course of ISO years, to dodge the shot! 
Lest the reader furrn a falBe estimate of California 

society, and especially of San Francisco, 1 will say, 
to-day, this city is the best governed, the most 
orderly, and in all respects the most, decent seaport 
in the United States. Doubtless not one person in a 
half million in the Atlantic States knows of the true 
condition of society here. They set them down us a 
sort of provincial people — a hotchpotch, or omnium 

gatherum from the four-quarters of the globe. We 
believe there could be found any time during the 
past six years, in Sun Francisco, more talent, more 
real ability In all the professions, more refined taste 
and just discrimination in the elegances of life,— in 
a word, a higher order of intellect in all respects, 
than is to be found in any city, of its inhabitants, in 
America. This is saying a good deal in round terms, 
bat the assertion is none the less true. The evi¬ 
dences are exhibited at her courts, her public 
meetings, and political campaigns, in her walks of 
business in every branch of whatever name. A ud as 
to the morale of society, we doubt if so many 
charitable and benevolent societies are to be found 
iu any city of equal population in our country. 
There are in Kan Francisco thirty-nine churches, of 
eleven denominations; twenty-Bix benevolent socie¬ 
ties; seven distinct religious and moral associations; 
nine literary and historical societies; to say nothing 
of about a dozen regularly organized social, and 
eighteen protective ones; while the Masonic and Odd 
FcIIow'b Fraternities, are represented hero to an 
incredible extent. F.ach of these has its own his¬ 
tory, replete with reminiscences of the moral and 
intellectual advancement of this great commercial 
metropolis. Notwithstanding the city has been 
devoured by fire a full half dozen times, its property 
valuation is now estimated iu round numbers at 
$80,000,000! 

Gold and silver eoiu is the only representative of 
property in all the commercial transactions of 
California and Oregon. Bank bills are unknown, 
and would be regarded as a nuisance in business. 
One, three, and five cent pieces are banished from 
this coast,—nothing of less worth than a dime is of 

any commercial value. The excessive weight of gold 
— being over 150 per cent heavier than its bulk of 
iron—is an objectional feature in the money of this 
coast. it is a comical sight to see men toddling 
along the pavement with a heavy bag of gold in each 
hand, on their way to pay a debt or make a bank 
deposit. The other day we saw an official, with a 
bag containing from four to six quarts of §.i, §10, and 
§20 pieces, so wearied with his luggage that he 
called for assistance before he reached the Express 
office! We liavo thus far so managed as not to strain 

our hark in carrying round what Shaksthakk (or It 
might have been John G. Saxe,) eloquently terms 
“trash!” s. u. r. 

and haa the letters Q. D. (Quartermaster’s Depart¬ 
ment) embroidered on his strap; the Paymaster the 
same, with the letters I*. !>, (Paymaster’s Department) 
and the Commissary witli the letters C. D. (Commis¬ 
sary Department). These constitute (with tho Chap¬ 
lain, who wears no marks, only plain clothes of 
uniform cut) the regimental stall', and all are allowed 
to have horses. 

The non-commissioned officers are hospital stew 
ards, whose business it is to attend to^ho hospital 
stores, and all tho details of the hospital department, 
under tho orders of the Burgeon. Ilis insignia is a 
green band on the upper arm, with a serpent 
entwined round a winged staff, and embroidered on it. 

CnBritons.—The rank of non-commissioned offi¬ 
cers is marked by chevrons upon both sleeves of the 
uniform coat and overcoat, above the elbow, of silk 
or worsted binding, one-half an inch wide, same 
color as the edging on the coat, points down, as 
follows: 

The Sergeant-Major is first sergeant in the regi¬ 
ment, and acts as orderly to the Colonel. He wears 
three bars, and an arc in silk. The Quartermaster- 
Sergeant’s business is the management of the details 
of that department, lie wears three bars and a tie, 
in silk, the orderly Bergeaul Is flrst scigcant in 
the company, and commands it in the absence of 
commissioned officers. The chevron is of three st ripes 
without connection, ami a diamond or star above. 
The Second Sergeant takes charge of half a company, 
called a platoon, and has the same chevron as tho 
first, but without a diamond, Tho Corporals are in 
charge of sections or quarters of a company, and 
are distinguished by two bars in worsted. 

Of the swords, tho cavalry saber Is the longest and 
has a Hteel scabbard. The field-officer’s come next, 
the scabbard being of chocolate enamel, with gilt 
trimmings. The line officer's plainer and shorter, 
with sheath of black leather. A general officer’s 
weapon is straight, with a gilt scabbard; regimental 
staff is straight and short; musician’s and non-com- 
missioned officer’s being shorter still, and more for 
show than use. 

To Inmoath Service. — All non-commissioned 
officers, musicians and privates, who have served 
faithfully for the term of five years, wear, as a mark 
of distinction, upon both sleeves of tho uniform 
coat, below tho elbow, a diagonal half chevron one- 
half an inch wide, extending from Beam to seam, the 
front end nearest the cuff, and one-half an Inch above 
the point of the cull’, to be of the same color as the 
edging of the eoat. In like manner, an additional 
half chevron, above and parallel to the first, for every 
subsequent five years of,falthful service; distance 
between each chevron <A*c tyfirth of an inch. Service 
in war is Indicated lijsjp light or sky blue stripe on 
eacli side of the chevniyGor artillery, and a red stripe 
for all other corps, the stripe to be oue-eighth of an 
inch wide. 

The color of the cloth used for the strap of the 
general stall’ and staff corps, is dark blue; of the 
cavalry, yellow; dragoons, orange; artillery, scarlet; 
riflemen, medium or emerald green; and infantry, 
light or sky blue. 

[Special Correspondence of Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

LETTERS FROM CALIFORNIA. 

New Series. — NuiiAHer Slight. 

The lucky wood-chopper—Reflections thereon—Astronomical hit 

on the Yankees by a Kentuckian—An Astronomical " lit for 

tat ” — An estimate of California society — Statistics of 

Churches, Denominations, ami Benevolent Societies of San 

Francisco— Valuation of <:dy proiwrty—Kind of money in 

use—Its relative vieie/ht with iron—Its objectionable features— 

llcrw S. B. R. escapes the back-ache! 

San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 1, 1861. 

An incident illustrative of mining life has just 
occurred hero. A sturdy wood-chopper, after his 
morning meal, shouldered his ax and started for the 
woodlands to execute a day’s work in chopping cord- 
wood. Ho was an industrious though poor man, with 
no relatives on this coast. He had spent several 
years in the mines, but like hundreds in California, 
never struck the fortunate “lead” that proffers 
wealth. Aa he walked bravely to his field of toil, he 
meditated on his lot—thought of his far-off home and 
friends, choice society, affluent relatives surrounded 
by easy and comfortable circumstances. He had 
undergone suffering and deprivation in search of 
wealth: but the fickle goddess had, as yet, baffled his 
efforts. There was no prospect of an immediate 
change by which to till his pockets and re-animate 
ills spirits. He- considered that he had been true to 
principle—had never gambled, nor been intemperate, 
nor dishonest with his fellows. He knew of thousands 
who had arrived here poor, and were now rich; hun¬ 
dreds that had accumulated their thousands and gone 
home to enjoy the rewards of their enterprise, lie, 
to use a miner's phrase, “was strapped.” How was 
lie “to make a raise.” lie was no ingenious me¬ 
chanic commanding largo wages,—no speculator,— 
nor professor of some lucrative art,—only a farm 
laborer; yet lie was ambitious -desirous to rise and 
take a position among independent livers. How 
could it he accomplished? He had no faith in min¬ 
ing, nor trade nor traffic. Alas, the avenues to wealtli 
all seemed closed. The golden temple of weal and 
wealth was perched high up the hill, and thousands 
Of obstacles lay in his ascending pathway. With 
these and similar reflections he trudged heavily to 
liis day’s labor. Preparing himself for his tusk by 
laying off his coat and neck-tie, he began work with u 
degree of energy that becomes a man in adverse cir¬ 
cumstances. The tree on which he commenced his 
day’s work had a defect or cavity on one side, which 
promised some assistance in leveling it with the 
ground. He plied it effectively with his sharp ax, 
making tho woods resound with its heavy blows. 
Soon the edge of his ax struck the gathered top of a 
stout cotton sack or bag, and its loud sound was 
muffled and still. He rested himself fora moment on 
his ax-helve, and gazed in astonishment at the musty 
bag before him. He paused and reflected whether a 
new era was not about to dawn on his humble life— 
whether he hud not met a switch to turn his train to 
a smoother grade, and whether a ray of sunshine was 
not about to gild his labored pathway. His heart 
heaved with emotion—his spirit trembled a moment 
with doubt, his eye danced and gleamed in joyous 
anticipation, and he could only hope that at last he 
had "struck a lead ” which should confer the long 
coveted boon—a competence. He laid down his ax 
feeling as poor as he ever had iu all his life, and 
lifted from its long and secure deposit a bag contain¬ 
ing in gold dust the value of $7,000! Some unfortu¬ 
nate miner bad, years since, put out this amount at 

interest, and never been able to call it in. Many a 
miner, iu the early history of the business, was wont 
to Beerete bis treasures in hollow trees and under 
large rocks, and fail ever to find again the spot con¬ 
taining his hard earnings. Others have died, or 
fallen victims to violence, leaving their gold bid 
away from all eyes. 

The lucky wood-chopper’s case is illustrative of a 
great truth—that he who is true to his instincts, holds 
no parley with vice, and never yields to despair, will, 
by-and-by, reach the favored moment when a kind 
Providence will bless his efforts and crown them with 
better days. A Roman maxim reads thus—“ Labor 

omnia vincit,-' But the Poet has said — 

“ Frees on ! If fortune plays thee false to-day, 
To-morrow she’ll be true.” 

Then again, 
“ There’s no impossibility to him who stands 

Prepared to conquer every hazard.” 

Or, as expressed by another, 
“ To weakness, strength succeeds. 

And power from frailty springs.” 

State of Afliilrx In linltlinnrc. 

A corresponuent of the Boston Post, writing 
from Baltimore, says:—Those who know anything 
of the city, know also that It has not been so qniet 
siuce the riot in April. Perfect order reigns, the 
result of a judicious system of measures adopted by 
General Dix and quietly but steadily enforced. 
When ho came to Baltimore no defensive works had 
been thought of. After a survey of the city and its 
environs, he saw its weakness and its capabilities, 
and on bis own judgment recommended a special 
system of entrenchments, which Gen. Scott imme¬ 
diately ordered to be undertaken, and which the 
engineers to whom the work was Intrusted havo 
approved. A strong work is already raising on 
Federal Hill, which will hold the city under com¬ 
plete control. Another will be commenced this 
week and a third soon after. 

All this has been done by General Dix with his 
accustomed indifference to public observation, ne 
is not the man to flood the country with sensation 
reports of his own exploits. For sixteen years an 
officer of our regular army, ho has a true military 
contempt for the vanity which magnifies each duty 
performed into an heroic achievement. There will 
bo but little news from Baltimore so long as lie 
remains there; but the judicious will agree that Iris 
host praiso is to bo found In the trauquility and 
order which he maintains in his department, and 
which is so vitally essential to the safety of tho 
Capital. 

l'ninont’s Deed of Mnnutalwiloii. 

The following is the text of Gen. Fremont’s 
deed of manumission for the slaves of Thomas L. 
Snead : 

Whereas, Thomas L. Snead, of the city ami county 
of St. Louis, State of Missouri, has been taking an 
active part witli the enemies of the United States in 
the present Ininrrcctiomiry movement against the 
Government of tho United State*. Now, therefore, 
I, John Charles Fremont, Major-General command¬ 
ing tlm Western Department of the Army of the 
United States, by authority of law and the power 
vested in me as such commanding General, declare 
Hiram Reed, heretofore held to service or labor by 
ThoiuftS L. Snead, to be free and forever discharged 
from ilie bonds of servitude, giving him full right 
and authority to have, use and control his own labor 
or service as to him may seem proper, without any 
accountability whatever to said Thomas I* Snead, 
or any one to claim by, through or under him. 

And tiiis deed of manumission shall be respected 
and treated by all persons, aud in all Courts of Jus¬ 
tice, as the fall and complete evidence of the freedom 
of said Hiram Reed. 

In testimony whereof, this act Is done at headquar¬ 
ters of the Western Department of the Army of the 
United States, in tho city of St. Louis, State of Mis¬ 
souri, on this the Pith day of September, A. D. 
eighteen hundred and sixty-one, as is evidenced by 
the departmental seal hereto affixed by rny order. 

John C. Fremont, 
Mujor-Generul Commanding. 

11 O, (Jon of our Esthers! this banoer mnst shine 

Where buttle is hottest, in warfare divioe! 

Tho cannon has thundered, the bugle has blown — 

We fear not tho summons we fight not alone! 

O, lead us, till wide from the liutf to the Sea 

The land shall bo sacred to Freedom and Thee! 

With love, for oppression; with blessing, for sears, 

Onk Country—onb Bannbk-thh Strives and the Stars!” 

ROCHESTER, N.Y., SEPTEMBER 28, 1861 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS 

FACTS, SCKNKS, INCIDKNTS 

Insignia of Rank in the Fed oral Army. 

Now-a-days, when uniformed men are standing 
at all the corners, and are to be met on all the streets, 
it is pleasant to know just how to tell at a glance the 
rank of the wearer and the particular branch of the 
service with which he is connected. The Philadel¬ 
phia Inquirer of tile 141b iust. lays down rules for 
thus distinguishing the insignia of rank iu the U. S. 
Army, and we quote, as follows: 

The highest rank in our army is that of Lieutenant- 
General. Winfield Scott, General-in-Chief, is the 
only one who occupies this rank at present. The 
principal distinguishing marks of uniform are three 
silver embroidered stars on the shoulder strap or 
epaulette—ft large one in the middle, flanked by two 
smaller ones—a double row of nine buttons on the 
coat, disposed in threes, a buff swab, a straight sword, 
and a sword-knot terminating in acorns. A Major- 
General is the same, but with only two stars on the 
shoulder. A Brigadier-General has one star, and 
the buttons on bis coat number but eight in each 
row, disposed in twos. The Colonel is the highest 
in rank in a regiment, and wears a silver embroidered 
spread eagle, having iu the right talon an olive 
branch, and in the left a bundle of arrows, on his 
strap, the buttons on his coat in double lines, num¬ 
bering eight, at equal distances. 

A Lieutenant-Colonel is second in command of a 
regiment, and is known by a Bilver embroidered leaf 
at each end of the strap; otherwise his uniform is 

the same as a Colonel’s. The Major’s is also the 
same, the leaf being of gold. His duty is to act as 
Aid-de-camp of (lie Colonel, aud in the event of his 
two superior officers being disabled or absent, he 
takes command of the regiment; these three consti¬ 
tute the field officers of a regiment, and are mounted. 
The Adjutant, whose position is tho same to the 
regiment as that of the Orderly Sergeant to a com¬ 
pany, generally ranks as a Lieutenant. Captains are 
commandants of companies, and are distinguished 
by two bars of gold on the shoulder strap, and eight 
buttons at a regular distance in a single row on the 
coat; the First Lieutenant the same, but with one 
bar on the strap, the Second Lieutenant having a 
plain strap without marks. These last are called 
line officers. All regimental officers wear a red wash. 

The Surgeon has the letters M. S. (Medical Staff) 
embroidered on his strap; also wears a green sash. 
The Quartermaster also takes a Lieutenaut’s rank, 

Alajor-General TIeCleHan’s Army. 

Previous to the little of Manassas, when de¬ 
sirous to ascertain what were to be the movements of 
the Federal troops, we were in the habit of consult¬ 
ing daily telegrams to the press, aud seldom missed 
obtaining the wished for information. Bnt this 
source of knowledge lias entirely failed of late, and 
the absence of floods of thoughtless and impertinent 
gossip from Washington, gives us increased confi¬ 
dence in the preparations and aims of Gen. McClel¬ 

lan. Certain individuals, because they hear little or 
nothing of what is going forward, suppose that our 
troops are lazily waiting for something to tarn up. 
It 13 not so, however. Never was there more con¬ 
stant or skillful activity in so large a body of rnen. 
Now and then we get something in regard to their 
movements which suggest.-^ a great deal more that 
might be told. We make some extracts from letters 
written recently in the neighborhood of the army on 
Potomac, We find the following in a recent issue of 
the New York World: 

Little Falls, Fairfax Co., Va., Sept. 5.—Here 
are ten miles of brigades and strongholds opposite 
Washington, under McDowell and the rest; here are 
Smith aud King, leading the columns first above 
Georgetown, and McCall, with the entire Pennsylva¬ 
nia reserve, pushing still further—who knows where? 
Then there is Gen. Banks, with twenty regiments, 
more or less, hovering about the Monocaoy, or per¬ 
haps turning the flank of the rebel force at Leesburg. 
Now, if you ask which of these column will soonest 
see the actual hot work of battle, how shall I tell? 

Secret Expedition to the Southern Coast. 

The following extracts from New York papers of 

the 17th inst., render it certain that another expedi¬ 
tion to operate against tho Southern Coast, lias taken 
its departure from that city: 

The Commercial says:—“There Is no danger to be 
apprehended from the announcement, at this time, 
that at least one expedition lias sailed from Northern 
ports during tho last few days, and is probably now 
on its way to the Southern coast. It is known that a 
number of steamers have lately left this port, and 
that one or two regiments havo mysteriously disap¬ 
peared. We learn that the true object of Gen. But¬ 
ler’s visit to New England was to superintend a simi¬ 
lar embarkation, possibly from Boston, and which 
may also by this time be on the high seas to co-oper¬ 
ate with that frofu this city. To what extent the 
squadron lying off Fortress Monroe may take part in 
it we arc not prepared to say at present.” 

Under the heading, “Mysterious Movement of 
Troops,” the World remarks:— " Visitors to Fort 
Hamilton, yesterday, were surprised to find that the 
Third Rhode Island Regiment, encamped near the 



Fort, bad left It appears that they embarked on 
board the steamer Transport on Saturday night and, 
proceeding to Governor’s Island, were supplied with 
Enfield rifles. Further than that, nothing is known. 
Two regiments stationed at Camp Winfield Bcott, on 
Hempstead Plains—the Third New Hampshire and 
Eighth Maine — also vacated their quarters the same 
night, and came to Hunter’s Point by the Long Island 
railroad. Where they have gone to no one appears 

to know.’’ 
The Fortress Monroe correspondent of the Tribune 

writes that an order was received from Washington 

Saturday morning, for Gen. Wool to send forward 
without delay four companies of artillery from the 
regular garrison of the Fort. Consequently, at 1 
o’clock, companies 15 and L, of the 2d artillery, and 

I renew the pledges of commanders of other col- and in addition a new enemy was encountered. The 
mans of Confederate troops to retire from the terri¬ 
tory of Kentucky on the same conditions which will 
govern their movements. J further give you 
own assurance that the force under my command 
will be UBed by the Government of Kentucky in 
carrying out the strict neutrality desired by its people, 
whenever they undertake to enforce it against the 
two belligerents alike. ■). B. Buckner, 

Brigadier-General C. B. A. 
Bowling Green, Sept. 18, 1861. 

The past week was one of unusual excitement in 
Kansas and Missouri. We condense the reports re¬ 
ceived, as follows: 

Considerable excitement was created in Kansas 
City on the 15th, by the appearance of Confederate 
scouts on the opposite bank of the river. A company 
of twenty mounted men was sent over in the morn- 

occupied. Eight or ten of them are said to have 
troops within the fortifications began to suffer been killed and a Dumber wounded. Our loss was 

, . , , , n,,. ... . one killed and four wounded. Our victory was com- 
severely from lack of water. This deficiency corn- p]ete The troops behaved admirably. Onr cannon 
pelled a surrender on Friday. Col. M. states were it were indispensable, and rendered good service in 
not for this lack he could have held out until the this action. J. W. Geakev, 

arrival of re-enforcements. Before surrendering, Col. ^ol‘ 28th lenn. Regiment. 
Mulligan sent 2,000 of his men across the river to While the Government of the United States is 
Brookville, en route fur Quineey, Ill. doing the best they can, under the rules of war, to 

Part of Col. Mulligan’s command arrived at Quineey, take care and protect the health of the rebel prisoners 
Ill., on the 23d, the balance, amounting to nearly now in their possession, Jeff. Davis, or Beauregard, 
2,000, were hourly expected. Those arrived say the or Johnston, or all of them, have sent our prisoners 
force remaining at Lexington in only about 2,500, 
including several companies of Home Guards, who 

to Castle Pinckney, the nearest fort to the city of 
Charleston, South Carolina, where fever prevails 

are accused of having shown cowardice. The sur- extensively at this season of the year. If onr officers, 

render of Lexington was made at 5 o’clock, Friday 
afternoon. The flag was hauled down by the Home 

whom they have Liken prisoners and confined id 

Castle Pinckney, survive the present season, it will 

comoanica P an.! K of the 3d commanded by Erevet- jug, who discovered u rebel camp of from 200 to 300 Guards. Col. Mulligan is spoken of in the highest be contrary to the well known theory of Southerners, 
... ........ . 1._ II.. J!...1ni</>d V.nniMntt Jimin/, n,Ln1n tVtfltr VlOXTin'T flltTflrC nviWrfprl UC (I rPHCfiTl \XT h »* clflVP 

Major Hayes, Capt. Larncd, and l.iruta. Turnbull and 
Manadicr, embarked on the Spaulding for Baltimore. 

men some six miles distant from the river. An 
additional force was detailed in the afternoon, who 

There is probably not in the service a better body of killed seven of the rebels and took several prisoners, 
soldiers than the regular giriison here, and the with- with the same number of horses, and destroyed their 

drawal of these four companies is probably to place barracks. 
important batteries on the Potomac in the hands of I About 1,000 rebels were at Platte City, eight miles 
experienced artillerists. east of Lcaveuworth, on the 20th, supposed to be on 

Potter's Investigating Committee continue their 
labors and report from time to time the names of 
disloyal employes, together with the evidence on 
which the facts are based. Here the functions of the 
Committee end, and it then becomes the duty of the 
Departments to act. 

The following order was issued during the week 
from the War Department: The Commanding Officer 
at Hatteras Inlet, North Carolina, is authorised to 
accept the services of such loyal North Carolinians, 
not to exceed one regiment, as in his neighborhood 
may volunteer to take up arras for the United States, 
and to designate a regular officer to muster them 
into service. 

An order was issued from the War Department on 
the 19th., that the Military Department of Ohio will 
in future consist of the State of Ohio, Indiana, and 
so much of Kentucky as lies within fifteen miles of 
Cincinnati, under command of Brigadier-General 

terms. He displayed great bravery during the whole they having always asserted, as a reason why slave so mnch of Kentnc* M ,ieg witbjl) fiftecn ^ 
seige, and when asked to surrender bis sword, refused, labor must be employed, that Northerners could not Cincinnat5 nnder command of Brigadier-Gen 
Hi* Mvord was taken away by force. Col. Mulligan survive the malaria and fevers that prevail in that Mitchel]) of thc Uolted states volunteers: headq 
and all commissioned officers are held prisoners by section. The rebels may suppose that the confine- ^crs Cincinnati. 
the rebels. The Federal Iofs iB 37 killed and upward ment of officers of the Union army in Charleston s h , y,r • ifl Qa mn. nf R, the rebels. The Federal Iofs iB 37 killed and upward ment of officers of the Union army in Charleston 
of 70 wounded. Goss of the rebels very heavy, but may prove ft protection to that place. We shall see. 
not definitely known. Several rebels have been taken prisoners within a 

The Times ti!» tin following from their regular the march to join Raines or Price, crossing the river The fortifications mentioned in the dispatch, are few days, and they all say that the extreme Southern 

correspondent upon this artillery movement:—" A 
somewhat sodoen change appears to have taken place 

at or near Liberty. A portion of these have been 
engaged in the recent bridge burnings on the VVwrt* 

in the programme. Brig. (Jen. Reynolds, who arrived I ern Division of the Hannibal and Bt Joseph Railroad, 
here a few days since post-haste for Hatteras, and I A column of Federal troops from points on the 
who still came so late as to be thought almost a day Hanuibal and Bt. Joseph Railroad were in pursuit of 

situated at the edge of the town, on a bluff over¬ 
looking the river. The works are of eaitli, seven 
feet high, twelve feet thick, with a ditch six feet 

and coast troops are desirous of returning home, but 
Beauregard says if they will not, he will inarch for¬ 
ward the 20tb and have a battle. He assures them 

deep and twelve feet broad; another and smaller that he will take Washington without attacking the 

or two behind his time, instead of proceeding to the them. 
newly acquired Inlet, received new orders from 
Washington tills morning, and in obedience thereto, 
rights about face, and left ill the Spaulding to-day, 
taking with him four companies of artillery from the 
regular garrison of the fortress, which nobody ever 
dreamed could be spared on any account, and 
steamed up the Chesapeake. General rumor says 
the destination is Washington, by the way of Balti¬ 
more. There must be some particular urgency in 
the caee, ortho Spaulding, which was about to leave 
for Hatteras, wwuld not have been started off in 
another direction at 1 o’clock, P. M., when the 
Adelaide might have taken thc troops at (1 P. M.— 
that is, in case their destination is what rumor says 
it is. It is not impossible that Fort McHenry is their 
destination. The troops are mostly experienced 
artillerists, probably as much so as any in the service, 
and it may be that something is in the wind that 
makes their service at that particular point needed 
just at present. At any rate, something has come up 
that, for the moment at least, overtops Hatteras. 
where it was supposed that Gen. Reynolds’ presence 
was a matter of prime necessity.” 

Ab the telegraph has been very quiet upion this 
topio, and the Baltimore papers do not make mention 
of the arrival of the Spaulding at that point, it is 
more than probable that she has joined the Naval 
Expedition. The strength of this movement is not 
known, but the New York journals have for a week 

A skirmish occurred on the 17th, at Black River, 
twelve or fifteen miles northwest of Leavenworth, 
between three companies of Indiana cavalry, under 
Major Garit, and a body of secessionists under the 
notorious Ben Talbot, in which five of the rebels 
were killed and four taken prisoners, and thirty fine 
horses and a quantity of arms captured. The balance 
scattered in all directions, and being familiar with 
the country, eluded pursuit. 

The Leavenworth papers of the 11th give the fol¬ 
lowing account of the late engagement between 
Raines and Montgomery. On the 2d inst. COO rebels, 
under General Raines, approached Fort Scott, and 
seized eighty muleB belonging to the Government, 
killing the teamster. Messengers were dispatched 
to Montgomery, who had 500 men. He pursued 
Raines eleven miles, killing several of his men, when, 
coming upon the main body of the enemy, a battle 
commenced. The rebels had five cannon and Mont¬ 
gomery but one howitzer. The tight lasted two 
hours, when Montgomery slowly retreated, keeping 
up ft running fight until nightfall. The enemy’s 
force is reported by prisoners at from 2,000 to 3,000. 

On the 13th another conflict occurred at Booneville. 
We extract from Capt. Eppstern's official report: 
“After thc light had lasted about an hour, the seces¬ 
sionists whom 1 had taken as hostages became so 
restless that they begged me to allow one of their 
number to go with a flag of truce and ask an armis- 

work is erected inside, defended by ditch, which is 
capable of holding ten thousand troops. 

A fight took place at Manatown, Mo., on Tuesday 
morning between COO Federal* under Cols. Mont¬ 
gomery and Johnston, and 400 rebels, in which the 
latter were completely routed, with a loss of 87 killed, 
and 100 horses. All their tents and supplies were 
captured. Our force lost two privates killed and six 
wounded. Col. Johnston, while riding at the head 
of his command, was pierced by Bine balls and killed 
instantly. Two bullets took effect in his head, two 
buck sliot in the neck, one bullet in the left shoulder, 
one in the left thigh, one in the right hand, and one 
in bis left. He died urging his men to fight for the 
Stars and Stripes. 

Department nf Western Virginia. 

The body of the rebel Col. .John A. Washington 

works in front. This promise is made to keep the 
troops of the Gulf StateB from leaving the army. 
Our spies corroborate the above statements. 

The 20ih is numbered with the past, and Beaure¬ 
gard has failed, as usual, to face the music. 

The following order was issued on the lCth from 
the Aiij, General’s office: 

1st. All persons having received authority from 
the War Department to raise volunteers, regiments, 
batteries, or companies, in loyal States, are with their 

So much of Virginia as lies west of the Blue Ridge 
Mountains will constitute for the future a separate 
command, to be called the department of Western 
Virginia, under Brigadier-General Rosencrans; head¬ 
quarters in the field. 

The War Department has issued an order to carry 
into effect a law' of Congress by which soldiers may 
assign portions of their pay for the benefit of their 
families, such assignment to be entered on separate 
rolls, according to the prescribed form, under super¬ 
vision of their immediate commander at the time of 
enlistment. The roll is to be transmitted to the Pay¬ 
master General, who will make a deduction on each 
pay roll, and the paymaster of the regiment transmit 
the money for distribution to those in whose favor 
assignment Is executed. 

The attention of officers of the regular army is 

instantly. Iwo bullets took eneet in ms Dead, two those States, to whom they will immediately report 
buck shot in the neck, one bullet in the left shoulder, the condition of their respective organizations, 
one in the left thigh, one in the right hand, and one 1 *iePe tr(,0J,B orK®wized or re organized and 

......... prepared for service bv the Governors of their 
in ins left. He died urging his men to fight for the {.eBpeeUv„ in the manner they may judge the 
Stars and Stripes. most advantageous for the interest of the general 

Government. 
Department «f Western Virginia. u 2,1 ■ Volunteer officers who have complied, or may 

hereafter comply, with the condition*of their respeo- 
Tiik body of the rebel Col. .John A. Washington tive acceptances from thc War Department, and who 

was sent over to the enemy ©n the 15tb, under a flag have not. received commissions from the President 
v ..f .. .1 *... ...iii t. .. ...   ...t l  

commands hereby placed under the Governors of again directed to that section of the act of Congress 

of truce, and while on the way it was met by a simi- of the United States, will be commissioned by the 
Governors of the respective States by furnishing 

lar flag coining from the enemy, for the purpose ol : regiments, batteries, or independent companies to 
obtaining information as to his condition. which these officers are attached. 

On the 12th inst., a detachment of 300 men from 3d* Tl<* Governors of the several States may at 
, any time during the organization of volunteer regi- 

Ibe It til Indiana regiment, and the ~tth and 2otb i authorize the Adjutant, Quartermaster, and, 
Ohio regiments, dispersed three Tennessee regiments, 
under Gen. Anderson, on the West of Cheat Moun¬ 
tain, completely renting them, killing 80, and obtain¬ 
ing most of their equipments. Our loss waB eight 

killed. 
The enemy made an advance on Elk Water the 

same day, with a force supposed to be 15,000, but 

past daily noticed the coaling and fitting out of | tice. This hostage came back BOOB afterward, while were driven back by a detachment of men from the 

large, first-class steamers in the employ of the gov¬ 
ernment. We will, doubtless, know all about the 
mancuvre in good time. 

Department of the West. 

The Committee on Federal Relations in the Ken¬ 
tucky Legislature reported substantially as follows: 

Whereas. Rebel troops have invaded Kentucky, 
and insolently dictated the terms upon which they 
will return; therefore 

Resolved, That General Anderson he invited to 
take instant charge of this Department, and call out 
sufficient force to expel invaders. 

This passed thc House, and the Senate concurred, 
25 to 9. The measure was vetoed by Gov. Magoffin, 
and passed over the veto by a large majority iu the 
House, and in the Senate by a vote of 22 to 8. 

The Senate also passed the Conklin resolution 
with but three nays, which proposes to confine the 
war to two armies, and discouuteuauoes partisan 
quarrels, as leading to civil war. 

The telegraph from Louisville on the 20tb, says: 
“Colonel Crittenden, from Indiana, was the first to 

I let the men cease firing, with the request to know 
my conditions. I then demanded that they should 
withdraw the secession forces two miles from the 
city, and not molest any of onr families or of any 
other Union people; to leave the arma of the killed 
and wounded on the ground where they fell; while 
I promised to let the prisoners free whom I had 
taken, with the exception of Preacher Pointer, who 
I informed them 1 would shoot, in case they should 
not honorably keep their promise for seven dayB. 
They left town according to this agreement.” 

The gallant fellow, with Only 150 tneu, actually 
dictated tils own terms to fully four times his number. 

15th Indiana regiment, and the 3d and 6th Ohio ! 
regiments, and shells from Loomis’ battery. They 
have retired some 8 or 10 miles. A strong force of 
Arkansas, Tennessee, and Virginia troops, also 
threatened the east side of Cheat Mountain, but have 
not yet had a general engagement. A shell thrown 
from one of Loomis’ gnus two miles into the enemy’s 
camp, killed ten and wounded four. 

The 18th Indiana regiment had a severe skirmish 
with superior numbers o( the enemy, on the 12th inst., 

with a trifling loss. 
As the enemy advanced qq Klk Water, the column 

was handsomely checked by a detachment of the 17th 

when absolutely necessary, medical officers, to be 
mustered in to aid in recruiting the regiment, and 
for the prompt transaction of all other public busi¬ 
ness. All other offices will be mustered into service 
as directed in General Order No. til, current series 
from this office. L. Thomas, 

Adjutant General. 
Official, Geo. L. Ruggi.es, 

Assistant Adjutant General. 

AItaies at Washington. 

Notwithstanding the explanations recently 
made by Mr. Fassar, the Spanish Minister, to Mr. 
Seward, the reported proclamation of the Captain- 
General of Cuba, concerning the vessels carrying the 
rebel flag, occupied the attention of the State Departr 
ment, on the 18tli. 

There was a rumor during the past week, that the 
offer of our Government to accept of the proposition 
of the Paris Conference in reference to privateering, 
has been rejected by the European Powers. The 

which provides that in all cases of enlistment and 
re-enlistment in the military service, the required 
oath may be administered by any commissioned 
officer of the army. The fees to civil officers for 
such service will not therefore be admitted. 

Another army order is as follows: Volunteer offi¬ 
cers sent out to recruit their regiments will be 
granted fees and passes over roads leading to or from 
points to which they are ordered. Bhould the route 
lay over roads for which such passes were not 
granted, they will be paid their actual traveling 
expenses out of the funds for recruiting and equip¬ 
ping volunteers, but in no case will they receive the 
10 cents per mile. In lien of transportation of bag¬ 
gage, there are instances in which free passes have 
been used and the amount, drawn for the same dis¬ 
tance. in all such cases the officers are required to 
refund the amount drawn, on penalty of being stricken 
from the rolls. 

The following letter from the Secretary of State, 
although directed to an unimportant specialty, con¬ 
tains principles of wider application, hence we give 

it space: 
Department ok State, ) 

Washington, Sopt. 21,1861. j 

Many intelligent and patriotic citizens have applied 
to me, asking the attention of Government to what 
they represent as treasonable matter, contained in a 
letter dated August 10th, published in thc London 
Times, and they express their conviction that the 
statements mafia in Hint communication are untrue, 
and tlial it- is the design of the writer to bring the 
credit of this Government into disrepute in foreign 
countries. It has boon a habit of the Government of 
the United States to take no notice of representa¬ 
tions, however obiinxions. made by the prn»# offor- 

report, however, is not confirmed by any competent j eign nations, or even injurious utterances made by 

arid passed over the veto by a large majority iu the the whole 60(1 only six could be found to storm the 
House, and in the Senate by a vote of 22 to 8. works. Their leaders bravely led the way, but they 

Tlie Senate also passed the Conklin resolution absolutely refused to follow. Of these six our men 
with but three nays, which proposea to confine the killed four, their two leaders, Col. Brown and Capt. 
war to two armies, and discounteuauoes partisan Brown, falling so near the intrenohments that they 
quarrels, as leading to civil war. drew them in, and they expired inside. Besides 

The telegraph from Louisville on the 20th, says: these, the enemy lost eight or ten killed or wounded. 
“Colonel Crittenden, from Indiana, was the first to In addition to Col. Brown and his son, they lost two 
bring a regiment from another Btate iuto Western other Captains. Col. Brown was armed with three 

The enemy fought well for a little while, but out of Indiana. Lieut. Merrit, of the Topographical Engi- 

Yirginia in aid of the United States Government, 
and is the first to come to the aid of Kentucky. His 
regiment, well armed, passed through our streets 
toward Nashville Depot this afternoon, and proceeded 
immediately southward. They were enthusiastically 
received en route. Brigadier-General Ward arrived 
to-day from Washington, and took command of bis 
brigade in Central Kentucky. A portion of General 
Rosseau’s force is in possession of Muldrough’s Ilill.” 

The following proclamation, dated Louisville, Ky., 
Sept. 21st. lias been issued by Briga^er-General 
Anderson: 

Kentuckians:—Called by the Legislature of this 
tny native State. I hereby assume command of this 
Department. 1 come to enforce, not to make laws, 

eight-inch revolvers, a rifie, a sword, and a bowie 

knife. 
The following letter, addressed to Col. T. .T. Taylor, 

commanding at Springfield, has appeared: 

HEATiqUAKTKKS tVRSTKlLN PKI'ARTMKXT. 

But: Yours of the 8th inst., containing an erro¬ 
neous construction of my proclamation ot thc 30th 
ult., has had my attention. I understand the object 
of vonr note to be, to inquire whether it was my 
intention to shoot the wounded who might be made 
prisoners by the forces under my com mat id. 

The following paragraph, extracted from the 
proclamation, will be strictly enforced within the 
lines prescribed against that class of offenders for 
whom it was intended, viz.: 

All persons who shall he taken with arms in their 
hands within these lines, shall be tried by court 

and, God willing, to protect your property and your martial, and If found guilty will lie shot. 
live*. The enemies of onr country have dared to 
invade our soil. Kentucky is in danger. She has 
vainly striven to keep peace with her neighbors. 
Our State is now invaded by those who profess to be 
her friends, but who now seek to conquer her. No 
true son of Kentucky can longer hesitate as to his 
duty to bis Btate or country. The invader, God 
wiliiDg, will he expelled. 

The leader of thc hostile forces who now approach, 
is, 1 regret to say, a Kentuckian, making war upon 

The lines are expressly declared to be those of the 
army and military occupation of this State. You 

neers, was taken prisoner by the rebels while on his 
way to Cheat Mountain. 

A special dispatch to the Cincinnati Gazette from 
Cainifox Ferry, dated the 14th, states that Gen. Lee 
resumed an attack along our whole line yesterday, at 
Cheat Mountain. After a long contest, General 
Reynolds repulsed him, with considerable rebel loss, 
and little or no loss on our side, owing to the fact 
our troops fought behind entrenchments. Gen. Lee 
has a manifestly large force, but is alarmed lest Gen. 
Rosecraus should come up in his rear. Our scouts 
returned to-day from a 10 miles’expedition toward 
Lewisburgh. Col. McCook took lit rebel prisoners 
yesterday in armed reconnoisancc across the river. 

Gen. Cox was at Camp Bcott on the 15th, for an 
interview with Gen. Rosecraus. He had moved the 
main body of bis army from Oauley Bridge toward 
Lewisburgh. Gens. Wise and Floyd are both retreat¬ 

ing as fast as possible. 
Gen. Reynolds, who was at Cheat Mountain Pass, 

a telegraph states, had driven the rebels from their 
positions, killing 100 of them. 

The telegraph also states that Gen. Bidwoll’s 14th 
Indiana regiment was surrounded twice, but repulsed 
the rebels with great gallantry, with small loss to us. 

A skirmish took place between the Home Guard 
have wholly misapprehended the^ meaning of the I a„d 0f Gen. Zollicoffer’s men at Barboursville, 
proclamation* "Without undertaking to determine on the 19tb, without resulting in any damage, It was 
the condition ot any man in this rebellion. I desire , ' , , „ . , , . , 
it, to be understood tti.it the proclamation is intended renewed on the following day, when seven rebels and 
to recognize the usual rights and usages of war. one of their horses were killed. One of the Home 

It is hardly necessary lor me to say that it was not Guards received six wounds, which are not nccessft- 

Kentucky. Kentuckians, let all past differences of who are humanely engaged in alleviation of their rebels were in the engagement. 

authority. 
A company of infantry has been tendered to the 

Government from the Hawaian Islands. They are 
accepted. It consists of American emigrants and 
native Hawaians. It is expected to come as soon as 
the news of their acceptance reaches the Islands. 

It is ascertained at the State Department that here¬ 
after Communication® between the British Govern¬ 
ment and its Consuls in ports of insurrectionary 
States will, with the consent of our Government, be 
carried on by means of British vessels of war. This 
course will obviate embarrassments which hitherto 
have attended these communications through other 
channels. 

The following notice was issued by the Post Office 
Department on the 18th. 

Ordered that the Louisville Courier, found to be 
an advocate of treasonable hostility to the authority 
of the United States, be excluded from the United 
States Mails null Post Offices, till further orders. 

By order of the P. M. General. 
John A. KakSon. 

1st, Ass’t P. M. General. 
Owing to information received by the Post Office 

Department that tbe TIannibal and St. Joseph Bail- 
road is entirely unprotected from the rebels, and St. 
Joseph in their bauds, it has ordered the California 
mail to tie carried via Davenport, and Council Bluff's. 
The Department has also received information that 
all the officers and employes of the Overland Mail 
Company are rebels. 

The Post Office Department has answered all the 
letters asking for information in regard to the New 
York Evening Day Book, and all other newspapers 
excluded from the mails. It appears iu the corres- 

opinion be overlooked. Every one who now rallies 
to the support of the Union and our State, is a friend. 
Rally, then, my countrymen, around the flag our 
fathers loved, and which has shielded us so long. 
1 call you to arms for self defense, and for the pro- 

sufferings. J. C. Fkemont, 
Major-General Commanding. 

pondenee that not only Postmasters, but all other to combat it?’ 

Ministers or other agents for foreign powers In the 
ordinary transaction of their own affairs. 

The Government, on the contrary, have hitherto 
recognized as worthy of its observation only the 
language and the action of tlie Executive organs of 
foreign States. For myself I Confess I have not read 
the publication complained of, and I am quite sure 
that it has not arrested the attention of any other 
member of the Administration, engrossed, as we all 
ne< eFsarily are, wjlli urgent public duties and cares. 
However erroneous the facts or the inferences of the 
writer may he, they nevertheless stand on his own 
individual authority, while the whole patriotic PresB 
of our own country is free and is interested to refute 
them. Tbe Government of tbe United States depends 
not upon the favor or good will of foreign nations, 
but upon the just support of the American people. 
Its credit am! favor seem to me now, more than ever 
heretofore, safe in their keeping. 

if it be assumed that the obnoxious paper may do 
harm here, is it not a sufficient reply that probably 
not fifty copies of the London Times ever find their 
way to our shore®? If it be said again that the 
obnoxious communication has been widely published 
in the United States, it seems to me a sufficient 
rejoinder that the censure of a magnanimous Govern¬ 
ment in that case ought to fall on those of its own 
Citizens who reproduced the libel, rather than on 
the foreigner who wrote exclusively for remote 
publication. 

Finally, interference with the press, even in the 
case of an existing insurrection, can he justified only 
on the ground of danger. I do not see any such 
danger in the present case. Then if one foreigner 
does pervert our hospitality to shelter himself in 
writing injurious publications against us for ft for¬ 
eign press, abundant other foreigners, as intelligent, 
as virtuous, and aB respectable as he is, are daily 
enrolling themselves in the army of the United States, 
to defend and iniilatain the Union, the chief hope of 
humanity iri all countries and for all ages. 

Could there be a better illustration” of that great 
fundamental truth of our system, that error of opin¬ 
ion may safely be tolerated when reason is left free 

Wm. H. Seward. 

teetion of all that is dear to freemen. Let us trust these, received this (Tuesday) morning, conveys the 
iu God, and do our duty as did onr fathers. 

Robkut Anderson, 
Brigadier-General U. S. A. 

Gen. Buckner, commander of the rehets, has also 
had his say upon the subject. It rends thus: 

To thr Peopi.k ok Kentucky:—The Legislature 
of Kentucky have been faithless to the will of the 
people. They have endeavored to make your gallant 
State a fortress, in which, under the guise of neu¬ 
trality, the armed forces of the United States might 

, „ „ ® Department of tbe East. their circulafion. 
During tbe past week all sorts of rumors reached A deserter from the rebel camp at Munson’s The following was t 

us by telegraph from Lc-xington, Mo. i he last of Hill came into onr lines on the DRb, and was imme- ment on the loth lust.: 
ese. received this (Tuesday) morning, conveys the diately conveyed to Gen. McClellan’s headquarters. „ * R1- ... . „ . 

telligence ot another disaster to the b ederal forces. He gti,ltes ihat Generals Beauregard and Johnston following is a part of 
le particulars, as far as we ha\e been able to ascei- were q>r,tli at Munson’s tlill the day previous, and this morning between 
in, are as follow: made a thorough ree on nuisance of our position. He j^ysel). during my^ visi 

On Saturday, the 14th inst., Gen. Price, with 17,000 88y8 there are only about 1,000 soldiers at Munson’s seaJ’"b of thege' privat 

postal agents are prevented from aiding in any wise 

their circulafion. 
The following was received at the Navy Depart- 

intelligeuce of another disaster to the Federal forces. 
The particulars, as far as we have been able to ascer 
taiD. are as follow: 

men, surrounded Lexington, and sent a summons to 
Col. Mulligan to surrender. Col. M., in terms more 
definite than courteous, refused, when Price sent 
word that he would give him until Monday, at four 

secretly prepare to subjugate alike the people of o’clock, to surrender, and if lie did not, he would 
Kentucky ami the Southern .States. 

It was not until after months of covert and open 
violation of your neutrality with large encampments 
of Federal troops in your territory, and a recent 
official declaration of the President of the United 
States not, to regard your neutral position, coupled 
with tlie well prepared scheme to seize an additional 
point in your territory whioh was of vital importance 
to the safety and defense of Tennessee, that the 
troops of the Southern Confederacy, on the invita¬ 
tion of the people of Kentucky, occupied a defensive 
post in year State. 

inarch on him with a black flag. On Monday after¬ 
noon Gen. Price again sent word to Col. Mulligan, 
demanding a surrender, and was again refused. An 
attack was ini mediately made, by first openin g with 
artillery, and making au advance on the town. Price 
was repulsed with a loss of 100 killed and between 

300 and 100 wounded. 

Ou Tuesday the fight. was‘renewed, and with sever¬ 
ity. The maiu feature of Tuesday's fighting seems 

In doing so, the commander announced his purpose i to have been for the possession of three ferry boats 
to evacuate your territory simultaneously with a 
similar movement ou the part of the Federal forces, 
whenever the Legislature of Kentucky shall under- 

at the levee. Price’s’forces advanced on the boats 
in two bodies, one from above and the other from 

take to enforce against both belligerents the strict below the town, but were repulsed. The boats were 
neutrality which they have fo often declared. 

Unlike the agents of the Northern despotism, who 
seek to reduce us to the condition of dependent vas¬ 
sals, we believe that the recognition of the civil 
rights of citizens is the foundation of constitutional 
liberty, and that the c.aitu of the President of the 
United States to declare martial law, to suspend the 
privilege of the writ of habeas corpus, and convert 

Hill, and that the main body of troops are at Fairfax 
and Centerville, He says that Jell'. Davis was at 
these two points on Tuesday lust, and reviewed the 
troops in person. He says he saw Jeff. Davis at 
Munson’s Hill yesterday examining our works with a 
glass. He does not think, from all he has seen and 
could learn as a private, that there are 100,000 men 
at these points. Fifteen thousand were supposed to 
have been Bent from Manassas a few days ago to 
Northwestern Virginia. When asked if he thought 
the rebels wero going to make an attack on our lines, 
he replied they were dally expecting an attack from 
our forces. He says distinctly that he never heard 
the intimation expressed by the rebels of making an 
attack upon our entrenchments. 

A recent order of Gen. McClellan declares that 
firing on an enemy’s pickets is contrary to the usage 
of civilized nations. He therefore orders that there 

U, S. Ship Richmond at Sea, Aug. 25th. Sir:—The 
following is a part of a conversation that occurred 
this morning between Captain Morris, R. N., and 
myself, during my visit to the guard ship at Point 
Royal: “I suppose,” he remarked, “you are in 
search of these privateers. We are ordered to ob¬ 
serve a strict neutrality, and if the Sumter were to 
come in to-morrow she would receive the same atten¬ 
tion and assistance that yon have. We can make no 
difference.” 

I asked: “la that observing the neutrality? Ts it 
riot recognizing her? Is that the meaning of Her 
Majesty’s proclamation? I understand,” I added, 

The Government has accepted the tender of mili¬ 
tary services by the Count de Paris and Duke de 
Charters. They will probably enter Gen. McClellan’s 
staff. 

Major Bausenwein, late aid-de-camp to Garibaldi, 
was commissioned in the military service of the 
U. S., on the 21st inst. 

Extracts from the Southern Press. 

A Peek through the Key-Hole.—The Rich¬ 
mond Examiner gives the following intelligence, 
Which it considers well calculated to bring “dis¬ 
tress” to all “judicious” men:—“The Confederate 
Congress deliberates with closed doors, and no well 

“neutrality to mean that her subjects must not advjfi(,d person could wish their session to be the 
meddle in this affair. U ou can recognize no flag.” .. , .... . . , . 

not in fair range of Col. Mulligan’s gtins, his fortifi- shall be no more firing on pickets, unless it becomes 

cations being so situated as to prevent him from com¬ 
manding them completely, and his force was too 
small to admit of his making a sortie against Price’s 
overw'helming numbers. 

On Wednesday, Price assaulted Col. Mulligan’s 

necessai^ to resist their advance or return a fire com¬ 
menced by them. 

The following official dispatch was received at Gen. 
McClellan’s headquarters on the 16th. 

Darnestown, Md., Sept. 15.— This afternoon, at 

meddle in this affair. You can recognize no flag.” 
“ Yes,” he replied, “ I have received a copy of the 

flag; I will show you the letter.” 
He showed roe the flag, and read me an extract 

from ft letter from the Lords Commissioners of the 
Admiralty, iu which the seceded States were styled 
the Confederate .State*. It says, “ iu tlie event of 
any vessel bearing the Hag of the Confederate States, 
you are to observe a strict neutrality.” The flag is 
described, and the letter adds that the number of 
stars will he increased iu case uew Btatos should join 
the Confederation. 

This, as near as I can remember, is the substance 
of that portion of our conversation. 

I am respectfully, your obedient servant, 
A. B. Cummings, Lieut, U. 8. X. 

The Navy Department lias received dispatches from 
flag officer Stribling, of the East India Squadron, who 
says that Cochin China is at war with the French, 
who have possession of a considerable portion of the 
country, and are preparing fora vigorous campaign. 

arena of oratorical gladiators and the spectacle of 
tlie populace. But general statements of the temper 
and intentions of parliamentary bodies will, despite 
of every caution, find their way before tbe public, 
and generally contain more or less of truth. It is 
now currently believed, with much distress Injudi¬ 
cious men, that there is a small minority in Congress 
disposed to organize a standing opposition to the 
present Executive of the Confederacy.” 

Pruning a Regiment. — A regiment of troops 
from New Orleaus passed Knoxville, says Parson 
Bkownlow’s Tennessee Whig* this week, under the 
command of ft Polftnder as Colonel—a very brave 
and determined man. One company of his regiment 

mutinied at Grand Junction, and the Colonel encoun¬ 
tered them single handed—shot six of them dead 
and wounded five others, standing in one place, and 

lit n vi tuv Dili vi aj ft i' tr ii p vui jj uo| t»uu wiivvil " vuuvouujj -*• a v* * * * — a j / AiUMts 111 H A, iu u., KJcp l« At/.— liRR auuuuuu, a l V V. ^ ~ I I-a ' — o ~ ~ % 

every barrack and prisot) in the laud into a Bastile, fortifications four or five times, bntwasrepulged each half past three o’clock, about 450 rebels attacked the Stribling remarks that Commander Schenck has fully using two revolvers. vV e have the facts Jrom a gen- 
is nothing but the claim which other tyrants have *. extreme right of my pickets, about three miles above vindicated the insult of firing at the Saginaw by the tleman who witnessed them. It is said the company, 
assumed to subjugate a free people. , * tbia nlnr-n nnnnaite Pritehftrd’s Mill. Thfi affair was 6 • . I a .1 ..X_A. _ _A _ £ __! nnn An /l 1XTO UO Ufll suraed to subjugate a free people. I _ this place, opposite Pritchard’s Mill. The affair was '" , “ .. „;rou „„ fn,tii» mnst n«ft n„t nf orison, and were not 

The Confederate States occupy Bowling Green as Thursday was like unto the preceding days with a spirited one, lasting about two hours. The enemy Chinese, and that no further action w q I ’ uisiana Hadt’mse 
itpfpnsiva nneratinn. flip bpapiupfi ns far aa flrrhMnor rphplo was rnnpprnpA wore itrivfln from pvprv brmsp and hrpnatwnTk t.hpv his nart. the nOWer 01 the yOUttl IU L.OU1S a defensive operation. the beseiged, as far as fighting rebels was concerned, I were driven from every house and breastwork they 1 his part. 

I 



"blossoms" been in Lincoln's army, onr Southern 

journals would have held them up as fair specimens 

of Northern morality, cultivation and taste. 
She Nerog Couhcnser. Special Notices. 

lost. 

A Growl on tue Cotton Question.— The last 

Ni w Orleans True Delta received gives us the follow¬ 

ing exhibit of the feelings of the South on the rebel¬ 

lion, now that the pockets of the people are being 

operated upon by Jeff. Davis & Co.:—" Nothing, 

apparently, seems more simple or manageable, and. 

at the same time, more equitable, than the proposal 

to make the Confederate Government the purchaser 

of all the cotton grown within these States, at a price 

equal to the highest average obtained within the last 

year; this again to be re-sold by the Government at 

an average of fifty per cent, or no trade; the latter, 

on the favorite and popnlar theory of the advocates 

of the scheme, that in any event England and France 

must have the cotton; that, there being only one 

seller here, the price will be to suit his ideas, 

irrespective of all antiquated theories based upon 
demand and supply. 

The picture is certainly a pleasing and a taking 

one, and shows, besides, the marvelous progress of 

our age and the felicitous condition of our country, 

where the luxury of a big war can be enjoyed, and 

with the positive certainty that its pecuniary cost 

will fall upon foreign countries in quasi hostility to 

us and our institutions. Admitting, however, the 

feasibility of the notable project,— taking it for 

granted, as its advocates do so complacently, that 

England and France must have our cotton, no'matter 

what may be the price or other consequences attached 

to its procurement,—would it not he as well to make 

them pay 25 cents per pound for the 10 cent quality, 

then for the others 15 cents, and greater or lesser as 

the case may be 7 If this be done, the surplus over 

the Government profit might go to the States inter¬ 

ested respectively, according to population, and thus 

everybody would be contented and happy, and no¬ 
body unjustly or partially dealt by. 

Or, again, cenld not the Confederate Government, 

instead of confining its operations to one branch of 

commerce, take chargo of all, and buy out, for its 

bills, made a legal tender of, everything the public 

own, whether grown, manufactured, imported, or 

created by the ingenuity, industry and enterprise of 

the people? VVe are interested in several branches 

of rather unproductive industry, at present, and 

think, perhaps unreasonably, that our claim upon 

the beneficent attentions of Government ought to be 

at least as strong as those of him who grows cotton 

for a livelihood; and, like the latter, we are willing, 

nay, most anxious, that the Government will buy us 

out, giving legal tender notes for tho property, and 

estimating It at its value twelve months ago. The 

thing of making fish of one and flesh of another, 

enriching the cotton growing glass of citizens, to 

the impoverishment and ruin of all others, is not at . 

all to our mind; but let the scheme include every- 1 volunteer8- 

thing besides cotton, and albeit we have precious 

small faith in tho capacity of Messrs. Jeff. DaviH «Y 

Co. to manage such an undertaking, we are willing 

to accede to the same, as all will faro alike. We 

can duly appreciate the alacrity with which cotton 

growers, particularly the debtor olasB, leap at tho 

proposition to sell their cotton at the highest price 

and obtain legal tender paper for it; but we must 

confess to great obtusencss in not seeing how its 

purchase hy the Confederate authorities can promote 

thc of °ur revolution in the hands and under 
the control of the latter. 

Davis and his associates, with the cotton crop 

upon their hands, would be like the man so often 

tritely referred to, who drew the elephant in the 

lottery, deucedly perplexed to know what to do with 

it, even to the payment of the salaries of the useless 

and expensive functionaries still nestling about the 

custom house, and other old snuggeries and nurseries 

ol official corruption. Besides, it is just barely 

possible that France, and bull-headed England 

especially, may object to pay the price at which it 

may please Government to appraise King Cotton- 

may conclude to let Manchester and Rouen, Glasgow 

and Belfast, slide for a little, or until a second crop 

m gathered, when the condition of affairs may have 

improved, in their opinion, and when it will be pos¬ 

sible to purchase his majesty at some valuation 

without taking our war upon their shoulders as the 

lull complement of the contract. Should two crops 

be allowed to accumulate here, and nothing seems 

more probable if Government undertakes to super¬ 

sede the mercantile body, and conduct tho commerce 

ot the country after its own fashion, nothing will 

remain to us but to increase the selling price, adding 

to that first fixed ten per cent., as a compensation 

lor the time we have been compelled to hold it for 

our reluctant or impracticable customers. Than 

this, it would seem, nothing is easier. We, who are 

old fogies, and inveterately addicted rather to that 

which experience has approved, than what theories 

deem possible, cannot, of course, sanction it upon , 

any other principle than its nniversal application' I t,flcatlon8on Federal Bill, 

nevertheless, as we are assured from so many and so 

authoritative sources that the thing is right, reason¬ 

able. and eminently wise, we are willing to see the 

experiment tried of substituting the agents of Gov¬ 

ernment for the merchants of the Republic. We are 
tired of a fruitless opposition. 

— The estimated cost of supporting the British army in 1861 
is $70,000,000. 

— The grain receipts of Buffalo, on the 19th inst., equaled 
1.000,000 bushels. 

— The X. C. Legislature has refused to call the secession 
convention together. 

— Millerites are re-organizing, preparatory to the end of all 
things, on Saturday, Oot. 12. 

Among the novelties in New York churches isahydraulic 
engine for blowing the organ. 

— The subscription to the National Popular Loan thus far 
amounts to over ten million dollars. 

Eighteen cents on a dollar is the rato of assessment in 
the city of London for the rent year. 

— The great cotton mill at Sprague, Conn., the largest in 
New England, started on Monday week. 

— The first railroad in Oregon has just been built on what 
is called the “ transit across the cascades.” 

— The Texas Ranger records great havoc by the ball worm 

on the cotton crop, in the vicinity of Breutian. 

^ — The 43d, 45th, 46th, 47th, and 48th regiments of N. Y 

State volunteers, have departed for Washington. 

— Rev. E. Yates ReeBe, editor of the Methodist Protestant 

at Baltimore, committed suicide on Satarday week. 

— They have a free market in New Orleans for the families 

of soldiers who are left without meanR of support. 

— Mrs. Lincoln has returned from her trip to Niagara Falls, 

and is at home in the White House receiving calls. 

— The Columbia, seized at New York on Monday week, 

is owned by wealthy secessionists in Charleston, S. C. 

— The amount of Southern property seized in New York 

by the Marshal thus far is supposed to be about $10,000,000. 

— The New Hampshire Gazette, published at Portsmouth, 

one hundred and fire years old, wits discontinued on the 14th 

/T-STThe Metropolitan Gift Bookstore, No, 

26 Buffalo street, Rochester, N. Y„ founded by J. P. 

Hone, Esq., is the largest and most liberally con¬ 

ducted establishment of the kind in the United 

States. At this establishment ail Books are sold at, 

the regular Retail Prices, and «, Gift accompanies 

each Book at the time of sale, (without any additional 

expei.se,) varying in value from 50 cents to $100.00, 
For particulars send for a Catalogue. 

illarkcts, Commerce, &c. 

Itiirnl New-Yorker Office, 
Rochester, Septemner 21, istfl. 
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— The longest telegraph line in the world'is from London 

to Tagranog, on the sea of Azoff, 2,500 miles long, and works 
well. 

Gen. Butler has procured from Government an order for 

18 cannon, rifled on the Sawyer pattern, with 200 shells for 
each. 

— The cashier of the Sub Treasury at New York says he 

could dispose of $20,000 U. S. demand notes, if he could get 
them. 

— Washington letters say the Treasury Department is bow 

in daily receipt of about $500,000 from the proceeds of small 
notes. 

— During the past week, 15 000 new troops reached 

Washington from this State, Massachusetts, and Pennayl- 

It is suggested that the prisoners at Governor's and i . ■ 
Bedlon’g Islands be employed in buildiDg a walliround the * """ * r<4l< 
former. 

The rebels in Maryland are hoping for a row, and claim 

that two hundred thousand troops are ready to come to their 
assistance. 

— The venerable Rev. John Pferpont, of Medford, has been 

designated chaplain of the 22d regiment of Massachusetts 

— A man occupies in the ranks a front of 20 inches; a 

continuous line of 50,000 men therefore is nearly sixteen 
miles long. 

— The rebel prisoners on Governor’s Island have taken 

offence against the band for playing Yankee Doodle. Play it 
again, then. 

The Federal troops in Gen. Banks’ command are in line 

condition. Mrs. Banks shares the privations of tent-life with 
her husband. 

I lour.-We note an advance of 25 cents per bar.el upoi 
Hour of all grades, and a tirmess at tlm advance not observable 

tor some months. Indian meal brings $1.00561.12 fl 100 ths. 
Grain.—Wheat has advanced 2(Ws cents per bushel, and is in 

demand Corn has lost the range and is firm at the extreme 

heretofore quoted. No ether change of note in this branch of 
trade. 

WOOL,—We are glad to note the principal advance of the sea¬ 
son m this article. The range is 2ff.i'35 cents per pound and 
such as is brought to market is readily taken. 

KOOIIOTEK WHOLESALE PRICES 

Floor and Grain 
Flour, winterwbeaT.S.vift.rfifli) 
Flour, spring do. l 7X55 00 
Hour buckwheat... 2 mxa o ta. 
Meal, Indian .j j-I2 
’* neat, Genesee. . . I mrAl gft 

1 >• i 
» UWu ». ** ueput*. ... I raj 1 2ft 
Hast white Canada. taocSl *ift 
Corn, old. »K<it|0c 
Corn,   miftitte 
Rye, tfO tl>s. buah. itx<D4Ac 
Oats, by weight. 2*5:260 
bSurlvy .   4*5600 
Buckwheat. .VdT'FOe. 

.••.l.ooj&l a 
M K 4TS. 

Pork, Mess.*14,500:15 00 
Pork, clear. 17 OO/is.00 

ork. CWt . . fi.0001'6.60 
Beef. CWt . LOO.iAeO 
>"m,g lambs, each I.jmmI 75 
Multon, carcass... keVic 
Hams, smoked_ 
Shoulders.. 
Chickens. 
Turkeys.. 
. 

Ducks>1 pair ...” 
„ lUlRT. faj. 
Butter, roll . 
Butter, firkin.. 
C beers... 
Lard, tried 
Tallow, rough 
Tallow, tried.", 

OJO10c 
11Value 

900100 
5@lie 
9 5 10c 

lOldlO 
4U,i60c 
S*0YHu 

KG'lie 
a>i'9c 

in 6c 
«Wflo 
■i f CjC. 
SfaiOJjc 

Eggs, dozen. 
Honor, box_ 
Candles, box .10Vy lie 
Caudles, extra ... lie 12c 

I' ut'ir on Roots 
App es, bushel. . 385650c 
Apples, dried jd (b 56,'48 

I e-o'le-a, ’!». 12 /120 Cherries, do, .... pv^,, 
PI bins. <1°. <1057 Ho 
Potatoes.. souxhc 

Hunts AND Skins. 
^laughter.. 3W4o 

? ITT pi js’ ■ ‘ ‘ 780 Latub Pglta SJ(5,75c 

Clover. busiieV .,KV,6 5.26 
Timothy. ..2.00fit) 2./10 
... , , Stnoriks. 
.6.00 Wood soft . 3 0000 3.(JO 

Cua . Lehigh.. 7iHOi 7HO 
i.'m .srrant,,,,.s.60W r,M 
Lem , Pittston .6.,*Ke A ,50 
irml. siianiokin.... 5. no s.no 
(.oaLOhor.. Hm.isv 
Salt, bid - .. 1 1 i2 
H'kv. tun .7 ikaT. Iimhj 
Straw, tun.6.00,« 0.00 
W pol. ft lb .. . 2-Hrt'XV- 
W'lnlelitdi. Imlfbbl. AOii.e 3.00 

alUtm markets iJjj'Xi follows! current 1>net'3 for the week at 

First quality 

as follows: 

R**k Cattle. 

Ordinary quality ^. «.2Atd’9.00 
Common uuility,.;!"";. 
Inferior quadty.  i-i£ 

... cowa Am CALVES 

.*SS5f» 

{tret quality. *7 fh. 
Ordinary quality. . 
Common quality. . , J- ; ’c 
Inferior quality',.. 3 (n 3v c 

] jEAD-aUARTERB, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

... _ 8HRKP AND LAMBS. 
I rime quality, fit head,.... 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality-. 
inferior quality... 

Fhwt quality >7 ft>.S’*"1**- 
Other qualities. . 
. 3.S,(s'3Lo 

*4.50(015.50 
3.2fl®|4.25 
2.75013.00 
2 12(012.62 

•WTSStfSI- Sf& Kffi?1300 *- 
®rst quality, *6.25; second 

Mii.r u Cows #iL'i'47, common, S1&319 
W'MtHINLi (txy.fi- *100, *110(0.135* ' 
IkAL i; Ai.yxn- ^ootr 1.00. 

wo years old, $12@14; three years old, 

!/*'■ ' Al.l-R.H-*3.006, 
IB ti 6170011) each 

Hiiiks 1 'v'l-V. fallow, 5,;o6LC. 
Pale Skins an!9c. 

*2?.vi;K‘ AN” —$I.J5®|,50j extra and selections, $1,75(a) 

Pki.ts — 26e.;V*].0l). 

“io'’' 

WOKHIVO GxKN filrtwiSf 
Lows AND Cai.VBS — *25, 37i.-i 12 

y;m•H,^dU^*^^^^^l7.1lg", Two years olJ- 814*18; Three 
— i5,fl00 at omrkcit Pricen in lofi? nt <;i •>>? 

♦fflstka-sS. 
IIHIES -4 s,,'u;5c III lb. Tallow, 5@5J<C. 
PELTS-25er<i2e Calf Skins, 7®«c» H>. 
V KAL Calves —$(Xu)0 e 

to 

Codfish, quintal..; 4 nOfaj 
Trout, Imlfbbl.3,000) 3.25 

TITK PROVISION MARKKTS. 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. SBPT 23. - Fl.oPR - Market much excited 
and prices have again udvanced JOn 'Wc. with a large business 
doiog^for^export, i'uuHedbv_ favorable accounts by tSe Euro pit! 

in<iuirv for homo f<Dnvim,nii;.n LUropa, 
•ShIhh JLt 

THE WOOL MARKETS, 

kin n!fK- ®E,’T; 31, —The demand continues brisk for all 

hands, there has been little done hr"lbIs*omi'rter°4!irHt *1°•,V’M1 

priuiiA " ' ’*,seu oaiee, at full 

American Saxnuy Fleece-JI tb. w^hk 
American full-blood Merino .... .iU■ VS 
Arnencun hall and three-quarter bbmd'Meriiio'" :'s 
Na ive and ono.fourth Merino.jXS 
Extra, Pulled .. ;; .3^737 

S!;.'!.l!!,'U!!..c""".r- jr!'1.! "jiiall/salee at s7,46„ 3,00. Corn meHl 

.' noticed below were ronrriv 

Bn pe rii ne, Pul led..'" . ( 
No I. Pulled . ... ..SRS’jM 

.Pulled " . 
California, line, unwaslied! """.•TJ!!:..' 
California, common do. .  mem 
Peruvian, washed . .*c- j7 
Valparaiso, unwashed .ViV 
So nth American Merino, unwashed,. 

"n "'o u astir" Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do 
1)0 

do. 
do. 

iza, do ... livrcet) 
common, washed.. I (Kail 3 

do. Kill re Kins, do. .!jy v 
do. Entre Rios, unwashed.H,„ a 

r .il'k Cordova, washed. jeftvjia 
rape Good Hope, unwashed..Tfe? 
East India, washed,.. . 
African, washed. ... . 

Do. unwashed .Ifgo 22 

6ttuu.se fl>r Western, and 70a 7.v for State and North"rTw.?'” 
Barley dull and nominal at «H‘ic. Bariev uialt continues 
nominal at 7"'' I mjih and ri<»mtrittI at tfcc for OafiHitim 
.ore market without..... in iirlces with”' 

l’h'.lr.ysvdo(„y|-u e xm,ri and home con.iVmptm , 
satort at S c for mftHd • • -•* * — 

Do. unwiushed,. tlv ,ic 
Smyrna, do,  !3>v!S 

Do. washed. .. . 
Mexican, unwasiiod. .p®*® 

-Ii Pi 12 

eru do., and Nii*,. u‘6,“c |,,i good to pHine^hijqVing do ^Oqulu 

Ww^an^hlte' ^ f“r ..rS — The New York Commercial states that the income of 

toe Sheriff of that city will be $200,000 per year for some 
tiinft to coma. 

Six hundred dollars have been subscribed in San Fran¬ 

cisco to he sent to Parson Brownlow, editor of the Knoxville 
(Tenn. ) Whig. 

-The rebel “Secretary of War,” L. P. Walker, bus 

resigned on account of ill-health. Ilia successor has not 
been appointed. 

- In Cleveland, Wednesday week, three young women wore 

discovered in the 41st regiment, attired as males, having 
enlisted as such. 

One hundred tuns of ginseng have been shipped from 

Bt, Paul, Mm., to China, thig season, via New York Its 
value was $150,000. 

14 ku,:Z'rZlt 1 Wr demand; sales «t ti i,m< 
chamreri- ", uulZ ' 1 r“' “ ,f and uu- 

m . 

.. biting k/iIp# at 
* 2.-sr,Put meats h, f„|, e. . e • . "-al's T. ! X f,,r 
NImulder. „r, t ,v.. . c* ,c f.u Hams Hmokerl s«:: ccc am 
vei y quiet. Bacon more active, with sales 4<HJ dun |t,s ,,,, 

tt,ri si'tea in dry s d, at 10c. - »rd fiem rale ■ at V- “ 1, 

ror Ht’lm r 7»"'* 12.014’; Cents 
vwr%lte 800 re',ttURf' for 

Hoi--. The receipts of new crrqi Continue liL'ht and Dm 

Sh^**LV»»SrCa'lfcL *f'' 8aI*‘*4(' ^ I'M-In- 

«|S7Vu’- I ,rl|m"bhr. t’l'1"11 ft'"‘ " notico small sales at I JniHhel, tliiver ip -mall log, at s‘,lu [la >1 It,; and 

Sept. Id The market is very tlrni fur nil kind ,,r 

1,1,1 'll‘" waa*w ... . DIM and mb vancitig pri.-es, 
Saxony Fleece, ..HO . 37 
Full blood Merino’,! .'""aaii 3« 
riinv-touith do,. - Wu.Hfi 
•I"1* ''u.art,,:p; 
Common, . 340.36 
western mixed.1-07, 2.6 
Pulled Extra.30.,, in 

Do. (superfine.,'#Ka:38 

PulDstl No. 1.2«V(130 

T„v'n’’ No-3* • lftSao 
“myrim, washed.l.'/ii '.'ll 

Do. unwashed. 07/17 
Buenos Ayres.o„ 45 
Crimea. 7„ 17 

Canada....’aagiM 

Stale St., 

Third it00 r 

We also oMcc the mrest feedlinc-iff Annies Pear I'l,,,,, 
Angers Eunice to he found aril where PP ' ' 1U,n and 

Apple grafts furnlsbed to ordei 
lucking done 111 the best manner. 
,1|L|t COWLES, ROBERTS Si CO. 

1 Hull Com'l College Course Walworth's 
'JP-M New Dept, Lmvville (N. V.) Acldemy Write. 

MOM Id; 
The New f or I {< > \' S \v .V NTEI) 

..., , , * nrk Juvenile Asylum will Indenture to 
, Mtiei.ftiid siaiidlug. Hoys who have lam 11 dis- 

be re- Ci,dined and iprtructed in th«T " .Hit1 wb. '' 'n 
commended a, c Iielelat... fnr approntlce") 11 

for Jnrtliei' infurirmtinn addre*,* K WRIGHT Sunt It,, 
Bnception, No. 7/ West I3lb Street. N>W Yu, k Cit v House of 

W* """" ' ' “* 
mSS* /u 'i!".nf|ard Pears *2(10M 1,000; Dwarf Pears 

:«;vf,bN Liv. Co., N. Y 

^ JH ENTER 
IGN.— __ < ’< > I I JV'3'"N' f _ 

, Ti . r,1r “HtlODigned 1. now prepared to execute onh'rs'ror’the 
Is I tnide. lor he. stock ofpurc i:i,e.,l.er County Pig, '• r . £ 

".‘In ftreiit care and chiefly IVom premium stock 
of’the trCnirinn,,Hri.m C;,J'’h“»"r' "f P»D.seasons, in all seetions 
in PldlmhZiiaf ^.. 
^..ANCHALL ».OR^ 

Otw'mLion^ 

IV oot, 

tough tl/ix, Sl.tSiii 1,.61) -pi bushel. 
Ashes -Are in moderate ilemaad. and steadv in 

sales embrace Jo hbls. Pot, and .5/) do Pearl, at *5,26. 
price; thc 

General Twiggs is constructing works of defence. The 

New Orleans Delta says one hundred thousand dollars are 
placed at his disposal. 

— Them is a belief in remote parts of “ Dixie," that Presi¬ 

dent. Lincoln and his Cabinet have sought refuge in Philadel¬ 
phia and reside there. 

In our army, among the officers of rank, are three Prus- 

Gan barons, a Russian prince, an English baronet, and a 
German revolutionist 

The little city of Wilmington, in the slave, though loyal, 

State of Delaware, has subscribed $90,000 to the new 7.30 per 
cent. Government loan. 

The six Whitworth cannon, presented to the Govern¬ 

ment by “ loyal Americans in Europe,” were sent to Wash- 
ingtnn oo Tuoaday week. 

— A resolution bas been passed by the City Council of Cin¬ 

cinnati, requesting the Governor to draft 50,000 men for the 
the protection of the city. 

The Ballimore American of Thursday week says that 64 

cannon have reached that point from Pittsburgh, for the for- 

•L L. Riddle, late Postmaster at New Orleans, has paid 

all drafts, and settled his accounts with the Department. He 
has been removed by Davis. 

ir th»* Al.li vN V,.Sept 23. Flour and Meal—For l ion 
iwaiket onoticd and closed buoyant, at an advance of lO-i -Oe"i) 
bbl. on III It ml Ins Thro.ighoul tin. morning 1 h -re Was u c in 
hu-inr... doing, bmh for the supplv of li e local I™ u d ami r 
shipmciil Tin. mini pis an- mmlyrale. «<-mainl and foi 

Coni 1110D to good State. *. , 7. 
Fancy and ex'ra State, _" ....l". j’7P' i7* 
Common to good Western. . 

IRADM TfIBOtTOHoTTT the State.—The Uoadilhi. Times 
MVS that Mr. Bln. chard, t.he well known wool buyer from 
Du h , has purchased i„ the valley of the Susquehanna about 

■ ' 00 I'ou/I'ls Of wool, at ru iees ranging Irom 2.6c to 36c >> |l> - 
lie Inis taken in this place about 18.00QM,*. heaidus n. large 
quantity at Otego. Alton. MasonviUe and Franklin. ri.e 

...tli (tfunrr says that wool buyers (n that part, ortho country 
are now offering t/Urty-jive cents for the best grades. 
Attica Atlas says that, wool 

^ afv XT E CHANCE. 

A Large Lot of Trees, Shrubs, &c„ for $10. 
Biel Siiitiiug im'o i'v I ,. '1" " to purchase TREES 
Vj .'/. ri . i r ii 1 Planting, is turni-hed l.v the subscriber 

i , ! m ' r;,ll(”v'"k iisson.mi.nl for Sin, all choice kinds of flirt quality and warranted genuine. anus, oi 

-The 
. '* feadily bought up in that vicinity 

nt -»3 cents per pound for host lots 

D i C b. 

PAKKRn,i,oU,''V0r *°Lh '"d-, of consumption. Mr. AARON 
LAKER, son ot Josura Bakkk, aged 22years ami J months 

OOLLTOCTION. 
_ . fruit. 

•I standard Apple Trees, 
'! .'pars, Standard or l)vv 
4 1 “lu.’hoH, 
•I <’ln»rrU^ 
7 Grapes, hardy, ..I different kinds, as follows -1 Dels 

varf. 

aware; 2 
in,. ‘ !'Ur : I *’iinton; I Cahivid)a.Ware' * 

i l . i V ".'h' * sjtn'ca kinds. Is 11 hemv g included. 
' ■ :■ V l-,",tr'v‘u tl.V Prolific; 7.6 Wilson's Seedling- 

'l .tu' 5nJ.uo,,lV;;;d'"1 ,;arli' Sca,'let' M Triomphe & 
4 Gonselierrie-. .ff iWo varieties. 

CNm)let ' WW,H 0ral,,,; 4 ':'"»rey; 1 Red Grape i Black 

O Ti. n-r JUINT TAL. 

1 SptXu..all!'.ari'1 - Summer; 2 Mohs 
| guinea Reevesii, II 
! ff 1 1,511 ** Hon<»' Mickle, 
1 Cltmhiuir il'niey-ucklo 
I v\ i io* rnwn 

^ViUterfiscmntts. 

Extra Irene*.... and city brands,."I”"""”', iip'lya'Jj'ta 

^'.u'iT: I'y forth.-r Imp' v.-d in value, with a moder¬ 
ate milling demand at. the advam ed Iirbos; sales red Wt'slerii 
Slate at *1,1 !K.I t in, and good wl.de Michigan at $j 35 rmn 
rather gaMer with a fair demand -nl. s mixed Wes! ..i r'/, 
a b.at, and .63.- for car lots delivered at. East ^\\Lnv J 
there U but liDle doing, auii wo l.avo only to note Mile-two 
... at Hoc, lour.rowed do at /Uc, old rm, ,’mved >'„D, ^ 

1 D,:.",1;',in:1 h,t ut »uu SSL1::;z 
at tin tlppot and delivered. Data inactive, hut steady. (tj)fUii:. 

Sales Htftie nl 33 

.1. 8. Jackson, M. C., representing the 2d district of Ken 

tucky is raising a regiment of cavalry in Louisville for the 
service of the United States. 

ABOUT ADVERTISING. 

FA€T!S fo« I*lI«IiVE!S!S MEM. 

— The Buffalo Commercial says the largest raft was towed 

into that harbor on Saturday that ever entered the port. It 
contained over 1,000,000 feet. 

to¬ 
ut 
Indiana 
choice lots at -\6,7fi. 

Grain- Wheat, quiet; sales to-da- red Toledo »/ n m. 
winter at 3d my."|,i f, Corn sales /. d i v •.} am ,? rf . : V ' 
at 25c. Kve, sal-; at 4nr Peai n -?D«i .u .^ r at*J "'“'re 
Beans. qiiMfed at 76cvr Si l2'i ** Pnme— 

Skkiis —Timothy, last, -ale w.xs at ? r.ip. |y,r Bt.w 
i itovr-iiiNs Market quiet, u it.li small consumptive ml,,. V(. 

Quote tfH t.s pork 411. *11. it d prime do. .it nm. \|fUM hfot’ at 
rnm« do ;.i Srt ffiftt 
Shoulders at f.J»n Lard at 8c. Tallow at .Si. Cheese at 7' -a- 
tor old, ami,Vatic for uew 1 n <l" yL 7®9o 

TGKOVTU, Sect 20.-Flour Ther-ia no marked improve- 
ment to notice in the Ilnur market. U -teruCanadiau'miiie',^ 

AWVKRTI8ING TERMS, In Advance-Thirty- 
i<ivK Ckntb a Line, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 52 b, cents per line of space. Special Notices 
(following reading matter, leaded.) Sixty Ceuta a Line 

HP- its immense circulation among the Producer , and Deal¬ 
ers of the Free States, renders the Rural New-Yorker by far 
the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class Tills 
eaut should be borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 
facturers, Ac... who must necessarily depend upon tho People of 
the North tor patronage. 

[ English llA.vThom. double pink 
1 lb. lytr.x spectaliilis, 

Phloxesrb'*000''5 PI,lntB' inchld'”F «ome of the best 

twjswi'y TYOsras FOR 

orTZ”K,'te;"as gnr *■" M~«— 
FOR HA LK AT VVHOLKSAI.E. 

■jd.iKin good Mnnetti Stocks at. $12 Jo 1 noij 
A1»t'i'• Storks at f3Y) l.tjQo' ’ 

«• ' Ir-iGt-1 in Clinton, and Catawba Grape at s-to >11 oon 

“• t? 0rj^v ^ Htrorgi^Mw- 
Fim 10.UU0 Flu** Plum Stock/*, cbffln. 

II 4 t I 1 .... 

delM'a’r'the fOd.XT}!'^ in box«? witta moss, and 
Charge, according io dffmMi^r’1, '‘XpreSS 0flice' free of 

nulbuns Hants. 
cheaper than ever 

than fivdy t)<*rorc* i 

WILSON’S 
for sale—2/ 

Peonies, Ct St.na.xwb*'ri-i.■ 
.. Lists so ot. to us will he priced Inwee 
than eve-before i„ this country Pmini e V Co., Flushing, NY 

H ALBANY STRAWBERRY riant, 
Me. E1 doz.; Si it loo, $.6 ft 1.000. 

__J KNQX, Bo x 155, Pi 11 

rUUM ).;s ! WAR Puri Ies - 1 i" 1 i /l.f I fMMH. MOO*1 I.-..1. 4 . wwan 
*hii' SVrM ''nnchoii. and nvorv wi v i. 

JSSfrW!WSdL Th0 — 
Al 1 LE »EEDLI.NG8, *2.50 per 1,0 0 f,ddr. -x . ... . ..ftfjdrfsu 

< H CURTIS, Walervlllo, N. Y. 

As the season for Trade ia again at hand, we would remind 

-nose who wish to do Business the present Autumn and 

Fail, that the Rcral New Yorker possesses extraordinary 

advantages as an Advertising Medium, its actual mrculalvm 

exceeding by at least 20,000 that of any other paper published 

in this State or section of the Union (out of New York city.) 

In addition to its immense circulation among the best 

portion ot the Rural Population, (more particularly in New 

York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wis- 

conmn, Ate..) a is taken by thousands of Business and Pro- 

esstonal Men in Villages and Cities from Canada to Califor¬ 

nia, and MaJne to Minnesota. Hence, it is thk medium 

through which to reach, at once, Tens of Thousands 
0 the moat enterprising, progressive and wealthy Farmers, 

ort.cultur.sU, &rf and hosts of Merchants, Mechanics, 

Manufacturer- and Professional Men. Its pages are un.,ues- 

tmoably the best and cheapest channel on this Continent 

r the Business Cards and AnnouneemenU of all who wish 

to address the Agricultural and Horticultural - ub- 
ie. such as Dealers in Implements and Machinery. -Fruit 

trees, Nhrubs, P!anta and Flowers,-Seeds and Fertilizers — 

I-npreved Stock, Keai Estate, Ac.,-as well a- for leading 

■inbers and Booksellers, (especially of standard and 

praciicai works,) Wholesale Dealers. Manufacturers, Educa- 

"ual Institutions, Land, Insurance and other Companies, 

ami imT 7 ^ md*ed f°r a" who w to secure large 
uA * ' an<3 heU';e Pr"J'llih!e publicity. The fact that but 

The New Haven Journal Bays Connecticut has three 

regiments more than her quota ready, but the general Gov¬ 
ernment will not accept them. 

The Cincinnati annual conference of the Methodist 

burch resolved their thauks to Geo. McClellan for his Sab- 
bath observance proclamation. 

mg rate.* 
Superfine,.. 
Fancy. . 
Extra, (nominal). 
Double extra.." 
Gain lea I, 

munh activity at tho follow- 

limited space is devoted to Advertising, and that a rigid cen- 

M *^rcised over that department (our aim being to . -- vmcn (GW Bira uen 

deception.^—— R— ^ qaaCk"ry' hambU« 
dium cif maki 

-ep ion./renders the Rural far more vaiuaole _ _ 

i Ug known matters ot value and utility—for its 

and 

as a me- 

annnuucemjote are generally so new and Of such character 
to be read and heeded by all interested. 

Gov. Pickens, of South Carolina, is a candidate for the 

' tee Presidency C.f the Southern Confederacy when Alex. H. 
Stephen* dies, or hi* term expires. 

-Miss Louisa Under, the distinguished sculptor, sister to 

Brig. Gen Lander, has arrived in Washington, with the 
intention of opening a studio there. 

-The aggregate free population of the eleven seceded 

States amounts to five million five hundred and eighty-oue 
thousand six hundred and forty nine, 

-Government is buildmgat St. Louis four propellers and 

40 flats, of solid timber, each 60 feet long, and 25 feet wide 

to b« used io the Southern expedition. 

- The St. Paul Pioneer of the 10th announces the arrival 

of the first locomotive in Minnesota. By December this 
engine will be running to St Anthony. 

- Col Liebedietf, of the staff „f the Emperor of Russia, is 

on his way to this country, on a mission similar to that of 
Gen. McClellan during the Crimean war. 

- The shipments of cotton from Bombay to Europe, for 

the first five months of the present year, were 837.631 bales 
against 270,165 for the same time last year. 

- A law suit in the New Jersey courts, known as the 

Meeken Will Case.” has been settled by mutual consent, 
and fees to the amount $40,000 have been paid. 

^ five thousaud loaves of bread, made out of 240 barrels 

of Sour and 25 bushels of potatoes, are baked daily in the 14 

Government ovens at Washington, for the soldiers. 

- John A. Washington, late proprietor of Mt. Vernon, and 

the disgrace of au honored uaine. was shot dead while acting 

as a spy near Gen. Reynold’s camp, at Cheat Mountain Pass 

. $I,150f4,26 

. 4,4.Vu4,r0 

..... 
.6,40;aj6,fio 

Grain - The' euppllesVff wheat during Hie Voek'Tf^Ln 
511 V11* re.ichJnif at»ovv mh>. bu-?i 

per day. and rIm-.ii here in tb.. country being vei .• iosiiriiifieanr 

IV»« w! — “Un- 
Euyiitfan Ce- 

aiiioontioE III the w.-ek to |,.,rt than »\<Mbu«he)s Thi 
market up to Saturday continued v.-rv bU 'Vaut at 4- eve a.m 
son,et,„,"*6,5c, tmtsloca the,, ha-, suddonl. droppedTOaGflo 

K& r.“‘ ... s “ivr; * 
*• Snrinir *• . ’ ii-f.fi J. 10 

Iijirlpv—\f}*rl*4vi$ nnonr.ri 7.1 ***** .* * * * HR Burlpy^farket opgnod at.’...... 
^ batciomsdttt. . . Jg 
l’easare in email supply at.1".'”. JJlj ‘‘J 

Beef, -No 1,.., ._ 20 

“ inferior. . aovoa 

iK) 
Calves i*ach,.. • Z =.4 

i.am&,. .5"it"!■ 
H/irrm Hull *"’"" ... Jj (Xti'ii Bacon duii. 
Hams. 

IN) 
.'d 

5..’0O.)ti oo 
9f» 10 

— Globe. 

A <’4' V:,‘N^">4.1 ^oinfthinn 
' bllee-Htraineraud Ecouoml/.i,i . ■ r.vvoMan c;e. 

; I 'dent .'la'ch-xiife, for vo A.-pocke, "Patent Ii 
hi., IVncd. t„ mark d. Patent ••Work liohirn Downel's 

fir'1 "r "lr"”-v returned* L. RILE A CO., Nt Nassau sit, New York. 
llenirqcr and Shield. 

Send etanip 

\ ?V4 >rr»4]i» id vjtm ic< ti* H4 \ i.ii’ 

,00. located three mile north of l.voriYlv!!^, 
for sale It will ho sold on ma.onahle t-rn^ nd rn^t or 

WSf ““     ■‘““’snifft JWS ■ 
"Jl>u_ Lyons. Wayne Co.. N. Y. 

I t>.:r steamer New Ycuk, aVot'^f^rmiu", ^tVi'i Av’flkT^ 

i" 
iriitab smutmns with pure genuine ITALIAN QUEEN-S*' Fo 
,ice and other iiffonna,ion. aiq.lv >o sror,i..x. . to 

v I, an- 'v", ItnSB, W) Exchange Piaoe, New York 
t,lB Uw ”0d only imporlion this mnxm. «he public .•a„'^;^7^7''gctd;,;a;(;;;::7tll'Mp:7ul,', .ly pure breed, tito -n 

THE CATTLE 1IARRET8. 

ti,eLr^ &1 
It wiiVheseen 

that there am only lit, Los h-re now than Gi -n T. ere 
however, a n.in-h greater fallinv oil ... . ... TL 1 ’ this '»u" ben -.ha.; 
low BK,. “VM'Hge qn.vhtv is cui para’ive, * 
N.r«r York Ttm Vssmln^,''*'"1'. '‘•’«o,nd from i .. ora. III. »ss,e,n hovers hoped to force ii. eii,... 
holding nut until the !«►, hour, i/q, th-lu-tiof, of tn j 

I’renj 
60*j-2teo) 

-ImlN- I»i<rrt-,t few oho ice ones, from III V 
O'P block, fiir.ns old, for sale. 
WM. K. GRIDLKY, North Ch i Chill. Monroe Co., N, Y 

S, * I ’ - NT CII. TOO! jiri — The best, in the World at fair 
,o7^' Ad,|ress W. K. I.A.VI'HK.Ut (fe CO. 
^ 3l) Bo* 1,719 Cincinnati, Ohio. 

807 dOvEi-i. BLAKKMOKK, Rooilsstkr. n. Y 

X> TREE 
-----* ^iH^whurfr, D(7UU ,,,r 

Ujfj fall of 1>I61 >tn*i spring of ^ eemUor^Jr" Tntd? CuFfor 

August 1.1861. *r*aiSffW,a«-* S9..r .. _ [606 «t) DaoFvilje, Liv. Co., N. Y. 

E >TICE.-8«,k,^ Or- EtcK, Count v or Monr./r, 

.StaD.t,am!"„rV;r,'b3’ Pursuant to the Statute* of this 
thftt^l’hcT*Oerlt*ral Krion wiinmtSd of State? 

Wwuh* Tm. 

State ok Nkw York. / 
OKKfCE OK TUB SkORKTARV OK STATE 

... „ Ablany, August 1, 18di. 
Io the Sheriff oT the County ol' Monroet 

11 ■ Nolice is hereby i 
>AA lli.l.l I r. lL: . J . be held in this KiV<a"' tfl,at at l,H' General Election to 

to w, t: . .. .oincei-* ar« to ho elected, 

A .locretary of State, in the pl.xcn of David R. r’ovi! 
AComptmUer in the ,/lace of Robert Derm hi to o' “ 

A StiteTrnrfSSl*'1* '7“' Ohailes G Myere 
Richmond Upn"°' ,l"4 Suryeyor, In tlm place of Van R. 

lardnor, for 
A rw^lTrr‘'"-'"'''r in P'*c« Of Philip Dnmhoimer 

full te?m.tw^i^.'uener. iu the place of Hiram Gwrd 

A Canal CoimoiB«ion«r, in tile nlace nr n.,„:.L- „ 
wbo witsHjinoint^d fill Hiaa **• ujamin Bruce, 
of San,ue)^ Barnet 7 occiMioued by the death 

Everest P"Ct°r “r 8tota Vrimn»- in ‘he P^co of Joslah T. 

ComlteA00ftlUiCo,,rt0f Al,fH'al'' ‘he place of George F. 

ber next.08® t#rmB 0f oflic* wil1 *!5M>tre the last day of Do :*cem- 

clal'lIiUrieLhS0^ u* Sv'u'"'v Courl',or Seventh Judi- 

k?sss;” omss. 

OOtrNTY OFKICKUH TO HE ELVATFJ*. 

7 9 laical Agent. wuhT, t Ir'aCing ^"h^ie'iids A SheriM^V;” 1 ^•‘W.WV- 
tall and winter. By selling Oporto Grape Vines. For te.ms to A C, ‘ io plaee of tliram Smith 
Agent*, address • K. WA&E SYLVESTER? Lyons. NY. a lh.* P1*®? ^ Dyer D. ; 

OR MORE 

Ymker- compelled them to enter Z ^MWarlv" and-here' 

onLxtea^filit quamy?1 WttdHJ,ri0fc6 weight. 

„ This week. 
Cattle.a, 
Sheep. 
Hogs... 

rec.ti7t^Jf><»T-rhe i'btiowing Is our comparative statement of 
to the car lk'S tnarltt', 0Vftr the Central Railroad, estimaiing 16 

. , , Cor. week 
Last week. last y-ear. 

4,032 4,|3| 
4.336 3 R-y 

Prices—the market is quite active nt the following rates *** 

.sssrtr 

I < >TTiMrS'r< >N’S BKAN HAnV].’-/Ti, p 

h0r8,>’ Cau hi‘R.,'V..rHOWAKD;rl*ht ^ 
Mauufactury.r, Buffalo, N. Y 

Bahcnrk"nnl,U“1,!,Jt °f l^e 1,oor' in lh*'place'of Henry H. 
S. Brown 

608- It 

( M-SS *' K’ ‘ 1 K> 1 1 
r^K.ui n ri• r ,vo''■ ?• aml Xr"at Cancer Em- jrwKiUM, O. XJ, LllHp«tl St.. ,\hw Ifnvrn, rorm <.’>ific«.*r« urn! 
Tuinjraof all {j-rnov«?d without pain, awl without 
IfiVi^i',r I*kr‘"" I,r B'UI<'0f,K would '',nfonn"ail ("ere'm" 
af!iicte»l with ( Aiiwra or Tumorn of anv ile**cri tioo Thit ^ 
addm-Hing a letter to ),„„ they will l,. furni“ ,"i w th a (? -, u 
lnr of hi mod" of treatment. Dee of charge. 

Dr L.uiitouk Is the original Cancer lloct rof x 
id the only o, e who removes Cnncnr. mhe^'u 00 hV '' .w l* b remove s Cai. oe rj * w i iho*u t Wpai nf * * A u' 

oilier- am hat itiiit«forn. induced t.v bis «umv< r(, n«.r 
thmuKulv.,* Doctor. Plenty o r. f?r."n^, te thom who 
have tteen cured cao f.eseeu at my office ’* wl,° 

Sw,* hngi. j tip Di-eases. Birth Marks, Hcrnfulou* and 
Malignant Ulcers, D/mase* of the Mo. th and Throat C'lcerii 
tton of the Bones, Tetter. Scald Head, and all DLs.-;iaoh of thn 
Skin permanently cured ' .wesot the 

Orders from abroad promptly attended to. 

608- I3t „ Dr. N. BABCOCK, 
No. 392 Chapei St., New Haven, Conn. 

Amyl‘iTlieLanff0"8, in tb* plawB of «• Clark 

F^Bmwua^TCi'ea w7’ni'g.°firnMtarick Keichenback, Oscar 

cende.^neTt *frm8 01 wil1 ‘’xP|re on the last day of l)». 

I IICKOK’S PATENT PORTABLE 

. keystone cider and wine mill. 
ISqT8^!^ 'Uacllfne la now ready for the fruit harvest of 
1' vi'fix ti ' rniule h**t.nu b*‘fonv iuid wpll 

J.™ntirm of farm,.r- wanting such Machine*. 
” btt* no.superior tu the market, and is the only mill that 

Everybody Going 

PRATT’S 

CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE STORE, 

ATm nation. House Kloolc, 

South of .T/arkft Street. 

II KiHIi A. IN I) IV r; KSEUIEN, 
11 SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

the^'ame'qu?lit?f.°° tan l’" l"u,“J ‘'^wherein tho Stata, for 
Wc invite the attention of Nurserymen and Dealers to our 

large awoi'tment of Choice and well grown 

lwFa»rM,or 

, — I' .. au fcUVj lii.ti nry, tl 

will properly gnud Grapes. Price. *40 
the maiiufaotuiyr 

»M-Hn__Fogle Works HarriGiViVg, 

u WOMEN OP NEW YORK 
' ' Mr*. Ilaukin*' Curtoii* New Book of Female i 

tera in the City, is very Interesting, and -trictly moral Faso-v 

of Book and Particuhua of ?Z?PTH>U°a 
H.4NKLNS & CO.. New York. 578 

t--A‘ ,jy?p 
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[Written for Moon’s Rural New-Yorker ] 

MORE MEN WANTED! 

HV MINMK USISTWOOtl. 

More men wanteil—our country to free 

From dastardly band* which already arc stained 

With the blood of brave merit Oh, brothers, will ye 

Longer stood and see Liberty hopelessly chained? 

Did our Spartans all leap In th‘ rauk* at th' call 

Which first summoned our brave eldest ones forth? 

Shall th’ freedom our fathers bequeathed to ,lh 
Become blackened and stained, oh, men of the North ' 

Your harvest i» gathered—no harvest ye U need, 

If ye will sec made for our country a grave; 

Fairer hands than your own can scatter the seed, 

If ye will but hasten our country to save’ 

Oh, fathers and mothers! “ the land of ttr free ” 

Has claims which are stronger than yours on your sons. 

Bid them go—your love shall their talisman he; 

If they fall, they but “fash out their souls with their guns!' 

Fair maiden* and wives! though, jour brows may have paled, 

And your sad heart* keenest anguish have known, 

Hold not back the strong arum which for you never failed; 

Our Country lias called fur naught but its own. 

From city and town, from hamlet and dell, 

Ohl ye freemen, aronse, onr country to save! 

Yield up and leave aft—wait no longer—oh, tell 

What your lives would be worth should ye no country have ? 

Ludlowville, Tomp. Co., N. Y., 1861. 
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EASY WARREN. 

BY W. T. COHOSH ALL. 

Raymond Wakrjen was a "nice” man — every¬ 
body’s clever fellow — as I beard a public man once 
remark, "a very extensive office,” with numerous 
duties, never discharged. Raymond used to sit in the 
chimney corner late, very late, on a winter’s night, 
because he was too shiftless to get ready for bed. 
But after a while the lire burned low, the glow on 
the embers faded, and it grew cold in the chimney 
corner; then Raymond became chilly, and ho would 
sneak to rest, where his wife, perhaps, had been for 
several hours, endeavoring to recover from the severe 
fatigue of a day’B work, into which had been crowded 
the greater portion of her husband’s legitimate 
duties. Raymond owned a large farm left him by 
bis father; it was good land, but the fences were not 
in repair, and everybody’s cattle roamed through the 
fields, and Raymond’s crops were not sufficient to 
yield the family a decent support. The farm had 
once been well stocked, but for want of proper atten¬ 
tion the cattle became poor; the sleep were never 
folded, even in the most rigorous weather, and many 
of them died. The wool was never properly sheared, 
and washed, and when taken to market it would not 
bring market prices. Rad It not been for Raymond’s 
wife, who was a business woman, the family must 
often have suffered for the common necessaries 

of life. 
Raymond’s chores were rarely attended to by him¬ 

self, but was a neighbor sick, no man was more wil¬ 
ling to work in his place, lie was relied upon as the 
man who would always neglect his own interests, to 
look after those of somebody else. He could never 
set himself at his own farm work; but he was con¬ 
sidered an excellent hand when, to oblige a neighbor, 

be took a job in his field. 

It was a bleak morning in mid-winter. Raymond 
Warren’s will* was in the barnyard foddering the cat¬ 
tle—Raymond was in bed. The light of a brisk lire, 
which his wife bad built, shone directly in his face. 
It awakened him; the room was warm, and Raymond 
was persuaded by its inviting appearances to arise, 
lie sat down by the fire-place in his shirt sleeves, and 
waited for his wife to come and get him some break- 
last. As he warmed his feet, lie felt that he had 
reason to congratulate himself on bis happy situa¬ 
tion, and be. said to himself, "’Taint every man’s got 
such a wife as 1 have. Here she’s made a good fire, 

and I’ll hot the chores are all done.” 
The chores wore done, and Raymond had scarcely 

finished his soliloquy, when the useful wife hastened 
to the fire-place to warm her hands, which had 
become thoroughly chilled by the cold handle of a 
pitchfork with which she had been throwing hay and 

Btraw to the cattle. 
It might be supposed that these occurrences took 

place early in the morning. Not. so. It was ten 
o’clock when Raymond Warren left his bed. His 
wife had been sewing for two hours before she pre¬ 
pared her breakfast; then she urged Raymond for an 
hour longer to get up. lie made fair promises, but 
left them all unfulfilled. She waited until it was nine 
o’clock, and then, knowing her husband’s easy 
habits, and ashamed to have the cattle unfed at that 
hour of the day, she determined to attend to their 

wants herself. 
Raymond’s fipff salutation to her as she stood by 

the fire, was — 
"I wish I bad some tea, Sally. But never mind; 

you’ve put the things away; a little warm water, with 
a little milk and sugar in it, will do just as well. And 
while yon are about it., you may get me a little piece 
of bread; but just as you choose; no matter about it 
anyhow. It aint every man’s got such a woman for 
a wife.” Hhc might have answered, " It is not every 

woman that has such a husband.” 
But she knewsuch remarks would only make bitter 

feelings, and though fatigued with the violent exer¬ 
cise she had Liken, she went cheerfully and prepared 
her easy, good-natured husband a cup of tea and 
a slice of toast, and then asked him if he would not 

cut some wood. 
“ To he sure I will,” was his response. 
His breakfast over, lie took up hi9 ax, mounted the 

wood-pile, and cut half a dozen sticks, when along 
came a neighbor who wanted Raymond to accompany 

him to a sawmill about two miles distant, and assist 
in loading upon a sled some board.? which had been 
sawed for him. Of coarse Raymond went, and liis 
wife was compelled to out wood enough to keep the 

house warm until the following day. 

Mrs. Warren was, in appearance, a feeble woman; 
but she had endured hardship which would have 
destroyed the constitution of one much more robust. 
Day after day her strength failed her, yet she made 
no complaint, Raymond saw that she grow*pale, and 
was often disturbed with fears in regard to her; but 
be was too easy to mention the subject, and the use¬ 
ful wife became more feeble, until she was seized 
with a violent, cough. Raymond was one day thought¬ 
ful enough to speak to the village doctor aa he passed 
their house with his ponderous medicine portmanteau 
on his arm, and the benevolent gentleman, who had 
some knowledge of Raymond’s peculiar failings, left 
the woman an innocent tincture, and forbade expo¬ 
sure to the cold atmosphere under uuy circumstances, 
and also declared that her complaint was of a charac¬ 
ter very much aggravated by severe exercise. For a 

few days Raymond remembered the doctor’s counsel, 

and as’ he had respect for the physician, he obeyed 

him as nearly as his constltntional failings permitted; 

but soon the wife was again obliged to chop wood 

and feed cattle, and taking a severe cold, she faded as 

would fade the summer rose in a frigid climate. 

When Raymond Warren’s house was desolate and 

his fireside cheerless, lie saw what had been his great 
j error during the two year* of his married life, and be 

mourned his wife deeply, it must be said in bis favor, 
both as a helpmate and companion. He ient$ bis 

j farm, and managed to exist •• easily” for one year; 
I but he was a domestic man -he was not satisfied with 

n childless widower’s solitary lot, and he'bcgan to 
look about him for a second helpmate and com¬ 
panion. In a few months he took to bis homeja 
woman who. be confidently felt, would fill the plff e 

left vacant by his first wife. T, 
Sadly was Raymond disappointed. A few weeks 

elapsed, and be fell into bis old habits with complete 
I abandon. Leaving hi* own work in a neglected 

state, he worked diligently one day to assist a neigh¬ 
bor in getting wood to bis bouse, and be returned to 
bis home late at night, hungry and fatigued, expect¬ 
ing that his wife would have ready for his refresh¬ 
ment an inviting supper. Poor fellow I The kitchen, 
where was to have been Ids excellent supper, 
attended by a smiling wife, was cold and unoccupied. 
No frugal board was there, and Mrs. Warren was in 
bed. Raymond was much astonished, and too good 
natured to complain, and silently he ventured to 
explore, the cupboard for a crust on which to satisfy 
the gnawings of bis appetite. Not a crumb was 
there. It was evident Ids wife had designed that lie 
should go to bed snpperlesa; and supperleas to bed 
lie did go, grieving seriously over bis hard lot. He 
had never before been so badly treated, and he 
thought it indeed distressing; but yet his disappoint¬ 
ment was not bad enough to revolutionize biB con¬ 
stitutional good nature, and without a mutter he fell 

sound asleep. 
Raymond Warren did not hear chanticleer salute 

the morning, as it dawned after the night of 1)1* 
grievous disappointment. It wus springtime, and 
the birds sang under bis window, but he hoaid them 
tu,t—yet lie heard his wife, who had risen before the 
sun, call to him — “Wr. Warren, here I’ve been for 
an hour in the cold; the wood’B all burned. It’s 
time I had some cut. IT you want any breakfast you 

bad better get up.” 
Was Raymond dreaming? Was this a voice of 

reproach, that came to him in his sleep, with recol¬ 
lections of the wife that had gone before him to the 
spirit land? Not so; it was a voice from the wife 
that dwelt with him in this sphere of existence, that 
came to remind him of duties not discharged, upon 
performance of which depended the satisfaction of 
those desires which had intruded visions of feasts 
upon bis hours of rest. All this he felt; still he did 

not offer to leave his couch. 
"Raymond Warren,” again said the voice, “you 

left me yesterday without wood, to help a neighbor 
get wood for his wife, and you went to bed last night 
without your supper; you’ll not get a bite to eat in 
this house till you bring me wood to cook it with.” 

"There’s plenty of chips,” said Raymond, in palli¬ 

ation, rising on his elbow as he spoke. 
"Get up, then, and bring them ihto the house,” 

said the resolute wife. “ I didn’t know you when 

mond was about to go with some neighbors to a 
town-meeting, when his wife hid bis best coat, and 
reminded him of the empty flour-barrel. Another 
day, bis corn was to be gathered, when a neighbor 
desired him to assist him with bis horses and wagon. 
Tt v#as a neighbor who often received favors, but 
seldojn rendered them; yet Easy Warren could not 

i refuse him. But, when he went to hitch his horses 
f before bis wagon, be found that, one of the wheels 

was missing. Of course, the neighbor was disap¬ 
pointed. In the afternoon, when Raymond expressed 
a wish to draw hi* corn, bis wife told him where he 

could find the lost wagon-wheel. 
Thus was Easy Warren’s household managed, until 

he began to realize practically what the error of his 
life had been. People said, " Warren’s farm looks 
much better than it did some years ago.” Mrs. 
Warren never interfered with Raymond's business 
except when be neglected It, and then she net er 
found fault or sdolded, but took occasion to show bis 
neglect to him in a ruamicr which impressed him 

with his injustice to his own interests. 
Raymond’s cattle were well cared for, and were in 

good order. When his fences were down, if he did 
j not replace them, Id* wife employed a neighbor to 

make the necessary repairs. His wife took the 
papers, and read; she knew the state of the market, 
and, to oblige her, Raymond had his gruin in market 
when the price was highest Some people said: 
"Easy Warren is a hen-pecked husband.” But he 

knew better, and often boasted that his wile was 
more of a " business man ” than he was. 

They had lived together peaceably some years, 
when, one day, Raymond was in a good humor think¬ 
ing over his prosperous condition, and he told his 
wife_“ p,n a woman’s-rigbt’s man of the true grit. 
They may say you wear the breeches, if they please; 
Pin satisfied to have you do the thinking for our 
firm. And, now I Bee what a fool I have been, I 
must make up for my early sbiftlessness.” lie did 
make Up for Id* early sbiftlessness; and, under bis 
judicious wife’s training, he became Industrious, 

instead of Easy, Warren. 

Mrs. Warren had the correct idea of woman’s 
wrongs. We commend her management to those 
who have “ easy husbands.” Especially do we com¬ 
mend it to those unfortunate women who have earned 
for themselves the opprobrious title of " scolds.” — 

Literary Companion. 

the wayside —some offered blessing untouched; and 
when, at a later period than usual, Mr. Edwards 
turned bis steps homeward, he felt as if be had lost 

instead of gained a day. 
Dear Louis ! Away, faster than his feet conld 

carry him. went the heart of Mr. Edwards, towards 
his darling boy. Somehow, the father’s imagination 
would present no other image of the child, except 
one that showed him in grief for the kiss denied that 

morning. 
" Where is Louis?” were the first words spoken by 

Mr. Edwards, as he entered the room where his wife 
was sitting. It was at least an hour after nightfall. 

" In bed, and asleep,” was the answer. 
At another time, this answer would have produced 

no unpleasant feelings: now, it was felt almost like a 

painful shock. 
Mr. Edwards went to the chamber where Louis lay, 

in his little bed. The gas waa burning low; he 
turned it up, so that the light would fall upon his 
face. How beautiful it was, in its childish inno¬ 
cence! How placid! And yet the father's eyes saw, 

looking, as they did, through the medium of a 
troubled state, a touch of grief upon the lips, and a 
Bhade of rebukiug sadness on the brow of his 

darling. 
"Precious one!” be said, as be bent to kiss the 

pure forehead. “I wronged both your heart and 

mine.” * » 
It Beemed to him, after that kiss and confession, 

that the sleeper’s face took on a more peaceful, loving 
aspect. For many minutes be stood gazing down 
upon bis unconscious boy; then, murmuring to him- 
Mr,lf—“ It shall not be so again, sweet one!'—lowered 
the gas to a taper flame, and went with noiseless 

footsteps from the room. 
Fur the gain of half a minute to business, in the 

morning, what a loss had there been to love, and 
peace, and comfort, for the space of hours. Let us 
take care of our nows, and our to-days; for herein 
lies the true secret of happiness, and the true 
philosophy of life.—Arthur's Home Magazine. 

OUR FALL CAMPAIGN! 

The Rural, on Trial, at only Half Price! 

Is response to late requests from Agents and 
others, we would state that, in order to accommodate 
those wishing to try the Etkal New-\okker for a 
few months—and also as a means of introducing it 
more generally in many localities preparatory to the 
commencement of a new volume — wu have conclu¬ 
ded to offer tho paper from September 1st to January, 
or from October to January, at only Half Prick. 

We will therefore send the Rural from September 1st 
to January (4 months, or 1" papers,) for 33 cents or 
3 copies for $1, G for $2, &c. From October to Jan¬ 
uary (3 month*— 13 paper*,) at only 25 cts. per copy 
— or 4 copies for $1, 8 for $2, 12 for S3, <Ve. In each 
case we will send to #s many different post-offices as 
desired. Our Canada friends will of course aid 
American postage (at the rate of 12J eta. for 12 

months,) to the above rates. 
%-rt~ This i* offering the Rdrai. below war prices, 

aDd at a rate affording us no profit. But we hope, by 
thus furnishing the paper at or below cost, to intro¬ 
duce it to thousands who will become permanent 
subscribers. As the times are improving, and the 
long evenings and period of leisure are coming on 
apace, we trust the agents and other friends of the 
Rural will kindly aid in extending its circulation 
and benefits. Almost any reader so disposed, c»h 

obtain from 4 to 20 trial subscribers with compara¬ 
tively little effort— thus not only benefiting individ¬ 
uals and community, but contributing to the future 
prosperity and usefulness of the paper. Friends of 
the Rural and its Objects! will you not make some 
effort in the right direction — to further the circula¬ 
tion of the favorite Rural Weekly, and render its 

Fall Campaign successful? 

QVbmlteemente. 

Wit xnA 
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NOW AND TO-DAY. 

WAR WIT. 

kursell’s flight. 

wp were married; hut I know you now. 1 know 

what killed your first wife. You want to make a 
Slave of me. I’ll attend to my duties; but if yon 
don’t do your chores, the cattle may starve; and 
you’ll never get a bite to eat in this house, unless 
you take It uncooked, if you don't cut wood yourself 

or get somebody to do it tor you. 

Raymond started bolt upright, and it was not man} 
minutes before he was at the wood-pile. Diligently 
did lie work until be hud cut an armful, which, like 
a dutiful husband, for tho first time in his life, he 
carried into the kitchen. His wife made no allusion 
to what had passed, and Raymond, although burning 
with curiosity to know where she had learned what 
she had revealed to him, dared not commence con¬ 
versation in relation to it. The train of ills it might 
revive was fearful to the easy man’s mind. His 
breakfast over, forgetful of its lesson, careless Ray 
mond wandered away from home, his morning labors 
in his farm-yard unattended to, and his wood-pile 
unvisited. He returned home at noon, strong in 
faith that he should sit down to a good dinner; 
because he was one of those men who think that a 
wife should always give her husband a good dinner, 
whether she have anything to cook or not. Mrs. 
Warren had enough to cook, hut nothing to cook 
with; however, much to Raymond’s satisfaction, 
when lie entered hut homo lie found I he table spread, 
and lie knew he should soon be invited to take a scat 

near it. 
When the invitatiou* came, he hastened to bis 

accustomed seat, lifted the cover from a dish that he 
supposed contained meat —aud, truly, there was 
meat, but just as it came from the butcher's! Ray¬ 
mond was not a cannibal; he looked at his wife 
inquiringly; she appeared to be waiting patiently to 
be served. He lifted the cover of another d.alt; there 
were potatoes just as they had been dug from the 
earth. All the dishes that usually contained victuals 
were covered. Raymond grew suspicions, and he 
lifted the covers hastily. There was bread, as it bad 
come from the tray; there were turnips that had 
never been uuder tho iulluence of lire; there were 
apples handsomely sliced for sauce; and thoie weie 
numerous other edibles, but none of them could 
Raymond cot. He turned for consolation to a cup 
of tea his wife bad deposited near his plate. There 
were tea-leaves floating in the cup, but the tea looked 
remarkably pale: nevertheless, Raymond, by force ot 
habit, blew it vigorously, to prepare it for his palate. 
But when he put it to his lips, he found that he had 
wasted his breath —for the water was as cold as 

when it came from spring. 
Raymond was not a hasty man. He pushed back 

his chair deliberately, and thought aloud: — " In the 

name of Heaven, what does this mean?” 
Mrs. Warren, whose countenance during this scene 

had worn a sober aspect, now smiled very pleasantly, 
and answered: “The victuals were all ou the stove 

the usual time.” ** • 
"It’s strange they were not eook?d,” said Raymond. 
"Not at all,” replied Mrs. Warren; "there was no 

wood to cook them with.” 
In an instant Easy Warren then saw what a 

"moral” there was in his novel dinner, and, with a 
keen appetite, he went, to work on the wood-pile, 
lie took his dinner and supper together that day, and 

he remembered that Mrs. M arren said: 
"Now. Raymond, whenever you leave me without 

wood, yon must eat victuals that have been cooked 

on a cold stove.” 
Many women would have stormed and scolded; 

but Mrs. Warren knew there was a better way to 
correct her easy husband's carelessness—or shiftless- 

ness, as the reader pleases. 
One day there was no flour in the house, and Ray- 

Ofr to-days — how inadequately are they appre¬ 
ciated? Now—in which all the blessing* of life is 
alone included —with what strange indifference do 

wc turn from its offerings, to least our eyes on 
gardens of delight, that spread away, temptingly, in 
a future that forever mock* us with tho unattained ? 
There are pearls and diamond* scattered all along the 
path* we are treading, but wo cannot stop to gather 
them for looking at the mountains of gold that gleam 
against the far horizon. All of our unhappiness 
springs from neglected or misspent nows and to-days. 
The present moment is God’s loving gift to man. in 
it we weave the web of our future, and make its 
threads blight with sunshine, or dark with evil and 

suffering. 
"Come and kiss me, papa,” cried a voice full of 

muBic and love. » 
Bui pap* was lu 0". sage below, with coat, hat 

and gloves on, all n any to go forth to the day’s busi¬ 
ness, and little pet Louis was up in his mother’s 

chamber, only half dressed. 
"Haven’t time now, I’ll kiss you when I come 

home,” papa answers back, and then starts from the 

house in a hurried manner. 
A pearl lay at his feet, and Mr. Edwards had failed 

to lift the precious thing. He would have been so 

much the richer for life. 
"Dear Lu!” he said to himself, as he moved along 

the street, "that kiss would have done us both good, 
and consumed but half a minute of time; aud I baldly 
think that I shall find another half minute so richly 

freighted with blessings to-day.” 
At. the corner of the next square, Mr. Edwards 

waited four minutes for an omnibus. It was lost 
time. Four minutes spent with dear, pet Louis, how 
full of pleasure they would have been—how fragrant 

their memory through all the day! 
When Mr. Edward* arrived at his store, neither his 

morning newspaper nor hi* book-keeper was there. 
So, lie could neither get at his books, which were in 
the fire-proof, nor glean from his Gazette the com¬ 
mercial news, or state of the markets. No customeis 
were in at so early an hour. And so Mr. Edwards 
passed the next twenty minutes in comparative idle¬ 
ness, Ids mind burdened just enough to make him 
feel uncomfortable, with the thought of little Louis, 

grieving over the coveted purling kiss. 
At. the end of twenty minutes the book-keeper ar¬ 

rived. The honey of Louis’ parting kiss would have 
sweetened the temper of Mr. Edwards for the day. 
Without it, under slight annoyances, his spirit grew 
sour. He spoke to the book-keeper with slight 
impatience, and in words of reproof, for being late. 
A sick child was the excuse; and as he looked into 
bis clerk’s luce, he saw that it was pale with trouble 

and watching. 
Mr. Edwards sighed. The pressure on bis feelings 

was heavier. Everything, during that day, seemed 
to possess a strange power of annoyance; and to the 
failure to lift a pearl from his feet in the morning 
was added many failures of a like character. 

"Will you please to buy an almanac?” said a 

childish voice, near him. 
"No, 1 do not please.” was the gruff reply of Mr. 

Edwards, He spoke as be looked up, on the mo¬ 
ment’s impulse. The timid, half-frightened face of a 
tender child, scarcely a year older than his darling at 
home, glanced upon him for an instant, and then he 
saw only the retreating form of a little girl. Before 
his better feelings,prompted a recall of his repellant 

words, she was in the street, and out. of sight. 
This was a little* thing iu itself, but it lold sharply 

on the feelings of Mr. Edwards, who was naturally a 
kind-hearted man. He sat very still for a little while, 
then, sighing again, went on with the letter lie was 
writing when the little almanac-seller disturbed lum 
at his work. Another “ now” had passed, leaving a 
shadow, instead of the sunshine it might have 

bestowed. 
" CaD you help me out to-day ? 1 have a large note 

falling due.” 
" I cannot,” replied Mr. Edwards. 
The neighbor looked disappointed, and went away. 
Now that neighbor had many times obliged Mr. 

Edwards in a similar way. Our merchant had no 
balance over in bank. That may he said for him. 
But he had money out on call, and could, without 
inconvenience, have helped his neighbor. He re¬ 
membered this after it was too late. The "now” 
had passed again, and left upon his memory another 

burden of unquiet thought. 
And so the huurs of that day passed, each one leav¬ 

ing some "now” unimproved—some pearl lying by 

Thk scene—Virginia's hills and dales; 

The time—the dead of night; 

The characters—ten thousand men, 

In swift, " disgraceful ” flight. 

\ GKNTS WANTED to SELL FRUIT TREKS. 
r\ Wk wish to employ a number of experienced and trust¬ 

worthy men to sell tree*. Ac., from our Nurseries at .iberal 

" Whoukkai.k DKALRUS furnished with Nursery. Stock er all 

descrip,ions at the FARLEY * CO.. „ v 

&u4tf ItocbMiwr VVbok‘s*i« Nurwrit4*, Roc boater, N. Y. 

U ID A MI L Y NEWSPAPER.” — 
r Mrs. Hankins Mammoth Pictorial is In It*Sixth Volume 

and ha* 3O0.000 renders Full of Engraving# and F aehlon l isles 
Largest. nice-’ mi'! best in the world for “ft el*. a year. Aokst# 
wanted. Ladies, Teacher*, Clergymen, or Pout-Ms*tern, For 
S^dmen Copies and Terms to Awei.tn, Ltelnsn red .tom^ 

WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’» 
IMPROVED FAMILY SEWING MACHINES 

Confusion and disorder reign 

As far as eye can see, 

And look! a horseman leads the van— 

A valiant LL D. 

And why this rushing? why this rout? 

You ask a horseman pale. 

1 Why they but run through deadly fear, 

And J to reach the. mail.'" 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

I I 

How many a man in this poor world, 

If he but tell the tale, 

But sees his neighbor fly through fear, 

Himself to reach the mail. 
Boston Journal. 

THE WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO he| 
to state that they hnvn reduced tho prices of their SEWING 
MACHINES, while they have added new aud important im¬ 

provement*. The reduction U made in Die hope that the Com¬ 

pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patent* 

&OS Broadway, New York. 

S. W. DIBBLK, A ttem, 
,;7,,.T, _ ■ KSTl ft. a r 

( ’OUNTRY AGENTS WANTED.— 
Y' m A IIAY Mrs. Hankins want- Agent* at home or to 
travel tor her Pictorial "FAMILY NEWSPAPER” also Tor her 
Curious New Book of FEMALE CHARACTERS t«ii CITY 
For Specimens and Terms Inclose red stomp to HANKINS * 
CO , New York ]i >1 K. I'ltiit-’H Pcrpotnul alio, Paieuied July, 

j IH57 *_ ‘miiii.nor to any in use for Wood or Coal cord* 
J mo/. uperoi O 1,1,1, coal not mixed with 

A "maiden lady,” whose "school keepin’” and 
age have mode fearful havoc with her beauty, said 
ouo evening to one of her little boarders, .Now, ^ 
Johnny, you get to bed early and always do so, and (7rnftuna or K°<Vt,V»’««t^riXN3 v-itU 
you Will be rosy-ehm-lied aud handsome when you stone. Address-USMt-—— 

grow up.” The little codger looked up quizzically 
into her wrinkled countenance, and said, "Well, 
Aunty, 1 guess you used to sit up late a good deal 

when you was young, didn’t you?” 

A doctor returned a coat to a tailor because it did 
not fit him. The tailor seeing the doctor at the 
funeral of one of his patients, said: "Ah, doctor, 
you are a happy man.' “IVhy so! asked the 
doctor. “Because,” replied the tailor, "you never 
have any of your had work returned ou your hands.” 

What is the difference between Charlotte Ann 
and Ann Eliza? One is a quack and the other a 
chemist. How so? Why, the former is a charlatan 

and the latter an analyzer. 

A celebrated poet advertised that he would sup¬ 
ply "Lines for any occasion.” A fisherman sought 
him soon after, and wanted "a line strong enough 

to catch a porpoise.” _ 

>OOKS FOR HUBALISTS. 

Tiik following works ou Agriculture, Horticulture, Ac., may 

bo obtained at the Office of the Kciiai. Nkw-Yorkkk. We can 
also furnish other books on Rural Allaire. is-rn-d by American 

publishers, at the usual retail prices, am! shall add new works 
a- published I tJT RURAL Agents entitled to premiums, and 
who are ollei ed a choice of book*, can select from thisjiat 

Anieric.ni !'armor* Lucy 
ciopeiha. .." 

Allen'/ Am. Farm Book---.* 
Allen's llir-ci-e* ol Domes- 

Alien s Kuril Architecture 8S 
Allen on the Grape 1 IW 
Am. Architect, or Plans for 

Country Dwellings ,.....t>00 
American Kloristsf.mae... to 
Barry *. Fruit Garden.1 Z> 
Blake'll Farmer at Home, -1 to 
BonssiOgauU s Rural Leon- 

omy ....... .. . ., io 
Bright i e, (Hupe Culture, 2d 
Miiitiou.- . yy, 

Browne* J$ird>HnfcM?r..,.. 

itew fm tlw 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 80 letters. 

My 1, 11, 17, 23, 24 is a county in Tennessee. 

My 3, 21, 28, 29, 2 is a girl’s name. 

My 6,18 is a preposition. 
My 17, 12, 20, 30, 4 is something without which we could not 

live. 
My 11, 20, 2, 10, 30, 5 is a number. 

My 14, 3, 26,11,13 is a county in New York. 

My 8, 15, 19, 9, 24, 12 is a girl’s name. 

My 5, 11, 20, 13, 27, ft Is a river in British America. 

My 26, 7, 17, 22, 4, 28 Is a county in Maryland. 

My 22, 8, 20, 6, 11. 4 is a man's name. 

My 6, 26, 30,16, 6, 0,16, ft is what must be preserved. 

My whole Is what we should all do. 

Spencer, Tioga Co., N. Y., 1861. Mary. 

Answer in two weeks. 

CHARADE. 

My first is capable of sense and sound; 

My second, though not globular, is round 

And endless, but not everlasting. 

My whole is an ornament my first made fast in. 

Answer in two weeks. 

Browne- •— , ,w, 
Brow lies  .. ) «rd — 1 
Do. Field Dookol Manures 1 ja 

Do. Fiorist's Guide......- '*> 
Do. Kitchen Gardener « Ill- 

, m uTnM to 
Brack's Hook or Flowers....! W 
K,lot's Flower Garden... . 1 
I>i, i .ti iilv kitrhui* ixaru »•> 
< Vail uil Field Lectures 1 
Chinese riugai- Cane and 

Suirai Making.....•** 
Cliorltous Grape Growers 
Guide..-•••. 

Col.bett s Am. Gardener to 
Cottage and Farm Bee- 

..-.. 

Cole's Am Fruit Hook. &' 
Do. Aid. Veterinarian. M 
Dadd's Modern llone' Doc. ) 00 
Do. Am Cattle Doetoi. . 1 00 
j)o. Anatomy and ili.vn- 

olov of thu Horse.  00 
Do. colored plates....4 00 
Danas Muck Manual . 1 *' 
Do I’rixt! Essay on Manure* Aj 
Darlington'* \\ eeds and Use- 

ful Plants.60 
Davy's Devon Herd Book, i 00 
Domestic and Ornamental 
Poultry... 

Do. colored plan s .. ... -00 
Downing's Fruileaod Fruit 
Truce......ITS 

Downing's Landscape Gar¬ 
dening-....-. 

Do. Komi Essay#.yrr3lH 
Eastwood'* Cranberry Cub 
tnre... ^ 

ElliottV tVeet. Fruit Book I 2S 
Every Lady heroivn Flower 

Garde per.. .......... W 
Family Doctor by Prof. II. 

H. Taylor .   13j 
Farm Drainage, (II. F- 

French) ..-l 00 
Ferseuden s 1 armor anu 

Gardener ...—..1-6 
Do. Am Kitchen Garden- to 
Field's Pear Culture. 1 00 
Fish Culture..  J JJJ 
Fliuton Gra»*M .. 
Guenon Oil Milch tows.,., to 
Herbert to Horse-keepers.. 1 26 
Hooper'# Do if ft' Gun. paper, A; 
Do. do. cloth.-. to 
Hough's Farm Record......3 00 
Kidder's Guide to Aplaruui 
Science. to 

Hy,!e'#Cblneu»Sugar Cane 2.’ 
Johnston'# Agricultural 
Chemistry...12* 

Do. Elements ol Ag. Chem¬ 
istry- and Geology.1 W 

D». Catechism ol Chemistry 
for Schools. 25 

Lftngi-iroth on the Hive and 
Hi,liny Bee .1 25 

Ij-uchar's Hot Houses-1 lb 
1 Jebig's Familiar bettors to 
Farmers. 5" 

Li lisle v s Morgan Horses . ] U0 
Mi iiei'sHei-.keeper s Manual 11*> 
Miles ou Du-1 (orse's F oot.. to 
Millmrn on Cow.. 23 
Modern Cookery by Miss 

Anton and Mr*. S, J, Hale,125 
Mrs At nil's Skillful House¬ 

wife met Lelies' Guide.. M 
Siixtou - (to'»1 Hand Books, 

bound in 4 Series....each 1 23 
Millin'* Land Drainer. to 
Nash’s Progressive Farmer. W 
Neill’s Kurd. Companion . KV 
Norton's Element* of Agri- 
erdture.. 

ile.ott e.-MT,-:,.. andIiupheel "0 
Pardee on the Strawberry mi 
Pedder's I.iiud Measure! 30 
IVrsor.s New Culture of the 
Vine. 

Phelps’ Bee-keeper's Chart 23 
qmnby'n Mysteries of Bee- 

• i 'ft* 
Guine-v on Soiling Cattle, to 
Babbit Fancier ....... ... «J 
Bundlin'? Sheep Husband- 
rv..1 to 

RiwiardKin on the Horne.- 23 
Do. Pests of the Farm. 23 
Do. Domestic Fowls.,. 2* 
Do. on the Hog—.. *•? 
Do. on the Honey Bee..,.. ** 
Do. on the Dog. 23 
Reerueliu'* Viiie-dressers 
Manual.   “ 

Shepherd's Own Book .... .2 W 
Sttav Leaves trout the Book 

of‘Nature— 4*1 
Stephens' Book o! the Farm 

« v„ |s.4 
Skillful Housewife .. ..... 23 
Skinner's Elements ol Ag- 
rUMilturS... 

Smith's l.amL-eapc Gai- 
dening , 1 - 

Timer'* Principle# of Agri¬ 
culture --- - . 

Thomas Farm Implements J w 
Thoinp‘on'8 Food of Am- 
tnul*.. Jl 

The itoseCulturiot 
Top ham’s Chemistry Mwi" a 

Turner* Cotton"' Planter'* 
Manual . auiuus,-........ • - ■ 

Warder* Hedge* arid Ever- 
green*'.Y'iJ' 

mring's Element* ol Ag- 7J Muring- - 
riculture ... ^ 

Weeks on Bees. 2* 
Wilson on J lax.a 
Youatt ft Mnrtin outaltie - 
Y-wuitt on the Horse. 75 
Do, on Sheep. -« 
Do. on the Hog. . 

For Moore's Kural New-Yorker. 

SURVEYING QUESTION. 

Requirkp, to lay out a lot of land in the form of a long 

square, containing 3 acres, 2 roods, and 29 rods, that shall 

take just 100 rods of wall to inclose or fence it around. Pray, 

how many rods in length and how maoy wide must said 

1Otb0* M W 
Clyde, N. Y., 1861. M' W' 

Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 009. 

8clcnc6i.. w « l,( 

(•■y— Any of the above named works will be for*ar 
mail post-paid on receipt or tho price specified. 

Address l>- >»• T. Moo UK, Rochester. -' 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
THK LAKGEST OiaCCLATKK ouVTV 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AM) EAM1LY WLULI, 
IS PUBLISHED SVKKY SATUKOAl 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, S. Y. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Flavius Josephus. 

Answer to Charade:—Cat-a-line. 

Answer to Mathematical Problem:—20 miles. 

Answer to Enigma: 
THE STOKM. 

BY JKDEDIAH BOGUS- 

The thunder rolled from pole to pole! 

The lightning flashed from sky to sky . 

The cattle stuck up their tails and run— 

And so did—did I. 

Terms in Advance: 

Subscription Two Dollars a ^kaK' T° ^l“ndone 

Agents as follow--Three Copies one year, tor ..... « •. (>m 

free lo club agent, for $10; Ten. and one frj br $, ^ 

undone free, for ^Twenty, and *D 
greater number nt seme rate — only ri - p ... . ... club 
extra free copy for every Ten Subscribers m e ^ ^ dak,rent 

papers directed to Individuals and *en ^Luge no 
Post-Offices a* desired. As we pre-pay Ame aod 

Ill, BSM I’ro.inc** <« 
friends must add 12^Cento per copy to the c i* 
Ri-kal. The lowest price of copie* seat to Liu P . 

$2.50—including postage . d 

I3T Postage Stamps ore token at par on 8ab^'11’ . 

greatly preferred to Western or other uncurrent mo 

_fTXZ-^ 
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. MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
AN ORIGINAL WKKKI.Y 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AMU FAMILY JOURNAL 

4. For hoed crops, ahd especially corn, manure 
can be applied deep to better advantage than for any 
other crops. 

WEDNESDAY EVENING. 

This evening D 

Mr. Stanley, of Lewis, after seeding land, mows 
one or two years before turning into pasture. 
Thought his pastures improve'! every year after seed¬ 
ing. The best pasture he has is sixteen years old, 
and it now gives mnch more feed than that seeded 
three years since. His land is flats, and in part 
overflows. 

Mr. Hawley, of Syracuse, was not a farmer, but 
was well acquainted with the dairy business hi Cort¬ 
land and Chenango counties. Had known old pas 
tores where it required three acres to keep a cow, 
broken up, when t he same land would keep twice the 
number. Fluster was indispensable to the dairy 
farmer. The best way to apply manure is on the 
surface, early in the autumn, and bush it in. 

Mr. Ellison, of Herkimer, found that by the 
application of plaster, old pastures may be made to 
produce as much ns by plowing, lie sowed a great 
deal. Eradicated white daisies completely by its 
application, and could got rid of them in no other 
way. The cattle always prefer pasture laud where 
plaster has been applied. Hoes not think frequent 
plowing beneficial. White clover produces the best 
butter and cheese. Makes meadows improve with 
age, and has them first rate thirty years old. Applies 
his plaster early in the spring. 

Solon Robinson, of Westchester OOunty, had grass 
land on primitive rock, which, three years ago, 
grew more white daisies titan all things else com- 

those mentioned by Mr. Thomas. One of bis neigh¬ 
bors made from COO to 700 pounds of cheese from 
each cow kept. They were crosses between Ayr- 
shires and Devons. A good cow costs no more to 
keep than a poor one. The town of Fairfield, in 
Herkimer county, plows less land than any other 
town in the United States, and produces more but¬ 
ter and cheese. 

Mr. Cornell, of Ithaca, had taken pains to pro¬ 
cure the agricultural statistics of Tompkins county, 
and these went to prove that the farms of that comity 
paid an annual interest of ten per cent, on their 
value. We think these figures will need some 
revision before they will show the facts. Statistics 
are worse than useless unless they are prepared with 
the greatest care. Mr. C. said the farmers o| Tomp¬ 
kins county were growing rich, living in better 
houses, riding in better carriages, sending money to 
the West, and loaning it on bonds and mortgager. 

Solomon WAlfWUATll, of St. Lawrence, bad kept 
an account of all he raised, and expenses, for ten 
years, but farmers do not generally do so, ami when 
they make statements of crops or profits, they usually 
guess at it, and always guess too high. Farmers of 
St. Lawrence are prosperous. Farms have risen In 
the last fifteen years from $15 to SCO per acre. 

.toiin J. Thomas said that farmers sometimes 

think they do not get the interest on their farms, 

but forget they are getting a living for themselves 

and families from their land. 

Mr. Vick, of Rochester, thought the farm should 
pay interest on its value besides giving a living. The 
farmer, and his hoys, and his wife, earn their living 
by their labor in the way designed that man should 
get his bread, by the sweat of the brow. The same 
labor in any business or trade, would afford a living; 
therefore whatever capital the farmer lias Invested in 
land ami buildings, should give a profit equal to sim¬ 
ple interest, above an economical living. 

Tub President, in closing the discussion, said 
that in estimating the value of a business wo must 
not forget to look <u it« aciunno. jl Vinainess 
that affords a large profit lor a year or so, and then 
nothing until the profits of previous years are sunk, 
cannot, bo called profitable. He also stated that after 
expenses, taxes, Ac., aro deducted, the ordinary 
rate of interest falls far below seven per cent. 

The meeting decided the question in the affirma¬ 
tive by a unanimous vote. 

offered for Herefords owned out of the State, whereat 
said exhibitor wns exceeding wroth. The fact is, 
most Agricultural Societies oiler large premiums for 
all classes of thorough-bred stock; and the effei- 
Ings for Herefords have been co-equal with those 
offered for Durhams or Devons. Men belong¬ 
ing to the name class that be does, have found it 
profitable to itinerate with their herds of Herefords 
and Ayrshlres, and attend these fairs. Their stock 
being transported free, fed free, and there being a 
moral certainty that they would win prizes, it has 
hitherto proved profitable. But so far as thi n State is 
concerned, such men—such professional exhibitors— 
will go begging for premiums hereafter. 

There were a few Alderneys and a few monster fat 
cattle exhibited. In this State there are few Alder¬ 
neys kept, I learn that some of the dairymen of 
Wisconsin are breeding from them with good result— 
one man with whom I talked at, the Milwaukee fair, 
asserting that Ills Alderneys gave cream, compared 
with the milk of most of the native cows. 

There is a good deal that might be said of the differ¬ 
ent breeds of cattle and their adaptation to different 
localities In tlie North-West; and it must be said; but 
I prefer to say it. in connection with the localities 
where the herds are kept, as I may visit, them here¬ 
after. It is true of cattle,—as it is ol’sheep, or of any 
other products, —there is no reliable rule which does 

r, Fitch occupied about thirty 
minutes in describing the Grain Aphis, with which 
the farmers of this and neighboring States have 
become well acquainted the present year. Wo have 
already published all the information to be obtained 
on the subject, and therefore will not republish fucts 
already familiar to our readers. The Doctor express¬ 
ed the opinion that it would not be numerous next 
year, on account of the numerous enemies that were 
preying upon it. The subject for discussion was the 
following: 

/i it advisable! to cultivate Dairy Farms, to as to secure 

fresh pastures, or are permanent- pastures most profitable } 

Amt how can noxious wads be, excluded from, pasture lands 

■most advantageously ? 

Mr. Boh nows, of Lewis, thought the propriety of 
breaking up pastures depends npou soil. His farm 
Is on the west side of Black River, natural to grass, 
and was benefited by breaking up. On the cast side 
where grass does not take readily, would not break 
up. Moss accumulates iu obi pastures and injures 
the feed. Cows prefer pastures that have been newly 
seeded down. Ca/iada Thistles and White Daisies 
were the most troublesome weeds he had to contend 
with; but by constantly working, prevented their 
increase, although they might, he gaining a little. 
Had an instrument made like a chisel, with a long 
handle, witli which ho cutup the weeds. 

Mr. Vandyke, of St.-Lawrence, round Yellow Dock 
the most difficult weed to subdue. He pulled it with¬ 
out cutting the roots. If allowed to grow until hay¬ 
ing time, the seeds will ripen. 

Mr. Burrows, of Lewis, hud a pasture ef 600 acres, 
which, when it, came into his possession, was overrun 
with briars. It then only kept ten cows. He pro¬ 
cured sheep and they aaWqfid the briars. Juno gvam 
came lu very thick, and this pasture now keeps from 
25 to 30 cows. Jt makes as good butter and cheese, 
and as much of It, as any land In the county. 

Mr. Miles, of Lewis, concurred with Mr. Burrows. 
His cows would leave the old Jane grass for new 
pastures. 

Mr. Lyon, of Lewis, thought gravelly or sandy 
loam requires breaking up oftener than limestone 
land. On the sandy soil in his section, the first year 
broken up, there was a good deal of sorrel; but the 
second year, a line crop of white clover. Always 
sow white clover, either for pasture or meadow, with 
red clover and Timothy. Would break up light land 
every third year. 

Mr. Walworth, of St. Lawrence, got his land 
clean before sowing, and then destroyed every weed 
that appeared 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors. 

CHAS. D. BRAG DON, Western Corresponding Editor. 

Thb Rural Nkw-Yorkkr is designed to be nnsnrpassed in 
Value, Parity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents.and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance. Its Conductor devotes his per¬ 

sonal attention to the supervision of Its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Ritual an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the Important Practical, Scientific and 
Other Subjects intimately connected with the business of those 
whose interest* It vealously advocates Ah a Family Journal 
it is eminently Instructive and Entertaining—being to con¬ 
ducted that it can be wifely taken to the Hearts and Homes of 

people of intelligence, taste and discrimination It embraces 
more Agricultural, Horticultural. Scientific, Educational, 
Literary and New* Matter, interspersed with appropriate and 

beautiful Engravings, than any other Journal.—rendering 
it the most complete Agricultural, Litkiury and Family 
Nkwhpapkm in America. 

NEW YORK STATE AG. FAIR, 

EVENING DISCUSSIONS, 

Not the least profitable feature of our State Fair is 
the discussion of practical questions by the farmers 
who there congregate. Formerly the evenings were 
wasted in lounging about hotels, but now those who 
are really in pursuit of knowledge, hasten to the 
place appointed for the discussion, where, without 
any pretention to oratory, all seem ready to give 
their views and experience upon any matter before 
the meeting. The debates partake of t-ha character 
of a fon.tif,,r . w o well received, 
though presented in a homely garb. Occasionally 
some one tries to show off ability or science, but 
finds the former is not appreciated us much by the 
audienco as the speaker, and in the latter soon be¬ 
comes befogged. Science la a dangerous thing to 
handle — like edged tools in tho hands of children — 
and he who tries to show more knowledge than he 
possesses, is very apt to get hurt. As we reaehed 
the fair late on Tuesday night, wo are compelled to 
rely upon the local press for a report of the discussion 

TUESDAY EVENING, 

Previous to the discussion, Dr. Asa Fitch gave a 
brief lecture on the Army Worm, but presented no 
facts new to oar readers. 

SWuaoT.—Barnyard Manure, and (he best mode <f applying. 

George Gisddkh, of Onondaga, President of the 
Society, said that to save manure the barnyard should 
first be made so that It will not be washed away by 
the rains. Next, enough straw should he obtained 
to absorb the manure. Next, in tho spring of the 
year, the coarse manure should be put in piles with 
square sides and fiat top. Early in the fall it would 
be ready to draw off. Would not put Btrawy manure 
under cover. Thought the manure best applied 
on grass or wheat lund. Would not, as a rule, apply 
it to corn. Would use the manure to make a crop of 
clover, and turn the clover under to make corn. 
Would apply manure to pastures and meadows in the 
fall. 

Moses Lames, of Jefferson, would apply manure 
to the surface. Apply it in the fall, bat never when 
the grouud is frozen. Preferred rotten manure mixed 

uui in uic germ siuie, anti men; and that as soon as 
suitable food is furnished, these inert germs start 
forth and produce plants. Tho subject of permanent 
pastures has attracted a good deal of attention in 
England, and it was found that permanent grass land 
produces more grass and the grass produces more 
flesh than land where breaking up is necessary. 
But they also found that no permanent grass land 
could be kept fertile without top-dressings of fertili¬ 
zing matter. Ho therefore offered the following 
propositions, which were adopted: 

1. All pasture lands that cannot bo easily cultiva¬ 
ted, may be improved by top-dressings of maunre, 
plaster, salt, ashes and other fertilizers, because 
these aro unfavorable to the growth of weeds, but 
favorable to the growth of grass. 

2. On land which is arable and easily cultivated, 
the dairyman will obtain the best results by rotation 
of crops. 

THURSDAY EVENING. 

Agriculture of New Turk—is it paying a fair compensation 

for the capital atul labor employed? 

D. 1 AiiKKu, of Watertown, would tell bis own ex¬ 
perience. Commenced lit. at $0 a month, and had 
hammered and pecked ever’since. Had had a hard 
time of It, but managed to get a living and pay all 
honest debts. Run in debt for a farm, but had been 
enabled to pay for it. Kept no account with the 
farm; if he did, thought it would run him in debt. It 
is now worth $4,000 more than ho bought it for 
fifteen years ago. 

John J. Thomas knew of several cases of success¬ 
ful farming in his neighborhood — of young men 
who without means had brought farms, improved 
them, and paid for them. One remarkable case was 
that of George N. Chase, who bought a farm of 150 
acres at $50, six ye!ars ago. He knew nothing of 

. carno in competition with each other, and were 

in the ring at the same time, from which a single 

committee of five were to cbuoBe the two best; and 

yet their choice must bo in consonance with the 

pleasure, prejudices, and preferences of half a 

thousand (more or less) hooting, howling, horse- 

laughing, horse-jockeying, half-horse men and boys 

in the amphitheater yonder, jealously watehing tho 

motions of said committee, or all pandemonium 

would bo let loose. The horse influence at this fair 

was overshadowing, overwhelming, and ministered 

as much as the had weather to Us failure. 

One thing I mention here, that it may serve to pro¬ 
vide against similar mistakes hereafter. No entry 
fee was. charged. Stalls, good timothy hay, and 
plenty of water were provided for all stock entered, 
free of charge. Here comes 8am the Shrewd, leading 
all his neighbors. He looks through the stalls, and 
selects a half dozen and marks them; goes to tho 
business office and enters one team for the premium 
offered for the “ best mares of all work,” another for 
that offered for the "best draught horses,” another 
for “the best roadsters,” Ac., Ac. The entries count 
up hugely. More stalls are required. The fair is to 
be a big thing of course it is!—look at the number 
Of entries. Having made these entries, he gets bis 
cards, and ties them to the head-stalls of the respect¬ 
ive teams of his respectable neighbors; they pay 
their " quarter apiece ” to get into the grounds, put 
their teams in their stalls, have brought ul! the grain 
they may need to feed them, in their wagons, have 
hampers of food lor themselves, and bay and clothing 
enough to enable them to sleep • comfortably any 
where. Titus provided, they “stay a day or two,” 
look at the fair as long as they choose, hitch up their 
teams, pull off the cards with the mimher of their 
entry, ami go. They forfeit the premiums—of course 
ttiey do; hut mind you, they have not won them yet, 
and had no intention to try to do it when they made 
the entry. They have had a good comfortable place 
for their teams and themselves, free of cost, as long 
as they chose to stay. Whet more did they want? It 
is true I am letting ont a class of secrets for the ben¬ 
efit of the greut fair-going public; but I do so in 
order to explain why there was such an enormous 
show of horses at our State Fair. The condition of 
the track prevented a particle of good trotting being 
done. One real race wns gotten up one day, of which 
more hereafter. 

There were many good animals on the ground; 
but there is no class of animals that I apt ak of with 
so much diffidence as horses, and none that 1 admire 
more. Rut t give notice I am no horseologist at all. 

3. CltiBs C (Sheep.) Thera were About 200 entries 
in this class, embracing representatives from the best 
herds in the State—Spanish and French Merinos, 
Saxons, South-Downs and their crosses with French, 
Hampshire Downs, Cotswolds, Lnicesters, Ac., Ac. 
1 but echo the voice of all sheepmen when I assert (as 
I predicted before the fair) that there never was so 
large or so good a gathering of sheep from the flocks 
of this State as were on the grounds at Brightop hist 
week. And when I have said this, it is all I have to 
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I have preferred to speak of this Fair retrospect¬ 
ively, even at the risk of being called “behind hand” 
with my report. I have preferred to get away from 
it, where I might look back upon it dispassionately 
and without any unpleasant medium through which 
its deformities might be magnified. Indeed, I have 
not much to say about it; for I wus early taught that 
it is better to say nothing where nothing good can be 
said. And yet, a false impression must not obtain, 
from what I have written, for there was much on tho 
fair gronnds at Brighton worth writing about. 

TIIE DIFFERENT DHI'AKTMKNTH A RAPID KKVI1CW. 

To order that I may know when I get throngb, I 
will briefly speak of tho exhibitions In the different 
classes, 

Cut grass In flower, and if he foitud 
a weed, then carried it ont of the lot if it took ten 
minutes to do it. Scarcely a weed could be found on 
his farm of 50 acres. It was natural to white clover, 
but seeded with re«l clover atul Timothy, Used 
manure as a top-dressing. Cews at first refused to 
eat grass from top-dressed land, but in five or six 
weeks they relished it as well as before. Cows 
generally prefer white clover when it is about six 
inches in height. 

Mr. WALKER, of Oswego, hsd found good effects 
from breaking up old meadows. Would never let 
land remain in grass more than eight years, then 
break up and crop two years, and seed down again 
be foie the vegetable mold is taken np by hoed crops, 
as It is essential in bringing on a new crop of grass. 
Work all manure in in the spring. Got it in with 
the cultivator. Took great painB to eradicate weeds 
— white daisy and yellow dock—by digging them 

And in doing so, I cannot undertake to cat¬ 
alogue the many meritorious animals or articles that 
may have come under my notice. Space will not 
permit it. 

1. In Class A (Cattle) there were nearly or quite 400 
entries, embracing Durhams, Devons, Alderneys, and 
a few Herefords. This number of entries embraced 
a larger number of animala than the like arnonnt 
would have done at any previous exhibition, because 
of a modification of tho rules admitting animals to 
competition. 

Never before have I beheld such rings of com¬ 
peting animals as obeyed the summons when the Dur¬ 
hams in this cla-s were called, embracing the royal 
heads of the royal families of Short-horns in the 
Stale, with the maternal beauties, combining the 
parentage of worthy sons and daughters of worthy 
sires and dams, — never has competition in this class 
of animals been closer or more excited,— never was 
the judgment of awarding committees more severely 
taxed. Among tho Durham herds re ore sen ted I 

of the present question. It, occurred to him that 
farmers did not plow enough. In wulking over a 
fine new pasture with a gentleman, asked him if an 
acre ol such pasture would support a cow, and was 
answered iu the affirmative. Inquired if it would do 
so next year, and doubt was expressed. When he 
inquired, 11 it would do so tho third year, there was a 
decided answer in the negative. In fact lie had 
made various inquiries with reference to pastures of 
different ages, and ascertained that the older they 
were tiie greater area it required to support one cow. 
Hence he originated the question before the meeting. 
In making out the Agricultural Report of Onondaga 
county, he had ascertained that in Fabius, their chief 
dairy town, it requires, on an average, three acres to 
support a cow; while in Camillas, their chief grain 
town, a cow is supported on a little more than an 
acre and a half. This goes to show that it would be 
better for dairymen to raise more graiu. In addition 
to improving their pastures, they have the graiu, 
straw, corn stalks, Ac., to feed. The weeds, too, 
would thus be more effectually eradicated. If tlm 
gentleman from St. Lawrence who has no weeds on 
His farm, would come to Onondaga and put fifty acres 
iu a similar condition, they would surely send him to 
Congress. 

Mr. Walworth said he would bo willing to pay a 
dollar apiece for all that could be found in his pasture. 

Mr. Halsey, of Cayuga, #as satisfied that old pas 
tares make better butter, but that new will sustain 
more stock. Did not think white clover makes the 
best quality of butter. 

not be piled. Applies bis in January, February, and 
March. Keeps it under cover until drawn. Had lost 
manure by plowing under in dry seasons. 

Mr. I'axton, of Utica, thought farmers did not 
understand the value of manure. Never saw land so 
good hut wbat manure would make it better. He 
thought the greener it was applied the better. 

Mr. Volnky, of Bt. Lawrence, always cuts his hay 
before grass and other seeds have matured. In this 
way, he avoids weeds when he. applies his manure. 
Applies in the spring, and always to grass land. 
Manure without foul seed, is 25 per cent, tlm better 
for it. Earnestly recommended cutting grass earlier. 
Was careful to save all slops, and everything ho could 
for manuring purposes. 

3. C. Fete us, of Genesee, believed that circum¬ 
stances alter cases. Mr. Geodes’ method might be 
right for him, but not for another man. Did not 

think manure sheds necessary, if manure is prop¬ 
erly plied, thought that stable manure should be 
applied to the current crop and straw manure rotted. 

The following propositions were finally unanimously 
agreed to by votes of tbe meeting: 

1. Stable manure is best saved by applying it to 
the surface as soon as practicable. 

2. Straw manure should be saved until rotted. 
3. All manures are best applied on or very near 

the surface. 

and lies, of Hangiunon Co.; Hill, of Cass Co.; Sis¬ 
son, Mitchell, Martin, and Whitney, of Knox Co.; 
Spears, of Menard Co.; Wentworth, of Cook Co.; 
Keurshaw, of Du Page Co.; Bell, of Logan Co.; 
Cloyd, of Champaign Co.; Withers and Short- 
hose, of McLean Co.; Ac., Ac. Those who know 
anything about the herds iu Illinois, know that I 
have named tho best herds in the State; and they 
were largely represented here. 

The Devons exhibited embraced the large and fine 
young | herds owned by C. D. Bent, of Iowa City, Iowa; a 

herd of fine animals from London, Canada West, 
owned by Win. H. Locke, who has recently pur¬ 
chased several thousand acres of lund in Cham¬ 
paign Co. in this State, whither lie intends removing; 
John Wentworth’s herd, Ac., Ac, The show of 
Devons was a good one, embracing nearly 100 
animals. 

There were but few Alderneys, and no Herefords 
from this State. There was one herd here from Ohio. 
If I urn correctly informed, it was here last year and 
tho year previous. This year no premiums were 

the basis of all prosperity. Success depends on 
two points—the capacity of the soil and the capacity 
of the man. 

Solon Robinson suited that the olqect of the ques¬ 
tion is to ascertain whether faming is as profit¬ 
able as other business — whether It will pay the 
young men to keep at work on the farm, 

man goes to New York; and if successful in getting 
into business, may make twenty thousand a year, but 
after a few years of success he turns out a bankrupt. 
The farmer, ir he does not live so fa-t, makes a com¬ 
fortable living for his family and j* iu no danger of 
bankruptcy. Very few merchants,after being in busi¬ 
ness twenty years, urc ab-’c to retire worth $50,000. 

Mr. Ellis, of Herkimer, said if merchants would 
live with the same economy that farmers do, they 
would not become bankrupt. Knew of several eases 
among the dairymen of Jlerkimer county, similar to 
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. , _acine wire walking beer class but believe Jno. Stewart of Wentworth, J. I Beadle, of St Catharines, however, kindly consented 
say here. Sheep discussions will be in order here- wm toe» m c sh*’WR ha5rlesa hor’eS) fat Roddick of Brantford, J. Nickerson of Norfolk, F. to furnish a brief report of the display, which he has 

after. wo„enfaUer Kiris, bogus jewelry, liniment dealers, W. Thomson and J. Fleming of York, J. Lyons of fulfilled, as will be seen by reference to his letter on 
4. In Class I> (Swine,) there were about 1..0 en- * . { s jt0 exhibitor*, hucksters, Flamboro, and John McLean of Simcoe, were among next page. 

tries embracing Berkshire*, Suffolks, Byfields, York- Ac., Ac. The fact is. v.s^.rs, exniORors, ^ ^ , Various other departments of the Exhibition were 

shire’s, Che-ter Whites, Cm*.-breeds, and the different ^wmen, c w,*h Brighton Of' West Highland™-* novelty in this country- noted, but space forbids our giving particulars. The 
crosses-a very large and very excellent exhibition. ° * the Kair brok(. up tbe Kth day with- Mr. Lochland Corrib of Westminster, exhibited 13 display of Domestic Manufactures, Fine Arts, Fancy 

5. In Class E (Poultry,) there were butfew entries, P « - ’ „ fMt|on to ftny body. bead, and Mr. L. Curry of Belmont, a less number. Work, Ac., far exceeded our expectations, not only 
and but little interest seems to have been attached to b K J ^ of tb# Pa,r. and j Most of them are blade, low in stature, but heavy in extent but quality, and was said to be an iraprove- 
this department. And yet it Is a very important one. 1 ftR , ag , dared bnt trutll bod(ed. They are said to be very hardy, and proba- ment upon former exhibitions. The « Palace ” was 
The writer’s note-book contains some facts by which . * 7^ M<J hlato ofthege causes bly well adapted to Canada. full of useful and curious products and article* and 
he hopes to make Us importance more apparent. nerson&litles of no profit to your Grade Cattle and Working Oxen were not either alone comprised a splendid display, aside from the 

«• The number of entries in Class P (Mechanic would^involve no stomach, numerous or noteworthy; only a passable display- grand show on the outside-an exhibition decidedly 

Arts and Agrienltnral Implements,) amoun - ' adca„ate to tbe work. far less in numbers, and poorer in quality, than we commendable, and most creditable to the industry, 

100. Th. «UbMo. in b’"^' “J, wMlber tb«r. might have bee. dif- «p«M to end at a frovineial Show. Good grade* .kill e„le,p,iS«. and arti.tic «. o( the People of 
of oorre,ponding magnttode and1.MW*,M eta. ^ bo, there would then have been ver, however, were.ho.n bj W. R. F».«, A. EotTn.nor the Pro.,nee. 

of implements used on our prairRH «>• * which tbc puW|0 won|,l have justly com- J. Btii.es and B. Peters of London, S. Baker of —Though pleased with the Exhibition, we are 
represented, - Reapers, Mowers, IhresncrH, > lalne(i The lesson taught the managers of the Simcoe, A. Hor,o and R. Hughes of Guelph, and constrained to add that greater pleasure was expe- 

shellcrs, Corn and Btalk CuttciJ, Corni Planet* GO^ i J been a very impre68ive one. The moral some others. . . rienced in meeting the farmers, horticulturists, and 
Buskers, Corn Hoes, Corn Cultivators, orn ., -. exhibition and its Tbe Fat C 
Drills^Plows” Harrows”1^Boilers, Sugar Cane Milts which may be drawn from this exhibition and its 
fnd t'poram Wind Mi,I., Pump, W.tor Br.w- re.ulm, will ha wntten when can be don. 

ers, Ac., Ac., in endless variety. There were some deliberately-> ■ 
novel things here, and one good project has grown pEOVINCIAIi AGRICULTURAL FAIR. 

wnicn Hilly UU uiarr u UUIU turn v. -- c T3 a T 
results will bear to be written when it can be done remarkable-though .Tamer Smith of Bronte, J. 
deliberately. O’Rourke of Sbakspeare, W. Elliott of Kingston, 
—-- and J. Pearce of Tyrconnel, showed good beeves. 

true uuierB. ricnwra in uiccwu^ tuc loiunio, huiwvuivu.ibw, 

Tbe Fat Cattle were limited in number, and not other producers in attendance. To many exhibitors 
markable — though Jamkr Smith of Bronte, J. and officers— and especially Messrs. Denison and 
’Kohrkk of Sbakspeare, W. Elliott of Kingston, Thomson of Toronto, and D. W. Freeman, Esq., 

out of this exhibition, of which I shall say more. 
7. In Class G (Farm Products,) there were about 

175 entries. Large exhibitions of farm and garden 
products were made by Jonathan Periam, of Calumet; 

PROVINCIAL AGRICULTURAL FAIR. 

The Annual Show of the Provincial Ag’l Associa¬ 
tion of Canada West, Bt London last week, was a 

and J. Pearce of Tyrconnel, showed good beeves. 0f Simcoe —we are indebted for courtesies and 

Sukkp.—As usual at Provincial Fairs, the Hhow of attentions which will be long remembered. Indeed, 
Sheep, especially of Long and Middle Wool or Mat- our brief view of the Provincial Fair of 1861 was most 
ton breeds, wbb large and magnificent There were pleasant, gratifying, and instructive. 

175 entries. Large ex i ' ,<M,N ° ;u" ‘ . . ti°n °f Canada West, at London last week, was a ovgr ^ entries. The Lelcesters, Cotswolds, Che- The Fair was a success in all respects — theattend- 
producte were made by. onat mil ciiani, ’ grand affair — a great exhibition, large attendance, vjot8| and 0tber breeds and crosses, made a fine ance and receipts being unusually large after the 

Emery, of th< reraon »ar ens; ' and altogether most creditable and successful. dj8p|ay< In the class of 'Lr/cetters, Meaars. J. Snell first day. On one day alone, we learn that 26,000 
Momence. These were t < 1 re' Rrti‘ J . Though present only one day —the 24th — we had 0f Edmonton, Jno. Miller of Brougham, C. Walker admission tickets were sold at 25 cents each! We 
table exhibitions, an w t iou "m 1 1 ,, the good fortune to see, and were enabled to take ^ |(>ndon ftDd Bimon Beattie of Woburn, were the ttrt, not advised as to the aggregate amount of the 
this hall would have ic<.n larren en * brief notes of, the display in most departments, and jncjpaj competitors. Of Cotswolds tbe chief ex- receipts, but the figures must be large, 
were some good samples of wheat on exbhtion, wi]1 endeavor to give a summary of our observings. JH werc p. W. Stoke, j. Snell and G. Miller, * _ 

. « . _ . 1..., i.H iimna Q. frtfinll It, tilD0 W' SI , j ibongh there wore other good flocks represented. ft*,, 

this ball, (if it could 
make it a true index 
State. 

c' .. , . (in limis iiumcu, ouu « -i .\llinfrb trirTP WCre oilier fflKiu uuuam icuicwukui 
ought to have been at least ten times aH mue in our r(.port 1b necessarily rough and imperfect - yet, Go()d Chrviots were shown by D. Elliott of Strahan, 

have been g - ,) though far from doing justice to tbc Exhibition, f Q T (}kat 0f Oshawa, and G. 
of the farm products of this a0me idea of the progress of ' '' 

gural spirit ot tlu 

maKP. u a true iuuca ui — *»*- r... we trust it will convey some idea of the progress of M|LLEK of Markham. 

stHte- . _t . M , the Farmers, Horticulturists, and Artisans of the T‘fa South-Downs were also well represented, the The North British Agriculturist says that the 
8. Class H (Horticulture and Floriculture.) Ihe provinoe ftIld tbc Crtdit to which they are entitled „orai,ris|ng Bevcral imported or bred from disease locally known as ringworm or tetter, which 

number of entries was only 140. There was a great f ^ ^ weli„)ircted and snccessrul efforts to advance ^ Wkbb flo(;k rMf< Htonk of Gueiph, J. Spencer 8bow« abo,lt tbe bcad ftDd neck of y°UD& catt1e> 
deal of fine fruit exhibited-the bulk of ltlrOtu this ImprovemeDt M wcre manifeated^n th* occasion. , B ^ j DiCkiB 0f Dumfries, J. Pears of in the form of whitish dry scurvy spots, can be 
State, some of it from Wisconsin, and a little from The Show Grounds, consisting of 26 acres, (incltid- Woodstock j Maxweli of Paris, Messrs. Bethell removed by rubbing the parts affected with iodine 
Michigan; but for the first time in the iustory of ,ng a beautlfol pond, <* Lake Horn,’> of some two of Kf Cfttharine, and some others, exhibited good ointment. The disease may also be combated by the 
the State Society, the show has been exclusively arre8i pleasantly situated In the suburbs of the City, . ... jagg . use of aulphur and oil; iodine ointment is, liow- 

<ute. ^be parmers, Horticulturista, and Artisans of the 
8. Class H (Horticulture and Floriculture.) The . ft|ld tbc Crtdlt to wbiph they are entitled 

ltcmedy for Ringworm. 

The North British Agriculturist says that the 

rruvjijue, miu mv ^ ... — 
number of entries wus only IdO. There was a great ^ wel|.dircted and »acce»»ful efforts to advance 
deal of fine fruit exhibited—the bulk of it from this Iniprovenient as were manifested on tbe occasion. 
State, some of it from Wisconsin, ami a little from ^ ghow Gr0undgi consisting of 26 acres, (incliid- 
Michigan; but for the first time in the history of beftutlfol pond) “Lake Horn,” of some two 
the State Society, the show has been exclusively ^ pleasantly situated In the suburbs of the city, 
Western! Had the Fair been held three weeks worc admirably adapted and arranged for the par- 
later, a much larger and better exhibition would ^ The Exhibition Building (illustrated and 
have been made; bnt it was too early to show , fif,h n(Virev aild its varied contents, 

owiuc - ---acrea,) plc»»ftntly situftica in ine auvarDu oi mu ui./, . class * RUIPUUJ auu uu> lwuiiw uiuuucut 125, 
Western! Had the Fair been held three weeks were’admlrably adapted and arranged for tbe par- Rn were“ few and far between.” We ever, to be preferred. As this skin disease is easily 

later, a much larger and better exhibition would ^ Th# Exhibitj0n Building (illustrated and n lh(; onl ,.xbibitorfl were jACOb Rymal of communicated to the human subject, the person 
havebeen made; bnt it was too early to show de8Cribed on our fifth page) and its varied content* H nton E. Akkland of Oshawa, and J. W. Miller dressing tbe cattle should wash his hands with soap 
fully matured and colored fruit from this part of the j)roved vcry attractive-the “ cynosure of all eyea”- ’ ’ Th di8piay ia this class was meagre and hot water after each application of the ointment. 

«ta«*. There were Pears, Plums, Peaches, Apples, Uik- the lesser structures, tents, stables, sheds, pens, ^ed-lu'rnr!singly so. I Merino wool is in demand 
Quinces, and Grapes, that we would have gladly ^ ^ ftU neWj ^b^nttal, convenient, and J0,maoufacfuring purposes in Canada. The manu- Proiecilng Animals from Rain Htornw. 
compared with fruit from other . tateB, bad it >e ,n08t|v well covered. From the entrance the whole . .u mane wool, and are A COBRKBPONDEKT of the Country Gentleman 

fully matured and colored fruit from this part of too proved vcry attractive — the “ cynosure of all eyes 
State. There were Pears, Plums, Peaches, Apples, whjjc the lesser stnioture* tents, stables, sheds, pens 
Quinces, and Grapes, that wo would have gladly wCre ftl, new substantial, convenient, ant 

. A .. O . it... Qi.i_ 1... .1 It llAAH ‘t 1 
1 ra pa red with fruit from other tate* had ) ..-en |nogt)y w8„ COYercd. From the entrance the whole greatly prefer it to coarse wool, and are A correspondent of the Country Gentleman 

:re. The floral exhibition Uile< mcause i wus premi8eg presented a very fine appearance, and a oby‘ d obtai„ jt j„ the States. Will it not pay writes to that journal as follows:—“I believe that 
dd too far from the gardens of our florists. doHcr |nspeotion oonvinced at least one visitor that Canadittn friends to bestow more attention to farmers generally are not aware how much loss they 
9. In Class I (l ine Arts,) there were ess inn ^ Association was not behind our State Society in wooled breeds? sustain In the flesh of their domestic animals, and 
itries; and the exhibition was not worth tel ung arraDg0met,ts for comfort and convenience. But of ...... how much they suffer, during cold atormB of rain in 
.out, except locally. There W one exhibition tbc s*ow itwdf. Swine.-The most popular breeda o the genus ^ Rummei, at any otber season flf th# year. 

ade in thin department that denerven mention. I Snow of Stock jb alwayg the leading feature ^us wcre rfJPre®cn J> en 11 Warm abower* never Injure animals; indeed, they 
- ... t ..... tn ^^*1_u.'iwrihn ftniput Anri of ihe neat averaire anal* 

* UlDnblY urn vviutvu* * • ~v --- 
here. The floral exhibition failed because it wus mi8eB prcsented a very fine appearance, and a 

held too far from the gardens ol our florists. closer inspection oonvinced at least one visitor that 
9. In Class I (Pine Arts,) there were less than 100 ^ AHflocilttion Wft8 not bchlud our State Society in 

entries; aud the exhibition was not worth talking ami m(,nt8 for oomfort and convenience. But of 
about, except locally. There was one exhibition tb), fihow itftt,)f> 
made in this department that deserves mention. I ij-hk gBOw ok Stock is always the leading feature wcre represented by > vtclluit sp mens t ^rftrra showers never injure animals; indeed, they 
refer to the plans, specifications, and elevations of ^ ^ ProT,notal FairSi but wa8thU year much larger ab«w bei“g the largest, and of the best average quae to haV0 a good rcljKh for B(lch R sprinkling as 

school houses, made and exhibited by a resident *ban uguaJ Jn most departments. Indeed, the dis- ity, we have seen or years,1 ever. 1 * they frequently get, provided it is-not as cold as ice. 
architect here, who has made this branch of his 80 far excccd,.d expectaiion, that many stalls this class (about 250) in tea • conm era c comp ^0Bt animals will endure pretty severe cold, as long 
business bis special study for many years, having and pens were obliged to be hastily prepared, in I lit<ou, and the hundre s os ee an tarn some, big ^ lhey ca[) keep dry; bnt ag B00rj a8 thcir bodies 

in view particularly the health, comfort, anl pita.* addition to the large number completed before tbe an^ P ® ... . have been wet and are kept wet, evaporation com- 
nre of teachers and pupils, as well as an eye to Q ing of tbc Exhibition. Let ns take a survey apectators. lot e mge an am jr mcnces. And as evaporation is a cooling process, 
ornamental architecture. 1 refer to this matter here Jth# shown in considerable numbers-the Yorkshires, ^ heat of their bodteg ia carrled away very rftpidly, 
without his knowledge or consent, because it is an stock defahtment. Suffolks, Essex, Berkshires, Ac., <v,o., ana their ^ ^ Bni]den transition from heat to cold chills 
important one to the West, where hundreds of costly Horses were shown in goodly numbers, there crosses, being numerous and noteworthy. Extra them in a vcry time, and injures them more 
school buildings are being built every year. The being ,ipwUrds of 450 entries In the several classes, fine Yorkshires and Large Berkshires were shown by ft gevere fltorra in wjntcr, 

name of this architect is S. ]’. Randall, of Chicago— with few exceptions, we had no opportunity of C. A. Jordiron of Belleville, B. H. Rkkvk of Derry, « Animals will endure a very sudden change from 
a man whose honesty and reliability 1 can indorse. Reeing them to good advantage. Blood Horses were J. Collins or Mt. Elgin, B. Baker of Simcoe, H. P. ^ ^ beftt| wUb jmpnnity; but sudden changes 
This is no personal puff; neither Is It paid for. I 8n)a)l jn number, but some good animals were shown Kelly of Paris, and many others; - Btifloiks by J. ^ heat ^ cold ^ ofte„ fttUsndcd with very serious 
believe I am doing school directors in the West a by J. White of Bronte, W. Bahl of West Nissouri, Mknn of Peel, G. Savage of Somerville, .1. MoGlar- Con8(Jqnen0eg We arc apt to think, because it is 
greater service than I am doing the architect, by T. C. Hellvkr of Simcoe, and others. The Ag'l uan of Welland, .T. ^Coupe of St. Thomas, imd of n(lt freez|ng weather, that a storm of 

a man whose honesty and reliability I can indorse. Reeing tbem to good advantage. Blood Horses were J. Collins or Mt. Elgin, B. Baker ot bunco:, b. . coJd ^ wlth impunity; but sudden changes 
This is no personal puff; neither Is It paid for. I 8n)a)l jn number, but some good animals were shown Kelly of Paris, and many others; - Buflnlks by J. ^ heat ^ cold ftr0 ofte„ flU#>nded with very serious 
believe I am doing school directors in the West a by j. White of Bronte, W. Bahl of West Nissouri, Menu of Peel, G. Savage of Somerville, .1. MoGlar- con8)JqnenoeR We arc apt to think, because it is 
greater service than I am doing the architect, by T. C. Hellvkr of Blracoe, and others. The Ag't uan of Welland, .1. E. Coubb of St. Thomas, and Bumraer of n(lt freez|ng weather, that a sterm of 
saying what I have said. Horses made a better display, and included some others;— Improved by H. Bros a sand ■ m|o win not hnrl our animals. Bnt could they com- 

10. In Class K (Textile Fabrics,) there were, per- ftue anira»ls. P. Gowland of York, D. Brown of H. Thompson of ToToW, T.‘ and .L A. bnton ot munjRate tQ „„ Uieir feelings daring a storm of cold 
haps, 150 entries. The usual amount of embroidery fonflt a„am Bbiitu of Brant, T. Brunner of Ster- Paris, and J. Bpeirrof London; —while other breeds railli thcre would not be *0 much negligence about 
and fillftgree work was exhibited—some fine fancy Hngville, K. Eddington of Haldimand, Dr. Clark of and crosses were largely shown. protecting them, especially during the cold and 
things, doubtless, that cost ten times their value in Emhro, J. Choate of Dorchester, R. Robson, C. Poultry.—The display of Poultry was the largest 8forray dayfl and nights of autumn, 
labor. The Sewing and Knitting Machines in this Walker, Henpric A Co., of London, and others, had and one of the finest wc have seen any where for „j woll r<5member that, about twenty years ago, 
hall were the attraction, and were constantly sur- flne animals in this dnss. Road and Carriage Horses years — since the height of the “chicken fever. there was a severe ruin storm in the month of June, 
rounded by crowds. People are falling in love with were fair]y represented, but as they were not exbib. The Show embraced the usual variety ol Fowls, Tur- although our sheep had been sheared more than 
muscles of stool, latterly. It is getting natural. To ited on Tuesday, we could not judge of their style keyBj Geese, Ducks, Pigeons, Ac., and was worthy tWQ we®ks, we thought they ought to be brought 
decide which of the 16 machines on exhibition was and aclion. Messrs. J. Armstrong of Union, J. 0f a more extended examination and notice than we home to tbe barn. But many of them were so cold 

best, cost considered, was a nice point for a com- DiUkhon of Etobicoke, B. Peters, J. Coots, J. were able to bestow. and feeble, in consequence of the rain, that it was 
mittee to settle. I do not think they settled it. Lamh W. Ferris, and R. Smith of London, C. Ross grain, rootb. and vegetables. necessary to go after them with a wagou. About 

11. In Class L (Natural History,) there were 20 en 

and action. Messrs. J. Armstrong of Union, J. of a more extended 
DiUkson of Etobicoke, B. Peters, J. Cootk, J. were able to bestow. 
Lamh, W. Ferris, and R. Smith of London, C. Rorr grain, ro 
of Elgin, T. STRirr of Belmont, Moore & Sons of SL arnm Seeds v 

Paris, and J. Bi-EiRRof London; — while other brcei! s tbore woubi Dot be g0 mnch negligence about 

and crosses were largely shown. protecting them, especially during the cold and 
Poultry.—The display of Poultry was the largest 8bjrniy dayB and nights of autumn, 

and one of the finest wc have seen any where for „ j w0|j rem6n,ber that, about twenty years ago, 
years—since the height of the “chicken fever. ’ there was a severe rain storm in the month of June, 
The Show embraced the usual variety ot Fowls. Tur- although our sheep had been sheared more than 
keys, Geese, Ducks, Pigeons, Ac., and was worthy two weeks, we thought they ought to be brought 
of a more extended examination and notice than we bome to tbe barn. But many of them were so cold 

... .VI. A „ l.Antem 1 r LI. ! — ..a A. aAamamaa aC «a«n ill Q t if W w 

GRAIN, ROOTB, AND VEGETABLES. 

ii. in vum ii i .'iivuini mibb/i;,; «u«v i...... of Elgin, x. DTHirr oi jjvuuuuk, inuuwv» u™„ v, u« i drain and Seeds were exhibited on a large scale, me m, ui ouij, *<?«*, - 
tries, embracing two very large Ornithological Cabi- Thomas, were among the principal exhibitors, though compared witli our New York display, though Cana atorra of rain, which swept away hundreds of sheep 
nets. Two largo Geological collections were exhib- we couid nr,t ascertain names of owners in many djMlH agBlired uB the show was not equal to that of jn the town where I reside. One farmer lost about 
ited by two rival Geologists— A. II. Worthen, of tbe caiH,H- of Heavy Draft Horses the show was not lagt yeftr itl cither quantity or quality. Wheat (both sixty of his ohoioeat sheep, although they had been 
State Geological Survey, and J. H. McChesney, of the |arg0 but 0f good qaality. G. Miller and J. Tuomt- gpring and wmter) barley, oats, peas, rye, and Indian sheared several days befere the storm came on. I 

hAmS 4n Thncn nnlloi'f i liliu tllllVirfiPAfl t- w Lt   Tit.., /> ,.1* DL-iL mnni^ llwriRU! • .1_n.. ,1 IIiaso troun I.. L nn«.l mam +Y>an 1 li 1*11/1 tl tt tulrAli Ifigt. 

and feeble, in consequence of the rain, that it was 
necessary to go after them with a wagou. About 
the 1st of July, 1861, there was another very cold 
storm of rain, which swept away hundreds of sheep 

Chicago University. These collections embraced 
rare minerals and fossils, and as an exhibition it 
has never been equalled at any State Fair. B. D. 

son of Markham, R. Ferris of Richmond. IIkndric 

A Co., and C. Waugh of London, J. Walker of Fal¬ 
kirk, J. Crawford of York, J. Sheldon and E. iJH.O UOTLJ WVVH .. »» J - .... KlTK, v fVA WTUIVW «»• .^—. tlIQ6| However* W 

Walsh, of Rock Island, and Dr. Chas. Helmutb, of y(ITTIjE 0f Toronto, bad good specimens. The Prince and hence cannot particularize. Of the smaller seeds 
fiiiii oifr uArv lnr<7P Vntornnlnirlc.ftl Oollec- fnv hout ctolHcm fnr iraneral x _n... «Ia«a* .„;iLf Hnnnruriflri ttpump 

lost year in uivuvi tciauut/ u* 'j» .—- \- mov; w* —-. r, * 

spring and winter) barley, oats, peas, rye, and Indian sheared several days befere the storm came on. I 
corn, were shown in abundance, and there were have heard of more than three hundred lost during 

many samples of superior quality. We had only the storm. 
time, however, to give a glance at the tine display, “it is infinitely better for animals, to keep tbem 

......... ~ -- > «-» » aim wv.u— ---1- 
this city, exhibited very large Entomological collec- of Wales’ prize ($60) for best stallion for general _anch ft8 timothy, clover, millet, Hungarian grass, 
tions. That of the former embraced about 4,000 purpo8CB, was awarded to J as. Armstrong of Union. |blXi Ac.,—there was also an excellent variety, much 
species of insects, mostly obtained in this State. Mr. CaTTLE.—The show was much larger than usual, iarger aud better than we ever saw at any of onr cold rain. 
YValsh is one of the most enthusiastic entomologists tbe entrit.B numbering upwards of 700. Taking gtate Ffljrs, Would that our New York farmers “ When I was accustomed to keep sheep, I was 

iu the country especially is he getting to be tbe various classes we uever saw a better average rajght emulate, their Canada brethren in this depart- idwaye careful to let tbem have the benefit of a shed, 
authority in the West. A Herbarium of Illinois diBpiayi for while tbe number of animals was large ment( and for once Rhow wbat they can exhibit. if they needed it, not only in winter, but in summer; 
Plants, by Dr. Geo. Yasey, of Ringwood, McHenry lhe quality corresponded. We snm up our glance at Roots and Vegetables were shown extensively aud it was very unusual that our horses and neat 
Co., and another by M. H. Bebb, of Bpringfield, each class in this wise: and we thought of a quality highly creditable, though cattle were left for one hour in tbe field, during a 
were on exhibition. The presence of such a collec- Short-horns were numerous and generally of good ^b-g a brftnch in which onr trans-Outsrio friends cold storm. Cold storms not only make cattle look 
tion of plants shows only what is being done in the QUttuty — quite a number of imported animals. are Wont to excel. Potatoes, turnips, beets, parsnips, bad, but they do really injure tbem, by rendering 

e a glance at the tine display, “it is infinitely better for animals, to keep them 
■ticularize. Of the amallerseeds jn a stable or shed, where they cannot get a mouthful 
riover, millet, Hungarian grass, 0f food for twelve successive hours, than to allow 
also an excellent variety, much them to be exposed for only two hours to a storm of 

ter than we ever saw at any of onr 
Would that our New York farmers 

tion of plants shows only wnat is ueing uono in me quaijty — quite a number ot imported animals. ftre wont to excel. Potatoes, turnips, beets, parsnips, bad, but they do really injure tnem, ny renaering 
West. It instructs but few; and the few could be Aniong the prominent exhibitors were F. W. Btonk and carrotBi wt.re all displayed in profusion —while them still" and dull; and they often contract a severe 
better instructed with much less risk to collections and j. Anwerson of Guelph, J. White, of Bronte, the show of cabbages, squashes, tomatoes, and garden cold, which many times will superinduce catarrh 
_L!.1. La«a »A,-t 1 n l. a r lima (1 tul HI itlOU frt CnllPf*F t __ i* Kia fiuoi t nf Frlnl/itifttri . . 1 , jx eM,. . ..a aJ «*» •» 

vegetables generally, was large and fine. and glanders. 
dairy products, honey, &c. “ Y’ouug calves and colts often Buffer extremely 

-- — *— — rtnu «*• v. ~ • -' tuC SliOW UI UaDU»g^O| tijuanuuoi 

which have cost labor, time, and 111 jney to collect, jNOi Miller of Brougham, Jno. Snell of Edmonton, vegetables generally, was large and fine 
prepare, arrange, and name. There were coals and H Wklfoud of Woodstock, G. Black of Bt. Marys, dairy products, honey. 1 

conohological collections of interest to the curious a Miller of Markham, U. Pettit of Grimsby, J. D Products were shown in consi 
or studious. LAntz and O. Robson of London, and several others. ..q 

dairy PRODUCTS, HONEY, &c. M Young calves ana colts oiten Buner exvremeiy 

Dairy Products were shown in considerable qnan- from exposure to cold storms, even in summer; aud 
• _ . 1 _ 1 a _ a. ...4 11 V. n 4 i m a tmr] m nnnu «?All JiriDN). x;hiry rrvuuuui wereouvww uuuui«v.*«o»v M- • , , .. 

or studious. Lantz and O. Robson of Loudon, and several others. t,T of good qnaiity. The display of to shelter then: will be time and money well appro- 
12. There was bnt one entry of Plowing and Spad- The show wa8 superior, and very crediuble to the ^ ftnd cheege far exceeded 0ur anticipa- priated. 4 A merciful man regardeth the life of his 

ing Machines, in Class M. What the result of that breeders of this popular breed. tions in all respects. Two cheese, weighing about beast.”1 _ t_ 
-h,,f frnm ** Devons were also iu goodly array-there being 113 ’ . made and exhibited bv Hiram Ran- 

(tries, and "early as many in number as of Short- ^ aud Jab. Ha.r«, of Salford, attracted marked 

N EW A nv ERTISBMENTS. 

Dry Good?—Hnbhard A Northrop, 
Airi-nts! SomethiDK New!—E. Hire &Co. 
New EnterpriM-K—Geo. Boweryem- 
A Sittiation Toucher Wanted. 
Choice Apple Scrdlinffcfor Sale—Wra. P. Macomber. 
Clinton Grape Vines for Sale — Geo. Reck. 
Fruit and ornamental Trees—E. Moody & son. 

SPBOIAI. KOI1CES 

The Metropolitan Gift Bookstore — J F. Hone. 

Rural Notes anb Stems. 

A Great Wind and Rain Storm occurred in this region, 

and extended eastward over a large extent of country, on 

Friday last. From all accounts the storm mod hare been 

the most severe and disastrous that has visited Western New 

York in many years. Prof. TlKwar states that four and a 

half inches of water fell during the «1orm of Home twenty- 

four hours continuance — commencing on Thursday night 

and closing about 11 o'clock on Friday evening. Through 

Friday the rain fell in torrent*, with a regular Norther 

“■blowing great guns." Groat damage has been done — 

swelling streams, sweeping away bridges, and flooding and 

undermining railroad track:. The Genesee Valley has suf¬ 

fered greatly, and wc have accounts of considerable damage 

in other sections, both near and distant. Uncut corn has 

been blown down extensively, and great fears are entertained 

that the superfluous water will accelerate the potato rot. 

— October opens bright and fair, with indications of a week 

or more of pleasant weather. 

Michigan Stats Fair.—We had the pleasure of spending 

a day iu examining the various departments of this Fair, 

(held at Detroit, Sept. 24th to 27th ioclasive,) and shall 

endeavor to give a report in our next, from notes taken on 

tbe grounds. Though tbe show was meagre in some depart¬ 

ments, it was quite creditable in others—especially in Horses, 

Cattle, and Sheep We are indebted to Philo Parsons, Esq., 

of Detroit, the energelic Superintendent; J. B. Crippkn, 

Esq , of Cold water; Mr. Secretary Johnstonb, and other 

officers, for hospitalities and courtesies on the occasion—all 

which were as fully appreciated as they are gratefully ac¬ 

knowledged. Added to the gratification of seeing tbe exhi¬ 

bition, was the pleasure of meeting maD.v of the most 

enterprising farmers and stock breeders of the Peninsular 

State —including a number of friends and acquaintances 

daring our residence lo Michigan. 

— At the general meeting of the Society, held at the con¬ 

clusion of the Fair on Friday the following excellent Board 

of Officers was elected for the ensuing year Rrcsuient—J. 

B. Ckh’J’kn, Coldwater. Treasurer— Philo Parsons, Detroit 

Secretary— R. F. JoHSBTOFR, Detroit. Members of the Execu 

live Committee — T. T. Lyon, Plymouth, Wayne Co.; A. S. 

Berry, Adrian, Lenawee Co.; A. S. Welsh, Ypsilauti, Washte¬ 

naw Co ; Geo. M. Dewey, Flint, Genesee Co.; S. S. Bailey, 

Grand Rapids, Kent Co.; F. S. Moore, Three Rivera, St Joseph 

Co.; U. J. Baxter, Jonesviile, Hillsdale Co.; Ira H. Butter¬ 

field, Utica, Macomb Co. 

Thk Dkatr of John Aykault, F.sq., of Perinton, this 

county, Is announced on another page, and will attract the 

attention of many friends and acquaintances. Mr. Atrault 

was one of the earliest pioneers of Western New York, 

having first visited this country with Oen Wm. W adswortu, 

a* early as 1808. He was reared and married in Berkshire 

Co., Mass., and in 1817 removed to Livingston Co., N. Y., 

where he was for many years widely known as one of the most 

extensive and successful graxier* In the Genesee Valley. 

About the year 1832 he purchased a large farm in Perinton, 

where be spent the remainder of his active and useful life. 

Under hi* careful and judicious management, the larm was 

regarded by practical agriculturist* as a model,— while for 

many years his fine specimens ot stock were among tbe most 

attractive at our annual County and State exhibitions. Mr. 

A. was a careful reader of agricultural books aud periodicals, 

and judiciously applied the knowledge thus acquired in his 

practical operations. A roan of strict integrity and honesty 

of purpose, he enjoyed in an eminent degree the respect aud 

esteem of community. His judgment was often Bought in 
matters o< rererc—.* .mi from hi* decision there w**s seldom 
any disposition to appeal. He was the oldest aud ls*t of six 

brothers, one of whom wan the late Hon. Allen Ayraclt, 

Of Genoaeo. We thus chronicle the departure of another of 

the enterprising band Identified with the early settlement of 

the “Genesee Country”—one who has done much for the 

advancement of the material, mental, and moral interests of 

the people of Western New York 

Thk “ Gbkat Disoovkrkr ” btim. Rkvkaleth tur Skorkt! 

— The renowned discuverer of the “great discovery” of 

Terra-Culture—yclept Russell, alias Professor, alias Doctor 

' Comstock — who long si nee “played out” inthiaandthe New 

England States, is Just now benevolently endeavoring to 

1 make profoundly wise and (imaginarlly) rich the benighted 

• farmers of Central Michigan. During our recent visit to that 

1 Slate wc heard some rich aud chaiacteiUtlc anecdotes of the 

, astute “Professor," which we may relate anon, for they are 

[ altogether “too good to keep.” Meantime we assure our 

readers hereaway, that the farmers of Michigan are so ex 

’ ceedingly obtuse that none «r them have yet learned the 

Professor'* Munchausenish secret of growing 360 bushels of 

1 shelled corn per acre!—and hence they will not immediately 

1 supply “all the world and the rest of mankind” with that 

i" Important cereal, thus monopolizing the marketl In truth 

f (we hope the learned Dr. will not quote our testimony in 

support of his theory,) the sensible, practical, progressive 

cultivators of Michigan, are like unto those of Western New 

York id very generally neglecting the ‘ great discoverer ’ 

and the tremendous secret he is groaning to reveal for the 

'5 benefit of mankind, the civilized world, and-himself It 

■t must be some consolation to the possessor (7) of such vast wis- 

a dom that he is not the only philosopher whose discoveries 

k have lacked appreciation by mundane mortals. 

g _By the way, aud seriously, do our contemporaries of the 

« local press in Michigan and elsewhere, who publish, as edlto- 

h rial, (and for pay) foolish commendations of Terra Culture, 

written by the *• Professor ’ himself, either really believe in 

the system, or think they are benefiting subscribers aud 

^ community by lending their columns and influence in support 

of a system long since exploded? 

trial was, the writer hereof cannot say; but from the Devons were also iu goodly array-there being 113 maae ana Blw;u „v ...... 
character of the weather, and condition of the soil Bntr|e8) and nearly as many in number as of Short- ’ ’ . |Jakrib of Salford, attracted marked Bkief Notes about toe County Fams.-The eriubi ion 

in the vicinity of the Fair grounds, the propelling horn, Th# herds of Messrs. IV. fl. Locke of Yar- ftnd The manufacturers propose KJ 

power may have been water. month, (who alone had 40 head,) John Pincomuk of tQ Bend tbe larger Qne (whlch ie 4 feet 5 inches in preBent. As evidence of the enthusiasm, we quote from the 

13. Then there were supplemental entries of Can- London. C. A. Woonhull of koinoka, H. D. Smith djaraeter, and 15 inches thick,) to the World’s Fair, Binghamj>um Republican —'■'•Th* State Fairs heretofore held 

non, (rifled and breech-loading,) Carbines, Rides, aud of Aldboro', C. Beer of Katesville, J. Luckey of aad mfty gend botb. They are worthy of the honor. *t such small towns a» Rochester, Syracuse, Buffalo, Elmira, 
_ .. . . . » n * « L.AV Y lt . nwvr f O* ILvMnn ’ » ' _ . . . . . n n u . ii 

power may have been water. 

13. Then there were supplemental entries of Can 

horns. The herds of Messrs. W. H. Lockk of Yar- att€ntion ftnd iHqujry. The manufacturers propose 
mouth, (who alone had 40 head,) John PinOOMBK of to gend tbg lar8er one (which is 4 feet 5 inches in 
London. C. A. Woomiui.i. of Komuka, H. D. Smith djam aud u, juchos thick,) to the World’s Fair, 

non, (rifled and breech-loading.) Carbines, Rides, ami of Aldboro', C. Beer of Katesville, J. Bucket of and may gejld both. They are worthy of the honor, at such Mnall towns &» Rochester, Syracuse, Buffalo, Elmira, 

all sorts of death dealing implements. But this only Lobo, C. Sifton of Lambeth, J. Mason of St. Marys, ^ Rannby also exhibited fine samples of Pine &e, and especially the ^Agricultural Horst Race,' at the 

amounted to a fizzle. The enormous premiums D. Tye of Wilmot, CourtiC'E of Bowmansville, Rea A *ple and gtUton oheeBe. latter place, taking the number of people assembled in any 
• «• 1 v 1 • . _ n m. ___ C.wn neounnf nil Tlwi iliciilflU < . ■ a«a rio o m nnf unrtliv nt mpfltion in (KHTHlIirihOD With ttlW 

ttUlUlHlttHl IU a 11/jCi IT** 1 lie BUUIIUIIUO piuuuuiuo !'• A ID T - ouxviq WV   - 

offered as “Citizens’ Prizes” would have been won of Chatham. Ac., w^ere well represented. The display 

had there been a chance given to do it; but there was very creditable. 
. . . N ... • _.A1!„ 1^. __ 

was not. 
WHAT OF THE FAIR ? 

•*'* ...■ . Apple ana ouiton cneeHe. -* - . ..... 

of Chatham. Ac., were well represented. The display departmeul was also quite attractive. fiaL are 1101 "orl^ ro#“tion 00“pA"80? 
iu Iiuwy . . tri-memious outpouring of people on the Fair brounds of the 

was very dii ’ ... . Honey in comb was plenty—and some clarified, ol Broom8 C0Unty Agricultural Society. The Iowchc estimaw 
Ayrshires were shown in unusually large numbers exce„ent quality in gias8 jars. A colony of bees, _ f the uumtler"or p80ple present WJ 1en thousand. Such a 

and of good quality. M e never saw so large and line ^ ^ at worjj jn a glass-fronted hive, attracted proMMjon tl{ vehicles on the return of the people from the 

no little attention. Fair, wus never witnessed in old Brc I have thus, as briefly as possible, reviewed the a display in this class. Think the breed must be 
_ « A a aY. . tl *  A -v A 

of the number of people present was ten thousand. 8uch a 

procession of vehicles on the return of the people from the 

Fair, was never witnessed in old Broome. The weather was 

delightful, and the. people were in a humor to be pleased 

1 unvc niua, as uricujr an jo-aniuio, itncnra v..—— - no little attention. Fair, was never wiluessea in om oroome. iu» wmubi 

different departments. It will be conceded that I increasing in popularity throughout the Province, and agricultural implements. delightful, and the people were in a humor to be pleased 

have given a list of material for a large exhibition, that, judging from appearances, they bid fair to excel Imulements was quite meagre — wilb everything they saw.” The gross receipts were about 

Well, the exhibition was large, and yet tbe Fair was the Short-horns in public favor in a few years. Fine exhibitions at our f2'200- Th* pMn)ium List amounted to |l,m - The 
a failure -worse than a failure. Why? I will briefly animals were exhibited by R. L. Denison of Toronto, a bhm affaii C0“P‘ . number of verv valua Animal Fair of &v«co CSuunfy wa* bold at Ovid. Although the 

„ XT.- ,.e ffiooV n » rtf no. State Fairs — yet embraced a number Of very \a weather was uomomtious,—SB it rained more or less the day 
a failure -worse than a failure. Why? I will briefly animals were extnoitea ny tv. j»km*on 01 xwro.ivo, . * nf vni.m. Annua. r«r or. = 

, . ... v xv rtarnj£in L'uut P WwwitiT of btate Fairs —yet eoibiaced a nuoibet ot valua weather waa UuofOpitioua.—ns it rained more or Jess the da} 
answer. Its location was a bad one in inftdv respects. Jas. Nimmo of Camden bast, u. n, wkiqht oi to* * . Tt.ua v.„r weauwriwiiDpi p ....... r 

e ■ ti .,. - , w paavuv of irva (i Mouton of Leeds ble articles. The display of flows was very fair previous and on the morning of the first day of the Fair, aud 
It was too lar trom the city, too inaccessible for bo ig, . . - • ■ - > * ' ’ m0Stly of tbe long-handled Scotch style so popular again about 10 o’clock of the third day,-the attendance was 
crowds; there were too many well grounded preju- J. Jordison of Hamilton, and a number of other our Canadian neighbora and rarely seen in quite large. On the second day the number of spectator* 
dices against it among our citizens; but if none of breeders. R. R. Wright had a large and line show ^ gtat# Tbej.e were alg0 caltivatorSi drins, har- exceeded the general average. The entries amounted to 

of these three objections had existed, there was in this class. Ac of C00d patterns. Among the few novel- nearly a thousand, and the display was very gratifying to all 
another,—it was too low, level, and wet, naturally. Of Herefords only a baker’s dozen were shown, or ' '' . p. . g d 8ower sh0Wn Interested.-The Annual Fair of the St. Lawrence County 

And inasmuch as it rained about four-seventli9 of the seen by us — 8 by F. W. Stonh of Guelph, and 5 by ’ of Norwich ville looked like an Ajy. AoriWy came off at Canton the 2am. 2o>h, am -,t u • 
time, and the grounds were perfectly saturated with Jas. R. McM.ckino of Stamford. They were good b? * ^“1 ioinmS The at^ndanc. and receipts during the brat and second dtyys 

and in some places submerged >n water, these animals. Where is W. H. Sotham, the Hereford ;iUracted attention. SLraw cutters, turnip ^8nooe8A, La severe rain Friday prevented asatisfeetory 

objections were made unpleasantly apparent. The King. . clltterB &c a8 wen as various other machines and dosing up of proceedings. The show in most orthedepart- 

great crowds kept away accordingly. Such as visited The Galloways appeared m goodly array - about &nd t, olg ite ,<t00 nQmerouB to men- ®enU not as good as last year, the State Fair having 
the grounds once, learned too much to go again, fifty head. This breed was introduced into Canada * ’ and cenerallv of styles affected, iu a greater or less degree, other Fairs in that sec- 

The management of the Fair under such circum- only a few years ago, by Mr. Roddick of Cobourg, ’ , *nnfeetnrer« tion of the State. In horses, dairy products, and the flower 

stances, could, at best, be but poorly done. The and seems to have made rapid progress in public re ec in© crt 1 aP0D and ornamental departmentfthe exhibition was ail that could 

condition or stage of the preparations at the opening favor. They are quite hardy, and well adapted to OTIIEE depar™ents- be asked for. Floral Hall was decorated and arranged with 

of the Fair were incomplete and entirely inadequate; the climate. They are polled (hornless) and generally The Horticultural Department was well repre- great taste, and was replete with beautiful ™ 
And this fact caused irritation, crimination, re-crim- black-nearly as uniform in color as the Devons, sented, but as the Fruits and Flowers were not all ah0w of butter and cheese, it» said, was supenor to 

ination, and an interesting muss generally. There We were unable to obtain names of exhibitor* in this arranged we could not obtain a fair view. Mr. the State air. 

Tub Right SriaiT.—In a recent private letter, an exten¬ 

sive stock-breeder manifests a spirit which we trust prevails 

generally among those who are laboring to promote improve¬ 

ment. After alluding to the times, and the fact that he has 

devoted many years of his life to a cherished object, he says. 

“I cannot, because a cloud has passed up before us, consent 

to throw away all past improvement, and when the cloud 

passes over, have to begin where we were ten years ago. 1 

do not expect to sell enough stock these times lo pay tbe 

interest on my outlay, besides keeping expenses, but I have 

no doubt of our country standing aud going ahead. And 

when the good time comes, I wish to be prepared to reap a 

reward, aud fully compensate all who now give me a helping 

hand." Weie all animated by a like confident SMd resolute 

spirit, we Should bear little of the giving up of useful and 

progressive enterprises on accouut of the temporary (as we 

believe it to be) depression of the times. 
■-- 

Rhioks of Whkat in Michigan.—On Saturday last (Sept. 

28.) whilo traveling OD the Michigan Central Railroad, we 

met Mr. Jab. Bull, of Detroit, who was obtaining the prices 

of wheat at the various markets on the road. He kin'll) 

furnished us the following ti»t of prices paid that day:-At 

Niles, S0C<pS5; Dowagiac, 76(Sj85; Lawton, 75{g>85; I>aW raw> 

75&8S; Mattawap, 76@85; Kalamazoo, 76@88; Galesburg, 

75@85; Augusta, 75@86; Battle Creek, 750*86; Marshal , 

70(3)80; Marengo, 82®92; Albion, 82(3,92; Parma, 8*3.93; 

Jackson, 88@98; Grass Lake, 85(3)95, Frauciscoville, 82@92, 

Chelsea, 86@92; Dexter, 84(3)94; Delhi, 80@00; Ann Arbor, 

g0(395: Ypsilauti, 8B@92; Detroit, 92@t$1.03. 

jACxaos County (Mich ) Fair — A report of some of tbe 

prominent features of this Fair, which we attended last week, 

Is necessarily deferred. We have notes of the exhibition, 

aud of improvements in and around the city of Jackson 

where our business career was commenced over tweut) jears 

ago — which we trust will not prove uninteresting. » *Js 

the progress of the Agricultural Interest, and the improve¬ 

ments in and about tbe towns and cities of the int«n°r 

of the State, within the past decade, seem wonderful indeed, 

and worthy of note. 



iGETico/rcaiL. 
SEASONABLE NOTES. 

We have just passed through what is supposed to 

be our eqninoxial storm. The heavy rains of the 

few past days have injured aur fall flowers, and the 

high winds did injury to fruit. In some orchards a 

third of the crop is on the grpnnd, and some of our 

best pear trees are nearly stripped. With us, Socket 

and Flemish Beauty suffered most. About ten days 

since, we had a white frost, but not sufficient to do 

iDjury. Grapes are ripening ranch better than we 

anticipated, and the Isabella, in good situations, 

where the vines have been properly pruned, will per¬ 

fect their fruit. Good winter apples arc now selling 

at $2 per barrel. Flemish Beauty and Louise Bonne 

de Jersey pears are pretty plenty in our streets, though 

they bring ft high price. 

The few weeks of pleasant weather before winter 

should be improved in dressing beds of herbaceous 

plants, transplanting to the border such as have been 

grown in seed-beds the past summer, and making 

beds of tulips, hyacinths, and other bulbous roots. 

Next spring, when such things arc about to blossom, 

hundreds will send their orders to the nurseries, and 

feel disappointed that they are not filled. If you 

want a show of flowers next summer, this is the 

time to make beds. Send on orders U nurserymen 

and florists at once. Much work can be done in the 

garden in the fall. Have everything in the garden 

cleaned up; make all changes of walks that may he 

needed; spading and trenching can better be per¬ 

formed now than at any other time. See that the 

celery is earthed np properly. You have now no 

time to lose, for winter may commence in earnest in 

three or four weeks. Last season hard frost came 

so snddenly that many lost their celery. Winter 

fruit should he picked before hard frost. Apples 

will endure more freezing than almost any other 

fruit, and the longer they remain on the trees the 

better. Where persons have only a few barrels, they 

may be a little venturesome, but orchardists, with 

largo crops that must find a market before winter, 

should gather early. A few specimens allowed to 

remain on the tree until after several hard frosts, 

will he found to he of much higher flavor than those 

gathered earlier in the season. 

ORCHARD CULTURE IN ILLINOIS. 

A canny young Scotch Southron, with whom I p 

was talking about fruit, said, “ Orchards appeared to t 

do well here until they came to he .seeded down, ns v 

they ought to he, when the bark louse infested them 

and destroyed them.” r 
The young man’s “ as they ought to be,” I suppose c 

to be but the echo of the opiniou of tlu* mass of t 

farmers here; for their practice is to seed down their j 

orchards; and they wonder at their unproductive t 

ness, greatly. The only really healthy, productive f 

trees I have seen, have been such as are cultivated— i 

not simply by digging np the sod close about the 

body of the tree, but by systematic culture of the , 

entire surface, in small hoed crops—potatoes, brans, , 

or even corn. If the trees make too rapid growth ; 

if they have made an abuudauce of wood, or too 

much to allow the development of fruit buds, and it 

is desired to throw them into bearing, clover is , 

sown in the spaces between the rows—lint not close 

abontthe trees—and the portion seeded is mowed a 

few years. This generally results in fruit, where 

before the only product was wood. 
Another thing: 1 find few stilted trees bearing— 

and a much less number that are healthy aud thrifty. 

The low heads, trees whose brauches start from 

within two feet (or less) of the ground, many of 

them lying on the ground, are almost invariably 

productive. I write this after having visited hun 

dreds of orchards in which all sorts of systems of 

pruning and cultnre, and no systems at all, have 

been practiced; and invariably the low headed, 

cleanly cultivated trees, are hcaiihy and productive. 

It is a grave and very ge.neral error among farmers 

to suppose that the orchard mny take care of itself, 

y ia a fatal error in almost all cases in the West. 

And if it does not, this is at once branded a poor 

fruit country. 
There is one other common expression that we 

hear from the owners of these grass-grown orchards. 

If we talk with them of the experience of the best 

orchardists, and refer them to the published reports 

of Horticultural Societies for information—for the 

experience and practice of those who have been suc¬ 

cessful—we are answered, ‘‘Well, you know we 

farmers don’t have time to keep posted In these 

matters—wo have too much to do, and can’t keep 

track of all these things.” And we hear this balder¬ 

dash until we find our fist clenching and itching to 

beat common sense into somebody! Why, we told a 

man to-day that we could sit still and with a pencil 

make more money for him in an hour than he would 

in three days by active out of door labor. He 

wanted to know how. We proved to his satisfaction, 

in terminates, that his crop of fifty acres of wheat 

was really less valuable, less profitable than his ten 

acreH of young (five years old) orchard trees—taking 

his own estimates of the product of each as a basis. 

And ills orchard was only half—scarcely that— cared 

for. In less than three-quarters of an hour we 

Bhowed him how ho might double the product of 

the soil in wheat, at less than as much again expense 

sb it cost to get his present crop of ten bushels per 

clean, straight growing plants, than with bushy ones. 

Another thing — having the plants so distant from 

each other, gives the weeder the opportunity of usiug 

the hoe where the hand has to do the work on hedges 

where the plants are only four inches apnrt. 

In planting, I generally advise leaving one plant 

next to tlie gate posts uncut, and also at the corners 

of fences, as these places are more tmhject to injury 

than other parts are. This method I have found a 

perfect remedy. Lotting such plants grow untrimmed, 

these may in five or six years he ornamentally cut into 

shapes to suit the fancy, either as vases, birds, or ani¬ 

mals, or left, as I leave mine, in a state of nature. 

Trimming hedges is often done without any regard 

to reason. I have seen fine hedges ruiued by being 

cut at the wrong season. In fact, 1 know from expe¬ 

rience that this is the great reason of failure. 

I have had a life-long experience in the hawthorn, 

and can surely say I never saw as fine plants of the 

same age in Europe, of as thrifty growth, as l have 

grown them here; and I think 1 may safely defy any 

person to prove a failure in this country, where the 

hedge has been properly planted and cultivated, that 

has not originated from improper trimming. I may at 

a future day say something more on this subject; but I 

cannot refrain from inviting certain agricultural pub¬ 

lishers who have explored the West in vain to find a 

good hedge fence, to see now what their own State 

can produce. 
I hope, Mr. Editor, you will renew your visit aud 

give your readers your opinion. Our Fair is on the 

gth and Oth of October. This will be a good time to 

view our fences redolent in nature’s livery of deep, 

rich green, and tempting scarlet fruit, unless the 

frosts are earlier than usual. 

Tub Prickly Ash.—I think, from Professor Tou- 

kby’8 statement, this plant would bo only suitable for 

a fancy hedge, as it is thornless. Whether It roots 

horizontally or not, I cannot say, as it does not grow 

in this vicinity. I am glad to see inquiries and 

experiments, as I feel positive it will conduce to the 

adoption of the hawthorn eventually. Your corres¬ 

pondent li. E. G. can obtain a good hawthorn hedge 

that will be a barrier that will strike terror into the 

trespasser in less time than I think he can get ttie 

plants together for twenty rods of hedge of “the 

prickly ash.” W. M, Beauchamp. 

1 Skaoeatelea, N, Y., Sept., 1841. 

I'OMrONE chrysanthemum. 

Our nurserymen are taking op and changing their 

Chrysanthemums for flowering. Those who want a 

good show of flowers for the house about Christmas 

time, cannot do better than to purchase the Chrysan¬ 

themum. They are of almost every desirable color, 

and the Pompone race as perfect aB a daisy, of one 

of which we give an engraving, while the old Indian 

Chrysanthemums are large, loose, und showy. A 

good Chrysanthemum, with hundreds of flowers, is a 

“thing of beauty” not often equaled. 

-- 

PROVINCIAL PAIR OP CANADA WEST. 

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

Men do not have time to get out of the old beaten 

track which leads straight to an exhausted soil, 

small crops, a mortgaged farm, and ultimate tore- 

closure! They do not have time to carefully examine 

aud "figure upon” any new glittering scheme that 

is presented for their adoption; but they rush head¬ 
long into H, auu never get out or Itl 

All through the country ia this lesson taught: 

Men have invested all they had in a single enterprise 

in which they had prevlonsly no experience, and 

have lost all —or might as well have lost it, for it is 

now subject to interminable litigation. The high 

price of produce, the ease with which crops could 

be grown here, and the low price of land, led hun¬ 

dreds of men ignorant of agricultural processes, 

practically, to immigrate hither, invest their all In a 

piece of land, ran in debt for tools and stock, ex¬ 

pecting to get their money back with the first crop. 

Entirely inexperienced, the first crop failed, the 

second was little better, but prices were worse, and 

the income no larger than the first year. Interest 

and ill-success gnawed like a canker upon the endu¬ 

rance and courage of the tyro of a farmer, breeding 

discontent and utter disgust with the business. 

Huch men have failed in every sense of the term, 

and arc glad to get back to their early occupation, 

if not to their early homes. They are the men who 

cast dark, deep shadows westward. No sun illumines 

the West for them. It is a gloomy, barren waste. 

But there are plenty of men who do “get along.” 

Rns. Rural Nrw-Yorkeu:— H. E. G. inquires as 

to the probable result of a hedge grown from prickly 

ash plants or seed. The result 1 think would he in 

almost every case a row of bushes that a pig would 

regard with contempt. A farmer not two miles from 

hero has tried it. Mis would not stop an ox. Very 

likely the work was not well done, but 1 believe the 

prickly ash to lie of too feeble growth and too apt to 

lose the lower branches ever to make a fence that 

would stop sheep or pigs. 
fVill any one tell what is the host hedge plant for 

Western New York? Will the honey-locust (Cite- 

(Utsclila triacanthasi) make a good hedge?— J. G. F., 

Stafford, A. K„ Sejit. 25, 1801. 

CULTURE OF STRAWBERRIES. 

New Hampshire and Maine. Why, sir, the straw¬ 

berry is fouud growing abundantly further to the 

north than any other of our garden or orchard fruits. _ 

Around Hudson’s Bay it is found in profusion, and 

Richardson, the explorer, found it plentiful in the 

Arctic region. Or the Pacific It Is found as far 

north as the Russian possessions, and it abounds 

around Puget Sound and at Vancouver’s Island, and 

along the entire shores of Oregon and California. ^ 

The strawberry will, therefore, succeed as well iu t 

our Northern States and in the British Provinces as 

it does around New York. Wm. It. Puinuk. 

Flushing, L. L, September, 1861. 

--— —+--♦ ♦ > ♦ - 

Horticultural Hotc$. < 
-- i 

Notes on tub Botany or Japan.—There is a place i 

named Ah sax-saw, on the eastern side of Yeddo, which is 

renowned for its large Buddhist temples, its Ua-tionses, and 

Us gardens. The gardens were reported to contain au extra¬ 

ordinary collection of chrysanthemums, and 1 was therefore 

in duty bound to pay them a visit. M. L’Abbo Onrard, of the 

French Legation, who had visited the place on a former 

occasion, waa good enough to accompany me. A sharp ride 

of an hour and a half brought us to Ah-sax saw. It* massive 

temple was seen looming at the further end of a broad 

avenue An ornamental arch or gateway was thrown across 

the avenue, which had a very good effect j a huge belfry stood 

on one sldu, and a number of large trees, such as pines and 

Salinbnna adiantifolia, surrounded the temple. Each side of 

the avenue was lined with shops and stalls, open in front 

like a bazaar, ia which all sorts of Japanese things were . 

exposed for sale. Toys of all kinds, looking glasses, pipes, 

aud gimerncks of a like nature, predominated. Had it been 

covered over with glass, it. would have been a good reprosen; 

tatiou of Lowther Arcade or soma place of that kind at 

home. Crowds of people followed u* as we entered the 

avenue, who had evidently soon little of Europeans before; 

but, although somewhat noisy, they treated us with the most 

perfect civility and respect. On our arrival at the head of 

the avenue, wo found ourselves iu front of the huge temple, 

and ascended its massive steps. Its wldo doors stood open; 

candles were burning on the altars, and priosts were engaged 

in their devotions. It whs the old story over ugain 

unmeaning sounds, heating of drums, tinkling of bells, &c., 

which I had so often heard when a guest In the Buddhist 

temples of China. 
The temple has numerous tea-houses attached to it for 

the accommodation of visitors and devotees. Adjoining 

them are many pretty gardens with tlsli ponds, ornamental 

bridges, artificial loekwork, and avenues of plum and 

cherry trees, which seem the favorite one* at all the tea¬ 

houses and temples of Japan. This place is most famed 
i in thu vicinity of Yeddo for the variety and beauty of its 

r chrysanthemums. At the time of our visit, they wore iu 

full bloom, aud most certainly would have delighted the 

eyes of our Salters, Brooms, aud Birds, had they found 
themselves so far away from Hammersmith, the Temple, 

1 or Stoke Nmviuglon. I procured some extraordinary 

' varieties, most peculiar iu form and in coloring, and 

’ quite distinct from any of the kinds at present known In 

> Europe, One had petals like long thick hairs, or a red 

t color, hut tipped with yellow, looking like the fringe of 

a shawl or curtain; another had broad white petals striped 

r with red, like a carnation or camellia, while others were 

remarkable for their great size aud brilliant coloring. If 1 

can succeed in introducing these varieties Into Kuropo, they 

’ may create as great, a changu amongst chrysanthemums as 

my old protege, the modest “Chusan Daisy ” did when she 

became the parent of tlie present race of pompones.—Jt. E, 

in London Gardeners’ Chronicle. 

Messrs. Editors.—It iB a fact well known that 

when an inquiry is made concerning fruit or flowers, 

or any thing beneficial to community, the answer is, 

look in the Rural New-Yorker. I want to say a 

few words to my brother ft> hers, and to my lady 
friends. How many farmerilvrc theru in Niagara or 

Orleans county that have a bed of strawberries or a 

bush of raspberries? They think it is a great task to 

cultivate ft bed of these delicacies. Now I wish to 

give them my experience. T)iree years ago I sot 

one thousand plants of the llovoy’s Seedling ou a 

fine piece of land, tended them with care, and had 
no fruit — not a berry—vines long and thrifty —and 

waa sorely disappointed. Was laughed at by my 

neighbors for embarking in the strawberry business. 

I said but little, but concluded to make some inquir¬ 

ies and see what was the difficulty. One day, being 

on the cars corning from Rochester home, we stopped 

at Albion to do a little trading, and, in passing u 

grocery, I saw some of the largest, finest, and most 

delicious strawberries I ever saw or tasted. I made 

Inquiry, and found that they were grown by Mr. II. 

M. Mukwin, one mile from Albion. 1 soon finished 

my business and called or Mr. M.; found him (where 

it would have made you laugh, Mr. Editor,) on the 

finest strawberry bed I ever saw. The vines loaded 

down, and the earth completely red with fruit. It 

was a splendid sight, I insure you. I had a very 

pleasant talk with Mr. M-, and found him well 

Nkw Top Onion.—I Inclose a specimen of a variety of 

onion which needs hnt. to bo known to bu universally culti¬ 

vated, instead of the Idaek seed. The onions are of good size, 

three to four inches In diameter; the Reeds are small onion, 

produced at the rate of 1,000 to 2,000 from a single onion. 

Nearly all onion growers have failed sometimes with the 

toliu-.k. lint hero there can he no failure, as every one 
knows that a live onion will grow iu the spring, whuu,... u 

is in the ground or out. These Uttln onions may he sown by 

hand or with a drill, same as the black seeds, with the excep¬ 

tion that no allowance need he marie for any contingency, as 

every seed is a live onion at the start, and you are as snre of 

a crop as you aro of sunshine aud ralnsV Are they new to 

you? I procured a few of them last spring from my neighbor 

Deacon Denoe, who informs me they were brought from Eng¬ 

land quite recently. Further than this, I am not able to 

trace their history.—I. W. Bribob, Macedon, N. K. 

CAKES, CUSTARDS, ETC. 

I 
Apple Tourtk or Cake (German Recipe.)—Take 

ten or twelve apples, sugar to taste, the rind of one 

small lemon, three eggs, one quarter of a pint of 

cream or milk, one-quarter or a pound of butter, 

three quarters of a pound of good short orust, three 

ounces of sweet almonds. Pure, core, and cut the 

apples into small pieces; put sufficient moist sugar 

to sweeten them Into a basin; add the lemon peel, 

which should be finely Jnlnoed, and the cream; stir 

these ingredients well, whisk the eggs, and melt the 

butter; mix all together, add the sliced apple, and let 

these be well stirred into the mixture, Line ft large 

round plate wil.li the paste, place a narrow rim of the 

same round the outer edge, and lay the apples thickly 

in the middle. Blanch the almonds, cut them into 

long shreds, and strew them over the top of the 

apples, aud bako from one-half to three-quarters of 

an hour, taking care that the almonds do not get 

burnt; when done, strew some Bifted sugar over the 

top, and serve. Time, one-half to three-quarters of 

an hour. 

Very Good Old-Fashioned Boiled Custard.— 

Throw into a pint and a half of new milk the very 

thin rind of a fresh lemon, and let it Infuse for half 

an hour ; then simmer them together for a few 

minutes, and add four ounces aud a half of white 

sugar. Beat, thoroughly eight fresh eggs; mix with 

them another half pint of now milk; stir the boiling 

milk quickly to them, tako out the lemou peel, and 

turn the custard into a deep jug; set this over the 

fire iu a pan of boiling water, and keep the custard 

stirred gently, but without ceasing, until it begins 

to thicken; then move the spoon rather more quickly, 

making it always touch the bottom of the jug, until 

the mixture is brought to the point of boiling, when 

It must bo instantly taken from the fire, or it will 

curdle In a moment, l’our it into a bowl, and keep 

it stirred until nearly cold, then add to it by degrees 

a winoglassful of good brandy aud two ounces of 

blanched almonds out into spikes, or omit these at 

pleasure. A few bitter ones, bruised, can be boiled 

in tins milk, instead of lemon peel, when their flavor 

ia preferred. 

Stewed Apples and Custard. -Take seven good- 

sized apples, the rind of half a lemon or four cloves, 

half a pound of sugar, three-quarters of a pint of 

water, half a pi til of custard. Pare and take out the 

cores of tho apples, without dividing them, and, if 

! possible, leave the stalks on; boil the sugar and 

! water together for ten minutes, then putin the apples 

1 witli the lemon rlud or cloves, whichever flavor may 

f be preferred, and simmer gently until they are tender, 

i taking care not to let them break. Dish them neatly 

3 on a glaHB dish, reduce tho sirup by boiling it quickly 

1 for a few minutes, let it cool a little, then pour it 

1 over the apples. Have ready quite half a pint of 

* costard. Pour it round but not over the apples when 

they are quite cold, and the dish is ready for table. 

From twenty to thirty minutes to stew the apples. 

Apples a la Poktogairk.—Tako eight good boil- 

!f ing apples, half a pint of water, six ounces of sugar, 

' a layer of apple marmalade, eight preserved cherries, 

garnishing of apricot jam. Peel the apples, and, 

, with a vegetable cutter, push out the cores; boil 

« them in sugar and water, without being too much 

c done, and tako care they do not break. Have ready 
!l a white upplo manualudo; cover the bottom of the 

y diBh with this, level it, and lay tho apples in a sieve 

^ to drain; pile them neatly on the murmalado, making 

j( them high in the center, and place a preserved cherry 

;rt iu tho middle of each. Garnish with strips of can- 

,r died citron or apricot jam, and tho dish is ready for 

if- table. From twenty to thirty minutes to stew the 

10 apples. 

Do Potatoes Mix in the TIh.i,?— This urn ms to be a 

question sot satisfactorily decided. Iu digging our potatoes 

this fall, wn found one which seeniH to settle the question —a 

perfect June potato and a common Mercer joined together. 

I would send you the specimen, but I propose to plant each 

section by itself to prove or disprove the fact.—f, W. Bilious, 

Macedon, N. Jf, 1H01. 

Wo don’t know as this proves anything. We have often 

known fruits and vegetables to assume strange forms. Until 

more is known of different varieties of potatoes, their names, 

characteristics, and origin, it is useless to say much about 

mlxturo. _ 

Crkmont Perpetual Strawberry.—In a late number of 

the Rural, you inquire for information in regard to the Crn- 

monl Perpetual Struwherry. I fruited it several years. It 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:— We are having a fine 

display here this season,' and we Canadians arc show¬ 

ing the world we can do some things as well as you, 

if not a little hotter; but you can beat ub all out at 

bragging, so I'll not try. And now to my promise 

to tell you about the fruits and flowers. First, yon 

may know the Beason has been very unfavorable, and 

Buch things as peaches were not to be expected, and 

yet we did have some very tine ones, and they were 

not grown in Ohio either. Of flowers, there waa a 

fine display of Asters, Verbenas, Foliage Plants, 

FuscSias, Pansies, Gladiolus, and Dahlias, all of 

which exhibited moch skill and care on the part of 

the producers. 

Messrs. Bruce & Murray, of Hamilton, exhibited 

fine specimens of Tritoma uvaria grandiflora, in 

bloom; some six varieties of Gladiolus, and one 

hundred of Verbenas, and a fine sample of the Pam¬ 

pas Grass. Mr. Geo. Leslie, of Toronto, had a fine 

show of Dahlias and Phloxes. In fruit there was a 

very large, and considering the season, a very fine 

collection. An almost endless variety of apples of 

all sizes, from the huge Alexander to the Httle Lady 

Apple; and pears, from Ducbesse d'Angouleme to 

Beckel. Plums, also, of flue size and delicious 

flavor, many of which were grown in the colder 
sections of the Province, showing that the Plum will 

make au excellent substitute for the Peach in those 

cold latitudes. And fi«er and larger grapes of the 

hardy kinds, suitable for oat-door culture, could 

certainly not be desired, from the Ontario, far exceed¬ 

ing the Bluck Hamburg In size, to the little but 

delicious Delaware. Hot house grapes, also, in great 

abundance, and among these the Bowood Muscat and 

Muscat Hamburg, the first yet exhibited that have 

been grown here. It ia not possible for me to give 

you a complete list of exhibitors iu this department, 

but I may say that W. Leslie, of Toronto, had a lino 

gen?ral collection; Mr. Arnold, of Paris, especially 

tine in hot-house grapes; Mr. Reid, of Port Dul- 

housie, in out door grapes; and Dr. Beadle, of St. 

Catharines, sent his usual general collection of fruits. 

Messrs. Ellwangkk & Barry, of your city, contrib¬ 

uted much to our display, in both fruit and flowers, 

particularly in Roses, for which we all tender them 

our hearty thanks. 

The Exhibition has been a grand success, and the 

crowd seems as great as that of last year. 
London, C. WtJ Sept. 2ath, 1861. D. W. Beadle. 

They are of a class who know what they are about— informed iu the cultnre arid sexual character of the requires hill or row cultivation,la not “perpetual,” but tear* 
' - I Y t. . . Al i  11 -..a.- . . I. • _ . 1 . rn •... 1. .. J.. /I I «. _ A 

who are educated in their business—who speud the 

same time that a merchant does, to find which are 

the most profitable forms of investment of time, 

labor and money. The question settled, the work is 

pursued with system and energy, and success almost 

invariably results.—o. d. b. 

HAWTHORN FOR HEDGES. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker :—I once more take up 

my pen to renew the subject of live fences, notwith¬ 

standing the continued opposition of tho Agricultural 

Press generally, to the plant I advocate, as witness 

the last Genesee Farmer, where an article inserted 

from the Country Gentleman is, I consider, unfairly 

given. Why not give J. J. T.’s remarks concerning 

the plant ou the premises of K. T. T. Martin. Ho 

says Mr. Martin, finding the woolly aphis had 

attacked it, cut the plants down, burnt the brush, 

then “the stumps were white-washed to destroy the 

remainder, (soap would, perhaps, have been better,) 

and are now sending up a thick growth for a young 

hedge, the insect having disappeared.” Now for this 

aphis. I have never found them injure or increase 

unless where black ants ye in abundance. I have 

found soap suds good, but think a slight sprinkling 

of slaked lime better. Even road dust iB good. I 

only wish that sqjne candid opponents of the haw¬ 

thorn would visit this place. If they did not acknowl¬ 

edge the advantages of this plant for hedging, it must 

be from stubbornness. 

strawberry, aud soon learned what the trouble was 

with my own plants, and learned more In half an 

hour's conversation with ti nt gentleman than 1 ever 

knew about plants before. I bought of Mr. M., in 

the fall, four hundred planU, set them as directed, 

kept the weeds down, and kept off all runners, and 

tho next season 1 picked from my vines eight to ten 

quarts every day for twenty-three days. Only think, 

when you come in from the hay field all fatigued, 

what a glorious sight to aee four or five quarts of 

great, ripe, luscious strawberries set before you. I 

tell you it relishes better than salt pork. And you 

can have them if you set good plants and spend two 

days labor in each year on the bed. I visited Mr. M. 

again this season, and saw some new French straw¬ 

berries, ahead of any strawberries that 1 ever saw. 

I picked one dozen of the berries, and the largest 

one measured eight and a half Inches around. I am 

in for a few dozen plants of this variety. They are 

of a sweet, delicious flavor, ani they yield twice as 

much, we should judge, as the Willson) growing aide 

by side. Mr. M. says he shall net set any other Borts, 

as they hear transportation better than other sorts. 

Niagara Co., N. Y., Sept. 5th, 1861. It. L. Vincent. 

BEST TIME TO PLANT STRAWBERRIES. 

Editors Rural New-Yorker Having’noticed 

several queries and discussions as to whether the 

Ifiring, summer or autnran ia moist suitable and most 

successful for the transplanting of strawberries, 1 

a largo crop of largo berries, large a* Triumphs de Gaud, aud 

of good llavor. it appears to bo hardy with me (tut does the 

Hooker,) but requires morn earn than cultivators generally 

will bostow on strawberries. We picked forty bushels of ber¬ 

ries this summer from sixteen different varieties, and And the 

Wilson to produce the most, though not of the best flavor.— 

Sylvester, Iajous, N. Y., 1801. 

guquirtffl ana 
Plants son Name.— Will yon give the common and 

botanical name of the Inclosed flower in your next paper, and 
oblige—M. B. G, Canandaigua, M. Y-, 1861. 

Euphorbia varieyuta. 

Inclosed yon will And a Bpnciroen, of which I should like 
to know ihe name, botanical and common. The end came 
from llermnny. and the plant is new to me. tbOUlib tt may bn 
common. It ha* blossomed all summer. The stems, several, 
radiating from the saoie root, aie ascending, rather weak, 
but not twining. Bums of ihe podsare two aud a half inches 
in length.— 0 M. M., Meridian, N V, 1861. 

Thin is a plant common in wheat and rye Balds in Germany 

and .Switzerland, called Wickeu, at once recognized by natives 

of that country, but we have not been able to ascertain its 

botanical name. 

I 8end you the loaf of a shrub which I have had growing 
ten or twelve years. It is now about ten feet high; has never 
blossomed or produced flower bods. It has very ornamental 
foliage, is an exotic, und will not bear much frost If yon 
will ploore tell me wbut It is. I *hall feel greatly obliged.— 
E. S, Dowse. Jericho, VL, 1861- 

Aucub a Japonic a, or Gold Dost Tree. 

I SHALL be greatly obliged if yon will favor me with names 
for the inclosed (lowers 1 The white flower is a perennial, 
blossoming profusely TrOlii early summer until severe frosts. 
2 The other two are annuals, for which 1 hear a different 
name in every separate garden.—K. A. O., Hudson. Mick. 

1. Achillea ptar mica plena. 2. Chrysanthemum, coronarium. 

I recommend persons that have everything to learn have deemed it beneficial to those interested therein The wild parsnip is poisonous, but not the cultivated. 

to procure small plants of the hawthorn, as they can 

be planted with the Bttmc ease and in same manner as 

cabbage plants, with a small stick to make tho holes, 

pressing tho dirt firmly with the feet ou each side of 

the line, and raking off evenly afterwards. If large 

plants are preferred, it would be well to order them 

trimmed, root and top. By this, much expense may 

be saved in transportation, and time saved in plant- 

to express my settled conviction on tho subject, 

resulting from a long experience. I am positive 

that the month of September is preferable before all 

other periods for the State of New York und the 

States to the north of it, and from the 20th of Sep¬ 

tember to the 1st of November for the States adjoin¬ 

ing on the south, as far as the Potomac, and the 

months of October and November for tho more 

Pbrskcted Tomato - Will you, or some of your nuroer- 
on* readers, through your columns, give us the address of 0. 
EDWARDS Lester the originator of tho Perfected Tomato?— 
U. F., Salem. N. Y, 1861. 

The principal seedsmen In tho country wilt have seeds of 

tniv tomato for sale the coming winter. It is now becoming 

common. Wo cauuot give Mr. Lkhtbh'B postoffice address. 

ing. For fall planting, I trim the roots less than for j southern States. The great advantage is, that tho 

spring planting. 

For line fences, the plants should not be less than 

eight inches apart—twelve would not be too much— 

and should be planted uncut, either in root or top, 

unless needful to get it in good position. Tho reason 

for this forbearance is, to give all assistance to 

increase tbe enlargement of the plant, and prepare it 

for early plashing. This ia much easier done with 

plants set at the periods named will become well and 

firmly established, and will usually form several 

runnerB before the winter sets in. 1 hey are, conse¬ 

quently, well prepared to sustain themselves during 

the severe weather, and will be sure to produce a 

fair crop the ensuing season. I have been amused 

at the doubts of some persona whether they can 

succeed in the culture of strawberries in Vermont, 

To Make Plum Treks Beak.—Will the editor of the 
Rukal, or Mime of its contribute!*, inform mo what I shall 
do with uiy plum tree* to make them boar fruit? Tho trees 
are of a lar^e blue variety, and are twelve years old They 
net full of fruit C-verv year, and it nearly ail fall* oil when 
the size of peas.—L. P. Holdkn. CheUta, Will Co., ill. 

We suppose it must he tho curculio that destroys your 

pin ms, 

Weed for iAmk.—Will you please inve Ibis weed a name, 
and oh go? It is spreading very fast on one of my neighbor’s 
farms.—IL Smith, Wales, St. Clair Co.. Mich , 1861. 

The specimen is too imperfect, being only a part of a 

flower stem. Please send a perfect plant with leaves. 

HOUSEWORK AND WAGES. 

Women, especially those who do housework, make 

complaint that they do not receive near as large 

wages as men, and there is a great and sufficient 

reason why this is so. Men who learn any business 

or trade, have to serve an apprenticeship, and become 
good and competent workmen before th#y can offer 

their services for wages. Women who learn trades 

have to do tho flame. They have to give time and 

use measures to fit themselves to do their work 

properly. 

But housework is not thought to require any fitness 

or understanding. A girl will offer to do your house¬ 

work who does not know how to do one single piece 

of work properly, and is better qualified to waste 

her time aud destroy your property than anything 

else, aud you must give her just as high wages as 

though sbo were ft real help to you. If not, you are 

branded as hiring her to do “the meanest of all work 

for the. meanest of all pay.” A man, if he is nothing 

but a hodcarrier or a ditcher, is expected to under¬ 

stand his work and tho best method of doing it. 

Now, if girls or women want good wages for house¬ 

work, they must first learn how to do it. They must 

know It makes a difference how a table is set, a floor 

swept, a bed made, dishes washed, Ac. And it 

makes a vast difference whether they heedlessly 

waBte or Injure whatever comes under their care. 

Plenty of women would bo glad to have a girl who 

knows how to earn two and three dollars a week, 

and would freely pay it; but gills will never earn it 

by flyiug, and slamming, and tearing around, nor by 

thinking this little thing, and that, aud the other 

are but trifle*— no matter if they are broken or ruined. 

Girls would do well to practice the golden rale in 

housework, and do as they will like to lie done by 

when the responsibility of housekeeping and the 

comfort and happiness of a family come to rest upon 

them. It is well to “set reason to work,” especially 

before we condemn others. Queechy. 

CAKES AND PIES. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—As domestic recipes 

seem to he the rule, and as l can stir up a good mess 

of cake, I send you a lew of mine for your readers: 

Cup Cake.—Three teacupfuls flour; three eggs; 

two cupfuls sugar; one cupful butter; one cupful 

milk; pearlash; half a gill of wine or brandy. 

Pound Cake.—One pound flour; pue pound sugar; 

one pound batter; eight eggs; rose water or mace 

to your taste. 

Soda Fried Cake.—One cupful of milk; two cup- 

[ fuls sugar; three eggs; two teaspoonfula cream tar- 

’ tar; one teaspoonful Hoda. 

Crullers.—Four tablespoonfuls sugar; two-table- 

r spoonfuls butter; two eggs; half a teacupful cream; 

half a teaspoonful saleratus; flavor with nutmeg, 

i Lemon Pie.—To one grated lemon add one cupful 

8 SHgar, one cupful water, one tableBpoonful flour, one 

, einr. A Farmer’s Daughter. egg. 
Owtuico, N. Y., 1861. 
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ELATION AND DEPRESSION 

“ Six days shall thou labor/' 

Tue wickedness we are especially warned against 

committing on the Sabbath is work; as, according 

to the above command, the particnlar sin of secular 

dayB is idleness. Other commands to do or forbear 

certain acts are absolute and without reference to 

times or seasons: we are not to suppose it is more 

unlawful to speak falsely or profanely, to take wliat 

isnot our own, or to deprive another of lift on the 

Sabbath than on any other day of the seven. What¬ 

ever is in itself right, is always right; as, whatever 

is in itself wrong, is always wrong. “Virtue is its 

own reward.*' But work is not its own reward. We 

work, not for the sake of work, but for the sake of 

something else; and we rest that we may be able to 

work again. Thus, neither work nor rest is in itself 

right or wrong; only becomes so by (Ion’s special 

command, to labor on certain days and refrain from 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

PEACE LIKE A RIVER.” 
What a different expression the world wears to us 

at different timeB, according to the state of our 

minds. When the blessing of perfect health is ours, 

and every thing goes well with us, how at seasons 

our spirits will rise and our pulses bound with 

pleasure. How bright and beautiful the world seems 

then; the very air seems exhilarating, the flowers 

seem to nod and smile at us. and the birds express 

in their 6weet notes the happiness we feel. Care sits 

lightly then; we think it will never more weigh ns 

down to the earth. But the brief delightful hour 

passes, and attention to our every day affairs suc¬ 

ceeds, but at no distant day we have emotions of a 

different kind. A rainy day perhaps, ill health, care 

ot unkindoesa, depresses onr spirits until in contem¬ 

plating the dark side of life we cease to remember 

the great blessings of our lot. How gloomy the 

world looks at such an lionr. It is then a vale of 

suffering and tears. The will seems to lose its power 

of control over the imagination, and for a time we 

are overwhelmed by the sad plctnrea it conjures up. 

But this despondency soon gives place to other feel¬ 

ings, and we look back at that time with wonder 

what could have effected os so much. 
There are some whose lives seem so staid and calm 

that they never vary from the same even tone of ieel- 

ing; sometimes incapacity, for deeper feeling pro¬ 

duces this, and sometimes it is the result of a happy 

combination of qualities, or an uncommonly well 

disciplined mind; but we think the majority of peo¬ 

ple have their bright and dark hoars; that the world 

does not always present the same appearance, bnt 

varies somewhat according to the condition of the 

mind. »• c’ D’ 
Genera, Wig , Augunt, 1R«1- 
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LOVE’S TRICOLOR. 
Child of the grand old Autumn! 

October floateth by, 

A regal grace on her sun-kissed face 

And light in her beamiog eye; 

Over her polished shoulders, 

To the dull and fading grass, 

The golden brown of her hair flows down, 

As her springing footsteps pass. 

She will breathe on the dim old forest, 

And staining* of crimson light, 

Like the blushes that speak 

On her own bright cheek, 

Will fall on the leaves to-night; 

And the mellow light of the dawning. 

When the first faint sunbeams play, 

And the Hushes that rest 

On the sunset's breast, 

She will leave on the trees to-day. 

She will Up at the cottage window, 

One tap with her Oogers cold, 

And the fire will he bright 

In the hearth to night, 

As it was Ip the nights of old; 

And hearts will draw close together, 

In the light of the cherry flame. 

While fend lips will bless 

For their hsppiDess 

The sound of October’s name. 

Then she'll touch the tree tops softly, 

And a carpet all fresh and sweet. 

In colors as bright 

As the rainbow’* light, 

Will fall at her fairy feet; 

Sometimes she woos the Summer 

By the light of her magic smile, 

Sometimes she call* 

At the frost-king's halls, 

And bids him reign awhile. 

Then when the hills are woven 

With many a tinted strand, 

When a vail of romance 

(Like the bright cloud’s dance,) 

Is wrapped over sea and land, 

Like a dream that Is wild with splendor, 

Like the sun at the close of day, 

Like the vision* that rest 

In a maiden's breast, 

October will float nwavI 

BY ADM. A! I>K STOUT 

Comk and walk at the twilight hour 

Adowu by yon quiet stream; 

Tby weary spirit fain would know 

Wliat th' words of Our Father mean. 

“ Peace like a river ” I will impart, 

Ilis word hath said to the “ troubled ” heart. 

Come and rest by the riveT marge, 

And see how its waters glide; 

So clear, the snow of the lily gleams 

Adown In the crystal tide. 

A beautiful type in purity 
Of pence, 0, Father, that flows from Thee. 

Come and list at the quiet hour 

To the river's undertone; 

Deep in its channel it ever rolls 

With still voice all its own. 

Ceaseless and deep as that, river’s flow, 

The 11 peace ” thy children, 0, God, shall know! 

That peace is a u river of life,” 

And it flnweth ever “free." 

Wilt thou faint In a “ weary land” 

While the “Spirit” cries to thee, 

That “those who come to the river shore 

And drink of its waters, shall thirst no more?” 

Buffalo, N. Y , 18(51. 

Flow lens in their sweet array! 

A gift of blossoms for the soldier boy, 

The proud, the young, the ever full of joy, 

Who»aya “Good-by” to-day! 

“ To day I” Oh, words of dread! 

The shining blue that roofs us seems to me 

All cold and dim—a bad voice hath the sea— 

Beauty and song are dead! 

Hark! how the bugles ring! 

“ To horse!" fa chiming through that fiery call. 

Mount, and away from pleasant hearth and hall, 

No time for faltering! 

Flowers in their sweet array, 

Red, White, and Blue, I give to thee, my own, 

To wake fair thoughts of roe when thou art gone 

Far from my smi es away. 

Lilies, as sex-foam white, 

The crimson blushes of the reguant rose, 

The small, sweet vio'ot, whose blue flame glows 

With much of heavenly light. 

The red rose proudly tells 

Of knightly prowess and of guerdon meet; 

Of endless love whisper* *h« violet sweet; 

Woe for the lily-bells! 

Glory, and Love, and Death! 

The Red, the Blue, the White! Oh, love of mine, 

Following the Flag, whose spotless fame is thine, 

Bo Strong In hope and faith! 

The violet blooms for thee; 

Go win thy red rose ’mid the battle smoke; 

Brave traitors steel with steadfart heart of oak, 

The Right is Victory! 

If for the common weal— 

Ah, woe for me!—it be thy hap to die, 

Drifts of white lilies o’er tby head shall lie, 

Tltou warrior true and leal. 

Cohocton, N. Y-, 1861. Taura E. 
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SONG OF REDEEMING LOVE IN PROSPERITY. 

HOME-WORK AND OFFICE-WORK. 

The end of education, says the Saturday Review, 

is to fit its subjects for that station and those duties 

in which the chances are that their future life vril! be 

spent. As things are, it Is likely, while the sexeR 

retain their present equality, that our girls, whom it 

is sought to put down to the desk and counter, will 

have to abandon them when they become wives and 

mothers. In other words, their, future life is to be 

wives, and not book-keepers and accountants. All 

the time, therefore, that they employ in the counting- 

house. is so much time lost; it not only does not fit 

them, hut positively unfits them for their future duties. 

We all know that factory-girls make the worst wives; 

and if the ideal of the udvocates of women’s work 

were carried out* all classes of society would but le- 

pcat, under modifications, the type of a factory-wife. 

Given ft factory-girl and a domestic servant, and 

wbieb does the working-man choose? This single 

circumstance disposes of all the fantastic claims 

which are urged for introducing unmarried females 

to business. We utterly deny that a girl in a respect- 

able family docB not earn the honorable title of a 

worker, though she only be employed in assisting in 

■ housekeeping and at the family work-table, Just as 

fairly and as completely as if she walked to a solid- 

[Written for Moore'* Rural New-Yorker.] 

MUSIC. 

It inspires, Reai. music always affects the heart, 

cheers, or subdues the feelings, never leaving them 

in a state of indifference. We bear a bird at Bum¬ 

mer’s sunset and stop unconsciously until its gushing 

song is ended. From the woodland where the 

shadows sleep corne the spirit voices of the winds, 

and we tniRh our every breath to listen to the mys¬ 

terious mununrs, that bear tbe thoughts away in wild 

and pensive wandering*. The tempest winging its 

black way over the arch of heaven, holdB tbe soul in 

awful waiting, while the thunder, rain, and winds 

unite in sublime harmony to elevate tire soul. When 

nature sings, she touches the heart, whether her 

cadences are heard in the little blue bells, shook by 

the minstrel winds, or in the majestic measures of 

the midnight storm. 
The power of swaying the feelings of men by music 

is the gift of nature. By patient drilling and long- 

continued application, the mere theory of music may 

ho learned; but, after all, nature is the best teacher. 

Men may puzzle thdf brains to invent unusual and 

unnatural strains; they may be able to accomplish 

astonishing feats in mechanical execution, and yet 

leave those who listen to their performances wholly 

unmoved. Many seem to believe they can counter¬ 

feit true feeling, and they make desperate efforts to 

move others; but while their auditors should weep, 

laugh, or become inspired with deep feeling, they 

either coldly criticise, or affectedly applaud. Miss 

Fanny Flare, at a crowded evening party, is invited 

to entertain the company with mnsic. $l)c is con¬ 

sidered a connoisseur, and hai been invited with a 

special eye to her acquirements in this direction. 

With an air of condescension she seats herself at the 

wliieb, by the way, has been selected more 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

HONEST ISAAC, THE OLD SINGER. 

It was a pleasant July morning when two of ns 

(F. 0. and the writer) started homeward. A dozen 

long miles were stretched before ub, and a broiling 

sun was stooping over us. We gave the stage coach 

and the plank road a broad margin, and “struck” 

into the woods, where we easily found the old road, 

now so seldom used it is overgrown with wild grass 

ami embroidered with flowers. A little stream that 

tumbles down a shelving bank has made a channel 

in the middle of the forsaken highway, and looks 

like a naked artery pulsing with vitality. Berries 

ripe and red hung like rubies Ret in emerald upon 

the bushes. We halted under the silent shade of the 

spreading trees, and fared sumptuously on fruit 

sweeter than ambrosia. We tftld stories, quoted 

poetry, related experiences, moving along slowly 

through the quiet woodH. On the verge of the 

forest, in a settlement dotted with a few farm liousep, 
we noticed the bowt * .figure of an old man coming 

Uiwanl nn with a firm, heavy step. He was in his 

career of usettiinesB is peiure lucid, huu 

life becomes! how glad they are to live 

South Livonia, N. Y., 1861. 

Ran&omvillo, N. Y., 1861 
the desire of perfection. Toil is the school of these 

high principles; and we have a strong presumption 
that, in other respects, it does not necessarily blight 

the soul. Next, we have seen that the most fruitful 

sources of truth and wisdom are not books, precious 

iih they are, but experience and observation; aiul 

that these belong to all conditions. It is another 

important consideration, that almost all labor de¬ 

mands intellectual activity, and is best carried on by 

those wbo invigorate their minds; so that the two 

interests, toil and self-culture, are friends to each 

other. It is mind, after all, which does the work of 

the world; so that the more there is of mind, the 

more work will be accomplished. A man, in pro¬ 

portion as he is intelligent, makes a given force 

accomplish a greater task, makes skill take the place 

of muscles, and with less labor gives a better pro¬ 

duct. Make men intelligent, and they become inven¬ 

tive; they find shorter processes. Their knowledge 

of nature helps them to turn its laws to account, t.o 

understand the substances on which they work, and 

to seize on useful hints, which experience continually 

furnishes. It is among workmen that the most use¬ 

ful machines have been contrived. Spread education, 

Some men only think of religion as something 

which gives them a title to heaven—as if the devil 

were some sneaking thing going about to snatch from 

man his title to ft property. Or as if a man had an 

estate to which another claimant arose. The case is 

contested, and the man who holds the estate is 

adjudged to have it rightfully. He goos back home 

is the estate improved? are the fences repaired? aie 

the fields more fruitful? No, it is the same thistle- 

grown estate that it was; but the man rejoices and 

says, “Now I know it is mine; for I have got a 

title.” 
Other men look on religion as a provision for the 

future; like a little estate laid by snugly for them, to 

which, if anything should happen, they may retire 

by and-by, and enjoy themselves. 
Still other men’s religion bears about the same rela¬ 

tion to their whole life and character that a farmer’s 

garden does to his whole farm. Here he has finer 

vegetables and fruits, and if anywhere, flowers, while 

all the fields are full of marketable commodities. A 

great many persons have gardens of piety, while the 

large fields of their character are without a flower or 

fruit. 
A man cannot parcel off a little place and say, 

OUR JESSIE. 

uniform. He wore laced shoes that showed a closer j 

acquaintance with oil than blacking. His calm, 

earliest, thoughtful face, lit up with a pair of gray 

eyes that looked out, from an embankment of bushy 

brows, marked him as a “ character.” Let the reader 

picture to himself such a figure walking over the 

grass-covered path,— green fields on either hand, 

a musical brook flowing within sight, and hills 

rising in weird and wonderful beauty in the distance, 

the blue arch and bright sun overhead,—and he will 

reproduce the picture we saw framed in with hill and 

vale, and wood and wandering stream. 

It was not the form, nor the gait, nor the dress, 

nor the position of the old man, that attracted our 

notice. Meeting a farmer in the country on a sum¬ 

mer morning, is not a rare occurrence, but this man 

is an original, striking, peculiar character. 11c is 

known for leagues and leagues about as an honest, 

faithful preacher. He has not been ordained by tbe 

laying on of hands,—he docs not belong to any 

religious party; that if* he is not a member of a 

church. He preaches, levertbeless, and speaks with 

considerable unction; tut he is not remarkable for 

bis eloquence, or his logic, or Ills philosophy; bis 

piano, 
for its costly material than the quality of its sound,— I 

and starts off most, terrifically, as If to test the pow¬ 

ers of etidurancc possessed by the instrument, and 

causing one to feel some alarm for its safety. Then 

something very pathetic is introduced. That it is so 

we judge from the various motions and wry faces 

visible tO.the eye, and the long tremulous whines 

that greet the ear. The while, bejeweled fingers 

almost Ity up and down the octaves. Some of the 

keys squawk, some rattle, and others bellow. We 

are. reminded of the musician spoken of in “Salma¬ 

gundi ” who broke eight, pianos in learning to per¬ 

form a single piece. When Miss Fanny Fi.ark rises 

from the instrument, wliat arc the feelings of her lis¬ 

teners? Those who are easily caught by pretension 

and glitter will call it “very superior,” “divine,” 

“ exquisite;” bnt tbe better judging part of the com¬ 

pany will, in their own minds, deem it affected and 

absurd. Her personal appearance is freely discussed, 

and all aro ready to acknowledge that time and 

expense could not have been regarded in her musi¬ 

cal education. 
Let now a master hand touch those keys, and the 

simplest strain will seem to be invested with new 

power to charm. How softly and sweetly the voice 

harmonizes with the instrument, and yet how full and 

rich is it in compass. The singer has the feelings of 

the company at perfect command. They do not 

think of the performer, bnt of the music. It sounds 

as though any one might sing or play it, so simple is 

it in construction, and so devoid of intricate and far¬ 

fetched combinations. Who 1ms not been charmed 

with the singing of children? One traveler tells of 

hearing in Europe several thousand children all sing¬ 

ing together, and he observed that the effect was 

wonderful. The artless, unaffected melody of their 

voices tonched every heart, for they sang as nature 

taught them. Not that, cultivation is unnecessary. 

The science of music should be studied carefully and 

well; but if there is a false standard of excellence to 

which people slavishly bow, that standard should be 

pulled down and a better one erected in its place. 
Butler. tVfa.. 1861. MiNkkva OSBORNK. 

The School in tiie House.—Every family is a 

school. All its members are teachers, all are 

scholars. Without text-books, all study, and by 

instinct all learn. Looks, smiles, frowns, caresses, 

reproaches, shrugs, words, deeds, make up daily 

household lessons, from which each learner derives 

first impressions, next convictions, and then charac¬ 

ter. What the school in the house should he, may 

oftentimes be best known by noticing what it is not. 

If domestic courtesy, and family politeness, and 

mutual forbearance, and considerate patience, and 

benefiting love are not in the house, there will he, in 

their stead, rudeness and selfishness, Bod impatience 

and strife. These last are scorpions whose deadly 

venom is sure destruction of domestic peace, con¬ 

cord, and happiness. Christian parents, you are t0 ]je geen by us no more, 

teachers at home! Let your children learn what that comes after ns i 

practical piety iB irom the benignity of your tempers lrack our way 

and the blamelessness of your examples, 

No Backward Movement.—Man is constantly 

advancing to the eternal world, lie cannot go back 

to improve privileges that have been wasted. Life 

cannot be traveled again, and each foot-print is made 
—-j. Onward we must go. lie 

may profit by our follies, and 

nearer and nearer to the beach where 

the ocean of eternity rolls,—he may see step after 

step in the sand till he comes to the last print, half 

washed away by the tide, where we plunged into tbe 

vast ocean and disappeared forever; but backward 

we cannot go, to pick up the golden gems which we 

once passed with indifference as they lay sparkling 

at our feet. Onward we are moving, and onward we 

must continue to move. How solemn, then, does 

life seem in its progress! And how loud the admoni¬ 

tion to imDrove the golden moments as they fly, for 

The Smile.— There are few persons capable of 

smiling gracefully. A really graceful smile, ema¬ 

nating from the heart, playing lightly and in beauty 

around the lips, casting an expression of pure be¬ 

nevolence over the countenance, and bearing—as 

such a smile will—the mark of intelligence and a 

frank, open disposition, is a rare gift indeed, and 

proclaims the possessor a member of the aristocracy 

of Nature. Without the stars and ribbons, the marks 

of her royal favor, he may stand perhaps on a higher 

pedestal than many who bear such brilliant decora¬ 

tions. Never take the trouble of asking a bond from 

a person who can really smile; and dread no decep¬ 

tion, for no ordinary observer will ever be imposed 
or distortion of the lips.— 

cares of State, the fatigues of sport or the moors oi 

professional duties, to every man there is given work 

for the day; to woman it. is left to offer him a pleas¬ 

ant home in the evening, or to chase him into dan¬ 

gerous scenes abroad. It is not enough that the easy 

chair, the warm fireside, the good meal, are prepared 

for the master of the house; bright faces and cheer¬ 

ful words, agreeable amusement and a community of 

feeling, can alone make the parlor more attractive 

than the club-room or the theatre. To this end, for¬ 

bearance and love are the necessary agents. With¬ 

out these, no home can be happy, and the bondB of 

conjugal happiness are wanting. In a true wife 

will center all those sweet and tender affections 

which hind a man to the love of his companion 

and his home—“the only bliss that has survived 

the fall.” --- ■ ♦ ■ «- 
We hear a great deal about the duty of filial obedi¬ 

ence, but who says anything about paternal obliga¬ 

tion? Neglect of children is ft common sin in these 

times, and not so much amougpoor people as among 

the rich. It is not enough to bequeath money to 

children. Give them counsel, example, discipline 

that is, give them a share of your time. 
■ » • ^ i ♦ 

Love is of such superlative worth that it is more 

honorable to he its victim than its conqueror. 

made a deep impression upon my mind, and win 

long be remembered with emotions of pleasure. It 

had a refining, elevating, exhilerating influence. 

No lover of sweet sounds could fail to be charmed 

by the purity and suavity of his voice. He is evi¬ 

dently a man of one idea, and that idea is “religious 

music;” bnt his music is not mechanical, ‘ like the 

tune played on a barrel or^an.” If a farmer talfcs 

about his crops, a speculator about his trade, a 

physician about his patients, a woman about her 

children, an author about himself, it is what we 

expect, yet we are willing to have them change the 

subject; but when a man breaks up the monotony of 

common occurrences by singing naturally, as the 

lark sings, we are not in baste to have him fold his 

wings, drop down to the earth, and become earthy 

in his talk. Singing is a part of honest Isaac’b 

nature. If he meets you in the field, he Bings; if he 

accosts you at his owu door step, he Bings; if he 

overtakes you on the road to town, he singB; if he 

attends a religious meeting, he Bings; if he calls on 

yon to pay a visit, he sings; if he overhears men in a 

quarrel, he sings them into harmony of feeling; if 

one neighbor attempts to slander another, he drowns 

the black speech in song. He sings because this 

one idea has got into his heart as well as his head. 
Gkobgb W. Bungay. 

Scolding.—If laughter begets fat, it is no less 

true that scolding is the parent of meagreness. Who 

ever saw a plump termagant? The virago is scraggy 

—scragginess is the badge of all her tribe. It would 

seem that the attrition of a fierce exacting temper 

gives sharpness to the human frame as inevitably us 

a gritty grindstone puts a wiry edge on a broadax. 

Artists understand this fact, and guide their pencils 

accordingly. They invariably represent ladies sup¬ 

posed to be given to “t.iie rampage ” as remarkably 

high in bone. Shrews are thus depicted in comio 

valentines, and all the illustrators of “Curtain Lec¬ 

tures” have presented the “rib” of Mr. Caudle with¬ 

out a particle of fat. J/ivater, referring to female 

firebrands, says flatly to their faces that their imses 

are sharp. We have a dim idea that he mentions 

some exceptional cases of ladies with snub noses, 

who are given to snnbbing their husbands; but these 

form a mild variety, and only a small proportion of 

the genus scold. 

upon by a sneer, grimace, 

Home Journal. 

The weakest living creature, by concentrating his 

powers on a single object, can accomplish some¬ 

thing; the strongest, by dispersing bis over many, 

may fail to accomplish anything. The drop, by 

continual falling, bores a passage through the 

hardest rock; the hasty torrent rushes over it with 

hideous uproar, and leaves no trace behind. 

Do good for thine own satisfaction and care not 

what follows. Cause no gray hairs to any one; 

nevertheless, for the truth even gray hairs are to be 

disregarded. 
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W. Robinson Del 

The above Engraving, from drawings by Wm. 

Robinson, Esq., the Architect, gives a fine view of 
the new and spacious Exhibition Building, recently 
erected, and entirely completed in time for the 
Provincial Show of 1801. In connection with the 
account of the recent Exhibition, given on our 
second page, the illustration and following descrip¬ 
tion of the ‘‘Palace’’ will no doubt prove interest¬ 
ing to many Rubai, readers in both Canada and 
the States: 

The ground plan of the building is a regular 
octagon, its dimensions, from opposite angles, being 
186 feet. Tlia apace afforded by the ground area Is 

a thorough draft for the purposes of ventilation. 
The second tier of the building, containing the gallery, 
rises to the height of thirty-two feet above the ground 
line, and 114 feet in diameter from opposite angles, 
giving a wall accommodation of more than 300 lineal 
feet, lighted with 48 windows, every alternate one 
being hung on a pivot to admit of ventilation. The 
ascent, and descent to tins upper portion of the build¬ 
ing are provided for by two stairways, one being 
intended for the entrance and the other for the exit 
of the public, and leading in opposite directions, so 
as to divide the ground. The third Her of the 
building is a continuation of the inside gallery wall, 

upwaru 01 z*,uuu ieet, while the galleries give an 
additional space of 4,000 feet more. The external 
wall is built of white brick, on a foundation of rubble 
masonry and concrete, and is twenty-one feet in 
height. 'The entrance to the building is through 
eight doorways, one at each angle, each eight feet 
wide and fourteen feet high. In the brick wall on 
each side of the octagons, and between doorways, 
are live spacious windows, making on the ground 
floor forty wiudows. , The roof of this portion of 
the structure is covered with feltiug, gravel, Ac. 
The arrangement of the doors will afford ready 
ingress and egresH to the building, besides securing 

and runs to the height of forty feet above the ground 
line. This tier supports the cupola, and is covered 
with a shingle roof. The interior view is clear, and 
is not intercepted by any timbers to the height of 
eighty-seven feet. The full height of the building 
to the top of the flag-staff is 111 feet; the dimensions 
of the cupola, twenty feet, diameter by thirty-one in 
height; area of the ground floor and gallery, 28,ODD 
feet, being about the same area as the Hamilton 
Exhibition Building, and 4,000 feet less than the 
Toronto Building.* The sheeting of the roof is 
painted a blue color, the timbers a drab. Provision 
is made for a band of music in u suitable situation. 

The building is designed and constructed with 
a view to the purposes for which it is erected, 
and also with a due regard to economy. The 
building is of the most permanent character, the 
best stone, brick, and lumber obtainable being 
used in its construction, while the entire work¬ 
manship is of a superior order. On the whole, 
it may be Raid that the London Exhibition Build 
ing fs alike creditable to tbe Association and the 
Province. 

• K'chibition Buildings for the use of the Provincial 
Association of Upper Canada have in former years been 
constructed in Kingston, Toronto and Hamilton. 

conjoined forces save the gallant Col. Mulligan or 
not, we think they are bound to have a victorious 
encounter with Gen. Price. 

Twenty-three gunboats were also ordered to be 
built by private contract. Tbe dimensions of these 
boats will bo, on tbe average, as follows:—Length 
over all, 100 feet; breadth of beam, 28 feet; and 
depth of hold, 12 feet. They will be pierced for 12 
guns, and will curry, in addition, one heavy pivot 
gnn aft, and a rifled gnn on the forecastle. 

Five of these have been launched, viz,.: 

Names. Where built. By whom. 

Ottawa, New York, J A. Westervelt. 
Pembina, “ Tbos. Black. 
Seneca, “ J. Simonson. 
Chippewa, “ Webb k Bell. 
Winona, “ C. k It. Poillon. 

Eighteen are in the coarse of construction, and are 
more or less advanced: 

Names. Where bnllt. By whom. 

.lapoma, Wilmington, Del., W. & A. Thatcher. 
WiesaJiickou, Philadelphia, .John l.ynn. 
Scioto, “ John Birley. 
Itasca. " Hillman k Streaker. 
Dnadilla, New York, John Englis. 
Owinteo, Mystic River, Ct., Mason, Kish k Co. 
Kanawha, E, Hadhaoi, K. G. k W. H. Ooodspeed. 
Cayuga, Portland, Gildendeeve & Son. 
Huron, Boston, Paul Curtis. 
Choeura, “ • Curtis A. Tilden. 
Sagamore, “ Messrs. Sampson. 
Marblehead, Newburvport, G. W. Jackman, Jr. 
Kennebec, Tboniatfion, lit., A. W. Lawrence. 
Aroostook, Kennebtink .Me., A W. Thompson. 
Kim-o, Portland, Me., J. W. Byor. 
Katahdln, Rath, Me . I.arabee’k Allen. 
Penobhcott, Belfast, Me., C. P. Curtis. 
Pinola, Baltimore, J. J. Abrahams. 

(n addition to these sloops-of-war and gnnboats, 
seven ball proof gunboats fur the Western rivent are 
now being built; four at Carondolet, near 8t. Louie, 
and three at Mound City, on tbe Ohio, near Cairo. 
They are to be ready for delivery at Cairo, on the 6th 
inst. Their dimensions will be length over all, 176 
feet; breadth of beam, 614 feet; depth of hold, 6 feet. 
Each boat will mount 16 heavy gnus, and will not 
draw more than C feet of water. All the upper por¬ 
tion of the boats, inclosing the machinery, will be 
covered with *2J inch iron plates. The cost of the 
seven will be $623,000, 

Faithful Among the FullIiIcma. 

Commodore Stribling, Flag-Officer of the East 
India Squadron, although a native of South Carolina, 
P ’ovestrue to the Union and the old flag. A general 
order, issued by him upon the receipt of intelligence 
that Fort Sumter had been taken, and civil war 
inaugurated, has been brought to this country. He 
reminds officers and men of the solemn obligation 
of their oath of allegiance, adding: 

I Charge all commanders and officers to show in 
themselves a good example of virtue, honor, patriot¬ 
ism and subordination, and to be vigilant in inspect¬ 
ing the conduct of all such as are placed under their 
command. The honor of the nation, of the flag, 
under which many of us have served from boyhood, 
our own honor and good name require now, if ever, 
that we suffer no blot upon the character of our 

country while the flag of the Union is in our keeping. 

ROCHESTER. N. Y., OCTOBER 5, 1861 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS 

Lexington, Mo,— Interesting Facts. 

The rebels have captured Lexington, it is true, 
but we believe that Gen. Price and bis command are 
destined very soon to have ample opportunity for 
judging what are the peculiar blessings attaching to 
a state of siege. The interest in the location is not 
lost, and we publish the following diagram and 
explanation of the position from the Missouri Dem¬ 

ocrat. It will be remembered that at the date of its 
appearance, Col. Mulligan was still fighting the 
traitors: The Navy — Additions to the Force. 

Wr learn from the New York Sun that about 
ninety vessels of various descriptions have been pur¬ 
chased by the Navy Department, and purchases are 
still being made by Mr. Morgan, the Government 
Agent The vessels are sentto one of the Navy Yards 
as soon as purchased, to be fitted out, and receive 
their armament and stores, and be putiu commission. 
Many of tbe purchased vessels are commanded by 
captains of the merchant service, who have passed 
the necessary examination before the Naval Board 
appointed for that purpose. We have given the 
names of the purchased vessels from time to time, as 
they have been fitted out. The Monticello, engaged 
in the affair at Capo IJatteras, was one of them. Up 
to this time, nearly $4,000,000 have been paid for 
purchased vessels. 

Eight sloops-of-war were ordered by Congress, and 
uo time was lost in putting them on the stocks at the 
Navy Yards. Two of these sloops have already been 
launched, viz., the Tusearora (13), built at.the Phila¬ 
delphia Navy Yard, and the Kearsarge (13), built at 
the Portsmouth Navy Yard. 

The remaining six boats are now being built, and 
moat probably will all be launched before the middle 
of the present month. Their names are: 

Yards where 
Building, 

Philadelphia 
Brooklyn 

44 

Charlestown 
it 

Portsmouth 

New 
LexiDgton. 

Mulligan’s 
Fortifica¬ 

tions. 

* J Sturgis’ 
* * Reinforce- 
* * ments. 

Old 
•exington 

sand men. He has plenty of artillery, but must be 
short of powder and shot, for he has had no adequate 
stores to draw upon since the Springfield battle. 

As was stated yesterday morning, the Thirty-ninth 

Ohio, CoL Groesbeck; the Third Iowa, Col. Scott; 
the Sixteenth Illinois, Col. Smith; with a force of 
Missouri State Militia and Iowa State troops under 
Cols. Craynor and Edwards; about 3000 irregular 
and regular cavalry, and six pieces of artillery, left 
St Joseph and Chiilicothe, in two divisions, early on 
Sunday morning, and according to oar best advices, 
arrived on the banks of the river opposite U-xington 
on Wednesday night or Thursday morning. The 
capture of the three boats by the rebels, of coarse 

The Expedition to Ocracoke, N. V. 

A correspondent of the Philadelphia Inquirer 

gives the following particulars of Fort Ocracoke, 
recently vacated by the rebels, and afterwards 
destroyed by the federal fleet: 

Oil receiving information that the fort at Ocraooke 
Inlet had been evacuated by tbe enemy, Capt. Rowan 
fitted out an expedition, consisting of the crew of 
the ship’s large launch, numbering twenty-two men 
and six marines, the Bteamer Famiy, with sixty-six 
of the Naval Brigade, under Lieutenants Tillotaon 
and Eewe, and a howitzer crew from our ship, with 
axes, sledge hammers, powder, shot, &c., the whole 

Ue general direction of the Missouri river at the 
L1ty of Lexington is from west to east, as is marked, 

tae <% tying on the south bank. Old Lexington is 
fhe early settlement, situated back on the hill. It 

'us keen superceded by New I.vxington, further op 
tile river> where the steamboat landing now is. New 
-•vington is the main citv. There are scattered 

Guns. 

Juniata 
Oneida 
Adirondack 
Waehusett 
Housa tonic 
Oseippa.... 



The horses attached to Mott’s battery became 
unmanageable, and the tongues of the caissons were 
broken, owing to the narrowness of the road. Lieut. 
Bryant, having command of the first section, ordered 
the gans to be loaded with grape and canister, and 
soon bad them ranged to rake the supposed enemv 
when word was sent to him that he was in the com 
pany of friends. All was excitement, and a lr,ng 
time elapsed before the actual condition of affairs 
was ascertained, and confidence reestablished. 
Many conflicting stories prevail as to the parties on 
whom the blame should rest, but Gen. Smith imme¬ 
diately ordered Col. Owens' regiment to fall back to 
camp. 

The killed and wounded of Capt. Mott’s battery are 
as follows: 

Killed—Timothy Ray. 
NVonnded — Corporal Bartlett and private Cilley, 

who probably died, as they were not only run over 
by the gun carriages, but trampled on by the cavalry 
horses. 

Of Gen. Baker’s California regiment: 
Killed—Edwin Morris, Joseph Paschall, Joseph 

White, and Sergeant Alexander Phillicer. 
Wonnded—Barry Cliitan, slightly in the knee; 

Sergeant Brands, in the head; Wm. Ogden, also in 
the head; Timothy Gregory, sfiot in the leg; R. G. 
N. Blakely, shot in the thigh: G. W. Martin, Martin 
denning, Luke Budebin, and Atwood Morris. 

Baxter's Fire Zonave3—none killed. The wounded 
are Sergeant Gray, shot in the head; Benjamin 
Flood, do.; Lieut. Sheves, shot in the leg and head; 
Geo. llargrans, shot in the leg. 

None of the wounds will probably prove fatal. In 
Col. Ewing’s Philadelphia regiment, Sergeant Gillian 
was killed. The wounded were removed to the 
hospitals in Georgetown, where they are receiving 
the best attention. 

We received by telegraph this (Monday) morning 
the following gratifying intelligence:—During last 
week it was so frequently reported from day to day 
that our troops had taken possession of Munson's 
Hill that, when last night this long predicted event 
took place, it found few believers among those least 
excited by sensation reports. A personal visit, how¬ 
ever, puts the fact beyond doubt. The American 
flag now floats there. Detachments from GeneraU 
Richardson’s, Keyes' and Wadsworth’s brigades, and 
Franklin’s division, now occupy Munson’s Ilill, 
having in command Col. Terry of the 5th Michigan 
regiment. The rebels have retired about four miles 
back. All the rebel entrenchments fronting Arling¬ 
ton are abandoned, and are now occupied by the 
Federals. 

A flail's at Washington. 

The Cabinet held a long session on the 25th ult., 
at which the disaster at Lexington to the Federal 
forces was the subject of discussion. The opponents 
of Gen. Fremont charged that he could have pre¬ 
vented the necessity of Mulligan’s surrender by send¬ 
ing timely re-enforcements to Lexington. Recent 
udvices received from fit, Louis by Fremont’s friends, 
however, state that he had no troops to spare, and 
that it was entirely impossible for him to strengthen 
Mulligan’s position. 

Gen. Fremoat, a day or two since, made a requisi¬ 
tion for $500,000 to be paid immediately for the com¬ 
mencement of purchases of ordnance and ordnance 
stores in Gt. Louis. General Ripley has specially 
reported upon this application: 

1st. That no authority whatever was known in thi 

Ordnance Bureau for General Fremont making the 
purchases. 

2d. That the vouchers accompanying the applica¬ 
tion show that excessive prices were paid for many 

of the articles. 
3d. There is no evidence from Gen. Fremont's com¬ 

mand that these arras have undergone inspection by 
a United States officer or Army Inspector at all. 

Finally, Gen. Ripley reporta that unless purchases 
and expenditures, like those of Gen. Fremont, are 
regulated and restricted by the War Department, the 
liberal appropriations of Congress will be wholly 
insufficient to meet the liabilities that can be rolled 
up against the Government 

A dispatch went on the 25th from Secretary Cam¬ 
eron to the Governor of Iowa, forbidding the draft- 

above stated, and the enemy retired somewhat for 
the night. 

On the Utb, early, the enemy was again in position 
in front of Elk Water, and a few rounds, supported 
by a company of the 15th Indiana, were again admin¬ 
istered, which caused him to withdraw as before— 
the forces that had been before repulsed from Cheat 
returned and were again driven back by a compara¬ 
tively small force from the mountain. The 17th 
Indiana was ordered op the path to open communi¬ 
cation and make wav for another supply train, but. 
as before, found the little hand from the summit had 
already done the work. During the afternoon of the 
14th the enemy withdrew from before Elk Water, 
and is now principally concentrated some ten miles 
from this post, at or near his main camp. Op the 
15tb he appeared in stronger force than at any pre¬ 
vious time in front of the Cheat, and attempted a 
flank movement by the left, but was driven hack by 
the ever vigilant and gallant garrison of the field 
redoubt on the summit. 

To-day the enemy has also retired from the front 
of Chest but to what precise position I am not yet 
informed. The result- of thpse affairs are that we 
have killed neurone hundred of the enemy, including 
Col. John A. Washington, Aid-de-Camp to Gen. Lee, 
and have taken about twenty prisoners. We have 
lost nine killed, including Lieut. Junod. of the 14th 
Indiana, two missing, ami about sixty prisoners, 
including Capt. James Bense and Limits. (Jilltnan 
and Shaffey, of the 6th Ohio, and Lieut. Merrill, of 
the Engineers. I append the reports of Col. Kimball, 
of the 14th Indiana, Capt Higgins, of the 24th Ohio, 
and Lient-Col. Owen and Col. Wagner, of the 15th 
Indiana. J. J. RsyNOMJB, 

Brig. Gen, Commanding 1st Brigade. 
George 8. Rose, Assistant Adjutant-General. 

By telegraph from Grafton, Va., on the 25th ult.. 
we learn that 500 of the 4tli Ohio regiment, with one 
piece of artillery, the Kinggold Cavalry, 75 in num¬ 
ber, under Col. Cantwell, and 400 of the 6tb Ohio, 
Col. Hart, made an advance from New Creek on 
Monday toward Romney. They drove the enemy, 
700 strong, out of Mechanicaville Gap on Monday 
morning, and advancing on Rimney, stormed the 
town, causing the enemy, whose force numbered 
1400 infantry and cavalry, to retreat to the mountains 
with a loss of about 35 killed and a large number 
wounded. Our loss amounted to five killed and ten 

wounded. 

The Louisville Bulletin says that 500 troops from 
Terre Haute, Indiana, have gone up Greene River, 
and taken possession of locks 1 and 3. One shot was 
fired at them and the fire returned, killing a number 

of their assailants. 
Many Union families had fled to Louisville from 

the Greene River country. 
A regiment of cavalry from Ohio has gone into 

camp near Covington, on the Lexington pike. Cjn- 
th.iuna, Ky., is occupied by federal troops. 

It is reported that some of the rebel Gen. Buckner’s 
men were attacked at Mud River, forty miles from 
Bowling Green, under Col. Hawkins. The rebels 
were badly whipped. The Union men are coming 
to Hawkins’ aid in all directions, with shot guns 

and rifles. 
The Senate Committee report the arrest of Ewing 

and others, on unwarrantable gronnd, and have pro¬ 
cured their release. The thanks of the Legislature 
were voted to the Ohio and Indiana troops for arrest¬ 

ing the invasion of Kentucky. 
Among the passengers by the train to Jefferson 

City on the 28th, were the following officers of Col, 
Marshal's cavalry regiment from Lexington:—Maj. D. 
F. Jenkins, Capt. James Foster, Paul Waters, John 
Bumap, and Lieuts. Porter, Tost, Knight and Blair. 
These officers were released on their parole of honor. 
They left Lexington on the forenoon of Thursday, 
coining in wagons overland to Sedalia. To their 
knowledge, up to Thursday, Price had not started any 
portion of his forces towards this direction, though 
it could have been done and they have been in igno¬ 
rance of it. 

Capt. Foster was informed on the morning after 
the surrender, by the rebel Quartermaster, that he had 
issued that day 34,000 rations, and the Captain thinkB 
that the force has since been increased by additions 
from the conn try round about to at least 60,000. He 
represents that men are flocking in from all quarters. 
He heard nothing definite in regard to McCullough’s 
whereabouts. The rebels told him his force was 
from 10,000 to 15,000. Officers think that McCullough 
is moving towards Jefferson. 

Price’s troops had devastated the country a circuit 
of over ten miles. Every corn field and mill had 
been cleaned of their contents. Fields that were a 
few days ago covered with ripe grain, are now made 
as bare us a desert Dwellings that were filled with 
the comforts and necessaries of life have been strip¬ 
ped of tbeir contents. Money, silver-ware, clothing, 
bedding, and everything was seized, owners insulted 
and maltreated, and threats made against the lives of 
all Union men, eb well as those who remonstrated 
against tbeir lawless proceedings. 

A few menbers of Jackson’s Legislature assembled 
in Lexington and had passed an ordinance of seces¬ 
sion. When onr informant left they were dismissing 
an act of confiscation of property of all persons op¬ 
posed to C. 8. A. Other acts of a very severe char 
acter were also under consideration. 

The following order has been issued in Kansas: 

In accordance with Section 4th, Article 8th, of the 
Constitution of the State of Kansas, I hereby order 
everv man in the State, between the ages of 18 and 

* . , * « : . x - _ . l • » ^ 1 „ , . v. 1 1 

under command of Lieutenants James G. Maxwell 

and Thomas H. Eastman. 
Onr work was about to commence. Taking sledges 

and axes, Ac., on shore, we commenced cracking the 
trunnions off, so as to render them forever unlit for 
service; but being such slow work, Lieut. Maxwell 
directed the gun which had not been spiked to he 
loaded with solid shot, pointed at the truunionB of a 
gun and then fired; by thiB means the work was soon 
accomplished; and the guns were forever rendered 
useless. After finishing thiB work, all the lumber, 
wheel barrows, and about one hundred and fifty bar¬ 
rels were placed under and around the bomb proofs, 
and at night set on fire, which made the greatest con¬ 
flagration witnessed since the burning of the Norfolk 

Navy Yard. 
We started at 8 o’i 

obey the call which the said Gen. Crittenden may 
make upon them in accordance with the provisions 
of said resolutions. 

In testimony whereof, 1, BERIAH MA- 
l. r. GOFFIN, Governor of the Commonwealth 

of Kentucky, have hereunto subscribed 
inv name and caused the seal of the State to he 
affixed. Done at Frankfort, this 20th day of Septem¬ 
ber, in the year of Our Lord 1861, and in the 70th 
year of the Commonwealth. 

By the Governor: B. Magoffin. 

The 35th Ohio regiment took possession of Iron- 
ton, Kentucky, on the 2Gth nit. The 14th Ohio regi¬ 
ment crossed the river on the 27th, and embarked on 
the Kentucky Central Railroad for the interior of the 
State. On the same day the 26th Indiana regiment 
marched into Louisville. Col. Harris’ regiment, the 
Second Ohio, left Camp Dennison, for Kentucky, on 
the 28th. They were conveyed a short distance up 
the Licking, where they will remain encamped for 

the present. 
The following is a portion of a note directed to 

Col. Blair by the Adjntant-Gencral in St. Louis, by 
order of Gen. Fremont:—“ In consequence of a tele¬ 
gram from your brother, Postmaster-General Blair, 
followed by a letter asking your release, for public 
reasons, you are hereby released from arrest, and 
directed to resume your sword and join your regi¬ 

ment for duty. 
The following is the text of the original telegram 

sent by Gen. Fremont to Washington relative to the 

surrender of Lexington: 
Hsadqoaktkrs Western Department, 1 

St Loots, Sept, ‘33, 1861- j 

Col. E. D. Townsend, Adjutant-General:— Have a 
telegram from Brookfiold that Lexington has fallen 
into Price’s hands, he having cutoff Mulligan’s sup¬ 
ply of water, lie-enforcements, 4,000 strong, under 
Sturgis, by the capture of the li-rry boats, had no 

clock on Monday morning last, 

and reached Fort Ocracoke, which is situated on Bea- , 
con Island, at 11 o’clock. It Is about twenty miles i 
below Hutteras Inlet, and thirty miles from Beaufort. 
It commands the entrance to Ooracoke Inlet, is oe- ■ 
tagonal In shape, and was built by Colonel Morris, in 
the most scientific and substantial manner; in fact it 
was pronounced by the officers of the expedition as 
being far superior to Pickens, and, considering the 
depth of water, almost impregnable. Why it should 
ever have been evacuated was a matter of surprise to 
all who looked upon this splendid monument of en¬ 
gineering; and could only he solved by allowing for 
the limited supply of water on hand, and the impos¬ 
sibility of procuring a further supply, as there is no 
well on the island; all the water was brought from 

Washington and Newborn. 
At equal distances inside the fort were the shell 

rooms, four in number and twenty-live feet square. 
In the center of the fort was a large bomb proof, 
about 100 feet square, and capable of holding 3,000 
men. In the center Of the bomb-proof is the maga¬ 
zine, protected on each side with three large tanks, 
ten feet deep, filled with water, which were Intended 
for drowning shell. There were platforms for twenty 
guns, but in burning the gun carriages before they 
left, they were partially destroyed. There were four 
navy shell guns and fourteen long 32-pounders in the 
fort; two of the gunB had been carried oil from the 
entrance of the fort by the steamer Abermurle, and 
taken to Newbern on the day before we arrived. All 
the guns except one had been spiked by the Confed¬ 
erates before leaving the fort. All of them had been 
received from Norfolk, and were marked U. S. 1847. 
The fort was commenced in May last, and all the free 
negroes, aud as mnny of the white men of the Gtute 
as could be spared from military service, were em¬ 
ployed in building it. It cost $200,000. 

A light-boat, which had been used by the rebels for 
a store-ship, and run upon the shore before evacua¬ 
ting the fort, with the intention of subsequently tow¬ 
ing her off and arming her, was also set fire to and 
destroyed. 

About a mile and a half from Beacon Island is the 
village of Portsmouth, which contained, before the 
bombardment, four hundred and fifty inhabitants, 
but nearly all had fled to the mainland, so that 
scarcely a hundred remained in the place. Here a 
camp, called Camp Washington, had been estab¬ 
lished, composed of the Roanoke Guards, Tar River 
Boys, Ac., in all about five hundred, who could whip 
five Yankees each, but who came to re-enforce Fort 
Hatteras on the morning of the bombardment, and 
are now safe prisoners of war in Yankee Land. 
Lying on the beach in Portsmouth were three navy 
shell guns, and one mounted on a carriage near by. It 
was the Intention of the enemy to have erected a 
battery, but the sudden visit of our fleet changed 
their mind, and the guns were subjected to the same 
course of destruction as those at the Fort. 

Beaufort has been cased outside with railroad iron, 
so as to render it impregnable; ten thousand troops 
have been quartered in and around it, and it is said 
to he now one of the strongest forts in the southern 
part of the United States. To-night another expedi¬ 
tion is to start for Oregon Inlet and Roanoke Island, 
where there are batteries. It is about twenty miles 
above Hatteras, and is the key to Norfolk. Once in 
our possession, the whole coast of Virginia and 
North Carolina is rendered useless to them for the 

present. 

Depart incut of the West. 

On the 26tli ult., Mr. Underwood, a membef of 
the Kentucky Legislature, reported an amended hill 
from the Committee on Military A (lairs, calling out 
40,000 volunteers from one to five years, which was 
passed by a vote of * 7 to 13. The Senate occurred 
in the tiill by 21 to 5. 

The Senate also passed, by 10 to 10, a hill provid¬ 
ing that Kentuckians wTho have voluntarily joined 
the anti-force invading the State shall be incapable of 
taking any estate in Kentucky by demise, bequest, or 
distribution, unless they return to their allegiance 
within sixty days, or escape from the invaders as 
soon as possible. 

Mr. Andrews, from the Judiciary Committee, re¬ 
ported among other things that the committee do 
not believe Congress has transcended any of its 
powers in the imposition of the tax to protect the 
Union, and the committee were discharged from 
further consideration thereof. Adopted, 67 against 
13. In the Senate the vote was unanimous. 

The people of Kentucky have at last appreciated 
their real condition. The Legislature of that State 
has finally performed its duty, and on Saturday the 
20th ult,, the following proclamation was issued by 
Gov. Magoffin: 

IV7ierrai, The following resolutions, viz: 
Whereas, Kentucky has been invaded hy the forces 

of the so-called Confederate States, and the com¬ 
manders of the forces so invading the State have 
insolently prescribed the conditions upon which they 
w ill withdraw, thus insulting the dignity of the State 
hy demanding terms to which Kentucky cannot listen 
without dishonor; therefore, 

1, Be it resolved hy the tieneral Assembly of the 
Comvwnu ta.lth of Kentucky, That the invaders must 
he expelled; inasmuch as there are now in Kent inky 
Federal troops assembled for the purpose of preserv¬ 
ing the tranquility of the State, arid of defending and 
protecting the people of Kentucky in the peaceful 
enjoyment of their lives and property, it is— 

2. Further resolved. That 0* n. Robert Anderson, a 
native Kentuckian, who has been appointed to the 
command of the Department of Cnmherland, he re¬ 
quested to take instant cyaunand, with authority and 
power from the Commonwealth to call out a volun¬ 
teer force in Kentucky for the purpose of repelling 
the invaders from our soil. 

Resolved, That, in using ihc means which duty and 
honor require shall he used to expel the invaders 
from the soil of Kentucky, no citizen shall be 
molested on account of his political opinion; that no 
citizen's property shall he taken or confiscated be¬ 
cause of mien opinion, nor shall any slave he set free 
by any military commander; and that all peaceable 
citizens and tbeir families are entitled to and shall 
receive the fullest protection of the Government in 
the enjoyment of their lives, their liberties, and their 
property. 

-t. Resolved, That His Excellency, the Governor of 
the Commonwealth of Kentucky, he requested to 
give all the aid in his power to accomplish the end 
desired by these resolutions, and that he call out so 
much of the military force of the State under his 
commant) as may be necessary therefor, and that he 

Depnrimonr of the Emit. 

On the 24th, a portion of Col. Geary’s force had 
an action with 500 rebels on the Virginia side of the 
Potomac near Point of Rocks. The rebels were 
shelled on a high point on the Catoclian Mountain 
and houses at the base. They were driven away by 
the rifles and battery of Col. Geary, and the houses 
burned. Several of the enemy were killed and 
wounded. None of the Federal troops were hurt. 

On the 26th, 6,000 infantry, three companies of 
cavalry, and three batteries left Chain Bridge, under 
Command of Gen. Smith, for the purpose of making 
a reoonnoisance in the neighborhood of Lewinsville, 
and to obtain forage, Ac, The result of the expedi¬ 
tion was altogether successful. Several head of cattle 
and sheep, besides large quantities of hay, corn and 
oats, in wagons employed for the purpose, were 
brought into camp. At about 2 P. M., while onr 
troops were at Lewinsville, a large party of rebels, 
consisting of about five regiments of infantry, a 
regiment of cavalry and six pieces of artillery, 
approached from the direction of Fall’s Church. 
They opened on our men with their battery, and 
their firing was immediately responded to hy Capt 
Griffin’s and Mott’s guns. Thirty shots were fired 
from our batteries, which silenced the rebel cannon, 
and theenemy immediately retreated to Fall’sChurch. 
It is not known what damage is sustained cm their 
side. One man of ours was slightly wounded hy the 
explosion of a shell. The object of the expedition 
being accomplished, onr troops fell back to their 
original position at the Chain Bridge, bearing with 
lheiu a man representing himself as aid-de-camp of 
Col. Stuart, of Va., of the rebel cavalry, who wus 
tiiken prisoner at Lewinsville. He was dressed sb a 
civilian, with the. exception of bis hat, which he 
procured at Rull Bun, originally belonging to one of 

our men. 
Recently released prisoners from Richmond repre- 

there who are wounded, sent the Union prisoners 
most infamously maltreated by the rebel surgeons, 
who perform amputations and capital operations 
where there is not the slightest need, nearly all 
resulting fatally. The only persons showing any 
humanity towards prisoners are Georgians and 
Louisianians. The treatment of Virginia Unionists 
is stated to he infamous, neither sex nor age being 

respected. 
The steamer Delaware, Capt. Canan, arrived at the 

Washington Navy Yard about noon of the 2Ctb, with 
a body of Marines from Philadelphia. The captain 
reports that the battery at Freestone Point was 
unmasked. He passed it in the morning, the wood 
having been all cleared away, and that it opened 
upon him, firing about seven shots, none of which 
took effect. They were all good line shots, but 
either fell short or went over, two jost grazing hia 
decks. Capt. Canan says about fifty vessels passed 

compensation lor their services. The following are 
the names of distinguished foreigners who have 

entered our service: 

Prince Salm-Salm,..._Prussia. 
Colonel Liebsuboff,_...................Prussia. 
Lieut. Oscar Breodener,... Prussia. 
Lord Adolphus Vane Tempest,.England 
Lieut.-Col. FTtzroy de Courcy,.England. 
Count de Paris...-.....France. 
Duke de CimrtreR, ..Fiance. 
Capt&iu Vtdfffeftacfc,...... —  -...Sweden 
Captain Holtn.an,.—.—-Sweden. 
Major W. A. Kirk.—.Canada. 
Colonel R A RaDkin,.Canada 

The Indian Bureau has received information, which 
They will meet a warm | considers satisfactory, that nearly all the Indians 

who have joined the rebels are half-breeds. 
The following important orders have been issued 

from the Post Office Department: 

Ordered, first, that no newspapers or other printed 
matter he admitted into the letter pouches destmea 
to the Pacific Coust — letters exclusively to he placea 
therein. . , „ 

Second — That separate hags he appropriated ex 
clusively to newspapers destined for the 1 aOT 
Coast, excluding all other printed matter. 

Third — That, such letter pouches and newspap _ 
bags be forwarded to California as usual, by the ov 
land route. , • j 

Fourth —All other printed matter of ever j am u 
destined l'or the Pacific Coast most he sent m > 8 
the New York office, there to be delivered to me 
agents of the Overland Mail Company. 

Fifth — Postmasters are requested to comply 
fully with these orders until further notice. y 
neglect thereiu to be immediately reported to 
appointment officer. 

By order of th£ Postmaster General- 
J John E. Kashon, 

First Asst P. M. General. 

The State Department has made satisfactory 

planations to Lord Lyons in reference to tue ne* 
nassport system. The omission to inform him ° 

Point. The river is now considered hy naval officers 
as effectually closed. Onr Potomac flotilla is insuffi¬ 
cient to clear it of the numerous batteries on its 
banks. A land force is indispensably necessary, and 
it is believed that within a few days, perhaps a few 
hours, the rebels will attempt to cross the lower 

Potomac into Maryland, 
reception, but it may he necessary to strengthen our 

forces in that direction. 

Early in the forenoon of the 28th, the pickets from 
Gen. Smith’s division advanced to and now occupy 
Fall's Church. Neither this nor the preceding move¬ 
ments met with any opposition whatever, as the 
rebel army had on Friday night retired from the 
whole liue of their positions near Washington. 
Upton’s Hill, this side of Fall’s Church, is included 
among the points now held hy the Federal forces. 
The works of the enemy at the places they had left 
were, in a military point of view, almost worthless, 
being nothing more than rifle pits of common con¬ 

struction. 
The advance of General Smith on Fall's Church 

from the Chain Bridge was accompanied by events 
of the most deplorable character. Having passed 
Vauderworks’ and Yanderherger’s houses, on their 
way to the former place, and half a mile irorn it, 

unaccountable blunder, Col. Gwens Irish 

The cup has been exhausted. Treason will hereafter 
be treated as treason. 

“ The massacre of woman and children, hy black 
hearted traitors lately burning bridges on the St. 
Joseph railroad, satisfied us that ft traitor will per¬ 
petrate crimes which devils would shudder to com¬ 
mit. They shall he (dotted from existence, and sent 
to that hell which yawns for their reception. The 
two roads are open to you. People of Western Mis¬ 
souri! choose ye between them; the one leads to 
peace and plenty, the other to destruction.” 

A gentleman who arrived in Washington on the 
21th, direct from Kansas, states that the rebels were 
preparing to make a raid upon that State. They bad 
notified the residents of the southern portion of Kan¬ 
sas of their intention. They assert that they mean 
to be avenged for the treatment which the border 
ruffians received during the Kansas difficulties. 
Proper steps will bo taken by the Department of the 
West, in the premises. 

The telegraph this (Monday) morning brings the 
following interesting items from Kentucky: 

Agents are now stationed along the Ohio River, to 
prevent smuggling of arms into Kentucky. 

hy some 
Philadelphia regiment, in the darkness of the night, 
mistaking for rebels Capt. Mott s battalion, which 
was in advance, sustained by Baker’s California 
regiment, Baxter’s Philadelphia Zouaves, and Col. 
Friedman's cavalry, fired a full volley into the forces 
last mentioned, killing and wouuding a large number. 
The California regiment not knowing whence the 
firing came, returned it with marked effect. 
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brought. ii.H7‘,, 4 mns. Nothing done in Linseed. 
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ROCHESTER, N. Y, 
Now is the Time to Procure Subscribers! 

The freshman class at Williams’ College numbers fifty- 

— Fort Lafayette contains 81 prisoners, guarded by 82 

soldiers. 

— Gold is held at fourteen to fifteen per cent, premium in 

the South. 

— The Postoffice Department is issuing two million postage 

stamps daily. 

— James G. Berret has formally resigned the office of Mayor 

of Washington. 

— Judge ,Wm. P. Briggs died at Montpelier, Vt., on the 21st 

ult, at the age of 70. 

— The War Department has authorized a cavalry company 

to be raised in Oregon. 

— The wife of Seromes, the captain of the privateer Sum¬ 

ter, resides in Cincinnati. 

— The West forever! A cavalry regiment was filled up in 

Michigan in three weeks! 

— A musket can, by turning screws and loosening springs, 

be separated into 47 parts. 

— The news is confirmed that Spain iBto join in the Anglo- 

French expedition to Mexico. 

— The Prince of Wales has gone to Prussia to witness the 

military movements on the Rhine. 

— Scott, late American Consul at Rio Janeiro, turns out to 

have been a thief as well as a traitor. 

— The Portuguese Government U patronizing the culture 

of cotton in its African dependencies. 

— The price of land in London may be reckoned at con¬ 

siderably more than $500 000 per acre. 

— A venerable pair of twin sisters, widows, 88 years of age, 

lately visited the camps at New Haven, Ct. 

— The infallible London Times locates Fortress Monroe 

on Governor's Island, in New Tork harbor. 

— Wm. Blanchard, the former publisher of the National 

Era, has been appointed Consul to Melbourne. 

— The Richmond Whig plaintively advertises for vaccine 
virus, and says a supply is of the utmost importance. 

No. I. Pulled .. 
Lamb’s, Pulled.I.,11"!"’.'.. 
California, fine, unwashed 
California, common do. 
1 erntian, washed... 
Valparaiso, unwashed . . . 
South American Merino, unwashed. 

Do. do. Mpstizn, do. 
I>o. do. common, washed 
Do. do. Entro Rios, do. 

do. Entre Rios, unwashed! 
,, D-o. do. Cordova, mushed... 
i ape (,ood Hope, unwashed,.. 
East India, washed,... 
African, washed,.!.!!!!!!!. 

Do. unwashed.!!"" 
Smyrna, do. 

Do. washed... 
Mexican, unwashed!™."".’.'!!"*". 

at only half price. Now is (he Ttme for Friends of 

the Paper to make an Effort in its behalf. While we 

are doing our utmost to render its pages interesting, 

instructive and useful to readers, and beneficial to 

community—and at the same time advocating what 

we conceive to be the Best Interest of the Country, 

in sustaining “the Union, the Constitution and the 

Laws,” regardless of consequences, as we risk losing 

many subscribers thereby —we appeal to all who 

think the Rural is doing Good and maintaining the 

Right, to give it their encouragement and support. 

Thanks to those who are generously aiding 

the Rural by the exercise of their influence — a 

portion of whom have to-day (Oot. 1.) favored us 

with over 

.12bi-2fi 
lb® 22 
mtoiti 
17® m 

,20626 
ll©12 

unary 

ASBffe ™ Are without chance, 50 tibia Pot brought $5,20, which 
is also the f>r»cti of IVtirl. T.... r>t.,vlv ‘ :! .,** 
Ip-h-jp. consists of 6.50 bids. Pot, and 2-S7 do pearl 
1.0H7 barrels. 

ALBANY. Surr 30. — Flock jw Mkai, —Gur market for 
r lour opened steady but quiet, and throughout the morning 
”m.V a limited business was done at the closing prices of Aitnc- 

Cmnmon to good State,. jg Wifi ’10 
Fancy ami extra State. ."*."".!"" n! 1065.111) 
Common »«■ ifnorl Up stem,.. ... C.&uAfl fib 
Kxtr.i Michigan. Wlacoiuin, Indiana, kc.e>,m',u\7ri 
Extranhio,. . .h.oo;,16,7.4 
Common r tnadlan,. 
Extra .. "I"!!"’ b',756 fi.50 
Fancy Gom.«-e, .... .fi.oo 
K(ypMPwpp Ann c»t v brands, . . ^ ft 7a 
Coi n Meal is In fair request and is -oiling n’t SI® M2 II pm rt>» 
Grain There is tew aelivltv In Wheat, hut the market rules 

nr"1, -ales white Michigan at 81.87. Corn .iniie, with Imt lit- 
Me offering nr strictly prime, sales mixed Western at Me. Rye 
quiet, hut steady. Bai ley tirm and In moderate request safes 
Winter at file; tour-rowed State, in ear lots, at dip. 6.V,' (lilts 
wi haut material change m value, with hut a limited inquny 
Sales State at. 32‘^c “ - 

nOFFAL*., Srpt 50. Ki.oob- Market quiet for want of 
Hhipping foctunca. Miles to-day at M,60®3,7.5 for tine India, a 
M.»«dj4.76 for extra Wisconsin; *4,75(05,011 for extra Indiana ami 

The stock in the iinflection ware- 
" * U87 do. Pearl— together 

In tins city, on Monday morning the 80th nit 
o( about -4 hours, JOS. GLASER, Jr., aged 25 

JO*M V^VBatVi®^ in Monroe Co., JOHN Ax RAULT, in the 74tli year of his age, 

At Sebringville, C W„ Sept, loth. 1,961 Mi¬ 
nt Jackson, Mich , aged 30 years. His reniaii 
Jackson for interment 

one hundred and fifty new subscribers! 

Will not others kindly strengthen our hands, in like 

manner, at a season when the people have leisure to 

read, and really need such a paper as the Rural in 

their families ? 

Evorybocly G-oing; to 

PRATT’S 

CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE 'STORE, 
5<L Slnte St., Mi 

ADVEKTISINt; TERMS, in A.Ivu,ic<.-Th,Rty 

Kivk Cunts a Lins, each Insertion. A price and a half foi 
extra display, or 62', cents per line of space. SfwiiA L Notiokh 
,rollow1ng reading matter, leaded.) Sixty Cento a Line 

*TP- It* Immense circulation among the Producers and Deal- 
era nl the Free States, renders the Rural Nkw-Yorkkk by fai 
Hie Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of Ito class. Thin 
s.irr should ho borne In mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu- 
acturem, A",:., who must ueceHwtrily depend upon the People ol 
the North for patronage. 

ABOUT ADVERTISING. 

FACTS fou business men. 

in si ion House Bloolr 

Third lioor .South of Market Street, 

|jochentfir Light Carriage Factory^:acm&. 
1 15 ilfehi A'/., Itorlustrr^ JV, jL1* 

I have now rented a portion of the Carriage Factory formerly 
occupied by Elbott \ I.wick, where I will moaulSSafi 
kiudn of light ( oiriave- and SieiuhH of the IlglHe it and im¬ 
proved styles Great, attention will be paid to all kinds of re¬ 
pairing. I mil make in ardor any kind of Carriage wood-work 
tor any other eslolrlieliineiit, and will sell to them lower than 
thev ea" manolaetii,,.. .( HUGH McDUNOIJGll. 

Rocheatur, iN. 7 ., .Sept 14, 1861. tiK>-l.'itoo 

tl.IjV’FON- CrFt A I 
J Dollars per thousand, by „y.1 at Twenty Five 

(iKd. BECK, Charlotte, N Y. 8b fur new. - -um.auants) 

TOKONTrt, SRI-T 28. Ki.nrtt—Flour begin* to partieiimte in 
Die general improvement, and there is at lengih cnneidio-ablii 
animation In the market, Wy aro very glad to perceive (his 
Change in the trade, and hope our millers, many ot u-hom dc 
serve great sympathy for their heavy joiseii during the mim- 
lol'lows ftb w to mukl' 8ood tlifde deucionc.v We quoin as 

Superfine.iwm.m 
J,"?0)’..4,7ftJ4 All 
Fxtra ... .. fi.l 106(6,30 
Double extra, ... . . fi.fiftn 8.U0 

I J , Having imported 
A.pe/' sleauu-r N't-w YoTk a lot of ... ITALIAN BFKH. 
fwhi; h arrived iiiRii remarkably good state,) I shall b« able U> 
furnish amateurs wdth pure genuine ITALIAN QUEENS For 
pru-e mid other iiifonnatinn, apply t.( 

\r n i... ,r. WM. Rf'SK. fifi Exchange Place, New York 
tim'J.i i btn,ntr th,‘ LikI HnJ "“I*’ Itnportion ’hisseason, 
nit puiiiic mn roly ou it purt^tfy pure brefni (Jill-4t 

of cbiiroff*. 

r"i 7 : r‘i? a IVfir.hnr fu a School.- ritv or 
.TifrttSr,Iiu‘nt k0 lh" MMual Enttliflh 

Addiess K. W B . fit RnlgerV.4hp, New York City 

VTF! W ENT IT I; j hmsks. \, 

^ii^mG:^i^utnra5s AnvBKTiamr 
_ , . , ..... .. .. .. iftniim m (Mir 
market during the week, and not. only for wheat, but for other 
articles it good doiil of money has been .-.uried into the coun¬ 
try rail wheat has been in active demand, with liberal sun. 
plies, M $l,U5(a)l,li) for   t>> good, and $111® 1.15 lor good J \ rivaled .’oliee-Atrameri" - Transparbnt Conw’' for Ke.se 

"I 'ri Mlllcb-Snfo,” for ve-t pocket, " Patent |n- 
"lilemmer a! d gioTw-- 'i'";"!-'''1!""1 VW')r•'-Hol.lnr;" Dowueito 

1 au^ Shj0!l1 ^Sat^racrion or money rotarned 
1 i 1 '' 1 , • Nil - -.111 ■ | , \ ew York. 

irBtilT AND OWN \m xn jvt a r 

6, MOODY At SON, Niagara Nurseries, Lock port, N, Y. 

( , ii N' e, K < ' I TIC 1-G. Du. N BABCOCK'S 
V-' MkPirAI, and SUNWOAI. OVFICR and groat Canckr Fm- 
HOKIUM, N o 31.2 Chapel St. New Haven, Conn '-,’anoers and 
Tuiimrsof all diiM-ripUrms removed without, pain, and without 
the use ol the knife. Dr BADOouk would infnuo all peraom, 
rtilfiuletl with < anc»A|A or luimrr«ot auv ‘leHcrii tjori that bt 
addressing il letter to him, they will bo furnished with nolrcti 
lar of his mode of treatment, h ee of charge 

Dr, B.uii ilOk is tho original Caueer Don’ r of New England, 
and the duly one who removes Cancers without pam Alt 
Others are hut Iniltutors, induced hv his success to profess 
themselves Lanrr-i Doc tors Plenty ot references to those who- 
have been cured can be seen at my office 

While .Swellings, flip ()i eases, Birth Marks. Sea-ofuloirs and 
Malignant Dicers, Diseases of the Mouth and Throat. Uloorn- 
tion of til" Bones. TetP-r, Scald Head, and all Dtoeusg of ih» 
Skin, permanently enrsd. 

Orders from abroad promptly attended to, 
eoa.v. Dk. N. BABCOCK, 

‘-i( No. 392Chapei Bt, New Haven, Conn. 

1 ^ 1 1 COUNTY 
\ 1 he undoislgned is now pi-enured to exuants orders for th» 
fa 1 trade, tor Ins stock of pure Chester County Mgs. These are 
selected with great rare and ellielly from premium stock. 
Re erenre i> made to purClmsen. of past -easons, In all sections 
or tUo Onion. I “--e, $lo per pair not, akin, boxod and deli-rored 
m Philuowjnhm; pavm»*ntm iuJvji.mc*‘. 

SlOIUUs, vVKi’UMiltfuwl and W».rehou 
1,1^0 Market 8t.# I'bibkjptlpliiu, Pa. 

HUBBARD & NORTHROP 
Aro now oflering, at their 

tot‘t t..tn sales noo.n, 

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings, 
IiO< ’HESTKR, N. Y., 

A OtlOICK AND UOMFLKrlS AS80RT1IKNT OK 

European and American Dross Goods 
Black and Fancy Dress Silks, 
Broehe and Woolen l.oog Shawls. 
Broche and Woolen Square Shawls, 

Bombwipes. Alpacas and Faramettus, 
krench Merinos, (‘test Assortment in Rochester ) 
French and Aroenoan Prints and Ginghams 

House Furnishing Goods. Woolen Blankets, 
Lacfi ana Muslin Drapery, (Yard or S**t,) 
Wrappers and Drawers, Ladles’ and G«intl®rnerTs 
White Goods, Eiubroiderles, Hosiery, (fee 

—ALSO— 

Bleached and Brown Sheetings and Shirtings, 

Tickings, Denims and Towelings, 
At i.Mss than the present New York prices, 

. 7(<tl 8 
mini la 
25.0) ,’t« 
40(al 46 

. 60f(i) 76 
. »k«) 2.5 
$l,76(e)Z6d 
$4 6tt’aA IH) 
3 5O.uU.0d 
,’UH»J)6.0q 
3 (KK&4.II0 
l-7'km2,00 

60fai 60 
OOfa) J ‘j 
OH® 8 

.10.OXad4.U0 
3.UIX,i.tMIO 
— (tlohe. 

i.-imbs 
Sheepskins, 
Hides, d lb 
Calfskins... 
Hay. 
Straw,..., 

^ xJ Chanok ok Addrros. —Subscribers wishing the at 
of their pat)ers changed from one Post-Office to another, 
specify the OLD address as well aa the nkw to secure comp] 
with their requests. Id the manufacturing town of Planen, iD Saxony, a fire 

recently took place which lasted two days, and destroyed an 
entire district. 

— The force now employed in the Kittery (Me.,) Navy 

\ ard is 1,700 men, and there are four war vessels in process 
of construction. 

— Mr Charles Vasear. a prominent citizen of Poughkeepsie, 

died on the 20th ult. He was the founder of the new Vassar 
Female College. 

— The health of the Federal army is described by a Chap. 

Inin as miraculous, and he praises the cleanliness and comfort 
of the hospitals. 

— The aggregate cargoes Erie canal boats can float in a 

-eason, from the lakes to the ocean, would load the combined 
fleets of the world. 

— An official report shows that two fellows have killed in 

Detroit 2,223 dogs, for which they present a bill against the 
city of nearly $600. 

— Dixon, III., was visited by a severe tornado on the 14th 

sit Several buildings were unroofed and torn down. No 
jierson was injured. 

— There are 70 woolen mills engaged in manufacturing 

cloth for the Government, and the amount of goods ordered 
is about $20,000,000. 

The Miller family, which resides in Minot, Me., within a 

ndias of two miles, has lost 14 children by diptheria within 
the last few months. 

— There are now in the U. S. Navy 9 captains, 14 com¬ 

manders, and 37 lieutenants, from the seceded States. They 
ire loyal to the core. 

— 7ortamouth, N. FT., was never before so flourishing as it 

tas been 9ince the war commenced, on account of the Gov¬ 
ernment works there. 

— f noli Lathrop, of South Radley, Mass, on opening a bag 

'[ latent office wheat, imported from Fraace, found it alive 
aith small blscg bugs. 

-The Government of the King of Italy has resolved to 

r an exhibition of Art and Industry at Florence daring 
‘•ptember and October. 

— Another den of skiliral counterfeiters has been broken 

in St. Louis, an extensive haul of coin made, and six 
ttperU in the art arrested. ’ 

— it appears from the returns made by the officers appoint- 

to take the late census, that the population Df Paris ! 
‘mounts to 1,700,000 bouIs. 

-There are 5 098 boats belonging to the Erie canal, of j 
,L"h 1,446 are of greater tannage than the vessel in which 

•vloinbus discovered America. 

— In Highgate, Vt., with a population of not quite two 1 

'-and eight hundred, there are six hundred scholars and 
(Metiers in the Sabbath schools. j 

— The Richmond Whig says that in two months the Con- 1 

-tote Government ‘ wilt command Maryland, Kentucky, r 
w 1 Missouri. ” Will they do it? 1 

\ HA.H33 CHAKTCE. 

A Large Lot of Trees, Shrubs, &c., for $10. 
„ A 2m!'i/,V!.r,rrt"rni!-V !"r, tt"lw' w'-d'lns on purchase TREKS 
and .SHRUBS, fnr fall planting, is furnished by the subscriber, 
who offers the following asaortmout for $18, all choice kinds, of 
firnt quality mil wsirruntcvi godii(Re 

< x COIjJLi I3CTXOIV . 
FRUIT. 

4 Standard Apple Trees, 
4 Pears, .Standard or Dwarf. * 
•I Peaches, assorted. 
4 ('berries. 
7 Gram's, hardy, of different, kinds, as follows:—I Delaware- 2 

.e„ - Gfboonl; I Diana, I Isabella, 1 Clinton, | Catawba. 
100 Rnkpherncs, 4 choice kinds, fail to-n.i. g included 
.160 Strawberries 75 Longworth'* Prolific, 7.5 Wilson's Seedling- 

aa» sxfsk" ** s’*ri“ ■» * 
4 Gooseberries, of two varieties. 

16 Currant* — 4 White Grape, 4 Cherry; 4 Red Grape; 4 Black 

013,TXT A-TvXEKTT-AJLi- 
6 KW*k 2 Hybrid PerpetuaJ; 2 Summer; 2Moea. 
1 »^pirn*/i o.allorta, 
1 Spiraia ReevesH, fl. pleno. 
1 Tartarian Honeysuckle, 
1 (dimhing Honeysuckle. 
1 Weigels, rosea, 
1 English Hawthorn, double pink. 
1 Didytra spertahllis. 

1 d0ph"oxmcrb#Cfl<,U8 Plllnlfl' 'Mluling some of the bent 

F arsons wl*liitiv to substitute other varieties than these 
named, and or the vune value, will bu accommodated. 

TiWTiITVLtTV- B.OSM8 FOR 03. 

erT(W„S°?d 1H? uiV,t> Fkri-vtPaI,. Sitvnkk, and Mosa Itoem 
oF tiio 06M- hd<1 kMidJiiiT vanulim, tor $5. 

FOIL WALK AT WHOLKSALK, 

Specinl Notices 
n. "w*»r Vfl l 4 Itn. 

first quality K) cwt,. 
Ordinary quality. ' "'! 
L’oniniOD quility...! 
Inferior quality.V.V. 

~ , ,, COWS A.vd 0ALVK8, 
First quality. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality,.!!!!!!!!!!! 
Inferior quality. 

— _ „ VKAL CAI.VBS.. 
First quality, 'iff tb. 
Ordinary quality... 
Common quality,. 
Inferior quality.. !!...!!!!!!!!!!! 

„ , „ SHKKI* A NO LAM68. 
Prunii quality, If) head. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality....!!!!"!. 
Inferior quality. .!.”."“! 

ro . .. . 8 WINN. 
First quality, f) rb. 
Other qualities,. . 

AI.KANY, SRrT. 30 

$8,266)9.110 
7.26(8i8 Oil 
6.60(5^.90 
e.axjidj.uu 

77-€r- Tub Metropolitan Gin- Rooestore, No. 

26 Buffalo street, Rochester, N. Y. Among the I'men 

distributed at this popular establishment for month 
ending Sept. 30th, were 22 Gold and Silver Watches, 

11 Gold Guard Chaina, 7 large sized Silver hie 

hitchers, 8 Silver Cake Baskets, 21 Silver Cups, 11 

Gold Bracelets, 8 Gold Necklaces, 22 Setts of Jewelry, 

31 Setts Silver Tea and Tablespoons, 18 Setts Silver 

Forks, besides over 1,500 other articles of value. A 

Gift varying in value from 50 cents to $100.00 ac¬ 

companies each Book sold. Descriptive Catalogues 
mailed free, upon application. 

,$45.0iX5«0.00 
. 48.006)4 5.00 
. 30.00" 36.00 
. 22 U0(u 28.O) 

riiiich siittolactkm that wu urn ab(« to record the fact that, uur 
efforts to maintain our former amount of bueineiut have been 
entirel y successful, and in some department)! tin- wiles have in¬ 
creased over those of any previous year 

KVF.UV DKI'ARTSISNl' CONTAIN* BARGAIN8 1 
Whjflh we ahujltd he happy to exhibit, confidently helieviug 
that they_ would ho appreciated li.y the most economical pur 
chase r W e am also u x i ensive man n loctu re ro of 

LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS. 
Every darirabid jerede of Cloth and Beaver CLOAKS, of the 

most approved and t inhionahle 8tvle«, ure aow oflared hv qk 
in groat variety. We are ajeo prepared to 

MANCFACTL’HE 6ARJIKSTS TO OKDKR, 

AT A FEW Itoim.y NOTICE, 

Fb? those who prnfor soleoUng their own Cloths. 
We have taken gioat puina t*. perfect arrangements anner- 

tairmig to tills popular branch nf our business, and we are 
every month acquiring more and more popularity in the Man¬ 
ufacturing Department. 

rft-OOK BRICES, AI.WAYS SATISFACTORY 
IIUKKARD A. NORTHROP, 

*‘12 69 ft 71 Main Street, Rochester, N, Y. 

$4.5roi.A,5i) 
.3.26&AA5 
2,76:5)3.26 
2256/A75 

4 6R7«C 
S?i(0)3>iC 

ALKAN Y, Ski-t. 30 — Bkkvk.x - We have the same old story 
doi^PS^in’\8 Sa,rk!it <» Over-supplied and prices are 
(town again On Saturday the drovers were pretty still each 
hoping and prophesying that, there wouldn’t Is- mom than S,0«) 
!if hr e’ hl't,l-raln “n*"’ train tiegnu to come in, until the to 
tal for the week was i n n an to 4,691), which ij at least l,5)H) more 

r',U a ■ W.!H‘ is? ,nltn.v 0,1 t,lfi market, 
P?5%“ "-P*1 remained so till Die close, at a decline of k'na 
dc. all around Most nf the sales have been made to the New- 
I orkers the Kastorn men holding not till lh» lost, for even 
tower rates, thev having had v.-rv poor markets the past two 
WueJ?» avnnye quality m cot above medium 

RWJRWTtt-- I be following is our comparative statement oT 
W^pUAtthUmarkotoyor the Cent.nl tedlmad, estimating 16 

... , . Cor, week 
This week. Last week. Lost year. 

.4.690 3,424 S.tMJl 
SP«eP.-.4,606 4,360 2 454 
go**.- w. 180 .... * jjo 

♦b-’JhS.tr - ??'trket M at the decline, and many of 
the drovers will ho compelled to sell at a loss. Some shipped to 
New York hut night (nearly I,'4)0 head went down by rad arid 

thifi-arllftst moment0 MlVe tbttmselv<!H by getting to mar ket at 

Sas-JI:. 
ja«s 

Tv!'?,’a ?auHiy.. wme 3h5;3)^c Third auallty . 2 diaUa o 
w‘.'sUem!eT,Tir/'^p-,y '"f'lod and the demand more brisk than 

7 Anticipated. The inquiry for the Easternmar- 
market is firm at 3c lor ordinary 

f' l3M;'>C tf lb far good. About X.uOO head were token at 
price* within tlrr«> QUOtationv. 

4lJi.cn Cows -Nominally $286388, 

Ot^^!,,Tn°iN| ,aiu b" and*a, 900 BeeVl’3’ 300 St0re8' 

do.S .hWdo.HwS'Sk’ *Mi an,t“uaUtJr' ^ 86000,1 
Mitr.ii Cows f3!r<i46, common, $18@19. 
WciKKl.vii Oxkn -None. 
VKAi, Cai.vKs — #3.006)4,IX). 

$17fUd8 Viu-if — two y^ars Old, «12@I4; three years old, 

Hipkm <Tallow. AolSWc. 
Cai.k 8rinh a.,9c. ' 

ditsep anu Lawbs—$1.2601,60; extra and selections, $2,00® 

Jflarkete, Commerce, $zc. 

Flour. There has been no advance In flour since our last, 
but prices are very firm. We quote inferior Spring at $4,76, bo- 
cause some few dealers have a very poor article in the market 

at that rate, but a medium grade will roadiiy bring $5.09 per 
barrel. 

Grajn -INo change in Wheat, Corn, or Data. Rye is 5 cents 
per bu-ihel better than last week. Barley is corning in in small 
quantrtes, but not enough to fix the market. 

Pkovisio-VS of all kinds are as last quoted. 

Damv. ito-Roll Butter remains at I0@U cento per pound. 
Firkin has advanced slightly. Cheese has put on 2 cento per 
pound for the week. Eggs are up to 11 cento per dozen. 
Honey is worth i2(ail» cents per pound. 

Dried Luurrs are in better demand, and are advancing 
slowly. 

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE ERICKS. 

Flour and Grain. Evir* dnvom uvaU. 
Flour, winter wheat,$.5,266.-6.60 H^oy. box!!!!"' {wl 4“ 
l our, spr lug do, 4 7665 00 C'andfea, bq* itomOkc 

w, iDJun.i.uuaj.12 Fmitit and Roots 
Wheat. Genexea. ... J.i.»)ujI 26 Apples, btlahel .W5i60o 
r«™Wrti.ta Apples, dried V lb! 
C«nj. old . 006.45c F'eacbes. do. iwt 

HIGHLA ND NI.I ItSEKIEH, 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

i'mcKS lower than 'ian be found elsewhere in the State for 
the same quality, 

We invite the attention of Nursw-y men and Dealers to our 
large assortment of choice and well grown 

Fruit and Ornamental Treea, Shrubs and Roses, 
which wo niter for vale lower than ivuj be purchased elsewhere 
in this Htato Our .tool; of aitlbh, Peaks, Bkaciiks, Plums 
.iJKKKlKg, LcRRa.m-s, (iKARKe, 4:0., iVc., Is large, of tine growth, 
and of choiW! Viirletles * 

We also ofifnr the finest seedlings of Apples, Pear, Plum and 
Anger- Huino.e to be found any where. 

Apple grafts furnished to order. 
Packing done in the best manner. 

COWLES, ROBERTS & CO. 

H laKUTfUW NOTICE.— Shmiw-s Or- 
J 'J K1I1IC. CofTXTV OK Monkob 

pursuant to the Stotntes of this 
ouiUi'find of tfi^ hqduxoiI notice from the SMfntAnr of State 
that the General Election will be held in this County on the 
Tuesday succeeding the lirsl Monday of November next; at 
whe h election the ulhcers named in the annexed notice will 

)»«.« is. um. mKA)1 s»ml- *«« 

„_ Static ok Nbw Yoaic, ) 
OryjCK OK TUB SSCRKTAItY OK 3-r.kTK i 

AbUny. Aligns! 1, 1861. 
lo the Slicplif of th» County nl' Hunroei 

bifhe'ld totlto if hereby giver,, that a the General Election to 
L“ ' 'J.“ e succeeding the rust Mon- 
towB ,S| ,: )6r u‘iXt’tha following officers ora to be elected, 

A Secretory of State. 111 the place of Davil K. Floyd Jones. 
A Comptroilei- m the place of Robert Deniimton. 
An Attornev-r.eneral. in the plac- of Charlv r, Myers. eK fVlKll* h tun ni.iin nm ... I . . 1 -1 . . , _ 

^AR.r*ETING S! 

300 PIECES THIS DAY RECEIVED! 
Ly_EBV VARIETY the loarket itfords. Price* 

Miry In if li'ilin li to $ft the miLkir)^ tins moHt Kxtkn.sivk 
A^hoktmknt to bg lound in imv In thw .-onutry, in 
Styfs.it, Cmonriux. hl^yanc.c oj Dutton* and I'kjces 

\\o navv spared no iminN to rtuik^ our Slock thr mohit at- 
ruACTrvK uvt‘r oily rod i^any on»- soMon, nnd we f'u. v fw/ici- 
pat* a farpr trade. 

The time is passing when CAKPET3 ran h« sold at the present 
paces. AM. manufacturei-» have stopped their looms, and *nv 

OUvatu-e n jl ,Ililkl' piece or goods until the prices 

Carpel i ngs 
Are made from itrTOBTKn wool, and the large demand for that 
kind of stork Inr Arm y cloth tin- greatly increased the price. 

I..N ABOVB K.urr.s Sboui.l be borne in mind hv all who are 

auy kln'J of u C-VKi'1’:T- a“J <* make 

100 EtECr.S FLOOR OIL CLOTHS, 
THE PROVISION MARKETS, 

NEW YORK, SKPT. 30. - 
Change in prices, but with 
port and home consumption. 
$5,25(3)5.35 for superfine State; *5.60a6,7U for 
35 for superfine Western; “ ' 
extra do; t5,KA;*5,95 for *h. 
Otiio, and $8,0566,50 for trade brands do, 
quiet. F-•" ' 

—Fuutr—Market without material 
a less active business doing for ex- 
1. Sales at F5.2i.to5,A5 for rejected ; 

.. . (i,rC - 5,7-J for extra do; $5,2.Vo5,- 
*’ 6d@5.8U for common to medium 

figpjog bwnilt extra round hooped 
>;4i • • >» . uT«e.J5 briiftdn mO, — mn.rkHt cloiiuhf 

Without change, but with rather lea* 
buMriess doing. Sales at $,'i,25(u5..35 for -0[*-rllrte, and ,4.6,55(4 
f to Choice extra Rye Hour steady, with sales 

“ ^ tor inferior to choice. Corn meal quint and with- 
out >°ater1aI change in prices. Sales at $2.90 for choice West 
eISL ?>r J''™*?’ an<i $4.15 for Brandy win* ’ 

teKAi.N -V, beat market scarcely -o firm, nod demand less u-- 
anv mo«4.'Ma)r and home consumption, but prices without 
any material change, hales Chicago epringat Sl.ltSR&il 20 ito- 

clubat^i^lRAitoV^?'1’^!' at $1.20. Milwaukee 
Siwvvt aW*/L,iru^or*n,W I#*'> O.’tKiel.fiii. red State at 
f»'*fvvai\i v ^ W^‘t"r,n *l.Sfl@J,40; winter red Western 
at. $1...»31 54 inferior to choice; white Michigan at $1 38,xl 40 
wh,to kentuek v at 31^a 1.46. and red and white Long Waml 
°* private tenon. Rye quiet and very firm, with small sales at 

THE WOOL MARKETS. 

market fg very firm and prices have 
it. ,3c +1 Id, tlir jmst, week, autl from the lowest 
ektt&iro thft fUlv&Qiv ha*! t>ee»i 6 to 7 rent 

.PtiiM no. i.sorbic 
;rino._ I'o. No. 2.  uvs.a, 
lo*- .Tuxh*,. . *>7/40 
.Smyrna, washed..!!!!!!!ia&26 
..   .wu36 Do unwashed, gffi]7 
*• .«?, M Buenos Ayres. toi 45 
.t.r,4Hf.-45 Cnmea,  7<iii7 

ne,.8S®38 Canada.!!.!!..!30(5iS4 

KPT. 80.—The demand for Wool continues very 
market i« bouvant. The Bales of Fleece during 

aggregate 96.0OU tbs., all on private terms. * 

rojSKWr. 26.— A continued active demand, and 
ud tor fine clips. The lower grades sell at 36(ai3lic. 

KEYSTONE Cl DEB AND WINE MILL. 
This adHiirnble machine is now ready for the fruit harvest of 

1861. it is, if possible, m id« tjetter than ever before, and well 
w»rtby the attention nf farmers wanting such Machines 

tt has uo superior in the market, and is theotilv mill that 
will properly grind Grape* Price, $4u. For sale by dealers or 
the manufacturer. W (.). H1CK0K. 

“>4-B)t Eagle Works, Harrisburg, Pa. 

P -Art 33 JG S « — We offer for sale first class trees 
jL at the pillowing piioes. 

tiwoo i 1$^ ,-d.1’"0!’’ ttem^rd Psnni$200» 1.004); Dwarf Pears 
*1 W N l{2% $200 Yi 1(000; Peaches 
leOOU, Apple .Seedling* 13.0) i) I.uOO. 

r or |mrt1cul4rt Kcnd for* our Ctttaloirue. 
807-tf H, SOUTH WICK 5s SON, Dansville, Liy. Co., N. Y. 



At midnight, on my lonely beat, 

Whex shadow wraps the wood and lea, 

A vision eeetns my view to greet 

Of one at home that prays for me. 

No roses bloom npoh her cheek— 

Her form ie not a lover’s dream— 

Bat on her face so fair and meek, 

A host of holier beauties gleam. 

Por softly shines her silver hair, 

A patient smile Is on her face, 

And the mild lustrous light of prayer 

Around her sheds a moon-like grace. 

She prays for one that's far away— 

The p.oldier In hi" holy fight— 

And begs that heaven in mercy may 

Protect her boy and bless the Right! 

Till, though the leagues lie far between, 

This silent incense of her heart 

Steals o’er roy soul with breath serene, 

And we no longer are apart. 

So, guarding thus my lonely heat, 

By shadowy wood and haunted lea, 

That vision seeing my view to greet 

Of her at home who prava ior me. 

Camp Cameron. Harper s Weekly. 

[From Godey’s Lady's Book for October.] 

JOSEPHA ASHTON’S NEW SILK DRESS. 
BY EDIT1I WOODLEY. 

It was late in October, and though the air was 

keen and frosty without, a bright, bickering fire 

diffused a genial warmth through the sitting-room 

of a rambling old farmhouse, which had evidently 

beeu constructed with a view to convenience rather 

than architectural beauty. 

The room looked very cheerful in the ruddy glow 

of the firelight, which searched out every nook and 

corner, and would have made the one solitary candle 

in the well-burnished candlestick unnecessary, had 

it not been that one of the two persiyig sitting near 

the fire was busy with her needle. This was Josephs, 

the only daughter of Joseph Ashton, the proprietor 

of the adjacent farm, which, though hard and rock- 

bound, was productive from being carefully cultivated. 

She was now sealed on one side of a small light-stand, 

while opposite her, in a low rocking-chair, sat a 

comely looking woman engaged in knitting a seamed 

stocking, which had arrived at that hopeful state 

toward completion called the “toeing Off.” The 

confidence and affection manifested by each toward 

the other might have made them mistaken—as, in¬ 

deed, they often were—for mother and daughter. 

But .Tosepha Ashton had long been motherless. The 

rose hush which she and her brother George so care¬ 

fully planted one bright May morning had the lust 

summer for the eighth time shed its white bio soma 

on the turf beneath which their mother was calmly 

sleeping. 

The ties which bound the two together—Josephs 

Ashton and Rhoda Ellis sitting on either side of 

the light maple light-stand, were not those of con¬ 

sanguinity. They had first found root in the warm 

and kindly heart of her who now sat in the low 

rockiug-chair, and who had watched with affectionate 

solicitude over Joscpha's infancy and childhood. 

She had been in the family ever since Mr. Ashton’s 

marriage, and, on account of Mrs. Ashton’s failing 

health, was soon obliged, in addition to the duties 

of domestic service, to assume those of the house¬ 

keeper, which were carefully and efficiently per¬ 

formed. 

What will George and Josepha do, if you go 

away,” was the question which Mr. Ashton asked 

her when, soon after the death of his wife, she spoke 

to him about leaving. 

“Sure enough, poor things! what can they do 

with nobody but a stranger to take care of them, and 

for them to tell their childish sorrows to?” And, as 

she spoke, tcarB sprung to her eyes. 

“ If you could only stay,” said Mr. Ashton. 

“I ran and will.'-' And Rhoda Ellis took off her 

bonnet and shawl in a very decided manner. 

The subject was never again mentioned. 

There were not wanting those who soon began to 

•whisper among themselves that Rhoda Ellis would 

make Mr. Ashton an excellent second wife. The 

subject at last, after being a good many times dis¬ 

cussed, was mentioned to her. The way, however, 

in which it was received prevented it from being 

renewed whenever she was present. There was a 

solemnity, even severity in the manner she spoke of 

what she termed their foolish and wicked gossip, 

which, if persisted in, might he the means of driving 

her from a place where she could minister to the 

wants of two motherless children who had learned 

to love tier. It both surprised and abashed them, 

for they had not looked for anything of the kind 

from the lips of the easy, good-natured Rhoda Ellis, 

as she had always been called in the neighborhood. 

“You might know, if you don’t,” said Bhe, in 

winding np her remarks, “that Mr. Ashton has no 

thought of a second wife; and if he had, it isn’t I, 

or, as to that, auy one in this part of the country 

who could till the place of such a woman as Ella 

Ashton was.” 

But Rhoda Ellis, to say the least, was one of the 

best of housekeepers, being always ready for the 

performance of whatever came within the province 

of her duties. 

For the last two years she had been silently and 

gradually yielding the direction of the household 

affairs to Josepha, who was now eighteen. Rhoda 

was very proud of her, and she had reason to be. 

“She has the same ways her mother had,” she 

would often say; “and, if she isn’t called handsome, 

her looks suit me.” 

And. as Josepha sat there, plying her needle, with 

the crimson flashes of the wood-fire brightening her 

complexion, rieb and pure with the hues of health, 

and shimmering over her shining hair, parted back 

from her forehead with a wavy, undulating grace, 

almost any one who had seen her would have been 

ready to echo her remark. Yet, after all, it was her 

bright, sparkling smile which gathered the dimples 

round her red lips, and sometimes broke into one of 

those sudden ringing laughs, sweet as gushes of bird 

melody, that did more than aught else to brighten 

the faces and warm the hearts of the home circle. 

This evening the lighting up of her countenance 

was more frequent and more brilliant than usual, for 

her mind was full or fond and pleasant thoughts of 

her absent brother, who was now daily expected. 

Now and then she spoke of him to Rhoda, who was 

quite as proud of him as slie was of Josepha, and 

loved him almost as well. And she and his father 

and sister had reason to be proud of him; he had 

just left college, having graduated with the highest 

honors; and then he was so handsome, so frank, and | 

so noble-minded; he was generous, too. It is true 

that be was apt to he thoughtless, which caused him 

in some instances to be too lavish when his father’s 

somewhat straitened circumstances were taken into 

view; but these indiscretions were readily forgiven. 

“It does him so much good to be generous,” Rhoda 

would say. It probably would have done him less 

good if he had been sensible of the unceasing toil 

and careful economy to which his faiher, in his great 

reverence for learning, had cheerfully submitted to 

secure to him the benefit of a liberal education. It 

was very possible that, like the parents of Dominie 

Sampson, Mr. Ashton might have a hope—though, 

like theirs, it was certainly not founded od any 

uncommon aerlourness of disposition manifested by 

his son—that he “might wag his paw in a pulpit 

yet” Even Tihoda Ellis, though not exactly con¬ 

scious of it was stimulated to exertion and sustained 

under many personal privations by a lurking ambition 

which pointed to a similar result. As for Josephs, 

with that cheerfulness and buoyancy of spirits which 

are the natural gifts of youth and health, no toil was 

too severe, no self-sacrifice too great if they Could 

be made conducive to her brother’s comfort and 

enable him to maintain that degree of fitness and 

propriety in his dress which would impart respecta¬ 

bility to his personal appearauce and save him from 

being an object of mirth to his fellow students; for 

even tier limited experience had taught her that a 

threadbare coat, a napless hat, and dilapidated shoes 

made their wearer, in the eyes of the gay and 

thoughtless, a legitimate subject for banter and 

ridicule. 

“I have been thinking,” said Rhoda, “that you 

had better buy the silk for your new gown before 

long; the lost time we were over to the village we 

saw a piece of silk at Smith's store that would just 

suit yon, and if you don’t rnuke sure of some of it 

soon, it may all he gone.” 

“1 don’t know but that I ought to give up having 

it,” replied Josephs. 

“Well, / know that you hadn’t. You are eighteen 

now, and there isn’t a girl in Mapleton but what 

thinks she must have a silk gown when she arrives 

at that age. Even Job Brocklc’B daughter bad one 

then, though she has to earn every inch of her 

clothing by going out to work. And then we’ve 

both of us been trying so hard for full six months to 

scrape together the wherewithal to buy it with.” 

Just as she finished speaking, they heard some one 

enter the outer door, and the next moment that com¬ 

municating with the sitting-room was unceremo¬ 

niously thrown open, giving entrance to a lad of 

fourteen. He was tall of his age, had a thiu, 

freckled face, large gray eyes, and a wide mouth. 

The habitual cast of his countenance was Had and 

wistful, but the moment he saw Josepha it was irra¬ 

diated with a smile, the effect of which was almost 

magical, so entire was the transformation it wrought 

in the expression of his features, particularly of his 

eyes and month. With a shambling gait, greatly 

enhancing the general awkwardness of his appear¬ 

ance, he walked up to where she was sitting, and 

handed her u letter. 

“Thank you, Natty,” said she. “Did you get it 

at the post-office?” 

“ Yes’ra.” 

“And you’ve walked a whole mile this sharp, 

frosty evening to bring it to me.” And as she spoke 

she glanced at his thin, insufficient clothing, which 

exhibited rents so large and numerous as to make it 

safe to conclude that whoever had the care of it did 

not realize the truth of the old adage that “ a stitch 

in time saves nine.” “Take a chair, Natty, and 

draw up close to the fire.” 

“I shouldn’t mind goin* as fur ag’in,” he replied, 

taking a chair and placing it near one corner of the 

fireplace, “for the sake of gettln’ a few sich words 

as I'm al’ays sure of if 1 do anything to obleege yon; 

asd as for being cold, what do I care, when jest a 

glimpse of yonr face, which al’ays seems to have a 

whole heap of sunshine in it, makes me feel so glad 

and warm here”—placing his hand on his side— 

“that it’s enongh sight better to me than Mr. Hard- 

ley’s now greatcoat is to him.” 

“ I don’t doubt it a bit,” said Rhoda. 

“Have you had any supper, Natty?” inquired Jo- 

seplut, who noticed that his eyes often rested on a 

covered dish near the fire, containing some hash 

intended for her father, who had gone to the mil!. 

“None to speak of; Miss Hawley ain’t willin’ I 

should cat much at night, ’cause she says ’twill make 

me sick if I do, and then there’ll be a doctor’s hill 

to pay.” 

Rhoda Ellis put aside her knitting, for she under¬ 

stood the look which Josepha gave her, and left the 

room; in a few minutes she returned with a large 

plate in which were plenty of doughnuts, and a 

smaller one containing several thick, substantial 

slices of cheese. Having put them on a little ronnd 

table, which she drew close to Natty’s side, slxe took 

from a cupboard a large custard pie, that crowning 

delicacy of a country bill of fare, at least in the 

estimation of the younger members of a family. 

Rhoda Ellis, who, had 6lie possessed the means of 

following her own generous impulses, would lutve 

been the Lady Bountiful, not only of Mapleton, but 

the whole country, hastened to place a piece of the 

custard on Natty’s plate, of dimensions so ample 

that the angle dipping into the heart of the pie had 

none of that provoking acuteness common to tbai 

particular part. With its rim of flaky crust and 

golden-hued surface, looking more delicious from 

being flecked with brown, the sight of it might have 

made the ruoutli of a hoy of fourteen water who bad 

been subjected to a regimen far less severe than poor 

Natty. 

“There,” said Rhoda, “yon must eat all the pie, 

and as many of the doughnuts as you can; I’ll war¬ 

rant ’em not to hurt you. The cold, frosty air will 

take care of that.” 

A longing look at the tempting food, a bashful, 

sidelong glance at Josepha, who apparently was 

wholly absorbed in the contents of her letter, and 

then, taking heart of grace, he no longer hesitated 

to obey Rhoda’s command. 

“ 1 told you that you must eat all of the pie,” said 

she, seeing him, in the nice, gingerly manner which 

he thought so great a delicacy deserved, cut it into 

two equal parts, one of which he carefully put aside. 

“Yes, Natty, eat, it all,” said Josepha, looking up 

from her letter. 

And he did eat it all, and by the time he had 

finished, his lips and cheeks, which had looked 

pinched and blue with the cold, had turned red, and 

his eyes looked bright and beaming. When he left, 

he had mittens on his hands and a nice warm com¬ 

forter round his neck. 

“ Is the letter from George?” inquired Rhoda Ellis, 

as soon as Natty was gone. 

“Yes,” replied Josepha, rather absently, as if her 

thoughts were busy on some perplexing subject. 

“I am afraid,” said Rhoda, “that he isn’t coming 

home as soon as he expected, or he wouldn’t have 

written.” 

“Yes, lie is. .’will read the letter to you.” And 

she read as follows: 

“ Mr Dear Sister:—I am passing a few days with 

Aubrey Chester, who, as you have often heard me 

say, was my room-mate the last two years we were 

in College. I could not well refaee his pressing 

invitation, as 1 would willingly have done, knowing 

as I did that accepting it would involve the 

necessity of inviting him to return my visit. 1 

took an early opportunity to request that he would 

accompany me when I returned home, which he 

assented to without hesitancy, as I very welt knew 

that he would, from certain allusions I bad heard 

him make relative to the charm of those social 

gatherings peculiar to the country, such as apple- 

bees, buskings, quilting, etc. 

When at home, Aubrey iB accustomed to living 

in almost princely style, which will suggest to you 

the necessity of doing what you can to make things 

decent and comfortable, for when the best iB done 

that can be, the contrast will be sufficiently glaring. 

It is impossible for me to go into the minutisc of 

what ought to he done, or even what cannot well be 

left undone. All that sort of thing I leavo to the 

ingenuity of you and our good, kind Rhoda, possess¬ 

ing as I do unbounded faith in the abundance of 

your resources, which in time of need never appear 

to fail you, and which in the paucity of ray own 

inventive powers T never should dream of. I will 

barely name one thing which cannot be omitted; the 

spare chamber, which, of course, must be appro¬ 

priated to Aubrey’s use, mutt be papered. It ought 

to be painted, too; but Rhoda’s skill in the art of 

renovating is such that the painting may poxsihly he 

dispensed with. I dare say that paper which will 

answer the purpose can be obtained over to the vil¬ 

lage for a dollar a roll. 

You may expect to sec us in just a week from the 

date of this letter. I am aware that I ought to have 

let you know sooner; but, somehow, there have been 

so many things to engage my attention that time 

slipped away imperceptibly. 1 would say a few 

words relative to the expediency of some addition to 

your wardrobe did I not know that a girl of eighteen 

never fails to have such articles of dress on hand as 

are proper and becoming in a case of emergency.” 

Thus far Rhoda Ellis had preserved a grave silence, 

hut this allusion to Josepha’s dress was 80 great a 

tax on her equanimity that she could no longer 

retain the appearance of composure. 

“I should like to know where he thinks the 

articles come from,” said she, with a voice and look 

of great indignation. “ I never knew anybody to be 

so thoughtleBB as he is. This is the second time 

we’ve got enough together to buy you a silk gown, 

and now ’twill all have to go into the spare chamber 

for the sake of one who is a stranger to us, and who 

has ways and means enough to enjoy himself without 

coming to such a poor place as this is.” 

“Don’t think about the silk gown,” said Josepha; 

“I gave it up the moment I read the letter, and even 

before it came T hadn’t, as you know, exactly made 

up my mind about having it.” 

“But you wanted to have it, for all that; I know 

all about it.” And she gave her head a little toss, a 

way she had when anything occurred to make her 

angry, which, to her credit, was very seldom. 

Josepha did not contradict her assertion; Bhe did 

wish for the dress; and not only that, Bhe needed it; 

hut, self-abnegation was a virtue which had already 

become familiar to her* and, after a short struggle 

with that d>'-irc which any young girl similarly situ¬ 

ated would naturally feel to appear attractive in the 

eyes of other’s, Bhe bravely and cheefully dismissed 

the subject from her mind. 

"On the whole,” said she, speaking up in her 

bright, cheerfnl way, “it is fortunate that we had 

some motive for getting the money together. Had 

it not been so, we should now be without the means 

of complying with George's request, and the room 

dots want renovating and brightening up. I was 

thinking the other day, when looking at the dull, 

lead-colored paper, how gloomy it made the chamber 

look.” 

“ Well, Aubrey Chester won’t care whether it’s the 

color of lead, or of gold. For my part, I think you 

are of mach more consequence than the spare cham¬ 

ber is.” 

“Oh, I can do quite well with this,” and Josepha 

rose as she spoke, and held up the winter dress she 

had been making for herself, in which she had set 

the last stitch. “ Only see,” she added, “ what« 

warm, rich 1 rowu it is!” 

“ Well, it is a good color, nobody can deny that; 

and it’s a nice flue, soft piece of cloth, too.” And 

as sh« examined it, the look of good humor which, 

above all others, was the characteristic trait of her 

countenance, displaced the cloud.hovering on her 

brow. 

A degree of self-complacency, too, might have 

been observable, and well it might be; for the cloth 

was of her own manufacture, and colored with uiobs 

Josepha had gathered, plenty of which could be 

found adhering to the large blocks of granite lying 

round the fields and pastures. 

“As there’s a good deal to do, and a short time to 

do it in.” paid Josepha, “we must set about it at 

once. If father isn't going to make use of the horse, 

you and 1 roust go over to the village as soon as we 

can, after breakfast. I think it will be best to go 

round by Aunt Sally Farnsworth's—it won’t be 

much further that way—and see if she won’t come 

home with us, and help ahont papering the room. 

Aunt Sally is one of those who can turn her hand to 

anything, you know.” 

“Yes, and if wo can only get that done, I sha’n't 

care for the rest. If money is hard to get at, where 

there’s a farm as well cuRivulted as your father 

always cultivates his, there’s no ft-ar but that there’ll 

be a plenty to eat and to drink.” 

“And that which is good, when you’re about,” 

said Josepha; “how is the maple-sugar — isn’t that 

getting low?” 

“No, we’ve a plenty to last till the time comes 

round to make it again." 

Mr. Ashton's return from mill, with his wagon 

loaded with bags of wheat flour, and rye and Indian 

meal, was the signal for Josepha to put the tea to 

draw, while Rhoda hastened to make some toast. 

This, with the warm hash, some slices of cold ham, 

with the addition of doughnuts and custard-pie, such 

as had given strength to Natty, and rejoiced his 

heart, were ready by the time Mr. Ashton had 

stabled his horse and deposited his hags in the 

store-room. 

Mr. Ashton’s personal appearance was such as 

would have caused the eye of a stranger to single 

him out in a mixed assembly. While necessity had 

compelled him to labor almost unremittingly with 

his hands, the expression of his countenance, atid 

those lines indicating intellectual power, showed 

that he had not suffered his miud to lie waste. As 

he took his seat at the table which had been placed 

in comfortable proximity to the fire, Josepha held up 

her brother’s letter. 

jalk. 

“ From George,” said she. “ He says we may ex¬ 

pect to see him next Tuesday.” 

“ We shall all be glad to see him.” 

He said this very quietly, hut Josepha knew, by 

the ruddy glow which it sent to his cheek, that the 

thought of bis coming warmed his blood. By the 

time he had finished his Bupper, she had, in her own 

pleasant way, omitting only the allusion to her dress, 

made known to him the different items contained in 

the letter. 

“ I shall be glad — heartily glad to have his friend 

Aubrey come with him,” said he. “ Besides, the 

hospitality which he has accepted, should be recip¬ 

rocated; but as to the chamber, dingy as it is, I 

believe it must remain so; I’ve only the means of 

raising money enough to pay the taxes, and never in 

my life, except in case of sickness, have I suffered 

them to remain unpaid the first time they were 

called for.” 

“ Papering the chamber is our affair,” said Rhoda, 

who in her secret heart, notwithstanding her recent, 

somewhat angry demonstration, would have preferred 

living on bread and water for weeks, rather than to 

have George disappointed. “ As long as I can get 

well paid for all the knitting I can do,” she went on 

to say, “if it iB a slow way of earning money, T 

guess when added to what Josepha gets by making 

netting fringe, which everybody, now-a-days, must, 

to he in the fashion, have to trim the window and bed 

curtains with, that we can buy a few rolls of room- 

paper, and have something left in the locker.” 

“ Well, daughter, you and Rhoda can do jnstas you 

think best about it,” was Mr. Ashton’s answer. [To 

he concluded next week.] 

OUR FALL CAMPAIGN! 

The Rural, on Trial, at only Half Price! 

mnmn 

In response to late requests from Agents and 

others, we would state that, in order to accommodate 

those wishing to try the Rural New-Yorker fora 

few months — and also as a means of introducing it 

more generally in many localities preparatory to the 

commencement of anew volume — we have comiln- 

ded to offer the paper from September 1st to January, 

or from October to January, at only Half Prick. 

We will therefore send the Rural from September 1st 

to January (4 months, or 17 papers,) for 33 tents — or 

3 copies for $1, 6 for $2, <fcc. From October to Jan¬ 

uary (3 months —13 papers,’/ at only 25 cts. per copy 

—or 4 copies for SI, 8 for ?2, 12 for S3, Ac. In each 

case we will send to as many different post-offices as 

desired. Our Canada friends will rtf course add 

American postage (at the rate of 12] cts. for 12 

' months,) to the above rates. 

jMJ' This is offering the Rural below war price*, 

i and at a rate affording ns no profit. But we hope, by 

j thus furnishing the paper at or below cost, to intro¬ 

duce it to thousands who will become permanent 

subscribers. As the times are improving, and the 

long evenings and period of leisure arc coming on 

apace, we trust the agents and other fiiends of the 

Rural will kindly aid in extending its circulation 

and benefits. Almost any reader so disposed, caH 

obtain from 4 to 20 trial subscribers with compara¬ 

tively little effort — thus not only benefiting individ¬ 

uals and community, hut contributing to the future 

prosperity and usefulness of the paper. Friends of 

the Rural and its Objects! will you not make some 

effort in the right direction — to further the circula¬ 

tion of the favorite Rural Weekly, and render ita 

Fall Campaign successful? 

VANITIES FROM “VANITY FAIR.” 

Literary Lynchings in the South.—The Charleston 

Mercury announces the “suspension” of a number 

of S. C. secession papers, and the “cutting down” 

of two, the Southron and the Enquirer. V. F. would 

suggest, as the best course with regard to the editors, 

that they he suspended and not cut down. Talking of 

suspension, three or four traitor papers in New York 

are “ hanging by the eyelids.” 

“ Cut this out.11— For organizing an army, feeding, 

clothing, and equipping it, and going into war 

business, in general, the American people stand a loan. 

Something of a Rush.—Which Summer Retreat was 

the most crowded this season? That from Manassas 

to Washington. 

A Good Name.—We are rejoiced to learn that Mr. 

G. F. Ketclium has been appointed Quartermaster of 

the Boston Light Artillery. Many of our contractors 

need a Ketclium very much, and a few of them a 

plain Ketch. 

How would they like it.— There are a number of 

heavy guns now in the fortifications on Arlington 

Heights, and, at the risk of beingthought traitorous, 

we must say that we wish the rebels would take the 

whole charge of them. 

Sentiment by one in the paint business.—“ We have 

got to put the rebels through the mills, don’t you see, 

till we take all the grit out of them.” 

Southern Notes Depreciated.— According to the 

Nashville Danner, the treasury notes of the rebel 

Confederacy arc “ miserably executed.” They are not 

so badly done as the fools who take them. 

llow they differ.—The man Jeff. Davis: A reck¬ 

less one. The privateer Jeff. Davis: Oho wreck 

more. 

Garments for the Seat of War—The breaches made 

by the artillery. 

Bail required for the appearance of the Southern 

Loan—The Cotton Bale. 

Why do our soldiers need no barbers? Because 

they are regularly shaved by the Government con¬ 

tractors. 

What Samba thinks of Bull Run—There’s victory 

in de feet. 

(&mmt fot :tl« itofj 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 28 letters. 

My 24, 12, 20 is a river to Asia. 

My 28, «, 10, 14. 8. IT, 23 Is * river in Asia. 

My 18, 20, 25. 9. 3. 2 is a river in Europe. 

My 22, 14 16, 7, 20. 4 is a river in Asia. 

My 15. 1, 23 25, 11 is a river in Europe, 

My 5. 11, 13 is a river in North Carolina. 

My 7, 20, 24, 16. 27, 26. 10, 19, 2 is a river in South America. 

My 24, 27, 14, 25. 24, 21, 24 is a river in South America. 

My whole is a very useful and distinguished work. 

Jersey, Ohio, 1861. Lillis. 

Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker 

A BOUQUET OF FLOWERS. 

My 1st is to dis6gure, a pronoun, and a kind of metal. 

My 2d is a bird and its beak. 

My 3d is the orgau of sight and a word denoting brilliancy. 

My 4th is a blossom, a preposition, an article, and a space of 

time. 
My 5th is a race of men and a vegetable. 

My 6th is a bird and an instrument. 

My 7th is a number, an exclamation, and an instrument to 

measure lime. 

My 8th is a quadruped and a cover for the hand. 

My 9th is elevation, a preposition, and my native State. 

My 10th is a flower and a feminine name. 

Glendale, Ohio, 1861. J. M. C. 

Answer in two weeks. 

CHARADE. 

My first a baby does when you pinch it, 

My second a lady says when she does not mean it, 

My third exists and no one e'er has seen it. 

My whole contains the world's best half within it. 

Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM. 

^Vfamliscnients. 

Agents waxted to sell fruit trkeh. 
We wiHhto employ a number of experienced and trust¬ 

worthy men to sell tires. Ac-, from our Nurseries at liberal 
wages. 

W holes ale P kalis bs furnished with Nursery, Stock ef all 
descriptions at the lowest wholesale rales. 

HOuKF.R, EARLEY A CO.. 
IWAtf Rochester Wholesale Nurseries. Rochester, N. 7 

“FAMILY NEWSPAPER.’1- F Mrs. Hankins' Mammoth Pictorial U to its Sixth Volume 
and has SOOJWOreaders. 1'nll of Engraving* and Fashion Plater. 
Largest, nicest sno best in t.he world (nr ?ft vre. a year Aosim 
wanted Ladies. Teachers, Clergymen, Or Post-Masters For 
Specimen Copies and Terms to Age:,'-. inclose red stamp to 

878 4ft & CO., New York, 

WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’t 

MPUOVKD FAMILY 8EUI.YG MACHINES 
WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth. Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER A WILSON MANUFACTURING CO be* 
to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING 
MACHINES, while they have added new and important im¬ 
provement*. The reduction is made in the hope that the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their pAtenta 

Office DOS Broadway, New York. 

H. VV. DIBBLE, Agent, 

579-tf UOCHKSTKR. N. t 

COUNTRY AGENTS WAJNTEI).- 
fa * Day Mrs Hanfctti* wants Agents at boms or to 

travel for her I’ictortal " FAMILY .N KWsPaPKH,' also for b»r 
Curious New Brink of PEMAl.E CHARACTERS is rat CITY. 
For Specimens arid Terrna inclose red stamp to HANKINS A 
CO., New York _ 

IlllIK.— I'nge’n Urrpenuil Kiln, Pittenleii July, 
_J 1887.— Superior to any in use for Wood or Coal curds 

ol wood, or li» tuns of coal to 100 bbls.— coal not mixed writ 
stone. Sddrees U84-tf.l 0 l> PAOV Rnahe-ter V t 

FOR Ft TJ Ft A. LISTS. j^OOKS 

Tub following works on Agriculture, Horticulture, &c„ nmy 

be obtained ut the Office of tho Rural Nkw-Yokkkh. Wer*n 
also furnish other books on Rural Allaire, issued by American 
publishers, at the usual retail prices,—and shall add new work* 
as published. U?" RpkaL Agents entitled to premiums, and 
who are offered a choice of books, can select from this list. 

Hyde sChloese Sugar Cano it American Farmers Eocy 
clop 

Allen 
Clojtedia,.00 Johnston's Agriculture. 
lien'.- Am Farm Ilnok_1 CO Chemistry. ..125 

Allen's Disease# nf Domes¬ 
tic Animals... 76 

Allen's Rural Architecture 1 28 
Alien on the Grape,.- 1 00 
Am Architect, or Plana for 
'Country Dwellings ..—600 
imerioin Florist's Guide, 78 American Florist's 

Barry's Fruit Garden.I 38 
Blake's Fanner at Home,. 1 28 
Boussingattlt'* Rural Ecou- 
uiu.v...--1 ** 

Bright on Grape Culture, 2d 
edition. ......   60 

Browne's Bird Fancier. 80 
Browne's Poultry Yard.... 1 00 
On. Field Bonk of Manures ! 28 
Bridgeman'e Guiv). Axel-150 
Do Florist's Guide..—... 60 
Do. Kitchen Gardener's In¬ 
structor---60 

Do, Fruit Cult. Manual.... Co 
Break's Book or Flowers....! 00 
Buist's Flower Garden.....1 28 
Do. Family Kitchen Gam 75 
llu-racal Field Lectures 1 «A» 
Chinese .Sugfti Cane and 

Sugar Making.  2“ 
Chorlton's Grape Growers 
Guide... 60 

Cobbett’s Am. Gurdeuer W 
Cottage and Farm Bee¬ 

keeper .------. 6° 
Colek Am. Fruit Book. SO 
Do. Am. Veterinarian..- 60 
Dadd .- Modern Horse Doc.. 100 
Do. Am Cattle Doctor ....100 
Do. Anatomy and Pliysi- 

olov of the Horae.2 00 
Bo, colored plates....* 00 
Dana's Muck Manual.......I 00 
Do. Prise Ksiay on Manures 25 
Darlington's Weeds and Use¬ 

ful Plants...1 *0 
Davy's Deveu Herd Book I 00 
Domestic arid Ornamental 
Poultry...... .100 

Do. colored plates....-,-2o0 
Downing's Fruits and Fruit 
Trees—.-l?6 

Downing's Landscape Gar¬ 
dening.350 

Do. Rural Lteft.VS.  8 00 
Eastwood's Cranberry Cul¬ 

ture . 60 
Elliott's West Fruit Bonk 1 25 
Every Lady her own Flower 
Gardener.  60 

Family Doctor by Prof. H. 
S Tavlor. J 28 

Farm Drainage, (II. F 
French).-.1 00 

Few-endon's Fanner and 
Gardener..1 28 

Do. Am Kitchen Garden,. 50 
Fields Peat Culture.1 no 
Fish Culture.  1 te) 
Flint on Graa-es.,...125 
Guenon on Milch Cows.... GO 
Herbert to Roree-keepere..l 2!, 
Hooper's Dog A Gun, paper, 25 
Do. do. cloth... 60 
Hough's Farm Record.3 00 
Kidder's Guide to Apiarian 
Science..— 60 

A park is to he surrounded with a walk which shall occu¬ 

py just 25-64 of the whole number of square rods in the 

park. What must be the width of the walk, supposing the 

park to he 16 rods long by 12 wide? 

Castile, N. Y., 1861. Durr. 

£3?” Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 610. 

Answer to Biblical Enigma:—Have faith in God. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—David Livingstone. 

Answer to Charade:—Count Rod-e-rick. 

Answer to Mathematical Problem:—117 feet and 9 inches. 

Do. Elements of Ag. Chen. 
ivtry and Geology.180 

Do. Catechism ol Chen i-l.-y 
for Schools.   35 

Laug-trotn on the Hive and 
Honey Bee. 125 

Leuchar* Hot Hous.es r25 
Liebig's Familiar Lettera '.o 

Farmer* .....  50 
Mosley's Morgan Horse; .1 ft) 
Miner-Bee-keeper's Mxmix.1 H) 
Miles on the Horse's Foot. 5) 
llilburnonCow.  28 
Modern Cookery by Mls> 

Actoo nnfl.Mt-s 8 J Halr.l 23 
Mrs. Abel's Skillful House¬ 

wife and Cadies'duie. W 
Saxton's Kura! Hand Booii 

boundiu t Senes....ram 1 -2 
Minin's Land Dratuer. K) 
Nitsh'sProgre-sive Farmer 0 
Neill's Gaol. Companion iu) 
Norton's Elements of Agrv 
culture.. S) 

Oleott'.vSprgho and Implies] 00 
Pardee on the Miawbcrri m) 
Pedder's Laud Measure.-. . Jo 
Person's New Culture of Lld 
Vine.. 85 

Phelps' Bee-keeper's Chart 26 
yuinov'8 Mybteriesof Bee¬ 
keeping..I «> 

Gainey on Soiling Cattle... <*) 
Rabbit Fancier.  « 
Kaudall's Sheep Husband¬ 

ry ..  US 
Richardson on the Horse. 25 
Do. Pests of the 1 Arm.... A 
Do DomeelJc Fowls. 25 
Do. on the Hog.. 25 
Do. on the Honey Bee .. 25 
Do. on the Dog. 25 
Keeumhn's Vlne-dre.-sera 
Manual.  50 

Shepherd's Own Bn. k.2dJ 
Stray Leaves from the Bonk 

of Nature. »•« 
Stephens' Book ofthe 1mm 

2 vuls. 4'W 
Skillful Housewife . ^ 
Skinner s Elements of At- 
riculture. J 

Smith's Landscape Gar- 
deniug..1 •" 

Timer's Principles of A*re 
culture... • ^ 

Thomas' Farm ImplemtuGl tW 
Thompson’s Food of Aoo .. 

Tlie RoseCultunst.w 
Topham's Cbeiuietrt **-♦ ^ 

Turner's Cotton Pi..- :ers 
Manual. 

Wurder 8 Hedges an•-! 1 p ^ 

Waringte" Element* "o'1 "**■ ,, 
riculture.* .,s 

Weeks on Bees. 
Wilson on Flax.5 
V..miti& Martin nnCiU. e j 

*. 75 Vvuatt on the Horse. 
Do. ud Sheep. 
Do. on the flog. OUVUVAi,....--- —  .. - ■ * ' . , wr 

t'-p- Any of the above named works will be forwards 1 

mail, post-paid, cm receipt of the price specifled. 
Address I>. I*. T. IHMtKK, Rochester, N- » 

HOOKE'S BURAL NEW-l’OKKEK, 
TUK LARGEST CIRCULATED 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY WELKL1, 

IS PUBLISHED EVKRY SATURDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. T 

Terms in Advance: 

Subscription - Two Dollars a YtUl*. 

Agents as follows:—Three Copies one year, tor $5, - • 

free to club agent, for *10; Ten, and one free, ^ 
and one Tree, for *21; Twenty, and one fiev. jlb I 
greater nuiutier at same rate —only t-1 25 I "' "p- ‘ qu(, I 

extra free copy for every Ten Subscribe- Uiiflereut I 

papers directed to Individuals and ‘^ll 1 *“ L,stave on I 
Post-Offices as desired As we pre-pay Amen«n '' ' sad I 
papers sent to the British Provinces, our Lanai f I 
friends must add mi cents per copy to the cloh ^ j9 I 

Rural. The lowest price of copies sent 
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variations more marked, eittier for better or worse, 
so long will it be the duty of the farmer, the gardener 
and the stock-grower to take advantage of these 
differences for constant and permanent progress, by 
using for propagation only the best. This is the 
system pursued by the breed¬ 
er of stock in obtaining all , A ,, 
onr fine breeds of animals; . UA'uJ 
by the gardener and florist WlwBJ y 
in producing onr choice veg- 'W1 iff 1 
etables and beautiful flowers; . 
but it is too often ignored by Vri)'Wj. Jjf / 
the farmer and by those who <Y\ i fff/ 4 
produce farm seeds. ^KM 

Mr. H \ llktt, of England, Vfmitw } 
has for four years ex peri- #V J 
mooted with wheat, saving 1 ^ 

and planting the best head 'yf}\ 
produced, as seed for the \ 
next year’s crop, lie com- 
menced with what is known Vv% ■**- y’ 
as tlio Nursery Wheat, shown 
in the engraving, and the im- \ 'l 
provetnent every successive 
year resulted the last liar- 
vest fn the monstrous head 
shown, with fifteen sets on ' 
each side of the rachis, each VwyJ 

with from four to five grains, yfST/ 
making over one hundred VajaV^lj. / Wj J 

grains. The London /»ar- 
dcnrr'x Chronicle, after show- 

ing the great improvement. 

full account of the expert- 
ments of Mr. H ai.lett, :rom 
which we make the follow- 

Now, the purpose of this . 

long preamble is to intro- 

of an acre) where the seed had been dibbled a foot 

apart in every way, at the rate of four and a half 

pints per acre—and of the crops on two adjacent 

fields, the one dibbled at the rate of one peck per 

acre, and the othor drilled in the ordinary way, at 

the rate of six pecks per acre. 

The interesting point in Mr. Hallett’s wheat, how¬ 

ever, is not the extraordinary character of individual 

specimens this might he tho result of an accidental 

concurrence of fortunate circumstances it is the 

fact that this character lias been inherited. It is 

now the fourth year since Mr. Hallett commenced 

the careful cultivation of the wheat plant. Com¬ 

mencing with an ear of Nursery Wheat four years 

ago, he has year by year selected most carefully the 

produce of the finest ears as seed for the next year’s 

crop, and improving every successive harvest, he 

has at length more than doubled the size of the 
original ears. 

What a careful register be has preserved of all his 

doings—how intensely tho Influence of “individual 

oversight and care” has been exerted is plain from 

the plan before ns of his experimental plot, where 

the position of every seed, the number of ears the 

plant derived from it has yielded, aud tho value and 

history of particular ears are recorded. We have in 

this plan an exact account of the successive towb A, 

B, C, Ac.; and of their successive plants A 1, A 2, 

A 3, Ac. Aud the following Is a summary of some 

of these rows: 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 

CHAS. 33. BKAQDON, Western Corresponding Editor. 

The Rural New-Yorker is (tesifmed to be nnsHrpaasod in 
Value. Pnrlty, Usefulness and Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance. Its Conductor devotes his per¬ 

sonal attention to the BupervlRian or it* canons departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Rra*t. ati eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the important Practical. Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business nf those 
whose Interests it zealously advocates. As a Family Joitrxa l 

it is eminently Instructive and Entertaining — heimr so con¬ 
ducted that it can be safely taken to tho Hearts and Homes or 
people of Intelligence, taste and dincrimlnation It embrace* 

more Agricultural. Horticultural, Scientific, Educational. 

MICHIGAN STATE PAIR. 

And then follows a calculation founded on the “ rule 

of three,” from which it appears that the produce is 

equal to 1,001,880 ears per acre, and that 500,000 

grains of wheat or thereabouts filling a bushel, it 

only needs an average of f>5 grains of wheat per ear 

to produce 100 bushels per acre, whereas the average 

number of grains on two of the poorer plants were 

79 grains per edk. 

A calculation of this kind, however, is of little 

agricultural value; but the thing which is of immense 

agricultural value Is that a “pedigree” wheat will 

hand down tho character of its ancestry—and if 

through a number of generations good qualities 

have been exhibited, those qualities will be certainly 

handed down, and tho produce will make an effort 

to develop them, even in unfavorable circumstances, 

i’erhaps the extreme detail of Mr. llallett's superin¬ 

tendence during tho progress of his experiment will 

best be gathered from the following letter with which 

we have been favored from him since our visit to his 

farm, where we were not fortunate enough to meet 

On entering the Pair Grounds — pleasantly located 

on the “ Cass Farm,” about two miles from the 

center of the city—we were surprised at the striking 

contrast, in Beveral respects, to the appearance of the 

Provincial Show, the previous morning. The first 

sight was unfavorable—the old buildings, Ac., 

•ontrasting poorly with the fine new ones at London. 

Our next surprise was to find the ordinarily “ outside 

shows ” on the inside, and occupying very prominent 

positions, with venders of notsrnms alongside. 

" Friends and brethren” of the Michigan State Ag. 

Society, “these things ought not to be ”—for, even 

though they jmy, temporarily, yon cannot, in the 

long run, afford to thus add to your receipts, nor 

can any kindred association. 

FLOWERS AND FRUITS. 

Oar first view of the Exhibition proper was in 

Flobal Hali,. This was finely decorated, the fes¬ 

toons of evergreens being vc-ry tastefully arranged. 

The display of Flowers, however, was limited, 

though their arrangement was excellent. The show 

of Dahlias was fine, and prominent; of hot-house 

plants and floral ornaments, somewhat meagre. 

Messrs. Hcbiiard & Davis, Detroit, made the largest 

floral display, though Wm. Adair and John Ford, 

of the same place, had a fine assortment of cut 

flowers and bouquets. Mrs. Anna C. Sherwood, of 

Detroit, was the principal amateur contributor, and 

made a very creditable exhibition of cat flowers and 

hardy annuals. Cut flowers, floral ornaments, Ac., I 

were also shown by Mrs. T. T. Lyon, Mrs. B. Hunter, I 

JliBS E. Castekton, and others. A fine specimen of 

the Cohea «<■ undent (a remarkably rapid growing and 

beautiful climber,) was exhibited by J. W. Knurr, 

Detroit, who also had a show of hot-house plants, 

seedling panzies, Ac. The Hall also comprised well- 

arranged, though small displays of Pianos and 

Melodeons, Sewing Machines, Pine Cone and Worsted 

work, Paintings, Drawings, Daguerreotypes, speci¬ 

mens of Penmanship, Ac. Two Landscapes by 

Hart, and one by Church — exhibited by Philo 

Parsons, Esq., Detroit —were the chief attraction 

among the paintings. The whole display was ar¬ 

ranged in a very tasteful and unique manner. A 

Tank Aquariom in the center of the Hall, gome 

twelve feet square, stocked with lake fish, (supplied 

hy Geo. Clark, of Ecorse, ) and a fountain playing, 
was the great attaction. 

The Fruit was shown in a spacious tent —too 

spacious for the amount, though the display was fair 

in quality, and good for the season. Mr. T. T. Lyon, 

of Plymouth, a prominent exhibitor, said the show 

was only about half in quantity, compared with last 

year, and far below in quality — yet we thought it 
included many fine sneeimena n t 

111 now send you in a case with lid (fastened with 

a screw, over which is my seal), some of my very 

finest ears, among them the original from which the 

engraving was taken. I must ask you to bear in 

mind, however, that my drawing was made early in 

July, and while accurately faithful as to the number 

of sets and length, is not accurate as to the details 

of the chaff-glumes, as is the drawing (unfinished) 

which I made yesterday of what I consider my best 

ear, in fact the best I ever saw. This drawing is a 

fac-simile of this ear, up one side of which are 63 

grains. It has 15 ’sets,'the bottom one containing 

4 grains, the next 5 grains, and the two next sets 6 

grains each. It is this latter characteristic which I 

am now endeavoring to develop, as this, combined 

with number of sets, will give far greater produce 

than mere length. The ear Z K7, for instance, con¬ 

tains 123 grains, while A 17, the original of the 

engraving, contains but 118, so far as one can be 

sure of, but it was gathered so early that it is difficult 

to say exactly if there might not have been two or 

three more. I send you, however, its fellow ear (see 

the other A 17), to show what it would have been if 

allowed to he matured. . No other long ear, however, 

exceeds 108 or 110. 

“ A 5 (li t grains) is of the same length as Z 87, 

and like it in general character—the sets 15 in num¬ 

ber and closer together. 

“As tile ‘stool’ Z 87, from which the ear repre¬ 

sented in the accompanying drawing is taken, is the 

1 stool’ with whloh I start afresh this year, I am 

afraid to send you the original, lest any accident 

might happen; hut the drawing Is accuracy itself. I 

measured all the lengths with the compasses. My 

intention iB to use this ear as my present starting 

point, starting again next year with the Btool from 

that one of its grains which proves itself', upon 

counting the whole, to be the best. “ Will the grains 

from the sets containing six produce more sets of 

six than the others? I shall try this. 

“While upon this point, let me remark, that 

having found an ear this year which by some means 

had in coming into ear lost its upper half, I noticed 

that the result of the sap of the whole ear being 

concentrated upon half of it was that this was de¬ 

veloped to an extraordinary degree iwith very full 

‘sixes,’ and an attempted seventh in a set. This 

suggests to me to try next year the cutting off, say 

in March, from a ‘stool,’ every stem but one, con- 

PEDIGREE WHEAT. 

All are familiar with horses, cattle and Bheep 

with long and puzzling pedigrees, and even men 

sometimes boast of the position and virtues of their 

fathers, g. f., and g. g. f. But wheat with a pedigree 

seems to be something new under the sun, where, 

according to Solouon, nothing new is to be antici¬ 

pated, Pedigree, according to the lexicographers, 

means lineage, or the line of ancestors from which 

a person or tribe descends, and, whether properly 

applied to grain or not, we arc not responsible for 

such use, for so we find it in our European journals, 

and an improved wheat with this title, of monstrous 

growth, advertised and recommended by the highest 

English authorities. 

Nothing ia more ridiculous than to consume the 

earliest and best grains aud vegetables, and save those 

which are the latest and poorest, and about worthless, 

for seed; and yet this is too often the course prac¬ 

ticed by farmers who save their owu seeds; and if 

some of our extensive seed-growers do not pursue 

the same system, we are at a loss to account for 

many failures with ruta bugaa, c inliflowers, Ae. It 

was once, and, for aught we know, may now be the 

practice with some to plant the smallest potatoes— 

selling the best, dividing the Becond quality between 

themselves and the fattiug pigs, and planting the 

poorest. This course may answer for a time or two, 

but if followed, especially on rather light land, will 

produce “pedigree” potatoes in a regular line of 

descent, for they will grow Binaller and smaller. 

As long as “like produces like,” with certain gen¬ 

eral and slight variations, and occasionally with 

nursery wheat. pedigree wheat. 

duce the announcement that there is snch a thing as 

a “Pedigree Wheat” Probably all good sorts 

originating in single selected ears, have more or less 

a pedigree—a certain proportion of the produce has 

each year been rejected as inferior, and from the 

remainder only, the grain has been derived which is 

ultimately offered in the seed market. We have, 

however, lately made the acquaintance, find, in the 

advertising columns of our agricultural papers, and 

latterly in tho fields where the crop was being cut, 

of a true “pedigree” wheat. The enormous ear 

represented, which looks like an object in the micro¬ 

scope, Is the fairly drawn portrait of an ear which 

we have in our hand as we write. The lowest set of 

florets shown in the figure has been broken off—It 

was gathered early and before being fully ripe, in 

older that it might be sketched, and it has somewhat 

shrunk, not, however, more than a quarter of an 

inch ia length, and correspondingly in width. The 

sets are generally of five graiim each, four at either 

end, and there are fifteen sets on each side of the 

rachis. It is probably the most extraordinary ear 

of wheat that was ever grown. We have, however, 

a box before us containing many ears of fourteen 

seta on either side, and containing from ninety to 

one hundred and fourteen grains in each. And 

having been over Mr. Uallett’s garden and wheat 

fields, at the Manor House, Brighton, we can vouch i 

for the extraordinary character of the plants which 

occupied the garden plot (about the fourteenth part 

Rows. Plants or 
Stools. Ears. MI sues. 

Ears par 
Plant or 

Stool. 

A. 14 400 28K 
B . 11 282 1 2b'A 
C . 9 206 5 23 
D . 15 342 23 
E. 14 322 _ 23 
F . 14 276 _ 20 
G . 14 306 22 
H. 12 817 2 26H 
1 . 13 304 • 1 23 Jt 
J _ 14 430 — 30>2 

Total . 130 _3184 9 23 
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ccnlrating upon one ear the ‘root power, bo to 

speak, of 20 or 30 ! 
“If the result he what I anticipate, although it 

would not be legitimate to show this as a specimen 

of iny wheat, it would he perfectly legitimate to 

show the progeny resulting from such a concentra¬ 

tion of vital power in the parent What do you 

think of this? 
“It has been the great leading idea of my life, 

that the starting with an accidentally large ear is a 

very different thing from starting with a similar ear 

the result of descent, or pedigree. Take the case of 

two heifers identical in every respect but pedigree— 

the one what she is by accident, the other by design; 

the one worth £300, the other £26. From the former 

you may get any imaginable kind of progeny, lroin 

the latter only a good kind; In other words, yon 

have fixity of type. And the good qualities gain 

the force, as it were, of impetus, hy continual accu¬ 

mulation. 
“If H farmer wants a good cabbage, mangel, or 

turnip, his instinct leads him to select a good paiont 

—the same with regard to animals, horses, cattle or 
dogs—hut the moment he approaches the cereals be 

no longer adopts the principle which he knows in 

other cases to he right. 
“Is the trouble it would he, the cause of this? 

Let us see. From one grain planted in September, 

1850, I shall this year, September 1861, drill 40 acres. 

A wit ole ear in 1859 would have planted 80 times as 

much. Now all farmers should he continually trying 

this as a matter of business, employing any kind of 

wheat they think likely to suit their purpose.” 

Let us add that, we give this detailed account of 

Mr. Hallett’s success, because it is an illustration of 

a general truth. Any of our readers gifted with the 

requisite patience, perseverance, ftml powers of ob¬ 

servation, may realize it in ilia own experience. 

The produce of our crops is the result of mere 

average and annual treatment; the produce of our 

live stock is the result of a long continued effort on 

the part of our best breeders. Everybody knows 

that owing to this effort our cattle and sheep have 

Individually and on the average increased immensely 

in weight and profitableness. Let the same effort 1)0 

made on behalf of our cereal und other grains, and 

we doubt not Mr. Ilallctt’s expectation, of a similar 

improvement there will be fully realized. 

JACKSON COUNTY (MICH,) FAIR. 

Fkom sixteen to twenty years ago, when a resident 

thereof, we knew somewhat of Jackson Co., Mich.,— 

thought we had some knowledge of it agriculturally, 

and of the intelligence, skill and enterprise of its 

citizens. But on re-visiting the county and (now) 

City of Jackson two weeks ago, and attending the 

Annual Fair, we were surprised at the wonderful 

transition in all departments of production and trade, 

and the remarkable improvements in both Town and 

Country — in the residences, stores, ware houses and 

public buildings of the city, and In the buildings, 

fences, cultivation and general management of farm¬ 

ers and horticulturists. All these things were note, 

wort hy, yet the County Fair Grounds, and whatwe saw 

upon them, seemed the most astonishing. To find that 

the Jackson County Ag'l Society had permanent Fair 

Grounds, with better “improvements,5* in many 

respects, than most of the County Societies in West¬ 

ern and Central New York, was certainty unexpected 

1- an “eye-opener ” which not only reminded us of 

the state of the county a few years ago, uud its 

remarkable progress since, but which led us to con¬ 

trast it, with our own region. But to the object of 

this article. 

The Fair was much better than we anticipated, in 

any event, but considering the war, the fact that the 

.State Fair was held at the same time, and other 

unfavorable circumstances, it was a decided success, 

although pronounced far inferior, in all respects, to 

last season. There was a fine display of stock — 

remarkable, considering location, mid age of County 

and Society. Of Cattle, particularly, there was a 

much larger and better show than wo expected. 

Shot t horns were well represented, there being IS 

entries —a grand show for the place and year. M. 

Shoemaker of Jackson, H. E. Alpkicu and D. C. 

Yjokery of Parma, Morgan Cask of Napoleon, 

Chester Wau. of Sandstoue, and others, exhibited 

good animals in this cluss. Devons were shown in 

less numbers, but of good quality. The herds of 

Messrs. Mkhkiman linos., ]’. E. Aumicn, aud M. 

Shokmakku were very creditably represented. The 

Natives and Grades, and Working then, were not 

numerous, but we saw some fine specimens of each. 

The display of Houses was quite, creditable (112 

entries) — including some good working and carriage 

teams, trotting horses and stallions. We noticed u 

fine ,St. Lawrence stallion, (a good image of bis sire, 

“Old St. Lawrence,”) and also some good Morgan 

stallions and colts. Considerable attention is evi¬ 

dently given to the improvement of horses in the 

county, judging from tie animals shown by Messrs. 

r». >v. tayi.or, e. a. Ferris, j. h. King, R. J. 

Ckego, J. L. Butterfield, M. Siiokmakkr, C. G. 

Urinnell, C. L. Rogers, Morgan Case, Seth 

Sharpe, H. K. Fritz, and a number of others. 

Of Sheet there was also a creditable show, as we 

anticipated — for the farmers of Central Michigan are 

devoting considerable attention to sheep husbandry, 

and making wool growing an important and profitable 

branch. [About 500,000 lbs. of wool were sold in 

Jackson Co. last year, at an average of 41 cents per 

lb., and tbo sales the present season have been full 

26 per cent, more than last.] J. J. Maxon of Leoni, 

W. 11. and S. U. Pai.mkr of Brooklyn, A. N. Spauld¬ 

ing and J. T. Bush were among the exhibitors of 

superior Merinos. But few long wools were shown, 

though of fair quality — hy D. Conradt of Parma, 

and J. McNeil of Jackson. Some good South- 

Downs were there, including a pen of fine bucks by 

P. Pease of Blackman. 

In Floral Hall (a tine exhibition building) we found 

$ good display of FIuwqtb, Fruits, Vegetables, Grain, 

&o. Dr. J. T. Wilson, of the “Cottage Garden,” 

Jackson, made a splendid show of plants and flowers 

—over 100 different entries, and of course numerous 

varieties, including 60 of dahlias, 25 of phloxes, etc. 

J. H. Stevens of Jacksou, was also a prominent 

exhibitor. 

The show of Fruit was good for the season. S. O. 

Knapp of Jackson, had a tine assortment of Pears — 

17 varieties of Fall, -1 of Snmmer, and 1 of Winter. 

Of Apples, Mrs. S. Woodward bad 45 varieties, and 

9 of peaches. R. J. Crkgo of Liberty, showed 60 

varieties of apples; T. B. Tooker of Napoleon, 24 

vars., and W. C. Weeks of Columbia, good speci¬ 

mens. Names of other exhibitors not noted. 

Vegetables were shown in profusion, and generally 

of good quality; but we were unable to take notes. 

A. Maxson, S. Sharp, D. D. Tookek, McNeil, 

Weeks, U. Bronson, E. B. Cochran, and others, 

made line exhibitions. 

Grain of superior quality. The samples of white 

wheat shown by D. Markham and Morgan Case, 

were extra — as were the oats of D. Conradt, M. J. 

Draper, ud<1 Mr. Tooker. We noticed several line 

wimples of Indian corn — Mr. Crego, I. Hatt, and 

others showing superior specimens of the large 

vaiieties, ft decided advance upon what was formerly 

grown iu the county. 
Farm Implements were poorly represented, the 

show being very meagre (we were told) compared 

with former years. The manufacturers of Jackson No, we go in for the weather as it is, and tor 

alone could (and should) have made a large and good to shape himself to it without grumbling, h. t 

display. G, II. Felt of Brooklyn, exhibited Home -- 

good machines; H. K. Fritz, awrought-iron mower; PASTURING ROADS—FENCE LAWS, &c. 

aud Mr. Spencer, one of Kirby’s combined ma¬ 

chines, and some grain drills. A novel and ingeni- yN the Rural New-Yorker for August 31st, 

ous sheep-shearing machine was exhibited and ope- Subscriber, Oswego Co., N. V.,” complains tha 

rated on the ground—the invention of a Mr. Jenkins js “troubled with unruly cattle running in the h 

of Jackson. way,” and inquireswhat he should “do with tt 

arrangement_sun shine in the morning—pass under tors, railroad men, and public thieves claim, and 

a cloud awning for mid-day, and come out in time receive, so large a share of the attention of our law- 

for a magnificent sun set —a sufficient wetting down makers, that it looks like a serioua undertaking to 

after bed time. Well, I guess we’d have the earth as attempt to get, any measure passed pertaining to the 

formul and common-place’as a washing machine and public good; but I think that a course might be 

of course man would be the same. Free agency and taken to effect the passage of such a law, that would 

healthy development wouldn't belong to that ar- be successful—the lobby to the contrary potwith 

rangement. standing. Tbe farmers have tbe control of the ballot- 

No, we go in for the weather as it is, and for man boxes, and have the power to dictate who shall be 

to shape himself to it without grumbling, h. t. b. sent to the Legislature. They have only to act 

_- together, and they can elect two-thirds of the mem- 

Tn the Rural New-Yorker for August 31st, “A 

Subscriber, Oswego Co,, N. V.,” complains that he 

is “troubled with unruly cattle running in the high¬ 

way,” and inquireswhat he should “do with them, 

Other departments of the Fair— such as the Me- an(] wbat is the law in regard to pasturing roads?” 

ohanic Arts, Domestic Manufactures, and Needle, This is an important subject, which deserves sorne- 

^bcll and Wax Work — were very creditably repre- thing more than a passing notice, as it is connected 

sented, but we have not space for further notes. wjtb whole system of road and division fences, 

The Fair was well attended, and the receipts suffi- and involves the common and statute laws of the 

dent to defray expenses —an unexpected result, con- Stato, as well as long-established customs and opin¬ 

sidering the times and unfavorable weather. To us ions of the people. A general opinion appears to 

Die best part of the whole Fair was the display of have obtained among farmers, that there is no law to 

People in attendance — the progressive and enter- protect their crops from the ravages of their neigh- 

prising officers and exhibitors, and other ardent bor»’ cattle, horses, Sheep and swine—that their ouly 

friends of Improvement. To find among them many Bafety is to fence out the world, or at least, they must 

li lends and acquaintances of other days was most have a “ lawful fence ” to bo entitled to any claim 

gratifying. We have rarely addressed a more atten- upon the owners of trespassing cattle for damages. 

bers, pledged to vote for any measure they wish to 

carry. To do this, they must agitate the subject, and 

enlist the local, agricultural and metropolitan press 

in their cause; and if they have any fears that their 

members will forget their pledges when they get to 

Albany, they had better give them to understand, 

distinctly, that if they employ the time which they 

are paid for by the people in giving away the people's 

property by millions, and filling their own pockets— 

as did the Legislature of 1860—and adjourn without 

enacting their law, they may expect Southern treat¬ 

ment—tar and feathers, and, perhaps, hemp—if they 

are ever again caught in the district they represent. 

Farmers of New York, choose for yourselves 

whether you will be “troubled ” with unruly cattle 

running in the road, and suffer from unjust laws. 

You may choose to be still longer annoyed and 

ravaged by unruly cattle, but let no Rural reader, 

at least, inquire wbat he shall “ do with them.” 

Sine Die. 

gural spirit of tfoe gvtM. 
When to Apply Lime. 

A Chester Co., Pa., correspondent of the Ger¬ 

mantown Telegraph says his method is to apply lime 

to the grass during the fall or spring, after the wheat 

is taken off, at the rate of one hundred bushels of air 

or water slaked lime per acre. He generally com¬ 

mences spreading about the end of October or begin¬ 

ning of November, when ho has time. He usually 

limes one field every year, and as the farm is laid off 

into eleven fields, all the land receives a dressing of 

liiue every eleven years. He seems to be of the 

opinion that it would be better to apply it. oftener 

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Pratt - Cheap Root and Shoo Store 
Seliero ctatlv Agricultural Work*—<3-. Weritnirhoiige !i Co. 
Photograph* and Ambrnt vties—Horny & Hartman. 
Apple aci Pear Pitts—E. ( Pro*!. 

SPECIAL NOTICBS. 

The Metropolitan JUft Bookstore — J. F. Hone. 
New Stove Establishment, 

Rural Notes anb Stems. 

Iowa State Fair.— An interesting account, of this Fair 

has been received from our Western Aid, but is necessarily 

deferred until next week. 

Wool.— Holders of woo], whether growers or dealers, will 

be glad to note an advance of 5 cts. per lb. since our last 

quotations. The “good time coming” for wool growers, 

which we predicted months ago, has nearly arrived. 
-- ♦ .- 

Thk Wkatukr is again decidedly moist and unfavorable for 

out door operations. A rain Storm commenced on Thursday 

night last, and has continued, with occasional interruptions, 

tip to this writing (Tuesday morning.) The earth is more 

thoroughly saturated with water than we have known it for 

many years, while rivers, wells, etc., are overflowing. 

Tins Agricultural Press.— The past season has been a 

severe one for agricultural journals, in several instances 

causing important changes — two or three of the most recent 

of which we hereinafter chronicle. The Midiigan Farmer 

has changed hands — Mr. R. F. Johnstone. the managing 

editor and proprietor for some nine years past, hariog sold 

the paper to Mr. W. M. Doty, formerly editor of the Home 

Oracle, (Kalamazoo,) a temperance and reform journal. Mr. 

D. promises improvements, and we wish him every success. 

We regretted to learn, during a recent interview, that Mr 

Johnstone had not been able to render the Farmer profits 

ble, and sincerely trust that ancceaS may attend his efforts in 

whatever enterprise he may engage. 

The y, w England Farmer has been induced, by the effects 

of the times and other Can sea. to change from the credit to 

the “cash in advance system.” This conversion and evi- 

l dance of progress is more noteworthy from the fact that the 

A‘. £ F ha« in former years ( though, perhaps, under differ¬ 

ent management,) said some severe things about low club 

rates and the cash principle. That the change is radical 

appears from the fact that the Farmer — after telling of the 

evils and ho ses of the credit system, and how, under it, many 

must pay extra to wake up for louses—announces a reduction 

of from fifty to one hundred per cent, from former terms, 

und now stand* upon substantially the same platform that 

son or with his flocks and herds, is liable for all data- 

age. He has no more legal right to ravage, or to 

send his cattle to destroy his neighbor’s unfenced 

grain, than lie has to cut down his neighbor’s nn- 

fettced woods. They arc all equally under the pro¬ 

tection of the law. * * * * Men must be made 

to foe) that domestic animals must be domesticated, 

i. e., kept at home. That if he wishes to keep 

domestic animals, he must take care of them, and be 

responsible for their conduct. This is a desirable 

consummation. It is the law of the land, aud would 

probably be universally adopted as practical law, 

wore it not for a statute passed April 18, 1838, which 

denies to a person liable to contribute to the main- 

tanance of a division fence, all right to damages 

incurred by reason of his portion of such fence being 

out of repair. This act, however, is limited to divi¬ 

sion fences, and does not apply to any other. All 

road fences, and other than division fences kept up by 

adjoining owners, fall under the general law, which 

does not impose upon the owner the duty of protect¬ 

ing his cultivated land from stray cattle. That duty 

belongs to the owffer of he cattle. To make this 

principle effectual it mast'be asserted in a statute. 

Although the law would afford a remedy, it must be 

obtained at Dm end of an expensive litigation.” 

The law of 1838, perhup * m>i a very justact in every 

respect, although it has no reference or bearing 

upon road fences, has done a large part towards erect¬ 

ing the opinion which so generally prevails, that a 

person must have a good fence against the road, or 

he cannot sustain au action against the owners of cat¬ 

tle for damages. The substance of that act [See R.S., 

3d Kd,, pp. 402, 403,] is briefly this: When two or 

more persons have lands adjoining, each must main¬ 

tain a just proportion of the division fence between, 

except the owner of either chooses to let such land 

lie open; but if at any time afterwards the owner in¬ 

closes it, lie must refund to the owner of the adjoin¬ 

ing land a just proportion of the value of the divis¬ 

ion fence at that time. if any person liable to con¬ 

tribute to the erection or reparation of a division 

fence, neglects, or refuses, to make and maintain his 

proportion of such fence, or permits the same to be 

out of repair, lie canuot maintain any action for dam¬ 

ages Incurred, but will be liable to pity to the party 

injured all snob damages as may occur to his lands, 

aud to his crops, fruit trees, and fixtures thereon, or 

connected with said land. 

Let us look a moment at the justice of this act. In 

some portions of the State there are farmers who 

have discovered, that there is a more profitable way 

of keeping stock than pasturing them. On such this 

law is very niijust, and should be modified so as not 

to compel themto build fences wholly for their neigh¬ 

bors’ benefit. To show the action of this law more 

clearly, lot ns illustrate. Suppose I own 80 acres of 

land, in a square chunk, one side, half a mile in 

length, lying on the road, and the other three sides, 

a mile aud a half iu length, is bounded by cattle-pas- 

tnring neighbors. 1 keep my cattle up, but this law 

compels me to build one half the division fence, 

which oosts, at 75 cents a rod, $180. The interest on 

this amount is $12.60, and the cost divided between 

ten years—about the average duration of ordinary 

fences—would be $18, which added to the interest 

makes $30.60, which I am compelled to pay yearly to 

help my neighbors take care of their stock. But 

look a little further. On the road I have to build a 

tight, strong fence, which catches all the snow iu 

winter, and makes the roads, at times, impassable, at 

a cost of $120, (at 75 cents a rod, ) because my neigh¬ 

bor lets his old sow and pigs,and unruly old cows, run 

in the road. The interest on this sum and the cost, 

divided between ten years, makes a yearly expense of 

$20.40. Now were it not for turning the stock which 

ruus in the read, I could build an open, durable 

fence, which would be belter for all practical purpo¬ 

ses as a road fence, l'ur less than half the expense; so 

we must add one half this sum, or $10.20, to the 

$30.60, found above, which makes $40.80, besides 

the time spent in fixing and looking after the fence, 

as an annual tax upon my industry for the benefit of my 

neighbors, for which 1 do not receive a single iota in 

return, hut am compelled to pay. for the want of a 

simple law to compel my neighbors to bear the ex¬ 

pense of taking care of their own stock. Who will 

this view. 

Earn of ihe Horse. 

It is a good sign for a horse to carry one ear 

forward and the other backward when on a journey, 

because this stretching of the ears in contrary direc¬ 

tions shows that he is attentive to everything that is 

taking place around him; and while ho i'b going he 

cannot be much fatigued, or likely soon to become 

so. Few horses sleep without pointing their ears as 

above, that they may receive notice of the approach 

of objects in every direction. “ When horses or 

mules,” says Dr. Arnott, “march in company at 

night, those in the front direct their ears forward, 

those in the rear direct them back, those in the 

center turn Diem laterally or across; the whole troop 

seeming thus to be actuated by one feeling, which 

watches the general safety!” 

Renovating Land with Sheep. 

A correspondent of the Maine Farmer, in 

noto this evidence of genuine progress with great pleasure, 

and trust our esteemed contemporary will have the pluck to 

adhere to the system it has adopted. 

Encouraging Appreciation.— We give extracts of three 

letters front different States, all received on the same day, to 

show that the Rural Is uot forgotten in these times. The 

first is from Lorain Co., Ohio, and says:—“Tha war now 

raging in our country has given farmers a new impulse to 

work their farms in the best style, and to gather the largegt 

products from them ' Feeling this to be so, and that your 

paper is the one to give information, I deslro you to send me 

toveral copies, also a poster, and let mo see what can be done 

among our farmers " The next is from 8t. Louis, Mo., and 

reads;—“Sometime since an uncle of miuw saw fit to sub¬ 

scribe to your valuable paper for me. The object of this 

communication is to ascertain if J am behiud iu subscription; 

If so, please report to me and I will take pleasure in paying 

up. Your paper ha* become an institution in our family, and 

we can't, do without it—The third, from Chittenden Co., Vt., 

says:—“Allow mo to make thievery tardy though grateful 

acknowledgement of the reception, last winter, of an extra 

package of Rckai.O. illustrated show bills, etc. The papers 

sneaking of Die ease with which exhausted fields : wor,‘ dirtribnW »»'>"« fr*nd» at home Bn'1 8t » 
. , . ... and had it not been for the pressure of the times, I think 

may, ttuder certain conditions, be restored to fertility 

by pasturing or yarding sheep on them, says:—“My 

attention was recently called to this subject by 

Albert Stover, of Harpswell, who informed me that 

he had an old exhausted mowing field which had 

been cropped for nearly half a century, until it 

would barely pay for mowing. A few years ago he 

turned in a flock of sheep the last of November, 

where they remained until late in December (having 

access to the Bea shore and browse). The next 

season his hay crop was considerably increased, 

which induced him to continue to turn the sheep in 

every fall, after the grass was done growing. The 

same good result followed, until he now gets a good 

Crop of grass, nearly four times as much as when he 

commenced. 

I would here suggest that those who are favorablv 

situated to try the experiment, do so this fall. If 

that several would have sulmcribed for it, u» it ha* won friends 

wherever It lin* been read. In the purity of Its sentiments, 

and in t he sound, healthy tone of its instructions, both social 

and moral, it is umsurpimimd by any paper within the range 

of my acquaintance." 

— Since the above was put in type (two weeks ago,) we 

have received numerous gratifying letters and remittances. 

Many subscribers have kindly volunteered their services iu 

procuring recruits for the Rural Brigade, while regular 

a gents are becoming active. For the past ten days we have 

received from 126 to ‘200 new subscribers per day — mostly for 

the Fall Campaign —and numerous applications for specimen 

numbers and bills to be used in canvassing. Thanks, good 

friends, for your appreciation and efforts! 

Tub Grkat Stoiiu ok SkI'TEMkkk 27 — Equinoctial? — As 

Hub storm waa only five days after the Equinox, and very 

severe, it has been called the Equinoctial. The Equinox was 

on Sunday, the 22d, at 0.V F. M. A storm, with considerable 

! wind, and especially heavy on Lake Ontario, when a half 

tive and appreciative audience on any similar occa- The enormous expense of being obliged to build _^ ___ ’ Ora&t, (Kalamazoo,) a temperance sod reform journal. Mr. 

sion, or experienced a re-union so pleasant and fences so as to turn all animals, from the largest ox -v, » a D. promises improvements, and we wish him every success. 

agreeable. down to the small* pig, is so important an item in iUr»I $pU*it Of tlU jetted to learn, during a recent interview, that Mr 
** ..... .. . , _ Joh.vstonk had not been able to render the Farmer profita- 
At the conclusion of the Fair all the Officers of the farming economy, that it is proper that farmers We, and sincerely trust that success may attend his efforts in 

Society were re-elected, evincing approval of their should know what the laws are, and the extent of 1 v whatever enterprise he m*v engage, 
performance of duties and general management. We their power to protect the fruits of their labor from A Chester Co., Pa., correspondent of the Ger- . , , 

append . IM. demotion W ** «tl«m «< - “«*»«■*» hi. method i. to »pply lime 

President— Hansom E. Aldrich. Vice Presidents— Veter evil-disposed neighbors. I cannot, perhaps, give t° the grass during the fall or spring, after the wheat, ^ .„CJub (n prance system.” This conversion and eri- 

M. Shearer, Jcsso Hurd, K. W, Taylor, J. C. Southworili, this information better than to quote from some is taken off, at the rate of one hundred bushels of air j ^ 0f progress Umore noteworthy from the fact that the 

Stephen H. Ludlow, Wm. B. Itemington, Joshua Clements, interesting remarks before the American Institute ot water slaked lime pei acie. He generally com- a‘. /•.' F. ba« in former years (though, perhaps, under dlffer- 

M. Shoemaker, Marvin Dorrill, Joseph Youngiove, Chester Fanner’B Club, by Jobkph Blunt, au able lawyer, niences spreading about tbe end of October or begin- eat management,} raid some severe things about low club 
Wall, Norman Allen, M. L. Ray, Win. Tefft, J. L, Butterfield, wj)0Be |egft] opinions are entitled to much weight, ning of November, when ho has time. He usually rates ami the cash principle. That the change is radical 
.lames Holley, Ald«n Hewitt, S. H. Holmes, B, G. Hatch, no8ajd. IjIUCS one field every year, and as the farm is laid off appears from the fact that tbs Farmer— after telling of the 

Jams* McMilleu. Or. Secretary - Hernando 0. Mead itec. „ Xhe ,aw doeg Drotect a man,a His real into eleven fields, all the land receives a dressing of evils andlosaea of the credit system, and how, under it, many 
Secretary — Walter Hudlngtou. Treasurer—It. F. Lattl trier. xne taw does protect a man s property. Histeai , , , . ,, must pay extra to make up for losaes-nunounce* u reduction 
Executive Committee -8 O. Konpp, James DePuy, Robert II. estate and its products are his, and they lie under Blue every eleven yc r,. n. seems ne oi me offr(imflrtylo one hundred per cent, from former terms, 

Anderson, A. H. Delamater, Richard J. Crego, Morgan Case, the protection of the law, whether fenced or un- opinion that it would he better to apply it Oftener Mdaow Nta..d* upon substantially the same platform that 

_Notes of visits to several farms in tbe vicinity of fenced. Any man invading his land, either in per- atK' 8raaller doses, but offers no facts in favor of the xi,.RAlj new Yorkkr has for nearly twelve years. We 

lackson will be given in a future number Bon with his flocks and herds, is liable for all dam- tllis view- _ not«thi* evidence of genuine progress with great pleasure, 
, , , , __ age. He has no more legal right to ravage, or to Ear* «f the Horse. and trust our esteemed contemporary will have the pluck to 

UEFLECTIOUS OH A BAIHV DAY. *"? “* “f d“,K? „ „ , gond „„ for . hor8c to c>rry „„„ - 

,h‘" >'» hM “ c"‘ f own n6*K‘1*1"r a forward and tha other h.okw.rd when on a journey, j Exconuaixo Afpehcjation.-^ We give extracts of three 
We are getting (Sept, 27tb) one of those rains of fenced woods. Jhc) arc fi uiuh 1^ under t h ]>jo- ^(»caufi0 this stretching of the ears in contrary direc* letter® from different States, %U received oc the same day, to 

which people say “I never knew it to rain so long tection of the law. + * * * Men must be made tjot)„ 9h0wa that he is attentive to everything that is show that the Rural I* not forgotten in then times. The 

aud so steady before.” We hear that a quarter of a to fee) that domestic animals must be domesticated, takin>? plac,c aro„n,i hiro. ftnd wbile ho i'b going he Brf,t' is fron> Lorain Co ’ Obio’ aml “Tl,« war now 

dozen times every year. It is a had time to write i. f, kept at home. That if he wishes to keep caunf)t hfi much fatigued, or likely soon to become ragi“(\in °ur T gi.Vt;n *7!” a impulse to 
poetry about “ sunsets,” and “ the bright, hues of ”- domestic animals, he must take care of them, and he p horpea without poinlin„ thelr ear.K a9 worf tlu ’r fiir,nfi 7®’ ^ HW**t“d 0 &tUr lh* IarBeBt 
1 ;, . ,, ,,.a*Anolhln for their eondnet This 5b r doairnhlp ” rt» naqi wuuuui products from them Feeling this to be so, and that your 
something or other. Millinery and melancholy fare responsible for their con 1 ml. This is a -lesiraWe abovCi that th„y „iay receive notice of the approach * is ono to inforn,aUon, I desire you to send me 

hard;- they ought to, for they are both excessively consummation. It ib the law of the land, and would of ohjpctfl in overy direction. “When horses or mvural copies, also a postsr, and let see what can be done 

perverse. probably he universa y ai opte as prai,, ca aw, njU]e.B,” says Dr. Arnott, “inarch in company at umnngour farmcm'> Tbo next is from 8t. Louis, Mo., and 

Sundry beans and oats are getting wet. wore it not for a statute passed April 18, 18.,8, which Bjght, those in the front direct their ears forward, reads:—“ Sometime since an undo of mine saw lit to sub- 

Moral.— it will pay to get crops secured at the denies to a person liable to contribute to the main- tj10HC jn t^e rcar jrect them back, those in the scrlbe lo your TaIatthle PnP<T for me. The object of this 

right time. When a crop is actually fit to go into the tanance of a division fence, all right to damages turn them Iftteral)y or ftCros9. the whole troop <,°,limUDication u certain ir J am behind in subscription; 

barn, push it, push it, push it in at any cost of sweat incurred by reason of his portion of such fence being . } t b actuat„d b 0’e feelin„ whicb lf R0' Pw" r,'P'>n to ln" und 1 "iU ^ P1*"0™ * W*9 

and rt- .liSi,re out of repair. This act, however, is limited to divi- 8ee“,n8 7 7 f g’ **■ Y””r P»P«- »■« «*«•«* institution in our family, and 
1 , « . j , niiniv in ntii.r All watches the general safety. we can't, do vtiihout it.”—Thu third, from Chittenden Co., Vt., 
Pain storms would liurdlv ever come too soon, if sion fences, and does not mffily any other. All . „ . .... .... . ., . liain sioiinswouiu uaiui^uu oumo iuu bu uu, ii eve * - say*:—“Allow me to multe thi» very tardy though grateful 

men were not loo slow. road fences, and other than division fences kept up by jlcllovati„g Land with Sheep. acknowledgement of the reception, last winter, of an extra 

I am convinced that one-fifth of the entire crops of adjoining owners, fall under Die general law, which ^ correspondent of the Maine Farmer, in package of Rukals. illustrated show-bill*, etc. The papers 

the country, with a partial exception of wheat, rye, does not impose upon the owner the duty of protect- 0f tbe ease w;tb wbjcjj exhausted fields wor'' Attributed among friends at home ami at a di»tance, 

and barley, arc lost by “economy" in harvesting, ing iris cultivated laud from stray cattle. That duty ‘1V 11Ildl.r ,.prtntn conditions be restored to fertility ftndlmdit not ,;,,en for tbe ,>'f'“nTe ofth* I think 
The .work alnt done at the right moment, inthe right belongs to the o4$r ot M cattle. To make this 7Saw on «Mv ^ ^ ha* w.,n friend* 
wav because it would cost un extra effort or an extra principle effectual It must' be asserted in a statute. pasturing or jarding sheep on them, says. My wherever It ha* been read, in the purity of It* sentiment*, 

Set doit ‘ Although the law would afford a remedy, it must be ^utio“ was T^aily c* lcd, t0, h’8 “d iu th? 1‘**lthy b»th BocU! 
juiLt* tu uu it. n . / .» ,, Albert Stover, of Harpswell, who informed me that aud moral, It ib unnurpiuwud by any paper within the range 

There is no excuse for wimtiug ten dollars to save obtained at the olid of an expensive litigation. hft had an oJd oxbausted mowing field which had of my acquaintance.” 

one, and yet that is the popular practice. i«. a w o h.,h, pel mprt.o.axuj jus nr in ivory cropped f()T nearlv half a century, until it —Since the above »a* put in type (two weeks ago,) wo 
It would cost something to build a barn, and to respect, although it Has no reterence or bearing wQu)d ba for mowi„„t A few yCar8 ag0 bt. have received numerous gratifying letters and remittances. 

save that expense the whole field iB kept w aiting so upon road fences, has done a large part towards erect.- t]oc^ 0f ghCen the last of November, Many subscribers have kindly volunteered their services in 

as to “stack It all at once.” A rain intervenes. A ing the opinion which so generally prevails, that a wj,era ^ev rtmkined until late iu December (having procuring recruits for tho Rural Brigade, while regular 
load or two of liay or grain is ready to go in, but it person must have a good fence against the road, or f , bl.OWS0, Th„ ««enta are becoming active. For the past ten day* we Lave 

is some trouble to get up a team, so we will wait Dll be cannot susteit, au action against the owners of cat- ^ hi8^ L lonMderlbly increased TZH1™' ? * fW 
to-morrow when more will be ready, and then make De for damages. The substance of that act [See R.S., *7 , • 1 was considerably Increased, lhl. Fall Campaign-and numerous apphcat.ons for specimen 
to morrow, Wjien more win oe reauy, ana men maise * ....... Wl . which induced him to continue to turn the sheep in numbers and bills to be used in canvassing. Thanks, good 
a business of drawing. To-morrow it rains. 3d Ld., pp. 402, 403,] is briefly tins: When two or every falJf after the Rrass was done growing. The friends, for your appreciation ami efforts! 

We could drew teter if »e bad ». pitchers (don't more person, bare land, ad,o,nine, each must mam- M|“wed.. Le getL good --- 

run for another “mug,” my clear woman.) 1 mean our ta'n a just proportion 01 tbe division tepee between, of gR nearly four times ag mucb aa wpeu i,e Tub Grkat Storm ok Skktemukk 27 — Equinoctial? — Ab 

man could load for two to pitch, and so draw more except the owner of either chooses to let Buch land commenccd Dub storm wa* only five days after the Equinox, and very 

loads; but as it would be a little inconvenient to pro- lie open; but if at any time afterwards the owner in- ,, * t th. tho„ who flr„ favorablv Bt'vcrc’ H hat' b<,“u CAlM the Eluin“ctuL The was 

cure another hand, we trust Providence for another doses it, he must refund to the owner of the adjoin- Jld he” 7uf dint do so this Z If °“ th*22d’ P' M' tVT; Wlth 
_ . . . .. . . . ;nff \anA u snuf rtronnrfinn vhIiip nf iho riiviQ. ll3 experiment, uO 80 11118 iau. JI aa(j especially heavy on Lake Ontario, when a half 
fair day, when this kind of jog will get na through k ^ 1 J j.',., f ‘ they wish to plow up a portion of their pasture or inch of wut«r fell under a northeast wind, had ended early on 
rather, we ask Providence to trust us with another ton fence at that time. If any person liable to con- ^ ;ajoinin{? ^ they CBn now funce ((ff and yard th|it ,lftV aud a p,eMMt da}. foUow„d. Thia w c00*idered 

fair day; but Providence isn’t giving that kind of tribute to the erection or reparation of a division sbee Qn H nj btg> By giving them salt they the Equinoctial, but ou the 26th, mostly a plmul day, rain 

credit —it rains, and we look sorrowfully at lost fence, neglects, or refuses, to make and maintain his wiU B0(lU becQme bo attached to their fdd that they commenced at V. M., and st ten o’clock became heavy, 
opportunities. proportion of such tence, or permits tbe same to be ^ f,beir own accord and continued through the night, being leas after 7 A. M. of 

A great field of hay or grain is in just tho right out of repair, lie cannot maintain any action for dam- * h husbandry in England shows that tho the 27th' wi,b litt1'' wlud' coon the nortlu‘ttst wind 

condition to be drawn. If we have three days of good ages Incurred, but will be liable to pay to the party .. £ f . - / , , thore is iutimatelv beca,De an''<h* rHi" |J,,ttred, nad continu7 ‘j11 u*n io 
weather we ran draw it all with one lean, and Lave injured all snob damages as may occur to his lands, degree o petfection m farming here, is i t > the iaorning? thethiraty earth absorbing most of tbe water 
xuuuicr, we ran uraw u au until one team ana s.ue •' . .. f „ , . *, connected with iolding and feeding their flocks on till towards eveuimr This was tbe day of the great rain, and 
hiring anotber — there are no clouds in vipw the and to his crops, fruit trees, and fixtures thereon, or , , , . , . . . .... ,, tiuiowaras tveuing won iue u»v u i , 
ninng anotucr mere aic no uoucis in view, me r » lands which they wish to manure highly.” it poured till 10 I*. M. After a lull in the wind and storm, 
barometer is all right, and (what is still moi e conclu- conn t wi l si 1 ai ■ the rain sud wind from the northeast became great, and con¬ 

nive with us,) we wwi? good weather—we «v// risk it Let us look a moment at the. justice of this act. In Advnnuiges aud Disadvantages ofGoats. tinuod till after the wind changed to the West, otter midnight, 

with one train it rains the second day just after 9ome portions of the State there are farmers who gQMi. ^ehg since a query appeared.in the Rural the rain not entirely ceasing till 7 A. M. of the 28th. Tins 

dinner—if it could only wait twenty minutes longer have discovered, that there is a more profitable way . .. , .. k - ot- ftt8 Hej,e je an artjcie was a 6torm over w<SBlern ani1 Mlddl* New Yorki 

8“ '« v , of *«*«•« »‘“k ®» “shU™ from th. LI which « copy for the honeiit 'IiiL”S“ 
Tbe M, 1. .* the ,n,lk-j„.t the nghtt.mc to cut „* ..very nuju.t, and .houlO be modilicA .0 ». not <( „„r Kc|loeg,ril„ „4 a|| who may n. rL „„ 4.15 la'.b« of 

it. We begin with one hand and work at it a week— to compel them to build fences wholly for their neigh- be degir0UB of obtaining a like knowledge; great amount or water in thirty-six hour*-rarely known ln 

it ought now to be all finished but it isn’t-we would bors’ benefit. To show tbe action of this law more 4, Thdr advantageB are aH follows;—A good she our parallel of latitude. The wind, though strong, was not 

pay fifty cents an acre for cutting the rest, but Smith clearly, let us illustrate. Suppose I own 80 acres of w-|j ive two quartfi of m,-|fe jajiy, for nearly *o violent as often felt here. The details of great dam¬ 

asks sixty^-two and a half — we decline and so does the land, in a square chunk, one side, half a mile in tbrec raonths after kidding when the quantity will age are already before tbe pnblic. The flood in the Genesee 

grass at Die above rate, per acre, every day. Presently length, lying on the road, and the other three sides, dual, diraiaiah and gbo’ld be permitted to cease ^,e wlw not so great 118 ,hHt of 1835> &ULott^ "T, 

stormy weather sets in, aud we think with the man a mile and a half iu length, is bounded hy cattle-pas- .. .. f Biv WA»lru hefnre the birth of the mor* tliaQ fel1 tl,en- Oar July rain gave 2 0 inches, u 
downcast, that “take one time with another, the taring neighbors. I keep mv cattle op, but this law altofthtr for 8,x weeks before the blrtb ol tbe chiefly disappeared in to oarth. Besides, tbe clearing and 

ram does about as much hurt as good.” compels me to build one half the division fence, TJjis mj)k ig too rich to in a pure state, awa/tban it couW tw-ntvflve years ago. Wbat is an Equi- 

It rains - it clears up - we stir out the hay - we which oosts, at 75 cents a rod, $180. The interest on bej nearl ftl {0 ordinary cream. For tea or noctial storm? and how is it known? c. n. 

could get it in this afternoon by mrtfully turning it this amount is $12.60, and tbe cost divided between coffee -t ja UDrivaled in quality. It possesses, more- -- 

over — it will do to-morrow without turning over— ten years—about the average duration of ordinary ovep tbg Rt udva,jtage 0f not being affected by Brisk Notes about thk Local Fairs.—Since our last, we 

to-morrow, we liud ont too late, isn’t put down for a fences—would be $18, which added to the interest tbf. fUod ol the animal If a cow gnaws a few O&b- haT® favorable reports, in writing and print, relative to sc* 

hay day. makes $30.60, which I am compelled to pay yearly to v t th milk is disnustinE I have tried CountJ and Ualon Fair*, but can °nly itemue them. Mr. 
Would like to see if the horse ra— Fair in the help my neighbors take care of their stock. Blit ' ..... , ' , ,f . . . Fortkr Frisukk, Cor Sec y, writes: e ®‘r 0 1 
. . . , 1 ,, r, .1 . , , , , the experiment of giving a milch goat half a bushel awarP co. Ag'l Society, held at Hobart Sept. 18-20, was one 

other county is as good as ours and as it m early to look a little further. On the road I have to build a Qf oniou to over uight, and conld not discover the of Access, JotwitoUnding the bard lime, Tbe weather 

dig potatoes we’ll go. \\ ell, well, the big rains come tight, Strong fence, which catches all tbe snow in ^ ugte of the vegelabre jn the morning’s milk. was fine and the attendance large. The display of horses, 

earlier than common this year! winter, and makes the roads, at times, impassable, at Tfae (J0St Qf keeping a goat i8 scarcely capable of cattle, sheep, &c., was equal to that of any previous year. 

There! if we had drilled in the wheat yesterday we’d a cost of $120, (at 75 cents a rod,) because ray neigh- bej gtat(?d The mep6 refQSe of the gar(]en> trim- Vegetables large, dairy very good, while the Ladies’ and 

been in time. bor lets bis old sow and pigs,and unruly old cows, run g aud c'utti of a„ kjnds of p]antfli eVen those Bo-'s l,BP8Itmentej n”ver Z* ^mT^Johv 

Moral - Defer not till to-morrow what can be in the road. The interest on this sum and the cost uf a poisonoua character, are eaten with avidity and » 

df7nt0 -V‘ t d .. . *1 * ht ^ without any injurious effects. The disposition of ^^-^^^itoa0-lS/_ortoOt-- 
Th«r. 1. « good time to do overy tl„ng that ought M0.40. Now were H not for torn,eg the stock wb,eh u ge„Me »,,d familiar to the extreme, £“0" jr, „ o„wAto«., w. «... the enmm: A«r 

to he done. While some met, attempt too little, runs to the read, I conld build an open, durable ed ftl. <h(. „ „ot irritawd b, bei„g teased. So, w. -oih, .itaamme. ... ,,,, large, ao.115. -hM- 

others undertake too much; they map out business fence, which would be belter for all practical purpo- Sheuo expensive accommodation, the mean- tion.takva** a whole, the best we have ever witnessed in 

for six hundred and seventy-live days every year, and Bes as a road fence, for less than half the expense : so ^ ^ gcrvil r for sbelter from the greatest severity Old Otsego. The large building was completely filled with 

think a six weeks drouth a very “ catching time ” for we must add one half this sum, or $10.20, to the A j ulei, Moreover the goat possesses a great things useful aud ornamental; ” floral hall" was mach better 

bean harvest. The world is too small, the days too $30.60, found above, which makes $40.80, besides ° ‘ .7.- imusmtioh as the BUedlban last year with flowers, vegetables, butter, cheese, 

abort, end life too brief for their plune. the time spout iu fivinguud looking .tier the fence. *a'“^ ‘?’dies *i“*' “-*•.»-> “b"’ ** h"? ?- *£T. 

There never waa u raio too long, or too abort, too m An maiual tax vpon w, mduatr, for the leiefit of my ! nor reouire the aid of a mun ooblB ' ^,tleru w“9 a Bue up ay, m iBrimo 
, , , , . .. . , . . . . . . . not disfigure the pasture nor require the aia ot a man m(mt« there was not as much competition as we have »n 

l.gl.t or too heavy, too early or too late:-the sooner neighbors, for which I do not receive a single iota in tQ dear oot from lbe 6bed, ne6s«l on some former occasions ’ — The rain interfered 

wo find this out the better. The mechanism of the return, bat am compelled to pay, for tbe want of a ^ afe thfi advantage9 of miich goats; but, like with the arrangements of the Tioga Co. Fair, but did oot 

weather is as perfect as the mechanism of the solar simple law to compel my neighbors to bear the ex- al] otber things, there are two sides to the question, dampen the enterprise or spirits of exhibitors and vi*itors. 
or sidereal systems. Every ray of light, every degree pense of taking care of their own stock. Who will aud the disadvantages have also to be stated. They The Oreego Gasem says — “ The splendid display of article* 
of beat, every drop of water is measured by infinite say that I am not entitled tu such a law? Ifthey want are, chiefly, a predilection possessed by the animals [u e?Wy (j„pMtinent, places the question of success bey on J a 

intelligence to the necessities of aninnri and vegeta- a fence to keep their stock, surely should be «- The parade of the mi.itary in the 

ble life. obliged, uot me, to build it, II, therefore, goats are kept in a field inclosed by ot the grandest sights Owego ever wi ne ^ lBfacti 

The flood season is “the good time” for grass, That there ought, to be some legislation to amend a hedge, it is absolutely requisite that they should race was an m eresting leature u „eifnrma'nces, all 

aq„.,to piauts luxuriate, apriuga are M aud crib the art „f 1838, au that a p.tauu whu does notpaa- J «*U 

stores moisture for the dry time that gives flavor to tnre his stock shall not be obliged to pay a heavy wben allowed their full liberty. ances. ’_The Union Fair, at Brcckport. (this connty.j 1*** 
fruit, maturity to corn, health to delicate plants, atm tax for taking care of the stock of his neighbors There are many districts of the country where the week) Iiroved very BUC0,.„Hful. There wa* a fiue exhibition, 
the needed harvest time. What we deemed too who do choose to pasture, and to make persons goatjvould be reallyinvaluubletiO every ama l ami y; Bnd tbe attendance very lsrge— eatiniated at eight tbouran 
. , . , . , .. .. .. . and those persons who have kept them under suitable As no County Fair is held tin* year. " 

mucli, looking at a wider range proves just enough, strictly liable tor the action of their stock while in (:jr0BmfctanCeg can testify to their quiet, domesticated gUdtothissuews*. It shows that tho right want 
We fancy wc could fix up the weather most admir- the road, must be admitted by all; it remains, then, habits, gentle and fond familiarity, aud great advan- prevails in Mouroe, and that the war and time*n”‘g eiety 

„1.1_ _alj-v J *_ t.v_ _/.ov, Lo wKtoinnA q . to r,o i n n n or.nn nm i cal noint of vie W. ” have orevented a creditable exhibition oi tne 

they wish t.0 plow up a portion of their pasture or inch of water fell under a northeast wind, had ended early on 

an adjoining field, they can now fence off and yard 

the sheep on it nights. By giving them salt they 

will soon become so attached to their fold that they 

will go in of their own accord. 

The sheep husbandry in England shows that tho 

degree of perfection in farming thore, is intimately 

connected with folding and feeding their flocks on 

lands which they wish to manure highly.” 

Advnnutges nud Disadvantages of tionts. 

Fome weeks since u query appeared in the Rural 

relative to the keeping of goats. Here is an article 

from the London Field, which we copy for the benefit 

ol our Kelloggsville friend, and all others who may 

he desirous of obtaining a like knowledge: 

“Their advantages are as follows;—A good she 

goat will give two quarts of milk daily, for nearly 

three months after kidding, when the quantity will 

gradually diraiaiah, and should be permitted to cease 

altogether for six weeks before the birth of the 

next kid. 

This milk is too rich to drink in a pure state, 

being nearly equal to ordinary cream. For tea or 

coffee it is unrivaled in quality. It possesses, more¬ 

over, the great advantage of not being affected by 

tbe food of the animal. If a cow gnaws a lew cab¬ 

bage stumps, the milk is disgusting, I have tried 

the experiment of giving a milch goat half a bushel 

of onion tops over night, and conld not discover the 

least taste of the vegetable in the morning’s milk. 

that day, and a pleasant day followed. This mas considered 

tbe Equinoctial; hut on the 20th, mostly a pleasant day, rain 

commenced at 5L P. M., and at ten o’clock liecutne heavy, 

and continued through the night, being less after 7 A. M. of 

the 27th, wilb little wind. Before noon the northeast wind 

became strong and tbe rain poured, and continued till ten iu 

the morning, the thirsty earth absorbing most of tho water 

till towards evening This waa the day of the great rain, and 

it poured till 10 P. M. After a lull In the wind and storm, 

the rain and wind from the northeast became great, and con¬ 

tinued till after tbe wind changed to the West, after midnight, 

the rain not entirely ceasing till 7 A. M. of the 28th. This 

was a heavy storm over Western and Middle New York, 

southward into Pennsylvania, as well as in a part of Canada 

West. The damage wbb great to bridges, railroads, canal* 

and along rivers. The rain gave 4.15 inches of water—a 

great amount of water iu thirty-six hours — rarely known in 

our parallel of latitude. The wind, though stroug, was not 

so violent iu often felt here. The details of great dam¬ 

age are already before tbe public. The flood in the Genesee 

here was not so great as that of 1835, although the water was 

more than fell then. Our July rain gave 2.U inches, but it 

chiefly disappeared in tho earth. Besides, the clearing and 

tilling of the cuuntry permits the water more readily to pass 

away than it could twenty-five years ago. What is an Equi¬ 

noctial storm? and how is it known? o. d. 

Brisk Notes ahout the Local Fairs.—Since oar last, we 

have favorable reports, in writing and print, relative to sev¬ 

eral County and Union Fair*, but can only itemize them. Mr. 

Poktkk Frisukk, Cor See'y, writes :—“The Fair of the Del¬ 

aware Co. Ag’l Society, held at Hobart Sept. 18-20, waa one 

of success, notwithstanding the hard times. The weather 

waa fine and the attendance large. The display of horses, 

The cost of keeping a goat is scarcely capable of cuttle, sheep, &o., was equal to that of any previous year, 

being stated. The mere refuse of the garden, trim- Vegetables large, dairy very good while the Ladies’ an 

lltings and cuttings of all kinds of plants, even those Bo-v* *er* iuiufc» unu oui,t.u6 u. j a prosperous condition. Tho address by the Hon. John 
of a poisonous character, are eaten with avidity aud SiAjmjK GotJU) of Ilud8utl, waa one of the beat practical 

without any injurious effects. The disposition of Bpeeche8 ever delivered befoie the Society.”-OftheOtse- 
the female goat is gentle and familiar in the extreme, fct0 £•„ i.-ajr> ft. cooperatowu, laet week, tbe Freeman's Jour- 

provided that she is not irritated by being teased. «a(eayg —“The attendance was very hnge,aadtbee.xbibi- 
She requires no expensive accommodation, the mean- tion, taken as a whole, the beat we have ever witnessed in 

est shed serving for shelter from the greatest severity Old Otsego. The large building was completely 

of toe winter. Moreover, the goat pt«8 a great toi.g, ...r.i aud oroameaul; “ «o.M ball- .»»«•£ 
. - , „ filled than la»t year with flowers, vegetables, batter, cneese, 

advantage over the smallest cow, inasmuch as the bread< &c„. til* Bbow 0f cattle, horses and sheep was 
dung of the former is dry and inoffensive, and does Dob](j. of Bwine ther(J WHS a Bue display; in farming imple- 

not disfigure the pasture nor require the aid of a man m(mte there was not as much competition as we have wit¬ 

nessed on some former occasions.”-The rain interfered neignoors, ior wu.oo ■ B- t0 clear out from the shed. neased ou some former occasions.”-The ram intertereu 

retm-n, hat am compelled to pay, for the want of a puch afe thfi advantageB of miich goats; but, like with the arrangements of the Tioga Co. Fair, but did not 

simple law to compel my neighbors to bear the ex- al, other thiug8, there are two sides to the question, dampen the enterprise or spirit* of exhibitors and visitors, 

pense of taking care of their own stock. Who will and the disadvantages have also to be stated. They Tb(j rjmrgo Gozhk says —” The splendid display of articles 

say that I am not entitled tu such a law? Ifthev want flre, chiefly, a predilection possessed by the animals department, place* the question ot success bejon 1 a 

• a*' ««*• “*•**■*«•"» rr 
obliged, uot me, to build it. If, therefore, goats are kept io a field inclosed by of the grandest sights Owego ever ■ 

That there ought to be some legislation to amend a hedge, it is absolutely requisite that they should race was au interesting leHture or the occasKn . 
„ . .v * . he tethered: but if well fed, they afford, uuder these every body seemed pleased with to day s performances, a 

the act oi ld38, so that a person who does no p •• circurostancest even a larger amount of milk than of which passed off quietly, and wiihnut serious disturb 
tnre his stock shall not be obliged to pay a heavy when al|(VWC(j their full liberty. MCea. _The Union Fair, at Bmckport. (this county j 1*^ 
tax for taking care of the stock of his neighbors There are many districts of the country where the week proved very BUC0,.BHful. There was a fiue exhibition. 

who do choose to pasture, and to make persons goat would be real lyi n vialmt Vilotoe veryKniall farni ly; and Rttendanc, very Jsree - estimated at 
■ , , ,, .. 1 . ,, and those persons who have kept them under suitable „„ »i,# *«v as no County fair w held tins year- 

strictly liable lor the action of their stock while in - r,Mn t,.stifvto their auiet, domesticated ..,i„,; J'n,;a success. It shows tot the right *|iin 

ably—something like this for instance. For summer I only to consider how it can be obtained. Specula- I tage in an economical point oi view. 



FEUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY OF WESTERN N. Y. 

Tee Antonin Meeting of the Fruit Growers' Soci¬ 
ety of Western New York was held in Rochester, on 
Tuesday the 1st inst. The attendance was not as 
large as nsnal, in consequence, we presume, of the 
late day at which the session was held. Nurserymen 
find it impossible to leave home after the the Fall 
business has commenced. The display of grapes 
was never eqnalled in this section of the State, and 
we doubt if it has ever been excelled in the country. 
About, a hundred samples of native grapes were 
shown—many ripe, and a few varieties of excellent 
quality, while others showed hut little improvement 
over our old sorts, the Isabella, Catawaba, and Clin¬ 
ton. The Delaware was the favorite — everybody 
spoke in its praise. Those who have heretofore con¬ 
sidered it too small for a popular grape, have yielded 
to the abundant evidence furnished of its productive¬ 
ness, hardiness, and superior qnality. It was gener¬ 
ally admitted that although the berries and clusters 
are small as compared witli other native varieties, it 
would produce as many pounds as the most prolific, 
while ita small berry contains more good grape than 
other varieties more than twice its size. The show 
of foreign grapes was not large, but superior. John 

SiiEKitAX, gardener to John FiShbr, Esq., of Ba¬ 
tavia, made a most creditable display with well 
matured fruit and clusters of enormous size. Joun 

Sybaodt, gardener, to Dean Richmond, of Batavia, 
made an exhibition but little inferior. 

After sufficient time had been allowed for. arrang¬ 
ing the fruits, President Moody called the meeting 
to order, and appointed Messrs, Beadle, Barry, 

Hooker, and Downino, a Committee to report sub¬ 
jects for discussion, and Messrs. Downing, Barry 

and Beadle, a Committee to examine and report on 
the fruits exhibited. 

Mr. Bakky, from the Committee on subjects for 
discussion, stated that he had received several letters 
asking whether the Virgalien pear should be planted 
as an orchard variety in Western New York, aud 
therefore suggested that while the Committee were 
preparing business this question should be discussed. 

Tiik Virgalieu Peak,—Is its cultivation as an orchard fruit 
advisable in Western New Yorlt > 

Benjamin Fish, of Rochester, had succeeded 

v ' -A 

Figure 

year of hearing. The vines were not trellised until lu the winter the support is removed, and the up- 
•luly, but lay upon the ground to that time as they per end of the trellis rests upon the ground, as shown 
had lain all the winter. The varieties are Hartford in figure two. A little straw may be throwu over if 
Prolific, Perkins, Concord, Garrigues, To-Knlon, thought necessary. 
Rebecca, and Diana, and ripen in the order named. 
He gathered over a thousaud pounds of Hartford - n—a 
Prolific more than two weeks since, and sold them 
in New York for eleven cents per pound. The Figure 2. 

berries of this variety drop from tho clusters when The next cut, figure three, shows the trellis m 
much shaded, but not when exposed. The Perkins elevated, for the purpose of spadiDg or manuring, 
ripened next, and the vines were loaded down with 

fruit. Many thought it superior to Hartford Prolific. -— 
Concord has not proved as prolific as in other situa- 
tions; had been ripe for about a week. Garrigues / 
made a strong growth and fruited abundantly; now / - 
ripe. To-Kalon did not bear as freely as others this / 

season; very hardy, and did not kill back a single /| _ 
bud. Rebecca, ripened next; very superior grape, 
but with him a poor bearer; a slow grower at first, Figure 3. 

but soen becomes strong and vigorous. Had no Mr. Salter, in response to inquiries, presente 
Delawares in this plot, but from a trellis eight feet plate of the Onturio grape, well ripened, of about 
by four picked two hundred clusters. From another size of Concord, ora little larger, and second ortb 
vine set out four years, picked twenty-five pounds, rate as to quality. 
It did not ripen as early as he expected, but the vines He. Smith, of Grimsby, C. W,, said he had si 
were too heavily loaded. The celebrated Taylor grapes grown by Mr. Rkiil much larger. He had n 

Mr. Hoag said White Doyenne bore well, hut were 
specked; Osband s Summer, a great crop every year 

on dwarf tree*: Louise Bonne de Jersey, fair; Belle 
Lucrative, flue; Buffum, plenty of fruit and perfect; 
Vicar, a few specimens; Boune de Zees, A mas cP Ete 
ami Manning's Eliza, good crops of fair fruit; Seek cl 
boro well, but fruit specked: Sheldon, excellent. 

north of the Muskingum River, into the State of 
Indiana. I here are places—narrow gaps—where good 
soil extends to the shore, and there there are no 
“sand knobs.” But snob places are the exceptions. 
Sand, sand, "Hand hills,” “»and knobs,” are the gen¬ 
eral features of the shore. 

Some of the finest scenes are along this shore. 
mi., i.i «ii . . 

.. T - um-qy oiiuur* are aiOTlff thl8 StlOf©. 

The next cut, lignre three, shows the trellis more the hardiest trees and best headers wehfJL th.'8 con8lo"”‘™tion of 

Figure 3. 

Mr. Salter, in response to inquiries, presented a 
plate of the Onturio grape, well ripened, of about the 
size of Concord, ora little larger, and second or third 
rate as to quality. 

Mr. Smith, of Grimsby. C. W„ said he had seen 
grapes grown by Mr. Rkiil much larger. He bad also j •w-’tvu. *- uo \icicyifticu -Lttyivr w u vy nail’* iuuvu nc inui iiihu 

grape is as unripe as Isabella, and Anna is quite seen a person who says he sold Mr. Hum the vine 
unripe. Northern Muscadine hRi’dv and early hilt which he has nnllnl Ontario. II.nriirinnllv enmo iVntn unripe. Northern Muscadine hardy and early, but 
one vine is enough for any one. 

Joseph Frost said with him Hartford Prolific was 
the earliest—ripe two weeks ago; Northern Musca¬ 
dine next; Delaware next; Concord hardly ripe at 
present time; Diana not ripe. Hartford Prolific and 
Delaware oau always be depended upon in this lati¬ 
tude, and the latter is as productive as any variety 
cultivated. * 
*Mr. Townsend, of Lockport, never saw a better 
crop of grapes than on the_Perkius in Lockport it 
is second or third rate in quality las compared with 
Delaware, but better than Hartford Prolific. The 
bunches are very uniform in size. If he planted 
only two kinds, it would be the Delaware and Perkins. 

C. P. Bissell, of Rochester, said tho Logan, in 
every instance where the vines had blossomed, had 
fully ripened its fruit in September in the open air. 
A great advantage which the Logan possesses is, 
that as fast as the wood attains its full size during 
the summer, it also ripens perfectly, aud is thus far 
prepared to withstand the winter. It is beat culti¬ 
vated wheu trained to stakes, or else upon the double 
spurred system of pruning, and it thus bears pro¬ 
fusely, und is certain to ripen its fruit. Tho main * I-- ivo uum, UiU JLUl JII 

pretty well with the Virgalieu, but doubted whether thing is to get a good growth, and thus have plenty 
it wn n I il mlifimiklA 4 „ ..1_j. :a . , . , *■ J it would be advisable to plant it extensively. When 
the fruit began to be affected, had washed tree and 
fruit with strong soapsuds, and then dusted with 
a»hes, and it checked the disease. 

Mr. Moody, of Lockport, thought - nccess depends 
on soil. Never had cracked frnit on his soil—on the 
ridge, and gravelly. 

”r-H°“’barrel, of Vir- 
galieus this year—none cracked, butall specked. On of doing it. ? 

If°kpott tl,c ,froit tor. usually leaves his viues on trellis, but 
from spots. 11m was „„ . elay soil at the base of a wlnlcr, 

a'“ ** T‘r“"e” "•N- 'r W0“T“V -lhe“ ~ ,, i ii . , ,, , severe on his vines. Those that were tied un suffered 

can noUi 1 “’t °1 n’ 8aid th° VirgaHeU while those that laid on the ground without anveover- 
ca„ not be depended upon. One neighbor had five ing received no injury. ' 
DUD(Irij(l t.rccS) jnd nil cruckod* {Soil stroiicr Ioiltii •< ■> i , . . , 

The trees made a very fine growth. ' ^ / 0pinionB S0,newhat 
Mr. Duquette, of Lockport, said his Yirgalieus w,tl,in 11,0 l,w thre0 ««• four years Covering of late 

cracked badly last year, but this year were fai, Soil ^ b* "7 if not absolutely 
heavy mvellv rhv f T/ ( , "oce8'-ar>'' tbana, Union Village, aud Hartford I’ro- 
wo’ n it j, J ,y‘ , , >e* nut HQl1 cracked UHc, were nearly killed Inst winter. Thought it best 
worse. Believed in underdraliiing and niantinc the ,,, " 
trees pretty close together as a preventive of cracking , C0Ver the vme8> and theJ would be mfo 

Mr. Hoag had noticed the best fmit whore the earlier in rrpettlng. Prepared covering with an 

land was the lowest; but Mr, VwnrJ saidtheland ^ Rnd the vine8 Aould be allowed 
might be low if the soil was not retentive. . „ 7 “n tbe Kr,’unrj a or after uncovering 

J. S. Clare, of Greece, said his Virgalieus were b^ “ed to trelhs 
fair until the two past seasons. This year all cracked , ^ Pract,ced covering with 
- not a good specimen. On dry, sandy soil, as bad llttle earth tb<3 VlDeBthal,'e PnsMd the Some- 
as on any other. Had grafted over part of bi^ trees, T ° f S r c*ver(‘J’ but never 80 IQr,ch 
and would do so with the remainder next spring. “ t0, .b® °f any prions d. sad vantage. When vines 

Mr. Maxwell said the old pear trees in Ontario ' ^ 

county did nothing last year; but this season they M J ".Ti h”1' i 
gave a fair crop. Would not condemn the Virgalieu M? 1 . ,VlneB he had mentl0«cd were 
altogether, but would not plant it extensively at mUch exposod' but bad 8"!lered 110 ^J^y when laid 
present. upon the ground, bometimes the canes rot when 

covered. 
I— IV7((^ varieties of Grape can be relied upon to ripen their Mr. Gami'Kr advised binding the vines with straw 

’ With certain,yin Western New York, in open air 7 and allowing them to remain on the trellis. This af- 
Mr. Barry thought this an important question, fords protection and prevents rottimr. 

IV e have been adding new varieties for several years, Mr. Langwouthy hoped vines would be obtained 
and gaining experience of their qualities. The Tsa- perfectly hardy, that would not need covering. The 
bella, our old standard, often fails; the Catawba trouble is considerable. 

of ripe wood, and you are sure of a good crop. 

Mr. Downing said the foliage of the Logau is very 

delicate, and burns so much he could do nothing 

with it. 

John A. Gamtkr, of Fennsylvania, Baid the Logan 

is the hardiest vine he has. 

which he has called Ontario, it originally came from 
the United States. He had tasted the fruit of both 
vines, ami tlioughtthem the same. It is a large grape, 
hardy and in quality not much inferior to Isabella. 

HI— Which the hardy Grapes that ripen well is best adapted 

to keeping fresh during the winter 7 

Mr. Hooker said the Clinton keeps the best. It 
keeps well until every thing else is gone, and then it 
is pretty good. A friend kept Clinton, Isabella, Con¬ 
cord and Catawba, all precisely alike, and when eat¬ 
en. the Clinton was the best decidedly. Concord loses 
its flavor ; Isabella keeps pretty well, but not as well 
as Clinton. Delaware was represented as being a 
good keeper, but Mr. H. never yet had enough to test 
the matter. 

IV—/» there any advantage in planting vineyards in the vicinity 

of lakes and large livers 7 

Mr. Barry thought we were much indebted to 
the influence ol‘ water for the success in fruitgrowing 
in Western New York. The presence of large bodies 
of water not only renders the frosts of winter less se¬ 
vere, but retards the early flowering of trees in the 
spring, by which they ere saved from the injurious 
effects of frosts when trees are in flower. 

Mr. TownsKMi observed, that on the western side 
of lakes, where western winds prevail, the influence 
of the water appears to be lost. 

Mr. Brooks thought the reason that fruit succeeds 
best near water, is from the fact that water is found 
in the lowest places. It is attributable more to alti¬ 
tude than water. 

II - h it'necessary or profitable to protect the hardy varieties of I”VKI,V saad altitude Is an importantconsid- 
Grape during the winter; and if so, what is the best method ftrttt'on< In tbe center of the State, near Utica, 

peaches can not be grown, and it is no doubt on ac¬ 
count of altitude, mainly. The whole of Western 
New York is dotted with lakes, clear to the center of 
the State, and it, is found that on the margins of these 
lakes, tender frnit can be grown better than at some 
miles distance, while, doubtless, an Influence for good 
is exerted all over this section of the State. 

Mr. Beadle lives in Canada, and it is known to he 
a cold country. Jiishomeis between lakes Ontario 
and Erie, ami there they have a good climate and can 
grow peaches, but the nearer the borders of the lakes 
the better. In the oentt 
peach crop Is unoertaf 

between these lakes, the 
1 be peninsula between 

the hardiest trees and best bearers we have. 

Mr. Clark said Beurre Bose bad borne well with 
him for six years, aud never a better crop than this 
season. 

Mr. Hooker was well pleased with Huntington. 
Mr. Downing thought much better of Huntington 

this year than formerly. 

VIII— What, varieties of Apple have successfully withstand the 

adverse einmmttances of this season, anil borne a full crop 
of perfect fruit / 

Mr. Townsend said Primate did well, and it is an 
excellent fruit; Late Strawberry, good; Early Har¬ 
vest, uncommonly fine; Gravenstein, half a crop; 
Northern Spy, full; Baldwin, bearing good crop uni¬ 
versally; Golden Sweet, tine crop; Greening, about 
two-thirds of an average yield; Spitzenburg, small 
and blotched; Tolrnau Sweet, fair; Westfield Seek- 
no-Further, light crop and small; Keswick Codling, 
good crop and very useful apple. 

Mr. Hooker said the present season Early Joe, 
Porter, Baldwin, Golden Sweet, Twenty Ounce, Red 
Canada, and .JellVies had borne well. 

Mr. Downing said Early Joe is only fit for family 
use, delicious when first picked from the tree, but 
soou loses flavor. 

Mr. Hoag had obtained very large crops the pres¬ 
ent year from Tompkins County King, Baldwin, 
Spitzeriburgk, Greening and Golden Sweet. Early 
Joe is not good six honrs after being picked. 

Mr. Moody stated that last year he had a fine crop 
of Early Joes, so line that the children often preferred 
them to peaches, and would never eat any other 
apple as long us they lasted. They ripen rather 
late, and when put into barrels retain their flavor 
unusually well and quite late. 

Mr, Downing said the Hawthorudcn is one of 
most useful apples tho farmer can grow; always 
plenty and fair, no matter wkat may be the season. 

Here the dismission closed. The Committee 
appointed to examine fruits made tho following 
report: 

RETORT OF COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE FRUITS. 

Tho Committee appointed for the purpose report that they 

havo examined the fruits now ou exhibition, and have made 

full minutes. The show of grapes is fine, and very creditable 
to the .Society 

John lusher, Esq , of Batavia, by Jno. Sherman, gardener, 

exhibited seven varieties of foreign grapes, very large, Hue 

bunches, well grown specimens, aud highly creditable to the 
exhibitor. 

l)eati Richmond, Esq., of Batavia, by John Sysrght, gar¬ 

dener, exhibited eigtit varieties of foreign grapes, well 
ripened. 

Bichard Bullymoro, Esq., of Buffalo, one bunch of Black 
Hamburgh. 

Benjamin Fish, Esq., of Rochester, six varieties of native 
grapes. 

Hoag !t Craiue, of Lockport, nine varieties of native grapes, 

among which were lino specimens of Delaware, Garrigues, 
and I'erklus, 

Dr. II, 8. Miuer, of Hooeoye Falls, three varieties native 

grapes, among which the Diana and Delaware were remarka¬ 
bly fine. 

• 1 - Bissell, Salter h Co., of Rochester, four varieties of 

foreign grapes and fifteen varieties of native grapes. 

forest and sand hills are peculiar; and a sunset seen 
from the top of the tallest elevations is most magnifi¬ 
cent. 

Still, it is a desolation- -a waste of waters on one 
hand, and a strip nf country entirely valueless on the 
other; and still desolations are for many reasons 
most impressive and profound. 

I will here add a general idea of our fall fruit crop. 

Reaches are plenty In market at about $1 per bushel; 

apples are a fair crop in quantity und quality; pears 

full: grapes do.; plums scarce. J. T. Elliott. 

Grand Rapid*, Mich,, Sept. 20, 1861, 

f omrstic #r«im0. 
to. 

PICTURE FRAMES. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—Feeling deeply inter¬ 
ested in all the arts which give to home an aspect of 
beauty and pleasantness, I consider it both a pleasure 
and a duty to communicate to you some of uiy late 
experiments, which, If you choose, you may an¬ 
nounce to the readers of the Rural. I have been 
covering frames with wheat heads, straw and chess. 
Wheat is put on in the following manner, viz.: — 
Have a plain frame made of light wood. Cut strips 
of white paper and cover tho frame, either by glue¬ 
ing or pasting, (pasting Is tho preferable way,) then 
take ripo wheat heads, with no beards, and place a 
row lengthwise around the inner edge of the frame, 
(these should bo fastened with thick glue,) after 
which fasten bearded heads slanting across the 
frame; let the beards project over the edge of tlw* 
frame, and trim them to make them even, th. n var¬ 
nish with copal. 

I o make the cbcsB frames, I would refer tho reader 
to an article entitled, “To Veneer Picture Frames 
with Straw,” found in the Rural Deo. 15th, 1860. I 
veneered a frame with cudbear colored straw, then 
took heads of chess and glued on in the form of a 
vine. I have veneered others with straw, but this is 
tiic most beautiful. Lucie, 

Thompson, Gonaga Co., 0., 1801. 
-1-» # « »----- 

GREENING PICKLES WITH GRAPE LEAVES. 

It is considered very desirable by housekeepers 
that pickled cucumbers, mangoes, Ac., should he of 
a deep green color. They taste no better, but they 
look nicer. To produce this greenness, it has been 
customary to place the pickles in a brass or copper 
vessel, pour hot alum water over them, and let them 
remain until of the desired color; that is until the 
salt of oopper, verdigris, has acted upon them Hufli- 
eiently, A better way of doing It without the aid of 
poisons, is recommended by Mrs. Haskell’* Encyclo¬ 
pedia, which is us follows:—“ When packing the 
cucumbers in salt, line tho barrel, bottom and sides, 
with grape leaves, ami pack between tho layers of 
encumbers a quantity of the fresh leaves, until the 
barrel is lull. When salted through, remove them 

lake Ontario und tho Niawira river, in exceedingly 

well adapted to peaches. Be spoke of the peach be¬ 
cause somewhat tender, a# because it is a fruit with 
which he baa had xperienoe than with grapes. 

V — What variety of Raspberry, other than the Black Cap, is 

most valuable to plant extensively for market s 

Mr. Hooker found the Red Raspberries to sell bet¬ 
ter in market than the White or Yellow. A small 
quantity of light colored would sell, but the bulk for 
market must be red. Hudson River Antwerp and 
Franconia arc the best market Borts. Hudson Itlver 
Antwerp, pretty hardy, and a good bearer, all the 
berries being perfect. Franconia, moro productive, 
but not so good to carry to market, arid towards Hie 

.. U’iUUVU Lilt! I 

i. c. MaxwoU & Brothers, of Genova, four varieties of from the brine, and pour boilimr water imon th 
itiVO irnimiM. nmnmr vvT.inl, fho 11: u _... j mi. . « « . . native grapes, among which tho Diana and Delaware were 

very Hue. 

Frost Si Co., of Rochester, seven varieties of native grapes, 

among which the Isabella, Roboccft, aud Delaware, were very 
good, 

B. H. Mace, Esq , of Newburgh, very targe and well ripened 
Delaware aud Concord grapes. 

W. Pitt Wilcox, of Brighton, Hve varieties of native grapes. 

W. Cutler, of Beverly, fit., specimens of Delaware grape. 

pick lee, several times. If not the desired color, li u 
a tub in the sumo manner that the barrel was pre 
pared, and pack the pickles with a large quantity o 
tho loaves. Heat vinegar boiling hot, pour it ovei 
the pickles, and cover them tightly. If, the nexi 
morning, they are not sufficiently greened, drain of 
the vinegar, reheat it, and pour it again over them 
repeat the process until of the color desired. Wher ■ - --ouiui uesireu. wne 

dlwanger At Lurry, of Rochester, thirteen varieties of they are sufficiently greened, pour over them hr 
itive cranes, auionc which warn fi 111* Baninloo r\f rinla<nnv.A . . _ native grapes, among which were fine samples of Delaware, 

Diana, and Rebecca. 

It. K. Hooker & Co., of Rochester, seven varieties of native 

grapes, of which the Delaware were very lino. 

Charles Woolley, of I'oughkeepsio, exhibited the Concord, 
Catawba, Isabella, and Diana. 

Jno. P Sackstcdn, Esq., of Louisville, Ky., sample of the — - '-- uoii., i.wumviue, ivy., sample Or toe 

end of the season produces a good many imperfect Tq,i>' KraPe),)f which we find the berries small, the bunch 
liOl-eiiiu I / •. ♦ or, n n I >..v .1 - . I • . f*flin rkll cl !in/1 fha .......   a ■ 

seldom succeeds; and the Clinton iB of inferior 
quality. These are our three old varieties. Ilia 
experience caused him to believe that the Delaware 
could be relied upon in this climate. The present 
season has been very unfavorable,—the wood was 
injured last winter, the spring was cold and back¬ 
ward, aud the summer has not been such as could be 
desired for maturing the grape crop. Varieties that 
ripen this season must be considered well adapted to 
our climate, and snch as will mature in unfavorable 
seasons and situations. The Delaware has ripened 
under almost all circumstances, on wall and on 
trellis. The Hartford Prolific is one of the first to 
ripen. It will always ripen here, and is hardy, 
though third class in quality, if compared with the 
Delaware, but would be considered a good grape by 
most people. It drops the berries Bomewhat when 
fully ripe. 

Dr. Miner, of Honeoye Falls, said the Diana had 
ripened with him the last eight years. It was three 
weeks earlier than Isabella, and only a week or so 
later than Delaware. He never ripened Isabella on 
an open trellis. 

H. E. Hooker did not think Diana ripens early 

enough to be called a reliable grape, and not much 
earlier than Isabella. On Diana bunches there ure 

Mr. Moody did not think we have or can obtain a 
good grape that will invariably succeed without 
covering. In Europe, where the climate is less se¬ 
vere, grapes are covered. 

Mr. Hamper said, that in the north of France and 
Switzerland, after harvest, the stakes are pulled up, 
the vines laid down, and the stakes thrown upon them 

to keep them down. Sometimes those who give their 
vinyards.extra care, throw a little straw upon all. 

Josiaii Sai.tkk, of Rochester, said, it is not al¬ 
ways the mere covering of the grape vine in the win¬ 
ter, nor the dirt with which it is covered that rots 
the wood and budB, but some varieties do not ripen 
their wood nor their buds as well as others. If the 
wood buds are perfectly ripe before being covered, the 
mere covering will not injure them. Alany varieties 
stand the winter without covering because they ripen 
their wood early and thoroughly. Such varieties as 
the Logan, Delaware, Concord, Clinton, Northern 
Muscadine, Ac., are sure to ripen well. The Hart¬ 
ford Prolific, Isabella, Diaoa, Catawba, Ac., are of 
strong, vigorous habit, and have a tendency to grow 
late in the season, and to make large, pithy wood, 
which rarely ripens solid and well. Those that thus 
fail to ripen would bo often killed by our winters, 
whether they are covered with earth or not. The ob- 

many green berries, but on the Delaware not an jection to covering with straw is that it harbors mice 
unripe berry can be found. The Delaware is so satis- F. W. Lav found all the protection needed is to 
actury this year that be did not feel like talking lay down the vines, aud in the most severe weather 

aioutany other variety. From a vine growing on a they are covered with straw. Last winter vines 
tre! is twelve feet long and five and a half feet high, allowed to remain on trellis were much injured. The 
he had picked two hundred bunches. Though the vines laid on the ground, now had ripe fruit, but 
clusters are small, he believed as many pounds of the the fruit on viues left on trellis was yet uuripe. ' Mr. 
Delaware could be grown on a given space as of any Lay did not consider the labor of laying down, or 
other good grape. Mr. Hooker was prepared to even covering, very seriouB, as he thought he could 
give his unqualified approbation to the Delaware, cover half an acre in a day. 

Among other good qualities it isfound perfectly hardy. H. T. Brooks said a friend had covered part of his rpiv^ « ■% £\. ... * * * ***v«'* VGIOiCU b Ul Hitt 
lhe Diana buds often sillier from the winter, either vines and left a part on trellis. The latter were in- 
buried or exposed. This makes it difficult to get the jured the most—perhaps taken up too early, 
trellis filled with bearing canes. The Hartford Pro- Mr. Lay referred to the practice of Mr. Beck of 
ihe is hardy and early, but second rate quality. Charlotte, in this county. He uses, with great suc- 
oncord is early enough and hardy. These three cess, a simple movable trellis, resting on and nailed 

var etieB can be relied upon in Western New York. to a heavy block at the bottom, and supported at the 
Mr. Barry presented plates of Delaware, Rebecca, 

Concord, aud Diana, grown on the same trellis, and | ' 
umler like treatment every way—all ripe but Diana. : 
Mr. B. was satisfied that Delaware is a month earlier |,||r* friBafc. 
than Diaua. Rebecca ia a high flavored grape, as Figcrk l. 

toto«2 the f0“*ge U ra,b,ir de“' UPP",en,! f “ r- «' —«■, - **« taWA re- 
Mr Horn II !; , , . , quired to give the desired angle. Mr. Beck allows 

one Blot in T l Vm^ th'8 year’ IB tbG tre,lis t0 rernain during the su“mer in the posi- one plot, m an exposed situation. This is the first tion shown by figure one. P 

berries. Both require laying down in winter. 
Mr. I isn had cultivated Raspberries for several 

years, and for profit preferred the Black Cap. 

Mr. Barky recommended Hudson River Antwerp 
and Franconia. 

VI— What varieties of Plum are most profitable to plant for 
market J 

Mr. Beadle was much interested in this question, 
as in the cold sections of Canada, where peaches 
will not grow, the plum is the best substitute. He 
was well pleased with the McLaughlin. 

Mr. Downing, whose opinion was sought, recom¬ 
mended Imperial Gage, Bradshaw, Lombard, Mc¬ 
Laughlin, Reine Claude de Bavay, and Coe’s Golden 
Drop. 

Mr. Hooker had been informed by growers for the 
New York Market,Hhat the Yellow Egg is the most 
profitable. 

Mr. Brooks liad fought the Black Knot, determined 
to kill the disease or the trees, and had succeeded in 
the former, hut the Curculio had taken all the fruit 
for five years. 

VII— What varieties of Pear have successfully withstood the 

adverse, circumstances of the present season, and borne a good 
crop of perfect fruit 7 

Mr. Fish said Osband’s Summer and Buffum had 
done well with him. 

Mr. Downing spoke favorably of Doyenne d’ Ete 
and Rostiezer. Dcb Nonnes is very productive and 
One. 

Mr. Lay said ItoHtiezer ami Louise Bonne de Jer¬ 
sey had borne a good crop; Oshand’s Summer he had 
out several years, but it seems slow in .fruiting. 
Rostiezer ia a hardy tree, a good bearer, and never 
blights or cracks. 

.Mr. Hooker found the Rostiezer extremely produc¬ 
tive this year; Bartlett and Dochesse d’ Angonlcme 
gave a good crop, and the Louise Bonne de Jersey 
not quite as good as usual. 

Mr, Townsend said*Rostiezer had borne well, arid 

so had the Louise Bonne de Jersey, but the fruit was 
defective. Dix had fruited well. 

Mr, Beadle found White Doyenne the best and 
moat productive. Bartlett bore a large crop), gen 

compact, and the Havor very swoet ami nice. 

S. II. Allen, of Hhrewnhury, Mass., bunches of the uativo 

Massachusetts Fox grapes, and a Bample of the wine made 
therefrom in ]8fi9. 

Of apples and pears, they report exhibited by Wm. Cutler, 

of Beverly, 111., « seedling apple —very fair, good size, itch 
llavor, promises well. 

IV. I'itt Wilcox the Philadelphia pear; some specimens 

of which were trot sufficiently ripe, and others were over ripe. 

Tho Committee could aot form a mature opinion as to the 
quality auil promise. 

T. C .Maxwell tk. Bros., of Geneva—the Des Nonnes pear— 

very line samples of an excellent pear. 

J. 8. Clark, of Greece, twenty-three varieties of pears. 

Among them were splendid specimens of Sheldon, I.ouiso 

Boune do Jersey, Bcurrn Bose, Winter Nells, Flemish Beau- 

ty, Foster i.enrre, Dix, and Boussock, and a seedling pear of 

good size, somewhat resembling Mario Louale, quality “good.’’ 

Joseph Alleyn, of Rochester, Much esse d’Angouleme and 

Louise Bonne de Jersey pears. 

The Society adjourned to meet at the call of the 
Council, 

SHORE OF LAKE MICHIGAN. 

vinegar; if they taste of tho leaves, change tho vine 
gar after a week. 
-♦ ■ « 

Watermelon Pickles—Tho ladies will discove 
something new in the following recipe: — “ Tei 
pounds of watermelon finds boiled in pure wate 
until they are tender; drain the water off'; then maki 
a syrup of two pounds of sugar, one quart of vine 
gar, hall un ounce til cloves, ami one ounce of cin 
mimon. The syrup to ho boiled and poured over th< 
melon rind boiling hot. Drain the syrup off, and le 
it come to a boil, and pour it over the melons threi 
days in succession. The rinds prepared in this wa1 
far surpasses any pioklo wc ever tasted. It will keej 
from one year to another.—Ituffato Com. Ado. 

Tomato Sweet Pickles. — Take 9 lbs. of ripi 
tomatoes, (scalded and skinned,) 3 lbs. of browi 
sugar, and 3 pints of good vinegar —put the wholi 
iuto (i kettle, with the addition of 2 ounces of cinna 
moti and .’ of cloves, tied up in a hag—set them upoi 
a moderate fire, stirring them frequently, to proven 
them from sticking to the keltic, until they are suffi 
clently cooked to keep well. A very nice, swee 
pickle may be made of ripe, soft peaches, or plums 
prepared in tho same way. 

SHORE OF LAKE MICHIGAN. Good Biscuit ou Short Cake.—To one pint 

Bwcet milk, take two teaspoonfuls cream tartar, oi 

Some who are well acquainted with the shore of teaspoouful of soda, and two tablespoonfuls of got 
llrn V! go .. ~ ~ CG. z.   i_ \ . . Lake Michigan bordering on this State, may ask how 

it is made out to be level. In a recent article, in call¬ 
ing the western part of the State — or that bordering 
directly on the shore, levels I referred to the general 
face of the country for five to ten or fifteen miles 
inland. "Level” will not apply to the immediate 
shore at present. Originally it was level, and covered 
with a heavy growth of timber, mostly pine. But tho 
wild lake winds and drifting sands of the wide 
beach has, to a great extent, changed all this, and 

butter; a trifle of salt. Mix in flour sufficient 
make a soft dough, roll to an inch in thickness, c 
with a sharp-edged cutter, crowd closely in the pa 
and bake with a rather quick but gentle heat, fiftei 
minutes. When they are done, remove from tl 
oven, cover with a thick cloth, and allow them 
stand under the stove a few minntea.—Ohio Farmt 

-—»■«♦■■■«■ 

Blistered Hands and Feet,—As a remedy again 
blistering of hands in rowing or fishing, Ac., or - - ... in ui unuiug, (vc., or 

now these line old forest trees are deeply buried in clear feet in walking, the quickest is, lighting a tall 
litbn enn.-l fTl.j, i.I_111..* i in © 

Mr. Lay referred to the practice of Mr. Beck, of eraily fine, but some specimens were defective. 
iar fitti* in tnia p.Antilo «nn« __a._ 

Figcrk 1. 

“ • - ■’■•V ..... .J V II nniuiM i 1*0 JivU 

lieurre Hose gave a full crop; Duchessa d’ Angou- ascend, and by the time you get to where the tallest 
leme never liner; and Beurre Dielnot quite as full of just peep out, yon are apt to think of the old song, 
fruit as usual, but tho specimens are fine; Buffum, "Such a getting up stairs,” Ac. 

good crop; Seekel, poor and unsightly, many of the Tu many cases, wheu thiB point is reached —the 
trees blighted last year; Louise Bonne de Jersey gave top of the tallest pine — you are but halfway up; and 
a good crop, but many specimens were defective every one that undertakes the job, is not sure to stand 
from something like a wound on one side, which oil the crown, Bunker Hill Monument can be 
stopped growth. climbed, the winding stairs of Niagara siiwmnuriti.il 

lake sand. The tossing boughs and waving trunks candle and letting the tallow drop into cold wal 
are stiff and motionless. In places the origiualsoil is (to purify it, it is said, from salt), then rubbing t 
bare, and here trees still stand and thrive. Most of tallow on the hands or feeb-mixed with brandy 

the sand hills stand as steep as the sand will allow ftIiy other strong spirits. For mere tenderness nut 
without running; and most of them in sugar loaf |ng iB better than the above, or vinegar a 111 

form,— up and down, as uneven as Mt. Hope of your diluted with water. 
place, only on a much larger scale. Commencing at ♦ »_ 

the base of one of these “sand hills,” you ascend How TO Cure a “ Runaround.”—I send a go 
slowly and toilingly sinking in to your ankles at every recipe for curing a runaround:-Take one teaspoi 
step—stepping up twelve inches and gaining but. ful of sale ratlin and two teaspoonfuls of water; lu 
three The trunks of the trees grow smaller as you it boiling hot. Then Boak the affected finger in I 
ascend, ami by the time you get to where the tallest lye a few seconds. Repeat two or three times, 
just peep out, you are apt to think of the old song, havo never known this simple remedy to fail 

‘ .Such a getting up stairs,” Ac. effecting a cure, if applied in time.—Mrs. W. 
fu many cases, when this point is reached —the Hart, Friendship, N. Y., 186J. 

top of the tallest pine —you are but halfway up; and --, , » __, 

every one that undertakes the job, is not sure to stand Cream Muffins.—Take a quart of sour cream a 

on the crown, Bunker Hill Monument can be two eggs well beaten; a tablespoonful of salt; s 

climbed, the winding stairs of Niagara surmounted, the eggs into the Cream gradually; add sifted fie 

How TO Cure a “ Runaround.”—I send a goi 
recipe for curing a runaround:- Take one teaspoo 
ful of saleratlis and two teuspoonfula of water; lie 
it boiling hot. Then soak the affected finger in t 

Hart, Friendship, N. Y., 1861. 

Cream Muffins.—Take a quart of sour cream a 

two eggs well beaten; a tablespoonful of salt; s 

the eggH into the cream gradually; add sifted flo upper end by a Diece of scantlinrr »f tLe lon„tL u .. .. „ . .aiinmniuieu, me eggs into the cream grauually; add silted flo 

quired to give the desired an-He Mr Beck allows the CurcuVio IhZT I *** "T* ^ ^ ^ feat8joined iB but a «ood taste of “ working enough to make a thick batter; dissolve a teaspoon 
the trellis to remain during tSe summon the noli Wit an ^ i f * T T °n hia 0wn y0Mr paBsage ” "p J^ng <* some of the of soda in as much vinegar as will cover it, Ll s 
tion shown by figure one P Cutun „V.? ? .*****?* f'T W0U“d °f the ^ °f th®“ forest tomb*' ■■ at the last. Bake in small cakes on the griddle. 

Curculio could be seen quite plainly. The shore is studded all along from the clay hanks Ohio Valley Fanner. 
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fWritten for Moore’S Rnral New-Yorker.] 

“WILL YOU, OE SOME KIND READER, TELL7” 

It would seem that Aunt B. and ray whilom friend A. 

Are expecting to *«■•- me once more; 

So I beg you, dear Ritual, to jaat let me say 

My travels do not paaa their door. 

A small bit of eparriog It pleaaant to me— 

To point out an evil, tlx well; 

But when that in done, further use I can’t see,— 

“ Will you, or Home kind reader, tell?” 

When a thing once were aaid, “it were well,'' weH Haid; 

If not, “ ’twern better” not say it at all; 

For the chance of improvement, through stuffing the head, 

To me seems exceedingly small. 

In journeying round, I am sorry to say, 

I see much common sense should expel. 

In view of this fact, think reproof does not pay. 

Why is it? Can you or your reader* tell? 

Tib easy, Indeed, to lead a horse to a spring, 

Provided he is broke to be led; 

But to make a horse drink is a different think— 

Bo sages have long ago said; 

Yet let him alone till the need of a drink 

Shall make Itself undertime! well; 

He’ll find out the spring, for a reason, I think, 

That you and your readers can tell. 

It strikes me a* plain the aforesaid friend A , 

Were he left for a while to hi* fate, 

Would find out the spring of contentment some way 

When the thirst for it came to die great. 

’Tis a palpable fact, springs of all sorts abooud, 

Enough, legitimate wants toaxpell; 

Why is it, then, error is everywhere found? 

“ Will you, or some kind reader, tell?” 

I approve, to he sure, of raising a flag 

Wherever a great truth Is planted; 

lint when fairly hoisted, if people will Ing, 

Then wait till they feel the truth wanted. 

Your pardon, kind R-, I will add nothing more; 

1 tax you, I know very well; 

But patience and time have been both taxed before, 

As you and your readers can tell. 

October, 1861. Polly Kord. 

IWrltten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

MARY WORTLY MONTAGU. 

In turning the leaves of tbe first volume of Cham¬ 

ber’*■ English Cyclopedia, wo find tho attractive face 

of Lady Mary Wortly Montagu, quite in contrast 

with the poets, philosophers and grave divines, whose 

portraits are interspersed along its pages. It is quite 

natural that Lady Mahy should attract the reader's 

attentiop, for with one exception, hers is the only 

female face In a volume containing over eighty por¬ 

traits, and giving a record of authors from the ear¬ 

liest periods of English literature to the eighteenth 

century! Hut she looks down with complacent confi¬ 

dence from her high station among the geniuses of 

her age, as though perfectly at home, and not in the 

least, embarrassed by her snrron ridings. She is de¬ 

scribed ns a lady who moved in the best circles of 

rank and fashion, who traveled extensively, and was 

on terms of friendship with AdijiBon, Pope, Hay, 
and the literary characters of that period. Bhe was 

very gifted as a letter-writer, and no one can road her 

epistles without getting a high opinion of her talents 

and good sense, though they are not marked by 

any great warmth of feeling. Indeed, her features, 

though bAut.iful, express more shrewdness and intel¬ 

ligence than depth of affection. Her letters to Mr. 

Montagu before their marriage are friendly and sin¬ 

cere, but are ns cool and philosophical as essays. 

Perhaps ho lacked the power of awakening her 

deeper feelings. He was culled, though perhaps 

unjustly, •• only a decent appendage to his accom¬ 

plished wife,” However this may have been, she 

always in her letters treated him with respect and 

deference. Popr, generally sell conceited and vain, 

was quite dazzled by her wit and beauty; but when 

she received his flatteries and advances with ridicule, 

he became her enemy. Though she corresponded 

with him during her eastern travels, she could not 

have admired him as much as some have done, for 

she refers in one of her letters to a daughter, to his 

“ unintelligible essays.” 

Lady Mahy was liberally educated, and though 

this niHst have been an unusual accomplishment for 

a lady, at that time, yet no one can detect in any 

of her writings, the least disposition to vanity on 

account of such rich attainments. She was so well 

read even in her school days, that no one could cheat 

her by pilfering from the most obscure and out- 

of-the-way books. Her vigilant eye was sure to find 

out the theft. The prevailing ideas at that time OH 

learning in women, we may glean from a sentence in 

one of her letters on female education, written for the 

benefit of a grand daughter. “The second caution 

to bo given her, is to conceal whatever learning she 

attains with as much solicitude as she would crooked, 

ness or lameness; the parade of it can only serve to 

draw on her the envy, and consequently the hatred 

of all she and he fools, which will certainly bo at 

least three part* in four of her acquaintance.” Her 

writings bear the impress of cIohc thought and 

observation. She was lively and brilliant, yet pointed 

and direct in her style. In proof of this we might 

quote from almost any ef her letters. 

Mrs. Montaoc lived to be seventy-two years of age, 

and when we think of her natural talents and well 

developed mind, we may well suppose that her com¬ 

pany was desirable wherever ala- chose to go. What 

a contrast must she have presented to the superficial 

character* who had lived without thought or study, 

devoting the strength of their youth to the frivolous 

employment of fashionable life. On the other hand, 

how modeHtand unpretending is her character in com¬ 

parison to those who occupy the platform expressly 

to boast of what woman is capable Of doing. Lady 

Montagu says: “ It is impossible to he far advanced 

in knowledge without being more humbled by a con¬ 

viction of human ignorance than elated by learning.” 

Hho did not besiege the walls inclosing the garden 

of science, hut quietly entering by the gate, she 

plucked the fairest fruits therein. She wandered in 

its choicest retreats with such unassuming self-pos¬ 

session that no one thought of disputing her right to 

enter, and left an example, not of what women as 

a class are capable of doing, hut of what oue woman 

actually did in the walks of literature. 
Butler, Win, 1881. Mi.vkkva Osborn. 

♦ * ♦ . ♦ ■ ■ 

TriEKK is a groat deal of conversation in which 
silliness is current coin, and nonsense pays for non¬ 
sense; in which compliment is bartered for compli¬ 
ment, and the envy in the heart is measurable by the 
sweetness on the lips; the mere Bounding of nothings 
which are hut tho echoes of empty heads, the miscel¬ 
laneous chattering compounded of gabble and gossip, 
relieving idleness by scandal. 

A n.EASANT jest in time of misfortune is courage 
to the heart, strength to the arm, and digestion to 
the Btomach. 

fWritten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

“WOMAN’S DUTIES”—A REJOINDER. 

We have a special dislike for newspaper contro¬ 

versy, as wo think that it is seldom much good is 

effected in thiB way; and when writing the article of 

“ Woman's Duties,” we didn't expect or desire anv to 

put the coat on unless it fitted. Makmion seems to 

have had a chord touched in biH heart, though it has 

taken an amazing while to discover ita vibrations. 

Were he to re peruse our offending article, he might 

find that some of his impressions were erroneous. 

We have not time, neither do we think it worth 

while to uulice “II discrepancies, but his attention 

we want to call to a few points in his “ Reply,” not 

that we have any idea of giving him any instruc¬ 

tions - certainly not. Should never think of under¬ 

taking his ease, for so prolific would be the “advice,” 

given only to excite inquiry, that our feeble admoni¬ 

tions would fall like showers upon the desert. 

We disclaimed the common sense that taught the 

utter dependence of woman, not that which makes 

her good, pure, and useful,— but as he seems to have 

satisfied himself of our alarming deficiency in that 

rare exotic, and has informed us of It in so refined 

and gentlemanly a manner, nothing is left us but to 

express our thanks for due notice of this important 

discovery. Certainly he has given ub very different 

ideas of common sense from what we ever enter¬ 

tained before; and to speak of it as a “rare exotio” 

among the eminently intelligent American people, 

seems to us absurd. We think it resembles more the 

hardy “ monarch of the foreBt,” that often sends 

deeper roots into a soil none of the best, looking 

greenest and freshest where the rudest blasts blow 

upon it; and we think this good gift of Gon to man, 

thrives no better in the heart of the petted child of 

fortune, than would the oak under hot-house culture. 

Makmion says he has never hoard it asserted that 
women, more than men, should he models of purity. 
We have; but his assertion, that one possessing such 
qualities can exert a “wider influence” than a man 
possessing the same, savors somewhat of the spirit; 
and it’s a doctrine we don't believe, that a good, 
honest, upright man has not as much influence lor 
the right as a woman of the same stamp, - we cannot 
see the logic, in such u supposition, if there he any. 

There i« no true woman who will pass lightly over 

in man what, she would oondemn in her own sex. 

This idea prevails, we know, and to some extent it 

may he true; but there are thousands of noble 

women who have no more esteem tor an irreligious, 

immoral man, than for a woman of the same class. 

If any suppose we have a disposition to abuse the 

•• whole race of man,” they very much mistake us. 

This would indeed he an unfavorable time to impugn 

them, when so many are bravely, nobly, forgetting 

self, and giving all to promote the interests of our 

beloved country. We honor such men — esteem 

and love them; and we think there arc others who 

might he more profitably employed — wielding weap¬ 

ons in behalf ol Freedom. 

If we have ever been inclined to distrust entirely 

the sterner sex, thoughts of a noble old grandfather, 

and honored father, both of the Puritan stock, and 

inheriting the peculiar virtues of their worthy ances¬ 

tors, dissipates our distrust. Ah! ho it far from us 

to impugn the whole race, when we have the pre¬ 

cious memory of such a father, and the presence of 

a true, noble hearted brother, to prove, not alone the 

external, but hidden excellences of the character of 

men, when true to themselves and <Ion. And it is 

just such as these that, by the contrast, make the 

mean, petty tyrants, found here and there, seem more 

desplcahlo. Maude Elliott. 

COMFORT AT DOME. 

A powerful attraction to home is tbe cultivation 

of a spirit of ncatuess and elegance throughout all 

its arrangements. The eye scarcely every wearies of 

a beautiful prospect or a pleasing picture. Tho 

aspect of a home should resemble the latter; it should 

tell its own talc; its atmosphere should breathe of 

comfort, and its quiet, simple ornamentation delight 

the eye. There is a brightness about a well kept 

home, which neither wealth nor magnificence can 

impart, unaccompanied by taste. To keep best 

rooms, or best of anything, to lie used only for 

visitors’ accommodation, is not the wisest policy for 

a wife to adopt; on the contrary, company rooms 

contrast too greatly with daily living rooms, and sug¬ 

gest unpleasant comparisons. Neatness and elegance 

should go hand in hand, one cannot exist without 

the other; but it must be neatness far removed from 

formality, and elegance independent of cost liness and 

profusion. Every article should appear as if intended 

for use, and every right article In its right place, the 

very chairs and tables should he suggestive of com¬ 

fort; not arranged with stiff precision, hut in such a 

way that the attractive portions of a room shall be 

visible to their occupants. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

SONG AND TOIL. 

BY W K. KNOWLES. 

Sins while the sound of toil is heard; 

Let song snd siuew go together, 

And one shall give tho eheering word, 

The other brave the warring weather 

For hands are strong when hearts are light, 

And time goes by when winged to measure, 

And all the world about is bright 

When might and music earn the treasure. 

Sing while the blows fall thick and fast, 

And time the strokes with song and chorus; 

And strike and shout while day shall last, 

To end the task that is before ns. 

For hands ore strong when hearts are light, 

And time goes by when winged to measure, 

And all the world about is bright 

When might and music earn the treasure. 

Then shout, and sing, anil work, and wait, 

All hand in hand with friend and neighbor; 

And toil and sing away the fate 

That dooms poor mortals here to labor. 

For hands or© strong when hearts are light, 

And time goes by when v-inged to measure, 

And all the woriA about is bright 

When might and music earn the treasure. 

Ransomville, N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

LITERARY FAME. 

Few persons of common education have failed to 

feel at some period of their ifves aspirations after 

literary fame. There is no harm in this desire as 

long as it is kept within proper bounds; hot it is 

often allowed to interfere with the most important 

duties of life. In this case it becomes an evil; and 

even when the object of pursuit is gained, It Is 

generally found to have cost more than it is worth. 

It is no easy work to become a writer of real merit. 

Many books that read as if they had been composed 

without much effort, have cost their authors years of 

toil. Goldsmith wan engaged about twrdve years 

upon his “Deserted Village” and “Traveler.” He 

often labored hard for a whole day npon less than 

ten lines. Asdibon spent several years In collecting 

materials for ills work, before be commenced his 

papers for the “ Spectator.” The maxim that there 

is no excellence without work, is especially true in 

regard to literature; and it will admit of doubt 

whether even a good song was ever composed with¬ 

out a great amount of labor. 

Hut should you write a book that the world will 

read, your success will bring upon yon the envy and 

hatred of unsuccessful candidates for fame. The 

more merit that one possesses in any of the walks of 

life, the more will he bo envied; hut the successful 

aspirant for literary fame is peculiarly liable to he 

the ohjectof dislike. And men of hut little ability 

often have the power to render writers of rank and 

talent unhappy. Dry urn's works afford evidence 

that the attacks upon hirn wore a constant source of 

misery, and had not Fork writhed under the assault* 

of tho witlings of his day, he never would have 

written the “ Dunciad.” When Voltaire was at the 

height of his fume, his life was embittered by the 

attacks of writers who were destitute of both learn¬ 

ing and genius. Perl-ups ni author ha* ever showed 

much merit without arouslig the opposition of infe¬ 

rior men. But even autlnw'of real genius are apt to 

hate those who share (>■ While favor with them. 

And is fame worth all tin 

Hnt how slight is one’s prospect of gaining last¬ 

ing literary fame, cren after all his exertions. Ho 

may write well and yet not gain popular applause, 

for the world is not always just in its estimation of 

writers. If it were so, “Fanny Fern” would not 

have more readers than “ Hawthorne.” Probably 

there have been twenty novels written within the last 

twenty-five years, with equal merit with “Uncle 

Tom’s Cabin,” that have not attained to any extra 

popularity. Of all the aspirants for literary lame 

how few are remembered for a half a century. Are 

not one-bftlf the hooks that have been written within 

the last twenty-five years, already forgotten by the 

world? Few things arc more changeable than the 

popular literary taste. A few years since “Monk 

Lewis” was the idol of the lovers of light literature, 

and our grand children may be unable to account for 

the popularity of some of the favorites of the present 

day. Has not time robbed Cooper of more than 

half of the popularity that ho once possessed; and 

may not Paulding Vie said to have outlived his fame 

as a writer. 8. L. Leonard. 

Caldwell’s Prairie, Win., 1801. 

The Duties ok a Mother.— Hy the quiet fireside 

of home, the true mother, in the midst of her chil¬ 

dren, is sowing as in vases of earth the seeds of 

plants that shall sometime give to Heaven the fra¬ 

grance of their bloBBOms, and whose fruit shall be as 

a rosary of angelic deeds, the noblest, offering that 

she can make through the ever ascending and 

expanding souls of her children to her Maker. 

Every word that she utters goes from heart to heart 

with a power of which she little dreams. Philoso¬ 

phers tell us in their speculations that we cannot lift 

a linger without moving the distant spheres. Solemn 

is the thought, but not more solemn to the Christian 

mother than the thought that every word that falls 

from her lips,—every expression of her countenance, 

even in the sheltered walk and retirement of home, 

may leave an Indelible impression oij young souls 

around her, and form as It were an underlying strain 

of that education which peoples Heaven. 

Origin ok Quarrels.—The sweetest, the most 
clinging affection, is often shaken by the slightest 

breath of unkindness, as the delicate rings and ten¬ 

drils of the vine are agitated by the faintest air that 

blows in summer. An unkind word from one be¬ 

loved often draws blood from many a heart which 

would defy the battle ax of hatred, or the keenest 

edge of vindictive satire. Nay, the shade, the gloom 

of the face familiar and dear, awakens grief and 

pain. These are the little thorns which, though men 

of a rougher form may make their way through them 

without feeling much, extremely Incommode per- 

sous of ii more refined turn in their journey through 

life, and make the traveling irksome and unpleasant. 

-» * ^ » ■ -1—— 

Scolding and Governing.—Some writer Bays:— 
“1 never knew a scolding ]>■ r-on that was able to 

govern a family. What makes people scold? Be¬ 

cause they cannot govern themselves. How, then, 

can they govern others? Those who govern well 

are generally calm; they ale prompt and resolute, 

but steady and mild.” 

to be a private. I shouldn’t snppose you would dare 

to speak the word patriotism again for a month, for 

fear it would stick in your throat and choke yon. 

Haven’t yon been a private man, and can’t yon afford 

to Vie private soldier? If everybody wasas ambitious 

as you arc, we should have a fine country, I imagine. 

Captaincy, indeed! A pretty Captain you’d make. 

A mun that tried last summer to shoot a squirrel six 

feet off, and couldn’t do it- Likely as any way you 

would shoot yourself, or your First Lieutenant, the 

first time you fired. 'Pears to me I would learn to 

pull a trigger myself before I set myself up to teach 

other men how to handle muskets. What does a 

school-teacher know ahout fire-arms till he’s been 

taught? 
Don’t talk to me ahout being an officer, as long as 

you can’t keep thirty or forty hoys in order. What 

could you do at the head of a company of soldiers? 

Really, I didn’t think you were such a fool. 

Plenty of other men that don’t know any more 

about it than yon? Supposing there are, is that any 

reason for yonr making a goose of yourself because 

other people do? It’s my opinion there wouldn’t 

have been such a scattering and scampering at Bull 

Run, if there hadn’t been so many Colonels and 

Captains around, tripping np on their swords, and 

running against one another. You wouldn’t catch 

me trying to play officer until I had learned my part. 

I wouldn’t even consent to he made a corporal till I’d 

shown that. I wasn’t a coward, and nobody should put 

me Into the Captaincy, or anything else, till I had 

fought ray way up to it. I only wonder that yon 

didn’t set your heart on being Brigadier General. 

I’d start to-morrow, If I were you, and apply. 

But there’s one thing about it,, John Brown, I 

never want to hear you called Captain Brown, or 

Colonel Brown, or General Brown, if it’s for nothing 

hut to pay yon for hankering after titles ho. I’m 
sick of them. They don’t half of the men deserve 

them Deacons and nobody else. 

You gness you’ll retire, do you? Well, I’d adviBe 

yon to do so, and the longer you keep retired the 

better for yon, and your country too, I’m thinking. 

For my part. Pin ashamed of you. 

RICH WITHOUT MONEY. 

Many a man is rich without money. Thousands 

of men with nothing in the pocket, and thousands 

without even a pocket, are rich. A man born with 

a good sound constitution, a good stomach, a good 

heart, and good limbs, and a pretty good hcad-picce, 

is rich. Good bones are better than gold - tough 

muscles, than silver; and nerves that flush fire and 

carry energy to every function, arc better than houses 

and lands. 

It is better than a landed estate to have the right 

kind of father and mother. Good breeds and had 

breeds exist, among men as really as among herds and 

horBcs. Education may do much to check evil 

tendencies, or to develop good ones; hut it is a great 

thing to inherit the right proportion [of faculties to 

start with. 
That man is rich who has a good disposition—who 

is naturally kind, patient, cheerful, hopeful, and who 

lias a flavor of wit and fun in his composition. Tbe 

hardest thing to get along with in this life Is a man’s 

own self. A cross, selfish fellow—a desponding and 

complaing fellow—a timid, care-burdened man—these 

are all deformed on the inside. Their feet may not 

limp, but their thoughts do. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

“PRAY WITHOUT CEASING.” 

Pray without ceasing when the storms 

Of sorrow round thee fall, 

With Gon t.hy friend and counsellor, 

They never can appal. 

His spirit pure shall e'er descend 

TJpon thy heart to bless; 

Beneath His smile, though dark the day, 

Thine is true happiness. 

Pray without ceasing when the light 

Of joy and hope is thine; 

Pray that its cheering light may still 

Upon yonr pathway shine. 

Pray without ceasing to the close 

Of life’s oft weary day; 

And when Death calls thee to his arras, 

Still, without ceasing, pray. 

Geneva, Wisconain, 1861. B. C. D. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

TRUTH AND THE MAGI- 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker] 

MRS. BROWN’S CAUDLE LECTURE. 

Didn’t enlist? Why not? What in goodnoss 

has happened? I supposed you were half way to 

Washington by this time. Wouldn’t they accept you, 

or what wits it? Speak out, Mr. Brown, do, and let 

we know tho worst. Was It because they thought 

you had the heart disease, and might be taken with 

palpitation, or had the rheumatics bo that you couldn't 

run ? Did the gunpowder freigbten you out of it, or 

what ? Give you a chance, and you’ll tell me? Well, 

out with it, if you’ve got anything to say. Don’t 

stand there like a dunce. Concluded you wouldn’t? 

That's a pretty excuse — satisfactory, very. Brown, 

f thought you were more of a man, I did indeed. 

Now Mrs. Jones will throw it in my face that you 

are a coward, and deserted. That’s tho story that’ll 

get around, and a pleasant oue for mo to heat beside. 

Upon my word, Mr. Brown, I'd rather have buried 

you. 
Contradict it? Not I. You may make your own 

excuses. But if you’ve got any sensible reason, tell 

me what it is. What ou earth is the sense in your 

concluding you wouldn't? Speak up! Didn’t think 

it was iiest? What sort of a reason is that? Brown, 

I wish you had any gift at conversation. lt’t> more 

than It’s worth, filly times over, to get a word out of 

you. Why didn’t you think it beat? Won’t you 

answer in plain English? Why didn’t you consider 

ii was best? Aren’t you an able bodied man and 

haven’t your wife and children got money enough to 

take care of themselves without you? What was it 

brought you back? It wasn't your love for me, I’m 

sure of that. Had all the Captains they wanted? 

Didn't want any more Lieutenants? What’s that to 

do with it? Mr. Brown, I’m ashamed of you. Did 

you intend to go to war so as to get on a Captain’s 

rig, and order folks ahout, or was it to save your 

country? A sensible reason, that is—I can t believe 

my ears, Mr. Brown. There isn’t ft man in town 

that's talked longer and louder about patriotism, and 

fighting for your country, and dying on her altars, 

and all such flummery, than you have; and now litre 

you are giving up going to war, because you’d have 

Times and Opportunities.— As we ought to be 

more frugal of our time than our money, the oue 

being infinitely more valuable than the other, so 

ought we to be particularly watchful of opportuni¬ 

ties. There are times and seasons proper for every 

purpose of life; and a very material part of prudence 

it is to judge rightly of them. If you have, for 

example, a favor to a*k of a phlegmatic, gloomy 

man, take kim, if yon can, over his bottle. If you 

want to deal’with a covetous man, by no means pro¬ 

pose your business after he has been paying away 

money, but rather after he lifts been receiving. If 

you know a person for whose interest you have occa¬ 

sion, w ho is unhappy in his family, put yourself in 

his way abroad, rather than wait on him at. his own 

house. A statesman will not be likely to give you a 

favorable audience immediately after meeting with 

a disappointment in any of his schemes. There are 

even many people who are always sour snd ill- 

humored from their rising till they have dined. As 

in persons, so in things, opportunity is of the utmost 

consequence.—tiurgh't Human Nature. 

Handsome Acknowledgment. — It was a real 

pleasure to me to visit a man who had commenced 

life with little capital, save a willing heart and Btout 

arms, and who had converted a rocky und swampy 

waste into smiling and fertile fields, who has given 

his children the best education the country affords, 

exercised a generous am! genial hospitality, and 

been careful to embellish as well as utilize his estate; 

and, ufter doing all this, to accumulate a sufficient 

fortune without any speculations, but hy the aid of 

honest straightforward farming alone. Bucb men 

arc the true jewels of our country, worthy of all 

honor and renown. I congratulated him heartily 

upon his success in life, and the traly happy position 

in which he stood. He told me one thing had con¬ 

tributed more than anything else to this result. He 

had one of the best wives in the world. He said be 

could never have accomplished it hut for her.—J. 

Stanton Gould. 

“ When they saw the star, they rejoiced with exceeding 

great, joy.” 

The wise men had made along and weary journey, 

and now rejoiced at the prospect of beholding tbe 

infant child who was to attain, they believed, unlim¬ 

ited empire. It is probable that He was only associ¬ 

ated in their minds with the splendors of an earthly 

throne,—the pomp and glory of successful and mag¬ 

nificent conquest, —with tbe power and grandeur of 

unlimited but temporal sovereignty. They had no 

idea of Him as a spiritual prince, who would reign 

in the hearts of men, delivering them from the 

power of sin and hopeless sorrow. They regarded 

Him as one who would he ft king of mighty und glo¬ 

rious, but brief authority, the termination of which 

would he determined by the decree of death, and 

whose empire would he doomed, like those which 

bad preceded, to crumble into ruins; not as a spirit¬ 

ual prince whose peace-imparting reign would con¬ 

tinue through the successive generations of men, 

until all mankind shoo'd he brought into happy sub¬ 

jection to His dominion, brighter and more blessed 

than the soul’s grandest conceptions of the eternal 

splendor. Vet “ they rejoiced with exceeding great 

joy.” 
If the Magi thus rejoiced in anticipation of finding 

and early rendering allegiance to Christ as an 

earthly king, what joy should possess the heart on 

being able to fin d Him in his true character—a prince 

indeed, but one o I infinitely more authority than the 

combined sovereigns of a thousand worlds—a prinre, 

but a Prince of Peace. Peace! How sweet and 

soothing the word to hearts bleeding from the crush¬ 

ing weight of some great sorrow, or torn hy the dis¬ 

tracting influence of unsubdued passion. And to all 

the Raviob offers Peace, If they will submit to His 

authority. Those who do so will not only find that 

He can, by His potent word, hush to a calm the tumul¬ 

tuous billows of sorrow and passion, for tho twilight 

of life will at last break into the nndimraed efful¬ 

gence of perfect and enduring peace; while to those 

who do not, the earthly shadows will only deepen 

into terrible and eternal night. But there are laws 

and directions which have emanated from the Prince 

of Peace, a conformity to which is tbe condition of 

enjoying the precious benefits of His peaceful reign. 

“If thou wouldxt enter enter into life, keep the com¬ 

mandments.” “Heek first the kingdom of Heaven 

and its righteousness.” “Repent, and believe tho 

Gospel.” “Thou sbftlt love the Lord thy Gon with 

all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy 

mind.” “ Thou strait love thy neighbor as thyseir." 

“ tiring forth, therefore, fruits meet for repentance" 

llow eager we should he to have our lives conform 

to the directions and requisitions of the Divine Word! 

Alas! that the Been hut transient things of time 

should have more influence over the human heart 

than the unseen hut eternal realities of the future 

world. -A. T. E. Clark. 
Academy, New Haven, Vt., 1861. 

Love oi the Wonderful.—What stronger pleas¬ 

ure Is there with mankind, or what do they earlier 

learn or longer retain, than the love of hearing and 

relating tilings strange and Incredible? How won¬ 

derful a thing is the love of wondering and raising 

wonder! ’Tis the delight of children to bear tales 

they shiver at, and tho vice of old men to abound in 

strange Btories of times past. We come iuto the 

world wondering at everything; and when our won¬ 

der ahout common things is over, wo seek something 

new to wonder at. Our lust scene is to tell wonders 

of our own, to all who will believe them. And amid 

all this, ’tis well if truth comes off hut moderately 

tai n ted.—Shnflsbnry. 

Industry,— Employ thyself in something good. 

Do good to thy friend, that he may ho more thy 

friend; thine enemy, that ho may become thy friend. 

To reverence thy father is good. Take care of thy 

body. 'Tis better to love to hoar than to love to 

speak. It is better to know many things than to he 

ignorant of all. He a friend to virtue, a stranger to 

vice. Govern tlly tongue. Learn to bear misfortune. 

A .iust and conscientious appreciation of candor, 
und tiie vicissitudes of life, will never fail to impress 
a man with a high sense of his obligations, to always 
keep in mind the necessity of truth, in every circum¬ 
stance, and under all deprivations that call for honest 

utterance and faithful performance. 

WHO ARE THE GREAT PREACHERS? 

Tiie great preachers of the world have been those 

who were in direct sympathy with human life, and who 

had an end to gain with the men before them. But 

with culture and scholastic habit*, men have inter¬ 

preted the Word of God, “Follow me, and I will 

make you a preacher of sermons.” Tho end of preach¬ 

ing Is not a good sermon, but a holy heart. Fine 

sermons have nearly ruined good preaching. If 

ministers cared more for their people and less for 

their sermons, they would be more useful. Preach- 

iug has almost ceased to he a living business between 

a man’s heart and the want* of hi» congregation. 

Learning, rhetoric, eloquence, are good as collateral 

iulluences, but no man will win souls who does not 

feel the throbbing pulse of his congregation-who 

does not know their lives—who does not understand 

how to take the primary truths of Christianity, and 

apply them to the consciences of men in their daily 

business of life. Such will be certainly efficacious; 

and such preaching is necessary to the filling up of 

the churches. Were such preaching universal in our 

time, not only would our churches he filled to over¬ 

flowing, but thousands would have to he built. I or 

you may depend upon it, there iB never a man who 

preaches intelligent truth, and preaches it with a liv¬ 

ing sympathy for men, that people do not flock to 

hear him. 
--a ■ ♦ ■-* ~~ 

Trust God.—“1 could write down twenty cases,” 

says a pious man, “when I wished God had done 

otherwise than He did; but which I now see, had I 

my own will, would have led to extensive mischief. 

The life of a Christian is a life of paradoxes. He 

must lay hold on God, he must follow hard after Him, 

he must determine not to let Him go. And yet you 

must learn to let God alone. Quietness before God 

is oue of the most difficult of all Christian graces; 

to sit where He pleases, to he what Ilo would have us 

he, and this as long as He pleases—Christian 

Treasury. ___ 

We should learn to look upon all things God has 

made as sacred, filled with religious suggestion. 

Until we look upon every act of duty, every toil f°r 

daily bread, everything we do, as having a sacred 

bearing and significance - until wc thus consecrate 

nature, and all that belongs to the life of nature, wc 

shall have a dwarf, mean, and stinted religion; a 

religion compromising with the world at the best, a 

religion to be seen in nooks and corners, a religion 

formal and outward.—Chapin. 

V • ♦- * ♦- 

If wc had not within ourselves the principle <>1 

bliss, wc could not become blest, 'the grain o 

heaven lies in the breast, as the germ of the blossom 

lies in the shut seed. 
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LETTERS FROM CALIFORNIA. 

New Series*. — Number Nine. 

Death of the rich banker—Damp of funeral obsequies—Moral¬ 

izing—Istwt and lawyers—Land titles—Occidental jour• 

nalists—Their difficulties, 

San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 1, 1861. 

Death turns a. deaf ear to bribery, and selects his 
victims alike from the abodes of the rich and the cot¬ 
tages of the poor. Death has no holidays, bnt works un¬ 
ceasingly on in spring, summer, autumn, and winter, 
entering cities and towns, villages aud country, read¬ 
ing iu hollow tone his stern summons to the young, 
the beautiful, the gay, the thoughtless, the rich and 
great, the poor and lowly. His is an absolute mon¬ 
archy; his subjects those of every kindred, and 
tongue, and nation, on the broad earth. 

The death-bed and funeral of a rich man in this 
rich and proud city, is fruitful in instruction. A 
short time since, Death entered the business circles, 
and selected a rich man in the very midst of life. 
He was a banker, doing business on Montgomery — 
the “Wall Street ” of San Francisco. He was forced 
from his counting house to his sick room, and 
closeted with wife, and physician, and nurse, and 
solemn thoughts. Weary days and weeks passed by. 
Human skill was baffled. Death was inexorable. The 
rich banker must meet the dread summons. His 
family gathered round the bedside. That apartment 
was interesting into which Death was entering with 
dumb foot-fall and ghastly presence. It was a 
princely room. Rare pictures flushed the walls that 
winter day with the glory of Arcadian summers. 
The fairest blossoms of Southern climes were piled 
thick upon the costly carpet, and the daintily em¬ 
broidered drapery fell In soft clouds from the massive 
bedstead; tables of rosewood and Parian marble, 
sofas and ottomans of latest pattern, and French mir¬ 
rors of the richest dimensions and cost, bespoke the 
wealth of the dying man. Tho owner of this mag- 
nificenee was unable to purchase a reprieve. Ho bad 
bought lands and city lots and sold them; had sent 
richly freighted ships to foreign ports; had owned 
Government stocks, and Rtocks in hunks; and now he 
must leave his treasures and go away as poor us the 
veriest hod-carrier. His riches afforded no guarantee 
of lengthened life. He lingered a few weeksand died. 

When the morning papers announced the death of 
Mr.-, President of the- Bank, everybody 
said what a pity; bnt "he died rich.” They said it 
on Montgomery street, where they count wealth by 
hundreds of thousands. They said it in elegant 
parlors and by luxurious breakfast tables all over 
the squares and avenues of the great city. They 
said it, too, in dark alleys and squalid homes. 
Everywhere it was the same story “He died 
rich.” Alas! his riches were not laid up where 
moth and rust lose their corrupting influence. Ah! 
there was an angel who stood at the bedside of the 
rich banker in that dying hour; and the man had 
nothing out of all his life to give him; no generous, 
noble, self-sacrificing deeds; no nets of Helf denial: 
no faith; no trust; no repentance and prayer, which 
would have been pearls, and gold, and precious 
jewels in the hands of the angel. So he wrote down 
at the close of the last chapter of that wastod life — 
“ lie died poor,'' 

And the dying man saw the wordH, as his soul 
followed the angel to that bourne from which 
none return, and ho heard him say, lawfully and 
justly acquired wealth is approved of Heaven. In its 

use lies the secret of securing the Divine approbation. 
So he knew then, for the first time, that all the 
labor, and toil, and struggling of his life on earth, 
had only brought him this verdict at tlio great 
assiy.e- “lie died poor.” 

The pageantry of his funeral obsequies exceeded 
anything I had ever seen. The turn-out of elegant 
horses, gayly caparisoned, attached to costly, silver- 
mounted coaches, glittering in the rays of the sun as 
they moved slowly throng!) the city toward the cem¬ 
etery, made au impressive and imposing spectacle. 
Several distinct orders of Masons and Odd Fellows, 
habited in their rich regalia, were largely repre¬ 
sented. ISaukers, merchants, artisans, citizens -each 
and all united iu swelling the procession, until it 
exceeded a mile ia length. Slowly and steadily they 
bore the deceased to his last resting place, in “ Lone 
Mountain Cemetery”—a romantic spot selected and 
fitted for the burial place of the city's dead. 

The death and burial of the wealthy banker affords 
matter for moralizing. Bo true as there is “truth in 
the running brooks, sermons in stones, and good in 
everything”- so sure as we are nothing hut coasters 
along time’s shores, traffickers and hucksters in men¬ 
tal and moral com mod i ties, giving, receiving so sure 
will time develop veritable poisons, imparting, when 
added to our stock, mold and mildew. As it is uncer¬ 
tain when we speak a passing craft, whether wo shall 
receive wisdom for wisdom, and as we unlade our 
bark of its rich cargo of ideas ami practical phi¬ 
losophy, are made to receive iu exchange damaged 
wares, or low and squalid thoughts and soiled feel¬ 
ings, so it might be as well to shut up shop, abandon 
our traffic, und live on the riches of our own spirits. 
Or, perhaps, turn our prow to the beach, where lies 
the wreck of some stranded bark, whose goods lie 
scattered temptingly, waiting to be gathered by the 
survivors. 

Ay, indeed! Were we to direct our dealings and 
trading to the shipwrecked, the stranded, the lost—to 
the grave—the burial ground—the last resting place of 
the dead wo should secure a richer commerce, make 
infinite gains, and add to our little wallet of ideas 
and feelings stores of true wealth. There we can 
exchange pride, aud vanity, and pomp, for humility 
and lowliness of mind. Swap selfishness, and 
enmity, and hate, for benevoleuce, and love, and 
charity—barter mirth, and sin, and folly, for sober¬ 
ness, obedience, and heavenly virtue. 

Deatli and the grave deal largely in the merchan¬ 

dize of wisdom. Their supplies have never failed. 

No bankruptcy there; aud pride, and self-will, and 

folly, are the base metals that pass current at their 

gloomy counters in exchange for the pearls of heav¬ 

enly sapience. Wealth, honor, position, power, arc 

as nothing in the tread of Death. Companions, 

friends, loved ones, have us power in his courts. 

Yesterday man was (lushed with health; to-day he 

sickens; to-morrow lie dies! The banker counted 

1‘is wealth by hundreds of thousands—his voice was 

potent in financial circles. lie opened his baud 

Und commerce smiled; he closed it and she waned. 

*le walked the streets of the city a prince. He died 

a ,jeKgar! Of what avail now his title to stocks, and 

and lands, and houses! Alas! a narrow plot 

of ground in that “Lone Mountain,” suffices for his 

necessities. Ilis demise shook and jostled the strong 

Money circles. It caused ripples and- counter cur¬ 

rents on tlie sea of trade. They Boon, however, 

lively 
.flOPRA NO. 

a masrs ufrs wz urn die. 
E. G. STORMS. 

1. A farmer’s life’s the life for me; I own I love it dear - ly; Aud ev-cry sea-sou, full of glee, I take its la - bor cheer - ly. 
ALTO 

2. The law-yer leads a harassed life, Much like the hunted ot - ter ; And ’tween his own aud other’s strife, He’s always in hot wa - ter. 
3. The doctor’s styled a gen-tle-mau; But this 1 hold but humming; For, like a tav-eru wait-iug man. To ev-erycall he’s oom-iug. 

.TENOR. _ ^ . 

4. A farmer’s life, then, let me live, Ob - tain-lug while I lead it, E - no ugh for self, aud some to give To such poor souls as ueed it; 

I’ll plough and sow, To reap and mow, Or in the bam to thresli, sir; All’s one to me, l plain-ly see,’Twill bring me health aud cash, sir. 

For foo or friend, A cause de fend, How-ev - er wrong, must he, sir, in reason’s spite, Maintain its right, And dear-ly cam Ids fee, sir. 
Now here, now there, Must he re-pair, Or starve, sir, by do - ny - ing; Like Death himself, Un- bap-py olf, Ho lives by oth-ers dy - ing. 

C7\ /TS 

I ’ll drain and fence,Nor grudge expense,To give my land good dressing; I ’ll plough andsow.Or drill in row, And hope from Hcav’n a bless-ing. 

resumed their wonted action; time ignored his 

deeds and memory; his place was filled by another, 

and he is forgotten in the busy, restless activities of 

this modern Babel! 

Bankers and money lenders are not the only class 

that amass wealth in California. Lawyers thrive 

beyond precedent. Henry IV being told by his 

gardener that there were several spots at Fontainbleu 

where nothing would grow, said—“ Go plant a bed 

of attornies, for they will flourish anywhere.” This 

satirical remark of the shrewd monarch is strikingly 

exemplified here. No State in the Union of its popu¬ 

lation, has half the litigation. Two causes exist, 

accounting for this. First, it has been, and Is still, 

a land of outrage and crime, multiplying cases for 

the criminal courts. Second, the land titles are very 

uncertain, giving rise to numberless trials between 

contestants. The fraudulent claims set up by the 

Spanish or Mexicans, are counted by hundreds, and 

are supported by all the deception and cunning 

peculiar to that designing people. Borne of these 

suits involve lands valued at hundreds of thousands 

of dollars. Not only the best, legal talent, hut a long 

array is in constant employ. Their fees are large, 

and they amass fortunes In a few years. The uncer¬ 

tainty and doubt that hang over California land 

titles, Is a great impediment to the settlement and 

growth «f the State. It, will doubtless require a 

score of years before these disputes will be finally 

disposed of, and in the meantime, it will prove a rich 

soil for the planting and propagation of attornies. 

They grow and ripen into wealth and position 

rapidly. No seedy, half Hedged lawyers here. All 

are well dressed and full fed. They share largely in 

working out the destinies of the State, and take a 

commanding position in the ranks of citizenship. 

Law und order are bulwarks of defense. Lawyers — 

expounders and defenders of just laws, are a most 

r>nlliable and useful class of men everywhere, and 

especially so on the Pacific coast/ Wo cannot 

indorse the remark of the Uni vernal ist minister, 

who on being asked by a lawyer, why the rich man 

called for water to cool his tongue, replied, “ he was 

doubtless once a lawyer, and his tongue is suffering 

lor its crimes committed while practicing the legal 

profession.” 

Journalists are also a prosperous class. Their 
standard of prices is favorable to rapid gains. Borne 
of the first talent is engaged in this department. An 
editor hero is not exempt from difficulties, any more 
than over East. He is solicited to lead off on sub¬ 
scriptions,- is shown a raw-hide by some poor dnnee 
be has unwittingly insulted, and lias to stop writing 
long enough to kick the belligerent ass down stairs. 
He is annoyed by particular friends, who love to sit 
around and tell long stories, which tho editor per¬ 
haps originated years before. He is appealed to to 
settle all disputes in politics, metaphysics, and reli¬ 
gion,—whether it was sinful in General Jackson to 
preface all hia declarations with “ By the Eternal?” 
who wrote the Bible? —when is the Millenium to 
come? will there be any dough faces in heaven, or 
what gambler ever won the most money?—do angle 
worms and lizards rain down, or what nag made the 
fastest time under saddlo?- as water inclines down 
bill, why does sap ascend the tree tops?- who got 
up the system of Counting chickens before they were 
hatched, or eating his bread before it was harvested?— 
ure Yankees accountable beings?—are they natural or 
artificial creatures?- would it he a sin to shoot one ?- 
who Is the author of humbuggery, especially that of 
village politicians?- has thero been more marriages 
than divorces for the last three years?—are women 
held accountable for any more than half they utter?— 
how many rows, quarrels, flirtations, and gunpowder 
plots have happened in the lust eighteen months?—is 
it any moro than fair to conclude that Prince Albert 
is tho father of most of his children?—ia it not 
unconstitutional for an attorney to stop to kiss his 
wife when ho has several neighbors awaiting prose¬ 
cution at his hands?—are California fleas u chosen 
scourge iu the hands of Providence for chastising 
the human race, and when will their term of office 
expire?—he is threatened with hard words, aud fists, 
and bludgeons, and sour looks, and everything base 
but money, (just when he needs it.) He ia written to 
by some consequential subscriber, to blow up some 
poor fellow who has just misused and insulted him. 
lie is expected to flatter everybody, to curse every¬ 
body, to please everybody!! lie must blow hot and 
cold with the same breath, smile out of one corner 
of his mouth and storm from the other, and logically 
prove 

*■ The difference them should bo, 

’Twixt tweedle dum aud tweedle dee.” 

And all to serve the piques aud innuendoes of his 
churlish patrons, just as though editors had not bat¬ 
tles enough of their own to fight, und no over-stock 
of courage withal. In short, in spite of themselves, 
the naughty world will show its teeth at editors. 
Well, take them all in all, they are a worthy, work¬ 
ing, reliable, hopeful, patient cla.-s of men. I would 
that their virtues were stereotyped aud lt-produced 
in all ranks of society the wide world over, s. u. n. 

►ual llrut-ijot’licr. 
NEWS DEPARTMENT. 
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“ Forbvbr float that standard Hheet — 

Where breathe* tho foo but falls before us? 

Wltli Freedom’s soil beneath our foot, 

And Freedom’s banner streaming o’er us.” 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., OCTOBER 12, 1861. 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

FACTS, SCHENKS, INCIDENTS, KTO. 

Extracts Ciom tho Houtliorn 

Disease among tub Rebels.—A Manassas cor¬ 

respondent of the Savannah Republican writes 

“I regret to say there is a great deal of sickness in 

tho army. This is not a health!? country at this sea¬ 

son of the year. Tho remark applies to all the 

counties bordering on the Potomac, from the Great 

Falls down. There are other reasons, however, for 

the unhealthincss of the army, and tho chief among 

them is the want of proper police regulations in the 

camps. In plain English, the camps are not kept 

clean. This I know from personal observation. 

“When I ask the officers about it, they excuse 

themselves by saying that it is impossible to enforce 

the necessary hygienic discipline among tho volun¬ 

teers. Neither the company officers nor tho men, 

they say, will submit to those sanitary regulations 

without which it is impossible to preserve the health 

of the command. This plea, to my certain knowl¬ 

edge, Is not well founded. There is tho First 

Regiment Georgia regulars, CoL Williams, and the 

Fifteenth Regiment Georgia volunteers, Col. Thomas, 

where tho most rigid rules are enforced, and cheer¬ 

fully obeyed by all the officers and men. Tho result 

is, these regiments enjoy almost a complete exemp¬ 

tion from all kinds of disease except those of an 

infections character, which cannot well he guarded 

aguinHt in the camp, and suoh as ure incident to a 

change of water. In a certain Mississippi regiment, 

on the contrary, where every man is permitted to do 

as he likes, two thirds of the entire command is on 

the sick list, while tho deaths have reached as high 

as nine in one day.” 

The Charleston Mercury, writing upon the same 

topic, remarks:—“Tho terrible Hanitary condition 

of our army on the Potomac, is a matter of painful 

interest to the whole people of the Confederate 

States. The frightful condition of the camp is a 

subject of universal interest and alarm. In the spirit 

of Spartan fortitude, we are willing that our troops 

should be sacrificed, if need be, in tho cause of the 

country. But that they should fall victims to the 

mismanagement of an inefficient department, is 

utterly unendurable. Ten thouaund lives are now 

In Jeopardy through this folly. The fruits of the 

great battle at Manassas have been sacrificed to this 

almost criminal fatuity.” 

Report of One Hospital.—The report of tho 

managers of tho St. Charles Hospital in Richmond, 

shows that they have received into that establishment 

from the 1st of August to the 3d of September, tho 

following number of sick and wounded soldiers: 

From Smith Carolina 487 From North Carolina ... b4 
From Georgia..22!i Fr»m Tennessee. . £>2 
From Missuxippi .... luff From Florida ...._ Of! 
From Virginia_16.r> From Kentucky .. 21) 
From Louisiana. 67 From Texas.... 4 
From Alabama ......... 08 - 
Total.1180 

If one Houthern hospital presents such a frightful 

list, how many sick and wounded must they all 

contain ? 

Floyd did not Steal Enough. The following 

article, from the Richmond Erammer, is the coolest 

piece of infamy that we have yet seen in connection 

with the war. There is a highwayman’s dash about 

it. which would have delighted the boldest gentleman 

of the road that ever swung at Tyburn: 

“ We gave the other day some account of the 

extensive preparations that are making in this city 

for the supply of winter clothing to the army. These 

preparations remind us of what the Boutli lias lost 

by the want of proper enterprise In Richmond, before 

the war, on this very subject of army elothing. 

“it is greatly to be regretted that the earnest 

efforts which were made in 1857 and 1858, by the 

then Secretary of War, Governor Floyd, to establish 

a clothing factory and depository for the army in 

this city, failed. Next to enlarging greatly tho 

capacity of the works at Harper’s Ferry, for the 

manufacture of arms, and tho establishment of a 

national foundery somewhere in the South, that 

gentleman was most solicitous to organize and set 

in operation a largo clothing factory for tho army in 

this city. 

“The entire clothing manufacture of tho United 

States Army had been conducted for many years in 

Philadelphia. It was an immense business, involving 

more than a million dollars a year. It was conducted 

on Government account, and not on the contract 

system. It had been very ably managed by Major 

Grossman of the Quartermaster’s Department, assisted 

by one or two of the leading dry goods mere bants 

in Philadelphia, to whom it brought a large revenue. 

“Gov. Floyd thought it was just that this vast 

business should bo divided between the South and 

tho North; and he determined, if any respectable 

merchants in this city would consent to take hold of 

it, that ho would divide the business, and scud half 

of it to Richmond. Accordingly he caused some of 

the leading drygoods merchants of this city to be 

spoken to on flu; subjoct. Beveral of them were 

sounded, and either from want of sagacity, or enter¬ 

prise, or of Inclination, they declined to lend their 

assistance to tho enterprise. Discouraged by the 

c.obi reception which the proposition mot with in a 

city that would have derived so much benefit from 

it, tin; Secretary, much to his sorrow, let the matter 

drop. 

“If the clothing factory and warehouse for tho 

army, thus projected by far-seeing statesmanship, 

had been established in Richmond, abundant stocks 

of all sorts of material would have been found in 

store here at tho opening of tho war, and an organ¬ 

ized system already in operation, capable of supply¬ 

ing all tho wants of the Southern army. As it is, 

tho Southern Government is, for the great part of the 

requisite material, at tho mercy of speculators, ami 

must pay two prices for stocks of goods which they 

might hare found on hand in the public depository 

here, paid for ami without price. The same enlightened 

and patriotic forerust which supplied arms to the South, 

would have accumulated here abundant supplies of 

clothing material. 

“The advantage to the cause would have boon 

almost as great, ia the matter of army clothing, as 

a like bold measure of the same Secretary has proved 

to the Bouth in the matter of arms, though he doubt¬ 

less would have been as bitterly opposed by political 

enemies here for the Richmond clothing factory, as 

he was denounced by certain newspapers in Missis¬ 

sippi in the most violent terms at the time, for send¬ 

ing 150,000 arms into the Booth!” 

Strategic l’ulnUi at the West. 

Tiik Chicago Tribune gives tho following topo¬ 

graphical description of Calre, Bird’s Point, Mound 

City, and Paducub, leading strategic points at the 

West. As active operations seem to have been sud¬ 

denly transferred to that portion of tho Union, the 

article possesses peculiar interest at the present. 

The Tribune says: 

For weeks past, the name of Cairo has been in 

almost every issue of every leading journal in the 

country. Its strategic importance, in a military 

point of view, is universally acknowledged; but the 

strength of that position to the army in possession 

cannot bu fully understood without careful study of 

the topography of its surrouudiugs. Let our readers 

take the largest and heat map at their command, and 

we will try and give them some idea of the strength 

and importance of Cairo as a military post. 

&l’hc first thing that attracts attention is tho extreme 

southern position of the city. It is the most south 

erly point in the Froo Btates, iB in the latitude of 

Norfolk, Va., within less than 40 miles of the southern 

lino of Virginia and Kentucky, and more than one- 

third of the way bet ween Chicago aud Now Orleans. 

The Illinois Central Railroad connects it. directly 

with the entire ruilroad system of the Northern 

States. Situated at the confluence of the Mississippi 

and the Ohio Rivers, it ia of course accessible l>y 

steamers to all the great rivers of the Mississippi 

Valley, and below Cairo the Mississippi is navigable 

for tho largest steamers the year round. The latitude 

of the country below Cairo, together wltli the warm 
waters of the Tennessee River, which flows, so to 

speak, up north from the Southern Btates aud enters 

the Ohio at Paducah, Ky., 60 miles above Cairo, keep 

the Lower Mississippi free from ice during the cold¬ 

est winter. 

Cairo, when iu possession of an army, is especially 

inaccessible to an opposing foe. The highlands of 

Southern Illinois terminate at Villa Ridge, twelve 

miles north of Cairo, The belt of country for Uio 

next live or six miles south of Villa Ridge, extending 

very nearly across from the Mississippi to the Ohio, 

is low and swampy, covered with very heavy cotton¬ 

wood, cypress, and other timber common to Missis¬ 

sippi bottoms. The Cash river, a deep aud navigable W- 

stream, after approaching the Mississippi within a 

mile, runs nearly east through this swamp, and enters KN 

the Ohio a short distance below Mound City. Tho [Jj 

Illinois Central Railway crosses this swamp on a Jg 

long trestle work, and besides this thero are but two C 

approaches to Cairo one by the roftd on the narrow ^ 

strip of land between the Cash and the Mississippi, 

and tho other by tho road on the banks of the Ohio 

from Mound City. All those approaches can be 

defended by a few troops and a battery of artillery 

against an immensely superior force. The burning 

of tho trestle bridge of the Illinois Central would 

leave but two points to be defended. 

The surface of tho ground on which Cairo stands, 

and from four to live miles north of the town, is ton, 

and some twenty feet of it above the swauip described; 

hut still a levee of five to fifteen feet high surrounds 

it, in order to protect it from inundation at high 

water. Tills levee forms an admirable breastwork, 

from behind which field artillery and infantry could 

do terrible execution upon an approaching enemy, if 

by any means ho had passed the natural obstacles and 

tho military defences placed north of the town, or if 

he should approach it by steamers on the water. But 

Fort Defiance, on the point at the lower end of tho 

city, in which are a sufficient number of sixty-four 

pounders, mortars, Ac., renders it absolutely impos¬ 

sible for a fleet to approach from the Lower Missis¬ 

sippi, the only direction from which danger can lie 

apprehended. Tho guns in tho fort command tlio 

Mississippi for throw miles below the point, at which 

an approaching fleet would first come in sight. Oppo¬ 

site Fort Defiance, across the Mississippi, is 

mud's roiNT. 

Here is the largo farm of Colonel Bird, now fully 

occupied for military purposes. A small breast work 

was at first thrown up near tho river; hut this is 

included in a much larger fort, now rapidly approach¬ 

ing completion, ft mounts a largo number of very 

heavy guns, and the wide cleared space they com¬ 

mand renders tho approach of a largo army almost 

impossible. At high water nearly the entire farm is 

overflowed. The country in the rear is about oh 

impassable as that back of Cairo. A large slouch 

leaves tho Mississippi directly below l’rice’s landing, 

twenty fivo miles above Bird’s Point. A part of it 

returns to the Mississippi a short distance above tho 

Point, hot a large portion spreads Itself out aud 

enters tho Mississippi above and below Belmont, 

opposite Columhns, twenty miles below Cairo. Tho 

Cairo and Fulton Railroad crosses this slouch on a 

high trestle work. Bird’s Point lias hut two roads 

leading to it. One from Charleston, sixty miles 

weflt — hut twelve on the line of the railroad and 

one up the bank of the river from Belmont. Both of 

these roads arc very easily rendered impassable for 

an army by the destruction of bridges and felling tho 

heavy timbers of the bottoms across them, so that 

the surprise and taking of Bird’s Point, except by 

regular approaches and an overwhelming force, is 

well nigh a military impossibility. The heavy guns 

from Fort Defiance can very easily throw shell over 

the works at the Point into the woods that surround 

tho farm of Col. Bird, on all save tho river side. 

About a mile below Cairo on the Kentucky shore is 

FORT HOLT. 

The goneralH iu command at Cairo have kept a 

dose watch upon this point all summer, hut they did 

not occupy it till tho rebel* bad taken possession of 

Columbus, twenty miles below. The bank on which 

the fort stands is high, bnt is overflowed to the depth 

of from three to eight feet at high water. Tho 

ground gradually falls off from the hank of tho river, 

and for the distance of from three to seven miles it 

is low and swampy, and filled with long, narrow, 

moon-shaped sloughs ami lakes, and impassable for 

an army. A few miles below Fort Holt tho outlet 

from these sloughs enters the Mississippi, and the 

crossing can ho so obstructed and defended that the 

approach of an army is almost impossible. The only 

remaining approach is by river, and the forts and 

gunboats interpose resistless obstacles to any such 

movement. Two other points deserve notice in this 

connection: the first is 

MOUND CtTY, 

six miles above Cairo, on tho Illinois Hhoro. Tho 

road from tho opposite side, in Kentucky, is said to 

he passably good, and fears have been entertained 

lest, the enemy by this route should throw a column 

across the Ohio, in the rear of Cairo. CoL Lawler’s 

regiment has been stationed for runny weeks at 

Mound City, and should the enemy attempt any such 

movement, Cairo Is so near that, before he could gain 

a position in Illinois, he would be sure to be utterly 

annihilated. The other point referred to is 

rADUCAH, KENTUCKY, 

fifty miles above Cairo. At this place the Tennessee 

river, navigable for hundreds of miles, and flowing 

directly north from Northern Alabama and Missis¬ 

sippi, enters the Ohio. A railway also connects it 

with all the railways of the Bouth. As soon as Gen. 

Polk, with his army of rebels, arrived at Columbus, 

tho terminus of tho Mobile und Ohio Railroad, Gen. 

Grant took possession of Paducah. Next to Cairo, it 

is plain that Paducah is the most important strategic 

point that has been occupied iu the Mississippi Val¬ 

ley. By the railway alone, as proved by the freight 

books now in possession of our officers, from one to 

five ear loads of flour and as many of bacon havo daily 

gono Bouth for tho last two months. Other military 

stores, ammunition, equipments and clothing, have 

gone forward to the full extent of the capacity of 

tho road. In addition to this tho Bteamera on the 

Tennessee river have been most actively employed, 

and the only misfortune is that the rebels did not 

invade the neutrality of Kentucky months ago, that 

this largo aud infamons traffic might have been 

stopped at a much earlior day. A careful reading, 

with tho advantages of a map, will show why the 

rebels have failed to attack Cairo and Bird’s Point, 

and why the earlier occupation of them by tho troops 

of Illinois was one of the most important movements 

that, has been made daring the progress of this cause¬ 

less and wicked rebellion. 

Ili-illluiit Nuvul Exploit. 

By a letter dated “ U. B. Steam Frigate Colorado, 

off Pensacola Harbor, Sept. 14, 1861,” we are putin 

possession of an act of daring on the part of a por¬ 

tion of the crew of that vessel worthy of those who 

uro battling for the Union. The writer says: 

Tlie monotony of the "Blockade,” so far as this 

ship is concerned, was broken, last night, by a most 

brilliant achievement. Home days ago, a large 

schooner was observed iu the harbor, in tho vicinity 

of the Navy Yard, and her appearance and motions 

led to tlie suspicion that she had been fitted up as a 

privateer, and had intentions of trying to run tho '■ 

blockade. Capt. Bailey went ashore on Santa Rosas yi 

Island, for the purpose of “fakin’ notes” in regard yi 

to the schooner and the reported battery, with the fh 

view of getting up an expedition against them. 4/ 
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About 8 o’clock P, M. (yesterday,) the detail of 

men and officers was announced; the boats hoisted 

out; the men armed and supplied with ammunition. 

The expedition was placed under the command of 

Lieut. John H. Russell. The boats, with oars muf¬ 

fled, left the side of the ship at about 11 P. M., and 

pulled into the harbor, keeping far enough from the 

rebel side to avoid observation. They continued on 

up the harbor to a point a little above the Navy Vard. 

Here the course was changed, and each boat was 

headed for its especial object. From this moment 

every thought and every effort of both officers and 

men were directed to the successful accomplishment 

of this most dangerous enterprise. 1 he parties in 

the launch and second cutter were to board and burn 

the schooner; those in the first and third cutters 

were to charge the battery and spike the recently 

mounted "big gun.” 
Lieut. Sproston, heading the crews of the first and 

third cutters, landed at the northern face of the stone 

wharf, and made directly for the newly erected 

battery. Whether this battery was not manned at 

all, or whether the men at it bad been drawn from 

their stations by the noise of the strife which had 

already commenced at the schooner, or whether they 

had “traveled,” is not known. However that may 

be, but one man was found near the gun. True cour¬ 

age, wherever found, will command respect, but the 

brave man sometimes loses his life where his light 

heeled comrades save theirs. This solitary soldier 

stood his giound in the face of thirty men, and dis¬ 

charged his musket at Lieut. Sproston, but simulta¬ 

neously with the discharge of his musket was that of 

Gunner Horton’s pistol. The lone defender of that 

battery missed his own aim, but fell under that of 

the more fortunate gunner. In a few moments the 

“ columbiad ” was spiked, and Lieut. Sproston hav¬ 

ing accomplished the duty assigned him, according 

to previous orders, recalled his men to their boats. 

The other division of the party, in the launch and 

second cutter, on upproaehing the schooner, found 

that instead of being moored in the stream, she had 

been hauled into the dry dock slip, and was tied up 

to the wharf. Nothing daunted, however, at this 

unpleasant change in the programme, our gallant 

fellows dashed ahead in the slip alongside the 

schooner. As they were approaching the vessel they 

were hailed from her decka live or six times, and 

were thus prepared to expect a hand-to-hand encoun¬ 

ter. The cutter—being much the lighter boat — 

shot ahead of the launch as she approached the 

enemy’s vessel, and as she passed under her bows 

was greeted by a galling fire, but In a moment she 

had gruppled the schooner amidships, and Lieut. 

Blake and his men were on the rebel deck. In 

another moment the launch was under the schooner’s 

guns, and, like the cutter, was received by a deadly 

salute. 

Before the enemy bad time to reload, Lieut. Rus¬ 

sell was upon her decks, followed by the brave 

fellows of his boat who had escaped the murderous 

discharge of musketry with which they were greeted. 

Forty or more of our officers, seamen and marines, 

precipitating themselves so unceremoniously upon 

the enemy’s deck, produced a stampede among them, 

and nearly all of them fled from the deck to the 

shore. One only attempted to stand his ground 

against the " boarders,” and be was instantly shot by 

Lieut. Russell. As soon as the decks were cleared of 

the rebels, our men proceeded to set the schooner on 

fire, and when this was effectually accomplished, 

they took to their boats and succeeded in getting off 

with but a few straggling shots from the rebels, who 

had begun to rally upon the wharf. 

When the boats had got beyond the range of mus¬ 

ketry, the first and second cutters were both ordered 

to give a parting salute to the enemy that were 

collecting upon the wharf, which they did in the 

shape of five or six rounds of “ Canister ” from their 

twelve-pound howitzers. What execution was done 

by this is not known, but, having the light of the 

burning schooner upon their mark, it is reasonable 

to suppose that we more than balauced accounts for 

the tire received by onr boats. 

So small a force as this, under the command of 

Lieut, Russell, on this occasion, entering into the 

very stronghold of an enemy, spiking his guns and 

burning an armed vessel, iB an exploit not often Bur- 

passed, even in the history of a Navy many of whose 

members have been distinguished for their gallantry. 

It was not done, however, without loss— three killed 

and fifteen wounded; two fatally, five severely, and 

the others slightly. None of the officers were severely 

wounded, but among the slightly wounded are Lieuts. 

Russell and Blake; Capt. Reynolds, Marine corps; 

and Midshipman Higgiuson. The killed — Clias. H. 

Lamplier, coxswain; John R. Herring, seaman, and 

John Smith, marine. 

Departnient of the West. 

Kkntccky. — The Senate resolution offered by 

Mr. Whittaker, requesting Gov. Magoffin to resign, 

was referred to the Committee on Federal Relations. 

Senate undjHouse)'adopted the resolution instruct¬ 

ing Breckinridge and l’owell to resign. If they 

decline to comply, the Senate of the United States is 

respectfully asked to investigate their conduct, and 

if found to be in opposition to the Government, that 

they expel them. 

Nathan Garther, Jr., is confirmed as Secretary of 

State vice Monroe, who has gone to C. S. A. 

Both Douses passed the $2,000,000 loan. 

The Bulletin says a gentleman recently from Bow¬ 

ling Green, states that the military authorities there 

notified the Sheriff of Warren county to pay no 

money into the State Treasury. 

Buckner had gone with a portion of his troops to 

Hopkinsville, Greenville, und other places, taking 

arms wherever they could find them. The troops at 

Bowling Green believe that 30,000 additional troops 

are daily waiting an hour's notice to come into Ken¬ 

tucky. A Mississippi regiment recently came to 

Bowling'Green, expecting to come directly through 

and occupy Louisville and remain there. 

Some mercenary Unionists are finding army em¬ 
ployment for themselves and servants, and a market 
for their produce, and give unmistakable signs of 
yielding to secession. 

A special to the Bulletin of the 2d says 800 or 1,000 

confederate [troops took possession of Hopkinsville 

on Monday afternoon, and 400 Union troops under 

Capt. Jackson were falling hack on Henderson. 

Reports' are also in circulation that Ruckner with 

5,000 confederates would attack Spottsville on Thurs¬ 

day. It was also rumored that Zollicoffer is retreat¬ 

ing towards Rarboursville. 

The Legislature took a recess till November 27, 
directing tbcJCommittee on Banks to inquire in the 
meanwhile into the management of the Bank of 
Louisville. The Bank of Kentucky has promised its 
quota, $700,000, for the defence of Kentucky. The 
Bank of Louisville, whose quota was $2oo,o00, has 
furnished nearly $100,000. The Northern Bank has 
promised $25,000 more than its quota. The Farmer’s 
Bank has promptly responded to its quota of the 

S2,000,000 required. In discussing this question, 

Senator Speed said that a majority of the Louisville 

Bauk directors would gladly welcome Buckner, and 

open their vaults freely to him, and therefore he 

wished the management exposed. Speed’s resolution 

passed both houses. 

Missouri,— Mr. White, of Col. Mulligan’s brigade, 

arrived at St. Louis in the Scdalia train at an early 

hour on the 3d. He brings information np to Mon¬ 

day night. 

Price had left Lexington with the main body of 

his force, and is moving southward for the purpose 

of effecting a junction with McCullough, after which 

he will give Fremont battle. Dr. White represents 

that Price ib decided upon tbiB point, having been 

elated and intoxicated by his victory at Lexington, 

lie says that Price anticipated an easy victory over 

Fremont at this point, and then will move on St. 

Louis. There were over 24,000 rebels ready to rise 

and welcome him with arms in their bauds. Dr. 

White thinks that the rebels will endeavor to get 

between us and forces at Georgetown, and surround 

and cut off Davis and Keigel, and then meet Frembnt 

near this place. The rebel force have 19 field pieces 

and expect rilled cannon from the South. Gen. 

Price Baid the C. S. A. had loaned Missouri $1,000,000 

for the purpose of carrying on the war against the 

U. 8. government. The rebel troops are confident of 

victory, and are clamoring to be led against Fre¬ 

mont. Dr. White gives a sorry statement in regard 

to the conduct of the rebels towards the wounded at 

Lexington. They took away from him all his hospi¬ 

tal stores, not leaving even a sponge. A portion of 

Price’s force had moved towards Independence. 

There were hut about 300 men in Warrensburgh 

when the Doetor passed through there; he thiukR 

Price’s force numbers 40,000. 

Dr. White says on his way here that 18,000 rebelH 

had parted from the main army aud marched towards 

Georgetown with the Intention of taking that place 

before re-enforcements could arrive from Jefferson 

City. 

Dr. White believes that the rebels have no idea of 

getting the State, but intend to make a demonstration 

in vant numbers upon Georgetown and St. Louis, and 

that they are perfectly confident of their ability to 

take them. No immediate attack Is feared on George¬ 

town, and our troops are prepared to receive the foe. 

Gentlemen who arrived at St. Louis on the 4lh Inst, 

from Redulia, confirm the report of the evacuation of 

I/exington by the rebels, and also bring Intelligence 

of the probable occupation of that place by Gen. 

Btnrgis. * 

Major Baker, of the Home Guard, who was among 

the Federal prisoners taken at Lexington, and who 

refused to give his parole, escaped from the rebels on 

Monday night and arrived at Sedalia this morning. 

He says all the confederates left Lexington on Mon¬ 

day P. M., and that their rear guard as it left were 

fired upon. Several were wounded by the shells 

when they first left Lexington. 

Major Baber thinks it w as the intention of Price to 

march direct on Georgetown, but information having 

been brought to him that Gen. Siegel was advancing 

with 40,000 men, he moved westward towards Inde¬ 

pendence. Whether the main body of the rebels 

pursued this route auv distance, Major B. is unaware, 

as during the confusion among the rebels upon the 

reception of the news of the large force of Gen. 

Siegel, and the reported pursuit of Sturgis in the 

rear, he escaped. Baker thinks Price’s effective force 

numbers about 25,000, in addition to which he has 

some 15,000 irregular troops, whose principal occu¬ 

pation is foraging, but this portion of the army had 

pretty much left the main body before Major Baker 

escaped. 

Jn consequence of the secession of the Cherokee 

nation, and its alliance with the C. 8. A., Colonel 

McKinstrey, Provost Marshal, has issued a proclama¬ 

tion notifying the St. Louis Building and Savings 

Association, that the sum of $33,000, being part of 

an annuity paid the Cherokeesby tbe Government of 

the United States, now on deposit in that institu¬ 

tion, is, under the act of Congress, forfeited to the 

United States, and confiscated to their nse and benefit. 

Department ot Western Virginia. 

On the 30th ult. live companies of the 1st Ken¬ 

tucky regiment, four companies of the 35th regiment, 

under Lieut, Col. Genart, surrounded and attacked 

the rebels at Chapmansvllle, and after a short engage¬ 

ment completely routed tbe rebel forces, killing 60 

and taking 70 prisoners. The rebels in escaping 

were intercepted by Col. Pratt, who killed 40 and 

took a large number prisoners. The country between 

Charlestown and Wyandotte river is now freed from 

secession power. 

The morning of tbe 1st inst. witnessed a lively 

scene at Cheat Mountain when a reconnoisance in 

force was made under command of Brigadier-General 

Reynolds. At 1 o'clock a portion of Brig.-Oen. R.’s 

brigade, consisting of tbe 3d Ohio regiment, 24th, 

25th, and 32d, and a portion of the Cth Indiana regi¬ 

ment, 7th, 9th, 13th, 14th, 15th, and 17th, together 

with a detachment of Bracken’s Indiana, Robinson’s 

Ohio, Greenfield’s Pennsylvania cavalry, and detach¬ 

ments of Howe's regulars, Loomis’ Michigan, and 

Down’s Virginia artillery, numbering in all 5,000, left 

Cheat Mountain to make a reconnoisance in force, in 

front of tbe enemy’s position on Greenbriar river, 12 

miles distant. Col, Ford’s 32d Ohio was sent forward 

to hold au important road, the possession of which 

prevented the enemy from flanking our main column. 

The expedition came in front of the euemy’s forti¬ 

fications at 8 o’clock, their pickets retiring after firing 

an ineffectual volley. Kimball's 15th Indiana was 

immediately sent forward to secure the position for 

Loomis’ battery. Amman’s 24th Ohio deployed as 

skirmishers on the south slope of the mountain. 

Loomis’ battery getting into position and supporting 

the 15th Indiana, opened the battle. Shot was im¬ 

mediately responded to by the enemy concealed in 

the brush, but they were soon routed by the 14th with 

the loss of seven killed and a large number wounded. 

Howe’s battery, supported by the 13th Indiana, 

then moved forward, taking a position 300 yards 

nearer the enemy's fortifications, opening a brisk fire. 

Firing on both sides was almost incessant for an hour, 

our artillery doing execution, judging from the 

lamentable shrieks of the wounded. The enemy’s 

battery did comparatively little injury, their guns 

being too much elevated. Our guns effectually 

silenced three of their guns. While observations were 

being made of the enemy’s fortifications, occupying 

three more hours, an irregular artillery fire was kept 

up, occupying the enemy’s attention. 

During this interval the 25th Ohio and the 16th 

Indiana regiments rendered efficient service in scout¬ 

ing among the mountains, before the close of the 

reconnoisance, which was most satisfactory. The 

enemy received heavy re-enforcements from the camp 

near Mount Monterey, making their strength about 

25,000. The leconnoisauce partakes more of the 

character of a regular engagement than any previous 

battle in Western Virginia. Our loss is but one killed 

and eleven wounded. It is impossible to ascertain 

tbe loss of the enemy. It will not, however, fall 

short of 500 killed and wounded, as our artillery did 

terrible execution. Their camp was situated on a 

slope of the mountains, supported by a number of 

guns. We captured 13 prisoners from the enemy, 

and a lot of cattle and horses. The reconnoisance 

proved entirely successful, affording information 

relative to the enemy's strength, which could not be 

ascertained from scouts. Our troops acted nobly. 

Gen. Anderson and CoIb. Jackson aud Oliver com¬ 

manded the rebels. 

Department of the East. 

Gkn. McClellan and Btaff, including the Count 

de Paris, aud accompanied by Gsn. Burnside, visited 

the outposts of the Army of the Potomac on the 1st 

inst., inspecting the National as well as tbe Confed¬ 

erate fortifications about Munson’s and Upton’s Hills 

and Fall's Church. The Inhabitants in tbe vicinity 

state that the rebels were but half clad, worse fed, 

and most of them entirely shoeless. They had no 

money, but an abundance of Virginia shinplasters, 

with which they paid for their forced purchases. In 

a deserted house near Munson’s Hill, several letters 

written by the rebels were found, in which they state 

that it was Gen. Beauregard's intention to attack the 

Uuiou troops on the 20th of September. They' 

expressed much gratification at the prospect. 

Our troops ate breakfast on the 1st inst. at Pohick 

Church, 1C miles beyond Alexandria, on the Fairfax 

road. There were 400 of them—100 of the N. Y. 

16th, under Capt. Palmer; 75 of the N. Y. 26th, 

under Capt. Arrowsmith; 76 of the N. Y. 27th, under 

Capt. Jay; 75 Kentucky cavalry, under Woodbum; 

and 75 picked men. They went to break up a nest 

of 150 rebel cavalry who were plundering the Union 

farmers of the district and turning them out of their 

homes. The rascals, apprised of the expedition, got 

into the saddle at daybreak, just in time to receive 

the fire of our head files. The wounded fell in num¬ 

bers, but were thrown upon their horses arid carried 

off) or hastily taken into the woods. The church 

was used as a barrack, tlie beds on the floors being 

yet warm. There was great joy in Accotink, as over 

400 of the rebels had harrassed them mercilessly for 

weeks. From the church for many miles wesl, north 

and south, a reconnoisance was made, which showed 

that there were no large bodies of troops this Hide of 

Oceoquan. The reconnoisance was pushed about 

nine miles further into Virginia in this direction 

than any made since Bull Run. 

A dispatch from Gen. McDowell to Gen. McClellan 

says that Lieut. A. J. Ziegler, of Stuart’s rebel 

cavalry regiment, has just been captured by the 

pickets of' the N. Y. 25th. He gives hut little infor¬ 

mation, but says Jeff. Davis, Beauregard, Johnston 

and G, W. Smith, late Street Commissioner of New 

York, now a General in the rebel service, were at 

Fairfax Court House on tbe 80th ult. reviewing the 

troops. 

The prominent positions at Munson’s Hill, Fall’s 

Church and Upton’s Hill, which were so suddenly 

evacuuted by the enemy, have been strengthened by 

large bodies of Federal troops, and our men are 

now engaged in throwing up Btrong field workH. 

The defiant attitude of the rebelH hereabout has 

been abandoned. They are now acting purely on 

the defensive, and are manifestly in constant alarm 

as to an assault from some quarter where they arc 

moat assailable. They cannot execute their own 

programme of crossing the river, and fear aii attack 

upon their own flanks. Their position forma a 

crescent, reaching f rom Oceoquan Creek to a point 

above Leesburg, whi) the center extends from Fair¬ 

fax to Mananas Ji., etion. Tbe riae in the river 

above, and the presence of tbe Potomac flotilla 

below, Washington, precludes their crossing; but 

they are aware that we have cemrnaud of meanB to 

cross at any point and turn either of their flanks. 

Tbrir step backward is considered here by expe¬ 

rienced array officers as an indication that, they do 

not intend to offer battle on the Potomao. 

The enemy's recent movement toward Leesburg 

and Point of Rocks, ia construed Into a strategic 

movement only, and one not requiring the strength¬ 

ening of any particular point along this line. Be¬ 

sides the present high state of the water in the 

Potomac, which will for some days impede the pas¬ 

sage of the river, our positions are so selected that 

no experienced officer would recommend a crossing, 

even if practicable. The fact that they unnecessarily 

exposed their strength or weakness at the Great 

Falls, ia a sufficient guaranty that no attack in force 

was premeditated. 

If private intelligence is to be relied upon, the 

enemy’s strongest position is about one and a quarter 

miles in the rear of Manassas Junction, where it is 

represented the entire available resources of tbe 

South are concentrated. Tbe bearer of this inform¬ 

ation has recently visited all the principal points 

from Richmond to Leesburg, and haB given many 

important details of the number, position and re¬ 

sources of tbe rebels which are not requisite to be 

published at this time. All former statements as to 

the privations, discontent and demoralization of 

rebel troops are fully confirmed. 

Rebel officers still attempt to inflate the hopes of 

soldiers that Washington will fall an easy prey to the 

chivalry of the South, hut the recent successful 

expedition to Hatteras and the progress of Rose- 

crants in Western Virginia, together with scarcity 

of food and money, are rapidly convincing dupes of 

political aspirants that the days of the reign of 

Southern tyranny are numbered. The soldiers and 

subalterns, and, in many cases, officers of high 

grade, utter loud complaints against Virginia for not 

furnishing the materials and sinews of war, as 

promised through the partisan leaders. Gentlemen 

who furnish this information, sincerely believe that 

delay is the surest and quickest weapon to reduce 

the South to loyalty. 

Capt. Thomas, of the Quartermaster’s Department, 

has on exhibition at his quarters a large amount of 

clothing belonging to the rebel army, which was 

captured at Munson's Hill. Some of the coats and 

pants for the officers are of the finest French cloth, 

and oi a substantial character. They were captured 

in the rebel wagons, together with muskets, sabers, 

pistols, and several of Colt’s six-shooting rifles. 

The clothing is elaborately adorned with tinsel. 

The attack upon our encampment at tbe Great 

Falls, on Monday morning, was by six regiments of 

infantry, a body of cavalry, and a regiment of artil¬ 

lery, all intrun6itu for the Upper l’otomac. They 

fired about forty rounds of shot and shell, doing 

considerable damage to the horses, hurting slightly 

oue person, exclusive of another who w-as hit in the 

shoulder. The guns used by the rebels were seven 

in number, 6 and 12-pounders, the latter being rifled, 

and throwing projectiles of tbe Sawyer pattern. At 

the beginning of the cannonade, Lieut.-Coi. Suiter 

and the Adjutant of the 24th N. Y., rode up to the 

Falls, ten miles distant, and found a regiment on 

guard there widely scattered, they having no artillery 

to respond with. While Col. Suiter was conversing 

with the Adjutant, a six pound ball from the enemy’B 

battery passed between them into a sand bank, from 

whence it was taken. The ball was of a fine finish, 

showing that the rebels are not deficient in the man¬ 

ufacture of their projectiles. 

An army order has jnst been issued, announcing 

that all depredations upon private property will be 

severely punished, and that remission of the death 

penalty for such outrages will not be granted, 4c.: and 

that the commanders of guards over such property 

will be held responsible as the principals. 

The steamer 8. R. Spaulding returned to Fortress 

Monroe on the 2d inst., from Uatteras Inlet, bringing 

the latest intelligence and the remnant of the Naval 

Brigade. A few people were still coming in to take 

the oath of allegiance. The frigale Snsquehannah 

had taken two prizes which had unsuspectingly 

approached the Inlet They were both schooners 

from the West Indies, loaded .with salt, sugar, Ac. 

The gunboat Cambridge came up this morning for 

coal and water. She ha3 been making the blockade 

off' Beaufort, N. C., and has taken four prizes, the 

prizes being the Louisa Agnes, from Sunenborg with 

a cargo of fish, the Revere, from Yarmonth, N. S., 

loaded with fish, the Edwin, from Barbadoes, with 

molasses, and the Julia, from St. Johns, with tin, 

mediciue, Ac. 

The passengers by the boat which arrived on the 

6th inst. from Old Point, report that Gen. Wool 

addressed the prisoners at the Rip Raps, who had 

been sent there by (Jen. McClellan, en route to Tor- 

tugas. He told them that had Gen. McClellan shot 

them on the spot for their rebellion in the face of the 

enemy, he would have Tieeri perfectly justified. He 

had, however, a proposition to make that all who 

were w-illing to place themselves in his band should 

step forward three paces. Those who refused would 

proceed to Tortugas. The entire 160 stepped forward 

with cheers, and many were bo affected as to shed 

tears of Joy. 

The Pawnee returned from Hatteras Inlet on the 

5th. She reports the loss of the propeller Fanny on 

Tuesday. She was on her way from the Inlet to 

Chicoinacomiea, the encampment of the 28th Indiana 

regiment, and was captured by three rebel tugs 

which came out from Roanoke Island. Two rifled 

cannon, 25 men of the Indiana regiment, including 

Quartermaster Ira N. Holt, several of Col. Hawkins’ 

regiment, and a cargo of commissary stores, fell into 

tbe hands of tbe rebels. The captain and crew of 

the propeller alone escaped. 

Affairs at Washington. 

Tuk announcement that the Spanish Government 

jtnrposes sending an expedition against Mexico, with 

a land force of 5,000 men, to march to the city of 

Mexico, is looked upon here as a mere brag. Should 

any such interference take place, our Government 

has determined to resist iQ and to promptly repel 

with our army and navy any force that may be 

directed by Spain against the neighboring Republic 

of Mexico. 

It having been reported to the State Department 

that agents who are employed by individuals to pro¬ 

cure passports are In the habit of exacting a fee from 

those for whom the passports are required, alleging 

as a reason therefore that a fee was charged by the 

Department, notice is given that no fee has ever been 

charged by the Department for a passport that such 

a charge ia expressly forbidden by the Act of Con¬ 

gress of the 18th of July, 1856, in regard to all pass¬ 

ports there issued, except by agents of the U. S. in 

foreign countries, and in the latter case the fee is 

limited to the sum of one dollar. 

Secretary Seward addressed to the Governor of 

Maine, the following letter upon the release of a 

political prisoner confined in Fort Lafayette: 

Department of State, > 
Washington, Oct 4. \ 

Governor: — Application has been made to the 
President for the release of Robert Elliot, a political 
prisoner now held in custody at Fort Lafayette. The 
evidence taken in his case shows that he had not 
only conceived the purpose of treasonable co opera¬ 
tion iu the State of Maine, with insurrectionary citi¬ 
zens, hat that he had even gone to the extreme 
length of getting up an unlawful force to operate in 
Maine against the Federal Government. His asso¬ 
ciates iu this treasonable enterprise have taken an 
oath of allegiance to the United States. This pro¬ 
ceeding is very proper in itself, but the representa¬ 
tions that they make that they arid he were loyal 
to the Union, when they were combining in arms 
against it, cannot be accepted in his behalf. It 
appears that he is too intelligent to misunderstand 
the legitimate, tendency of his acts. He cannot be 
released. On the contrary, continued vigilance iu 
ferreting out conspiracy, and arresting it by announc¬ 
ing it to the Government, is deemed worthy of special 
commendation, if any of the other offenders are 
still persisting in their treasonable acts, of course 
you will not fail to give information to this Depart¬ 
ment. 1 have the honor to be, very respectfully, 

Your obedient servant, 
William H. Seward. 

To His Excellency Israel Wabubcrnk. 

Tbe country was startled during the past week by 

the telegraphic announcement of tbe arrest of Major 

General Fremont, and the appointment of General 

Wool to his command. It is known that Col. Blair 

has preferred charges against him, but these have not 

yet reached Washington. According to the revised 

army regulations, charges are required to be trans¬ 

mitted through the superior officer, which in this 

case is General Fremont himself. The copy of the 

charges, however, have been received, to be filed in 

the event that General Fremont himself shall neglect 

or decline to transmit the original document to the 

War Department. The following dispatch, dated the 

3d inst., seems to set the matter of General Fremont’s 

removal at rest: 

To Brigadier General Curtis, St. Louis:—Fremont 
is not ordered to Washington, nor from tbe field, nor 
is any court martial ordered conceruing him. 

William H. Seward, 
Secretary of State. 

General Wool has been relieved from the command 

at Fortress Monroe by General Mansfield, and has 

reported himself at Washington. There is good 

reason to believe that he has been ordered to St. 

Louis. Should General Wool remain — which is 

uncertain—he would, of course, as senior officer, 

rank Fremont. This, however, is very different from 

displacing General Fremont, who will retain bis pre¬ 

sent position. It is thought more probable, however, 

in well-informed circles, that General Wool’s visit is 

a temporary one, for the double purpose of examin¬ 

ing, on behalf of the Government, the condition aud 

prospects of military affairs in the West, and of giv¬ 

ing to pending operations the benefit of his experi¬ 

ence and skill. 

The excess of expenditures over the Post Office 

Department receipts for the 4th quarter of the year 

I860, was nearly $2,000,000, which excess for the 1st 

quarter of the present year was $803,000, he 

receipts being nearly $2,197,000. The receipts in the 

latter quarter exceeded those of the former by over 

S50.000. 

The United States and New- Granadian joint Con¬ 

vention for the settlement of claims against the 
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latter, growing out of the Potomac affair, hag 

appointed Hon. Nathan G. Upham, of N. IL, as Com¬ 
missioner, who acted in a similar capacity in 1853, 

for the United States and Great Britain Claim Con¬ 
vention. James Carlisle for New Granada will forth¬ 

with proceed to take testimony on behalf of that 

Republic, aud present it on the first Monday in No¬ 

vember, to which time the Covention adjourned. 

The Secretary of War, in consequence of the pres¬ 

sure of public business, is compelled to cease open¬ 

ing any letters addressed to him marked private. 

Hereafter all letters so marked will remain unopened. 

A letter from the ex-President of the Republic of 

Switzerland, who is now a member of the Federal 

Council, says:—We watch here with great solici¬ 

tude the progress of the secession war, a war which 

if not succeBsfnlly checked by the patriots of tbe 

South, may assume formidable aspects. It is time 

the array with which the North confronts secession 

may appear imposing even to the South. Neverthe¬ 

less!, when the avalanche is once fairly in motion, it 

is too late to frustrate its formation, and gathering 

in its devastating course to a vast proportion, it 

sweeps resistlessly onward regardless of every obsta¬ 

cle, until striking some mountain wall of rock, “fel- 

senward ” it is dashed into fragments and rendered 

harmless to many a peaceful and happy valley home 

upon which it would have otherwise brought ruin 

and misery. May God Almighty protect the Re¬ 

public. 

By telegraph to the 5th inst, we learn that advices 

received in Washington from the West, represent 

that the people are intensely excited over the rumor 

of the removal of Gen. Fremont. So general is this 

outcry st the West that the Government has deter¬ 

mined not to interfere with him until he has had 

ample time to show his capacity for command. It is 

certain that he will neither be superceded nor court 

martialed while his troops are in the face of the 

enemy, and his friends are filled with ardent hopes. 

Gen. Wool left Washington by tbe morning train 

to-day. It is supposed his destination is St. Louis. 

Gen. McClellan has put ah end to the visits of Penn¬ 

sylvania politicians in our camps. 

The Richmond papers of Thursday state that Jeff. 

Davis arrived at Fairfax Court House on Wednes¬ 

day, and made a speech to the soldiers, telling them 

that if they would make good use of their rifles they 

would soon be in Baltimore. The Richmond papers 

state that the sick soldiers of the rebel army have 

been sent from Manaspas to Richmond, and that the 

movement was made in expectation of a battle. 

Washington is not yet purged of traitors, and they 

still maintain themselves undetected near several offi¬ 

cers high in power. An occurrence by which the 

night expedition against Mnnson’s llill miscarried in 

its main purpose, demonstrates this fact. General 

McClellan did not subject 20,000 rnen to a night 

march with no other object than the occupation of an 

unimportant hill. He had formed a plan to capture 

the 6,000 or 8,000 rebels who were in that vicinity. 

With tbe prudence of a good General, he bad arranged 

certain signals to be displayed from Washington in 

case any unforeseen occurrence should cause the expe¬ 

dition to be abandoned at the last moment. General 

McClellan did not confide his plan to any but a very 

few prominent officers, whose co-operation was neces¬ 

sary. What was his indignation then, when he was 

on the field personally superintending the movements 

of the forces, to see the signals from Washington 

requiring the troops to remain in camp. The rebols 

discovered the signals, and although he redoubled 

his efforts to hasten the departure of the troops, the 

rebels had got beyond his reach when he arrived at 

their entrenchments. General McClellan ia reported 

to have vised very strong language with reference to 

the manner in which the Union cause w-as betrayed, 

and a brilliant and effective coup defeated. 

Information has been received by the Government 

that the British steamer Bermuda, 2,600 tuns burden, 

which, several weeks ago, was reported to be fitting 

out to carry arms and provisions to the rebels, has 

succeeded in running the blockade and entering tbe 

port of Savannah with a large and valuable cargo of 

arms, ammunition, provisions, clothing, and military 

stores. The sympathizers with the rebellion in Wash- 

ton are congratulating themselves upon this event, and 

laugh in their sleeves at the arrival of this succor, 

while, as they say, Commodore Stringbam was glorify¬ 

ing over the recent victory at Hatteras Inlet. 

The telegraph this (Tuesday) morning says, it is 

ascertained from an official source, that Gen. Wool 

has as yet received no instructions that he will pro¬ 

ceed to Missouri. 

Numerous complaints and charges have been pre¬ 

sented against certain regimental quartermasters for 

malfeasance in office in the purchase of provisions 

und forage. The matter will forthwith be investi¬ 

gated, and parties, if found guilty, will be punished. 

Both Gens. Meigs and Van Vlietdemy deny the 

statement that any officer of the United Stateg army, 

connected with the quartermaster’s department, is 

implicated in recently discovered speculations. The 

Government has already procured a large quantity of 

forage at about tweuty per cent, less than is paid by 

private individuals in Washington. 

Brigadier General McDowell is to be made a Major 

General of Volunteers. 

The President has arrived at no definite conclusion 

regarding the Missouri question. He has, however, 

decided that hereafter all contracts and appointments 

for the Western Department shall be made in Wash¬ 

ington in the regular way and through tbe ordinary 

channels. Brigadier General W. K. Strong will abo 

be authorized to make such changes in Missouri, as 

Chief of tbe Staff, as he shall deem best. Tt has at no 

time been decided either to arrest or remove General 

Fremont; and it is authoritatively reiterated that 

nothing but the imperative demands of the public 

interest shall induce the Government to supersede 

him. 

Highly important advices have been received Bom 

Cuba by the steamer Karnak. The Spanish war 

steamer Leone was waiting at Cadiz for the result of 

the Cabinet conference relative to the European 

coalition against Mexico, that advices of the ultima¬ 

tum of Spaiu might be immediately dispatched to 

the Captain General of Cuba. In the meantime an 

expedition is being fitted out to Havana for Mexico, 

under pretext of sending it to St. Domingo. A g°ot* 

deal of precaution i3 exercised by the Cuban authori¬ 

ties relative to tbe general plan and extent of the 

expedition. It will consist ol‘ six batteries of howit¬ 

zers and 10,000 men. Much of the material is being 

arranged in packages suitable for transportation on 

mules. The expedition will be ready to start the 

latter part of next mouth. It is given out that Spain 

is taking these steps against Mexico on her own 

responsibility, but advices state definitely that the 

English and French are to send their quota of men as 

well as to co-operate with their fleets in the Gulf. 

The whole country will be startled some fine morniDg 

by the extent of this movement and the end it in s in 

view. The regulation of Mexico ia only one of its 

least important objects. It squints further North. 
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CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE STORE, 

5-1- State St., rYtansion House Uloolc, 

nocMtsTKn, jy, j*. 

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST RECULATED 

s KL O E S T O n 33 

I3NT WESTERN NEW YORK. 

A Full assortment of both 

Eastern and Home-Made Work 

CONSTANTLY ON ET ALINED. 

AH kinds of Boots atid Shoes 

MA3D13 TO OR3DEH, 

And the work done promptly when promised. 

HO MISREPRESENTATIONS ALLOWED FOR THE 

SAKE OR’ SELLING. 

Parties buying goods at, this Store can IN ALL CASES have 

THEIR HVrOHNnErsT REFUNDED 

If they desire it, if the goods bought are not as represented 

or do not lit aud are returned in good order. 

I *IC1 £H<> \s from tin* C< > I r JN'jr’It'V” 

Visiting the city and wishing to purchase Good Boots and 

Shoes, should he sure to find this Store. 

I*R.ATT, 

54 State Street, Mansion House Block, 

Third Door South of Market Street 

A NEW QUARTER! — There are at present in Baltimore twenty thousand 

troops. 

— The dry-goods stores at the South are almost destitute 

of stocks. 

— Cannel coal has been discovered in the Northern part of 

Minnesota. 

— Davenport is the largest city in Iowa, and has over 13,000 

inhabitants. 

— Large quantities of cotton are coming from England to 
this country. 

— Prince Napoleon has sailed from Boston for St. Johns, 

New Brunswick. 

— The pensions now paid by the French Treasury amount 

to 72,379,360 francs. 

— Sam. C. Reid is announced as a candidate for the rebel 

CoDgross in New Orleans. 

— A bill prohibiting the marriage of first cousins is pending 

in the Kentucky Legislature. 

— It has been decided not to admit children under five 

years into the Boston schools. 

— Stockingknilting associations have been organized by 

the ladies of Lebanon Co,, Pa. 

— Win, C. Rives is a candidate for the rebel Congress in 

the seventh district of Virginia. 

— A new banking house, composed of New York men, is 

soon to be opened in Washington. 

— James B. Clay, the renegade son of “ the gallant Harry,” 

was captured by a boy not over sixteen! 

— The marine losses for September are reported at $172,000; 

the total since January 1 is $10,162,850. 

— The rebels have formally taken possession of Arizona, in 

the name of the '* Confederate States of America. 

— Six hundred thousand pairs of sewed shoes are now 

being manufactured in Massachusetts for the army. 

— Mr. Holbrook, Governor elect of Vermont, is danger¬ 

ously ill with typhoid fever at his home Brattleboro. 

— Vermont is raising her sixth regiment. There are 600 

enrolled, and the went into camp at Montpelier last week. 

— The late Duke of Buckingham had a large insurance on 

his lit*, upward of three hundred thousand pounds sterling. 

— Gov. Morgan, of this State, has designated Thursday, 

November 2Sth, as a day of Praise, Tnanksgiving, and Prayer. 

— The storm on Lake Superior week before last was very 
severe, 

Now is the Time to Procure Subscribers! 

With last No. commenced a New Quarter of the 

Rural New-Yorker—affording a good opportunity 

for renewals, or for trial or yearly subscriptions to 

begin. See notice of “ Fall Campaign” on last page 

—wherein the ensuing quarter is offered, on Trial, 

at only half price. Aon- is the Time for Friends of 

the Paper to make an Effort in its behalf While we 

are doing our utmost to render its pages interesting, 

instructive and useful to readers, and beneficial to 

community—and at the same time advocating what 

we conceive to be the Best Interest of the Country, 

in sustaining "the Union, the Constitution and the 

Laws,” regardless of conseqnences, as we risk losing 

many subscribers thereby — we appeal to all who 

think the Rural is doing Goon and maintaining the 

Right, to give it their encouragement and support. 
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Al.ttANY, Otrr. 3,-TY 4. 
continues qmtn active, and the 
tendency. Tho sales of Flee 
IfiO.OOd the., on private terms, 
Journos, 

CINCINNATI, Out. J. — A continued active demand and 
nricoa hnnyitijl. | fin entire clip has now pa- ed from first bands 
into these of ni/inidiieturevA mid large opprater- JO.OiK) tfis 
com!"on sold here w|i.)i,,i On* week at 37c. Fine ,-lipa bring 10 
4faC’PeM let|,l'< lv!,'’ wnslieil common would bring SSro 
39c. Fulled is helling at ,'40(,O31. t/ajetti 

DETROIT. Opt 5 -There is now no wool left in first, bands 
except an occasional lotofl'nll or tlirce-fouri let blood Prices 
ncm„,ni>ll,,','r'itUv M'"' tree I y oiler,-d. ami is 
probable llmt even a trifle higher would be paid -Tritnme 

...43 ,46 I frinien....7,, 17 

...46,043 1 Canada.'30,, 3,1 

The demand for Fleece and Fulled Wool 
market firm witli .11, upward 

eve during (be week have reached 
supposed to be very fall price.). 

I 1 \ * J I 4V iV Q I 1 R1E iVN*-—Having Iimporic, 
I per steamer \„w York, a lot nf genuine ITU ,TAN BEES 

[which arrived In a remarkably good state,) I shall lie able t< 
furnish nm.'iti'iir- with pure aerimrie rr.vLI A\ OUKENH Fo 
price and other iol'ormntion. apidv to 

m n ti • W V. RHBK, At lOxrhnnge PI,tew, New York, 
at k. I lus being the last and iiulv importion this Reusoi) 

the public can filly Oil getting a |,eit„e.r.ly pure broad, 1110-48 

A FOH.N A LK 
4 \ I he I,inn occupied by ths- sulmcriber for over fifty year* 

containing Ttklac.ies of choice lillable land, under good cnllivn- 
imn, located three mile north ot Lyons idlnre. is now ..It, 

It will l,e sold on rcasouablo teiius, and most of th, 
uinoiintcau re main on mortgage Apply „n iho premises 01 
itildriisa SILVH FATTEN. 

'* I >VOHM Wjiv no ( Vi. V V 

Snow fell at Marquette to the depth of throo Inches. 

— It is reported that the Government intends sending the 

contraband negroes to St. Domingo, but at what time is not 
stated. 

— It is stated that the census returns of Jamaica show a 

pretty large increase upon the numbers given by the census 
of 1844. 

— The United States Court for the Western district of 

Virginia haa indicted two hundred and forty persons for 
treason. 

— On Monday. Tuesday, and Wednesday of last week, live 

million cartridges were sent away from the Watervliet 
Arsenal. 

— Governor Brown, of Georgia, has contributed five thou¬ 

sand dollars for fitting up a hospital in Richmond for Georgia 

soldiers. 

— The first election in Dakota Territory for delegate to 

Congress and members of the Legislature, occurred on the 
11th ult. 

— An association is about to be formed in Dublin “ for the 

improvement of Ireland in commerce, trade, and manu¬ 
factures. 

— The Secretary of the Treasury informs the Bank Com' 

mittee at New York that he is spending $1,200,000 daily, or 
$8,400,000. 

— Capt. Louis Philippe d'Orleans andCapt. Robert d’Orleans 

nr* henceforth the designations of Comte de Paris and Duo 
de Chartres. 

— Fortifications have been commenced in Cincinnati. All 

laborers who ofier themselves are employed at seventy-five 
centa a day. 

— Over $800 has been raised in Chicago for the benefit of 

the sufferers by the late disaster at the Continental Theater 
Philadelphia. 

— Quite a number of engineers, pilots, A’C., for the Missis- 

sippi guohoats, were sworn iuto service at Cincinnati, on 
Tuesday week. 

— The Iowa State Register says that Thomas Sargeant, 

United States Receiver at Fort Dodge, is a defaulter in the 
sum of $4,309. 

— Mr. John S. Rock, a colored gentleman, recently at the 

Boston bar, has been appointed a Justice of the Peace for 
Suffolk county. 

— A son was recently born to a woman in the camp of the 

37th N. Y. regiment, and christened Abraham LincoLn, with 
great ceremony. 

Francis II. Pierpont, Governor of Virginia, has issued a 

proclamation responding to the call of the President for a 
national fast day. 

— The times do not affect the greatness of old Yale. In 

spite of the condition of the country, the new freshmen 
class numbers 130. 

— There is said to be contemplation a marriage between* 

the King of Portugal aud the youngest daughter of King 
Victor Emmanuel, 

— The Chicago Irish Brigade is to go immediately to St. 

Louis to be re-armed, re-clothed, re-organized, and sent again 
to meet the rebels. 

— A photographer has purchased, for £7,000, the exclusive 

right of photographing In the building for the International 
Exhibition of 1881. 

— The corn crop of the United States in 1840 was estimated 

at 371,000.000 bushels; in 1860, 600,000,000; and in 1860, 
900,000.000 bushels. 

— It is said that the females who carry letters to the rebels 

are in the habit of concealing the contraband correspondence 
in the rolls of their hair. 

— The Government works on the Parliament Buildings, at 

Ottawa, were stopped last week. The cause of the stoppage 
was not positively known. 

A bomb has been invented in Cincinnati which contains 

II explosive shells, and these inner shells contain each a 

number of explosive bullets. 

Another comet has been seen by London astronomers. 

I appears fast approaching the earth, and will shortly be 

perceptible to the naked eye. 

— A Connecticut man, who has just escaped from Florida, 

sayB that there are 10,000 bales of cotton at Apalachicola 

which might easily be captured. 

It should be remembered that there is a General Price 

(Thomas L./ In the Union service in Missouri. He has, just 

now, the command at Jefferson City. 

— A few days since a party of rebels from Lexington, Mo., 

plundered the Lunatic Asylum at Fulton of 500 blankets, all 

iLe bed clothes, and a number of socks. 

— A new directory of San Francisco estimates the popula- 
l|on at 83,228, composed of 40,000 white males, 37,000 white 
fiinales, 3 000 Chinese, and 2,000 negroes. 

. *•*••* > ,*•■» iietx* in me ciiite, tor 
tho same quality. 

We invito the attention of Nurserymen and Dealers to our 
lai|t» assortment ol choice ami well grown 

Fruit jmd Ornamental Treesi, Shrubs and Roses, 
vr,Vr!* Vi 6lfcr for‘iilq lower limn can be purchased elsewhere 
in Ins Slate Our stock of Ai'i't.KH, Fkah.i, Fiuruss, Plums. 
- u i..kki t.rt, -i'll it ants, UK Area, \c,, ®c., is large, of line growth 
ami of choice varieties. “ " • 

We also offer lbs finest seedlings of Apples. Pear, Plum and 
Anirrr* Quirico to t»«* found itny wnwro. 

Apple grail* furnished to order. 
Packing done In the best manner. 
6il.Mt 

.UlVkllTlSING TERMS, In Advance — Thirty 

Fivk Ck.nts a Link, «ach insertion. A price’and a half Tor 
extra display, or 82ki cents per lino of *phco, Bproial Notiors, 
(following reading matter, leaded.) Sixty Cent* a. Lino 

I y Its irnrnenm circulation among tho Producers and Deal¬ 
ers of thn Free States, render* tho Ri'n w, Nnw-York hr by far 
the Best arid Cheapest Advertising Medium of Its class. This 
fact should bn home in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 
facturers, No., who must necessarily depend upon the People ot 
tho Nort.li for patronage. 

COWLES, ROBERTA it CO 

- The lic it In the World, nr loir 
I AN PI IRAK A CO.. 

( , rsJ< ' **• 1 *’ K ' * 1 ,V ,<:* — N BABCOCK'S 
U Mhiui.ai, ami Nituiiiimi, okhok and great Camkr Km- 
••OR I KM, No. 392 Chapel St., Netv Haven, Conn. Cancersand 
IUBKUA of all description:! removed without pi,(0. and without 
Uie tfi.e.nl Lhc kudo Dr B.uirjmK would Infill m ill I.eis ina 
>0|»Uto<J with * <er Tiiinorv <>r u« v •!•>««”• i*| i*h^n, tiirtt hv 
uililr^Mnir u UstUfr to turn, tho.v will Im. fiiioWjud with 
iHi of In* mode of troainiHd, 11 of rhnryo 

Dr. uAUfioox I* Uji» Original Cancer Duel r of N»w England 
tind till* only (hoi wuo p‘tni>v*M C-nucer* without, pain || 
nlbcra are hut imitators, induced |,v |ti* 'uicuchh to profess 
tlieneetve- I anrer Doctor*. Plenty of references to those who 
nave been cored can lie seep at. toy offitn 

WllFc .Swellings, Hip fll-eiw**. Uirtli Marks. Scrofulous and 
Malignant Fleets, fiisea-es of the Mouth mid Throat. Ulcera¬ 
tion of the Bo 1 it)*, Tetter. Scald Ili ad, and all Disoiutes of tho 
Skin, permanently cured. 

Orders from abroad promptly attended to 
.. ,)lf N' Babcock, 

COff-lSt No. 392OhapuI St, New Haven, Conn, 

3FI JE3 13 9 • - We offer for cult first class trees 
1 at the following prices. 
Apple 480 (l 1,666; Standard Pears$200%) 1,666; Dwarf Pears 

8116 r) I.Ooil, Cherries 8fi0 (ft l.iHHI; I'Iiiiok $260 ft) 1,066 Peaches 
$46 ft 1,666, Apple Seedling* £(.60 f, l.rOo, C ' ' W 

For particulars lend fur mil Catalogue. 
«67-tf II. SOUTH WICK At SON, [iaii*vllle, Liv. C'o., N. Y. 

I J I 14 »’TV >< r I i A PUS AND A M- 

1! , ■iHOlVPKS. The long establiKhed f.allerv ol Hovev A 
Hartiiian still present.* it,-, many I'eaturaM of iittrae.Mvene.ss In 
all desiring, Pliorogrilplts, \ mhri,t.V|ie*. Cartes de Visile nrnnv- 
tb'i.g Iii'cuhar 10 Die Dugueneait Yrt. Since-Hie introduction 
ol the (intes and the onevunpled favor with which Ihev 
have been met Me*.s,s |l & ||. g,v0[1 I|u!l.lftl alteution 
to thpir produrUnn »md can warrant *pi*riinf*nH 

'cturcy o) all ^i/.^h, and for nil price* ifrorn IH) cOut.i unwnrd). 
takr^n daily and PUHiantri d fo yiv<. Kidisfactlon 

ucadci K of Ho. UoftAJ. who Wlnli for life likn portralttiroa friav 
• rpeml ""Oil obtaining Hmin at the Gall. rV corner of Main and 
St. Paul streets, Rochester, N. Y. 

fil3 HOVEY k HARTMAN. 
J REES! TREES AT WHOLESALE, 

^CHENECTADY AGRICULTURAL WORKS. 
^ 4. Wofilinghonse *V, C'o., 

PROPRIETORS AND 1VIANUFACTURERS 

l)f their Patent Endless Chain Horae Powers, Combined 
1 tnesheni and Lleannro, I fires bar* and Separator.), and Clover 
Machines. Also an improved pattern of j.evur Horse Pnworw 
ane. Large Threshers #ml Clean-r*. Wood Saws, (both circular 
and cross-cut) in*. The First Premiuur «»* awarded tln-jr 

o.1 ‘fid (Jleiiiuiratt.be late New York State Fair 
Tile (. over Machine l* rucommemleii at Ibis time to (lie u«r- 

tlce ot (lie public, us one unsurpassed by any others in use 
-11 ", ' i,f 'Tiptliin and ;rri.T.- --I riutc.ldnes will be found in an 
illustrated circular, which will Im mailed free to all applicants 

£ddr#M G, WESTINGHriUSE k (!0. 
BUM too _ Sclieucctmly, N Y. 

1 • ><: V 1 n 61H, at Twenty Five 
thousand, by GKO BECK, Charlotte, N Y. 

isV2!.u*‘ yN j > 1 >1 • * H.—.llii.jcM, I year, $2 
"er..0"!!- ,6ac(tefI mel delivered at. depot, free 
WM I MACOMHER, Bloomington, Illinois. 

per 1,14*1 Trees in traiispuitatioij, besides tho ruinous ilelavn 
and risks. _ .—-gi. 

2d. Out TREES Ijeing grown in the West on t-fio best or aoil 
are acclimated und suDe-l to the Western trade, 

i MVl.bfVr*" ",ltof lu," 8rf,‘.in!1 ».WH«eh shorter time, henc* 
Ics* I,able to injury. W« pack m the best manner. Iu boxoa 
with ilamp most 

Read our prices and order early. •• Flint come, first served.- 
Apple Ireos, line, 6 to 7 fi-et..$76 06 per 1,609 

n r. *"•*. 46.06 •• 
Do. Dwarf I year,... 110.60 •« 
Do. 11 i ■* .. 130 00 “ 

Pears, Standard, 2 " .$28 P ftxj; 230.IK) 
{ ° " , * " . 180.00 " 
r>0. Dwarl l •• . 14(luo .. 
>'0. . " 2. *' -.820 U 11*1; 180.00 '• 

Cherries, Standard, 8 to 7 toot.$14 j)( II*). 
Do. Dwarf, fine.$12 y joo. 

rHCh 1 him. U 
Currants. Black Naples, $15; Ril’d and White ’Dutch. $26; other 

sorts very low. 
Grann Vines. Raspberries, Goo*eberrie*. Blackberries, aud 

btrawberrics, In quaiility. at the lowest prices 
Evergreens, I to 3\ feet at war prices. 
Ornameutal Trees.Shmb*. Roses, and all kiudsofStocka verr 

Cheese . .....1" !.,.' 
Eggs, Y') dozen, ...." 
Chickens TI pair. 
Ducks . 
Turkeys, each .. 
Potatoes, per bushel.’._’ 
Apples, W bairel. 
Beef, No. 1st and 2nd class p lig) tbs 
_ Inferior. 
Calve*, each,. 
Sheep,.. 
Lambs,...j_— II11111111111"! 
Sheepskins. 
Hide*, (I rb. 
C'altskins. 
Hay.;;. 
Straw,..... 

of charge. 

Special Notices U B BARD & NORTHROP, 

Are now offering, at their 

POPULJUt SJIMjJES JtOfKTI, 

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings, 
rochehter, nt. y., 

A (/HOICK A Nl) COMPLETK ASSORTMENT OK 

European and American Dress Goods, 
Black and Fancy Dress Silk,*, 
Broche and Woolen i-ong Shawls, 
Broche and Woolen Square Shawls, 

Bonihiigines, Alpacas and Paramettas, 
French Merinos. (Best Amortment in Rochester,) 
French aud American Print* amt Ginghams, 

House Furnishing Goods, Woolen Blankets, 
Lace and Muslin Drapery, i Yard or Set,) 
Wrappers and Drawers, Ladies' and Gentlemen's, 
White Good*. Embroideries, Ho*iery, Ac. 

- ALSO- 

Bleached and Brown Sheetings and Shirtings, 

Tickings, Denims and Towelings, 
At less than the present New York prices. 

DlsHirH’ION IV< >TJC’IU.—SHERIKK’li Ov- 
J'j KifiK, County or Monkuk. 

Not lee l» Hereby Given, pursuant to the Btatutea of this 
.a J"* ami o| the annexed notice from the SucioUiry of 8(t»te. 
that, the General Election will be held in tins County, on tho 
llitany KUucocdfnK the flr«t Monday of Noveuibtr ni»xt, at 
which 4‘lt‘cfcion the oilierr« named in the annexed notice will 
*«• 6fe«ted HIRAM SMITH, rtlmriff. 

Dated, August 1st, 1301. 

Statb ok Nkw York, ) 
Okkick ok thkSkcuktxry ok State , 

Ablauy. August 1, 186L 
To the Sheriff nf the 4'oonfy of 31onrtH*I 

. Notice is hereby given, that at the General Election to 
be field in this State, on the Tuesday succeeding the first Mon¬ 
day ol November neat, the foil..wing officer* are to be elected 
to wit; 

A Secretary of State, In the place of David It Floyd Jones, 
A Comptroller in the place of Robert Denninton.' 
An Attorney-General, in the place of Cbnrle. <;. Myers 
A State Engineer and Surveyor, in the place of Van R. 

Richmond. 
A State Treasurer, in the place of Philip Doraheimer. 
A ( anal Gommlaeiouer, in the place of Hiram Waniner, for 

toll tfirm 
A Canal Commissioner, in the place of Benjamin F. Bruce 

who was appointed to till the vacancy occasioned by the death 
of Samuel 11 Barnna. ' 

Metkokolitan Gift Bookst®re, No. 26 

Buffalo street, Rochester, N. Y. Among the Gifts 

presented to the patrons of this popular Establish¬ 

ment for the week ending Oct. 5th, were 6 Gold and 

Silver Watches, 3 Silver Ice Ditchers, 4 Gold Gnard 

Chains, 3 Silver Cake Baskets, 7 Silver Cups, 14 Seta 

of Silver Forks, 8 Sets of Tea ami Tablespoons, 5 

Gold Bracelets, 1 Gold Necklaces, 27 Napkin Rings, 

besides over 400 other articles of valne. A Gift, 

varying in value from 50 cents to $100.00, accom¬ 

panies each Book sold. Bend for a Catalogue. 

The New Stove Establishment at No. 72 Main street, 

Rochester, N. Y., has just received a large assortment of 

Stoves and /louse Furnishing Goods of the best styles, which 

will be sold at the lowest rates. Call and Bee. 

Markets, iJLommetcCv &c iVn,H-m,,<iK* 0<7.2,-At; market 1,742 Cattle, 1,000 Reeve*, 
apq 74* stores, consisting of Working Oxen, Cows and Calves, 
i earling*, two and three yean* old, not suitable for Beef 

PitiLTM - Market B-ef - Extra, lAW-ort si, first quality, $0 Oo 
(aj/5.76, second >i<*, M.0O, third ilo. $4-0U.* 6.66. y 

Work wo Oxen $60, $iio@7;to 
town and Calves -$20, 41I1.166 
Hroiutg —Yearling*, $7(u.fl; Two years old, $ilC3jl4; Three 

years old, 81/*W)i7. 
■Shebk and Lamii.s —4,466 at market. Prices in lot* at $1 ’,0 

&J-2.U0 each; extra aud selections fc!.17fa-tug 
Spring I,aniba—None 
Rings -4V-r.V (,l ft,. Tallow, Kgfikc. 
Pelts - 2Wa-82c Calf Skins, *@8c *.i ft. 
Vkai. Calves—$0t;(6 - 

AIJIANY, O.-r, 7-BEKVKa-There is again too many cattle 
On the market for 1-lie benefit of the feeder or drover, the num¬ 
ber in t be yards being over 4,466 head ot fair quality, a few pre¬ 
mium oues, many good droves, and some very poor one-*. Tlie 
F.astern buy.-rs ar.- buying only a Gw at a decline of W6i!',,'e. >l 
ft., lire weight. Irom last week* prim:*, on the first and second 
qualities, while premium and Ordinary remain at about the 
same rates. 

ReoKiktm —The following fs onr comparative statement of 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 18 
to the car: 

Notwithstanding the general stagnation in almost every de¬ 
partment of business during the last few months, it is with 
much aatisfaiaion that ve are able to record the fact that out 
effort* to maintain our former amount of hu-inoN* have been 
entirely successful, ami In some department* the *alea have in 
creMed over those of any pruviou* war. 

KVEHY DKPVKTMENT CONTAINS BARGAINS! 

Which we should ho happy (o exbi'-i(, confidently believing 
Inatlhey would lip appreciated by the most economical pur¬ 
chaser. We are arao wAlen*lva manukrctuietn of 

, LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS. 
Every floainibla *ifra4« of Cloth .inti Heaver (JLOAKS* of the 

moBt approye<1 an<l Kusbionatflo Stvlc?H. arc now ollered by uh 
id great variety. We are also prepared to 

manufacture garments to order, 

AT A FEW nouns' NOTICE. 

For those who prefer selecting their own Cloths. 
W e have taken great pains t., perfect arrangements apper¬ 

taining to this popular bran h of our business, and we are 
every mouth acquiring more and moie populaiaty in the Alan 
UfaCturmg Department. 

t'ST OUR PKICF-S, ALWAYS SATISFACTORY. 

HUBBARD A; NORTHROP, 

®12 69 & 71 Alain Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

Raral Nevr-Vorkej* Olllee, > 
Rochkhtbk. October 8, 1861. { 

Flour.—No change in prices of choice brands. Inferior grades 
have advanced 25 cents per barrrel. 

Grain.—Genesee Wheat)*quite firm at last week’s quota 
tiona. but no move upward has been effected. We quote White 
Canada at a start of 3-i 6 cents per bushel Corn has fallen off 
about 5 cents, and is slow of sale. 

Dairy.—Tho transactions nf the past two or three weeks 
have been of a character )*) operate favorably upon the feelings 
ami pockets of dairyman. During tho Summer, Butter and 
Cheese were sold hereabouts at lower rates than have been 

prevalent for a number of years, but these products are now 
slowly advancing, as will be seen by reference to table. 

Wool.—Those farmer^ who .-hear any considerable quantity 
of wool, and wet e able to hold the clip, .l* we advised in the 

Rural of June 8th.) have, to say the least, no cause of cron- 
jilaint, as another advance of 5 cents per pound has been ta¬ 

ken. Dealers think the stock is mostly in second hands, but 

mail route, have been seut to Los Angelos. 

— The Albany Journal says scarcely a train of cars or a 

ftteaint-r Troiii New York reaches that city that does not bring 

ttanitions of war for Kentucky and Missouri. 

— The Auburn Advertiser says the fall of rain in that 

'icioity, on Friday week, was remarkable in amount, and 

loat Cayuga lake rose a foot in twelve hours. 

~ Lt-Gov. Alorehead, of Kentucky, and Messrs. Barr and 

i4l‘ C editors of the Louisville Courier, arrived in New York 

on Tuesday week, to be confined ia Fort Lafayette. 

'be Memphis Appeal contains, among other secession 

^ els, a letter from Albert Pike, describing his enlistment 

°* -Caches and other Indiana in the rebel service. 

TTICKOK’S PATENT PORTABLE 

J“L KEYSTONE CIDER AND WINE MILL. 
Tins admirable machine is now ready for the fruit harvest of 

1861. It Is, if possible, made better than ever before, and well 
worthy the attention of fanners wanting Moh Machines. * 

It haa no superior in the market, and is the only mill that 
will properl v grind Grapes. Price, $46. For sale by dealers or 
the manufacturer. W. O. HICKOK, 

604-lot Eagle Works, Harrisburg, Pa 

Cattle, 
Sheep, 
Hogs,. 
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OUR COUNTRY. 

On primal rocks she wrote her name; 

Her towers were reared on holy graves; 

The golden seed that bore her came 

Swift-winged with prayer o'er ocean waves; 

The Forest bowed his solemn crest, 

And open flung his sylvan doors; 

Meek Itivers led the appointed Guest 

To clasp the wide embracing shores; 

Till, fold by fold, the broldersd land 

To swell her virgin vestment* grew, 

■While Sages strong in heart and hand 

Her virtue’s Pery girdle drew. 

0, Exile of the wrath of kingsl 

0, 1'ilgrim Ark of Liberty I 

The refuge of dlrincst thiogs. 

Their record roust abide in thee. 

First in the glories of thy front 

Let the crown jewel Truth be found; 

Thy right hand fling, with generous wont, 

love's happy chain to farthest bound. 

J^t Justice, with the faultless scale, 

Hold fast the worship of thy sods; 

Thy Commerce spread her shining sails 

Where no dark tide of rapine runB. 

So link thy ways to those of *od, 

So follow (ino the, heavenly laws, 

That stars may greet thee, warrior-browed, 

And storm-sped Angels hail thy cause. 

0, Land, tho measure of our prayers, 

Hope of the world in grief and wrong, 

Be thine the tribute of the years, 

The gift of Faith, the crown of Song. 

Atlantic Monthly. 

iiw 

He had been at the farm-house about a week, and 

he and Jlboda Ellia were the beat of friends, although 

for the first two or three days she had carefully and 

persistently nursed her pique against him, when Mrs. 

Sally Farnsworth, as she often did, rode over to pass 

the day. She was Mr. Ashton’s only siBter, and for 

many years had been a widow. It is not unlikely 

that she had some cariosity to see Aubrey Chester, 

and it is certain that she wished to know how the 

spare chamber looked with its new paper, now that 

everything was restored to order. 

“Well, Josie," said her aunt, smoothing down the 

folds of her rich chintz gown, preparatory to taking 

her seat in the arm-chair, always appropriated to her 

use whenever she made them a visit, “I find that you 

and your brother, and the other young college 

spark, are all going to he invited to Susan Winn s 

wedding.” 
“ I am glad to hear it,” replied Josepha; “ for I’ve 

no doubt that George and his friend Aubrey will 

very much like to go.” 
“And shouldn't you like to go too?” said Mrs. 

Farnsworth, giving Josepha a sharp look. 

“ Certainly, if it would be convenient; but it won’t 

be.” 
“Now, Josie, I desire to know how you can tell so 

long beforehand?” 

“ How long is it?” 
“Let me see: to-day is Wednesday, and the wed¬ 

ding is to be Thursday. ’Twill be just two weeks 

from to morrow, then; so you see that you will have 

plenty of time to get ready in, if you've ever so many 

furbelows to make.” 
“ As to that, aunt, yoH know I never wear many 

furbelows; I don’t look well in them.” 

The entrance of George and Aubrey prevented Mrs. 

Farnsworth from pursuing the subject, though she by 

no means felt satisfied. She, therefore, after awhile, 

at a moment when Josepha was busily employed with 

hire Natty he and Natty had several times met, and 

become good friends,)to take it to Mr. Ashton s. But 

this idea was quickly abandoned. He had already 

found that there were too many sharp. pry'nS eyes, 

and too many nimble tongues in Mapleton for a 

transaction like that to remain a secret, and a girl of 

Josepha Ashton's spirit and delicacy must not be 

made the subject of invidious remark, such as com¬ 

monly spices a choice piece of goBsip. 

“Ah, I have it,” said he to himself, when he heard i 

Mre. Farnsworth lamenting the unsalableneas of her 

piece of flannel. Having quickly formed a plan, of 

which the piece of flannel waa the nucleus, he at 

once commenced putting it in operation. In a few 

moments the subjoined paragraph was added to what 

he had already written to his sister: 

“ This letter will reach you to-morrow evening. In 

your answer, which must be immediate, for it may be 

too late for my purpose should I fail to receive it 

next Saturday, please commission me to purchase 

Borne flannel, such as is manufactured by farmers’ 

wives and daughters. The number of yards must not 

be less than twenty-five. Yon will undoubtedly con¬ 

sider thiB a singular request for me to make; but all 

explanations must for the present be deferred, or I 

shall miss getting my letter to the post-office in sea¬ 

son for the next mail.” 
His Bister’s answer, which he received at the time 

requested, was as follows: 

"The home-made flannel is precisely what I am in 

want of; a fabric of that description being much 

needed for the use of several poor families compelled 

by sickness and other adverse circumstances td-acr 

eept assistance.” 

It was near sunset when Aubrey Chester, with the 

letter in his hand, and equipped for a ride, entered 

the sitting-room, where, as he expected, he found 

Josepha and Rhodft. 

“This letter is from my sister,” said he, “who 

[From Godey's Lady's Cook tor October.] 

JOSEPHA ASHTON'S NEW SILK DRESS. 
BY EDITH WOODLEY. 

[Concluded from page 324, last number.] 

Josepha and Itboda rose an hour earlier than usual 

the following morning, that they might have time for 

the dairy-work before breakfast; so the sun was not 

more than half an hour high when they were ready 

for their drive to the village. Early as it was, Sir 

White Stockings had been harnessed to the old 

sqnare-top chaise full fifteen minates, during which, 

with the morning sun shining on hia glossy coat, he 

had stood hitched to the gate-post, indulging in a 

delicious nap. 
Sir White Stockings, notwithstanding his aristo¬ 

cratic prefix, meekly performed his daily duties as 

horse of all work; having never been known, in a 

single instance, to falsify the docility warranted as 

those said who professed to be judges —by his white 

feet, wbiob had suggested his name. Bad it not 

been so, Rhoda Ellis, who had great confidence in 

her knowledge of managing a horse, would have 

insisted on driving; bat now, without reluctance, she 

yielded the reins to Josepha, who, in common with 

most young persons of either sex, was ambitious to 

exhibit her skill, and who cherished » secret hope 

that they might meet numerous vehicles, so as to 

render it the more conspicuous. 

The day had arrived near the close of which Geo. 

Ashton, accompanied by his friend, Aubrey Chester, 

was expected home. Josepha, in her moss-colored 

g6wn, relieved round the throat with a plain muslin 

ruffle, and with a complexion brightened by exercise 

and expectation, waa going round from place to 

place, taking a final look to make herBelf sure that 

everything was in order, l-ast of all she and Rhoda 

went to see if all was jnst as it should be in the 

spare chamber. 

“I couldn’t have been made to believe,” said 

Rhoda, "that the new paper would make the room 

look bo much better. Those sprays of red roses, with 

their buds and green leaves, look almost like real 

ones, and the blue ground is exactly the color of the 

sky. And how well the fringed netting on the cur¬ 

tains looks; it is white as the driven snow. If 

Aubrey Chester wants a better or a pleasanter room 

than this is, according to my mind, he’s hard to 

please.” And as she spoke, she adjusted the cushion 

of the great easy-chair, and grouped the peacock 

feathers over the looking-glass, bo that their rich 

colors would Bhow to more advantage. 

“At any rate,” replied JoBepha, “we have done 

our best, and if George is only satisfied, 1 sha’n’t 

care.” 
“ I hope nothing has happened to make them put 

off coming, now we nre all ready for them,” said 

Rhoda. 
“That will soon be decided,” was Josepha's 

answer. “The stage has turned the corner, and will 

be here in less than two minutes.” And she hastened 

down stairs, so if they did come, Bhe would be ready 

to welcome them. 

They were not long held in suspense; the stage¬ 

coach soon began to diverge from its onward course, 

and jnst at the right point to describe a graceful 

curve ou the little smooth expanse of swarded ground 

which fell with an easy slope from the farm-house, 

and to bring up exactly opposite the front door. A 

few moments more and George Ashton and Anbrey 

Chester stood on the door-step. George was too im- 

, , . , . .. . . wishes mo to purchase some home-made flannel. Do 
gome little task imposed by ber brother, left the w,s T F ....... 

room, making » ,lgn lor Shod, to folio, ber. T°« lh'»k ' «• tblrt? 

“Come,” Raid she, as soon ah sue had closed the 

door, “ let us go up into the back chamber. There’s 

something I want to speak about to you.” 

Rhoda, with her curiosity a good deal excited, fol¬ 

lowed in silence. 
“ There’s nobody round who’ll be likely to over¬ 

hear what we say, is there?” 

“Oh no,” replied Rhoda, “there’s no danger of 

that. The partition between this room and the spare 

chamber is rather thin, but Aubrey Chester isn’t there 

now. He went, out a minute ago, and I saw him 

going over to the maples.” 

“Now, Rhoda,” said Mrs. Farnsworth, “I want 

you to tell me, if you can, what there is to prevent 

Josie from going to Busan Winn’s wedding.” 

“There isn’t anything that I know of. Why do 

yon ask?” 

“Recause, when I told her this morning that she 

and her brother, and the young college spark that’s 

here were to have an invitation, she said right oil' 

that it wouldn’t be convenient for her to go; so I 

kind of thought that there might have been a 

little misunderstanding with her and this Anbrey 

Chester.” 

"To my certain knowledge there never has been 

anything of the kind.” 
“What can be the reason, then? It can’t be for 

the want of something suitable to wear, for she 

couldn’t wish for anything handsomer than that dove- 

colored silk you told me she waa going to have.” 

“Ob, T know all about it, now! 8trange I didn’t 

think when you first asked me.” 

“Well, if it’s no privacy, I should like to have you 

tell me.” 

“ It’s nothing but what you may know, though 

Josie and 1, too, thought ’twas best not to say any¬ 

thing to her father about it; for ’twould make him 

feel unpleasantly to know that all the daughter he 

has can’t dress as well ub other girls of ber age and 

station. You know, as well as I do, that it's no easy 

matter for yonr brother to keep square with the 

world, nor won't be, till he has the means of payiug 

up tho rest of the money be was obliged to hire for 

George's college expenses.” And without further 

circumlocution, Rhoda informed her why Josepha 

wsb obliged to give up having the silk dress. 

“I wish I could have known it a week sooner,” 

said Mrs. Farnsworth, when Rhoda had finished her 

narration; “for, then, I had enough by me to pur¬ 

chase the Bilk and trimmings too, but a neighbor 

called on me the other day. and wanted to borrow ten 

or a dozen dollars for a month or two, bo 1 let him 

have it. As for what corn and grain 1 have to spare, 

it must all go to pay the hired man. If Smith would 

only take that nice piece of flannel 1 made last sum¬ 

mer—there are full twenty-five yards of it —in ex¬ 

change for the silk, there would be an end to the 

trouble; but there’s no use trying him, for I spoke to 

him about taking it in the way of trade, only about 

three weeks ago, and he said it wouldn't be salable. 

I can't think of anything else I have to spare, hut I'll 

look round after 1 go home and see if I can’t find 

something.” 

“ Who knows but that you may?” said Rhoda. 

"I hope I shall, for ’twill be too bad for Josie, 

who is so industrious, and so self-denying, to be 

obliged to stay moping at home for the want of a 

gown that’s fit to wear, when her brother and the 

young roan from the city are the means of depriving 

her of it. I haven’t forgot the lime when I was 

a good quality over to the village?” 

“No,” replied Rhoda, her countenance brighten¬ 

ing, “ I don't believe there’s a single yard to be sold 

at Smith’s or either of the smaller stores; but I can 

tell yon where yon can get some that’s real nice; 

means uncommon, is too delicate and unobtrusive to 

be readily recognized as such. 

“Did you have a good time last evening?” said 

Anbrey Chester, the next morning, to Natty, who 

had been hired of his master by Mr. Winn, to help 

take care of the horses. 

« yes, I did, ’Twas enough sight better than to sit 

husking by moonlight all alone in the bam, as I 

should have had to if I had stayed at home. But I 

know of something that T should like better'n to be 

a king and to wear a crown of gold and diamonds 

all the time.” 

“ What is it. Natty?” 
a What should it be bnt to live with Miss Josepha 

when she comes to he married, and take care of the 

horses, and the carriage, and such like?” 
“Then yon think that Miss Josepha will be married, 

some day?” 
a yes, I do, and I shouldn’t wonder if you were of 

the same mind.” 
“ Well, whenever she's married, if I am present and 

have a chance, I will speak a good word for you.” 

“ Thank yon kindly. The place is the same as 

mine; for I am certain that if you awl present, 

she’ll never he married.” 

Wit 
PRENTICE ON THE REBELS. 

It may be Bishop Polk is out of his head. As he 

resided at Memphis, he may have actually supposed 

that Tennessee was Egypt.—himself Moses, his Con¬ 

federate congregation the Children of Israel, and 

Kentucky the Promised Land. All, Brigadier Gen¬ 

eral Bishop Polk, Kentucky isn’t the land, we promise 

you. 

It is said that Jeff. Thompson intends soon to be 

quartered in St. Louis. We wonder whether he 

expects to be quartered there after the fashion in 

which he threatens to quarter other people —after 

hanging and drawing them? 

The people of Kentucky are neither Egyptians nor 

heathens. They have never invaded Tennessee. But 

OUR FALL CAMPAIGN! 

The Rural, on Trial, at only Half Price! 

In response to late requests from Agents and 

others, we would state that, in order to accommodate 

those wishing to try the Rnui. New-Yorker fora 

few months — and also as a means of introducing it 

more generally in many localities preparatory to the 

commencement of a new volume — we have conclu. 

ded to offer the paper from September 1st to Janaary, 

or from October to January, at only Hale Prioe. 

We will therefore send the Rural from September 1st 

to January (4 months, or 17 papers,) for 35 cents—or 

3 copies for $1, 6 for $2, Ac. From October to Jan¬ 

uary (3 month3— 13 papere,) at only 25 cts. per copy 

— or 4 copies for $1, 8 for $2, 12 for $3, Ac. In each 

case we will send to as many different post-offices as 

desired. Onr Canada friends will of course add 

American postage (at the rate of 124 cts. for 12 

months.) to the above rates. 

This is offering the Rural below war price’, 

and at a rate affording ns no profit. Bnt we hope, by 

thus furnishing the paper at or below cost, to intro¬ 

duce it to thousands who will become permanent 

subscribers. As the times are improving, and the 

long evenings and period of leisure are coming on 

apace, we trust the agents and other friends of the 

Rural will kindly aid in extending its circulation 

and benefits. Almost any reader so disposed, can 

Obtain from 4 to 20 trial subscribers with compara¬ 

tively little effort —thus not only benefiting individ¬ 

uals and community, but contributing to the future 

prosperity and usefulness of the paper. Friends of 

the Rural and its Objects! will you not make some 

effort in the right direction — to farther the circula¬ 

tion of the favorite Rural Weekly, and render its 

Fall Campaign successful ? 

^.imevtisements. 

some that your Aunt Sally made, Josie, and you ^ would recommend to Brigadier General Polk 
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pulsive to stand much on ceremony in the manner of young.” 

introducing his friend, but there was a sincerity in 

the way he was welcomed which made him feel very 

much at home. 
“He isn’t half as handsome as George,” said 

Rhoda, the first opportunity she had of speaking 

apart to Josephs. " Do you think he is?” 

“No, indeed; I have never yet seen any one who 

was; but I like hia looks.” As she said these last 

words her voice dropped to a low key, as if she was 

speaking to herself rather than to Rhoda. 

“Well, I can’t say that I exactly rfojike them, hut 

as he was the means of your not having the silk 

gown, 1 have a kind of pique against him, and have 

made up my mind that I won't like either his looks 

or behavior; and I don't mean to change it till I have 

time to Bee more of him.” 

Josepha only smiled at the air of determination 

which Rhoda put on, as she well knew that when 

most resolutely bent on being angry, a kind word, or 

look even, was sure to propitiate her. 

It was not her sisterly fondness that made Josepha 

assent to Rhoda's remark relative to her brother. 

George Ashton was handsomer than Aubrey Chester; 

yet there were few persons who, on being well ac¬ 

quainted with the latter, would not have been too 

well satisfied with his looks to notice that his features 

were less finely moulded. His frank, open counte¬ 

nance; his pure white brow, ou which was set the 

unmistakable seal of intellect; his clear, beaming 

eyes; and above all his mobile mouth, which, of all 

the indices of character, has beeu said to be the 

truest and most reliable, formed an ensemble which 

left nothing to be desired. 

know that everything, let it be what it will, which ( 

comes out of her hands is first-rate; always just as 1 

good as it can be. How fortunate that she happened 

to mention to me the ot'ier day that she had twenty- 

five yards of flannel she wanted to sell!” 

“Nothing could have been more so,” said Aubrey 

Chester; “ and lest Bhe should have an opportunity to ' 

part with it, I will ride over this evening, and make 

sure of it.” 
“Everything will come round right at last, and 

you’ll have your silk gown, after all, I really believe,” 

said Rhoda, as soon as he was gone. 

“ What makes yon think so?” 

"Because, when your Aunt Sally was here last 

Wednesday, 1 told her about the disappointment you 

and I had met with abont the silk, and she said if she 

could only sell the flannel, you should have it.” 

By ten o’clock the next Monday morning, Mrs. 

Farnsworth made her appearance at the farm-house, 

accompanied by Lucy Ross, the village dress-maker. 

Without comment, she placed a package done up in 

brown paper "n*tue table, Laving, with Josepha’s 

assistance, divested herself of her hood and cloak, 

she took her accustomed seat in the large arm-chair, 

where she sat lung enough to attain that degree of 

warmth favorable y V proctic'ion of geniality and 

good-fellowship p, bvjoub to making any allusion to 

the package. 
“Josie,” Bhe then said, in her quick, bright 

way, “ hand me that bundle that’s lying on the 

table.” 
Josepha did as she was desired, looking, meantime, 

profoundly unconscious. Her aunt, with great delib¬ 

eration, proceeded to undo the hard knot—an opera¬ 

tion nearly equal to picking a lock — in which the 

twine was tied securing the package, refusing to 

avail herself of the aid of the scissors, proffered by 

the impatient llboda, who waa haunted by a vague 

feeling which she would have been ashamed to ex¬ 

press, that, after all, the contents of the paper, like 

fairy gold, might have changed to some worthless 

substance. The uutyiug of the knot being at length 

fairly achieved, Mrs. Farnsworth folded aside the 

paper so as to reveal just a glimpse of what it con¬ 

tained. 
“ Come this way, Josie,” said she, “ and tell me 

what you think of tkiB piece of silk.” 

a 1 think I uever saw any silk that 1 liked better,” 

was Josepha's answer. “It must have come off of 

the piece we saw over to the village, Rhoda.” 

“Yes, and we both thought that it was one of the 

most beautiful pieces of silk that we ever set eyes 

, on.” 
•• Well, I’m glad you like it, Josie. for I bought it 

ou purpose for you. There, you needn’t go to thank¬ 

ing me; I did it to please myself as much as you. I 

found out—no matter how—what the obstacle waB to 

your going to Busan Winn’s wedding, and I was de¬ 

termined to remove it, if I could. Now, I don’t 

approve of laying out every cent on finery and gim- 

cracks such as the girls now-a-days think they must 

have; but your attending a wedding with nothing 

better to wear than that moss-colored gown, pretty 

| and decent as it is on ordinary occasions, wasn't to 

be thought of, and I didn’t blame you for saying that 

. you couldn’t go. And now, Josie, if you’ll just have 

a fire kindled in your room, we shall be out of the 

. way, and Lucy and all of ns can work to better 

, advantage.” 

The evening appointed for the wedding had ar- 

r rived. Richard Page, the bridegroom, besides poB- 

> sussing many estimable moral qualities, was quite 

1 good-looking, and, as the bride had for a year or two 

i been the reigning belle, there was more truth in the 

- standing remark, that they wore the handsomest 

7 couple ever married in Mapleton. than there usually 

» is on similar occasions. At any rate, the guests, for 

s the time being, believed the assertion to be true, the 

abundance and excellence of the good cheer provided 

- for their entertainment having the effect to make 

j them on good terms with themselves, which, as is 

3 common in such cases, made ti.em quick to perceive 

and ready to admit whatever was praiseworthy in 

r others. 
s As to the legitimacy of Susan Winn’s claim to 

o being the most beantiful girl in Mapleton, Anbrey 

i- Chester, when asked his opinion, was ready to allow 

i. that she was very pretty; but bis eye wandered invol- 

d nntarily towards Josepha, and the comparison which 

>, he mentally made between them was by no means in 

3- favor of the bride, rich and costly as were her out- 

ir ward adornings. If the truth could have been known, 

r-T the beauty of Josepha was, in his estimation, much 

is heightened by the dove-colored silk; less on account 

n of its being really becoming than from the secret 

knowledge he possessed that it was obtained through 

ie his agency. Of this, however, he was ignorant, it 

HHESTER COI NTY PIOIS.- 
I Til* II i.iWjriMu-il in now prepared to overate tinier* for tho 
Ml trails. Tor bi- Ooo.lt of pure Chester County Pin*. There ora 
xcW’Utii iritli irrvut can.* a.n«l chiefly from prpminm fctocJc. 
Kofprrncc i* tn«*Jo to pn rc.h*wr* of pa*t iu all faction« 
of th<* Tnion Prio.ifclrf iw pair not akin, boxed a ml d^Urered 
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f’ASfm ALL WORMS. AkHcultural and Seed Warehouse. 
G/Mf !, 120 Market St, Phi ladclphia, P4. 

to read the second book of the Pentateuch, and take 

the hint. 

A secession editor in the lower part of the State 

boasts that he has at least as much courage as we 

have. No doubt he has more. We hope we have 

enough courage to attack atrench, but he has enough 

to attack a trencher. 

Why should Gen. Zollicoffer attempt to crow over 

his outrage upon Kentucky? Don’t everybody know 

he has the Gaps 7 

llis Reverence Brigadier General l’olk has smitten 

Kentucky on one cheek, and now General Zollicoffer 

has smitten her on the “ other side.” That is the 

utmost that Christianity requires a Christian State to 

put. up with. 

The editor of the Frankfort Yeoman threatens that 

he will thoroughly analyze Huston’s treason hill. 

May be IluBton’s treason bill will thoroughly analyze 

him. 

The Richmond Whig says that in two months the 

Confederate Government “will command Maryland, 

Kentucky, and Missouri.” Ah, yes, but will Mary¬ 

land, Kentucky, and Missouri obey? 

ANOTHER DIXIE. 

TnsKK's Miss Dix, in Washington, 

And Benedix, the Colonel, 

And General Dlx, who interdict* 

Secession schemes infernal. 

Pete Beauregard, look out for Jeff., 

Or spite of all his tricks, he 

Will have to dance another dance, 

And to another Dixie. 

At.’KNTS WANTKD to SKI.l. FRUIT TREES. 
Wk wish to finplov a number off experienced andtru-:- 

worthy men to sell trees, &C,. from our Nurseries at liberal 

W\$HOMtsAMt Dbalebs rumJshnd with Nursery, Stock ef ail 
descriptiOB* at the lowest wholesale rates. 

HOUKF.K, FAKI.EY k CO.. 
<M4tf Rochesrer Wholesale Nurseries. Rochester, N. 7. 

YATHEELEB & WILSON MANUFACTURING COB 
vv MPKDVBB FAMILY SKWI.Nti MACHINES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 

AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER * WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. bei 
to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING 
MACHINES, while they have added new and important im¬ 
provements. The reduction is made In the hope that the Cans- 
pony will have no mors legal expenses defend in* their patents 

Office 505 Broadway, New York. 

S. W. DIBBLE, Agent, 

ria.xf ROCHESTER, tf. 7 

rtonc Addrees 14M-tI] U D PAGE. Rochester. N Y 

j>00317 S FOR RURALIST8. 

Tub following work* on Agriculture. Horticulture, to., may 
he obtained at the Office of the Rural N kw- 7okkkr. We can 
also furnish other books on Rural Affaire. Issued by America* 
pnbUsbere, at the usual retail prices.—and shall add new work* 
as published tf KrBAL Agent* entitled to premiums, and 
who arc offered a choice of book*, can select from tlii* list 

American Farmer's Ency- I 
clopedia,........ .*4 W) 

Alien's Air Farm Book.... 1 SO 
Allen's Diseases of Homes- 

tic Animals,.... 
Allen’s Rural Architecture ! 25 
Alien on the Grape... .1 UO 
Am. Architect, or Plans for 

, Country Dwelling#....,.-6 to 
Too Good to be Lost. —The following story is America Florist’s Guide.. . 78 

_ , , . . ,, .. Barry* Fruit Garden.136 
told of Colonel Favor, and as the Colonel has told it Qiake s Farmer at Home.-I a 

himself, it must be true. A Presbyterian clergymen, B^Detlu.l.l.B.K.urft. .Kc°n' i a 

while walking the deck of a steamer at St Johns, 8rftpe Cu. t^!'.ad no 

New Brunswick, where secessionist!) had considers- i §8 

ble footing, noticing the American Hag flying at DookofManures. 1JS 

the .masthead of a styip, tauntingly said to Colonel {J’^u.'htV’h Guided.. m 
Favor: “Why don’t you take a slice oil'that flag, kaKiUdieu Gaidimeraln- ^ 

since yon i».e lost', portion of ,o»r countryt» 

Yankee like, the Colonel quickly replied: “Why SulsfaFlnwerGarden. —i 

don’t you tear a leaf from yonr Bible becanso a part l?bpSwd^VteldIjectnie6*.-i w 
of your church has fallen from grace?” The clergy-* OWnes® jjhgjw <*** ^ ^ 

man had no more to say on that subject Clmriu-u's Grape Grower's 

Bndvoiuftr, *Gard, Asst....1 W 
fin Florin's Guide.. . tu 
Ho Kilcheu Gaidisuers Iu- 

tfirncXoT... W 

“Nor I, either; and I canTt help hoping that some* you couldn t go. And nowr josio, ii you u jus i. t 

thing will turn hp yet, so that she can go.” a fire kindled in your room, we shall be out of the 

“ Amen,” said a voioe the other side of the parti- way, and Lucy and all of us can work to better 

tion, though not loud enough to be heard by Mrs. advantage.” 
Farnsworth and Rhoda. The evening appointed for the wedding had ar- 

Thongh Rhoda Ellis was not mistaken in thinking rived. Richard Page, the bridegroom, besides pos¬ 

that she saw Anbrey Chester going towards the sessing many estimable moral qualities, was quite 

maples, it was less recent than she imagined; and good-looking, and, as the bride had for a year or two 

when she and Mrs. Farnsworth sought tho hack been the reigning belle, there was more truth in the 

chamber as a safe place for their private conversa- standing remark, that they wGre the handsomest 

tion, he had had time since he returned to nearly couple ever married in Mapleton. than there usually 

finish a long letter, which the evening previous he is on similar occasions. At any rate, the guests, for 

had commenced writing to his sister. A few words the time being, believed the assertion to be true, the 

which he overhead, while they excited his curiosity, abundance and excellence of the good cheer provided 

at the same time caused him to believe that by bear- for their entertainment having the efiect to make 

ing more he might think of some plan by which to them on good terms with themselves, which, as is 

remedy the little piece of family injustice of which common iu such cases, made them quick to perceive 

he had been the innocent means. For this purpose, and ready to admit whatever was praiseworthy in 

all be had to do was to remain where he waa: for others. 
although, on all ordinary occasions* Rhoda Ellis was As to the legitimacy of Susan Winns claim to 

fairly entitled to a place in the category of those who being the most beantiful girl in Mapleton, Anbrey 

speak gentle and low, that “excellent thing in wo- Chester, when asked his opinion, was ready to allow 

man,” she had so set her heart ou Josepha's hav- that she was very pretty; bnt his eye wandered iuvol- 

ing a silk dress when she was eighteen that she could nntarily towards Josepha, and the comparison which 

not yet calmly look her disappointment in the face, he mentally made between them waB by no means in 

The theme, therefore, as usual, proved exciting, cans- favor of the bride, rich and costly as were her out¬ 

ing her, without her being aware of it, to raise her ward adornings. Ii the truth could have been known, 

voice to a higher key than was at all necessary; the beauty of Josepha was, in his estimation, much 

while Mrs. Farnsworth, nearly as much stirred up as heightened by the dove-colored silk; less on account 

her warm and single-hearted interlocutor, spoke in of its being really becoming than from the secret 

tones equally loud and resonant. knowledge he possessed that it was obtained through 

Aubrey’s first thought was to ride over to the his agency. Of this, however, he was ignorant, it 

village, purchase the necessary quantity of silk, and being a species of self-love which, though by no 
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MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

1 am composed of 31 letters. 

My 9, 23,19, 31, 11, 4, 24 is a Western city. 

My 16, 12, 8, 13, 27, 81 is a good thing where good housewives 

are. 

My 10,16, 21.17, 6.14,18,25,20 ie creditable to the Rural. 

My 5, 12, 7, 20, 2, 81, 7 is a noted river in the United States 

My 20, 30, 22, 81, 3 ie a hoy’s name. 

My 1, 28, 2, 19, 23 is a division of a country. 

My whole is a gem of truth. 

Buchanan. Ber. Co., Mich., 1861. A. C. M. 

Answer in two week*. 

-- » -- 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

A RIDDLE. 

My first is the name of a tribe of Indians. My second is an 

accompaniment of the toilet, is a nauseous drug, and is an 

indispensable article among all kinds of machinery. My 

whole is a new illuminator. H. R. S. 

JTjT” Answer in two weeks. 

CHARADE. 

My first denotes company, 

My second shuns company, 

My third assembles company, 

My whole amuses company. 

[TiP Answer in two weeks. 

Fer Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOMETRICAL PROBLEM. 

Eightrbn equal circles touch each other externally, and 

inclose within the poiuts of contact just one square mile. 

Required, the radii of the circles. Edwin A. Dodds. 

Governeur, St Lawrence Co., N. Y., 1861. 

Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 611. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:— Learn to live as you 

would wish to die. 
Answer to Surveying Question:—31 rods in length and 19 

rods in breadth. 

Answer to Charade:—Ear-ring. 
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I believe the greatest trouble, or objection to the 
Hawthorn, is its vigorous growth, being much more 
vigorous here than in Eugland. T have looked lor a 
good field hedge in half the counties of this State, 
in New Jersey, Michigan, Iudiana, Illinois, Wiscon¬ 
sin and Canada West, but have not found one. 

Enoch Williams. 
Codmer, Niagara Co., N. Y., Oct. 7,1801. 

Some fine species of yellow clover are cultivated to 
some extent in Europe, though but two are Consid¬ 
ered of any agricultural value in England. Trifoll- 

nm procumbent and V. JUiforme and even these are 
not highly prized, except for laud so poor ns to be 
unable to bear a crop of the better clovers and grasses. 
Mr. Gorrik, of Mid Lothian, writes, T.procumbens is 
of very little agricultural value, although common 
throughout Great Britain, in poor, dry, gravelly and 
rocky soils. It is very liable to mildew, which often 
give# it an uusightly appearance early in the season, 
and at best it ripens its seeds and becomes withered 
up about the end of June.-’ Of T. JUiforme lie says: 
“ This is a common species on dry, gravelly and 
stony plan s. It has been recommended for growing 
on such pi ices as it naturally frequents, aud which 
are incapab!-of supporting the more valuable grasses 
and clovers.'* George Brntuam, Esq., writes in the 
Cyclopedia of Agriculture: “ 7'. proaunbma is the 
larger plant and more generally cultivated, affording 
excellent foruge, though limited in quantity.” 

We rather think, from the description given-by our 
correspondent, that the plant he refers to, and which 
yielded so well, was not a yellow clover, but Medica- 

go lupuliwt, or Black Medick, which from some resem¬ 
blance in the (lowers is often confounded with it, 
even in England, but is really a much better plant 
for forage. It is a fibrous rooted perennial, common 
in good loamy pastures, where it forms, with other 
plants, a thick sward. The pods are short, black, 
twisted andarrranged in oblong heads. We shall be 
• rt.M.- * jivvlut will sand u.m upeci 

mens for examination. 
The remarks on the subject of Heroes, in the main, 

arc timely and truthful. We cannot say we have 
never seen a good hedge in this country, but we have 
Been a hundred poor, miserable things for every toler¬ 
ably good one. Indeed, we can now call to mind but 
two that wo consider respectable. Perhaps our cli¬ 
mate is not favorable,but the greatest difficulty is with 
the people. Wc are too careless and too impatient. 
We hear much said of the ease of making a hedge in 
England, but wo can assure our readers that with 
such care as we generally give our hedges, a good 
one would never be made in that oountry. There the 
hedge when young is cultivated more thoroughly 
than we cultivate our corn or potatoes, while the 
pruning is regular and systematic, aud such at every 
stage as experience has proved to he the best. 

Plashing we have always helieved should be resort 
ed to only for remedying bad early training, or acci¬ 
dental damage, and not as a system to be recom¬ 
mended. When a hedge is mado of snitable plants 
and properly set and cared for, plashing will be un¬ 
necessary. The form recommended by our corres¬ 
pondent is better than the straight wall which we 
sometimes see, but the best form is that shown in the 
engraving, fig. 2, on a regular slope from the ground 
to the top. 

departments of the exhibition made the following yet, and entirely misapprehends the character of 

impressions: their wants. He wants to learn. There are further 

the cattle herds. notes on swine in our note-hook, which will be aired 

In the Cattle department the show of Devons was when we have more time and space, 

large, and embraced many lino animals. There were, sheep-mules—horses. 

however, hut two or three herds that came in compe- The ghow of Shfc.ep wft8 meagr0 imleed. There 

tition Bent’s, Kimball's and Wasuuon's. I find were a few good pen8 of Spani8h, and doWn in too 

that Devons are highly regarded here, aud arc grow- doM proxirility to a mud-bole, in another part of 

ing in favor as a breed adapted to this climate and th(; d( were aonie respectable French Merinoes; 

these extended prairie ranges. It is not a little but there wa8 nothlug note-worthy in this depart- 
significaut, that in the sweep-stakes, the premium ^ 

offered for the "beat bull of all breeds ” was given to Jac'k|} and Muleg ftr0 growiug in favor and in 

tho only Devon bull entered- ho competing with a number hWo> j noticed some excellent teams of the 
half score of Short-horns, many of which were excel- { ftm, ;i few ood Jackgi 

lent animals. In the judgment of the writer, how- ^ ^ of horwm wa8 uot )arge> but 80me excel. 

ever, this bull merited the premium. It was gi veu the ,onl ftnlmftls were IJ0tic(.d in the ring. 
line throe-years-old bull “ Victor,}1 got by 44 Megunti- 
cook,” and bred by F. Kimball of Iowa City. There fruit and farm products. 

were some fine Short-horns here, both males and The exhibition of Fruit was a line ouo, particularly 

females, and there were grades of all Borts and of aPPlea anJ grapes. A few excellent specimens of 
conditions. pears were found. The grapes were mainly Catawba, 

8wine of all sorts. Isabella, Concord, and Clinton, with a few Dela- 

The show of Bwitic was large, embracing Suffolka, wares, Fox grapes, and straggling bunches of some 

Chester Whites, the Magee breed, Yorkshires, Ac., or the newer Horts. With some, the Concord is 

Ac. I find that, the larger breeds are liked best here, growing in favor—indeed tho writer talked with but 

aud most sought after. The Magee hog —so named one gentleman who did not esteem It very highly, 

because they combine the effort and improvements of Dr. Kimball of Iowa City told me he intended to 

Magee of Ohio, during a long series of years- is in cut off every one of his Cfttawbas, Isabellas, and 

great favor among tho swine herds of the Uawkeye Clintons, and graft tho Concord thereon. I find that 

State. They are a long-bodied, rather long-limbed this opinion of tho Concord Is obtaining fast hold 

animal, with plenty of hair, (black and white,) and wherever it is known. Bi el Foster of Muscatine 

“meat up,” when fed, rapidly and well, at all points speaks highly of the Diana. 

where flesh ought to he deposited on a model hog. There were a few samples of grain, and some 

It is claimed that with tho same feed more pork can excellent, samples of wheat and seed on exhibition; 

be made from them than with any other breed. The a few vegetables, some good sampleB of butter, 

Chester Whites on exhibition were receiving a good cheese, and bread, and an endless variety of pre¬ 

deal of attention. L. L. Smith of Poweshiek Co., nerves, jellies, and canned fruit. The writer tasted 

and W. H. Furman of Linn Co., exhibited the finest some excellent samples of butter, and the bread on 

animals of this breed. The former was soiling pigs exhibition merited high commendation, 
seven weeks old at $20 each. Ho had swiue twenty- 

seven months old that would weigh between six and „„ , 
seven hundred each. The stock of each of these of '^‘cult|a Machinery was not large, 
gentlemen were equally good. Drcbe o Moline Ill., cR.b.tcd his celebrated plows, 

(on which ho took several first premiums,) and Kkum 

The Chester Whites have been considerably talked of Davenport, a fine lot of Uawkeye Ware of the 
of, and there has been, without any reasonable doubt, 8am(J 80rt. Ucro wftB Vaughn’s popular Corn-Shel- 
more swindling done on tlielr account, than that of any ier> Pitt’s Threshers, Pringle's Agricultural Steam 
other breed of swine in the country. I find “ Chester Boiler, and Cook’s Sugar Cane Evaporator in full 
Whites” on tho railroad, iu freight cars, at stations, operation; the latter supplied by cane juice from a 
in wagons going into tho country, and in the pig stys Galesburg, Ill., Mill. And Ball’s, Kirby’s, the 
of enterprising Suckers, Badgers, and Hawkcyus, Buckeye, and Manny’s Reapers aud Mowers were 
that are no more Chester Whites than are Went- standing hero ready to receive the attention of the 
worth s crosses ol Sullolks and Prairie rooters. Committee appointed to award a premium to some 
l hat there in an improved breed of hogs called quo of them without any trial whatever—a farce 
“Chester Whites,” there is no doubt whatever. The wMoh wa„ again enacted, with results unknown to 
writer has seen them. But that all that are sold as Die writer and of no consequence to the public, but 
“Chester Whites” are entitled to Unit name in any disgraceful to the Agricultural Society which tole- 
way, is a question already nettled; they are not. The nideg H1U.|, practices, 
writer has seen swine sent hither from Ohio, purport¬ 
ing to be of this breed, that are Very distantly related A grain bindlr. 
to say the least —forty-seventh cousins probably. There was one machine which attracted consider- 

And it will be but a brief space before there will he a abb! a,tentlon> an<1 trin,‘ Dial we could gather of 

swarm of swine peddlers, podding Chester Whites, farmerB Preacnt who had uaed !t» merited al1 that 
all through the country. One or two have been received* We refer to a aimP,e’ *et nondescript ma- 
heardof. Beware of them! chine, called Burbon’s Grain Binder. This binder 

The writer does not desire to say or do anything *8 alhiclied a r®aPer> a,‘d enables one man to bind 

which shall prevent the introduction of and benefits ^be Kra*n aa aH ^la delivered to him by the raker, 

which flow from improvements, but ho does desire w’D»out leaving the platform at all, ft will be at 

to prevent the great loss to the country in the money once aPParent that thl« not 01lly ia a K*eat «avin« of 

expended for and distrust created by the purchase of Brain but a Kreat aavinK of 1,vbor- Thu material of 

comparatively worthless animals at ten times their w*dcb baD(* made is of small annealed wire, 

value. "How do these Chester Whites feed, com- which costs but a trifle-fifteen or twenty cents worth 

pared with other breeds? Do they eat more in pro- btdn# sufficient to bind an acre ol grain. I he 

portion to the size and weight they obtain?” we sheaves are bound of any size from a diameter of a 

asked of Mr. Smith. He replied that they were good fluftrtor an inch to one ol Imirtoen inches. It is 

eaters, and by the keen glitter of his eyes and nod not difficult to operate this machine, and an import 

of his head, he said a great deal more. But he said ant advantage which is secured by their use is best 

they were quiet; they eat and lie down, and He down expressed by the language of a farmer who had used 

and eat-often, when they can get in the trough, °?e- and 8aid to tbo writcr’ “ WlJ havc B(jt these 
lying down in one end of it while they eat the food b’rcd 10,3,1 W1^‘ tb,dr wages in harvest time in 

in the other end, and vice versa. a tJ8ht Place- sir- TheY can’1 dictatc tcrms to U8 anY 

Mr. C. D. Bent exhibited Yorkshires which he lonSer- and con,Pel ua to 8nmn<Ier at dUcretiOR. 
obtained from Hingkuford & Brodik of Jefferson either are we compelled to make slaves of our fami- 

county, N. Y. He is confident they will prove well ^’es order to Iced a half score of hungry men. We 

adapted to the needs of the Iowa farmer. He thinks can do our harvest with tho help we ordinarily use 

them the finest bred hog of the larger breeds, with on ^he farm, and without waste, too. I hat is about 

less offal; hut he is only starting, and has no results fta conc*8e a statement of its advantages as a man 
from his experiment. could make. It has now been used two seasons, and 

The Suffolka exhibited by Mr. Kimball merit all experiments have been made with a view to its 

attention. He has the long-bodied, hairy sort, which perfection,and aH suggested Improvements are at once 

Mr. Wentworth is breeding for. His stock was adoPMd’ if wel1 established. We expect it, or some 

originally obtained of Sherwood of Auburn, New binder’ wiU become RH t!8acntial the Western 

York. He is now breeding from a boar purchased larmt*r as tbo rcaPel now 

of Simon Ruble of Wisconsin, whom I think I have the plowing matoh. 

before mentioned as beinfe a successful breeder of all In the midst of a chilling, driving rain, we jumped 

kinds of stock. We heard men say that the Buffolks into a wagon with a plow and plowman, to go and 

were not the kind of hogs to rear when corn can be see the Plowing Match. The ground selected was 

grown for ten cents per bushel. Perhaps not, and on the brow and side of a hill which had been re- 

yet has any one tried the experiment of fattening deemed from a hazel thicket. It was stubble land, 

more Suffolks on the same feed, and getting more and not a bad field in which to test the merits of 

aggregate weight from the same amount of corn, in plows and the skill of the plowmen. There were six 

a shorter time, than can be obtained from the coarser or seven entries, and as many plowmen, 

breeds. If this can be done, it ought to be a weighty We have alluded to this match in this connection 

argument in favor of the Suffolks. If a man can simply to call attention to one important matter 

prepare the same amount of food for market in less which has been forced upon our notice by the man- 

time, at the same cost, (perhaps less,) it is an irnpor- nor in which the match was managed by the com- 

tant item. There can he nothing made, especially mittee. It astonished all our ideas of the rules gov- 

near a market, by accomplishing in twelve monthB erning plowing matches. For instance, equal spaces 

only what may he done in six. And certainly the were measured, and stakes driven, which were to be 

Suffolk will be quite as likely to keep fat on extended the center of operations for each team. Then how 

ranges as the larger breeds. Will not some of the to start, and whether to hack-furrow or plow a land, 

Iowa farmers discuss this subject, or at least givo was the question which agitated the committee, the 

their views upon it in the Rural? It may he that decision of which confused and “mixed up” both 

the writer has not found the animus of their practice the committee and exhibitors. Finally, after three 

portion of the crop would now be secured. An 
examination shows that the tubers have attained to 
only about one-half; or at host two-thirds their usual 
size, which not only decreases the number of 
bushels, but the number of salable potatoes in a 
still greater ratio. We saw tho product of an acre 
of Peach Blows measured that yielded only forty- 
eight bushels, yet in June they gave promise of a 
large crop. 

Tho many failures with the potato of late, has 
given rise to various speculations in regard to a 
substitute, but we imagine it will be a long time be¬ 
fore anything will he found to fill the place of this 
valuable esculent. We have just received a letter 
and circular, from Vilmortn A Co., of Paris, Intro¬ 
ducing to our notice the Tuberous Chervil, which 
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YELLOW CLOVER.—HAWTHORN 

Some of our readers will no doubt remember a few 
brief notes in the Rural of August 17th, in response 
to an inquiry accompanying a specimen of yellow 
clover, sent us for name by a subscriber in Kings- 
borough, New York. It appeared in the meadows in 
that section some twelve years ago, and since that 
time has increased so rapidly as to be “ found in large 
quantities in both meadowB and pastures. Some of 
the old farmers call it a weed, while others believe 
it to be French ■>!*•-*-» After giving tho name 
anc Unit of another variety, both or wmm. 
become naturalized in this country from Europe, wo 
observed that neither are of any special value for 
the farmer. This has called out a response from 
Enoch Williams, of Niagara county, who was ac¬ 
quainted with some of the yellow clovers in England 
many yearB ago, and who has before called our atten¬ 
tion to their gradual dissemination over the country. 

Editors Rural New-Yorker:—In u late number of 
the Rural, in answering an inquiry respecting 
the Yellow Flowered Clover, you state that both vari¬ 
eties are worthless. The variety bearingseeds some¬ 
what similar in manlier to the white or red clover, I 
have never seen cultivated; but that known in Eng¬ 
land as Black >ced, deserves a better character than 
that which you have given it. The seed grows in 
clusters o*' small black pods, each pod containing a 
single seed, the pods or husks being usually re¬ 
moved by a milling process; hence it is called “black 
seed,” and “ milled seed.” 

As broad (leaf) or red clover sometimes fails, the 
yellow clover is sown with the red, and in 1 Ml7 or 
18IH I saw on ray father’s farm a piece of almost 
exclusively yellow clover, which was estimated at 
over two tons (2240lbs. each,) of hay to the acre, and 
was cut May 31st. 

As to its European origin, permit me to say that I 
saw it first in this country about ten years ago, near 
the Niagara river, at Lewiston, in this county. I also 
found it on Bergen Heights, New Jersey, and atHav- 
erstraw, on the bank of the Hudsou. On Staten Island 
a fine piece of grass, ready for the scythe, which 
I walked over in lsco, was plentifully interspersed 
with yellow clover of a very luxuriant growth. 

In your issue of the oth inst, your correspondent at 
Skaneatelas has written some good things about Haw¬ 
thorn Hedges. I also have had some experience, 
going back nearly fifty years, and had for some years 
under my charge about six miles of hawthorn hedge; 
some recently planted, but much at least fifty if not 
many years older; but no part of this was ever 
plashed. 

In 1811, an act of the British Parliament author¬ 
ized the inclosing of waste lands, and gave facilities 
for exchanging lands which were much intermixed, 
and this involved the necessity for much new fence. 
The then recently planted hedges had two rows about 
eight inches apart, and the plants about six inches in 
the row, standing thus: * * * * * * 

From the teachings of experienced men in my 
youth, and my own observation, the secrets of grow¬ 
ing a hedge are: 

1st. A dry, well prepared soil, as good as any nur¬ 
sery bed. 

2d. Healthy young plants, m. 

set out with care. 
3d. Complete protection 

from cattle, hogs, &c., and iP®-. 
good cultivation with spade F fff\ 

or hoe—of course no weeds jT 
being allowed to grow. llliWljjlfn 

4th. Judicious trimming, •• X/Hul i 
commencing when the plants 

have taken a start, terminat- gcfH Mpfy \ olra 
ing in a point or edge, as 
shown in figure 1. 

A hedge cut thus, will be 
thick at the bottom, aud Ficcre 1. 

the plants being so near, either in a double or sin¬ 
gle row, will soon be hug-proof. 

Plashing introduces dead wood in consequence of 
cutting the straight growing plants three-fourths off) ( 
in order to lay them. I think I saw, two years ago, 
in your city, a plashed hedge. 

these gentlemen think will prove a valuable substi¬ 
tute for the early varieties of potatoes. As this is 
a matter of some interest, wo lay tho circular before 
our readers, so that they may Jndge for themselves 
whether this root is likely to become of practical 
importance. 

“Tuberous Chervil—Chtvropliyllum bulbosum. 

If we still Insist in proposing the tuberous chervil, 
it is because the malady with which potatoes are 
affected, especially the early varieties, gives to this 
root a new importance. Indeed, this vegetable is 
one of the best among those ol recent introduction; 
it recommends itself by its farinaceous qualities and 
its savor, which is of the tasti of the chestnut and 
of the potato; and by its prometiveuess, which is 
very great, since it is about 1H0 bushels per acre. 

“Another merit of tho tubetous chervil is that it 
is good to eat early. By the Did of June the roots 
are formed, and they keep veil to the following 
April. They are cooked in tin same fashion as the 
potato, and, like it, they air capable of a great 
variety of callnary preparatioik Annexed, we give 
a ent intended to show its for p and dimensions. 

“ The culture of it is very simple. It is sown iu 
September or October, either in rows or broadcast, 
in the same manner hh the parrot, taking care to 
press down lightly the soil af cr sowing. However, 
we will remark that, contran to the potato, which 
delights in light aud dry soili, the tuberous chervil 
prefers a fresh earth, more wet than dry, and its 
fertility should be increased by previous preparatory 
cultivation and au appliefttioj of well rotted manure. 
If wc sow later than the period rjentioned above, we 
should employ seed preserved in layers of soil or 
moist land, to facilitate Its gemination. Without 
this preparation, there ia risk tfiit the seed will not 
grow until the following season. 

“The harvesting of the tubewus chervil is com¬ 
monly done in July, and the ro'Jte are preserved like 
potatoes, taking care to move th#m from time to time 
to keep them from decaying.” 

lootMnafli- 

FigUrx 2. 

This permits the sunlight and air to reach the lower 
branches, arid secures a strong, robust growth, and 
a good base, without which there can be uo hedge 
worthy of the name. If the hedge is straight, the 
lower leaves are so much shaded that they assume an 
unhealthy hue, and many drop off; the branches in 
consequence are slender, and the hedge soon becomes 
a laughing stock for all the unruly dogs and stray 
hogs in the neighborhood. 

THE POTATO CROP 

The warm wet weather of the past few weeks has 
produced symptoms of the rot, and in low grounds 
we observe much loss. How general or serious this 
will be we canuot at present say, as digging in this 
section lias ouly commenced. But, whatever may 
ho the extent of the rot, the orop will be light and 
the tubers unusually «mall. This is occasioned by 
a disease or blight which commenced on the edges 
of the leaves, turning them black, and progressing 
slowly aud steadily until the plant became nearly or 
quite leafless. This at first cheeked and finally 
stopped entirely the growth of the potatoes. We 
first noticed the disease the latter part of Jane on 
early varieties, and since that time we have scarcely 
seen a field that was not more or lesB affected. 
Varieties, such as the Peach Blow, that usually 
keep green until from, have been dead for some 
time, and if the weather had been favorable, a large 
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or four “final decisions’’ had been revised or reversed, 

it was decided that each plowman should back-furrow 

three rounds, und then plow the land on bis left. Tt 

will be seen that each plowman was made dependent 
upon his left hand neighbor for the manner in which 

be finished his land. If said neighbor failed to plow 

a straight furrow, the plowman had a land to 

straighten and a botched piece of work to reined.' ■ 
In one or two instances this was the case, and 

created, of course, ft good deal of complaint* ^ow 

it is important that rules should be fixed upon and 

published In the premium list, for the direction of 

committees—especially such as know nothing of the 

way in which such matches are or should be con¬ 

ducted. 
The writer observed that some of these competitors 

“rushed the thing through,”spurring up their teams 

into almost a trot, sweating and blowing themselves 

with labor and anxiety, straining every nerve to get 

done first; and yet, when the premiums were an¬ 

nounced, they proved to have been awarded, the first 

to the plowman who finished bis work last, and the 

second to the one who got his land plowed next to 

the last of the whole of them. The committee proved 

themselves sensible in this, if they were inexpe¬ 

rienced and made novel rules. MoBt of the plowing 

was excellent; but little, if any of it, could be called 

poor. 
WEATHER—CLOSE Of' THE FAIR-OTHER MATTERS. 

There were evening discussions, at one of which 

the writer took notes which will appear hereafter. 

The other, it was said, “ did not. amount to much.” 

The weather was cold and wet most of the time 

during the three days we were in Iowa City. On the 

third day there was a good attendance, and on the 

fourth and last a light one. The President made a 

pleasant bargain with exhibitors, by which they 

pledged themselves to he satisfied with what they 

could get, and ho announced that they could pay 

fifty per cent, of the awards made. 

The weather waa too uncomfortable, most of the 

time, either to talk or write; und many items which 

would have been eagerly sought for from exhibitors, 

were allowed to rest, unexposed to the chill air, by 

the writer’s pencil. 

And the beautiful city, which we visited for the 

first time, remains unexplored; and many engage¬ 

ments made with citizens and friends in the suburbs, 

have been and are hereby deferred until a more 

convenient and pleasant season. 

There are other items, which will appear in due 

time, relating to matters deserving more elaboration 

than can be given them at this writing. 

The lowans need not find anything to discourage 

them in the results of this Pair. It was well Con¬ 

ducted, and without any prominent clap trap append¬ 

ages or malt, liquor Institutions, which have been 

made a prominent feature at some other Pairs we have 

attended, There was no disorder- there could be 

none where members of the “Iowa 1st,” which 

“fought init SlBOJKi.” at Springfield, Mo., were the 

police. They are a fine-looking class of young men, 

and have worthily won all the praise they get. Most 

of them have re-enlisted. 

A WORD WITH YOU, BROTHER PARMER. 

The Rural comes down into New Jersey once 

each week, laden with many good things. Through 

it we hear from men in various parts of the Uuion, 

who are engaged in the good cause of soil-tilling. 

We see reports on crops, in-oeesses of culture, ma¬ 

nures, and many other fyiugs pertaining to our 

vocation. While sitting by our firesides we thus 

have an opportunity of easily learning what many of 

onr brethren of the plow are doing in the way of 

improvement'. Even in this region, which is by some 

termed “benighted,” we are anxious to learn the best, 

ways, get. the best seeds, use the beat fertilizers, or 

utilize onr home made composts to the best. end. 

Also to reap our crops at the right moment, store 

them in the right way, mud get the right prue for them. 

Hence we become reading men, and I for one always 

welcome the Rural; for 1 can then chat with my 

brother farmers at times when my near neighbors 

cannot be induced to waste precious moments from 

sleep. 

Rut, my friends, I get tired, at times, of doing my 

part of the chatting bv myself, so 1 ventnre this wet 

morning to ask Mr. P.ditor MoORB to let me chat 

directly with yon. If he permits me to do so, bear 

with me if I am disposed to lean at all toward fault¬ 

finding. I merely desire to state some things in n 

plain way, as 1 find them presented to my own mind. 

1 till my acres with a desire to get the greatest 

profit consistent with the present state of the soil, and 

the means at command; hence It becomes a matter 

of anxiety to know the experience of as many others 

as possible. Almost all men seem willing to tell 

their experience, but very few succeed in so stating 

it as to make it valuable to others, either because they 

have not clearly defined notions in their own mind, 

or the method of communication may be deficient. 

In conversation with an intelligent, educated, and 

experienced gardener, a few days since, we fell on 

the subject of “ special manures ” and their applica¬ 

tion. Green sand marl was spoken of; ho had tried 

a large quantity with other manures. " How did it 

act?” “Well, I put it on grape vine borders, dug it, 

in about pear trees—in fact, used it On almost every¬ 

thing iu the large garden, and I feel satisfied that the 

crops were larger and trees healthier than ever 

before.” This was the nearest I could get at the 

value of green sand marl on his land. No compara¬ 

tive experiment had been made, yet he was ready to 

buy a large quantity of marl at ten cents per bushel 

for this year’s use. On closer questioning, 1 found 

he was far from convinced that any very great beuofit 

had been derived from its use, but he "supposed” it 

was beneficial. His guano experiments were more 

positive in result. A portion of ground was manured 

at the rate of one thousand ponuds per acre. The 

crops were far more remunerative than on portions 

not manured that year, or manured with ordinary 

barnyard composts, and the difference had continued 

through the succeeding years. “How do you like 

the dwarf pear?” 1 asked. “ I prefer the standard.” 

“ Have you the same Sorts, both dwarf and standard? 

“ No; my standards are trained eu espalier ”—and they 

were splendid trees heavily loaded—but I submit 

whether my question was fully answered, or w’hether 

the poor dwarfs had a proper chance, receiving, as 

they did, no especial care, such as a dwarf requires, 

while the standard espalier was nourished with the 

greatest assiduity. So on through a long list ef 

things 1 found my good friend making decisions, with 

out even a shadow of reason, on many very important 

matters. I learned many things from his neat, good 

ways of doing work, and training fruit trees and 

vines; but as to the comparative value of manures, 

etc., I learned little besides the stern necessity of 

instituting slow’ but careful trials myself, if I desired 

to get at their real value. 

Living near a great market, the greatest in the 

country, I had determined to plant sweet corn to take 

in green, as the profit is far greater than from the 

growth of ordinary crops. During the whole of last 

season I used due diligence to learn the best kinds of 

c.,rn for such use. All ray neighbors united in say¬ 

ing that none was equal to the common kind; every 

ear would sell so long as it looked like corn, and you 

could make no mislakc in planting it. 1 felt satisfied, 

from having raised small quantity s of a number of 

kinds myself, that some of the larger and finer sorts 

would prove more valuable. 1 accordingly planted a 

small piece of common sweet corn, and a large one 

of an improved variety. The first proved with roe, as 

with all my advisers, valueless during this dry season, 

while the latter yielded a handsome income, and was 

the admiration of the whole vicinity. This result 

was expected, because I had carefully tried and proved 

the thing beforehand; whereas my neighbors spoke 

from the stand point of prejudice. 

Years of experience have served to show me the 

necessity of using the greatest caution in reporting 

facte; for we may often deceive ourselves, which Is 

ever to he deplored, and we certainly will deceive 

otherp who may lean on our statements, expecting 

to find them strictly trne. Many extremely valuable 

things aro set. aside as valueless because boiho one 

supposed to know says they are so;—other worthless 

things are taken up, and much money and time 

wasted in striving to prove them worth nil that some 

careless report would have us believe. It thus be¬ 

comes a matter of necessity that each man should 

be an experimenter, and this will in a measure 

account for the universal sticking to experience on 

the part of farmers, as well as their frequent preju¬ 

dice against all new things and processes. I shall 

use my best endeavor to encourage great carefulness 

in observation, to the end that facts, being clearly 

ascertained, may be lucidly expressed and easily 

apprehended. Bo far, then, I find fault with almost, 

all “reports "of crops and processes, gathering but 

little satisfaction and profit from their incomplete 

ness and inaccuracies. Am I wrong, brother farmers? 

Have you not, one and all, Buffered in this way? If so, 

let us determine to do our part toward remedying this 

crying evil. If not,, yon must be fortunate indeed, 

and we should he glad to see your experiences set 

forth in the Rural,f >r very few farmers have ever gone 

through years of toilsome striving without having 

stumbled upon many promising “ placers,’’ warranted 

to yield large nuggets of golden treasure, which have 

proved barren. Yet all these sad experiences are 

not without good results. The Alchemists of old 

diligently sought means for transmuting all things to 

gold. Their extensive researches failed to show 

them the great “ Touchstone,” but they learned 

thousands of facta valuable to the world, and out of 

the rubbish left by them, a few great minds have suc¬ 

ceeded in bringing the science of Chemistry, that 

science which seems to underlie our own art of Agri¬ 

culture. Ku-n so may some great minds be able to 

take the vast and accumulated piles of Agricultural 

reportorial rubbish, and simmering them down, 

secure valuable results In the solid Science of Agri 

culture. Rut I have no such hope. I prefer to see 

careful experimenting, close study of nature, and a 

judicious summing up of results, which shall state 

in a clear and unmistakable manner exactly what has 

been discovered of value to the world. 
A Jersey Delver 

Kf.mauks. — Our correspondent is right. There is 

too much carelessness in testing new plants, fertili¬ 

zers, implements, modes of culture, Ac., and a great 

lack of accuracy and conciseness in reporting results. 

Too many depend upon a single trial in a favorable 

season, and “jump at conclusions,” with railroad 

speed—thus unintentionally deceiving themselves and 

the agricultural public, and doing injury to the 

cause of improvement. Let us have the results of 

careful experiments and comparisons, —facts and 

figures which are reliable—wherewith to “teach one 

another.” 
• • ■ 4 ♦ ♦ ♦- 

$ In 
Feeding Bees. 

F.ns. Rural New- Yorker:—Will you please inform rae, 
through your paper, the host method of feeding bees so that 
they will be able to winter well? 1 have a fine swarm iu a 
common box hive that came out the 2tlh of July, aud I 
would like very much to winter them. I shall have a few 
pounds of honey iu boxes, amt some to take up in a small 
swarm.—Bkk-Kkkekr, Jefferson Co., 2V. 11861. 

SrOAit-OAKDY is the most convenient article tllftt 

can he used for feeding bees. The plain is the beet, 

but if flavored with lemon or lioarhouud it will 

answer. A few sticks, such as may be obtained of 

any confectioner, may be placed within reach of the 

bees, and on this they will winter well. From two 

to four pounds, it is said, will keep a colony over the 

winter; that is, supposing they have plenty of comb; 

but where the swarm was so late as to have been 

unable to make a good stock of comb, it will be use¬ 

less t> try to keep them over the winter. Lanci- 

stroth gives the following on the subject: 

“I now mention a substitute for liquid honey, the 

value of which has been extensively and thoroughly 

tested iu Germany, and which I have used with great 

advantage. It was first introduced by the Rev. Mr. 

Weigel, of Silesia, and Dzierzon and other distin¬ 

guished Apiarians speak of its excellence in the 

most decided terms. The article to which I refer is 

jilatn sagar-candy. It has been ascertained that 

aliont four pounds of this candy will sustain a 

colony during the winter, when they have scarcely 

any honey in their hive! If it is placed where they 

can have access to it without being chilled, they will 

cluster upon it, and gradually eat it np. It not only 

goes further than double the quantity of liquid boucy 

whlch could be bought for the same money, but is 

found to agree with the bees perfectly; while the 

former is almost sure to sour in the unsealed cells, 

exposing them to dangerous, and often fatal attacks 

of dysentery. I sometimes invert the old fashioned 

box hive, and push sticks of candy gently between 

the ranges of comb, in which the bees cluster. The 

bottom-board may then be replaced, und if the hive 

is still upside down, and properly sheltered, the bees 

will have ready access to the candy, even iu the 

coldest weather. 

“In my hives, the spare honey-board may be ele¬ 

vated ou strips, about an iucb and a half above the 

frames, and sticks of candy laid on the tops of the 

central frames will then be always accessible to the 

bees, even in the coldest weather, if the outside of 

the honey-hoard is covered with cotton, or any warm 

packing. By sliding into the hive, tinder the frames, 

a few sticks of candy, I can in a moment feed a small 

colony, in summer, without incurring the risk of 

tempting robbers by the smell of liquid honey. If 

a small quantity of liquid food is needed in warm 

weather, loaf-sugar dissolved in water, as it has 

scarcely any smell, is the best. 

“ 'The use of BUgar-candy for feeding bees,’ says 

the Rev. Mr. Kleine, * gives to bee keeping a security 

which it did not possess before. Still, we must not 

base over-sanguine calculations on it, or attempt to 

winter very weak stocks, which a prudent Apiarian 

would at once unite with a stronger colony. I have 
used sugar candy for feeding, for the last five years, 
and made many experiments with it, which satisfy 
me that it caDnot be too strongly recommended, 
especially after unfavorable summers. Colonies well 
furnished with comb, and having plenty of pollen, 
though defficient in honey, may be very profitably fed 
with candy, and will richly repay the service thus 

rendered them.’ 
‘“Sugar-candy dissolved in a small quantity of 

water, may be safely fed to bees late in the fall, and 

even in winter, if absolutely necessary. It is pre¬ 

pared by dissolving two pounds of candy in a quart 

of water, and evaporating, by boiling, about two 

gills of the solntion; then skimming and straining 

through a hair sieve. Three quarts of this solution, 

fed in Autumn, will carry a colony safely through 

the winter, in an ordinary location and season. The 

bees will carry it up into the cells of 6uch combs as 

they prefer, where it speedily thickens and becomes 

covered with a thin film, which keeps it from 

Boaring.’ ” 

To Prevent A tils front Disturbing Bees. 

I hear a great deal of complaint of ants disturb¬ 
in’/ bees, and occasionally inquiry is made as to the 
best remedy; but have not seen or heard of a remedy 
bo certain to “ head ” the little intruders, as a simple 
plan which I adopted five years ago in my apiary. 

It is this:—I make bunches of 1} inch boards, hav¬ 

ing the feet to project out, but very slightly, so as to 

prevent being easily blown over. I decide wherethe 

bench is to stand, and see where the feet will come, 

then put narrow boards crosswise f >r the feet to rest 

on. Under each end of these boards, I sink a block 

of wood or stone, so that it shall not settle in wet 

weather. Then place the feet In tin, earthen, or Iron 

vessels, (no matter how rough; even old oyster cans 

will do,) and fill with water about once a week. See 

that the bench does not touch any otherthing having 

connection with the ground. 

1 brought in from the country this spring, two 
hives of bees (Hall's patent,) set them on one of the 
above described benches in my bee bouse, and in a 

few days opened the upper doors to inspect the honey 

boxes. I found in and around the boxeB, thousands 
of big black ants and eggs. I brushed them out for 

two or three days in succession, and since then not 
an ant is to be seen in them, or in any other hive in 
the apiary.—T. J. Magruder, in Am. Bee Journal. 

Profits of Bee-Keeping. 

Mr. It. IL Davis, a practical farmer, and one of 

our subscribers, who has a large and well managed 

farm at Larone, in Somerset County, furnishes us 

with the following notes relating to the profits of his 

small apiary during the year 1860. In the spring of 

that year, Mr. Davjh had font- swarms, which being 

wintered through, he valued at five dollars each, or 

twenty dollars. These four swarms sent out during 

the season ten new swarms; eight of which were 

worth, in the fall, four dollars each, or thirty Iwo 

dollars. The other two Bwarms had not honey 

enough to winter on. It. was, therefore, strained 

and sold, (thirty pounds,) at ten cents per pound, 

which amounted to three dollars. From the eight 

new swarms, Mr. Davis sold two hundred and fifty- 

eight pounds of box honey, at twelve and a half 

cents per pound, amounting to thirty-two dollars and 

t wenty live cent*. There was also some wax made, 

not taken into The old stocks of l.ees 

were reckoned aWrot.r dollars each iu the full, the 

same as the new swarms. This gives a clear profit 

of $67.25 from four swarms in one season. Who can 

give a better account from so small a lot of bees? — 

Maine Farmer. 

IIoiiey-Pi-oditctug Plant. 

Eds Rural New-Yorker:—Will you please give the 

name of tlm inclosed flower, which bloasonis very extensively 

over our Western prairies? It usually comes into blossom 

between the 15th of August and the 1st of September, and 

flowers continually unlit killed by frost, \ Adding our beer a 

copious supply of bright yellow honey, of a superior quality. 

Being engaged it bee culture, and ignorant as to the name 

of so valuable a flower, you will coufer a favor on at least 

one subscriber to your valuable paper by giving the desired 

information—K It FKKMKKsa, Dunbnth Jo. Daviess Co, IU. 

Full (logo Canadens is, or Canadian Guldeurod, 

common in all parts of the country. 

Support of Bees. 

Ens Rural New-Yorker:— Can you inform me bow- 

many swarms of bees will thrive and do well in agood location? 

There is a good section here for buckwheat, basswood, and 

white clovet. Ry publishing ibis you will oblige—A Sun- 

SCKJBBR, Birmingham, Oakland Co., Mich., 1861. 

On this subject we have been promised an article 

from a practical apiarian. The great number that can 

find support in a mile square, in a favorable locality, 

is really surprising. 
■■ —4 ■ — 

IJural Spirit of tfco 
Patience In Milking. 

A writer in tlw Ohio Farmer says that a cow 

was cured of bolding up her milk, by patiently milk¬ 

ing until she ceased to hold it; and by continuing 

the practice, she has become an easy, regular milker, 

and a good cow. _ 

Points of n Work Horse. 

The California Agricultural Society requires 

that, a first premium work horse shall be between 

fifteen and sixteen hands; quick, lively ears; broad 

between the eyes; ronud barrel; short loins; well up 

in the shoulder; deep chested; square quarters; flat 

legs; short, betweeu the knee and pastern, and hock 

and pastern; hind legs well under him; speed equal 

to eight miles an hour on the road, and at least three 

miles at the plow; with sufficient blood to insure 

spirit and enduratce. 

Two Heaps of Manure* 

The lesson inculcated by the following, from the 

pen of lion. F. H. Holbrook, in the New England 

Farmer, is one of great value to the thinking farmer: 

How true is the remark of Mr. Coke, late F.arl of 

Leicester, that the value of farm-yard manure is in 

proportion to what it is made of. If cattle eat straw 

alone, the dung is straw alone; the cattle are straw, 

the farm is straw, and the farmer is straw—they are 

all straw together. Not long ago I had four cows 

come up to the stable iu the Fall, which I thought 

might yield a good supply of milk through the Winter, 

if well fed. I also iiad four other animals, cows and 

heifers, which were not expected to give ranch milk 

till the following grass season. The first four were 

tied in the stable side by side, aud received each, in 

addition to hay and stalks, four quarts of small 

potatoes each morning, and two quarts of corn and 

oatmeal each evening, through the Winter. As we 

expected, they gave a good mess of milk, and came 

out well in the Spring. The manure of those four 

cows was thrown out a stable window under the 

cattle-shed by itself. The other four animals were 

tied in the same stable, next to the first four, and re¬ 
ceived only bay and corn fodder. Their manure was 
thrown out by itself at the next stable window, and 
under the same shed, so that the two heaps lay side 
by side. The heap that was made by the four cows 
that were daily messed with potatoes and meal, kept 
hot and smoking all Winter, and was wholly free from 
frost. The heap made by the other animals that had 
only bay and stalks, showed no signs of fermentation 
and was somewhat frozen. Observing this difference 
from time to time, curiosity prompted me in the 
SpriDgto apply those two beaps of manure separately, 
but in equal quantities, side by side, on a piece of 
corn ground. The superiority of the corn crop where 
the manure from the messed cattle was applied, over 
that where the other heap was spread, was quite 
apparent and striking, and called my attention more 
particularly than it was ever before directed, to the 
importance of feed i i g out our best, or ri chest products, 
if we would have the best kind of manure for our 
lauds, and large crops from them. 

Wintering Calves. 

Calves, says the American Agriculturist, should 
have loose stables, or stalls to run in during winter, 
with a little yard or paddock for exercise out of 
doors in fair weather, and plenty of fresh air always. 
Good soft hay, a lew oats, say a pint a day for each, 
or an equal quantity of corn, oats, or barley-meal, 
and in mild weather a quart of sliced roots, is their 
best food. In very cold weather, roots do calves— 
such is our experience—more hurt than good. They 
are cold and watery, and sconrthem. In mild weath¬ 
er roots supply the place of green food, and we 
consider them good for that only in onr Northern cli¬ 
mate. If calves get lousy, rub a little soft grease, 
mixed with a sprinkling of Scotch snuff, on the af¬ 
fected parts, thoroughly to the skin, and the lice will 
leave at onefi. If you have not the snuff, grease alone 
will do. This is effectual, and the only remedy we 
have applied for years. Tobacco water we do not 
like. It often sickens the calves, and is not so cer¬ 
tain a cure as the grease. Keep the calves warm, 
drv, and clean, and they will come out in the spring 
as bright as larks. 

A Ilavey among Horned Cattle* 

A correspondent of the N. Y. Tribune, writing 
from the Btate Fair Grounds, speaks of a performance 
with steers, as follows: 

Every year I have been able to learn something 
new—something beneficial to me as a farmer, or 
something that I could communicate to others to 
their advantage. 1 shall try to profit equally by what 
I see here. I have seen one thing to-day which 1 
wish every farmer, and every man who ever drives 
oxen, or handles cattle in any way, could see as 1 
have seen. It. would teach him the great benefits of 
the law of kindness. Wo have all heard of Rarey 
among horses, and have almost loved the man in our 
admiration of his process of training. I have just 
seen a Rarey among horned cattle. Here is a hoy 
perhaps ten years old, training and handling six 
steers, not yet two years old, with all the ease that an 
experienced Yankee ox-driver handles a single pair 
while in the yoke; and he has no yoke, nor rope, nor 
does he speak a word scarcely above a bud whisper, 
and only occasionally strikes a blow that would not j 
raise a blister upon the skin of a child. All his 
actions are based upon the laws of kindness, with a 
firm determination that all his orders must be obeyed. : 
Now bo briojjK UJI n xtxiglc putt o.-( tttougli jotvt ct 
together; then two yoke; tht?n three; then be mis¬ 

matches all of them as though he were about to yoke 

the oB'ox on the nearside. Then he changes places,and 

puts odd ones together; then be unyokes, if I may use 

the term when he does not nae a yoke, all of them, and 

brings them up in a line like a platoon of soldiers, and 

with greater precision than any “awkward squad.’’ 

Then he trains them around by twos and threes, or 

drops out a single one and orders him to a new place 

by a motion of his small whip, or, as it seemed to me, 

often by a mere effort of his will that he desired a 

change of position. For an hour that 1 stood watch¬ 

ing, there was another pair of older steers standing 

just outside of the circle of his operations, patiently 

waiting their turn until some one asked:—“Can you 

handle eight as well as six?” “I could,” he mod¬ 

estly replied, “ if my whip was a little longer; I can’t 

reach the outside one, when in line, with this short 

whip, but I will try.” And so be did; and notwith¬ 

standing the short whip, all were managed with the 

utmost care, and all who saw were taught a lesson 

which none seemed to tire of learning, i hope they 

will profit by it. Will those who read also profit so 

far as to pursue the sarnu comae in training all 

domest ic auimals. Teach your hoys, too, to yoke up 

the young steers, to use them kindly, with patient 

perseverance, to make them as bidable as this hoy 

has these on exhibition, and then they will make 

good and valuable oxen. 

fmjMirios im\ gVnsuw. 
Converting Straw into Manure — In answer to the 

inquiry for the best way to convert straw into manure, I 

Bill give my mode, which I think a good one, at least. 

When through threshing, we get all the straw we can into 

the sheds aud barn, and Ihe rest is spread evenly over the 

yard, Let the horses, cattle, sheep and hogs have a pood 

bed every night; then fix an extra pair of wide side boards to 

the wheelbarrow, and wheel the cleanings from the horse 

and cow stable daily, till the yard is pretty well covered. 

Again spread on straw, and follow up until spring. If the 

straw is not then used up, I spread it in the yard after the 

manure is drawn out, and it makes good top-diessiDg for fall 

wheat,— A. Green, Amboy, O., 1861. 

Wire Worms—Ilow I “Fixed” Them,—Last spring I 

plowed ten acres of green sward for corn, hut upon examina¬ 

tion found it full of wire worms. However, as a liberal 

dressing of manure had been applied, I concluded to try 

doctoring the varmints. Soaked the seed thirty six hours in 

a solution of copperas aud salt,— one pound of copperas for 

the seed for ten acres,— and as soon as the corn was up, 

applied unleached ashes and salt, one-fifth salt lo I our fifths 

ashes giving a good-sized handful to four hills. The result 

is as fine a piece of corn as you would like to see. A few 

rows left without the doctoring were almost entirely de¬ 

stroyed. To rid the land of them, next season 1 shall har¬ 

vest a crop of buckwheat, aud the season alter, plow under 

buckwheat, sewing wheat in the fall The rascals will secede 

under this treatment.— Rusm us, Oak fit Id, A' F., 1861. 

Cutting Hungarian Gkass,—Mr. J. B. Potter, of Ohio, 

inquires through the Rcral of Sept. 14th, when to cut Hun¬ 

garian Grass. As I have had several years’ experience with 

it, perhaps it is ray duty to give him and others the benefit 

of it. We say, then, cut early, about the time the seed is in 

the milk. If left standing until the seed matures, the stalk 

gets tough and unpalatable, and the oily nature of the seed, 

when ripe, makes it, a dangerous diet for horses. Cattle will 

endure it better, This season 1 sowed my Hungarian the 

21 st of June, and cut it the 20th of August The growth 

was fine, but I should have let it Bland a few days longer, 

had not the Chinch Bug commenced upon it, obliging me to 

cut it then or never. Another season I propose sowing 

earlier, and have it ready to cut before instead of after har¬ 

vest, thus avoiding the bugs.—D. G. Chsbvkr, Clinton, Rock 

County, Wisconsin, 1861. 

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Bloomington Nursery—F. K. Phoenix. 
Andre Leroy's Nurseries—B< uguiere A Thebaud. 
Peach Tree*. Ac . for Sale—Win. Parry. 
New Stove KslaMibhtnetJt- Klein A: ftuthe. 
BuiMirw L»t« for Sale—D. II- Mulford. 
Agents Want'd !i. Ha-skins 4 Co. 
Apple Stocks for Sale—Ensign k Ford. 
Apple Seedlings for Sale—A. Becker. 

SPECIAL NOTICES. 

The Metropolitan Gift Bookstore — J. F. Hone. 

Rural Notes anil jitents. 

A Remarkable Autumn.—The weather of the present 

Autumn has thus far been remarkable, especially for the 

absence of severe frost in nnr part of the country. The 

veritable “ oldest inhabitant " is surprised that the slimmer 

temperature should continue, almost uninterrupted by frost 

or chilly weather, to the middle of October—while many of 

“the rest of mankind” are wondering at the ripening and 

dropping of chestnuts, and the change in other products, 

wood and leaf Included, without being touched by Jack’s 

frigid fingers. As we write (Oct. 15) the sun is shining 

brightly and warmly — glorious weather for farmers and 

horticulturists, as well as for onr soldiers in the “tented 

field,’’ The mild weather ha* of course been most favorable 

for the corn crop, maturing and saving much that would 

have been lost In an ordinary season. The pastures are dow 

nearly as fresh as iu June, and an atyndance of good butter 

and cheese will be made tbiB month. Early sown winter 

wheat and rye have made rapid growth; moat fields have 

tillered well, and present a remarkably fine appearance. 

The only unfavorable effect of the »ann weather, combined 

with recent heavy rains, baB been upon the potato crop — 

causing extensive injury by rot, especially on heavy soils and 

low grounds. With this exception the season has proved 

unexpectedly propitious. 

Brief Notes of the Local Fairs — According to the 

Canandaigua papers, the Ontario County Fair was a success. 

It is said the excellence, extei t and variety of the articles 

exhibited, was about equal to former years, while the inter, 

eat of the people in the Fair was manifested by a good 

attendance. An intelligent friend who was present Fays he 

never raw so fine a show of young horses a9 was made on the 

occasion-The Orleans Co Fair, at Albion, is reported to 

have been creditable nnd well attended. The Republican 

says there was a (Inc display of cattle and horses. The show 

in Floral Hall, and of Dairy products, aro also spoken of as 

being lino.-The Oswego Co. Fair. at Oswego Falls, is said 

to have been the most succomfn) ever held iri the county, all 

things cOn-ideml. The weather was fine on the first and 

second days, the exhibition exeeeriiugly good, atid the attend¬ 

ance very large — from six to eight thousand people being 

present on the second day. The entries were unusually large, 

nnl the receipts over $1,100, aud would have been much 

more but for the drenching lain on the last day. The show 

of Stock was extra; also of Fruits and Vegetables-The 

Wayne Co Fair, at Lyons, last week, waa unexpectedly sue 

ci-s^ful—fin,- Ri ftth, i « laige attendance, end good exhibi¬ 

tion. The Republican says:—“Nowhere, not even at our 

State Fair, have we seen finer specimens of Kruitthan were on 

exhibition The show of Vegetables and Grains was exten¬ 

sive, embracing some astonishing samples. The exhibition 

of horses, cattle, and other stock, waa quite as large as at 

previous lairs, and highly commended by the various groups 

of visitors. On the whole, the Fair was a success. Old 

farmers, whose judgment in such matters is worth heeding, 

pronounce It tbe beet that bag ever been held In this county.” 

-The Fair of the Manlius and I’ompey Ag’l and Mecb’l 

Association—at Manlius, Sept. 24. 25 —Is said to have been 

a great success. A report In the Syracuse Journal speaks in 

tbe highest terms of the exhibition, In both quantity and 

quality — says the show of improved stock wax super-excel¬ 

lent, and other departments admirably filled. The address 

by Stf DIRK M. Brown, of El bridge, wax of course good — 

“replete with sound practical instruction, and elicited high 

commendation ''-The Fair of the Skaneab Irs Farmers' 

Chib must have been yew e—■*“-*nd unusually trium- 
judging from an account <of it in the Democrat Alter 

mentioning tbe presence of several promiuent gentlemen, 

that paper says;—-‘The testimony of those from abroad 

indicates that our Fair exceeds in interest any of the County 

or Town Fairs held in this vicinity, and we can asm re our- 

s. Ives that we have never attended any which was pleasanter, 

and none of greater interest, except the State Exhibitions.11 

-Of the Essex Co. Fair a local paper says:—Notwith¬ 

standing the severe weather, there was a large attendance, 

and the entries, in nearly all departments, were very full, 

and of an excellent class. The exhibition of horses, cattle, 

aod sheep, was no unusually line one, and the display in the 

departments of Domestic Industry and Vegetables was of 

superior quality and of fair quantity.”-Tbe Drycbn Union 

Fair w as a perfect success A. F. Hot'ft, one of the officers, 

writes:—*1 We were all disappointed, for the Fairs around us 

were failures. The enterprise of the inhabitants of this 

vicinity lias as yet never failed to call a crowd of people 

together, and also a good collection of articles of all kinds, 

both in and out of the hall, to attract their attention. Per¬ 

haps our collection of stock cannot he excelled by any County 

or I’nion Fair. Wn all foci to rejoice, under the circum¬ 

stances, that we were so highly favored with good weather, 

which was one great cause of success.” 

Fast Gkowtng Pork — The A'rw England Farmer says:— 

“ We do not work our hogs, either in harness or in tbe manure 

heaps. When they have taken their meals aud whatexercise 

they please, they retire to a dry, roomy bed, lie down and 

1 grow, and make a business of it. An Irishman can overhaul 

, the manure heap much cheaper than the hogs can. We 

i slaughtered swine last fall, made from piga that weighed less 

than 36 pounds each 11 months before, and the hogs weighed, 

when haudsomely dressed, from 450 to 475 pounds each!” 

— This item reminds ua of the handsome and fast-growing 

swine (nearly 206) which we saw in the peDS of the Michigan 

State Prison, at Jackson, last month. After the gentlemanly 

Clerk of the Prison (U. U. Bingham, Esq, brother of the 

late Senator Bingham,) had 6bowu us the Internal arrange¬ 

ments of the “institution,” he called onr attention to a very 

creditable “outside show” —the manufactory of pork for 

the convicts. We have rarely, if ever, seen a finer lot of the 

“swinish multitude.” On inquiry, Mr. B. said they were a 

cross of the Berkshire aDd £uflolk, and he thought tbe breed 

an admirable one, making handsome, easily fattened animals, 

and good pork at a year old or less — averaging from 300 to 

400 lbs. when 10 to 12 months old. What is the experience 

of our pork-raising readers with a cross of the breeds named? 

-. ♦ -- 

New VaRIETT of Cotton.— Another rival to the cotton 

plant of the South is attracting notice—a cotton tree, which 

is said to thrive iu a cool climate. Mr. R. C. Kendall, of 

Maryland, says he discovered it in the Andes, near the 40'.h 

parallel of latitude, the ground around the tree being 

I then covered with snow. It is perennial, and lives many 

I years; may be propagated from seeds or cuttings; grows to 

about the size of our peach trees, the first one seen by Mr. 

K being about 18 feet iu height, and bearing a crop estimated 

at nearly 100 lbs. The product has been pronounced by 

cotton brokers equal to the best Sea Island, while the yield 

per acre is said, with favorable soil and situation, to far 

exceed (more than double) that of the Southern variety. 

Mr. Iv. is confident the tree can be grown wherever Indian 

corn can. All which is “ important, if true,” but we fear too 

good news to be reliable. 

-- 

Minor Bubal Items—A lady nearly 90 years of age—Mrs- 

AVbight, of Plymouth, Luzerne Co , Pa-, — wishes to obtain 

a few silk-w orm eggs. Any Rural reader who esn furnish 

them, will please address Mrs. W. as above.-Pr°f- J- ^* 

TftAOY has been appointed by the St. Louis Ag'l and Mech 1 

Association to represent its interests at the World's Fair. 

The receipts of specie from abroad this year, for breadstufis 

and other articles of American growth, are estimated at over 

forty million dollars—while, meantime, the importations of 

foreign fabrics have largely decreased, the war making our 

people more economical than formerly.-The recent heavy 

rains extended over a wide extent of country Letters from 

the West speak of long-continued wet weather, the rotting 

of potatoes, injury of corn, &c.-We have received stalks 

of Missouri Dent corn, 12>2 feet in height, grown by W. T. 

■ Bills, on the farm of Haklky Clark, of Hamlin, this 

county. Tall corn, that, for this section 
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HORTOOLTOftAl 
THE SEASON- 

Up to the present time, October 14th, we have 
been entirely free from frosts in this section. The 
almost incessant rains, however, have injured fall 
flowers almost as seriously as a frost, while the condi¬ 
tion of the ground has delayed or prevented altogether onr fruits wou]d be raise(j jn much higher perfection 
much work usually done in the Autumn. Although tba|1 ^bey now arc. 
we have reason to complain of a quantity of rain alto- We baV(J no l]oubt but raany of onr ob1 orchards 

gether unusual, yet the temperature has been abovu bav-e been injured more by injudicious over-pruning 
the average, and we have often been favored with days lban ;u any other way. Tree-pruning was almost a 

quite warm. The good effects oi this are observed in niania. Jt must be done every spring. This lower 
the full maturity of gTapes that a. few weeks ago Hinb n)nat be taken ofl; an,| bnuu,h pruned as 
were considered Tar too late to stand even a chance far out a9 tbo operator dared to venture, and could 
of ripening. High winds, too, have prevailed, and ,.eacb w;th the destructive a.v. Such a system of 
the orchards have suffered by the falling and bruis- tree torturing and tree mutilating could not be other- 
ing of the fruit. IV e re member when nine-tentha of wise than destructive.— Wm. Bacon, in Horticulturist. 

the apples in this section were shaken from the _t r ^ t_ 

Low trees come into leaf, flower, etc., earlier than 
tall ones. A pear tree seven feet high bad branches 
within a foot of the surface of the ground. The 
lowest branches were in full leaf before the buds on 
the top of the tree had devc-loped the color of the 
leaf. And a plum tree, with branches near the 
ground, gave blossoms on the lower branches from 
a week to ten days earlier than they appeared in the 
upper part of the tree. Let the difference continue 

up with a garden trowel, with a ball of earth (the 
roots will be about three inches long,) and set in well 
prepared ground, at least a foot and a half by two feet 
apart. Shade from the sun for a few days, with 
burdock leaves, a handful of weeds or grass, bits of 
boards and old tin pans, lake "IV the shading at 
evening and give a shower bath, and as soon as they 
will stand the sun without wilting, leave the shading 
Otf, and hoc as you would cabbages all summer and 

in the same ratio through the season, and many Of pinch ofl' the runners as they start. T have a lot of 

trees, bat now the dropping off of any large portion 
of the fruit is considered a serious loss by the orehnnt- 
ists. Those who have watched the progress of fruit 
culture in Western New York during the last quarter 
of a century are prepared to witness even greater 
changes in the years that are to follow. With a fine 
climate, and with few real difficulties to contend 
with, we know not why Western New York may not 
become the fruit garden of the North. Certain it is 
that no business, at present, promises such fair 
returns for labor and investment. What is some¬ 
what unusual, too, our nurseries are well supplied 
with fine trees of all leading and popular varieties, 
and they can bo obtained at lower rates than at auy 
previous time. 

LOW TREES vs. HIGH ONES. 

NEW MODE OP GROWING CELERY. 
one, plant now, if ynu can get good plants; anu If it dfmoeu'f alluiliL-iaa#au*-uj*b/ market berry.— Wm. R. Prince, 

In- the Gardener's Monthly, for October, we find is well done, success is certain, and yon avoid the Flushing, N. r. 

what is described as a new mode of growing and contingencies and had precedent of d lay; and tub Acpi.b Croc in Orleans County.— We are iurormmi 

blanching celery. Everything new on this subject is promptitude (with thoroughness,) is perhaps the by a leading apple buyer of Albion, that the npplu crop in 
received with eagerness, because all feel that there grand secret of success in horticulture. There is that vicinity is very mueh larger than was anticipated in tbo 
are difficulties connected witji the usual process that another method, by which I have more splendid sue- early parlor the season. Ho estimates that the number of 

plants ihat delight the eye of an amateur, every tune 

l go into the garden. 

During the month of July I get all the plants 1 
want from my original half-dozen, but they go on 
putting out runners, and till up the twelve feet by 
four during the summer and tall, arid next season 
bear well. The transplanted plants are the nicest, 
and generally bear about a quart each. They are not 
hoed, the season of bearing, before the fruit is taken 
oil’, (it is a positive injury,) but the weeds are pulled 
up. I do not mean to be understood that September 
is not a good time, I transplant in every month, 
from March to November; and I would say to every 

New and Extraordinary Rtrawrhrrirs, including four 

large white varieties, setriliogs from Wilson's Albany: 

Albion, hermaphrodite, large, nearly round, pure white, 

with a blush lingo at the base; flesh white, very fine, juicy, 

high flavor; u seed ling of Hm Wilson, plant of utroug growth, 

robust and perfectly hardy; foliage large, thick, dark green, 

with large petioles, distinct from I.eunigA White. 

hennitfs White — V seedling of the Wilson; a remarkable 

berry, large, white, of line flavor, ripens late; the plant very 

hardy, vigorous and productive; foliage large and profuse. 

White I'incngpt' . Supposed by sotno to be identical with (he 

Albion, and may prove so, as they originated from the same 

parentage, and in the same place; largo rank foliage, fruit 

largo, of high flavor, between a peach and piueapple; plant 

extremely productive am! reliable, 
Hein'S Large White — Another seedling of the same parent 

age; berry Urge and high flavored; but ns It has only fruited 

once, requires to be tested another season before deciding 

fully on its merits, 

Hein's Chin;/ Colored — Another seedling from the Wilson; 

form very compressed. To bo fully tested another season. 

Welcome — Of a distinct parentage from the preceding; 

pistillate. The earliest, handsomest, Hnd most productive 

variety that Combines large site, line color, and good flavor. 

Conical, bright light scarlet, very sweet, flesh Arm, juicy; a 

moat important acquisition, being calculated to take prece 

should be remedied, if possible. The most success¬ 
ful celery growers sometimes fail, while others, who 
are certainly entitled to credit for their perseverance, 
never succeed in growing crisp, solid, clean stalks. 
Eight years since, we tried blanching celery by the 
use of horse-shoe tiles, first fastened with a cord, and 
then supported with earth; but after a couple of 

cess, hut this article is sufficiently long, 
PilWord, Oct., 1801. S. Boughton. 

Remarks.—Plants may bo set out in the manner 
described by our correspondent at any time, and 
without danger of losing one; hut. when they are to 
bo sent any distance it is best to wait until they arc 
well rooted, as if taken up too early the tender roots 

years abandoned it for the old process of earthing are destroyed before they are set out. More plants 
up. The editor, after stating that the process is not 
a cheap one, bnt excellent, describes it as follows: 

In years gone by, as the remaining trees in old 1 o understand the advantages of the new mode, we 
orchards show, there was an almost universal prac- w>'l point ont the disadvantages attendant on all the 
tice of throwing the tree-tops high into the air; first, °ld ones. Celery loves an abundance of moisture, 
by allowing the trunks to arise some six or seven and must lie blanched. It is usual to continually 
feet before they throw out branches; and, second, water it overhead; but every cultivator knows that 
by pruning the branches near the trunk, leaving this tends to the baking and hardening of the soil, 
merely a tuft of limbs at the extremities of these anfl continued stirring with the hoe and rake is 
naked arms. These Outside tree-heads, formed on necessary to counteract the evil, which, alter all, is 
branches that had the appearance of artificial trees never entirely remedied. Iben the blanching pro- 
tlirowu out from the trunk, of course receded further CC98 usually employed, however varied is the mode, 
from the main body of the tree each year. Is attended by two serions evils. Blanching, to bo 

The disadvantages of this way of growing trees effective, requires only the exclusion of light; but 
are their greater liability to be shaken and broken when earth or material is closed up around the celery 

by high winds; the longer the lever, the greater the t»lant9*t,ie ftir aud ftU is excluded. The consequence 
power in raising heavy bodies; the farther the heavy is* fbat celery becomes pithy, insipid, and very dlffi- 

tree-top is removed from the earth, the more power effitof preservation. 
the winds will exert to overturn a tree. Then the The other evil is, that by the earthing process, the 
branches are more liable to be broken by the weight rootlets arc buried up far beneath the surface, and 
of top being far removed from the trunk, or, if not are dependent entirely on what little the soil con- 
directly brokeu, they are severely twisted, and thus tains for its growth and nutiition. 

made unhealthy, which, in due time, insures their 

The fruit on such trees is much more liable to be 4§§|jL 
prematurely blown off by high winds, and it is gath- 
ered with much more difficulty when mature. If the Jg8|> L 
tree is shaken, as is still the custom with many, the 
fruit is sadly bruised by the fall from these high tree- ^|f| 
tops; and if picked off, the danger to life and limb f 
in the operation is increased in a greater ratio than ji j - t-lv- ?, gaj® 
the increasing distance from the ground. u ' ,'Jj ' 

But there is yet another objection to this method ti&A-c i j jg 
r,f t**» f„rn-|>ifti faU9- *" it »at greater than 1p _I t ill * 
all others. Sap i t the Ufe of the tree, <>n-. mu W®± -- . G:J!i= wJS’ f d) 

of sap goes to perfect the fruit. The longer the ^’/fa 

trunk and branches of the tree, the more of this ^- rirntHjfma^ 

must go to snpport the wood; the more tho small 
branches arc thrown into tufts at the extremities of Fiocrk 1. 

largo limbs, the fewer will be the leaves to elaborate . ....... .. .. „ 
sap for the nourishment of the tree and perfection Ibe following process obviates all these objections 

of fruit; consequently, a feeble tree aud small and See fig. 1. A level piece of ground is chosen, and 
inferior fruit will, in the end, be the result of the well manured all over. The usual trenches are dis- 

miserahle system. carded’ and tho Plft,lt* fiet rlf\0n th«| surface wo 
By the above noted system of tree-growing, they f*et »P<f- Common pipe drain, ng-tiles are then 

are more exposed to the ravages of insects. The Procured, and utter drawing a hoe through the loose 
‘ ... .1 .1 ! fir t K ft tllOU II T#* HI* I 

also arc formed by allowing the runners tu grow until 
August, and for this reason nurserymen do not like 
to disturb scarce varieties early in the season. 

ILLINOIS STATE FAIR. 

NOTES OP A HOETICULTURAI, DISCUSSION, 

barrels shipped This fall will excited tho amount shipped last 

year by about 20.000 barrels. I.ast year there worn about 

60.000 barrels shipped from thn county; this year it. Is esti 

mated there will bu about SO.000 barrels sold, of which 

amount -ill 000 barrels will he shipped from Albion. Moat of 

tbo apples Font from Orleans county go to the New England 

States, very few of thorn finding their way to New York 

The principal buyers are from Boston, Mass., and Providence, 

R t. They are now buying at SI,SO per barrel; they have 

been as high an $1.76 and $2.00 Tho apple, erop yields an 

annual average income to the apple raisers of Orleans county 

of $100,000.— Rochester Democrat. 

New Flowers.— Among tho new flowers recently shown 

at the London Exhibitions, are the foilwing: 

From Messrs. Downie Sc Laird came a new branching 

Intermediate crimson Stoek, not hotter than some out; and 

GOOD COFFEE vs. BAD COFFEE. 

Ml,s. Rikai, Nkw Yokkkh:—Especially iu the 
rural districts, and iu bourding houses of city and 
village, nay oven the “hotel" of more than ordinary 
pretentions, do we find very had coffee. lutlcod, so 
seldom is it that we have placed before us a good 
cup of coffee, or, in other words, a cup of good 

coffee, wo go off in ecstacics, aud exclaim, “What 
delicious coffee this is! how excellent,” A-o., Am., as 
if it wore a great rarity, as it Is a great luxury, and 
requiring some extraordinary display of genius iu 
housewifery to make coffee really palatable. 

The cause of failure i;t making coffee Is owing to 
ignorance, sometimes willful, and generally volun¬ 
tary, which, if it be either, only serves us an aggrava¬ 
tion rather than a palliation of the crime of making bad 

coffee; for bad coffee, like had whiskey, when taken 
into the human stomach, is manifestly a life de¬ 
stroyer, and therefore had ooffoc should ho adjudged 
“ poison,” if not tho one who vends the adulterated 
article, a poisoner! Yet it would be hard in this 
country to proscribe poisons of this nature by legis¬ 
lative enactment, coffee being a subject of commerce; 
and moro especially would it be unconstitutional to 
pass a law retroactive, (m ex post facto law,) making 
the fair venders of bad coffee amenable for their past 
as well as future murders and suicides. But if the 
supreme power of the State,— I mean the “ Lords of 
Creation,” — would adopt mnnioipal rules, or domes¬ 
tic regulations in their honses and kitchens, whereby 
the slosh;/, wisky washy, slash and black decoction, mis¬ 
named coffee, should ho spilled upon the ground, or 
in tho swill barrel, there would soon bo a reform in 
this coffee making, ami tho health of community 
would be bettered thereby. 

It is not my purpose in this article to show that 
the use even of good coffee is or is not deleterious to 
the health of mankind, but to awaken an interest in 
this direction which may be salutary in its results, 
by impressing all with the importance of making 

W II Gardner Esq. furnishes us tho following f,om WrK- Conway, Brompton, some varieties of both!tug good coffee, if they make any at all. Aud as tho 
...... t... _l e... vif-1 i .. ...... . .. i. !..*-* ..i — 

/Sp 

Notes of a Discussion at a meeting of Horticulturists 
in Chicago, held duriug the late State Fair: 

The subject of Fire Blight was introduced. Can¬ 
not check this disease by pruning,—is considered 
epidemic,—will even spread by iming tho same knife 
ou sound as unsound trees. No variety of the apple 
is entirely exempt,—not even the native wild crab. 

One careful nurseryman having had considerable 
experience, cures or prevents it by slitting through 
tho outride bark on tbo east or north side of the tree, 
thus checking the trees’ growth by its bleeding; 
and he believes that only trees making a fiue healthy 
or rapid growth are attacked. 

This latter Item of experience was hardly corrobo¬ 
rated by other gentlemen present. 

Mr. Nesbitt of Sangamon, has known trees 
stripped of “body bark” in June, when it can bo 
done, leaving the tree with the alburnum, or new 
woody growth, in a lliild or milky state, to form a 
new bark, lor the purpose of remedying the rot in 
fruit. Several gentlemen have known this done to 
renew tho vigor of the tree. Query, (not made upon 

i tho occasion,) Will it do if' Iron bolts may he 
j used to prevent trees splitting down. A better 
[ method is, however, to graft across a crotch a limb 

Geraniums, Jse., much liahind hand; and from Mr. Wood, of whole Community are more or less Interested, as they 

Bedford Nursery, Hampstead Road, some fancy I’elargOlflunig 

which we might have looked at fifteen years ago. 

Mr. Dean, of Bradford, contributed a New Zealand Fern 

called Hypolepis distaus, which will, from its creeping and 

dumpy hatdt, lie valuable as a pot variety, as it will trail over 

and cover tbo sides of the basket, or whatever it may be in. 

For this a label of commendation was awarded. 

Grachs in Fciii.7yi.kr COUNTY, — The Hryour Journal 

speaks as follows of grape culture in that place: Yesterday 

Dr, Wlutoo, of this village, allowed ua through Ilia vineyard 

The Doctor bait about four acres Met with grapes, moatly of 

the Isabella and Lucy Winton. Tho Lucy Wlnton Is a native 

seedling variety that, originated In Havana, and so early that 

it i.‘, in condition for the table or market, three or lour weeks 

earlier than the Isabella. The vino Is perfectly hardy having 

been wintered on tbo trellis without injury. Thia, together 

with its good flavor and early ripening qualities, makea it a 

Very valuable variety. It may be cultivated without fear of 

losing tie vines by severe winter weather, or the fruit by 

early froat iu the fall. 

Width HooqtlKT Flowers.—Tbo Gardeners’ Chronicle. 

says:—*• We see by a communication of M. Duchartro to the 

Botanical Society of Paris that there is a great demand for 

White Lilacs for ladies’ bouquets in Paris, in winter, and 

that as the common White Lilac will not force well anil tho 

JRIfi 
Fiql’bb 1. 

The following process obviates all these objections. 
See fig. 1. A level piece of ground is chosen, and 
well manured all over. The usual trenches are dis¬ 
carded, and tho plants set right on the surface, two 
feet apart. Common pipe draining-tiles are then 

. , f . ~ ... liowc.T4.turn yellow, M Laurent Alno rueeta tho demand by 

USjPiWSo prevent such daritnnaH, at a high temperature. This variety force* very 

result occurring. well, and thus treated produces flowers of a pure white, 

On bringing trees into hearing early.—The experi- which do not acquire any color If gathered as soon an brought 

ence of many gentlemen was given that root pruning, iuto light. 

driviug the body full, to greater or less extent, of _. , 
uiiviug y , , ii-i Oswkoo Horticultural Exhibition,—The annual exhlhl 
nails, or boring the body with to is, won ( in not. 0f ^ oHWO(?„ Horticultural Society took place on tho 
early bearing, upon the principle that any plant or igt and 2d inst. Tbo Palladium says tbo season has not been. 

vegetable growth whose lile is threatened, will favorable for tho general perfection of fruit, aud aome other 

put forth extra exertions to reproduce itself through departments; but the show was, nevertheless, a good one, 

its seeds, always, however, at tho expense of healthy aud presented many plcaung attractions. In the line of veg 

more hare wood and greater exposure of it to atmos¬ 
pheric changes, the feebler the tree and more subject 
to attacks, not only of the hosts of animal depreda¬ 
tors that feast most greedily unon such trees, but. 
lichens gather on them moro readily, and feed on 
their very vitals. Auy one must know that those 
evils cannot be so readily contended with on a high, 
ill-shapen tree as when near tlie surface; so that, 
besides tho increased amount of danger from the 
evils alluded to, the difficulty of obviating them is 
so much increased that, iu a sort of indolent dis¬ 
couragement, they are neglected, and old, moss-cov¬ 
ered, worm-webbed, insect-bored trees in a few years 
take the place of what may now be a youug, thrifty 
and promising orchard. 

When Nature raises trees, she does it on her own 
economical plan—one best calculated to give health 
and long life to her subject. In the forest we see 
trees shoot up their tall, mast-like trunks with a few 
branches at their extremities. Such trees are pro¬ 
tected by surrounding trees while the forest remains; 
bat remove the burden of timber, aud how the 
remaining trees are rocked and shaken by the wind! 
How often their beautiful heads are decapitated by 
the ragiug storm! Who ever saw such trees on the 
border of a wood lot, or standing iu isolated positions 
about fields? Such trees, if on the border of wood¬ 
lands, throw ont branches near the ground, to shield 
the body of the tree from storms aud sunbeams. 
And the specimen of unrivaled symmetry in the 
field—how low its branches, aud how beautifully it 
throws its long arms abroad! Yet these arras are 
not the naked ones that invite disease, hut ail along 
their length they throw out little branches, from 
each of which a clump of leaves appear to aid in 
furnishing the tree with healthy life-blood. If these 
brauches become too numerous, or if the weaker 
interfere with the stronger, nature prunes and casts 
oil' what is superfluous 

But to our fruit trees. The best specimen of an 
apple tree we ever saw, made its head so near the 
ground that a person can without diilioulty step iuto 
the lower branches, and these branches spread so 
low that the fruit can be gathered without difficulty 
by a person standing on the ground. They are long 
branches, and the top of the tree forms a symmetrical 
hemisphere. Neither tho ax nor the saw lifts been 
accessory to forming that tree-head. The hand and 
the pruning-knife directed the first starting of these 
brauches, and here they stopped, unless two com¬ 
batant brauches so interfered with each other’s rights 
that one of them must be removed. This tree-top is 
so dense and so wide, that the hot midsummer sun 
cannot seud his fiery rays to scorch the unprotected 
part of the tree. They fall upon ils leafy head, and 
the warm atmosphere is diffused along the trunk and 
among the branches. No insects have ever disturbed 

ground directly between each row, the tiles are set, 
as in the sketch, nearly level with the surface. When 
it is desired to water, it is poured through the pipe, 
(one end being ctoBed tight,) and tho water perco¬ 
lates through the tiles into the soil, and through and 
amongst the roots, keeping the soil thoroughly moist, 
while the surface around the plant is thus left porous 
and loose as ever. But these tiles perform another 
important function, which will appear in the sequel. 

When the plants have grown quite long, common 

horse-shoe draining tiles are employed, as shown in 
the plan, for the blanching process. They are set 
edge to edge on the opposite sides of the row, a 
slight earthing being employed to keep them in an 
upright position. Towards autumn, when the leaves 
begin to fall from tho trees, they are collected and 
thrown in between the rows, and thus all light is 
entirely excluded, while air will pass down the tube 
aud around the stems of the plants, rendering them 
firm and solid in the midst of a perfect blanching 
process. Any litter will do as well as leaves. 

It is now that the pipes serving as water-conduits 
prove of value. While air is excluded by the super¬ 
incumbent mass of matter, it passes through the 

vitality aud a cause, of premature death. It is fur etablea, w» never witnessed a liner or more abundant oxhlbi- 
better to allow trees to mature and hear when ready, tIou- The show of apples, pears aa.l grapes was also v.-ry 

tI . , flue, far exci«eiliux what micht have been anticipated, There 
unless standing where not permanently wanted. WM’ala0 a bl,aJrul ,liHplay of aud HOU10 tine floral 

Mr. C. II. Overman oi Bloomington, Illinois, lias lk>signs q0 the whole the diHplay was a rich fsaat to the eye. 
renewed girdled, injured, and root diseased trees of 

favorite sorts, by planting vigorous yotuig trees Lkap Plants.— At the late meeting of the Fruit Growers 

around near them, and benllng the top of the small of Western New York, Mr K Stbbl, of Mncedon Center, 

trees to the injured one and grafting it Into the body, exhibited a very flue collection of plaHts, with ornamental 

They readily unite, and soon give ihe tree a healthy, foliagu, worthy or special notice. Mr. S. is an amateur, and 

Vigorous growth again, with a renewed root and lease the exhibition was peculiarly valuable, as ahowing what can 
...» . * . . , . _. „ bo done by ordinary means with this interesting class Of 

of life. In a few years the original stock may be , 3 3 s 
.... ■ plants, 

removed, and the tree renuin standing upon several 

legs or bodies. Fruits Received.— From William Tompkins, German- 

A little more desuitor/ conversation was had town, N. Y., a box of fine grapes, consisting of Concord, 

about evergreens, when tha meeting adjourned until Diana, Mary Ann, Ibuibo, Isabella, Clinton and Catawba. Tho 

Wednesday evenintr Mftry Al,n wa9 new to —*W,tk laabe'K 
'*J " but quite inferior in quality. Thu Raabe wa» the beat we 

have ever seen. 

rmHUulhKitt antes. — From F S, Raow.v, Wilson, Niagara county, N. Y , a 

seedling grape from the Isabella, Mr. R. writes, “the vine 

Tug loth Annual Exbibitiot bf the Montreal Horticultural Is seven years old, aud has been in bearing four yeara. It 

Society took place at. the Cry |al Palace In that city tho last ripen* from tho 15th to the 20th of September,” Thin grape 

of September, and ie said to jave been the largest and boat resembles the Iiabella in appearance; is, we think, of as 

ever held by the Society. TIi Montreal Herald iu noticing good quality, and if earlier and hardy, will be valuable. We 

the exhibition alludoa to a nei ly discovered grapo as follows: should have examined this Truit a little more closely as to 

“ On tfie left fiom tbo vegetal a department we encountered quality, but it wa* received on the day the Fruit Grower* 

the fruit, table. The lirst wer* *evmal varieties of grapes from Society was iu session, and for tho purpoao of giving tho 

Mr. Bailey, ot' Plattsburgh. inong them was a new variety fruit growers an opportunity to teat it* morit.s, wo presented 

never before exhibited, whic) may be considered one of tho It to the Society, whose member* teemed to have such a high them to grow in a surprising manner. The friend 
who gives us the plan as he pursued it iu Germany, 
tells us that the roots often form so complete a mass 
inside the pipes by the time the celery is full-grown, 
as to entirely choke them; and the whole vigor of 
the plant arid crispy sweetness of quality is such as 
will enable those of our readers who have followed 
our description to prepare a “surpriser” for those 
who left off reading at the point where we spoke of 
the increased expense of the plan. 

-♦ # « '4- 

THE STRAWBERRY-TRANSPLANTING. 

Eos. Rural:—I have experimented fifteen years 
with the strawberry, and the assertion iu au article 
in your issue of October 5th, that September is the 
best time to transplant, is so contrary to my experi¬ 
ence, and as I think, to general principles, that, I am 
Induced to give a word or two on the subject. It will 
not be denied that as a general, if not a universal 
rule, the best and surest, as well as easiest time, to 
transplant a tree or plant, is at the earliest practicable 

period (ri its existence. It feels the change least and 
soonest resume* a vigorous growth. As the straw¬ 
berry is generally managed aud neglected in gardens, 
no thoroughly good plants are to be had for trans¬ 
planting. The course I pursue with a new variety is 
to get half a dozen plants in the spring, set them in 
a row two feet apart, in a piece of trenched (two 
spades deep) and well manured ground, four feet by 
twelve; hoc frequently, take off the fruit stems, and 
when the runners begin to show, fork up and rake 

are more or less aflccted, if an antidote for bud coffee 
be proposed, I hope at, least it may bo tried before it 
shall bo condemned. 

To make good coffee it is necessary, in the first 
place, to procure a good quality of coffee to make it 
from; hut the evil has not, as a general tiring, resulted 
from the material ont of which they have attempted 
to manufacture, hut has existed in tho manner of 
manufacturing, Or plainer, in ignorance in knowing 
how to make it. The best coffee is said to be the 
Mocha, imported from a place by that name on the 
Red Sen; the next to bo preferred Is the Java, and 
tho lowest iu price is the West Indies and Brazil. 
The former is not so good that in the making it 
cannot bo spoiled, nor is tho latter so hail that it 
cannot bo made delicious — possessing that fine 
aromatic flavor which is ever the true test of good 
coffee. Many spoil their cofl'ee in the first onset, 
viz., by burning it black us charcoal instead of roast¬ 

ing it as it flhould be, or in not roasting it, enough; 
for if either be the case it is spoiled. That is to say, 
the first is absolutely spoiled, while the latter may ha 
remedied by a proper rc-roasting. It requires con¬ 
stant and unremitting attention during thn process 
of cooking or roasting, aud should not bo neglected 
has a tendenc/'Wi'yuit a.few.kmfels an; burned, it 
but a few moments over a heated stove to ruin it if 
not attended to us above recommended. 

In the second place coffee is spoiled by boiling. 

The fine aromatic oil which produces tho flavor and 
strength of the coffee is thrown off, or dispelled and 
lost by boiling, and a kind of mucilage is thereby 
extracted which not only makes it flat but weak aud 
bitter. The true way is to pour boiling water upon 
It and set it upon the lire, bat in no case Is it remain 
thereon to exceed fifteen minutes, for that which 
should be an Infusion, by boiling becomes a decoc¬ 
tion, a sedative and an opiate. The cofl'ee pot should 
bo cleansed thoroughly, and uever bo used without 
emptying out the grounds or sediment. It is not 
best to roast a large quantity at once, or grind very 
much at a time, for, indeed, much of its goodness 
and flavor escapes when exposed in this condition to 
the atmosphere; but if for common use and conven¬ 

ts) done by ordinary means with this interesting class of ience a quantity should ho prepared, it should at 

plants. 

Fruits Received.—From William Tompkins, German¬ 

town, N. Y., a box of fine grapes, consisting of Concord, 

Diana, Mary Ann, Riuiho, Isabela, Clinton and Catawba. The 

Mary Ann was new to n* — a black grapo, resembling Isabella, 

but quits inferior in quality. Tbii Raabe was the best wo 

have ever seen. 

— From F. g. Brown, Wilson, Niagara county, N. Y,, a 

, seedling grape from the Isabella, Mr. B. writea, “the vine 

i* seven years old, and has been ill bearing four yeara. It 

the exhibition allude# to a oei ly discovered grapo a# follows: 

“ On the left from the Vegetal e department wo encountered 

the fruit, table. The liret wer* »evei al varieties of grapes from 

open pipes and completely at rates tho roots, causing jjr, Umiey, uf Plattsburgh, i mong them was a new variety 
never before exhibited, wbie'j may be considered one of tbo 
most valuable contributions to the Exhibition. For years appreciation of it# value that, the plate was soon empty, 

there has been a demand ft a grape for open air culture, _ inclosed I send for name, a grape and some of its leaves, 

suitable for the northern clii ate. The Concord, Diana, Del- ; cannot send a fair specimen of the hunch as the midnight 

aware and others have be< i introduced. These, however, 

have suffered from frost, ad are deficient iu fiavor. Mr. 

Bailey discovered at the foot of the Adirotidae a uative grnpe 

which ripens fifteen days b-i -re any other, and is decidedly 

of better quality, posses! in' a most delicious flavor, in fact 

equal to the most dolicat; hothouse grape. This grape, 

which Mr. B. names tho 1 Adirou<ac,’ will prove hardy, witli 

ordinary winter protection in af the Northern States aud 

Canada*, and will be, parexielleufe, the grape for the North,” 

Now this newly discovered gripe that is of better quality 

than the Delaware, fifteen data e* iier, and equal to the raoBt 

delicious hot house grape, is thegreatest acquisition we have 

heard of in the lari twenty yeura That is, supposing all that 

If Mini of it to he true. But whfi in the same notice we see 

'he Delaware prouoiiuced deflc&nt iu flavor, we are disposed 

in think the writer was Only Joldig. oil bg. 

_ 
,n it: Red Raspberry. —A sec- 

_;__ .u:_ 
A Second Crop on run Nan pe Red Raspberry. —A sec¬ 

ond crop of red ra-pben ies in r iw growing upon this year’s 

growth of canes, from which v s picked red raspberries lari 

July. The canes are quite ful of berries now, and a good 

many of them ripe, and shcu i the present warm weather 

continue, there will be ti fair fu ply ol that delicious fruit to 

adorn our tables the second tin t this year. They are found 

quite plenty now over the old tlearings. I seed a stem of 

the berries inclosed, picked i day, with ripe and green 

berries and flowers.—K. R. Smi t. fJarttgrove, Ashtabula Co., 

Ohio, Sept. 30, 1S61. 

The Ever Bearing Raspbenii under the influence of our 

warm, moist weather, w hich i seems has caused the wild 

variety to fruit the second time tre growing good fall crops. 

ply ol that delicious fruit to 

r this year. They are found 

•Icarings. I send a Btern of 

day, with ripe and green 

c Hartrgrove. Ashtabula Co., 

i, under the influence of our 

the tree, uuless it were some straggling worm that tbe ground about the plants. It will be observed 
so far forgot tbe rules of propriety and honor as to 
commence its web among its branches. And, what 
is far better, it has never failed of a crop since it 

commenced bearing. 

that the runners arc very large in diameter, the larger 
the better. As soon as tho first new plants are 
rooted, so as to resist anything more than a slight 
pull without coming up, (about June 20th,) take them 

Fruit Plates.— We had tbe pleasure, a few days since, of 

examining two very flnu fruit pieces in oil, by Mrs. A. M. 

McLean, of this city They are of much more than ordinary 

merit. The painting of fruit is difficult art, requiring more 

knowledge of the chnracteristits of the different varieties 

than most artists possess. 

prowler has nearly stripped tho vine. The grape has been 

eatable for about two weeks, and is much earlier here than 

any other grape. Please name it in next number and oblige 

many subutiibors.— C. II., Corning, N. 1", Sept. 27, 18(11. 

This Is a native fox grupe, and we judge of no value, as it 

is offensively foxy. It may bu early, but we judge not more 

so than tlie Hartford Prolific, which is a much better grape. 

Catalogues Received.—Descriptive Catalogue of Vines, 

etc., with explanatory remarks aud indications for cultiva¬ 

tion, by C. W. Grant, Iona, near Peekskill, Weschester Co., 

N. Y. This is a fine catalogue of over 00 pageB, profusely 

illustrated with engravings showing the pruning and training 

of the vine. 

— Catalogue of Vines, Small Fruits, &c., by IIkeeron & 

Best, Utica, N, Y. A neat little pamphlet of 25 pages, 

giving concise description# of most of our new native grapes, 

— Supplement to tbo Descriptive Catalogue of Fruit and 

Ornamental Tree*, Shrubs. Seedlings, Roses and Camellias, 

cultivated at Anouk Leroy's Nurseries, Augers, France. 

_Catalogue of Newburgh Fruit Garden and Nurseries, ami 

Trade List of Vines for autumn of 1801, by Daugiiaday & 

ltENNISON, of Newburgh, N. Y. 

— Catalogue of Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries, 

Currants, Gooseberries, Grapes, Ste., by J. Knox, Pittsburgh, 

Penney ivania. 

— Catalogue of Flowering Bulbs, &c., of Vilmori.v, An¬ 

drew & Co., Paris, France. 

— Wholesale Catalogue of the Faulkner Nurseries, Wil¬ 

liams, Ramsdkn k Co., Dansville, N. Y. 

-- * ♦ i -»- 

ami 
The Petunia — (M. S. H, Kosciusko, Ind-) — The Petunia 

flowers the first year from seed. 

least be pul in some box or vessel and tigliUy covered; 
it is better, however, to roast and prepare it as occa¬ 
sion demand*. But In no instance buy cofl'ee ground 
and done up in papers, us you often find it at the 
grocery or drug store, for even economy would dic¬ 
tate you to raise your own peas or white beans in 
preference to paying for them at twenty-five cents 

per pound. 
In conclusion let me add, do not be too parsimoni¬ 

ous in its use if you would have good coffee, nor 
need you be too extravagant. Due large tablespoon- 
ful to each person, well mixed with egg, is not too 
much.— L. S, C., Milan, ()., 1801. 

GRAPE JELLY-PRESERVING QUINCES. 

Eds. Rural New-Yokkkii:—As the season for 

making preserves, jellies, &c., has arrived, I send 

you a few recipes in return for the many valuable 

ones 1 have received through your columns. 

•Wild or Frost Craps Jelly. — Gather your 
grapes, pick tho decayed ones from tho stems, and 
then cook until soft. Wtrfiiu the juice through a 
cloth, and weigh or measure it. Then put it on the 
stove and boil ten minutes. Add an amount of sugar 
equal to the juice, boil ten minutes longer, and you 
will have a jelly equal, if not superior, to that made 
from the best cultivated grape. 

White Grape Jelly may be made in the same 
way, by pressing the pulp from Isabella grapes. 

Crap. Apple Jelly. - Take Siberian crab apple?, 
out them iii halves, put them in your preserving 
kettle together with a few common hu t apples, pared 
and quartered. Add a little water, and stew until 
tender. Thou strain anil weigh the juice, return it 
to the kettle and boil a few moments. Add an 
amount, of sugar equal to the juice, boil again five 
or ten minutes, according to the quantity oi water 

used in cooking. 
Fuesbrving Quinces.— Pave and cut either in 

rings or quarters. Then weigh tho fruit, and cook in 
i a small quantity of water, a few at a time. Gay them 
, iu an earthen dish to coot, ami alter they arc al! 

cooked, add to the water in which they have been 
cooked three-fourths pound of sugar to each pound 

' of fruit. Cook a few at a time as before, patting 
them In your jar as fast a# done. Then strain the 

. juice and boil it down until quite thick, and pour it 
over your-fruit. 

Those who have bnt few quinces can make jelly by 
taking a few of the poorest quinces and the peelings 
of those used for preserves, cooking in a small quan¬ 
tity of water, aud adding an equal amount of sugar. 

All jellies are improved by boiling the juice before 
a tbe sugar is added, and heating the sugar.— A. R., 

Victor, N, y., 1861. 



COMING HOME. 

BY PBCBBE CARY'. 

0 brothers and sisters, growing old, 

Do you all remember yet 

That home, In the shade of the rnstliDg trees, 

Where once our household met? 

Do you know how we used to come from school, 

Through the summer’s pleasant heat; 

With the yellow fennel’s golden dust 

On our tired little feet? 

And how sometimes in an idle mood 

We loitered by the way; 

And stopped in the woods to gather (lowers, 

And in the field to play; 

’Till warned by the deep’ning shadow’s fall, 

That told of the coming night, 

We climbed to the lop of the last, long hill, 

And saw our home in sight? 

And, brothers and sisters, older now 

Than she whose life is o’er, 

Do yon think of the mother’s loving face, 

That looked from the open door? 

Alas, for the changing things of time; 

That home in the dust is low; 

And that loving smile was hid from ns, 

In the darkness, long ago! 

And we come to life’s last bill, 

From which our weary eyes 

Can almost look on that home that shines 

Eternal in the hkieH. 

So, brothers and sisters, as we go, 

Still let us move as one, 

Always together keeping step, 

’Till the march of life is done: 

For that mother, who waited for us here, 

Wearing a smile so Bweet, 

Now waits on the hills of paradise 

For her children's coining feet! 
Chambers' Journal. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THAT LINE OF DISTINCTION, 

Wno can be the author of the sentiments conveyed 

in the piece entitled “ Homo Work and Office Work,” 

in the Rural for October 5tli? Can they be the 

ruminations of man or woman? Whose opinions 

are thus unselfishly exposed to the public? 

Our unknown friend considers woman’s proper 

sphere as only compatible tvllh that which the 

polished furnace decorates. Her accomplishments 

are to he acquired among the devolving duties of 

the culinary department. Indeed, friend Anonymous, 

think you the genuine wife material will be seriously 

impaired by practicing some of the once considered 

esse,Ill'll rules of mathematics which they have toiled 

long, tedious hours to fully understand und commit? 

Why have they been compelled to labor during many 

wearisome school hours, among distasteful pages, 

for that which brings no subsequent remuneration? 

Has woman so inferior an intellect, that her brain 

can contain but one idea, and that idea housekeeping 

and its contingencies? 

I consider the proposition an erroneous one, that 

woman unfits herself for efficient action in presiding 

over her future husband’s household (for of course 

she will eventually possess Buch a “necessary evil,”) 

by entering into the details of any other business 

than domestic duties during her brief girlhood days. 

Much the reverse is my opinion. Her intellect Is 

strengthened, mind mutured, and general womanly 

character made more beautiful and wholesomely 

conspicuous, by the opportunity of pursuing such 

courses as have stimulated her studious career. Is 

that man’s time lost, who. though he has trod the 

classic halls of learning, chooses a retired farmer’s 

quiet, and seeks Home aud Happiness away from the 

THE SYRIAN CHILDREN. 

Children in Syria dress precisely as grown 

— people, and even the babies do not look like babies, 

because their garments are cut in almost the same 

fashion as those of their parents. This little body, 

with a pnrple velvet cap and gold tassel, trailing 

robes of yellow satin, hands which, in the operation 

of dyeing, must have cost her as much pain as that 

suffered by the little Effendi in the process of lacing, 

looked and bore herself a little Sultana, had she not 

been decked off by her fond mamma with an enor¬ 

mous lace collar, quite large enough for her great 

grandmother. Bnt thus it is in the East; the goddess 

Fashion receives a very questionable sort of homage, 

and ages pass without the idea once occurring to an 

Oriental, that to he respectable and to escape the 

finger of scorn, ho must make an sccasional altera¬ 

tion in the fashion of his dross. It seems very odd 

to see the order of things reversed, as it so frequently 

is in this part of the world; for while the diminutive 

waist of a Turkish Effendi, or officer, occasionally 

gives undeniable evidence that he is addicted to the 

habit of tight lacing, in the case of a lady you only 

see the loosest of jackets, and waists uutouched, even 

by the girdle, for that is never tightly drawn. 1 am 

rejoiced to bsv of our sex in these climes, that none, 

ub far as I am aware, Can be accused of the suicidal 

practice of tight lacing.—Syrian Correspondent, 

BODILY HEALTH. 

Beauty has its foundation in physical well being. 

Health has its laws, which must be understood and 

obeyed; and these laws are clearly Indicated in our 

physical and mental constitutions. They demand: 

1. Proper food and drink, in such quantities as 

the system is capable of readily assimilating. 

2. Air and sunlight in abundance. 

3. Sufficient exercise, rest and sleep. 

4. An agreeable temperature. 

5. Perfect cleanliness. 

Do you envy the good looks of your neighbor 

Brown’s plump and rosy-cheeked daughter. Do you 

think poor Molly possesses some cosmetic that is 

beyond your reach ? By no means. The whole 

secret of a full form and rosy check lies in pure 

blood, manufactured from wholesome food, by 

healthy and active vital organs, oxygenated and 

vitalized in well-expanded lungs, and kissed by the 

life-giving sunlight on the surface of the warm cheek. 

She who will have the color she covets on any other 

terms, must buy it of the apothecary, and renew it 

every time she makes her toilet. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE AFFECTIONS. 

This world hath many a home 

That’s hidden and unknown, 

Quite like a fairy cottage 

Not built of wood or stone. 

It hath for place secluded 

The bosom of a friend, 

And thither oft, when absent, 

The willing thoughts do tend. 

And is that friend a true friend, 

Whose sympathies are known,— 

That cottage hath an open door 

Which ever welcomes home 

Around its consecrated walls 

The Ivy loTes to play, 

And clustering on every side, 

Prevent*, its quick decay. 

Upon th* old gray door stone, 

Thro’ elm trees waving shade, 

By sunlight, and the fluttering leaf 

Are cartons shadows made. 

That Ivy which, with tendrils fine, 

Doth ever faililFul cling, 

Though many summers wax and wane, 

And many sougvters sing, 

Is a symbol of that friendship 

Which, faithful, will not die 

Though the form that once inspired it 

In dost or ruin lie; 

ADd the figure* so fantastic, 

But all dnvoid of art, 

Are flitting shadows mingled with 

The sunshine of the heart. 

So Friendship, Love, and Sympathy, 

A noble trinity, 

Divine appointed, have on earth 

A chosen ministry. 

They give us brnader views of life, 

They warn us when in wrong, 

They teach us from auother's woes 

To suffer and be strong. 

They prompt to high soul’d word and deed, 

To sacrifice and pain, 

And in it all that seems a loss 

Is really purest gain,— 

For all in life that’s beautiful 

From these bright fountains flow, 

Not fragrance of tbe choicest flowers 

Did e'er *0Cll sweetness know, 

Rochester, 1861. s. i 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

POLLOK. 

to view, and only his rays, like streams of light, 

painted the motionless cumulus clonds that lay pile 

upon pile, raising their ragged heads like mountains 

against the sky, with crimson, gold, and azure, and 

filling with the reflection of his beams the whole 

blue dome with a flood of glory? Who has not 

gazed with rapture upon such a scene, and dreamed 

of Heaven? 

How often, too, have we loved to watch the fleecy 

cirrus borne gracefully along by gentle zephyrs, 

ever changing, yet ever beautiful, and fancied them 

to be angels of light looking down with eyes of love 

and pity, and hovering over us like guardian spirits. 

And even Nimbus, rising in his majesty, sending 

fiery bolts thundering through tbe heavens, is beau¬ 

tiful and sublime beyond the power of feeble words 

to portray, and we can look only with feelings of 

awe upon snch a scene, while onr souls expand and 

thrill with emotions of love and gratitude to Him 

who rules the storm and sends rain upon the just 

and npon the unjust. i 

The clouds that darken the sky are often likened to 

mental obscurations, or clouds of adversity. They 

vail the heavens at limes, it is true, with a thick and 

almost impenetrable drapery; but when they have 

dissolved themselves in tears over a suffering world, 

how the face of nature brightens, and the hills aud 

valleys smile and rejoice in freshness and verdure. 

T Inis are onr trials sent only to interrupt the flood 

of sunshine that would soon blight and wither all 

the beautiful blossoms of gratitude springing up 

along our pathway, and cloudy days are but the har¬ 
bingers of future joys. 

Pike. N. Y„ 1861. Fredrrika Fexwoo'd, 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

SUGGESTIONS. 

Ignorance produces half the miserv and all the 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

GUARDIAN ANGELS. 

Has not each one who tarries here 

Some guardian In yon npper sphere? 

Some gentle one, gome spirit bright, 

To guard them in the path of right; 

To save them from each danger nigh. 

Cause sorrow from their hearts to fly, 

To soothe uh w hen our false friends wound, 

To shedt'oeit peaceful influence 'round, 

To fill our hearts with worthy thought, 

And bless ug a ith Its love unbought? 

0 tell me not from that bright sphere 

No guardian spirits linger here; 

They do, they ponr their healing balm, 

And make our trouhted spirits calm; 

Preserve us from temptations power, 

And guard and watch as every hour. 

They linger near when sorrow weighs, 

Rejoice with ns in joy's bright days. 

And teach os, through the good that’s given, 

To turn onr waiting hearts to heaven. 

Geneva, Wisconsin, 1861. u. o. n. 

(Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE. 

It is presumed that every one has in view some 

favorite object as the end of his exertions in life,— 

some fanny which his energies shall strive to make 

real in time,—something on which he may rest his 

labors as the climax of all his earthly desires. This 

thing hoped for may differ as do tbe tastes and cir¬ 

cumstances of individuals. One will not view life 

but from the Hilt of Science; another arms himself 

with one of the professions and sets out for the prize; 

A Rich Cmi.o.— Little Nellie L- had lost her 

father, and her mother waa poor. Her sweet temper 

and her winning ways gained her many friends. 

Among these was an excellent lady, Miss N-. A 

glimpse of Nellie's bright face peeping in at the door 

It will require but a few words to relate the life 

of the author of the “ Course of Time." He was 

horn at Muirhouse, in Scotland, Oct. 19th, 1798. 

His childhood was spent on Hits father’s farm, but 

before lie was fourteen years old he was put to learn 

a mechanical trade. It was not to have been ex* 

iu,j m ’ always brought a smile of peculiar tenderness over pected that a mind like his would have been at home love and herself with loving. Indeed it may be doubt¬ 

ful 'imKes AHS8 N-8 Pladd feature8' iQ sudl au employment. Genius will find the proper ful whether personal beauty be a blessing or a curse, 
itineration? She loved to set by the child and softly stroke her field for the display of its powers. You may put though, in the face both of reason and example, 

, ' V 7 anU aU 1,16 Bome perceive the goal to be riches, lying through the 
awkwardness of hfe. The ability to trace causes and labyrinths of mercantile and other pursuits; while 
infer effects, saves tears, and hence adds years; and others find it where 
wisdom is self-possession. 

T>„ , . ,. , , , Battles’ blood-red billows clash 
I botle that never accomplish any thing always And tideg of Blaughter flow 

commence, people that do accomplish something 
always begin. People that cannot sleep always retire; S0Dfle purpose is well if selfish desires do 

people that can Bleep go to bed. People that are not us in t,1G attainment of the desired 

seeming Christians always attend divine service; poo- Object; instoad of self-glory, distinction in life is 

pie that are Christians at heart go to church, and so fi0Ugbt only for the good of the human race. If the 

forth, showing that the head is too often schooled at true PrinciP1e8 of humanity actuate the mind in its 

the expense of the heart, and that wordy peeple are exGrti0118'W*R aPl'b' itself in practice to the execu- 

not an acting people. tion of tll08e principles, being content to accept dis- 

A writer’s immortality is proportioned to the ^ionas * "atoral result. One great man Influences 

amount of truth he tells: and when he tells the whole ° !lho«sand8 of t,lis ^owd; therefore if 

truth, us Shakspeare has done, he will enjoy a perfect he “Ct?|for thdr 1 g°°d and dearest rigbts> he is 

immortality—if such be possible on earth; for, that M T y re8Pecled M a ^factor. And as public 

we do toll the truth, is all either earth or heaven re- °P "<0n “V? uPon the acti0M of men- 
quires of us. we 866 why tbo good alone are 8reaL” He who cem- 

, , . mands the fear rather than the love and respect of his 
A pretty, and especially a pretty powerful woman, fellow m,n> possesses a fame which affords him hut 

we maintain, is a totality, both to herself and to little pleasure. Alexander, though ruler of the 

others. Witness Cleopatra, who killed Antony with | world, adraircd the philosoPhy, anJ loDged for the 
independence, of Diogenes, Truly, he who conquers 
only to conquer, occupies no enviable place on the 
page of history. 

It is because Washington labored sold}- for the 

good of humanity that his name is loved by his 

country, and revered by the world. It is because the 

great Italian hero claims his right to be simply 

Guiseppk Garibaldi and the true friend of the land 

of the C.esakb, that tbe peans of the civilized world 

proclaim his glory. 
ho Wilo tO aCCtiiiAvvl»*tc rroolih 

Alma Mater of his ennobled genius? Emphatically, mther run in llfcht ,or bonnet than wear her old one 

no. He is thus prepared to enjoy true home happi- a >’ear tll<? niodt ? give a ball, and stint the 

ness, inasmuch us he is qualified to adorn his home fa,,,ily dinner for u month after? take a large house, 

circle, and, with the unity of his congenial counselor and furnlril handsome reception rooms, while her 

—wife—exert an elevated and refined influence over 

his household circle. Man cannot confine his capa¬ 

city to histore calling, nor will woman. 

Many girls there are who are compelled by the 

decrees of l-’ate " by tile sweat of their brow to earn 

their daily bread;” and, though I am not personally 

acquainted with numbers of this class, stilt I know 

not why even the factories might not employ as great 

a number of girls worthy the position of wife, as the 

kitchens of our homes tolerate. True, “ it is not tho 

duty of every girl to go out into the world;” though 

there are many who are not so indolently dependent 

upon generous homes, as to infringe upon the liber¬ 

ality of their kindest benefactors by inactivity. 
Ogden, N. Y., 1801, L. B—.v. 

-—— f » ^ l »--- 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

YOUNG LADIES. 

Did you ever think what a contrast there is 
between the young lady of to-day and the one of 

fifty, or even a score of years ago? Then a lady was 

one who could take care of herself,—could sing in 

plain, musical English, wash, hake, and cook all 

kinds of food, milk a cow if necessary, and make 

herself useful generally. If she didn’t, she was 

called lazy, that was all there was about it. But 

now we have no lazy women,—they are all delicate. 

hair, and while looking thoughtfully into hersmiling Bloomfield upon the shoemaker’s bench in a garret; 

eyes, would often say, “Poor, poor Nellie!” hut you cannot keep him from writing the “Farmer's 

When Nellie shook her head, with her heart too Boy." Even ignorance of literature cannot always 

happy to forbodc evil, her friend yvouUI caress her prevent the mind from displaying its ability. Some 

more fondly, and then say “Poor, little Nellie!” of HoGa’S songs were read by tho public before 

The child’s heart seemed troubled by these pitying their author was able to read them, 

words, for she asked one day “ Why do you call me ' But Pollok was not condemned to pass Iris time 

poor? Please don’t, Miss N-. Pm not poor—why, in an uncongenial employment. He soon was per* 
I’ve got twenty live cents and a good mother /” mitted to devoto his Jinm to the cultivation of his 

“Rich little Nellie,” said her friend. “A good intellect. Alter spen^.ig several years in study, he 

mother! Ah, how long T was learning what this was licensed as a minister of the gospel in 1825. It 

little one knows.” was about this period that tho 44 Course of Time” 

“A good mother!” Could any earthly treasure have was published. But his race was almost run. He 

made her so truly rich? died of the consumption Sept. 18th, 1827. 

-♦ ■ ♦ ■ ♦- Our author left behind him a few short pieces of 

The Young Wife.—“It takes a heroine to he Poelry tho world ha* not thought worthy of 

economical,” says Miss Mutoch. “For will she not. noticc* T«<> case is different with the "Course of 

rather run in debt for a bonnet than wear her old one It has been extensively read. Doubtless 

a year behind the mode? give a ball, and stint the n,any re,td it upeu its first appearance out of sympa- 

faniily dinner for a month after? take a large house, thy for its author; and the favorable notice which it 

and furnish handsome reception rooms, while her received from l’rof. Wilson, in tho review of which 

household huddle together anyhow in nntidy attic he was Gditor* helped to bring it into circulation, 

bed-chambers, aud her servants swelter on shake- R was not hastily composed; but tho first plan of it 

towns beside the kitchen fire? She prefers this a was conceived fourteen years before tho poem was 

hundred times to staling plainly, by word or man- published. It is not without faults, and gives evi- 

ier:—‘My income is ao much a year—I don’t care deHCe of being the work of an immature genius; 

who knows it— it will not allow me to live beyond a yG^ HQ ordinary mind could have produced it. In 

certain rate, it will not keep comfortably both my oni' °DiTJi<»n, its plan is at least equal to that of 

amity and acquaintance; therefore excuse my pro- " Paradise Lost, and riuny parts of it are grandly 

bring the comfort of my family to the entertainment executed- Who but a trfte poet could have written 

if my acquaintance. And, society, if yon choose to tbc description oi Lord Hykon or oi the meeting of 

ook iu upon ns, you must just take us as we arc, tbe b)Vers' 
rithout any pretenses of any kind; or you may shut Perhaps Pollok died at a fortunate period for his 

he door, and — eood*bv!’ ”— Water-Cure Journal. reputation as a poet. It is far from being certain 

The Young Wife.—“It takes a heroine to he 

economical,” says Miss Mutoch. “For will she not 

rather run in debt for a bonnet than wear her old one 

V Omat wU1 re«wd H iD th0 fu,mcr Iigbt* It is because Washington labored solely for the 
Because all the men to whom the world lias attri- good of humanity that his name is loved by his 

buted genius have come under that class which Emkr- country, und revered by the world. It is because the 
son terms the positive ilass in society, we are led to great Italian hero claims his right to he simply 
the conclusion, that genius is simply strong indiindu• OutflKPPK Garibaldi and the true friend of the land 
ality—that the peculiarity which distinguishes men of the Cacsahb, that tbe peans of tho civilized world 
of genius from other men is, they eurpass them in proclaim his glory. 
the vital element of being—in soul. Again, he TO ilCCIliunlutc rronlth 

And after nil, vro don’t f«v«r. Wc ail nitonu to, or I per sc, lives and toils to no purpose. Money is a 

household huddle together anyhow in nntidy attic 

bed-chambers, aud her servants swelter on shake¬ 

downs beside the kitchen fire? She prefers this a 

hundred times to stating plainly, by word or man¬ 

ner:—4 My income ie so much a year— I don’t care 

who knows if it will not allow me to live beyond a 

certain rate, it will not keep comfortably both my 

family and acquaintance; therefore excuse my pre- 

fering the comfort of my family to the entertainment 

of my acquaintance. And, sooioty, if yon choose to 

look iu upon ns, you must just take us as we arc, 

without any pretenses of any kind; or you may shut 

the door, and —good-by!’”—Water-Cure Journal. 

Sensible.—Jane Eyre says:—“I knorv that if 

women wish to escape the stigma of busband-BCokiug, 

they must act and look like marble or clay, cold, 

expressionless, bloodless; for every appearance of 

feeling, of joy, sorrow, friendliness, antipathy, admi¬ 

ration, disgust, are alike construed by the world into 

an attempt to hook a husband. Never mind! well 

meaning women have their own consciences to com¬ 

fort them after all. Do not, therefore, he too much 

afraid Of showing yourself as you are, affe.tionate 

and good hearted; do not too harshly repress senti¬ 

ments and feelings excellent in themselves, because 

you fear that some puppy may fancy that you are 

letting them come out to fascinate him; do not con- 

wish we Imd, but never do. It is thus half an uneasy 
waiting and half a vain regret, so that Yve die at last 
with very little realized happiness. 

Might should he tbe servant of right, but not the 
master; for passive right makes but a poor figure by 
the side of active might. Hence the former should 
dictate, tbe latter enforce. 

A half-measure in politics is little better than 
none, and sometimes worse; because, both parties 
being eqiially powerful, neither one gains its own 
good or coiiquers the other's evil, and the matterthus 
becomes only a postponement. 

Concentration is the soul of achievement. One 

thing at a time and one thing for all time—this is 
what makes a life successful. 

If women are less happy than men, it is because 
they are less selfish—it is because of their charity, 
their sympathy, their sensibility. Things which, in 
men, produce bat a casual remark or glance, iu 
women produce an earthquake of nerves. Men phi¬ 

losophize where women feel aud, all sympathy being 

powerful lever for the elevation of man’s condition 

if properly applied, and from this purpose it should 

not he perverted. There is enough wealth in the 

world to materially benefit the human family if its 

possessors would hut learn its proper use. The 

miserly accumulation of wealth is one of the most 

senseless things imaginable. The miser contrives 

and calculates, counts and computes, making invest¬ 

ments with as much care and concern as if bis life 

depended npon the further acquisition of a cent, 

— accumulating money with which to make more,— 

always drawing it from its proper channels and 

heaping up to no purpose; and when death comes he 

goes into eternity with his hands empty, and unhappy 

with the consciousness of being a public robber. 

And this class of men is not few in numbers. The 

spirit of selfish gain, we are sorry to say, is the 

animus of the exertiuns of thousands of our business 

men; aud in its effects on them it tends to harden 

their hearts, destroy the finer and nobler feelings of 

their natures, causes contentions, rnakeB paupers, aud 

instantaneous, they become the necessary victims of then oppresses them; destroys communities, and 

their own natures, though withal, woman’s sorrow is 

more divine than man’s stoicism. Hence it is that 

the best Christians are women; for religion is essen- 

leads to the destruction of free institutions. 
We are intelligent beings, endowed with minds 

capable of forming ideas and gaining knowledge. It 

tiat 16 wou 1 _ bav‘* lulTled 1,10 exPoctations to tially a warm and living attribute—the product of the is certainly necessary that we should gain a knowl- 

whicli the Course vj ' one had given birth, in iiea[.t> Man's highest sympathy is half self—woman’s edge of business; but let us also learn to comprehend 

lespei t to ilia future productions. Many poets have a]] uharity; man's sufferings are half alleviated tho great cause of our existence; learn that 41’tis not 

The modern young lady is a strange compound of dc,Iln yourself to live only by halves, because if you 

dress and nerves,—by which wc mean those “ex- fifi°wd too much animation, some pragmatical thing 

quisite susceptibilities” which cause her to shudder 5,1 breeohea might take it into his pate to imagine 

when she sees a wash-tub aud scream at the sight of tbat y°u dGsigHcd to devote your life to his inanity.” 

a cow. She is a living image made to he waited -■*— 

upon. She sings “divinely,” and plays the piano 

“exquisitely,” but neither one of these affects you as 

much as the jabbering of a “North American Indian,” 

for it is not half as intelligible. She lounges about 

in the morning, crochets or embroiders a little, then 

dresses liersell up, aud promenades for the benefit of 

some “genteel exquisite.” Thus pass her days. 

Now you needn't toll me that old bachelors are for¬ 

ever harping on women’s faults,—that we do not 

find any such ladies,—that they are the same now 

they always were. It is no such thing. It is an 

uncommon thing to find a young lady now-a-days 

that half pays for the food she eutu. She is nothing 

but a hill of expense.to her father, and a larger one 

to her husband, for he not only has her to support, 

but one or two hired girls to wait upon her also. 

My advice to every young man is to beware of a 

fashionable young lady. Never marry the girl who 

sits in the parlor while her mother stands in the 
kitchen. It won’t pay. x 

A single snow-flake—who cares for it? But a 

whole day of snow-flakes, obliterating the landmarks, 

drifting over the doors, gathering upon the mount¬ 

ains to crash in avalanches—who does not care for 

that? Private opinion is weak, but public opinion 

is almost omnipotent. 

Matrimony and Happiness.— Sam Slick, in his 

“Wise Saws,” says that the nature of matrimony is 

one thing, and the nature of friendship is another. 

A toll man likes a short wife; a great talker a silent 

woman, for both can’t talk at once; & gay man likes 

ft domestic woman, for he can leave her at once to 

nurse children and get dinner, while he is enjoying 

himself at parties. A man that hasn't any music in 

him likes it in his sjionse, and so on. It chimes 

beautifully, for they ain’t iu each other’s way. Now, 

friendship is the other way; you must like the same 

iu each other and be good friends. A similarity of 

tastes, studies, pursuits, and recreations, (wh it they 

call congenial souls;) a toper for a toper, a smoker 

for a smoker, a horse-racer for a lior-e-iucer, a prize¬ 

fighter for a prize-fighter, and so on. Matrimony 

likes contrasts; friends flip seeks its own counterparts. 

Children,—Hard be his fate who makes no child¬ 

hood happy; it is so easy. It does not require 

wealth, or position, or fame; only a little kindness 

and the tact which it inspires. Give a child a 

chance to love, to play, to exercise his imagination 

and affections, and he will he happy. Give him 

the conditions of health— simple food, air, exercise, 

and a little variety in Ins oc cupations, and he will be 

happy, and expand in happiness. 

respect to his future predictions. Many poets have 

written their best poems at the commencement of 

their literury career. The “ Pleasures of the Imagin¬ 

ation,” and the “ Pleasures of Hope," were written 

when their authors were in their twenty-third year. 

Byron was only about twenty-four years old when 

the first two cantoes of “ Ciuhle Harold ’’ were pub¬ 

lished. Perhaps Scott would have had a higher 

fame as a poet than he ikiv litis, if he had not written 

any long poem alter t ie nihRcation of the “ Lady 

of the Lake," Every time that an author sends forth 

a new work after havinj Green successful in one 

attempt, he jeopardizes at least a part of the repu¬ 

tation that he has ►lretay gained. And could 

Pollok ever have written another ]>oem as interest¬ 

ing as the “ Course if Tone?" Where would he 

have found another sihjeit as sublime as the one 

about which he lia9 i-utg? He might have produced 

a poem with fewer blemishes than the one that he 

has given to the? world, but it is questionable whether 

it would have had as nany good qualities. 

S. L. Leonard. 

[Written for Moo e's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE CLOUDS. 

Through all the walks of nature, everything is 

beautiful, perfect, and ktrauinous, that has not been 

touched by the hiightiig hand of sin. The earth 

bringing forth her increase; the regular succession 

of spring-time and harvest; the waters separated from 

the dry land, and the litiit. established to which they 

uniy go, but may not pd-s; the majestic movement of 

the planets, the suns siri systems revolving in beau¬ 

tiful order around their) centers,— all unite to till our 

souls witii wonder and admiration, and lead us to 

adore the greut Architect of so glorious a universe. 

Everything is perfect ia itself, and occupies its own 

proper place. But one of the most beautiful accom- 

panjinenls of our globl are the clou-is. So pure, so 

chaste are they, so tor nrioved from all that could oou- 

tomiuate, who cau lods upon them without being 

awakened to higher purposes and aspirations after 

purity and holiness? 

Who has not gazed with delight far away to the 

western horizon when the chariot of Apollo was lost 

through an arrogant egotism—woman's sufl'erings are 

complete through a divine resignation. Man’s cau- 

kers consume ostentatiously—woman's secretly, like 

the coke-pile. 

Ali. Theory affects more than it. *>/fects. Indeed, 

this is the one distinction between theory and prac¬ 

tice. 

Most persons ascribe their adversity to Heaven, 

but their prosperity to their own prudence. 

Necessity makes what necessity demands. 
Genius, like charity, “covereth a muDitude of 

sins.” 

A little everything desirable is “a dangerous 

thing." Henri Dcmars. 
Jacksonville, Morgan Co., Ill., 1861. 

Anecdote of Whittier.—An anecdote of John G. 

Whittier is told by the Boston Transcript as follows: 

On a recent occasion he was traveling with a friend 

over a New Hampshire railroad, and during conver¬ 

sation, Mr. WhiUer’a friend, who is also a member 

of the Society of Friends, told the poet that he was 

on his way to contract for a lot of oak timber, which 

he knew would he used in building gunboats at 

Portsmouth, and asked him whether he thought it 

was exactly in consistence with the peace doctrines 

of the Quaker denomination. Without saying any¬ 

thing calculated to decide the question, the two 

arrived at their parting place, when Mr. Whittier, 

idiakiug his friend's hand, said; “Moses, if thee does 

furnish any of that oak timber thee spoke of, be sure 

that it is all sound." 

Moral Perspective.—Falsehood, like a drawing 

in perspective, will not bear to he examined in evei-y 

point of view, because it is a good imitation of truth, 

as a perspective is of the reality, one iu one. Truth, 

like that reality of which the perspective is the rep¬ 

resentation, will bear to he scrutinized in all points 

of view; aud though examined under every situation, 

is one and the same. 

It is as meritorious to attempt sharing in a good 

man’s heart, as it is contemptible to have a design 

upon a rich man’s money. 

all of life to live ” and make money, or glory for our- ' 
selves, but that we should improve what God has 
given us, storing up knowledge while here which will 
fit us to do good to our fellow men, and which will 
prepare us to enter joyfully upon an unending 
eternity. Levite. 

Litchfield, Pa., 1861. 

FAMILY RELIGION. 

A want of familiarity between parents and children 

upon religious matters, and a constrained inter¬ 

course between them, is a key to the failure of 

many parents in their efforts to train children in the 

way they should go, as well as a fruitful source of 

infidelity iu the child. A want of freedom begets a 

want of confidence mutually, the natural result of 

which is a loss of religious influence on the one 

part, and a want of filial trust on the other. The god¬ 

ly mother holds in her bands the spiritual destiny of 

her child, and may Y ield a power to save it, of incon¬ 

ceivable greatness. Beginning with the mind in its 

most impressible state, she may write upon “the 

fleshly tables of the heart ” lessons which can never 

he forgotten. For the religious influences of a Chris¬ 

tian home, and the godly instruction of pious parents, 

there are no substitutes. The want of these is a re¬ 

ligious bereavement for life. The Sunday school is a 

powerful auxiliary, aud as such deserves the patron¬ 

age and support of every parent; hut the instruc¬ 

tion of the Runday school can never be relied upon 

as a substitute for that instruction which God com¬ 

mands the parent to give his child in his own house. 

The two may well combine and work harmoniously 

to produce the same fruits—the salvation of souls. 

In the long run, that Christian will come out well 

who works cheerfully, hopefully, heartily, without I 

wasting his energies upon vain regrets and passionate 1 

murmurings. The bird sings in the storm; why may t 

uotthe child of God rejoice too, even though passing 

clouds lower? 
-« ■ ♦ ■ *-- 8 

The best atonement for evil deeds is to set about / 

the performance of worthier ones. h 
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event. Followed, as the conquest of New Orleans 
would certainly be, by a break up in the insurgent 
army, and the loss of confidence in its leaders every¬ 
where, we should fiud the true route to Richmond 
open forthwith. Brilliant as these anticipations may 
appear, after so many reverses, we have every reason 
to believe that they will become glorious realities 
before the lapse of many weeks. “ Onward to Rich¬ 
mond,” then, via the Crescent City! 

Lane’s Victory nt Osccoln. 

In the last issue of the Rubai, we gave a brief 
telegram concerning the descent of Gen. Lane upon 
Osceola, a battle, and victory for the Federal troops. 
The Chicago Tribune of the Sth inst. has the follow¬ 
ing: 

Mr. Mills brings us the details of the late affair at 
Osceola, in which Gens. Lnuo and Montgomery were 
engaged. They left West Point, Lane’s headqcarters, 
two weeks ago yesterday, and by a forced march of 
BO miles, came in sight of Osceola Sunday morning. 
The command was divided, Montgomery leading the 

regnueut, and is known by the leaf on his strap, 
which is of silver, otherwise his uniform is the same 
as a colonel’s. The major’s is also the same, the leaf 
being, of gold. His duty is to act as aid-de-camp of 
the colonel, and in the event of his two superior 
officers being disabled or absent, he takes command 
of the regiment; these three constitute the field 
officers of a regiment, and are mounted. The adiu- 

he sergeant major is second sergeant in the regi- 
ment, and acta as assistant to the adjutant. He wears 
a chevron (V) of three stripes, connected at the top 
hy half circular continuations. The quartermaster’s 
business is the management of the details of that 
department; his chevron Is straight across the top. 

ihe orderly sergeant is tirat sergeant in the 
company, and commands it in the absence of com- 

LIEUTKN ANT U-ESKRAI 
COLONEL. 

tant, whose position is the same to the regiment as 
that of the orderly sergeant to a company, generally 
ranks as a lieutenant. 

Captains are commandants of companies, and are 
distinguished by two bars of gold on the shoulder- 
strap, and t ight buttons at regular distances in a 
single row on the co.it; the first lieutenant the same, 
Imt with one bar on the strap, the second lieutenant 
having u plain strap without murks. These last are 
called line officers; all regimental officers w air a red 
sash. 

Tim surgeon ranks as first lieutenant in the volun¬ 
teer service, and as major in the regulars, and has 
the hitters M. b. medical stutF— embroidered on 
his strap, which otherwise is the same as a first, 
lieutenant; also wears a green sash. The quarter¬ 
master also takes a lieutenant’s rank, and has the 
letters Q. I). — quartermaster’s department — em¬ 
broidered on his strap; the paymaster the same, 
with the letters P. 0. —paymaster’s department—and i 
the commissary with the letters C. D. — commissary 

C APT AIN. 

missioned officers; the chevron is of three stripes, 
without connection at the top, and a diamond or 
star above. 

The second sergeant takes charge of half a com¬ 
pany, called a platoon, and has the samo chevron as 
the first, but without a diamond. The corporals are in 
charge of sections or quarters of a company, and arc 

ROCHESTER. N. Y., OCTOBER 19, 1861 Iue highest rank in our army is that of lieutenant 
general, and was conferred hy Congress for merit on 
Winfield Scott, Geimrabin-chief, who is the only 
one who has ever held this rank in the United 
States. Tiie principal distinguishing murks of 
uniform ure three stars on the shoulder-strap or 
epaulette —a large one iu the middle flanked by two 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS 

.J .uvu, U..VUI unmers, ami civilians in power, we 
have no interest, except so far as the safety of the 
nation is endangered thereby,—such matters are 
turned over to the care of politicians, who will, no 
doubt, find them congenial,—but the case of Com¬ 
modore Stringham has assumed such magnitude that 
we give the causes for his action, as contained in the 
“ log ’ of his vessel, the Minnesota: 

Hampton Roads, Sept. 23, 1SB1. 
Flag-officer Stringham having asked previously to 

be relieved, end having been detached, bade farewell 
to the officers and crew, and Commodore Ooldshor- 
ough took command of the squadron. Before taking 
his departure. Commodore Stringham explained to 
SiS*e end crew assemble,I on the quarter 
(leek, the reasons why he had asked to be relieved 
from the command of ‘'the Atlantic blockading 
squadron. He said that some time ago the U 8 
sloop of-war Jamestown came into the roads with 
two water tanks-linrsted. to have them repaired. He 
hoaJw f*mrat°r was.^f the "fanost, importance on 
board of a ship, especially a man-of-war, and being a 

great waterman” himself, he saw the necessity of 
having the tanks properly repaired; consequently be 

he dided eXl’edleIlt t0 send to *ew York, which 

Shortly afterwards, the United States gun-boat Flag 
came in with her wood-ends started and bowsprit 
gone haying been in collision with the United State* 
Warn Susquehanna. He sent her round totbe 
tvMbingtou navy yard to have her repaired, lie had 

wienHn?'IIJr!hre6 M??Va,d*’ nnd knew Perfect¬ ly well that the Mug could be repaired in two da vs 
whereas t would consume a week hero (as It reaUy 
did) to .rs,sh her. The Department sent the Mag 
back again to Hampton Roads, and at the same time 
wrote him a letter censuring him for want of nroie r 
judgment and ability to have command of this squad¬ 
ron. J lie Department suggested that the Flag could 
have be.cn repaired at Newport News—a most ridicu¬ 
lous suggestion to anyone who is acquainted with 
the place. He then read to the ulTlrera nnd crew tb« 
correspondence which passed between himself and 
the Department, and commented upon them, hut not 

speech. Ho said he was too much ex¬ 
cited arid affected to give a full expression t,. his fcl- , 
mgs. He wished us all well, said the Minnesota was i 
a fine ship, uud that we had done our doty, upon eve- i 
ry occasion, to bis satisfaction, and that if f?? one I 
thought we could have done better at liattera.^ th.-v I 
had better try some other place. ’ 'V 

the® badc u« farewell and returned to his cabin ( 
eep]> ufieetec), us were most of the officers and shin’s 

... M.Utr. havlb* changed his uniform and £ 
fimp Ti^limns dress, he left Ms cabin lor tin- hot 
time, ihe Marine (riiard, under G.apt. Shuttlewonh ! 
were drawn down on the port side of the quarter 
deck* i 'r0UvriK lbu!u- ou the starboard side were 
ranged the. officers, according to rank The sailn-s 
thronged the remainder of tlm spar deck, with heads t 
uncovered, leaving a space open to the gangway 
where stood onr boatswain, ready to pipe li inf over i 
he s,de. After lingering a short timl by the cabM 

door, to give some direction as to the disposition of 
is baggage, tho old gentleman, alone and ttnatteod- a 

ed, advanced to the line and shook bauds with each „ 
one separately. Upon reaching the gangway ho 
raised Lis hat to the men, whipped nimbly over the u 
side and entered his barge which was Iyfag aTong- if 
side. Ihe word “Lay aloft,” was given, and in an e 

111 afl w“8.In tiic digging, and from truck r 
to dead eye nine rousing olieers went up for as good L 
and brave a man as ever trod a war ship’s deck. fll 

-— ja 

To the Loyal Women of the Country. 

The Sanitary Commission in Washington, acting ,J( 
with the advice and consent of the Secretary of War” h< 
have issued an appeal to the “Loyal Women of al 
America,” inviting contributions to the comfort of re 
the soldiers now in service. We extract from the cc 
address so much as relates to the mode of responding a,! 
to the demand that is thus made on their benevolence th 
and their loyalty: wi 

“It is suggested that societies be at once formed tL 
belghborhood where they are not already Wi 

established, and that existing societies of suitable 
oiganizatraii, as Dorcas Societies, Sewing Societies \t 

a time, to the sacred service of their country- that h 
autJ. fMP««t»We committees he appointed Ch 

ti call from house to house and store to store to om 
obtain contributions Ju materials snitable to be made the 
up or money tor the purchase of such materials- tbe 
that collections be made in churches aud schools and p0i 
tHhminr iud ah?p9 b,r t,;e.s,u,lf’ purpose; that con- °P 
tnbution boxes be placed in poat-offioea, newspaper tin 
offices, railroad and telegraph offices, public houses, 
fcteiiril lit/,) T ,h Drill I'ofiMt l.rtr.t,. _n . .. , AS 

Major orkkkal. 

smaller ones — a double row of nine buttons on the 
coat disposed in threes, a buff sash, a straight sword, 
and a sword knot terminating in acorns. A major 
general is the same, but with only two stars on the 
shoulder. A brigadier general baa one star, and the 

sain adieu cfakiial. 

in a regiment, and wears an eagle on his strap, the 
buttons on his coat in double lines numbering eight 
at equal distances. When this ollicer is placed in 
charge of a brigade he is called a colonel command¬ 
ing. 

A lieutenant colonel is second in command of a 

SEruNii uel'tenanr. 

straight and short. Musicians and non-commis¬ 
sioned officers being shorter still, aud more for 
show than use. 

The color of the shoulder-straps denotes the arm of 
the service—infantry being blue; artillery, red; cav¬ 
alry, orange; and rifles, green. 

iue at. Louis Democrat of Oct. 5th contains tho 
following interesting de.tail3 of an interview with 
(-apt. Meet, of Co. K, Fourteenth Missouri Volun¬ 

teers, under Col. White. Tho Captain was one of the 
prisoners surrendered hy Col. Mulligan, and was 
lucky enough to make his escape from the hands of 
the rebels on Monday last, Capt,. N. is an old resi¬ 
dent of Lafayette county, knows tho locality of Lex¬ 
ington perfectly, was one of tho Home Guards when 
his company joined the command of Colonel White, 
ami seems to ho a very intelligent and reliable man.’ 

Captain Neot says ho was relieved from captivity 
on Thursdny of last week on parole, and had nro- 

Eloventh New York 
ond Connecticut. 

Surgeous 

Rev. H. Eddy, Chaplain, Sec I cial -Advertiser, form two groups, the Chandelcur 
cluster lying nearly due East of New Orleans, and 
within twenty-five miles of'the Parish of St. Bernard, 
Louisiana. On both the mainland aud the Islands 
tho lun.i u low. swampy, and mostly uninhabitable 
The principal Island Is a long, narrow belt, inclosing 
the small cluster, arid having a light at its Northern 
extremity. This was extinguished at tho beginning 
of tho insurrection, but has since been replaced. 

The Ship Island group, named after the principal 
Island, lie further North, being mostly within fifteen 
miles of the coiiBt of Mississippi, from which they 
are separated hy a bay of the same name. Lake 
Borgne, which approaches to within twelve miles of 
New Orleans, may be considered as only a prolonga¬ 
tion of this bay; and both are commanded by tho 
Islands in question. All those waters, however, are 
exceedingly shallow, tho sua being tilled up almost 
to its surface with the alluvium brought down by the 

Griswold, Thirty-eighth New York; 
Grey, United States Army; Stone, United States Ar¬ 
my; Connolly, Second New Yuri : Harris, Second 
Rhode island. 

Captains—Downey, Eleventh New York; Fish, 
1 hirty-second New York; French, Seventy-ninth New 
York; Drew, Second Vermont; Shurtliff, Seventh 

Ohio; L. Gordon, Eleventh Massachusetts; Whitting¬ 
ton and Jenkins. 

Lieutenants—Toy, Twenty-fifth New York; Dumb- 
’iu, (son of the actor of that name,) Thirty-eighth 
New York; Underhill, Eleventh New York; Worces¬ 
ter, Seventy-first Now York; Dempsey, Second New 
York; Wilcox, Seventh Ohio; Gordon, Second Dra¬ 
goons, United States Army; Kent, United State Ar¬ 
my; Ciileff, Eleventh Massachusetts; Connolly, Sixty- 

c4nntvii , .~ ■•’•uvun, wuuuu nouBea, 

aDd ,errv ,j0at’s- and in aUsuitable places, 
o™ t 0K 0, K frc,f ASU wo^ued;’ and that all 

loyal women meet at such convenient times aud 
places^ may be agreed upon in each neighborhood 
sb«Bn hUl circIp’ t0 ,Wurk uP°n the materials'’which snail be .-so procured. 

‘■Every woman in the country can, at the least, 
Jw AH,r TWoole? •’backings, or, if not, can pur¬ 
chase them. In each town let there be concert on 

nnwid U|eCt’i'-ak,Dg Care t,mt 1,1 reo or four sizes are 
dntV1<i ‘ Ilx “pon a Iji'lce for receiving, and a 
dam when a package shall be transmitted, arid send 

denoH?tKBH1 • 10 the most convenient of the u».pots or the Commission. 

, ‘,‘Tbc a?icIe/ ra°3t wauted an’ blankets for single 
bv fW ?.1 u obeap material, about seven feet h?na 

cant rn fl“,C rWlil:; kmt wooIeri sockM woolen or 
bedgowns, wrappers, undershirts, and 

Lrwoiin M l *A"r at,d f?a,1“'r Pill0'« a,1d cushions ioi|Woaaded lnnbs; and slippers. 

Ar,„rS0' delica0ieB for the «ick—such as farina 
dried c0l“'£!,l'ir(lh; oondenaed milk, and nicely 
the r- t~can be, ftdvantogeously distributed bv 

Jloveineiits near New Orleans. 

Some few days since the St, l.ouiB papers contain¬ 
ed a statement that New Orleans had been bombarded 
and captured by Federal troops, and though we think 
very little reliance can be placed upon the report, 
still it is evident that extensive preparations are 
being made with this object in view. It is now ten 
days since the news reached New York city that 
hhandeleur aud Ship Islands, with Mississippi City, 
had been occupied by our men. Later intelligence 
received by way of Louisville, confirms that state¬ 
ment, so far as respects the Islands; and adds that 
on the first named of these tho Government has 

was not bumeicnt to hold him as a jrrlsoner in jail, 
and so released him, as before, on parole, directing 
him to report himself again to him at five o’clock 
that afternoon, when other witnesses would be pro¬ 
duced llio limits of his freedom were all that part 
of Lexington south of Main street. 

Between three and live o'clock Cupt. Nect con¬ 
cluded to try an escape, and accordingly, in the 
midst of the confusion, stole out of town and hid 
himself in a cornfield bordering on the Independence 
road. About live o’clock he saw General Price and 
staff, and his roar guard, pass along by his hiding 
place, and he heard from the loud tulle of the troops 
that they were going to Baker’s Hill, about eight 
mileB from town, where they i- tended to fortify them¬ 
selves to meet the attack of Siegel and Fremont, who 
were coming on th.-m with forty thousand troops. 
Baker’s Hill, Capt. Neet says, is the highest eminence 
in that part of the country, and is well adapted for a 

New F ork Sixty-ninth; Lieutenant Colonel Neff, Sec 
ond Kentucky (?); Major John W. Potter, Thirty 
eighth New York; Rev. G. W. Dodge, Chaplain 
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place of defence. He says he cannot say positively 

that this was the design of Price. He only beard it 

talked about among the troops. 

On Monday night Capt. Neet made his way to 

Freedom township, a Dutch settlement twenty-four 

miles off. Here be was joined by Major Becker who 

had also escaped; und the next day they both struck 

across the couutry for Sedalia, which place they 

reached in safety. 
Major Sevier told Capt. Neet on Friday last, that 

on that day they issued 46,000 rations. Capt. Neet 

thinks the rebel army will reach 50,000. They are 

badly clothed, but the majority of them well armed. 

Department of the West. 

Kentucky.—The news from Kentucky is cheer¬ 

ing. Jno. J. Crittenden, in spite of his advanced 

age, iH the first private in the Frankfort Home (.uard, 

and has declared his intention to go into camp and 

remain in service until every rebel is driven from the 

soil of Kentucky. 
The resolution of the Kentucky Legislature, giving 

command of the State* Guard to f. L* Crittenden, the 

gallant son of the old ex-Scnntor, has completely 

broken up that organization, into which the traitor 

Simon Bolivar Buckner and Governor Magoffin had 

infused the leaven of treason. The conduct of these 

traitors had driven from the State Guard all the I 

Union men who could not he corrupted, and made It | 

the nucleus for a rebel army in Kentucky. The proc¬ 

lamation of General Crittenden when he was placed 

in command, showed plainly that he intended to use 

the force fortlio defence of the Union and the crashing 

out of treason. The consequence was an abandon¬ 

ment of the organization. In the meantime the 

Union men throughout the State are tilling the ranks 

of the Home Guard more rapidly than they cun be 

supplied with arms and equipments. 

Col. Hawkins’ Kentucky regiment has occupied 

Owensbnrg, and Judge Williams is rapidly filling up 

a regiment in the first district, which was formerly 

the secession hot-bed. 

The Cincinnati Commercial’s l’lemingsburg (Ky.) 

correspondent says a messenger from Hillsboro 

arrived at that place, slating that a company of 

rebels, about 200 strong, under command of Capt. 

Holiday, of Nichols county, were advancing on Hills¬ 

boro for the purpose of burning the place and 

attacking Flemingsburg. Lients. Sadler and Ser¬ 

geant were dispatched with 50 Home Guards to inter- I 

cept them. The enemy was found two miles beyond 

Hillsboro encamped in a barn. Our men opened fire 

on them, causing them to fly in all directions. The 

engagement lasted about 20 minutes. We captured 

127 Enfield rides, a large number of sabres, pistols, 

bowie knives, and cavalry accoutrements. Our loss 

was three killed and two wqpndcd. 

Special advices from Paducah represent that our 

troops arc preparing for the reception of the rebels, 

who are in heavy force, and said to be advancing 

against that place. Women and children are being 

sent away. Everything indicates an approaching 

struggle. 

Missouri.—News has reached St. Louis that about 

two weeks ago, John Boss, Chief of the Clierokees, 

had called by proclamation 8,000 Cheroliees around 

him and declared for the Union. Read, an influential 

half breed, and leader Of the rebel party, had raised 

a revolt, and had a skirmish with Rons’ body guard, 
in which the latter was victorious. 

One hundred of the soldiers wounded at the battle 

of Lexington arrived at St. Louis on the Ct.h inst. 

Thirty-five of our wounded arrived on the *tth inst. 

Three ambulance* left the next morning, und others 

will scon start for that place, to bring away more of 

the wounded, about 100 of whom still remain there. 

Letters received herefrom the south-west say that 

many of the wealthy and most prominent citizens in 

that region are moving their families and effects to 

the South. 

Captain Asa G. Smith, at the head of some 1,500 

Union men, is punishing secessionists in Barry and 

Stone counties. 

From information received from scouts, tliero are 

about 11,000 armed rebels scattered over the south¬ 

western portion of this State, including between 

6,000 and 7,000 men at Camp Walker, Arkansas, 

eight miles below the Missouri line, under command 

of young Ben. McCulloch. 

Major Wright, of the Home Guards, furnishes the 

following statement to the St. Louis Press: 

A physician, well known to the Major, whose name 

1 am not permitted to use, arrived Irom the Bouth- 

west on Tuesday evening. This physician was form¬ 

erly a partner of Dr. Snell, McCulloch’s army sur¬ 

geon. The former very recently had an interview 

with his old partner, and was told by him that in the 

battle of Springfield, McCulloch was shot through the 

hip, and a glance ball also strnck him in the fore¬ 

head. Soon after making his report of the battle, 

McCulloch, with the Texas forces, was ordered back 

to Texas, but after reaching Camp Chesapeake, near 

Mount Vernon, he died of his wounds. 

Before he expired he spoke freely of the manner of 

his treatment by the Missourians, and declared that 

if he had known the true position of affairs he never 

would have entered the State. His body was placed 

in a metallic coffin and conveyed to Texas. His 

death was concealed even from his own men for a 

time, it being the policy of the surviving leaders to 

operate on the prestige of his name. His sou, Ben. 

McCulloch, Jr., was therefore placed in nominal 

command, in order to keep up the deception. Major 

Wright, who is an old acquaintance of McCulloch, 

having as late as winter before last ranged with him 

100 miles up the Colorado River, is convinced that 

the latter is dead. 

The correspondent of the St. Louis Republican on 

the 7th inst, writes as follows: 

The plan of Price after he captured Lexington was 

to remain for n time, and operate on the north side 

of the river; and for this purpose, on Saturday, the 

28th of September, he crossed over the river at Lex¬ 

ington, with 4,00t) mounted men. This force took up 

the line of march for the railroad, with the view of 

its total destruction, and then sad havoc was to ho 

made with all government forces in north-west Mis¬ 

souri, hut late in the evening Alfred Jones, who had 

been released as a prisoner at the arsenal, where he 

had taken the oath of allegiance to the United States, 

returned from St. I.onls to Lexington, reported that 

the whole country below was alive with troops, that 

Frem at was after Price, and that Price might pre¬ 

pare for ft big tight in ft few days. When Jones 

announced that Fremont, had 30,060 men, the hitter 

countermanded his order for sending tvoops to the 

railroad, and ft messenger was immediately dis¬ 

patched after those already started, and they reorossed 

the river on .Sunday evening. That, night Price 

issued his order for ft movement south, and General 

Rains, it is said, went twenty miles that night on the 

southern route, and it is believed Gov. Jackson 

availed himself of this command as au escort to get 

himself out of danger. 

Price and all his forces left Monday, the 30th ult., 

but his train of baggage wagons, about 1,200 in num¬ 

ber, did not all get off before Wednesday morning. 

If Price had designed to fight with Fremont, he 

would have taken the Georgetown road, or possibly 

the Warrensburgh road, but instead of this he has 

gone the road leading down the western boundary of 

the State, and to the south-west. 

I have given a plain narrative of facts as they have | 

transpired here, and if Price does not make a stand 

and give battle, all who are cognizant of his move¬ 

ments will be disappointed. His most intelligent 

friends consider his course a complete breakdown, 

while the more verdant are solaced with the idea, that 

he has gone to meet McCulloch, who from the moht 

reliable information is somewhere in Arkansas. The 

forces of Price were very large at Lexington, hut 

many of the men were oDly for the occasion, and 

have gone home. His force was 15,000 or 18,000 

when he left LexiDgton, and when it becomes certain 

that his destination is Arkansas, his force will he 

decreased. 

rebel camp at Greenbriar. He has made afnll report 

of their numbers, position, defenses, &c. He states 

that they are fortifying themselves.” 

Department of Western Virginia. 

By telegraph from Elk Water to the 10th inst., 

we learn that Gen. Reynolds has made two recon- 

Department of the East. 

About G o’clock in the morning of the 0th inst., 

the division under command of Gen. Smith, at Chain 

bridge, advanced and occupied a prominent position 

in the neighborhood of Lewinsville. On the advance 

arriving at Langleys, the hitherto outposts of onr 

army, the division was divided, a portion of them 

continuing up the Little Rock Run turnpike, and 

occupying Prospect Mill. The other part of the 

division took the new artillery road and occupied 

Smith and Maxwell’s Hill, Ij miles this side of 

Lewinsville. Batteries were drawn up in prominent 

positions, and the infantry placed in situations to 

support them. After waiting for about three hours 

in vain for the rebels to make an attack, in fact, 

inviting them to it, onr skirmishers advanced and 

occupied Lewinsville, the rebel forces retiring. By 

the occupation of this point Gen. McClellan takes 

complete possession of his line running almost due 

North and South from the river near Great Falls, 

beyond Little River Turnpike, and Orange and Alex¬ 

andria Turnpike. We now threaten the commnnica- 

noisances in force, within the last few days, against ijons of the rebel army on the Upper Potomac, 

Gen. Lee, and baB driven him from Big Spring, the 

former rendezvous of his main force. Part of his 

force are now at Elk Mountain and Green Briar 

Bridge, respectively thirty and forty miles from Elk 

Water, and part of it, under Gen. Lee, is said to have 

joined Floyd at Big Spring. They destroyed their 

camp equipage and ammunition, burned several 

hundred muskets, and left their wagons, Ac. The 

road is absolutely impassable for wagons beyond a 

point twelve miles from Elk Water. 

The Cincinnati Commercial's Kanawha advices say 

that Cen. Rosecraiis is at Mountain Cave, a strong 

position twenty live miles beyond Gauley. He bad 

advanced ten miles further to Little Bewail, but the 

enemy were too well entrenched and too strong at 

Big Bewail, five miles further on, to be attacked, and 

Gen. Rosecrans fell back, as an invitation to come 

out and have a fair fight. There is no expectation 

that the enemy will attempt to face the position of 

Gen. Rosecrans. 

The weather in the Ganley river region is bad. 

Rain falls almost incessantly. Our troops are well 

clothed, having plenty of overcoats and blankets. 

The fight at ChapmanBville was a sharp and bloody 

affair. Five of Pratt’s Zouaves were killed. The 

rebels lost 35 killed. 

A dispatch from Gen. Reynolds to Gov. Morton, 

dated lluttonsville, Oct. 8th, says:—“The enemy in 

our front, on the Huntersville road, has been driven 

to Green Briar Springs, 20 miles beyond Big Springs, 

their late rendezvous. They are 50 miles from Elk 

Water, and 121 from Cheat Mountain. The roads 

toward Huntersville are impassable for wheels. The 

enemy have destroyed hundreds of muskets, tents, 

camp equipage, Ac. Several wagons fell into our 

hands.” 

The steamer Isotta, laden with Government prop¬ 

erty, left Grallipolis on the 11th, destined for Camp 

Enyart, on the Kanawha River, and when opposite 

the Red House Shoals, which are 30 miles above 

Point Pleasant, was fired iuto by some rebel cavalry 

from the south bank of the river, and ordered to 

land. Capt. Windsor—doing so by the engines 

alone, the pilot having been compelled to leave his 

post—succeeded in turning his boat, down stream, 

and escaped, reaching here this P. M. Balls passed 

through the pilot house, cabin and engine room, but 

no person was injured. The Government steamer 

Silver Lake is supposed to have been captured by 

rebels. Reports are rife that a large body of rebels 

are advancing toward the river, to cut oil Rosecrans’ 

supply. 

The correspondent of the Cincinnati Times states 

that our army haB been subjected to a terrible storm 

in the mountains of Western Virginia, and we copy 

bis remarks, dated at “Great Mountain Summit, Oct. 

1st:—When I wrote you yesterday, 1 attempted to 

give you a description of two regiments who had 

bivouacked all the night before oh the mountain 

side, exposed to the rain. Rut the rain did not cease, 

and as the men became drenched to the skin they 

began to falter. Shortly after dinner the wind 

changed to the north, and increased in violence until 

it became terrific. It beat directly against the side 

of the mountain on which the two nntented regi¬ 

ments were squatted. For one or two hours it was 

awful. The stoutest men fell exhausted by the rain 

and blasting winds. Hundreds were struck down 

with chills. Fires were built in the woods, but were 

*0bti extinguished. The tented regiments freely 

invited the suffering men into their quarters; in fact, 

went out, picked up those exhausted, and carried 

them in. But what shelter were the thin tents to 

men who had not a dry thread on them? The fort, 

and all the reliable places of shelter, wore filled with 

the sick. Colonels Wagner and Millroy, whose regi¬ 

ments were the sufferers, were out in the driving 

storm taking care of their men. 

“The poor horses suffered fully as bad as the men. 

There was no shelter whatever lor them, and many 

of the team horses were already exhausted; and as 

the storm increased they fell, one by one, groaned 

and died. 

“Toward evening the rain held up, but the wind 

increased in violence and grew colder. The men in 

the tents began to suffer, and crawled out and built 

fires in sheltered places. Three hundred marched 

down to a covered bridge, a mile and a half from 

camp, and sought shelter there. The waters rose 

rapidly, and covered the floor of the bridge. The 

weather grew colder during the night, und it was 

feared that some of the stragglers would perish. 

Search was made for them everywhere, and a number, 

found unable to walk, were carried into quarters. All 

through the night soldiers came marching to our 

hut, asking the privilege to warm. 

“Only one death is known. Mr. Joseph Howells, 

Sutler of the 14tli Indiana regiment, in company 

with a Mr. Stout, started on horseback for the valley 

about dusk. At the foot of the mountain there is u 

gorge running across the road, through which the 

waterwas rushing furiously. They attempted to ford 

the stream, but the horses Avere carried away. Mr. 

Stout succeeded in reaching the shore, but the Sutler 

went with his horse down the gorge, and was lost, 

lie came from Terre Haute. 

“Some ten or fifteen horses were found dead this 

morning, and others in a dying condition. The 

road down the mountain is badly cut up by the tor¬ 

rents, and the telegraph is prostrated. The men 

were roused up as sooii as possible, and stirred 

| around to get the chill off them. A large party were 

sent down the road to repair it and put the telegraph 

[ in good condition. The sick—and there are many 

of them—are immediately attended to, 

“One of our scouts, just in, reports that he suc¬ 

ceeded in reaching a point where he examined the 

which a slight advance will evidently cut oil'. 

Recent investigations show that there are not and 

have not been rebel fortifications on tbe Potomac 

at any other place than Acquiu Creek. There are 

three batteries with twenty guns which are designed 

to defend that terminus of the great Southern Rail¬ 

road, and protect Richmond and Fredericksburg, 

but not to hinder navigation. 

About 5 o’clock P. M., on the 10th, Capt. Barney, 

of the 24th New York, advanced three miles beyond 

Falls Church, on the Leesburg turnpike, witli 10 men, 

where he surprised a picket guard of eight of Co). 
Fteuart’s cavalry, three of whom were killed and one 

taken prisoner, They also captured five horses 

equipped, thirteen navy pistols, four sabres, one car¬ 

bine, and one telescope. 

The frigate Susquehanna arrived from Ilatteras 

Inlet, at, Fortress Monroe, on the 8t.b, bringing most 

interesting intelligence. The day after.the capture 

of the propeller Fanny by the rebels, the tugs Ceres 

and Putnam, having one of the launches of the Sus¬ 

quehanna in tow, went tip the Chicamicomieo and 

landed seven days’ provisions, returning the same 

evening without having seen anything of the rebels. 

Ou Friday, however, word reached Hatteras Inlet by 

the Stars and Stripes that 2,500 rebels, consisting of 

a Georgia, South Carolina and Virginia regiment, 

had come over from the maiu land in six small 

steamers and schooners, with flat boats, and attacked 

the 20th Indiana regiment, who were obliged to 

retreat. The Susquehanna steamed up outride while 

Col. Hawkins marched up with six companies and 

reached Jlalteras Light, by nightfall, a distance of 

thirteen miles. During the night Col. Hawkins was 

joined by the 20th Indiana regiment, who had passed 

in tho karkness a large body of the rebels who bad 

landed tor the purpose of cutting them off. Col. 

Brown reported the loss of fifty of his men as 

prisoners, comprising his sick and wounded, and 

twenty pickets who could not bo called in. lie suc¬ 

ceeded in saving his tents, provisions, Ac. 

On Saturday morning the Monticello steamed 
around the Cape, .md a few mileB up mot tho rebel* 

inarching down the narrow neck of laud to attack 

our troops. The rebel steamers were also landing 

troops to co-operate with them. They were in easy 

range, ami the Monticello opened tire upon them with 

shells of five seconds fuses, two hundred and eighteen 

of which were fired from three guns in three hours 

and a half, doing great execution. The Confederates 

at first tried to shelter themselves behind a sand hill, 

and then in a narrow copse, hut soon broke in every 

direction, and took refuge upon their vessels. A 

shell passed through the wheel-house of the Fanny, 

which was already employed against us. 

During the engagement a member of the Indiana 

regiment who had been taken prisoner, managed to 

break the rope with which he was tied and escaped. 

He took to the surf and was picked up by a boat from 

the Monticello. He reports that the first shell from 

her killed Col. Unlisted, Of Ibe Georgia regiment, 

and that the havoc was frightful. Lieut. Burkhead 

thinks that no advance can be made from the Inlet 

without the support of n fleet of light draft ves 

sels. He hIbo thinks that our forces at the Inlet 

should be speedily increased. 

The S. R. Spaulding arrived at the inlet on the 7th 

instant, with Gen. Mansfield, and landed her men 

and stores. 

Col. Brown narrowly escaped with the 20th Indiana 

regiment. He was shelled from a Confederate vessel, 

and troops were landed both above and below them, 

yet he managed to escape with comparatively small 

loss. The particulars of this masterly movement may 

be gleaned from the official report, received by the 

Navy Department on the 9th, which is as follows: 

United States Sims SraiiUKHAX.VAO, ? 
Off Hattkkas Ixckt, Sept 0. j 

Sir:—Late is the afternoon of the 4th instant I 
received information that the enemy had landed in 
large force at Chicamicomieo and Kine Kleit, and that 
the Indiana regiment posted there was in full retreat 
before them; also, that our three tugs in the Inlet 
were aground or disabled. The Fanny had been cap¬ 
tured the day before. I at once got. under weigh 
with this ship, and the Monticello anchored for the 
night close to the shore in Hatteras Cove. 

At daylight I found our troops in und abou^the 
Light House, ai d in great distress for want of pro- 
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steamers came down the Sound and took position 
opposite the woods. We were shelling also two 
sloops. We continued firing deliberately upon them 
from 1 i P. M. until 31 P. M., when t*o men were 
discovered upon the beach, roakiDg signals to us. 
Supposing them tube two of the Indiana regiment, 
we sent an armed boat to bring them off, cover ing 
them for pome lime with onr fire. Upon onr boat 
nearing the beach, they took to Ibe water. One of 
Ihem wa9 successful in reaching the boat; private 
Warren, O. Hover. Co. H.. 20th Indiana regiment. 
Private Charles White, Co. II., 20th Indiana regi¬ 
ment was unfortunately drowned in the surf. 

Private Hover informs me that he was taken 
prisoner on the morning of the -1th, and that he wit- 
nesfcd onr lire, which was very destructive. He 
state* that two of onr shell* fell Into two sloop* 
loaded with men. blowing the vessels to pieces and 
sinking them. Several of the officers were killed, 
and their horse9 were seen running about the beach. 
He had just escaped from bis captors, after shooting 
the capiiin of one of the rebel command. Ho states 
that the enemy were in the greatest confusion, rush¬ 
ing wildly into the water, and striving to get off to 
their vessels. 

Private Hover now directed me to a point, where 
the rebels wire congregated, waiting an opportunity 
to get off. I opened the again with success, scatter¬ 
ing them. We were now very close, in three fathoms 
water, and the fire of second shell told with effect. 

8ix steamers were now off the point, one of which 
1 recognized as the Fanny. At 5:25 P. M. we ceased 
firing, leaving tho enemy scattered along the beach 
for upwards of four miles, and fired repeatedly at the 
enemy's steamers with our rilled cannon, a Parrott 30 
pounder, and struck the Fanny, I think", once. 1 
found the range of tills piece much slmrt of what I 
had anticipated; many of the shot turning end over 
end, and not exceeding much the range of &mouth 
bore 32-ponndcra. 

1 inclose herewith a memoranda with the amount 
of ammunition expended to*dny. 

1 am respectfully your obd’t ser’t, 
Lt. D. Bra ink, 

Commanding IJ. B. Steamer Monticello. 
To Capt, J. H. Gardner, Corn mend me If. 8. -steamer 

Susquehanna, off Cape Hatteras, North Carolina. 

A dispatch from Gen. Wool to the War Department 

confirms the statement that the rebels met with a 

heavy loss in the engagement with the Monticello off 

Hatteras Inlet. Fort Hatteras will be made perfectly 

secure by the immediate dispatch of re-enforcements. 

The steamer Express on the 8th inst. met by agree¬ 

ment the rebel steamer Northumberland with a flag 

of truce, twelve miles above Newport News, and 

brought down sixty-seven wounded prisoners, who 

were released in Richmond, and who were taken at 

the battle at. Bull Run. They report that there are 

about 5,000 troops in Richmond, that the rebel army 

i n tbe Potomac is supposed to number over 150,000 

men, and that apprehensions of an attack on the sea¬ 

board causes the greatest anxiety. Powerful bat- 

leries have t^gn erected along James River, in antici¬ 

pation of an advance of the Federal army in that, 

direction. 

Gov. Brown, of Georgia, has recalled five regi¬ 

ments to defend the State. The rebel troops were 

suffering greatly for the want of medicines, clothing, 

and ceitain kinds of food. Articles cut off by the 

blockade were bringing fabulous prices. 

The wounded prisoners were released for the 

reason that their wants could not he supplied. They 

have been obliged to sleep on the floor during their 

imprisonment. 

Gen. Beauregard was at Manassas and Jeff. Davis 

had returned to Richmond on Saturday last, in feeble 

health. Speculations were rife as to his successor. 

A dispatch from New Orleans of the 4th inst., to 

the Richmond Examiner, tells of one of the most 

important achievement* of the war bo far. It etn- 

braces information that the Uuited States blockading 

squadron had dog a passage through the mud of one 

of the live mouths of the Mississippi, in tho sand-pit 

which commands the whole five of them, and the 

Vincennes, Water Witch and t wo other vessels of the 

squadron were present to protect the prompt erec¬ 

tion of works which will in a week command all five 

of the months, ports or entrieB to and from tbe 

Mississippi river. Once built, this work will abso¬ 

lutely control the communication of New Orleans by 

the sea as effectually as a blockading squadron of 

twenty ships now could accomplish it. 

visions, which they hadn’t had for twenty-four hours. 
J supplied them with food, and at the teque&tof the 
commanding officer remained for their protection 
during the day. Learning that the enemy were in 
large Force fit (vine Kleif, I sent the Mnnticellnto drive 
them off, which important service was performed by 
Lieutenant-Commanding Braine, with great effect 
and good conduct, 

I ant, very respectfully, 
Your obedient servant, 

Laronkr, 
To Flag Officer L. M. Goldsborougii. 

UjVITFI) States Shii- Mom icki.ui. I 
Okk Cai-k Hatteras, Oct. G. 2S01. j 

Fir:—I have the honor to inform you that in 
obedience to your orders this A. M.. I stood through 
the inner channel of Hatteras Shoals at 12:30 F. M., 
and stood close along shore to the northward, keep¬ 
ing a bright lookout from aloft. At 1:30 P. M. we 
discovered several sailing vessels over the woodland 
Kine Kleit, and at the same time saw a regiment 
marching to the northward carrying a rebel Hag in 
their midst, with many stragglers; also two togs 
inside, flying the same flag. As they came out of the 
woods of K’ue Kleit, we steamed close in shore and 
opened a deliberate fire upon them at tne distance of 
three-quarters of a mile. At our first lire,—a shell 
which apparent!]) fell in thoir midest,—they rolled up 
their flag, moving rapidly up the beach to the north¬ 
ward. 

We followed them, firing rapidly from three guns, 
driving them up to a clump of woods, in which they 
took refuge, and abreast of which their steamers lay. 
We now shelled the woods und could see them eiu- 
barkiug itl small boats after their vessels, evidently 
in great confusion and suffering greatlyfrom our fire-. 
Their steamers now opened fire upon us, firing how¬ 
ever but three shots. Two boats, tilled with men, 
were struck by our shells and destroyed. Three more 

Altaii-8 nt Washington. 

Advices received at the Department of State 

front England and France are highly encouraging. 

Tbe tone of public sentiment in those countries is 

greatly improved in reference to the situation in this 

country. 
For the information of persons who come, at a 

great, sacrifice of time, money and personal comfort, 

to Washington, for the purpose of visiting their rela¬ 

tives in the army on the Virginia side of the Poto¬ 

mac, it is proper to state that as General McClellan 

considers such visits inconsistent with the good of 

the soldiers, as well as prejudicial to the successor 

the army generally, he has by positive orders refused 

passes. The constant communication of families 

with their brothers, husbands or sonB, is prevented 

by refusal, which, in many instances, is the occasion 

of much painful embarrassment to the officer in 

charge, as well as to those who, after reaching Wash¬ 

ington, are without means of providing for their 

comfort. Many visit the city merely through curios¬ 

ity, but they incur needless expense, as their wishes 

cannot be gratified. No passes ate granted except in 

extreme cases where it is positively necessary. 

Accounts received by tbe Government, and which 

are deemed reliable, represent the Southern cotton 

crop as about an average yield. Much of it has been 

successfully housed, but owing to the want of bag¬ 

ging, it cannot be baled, nor transported. Until a 

supply of wrapping is obtained, the crop is almost 

useless, being too bnlky for shipment. 

Our Consul General to Egypt, Mr. Thayer, writes 

home that the British Government is making extra¬ 

ordinary exertions to procure supplies from and 

through Egypt. A new commercial treaty has lately 

been negotiated between the Egyjttiau and British 

Governments, which gives the latter great facilities in 

exporting the staple. Mr. Thayer at ODce required 

that the same provision be granted to the Govern¬ 

ment of the United States, and his request was cor¬ 

dially granted. 
Representatives Steele, of New Jersey, and Dawes, 

of Massachusetts, arrived in Washington on the llth 

inst. They are Members of the House Committee, 

appointed during the late session uf Congress, to 

investigate all contracts made by tbe Government. 

After having transacted some business at the Var | 

and Treasury Departments, Ihey left the city for St. 

Louis. The Government has offered every facility 

for the investigation, and it is known that the action 

of the Committee thus far has been highly beneficial 

to the interests of the couutry. Secretary Cameron 

and Adjutant General Thomas are in St. Louis, on 

busiuess connected with the “Department of the 

West,” 
The policy of the Government in regard to employ¬ 

ing foreigners in the military service is as follows, 

the statement being made on good authority. 

First, No one has been authorized to enlist or raise 

troops in Canada, as has been affected to be under¬ 

stood there. 
Second, No commissions have been offered or other 

overtures made to military men in France or other 

European States, as has been assumed there. 

Third, The Government has pot tendered the com- | 

mand of the army to Garibaldi, as has been repre¬ 

sented in Europe. 

What is true, is: 

First, That every foreigner who has come with a 

good character and credentials, and offered his ser¬ 

vices to the Government for the support of the 

Union, has been accepted, and no other is in the 

military employment of the United States. 

Second, General Garibaldi beiDg a naturalized 

citizen, it was reported to the Government by one of 

our Consuls that the General was contemplating a 

visit to this country, and that he bad intimated con¬ 

ditionally the disposition to engage in the service of 

the United States, He was informed that if this were 

so, his services would be accepted with pleasure, and 

he would receive a commission as Major General, 

being tbe same rank which was conferred on Lafay¬ 

ette in the army of the Revolution. 

The Treaty of Amity, Commerce and Navigation, 

and for the surrender of fugitive criminals between 

the United States and the Republic of Venezuela is 

olliciully proclaimed. Its liberal, commercial, civil, 

and religions features, are calculated to commnnicate 

its object, namely, a firm, inviolable peace and a true 

and sincere friendship between the two countries. 

There is a mutual agreement that the citizens of each 

shall he prohibited from applying for or taking any 

commission or letters of marque to act as privateers 

against tbe commerce of either Republic from any 

Province or any State with which the United States 

or Venezuela may be at war. It is also declared 

unlawful for any privateers who have commissions 

from any Province or State in enmity with either 

nation, to fit out their shipB in the ports of either-, to 

sell the prizes, or in any manner to exchange them, 

neither shall they be allowed to purchase provisions, 

except such as shall be necessary to their going to 

the next port of that Province or State from which 

they have received their commissions. 

Justice Johnson has decided that under the Act of 

Congress forbidding the sale of liquors to soldiers, 

“ it is not illegal to give it away.” This striped pig 

decision is so opposed to the express enactment of 

Congress, that the Government will not submit to it. 

If the local magistrates continue to tamper and 

harrasa the Government with their absurd and pro¬ 

found decisions, General McClellan declares he will 

take a hand in it, and administer such a dose of mar¬ 

tial law as will reduce to terms both sellers and jus¬ 

tices. 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs Dale has returned 

from his ofiicial visit to the Indian Tribes in Kansas 

and Nebraska. Ho was received by them with glad¬ 

ness. They sought every opportunity to express to 

him their friendship to tho United States. He con¬ 

versed with the returned Kansas officers who took 

part in the battle of Springfield, and who informed 

him that no separately organized Indian forces were 

with the rebels on that occasion, but that a compara¬ 

tively few of the half breeds only were in the ranks 

of the enemy. The efforts of ttie rebels to array tbe 

Indians against the lluited States, so far as tire Com¬ 

missioner conld learn, was attended only with par¬ 

tial success. The Indians as a class are disposed to 

be friendly, but those who are in hostility have been 

coerced to this course by the rebels. It would re¬ 

quire no persuasion to raise a large Indian force in 
Kansas and Nebraska to operate against those who 

may be brought into the fields by the rebels. 

Permission has been given to William F. Martin, 

who was in command at Hatteras, but is now in con¬ 

finement with 700 associates at Columbus, to furnish 

winter clothing for the prisoners, with funds to be 

received by him from North Carolina. 

Jones W. Dawson, of Indiana, has been appointed 

Governor of Utah. . 
The Navy Department has received u letter from 

the Commander of the Key Stoue Ftate, dated Aspin- 

wall, September 25th, in which he states that he has 

been cruising on the coast of Yucatan, but has 

obtained no information either of the Sumter or her 

prizes. He was alike unsuccessful in tho vicinity of 

the Isle of Pines and Cieufuegos, The Sumter, it 

was said, endeavored to procure coal at Demerara 

and Cayenne, but was refused. The merchants of 

Paramaribo likewise declined to furnish coal, but it 

was finally obtained from a Scotchman. Commander 

Scott says Captain Femmes is aware that our vessels 

arc in search of him, and that therefore he will not 

again appear in tbe West Indies. The fact is ascer¬ 

tained that the Sumter has taken several prizes under 

the British flag, and decoyed others under our own 

with the Uuion down. This should serve as a warn¬ 

ing to United States merchantmen. 

Hon. J. F. Potter, Chairman of the Investigating 

Committee of the Honse of Representatives, on the 8th 

inst., called the attention of the Navy Department to 

the statement in the newspapers that Captain J. U. 

Morrison, of t! e steamer Fanny, which was captured 

by tbe rebels off Cape Hatteras, was in prison at 

Fortress Monroe for refusing to take the oath of alle¬ 

giance, and inquired if the statement was true in the 

whole or in part. 

The Department to-day replied as follows: 
Navy Department, Oct. 9th, 1861. 

Sue — Your letter of the 8th inst., relative to the 
newspaper reports concerning the Master of the 
steamer l-'anuy, has been received. The steamer 
alluded to wan not at the time of her capture in tbe 
service of this Department, and has never been 
employed by it, and the same may be said Of her 
Captain. This Department has no knowledge of him 
whatever, and I have no reason to suppose that at 
the time of the capture of the Fanny, a single per¬ 
son in any wav connected with tbe Navy was on 
board of her. Very respectfully yours, 

Gideon Welles. 

The Potter Investigating Committee have adjourn¬ 

ed. Notwithstanding the length of the session and 

the amount of labor, the expense is not over ?2,000. 

The first report included the names of 237 Govern¬ 

ment employees against whom evidence of treason 

was presented. Last week the second report was 

presented, giving 235 more, distributed as follows. 

Interior, 57; Treasury, 52; Navy, 46; War, 41; Post 

Office, 14; State, 1; Attorney General, 1; l>ul,lic 

Printing Oflice, 12; Miscellaneous, 10. Generally, 

the Departments have acted with great promptness in 

removing those reported disloyal, but many still 

remain. The investigation will probably be renewe 

at tbe commencement of the session of Congress, as 

the lit utter is far from exhausted. 
A dispatch to the New York World on tbe llth 

inst. says:—The Government ha3 caused the snest o 

certain parties west, who had large quantities o 

goods, intended to be taken out on tbe plains, and 

through tbe Indian Territory into the rebel States. 

Contraband trade of an extensive charactei, it t» 

believed, is thus prevented. 
The Maryland Post-master who was arrested lor 

sending bags of letters to the rebel States, ha* 

brought here together with his packages. . 

eminent has obtained most valuable information i 

them, lie is in jail. 

r *i 
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— There are 911 sick in the hospitals about Washington. 

— The Knglish cotton mills are reducing their running time. 

— Over 12,000 Confederate soldiers are in the hospitals at 

Richmond. 

— The neve war vessels now building by England will cost 

$40 000,000. 

— The entire number of Jews in the world is computed to 

be 4.300,000. 

— Senator Bingham died of apoplexy at Green Oak, Mich., 

on the 5th inst. 

— Thirty-five ships are now loading with wheat at New 

York for Havre, France. 

— During August, there were sent by overland mail from 

San Francisco 37,906 letters. 

— Sewing machines are being imported into England at 

the rate of 9.000 per annum. 

— The Louisville Journal calls upon the ladies of that city 

to prepare lint and bandages. 

— The students of Amherst College are almost daily leav¬ 

ing and enlisting for the war. 

— It costa the grand army of the United States $4,000,000 

for the article of music alone. 

— The damage to the New York caoals by the late storm 

will reach 150,000 to $200,000. 

— It is proposed in Paris to reconstruct the Parthenon of 

Athens upon the hill of Montmartre. 

— The London Times notices the Upper Canada oil springs 

as likely to become a source of wealth. 

— Ex-Street Superintendent Smith, of New York, has been 
appointed a Confederate Major-General. 

— The Illinoisans have fined Dr Russell, of the London 
Times, $25 for shooting game on Sunday. 

— Joseph E. Brown has been elected Governor of Georgia, 

by a majority of between 6.000 and 10,000. 

— The number of volunteers entering the service from all 

the loyal States, is now about 50,000 per week. 

— It is statpil that in some parts of the South, rye, as a 

substitute for coffee, is bringing $3 per bushel. 

— The subscriptions to the National Loan in New York 

averaged nearly $700 000 a day during last week. 

■ Tit® Illinois Central Railroad Company are about con 

structing at their sliepa 500 additional grain cars. 

— Col, Van Dorn, of Texas, has boon appointed a Confed¬ 

erate Major General and summoned to Richmond. 

— Gov, Sprague, of Rhode Island, positively declines both 

the honors and the profits of a Major Generalship. 

— Of the thirty night locomotives on the Nashville and 

Louisville Railroad, the rebels have seized thirteen. 

— The Scientific American states that the tiring of a nine- 

inch shell gun costa nine dollars and thirtv-fnnr cents. 

— Tim Su«qnehanna s officers state that nine out of ten of 

the rebel vessels carry the British (lag to avoid capture. 

— It is estimated that the fund raised in the South for tbo 

wife of tho murderer of Ellsworth amounts to $100,000. 

— Within three months, over 20.000 horses, costing on an 

average $120 apiece, have been forwarded to Washington. 

New- 'V ork has in the field, already mustered in the 

Doited States service and ready for mustering, 84,398 men. 

— The Richmond Enquirer says that the pledges of cotton 

rice, grain. &c., cannot fall short of thirty millions of dollars 

— George A, Coffey, Esq.. United States District Attorney 

for Philadelphia, is seriously and dangerously ill of paralysis. 

— The whole number of graduates from the West Point 

Military Academy, from 1802 to I860, Is less than two thousand. 

— Lord Monck was to leave England on the 3d inst. for 

tjuebec, to assume the duties of Governor-General of Canada. 

— Russell, of tho London Times, lias at. length reached tho 

conclusion that the North cannot fall to subdue the South. 

— intelligence from Harrisburgb says the quota demanded 

of Pennsylvania by the last Presidential requisition is entirely 
full. 

- The sixth regiment of Vermont volunteers, about to go 

in camp at Montpelier, was recruited and equipped in fifteen 
days! 

— Colonel Crook's command of 2 000 regulars, from Utah, 

have reached St. Joseph, Mo., and are throwing up entrench¬ 
ments. 

— Three hundred and thirty vessels were counted off 

Portland, Me., on Tuesday week, all engaged iu mackerel 
catching. 

The deficiency of the harvest in France is so large that 

it is estimated $2 0,000,000 will be required to make up the 
deficiency. 

— The national debt of Sweden is only ahout $11,009,000, 

and by means of a sinking fund will be extinguished in thirty- 
eight years. 

-Three hundred and fifty thousand dollars worth of 

tobacco, belonging to Auguste Belmont, has been confiscated 
at Richmond. 

- Private N. C. Buck, of the N. Y. 79th Regiment, was 

shot by tho guard, in Richmond, Va., for looking out of the 
prison window. 

- John C. Breckinridge is named for Vice President of the 

Southern Confederacy. His late movements show that ho 
would run well. 

— The Russian navy consists of 244 steam and 71 sailing 

vessels, carrying 3,851 guns, including vessels nowin course 
of construction. 

— Upward of a thousand hands are employed at the 

alervllet Arsenal, and the greatest activity prevails in all 
the department*. 

- Henry A. Wise and his son, O. Jennings Wise, have been 

indicted for treason by the Grand Jury of the Federal Court 
at Wheeling, Va. 

— The State of Maine has received from the Government 

$200,000 in part payment of expenses incurred in furnishing 
soldier* for the war. 

SENTIMENTS OF THE PEOPLE. 

“Rural” Letters prom the People — or Letters from 

the Peoplo about tbo Rural — are very encouraging about 

these days. Every mail brings ns many new subscribers, 

accompanied with most flattering remarks as to the value 

and interest of this journal in the estimation of the writers. 

As samples we quote briefly from notes just received: 

Mr C. Lewis, Potter Co,. Pa., remitting for eight snb 

scribers, writes:— '• I should have said ’ ameu ’ to what oue 

of your patrons wrote some years ago, if I had been able to 

carry it out. He said you might consider him ns a life sub 

scriber, and whenever he Tailed to renew his subscription, 

you might think he was dead and publish hi* obituary notice 

accordingly. 1 Them's my xentintcnlx,' ami I hope from this 

time to fulfill my part of the engagement. 

A subscriber in Montgomery Co., Ky , writes: — “ Glad you 

have so good a list of subscribers here. Rest assured they 

are frieuds that will cling to the Rural with the tenacity of 
Nkssl-s' shirt." 

M. 11. Joses, Randolph Co., Ill., remits for a club of trial 

subscribers, and adds:—" 1 expect to seud more before long 

Shall do all that I can for the Rural, because 1 believe it to 

be the hr ft Paper piMitfud in America. I admire the strong 

stand It; takes for tho Union as much as 1 love the paper f. r 

the advice it gives concerning the various pursuits of life. If 

it were to turn traitor, 1 would not aid it; but as it is for the 

Union and nothing else, and I bellevi always will be, you may 

consider me a subscriber as long as I can Obtain the money, ” 

— From the day of tl.e storming of Fort Sumter, which 

commenced the gTeat struggle for the preservation and per 

potaity of the Union, the Rural ignored neutrality, and, at 

the risk of losing patronage, went heart and soul for uphold- 

iug the Atnerirau Flag and maintaining “tho Union, the 

Constitution, and the Enforcement of tho Laws,” at all 

hazards and whatever sacrifices. This course caused a few 

rebellious spirits to secede from our list, but having passed 

the Rubicon safely —the place* of the secede™ being more 

than filled by true and loyal Unionists—our friend need have 

uo fear of the Rural ever becoming traitorous to tho best 

interests of the People and Country But while we go unre¬ 

servedly for the War far the Union, we stand aloof from *|| 

party organizations. This is no time for political or party 

squabbles for the People of the loyal Stales must unite in 

upholding tho National Government and preserving the 

Union from utter dissolution Certain dignitaries of the 

Administration, or high officials in tho Army or Navy, may 

not act exactly in accordance with your or my notions, 

Reader, yet, whether Democrats, Republicans, or neither, wo 

are in duty bound to sustain tho cause of the Union to the 

best of our ability. Let ns all do this now, and square 

accounts with individuals in the future. 

$1.11 
W 
Bar 
at ._ ._ 
prices. Sale*.state nisi 

nrFFAIa*, Oct. 14 -Floor Htendv and firm Sale* ot 

*,,73: I"<,lAna ”N,r:l double ex-’ 

Grain- Steady; sale# red winter Indiana and Michigan at 81 - 
0.V red wint. i at *1.0, amber Michigan at $1,07, red Toledo 

rti M.rt4?; Milwaukp* club al 98e. Corn ho it rr \viihs «u* 
atatve-WV.-v-i.ir. "atsr.mef at Vie } . In „ , 

^iit)ertisemcnt0. 
T‘ !Ots, In Advance—ThirTt- 

F IT k Lents a Lins, each insertion. A price and a half for 

ffo L SP V' Mntfl r'‘r lirie ofB»aw- Special Nut.ckh 
(following reading matter, leaded.) Sixty Cents a Line 

T ORONTO. OCT. II FLOP a There has been somo Improve 
me tit. durum tlm week billowing the favorable Eurooeimlri- 
Vicoa. hut the A,Ivan, r checked business. The most recent news 
hy ihe Jiavann. urin1**o line in hufflanri, emm** tin* timrkm to 
& '^follows Cl0S“ consequently caa only quote nom“ 

SutWttae,.... *4.SOwM.85 
Fxtr/*.. 6.00,15.00 

lioute.w,;  £75%<«> 
Gatini-al i emains steady ai, is.d0(ii\i,76 >4 barrel. ' A ' 
Grain rail Wheat line been steadv. with firm market un¬ 

til l uesdav, when the new, ,.f the decline caused a slight reac 
tion in T-.'I nv resulting, however, iu lower -imitation- Tim 
sample con'1111111* to be of i. t erv tarted characler. icxultimi in 
I. wide ranee ul price »v fro.., *1 to $1 11 rI bushel "the 
l ffUies i,.OM ire,iueiit v pan! have been from frvj»»t<i$i i* 
Iiiisbel for cim.i stiii.plrig wheat. Extra prime lot-, very eleai, 
lu<ng$l lite 1.14 ,- , hush. I Spring wh**at shows tlm .-(feet of 
1 lie new* in,.I-., plainly, dud the market is riot m ariv mj lively 
" e qU0teei.mil u, light Mllilple* at, .lie >1 ]„, J,e| lh.r|nv 
continues in large supply, -av 1*0'n bushr-U daily The rnttis 
inn with theoWh-rfl from Albany, for which port almost the 
entire iiurchasps iff the season are made We nunte it to ,I-.J 
Si Oats arc quiet, with moderate supplje ''.-it 
27i« 28c Tl bushel. I ensure not. offering so freotv and the mtir- 

(V,llow', !lt ° tm>ljel 0lb*r article* are qm.u'i m, 

Butler, Fresh V lb. ,0. 
11 Tub Nm I. dairy,. JfcfifS 

Cheese...... ’2S " 
Egvs. f! dozen,. . . 

::::::: 
rurkpVK each..* 7- 

per bu.«hel. . W... 
A],ides -p barrel. ... \\\\\U 

?&!» .g« 

Hay..... 
St raw,.—. . . 

•200.000 
Quince stock. 

I .Id rAH; J si "V (4-H. 2 rear* 
sale ^nm^nba exchanged for 

HEl hER. Peiitleld. N. Y. 

oelt, 

I "urn®'r;™ktent -r 

-.iss 

A ri ' 1 l^tTO^AI !o Pari ' ,nmv fri-o,S(8 

B. HASKINS Ic GO Beekma et. if. Y. 

A ^ ^ jJ'a I t )( I v r«nf* yonr hihI 1 (Hh) n 41 
\ rt'? .vwirolcl Applet StockH. 41 fmmsi tot in 

'sSSx-...'S& 
1__ ■■ NuiaerioA, Toledo, Ohio. 

I ^,A L IG - 100 000 Penell I'rees. One VPnr 
of Hi I,, #fk "irr"''1 and other Fruit, and Ornamental Trees 
°VT- v"f; I'"!"1,1,"; «b<t choi.-e varieties, at low prices. 

r,T7onHt for CWMapur t/i-otiX. 
- — _ wn.UAM PARRY, Otmiarolnson, N. J. 

T?ti<>OM 1 Xf i'i'ON rv 1 1 ijmic ux~ 

.- a® « 

.10 m tad 5.00 

.8,00 all,00 
— Glotie. 

Special Notices. 

TIIK CATTLE IUAUKETS. 

«tfrn'V V,V!K’ Dot. !»- i’be current prices lor the week at 
all the markets are us follows: 

„ UEKE CATTLE. 
vTSt CpIHlitj C-Wt.,, . tfcT ’7K^yQ 
Ordinaryqu-diiv.... iXn 

inferior qualityf,*..V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.'.V. loffil 

— . ... cows AND CALVES. 

o.- . „ VEAL CALVES. 
First quality, O fb. 

rnfmior qSahty;:.;;::;::;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;; 1 

/-uT' Metropolitan (Sift Book Stork, No. 2(i 

Buffalo street, Rochester, N. Y. Mr. II. D. Clark of 

Mum, Mrs, E. Ross of Brock port, anti Mr. II, (J, 

Whitcomb of this city, each received last week, with 

books purchase'll at this popular establishment, uti 

elegant Silver Hitcher, valued at $25; Mr. ,J. I.kk of 

Buffalo, an elegant, Gold Watch, valued at $70; 

besidtrB over 600 other articles of value were 
sented to purchasers of books, 

replenishing their libraries would do well to send for 

Descriptive Catalogues. They will be'mailed free to 
any address, upon application. 

T, , SHEEP AND LAMBS. 
1 roue quality, If) head,. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality. 

... . SWINE. 
Irirzt. quality, |(1 lh. 
Other qualitien, .. 

GU-u.ic 

$4.26fo'4.6|) 
3.2fifm4 no 
2.7rt&\v> 
h 26ui2.7fl 

3-','W4i,c 
(iVqVaJc 

pre- 

Persons desirous of | mTlVe car: 

AliUA.M* Oot. li. Hkkvkh Tho. ocain nulfo 

..arucuiu mum ini’ llITJ'rt m 
kK.'Kier*V-i,|'i!!'W,'/,n!<.1 w“,,|c',lml ‘»'ey or* m-url.v right, 
Kw.kipth I he tollowitig i* mu coiiqianiltve statement of 

ia1oar-t ilfi l"'uk,,t OTHr Bie Central Raiiroad, estimating lfi 

Cattle, . 
Sheep,.. 
Hog*. 

This week. 
.*MfMi 
.7,4110 

ittiniicts, ficiinmcrcc, 

Kuml Neu-Vorktr Ofllco, 
Kouukstbr, October lfi, woi. 

t.v Flour and Grain we are unable to observe any material 
'bange during the week, lint, little Wheat is offering in on, 
market,- not even enough to impart any animation to trade. 

Gutter is .still moving upward, and choice will readily com- 
inancl Iij'.rj cents |>er pouoil. 

Ekitit and Vkoeta,(lkh.—Dealers have bought up consider¬ 
able quantities of Apples for shipment dm in 
The range is from $1 no to $1.60 per barre 

for best varieties, A detention upon our canal has put a stop 
to pin-elm-e.< hereabouts for the present, and there Ih a dullness 

which will reduce prices if the fleet of boats are not soon on 
the move. 

Wool has again advanced Speculators are holding for 4flf«) 
60 cents, and appearances seem to indicab, that their wish,,* 

will he attained ere long. The farmers who hare sold out an. 
giving these middle-men a good thing this year, while th,)H0 

who still hold their clip can appropriate (he good tiling to 
themselves. 

ItOCIIESTKtf WIIOLEKM.E PRICES. 

ig the past week. 
I'otaUies bring34- 

Ii.oir and Grain. 
r lour, winter wheat,$6.26t«'6.50 
8 lour, spring do, 5 OOji -jn 
f lour, buck wlieal.. 2 oricz.i,,, 
Meal, Indian.. i im.ii l ull 
W heat, Genesee . |.,«rii I X, 
Best white Canada 1.260', | 28 
Corn, old . oXiMilu 
Lorn, new. 000, die 
Kve, fill fb». W bush -16.7:6tic. 
Oals. by weight. MSi 26c 
garley;-. GteSOo 
Bucltwhr At. OllffilOOC. 
Beans. . LEiSil 60 

Meats. 
Fork, Mess.$14.60„ |6 00 
Hur t, clear. Hi oo,n 17.00 
Fork, c.wt. 6 1X0,6.11,1 
Reef, c.wt. . 4-IXl.itl6.iXI 
ri pri • g lambs, each 1 256, l. 76 
Mutton, carcass. . .gviiflc 
Hams, smoked. ft„ ioo 
Shoulders. j&ific 
Chi eke os. g,7,i0c. 
Turkeys. tuffljlc 
geexe  . 4,ri, A0u 
Ducks Jd pair . 3«n)44c 

Daiky, Ac. 
Butter, roll. tUfaiWkc 
Rotter, firkiu. 10,, lie 
9,R,exe. 06,18,1 
Urd, tried. . feffle 
Tallow, rough. i'u'U-,. 
Tallow, tried. «@l!^u 

Eggs, dozen. II ,6120 
Honey, box...... . t&ciAa 
(■■Ullifcx, llOX . IU,, ,0'fl 
t-andle.i, extra ., layizo 

. Futrir and Roots 
IppIPH, bushel . 2-'<«S8C 

Apples, dried tJrb. 61 ,c 
I exchcH, do, _ T4« I 'c 
Cherries, uo. laT, 12c 
Blums, do. ... uomioc 
Potatoes. ;io,,8oc 

Hihk.* and Skins. 
Slaughter. T'/uM 

«L ^' ' r, i,'. e " lie. 
Sh.-cp Pelts. Btlet'ir 1.06 
Lamb Pelts . »!(,< 76c 
,,,l . Seeps. 
Mover, bushel.$60001) 6 26 
Timothy.U.qqq,, 2 40 
,,, , , Sundries. 
Vvood, hard.Mutra «.oo 
H nod soft .3 u,*:, :i m 
L-m , i.chlgh.. 7.ixm. 7 ou 
Loa , Scranton-6.606, fi.flil 
con , Pitta ton.r,.'A>:, a a1 
Loa , hhamokiti..., A.6(JI>,) 6.,V) 
Coal, Char,. IfibUafcc 

hhl. I Safe, | n 
y.'fJ• .7 w*7„iu.ixi 
Stiaw, tun. 5.06, &00 
WOld.Wlh . 30,Hie 
Win,-hah, 1ml! 1,1,1 3 0,6,1 3 60 
Codfish, quintal.... 1 0),«, 440 
I rout, half bbl.TlXrii) 3 26 

Cor. week 
Last week. last year. 

4,128 4,080 
7,331 6,118 

Pricks We alter onr quotations, a* will he noticed below*' 

KK-.'lvu? 

First quniftV:::::::::: .. 
8 VtSkiC 
2L.-(7i'2^c. 

and 
out 

took 

l lotis Without change; demand pre' y brisk.-yU/«« tfiArffUs. 

doK; W-f"' Bi'Ht quality, #0.25; second 

M11.1 11 1 ijw-i -flo.ciM, couitnon, $1867,10 

JJ °HKIVi t.ixux fliXI, «1-.,||„ |;iu 
V K.* I, C.i i.vks 43,OOtjilA.OO. 

$12.a:l4lem-h.' W'S'8i tiv0 F*'1” o1'1' ^" >0, three years old, 

First quality.jit ' -,'3v 
Second quality.3 “(l„3, „ 
"him ijiiality.a- h -- <• 

iiniilul'|1;,llV,Sl|t Ur?,.'T,aiu 9nitf' hv-i* i, but‘tin-',bum 
.rJv 1 , , ''Bhnngh nottully up to lb,' -upnlv. S,|,.K„b, 

.H.w'rds'nnRjf-1" iHb',a'vhir" Bros. t< 

l-vos, 4110 Stores, 4,- 

Ililn:a I'yuAc. Tallow, 6„.Vjc. 
Lai.a skins — s,t!)c. Cai.k skins — Hullo, 

{-mu' Kl A,'r> C.vsiiih —$1.26.,, 1,60; extra and selections, $2,00(5) 

Pelts — '.’Sc.f.L*.! 00. 
«iHiVr,.Yr,^nr?' w.!,'>l',»ale,3,i:,'Ufc; retail, 5«0; far hogs 
retail 0^5^' L Miritw pigx, wholesale, 

an<dA'oV‘!!,,-!M;,C’ (”’-T, ' ■4t.l'I1»ri;bt 1.166 Cattle, 900 Bneveg, 
anu .-si 'luica, curisi-.i.ng id Working Oxen i'uwm and Calve* 

VpltlCiS*' Al-iVkS^ l.hT Vr-T ’’"i -'“table fur Beef ’ ’ 
Clift Mt/ ^ner,m'ld^', SCOtb I hird do' *-“tity. $6.76 

\ ndre lkkoy'h nurseries' 
,, at ANGERS, FRANCE. 

Inc I rnprietnr of these Nurse,-mg, tlm „,omL extensive in tl„. 
u ' i'l’,111!',10/","!' V' infor'M I|is numerous   Is and the 

V6i*!/ •l )'t bis i ii 'i/ntiW i.J Print and Ornnmnital Trie* 
hhni/.i:, Kawx, ,W/„ws, Stm'k*. <«V., for the present 
sou, is now ready and at tin u dl>iic»,-il ' 8ent s<-1 

tu BRUGI If UP? .v THRBAHD 
_f ‘ fll Cedar Strout. New York 

K, 
. ],Wi:.::;-i« 

nnira^V-l’u'1'? A" I'iui'n t lie In'^dmdinn 
1 M iintl fhi* tin^XiiinplfMl Ijirnr villi uKimi. n, 
t'n'lhei10.11 * " We given apecial alten't'!;;: 
Ui llieu pinduction andean wiuiutit superiorapeclmena 

a lines nl all sizes, and lor all pi-jm-a ilVoui 50 c.-nt* iitiwach 
lake,, daily and gimranleed to give alis|.',-ti, ,1 ' 

Readers of the Rum,, who wish lb, life like portraitures nun- 

^ttKSWSSS-rV:. 
JJ3_ HQYKY & 11 UJTM AN 

Mm), p.mvF.ity EM. Commtegion Agent:, New York 

| [UBBARD & NORTHROP, 
Arc now odoring, at their 

/* o /* I/,./ h av#a/j.v no tun, 

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings, 
ROOHE8TKR, IST. Y., 

A CHOICE AND UOMPLETE ASSORTMENT OK 

European and American Dress Goods 
Glack and Fancy Dress Si I Is 
(troche and Woolen Long .shawls 
Uroehe and Woolen Square simui.r, 

lloiriliazim-c Alpaca- and I’aramelt,,-: 
firetich Merinos ri e-t A-soil,nmni in Rochester ) 
hrench and American Prints and Ginghams ’ 

flouse ("rmsiilpi- Goods, Woolen lilankete 
Lace ami Muslin Drape, 1, (Yard or fte| ) 
Wi-appei-n and Draw,'iw, Ladies' and Cicnttemen 
v\ trite (,oo,la, Embroideries, Hosiery, Arc. 

j > T T ’ S 

CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE STORE, 

G-l State fSt., Mansion. House JBlo 

nocuKSThin, jv. r, 

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST REGULATED 

s 11 o E s T o n E 

X3NT WESTERN NEW YORK. 

A Full assortment of both 

Eastern and Home-Made Work 

CONSTANTLY ON EL YY IN ID. 

All kiuds of Boots and Shoes 

MADE TO OIlDEn, 

Aud the work done promptly when promised. 

NO MISREPRESENTATIONS ALLOWED FOR THE 

SA.KK ON SIUJaljINGr. 

Parties buying goods at this Store can IN’ ALL CASES havo 

THEIR MONEY RBF’-CJTsrjDEID 

II they desire it, if the poods bought aro not as represented 

ot do not (it and are returned iu good order. 

JJTGI{S< > IV!S from tin- ('<>irjVTIiY 

iaiting tho city and wishing to purchase Good Boots and 

Shoes, should be sure to Mud this Store. 

PRATT, 

54 Shite Street, Mansion House Block, 

Third Door South of Market Street. 

| TTli ' \ UNION NTfHHEKIE8. 
NEW FIRJYT! LOW WAR PRICES! 

A large and sol,-ci asaortment „f Grauc Vm,., PurrantH 
fl 0 Acklwrri'ie. Rjwntewria*. St,awl? - ulX»n«. 

de -1. 1601. (6I0-3teo) Utica, N. Y. 

j‘onhester Light Carriage Factory,c/CflU^ 
-TV*. 1-45 *Tlniit si., Itorlumtrr, ,V, 

1 s, 

— ALSO — 

Bleached and Brown Sheetings and Shirtings, 

Tickings, Denims and Tov/elings, 
At i.r.ss than the present New York prices. 

,1,110 M'cr„„, ,rn. s.M,„ 1 bird do. $4.o,)«o 10' 
WoitKlvri I.I.V.N -$0). ,761, 13,1 
t ows ,M, Cxi.VRH - 32,1. 3W', ,60 

yearn old. $1*!;$”*"’ *7"'9: Twrt 3H@14; Three 

StiKKc *11, J.amhd-4.200 in market Prices in lotsat*i75 
(0)2.12 each; extra and selootiurn, $2.25.;, 3 25 ,0t8at?1-M 

Sf'Hqg I.innha None 
IflliKH—OVu-fln f' fh- Tallow, SCblic. 

fiOOiiffite Calf Ski; PKLTA - .. J_ _ 
VliAI. t.'Al.VKH SOV, 0 

Skins, 7fe-8c t-l lb. 

Charles S. Benton, Democratic nominee for Secretary of 

State, in Wisconsin, was formerly clerk of the Court of 
Appeals in this State. 

— Figs are extensively cultivated in California, and some 

of them rained and cured in the Sacramento Valley are equal 
to any produced in Turkey. 

-The button business at Waterbury is quite brisk. Oue 

fin has a contract in the army button line, which will take 
lo,000 pounds of brass metal. 

— Since the great conflagration in London, several insur¬ 

ance companies have sent to this country for plans and speci¬ 
fications of steam fire engines. 

Tuesday, the 24th ult., according to the Richmoud En¬ 

quirer, was the first day since his recent illnesH that Jeff. 
Davis was able to be in his office. 

— Sir Edmund Head, Governor-General of Canada, gave 

his farewell entertainment at the Parliament Buildings in 
Quebec on the night of October 3. 

— Statistics show that tobacco smoking is becoming more 

general in most countries, and that in England it has 
increased one-quarter in ten years. 

-The Baltimore Patriot says the two Maryland regiments 
iu the rebel army are almost in a state of revolt, in conse¬ 

quence of the ioactivity of the leaders. 

— The Persia brought 240 hales of Indian cotton to New 

1 ork on her recent arrival. The staple is shorter than that 
of our cotton, but the fibre quite an fine. 

Twenty-six thousand commissioned officers are required 

0 command the Federal army now in the field. For New 

1 ork s quota alone, 6,000 will hardly suffice. 

— The Louisville (Kentucky) Democrat on Saturday week- 

announced the arrival of one hundred and fifty boxes of ^ 
Enfield rifles consigned to General Anderson. 

— <»ne of the most significant signs ef the present period 

>s the high credit of Northern States. N. V. Sevens are 

scarce at 106!*', and Connecticut Sixes bring 

~ Cincinnati papers say there is a decided improvement in 

business affairs ,n that city. Within the past few day. the 

V rn Wholesale streets wears the din of the olden time. 

pricks ok W.ikat in Michigan.—Mr. Jar. Bull, of Detroit, 
furnishes ,li tire following report (if tho prices paid for wheat 
at various lilac,-* on the Michigan Central Railroad, on Katur- 
day last, Oct. 12- At Niles, 79&8fc; Dowagiac, 75(5 85; Decature 
76 , 85; Lawtori, 75400; Paw Paw, 70@85; M ittawan, Osh- 

tern,,. 76.,,S5, Kalamazoo, ,7„87 ; Galesburg, 725,82c, Augusta, 

75(5,85; Brittle Creek, 7«Cai«6; Ciresco, «KaflO; Marshall, 76(5(86; 

TORONTO, Iter 11. Beef, on foot is lower in ennscoucncc 

“r r,,,l7' «*•*“» Sm the 
, . . '* the latter stock pure lasi-s hiive lii-eti made 

,n l.,, me,-- Hccount, will stall fi-cl ami mX them kto 
. til tsV.iu.ix beet. We quote lir-.l cl,is-cattle lit 34 60 with alow 

extra at second clang, Bud Inferior $3;„,3,50 loo I|j;1 of 

s‘!1 ':l; *6'p l,AMIH —Sheep plontiful, at $2 SOL, 4 Vlicb l,v the 
car load. Lambs at, $2962,{Ml each bv til® drove 4 • • 

t-.vr.vnH scarce and iu demand al $g„'6 each. - Globe 

Tin: wool* MAItKHTM. 

MC\v YORK, Oct. IO.-Ao actiya market still prevails.- , .: .-.11 ,oiivc market st nrevails — 
Importers aro without stock, aud -alps of foreign wools have 
f’<:.*'i* ahoo -t enl. 1 rely from second Lands and nt very foil rates’ 
It ,s uudvisl.imiTlImt there have bee,., xoroe large iales. !o ?r.' 

EVERY niCILVRTllKNT CONTAINS BARGAINS; 

Which ivoid,,,,Ibl he happv lo exhi'-i•, conlidentlv bolievinu 
that they would he apprer.liit.ed h.v l!,c 1,1,,-t ,-eoniimieiil m ,5 
chaser. \\ e are also extensive manufacturers nt 

LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS. 
Every desirable grade of Cloth and Beaver CLOAKS of the 

most 1,(.proved anil Fashionable Stvlcx, a.,, now ofim.-d !„• „* 
in greal vaiiet.y. \\ t* are rrlzo j, re pared to 

MANIJFA<!'I'DKK GAtt.VIKNTM TO OROKR, 

A T A PM IF UQiniH' NOTICE, 

For tho- ,' who prefer selecting lip,ir own Cloth* 

o&S itWJZr Xtt,E3-S 
KJKBtesa"" ‘,“i ,m“ “» 

I'27- (HJR PRICES, ALWAYS SATISFACTORY, 

IIUliilAltn A NORTHROP, 

_ t'S* 71 Main Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

Stspt, 14, J8I1I. 

^ XI E T I 3>J o S! 

300 PIECES THIS DAY RECEIVED.' 
COMPULSING EVERY V ABIETV tip, market ,lfr«,r - P.-ires 

vaiying fimo i-. t,, jp the yard - making the most Fxtkvsiv J 
$%T,H'*iXr '!£/'.. ?».v hous? 1 hU cou hit in 

"I,AU'lniinr of nml l'i-i,-|.:-i, y’ 
Me have spilix-d no p-rins to make 0,11- Stork tin, 

- 2.1 we1XXfitiS: 

S' "0l nfgoodi untll thq^ricea 

C ?ai*po< in«s 

I UK Aitnv I-. km ih : hotil(| ho borni* in mind hv alf who nrA 

th^oVZmr' ,l"r kmfUrft (;aI1,,|':T' once 

too runts //.non on. 
Just received, in all widths, 

*37* STOVE RUGS IN OIL CLOTH. Also, 

-»o pi i:u ics dimic;(}ETs, 
In new and beautiful Coloring,-. 

FELTINGS, 1)00It MATS, 

ST A lit (!A HP STINGS, STA IKHOPS, d-c. 

(dO-eoti f m-pek Mure Rooms, 358tatv St., Rochest.er, N. Y. 

<l orris. 

( 1 V \( ’ ic 1 7 C' I r l-f I-;. Du, X BABCOCK’S 

613 

j.jOOKS FOR R_buralists. 

J-lve,hot the particiiliii-B aro kept vat*"' |}omnsnrWriol'',nf 

TIIE PROVISION NARIiKTS, 

' ORK, Out. 14. Flour- fn moqrrate demand I'orcv- 
S'. Z.Vr'- X'-'f!""' ''""“huqAinn. Sate* at $.',.,Xi,j,6,2« for u-jeeted- 
*5,«ai6,3„ fm suiHjjOnc Mate, *5.46,, 6.55 fm extra do fjr ' 

exira do, 5.>.7ft,i6 \, f«r intern,r to good xhinntne brands »vhn 
round hooped Ohio, and f-V.16q) fqr tra “ brand, do 
market closing rather quiet- Caeadixt, ir, modemn^ouevT" 
^irr/ail'jz'Vdt'' ,d*’ln‘?'! 1,1 - Miles »t tsi:i.\ii 9,36 tor Mup,-r' bt,.45(V,0.76 for con,ion,, to ebrnee extra. ' Jp"r' 
evonr/'d " "lightly in la V0f uiliu vers, with a moderate 

'J' !l large portion of tin- Kites are to arrive sale* 
Milwaukee Club M*1,186.. 1.20; Chieita,, ►.•ring at 31, 7' * , 
W ted Wejler, at 1.30 , amber fowa - - ' ' "m 

i.-d qualities, to arrive! 34c! (! moa^ Wf^learn" 
tier Asia, that American or,lets were not actively filled anil not 
so mu. I, will arrive immediately a* was generally expected 
from England. Supplier are much treed,-d, ’ 

American Saxony Fleece ft ffi .. *v„,m 
Amenean full-blood Merino. .Js 

Lamb's. Pulled. ... mri'x' 
U Iforttia. fine, unwashed_.«r"-i; 
California, commun do. ... .jS;i 
Peruvian, washed . .Zji, 
Valparaiso. nnwitehed_!.t Gnir 
booth American Merino, unwashed.a 

"o -I- Mertiza, do. v:.,;::*"::;; 
eommoQ, waxtied. I.I,;, T? 
Entea JlioB, do..pA 17 

r,„ , Etrlrt- Rios, unwashed,.."I" sfaI2 
p ,0 *- Cordova, washed. 2tff, 25 
Cape Good Hope, unwashed,. . 

African, Washed, . 2*30 

Thk following works on Agriculture, Horticulture, &0 nmv 
be obtained at tho Office of tho Rural Nkw-Yokkuo. We e rii 
also furnish other books on Rural Affairs, issued by American 
publishers, at the usual retail prices,-and shall add nvw works 
as published, t ir Rural Agents entitled to premiums, and 
who are Offered a choice ot books. e.au stdnct from this list 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do 

do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

unwashed,  ..; 11 ” I!!! Do, 
Smvrna, do. iv",ia 

Do. washed,.' .. .•>ivx'..a 

>?Vn,-in*t,*OUt au,V/Irf Cx fcuii ijrJcit^ a'lv-'inccil fully* ICaju 
er$af}j*?riZ for i"Wor h, common ,,fixed \Ve-t* 
* ! • l-> f'/P Kw4f»sr*t <3f» , (nr ffiUi'l T«'» 111-1111 r» ui.;.. 
arwate ?r!° V",U,JW WY'«U! Oats arc In moderate request 
at30a,We for Capatlian, and Si.i-V.^c. f.„- W'-.xieru and Atete 

PKOV-Sioxe Pork n,a,ket so„,ewha. unsettl d and pfem, 
r*-- spy— ret,,-,:U 

rLr/Mnfl’ ^f4)r fUj,J 5^.7% 10.00far iwim/-. Ji.ud iij foil'(lorrmnn an*} market very* Hrm ,,i ai. !,., .5 >.* 

l'”t I Ifh ‘ mu1rkf*ts’1 flro'- v!lh ;l W"1 <Ienmii from consum- ern wbtvbov only to Mi,»ply t).. ir S 
C^utjmin vpry likfht, ami the entires rpceiptjs Ihtn fir .ire vJrv 
litlh? over ten per coot Oii the xan»»- tiruo Inst da-uj, it is now- 
fully twcertnined that tin, crop will fie lullv tortv per emri 
fthort n an Aryr;r«e vi^td. the -ale* roach 220 !>h!ck I8k!> at VXdi 

f^r*l:'*• rao'ef ff M - 'Mf;1',.;01"" '■» »«>" »'ihS!* K ,l "• choice >*ml camp ha lea nld^p 

tenn!t l!y auCti0u H) bftle« inferior, growth 

BkkP.s Clover begins to arrive; -hippers Offer IWllCr. xvhiet. 

unShSmi'16 VieW* or hoUen- i» S?^priies 

, A 1-HA NY, Our. 14 —KtiOUk * st, Mkal—Tho nia-ket onomxl 
°7 llour. »Od throughout, the mominir there waa a fair w sssnssustsssrsaasb 

weak. Sales red spring a; and^eriw^red^nterat 

xican, un wasKed!.TT' 4 

ItOfiTON. Gut, to Tho demand toe Wool has been quite 
five, nod Kites of both foreign Slid domestic Hii quite Kroo‘ 
, .mq,rising ah,r"t 1,6 0.IXH IDs Prire- have ,el'. imeei/lVorn te 
Inr fleeee the-ales comnriwug 300,000 lbs at 12'.,,'47c nm-ilv 

iWsasKxS 
v:;.TKsr-?r;;te 

ftaSl8Sac2:-.8tt t •'tBr*»i-.mm 
Throe-fourth do.4:." . e i3 |T .....,.T- . 
Half do. 42V5 43 
Common,. to,i*-> .-----.lo.a-t-' 
W e-tern mixed. 30*40 
Polled Extra, .435 is 

Do. Buperfine.495 43 

Bo. No. 2,..905no 
£('x,w. ..I9-. 85 
s")' rnn, was hod .1 coup, 

I'h. anyvtitluul,,_ 9iji)\7 
P tic n oh Ay re a,. 
Crimea,.^ aiD() 
Can,ula. 

AI Jl A Orr 10. -A firm market with a lirht Ktock th#- 
previous reported wh** haviiijr hnkoa All the lcceinta of ihp 

mainly con lined to tho low and medium 
grades of Fleece for army purposes.-Jaunt'd, 

a M i!■ uw,r^ A'TI* °lrr' “Th* mar ket. is buoyant, and a good 
article of clean common would bring 3*;.' 39c.—Gazette. ® 0 1 

Kelloggsville lot''interment 

,?nrRi‘tnU2' j*ob • »» tbf 27(11 of September, HOMER 1, 

&arah A. Bkyla.v, aged I year and 6 months. 

American Farmer's Ency. 
clopeilin,..24 00 

Allen's Am Farm Bonk . I 00 
Allen's DiseiiAfs of Domes¬ 

tic Animals . 76 
Allan's Rural Architecture I 26 
Allen no the Grape. , 1 uo 
Am. Architect, or Plant! for 

Country Dwellings .ti IN) 
American Florist's Guide,. 76 
Barry's Fruit Garden_ 1 25 
Blake's Farmer at I [time, t 26 
BonssingauU's Rural Econ¬ 

omy ......  125 
Bright on Grape Culture, 2d 

edition, .  60 
Browire's Bird Fancier. !*) 
Browne's Poultry Yard . .100 
Du. Field Book of Manures I 26 
BridKcmun s Card A.sb’I... .1 60 
Do. Florist* Guide..> 
Do. KltcuOu Gardener's In¬ 
structor_..... . 60 

Do. Fruit Cult Manual.... 00 
Brec.k’* Book of Flowers.... 1 00 
Bnist's Flower Gulden . I 26 
Do. Family Kiteh--o Card to 
Chemical Field Lectures. I no 
Chinese Hugar Cane and 

Sugar Making. 25 
CliOIlton s Grape Grower's 
Guide... 60 

Cobbett's Am. Gardener... 60 
Cottage nad Farm Bee¬ 
keeper... 60 

Urdus Am, Fruit Bonk .... ft) 
Uo. Am, Veterinurlaii . 60 
Dadd's Modern Herse Dot: 1 00 
Do. Are, Cattle Doctor. | on 
Do. Anatomy aud Physi- 

oloy of Die Horse .2iX) 
Do. colored plates.. .. 4no 
Dana'* Muck Manual. I no 
Do. Prize Esssy on Manures 26 
Darlington's weeds and Use 

fill Plant*..1 6q 
Davy's Devon Herd Book 1 uo 
Domestic and Ornamental 
Poultry. .j»o 

Do. Colored plates. .. 2 00 
Downing's I ruiteand Fruit 
r,1"" ' . -175 
Downingn Laudwape Gar 

deni tig.....X 60 
Uo, Rural Essays.3qn 
Easlwood's Cranberry Cui 
ture. 60 

Elliott's West. Fruit Book 1 26 
E-. sry lardy het nwu Flower 
Gardener. 50 

Family Doctor hy Prof. H. 
8, Taylor,...j 26 

Farm Drainage, (FT. f’ 
French). I 00 

Fessenden's Farmer and 
Gardener. I 26 

Do. Am Kitchen Garden M 
F ield K Pear Culture. 100 
Fish Cnltore...t 00 
Flint on Grasses ... 1 26 
Guenon on Milch Cown . ft) 
Herbert to Hois-e-keepers 1 25 
HoopeUsDog ,kGun, paper, 25 
Do. do. cloth,. M 
Hough s Farm Record .300 
Kidder s Guide to Aplarmo 
bcienc<>,..._. 

Hyde'sCblnese Sugar Cane 25 
Job unions Agrlcoltural 

Chemistry .. ..126 
Do. FJeirientsof Ag. Cliem- 

ISti'y and Geology .j no 
Do. Catechism ot Chemistry 

lor Schools. J a* 
Eaugrttroth on tile Hive and 

lloncy Bee. ... 1 26 
Leuehar's link Houses:.! 25 
Eiflbig* Fane liar Better* to 

UuNlciy'j Afurgiin llorieH ." 1 (H) 
Miner sBee keeper s Manaall in) 
M h-s on the Horse * Foot fti 
Mlllmrn on Cow... 26 
Modern Cookery by Miss 

Aelonaml Mi * M. J. Ihile.l 26 
Mrs. Abels Slclfiftil I loose- 

wife and I.ikIihh' Guide 
Mtxton's Rural Hand Books 

bound 01 ( Aeries ..rozA 1 25 
Munn i8 IriupJ Drulm'r.. ft) 

Furioerl f)0 
N»iii)ri GanJ, ( ompu.nlou. i m 
Norton w of Aun- 

CUltllffi . 

Die oi iginal ... Hoot rof N„w England 
" V1 .. ..," who removes Citneer.s without iff ill 
o,Iicim arc hut ImilutoTM, inducod hv lii.^ «upc»*hm L. 
11 h ' i" - • • | v t • ui ( niirtir I Meter*. Plenty •»( rMfnroiH-.fli lo thortu who 
Imn; been cured he *,-eu nt my offic- H0 wU<> 

MiV.iV-niT.rrTU'll-r* ..**'.•;«*'.Mark*. SnmMmn and 
tion of 
Skin, j . .. 

Ordom from ilbrnad promptly attended to. 
„ „ . Bit N. BABCOCK, 
N" -92Qhapei St., New Haven, Conn 

V(;r . or the Moll tti and n\Z"vleZ 
I III" Bones, letter. Scald Heml, and all Disease* of the perirmmqitly Cured. ' I'lBeiutr* oi uro 

608-13t 

( hkstkk county pi/- s _ 
r i/, 'M "dw prepared to execute orders I'ur the 
full trade, lor hi;, si nek of purr t .'lo-vler (,'ou „ t v I'igs These 

of°Hr0Vj" iM (I'OGtitttei'rM of'pust s'eas'ins^o'!i!"suctions 

Nntlee Is Hereby Given, pttnmnnt to tin- Stnhites of this 
ihsi'r/1"/! ° 'he aoiH-wd notice from the riecreterv of State 
llmt the General Election win |M. held in this County on the 
Tuesday succeeding u,,. first, Monday of November next'at 

b« .!e .ioIi':tlOI‘ ll1" oflko'* uara«'1 AnJtol lSiifl 
Iteteff August 1st, 1861. IIJUAW SMlrH> 

8t*tk og New Yoek. ) 
Urr- ICK Of Til* 8KUUKTX tty Ok 3t*VK 

.. Ablany, August X, I8tfi. 
ll) the Hliorlir »r (he County of M.wroei 

bnShe'hTrii0tll,C|« Htete ee^th“f « tt,,J General Election to 
I * *- «» UII0 State, on flip rill,Mi nv KllCCOOflrriir thl* Mrut 

te'Vri N,1V,"n'"'r n*xt’ ")(1 f°*lf,wirrg Officers mVt"be elected; 

A Secretary of Htate. in tlm place of David R. Floyd Jones 
Ji ( 0";Ptf"Uci' in the place of Robert ttennistOM ‘ 
An AUotoey-Genei-a1'In the pltu> of Charles G Myera 

Riohmomt hum'!'‘r autl s“4weyor, Lu the place or Van K. 

a fc»i’7.“U'nrfr' iu th“.PI»ce <>f Philip Dm shoimer 
full term. C°WK‘,H“®Der> ,u lhn ^ Hlraru Gardner, tor 

A Canal CominteMtnirr, m tho place of Reniamin F Bruce 

of^nri^ms’ UU 1,10 Vftcancy occasioned by the (teatli 

EveresI“!'P0CtOr °f SUtH Pri!i0I1H' in (1“> placo ot Josiah T. 

^ Cmnitmlt °f lhC 0l‘ Ar,Pt:a,rf. in the place of George F. 

her r!uxt°W! t‘1n"''of,,nice wil1 expire on the iastday of Decem- 

*,h* s",PtemH Court, tor the Seventh Judi- 
ot [.l'.'"r>' Welles, whose term of office 

ft) 

---•••••4..., (44 00 
OlcottVSorjrho HodlinWeeluo 
l/iru.ee on Un» Htj-avvbmrv. \a\ 
I Wilder f JniN'l uj 
iVrMoz'M Nnw Cultuie of the 

V i IIO .. qjj 
l'lieles' Bee• keeper's Chart 25 
ymuby s Mysteries of Bee- 

keqplng . . .....loo 
Uinricy mi Soiling Cattle,. 60 
Rabbit Fancier. . *q 
Randall s Sheep Husband¬ 

ry . .. | 26 
Kicbaritsonon tin- Horse. S« 
Uo. Bests nt tile IGm in ... 25 
Uo. (tome-tic F’owls__ ’ 26 
Do. oo the Hog.. " 26 
Do on the Honey ilea 
Do. on the Dug,.:,   ^ 
Rei-mallu’s Yine-dresners 
Manual. 60 

Sheplierd'sOwn Book200 
Stroy I '-aves Born the Book 

ot *> ixt.42 ro... ] (K) 
StephiNM' Book of Urc Farm 

2 VOW. Jlllk 
Skillful Housewife. 25 
Skinner'j Elements of Ag- 
nculturo. 

Smith's Landscape ’ (Jar- 
demug., .. I 26 

Thaeria Ih indples of Agri¬ 
culture .... .T...2 00 

Thomas' Farm Imnien’ients l uo 
I hotiipson * Food ot Ani¬ 
mals.  76 

The Rose Guitarist.””"" 60 
1 iipri/uii h Chemistry Made 
_ Esay. .. 25 
Turner's Cotton I'buiters 
Manual.,..l 00 

Warder's Hedges and Ever- 
greens- .1 00 

Waring* Elements of Ag¬ 
riculture.“ 76 

Weeks on Bees. 26 
Wilson on Flax.. 25 
Youatt ,fc Marti no n Otttia.I 26 
Yauatt oo the Horse......1 25 
Do, on Sheep. 76 

26 

, . •» •-™ "*7 m '-’urn, w i 
wilt Ox pirn on the Iasi day of December next 

prising the7teflnrtyrof MouteeUly “,ghth Seuate District' Com' 
l<>( NTY OI IK HID* TO UK ELECTED, 

Three M'-mbent of Assembly, 
A Short!!', in the place of llirarn Smith 
A Comity Clerk, in the place at' Dyer D. S. Brown. 

n.ri>ouTn ,J ( l'' P°01'' in lb0 plac,s of Iffinry H. 

at.dZnrtef|9IteuSdl0,J8* ia tbe ,lUlCeH °f AlpbeUH S'Clark 

fTb rown^mti J™Vms W** /irafg. °fFre<lerick Reich6oback' 

ccmhm'lnent<'r'l‘* °r °ftlCe " iU expira Dm last day of De- 
6U6-td 

A -SKL.I. FRUIT Tit REM. 
i-. -li ,, Wl1' ,1 to ''niploy a number of expi-rieoced and trust- 
wugis.y ",e” l° ‘,ee“' &a - tr,Jlu our Nurseries at liberal 

WHOLWULK Dkalerh furnished with Nurserv Stock of all 
description* Jit the lowest ujhtttrxcrfr. Tutst 

Do. on the flog.... 76 

t JE* Auy of tho above named works will be forwarded by 
mall, post-paid, on receipt of the price specified. 

Address I». i>. T. MOOltK, Rochester, N. Y. 

684tf ... . . hddker, fari.ev a CO., 
Rochester wholesale Nurseries. Rochester, N. Y. 

WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’S 
vv JJII’KOVED FAMILY SEWI.Vi UACHI.VES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

beg THE WHEELER & WIINON MANUFACTURING CO 
to state that they bare reduced the prices of their SEWING 

MACHINES, while they have added new and important im¬ 

provements. The reduction is marie iu the hope that the Com- 
pauy will have no more legal expenses defending their patents. 

Officte SOS -Brojulwtiy, lV«=<w Yorlt. 

S. W. IU II RLE, A Rent, 

l579-tf ROGHKSTBB, N. 7 

T Perpetuul Klin, 1'utented Jnly, 
J_2 1857 —Superior to any m use for Wood or Coal 24i cords 
of wood, or IX tuns of coal to it*) bhls —coal not mixed with 
stone. Address [434-tlj o. D. PAGE, Rochester. N. Y 
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OUR FALL CAMPAIGN! let’s talk a little first —I’ve a question to ask,” he 
pleaded. “Well, what is it my love?” and fixing 
his large eyes on my face, he said in calm, measured 
tones, “Auntie, do you suppose I can ever go 
through college? Chatterton’b favorite expres¬ 
sion was, that ‘God has sent his creatures into the 
world with arms long enough to reach anything, if 
they choose to he atthe trouble;' are the words true?” 
“ Chattektok, my darling, is not a safe pattern, 
he deified intellect; he owned not the power of 
grace over the heart, and never confided in Goo’s 
love and wisdom. Had it been otherwise, the mar¬ 
velous hoy might have become the perfect man, and 
instead of dying of sorrow and madness at nineteen, 
history would have written him the happy poet and 

filled their hands is transaction nnmber two. Number three is as 
pleaaantto remember. T sold a lot of goods, almost 
a vear nnt of date, to a young country merchant, for 
cash. He Ihinks he has a bargain; and perhaps be 
has; but 1 would bare let them go at any time during 
the past six mouths at a loss of thirty per cent., and 
thought the sale a desirable oxe. 

“ Now, there is my good day s work, Jenny, and 
it is one to be proud of. I take "some credit to myself 
for being, np*n the whole, a pretty bright sort of a 
man, and bound to go throngh. Let us have your 

The11 face of Mi*r. Barlow flushed slightly. Her 
husband waited for a few moments, and then said: 

“Let as hear of the yards of stitching, and the 
piles of pood things made—” 

o Xo—nothing of that,” answered Mrs. Barlow, 
with a slight vail of feeling covering her pleasant 

and the children every morning 
with sweetest flowers to put upon her table. 

We still wore mourning. It bad been our purpose 
to remove it the year before; but one morning in 
rosy June, when we were talking about 6nmmer 
dresses of soft, cheerful hues, a letter was handed me 
written by an unknown pen. It said that a new 
grave had been made in the far-off West, on the 
Pacific shore, and a young stranger slept therein to 
waken no more till the morning of the resurrection. 
Though a score of years has since gone by, deepening 
the imprints of care, and thought, and feeling, on 
my forehead, flecking my hair with silver, giving i 
birth to other hopes and other joys; yet 1 still wear 
black, unless it be sometimes when I go outto socials 
or to the minister’s for a tea-drinking, when Phii.if, 

"that child," will say, “Come, Auntie, please wear 
your striped silk, and that pretty head dress, you 
look so young in them;” and to please the boy I pul 
them on; though you may think, old woman and old 
maid as 1 am, that it is for the latter words instead. 

With the reading of that letter came a darkness 
that no language can express. The rooms of my 
heart had not a ray of light only as the faint glim¬ 
merings of immortal hope strayed through them; yet 
I was willing to live few or many years in sorrow and 
alone, if thereby my mission might be fulfilled. 
Alice at the time was twenty-two. For her, my 
noble, iny beautiful sister, I thought that life had 
some bright crown—some precious gifts. 

An artist from an eastern city had been in our 

village for months, and his visits at our home were 

becoming very frequent, f’mur Elbriuub Cory DON 

was a man who stood high in IiIh profession. Accus¬ 

tomed to the best circles of society, no wonder he 

could sway and fascinate with such resistless power 

in our midst. His language and manners were ele¬ 

gant; bis character, bo far as we saw or could judge, 

was bright and symmetrical; and when he turned 

from the flatteries and admlrings of the rich, and 

knelt with his dower of gifts at the heart of Alice, 

repeating in fervid tones the old scripture phrase — 

“ Lovest thou me?'- how could the spell-bound girl 

reply other than from the same text—“ Thou knouiest 
i thee!"—even though a Bhadow from the 

The Rural, on Trial, at only Half Price! Itv HORATIO ALGER, *IR- 

Mv Charlie ha* gone to the war, 

My Charlie so brave and tall; 

He left his plow in the farrow 

And flew at his country’s call. 

May God in safety keep him, 

My precious boy — my all. 

My heart is pining to see him, 

I miss him every day; 

My heart is weary with waiting, 

And sick of the long delay. 

But I know bis country need* him, 

And I could not hid him stay 

I remember bow hia face (lushed 

And how his color came, 

When the Hash from the guns of Sumter 

Lit the whole land with (lame, 

And darkened our country’s banner 

With the crimson hue of Bhaine. 

“ Mother,” he ridd, then faltered — 

I felt hi* mute appeal; 

I paused — if you are a mother 

You know what mothers feel, 

When called to yield their dear one* 

To the cruel bullet and steel. 

My heart stood still for a moment, 

Struck with a mighty woe; 

A faint of death came o’er me — 

1 am a mother, you know — 

But! sternly checked my weakness, 

And firmly bade him “Go.” 

Wherever the fight is fiercest 

1 know that my boy will be; 

Wherever the need is sorest 

Of the stout arms of the free, 

May he prove as true to his country 

As he ha* been true to me! 

My home is loDriy without him, 

My heart bereft of joy — 

The thought of him who ha* left me 

My constant *ad employ; 

But God has been good to the mother, 

She shall not blush for her boy. 

“Auntie, what would have pleased my mother 

best?” said PsiiLir, after a little pause. 
“ That you Bhould become a good man. 

“And my father?” 
“The same,” I added, though with Borne hesita¬ 

tion. Then 1 told him more of hie parents than he 
bad before known,—of my own family,—of the grave 
beside the Pacific waters, — designing to teach him 
thereby that all things earthly are unsatisfying and 
insecure,—that only the hopes anchoring within the 
vail are worth the tireless pursuit of our lives. 

Alice, his mother, was very fond of literature. 
Often when I was busied with making or mending, 
she would read to me from the histories and thoughts 
of the gifted, and I had observed this,—that men and 
women of genius reach by paths of wondrous sober¬ 
ing the heights from which we view them, that 
their sorrows outnumber and outweigh their joys, 

that their heart-throbs are oftener horn of grief than 
gladness. Yet, 1 dared not dissuade the boy— dared 

<* a. bargain is a bargain. Jenny,” said Mr. Barlow. 
“Word-keeping is a cardinal virtue. So let your , 
story be told. Yon have done a good day’s work in 
your own estimation, for yon said so. Go on. I am 
all attention.” „ ..... 

Mrs. Barlow still hesitated. But after a little more 
nreiner, she began her story of a good day’s work. 
Her voice was a little subdued, and there was an 
evident shrinking from the subject about which she 
felt constrained to speak. 

“I resolved last, night.” said she, “after passing 
srnnp hours of self-examination and self-opbraidings, 
that I would, for one day, try to possess my soul in 
patience. And this day has been the trial-day. - hall 
I go on?” .. , 

Mrs. Barlow looked up with a timid, half-bashfui 
air at her husband. She did not meet his eyes, for 
he had turned them partly away. 

ii dear Jenny’, goon.” The husband’s buoyancy 
of tone was gone." lb it* place was something tender 
and pensive. 

“Little Kddy was unusually fretful this morning, 
as you will remember. Ho seemed 1 perverse, T 
thought—cross, as we call it. I was tempted to 
speak harshly two or three times; but, remembering 
my good resolution, 1 put on the armor of patience, 
and never let him hear a tone of ruy voice that was 
not a loving tone. Dear little fellow! When f went, 
to wash him, after breakfast, I found just behind one 
of his cars a small, inflamed boil. It. haB made him 
slightly feverish and worrysome all day. Oh, wasn t 
l glad that patience had ruled my spirit! 

" After yon went away to the store, Mary got into 
one of her had humors. She didn’t want to goto 
school, to begin with; then she couldn’t find her 
slate; and then her shoe pinched her. I felt very 
much annoyed; but, recalling my good resolution, 
I met her irritation with calmness, her wilfulness 
with patient admonition, her stubborn temper with 
gentle rebuke; and so I conquered. Rhe kissed me, 
and started for Bcbool with a cheerful countenance, 
her slate in her satchel, and the pinching shoe un¬ 
heeded. And so I had my reward. 

“ But my trials were not over. Rome c-xtra wash¬ 
ing was needed. Ro I called Ellen, and told her that 

nent subscribers. As the times are improving, ana 
the long evenings and period of leisnre are coming 
on apace, we trust the agents and other friends of 
the Rural will kindly aid in extending its circula¬ 
tion and benefits. Almost any reader so disposed, 
can obtain from 4 to 20 trial subscribers with com¬ 
paratively little effort —thus not only benefiting 
individuals and community, but contributing to 
the future prosperity and usefulness of the paper. 
Friends of the Rural and its Objects! will yon not 
make some effort in the right direction—to further 
the circulation of the favorite Rural Weekly, and 
render its Fall ('umpaign successful? And will not 
all other friends of Improvement and a Pure and 
Instructive Literature, who read this, kindly lend a 
portion of influence in behalf of the enterprise? 

elevate and sustain him in high positions. Added to 
these was a mastering ambition,— a will-power that 
would subjugate every hindrance in an upward path. 
The breathings of bis spirit upon Philip's were a 
mighty Influence. Now hopes were born in the boy's 
soul, whose pinions were strong and tireless; beat¬ 
ing through the bars of present circumstances, they 
would lilt away on and on into a future as grand as 
the pencil of youthful prophecy could portray. “0, 
Auntie,” he would sometimes say, “ I shall one day 
go out and take part in the great life beyond our 

little village.” 
It was the day George Wilton was to graduate. A 

good many of our acquaintances were going down to 
the City to attend Commencement, for George was a 
great favorite with all his father’s people. The min¬ 
ister invited Phil, and me to join their company, 

which we did. 
Corinthian Hall was crowded to overflowing. In 

the throng sat men whose lives were crowned and 
clustered with the noblest fruitage, — men of middle 
age, who had turned away from the din of life to sit 
for a while in the windows of their lives which 
looked to the eastward. There were women of beauty 
and goodness, merry and blithesome maidens and 
graceful girls, fair as lilies that float upon the bosoms 
of sunny ink ’ orations were remarkable, but 
that of George was conoeded to be the most finished 

Boston Transcript 

Daring the tenth month of their acquaintance they 

were married. I looked upon my brother-in-law with 

great pride, but with a nameless, unspoken fear. 

After a tour of Borne weeks they returned—Mr. 

Cokvdon renewing his professional duties, and 

Alice, in his society and freedom from the arduous 

labors of the past, seemed supremely happy. 
We were sitting in the parlor at twilight one 

evening, when Billy Webr, our little neighbor and 
errand boy, came in with Mr. Corydon’s mail. I 
noticed a startling expression of countenance as his 
eye rested lor a moment upon one of the letters, 

did not observe it, for as he went torvrard 
the superscriptions, 

Elrkidgb, dear, till I 

&Ue i^ubtisto to the gnbtir 
ry ANT person so disposed can act a* local agent for the 

Rural Nkw-Yorkkk, and those who yolnnteor in the good 

cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 

rr- No Traveling Agents arc employed by us, a* we wish 

to give the whole field to local agent* and those who form clubs. 
And boride, we wish it distinctly understood that all persons 
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates 

firm) ns, ARE IMPOSTORS. 

|-£r- To Clergymen.—In answer to inquiries we would state 
that the Rural is sent to Clergymen at the lowest club rate ($b- 
2fi per year.) The Clergy are nmong the wannest friends of the 
paper Many are kindly using their influence in it* behalf, and 

very successful in their effort* to increase it* circulation. 

t'2?* Tun ltriiAi. is published strictly upon the cash system 
— copie* are never mailed to individual subscribers until paid 
for. and always discontinued when the subscription empires. 
Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep no credit books, 
i-xjioricnce having demonstrated that the Cwh System i* alto¬ 

gether the best for both Subscriber abd Publisher. 

g-j*- Western and Southern Money —In the present de¬ 

ranged state of the currency, we are unable to use Western and 
Southern money, aa our bankers will not purchase it at any 

rate of discount. Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
Now York, New England, Penn*yIvania, ot Canada Money, will 
please send us U S. Postage Stamps, as they arc far preferable 

to any uncurrent bank bill* 

f-we-TiiK Documents Free. — Specimen numbers of this 

[Written for Moore's RuraJ New-Yorker.] 

BY MARY J. CR08MAN. 

Life is a myBtcry, a mingling together of the 

known and the unknown, the real and the ideal, the 

beautiful, the terrible, and the stern —a wondrous 

melody wherein low rhythms of magic sweetness aDd 

delicate minor notes of thrilling patboB blend and 

alternate with the deep bass which is sometimes 

rough, sometimes jarring. 

It gave our village such a shock when the rumor 

passed from lip to lip that Esq. Jones had failed he, 

whom the school children Baid had “oceans of 

money,” and whoso name the humble folk regarded 

a,* the synonym of gold. Many ol the poorer class 

had placed their hard earned dollars in his keeping, 

and among them wub my father. True, the sum was 

small—only two hundred and fifty dollars—hut it 

Alice 

the window to look ove 
she said, “wait a moment, 

n iU1d by the time she had returned, 
He could control 

onderfully, and all through the evening 
unusually talkative, jesting in playful badinage ! 

with Alice, and in bis arch way repeating graceful 
compliments aDd tender words. I knew there was 
a warfare in his soul.-that his mirth was counter¬ 
feited,—know it as well as when the next day he said 
that he must leave on the afternoon train to meet an 
artist-friend in Boston, who had unexpectedly 

returned from Europe. 

That was the last time we ever saw Philip Cory* 

don. Alice received three letters from him after¬ 
ward, which 1 read, lie pleaded business engage¬ 
ments which were imperious, and making it neces¬ 
sary for him to he absent from the United States a 
year. His professions of love 1 knew were sincere. 
Alice held a place in his heart that no other woman 
had ever Occupied; hut early sins had poisoned the 
well-spring of hiB life, and tangled the weaver’s rich 
and silken web. “ How great a thing it is to he a 
vwnl" My Christian sister had been in the furnace 
of trial before, but now it was “seven times hotter 
than it was wont to be heated.” I write the words 
with reverent joy, that she walked not alone; there 
was One beside her like in form onto the Son of Gon, 

light the lamps, 
his manner was the same as usual 

himself w 
was 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 20 letters. 

My 8, 14, 13, 9 i* a sea in Independent I 

My 9,12,11,19 i* a riverln the Rusaiat 

My 9, 10, 19, 11, 16, 5 is a city in Africa. 

My 8,17,11, 6 is a river in Italy. 

My 7, 3,18 is a river in Scotland. 

My 16, 4, 18, 17 is a branch of the Elba 

My 1,19, 17. 11 is a branch of the Garo 

It was after the burial. The orphan babe was 
Bleeping, wrapped in the delicate garments upon 
which his mother had wrought through the long 
summer hours. To me had been delegated the re¬ 
sponsibility of directing a human life. I knelt and 
prayed as did Solomon, “GreatGod, give wisdomP' 

It was granted; through the succeeding years, my 
great love for the hoy did not hinder the administering 

of reproof and discipline, though often given amid 

tears. 
Very proud was I when he lisped his first word, 

“ Auntie," which 1 had been for weeks teaching him, 
as was I all through his childhood from hearing the 
commendations he would receive at school and Sab¬ 

bath school. 
Philip Elbridge, (the name his mother called him 

by,) was very unlike other children of his age. 

Sometimes I thought him a marvel of maturity and 

precocity. His esthetic, nature developed finely, 

and though he was passionately fond of the paint¬ 

ings and portraits hiB father had executed, yet he 

was very far from becoming an artist. His soul had 

other and higher riches; the voices that called to 

him were from men of mighty purposes — men upon 

mountain heights, who away into paths of their own 

marking the multitude beneath them. 
I remember one day when Philip was in his thir¬ 

teenth summer, as I sat in the dining room, about to 
look over some plums for preserving, which the 
Doctor’s wife had sent me, he laid his head in my 
lap, saying, “ Now, Auntie, please magnetise me, my 
temples throb so hard.” As I brushed back the.dry 
curls from his forehead, he told me that all throngh 
the night he could hardly sleep for the bright hopes 
and visions that thronged about him. He repeated 
them, and it cave my heart a new unrest. Partly to 

hit first, in kitchen, parlor, ball, 

Ls faithful aye to duty; 

Yet ever in the view of all 

Has far more nse than beauty. 

Yet judge not rashly, nor contemn 

My name, my birth, or glory; 

A noble peer of .England's realm 

I'm proudly known in story. 

My second, in enforcing laws 

For litUe rogueB, i* clever, 

While old rogues cut their creditors, 

And then cut me forever. 

Poor hen pecked husbands rue my whole, 
When testy Games grow sour; 

Not Xantippe’s tongue, nor Caudle’s soul, 

Has half my dreaded power. 

£3r” Answer in two weeks. 

It is Paid For I—As our terms are cash in advance, those 

who receive the Rural without having subscribed for it, a-'1 

please understand that some one has kindly “ assumed the 

responsibility. •’ Such is the fact in regard to the copy con¬ 

cerning which we have just received thi* note from Chili- 

cothe, Ohio:—’I have for some time been the recipient o. 

your valuable paper, and its weekly appearance iB looked tor 

with great interest by my wife and self—she for the lutere.-t 

ing domestic matter contained therein, and I for the decide 

stand you take on the - E Pluribus Ununi' question. 1 thm* 

you give evidence of being 'all right. But, my dear sir, to 

whom am I indebted for this privilege, or am 1 reading your 

paper without compensation? If so, write me, and I 

4 fork over. ’ I desire a continuance of it as long as you furm- 

us with such recipes, Xc., and are sound on the Union-tor ’ 

sentiments like yours were promulgated iu our papers g*n 

erally, ‘ secesh' would not receive much sympathy.” 

A. GOOD DAY’S WORK 

“I’ve done one good day’s work, if I nevei do 
another,” said Mr. Barlow, rnhbing his hands together 
briskly, and with the air of a man who felt very 
much pleased with himself. ... 

“And so have 1.” Mrs. Barlow’s voice was in a 
lower tone, and less exultant, yet indicative of a 
spirit at peace with itself. „ _ , . . 

“Let us compare uotes,” said Mr. Barlow, in the 
confident manner of one who knows that triumph 
will be on his side, “and see which has done the 
best day's work.” . 

“ You of course.” returned the gentle-hearted wile. 
“We shall see. Let the history of your day’s 

doings precede mine.” , , 
“No,” said Mrs. Barlow, "yon shall give the first 

Very well.” And, full of his subject, Mr. Barlow 

b6“ Yon remember the debt of Warfield, about which My seventh is a verb. 
I spoke a few days ago?” 

“I considered it desperate—would have sold out jgf* Answer in two weeks. 

mv interest at thirty cents on the dollar when I left -. — 
home this morning. Now the whole claim is secure. TO en-tgMAS 
I had to scheme a little. It was sharp practice. But ANSWEE8 TO hMiUMAi 
the thine is done. I don't believe that another 
creditor of Warfield will get a third of his claim. Answer to Geographical Enigma. 

“The next operation,” continued Mr. Barlow, “I Dictionary, 
consider quite as good. About a year ago I took Answer to Bouquet of Flowers: — 
fifty acres of land in Erie county, for debt, at a 3a gye-hright; 4th, Flower- 

valuation of five dollars an acre. 1 said i t^-day.or turnip. 6til lark spur; 7th, Four 
ten. I don’t think the man knew just what he was pride-of-Oltfo; 10th. Rose-Mary 

S?<5i#r*HeauS 2 Answer to Mathematical Problem 

i„£i a...t,n"~ hundred dollars to bind the bargain. Answer to Charade: - Cn notine 
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CHARADE. 
MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 

THE LARGEST CIRCULATED 

agricultural, literary a>td family weekly, 
18 PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N- Y. 

Subscription—Two Dollars a \kar. 

Agents as follows.—Three Copies one yew, for $5; Six, ao one 

free to club agent, for $10; Ten. and one tree, tor$l<S, ’ 

and one tree, for $21; Twenty, and one free, for*-), • 

greater number at same rate —only $1-2° I'er y’. ri b 
extra free copy for every Ten Subscriber* over t 
papers directed to individuals and sect to ma y 
Post-Offices a* desired. As we pre-pay American po. S 

papers sent to the British Provinces, our Canadian 
friends must add Decent* per copy to the club rates of the 

i>iv®. r tlm ifitt'nat nriftfl of copies BCut to Europe, * 
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drained. Many of the injurious insects seek refuge 
deep in the soil during the winter, and by fall plow¬ 
ing are exposed when perhaps too much chilled to 
again make the necessary exertion to secure a Bate 
retreat, and perish. The frost, too, cun penetrate more 
deeply in plowed ground, and in this way thousands 
of grubs may be destroyed with little labor. Experi¬ 
ence is the great teacher, and the umpire that must 
settle all disputes, and to our correspondent we say, 
try fall plowing on a part of ft field, keep art account 
of the labor and expense, and let ns know the result,. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
AS ORIGINAL WEEKLY 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY JOURNAL 

things that abound at. this time of the year. Cooked 
potatoes aud ground barley and peas will fatten hogs 
a little faster than anything we ever tried, and make 
sweet, solid pork. Meal may he substituted for the 
barley, but the influence of peas upon pork is great, 
as any one may ascertain by feeding a few to those 
that they kill for home consumption. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 

CHAS. D. BRAGDON, Western Corresponding Editor. 
INQUIRIES AND NOTES 

Tire Rural New-Yorker Is desi'imed to be nnRnri'Swed in 
Value. Purity, Usefulness aud Variety of Content*?, and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance. Its Conductor devotes his per¬ 
sonal attention to the RupervWon of it* various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Kckal. an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subject; intimately connected with the tiuxinesp of those 
whose iutereste it zealously advocates. Asa Family Journal 
it is eminently Instructive and Entertaining —being so con¬ 
ducted that it can be safely taken to the Hearts and Homes of 
people of intelligence, taste and discrimination. It embraces 
more Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific, Educational, 
Literary and News Matter, interspersed with appropriate and 

beautiful Engravings, than any other journal, —rendering 
it the most complete Agricultural, Literary and Family 
Newspaper in America. 

The Destructive ‘"White Grub.” 

Kps. Rural Nuw-Vorkkk:—Inclosed I send yon apiece 

cut from the Farmin' Advocate, The description of the 

depredations of the grub is true; but we had supposed they 

were the larva; of the Maybug, and that next spring they 

would be humming about the air, instead of reproducing 

themselves in the earth, as described by the writer of the 

article. Will you decide this question for us, or set us both 

right, if wrong?—A SUBSCRIBER, Batavia. Kane Co., 111. 

The article referred to describes the ravages of 
“a large white worm, sometimes called the grub 
worm, which breeds aud matures in timothy, and 
perhaps in some of the other grasses. They become 
so abundant that they cut the sod from the under 
soil in large patches all over the field, so that you 
can lift it off as yon would a covering from a bed; 
and the grain Crops succeeding they will utterly 
destroy.” From the description we cannot say 
whether thiB is the Wire-worm, as wo judge the writer 
In the Advocate supposed, or the grub of the May-bug, 
or Chaffer. The latter has been exceedingly destruct¬ 
ive in gardens in this section for the few years past, 
catting ofl’ whole beds of strawberries, and making 
sad havoc with verbenas and other bedding plants, and 
have latterly become troublesome in pastures. Last 
season wo saw a field of potatoes, in which the greater 
half of the tubers were so injured as to bo unsalable, 
sometimes only a shell being left. The eggs that 
produce the >vire-wo>~ )ai , ,„.i.. 
face of the earth, and they are several years before 
becoming a perfect insect—all that time feeding upon 
the roots of plants in tho mi miner, and In the winter 
descending deep into the earth. The May-bug lays 
Its eggs in June, below the surface of the ground, 
and these soon produce a yellowiBh-wbite grub, with 
a shining dull yellow head; they live on the roots of 
plants duriug the summer. In fall they descend for 
winter quarters, and come out in the spring perfect 
insects. Where they are plenty, scores will he turned 
up by the plow or exposed in spading. From the 
West we have received specimens of the grub charged 

with the mischief, and it is very 
much like that of the May-hug, 
of which we present a drawing. f ' 
It is evidently of the May-bug 
species, though differing a little 
we judge from the specimens 
obtained here with which it, was compared. How¬ 
ever, the specimens were dried and somewhat muti¬ 
lated before coming to our haudB, so that^we could 
not judge with certainty as to their identity. Our 
Western Editor gave all the information obtainable 
in the Rural of September 14th. 

PAIRS-ONTARIO CO. AG. SOCIETY 

Taking the Ontario Co. Fair its a text, I will offer 

some remarks upon agricultural and mechanical exhi¬ 

bitions. The practical tendencies of the age find fit 

expression in these Autumnal gatherings, which, 

ministering to sundry social necessities, render 

deserved tribute to labor, enterprise and skill. Once 

a year, at least, old and young, grateful for daily 

bread, m^y well , render homage at the shrines of 

Industry. .. f - 

Admitting .imperfections, we shall make onr exhi¬ 

bitions what they ought to be by giving them credit 

(or what they arc. 

Primarily, — They are educators of the people. 

Who wishes to know what is the proper model of a 

steer or steed, let him go to the Fair and see. If 

the steer isn’t there, the fault is out-side, —yon may 

say what you please of the man that didn’t bring 

him. Here science culminat? s in a cook stove, or 

grows jubilant over a tin whistle. Would you get a 

new frying-pan “before ibn ynople,” what better 

chance than tho Fair. Many ingenious devices rust 

in the factory for the v mt of an 1 Production. 

Secondly,—They are •f'.dtbv Mi mutants. The man 
• 1—. fnU» - - —*— “I -S.T’ rD» U! ‘UHSl uc 

ought to. Rivalry fi y,? mu’.,pur. If not Christian 

virtues, arc at least. g.etft Incentives to effort. Who 

ever means “ to exhibit,” pays a little more attention 

to blood, and a good deal more to grooming, — he 

gives extra hoeingto his squashes, and extra manure 

to his grapes. There Is an electrical influence (n 

improvements which whole communities feel. Health 

js contagious as well as disease. Isolation, the bane 

of progress, finds its antithesis in the Agricultural 

Fair. 

Thirdly,—Oar gregarious instincts, if they did not 

“ get vent ” in this way, might fare worse. 

Entertaining such views, I accepted an invitation 

to the Fair of the Ontario Co. Agricultural Society, 

October 2d, 3d, and 4th, that I might see how one of 

the best institutions of the kind in the State was 

conducted. 

Its Fair Grounds are at Canandaigua, widely cele¬ 

brated for its beauty and the high moral, intellectual 

and social character of its citizens. They comprise 

an ample area, the usual fixtures all in good order, 

witii the addition of an “amphitheatre” capable of 

seating, I should think, four or five thousand people, 

and a chance for the rest to stand up. It-incloses an 

open area of one hundred and fifty feet diameter,— 

the building is thirty feet deep, with of course an 

outside circumference of over six hundred feet. 

Below the raised seats, around the entire building, 

are rooms occupied by vegetables, fruit, dairy pro¬ 

ducts, &c., with eight feeding stalls, where you can get 

a good meal, and which, are rented at $15 each, and 

pay the lessee well at that. Ou the other side are 

conveniences no less indispensable to large bodies of 

our fellow citizens. Back of the raised seats, above 

the rooms just mentioned, around the entire building, 

is an open space for the exhibition of domestic 

manufactures, paintings, &e., which are suspended 

against the outer wall or placed upon a table con¬ 

tiguous to it, the space affording a fine promenade to 

hundreds of young men who have the good taste to 

remember to bring the ladieB with them. 

Into the open area in the center the horses were ail 

brought successively in their varions classes, and 

were there jndged in tho presence of the people, who 

themselves sat in judgment upon the animals and 

their judges as well. I was one of the judges, and 

had a realizing senae of the difficulties and dangers 

of the position, Graut we conld satisfy ourselves 

upon all doubtful points, wbat are we to do with the 

couple of dozen exhibitors, more or less, each one 

of whom knows he has the best horse in the ring? 

Yon can easily suit one, but that leaves an over¬ 

whelming majority against you. 

Judges claimed to be honest. 1 go for the judges, 

against the people. I am not op for Congress. 

Where one judge iB bribed, or has particular friends, 

there are ten “private citizens” who can never see 

anything but beauties in their own chickens, and 

infirmities in other men’s. 

There are many “points” to consider in judging 

animals, and no horse is likely to excel all the reBt 

in every particular. One has a bad head, another a 

bad back, anothi * -Vmtder, another 

fails in the feet, ; 11. Suppose 

they are alike in i have got to 

decide whether U is than that— 

a matter that got at. Charity, 

though a little rtue; ignore 

heads and put y* i like, but be 

so kind aB to pe- id first.” 

On the otcas; the “bench’’ 

waa respected ght to expect. 

It is due to tii.- ty to say that 

manifestly thei Jecisions absfW 

AUTUMN NOTES. 

The Antumn is pretty well advanced; in a few 
weeks, and weeks are very short in a busy time, 
Winter will commence his rigorous reign. A good 
deal remains to be done before we can welcome his 
coming with anything like composure or satisfaction. 
The season has been somewhat remarkable; for up to 
this time, (Oct. 18th,) we have not observed the least 
sign of frost in this section; and ivc have not had 
an Autumn in many years more uuiavorauiu tv <\.»i 
work, on account of the almost Incessant rains. As 
a general thing we find farmers have a good 'leal of 
work yet. to do, while In some cases the requirements 
of the country and the patriotism of the people have 
made the ordinary help lighter than nsual, while 
extra assistance is more difficult to obtain. 

Wo have long observed that exemption from frost 
until late in the season is not a help but a hindrance 
to the farmer,—and in such cases winter, when it 
finally comes, finds him entirely unprepared. With 
frosta in the latter part of September or early in 
October, the work of the fall harvest commences at 
once and in earnest, and every frosty night is con¬ 
sidered as a warning—a call for extra exertions to 
prepare l’or winter with all possible speed. Then, 
too, with clear, frosty nights, we have fine, dry 
weather, favorable to out-door work. But, when 
frost keeps off until late in the season, especially if 
wet, work is delayed, the potato tops do not die, 
tnrnipB and carrots are making growth and mast not 
be disturbed, and everything moves along slowly. 
We do not realize the steady advance of the season 
until a change takes place suddenly, the ground is 
frozen, potatoes can be dug only in middle of warm 
days, and many are spoiled, everything must be hur¬ 
ried up; and cold fingers, slovenly work, and much 
loss is the result. We do not speak thus to cast 
reproach upon farmers for want of forethought, or 
because we think ourselves more wise and pradent in 
this respect than thousands of our readers, for we 
have suffered in this way more than once, but because 
if we were engaged in the practical work of the farm 
we would feel exceedingly thankful for such a gentle 
reminder, and endeavor to profit by it. We do not 
profess to be weather-wise, but rather think the pres¬ 
ent will prove to be one of those treacherous seasons 
to which we have alluded, and extraordinary care will 
be necessary to make preparations for the coming of 
winter; for come it will before long, aud perhaps 
without warning. 

Although the warm, moist autumn has produced an 
unusual quantity of fall feed, yet the coming winter 
may be long and severe, and coarse fodder that now, 
in a time of plenty, is thought almost worthless, 
before spring may assame a value not at present easy 
to realize. It is best, then, to 6ave every kind of 

fodder that can by any possibility or in any emer¬ 
gency be made available. By the modern mode of 
cutting and steaming, or scalding and mixing with 
meal or mill-feed, mach that has been heretofore con¬ 
sidered of but little value may be turned to good 
account. Should the bee refuse honey from buck¬ 
wheat because inferior to that from basswood and 
white clover, many a colony would perish by starva¬ 
tion. We have thought that many were feeding their 
meadows, especially the new ones, too close this fall, 
beiDg deceived, no doubt, by their green appearance, 
resulting from constant rains; but an examination of 
the plants would have shown that they were eaten 
almost to the roots. The ground, too, has been so 
soft that injury must result in some cases, we think, 
hut experience may not prove this to be so. 

It is strange that farmers will continue to plant 
potatoes on heavy, undrained soils, now that the dis¬ 
ease is so common. A dry, well drained soil and 
rather light, can alone be depended upon for a crop. 
We lately saw a field of Peach Blows from which 
scarcely ten bushels of sound potatoes to the acre 
were gathered. In burying potatoes this year, a dry 
knoll must be secured, as the ground is full of water. 
Before burying they should be exposed to the sun and 
air, and have a thorough dryiDg, as this will check 
the rot. 

The hogs should be put np to fatten at once, and 
they can use up the small potatoes, apples, and other 

CHEAP MODE OF V RUNTTI I.A'J'INCr ROOMS 

Ventilation is a snbjeet that we consider impor¬ 
tant, and particularly seasonable at this time. In the 
summer months our homes are well ventilated 
usually, but when the autumn comes and the dooi'B 
are closed and the windows secured bo as to prevent 
me Uisi.i urn MUTor JV" .. *■ r- 
pure air which Heaven has provided lor all, without 
money .v. l without price. If the plants in the green¬ 
house languish and lade, and no other cause is appa¬ 
rent, the gardener at once understands there is 
insufficient light or air -a want nf proper ventilation; 
and if any defect is observed in the flue so that the 
gaB can escape to taint the atmosphere, he knowB 
that tins must be corrected at once or all will perish. 
If he allowed his plants to die or even remain 
unthrifty under such circumstances, he would be dis¬ 
charged at once, as he would well deserve. Yet, our 
children •1 in ill-ventilated rooms, 
so r Btoves that the gas is 
m t every time the coal is 
re' lisli and pine and grow 
si and if they die, we think 
it ’ Providence. No plant, 
nc mid survive one wiuter 
in jular temperature, with 
a- er-heated, dry, and itn* 
pi p those we prize more 

chimney, ana cmu,v,u ILaii thw"blJttoJll'by ua 
elbow joint or a side pipe. For a room occupied \>y 

three to six persons, ho recommends a pipe 7 inches 
in diameter if round, or 5 by 10 inches if ov»l or 
flattened. For a larger number of occupants, tie 
recommends an 8-inch round pipe, or better, an oval 
one 5) by 11 inches. The cost varies from $2.50 to 
$4, according to form, size, and length. 

The action is represented by the arrows In the 
engraving. The cold air comes in through the win¬ 
dows, doors, or cracks, as indicated by the arrows 
not having feathered ends. Being heavy, it settles 
downward as shown by these arrows. It is warmed 
both by being breathed and by coming in contact 
with the floor and furniture, when it dues upward as 
shown by the arrows with feathered ends. The rari- 
fied air in the upper part of a room, which lias been 
rendered most impure by exhalations from the body 
and the lungs, is drawn off by the draft of the chim¬ 
ney, dom through the pipe, and is carried away. 
Tho object of this arrangement is, to take off the air 
from tho upper part of the room, and at the same 
time avoid spoiling the draft of the stove pipe by 
any opening above the entrance. In rooms warmed 
by basement furnaces, where the pure warm air first 
rises to the top, before being nsed, the upright pipe 
is not needed, but Rimply an opening or short pipe 

at the bottom of the chimney Hue. 

ldlefield, Conn., some 
simple plan for venti- 
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Fall ('lowing. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Yokkkr:—Ig fall plowing of sufficient 

advantage to pay for the trouble and inconvenience? It is 

inconvenient, because, in this country, it mast be done when 

all the strength on most farms is needed to secure crops, and 

make ready for our hard winters. Of course it requires extra 

labor, because, in most cases, I suppose, it is necessary to 

plow again in the Bpring.— Plowman, Cayuga Co., N, Y. 

It is difficult toj^ive a general rule of practice in 
agriculture to which there are not so many exceptions 
as almost to destroy the rule. Circumstances, soil, 
&o,, vary much, and all these differences must be 
taken into consideration before any practice can be 
recommended or adopted with safety. This is what 
causes snch a difference of opinion as is exhibited in 
all onr agricultural meetings for discussion of practi¬ 
cal questions, and in the communications furnished 
the Agricultural Press even by the best and most 
successful farmers. One plows the ordinary depth, 
then follows with the subsoil plow, and in this way, 
by deep and thorough tillage, raises large crops of 

corn, and can do so in no other way. Another hears 
this statement with surprise; for three, or at most, 
four inches, is as deep as he woold ever plow for 
corn. With deeper tillage than this every attempt to 
grow a crop had proved a failure. Here is a differ¬ 
ence in belief and practice between the two farmers, 
that in the opinion of the less thoughtful entirely 
destroys faith in the reliability of both, and their 
words are regarded as of no more value than the 
“ sounding brass or tinkling cymbal.” But by more 
careful inquiry we learn that the first lives on a heavy 
limestone farm, with a rich, yet stiff and Impervious 
subsoil, which it is of the greatest importance should 
be broken np and gradually mixed with the surface. 
The last has his home on a lighter, thinner soil, with 
a porous, gravelly subsoil. Nothing is to he gained 
by breaking up or mixing this soil with the surface 
earth. The great object to be sought on soils of this 
nature is to add to and enrich the Burface, which 
must be done by manuring and turning under green 
crops. 

Daring the past week we b^ve been upon soils that 
would be much improved by being plowed up and 
left to the action of the frosts, and upon others that 
would receive no particular benefit from the practice. 
Frost is a cheap and most effectual pulverizer of stiff 
clay soils. In the spring they should not be touched 
until so dry as to crumble freely. This course will 
subdue the most stubborn clay, that is, if well 
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generous confidence 
become what we feed upon. The appointments of 
tho household, the familiar objects of our youth, are 
blended witli our being. Can wo fashion and form 
them with too much care? Wiser than wisdom is 
the instinct that beautifies a dwelling place. It is tit 
that the heart’s best affections should center on 
“ home,” and genius and labor make it worthy of 

the life that is aud the life to como. 

Not the least interesting feature of the exhibition 
was the drill of some youthful Kouaves, in bright 
colors, who gave a patriotic flavor to the festival. 

Mr. Smith, the President of the Society, Messrs. 
ORANGE a and Holrebton, tlic Secretaries, Mr. Jar¬ 

vis and other Assistants, all deserve the highest 

credit for their labors and efforts in behalf of agri¬ 

culture. 
I embraced the occasion to call upon friends in 

Canandaigua, whom I had known more than twenty 
years ago when I attended the Academy under the 
charge of Prof. How*. I was glad to liud the Pro¬ 
fessor, with ago renewed, giving his aid to rural 
improvements. I called upon Mr. Giukon Granger, 

the Secretary, lie showed mo some fine Alderneys, 
aud, being a profound admirer of good milk, I deter¬ 
mined to recommend these cows to the “distin¬ 
guished consideration” of my countrymen. I am 
satisfied that, considering the amount of food they 
consume, and the quality of milk they yield, they 
are worthy of a more extensive introduction. A 
fine span of horses, weighing eleven or twelve 
hundred each, in Mr. Granger’s barn, and which I 
«aw move afterwards at about a three minute gate, 
proved that the true American horse is one smooth 

>f and handsome enough for the carriage, fast enough 
L for the road, and strong enough for the team and the 
L^jlow. Mr. Granger resides at the old mansion of 

B^G-andfather, who was Post Master General under 
I^scton, Adams, and .Ieukerson. It uiubines 

H^!’ simplicity. He k««qis it in good order, 
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Dr. Atwater, one of the oldest citizens, is still 

alive, though very infirm. 
Mr. CnKEHBRO, father of the accomplished author¬ 

ess, was supposed to be near his end, carefully 

nursed by his daughters. 
Miss Urn am, the veteran “school ma’am,” is in 

the full bloom and beauty of her age, attended by 
her neicc, wife of our lamented friend, Jons Hates. 
As I walked up and down the streets of the beautiful 
village, I thought of the change that death had 
wrought since my sojourn there. The venerable 
form of Judge Howell, the dignified and manly 

Gkeio, the genial and talented Wim.sosr, the couitly 
and accomplished Ifciuutu.s, the eloquent EiulbT, 

the worthy matron Mrs. Jackson, no longer grace 
these streets,— they arc gone to even fairer Beenes 

and a happier life.—u. t. b. 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES. 

THISTLES! 

What a sibilant sound that is! Wo is me, that 1 

am compelled to writ* it in connection with Western 
agriculture —that there is any reason why I should 
point it with an exclamation. But I am compelled 
to do it. And I wish my pen were a pointed pole of 
indefinite length, or a galling goad, or some, other 
equally irritating weapon with which I might stir up 
some of the western men 1 have seen, who permit, 
thistles — big bull thistles and Canada —to run ram¬ 
pant, and mature and scatter their seed by millions, 
borne on the prairie breeze. 

For the first time in my western experience, T have 
fount! Canada thistles this season. I have written of 
one patch before; I found another which happened 
to have an inveterate foe in its owner; and yet 
another and larger one than both the two first, which 
is extending its borders without hindrance. This 
last, named is in the midst of a very fine farm in one 
of the best counties in the Htate, and in the midst of 
one of the best neighborhoods i have visited. It is 
on the farm of an old neighbor, whose experience 
with these pests ought to induce extra effort to exter¬ 
minate them. But, I am sorry to say, he thinks bis 
neighbors ought to help him. It Is true they had 
better do so at once, if he does not take the measures 
necessary to suppress them. 

There is more than one important reason why this¬ 
tles, especially Canada thistles, should not be per¬ 
mitted to get a footing here; but there is one which is 
so important that, attention is called to it right, here. 
We grow and ship East a great deal of grass seed 
timothy, red top and clover seed. Western seed is 
held in high repute in the Eastern markets. It yields 
the West a large annual revenue, and yet there are 
men who, by their carelessness or shiftlessncss, peril 
the reputation of Western seed, and will, if let alone, 
sacrifice this revenue. For the reason why seed 
grown in the West is preferred, is because it. is 
clean—because the seed of foul, noxious weeds is 
not found iu it. Aud this reputation is worth 
making much effort to retain, 

But the big bull thistles are getting an alarming 
bob! in the pastures of many of the farmers of 
Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin. They are 
easily killed, and we know of no excuse which can 
be accepted from a farmer who allows them to 
occupy his entire farm. It lias been a question seri¬ 
ously entertained whether it would not he a benefit 
Bo U.c country, ami lg nnnvdr- iron*MUu.r, \f 

a list of the this*'1* of the country, giving names 
and plaees of residence, were published. It seems 
to the writer that such a man ought to be marked 
at once and made notorious. 

IS THERE A NORTH-WEST 

I have this moment read, in the Rural of Sept. 
21st, the list of American Commissioners to the 
World's Fair at London, next year. The first, ques¬ 
tion I ask is, lias President Lincoln forgotten that 
the center of bis realm lies ivest of any of the Stales 
represented by his appointments? There ought to 
be a Western man appointed, and Western Indus¬ 
trial interests ought to be represented at this great 
fair of all nations. The different State governments 
ought to take some action in this matter. It. will 
pay them all to do so, inasmuch as they are to 
receive the surplus population of Europe. Let our 

Western readers agitato this subject. The time is 
short in which to act- perhaps before this para¬ 
graph readies the reader, it will be too lute to apply 
for space iu this exhibition. But this should not 
deter our manufacturers and inventors from exhibit¬ 
ing and transporting for exhibition sudi articles as 
are UBod successfully here. The great North-West 
cannot afford to lose this opportunity of being repre¬ 
sented at this grand re-union of Nations in an Indus¬ 
trial fete. Let the appointments bo other than pre¬ 
ferred politicians. 

A MECHANICAL ASSOCIATION. 

Among the Rural’s readers are many inventors 
and manufacturers of and dealers iu agricultural 
implements and machinery. These comprise a large 
and influential class, representing a large amount of 
capital and enterprise. There is another class of 
readers, still larger, who me agricultural implements 
and machinery, and arc compelled to purchase and 
pay for the same. Of necessity, these interests are 
co-operative and to a certain extent co-equal. I 
have something to say of interest to both classes. 

It is well known that, at our State and County 
fairs, the mode of making awards on machinery is 
hut little, if any, better than a broad farce—that 
premiums are awarded to different classes of farm 
implements, in each of which there is a large num¬ 
ber of competing machines, without any test, or trial 
of the same whatever. The award is made by a 
committee compelled to determine the merits of the 
machine by its inanimate nppearanco—to depend 
upon their practical knowledge, prejudices, or on 
the reputation of the respective machines. The 
award thus made may be just; but it is not always, 
or even often, the case that it is. There is no oppor¬ 
tunity given for comparison. No standard has been 
fixed, except that which may exist iu the minds 
of the members of the committee, and each oue, 
respectively, may have established a different stand¬ 
ard— and imue of them may be correct — none of 
them such as any competitor would be willing bis 
machine should be judged by. It is plain the awards 
in such cases are unjust to the parties who make 
them, and unjust to the owners of the machines. 
But a still greater injustice is done to those who buy 
and use said machines, for they are too frequently 
misled by such awards. The fact that such decisions 
are heralded through the country as belonging to tli 
reputation of any implement, is proof that the 
be used, and are valued by those who secu 
as a powerful aid in the disposal of a 
implements. Knowing the manner in 
awards are secured — the basis upon w 
given—the inventors or owners of mer 
meats cease to risk the reputation oft 
or machinery in competition with tha 

inferior. They prefer to rely less upon the prestige 
of such an award, and more upon the reputation 
which the classes who use their machines give them. 

To illustrate this matter more clearly, allow the 
writer to cite two instances furnished by documents 
which happen to be before him. The Wisconsin 
Agricultural and Mechanical Association, which held 
its fair at Milwaukee the week commencing Sept. 2d, 
offered SI5 in cash for the best reaper, and $10 
for the second best; the same sums for the best and 
second best mower; and again for the best combined 
reaper and mower. The Illinois State Agricultural 
Society offered its grand gold modal as a premium 
for the best reaper, the best mower, and the best 
combined machine respectively. Now, it is a fact, 
that these awards were made in each of these cases, 
without any trial of these machines by awarding 
committees at all. There was not even a team 
attached to any one of them, to show its motion. 

The awards may have been just, for aught the writer 
knows, but no one knows them to bo so. There are 
no data by which the work of these machines can 
be compared. In the case of the Illinois State So¬ 
ciety, this is inexcusable; it is reprehensible; it is 
unworthy the name and fame of the Society*, and 
unjust to the farmers of the State. It were far better 
for both the Society and the people, if no premiums 
had been offered. The grand gold medal ought to 
mean something when it is awarded, and its meaning 
ought to be written in detail on the records of the 

Society. 
The reader will understand what is meant by these 

strictures. It is not Intended to reflect in any way 
upou the character of the machine receiving the 
award; but T do intend, as much aH in me lies, to give 
such awardB their true significance and value—to 
show that so far as the public is concerned, so far 
as fanners are concerned, they are of no sort of value 
or significance whatever in establishing any point 

of superiority. 
Now it is well known that the folly of this farce 

of making and receiving awards on machinery in 
this manner, has been again and again protested 
against ; that the project of organizing an association 
by which exhibitions of machinery exclusively, and 
trials of the same, coaid be made, has long been 
talked of among the exhibiting classes. This talk 
has ripened into action. At the recent State Fair iu 
this city (Chicago) there was a meeting of exhibitors 
to talk over the feasibility of making a test exhibition 
of implements the coming season, or perhaps a series 
of such exhibitions. As the discussion progressed, 
the importance, use and practicability of snch a 
project became more and more apparent, until it 
resulted in a resolution to take measures at once to 
secure, such an exhibition or scries of exhibitions. 
The meeting appointed a committee of live, whose 
duty it is to set about, tills work at once. The names 
and address of the members of this committee are: 
D. .1. Powers, Madison, Wis., Chairman; .John P. 
Manny, Freeport, Ills.; Wm. Duane Wilson, Des 
Moines, Iowa; J. R. Mofpitt, Piqua, Ohio; and 
Horace L. Emery*, Albany, New York. 

It is made the duty and will be the effort of this 
Committee — 

1st, To secure the co-operation of all inventors, 
manufacturers, dealers, and buyers of farm imple¬ 
ments and machinery. 

2a, To establish a standard or scale by which each 
kind or class of implements shall bo tested. To Jo 
this, it is necessary that all manufacturers interested 
should furnish the Committee with the different 
points of merit in their respective implements or 
machines, and their views in detail as to the charac¬ 
ter of the tests which should be made, and best modes 
of applying them, in order to get at the real capacity 
and true merit of the machine. 

3d, To provide for a thorough, impartial, and scien¬ 
tific, trial of snob machines or implements as may 
enter into competition with each other, at such times 
and places as such tests can be best prosecuted. 

4th, To provide for a grand exhibition of machinery 
(exclusively) at. the close of the season, at which the 
capacity and work of each machine, And the awards 
made and the reasons therefor, shall 1 a published. 

This will involve a good deal of labor, and may at 
first seem impracticable. But this node of doing 
business has been adopted with sncc-ss in England 
and on the Continent; aud no agricultural population 
in the world have greater interests involved in the 
acquirement of the kind of informat on this organi¬ 
zation is intended to elicit, than have the agricul¬ 
turists of the WeBt. The statistics which may be 
arrayed to establish this fact., showiuj the amount of 
capital invested and employed in the manufacture of 
implements for the North-West, would astonish those 

most familiar with their use here. 

Bnt. this article is already too long- Those inter¬ 
ested, who are willing to further till* project and 
desire to communicate the information the Committee 
ask, may forward the same to the address of any 
member of the Committee, or to its noting Secretary, 
Chas. I). Braiidon, Box 8,!H)7, Chisago, Ill. 

JOTTINGS FROM THE WEST. 

County Fairs — Illinois and the War—C'om and Hogs,— 

Horses and Mules — The Weather, etc., etc. 

Here in the West, all true friend.-* of agricultural, 
horticultural and stock-raising process, find great 
cause to regret that — as a consequence of our Na¬ 
tional troubles—at least two-third*) of the hitherto 
quite prosperous “County Fairs” were postponed 
for this year. As an apt illustration, the Adams 
County Association have held some seven or eight 
successive annual meetings here in Quincy; and as a 
gratifying reward for their expenditure of money, 
time, Ac., the numerous stoekholik-'rs were enabled to 
assure their more timid friends--timid and exces¬ 
sively cautious when solicited to materially aid in 
pushing forward a new and untried enterprise — that 
the doubtful experiment (as quit® too many meu are 
apt to term all really progressiv e undertakings,) was 
steadily growing in public fu-vor — that the great 
benefits resulting from their annual exhibitions were 
beginning to largely affect the entire faming 
interests of tha county. T’aese promising results 
were particularly noticeable ' during the years ’50 and 
•(10. But failing to hold a Fair this fall will serve 
measurably to break-up the auspicious train ol pleas¬ 
ing events connected therewith, bo completely as to 
render a new beg nping n. ot only an Inevitable neces¬ 
sity, but_a noli tie mov c. And what renders these 
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re far better prepared 
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growers, etc., will not suffer a greater loss, in this 
connection, than a year or two of peace and pros¬ 
perity shall suffice in completely restoring. 

Now, in all kinds of grain, cattle, horses, hogs, 
etc., up to children, Illinois has long enjoyed the 
highly creditable name of being one of the most pro¬ 
lific States in the Union. Bat the crop of soldiers 
for lkfil, which Illinois designs as positive workers 
on the South part of Uncle Ram’s still undivided 
farm, bidB fair to greatly exceed all previous yieldB. 
Therefore, without detracting one particle from the 
truly Hublime patriotism of the other Free .States, all 
unprejudiced men must admit that Illinois — the 
Sucker State — has nobly earned the title of “ The 

War. Horse of the Union l” This same sucker (alias 

Union-succoring) State, lias sent regiment after 
regiment of her gallant sons into the tented field, 
until the people of other States, and especially of 
Missouri and Kentucky, are beginning to ask the 
question, Vhile wonder and astonishment arc depicted 
in every feature, “ from whence corne all these hardy 
prairie warriors?” At this moment onr so prover¬ 
bially prolific State has forty-eight regiments on 
duty in the South-West,—while Governor Yates, 
assisted by a large and efficient, force of prominent 
civilians and experienced military officers, is now 
rapidly organizing thirteen more regiments. Ere 
another month passes away, this State will have sup¬ 
plied the Government with sixty thousand brave, pat¬ 

riotic soldiers. Has any other State furnised the 
same per centage, as compared with its population? 

Owing to their having a large quantity of last 
year’s corn crop still in crib, and the overabundant 
yield of the present season, coupled with the now 
almost certain probability that pork will remain low 
during the ensuing winter, onr farmers are in some¬ 
thing of a quandary as regards feeding their hogs 
for market this fall, or holding both corn aud hogs 
over and waiting for the rise of prices consequent 
upon an early close of this war and a removal of the 
present river embargo. With corn at fifteen cents 
per bushel, while all prospects of an advance seem 
quite slim — taken in connection with the unpromis¬ 
ing likelihood that fattened hogs will scarcely reach 
three dollars per hundred this full and coming 
winter — it is not “passing strango ” that our 
farmers have found themselves involved iu something 

of a quandary. 
The old aphorism has it, that “it is a poor wind 

that blows nobody any good,” and the farmers 
throughout all this section of Illinois, in particular, 
are now realizing fits truthfulness to some extent; 
inasmuch as, while all kinds of produce, hogs, Bheep, 
cattle, Arc., have fallen down to ruinous prices, the 
large Government orders for cavalry horses and draft, 
mules have so enhanced the value of these animals as 
to partially compensate the farmers for their losses 
otherwise. 

During the past two weeks we have had a “ glori¬ 
ous spell ” of weather, which perhaps the ww-unison- 
ons word “betweenity” would more intelligibly 
describe than any other known to cant phraseology 
hunters, —that is to say, the weather regulator has 
sorely tantalized poor, non contented human nature, 
in these regions, with chance gleams of bright, genial 
and all-cheering sunshine between “ spells” of gentle 
rains, of “right smart olntneo” rains, of copious, 
flooding and perfectly deluging rains! Possibly, all 
this excessive dampness may Jjiive been sent as a wild 
picom-uov of ihn cguioj-cjlii’ arpnv, — although I can’t 

well imagine how thlwrafny ^ojtysm could well* lie 
rendered more profusely aquilrinidike; or, perhaps, 
it, is the virtual djumox in all its liquid glory and 
windy power? If so, then we may soon hope to wit¬ 
ness the incipient dawniugs of that, delightful epi¬ 
sode— that most lovely gem in the year’s parure— 
that rarest and sweetest bud iu the year’s bouquet— 
Indian Summer. But, it is too soon to write of that 
magnificent asteroid of glorious old Autumn, A few 
weeks later aud then I hope to pay my best respects 
to that most perfect product of year making. 

The prevailing low prices of wheat in the Quincy 
market have not deterred our Adams County farmers 
from sowing a much wider breadth of that all-import¬ 
ant cereal this fall than ever before. As a rule, our 
wheat growers have adopted the plan of early sow¬ 
ing,- a most Judicious plan for this singular climate, 
as innumerable experiments have proven. In a ride 
of some ten miles to-day, l saw no less than seven 
fields in which the tender wheat spears were begin¬ 
ning to shoot above ground, with a most cheering 
promise of a firm root-hold long before the rigors of 
winter arrest its growth. 

Just at this writing, our city is literally thronged 
with fruit growers, eagerly seeking a market for that 
proportion of their most abnndant crop deemed too 
perishable to admit of much dolay. Although the 
fruit yield is large, still 1 am sorry to say that its 
quality seems markedly below that of many former 
years. Occidental. 

Quincy, III., Sept., 1861. 

spirit of tfo* 
To Hold n Ilnril-lirildcd llorse. 

N. P. Blakesj.ee, iu the American Agriculturist, 

describes the following simple method of holding a 
fiery, hard-bitted or run away horse. Put the buckle 
or snap of the rein through the bit ring, and fasten it 
to some part of the bridle between the ears and 
mouth of the horse. The advantage of this easily 
and quickly made arrangement is two-fold: 

1st. It draws the bit into the corners of the mouth, 
whatever be the position of the horse’s head. 

2d. The force exerted on the bit in this manner by 
the same power at the end of the rein, though not 
quite doubled, is very much greater than when the 
rein is attached simply to the bit. By this means, I 
have seen the most fretful and ungovernable animal 
immediately converted into a serviceable plow-horse, 
while my eased limbs and shoulders gave direct 
testimony in favor of the diminished labor of man¬ 
aging the team. 

The arrangement is also convenient in driving an 
ill-matched team, one horse being a fast, and the 
other a moderate traveler. Arrange the reins as 
directed for the fast horse, leaving the others in the 
common way. _ 

Task- of Garlic Iu fflilU. 

In answer to a query in the Farmer and Gardener 

upon this subject, a correspondent says:— “I do not 
know that I can prescribe the best method, hut a very 
effectual remedy is fouud in saltpetre. Place a 
lump, from the size of a pea to a hickory nut, in the 
bucket before commencing to milk. The saltpetre 
will thus become thoroughly dissolved and diffused 
through the milk before stri ining. 

It is advisable, whe1. u can be done, to remove 
the cows from the gari!cky pastures five or six hours 
before milking. A large portion of the garlic will be 
expelled in the exhalations — consequently less salt¬ 
petre will be required, and there will be less danger 
of the latter being detected in the taste of the bnt- 

j\ When everything is kept perfectly sweet and 

clean, there need be no fear of the butter tasting old, 
if churned several days before it is destined for use, 
provided it be immediately well worked. Indeed, 
where it is necessary to use this salt as a corrective, 
the batter is improved by a week or two of age. 

“Saltpetre will, to a considerable extent, also 
remove the taste of bitter weeds, turnips, and rank 
clover from milk and butter. Whether it will 
interfere with the ‘fine flavor'' imparted to ‘Phila¬ 
delphia Juno butter’ by the Eweet scented vernal 
grass, 1 have no means of knowing; bnt this I do 
know, that I have often sold buiter treated in the 
above manner to some of your city connoisseurs, 
who invariably praised its good qualities, especially 
for keeping free from rancidity.” 

Galled Shoulder* in Horses. 

As making bavelocks for the protection of the 
neck is now all the fashion, saya a correspondent of 
the Germantown Telegraph, I have concluded to send 
you an account and directions for making, some 
which I have in use, and like very well indeed. Rome 
say that if a collar fits a horse as it should, he will 
never have sore shoulders. Now, I do not think 
that this is the case, for I have a pair of horses who 
could not be worked at plowing or harrowing for a 
week without having sore shoulders, yet their col¬ 
lars lilted them well. It seemed that one hide had to 
be rubbed, and as that of the collar was the hardest, 
the consequence was that the horses’ hide got the 
rubbing. The galls I could soon cure, but if the 
horses were worked I could not prevent them. 
Chancing one day to take hold of an English agricul¬ 
tural journal, the first thing which I noticed was an 
editorial proposing that a piece of leather should be 
laid on the horses’ neck under and disconnected from 
the collar. I saw that the theory was good, aud con¬ 
cluded that as one hide had to take a rubbing, the 
collar and the leather might settle it between them as 
best they could. Ro having procured paper and 
scissors, I cut out a pattern for my havelock. I cut 
the pattern so that it conld be sewed together on top 
of the neck and in front of the breast, and at the 
same time fit the neck neatly without creasing. They 
were made considerably wider than the collar, say 
from ten inches to one foot. I then applied my pat¬ 
terns to a piece of leather, and cut out their counter¬ 
parts and sewed them together, and after soaking 

them over night, I applied them to the horses’ neeks, 
taking care to keep them smooth and nice. Rinoe 
then my horses have never had sore shoulders; and 
any oue seeing the bavelocks after three months’ use, 
would not wonder that the horses’ shoulders were 
not sore. I have cured the shoulders of horses with 
the following compound:—Good brandy, one quart; 
one half pound alum powdered. 

The brandy and ahm) should be placed in a bottle, 
and when used should be well shaken. The mixture 
shonld be rubbed on with a sponge, and a pud (an 
old stocking leg stuffed with straw) should he placed 
below the gall, and I will insure a cure if the collar 
is as soft as it should be. I have cured shoulders 
with this mixture even when the skin was broken, 
without taking the horse from his work. But use the 
bavelocks, and you wen’t want the mixture. 

Handling and Training Steers. 

An Illinois correspondent of the American Stock 

Journal says iu training steers the following labor 
should bo performed: 

1. Accustomed to ymr presence. 1 
2. Trained to be yoked,—to travel in the yoke, and 

turn right and left at command. 
3. Trained to work. 
The first should be accomplished long before 

“breaking,” as it is termed; if, however, it is not, it 
may be very easily done by handling the animal — if 
it must be by force, handle, always being deliberate 
and careful iu action, and never be thrown off your 
guard so much as to Btriko or kick. The creature 
will soon learn lie lias nothing to fear. Now let him 
know he lias something to gain, by giving him a 
nubbin of corn, or scratching bis neck, back, etc. 
Whenever you undertake to handle an animal, accom¬ 
plish what yon undertake; and if you have any 
doubts as to the result, do not begin until you have 
force enough to be sure of success. If you do begin 
and fail at first, persevere until you finally conquer 
that’s the word, conquer. Any animal is a Jong time 
forgetting a triumph. 1 had rather teach ten wild 
steers to handle that have never been tampered with, 
than one that has once come off “ best.” The most 
skillful man we ever saw at handling cattle, did it 
with the least expense of feeling to them, and yet, 
when they refused to perform, he used the niOBt 
imperative force to compel obedience. An animal 
came from his hands tamer and more gentle than 
from one who resolves not to force. Use, then, force 
enough,— do what you attempt, but be always mild 
and gentle—show no temper. 

Training to the yoke. This is easiest aud best done 
in the barn yard. Drive them quietly around for 
considerable time—mind, you drive them; if not, 
they run aud scamper wbire thoyjike, without per¬ 
ceiving that you are master. After half a day of 
such driving many steers will submit to be yoked by 
the driver alone, and wild ones can soon be so 
wearied as to be readily yoked. In this regard you 
have to judge whether best to yoke by calling in 
help, or keep them going until yon can yoke them 
alone by yourself. When you have them yoked, be 
gentle with them,— let them know you are master,— 
keep them going until weary, and but very little 
after. It is easy to learn steers to turn right and 
left, when you have them in the yard under your 
control. Touch the near one when you wish them to 
go to the right,—the off one when to the left; or if 
you wish them to turn about, start one ahead quickly 
by a touch, while you motion the other back at the 

same time. 
Training steers to work. This is by far the most 

critical part of “breaking steers,” and should be 
accomplished by gradual approaches, being careful 
not to worry nor weary them. Suit their tasks to 
their strength arid endurance, and have patience 
now, that when they are fully grown, they may not 
he prematurely “old cattle.” How many pairs of 
so-called old, slow cattle, are really so? They arc- 
old in appearance, and slow, because when young 
their spirit was destroyed by over-work. Cattle are 
more unfitted than any other animal to severe labor 
before attaining their full growth and constitutional 
development. 

In breaking steers, bear in mind that yon must 
subdue their will, but maintain unimpaired their 
natural animal spirits. 

One year ago we trained two pairs of steers. One 
pair was wild and bad to he caught with the “ lasso.” 
This pair we had gentle and tractable in one week, 
and yet one of tneru possessed an almost unconquer¬ 
able will. In getting him home we yoked him with 
his mate and could not drive them. We then hitched 
a strong pair of oxen ahead and drew hiui — he part 
the time sliijing ou the ground and part the time 
pulliug back all ho was able — we were all this time 
gentle and careful, bnt firm; and in one hour he was 
subdued, and we had no further trouble with him. 

In traiuing steers use all the force necessary to 
bring them under your control; then gentle them by 
being mild and gentle yourself. No animal thinks 
less of you for conquering, if you do not abuse your 
superiority. 

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Seedling Stocks— Bristol & Williams. 
Pat riotic Packet* of Union Stationery and Portraits of Presi¬ 

dents— B. Haskins k Co. 
A Donation Reception for Industrial School—C. E. Perkins. 
Improved Stork—Thomas Aston 
A Good Small Farm for Sale — C H, Marsh. 
Peach Trees, &e„ for Sale —P. Bowen & Co. 

SPECIAL NOTICES. 

The Metropolitan Gift Bookstore — J F. Hone. 

Rural Notes anh 3tcms. 

Tub “ Seasonable A vnounckmicnt ” on last page is some¬ 

what more conspicuous than we designed—our printer-in-chief 

being fond of displaying good things (to say nothing of the ela¬ 

tion caused by a recent addition to his family)—and perhaps it 

is unnecessary to Invite thereto the attention of the reader. 

Yet we are naturally solicitous on the subject, and desire the 

friendly co-operation of every one who approves the course 

or this journal—all who believe it calculated to enhance the 

welfare of Individuals, Families and Community. To such we 

would fain present the claims of the psper in such manner as 

to secure their bind offices in its behalf at a season when 

effort* to extend its circulation will prove most timely and 

BneeewfnI. While we are endeavoring to maintain and 

increase the interest and value of its pages—augmenting its 

expenses at a time when many contemporaries are lessening 

theirs—we Irust the friends of the Rcral will second our 

efforts to render it still more useful by giving it a more gen¬ 

eral circulation. Agent-Friends and Subscribers can greatly 

aid in promoting this object, by seasonable action among their 

neighbors and acquaintances,—for “words fitly spoken,” and 

an exhibition of the paper, on their pnrt, proverbially leads 

to successful results in obtaining new subscribers. 

— Many persons, who never acted io its behalf, are kindly 

volnnteering their aid in extending the circulation of the 

RUSAL. We are receiving from this clasv numerous requests 

for specimens and bills to bo used in forming clubs for the 

next volume. Among the trio.-d recent of these, is one from 

Harrison Co., Ohio, which reads in this encouraging wise:— 

“ Please send me some specimen copies of the Rural, with 

Foster, fee. I wish to act as Agent, and extend its circulation 

in this community. I never saw persons better satisfied with 

any paper, for the amount invested, than the present clnb. 

I think I can secure most of the old subscribers, and perhaps 

a good many more.” 

DisT/NGUisnEU Arrival.—Emulating some modern briga¬ 

diers, Gen Jack Frost has been very tardy this season, and 

did not arrive in our region until Monday morning last. True, 

be bad sent skirmishers in advance, but they only recon¬ 

noitred the outposts, and retired without causing damage. 

Meantime our forces (crops) got out of harm’s way, so that 

when the w hite plumed, withering devastator reached us, 

there was little of value which bo could blight, or destroy. 

Indeed, the corn Crop being out of danger of “ confiscation,” 

Jack can do no special harm, but rather prove beneficial in 

ripening buckwheat, and bringing about other natural and 

seasonable “evolutions” in field, orchard, and garden. 

His delay was very fortunate this season—iu saving our com, 

especially,— still, as he had an important mission to fulfill, 

we say “better late than never,” though none too late for 

those unprepared for his advent, and that includes a large 

number of worthy people who are not in the habit of being 

fully “ up to time” in their operations. 

Prindls’s Agricultural Cauldron and Stramrr.—We 

are informed that this new apparatus, which has recently 

been exhibited in this State, at most of the Western State 

Fairs, and at several local exhibitions in New England, 

receiving the highest premium in every instance, is meeting 

with great favor among practical men. Wo hear of sales 

already being made in this aud distant States and Canada. 

Mr. P. informs u* that he has made arrangements with the 

manufacturers in this city, whetoby he will lie able to supply 

the demand. The .Steamer is to be exhibited in operation, by 
me Jirieutoe, at Le Hoy, N. y., on eatnrday, the 20th inst., 

and at Batavia ou Monday following. An advertisement, 

receive!) too late for this paper, will appear in our next. 

- —- ■' — • » - ■ ■ ■   —— 

A Nnw Rakk I'OK A Reai-Kh.— Our Western Aid saw, and 

mentions as noteworthy, at the La Salle Co. Fair, a new rake 

which may bo attached to any reaper, which is simple and 

effective—the best self raker he has ever seen. The rake is 

suspended from an eccentric rod running the length of the 

platform, and is as long as the platform. This rod is made 

to revolve by bolt and pally, and thus the motion is given to 

the rake, which cleans the platform of the grain at a stroke, 

leaving it behind the reaper in the same position and condi¬ 

tion precisely as ft bad on the platform. John Taylor, of 

Winoua, 111,, Is the Inventor. 

Wkstkun Grain Si-routing.—Mr. Uragpon writes us that 

the grain stacks of Southern Wisconsin, Northern and 

Central Illinois, are green, in many Instances, with growing 

grain—that much of the wheat has been poorly stacked, with 

the purpose of thrashing before the fall rains came on; but 

that during the entire month, to the date of his writing 

(October 7,) rain has fallen almost daily. Add the warm 

weather, and we have the cause for this loss to Western 

farmers—to the whole country. Ur. B. says this loss is great¬ 

er in extent, aud more serious, than is generally supposed. 

Thu Reward Ararian Houses.—At the last meeting of 

the Executive Board of our State Ag. Society, the committee 

on these horses recommended that they be separated for the 

ensuing year —the oldest (bay) to be kept In the Northern 

part of the State, and the youngest (sorrel) In the Southern 

tier. Arrangements were then made with Col. S. D. Hungkr- 

rORD, of Adams, Jefferson Co., aud Ezra Cornell, Esq., of 

Ithaca, Tompkins Co., to take charge of the horBes—it being 

understood that the terms of service be fixed by Messrs. 

Hungurvokd and Corn km.. 

Injury to the Bean Crop.— The heavy fall rains are 

said to have proved very injurious to the bean crop — in 

many Instances destroying large quantities after they were 

pulled. In some sections the weather has been so wet that 

the crop (especially of late varieties, or late planted,) has not 

yet been fully secured. On the contrary, the product of 

fields of early varieties, planted in season, are said to have 

been secured in good condition in many localities — a fact 

worthy the attention of growers. 

Flax Cotton Is already becoming an article of commerce. 

The Providence Journal states that considerable quantities of 

it are prepared, and find a ready market for various purposes, 

ehietly for mixture with cotton and wooL Although Inferior 

to cotton for most purposes, it is equal to It for many and 

superior to it for some. It has fairly taken its place among 

the textile raw materials, aud it will grow more Important as 

the supply increases, as the processes for its preparation 

improve, and the uses for it develop. 

-. ■» -- 
La Salle Co. (111.) Fair.— Mr. Bkagdon attended this 

Fair, and reports a meagre show in all departments, except 

farm products and fruit. He says the exhibition of grapes 

was large and fine, aud reports that he has visited the vine¬ 

yards where they grew, and taken full notes of what he saw 

and heard. The l air would have been a comparative success 

but for the wet weather — it having rained more or less — 

mostly more—each day of the Fair. 

-- 
Is it a Truism?—An exchange says:—“The Chairman of 

one of the Committees of an Agricultural Society in New 

Hampshire winds up liis report of the proceedings on the 

track with the following poetical truism: 

' Money makes the mare go; 

Trotting makes the fair go.’ ” 

— Though trotting at fairs may cause the temporary success 

of Ag'l Societies, it has proved injurious to some of the best 

in Western and Central New York, and elsewhere, as many 

of our readers can attest. 

N. Y. State Fair Awards.—We designed to publish a list 

of the principal awards of Premiums at the recent State Fair, 

but the crowded state of oar pages has precluded. The 

official list of awards is given in the October number of The 

Journal of the State Society, and we presume copies can be 

obtained of the Secretary—Col. B. P. Johnson, Albany. 
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MhRTIPFfT fP Pn | T “ In midsummer we need protection as much as at place secure from 
AWkVff A>.|> A A Mi |Ly Aj, A \Jj anytime. High winds bruise and break the soft ami two feet deep, a 

— ■ succulent leaves and shoots, and bend and blow over trenches, as closely 

IMPORTANCE OF SHELTEE, trec8, We ha’a Been, in an exposed nursery, huud- with earth. The i 
- , rt:t33 *>f fino young trees broken down and destroyed trench, should be 

Every year we become more convinced of the in a f,‘w ,ninules)' Then in autumn, when the fruit is against which the t 

importance if not absolute necessity of a general llt,am>n£ maturity, how often do we see trees broken trees being laid in 

effort to provide shelter for our gardens and orchards. down a,ld three-fourths of the crop scattered on the the tops with strip 

Our trees suffer from the cold winds of winter, but 8round> a heap ol' worthless windfalls. safe until spring, e 

the greatest injury is done in the spring when trees “Shelter, therefore, is one thing indispensable at the trunks are oo 

are in flower and the leaves tender, although there seas0,,s of the year — there is no safety without injure the branch 

are but few orchards but suffer every autumn by the 'f‘ ^bo cultivator, whose gardens and orchard stand erect and bank up 

falling of the fruit from exposure and high winds. exP09«l to the pelting of every wind that blows, tection against mil 

At almost every season, therefore, shelter is needed, must certainly he ill at ease; he eauuot count upon they can he remov 

We had proposed to write an article on the subject, saf'-t.v °f his crops a moment. Under the most “heeled.in " imme 

but found one to our hand, written by Mr. Barry, to favoral)l'' circumstances there are grest hazards; but no Injury if they hi 

which we Suvite especial attention. Tt presents in a b'9 are doubty— trebly great. Like a cowardly mitted to thaw gn 

plain and forcible manner the importance of shelter, landsiuan at Hea- he watches every gathering clond they are received ii 

and the means by which it is to he obtained. with alarm, lest it may bring forth a hurricane that or hale in the cellui 

importance: of shelter. 

Every year we become more convinced of the 
importance if not absolute necessity of a general 
effort to provide shelter for our gardens and orchards. 
Our trees suffer from the cold winds of winter, but 
the greatest injury is done in the spring when trees 

place secure from water, about eighteen inches or 

two feet deep, and placing the roots in these 

trenches, as closely as they will lay, covering them 

with earth. The earth, as it is taken out of the 

trench, should be made to form a sloping hank, 

against which the trunks anil branches may rest, the 

l|ees being laid in a slanting position. Then cover 
the tops with straw or evergreen brush, and all is 

safe until spring, except mice trouble them: and if 

Muscat both in pots and planted out, and can therefore 

speak with certainty of its great productiveness and hardi¬ 

ness. It produces hard, short-jointed wood, with thick, 

robust foliage, a property which adds to It* value, when wo 

remember bow many cross..* from the Muscat hare lender 

milage, apt to become scorched under a bright sun. The 

bunches are somewhat long, tapering, and well shouldered 

lbo herring set very freely, even under the disadvantage of a 

low, damp atmosphere; the hurries are medium.sized, oval 

Wttf 

braiding straw.—an inquiry. 

Kps. Rural,: Mrs, Dennis wishes some owe who 
to///, and can, to loll her how to prepare straw for 

shaped, of an intensely black color, ami well covored with Braiding; and what kind to use. Being a straw- 

tu tion against mice. II trees are received frozen, KruU Committee of the Roym Horticultural Soeietr > t .vu’"1 ,uy uua,IlBBD for a number 
they can be removed from the boxes or halos and °f ^ 1 tlllak 1 tell her. 

heeled..,, immediately, and the roots Will receive Saunders' prize of £b for the best seedling grape of the >ear The 8trnw 0f Wintcr ryo is the Cut it when 
no injury if they have been well packed and are per- which was awarded it a* such; and in the miscellaneous^class ,b° berry *9 1,1 tll° mi,k- just before It hardens. Scald 

mitted to thaw gradually in the soil. If, however, llt Bio opening fete of tho Itoyat Horticultural Society, at. ^ by dipping Into a kettle of boiling soap suds after 

they are received in freezing weather, place the box 3cmth Kensington, it was awarded an extra prize, all or which cutting off the heads; then spread in the sun plucirur 

or hale in the cellar unopened, and allow it to remain ce^to its the head end on tho ground, the other res imr on 

until thawed, then choose some flue day and “ heel ... ®. ®on“,Jr tbf K“rtl®“ ,,r K™»°-hou*o should bo poles three or four Inches from, tho ground Turn it 

l" if!"”'-,,Trw*thM :rc-civrd •» ,jn“ * wim * •* •»- *■ 
...•»«* 

a. aouety, when, it 0f years, f think I run tell her 

tapeof [ZyZ, „ 8tl7,0f rye is the best Cut it when 

mUcollaueous das* bcrry 9 111 t l0 milk> JllHt before it hardens. Scald 
.1!_;_ s . « ... . 

and the means by which it is to he obtained. wlt“ alarm> lcst it may bring forth a hurricane that or hale in the cellar unopened, and allow it to remain coltirv lo its ;‘xt,o>l«nce. the. head end on tho ground the other J«tw 
‘ Shelter is a subject which comes directly home wi" l,pstr°y bis hopes. until thawed, then choose some flno day and “heel ,"e c,ms"ll'r that no garden or green-house should bo poles three or four inches from the «m„n i m 

to every man who lives in the open country, and “ Bnt we sha11 be told that « ia impossible that in ” or plant. Trees that are received in the spring, B'om iU hahtt, it is admirably adapted for once or twice a day and in three or !lv T/i 
hopes to have a comfortable residence, with fields, every ono’a .pounds ean be sheltered - impossible and apparently pretty well dried up, may often lie • Uo'“e’ w0 0xpWrt * *** it vary * good sun it will be unite whiin Ti Mt 
orchards, and gardens, that may bo cultivated with ** every man can select a situation protected from saved by burying tho whole tree in the earth n ZTZ EE J I'lZZZT'Z T “"T* i o7u T 

*><■ !»»«• ^ar .hat vWy *•>«« »rWU., Wo g,.„t thi., wMt. The hath „,l will ,b,.rh mo,.tore, ,„a ' " '* * ' rnoro with mT rX’Zu ' iZ 
look this matter^ in selecting and preparing their 'Ve know lt 18 not m the Power of raany those in most cases the tree will be preserved. —-- around a box or barrel and annlv the i„.|,'mitnn^ 

country residences. Elevated situations are gener- e!°n who piu'cll:,se ”ew places to Plant themselves There is some difference of opinion as to the best A Frh.voh BoeonicT.-i shall try to give an idea of a bluach> hyputtiug a few coals in a dish in the barrel 
ally prclerreil, and It to right they ahonld ho; (uch ““f? froteetlons the oonntry n,« for planting. In Wottem New Vork wo prefer bo«,netb, tontoto, „r sig„7r ».I. t“ Z„L, »»<> throwing a cMplo of toMpoonfnO 

considerations as purity of air, facility for drainage, ' b pretty 'vcl1. olcarcd Umber, and wo the lull, on account of the leisure and the fine H ^nned two ranges or tiers, composed of crowns, artisti- 011 them, and covering tho barrel to prevent tho 
and a commanding prospect, have all too mnch to do must take it Just, aa it ia. What we advise, however, weather usual at that season. ISti 11, no one need fail <,“"y vaneguti.d. Verbcmu of diiraront colora, commencing escape of tho smoke. Continue these .smol es till 
with the pleasure and advantages of country life to t,us: that PeopIe who 8re abo"t ^ purchase land in spring planting. All that Is required is a little blight rod’ mi ttaishl,18 wilh the moat dolioaio rose, the struw is as white as you wish—four da vs will ,1., 
be valued lightly; but whatever else we look for, and for tbe P11''?03® t,f planting extensive orchards, nur- care. Wc have planted a humlred pear trees in full c”nce“tric Birdn,,' wllich surrounded bountiful The straw is now ready to acrapn and f,.' 
provide for, we should never forget to seek protec- 8ems- or markct «ardeM8- 9hon'd- *nn at great sneri- blossom the 15th of May, without losing a specimen fZthu 7 th” c?“‘er and rOH0B 0,Itsi'Ipl braiding, a process you understand no dm.l.t ' J 
tion against prevailing winds, both for the dwelling ^ a shelved situation. Ton or fifteen and ripened a good crop of fruit on some of h“ u! ft wi" describe It ' "° ^ 8° ' 
and ali that portion of the grounds to be devoted to ** a«e in tho first cost of land would be an This wo would engage to do any year. - me reason Italian b^ul VViI1 one tel, me, through the columns of the 
he higher branches of culture. It matters not what consideration «n purchasing for farming why some persons object to fall planting is, that the "««uted geranium* bordered this part of the structure, in,,, how to make curds with moss, and the kind 

lati lade we are in, the necessity for protection exists. 1 p >ac9' bu^ f°r orcharding, nursery, or market water lies around the roots in the spring of the year the rim or tho vn*o of a littio fonnUin, and from which were of uiosr used? Was told to use Iceland but think 
It may be much more necessary iu one locality than 80r"’ninK» w,iere thc croP8 are of great value and and injures the trees. This objection in most cases by tho lr,n8 pc-dunci^e tlm buds ami halfopenod that, was a mistake, or 1 have not used it’mhtlv for 
in another, hut nowhere that we know can it be dis- ea3i,.v damaged, it is as nothing compared to the 
pensed with safely. advantages of a favorable situation. Experienced 

1 No man is so liable to err on this point, as he who cultivators understand this very well; but beginners 

has not been accustomed to country life —who has are aPtto overlook it. 

had no actual experience with the vicissitudes of “Wbeu a« exposed situation is unavoidable, then 

and injures the trees. This objection in most cases "Ut,Peu*Jt5,1 ^ tho lr,nK J'vdunclfs tlm buds ami halfopmmd that was a mistake, or 1 have not used it'rightly for 

is good against the soil or situation, bnt not good "nW018 Fudl!ilafl' 'rho !"'(!nn,b nr “nder part of tho it does not curdle tho milk, Janik 

against the time or planting, and Rhows that it is " 'Vld<,r t,bAM U‘° nt,10r’ ,,rcBuulutl n b0,‘ut'ri*' 1)lu'» Dewlttvillo, N. Y , 1861. 
unfit for fruit trees at any time. Trees require a well if * composed of delphinium* and __*_ 

T ...... , require a well Clypeola maritima This fine assemblttgo was surroumlod by 
Uiained soil. In districts where the winter is very a largo crown of holiotropes, and connected will, zones of SORE THROAT, CURE FOR CROUP, &a. 

„ , , .. - , -- . , . ,, , . . — severe, as it is in some of onr Western States, whore rose ami violet-colored balsams, nUornatimr wilh atevia and 

dimate and the deatructive effects of high winds. tba ' \iy "rst s op should be to provide shelter in the sometimes established trees ure killed to the roots, motherwort. At last a girdle of rod gomphmnas, a diadem Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—As 1 have a few 

wl?.0®8 ' th° C0D,ltlT 1,1 tlie m,dst of summer 81 f ief P°B8Jble manner* 1 °r tb,a repose, belts we would prefer tho spring, as thus wo would escape of nMturtll,mH> ““ net off with mimosa, and the which have been, tried and pronounced good 
weather, when every spot is beautiful. An elevated ap 8r"win8 trees — say double rows — should the danger of ouo winter at least, and perhaps tho flow*,ra ,,f Abutllon strintnm, oomploted tho whole them to yon for publication 
RITA Itt cnnrvllt f/iv» _ nna tl.r.4 ..._Ilf* tlln.nt.tHl an na mlnrco,-.t I < ... 1 * slrimlnr.. I*....... n ... . * * /MVWV1WU* 

Kns, UpralNew-A orker:—As I have a few recipos 

lich have been tried and pronounced good, I send 

site is sought for — one that commands a fine view, lje planted so as to intersect the ground at intervals, trees would bo better able to endure the extreme 

and is far above the influence of marshy vapors; such atui ward 0,1 tdu‘ prevailing and most injurious winds cold after a season’s growth. 

a one is found, and the dwelling is erected. Perhaps °f th<? partlcular lOteUty. In Western New York the As to tho manner of planting, we will say only a 

there is not a tree within half a mile of it; but that most prevalent and destructive winds are those from few words. A little thought will show any one the 

defect can soon he remedied by planting. Before the U‘e ,W?t a“d norUl'w,'Ht- and HH'refore our protect- right way. Every one knows that any tree or plant 

buildings are finished, however, the exposure begins inK belts of trees must run north and south — or per- grows best in a nice, rich, mellow, deep, dry soil 

to he folt—the winds blow fiercely, and the very iapS bottcr>iti Bttlo north-west and south-east. Tho than in one tho reverse of this. If you wish your 

house rocks on its foundation. But he perseveres— dofir®®B 01 exposure and the character of the crops trees to do well, prepare just such a soil for them. 
his house is completed and occupied. Winter comes, to be grown must regulate the distance between the 

and with it biting blasts that penetrate evpry nook ’T'™ 01 1,61,3 of Bbclter tr<Je8< por the purpose o( its fine roots nicely spread out like net-work.' These 

and corner. One room after another is deserted, and shelU5r we know of 110 troe *«<*ro suitable than the fibrous roots, if the young tree was well cultivated 

shelter is sought in whatever corner ia least exjioHed. K"ropean r,arcb< In K»od dry land it makes a permeated all through the mellow soil gathering 
The dreary wintcr passes, and spring comes. A look fr0WlU of three or four feet iu a spa™»: it retains its food for tho growing tree. This shows’ us how it 

over Ins grounds shows him that nearly all his trees brancbea wel1 at the bottom, assuming a pyramidal should be planted. If you plant this tree in a small 

planted the autumn before are dead, frozen, and f°rm 1the toPn d« not spread far or shade the ground; Dole, with the roots '“«// m n heap," and matted 

dried up. Well, it was a mistake to plant in tho tbo roota oooupy a very small space, and never throw together, and then throw lumps of cold, hard earth 

fall —ho must plant in the spring; and so the dead up besides it is a very beautiful tree, and upon them, how eau you expect it will grow’ If 

trees are replaced with living ones; but they, too, Cft“ b° °a8lly rai8ed lrom seG(1 ®r purchased at. a low however, you prepare deeply and thoroughly a good' 

ind difficulties to contend with from exposure, and c<! Ul 1 ,e nurseries. Single rows of this might he mellow piece of ground, mako a large hole fill it 

half of them perish before midsummer. So it goes mftmt8pd ao 113 Dot to occupy more space than a with the finest and richest of surface earth nearly to 

for a year or two longer, when very likely he becomes comm',n bp,J^ and they would afford protection to the top, place your tree npon it. spread tho roots 

sick oi such rural delights, and returns to town. J),on8ldefab 6 ®xtent of level ground. The Norway carefully, removing with a sharp knife anv that mnv 

- v. ... w w.u say only a are now a considerable article of commerce throughout 

few words. A little thought will show any one tlm Europe,-a t«* which is paid without constraint, and the 
right way. Every one knows that any tree or plant receipt or which I* a emilo.— Qardcnvr*' Weekly Mu,,. 

grows beRt in a nice, rich, mellow, deep, dry soil. 

than iu ono the reverso of this. If you wish your “ Do Rotators Mix in thk TTiu,?”-y«*| | know they do. 

trees to do well, prepare just such a soil for them. About six week* ago l dug a hill, ami on a stalk found grow- 

Thc tree, before being taken from the ground, had all hll<Mix four of which have nil (ho charaotmlBtic* of 
its fine roots nicely spread out like net-work. These tho comm,,n whlte pink «yo, wtiii.. two resemble tlie blue 

fibrous roots, if the young tree was well cultivated ,,lllk'Kyc'- Tl"' hau,tni with potatoes attached, can be seen 

permeated all through the mellow soil, gathering ,lthouw-!l« Baickv, P^oiz. 1891. 

food for tho growing tree. This shows US how it "Oppose they do “resemble the blua pink eye,” does that 

* "■•V* J \I II *ut i/ui;nvotlilWUi 

structure, lrom wluob onr IP.ristsmight have derived inepira- 

tion. Already huautlfnl performances hava been produced In REMEDY kor KoiiK Throat.—Take butter that is 
thi* way since the introduction of large bouquets. Bouquets vcr^ 9a'l‘ and rub 011 tb® throat and chest thoroughly, 
me now a considerable article of commerce throughout before going to bed. Two or three applications will 

Europe,— a tax which is paid without constraint, and tbe effoot a cure. Wc have had the throat distemper 

receipt oi which Is a emilo.—CfarOcner*' Weekly May. about, hero pretty extensively this fall, and this has 

been the principal medicine. 

“Bo B0TAT0.es Mix IN THE HiuA”-Yes! 1 know they do. To Cure Croup.-The best way is to take a flannel 
About six wocks ago I dug a hill, ami on a stalk round grow- d,.*i, ,n, u i . , . .. , , 
Ing six potato**, four Of Which bavn.,II n.„ ...., oloth’ dip lt 1,1 water and put it on the chest as hot 

This is not a mere fancy sketch. Wc have seen such 
cases in our own neighborhood, and such may be 
found in all parts of tho country. 

“ Uut our purpose at present is particularly to call 
attention to the necessity of providing shelter to 
gardens, orchards, and grounds of every description, 

considerable extent of level ground. Tlm Norway carefully, removing with a sharp knife any that may 
. prucL.. s another excellent tree for this purpose, and have been bruised, then cover them with the finest 
it has the advantage of being evergreen. The Atucr- of mold, nicely s 
ican Arbor Vitro and Hemlock Spruce may he very expect your tree to 
ptoperly used lor this purpose, too; but neither of in one case in a 
them are of such rhpid growth as the first two planted about as de 
ntomc.*. TOv, I •-...l.unly UOpltM', Balsam PopUv, 

.Suppose they do '' resemble the blua pink eye,” does that 

prove a mixture in the hill, or out of Die hill? We can 

select potato..* of almost any variety, grown entirely apart 

Ci'Ot.1 other nortu, that no resemble other varieties, or no 

known variety, that the bent judges cannot name them cor 

redly; ami yet, when planted, they will produce tlie sort 
to which they belong. 

Inquiries uml gtnsutrrs. 
C.IVKIUN.I TIIK DRAI-K VlNM IN WlNTKH,—Will you tell UH 

h'”W Bi 'av down our grape vines after being trimmed in the 
of mold, nicely sifted in among them, you mav [1,lU? With what ami how muoh aliall wo cover them, bo that 

.   z. . . L . . ?.°?Aha 1 be.IW1^tb? cold, nor roared so 

as can be borne, then take salt lmttor, spread on 
brown paper, and apply immediately. It is a very 
simple hut Invaluable remedy. 

Arri.E I’upoino.— Lino a basin with a crust pre¬ 
pared as for biscuit; pare, core, and quarter, as many 
sour apples as will fill tho basin; sprinkle some 
alspice over them, a litllo sugar, and add a half cup 
oi water. Cover with a crust and steam one and a 
hall hours. Serve with cream and sugar. 

Excei.lent Cookies. One cup of cream; two of 
sugar; two eggs; half cup of butter; two teaspoon¬ 
fuls cream tartar; ono of soda; nutmeg for seasoning. 
Flour sufficient to roll out. Anne Brown. 

RawHonvillu, N. Y., J«8i. 

when valuable crops are to ho grown. We believe rtnowT Abple> A"'1 Silver Maple, arc trees of whicbia 

that every experienced and observing cultivator will Very elToctiv« belt or forest may be made in six or 

agree with us in saying that this is a matter of the eight yeai'9- Tbeh' 8row«« •« almost incredibly 

first Importance. Onr own conviction is, that, how- rapid' and tbis is tlle V<?17 purpose for which they 

ever it may have been heretofore, it will bo just as arC valimblo> Tbcy cannot with propriety be planted 

I, 

uimui u.vt Htfinitu from M/iirun jriciii f.jiin iiwh a liiriii : .. 
Jn>Kt. Mljoti not only ijni iSi» vin**M t.imt wl-t-M rtbundajit ftild flo choap, would it not 
»n«?u r iTn [9W ao to MtHrt tbo bo well for tliomo who wi»h to add to tho littio n,tn 
UHitH. I had tlieiv.fnro no tVult IhiA seftuoxi Win Vmi r * e 4 UHIQ com* 
inform u* how the vineyard* iu Vate* county arc manag.,/!? "Jrts ot °'W military hospitals, to make a supply? 

P,eU'y iD 1,1,3 l0CttUty-1' »” The rolIowin« «•« recipe:-Wash the grapes thor- 

?/k.0h. 
necessary in future to provide shelter as it will bo to tbrougU thc iutei'lf,r °f plantations, as we advise to 
have a good soil and give it proper cultivation. p,anttbe La*pb, Spruce, Hemlock, and Arbor Vitic, 

Every season’s experience, and the last most of all, bnt tbey oaa bo p,acod a|4°"ml the exposed borders ^ 

strengthens this conviction more and more. The and oatbne8’ aud do essential service. 

time was when our hill tops were crowned with “ the culture of dwarf trees, flowers, vegetables 

forests that stood like bulwarks to break the fury of and a11 croP3 of low growth, common hedge rows of 

the storm and protect our fields and gardens from its Kucktborn, Privet, Osage Orange, or, in fact, any 
destroying Influence; but these bulwarks are, in a rapid Knowing shrub, will be of great sorvicc. It ^Ji fe. 

great measure, demolished. The necessities of some, would not be uecessary to shear them in tbe usual \u, 

and the short-sightedness of others, have ‘cleared’ way for fences, hot just enough to give them the 

the hills, and now the winds sweep over them with necessary strength and compactness required for the 
unresisted violence. People just begin to realize purpose of protection against the elements. Those 
what they have done, and regret it whon too late. wbo bave «een tho gardens aud nurseries of Enron* r.^,, o r. , , 
‘Our climate is wonderfully changed,’ they say; know how highly hedges arc esteemed for shelter PeopIe. ofte“ “akfc thoraBelvea ndic 

‘formerly we had no such cold, blighting winds as in fact, they are considered indispensable In Skik’ UUTi' Z mftUur® tbe,r 

we now have no such sudden and violent changes vino’s nurseries at Liverpool tlmre are mty mi" s of toTs °/t * , ?? ‘7 
ol weatlicr; our climate is much less comfortable, them, intersecting the ground in aU directions to i ** 9 ,lrKe 19 a 1"'lU B !a,‘ r 
and cultivation, of many things, much more difficult break off the cold sea winds that, hut for the hedees 1tilt Z l’ r”0? th° ^ ,r.°m 8 
than it used to be.’ The farmer complains that his would prevent the culture of many tSes^ of n]?2 \ 8° m diameter m all that i 
winter crops are more uncertain than formerly, that are now grown most successfully ” ' cecessary, an. il manure is apphed, it 
When the snow falls, instead of affording protection _-_. cessrully._ aplle around tbe aad “>«bt aim. 

to the surface of the ground, as it does in sheltered CARE OF trfr-^ L T".^ JZ J"0018 ^ 
places, it is drifted before the wind, and piled up in TREES. far, and generally much farther, than t 

heaps that melt only before an Am-n 1 , . where there are a thousand hungry mo 

not only the snow blown off exposed fields 1 nt tT / V*-™* att.C‘ntlon .,0 8rowir'8 trees is of the for food; what nonsense, then, to plar 
dried earth is A*ir»,.,i hw ..... ' ‘16 !! m08t in,portahc6 at tb,s sea80n of the year. In the two of manure close to thc stem of a trt 

via, Kane Co., 111., 1H01. J ’ 

Th* covering should b« very light, and if the soil i* dry, 

no evil will result. Doubtless your turf decomposed in the 

spring, making a slight hot-hud, which uausari tho buds to 

start. A good plan i* to uncover tho vines In April, and 

allow them to lay on the ground for a cuupln of week* before 

being tied lo tho trellis. Although the growers of grapes iu 

Western Now York admit that laying down I* the right sy« 

tom, and tliu only safe ono, it i* not practiced generally, 

ll<: "/.lowing IS mo recipe:—Wash tho grapes thor¬ 

oughly in cold water, separate them from thc stems, 

and mash them in an earthen vcshcI with a potato’- 

mnshcr. Then put them over tbe fire, and boil them 

twonty minutes. Htrain them through a bag made of 

three thicknesses of white musquito netting; to 

every pint of the juice add one and one-quarter 

pounds of sugar, and boil twonty minutes. Put it in 

pint jars —china is the strongest; paste white paper 

o\er the top, and then tie a piece of strong muslin 

WMsm* 

M.ktnc Twill’Bki„, At!.—!'!....,Hl.tothroiiKli lh«column. „™, ,T, ,7 . ... * P “ ”,r0n« 
of the Ruuai, the proper time aud host method of pultlrur ovcr lb 1 a°k them with hay (or old linen rags, if 

H l ln '“'llc « box... lint 

Th. ground .Horn h, ,iM ,mlrM Mh “'„TTtorlln%t°nVo, ”‘™“8 
m,!,.,, rott.'l Ihoron.W, ... % boring tWO liolo. In «Och Ond, M«r the 

lltto?d«rt-T".°f “ "7* 8™M “* 111 lb“ harbor f7, ho .b.nTnn" ..n*ble'to tisi'pj." •'Imm n'„Yh“Z » = ;atari «f WS* th. *to of- yTuwm'haTCM 
, ... - - J 1 ■‘Ct5’ growing in it scat- mice should be removed at OH lift. ilfdoiu ftf Pa... a,. it in tli A kponoKna f I M’....... , i , H...,   ' . , . , UX1 i V( I Sal I y 11V* t tl riJUlf ]l t.ilO I trOtlhlo W till util ff'it atlj.lrlno, L* t f,. ,r , 

manure rotted thoroughly, dneayed turf ike and mil. t t .m oucu enu, near UM 

p . f vorfze.1 to a good depth, the deeper the hotter. October i* a I’> an(1 P'uung in strong rope handles, the boxes 
eople often make themselves ridiculous by tlie very good time to plant. Put tulip bulb* about *ix inches arU “°re certam of beinK kept “ this side up.” 

manner iu which they manure their trees. They apart, and covered from three to Tour inches. Hyacinth* --+-• ♦ - »-- 
seem to think that all tho roots of a tree are confined about the same distance apart, and let the covering be CiicrMher Catsup. - Pare rine encumber* and 

to a space as large as a man’s hat. If a tree grows llbout Ul" 'linK' <leBt,J Mot,t of 1110 KHIe* should be planted grate them seed and all and to threr • i p- • 
in the grass, to remove the turf from a circle, about about U‘u "r tweh« ^ a»dfour,lv„ inches deep, fdd on. nTntTf str!l vi/1 Z thlB 

a foot or so iu diameter is all that is considered ?°Wn bulbH ^ut * foot, apart and ““ ?“ p“‘ f 8tWng vin ,gar’ 9alt to lbe taste> a»d 
necessary, and if manure is applied it is throw,, in fo“rt°r',v'’ iu It in well to surround the bulbs 7 ‘ " y f°r USe‘ Keep m a 0001 but no* 

tout as saI"b7dLolv H,'7 H°th 'Tt*1 '* 
far, and generally much further, than the branches, severity of the winter f by J1®! 8 P°UadS °f Hal 8oda iu a ,itUo 
where there are a thousand hungry mouths seeking - — water, and stirring tlm whole in one barrel of soap; 

for food; what nonsense, then, to place a quart or it,?''.* whatb ,^raSTTinT'-<I'iWl8.b !°,ir"iuir<’ th rough the 1 3 renders tho ciothe* muqh whiter, Hannah Bays, 
two of tna-nure close to thc stem of a tree. It would withstand tho Kovore clituaUi of thin p art ^ rd* 7h <! ^ u t u ^ k Starch. Io ono pint of boil jug starcli put a piece 

7.heYihd, *re,3,rf10»«-«•«>.s»b„noh«....,.b«, 

tl.. cold wind, of wlnto, 1 I •?!‘T l'a1"' T ot “,e «“"« «hov8 engra.lng, ,vhicb 

teaae, f o„ orchard., gard™,,' and J Td, .W, mS^ If ” C°mmC°d *° ‘b“ reme”br,n<!e 

— K. 

mooth,; and U they could only' pfoteet ftLIeOm ‘“old"tin fastened a\T7 * llte “““"'Y °{ ll'° L""j0" «««. 

winds are severely felt, too, and are really much that had been saved hv Z , ayo"“? orcbard «atherer- >» common use in Germany, for collecting 
more injurious to vegetation than the most intense branches of tre f th/lmrlLmTb \* apP'e8' peare’ and °th6r lar^e frait’ « h arimpto 
cold which we ever experience , , ‘ " k rom tbe8e branches contrivance and can easily be made by any handy 

..Tinisp • * p e- bad been pretty well eaten off’, but the trees were y y 
“But rt is not merely against the winds of winter uninjured * Cre 3 

iEHBE rST£S i Jill) I 
Sr zsm ,7.“ ™«^o.o„dy«a„v»rorY;rii\hh“ c.y p 4 j wtwu 
winter sL,„i v”, . . ld 1D ttre examined, they will he found to be black and — ~ l L | || 4_ J 
..... ,. , .g. ;ielcw zero without mjury; partially decayed. Many trees die durirur the ' " Vv l 1 1is* 

it in the branches. J. J. Thomas has shown the Amt gu.mm-r, and then failsh. put out’tatf.fauJSjlKwiSf* trouble wi,b starch sticking. -S. J. Qua he, ZittlJx 

folly of the thing in the above engraving, which <lSSlllyr,ceW,",— D- Emmons, J/artune, Corners, N. Y., 1861. 

we commend to the remembrance of all our readers w v .... --- 
leauers. Wo have never had tho cold so intenRo as to loiuro Horse c_- 

-- Chestnut* |u this section, If they suffer, n* described in STOCKrNtJ8 F0,t TI'E Army.—The following rules are 

SIMPLE FRUIT GATHERER. Otsego county, wo would recommend binding with straw the a'd down ^or tko direction of ladies wishing to knit 
first winter. Alter this, we think they might remain exposed 80ckS for the soldiers:—Oet largo noefllcs and a Coai'SO 

In a late number of the London Gardener's Citron• without l"JurI'- _ ya™. Cast on seventy-eight stitches, and knit the 

ide a correspondent gives a description and the Pwitra vobNamk—Inclosed yon will find two specimen* I<Jg t(‘n inohe8 boforo (,cttinK tbe heel. The heel 
accompanying engraving of a cheap and simple fruit *h® nami!B of wJ*i«h I should like to know, both botanical Hhould be three and a half Indies long, ami knit of ... * anfl Wiminrifi — A M W xr -tv ... n' 
gatherer, In common use Iu Germany, for collecting “nd Com,no,1'A N‘ W ’ Na^ * * 
_  x .« i _ ® Tf IU {liiliAduihln to nemo n .. 1.... i. r.. 

.^ double yarn, one fine and one coarse, for extra 
t ,s impossible to name a plant from a leaf alone, except strength. Tile foot should be eleven or twelve 

it happens to bo one with which we aru familiar. Flowers, I inches lontf 
Ullfl utiittiu t\r hriinol.ou mStl. ..is... i . i i • * . 

hut a cold, dry wind, which lately we scarcely ever 
fail to have, at the moment when the buds are open¬ 
ing, arrests the course of vegetation, curls up the 
leaves, deranges all the functions, causing the fruit to 
drop, and gives the trees a shock from which they 
can scarcely recover, in such a time we see the 

advantages of shelter. Cold aud violent winds, last¬ 
ing two or three days in succession, are frequent in 
the season of the blossoming of the Cherry, Dear, 
and Apple, and we see the blossoms broken off and 
blown about iu showers before the fructifying process 
has been completed. Last spring this was the case 
here, and in many parts of our grounds throe-fourths 
of the crop was destroyed; in all the outside rows 
and exposed points this ia particularly observable. 

partially decayed. Many trees die during the sum¬ 
mer, from this cause, while the mischief is charged 
to poor trees, blight, had climate, &o. A pihTof 
earth around each tree in the form of a cone, as 

^ £■ | shown iu the engraving, affords great 
protection to the roots and throws 

0d water. Tt also furnishes sup- 
port to the trunk, answering the pur¬ 
pose of stakes, except in localities 
much exposed to heavy winds. This, 
of course, must be levelled off in the 

Phone who wish to make sure of a 
"7 -- crop of grapeH next year, should lay 

their vines on the ground and throw a little earth 
over them, just enough to keep them in place. No 

it happens to he arm with which we are familiar. Flowers 

and stems or branches with leaves attached, should be sent; 

and when Small, it Is best to forward perfect plants. Iu some’ 

cases, even the needs ere essential. We hope all who wish 

us to name plants will furnish specimens as perfect as possi¬ 

ble. With tbe above inquiry we received only ouo leaf of 
each plant. 

Osikr for Hkdges.— Please inform me, as soon as con¬ 
venient, the mode of cultivating the Osier Willow. Also 
how g/jouM they he Bet and managed for a hedt^e?_V ' 
KritleeviUe, III., 1861. S i-, 

Mr. Halsbv, of Cayuga county, in this State, who exhibi¬ 

ted a section of a willow hedge at the last New York State man. a is an oval or round piece of wood Into which * 1 section of n willow hedge at the last New York statu 

are inserted a number of round pegs, b, sufficiently ZZ f?! 4 d"‘‘l °f aUn,,tl0u b‘ thl8 Mub' 
a... v_v . .. .... A . , y Mt, promt**] u*»brief and plain description of hi* manner apart to admit the branch of the tree (hearing the 

fruit) being passed through. Yon then gently pull 
the pole c, and the fruit remains in the reservoir. 

gflrttcnttnnt Dtatrs. 

Ject, promised us a brief and plain description or his manner 

of growing the willow hedge, which we hope to be able to 
give in a week or two. 

Graphs — Spkoijcs.— 1 sand you loaves ofsixvarietiesof 
grapes, and request your opinion as to the species to whi- h 
th»y belong.—o. I. Hobbs, ltandnlph, Pa., 1861. 

Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, are probably varieties of Vilis labrusca; 

Nos. 5 and 0 are perhaps from Y. vulpina,; though with only 

a few specimens of dried leaves to judge from, we cannot 

give a positive opinion. It would bo necessary to see the 

Tn nm.,, ,, ' -- cuougu UJ auC[J II1C111 ID place. No 

1 gardena tbere can be no complete injury will result to thc vines from this course if the 

-^r^to 

access' wd n°th ;';,er: the Wind had ,ree SojaetimeB trees are received in the fall, which it is 
protection most Pp6n8 that the finest ^wers require not desirable to plant until spring. These maybe 

a Inokam s Hardy Proupic Mcsoat Grape—The last a few specimen* of dried leaves to judge from, we cannot 

number of the Florist and Fruitisl (London) contains a fine «<»« a positive opinion. It would bo necessary to see the 

/ colored plate of thi* new grape. Tbe berries are oval, black; vin,!S when iu flower to decide with any confidence. 

th the bunches long, tapering, well shouldered, about eleven_ 

. 0 Inches in length, and nearly nine aero,* the ehoulder. It is A New Weed— I send you a weed which is just introdu- 

Je represented a* a seedling between Muscat of Alexandria and cIn8 lUcIf 1,1,0 our »nd to all my neighbor* it is a 

is Z-T W,°f th<i ,fumr>urgh !',iraiIy’ aDd V** ^ 
which our readers must not understand a* indicatiug tl.at ,t Af E, 1801 K 7 ’ (,,'wanUa> CaL Co., 

protection most. 
heeled inI his is simply digging a trench in a 

wilt prove hardy for out door culture in this country, or in 

Kngtaud, but as being more hardy than the Muscats. It will 

doubtless prove valuable for cold houses. The Florist says; 

“Mr. SUndlsh informs us that he has fruited the Prolific 

Rose Water—For the benefit of M. M, J give tho 
following recipe for rose water. As a prefumery or 
for culinary purposes, it cannot be excelled. Oil 
rose, drops twelve; rub it up iu a mortar, with half 
an ounce whito Bugar and two drams lump rnagncBia, 
then gradually add one quart of water and two of 
proof spirits, and filter through paper. — J. L. 
Churchiu., New Lebanon, Col. Co,, A'. 1861. 

-— + » # i --- 

[SPECIA f, NOTICE.] 

IMPORTANT TO OUR Readers—It ig with feelings of joy 

and gladness that we publish anything which will contribute 

to the pleasure, interest, or health of our patrons. There¬ 

fore, with pleasure, wo say to our readers, one and all, use D. 

«. DU I.Axn k Co.'s Chemical Saleratus, This Saleratus is 

perfectly pure, healthy, and of a uniform quality. Chemiste 

and Manufacturers very well know that it require* trouble 

and expense to make a perfectly pure article, while an infe¬ 

rior and Impure article can he made with much less cost and 

trouble; while impure Saleratus is very unhealthy, pure 

Saleratus is harmless, and renders the food healthy and 

nutritious. Knowing these facts, D. B. Dk Land & Co. have 

been to great trouble aud expense In bringing this article 

before the public. Till* Saleratus I* manufactured ky a new 

process, known only by thi* concern in this country, and 

discovered by 1>. B, Dk I.a.vd, m Europe, two years ago. 

This .Saleratus is nut un in hriirhl red mi,,..!*., ami nm 

J£ZT™Th<rta'urCjrarr n ^ 
flow r ll . * °YtCC0Unt °fth° b0aUt* 0f proprietors, at Kairport, Monroe Co., N V , or of any 

is a perennial *COm‘“g W<'U kD°Wn “ & 'V°°d' U re«P°"«W« wholesale dealer in Rochester, Buffalo, Cleveland^ 
Toledo, Detroit, Milwaukee, Chicago, Grand Rapids, &c., &c. 



£. 4> JU 

“that he never allowed ms cnnu ™ crj — 
posed he left all his good-nature behind him when 
he passed inside of bis own threshold, and expected 
to see little Clara slip away into the corner and stay 
until bed time. Judge, then, of my surprise, when 
I saw her run out to meet him on his coming home 
from his work, and to see how much pleasure he took 
in her play, and how much time he devoted to her 
education and amusement. My astonishment was 
increased when I saw that, familiar and playful as 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

CHANGED AND UNCHANGED. 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE AUTUMN OF 1861. [Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.J 

SONNET. BY MRS. A. I. HORTOX. 
by j. w. barker 

BY F. H. GUIW1TH 
0, ybver croak of 11 change,” and sadly moan, 

And say “ our brightest days are with the past;” 

In Goo's free sunlight dwell in deepest gloom, 

And fond, regretful glances, backward cast. 

As brightly shine the stars in yon fair dome 

Ab when our wandering, childish gaze they drew, 

While one by one they gathered round 1 night’s throne, 

Serenely shining through the midnight's blue. 

With a touch just as tender doth the Spring 

From their long Bleep waken the “ dreaming flowers;” 

Still, with unsparing hand doth Summer fling 

Her thousand charms to grace her fleeting hours; 

Still is the bird’s song at the early dawn 

O'er fields and forest ringing; drops of dew 

On flower, on bending spTay. and grassy lawn, 

Shine with imprisoned rainbows gleaming through. 

The nver’s voice hath ret its olden tone. 

Sweeping its green and flower-gemmed banks along; 

Vain now as then list’ning its string#, wild moan, 

We strive to learn the import of it® song. 

As sweetly bloom the gentle wild-wood flowers 

As when their haunts our childish footsteps knew; 

Bright is their sisters’ smile in gardes bower*; 

From the long grass gleams forth the violet blue. 

And God is still “ Our Father.” He whose eye 

Notes e’en the little sparrow in its fall. 

If not in Tain to Him the raTens cry, 

Will He not hear His children’s earnest call? 

Friends of the dear “laog syne,” ah, where are they? 

Beneath green mounds, with summer roses crowned, 

Rest some. Some true and loving still are fur away, 

And some have, saddest thought. foTgetful grown. 

For well w# know where onr lost one? are dwelling 

No change can enter—there Heath holds no sway, 

No solemn voices to the lone heart knelling 

In the still midnight whisper* ’ Haste away.” 

//‘•re all must change; deep in the rose heait lying 

Is the pale tinge that heralds its decay; 

There bife, hove, Beauty dwell, all change defying— 

No grief, no tears, no voice that calls away. 

Dundee, N. Y., 1861. 

Nkvhk wore the skies of Autumn 

Such a melancholy light; 

Never, over field and woodland. 

Fell there such a dismal blight. 

Ne’er upon the Summer foliage 

Hived there such a weary gloom; 

Ne’er so sad the fading flowers, 

Ne’er so dark their dreary tomb 

In the hours of youth and childhood, 

Well I loved the waning year, 

Loved the meadow and the wildwood, 

Loved the leaflet* pale and sere. 

How my heart, with deep devotion, 

Loved the gentle Autumn eves; 

How It stirred with warm emotion 

’Mid the rod and golden leave* 

Though the frost-wind, fierce and chilling, 

Swept across the verdant mead, 

Every fragrant blossom killing, 

Giving beauty little heed; 

Though the brooklet, sad and sullen, 

Murmured through the sombre vale, 

In ita touching measures telling 

Sorrow’s melancholy tell; 

Yet a bright and starry vision 

Rose above the Nwelling stream; 

I could sec a bright elysian 

In that golden, Autumn dream. 

Spriog, above the desolation. 

Rose in lively, fragrant bloom, 

And a new nnd fair creation 

Sprang from Winter's icy tomb 

But, alas, a heavy sadnesE 

Gathers o’er the starry sky, 

Hushed the song of mirth and gladness, 

Sad the breezes murmur by. 

O’er my loved and happy country 

Gathers now a fearful cloud, 

Now a thunder storm is swelling, 

Now it mutters long and loud. 

With the ripple of the river, 

With the murmur of the stream, 

Brothers’ blood is mingling ever 

Staining all the living green. 

O, that SprlDg mny rise in glory 

Over Winters snowy bier; 

0, that war's revolting story 

May be ended with the year; 

0, that peace on downy pinions, 

And her mildly beaming eyes, 

With the light of Truth and Justice, 

May Illume these Autumn skies, 

Lockport, N. Y., 1861 

The wild October winds are high and cold— 

My mother, such thy spirit bore away; 

Come back with them while beie I sit and say, 

Thy child is weary, weary! and the old 

Low song repeat as when thou didst enfold 

My little form und hushed my sobs to rest. 

The dead leaves now that rustle o'er thy breast 

Are emblems of iny withered hope*, and mold 

Is on my heart. Come from thy peaceful shore 

And teach me what them didst but just begin, 

How welt and hmu content to /•><• N'0 Ior” 

Is equal this in worth, yet out and in, 

And up and down, I've wandered dreary yeare, 

But found not this, though sought with earnest tears. 

Avoca, N. Y., 1861. 

that be is a second Esculaptur. You may recognize 
him anywhere, by the various arts which he is wont 
to practice to keep up a reputation, such as riding 
JonN-OariN-like through the streets, when every 
body knows that nobody i3 sick within ten railea, 
or repeating long and torturing words at the patients 
bedside, as If he had learned the dictionary by heart: 
or, worst of all, sporting saddle-bags filled with 
divers bottles purporting to have varied contents, but 
which prove to contain nothing but big and little 
doses of calomel, and which he can honestly warrant 

to kill or cure. 

Monsieur H. is a special favorite of teachers and 
professors, in “young-lady factories,” particularly 
on graduation days, when flattering diplomas, gay 
with blue ribbons, are awarded to a score or more 
of sleepv-eyed, listless young disciples, of whom it 
is affirmed that each is mistress of all the modern 
languages, well versed in natural sciences and 
'ologics, and can paint and make music equal to 
any foreign artist, however celebrated. Ttow the 
delighted papas and exultant mamas congratulate 
one another on being the proprietors of such prodi¬ 
gies. in blissful ignorance, as it is best they should 
be now it can't be helped, of the fact that the young 
ladies cannot, write a letter without dreadfully mur¬ 
dering the King's English, and would find it utterly 
impossible to reckon up the fractions which might 
occur in purchasing their 1iat3 and gloves. 

No wonder the little man is popular, when the 
almighty dollar is so easily obtained by his aid, when 
people can coin ready money out of the sage advice 
which he offers gratis. Merchants and dentists, 
lawyers and lawyers’ clerks, shoemakers and mantua- 
makers, kings and priests, each and all court the 
favor of the little wizard, and deem it in no wise 
unmanly or undignified to take him into the closest 
partnership. Invisibly he stands behind many a 
Judge's bench, and in the halls of Congress, on the 
rostrum, and sometimes even in the sacred desk: 
always at his tricks, always the same arch-deceiver. 
I last heard of him in Dixie’s land, wearing the dress 
of a patriot, and pretending to be fighting for free¬ 
dom and equality. But you will be sure to find him 
among that gallant corps which, in a sharp fight, 
always selects a bach seat and most indubitably ex¬ 
emplifies the wisdom and verity of the couplet which 

says: 
“ He that fights and runs away, 

Will live to fight another day.” 

Fayetteville, N. Y., 1861. A. M. P. 

ence between her ana smith s onuu was me 
of a different mode of government. He said he did 
not try to control her nntil she was old enough to 
understand whst was said to her,—nearly two years 
old. At first he did not tell her to do anything but 
what she could do easily, and in that way gained her 
confidence to snob an extent that she thought she 
could do anything lie required of her. Whenever 
she wanted anything, he first considered whether she 
ought to have it; and after once deciding, did not 
change his mind; so she soon learned that it was 
useless to tease for a thing which had once been 
denied. He never told her to do a thing which he 
did not calculate to make her perform. He did not 
use the whip,—it was unnecessary, injurious, and 
unrighteous. He believed his child had as good a 
moral right to beat bis flesh, as he had to beat hers. 
He said the main thing was to have tbe right idea of 
government and begin in the right way. 

Here, thought I, is a man who understands the true 
philosophy of government; and the more 1 have 
reflected upon it since, the more thoroughly I have 
been convinced of the correctness of that impression. 
He had seen considerable of the world, and was one 
of the few men who learn u valuable lesson from Con¬ 
trast between the various modes of living and gov¬ 
ernment adopted by people in the same and in 
different situations in life. He had got the right idea 

As through the land at eve we went, 

And plucked the ripened ears, 

We fell out, my wife and I— 

O, wo fell out, I know not why, 

And kissed again with tears. 

For when we came where lies the child 

We lost in other years, 

There, above the little grave, 

Oh, there, above the little grave, 

We kissed again with tears. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.l 

PARENTAL GOVERNMENT. 

“You are the most disobedient child I ever saw.’’ 
Such was the language used in my hearing by a 
mother to a child of nine or ten summers, and had 1 

less of the world I might have felt inclined to Been 
give the expression my hearty concurrence — for the 
child did appear to be as ill-behaved and disobedient 
as it could conveniently— yet 1 should hardly have 
dared to, knowing that it is never agreeable for 
parents to hear others speak of their children’s faults, 
whatever they may themselves say. Every action of 
this child gave unmistakable evidence that her gov¬ 

ernment had been neglected. 
Now, 1 imagine T can almost hear some of my 

readers repeating the words of Solomon:— “Spare 
the rod and spoil the child;” but, reader, I long since 
came to the conclusion that there are other qualities 
required for the judicious government of a child, 
beside a disposition to apply the rod. In fact, I have 
often thought that those parents who administer Jlageb 

lotion the most plentifully generally have the worst 

children. 1 will give one of a number of instances 
which have come under my observation. 

Some live years since I became acquainted with a 
family, consisting of four members—a man and wife, 
and two boys aged about eleven and thirteen. Two 
worse acting boys never lived. They would steal, 
lie, swear, and get into the meanest scrapes possible, 
when they knew that if they were found out they 
would be sure of getting whipped; for whenever they 
did any wrong, the father or mother would seize a 
stick—generally a barrel stave- and, if they did not 
get out of reach, give them such a severe Hogging 
that I often wondered they were not whipped to 
death. Bnt they were like other ehildrcu—whipping 
and brutality did not make them love to do that 
which was right and spurn that which was wrong. 
Whenever they did wrong they would lie, and thus try 
to hide it, so as to escape the rod. Tbe/car of the rod 
never made a child love its parents, and desire to do 
their commands. That there is a natural difference 
in the dispositions of children, is not denied; bnt it is 
claimed that the main difference is attributable to di¬ 
verse teachings,—a child is obedient or disobedient as 
its parents cultivate the feelings. So I thought when 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

CHRIST OUR COMFORT. 

from Christ — away from safety—away from happi¬ 
ness—away from heaven! Turn, 0, wanderer, to 
the beacon light Repentance. Bee the faithful 
watchmen, Mercy and Forgiveness, holding out 
their loving arms to receive the weary wanderer back 
to Christ. Heed now the warning voice that says, 
“ Come up and live in Him” for “ Why will ye die.’’ 

Weary traveler, “cast tby burden on the Lord.” 

He in able and willing to bear it and thee across the 
rough and jostling highway of life. Trust Him now, 

only for -^ne hour, then tell me if ought on earth 
could tempt tbee with thy little strength to carry for 
one day only that weary, weary, burden. He never 
meant it for yon to bear alone. He never gave you 
strength to bear it alone, for “in Him we live, and 

move, and have our being.” 
Broken hearted mourner, turn from thy lost idol 

aw8y_tarn to the Savior. Thy little one has gone 
to dwell with Him — He will dry thy tears — He will 
send a balm for every wound. His grace will be thy 
stay in every time of trial. 0, despair not if every 
idol of clay be tom from thy embrace. Christ, the 
Rock, is firm. Haste to the shelter of that Rock, bury 
thy sorrow beneath it, calm thy troubled soul in its 
shadow’; for in the shadow of that Rock is perfect 
peace. It is the Savior’s voice that says, “ Of such 
is tbe Kingdom of Heaven.” Can you aot trust your 
little one. with Him? He will care for it so tenderly, 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE WORLD’S WIZARD. 

Havk any of my readers seen so little of tbe world 
as not to have met, some where, during their pere¬ 
grinations, a certain dapper-looking little man, of 
affable manners and pleasing address, who, with 
many obsequious bows, introduced himself as “Mon¬ 
sieur Humbug, at your leisure,” and followed up the 
introduction, by his card, which informed you that 
the little man was able and willing to co-operate 
with yon In any undertaking which you could name? 
You remember him, doubtless, whether you saw fit 
to employ him or not, and can recall him at once 
as a very small man who tried to look tall, a very 
old man who sought to look young, and a very great 
braggart, who affected to be of the Uriah Heap 

stamp, exceedingly ’nmble. 

You will also remember bim as practising various 
old bachelor tricks, such as wearing dentists' teeth 
and barbers' head gear, and making believe they were 
all bis ewn. He is older by some centuries than the 
Wandering Jew, but must have lived in comparative 
obscurity until within the last half century, and 
might have remained still longer so had not our 
national showman introduced him to the world as a 
warm personal friend und able coadjutor. But the 
kind world, especially the American part of it, were 
greatly delighted by the little man, and the little 
man's introduction, and received him with open 
arms. Madam Falsehood, a hldeouB, misshapen 
creature, who is only able to make herself look 
respectably by wearing tbe garments of Truth, is 
the consort and confidante of the little gentleman, 
and though he contrives to keep her in the back, 
ground, the old crone's advice is invaluable. To¬ 
gether, they attract crowds of disciples. Men in 
every department of business eagerly seek advice at 
his lips — women of all conditions contrive to make 
the acquaintance of the quaint little man, and child¬ 
ren, even, are eager'to hoard up his precepts. 

“Those precious “live hundred friends’’ of ours, 
dear reader, are very often closeted with the wise 
Monsieur, and emerge from tbe private interview 
skilled in all his arts and wiles. It is for this rea- 
sou that I discarded all mine, long ago, although it 
was not uutil I had burned my fingers several times 
upon the altar of friendship, that I learned to keep 
away. Many a grave has been opened iu desolate 
corners of my heart, into which I have unceremoni¬ 
ously tumbled, unshriven and uucolfiued, all that 
remained to me of what had once been confidential 
friends and inseparable companions. They loved me 
just as long as I could benefit them, but, when they 
could no longer use me, iu climbing the ladder of 
the world's good opinion, then they turned cold and 
betrayed me. Very foolishly, I had revealed to one 

“the very bottom of my bouI,” made her a regular 
father-confessor,—another had been to me tbe mirror 
of all excellence —hut when she seemed most 
attractive — when I had grown to love her, as I can 
never love friend again—she, too, turned traitress 
and deceived me. But, equally numerons among 
these disciples of Monsieur Hcmbcg, are those 

AUTUMN LEAVES 

The leaves of Autumn are beginning to fade and 
fall, although without the aid of the still kindly- 
delaying frosts. It seems not long since we watched 
their gradual unfolding, iu tufts of tender green. 
The Spring birds rang sweetly then upon tbe buil¬ 
ding boughs, their Jail* plumage contrasting with 
file scarlet (lowers of the maple, the graceful tassels 
of the elm, and the pinky-velvet leaflets of the oak. 

leaves of the hickory burst from their 

play aside from the main business of life ; but women 
—be they of what earthly rank they may, however 
gifted with intellect or genius, or endowed with art 
ful beauty -have always some little handiwork ready 
to fill tho tiny gap of every vacant mumept. A needle 
is familiar to the fingers of them all. A queen, no 
doubt, plies it on occasion ; the woman-poet can use 
it as adroitly as her pen ; the woman’s evo that has 
discovered a new star turns from its glory to send 
the polished little instrument gleaming along the hem 
of her kerchief, or to darn a casual flaw in her dress. 
And they have the advantage of us in this respect 
The slender thread of silk or cotton keeps them 
united with the Bmall, familiar, gentle interests of 
life, the continually operating influences do much for 
the health of the character, and carry off what would 
otherwise ho a dangerous accumulation of morbid 
sensibility. A vast deal of human sympathy runs 
along this electric line, stretching from the throne of 
the wicker chair of the humblest, seamstress, aud 
keeping high and low In a species of common union 
with their kindred beings. Methinks it is a token ol 
healthy and gentle characteristics when women of 
accomplishments and high thoughts love to sew, cs- 
neciallv as they are never more at home with their 

The young 
calyx like the petals of an emerald flower; and as 
the season advanced the sycamore shook out its 
broad foliage to tho sun, and tho sumac veiled its 
harsh outline in floating and feathery plumes. — 
And when at length the June roses blossomed by 
the wayside, the forest stood crowned aud robed in 

its pomp of Summer green. 

But the leaves whose shadow was bo welcome, 
served not for coolness and drapery alone. Each 
of our graceful visitants had its modicum of work 
to do. Fed by the branches they adorned, they in 
turn laid up a store of nutriment for the parent 
trunk. They elaborated its juices, and sent them 
back enriched by nourishment imbibed lrorn the 
surrounding air. They imprisoned the sunshine in 
their delicate cells, and sent its vitalizing influence 
to the roots it never saw. They watched all night 
long beneath the stars, drinking in the “sweet 

I influences of the Pleiades” with the moonlight and 
the dew. They nursed the young buds cradled at 
their feet, till, rocked by the winds and lulled by 
the songs of the new-fledged birds, they grew health¬ 
ful aud round, the robust heirs of the developed 
year. They watched over the ripening fruit, screen¬ 
ing it from the too fervid rays of noon, and break¬ 
ing the force and fury of the storm. 

But now their benignant ministry is closed. They 
can no longer serve the children they have fostered, 
nor ihe parent that gave them birth. Their small 
housekeeping accounts are balanced for tbe year; 
their graceful task is done; and so, donning their 
fairest robes, and kissing the strong arras that have 
sustained them so faithfully, one by one, and in 
silence, they steal to their place of rest. Go to the 
orchards and see, wherever Spring frosts have not 
blighted the season’s hope, how the boughs bend 
above the treasures they have lost, while on the 

turf beneath them, 

'* Like living coals, tbe apple* 

Burn among the withering leaves.” 

Go to the woodland walks, and you will find them 
already strewu as if for expected guests; lightly car¬ 
peted with leaves of pale yellow, and greeu with 
crimson veins. Go to the cemetery, and see how the 

Who is the prophet that shall uncover the abysses 
of onr acted lies, and pour adequate shame on our 
mutual impositions? Smiles on onr faces, with envy 
and jealousy underneath; cordiality in onr grasp, 
with no connecting nerve between the fingers and the 
heart; deference in our professions, with no suitable 
esteem, no genuine respect, no sacred sincerity; in¬ 
vitations issued with a ft aud lurking in their polite¬ 
ness; getting the company together by one falsehood; 
greetings of indiscriminate and extravagant welcome, 
receiving them with another; fashions made up of 
composite illusions, ornamenting them with another; 
ceremonies of elaborate make-believe, sustaining 
their mock dignity with another: and dishonest re¬ 
grets at the farewell, dismissing them with another 
who will dare to affirm these do not enter apallingly 
into the staple of what we call civilized and elegant 
life? When is the rugged, truth speaking, Christian 
time coming, which shall tear open aud rend apart 
these guilty illusions, plant the communion of 
soul with soul on some pure and just foundation, and 
restore the social world to its primitive and upright 

simplicity?—/'’. D. Huntington. 

Profit of Prayer.—The profit of prayer is thus 

excellently set forth in a few sentences bv the French 
writer, La Mannaia:—“ After praying, “s not the 
heart lighter, and the soul happier? Prayer renders 
affliction less sorrowful, and joy more pure. It 
mingles with the one an unspeakable sweetness, and 
adds to the other a celestial perfume. Sometimes 
there passes over the fields a wind which parches the 

other of her parents. Whipping, slapping, shaking, 
and pulling her hair, were the usual modes of punish¬ 
ment. and these were always inflicted while under 
the influence of passion. A command was generally 
accompanied by a throat, but tlie child seldom 
obeyed; aud as a consequence Mrs. S. flew into a 
passion and began whipping in such a severe manner 
that Mr. S.. moved by pity, would catch it away 
from the mother and give something to pacify the 
little one. Perhaps in less than nn hour the scene 
would change. Mr. S. would be whipping the child, 
and Mrs. S.’s turn would come to relieve her from 
torture and give Mr. b. a severe lecture for his 
cruelty. This, of course, was not an every-day 
occurrence, hut it is a faithful description of what I 
saw more than a dozen times during the three months 
I was at Smith’s. 1 never saw so young a child 
receive ns much punishment, still she seemed to grow 
fat and ugly every day. In short, from morning till 
night she was almost continually teasing for some¬ 
thing, doing something which she ought not to do, 
or refusing to do something which was required by 
her parents; for all of which she was scolded and 
threatened, and often cuffed or whipped. 

In the course of events I went to hoard with 
Brown. I had got an impression that Brows was 
very severe and tyrannical to hia child—not unlike a 
schoolmaster a hundred years ago. It was true he 
was always a jovial, good-natured fellow, while at 
work, but he often said “ if that child of Smith’s was 
his, he would make it stop that continual crying ”— 

So there are always burning winds which pass over 
the soul and wither it. Prayer is the dew which 

refreshes it again.” 
. —__ 

Exhorting Prayers.— Don’t exhort when called 
on to pray. It is very well to exhort at proper times, 
and under proper circumstances. But when on your 
kneeB, ostensibly addressing Jehovah, it is not the 
time to exhort. Stand up on your feet and look at 
the audience, and talk right at them, if you have 
anything to say to them; hut when you pretend to 

pray, pray.—Pacific Methodist. 

Tub horrible catastrophes that sometime happen to 
the vicious, are as salutary to others by their warning 
as the most brilliant rewards of the virtuous are by 
their example. And, on the contrary, the successes 

of the bad, and the sufferings of the good, might 
make us tremble for the interests of virtue, were not 
these very things the strongest proofs of an bereafter. 

DPTY,_ Harriet Martineau, in her new book enti¬ 
tled “Health, Husbandry, and Handicraft,’ says. 
“ If half the thought and sentiment that are spent 
on the subject of death were bestowed on the practi¬ 
cal duty of strengthening, lengthening, and enno- 

ne* he more fit to live worthily and 

Curious Courtship of William theCoqueror.— 

The following extract from the life of the wife of the 
Conqueror, is exceedingly onrious, as characteristic 
of the manners of a semi-civilized age and nation:— 

“ After some years' delay, William appears to have 
become desperate: and, if we may trust to the evi¬ 
dence of the 'Chronicle of Ingerby,' in tho year 1047 
waylaid Matilda in the streets of Rruges, as she was 
returning from masB, seized her, rolled her in the 
dirt, spoiled her rich array, and, not content with 
these outrages, struck her repeatedly, and rode ofl at 
full speed. This Teutonic method of courtship, 
according to onr author, brought the affair to & 
crisis: for Matilda, either convinced of the strength 
of William’s passion, by the violence of his behavior, 
or afraid of encountering a second beating, con¬ 
sented to become his wife. How he ever presumed 
to enter her presence again, after such a series of 
enormities, the chronicler sayeth not, and we are at 

a loss to imagine.” 

Be Punctual.—The listless, irregular, aud un¬ 
punctual man, though often good natured, and 
pleasing, and kind, and inoffensive, is nevertheless 
the mere plaything of society, a mere means of 
amusement, often wanted, but little valued; he is 

■generally left behind in the race of human life, daily 
laboring umder disadvantages which result from his 
habits: and the rest of mankind, if they do not con¬ 
demn or despise him, yet make him the object of 

Tears are nature's lotion for the eyes, 
see better for being washed with them. 
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TnE New American Cycloi-kdia A Popular Dictionary of 
General Knowledge. Edited by Gkorgk Ripley and Chas. 
A. Dana. Volume XIII. Parr—Redwitz [Svo.-pp. 800.} 
New York: D. Appleton & Co. 

Wh hare so often commended this great American work to 

the reading public, that it would be superfluous to speak of its 

design and character in acknowledging the reception of the 

present rolome The Cyclopaedia has thus far heen edited 

with much care and discrimination, the volumes issued com¬ 

prising a vast amount of information which can nowhere else be 

found in such a condensed and available form Though it 

may not be perfect in every particular, it cannot fail of 

proving invaluable as a work of reference on most subjects. 

The present volume is larger than aome of its predecessors, 

and contains many article* of unusual ability ami value. It dis¬ 

cusses over fifteen hundred different subjects, a number of the 

most prominent of which are treated at some length, Among 

the topics which receive special attention are — Partnership, 

Patents, Periodical Literature. Petroleum, Peru, Philosoph¬ 

ical Anatomy, Philosophy. Phonography, Photography, 

Phrenology, Physiology. Philadelphia. llano-forte. Platinum, 

Plato, Pleading, Pleuro-Pneuamnia, Poland, Polarization of 

Light, Police. Political Economy, Popes, Post, Potato, Pot¬ 

tery and Porcelain, Portugal, Presbyterianism, Prescott, 

Preservation of Food, Preservation of Wood, Printing (the 

great article), Prison, Prussia, Pump, Pyramid, Railroad, 

Rain, Rainbow, Jtc. 

— The appearance of this volume shows that the publishers 

have not relaxed any proper effort or expense—its typograph¬ 

ical execution, paper, binding, etc., comparing favorably with 

the early volumes of the work. The Cyotopwdia is for sale 

in Rochester by E. Darrow & Bro. and D. M Dewey. 

Latin Accidknce and Primary Lesson Book; Containing a 
Full Exhibition of the Forms of Words and First Lessons 
in Reading. By C.KOROK W COLLORD. A. M . Professor of 
Latin and Greek in the Brooklyn Collegiate and Polytechnic 
Institute. New York: Harper dr Brothers. 

The generality of Latin Grammars, and, in fact, those 

recognized »s leading in their class, are too analytic for 

beginners. Prof. COU.ORD has endeavored to avoid this 

difficulty in the present volume, and, in addition, has 

expunged a large amount of the needless matteT too often 

encumbering works of this nature. The necessities of the 

student seem to have been carefully considered, and all such 

examples as are necessary to prefect his knowledge of the 

language, are fully and ably presented. A portion of the 

volume is devoted to Pronunciation, Prof. C. adopting the 

system which has received the sanction of many of the best 

Latin scholars of the age. This part of the work is distinct, 

and those who choose the English mode need not use it. 

Amid the confusion and inconsistencies of Latin pronuncia¬ 

tion, an extensive vocabulary might do something toward 

bringing a little order out of the chaos now reigning. We 

commend Prof. Collord to the scholar For sale by Steele, 

Avery & Co. __ - 

Mahomet and his Successors By Washington Irving, d 
In two volumes. Vol. It (12mo,—pp. 600.) New York: ^ 
G. P. Putnam. 

Astoria. By Washington Irving. [12mo.—pp. 519.) New 
York: G. P. Putnam. 

The above volumes of the splendid edition of Irving's 

works now in course of publication, on tinted paper, with - 

Bteel plates, &e.,—heretofore noticed by us at some length- 

have heen received from Mr. D. M. Dewey, the subscription 

agent for Rochester and vicinity. They are admirably exe¬ 

cuted— tbe illustrations, typography, paper, and binding, 

being decidedly recherche. This tine National Edition of the 

works of one of the greatest of American authors ought to 

increase in popularity ns it approaches completion, the war 

to the contrary notwithstanding, Tbe series is to be com¬ 

pleted on the 1st of January, only three volumes remaining 

unpublished. 

The Rebellion Record: A Diary of American Events, 
1860-61. Edited by Frank Moore, author of “Diary of 
the American Revolution.'’ In Three Divisions, viz.:— 
I. Diary of Verified Occurrences. II. Poetry. Anecdotes, 
and Incidents. III. Documents, etc. New Y'ork: G. P. 
Putnam. 

The attention of such Rural readers as desired a complete 

Diary of Events transpiring in connection with the present 

unhappy condition of affairs in our country, has been fre¬ 

quently directed to this work, and we are now happy to 

announce the completion of Volume I In bringing thiB 

volume to a conclusion, the publisher has performed all that 

could be required to give it a thorough and finished charac¬ 

ter, both as regards accuracy in historic detail and mechanical 

execution. The Documents, Verified Occurrences, Rumors, 

Incidents, Poetry, Anecdotes, Am., are transcribed with a 

faithful pen, and as the editor has aimed at entire impartial¬ 

ity, these have been gathered from every quarter. The views 

of leading minds North and South are here grouped together 

without alteration or comment. Every individual who has 

spoken or written with effect on cither side, or “ on the 

fence,>l ha* been placed “ on record,” aud his utterances been 

electropyted for the benefit of future generations. 

The volume before us is embellished with very fine steel 

portraits of President Lincoln, Secretary Cameron, Generals 

Scorr, McClellan, Butler, Dix, Fremont, Anderson, 

Lyon, Sprague, and Jefferson Davis. Wood engravings 

are given of Col. Ellsworth, Beauregard, aud Alex. H. 

Stbphbns. Among the maps are the Military Map ol the 

United States; Washington and Vicinity; Fortress Monroe 

and Vicinity; Part of Pennsylvania. Maryland, and Virginia; 

Baltimore and Environs; Chesapeake.' Bay; Acquia Creek and 

Vicinity. As an appropriate finish to so good a work, we 

have an excellent Index. 

The “Record” is published as heretofore—weekly and 

monthly. Weekly numbers 10 cents, Monthly parts, Illus¬ 

trated, 50 cents. Dewey is the Agent for Rochester and 

vicinity. _ 

Pictures or Southern Life, Social, Political, and Mili¬ 
tary. Written for the London Times, by William How¬ 
ard Russxll, LL. D . Special Correspondent. New York: 
James G. Gregory & Co. 

Dr. Russell reached the United States with a brilliant 

reputation as a descriptive writer —a reputation achieved 

while with the allied armies of England and France in the 

Crimea. The purpose of his visit to this country was an exam¬ 

ination of the causes leading to the Southern States rebellion, 

and to keep the journal he represents fully posted as to 

American affairs. The volume before us, as indicated by its 

title, was written at tile South, the first letter being dated 

Charleston, on the Sea Coast, and the last at Cairo, niinois, 

on the Mississippi. The tenor of these epistles is well known 

to tbe American public, as they were very generally pub¬ 

lished by the press, and it is a needless task to discuss their 

merits. While conceding Mr Russell's ability in the treat¬ 

ment oi facts, ive must state that, he ha* managed to get into 

hot water with both the North and tbe South, but we are 

glad to note a ivillinguesi on his part to receive a little 

instruction, though it come from so poor a pedagogue as 

Brother Jonathan. Hereafter “Our Correspondent" will 

curb bis "impressions," and prevent their carryiug him off 

as rapidly as did “ his poor hor-e at Bull Run." The letters 

are placed in convenient shape in these “ Pictures of Southern 

Life,” and will prove valuable for reference. For sale by 

Steele, Avery k Co. 

Cassell's Illustrated Family Bible.—We Lave before 

spoken favorably of this finely illustrated Bible, which is 

published in monthly numbers, simultaneously in New York 

and London. Numbers 37 aud 38, just received, close with 

the Prophesy of Joel, and another number, we presume, 

will conclude the Old Testament. It will make, when com¬ 

pleted, not only a most beautiful, but a very valuable book 

for the Bible student and every lover of the Word. Pub¬ 

lished by CA88KLL, Pkttkr & Galfin, 37 Park Row, New 

U York. Price, 15 cents each number. 
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Explanation.—The middle Cross represents our Savior’s; those on either side, the iwo thieves. 
On the top, and down the cross, are onr Savior’s expressions—“My God! My God' Why hast thou 
forsaken me?” And on the top of the cross is the following Latin inscription:—“ fiiri Jesus 

Nazarenus Rex Judeorum:" the interpretation is, “Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews.” Upon the 
cross, on the left hand, is the prayer of one of the thieves—“Lord! remember me when thou 
comest into thy kingdom.” On the right hand Gross is the saying or reproach of the other;—“If 
thou be'est the Christ save thyself and us.” The whole comprised together, makes an excellent 
piece of poetry, which is to be read across all the oolumns, and makes as many lines as there are 
letters in the alphabet. It is perhaps one of the moot curious pieces of composition to be found 
on record. 
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“ Wo! wol to tbe traitor who drags to the mire 

The Hag crimsoned deep with the blood of his sire; 

If he rouse up the legions on land and on sea, 

Wo are ready to die for the Flag of the Free!” 

ROCHESTER, N. Y„ OCTOBER 26. 1861. 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

FACTS, SCB1NKS, INCIDENTS, KTC. 

Cassell's Popular Natural History.—This is not only 

the handsomest, but the best Papular Natural History we 

are acquainted with. Published in parts, in New York and 

London, on the first of eac-h month, at 16 cents each. 

Twenty-nine have already been issued, containing in ail 160 

pages and hundreds of splendid illustration*. The last num¬ 

ber contains full descriptions, and spirited engravings of tbe 

Skylark, Goldfinch, and many other of the finest singing 

birds of Europe. Cassell, Pkttkr A Galpin, 37 Park Row, 

Nevr York, Publishers. 

What the Rebel* Propone. 

We clip the following interesting detail of the * 
policy of the rebels from a late issue of the Rich- l 

mond Enquirer : 

The natural boundary of the Confederate States on 1 
the north is along the Missouri River to the Missis- 1 
sippi; thence along the Mississippi to the mouth of 
the Ohio; thence along the Ohio to the Virginia line; 
thence along the Virginia and Northern Maryland line 
to the Atlantic. The Ohio line is tbe most important 
port ion of this frontier. The battle of Manassas set¬ 
tled the question of the independence of the South 
in the public opinion of the world. All the rest of 
the lighting that has occurred, or that which will 
have to be done, will be a mere contest for boundaries. 
The boundary Is the real issue in Missouri; that is 
the issue also in Kentucky; it is the issue in North¬ 
west Virginia, aud it will soon be the issue in 

Maryland. 
It is a noteworthy fact that all the country for 

which future hostilities will be conducted by the 
South, has become disputed ground by the action of 
its own inhabitants. In Missouri the people were 
divided, a large portion of them espousing the cause 
of the Lincoln Government. In Kentucky the case 
was the same; the counsels and aid of the gallant 
sons of that State were lost to the South by the 
treachery of its demagogues and its Dutch. In 
Western Virginia the Hessian politicians and the 
Hessian men did the same bad work. In Maryland 
the treason of the Hickses and the Hessians brought 
in upon Southern soil the invader and the despot. In 
Eastern Virginia, where Hiekismand Hessianism un¬ 
fortunately had, for a time, full sway, the important 
Fortress of Monroe, which would now be worth a 
million a day to us, was surrendered to the Yankees. 

Southern independence is already achieved; but 
the war cannot be closed until we shall have recov¬ 
ered the Southern territory which was basely surren¬ 
dered to the invader by Southern traitors. Until we 
shall have planted our banners along the- natural con¬ 
fines of our country, the war must go on. Had this 
territory not been basely relinquished the war would 
have already been ended. All the life, and treasure, 
and sickness, aud suffering, which it shall henceforth 
cost our country, will be upon the souls of the base 
men who betrayed their native soil, their homes and 
hearthstones to the invader. 

It is idle to think of peace until we shall have re¬ 
conquered tbe surrendered country lying south of the 
boundary we have defined. Geographically, politi¬ 
cally, and strategically, Kentucky is a part of the 
South, which she cannot afford to surrender to North¬ 
ern control and jurisdiction. We cannot afford to 
have imaginary boundary lines with the Yankees. 
The line of Keutucky and Tennessee i» too intangible 

1 to mark the separation betweeu North and South. 
Without a bold, natural line of separation, like the 

1 great Ohio River, the border population of the South 
would be as completely demoralized through all 

’ future time, as experience has proved it to have been 
daring the events of the last five months. 

the two Confederacies are too dissimilar and antago¬ 
nistic to be divided by a merely mathematical lino. 
While the two populations were associated under one 
political union, even then we had enough of the 
Underground Railroad. We mnst establish our 
separation by such distinct landmarks that that in¬ 
stitution will have no further existence on this 

continent. 
The geographical formation of the country is such 

that a small portion of the boundary — that of 
Northern Maryland—must, of necessity, be merely 
astronomical; but this portion must be as inconsider¬ 
able as possible. It will be far better for both Con¬ 
federacies, with a view to preventing frauds upon 
their revenues, that their boundary will subserve 
the purposes of peace between them more effect¬ 
ually than large augmentations of their standing 
armies. To the security of the South, such a 
boundary is almost, necessary. We can watch the 
enemy better .standing upon the banks of tho Ohio 
than standing on this aide ijf high mountain ranges. 
We should not know how tf trust the Punic faith of 
a worse than Carthagenian enemy, nnlcss we wero in 

a position to watch and foil them. 
We have simply, therefore, to make up our minds 

to conquer a boundary by an adequate forco of men. 
Our Generals in Missouri, in Kentucky, aud In 
Western Virginia, should be furnished with arraieB 
ample in uumbers to drive the enemy across the 
Missouri and Ohio rivers. The South has a great 
stake In accomplishing this expulsion daring the 
present season. To allow the enemy to winter in our 
country is to lose the support of the whole popula¬ 
tion of the districts of country in which he will 
make his winter quarters. In that event we should 
next season have not only the enemy to drive out, 
but the local population itself to conquer. 

Onr true policy of defense lies in a vigorous push 
for the batiks of the Ohio. We can afford to suffer 
raids on the Southern seaboard, If we can succeed in 
reaching, with a large farce, the enemy’s own thresh¬ 
olds and homesteads in Ohio and Pennsylvania. 
Then, if ho lands and ravages our coasts, we will 
invade, pillage, and burn bis villages in retaliation. 
Until we shall have re-conquered the Sonthern terri¬ 
tory that has been surrendered to him, and planted 
ourselves right upon the border of his own country, 
we shall not be safe from his raids upon our Southern 

fourteen miles. The deepest channel is on the east v 
side of Danphin, admitting vessels of eighteen feet u 
draft. Batteries on Horn Island would render the i: 
passage of the western channel a very hazardous t 
experiment. Were Danphin also fortified, and Mo- < 
bile Point and the main laud on the west planted c 
with batteries, Mobile would also be most effectually i 

blockaded. 1 

Beaufort, Soutii Carolina. — The necessity for 
the seizure of this port by the Federal forces has been 1 
often discussed in certain quarters, and has been said ( 
to be a seizure which would be highly advantageous * 
to the Government. It is situated in an arm of the 
sea called Port Royal River, about fifteen miles from 
the Atlantic. The harbor is one of the safest on the 
whole Southern coast, aud has full eleven feet water 
upon the bar, at its entrance. Situated immediately ; 
south of the line of railroad, at. a distance of twenty 
miles, running betweeu Charleston and Savannah, it 
would afford an easy base for land operations against 
either. Either could be much more easily taken by 
land operations than from the sea. Its importance is 
then by no means to be under-valued in any future 
series of assaults upon these hot-beds of treason. Its 
distance from Charleston is less than fifty miles, and 

a little further from Savannah. 
The great desideratum gained by an attack upon it 

is, that it can be taken with little or no loss of life, 
and can be so fortified as to he held landward against 
a most formidable force. The British took it and 
held it for several months during the Revolutionary 
war, deeming it a point of the greatest importance. 
Its collector, under Mr. Buchanan’s administration, 
refused to give in his adhesion to the Secession Dy¬ 
nasty in South Carolina, and was arrested for high 
treason. He subsequently succumbed to force. It 
must not be confounded with tho North Carolina 
Beaufort, more than a hundred miles north-east of it. 

Fernandina.—Much has been said about a pro¬ 
posed occupation of tho port of this name, it is 
located npon Amelia island, a small island lying off 
the extreme north-eastern coast of Florida. At tho 
northern end of this island the St. Mary’s river, the 
dividing stream between Georgia and Florida, puts 
into tbe ocean. The length of the river is about one 
hundred miles, and there is thirteen feet of water 
upon the bar at its mouth. 

Right opposite to its mouth is the harbor of Fer- 
naudina with, it is said, full twenty-fonr feet of 
water— the deepest water in any Atlantic harbor 
south of the mouth of the Chesapeake. Amelia 
island Is about eighteen miles long, and is very 

' fertile. The town of Fernandina has but few inhabi- 

’ tants. 
■ The principal advantages which would accrue to 
> the Government from its possession, would be a safe 
5 harbor for vessels of deep draft, a point of ren- 
r dezvotis for fleets intended to operate upon the 
* extreme Southern coast, and as a safe basis for 
8 operations against Southern Georgia and Eastern 

Florida. 

water and Greenbrier Springs or Bridge, about fifteen 1 
miles apart. The main body, however, of Reynolds j 
is still at nuttonaville, a town near the east fork of ( 
the Monongahela river, the great tributary of the 
Ohio, which joins tho Alleghany at Pittsburg, in onr . 
own State, It is a mere post office village, located 
in Randolph county, aud lies about 200 mile* north¬ 

west of Richmond. 
The point at which tho main body of Lee is posted, 

called Huntersville,|tb locatedthirty miles south-west 
of Huttonsville, and in the same County. It is bIbo 

a mere post town. It is distant from I.ewisburg, the 
great strategic point upon which Floyd and Lee are 
both falling hack, only thirty miles. Floyd, pursued 
by Rosencrans and Cox, has fallen back to Sewell 
mountain, a prominent mountain height lying right 

across the road to Lewisbnrg. 
General Rosencrans lies at Mountain Cove, a small 

post village in Fayette County. It had, before print¬ 
ing paper was declared contraband of war, a news¬ 
paper of the extreme secession school. But this 
within a month or two past expired. It is thus evi¬ 
dent that Floyd and Leo are retreating npon, or 
rather converging their forces toward, the same point 
—Lewisburg; the former from a duo north and the 
latter from a north-eastern direction. The evident 
intention of tho rebel leaders is to risk a battle in 
attempting to cover the line of the ^ irginia and 
Tennessee railroad, in anticipation of the design to 
strike for the possession and control of it. Its near¬ 
est approach to Lewisburg is forty miles, at a town 

called Salem. 
Ab the tide of victory has uniformly set In favor of 

the Federal arms in Western Virginia, there seems 
to be but little doubt that they are strong enough to 
press Lee and Floyd still further back. The evident 
policy of the rebeht is to retreat, fighting obstinately 
at every point susceptible by nature ot being con¬ 

structed into a strong defence. 
Sewell’s Mountain arid Lewisbnrg are certainly not 

1 so strong as tbe Oauley and Cheat Mountains. Be¬ 
sides, Roaencranshas been strongly re-enforced within 

a fortnight, and must, he fully equal to the exigencies 
1 of his position. The main bodies of Lee and Floyd 
' are not forty miles apart. Their complete union will 
* bo followed by the union of Reynolds and Rosencrans. 

Both unions must be followed by a grand battle at or 
in the neighborhood of Lewisburg. That gained, 
the seizure of tho Tennessee and Virginia railroad 

f follows, and the great artery of Southern supplies is 
r most effectively stopped. Such estoppel would be a 
1 greater material victory than the rout of twenty thou- 

7 sand men. 

It would require an army of a million of men to 
line our coasts in such a manner as to protect them 
from their naval excursions. On the contrary, 50,000 
or 75,000 men penetratiug to the banks of tbe Ohio 
at a few different, points, will effectually secure our 
coaBt from aggression, by giving him alarm and em¬ 
ployment at home, and by putting it in our power to 
retaliate upon him with a vengeance. Twenty thou¬ 
sand additional troops ought to be forthwith Bent 
into Western Virginia, and every available regiment 
and company in Tennessee and Arkansas ought to be 
precipitated into Kentucky aud Missouri. We have 
trifled away two-thirds Of the present season of cam¬ 
paign; let us make up, by earnest work, in the other 

third, for the indolence of the past. 

The Southern Gulf and Atlantic Const. 

The Chandeleur Islands and Mobile Bay.— 

Among the islands said to have been taken possession 
of by the United States forces in the Gulf, are the 
Chandeleur Group. They lie immediately south of 
the point where Lako Borgne debouches into the 
Gulf. They lie full sixty miles east of the mouths of 
the Mississippi, and twenty-five from Mobile Point. 
Tbe group consists of three small islands—the south¬ 
ernmost being the smallest. They bend in the form of 
a semi-circle. Between them and the north-eastern 
point of St. Bernard Parish, which is the southern¬ 
most Parish in Louisiana, lying east of the Missis¬ 

sippi River, is Chandeleur Bay. 
Upon the northernmost island of the group there 

was a fixed light fully sixty feet high. It was of the 
utmost use to sailors navigating those waterB. The 
rebels, with thuir usual vandalism, are said to have 
removed it some months ago. The fortifications of 
these islands, with corresponding batteries upon 
Ship, Cat, and Horn Island*, and at Mississippi City, 
upon the main land, will completely control the 
debouchure of Borgne into the Gulf, aud aid most 

materially in the blockade of Mobile Bay. 
This bay is separated at Its entrance into the sea, 

by an island, called 'Dauphin. At tbe entrance, 

Tbe Army of llie Pofoniac. 

TnF.RK is in Washington a large topographical 
map of the country between the I’otoni&o and James ^ 
Rivers, on which changes are ma4c in accordance ^ 
with the reports of reliable scout»and which shows 
every water-conrso, elevation, and fcfensible position 
between Washington and Richmond. Based upon 
tho official State map of Virginia, it contains the ( 
result of many a careful reconnoiasanoo - many a 
balloon observation — many a report from those who 
have journeyed with baiters awaiting them as spies. 

Into t)iis map is stuck a large number of pins, each 
ono having a tiny label, bearing the name of a regi¬ 
ment—either friend or foe — while smaller black 
pins represent caunon; and as regiments or guns are 
known to change positions, their representative pins 
are takon out, and re-stuck in the new localities. 

Fifteen days since, the map showed that the rebels 
wero occupying Munson’s hill, and wero near the 
Chuin Bridge, but since then the regiments and 
guns of the C. S. have been changed toward Rich¬ 
mond, while in their places arc the troops and bat¬ 
teries of the U. S. A. Every day the map shows that 
the Army of the Potomac is moving forward, and 
intrenching itself as it advances —not moving for¬ 
ward like a tide which is soon to ebb again, but like 
a resistless flood, carrying all before it, and not to be 

checked. 
Before this advanco, the map shows also the col¬ 

umns of Beauregard and of Gua. Smith, with the 
headquarters of Johnson, who have made Manassas 
the stronghold of treason's hope. Tho enfilading 
batteries there, into whose range it is hoped by the 
rebels that our army will march, may not be carried 
by storm, but it will not be a difficult task to flank 
them, especially if some of their present garrisons 
should ere very loug be summoned home by unwel¬ 
come visitors. Meanwhile, Gen. McClellan is a daily 
visitor to the outposts, and every hour during the day 
and night reports come over the wires to his head¬ 
quarters. Yesterday was a busy day along the lines, 
and last night the pins which represent a dozen 
regiments at least, were moved forward on the topo¬ 

graphical map. 
The movements are made by divisions. Each 

division has its infantry, its artillery, and its cavalry, 
forming an independent corps d'armre, which sends 
forth ltd advances, and supports them by reserves. 

While everything promises victory along the lines, 
care is taken to preserve order here. No liquor can 
be taken across the Potomac except by authority of 
Major-Generals, and it is difficult for soldiers to 
obtain it here. The patrols of Provost Marshal 
Porter forco every officer and man they meet to show 
his pass, and last night there were two lieutenants 
and about two hundred aud fifty privates taken to tho 
guard house — many of them rather inebriated. 

Many of the officers of volunteers are becoming 
i very studious, as they dread the result of their 
i appearance before the Examining Board. In some 
f of the regiments from New England, evening schools 
> for mutual instruction have been establishfd at bead- 

f quarters._ 

The social systems and the domestic institutions of I including Dauphin Island, it attains a breadth of 

Position of the Forces in Western Virginia. 

We select from the Philadelphia Press of Satur¬ 
day week the following sketches of various positions 
now held by the federal and rebel forces in Western 

Virginia: 

Elkwater is a very small hamlet on Elk River. The 
sources of this river interlock with the head-waters 
of the Little Kanawha and those of the Mouonga- 
hela. It puts into the Great Kanawha at Charleston, 
where, the great salt works of Virginia are. 

Part of General Lee’s forces lie at Greenbrier 
bridge and Elk mountain. The bridge crosses the 
Greenbrier river, a stream which, when it unites 
with New River, forms the Great Kanawha. Elk 
mountain is a part of a spur which, putting ofl from 
the Alleghanies, forma the highest ground betweeu 
Eik and Greenbrier riverB, and is nearly midway 
between them. They both flow in a southwesterly 
direction, and are, at the points named, viz., Elk- 

Tile Great Naval Expedition. 

One of the most extensive naval expeditions in 
which this country ever engaged, is now in prepara¬ 
tion, and part of it already on the way to a common 
rendezvous. The larger portion of this fleet has 
been fitted out at New York, but several vessels have 
been prepared at Boston and Philadelphia, all in¬ 
tended for the same object. Tho Commercial Adver¬ 

tiser of Monday, the 1 fth, says the fleet has been 
furnished with every necessary, yet all has been 
conducted without bustle or confusion. Merchants 
have offered their vessels, and they have been 
accepted by the United States Quartermaster with 
promptness. The transports have beon rapidly 
loaded at onr wharves, and then hauled into the 
stream or off tho battery, waiting the signal to start. 
Largo steamships that have won themselves renown 
as ocean palaces, have been stripped of their gilding, 
loaded heavily with cannon and death-dealing mis¬ 
siles, and taken into tho ranks of transports and 
war vessels. Tho expedition, as it was composed in 
onr harbor a few days since, presented a Bomcwhat 
novel appearance. The Baltic, loaded nearly to her 
guards, the Atlantic, Vanderbilt and other ocean 
steamers, all bearing valuable freight, lay in the 
stream with saucy gunboats, side wheel and pro¬ 
pellers, and even tho diminutive tug, with a new 
coat of black paint, lay proudly with the war fleet. 
By the middle of last week, this expedition was so 
far advanced that people began to speculate upon its 
probable destination. The very curious did not 
hesitate to take an early walk upon the battery, and 
to devote an hour to the critical examination of the 
fleet, to see if any of them had left during the night. 
The wonder lovorB were gratified on Saturday by the 
departure of the Coatzacoaleos, Cahawba, Roanoke, 
Empire City, Parkersburg, Unadllla, aud Atlanta. 
The Third Rhode Island regiment was transferred 
from Fort Hamilton to the Cahawba, and Col. Ser- 
rlll’H engineers were taken on another vessel. 

Yesterday the Battery was thronged nearly all day 
by a crowd of people anxious to see the departure 
of more of the vessels. During the day the Star of 
the South, Ocean Queen, Daniel Webster, Ariel, 
Arago, Vanderbilt, Oriental and Rhode Island left 
their several anchorages and sped their way out of 

| port. Tho Wabash, and several gunboats and trans¬ 
ports, remain in tho harbor, but in all probability 
will sail during the day. Three ferry boats were 
purchased on Saturday—the Ethan Allen, Commo- 

1 dore Perry, and Stepping Stone, These will be 
dispatched to-morrow or Wednesday. The entire 
fleet will have left this port by Wednesday, and 

‘ probably by Saturday will have received the troops 
’ who are to take part in the expedition. 

We commit no impropriety when we declare that 
the first destination of the vessels composing the 

’ expedition, is Hampton Roads and Annapolis. The 
1 naval vessels will rendezvous at the former place 

while the transports are engaged in taking on board 
1 troops from Annapolis. It is stated, with some 
1 semblance of truth, that there were fifteen thousand 
7 men sent to Annapolis ©n Thursday. We also learn 
s that the Continental Guard, Col. Perry, Washington 
“ Grays, Col. Moore, and three other regiments have 

orders to join the division at Annapolis. It is there¬ 
in fore probable that an aggregate force of twenty-live 
r thousand men will be sent off. These will be fully 
e equipped, armed in the best manner, and supplied 
8 with an abundance of provisions. 

The ultimate destination of the expedition is 
known but to Government and Gen. Scott, aud even 
when the fleet sails, the General in command of the 
troops will probably receive sealed dispatches,'which 

r' he will be instructed to open wheu in a certain 
8 latitude. 
n The utmost care has been taken to insure tbe suc¬ 

cess of this expedition, and we are safe in asserting 
e that when the blow is struck, the effect upon the 

■s South will be terrible. 
i- In connection with the foregoing, we quote a 

l, portion of the Detroit Tribune's correspondence, 

dated “Annapolis, Md., Oct. 10,” as follows:—“ Your 

;r readers will be interested to know that the Michigan 

le 8th, in connection with a large additional force, are 

js about to sail from this point upon some expedition, 

;k the exact nature of which we know nothing about, 

in Here, however, are certain data: About 20,000 troops 

-u are assembling at Annapolis; October has come; a 

ly fleet of seventy sail is In the offing; we are ordered 

ly to embark soon, with fifteen days’ provisions for 

k- men and horses. Foot it all up, and say for yourself 

•iAA'i 
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whether it shells out Charleston, Mobile or New 
Orleans. One tiling is c]e&r—something is about to 
be attempted. And thiB might end my letter—be¬ 
cause all the minutim and detail would be of no 
great interest to you. 

ering the strength and position of the rebels', be fell 
back until he came upon Col. Alexander, with 600 
infantry of the 21st Illinois regiment, and one piece 
of artillery. The enemy followed, fighting all the 
way. Major Dwight then got bis guns in position, 

Midshipman F. W. Stewart, accompanied by the General Stone crossed the Potomac with one por- 

o'"’ the 
I also took with me the pilot of the vessel, Louis P. oUier at Harrison Island. Skirmishing began be- 
Lewis, of Pennsylvania, ’ tween the enemy in uncertain numbers and part of 

d4si<:^LW!bl:^P^e.EC!,d, iD findlD« Btone's c01nmaad’ A* early as 9 in the forenoon, and ! All the hurry and bustle of Quartermasters and ' and concentrating his infantry, caused a part of bis thG entrance to the creek, which, you will remember^ ennfinm-a wi,K„ni J ‘ * ' *or ‘noon, ana 
'ommissaries. the earnest wish of the reirinienta t.. command to retreat stilt further „_ is very narrow, but having found it. wc nulled tin ' ‘ i c j r ect un il about 5 in the Commissaries, the earnest wish of the regiments to j command to retreat still further, leading the enemy 

be off! the discussion of future prospects, the bahinc-1 into an ambuscade, when he forced them back with 
ing of probabilities and possibilities, these are all— heavy loss. 

just as you would expect. We are comfortably The following is a copy of the order issued by the 
quartered in the buildings once used as the Govern- Secretary of War before he lefuSt Louis, and after 
ment Naval School, now moved from Annapolis, he bad visited Gen. Fremont at Tipton: 
The Pennsylvania liouudhead Regiment, the Twenty- St Lorig Mo 0ct M lfj01 
first Massachusetts, the Fouith New Hampshire, the General: — The Secretary of War directs me to 
Fiftieth Pennsylvania, the Sixth and Seventh Con- communicate the following as his instructions for 

necticnt are here, and more are coming daily.” y°j’n ffew of” hi? heavy sums doe, especially in the 
-- Quartermaster's Department in this city, amounting 

Department of tbe West, 1° $4,600,000, it is important that the money 
t- . . which may now be in the hands of the disbursing 
Kentucky— I he following Ohio troops have office™, or be recelTed by them, be applied to tbe 

been sent to Central Kentucky during the past ten current expenses ofyour arrov in Missouri, and these 
days: Now at Camp Dick Robinson—13th regiment, debts to remain unpaid until they can be properly 
nAi csn^iui.n• i Aai-, (>,\ /Viiitmii* oio* ft. i v«r <i scot to ut<iri lor settlement' 
Col. Stedham; 14th, Col. Connell; .,1st, Col. Walker. tho .jishurslmr offienre „f to* , “IlI’ 

is very narrow, bat having found it, we pulled up 1 ““ , ! IUUL'' "B,u ab0,n 5 ,n the n'*nd of different divisions of the army. Gen Scott 
the crooked channel within pistol shot of either af,fir,loon- ''hen large re-enforcements of the enemy is in excellent health and exceeding artivp 
shore until we discovered the schooner. She was appeared npon our right, which wag commanded by To save mr,n- t, «u , . * 
close to Gm shore, in charge of a party who fled at Colonel Baker The Union 1 , J 6 troub,e a11 concerned, it is officially 
our approach and abandoned the camp. She had a ,.i..... , q«m .. , ' n® et,Ea£ed were announced that Government has ceased to grant 
new suit of sails, and all the furniture complete in ’ ^ R°1 To o,8ttacke<1 a force snPP0SGd to ! passes to go South through the United States lines 
the cabin which was collected together, producing httfrom 5’000 t0 10'000- At this juncture Col. Baker Information has been received <Vo ‘ 
a bcautifnl conflagration, but-unfortunately revealing fe» at the bead of his brigade, while gallantly cl.eer- .ntiiw? T. , ! received here from a source 
our position to the enemy who commenced a ranid intr on mo., *l n. . T ^ • entitled to credit, that Messrs. Klidel and Mason, rebel 
lire from Wh bank. „r ,b.t raratod «S„ tX I A™ "* totor. France Ellsl,n, J”°e‘ 
mingled with opprobrious epithets, till we w^re ue ’ be dispatched Major lonng to apprise him i/ed to negotiate trenfino Q. „ , 
beyond their range. Our men returner] r. murder ms "f the condition of affairs. Gen. Stone immediately with those „t T sdvantage 
lire from the honta and ♦«.« erear._i » .. ... , . . . u,*M-v who inose powers, but to nlace tbe n s a „ 

in fact, full power to accept companies and regiments 
which, on examination, may be found equal to the 
requirements that the Colonel has adopted. 

The V ftr Department has decided to invest Generals 
McDowell, Stone, and Heintzclraan with the com¬ 
mand of different divisions of the army. Gen. Scott 
is in excellent health and exceedingly active. 

To save trouble to all concerned, it is officially 
announced that Government has ceased to grant 
passes to go South through the United States lines. 

** r>~ * »l v + la - *mui wci "in | -* -- wu. uvwug UUUIUU 

In view of the heavy sums due. especially in the T° Btaar"Gr9' a"'' Polled for proceeded in person towards the right, to take 
iurtcnnaster's Department in this citv. aniom.timr thc irom the burning schooner >..., i.. __ Quartermaster's Department in this city, amounting 

to some $4,600,000, it is Important that the money 
which may now be in the hands of the disbursing 
officers, or be received by them, be applied to the 
current expenses ofyour army in Missouri, and these 
debts to remain unpaid until they can he properly 
examined and sent to Washington for settlement: 
the disbursing officers of tbe army to disburse the 

At KicholaBville — Col. Bradley) 30th, Col. | fiinda, stud not transfer to irp KpouHblc ftgenta 
Norton. At Cynthinnia—$5tb, Col. Vandemeer. other word* those who do not hold commissions hi. r * . !y ^ meet and de9tr°y Wednesday v 
At Olvmnia Rnrings-20th Col Harris Thelitl, from the President, and are not under bonds. All for crossing the river at all times. ^nesaay. _ At Olympm h,.rings 20th Col Hams. The lltb, ,ojUr(U,ts ne,essRry’ t() bc mnr]p L thc aZmtine I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
Col. Dickey, and l tn, Col. Gibson, are with Gen. officers. The senior Quartermaster hero has bo*4D Darrell, Affairs nt Washington. 

Anderson. One battery of artillery, Col. Burnett, verbally instructed by the Secretary as above.' Lieutenant Commanding. Tn* Commissioners reprUBentine the interest* of 
and the 1st regiment artillery, Ohio Volunteers, left is deemed unriceeessry to erect field-works The Spaulding returned to Portress Monroe on the Americans at thA Wrri,u= v • * v. ' 

Cincinnati ^^olier Hh, for (amp Dick Robinson; Sauce: also fficfif any! Tn cmTree* if'constroTtlon ‘.,,h I“tjl frbm Ilatteras bringing up General ing appointed an Executive Committee cimposedM 
and the second battery left on the 10th. at Jefferson City. In this connection, it Sr seen that MaDfi6,'ld> who has taken command at Camp Hamil- follows:-B. P. .Johnson of New York Chairman- H 

It is decided by the Government to push GO,000 a number of commissions have been given by you. ton. The entire loss of the 20th Indiana reeiment in Kennedy R M r««i„„ tr» i • J T „ ’ ’ 

r-zzsvtui-7-T«<rurirlx :« 
Kentue j and tbe other into Missouri. These, with ident This, of course, does not. apply to the officers N° fd)a,‘ges bavc taken placeat Ilatteras Inlet during is their duty to make all the necessary preparatory 
the Western troops going forward, will swell the wUh volunteer troops. Col. Andrews has been ver- tho 1,19t fcw daTa- arrangements for the exhibition. An office is to be 
Wnainvil and Conti, IXT nntoun awvmS.... A.. «... ..a DR IV SO I Him t (*( i ill/ ill!'* » r> ln/k A.. PIawam -3___ t . > . JlUvfi JS to DG 

Affairs nt Wnshington. 

Hie vessels, the light from tbe burning schooner i v . . f. , .. * ^ 
guiding them on their way. b n raand- but In the confnsion created by the fall of Col. 

Her destruction was complete. Although the Baker, the right wing sustained a repulse with con- 

hall.n T1'!, „m°n a,n-‘?r Fi,oatr,!L®re I)Prforated with fiderab!e loss. Stone reports that the left wing re- 

with each other in tho performance of their duty. t, redln g 0f on en IIe Wll! ho,(J approaches thereto. 
I hope what T liaye done will meet yonr approba- ®^ronK re-enforcements will be sent forward to Stone 

ti,’ri’iftlf-ll?.,lg,«I-,iave1acted w'thoot orders. to-night The remains of Col. Baker were removed 

w«"e’ WM bc br"”gbt 40 lbis clty« Ins preparations tor crossing the river at all times. ‘ f-'toesday. 
I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 

A. D. IIakkell, Affairs nt Washington. 
Lieutenant Commanding. • 

h I ue Commissioners representing the interests of 
The .Spaulding returned to Fortress Monroe on the Americanft at the World’s Fair, at an adjourned meet- 

th ‘n9.t;’ ,rGm Hatteras Inlet bringing up General ing appointed an Executive Committee composed as 
Mansfield, who has taken command at Camp Hamil- follows:-!!. R. Johnson of New York, Chairman- If. 
ton. The entire loss of the 20th Indiana regiment in Kennedy, B. M. Seaton of Washington J R Par- 
itR recent rpTrpnt. frnm PViioamioAmlnA. i r __ A..t a_if •« ■» 

•< r- entitled to credit, that Messrs. Blidel and Mason, rebel 
ure ministers to France and England, are not onlyauthor- 
"u ized to negotiate treaties at extraordinary advantage 
ely with those powers, but to place the C. S. A,, for a 

limited period, under their protection, 

oi. The Navy Department is satisfied from official 
JU' information that the steamer Saranac is at Ran Fran- 
re- j Cisco undergoing repairs. It is therefore untrue that 
to. she was recently lost off the month of the Mississippi 
me in a storm. 

Irregularities having arisen in respect to Canadian 
on correspondence, the following directions must be 

observed: 

1. Letters addressed to Canada must be mailed or 
post billed to a United States Exchange Office. Let- _. . I™'1 uulcu w » united States Exchange Office. Let- 

Ll'TZZ°T,.riPT'!‘,nS !?• T* ot «f“ '«•« »« directly to PoMOffiM! 1„ Can,,],. 

No |.aymam« .ill be made u, ,Mh, eioept le it. ,CCe„, retreat tram rhieatrteom2.' 7 r v ’ ' , ' «■ Kor.heat«. Sacketf. Harbor, Oswego, rad Snmmnaion 
whose appointments have been approved by the PreV- T Chicamicomico was 47 men. tndge of Maryland-the last named as Secretary. It Bridge, N. Y • Cleveland Detroit ^,1! ^ 
ident. This, of course, does notSrmto inV. Ko changes have taken place at Hatteras Inlet during is their dntv to m»t-o .1. ..1* _ ..f’ ,. •; Gieveland, Detroit, Sault Ste. Mane, 

the Western troops going forward, will swell the . __ 
Western and Booth-Western armies to vast proper- I to^ucted by the Kecrc-tarj; aiso, not to Eleven contrabands came over last nig'it from 

tions. Out of those pushing on Into Missouri, | pacing the teoops. Un< B’ f'XC< I)t for ll‘e PulP08e of Sewall's Point. They say that there are COO Confede- 
another wing will he formed, under a new command, Tluj ercelion of barracks near your quarters In this ra*® troops at that point, and a large number this 
to proceed with the new gnnbouta and transport t0 !,e al oncc dUcontinUOd. side of Norfolk. 

MlMlMlppI during Hie autumn a^u^SmZ^'“raSKftufm dapSXra , U’,"‘'”‘*nt cl ,he « 
months, (ten. Wool, it is thought, will command on our friends in Western Missouri. Your attention ^w since found a rebel vessel in the narrow 
the river licet and army. In these three branches of 1m directed to this in the expectation that you will this aide of Oregon Inlet, which was fitting 
the Union army there will be about 20,000 men. -apply the corrective. out as a privateer. He took possession of and burned 

On the 18th Gen. Sherman telegraphed urgent, for u short time, and The ^'seen-m™ '1™!!!!,!'!!!! the vessel. The rebels were in force in the vicinity. 

with volunteer troops. Col. Andrews has been ver- | l««tfcw days. 
Eleven contrabands came over last nig'it from 

Sewull'a Point. They say that there are COO Confede¬ 
rate troops at that point, and a large nun.bet this 
side of Norfolk. 

Lieutenant Murray, of the gunboat Louisiana, a 
few days since found a rebel vessel in the narrow 

On the 18th Gen. Sherman telegraphed urgent ,[or a short time, and the Secretary hopes you may 
imands for re-enforcements. In the evening Re ore. dnd ,il Pr0P01' to accede thereto. demands for re-enforcements. In the evening Secre- !,m !l ProPcr to aeeedc thereto. 

«aiy Cameron rad AdjulraKtar. Tk.ira. rart diu- .T" “ 
patches immediately to Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, To Muj.-Gen. J. C. 1‘kkmont, Commanding Depart- 
and Chicago, ordering 8,000 troops to be forwarded nieut 01 tllc WcEt> Tipton, Mo. 
to Gen. Sherman, by special train. These troops are- 
doubtless on their way, and any fears for the safety of H»e East. 

of Louisville may therefore be dismissed. Every- The most important news of tbe week is to thc 
thing indicates action in that direction, and impor- oflact tliat the rc-hels are falling hack npon Manassas, 
taut news may be expected immediately from the °<i the 18th they called in their pickets and deserted 
central Kentucky towns. Vienna. They tore up the truck of the Loudon and 

The rebel Gen. Hawthorne, of the Mississippi Ha*upton railroad at that place, and retired with 
brigade, is at Hopkinsville, and has transferred the lheir entire column to Fairfax Court Jlonse. Gcn- 

postoffice there to the charge of tbe rebel postmaster. eral Wadsworth with a company of infantry and 
Thus the Southern Kentucky towns are regularly one company of cavalry followed up thc rebels in 
supplied with the Southern mails under thc authority tliuir «"dden (light to within a mile of Fairfax Court 
of the rebel Poatmastcr General, House, when they turned and fired upon his little 

Gen. Hardee is in command at Bowling Green, band, but did not succeed iu kitting anybody, 
with 10,000 troops, including 2,000 Texans, whom, A scouting party, consisting of five of our com- 
from their wild appearance, the people there take for Pail^fi> niado a recoilnoSsance of Vienna this P. M., 
Indians. entering and finding it deserted. The object of 

Illinois.—Gov. Yates and Hon. Win. Kellogg, of tear,ng UP thc railroad is to prevent the use of it by 
Illinois, have obtained from the Government, for the ®encra^ McClaUftn to throw troops into Leesburg, 
armament of that State, $1,000,000. fonrWn Imii.,;.. General MeCleftap and Inspector General Marcv went 

with 10,000 troops, including 2,000 Texans, whom, 
from their wild appearance, the people there take for 
Indians. 

armament of that State, $1,000,000, fourteen batteries 
of James’ rilled cannon, 0,000 muskets, and 600 rifles. 

The Steamer Grampus, with a flag of truce from tho 
enemy’s camp ut Columbus, asking an exchange of 
prisoners, arrived at Cairo on the 14th inst. Gen. 
Grant replied that of his own accord he could make 
no exchange, as he didn’t, recognize C. S. A,, but he 

General McClellan and Inspector General Marcywcnt 
as far as ViermaK and returned to the city about 9 
o’clock in thc dpruing in a drenching rain. 

One of our men who was captured about three 
weeks since, returned on thc 18th from Fairfax Court 
Mouse, having, with others, been released in conse¬ 
quence, as he declares, of the evacuation of that 

The last news from the Gnlf sqnadron left Com¬ 
mander McKean, who succeeded Commander Mervin, 
on hoard the Niagara, which is now the f ig ship of 
the Squadron, instead of the Colorodo off Pus 
Lontic. Commander McKean was makint active 
preparations for tho complete closing up of 1 h<■ Mis¬ 
sissippi. He would then move from that position to 
Pensacola, the Colorado taking the p| n-e of the 
Niagara. Tbe late storm did very little damage to 
the fleet. Commander Mervin, whose d< parture was 
regretted by the whole fleet, intended to ask a Court 
of Inquiry, but there was apparently no disposition 
on the part of the Government to censure him. He 
ia one of the oldest Cuptains in the service. The 
whole coast from Galveston to Florida Reefs was 
completely blockaded. Fort Pickens is jm pared to 
attack Pensacola., Forte McRea and P, urancas, and 
hold them. There is no doubt iu the opinion of the 
best officers there that the place (can be taken with¬ 
out serious difficulties. 

The telegraph this (Monday) morning gives us the 
following items of intelligence: 

The army of the Potomac will probably soon be 

Wir uuiy Ml mahe ail the necessary preparatory Alganoc, Michigan, are our principal exchanging 
arrangements for the exhibition. An office is to be | offices. 

Trltetef eV" TwiDK,°T\!?d the <3CBCrlpti0n °f 8,1 2- T1,e I,ostage on letters to or from Canada 
Cl rn, tl'!T tk "r exhibition submitted to the is ten cents. Pre-payment is optional; but the whole 
, mm too for their action. Inventors or other postage must be pre-paid as now. Part payments 

exhibitors can apply to any one of the Commission- are not received. Pre-payments must be made in 
ers or of the Executive Committee. United States postage stamps, not in money. 

It Sb rumored that the order in relation to the The Indian Agent from New Mexico’ has just 
exchange of prisoners, which has jnst been issued arrived direct from that Territory. Previous to his 
from the headquarters of our army, will speedily lead departure all the principal men of the Navajo tribe 
to the discharge of all the prisoners of war held by of Indians came to Santa Fe and made a treaty of 
the Federal Government and the rebels. ’ peace with the Government, with the exception of 

It appears that the Government has, through its t!l08e <){ Arizona, where a small force of Texans 
agents in England, purchased large quantities of nave possession through the treachery of Col. Loring. 
blankets for the soldiers to the extent of at least The Federal force there is under Col. Canby, who 
300,000, and that 200,000 more are yet to be pur- commands that. Military Department with from 1,200 

chased. Some of these, it is said, have already to 1,600 men, while the citizens have raised three full 
arrived. regiments. Jir. Stork reports the people as loyal to 

The following important circular has been sent to 8 man‘ 1 be obiect of the wbete i« represented as 
Gov. Morgan, and similar ones to the Governors of bei,lg to seli!e *I1C Government stores rather than to 
all the States on the seaboard and lakes: endeavor to conquer the country. There were no 

Pxiuirtmext or State. Washington, Oct. 14, ]S61. disturbances on the plains, and when Mr. S. was 
n ,, , _ , ' passing over them, the Indians were in the best pos- 

Ya!*7 y n0r °f ' °f Ne'° 8ible h"mor> fr™ tbG of their receiving presents 
Bin: — Tlie present insurrection had not even an'I annuities, 

revealed itself in arms when disloyal citizens has- Lord Lyons several days ago addressed a letter to 
toned to foreign countries to invoke their intorven- Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, in which be savs Her 
Don for the. overthrow of the Government and the 1 * 7 e 3 er 
destruction of the Union. Their agents are known Maj08,y B Government were much concerned to find 
to have made their appeal to some of the more im- I two British subjects, Messrs. Patrick and Itahmie, 
portant States without success. It la not likely, 
however, that they will remain content with such 
refusals; indeed, it is understood that they are indus¬ 
triously endeavoring to accomplish their disloyal 
purposes by degrees and by indirection. Taking 
advantage of the embarrassments of agriculture, man- 1; • a 1 l»i . , vj HKiauiiujt:, mini 

uivioeci Into several rorpt >/>■ armee according to the nfactures. and commerce in foreign countries, result- 

bad been subjected to arbitrary arrest, and although 
they had been released, they could not but regard the 
matter as one requiring very serious consideration. 
Lord Lyons, under instructions, therefore, felt bound 
to remonstrate against such irregular proceedings, as 

practice of European commanders. The plan of 'ng from the insurrection they have inaugurated at ke designated them, and to say that the authority of 
thus completing its organization has m-t with strono- 1,1'7 seek to involve our common country in Congress is necessary iu order to justify tbe arbitrary 

... „n,i „f z 1 sssffzssi ri“d nm'Dt °f ■«»- 
General McClellan has insisted upon it. and the plan relations of pure amity and friendship. tary ' f,wat' ’ m thc cotl,Re of h'8 roply. after detailing 
will probably be adopted. I ani authorized to state for yonr satisfaction, that facts in regurd to the twolprisoners named in the 

The abandonment of Leesburg by the rebel forces BU<? di;,url’unce if now less note of Lord Lyons, says: 
there 10 .V,1 wnonstban it lias been during any previous period ... would communicate with higher authority for their l,08'tioij. He states that the rebels burned thousands 

views on the subject. 

Missouri.- A detachment of Capt. Norman’s cav¬ 
alry, 25 in number, had a skirmish with rebel caval¬ 
ry, 100 strong, at Beckwith’s farm, Missouri. The 
federate were repulsed with the loss of one killed and 
five wounded. Thc rebel captain was killed. 

Eighty of Maj. James’ cavalry, at Cameron, on the 
12th inst., came upon 20 or 30 rebels in a cornfield, 
20 miles south ef Cameron, In Kay county. The ad¬ 
vance guard of nine routed them, they taking refuge 
in the timber. Our guard was re-enforccd .by 30, 
when they completely drove them from that section, 
killing 8 and taking 5 prisoners. Four federate were 
wonnded, but none killed. 

A messenger from Gen. Fremont’s headquarters nt 
Warsaw reached Syracuse, Mo., on the 17th, with 
dispatches for Gen. McKinstry. It was said that 
Price had made a stand in Cedar county, 25 miles 
from Osceola, with 20,000 well armed and disciplined 
troops, and a large force of Irregular militia. On 
the arrival of Fremont at Warsaw, the opposite bank 
of the Osage river was lined with rebel horsemen, 
who wore dispersed by a few rounds of eannistc-r. 
Fremont had begun preparations to lay a pontoon 
bridge across the Osage when thc messenger left, 
and it was supposed that his army would be over the 
river by Wednesday night. He was determined to 

of bushels of corn and wheat, lest it Hhould fall into 
the hands of our troops. Also, that all the citizens 
had left for Richmond and other points south. 

The rebel works at Fairfax were under the com¬ 
mand of Brigadier-General Longstreet, of Virginia, 
Davis, Beauregard, and Johnston, had all been there 
within a week. There were no new entrenchments 
at Fairfax, but the old ones were somewhat strength¬ 
ened. 

Colonel Geary, with a part of the force under liis 
command, achieved a glorious victory on tho lGth 
inst., at Bolivar, Ya., against greatly superior force 
of cavalry, infantry and artillery. They captured 
one 32-pounder and 6ome prisoners, who report the 
rebel loss is not less than 150 killed and wounded. 
Our loss was 4 killed, and 7 wounded, 1 mortally, 
and 1 missing. Colonel Geary was slightly wounded 
by the shell. The battle begun between two regiments 
of Mississippi and Alabama soldiers and the 1st regi¬ 
ment of Wisconsin and some companies of the 13th 
Massachusetts. While the cannonading was going 
on across the river, Colonel Geary crossed with a 
force and stormed the battery, and succeeded in cap¬ 
turing the gun, which he brought back with him across 
the liver into the camp. The cannon captured is a 
fine now siege gun, well mounted and in good order, 
with the exception of a fracture about the axle. 

A chaplain of the rebels, who was taken prisoner, 
push on with the utmost vigor, and would probably ! Tv V , ’ wlKen l)ns0Dir> 
* _ ... „ h ' “ "UUAU prooaoiy says that before lie was captured 87 were killpd m.l 
soon come mV with the enemy and force him to fltrht 11 , .... were iciuea ana 
or retreat K wpnnded, and carried off from the field. There was 

Tbirtv-finn n.nre An, _• , uolbiDg *»0wn as to the rebel Colonel 

there concentrated is confirmed. They hiv said to 
have proceeded towards the nearer point on tiio 
Manassas Gap Railroad. It is presumed tin-v went to 
Manassas to join the main body of their army. 

I1 or some days the rebel army has occupied the 
periphery of a circle several miles in extent, leach¬ 
ing from Leesburg to the mouth of the Oeooquan 
Creek. The movement recently made by withdraw¬ 
ing from Leesburg, Vienna, Fairfax Conn House, 
and Arundel was unquestionably Intended to reduce 
the front, whioh now extends ouly from the Potomac 
river to the mouth of the Occoquau, and along the 
creek to the Manassas Jnnctjou, with Cettreville and 
Fairfax Court House occupied aa outposts. 

A heavy detachment from General Smith’s Divi¬ 
sion, with portions of Mott's and Ayor’e batteries, 
and companies of the 5th regiment of regular cavalry, 
and Col. Friedman’s Philadelphia cavalry, Advanced 
toward Fairfax Court House and Manass; s on the 
HUb inst, They w ent as far as Flint Hill, which is 
two and a half miles this side of that village, and 
overlooks it. They saw there the pickets of the 
enemy iu such large force as to impress them with a 
belief that the reserve of the rebel army was nut far 
from that point. The expedition was accompanied 
by Generals McClellan, Porter and Hancock. They 
returned about nightfall. 

The withdrawal of the enemy from their advanced 

during tin- f-mirse of insurrection. It is nevertheless 
necessary now, as it. hiis hitherto been, to take every 
precaution that is possible to avoid the evils of for¬ 
eign war to be superinduced upon those of civil com¬ 
motion, which we are endeavoring to cures One of 
the most obvious of such precautions is, that our 
ports and harbors on seas and lakes should be put 
into condition of a complete defence: for any nation 
may be said to voluntarily Incur danger in tempestu¬ 
ous seasons when it fails to show that it has sheltered 

The proceedings of which the British Government 
complain, were taken upon information made to the 
President by legal police authorities of tho country, 
and were not instituted until after he had suspended 
the great writ of freedom to jnst the extent, that in 
view of the perils of tho State he deemed necessary. 
For the exercise of that discretion he, as well as his 
chief advisers, among whom are tbe Secretary of 
War and Secretary of State, is responsible by law 
before the highest tribunal Of the Republic, and 

itself on every side from which storm might possibly amenable also to tbe judgment of his country and the 
come. Measures which the Executive can adopt in enlightened portion of the civilized world. 

ttoneTergeDCy’ ftr° 8UCh °aly M CongreB8 ba8 8anc- I" conclusion, Mr. Reward remarks: 

The President is putting forth the most, diligent The safety of the whole people has become in the 
efforts In execute these measures, and wTe have the present emergency the supreme law, and so long as 
great satisfaction of seeing that these efforts are the danger shall exist, all classes of society, equally 
seconded by the favor, aid, and support of the loyal, the denizen and the citizen, must cheerfully acqui- 
patriotie, and self-sacrificing people, who are rapidly esce in the measures which that law prescribes. This 
bringing the military and naval forces of the United Government does not question the learning of the 
States into the highest state of efficiency; but Con- legal advisers of the British Crown, or the deference 
press was chiefly absorbed during its recent entire which Her Majesty pays to them; nevertheless the 
session with these measures, and did not provide as British Government will hardly expect that the Presi- 
amply as could he wished for the fortification of our dent will accept lheir explanations of the Constitu- 
sea and lake coast. Tn previous wars, the loyal tion of the United States, especially when the Gonsti- 
SmvH have applied themselves, by independent and tntion Hum expounded would leave upon him tbe sole 
separate activity, to the support and aid of the United executive responsibility of suppressing the existing 
States Government in Its arduous responsibilities, insurrection, while it would transfer to Congress the 
The same disposition has been manifested in a degree most material and indispensable power to bo em- 
eminently honorable by all the loyal States duringthe ployed for that purpose. Moreover, the explanations 
present insurrection. T11 view of this fact, and rely- find no real support in the letter, rnneh less in the' 
ing upon tbe increase and continuance of the same spirit of the Constitution itself. He most be allowed 
disposition oil the part of the loyal States, the Presi- therefore to prefer to be governed by organic national 
dent has directed me to invite yonr consideration to law, which, while it will enable him to exercise his 
the subject of the military improvement and perfec- great trust with complete success, receives the sanc¬ 
tion of the State over which you preside, and to ask tion of the highest authorities of our country and is* A — — f , _ « . . ♦ * ' -- - . ■ p .. v, WUI VVUMUJJ IfcUU 1 Q 

says that before ho was captured 87 were killed and P0sltlon ln from of the Union lines, is lullv con- .you to submit the subject to the eonuideration of the sustained by the general consent of tbe people for 
. , . . n.  XI. . * 1 .e fn Bin film it dial! L urn aaoot.i _. .« v , ^ .!. 

or retreat. 

Thirty-one more of onr wounded soldiers arrived 
from Springfield on the 15th. These men report that 
a sharp skirmish took place on Monday morning, 
twenty miles this side of Lebanon, between two com¬ 
panies of mounted men, belonging to Major Wright's 
battalion, attached to (Jen. Wyman's command, and 
some 130 rebel cavalry. Major Wright surprised the 
rebels by an attack in the rear, and completely routed 
them, killing about thirty and taking the same num- 

Ashby having been killed. It was not generally 
credited. An officer supposed to be him was shot 
daring the final retreat of the enemy. The Federal 
troops remained on the field all Wednesday night, 
and the next morning brought across the river the 
remainder of 10,000 bushels of wheat, captured from 
tbe rebel military depot, which they were about 
transporting to the I.eesbnrg side. Great distress 

cuujcwi hi me r.HusiuurauuH ui me siisiuiueu uv me general consent or toe people for 
firmed by Prof. La Mountain, who made a balloon Le«islalure wben '* slia11 have assembled. whom the Constitution was established. T will avail 
ascension this afternoon sbortlv before ,.l- Suc!l Preceding by the State would require only "Q’self of this opportunity to offer yonr Lordship a 

‘ , U S , -v be,ore a 0 dlJtk- temporary use of its means. Expenditures ought to renewed assurance of my very high consideration, 
lie ascended from a point about six miles vest of be made the subject of conference with the United W«. fi. Reward. 

Alexandria. The wind carried him five or six miles S*1®8 Government, and being thus made, with tbe The following despatch came over the lines on 
over the enemy’s camps around Fairfax Station, JJf®”!?^Seneral defei)0e- Saturday:— Cleveland. October 19.—To Brigham 
when rising into another current he took a circuit to tion what your State should do ^tid^wouU^nrovkle ? our(g’ Grfat Lake City—Sir:—I have the honor 
to Fairfax Court House, and thence back to our foMte Sburse^?tSSSffiTS 
lines, landing at General Banker's headquarters, accepted the President will direct tbe proper agents oMhc co^ 

H« had „ «ce,ta« ,icw of t!,e s'periSe,^ 2fH5#S 

and could see their encampments at Manassas. There system of defence of Tour ^tate 1 ^ first .mt>aBB,lf1e t0 Pass over tbe line> should express so 

r no reliel fo.cow, aacp, tore and ' I U?ftfe&r to bo. Sir, 
this side of Fairfax Court House. At the Court T onr obedient servant, hone ih»t this PntBmriBA rnav 4/v 

be made the subject of conference with the United 
States Government, and being thus made, with the 

her prisoners. Major T^t* °f B°W’ 
and one severely wounded. Very little firing w£ !“ T ! tF** * ^ tt *“ the 
done by the rebels intention oi the enemy to destroy both Bolivar and 

(HbBou's battery, whlob recently came in from ^arper-e tony by Ut* and tbe, were all prating „ 

Utah,.constating of two I2.p„„„d towitaei and four "T ^ ‘ 
6-pounders, has been attached to Gen. Lane’s brigade 
by order of the War Department. a 

We have the following account of the attack on j 
Big Itivcr Bridge on the I5th: . 

The enemy was discovered approaching the bridge c] 
about 1 o'clock yesterday forenoon, by a German b 
picket, who gave thc alarm. Our troops, numbering n 
between forty and fifty, instantly prepared for action, n 
and .although the force against their number was w 
about six hundred, under Jeff. Thompson himself, c- 
stood their ground, and from stone piles and other 
places of shelter, did good execution. They were !i 
finally surrounded, however, and. obliged to surren- ». 
der. 7 heir loss is one killed and six wonnded. .1 

Rebel loss five killed and four wounded. Immedi- 
ately after surrendering, the Federal prisoners were C< 
sworn by Jeff. Thompsou not to bear arms against 
the C. S. and were released. The rebels then burned th 
the bridge, and speedily retired. Jeff. Thompson 
said he baid 5,000 mounted men in the vicinity; that 
he intended to burn the bridges on the road, and that re 
Pilot Knob and Ironton would soon be attacked and 
captured. 

Tbe following dispatch was received at St. Louis, wi 
from an officer at Tilot Knob, on the 18th: re; 

Major Dwight, of the 1st Indiana artillery, made j ^ 
an attack on H>e enemy this morning, when, discov- I im 

prevailed among thc remaining residents of Bolivar were no rebel foc°es. except here and there a man, 
information having reached them that it wsb the tbis side Fairfax Court House. At the Court „ 
intention oi the enemy to destroy both Bolivar and House tbero were only a few companies, and the M' H* b£"'ARI1, 
Harper’s Ferry by fire, and they were all packing np aPPearau6e °f tbe bivouacs demonstrated that the I}efore leaving St. Louis on the 14th inst., the Sec- 
preparatory to a flight into Maryland position bad been recently almost entirely evacuated. retary of V ar, by letter, ordered General Fremont to 

On tlie 18th the rebel. ae»in appeal on Linden " p*lrtte SUttn "“"*»••"* •«“•>«*» «>™- fn“°“ln“a' ,T "“7,T7' -h'“ T™" 
and Bolivar UeiBhte, and renewed the attack on the The dispatches were received S’”* “ll 'h”“ *hjCl1 “ etec >”f «l 
Union force, unde Major Gould »?uT,«°il„ ntheadquarter, from Gen. Stoic, command, City; to suspend wort on theil.arr.ck, he Is building 
m - n , , p T J , uouin, vim artillery. „ near his residence for his body guard of 300 cavalry. 
Major Gould fired upon them with cannister from Sards’ Ferry, Oct. 21.-This morning at one and ordered him to employ all the money in the 
the columb.ad which was captured on Tuesday, and o clock, five companies of the 15th Massachusetts hands of the disbursing officers to the payment of the 

ImnL iTmrn rV A « n ““i ^ rl™ at ^d- At current expenses of his army in Missouri, and let all 
burned the mill of A H. Herr, Esq., and took the daybreak they had proceeded to within a mile and a I his debts in St. Louis, amounting to $4,500 000 

miller prisoner, whom they charged with giving infer- half of Leesburgli without meeting the enemy, remain unpaid until they can be properly examined 
matron to L nion troops of the 12,000 bushels of stl!1 beld on, supported by the remainder of and sent to Washington for settlement. He also 
wheat being brought there to grind. Women and regiment, and part of tbe 20th. ordered that the disbursing officers should disburse 

Wm. H. Reward. 

The following despatch came over the Hues on 

and Bolivar Heights, and renewed the attack on the 
Union forces under Major Gould, with artillery. 
Major Gould fired upon them with cannister from 

The following important dispatches were received 
at headquarters from Gen. Stone's command: 

first message to pass over the line, should express so 
unmistakably tbe patriotism and union-loving senti¬ 
ments of yourself and people. I join with you in the 
hope that this enterprise may tend to promote the 
welfare and happiness of all concerned, and that the 
annihilation of time and space in our plans of com¬ 
munication may also tend to annihilate prejudice and 
tend to cultivate brotherly love, and perpetuate com¬ 
merce, and strengthen the bonds of our once, and 
again to be, happy Union. 

With just consideration for your high position, and 
also due respect for you personally, l am your obedi¬ 
ent servant, J. H. Wade. 

On the opening of the line to tbe Great Salt Lake 
City, the following messages were exchanged: 

To the President of the United States: 

Utah — faithful amid all imputations of disloy¬ 
alty—congratulates the President upon the comple¬ 
tion of the enterprise which spans a continent, 
uniting two oceans and connects remote extremities 
of the body politic with the great government heart. 
May the whole system speedily thrill with quickened 
pulsations of that heart, and the paricjdal hand of 
political treason be punished, and the entire Histerhood 
of States join hands in glad re-uuion around the 
national fireside. Frank Feller, 

Acting Governor of Utah. 
The following is the President’s reply: 
Sir:—The completion of a Telegraph to Great Salt 

Lake City is auspicious of the stability of the Union 

ms yam. ueignts utter u,e rebels, and was confident "om Edwards'Ferry towards Leesburgh, with thirty ordered that hereafter all contracts necessary to be of States join hands in glad re-uuion around the 
Hut he could keep them off until re-enforcements cavalrymen. They camo on the l4ih Mississippi made by the regular disbursing officers of the armv national fireside. Frank Feller, 
could reach him. regiment, received their fire at thirty yards, attd fell General Fremont was also'informed that payment _ , „ . Ac«ng Governor of Utah. 

The Navy Department on the 12th inst. received back 1D order> br,n^iDS iD Prisoner. have would not be made to officers appointed by him. It fo"ovrlDg !s “e Pre“d8f 8 
the following dispatch: possession of the Virginia side of Edwards’ Feny. „ said there are over 200 of those whose commissions Lake cTtv is tttnton 

N!acorI™chkifTMKh T;'V°'V’ * h ttiaT a<-'couutH “V that x,p t0 three, Rtone do not bear the President’s signature, and that Pay- and Republic. The Government reciprocates your 
Sir:-1 have the honor to submit • had held his own satisfactorily, though his compara- master Andrews had been verbally instructed not to congratulations. Abraham Lincoln. 

report for your information: ' '-lowing tively small force upon the Island are engaged with make such payments. Special exception was made To Frank Feller, Acting Governor of Utah. 

Being informed that a large schooner was lying in s'_!|1 4.000 ol the enemy, in favor ol officers of volunteers. The number of Those who are affected by weak nerves will proba- 

dumber !f'troonfwere to ^ 8 sabse(lueilt dispatch says Gen. Evans has four forts planned by Gen. Fremont for the defence of St. bly be relieved by the fact which is asserted, that the 

represented io me, I considered it my duty to destroy ,• h men* * Pnsoaer who was taken, men- The Secretary of War has ordered Col. Berden to in the steamer Arabia are more than usually satBfac- 
it. With this object in view, I took two launches tl0“® that be bas 4000 rebel troops, and expects establish his camp of instruction in Washington for lory; but there is great activity in schemes for vio- 

5 - “ - ‘ 

in favor of officers of volunteers. The number of 
forts planned by Gen. Fremont for the defence of St. 
Louis is eleven. 

The Secretary of War has ordered Col. Berden to 
establish his camp of instruction in Washington for 
his new arm in the service, and to collect all the | 
sharp shooters he can during the next ninety days,— I 

To Frank Feller, Acting Governor of Utah. 

Those who are affected by weak nerves will proba¬ 
bly be relieved by the fact which is asserted, that the 
advices of the State Department received by the mails 
in the steamer Arabia are more than usually satisfac¬ 
tory; but there is great activity iu schemes for vio¬ 
lating the blockade and introducing contraband 
goods. 



OUR FALL CAMPAIGN! 

CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE STORE, 

5-JL- State St., jVX; 

The Rural, on Trial, at only Half Price! — In all Germany, there are only 1,666 lawyers. 

— The street railroads feel the pressure of the times keenly. 

— Fifty thousand Eastern troops have been ordered to St. 

Louis. 

— there was frost on the low grounds near Syracuse, 

Thursday week. 

— Prof. Clement Long, D. D., of Dartmouth College, died 

on the loth inst. 

— Regimental teamsters are now paid $30 per month. The 

pay used to be $22. 

— S. P. Keith, of Oakham. Mass., has a two-year old colt 

that weighs 1,125 pounds. 

— The Hartford Times says the season in Connecticut has 

been excellent for tobacco. 

— The Mobile (Ala.) papers say the defences south of that 

city are vigorously going on. 

— New Hampshire this year sends 49 students to the several 

departments of Harvard University. 

— The number of guns being placed upon the three forts 

in the harbor of Boston is about 120. 

The vintage in the south of France has commenced, and 

the wine promises to be of a superior quality. 

— During the past week, several bales of hops have been 

sold in Oswego county, mostly at 15c. per lb. 

— The Government contract in Maine is—for pressed hay, 

$9.25 per tun; for oats, 37.’) cents per bushel. 

— England has obtained the cession of an extensive terri¬ 

tory on the coast of Africa from a native king. 

— The receipts of the Patent Office have fallen off so much 

that it probably will not continue self sustaining. 

— The indebtedness of tho Postofllces of the Southern 

States to the Department is stated at $195,671.66. 

— A hammer is being made in Detroltfor the Chicago Roll¬ 

ing Mills, which, when completed, will weigh five tuns. 

The Lexington (lay.) Statesman, tho acknowledged 

home organ of Breckinridge, suspended Tuesday week. 

— Governor Berry has offered a reward of $30 for each 

deserter from any' regiment of New Hampshire volunteers. 

— The Great Eastern Is undergoing repairs at Milford, and 

will soon resume her trips between Liverpool and New York. 

— Six members of the Illinois delegation to Congress are 

in the ranks of the defenders of their country. Nobly done! 

— The cashier of the Globe Batik, Boston, has filled the 

office long enough to see seventy-four semi annual dividends 

paid. 

— Tho privateer business seems to have got a death blow 

by the taking of Hatteras. It is rare now to hear anything 

BsrWWM"* re""|,L' *“> «•* 
Common to good state.. gifor, w 
Fancy and extra State.. ” 
Common to good Western.5 At a Vso 
Extra Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana,&c., fl/sE,ti'75 

iS“,ou‘.fggg 

Extra (tenr-v and eitv brands_ .. e'lmi, 7 >5 

'mi>r0Vud <0‘c'm with n f:‘"'Cusi' 
I"'! •■toady, with a good supply offering 

Milos of ordinary whit- Michigan at $1.35. Corn (inn. and hi 
t*|r''."lOesl, with sales mixed Western at (Sic, in Car lot-and 
afloat R.v.-q,.. 7iv. Harley is in large supply, and the 
market is voi c ,,in,-t. There w;k some Inquiry for i.r'mi,. lots 
bu>. up to tue dose no sale had been effected.' Wo mire a sale 

»-:«> bu... Toronto at ric. oatabara 
on Saturday evening of 

ut -10c, ut which they wero held tUia inoriiimr. 

Ul "Eloto Fair demand; sales or Illinois 
and W iscousiii extra nt $l.7r.i, l.f-TkJ; extra Imiiana. Ohio and 
Michigan ftt W>.iK\>o5.a6i double ex'in do at $5. .'st .;.•>, 75 

1 n U'V, " "‘r,r "laibet opened with a.fair damn rid, but closed 
' “M Mcivvi , -lies l hieitgo spring at 96. V< M6c.: red winter ut 
H,I0, Milwaukee club at Si qtt iij 1.1 ,*1, red Michigan at 4| iiir,. 

p.ma. on the l«tli inst. by Rev. S 

Vf Rochest<,r* N 
ION. of the former place. msion. House Block, 

ROCHESTER^ JY\ I*. 

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST REGULATED 

S 3E3C O E 9 T O R. E 

IlsT WESTERN NEW YORK. 

A Full assortment of both 

Eastern and Home-Made Work 

CONSTANTLY ON 

All kinds of Boots and Shoes 

MARE to ORDER., 

And tho work done promptly when promised. 

HO MISREPRESENTATIONS ALLOWED FOR THE 

SAKE on selling. 

Parties buying goods at this Store can IN ALL CASES have 

THEIR MONEY REFUNDED 

If they desire it, if the goods bought are not as represented 

or do not fit and are returned in good order. 

PEKKONH from the COUNTRY 

1 Li ting tho city and wishing to purchase Good Boots and 

Shoes, should be suro to find this Store. 

PRATT, 

51 State Street, Mansion House Block. 

Third Door South of Market Street 

tew months—and also as a means of introducing it 

more generally in many localities preparatory to the 

commencement of a new volume—we have conclti 

tied to offer the paper from September 1st to January, 

or from October to January, at only Half Prick. 

We will therefore send the Rural from September 

1st to January (4 months, or 17 papers,) for 33 cents — 

or 3 copies for SI, G for S2, &c. From October to 

January (3 months—13 papers,) at only 25 cts. per 

copy—or 4 copies for Si, 8 for $2, 12 for S3, Ac. In 

each case we will send to as many different post- 

offices as desired. Our Canada friends will of course 

add American postage (at the rate of 121 cts. for 12 

months,) to the above rates. 

This is offering the Rubai, below war prices, 
and at a rate affording us no nrofit. But we ha ha 

, Lv Greece, on Friday 
SAME EL GILBERT. It 

the istli inst, of typhoid fever, 
ed 71 years. 

.a aL a liiicitln, in Advance-Thirtt- 
ivk Ckf-Tu .1 1,ink, UKiTtion. A price and a half for 

ex rn dfgp.ay. or 52), cents per line of space Si'koial Notioks 

(following reading matter, loaded.) Sixty Qefflaa bine 

ITSTIts fuuiien-e circulation nmong the Producers and Dsal- 

crM of tlm Free States, lenders the Rural Nkw-Yoiiickr by t‘ir 

the Best and OUeapest Advartlsisg Medium of its cbm,. This 

fait should he borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealers. Manu¬ 

facturers fee.. who must necessarily depend upon the People or 
tho North for patrOhAifO. 

bushel. 

I, STATIONERY AND" 
Also, Prize Packets, cunt; 

it1, Agents'and Rctiill 
Union Stationary. B. ha 

nent subscribers. As the times are improving, and 
the long evenings and period of leisure are coming 
on apace, we trust the apents and other friends of 
the Rubai, will kindly aid in extending its circula¬ 
tion and benefits. Almost any reader bo disposed, 
can obtain from 4 to 20 trial subscribers with com 
paratively little effort—thus not only benefiting 
individuals and community, hut contributing to 
the future prosperity and usefulness of the paper. 
Friends of the Rubai, and its Objects! will you not 
make some effort in the right direction—to farther 
the circulation of the favorite Rural Weekly, and 
render its Fall Campaign successful? And will not 
all other friends of Improvement and a Pure and 
Instructive Literature, who read this, kindly leud a 
portion of influence in behalf of the enterprise? 

On Ttiiirxilny, tlm it I-l day ,,r October, 

Arw° N’,J- 76 •L'diaugo .Street, 
[ ’ |t'M' 1 E PI RKIN 

I niTViVOID 'ii \ \r?'l'9W<d hlv? f(ir wle some choice 
I-Arr|'ft! 

1 ..'feW 
__ J I 'i. I "i'.iiii ('<*., 1 • !i 111, 

»'ck8KSi»ST8,M'’ tlsOSStilOs 
imh 1 a hit’ 1 “iinto nt cultivation ; rich gravel Iv <•>!! • nlontv nf 

sryusKsas: 
1 IP M UGH, G.i'cq Mmrr..o (V, N. Y. 

SViiM1 Vt ; 11 - f:;| 1 < .1. ,v wil,- 

1 I.PM, UJKKKY. nml Al'l'I.K Stimiks. 
I w.ihf 1 KAit Turks, 2 reMrsfrnm line), limt class 

trmleniVn'n! T8' wljieh tbev oiler for fall ami sprin;' 
tMtoalredaoeilprieea IlIUSTOI, * WILLIAMS ' 

ela'J6 Dnnsvllle, Liv. Co., N Y. 

I .■ ,V,M >rS >rl’IC .■E3.-BHKH.FK-H OF- 
J wok, County of Monkok. 

lereby Given, pursuant to the Stutntes of this 

niALtua, ionomir 

Smi'o'?.*! !* rVi-,T -o;:1 o> mo aHuuxe., 
MnLe ninlt’1 tlie aunuxeii notice from tho SecieUirv of Stat 
that, the General Llmitiou will bo hold in thi« Counlv on tl 
Tuesday succeeding tho Unit Monday of November next • 
wlneli election thu otheurx mimed in (he ittoexed notice w 

VSfiu^ 1M, .. 31U™. 

Statk Of Nkw York, > 
Offick of tbk Skcrbtaky of Statk. t 

.. Ablany, August 1, 1861. 
10 tho Shorlfl' of tho Comity of Munroo i 

, „8,'.RsTN°tic.o is hereby given, that at th* General Election • 
bo bold in tills State, on Qt« i nesday succeeding the llrnt M01 

lo'Vi>t'N°',"'"IK'r UL"11'110 fallowing olKcen am to be el ecu, 

A Secretsrv of State. In tho place of David It Floyd Jmies 
A Couiplroller in the plitrn 01 Hubert Dcniiiston 
An Attorany-GeueraL in t he place of Charles G. Myers. 

Richmond ''"‘r"R"'r ,U"J Surveyor, In tlm place of Van 1 

* AsaooiATRD Effort leads to success in canvnsslng for 

periodicals, as well as In other enterprises. For instance, If you 

are forming (or wish to term) „ clnb for the Rural Nkw- 

Yorkkr, and cannot fill It up in your own neighborhood, get 

some person or persons ft few miles distant to join with or assist 

you—adding their names to those you may procure, am! send¬ 

ing all together. Flen.se think of this, and act upon the 

suggestion if convenient. 

t A- d it ic Money wk Receive, — Bills on all solvent Banks in 

the U. S. and Canada taken at par on subscription to the Kpkai,, 

but our agents and oilier friends will please remit New York, 

New England, or Canada money, when convenient. Postage 

Stamps can lie remitted for fractional parte of a dollar. For all 

amounts over $5 wo prefer Drafts on either New York, Phila¬ 

delphia, Boston, Albany, Rochester, or Bitffalb, (less exchange,) 

payable to our order and nil sueli drafts may be mailed at the 

rink of the Publisher. If our friends throughout, the Union, 

Brillsh Provinces, Ac., will comply with these suggestions so 

BUILDING L Q T ^ 
a beautiful city ,,. ,|„. Wed, with a population of 
o ho even n* I minium* to Subscriber* fur niora 

D iTvtrn unm!"! , T,,r l«-<* tl.-uIII. • .x-Dt-.-, 
P IL Ml l.MlRll, li,7 Bmadiv.'iv, New vorh> 

J1_'(.ia’ ! < ’J I.'kkiamh) one year, and a.nuo.uu) 
.11 old Apple Mo.q.s, :,i (Yom 61 ft) In 6,'i.llU y,l 1 mill 
ssnro iiusurpiia .d, and wv ..tier Minn, ter I'Guiit 
rarprices. ENSIi;\ A- |.,,1{|, 

Oliio NmseiieM, Toledo, Ohio, 

b** A 1 ,1«I — imi riim I'enrli Trees, one your 
Lekliei rlns, uml other Fruit, nnd Ornamental Trees, 
■ populai' and choiiu. varieties, at low prices, 
t )<lf Cu/tllOfliM 1/ratia. 

Mil,I.IAM PARRY. I'innuniinsoti, N. J. 

>IV rs i j 1 SUV, 
rinq.K Tiikkn, extra 1 to 1 m , Sis 

ix 1, 61 so Ain't,1. SroeKs. (mn, (I and 2 vis. pur 
uce.) selected for grafting, $2, Jd cla<«, -I. Maa/aup 
lH'i/gni °MA'd: Oua\,;i{. 81 r.o ft», K. 

f'"'. HuPUHTt.v I,on:-Funnily, 811)10820; Wlt- 

k ^tte/i ^ ' "*"• Ae„ Ate. I rr.ii'M, 
te. (lie best Am. Colluetinn we know of, la-f.lng over 
flower; mostly ?1 to ;-i nn>, Ac., A-c. c.it ,u 
atalouurS- J&i F. h. ITIOKN1X. 

THE CATTLE MAH 

1 \ l. tv a okr. Out. J6. x’ho current 1 
til tie) markets are as follows: 

IMCKF CATTLE. 
First quality KI cwt. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality.]. 
Inferior quality... 

. ,, COWS ANO CALVES. 
rust quality. 
Or,linary quallty_____ 
Common quality. 
Infrrior quality,.. 

First quality. If) lb,,. 

$8.2508.75 
7.flXii)810 
6.50,(717.00 
5.0(JCa;6.00 

TMWfiiSA.OO 
2260(0)2.8.1*) 

I J1 I < >r I '< »<; 11, j\ j-1 x ,\ jw I ) vi _ 
miovvPKH. Tiib IanK or 

H utniiUf MiJl proMOnto itH many IV-utmcA oi’ lfcfrarlivfnots to 
all (limn iiitrhntoi/raplw, Aniiiroty|»»*;j, da V inifi* or ruiv 

i um i and tho iintixanipled fivvor cvii.li wirndi liu-v 
i.tyu l".Hn met Mes.i-s, II..VH have given kopuIi.1 "itentom 

to r,lieo li/iidiietion and can warrant .lunerior-iieuiinen- 
Pictures ot all s.W«, and for all pric, lOtlmflJceuti upward) 

taken daily aod auaranteed to give satisfaction. 
Readers ol tlm Rural who wish for lite-liko portraitures mav 

1,1 5 IIO\KV A- HARTMAN. 

^CHENECTADY AGRICULTURAL WORKS. 
Wustinglionge «.V. Co., 

PROPRIETORS AND MANUFACTURERS 

Ti!!Mh/'"' Latent Endless Chain Worse Powers, Comhlneil 
ai!l|I l",l,,|."v. riireshers ami Separators, and Clover 

Machines. Also on improved pattern nf I,ever riorso Power* 
.up. Large Th i P'dim and Gleaners. Wood Saws, (botli circular 
and crnss.o.jt.1 Ae. Tip; First Premium wiu, awarded tfiri? 

nuM^!!V and Gleaner ut the late New York State Fair 
I he Glover Machine is recommended at (Ids time it,., 

faT’ Professor Dixon’8 Obeat Work, entitled 
“ Woman and her Di&tta.tex, from the Cradle to the 
Grave. Adapted exclusively to her Instruction in 
the Physiology of her System, and all the Diseases 
of her Critical Periods,” Price $1, for sale at the 
Metropolitan Gift Hook Store, No. 2(1 Buffalo street., 
Rochester, N. Y. On receipt of the Price and 21 
cents In stamps to Prepay Postage, wo will mall a 
copy with the prize to any address in the United 
States. A Prize varying in value from 50 cents to 
$100 accompanies each Book sold. 

A CENTS WANTED to SELL FIMJIT TREES. 
WKwiahtii employ a number of experienced and truflt- 

woHhy men to null trmifl. ftc., from our Nur»erie* at liberal 

Wiior.MALH Dkalbrs famished with Nuraory, Stock of all 
descriptions at tho lowest wholesale rates. 

„ . HOOKER, FARLSrA 00., 
584tf Rochester Wholesale Nurseries. Rochester, N. Y 

SWINE. 

■Jiuor qualities... 3>j/i’3'1i! 

ALBANY, Oct. 21 -Bkbvkm-There it 1 filling off in the -np- 
, '11 1 on)Par®d with laxt. week. 1.1 Mimethins mure than line, 

st.ll tliero is cnouqli here to meet the demand, which U onlv 
"I"',. *?• !,y active. Holders have advanced their views >.,e 
fl ’. b'.'O Weiglit, Mud in must Inula nee* buyers have found 
themselves compelled to pay it This lew been the case panic 
"lm I t With retard to good cattle, of which there i* l.qt a mull 
Supply t il* week-very small in proportion to tlie tetal and 
holders of such are enabled T.n be quite firm. The live line 
quality h low—lower than for several weeks past, and nothing 

bv r»ilroad raws their nwnom from loss! 
Ks./usiprs— the following Is our coniiiaratlvu stateineul of 

JHarkcts, Commerce^ fee 
.2.!W2 4,496 ,'i 932 
.e.7«0 7,160 6016 

nnjfR.. 160 6i6 

;Tl,e saies mails justify an advance of lb.’in 
our quotations, a.* followH: 1 0 

This week Last week. 
Urera rm.0 (M c 4k(@^tfc 

First, uaiitv: I::::::::;;;;;;;;;;; ^ t»2 ^.^"o 

w,‘.1 ‘Gtfket opens widt marketnetivify, and is firm at. last 
,‘tL. ra'-rt, Mud raw Bros bought I..W at various prices, raug- 

int ii om Sc to 3J*c; averagn weight from MO to tig) tfii. 
lions I eceipt* fair, but lighter than last week, and demand 

good; prints somewhat battue ion. -Atla.id) Avail* 

BRIGHTON, Our 17.-At market 1100 Beeves, 400Stores, 3.- 
200 cilump and Lambs, and 1000 Swine. 

Pi; * ns Tarkot Beef—Extra. $6.25; first quality, #5.75: second 
do, -.',,uo„ 6.rt0; third do, $4,003)4.50. 

Vlrrm il Cows -jJSDfa il; common, $1»>, 19. 
WOHKivte Oxen - None. 
Vkal Ca r.VKfl - $3,1)0^4,00, 

tff0 y«*n» old, ; three years old, 
i' I.j t‘Uf 11. 

f >11 ' ‘ <umv<' Tallow. 6.L « «L'c. 
C alf Ski ia —H('l9o. 

$-fftJtKP A*V3 — 25@I,50; extra and selections, $3,00® 

ICiirul New-Yorker Office, 
KoettBBTBK, October 22, 1861. 

Chain—The only alteration in our table is in the price of 

Buckwheat. Sales have been made at 45 cents per bushel, but 

millers are determined not to give more than 40 cts. hereafter 

I’KOviHioxa AND Pocltky.- .Moss Fork b advancing, the move 

l: W E .N '1' K Iv*I*I21X MH.-Any dusir 
InfeHmatio". about PRlCRri (IF ADVERTISING, and 
ilIMr, furmxlj4*i| (»RATIOS. 

GEO. BOWERYEM, Commission Agent, New York. 

will not bring more than 4 cents per pound. Poultry is begin¬ 

ning to make a show in market, and the prices may be noticed 

by reference to our table of quotations. 

Hipiw AND Ski.vj aro going up all around. 

Wool is still moving upward in rates. The addition to rates 

equals kg,5 cents per pound. 

KOOIIJE8TEK WHOLESALE PRICES. 

Flock «n> Grain Eggs, dozen. n®12c 
Flour, winter wheat,$5.25(3 ,750 Honey, box mg, Te 
F our, spring do, fi00®6.26 Candfes, box..;”'' loffiinteo 
flour, buckwheat... 2,IX>.,2.1X1 Candles, extra. .. 
Mea!, Indian.l.otx«.LoO Fhi-it and Roots 
Wheat. Genesee l.iKXud 25 Apples, bushel.. aL ago 
Best wmte Canada.. 1.25a, 1 26 Apples, dried {) ffi 

te'taCT. K-»cbes. corn, lew...... wxojuiq CUernuB, do. izloifc 
Rye, 60 tte. r; bust, -t.Vi.vic Blums, do. ... mg, ,V 
Oats, by weight. 25«25c Potatoes. 3^^ 

;. IliDKa an-d Ski.va- 

Besoa.\y.r-- v^lM Calf....1 8&7S 

LIME.-l’age’s Fei'pelunl I4.lln, 
1857 —Superior to any in use for Wood 

of wood, or I hi tuns of coal to Its) bbls —00 
stone. Address |434-tf.) 0. 1J PAGE 

[]HBBARD & NORTHROP, 

Are now offering, at their 

POPULAR SALKS UOOJfl, 

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings, 
ROCHESTER, N. Y., 

A ClIOirK AND COMtq.HTB AflROHTMKNT OF 

European and American Dress Goods. 
Black and Filncy llre-s Silks, 
Brocfie and Woolen LOOjgNlMwtg, 
Broche and Woolen Square Shawls, 

[lorn i.ajii one, Alpacas and Paramettas, 
Irmich Mertnn i, tBnst Amortmont in Rochester,) 
branch and American Print, and Ginghams 

House b tirmihuig (loods, Woolen lilankots. 
Lace and Mu*Iin Di-ijprry. (Yard or Set, 
Wrappers and Drawers, I.oilie* ami Gentlemen's, 
White Goods, Embrotdorios, Hosiery, Ac. 

-ALSO - 

Bleached and Brown Sheetings and Shirtings, 

Tickings, Denims and Towelings, 

At t.KSS than the present New York prices. 

The effects of the short crops in Europe are already 

beginning to be felt. The price of bread in Paris is to be 

increased four centimes. 

— The Ohio Farmer mentions the disoovery in that State 

of two insects which feed on the caterpillars of the army 

worm. Success to them. 

— John Wright, of Williamstown, Mass., an old bear trap¬ 

per, discovered a bear in one of his traps on Saturday week 

which weighed 600 pounds. 

— There are fourteen full regiments in camp in Ohio and 

Indiana waiting for arms. The supply of men has been faster 

than the supply of muskets. 

— According to the statistics given in the Catholic Almanac, 

there are 244,500 Catholics in the rebel States, and 2.906,700 

in the loyal portion of the Union. 

— There are now about 200 rebel prisoners confined in 

Wellington, including those of a political character. The 

old Capitol is still used as a prison. 

— The army at Washington, now under Gen. McClellan's 

exclusive command, Is said by Geo. Wilkes, of the Spirit of 

the Times, to number 240,000 men, 

— The Governor of low* has issued an order calling upon 

the people of the State to arm and prepare for whatever may 

come in the course of human events. 

— The Nashville (Tenn.) papersare beginning to talk about 

Mie defences of that city as being utterly insufficient to offer 

any resistance, should they be attacked. 

-There have been $10,000,000 of demand Treasury Note* 

issued, $7,000,000 of which are in circulation, $1,000,000 at 

J>»>, CaUfcbiMii of CiifiiiuMtry 
I foraohrmln. 25 
Langirtroth on the Hive and 

Honey Bee...125 
Loiichar* Hot Houses! ”"l 23 
Liebig m Familiar Letters to 

I annum.  SU 
l.iuntay'* Morgan Horsee .'.l 00 
Mine p * Bee-k»-c per’. M an u.il 1 00 
iii •,* mi the Horse's Foot, so 
ill lb dm on Cow. 25 
Modern Cookery by Mi,* 

Acton nnd Mrs S. J Uale.l 25 
Mrs-Abel's Skillful House- 

wife and Ladles'Guide 50 
Saxton'- Rural Hand Books, 

bountUn 4SeriuH....««.A 1 25 
M'/in: Laud Drainer. . rs) 

«lToartwive Farmer «o 
Neill h Gard. Companion.. 1 ou 
Norton's Eleuieute of Agri¬ 
culture'.. 50 

Olcott's Sorgho and Implied I 00 
Pardee on tlio Strawberry. 60 
Podder'i Land Measurer 60 
Person’s New Culture of the 
line... 25 

Phelni'Bee-keeper h Chart 26 
Muiuby'n Mysteries of Bee¬ 

keeping .100 
Quincy on Soiling Cattle,.. 50 
Rabbit Fancier.. ft) 
Randall's Sheep Husband- 
rv. .1 25 

Richardson on the Horse,.. 25 
Do- PesMnr the Kami 25 
Do. Doioeslic Fowl*. 25 
Do. on the Ib.g... 25 
Do. on the Honey Bee .... 25 
Do. ou the Dog.... 25 
Reemelin'* 

omy.. 1 25 
Brighton Grape Culture, 2d 

edition, . ft) 
Browne'. Bird Fancier. ftl 
Browne's Poultry Yard. ,.I 00 
Do, Field Hook or Manure* 1 25 
Rridgeman's GanL A*s't_150 
Do, Floiis,'. Guide.. 66 
Do. Kitchen Gardener's In 
struelor... 60 

Do. Fruit Cult .Mairani_ ft) 
Wreck'- Hi,ok Of Mower*....I Ou 
BuIhVm Flower Garden_1 26 
Do. Family Kitchen Hard 75 
Chemical Field Lecture* . I OO 
Chinese Sugar Cane and 

Sugar Making. 25 
Cborlten's Grape Grower's 
Guide.      $0 

CobfieU's A rn, Gard e n o r... 50 
Cottage and Farm Bee¬ 

keeper . 60 
Cole'* Am. Fruit Book ,,,, 50 
Do. Am. Veter nartan . ft) 
Dadd's Modern Home Doc.. 1 00 
Do. Am. Cattle Doctor.1 iKi 
Do. Anatomy and Physi- 

oloy of the Horse.2 00 
no, colored (dates.1110 
Dana'* .Muck Manual. 1 ihj 
Do. Prize Essay on Manure* 26 
Durhngton’a Weed* and Use¬ 

ful Manta.1 ft, 
Davy'll Devon Herd Book. 1 yo 
Domestic and Ornamental 
Poultry...1 00 

Do. colored plates. ,2'i0 
Downing's Fruits and Fruit 

Tree* .   ..1 75 
Downing's Landscape Gar¬ 

dening ..3 60 
Do. Rural Essays.3 00 
Eastwood'* Cnuifiurry Cui- 

.SotwIUistamhiig the general Ktagnatlou in almost every dc- 
pattmentOf bumnew during the lost lew months, it is with 
much faturfactioii that wa are abfe to record the fact that our 
efforts to maintain our former amount of business have been 
entirely successful, and In some departmeuta the sales have in- 

over Iuojm? of any provioiw year. 

EVERY DEPARTMENT CONTAINS BARGAINS! 

Which we should bo happy to exhihl', confidently believing 
that they would be appreciated by tho most economical pur- 
chaser. We ar^* also exlen^iv»v i/jftuafacturcifl nf 

LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS. 
Every desirable grade of Cloth aod Heaver CLOAKS, of the 

raost approved an«i I4 axliionahlc Styh'h, arc now ofleretl hv iis 
in great variety. We are also prepared to 

MANUFACTURE GARMENTS TO ORDER, 

AT A FEW HOURS' NOTICE. 

For those who prefer selecting their own Cloth-. 
We have taken great i„uii* i« perfect amiugeinentH apper¬ 

taining to this popular branch of our biinine--, anil we are 
every month acquiring more and more popularity in tho Man- 
ulactunng Department. “ 

07“ OUR PRICES, ALWAYS SATISFACTORY. 

HUBBARD A NORTHROP, 

r/j fa 71 Main Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

( ) ^ ^ ( ‘ , < ' r 7IC F„ - Dr N BABCOOK'3 
' M-tnifUL mid HrrRoto.u. 11,'Finis and great Canokk Ku 
I'oatuM, N.-I. ana Chapel St,, New Have,,, <w Ctmcew and 
11111101* pi all hGHtnptioiw rfu)iove«l rrIthout pain, and wir.livwL 
the U.e or the knife. I>, B.'.ucuck would Inform all per"""* 
afflicted, w til Cancers or Tumor* of,my dettoi-iptiou. that bv 
address,n" a letter to him, they will be furnished with a circu¬ 
lar of hi* mode or treatment, fijfi of ohargK- 

Dr. [IahcOCK is the original Cancer flmrt r of New England, 
and the only one who remove* Cancers without nain. All 
others are hut Imitators, intlticeil by his (access b- prefeiw 

r„,I‘'‘'lve* Caueer Doctor*. Plenty of reference* to those who 
Iwvi' bfldn cured can be seen at inv office. 

Whites walling*, Hip Disease*, Birth Mark*. Scroftilon* and 
Malignant UIcBi*. Diaeftae* of the Month and Throat Cicero- 
tloti ot tlm Bones, Tetter. Scald Head, anq all Diseawia of the 
Skin, tiormanently enreo 

Order* from abroad promptly attended to. 
v. I»a N BABCOCK, 
No. 892 Chapel St, New Haven, Conn. 

nHTKHTKJf C<> I TNTY PI«H^ 
rVrtsir? ““drrsigned is now prepared to execute order* for the 
bill trade, for hi* stuck of pure. Lhester County Pig*. These are 
selected with great care anil chietiv from premium stock, 
hftterence I* made to purchasers of past seaeons. in all sectiohs 
• d!.*i .!u!)n,: S16 per pair not akin, boxed and delivered 
mPhiladelnhia; payment in advance. 

PASCHALL MORRIS, Agricultural and Seed Warehouse 
1,120 Market SL, Phi ladelphia. Pa. 

TOE WOOL MARKETS. 

NEtv vork, Oct 17. -Market i* without material change 
hiuv our Iasi report. Fqreiga being in very light minnh -ales 
an- nece-aarily limited. We notice 2ft, bale-. CoVdovaa&lKk* 
(* moa: 111 do. a.uwa*hed MeMi/u, 160 do. unwiwhed Biienos 
A m - and about 300 bale* mimlrle-, to arrive on tuivatn terms 
I' leeei-a ml Fulled W„oi« are firmer, with sales l&lbfiS 
at 44(/.lOc: snl fiU.iMhl Pulled to,i.ftic, cash, U>i bales California 
sold ou private tdnna. foreign Wools to arrive are not taken 
ivit 1 cre.it avidity, buyer- derlring to supply immediate Hants 

?taelfh"W‘t"r '* du*Pu!i,twm t0 let tho distant future take care of 

American Saxony Fleece T) lb. m 
Americanfull-hlnod tferino.’_.,s 
A inencaii half and three-quarter blood Meiino ' "hte 14 
Native and one-fourth Merino. ioiT *•' 
Extra. Foiled. . 

I-ainbs, Fulled..*rJn27 
California, fine, unwnniieti.!".I.vjHer, 

Valparaiso, unwashed."!!!!!!"!I"!!lIl2tejl5 
aiiutli American Merino, unwashed,. 21,5^3 

Do. do. Meetiza, do.lftaeq 
Do- do. Common, washed_ __WTeAT 
Do. do. KntreRiOB, do.15-1/17 
Do. do. Kotre Rios, unwashed.WT12 

,, Do. do, Cordova, waalied. 21 ai25 
Cape Good Hope, unwashed,.  2ft5v>7 
East India, washed.  lwSias 
African, washed.  2triiIS) 

Do. unwa-hed,. write) 

Mexican, unwashed. 

BOSTON, Dot, 17 —Tho demand rot- Wool ba- iiecn qnite ac 
tive. and prices have advanced. The «al«* have been 4(5o.OW tbs 

apii ptuleii, the fleece at 4,Vitft)c, cash, and the pulled -it 
45r 6.te, Cash . The Stock of pulled I* very Ifflit aud 
tw tSi-, as received, fu foreign the transaction* eomprife i roi 
halestapo. .Mediterranean and South American, at very full 

.^**o(iv Fleece, 

9, Oc 

THE PROVISION MARKETS, 
NEW YORK, Out. 21 

and atritie lower, with 
and borne consumption, 
Arabia quote a decline of 4c, Fate* at *5OiribV'o 
$6.3(F<t5,40 for hupet-line State, $5.60gi6 60 for ex'tm do-Ji.' sili 

I J, V^ r«F wrumi^Mi^ 
qXmA(]Q, r-J./1/11 -5,90 JOT *>*il |i|/lnif bi'Andll 44‘<Ir,4 m rr va rl i,^1 
Ohio, and $6,oo'aii,ft) for traite1maT fi^SSSrt cToJng 

It-V S W" Vni *'** ifoUvcrSSte in Nrlvf 
SiteVetCV^; !?ins?ncUr <:u,"frr.;1 "Mdteiate buitin-M doing. 
rtAlLs hi for If I per li DO, uml »^.Vh7m1 tin for iv.ftnm.fi 
to choice extra Rye Hour firm, with nuU-s at $2 7Haiti ml fro 
inferior, to choice Corn meal quiet anT wjthouttn'.te.tel 

Sale* ut $2.75 a.ixi for oh.iiee Western V KO 
q;2.!W lor Jersey, and ?.2,m ,3.25 for Brand-, wine ' 
Guain — Wbe&t market In avr an-l t * 2c lower will, ,mh- 

moderate business doing for export ami home co'immnffi n - 
Fiivae account-from Franc., bv tie-Arabia quote aXWimof 
-1-1,51 ft pact. Sales Lhicafft) spring ut $t,17feyilfl; Milwaukee 
dub at $1.19,11,22 amber Iowa at to- lid, the latWi ^ricc 
for very cho,r,.. amber Gre.-n Bay at $1.35; red State al'$l S,S 
UL winter red Western at fl.SutJM.SS; amber Michigan S *| . 

^ ], ifi. whiUi K«*ntuckv At91 Vo 
,im^'aT- ,e< >xau w’’ f Long IslaoJon private term*. Rye 

«nl LontmucifC,irc.-and firm, with ailes at T3„7te. Barley 
doll,, with sales Bay <7uir.t„ at 67c. Bar lev matt don «,,a 
nominal at 77 Pya- dttlL ani oominaf atft>cfo, £3 

- ^ol‘? market firm, but with 11 limited business doing for 
expmt and homo remsumptinp Bales at 57c for damaged 
mixed Western, b0k«61c tor Inferior to c.nminou do.; 6F» Vim- 

fro ; an*lffi®a3>4flfor yellow V-isL 
dian amt S"?1 decidedly butter sales at 3^140c for Cana- 
ami], ana itfaMJc. for \V**atprn n.ri<1 SUttit. 

*tsSgbra'm re-f>ork »t-tive and firmer: rales at 
fai'o- tii’lim./0-- m’r f,jr f'rDue. Beef roles q,net; 

W&tSP* ffi ss«« 
andfiv^ :'o^Vnd ^ tOrShouK 

Srnolred meats are acarco Iind very 
.Dacon firm and in demand at 61(0 for dry malted -ides 

and 7o for amoked do. Lard in modarate request ami nrici-s 

Flopr—Market scarcely soaeb re 
a moderate baldness doing for export 

f nv-ute letter- from France by the 
' *‘B»S;0^.ao for rejecter I, 

ter cominim to me-iium 

—-j line-dreasera 
Manual.....^,.. ,v 

Shepherd's Own Book.2 IK 
Stray Leaves from the Book 

of Nature.1 ft; 
Stephens' Book of the Farm 

2 vote. ..4 txi 
Skillful Housewife. 25 
Skinner'* Element* of Ag¬ 

riculture ........ 25 
Smith * landscape Gar¬ 

dening .1 25 
Thaer'* I’rinciplei, of Agri¬ 

culture . gflO 
Thomas' Farm ImrilementsI 00 
Thomt>son's Foo-l of Am¬ 
oral*... 76 

The KoxeCultoHst. 50 
Tonliam s Gl-emistry Made 

Easy ..   25 
Tut tier'* Cotton Planter’s 
Manual...1 00 

Warder's lledgv-a and Ever¬ 
green*'.1 00 

Waring'* Elements of Ag¬ 
riculture... 75 

Weeks oil Begs. 25 
Wilson on Flax. . 25 
Ymiatt A- Martin on Cattte.l 25 
Y-joatt on the Horse.j 26 
Do. on sheep. 75 

Science. 60 ' Do. on the Hog.  75 

ty Any of the above named works will be forwarded by 

mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price specified. 

Address D. D. T. MOORE, Rochester, N. Y. 

— English journals are very complimentary to a young 

American artist, Mr. Kutitae, now residing in London, who 

has just finished a fine statue nf America. 

— There is an immense crop of chestnuts this year. In 

Connecticut, $2 per bushel is asked for them, but those who 

are interested say they will be down to *1. 

— A gentleman in Maine has kept a record of the advent 

of frost for 40 years, and it has never before held off until 

October. There has been no frost this year. 

— The soup house established in Baltimore by Ross Winans 

supplies 6,000 persons daily. The amount of soup distributed 

.49® 50 
M'aAX 
.46(3X7 
40047 

.45td;46 

.35(5)45 
,ftX«65 
.49(im 

.4.VT46 
,00;o4X) 
,11X5 35 
JOuilSo 
105 t* 
10541) 

. !*V20 
■»X5j34 

rifrr‘ 17.—The demand exceeds the supply and the 
The only transaction worthy of note 

is a ha.' of 11,000 lbs. No. 1 and super Pulled on p. t.— Jow rail 
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SOLDIER - POET. 
^Ther scholars. They entered in perfect order, pain that bi. mind ww .till trouble, and fearing A Seasonable Announcement - which please Read, and then Show or Proclaim to your Acquaintances. 

Each took her scat quietly and commenced studying that he would resume h,s/l^ra^to cliFh^jlo her -» n TTT~> A T TVTTTTT7 

The Home Journal publishes the following poetical tribute ju real earnest. Frequently, however, a pleasant from again venturing out. -he c ro 
to Governor Sprague, of Rhode Island, from the pen of gmile would Bceij an answering one from the teacher, feeliDga and chatted incessantly with tne little on a— 

General F. w. Landbr, of the Federal army: and tbcn one wou]d be added to the rapidly increas- all the time, however, ministering to the old man 8 

- in_ row of smile-marks. The good order and dose wants. Ab soon as the meal was finished, *fae 

application to study, and the winning looks, soon directed Jnlietta to lead her grandfather back to hia 

caused a continual smile to lighten Miss Cafron'6 seat on the piazza, while sbe herself remained, as if 

face till the girls finally rubbed out the marks, say- to attend to her household duties. At. the end of 

ing, “ it was of no use to try to keep account” half an hour, Julietta saw her with her bonnet on 

Marcia Lewis wrote on her Blute, “ it's smile all her head, and her gloves on her hands, walk qmokly 

RHODE ISLAND TO THE SOUTH. 

Oxcb on New England's bloody heights, 
And o’er a Southern plain, 

Onr fathers fought for sovereign rights, 
That working men might reign. 

And hy that only Lord we serve, 
The great Jehovah's name; 

By those sweet lips that ever nerve 
High hearts to deedB of fame; 

MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER. 
THE LEADING AND MOST POPULAR 

Agricultural, Literary and Family Newspaper in America. 

PROSPECTUS OF VOLUME XIII, FOR 1862. 

THE RURAL NEW-YORKER, widely known as the most Valuable and Popular Journal in 

By all that makes the man a king, 
The household hearth a throne, 

Take back the idle scoff ye fling, 
Where Freedom claims its own. 

For though our battle hope was vague 
Upon Manassas’ plain, 

Where Slocum stood with gallant Sprague, 
And gave bis life in vain; 

the time.” through the garden and pass out of tbe gate, which Spbere_ag the Best and Cheapest combined Agricultural, Horticultural, Literary and Family 

Before Miss Capp.on dismissed the school at night, she closed behind her with the least possible noise. _ ^ enter npon ita Thirteenth Year and Volume in January, 1862. Those familiar with 

....«. «*»- »—«<■ >*- r for ;b: r 
sinoe has convinced me that I must have been in followed all the movements of his grand-daughter, tweive years, are aware that The Rural has surpassed all rivals in tbe various important essentials of a 

COMPLETE rural, family and news journal, 

fTi“\,v:z «.*.»-•* —«T «-«.* ~ 
showered with kisses. the servant girl to take little Mary ont for a walk, of Families it visits. For years it has excelled in "Variety and Usefulness, and Reliability of general 

h “ We have been very wicked,” Baid Marcia Lewis, and added, “Bring with you, when you come back, ConteDtSi ag well as 5n tbe numher and quality of its Illustrations ; — and now the Correctness of its 

Before wo yield the holy trust 
Our old forefathers gave, 

Or wrong New England’s hallowed dust, 
Or grant the wrongs ye crave, 

We'll print in kindred gore so deep 
The shore we love to tread, 

That woman's eyes shall fail to weep 
O'er man’s unnumbered dead. 

showered with kisses. the servant girl to take little Mary ont tor a want, 

“ We have been very wicked,” said Marcia Lewis, and added, “Bring with you, when you come hack, 

“ and it was not your fault at all.” the newspaper that you will find on the table in tbe 

Little Libdik Denny then related the whole story saloon, and come and read to me the article upon the 

of the conspiracy, and when she told the part that public rejoicings of last week. That will amuse both 

Mary Paine had taken, Miss CapkON put her arm you and me.” . 
about Mary, and kissing her, said, “ Blessed are tbe Jnlietta obeyed. A short time afterwards Man- 

7 . . . . A < «■ _A _l / - _ < L A.. u n, n 11- A n ,*1 Inll/lttO 

Record of the Rebellion and other News of the Day renders it, more than ever before, 

THE PEOPLE’S FAVORITE HOME WEEKLY. 

This fact is abundantly manifested hy the recent large additions to its immense circulation, which prove 

peace-makers, for they shall he called the children of anne and Mary went out for their walk, and » increasing popularity throughout the Free and Border States, the Canadas, &o. Its recruits include 

ar;,a «-rr rr; - - 
in ' for frowns or for smiles?” had mentioned. It was a very long one, and Bhe had from Maine to Minnesota and Canada to California. The Rural has long been pronounced the 

1D“ 0, the smiles,” said they all together. to stop now and then, to spell Borne ofthe long and TflTT'P'W A T HV TT<5 PT ASS ON THE CONTINENT! 
. n.-ru * Won from this. to more difficult words; she had not quite finished it, BEST JOURNAL OF 11b LLAbb UIX X rXJU LWTM J. J.1N Xilu x 

O’er man’s unnumbered dead. ,, my dearS) gbe added, which was best, look- 

—"*“—"** —- ■ ~~* ing for frowns or for smiles?” 

T ^ (2/ A a. a. »A. O' .a It It a .I “Of the smiles,” said they all together. 
(fflill? “I wish you might learn a lesson from this, to 

____ remember all through your lives. Overlook the had 

- and seek for what 1b good in everybody; and so you 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] ^ 1)eJp tQ malM botb yourselves and others happier 

k STORY FOR SCHOOL GIRLS, and better. What is the lesson, girls?” 
And each voice responded, “We will overlook the 

It was recess at Miss Catron's school. The girls bad, and seek only for what is good in humanity. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

A STORY FOR SCHOOL GIRLS. 

Htood together in one large group, talking very 

earnestly. 
“I think it was a shame,” said Marcia Lewis, 

“for her to make me face the corner for an hour, 

jnst because I spoke half a dozen words to Nellie 

Jones.” 
“I think so, too,” chimed in half a dozen other 

voices. 
“She delights in showing her authority,” said 

Lottie Barnes. 

“So she does, or she wouldn’t have kept Anna 

Mory and me on the recitation seat, for missing one 

or two questions in arithmetic.” 

“Don’tyou think she i« dreadful cross? I gnesa 

if we should try to keep account of all her cross 

Rochester, N. Y., 1861. Nkttje. 

THREE TIMES A DAY. 

to stop now and then, to spell some of the long and _ . __ mrrT, /NrvwrmTwT-miTrri t 
more difficult words; she had not quite finished it, BEST JOURNAL OF ITS CLASS ON THE CONTINENT. 
when several knocks on the garden gate were heard. 

“There is no one to open it, grandpa,” said the Recently, however, its pages have been rendered more interesting and valuable to the general reader 

little girl Interrupting her reading. than formerly—for, in addition to a great amount of Practical, Timely and Entertaining Reading, (upon 

“ You must go then,” said the Baron. Agriculture Horticulture, Domestic Economy. Science, Art, Education, &c., Ac., with a variety 

Tbe garden gat. TO Ml to ““ of &0RAT,m!, „r..c, Tub, FOM,<m .Kb Domdstic Correspondence, Poetrt, Ac.,) it confine a 
piazza to prevent the old man from hearing tne , , 

following dialogue, which took place between his complete and carefully prepared Weekly Summary of 

DlX”\‘n"^nn“ teacher tbe piano. THE LATEST WAR NEWS, 

“"STlUi? Miem replied. 8. that every render rn.ybe folly and reliably informed of the Event, of the Wan ron ran U»,o». In 

“It must be here, certainly, my dear! I had the former years The Rural has kept aloof from partisan questions, but during the great struggle for the “Adei.a, my darling! Adela!” ,«It ^ust be here, certainly, my dear! I had the former years The Rural has kept aloof from partisan questions, but during the great struggle for the 

“ She has gone out, grandpa.^ exact directions to this house given me. She may perpetuity of our National Union, it cannot be neutral concerning the vital issue before the People and 

“Gone out! With whom/ as s e e me ere be a boarder -whom yoa do not know, my little one.” Count and therefore ardently sustains “The Union, the Constitution, and Enforcement of the 
odg with you, Julietta. tl» Hotirp there is no one but my , 
“Little Mary is here, grandpa, playing with the _. .muotta. in the Laws.” In fact, the Rural New-Yorker is and will continue to he 

alone with you, Julietta?” 
“Little Mary is here, grandpa, playing with the 

dog; and Marianne is in the kitchen, getting dinner 

ready.” 
This conversation was held between a little girl 

about nine years old, and the Baron St. Andres, an 

old mau of eighty. He was a knight of the order of 

St. Louis, and had received his kBiglithood and 
words and looks, we should have to be pretty busy.” jnsjgDia from tbe hands of Louis the Sixteenth, King 

“Wouldn't that he a nice idea? Let us make a 

mark on our slates every time she is cross, and see 

what a long string of marks we shall get.” 

“Oh yes! let’s do it! Yes! yes!” chimed in the 

voices in full chorus. 

Poor Miss Cai-ron! She saw the unloving looks 

in her scholars' faces as they entered the Bchool-room 

after tbiH stormy consultation. Bhe had a severe 

of France. He was now, however, quite blind, and 

consequently helpless. Little Mary, a child of six 

years of age, made the third one of the party. 

“Jnlietta,” resumed the old man after a short 

silence, “did your sister say anything to you when 

she went out?” 
“Yes, grandpa, replied Julietta; “she said to 

me, ‘Take care that little Mary doesn't trouble 

, , . . .. . Sw» iV,n LAWS." in iaCL, Uie Hi KAii iiaw-ivn&KA jo 
grandpa, who is blind,” answered Julietta, In the 

impatient tone of a little girl who liked not her word PAPER THE TI IVIES, 

to be doubted, “and Adela, my oldest sister; and x jn. 

Marianne, the cook, and her husband, the gardener, Forniahi a W(,e]j]y variety of appropriate and interesting reading for the various members of the Family 

r»e *. M.««*** ~ * *. «*.»»..- 

who teaches the piano, and perhaps she is the one hitherto, to the friends of lure and Instructive Literature in u J"H ‘ 

you want to see.” readers, who know how instructive and valuable are its Practical Departments,-and that its Literary 

“I wish to see Miss Adela St Andres, who teaches ^ Newg page(j cannot fail to interest and entertain, while the moral tone of the whole paper is 

tmexceptionable, we .specif appe.1, in »be CbfiCan. befief iba, ,bay will aid in augn.anti.g it. 

Poor Miss Cafron! Bhe saw the unloving looks she went out/” “ Does the Baron .St Andres live here?” asked a 

in her scholars'faces as they entered the school-room “Yes, grandpa, replied Julietta; “she said to y0ung mail( topping also at the half open gate, 

after this stormy consultation. Bho had a severe me, ‘Take care that little Mary doesn’t trouble ,<ye8 Sjr>u 

headache that afternoon, so that, altogether, she did grandpa, and if he wishes to go into tbe garden, give <ixbeD( certainly, the yonng lady for whom you 

not wear nearly so smiling a face as usual; and the him your hand, and take care not to let him stumble ^ inquiring lives here, madam,” he said, to the 

girls, prejudiced as they were, found ample occasion over anything, because he can’t see, poor grandpa! wft0 questioning Julietta; “and, doubtless, 

for setting down their cross-marks. and God has given him to us, his children, to take ^ Baron Bt. Andrea, whom 1 seek, is hor grand- 

Pretty soon Lottie Barnes held up her slate to care of him, and to obey him, and to make him as jatber !) intense surprise, and even anger 

view, displaying a long row of marks. Anna Mory happy as we can.’ Oh, I know it all by heart, jaliett8i wbo alm jnHisu-d that her sister was not 

imitated her example; then Lottie Jones; and in grandpa, because Adela tells it to me three times a ^ t€ftcber 0f music, the young man made his way to 

“I never tellfihs ma'm!” said Julietta, impatiently unexcepuouume, - - . then ihe enterurise 
interrupting her; “my sister is not a teacher of the circulation and usefulness at a time when encouragement will most strengthen the enterprise. 

piano. Don’t yon think I ought to know?” -■ • r 
“Does the Baron St. Andres live here?” asked a "VTI I I 1 ttgo 

young man, stopping al60 at the half open gate. V OIj U J.vlJl< 9 

“Yes, sir.” wnl( in both Contents and Appearance, maintain the enviable reputation The Rural has acquired.— 

“Then, certainly, the yonng lady for whom you ’ published in Superior Style-with Nero Type, good white Paper, and many fine Engravings. 

^- - - 
the Baron St. Andrea, whom 1 seek, iB hor grand- tbe year> rendering tbe volume complete for binding and preservation. 

father.” And to'the intense surprise, and even anger ..ava T„ Advance-Two Dollars a Yew. To Agents *ad Cluke: Three copies for $5; Six for $10; 
- i* ni111 inoic(/.r1 iLat liPf Wflfl lint 1 i\ j _i.litiAnkl munViur ut tViA. latter mto. / S1.25 CODV.)r—With ft fre© TpnfbfSSs Fifteen for $21; Twenty for $25, and any add! lion al number at tbe latter rate, ($1.25 per copy,)-with ft free 

II u igr piiww* w* i - ... 4_ nKlirroil tri nro-iiav American 

less than two minutes the whole school followed day; every time before she goes out.” 

suit. This, of course, called for a reprimand from “IIol every time before she goes out? Does she 

Miss Capkon; and then there was a terrible clicking often go ont?” asked the old man, whose venerable 

of pencils. Boon Marcia Lewis dropped her slate brow seemed milled by some painful thought. 

on the floor, and the next instant every slate was on “Three times every day!” answered Julietta, in 

the floor. some surprise; “three timeB every day; once in the 

“Girls! girls!” said Miss CaritON, sternly; “you morning, before you come down, from seven to nine 

seem to have handed yourselves together to trample o'clock; another from eleven to oue; and the third 

on the rules of order. I shall proceed no further from three to five, when yon are asleep. You see! 

with recitations until you have become quiet and three times a day. Did you think that 1 could not 

orderly.” reckon ?” 
Order again seemed to he restored; hut it did not “ What o’clock is it now?” asked the Baron, rather 

last long. Nellie Jones remembered that sbe had with the hope of finding some discrepancy in Juli- 

in her pocket a bottle of snuif for her grjbdmother, etta’s reckoning. 

:;;sl for a Muh Ei*or ^ accord* » *».. AS w. « .Wirt to pre.Pay American 
J 1 , » . 1.4 .,.4.1 v •! UU(,rlr pnnv tn flhfiVP TfctOB. the piazza, approached the blind grandfather, and, postuge on H„ ,,ap„rs 8ent abroad, our Canada friend* must add 18 eta. per yearly copy to above rates 

in her poeket a bottle of snuir for her gr^fcjmother, iv= ___ 
and in ten minutes the school-room was resounding “It struck one, just now,” Jnlietta answered. .. your cranddaughtcr —the young lady Adela St. I am composed of 51 letters. future Demand U.&Tre«suty Notes preferrtd to MyianK 

with sneezes. Next, little paper balls began to fly “And here comes Adela; I hear the garden gate An Sgivc lessons on the piano in My l, 10, 8,15, 6, 23, 36,15,10, 2, 21,9,8,30, 29 is a Congress- Notes excepttlios* of 

mysteriously from all sides, and every girl appeared opening; and she is speaking to Mary and the dog. ^ of the Minister of War-in fact, to my n 3 49 33 5, 51 ™ Secretary of the chan^d*from one PostOflice toanoiher, must 

intent upon her lesson. Presently, a half-suppressed They have come to meet her. ■ sisters?” y b,av„ ua Jer p^ent Buchanan. epeciTy the old addre** as well as the new to secure compliance 

titter from Marcia Lewis awakened an answering jn a few minuteB Adela entered. She was a young ,, Fxp^aju yourself, sir! explain yourself!” the old M 4_ 4] 3(|^ 4-^ 40^ 38) 37i 3gi jo, 44, 17 is a Senator from with their requests. 

one from Mattie Lee, and one after another joined, and lovely girl; so young, she seemed as if she had man exclaimed. “My pension lost! Adela! Three Massachusetts- t.-?r No Traveling aobsts are employed byus.aswewwh 

until at length there was an almost deafening peal 8carceiy emerged from childhood, and yet so serious linK,s a day j oh! 1 entreat yon, explain!” My 2, 3, 36, 46, 23, 39, 33, 44,21, 21 was Speaker of the XXXI dS^uaSrsto^d that all person* 

of laughter. and so thoughtful was the expression of her conn- “ it is a very simple matter,” the young man said; Congress. . , t^ch4trough the country, professiug * holif certificates 
“The very spirit of mischief seems to have made tenfUlcei tbat the premature cares of life had, as it „ bnt bow can yon be ign0rant of all this? It is a My 44,23,1, 28, 27,14, 25, 38, 39.10, 3o, 44, 47, ,, was ft,oin ug> AR1{ Mf.0sTORa. 

headquarters here this afternoon,” said Miss Cafron. wer6| buKhted the flower of youth. fact tbat j bave two sisters, and about a year ago, jqh«ce^ofSupreu.e o urt in . • . . rated L3r Tm Rcsal is published strictly upon the cash system 

“It is useless to try to proceed with recitations, <• Adela!” said the old man, in a tone so sad and . tb were seeking a teacher of music, your My 48,18,30, ’ -• * ’ ’ ’1.1 ’ -copies arc never mailed to Individual subscribers unul pai 

while my whole attention is needed to keep you in 8eriouB that it brought the quick color to the young granddaugbter, the young lady Adela, offered her VTa, 13, 10, 45, 32, 14, was Secretary of 

order. I will give you another recess of fifteen girp8 fftcei “whence come yon?” and, stretching 8erviCes; she was reccmmended hy the Countess de ■ St’ate iB 1843. experience haring demonstrated that the each System U alto- 

minutes, and if you do not succeed in getting rid forth his hand, he seized that of Adela’s, which she Briconrt, whose daughters she was also teaching. 30,15, 50, 45,18, 30, 28, 2,18, 38, 38 was appointed Post gt.lherth*; lest for both Subscriber and Publisher, 

of yonr excess of fun and frolic. I shall take very bad extended towards him, took it between both his A(ter gome months had passed, knowing that I was master-General in 1850. Of-Westkkn and Houthekn Monyt.-Iu the present de¬ 

prompt and decisive measures to help you.” 0WD) geil,]y gtroked it, and at last said, in a mourn- in tbe war office) and that I am the minister’s My 33,23, is, 47, 34. 21,33, 44, 33,45,14,15,35, 29 is a Con- raBged state of the currency, we are unable to 

The girls felt some little twinges of conscience, ful manner, “you are agitated, my child! you are nephew> Bbe told me that your pension had been giesBmmr from^ Yo^ waa Secretary of State in 1820. A&Zu ^SbSb^VbTcSot obtain 
but, aftt-r all, were quite delighted with the success troubled! you tremble! Whence come you? discontinued for two years, and that no cause had ’ ’ J ^ n 47 35 was the most dis- New York. New EnKlanilPMiuBylvania1 or Canada Money, wffl 

of their experiment. The young girl did not reply. • been aSBigned for it: and she added, ‘ Neither a blind y ’ jdjed ‘rator o) the Revolution. please send us U. S. Postage Stamps, as they are far preferable 

“I tell you what it is,” said Marcia Lewis, “Miss Obtaining no answer, the Baron St. Andres con- 0[d man> Dor a young girl like me, can take the M_ 44 39 20i 26-41. 47> 33, 3, 23, 33, 3, 31, 43 was Secretary to any uncurrent tank bills. 
D Lnn Hnatnaoa 4r\ c A Otffflll AmCB Onl\7 4innAil i)lA fllfTW. ftnlpmn With WlllCll llG _c.a/vr»vtfl?n iVlfi ‘Make YOUT # ola. DOCUMK^TS FHLh. pfCiltl*. U D11111 

as great as tbat of Julietta, “for my pension has 

never been taken from me. How, then, can you say 

it is restored?” 
“Are you not the Baron St. Andres who served in 

the reign of Louis X V., and Louis XVI., in the V en- 

dcau wars? who had lost five sons in the wars of the 

Empire?” 
“ Yes, sir,” the Baron answered. 
“Your granddaughter —the yonng lady Adela St. 

Andres — does she not give lessons on the piano in 

the house of the Minister of War—in fact, to my 

sisters?” 

Eke Publisher to the Public. 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

POLITICO - BIOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA, 

g-jy ant person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
Rural New-Yorkkk, and those who volunteer in the good 

cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 

I j- as Postage Stamps of the old emi?*ioo arc worthless 
here, Rural friends will please remit those of the new iasue in 
future Demand V S Treasury Note* preferred to any Rank 

Your granddaughter - the young lady Adela Sh , «Ni.o-.fl. 

tdrea does she Dot g,ye lesaona on the piano in ,3r to., or iao.»»-N.t».dh,„ u.. M,<» 

e house of the Minister of Mar— m tact, to my 4,( 33 g 51 waH Secretary of the of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 

iters?” My President Buchanan. specify the old address as well as the new to secure compliance 

“ Explain yourself, sir! explain yourself!” the old 4g 41 30 4» 40) 30) 37) 38i 10, u. 17 is a Senator from with their requests. 

an exclaimed. “My pension lost! Adela! Three Ma88ftChm*tU . . _ ^ ^ Traveling agents e^loyed^.^ we wdri. 
0 T oC Z .73 30 33 44, 21, 21 was Speaker of the XXXI to give the whole held to local agents and those who form clubs. 

My 2, 3, 36, 46, -3, 33, «, -1, aa V And begide. we wirii it distinctly understood that all person. AI1Q wbiUC, wiau av uiomuv»v w**v*l*^—-k ' 

American statesman who died in 1850. alwsv* discontinued when the subscription expires. 
. ^ .0 ■> e. as. nn 11 — ionroturt* ' * ... _ir. t. . 

but, after all, wore quite delighted with the success 

of their experiment. 

“I tell you what it is,” said Marcia Lewis, “Miss 

Catron has no business to he so awful cross. Only 

think what a sight of marks we got. Let’s act just 

as bad when we go into school again, and she will 

troubled! you tremble! Whence come you?” 

The young girl did not reply. 

Obtaining no answer, the Baron St. Andres con¬ 

tinued, and the slow, solemn aocent with which he 

uttered each word, showed the Had feelings of his 

I heart, “ In 1814,1 was a widower. Adela, and, of my 

necessary steps to ascertain tbe reason. ' Make your 

mind easy upon that point,' I said to her: 11 will 

take charge of the matter.' I have fulfilled my 

of State 1796. 

My whole is an extract from a recent speech of Joseph 

have to dismiss us, and then we'll all go down to the numerous family, only one was left me, my Bainted proK1jBe. and n0w I have the pleasure of communi- 

falls and have a nice time.” daughter, Henrietta, your mother. * eating to you the pleasing intelligence that orders Answer in two weeks. then 

“ Wouldn’t it he grand,” said Nellie Jones. Yonr father fell at Waterloo; you were then only bave been given out not only for the restoration of -- °1k^ 

“Splendid,” replied Mattie Lee. twelve. Adela! Adela! what can I say? Byallmy your jiension( but also for tbe payment of all arrears.” For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. doCU‘ 

“Why! what is the matter?” said Mary Paine, past miseries —by my unceasing grief—by my gray ,.0bj ^deiai n0ble and worthy girl!” exclaimed MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM. ij, 

who had been absent from school during the day hairs—I entreat you — tell me, whence come you? 0j^ mani raising his sightless eyes to heaven. - woul 

until then, and was surprised to find her usually Whither go yon three times every day?” ,10b) my daughter! so unjustly accused —yon have ^ maj0r axig iB 900 feet, the minor axis 500, and the andi 

pleasant companions so excited. When she had “My father,” said Adela, “I am only seventeen conceaied au this from me —all —even the labor ordmate is 300 feet. From the above, determine the abscisses 

heard the whole story, she looked very sad, and said years old, it is true, and yet, young as I am, sorrow which your Go of the elUp8e' „ 1^1DWLV A' Dodd8' the 
“Poor Miss Capkon! How could you treat her bo!” and care have already left their impression upon my Ch \^egg^sber% ^ ' Governeur, St Lawrence Co., N. Y., 1861. any 

“It is jnst what she deserves for being so cross,” brow. Three years ago my mother died, yet the sad g°j^yetta went out, as if for that purpose, and the O7” Answer in two weeks. adur 
said Lottie Barnes. scene is still ever present to my mind, as vividly as if Baron, gradually overcoming his emotion,| related to -- not 

“Oh, you have been looking at the wrong side, it had been yesterday. I still hear the weak voice, ^ anxieriesfor BE KIND TO YOUR SISTERS. ^ 

girls. I have heard a story of a lady who began to regaining momentary strength, address me. Adela, bis granddaughter. The praises and blessings which — byft 

find faults iu her son's wife. The more she looked she said, • 1 leave you two daughters; be a mother to ^he old man lavished upon the absent Adela met full boys, be kind to your sisters. You may five to be mim 
for them the more she found, until Bhe began to them. And my poor lather—I entrust him to you. sympathy from at least one of his hearers. old, and never find such tender, loving friends, as these eitU, 

think her daughter-in-law the most disagreeable Guidethetwo firstin their “ you^do^not^now dm* yet; I am a stranger to you’ ”p“t the^l win. “u^howihey^oTe m an iap! 
person iu tbe world. Bbe used to talk of her failings them its thorns and its dangers, lnde from the second ^ j wip gjve you ample satisfaction concerning my p denega. how thougfitful thfty are for 

to a very dear friend. Finally, her friend said to everything that would pain him.’ Such were her {amj[y. i have long loved your Sran^wighter; she 7 cornfort- And be you thoughtful for theirs. Be ever — 

her one day, ‘No doubt Jane has faults, and very words, and I have tried to obey them. I go out three does not rejeot me; gne ei u m , ' ’ to obbge xhem; to perform any little office for 

disagreeable ones, hut suppose for awhile you try times a day, and that troubles you; but you do not ° At^this^moment a cry of joy from Julietta them that lies in your power. Think what you can do for 
and see what good qualities you can discover in her consider that I am a mistress of a family the house- announced the return of Adela* When the latter them, and if they express a wish, be ready to gratify it, if 
character. Really, I am very curious to know.’ keeper, and yet more. I have to take care of yon all. gaw the two persons who were standing near her 0Rsible_ Tou do not knowhow much happiness you will ^ 

..Thu Booh l4'w„ a mZ at hflt frieud'B Are „u. .Ue,e dutiea enough to cal. «. «h,ee f—«»■>***, > ZZStSXXX? iZtl 
plain suggestion; hat finally concluded to try it; and times a day? Have confidence m your Adela, my foPadly embracing her, said, “Everything is discov- man who was, not lb hi, >o 

long before she had discovered half her good traits, dear grandfather — trust in her!” ered, yeu darling! you little rogue! and here is one beautiful song w uc says 

she began to regard Jane as a perfect treasure. Now “ That is all I desire; it is all my heart wishes, my who claims the right to be your husband, and to « Be 1dlld t0 yonr aister-not many may know 

you have been doing just as this lady did, in looking daughter. Well, well, you have been out to-day, you sepa^te^,onc]r^“ rigbb«, tbe gtin biU8bing girl The dePtk of 'true 5IB,e(’y loT*; 6 
for faults. Let us be like her the rest of the after- will not go out again! Am I right? You do not an8weredi with a strange mingling of timidness and The wealth of the ocean lies fathoms Age 

noon in looking for pleasant things. Let us see how answer, Adela!”.. firmness, Tbe surtace a Spar eB & °V ' fre* 

eating to you the pleasing intelligence that orders 

Holt, of Kentucky. 
Hopedale, Ohio, 1861. 

13?" Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

mathematical problem. 

Tub major axis is 900 feet, the minor axis 500, and the 

BE KIND TO YOUR SISTERS. 

volume will be sent free to all applicants. We shall take 
pleasure in also sending, free and post-paid, our large Show-iW! 
for ism (beautifully colored by hand,) Prospectus. Ac., to ■ 
and all persons disposed to aid ia extending the circulation of 
the Rural Ntw-Yorker- Reader, please send us the addreaM 
of such of your friends, near or distant, as you think wouJd be 
likely to subscribe or act as agents, and we will forward me 
documents accordingly. 
tyr Look Sharp, Friends:-If those ordering the Rural 

would write »U names of persona, post-offices, its., correct.^ 
and plainly, wtc should receive les6 scolding about other Pe°P -4 
errors. Our clerks are not infallible, but most of tbe error 

VXOYCriiCUI, ci~ imnituvo w, -- - - -- piaCG» Or to £IgTl lUt3U -- • 
Or" Answer in two weeks. address for copies ordered. wOl plei^e take things cal ra 1 JD 

_ _ not charge us with their ans of omission, etc 
r^*- Voluntary Agents for the Rural.—Any and every 

BE KIND TO YOUR SISTERS. Subscriber or reader i9 requested to act in behalf of the Kckal. 
- t by forming clubs or otherwise. Now is the time for its Woo ^ 

Boys, be kind to your sisters. You may live to he Manifest their interest in the paper and the cause it auvu * 
old. and never find such tender, loving friends, as these either by obtaining new smhscnberf, or i nducing oUicit ' - OiU, tkiiU uever uaam dulu .— 3-’ '-“uvi wj w——-c . .},nnnn(l 'Ac 
sisters Think how many things they do for you; how its behalf, If any lose or wear out numbers m " 

them in order to make their files complete for landing. 

MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
the largest circulated 

many smiles we can get from Miss Cafrus.’’ 

Mary Paine was one of the oldest girls in the 

schooL She gave the girls subjects for their compo¬ 

sitions and helped them out of all their troubles. So 

she was a favorite with them all and they consented, 

half reluctantly, to do as she said. 

Miss Catron dreaded to ring the bell. The 

twenty minutes passed, and she felt compelled to 

V lUUUly v ALA Viuvtu^ MV l I —— - — T - W f . . . • , 
dear grandfather —trust in her!” ered, you darling! you little TOgue! and here is one beautiful song which says. 

“That is all I desire; it is all my heart wishes, my who claims the right to be your husband, and to “ Be kind to your sister—not many may know 

daughter. Well, well, you have been out to-day, you ^Tf^XSms^hat right,” the still blushing girl The depth of true sisterly love; 
will not go out again! Am I right? You do not an8weredj with a strange mingling of timidness and The wealth of the ocean lies fathom 
answer, Adela!” firmness, “ must also take upon him the charge of an The surface that sparkleB above. 

Adela, as if she had not heard his last words, old man, aud two little ones, for whose weliare and — --— 

turned to Julietta, and questioned her concerning happnK-s^I am^responsi^^e t°tn1Ie>|^an|>t dearjy Wel- ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c- IN No. 613. 

the Btudies which she had to recite to her in the eve- conied) barest lady.” - 
ning, and thus adroitly changed the conversation. Adela educated her two sisters, Mid saw them hap- Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Saying and doing do 

She then remained for some time with the little party ffind'Sd Baron^d Tan ^ TSle-Seneca Oil 
oft the piazza, uutil Marianne summoned them to the evtreme old age, and at length died in the arms of Answer to Riddle. Se • 
dinner-table. Notwithstanding her efforts to please his granddaughter, bequeathing her his last fond Answer to Chara.ie: °p 3217075 +rods 
and entertain her grandfather, she observed with blessing.- Young People's Illwdnated Magazine. Answer to Geometrical Problem.-32.L0.5 + rods. 
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If the former, we hope means will he soon obtained 

to carry the produce of the Great West, to the sea¬ 

board at fair prices. Wither case, farmers should not. 

be iu a hurry to sell their crops at such ruinous rates, 

but wait for a better time, which we are confident is 

coming, and that before long. If shippers will not 

work for a fairly remunerative compensation, their 
vessels should rot at the docks. 

It is not adapted to our conditions and wants. Mole 

ditohers are! Hence, in judging of the merit and 

value of any new invention, an estimate of its worth 

must embrace its adaptation to the wants and ability 

of the class for whoso use it Is intended, as well 

as to the character of the work it is designed to 
accomplish. 

At tho Milwaukee fair, (and at Chicago too,) Mr. C. 

Comstock, of Milwaukee, exhibited a new imple¬ 

ment to which he has given the above title. It con¬ 

sists of an irou wheel or skeleton drum, thirty inches 

long, suspended by an eccentric axle, supported by 

two small cartwheels. The periphery of this skele¬ 

ton drum consists of ft scries of wrought iron forks 

or spades, with arms or handles as levers, which are 

worked, and the required motion secured, by the use 

of friction rollers and ft peculiar cam. This cam 

regulates the thrust of the spades in the ground, tho 

lifting of the earth, and insures its perfect pulveriza¬ 

tion. Well, hero stood this two-horse spader or 

pulverizer, three or four days at Milwaukee, and as 

many dayB at Chicago, tho inventor spending his 

breath explaining it to every man who made an 

inquiry telling the same story again and again. 

Wo do not know what tho sapient committee (If there 

was one,) said about it iu their report, but we are 

sure there was no trial of this new implement at. nil— 

no provision made lor it. 

legs; their color changes from yellowish to brown and 

reddish, with usually a blackish spot, on enoh side. 

These pests aro, however, too well known to require 

further notice here, nor are they likely to be con¬ 

founded with the insects under consideration. 
CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 

CHAS. D. BRAODON, Western Corresponding Editor, 

THE POTATO ROT. Tire Rural Nkw-Yorkbr is designed to be unsurpassed in 
Value. Purity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents.and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance. It* Conductor devotes bis per¬ 
gonal attention to the guperritfon of its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Renat, an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Suhjocts Intimately connected with the business of those 
whose interests It zealously advocates. As a Eamilv Journal 
it is eminently Instructive and Entertaining— being so con 
ducted that it can b« safely taken to the Hearts and Homes of 
people of intelligence, taste and discrimination. It embraces 
more Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific. Educational, 
Literary and Nows Matter, Interspersed with appropriate and 
beAutiful Engravings, than any other journal,- rendering 
it the most complete Aoiucultural, Liticiurv a.m, Family 
New8papkr In America. 

Tub prevalence of the potato rot in Europe the they are taken up, instei 
present year has caused both practical and scientific tion at the time of planti 
men to give increased attention to the subject, to 
ascertain if possible the cause and cure ; and although 
the results of past researches in this field have not 
been such as to raise very exalted anticipations of 
the present, the Bubject is one of such vast impor¬ 
tance as to give it great interest, and cause us to 
hope, even against hope, that a remedy may he at 
last discovered that will banish the malady from the 
earth, or bring it under easy control. 

Prof. He Bary, a celebrated Botanist of Leipzig, 

has published a pamphlet on the subject, in which 

he reviews what has been written on the subject 

worthy of notice, and gives the results of a series of 

experiments to ascertain the habits of a peculiar 

parasite which always precedes, and which ho believes 

is the immediate cause of the malady. It is a fungus 

growth or mildew, of a peculiar character, propa- 

YELLOW CLOVER, AGAIN 

In response to our cull for specimens of Yellow 

Clover, we have received samples from several places 

iu the north-east parts of this State, mostly bordering 

the Hudson. In all cases save one our friends have 

sent us but one species, T'rifolium ngrnrium, Bhowing 

that this has become pretty well disseminated in that 

section. The small species, 7’. proctanbtns, is the 

most abundant, yet is no doubt considered too small 

or too worthless to receive attention. To a lady of 

Rensselaer county we aro indebted for the following 
interesting communication : 

Eds. Ritual: — Tn looking over your last issue, I 
sftw an article beaded, YgUvw Clover. The vellow 

CROPS IN AMERICA AND EUROPE 1, Tho larva of Thrips found in the blossom of the clover; 
4, The seven-jointed antenna;. 

2, The pnpa; and 3 the imago, Thrips or rather Phlmo- 
thrips; w, one of the wing« of tho perfect insect,—all greatly 
magnified. 

6, Larva of a Tbrlps with a Pezomachus escaping. 

One species to which Mr. Hauday has applied the 
specific namo of Thrips, Cerealium, infests the 

It is evidently something 

on which much thought, labor, and time has been 

expended, and from its character deserved tlie atten¬ 

tion, trial, and report of a competent committee; 

but it Is doubted if it got it. A good team before it 

would have saved tho lungs of the man who owned 

it, and enabled the public to judge something of its 
merits. 

One word more about it. The machine wo saw is 

intended to imlverizc the surface about eight or nine 

inches deep and thirty inches wide as it goes for¬ 

ward. Two horses, it is said, will work it. It is 

designed to adapt its capacity to any power, whether 

horse or steam; if to steam, it is proposed to make it 

the propelling wheel of the engine —at least an aid 

in its propulsion. The inventor, who lias but recently 

completed It, has tested it with satisfactory results. 

Now about adaptation. Many of the soils of the 

West need sorno other process of pulverization than 

that which obtains at present. Many of these soils 

are undrained, and if the season of seeding is wet, 

the plowing process renders them cloddy; and it is 

about as possible for plants to grow, thrive and pro¬ 

duce among these clods as among brick-bats, and no 
more so. 

This machine combines in its operation tho clod 

crushing process as it rolls over tho ground, and t,lm 

process of pulverization as the wrought iron forks 

lift the soil and shake it iu pieces; for it has the 

Bame jerk that is given the manure fork by the man 

In some sections of our country the crops havo 

proved far better than the average, while in others, 

from the depredations of the Army Worm, and from 

other causes, the results of the year's labor have 

proved less satisfactory. On the whole, however, we 

have reasons for gratitude to the Giver of all Good; 

for we have enough for homo consumption, enough 

for the brave and patriotic men who are fighting the 

battles of their country, and from whose noble sacri¬ 

fices we anticipate a glorious harvest of good results 

to onr own favored land and the lovers of liberty 

everywhere. We have enough, too, to supply the 

deficiency which exists in Europe, and which will, 

no doubt, cause a great demand for American grain— 

a demand which we can supply with benefit to our¬ 
selves and our customers. 

By reference to our news columns it will be seen 

that Portugal is looking to this country for the staff 

of life. We have reports also from other sections of 

a great deficiency in grain, while poor Ireland seems 

doomed to another winter of famine and suffering. 

Never since the memorable years of 1840 and 1847, 

has there been such a general destruction of the 

potato, by rot, as the present season. It is on this 

crop that the poor depend for subsistence during the 

winter, and the most serious consequences are antici¬ 

pated by the true-hearted men of Ireland. Meetings 

have been called in many districts to obtain, if possi¬ 

ble, a full knowledge of the extent of the evil and the 

best means of averting the consequences, and pre¬ 

venting suffering and crime. At one meeting where 

reports were called for from several districts, we 

observe that no one reported more than one-quarter 

of the crop safe, while others gave twenty per cent, 

good, and still others regretted to declare the melan¬ 

choly faetthat in their districts the entire crop was lost. 

The Irish Farmer's Gasette, in summing up the whole 

matter, says:—“In several districts tho portion which 

is free from disease is very small indeed, while even 

Rooms, Albuny. It grows similar to the red clover, 

except in its blossoms, which it bears in small 

bunches, all along its branches, and they are yellow. 

Tako a good sized stool, when it has well expanded, 

and there will be all mzcd seeds, from ripe ones to 

(lowers upon tho ends ot tin- branches. When the 

seeds are rioe *he^ loot v-Ay singular, being in 

clusters, as black as a coal. I send you one stem of 

leaves, which you will see are for size between the 

red and white clovers. It is this year’s growth from 

the seed. I have been particular to burn up all l 

found that were ripe, for fear it would prove as 

worthless as the other yellow clover, and on reading 

your request ^looked for some, but found only one 
stool and that young. 

I also send yon a specimen of the other yellow 

clover which is filling our lands here, even in the 

woods. It grows abundantly, and is entirely worth¬ 

less as food for cattle, or for fodder, being, when out, 

more like sticks than hay, and unless cut up with 

other hay the cattle will not touch it. I am told it 

was introduced into this country by a Mr. Graves, 

who was a foreigner by birth. Ilu was famous for 

“ Fringe-winged,” though Linn.ecs placed tho 

genus Thrips next to the plant-lice (Aphidians) in 

tho order HemipUra. The structure of the wings 

and mouth, which latter seems to be of a character 

intermediate between the Mandihulala and the Haus- 

telluta, differing both from Orthojftera and Htmlp- 

tera, induced the change. 

A similar species of Thrips wore Bent to Dr. Fitch, 

July 9, 185.?, by David Williams, Geneva, Wiscon¬ 

sin, causing some alarm in that vicinity. First 

noticed about the middle of June, — found in all 

blossoms In great numbers. For about two weeks 

they were found in the blossoms of wheat ami clover, 

causing numbers of the blossoms to wither, and in 

some cases the kernel also was attacked. Mr. Fitch 

also figures one species, and describes two new spe¬ 

cies, viz., the Wheat Thrips, Thrips Trilici, and the 

three-handed Thrips, which he calls Calr.uthrips tri- 

faciata. His figures differ from mine, No. 1 being 

au accurate* copy of the insect found in the clover 

blossom by Mr. Koon, greatly magnified, the other, 

figures 2, 3, and W, are from Westwood’s Thlu-othrips, 

a genus of this family. 

Minute as these inceeta are, they also have their 

parasites. Figure 5 is a Thrips from the body of 

which is seen to escape a species of Pexomaehus, (6,) 

belonging to the Ichneumomdce, distinguished by 

their abdomen being petloled; oviposter exserted, 

short or moderate; wings rudimental, not fitted for 
flight. 

Having no remedy to give, I state the above fact 

to show that, tho laws of nature are conservative, 

and perhaps the best safeguard to protect us against 

the undue prevalence of mischievous insects, as with 

their increase tho remedy is also furnished, so that, 

if they do prevail for a season, the evil is not likely 

to be perpetuated. So much I venture to say by way 

of consolation to the agriculturist in this connection. 

I have other drawings ol Thrips, some of a dark 

color. Figure 7 is the pupa of ono found in au 

excrescence on the chestnut-oak leaf. Figure 8, a, 

on the upper surface; b, the lower surface of the 

leaf. These were of a shining black color, and sup¬ 

posed to be one of those little black pests, called 

midges, so common in the month of July. I found 

nish employment to farm hands and laborers, and at 

the same time benefit the proprietors. In urging this 

matter, several gentlemen stated that they had drained 

land at an expense of from forty to fifty dollars an 

acre, and the increased value of the three crops fol¬ 

lowing bad paid all the cost, while the land for all 

practical purposes had been doubled in value by the 

operation. Here we have another evidence of the 

value of thorough drainage that American farmers 
would do well to remember. 

In other countries of Europe wo learu from the for¬ 

eign journals that there is a deficiency in grain crops, 

which all seem to admit must be supplied from this 

country. After all that has been said of the impor¬ 

tance of the cotton crop, the present year’s experi¬ 

ence may prove that corn is of more importance than 

cotton,—in fact, that Corn is King. The European 

demand, as soon as it begins to be felt seriously in 

our markets, will doubtless cause an advance in price, 

and farmera who live near the sea-board mav antici¬ 

pate remunerative prices at least. For our farming 

friends at the West we hope for better times. We 

hope the day is passed when they will be compelled 

to sell good corn at eight or ten cents a bushel, and 

yet we have onr fears, for they seem to be but the 

servants of the shippers, who obtain more for trans¬ 

porting a bushel of com from Chicago to Buffalo than 

tho firmer does for growing, husking, and shelling, 

t is said that a vessel carryiug 20,000 bushels of corn 

at present prices clears over $3,000 by a single trip 

between these ports. This is wrong, and mast result 

Horn a deficiency in the means of transportation, or 

an unholy combination amoDg shippers. If the lat¬ 

ter, we know of no remedy but a like combination 

mong growers of corn as a means of self-protection. 

uiuk species aesennea, we nna from the speci¬ 

men received, is a Yellow Clover, Trifolium, agra- 

num, and it will be seen that oor correspondent justi¬ 

fies the opinions we expressed in regard to its value. 

A “ New Subscriber” in Kingsboro, Fulton county, 

sends us fine specimens of T. ugrarium, and says: 

“ Cattle feed on it well, both in pasture and hay. It 

ba3 produced two tuns per acre in hay.” 

Fin Thripiriid®, 

Eds, Rural NEW-YoitKEa:—The very small bright 

red insects lodged in the clover blossoms, which your 

correspondent, J. 15, Koon, says will destroy a bushel 

to the acre, if not more, prove to be the larvie of 

'Thrips. These insects are in an order by themselves, 

comprising but a single family, the Thrijndm, Lbaou, 

the species of which are far more numerous than has 

been generally supposed, as may be learned from Mr. 

Halidav’h valuable memoir, published in the Ento¬ 

mological Muganne, No. 15. 

Figure 1, the larva; figure 2, pupa; figure 3, the 

perfect insect greatly magnified; they being of a 

very minute size, rarely exceeding a line in length. 

The body is long, linear, and depressed, Ac., as shown. 

The larvai of those inclosed are oi a deep orange or 

bright brick-red color. 

These insects are found upon various plants, some 

times swarming in various kinds of flowers. They are 

very nimble, and will leap to a considerable distance 

when disturbed. They feed upon the juices of plants, 

and are often extremely injurious,‘especially in hot¬ 

houses and vine-hoases, the leaves upon which they 

reside being marked ail over with small decayed 

patches. They are known to infest melons, cucum¬ 

bers, kidney beans, Ac. The larvie are generally 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES 

A ROTARY PLOW OR AUTOMATON SPADER. 

I AH one of a class, if such a class there be, who 

believe in the existence or a supreme law of adapta¬ 

tion. I do not believe ia the success of any thing, 

or idea, mechanical, philosophical, or ethical —or 

that there will be any success — until the people are 

ready, by the discovery of its necessity and use, to 
receive and adopt it. 

There are many good things invented which are 

not successful, thoogh practical in character, because 

they are not adapted to the present wants, condition 

or Btage of progress of the people. For instance, It 

is folly to talk about draining our western lauds with 

tile, so long as lands are so chimp, labor and tile so 

cosily, and capital so scarce. Tile are useful in some 

countries, and in localities in all countries are 

necessary, and the cheapest and best mode of drain¬ 

ing land. But so long as our prairies may bo drained 
quite as well, a hundred times more rapidly, and at 
one-tenth the cost by the use of the rnole ditcher, it 

is useless to waste time talking tile to western men. 

It is impracticable to use it to a large extent We 
* We fear that, owing to some imperfections in copying und 

engraving the drawings sent by Mr. S., the figures above aro 
not entirely accurate.—Eo. R. N. Y. 
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them ready to take the wing on the 13th of July. 

From their formation I consider them to belong to 

this family. Home seasons these excrescences are 

exceedingly numerous. T am aware that these ex¬ 

crescences are usually made by Cynipidi*, Cecidomyia, 

&c., which may include a species or genus of the 

Thrips family. I am also aware that certain parasitic 

insects, like the Giortui, deposit their eggs in various 

kinds of galls, and that strange developments are 

sometimes made, for instance:—The development of 

these parasites within the bodies of other insects 

was for a long time a source of much speculation 

among the earlier philosophers, who conceived it 

possible that one animal had occasionally the power 

of being absolutely transformed into another. Thus 

Bwammkrpam records as a '• thing very wonderful ” 

that 545 Hies of the same specie* were produced from 

«four chrysalides of a butterfly,” so that the life and 

motion of these seem to have transmigrated into 

those of the 545 other*."-f Hill's Translation of 

the Bibl. Natur,, p. U‘l.) This should admonish us 

to caution in onr investigations and opinions. 
Lancaster, fa, 1861. . J. Stauffer. 

Perhaps this wastefulness is not so much to be won¬ 

dered at after all, when we remember that corn-fod¬ 

der goes to waste in the fields where it grew, by the 

hundreds of acres, and that prairie hay can be had 

for the cutting and hauling— costing say three dol¬ 

lars per ton. Not less than one thousand tons have 

gone into the city from the prairie, seven or eight 

miles out, since the first of July. 

But my notes are becoming too lengthy. If yon 

or your readers wish to hear further from this portion 

of the North-West Countrie, I may resume them here¬ 
after, Agricola. 

Ahwapctuk, III, Oct., 1861. 

I once, in searching for a young queen, placed the 

frame on which she was too near the next frame and 

not in the position I found it. The queen at the 

time had her head in ft cell. The comb at that point 

projected a good deal. "I wo days after this T 

searched again for the queen, to show her to a friend. 

I found her in the position in which I last saw her, 

nearly starved and past recovery. 
Colonics infested with worms are often seen carry¬ 

ing out imperfect and mutilated bees. Queen cells 

are frequently cut down by want of care in replacing 

Combs at the proper distance after examination.— 

E. 1*., in American Bee Journal. 

heart shingles of our former residence in Candia are 

tolerably sound now, at the expiration of toward 

forty years; but in these days lumber isn’t what it 

used to be, and preservatives are of interest. 

N EW A DV ERTISEMENTS. 

A Wonderful Little Microscope — M. S. Woodward. 
Ajrents Wanted —S. Madison. 
Patent Agency—J Fraser. 

SPECIAL. NOTICES. 

IMPROVED CATTLE STALLS. 

North-Western Correspondence of Moore's Kural New-Yorker. 

GEODES PROM MISSISSIPPI BLUFFS. 

PREFATORY. 

A dismal rainy day in the middle of October 

one of many that have visited this region since the 

10th of September—coniines nie to my house; so i 

conclude to delve for something to send to the 

Rural— the Family Journal for the denizens of the 

great North-West. 
I write from the North- West; but lest the reader 

shall deem that a rather indefinite locality, I will be 

a little more explicit. The center of this North-West 

is at the door of the shanty in which I sit, and from 

which I can see about, ten miles of one of the most 

noble rivers in the world, the mighty Mississippi; 

can see the brown forests on the borders of three of 

the greatest States on the American continent,— 

(I mean great as to geographical and physical advan¬ 

tages—for one of them is at this moment so borne 

down with Secession, that it will require a quarter 

of a century to regain the position she has lost 

within the present year,)—and can hear the hum of 

industry, as it floats on the breeze from four char¬ 

tered cities, while their windows and domes are 

gilded by the morning sun. This i* the center of 

the great North-West, and the locale of your humble 

correspondent, this rainy day in the month of October, 
“The dearest mouth of all to penrive minds,” 

GEODB-ALOGICAL. 

Speaking of Geodes, I may as well mention here 

that this region furnishes numerous specimens of 

them, and that the several deposits here are becoming 

famous among the cabinet-collectors. One geologist 

Bent away from this vicinity last summer, over a tun 

of these specimens many of them very fine and 

large. They may be found in the bluffs, between 

the layers of limestone formations, in large numbers, 

from th.; size of a robin’s egg up to the -weight of a 

hundred pounds. They are picked up mostly among 

the sand and gravel, in the beds of the small bluff 

streams, where they have been deposited by the 

action of the water upon thu bluffs. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: —In your issue of 

August 31st I gave a plan for fastening and unfasten¬ 

ing cattle in stalls, such as are used by dairymen. I 

will now give my way of making the stall through¬ 

out. As there may be some that intend making 

stalls for the coming winter, this information would 

not be amiss. 
The bottom part should be made of a hewn stick of 

timber, 5 inches by 8. Take out of the manger side 

of this stick places for the slatB i! inch thick, and 5 

inches long, across the Btick for the movable slats, 

and half serosa for the others; allowing 3 feet in 

length for each cow, and 7 inches between the slats 

for the necks. Nail a strip of board over these 

places, 4 inches wide the whole length. This is 

easier than to mortice the slats in, and is just as 

good for the stationary ones and better for the 

others, hb the dirt and seed that gets in the joints 

works out beneath, and the slats always work loose. 

The slats should he 5 inches wide and 14 thick, 

and any height preferable, but 4 feet between the top 

and bottom is a good height. The top should be 4 

Inches wide and 3 inches thick. Take out of the 3 

inch side, places for the slats the same as the bottom, 

allowing 16 inches for the movable slats to open. 

Now pin on strips of board 11 inch thick and 3 inches 

wide the same a& the bottom, and have it as straight 

as possible on the top, then make a slide for the 

latehcB to be fastened to —3 indies wide, 14 thick, 

and the length of the stalls. This can be made of 

strips 10 or 12 feet long, hailed together at the ends, 

and pinned through with {-inch pins, iustcu the 

latches to this in their proper places with J inch pins, 

and put it on the top of the stalls on the strip pinned 

on. This slide is to be held in its place by the blind 

boards. Let every fourth one extend above the slide 

2 inches, und nail cleats to them over the slide. Let 

one of the blind boards extend above the slide far 

enough to fasten a pulley, ft inches in diameter, over 

the slide. Fasten a small chain 2 feet long to the top 

of the slide about 18 inches from the pulley when the 

stalls are all open; fetch the chain under the pulley 

and fasten the other end to a lever, the same as given 

in the Rural of August 31st. 
Any one can see the advantages these stalls have 

over those made in the old style. E. B. Tanner. 
Attica, Ohio, 1861. 

Age of Bees. 

Many people say bees only live six months; now 

I have two hives, to each of which I introduced a 

Ligurian queen, by fumigating them in July, 1880. 

In October T bought ft swarm that bad been already 

fumigated to take tbe honey; I fumigated it to take 

the queen away, and then added to it one of my 

Ligurian queens to strengthen her. Now this is the 

10th of September, and there is not only a large 

number of English bees ill the Ligurian swarms, but 

also a great number in the old stocks, the Ligurians 

having swarmed—one twice, and the other (that, from 

which I took the Ligurian queen to add to an English 

stock) three times. Now here is a large quantity of 

bees alive that must be more than a year old; and not 

only are they that age, lint many of them have been 

fumigated twice. Ab I am not clever enough with 

bees to take the queen away without fumigation, I 

generally use it, and have found, when carefully done, 

very little lose, and after a day or so the bees seem to 

have quite recovered.— London Field. 

Remedy for Bce-Stlngs. 

Three years ago one of my little ones poked his 

spade into a bee-hive. You may suppose he was 

severely stung. 1 immediately mixed with water 

some ipecacuanha powder and applied it to the places 

stung, (of coarse extracting the stings where visible,) 

and in ten minutes he was playing about and all 

irritation waB gone. The nurse was stung, too, in 

several places, and the same remedy was applied with 

equal success. The Indians use this remedy for the 

stings of scorpions, and a friend has (since my publi¬ 

cation of the cure in the West Sussex Gazette at the 

period) called my attention to the fact that Dr. Liv¬ 

ingstone states in his journal that the African tribes 

use ipecacuanha for snake bites. I have not the book 

to refer to, but I think they mix the powder with oil. 

I have used it for gnat bites. — Charles Hardy in 

London Field. 

$\\t eip**. 

Novel Experience. 

A young man named Hunter, living some six 

miles east of Polk City, on the prairie, where trees 

and fences were wanting, was the other day placed 

in a rather trying position. A large Bwann of bees 

seeking a resting place, settled upon his person, 

completely covering his legs and body. Ju this con¬ 

dition he walked to the house, some 100 rods distant, 

where, obtaining a box, the bees were successfully 

hived, without injuring him.—Des Moines Journal. 

Ou Harvesting Corn. 

In tbe Eoston Cultivator of Oct. 12 we find the - 

following upon this important topic: 

A farmer in Natick informed us a few days ago, 

that he believed the heaviest and beRt corn was pro- ; 

duced by letting it ripen untopped. A few years 

ago, he said, after beginning to cut his stalks on a i 

piece of corn, he was taken sick and thus the remain- : 

ing portion of the field remained untopped. On 

harvesting the corn, his attention was arrested by ( 

the noticeable difference in the quality and weight , 

of the corn on that part of the field where the stalks , 

were not cut, over that part where they were cut. , 

He was asked whether the corn was enough better to 1 

make up for the depreciation in value of the fodder, 

U8 compared witli that part of the field where the 

stalks were cut and cured. He said, probably not. 

There is little room to doubt that corn in unfrosty 

seasons, that is snffered to mature untopped, is haler 

and heavier than that which is topped, or ent close to 

the ground and shocked or stocked. But in econom¬ 

ical farming, this is not the only point to he con¬ 

sidered. It is said by some farmers, that the forage 

of an acre of corn when it is cut up, shocked and 

well-cured when the kernel is in full milk, is worth 

more than the hay which could be grown and made 

on the same area, were it seeded to clover or grass. 

Bnch farmers have two good reasons for cutting up 

and shocking their corn. Tbe first is, that they are 

safe against the chances of early frosts before the 

corn has time to ripen; the second is, the much 

greater value of the fodder. Sometimes the third 

reason presents itself, to wit, the farmer may desire 

to sow his ground to winter wheat or rye. The first 

two reasons are of themselves, however, sufficient 

with many farmers to decide the question with them 

as to which of the three methods of managing and 

harvesting a field of corn is best. Experience and 

observation have tanght us, that cutting up and 

shocking is the best method for making the most of 

the corn crop in New England. 

Those who maintain that corn grown without top¬ 

ping is haler and heavier than that ripened in any 

other way, are, undoubtedly, right; but this does not 

settle the question where forage is of as much value 

as it is iu the Eastern States, lienee, that that 

method of harvesting corn which shall secure the 

farmer against the hazard of early fall frosts, and at 

the same time make the fodder the most valuable, and 

guarantee to him meanwhile a good grain crop, must 

. be generally conceded to be the most economical, 

, and, therefore, the best, few can reasonably doubt. 

That cutting up and shocking while the corn is in 

. milk, secures these benefits, none, it seems to us, 

will deny. 

Hereford Cattle at Auction — M. C. Remington. 

Rural Notes cmi) Items. 

The Times Improving.— Judging from our receipts, and 
the many encouraging letters we are receiving from agents 
and others relative to the prospects of the ensuing volume 
of the Rural, we conclude that the times hare improved 
vastly within a few weeks all over the Free States and 
Canada. The ritnpln fact that our receipts on subscription 
for the past month hare been much greater than they were 
during the corresponding period of last year—while the 
offers of aid in circulating the paper aTe more numerous and 
cordial—indicates that money is plenty, and the people more 
confident in regard to the future, nB well as that the Rural 

New Yorker is increasing in public favor. We rejoice in 
the apparent prosperity and improved prospects of the people 
and country, and trust nothing will occur to check the 
improvement so generally manifested. 

McCormick's Reaper Patent.—The grain-growers of the 
country (and perhaps various manufacturers of agricultural 
machinery.) will not regret to learn that the application for 
an extension of McCokmick's reaper patent, bearing date 
IS47, has been refused. The patent is said to have covered 
alt that was peculiarly and intrinsically valuable in his old 
reaper. Mr. McC. has amassed an ample fortune, and will no 
doubt continue to accumulate from bis extensive manufactur¬ 
ing business, though refused the extension of a patent which 
was for n long time almost a monopoly. A Chicago paper 
well says that “the effect of the decision on other reaper 
manufacturers will be most salutary. They may now give 
the farmers a really better machine than they have ever 
before beeu able to do. By combining the patents of Mr. 
McCormick with their own Improvements, they will inaugu¬ 
rate a new era In reaper building. We may now look for the 
starting up of small reaper shop* along our rapid streams, 
for the supply of the demand in their immediate vicinity. 
The fanners, however, will derive the principal benefit. They 
will now get. better and cheaper reapers. This will diminish, 
in aH't.all degree, the cost of producing grain, so that they 
will either make more money from their labor, or be enabled 
to sell for lower prices without loss.” 

inquiries ami Answers. 

the weather and crops. 

In this region the summer has been a rlry one, 

though not remarkably so. August is generally a 

dry ami hot month ou these prairies, while July is 

often subject, to an interval of wet weather, lasting 

two or three weeks. The spring was unpropitious 

for getting in the crops hence corn and potatoes 

are not so good as last year. There will, however, 

he a flair supply, and there is a large amount of last 

year’s corn yet lying over. Spring wheat was almost 

a total failure; thousands oi acres of it were never 

cut at all. The ravages of the chinch bug were un¬ 

precedented; so much so that cultivators will sow 

but little spring wheat hereafter. The rains of Sep¬ 

tember have been favorable to tbe growth of late 

crops. Up to this writing (Oct. 15) thero have been 

hut one or two very slight frosts, and tbe weather is 

now warm and promises pleasant. The health of 

the country has been remarkably good. 

THE FRUIT CROP. ] 

Speaking of health, it may not bo amiss to say j 

that tbe extreme healthiness of the season may be , 

ascribed partly to tbe presence of ft large fruit crop. 

Most of the small wild fruits wero abundant in their 

season, and the cultivated sorts arc beginning to 

make quite a 6bow in onr markets. Indeed, many 

of our Western people, who have seemed ignorant 

of tbe fact heretofore, are now beginning to know 

that fruits can be made an article of food, as well as 

hog and hominy. And this knowledge is increasing 

rapidly; so that the everlasting bacon is fast giving 

way to baked apples and other dishes from the porno- 

nal kingdom. “ Egypt” is the great fruit garden of 

the West, though, in the lino of peaches, it has a 

strong rival In the region on the eastern shore of 

Lake Michigan. Chicago is perhaps the largest 

fruit market in the Union, as it is by far the greatest 

grain market in the world. In this region — this 

central portion—the peach crop was good, and there 

are now large quantities of apples in market, selling 

at low prices. At an exhibition of onr Horticultural 

Society in September, there was a fine show of 

peaches, mostly seedlings; of grapes, the Delaware, 

Diana, Concord and Rebecca were conspicuous, 

though there were several other sorts. The Cataw- 

bas and Isabellas are quite common. My Isabellas 

ripened about the 1st of September—the Catawbas 

and Concords on the 10th. 

THE SORGHUM CROP. 

Had it not been raini .■ to-day I should have been 

employed about my sugar-cane; so I may as well 

“ make a note of it.” There is yet a large portion of 

the cane grown this year not manufactured, and I 

much fear that the frost will catch some of it. The 

yield is thought uot. to be so great as iu former years. 

This is probably owing to the impurity of the seed, 

for, however careful cultivators may be, large quan¬ 

tities of cane do become mixed with broom-corn. 

Most of tbe mills used here — especially those where 

small lots only are grown—are made of wood. 

These will not express the juice equal to the iron 

ones. A few are of iron, doing good service; and 

as the cultivation of the cane increases, these mills— 

to run by steam power, and to evaporate also by steam 

—will become mere common. Of one thing the 

doubters everywhere may be assured,—the farmers 

of the North-West have fully demonstrated the practi¬ 

cability of cane culture for molasses. The manufac¬ 

ture of sugar is yet an experiment. 

In the cane culture, as in many other things, the 

proverbial carelessness and wastefulnes of Western 

people are apparent. Many strip and top their cane 

for the mills, leaving the blades and seed to lie on 

the ground and waste, when it is known that both 

make excellent food for cattle. The seed is also 

eaten with avidity by hogs. Of its fattening qoali- 

ties, my experience will not justify me in speaking. 

Bees Destroying their Brood. 

J. F. Martin, ou page 20!) of the Bee Journal, sut 

asks the cause of a colony of his killing its young ^ 

and removing them from the hive. He states lm has 

“examined the hive and found nothing the matter." 

It would have been more satisfactory if Mr. M. bad 1,11 

given tbe exact condition of the swarm—its strength, t0 

amount of stores accumulated, amount of brood, the 

state of honey resources at the time, and tbe weather. 

I have noticed this destruction in several instances, 

and attributed it to various cause*: L 
Last, September I removed a hybridized Italian 

queen from a Langstroth hive, and put her with the 

bees that, were upon the frame with tier, in a small n 

box holding ten frames five inches square, and win- 

tered them successfully in it. I filled the frames with “ 

empty worker comb, except two, which contained | ^ 

sealed brood, which I consider important, to give, to i 

maintain* the strength of the colony; without which 

a nucleus, (especially if engaged in raising a queen,) c' 

unless very strong, will become too weak before it 

has hatched a brood of its own. This is more ini- ° 

portant late than early in the season. 1 fed them 

sparingly every day, and in a few days tbe combs si 

were mostly tilled with eggs. 1 then fod more o' 

lavishly, and the bees began displacing eggs and si 

larval to fill the brood cells with honey; showing p 

their instinct for storing honey to be greater than p 

their love of young. This would be a costly expert- n 

ment with a large colony. M. M. Baldridge, of si 

Niagara Co., N. Y., lutd this destruction of young o 

oceured early in the season last year, with a powerful a 

stock that he ueglected to supply with surplus t 

boxes; and sent an account of itto the American Agri- 13 

cuhuritt. Massacre from this cause must be of rare 

occurrence, for bees generally swarm when their t 

hive is well filled with stores, harvest good, and 

they are crowded for room. 1 
As bees do not leave tbe hive until a week old, i ’ 

and do not gather honey the first fortnight of their i 

life, the few old bees that remain after ft swarm has 

issued, generally do not much more than supply : 

the wants of the young bees and larvte for a fortnight i 

to come; which gives the young queen a favorable 1 

opportunity to increase her army of workers, by i 

depositing in the recently vacated cells. 

Bees, when on tbe brink of slmvation in spring, ! 

will sometimes destroy their brood, sucking dry tbe 

bodies of the larviv. The queen then almost ceases 

to lay, and desertion or starvation follows, unless 

they are assisted. 1 mention spring, being the only 

season I ever remarked it; but 1 see no reason why 

they may not do so at other times, if brought into 

: the same condition, which may happen at any sea¬ 

son by robbing. 
■ It sometimes occurs that a weak colony extends its 

brood over more comb than it can cover and keep 

warm, when surprised by a sudden change of temper- 

- ature, which, when it lasts for several days, is sure to 

kill tbe brood in the unprotected combs. The same 

j thing sometimes occurs when a colony is placed in 

. too large a hive for its strength. Also, if, in rernov- 

! ing frames containing brood, they are not replaced 

] as found, but store-combs placed between. Thus 

- isolated, if the colony is too weak to cover them all, 

i the eggs and larvte will be either neglected or 

e removed from the unprotected comb or combs. 

a When neglected, an intolerable stench arises from | 

. dead brood, which infects the hive for some time. 

Bees so build their comb that they can command 

every cell; and if, in removing comb, it is not 

e replaced in its original position, wherever it is wind- 

n ing and comes in unnatural dontact or nearness to 

e the next, the workers will cut a passage so that they 

n can command every cell, generally leaving some 

h poiuts or lineB of attachment. If the cells thus out 

o of line contain egg3 or brood iu any stage off 

i- development, they are sacrificed to the science of 

t. I bee-architecture. 

Red Clover — Italian Bees. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Yorkbb:— Can you. or any of your 

subscribers, tell me whether the famed Italian bee ran gather 

honey from the common red clover or not?—Jos. C. Haskell, 

Ferry, Luke Co , Ohio, 1861 

The Italian bee, it Is said, can obtain honey from 

many flowers from wlHch the common bee is unable 

to extract it, but not !rom the red clover. 

Plan for a Milking Shed Wanted —Will you, or some of 
your subscribers, please give, through tbe Rural, a good 
plan for a milking -tied to accommodate twenty-five or thirty 
cows.—W. D. Roihhnb, Copenhagen, ,V, V., 1861. 

gural Spirit of iUc gmo. 

Lows of Cnd. 

A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer says his 

method of curing loss of end is this:—Give a healthy 

cow a small quantity of oats or barley in the straw 

to cat, and when she begins to raise her cud take a 

handful of it, or the masticated food from her mouth, 

and while warm, put it into the moutli of the one 

that has lost the cud. This has proved an effectual 

cure iu all instances where I have known it tried. 

Out Straw as Food for Sick Animals. 

“I have often noticed,” says Dr. Dadd, “that 

What is the Matter with the Hogs?—Will the Rural’s 
editors permit tne to Inquire for a remedy for a very fetal mal- 
fc.Jv nbieh for sometime past ha*prevailed extensively among 
svrine in this section? it prevails among all cIossch and con 
ditlonn of hoc*. killing alike fat hogs, store bog*, breeding 
,„»> „ue kin a pigs, and nhr.U-m wtieUi»r rotmiog At .urge or 
confined in pens’, either alone or in herds. In some ini-Uncus, 
all tbe bog* on a farm have died, und again a limited number, 
Bometimes four or five dying, while tbe remainder ‘how no 
feign-, of the d»*etiM5. Small p'g* urually (.ill sick and die in 
a |, w hours after they are discovered to lie nick Hog* appear 
rather dull and stupid, incline to lie still, and will move but 
little ir undisturbed. Sonic purge and vomit profusely, whl e 
Others evince no such symptom*- The excrement i*. usually 
verv black The dl»ea*u runs from four days to ten before 
producing death. 8ml wtmi equally violent, whether the 
feud haa been mostly coru or slop* from the milk room or 
kitchen. We liars tried bleed ng. tmlphur soft soap, eop- 
iicra- gunpowder, suit petrv. alcohol, and a-afix'te.a, (not all 
on one hog, of course.) hut have failed to discover ft remedy. 
Post mortem examinations hare been Instituted, which 
revealed no appearance of disease In any part of the system, 
except Iu one inatuuce where the liver wax almost w holly 
consumed. Th# brain, the lung*- the heart, the liver, the 
stomach, the kidneys, and the bowel*, were, to a' appear- 
unefc, in good uumlitJuu, l.rut Ihe blndder wits*, 1 think, always 
very full, though thH in not unusual In sound hugs when 
slaughtered. Many hog* have already died, and ax the dis¬ 
ease is increasing, scores more will doutitlus. die, if we cannot 
find a cure, if tiic Rcrai.. or its readers, will but Inform us 
of the remedy, we will prize it more than ever, if that be 
possible.—W». 1’. Trim in.*, Erie. Penn.. 1861. 

To Patentees of New Inventions, kv.— We are almost 
daily in receipt of polite, and often pressing invitations, to 
notice at length inventions recently patented — our corres¬ 
pondents usually claiming that a proper commendation of 
their improvements would greatly redound to the. benefit of 

community. Such appeals to our generosity and patriotism 
are complimentary, but Inasmuch ax tbe parties have not 
themselves exhibited the virtues commended, we purpose to 
follow their practice instead of their preaching. If they will 
give the public the benefit of their invention?, “without 
mosey or price,” we will cheerfully notice and commend the 
same, bo far as consistent, on like terms. Rut those who 
patent their inventions, and seek to secure fortunes thereby, 
are as frigid as the 31st day- of December in thus asking u» to 
fill their purses. They need not tell us of the “superior 
advantages ” the Rural New-Yorker possesses for intro- 
during such inventions to the public; we know that already— 
and we are moreover aware that such superiority has only 
been obtained by expending a fortune iu establishing said 
paper, and making It the best advertising medinm of its class 
in America. And if they wish to avail themselves of said 
advantages, onr advertising columns are open to their 
announcements on the terms stated at the head thereof. 
We are disposed t« do a good deal fur the public welfare, but 
submit that it is no part of our duty as a journalist to furnish 
a griudatone, and turn it al*o, for the benefit of monopolists, 
even though many of our readers may thereby he incidentally 
benefited. This “Vermillion edict” is intended for the 
special information of all patentees who solicit our aid in 

the manner above indicated. 

TurU. S. Commissioners to the World’s Fair (a list of 
whom was given in a late Rural,) met in Washington some 
days ago. Hon. Wm. If. Skward was chosen Chairman, and 
J. C. G. Kennedy .Secretary. A Committee of five—Col. BJ 
P. Johnson, of New York, being Chairman—was appointed 
to solicit of the President a Government vessel to transport 
American contributions to the lair. At a subsequent meet¬ 
ing, “ an Executive Committee was appointed, consisting of 
it. J’. Johnson, of N. Y., Chairman; J C. G. Kennedy, W 
W, Heaton, of Washington; uud James R. Partridge, of 
Md., the last named Secretary. It ia their duty to make all 
necessary preparations for the exhibition. An office la to be 
established at Washington, and a description of all articles 
intended for exhibition, submitted to the Committee for 
their action. Inventors, or other exhibitors, can apply to 
any one of the Commissioners or Executive Committee.” 

sick kotses will eat oat straw in preference to any 

other kind of fodder; as a matter of course, however, 

some will refu-e to eat it. Oat, straw contains a large 

proportion of nutrimental mutter and some phos¬ 

phates, and when converted into a sort of bran by 

means of mill-stones, is a very nourishing diet. This 

sort of aliment is useful when combined with ground 

oats, for animals whose systems lack the requisite 

amount of phosphates. A milch cow, for example, 

the subject of prostrating disease, is very much bene¬ 

fited by food of this kind.” 

Wauts ON Cows Teats.—1 have a nice Durham cow, five 
years old, which was all right until within the year past, 
During that, period her tents have become nearly covered 
with long, dry. hard warts What will cur# them without 
injury to the cow?—B. D., North Cluli, A. 1 , 18111. 

Washing iu slum water is strongly recommended. Another 
remedy is composed of equal parts of neat’s toot oil, beef's 
gall, spirits of turpentine, and old brandy—shake well before 

I using, and apply once each day. 

Signs of a Good Ox. 

At a recent Legislative Agricultural meeting 

held at the State House, in Boston, Mr. Sheldon, of 

Wilmington, gave the following as his rale of judg¬ 

ing of a good ox: 
“t oo should stand before him and be sure he has 

a fine hazel eye, large nostrils, broad at and above 

the eyes, rather slim horns, toes straight out before 

him, straight in the knees, bosom lull, back straight, 

and wide at bis hips. If yon find these points, said 

the speaker, you need not ask of what breed he is, 

hut if you want one, buy him. Ho said that he had 

found that a black-eyed ox was not to he depended 

on, as he will kick and be ugly, while a short-headed 

ox will start quick from the whip, but he will soon 

forget it. 

SPROUTED Wrhat tor Skbd.— 1 wish to inquire through 
your excellent paper if sprouted, or grown, wheat may be 
considered safe to so#* .Some of my neighbors have sown 
of it., and consider it good seed. Now will you, or some of 
vour numerous subscribers, iufortr one that is anxious to 
know?—D. W. Harrison, Tuscola, III,, 1861. 

One of tile oldest wheat-growers in this section maintains 
(and hie experience upholds him,) that sprouted wheat is 
good for seed. There are two sides to this question here, 
however, as well as In the vicinity of onr correspondent. 

Bit Kind and Gknti.b to yoiir Horses.— The following 
remarks by Mr. Karev are worthy the consideration of every 
man who has anything to do with horses:—“AlmoBt every 
wroDg act the horse commits ia from mismanagement, fear, 
or excitement; one harsh word will so excite a nervous home 
as to increase his pulse ten beats in a minute. When we 
remember that we are dealing with dumb brutes, and reflect 
how difficult it most bo for them to understand our motions, 
signs, and language, we should never get out of patience 
with them because they do not uuserstand us, or wonder at 
their doing things wrong. With all our intellect, if we were 
placed in the hort-o's situation, It would be difficult for us to 

understand the driving of some foreigner, of foreign w»?« 
and foreign language. We should always recollect that our 
ways and language are just an foreign and unknown to the 
horse as any language in the world ia to us, and ehould try to 
practice what we could understand were we a horse, endeavor¬ 
ing by more simple means to work on his understanding 

rather than ou the different parts of hie body.” 

Catarrh in Sheep.—I wish to inquire for a remedy for 
a disease among sheep. Being inexperienced iu eheep hus¬ 
bandry. I don't know what to name it. It commences among 
them like a cold — they cough, run at the none, and sneeze 
verv badly. Have had them ( the sheep) on the place hut one 
season. Was told that a change of pasture would cure them, 
but they have grown worse instead of better. Have tried 
salt and’wood ashes, but without auy apparent improvement. 
Now, if you, or anv of vour contributors, can give me a cer¬ 
tain cure, you will Oblige—A SUBiFCiunmi, Sparta. III. 

Whitewash for Itools. 

In the Rural for Sept. 28th, we gave an article 

from the Boston Cultivator recommending limewash 

as a preservative for shingles, and we now clip the 

following corroborative testimony from the New 

Hampshire Journal of Agriculture : 

Farmers who are about to new shingle their 

houses, sheds, or barns, will do well to have the 

shingles dipped iu whitewash with a little salt put 

in. Let the mixture be hot,—that is to say, make 

your wash with boiling water, dip immediately, and 

lay the shingles the next day, or after drying a little. 

Tbe Hon. Frederick Smytb, of this city (Manchester), 

bought hemlock shingles fourteen years ago, at a 

cost of $1.50 per thousand, treated them ia this way, 

and tho roof is tight now, no moss having accumu¬ 

lated on them, while neighbors in the same time 

have re-shingled where the first quality of pine was 

used without any preparation. Probably a better 

quality of material so treated would last much longer 

than hemlock, but whether long enough to cover tbe 

extra cost is doubtful. This wash is also a prevent¬ 

ive against fire. To do any great good it shonld be 

used in the manner described, rather than put on 

after the roof is covered. This may not seem of 

great importance in the country, where wood seems 

to keep well many years; as, for instance, the shaven 

When the weather has been cold or wet, aud tbe sheep 
have been exposed thereto, they are apt to be troubled with 
colds. These colds need attention, aR repeated inflammation 
of the nasal passages will extend to the bronchial tubes, 
thence to the lungs, and ending in pulmonary consumption. 
Remove to warm shelter, aud » dose of purgative medicine 
will generally prove effectual. The preventive—good shelter 
and wholeBOioe food—will, with your sheep, as iu all other 

cases, prove worth the pound of cure. 

Flax Cotton vs. “ King Cotton.”—A lute number of the 
N. F. Evening Post says:—“If King Cotton is not likely to 
be dethroned by bin uncrowned rival, Flax, he is destined to 
get a severe poke in the ribs, which will make his seat 
uneasy. We have seen several specimens of the new com¬ 
modity to-day, which come nearer to the genuine article than 
any that have yet fallen under our notice. Flannel, calico, 
drilling, and thread, have all been made of the new dax fiber, 
and with a remarkable degree of perfection. New processes 
for preparing the fiber give great encouragement to those 
who are embaiked in the business. Mills for the manufac¬ 
ture have already been erected in New York and in Ne» 
England, and will soon be iu operation, not only working tl<# 
flax by itself into fabrics, but working it iu connection with 
wool ami cotton. American ingenuity is about to succeed m 
a line in which the English and French have hitherto failed. ’ 

noRSKs Over-Reaching.—Will any one who knows of a 
remedy for over reaching in horses, make an early communi¬ 
cation through the Rural, and obligo a constant reader ot 
that paper?—R. K. S., Bloomfield, Conn., 1861. 

Over reach is generally confined to fast horses, it happens 
most to those known as “good steppers. When tired, the 
feet are apt to move irregularly, ami one foot is put out to 
its place before the other ia lifted. We are not aivare of any 
certain preventive, but where injury has happened, the 
wouuds should be washed daily with tepid water, and well 
fomented, if there be much swelling. Hot oils, astringents, 
or stimulants, should be avoided. When, sloughing euBues, 
feed well with good, nutritious food, aud water regularly 

Youatt says the preventive treatment is the bevelling, or 
rounding off, of the inside edge or rim of the hind shoes. 
The cure ia the cutting away of the loose parts, the applica¬ 
tion of Friar’s balsam, and protection from the dirt. Some 
horses, particularly young ones, over reach so as to strike 
the toes of the hind shoes against the fore ones, which ia 
termed ilinking. Keeping up the head of the horse dots 
something to prevent this; hut the smith may do more by 
shortening the toe of the hind shoes, and having the web 
broad. When they are t*o long, they are apt to he torn off 
_when too narrow, the hind foot may bruise the sole of the 

I rule one, or m&v be locked fast between tbe branches of the 

' fore shoe. 

The Rural on Election Day.—A request from a subscriber 

“for specimens of the Rural to be shown on Election day 
—when he purposes. “ after voting for men who will mam 

tain the Union, the Constitution, and the Laws,’to invite 

his friends aud fellow townsmen to subscribe for the mo-c 

paper”—constrains us to suggest that other friendly leaders 

may materially aid our circulation by similar action. Many 

of our agents have procured hamdsome lists in this manner, 

aforetime, and we hope their example will be emulated by 

scores of others who feel an interest iu the paper. * W1 
cheerfully replace auy papers which may be lost or worn ou 

in canvassing at the Election, so that you, Reader, can ea e > 

pocket one or two numbers for use in canvassiugon the occa¬ 

sion. “ A word to the wise,” &c. 

Orleans Co. Ag. Society.—The annual meetmg of tin* 

Society was held at Albion on Monday week-the 
being larger than at any meeting for several years^ ^i be^ - 

lowing officers were elected: Prcnd&tt—A’ - 
Presidenl-VnuX Pratt. Secretory— L- C. Paine. Treasure* 

David Bettis. . ___ 

An Acction Salk of Mr. Remington s herd of Herefor 

cattle is announced in a Special Notice on the adverts g 

page of this number. 

I1: 

lA 'v 



eight to sixteen dollars, is such as to show the neces¬ 

sity of growing fine specimens. A poor Duehesse is 

a poor thing, and the New Yorkers seem to be aware 
of the fact. 

Gkai’es.—The highest price paid for grapes is ten 

cents a pound, but there were only Catawbas arid 

Isabellas in market, Foreign grapes never before, | 

we think, sold as low as during the 

the past season, 

kill the blossom. Mr. M. left exposed twenty hilh 

last fall, and they produced but a very few indifferen 

berries, not enough to pay for cultivation. 

The land is kept plowed out with a one-horsoplow, 

so that it is at all times mellow and clear of weeds, 

and in the early part of June each hill is given (i 
wheel harrow full of coarse manure. The hllte Khr,i.i,i 

POISONS AND ANTIDOTES, The season continues wet—very unfavorable for 

ripening seeds of many nice things that rot when 

exposed to an unusual amount of moisture. A good 

plan is to place a hot-bed frame, with sash, over 

choice plants, the seeds of which it is particularly 

desirable to preserve. In some cases, they may be 

taken up, potted, and removed to the house. Where 

the seeds have passed the milky state, it is better to 

take up the plants, and hang them in a dry room, 

than to leave them exposed to the fall rains. But, in 

general, it is better to depend upon foreign growers 

who understand their business, and have every 

convenience for ripening, than npou seeds of our 

own growing. The time will come doubtless when 

we shall not only grow most of what we use, but 

export to Europe. This will, however, take time, 

and foreigners have a great advantage over us in the 
price of labor. 

For several nights past we have had slight frosts, 

just enough to kill tomato plants and other things 

equally tender. The first injury from this cause was 
on the night of the 25th nit. 

But little time now remains for completing fall 

work. After this time everything that will suffer 

from heavy frost is in danger until secured. We may 

have some weekB of mild weather, but, of this there 

is no certainty. Even celery it is better to make 

safe at once, for we would not give much for the crop 

after it has endured a hard frost. Our experience is 

in favor of taking up early, even if not blanched. 

This can be done in the cellar, or in trenches pre¬ 

pared for the purpose. All beds of bulbous roots, 

asparagus beds, Ac., should receive their winter 

covering, and all tender plants should he covered. 

If this work is left undone until the weather is cold 

and unpleasant, it will be neglected altogether, or be 
done poorly. 

It not unfrequently happens that serious and dis¬ 
tressing results are occasioned by the accidental 
employment of poison, and it occurred to us that we 
might possibly do a service lo some of our readers 
by presenting them with a brief and compendious 
list of the more common poisons and the remedies 
for them most likely to be close at hand. 

Acids. These cituse great heat, and sensations of 

burning pain, from the mouth down to the stomach. 

Remedies — Magnesia, soda, pcarlasli or soap, dis¬ 

solved In water; then use stomach pump or emetics. 

Alkalibs*— Boftt remedy is vine#fu\ 

Ammonia.— Remedy— Lemon juice or vinegar, 

afterwards milk and water, or flax-seed tea. 

Alcohol.—First cleanse out the stomach by an 

emetic, then dash cold water on the head, and give 
ammonia, (spirits of hartshorn.) 

Arsenic.— Remedies—In the first place evacuate 

the stomach, then give the white of eggs, lime water, 

or chalk and water, charcoal and the preparations of 
iron, particularly hydrate. 

Lead.— White lead and sugar of lead. Remedies— 

Alum, cathartic, such as castor oil and cpsom salts, 
especially. 

Oitarooal.— In poisons by carbonic gas, remove 

the patient to the open air, dash cold water on the 

Twenty cents a . 

pound was the ruling rate most of 

the summer, though iu some cases 

twenty-five cents were obtained. Iu fej 
some cases more than this may 

have been obtained, but twenty ; 

cents was the highest sum offered 

for several lots iu ibis section. 

In a few years, and perhaps next f ] 

year, we shall see Delawares rogu- f if H * ;v'\\V | 

larly quoted in the reports of the ' . 

fruit market, and then we think J"fim\ 

the growing of grapes in cold Jlifjrflj 
houses will scarcely pay. Most / W 'j 

persona prefer a Delaware to a 

Black Hamburgh; and when the 

lormci are sold at twelve or fifteen cents a pound, 

the day of cold houses for market purposes will be 

passed. The only way to make them remunerative 

will be to give heat and bring the crop into the 

market early, before out-door grapes are ripe. And 

even then, with other fruits ripening during the 

season, it will be somewhat difficult to ohtain pay- 

ing prices, except, perhaps, in one or two of our 

large cities, and even there the demand will be quite 
limited. 

Quinces always sell high, East and West, and 

everywhere. From five to seven dollars a barrel is a 

price sufficient to induce the more general cultiva¬ 

tion of this fruit, which is so much neglected. TVe 

have before urged our readers to plant quinces. The 

demand is always creater than the RlYnnItr arwl will 

stalks^in a hill. This gives plenty of room to work 
among them. 

Mr. M. has n young peach orchard of one thousand 

trees that should have borne fruit the two past years, 

but failed. This fall he intends to protect them, so 

as to secure a crop another season, in the following 

mannei. Early in the season, when the leaves were 

on, he cut oak brush, and is laying the peach trees 

down so far as to be able to cover them with this 

brush, and he thinks the leaves and snow will afford 

sufficient protection to save the buds from injury. I 

will inform you of the result of the experiment. 

Mr. Merritt thinks the Lawton will do well on 
any soil or locality where the wild blackberry 
flourishes. James Bull. 

Detroit, Oct. 11, 1861. 

Ilortifultuval 

FOREIGN GRAPES IN MISSOURI. 

1 here exists in St. Louis an Association called the 

Rt. Louis Vine and Fruit (i'rowers' Association, estab¬ 

lished for the purpose of testing the adaptation of 

various fruits for that locality. The land of the 

Society is well adapted for the purpose, and is under 

the best of management. The following report recently 

made to the President by a Committee appointed to 

inspect the vines, Ac., growing upon the Society’s 

lands, we know will be interesting to all of owr horti¬ 
cultural readers: 

ViSBLAJlua, St. Lotus Coc.nty. Mn , J 
September 18, 1S61 j 

Sir: — The undersigned Committee, appointed by 
yon In behalf of the St. Louis Vine and Fruit. Grow¬ 
ers Association, to inspect the vines and fruits grown 
upon their lands at this place, and particularly the 
new white grapes of European origin, first grown 
here in the open air by the Secretary, Mr. Charles H. 
Haven, (and which they believe are the first grapes of 
the land grown in the Western States,) beg leave to 
report, that they found the various A met man scenes 
bearing their complement of fruit 

PRESERVING CELERY FOR WINTER, TREE TOMATO. 

loliage. They grow from eighteen inches to two feet 

in height, and hear from ten to fifteen specimens of 
fruit of good size. 

The appearance of the plant is well shown in the 

engraving, and the one from which the drawing was 

taken had on at the time nine well ripened specimens, 

of good medium size and tolerably smooth. The 

fruit is scarlet, scenm to lie of good quality, solid, 

flesh thick, and seeds not very abundant. 

This tomato is not entirely self-supporting; for the 

weight ol Iruit is too great for the main stein, which 

will bend until the head rests upon the ground, unless 

supported by a pretty strong stake well driven into 

the soil. It bears transplanting remarkably well, as 

the roots are all in a small space, and fibrous; and 

plants covered with green fruit taken up early in 

October, and put In the. house to save them from frost, 

do not seem to suffer in the least by the removal. 

Wo judge this will prove a valuable variety for 

forcing. It is certainly worthy of trial. 

auil the brunches barely out of sight. I tried this mode last 

tall, aud the trees came out iu the very host order In spring. 

.My own orchard Is so full ol- apples, on so young an orchard 

— only seven, this Is the eighth summer — that I am greatly 

encouraged-not only my apple trees, hut strawberry, grape, 
aud pear, full of fruit,.” 

Dr. Krnnicott, who lives near Chicago, lit., says:—“ Most 

of you are afraid of autumn planting. A mistake, I thiuk, in 

many eases, especially South, and In dry soil that, is seldom 

moved by frost. • • • Thn ami is oftener too wet than in 

autumn—and the spring 1m almost always the busiest, season of 

the two; and when planted early in autumn, the roots of trees 

get well embedded, their wounds well healed before winter, 

and if properly protected, the tree or plant grows right off, 

and makes a larger growth against a very shall one in late 

spring planting. Still, in thoughtless hands, we must admit 

the spring to he the safest season for moBt trees, and especially 
evergreens.” in a* firm a cnndl- 

... -the West have 
this year exhibited in any locality, as fnr as they have 
seen or heard; they found ftliio growing vigorously 
the. young vines of last year’s planting; this may also 

very large number of pear, onerry, 

New Use roR Applkh.— It appears from the following 

statement, which we And In several or the English journals, 

that the people of that country are threatened with a cider 

famine, not from the failure of the apples, although a partial 

crop, but because they nre likely to he applied to a more 

profitable purpose (so far as the growers are concerned,) 

tlmn in making a household heverago. “It seems that the 

Manchester calico dyers and printers have discovered that 

apple juices supply a desideratum long wanted in making fast 

colors for tlnnr printed cottons, and numbers of them have 

beeu into Devonshire and the lower parts of Somersetshire 

buying up all tho apples they ran get, and giving such a 

price lor them as in the dearest years hitherto known has 

not been offered. We know nf one farmer In Devonshire 

who has a large orchard, for the produce of which he never 

before received more than £250, and yet he has sold it this 

year to a Maohoster man for Jtfffio. There can be no doubt 
that the discovery will create mute a revolution in 

PERFECTED TOMATO 
* „ i c mi : "   ""'mu* "im iuh-y uibu 
he said ol the very large number of pear, cherry, 

and apple trees seen by them in the 
avenues iuto which the grounds 

surprise and pleasure the sue- 
l foreign grapes in the 

‘ ' ' ...I - ...J- 
118, up to this 

various orchards ami 
nre subdivided. 

They witnessed with surprise and pleasure the suc¬ 
cessful growth of the choicest f ' 
open air, without any aid from artificlallieat. or siml 
ter, either from glsss or any other tiiciil-, . ;.. 
time. One kind was the Burgundy, bearing hand¬ 
some bunches of sweet arid pulplnas black grapes on 
strong vines; but. the really valuable discovery made 
in this connection by the Becretary. and now mani¬ 
fest to them, v- .. * 
the targe white hot house grape, kiltmil either ns the true 
Hungmum Tokay or the C/lar/eswOrth Tokay, both of 
Which kinds aro specially noticed for their superior 
excel lento among foreign grapes by Mr. Downing, 
in his work on fruits, und by a horticultural Journal 
ol high standing, the Philadelphia Cnrdm.r's Monthly 

reffianUai7’ l881’ Pag<> S0, t0 wbiob y°u w!!l please 

This white grape, transparent almost as crystal, and 
ol hue size was hanging in large bunches on tho vine 
which had been exposed, with the many thousand 
others ol tho company, to all tho vicissitudes of win 
ter and Slimmer, in a posit,on faring the north, and 

some bunches /if sweet, arid pulpleps black 
strong vincH; but the really valuable dj 

and find the little pretty plum-almped varieties, both 

red and yellow, the best for pickling aud preserving. 

I lie old large red is very good, especially fur cook- 

ing, but I think should never be served raw while wo 

have sorts so much better for the purpose. By a 

little care in selecting seeds, this old kind can be 

grown tolerably smooth and much better tlmn where 

seeds are saved promiscuously. But, for serving in 

an uncooked state, with vinegar, or vinegar and a 

little sngar, according to the tuste, there is nothing 

that, 1 have grown equal to the Perfected Tomato. 

It is tolerably even, and soliJ, with very few seeds, 

and in my opinion surpassing all other sorts in flavor. 

The old rCd is pretty much made up of a pasty 

mass abounding in seeds, with very little llesh, and 

the outside covering little more than skin. The Per¬ 

fected has thick flesh, with few seeds, and tho flesh is 

soft and pleasant. The Fejee and some other sorts 

have a hurd center that is almost or quite unlit to eat 

in a raw state; but not so with the Perfected, unless 

it is used before becoming ripe. My family will use 

no other variety; and it is only by looking out sharp 

that T am able to save specimens for seed. They will 

sell, too, in market, for more than any other variety, 

and some familioi refuse to purchase any other. 
Monroe County, Oct., 1861, w j 

was the feasibility of open air culture of 

-■ “ irr.fi, known either as the true 
I run gar,an Tokay or the Cliarletwortl, Tokau. both of 

HOP YEAST, COLORING BLUE, &c 

Uural Nkw-Yorkkk;— Being a constant 

reader of your excellent paper, and noticing an 

inquiry for a recipe for hop yeast, 1 send you mine, 

which T know to be good, and l think all my neigh¬ 

bors can testify to the same, for since I have com¬ 

menced using it, I have distributed both recipe aud 

t.lio yeast among my friends for miles around, and 

all think no yeast is quite equal to it. 

Take a handful of hops, pour in water and boil 

them ten or fifteen minutes; then strain it off, take a 

hall pint of t hinly sliced potatoes to a quart of the 

f lowers auk not Triples,—Flowers bloom in beauty, not 

only in the gardens or tho wealthy, but in the field, on the 

sido of the highway, aud on the mountain slopes. They are 

almost everywhere, and yet they are not trifles. Goo has 

made them bountiful. There are no unfinished flown™. No 

pencil could make them mere perfect. In the green-house, 

in the garden, by the wayside, and iu the gullies, they are 

charming. Their life is short but beautiful. Thn guilty da 

not love these sweet emblems of innoconce, aud thieves do 

not want them In their button boles. In the early spring, in 

atmimer heat and autumn frost, they greet us. The child 

runs to the meadow and woods to gather them, and the 

young girl braids them in her hair. The old touch them 

tenderly, knowing that such sweetness aud beauty will not 
lost. — Fitoit. 

PRICES OF FRUITS. &c., IN NEW YORK. 

As navigation will soon close, for the benefit of 

those who design to ship to New York the present 

autumn we give present prices iu the commercial 

metropolis of our State, and of the country. 

POTAlphS Price* Hre Ufiohimircii nincf* nrir IhkI T).,, 
Nor*tJf1'!r,m y owi a dollar t.j bbl from NortU'iwiMteru (lino i which will mm|j fn, Ua* 
K«.. =.„, rrcf'c S; 

fSaa*Rd55vR5ttr. ■■■•ms Huckoy* i,bi . ■$}'■% 
Mercer*, choice, f) bbl. . 
Mercers, Rochester, \i bbl., in bbis 51 
Mercer*. Trov. fJ bbl . i i in 
Rough and Keadv. Trov.il hh. " 
Jackson Whites, V bbU * I/; . 

Sweet. Potatoes, in bbls . 
bweet Potatoes, \.l bbl, in bulk ....i wflM 

FRESH FltCIT. 

nimfi,LEr™al,.rKM 9v*-*r,»toclee<l; prices tend downward We 
IhCARS - We qu0t?.'C<‘ m' °t8' ^ 

Seckel, (sir to choice, V bbl. R 

cK-iyrpA<;i!X,,,me'Bood to ch6iee- *bw::: 4i« 

Double Fcchsias.—The double Fuchsia* have been greatly 

Improved, both in habit, vigor of the plant, and size of the 

flowers. Somo of the new French and Belgian kinds are 

very remarkable, especially Sol ferine, which is uearlyaslarge 

as a moderate-sized rose; truly astonishing In its dimensions. 

A new English variety, called Mammoth, has also monstrous 

flowers, Other new and line French sorts are Duehesse de 

Brabant, Victor des Frames, Colibrl, and Madame Cornclis- 

sen, which Is a double white enrol lied variety, of vigorous 

habit, free blooming, and «xeeediugly line. They are alL 

valuable additions to this handsome tribe nf summer blooming 

green house plants.- Uovety'.t Magazine. 

LAWTON BLACKBERRY IN MICHIGAN. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Youker:—As promised, I send 

you Mr. (.’baulks Merritt’s method of cultivating 

the Lawtou Blackberry in Buttle Creek, Michigan. 

Three years ago last spring he procured one thousand 

plants from Baltimore, which ho set r!x feet apart, 

each way, on about an aero of clean sod, a gravelly 

loam, well pulverized and clear of weeds. The first 

year he got no berries, the second year about thirty 

bushels, and this year about sixty biiBhels, which 

brought him on an average four dollars and seventy 

five cents per bushel in Chicago, one hundred and 

sixty-four miles from Battle Creek, by Railroad. The 

cost of picking aud express charges to Chicago was 

seventy-live cents per bushel. Mr. M, thinks there 

will he no difficulty in doubling the crop next year. 

He sold last spring three thousand plants at forty 

dollars per thousand, and will have eight thousand 

plants next spring, which he will sell at twenty-live 
dollars per thousand. 

After he had commenced cultivating the Lawton, 

Mr. M. looked around among his neighbors who ob¬ 

tained their plants before he did, ami found it a great 

multiplier, but that very little fruit was obtained, and 

that of an indifferent character. Jn endeavoring to 

ascertain the cause he came to the conclusion that 

the extreme cold weather of the winter and the late 

spring frosts injured the wood of the plants materi¬ 

ally. This induced him to adept the following 

method, which has proved eminently successful. 

About the tenth of November he digs or forks 

around the roots of the plants, so as to loosen the 

soil and prevent breaking the roots and branches, 

and then presses the plants over so as to get the 

branches as near the gronnd as possible, and throws 

on earth or any other material at hand, so as to 

keep them down. The snow will protect them in 

is not neces- 

or any other 

'.lli'. vViT i fin: 

e very plants, drives stakes and ties each bill to a stake, 

•gicen 1 his puts them back so that the late fmHf« will 

in view of these important facts to os as Mis¬ 
sourians, made so on account of the now ascertained 
acclimation of this noble grape, as well as the Uur- 
gundy among us, and the consequent rapid spread of 

lc.r'1, CU*itl ♦wK0n likH-v t0 ,in8UOi your Committee 
believe that they are destined to give the strongest 
inducement to the people of this country and of 
Europe to select for settlement the highland regions 
south and west of St. Louis, which equal in extent 
and adaptability for grape culture the whole vine dis¬ 
tricts of J- ranee or of Hungary. Nor can they per¬ 
ceive any reason why the two finest wines of these 
countries—the Burgundy and Tokay—may not soon 
become those of Missouri, since it is now shown that 
the grapes from which they are made can be grown 
here with the same ease and luxuriance as they are 
a umad. In concluding their report your Committee 
can but express their gratification that to the efforts of 
the bt. Louis Vine and Fruit ( 

Fire Blksht or the Pear — Remedy.—J. J. Thomas says: 

“There are two remedies for the fire blight; both taken 

together will maintain aoy pear orchard undiminished. The 

first Is tho well known one of cutting away the diseased parts 

doiug it promptly and continually, and two or three feet 

below the blackened portions. This will save many trees. 

When the tree dies in spite of this treatment, adopt the 

other remedy, namely: Whenever one tree dies, plant oat 

me oi. i-o ii is vine and Fruit Growers’ Associate 
and to their Secretary as their active agent, v 
justly belong the honor of having led the wav 
these important results. J 

All which is respectfully submitted. 
J. II. Liuiitnkr, \ 

i0^*/000, /Committee 
R. W, Ol.IPUANT, M. 1). ) 

To the I resident of the St. Louis Vine and Fr 
Growers’ Association, Hon. Bernard Pratte. 

Bkht Twelve Apples for Western New York. -An old 

and experienced orchard 1st, who has grown and nold apples 

extensively for the last Torty years, handed us tho following 

list, as the best for the farmer who desires to grow both for 

market and family use 

Summer— Early Harvest, Early Joe, Red Astruchan, and 
Sweet Bough. 

Autumn—Fall Pippin, Fameuse, and Hawley. 

Winter— Baldwin, R. I. Greening, Tomp. Co. King, No. Spy 

Red Canada, Green Sweeting. 

THE TREE TOMATO 

I'lteiTS Received.— From John Park, of Gates, N. Y., 

magnificent specimens of Baldwin apples, weighing about a 
pound ea<’h. 

— From M. Stu'Tov, Irondequoit, a Cucumber eighteen 

inches long and weighing five pounds. 

— From 0. Mallory, Henrietta, a large Rose Winter 

Radish, excellent quality for its great size. 

uenis nor anyiumg of the kind for its support, but 

growing like a small tree, with a stout stalk and 

branches, and entirely self-supporting. We imme¬ 

diately ordered a few seeds, which reached ns through 

the mail rather late in the season, but we succeeded 

in growing about a dozen plants, most of which 
ripened their fruit. 

They are very singular in their habit, the Btem 

being about as thick as a lead pencil when the plants I material 

gtiquirirs ami Answers 
Plant for Name.—Will yon please give the botanical 

and common name of the iaclo.ed plant? It i* a labiate plant, 
with calyx equally live toothed; corolla a pniplUh-rose color 
in a spike of crowded whorls; stem square; leaves elliptical’ 
and the whole plant tomentn»«; about one and a half feet 
high.—L. W., Johnson s Creek, zV. r., 1801. 

Stixi.hys lanata is the name. We have never known it by 
any other. 

[special notice.) 

Indispensable —ir yon want healthy, light, bread, biscuit, 

and pastry of all kinds, use only D. B. De Land k Co.’s 

Chemical Saleratns. It is truly the “ homewife’s favorite,” 

and is indispensable in producing the above results. You 

can get it of all respectable dealers everywhere. 
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[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker. J 

DREAMLAND. 

Plkasant were my dreams last night, 

Even till tbe morning light; 

Through the lonely midnight hours 

Roamed I Dreamland’s fairest bowers. 

I had wandered all the day, 

Through a rough and thorny way; 

Till closed at last, the Angel Sleep, 

Eyes too weary even to weep. 

Then tbe weariness and pain 

Passed away from heart and brain, 

All my being sweetly blessed 

With the soothing balm of rest. 

And the frieDds of long ago— 

Those 1 lovod and trusted so— 

Clasped my hand in glad surprise, 
looked on run with loring eyes. 

Tender words, like holy halm, 

Killed my soul with wondrous calm, 

Sweeter than the song of birds 

Seemed to mo those pleawint words. 

But too soon the morniDg hours 

Called me hack from Dreamland bowers; 

Vanished with the coming light 

All the visions of tbe night. 

But the joy within my heart 

Does not with the night depart; 

Tender words my spirit thrill, 

Roving eyes look on me stilL 

Surely blessed are the hours. 

When, like dew upon the flowers, 

Kalleth On the weary, sleep, 

Saddest eyes forget to weep. 

I've been humming all day long 

Snatches of an old time song; 

Know you why ray heart is light? 

Pleasant wore my dreams last night. 

Homer, N. Y., 1861. 
-> ■ ♦ ■ - 

Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

THANKS. 

We are all pleased that our kind offices should he 

appreciated. Few of ua have benevolence so disin¬ 

terested, that if one favor of ours be received with 

indifference or contempt, we will take much trouble 

to repeat it. 
We are generally fond of expressions of gratitude. 

By them we understand that we have made another 

happier, and are consequently better pleased with 

ourselves. " You have done me a great favor, I shall 

always remember It,” counts tens if not hundreds in 

tbe sum of our earthly happiness. Even the stereo 

typed, and almost meaningless, “Thank you,” in 

answer to congratulations, compliments, attentions 

at the table, and little favors generally, is not so 

offensive to us aa other fixed forms of speech. Yet 

the best thanks are often unexpressed. They go forth 

for deeds, to notice or mention which would he to 

take away their chief beauty; delicate and unobtru¬ 

sive acts of kindness; for thoughtful consideration of 

our comfort and forbearance to give us pain; for 

numberless courtesies that wo may feel and prize, but 

for which there arc* no words,—yet for these arc 

springing np in hearts fountains of gratitude whose 

depth is only known by its stillness. It is so with 

sympathy. We liko to know that our friend thinks, 

feels, and would act with us, but we bate clamorous 

approval of everything we do or say. If we are 

admiring a beautiful landscape, an autumn sunset, or 

the glory of a thunder storm, and one, noticing our 

rapt attention, comes to our side, loudly expatiating 

upon tbe prospect, we turn away quickly, disgusted 

with our companion, and losing our relish for the 

beauty before us. And we dislike to bear our owu 

opinion echoed from mouth to month, unless we arc 

sure that it finds a responsive chord in the bosom of 

those whose lips utter it. Worst of all do we hate 

that sympathy which would Invade the inner shrine 

of our hearts, and while pretending to offer there the 

sacrifice of unselfish devotion, like Bklshazzkr, 

drag forth the treasures and the golden vessels into 

the outer chamber, and there use them in riotous 

feasting. 

Thank God, there is a better sympathy than this. 

We feel it in our souls in harmony with everything 

pure and beautiful in nature, and everything noble 

end true in human action. In sickness and suffering 

its sweet, unseen influence is always with us. Time 

aud distance cannot destroy it, death will not take it 

away. It is of Heavenly origin, and in Heaven alone 

will it be perfected. 

Why, then, need sympathy ever be expressed? Why 

must thanks be ottered? Simply because the vail 

of mortality between us and our friends is so thick 

that we cannot always see through it the spirit of 

beauty; and our best actions are likely to be mis¬ 

taken, and the motives that prompted them misun¬ 

derstood; but if tbe glass through which we now see 

so darkly ever be removed, and we be allowed to sec 

“face to face," then shall we know in its fullest 

extent tbe meaning of that “joy unspeakable,” the 

f.iiut foreshadowing of which, even here, in perfect 

human sympathy, we have sometimes felt. 

Alden, N. Y., 1861. E. J. Finch. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

GOOD BYE. 

Good bye! How strangely mingled are the memo¬ 

ries of pleasure and pain which this expression causes 

to throng upon the soul of one who has been torn 

from dear friends by the call of duty or the decree of 

death,—sweet memories of scenes which will remain 

through life fresh to the mind and prceiouB to the 

heart; of happy associations in the dear home of 

childhood and youth, and of loved friends whose 

lineaments are indelibly daguerreotyped upon the 

soul; tender memories of the hour when in sadut-ss 

the hands of loved ones have been clasped when 

about passing out iu loneliness of heart to battle with 

the world; painful memories of the hour of sorrow, 

when death has asserted his power and rudely sun- 

hour bascome, there is nothing so expressive or dear 

to tell the heart’s utterance as Good Bye. 

After the good bye has been spoken, how precious . 

and sacred are tbe mementoes of friendship and affec¬ 

tion. The eyes gaze fondly even upon tbe book¬ 

mark bearing a familiar name neatly wrought by a 

dear hand, or upon the little locks of bair given in 

affection, and recalling the lingering good bye of the 

last hour. Until then a fond cheerfulness charac¬ 

terized words and acts; bnt then the thought came 

with crushing power that the feet were pressing, per¬ 

chance for the last time, the dear halls of home, and 

the heart throbbed violently, while tears flowed freely 

and unbidden. 
How sad was the parting when that noble young 

volunteer was about hastening away to engage in the 

battlcB of his country. How sad were the sisterB as 

they gave him the parting kiBS, praying that retribu¬ 

tive justice might speedily be visited upon the bad 

men who have brought such ruin upon our loved and 

once happy country. “ Go, my son,” said the father, 

in firm but tender accents, while the large tear-drops 

rolled down his manly cheeks, “yonr country calls 

yon. May the God of Battles bless and keep you. 

Good bye.” The poor mother was almost broken¬ 

hearted at parting with the manly son who bad been 

at once her joy and pride. She could only place in 

his satchel a copy of the Sacred Scriptures as a part¬ 

ing gift, aud throwing her arms around his neck she 

wept bitterly, not having strength to murmur even 

good bye. 
How sad was parting to that widowed mother and 

her fatherless boy, as he was about leaving to dwell 

in the family of a stranger. How bravely she met 

tbe parting hour, in order that the little lad might go 

the more cheerfully. One could not but weep to see 

how tumultuous were the emotions raging In the 

bosom of that mother as Blie turned to conceal and 

dash away the tears that mould flow. How many 

children will be made fatherless by tbe awful struggle 

for national existence which has been foroed upon 

our dear country. Oh! you who have homeB and 

plenty, remember in kindness the fatherless and the 

orphan. Only kind words and acts should charac¬ 

terize your conduct toward then). 

How often we are called upon to bid a last and sad 

good bye to some cherished joy or darling hope. 

“How vain are all things'neatb the skies, 

How transient every earthly bliss.” 

But good bye shall never be spoken in Heaven. 
Academy, New naven, Vt., 1861. A. T. E. Ci.arkb. 

-» . - 
DELICATE WOMEN. 

We cannot be far from right in saying that, almost 

all the mental and physical ailings of “ delicate 

women” may be traced to a defective education. 

And those who are now engaged in training girls, 

whether at home or in schools, cannot too seriously 

consider tbe weight of responsibility resting upon 

them. Upon their management depends much of 

future health, and consequently the usefulness and 

happiness of those committed to their charge. 

As requisites to the promotion of bodily vigor, we 

will mention: 
A strict attention to personal cleanliness, which 

children should be taught to cultivate, because it is 

healthy and right that they should bo clean, and not 

because “ It would look so if they were dirty!” 

Tbe use of apartments that are well ventilated. 

Frequent and sufficient active bodily exercise in 

tbe open air. 

Entire freedom from any pressure upon the person 

by the use of tight clothes. 

A sufficiency of nourishing and digestible food. 

And in the winter the use of such tiring as is need¬ 

ed to keep up a healthful warmth. 

All these will tend to promote health, but we shall 

have no security against “delicate women” unless 

there also bo added the cultivation of mental health. 

For this it is uecessary that girls should he taught to 

cultivate mental purityand mental activity by sufficient 

and well regulated exercise of the mind. Habits of 

benevolence, contentment, and cheerful gratitude, 

should be inculcated, both by precept, and example, 

to the exelusion of selfishness. And above all should 

be strongly impressed upon the mind the necessity of 

the strictest integrity, which will lead to the abhor¬ 

rence of every species of affectation, which Is, indeed, 

only a modified sort of deceit. Girls should also be 

early taught that they are responsible beings; respon¬ 

sible to God for the right use of all the mercies 

bestowed upon them; and that health is one of the 

chief of earthly blessings, and that it is their duty to 

value and preserve it. 
But much is learned from example as well as pre¬ 

cept; therefore, let. no affectation of languid airs iu 

a teaeber give a child the idea that there can be any¬ 

thing admirable in the absence of strength. Wo do 

not wish that girls should cultivate anything mascu¬ 

line; for an unfeminine woman cannot be an object of 

- admiration to the right judging of either sex. But 

a female has no occasion to affect to be feminine ; she 

is so naturally, and if she will but let nature have its 

perfect work, she will, most likely, be not only femi¬ 

nine, but also graceful and admirable. 

The school studies of girls should be so arranged 

that they may afford mental food and satisfaction ; 

otherwise, as soon as the lesson hours are over, they 

will most likely turn with avidity to any nonsense 

they can learn from foolish conversation, or to read¬ 

ing some of the trashy books of the day, to the 

injury of all mental and moral health, and the almost 

certain production of “ delicate women.” 

If you are conscious of the least feeling of satis¬ 

faction in hearing yourself spoken of as delicate, be 

s assured it is a degree of meutul disease that allows 

, the feeling. If you ever suppose that you gain your 

f husband’s sympathy by weakness, remember you 

might gain more of his esteem, and satisfied affection, 

s by strength. Fifty years ago, it was well said that, 

f “ To a man of feeling, extreme delicacy in the part- 

3 ner of his life and fortune, is an object of great and 

. constant concern: but a semblance of such delicacy, 

5 where it. does not really exist, is an insult on his dis- 

1 comment, and must ultimately inspire him with 

3 aversion aud disgust.” It is not for ns to 6ay how 

many put on the semblance of delicacy as a cover* 

["Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

AUTUMN RAIN. 

The raindrops patter softly 

On the many withered leaves 

That scattered o’er earth’s bosom lie— 

The robe October weaves; 

A nd with a saddening sound 

On the cottage roof they beat, 

Till they seem like pattering footsteps 

Of many little feet. 

The clouds are a leaden eolor, 

The winds go moaning by, 

Sighing, weeping in their mourning, 

The breezes and the eby; 

Sighing for the brightness past. 

Of summer’s happy hours, 

And weeping for the song-birds gone, 

And withered leaves aud flower*. 

With the merry, joyous Spring-Time, 

With the pleasant Summer flown, 

How many bright hopes faded, 

How many joys are gone. 

We sigh for many pleasant hours 

That will neter come again, 

And for their sad departure, 

We weep with the Autumn Rain. 

Rome, N. Y-, 1861. C. 
- - 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

AUTUMNAL FOLIAGE. 

Thm various colora of the autumnal foliage are 

now spread out before us. Where there is enough 

of hill or mountain and vale, it is the object of 

annual and universal admiration. The mind must, 

have its curiosity arrested, and the eye must have a 

portion of cultivation, that the whole scene of 

splendor aud beauty may not be passed unnoticed. 

Though Individual cases may have a sickly hue, and 

the marks of decay and dissolution be prominent, 

yet, as a whole, tbe scene is splendid,—more than 

beautiful, — even gorgeous. This is the special 

vision of the hill country, more distinguished as the 

hill is abrupt and thickly wooded. For, then your 

eye rests on the gradation of color from the valley 

upwards, especially if the adequate proportion of 

evergreen trees,—as the pines, hemlock, spruces, 

tamarack,—fill up the soene. In the variety of 

colors, and in the numerous shades of the same 

color, intermingled with the evergreen, one forgets 

the thought of decay, and feasts on the gorgeous 

splendors of nature’s works, the operation of the 

laws constituted by tbe Infinite Creator. 

The leaves have begun to fall without any frost, 

because they were matnre and had accomplished 

their purpose; and they fall not all at once, because 

all do not mature at ihe same time. .So they fall in 

hot countries where frost is unknown. The varie¬ 

gated colors have shone forth, also, without frost; 

so that all have evidence of these changes taking 

place without the aid, or intervention, or action of 

any violent force liko frost. The light produces 

changes in the vegetable composition, chiefly by 

means of the oxygen of the atmosphere, so that the 

leaves reflect, the beautiful hues which on all sides 

appear. The bright green of the sugar maple has 

changed to some shade of yellow; the soft maple 

has dressed itself, often in beautiful purple, or some¬ 

times rosy red or pale green. Yonder 1 see the deep 

aud strong glossy gm-n of tho Ampeloptts, the 

Virginia Creeper,—falsely and absurdly sometimes 

named Woodbine,—changed to dark red or crimson, 

PICTURES OF HOME. 

I recall a home long since left behind me in the 

journey of life, and its memory floats back over me 

with a shower of emotions and thoughts, toward 

whose precious fall my heart opens itself greedily 

like a thirsty flower. Tt is a home among tbe 

monntaina—humble and homely—but priceless in 

its wealth and associations. The waterfall sings in 

my ears as it used to through the dreamy, mysterious 

nights. The rose at the gate, the patch of tansy 

under the window, and the neighboring orchard, the 

old elm, the grand machinery of storms and showers, 

the little smithy under ibe hiil that, flamed with 

strange light through the dull winter evenings, the 

woodpile at tbe door, the ghostly winter birches of 

the hill, and the dim blue haze on the retiring 

mountains — all these come back to me with an 

appeal that touches my heart and moistens my eye. 

I sit again in the doorway at summer nightfall, 

eating my bread and milk, looking off on the dark¬ 

ening landscape, and listening to the shouts of boys 

upon the hillside, calling or driving home the reluc¬ 

tant herds. I watch again the devious way of the 

dusky night-hawk along the twilight sky, and listen 

to his measured note, and tbe breezy boom that 

accompanies his headlong plunge toward the earth. 

Even the old barn, crazy in every timber and 

gaping at every joint, has charms for me. I try 

again the breathless leap from the great beams into 

tbe hay. I sit again on the threshold of tbe widely 

opened doorB—opened to the soft south wind of 

spring—and watch the cattle, whose faces look half 

human to me as they sun themselves and peacefully 

ruminate, while drop by drop the melting snow on 

the roof drills holes through the wasting drift be¬ 

neath the caves. 

The first little lambs of the season tottle by the 

side of their dams, and utter feeble blcatings, while 

the flock nibble at the hay-racks, or a pair of rival 

wethers try the strength of their skulls in an en¬ 

counter, half in earnest and half in play. The proud 

old rooster crows upon his dunghill throne, and 

some delighted member of his silly family leaves her 

nest, aud tells to her mates and to me that there is 

another egg in the world. 

The old home whinnies in his stall, and calls to me 

for food. I look up to the roof, and think of last 

year’s swallows—Boon to return again—and catch a 

glimpse of angular sky through the diamond-shaped 

opening that gave them ingress and egress. How, I 

know not, and care not, but that old barn is a part 

of myself—it has entered into life and given me 

growth and wealth. 

But I look into the house again, where the life 

abides, which has appropriated these things, and I 

find among them its home. The hour of the evening 

has come, the lamps are lighted, and a good man in 

middle life—though very old he seemed to me—takes 

down the Bible and reads a chapter from its hallowed 

pages. A sweet woman sits at his side, and brothers 

and sisters are grouped reverently around me. I do 

not understand the words, but I was told that they 

were the words of God, and I believe it. The long 

chapter ends, and then we all knee! down and the 

old man prays. I fall asleep with my head in a 

chair, and the next morning remember nothing how 

I went to bed. 

After breakfast the Bible is taken down, and the 

good man prays again; and again is the worship 

repeated through all the days of my golden years. 

Tbe pleasant converse of tho fireside, the simple 

songs of home, the word6 of encouragement as 1 

bend over my school tasks, the kiss as I lie down to 

rest, the patient bearing with the freaks of my rcst- 

fWrittenforMoore'B Rural New-Yorker,] 

OUR SAVIOR. 

“ Unto you who believe His name is precious." 

Yes, dearer than all else on earth 

The knowledge of the Savior's love, 

The study of His truth and worth 

The coldest might to kindness move. 

Precious Hie name who died to save 

His people from each Bin, 

Dispelled the terrors of the grave 

For these who trust in Him. 

Precious the precepts given to us, 

To guide our way through life; 

If heeded, they mrr hearts will bless— 

Will silence passion's strife. 

Precious the promises to those 

Who walk the heavenly way; 

On such how peacefully shall close 

Life’s darkest, dreariest day. 

Precious His name, His works, His love, 

Unto you who believe; 

You shall from Him, in heaven abeve, 

Eternal life receive. 

Geneva, Wis., 1861. B.C. D. 

THE RIGHT SORT OF RELIGION. 

We want a religion that goes into the family, and 

keeps the husband from being spiteful when the 

dinner table is late — keeps tbe wife from fretting 

when the husband tracks the newly washed floor 

with his mnddy hoots, and makes the husband mind¬ 

ful of tbe scruper and door mat; keeps the mother 

patient when the baby is cross, and keeps the baby 

pleasant; amuses the children as well as instructs 

them; wins as well as governs; projects the honey¬ 

moon into the harvest moon and makes tbe happy 

hours like tbe eastern fig tree, bearing in its bOBOin 

at once the beauty of the tender blossom and tbe 

glory of the ripening fruit. We want a religion that 

bears heavily, not on the “exceeding sinfulness of 

sin,” but. on the exceeding rascality of lying and 

stealing, a religion that banishes small measures 

from the counter, small baskets from the stalls, peb¬ 

bles from the cotton bags, clay from paper, sand from 

sugar, chicory from coffee, otter from butter, beet 

juice from vinegar, alum from bread, strychnine from 

wine, water from milk cans, and buttons from the 

contribution box. Tbe. religion that is to save the 

world will not put all the big strawberries at the top 

and all the bad ones at the bottom. It will not offer 

more baskets of foreign wine than the vineyards ever 

produced bottles, and more barrels of Genesee flour 

than all the wheat fieldB of New York grows and all 

her mills grind. It. will not make one-half of a pair of 

shoes of good leather and the other of poor leather, 

so that the first shall redound to the maker’s credit, 

and the second to his cash. 

It will not put Jouvin’s stamp upon Jenkin’s kid 

gloves, nor mark Paris bonnets in the back room of 

a Boston milliner’s shop, nor let a pieco of velvet 

that professes to measure twelve, yards come to an 

untimely end in tho tenth, or a spool of sewing silk 

that vouches for twenty yards be nipped In the bud 

at fourteen and a half, nor the cotton-thread spool 

breuk to the yard stick fifty of tire two hundred yards 

of promise that was given to the eye, nor yard wide 
cloth measure loss tbun thirty-six inches from eel 

vedgo to selvedge, nor all-wool UelaSneR and all- 

liuen handkerchiefs be arnalgamized with clandes¬ 

tine cotton, nor coats made of woolen rags pressed uorireous amid the surroundincs of all shades of 1 .. B , , , ... , tine cotton, nor coats maae oi women rags presseu 
irreeu and vellow and gray If your eye falls Oil ,,>ss natm'e> 1,10 gcnt,e C0U“Hels ramgled wit i tepioof t tl bc aol(1 to the nnexpecting public for legal 
green, and yellow, and gray. jour eje on the aympathy that meets the pangs of Jt docs not put brick at fivc ddlars a 
some species of sumac, which are loaded with clus¬ 

ters of fruit yellowish or rod, and clothed now in a 

brown dress, or on the oak, which wears the russet 

of England, as its poets call it, you find new shades 

of color, and wonder how all this effect is produced. 

Near by may often be seen the witch-hazel (llama 

metis), with its fruit now nearly matured, while the 

yellow leaves are already falling, and its branches 

bearing the yellow llnwers for the fruit of the suc¬ 

ceeding year; and the wonder is heightened by the 

various colors of the same leaf or leaves of the 

Cornus (cornels or dogwood), russet, or reddish, 

yellow, oran-c, purple ami green, tinted with gold 

or red; and oven more augmented by the numerous 

hues on the L aves, so different in form also, of the 

Sassafras. Come to the hills, and see for ycurself. 

Stop not to co 11 this the most splendid scene the eye 

can rest upon, because you are there; for the most 

gorgeous autumnal landscapes are found from Canada 

over all the hill aud mountain Bccuery certainly of 

many of the States. The Green Mountains, the 

Taconic Range, the Allegany Ridges, even tho hills 

in Middle and Western New York, show these unsur¬ 

passed beauties aud splendors. 

Many years since, Pr. Dwight, the President of 
Yale College, asked an intelligent Englishman of 
taste, while admiring with him this autumnal foliage 

near New Haven, why the poets of England ever 

every sorrow and sweetens every little success, all 

these return to me amid the responsibilities which 

press upon me now, and I feel as if I had once lived 

in Heaven, and straying, loBt my way. 

Well, the good old inun grew old and weary, and 

fell asleep at last, with blessings upon his lips for 

me. Borne of those who called him father, lie side 

by side in the same calm place. Tbe others are 

scattered and dwell in new homes, and the old house, 

barn and orchard have passed into the hands of 

strangers, who have learned, or who are learning, to 

look upon them as I do now. 

Lost, ruined, forever left behind, that home is mine 

to-day, as truly as it ever was, for have I not brought 

it away with me and shown ft to you? It was tbe 

home of my boyhood. In it I found my first mental 

food, and by it was my youug 6onl fashioned. To 

me, through weary years and many dangers and 

sorrows, it has been a perennial fountain of delight 

and purifying influences, simply because it was my 

home and was and is part of me. The rose at the 

gate blooms for me now —the landscape when I 

summon it; and I hear the voices that call me, from 

lips which memory makes immortal.—Selected. 

English LanjiSOAI'K.— English lanflscape has a 

minutely finished look; it lacks grandeur; its fea- 

thousand into (he chimneys it contracted to build of 

seven dollar materials, nor smuggle white pine into 

floors that have paid for hard pine, nor leave yawn¬ 

ing cracks in closets where boards ought to join, nor 

daub ceilings that ought to he smoothly plastered, 

nor make window-blinds of slats that cannot Btand 

the wind, and paint that cannot Btand the sun, and 

fastenings that may be looked at, but are on no 

account to be touched. The religion that is to sanc¬ 

tify the world pays its debts. It does not consider 

that forty cents returned for one hundred cents given 

is according to the Gospel, though it may be accord¬ 

ing to law. It looks upon a man who has failed in 

trade, and who continues to live in luxury, as a thief. 

It looks upon a man who promises to pay fifty dollars 

upon demand, with interest, and who neglects to pay 

it on demand, with or without interest, as a liar.— 

Cotlgreg at ton tl l ut. 
__ - 4 i ^ m - 

TnE Victory.—There is a victory, and a way of 

making it mine. A man of flesh and blood like me — 

a man defiled by sin like me, was able in this life to 

defy that enemy to his face; was able to turn the 

terror into an anthem of joyful praise,— “0 death, 

where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory?” 

A happy man was he; when death is no longer 

dreadful, life becomes tenfold more sweet. Nor let 

used tbe terms brown autumn, or niaseti in their 

descriptions, aud received the answer to this effect: 

“Because they never saw any other: such a scene as 

this never blest their vision.” To this day the English 

hardly believe descriptions of our autumnal land¬ 

scapes. At this very time, an American lady is 

collecting specimens of all this different colored 

foliage to send to her lady friend of taste in London, 

to give her some glimpses of a gorgeousness uf 

scenery which must be beheld to understand that 

language cannot express the variety, beauty and 

splendor of this vision of our autumnal glory. . _ . , . 
Still, this is the decay and death of the year, on and close-fitted scenery. Nature with ^hr°ws on 

which, ns on the departing day, some of the brightest her clothes negligently confident in beauty , in 
wim,u, uu a V . . - , Eneland she has evident y looked in the glass until 
tints appear, tt is the Creator’s design, when tbe " f . . 

, „ . _ not a curl strays from its fillet, not a dimple is 
year has fulfilled nis beneficent purpose, to crown u“l ” 3 

nature with higher beauty. It has bqpn called the uu9cll0(l el L ♦--- 

hectic of the year, the fatal flush of nature. True, Success in Business.—The grand secret of success 

so let it be. But, the lovely face of the consumptive iu bu8jneS3 [8 to stick to one thing. Who ever knew 

shows its richest beauty and subduing power when anybody to do this for ten years, without accomplish- 

the hectic glow rests upon it, so transparent seems bis endg? Continual dropping wears away the 

its covering, and so lustrous the eyes of the soul. rocj£; the highest obstacles become at length as cob- 

llow often it is that ix tbe hour of dissolution, the web barriers before a never flagging energy, 

sufferer’s features are lighted up by immortal aspira- <. q0 0Qt ju spring, when the sun iB yet far distant, 

tions. May not the Wise Author of nature have put aad yoll can scarcely feel the influence of his beams, 

their lures are delicate> and tlie impression left is that of tbe reader 8Upp0se that this was Paul’s experience, 

softness and gentle beauty. The grass grows to the ancj ^hat lie was a great apostle, and that common 

ne as VQTy ril11 of lbe water> like a carPet t0 a riclj drawing pe0ple need not expect to be on a level with him. 
room, which must not, betray an inch of unadorned 

floor. The fields are rolled to a perfect smoothness; 

the hedges look as if they bad no use but beauty; the 

trees and multitudinous vines have a draperied air, 

and strike tbe eye rather as a part of the charming 

whole, than as possessing an individual interest. 

We have seen woodlands in the far west that were 

The way by which he entered into peace is open 

still; and we are as welcome as he. It would be 

contrary to the Scripture, and dishonoring to Christ, 

to suppose that it was in any respect easier for Saul 

of Tarsus to get into peace with God than it is for 

you and me. The gate is open, and the inscription 

over it is, “ Whosoever will.1' If any reader of this 
lUUlU li V/ UUUCiKWUMli vuuv t , . . 

the variety beauty and far roore gracefaHy maJei8t,c than any we have seen page kept out from parcion and peace with God 

ur autumnal glory. in England‘> we have ao such mile9 of cuItured through the blood of Christ, it is because he will not 

IlHVi UUllUl I' “ ‘ ■ ** * IV/O *■ .* v> I ^ 

when death has asserted his power and rudely sun- for idleness, ur roin any o e \vea- in 

dered the tenderest tics of earthly affection, while the that prompt such an affectation -and happy will tt 

spirit of a loved one has plumed its unfettered wings t°r household of any one w o can jc aiouee 

for flight to the eternal world. from such a pitiable state. 

Unless its Letter instincts have been blighted or Could women only know how many husbands are 

totally changed by wrong passions, the human heart i bankrupt because their wives are 1 delicate,’ how 

will love. Its love naturally fastens upon, and clings ' many children are physically, mentally, and morally 

with fond tenacity to, those with wham we associate 

and are intimately connected, until they seem essen¬ 

tial to our earthly happiness. The scenes amid which 

we move., even, become dear on account of the mem¬ 

ories connected with them and the charm lent to them 

by love. Could they be divested of this charm, they 

could be easily and speedily forgotten. But such is 

the mutable nature ef everything earthly that we are 

often torn by tbe changes of time from friends and 

that which they make — home. When the parting 

neglected and ruined, because their mothers are 

“delicate”—how many servants become dishonest 

and inefficient, because their mistresses are “ deli¬ 

cate”—the list would be so appalling, that possibly 

we might hear of an anti-delicate ladies’ association, 

for the better promotion of family happiness and 

family economy.—Rural Register. 

Ijfb, to the young, is a fairy tale just opened; to 

the old, it is a tale through, ending with death. 

the seal of Hia approbation aud delight in llis handi¬ 

work, by clothing its last hours in more splendent 

beauty. c* D- 
October ,22, 1881. ^ _ 

11k that abuses his own profession, will not patient 

ly bear with any one else that does so. And this is 

one of our most subtile operations of self-love. For 

when we abuse our own profession, we tacitly except 

ourselves, but when another abuses it, we are far 

from being certain that this is the case. 
_ —-- 

There 5b philosophy in the remark, that every man 
basin his own life follies enough; in the perform¬ 
ance of his duties, deficiencies enough; in his own 
mind, troubles enough; without being curious about 

the affairs of others. 

scattered as they are over the wide face of creation; 

but collect those beams in a focus, and they kindle 

up a flame in an instant. So the man that squanders 

his talents and his strength on many things will fail 

to make an impression with either; but let him draw 

them to a point —let him strike at a single object— 

and it will yield before him.” 

Some men who know that they are great, are so 

close with the free offer now held out to all. “Seek, 

and ye shall find.” Lay your mind to it as you have 

laid your mind to your education, your craft, your 

shop, or your farm, and you will not fail. 

“I Meant Right.”—There are multitudes of men 

who all their life long fail of earnest Christian duty, 

but always hold before themselves this ready shield: 

“I meant right.” Now, tbe proper evidence of mean¬ 

ing right, is doing right. There is no other evidence 

that can justly be accepted. An imbecile good nature 

is not meauing right. There are thousands of men 

who, if mere amiableness is meaning right, if a kind 

of useless benevolence is meaning right, have right 

intentions. There are thousands of men that pass 

through life without any distinct purpose, appar¬ 

ently, without auy seeming desire to do right, who 

hold themselves to be excusable for their faults and 

failings simply on the ground of meaning well, o 

having good intentions. 

.-»••»•«-»--~ 
Thb Bible is the bravest of books. Coming from 

Some men WHO Know mat tney are great, ^ -- . , ’ , , truth it 
very haughty withal, and insufferable, that their God, and conscious of ^ ^ 

acquaintances discover their greatness only by the ayaite the’Progressaril0nK claJc 

tux of humility, which they are obliged to pay as the 

price of their friendship. Such characters are as 

tiresome and disgusting in the journey of life, as 

rugged roads are to the w-eary traveler, which he dis¬ 

covers to be turnpikes only by the toll. 

It watches the antiquary ransacking among e a&sic 

ruins, and rejoices in every medal he discover?, 

every inscription he deciphers; for from that rust} 

coin or corroded marble, it expects nothing but con 

Urinations of its own veracity. 



MAP EXHIBITING THE APPROACHES TO NEW ORLEANS or two other cannon of the New York Ninth crossed 

the river and ascended Bolivar Heights, and the 

woods in the direction of Ilalltown, ns well as Lou¬ 

don Heights, were completely shelled, but with no 
reply. 

Our loss was four killed and eight wounded; theira 

must have been very heavy, as they have had all tho 

wagons of tho neighborhood busy in hauling off the 

slain. Two wagons were seen lull of the killed. 

The Chaplain admitted their Iosr to be very heavy, 

and much blood was found upon the hill from which 

they were driven. Col. Geary displayed much skill 

and bravery during the whole of the engagement. 

Col. Geary was ordered by Major-General Banka to 

cross the Potomac at Harper’s Kerry, in order that 

he might capture a large quantity of wheat, most of 

which was stored in a mill belonging to a gentleman 

by the name of Herr. The order aforesaid was 

obeyed, and twenty thousand bushels of wheat wore 

taken. The object of the mission was accomplished 

before the battle began. 
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Extracts from the Southern Press. 

Thk Rkrbls to Winter in Cincinnati. — The 

New Orleans Delta thus threatens the good people of 

“ Porkopolis ” with a visit from the rebels:—“We 

express the opinion, based upon what we believe to 

be a reasonable hope, that onr array of the Ohio—that 

is, the various commands of Lee, Johnston, McCul- 

luch, and Price, which will constitute it, when com¬ 

bined—will be able to make their winter quarters in 

Cincinnati and adjacent eligible points in Ohio, so as 

to command all the interior lines of communication 

eastward, branching off from the commercial capital 

of that State.” That is, certainly, a pleasant prospect 
for the Bnckeyes. 

Reasons sob Suspending.—Morton Pannahill & 

Co., a large grocery house in Petersburg, Va., have 

closed their doors, nnd give, in an advertisement, the 

following reasons for doing so:—“We have now no 

goods for sale except a little L. F. salt. Persons 

ordering goods of us must send the cash to fill their 

orders, unless they have money to their credit. Fonr 

of our partners and six of our clerks are in the army, 

and having sold our stock on credit, we have no 

SHOAL ^ 

k LESS THAN 

! 18 FEET / 

the Virginia shore in the direction of Leesburg. 

They recroasod from tho Island to the shore within 

three-quarters of a mile of Leesburg, returning to 

their starting point about 10 o’clock at night, dis¬ 

covering, as they supposed, a small camp, one mile 

or more from Leesburg. On reporting to Col. Diven, 

the latter, with about 300 meu, pushed forward, by 

the direction of Gen. Stone, in the same locality, 

with orders to destroy the camp at daybreak and 
return. 

Capt. Phllbrick’a company took an advanced posi¬ 

tion, while the remaining companies were concealed 

as a reserve in case of an attack on the advance. 

When about a mile and a half from the river and 000 

yards in advance of Col. Diven*’ reserve, Capt. Phil- 

brick, accompanied by Col, 

drove back a co 

then fell back on tho 

appearance of 

53\ / 
SmBATTLED.O'RE I M3RAND GROSSER 

BAYBAPTISTE. ISLE All BRETON 

|||L0/V<? BAY 

ix FORT JACkSON ' BAY OF ISm 

COMlNADAi 
„ bayJ reserve, 

Diven, attacked and 

inpany of Mississippi riflemen, and 

reserve in the rear ou the 

a body of rebel cavalry. In the 

skirmish Capt. Philbriok had difficulty in getting 

near enougli to the enemy to render his smooth bore 

guns effective, whereas the others nsed long range 
rifles on our forces. 

At daybreak, and at tho same hour that Col. 

Diven’s command left tho shore to make an advance, 

Col. Lee, of the 20th Massachusetts, sent out one 

company of his regiment, which remained on shore 

to cover his return. Col. Diven maintained his 

ground, and was re-enforced during the night by three 

hundred more of his regiment, under Lieut-C. I. 

Wood. About 1 o’clock he was attacked by a coi sid- 

erablo body of riflemen, who attempted to oi,Blank 

him. Fearing they might bo successful, and after 

resisting them for some time, Col. Diven slowly 

retired in perfect order to the river, where Col. 

Baker had arrived with a battalion of the Colouel’s 

regiment, commanded by Liout.-Co). Wistar. 

Col. Baker then took command, first compliment¬ 

ing Col. Diven for his successful resistance to a 

superior force, and giving hia command, less than 

000 men, right of the line of battle, tho center and 
left wing being formed of about 300 of tno Massa¬ 

chusetts 20th, under Col. Leo, and tho California 

buttlion of 300 men, under Lt. Wistar. Two mounted 

howitzers, commanded by Liont. French, and one 

piece of a New York battery, commanded by I.ieut. 

Hrownbail, were in front of the center, just previous 

to the commencement of tho action. The attack was 

made by the enemy on our right wing, but was soon 

directed more heavily to tho center and left. For 

about two hours tho battle raged terrifically, a 

complete shower of leaden hail pouring upon us. 

Three several times tho left of tho lino made an 

advance, but was compelled to retire as often. The 

right was better protected and held their position. 

Orders came from Col. Baker to throw two companies 

of tho Massachusetts 15th to the center, which was 

immediately executed. This produced an impression 

that the battle was going against us, yet no oonfusion 

or dismay was caused. Tho Lieutenant was hard 

pressed, but remained firm. About this time the 

news spread that Co). Baker was killed whilo in tho 

act of pushing tho cannon forward with his shoulder 

to the wheel. He was pierced with six balls. He 

was evidently tho object of the enemy’s sharp¬ 

shooters. After this there was a cessation of fire for 

a few moments, during which Col. Coggsweli, of the 

Tammany regiment, arrived with two companies, and 

being senior officer the command was devolved upon 

him. In tt short time it became evident to Col. C. 

that the day was lost, and he thought it beBt to cut 

his way through to Edward's Ferry, where Gen. Gor¬ 
man 
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the advantage of onr position has not been profiled 

by as it might have been; that Ihe war has not been 

prosecuted with the vigor and energy demanded by 

the emergency. We bear muttering complaints afoot 

from those connected with the quartermaster, com¬ 

missary, and medical departments, growing out of 

the appointment of so many civilians to high com¬ 

mands. Many of these appointments have filled the 
country with apprehension* of some disaster.” 

Floyd a Coward as well as a Thief. — The late 

Secretary of War has becomo tho subject of very 

nnkiud treatment at Richmond, whore lie is publicly 

taunted witli being a coward bb well as a thief. His 

wonderful success in stealing does not Beem to 

obscure the fact from his most partial friends that he 

is also a sneak. The conduct of the gun. thief at 

Gauley Bridge, and in the retreat to Meadow Bluff, 

provokes tho anger and contempt of his associate 

officers, whose feelings have found expression in the 

Richmond Enquirer, and, according to the best 

sources ot information, have become the subject of 

street talk in the rebel capital. Floyd, on recovering 

bis breath, alter hia furious retreat, pronounced the 

sharp reflections upon his courage as “ calumniatory 

falsehoods, having no shadow of truth for their 

louudation,” and demanded the names of the authors. 

The Enquirer declines to respond to tho demand, and 

twits upon facts as follows:—“ We shall dismiss his 

letter with the statement that the characters of our 

correspondents hare never hem stained hy the suspicion 

of a crime, and that the charge of falsehood against 

them Is much easier made than proved. They are 

gentlemen, the equals of Gen. Floyd in every respect, 

and what they have averred in their communications 

we believe to be true in letter and in spirit.” After 

such base ingratitude, what inducement will other 
knaves have to help their friends? 

leaving their homes from fear of the enemy. They McCook and Benjamin G. Owens 

could be seen in groups, sometimes with a little cart attacked by twenty-five hundred 

carrying their provisions, but mostly with nothing, rebels, including the celebrated cs 

fleeing for dear life. Mothers carrying their babes, Col. Ashby. The rebels had six 

fathers lending along the boys, grandfathers and —fonr of them upon Loudon Ileigl 

grandmothers straggling along from homes they had upon Bolivar Heights west, upui 
not left before. Relying on our protection they had road, midway between the i’otoma 

been onr friends, but in an evil hom we were com- doah rivers, and a mile and a half 1 

1 "\,rl .... i Tho re,)«Ls first drove in onr pic! 
Wo still toiled on, tho heat most id tense, and no Heights, and then began a cross-fir 

water. Hunger was nothing in comparison with lasted for several hours. Their cai 

thirst. About sunset the enemy were reported In Bolivar, but were driven back by t 
fare© lu front. After some delay the array msu-nliad r_ m 

Bhell then foil around us thick as hall, and making a 

noise over us about like a train of cars when crossing 

a bridge. Capt. Tompkins at this time turned Ills 

guns upon Loudon Heights, silenced all the guns 

there, and scattered the enemy, who were seen in 

great numbers. Two rebel guns upon Bolivar Heights 

kept up a constant, fire with shell and canister until 

5 P. M„ and our men were gradually advancing upon 

them under cover of the houses, breaking down the 

fences as they west in the west end of the town, 

when Lieut. Martin, with a piece of artillery belong¬ 

ing to the Ninth New York regiment, came to our 

aid, and fired upon the enemy with tcrriblo effect, 

advancing at intervals, accompanied by Col. Geary 

In person, the men flanking right and left considera¬ 

bly in advance of the place, and dojiloying obliquely. 

The Wisconsin men, commanded by Captain H. 

Bertram, were on tho left; the Massachusetts men, 

under Lieut. Jackson, a Pennsylvania company, and 

one of the “Ainatenrs,” composed tho right wing. 

was in charge of throwing over re-enforcements 

by Gen. Stone, who was in sight of the battle-field at 

Edward's Ferry, directing the general movements. 

An order was now issued to transfer the 14th Mass¬ 

achusetts from tho right to the left, which was exe¬ 

cuted as calmly as battalion drill. Col. C. now 

became satisfied of the impossibility of reachfng 

Edward’s Ferry as desired, and gave the order to fall 

back towards tho river, which was executed as well 

ns circumstances would permit. They reached the 

river about twenty minutes before nightfall. Hero 

the 15th deployed as skirmishers along the shore. 

The only means of conveyance to the Island was a 

large boat, carrying about SO persons, which was 

overcrowded and swamped. 

The troops remaining on shore made a desperate 

resistance, and it is believed that the enemy took 

comparatively few prisoners in consequence. Those 

who could swim plunged into the water, those carry¬ 

ing arms who could, and others throwing them into 

the river to prevent them from falling into the hands 

of the enemy. Some escaped by availing themselves 

of the darkness and heavily wooded banks, but 

several are known to have been drowned in tho 

Potomac. The behavior of our troops before supe¬ 

rior numbers of the enemy was marked as noble, 

bravo and enduring. 

Near the close of the action, and after the day was 

irretrievably lost, the two recently arrived companies 

of the Tammany regiment made a desperate charge 

on tho enemy, but were met with a terrific fire. 

The brave Lieut. Braunbill, of the 9th New York 

battery, lost one of bis guns, and was himself 

wounded, but not fatally. The gallant Lieut. French, 

of the howitzer battery, fired with his own hands four 

shots. After the day was lost and his men scattered, 

he was shot in the left breast and ankle, but not 

mortally wounded. On reaching the Island, which 

he did by throwing his sword and revolver into the 

river and swimming across, Col. Diven at once posted 

thirty of his men, to prevent any attempt of the 

most delicious morsel I ever ate. The Zouaves treated 

us like princes, fed us, gave up their beds, and slej - 

In the sand. They are gay boys, and will always have 

our friendship. We are now at Fort Clark, llatti' is 

Inlet. We have borrowed enough fonts to sleep i, 

but have nothing else, the enemy having captur.-d 

everything. 

A more gallant retreat was never effected—prompt, 

masterly—the plans and intents of the foe guessed 

with a correctness like prophecy, and the only means 

that could have possibly saved tlie regiment put 

execution, nnd, through the trying hours of 

retreat, carried out with that energy and promptness 

for which Colonel Brown is so noted. Gen. Mans¬ 

field arrived on the 7th from Fortress Monroe, and 

assumed command of this Department. It in now 

stated that sufficient force will be concentrated here 

to bold the forts, and take the Sound, and drive the 
enemy from it 

The I’ig lit at Harper’s Ferry. 

From the correspondence of the Washington 

Star, we obtain the following interesting intelligence 
of this spirited encounter: 

On the morning of the ICth ulL, at o’clo:k, 

Col. John W. Geary, of the Twenty-eighth Pennsyl¬ 

vania regiment, and about four hundred meu, com¬ 

posed of fractions of Companies A, D, F, and G, of 

the Twenty-eighth Pennsylvania; C, I, and K, 

Thirteenth Massachusetts; A, C, and H, Third Wj». 

cousin, aided by two “amateurs” 

policy wuicn the editors fail to appreciate, and show- 

ing the supremacy that the United States have gained 

by threatening the whole coast, and are able to assail 

at any point an extended portion of the South, this 
declaration of despair is uttered: 

“ The possibility of success is not within the range 

of accident; to prevent our subjection or extermina¬ 

tion is all that we can hope for. We have no skill 

and strategy, and know nothing of the means at the 

command of our generals; but if this is all that is left 

U us, we might as well be looking out for terms of sub- 

□ miBsion, and the sooner the better. Endless war, 

j; wllich affords no opportunity for either victory or 

R revenge, is a bootless undertaking. The Southern 

\ j people who have offered themselves and their all for 

j the prosecution of this war, and who have placed 

iraPlicit confidence in men invested with its conduct, 
i j Lave looked for something better. 

jjj/ is not to denied that a sense of unqualified 

U °18trust is gradually supplanting that generous confi- 

L£ dente; that the suspicion is gaining ground that all I 

heavy and the feet of the men sinking into it at every 

step, and a point below to be gained in order to join 

company F, to prevent their being cut off. As the 

regiment pushed along, man after man would stagger 

from the ranks, and fall upon the hot sand. Onr 

L'olonel wulked along with his men, having given up 

his horse to a Bick soldier. 

But the most sorrowful sight of all was the islanders 
(Judge Daniel 
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enemy at pursuit. Col. Given received a slight con¬ 

tusion in the breast from a musket ball. 

The following are the killed commissioned officers 

of the Massachusetts 15th regiment, at the battle at 

Ball’B Bluff:— Capt. Ilockwood, Company A; Capt. 

Simonda, Company Bj Capt. Bowman, Company C, 

probably; Capt. Studley, Company D; 2d Lieutenant 

Grant, do.; Lieut. Basse), Company E; Capt. Gatchel, 

Company K. Wounded commissioned officers of the 

Massachusetts 15tb:—Lieut Col. Ward, leg ampu¬ 

tated; Capt. Blouu, Company Ft slightly; Capt. Fore¬ 

hand, Company (1; 1st Lieut. MoMen, Company G: 

Capt. Philbrick, Company 11, Elightly. The Colonel 

of the Massachusetts 20th, and Col. Coggswell, of the 

Tammany regiment, are probably prisoners. Lieut.- 

Col. Weston, of the California regiment, is supposed 

to be mortally wounded. 
As an instance of the weight and concentration of 

he enemy’s fire, the clothing and equipments of 

Quartermaster Howe, of the 15th Massachusetts, bore 

the marks of four distinct rille shots, one ball passing 

trough the crown of his cap, and another flattening 

on the plate of hi* belt, yet he was uninjured. Most 

of the wounded have been conveyed to their respec¬ 

tive encampment hospitals. 

The enemy’s force was very large and their position 

■well selected from familiar knowledge of the country. 

There are no means at present of ascertaining their 

loss. Our artillery was served with accuracy and 

terrific effect. 
It iB proper to state, in connection with the fore¬ 

going, that Gen. Stone’s order to Col. Baker was to 

advance his brigade, including the battery, to the 

support of Col. Given, and to attack the enemy in 

force only in case of a knowledge of their superior 

numbers, and of his ability to defeat them, hut under 

no circumstances to bring on a general engagement 

between the main forces. 

prisoners. The regulars lost four killed, twenty 

wounded and ten prisoners. The rebels lost, by 

their own statement, three hundred and fifty killed, 

wounded and missing. We took thirty-five prisoners, 

including three doctors, who were released. 

Gates from Pensacola have been received to the 

ICth ult. 
A flag of truce was sent from Fort I’ickens to Gen. 

Bragg on the 15th, stating that prisoners would be 

| sent to New York on Sunday. Gen. Bragg sent a 

paymaster t.o pay off the men in full for the remain¬ 

der of their term. 
A correspondent of the Atlanta (Ga.) Intelligencer, 

in giving an acconnt of the fight at Santa ItoBa, says: 

I scarcely know whether we achieved a victory or 

defeat. A Beige is momentarily expected to com¬ 

mence, and every preparation has been made. Per¬ 

haps it will happen as soon as the dead and wounded 

have been cared for, and the soldiers rested from 

fatigue. 

Depnrtnicnl of the West. 

Kentucky. — Information from Camp Wildcat 

Bays Zollicoffer has retreated beyond London, and is 

supposed to he falling back to Cumberland. 

Fortv-threc mounted rebels, armed with United 

Stutes muskets, revolvers and feowic knives, confes¬ 

sedly hound for the rebel army, were suirounded and 

taken by 24 Home Guards under Capt. Croddock and 

Major Buckner. 

Camp Creek, on Tuesday night, killing 17, wounding 

a large nnmber, and taking 90 prisoners, and besides 

capturing a number of horses and 22 wagons. 

A gentleman from Gen. Seigcl’s advanced post on 

the 25th reports that Gen. Price had left Cedar 

county, and was retreating towards Greenfield, Gade 

county. Gen. Seigel’B advanced guard was near 

Bolivar on Sunday evening, and his main body at 

Quincy. Gen. Lane’s forces were at Osceola, and 

Gen. Sturgis’ entire command was one day’s march 

behind Gen. Seigel’s. He was about as far south as 

Gen. Grice, hut some twenty-five miles east, evidently 

aiming for Springfield, to cut off his retreat South, 

while Gen. Laue was only two days’ march North of 

him. Gen. Fremont and Staff' were at Gomme de 

Terre River, en rente for Quincy. Gen. Gope was 

marching on Leesville, via Sedalia, and Gen. Ashoth 

was at Warsaw. The bridge at Warsaw was com¬ 

pleted and troops were to begin crossing on Wednes¬ 

day. It is trcssel work, and not pontoon. The 

general belief among the officers at Warsaw was that 

Gen. 1’rice would not get away, but would be com¬ 

pelled to fight or surrender. Gen. Hunter’s and Mc- 

Kinatry’s divisions were moving toward Warsaw. 

The following dispatches were received at St. 

Louis on the 2fltb nit: 

Hbakquautkus, near Hammonjisville, } 
Mresonm, October 25, 1861. 5 

To Capt- Mr.Kcever, Assistant Jil/utant-General 

Yesterday afternoon Major Seogoine, at the head 
of my guard, made a most, brilliant charge 

now sealed with his blood his devotion to the United 
States flag; cut off in the fullness of his powers as a 
statesman in course of a brilliant career as a soldier. 
While the country mourns his loss, his brothers in 
arms will lament while they ODvy liis fate. He died 
as a soldier would wish to die, in the thick ofbattle; his 
voice and example animating his men to luave deeds. 
The remains of the deceased will be interred in this 
city with the honors dne h>3 rank, and funeral 
arrangements will he ordered by Brigadier General 
Riia* Casey. As an appropriate mark of respect to 
the memory of deceased, the usual badge of military 
mourning will be worn for a period of thirty days, by 
the officers of the brigade under his command. 

By command of Maj. Gen. McClellan. 
A. S. Williams, Ass’tAdj. General. 

By telegraph from Fortress Monroe, October 24th, 

we learn that the weather has been most favorable 

for completing the enormous preparations for the 

great expedition. All the armed vessels and trans¬ 

ports have now arrived, and Hampton Roads, 

especially at night, presents a magnificent appear¬ 

ance. 
The Washington Star of the 22d says the expedi¬ 

tion from Annapolis sailed yesterday. Among the 

troops composing the part of it that embarked arc 

the following, viz:—1st brigade, Gen. Vaile com¬ 

manding—N. H. 3d, on the Atlantic; New York 4Ctb, I lhe c°r^ of the use made 

on the Ganiel Webster; New York 4ith, on the ... . - 

p_,_a most, brilliant charge on a 
Illinois.-— Col. Buford and Capt Dresser, of Gen. v,,„]y of the enemy, thrown up in a line of battle and 

The Battles on the Gulf. 

As we stated upon the outside of the present 

issue, there have been many rumors about Federal 

defeats,— land and naval,— at Santa Rosa Island and 

upon the Mississippi, hut as these came from rebel 

sources we were very much inclined to doubt their 

truthfulness. We gave the story, however, and now 

give the other side from authentic information. The 

latest received Southern journals seem to uphold the 

Federal account. The news was brought by the 

Government steamship McClellan, which arrived at 

New York on the 24th ult., from the Sontb-weat Pass, 

at the mouth of the Mississippi river, whence she 

sailed on the 14th inst., touching at Fort Pickens on 

the 16th and Key West on the 19th. 

TnE Naval Fight at tub Mouth ok the Missis¬ 
sippi.— An attack wTaa made on the night of the 12th 

inst. on the United Rtates fleet, lying at anchor near 

the South-west Gass, by the rebel fleet, consisting of 

six gunboats, the battering-ram Manassas, and a large 

number of fire-ships, which filled the river from 

shore to shore. The United Htatcs fleet consisted of 

the U. S. steamers Richmond, Huntsville, Water 

Witch; sloops-of-war Grchle and Vincennes, and 

store-ship Nightingale. The fleet when attacked 

were at anchor inside of the South-west Gass. The 

ram Manassas came down and drifted foul of the 

Richmond, knocking ft bole in her quarter and stern, 

doing hut little damage. To avoid the firc-Bhips the 

squadron immediately got under way and drifted 

down the river. The Richmond, Preble and Vin¬ 

cennes got ashore on the bar, (lhe Nightingale also 

went ashore,) and while ashore were attacked by lilt 

rebels, but without doing any damage to the vessels or 

life in any respect. But ouo shot took effect, and 

that struck the Richmond on the quarter. They 

were beaten off by the Vincennes with two guns, she 

having hove overboard the rest of her armament, 

with her chains, anchors, Ac., to lighten her, as she 

was very much exposed to the rebel fire. The squad¬ 

ron has no one killed or wounded. The Richmond, 

Preble and Vincennes were towed oil' the next day 

by the steamship McClellan, which opportunely 

arrived. She received considerable damage to her 

stern frame in getting them off. The Nightingale 

remained ashore when the McClellan left, and would 

probably be got oil' the next day by the aid of the 

steamers connected with the fleet. 

The Fight at Santa Rosa Island.— The fight 

occurred on the morning of October 9. The Zouave 

camp was situated on Santa Rosa Island, about one 

mile from Fort Pickens, and was so distributed as to 

command all the approaches to the Fort, and also to 

protect the batteries. The rebel forces, 1500 strong, 

embarked from the Pensacola Navy Yard in three 

large steamers, and landed on the island about four 

miles above the camp. It was about 2 A. M., and 

very dark; they rapidly formed in three columns, 

and proceeded silently towards the Zouave camp, 

hoping to effect a total surprise. In this they were 

but. partially successful. The picket guard, stationed 

about six hundred yards from the camp, discovered 

and fired upon them; this gave the alarm, and saved 

the regiment from annihilation. The attack of the 

enemy’s columns was simultaneous, and volley after 

volley was aimed up*n the volunteers. They were 

forced to fall hack, leaving their camp in the hands 

of the rebels, which they immediately commenced 

burning. 

Fort Pickens was by this time thoroughly aroused, 

and three companies of regulars came to our assist¬ 

ance. It was now our turn. The rebels commenced 

retreating to their boats, closely followed by the reg¬ 

ulars and a small number of volunteers, keeping up a 

destructive fire upon them, killing and wounding a 

large number. The rebels finally succeeded in reach¬ 

ing their boats, but were not permitted to depart 

so easily. Their steamers were about five hundred 

yards from the beach, and our men poured volleys 

into the crowded mass. Every bullet told, and liy the 

shouts and utter confusion of the enemy it was 

clearly evident that we had obtained ample satisfac¬ 

tion for the insults to our flag. 

The regular soldiers behaved nobly, and great 

credit is due to Captains Robertson and Hill, and 

Lieutenants Seely and Taylor for the admirable cool¬ 

ness they displayed in maneuvering their respective 

commands, 'l he volunteers were badly managed, 

and Colonel Wilson is very much censured for the 

inefficiency and want of skill displayed in the 

action. He did not arrive at the scene of action 

until all^was over. The catnp of the sixth regiment 

was almost totally destroyed, officers and men losing 

everything. Major Newby had a narrow escape from 

capture. He w as confined to his bed dangerously ill 

at the time of the attack, and having been assisted 

by his servants, was on the point of leaving bis 

quarters when the rebels charged up to the door. 

One of his servants was instantly killed, and the 

other taken prisoner. The Major shot one of the 

rebels through the head, and then passing quickly 

out of the house, succeeded in mounting his horse 

and rode safely through the bullets showered upon 

him by the disappointed enemy, to whom a field 

officer would have been a great prize. The sixth 

regiment lost ten killed, sixteen wounded and nine 

McOlernand’s staff, accompanied by several other 

gentlemen, went from Cairo to Columbus, on the 

24tli ult., on the propeller Bampson, for the purpose 

of exchanging prisoners. The party were cordially 

received by General* Polk and Pillow. Sixteen pris¬ 

oners were released. The town is well fortified. A 

battery of eight 24-ponndcrs wan placed at the upper 

end of the town. The forts arc being built a mile 

and a half above the town. No guns are yet mounted. 

The number of rebels at Columbus is not over ten 

thousand. 

Missouri.—The following dispatch was forwarded 

to Headquarters at St. Louis, on the 22d ult : 

Ox the Kiki.p or Battle, Fkbdkhicktown, Oct. 22. 

In conjunction with Col. Plummer’s command we 
have routed the rebel* under Thompson and Lowo, 
estimated at live thousand. Their loss Is heavy; ours 
is small, and confined principally to the first Indiana 
cavalry. We captured four heavy guns. Lowe the 
rebel leader is killed. Maj. Gavitt and Capt. Hyman 
of the Indiana cavalry were killed in a charge on a 
battery. 

The command of Col. Glummer, referred to above, 

was on Friday morning last ordered forward by Gen. 

Grant, from Cape Girardeau, with instructions to 

move toward Frederioktotvn, and cut off the retreat of 

Thompson’s and Lowe’s column. This force con¬ 

sisted of Marsh’s 18tih Illinois regiment, a section of 

Taylor’s Battery, and Stewart’s and Lohrman’s cav- 

,vlry— all from Cairo; also a part of Robb’s 31st Illi¬ 

nois, and a section of Campbell’s Battery, all from 

Cape Girardeau. The force from this point was com¬ 

posed of the 38tb Illinois, Col. Carlin; 33d Illinois, 

Col. Hovey; 21st Illinois, CoL Alexander; 8th Wis¬ 

consin, Col. Murphy; and 1st Indiana cavalry, Col. 

Baker; Capt. Hawkins’ Independent Missouri cav¬ 

alry, four (. pounders and two 24 pound cannon under 

Maj. Schofield, of the Missouri Light Artillery. 

Two rebel surgeons came into Fredericktown, for 

Col. Lowe’s body. They acknowledge the loss of 

over 200 killed and wounded, but it must have been 

larger. Their cannon were badly managed. 

The St. Louis Republican, from reliable parties who 

witnessed the fight at Fredericktown, gathered the 

following particulars: 
Col. Calvin, with parts of the 21st, 33d and 38th 

Illinois Regiments, 8th Wisconsin, Col. Baker’s 

Indiana cavalry and Maj. Scofield’s battery, reached 

Fredericktown at 9 o’clock in the morning, and were 

joined by the 10th, 11th and 17th Illinois, and 400 

cavalry from Cape Girardeau. They then advanced 

in pursuit of the rebels under Jeff. Thompson and 

Col. Lowe, who had left the place twenty-four hours 

before, and were reported to he rapidly retreating 

South; hut about a mile from town they discovered 

the enemy’s force drawn up in line of battle, partly 

in an adjacent wood, with four iron 18 pounders well 

planted in their front. Major Scofield immediately 

opened fire, and at the fourth round silenced one 

rebel gun. The engagement then became general, 

and lasted about two hours: but after the first half 

hour the rebels left, the field in disorder and took to 

the woods, closely followed by both our infantry and 

cavalry. Before leaving the field, the rebel Col. 

Lowe was shot in the head and instantly killed. 

Maj. Garritt received five bullets while leading the 

charge thirty yards in advance of his men. Capt. 

Higmon was killed in the same charge. 

By a dispatch to St. Louis on the 24th we learn 

that Col. Morgan, with 220 men of the 18tll Missouri, 

and two pieces of artillery, had a fight with some 400 

rebels in Big Hurricane creek, Carroll county, last 

Saturday, killing 14 and taking 8 prisoners, and put¬ 

ting the balance to fight, Morgan had 14 wounded, 

two mortally. 

Col. Boyd, of the Missouri 24th, commandant at 

Gilot Knob, announces that the proclamation of Fer- 

mont, as modified by the President, declaring martial 

law, will be rigidly enforced in the counties of Jeffer¬ 

son. St. Francis, Washington and Iron ton; and that 

all persons taken in arms against the Government of 

the United States, in an irregular warfare, or who 

may be found to have participated in any manner in 

burning or otherwise injuriug railroad or other 

bridges, cutting telegraph wires or injuring public 

property, will be summarily shot; also, that the 

sympathisers with rebellion, who are constantly visit¬ 

ing stations on the Iron Mountain Railroad and 

giving information to the rebels, will hereafter he 

arrested and dealt with as spies. 

Lieut. Kirby, with fifteen men of Major Wright’s 

battalion, had another fight with 45 of the rebels near 

Linn Creek, on the 17th, killing five of them and 

wounding about a dozen. The result of Major 

Wright's march from Rolla to Linn Creek can he 

summed up as follows:—Three successful fights in 

which 68 rebels were killed, about the same number 

wounded, 87 prisoners taken, 123 guns, 16 horses, 

several yokes of oxen, wagons, and many other 

articles. 
Col. Taylor, in command of the rebel forces at 

Springfield, recently issued a proclamation declaring 

that all Union men who had belonged to the Home 

Guard would he required to leave the country or go 

into the Southern army for the same length of time 

they had served in the Federal army, and requiring 

a pledge from the Union men now there for the 

exemplary conduct of their friends who are absent 

from home. The proclamation also prohibits the 

carrying of any more slaves South, as such a course 

is calculated to lessen the confidence of the people in 

the ability of the Southern army to sustain itself in 

Missouri. 
A detachment of United States cavalry broke up 

1 the rebel camp at Buffalo Mills, ten miles from Cole 

their camp at Springfield, of 2,000 or 2,200 strong, 
lie completely routed them, cleared them from the 
town and hoisted the National flag on the Court 
House, and retired upon a re-enforcement, which he 
ha* already joined. Our loss is not great. This suc¬ 
cessful charge against such very large odds, is a noble 
example to the army. Our advance will occupy 
Springfield to-night. J. C. Fremont, 

General Commanding. 

Col. John M. Richardson, who rode over to the 

vicinity of Springfield, says Seagoine was guided to 

the town, from the Mt. Vernon road, by Judge 

Owens. The rebel camp was just outside of the city. 

Seagoine was compelled to pass through a lane and 

let down a number of fence rails before be could 

charge the foe, thus drawing their fire. There waB a 

good deal of street fighting in Springfield, and from 

the houses of secessionists, who ran out ot their 

dwellings Bud fired on the body guard, who were 

killed. Seagoine was advised of the force of the 

rebels, hut he was determined to have a light. Col. 

Grice, said to he from Arkansas, commanded one of 

the rebel regiments. It is thought that the cause of 

the increased rebel force at Springfield was Hie large 

amount of plunder gathered there for some weeks, 

which it is stated they intended to take South with 

them, but which of course fell into our own hands. 

The loss of either side is not stated. 

the disease, or something like 
seriously injured the vine. 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Jas. E. Harvet. 

To Hon. Ww. H. Seward, Secretary of State. 

Don Pedro, hv the grace of God, King of Gortngal 
and the Algerines, unto all our subjects, that Gen¬ 
eral Cortes has decreed, and we sanction, the 
following : 
Art. 1. The Government is authorized to draw 

importations of foreign cereals in wheat, rye, barley, 
nats in grain, baked bread, wheat, or rye, through 
inland and maritime ports of King Don Pedro, up 
to the end of the month of April next, to wit: All 
cereal? thus admitted are only to pay same duties as 
are charged on home cereals, when dispatched for 
consumption. 

Art. 2. Before making any use of present, authori¬ 
zation, the Government must consult civil Governors 
of Kingdoms, and likewise Consul-General of Com¬ 
merce, Agriculture and Manufactures, as well as 
Consuls of Districts. 

Art. 3. After the time designated by the present 
law, such cereals will still he admitted, regarding 
which proof shall be given before the Government 
and competent fiscal department, that they left direct 
the port of their shipment for those of this Kingdom 
in sufficient lime to have arrived here within the 
specified date, in case of a regular voyage- 

Art. 4. The Government will give an account to 
of the authorization 

Dejuiriincnt of llio East. 

The War Department is preparing an official list 

of our losses at the Leesburg battle. It will he pub¬ 

lished as soon as possible, but a great deal of diffi¬ 

culty is experienced in obtaining complete records 

of the killed, wounded, and missing. 

The latest reports from Edward’s Ferry state that 

all our forces which were engaged at Lcesburgh are 

now on the Maryland side of the Potomac and in 

excellent condition. The check encountered at Lees- 

hurgh has not disheartened the Government in the 

least, but it is believed that some bad blunders were 

committed. 

A letter from Edward's Ferry from an agent of the 

Sanitary Commission, says there are 175 wounded on 

uiir hands. Forty-seven dead were buried yesterday 

without permission of the rebels,—probably fifty 

were drowned in attempting to cross the river; prob¬ 

ably four or five hundred are prisoners. 

Capt. Young, of his regiment, says that there was 

no possibility of a retreat save by swimming the 

Potomac. The only flat boat by which they got over 

had been sunk. The disaster is attributable to the 

want of transportation. 

The horses and mules of the army around Washing¬ 

ton are on short allowance. It is not possible for the 

railroad to keep the forage depot supplied. Already 

a remedy is talked of for the threatening of a short 

supply of hay and oats, cheaper and more efficacious, 

if not more glorious, than arms can supply: the con¬ 

struction of a railroad from Washington to Notting¬ 

ham, on the Gautuxet. Twenty miles of rails will be 

borrowed from some unused road, and the track be 

laid speedily. 
A reconnoisauce in force was made to-day from 

Gen. Smith’s division, consisting of two companies 

of Colonel Freedman's cavalry, five companies of 

infantry, and two forces of artillery. The result was 

a capture of eight, rebels, fully uniformed, beyond 

Vienna; and further information obtained of the 

position and force of the rebels in the neighborhood 

of Fairfax Court Uonse. 

Gen. McClellan returned to his headquarters on the 

24th. From tire best data obtained from Harrison’s 

Island up to the evening of the 24th, the number of 

our killed is believed to have been 79; wounded, in 

our possession and in possession of the enemy, 141; 

missing, now prisoners in the hands of the enemy, 

and wandering in the woods on the shore of the river, 

not exceeding 400. Total loss in killed, wounded, 

and missing, 620. This will be reduced by men 

returning to camp, aH they are constantly coming in. 

The officers and men behaved with the most extra¬ 

ordinary courage. They were pressed by an over¬ 

whelming force, hut stood firm until their whole 

sappily of ammunition was exhausted, and then 

retreated to the river, and threw their guns and 

swords into it to prevent the enemy from getting pos¬ 

session of them. 

Col. Raymond Lee and staff were furnished with a 

skiff to make their escape. The Colonel gallantly 

refused, and gave orders to use it for conveying the 

wounded across the river. It was filled with 

wounded, who reached the Maryland shore in safety, 

and the humane aud gallant officer taken prisoner. 

All credit is dne to him. Col. Coggswell took com¬ 

mand when Col. Baker fell, and behaved with the 

greatest eoolness and gallantry. He also is a pris¬ 

oner. Gen. McClellan returns with renewed confi¬ 

dence in the action and efficiency of his soldiers. 

The conduct of Col. Baker in his effort to rescue the 

Massachusetts regiment and other men under him, 

was heroic beyond description. 

The Washington Star publishes the following 

official order, issued on the death of Col. Baker': 

Headquarters Army or the Potomac, 7 
Washington. Oct. 22. J 

General Order, No. 31. 
The Major General Commanding, with sincere sor¬ 

row, announces to the Army of (he Potomac the death 
of Col. Edward G. Baker, who fell gloriously in battle 
on tbe evening of Monday, October 21, near Lees- 
liurgV Va. The gallant "dead has many titles to 
honor. At the time of his death he was a member of 
the Vnited States Seuate for Oregon, and it is no 
injustice to say that one of lhe most eloquent speak¬ 
ers of that body has been silenced. The patriot, 
zealous for the honor and interests of his adopted 
country, has been distinguished in two wars, and has 

Roanoke; New York 48th, on Empire City; Maine 

8th, on the Ariel. 2d brigade, Gen. Stevens com¬ 

manding-live companies of the Pennsylvania 50th, 

on the Ocean Queen: five companies of the Pennsyl¬ 

vania 50th, tbe Michigan 8th, and the New York 79th, 

on the Vanderbilt. 3d brigade, Gen. H. Wright 

commanding—New Hampshire 4th, on the Baltic; 

Connecticut 6th, on the Marion; Connecticut 7th, on 

the Illinois, and the Maine 9th on the Coatzacoalcop. 

The division and staff officers are on the Atlantic. 

In addition to these troops, the Star learns t at 

quite as many more will join the expedition at Old 

Point, having been quietly shipped st New York, 

Boston, and elsewhere. 

The Secretary of the Navy received the following 

letter from Commodore Goldsborough, dated 

Suir Minnesota, Hampton Roads, Oct. 21, 1861. 

Sir:—By the Vanderbilt, which arrived here last 
night, I am informed by Captain Marston, of the ship 
Roanoke, that the British ship Thomas Watson, one 
of those to which you called my attention some time 
since, was burned'to the water’s edge, while lying, 
on the 16th inst., aground on Stony Reef, by our 
blockading squadron olf Charleston. It was attempt¬ 
ing to get into Charleston despite the blockade and 
pursuit of six of our cruisers, so that she ran on this 
reef. 

Tbe brig Granada, Capt. Pettengill, from Nevitas, 

fer New York, was captured on the 13th ult. in lati¬ 

tude 33 deg., longitude 81 deg., at midnight, by the 

privateer Rally, of Charleston. The captain, second 

mate, and the seamen, were taken aboard the privateer 

and on the 15th transferred to the British schooner 

Grayhound. Butterfield, her first mate, was detained 

aboard the brig to navigate her into Charleston or 

Savannah. The cook and a white man and one sea¬ 

man volunteered aboard the pirate. The Grenada 

had a oargo of 400 hogsheads of molasseB, and a 

quantity of cedar. The Sally was formerly the 

schooner Virginia of Brookliaven, 140 tuns, and had 

a crew of 40 men, commanded by Capt. Libby, form¬ 

erly of the ship Grinbar. When last seen she was 

steering eastward. She had one gun arnidship. She 

run the blockade from Charleston on the 10th. 

The United State* steamer Keystone State, Captain 

Scott, will) prize Salvador in tow, arrived at the 

Navy Yard, Philadelphia, on the 25th ult. When off 

Hatteras on Monday evening, she encountered a 

severe gale, lasting till Tuesday, during which she 

separated from her prize in charge of Lieut. Don¬ 

aldson, the prize drifting to westward and the steamer 

eastward, separating them 175 miles, before the 

steamer could go in search of her; hut when found, 

she was steering in direct course. The Keystone 

State left. Philadelphia on the 19th of July, and has 

traveled 16,000 miles in search of the Sumter. She 

arrived at l’ort au Spain two days after the steamer 

left. The last place she heard of the pirate was at 

Surinam, where she was from August 19th to Septem¬ 

ber 1st. The Keystone State arrived there on the 

19th of September; on Saturday, spoke the steamer 

Flag, off Charleston, all well. The cargo of the Sal¬ 

vador consisted of 000 pistols, 500,000 percussion 

caps, 000 dozen hats, 8 cases shoes, 400,000 cigars, 

and 400 hags coffee. 

The following is from the correspondence of the 

Philadelphia Exchange: 

The steamer Flag was off’ Charleston on the 10th, 

and saw a ship standing in, intending to run the 

blockade. We pursued her, and she was run ashore, 

and all bauds escaped before overtaking her. We 

boarded her and found her to he the Thomas Watson, 

(formerly of Philadelphia, hut now owned in Charles¬ 

ton,) from Liverpool, and laden with salt, flannels 

and blankets. The latter articles were taken out aud 

the ship fired, and was nearly consumed when the 

Unadilla sailed. All well on tbe Flag. 

Lieut. Gem Scott on the 27th received the follow¬ 

ing dispatch, dated Romney, Va., Oct. 26, P. M.: 

Jn obedience to your orders, I moved on this place 
at 12 o’clock last night, engaged the enemy at three 
o’clock, and drove in their outposts, and after a bril¬ 
liant action of two hours, completely routed them, 
taking ail of their cannon and much of their camp 
equipage, and many prisoners. Our loss is trifling, 
hut cannot yet say to what extent. 

Brig. Gen. B. F. Kelly, 
General commanding. 

Art. 5. AH legislation to the contrary is hereby 
revoked. 

We therefore ordain that all authorities to whom 
a knowledge aud execution of these presents do per¬ 
tain, comply with and observe the same, and cause 
the same to be complied with as therein mentioned. 
Let Counsellors of State, Ministers and Secretaries 
of State for Finance and for Public Works, Com¬ 
merce and Industry, cause these presents to be 
printed, published and distributed. 

Given at lhe Palace of Nece-sidades, 8epL 11, 1861. 
King, with royal sign. 

A dispatch was received on the 23d, from Gen. 

Rosencrans, dated Camp Tompkins, near Gauley 

Bridge, where he has been encamped for some time. 

He reports everything quiet. The rebels, it appears, 

are falling back from their position; and from the 

best information which can be obtained of their 

movements, they are concentrating in large force 

below to co-operate with Gen. Johnston, who ha3 

separated from Gen. Beauregard. 

Hon. D. Etavis, of Illinois, and Hon. Joseph Holt, 

late Secretary of War, have been appointed by the 

President on tho Commission to examine and audit 

the claims against the Government contracted in 

Gen. Fremont's Department. This Commission are 

to meet at St. Louis and enter upon their duties as 

soon as practicable. 

The Secretary of War has directed the promotion 

of twenty Sergeants, on account of meritorious serv¬ 

ice, to the position of Second Lieutenants. Among 

them was William Griffin, who served twenty years 

with the heroic Lyon, having shared tho dangers of 

every battle in Missouri, and earned and deserved 

promotion for his courage and Boldierly conduct. 

The only favor the lamented l.yon ever asked of the 

Government, was this promotion. 

Cassius M. Clay, our Minister to Russia, has inti¬ 

mated to the Government that in view of the threat¬ 

ening attitude of the rebels, he would prefer to 

surrender his present commission as Representative 

to Russia and enter the army in active defense of the 

Government. Tho Cabinet have the subject under 

consideration, and Kentuckians here are anxious for 

the return of tbe gallant Cassius. 

It is well understood here that reports of intended 

interference in our blockade by European powers, 

are for the most part inventions of cotton specula¬ 

tors, or those who wish to engage in the same 

business. 

An order from Adjutant-General Thomas details 

General Lander to command troops to he raised in 

Baltimore and Cumberland, and intermediate points, 

to guard working parties on the Baltimore and Ohio 

Railroad, the company having represented to the 

Government that they are willing to repair the road 

at their own cost, and without any further claim on 

the Government. To facilitate this order, a new 

military department is created, called the Depart¬ 

ment of Harper’s Ferry and Cumberland. The same 

order creates the Department of New York, under 

Major-General Morgan—headquarters at Albany. The 

order also says:—To guard against accidents such as 

have in several instances caused serious injury, it iB 

hereby ordered that troopB transported by railroad 

through disaffected parts of tbe oouutry, shall march 

on foot over bridges where the possibility exists of 

the ears breaking through. To this end there will 

he an agreement in the contract that the trains shall 

be stopped to permit the troops to alight before 

crossing the bridge. * 

The Government have been informed that the 

British Goverument have agents all along the coast, 

buying all the ship timber that can he found in these 

localities. The Administration have taken the proper 

steps, through Collectors, to ascertain facts in tbe 

matter, ami if it should prove true, to stop it at once. 

Since Friday, when the I'acific and Atlantic Tele¬ 

graph was opened, the President lias received a 

nnmber of dispatches over that line. These embrace, 

first, the announcement from tbe President of the 

Overland Telegraph Company, and expressing the 

hope that it may he the bond of perpetuity between 

tbe States of the Atlantic and of the Pacific. 

Gov. Downie, of California, expresses in the name 
of the people of that State, their congratulations 
upon the completion of the noble enterprise that 
places them in immediate communication with the 

So far as can be ascertained, all is quiet on the 

entire line of tbe Potomac to-day. 

The report from Capt. Alden, of the steamer South 

Carolina, reports the capture of the schooner Eseilda, 

commanded by ex-officer of the Sumter, William 

Anderson Hicks, and the schooner Joseph H. Tone. 

The vessels contained from 4,000 to 5,000 guns, many 

of them only flint locks, and some entirely useless. 

Affairs in Washington. 

The following important dispatch from our 

Minister to Portugal, in reference to the admission 

of American grain into that kingdom, was received 

by tbe last steamer: 
Legation or the United States, ) 

Lisbon, Sept. 26, 1861 y 

Sir: I have tbe honor to inclose herewith a trans¬ 
lation of two acts passed at the recent session of 
the Cortes, which the King has approved and caused 
to be published, that are of some interest to the 
people of the United States. The law in regard to 
the admission of cereals was modified after my dis¬ 
patch was written, and doeB not include flour, but, 
as will be seen, is confined to wheat, rye, barley, und 
oats, in grain. As the requisite information has not 
yet been obtained from the civil Governors of Prov¬ 
inces, iu regard to the extent of injury to crops, the 
necessary order for opening the ports is still reserved 
by the King. Little doubt is entertained, however, 
that it will be issued. 

Private letters from well-informed sources speak _ ^ 
with positiveness of the shortness of cereal crops in maintain it 
England, Belgium. Holland, Spain and Italy, and all qqie f0]|0Wjng jg dated Capital, 
answers to inquiries made here, concur in represent¬ 
ing that Portugal will suffer correspondingly, and 
perhaps in even larger ratio than others. The Cortes 
has for several years successively authorized Govern¬ 
ment to admit cereals as a precautionary measure, 
aDd it has generally been exercised to a greater or 
less extent. Grain crops appear to be touched with 

capital aud with their fellow citizens in the East. 
May the golden links iu the Constitution ever unite 
ns, a happy land and a free people. 

The President and Secretary of the California 
Pioneers, the oldest organization on the Pacifio 
coast, send greeting to the President of the United 
States, as a Society loyal, as a State loyal. They 
pray God to save, one and inseparable, our glorious 
Union. 

Pell and Stanford send from Sacramento the fol¬ 

lowing: 
To-day California is hut a second’s distance from 

the National Capital. Her patriotism, with electric 
current, throbs responsive to that of her sister 
States, and holds civil liberty above all price. 

Tbe (irand Division of the SonB of Temperance 

sends tbe following: 
To the President of the United States, greeting: 

Liberty, Uuion, Temperance—one and inseparable 
forever. By order. John Wapk, G. w. (’• 

The Mayor of Stockton transmits as follows: 

Stockton sends greeting to your Excellency, with 
tbe assurance that she is true to the Constitution anu 
the Union, and favors the thorough crushing out oi 
the rebellion. 

Governor Nye, in behalf of the Territory of Ne¬ 

vada, says: 
Mountain-bound Nevada avails herself of the earliest 

opportunity to Hend, upon the wings of lightning, to 
the National home, the assurance of her filial auacn- 
mentto the Union as framed by our fathers, ana ner 
earnest sympathies with those who are trying to 

Carson Valley, 

Nevada, through her first, Legislative Assembly: 

To the President and People of the I uited States, 
greeting: Nevada for the UuioD, ever true and loya , 
the last born, will be the last to desert our flag, t 
aid, to the extent of our ability, can be relied up 
to crush rebellion. ' Al' Bake land. 

I 
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guMislur to the gttMif ALBAN V, Opt. 23.—Flour ami MBAX—The market opened 
quiet but firm for Flour, but as the morning advanced the de¬ 
mand increased, and at noun a Rond business was doing at the 
current closing prices of Saturday. 

Common to gooff State.*5,2tl®5,25 
Jfnm'.v and extra State.in 
Common tn good Weston. 5,2n:ii'.5,,5() 
Extra Michigan. Wiucousiu, Indiana, &c. fi.tiOcVt(5,Ts 
Extra Ohio,... -.6.09(36,75 
Common i .nadiau... .VtMfitkV0 
Extra Canadian. 5,75<j,7,iH> 
Fancy trenur.ee,..   S.NVart.iH) 
Extra i.eni Hoo and City brands. .. 6,uiii«,7 25 
Corn Meal has turther unproved 6c. id I'M lbs, with a fair husl- 

ness dolngat$l,lftjtil,3l. 
Glut* There is an Improved milling demand for wheat.at, 

full prices f..r red and a slight ... white; sales, \ . car 
lota, at <i.i a for mixed Stale; $ l, 2’331,23 lor red iviliter do; Si ;gt 
for amber Michigan, aml>l,42( i 1,43 for white do Horn isiirm- 
cr, and in fair request for the East and home consumption: wile* 
mixed Western at; 5uc Rye sternly ut 72bi'73e. In Curley hut 
little tta aspired, and the <nle# show no Important change In 
the market; -ales < unadn Fast atoSc, and Toronto at. 69c At 
the close there was a fair supply on the market, with bid few 
buyers. Oats c ull, with a large” supple offering at lower prices. 
A carload of State was sold early in the morning ai 40c. deliv¬ 
ered, hut at the close there were no buyers and free sellers ut 
Oi) cl-. 

Ftcttn A steady market, with sales II) tttns 17 lb feed at 52 Me, 
and 10 I uns is lb do, at Use. 

HrKKAl.n, Her S8 -Flour steady demand; sates ot IIIi- 
nois and Wisconsin extra at. $t,76u'r.,iH), extra Indiana and 
Ohio at <.Mj'.,ia5,J0; donblo extra do at A,i5,75. 

©be 3fcios ©onirertser 
CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE STORE, 

• >•1- Stale St., Mansion Moustt Ulook, 

nocmssTim, jv, r. 

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AHO BEST REGULATED 

SHOE STORE 

IIST WESTERN NEW ”YOR,R. 

A Full assortment of both 

Kastern and Home-Made Work 

CONSTANTLY ON ZHZ^INTID. 

AU kinds of Boots and Shoos 

mare to order, 

And the work done promptly when promised. 

NO MISREPRESENTATIONS ALLOWED FOR THE 

S-AIvK OIF SELLING. 

Parties buying goods at this Storo can IN Aid, CASES have 

their ivroixriE'V' refunded 

Ii they desire it, if the goods bought are not as represented 

or do not lit and are returned in good order. 

I * KKHONS from tl»e ( ( ) l J NI KY 

Visiting tlto city and wishing to purchase Good. Bootw and 

Shoes, should be sure to find this Store. 

X’rtJVTT, 

54 Stato Street, Mansion House Block, 

Third Door South of Market Street 

ITT" IT.xrAiD Pun»ut vs A few persons ate yet entitled to 
Premiums for obtaining subscribers to the present volume— 
mainly those who have not railed for or ordered them. Such 
persons, who have .the choice of different articles offered, will 
please make their selections, and give directions as to forward¬ 
ing, as we wish to dispose of the mnttor. If any mistakes or 

omissions have been made in sending premiums ordered, the 
parties interested are informed that we will endeavor to make 
all satisfactory on learning the facts. 

r?r“Tng Tutu. Qpartkr — The roah of Trial Subscribers 
has been so great that our edition of some of thn October 
numbers is exhausted, so that we can no longer furnish the 
complete quarter VI e will, however, send the Rural from 1st 
Nov. to Jim y it) papers) and 4 back numbers (making 13 papers 
in all) for 20 cents tflf~ Our aim is to have all ( rial subscrip¬ 
tions end with the year, as it would cause much extra labor and 
trouble to extend them into tiie new volume. 

t -'— Opt; IxnucKMK.vre tor obtaining subscribers to the Thir¬ 
teenth Volume of the Rural, for 1802, are of the most. Liberal 
and Substantial character. Premium Lists, Show-Bills, kc., 
sent free to all disposed to act us agents. 

t f Amy person so disposed can act. as local agent for the 
Rural Nkw-Yorkkr. and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 

IT" As Post Art R St .in in nf the old emission arc worthless 

here. Ki’RAL friends will please remit those of the new issue In 
future. Demand U. S. Treasury .Notes preferred to any Tlaok 
Notes except those of our own and the New England States. 

I p" Chanok of Appress, —Subscribers wishing the address 
of their papers changed from One Post-Office to another, must 

specify the ot.r> address as well as the mew to secure compliance 
with their requests. 

TiT~ No Traveling Agents are employed by us. as we wish 
to give the whole field to local agents and those who form clubs. 
And beside, we wish it distinctly understood that all persons 
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates 
from 11S. ARB IMPOSTORS. 

t'jr~ Tint Rim.it. is published strictly upon the cash system 
— copies are never mailed to individual subscribers until paid 
for, and always discontinued when the subscription expires, 
Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep no credit books, 

experience having demonstrated that the Cosh System Is alto¬ 
gether the best lor both Subscriber and Publisher. 

fir Wkmtkilv ami Soitiikrv Momkt,— Iu the preseut de¬ 
ranged state of tho currency, we are tumble to use Western and 
Southern money, as our hankers will not purchase It. at any 
rate of discount. Agents and Subscribers who cannot ohtain 
New York, New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send u« If. 8. foxtail* Stamps, as they are far preferable 
to any unourrunt bank bill*. 

rrTtiK Ooct mkmts Fukk. — Specimen numbers of this 
volume wdl bo sent, free to all applicants. We shall take 
pleasure in also sending, free and post-paid, our large Sbow-HIII 
for 13)11 |beautifully colored by hand,) Prospectus, to, to any 

and all persons disposed to aid to extending the circulation of 
the Rural New-YuIIKKR. Reader, please send ns the addresses 
of aucli of your friends, near or distant, ns you think would be 
likely to subscribe or act as agents, and we will forward the 

documents accordingly. 

ViT- Voi.p.vtaRY Aoicnts for trb Rural.—Any and every 
Subscriber or reader is requested to act in behalf of the Rural, 
by forming clubs or otherwise. Now is the time for its friends to 
manifest, their interest. In thn pnper and the cause it advocates, 
either by obtaining new subscribers, or Inducing others to act In 
its behalf If any lose or wear out numbers In showing the. 

paper,—that’s the best way to get subscribers, - wo will dupli¬ 
cate them in order to make their files complete for binding. 

• j7“To f’LKRqvMEtL—On answer to inquiries wo would state 
that tho Rural is sent to Clergymen at the lowest club rate ($1,- 
25 per year.) The Clergy are among the warmest friends of the 
paper. Many aro kindly using their influence in its behalf, and 

very successful in Uieir efforts to increase its circulation. 

<!l',tV,23d’,bv R«’V. w. It. Mkoik. HORACE 
i r D -n01 "atorloo, Rod Miss CATHARINE A., 

daughter ol John Car max. Esq., of Junius. 

— New Bedford, Mass., has furnished 1.300 recruits for the 

navy. 

— The death of the Emperor of China is reported by the 

.Etna. 

— Sixteen car loads of arms lately left Indianapolis for 

Kentucky. 

— There are now 122 rebel prisoners confined in Fort 

Lafayette. 

— There are now in England 292 Unitarian churches and 

323 ministers. 

— Miss Florence Nightingale is so seriously ill that her life 

is dispaired of. 

— Gen. George Milton was inaugurated Governor of Florida 

on the 7th ult.. 

— Fifty-five millions of the new postage stamps have 

already been issued. 

— It is said that the force with which Fremont is moving 

against Price is 40,000. 

— It is computed that it will take $8,000,000 to pay off our 

troops up to October 31st 

— Rev. John Pierpont, Chaplain of Gen. Wilson’s (Mass.) 

regiment, is over 73 years old, 

— Tho assessed valuation of the real estate in Philadelphia, 

for the year 1S61, is $152,084,600. 

— During the past summer, the Governors of all the free 

States have been in Washington. 

— It is denied that Gen. Shields has declined the position 

of Brigadier-General tendered him. 

— Oneida county has sent 2,730 men—one more than her 

quota in the full number of 100,000. 

— A “devoted” wife in Ohio cut one of her husband's 

fingers off to prevent his enlistment. 
I 

— Rev. Mr. Gordon and his wife have been murdered by 

the natives of Krromanga, Australia. 

— The .Etna Fire Insurance Company of Hartford have 

invested $380,000 in the national loan. 

—Tames G. Clark, the popular singerand poet, hasenlisted 

in the Jefferson county (35th) regiment. 

— Pennsylvania lias enrolled her full quota to make up the 

half million of men called for by Congress. 

— There will be. manufactured in Ottawa Co., Ill., the 

present year, 2.250 barrels of Sorghum molasses. 

— The East Saginaw (Mich,) Salt Manufacturing Company 

are now turning out nine hundred barrels of salt a week. 

— George Howard, the oldest merchant in the State of 

Kentucky, died of old age at Mount Sterling, on the 12th ult. 

— The Halifax (N. S.) papers announce that a lump of gold 

has been recently taken from the mines of that region, worth 
$500. 

— Thomas Wildey, of Baltimore, founder of the Inde¬ 

pendent Order of Odd Fellows, died in that city on Saturday 

week. 

— A brilliant meteor was observed near Troy, N. Y., on 

Thursday evening week. It had a luminous tail of a bluish 
color. 

— The first wheat ever brought from tho Lake Superior 

country arrived at Detroit on Saturday week, in the steamer 

Illinois. 

— The subscriptions collected for a German fleet, in the 

principal towns of Prussia, already amount to upward of 

$75,000. 

— On Wednesday week, $96,000 worth of ingot copper 

was shipped for the East from Detroit over the Grand Trunk 

Railway. 

— European gossipers tell a story of sad disagreements 

between the princess royal of England and her Prussian 

husband. 

— We have news of the loss of a Russian line-of battle-ship 

on the coast of Japan, with 800 men on board, all of whom 

perished. 

— The town of Richmond, R. I, gives each unmarried man 
$36, ami each married man »ou, wno enlists in the army from 

that town. 

— There are eight or ten thousand bales of cotton at 

Memphis, Tenn., awaiting confiscation on the arrival of the 

Union forces. 

— Dunbarton, New Hampshire, has within its limits no 

lawyer, no physician, no store, no tavern, and not a solitary 

town pauper. 

— Spain is a customer at present in the Birmingham (Eng.) 

market for 12,000 tuns of railway iron, 50 locomotives, and 

600 carriages. 

— The official census of Canada is published. The upper 

province has 1,395.222 inhabitants, and the lower 1,103,606 — 

total 2,498,888. 

— Up to the 30th of September, the gross receipts nf the 

New York State canals were nearly a million dollars in excess 

of those in 1860. 

— Manorale F., widow of Col. John W. Lowe, 12th Ohio 

regiment, killed atCarnifex Ferry, has been granted a pension 

of $40 per mouth. 

— Large (locks of wild ducks are visiting New York harbor 

and bay at present, and they are sometimes shot from the 

decks of steamers. 

— The Montreal Pilot states that a gentleman has reached 

the U. 8, to relieve Dr. Russell, the special correspondent of 

the London Times. 

— Eight citizens of Hartford Co., Md., have been indicted 

by the grand jury for treason. Each of them gave bail in 

the sum of $40,000. 

- It is rumored that the Federal Government has purchased 

every propeller on the Hudson river, with the exception of 

the Erastns Corning. 

— Missouri is one of the largest States in the Union. It 

contains 57,380 square mileB of territory, or 43,123,200 acreB, 

and has 107 counties. 

— The schooners Ocean Wave, Harriet Ryan, and Mecca, 

have been brought ae prizes from Hatteras Inlet to the Navy 

Yard at Philadelphia, 

— A letter from Hong Kong to the New York Board of 

L ndervn iters states that a privateer has made its appearance 

in the Uhineee waters. 

— A black bear, weighing 200 pounds, was captured in a 

trap, at Mt. Prospect, last week. Bears are very abundant in 

New Hampshire this fall. 

— The amount of money thus far expended by the City 

(' uocils of Philadelphia, for the relief of families of absent 

volunteers, is $180,803 45. 

— Some English journals manifest their sympathy for the 

U. S. by nick-naming our Faat day religions exercises “ Lin¬ 

coln's humiliation services.” 

— Boston harbor is being placed in a state of defence. One 

hundred and twenty guns aro being mounted at Forts Warren, 

Wintbrop, and Independence. 

— The Richmond Examiner states that the freedom with 

which the Confederate Treaenry Notes are counterfeited has 

almost stopped their circulation. 

— Upward of 10,000 men, mechanics, laborers, &c., are now 

employed at the Brooklyn, Charlestown, Philadelphia, Wash¬ 

ington, and Portsmouth Navy Yards. 

— Thirty-nine thousand seven hundred and sixty-eight 

horses have been purchased by the Government in Cincinnati 

since the breaking out Of the rebellion. 

— There were 8 school teachers among the 43 men recruited 

at Oi laud, Me., for the cavalry regiment. Maine has teachers 

enough in the army to form a regiment. 

— Isaac V. Fowler, the defaulting Postmaster of New York, 

is employed in Barron, Forbes k Co.’s cotton mill, at Tepic, 

Mexico, at a salary of $2,500 per annum. 

— The Iiev. Daniel Waldo entered upon his 100th year on 

the 11th ult. He still preaches, going through with two and 

sometimes three services on the Sabbath. 

— A boat load of rice from Canada, by the Champlain canal, 

reached tide water last week. It was a novel cargo, being the 

first load of rice ever carried on the canal. 

— Gen. Totten, Chief of the Engineer corps, is making an 

examination of our works along the Canada border, particu¬ 

larly at Rouse's Point, on Lake Champlain, 

!v this city on the 25thi ult, of Typhoid Fever, JAS. AUSTIN 
DRUM, aged 36 years and 10 months. 

ADVKUTIS]^^ TRRM8) In Advance — Thirty 

tii-K CkxtS a I.i.vh, each insertion. A price and a half for 
exlra display, or 52)j cents per line of space. Sukoi aL Notices 
(following reading matter, lauded.) Sixty Cents a Liue 

Its immense circulation among Hie Producers and Deal¬ 
ers of the Free States, renders thn Rural NKw-Yorker by far 
the Rest and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class. This 
fact should be borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealers. Manu¬ 
facturers, Ac,, who must, necessarily depend upon tho People of 
the North for patronage. 

«7iX A WONTH. I want, to hire AGENTS i„ every 
up. I •> County to sell anew, cheap SEWING MACHINE; at 
*75 per mouth and expenses. Address (with stamp) 

?< 3. M UtfcoN, Alfred, Maine 

n.ypKisrq’ agen<’v, Uo. iiohi.t, isr. -v. 
JL Exa.mnat.at tie- Patent Office lor $5. Caveats filed for 

s. . tfiiurautCLMl <»n doubtful cam AiMn—t 
f PRA8KH, Up* IVs Rochester, N. Y. 

\ w«NDi:n i i i, little iriciioscoPE, 
-v V niagmfving snmjl objec , AIM) times, will be emit, toanyap 
pl.cAiit on receipt nf twenty Jiiie emit in si ver. and one pink 
\ i".n rn" ,"^7mr'or 7']'’ Hollar Address Mrs, 
M. a. WOl ipvy A UP. Box |M34, Philadelphia, Pa. iilii-41, 

A GOOD SALVIJ , FA IIM Situated on the 
v,,*5-I'uuoerport road hind adjoining the Niagara Falls branch 
" 1. JV. ' , '‘"Hal Railroad) in tllu town of Gates, i miles 
wo“t of Loi-hostur, is offered for -ale. It, contains 27 3-5 acres 
under a hn:b "latent cultivation; rich gravelly soil; plenlv of 

■ultot cltiuca varieties. Price low. and terms easy Apply on 
the premises or address 

ilf’lt 0 Et. MARSH. Catos. .Monroe f'n V v 

fine stock nt Pear Skiuu in<;k, 1 nud •> yearn old. 
j i rn, CitEiutv, and Am.K ri-hicks 
I'ware I'k.ir Tkrks. 2 years from bud, first class, 
Also. | U M i ITS. Allot which they offer for fall and spring 

trade ut. reduced prices BRISTOL ft WILLIAMS. 
’ ' _ Dausville, Liv. Co., N. Y. 

IBUILDING DOTS 
urar'VftYiV Wllnl ntV,f W, M'’ w!Wl 1 population of null .0.11(1(1, to lie given a-, Premiums to Subscribers for moral, 
rcitgioii-i and historical work* of art. For parttculai s adilrru 

THE CATTLE MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, Opt. 23. -t’lm current prices for the week at 
all the markets are as follows; 

IIKtCF CATTLE. 
Fust quailt) kl cwt. $8.2fi©9.00 
Ordinary quality... 7.505 8 oil 
Common qu tlily.   7.00017.50 
Interior quality. 6.BO@fi.fiO 

COWS A.Vl) CALVES. 
Fi rst quality.$45.oor7imoo 
Ordinary quality.4H.00u 45.iH) 
Loin men qnality. 80.00t5i35.00 
Inferior quality.22 uufi 28.00 
_ VEAL OALYKH. 
First qnality. p lb.,. fij^ffifi c 
Ordinary quality,. 4S!‘" 5>»c 
Lotnmotl quality. 4'iW P„c 
Inferior quality,. 4 @4Uc 

HITKKP AXI> LAMPS. 
Prune quality, 70 head,. *.t u.Vu .i so 
i>n Iimi v quality.X. 3.2/Vu 4.DO 

B\ tfe 

First quality, p m.*’y,.yK... 4}4®4b;o 
Other qualities. SjaSS.-iC 

Al.ltAN V, OUT 28 —RkEVKH At the opening ot (lie mu,Let. 
evuy tiling was promising enough the average quality of t.be 
cattle Was belter than but week, and tlure were plenty of lei v- 
erx here I rntu Now York mid the East Hut the prospect‘ill 
anything tint promising now. Train alter train came in, until 
2.53 car loads had arrived, bringing down nearly 4,1(H) beeves, 
which, with tllOso driven in on foot, gave a total in the yards 
of 4.235. 

Ruikiuth —Tho following is our comparative statement of 
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating It. 
to the oar: 

Cor. wmhU 
This week. Last week. last year. 

Cattle.4.018 2.992 4.U67 
Sheep.8, fill) 6,7Sd 1,41)0 
Hogs..21u IDO HI 
Pit it tun - The market clo-os extremely dull at the following 

quotations 
This week. I .a«t, week. 

Premium.44-j;<j)4*io o mu c 
Extra.....I «t.4‘.io 4 faH^o 
* irst quality .»'.( u,3*io Skbf 3»in 
Hmiond quality.3'„ u 3* tc 3‘0riaH' (e. 
fined quality.2li>/.2t*c 2‘fu.'i e 

SltRKP -Tile receipts are unexpectedly heavy, but as the 
weather is comparatively favorable for slaughtering, the .ji; 
mand is good, talas dUrjnv the week were about fl.fiOO bend. 

linos The supply is grfcnler thun the demand, and the 
market is nut ao firm as it wiu last Wednesday. —Atlas i£ Argus 

tilttllllTIEV, Out. 21. -At market 1200 Beeves, 45IH) Stores,4,- 
PHl Shoep and Luiubs, and 800 Swine. 

Pricks Market. Beef Extra, *0 23; first quality, *6.00; second 
do, S5,M(<e5 6l); tided do, *4,7.50(5,00 

Milch I'ow- - Mb' 47; cotntuuu, $20®21. 
WOKHI.VH OTEN-None. 
Vkai, Calves $3,<HHn.5,00. 
YKAltl.i.viiH - $7:<i;8 ; two years old. $11313; three years old, 

file 17 Rllcll. 
Ilit/KH—d.V'iRc, Tallow. 6G',6)*C. 
Calf Skiwh—7(j?i8c. 
Srkkp asp Lasuis - $!.26001,50; extra and selections, $2,000) 

$4.50. 
Piyt.Tii 75c.;u 
rtwiVK — Store., wlodosale, lu Pke,; retail.5,*ac; fat hogs, iin- 

dresaud, ae; still led. none; com fell. 6/o7c, spring |iigs, bign.,’,‘4 

c vtiimtix;Ik Oct. 23. - At market J.582 Cattle, 10(H) Beeves, 
and filestore#, consihtiug of Working Oxen, Cows and Calves, 
Yearlings, two and three year- old, not suitable for Keef 

Pricks Market Reef Extra, tfi J.'/'Ufi.ui); first quality. $5.25 
fifth,M, second do. $6.00; third do, $:i76*u;10O. 

Workivh OxijV— $80, $({900121) 
COWS AND OaLVKH—*20. 350750. 
Storks Yearlings, $7®8; Two years old, $11@14; Three 

ycam old, $1 i n 17 
' riiiKKP and f.ASHiS 5,097 at market. Prices in lots at $1.75 
@.’,60 eafrb; extra and srdectious $2.75(3(4.50. 

Spring Landis—None 
Hiioks fi.«(fitjc ■(.) It. Talloiv, 6u C'aC. 
I’Bt.TH 75c(u $t. Calf Skins, 7(3 8c %7 lb. 
Veal CAlvue—SOOfiO- 

Comniissinn Agent, New York. 

j[UBBAED & NORTHROP, 

Are now offering, at their 

Ponvi,pin .s.//./;.v noo,n. 

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings, 
ROCTIKHTIria, N. Y., 

a atrotoK and complbtk assortment of 

European and American Dress Goods, 
Black ami Fancy Dress Silks, 
Broclie and Woolen I ong Shawl*, 
Brochu and Woolen Square Shawl*. 

Hniiihurimv.. Alpaca* and I’aramettas, 
French Mellon*. ,'b--i A-»ortiuent in Rochester.) 
rrencli and Auuulcun Prints and Ginghams, 

House H urnisldng (boods, Woolen Blankets, 
w rappSbWflrtllDitlft'tr|‘»: ",. i.)d»SdiWuif.l i)ucun.o *. 
White Goods, Embroideries, Hosiery, Ac. 

— ALSO — 

Bleached and Brown Sheetings and Shirtings, 
Tickings, Denims and Towelings, 

At LESS than the present New York prices. 

HEREFORD CATTLE AT AUCTION 

M. C. Remington, of Sennet, Cayuga Co., N. Y., will sell 

at Auction on Wednesday, Nov.her 13th, at 9 o’clock A. M., 

his superior herd of Hereford rattle, consisting of Cows, Bulls 

and Heifers. A number of these are prize animals 

At* ENTS WANTED to HELL Pit HIT TREES. 
Wk wish to employ a number of experienced and trust¬ 

worthy men to sell trees, ifea., from our Nurseries at liberal 
wages 

Wholesale Dealers rurnixhod with Nursery, Stock of all 
descriptions at the lowest wholesale rates 

oo*u Rochester Wholesale !&'* Kl.MY & CO., 
_ ~ Rochester, N. Y. 

V\THEELER St WILSON MANUFACTURING cry* 
VV 1SPK0VE1) FA.1I1L1' SfiWIM Hauiimw 00 * 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Presscr and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

itlarkets, Qlcmxmerfc, 
Iturul New-Yorker Oltlee, j 

RootiKSTKK. October 29, 1861. 5 

Flour Anii Grain —Although an advance has been made in 
the Eastern markets, we are uuable, hereabouts, to change 
prices, because of the increased rates imposed by transporta¬ 
tion lines on freight. it is next to impossible to obtain boats 
here, a - captains prefer going to Buffalo and obtaining full 
loads through to New York. Buffalo is full of Hour and grain, 
with little prospect of a diminution at present On Friday and 
Saturday last, is,390 barrels of flour ; 688,825 bushels of wheat; 
405,426 bushels of Corn arrived at that port. 

Dairy, <kj. There are a few changes iu minor matters,—But¬ 
ter, Cheese, Eggs, etc., whieh may be observed by reference 
to our table of quotations. 

IHMlIlKSTKIt WHOLESALE PRICKS. 

Eggs, dozen. 13® lie 
Honey, box. luffliio 
Candies, box ..... lUnlJU^o 
Caudles, extra_ ]2(ajl2c 

Fruit and Roots. 
Apples, bushel.... 26®88c 
A pples. ilried {(lb .Vu.5.Vjc 
Peaches, do. ... 12lui|2o 
Cherries, do. 12(7712c. 
Plums, do. IHtffllOc 
Potatoes. 39uyS8o 

Hipes aNu Eiuins. 
Slaughter. 5(u;5o 
Cn.lf.. . ^70 
$ boe i»Pel tw. 7ficS * I 26 
Lamb Pelts. 60c('a$l 

Skkiik, 
Clover, bushel ,...$5.iH);aj 6.25 
Timothy.g.ijUui 2.50 

•Sundries. 
Wood, hard.$3 IHX)6 5.00 
Wood, soft .  SOOWi 3.00 
Coal, Lelngb .7.lHpu 7.IH) 
Coal, Scraotou.f.rsiu; 5.5tj 
Coal, l'ittston.5.5Uu) 6,50 
Coal, Slutmokln-fi.fio’n, 5.60 
Coal, Choir .. Ji)u,t2‘,n 
.Salt, bbt. I.Hutu l *2 
Hay, tun.7.0001H in/ 
Straw, tun.S.IHfu) fi.oo 
Wool, Y) th.. 33044c. 
Whitetish. halfbbl.. 3.0l<g 3.00 
Codfish, quintal...94 Oil® 4.50 
Trout, half bbl.3.00© 3.25 

Notwithstanding the general stagnation in almost every de¬ 
partment, of business during llto last few months, it is with 
much satisfaction that we are able to record the fact that our 
etl’OrtS to maintain our former amount of business have been 
entirely successful, and in some departments ilm sales have in¬ 
creased over those of any pfffVtciUs year. 

EVERY DEPARTMENT CONTAIN* IIAKHAINM ! 

Which wu should he happy to exhibit, cnufidently believing 
that they would ho appreciated by the most economical pur- 

THB WHEELER It WILSON MANUFACTURING CO be* 
to state that they have reduced tho prices of their SEWING 

MACHINES, while they have added now and important im¬ 
provements. The reduction Is mode in tho hope that the Com¬ 
pany will have no mor« legal expenses defending their patents. 

OfUuie QOS JiroHflway, New York. 

8. W. DIBBLE, Ajjnut, 

579-tf ROOtllCSTJCK. TV. T. 
LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS 

Every desirable grade of Cloth and Beaver CLOAKS, of the 
most approved and Fashionable Style*, aro now ottered by us 
in great variety. Wo are also prepared to 

MANUKACTEKK GAKMENTM TO OliDKK, 

AT A t'KW HOURS' NOTICE, 

For those who prefer selecting theirmvn Cloths. 
We have taken great pains t » perfect, anaegements apper¬ 

taining tu this popular branch or oar business, and we aro 
every month acquiring more and mine popularity in the Man¬ 
ufacturing Department. 

i -fT OUR PRICES. A),WAYS SATISFACTORY. 
HUIIKAHD A- MliaimO)', 

612 69 ft 71 Main Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

LIIAIE.—l*n«e’H r’erpeliinl Kiln, I*ntented July, 
1857. - Superior to any in u«e for Wood or Coal. 2>i cord* 

of wood, or 1>« tuna of coal to 1(H) bbla — coal not mixed with 
atone. Addreag |434 tf.j (!. 1). PAGE. Rochester. N. Y. Mytd, Indian.l.OOu l.tx) 

Wlieat, Genesee.J.IHXuil 25 
Best ., Idle Canada. 1.2.5,1.28 
Corn, old. lHXg;4iJC 
Corn, new',. OUSiJOe 
Rye, 6(1 th*. ),) hu.->li. sfiuifillo 
Oats, by Weight,_ 2Vn)25c 
Bariev . . 453 50c 
Buckwheat. 4dCu4Ue 
Beans. I ’AVn t 50 

Mu ATS. 
Fork, Mens.......,.*t 5.1 Hfs, 15 60 
Pork, clear.. lfl.0(Xui 47.00 
Pork, CWt..... 4.50l.a5 00 
Hoof, cwt. 4.lH).ui5.UU 
Spring bimba, each 1.25(3.11.75 
Mutton, carcass. . *‘mc 
Hams, smoked. 9(3’l0c 
Shoulders.. Aullic 
Chickens. Wu 9c 
Turkeys...,_.... 10:3. lie 
Geene.... 4(r350c 
Ducks 1ft pair . SiVu. l lo 

Dairy, Ac. 
Butter, roll. 72.‘|0 !.3c 
Butter, firkin. 10h lie 
Cheese. flfii7k,c 
Lard, tried. 8j4(<rUc 
Tallow, rough. tijelet 
Tallow, tried.. 7fu)7)>ic 

J)ochestep Light Carriage Factory,!- 
.Vo. I'15 ,71 "In SI,, floc/intler, JV. V.— 

T have now rented a portion of the Carnage Factory tormorly 
occupied iiv Elliott k l.odewick, where I will manufaetuie ail 
kinds of light. Carriage* and Sldglu of the lightest amt im¬ 
proved style* Great attention will he paid to all kinds or re* fmiring, 1 will make to order any kind of Cutriago wood-work 
or an v other e OahliMhment, and will *ell to them lower than 

they .-'an manufaetuie. J. HUGH MCDONOUGH 
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 14, tHfil. 6UI-I3U** 

American Farmers Kncy- HydegChinemiSugar Cane 25 
clopedia, ----$4 00 Johustoii's Agricultural 

Alien'K Am. Farm Book_1 so Chemistry .125 
Allen's lllseicoHof Domes- Do, Klemeritsol Ag Oheui- 

tic Animals .. . 75 istry and Geology.100 
A lien's Rural Architecture 1 25 Do. UatechiMU of Chemistry 
Allen on the Grape.100 for Schools_ .. 25 
Am. Architect, or Plans for Langstrolh on tho Hive and 

Country Dwellings.BOO Honey Bee .125 
American Florist's Guide,. 76 Leuc bar's Hot Houses.125 
Barry's Fruit Garden.I 23 J.jebig ... Familiar Lettem to 
Blake's Fanner at Home,. .1 26 Farmers. . 50 
BoiiHsingAult s Rural Kcou- IJnsley’8 Morgan Horaes'.. 1 00 

om.v .    .125 Mirier'sBee keeper'sMaiuui.ll00 
Briglit 00 Grape Cult urn, 2d Miles on the Horse’s Foot.. 30 

edition, .  60 Milbum on Oow. 26 
Browne's Bird Fancier. 60 Modern Cookery by Miss 
Browne's Poultry Yard-1 00 Acton and Mr,. S. J. Hale 125 
Do. Held Book of Manures I 26 Mrs. Abel * Skillful House- 
RriOg'imanri Gufl. AaaI. .. .1 50 wife and Ladles1 Guide. 50 
l)o. Florist's Guide. 60 Saxton s Rural Hand Books, 
Do. Kitcheu Gardener's In- bound Iu 4 Senes... each l 25 
structor.  60 .Murm'» G4ud Drainer.. 50 

Do. Fruit Cult. Manual.... 60 Nash's Progressive Fanner. 60 
Brock'- Book of Flowers. ...1 Wl Neill s Gard. t.'ornpanion.. .1 00 
BuislV Flower Garden.1 25 Norton's RleuieuU of Agri- 
Do. Family Kitchen Gard. 76 culture. 80 
Chemical Fi. ld Lectures 1 ihi OlcotlSorgho and Impheel (JO 
Chluese Siiear Lanw and I’ardee on tho Strawberry. 60 

Sugar Making .. ....... 25 Pcddyr'x Land Measurer... 60 
Cborlton's Grape Grower's l'enaw. s New Culture of the 
Guide. 60 Vine .  25 

Cnlibetts A11I Gardener fifi Pile I us’ Uee-keeniiF* Chart 25 
Cottage and Farm Bee- Qiiinhy'* Myxtemi* of Bee¬ 

keeper ............... 60 keeping., ..100 
Cole's Am. k rm t Book. 50 Quincy on Soiling Cattle... 50 
Do. Am. Veterinarian. 50 Rabbit Fancier. .. . 60 
Dadd* Vfoucrn Horse line,. 1 iH( KaudaU'x Sheep Husband- 
Ilo. Am. Cattle Doctor 190 ry. . .125 
Do. Anatomy and Pllysi- Richardson oil the Horse,.. 25 

oloy of the Horse.2IH) Do. Pests of Urn Farm. 25 
Do. COtored plate*....4 IHI Do. Domestic Fowl.. 25 
Dana's Mnek Matiual 100 Do. tm the ling ...   25 
Do. Prite E.-smv on Manures 25 Do. on tpC Honey Bee. 25 
Darlington'* Meeds and Use- Do. OU the Doe. 25 

ful Plante .. 1 r*i Keem*lii,'s Vm- • ■ j , 
Davy 's He von Herd Book .100 Manual. . 51) 
Domestic and Ornamental Shepherd's Own Book.2 00 
Poultry..) DO Stray Leaves from thn Book 

On. colored plates.200 of Nature   ) go 
Downing'* k mil* and Fruit Stephens’ Book ot tlm Fanil 

Tree* .1 75 2 vol*  4 00 
Downing's Landscape Gar Skillful llou-ewil'u . 25 
dening.3 50 Skinner's Elements of Ag- 

Do. Rural EoatV".SOU rkulture... .  25 
Eastwood'S Cranberry Cul- Smith's l-audscupe Gar- 
ture. .50 damng , .125 

Elliull'a Wert. Fruit Rook I 25 Thaer'-. I'rluciples of Agri- 
Every Lady herown Flower culture.2 00 

Gardener .. . 60 Thoma*'F'ai-m Implements 1 00 
Family Doctor by Prof. II. Thompson's Food of Ani- 

s Taylor.1-25 mal* .  75 
Farm Diainage, (if F The Ruse Guitarist... _ 80 

French) .1 (XI Tonhani j Chemistry Made 
Fessenden's Farmer and Easy . . . . 25 
Gardener.... 1 26 TurueFs Cotton I’lantoFs 

Do. Am Kitchen Garden.. 50 Manual ..1 00 
Field's PearCulture....1 00 Warder s Hedges aud Kver- 
Fish Culture........1 00 green*'.1 00 
Flint on Gravies .125 VYaringV Elements ot Ag- 
Guenon on Milch Gowk_ 60 ticultutn. . 75 
Herbert to Horse-keepers. .1 25 Week* on Bees. 25 
Hooper's Dug (k Gun, paper, 25 Wilson on Flax. 15 
Do. do. cloth.  6.) Yoaatt A Martin on Cattle.1 25 
Hough'* Farm Record.3 00 Veuattoutho Horse.125 
Kidder'* Guide to Apiarian Do. on Sheep. 75 
Science....   60 Do. outbe Ilog..... 75 

nr* Any of the above named works will be forwarded by 
mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price specified. 

Address D. D. T. MODItE, Rochester, N. Y. 

300 PIECES THIS DAY RECEIVED/ 
COMPRISING EVERY VARIETY thn market afford*. Price* 

varying from Is. to $6 the yard - making the most Extiwsivr 
Ahhoktmknt to he found in any hoiiHu in tills country, iu 
Stut- !:, Colorings, EUgawe of Design, and Primus 

We have -pared no pains to make our Stock the most at- 
Tkautivk ever offered in any one neoson, and we fully antici¬ 
pate n. targe trade. 

Th* time is paiuijg when CARPETS can lie snltt nf, the present 
prices. ALL uiamuaclurers have (.topped their looms, and say 
thev will not make another piece ot goods until the prices 
admtutc- 

Ca !• j>et in<*:s 
Are made from tueoHTgp wool, and the large demand for that 
kind of stock Tor Artnv cloth ha* greatlu increased the price. 

TttK AliOVK VAirrs should he borne in mind hr all who ore 
about to purchase any kind of a CARPET, and at once moke 
their selections. 

too pivci:s pr.oon 011- ci-oTi/s, 

Just received, in all widths. 

ty .STOVE RUGS IN OIL CLOTH. Also. 

50 1'I EC KM DUIJOGETH, 
In new and beautiful Coloring*. 

FE I,TIN OS, DOOR MATS. 

STAIR CARPETINGS, STAIR-RODS, die. 
In Cwt we have inadn extenilve Additions in ceevg depart- 

virid.if our Stock, and will be Kor.n at iuiiuk.* to hlit tiuc 
CI.OSK r Iir-Tims. HOW E A ROGERS, 
610-eutf Carpet Ware Room*. 36.State St.. Rochester, N. Y 

consumption, Tim export demand Is chiefly fur England, the 
French account* by'be Africa berngless favorable. Hale* at 
$5, IU'ui5,40 for rejected ; $5. (03 6,45 for «U|icrtlntt State, $6,65'.;i 
5.70 for extra do; $6,40(3.5,43 for imperflne Western; $5,65.1.5,85 
for common to medium extra do, f5,8.Y.i .6.96 fur shipping 
brand* extra round hooped Ohio, and $*i,.)«tr[®,fl0 fur trade 
brand* do, anil soma parcel* of choice, extra State sold ut$rt- 
75, rnarkvt elnrlug firm, Canadian flour Ih a shade firmer, with 
a moderite hiiAines* fliflog Sale* at $9,45(aiB,43 for Superfine, 
aud $5 rifin 6,76 for common tn choice extra. Rye Hoar steady 
with only email sales at $'l,u r3, i.iHi fur lllfeiiiir to choice. — 
Corn meal quiet and without any material change in prices 
Sales trilling at *2.760.3,no for Western; $2,8002,91) for Jersey 
and $3,80 for Brandywine. 

OKAtv. — Wheat, market mav he quoted 1(3:2.; better, with a 
verv fair export d.-mand, chiefly for England, mid a moderate 
k urine-adding fur bumu codgumptiqu Sale* Ciiieago spring at 
$1.183,1.22. Racine .pnng at 3J,ga* 1,23; Milwaukee club at $1,22 
1'25, amber Iowa at $1,26, red State at $1,303 1,83, winter red 
Western at >1.329*1,35; inferior do. at $1,29, s ruber Michigan at. 
$1.36; white Western at $1.4,50,1.46; white Kentucky ut 31 41 <3 
1,1.*, and white Canada at M..'!731,38 Rye continues Hr in, with 
sales at. 7&" 79o. a* iu quality. Barley rule* st.-ad y aud quiet, 
with sales at Hie for State, and 70fri72« for 1,'anada, Bariev malt 
eout.'uues dull aud oiuiiiual at Tee. f’eaa flull and nominal at 
8dc for Canadian. Corn market firm, and prices may he quoted 
li32f. better, with ;t good business doing for export and home 
Consumption. Sales at. 68c for inferior to emuumii mixed 
Western; itf *))fc for gooff to prime xhipiilngdo . file for choice 
do.; filifl i;2e fur yellow Western, aod tjfifei tijc for white Western. 
Oat* steady nod in moderate dninaud; sale* at 4u.u tic for Gaua- 
(llao. arid 4l'u42e. for Western and State. 

PHOV1HIO.V8 — Pork market dull but. steady; sale* at$15.2'/« 
15.76 tor m.os; a’d $9.7ofa lO.tHI lor prime tieef rules dull; 
sales at >4(3 4.50 for country primu ; th.iXXnlS.Q) for country 
me**; $9,(HA«dl,25 for re pneked mess, and $12,75(6)13,50 for 
extra lues*. Priuie me** tieef i, dullat,d npadtially unchanged 
at >17GbPN Bee. hams steady; xmall sales new‘at $lfia,l7. 
Cut meats qni»t and steady , sales atfiP.ft'.c for .Shoulder*, 
ami Chi tie for Ham* Smoked meats are *1 aroe and very quitq, 
Kaoori firm aud ill demand at ti<,c for dry -atted sides, and 7ti 
for smoked do. Lard iu moderate request and prices are steady, 
sales at 8'/ihilj^c. for No. 1 to choice Western Rutter sell¬ 
ing at83;12 coot* tor Ohio, and 12f3d7ront. for State. Cheese 
is steady and selljug at t,u 7 rent* for good to choice. 

KKE08 — (.lover and Timothy Seeds both Inactive , prices 
without change. Clover. lb, Sh’Oc, Timothy,>1 bu . $1 7: e 2 

Hops — The nvarket is very dull, and price* are irregular; 
veiy choice and fancy hit* suitable for export are scarce arid 
briog full prices, but other grades are riot much inquired fur — 
the sales reach about 2(0 bah-, at 133 l;*e. I'm imlloarr to good 
first sort; small lot- of very prime bring somewhat higher 
price*, and are quoted io “orne Instances as high on 20tn28c In 
old growths there have been -ales of 1,(0 bate. 184)0'* at previous 
rate- About EUOU bales of Hop* are lie ill g shipped to London, 
being the parrels previously referred to us going forward. 

Acmes—Pot is steady at the late advance, and Pearl are again 
a little higher, with sales JO hbls. Pot ut $6,253.5,311,, and 60 do. 
Pearl, at >6,312*. 

nANCEH CimtTC. —D«. N. BABCOCK’S 
\_J MtmiJAt. aud SotusmAL flffffl and great Canckr Evr- 
poKltPM. No. 392 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn. Cancels and 
Tamm . o( all desci'iptions removed without pain, and without 
the use of Die knife. Dr. HaiiCDL’K would inform all person* 
afflicted w th Cancers or Tumor* or any ffescrintlon. that by 
addriM in ' a letter to birn, they will in* furnished with a circu- 
l«r ot hU Hindu ol tr ^atioHut, 11of <ubur^. 

Dr Raiujouk is the original Cancer Doct r of New England, 
and the only one who removes Cancers without pain. All 
other* uni hut imitator*. Induced by hi* success to profess 
tliiqii-clve* Cancer Doctor*. Plenty id reference* to those who 
have been cured can be Aeeu at <0 r otllce. 

White Swelling*, Hip Di'iuifes, Birth Marks, Serofulou* and 
Malignant Hirer*, Disease* or the Mouth and Throat, Ulcera¬ 
tion ot t.ho Hones, Tetter, Scald Head, and all Diseases of the 
Skin, permanently cured 

Order* from abroad promptly attended to 
" Hit N. BABCOCK. 

608.Lit No 892Chapel St.. New Haven, Conn. 

( 'H I K- < < M NTY I-* I O M.- 
\J I he undersifijed I* now prepared to execute orders for the 
fall trade, for hi* .lock of pure. Chester County Mgs These are 
selected with great care and chiefly frm» premium stock 
Kiderencu is made to purchaser* of past sea-one, in all sections 
of Union. Price, >16 per pair not akin, boxod ami delivered 
in Philadelphia; payment in advance. 

PASCHAi.I. M0RR18, Agricultural and Seed Warehouse. 
607-tf 1,120 Market (it., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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PRAYER FOR THE UNION. 

BT H. CLAY I'KKPBS 

A land of law and Gospel peace, 

Of richest fruits and flower*— 

God’* F.den of the Western World,— 

Whai land no bleat aa our*? 

How aball we prove our gratcfal thank* 

To Thee. O, bounteous Hirer! 

Whose own right baud bath made ub one, 

By lake, and gulf, and rlvcrf 

Lord, write thl* law on every heart: 

“ Our Pit ion note and ever 

For Thou baa taught ua through Tby Son, 

That those whom Thou hunt, joined in one 

No human band should sever. 

The hero soul* whose prophet dream a 

Shine out in classic story, 

Find here, at last, the "promised land," 

The rhrinn of freedom's glory. 

Our hallowed ling of Stars arid Stripe*, 

What memories brighten o'er it; 

The hope of millions yet unborn— 

E'en despots bow before it! 

Lord, write this law on every heart: 

•* Our Union mv> and everl" 

For Thou didst teach us through Thy Son, 

That those whom Thou hast joined in one 

No human hand should sever. 

The serpent crept In Five’s pure heart, 

And by bis cunning won It; 

Woe, woe unto our Kden-land; 

Tbe serpent's trail is on itl 

A million hands, by madness nerved, 

Would strike their commou mother; 

A million *oul» cry out for blood - 

The blood e’en of u brother. 

O, God, to whom our fathers prayed 

In bonds of sweet communion, 

Stretch forth Tby strong, almighty hand, 

To still the tempest in our land, 

And save oar blessed Umoifl 

She 
| Written for Moore's Kural New-Yorker.J 

ESTHER MILLER’S VOW. 
BY ANNA DANFORTII. 

" You It friend, Mr*. Lkiohton, ha* left u*. Her 

work on earth la done, and she haa gone higher.” 

I read thia Bajj new* from a letter juat received, and 

&a I read it exclaimed aloud, 41 Dear Mra. Leighton*” 
“Anna Dan forth* what do you mean?” The 

voice of Esther Miu.kr rang out sharp and Intense 

at the first word, hat at the laat it waa low and 

hoarse. I looked up startled, and aaw upon her 

face a look of keen Borrow,— of fierce despair, 

rather,- such aa I never aaw before upon mortal 

visage. Esther was my companion and friend in 

my father’s house, for I waa motherless. She had 

been for the past five years our village sohool-inis- 

tresH. Indeed It waa aH my own teacher that I had 

first known and loved her, and when Death, swoop¬ 

ing earthward, carried hence my mother, and left our 

great, dreary house with no inhabitants but my quiet 

old father and myself, she had yielded to my Inter¬ 

cessions and accepted his Invitation to make our 

house her home. Esther never spoke of any previous 

home or friends, and it seemed almost impossible to 

me that she had not dropped down from Home other 

sphere, or that she had ever loved or been loved 

npon earth, before Bhe came among us. Bhe was 
one of those calm, bhv*° » "bo, upon «t.artiinjr 
occasioun, nasfi np with such brilliant corruscatlons 

of feeling and expression as show na at once that 
only by the moat severe discipline and trial they 

havo learned that serenity which astonisliCB and 

tjniets tho observer. 

Indeed, when she first came to ns, she often wept, 

and there were frequent days of sadness and tearful 

melancholy, but for a long time ber face had worn a 

quiet, aad, unchangeable smile. Never before bad I 

seen her so strangely moved, but often had said to 

myself, "there la, surely, Home 'bidden meaning' 

behind the peaceful exterior Esther Mii.i.ku shows 

the world.” 

"Anna Dan forth, what do yon mean?” Bho had 
Htarted up, dropping the delicate embroidery over 
which she had been employed, and was gazing 
intently into iny face. 

"What is it, Esther,” I cried, nervously. " What 

have I said? What have I done? I am sure I said 

nothing.” 

" You apoke to me,” she exclaimed almost fiercely. 

"Yon called my name.” 

1 explained more than once the involuntary ex- 

elamatiou which had escaped me. Tbe Hocond time 

she seemed to comprehend, and the color and excited 

look went out of her face leaving, it so ghastly that I 

thought she was dying. Soon, however, tho old 

smile came back to her face, and settled there so dim 

and tearful that the tears sprang to my eyes. 

" Hut why,” 1 asked, " has it affected you so very 

sadly? There is surely some meaning in all this.” 

" Yos, Anna, I will tell you. Vo good, certainly, 

is coming of this secret grief, and if it. will not be 

burdensome, you shall hear the story of my life.” 

Like most young girls, eager for glimpses into 

the real tragedies of existence, and alwaya expecting 

to draw therefrom some choice bit of romance, I 

urged her to go on, little thinking how the time 

would come, and bo soon, when with a vision sharp¬ 

ened by sorrow and suffering, life would be to me 

sncli a constant weeping tragedy that my soul would 

shrink from all these heart rending personal histories. 

She drew an ottoman close to my feet, luid her face 

in my lap, and for many moments sat in a kind of 

shuddering Hilence. 

"Anna, you spoke my name,” she begun at length, 

and her voice took a sharp, hitter, accent which I had 

never heard before, lmt which it did not lose through 

the whole of her narrative. " You call mo Ebtmer 
Killer. Esther was tho name my mother called 

me by, and my name was Esther Dank, when 1 was 

a maiden, but is now Mrs. Esther Leighton.” I 

gave a start of surprise, nud she threw her arms 

around me. "You Bhall hear it now,” she ex¬ 

claimed, "yon shall not go until you know it all. 

Oh, Anna Danfokth, far back in my childhood, I 

remember almost nothing but suffering and woo. My 

father,— or he who should havo been a father to me, 

•—was only a dread, a shatiio, a curse. T never loved 

him. I believe 1 always bated him. I remember 

when he was not a loathsome, bloated drunkard; but 

I do not remember when he did not make a fiend of 

himself, by occasional intemperance. My mother 

and myself, for we were all, (or rather one, a darling 

sister was too soon in heaven to mingle her tears 

with ours,) struggled with a miserable poverty alone 

in the world, for iny mother seemed to neither look 

for or accept sympathy from others. 

"Well, I grew to womanhood, wept over my own 

shame; wept, too, over my mother’s living death; 

and at last, when I aaw her die, I wept alone over 

her murdered body, slain, it is true, not by the hand 

of violence, but by a crushed and mangled heart, and 

you may be sure my whole soul was filled with loath¬ 

ing at the very name of that foul stuff whose touch la 

death. On my knees, while she was dying, and with 

her hand clasped In mine, I repeated after her the 

vow that none who looked with approving eyes even 

npon the wine cup, should be written upon my list 

of friends. 4 Goi* keep you, ray child, and may you 

never be a drunkard’s wife,’ were the last words she 

ever uttered. 

"There were dark weeks following this; they 

lengthened themselves to monthB, and finally to 

years. How I spent them I hardly know. There 

were days of hunger, and cold, and of suffering 

almost untold. Sometimes I would be left alone for 

weeks, subsisting upon what the mercy of the drunk¬ 

ard had left me, and upon tho roots and nuts or 

berrieB I could find in the woods; sometimes I would 

drag out a few miserable weeks in the kitchen of 

somo of our neighbors. How I was haunted by the 

spectre of my drunken father. Occasionally, with 

something like hope I looked forward to the dim 

future, but more frequently there seemed enwrapping 

mo a cloud of darkness which might be felt Oh, 

yes, how it was felt, and how it turned the sweeteHt 

waters of ray soul to bitterness and despair. 

" My mother had educated me, and at seventeen I 

resolved to bear It no longer. So takingwith me my 

slight wardrobe, ray mother’s Bible and her picture, 

I went on foot, and without my father’s knowledge, to 

a distant place, where a person who had known my 

mother obtained for mo in the country a small 

district school. The first three months passed quietly 

and pleasantly, — I might say happily,— for my 

spirits, naturally boayant, rebounded vigorously now 

that the dreadful incubus resting on me in the 

presence of the curse of my life wus removed. I 

scarcely knew myself, I was growing so happy and 

gay. Tho fall months passed in the same way. I 

love to remember those days, for though they would 

have been a weariness to Home, with the cares and 

anxieties of teaching, to me they were only a bless¬ 

ing—a delight. Hut the whiter,— I scarcely dare 

remember the winter. It proved to be the dazzling 

daylight of my life. For the first time in my life I 

had a friend. And such a friend. If there be no¬ 

bility in goodness, In honor, in brave and earnest 

love,—if purity, and right, and hatred of everything 

weak, or low, or vile, dignifies man, then, I said to 

myself, surely the noblest of the race is now my 

friend, ever henceforward to be the friend and pro¬ 

tector of the drunkard's daughter. 

" It is sweet to all, no doubt, to be loved; but to 

one whose life has been as mine had, so lost and for¬ 

saken, it was beautiful, glorious I I looked forward 

joyfully to tho rest and peace before me, and yet 1 

was in no haste for the wedding day, for I was so 

happy where I was, in the home of his uncle, that I 

almost trembled at the thought of any change, lest 

the charm Hhould ho broken. Oh, why did those 

who professed to love rue so well let me go blindfold 

to misery and utter despair? 

44 Well, the spring came and we were married. 

Why should I forget that day,'—that day, so beautiful 

in the skies above my bead, so brilliant in tho light 

which it cast upon the path before me,—a path which 

I saw thickly strewn with only thornless flowers? No, 

I will not forget, I will remember it always to thank 

Goo that I have a least seen sunlight and flowers. 

There were a few weeks of bustle ami rejoicing, and 

then wo went to our home and began tho new way of 

life before us,— I, with nothing but hope, and trust, 
niin conneu-nee. i coma sit Here ail night and talk 

of the few sweet months that followed; and tbongh 

you might get weary of tbe story, I never could. Hut 

they bad a speedy end. Oh, if tho bitterness which 

followed could have been as short!” 

Here poor Esther's voice was lost in a passionate 

burst of grief, and when I raised her head and looked 

Into her agonized face, 1 begged of her to rest and 

tell me wlint yet remained of her sad history, at some 

future time. Bho shook her head and would have 

gone on, hut a sudden faintness overtook her, and I 

was obliged to ring for aid to take her to bed. 

" 1 have commenced my story, and must finish it,” 

said E8TJ1BR, an honr later, aa she lifted her pale 

face from the pillow, and motioned me to be seated 

upon tho bed by her side. " One bright moonlight 

night I sat by the open window, devising plans for 

future pleasure, — for 1 was fast forgetting what 

sorrow was. The evening was clcur and remarkably 

light. By some means 1 fell asleep, and was 

awakened by the clock striking twelve, and at the 

same moment 1 saw four men approaching the gate, 

and, oh! Anna, they were carrying in their armB tho 

body of my husband. Quicker than 1 can tell you, 

the conviction came to my mind that he was dead, 

and the blank, dark future lay spread out before me. 

Yet I had said in my heart, 4 Thank G0» for this brief 

space of rest and happiness. I will bear this bravely 

and like a Christian who has learned to say 'Not my 

will, but thine.” A strange, intense, despairing 

calm took possession of me, and I seemed impelled 

to action. When they came to the door, J had 

already lighted the gas, prepared a lounge to receive 

him, and had even started a fire, for though it was 

still August, the night, I thought, was chilly. Those 

were surely strange laces for the hearers of the dead. 

‘Is he dead?' I sobbed out as they dropped the body 

heavily upon the lounge, and a convulsive sound 

came from the open mouth.” 

"Well, if he is, it isn’t the first time by a good 

many dozens,” replied one, coarsely. "Don’t fret, 

madam, lie’ll come to.” 

“Not dead? yes, worse, far worse. Death, real 

death, is beautiful, is grand, is deifying; but this 

was vile, degrading, loathsome. Ho was drunk I 1 

had thought I was a Christian. I had said that my 

will was given up,—was IobI in the will of God. 
Day by day upon my knees I had prayed, ' Forgive 

mo my trespasses as T forgive those who trespass | 

against me.’ I had said, ‘Though he slay me, yet 

will I trust in him.’ But now, my peace on earth 

and my hopes of Heaven lay prostrate, side liy side, 

murdered once more by the sin accursed of God 

and man. With my head bowed upon my band, 

and alone by the loathsome ‘body of this death,’ 1 

went over In my mind all the past,- my miserable, 

half-starved childhood, my mother’s agony, aud 

tours, and death. I stood again by her dying bed, 

and heard once more her tearful injunctions to slum 

the society of any who, ever so seldom, dared to 

look upon the wine when it was red. ‘God save 

you from being a drunkard’s wife.” llow those last 

wordH rang In my ears. Alas, that oven u mother’s 

prayers had not availed in my behalf. 

"And then I thought howl had been deceived, 

and I believed thut all tho love I ever had cherished 

for him was turned to bitterness and hatred, 1 

glanced for a moment at the future, -it was only for 

u moment, for in that glance the tenderest thoughts 

ami hopes of my heart were turned to fierceness. I 

remember I stood up and cursed the drunken 

remnant of a man, who was not then, and thence¬ 

forward never could be, my husband. Then I left 

him. Before the sun rose and looked npon my 

torture, I was far away from what had been my 

home. I did not know, did not care whither 1 went. 

I seemed to be escaping from my misery. It was 

three days before I stopped for rest or food, aud I 

bad come from a Southern city to within a few toileB 

of this place. I believe I was really insane, and all 

that fall I doubt if my reason controlled my notions, 

for it passed in a sad, dreamy apathy; and, aa the 

winter approached and deepened, I remember a 

gradual waking up to a sense of my situation and 

sorrow. With consciousness came a longing desire 

for work,—something to turn my thoughts into a 

new channel. Every night I sobbed out, in the 

bitterness of my Honl, 4 Would God it were morning,’ 

and every morning, ‘Would God it were night,’ I 

sought, and at length obtained the situation which I 

came here to fill, aud was known among you as 

; Esther Miller, for I had renounced, with my hus¬ 

band, his name. 

‘‘During the first two years 1 was here, I never 

once bent my knee,—never once lifted np my heart 

or voice to ‘Our Father which is in heaven.’ I 

could not, for among my soul’s most precious thingH, 

I cherished tho hatred which had been born in it 

that night toward the man who had deceived and 

well nigh destroyed me. I may have done wrong; I 
know not. God, who best knows the weakness of 
my nature, and angels, I believe, bare witness to my 

innocence, when I repeat my vow never to be a 

drunkard’s wife; and if I havo erred in following 

too hastily the dictates of the instinct which prompted 

me to flee from the fate I saw before me, He is merci¬ 

ful, and I doubt not has forgiven. I pray for Edward 
Lkiohton now, forgiving him in my heart, knowing 

for how much I, too, must he forgiven. I have 

made two hasty journeys into the neighborhood of 

my old home, and though I have never seen him, 

yet I have learnt that he is ‘joined to his idols,’ a 

wreck, a disgrace only to his manhood.” 

Thus Esther’s story ended. 1 am myself not 

without sin, therefore let me not cast the first stone 

at her. 

It was a year after this when the cholera broke 

out in our little village. Its poisonous breath tainted 

the air, and for a time death reigned triumphant 

among us. My father, who was a physician, scarcely 

ate or Hlept; and J, whom ho had accustomed from 

earliest childhood to the sight of sickness aud suffer¬ 

ing, went constantly among the sick and dying. 

One night Esther and rnyself, both oppressed with 

sadness, for now every feeling heart was turned to 

a fountain of tears, had retired to our rooms, 

resolved, if possible, to compose our minds to rest. 

I bad fallen Into a light slumber, when I was aroused 
by the violent ringing of the bell, and a moment 
after 1 beard my father’s voice, calling upon me to 
dress speedily and cotno to him. Esther was 
already in the parlor when I arrived, and my father 
was telling ber of some one who was sick and suffer¬ 
ing at a small public house near at hand. 

"The man will die, no doubt," 1 heard him say, 

"for he seems to he suffering in mind as well as 

body. Hut there is no one to care for him. The 

landlord, himself, is sick, and everybody in the 

house seems panic-stricken. You will do well to go 

together,” he continued, turning to me, "as I can 

only remain with you a few moments.” 

When we reached tho house, Esther hesitated a 

moment in the I" 11, and I followed my father to the 

bedside. I wonhave shrieked with terror, only 
rimt i Dad gn--, ■) net ustouied to such sights. The 

glassy eyes, rolJji-. ♦.» m.d fro, tb« peculiar purple 

pallor of the skin,- which seemed as if strained 

over the bony forehead and cheeks,—the look of 

utter and inexpressible weariness, were all familiar. 

The stamp of death was plainly discernible upon the 

brow which, distorted as it was, showed signs of 

early beauty. My father whispered rue that the man 

lmd been grossly Intemperate, and that there was no 

hope. I always shrank with u kind of loathing from 

those cases where this dreadful disease had laid its 

hand upon thoso whose former habits had already 

defiled them, and rendered them such fitting prey; 

but a look of quiet reproof from my father restored 

me, and 1 laid my hand, which was almost icy cold, 

upon his forehead. He started up suddenly, crying 

out— 

"Oh. Katy, Katy, have yon coine?” 

A quick, wild shriek startled me, and the next 
moment Esther, pale and utmost gasping for breath, 
knelt at the bedside. I comprehended the truth, aud 
begged of my father to take her away, hut she would 
not be moved. All night she knelt there, starting 
up now and then to offer him some cooling drink, 
and murmuring, again and again, "God help me.” 

Tbe constitution of the man wrestled fearfully 
with the deuth-commissioned disease, but at sunlight 
he was dead. There were two or three intervals of 
consciousness during the night, when he was aware 
of her presence and spoke tenderly to his poor wife. 
But, oh, what a shattered wreck of manhood wus 
there. The foul destroyer had stamped upon face, 
and form, and mind, his own hateful Heal; and the 
vile blasphemies which rang from bis lips during his 
spasms of pain, waken me now, by their memory, in 
terror from my sleep. May God have heard his wild 
prayer for forgiveness,—the last words his lips 
uttered. 

What passed between them when I left them alone 

in his sane momenta I never knew, for when his 

distorted face was stilled in death, and h s cramped 

limbs straightened for the grave, the hand of the 

noouday waster was upon herself, and in a few hours 

Katy Lkiohton slept beside her husband. "Bury 

us together,” she whispered, " bury us in one grave.” 

• So we buried them. If not thither, "where shall 

rest be found?" 

A STRING OF PEARLS. 

Suspicion js the virtue of a coward. 

The tonguf is the worst part of a bad servant. 

When yot> cannot see both ends, the middle is 

uncertain. 

A .ik a l.oi't man poisons his own banquet, and then 
partakes of it. 

We pass iur lives in regretting the past, complain¬ 
ing of the present, and indulging false hopes of tbe 
future. 

Some mefi are drones in the money-cells of to-day, 

who fill thi honey-cells of to-morrow and a thousand 

morrowB. 

The country is a sugar-plum, which should be 
taken wlidn we want tbe bitter pill of city life to go 
down easily. 

The bdw loses its spring that is always bent; and 
the mind will never do much unless it sometimes 
does noting. 

Wink at small injuries rather than avenge them. 
If, to destroy a single bee, you throw down the hive, 
instead of one enemy you make a thousand. 

iuuw 
PRENTICE-ISMS. 

^ - 
Jeep. Thompson, the noted secession leader, says, 

in his proclamation to the citizens of South Mis¬ 

souri: “Come and join us; we have forty thousand 

Belgian muskets coming, lmt bring your guns with 

you, If yon have any.” " I have millions of money,” 

said a dashing gent to the girl about to rtin away 

with him, "hut yon might as well scrape up all the 

Jewelry and spare change you have got.” 

A Memphis paper complains of a systematic at¬ 

tempt of certain Kentucky papers to rob Gen. Folk 

of his reputation. We havo heard of an unfortunate 

man who came very near being robbed of a hundred 

chickens; nothing prevented except that he hadn't 

the chickens. 

The New Orleans Bee says that Louisiana Iisb 

contracted for a large amount of heavy ordnance. 

Probably she has reason to hope that this ordnance 

won’t be as destructive to herself as her ord’nance 

of secession was. 

Bulwkr’s " Last of the Barrons ” was not last. 

There was one more Barron left, and we’ve got him 

in Fort Lafayette. 

How the Rebels smoke our plans. — By way of 

Port Tobacco. 

Quite Natural!—At the last accounts from Vir¬ 

ginia, the Rebels were still on the Cheat. 

Where Burden’s riflemen should he stationed when 

they get to Washington — at Bhuter’s Hill. 

Floyd’s latest exploit— He ran away—by Ganly. 

Important to National Hymmers— a Prussian 

Salem has just been introduced into our army. 

Latest stock intelligence from Missouri—Southern 

bonds are falling off. 

♦ • ♦ • 

Warranted Safe in Any Climate.—"I have 

joined the Home Guard,” said Mr. Furguson. 

" What for?” said Mrs. Furguson. 

" When ho many of our soldiers are away, Mad¬ 

ame,” said Mr. Furguson, “our country needs some 

Safeguard." 

"Well,” said Mrs. Furguson, "you have certainly 

Joined tbe Safest Guard I know of I” 

A chap, calling himself Reuben Hill, recommends 

ft quack nostrum known as "Dyspeptic Cordial,” 

which, ho says, cured himself of the rheumatism, 

his wife of tbe sick headache, his daughter of the 

fever and ague, and his mother of a bad cough, 

besides mending the cellar stairs and putting the 

baby to sleep- ’ 
-. ■ ♦ ■ «- 

" Will you let us alone?” a hero cried, 

And a bold financier wn« he, 

“ A loan 7" all the bulls arid bears replied 
“ Nol nary a red from mel” 

And they looked at King Cotton, as lie sat onJiis throne, 

With Jeff. Davis for prince, and they “ lot him alone.” 

< « ♦ »-»-’-- 

A Yankee has invented a new and cheap plan for 

boarders. One of his hoarders mesmerizes the rest, 

and then eats a hearty meal — the mesmerized being 

satisfied from sympathy. 

" Well, deems,” said Zeb, " I Kissed Julia for the 

first time last night, and I declare it electrified me.” 
"Mo wonder," said -teems, it was galvanic 

battery.” 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 18 letters. 

My 1, 10, 7, 4 is a cloth made of cotton. 

My 2, 7, 18, 3 is a solemn affirmation. 

My 8, 7, 9, 18 is to stop. 

My 4, 14, 7, 8 is not far distant. 

My ft, 2, 0, IS, 10, 11 ia a waterfall. 

My fl, 7, 9, 11, 10, 8 is a small cable. 

My 7, 18, 18, t>, 10, 18 is a bracelet. 

My 8, 7, 10. 11 is to rub out 

My 9, lfl. 7, 10, 10, 13 is one who gleans after the reapers. 

My 10, 17, 18. 6, 13, 2, 4, 14 is to exalt. 

My 11, 18, 16, 13, 18 Is a commotion of the elements. 

My 12, 8. 14. 11, 3 Is not old. 

My 13, 10, 7, 9 is no whim. 

My 14, 7, 8, 9 is a nobleman. 

My 16, 10, 17, 18, 0 is a part of the year. 

My 10, 8, 4, 7, 16, 14, 17, 18 is liked by iadieB. 

My 17, 14, 6, 18, 7, 13 waa the beverage of the gods. 

My 18, 8, 7, 17, 11, 16, 16 is a part of a ship. 

My whole is the name of a man who was once a candidate 

for President. 

Rochester, N. Y., 1861. G. Van Inokn. 

tigf Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 18 letters. 

My 9, 13, 14, 9, 12 is a country in Asia. 

My 12, 4, 12, 16, 9, 12, 13 i* * pen in Asia. 

My 14, 12, 13, 17, 15, 18 is a river in Europe. 

My fl, 17, 4, 12, 16 is a mountain in Europe. 

My 6, 6, 1(1, 12, 7, 12, 4, 11 is one of the United States. 

My 13, 3, 7, 16, 3, 4, 13 is a town in North Carolina. 

My 1, 4, 3, 13. 1 is it river in Canada. 

My 2, 12, 7, 12, 9, 9 is nn island in Oceanica. 

My 8, 17, 3, 10 is a county in Texas. 

My whole is what every American citizen should cherish. 

October, 1801. Gbo. W. Eaknkst. 

fTsP Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

POETICAL ENIGMA. 

Mr form is slender and frail, my complexion is light, 

1 am active in business and appear rather bright; 

I was drawn from my bed where in contentment I lay, 

Hanged, beaten, and bruised, in a most, savage way; 

My temper aroused, and It yet remains high, 

I would break sooner thnn bend, such firmness have I. 

1 am made of high stuff, as my looks plainly show. 

And inoocent blood I oft causa to flow; 

I cause premalure death -many a heart-rending sigh, 

Yet the tear of affliction never moistened my eye 

1 am the tool of police makers, ami render my aid 

In closing up breaches imprudently made; 

1 work for the living I w-ork for the dead— 

Hut for me many thousands would lack daily bread. 

I am pushed, pulled, and twitched, from morning till night, 

My motions are swift as a bird's In its flight; 

No creature of earth is more useful than I, 

You can't, live without me, it's of no use to try— 

I seek not your pity, nor your sympathies claim, 

Ail the favor I o»k is to just tell iny name. 

Honooye Falls, N. Y., 1861. J. C., Jon’r. 

tTW Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c„ IN No. 014. 

Answer to Geographical Enigma:—The good alone are 

great. 
Answer to Charade:—Broom-stick. 

Answer Charade:—Popular. 

A Seasonable Announcement — which please Read, and then Show or Proclaim to your Acquaintances. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
THE LEADING AND MOST POPULAR 

Agricultural, Literary and Family Newspaper in America. 

PROSPECTUS OF VOLUME XIII, FOR 1862. ’ 

THE RURAL NEW-YORKER, widely known as the most Vuluable and Popular Journal in 
its Sphere — as the Rest ami Giikafest combined Agricultural, Horticultural, Literary and Family 
Newspaper — will enter upon its Thirteenth Year and Volume in January, 1H02. Those familiar with 
ita Objects, Character aud Reputation, and the manner in which it has been Conducted for the past 
twelve years, are aware that The Rural has surpassed all rivals in the various important essentials of a 

COMPLETE RURAL, FAMILY AND NEWS JOURNAL, 

One which ardently seeks to promote the Pecuniary Interest and Home Happiness of the tens of thousands 
of Families it visits. For years it has excelled in Variety and Usefulness, and Reliability of general 
Contents,^as well as in the number and quality of its Illustrations ; —and now the Correctness of its 
Record of the Kkiiellion and other News of the Day renders it, more than ever before, 

THE PEbPLE’S FAVORITE HOME WEEKLY. 
This fact is abundantly manifested by the recent large additions to its immense circulation, which prove 
Its increasing popularity throughout the Free and Border States, the Canadas, Ac. Its recruits include 
numerous Farmers, Horticulturists, Mechanics, Manufacturers, Professional Men and Sensible Women, 
from Maine to Minnesota and Canada to California. The Rural has long been pronounced the 

BEST JOURNAL OF ITS CLASS ON THE CONTINENT! 

Recently, however, its pages have been rendered xdtire interesting and valuable to the general reader 
than formerly—for, in addition to a great amount of Practical, Timely and Entertaining Reading, (upon 
Agriculture, Horticulture, Domestic Economy, Science, Art, Education, Ac., Ac., with a variety 
of Engravings, Musio, Talks, Foreign and Domestic Correspondence, Poetry, Ac.,) it contains a 
complete and carefully prepared Weekly Summary of 

THE LATEST WAR NEWS, 

So that every reader maybe fully and reliably informed of the Events of the War for tiie Union. In 
former years The Rural has kept aloof from partisan questions, but during the great struggle for the 
perpetuity of our National Union, it cannot be neutral concerning the vital issue before the People and 
Country, and therefore ardently sustains "The Union, the Constitution, and Enforcement of the 
Laws.” In fact, the Rural New-Yorker is and will continue to be 

THE PAPER FOR THE TIMES, 

Furnishing a weekly variety of appropriate and interesting reuding for the various members of the Family 
Circle. We trust ita earnest advocacy of the Right and condemnation of tbe Wrong will commend it, as 
hitherto, to the friends of Pure and Instructive Literature in both Town and Country. To its 
readers, who know how instructive aud valuable are ita Practical Departments,— and that ita Literary 
and News pages cannot fail to interest and entertain, while the moral tone of the whole paper is 
unexceptionable, — we especially appeal, in the confident belief that they will aid in augmenting its 
circulation and usefulness at a time when encouragement will most strengthen the enterprise. 

VOLUME XIII, FOR 1W(W, 
Will, in both Contents and Appearance, maintain the enviable reputation Tuk Rural has acquired.— 
It will he published in Suferior Style—with New 'J'ype, goad white Paper, and many fine Engravings. 

Its Form will continue the same as now —Double Quarto —with an Index, Title Page, &c., at close of 
tho year, rendering the volume complete for binding and preservation. 

TERMS, Always In Advance — Two Dollar* a Year. To Agent* ami Club*: Three copied for $5; Six for $19| 

Ten for $16, Fifteen for 121; Twenty for $26, anil any additional number at tho latter rate, ($1.26 per copy.)—with a free 

copy to every person remitting for a club of six or more according to term*. Ifif' A* we are obliged to pre pay American 

postage on all paper* sent abroad, our Canada friend* must add 13 cts. per yearly copy to above rates. 

Now is the Time to Subscribe and form Clubs, as Subscription* can begin with the volume or any number. 

Efficient Local Agent* wanted in all places reached by tho United State* and Canada mail*, to whom we shall try to 

give Good Pay for Doing Good. (fgf* Specimen Numbers, Show-Bills, inducement*, Ac., »cnt free to all disposed to 

benefit their neighbor* and community by introducing the paper to more general notice and support. 

Octobkr 26, 1801. Address D. D. T. MOORK, Rochester, N. Y. 
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MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
AN ORIGINAL WKKKLY 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY JOURNAL. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors. 

CHA3, D. BBACJIXW, Women! Corroopondlna Editor. 

Tits Ritual Nkw-Yorrbk in doul«ned to be udmh rpiwmxi in 
Value, Purity, t'HofuliRxm and Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful lu Appearance. Its Conductor devotes bis per¬ 

sonal attention to the supervision of its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render tbn Rural an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the important Practical, Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business of those 
whose interests It zealously advocates. As a Family Journal 

it is eminently Instructive and Entertaining being so con¬ 
ducted that it can be wifely taken to the Hearts and Homos of 
people of intelligence, taste and discrimination It embraces 
more Agricultural. Horticultural. Scientific. Educational, 

Literary and News Hatter, interspersed with appropriate and 

beautiful Engravings, than any other journal, rendering 
it the most complete Agricultural, Literary and Family 

NkwhpaTKR in America. 

CLOVER AND PLABTER. 

A reader in Michigan wishes a little informa¬ 

tion respecting clover nud plaster, which we will 

endeavor to give. Clover may bo sown either in the 

autumn with winter grains or in the spring with 

summer cereals, or may bo sown alone or with timo¬ 

thy or any other of the cultivated grasses. Which is 

the beat of these methods is not very easily ascer¬ 

tained; and the question has caused a good deal of 

discussion among practical men, and the exhibition 

of a great variety of experience that at Hist might 

appear contradictory. Like other questions, how¬ 
ever, in ••ufrsnl to which exnsrtpnci* < • 
we have no doubt the difference in the result is 

chargeable to dlll’erenco of circumstances, such assoil, 

climate, exposure, amount of snow, which Is valuable 

as winter protection, and perhaps other influences. 

When clover is sown alone, from ton to sixtoon 

pounds arc used. Heavy land it is believed gener¬ 

ally requires more seed than a light soil. Highest 

not to be sparing of clover seed, for where grown 

pretty thick the hay Is liner and better. When sown 

with timothy, the usual quantity is from six to twelve 

pounds. The only way to insure a good crop all 

over the field, is to prepare the ground thoroughly 

and give plenty of seed. Bpots where clover will not 

catch, need manure and a little more Heed. 

The operation of plaster is not well understood 

either by practical or scientific men. It has been 

used by some in certain locations without the least 

apparent benefit, and its use abandoned, while others 

differently situated find it the most profitable manure 

that can be used on clover, ull leguminous plants, 

and the grasses. Why this is so no one can tell, 

though there are many theories. Experiment alone 

will decide where it is profitable to use plaster and 

where it is useless. There is a great difference of 

opinion, too, as to the best time of sowing plaster. 

Some derive no benefit unless it is used in the spring 

after the leaves are well expanded, and think that its 

effect is through the leaves alone, while others are 

not particular on this point, ami prefer to sow at the 

very earliest moment possible in the spring, and in 

this way obtain the best results. Wo never saw a 

better effect from plaster than on a field of clover in 

Niagara county, heavy soil, that had received a heavy 

dressing of plaster in the winter. A correspondent 

complaius that using plaster on clover sown with 

wheat causes a heavy growth of straw, makes the 

wheat ripen late, and it is very much subject to rust, 

while without plaster the clover perishes from drouth. 

If any of our readers know of a preventive of this 

state of things, we would like to be informed. From 

two to four bushels of plaster is the quantity usually 

applied to the acre. 

^Ve have referred to the difference existing among 

scientific men regarding the operation of plaster, and 

we give the opinions of three of the most celebrated 

doctors. 

Sir lliiMi'jiKKY Davy held the opinion that the 

influence of gypsum on clover, sainfoin, rye grass, and 

other plants of this character, is due to their contain¬ 

ing naturally a large proportion of Hulphato of lime. 

Ho examined the ashes of these plants, and found that 

they alTorded considerable quantities of gypsum, 

which substance, lie thought, might probably he 

intimately combined as a necessary part of their 

woody fibre. He believed that where gypsum failed 

to produce a good result, It would be found that the 

soil naturally contained so much of the salt, that its 

artificial supply was unnecessary. 

Professor Liehig’h opinions are thus stated in the 

Cyclopedia of Agriculture — Prof. L. explains the 

action of gypsum upon grasses, by a reference to its 

well known power of converting the volatile carbonate 

of ammonia into the more fixed sulphate of the same 

base. When sulphate of lime is mixed with a solu¬ 

tion of carbonate of ammonia, all ammoniacal smell 

soon disappears. Uy a mutual interchange of ele¬ 

ments, carbonate of lime and sulphate of ammonia 

are formed, and the latter salt, not being volatile at 

ordinary temperatures, remains without lose in the 
liquid. 

Professor Likiiio further states that “a part 
only of the carbonate of ammonia, conveyed by 

rain to the soil, is received by plants; because a cer¬ 

tain quantity of it is volatilized with the vapor of 

water. Only that portion of it can he assimilated 

which enters deeply into the soil, or which is con¬ 

veyed directly to the leaves by dew, or is absorbed 

from the air along with the carbonic acid.” 

Now it is to the power, possessed by gypsum, of 

converting the carbonate of ammonia into the sul¬ 

phate of ttie same base, and thus preventing its vola¬ 

tilization when it, has once come in contact with the 

soil, that Professor Liebig partly attributes the action 

of gypsum as manure. We say partly, because he 

expressly says that “ the evident influence of gypsum 

upon the growth of grasses, the striking fertility and 

luxuriance of a meadow on which it is strewed, 

depends, in some degree, upon its fixing in the soil 

the ammonia of the atmosphere, which would other¬ 

wise be volatilized with the water which evaporates.” 

And in other parts of his well known work on Agri¬ 

cultural Chemistry he shows in what way plants 

derive the sulphur, required for the production of 

their albuminous constituents, cither directly or indi¬ 

rectly, from sulphate of lime. Professor LiKiwo, then, 

considers that gypsum acts as a source per se of food 

to plants, hut still more as a means of presenting 

ammonia to them in greater abundance— in other 

words, that in applying gypsum to a soil, wo are In 

fact manuring with an ammoniacal salt. 

M. Boussinoau lt, wlio advocates the third theory 
which wo have to notice, has taken occasion, in 
enunciating bis views, to criticise with great ability 
both of the preceding explanations of the action of 
gypsum. 

In reference to Professor Likriu’s theory, M. Boos- 

I si no Auer shows that, to double the crop of clover, 

which a dressing of gyp mm is well known to do, the 

whole of tile rain falling during the life of the plant 

must have contained 1-170001,h of its weight of car¬ 

bonate of iAiiiiiiinihi; mid that even allowing that this 

proportion of ammonia could exist in rain water, 
rival correct inn* -•••iit.l I my in. l„. m- • ,V»r tli- 

quantity of rain which either does not penetrate the 

soil at all, or is returned to the atmosphere without 

passing through the plants. 

Admitting, however, for the sake of argument, that 

the effect of gypsum upon clover, lucerne, sainfoin, 

Ac., is really attributable to its fixing the ammonia 

of the atmosphere and of rain, M. Bouhhino.uti.t justly 

uhIcb why it is that. It does no good whatever to natu¬ 

ral pastures, and still less to root or corn crops. 

Theoretically it would bo expected that a proportion¬ 

ate advantage should he derived by all crops from 

the ammonia so obtained, and it. is a matter of noto¬ 

riety that ammoniacal salts largely increase the pro¬ 

duce of natural grasses, ami form an excellent 

manure for wheat. These facts seem perfectly 

irreconcilable with the explanation offered by Pro¬ 

fessor Liebig for the action of gypsum in agriculture. 

|H # > t 

PATENT OFFICE AG’L REPORT. 

Eos. Rural Nkw-Yokkkk: The Agricultural Re¬ 

port of the Potent Office has Just made me its annual 

visit; and although I have never considered this 

volume worth its weight in gold, it is pleasant to 

have evidence that the wheels of government are still 

moving; that notwithstanding the wicked rebellion 

which is costing us much treasure arid thousands of 

valuable lives, the various departments of Cittr govern¬ 

ment are performing their duties as though all were 

peace and quite. I have always doubted the wisdom 

of our Government annually publishing a book of 

Agricultural Essays, as this can he done better and 

cheaper through individual enterprise. If the Gov¬ 

ernment were conducting a series of agricultural ex¬ 

periments, the results of which we were all anxious 

to learn, it would be well to issue a report of progress 

every year; but I see no sense in publishing a work 

of five hundred pages, made up of ordinary agricul¬ 

tural essays, extracts from foreign journals, books, 

Ac. The volume for 1801 is a much better work in 

every respect, than any that lias preceded it at least 

this is my present impression, after a brief' exarniria 

tiou, and yet no publisher of agricultural books 

would for one moment think of giving it to the world 

at his own risk. 

All that is done by our Government for the agri¬ 

culture of the country is through a department of the 

patent office, a most unnatural connection, truly, 

and the late “Superintendent of Agricultural Af¬ 

fairs” makes the following pertinent inquiries:— 

“ Row far it is accordant with the true interests of 

the Patent Office and with the rights of inventors to 

continue the administration of agricultural affairs 

under the lugiu of that office; how far it accords with 

verity to hold the Commissioner of Patents to respon¬ 

sibility before the country and the world lor the 

performance of duties of which in the nature of 

things he cannot be cognizant, for the expression of 

opinions he cannot have matured, and for the pro¬ 

mulgation of scientific discoveries in Acids his 

accustomed pursuits have seldom or ever permitted 

him to traverse, are regarded as proper and important 

inquiries at the present era.” 

Iu additon to the publication of the agricultural 

report for gratuitous distribution, this department 

has about five acres in use, as an experimental 

garden, propagating houses, Ac., where uro tested a 

great many plants of native origin, but mostly 

foreign, obtained through American consuls and 

other government agents iu foreign countries. These 

plants, after being propagated, are scattered over the 

country, through the mail. In vain we look through 

the report for any valuable results of the experiments 

made; and the plants reported ready for distribution 

are principally of the most conation varieties to bo 

obtained cheap at any of onr nurseries. For in¬ 

stance, eight varieties of native grapes are ready to 

send out, and these are Catawba, t ->ncord, Delaware, 

Diana, Hartford Prolific, Isabella, li hecea, and Union 

Village. Any one of the leadin' nurseries of the 

country can supply all these, and a score of others in 

much larger quantities, no doi bt, than Our Great 

National Nursery at Washington, if government 

would keep pace with private ic ite-priso, it must 

move much faster. 

Seven varieties of plants are ten Jy f - distribution 

and these mostly common, and aims follows: -Osier 

Willow, < laroh Tree Sesaahan. St. John’s Wort, Ma- 

honla ri’pens, Stone 1’itie, and Chinese Arber Vlt:e. 

The Carol/ or Kh/irub, as it. is T illed by Thomson, 
and others, is the Cerahwiit silipm. of Linn u.uh, It 

is no doubt the tree that bore the 1 husks” which the 

swine did eat, and upon which the prodigal would 

fain have satisfied his hunger. These “husks” or 

pods are somewhat, like those <d the honey locust, 

from six to ten inches long, aid one broad, lined 

with a gelatinous substance not v> tolly unpleasant, to 

the taste when fully ripe. It is grown iu 1’aleslute, 

but most abounds in Cyprus, lY.iia Minor and the 

Grecian Islands, and Is still nsqd as food for swine. 

The report says it has been BttccfuftiUy propagated at 

Washington, and a limited uqiiiuer of plants have 

prospered In the open air in sett ad situation* south 

of Virginia. White our farmets neglect to grow 

sweet apples for their stock, which makes such 

excellent food, and can ho g^own so cheaply, we 

have uo faith that they will plaju Oaroh orchards. 

An agent is dispatched to Kti'opo every year for 

the purchase of seeds, and tip so uro distributed 

through the mails. As a geuuril thing the agent 

selected is not one that any of onr seed dealers would 

like to send to Europe on a sRE r errand; ami iu 

BA 
mission who wore utterly Incut l “ i making proper 

selections. Some years since a*i'rlem! of the writer 

happened to take passage to Europe with one of these 

government seed-buyers. After an acquaintance was 

formed, the agent made known hi* business and 

sought advice. Thu names of tho prominent seed 

houses of Loudon and Paris were, given. To make a 

short job, the Btjed buyer visited an extensive seed 

dealer in Loudon, made known his mission, and the 

amount of rnouey he had to spend. The obliging 

Londoner of course was ready to fill the order, to 

the exact amount, and of the very best things, just 

suited to our wants. This was sat I factory, of course, 

and the American, after a plea-are trip of a few 

weeks iu Great Britain and on tho Continent, 

returned to report his buccohh. It Is riot, strange, 

therefore, that moat of the seeds that reach us 

through the Patent Office are of tho most common 

kinds, or utterly worthless. 

The way in which the country is Hervcd through 

the Agricultural Department of the Patent Office is 

illustrated by tho following, wind- we extract from 

tho preliminary remarks by tho r-tiporintemtent:- 

“ The effort to procure a hive or a lew swarms of the 

Italian Bee has been unsuccessful, swing to inatten¬ 

tion to the instruction! given by the agent of till 

Office.' It is expected that the loss will he repaired.” 

Now the truth is, the department lent an agent to 

Europe to obtain Italian Bees and other things, and 

though the Bees sent tho goveninu Qt arrived dead, 

this agent received some on his own account alive, 

propagated'them, and has been making a nice specu¬ 

lation by selling queens to the bee keepers of the 

Country at $5 each. In .January, 1801, when the peo¬ 

ple are getting pretty well supplied, tho Buperin 

tendent expects that the loss will ho repaired, 

Whether this is to he done by sending another agent, 

to Europe, or by purchasing of the eld one is not. 

stated. All I have to nay is that it b a pity mo good 

a government should be bo badly se;v4d. I had in¬ 

tended to notice seine things of valu- in the Report, 
tint must defer this until another time ' but must defer this until another time.1 

Traveler. 
fl ♦ 1-4 

TAXES AND CANADA TIHSTLEB. 

Taxes are perennial. They fiouri- i and increase, 

though all else declines. They aboind in all climes 

where civilized man has Lis abode. Il you go where 

they don’t tar, look out,— they are preparing to eat 

you! 
The “ reliable, man,” is the tax guth-wer;—you can 

depend upon him, who ever forsakes. Who else has 

such au affectionate interest in all you poeso-ss? 

Precious treasures, unknown or uriiceded by your 

best friends, are sought out and remandiered by him. 

(Moser than a brother ho watches your prosperous and 

your declining years. With Infinite modesty you 

may undermine your own possession-, but the tax¬ 

men, with scrupulous exactness, give yOu credit for 

all. 

Taxation is a science taught by ret.- wned profes- 

BOfH, from Adam Smith to T. li. Bi-.-ton and IL 

Greeley, Esquires, who never could agree whether 

the thing should be taken clear, or mixed with other 

commodities innumerable —" direct^’ or “ indirect,” 

that’s the question! Will you have il by itself, or 

will you eat it with your herrings, sip it with your 

coffee, mingle It with your perfumes, and color it 

with your dyes? Neither Cabals our Congresses, 

Politicians nor Parliaments have solved the vexed 

question. I offer a compromise suggested by a 

valued friend, a lady, who appreciates tko necessities 

' v-er\ i . am 

’ 
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OJGHKfN' FOR A COUNT IIOTJBE. 

During the present week we have received several 

inquiries for Plans of Corn ilouses, Bheep Barns, 

Cattle Racks, Pole Backs, Ac. To all of these we 

will respond as fast as possible. In the mean time 

any of our readers having important facts on these 

subjects will please communicate at once, so that we 

may give our readers all tho Information needed, 

For tho following Plans for a Corn House wo are 

indebted to correspondents, practical men who have 

them in use: 

GROUND ULAN. 

A, Granary; H, Store Room. 

Plan One. - Tho accompanying Plan of a Corn 

House and Granary, with elevation, will admit, of al¬ 

most any required reduction or extension in size. R 

is 2-1 by 18 feet, posts 11 feet, which extend 2 L et, be¬ 

low tho ll ior, and rest on stone supports 8 inches high, 

and stink into the ground three feet. The studs, 2 

foot apart, are set 1 j inches inside of face of tho sills 

and posts, witli strips of plank 2 by i, notches cut in 

them In tho form of a right-angled triangle, the base 

ij inches deep, tho hypothonuso inches long, the 

perpendicular parallel with the face of the plank, one 

immediately above the other, nailed on the sides 

with the back corners of the notches even with the 

face of tho Btuds. Clapboards, 0 Riches wide, are 

nailed on the notches, with the lower edge extend¬ 

ing 4 inch below tho notch, arid the upper edge of the 

clapboard in the next notch below; thus leaving a 

space of ouo inch between the two clapboards, which 

admits plenty of air, and at the same time pre¬ 

vents the rain from blowing in upon the corn. The 

bins are it feet wide, extending both sides of the 

building—tho floor does not. extend under the bitts- 

the bottom of thus bins are formed of strips ouo inch 

thick and three Inches wide, set edgewise, one inch 

apart. The doors should be hung with strap hinges 

so that they can he taken oil' in tho fall, and doors 

made of slats hung in their places, so as to admit of 

a free circulation of air through the building. The 

floor overhead is 1’. feet below the top of the plates, 

and the entrance to the upper story through the floor 

directly over the window, by means of a movable 

ladder. 

Tho granary is in the center of the building, and is 

C feet wide by 18 foot long, with two partitions divid¬ 

ing It into three bins. It rises 2 foot, above the upper 

floor, and extends down to within 0 feet of the lower 

floor. The grain is drawn up with a tackle hitched 

of the country and the justice of a tax, hut would lay 

it so that no interest would suffer, and all good poop'e 

be “protected,'’ 1 propose a tax oil Canada thistles! 

Foreigners, tiiey came without being invited; cormo 

rantjt, they produce nothing; monopolists, they make 

no returns — why shouldn't they pay a tax? Do you 

object? You tax the spectacles that give sight to 

honored age, and tho sugar that sweetens tho catnip 

tea of the newborn infant, - are Canada thistles 

bound to you by tenderer tieB? 

Yon have all heard of tho “Goths and Vaudals,” 

I presume—I haven’t a very clear Idea what they 

were, but I entertain the opinion that Canada thistles 

arc a great deal worse. 'The Goths and Vandals died 

out after a white, I conclude, for I haven't read of 

them iu tho Rural lately, which treats of every thing 

of any consequence that is going; but Canada 

thistles, like beggars and small pox, push themselves 

everywhere, where they aint wanted, and when they 

get there, are sure to stay at least 1 never heard of 

their going voluntarily, which even the greatest bores 

are known to have done. Ministers of the Gospel 

are taxed, if they are indiscreet enough to have more 

means than are required for current expenses; are 

Canada thistles more sacred than they ? Not only 

thistles, but daisies and docks, tares and tory weeds, 

directly over tho entrance to the upper story, emptied 

into the granary and is taken out by means of a slide 

at the bottom, where you want a movable flight, of 

steps, 4 feet high, with tho board on the top one foot 

wide. Tho entrance stops should ho mado and hung 

so that the door cannot tie shut when they arc down, 

hut mast be turned up into the building in order to 

close It, thus avoiding tho possibility of leaving it 

down for mice to run up. There should be a tin 

fender, 0 inches in width, nailed around each post, 

close to tho sill, projecting downwards. 

Plan Two.—Wo w ill commence by laying a good 

stone wall in lime mortar, (which will not be a good 

harbor for rats and mice,) and on this wall place sills 

of hard wood, with a rabbet I ) inch deep, in order to 

i-.ilnilt. I’lrtnk U inebtt* thick. (Tbc pltllk should lie 
hard wood.) Over tin's may no used clapOuntnlH, or 

(what ia more fashionable now days,) boards up and 

down, battening the cracks. The Hour may be laid 

with good, sound hemlock hoards, I inch thick, 

jointed and laid double. It- should he celled with 

well seasoned hurnloek boards, matched and well put 

together. Tho height between lower and upper floors 

0 j feet the same above tho second floor to f lic plates. 

Tim granary, A, may bo cut np Into bins, to suit the 

taste of the owner. The store room, B, will be found 

very convenient for barrels and boxes, for keeping 

fall fruit, Ac. A small box stove would bo of some 

service in the drying process, especially in dump 

weather. 

C 
4/j X 20 

H 
5 X 20 

C 5 ft X 15 

SECOND STORY. 

0, C, Corn Cribs; H, Hull. 

The plan of the second floor gives you a crib, C, 

the whole length of the building upon one side, and 

on the Other, is a crib, C, part way, leaving sufficient 

room to go up and down -fairs. At one end of tho 

alley we have a door of sufficient size to admit of 

large boxes of corn, which may lie drawn up by 

means of a pulley in tho ridge above. At thy oppo¬ 

site end a, large window for light, and also for a 

draught of air. At the figure 3, in the alley, should 

ho a Boreon fixed in tho floor coarse enough to let 

shelled corn through; over this may be placed tho 

corn shelter. Tho corn, after being shelled, passes 

through the screen into a conductor, (made tunnel- 

shape,) which empties it in a largo bin below, leaving 

the cobs above. Tho front of the cribs should lie 

made of slats in order to let in air. The corn may be 

taken from small doors, near the bottom of the cribs. 

and all that family that live well and do nothing, 

should pay tho tax. 

lam perfectly conscious of the revolutionary and 

agrarian bearings of the principle here set forth. I 

know full well that if it should get abroad in human 

society, it would produce a hubbub of no mean pro¬ 

portions. i am aware that among men, those that 

productively are of least value, socially and civilly, 

have the most respect and the most exemptions; but 

I venture the amendment, and if it shall finally come 

to this, that each ahull get ids deserts, we must all 

endure It as best we can. 

Let us have a tax on Canada thistles.- it. t. b. 
-» • ^ » ■ ■ ■ — 

CHINESE, OR FAT-TAILED SHEEP. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — Pleuso accept my 

most sincere thanks for your kind notice of Ayr¬ 

shire cattle and Chineso sheep, in issue of 24tli Aug. 

and 21st September. 

Regarding the sheep, neither of your descriptions, 

or tho plate, answers to my Bheep. I have three; 

one yew dropped three lambs to-day, took buck 

May 19th. The weight of these sheep is about 200 
pounds. When full grown, the tail, which is tho 
curious part, is from 7 to 8 inches long and '• to 0 
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\ inches broad, with a small tail coming ont at the 

> end of the large one. The large tail seems to form 

, no part of the hips, and will not exceed 10 pounds 

| in weight when the animal is in high flesh. The tail 

is covered with wool; legs and head back of the 

earB with fine short hair. The ear is large, droop¬ 

ing, and projects quite in front of the face, when the 

attention of the animal i* attracted. Nose, Homan; 

and always minus horns. 1 believe these sheep came 

from Chinese Tartary, and I think the variety is but 

little known in America. 

In the monthly Journal of Agriculture (page 255,— 

1845,) is an account of this same breed. Also, on 

page 220, (Nov., 1*45,) are two cuts of these sheep, 

which are very good. Hon. Richard I’rters spoke 

of them at that time as Tunis Broad-tailed sheep. I 
will endeavor to Bend you a photograph of these, 

and if it is worth your while you can use it in your 

paper. 
I will from time to time send you accounts of these 

curious Bheep, and hope I may not intrude in so 

doing. In cnHe the correspondence should annoy 

yon, "table it,” and I shall remain, very truly yours, 

CtiM&wago, I'*., Sept- 27, 1861. H.C. Potter. 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES. 

PRODUCTION AND PRICES. 

There are sundry suggestive texts found in the pres¬ 

ent state of things in the West, which would afford a 

score of chapters on political and domestic economy. 

Your readers may have Been it Etuted, last winter, 

that Illinois farmers were burning corn for 

fuel. The Eastern reader m«y have called it a 

"Western story,” aud given it no credit; neverthe¬ 

less it is literally true. Talking of the price of grain 

the other day, with P, II. Brown, Esq., of Genesee, 

Illinois, he said he had seen farmers come into the 

market in that place during the present fall, sell their 

corn at ten cent* prr bushel, and go straight to a fruit 

stall and put/ ten cents each for peaches! "All of 

whiob,” some one may say, "is evidence that the 

law of Compensation is of Divine origin —that sup¬ 

ply and demand are the governing causes in traffic.” 

Now let us look at this law or governing cause of 

supply and demand. To-day, (October 20tb,) farmers 

are selling corn at the different railroad stations in 

this State, at rates ranging from 6 or C cents per 

huBhel to 15 or 18 cents, depending entirely upon the 

distance from and rate of freights to this (Chicago) 

market. To-day corn was sold here, at from 20j to 

224 cents per bushel — say at an average of 21 cents 

per bushel. The price of com in the Now York 

market, as reported by telegraph to-day, ranges at 

67 to (il cents per bushel ■ - say at an average of 69 

cents per bushel. This leaveH a balance or margin 

of 38 cents to go Into somebody’s hands besides the 

producer’s. Now let it be remembered, that the 21 

cents for which it is sold in this city, includes the 

commission or profit to the country purchaser, the 

freight charges 5o to 150 miles more or less, storage, 

inspector's charges, &c. Itleaves here with 38 cents 

per bushel margin for somebody to absorb — at least 

double, and in some instances more than three times the 

amount the producer has received for it delivered at the 

railroads. Who gets this margin? To-day, 22 cts. per 

bushel has been paid as freight between here and Buf¬ 

falo-leaving 1G cents with which to pay freight from 

Buffalo to New York, and afford the lust purchaser or 

shipper a profit. There ought not to have been more 

than the 1G cents margin when il started from Chicago. 

It would have paid the transporter a lair price 

and left the shipper a handsome profit after pay¬ 
ing imoironoc. A great deal of grain lias been 

shipped from Chicago with less murgin. But sup¬ 

pose there were 20 cents margin, which would be 

liberal, there would be 18 cents to go into the pro¬ 

ducer’s purse, towards paying for the labor, time 

and capital invested in the production of his corn. 

Butthofuet is, as corn advances in the New York 

market, the advance is absorbed by the carrying 

trade. The producer gains nothing by the advance. 

He is selling his grain at less than the cost of pro¬ 

duction,—it is being rushed into market by hundreds 

of thousands of bushels daily, aud every bushel is 

impoverishing the country. This short-sighted 

policy of the carrying trade is abominable in its 

effects. The West, with its immense resources of 

grain, is actually growing poorer daily by the swin¬ 

dling processes of shippers and transporters. 

It is one of the strangest of phenomena, that there 

are farmers enough foolish enough to sell corn enough- 

at such rates, to bwcII the receipts to the llgures daily 

reached in this market. It is not only strange hut 

heart-sickening to any roan who studies the effect of 

this immense tax upon the productive industry of the 

country—this depletion of the capital in the hands of 

the people. The extent of this tax can scarcely he 

calculated, even if it. is understood to be an average 

of fifty per centum of the cost of producing and mar¬ 

keting each bushel of corn! With incomplete data, 

it may be difficult to determine what the loss is; bnt 

it is believed that it is safe to say that the average loss 

to the farmer on each bushel of corn purchased in 

this city at less than twenty-five cents per bushel, is 

five cents. The writer lias not the figures at hand by 

which maybe determined, even approximately, what 

the anjonnt of corn is, which has been placed " free 

on board ” at less than twenty-five cents; but it is suf¬ 

ficiently large to make this tax of five cents per 

bushel reach an aggregate sum that would pay a large 

proportion of expenses incurred by the State Govern¬ 

ment in the prosecution of the "war for the Union.” 

In this estimate I speak of Illinois alone. But if Iowa 

were included, deprived as she is of the river market, 

ana compelled to ship hither, the five cents per 

bushel would become ten. 

The country cannot afford this; commercial classes 

cannot afford it; for they are to a great extent 

dependent upon the healthful financial condition of 

the country for their prosperity. If the crop in which 

the capital of the farmers of the country is invested is 

sold for less than cost, it leaves no room for the pur¬ 

chase of the usual necessaries — much less the pay¬ 

ment of debts and purchase of luxuries, which give 

tradesmen their support. Ultimately, therefore, this 

burden must be divided. There is too great an 

identity of interest between the two classes for it to 

produce any other effect. Each is dependent upon 

the other. It is an interesting question for political 

economists to solve—"How much is the present 

grain trade impoverishing the West?” — for it is 

impoverishing it. It is removing our resources, 

without equivalent, into the possession of onr ene¬ 

mies, prospectively. 

This subject is worthy more careful and specific 

treatment than I have been able to give it. But it 

would be a great blessing to the West, to this city, 

and to the country at large, if farmers and shippers 

from this point would hold back their grain a month 

or two. if only for one month, it would effect a won¬ 

derful change in the tone of the carrying trade and 

open the eyes of men now blind to the interests of 

the country. It is simply folly to grow and sell grain 

b as the farmers of the West are doing. 

g HUHAL 1EW-YOHKE&. 

HARVESTING CORN. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—The harvesting of the 

corn crop is an important item of labor to the farmer, 

and thinking that a statement of my method of secur¬ 

ing may be of use to some of your readers, I send you 

the following plan, in the perfecting of which I have 

arrived at three distinct points:—let, The saving of 

all unnecessary time In performing the labor; 2d, That 

each stook be secured in an upright position; and 

3d, That the air may have free circulation through 

the same. 

Supposing thirty to be the number of hills for a 

stook, five rows to be cut at a time—that being the 

usual number—the following figures, with a little 

explanation, will show my plan: 

1 28 27 24 23 22 

2 29 26 25 20 21 

3 30 9 10 19 18 

4 7 8 15 14 17 

5 6 11 12 13 16 

Encircling No. 1 with the left arm, (never back- 

handed as some do,) a draw ing blow with a light 

patent corn entter severs the hill. A slight lifting of 

the left side of the body, and No. 1 is easily placed in 

close proximity to No. 2, which is gathered by the 

cutter in the right hand and encircled by the left ns 

was No. 1. Thus we continue on to No. 8, when the 

bundle ent is placed directly between Nos. 9 and 10, 

and secured by a band, including Nos. 9 and 10, 

wbioh are to remain uncut We then ent from 11 to 

15 inclusive, which arinfnl is placed against the stook 

directly opposite No. 8, then from 16 to 19, which is 

placed opposite No. 15, then from 20 to 25, placing 

opposite the last named No. The remainder is then 

cut according to their numbers and placed opposite 

No. 26, then with a snug band as near the ears as pos¬ 

sible, and another around the top, and the work is 

done. We never bind with straw, but with the stalks 

at hand; if the corn iB green we use the dryest, and 

if dry, the greenest stalks. 

It will be perceived that the three points aimed at 

are attained, as the operator, upon securing each 

armful, is directly at the point where he wishes to 

deposit it, thereby saving all unnecessary steps. 

The position of Nos. 9 and 10 which remain uncut 

until the stook is to be busked, in connection with 

the different bunches as cut, bracing from opposite 

directions, secure the other two points aimed at, i. e., 

an upright position of the stook and free circulation 

of air. 

There is, perhaps, no part of farm labor in which 

men differ so much as that of which this hasty sketch 

treats. While one man with such a system as this is 

able, with ease, to cut from one to one and a fourth 

acres of corn per day, another, for want of it, finds it 

hard work to cut from one-half to three-fourths of an 

acre in the same time. To this latter class this 

effort is respectfully dedicated. l, 
Kirkville, N. Y., 1861. 

-— --—- 

TWO SIMPLE INQUIRIES ANSWERED. 

Straw as a Fertilizer. — A correspondent at 

Verona, (see Rural of September 21.) asks for infor¬ 

mation in regard to the use of straw as a fertilizer. 

He says, "there is a good deal in this section, aud 

the question is, what shall be done with il?” 

If there is a good deal of straw, there has been a 

good deal of gram raised, and this has drawn a large 

amount from the soil which must be returned in 

some form, or the farm will become exhausted and 

"run down.” Now, the best way (in my opinion,) 

to dispose of straw and keep up the land, in to invest 

u part of the money obtained for the grain in corn, 

oil-meal, or shorts, obtain a good straw cutter, cut 

up a portion nf the straw, mix a little meal with it 

and feed it to stock, and use the balance freely for 

bedding. It is eaten readily and may be advanta¬ 

geously fed to all kinds of stock except milch cows. 

Horses, especially if affected with the heaves, do 

better on cut straw and a little grain than on good 

hay, and the former is much the cheapest feed. 

(When I say "a little grain, 1 speak of farmers’ 

horses wnich have, little work to do in winter.) Old 

sheep raisers, who have experimented in that direc¬ 

tion, contend that they can winter sheep on straw 

and a little grain in better condition and at two-thirds 

the expense of wintering on hay. 

Jumtino Colts.—In the same issue another corres¬ 

pondent inquires how to manage a jumping colt, but 

he does not want " a lecture on prevention, Ac., for 

that is too late.” He probably does not want "a 

lecture on prevention,” fearing some one would 

advise him to keep a good fence, which might 

trouble his conscience every time the colt got out; 

but would it be "too late,” if he heeded the counsel, 

to prevent him from educating another colt in the 

same way. I contend that the best preventive will 

go very far toward curing the complaint. I think, if 

your correspondent will build good substantial fences, 

a light poke, made by bending a piece of timber in 

the shape of an ox bow, bung upon the colt’s neok, 

will keep it where he can readily find it. H. 
Erie Co,, N. Y , 1861. 

lural spirit of tfto %xm. 
Seeding with Clover nfter Corn. 

A writer in the Indiana Farmer sayB he has 

been in the habit lor several consecutive seasons, 

immediately after the last hoeing of corn, (which has 

been cultivated as level as practicable,) of sowing 

clover seed by going between each row one way, and 

carefully scattering the seeds under the leaves and 

stalks at the rate of fifteen pounds to the acre, and 

usually with good success. The corn seems to shade 

the seed sufficiently to protect it from the too power¬ 

ful heat of the sun, and if the land is in good tilth, a 

good catch is secured for pasturing or plowing under. 

Shakspeare’s Description of n Ilorse. 

There is not, probably, in the English language 

a better description of a " well proportioned steed,” 

condensed into so few words, as the following from 

the pen of the imiuona. Shakspeare: 

“ Round hoofed, short-jointed. fetlocks shag and long. 
Broad breast, full eyes, small head and nostril wide ; 

High crest, short ears, straight legs ami passing strong; 
Thin mane, thick tail, broad buttock, tender hide ;— 

book, what a horse should have he did not lack, 
Save a proud rider on so pioud a back.” 

Put Your Buildings in Order. 

Now is the time, says the Ohio Farmer, to 

examine all buildings, and repair them, if necessary. 

Roofs should especially receive attention, and all 

leaks be effectually stopped. Tbe heavy fall rains 

will show at once where there is a cracked or n tten 

shingle. No animal can remain long undera "drop” 

without suffering severely. Recollect that water let 

fall on the head of a human being, drop by drop, 

will in a short time become intolerable, and is one 

of the most severe tortures ever invented. Do not 

let your stock, therefore, suffer from this cause. 

Nail all loose clapboards at once. A building 

with one loose board is partly in ruins. Glaze all 

windows—paper, worn out hats and apparel don’t 

look well in place of panes, and, besides, they give 

no light, except into the character of the proprietor 

of the building or his tenant. Have everything snug 

about all buildings, and leave nothing undone that 

should be done now. 

Bee that doors are on their hinges, and can shut 

and open; that windows can be raised or lowered, 

so that you may air your apartments when necessary 

and close them tight when this iB desirable. By 

tight, wc don’t mean that all ventilation should be 

stopped, hut this should be specially provided for. 

Stove pipes should be put up carefully and well. 

Many a bouse is burned down from carelessness or 

ignorance in fastening or arranging stove pipes. 

Do all this, and yon will feel better for it, and have 

the approval of your wife for & reward. 

About Fall Burley. 

Frank Lee, writing to the Valley Farmer from 

Freedom’s Home, Ky., argues thus in favor of the 

general culture of Fall Barley by farmers: 

It has been a matter of surprise to me, why farmers 

do not raise more bBrley. It is more profitable than 

wheat, being nearly thrice as produclive, and more 

productive than oats or rye. Its market price ranges 

higher than oats, and as high as rye; a.nd the profit 

per acre over wheat, is from three to eight dollars— 

and merely as an article of feed It is more profitable 

than oats. It is better food for horses than corn, not 

being ol such a heating nature, and they will do one- 

half more work than when fed on corn. It is more 

nutritious than oats; and when ground and fed to 

horses ami cattle, nothing excels it; and as feed for 

hogs, it is better than oats or rye—they will fatten on 

It sooner. 

Barley straw iB far preferable to wheat straw a* 

winter feed for cattle; and, as far as my experience 

goes, I prefer it to corn fodder. Cattle well fed on 

burley straw, will fatten, when they will only keep in 

living order on wheat straw. Barley straw, to make 

good feed, should be kept housed, as it is easily 

damaged, in which state cattle will not eat it. 

Another strong argument in favor of raising barley 

is, that it gives a farmer a chance for a rotation of 

crops. Wheat sown after barley produces a better 

crop—barley being an early crop, (at least two or 

three weeks earlier than wheat,) it gives the weeds a 

chance to grow, which, when turned under, make a 

fine coat of manure. 

The Check Rein. 

We arc glad to note the increasing attention 

paid to agricultural affairs by that portion of the 

I’rcsB heretofore almost totally devoted to political 

matters. The Buffalo Democrat proposes the emanci¬ 

pation of the horse from the cruelties indicted by the 

check rein, and we heartily endorse its remarks. 

It says: 

When Btewpyd harnesses his horse for dragging 

brick up a grade, the horse's head is pulled back 

towards his tail slid anchored there by the sense 

less and merciless check rein. The arrangement is 

unnatural—the animal is constrained by it. He must 

inevitably lose strength by it. for it disturbs the vital 

force, and induces la unnatural action iu the muscles 

of the head, neck, shoulders and mouth. There is 

actually less energy and vigor left for the limbs and 

chest than there would be if the useless contrivance 

wits jerked off and iarown over the nearest fence. If 
reason cannot jdjis promptly to any man, just 
let hitn try the by putting a martingale 

upon himself and go'to wrestling, or polling a check 

in the jaws of a boxer that shall extend down his 

back to hia belt. 

Who beside the British use the check rein, saving 

their general imitators, the Americans? The French 

do not use it, the Germans do not, the Indians and 

Spaniards of South America, who literally live on 

bor»ebaek, and are perfect horsemen, do not, the 

Spaniards of Europe do not, nor do the Turks. The 

most observant and most natural people in the world 

are free from this mischievous error. It is strange to 

us that the English and ourselves did not, years and 

years ago, reason upon the constantly witnessed fact, 

that when a check rein was loosed at a tavern-stoop 

or in a stable, the poor horse always stretched out 

his neck and hung down liis head. That was his 

language for saying that the strap hurt and wearied 

him, and that ho was heartily glad to be relieved 

from it. 

The genius that first proposed the mechanical feat 

of lifting himself up by the breeches, must have been 

the author of the theory that the check rein held the 

horse up and kept him from falling. The mechanical 

action in the two eases must be precisely the same. 

If the reader will reflect for a moment, he will see 

that no suspending power can be derived, except 

from without the animal. A post, tree or beam is 

just as indispensable to the support of a horse as to 

the support of a man intent on suicide. A horse 

can’t hang himself up in the air by the terrets on his 

back, auy more than a man can by pulling upwards 

at his neck-handkerchief. 

Tbe check rein should be abolished. It wastes 

motive power. Its use is unhealthy, for it cistnrbs 

tbe otherwise naturally aud equally distributed vital 

forces. It shortens the life of the borse. It dimin¬ 

ishes his speed, and lessens the free and quick action 

so essential to the animal's safety and that of his 

driver. Brethren of the press, let us emancipate the 

horse from the British check rein. 

imjuhitfisi and gutsuw. 
What Aii.s tub Horse’ — Having been a constant reader 

of the Rural t'i r the la>t four or five years, and having 
received a great real .if information iu regard to diseases and 
complaints of horses, 1 have taken the liberty to address you 
concerning a hone of mine I have a six-year-old gelding, 
lameiu Iris hind limbs- sometimes in one, then iu the other, 
and sometimes tot at all. He is never lame when first 
hitched up, but after being driven, sometimes bat a little 
distance and at other times perhaps miles, ail at once he will 
become very lame, hardly touching liis foot to the ground, 
tet you w&Hi him along a mile or so and be will go as well as 
ever. The first time I ever knew him to be lame was about 
one year a,o, wl eu I was putting in my wheat. My hired 
man was harrowing with him, when the harrow exught on a 
stump and stopped the team, and when started he was lame 
in his lefthloa limb, I supposed lie had sprained his stifle. 
1 took him to tie stable and washed with beef btine; kept 
him in the stable two days and turned biro out; drove him 
some during tbe winter; was not lame auy until last spring, 
when he commenced going lame, as above stated, and is so 
now. I can not find any place that is tender or sore, and it 
never has swollto He is hearty. aDd thrives well. Now l 
wish you, or mine of the Rural readers, to confer a favor 
upon me by infirmiug rue tbe cause of hia lameness hdU 
where 1 can line a remedy, and oblige —E. P, C., Medina 
Center, Mich., 1861. 

To Prevent A Cow Sccetng Herself.—Having observed 

several inquiries on this topic. I send you the following: — 

Lately, in the rtral districts, I saw a queer contrivance on a 

cow. Curiosity, as nsual, led me to inquire its use, and not 

wishing to be seifl^i with the explanation obtained, I give it 

to the Rural, it was a common poke with two of the spears 

reversed, one ob either side of the cow, running back to pre¬ 

vent her turnitg her head far around. They, tbe Fpears, 

were inclined with tbe cow's back at an angle of about 45 

degrees, to prevent her getting them under her body. This 

her owner said, effectually prevented her sucking herself. 

He had tried all other modes in vain.— G. C. B., Watertown. 
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Rural Notes anir Items. 

The Right Kind of Ain.— We are daily receiving very 

gratifying letters from distant readers, who kindly propose to 

volunteer in the “ Rural Brigade ” forthe Winter Campaign. 

their aim being to so far "conquer" their friends and f.-llow 

townsmen as to induce them to join the large army of Rural 

Subscribers. These offers are from all parts of the country, 

and men of various occupations — farmers, horticulturists, 

mechanics, merchants, profesrional men, (especially clergy- 

men and ti ackers.) bankers, etc.,— and generally proffer aid 

because the writers believe the paper is doioggood in com¬ 

munity. Among the latest is one from Yates Co.. N. Y., 

which reads in this wise: — “ Tn noticing your prospectus in 

last week's paper, I came to the conclusion that perhaps I 

might. h»Ip you on a little Although I am kept very busy 

and find little time to ‘rnn aronnd' in. yet my business 

(milling) is such that I sm pretty generally known in this 

town, and the mill which I am now running on my sixth 

year is in a good locality The Rural is taken (asyou know) 

by many here, yet if you will send me a Show-Bill to put. up 

in the office in the mill, and a couple of extra papers to hand 

round, I will see how much good I can do for yna—nnt/or 

pay, but because, after taking your paper four years, I am so 

much pleased with it that I wish every one who does not 

take it to do so, and see if they will not think it a good 

investment. With best wishes, believe me,” Ac. 

— Thanks to friends for their appreciation of our efforts, at 

a time when their kind offices in support of the Rural will 

prove most effective and beneficial. Wo trust others will 

follow their example, so that the paper will have at least one 

active voluntary agent io every place where a copy is taken. 

And though they may work for the good of the cause, we 

shall endeavor to make some more substantial retnrn than a 

mere acknowledgment. 

“This Rural is bbttkr than a Daily Paper,” said an 

Allegany subscriber to ug a few days ago, “especially for 

War News, as it is more reliable, and sums up the whole 

matter once a week.” He added that he took a N. Y. daily 

paper, hut found the Rural more satisfactory and Intelligible 

on the subject of the tvar — for, unlike the daily, it ODly 

published the confirmed news, without dealing Id rumors and 

guesses Many othcra have, verbally and by letter, expressed 

the same vtewa, showing that our efforts (ever aince the 

storming of Fort Sumter) to give rush a summary that every 

reader might be folly advised of the great events of the War 

for the Union, are appreciated by those who discriminate. 

The maps, portraits, etc., which we barn given since the 

opeoing of the war, have also attracted attention and com¬ 

mendation — and so long aa such news and illustrations are 

sought by, and instructive to the people, we shall endeavor 

to furnish them, without asking leave of those contempora¬ 

ries who lack the requisite enterprise or liberality to supply 

what is demanded by the people and times. 

A Fatal Equinb Epidemic Is raging in portions of Oneida 

and Oswego counties. The Rome Sentinel says it la of a 

peculiar nature —that "the animals arc first, taken stupid 

and sleepy, lose their appetite eutirely, and in the conrse of 

three days die. A slight swelling in the region of the nose 

is the only external ubuoroal symptom. Tbe affection is 

called the ‘horse disease,' and all remedies or medicines, 

though they operate as expected, fail to cure or allay the 

affection.” Seven fine animals have died of it in the vicinity 

of North Bay, and In Oswego county upwards of seventy five 

have been takeu and died. The Sentinel says any efficient 

veterinary surgeon, who possesses an effective remedy for the 

malady, will reap a profitable reward, and receive the thanks 

of the farmers, by making himself known. 

“Honor to whom Honor,” &o.—In my report of the Iowa 

State Fair, I speak of the Devon hull which took the sweep 

stakes prise os the best bull of atl breeds, saying —“It was 

given the fine three-years-old hull 1 Victor,’ got by 1 Megunti 

cook,’ and bred by K. Kimball, or Iowa City.” This Is an 

error. The said bull " Victor " is now owned by F. Kimiiall, 

but wns bted, and owned until nearly two years old, by C. I). 

Bent, of Iowa City. Mr. Bknt is on« of the pioneer Dcvob 

herd-men of Iowa - perhaps the pioneer. He has a fine 

herd, and is an intelligent, reliable breeder. He has con¬ 

tributed largely to the introduction of Devons in different 

parts of Ihe West, aod is constantly distributing fine animals 

of this hardy stock in Iowa and Wisconsin.—c. D. B. 

Sl’RUCB Up.— “If you get a moment to spare, spruce up — 

put that gate on its hinges, put a little paint on tbs picket 

fence you built last year, trim up about your door-yard, make 

it coxy and inviting— don't say you can't find time for these 

tkiugs: the fact is you have no tight to be slovenly—your 

wife aud children will bo the happier, your farni will sell for 

more money in the market, and will be worth more to you at 

home if you devote an odd hour now and then to spruce up.” 

So saith the N. H. Journal of Agriculture, and tbe advice 

should be heeded in other latitudes than New England. 

Tub Crawford Co. (Pa.i Fair, for 1861, proved very 

successful. We learn that cash premiums to the amount of 

$950 were awarded To this sum, after paying all expenses 

aud leaving $200 in the treasury for a rainy day, is added the 

surplus fuud, which is 40 per cent, on the ahove, making the 

total amount of premiums this year upwards of $1,300 — a 

larger aggregate than almost any County Society has offered 

the present year. This speaks well for the cause of Rural 

Improvement in Western Pennsylvania. 

About Sheep.— The New England Parmer has a report of 

a discussion on sheep. One of the speakers says that he 

keeps a daily journal and knows from his own figures that 

sheep are easier kept than any thing else that brings the 

same income. By careful weights and measures of the feed 

used, he knows that ten sheep can be kept as easily as one 

cow. He advises keeping a small flock, not of expensive 

breeds. Poor farmers are almost sure to lose if they try 

keeping fine blooded stock. 

Rural Gleanings.— Cotton, grown in Illinois, which looks 

finely and is said to be of good quality, has been shown to a 

Bloomington editor — who avers there is no doubt cotton 

can be matured there, and that if “ secesh ” continues it will 

he.-The Forage issued by the Government daily, tor use in 

Washington and vicinity, amounts to 215 tans, and the grain 

to 180 tuns. Uncle Samuel is becoming a large stock-feeder 

-The Ilog Crop of Ohio promises to be very large. In the 

largest hog raising districts, the price asked for porkers is $3 

grorf-, and corn can be bought at from 10 to 20 cents a, bushel. 

-The Honey Crop of Prance, this year, is said to be one of 

tbe most abundant ever known. In some hives in the south¬ 

ern provinces there have already been three swarms of bees. 

-Michigan Salt is being made more extensively — the 

East Saginaw Co. dow turning out nine hundred barrels a 

week-Clover cures Hog Cholera, according to an Iowa 

paper. It says that in all instances the disease, which is pre¬ 

vailing in that State, has suddenly ceased on turning the 

hogs into a clover field. This is “important, if true,” and 

worth trying elsewhere. 

Horse Cokstnitts for Sheep,— In tbe vicinity of Geneva, 
Switzerland, many persons may be seen in the fall gathering 
the fruit of tbe horse chestnut which are sold to stock owu- 
eni fur fattening «beep The horse chestnuts are thoroughly 
crushed, like apples for cider. They are then ground in a 
machine kept solely in Switaerlaud for this purpose, and 
about two pounds weight are given to each sheep, morning 
and evening. Care L uktn that loo ranch is not fed at a 
time, lest heat ensue. It is said to give a fine rich flavor to 
the meat Geneva mutton is nol«d for its flavor. 

Tsb McCormick Reaper. — The Commissioner of Patents 
deeided against McCormick’s application for tbe extension of 
hia reaper patent of 1847, on the following grounds: — Phrst, 
That the invention is one of great utility and importance to 
the public. Second, That the sum already received by Mc¬ 
Cormick, and the sums be is entitled to recover from 
infringements, together, amount to au adequate remunera¬ 
tion, and, therefore, tbe patent should not be extended. 

SH)? JSCetDs (Han&enser* 

— Parties are boring for coal oil in Humboldt Co., CaL 

— Lemons sold ia Philadelphia last week at over ten cents 

apiece wholesale. 

— The demand for stamped newspaper envelopes haa 

exceeded the supply. 

— The river Nile has risen unnsually high this year, and 

caused great damage. 

— The total loss, killed, wounded, and missing, in the battle 
of Ball’s Blnff, was 953. 

— There was a slight fall of snow at Buffalo, on the 24th 

ult.,—the first this season. 

— Lord Monck hav assumed the duties of his place as 

Governor-General of Canada. 

— At the siege of Sebastopol, there were 253,042 rounds of 

cannon ammunition expended. 

— A very large sale of butter was made at Detroit, Wed nee- 

day week, at 8.L cents per pound. 

— The debt of Toronto is more than $2,400,000, of which 

$600,000 lias been spent on railways. 

— The election in Western Virginia baa resulted in favor 

of a division of the State of Virginia. 

— Thursday, November 21, has been appointed for Thanka- 

giving day by Gov, Washburn, of Maine. 

— A malignant type of diptheria is raging in the northeast 

part of the town of Carrol, Chautauqua Co. 

— The Princess ce Sol ms, a cousin of the Emperor Napo¬ 

leon, lately died of brain fever at Baden Baden. 

— From the 19lh of April to Saturday week seventy vessels 

of war were fitted out in the Brooklyn Navy Yard. 

— Caesar Russell, a colored man, died at Taunton, Mass., 

on the 27th ult, aged 105. He was 7ft years a slave. 

— Of tbe Immense number of guns used at Sebastopol, 

only 41 remained serviceable at the end of the siege. 

— Not a life was lost among the blockading squadron at 

New Orleans in the late attack by the rebels upon it. 

— An earthquake was distinctly felt at Calais, Me , at five 

minutes alter eight o’clock. Wednesday morning week. 

— On Saturday week, a boat containing 1,300 barrels of 

flour was sunk in the canal between Newark and Arcadia. 

— The blockade of New Orleans is perfect, and there hag 

been no arrival or departure seaward for the last six weeks. 

— According to official returns just made np, there are 

4,780 soldiers goffering from opthalmia in the Prussian army. 

— London, with a population of three million, has nix 

bridges. Paris, with one mil llan inhabitants, has twenty four. 

— The average duration of life in Franco has decreased 

within the past few years. It used to be 10 yearn—it Is now 

only 37. 

— The last of the celebrated English coaches baa been 

superceded by the opening of the Worcester and Hereford 

railway. 

— There are eleven clergymen holding positions as privates 

and officers in the Douglas Brigade, now being raised at 

Chicago. 

— The quantity of gas annually manufactured in London 

is 8,000,000,000 cubic feet—one fourth of which is wasted by 

leakage. 

— The father of the late Col. Ellsworth visited Alexandria, 

the scene of the latter’s murder, for the first time, on Sun¬ 

day week. 

— The captain of the bark General Pike states that he took 

this season one whale, the largest he ever saw, which made 

274 barrels! 

— Three contrabands arrived at New York on Thursday 

week in the steamer McClellan, from Pensacola—a man aud 

two women. 

— Iu Portsmouth, Va , there are from 2,000 to 3,001 per¬ 

sons of strong Union sentiments. The population of the 

place is 12 000. 

— The anticipated cost of the railroads already in progress 

in India is $250,000,000. Government guaran'ero nve per 
cent, dividends. 

— At St. Louis, the secretary of an insurance company 

has been discovered to have embexaled $22,000 of the foods 

of tbe company. 

— The Albany papers state that the tug Syracuse recently 

towed 68 boats, loaded and unloaded, up the Hudson fiom 

New York to Albany. 

— The population of Nova Scotia, according to the census 

just taken, is 300,690, being an increase of 54,582, or about 20 

per cent, in ten years. 

— Chas. J. Holm arrived in Havana with credential* as 

Consul from the rebel States. The Captain General refused 

to admit him aa Consul. 

— Gen. James Fry, of Ottawa, Ill., has been authorised to 

raise a regiment of infantry. Gen. Fry served under Gen. 

Jackson at New Orleans. 

— The California State Fair for 1861 shows great improve¬ 

ment In stock breeding, hut in the agricultural products there 

is a marked deterioration. 

— The business of the Overland Telegraph Company is 

already very great. Over 200 meesagee passed over the line 

the first day it was opened. 

— Tbe Southern Journals require a daily supply of 175,000 

lbs. of paper, hut all the paper mills to which they hare access 

can supply only 75,000 lbs. 

— Horatio N Bush, who died recently at Harrisburg, Fa., 

bequeathed $10,000 to fouud a Professorship in Wlriteatown 

(Oneida county) Seminary. 

— There are more thau 50,000 miles of telegraph wires in 

use in Great Britain. In 1860, the public used them to the 

extent of 1,787,258 messages. 

— Among the blankets received at headquarters for the 

use of the army, were three captured from British soldiers 

during the Revolutions! y war. 

— John Patch, who claimed being the original inventor of 

the steam screw propeller, died at the poorbouse in Yarmouth, 

N. 8., on the 27th of September. 

— There are 54 ships-of-war now under construction at the 

Royal Dock and other private yards of England, many of 

which are in a very forward Btate. 

— In Connecticut, the crops are more abundant than they 

have been for some years, and farmers have been able to 

gather them without fear of frost. 

— The fleet of France, England, and Spain, against Mexico, 

will carry two thousand guns. This looks like an “efficient 

blockade,’ if not something more. 

— The army “regulation" horse ia 15 to 16 hands high, 

between 4 and 9 years old, perfectly sound, square trotter, 

and color bay, brown, black or sorrel. 

— A cavalry- regiment of 1,200 men at Montpelier, Vt, will 

proceed to the war in a few days. Allowing 8 horses to a car, 

it will take 150 cars to carry the horses alone. 

— The New Orleans Picayune admits that the braggart, 

Hollins, was chased up the river by the Richmond—hia ram 

proboscis broken and bis machinery disarranged. 

— Thirty-sir female nurses, including nine of the Sisters 

of Mercy, left Chicago on the 17th ult for Jefferson City, Mo., 

to enter tbe service of the country. 

— The last number of the Medical Journal contains a report 

from a committee of physicians, which decides that chloro¬ 

form is dangerous to life, but sulphuric ether not. 

— There are 1,200 soldiers in the hospitals in Georgetown 

and Washington, though quite a number of them are con¬ 

valescent The prevailing disease is typhoid fever. 

— Application has been made to the Commissioners for the 

World's Exhibition of 1862 for permission to exhibit "speci¬ 

mens illustrative of the seven ages in the life of » flea." 

— The barracks built by Vermont, at Montpelier, were 

destroyed by an incendiary fire on Thursday week, together 

with 109 tents, and the house and barn of Edwin Gilman. 

— The Fall River News says the army worms hare made 

their appearance in a field of turnips in Westport. The leaves 

of the turnips have been completely riddled by the worms 

— A copy of Audubon's celebrated work, “ The Birds of 

America,” was sold in Montreal, at a book sale last week, for 

$1,020. The book is very valuable, and sales of tt now rare 



management op small gardens. 

refreshment and enough su*ar to make it palatable. This may be characterized as sweet sud luscious, but please the palates of unsophisticated women and children, 

One-third or more of the central portion is a mass of not the wine that Paul*would have recommended for working men, whose olfactories never knew any 

fibre, and crude, unripe, adhesive substance, consist- the stomach s sake. Onr own Diana makes a wine of ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f>f ^ _n 

iug chiefly of citric acid. In eating, we pass this by the latter class, pure, rich, eminently refreshing and tho wor,df and tUat to weaken with water, or StrcngGieu with 

the palate, before it is entirely divested of its much permanent, as it acting by large nourishment nitln.i spirits is down right wickadnm-n. The grapes must he folly 

laginous and sugary coating, with the swiftness of a than by stimulation, as is the case with those marvel- jiptv, dropping off rip«, sod to render them »0 the vine* must 

bullet in its flight, that it may not offend the taste ous Uhine wines, not followed by fever, headache, grow on slakes or very low trollircs, The expressed juice 

while we enjov the better part". The center, besides or depression as secondary effects, such as usually most then be put into clean “wine green" cask*, and cared 

the acid mass," includes the seeds within it. and this follow from sweet, exciting wines, which are drunk tor ">,h; way good cider Is managed. This 
theoretically is not. only injurious to the health, but to please the palate merely, or the alcoholic, whose duno faithfully, and ti,.. product 'rill be wine that will not 
tneoteintuiy is uui miy iij . . r ,i ferment over again in the stomach, deranging the liver aud 
extremely dangerous. Practically, extensive expen- object is high excitement. As a grape for the table, mud(U|ng thft brttin 

cuce not only denies the truth of this theorizing, but pure, rich, and distinctively viftoaM and refreshing, A„ trjckg of ^uitoratlon and debasement our pooplo will 

teaches the direct contrary; and the unanimous opin- the Diana, in its best condition, mey be considered take to naturally enough by morn virtu* of their nationality, 

ion of those who have used the Isabella most but little inferior to the Frontignaiis, only wanting and without being told. Afior they shall have learned bow 

abundantly in what is considered its fully ripened in that uniform tenderness which should be consid- to make good, pure wiue, ihen they may, for home use, 

condition is I think, that it in not only not injurious, ered indispensable In a perfect gmpe. iu vmous make a cheap beverage In tbe following way. Into a large 

but even’ in most cases positively healthful. We flavor it is not, perhaps, equalled by any of the ^kfllngtho ch^efromthe wlwgre«. after all tbojnico 
out vvlu iu wuai v- , - v t AUamw5ti i'mIi,. is extracted, or eUe well ma^bed wild grape* of gpod flavor 
must, of course, except rare idiosynotacies, which Front.gnans, and Us high character will be lolly „„ thB Mhk 5g hBlr tWll tllinl„ r,lll; np8wllh water 

cau take the grape only iu its most refined and con- recognized iu thin respect when it becomes better ftnd a(1J one pound of gUgM to tbe gallon of water. let tb(, 

centrated form without injury. The Isabella has, in known to the discriminating taste, in the matter ol forment#tion begin and complete its work in the cask, and 

mv oninion been a friend of humanity, and its delicate aroma, however, the Frontlgnans may claim then draw off tho clear wine and put it away in as cold i 

Wb have been requested to give some bints on tbe 

management of small gardens, and cheerfully com¬ 

ply, for there is no subject of more importance in Us 

bearing upon the future of American Horticulture. 

It is not a few fine places that show the horticul¬ 

tural taste of a country; this is better exhibited in 

tbe small gardens of the million. When we enter 

a village for the first time, we at once form an opin¬ 

ion of the laste of the people from the condition of ftbai)(jant)y jn wbat js considered its fully ripened iu that uniform tenderness which should be consid- I 

the little gardens that meet the view on every side, oonditiwi ^ j tbink( that it is not only not injurious, ered indispensable la a perfect grape. Iu vmous 

and not from one or two arietocratic establishments. ^ eveu' / inft9t cases positively healthful. We Jlavor it is not, perhaps, equalled by any of the 

The most sealous improvers of the day, tbe men who of coar80) exoept rare idiosynoracies, which Frontlgnans, and its high character will be fully 

are doing most for the diffusion of a taste tor gar ^ ^ grape oni}. ju most retined and con- recognized iu this respect when it becomes better 

dening, are the residents of country towns ami vil- centrftted form willK)Ut injury. Tbe Isabella has, in known to the discriminating taste. In the matter of 

lages with their half acre and quarter acre lots, then Opiuion, been a friend of humanity, and its delicate aroma, however, the Frontlgnans may claim 

small and nicely kept lawne, adorned with flowering w;,jch I think nearly accomplished, must be a superiority, though this is far frem being the first 

shrubs, with borders of herbaceous flowers and beds a9 one of beneficence. point of excellence, as we have already indicated, 

of bulbs and annuals, and a kitchen garden that . a„ The vinous grapes grow most upon tho appetite by 
furnishes an shundant supply ef the common vege- I c .ataw >a, in consi q . . , use, and delight not merely the palate, but the whole 

tables grown in the best possible manner. A few early has not been so ex^ The Diana, both for the table and for wine, 
such gardens in a village exert an influence for good, so well known, but in all that cons itutis goo all the defe,ta of the Catawba, 

imitators soon arise, and the character of the people quality, is a far better grape T e -abe ^ may be 7 ^ ^ Mth ^ and all 

and the appearance of the town is soon changed, characterized as feeble flavored, that s, deficient n exceedingly good grape, its full 

We might specify and show when and where com- tartaric acid, which » the basis ot high flavor m of w be Reeled from 

plete revolotions have been effected in this vray by a grapes. The Isabella is only VP^entfy sugary in of all of tho vinous 
few bumble vet intelligent and zealous horticultural consequence of otleriug but a moderate amount of wy young 

l ot nne farmer in a town where fruit cul- acid for the sugar to overcome. In quantity of sugar ”• ,, _ a  . 

extremely dangerous. Practically, exteusivc experi- object is high excitement. As a grape for the table, 

cuce not only denies the truth of this theorizing, but pure, rich, and distinctively vinous and refreshing, 

teaches the direct contrary; and the unanimous opin- the Diana, in its best condition, may be considered 

ion of those who have used the Isabella most but little inferior to the Frontignans, only wanting 

a superiority, though this is far frim being the first cellar as you have, and keep it well filled and closed up. 

point of excellence, as we have already indicated. Drink it within the year. 

The vinous grapes grow most upon tho appetite by 

use, and delight not merely the palate, but the whole Fruits Received.— I send you t>v express a few Bunker 

man. I ho Diana, both tor the table and for wine, toy cooking the 1st of August, and iwtain* It.* iiavor till Jan 
may be said to supply all the defects of the Catawba, oary. Tree hardy, an early and abundant bearer; fruit 

to those who have known nothing better, and all th„ InnWir in the Rukau—J. I,. Caoy, WatervUte, A. r, 
pronounce it an exceedingly good grape, its full OH, 29,1801. 

workers. T.et one farmer in a town where fruit cul¬ 

ture has been sadly neglected, commence the work 

in earnest, plant the choicest varieties, and give his 

trees the proper care, and how long will it be before 

he has a dozen imitators? 

The first hint needed by all who are about to 

improve a small place is not to attempt too much. 

The pleasure of gardening is not iu having a great 

variety, hut in growing everything well; and yet 

almost every one at the commencement is anxious to 

obtain everything that is considered valuable, and 

particularly all that is new. This course causes 

great trouble, some expense, and in the end little 

satisfaction. The true way is to get a few good and 

tried plants, and to add to the number as circum¬ 

stances may make it convenient and proper. 

First of all, however, see that the soil is in the 

proper condition, well drained, mellow and rich. 

All the money expended on a proper preparation of 

the soil is well spent, Tt is hardly possible to do too 

much in this way. Tt is the foundation of all after 

it is much below the Catawba, as it is in tartaric 

acid. Tbe ground work of high flavor being a large 

amount of acid overcome or qualified by a larger 

amount of grape sugar, much else is required to con¬ 

stitute a high degree of excellence; but with a 

deficiency of these it can not exist. 

Tbe Catawba contains a largo proportion of both 

tartaric acid and sugar, when iu best condition, and 

may be called, in contradistinction to the Isabella, a 

high flavored grape, and rich in tlie essentials of 

wine-making, which the Isabella is not The 

Catawba is deficient in delicacy and refinement re¬ 

quited to give it high finish; but from it, in tbe 

climate iu which it matures, wine of high character 

is made, which can not be said of Isabella. From 

the Isabella an effervescing or sparkling wine is 

made, but all of tho Ohio sparkling wines are made 

by the addition of sugar, and with that they can be 

tnade.of any gmpe, however poor In wine-making 

qualities. 

As a grape for the table, when well-grown and 

Tliave adduced numerous examples to show that 

the elements to be considered in the solution of this 

question are not few or unimportant. T will cite one 

more native iu which these elements of quality will 

be found assembled In an unequalled degree of excel¬ 

lence, resulting in nearly equal eminence both for 

wine and for the table. This is the Delaware, and 

one important circumstance in regard to it Hliould be 

noted. It is remarkable for long keeping, and dries 

readily to raisin3, retaining both sugar and vinous 

life remarkably; but one important portion of its 

excellence la extremely fugacious, and without care 

will scarcely be fully retained much more than 

ease tbe palates of unsophisticated women and children, u 

id hard working men. whose olfactories never knew any v lO 
her wine than Madeira of American manufacture. Tell .</ J> W | 
cm tliai good wine is never made of sugar in any part Of — : 

r world, and that to weaken with water, or strengthen with ABOUT ORNAMENTAL STOVE8. 
nits is downright wickedness. The grapes must he fully 

pe, dropping off rips, and to inuder them so tho vines must j wish all of you stove-makers and manufacturers 
•ow on stakes or very low trellires. The expressed iuice u . n j. , „ , ,, 

. .. , ... . , .. . J would leave nil the beading and figures and flowers 
ust then be put into dean *• a me green 1 'casks, aud cared ... . ° 
. ..,i.„ „ , _. . and “tiflicks ! out of your patterns. It would save ir very much in tho same way good cider Is managed. This 
one faithfully, aud tho product will he wine that will uot a *IeaI expense and trouble, and us bouse* 
irmnnt over again in the stomach, deranging the liver am! keepers much vexation and loss of time. I refer 

luddllng tha brain. more particularly to cook stoves. Some may wish 

All tricks of adulteration and debasement our people will parlor stoves ornamented.—and when they first come 
ike to naturally enough by mere virtue of their nationality, from the shop they do look beautiful,—but as soon 
.id without being told. After they shall have learned how thoy R(jt fu„ o(- duHt> ftnd b(,giQ to bc dull| wo 

to make good, pure Wiue, tlien they mar, for homo ure, , r 
make a cheap beverage In tho following wav. Into a largo . 
cask Ming the cheese from the wine press, after all the juice mt i,c8lde8> ,l 18 Vcr-V hftri1 w,,rk- un'1 iirt7 work- 
is extracted, or else well mashed wild grapes of good flavor to black and polish stoves; and tho more they aro 

till tho cask is hair nr twn thirds full; thru fill up with water Cat Up with flowers, Aff,, the harder tQ polish, 

and add one pound or sugar to the gallou of water; let the But I never want niy cook stovo blacked, and 
fermentation begin and ootnplete its work in the cask, and always keep it bright and clean by wiping or wash- 

then draw off tho clear wine and put it away in m cold a |1|g_ The way sorno people have of blacking a cook 
cellar as you have, and keep it well filled and closed up. gt wltb ftll Ul0 gI«Me and mxm they will get Oil 
Jrink it within the year. . , . . , 

_ them during cooking, was never to my taste or ideas 

of neatness. But In washing, one cannot get a cloth 
Fruits RKomvsn.— I send you by express a few Runker • .. „ ,,r 

Rill apples, a universal favorite iu this vicinity. In se**ou lntl° a11 tl10 llUlc uook9 an(i Oit-viocs of tin various 
hr cooking the 1st of August, ami letsios it* flavor till .inn devices. Why can we uot have plain cook stovea, 

S&. SS .K,1-Mr ornamented with corelo, work, or Juted edge, 
the duality iu tho Ruhai..—J. I,. Cady, WattrviUe, aV. 1', around doors, hearths and seams. You can’t think 

Oil 29, lfibb ... , how much easier it would be to take care of them,— 
With the above w« received a box of apples, something .... . . T, 

like Seek No-Further In form and sire; skin greenish, striped at ,east’ 8uch 18 experience. L-v P-l). 

with red iu the sun; llesh very white and tender, like Fameuse, * * * 
but not sufficiently high flavored, we think, to make it worthy CAKES, COOKIES, &c- 
of general culture. - 

Eds, Rural -Mease accept a specimen of tho Uyntop El)«- RoitALNKW-YoKKKBi-Your good paper finds 
Crab Appl<. It is considered here one of the finest of way to onr homo every week, and I take much 
fruit ami ornamental trees, it is fine in growing and , .. .>,« <• Ilnmeuiir *» 
abundant in bearing, Tbe fruit la covered with a while pleasure m leading l , c [ • 
bloom, and unsurpassed (or jellies and pickling — If. A. Cox column. I have ft few good recipes which I wish to 
oak, Whitewater, iFwcennn, Sept. 21,1801. gjvo jn return for the many good cues from which I 

With tho abovo wu received some very handsome sped- blive derived benefit: 

mens of Crah Apples, larger than tho Large Red Siberian \yhItk SPONGE CAKB.-Whitefl or eight eggs, beat 
Crab, and very highly and beautifully colored. This is no ........ , , . , ... . , ... 
, A , ,, . , ... ,, , / to a 1 ght froth; add one aud a halt tumbler of pul- 

verized sugar; one tumbler of flour; three-fourths 

„ ^ „ t.r t j) a, . teaspoonful cream tartar, mixed well in tlie flour. 
TnR Culturk op IIyaointus jn Water.—Iu Butler k v , ... 

,flp , , r f, . k . . .. . . . Cheap I ju itOakk.—One and one half cup sugar; M’CuIIoujtU h (of Coveat Garden) catalogue of Dutch aud V' UC,AI 1 
Capo Rulhs just received, we tin.l the following nsef.it advice; one cup butter; three eggs; three tablespoonfuls sour 

Fruits Rkobivkd.— I send you by express n few RunVer 
Hill apples, n universal favorite in tin* vicinity. In season 
for cooking the 1st of August, and letaiiM II* flavor till Jan 
uary. Tree hardy, an early and abundant bearer; fruit 
always good size and very fair. Please give your opinion of 
the onali'v in tho Rural.— J. L. Cady, Waterville, aV. T., 
OH. 29.1801. 

With the above wo received a box of appleB, something 
like Seek•No-Kurtlier in form and size; skiu greenish, striped 
with red iu the sun; tlesh very white and tender, like Famenso, 
but not sufficiently high flavored, we think, to make it worthy 

of general culture. 

Eds Rural —Mease accept a specimen of tho Jlyelap 

bloom, and unsurpassed for jellies and pickling — II. A. Cox 
OAK, Whitewater, JF/tcoruin, Sept. 21,1861. 

With Ilia abovo wo received some very handsome sped 
mens of Crah Apples, larger than tho Large Red Siberian 
Crah, and very highly ftnd beautifully colored. This is no 
doubt a valuable variety of the Crah family. 

TnK Culturk Ok Hyaoisths in Water.—In Butler & 
M'Cullough's (of Caveat Garden) catalogue of Dutch aud 
Capo Bulbs just received, we find the following useful advice’, 

twenty-four hours. This appears to be tho living puoo the bulb on the top, and Blithe glass with pure rain or milk; one-bulfteaspoonful soda; one cup of raisins; 

force by which its component* are belli in effective soft water, so as almost to touch, ite base. Tho glasses should 

junction, anti which, whim present, nltords ft peculiar then bn placed in a perfectly dark, cool', but uot damp oitna 
enjos ment beyond that of any other fruit. It was tion, and, in the course of three or four weeks, the bulbs will 

first noted by Professor Warring, who speaks of it fta b*v« *««• "umoiuntl? rooU,,J- HUl1 bo amoved to the 
. . light. In all cases a flower stand or table close to the window 

“thrilling him with delight.” (ia the most desirable position; nevertheless the hyacinth 
If we require the supcrlutive in qun ity, we must. inay be grown successfully un tha mantel piece, or on tho 

abate mtinethlng in size, with, perhaps, a seeming center-table of the room, provided there bo sufficient light. , ... .,n„A1. \,a As ft crape ior uio uime, wueu wcu-urowu tuiu - ... - .. ......... .. . ... . .., . 
good culture. An error in n. n ripened in a suitable climate, and particularly when exception Of the Muscat, of Alexandria; but tbi-S The Dutch have another v*ry Interesting mode of culture 
repaired, at least, without destroying all that has been ( . hnt ^ ja t(,is when fully understood, does not amount to an they take « flat dish, either crystal or porcelain, about t 

done and commencing anew, it is like the lounda- I Catawba has a high deKree of exeeilence, exception, unless, as it is grown by the aid of lire depth of a soup plat*, and, according to its size, place 3,6 
tion to a building,—if this is faulty, it matters little f . . heat in u vlnerv and even then it lacks the vinous or 12 strong healthy belbB In about half an Inch of wat 
bow fine the superstructure may be, disappointment ?olntf ^ thft ^ a few days the roots begin to spread out horiaouUBy, a 
and loss is tbe only result. In ft small garden tbe feeble flavored (feeble charactered i kinds ol hurope, • ... no clasp each other, that, in the eoursa of a few weeks, tt 

'I nnv be cot in a proper condition without much tint are held in high estimation there for the table. In foreign grapes, thinness of skm is an important form a natural support for the grWp. The bulbs may om 
801 1 n if j speak of the various 8w«etwatcrs, Royal Musca- .tin «f iksoo lris/ts i« in. I—*»..—,t -.m. 

one-half cup of black raspberry jam. Add more 

fruit if you like it. 
Soda Fiukd Cakbh.—One cup of sugar; one of 

sweet milk; two taldespoonfuls lard; one ogg; two 

teftspooufuls cream tartar; one teaspoonful soda. 

(loon Cookies without Clous. Two cupsomgar; 

ono of sour milk; two-thirds cup of butter; one tea- 

spoouful soda; a little caraway seed. 

Hasp Soap.— Will some of the readers of the 

Rural please send a recipe for making bard soap, 

and oliliire. Mrs. 8. L. A. 

expense. If very light and sandy, ashes, plenty of 

manure, and a little day will effect ft change; if cold 

and heavy, drainage, ashes, manure, sand and lime 

will produce a wonderful amelioration. Of course, 

where, possible it is best to obtain a good mellow 

loam at first, but this cannot always be obtained in 

the desired situation. 

One great error often committed in planting small 

gardens is to put out trees of too large a growth and 

too many of them, so that in a few years tbe garden 

looks like a young forest It is difficult to realize 

when we plant small treeB from four to six feet in 

height, that in a few years they will monopolize tbe 

ground for twenty feet in each direction, and so we 

plant trees with reference to what trees are, and not 

what they will become. Half a dozen apple trees 

and the same nufiiber of horse chestnuts will fill a 

common garden, and give no satisfaction. Such 

trees should be discarded,—at least one is enough. 

So of the Norway Bprnce, a beautiful evergreen, and 

one on a lawn is ft magnificent object, but we often see 

a dozen planted where there is only sufficient space 

for one. For the front of the house there is nothing 

so neat at all seasons as ft lawn, and this should not 

be filled, but embellished merely with ft few of the 

flowering shrubs and small-growing trees, like tbe 

Mountain Ash, tbe Magnolia, tbe Chinese Arborvit*, 

and if space enough, a Norway Spruce. 

The fruit garden should be planted with dwarf 

trees and the small fruits. A supply of winter apples 

can always be obtained of farmers and fruit-growers. 

Tho cultivator of a small garden should, therefore, 

dines,, and best of all this family, the renowned separable from the flesh; but in tbe Americans it 

(lolden Cbassclas of France. But it must also be separates readily, and is not eater except in such 

In foreign grapes, thinness of skill is an important form „ natural suiiport for I lie group. The bulbs i,*ay or may 

consideration, because the skin of those kinds is in- not be covered with moss. 

remarked, that these kinds, as grown here under kinds iib Herbemont, Lincoln, Leioir, and Elsing- 

glus:«, are very different from the same fruits grown burg. 

in the open air in their own country. Here they aro Onr examination lias been lengthened by a strong 

very greatly increased In size, but aB greatly deteri* desire to know anil to exhibit both the amount and 

orated in quality, so that they may bc said to Consist kind of excellence that may bo fotiad in any grape, 

mainly of mucilage, sugar, and water, with a slight foreign or native, that we may be Jpit and reasonable 

grape perfume, and aro almost entirely devoid of the a9 wen as comprehensive In statin,, the charncteris- 

Annual Mkktixo ok tiis Illinois State Horticultural 

Socikty.— Thn annual meeting of the above named Society 
is to bo held at. Bryan Hall, Chicago, commencing Tuesday, 
December 3d, 1801, and continuing four dayM. Most of the 
railroads terminating la tlds city have agreed to puns mem¬ 
bers and others attending tho meeting at half fare. Effort 
will be made to secure to visitors the hospitality of the citi- 

vinous refreshment which Is the crowning excellence 

of tho grape, aud necessary to constitute it the fruit 

of fruits. Even in the best condition iu their own 

country they lack tbe vital energy that is required for 

wine, aud consequently can not meet the require¬ 

ments which we demand for a “Best” table grape. 

The Catawba may be characterized as sugary, via 

foreign or native, mat we may ill. Jjin auu reaBuunoir Mnil u is believed that the meeting will ho largely attended, .. , L tl mi— ipaV(m bo 

as well as comprehensive )n statiup the charucterifl- and one of th« moat Interesting in tha history of the Society, 11 . ' . ... „ . ^ 
ticB needed and to bc expected A t native grape to ft l* enpeclaWy urged that orchar'ist* In tb* We»tutt*<nd It; (fathered dry and rm tna ioo o pt . i 
constitute it. “ Best” its a fruit for tun table. pro pared not only to give Information of a practical charao for use. When ready to form youi wn.it t, ma u. a 

, ., . ,, . .. ter, but to exhibit specimens of their orchard products. And circle on your flrttlol board for the center of your 
Acton mg o out s mwin,,, 11 H.' ‘ ’ ’ let all meritorious seedlings be brought for Examination, leaves. Then gum them on the under side, and, 

The skin must be without otlensiveicss m odor or Tho dlll0UMit>1Igor th<) *ociety have al ways been interesting commencing at the top, place them carefully on the 
acrid pungency; 2d, 1 hat it must, hi sweet and good ftnd prHfUllijI(J. au(1 tbc88 reuu|onH 0( p* members among the aper I|iy tbo wr(.ath in a piess until it is perfectly 

to the center, 3d, The elements whnh constitute its mo;,t delightful of the year. We hope also to meet and greet jrv tb,.n\v 1th a small paint brush, varnish tbe leaves 
pure, rich, sugury, vinous flavor, mmt he ho perfect here many of the Eastern pomological savans. Tho invito. n , rent varnish.-A “Rural" Reaper, 
• ii- i- unrl vtiinfflinry t.hn f hi* nmrft inti- linn in hA nrAnant im nordiallv extended to all. East and Went. ^ ^ * 

Leaf Wreaths. Having seen a request in the 

Rural for the motlus optrnndi of making “Leaf 

Wreaths,” Ac., I give you my method. In the first 

place, gathering the leaves is an important feature; 

they are much more brilliant some years than they 

arc at tlie same season of other years- 8rn*Il leaves 

are tho prettiest, and any line sprays add grasses 

which you may find arc a decided improvement. 

Breen leaves interspersed make a variety which is 

one of Its chief beauties. The leaves must, be 

gathered dry and laid in a hook to press until wonted 

for use. When ready to form your wreath, make a 

circle on your Hctsinl board for the center of your 

leaves. Then gum them on the under side, and, 

The Catawba may be eliaruoU'Nzeu aa sugary, vin- pliyc^ rich, sugury, vinous flavor, mint bo so perfect here many of tho Eastern pomologioal savans. Tho invita- 

ous, and refreshing in an eminent degree, and not ^ t,heir balance and mingling tha the more inti- tion to be present in cordially extouded to all, East and West, 

only wholesome, but positively healthful by its gen- wfttely tbe (,rapQ jM known, the more full will be the North aud South—o. o. r. 

erotis nourishing) tonic, aud aperient qualities. In e„soyment 0f flavor and refreshment. 

its best condition of excellence it is a great favorite _4. t1lia m[iv Vlrt vnnr, )n „ „nnii Rrtsr* H0B ™B °BKEN Fly* &0— a writerlbe Kcow 

with the sick, and particularly with those suffering 

from nervous and febrile debility. 

But with all theBe excellences, by reason of great, 

defects it falls far below our standard for best. 

Although less acrid aud pungent in its skin than the 

Isabella, it is never entirely unexceptionable in this 

respect, nor is it. ever altogether devoid of a crude 

acid center, and alwftjB retains a degree of astrin- 

gency, which, although not prominent unless care¬ 

fully sought for, will not permit us to call it strictly 

pure in it* vinous flavor; aud when tried by the high 

standard which some of its own offspring afford, it is 

enjoyment of flavor and refreshment. „ 
J J Rosin von tmk Gkrkn Fly, Iso.—A writer in the Revue 
Among tbe foreigner#, this may be oand in a good l[urti;ojn r,.port„ that, thinking tobacco smoke too expensive 

degree in tho Black Hamburgh, conjiined with great. a remedy for thn green fly on his pooch trees, he had had 

size, but. in a superlative degree ony in such small recourse to that of rosin, which ho found answered just «s 

kinds as RvisUng, etc., which are Much smaller in well, at a far smaller cost. 
bunoh and bwry than our own Delaware.” In the same periodical, M. Carrier* speaks of a hardy bam 

boo, named Rambusa viridifflaucesccns, which seems to b* a 
plant of much promise. From the figure that is given 

GALVANIC SLUG AND SNAIL SHOCKER, of it, we judge it to have a very graceful, drooping hahlt, 
producing numerous laterals, covered with •‘bliago, and 

Tub following method of destroying slugs and having an appearance quite unlike that of B MeJahe, 
, ri , , /-i / . which han now ho fully eHUbluihed itrt r*.^1nrm to UardlneKB 

snails wc take from the Gardeners Chronicle , Jn th|g country. It ,B Mllid to grow (onr yards high and 

“ Having a few pet plants which SUgs and snails more, with deep, dull green caneo and line, broad taper- 

are particularly fond of as food, I liare devisiid the pointed leaves, of a shining gre»o color on the upper side, 

GALVANIC SLUG AND SNAIL SHOCKER. 

Tub following method of destroying slugs and 

snails we take from the Gardeners' Clromcle : 

“Having a few pet plants which sugs and snails 

plant aummer and fall varieties of apples, pears, f0ynd to be much wanting in that fine assemblage of fniiftWine uimplc aud efficacious modi of protecting but covered with a rich iioom beneath, The nativu 
.1_* _ __i... ..b .... ... . . . . .. .. - lUUUTVIU^ | ... . t ...v_.. . V... 11t Vn 4l.n ..P 
cherries, plums, currauts, gooseberries, raspberries, qualities that gives completeness and full satisfaction, 

strawberries, Jtc., that can seldom be obtained in the j ^t us now, for a few moments, take up fur exam- 

markets in perfection, and his garden will afford not ination our favorite among the foreign kinds, the 

only pleasure but profit, and an exceeding large Grizzly Frontignan. Here we have a large amount 

amount of good living. 0f the acids that lie at the base of excellence in the 

---- grape overcome by a very large amount of Bugar. (It 

CHARACTERISTICS OP A GOOD GRAPE, should bo observed that the amount of acids is large 

- in this only in comparison with tbe foreign kinds 

At a late meeting of tbe Brooklyn Horticultural before named; for tbe amount is not large compared 

Society held for conversation or discussion, Dr. C. with the Pinean or lteiBlings from which the Clos 

W. Grant, of Iona, was called upon to answer in Vcugeot, Hermitage, and Jobannisberg wines are 

full the following question:—“ What are the charac- made.) But besides this it is rich in tbe harmonious 

terislics needed in n Native Grape to constitute it ‘ best' mingling of all those innumerable qualities which 

as a fruit for the table." The reply is reported in chemistry has sought iu vain to detector describe 

full in the Horticulturist, and as the grape question either in the grapes or in the wine. These constitute 

is now attracting general attention, and hundreds of a grape of high, finished excellence, which I perhaps 

them Uff&inat their and my enemies; aid as this plan country Is unknown, but a is briieved to b« the north of 

may be" useful to some of your readt,s, 1 herewith China. M. Carrier* earner* tt by far the Unest bamboo yet 

Bend you a description of my galvanhj circle. Pro- known' 

I Thb Delaw ask.— Mr. Samuel B. Parsons, of Flushing, 

—~ writing from Brattleborough, Vt., says: “I saw at Spriug- 

y' [V field a Dataware vine three years planted, bearing one hundred 

/ vA_X and sixty bunches, many of them five inches in length.’’ 

/ // ~~—^ 'i That will do, even for the Delaware.— Horticulturist. 

worthless varieties are being forced upon cultivators, 

we give the Doctor’s opinion of what co nstitutes a 

good grape. 

“Those who have eaten grapes no better than the 

Isabella, or imperfectly-ripened Catawba, have taken 

grapes as we take the lot of life — a mingling of 

good aud ill, in which, from untoward circum¬ 

stances, tbe ill often appears to predominate; at least 

it is so to those who look for unmingled enjoyment. 

Persons who have enjoyed the foreign kinds in 

their perfection, freely, for a length of time, have 

generally lost the ability to perceive any good iu 

these native kinds, and characterize them as " bad,” 

should say satisfies at all points, and offends in 

nothing. Its flesh is of equal consistence to the cen¬ 

ter, and sufficiently tender, all equally flavored; and 

its skin is just thick enough ftnd of sufficient strength 

to safely contain tbe abundant juice, which is little 

else than sugary wine. In this are joined in a very 

high degree, and perhaps equally, excellence for the 

table and for wine. 

We are not ignorant of the fact that there are some 

who have never made the comparison in the true 

sense of the word, either from indifference or want 

of opportunity; and some, with whom nature or cir¬ 

cumstances have been very parsimonious in their 

inquiries nnd 
(II \ \l \ Flowers yon Bocoukts. — Every on* who has a good 
I J II flower garileu, I Judge, has a large number of vmitorii and 
III II plenty of friend#; aud if all who call do not expect, all would 
II IU J like a nice bouquet. It i« hardly possible for a kind-hearted 
\\^ / // man, like myself, who lilies to muku every one happy, to 

i \\X~\ J I Tefnsa such favors, especially to ladled »nd children, partico- 
\ \\3 \ J // / larly a* *uch presents afford at much happiness to ilia giver 
\ \ r II J as the receiver, and perhaps more. The good gardener often 
\ Vv \ y // / feels in lain heart the truth of the Scripture, which <ayn It id 
\ X. y // / “men- Lie «sd to give Ilian to receive.” Now, although 
\ j/ V Borne flowers are not injured by cutting moderately, yet my 

N. NN. ^- —-- J ca',fl llfl! “° numerous that ( sometimes leave thn flower beds 
unpletuantly bate, sud I hare determined next year to plant 

X. ' a few beds of ehowy, aWeetllowers, that will yield abundantly, 
for the <olw purpose of twin# them in making little Impromptu 

----—— bouquets tor toy visitors, so that, no oue snail go empty away. 
The labor will be but little, the cost almost nothing, and the 

, -L.J_.iiL pleasure and thank* I shall Tt-ceive will make it ft profitable 
cure ft fiftt ring of zinc, large enough tomcircle the investment. I would like tb« names ol half a dozen v»rl*- 

plant; make a slit in the ring after the aanner of a ties the most suitable for the purpose —of course they mart plant; make a slit in the ring after the aanner of a 

key-ring, so that it can be put round thestem of the 

plant and then rest upon the ground, low twist a 

copper wire into a ring very nearly of te same cir¬ 

cumference as the flat ziuc ring, aud put, pg it round 

be annuals, or aUcb as will flower tho first aummer.—Ama¬ 
teur, November, 1861. 

In the first place, you will need a goud bed of Mignonette 

to give tta delightful fragrance to your bouquet*. Sweat 

Peas will give both frftgrsncA and beauty, and they now pre- 

Batavia, Ar. K,I801. 
—- V* • — - 

Grease OTOTB.—*The following is from the Agri¬ 

culturist-'— Many of these eyesores may bo removed 

for a sixpence invested in French chalk. Busanne, 

of Brooklyn, gives as an example, that her foor-year- 

old carried a trice edition of Cowpor into the kitchen 

and dabbed it into tho butter plate. She scraped 

some of tho French chalk over the spots of grease, 

and in an hour afterward brushed off tbe powder, and 

put on a fresh dose, leaving It three or four hours, 

when Cowper was himself again. “Tho same appli¬ 

cation operates equally well upon greased clothing, 

though sometimes two or three applications may be 

needed. Tbe French chalk (clay) can be obtained at 

any drug store." 

Pumpkin Preserves.—An excellent and economi¬ 

cal sweetmeat is thus prepared. To 7 lbs. of pump¬ 

kin, take 5 lbs. of sugar, 4 lemons, and 2 ozs. of green 

ginger root, to he obtained at most grocers’ stores. 

Cut the pumpkin in slices, half an Inch in thickness, 

and in size and form to suit the fancy. Boll the 

pumpkin in the sirup until tender; then remove it, 

and add the lemons and ginger root. These should 

bo sliced thinly aud scalded before being pot into the 

sirup. Boil it down until It Is rich enough to keep 

without fermenting, and then pour it, over tho pump¬ 

kin. If the giDger root cannot be obtained, lemons 

alone impart to it an agreeable flavor.— Valley Farmer. 

Pot Pies.—Make a crust like soda biscuit, i. c., 

take one quart of flour, half ft (tint of milk, butter size 

of an egg, two teaspoonfuls of cream of tartar in the 

flour, one teaspoouful of soda in the milk. Mix 

well together, and drop into your chicken, or veal, or 

beef stew, when the stew is boiling. I will warrant 

yon light crust. A better way to cook it is to cut 

into bisenits, lay on a large plate, and set it in the 

steamer, over the stew, to cook. Lay on the platter 

with your meat, and pour over the seasoned and 

thickened gravy, and you have something a little 

better thftti common. 

Apple Jelly.— In looking over the pages of the 

Rural I noticed au Inquiry for a recipe to make 

or at least not attractive, by the very small amount of dealings in not having given them the power of the plant, let it rest upon the zinc, as iuthe illustra- wnUnch a variety or colors, from white to the darkest-pur- apple jelly. I send one which 1 have tried and found 

good which they caif discover, and reffise to partake perception to discriminate aud enjoy, who have not tion. No slug or snail will cross that rftgio circle; pic, a« to be in.liBr.«»nau.b!« for the purpose designated. to a g(J0d one. Take acid apples, slice them up 

of them when, after repeated trial, they find nothing discovered the great superiority of the Catawba over they can drag their slimy way upon tla zinc well '"deed, with the aid m a taw ‘hey form no mean w[thout pftrjngi boii till tender, then strain, and take 

to enjoy, and much that offends. the Isabella. enough, but let them touch the copperst the same ^;hole8Wl/011> Tan- Week-Stock* a« delightfully fragrant, thrcft Plnts a,,d a half of JU,C0 to 0ne oi m^r'~ 

But, In speaking of their own pure, rich grapes, To the careless and Indifferent I would say, yon are time, and they will receive a galvanic shek sufficient ^ 0)oomer, of evwrj iuiaKj(,abi* (bado of rad and purpl*, Bofhrona J. Cox, Bloomington, III. 

they use terms of enthusiastic praise, that seem ex- neglecting to accept good things that are offered, to to induce them at once to recoil from tb'barrier. It coppercolored lilac, aud pare white At the preHent time, * * * * * 

travagaat to those who are either quite ignorant of the abridgment of your own enjoyment, and if we will, of course, become evident that mufti fruit can (November 2.) alter several pretty hard frosts, our IwIb are Cement for the Tups of Bottles or Jars. 

them, or only at rare intervals taste them, and that can induce you to give more attention to this matter, in a similar way be protected by fastenii* along the plenty of flowers, though they commenced blooming Take equal parts of resin and brick dust, pounded 

with the palate merely, and have not acquired the we shall receive your gratitude. wall two narrow ribbons of the metalmontioned. freely ih« first part of July. Phlox Dnmmmdii will give f,„e, and a lump of beeswax. Stew them together 

enlarged ability to enjoy, which, in its full develop- For those who have not the ability to perceive tbe Other applications of this principle will oubtless be y°u abundance of dowers of exquizu.c beauty and bri'tianov, and keep in an 0u tjn, melting it when you want to 

ment, comes oDly from culture and nse. They, under finer qualities, and can only know things by their made in many gardens as the occasion arise. In ^ ^nce^uheVari -very color but yellowTnd orange*! seal y°ur iar8*_ _ 

favoring circumstances, have apprehended the truth, asperities and faults, we have a kind, compassionate the illustration Z 7 is the zinc, 8 the s.t in it, C C ^ WU, bV*uPPlied by the Coreopria, or the Gaitlardla, or - Awn 7 _ tk‘T’^wm HOme kind reader 

and speak that which they do know; hut this kuowl- feeling, but no words of dispute or argument, for we the copper wire." it may bH well to plant both. A brilliant light blue may be \ ‘ ‘ r . 

edge and enjoyment, with its accompanying eleva- could not be understood by any ability with which -»-*♦•-»-obtained from from the Double Tall Larkspor. 0 ® ur mo m o ma tng PP 0 ,u 

tion and refinement, very few can have if they look we can address them. They can not comprehend efirtvfifttTfHflfT Tbeabove suggest tbemwilvea as being the most suitable *'-r’ PP 0 am ^U1,1'-e ’- au< °J ‘be 
only to foreign varieties for it. They are expensive what the term grape implies to those of fine and cul- 3^UUHuUlH<U for the purposes of “Amateur,"tut they are all hardy, vigor- A. C., Chicago, III., 1801. _ 

luxuries, and must remain still exotic — beyond the tivated perceptions. ou8> fr0e bloomers, during the whole season, showy, with , 

reach of lh= j*,. « MW. ft .. ».tur o, The 0*.!, Mpa »b,ch »-e u ..or, of - « . 

regret »e shall preeeotly more folly «. the cImb "beet,’ will be regarjed B» BtrlcUy .o_lh.t „aasUoIl „ Tul„„a Aml „„ P.„„ T«,.,.-f,it« ..11 for .,,1, ■*■>•>-* "> * «""> b..«k..P.r h to b, .«l>c»d m l 
Now let US see what the vices and virtues of our is, without ft BUperior by very many; hut those Who 0(>wU;ry OenUeman, the following protest agailt recipes for aud pea h tree* to trim them at this season as in the spring? heavy, sour bread, biscuit, Ac. If your are ever troubled it 

ordinary natives are. If we critically examine a wish for more active refreshment will seek a grape gaj5aLre(j Wln«s: —It is not by maahlng ap som wild, unripe -13-> Fingtoille, O., 1861. this way, get D. B. l)a Land & Co.’s Chemical Saleratas 

well-ripened Isabella in its best condition, we shall that will make a rich dry wine rather than the sweet grapes with water, sugar and whiskey, that oir farmers are In March, as soon as the severe frosts are over, is the time when you will be surprised by its charming results in remor 

find in about two-thirds of its substance some vinous Muscatella, which Is the produce of the Frontignans. to become wine-growers, however well the nixture may we prefer. ing the cause of your misfortune. 

tion. No sing or snail will cross that rftgic circle; 

they can drag their slimy way upon t)3 zinc well 

enough, hut let them touch the copper*t the same 

time, and they will receive a galvanic shek sufficient 

to induce them at once to recoil from tb'barrier. It 

will, of course, become evident that muhl fruit can 

in a similar way be protected by fastening along the 

wall two narrow ribbons of the mctalmentioned. 

Other applications of tbiB principle will oubtless be 

made in many gardens as the occasion arise. Tn 

the illustration Z Z is the zinc, S the s.t in it, C 0 

the copper wire." 

horticultural got*i. 
Wines without SuoAJt.—Dr. Flagg, of Clcinnati, well 

known for his connection with Nicholas Lon^ortb in the 

extensive production of natives wines, contrsUtea for the 

Country Oemleman, the following protest agaiit recipes for 

sugared wines: — It is not by mashing up soiu wild, unripe 

grapes with water, sugar and whiskey, that oir farmers are 

to become wine-growers, however well tho uixture may 

pic, as to be Indispensable! for the purpose designated. 

Indeed, with the aid of a few leaves, they form no mean 

bouquet alone, and will furnish any amouutof flowers during 

thewbole season. Ten- Week-Stocks are delightfully fragrant, 

free bloomem, of every imaginable shade of red and purple, 

copper-colored lilac, aud pure white At the present time, 

(November 2.) after several pretty hard frosts, our beds are 

giving plenty of flowers, though they commenced blooming 

freely ill" first part of July. Phlox DrwnmtmdU will give 

you abundance of flowers of exquisite beauty and brilliancy, 

and a good variety of colors. Tbe above will furnish all the 

fragrance required, and every color but yellow aud orange. 

These will be supplied by the Coreopsis, or the Gaillardla, or 

It may be well to plant both. A brilliant light blue may be 

obtained from from the Double Tall Larkspur. 

The above suggest themselves os being the most suitable 

for the purposes of “Amateur,” an they are all hardy, vigor¬ 

ous, Tree btoomers, during the whole season, showy, with 

abundance of fragrance, and a good variety of colors. 

Trimming Afflb and Peach Trees.—Is it as well for apple 
and pea -h trees to trim them at this season as in the Bpring? 
—3., Kingsville, O., 1861. 

In March, os soon as the severe frosts are over, is the time 

we prefer. 

to be a good one. Take acid apples, slice them up 

without paring, boil till tender, then strain, and take 

three pints and a half of juice to one of sugar.— 

SupRRONA J. Cox, Bloomington, III. 
-♦ ■ ♦ i ♦ 

Cement for tiik Tops of Bottles or Jars.— 
Take equal parts of resin and brick dust, pounded 

fine, and a lump of beeswax. Stew them together 

and keep in an old tin, melting it when you want to 

seal your jars. 

Quince and Apple Jelly.—Will some kind reader 

of the Rural tell their modes of making Apple But¬ 

ter, Apple Jelly, aud Quince Jelly, and oblige —8. 

A. C., Chicago, III, 1861. 
-v ♦ ■ ♦- 

[SPECIAL NOTICE.] 

Miskortunr.— This is a world of misfortune, and one of 

the saddest to a good housekeeper is to be afflicted with 

heavy, sour bread, biscuit, &c. If your are ever troubled in 

this way, get D. B. Da Land k Co.’s Chemical Saleratas, 

when you will be surprised by its charming results in remov¬ 

ing the cause of your misfortune. 
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HOME, SWEET HOME. 

2lUM.Ii 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker. J 

BE THE SOUTH WIND TO ME? 

BT J. BKI.I.. JU.VMNGS. 

Thk Boft South wind is stealing 

O’er mountain aud o’er lea, 

The vefspor bells ure pealing 

Out on the calm blue sea; 

And hosts of zealous worshipers 

Bow the hared brow and knee; 

All lore the South \V’ind’» loss 

“ Be the South M'inti lo n'/” 

The cirri, long and sweeping, 

Float up the asture fi«I<J; 

The sweet spring flowers, in keeping, 

Their fragrant perfumes yield. 

Each with a kindiy, loving grace. 

Sends out it* incense free, 

Holding the rest in warm embrace. 

“ Be (he Sweet flower to me ?” 

Each memory now is teeming 

With Hopes and Scenes of old, 

Aod like life’s jewel* gleaming 

Are those bright dreams of gold. 

But Time is onward Meeting— 

Let those past dreaming* be— 

Let “Hope” and “Love” be wedded. 

Be. the Fond Hope to me ) 

New Castle, Lawrence Co., Penn., 1861. 

rWritten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

SUGGESTIVE BUBAL LETTEB. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Yorkkk:—How I do love to ait 
down and peruse thy paper’s pages in the evening, 
after the toils of the day — a luxury that I would wish 
every man around me could enjoy. But why mur¬ 
mur? 

“If ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to ho wise. ” 

In vain have I attempted to introduce your valuable 
paper, as well as others, but with poor success. Mine, 
and those of my two laboring men, are the only three 
taken in this whole neighborhood, which is indeed 
speaking poorly for my aurroundings. 

As I consider your paper one that cheers the fire¬ 
side of many a happy home, and lacka not in Scien¬ 
tific, Natural, and Mechatiicul subjects, it becomes 
the organ tor the million. Wo ure of one race in 
a measure, and In my humble opinion there is no one 

» subject to interest man more than the study of man; 
and josh in such a paper as the Rural do wo find 
every act, every play, and every scene of domestic 
life portrayed; often so vividly tliut it carries me 

buck to childhood, and in the next place sets me 
exactly where 1 now stand —a trifle over the summit 
of life—or, in other words, past the middle of an old 
age. But to the subject which I had intended. 

Here 1 am, in a fertile region as healthy as can be 
found in tbo country, surrounded with all the fruits 
“of my own raising.” Evergreens to break the 
high winds around my dwelling, with flowers and 
shrubbery, such as will cheer the Cye at all seasons 
oi llieir time. Just land enough to raise my own 
bread, or rather for self and wife, together with six 
children and a goodly sprinkling of visitors, who are 
glad to see and who can very nearly always find us at 
home. My visiting is of a very limited range; find I 
plenty to do at home, and can find no place abroad 1 
that seems quite so comfortable. 

The question may be asked, “What do all of you 
dot' I lie first thing in the morning is to get up and 
make the fire—“we keep no help in the house”_ 
then go out and work until breakfast. “ Why don't 
your wife or oldest children make the fire?” some 
may ask. Simply because I chouse to do it. My 
wife gets up, prepares breakfast, while the oldest 
daughter, thirteen, dresses the little cnes, and all 
come down to breakfast together. Here h*t me say, 
that the man who does not provide his house with 
fuel of the right kind, so that a fire is quickly kimtkd 
and easily kept up, deserves a poorly cooked meal—«. 
thing which, thank Hon, I have never reason to 
complain of, nud for which blessing 1 can do a great 

deal which some men might consider beneath a man’s 
notfee. My oldest daughter can bake as good bread 
as man need ever wish to break and eat, and can cook 
an excellent dinner without any assistance, which I 
consider nothing to boast of, but well know that too 
many of that age car? nothing about domestic aftuirs. 

Now for u rainy day; and lest some might think 
your subscriber is one of those henpecked fellows 
who only writes to relieve himself of a burden heavy 
on his mind, let. me state that in my house the old and 
even now prevalent custom of putting nwaythe stoves 
at a certain time in the spring, there to remain until 
the chilling blasts of autumn makes one shiver, is au 
“act” never yet “passed” in this establishment. 
Nor shall it be so long as 1 am ruler of my own house. 
My “better half” thought at first it was out of order 
to have a stove standing all summer in a room; but 
she has long since como to the conclusion that it is a 
great comtoit. In our latitude there is scarcely one 
month during the whole summer but bus a few chilly, 
wet days; and oh! how chilly they arc if you have no 
place to go to keep warm. Where this stove stands 
is my room, which opens into the parlor, and when 
the company is large it is also occupied as a part 
thereof. Here is my library and a sort of fruit store; 
this latter will draw the most fastidious out of the 
other room. In this room my little boys have their 
sports when the weather is too severe for them to be 
out of doors. 

^ e live plaiu in household matters as well as in 
diess, and aim at no distinction; yet we receive com¬ 
pany ot high respectability and standing in society, 
who can come here, throwing off all formality and 
etiquette, and it does my heart good to see them 
enjoy themselves in a free and easy manner. 

Ibis is not written to make our abode appear like 
a paradise, by no means. We have carried one out 
ol our family to the grave, have had sickness and 
calamities befall us, quite a full share, and have 
family troubles as well a» other people; but if in this 
communication there is a him or suggestion that will 
be of use to others, then my object is attained. Since 
we have ripe fruit the whole year round, use no sal- 
crutus or soda, or at least very little, hut little of can¬ 
dies, much less meat than most of our neighbors, we 
have been blessed with remarkably good health, (the 
doctor says distressingly so,) which I attribute to 
these abstinences. If this be worthy of a place in 
your columns it is at your service. Pomona. 

Sunny Side, Pa, Oct., 1861. 

What a charm rests upon that endearing word, 
home,—consecrated by domestic love, that golden 
key to all human happiness. There a father wel¬ 
comes with fond affection,—there a brother's kind 
sympathies comfort in the hour of distress—there a 
pious mother first taught infant lips to lisp the name 
of Jesus,—and there a loving sister dwells, she the 
companion of our early days. Truly, if there is a 
place tliat is lovely here below, it is home,—it is 
like the oasis of the desert. The passing of onr days 
may be painful, our path may be overrun with sorrow 
and aare, miklndness and frowns may wither the 
joyonsDess of the heart, may efface the happy smiles 
from the brow and bedew life’s path with tears; yet 
when the memory hovers over the past, there is no 
place in which it so delights to linger as around the 
sceneB of childhood and home. It is the Btar of onr 
existence. 

What cheers the mariner when far away from 
friends, in a foreign land, or tossed upon the bound¬ 
ing billows as he paces the deck at midnight alone? 
What thoughts fill his breast? He is thinking of the 
loved ones far away in his own dear home. In his 
mental vision he sees the group of friends seated 
around the fireside, and in his imagination he hears 
their voices united in singing the sweet songs which 
he loves. He is anticipating the hour when he shall 
return to his native land and greet those absent 
friends so dear to his heart. 

Why rests that deep shadow upon the stranger’s 
brow, as ho seats himself amid the family circle? 
He is surrounded by all the luxuries that wealth can 
afford. Happy faces gather about him and strive, 
yet vainly, to win a smile. Ah! he is thinking of 
the loved ones assembled in his own cot. Why those 
tears which steal down the cheeks of that young aud 
lovely girl, as she mingles in the social circle? Ah! 
she is an orphan; she, too, had a happy home, but 
its loved ones are now sleeping in yonder church¬ 
yard. The gentle mother that watched over her in 

| infancy, and sung that low sweet song which none 
but a mother cuu sing, who in girlhood taught her 
of the Savior, and tuned her youthful voice to sing 
praises to His name, has passed from earth to the 
mansions of joy above, and is mingling her song 
with those of angels in heaven. Poor one! she is 
now left to tread the thorny path of life, a lonely, 
homeless wanderer. 

Thus it is in this world of changes. The objects 
most dear arc snatched away. We are oft-times 
deprived of the friends we most love, and our cher¬ 
ished home is made desolate. “Passing away” is 
engraved on all earthly things; but there is a Home 

that knows no change,—where separation is un¬ 
known,—where those afflicted ones of this world 
may obtain relief for all their griefs, and where the 
sighs and tears of earth are exchanged for joys 
uuending. This homo is found in heaven. 

In the shadowy past there is one sweet thought 
which the storms of life can never wither,—it is the 
recollection of home. Yes, and in the visioned 
future there is a star whose golden lustre never fades; 
it is given to the good ones of this earth,—it is the 
hope of home,—a home beyond the skies. 

Norway, Herk. Co., N. Y., 1861. C. E. A, 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

TWILIGHT MEMORIES. 

BT CLARA P. TAWCKR. 

When the sun 1b splendor ha* sunk to rest 

Mong the down*' cloud* of the glowing west, 

And bright-frlng'id curtain* of gold and rose 

Roond hi* couch of crimson in glory close; 

When all in beauty each sparkling ray 

From hi* gorgeous pavfiliou fade* away, 

And one by one from the pure, far skies, 

The star* look forth with their clear, calm eyes, 

While afar in the dusky vale i* heard 

The plaintive note of the loue night bird; 

And a Bolemn nwo with the gathering shade 

A holy hu*h on e»eb Up ha* laid, 

Till the busy pulse of care grow* still, 

And the heart o'trflows, and the “ eyelids fill,” 

While hovering spirit* whisper low 

Of the dead—tbo distant—and “long ago;”— 

Oh, then, a* we pensively wander hack, 

Retracing our foeUtep* along life’* track, 

Through the shadowy twilight of vanished years, 

Now bright with *un*bine, now dim with tears, 

What a throng ol hallowed memories come 

From the olden time—of onr early home, 

With it* joyous hand, whose scattered feet 

No more on this mnny earth will meet — 

Of the llowery vulo, with its winding *tream 

And willowy bower*, where we loved to dream 

How happy and famous we yet should he 

In day* we wero destined to never nee— 

Of dim old forest*, with lonely nook* 

And money loung.j*, where sweet old books 

Beguiled the hour* with a magic spell 

Till the last day-Learn bade tbo west farewell— 

Of the aspiration* of ardent youth, 

With it* trusting faith and confiding truth, 

Ere we had learutsl that heart* grew cold, 

And that which “ most glitters ” is ofl “not gold.” 

Anon we linger to breathe a sigh, 

Where hopes once cherished in ruin lie; 

Or broken links in affection’s chain 

That Time can never unite again. 

And often, how often, we pause to weep 

O’er the grass-grown patches where comrades sleep, 

Who wearied of walking life’s dusty road, 

And lay down to rest In the silent abode. 

As memory Ilngor* above each bed, 

Recalling the lovely—forever fled— 

The fondest, the dearest, tho brightest, the best, 

Whose smiles made our pathway so sunny and blest— 

Who, meekly fading, ere faint noonday, 

Dropped one by ojne from the bu*y way, 

Till our first companion* have all, all Mown, 

And left us to journey on, nearly alone— 

Oh, then for a spirit’* wings wo sigh. 

Away from this clanging scene to fly 

To realms whero fond ones ne’er say farewell 

But, undivided, forever dwell. 

[Written for; Moore’s Rural New-Yorker ] 

differences. 

WOMAN’S VENERATION. 

Ik women have one weakness more marked than 
men, it is towards veneration. They are bora wor¬ 
shipers— makers of silver shrines for some divinity 
or other, which of course, they always think fell 
straight down from heaven. The first step towards 

I their falling in love with an ordinary mortal is gen¬ 
erally to dress him out with all manner of real or 
fancied superiority; and, having made him up, they 
worship him. Now. a truly great man, a man really 
grand aud noble in art and intellect, has this advan¬ 
tage with women, that ho is an idol ready made to 
hand; and so that very painstaking and ingenious 
sex have less labor in getting him up, and can be 
ready to worship him on shorter notice. In particu¬ 
lar is this the case where ft sacred profession ami a 
moral supremacy are added to the intellectual. Just 
think of the uareer of celebrated preachers and 
divines in all ago*. Uave they not stood like the 
image of “NebuohafiqeEzar the king set up,” and 
all womankind, coquettug and flirts not excepted, 
been ready to fall down aud worship, even before the 
sound of cornet, Hate, harp, tackbut, aud so forth. 
Is not the faithful Paula, with her beautiful face, 
prostrate in reverence, before poor, old, lean, hag¬ 
gard, dying St. Jerome, in the most splendid paintr 
ing of the world, an emblem aud a sign of woman’s 
eternal power of self-sacrifice to what she deems 
noblest in man? Does not old Richard Baxter tell 
us, with delightful single-heartedness, how his wife 
fell in love with him first, spite of his long, pale 
face; and how she confessed, dear soul, after many 
years of married life, that she had found him less 
sour and bitter than she expected? The fact is, 
women are burdened with fealty, faith, reverence,' 
more than they know what to do with; they stand 
like a hedge of sweet peas, throwing out fluttering 
tendrils everywhere for something high and strong 
to climb np by, and when they find it, be it ever so 
rough in the bark, they catch upon it. And 
instances are not wanting of those who have turned 
away from the flattery of admirers to prostrate them¬ 
selves at the loot of a genuine hero, who never 
wooed them, except by heroic deeds and the rhetoric 
of noble life.—TV Minister's Wooing. 

Influence of Sistkrs.—“ That man has grown 
up among kind and affectionate sisters,” I once heard 
a lady of much observation and experience remark. 

“ And why do you think that?” I asked. 

“ Because of the rich development of all the ten¬ 
der feelings of the heart which are so much appa¬ 
rent in every word.” 

A sister's influence is felt even in manhood’s later 
years; and the heart of him who has grown cold with 
its chilling contact with the world will warm and 
thrill with pure enjoyment, us some incident awakes 
within him the t ones and glad melodies of his sister's 
voice; and he will turn from his purposes which a 
warped and false philosophy has reasoned into ex¬ 
pediency, and weep for the gentler influence which 
moved him in his earlier years. 

The Heart and the Tongue.—The cure of an 
evil tongue must be- done at the heart. The weights 
and wheels are there, and the clock strikes according 
to their motion. A guileful heart makes a guileful 
tongue and lips. It is the work-house wherein is the 
forge of deceits and slanders; and the tongue is only sex 
the outer shop where they are vended, and the door 
of it. Such ware as is made within, such, and no 
other, can come out.— Leighton, 

A Lady Bachelor.—Among the candidates for 
the degree ot Bachelor of Letters, during the present 
academical session in Lyons, France, was a young 
lady, who, being compelled by a reverse of fortune to 
become a governess, has had the perseverauoe to 
carry her studies much further than usual for her 

She passed through the first examinations with 
great credit, and there is every probability that she 
will be the first bucheiiere admitted by the University 
of France. 

People mnstdifer; if everybody were willing to 
have it so to a ceriiin degree, there would be less 
bigotry and exelm veneRs in the world. .Although 
truth never oontrad cts itself, it is often developed in 
ft diversity of ways and in tho tastes, manners, und 
feelings; of men tlJ re is great room for differences, 

i Many are hard to bj reconciled to this; to them truth 
lies in one. dir-ctuy and they arc impatient and 
ready to condemn tiio.M) who choose to look another 
way. They wish > coniine everybody ’s vision to tho 
line of light they have discovered, not considering 
that the broad light of truth shines all around. They 
fix the gaze upon a single point until their eyes 
become so blinded they are incapable of discerning 
truth from error. 

There ure no two faces alike, no two voices pitched 
to exactly the same key, no two minds alike in their 

I impulses and powers,—so it is needless to expect 
people to act and think alike. The orator can 
influence thousands of people to smiles or tears, and 
a looker-on might say they all felt the same. There 
is a similarity in their emotions, through the power 
of social sympathy, and from tho fact that all minds 
have elements in common; yet the speaker, in reality, 
addresses each person ns u separate individual, and 
upon his power lo effect a variety of minds depends 
his success. There is something in the constitution 
of every one which makes hlrn differ from all besides, 
and of this he is fully conscious in the “Hilent hour 
of inward thou gut.” Eloquent appeals awaken, in 
the listeners’ minds, varied feelings, even as the 
musician's hand brings out different tones from the 
different keys of his Instrument. What a wide raDge 
and variety ol thought do we find even among those 
of the same class. What differences among authors. 
Young says, 

“Life iB war, 

Eternal war with woe.” 

Another poet affirms 

“ ’Tis peace and love, with never a war, 

Excepting what fools may wage.” 

Ilow shall we reconcile Bancroft’s assertion that 
“A star would as soon depart from its orbit as 
Washington from his integrity,” with the acknowl¬ 
edged truth that all men are liable to do wrong? 
Shall we believe Clarkndk.n, in the English Encyc- 
clopiedit, when he says that “Charles the First was 
the best private gentleman, the best father, and the 
best Chri-tiau it England:'- or shall we credit Mac- 
At-LBY'a Wrtim that “he was au unscrupulous 
and unluety diFembler?” 

One writer tels us to rise above the common-place 
things sroued ik and presses upon us the example 
of the illustiiovk dead. Another assures us that in 
tho faithful performance of tho smallest duties, we 
may achieve nure heroic victories than a Welling¬ 

ton on the fiill of battle. Writers are ODly ob¬ 
servers and eroniclers of human actions and 
opinions. Fining such a diversity of thought and 
conduct, and olen viewing the same objects from 
different stand |oints, it is no wonder we find so 
many difference] in their productions. How, in the 
midst of such alvariety, shall we know the truth? 
We mnst exaijne with discernment and candor, 
without any redid to the prejudices we may have 
formed, avoidii credulity on the one band, and 
exclusiveness of the other. Good and evil, truth 
and error, are frangely intermingled in this world, 
though not on terms of friendly intercourse.— 
As foes in batfe, they meet to win the day, and 
this conflict is going on in every thinking mind. 
But with pure jsnciples and an enlightened reason, 
we may safely walk along life’s uncertain way, 
achieving for orselves the victory over wrong and 
error, aud gaiilig at last an entrance into the 
world of eternalrfuth and purity. it. o. 

Wisconsin. Oct .18til. 

“ If at first yon don’t succeed, 

Try, try again." 

\ es, I'll try agaiD, — and the boy went on fashion¬ 
ing and fitting, toiliDg patiently, hopefully, until at 
last the little vessel was completed. Then, as he 
launched it upon the waves, and watched its white 
sails filling with the wind, and the little flag stream 
ing gallantly from the mast-head, while an exulting 
smile played over his features, he exclaimed, I was 
sure I could do it,—and “I’ll never give np again, no, 
never.” 

If all possessed the spirit of that boy, would there 
not be more snccessfnl triumphs, and less successful 

failures amODg us? Victory ever supports the stand¬ 
ard that bears upon its banner this brave motto,_ 
“ never give up.” 

Alexander did not conquer the whole world by 

one bold invasion of his mighty armies. Nor can 
we expect to conqner all difficulties by one effort, 
strong and resolute though that effort be. “ Life 
is but a strife,” a continual, never ending strife, and 
we mnst bring to bear against its great army of 
doubts, fears, and discouragements, patience, perse¬ 
verance. hope; these, supported by faith, and all 
wielding that mightiest of weapons, prayer, will tri¬ 
umph in the conflict,—surely, gloriously triumph. 

“ Never Si?e UP*” Everything can be accomplished 
by the energy of a resolute will. Ye who will may 
share the favors of fortune, — ye who will may wear 
the glory-wreath of fame. Nay, all who will, may be 
honored, great, and good, for “ God always helps 
those who help themselves,” Weary and discouraged 
one, the star of hope is not dimmed that tbou canst 
not see it, the path to prosperity and happiness is 
not blocked with obstacles that tbou canat not tread 
it. Remove the blindness from thine eyes, and take 
courage to thine heart, tbou wilt overcome at last, — 
only never give up. Fallen and degraded one, even 
to thee is the promise, “my strength is sufficient” 
Lay hold upon it, cling to it as thy only hope, and it 
will draw thee onward and upward in the path of 
purity and peace. 

Oh, let us “never give up.” The path of duty lies 
more in snnshine than in shadow,— it is oftener 
strewn with roses than thorns, —its entrance may 
sometimes be shrouded in darkness, but it terminates 
in light, even in glory. We have but to follow 
it faithfully, resolutely, as many have followed it 
before us, to reap some portion of the reward given 
to the faithful even here on earth. Surely, if happi¬ 
ness in life, comfort in death, a immo in heaven, and 
a crown of glory are all lost, by the ungirding of the 
Christian armor, even for a moment, should we not 
bind it on with firmer hand, and renew life’s battle 
boldly every day “until the victory’s won.” 

Genera. N. Y , 1861. E. u Ford 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

FLOATING AWAY. 

Thk leaves are afloat on the river 

This sunny autumnal day. 

Now gliding, now tossed by the wavelets, 

Or down In the eddies at play. 

There *Te some that are crimson in beauty, 

There are some that are faded and old; 

Yet alike Bte they all passing onward 

As fast as the moments are told. 

Thus adown Life’s magical river 

Our barks forever and aye, 

Like those leaves of the chill frosty Autumn, 

Are floating and gliding away. 

For Time is the fast-flowing river, 

And the waves are the hours of the day; 

They are cruelly drifting us onward, 

We are floating forever away. 

They are drifting ns down to tho ocean, 

To Eternity’s fathomless sea, 

And my heart thrills with strange, dread emotion. 

While I dream what the future may be. 

Shall our barks, in some moment unguarded, 

If ’neath a dark storm-cloud we’re tost, 

Be o’ercast by the waves of temptation. 

And we aud our frail barks be lost!1 

Or shall we glide safe to the harbor, 

And enter the haven of rest, 

And with Life’s toilsome voyage all over, 

Find a home in the realm of the blest? 
Greenfield, Penn., 1861. Irvihh. 

DEFECTIVE PBAYEBS. 

MEBIT AND SUCCESS. 

Extreme popularity in this country and age ap¬ 
pears a very arbitrary thing, I defy any person to 
predict a priori, what book, or song, or play, or 
picture Is to become the rage to utterly transcend 
ull competition. I believe, indeed, that there can¬ 
not be popularity, for even a short time, without 
some kind or degree of merit to deserve it; aud in 
any case there is no other standard to which one 
can appeal, than the deliberate judgment of the 
mass of educated persons. If you are quite con¬ 
vinced that a thing is bad, which all such think 
good, why of course yon are wrong. If yon honestly 
think Shakspeare a fool, you are aware you must be 
mistaken. And so jl a book, or a picture, or a play, 
or a song, be really good, and if it be properly 
brought before the public notice, you may as a 
general rale predict that it will aiffain a certain 
measure of success. But the inexplicable thing, the 
thing of which 1 am unable to trace the law, is 
extreme success. How is it that one thing shoots 
ahead of everything else of the same class, and with¬ 
out being materially better, or even materially 
different, leaves everything else out of sight behind? 
H twenty novels of nearly equal merit are published, 
it is not impossible that one shall dart ahead of the 
remaining nineteen; that it shall be found in every 
library; that Mr. Mudie shall announce that he has 
iV-'f-O copies of it; that it shall be the talk of every 
circle, its incidents set to music, its plot dramatized; 
that it shall count readers by thousands, while others 
count readers by scores; while yet one cannot really 
see why any of the others might not have taken its 
place. 1 he will of the sovereign people has decided 
that so it shall be. And as likings and dislikings in 
jnoBt cases are things strongly felt, but impossible to 
account for even by the person who feels them, so it 
is with the enormous admiration, regard and success 
which fall to the lot of many to whom popularity is 
succe.-s.—Country I*arson» 

True prayer has power with God. It brings to 
the weakest Christian the aid of an omnipotent 
Helper, and Is always answered, though often in 
ways quite otherwise than those anticipated or even 
desired. Bat there is a vast difference between the 
forms and the spirit of prayer, and many who feel 
that their prayers accomplish little, may learn the 
reason in the following suggestions: 

1. Those which embody no desire. They are 
formal and lifeless. The soul will not be easily 
pacified when it has a great desire which cries out 
for someth ing God alone can give. 

2. finch as are not earnest. Prayer is real work 
for life, while yet disclaiming all personal p»wer to 
Bccure ft or merit it. 

.1. Such as arc without faith. There are three 
grounds for faith in approach to God. 1. His cove¬ 
nant. ?, Hia promises. 3, His attributes. Surely 
upon one or the other the confidence of the petitioner 
may rest unshaken. 

L as are made in wrath. The heart which 
secures favor from God mnst love manhood. It mnst 
put away all wrath, and malice, and evil speaking. 
It must forgive and bless as it would be forgiven and 
blessed. 

5. Such as are connected with a disposition to live 
in sin. “If I regard iniquity in my heart the Lord 
will not hear me.” 

fi. An unwillingness to do the will of God. Many 
a man dares not ask for the coming in of the Holy 
Spirit, lest it reprove him for some long-neglected 
duty. If we pray for light, we must accept its reve¬ 
lations; for strength, tin? duties it imposes. 

'• The lack of praise to God. Thanklessness Bhuts 
I God out,—is a non-conductor of mercy. We do not 
praise God half enough. 

| 8. Praying to be seen and heard of men. Prayers 
for human ears have little audience in Divine ones. 

GOD BEIGNS. 

FALSE PROVERBS. 

“Passing Oi’s Time.”—There is no saying 
shocks me so mill as that which I hear very often, 
“that a man dot not know how to pass his time.” 
It would have lien 111 spoken by Methuselah in the 
nine hundred iid sixty-ninth year of his life. 

“A young fellow must sow his wild oats.” In all 
the wide range of British maxims, there is none, take 
it for all in all, more thoroughly abominable than 
tills one as to the sowing of wild oats. Look at it 
on what side yon will, and I will defy you to make 
anything but a devil's maxim of it. Whatever man, 
be he young, old, or middle-aged, sows, that and 
nothing else shall he reap. The one only thing to 
do with wild oats, is to put them carefully into the 
hottest part of the fire, and get them burnt to dust, 
every seed of them. If you sow them, no matter in 
what ground, up they will come, with long lough 
roots like couch grass, and luxuriant stalks and 
leaves, as sure as there is a sun in heaven—a crop 
which it turns oue’s heart cold to think of. The 
devil, too, whose special crop they are, will see that 
they thrive, and you and nobody else will have to 
reap them; and no common reaping will get them 
ont of the soil, which mnst be dug down deep again 
and again. A\ ell for yon if, with all your care, you 
cun make the ground sweet again by your dying 
day. “Boys will be boys,” is not much better, but 
that has a true side to it; but this encouragement to 
the sowing of wild oats is simply devilish, for it 
means that a young man is to give way to the tempt¬ 
ations and follow the lusts of his age’ What ure we 
to do with the wild oats of manhood and old age— 
with ambition, overreaching, the false wt-ights. hard¬ 
ness, suspicion, avarice—if the wild oats of youth 
are to be sown and not burnt? What possible dis¬ 
tinction can we draw between them? If we may 
sow the one, why not the other?— Tom Brown at 
Oxford. 

In the darkness and uncertainty of the present 
time, this truth should cheer and encourage the 
Christian. That He has often permitted evil, we 
know to be a fact. The reason why He does so, is a 
problem we arc not able to solve. But we do know 
that He has not only declared that ne has power to 

j restrain and control it, but He has often proved that 
He has this power. As volcanoes and hurricanes 
are often terrible in their effects, yet they are made 
to subserve important purposes in the arrangements 
of our earth; so God also causes the wrath of man 
to praise Him, und at the same time proveB to him 
that He lias supreme control. For illustration of 
this fact, we need look uo further than Fharaoh, 
King of Egypt, to the accusers of Daniel, and to the 
murderers of Jesus Christ And amid the storm 
that now rages, we should remember that God still 
rules. He holds the hearts of all men in His hand, 
and their acts are altogether under His control. He 
is not the author of evil, but He can overrule it for 
good. “The Lord Omnipotent reignetb,” and we 
may and ought to exercise confidence in Him, that 
He will control the present storm; will bring good 
out ot it; will accomplish His own purposes in con¬ 
nection with it, and will cause it, in the end, to tend 
to the establishment of the Government which some 
are seeking to destroy, and to the spreading of those 
principles of liberty which they desire to check. 

Vanity of Life.— When I look upon the tombs of 
the great, every emotion of envy dies within me; 
when I read the epitaphs of the beautiful, every 
inordinate desire goes out; when I meet the grief of 
parents on a tombstone, my heart melts with com¬ 
passion; when I see the tombs of parents themselves, 
1 consider the vanity of grieving for those whom we 
must quickly follow; when I see kings lying by those 
who deposed them, when I consider rival wits placed 
side by side, or the holy men that divided the world 
with their contests, I reflect with Borrow and aston¬ 
ishment on the little competitions, factions and 
debates ol' mankind; when I read the dates of the 
tombs of some that died but yesterday, and some six 
hundred years ago, I consider that great day when 
we shall all be cotemporaries, and tnake our appear¬ 
ance together. 

There are two modes of establishing our reputa¬ 
tion; to be praised by honeBt men, and to be abused 
by rogues. It is best, however, to secure the former, 
because it will be invariably accompanied by the 
latter. His calumniation is not only the greatest 
benefit a rogue can confer upon us, but it is also the 
only service he will perforin for nothing. 

JrsT as the bleak weather sends us into our homes, 
and makes us thankful for the warmth and shelter we 
lately slighted, so separations, sorrows, felt infirmity, 
will send us back into these faithful sayings, and 
will make us gladly retreat into the truth of the 
Gospel — a Gospel which has brought life aud immor¬ 
tality to light, and which over against nature’s death 
aud desolation reveals an endless life, a deathless 
Savior, an eternal God. 

Reading the Blblk.— I will answer for it, the 
longer you read the Bible, the more you will like it; 
it will grow sweeter and sweeter; and the more you 
get into the spirit of it, the more yon will get into 
the spirit of Christ,—Romaine. 

Good temper is like a sunny day; it sheds a bright¬ 
ness over everything; it is the sweetener of toil aud 
the soother of disquietude. 
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[From Mason’s Normal Singer, by permission.] 

CHARMING LITTLE VALLEY. * 
Slowly and Softly. J H. G. NAGKLI. 
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“ Gon bless the old flag' as He ever has done 

Since He strengthened the arm of our own Washington; 

And God bless the freemen, devoted and true, 

Who are ready to die for the Red, While, and Blue!” 

ROCHESTER. X. Y., NOVEMBER 9, 1861. 

PKOCLAMTION, 

By EDWIN D. MORGAN, Governor of the State of New Torle. 

Amid the tramp of armies, the sound of fratracidal strife, 

and lamentation for the fallen, we still behold the merciful 

arm of the Rnler of the Universe made hare for our protec¬ 

tion. Though a suicidal war, stimulated by leaders of faction, 

and waged with all the power of a great nud misguided 

people, weighs like the hand of death upon the national 

energies, and throws its dark shadow over the Band; though 

this nation, so recently prospering under Heaven's brightest 

smile, and advancing with gigantic steps toward greatness 

and power, has been arrested in its progress, and is suffering 

the deep humiliation nnd blighting influence of a murderous 

civil war, yet we have Infinite cause for thanksgiving and 

praise to Almighty Gon. Disease has been stayed from the 

fireside and the camp; Internal order has prevailed; plenty 

has abounded; liberty of conscience remains unabridged; 

ordinary pursuits have been uninterrupted; our national 

rights are respected; partisan animosities are fast burning 

out, and the spirit of fraternal affection has been beautifully 

manifest throughout a wide extent of our common country. 

Though composed of the representatives of many nations, a 

general calamity has revealed our strange homogonlty, baa 

served to obliterate prejudices, has moved all alike by the 

same patriotic emotion. All, alike, have responded to the 

call to save our imperiled Institutions. The marvelous 

energy which the crisis cells forth proves our national spirit 

to be unabated, our rigor unwanted, and gives promise, under 

the blessings of Oon, of a higher position in all that consti¬ 

tutes true national greatness. Though evils follow the train 

of armies, yet for these we have a great compensation in the 

fact that the exposures and expenditures incident to war will 

necessarily counteract the tendency of the age to effeminacy 
and luxury. 

Tn this hour of affliction, though we may not presume to 

lift the vail which mercifully hides the future, yet we believe 

that, in the wondrous plan of God, if we hut humbly how 

before Him and acknowledge our National sins, Infinite Wis¬ 

dom will work out for this great tribulation a marked and 

permanent good; and the startling evidence of the human 

affairs tanght us in the lessons of thn year will tend to sub¬ 

due our hearts, and that this noble Union, the work of men 

inspired by the loftiest patriotism, the wonder of the world, 

and the glory of this Nation, will bo preserved. For the 

blessings seen by ns, and for those which in the providence 

of GOD are vouchsafed unto us. but which mortal eye cannot 

discern, we should make our public acknowledgment: 

Therefore, I, EDWIN D. MORGAN, Governor of the State 

of New York, do appoint THURSDAY, THE TWENTY 

EIGHTH DAY OF NOVEMBER next, as a day of Praise, 

Thanksgiving, nnd Prayer, to Almighty Goo; and 1 do 

earnestly recommend that the people of this State do, on 

that day, abstain from their usual occupations, aud assembling 

in their respective places of worship, unite in humble expres¬ 

sions of gratitude to Him from whom we derive all blessings, 

and to whom we look for a restoration of peace to our beloved 
country. 

In wituess whereof, I have hereunto affixed the privy Seal 

of this State, at the city of Albany, this first day 

[l. a.] of October, in the year of our Lord, one thousand 

eight hundred and sixty-one. 

By the Governor, EDWIN D. MORGAN. 

Lockwood L. Doty, Private Secretary. 
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Charming little valley, 
Smiling all so gayly, 

Like an angel's brow, 
Spreading out thy treasures, 
Calling us to pleasures, 

Innocent ua thou. 

* This is one of Naokm’s most beautiful little songs. 
neverfailtopteM.se. See. also. “ The .Whadow Spring.” 

Skies are bright above thee, 
Peace and quiet love thee, 

Tranquil littli dtill; 
In thy fragrant flowers, 
Twining wreathi of flowers, 

Love nnd fiijpilship dwell. 

May our spirits daily, 
Be like thoe, sweet valley, 

Tranquil and 6ereuc; 
Emblems to us given, 
Of the vales of heaven. 

Ever bright and green. 

It is equally adapteJto the old as to the young; where there is u pure and gentle spirit, It can 

used for the stowing of fuel, wo find six double sized 

ovens built, employing ten bakers each, and capable 

of turning out 10,000 loaves per day, but at present 

averaging about 30,000. Near by are two other 

rooms, in which eight men are constantly employed 

in making yeast, of which about 1460 gallons is made 
per day. 

The bakers aro all under the foremanship of Mr. 

John H. Sowersb/, a baker of seventeen years’ expe¬ 

rience, of Wilmington, Massachusetts. 

The total number of persons about the establish¬ 

ment is one hundred and sixty, of which about one 

hundred are employed in baking bread, thirteen 

delivering it, eight making yeast, six in the cook 

room, six splitting wood, four iu tlio store-room, 

three watchmen, twelve teamsters, and the others as 

clerks, runners and extra hands. Of the whole num¬ 

ber employed, about fifty arc from the North, the 

balance being onr own citizens. The pay roll for the 

last mouth amounted to over $0,000. The hands are 

divided into four classes, the best of which get $42 

per month, with rations, aud inferior ones $36, $38, 
and $10 each. 

Too much praise cannot be awarded to Lieut. Cate, 

to whose judgment and experience much of the suc¬ 

cess of the bakery is due. The establishment is 

attached to the Subsistence Department, of which 

Major Beckwith, assisted by Lieut. S. O. Green, A. A. 

C. S,, has charge. The depot to which the bakery is 

attached is in the Host Office Building, from whence 

the troops now on this side of the river receive all 

their supplies, excepting bread, whioh is procured 

from here or one of the other minor bakeries, of 

which there are some eight or ten in the city. 
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of the scenes connected therewith, have a peculiar picket driven in had reported the landing of sixty shotguns rifles hats eat Ac Near town th« 
charm for wives and mothers, yet we cWn from the Inen 0,1 1 ie P0,nL Having little confidence in the ’ . ‘ 
Washington Republican one that we think will inter- Oorroctness oflhis report, ^directed that no alarm wmmy wero m conoderal c foros m the woods, 
pat ttiov, i„ , , , . . . „ shonld bo made, and shortly after he reported the thickets and brush, and attacked our main force, 
est them Just think what batches of bread are alarm was false. About H o’clock he again reported doing considerable damage before they wit driven 
turned out at the Yashtngton Bakery,—what a family volleys of musketry were heard at the camp of tlm frm„ , ... n ,, - _ .. ... y. ' j 
of brawny hoys Gon. McClellan is obliged to feed ««* regiment of New York Volunteers. 1 imme- om ^ r. p08't,on' Majodf.av.tt charged upon 
and wh«, WriMo ♦Up., . . ’ Biatriy ordered the roll to be beaten. them, driving them in evert direction, wounding 

‘ -y possess: Major Vodgcs took two companies and proceeded many and killing three, n o several horses were 
Yesterday morning we paid a visit to the govern- J.0.1116 sI,ot- About one half hftnr after this time the taken. In this charge Cap iiu Hawkins’ Comunnv 

anTVeni"7 •! l>“e“°nt of the Capi‘o1 buildiD& and'f sent a “tali' offi°ceJ to ^ommunicatS attained a severe loss. Lb at. Francis fell from ills 
ant wert much surprised at the sights that we there with Maj. Vodges, wlio returned soon and said lie bad horse and was carried off mortally wounded. Beve* 

ing the time Mnj. Tower cmne up with two small com- 
panies of Zouaves, and ColJWilson with a portion of 
his regiment. When it is 'considered that less than 
200 regulars ami some 6(1 volunteers pursued five 
times their number four mi.es and expelled them 
under a heavy fire from tie island they had dese¬ 
crated, it will. I trust, be qunsidcred an evidence of 
their having gallantly performed their duty. 

The plan <>r attack by that emy was judicious, and 
if executed with ordinay ability it might have 
resulted in a serious loss; ^"r be failed in all save tbe 
burning of one-half of the tents of the fith regiment, 
which being covered with ttn u>s were very combusti¬ 
ble, also rifling the tranks «n 'lie officers. He did not 
reach within 600 yards of mt ier of the batteries, the 
guns of which be was to i pike, or within a mile of 
the fort lie was to enter p ill moll with the fugitives 
retreating before his vfctm mis arms. 

T have now in my pos? 'psion nine spikes taken 
from the bodies of the deni, destined for onr guns. 

Onr loss is of regulars killed, 2ft wounded— 
mostly very slightly—and iiiisstng, among whom is 
Maj. Vortjrcs. Of the 6th I. V. volunteers, 10 killed, 
9 wounded, and Iff missing 

The enemy lost, as known to u\ 14 killed, includ¬ 
ing one On pi n in, and T wounded, including one 
Lieutenant. Two have elrne died, and •> officers and 
22 enlisted men prisoners^ and as he was known t.i> 
have carried oil' some of lib dead and probably most 
of his wounded, those in mjr hands lining severely so, 
unable to be removed, and p the heaviest loss is sup¬ 
posed to have been iu the bpets at the re-embarkation, 
it was prohahly three timjfii as great in killed and 
wounded us I have named, j * * * I esti¬ 
mate tho force of the onemy at 1,'JOO or l,6oo, having 
closely observed t hem through a line telescope as they 
retreated. The two steamers aud a large barge of 
equal size, and live or six launches, were all crowded 
with troops. The estimate of officers is 1,500 from 
personal observation. 

I am, Colonel, very respectfully yours, 
Hahvkv Brown, Col. Com. 

To Col. E, D. TowNSKsp Asa’t Adj. Gen., Wash¬ 
ington. r r 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

FACTS, .SCENES, USTCIDiOJTS, ETC. 

The Mammoth Bakery at Washington. 

We do not suppose that wars, and the majority 

of the scenes connected therewith, have a peculiar 

charm for wives and mothers, yet we clip from the 

Washington Republican one that we think will inter¬ 

est them. Just think what hutches of bread are 

turned out at the Washington Bakery,—what a family 

of brawny boys Gen. McClellan is obliged to feed, 

and what terrible appetites they possess: 

Yesterday morning we paid a visit to the govern- 

Tlio Fight at Fredericlffown. 

The fight at Frederiiktown, Missouri, on the 

17th ulk, of which we linvo heretofore made brief 

mention, was a very seven one. A correspondent 

of the Kt. Louis Democrat writes as follows: 

Late in the evening re-euforccments arrived, con¬ 

sisting of six companies of Major Gavitt’a Indiana 

cavalry and five companies of infantry, under Col. 

Alexander of the Twenty first Illinois. Thursday 

morning, at daylight, whili on the march, the ad¬ 

vance guard, under Lieut. I. Francis, of Capt. Haw¬ 

kins’ command, was soon p dong tho enemy. Blight 

skirmishing commenced, < apt. Hawkins coming up 

with tho balance of his command, supported by the 

whole battalion of Major Guvitt, when there whs 

some clean running done y the rebels. For two 

miles the road was strewn with blankets, saddles, 

shotguns, rilles, hats, cap , Ac. Near town the 

enemy were in considerable force in the woods, 

thickets and brush, and attacked our main force, 

doing considerable damage before they were driven 

from their position. MajoJ Gavitt charged upon 

them, driviug them in evert direction, wounding 

many and killing three, n o several horses were 

taken. In this charge Capt tin Hawkins’ Company 

anl wert much surprised at the sights that we there with Maj. Vodges, who returned soon and said he bad 
saw. On entering the lower door, immediately fallen iu with a Very large body of the enemy on the 
behind the fountain, we found ourselves in the Dies iasi‘]f shore, and could not find tlm Major. I imme- 

enee of the indefatigable superintendent, I.ient. T. J. 

Cate, formerly of the sixth Massachusetts regiment, 

hut now of the sixteenth regiment U. S. Infantry, 

who was busily employed, as well as his clerks and 

assistants, Messrs. W. If. Mitchell aud C. G. Merrill, 

of Lawrence, Massachusetts. We, however, secured 

the services of a friend, and commenced our tour of 
inspection. 

We first visited the vault under the rotuuda, which 

is used as a store-room for the immense quantity of 

flour which is daily being received. The wagons are 

constantly kept busy delivering their loads under the 

eastern portico, from whence the barrels are rolled 

icto the vault. Whenever the flour is needed it is 

elided down to the floor below. The amount of flour 

constantly in this room is between four and eight 
thousand barrels. 

Retracing our steps, we came again to the vicinity 

of tlm fountain, where we found eight ovens in full 

operation, turning out about 20,000 leaves of bread 

•every twenty-four hours. The bread is of tbe best 

quality, and each loaf weighs 22 ounces. There aro 

40 bakers employed at these ovens, who have on one 

or two occasions, when pressed, run out 24,000 loaves 
per day. 

Adjacent to these ovens are two rooms, one on 

each side of the entrance, from which the bread is 

delivered. It jnay not be uuinteresting to know tbe 

form iu use. When the requisition is sent by a quar¬ 

termaster to the Subsistence Department for the 

rations for his regiment, an order is drawn for the 

bread on Lieut. Cate, to whom the driver of the 

wagon presents it, and is furnished with a ticket, 

which is handed in at the delivery window, aud the 

bread is forthwith passed out on smooth boards to 
the wagons. 

The mess room and the kitchen is also on this 

floor, aud the hands, to the number of ICO, here take 

their meals. This department is superintended bv 

Mr. Levi M. Fierce, formerly of the 8th Massachusetts 

Regiment, and the cleanly appearance observable, as 

well a* the well-catered meals set out, give indisputa¬ 

ble evidence that he “ can keep a hotel.” 

Outside of the building, in the vaults heretofore 

diately directed Maj. Arnold to proceed to support 
Major Vodges with three companies, and at the same 
time sent, an order to Col. Wilson to advance and 
attack the enemy; also dispatched a slat!' officer on 
board the steamer McClellan to take a position opposite 
the landing place and open on the enemy; but unfortu¬ 
nately at the same time directed him to go to the vessel 
Potomac and ask for some men to assist him in case 
landing was necessary. Capt. Powell directed him to 
tow iris ships to the scene of action, which so delayed 
him that he did not arrive until after the enemy hud 
vacated. Capt. Powell acted from the bestuf motives, 
and under ordinary circumstances, from correct prin¬ 
ciples, but the result, w.ih unfortunate, as the McClel¬ 
lan could have driven the rebel steamers away, and 
we must have made prisoners of the attacking force. 

At the request of Major Arnold, late in the morn¬ 
ing 1 sent furward a large field gun. which, however, 
did not reach until after tbe affair was over. As 
I mention, only briefly, the volunteers, I respectfully 
refer to the official report of the Colonel of the regi¬ 
ment. The pickets of this regiment and the guards 
sustained the principal 'if not the entire loss, and 
behaved well. Capt. Daly’s company, on duty with 
the regulars, did good service, and tho Captain is 
spoken of by Major Arnold in terras of high approba¬ 
tion. He had two men killed. Capt. Bailey's com¬ 
pany B, at a battery and not called out., was performing 
his appropriate duty during the fight. 

Major Vodges, with company A, 1st artillery, and a 
company of the 3d infantry, proceeded behind the 
Spanish fort, where, from the obscurity of the night, 
he found himself and command completely intermin¬ 
gled with the enemy. Mo was immediately recog¬ 
nized and made prisoner, the command devolving on 
Capt. Hildt, of the 3d infantry, who disengaged his 
command from their pi-rilous position and opened a 
heavy tire on the enemy, and finally forced th»-m to 
retreat,—he being ably supported by Lieut. Heeley, 
my Assistant Adjutant General, who voluteered lor 
the occasion,—with a loss often killed. Maj; Arnold 
at tins moment came up, and the enemy retreating, 
followed on. During thi, time, Major lower and 
Lieut. Jackson, whom I had successively sent on to 
push forward the Zouaves, succeeded in getting some 
collected, and Col. Wilson also advanced, the enemy 
retreating. Maj. Arnold and Capt. Robertson and 
I.ient.. Khiptey’s company promptly followed and 
attacked them a» they were embarking, the other 
companies arriving upon the ground successively. 
Capt. Ilobertaou opened a heavy tire at short musket 
range on the crowded masses, aud Lieut. Sbiuli-y 
some fifteen minutes later joined him, and their lire 
must have been effective. This continued as long as 
they were in range. When they got beyond it the 
Major ordered the mou to cease firing and give them 
three cheers, to which there was uo response. Dur- 

norse and was carried off mortally wounded. Seve¬ 

ral of his men were dangen tfily wounded, and it is 

thought will not recover, bis company, with hut 

few exceptions, were of rav. recruits, never having 

been under fire before, y«-r! they stood up like 

soldiers, receiving and givi g volley after volley. 

In the attack Captain Hawkins received a shot in 

the knee; his horse war shot a twelve places. Major 

Gavitt had one man killed ind several wounded. 

The infantry having come upland feeling confident 

of being attacked by a very nperior force, Colonel 

Alexander ordered the comm»ld to fall back on more 

advantageous ground. As tLey were withdrawing 

they found the enemy were p timing In force. Col. 

Alexander then threw out three or four companies 

in ambush. The remainder etmmenced a hasty re¬ 

treat, and the enemy supposing a victory close at 

hand, ran into tho trap and were completely routed, 

leaving the road strewn wtih lead men and horses. 

It was impossible to ascertain the number killed of 

the enemy in the entire engagement, as they were 

scattered all through the wools, though it does not 

fall short of fifty. During the night, the entire force 

of Col. Alexander fell back t. Pilot Knob. No ad¬ 

vance has sinee been made in ttrat direction. 

Tlio Victory nt Romney. 

The forces under General !\elley are believed to 

have comprised, among others the third and seventh 

Virginia regiments, one Ohial regiment, and the 

regiments commanded by Colonels Moss, Thorburn 

and Ziegler. The third Virgt.da regiment is com¬ 

manded by Colonel Hughes, ('. E. Swearingen Major. 

The above six regiments have for some time past 

been performing guard duty between Grafton and 

Cumberland. 

By this movement upon Romney, the secession 

forces iu the valley of the Shenandoah are outflanked, 

and Winchester, only twenty five miles from this 

point, is seriously menaced. By this route Manassas 

can be completely turned, or a march made upon 

Richmond through Staunton, without regard to Beau¬ 

regard's army. It is doubtful, however, whether 

Kelley has sufficient torce to do more than maintain 

himself. If ho has more than enough, there will be 

a forward movement spun Winchester. The crossing 

of the river at Edward’s Ferry, by Stone’s column, 

was evidently intended to be in concert with General 

Kelley’s advance from the North-West, in the sumo 

general direction. 

Romney is situated in a bowl of mountains. There 

are rich, fertile valloys running along their base*. 

The country surrounding is productive of the cereals. 

The town itself is one of tho most thriving in that 

part of Virginia. Many of tho inhabitants still long 

for a restoration of the old Union. It can bo easily 

fortified and held. But its possession, except as a 

point to guard the rear of an advancing column, is 

of little military Importation. Winchester is the 

strategetie point of that region. 

Col. Wallace's Indiana Zouaves early in June lust, 

while stationed at Cumberland, made a dash upon a 

party of Confederate troops stationed at this point, 

and took all their camp equipage and a large quantity 

of arras, and routed them completely. 

General Kelley, who commanded the Federal troops 

in the attack, was born in Deerfield, N. II., was edu¬ 

cated at West. Point, and for thirteen years previous 

to entering upon active service in the present war, 

was a resident of Philadelphia. During nine years 

of that period he filled the position of freight agent 

of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. The 

determination of Ilia former comrades in Wheeling 

to aid the Government in crushing the rebellion, and 

a telegram from them requesting him to take com¬ 

mand, led him to resign his situation, and within 

twenty-four hours after receiving the telegraphic 

message, ho was en route for Western Virginia. 

Soon after his arrival, lie proceeded to Grafton ami 

dispersed the rebels, and from thence marched to 

Phillippa, where tlio enemy was again surprised and 
defeated. In the latter engagement Colonel Kelley 

was badly wounded. While lying upon his bed of 

pain, lie was appointed Brigadier-General, and re¬ 

cently was assigned to tho Command of the division 

comprising Ilarpcr’B Ferry and New River districts. 

The wound received by General Kelley at Phillippa 

could u©t have been perfectly healed when he again 

took the field, as on the Htli uit. it had broken out in 

the shape of a painful carbuncle, just below where 

the hall had entered. 

Recapture of Lexington. 

From the St. Louis Democrat we gather the fol¬ 

lowing account of the recapture of Lexington by 

Capt. Kehoe, and the rescue of Cols. White aud 

Grover, together with others of our wounded, who 

were there held as prisoners: 

A short time since Gen. Fremont placed in my 

hands a picked body of men, the finest in his cavalry 

command, and dispatched nle to scout over those 

parts of the country most infested by the rebels. I 

arrived at Georgetown a short time since, and waited 

for supplies until the 16th inst. As 1 was on the 

point of leaving for the Osage, a messenger from 

Col. White, lying wounded at Lexington, was met by 

Col. Hovey, Twenty-fourth Indiana, who commanded 

at Georgetown, the messenger saying that the rebels 

were killing our wounded and committing the most 

fearful depredations. Col. White wrote that if iio 

was not rescued from their hands within twenty-fonr 

hours, that he and the other officers would be 

assassinated. 

Col. Hovey came to me and asked whether I would 

join a command of four hundred men and cut our 

way through to Lexington. My men unanimously 

volunteered, but just aa we were starting, a dispatch 

came from Cen. Hunter, ordering Col. Hovey, with 

his whole command, to march to Tipton. I was thus 

left alone, having hut one hundred and sixty cavalry 

with me. But my men were determined to go 

through, and at this moment Col. Eads, who had a 

few men under his command, nobly came forward 

and offered the services of himself and eighty of his 

men. In an hour our preparations were complete, 

and lute at night, in the midst of a terrible rain, we 

started. My force consisted of my own Co., C; Co. 

F, Capt. Chas. Fairbanks; the Irish Dragoons, Capt. 

P. Naughton, and eighty men under Lieut. Pease. 

Col. ICuda accompanied us. Our total was not more 

than two hundred and twenty. We made a forced 

march, and passed through a country filled with 

guerrilla bands, successfully reaching the rebel pick 

ets around Lexington early the following morning. 

Our advance guard charged gallantly on tho pickets 

and drove them Into Lexington. We captured more 

than twenty secessionists in onr march, and so com¬ 

plete was onr surprise that the rebels in ixsxington 

fled in every direction. We took possession of the 

town, and camped on the site of Price’s headquar 

tors, on the Fair Grounds. 

When Mrs. White and Airs. Grover met us at the 

door of the house where their husbands lay nearly 

dying, the scene was most affecting. The Union men 

left by persecution in Lexington trooped around ub. 

Wo seized tho ferry-boats, and this morning seized 

the steamboat “Florence.” G'oIh. White and Grover 

were placed on board, and in a few moments will 

start for home and safety. 

Lexington, for the last, two days, has been in a 

terrible condition. Shelby and Martin, two cut¬ 

throats, have had their troops in town till their Igno¬ 

minious flight at onr approach. A Mr. White, a 

wounded prisoner, was taken by Alartin from his 

bed, shot iu cold blood, aud his body left on the 

road until eaten by the hogs. His wife rescued his 

remains. A scene of terror reigned, and hut for our 

arrival, Cols. White and Grover would havo met with 

alike fate. Thank God the American flag is again 

floating over Lexington. Wo made thirty prisoners, 

recovered some of Marshall’s horses and equipments, 

and captured fifteen to twenty guns. 

Tlio Great Naval Expedition. 

From time to time we have noted various move¬ 

ments toward the concentration of this vast force, 

and now give the particulars more at detail, as we 

find them reported by tho New York Press: 

Navai, Branch ok the Expedition.—The expedi¬ 

tion is tho joint work of the Navy and War Depart¬ 

ments. Tt was meant to havo been ready by the 

middle of September; and the Navy Department had 

its vessels ready then. It was, however, impossible 

to get ready tho immense material of tho expedition 

by that time; and though everybody concerned 

worked most diligently, it was only on October I3th 

that tho transports were laden, and the final shipment 

of troops ready to be begun. Tlio naval part of tho 

expedition is under command of Commodore J. F. 

'Dupont, one of the ablest officers of our navy, ire is 

of New Jersey by birth, but is now a citizen of Dela¬ 

ware, belonging to the family of Duponts, who aro 

well-known as powder manufacturers. Capt. Dupont 

entered tho navy December PJth, 1815. lie has 

therefore been in the service forty-six years; of which 

twenty-two have hc«n passed in service at sea, and 

eight years nnd a half in shore duty. 

The fleet captain is Commodore Charles H. Davis, 

who stands in the revised navy list nearly at the head 

of the commanders. He is a native of Massachusetts, 

entered the service in 1823, has seen eighteen years’ 

sea service, and was last Superintendent of tho Nau¬ 

tical Almanac, and engaged in other special duty at 

Washington. lie is counted among the ablest and 

most skillful officers In the service. The flag lieuten¬ 

ant, the remaining officer of the Commodore’s staff, 

is Lieutenant B. W. Preston, a Canadian by birth, 

and a citizen of Illinois, from which Btate he entered 

tho service in 1H57. 

Capt. I.. M. Goldaborongh, who is in command of 

the Northern half of the Atlantic blockading squad¬ 

ron, will also take an active part in aiding the 

expedition. Ho was born in the District of Co¬ 

lumbia, and entered the service from Maryland, of 

which State lie is a citizen, in 1812. He has been 

seventeen years at sea and eleven years on shore duty, 

and was last, in command of tho Congress frigate, 

liis present ship is tho Minnesota. 

The expedition consists of the following vessels: 

Steamers. Guns Cimmandnrs. 
Flag ship Wabash. .58 C. F. R. Rogers. 
Ship Minnesota. .57 I. M. (Joldnboro. 
Ship Roanoke _ .64 John Marston. 

Sailing Vessels. Guns. Commanders. 
Frigate St. Lawrence. .50 H. T. i’urviance. 
Sloop of wfti Vanffalia_ .20 S. I*. Lee. 
Sloop of-war Jaraentown. .22 J. F. Greene. 
dloop of war Cumliorland.24  . 
Sloop of-wttr Savannah.24  . 
Sloop-ol war Dale__16 - 

Gunboats. Commantters. 

Albatross .....__. 
Alabama...14. Lanier 
Augusta..E. (! Parrott. 
Curlew .......J. II. Watmough. 
Dalo....._     . 
Florida _____J. it. GoidHborough. 
Harriet Lane_..._.......__—. 
Iroquois_      . 
Isaac Smith. ...J. W. A Nicholson. 
Jlimes Adgor. ,1. B Marsbnnd. 
M'.I.i.an.... ................ .......... ,S. IV Go don. 
Montim-llo_        . 
Mount. Vernon__    . 
New London..   . 
Ottawa.. _ Thomas H. Stevens. 
Pawnee. R. H. Wyman. 
Pembina.........J. P. Bankhead. 
Penguin__       Budd. 
Pocahontas ...P. Drayton. 
(Junker City.    . 
R ti Forbes____II. S. Newcomb. 
Seminole.J. P. Gillies. 
Seneca______Daniel Amnon. 
Uoadillu ......N. Collins. 
Yankee...... ....__] 
Youug America.............__ _. 

Tho gun boats generally carry a II -inch Dahlgren 

forward, and are armed besides with ono rifled gun 

and from two to four 24 pounders. 

Ferry Boats.—The ferry boats are capable of car¬ 

rying from five hundred t.o nine hundred men, and 

are generally armed with six guns each. The follow¬ 

ing is a list of those sent, with the expedition: 

PERRY HO ATS. 

Baltimore, 
Ellen, 
Philadelphia, 
.Stepping Stones, 

Com. l’erry, 
Ethan Allen, 
Pocahontas, 
Whitehall. 

Eagle, 
Mayflower, 
Star, 

TRANSPORTS. 

Tuns. Dro Steamers. 'thins 

Ariel.1290 
Atlantic.. 2845 
Alabama__  .1261 
Baltic.2723 
Uulvidivre....1000 
Ben Deford ..1080 
Champion ____ 
Cuba who_1643 
Contzaeoalcos..1500 
Dauiel Webster ...1035 
DeSoto ..1678 
Empire City....1751 
Ericsson_1902 
Florida.  1261 
Illinois..2123 
Locust Point.462 
Marion.. 800 
Matarizas.. 875 
Mercedia.1070 
Ocean Queen.2802 
Oriental__  1000 
Parkersburg_,_ 715 
Philadelphia.1238 
Potoinna_    448 
Roanoke... 1071 
Santiago de Cuba. ......1860 
.Spalding..... 
.Star of the South.900 
Vanderbilt.  3360 
Winliold Scott __...- 

Draft, ft. 

14 
20X 
13>4 
21 

C'omnumders. 

Terry. 

Phillips. 

Baker. 
Bocock. 
Johnson. 

Baxter. 
Cowles. 

Rathbnrn. 
French. 
Phillips. 
Leesburg. 

Seabnry. 
Tuzo. 

Barton. 
Hillard. 
Couch. 

Kearnley. 
Le Fevre. 

8AII.ING VESSELS. 

Tannage. Tv/nnage. 
Great Republic.3358 Zenas Coffin.338 
Ocean Express_1697 Golden Eagle.1128 
Courier .. Gem of the Seas.. 

All of the transports are fully armed, and have a 

crew on board to work the guns. Several transports 

were added to the tleet at Fortress Monroe, and the 

entire Atlantic squadron will co-operate with the 

expedition. The expedition consists, in all, of 80 

vessels. Of these three are steam frigates, six others 

are sailing men-of-war, twenty-six are gun boats, 

twelve ferry boats, and thirty Btearn and six sailing 

transports. 

Land Forces.—Of the army forces we can give no 

complete account. A portion of the troops were 

detailed from Gen. McClellan’s army, hut other 

regiments sailed directly from Now York, more from 

Boston, and a few, we understand, from other points 

between these cities. The regiments, so far as wo 

were aide to ascertain, were given iu our last issue, 

but aa tbe whole expedition was prepared with tho 

utmost secreay, and many of the regiments kept in 

Northern camps to the last moment, onr list is neces¬ 

sarily incomplete. 

The land forces are under command of Gen. Thos. 

W. Sherman, an able and distinguished'officer, who 

entered West Point in 1832, was Second Lieutenant 

of the Third Artillery in lts3u. Assistant Commissary 

of Subsistence in 1837, First Lienteuaut in 1838, and 

Captain iu May, 184C. He i3 distinguished aa an 
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artillery officer, Sherman’s battery having gained 

fame in the Mexican war. Captain Sherman was 

breveted “for gallant and meritorions conduct in 

the battle of Baena Vista.” He is a native of Rhode 

Island. Gen. Sherman's headquarters are on board 

the steamer Atlantic, which carries over 1,200 troops 

besides her own crew. 

Three brigade* of the land force are commanded 

by Gens. Viele, Stevens and Wright 

Egbert L. Viele was graduated from the West Point 

Military Academy in the year 184H, and was a class¬ 

mate of Gen. McClellan, He served in the Mexican 

war, and in 1843 resigned bis commission to accept 

the position of Chief Engineer of the State of New 

Jersey. Since then he has been Engineer-in'Chief of 

the Central Park in New York city and Brooklyn. In 

the early part of the rebellion he organized a battal¬ 

ion of two hundred men, and followed the Seventh 

regiment to Washington. He is considered an able 

and experinced officer, and attbirty-six years of age 

ranks as a Brigadier-General. 

Isaac Ingalls Stevens, who is General in command 

of the Seventh Brigade, was graduated at West Point 

in 1839, and entered the corps of engineers. He 

resigned in 18/13 to accept the appointment of Gov¬ 

ernor of Washington Territory, and was elected as 

Representative to Congress in 1867. 

Gen. Stevens was in Mexico, and was breveted 

Captain for gallant and meritorious conduct at Chere- 

bneco, and was breveted Major at Cbftpultepco, Sept. 

13, 1847. He was severely wounded on the same day. 

Horatio Gates Wright, commanding the Third 

brigade, was graduated at West Point in 1837, aud 

appointed a lieutenant in the engineer’s crops in 

1841. Since his graduation he has been an assistant 

professor at the United State* Military Academy, aud 

has the reputation of being a auperior engineer and 

thoroughly efficient officer. 

SurruEs.—The material outfit of the expedition 

includes a vast variety of objects, which, when enu¬ 

merated, prove what knowledge and careful fore¬ 

thought is needed in those who superintend the 

operations. It may be said that it contains almost 

everything which a community would gather and take 

along if it were about to found a colony in some 

deserted island of the ocean. 

First and most necessary comes food. Besides the 

rations provided for the troops while they shall 

remain on hoard, the transport* bear at least, three 

and a half monthB supplies of food of every kind for 

the great army which ia to he landed. One ship car¬ 

ries ont a cargo of water; and the department has 

already chartered and laden other vessel* to send 

down further supplies of live stock, and other needed 

provisions. 

The Ocean Queen and other steamers take out, 

besides troops, Buck articles as shovels, picks, hoes, 

two wheel carts, brick, cement, grindstones, lumber, 

prepared fraraeB of houses and barracks, ready to be 

set up, cross-cut saws, immense quantities of sand 

bags, beam*, Ac., Ac. 

Besides the two wheeled dumping carta already 

mentioned, there are also a great number of hand 

carts and barrows, especially of the latter. Of course 

every tool needed in constructing earthworks is 

found in this immense omnium gatherum. 

Three or four transports are partially laden with 

brick, mostly fire-brick. These are probably to be 

used, in conjunction with the tine Cumberland coal, 

for heating shot. Camp stove.s are cheaper, handier 

and more quickly sol up for cooking purposes, and 
the brink tiro most probably to bo used in construct¬ 

ing furnaces to heat red hot shot, with which the 

great columbiads do good execution. 

Ammunition,—An immense store of shot aud shell 

is on board, as also many huge columbiads, mostly 

the vast ten-inch guns which do such fearful execu¬ 

tion. The Atlantic and Baltic carry the most of 

these, but more are understood to be placed on other 

vessels as well. 

There are also quantities of gun carriages and light 

guns for field operations. Of these many are Parrot 

guus, and all are completely fitted, ready fortheartii 

lerists’ hands when they are lauded—caissonB, forges, 

and large quantities of grape, canister, shot and shell 

being with each battery—sufficient, one would think, 

for a campaign in the interior. 

Wagons. — A great many army transportation 

wagons are provided, over and above those which 

belong to each regiment, and which the troops took 

away with them. Extra camp equipage of every 

description ia also provided, and a great number of 

extra arms arid infantry equipments, fully sufficient 

for 10,000 men. This looks as though the govern¬ 

ment expected to arm the inhabitants among whom 

the troops will be landed. 

Footballs.—A curious item in the stores carried 

by the expedition consists in several hundred foot¬ 

balls. These were put on board for the exercise of 

such portions of the array as may remain in garrison 

at the point where a lauding is made, and where de¬ 

fences will, of course, be at once erected. 

Pilots.— All the best pilots belonging to New 

York city have gone down with the expedition. 

They were chosen becanse they are familiar with 

every point on the Southern const, from the Chesa¬ 

peake to the Texas shore. Besides these pilots, a 

number of skillful and trusty coasting captains were 

engaged from Cape Cod. These men know every 

inch of the coast; have sailed into every harbor aud 

inlet with their craft, and will be able to carry the 

ships iuto any port, great or small, on the Atlantic 

or in the Gulf, where the expedition may bo ordered 
to land. 

Horses.— Of horses the expedition has nearly fif¬ 

teen hundred. They are mostly on board the Great 

Republic, Vanderbilt, Ocean Queen, Baltic and Eric- 

son. One ship takes, as supplies for these animals, 

eight thousand bags of oats, and besides this other 

vessels carry further supplies of oats and corn, while 

many tnns of hay are divided among the transports. 

Table ok Distances.—The following table of dis¬ 

tances is in Nautical miles, and our readers may soon 

expect to hear from some of the points mentioned: 

From Hampton Rom’-h to Hatteras.139 
“ Hatmras to Beaufort, N. C. ..   86 
“ “ to Charleston... ”"””"260 
“ *' to Port Royal.300 
“ “ to Savanuali..... ".320 
“ “ to Brunswick.I'.'.'.....370 

The fleet, when under steam with transports in tow, 

will make seven knots per hour if the wind is not 

adverse. Under Bail, with fair wind and good 

weather, the progress would be more rapid. 

Department of the West. 

The total number of killed, wounded and miss¬ 

ing of the body guard iu the fight at Springfield, is 

61; of the rebels, killed and wounded, according to 

their own statement, about 80. 

The passengers from the west report that Col. 

Mulligan had been released by Price. He was seen 

at Warrensburgh on the 1st inst., on his way to 

Springfield to bring away a child left there. 

Gem Fremont and staff arrived at Springfield on 

the 28th ult.; also the Benton Cadets, Col. Carr’s 

Cavalry, and Major Holmes’ Sharpshooters. Gen. 

Siegel’s command arrived at different periods during 

the same day, finding no professed rebels in the 

place. Our troops were received with delight, the 

Stars and Stripes being displayed at numerous 

houses, and men, women and children waved their 

handkerchiefs from almost every doorway. 

Major White, of the Prairie Scout*, whsse com¬ 

mand Btarted with Major Szagonyi for Springfield, 

had been quite ill, and was captured by the rebels 

while riding in a buggy, and after the fight was 

taken several mileB ont of town by a guard of twenty 

rebels, but was rescued by a party of Green County 

Home Guards, and is now in .Springfield. 

A gentleman who left Neosho recently, arrived at 

St. Louis on the 30th oik, and says Price was then 

there with his whole command, and bad been joined 

by McCulloch with 7,000 men. From the most reli¬ 

able information he could obtain, the number of 

rebels was from 30,000 to 36,000. Some of the cavalry 

regiments were very fine - one regiment in particular, 

whose horses were all one size and color, and fully 

equipped in every particular. The cannon that was 

landed at Forsyth had arrived at Price’s camp, 

McCulloch’s men came from the East to Neosho, 

and then proceeded to Pinesville, fifteen miles south 

of Neosho. Jackson had called a session of the 

Legislature at Neosho. It had already met, but 

lacked four members of having a quorum. The 

rebels were commanded by Colonels Johnson, Fra¬ 

zer, Price and Turner. 

Gen. Prentiss, who left St. Louis on the 28th nit. 

with a force of infantry, to surprise and capture the 

rebels at Fulton, iu Calloway county, has returned, 

and reports that before he reached Fulton, Gen. John 

B. Henderson, of the State Militia, had made a com¬ 

promise with the rebels at Dyer’s Mills, near Concord, 

whereby he commanded the United States ’roopa 

not to make any arrest, of the rebels who would lay 

down their arras and return to their homes. Prentiss 

acquiesced in the compromise, but on the first viola- 

tloH of it will visit severe vengeance upon the 

offenders. The rebels were 400 strong, and Hender¬ 

son's force numbered 1,600. The proposition for 

compromise came from the rebels. 

Gen. Luno captured a transportation train of the 

enemy near Butler, In Bates county, on the 28tb ult., 

and took the escort prisoners. Among the latter 

were Capt. Whiting and Lieut. Vaughn. Lane also 

reports that he found a large number of sick and 

wounded rebels at Rose Hill, Johnstou county, in a 

starving condition, to whose wants he ministered. 

On the 28th ult. a fight occurred at a place known 

as Munday’s Hollow. The rebel force consisted of 

about eight hundred men, undCr whose direct com¬ 

mand is not known, but most of them belonging to 

Col. Johnson’s regiment, which, since the accident 

to that noted officer, has been under command of 

Lieut.-Col. Summers. 

The fight took place near what is known as the 

Union road, leading to Lebanon. Near the road is 

a steep hill, rising abruptly from the road and sloping 

to the south. On this declivity the rebels were 

formed in line of battle, when Capt. Bwitzler ad¬ 

vanced and formed in front of their left flank and 

between them and the road. At the same time, and, 

rtrangely enough, without Capt. Bwitzler’s know¬ 

ledge, Capt. Montgomery came up on the enemy’s 

light, and joined his company with that of Capt. 

Bwitzler. Between them aud the enemy was a thick 
enpso of brush, which, cyeopt at one or trro inter¬ 

vening spaces, protected them from the fire of the 

rebels. It was through one of these open spaces 

that Mr. Tucker, the only man killed on our side, 

was shot. As our cavalry advanced, the rebels fired 

several rounds, but doing no injury except the killing 

of Tucker and one or two horses. When within 

sixty yards, Capt. Bwitzler gave the command to 

fire, first with taeir carbines, next with their pistols, 

and then, with drawn sabers, to charge, accompanied 

with a deafening yell. In an instant the gallant 

little band was in the midst of the enemy, dealing 

death and destruction on all sides. Their line was 

broken, the utmost confusion ensued, and soon the 

whole rebel force was in full retreat. The Iobb of 

the rebels, as accurately ascertained since the battle, 

was sixty-three killed, about forty' wouuded—many 

Of them mortally—near forty prisoners, thirty head 

of horses, and a large number of guns, pistols, Ac. 

A messenger from Linn Creek brings interesting 

news from that point, lie reporta that. Gen. Wyman, 

with his command, had arrived safely at that place, 

lie was preceded by two or three companies of 

cavalry. When the cavalry entered the town, they 

found one company of rebels under Capt. Roberts, a 

merchant of Linn Creek, iu possession of the place. 

They were, to all appearances, perfectly ignorant of 

any danger from any quarter. A portion of them 

were in a blacksmith shop moulding bullets, and the 

rest were in different parts of the town, so that the 

surprise was complete. The whole company, officers 

and privates, was “bagged”and held in safe custody. 

The company numbered about forty men, and were 

well armed. 

Kentucky.—Gen. Thomas’ official account of the 

Wild Cat affair, says the forces were nearly equal, 

and tke United States troops repulsed the enemy, 

with great loss to the rebels and little to themselves. 

A party of thirty men of the 28th Illinois regiment, 

while scouting on Saturday, encountered a party of 

rebel cavalry and infantry eighteen miles below 

Paducah. A brisk engagement ensued, and the 

rebels were routed, with the loss of a captain, lieu¬ 

tenant, and several wonmled. No loss on our side. 

Three companies of the Dtb Illinois went forty- 

eight miles up Cumberland river on the 3lBt ult, 

and attacked a company of rebel cavalry 100 strong, 

completely routing them. The rebel loss is 13 killed, 

24 prisoners, 52 horses, and all their camp equipage. 

The Federal* had two wounded. 

Department of llie East. 

Major General McClellan has issued the 

following order: 

Headquarters ok thh Army, Washington. ) 
November 1, 1861. j 

General Okuer, No. 19.—In accordance with 
General Order No. 94, from the War Department, I 
hereby assume enrnrmtnd of the United States Army, 
in the midst of difficulties which encompass and 
divide the nation, hesitation and self distrust may 
well accompany the assunipilon of so vast a responsi¬ 
bility, but confiding. as I do, in the loyalty, disci¬ 
pline, and courage of our tronps, and believing, as 1 
do, that Providence will favor ours as the just cause, 
! cannot doubt that success will crown our efforts 
and sacrifices. The Army will unite with me in the 
feeling of regret that weight of many years and effect 
of increasing infirmities contracted and intensified in 
hie country's service, should just now remove from 
our head a great soldier of our nation, the hero who 
in his yonth raised high the reputation of his country 
in the fields of Canada, which he sanctified with bis 
blood, aud who in more mature years proved to the 
world that American skill aud valor could repeat if 
not eclipse the exploits of Cortez in the land of the 
Montezumas; whose whole life has been devoted to 
the service of his country; whose whole efforts have 
been directed to uphold our honor at the smallest 
sacrifice of life; a warrior who scorned the selfish 

glories of the battle field when his great qnalities as 
a statesman coqld be errpl yed more profitably for 
his country; a citizen wij>, in bis declining years haR 
given to the world tke Most shining instance of loy¬ 
alty, disregarding all tit* nf birth and Clinging still 
to the cati«e of trnth and honor. Such has been the 
career and character of Winfield Scott, whom it has 
long been the delight of the nation to honor, both as 
« man and a soldier. 

While we regret his loss, there is one thing we 
cannot regret, the bright example he has left for our 
emulation. Let ns all hope anil pray that bis declin¬ 
ing years may be passed to peace and happiness, nnd 
that he may be cheered bf the success of the country 
be has fought for and low d so well, and. beyond all, 
let us do nothing that wi| tanse him to blush for ns. 
Let no deft-ct of the nrmy he has long commanded 
embitter bis last years, tut let onr victories illumi¬ 
nate the close of a life so grand. 

GKO. B. McClellan, 
Major General U. 8. Commanding. 

The rebels are fortifying Centerville. They have no 

force this side of Fairf4x Conrt House, which our 

scouts ngpwl about at ni(Jit without entering. They 

still have pickets. Our troops occnpy Vienna and 

onr pickets are beyond Anandale. 

Gen. Stone’s report of the battle of Ball’s Bloff was 

sent into the War Department on the 29tb ult In it 

occurred the following: 

Col. “Baker having arrived at Conrad’s Ferry with 
the 1st California regiment, at an early hour pro¬ 
ceeded to Edward’s Ferry sod reported to me in per¬ 
son, stating that his regiment was at the former place, 
rind the three other regiments of his brigade wire 
ready to march. I directed him to Harrison’s Island 
to assume command, nnd in foil conversation 
explained to him the pc-ition as it then stood. I 
then told him that Gen. McCall had advanced his 
troops to Pranesville, and that T was extremely desir¬ 
ous of ascertaining the exact position and force of 
the enemy in our front,; nd exploring, as far s* it 
was safe on the right toward Beesbttrg, and on the 
left toward the Leesburg and Green Spring mad. 1 
also informed Col. B.»kerthat Gen. Gorman, opposite 
Edward's Ferry, should lie re-cDforced, and that I 
would make every effort to push Gorman's troops 
carefully forward to discern the best line from that 
ferry to the Leesburg and Green Spring road already 
mentioned: and the position of the breastworks and 
middle batteries which prevented the movement of 
the troops directly toward the right, were also pointed 
out to him. 

The means of transportation across, of the suffi¬ 
ciency of which he (Baker) was to he judge, were 
detailed and authority given him to make use of the 
guns of a section of Vaughn’s and Bunting's batteries, 
together with French’s mounted howitzers, all the 
troop* of hi* brigade and the Tammany regiment, 
besides the lfitli nnd part of the 20th Massachusetts 
volunteers, and I left it to hi* discretion, after view¬ 
ing the ground, to retire from the Virginia shore, 
under cover of his guns and the fire of the large 
Infantry force, or to pas* over rc enforcement* in case 
he found it practicable and the positions on the other 
side favorable. I stated that T wished no advtinco 
made unless the enemy were in inferior force, and 
under no circumstances to pass beyond Leesburg or 
a strong position between it and Goose Creek on the 
Great Spring road. 

Col. Baker was cautioned in reference to passing 
the artillery across the river, and I begged if he did 
so to see it well supported hy good infantry. 

I pointed to him the position of pome bluffs on this 
side of the rivpr from which artillery could act with 
effect on the other side,leaving the matter of crossing 
more troops or returning what were already over to 
his discretion, and ga ve him outire control of opera¬ 
tions in the night. 

After Col. Dcvens’second advance, Col. Baker wont 
to the field in person, and i is a matter of regret to 
me that he left no record of what officers and men he 
charged with the care of the boats, and insuring the 
regular passage of troops. If any were charged with 
this duty it was not performed, for the re enforce¬ 
ments as they arrived found no one in command of 
the boats, and great delay was thus occasi' ned. 
Had one officer and a company remained at each 
lauding, guarding the tie ^ • t roir full capacity would 
have been made scrviceahl-, and sufficient men would 
have been passed over to vrsuYc success. 

The forwarding of artillery before its supporting 
force of infantry also impeded the rapid assembling 
of an imposing force on the Virginia shore. H the 
infantry force had first crossed, a difference of 1,000 
men would have been made in the infantry line at the 
time of attack probably enough to have given us 
the victory. 

I cannot conclude without, hearing testimony to the 
courage, good discipline and conduct of "all the 
troops of this division during the day. Those in 
action behaved like veterans, and those not, brought 
into action showed that alacrity and steadiness in 
their movements, which proved their anxiety to 
engage the foe in their country’s cause. 

We mourn the loss of the brave departed dead upon 
the field of honor, if not of success, nnd we miss the 
companionship of those of our comrades who have 
fallen into the hands of onr enemies. But all feel 
that they have earned the title of soldier, and await 
with increased confidence another measure of strength 
with the foe. Char. T. Stone, 

Brig. General Commanding. 

Ths following proclamation has just been issued: 

Headquarters, Baltimore, November 1st, 1861. 

To the United States Marshal of Maryland, and Pro¬ 
vost Marshal of lialtirnore: 

Information has come to my knowledge that, certain 
individuals who formerly resided in this State, and 
are known to have been recently io Virginia, hearing 
anus against the authority and foreps of the United 
States, have returned to their former homes with the 
intention of taking part iinthe election of November 
6th, thus carrying ont at the polls the treason they 
have committed iu the field. There Is reason also to 
believe that other individuals lately residents of 
Maryland, who have engaged in similar hostility to 
the United States, or in actively aiding and abetting 
those in arms against the United States, are about to 
participate in the election lor the same treacherous 
purpose, with tlie hope of' carrying over the Slate by 
disloyal votes to the canse of rebellion Hnd treason. 
I, therefore, by virtue of the authority vested in me, 
to arrest all persons in rebellion against the United 
States, require you to tal e into custody all such per¬ 
sons in any election district, or precinct in which 
they may appear at the polls to effect their criminal 
attempt to convert, the political franchise into an 
engine for the subversion of the Government and sup¬ 
port of its enemies. In furtherance ot this object, 1 
request the judges of the election in the several pre¬ 
cincts or the State, in case any such person shall 
present himself to vote to the committee, to hold him 
until he Can he taken into custody by the authority of 
the United Stales, and I rail on all good and loyal 
citizens to support the judges of election, the United 
States Marshal and his deputies, aud the Provost 
Marshal of Bahimore, and the police, in their efforts 
to secure, a free and fair expression of the voice of the 
people of Maryland, and at the same time prevent the 
ballot box from being polluted by treasonable votes. 

Joun A. Djx, Gen. Com. 

The great fleet sailed on the 29th ult, the Wabash 

taking the lead, at day light, when the gnn was fired 

as a signal, and the Cabawba bringing up the rear. 

The vessels, about 80 In number, formed iu line a few 

miles down the Roads, and went ont between the 

Capes iu splendid style. The morning was the most 

beautiful of the season, aud the scene the finest ever 

witnessed on this continent. 

Orders were sent to the officers commanding the 

naval expedition to govern themselves, so far as per¬ 

sons held to service are concerned, by the principles 

of the letter addressed to Gen. Butler; hut discretion¬ 

ary power is given to the commander for special cir¬ 

cumstances; and instructions are given to avail 

themselves of the services of any persons, whether 

fugitives from labor or not, who taav offer themselves, 

to be employed in such manner as deemed most ben- 

ficial to the service; also to assure all loyal masters 

that Congress will provide ;nst compensation to them 

for the loss of the services if persons so employed. 

Lieut. Porter of the Powhattan reports that he 

arrived at Maranham, September 24th, only five days 

after the Sumter left. The latter had cruised for two 

or three days at the month of the harbor to overhaul 

the brig Maria, which was expected from New York. 

The Governor of Maranham treated t.be officers of the 

Stirater to every courtesy, promising them that they 

might sell the Maria there if Bhe was captured, sup¬ 

plied her with coal, but was unwilling to do the same 

to the Powhattan. In entering Miirnnbam the Sumter 

got ashore, lost her false keel, and when she left whs 

leaking. She left under sail, having housed her 

smoke stack. She had taken no prizes since the 

Addy Bradford, and it was understood her master 

was to bnrn, sink, and destroy, particularly Boston 

and eastern vessels. , 

Department of Western Virginia. 

A special dispatch to the Cincinnati Gazette on 

the morning of the Sd inst, says:—The rebels under 

Floyd opened fire on Rosecrans’ force yesterday 

morning from two points, opposite Ganley Bridge 

and Camp Tompkins. Tbe telegraph office and Quar¬ 

termaster’s store were no doubt destroyed. When 

ray informant left Ganley yesterday their shells were 

aimed at the ferry boats and buildings above named. 

The enemy has large guns and a large body of infan¬ 

try. Floyd’s forces opposite Camp Tompkins are not 

lesB than 4,000. How many at Gauley Bridge, four 

miles this side, is not known. 

Telegraphic communication by the Kanawha line 

is intercepted. Casualties unknown. 

The Cincinnati Commercial had advices from Bose- 

C ran s’ Headquarters to Saturday evening, with the 

following particulars: 

On Friday morning at 8 o’clock, the enemy opened 

fire with 2 guns, at, pofbts opposite Ganley and Camp 

Tompkins, and a noisy fire of mnsketry. Their 

object was evidently to cut off supplies. They suc¬ 

ceeded in sinking a ferry boat on the Gauley River, 

and threw about 40 shells iuto the camp of the 11th 

Ohio. Not one of our men was killed. 

A Cincinnati gentleman from Gauley Bridge, Sat¬ 

urday evening, reports that Floyd had cut a road 

around the hill where Rosecrans was encamped, and 

was shelling his camp. RosccranB was returning the 

fire and had silenced 2 batteries. He had sent a 

force op the new made road to attack Floyd in the 

rear, and would have them completely surrounded. 

No Fcdcrals were killed when ho left, and only about 

half a dozen wounded. The majority of the shells 

thrown by the enemy did not explode, and their mus¬ 

ketry was wild and irregular. The ferry boat which 

had been sunk by the enemy’s shot on Friday, was 

raised that night, axd communication across the 

river restored. No firing on Saturday, on either side. 

The position of the forces on Saturday evening 

was as follows: 

The rebels were in possession and left for the west 

hank of New Ttiver. Gen. Schenck’s Brigade was a 

few milrs above the junction of Gauley and New 

Rivers, on the east side of New River. Generals 

Cox’s Brigade and Rosecrans’ near the junction 

between the rivers. Gen. Bonham, below the junc¬ 

tion on the right hank of the river. Floyd’s force is 

believed to be about 7,000. It was believed in camp 

that Gen. Schenck’s and Bonham’s Brigades would be 

thrown across the river above and below Floyd, and 

catch him. 

The loss of the telegraphic commnnicatiens was 

occasioned by the alarm of the operator, who, when 

firing opened, sent a hasty dispatch to Clarksburgb, 

announcing the battle, and then commenced to move 

his office tip tin- Gauley. Hu was two or three miles 

up the river when he was overtaken by orders from 

Rosecrans to return, and while returning, bis wagon 

wa* driven over a precipice and the apparatus 

destroyed. Floyd’s demonstration was rather agree¬ 

able to Rosecrans than otherwise. Rosecrans was 

certain that he could hold his own, and expected to 

bag his assuilanta. 

Just as we were preparing for the press dispatches 

i conveying the following gratifying intelligence were 

received: 

Washington, November 4.— The War Department 

received a dispatch late this evening from Gen. Rose- 

crane, stating that Floyd had made an attack on him 

hut he had repulsed him with great loss. Gen. Rose- 

erans further states that an officer with a pretty large 

force had got in the rear of Floyd, and the pre¬ 

sumption was that Floyd and his entire command 

would be surrounded and captured. 

WA8HIN0TON, November 6.—An official telegraphic 

dispatch received to-day states Gen. Floyd’s force at 

7,000, and that Benham’s and Sohenek's brigades 

were following him on the New Road. The dispatch 

is extremely hopeful of a brilliant victory, and the 

prospect of it is cheering. 

Another telegram from Cleveland, dated last night, 

states that the Kanawha boat had just passed Mays- 

ville, and reported that Gen. Rosecrans had repulsed 

Floyd, and at the last accounts that Gens. Benbam 

and Schenck had got in his rear, and that it was 

thought that Floyd’s force would be captured by them. 

Afl'air* in AVn*lili)gron. 

The most important event of the week is the 

resignation and retirement of Lieut.-Gen. Scott We 

give the closing scenes in the military career of the 

old hero: The following letter from Gen. Scott was 

received on Thursday evening: 

IIKADQCARTKR8 ARMY, WASHINGTON, Oct. 31, 1861. 

Hon. S. Cameron, Secretary of War—Sir: For 
more than three years I have’been unable, from a 
hurt, to mount a horse, or to walk more than a fewr 
paces at a time, and that with much pain. Other 
and new infirmities—dropsy and vertigo—admonish 
me that repose of mind and body, with the appli¬ 
ances of surgery and medicine, are necessary to 
protect a life already protracted much beyond the 
usual span ul man. It is under such circumstances, 
made doubly painful by the unnatural and unjust 
rebellion now raging in the Southern States of our 
so lately prosperous and happy Union, that I am 
compelled to request that my name be placed on the 
list of army officers retired from active service. As 
this request is founded on an absolute right granted 
by a recent act of Concress, 1 am entirely at liberty 
to say that it is with deep regret that I withdraw 
myself in these momentous times from the orders of 
the President, who lias treated me with Hurh distin¬ 
guished kindness and courtesy, whom I know upon 
much personal intercourse, to be without sectional 
partialities or prejudices, to be highly conscientious 
iu the performance of every duty, and unrivalled in 
activity and perseverance. And to you, Mr. Secre¬ 
tary, whom I now officially address for the last time, 
I beg to acknowledge my many obligations for the 
uniform high consideration I have received at your 
bauds. I have the honor to remain, with high 
respect, Your obedient servant, 

Winfield Scott. 

A special Cabinet council was convened on Friday 

morning, Nov. 1st, to take the subject into consider¬ 

ation. It was decided that Gen. Scott’s request, 

under the circumstances of his advanced age and 

infirmities, could not be declined. Gen. McClellan 

was thereupon, with the unanimous agreement of the 

Cabinet, notified that the command of the army 

would be devolved upon him. 

At 4 o’clock in the afternoon, the Cabinet again 

waited upon the President, and attended him to the 

residence of Gen. fecott, Being Beated, the President 

read to the General the following order: 

On November the 1st, A. D. 1861, upon hifs own 
application to the President of the United States, 
Brevet Lieut.-Gen. Winfield Scott is ordered to be 
placed and hereby is placed upon the list r.f the 
retired officers of the Army of the United States, 
without reduction in his pay Hnd suhsisteney allow¬ 
ances. The American people hear with sadness and 
deep emotion that Gen. Scott has withdrawn from 
the Motive control of the array, while the unanimous 
Cabinet express t.heirnwn and the nation's svmpathies 
in his personal affliction, and their profound sense of 
the important public services rendered by him to bis 
country during his long and brilliant career, among 
which will ever be gratefully distirtgnlslu-d bis faith¬ 
ful devotion to the Constitution, the Union, and the 
flag, when assailed by parricidal rebellion. 

AsRAnAy Lincoln, 

Gen. Scott thereupon arose and addressed the Pres¬ 

ident and Cabinet, they also rising, as follows: 

This honor overwhelms me. Tt overpowers all ser¬ 
vices I have attempted to render mv country. If I 
have nny claims, they are all obliterated with this 
expression of approval bv the President, with the 
support of hia Cabinet. I know the President and his 
Cabinet well. I know the country has placed its 
interests in this trying crisis in safe keeping. Their 
councils are wise, their labor* are as untiring as they 
are loyal, and their course is the right one. Mr. Pres¬ 
ident you must excuse, me. I am unable to stand 
anv longer to give utterance to the feelings of grati¬ 
tude which oppress me. In my retirement, I shall 
offer up my prayer* to God for this Administration 
and my country. I shall pray with confidence for its 
Bucccsi over ull enemies, and that speedily. 

The President then took leave of (ten. Scott, giving 

him his hand and saying he hoped soon to write him 

a public letter, expressive of his gratitude and affec¬ 

tion. The President added: 

General, you will naturally feel solicitous about the 
gentlemen of your staff who have rendered you and 
your country such faithful service. I have taken the 
subject into consideration. 1 understand that they go 
with you to New York. I shall desire them at their 
eaUiest convenience after their return, to make their 
wishes known to me. I desire yon. however, to be 
satisfied that except the unavoidable deprivation of 
your counsel and assistance which they have so long 
enjoyed, the provision which may be made for them 
will be such a* to render their situation as agreeable 
hereafter as it has been heretofore. 

Each member of the Administration then gave his 

hand to the veteran and retired in profound silence. 

The following is the response of the Secretary of 

War to Gen. Scott’s letter. 

War Dr cart meet, Wafhixotox, Not. 1,1861. 

General:— Jt is my duty to lay before the President 
your letter of yesterday, asking to be relieved under 
the recent act of Congress. In separating from you, 
I cannot refrain from expressing my deep regret that 
your health, shattered by long service and repeated 
wounds received In yimr country’s defense, should 
render it necessary for you to retire from your high 
position at lids momentous period of our history. 
Although you arejnot to remain in active service, I 
yet hope that while I continue in charge of the depart¬ 
ment over which I now preside, 1 shall at times be 
penuitted to avail myself of the benefit* of your wise 
counsels and sage experience. It has been my good 
fortune to enjoy s personal acquaintance with you for 
over thirty years, and the pleasant relations of that 
long time have been greatly strengthened by your 
cordial and entire co-operation io all the great ques¬ 
tion* which have occupied the department and 
convulsed the country for the last, six months. In 
parting from you, I can only express the hope that a 
merciful Providence, that has protected you amid so 
many trials, will Improve your health and continue 
your life long after the people of the country shall 
have been restored to their former happiness and 
prosperity. 

I am, General, very sincerely, your friend, 
Simon Cameron, Secretary of War. 

Lieut. Genl. Winfield Scott, present. 

Quartermaster Stuckcr advertises for proposals for 

delivering iu Washington within the next thirty-five 

dHys, 715,000 feet of cullings, and 285,000 feet of 

scantlings. The bids are to be opened on the 29th 

inst. This looks like putting up extensive winter 

quarters. 

Highly interesting information from France estab¬ 

lishes in diplomatic circles here the fact that the 

Emperor Napoleon and bis government consider the 

integrity, greatness and prosperity of the American 

Republic to be identical with the present and future 

prosperity of France. 

There is a slackness iu enlistments again, especially 

from the larger States. So much circumlocution and 

embarrassment arc interposed by State authorities, 

and the men are so shaved and swindled in their fit¬ 

ting out, that they will not enter the service through 

the Bute channel*. Enlistment* are so slow that the 

War Department is about to return to the system of 

accepting men without the interposition of the State 

authorities. It is also contemplated to obviate the 

injustice of some of the Governors in pressing officers 

on Regiments, by commissioning the officers through 

the War Department, directly by the President. 

The State prisoneis heretofore confined in Fort La¬ 

fayette were ail moved to Ft. Warren in Boston harbor, 

which has been fitted up for their accommodation, 

The object of the change is not divulged, but it is 

believed to be the intention of the Government to put 

the Fort in a more perfect state of defense, for the 

protection of New York harbor. 

The President informed certain impertinent United 

States Senators who called upon him on the 30th ult., 

to know when a forward movement is to take place, 

that the responsibility of such a movement is left to 

Gen. McClellan, aud that it is the purpose of the 

Executive to sustain him in hiB undertaking, what¬ 

ever his determination may be. The Senators left 

satisfied. 

Secretary Cameron has authorized the establish¬ 

ment of a depot for prisoners of war at Johnson’s 

Island, iu Sandusky Bay, Lake Erie. An experienced 

builder of Sandusky has contracted to erect seventeen 

buildings capable of accommodating 1,000 prisoners. 

They are to be finished by December 10th, at a total 

cost not to exceed $25,000. First Lieut E. W. Reed, 

of the 8th Infuutry, now on parole, is to be Acting 

Assistant Quartermaster and Commissary of Subsist¬ 

ence for this depot. One hundred and fifty men will 

be detailed as guard. 

The following letter from Garibaldi has been 

received by the United States Consul at Antwerp: 

CakkkrA, 18rfi Scf.tenjber, ’61. 
Mr Dear Sir:—I saw Mr. Sanford, and regret to be 

obliged to announce to you that I shall not be able to 
go to the United States at present. I do not doubt of the 
triumph of the cause of the Union, and that shortly. 
But if the war should unfortunately continue in your 
beautiful country, 1 shall overcome all obstacles 
which detain me, and hasten to the defence of a peo¬ 
ple who are dear to me. G. Garibaldi. 

The Provost Marshal's Court at Alexandria has 

made a decision which will gladden the hearts of 

Northern merchants. The substance of the decision 

is that our brethren of Dixie muBt pay their debts. 

The question came up at the Court, Adjutant-General 

Breese presiding. One of the Broadway merchants 

complained that an Alexandria dealer had possession 

of his goods, and would neither pay for them nor 

return them. The Alexandrian was brought up forth¬ 

with, and undertook to plead some of the old Virginia 

Btay laws. The Provost Judge couldn’t see it in that 

light, and decided the case by summarily ordering 

Provost Marshal Griffith to take possession of the 

property, and to return to the original owner such 

portions as he could identify. Provost Marshal 

Griffith has therefore in his possession about $50,000 

worth of woolen goods, mainly belonging to New 

York merchants. 
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NEW YORK, Not 4 — Front— Market may bo quoted So 
lower, with only » limited business doing for export end home 
consumption. TiaosACtion* urn somewhat restricted t>v tim 
l-xoi storm. Sales at «S, ufttM.IH for rejected ; ISM (M for 

[MARKETS, 

p .karnpf A Hitching’* Circn 
,1UP' t^ArKNDEP. Asaphjor, 

llIK CHOIR ROOK ; The new Collection of Sacred and 
Secular Music by Or. LOWELL MASON and WILLIAM 

MASON, (just published,| and a year's subscription to 
the NRW YORK MUSIC,11, REVIEW, for tine dollar. 

In compliance with urgent requests we will cnntinn* 

^roLi'Vr"/"' 'n V""1' th,>, T<> wdrks for liUpStfif . one i\f thrift. Any on^ pencil iiu n-t ono ilollttr iliAri>fnm 
before Orcein lie i 1st. will bo entiU.““ u«,pV^ of AsTen ur’ 
T''f cnn.« Rook aud a year*! subseriptloi) to the N Y Mem.' 

o?«i.l!r.rai Tho.ek:i:?2 publishVd fort- 
f»et0M iweSSr fourb(>"k ,l0ut •>* mail, mint 
haeellrmulv x.i le,1 I. '4 to ,prp p*J t,Very many tmu already a.iiiet tliemwilvm of this nlfor, and As.ra 
prove* quite as popular a« wo had antieipMyd. C*utaininrM» 
larffe an amount of matter as it tloet, and thin nearly all 
quite new and fresh, It proven one of the mn.t aOnuitlve works 
to-insers which we have ever issued, tint object, in mulct nr 
this libera] otter is, to obtain a wide circulation r..r suiiinla 
copies of Asacii, reel,sure that Its own n eHU XiU then 
in-uro it a very larye sale, ,„p| fo, nl| adoption bVch.q™ 
singing schools, societies, conventions, and social circles. Caia- 

"o'"'i numerous mtisi al publication* -cot to anv ad 
tlresa without charge. Published al Nos. 5 and 7 Mercer street 
New York, by 617-2t MASON RROTHKrT 

tZz- Oor Show-Bill, Ixpuckmkxts, Ac , for 1862, just issued, 
sent free. 

*3P“ Thk Trial Qpartkk — The rush of Trial Subscribers 
has been so great that our edition of some of the October 

numbers is exhausted, so that we can no longer furnish the 
complete quarter. We will, however, send the Rural from 1st 
Nov. to ./an'y (9 papers) and 4 back numbers (making 13 papers 
in ail) for 20 cents. V&~ Our aim ia to have all trial subocrip- 
tions end with the year, as it would cause much extra labor and 
trouble to extend them into the new volume. 

£"*>■'I'lLL TitkPi.sms o? Aornts Gos* to tor War.—Quite 
a number of our Agent* have gone to the War, mostly as Cap¬ 
tains and Lieutenants in volunteer regiments. In cases whero 
they have not appointed or requested persons to act In behalf 
or the Rural during their absence, we trust some friend of the 

Paper will "assume the responsibility” of doingso, in order that 
there may be no vacancies. Friends, please All the places of 
the absentees, and see that all have an opportunity to subscribe 
for our next volume, Many who now take the Paper, aod 
others who like, it, only need asking, and hence an Agent la 
wanted in every town We hope many subscriber* will kindlv 
volunteer to act as Agents during the Winter Campaign-,and 
the more the better. Wbat say, Header ? 

ryTHR nor.TXK.VTS Frkk. — Specimen numbers of this 
volume will be sent free to all applicants. We shall take 
pleasure in also sending, free and post-paid, our large Show-Bill 
for 18C1 (beautifully colored by baud.) Prospectus, Ac,, to any 

and all persons disposed to aid in extending the circulation of 
the Rt ua 1. N gw-Y orkxr. Reader, please send us the addresses 
of such of your friends, near or distant, as yon think would be 
likely to subscribe or act as agents, and we will forward the 
documents accordingly. 

tjp" Voi.r.YTARY Aobxts for re* Rcral.—Any and every 
Subscriber or reader is requested to act in behalf of the Rural* 
by forming flubs or otherwise. Novi U On- OW for its friends to 
manifest their Interest in the paper and the cause it advocates, 
either by obtaining new subscribers, or inducing others to act In 
its behalf If any lose or wear out numbers in shouting ftp, 
JVlJ'rr,—that's the best way to get subscribers,— we will dupli¬ 
cate them iu order to make their dies complete for binding. 

rsr- WIBTI5K.Y AND Soutukhn Movkt.— In the present de¬ 
ranged state of the curreucy, we are unable to use Western and 
Southern money, as our bankers will not purchase it at any 
rate of discount Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New Englaud, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
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CHEAP BOOT A HD SHOE STORE, 

Oyt State St., Mansion. Houses Block, 

ROCHESTER, JVi f. 

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST REGULATED 

®* EC O E JB* 1* o H E 

H>T WESTERN TNTEW YORK. 

A Fall aasortmeHt of both 

Eastern and Home-Made Work 

cojsrsxAisrTXs'sr oixr 
All kinds of Boot* and Show 

made to OHDEI1, 

And the work done promptly when promised. 

NO MISREPRESENTATIONS ALLOWED POR THE 

SAKE OP’ SELLING. 

Parties buying goods at this Store can IN ALL CASES have 

THEIR 3VTOJNTE'V' RBPTI-MTVWrn 

If they desire it, if the goods bought are not m represented 

or do not lit and are returned in good order. 

PERSONS from tins COCXJNTTKY 

Visiting the city and wishing to purchase Good Boots and 

Shoes, should bo sure to find this Store. 

rRATT, 

84 State Street, Mansion House Block, 

Third floor South of Market Street 

$*>. ilk* 6.70 for trade biand* do,—market closing qiitet. Canadian 
i* »iitiu.'.*l4» with 4 mod? mt«t hu^iu^v^tioinjir. S.ilPH ut 

» for mu ami $578^7,60 for emu mon to choic«» 
KXV ,lntlr au,et,’ wuh 1.10 for inferior to 

choice. mpiil quint find without #nv t^atorinl ohinitfoIn 
w.:« tor c.l„*0« Western, |3.80(aS.Mfor.re,-«ey. 

and S3.30 fur Bran-lywlne. 
Oraiv —Wheat market may bp quoted about le lower, with 

only a very nioderate budnees doing f»r export nnd limrie ro,,- 
•'"•JiyiPSL bultSsi-btoacciaptingat *1. IU r 1.22; Racine spring at 

Milwaukee duh at *1.230,1.24; amber Iowa at *1,236*1 
ihe latter prtee for smalt parcel* choice; red State at 4i 

*5i *Vi,er r<“1 M1 estern at ?I,.Wh* 1,34; ainlwr Michigan at *1 ,»• 
white Western at *1 4i>*)l. ,3; while Kentucky and white Mich. 
ijt\m at fi IhoTHtler price bnitiir. f«rr»tnrt!I parcel* Rye 
continues scarce and firm, with sales a, 80,t82c .is m qnalltv 

W't hunt any m.terial nhanse in prices, with sales nt Oi 
Mn-c. Barley malt continues dull and nominal al 78c. Pea* 
dull and nominal at die for Canadian. Corn market may be 
quoted aiilnida lower, but with onlT a moderate business doing 
for export and home consumption. There i* not, ho n ever 
any pressing desire *o realise. Sale* at f-OpildUC for damaged to’ 
inferior mixed Western: tifl(fl A3l,c forgot*] In printo slopping do 
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GELMAN S SHOE STORE, 
No. 8 STATE STREET 

ROCH KHTKlt, N. Y. 
SRFDe For Clover nnd Timothy there i* a moderate inquiry 

5?,m at, fV N) rW Clover, *4<*)2.2* >7 hn. Tor Timothy, 
pie market fo, "seed ,» very Mrin, and for Caleotlu.at Bos 
tne. Y a, IH now inked. Ill* 111rI•• Bombay h- re is held ut 
?,;;iiti-|i Koogb Hax continue* scarce, with 
sinall sates at $I.Sf@)l,S0, cash 

Hop*—Onnttnuo in v< rv moderate request at previous rale* 
there i* some inqnlrv for export but Hie pnides suil*b!e are 
re?r,rf.-.. comma.,.I r„l| ni'rn. The sates are t <0013110 bales a, 
1.1 nfa loc. and fancy lor* .He)i2c ca-h, in old growth*, -onie 130 
bales changed band*, for ron«nmnti"n, at nr,*|0e cash 

AsriFsj-The market I* stead v tor both Pot and Pearl at $3.311* 

ALBANY, Nor 4 -Fr.0PR ASP MxAr,.-The market opened 
steady for tloni with a limited demand, mainly for home cou- 
Hll ttl lit.ii i Ml <1 , I tits* aiinnlw ,.4 I lin vivo. ___ 

ii ' iished, 

• .230127 
.120)25 
• .200130 
.lV'20 
L.170)18 
.20fif2« 
l. IV 1‘ 

p te,l through the week a 
|l'ii| in the absence of hnv 
k towards a decline, though 
i« make nay concession*. 

.A IVIO N'PTT. rlU ilk *-'''—- -■ -I want to hire AGENTS in eve 
Itf. * County to sell anew, cheap SEWING MACHINE- 
*7a,« o'i montl1 anJ expenses. Address (with stamp) 

6lM>t S, MADISON. Alfred. Maine 

please send as V. S Pottage Stamps, as they are far preferable 
t<i any uncurrent bank bills 

I *- Tux RtTSAL it published strictly upon the cash hvstrm 
— copies arc never mailed to Individual suhscribers nnOl [>aid 
for. and always discontinued when the subscription expires. 
Hence, we force the paper U|«in none, and keep no credit books, 
experience having demonstrated that the Cash System is altm 
gether the best for both Subscriber and Publisher. 

TC~ No Tra vkli.vc Aokytm are employed by us, as we wish 
to give the whole field to local agent* and those who form clubs. 
And beside, wo wish it distinctly understood that all persons 
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates 
from us. aka: lUeoKTims, 

I TT~ A* Postauk Stamfm of the old emimoin are worthless 
here, Rpral friends will please remit those of the new issue in 

future Demand U S. Treasury Notes preferred to any Bank 
Notes except those of our own and tire New England Stats*. 

* I7" Ciuxts* of Addrbss.—Subscriber* wishisg the address 
Of their papers changed from one PosYOIBco to another, must 
specify the old address as weil as the nkw to secure compliance 
with their requests, 

Opr IvnfCKME.VTS for obtaining aubscribers to the Thir¬ 
teenth Volume of the Rural, for 1862, are of the most Liberal 
and Substantial character. Premium Lints, Show-Bills, Ac., 
sent free to all disposed to act as agents. 

I f Any person no disposed can act as local agent for the 
Rural Nkw-\okkkii, ami those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, nnd their kindness be appreciated 

il* very firm for foreign and 
Ini-|'<I oil aecount of the high 
»i icktie comprise anu.iiou tb*. 
|r nulled, as to quality. In 
l ". mostly South American 

'HMItf Inc morenienl in this market is restricted hr the 
.Ih-eneonr freighting facilities, hoih on the river arid fur the 
Eastern <’<i.i>i Wheat, steady and * fair milling request,, with 
sales at $1.1, furred »pnng, $1,28 fur re. i winter State and $| it 
r«r white Michigan, 'orn lieavv and prices lower rinie* 
uiixi-.i Western *t SO, nrtuai Bye quiet and no sale* Barley 
steady but inactive Oats unchanged in value, but the demand 
is limited, and wo have only to note sale* of State in Iota at 37!, 

if as ssiftfrritfd,,"w' **“•» 
Grain Wheat, no tinnsactions reported to dav. The advices 

from below hare destroyed confidence Corn, weaker salesat 
4l<,i7ii ijo Hats, last sale* at 28c. No transactions reported in 
other gialits. " 

riFKti* — Market quiet and nominal at M.73<pi3for timothy 
I mam — I.o*( rale at (Uic. J 
I’kovisions Mess pork at $13.50; prime at $12,50. Hams 

P ain sugar eared atdo, m *ack«, at M<i(.r9 Lard at H, 
M,..ubler, quiet at «<* Cuuntiy beef at $5,IX). .Salted shies at 
fie. Cheese, Hamburgh, at«(<i)7. 

TtHJONTO, Nov 2 Ft.onu --The business in flour has boon 
more active during the pa t week, »od -ai.-* to sOtneext« nt 
have betin mmie in superfine, winch still continues in lively 
aeiHilDl . I I.e better gi-R.le* iire isoramvbai more IN request but 
Hie trade done .* still limited. The stock of flour held I ere i 
picsolit Is vary light, a* lew mill* are turning out their Tull 
capacity At present there i* a good profit, tor the miller which 
VYo quote’*0 Bhuuia httv'’ tb® effect of increasing the supply. 

superior extra.$3,tMra.«,7fi 
.. . 

re if ....B,2l|<i 3,26 
Ih.uhie extra,. 5,7ft«6,») 

— ».7V 1.8U 
No 1..*. 1,00.111.25 

O.ITMKAL Good quality free from upecksand well manofno 
tored, is in request at fd,ih(aii,88. Loininou quuhtie* are of very 
tu'iVf NiLllt, * 

Grai.v - The receipt* of fall wheat on the street market 
xi°n d note xeee, i S,0ei) bushel* daily, and demand I* active at 
61,1 ).. 1.13 |..r choice ram air*, and at $l„ii|,i)/ fop entt„uon t<> 
u‘m"T,' Ibew ' Dipping parcel* are reported, owing to tbs 
diffinuJtv 111 uniruring freisht; $t.lK»".t.i u ,Lk,,i ... 
Ui dry ‘•nippingquality. The qununtv „f wheat olfrr- 
."‘f.ccotlfidci very liltUtod. not more tlian l.utiq to (,300 bushels 

liidlv 1 be demand q, active st VlaltV.. nm. up two snip* of 
q .laut r,e« are reported at 0 <j|Wc. f o. h. Barley;.deliveries 
<>t this grain have fallen nil, and lire now not more Ilian I -onto 
2.01 It hUHlie* dal tv. a ml sell at O-ittV. I la,* jn lioriredVumil v 

aWma.l^mn,itai5l'!:5T ^ P°M « 
We subjoin qno'ations of the following articles 

Beef, —Nu. l*t and 2ud class ^1 1U0 lb* 
" inferior. 

Calves, each,.. 
riheop, .. 
I.amlis, .. 
Bacon dull... 
Ham* ... 
Butter, Fresh *f7 |l».. 

“ Tub No. 1. 
" No. 2, store,. 

Che«*« . 
Kgv*, \> ilrrsen,. ... .. ..........'.'" 
Cniuketui i)i pair. 
Duck* .. 
Turkey*, each.' 
Geuxe, each._ *"* 
PotatOOik per bushel.I!"” ' 
Apples, qri barrel.. 
rilieepskios. 

.43fal4fi 

.00, a (X) 
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. ifidiiso 
UFA’ |H 
IOui.40 
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GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
No. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

T/lu, ‘Mlferent power* for One Dollar 
lit B, W0l)l)\V Altl), Bux 1834, Philadelphia, I’a. 

A C-S-OOI > SMALL FA KM Sil 
Ut 11,, v"vrlJ*’n,n’T1rl t",'1 adjoining the Nlagarr 
„f i ... \ v Central Railroad) la the town of 
uuol?. W6!**-"fw.'sollbrei! r.ir sale. Itconlair 
under a high state of cultivation ; rich gravelly . 
fruit of choice varieties. Price low, and terms ea 
the premises or aildre** 

•‘IS- tt C. H. MARSH. Gate,. Mur,,* 

si, rna, w ashed! 
('" unwashed, 

Bpetio* Ayres,.... 
Clieisa. 
Cloida,. 

gCHENECTADY AGRICULTURAL WORKS 
d-- Wcsst i njrlioitKo Sc Co., 

PROPRIETORS AND MANUFACTURERS 

-Fl'teiZMW. Kn,llV"r C-'hAiu Horse Power*, v/i MMtir i Hi,cut r.niilortM (>hA.(u Pmrt*rri ( onil»in*w! 
urirl ('l^aawrH, ThronhMrM HupamtorM’ ami Clover 

Machine*. Alsu an improved pattern ot Lever Mono, Power* 

and Slil ft"1 "Ph ,:l,r‘1T,r. W.'10'1 ‘SttM *• C"''>' circular anil ■■Mtlt ta lb. First PremillSl Wire awarded their 
nireMher and i leiinrr at Hie late New York State Fair 

„rV nvBriSJ,"<,b'"n rtieomii.eoded at this time to the no- 
1 Fill !'m in ILM "',‘e U"RI" '(‘“"Cd by any other* in n*e. 
hi , . a inl|“.n ,1UL! Price* "f machine* will bft found in an 
Illostraled circular, which will lie nm.I fore to al ap iiSub? 

G WKS'l'JNGHOUSE ,t C(l 
013-4top_Seh.rtadj . N. V. 

nifKWTER COUNTY I * I < 3 . 
I tra!!!.U,?nW '“■•‘Pared to execute ordeix for the 

ra 1 trade, for In* stock of pure Chester-tenuity Pigs These are 
selected with great care and chiefly fre.n prem.wm stoefc 

?f thr« [fnion""prleu of t-a*t seasons, i„ all sections 
ot the Union. I ncxi, $lw per pair not akin, boxed ami delivered 
in Philadelphia; payment io advance. 1 

GILMANS SHOE STORE, 
No. 8 STATE STREET 

ROCHESTER, ff. Y. 

TitF. Rural N kw-York kii comes to u* this woek as interesting 
as ever. Asa Literary, AgricuHural ami Family NewKimpsr 
combined the Rural I* far aluori of any other nubluiljrd in Hn, 
world. Journal. Atma. Wit. 

Thk Rural Nkiv-Yoiixkr Ig decided]y the first Agricultural ‘HK lU’KAL .* r\v-1 orkkr ig ilvcutedl y the first Agricultural 
and general newspaper of tile country, and we are always glad 
to aid io extending it* ci.eu'stinn We advise onr readers to 
make it a necessity American ftitu.-n, Jackson, Micti. 

AQRICOLTi,RAt. Pafkiim.— We are happy to eee an Inquiry for 
Agricultural paperH Wesre ofteonaked forthebest. We have 
no bedtatlon in jiruoouiicing Moure's Rural New Yorker, pub- 
ll»heq „t Rochester, Y V., the bout in the Union -Journal 
rraumin, Iowa. 

Moorb'h Rural Nkw-Yohkkr I* decidedly the bent Rural 
ami .me id the best Family Papers, published anywhere Aa 
tiiii. h useful information concerning Agricultural alfaiis could 
not <e obtained lor Hie *ame money In any other w.iv — Ur 
IwrUr, C/ananoi/ur, V. IK 

"Gut thk Brft, the cheapest, and the most popular I" Thin 
Is Kill,| of ,he Rural New-Yorker, the folding sod the largest 
Cjrcunitad Rural. Literary ami Family Weekly published In tbs 
Unit' d - .dee lake it, farmers, gardener., and rornlLt*. arel 
you will find that the above Is every word true. Uomr Nruix 
Marietta, 0.\v> 

Mooitr. h Ritiia .. - rvA OkKKt*. If von want a good and relia¬ 
ble Agricultural tin or, vnd for Moore* Rural New-Yorker, tho 
belt Ay I.-II1111 Til pa r In the United S'ate*. The Rural boa 
been eonaidvrublV -■ ,li. .e larid improved, is free fooio nil *ecta- 
Mai.i-iu ami politic*, is a firet da** Family Paper. -Union Ad- 
V0cu.tr, North Anson, ifo 

Rural Vfw Yokklk. -Among all the Literary and Scientific 
perlodiral* that have corns under our unties, we have found 
none that will inrpo** in iu gtoeml merits the Rural New- 
Yorlter. It treat* Upon all subjects, and every number contain* 
a valuable stock of information and Interesting reading matter 

Vnnrt, Lab' COg, Mum 

MooRk * Rural Xfw-Yof.kbr furnishes n* our selections thi* 
wee*. I Lis ore: of the largest Agricultural papers, and, in its 
whole appeniutics. engravings, print ami all, i* a perfect gem. 
It IS full nt thought aud luformailoti, aud there is nothing tu its 
content* to Offend ta-te, purity or piety. It has a large turculo- 
Bon and we wish It wen large r. H is published every Sato,day 
1? 'iochesmr, N. by I). D. f Moore, who ig more wonhv of 
xu»j if. v .i tlfokn iii.iiiy »liu Imvu Lijrm. — ikrtHjrr'QMumjjJ, lluraid. 

Tnr. i^GRAL Nkw V oKKKii ik ou«» of tho vatv f’i?w 
paperi which keep* up wirli the pr/>gT.>Hri of the in nil that 

A1IVERTIMINU TERMS, j„ Advanc«—Thirty 
Fivk Uknt8 a Link, each insartien. A price and a half foi 
•ixtru display, or 62!g Wots per lie ai^ "oi SvaciaL Notiokb 
(following reading matter, leaded,) i -.v Bents a l.lns 

Ci7“ Its 11,linen*,I circulation *n4n JVxlncuniand Deal 
era of the Fre* fitatt-e, renden tlm Rural Nkw-Yorkkr by fai 
the Best and liheapesl Advert,ning Medium of it* doe*. Tliii 

fact should h« borne in mind by a 1 WhnleisAle Dealers, Mauu 
factiirere, A-o„ who must necessarily depend upon the People ol 
tho North for patronage 

out n wr rei i L \r puruouutrs sd.lrem 1 1 11 miii.i QJU>, it,i Broadway, New York. 

A \ 1 * J < I.fiOfi.iXX) one year, and 2 tMMI 900 
()nVm«VLar" ‘ A,,,,le Sl'icks, at from *l M t„ $3.i*) y) j non W 
Our ritock* are ummrpaMOd, and we offer them for oamii at 

he above war price* ^ENSIGN k $y}rd“ 
nin.) Ni rserii... Toledo. Ohio 

•''* ^vl^ng: SW 

GEO. BOWERYEM, Commission Agent, New York 

noorifu ro 
S.lx(a*Mh» 
3 ISt@4,.'0 
3 00(5. 4.30 
2.1)1 If,u3 0,1 
5.AO,Hi. Oil 

9 
Mfol 17 
ISw) 14 
9,4) 10 
8(51 9 

I*?, 15 
3ft, >1 40 
80® 35 
SO* GO 
.3 lg<A 40 
BAaj) 40 

$1,305)3.01) 
•tiJfoM 80 
Oil,!) 4 
IK t«l H 

14.1*10(117,00 
8,1X15)9.00 
— Olobr. 

THE CATTI.K MARKETS. 

YOHK, Oct. 30 — The current prices for the week at 
all the markets are a* follows: 

bbrf cattlk. 
First quality *J cwt. 
Ordiuary quality.. 
Coinmnu quility. 
Inferior quality,.. 

~ .. COWS AJO) OALVTtS. 
First quality. 
Ordinary quality,. 
Common quality, . .. . 
inferior quality,. 

„ VHAL 0ALVK8. 
First quality, ft !b.. 
Ordiuary quality. 
Common quality,. 
Inferior quality. 

D . ... . hmxkp and lamII*. 
Prime qaallty p head. 
Or-imarv quality. 
Common quality,. 
I ufurior q uiil ity. 

Firet quality,If) ]b,.. 4 
Other qualities.” silage 

07 L~^*tKTK?( -Thc receipt* arc moderate this 
WL»?i., mid tho rnHrkot U c<>?nparativ«k|y ncUve, bur oDeiatinrH 
re^h!IT||BrT’14t re,!lrljJocl }>y the unfavorable weather. Owing 

! 'ghtsupplly the drover* looked for better price-., an1 
advaecml th.-,f vl-w* at lcaat ’.c, 'e; lb on all grades hntthev 
were miriasen in the fone of the market. Buyers refnsedfo 
7f),|)t |fu1,> ".* Ini,|u finally settled down at an advance of !*;<■. 
fJ lb, live weight, on premium and extra, and at last week's 
figures on tfie other gradea 

refh*„1 ?WU1 ?.L" I?1, Cdrnnanitlve statement of 
uTtfoTcar- * mark*,t over the Central Railroad, estimating 16 

Cor 
Cattle Th«"eek- Cast week. last year 
S?”1®.2,464 4,804 iftm 

.3,736 SS, 640 4 *27 Hogs,.,,. 21() 

Pricks—We alter our quotations only for premium and extra: 

KXIUm.4^'fosck‘ 

TOfflfe:r:r:::r:.SSSK Wm 

GILMAN’S SHOE STOEE, 
No. 8 STATE STREET 

ROOII ESTER. V. t. 

1 ( W I , VV: 1 rit«*i| -foiKKTitiyri Nkw 1 
' ') ' Impiov. d Patent Iiideiihleift.mii, f()r marking linen; 

PatentMatoliria'. for v..«l pocket; Downer'* Patent Ilemmer 
a"d.fih".lil; Union I hermpmeter; Coffee Filter, Pafort Ilonev 
ar.To .."'u'""! riKlu to "'tni'ifuctui-e to familioa with recipe, ?l Semi stamp. 

t)l7-2tonw RICE 4 CO., b Nassau SL, New York. 

I A kPfiv of nrniiono JMH I^IK, Nfj 72 Mam «tn*rt, oppowit^ the On- 
!.i?r 11 ,N' ju*t received a lurge assort- 
ii nt of Stotbb and iioimn Fornirhixo Goodh of the bent 
ty los, which will be sold at the lowest rate*. Call and see. 

m a ^LHC.—An excellent groin 
■- '"•»>* t47 acre*. In Isalvard C m;a Co., N. Y Uwresl- 

dence of the late A M UMikkiiiix IS olTerod for sale The 
sttuiitiiin healthy, nleasant, and con mauds a view of Cayuga 
1,11k* ; it I I .-osv of aeceMi to mark ',, schools, and place* iff 
worship, t* In a high state of ciiltiva- 01, amj produces aluind 
ant crop* It ha-> a coovenieiit dwvl 'ng, t wo tenant houses 
two harns, and ether out building* our wells, and a never- 
failing spring of good water, excel!, t fruit trees in bearing, 
and ten acre* ot womf Ian I. Price, $ , per acre, A'Mress 

617-4 teo w K WI LI.ITS. U dIoii SnrinifM. fjjtv Ha nt v 
( y K4^, HI. - Or. N. BABCOCK’S 

‘n<1 Ca.vckr Em- cukiom, NO. 392 Chapel St , New Haven, Cona. Cancers and 
Tumors of all descriptions removed without pain ami without 
anti ","7,r ‘'ie,.kBifM (>r B*W0«XI would inform 2d * ,?„ 
afflicted w th Cancers or Tumor* of anv desert.“ion that hv 

lar^of "hi? moil” h,““' t,hTv waltH' furnished with a circu^ lar 01 hn modn or lr*Atiu»nt,, fu‘« rthurr*. 
w th*' k0r^“W t’iio.'er Doctor of New RnjrUad 

anil the on y 01m who remove* Canrers without ruin All 
other* are hut imitators, induced by & «SS,re ^profoJi 
the in *el veil Cancer Doctor*. Plenty nf references fo those who 
have been cared r»n M my altlce “ wil0 

Order* from abroad promptly attended to 
««>« ^ Dr. N BABCOCK. 

_<WB‘13tt_N® 3IF2Chapel 8t. Nvw Haven, Cenn. 

A ‘wKNTa 'van’tku 10 h«LL erh.it treeh. 
to employ a uumber of axporieooed And tra«t- 

wage*.7 U>8n 10 “ll tr‘MW’ ‘Vc ’ rroiu <’<ir Nurseries at liberal 

descriptions at A SiOCk of ^ 

«H4t.f R.iehester Wliolmxfo Niurems, Roobeiiter, N. Y. 

QREATEST INVENTION OF THE AGE. $8.00(5)8.80 
7.811(58 ifO 
6.81)57.25 
6.0U(a6.00 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
K'o. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROCHBSTEtt, N. Y. 
,$45.0ixa«).00 
. 4H.lKJiai46.00 
. 3o.O0rai38.00 
. 28 IXtS;3l).lKJ 

Prizks giveu at tbo Metropolitan Gift Book 

Store, No. 20 Buffalo street, Rochester, N, Y., for the 

month ending October dim—Twenty-eight Gold and 

Silver Watches, 18 large size Silver Ice Pitchers, 14 

Gold Guard Chains, 7 .Silver Castors, 31 sets Silver 

Forks, <31 seta Tea and Table Spoons, 1 Soup 

Terrene, 27 Silver Cups, 4 Silver Butter Dishes, 21 

Gold Bracelets, 13 Silver Cake Baskets, 37 Silver 

Napkin Rings, besides over 3,(><>u other articles of 

value. A Gift accompanies each book, varying in 

value from $50 to $100. Descriptive Catalogues 

mailed free, upon application, to anv address. 

4«;„63ic 
4 (uG.VJc 
3&@4 c 

J-JUBBABD & NORTHBOP, 
Are now ofierings. at their 

POPULAR SALES ROOM, 

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings, 
ROCHESTER, N. y., 

A CHOICE AND OOXFLKTIC ASSORTMENT OP 

European and American Dress Goods, 
Black ami Fancy lire** Silk*, 
Broche and Woolen Long.Shawls. 
Brocfie and Wooieu Square .Shawl*. 

Bombasines, Alpaca* and Parametta* 
French .Merino*. (Best Assortment in Rochester) 
I, much and American Print* and Ginghams, 

House Fumlkbliig Goods, Wooieu Blankets 
Laeo ami Muslin Drapery. 1 Yard or Set) ’ 
Wrapper* *ud Drawers, feufles* and Gehtlemon's. 
White Goods, Lmbroulene*, Hosiery, 4tc. 

-ALSO — 

Bleached and Brown Sheetings and Shirtings, 

Tickings, Denims and Towelings, 
At buss than the present New York price*. 

iilarkete, Commerce, fee 

Rural New*Yorker i 
Rixiukbtisk, November 5, 1861 ) 

Wk are unable to report anything new in Flour or Grain - 
All transactions are cramped because of exorbitant freight 
charge* 

PqOltky Ig appearing somewhat plentifully In our market, 
and we note a slight decline in prices 

Hat ranges from f7,00 to $12,00 per tan. 

ROCIIKMTEK WMOL1C8ALE PRICES. 

Flour axd Grain. Eggs, dozen. '®17c 
Flour, winter wheal.$5.23(a6 80 Honey, box llSllc 
F our, spring do. 5 005ft 25 Gau,lies, box .... life) OHc 
Flour buckwheat. . 2 orfp.Ou Candle*, extra .... P45-12C 
MMi, Indian.J (XtaJ.lKI Fruit a.vo Root*. 
W heat .Genesee.... I.iskj, 1 28 Apple*, bushel... 2fta38c 
Best white Canada.. I Zfta-128 Apples, dried \;l tb. eblftGe 
Corn, old.. OltaJtOa i'eaches. do. . . i-Yulve. 

GILMAN'S SHOE STORE, 
No. 8 STATE STREET. 

ROCHESTER, N. y. 

SSe Wljb0 improvement In prices, Sale. 

JJZr:\~Ti"ee ? Hitle at last week h rates-SWe fl th 
foj r.H atiilffttd aod 4c for fat corii*fe<i a«astock. -AU/it <t- Arjux 

sU,T2,I:u;MB~’“'',0OS““-5-- 

SiW„. 8SW8?‘ MiL4!U (-OWd $4,A<d49-. roaimoti. $)9(a)20. 
Workimi Oxkn - foi), $100. 5l3lXial37^ 
VksI. CaLvkm —f3,IKGi!6,00. 

; tW° y«ai™ oW> three years old, 

H-r.KH-6;«6l-ic. Tallow. 6@6>.c. 
Calf Ski.vh — %i9c. 

A>“ U>,hS ~*US®1>50; extra ami selections. $2.00® 

PRLTS—80c.W*1.00. 
Swink-Store* wholesale. 4>{Mo ; retail, m*Xc; fat hogs, 

unarmed, Oc, ^tjll none; corn Cud, none; spring pigs, none. 

CAWBUnHlB, Out. SO —At market 1,830 Cattle. 900 Beeves, 
asid 430 ritori-K. consisting of Working Oxen. Cow* ami Calves 
Yearling*, t wo aodthree yoare old. notsuitoble for Beet 

Pricbs-Market Ifoef K\tra, $6 7ft’e)6.00; first quality. $8 25 
(h-.t W -*•*,)II.I <fo. $5.00. third do. J.H 7ft,i.4.l.l0. 7 

A oKXi.vr; Ojrn -$4.',. Fj>)a l20 
(low* AIVI) CALVM—$20, 3ftM*a 
riTORBa —Yearling*. $7fu!8 ; Two year* old, $11® 14 , Three 

years old. $l4,'a'17 
Shkki* and Lamrs —*.6fi0 at market Prices in lotsat$2.00 

@2.50 each; extra and selections $3.ofta 3.37. 
Spring Lambs.—None 
Hi Dus—fifjrtPdc V ft. Tallow, a'<*6>2c. 
Pkltm — foefu^x. (?alf Skin.*, 7@Sc » ft. 
VsAL CAATMtl —$0@0. 

Notwithstanding the.general stagnation in almost every de- 
partiirent .il h.uloem during the 7ie.t few months, it i* with 
mu. v.aiislactiomhat we are able to record the lout that wur 
ellorts to maintain onr former amount of businew have been 
entirely suoceMitiil. and in some department* the sale* have in- 
creaK.i.1 over th,i»e of any previous year. 

EVHHY HKPAIIT.MJE.VT CONTAINS BARGAIN'S I 

Wbioh we should he happy to exhiSil, confidently believing 
lhatihey would be appreciated by the most economical pur¬ 
chaser We are also extensive manufacturer* ef 

LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS. 
livery desirable grade of Cloth and Beaver CLOAKS, of the 

most approved and k ash lonablo Style* are now offered by u* 
in irrttMl viinptv VV a nru mi.-ji J 

Corn. uew,. . 00.5 tuc 
Rve. Wi lb*. ~u bush. liiff.ftic 
Oat*, by weight. 2ft</ 2<5e 
Barley... 45@50c 
Buckwheat. 4.,5 4.ic 
Beau*. 1.2,ftaiJ 5( 

Mbatu. 
Pork, Ifot*.ils.isy.i is 51 
Pork, clear. 16-a)@17.ix 
Pork, cwt. 4.505)8.00 
Beef, cwt . 4..,4r*)5.u0 
Stirii g lambs, each 1.2&5.1 75 
Mutton, carca**... 4;o)4c 
Ham*, smoked. Sri. 10c 
Shoulder*. i’.iic 
Chickens. 7(2Mc 
Turkeys.,,. 9510c 
Geese. t.(5/s)c 
Duck* p pair . 3S5;44c 

Dairy, ko. 
Butter, roll. 12k@13c 
Butter, firkin. ll,«12c 
Lne^se. 6wf7kc 
Lard, tried.. 8^@9o 
Ta low, rough .... ft®6c 
Tallow, tned. 7@7feo 

VyHEELEH & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO’i 
MPttOVBD nmx 8BWI.VG MACHINES 

WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Prosser and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER A WILSON MANUFACTURING CO beg 
to state that tliey have reduced tfie prices of their SEWING 

MACHINES, while they have added new and important Im¬ 
provement*. Tbu reduction I* made in the hope that the Com¬ 
pany will hare no more legal expeuse* defending tberr patent!. 

Office GOO Broadway, New York. 

«. W. DIBBLE, A Kent, 

679’tf ROCHESTER. H. T. 

rerpeffiail Kiln, Puteqtvd July. 
j .??^nor f°r or CouU. 2W c«rdi 

or wood, or l>g tuns of coal to 160 bbla — coal not mixed with 
stone. Address [434-tf] C. D- PAGE. Rochester, NT Y. 

rajioQ. It it already 
conceded, D0t only \iy pnn-UcHl in«fi, but rhe 
in Europe, that with etxiked food hog,. u„w*. I'aiiing catii.. 
4c. may fo- made, to thrive a- writ in qt,-r ** (n autumn 
and in many iiislani'e* navlpg 30 per ecu', m fno.1. Wide* fafo 
ting in much hire Lmie than whim kept op dry *n<i t,iw fond 

nu* apparatus U perfectly safe, simple. Sicily mattSged, and 
of tuffla-nt strenjrtn and cspaciiy tor iiOiniiKtte u<r It Is 
already u«-,1 to s ivantagu liv Farmer*. Im,-v already U*ed to ... r».Mivr% nsirviueil, MUKIIISII 
lannFre.CRrnsg^maker* Hole! Keeper*, Poor House*. Bo&p 
and r allow f beudlen., aud for lie. Army at well a, lor varioui* 
other u-e* where Ate .m or heat i* require' 
rir New Illustrated Circulars, riving :*'tail*, a.|vahtagus of 

cooked lor*] for nuioial*. tertlinoiilalK. fc- 4c , *,.nt free to *11 
applicant* Pril-c or size now generally 11 Mil b'.' fanner* I* $'5 
complete for wood and *3 extra for coal, and $20, without fure 
n»Ce. comiilete for the arch. 
f'T, Ofifois may be arlilrrsnnl to the Patentee, or U W 

At^n.V Chicago, III,. M. -.r., P,INK‘ |;, GANNETT 4 OS- 
GOOD. Boston. .Meesr*. BENNETT k C". Rochester N Y 
and many Agent*, Stove Dealer*, 4c.. throughout the country’ 

Important advantages secured to , *>d reliabla Agent*! 
I tr All inquiries or order* addressed to the Patentee 

promptly attended to. I>. R. fkimm.k, 

... . Patentee and Proprietor. 
November. 1861, 617 East Bethany. N. Y. 

Codfish, quintal 
Trout, half bbl. 
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GOD BLESS OUR STAR-GEMMED BANNER. 

God bless our star gemmed banner, f hake ite folds out to the 

breeze, 

From church, from fort, from house top, o’er tho city, on 

the seas. 

The die is cast, the storm at last has broken in its might; 

Unfurl the starry banner, and may God defend the right. 

Too long our flag has sheltered rebel heart and stormy will; 

Too long has nursed the traitor who has worked to do it ill. 

That time U past—the thrilling blast of war in heard at length. 

And the North pours forth her legions that have slumbered 

in their strength. 

They have roused them to the danger, armed and ready forth 

they stand, 

Three hundred thousand volunteers, each with weapon in his 

hand. 
They rally round that banner, they obey their country’s call, 

The spirit of the North is up, and thrilling one and all. 

Tis the flag our sires and grandsires honored to their latest 

breath, 
To us :tis given to hold unstained, to guard in life and death. 

Time-honored, from its stately folds who liaH dared to strike 

a star 

That glittered on its held of blue?—who hut traitors, as they 

are? 

It was evident that 

Would to God it waved above us, with a foreign foe to quell, 

Not o’er brother faced to brother, urging steel, and shot, and 

shell! 
But no moie Ike choice is left us, for our friendly hand they 

spurn, 
We can only meet as foemen—sad, but resolute and stern. 

Father, dash aside the tear-drop, let thy proud boy go his way; 

Mother, twine tbine arms about him, and bless thy son this day; 

Sister, weep, but yet look proudly, ’Us a time to do or die; 

Maiden, clasp thy lover tenderly, as he whispers thee good-by] 

Wife, loose thy claim, though strongest, every man is wanted 

now, 

No Northern women, come what may, with self reproach 

must bow; 

Child, smile upon thy father, for that smile shall nerve his arm, 

And wife and child shall be to him a shield and holy charm. 

Onward, onward to the battle! who can doubt which side 

shall win? 

Right and might both guide our armies, and the steadfast 

hearts within. 

Shall the men who never quailed in war now falter in the 

field, 

Or the hardy stuff of Bunker Hill be ever made to yield? 

Then bless our Banner, God of Hosts! watch o’er each starry 

fold; 

’Tis Freedom’s standard, tried aud proved, on many a field of 

old; 

And Thou, who Jong hast blessed us, now bless us yet again, 

And crown our cause with Victory, and keep our flag from 

stain! 

VAYLE VENTNOR, PRIVATE. 
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The music wandered off flora FlowtoW to nearer 

home, playing the “Slar-Hpangled Banner” in bold 

breezy bursts. The large, long ball was filled with 

the sweet sharp shocks of the cymbals, tho bright 

blowing of the bugles, and the great drum-beats 

rolling through. People let their thoughts flow forth 

to meet the music, as suited them best, out upon the 

piazzas, in the parlors, or in the large long hall. 

Walking up and down the latter, a girl voice went 

singing the first line, 

“ Oh, ray, can you see by the duwn’c early light?" 

then ceasing, heating her palms together in time 

with the striking cymbals, she said, “ Oh, isn’t it 

lovely?” lingering in a pretty drawl upon the 

“ lovely.” 

The gentleman walking beside her looked down, 

smiling mischief, as he replied, “Very lovely, Car- 

lotta; sing it again.” 

“Nonsense! I do not mean my singing. Ah, hut 

yon know that 1 don’t!” looking up laughing into 

the laughing face. 

He bent lower, and more meaningly returned, 

“ But / moan the singing. I like it better than the 

band.” 

“ No, no, don’t talk so, but listen—ah, it is divine! 

divine! better than any music in the world. I don’t 

wonder, listening to it, that soldiers realize all the 

excitement and not the danger when they march to 

the battle field to such inspiring strains. Raymond, 

how did you feel when the men were dropping round 

yon at Manassas?” 

“Oh, as most men feel; after the first shock and 

dread passes, the nerves grow steady. Thus easily 

we get careless of human lives.” 

“ Ah, no, I do not think it is that; I think the soul 

rises to the occasion. But will you go again?” 

“ If i can get a commission, yes; if not, no.” 

“Why will you not go if yon do not get a com¬ 

mission?” 

“Well, I don’t like the associations generally as 

private. It's too hard work, and if I risk my life, I 

want to choose the way.” 

“Yes, I see,” she answered, absentty, as if she did 

not half sec. 

“ You would bo glad to have me go, Carlotta?” 

bending again, with eager interest. She kuew what 

he meant, and a little color of crimson fused into the 

faint pink check, and she unfurled her fan with a 

quick, nervous slide, as she replied, 

“I would be glad for every man to go that can, 

specially those without wives and children.” 

“They may have mothers; you forgot that,” he 

said, with an irritated, jeering sort of a laugh. 

But she was very serious, almost solemn, as she 

returned, “ Yes, that is very true; I didn't forget. 

My brother went, yon know; and he goes again, with 

our mother’s consent.” 

"I know.” That was all he said, but it was said 

in softer accents, under conviction. Then in a mo¬ 

ment more he began, “Aud the tic of a lover, Oar- 

lotta.” A little tinkling clash, and the pretty pearl 

fan was lying broken upon the floor, making grevious 

interruption. Swinging it to and fro, it had swung 

far out, and fell'at a gentleman's feet who was sitting 

on one of the side conches. He brought it to her, 

and received a little airy “ Thank you,” aud a smile 

of which her companion looked envious. 

“I wonder who he is?” sue exclaimed, watching 

the “gentleman” as he returned down the hall. 

“I've noticed him sitting there all the evening.” 

“ Have you?” with satiric emphasis, to which she 

paid no attention, hut went on heedlessly: 

“ Yes; and did you see what an air he has — how 

loftily he carries his head? Military, too, do you 

notice? lie must be a new arrival.” 

“ Very likely,’- was the reply, crosBly enough now, 

and snftppiug two or three more sticks of the fan he 

had taken from her. Whereupon such a cunning 

little 6tnile went flashing whiter pearls than he held 

into view, and a pair of merry brown eyes dropped 

their white curtains, for modesty’s sake. The gentle¬ 

man who had been the innocent cause of all this, 

from his place on one of the side couches observed 

the pantomime of the conversation with an odd 

smile curling his heavy mustache, 

he understood. 
On the next morning, MiBB Carlotta Delevan — in 

other words, Miss Charlotte, the sweet Spanish ren¬ 

dering being the work of her Cuban nurse—might 

have been seen, somewhere after breakfast, when the 

hulls aro mostly vacant, running her little linger 

down the list of arrivals, as she loaned over the 

office-desk. There were Smiths, and Smythes, and 

aristocratic Howards, and Vans, and the Parisian 

De\ but only one military Captain Jones; and follow¬ 

ing this, making it more noticeable from the sharp 

contrast of euphony, was one name, the last, Yayle 

Ventnor. 
“ Vayle Ventnor!” Hhe ran it over in her mind. 

The oddest name in the world. Hut Bhc had found 

what she sought; Her military hero of the lofty car¬ 

riage was Captain Jones. So, satisfied, she went 

sauntering out upon the piazza and met the military 

hero, “ Captain Jones,” sauntering too. Bhedrooped 

her pretty head in pretty remembrance, and received 

a most graceful “reverence” in return; then, with 

gentlemanly courtesy, he turned off from his walk, 

leaving her alone. 
So she sauntered slowly, thinking, “ There’s some¬ 

thing fine about tho man—not so handsome, though, 

as Raymond Mays; horrid name too, 'Jones!’ 

Heigh-ho!” (yawning) “ I wish I had the morning’s 

paper. Ah! there comes Raymond; I’ll ask him. 

Raymond,”nodding and smiling her greeting, “is 

that the paper you have? Yes? Thank you!” nod¬ 

ding again, and dropping into a chair to unfold aud 

look It over, talking meanwhile to Raymond, who 

seated himself near. Looking down a list of soldiers, 

what should she come upon hut those two names 

again. First, among the officers, “Jeremiah Jones, 

Captain;” then, lower down, “ Vayle Ventnor, Pri¬ 

vate.” This Captain Jones, how be haunted her. 

Jeremiah Jones, think of that! she thought, and 

laughed outright, a little tinkle of merriment. 

“What is it so funny, Carlotta? I couldn’t find 

anything funny there. You get ail the sunshine o) 

life. What is it?” bending over. 
But Carlotta chose not to tell; so she pat a little 

slim hand between hiaeyes and tho paper, saying, with 

a merry malice, “ Curious?” 

“No; only interested in what interests you. I 

want to catch your sunny way. Can’t you teach me 

how?” 
“Yes,” demurely, “I’ll teach you to catch it,” 

rolling the paper into a ball, and tossing it lightly to 

him. 
lie caught the paper, and the fun too, tossing it 

hack again softly. And to and fro they kept it going 

a moment, until, in a backward bend of her head, all 

laughing, and flushed, and breeze-ru111ed as the head 

was, she received a glance of admiration from a 

bearded face looking down from ftu upper window 

upon their laughing play. It was sheer admiration, 

nothing less, for the girl herself in all her bright 

momentary abandon. As she met it, her color rose 

naturally; she dropped her eyes to raise them again 

furtively, but the gazer had withdrawn. Captain 

Jones again. It was veiy funny. And then there 

rushed over her mind—" Captain Jmrbmtah Jones!” 
and another little peal of laughter tinkled forth. 

“ What does possess you, la Carlotta, this morn¬ 

ing?” young Mays questioned, smilingly. 

She drew a long face, and answered, “Captain 

Jeremiah Jones possesses me, Raymond!” And, 

flinging down the paper, she ran away, tinkling forth 

her laugh again to her bearer’s utter mystification. 

So slio ran up the stairs, along the ball* and pas¬ 

sages, laughing still for the very drollery of tho 

whole thing laughing and saying over gleefully, 

“Captain Jeremiah Jom-s, Captain Jeremiah Jones,’ 

when Captain Jeremiah Junes, in ft sudden turn 

around a corner, nearly ran her down. Off came the 

plumed hat, and pardon was asked very humbly, with 

“ I hope 1 haven’t hurt you; it was very awkward of 

me, hut yotir step was so light, and mine so heavy.” 

She loaned against the wall, not hurt, but so startled 

that, she conldn’t speak for a moment. 

She was hurt, then, he thought, and very gravely 

and respectfully he approached to oiler some assist¬ 

ance, when she regained herpelf, and explaining, 

sped away. Bursting into her room, the persistent, 

oddity of the affair overcame her again, and she 

flung hei’Bolf, in another peal of laughter, upon the 

bed. Her mother looked up in amaze, asking Ray¬ 

mond’s question, “ What does possess you, Carlotta ■ 

With a little silver shout she answered, “Captain 

Jeremiah Jones possesses me, mamma;” and as soon 

as she was able to speak further, she gave “ mamma” 

a history of her adventures with the above gentle¬ 

man. “ Mamma” took tho sunshine of life like her 

daughter; so there were a pair of laughers when she 

had ended. The unconscious cause of all this, 

stauding at the office lighting a cigar, heard the 

merriment, and recognizing one voice, wondered 

what it was about. 

After dinner a servant handed her a card: “ 1' aid 

Wyman.” She ran down gleefully, for Ward Wyman 

was an old friend, and there she found him in close 

conversation with Captain Jeremiah Jones, who was 

for turning away as the lady approached, but. staid 

at, the peremptory command of Mr. Wyman, and the 

words, “ 1 want you two to know each other. Car- 

lottn, this is my friend Ventnor—Vayle Ventnor, Miss 

Charlotte Delevan.” The gentleman bowed lowly, 

“ was very happy,” etc.; but Carlotta was too amazed 

to say a word, and all the while trying in vain to 

control the merriment that dimpled round her mouth. 

Through her mind went runuing, “Captain Jeremiah 

Jones!” 
That night when Mays, Raymond Mays, came up to 

their hotel she had to tell him the whole story: it was 

too funny to keep. How he laughed! “Why, you 

little goose, can’t you tell an officer’s dress from a 

private’s?” 

“ No, indeed: how should I?” she answered. 

“Ventnor? Ventnor?” he repeated. “Ward”— 

to Wyman, who was just passing—“who is this 

fellow?” 

“ What fellow ?” 

“ This Ventnor?” 
Ward Wyman twinkled with suppressed amuse¬ 

ment. “This fellow. Mays, is the son of Richmond 

Ventnor, whose house you visited with me, in Paris, 

five years ago.” 

“The dickens it i3! What in the world is his son 

serving merely as a private for?” 

“ You must ask him.” 

“ Why his income must be a small fortune, and his 

associations and family advantages such that he 

might have almost any post. What does he mean ?” 

Thus, in his surprise, Raymond Mays ran on, 

unconscious that he was adding still more interest 

to the quondam Captain in the mind of Carlotta. 

He saw his mistake by-and-by, when the hand struck 

up “Die Scbonbrunner,” and passing by, Vayle Vent¬ 

nor, encouraged by the cordial smile that greeted 

him from la Carlotta, approached aud asked her, 

“ Would she honor him with two or three turns?” 

adding, apologetically, "that be was scarcely a fit 

cavalier for a lady in his rongh soldier’s costume.' 

But Carlotta thought differently, and said something 

very pretty and patriotic to him as she accepted the 

Invitation. The fact was, Carlotta was wild with 

furiosity to know how such a Fortune favorite came 

to be in bis present position, as “Vayle Ventnor, 

Private;” and so she determined to follow up the 

acquaintance till she had satisfied her Eve-like pro¬ 

pensity. It wasn’t a pleasant waltz to one person 

there. Raymond Mays Htood chewing the cud of 

bitter reflection. Poor Mays! he thought lie was 

dying for Carlotta Delevan; and perhaps he was, but 

it would be an easy death — because Mays never took 

any thing hardly, not even the small pox, which once 

visited him, leaving one white mark on the side of 

hia handsome nose. It wasn't pleasant to see Vent- 

nor’s splendid sliding °ase of step as he whirled past 

with Carlotta. If he had made a bungle of It he 

could have forgiven him, hut that perfect movement 

defied criticism. After the waltz the two strolled out 

upon the piazza, and here suddenly the gentleman 

reeled, and would have fallen, had it not been for the 

slight little arm that was linked within his. He sat 

down, and presently explained. 

“I have been ill, Mira Delevan, and the change of 

air after the exercise made my head spin.” 

“Ob, you are off on furlough, getting well?” she 

asked, with some satisfaction. 

“Exactly,” he replied, not a little amused at her 

direct simplicity, “ oft' on furlough, getting well — 

that is just it, Miss Delevan.” 

She colored a little —had she been too curious? 

But his manner was very frank and kind, so her mind 

eased itself, and the talk Sowed so readily that she 

found it was eleven o’clock before she knew it. 

Rising to go in, she said to him: 

“ Come to our private parlor, Mr. Ventnor, and let 

roe present you to my mother: she will be glad to 

make you comfortable if you are an invalid, and to 

ask yon about the army, for our Will’s sake.” 

He thanked her brightly. He liked the cordial 

freedom of her invitation, and told her how glad he 

w'onld he to come. 

Bo it came to pass, that morning after morning 

“ Vayle Ventnor, Private,” might he seen half-sitting, 

half-reclining, upon Mrs. Delevan’s own particular 

lounge in her own particular private parlor. On one 

of these mornings Carlotta was enlightened. It. 

began in this way: She had picked up an old paper, 

and her eye fell upon the two names again in a roll- 

call — “ Vayle Ventnor, Private,” and “Jeremiah 
Jones, Captain.” 

Bln- 1 aimlicd out with the gleeful memory—then 
told him the whole story; but the telling is too naive 

to lose. 
To his question, “What is it so funny, Miss Dele- 

van?” she replied, 
“Why, you must know that when you first arrived, 

the day after you picked up my fan, you remember, I 
thought you were Captain Jeremiah Joneg.” 

You thought — how should you think that?” 

“Surprised? Now I am'curious, 
surprising in that?” 

What is there 

“ Miss Delevan, I wish yon would let me ask you a 
plump question.” 

“ I will.” 
“ Are yon not engaged to Mr. Mays?” 
“Engaged to Raymond Mays? No. What put 

such a thought in your mind ?” 
“I can hardly tell; but I somehow received the 

impression.” 
“ And that is why you were surprised that I told 

him 1 was anxious for all men to go I Mr. Ventnor. 
I have never talked very earnestly upon any earnest 
topic with you, not because I have doubted your 
carm-ttness. but because 1 have met so few persons 
who feel just a* I do upon many things that I am shy 
of speaking. Bat after your avowal a moment since, 
1 know yon will understand me when I say that, were 
I engaged to Mr. Mays, 1 could not wish him to stay 
behind at this issue, even awaiting a commission,” 
she concluded, smiling. 

He looked at her with a new expression. This 
was fine, and he told her so. 

“ I don’t know, ” she went on. thoughtfully. “Some¬ 
times I think perhaps it is because I haven’t been 
tried in that peculiar manner. Women whose hus¬ 
bands and lovers have gone, and to whom 1 have 
expressed this, sft.y T am unwomanly, or that it is 
because I have never loved.” 

“It is because you are unselfish!” he exclaimed, 
with energy. “Tliatis the mistake half the women 
make. They rarely discern between selfishness and 
unselfishness, where the heart is concerned. And 
you, Miss Delevan, are the first woman I ever met 
who could.” 

The honest admiration with which he regarded her 
at t his point was unmistakable. It pleased her, of 
course, and she expressed it by saying, simply, “I 
am so glad yon think so.” 

He gave a quick look into her face. Buch a mix¬ 
ture of frankness and reserve, he couldn't make her 
out. Musing, he presently said, “Carlotta!” Then, 
recollecting, “Pardon me. Miss Delevan—” 

Bbe waved her hand at him depreciatingly, and 
interrupted with, “No, no; call me Carlotta. 1 like 
people I to call me Carlotta,” 

What was she about to say? I like people—I—like 
to call me Carlotta? He wished he knew. 
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I am composed of 23 letters. 

My 19, U, 22, 22. 17. 11. 16 is a noted battle field. 

My i, 3, 25,14. 5, 7. 21 is a rank in the army. 

My 13, 7, 12, 12, 6, 6, 7, 9 was the scene of a late brilliant 

victory. 

My 25, 3, 4. 15. 10, 20, 9 have caused much trouble. 

M.v 17, 6, 19, 3, 22 is a national criminal. 

My 1, 14, 25 is a number. 

My 1, 5, 18. 16, 8, 24, 25 is a large city in New Jersey. 

My 21, 23, 3 Union haters can do first rate. 

My 8,15, 11, 3, 2, 20, 7, 5,12, 9 is what our country now wants. 

My whole is one of the greatest events of the nineteenth 

ceDtnry. 

Flatbrookville, N. J., 1861. H. J. B. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

But say on.” she resumed, “what you were 
going to say to Carlotta.” 

“Oh, Just a fact which may sound like mere com¬ 
pliment, hut which 1 assure you is not, that before 
to-day I thought you something sweeter than most 
young ladies; but*now you stand to me as a type of 
what woman should be.” 

“Oh, that in a great deal to say; but I think you 
mean it as you assert.” 

“Yes, I mean it, Carlotta; and more—go on as 
you have to me; talk out such sentiments. Be brave 
and honest and true to whatever convictions yon 
may have, however unpopular they may he. Will 
you 

Well, you see, when you restored my fan that 
night. I remarked to Raymond Mays, as you went 
hack to your seat, that you were military. The next 
morning, as T was looking over the list of arrivals, I 
ciune upon tho two names — ' Captain Jones and 
Vayle VftntjJurjVaud I supposed, of course, that you 
were the officer, as l had no knowledge of military 
dross-distinction, and there was but one military pre¬ 
fix, nnd I remembered your costume as belonging to 
some regiment. Do you see?” 

“Yes, I see,” he answered, trying not to smile at 
her straight simplicity. 

“Jint who in the world is • Captain Jones — Cap¬ 
tain Jeremiah .Tones?’” she suddenly asked. “I 
haven’t thought of the real Captain actually since I 
discovered my mistake —how funny!” 

“ He returned th V*» t day after his arrival — you 
probably didn’t see him. He is the Captain of my 
company a good J. 1; - , aud an excellent officer. 
But let me ask biiqi.v •; cation? How did you know 
his name to he Jeremiah?” 

“Why, I saw it in ft paper —like this,” aud she 
handed the one she held to him—then followed 
other little reminiscences—the meeting on the stairs, 
etc., till at last Carlotta asked a plump question, 
coloring prettily all tho time, 

“I want to know how you came to he serving as 
‘ Private’ — will you tell me?'' 

“ Why me bo especially?” 
“ Because Ward says yon are rich and aristocratic. 

Richmond Ventnor’# BOD.” 
He laughed. “Yes, it is very true. I ant rich and 

aristocratic, as the saving goes, and Richmond Vent- 
nor’s son; but, what has that to do with it?” he con¬ 
cluded, determining to draw her out. 

She made her eves very round at this; and then 
repeated the usual objections—the usuul reasons why 
rieii and influential men shouldn't serve as “pri¬ 
vates”—Raymond Mays’s objections and reasons. 
He heard her through, then his whole face changed, 
as lie turned it toward her, and his light laughing 
words of a moment sino« changed to perlect. serious¬ 
ness as he answered: “Miss Delevan, when the news 
reached me of my country’s peril I was in Paris at 
my father’s house. A steamer sailed on the next day 
for America. I made my preparations and sailed in 
it, Mv life had been a student’s life: I knew nothing 
whatever of military drill; hut 1 was able and strong, 
from being a good gymnast— so I set myself to learn 
my new trade bv i.nlisting as a private at ouce.” 

“ Rut you have been serving three months — surely 
you have some experience now?” she interposed. 

“ It hasn't made a good soldier of mo yet at all 
events. I have much to learn before 1 shall think 
myself fitted to command in any degree. In the 
mean time, the country calls for a larger army, and 
because I am unfitted for an officer, shall 1 wait at 
such a time for a commission?” 

“ But you would not have to wait, with your con¬ 
nections in the military and political woild,” she 

He was very earnest —not gallant as Raymond 
Mays would have been—but in hearty earnest for the 
truth’s sake. 

“1 will try,” she answered. Then she thought, 
“He culled me Carlotta—how sweetly he says it! 
He Is Certainly very fine, and handsomer than Ray¬ 
mond Mays!'' 

“Alas for Raymond Mays! Two or three more 
days went by, and the band played, and the carriages 
rolled, and people took life gayly in sound of the 
great surging sea at this thoroughfare of fashion. 
In this time “ Vayle Ventnor, Private,” became 
better acquainted with la Carlotta. From the text 
of tliat morning they had gone on into the deeper 
waters of existence—bad talked finer and freer, and 
thus discovered much more of each other. 

In the meantime Raymond Mays, handsome fellow! 
—much handsomer he it known than Vayle Vent¬ 
nor—meantime he chafed and fretted inwardly at 
this ripening acquaintance, and outwardly conducted 
himself in a moat disdainful manner toward the 
former gentleman. 

“The girl's head is turned with his wealth and 
position!” lie blustered one night to Ward Wyman. 

“No, no, Mays, he generous; I don’t think that of 
Carlotta: besides, you don’t know Ventnor—you 
won't know him; that’s it. There was never a finer 
lellow in the world,” 

Mays speeded aud turned away. 
Jt happened that very night that be was present at 

a club room, and beard a conversation between 
Ventnor and another, wherein Ventnor gave his 
reasons and opinions pretty ranch as he had done 
before Carlotta Delevan, 

Still Mays sneered and scoffed. 
The conversation wandering off a lieutenant ol 

the regular army suddenly said, . 
“Here is Mays now who is waiting, and with 

better reason than most. Mays was in the Crimea, 
you know.” 

“No, 1 didn’t know.” 
“ Yes, he was in Europe at the time, and joined 

the allied forces out of sheer blood-thirstiness, I 
believe. Isn’t it so, Mays? Here, come out of your 
corner, and tell us all about it.” 

Mays “came out,” saying there was nothing to 
tell, modestly and a little crossly. 

But Ventnor was so interested, so genial and frank, 
there was no n Mating; so Mays told them “all about 
it” that he knew. 

“ Bei ge says you were the best drilled soldier o! 
all the volunteers. Mays,” the lieutenant went on. 
“and that you had at one time the temporary com¬ 
mand of a company.” 

“Why, I should think it was easy enough then tor 
you to get a commission,’' one said. 

Mays shrugged bis shoulders, and retorted, “Bah! 
I haven’t influential friends in the right department, 
you know.” . . .. 

Vayle Ventnor blazed forth in the same indignant 
protest that lie had brought forward upon another 
occasion, and when he had euded there was a deter¬ 
mined look around his finu-set mouth that told ol' a 
purpose. When Raymond Mays left the club-room 
that night, it was actually with a friendly nod to 
Ventuor’s cordial “flood-night!” 

I am composed of 19 letters. 

My 6, 7, 16, 17 is a county in North Carolina. 

My 10, 3,17, 9 is a county in Tennessee. 

My 19, 0, 11, 2, 4 is a county in Illinois. 

My 1. 2. 4. 17, 7 is a county in Iowa. 

My 9, 19. 0, 15, 2, 4 is a large river in South America. 

My 11,13, IS, 14 is a river in Ireland. 

My 2, 7, 6, 6, 17 is a county In Missouri. 

My 8, 2, 12, 17 is a county In Arkansas. 

My whole is the name of a distinguished anatomist and 

phrenologist. 

Alabama, Gen. Co., N. Y., 1S6L Albert B. Nortox. 
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MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM. 

A OR.VTi.EMAN owned a piece of land in the form of a circle. 

He had five sons and a daughter. To each of his five sons 

he gave one of the five largest equal circles that could 

be drawn within the larger circle, their peripheries touching 

each other; to his wife he gave the part without the small 

circles and within the larger; to his daughter the part within 

the small circles, which was 40 acres of land. Required, the 

quantity at land to each. H. D. Don.vki.i.y. 

Bennetttburg, N. Y., 1801. 

tW" Answer in two w eeks. 

‘THE OLD MAN.’ 

Wuo calls his father “The Old Man?” Here he is. Yon 

would know him nt a glance. He is so afraid that ho will be 

classed a boy that he must tell of the old mao. which signi¬ 

fies that he hits charge of affairs now, and the fattier is a 

secondary personage. If there is anything I thoroughly 

despise, it is to hear parents disrespectfully spoken of; hut I 

never heard a sprout of a boy speak of his father in such 

terms without a strong desire to laugh at the comical picture 

before me. If “Great I” is sitting down, ho throws his 

head back, and talks of what he bos advised the old man to 

do. And then he tries so hard to look self possessed, as if he 

had always been a man himself, tbnt he overdoes the matter 

entirely, and I cannot but think of a baby rooster in its first 

attempts at a cock-a doodle doing. If young men, and 

would-be young men, know how perfectly disgusting, as well 

as ridiculous aud disrespectful, they appear in calling their 

father the old man, they would soon discontinue the 

shameful practice. Aud they would find that, when they 

respected others, they themselves would bn respected. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS. &c.. IN No. 615. 

Answer to Politico-Biographical Enigma:—I hope, I trust, 

I pray,—nay, 1 believe,—Kentucky will yet to her duty. 

Answer to Mathematical Problem:—Lesser abscissa, 151.5040 

feet; greater abscissa, 748.4960 + feet. 

FOR RURALISTS. j'OOKS _ 

'! ,;e following works on Agriculture. Horticulture, Ac., may 

be obtained at the Otflce of the Kuu.tL New-Yorker. We can 
slso furnish other book* ou Rural Affairs, issued by American 
publishers, at the usual retail prices,— aud shall add new works 
as published, tJT Rural Agent* entitled to premiums, and 
who are offered a choice of books, can select, from this list. 

A few days more and the furlough would have 
expired. “Vayle Ventnor, Private,” was a. sound, 
hearty man again. There was no excuse now for 
delay, though the Land played “Die Schonbrunner” 
in such melting, memorizing strains, and the Star- 
Spangled Banner rolled through the halls. Whistling 

..— — „ . - .. , the latter lustily to get the former out of hi* head, 
said; rod half seeing vet hi* modesty—hra manliness. ke|f(u rushing up the stair* and round a corner— 

“ No, 1 would not have to wait, it is very true,' be )(llaj corner—when swirl! came a silk gown and 
—1 its owner. He opened hi< arras in a flash—into them 

lie took silk gown and all—all thu pretty, pretty 
wearer. He gathered her up with a little exulting 

. . »_ j_ 1_a 1... J/.k, 

exclaimed, with some sarcasm. “ Miss Delevan, 
BittiDg upright now, and lighting with scorn, “ J uni 
sick ami ashamed of the shallow advantages of posi¬ 
tion - of the miserable presuming expectations that 
grow out of it. It is continually putting men in the 

i wrong place, aud building up gigantic errors — snch 
errors as we are to-d.iy striving to amend, it humili¬ 
ates me to think that to my position in the world do 
I owe perhaps any advancement, instead of to my 
own strength and powers as a man. I long some¬ 
times to throw off these 4 circumstancea,’ and for a 
time to meet the world face to face, and on it* own 
term*. But pardon nil tor boring you with my theo¬ 
ries;” and ho sank back upon the lounge again to 
silence. 

Bo Carlotta was enlightened. As she sat there in 
the silence she pondered what she had heard. This 
did not sound like Raymond Mays; yet Raymond 
Mays was a bmve lellow, and a. manly one. Bhe had 
never heard any one talk like this before; but it 
struck an answering chord in her own nature. 01 
coarse she liked him better for it. Hr thought she 
didn’t understand — that he had bored her with his 
earnestness un what he supposed would be a vague 
theory to her; for be looked upon her as only a 
sweeter specimen of the young lady genus, that 
bloomed in fashionable society. By-aud-by Bbe said, 
in a dreamy, absent manner, as she Bat, with her 
cheek leaning in her hand: “ I wish you would tulk 
in this way to Raymond Mays.” 

“ Why to Raymond Mays?” he questioned, in sur¬ 
prise. , . 

“Ob,” still dreamily, thoughtfully, “he is waiting 
for a commit*.-inn. He says lie don't like the associa¬ 
tions of a private’s life —that it is too hard labor, 
and too generalizing; that if he is going to risk his 
life, lie means to do it in a manner that is rnoBt agree¬ 
able to him,” etc. _ ... 

“Persona! ambition! that is it; it stands 111 the 
way of the whole thing. Every man for himself, 
instead of a grand unit in thousands of men. But 
are you anxious for Mr. Mays to go?” and he here 
looked at her rather curiously. 

•• I am anxious for all men to go who can,” as I 
told him. 

“ As you told him? But pardon me.” 
“ I have nothing to pardon in that. But why do 

you ask it?” 
“I was surprised.” 

laugh, and set her down inside the private parlor; 
hut not until he had said, “Carlotta, be my Carlotta, 
you little darling!” and she had promised she would. 

“So you are engaged, Carlotta?” Raymond Mays 
remarked, a short time after this. 

“ Yes, I am engaged, Raymond.” 
“Well, I give you my congratulations. Carlotta, 

look here.” He'handed her an open letter. She 
read an appointment to a Captaincy in the —th 
Regiment, 

“ Oh, I am so glad for you!” she exclaimed. “How 
came it?” 

“It came by Vayle Ventnor, Private, though he 
does not know my knowledge of hia influence.” 

Then he told her of their conversation at the clnb- 
roora, and how directly after that he received this 
appointment, through Governor - and Colonel 
-, who were both near relatives of Vayle Ventnor. 
“And now, Carlotta, I have offered yon my congrat¬ 
ulations, I am going to him for ihe same purpose, 
and to thauk him. He deserves his happiness, for 
he is a good fellow; but I wish he never had come 
here after oil, Carlotta.” 

“ Then you would never have got your commis¬ 
sion,” she answered, slyly. 

“ But,” bending down, “shouldn’t I have got Car¬ 
lotta?” 

“Oh no, uo; we were both too old acquaintances, 
Raymond. You'll like somebody else much better 
than you ever did mo.” 

lie stoutly denied this possibility; but all the time 
he was adjusting his belted sash with infinite satis¬ 
faction, and Carlotta said unto herself, “I'll risk his 
heart while it beats under that uniform.” 

He held out his baud. “Good-by, Carlotta; I sat 
to-night.” He tried bard to look miserable, but all 
in vain. 

“Good-by!” 
Then suddenly, in a quiet flash of feeling, he bent 
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nearer. The " good-by” was a kisB. She laughed. 
“ How dare you, Raymond?” 
“For old acquaintance’ sake, and because next 

time I see you you will be Mrs. Vayle Ventnor— 
Private.”—Harper's Weekly. 
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calculations arc often the most unreliable things in brought over and sold for that purpose. These little 
animals—for they are rather smaller than the Kerry 
cow—give a good deal of milk (say from five to 
seven quarts a day,) cost very littlo to keep, and nre 
as quiet and gentle as a lamb, arid will follow the 
person who tends them about, like a spaniel, when 
kindly treated. At present, as novelties, they sell 
rather high; but when they become more common 
and cheap, they will be well adapted to the cottager 
who has an allotment of land. Unlike the Jersey 
cow, the Bretonne Is a hardy animal, ‘active and 
strong, though gentle and quiet. Hardy by nature, 
she thrives under any circumstances, and, when well 
cared for and stall fed, fattens rapidly. She has 
indeed the greatest aptitude for laying on (lesh as 
soon as the secretion of milk is suspended. It, will 
be found that in proportion as they are allowed 
exercise, when well fed, they will continue to give 

existence. Notwithstanding the old maxim, figures 

are responsible for the worst agricultural fibs perpe¬ 

trated. 
Mr. F. says truly that those in England who depend 

upon the soil for a livelihood are divided into three 
classes, the landlords or great landowners, the farmers 
who lease their land of the landowners, in lota vary¬ 
ing at from ono hundred to one thousand acres, and 
the laborers who work for the farmers. The latter 
class he describes as 111 paid for their labors, earn¬ 
ing only about forty cents per day. This fact allows 
the farmer to pay heavy rents and taxes, and make a 
living profit. “Were the BngdjMbmor compelled 
to pay American prices for the ifflGron his farm for a 
term of five years, ho would bo entirely ruined— 
nttiM-lv unable to nay his rent, and national hftnk- 

Mode of Construction. — Nail the boards to two 
sets of posts to form two opposite sides. Cut two 
strips of board abont 10 feet 4 iuches long; stand the 
side upright and nail these strips across the top and 

then bring the other 
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bottom —across the diameter 
endB within five feet and nail on the hoards across the I 
end. You will then have three sides formed. Nail 
on the other two opposite sides and end. Fut on the 
braces and it is done. It can be moved to different 
parts of the yard, and with proper care, will last a 

number of years.” 
Judge Jesse Buell’s Cattle Rack. — More than 

twenty years ago Judge Bitell described in the 
Albany Cultivator the annexed plan for Cattle Boxes. 
A correspondent of Milan, Ohio, writes ns that soon 
after its publication he “ built sufficient to accommo¬ 
date his stock, and they are now in pretty good repair, 
although they have been exposed to the weather, nud 

J value them as 

This Rural New-Yorker is designed to be unsurpassed in 

Value. Purity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance. It* Conductor devotes hie per¬ 

sonal attention to the supervision of its various departments, 
and earnebtly labors to render the Rcral an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the important Practical. Scientific and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the bnsincs* of those 
whose interest-* It tealonsly advocates. As a Family Journal 
it is eminently Instructive and Eutertainfnsr-belnf so con¬ 
ducted that it run be safely token to the Hearts and Homiis of 
people of intelligence, taste and discrimination It embraces 
more Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific, Educational, 
Literary and News Matter, interspersed with appropriate and 

beautiful Enuravlngs. than any Other Journal, —rendering 
it the most complete AorioBLTURAl, Literary anti t amily 

Nbwspai-kr in America. 

have proved every way satisfactory, 
equivalent to many years’ payment to an agricultural 
paper.” He reports the manner of construction as 

follows:— Having traveled over many of the counties in the 
South of England, I can fully agree to the truthful¬ 
ness of the above in tTie main. I believe in agricul¬ 

tural improvement, but If we cannot. Improve oui 
agriculture without depriving the men who labor of 
the just reward of their toll, without compelling them 
by the fears of starvation to put their women and little 
children to the severe labor of the fields and the 
manure yards, then it will he more to our honor and 
glory that our agriculture should remain in its present 
condition. Many a man who boasts of the fine and 
sleek condition of his stock, cau look without a par- 
ticla of pity upon the half-starved and over worked 
laborers who would fain satisfy their hunger by 
dining with the cattle'. Think of the best plowmen 
of Scotland, tho best iu the world, living for months 
upon oatmeal alone, with an allowance of loss than 
twenty-five cents a week for luxuries, usually expended 
for butter. It is not strange that America is considered 
by the poor of Europe as the land of promise; but it 
is strange that, vit.lt snch a glorious laud, where there 
is enough for All, and where every industrious man, 
with the ordinary blessings of Providence, can secure 
enough for himself and family, that wo so often com¬ 
plain, and are so unmindful of the blessings we enjoy. 

The next paper is one of the longest and dryest. in 
the book, although on a moist Bubjeot, Irrigation, in 
which E. Goodrich Smith, >»f Washington, gives us 
the history of the subject from that great and univer¬ 
sal irrigation, sometimes culled a Hood, down to the 
last freshet of Mud Creek. A thousand such docu¬ 
ments would not add much to the wealth or wisdom 
of the wurking farmers of America. Traveler. 

long. Then, through the middle, icnginwise, „„ UUH 

top of the last cross pieces lay a good, still', straight 
polo, a, with a cross piece under it In the middle. 
This done, take common fence stakes, or small poles, 
b, b, 7 feet long, And crosB them on the middlo pole, 
a, on each side alternately, until tllft whole crib is 
filled, then lay another pole, c, c, on each side of tho 
crib well notched into the cross pieces, d, d, to pre¬ 
vent their being pushed out of place; and the rack is 

completed. 
The above Bkcteh shows an end view. The space, 

a, between the rack and sides of the crib, forms a 
manger Into which all tho scattering fodder falls, so 
that there is no possibility of the cattle treading on 
any. I think it far preferable to square boxes, or any 
other barn-yard apparatus that has ever come under 

my observation.” i 

SHEEP AND CATTLE BACKS, 

convenient Cattle and Sheep Backs. This promise 
wo now redeem, and we are satisfied that tho subject 
is not only seasonable, but will be found exceedingly 
profitable to those who have requested the Informa¬ 
tion, and to all others who have sheep and cattle to 
care for the coming winter. Most of the plans are 
furnished by correspondents who havo made and 
used what they describe, and they are therefore much 
nmw fpIRI.U *' C- ’ 1 --L 

Cattle Hack and Tkocou.— A correspondent of 
Lobo, Canada West, furnishes the following, which 
ho says is superior to anything lie had before seen oi¬ 
nked;— “ It is so constructed that there is no danger 
of tho larger cattle throwing the smaller ones into 
•the trough, or of their in any way becoming entan¬ 
gled in the rack. It is well adapted to feeding straw, 
chaff, bran, turnips, <V<0, Being portable Its position 

may easily be changed. 

Usa a foot ammns Kav I r*r>ntriu»t tu» <li- 

mensiou* every way; for oxen or large steers, ir sucli 

are fed separate, the opening, B, may be enlarged a 
few inchoB. But the dimensions of the above plan 1 
have found to answer well for the barn-yard for cattle 
of all sizes, except calves, which ought always to be 
kept separate. If the opening, B, is too large, small 
cattle will convert the box into a bedstead; if too 
small, the cross-piece, A, will press too hard on the 
necks of the large animals. 

Some contrivance of the kind I can commend very 
heartily to my brother larmers. The hay is saved 
from waste, whether little or much is fed. The farmer 
is saved from ranch care, either iu his own person, or 
on behalf of the boys who fodder the cattle, in relation 
to the quantity fed, for the boxes are an unfailing 
index of the appetite of the animals—and if it he de¬ 
sired the cattle may be occasionally foddered over 
night for the next morning, or vice versa. When orts 
gather in the boxes, the cattle may be stinted to con¬ 
sume them, or a little brine will render the mess 

palatable.” 

Kukri* Back.—J. S. Beecher, of Livonia, N. Y., 
some time si nee furnished us with the following, which 

j lie adopted, after trying several other kinds. He says: 

EUROPEAN AGR1CUL TUBE 

Preserving Potatoes by Burying Deeply. 

A correspondent of the Scottish Farmer writes 
to that journal, corroborating certain statements of 
the editor relative to the preservative principle of 
seeds bnried beyond the action of air and molstnre, 
and relates an instance where potatoes were thus 
buried six feet from the earth’s surface, which, after 
two years, were e.xhnmed, and found quite sound 
and good for use. He says: 

“The case I refer to was the result of accident, 
and happened in. this manner. I had an old ice well 
of the ordinary description, which I abandoned 
when I built one of doable timbers on tho surface, 
after the American fashion. My gardener used for 
several years the old well as a potato store. It hap¬ 
pened three years ago that the roof fell in and buried 
several hundred weight of potatoes, which, as we 
had plenty, were not cared for at tho time. Last 
year we required stones for r certaiu purpose, and 
had those forming the sides and roof of the ice-house 
dug out, when to our astonishment we found almost 
the whole of the potatoes as sound as those of the 
same year’s crop. I mention tins, as it may be 
turned to account In seasons when wo have, as we 
had last year, a surplus crop, that by bnrying them 
deep enough, and in a dry place, we might soenre 
ourselves against a short crop, as in all probability 
will he the case this year on account of tho prevail¬ 
ing disease. In mentioning this to a friend learned 
in snch matters, he tells me that potatoes bnried ono 
foot deep produce shoots near the end of spring; at 
tho depth of two feet they appear about the middlo 
of Btimracr; at three feet in depth, they appear very 
short, aDd never come to the surface; and between 
three and five feet they cease to vegetate. He further 
informs me that lie has buried potatoes in his garden 
at the depth of three and a half feet, which were 
not removed uut.il after one and two years, when 
they were found quite sound, and possessed their 
original freshness, firmness, goodness and taste.” 

with your manure the ammonia that would otherwise 
llyaway, and you have also anewaud most important 
agent introduced, viz., the carbonate of soda, which 
is a powerful solvent of all vegetable fiber.” 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES 

PATENT OFFICE AO. REPORT 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—In my last I gave my 
views of the management of the Agricultural I)e- 

of the Patent Office, with some notice of 

“The cut will explain itself. It is M feet long, 32 | 
inches wide, 27 inches high, and 16 inches from the 
ground to bottom of trough. The frame is made of 
3 by 4 scantling— the bottom of inch boards —the 
sides and ends of two-inch plank —the end planks 
rise fonr incheB above the side planks to receive the 
ends ef rack and to form a hinge so as to turn up 
against the center post, where the middle rung 
passes between two wooden Hpring hooks which hold 
it while the trough i-3 being Glled. The rack should 
be made of tough wood, the side pieces of 2 by 3 inch, 
the rungs 1| inch square and 9 1-16 inches apart.” 

Hexagon Catti.k Rack.— From a friend, in Ox¬ 
ford county, Maine, we have a plan of a hexagon 
rack, which is said to be far superior, in point of 
economy and convenience, to anything which had 
come under the author’s notice, and to be easily 
made by any one possessing Ordinary skill in using 

tools. 

“ Come, B., go with me ont to tho .Summit, and 
see my grasshoppers; the train leaves at 4 o’clock; 
be at my office precisely at half past three, will 
you?” said tho Hon. John Wkntwortu to the 
writer, a few days ago, as wo left tho dinner table 
at the Tremont. I determined to go, inasmuch as I 
had lived' live years within twelve miles of the farm 
whence has been scattered so many Sull'olks and 
South-Downs, through the West, and yet had not 
seen it. Accordingly, I was “on hand” promptly 

at 3J o’clock. 
wuo is “long JOHN?” 

it will he natural for Home of the Rural’s readers 
to ask that question, and a reply may be necessary 
and appropriate. There arc few Western men who 

partment 
the plants ready for distribution, and some notes on 
the volume Jnst issued for distribution among the 
politicians and farmers of the country, the “ Patent 
Office Report, Agricultural, for 1860.” The latter I 

purpose to oontiuue. 
The first paper in tho Report is one of formidable 

proportions, being nearly 50 pages closely printed, 
on Fertilizers, by Hon. Thomas G. Clbmenson, the 
present Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs of the 
United States. It Is prepared with a good deal of 
labor, mostly from European authorities, and con¬ 
tains nothing new. It will he read by bnt few; and 
he wbo reads it the most attentively will hardly find 
a hint that will be useful in practice to pay for bis 

labor. 
A still more lengthy document follows by D. A. 

Wells, of Troy, N. Y. It is made np of extracts from 
American and Foreign Agricultural Journals. A few 
years since Mr. W. published a volume of similar 
extracts, called the Year Rook o) Agriculture, design¬ 
ing to continue its publication annually, but it 
obtained a small circulation only, not sufficient, I 
presume, to justify a continuance of the work. The 
selections are made with tolerably good judgment, 
and this is really one of the moat valuable documents 

to farmers in tho Report. 
A year or two ago the Hon. Henry F. French, of 

Exeter, New Hampshire, made a trip to Europe, for the 
purpose of examiningaud perhaps purchasing improv¬ 
ed stock, and furnished to some of the Massachusetts 
papers interesting letters on what he saw and heard 
in England. Mr. F. has written out his notes in full, 
and furnished for the Report an interesting paper 
which he calls Observations on English Husbandry. 
He believes Americans may study the practices of 
Europeans with profit, and with this opinion I fully 
agree; for though our condition and practices are 
necessarily dissimilar in many respects, the nearer 

SECTION OF SIDE VIEW. 

“ It is cheap, strong and easily moved. Tt consists of 
four posts, 4 by 4 Beantllng, 3 feet, long, morticed near 
the top to receive the upper rail, which should be 2 
by 4, or Ij by 4, with the tenon lacing outward, so 
that when put together, the face of the rail shall be 
one inch within the outer edge of the posts. The bot¬ 
tom board, 10 or 12 inches in width, is nailed npon 
the outside 3 or 1 inches from the bottom of the posts. 
The upright strips are 5 or 6 iuches wide, 1 inch thick, 
and are nailed upon the outside of the upper rail and 
the inside of the board, with sixpenny nailB, with 
about 6 inches space according to the size of the sheep 
to be fed in them. The boards should he planed, at 
least the edges, to prevent the wool being torn from 
the sheep. A farmer with fair mechanical genius and 
good tools can make one In a day that will accommo¬ 
date 25 sheep, and it will pay for itself in a single year. 

Cattle for tho Dairy. 

In a review of the volume issued by Prof. Gam- 

gee, the editor of the Mark Lane Express writes: 

“Professor O.’s work is of a more general descrip¬ 
tion, and embraces the choice of cattle on scientific 
principles, in the formation of a dairy. Ho agrees 
in this respect with most of the best informed and 
practical men,—that the Yorkshire Bhort-horns are 
in every respect the best adapted to the dairy; ami, 
although the Suffolk polled, the Ayrshire and the 
Alderney breeds have still their advocates, tho Short¬ 
horns are now the dominant race in every dairy 
district in the kingdom. They are found not only to 
yield a large meal of milk, and to hold their milk 
longer after they aro in calf, but the calves make 
more valuable oxen, and the cows, after five or six 
years’ milking, fatten readily, and make good beef. 
The milk, it Is true, is less rich in cream than the 
Devon or Hereford, and a cross between either of 
these and the Bhort-horn has been found to improve 
the quality of the milk, without deteriorating the 
cattle in other respects. 

“For private families the Alderney has hitherto 
been a great favorite, on account of disposition. A 
new‘race, however, has recently been introduced 
from France, that is likely, we think, to obtain some 
patronage as a family cow; this is the Bretonne 
breed, of which a considerable number have been 

“ The shape, as will be seen, is six Bided, or in the 
form of a hexagon. It consists of 6 upright posts 5 
feet long — 3 by 4 scantling will answer, or round 
poles 3 ®r 4 inches through will do very well — and 
12 boards, each 1 foot in width and 5 feet long. 
These latter nailed to the posts horizontally will form 
the box. To strengthen the whole and keep the cat¬ 
tle from stepping over the sides, nail strips of thick 
fioard or plank flatwise across the upper end of the 
posts. Then nail two boards diagonally upon each side, 
extending from the top of the posts to the bottom of 
the box, leaving a space of about a foot and a half in 
the center on a line with the upper edge of the box. 
These slanting boards serve as braces, and give 
strength and firmness to the whole structare, and make 
Bix feeding places for the cattle. If scantling is used 
for posts, it would be well to hew off the corner from 
each, so as to make the boards fit well. 

END VIEW. 

The advantages of this rack are that it is portable, 
the seed does not get into the wool, the sheep cannot 
crowd each other, and all have an equal chance. No 
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ing to and arranging his private business with a view 

of spending some time in Earope. 

Mr. Wentworth’s history teaches the value of 

fixed habits of industry; the success which follows 

self-denial, economy, and perseverauce. So far as 

material acquisitions are concerned, Mr. Wentworth 
has been successful; and Lis success as a politician 

has not been secured by any truckling practices. He 

has adhered, or seemed to adhere consistently to 
what he believed right. 

So much about " Long John's ” history and char¬ 

acter. Physically he u "long.” He is the tallest 

man in this "tail” city, if not in the State. He is 

about six feet and a half high, and will weigh two 

hundred and twenty-five or thirty pounds. Of course 

he is a marked man wherever he goes. He is a 

remarkable man, physically and mentally. Few men 

in the West have a higher reputation for clear, prac¬ 

tical comprehension of current practical or political 
matters. 

THE SUMMIT FARM. 

This farm lies about twelve miles sonth-wcst of 

Chicago, on the Chicago, Alton, and fit Louis Rail, 

road. It consists of about 1,800 acres, and lies on 

either side of a high sandy ridge, stretching each 

GROVER’S PATENT SWING- PEOW-HEAM ATTACHMENT, 

FOR DRAWING PLOWS OF ALT. VARIETIES. 

The above engraving represents an improvement I side and the mold-board, as far forward as possible 
in the manner of drawing plows, by which the ordi- and within about 2* inches of the bottom, where it is 
nary draft is materially lessened - from 25 to 33 per attached by a pin passing through the land-side and 

I cent, according to various tests with the Pynamome- extending from that point forward over the mold- eraSe> only **♦«"*' one hundred days. During winter 

ter. It haH been introduced to some extent in North- board by the side of a short wooden beam to the end whi,e ’n a dormant state almost, they may live fivt 

ern Ohio, by Messrs. Allino & Co., of Last Townsend, thereof, where it passes through a slot affixed to near or Kix months. I have a colony of Italians that wen 

Huron Co., Ohio also in l.ric and lompkins coun- the end of said wood beam and terminates in a hook I,ureb’ native the middle of July last. The Italiar 

ties in this State—and highly approved wherever used, for the attachment of the team, as seen in the above fiUf’en was then introduced, and in sixty days from 

W e attended a trial of this improvement a few days cut. By this arrangement the draft is taken from the tbat t'rne there were no native bees in the hive! Or 

ago, on Inc farm of Mr. Abner \V akri.eb, near this point of resistance, (via., within about 2j inches oi ,ile °tber hand the Italians were in abundance. This 

city, and were much pleased with Its operation. The the bottom,) straight to the horses’ shoulders, and tbe hottest time of a native colony of bees being 

plow to which it was attached worked admirably— preserved from that point under every change of the ltalianlzed that I have heard of; it usually requires 

| the draft being 33 per cent, less than that, of a Cayuga size of teams, depth of cut, or inequalities of surface. about one hundred days in the working season. 

Co. Plow, aa tested by a Dynamometer, the width and The long sought-for renter-draft principle is also The writer in the London Field sue iks f' / r 

depth of furrow being equal. Two horses were used secured, (both sidewise and perpendicular,) and inS his bees. He does this, it appears for tl -^ 

on the plow having the attachment, while three were maintained under every contingency Incident to pose of performing necessary operations Thei^' 

required for the Cayuga Co. Aside from the great plowing, without the use of draft rodB, adjusting 00 necessity, In my opinion for*/«*,/■, .WWof ' '8 
gain .n draft, the plow with the swing beam is held devises or anything of the kind. My means of tfei! purpose 

very easily - m fact, needs hardly any guide, except arrangement and application of power, any and all readily be performed by having compfete contr I of 

»n turning a« we can attest from our own holding, variety of plows can be worked at a saving of the contents of the bee-hiv* This Zlronsgten in 

and 1 H X 7? 7 7 ^ 8trengtb t0 b°Ul miin and bea8t of "early one-third; hives properly provided with movable comb frames 
VJ, X can be readily attached to almost every 0r, in other words, two horses can work a plow in this Movable comb frame hives arc absolutely necessary 

nety of plows, sec no good reason why it should mode ub easily as three horses can draw the same in "rder to propagate the Italians or natives with 

no meet great favor from the agricultural public, plow in the ordinary way —as attested by many rapidity and success. M. M Baldrih’gk 

Tim dark line in our Illustration represents the Draft | Outers who have become thoroughly acquainted Middleport, Niagara Co.. N. Y 1861 ' ALDRII'tK' 

Beam attachment, which has a vertical motion. The with its operation and advantages - and we fearlessly —___ 

following description of the improvement has been challenge the world to produce Its equal. 

“U^r™-AL-0&C°-'tbe^ie- Further information relative to this improvement, Rural DCofPS mih ITtmrtx 
to s and m^ufactnrersi and the sale of rights, may be obtained by addressing “ QH0 

Ihis improvement consists in the use of a curved William Allino, Rochester, N. Y., or Messrs. Allino ~ 

wrought iron draft beam, hinged in between the land- & C0., as above. The Season.-Prepare for Winter.-The weather contin 

° * .n —hhomviuv — «uu uigiiij a|i|Huvcu n ut iuviT USl'U. 

way, north and south of it, embracing broad reaches We attended a trial of this improvement a few days 
flf Irvtxr nroiru. wTltr-Ti wr**» Tinny + /Ill . J _ " of low prairie, which are now the grazing fields of 

the herds, and are to become the finest tame grass 

lands, or fields for root or corn culture, when prop¬ 

erly drained. 1 his farm is a new one, comparatively, 

and the history of the original purchase ftud subse¬ 
quent growth is an amusing one, as related to me bv 
Mr. W. 3 

In 1855, at a Canal sale, Mr. W. purchased one sec¬ 

tion of land, without even seeing it. He paid $13 

per acre. At that time it was lying in common, as 

was nearly the whole of his present farm. Upon 

going to see it sometime afterward, he had to employ 

a neighboring Dutchman to go and find the corners 

of it. It appears that. Mr. W.’e farm is now bounded 

on the West by the line dividing governmental 

ranges twelve and thirteen. At the time of the first 

purchase, the aforesaid Dutchman owned west from 

-  —    - * — " wv viHyn 

ago, on trie farm of Mr. Abner Wakri.eb, near this 

city, and were much pleased with its operation. The 

Field evidently assigns as the cause the age of the 

bees. 1 his is one of the cases of a wrong cause being 

assigned. Now, let me assign a cause, which I have 

no doubt is the right one. The queens he speaks of 

as being given to the native colonies were probably 

pure Italian or Ligurians, aa he ternm them. Now, 

if they were fertilized by pure Italian drones, their 

progeny would bo pure Italian. If, on the other 

hand, tl»y were fertilized by native drones, part of 

their progeny may be apparently purely of the Italian, 

and a part purely of the native race, while a portion 

may be hybrids. The writer in the London Field 

makes ne mention of the characteristics of the mark¬ 

ings of the progeny or the qtieena he speaks of. I 

presume that, were the facts known, those queens 

were fertilized by native drones. Then the true cause 

to be assigned for tho presence of native bees at the 

time specified, is what may be termed impure queens. 

The idea that bees live a year is an erroneous one. 

Bees do not live in the working season, on an av®. 

erage, only about one hundred, days. During winter, 

while m a dormant state almost, they may live five 

or six months. I have a colony of Italians that were 

purely native the middle of July last. The Italian 

queen was then introduced, and in sixty days from 

that, time there were no native bees in the lilve! On 

the other hand the Italians were in abundance. This 

is the shortest time of a native colony of bees being 

Italianized that I have heard of; it usually requires 

about one hundred days in the working season. 

The writer in the London Field speaks of stupefy 

mg his bees. He does this, it appears, for the pur- 
nnoa _r_ * 

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Manual of Agriculture —Swad. Brewer & Tileetoi 
Olmsteds New Work Mason Brother- 
f .irppfs Howe At 
Ponee Albert's Windsor Pirs-L. Mason, Jr 
rhoire Poultry for Sale -Sanford Howard. 
lt?ir Ae — N. R k M 0. Willson 

- JchuP. Griffin 
Delaware Duds-Daiighaday A Kenniaou 
Long-Wool Bucks John Rc tteridgr 

i, 
- - uonii ncupntlpp 

mwthorn .Kf-rd-W M. ft much am,; 
Poultry for Sale—John R. Pare. — ■ • iii 4-c—-.Moin rv rar« 

Farm for Sale - E. W. If.I Is A Co 

$l)f Meats ifioii&tnser. 

John B. Gough has so far recovered that he i* again 
lectnnng. 6 u 

-Saturday week there were 1,711 Federal prisoners at 
Richmond. 

Gen. Scott has been in almost constant service for fifty 
three years! J 

.. lut-n k-, wiuuu it verut’iil mUMOH. lUfi 

*,S 1,11 ’ w 11 * km worth s section was located a following description of the improvement has been 
mile east of It. /Tl.o i;.,„ ...... _..._. ... 7 . .. mile east of iLLTIu; line ran north and south.) The 

Dutchman proposed to Long John, to purchase all 

the land lyin^eant Of said range line, and he (the 

Dutchman,) would help him do it, if Long John 

would help the Dutchman purchase all west of said 

line. The agreement was, that then, If tho Dutch¬ 

man’s cattle went over the range line towards the 

east, Wentworth was to set his dogs upon them; 

and if Wentworth’s cattle trespassed over the west 

Bide of the line, the Dutchman and his dogs would 

become active. This would prevent all litigation 

and all necessity for arbitration. The idea of fences 

did not occur in those days* to this monopolizing 

Dutchman who entertained the modest idea that he 

The colored refugees in Canada are leaving for Hayti in 
large numbers. 

Beam attachment, which has a vertical motion. 

rapidity and success. M. M. Baldridge. 
Middleport, Niagara Co., N. Y., 1861. 

furnished us by Messrs. Allino <£ Co., the proprie¬ 

tors aud manufacturers: 

"This improvement consists in the use of a curved 

wrought iron draft beam, hinged in between the land- 

Ritral 2Cotes and Stems. 

and true, and looks after all the stock interests. Mr. 

Cook, with his family, live at the Summit, board Ruch 

help as it is necessary to keep continuously, and Mr. 

C. is general farm overseer. Mr. W. hna an office 

here, in which no man enters. It contains a stove, 

a camp bedstead on which ho sleeps when at the 

farm, a chair or two, and a desk or secretary, in 

which are his stock records, Ac. The grounds and 

buildings are kept neat and tidy, and sheltered by and Wentworth could own all tiie land adioininr T DgS arP koPl neat and sheltered by 

them and never fence it-and that cattle were to be f gr°V° in which they are 8itUfttcd' They 
trained by the use of a dog to a strict regard for and , pleaserjt bome for man aud bl'ttBt in BD®“er 
reverence of an imaginary line. and wlnten The fl°wcr garden is not. neglected, and 

Well' Tiifte a r , ia ft melange of costly plants and flowering shrubs, 

tion Wentworth ha i°, "r & W," ' ?? t,"B °P'>ra affording bloom and fragrance in bountiful profusion. 

,0 Zrr ‘"“T'T “ “'"™ 'rl,Cre «• ■« •*« to tti, to any 
mnac to. . Z n M9‘ fr™ »f «“> «»rroa„dl„8, or operation, here. There I, 
far weetwar.l trim't " i nl|l" i " ifi>l ,il,out1,alf as material enough for heantifylng the grounds, and 

aLny wiih ., Zll * '"I" th8t »»« m..L hot no edae.tel gardener ha, 
SedltotonnanM "«» «* it. The visitor, therefore, who follows the 

<n,>w 5 f-'*™ »ritor. "OeJ not look for anvthing "atnutling" in 

n«d h t n „ T' •“ the way of systematic ornature; he? he may look for 

three years. He has the present year made changes 

of males in every family of fowls and animals he 

has on his place. He believes this practice essential 

to success in breeding. 8o do most people, if the 

changes are judiciously made. And the good efl'cot 

of such changes is nowhere more marked than in the 

case of fowls. Mr. W. gave me the name of a farmer 

in Lee County who keeps a large number of hens 

who lives on eggs and fowls — who substitutes fowls 

for swine, and lets them follow the cattle and eat the 

scattered corn, as Isaac Funk allows his swine to 

follow and feed after his cattle. This man thinks the 

fowls more profitable than the swine, less trouble, 

and the food they afford infinitely better in all re¬ 

spects. The writer intends to visit said fowl feeder. 

— Further Notes on this subject next week. 

Tuk Sea SOM.—Prepare for Winter.—The weather contin¬ 

ues extraordinary for mildnew of temperature. A« we write 

(Nov. 12,) the temperature of the “eanetum ” is 60. with no 

fare, (good for «.h, hut bad for the coal dealers,) while of 

course outdoor Operation* are carried on comfortably, the 

ntmoepher* hein* as warm, aud the ground n* free from 

frost, a»in May. Up to this date w„ have had uo Know in 

this region, aud but one hard front. But, ae Winter is com¬ 

ing on apace, we must ere long have semonajde. Almanac 

weather, and It behoove,! all to prepare for the change, which 

will probably prove Hidden and severe. Those who have not 

‘made ready » should do »o at once. The harvesting and 

storing of corn and roots, tho preparation of sheds or other 

! c, ♦ nt,n' R' H' Pra’Vn’ "f Albany, has been appointed United 
{ fctatee Minister to Japan. 

- The White House is undergoing extensive repairs, pro- 
juratory to the wintpr season. 

- Garibaldi has accepted the honorary Presidency of the 
Genoese Typographical Association 

- The late rebel Conrul at Havana has asked for his back 
salary. Secretary Seward has refused it. 

-The New York metropolitan police system now reaches 
an expense of over two million dollars » year. 

— Beauregard’s official report of the battle of Manassas 

pa ve 399 rebels were killed and 1,200 wounded. 

— Dutch lankees” Is the appellation which the rebels 
give to the German troops under Gen Blenker. 

- The subscriptions to the 7.30 per cent Treasury notes 

now reach one million per day, from all sources. 

— There has been another severe freshet in Chautauqua 

county, and a number of bridges were carried off. 

- The Secretary of War. Mr Cameron, has been on a tour 

of the fortifications at New York with Gen. Totten. 

— The storm of Saturday week was very severe in some 

I I'PTh* of Upper Canada. At Montreal thero was snow. 

— Gen. Siegel is go accustomed to make rapid movement* 

that he is called in tho West, the “ Flying Dutchman.” 

— It is said that uot even the heads of bureaus is the Navy 

Department know where the naval expedition has gone. 

— The Commissioner of Patent* has refused to grant 

patents to citizens of Richmond, V»., who remain there. 

-Two thousand six hundred and elghty-flve prisoner* 

have been taken to Richmond since tho war commenced. 

— The Charleston Mercury comes down on the rebel gov¬ 

ernment forjts failure to provide for its army in the field. 

— About fifty students from the fonr college classes at 

Oberlin, or oae-fourth of the whole, are now in the army. 

— Rev. Charles White, D. D,, President of Wabash College, 

Iod., died on Tuesday week. Ho was about 60 year* of age 

— At Washington, wood i* soiling at *7 per cord and coal 

lived, his being the cheap end of the range, the 

neighbors say he would have aimed, without doubt, 

to have bought to the Mississippi; while Went¬ 

worth, on the more expensive end, would have been 

buying into Lake Michigan. What Death did in 

defeating the plans of one of tliese parties, high taxes 

has done to those of tho other; and we reckon that 

Long John has no ambition to own more land. 

Mr. Wentworth’s farm is all fenced. The ridge 

or Summit before spoken of, devides it about equally 

Tins ridge is high above the city, and affords a fine 

view of it. The waters which fall here flow from 

the one side of this Summit to the (Jnlfof Mexico, 

and from the other to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The 

a most irregular massing of many very line things, 

without regard to outline or feature. 

FOWLS AT THE SUMMIT. 

The first thing which impresses the visitor to the 

farm yard here, is, the innumerable fowls of all sorts, 

and sizes which seem to constitute a happy family. 

Mixed with them is a round, smooth, white Suffolk 

pig or two, and two or three pet South-Downs. We 

talked fowls a little with Mr. W., and here is what he 
said. 

Geese.—"Of all the geese I have ever had, I like 

the large White Bremen best. They are decided]}’ 

the best breeders and the best eaters. They are quiet Wk. now ine -~ uu IA7*D. luejr CbltS tJUUiL 

location is a fine one. Springs furniRli Jiving water ftIld douilo> lar£C «nd desirable.” 

at the bass of the ridge and convenient to the barns Mr. W.’k stock was obtained of Col. Jacques, near 

auc pastures. be variety of soil is sufficient to Boston. He lias also a pair of Toulouse geese, which 

insure variety of product. Pears, plums, and eher- fie says were highly recommended to him. But he 

ries, apples, grapes and quinces, thrive on the ridge; »»ys the eggs were ruined by a thunder storm. Tho 

ami there have been large plantations made. Mr. W. writer opened his eyes and mouth and looked inqnir- 

ui. p anted evergreen aud deciduous trees in great ingly at Mr. W. Seeing our puzzlement, he said — 

mim >c-rs, in belts along the street and about his fruit “Well, 1 don’t know nothing about it; but I know -...» HUH -y -- * w uvwiui^ UUUUli III 

ore tiaras. He speaks in high terms or the way ifio eggs didn’t hatch, and 1 was told 

Lllwanger A. Barry, of Rochester, "do up” things thunder storm which occurred about 
— C&llCid Hi ft XVrifi'r'O ~ i -. *• « » _ ... . , 

Wintering «fcc. 

Being a subscriber of your paper, and knowing its col¬ 

umns are always open to inquiries, 1 take the liberty to make 

, a few, 1 wlali V inquire of *uui< of the celebrate I hee 

keepers how I agl keep niy bees this winter in a cellar, or 

dry room, aside from tho apiary. What I wish to know is, 

luiw I shall keep them secure without atoppiog up the 

entrances into the hives go as t.o smother them, and to pro 

vent their coming out on warm days. Last winter I put 

them into a room and darkened it aa much n« possible, but 

when a warm day came they would crawl out, aud failing to 

find their way hack, a great many were destroyed. My hivea 

are of tb< Old square box make, one foot iodide, with two 

apertures iu front for the bees to enter by —one near the 

bottom, and the other about, half the distance from the 

bottom U the top; another in the top for ventilation, and 

for putting on caps for surplus honey. Would it answer to 

put tin, with holes in, over these apertures, or would there 

be danger of their breath congealing and stopping up the 

holea, thereby smothering the bees? The bees in this section 

have done rather poorly in the way of swarming and making 

surplus honey. Out or my entire stock only one swarm sent 

out young stock, and I think there must of course he an 

addition of one or more *warma (u each hive. What is the 

prospect of inch living through the winter? They appear 

strong and healthy now, and the hives are heavy as though 

entrance upon the Winter Campaign, And when the physi 

cal wants and comforts of their households, and flocks and 

herds, are duly provided for, Rural readers will of course 

give thought and attention to the mental requisites of them 

selves and the various members ol the family circle. The 

District School, the Farmers’ Club, the Lyceum. &e., are 

important instrumentalities when properly conducted, and 

sustained, as they should be, by all good citizens. Good 

books and periodicals are essential to the improvement aud 

entertainment of the family during the long evenings snd 

leisure of winter, and every husband and father should see 

that they are provided. A careful and liberal selection of 

mental food will prove a wise and dividend paying investment. 

— Col. W. B. Grover, who was dangerously wounded in 

the battle of Lexington, Mo., died In St. Loni* on Wednesday 
week. 

The High Freights l.vjrRn Western Farmers—Our 

Cincinnati, Chicago, and other Western exchanges, say the 

high freights are produciog great discouragements among 

the farmers, especially in Illinois and Iowa. They very jugtl v 

complain about the low prices nf grain, occasioned by the 

exorbitant freights now charged by lake and canal forwarders. 

The fact that the Mississippi i* closed ia one gieal reason 

assigned. Here it not for the great depression in prices 

caused by the onerous freight*, Western farmers would 

realize handsome dividends from the present bibk foreign 

demand for American breadstuff*. The price of corn is so 

low, however, that a prominent Iowa business man avers 

that, ear corn is actually the cheapest fuel to he. found (Jure, 

and it is being used as a substitute for wood. The following 

table shows what it costs to purchase a bushel of corn iu the 

center of the State of Illinois and laud it at the port of 

Liverpool —the figures (which don’t lie) proving that the first 

cost is bnt a trifle compared with that of transportation: 

_ .. , .. , , -r -'-••■■gn -. “V'V.UI.OU auuiu l/UU 1/1 [IIU LUC 

• • Hie writers attention to a lot of fivo fiun- goose was setting, destroyed them.” 

r* evergrebn8 he had received from them, and It may be true that such causes produce such 
on y one o t iem dead. Such is the reputation men results; does any one know anything about it? It is 

gi t who are careful in all the details of their l.iisi- » new phase of philosophy to the writer. 

The8' s^;:t(,r:„DCre! iS Cultivak>,L found here the large Black Cayuga 

which he hopes to e.Tiii! hlV \ °nC by D'lckw' They breed wo11- eat well, and are eatable. 
J soon as nolil * , ^in tamo Mr. W. says one aged fat duck can be made to weigh 

food for hi? herds S 1 7" Wlth *1—•% **•«••. Mr. 
sheen, and drove* of k f 0DCe 8ent m t0 P,UKK- the caterer for the Tre- 

ui/vna uj 
sheep, and droves of horses. Corn, oats, carrots 

mangel wurzel, Jerusalem artichokes, and sunflower 

seed, with large crops of tame upland prairie hay 

are the staple crops. But little (if any) grain is 

sold. No effort is made for a show,’ except in 

the footing up of the ledger. But few men are hired 

by the month. The hay is gathered by men who 

camp out on the meadows, hoard themselves, cut,, 

cure, and deliver the hay at the stack for $1.75 per 

tun. Each load is drawn oji the scales, weighed, 
inspected, and credited to the party delivering , H*ns-Flack Spanish. There are other kinds 

it. This simplifies the machinery and system of f°W ! k<?P! here' but the B,auk sPanish W® k 
farm management. Jobbing is the practice be™ P, y as •vor8‘ Tbey surPass iu this respect farm management. Jobbing is the practice here P', “ ‘Ver8‘ They surPas8 >u this respeei 
He finds that men work better, give better satisfac °^her breedf<- Tfi°se who keep them must not U 

tion and are better suited themselves, when they of ra,81"fi: chickens. Other fowls must he kep 

are masters of their own time. The contracts made ^ ^ tbe Black ^panirffi chicks. rl 

with these men are specific in every detail- the ™mn,®nc® ear,y m tbc 8Pri"ff and right ai 

work must be done as specified in the contract to They Iay ^"here, without a nest. 

the letter, or there is no hope of reward or remu- x ^ nnt’ the la8t of 8Hmmer constantly, w 

neration, whatever. If promptly and well done the l most 8ec,aded 8P°t in the vicinity, neration, whatever. If promptly and well done, the 

cash is forthcoming at once. When this is the 

case, men work willingly and cheap. An intelligent 

supervision of all the work going on, is entrusted 

to a competent inau. It is true this way of getting 

work done is not always practicable; but here, near 

the city, where there is generally plenty of help, it 
succeeds well. 

mont house, in this city, some of these fattened 

ducks. Sometime after the fowls had been delivered 

by his man, Mr. Wentworth met Mr. Drake aud 

said, "Well, Drake, how did the fowls suit?— 

Weren’t they nice?” "Splendid,'’ was the reply, 

" hut some of those geese were rather small.” " Why, 

you,” said W. "Those small geese were nothing but 

ducks!—a Drake who can’t tell a duck from a goose.”' 

— and there was ha! habing all around. 

Hens—Black Spanish. There are other kinds of 

fowls kept here, but the Black Spanish are kept 

purely as layers. They surpass in this respect all 

other breeds. Those who keep them must not think 

of raising chickens. Other fowls must he kept to 

hatch and rear the Black Spanish chicks. They 

commence early in the spring and lay right along 

like a duck. They lay anywhere, without a nest egg. 

They lay until the last of sammer constantly, when 

a hive kill tbe wilier worm, after removing the been to 

another box or hive? Will different writers give their expe¬ 

rience, if any they have, in bee hunting, and the *' modus 

operandi.”—8 A. P , Sheridan, Oct. 29M, 1861. 

We have wintered bees in a cellar aud without the 

least difficulty, and never knew them to leave the 

hive. A piece of wire cloth, such as is nsed for 

sieves, may be placed over the entrance. When win¬ 

tered out of doors, all but one entrance should be- 

closed, and that made quite small. Then cover the 

holes in the honey-board with straw, or remove it 

altogether and supply its place with a straw cover¬ 

ing. litis practice is desirable in all cases ia winter, 

as it allows the moisture to pass off without a current 

of air, as would be the case if the holes in the honey- 

board were left open. Your hives from which swarms 

did not issue will contain only one swarm, and may 

uot be stronger at present than though a swarm had 
issued early in the season. 

Ono blight* 1 corn. 
Cents. 

1‘ leight to Chicago . 
Storage _ 
Lake freight to Buffalo.., •22 
Elevating at BulUIn 
Canal freight to New York. . 18 
Transfer iu New York_ .. „ 
Insurance Mim Chicago to Liverpool... 
Ocean freight 

.i 

2'A 

Cost of corn iu Liverpool. ... 90 

TIIE FARM BUILDINGS AT THE SUMMIT. 

Said His Lengthiness to the writer, "I have not 

yet determined where I will permanently build on 

about a dozen eggs and sit on them. Mr. W. says 

his experience is that they will not sit before July, if 

left to follow their own inclination. The practice at 

Summit is, to buy in the Chicago market a couple 

dozen hens and sit them on the Black Spanish eggs. 

The Black Spanish make good mothers if let alone; 

they are as wild as hawks when sitting. Shut them 

up as soon as they hatch a brood, and there is no 

trouble. They are cross, as mothers, and would 

doubtless scold if they could. It ia not best, how¬ 

ever, to let them sit unless they "steal their nest.” 
my farm. Sometime, I intend to build me a perma- Mr. W. says they shut up nine hens in a new barn 

nent home here, and erect buildings that shall be and they averaged seven eggs per day through the 
mode K. Tint now T am AnNr pAinn at. r. • __mi v . - models. But now, I am only doing things in a pre¬ 

liminary way. I keep plenty of lumber, nails, hand¬ 

saws and hamlners at the farm, and when there is 

need of more stalls for the horses, or cattle, or 
shelter for 6heep, or sties for swine, why, there is the 

ruuterial aud there are the tools,—my men must make 

them. And they do. There is plenty of good, cosey, 

comfortable, convenient stabling here for all the 

stock. His English herdsman, " Henry,” is faithful 

week. They do a big egg manufacturing business. 

Turkeys —There are scores of them here. Mr. 

W. said he had the largest kind (he thonght) but 

having heard of a larger, he ordered some of them! 

He is now breeding the large Bronze Turkey. He 

makes them weigh, when fat, 25 or 30 pounds each. 

He is improving his old stock by crossing these 

, Bronze gobblers on the females of his smaller kind. 

I Mr. W. changes his male animals every two or 

Cause and Effect.—Age of Bees.—Hives. 

There is no effect without a preceding cause. 

When an effect is discovered, an inquiring mind 

naturally searches for the cause which produces it. 

Though the true cause may usually be assigned, yet 

it cannot be denied that the cause assigned may 

sometimes be au erroneous one. This has a direct 

application to the science of bee culture. A fu r 

much careful thought, I have come to tho conclusion 

that many of tho so-called "mysteries” appertaining 

to bees would become settled facts were the causes 

producing effects carefully traced. 

In the Rural of Nov. 2, I find an article in regard 

to the " Age of Bees," copied from the London Field. 

Ihere was once a time when articles in regard to 

bees could be copied into ail our various journals 

without being subject to criticism; butthattime hav¬ 

ing now passed, I trust I may be indulged in a few 

criticisms on the article referred to. 

It appears that the writer of said article has made 

a wonderful discovery, having ascertained (?) that 

the worker honey bee will live at least a year! He 

says that in July, 1800, he gave to each of two 

native colonies of bees an Italian queen; and that on 

the 10th of September, 1801, there were still remain¬ 

ing many native bees, and, therefore, concludes they 

must be at least a year old. That many native bees 

were found at the time stated, is not at all improb&ble, 

but that they were a year old is very improbable. 

Native bees being found at the time stated, is simply 

the effect of some cause. The writer in the London 

Rural Items .—Sorghum OtUture lias proved very success¬ 

ful in Ohio aud the West this season —of which fact we are 

reminded by receiving, from Mr. Prudkn Allino, of Nor¬ 

walk, Ohio, a very fine sample of Sorghum sirup. A friend 

at nnr elbow -uggest* that if euch products are increased by 

the war, we can truly say “sweet are the usee of adversity.’' 

-The Gram at Buffalo is immense the present season. 

The receipts of grain, aud Of flour reduced to wheat, already 

exceed fifty-five million bushels; and it is estimated that the 

receipt* at that port Tor the entire season will uot be lees 

| than sixty million bushels!-The Potato Hot in prevailing In 

I ludiana aud some other parts of the West, as well as iu this 

region.-Fast Bones are Ihoso “trotted out" by Bonner, 

Of the great lovo au«l murder-story paper, the other day—for, 

according to a New York daily they made the extraordinary 

time of 2 27, which is said to be “the fastest time ever made 

by any pair of horses in the world."-A Fatal Animal Epi¬ 

demic is destroying thousands of horses, cattle, and sheep in 

Russia, Iu districts near St. PeU rxburgh, it is said a* mam¬ 

as 4.-100 horses, 890 cows, and 319 shee’p have fallen within 

two months, aud the disease is severe in more remote districU- 

-A Bee-Keepers' Convention is to tie held at Cleveland, Ohio> 

on Thursday next (Nov. 21st)-The Ohio State Board of 

Agriculture holds its next annual meeting at Columbus, on 

the 4th of December ensuing-Turn Large Turnips have 

been sent us by some unknown Mend. One ol them ta ruta 

baga) weighs 14& lbs., and the other (white; 15)~ lbs., 

exclusive of leaves.-The Nut Crop of Pennsylvania is very 

abundant this year The lofts of country stores are said to 

be "groaning ' with the weight of “eheUbarks," which sell 

at SO.; to $1.23 per bushel —while chestnuts, which are 

equally plenty, sell in the country for $1.60 per bushel._ 

The Weather in England has been remarkably mild during 

autumn, as in this couutry.— the prolongation of summer 

producing singular effects, such as the budding and blooming 

of trees and bushes, and the forming of apples and pears on 

trees which had previously yielded good crops.-The Man¬ 

ual of Agriculture (advertised iu this paper,) is issued in good 

stylo and under favorable auspices. We have received a copy 

from the publishers, and will notice in a future number.- 

The Times are Improving — For evidence, vide the advertise¬ 

ments in this paper. Read them, and see if you may not be 

benefited by action thereupon. 

Hops.—The CoopersUnm Ilepublican c<f the 31st ult reports 
trade inactive. Bome prime lots have been purchased recently 
of growers at 14‘•i t-. If,t, cents. The bulk of the crop 
remains in growers’ hands, and they begin to show some dis¬ 
position to sell The quality' generally is not fully up to the 
usual standard — the Pest will soil readily, but there are a 
great many lots that will go beggingfor customers on account 
of poorness of quality, 

— A private letter" from London, dated 12th ult., reports 
their market dull, with a decline of 15 to 20 shillings per cwt. 
New Belgians are selling at £5 to £5.15s per cwt, duty paid. I 

m. Co1 LewiB T- Wigfall, late Senator from Texas, ha* been 

hc Pron,°ted to the rank of Brigadier General of the Confederate 
array, 

trp 

nd — Tbe Southern people are quite indignant at the fact of 

od t!le Con”® de Paris having volunteered in the United States 

Id arm-v' 

”d Among the latest counterfeit* issued, are $.Ts on the 

et, j Merchant's Bank of Albany, and $l’g on the Seneca County 
of Bank. 

d. —The Pittsburg Chronicle says that more than 12,000 
gallons of wine have heen m»,i, tide r«.v i.. AJIeehsnv Co 
Pe a a sylvan La. " i 

jr 
— Tho Union men, after the battle of Fredericktown, Mo., 

|R buried 233 of Jeff, Thompson's rebels, whose bodies were left 

y upon the field. 

in —The Cortland county regiment has seven clergymen 

s. Two of them are captainB, four are subordinate officer*, and 
n one is a private. 

— Wm. Beatty & Son, of Springfield, Delaware Co., Penn , 

d have an order from Government for about 30,000 axes, for tbe 
11 use of the army. 

— Tbe storm and gale of Saturday week resulted in the 

highest flood that has happened in the neighborhood of New 

1 York since 1839. 
i 
v — Tbe Chicago Tribune says that some New York capitalist* 

l(- arc In that cjty preparing to establish a bank, with a capital 
( of a million dollars. 

— There have been 96,998 barrels of coal oil transported 

over the Pennsylvania railroad* to an Eastern market during 
the last nine month*. 

Isaac G. and Susan A. Williamson, of Wiscasset, Maine, 

lost, by diptheria, in the short space of six dayB, their entire 
family of five children. 

— Tbe French have got into trouble with the government 

of Hawaii, and their commissioners were said to have de¬ 
manded their passport*. 

— Southern papers giving an account of the battle near 

Lecsbuig have been received. They report the rebel loss at 
300 killed and wounded. 

— A Saxon Princess, who refused the hand of the first 

Napoleon, is now living at Dresden. She is over 80 years 

old, and has never married. 

— A scout returned from Virginia slates that Beauregard s 

anny lying between Fairfax aud Centerville i* 100,000 strong, 

with 200 pieces of artillery. 

— Experiments with steam canal boats on the Susquehanna 

canal, Penn., the past season, shew a saving of 23 per cent 

compared with male power 

— Lieut. Joel McGregSry, the last of the N. H. Revolution¬ 

ary pensioners, died in Newport, N. H., Oct. 31st, aged 100 

years, 11 months, and 9 day*. 

— The cost of telegraphic dispatches to San Francisco is 

immense. For ten words or under, $6.35 ia charged, and 53 

cent* for each additional word. 

— The Jamaica (West Indies) Watchman say* the cultiva¬ 

tion of cotton is engaging the attention of a great many per¬ 

sons in all parts of that island. 

— In Skaneateles, N Y,. a uSoldiers’ KnittingSociety” hag 

been established, the ladieB of the town meeting once a week 

to knit stocking* for our troops. 

— Missouri is one of the largest States in the Unian. Its 

territory exceeds in extent the sii New England States and 

the State of Delaware combined. 

— The Amoskeag Manufacturing Company of Manchester, 

N. n., have just filled an order given by the Russian Govern¬ 

ment for a first-class fire steamer 

— The Count de Sayre, lineal descendant of Count Roch- 

ambeau, of American Revolution fame, ha* tendered his 

military services to the President. 

— Those who are well acquainted with Sam Houston say 

that the letter purporting to be written by him, giving in hi* 

adhesion to the rebels, is a forgery. 

— The Cazenovia Republican says that diptheria prevail* 

to considerable exteut at De Ruyter and in that vicinity, and 

in many instances with great fatality. 

— Sarah Jacksou a colored woman, died in Trey on Thura- r 

day week. She waa born in Albany, March 8th, 1762, and “V 

was therefore iu the 100th year of her age. 

— The volcano of Chilian in the Andes ha* recently broken ,.. 

out. The explosions and stream* of lava can be perceived 6'- 

with the naked eye at a distance of 90 miles. 

— The Norfolk (Va.) Daybook mentions a rumor that 

Beauregard had resigned, and also publishes a dispatch from V 

P.ichmond mentioning a similar rumor there. 

— It is said that sweet potatoes raised in Connecticut are 

equal to the New Jersey potato, and it is the inteotiou of 

cultivators to experiment more extensively next year, (Sns 

I 

h'uS, 
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STEALING FRUIT. 

A correspondent asks how this practice, so com- . 
non among boys and even men, who should know ^ 
better, is to be corrected. We know of no speedy ( 
remedy. It will reqnire time to correct the evil and , 
educate tire people to respect the rights of the fruit ( 
grower, and to realize that property in fruit or flowers 
is as sacred as any other species of property. The 
difficulty is not, we think, in a disposition to pilfer, 
but is the result of thoughtlessness and ignorance. 
He who grows fruit and understands the value culti¬ 
vators often put upon single specimens, may be 
trusted anywhere in the garden, and nothing of value 
will he touched. The owner may even give him per¬ 
mission to help himself freely, but he knows too much 
to touch rare specimens, while enough can l>e obtained 
of varieties that are abundant. Hut no one wonld 
think of giving such permission to persons ignorant 
of fruit culture. A child that has been brought up in 
a garden may he trusted anywhere, while one who 
has never had this privilege will need constant watch 
ing, or It will do mischief through ignorance and 
thoughtlessness. 

In a country where fruit is abundant, the evil is not 
serious, while ft) a place almost destitute of fruit, the 
apple trees will be stripped of their fruit before 
maturity. Well kept gardens and orchards have a 
tendency to check rrnit stealing. If a garden or 
orchard looks deserted, as if no one cared for it, few 
would feel repugnance at entering and taking a little 
fruit;.tbut where everything is kept tidy, showing 
that flic owner takes an interest and a pride in his 
tree?, no one wonld enter without permission, except, 
such desperate characters as would feloniously enter 
the house. A house may stand well cared for for 
twenty years, and no one will injure it; but let it 
remain unoccupied and apparently neglected, and 
every thoughtless boy is ready to throw a stone at the 

windows. 
The only remedy, therefore, that we can suggest, is 

to encourage the cultivation of fruit, and to show to 
every passer-by that we value the products of our 
orchards and gardens. It will be well to obtain all 
necessary laws for protection, and these in some 
cases it may be wise to enforce. At the same time 
we believe that thoughtlessness and Ignorance are 
the cause of most of the difficulty, and not a deliber¬ 
ate intent to trespass upon the rights of Others. As 
the first step in the remedy for this crying evil, we 
would have all parents and teachers impress the fact 
upon the minds of those under their charge that limit 
stealing is stealing as much as the stealing of money, 

or any other article. 
Where fruit is the most scarce, fruit thieves are the 

most plenty, hoys like fruit, and unless they can get 
it at home, they urc strongly tempted to get it else¬ 
where. Those parents who pray daily, “ deliver us 
from temptation,” should take pains to deliver their 
children from this great temptation to Bin by provid¬ 
ing them plenty of good fruit at home. Wo have 
thought that some parents calculate on having their 
boys steal what fruit they ueed, as they make not the 
least effort to supply this want, although possessing 
every facility. If every one who has the ground 
would plant fruit trees, our orchards and gardens 

a ivei. .requentiy visiwo uy thievish Doys. 

Then learn the boy» to plant and cultivate trees for 
themselves, and when they learn the care that is 
required to grow fruit, they will not be apt to trespass 
upon their neighbors; besides, it will identify them 
with the suffering class—the fruit cultivators. 

The fruit stealing of Europe is of a character 
entirely different. There persons take not ft little for 
consumption, but for sale, the same as they wonld 
rob a store. In England, almost every respectable 
fruit garden is surroundefl with high walls or fences, 
capped with iron spikes, and in addition to this, con¬ 
spicuously posted at every corner may be seen a notice 
that " all trespassers unit he prosecuted according to 

law," or ofteaer, that “steel traps and spring guns", 

are set in the grounds for ^he especial benefit of all 
fruit stealers. 

a little acid will not make a grape of high quality. 
It requires but a small quantity of sugar to sweeten a 
glass of water, but add to it the juice of lemon, and 
it will take a considerable quantity to make it sweet. 
Our old acquaintance, the Isabella grape, is thought 
to be in some localities a very fine fruit-and doubtless 
it is, for there is, perhaps, no native variety that is so 
much affected by soil or location as this, or one that 
exhibits so wide a difference in quality. Therefore it 
is not strange that there should be such diverse 
opinions in regard to it; but in its greatest perfection 
it possesses tartaric acid and sugar only in very small 
quantities. So weak is its juice that no drinkable 
wine can be made from it in this section of the 
country, without the addition of some foreign sub¬ 
stance, and then it is no longer wine, but cordial, 
liquor, or whatever name fancy may apply to it. 

When we taste of ft fruit for the purpose of learning 
its goodness, it should be with a desire of knowing 
what ita qualities are, if any, that would entitle It to 
he placed in the list of good varieties. The question 
to he decided is, does it possess an abundance of sac¬ 
charine matter? or does that sweetness which pleases 
the palate for the moment appear to be there because 
there is no acid or other ingredient to neutralize it? 
We fear that this is the case with many of our sweet 
grapes; and that’ is the reason why they cloy the 
appetite hut do not satisfy. If a fruit tastes sour, it 
is not always because it possesses but little sugar, but 
it is, in some instances, because .the acid predomi¬ 
nates. We cannot better illustrate this point than by 
referring to the Isabella and Catawba grapes, as we 
find them in their most perfect state in this vicinity. 

The Catawba will, as a general thing, be pro¬ 
nounced the most acid; yet when the juice is 
expressed, it will show by the aaoeharometer, or by 
distillation, to contain fifty per cent, more sugar than 
the Isabella. And further, it contains more tartaric 
acid, and it will make wine, which the Isabella will 
not do; for it is so deficient in both tartaric acid and 
sugar, that ita juice undergoes the acetic fermenta¬ 
tion, and soon changes to vinegar, instead of remain¬ 
ing wine. These principles exist in all of the varie¬ 
ties of the grape, (as well as in other fruits,) and we 
should endeavor to guard against being deceived 
when tasting of a new variety. If it possesses any 
strong distinctive odor or taste, it will not become a 
general favorite. The peculiar odor of the wild Fox 
grape, or the sweet sickishness of Can by's August, 
would, if good in other respects, prevent them from 
being generally admired. Instead of a distinctive 
ta8te, there should be a gcncral;jharruonIzing of the 
many qualities. 

The potato, when cooked, baB the least taste of auy 
of the cultivated vegetables; yet it Is the greatest 
favorite, and the most valuable to mankind. Wheat 
has the least distinctive taste of all the cereals; yet it 
is the most generally admired, and by all people of 
every civilized nation. 

That we have a few native grapes that approach a 
perfection of qualities in their fruit, no one who has 
investigated the subject will doubt; but we need more 
of them, and it is indispensable to the future well¬ 
being of pomology that the best and most perfect, 
varieties should be widely disseminated, so that the 
tastes of the people may be educated and brought up 
to as high a standard as possible. 

Let a person once fully enjoy an abundance or a 
high-flavored fruit, and the desire for poor, weak- 
uavoieu v m lo'.trs win oo lo rev ex gone. 

Brooklyn, (L. I.,) N. Y., 18(51. A. 8. Fullkr. 

than usual, owing probably to their late start in the 
spring. I should have deferred the operation until ’ 
July, and retarded my scions by keeping them in an 1 
ice-house. I am fully convinced that the bleeding 
of the stalk when grafted, will prevent it, in every 
instance, from uniting with the scion. In my , 
opinion, there are two periods of lime In which the 
grafting of the vine, if the operation is carefully i 
performed and the eireqmstances favorable, may be 
done with good success—March and July. But if 
done in March, the vines should he taken up, as this 
prevents bleeding, and put in pots or boxes filled 
with fine earth, and placed in a hot house or warm 
room; because success in grape-grafting depends 
very much upon a quick start, which can only ho 
attained by forcing. 

I have discovered that the Delaware makes a more 
vigorous growth when grafted into the Isabella, than 
it does upon its own roots. I have a flourishing 
Delaware vine which was grafted into an Isabella, 
that is as vigorous and thrifty as any Isabella I 
have seen, and it is only the second summer’s 
growth, and was grafted on a very small root. The 
Isabella is one of the best rooted grapes we have. 
I think the fruit of the Delaware, when grown upon 
the roots of the Isabella, will bo finer and larger, 
though perhaps a little later, than when growu upon 
its own roots. S. Fokshay. 

Pena Yan, N. Y., 1861. 
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AMERICAN GRAPES. 

F.ns. Rural New-Yorker:— A few years ago 1 
should have objected very strongly to your remarks 
on American and Foreign grapes, in ft reocut num¬ 
ber of the It URAL, but there ha3 been such an 
improvement of late in the fruit, and perhaps some 
in my taste, that I do not know bnt It is now true 
that the mass of people will, prefer native to foreign 
sorts, taking into consideration the difference in cost. 

T was brought up where 1 could obtain plenty of 
Swcetwftters and Black Hambnrgs, Ac., and iu 1833 
first saw a native American grape. Happening to be 
taking ft look at the New York markets in that year, 
T saw some strange yet rather tine looking grapes 
offered for sale, and purchased a bunch which I 
undertook to cat, hut the first berry had the same 
effect as a dose of epicac. ] suppose it was a regular 
fox. It was for years after that before I dared touch 
a native grape again, and even now when J eat a 
grape with a little too much of the foxy character, 
there is a strange revolting of the stomach. 

The now American gTftpes, however, like the Dela¬ 
ware, and the Diana where it ripens, arc not to he 
despised. Indeed, it will take but a little further 
progress before we shall be able to rival the choicest 
of foreign sorts. But, let us utterly condemn all 
attempts to impose upon the people worthless varie¬ 
ties with new and largo names. The Delaware is as 
hardy as the hardiest, early, and productive, and no 
grape of Inferior quality should receive a particle of 
favor at tho hands of horticulturists. 

Some who are cultivating poor grapes that every¬ 
body knows to bo unfit for tho table, are pretending 
that they aro valuable for wine. This Is not ho. A 
grape must have plenty of sugar and a good flavor to 
be fit for wine. It may be somewhat acid, bnt with 
this acid must bo a large amount of sugar. 

ViWITOH. 

Transplanting Bkkts.—Last spring I sowed a bed of 

beets and they camp up very thick, and also a bed of pars¬ 

nips, but the seed was poor and failed to come up. 1 thought 

t would transplant a portion of the beets to the parsnip bed, 

and did so when they were about the size of a man’s linger. 

At first I thought I should have my pains for nothing, for the 

tops wilted and dried up, but I watered them thoroughly 

and now they are among the largest in the garden — *ome 

sis iuches in diameter Beets and other roots should not 

stand less than five inches apart to secure a good growth, 

and I think at this distance they would yield more per aero 

than if thicker.— D. C. 0., Sheridan, A’, Y., Oct-, 1861. 

A Nkw Gigantic Lilac — In the last number of the Store 1 

dn; Serrex, M. Van HOtJTTB illustrates »nd describes a Lilac 

of prodigious size According to the plate the huge and | 

massive bunches are eleven inches long, or a most brilliant 

violet purple color, and they are still more remarkable for 

the firm texture and the rounded form of the blossoms’ 

The London Gardeners' Chronicle, says: “It must throw a 

llorist into ecstacies when ho Amis that those 1 properties of 

dowers’ in which she so much delights, are Hummed at last 

by the intractable Lilac. The name conferred upon this 

wouder is Dr. Lindlky. It was raised by a M. Dakiuont, 

and is beuevolenlly offered to the public from this present 

autumn.” _ 

Cost os Bkauty,— There are persons who think that a 

home cannot be beautiful without a considerable outlay of 

money. Such people are in error. It costs little to have a 

neat flower garden, anil to snrround’yonr dwelling with those 

simple beauties winch delight the eye for more than expen 

Hive objects. Nature delights In beauty. Shu loves to 

brighten the landscape and make it agreeable to the eye. 

She hangs ivy around the ruin, and over a slump of the 

withered tree twines the graceful vino. A thousand arts she 

practices to animate the sense and please the mind. Follow 

her example, and do for yourself what she is always laboring 

to do for you. ____ 

Huso at Hamburg Crack.— A bunch from Mr. Bright, 

weighing two pounds, cut from a plant fifteen months old, 

from the eye. It is not so good in quality as the old Muscat 

or Alexandria, but is such a lino setter, and of so large ft size 

and beautiful appearance, that we expect it to become ft 

standard variety for cold viueries.— Gardener's Monthly. 

Protecting WallFlowers.— The editor of the Garden¬ 

er's Monthly says a friend protects Wall-Flowers through the 

winter by bending down the plants and covering them with 

soil. This is a very simple method, and if effectual, it will 

encourage the growth of this beautiful (lower. 

Larok Bums. Seth Luelling, of “Milwaukee Nursery,” 

placed ou our table specimens of Peach Plums grown on a 

tree two years from the graft. Three of tho plums weighed 

a small fraction less than half a pound, the largest being 

Seven Inches in circumference.— Oregon Parmer. 

Public Park in Kansas.—The City Council of Lawrence 

has made arrangements with Norman Allen, Esq., of that 

city, for a Public Park. He is to enter into bonds to give It 

up complete to the city in ten years. 

fmiuivtf.s and 
Potatoes Growing o.v the Haulm — Can you inform a 

reader of your paper if there has ever been an Instance or 
potatoes growing on the vines before this fall? I bav« found 
potatoes large enough to eat growing ou tlin ‘tops 1 
picked about four quarts of them and have saved them to 
plant.— A. P. Cask, Neversink, Suit. Co., IV. Y-, 1861. 

HERBACEOUS GRAFTING. 
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We give a spirited engraving from an English Hor¬ 
ticultural Journal, showing the difficulties that some¬ 
times attend fruit stealing in that country. With the 
bull in the field, the watch dogs In she yard, the 
water in the pond, the steel traps in the garden, and 
the spikes on the fence, the transgressor seems sur¬ 
rounded with difficulties. We wish that every fruit 
stealer would find himself in such a dilemma. 

THE QUALITIES OF FRUITS. 

Eds. Eural New-Yorker:—Each great family 
into which our fruits are divided, possesses charac¬ 
teristics belonging almost exclusively to themselves. 
Different acids predominate in fruits, as, for instance, 
the malic in the apple, tartaric in the grape, citric 
in the lemon, and so ou through the catalogue. 
Athough it is not positively necessary that we 
should know the names of these acids, or the other 
ingredients which go to make up that peculiarity 
which we term a good quality, it becomes impor¬ 
tant, in the present advanced state of fruit culture, 
that we should know the peculiarities of each class, 
so that we may speak nttdcrstftndingly of a variety, 
and pladfe it in its proper position. When a variety 
is called good, or very good, are we to understand by 
these terms that it has a particular taste or odor 
which is agreeable to a few or many? or is it because 
it possesses a richness of flavor, or a body that is not 
to be found in ordinary varieties of the same family? 

To better illustrate this point, let us examine the 
grape, the most important ingredients of which are 
sugar, gluliit, and tartaric acid. Nojv it must be 
apparent to every one, that if these ingredients are 
abundant in the fruit, it certainly mast be richer, and 
of a higher qrality, than if there was a deficiency. 
If we wish to nvike a good glass of lemonade, we use 
plenty of sugar hud lemon, for a little of each will 
not do it So it ih with the grape; a little sugar and 

Tina mode of grafting (the grrjfe herbacee of the 
French) was known and practiced in the time of the 
renaisance; it was then forgotten or lost, and after¬ 
ward, in the beginning of tho present ceutury, re-dis¬ 
covered by Baron Tschnody, and by him made publio. 

This mode of grafting belongs to the section of 
cleft grafting, the only difference between this and 
cleft grafting consisting in the one being performed 
on hard wood anil the other on young or soft wood. 
In the spring, ub booh as the young shoots have made 
about two-thirds of their growth, and can be broken 
like a piece of glass, is the time to perform the oper¬ 
ation. The top of the plant to be grafted must bo 
broken, not cut; this indicates just where the part of 
the shoot is fit to he grafted. In alternate leafed 
plants, the stock should bo split, about one inch 
below the third leaf; the graft must be cut in the 
shape of a wedge, and the top of the cut put just 
opposite the second leaf, and tied carefully with a 
piece of bast matting. A cone of paper is then put 
over the whole to protect the graft from the suu and 
rain. If the plants operated on are in pots, it will be 
best to put them in a frame, well sheltered from the 
sun. In about two weeks the papers should be 
opened at the top, and from time to time light and 
air admitted, to harden them off gradually. The 
papers may be taken away immediately al ter the liga¬ 
tures are loosened, and the two portions of the stock 
above the graft severed at once. 

In this way Tomatoes have been grafted upon Pota¬ 
toes, Melons upon Cucumbers, Globe Artichoke upon 
Cardnus lauceolatus, etc. I have myself grafted 
many thousands of hardy Azaleas upon Azalea Pon- 
tica with perfect success. All the Pines can be 
grafted in this way with wondcrl'nl success. M. 
Boisdivers, late conscrvateur of the forest of Fon¬ 
tainebleau, had many thousand Pine trees grafted 
every year iu this way. The soil of the forest is a 
very poor one, consisting in great part of white sand, 
in which only a few dwarf trees and heath grow. 
The only kind »f pine that will succeed in such a 
place is the Pimm sylvestris; all the other kinds, 
more valuable for their timber, can not be raised, in 
consequence of the aridity of the soil. Attempts 
made by him to graft the more useful kinds on the 
Pinus sylvestris were eminently successful.—Ouarlks 

More in Horticulturist. 

GRAFTING THE VINE, AGAIN. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—I purpose to give yon 
a little of my experience in “grafting the vine.” 
Last spring I took some well-rooted Isabella cuttings 
of the previous summer’s growth, splice grafted 
them with scions of the Diana, placed them in 
boxes filled with earth, and set them in a warm 
room. They all soon came on finely, and have made 
a good growth this season. This was done about 
the first of March. I also grafted some vines about 
the middle of June; and of a dozen grafts set, only 
two have grown. The circumstances under which 
the operation was performed, were not at ull favor¬ 
able. The scions had started considerably, and tho 
stalks into which they were inserted bled excessively, 
except two wild vines, in which the scions readily 
took, and these have made a large and vigorous 
growth. T grafted a very thrifty vine of the Northern 
Muscadine, which was in full bloorn at the time, but 
it bled 80 copiously that the grafts could not take. 
This vine evidently bled several gallons. The flow 
of sap continued longer in grape vines this season 

Fruit Growing in Iowa.— Ah western orchardists obtain 

more experience, they Uud the soil and climate fur better 

adapted to fruit growing than many were at first disponed to 

believe. First failures are always discouraging, and reports 

of ill-luck travel rapidly, W. 0. Clark, of Monroe county, 

Iowa, gives iu the Northwestern Parmer the following account 

of lii« success at orcharding: 

“ From every quarter we hear tho sad tale reiterated, that 

the past few winters have played great Uuvoo among the 

orchard trees. This has not beeu the case with tny trees, not 

one has died, and 1 have them planted three, six, and nine 

years. A few trees 1 set out three yours ago, were cut uff at 

the root by gophers, but uone by severity of the winters I 

am fully of the opinion that my of tho seasons just passed 

would not destroy any of our trees, did we cultivate them ns 

we ought—finish np the cultivation early — prior to the 

middle of July; after this time cease all cultivation, anti let 

the growth check up, and wood ripen. There seema to be no 

crop so well adapted to do this as Indian eorn. This requires 

to be cultivated early, thoroughly, and liuished up early iu 

July, if not before. 

“ Many persons who plant trees are inexperienced, aud fail 

from want of knowledge. Some are careless, and heedless, 

and fail from neglect. One tenda his trees for a few years 

pretty well, and then concludes he must sow the orchard to 

small grain, or perhaps seed* it down to Timothy and Red 

Top, or, leaves it to take care of itself. Wherever this is 

done, the trees soon begin to look puny and sickly, and 

dwindle and die. The owner then concludes this Is no fruit 

country. 

“ I have never seen better trees, nor better apples, than X 

grow, and 1 have been iu moat of the Northern States. True, 

there are some varieties of the apple that seem better 

adapted to our soil and climate than others, and some varie- 

tiea that do not come up to that standard of excellence here, 

that their reputation abroad wonld seem to warrant; while 

others even do belter. I insist, that every farmer should 

plant fruit trees. If he cannot plant a hundred, plant what 

he can, but never plant a tree unless you intend to take good 

care of it. It requires but little time to take care of a 

hundred trees, after they are set out. A short time in the 

orchard occasionally, before breakfast, is no 1mm of time. 

Trimming should be done often, and when the limbs are 

small, that they may heal quick. 1 alwaya carry a sharp 

knife in my pocket, and I always trim my trees at any time 

when the shape of the top Beema to require it.” 

Oar 
WM 

la 1S69 we had potatoes growing on the haulm, and pub¬ 

lished an engraving of a branch with the tubers attached, in 

the Rural of August. 6th, of that year. We have since pro¬ 

duced the same result on several occasions, and give an 

engraving showing the potatoes as they grow on the stem. 

The leaf buds of the branches are changed to tubers, and in 

one it will he seen the change is only partial, for the leaves 

and tubers are growing together. We have known many 

cases of the kind the present summer, and noticed similar 

accounts in the papers. 

Planting Orchards — I.ooust Seeds.— Please state in the 
Rural the best season to set out an orchard, and how much 
to trim the trees. Also, how to prepare Yellow Locust Seed 

o. ...» __ __ i. - ..it., , to plant, and at what time to plant the same.— Gilbert 
Sinole AND Holblk I INK8.—It is stated in the Journal of yiudcUn, Mo., Oct. 2H, 1861 

the Paris Horticultural Society that an Italian cultivator, ... , 
... .. . If we had the trees, wn would plant out the orchard at 

Signor Rigamouti, h&a discovered howto diHtinguish douhle 1 . 
, • , , ,, .... once, but it will be too late to procure them for fall planting, 
from single pinks in the seedling state. It appears that this ’ ’ „ 

„ ... , - . You hail better mako voor arrangements for trees as soon as 
gentleman is a great grower of thiB cbtu of florist*.' flowers, 3 6 

, , ,, ,, .. ... „ convenient, ami put them out as early in tue spring as possi 
and he seldom raised more than 50 or 60 double sorts out of 3 . ‘ ‘ 
. g.iU. „ ...^ x, , .v c i- » at Me. Prune buck tlifc prvtty close, especially it thw root* 
1,500 or 2,000 aeedliDgg; the coufcenueuce of which the 

sacrifice or time and money to little purpose. Two years ar« Kma11 '*r ra"0*T ’ but on Bus pomt we can give no 
ago, looking over his bed of seedlings, be remarked that rule. A little experience and good judgment .s the 

some had three leaves in a . ing, while tbs rest as usual hud be8t *nlde’ A" B°°in P™®0" ^ ^ X**m ‘Q 
... . , , ' - i i i . t > boxGB of moi*t Hand ami allow them to remain out of-aoors* 
but two. The three leaved plant* were marked and watched. , . , . ... 
Tir. .. , , , t i v i /i exposed to thawing and freezing, and plant in the enring. 
When •they bloomed, every onu had u /ood douhle flower, y 

. ,, . Some raine plant* in a hot-bed aud transplant when about 
while all the others were single, or. in a few instances, .... . . .. 

sernI double. This mark Signor Rigan,onti looks upon as tw0 iuCbe",a be'ght Th‘B’ pre8Um°’ 18 tbe m°st Wtam 

Infallible. metb0d’ 

Nor is this all. He remarked the same peculiarity in his Hawthorn Skkds and Plants.-Can you or Home of the 
seedlings of Primula sinensis. Some had three leaves in a numerous .subscribers of the Rural New Yorker inform me 
ring, others two: most had the leaven standing one over tho through .t-i columns where Hawthorn seed can be obtained, 

,. , . . and at wliat price. I wish l« know the best method of culti- 
othcr, as usual. Tlu-.e were divided ato three sets, and vntinjg it, the best lime l'or planting, and the best time for other, as usual. These were divided into three sots, and 

when they flowered, the Amt lot were all doable, the second 

semi-double, the third single. 

This curious observation, if confirmed by others, would 

seem to show that that tendency to alter the usual arrange 

meat of organs, which results in the production of double 

flowers, is an inherent constitutional peculiarity pervading 

the system from the very first, and not a mere local disar¬ 

rangement, as it may have seemed at first sight to be. 

The Ari-LK Cftot' in Wayne.— The Lyons Republican is 

informed by buyers of apples In Wayne county, that the 

apple crop for 1861, although larger than was anticipated, is 

not more than half of last year’s yield. The high prices 

offered this year, however, will bring out nearly tbo entire 

crop, so that the shipments will amount to perhaps two- 

thirds of those of last year. Buyers arc now paying $1.50 to 

$1.75 ]3er barrel for apples. 

trimming. Perhaps tfan gentleman that wrote iu the Rural 
of October 6th, upon the growing of Hawthorn fences, can 
give the information wanted. How high will tbe Hawthorn 
grow? Will It shade so ax to be injurious to meadows or 
crops? —It. N. Kennedy, Luzerne Co., Pa- Oct. 20, 1861. 

We cannot say where Hawthorn seed can be obtained, nor 

the price. There has beeu no demand, and but little seed 

has been growu, less saved, and none imported. The better 

way would be to obtain plants, as It requires some skill and 

time to grow them. The Hawthorn makes a small tree some 

fifteen or eighteen feet iu height wh«n set out singly, but a 

hedge should be kept down to five or six feet. 

Plant von Name.— Please oblige me with the name of 
the inclosed shrub, through the Rural,— Geo. S. Conover, 
West Payette, Seneca Co., N. Y., Nov., 1861. 

Symphoricarpus vulgaris, sometimes called Indian Currant 

and Coral Berry. 

USE OF SWEET APPLES. 
_ l 

A sweet apple, sound and fair, has a deal of 
sugar or saccharine in its composition. It is, there¬ 
fore, nutritious; for sweet apples, raw, will fat eattlo, 
horses, pigs, sheep and poultry. Cooked sweet apples 
will “fat” children, and make grown peoplefieshy— 

“fat” not being a polite word as applied to grown 
persons. 

Children being more of the animal than “grown 
folks,” we are not so fastidious in their clasHifleation. 
But to tho matter in question. In every good farm¬ 
er’s house who has an orchard, baked sweet applca 
are an “institution” iu their season. Everybody, 
from the toddling baby holding up by its father’s 
knee—children are decidedly a household commodity 
—away back to “our revered grandmother” in her 
rocking chair, loves them. 

No sweet-meat smotbored in sugar is half so good; 
no aronta of dissolved confectionery iH half so simple 
as the soft, pulpy flesh of a well baked apple, of the 
right kind. It Is good iu milk, with bread. It ia 
good on your plate, with breakfast, dinner or supper 
—wo don’t “take tea” at our house. It is good 
everyway—“vehemeutly good,” as an enthusiastic 
friend of ours once said of tomatoes. 

♦ ■ ♦ ■ <- 

Ct T off the Back Lkos of Yomt Chairs.—I will 
tell you a secret worth knowing. A thousand things 
not worth half so much have been patented and 
elevated Into a business. It Is this: If yon cut off 
tbo back legs of yonr chairs, so that the baek part 
of tbe seat shall be two Inches lower than tho front 
part, it will greatly relieve the fatigue of sitting, and 

keep your spittc in much better shape. The principal 
fatigue in sitting comes from your sliding forward, 
and thus straining the ligaments and muscles in tho 
small of tho hack. The expedient I have advised 
will obviate this tendency, and, as 1 have suggested, 
add greatly to the comfort ami healthfnlness of tiio 
sitting position. Tho front edge of a chair should 
not be more than fifteen inches high, for the average 
man, nor more than fourteen for tho average woman. 
The average chair is now seventeen inches high for 
all, which no amount of slanting in the scat can 
make comfortable.— Lewis1 Gymnasium. 

Apple Jelly.—In No. J7, present, volume, of the 
Rural, C., of Glendale, Ohio, inquires for a recipe 
for making Apple Jelly. As somebody hasn’t answer- 

t ed it, T send yon the following, which is “tip top”: 
Tako sour apples of the best quality and flavor; cut 
them in quarters, or slices, and stew till soft; then 
strain out the juice, being careful that none of the 
pulp goes through the strainer. Boil this juice to 
the consistence of molasses, then weigh it, and add 

^ as many (pounds of crushed white sugar, stirring it 
i constantly till the sugar is dissolved; add one ounce 
J of extract of lemon to every twenty pounds of jelly, 

and when cold set away in close jars. It will keep 
for years, and is about as much superior to currant 
jelly as you can imagine.—II. H. Rivknburo, Tomp- 

kinsvitle, Pa., 1861. 

Onion Sai.au.—Deal, wash and slice the onions 
thin; cover with water, net them on the stove, and 
lot them Unit nViout, ilvo minutes: Crain off t.be hot 
water, and rinse them with cold; drain It oil' well, 
salt and sweeten your vinegar to suit the taste; pour 
it over the onions, and the dish Is ready for the 
table. If any one doubts their being good, let them 
try it. If any one wishes to prepare enough to last 
a week or ten days after they are prepared as above, 
let them boil four or five minnteB in the vinegar. 

Remarks.- Those who are lathe habit of shedding 
tears while pealing onions, may find an antidote by 
keeping them immersed, or dipping frequently in 
warm water; rubbing the hands well with a ripe 
tomato, takes off the stain and odor; so do not get 
discouraged, sister cooks. New England Farmer. 

To Clean Prints.— Fasten the paper to a board 
with button drawing pins, then wash it with water in 
which is dissolved an ounce of carbonate of am¬ 

monia to every pint of water. Employ a camel’s 
hair brush. Then rinse the paper well with fresh 
water. When dry repeat the process with tho other 
side of tho paper. Wet the paper with water made 
sour with white vinegar. Finally, wet the paper 
with water containing a little bleaching powder, and 
rinse with clean water. Dry it by exposure to the 
air and snn. It will become white except where 
printed. .Stiffen tbe paper with parchment size.— 
Septimus Piesse. 

--V • ♦ « -*•- 

Icsn Grates.— Take large close bunches of fine 
ripe thin-skinned grapes, and remove any that are 
imperfect. Tie a string in a loop to the top of the 
stem. Strain Into a deep dish a sufficient quantity of 
white of egg. Dip tjio bnnehos of grapes into it, 
immersing thorn thoroughly. Then drain them, and 
roll them about in a flat dish of finely powdered loaf- 
sugar till they are completely coated with it, using 
your fingers to spread the sugar into the hollows 
between the grapes. Hang np the bunches by the 
strings till the icing is entirely dry. They should he 
dried in a warm place. Rend them to the supper- 
table at a party, on glass dishes. 

To Soften Old Duttv.— In removing oh! broken 
panes from a window, it is generally very difficult to 
get off the hard, dry putty, that sticks round the glass 
and its frame. An exchange says: Dip a small brush 

t in nitric or muratic acid,— to he obtained at the 
druggist’s, and go over the putty with it. Let it rest 

1 a while, and it will soon become so soft that yon can 
| remove it with ease. 

Cleaning Window Shades.—Now that the flies 
’ are gone, will some reader of the Rural give a 
t method by which transparent window shades may be 
» cleaned, and confer a favor on— E. M. K., Franklin 

Square, N. Y. 
- - 4 > # < <-— 

Coloring Furs.—Tho ladies of this place would 
- ho much obliged for a recipe to color furs a dark 
p brown or black.— I. 8., Wolf Creek, Mich., 1861. 
. -- 

Cleaning White Fur,—Will some of the lady 
c Ruraliats tell me how to clean white furs, and oblige 

— A Subscriber, Unite des Marts, Wis., 1861. 
r _ 

[special notice.] 

j To Preserve yook Husband’s Temper.— Ladies, if yon 

8 would always have your husbands come home to their meals 

a in good humor, use only B. B. Ha Land & Co.'s Chemical 

Saleratus, and then you will be enabled at all times to place 

before them perfectly light, nutritious, aud nealtliy bread, 

q- biscuit, Ac. If you doubt it, get a paper and try it. It is 

i, manufactured and for sale by the proprietors, at Kairport, 

Monroe County, N. Y.. and for sale by all responsible whole- 

it sale dealers in Rochester, Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit, 

Chicago, Milwaukee, Grand Rapids, &c., &c. 



Mies’ department. 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-YorkerJ 

MARY-A HEART HISTORY. 

BY TU. CJRKGO. 

Thoo’lt hear, Estkllb, whilst I a tale reveal 

Of two neared hearts’ histories? 

“I will.” 

!Twas many mnons asro. ere Time and Care 

Had furrow’d o’er this brow, or sprinkled bkow 

Upon these locks. 

Another heart there was, 

WhoBe tendril-chords were hound around mine own. 

As side by side, and hand in band, we tript 

Alonjj Life a road. An Angel came and bound 

Thom closer still; — a cherob form — so bright! 

So innocent! so full of joy! And, oh! 

The bliss it brought! Jt folded Its bright wings 

And sat upon the threshold of our home,— 

And I.ove, and Peace, and Joy, came down and made 

It their abode. The outward world took on 

The peaceful hue that reigned within; the blue 

And overhanging sky look’d bluer still; 

And in ils distant depths there twinkled far 

Those shining orbs, that seem’d like sainted eyes, 

Gazing down upon our happiness. 

Bat 

There came a cloud — a dark and somber cloud. 

It came and cast a pall-like shadow o'er 

The threshold of that home. l)KATu sat upon 

Its crest; and from Its sable folds there came 

A voice of deepest woe — aud those hearts quail’d! 

The Shadow crept Upon the Angel form,— 

And then it droop’d Its golden wings, and closed 

Its mild blue eyes, as if in sleep —and dikd! 

And other angels came and bore it hence 

To Hoav’n. And siuce that hour the shadow stiil 

Lies on that hearth. 

Another —and another — 

Chernb came, and took the place left vacant — 

Each bearing to those dea’late hearts its gift 

Of joy. Long years since then have flown away. 

Those angel forms still dwell within that home 

Aud gild U with the brightness of their wings; . 

Still cheer it with their gushing melodies — 

Tet there the SHADOW rests! And there ’twill rest 
Forever! 

. “ What called ye the earthly name 

Of that bright augel form, that blest ye with 
Its smile?" 

We called it Maky. Wliat its name 

Among the bright wing’d cherubs where’! now- dwells, 

’Tis not for our sad hearts to know. 

Hamilton, HI., 1861. 

•' ~~ ■» -- 

fWritten for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

“YOUNG LADIES.’*-REPLY TO “X.” 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker ] 

OUR NELLIE. 

Hatk they told yon that onr little Nellie was 
1 dead?—our first born?—the quiet, thoughtful little 

girl, with golden hair, and deep blue pensive eyes, 
with a atep like a gazelle, and voice like a summer 
Bong bird?—the little girl whose judgment was so 
mature, that she seemed less % child than woman? 

Have they told you that the little hand*, which had. 
already learned to use the needle bo skillfully, were 
lying idly folded upon her breast, and the willing 
feet which came ao quickly at our bidding, tarried 
long away? Have they told you that the light had 
faded from her sparkling eye, the song hushed on her 
sweet lips; that the little form which we have clasped 
so oft with parental tenderness, was pallid and cold, 
beneath the Autumn leaves? 

Did they tell you that for a few short years we had 
entertained an angel in our household, a cherub with 
hidden wings: that it dwelt among us for a brief sea¬ 
son, performing its little mission of love, and then, 
ere we were aware of it, plumed its pinions, and de¬ 
parted? Did they tell yon of the little sister who is 
so lost without her leader, whose pillow is’louely at 
night, and whose playthings are laid quietly away, 
because there is none to tell her how to use them ? 
Did they tell you that our band was no longer an 
unbroken one, that the brightest link had dropped 
from the shining circlet, and henceforth we should 
look for It In vain? Nay, not in vain. We know 
that sometime we shall find our lost treasure, shall 
greet our lost darling. Lost to earth, but eternally 
saved in the mansions above. We know our little 
one iB blest and happy in her new abode, and yet we 
miss her so much, our home is so lonely without 
her sweet presence, that in anguish of spirit we cry, 
“ Why must onr darling go?” 

“ We know her little heart is glad, some gentle angel guides 

Onr loved one on her joyouB way where'er in Heaven she 

glides. 

Some angel far more wisely kind than ever we could be, 

With all our wild, blind, mortal love, dear Nellis, waits on 

thee, 

And every sweet want of thy heart her care benign fulfills, 

And every whispered wish for us with lulling love she 

stills.” 

And yet we weep. We know that all sorrow and suf¬ 
fering, trials and temptations, which may be in store 
for us, and our remaining little ones, will never, never 

be hers. Still our tears will flow. Heavenly Father, 0l 
help us to say, “ Thy will be done.” oj 

Carlton, N.Y.,1861. Kate Woodland. 

mtt 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

DESOLATION. 

BT MARY O'KBKLB 

Swickt slimmer flowers, with lips of bloom, 

Why shut, your kisses all away? 

My heart with desolation weeps 

Because ye would no longer stay. 

T miss yon in my morning walks, 

Where, fainted, in the leaves of grass, 

Ye hide your pretty faces all 

From looking at me as I pass 

Whilo Meadow-Pinks and Roses wild 

Brought blushes to the cheek of June; 

While fragrant. Rop-Vines gathered grace 

Beneath the soft glance of the moon; 

Ah, then, my life was not so rad; 

For all the tissue of the hours 

Was woven richly with thy hues 

Embalmed with thy sweet breath, 0 Flowers! 

The Dandelion gathered sweets 

And bound them in her yellow hair, 

Caught from the breath of perfumes rich 

That haunt the balls of summer air. 

The Clovcr blooroe played with the breeze, 

Or kissed tbo zephyr’s tender lip, 

The Mosses knit their fringes green 

Where witdwood flowers the dewdrops sip. 

The brown hands of the autumn now 

Are gathering one by one the leaves; 

The farmer-boy that guides the plow 

Has bound the faded corn in sheaves; 

The withered Mullen leans her head 

Despairingly against the wall, 

The Violet has dug her grave,— 

Alas I ’tis desolation all. 

0 haste thy coming, precious flowers, 

My way is dreary, sad and lone; 

No motheiti loving lips to kiss, 

No friendly voice, no cheering tone. 

Then haste thy coming, faithful flowers, 

0 haste, aud with thy presence bless 

The heart of one who may not speak, 

But only feels her loneliness 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

MOONLIGHT IN CAMP. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] * * , . enjjw • 

EVERY. DAY LIFE. ^OTMIl gjUSWgS. 

BT LEAD PENCIL, ESQ. - - 

• _, ... , ... [Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 
There is sadness in the household of Levi I.tvf- __ 

Th, J«0B, h„ gtJTHERES ^AUTY EVERYWHERE. 

The father did not see the use of it when so Thebe s beauty in the silent grove 

many want to go and cannot. He urged Jacob to And in the balmy air- 

stay at home. But madam Lkyi, while she tearfully There's beauty in the sunshine— 

embraced her son with all the clinging affection of a There's beauty everywhere, 

mother, had at the Bame time the true fire of patriot- The merry songster warbling forth 

ism burning in her breast. While she wept over the Hi* sweet, melodious strains, 

necessity, she wrought on the flag for which he has Proclaims to all throughout the earth 

gone to fight. Gouty old Levi give3 the tender tear- “ The 1neen of beauty reigns.” 

ful woman all she asks of his gold to fit out the boy, The rivulet, u it glides along 

grumbling at the same time, that the rascally politi- With its trilling, gentle flow, 

cians have brought all this trouble upon ns, and Portrays great joy and loveliness, 

wishing them in perdition, or that they might perish In mnaio 8oft a°d low. 

in place of his son, who has done nothing to bring Through woodlands wild and meadows green 
“this thing” about. It passes daily on; 

Bnt Jacob has the true grit And I do not like to s°r,n oce.aa,! boun<11°g wave is seen, 
use that word “ grit ” either, for while it may be Th<*n’ '* BOt Wttty won? 
Saxon, and expressive, it does not express what The poplar, in its lofty sway 
should underlie our present patriotism. Grit is not Above companions fair, 
patriotism; neither should the word be used in con- With erBC*ful triumph, seems to say, 

nection. We battle with our brethren - we for the “ Vm ,ord of earth and air!” 

principles of our ancestors, for which they battled But what can beauiy here compare 
and bled; they to overthrow those principles and the Wilh thftt wkich reigns above,— % 

moral restraint they impose. On the one side is In grandeur holy, angels fair 

fanaticism run mad; on the other the highest, moral Abld8 wlth p9ace and ,ove- 
courage combined with an abandonment of the arts Arrayed in white, at Jesus’ feet, 

of peace for the art of war —the quiet of home life Witb goM<,n hMJ>* among, 

and peaceful avocations for the vigorous discipline of Thne h*a?nIy soft and sweet’ 
the camp and the field. It Is not therefore simply 7 rapturous saint* »sung. 

grit, but the loftiest patriotism that prompt* men who 0h! ma-r we Joln lhttt g'onous throng, 
need not go, to resolve to dissolve all tender ties for Ne er from Chr1st's fold to ttraJi 
the time being and wage war against wrong and its When? baauty dwe11*' and loTe’ how Btr0Dgi 
abettors. Through realms of endless day. 

. Antwerp, N. Y., 1861. a o n 
ibis is the remarkable feature of every-day life I _ _ 

record to-day. It has become an every-day matter — 

and no greater security to our institutions need be T tJZ T« T TT ^ New'Yorfter ] 
offered, and no.-further insurance of the stability of LIFE IS A WEABY PILGRIMAGE.” 
our government need be given. ,1T , 

, n„ , „ , “Ljfk 8 wcary pilgrimage,” sighs one who has 
lead Pencil, Esq., congratulates himself that he battled hard and long with Its stern realities. “ The 

ives to-day - that be has lived to see this day- that end is glorious,” shouts another, as the glories of the 
ie test has been made in his life, and that the heart Eternal City flashes up on ravished vision. The petty 

of the American People is loyal to truth and right. trials encountered in life’s journey are all fornotten 

The orb of day may burnish the muskets and swords 
of the soldierB, their arms flash in the light and glare 
of noon, but the goddess of night, rising toward 
meridian, causes a Beene in an army far more trans¬ 
cending. Piercing the tissue of silver-lined clouds, 

COUNTRY HOUSES. 

Swiss cottages are picturesque, Kalian villas 

Eternal City flashes up on ravished vision. The petty 
trials encountered in life’s journey are all forgotten. 
“The exceeding and eternal weight of glory” in 
reserve, is about to be realized in all its abundant 
fullness. 

Our pilgrimage here is not bo dear as some would 

COMPENSATION OF FEMALE TEACHERS. the unobscured moon glistens the already fallen dew- country homes- and 

elegant, mansions in the Elizabethan style quaint make it,— there is not a night bo long and dark but 
and striking, but they are by no means comfortable at last the morning breaketh,—there is not a heart bo 

t,i:i^r:T“rVh^0flriy°r,^n0W-adad8 of Iabor required of them; that while in many 
Yorker, instances mental capacities equivalent to those of 

_... ,,, men are demanded, the pay even for the same duties 
vv here in the world have you kentvour«elf all vonr t . ... 

Y ,i . , . K”PlI°ur8UI 811 your is by no means equal; and yet, while conceding all 
lifo, Mr. \.t that you have imbibed such ftttoatrasrou8 thia tt . ... 
nnt,*nn v a* a ® touch easier to poittt out the wronir than to 

is certainly' not * 2°'”* ” P™vid« the remedy. The doctrine of compensation 
U "IB ? 8eX- “ A ifl "ot «*«totod by intrinsic values, but by the uni- 

ders whenTe t ^^es,” that “shod- vcml law of demand and supply. Any overbur- 

Btehtll a cow ”BCT*1" ’ w RT”f ^ th° d0Dfd mu8t ^ necessity be one of depres- 
yonne ladv ” lia is }”ui pic uie o a modern siou; and the market for human labor is not exempt 
* ® * ’ fDAYT1 til/. OAVrtA AA« JOIauh 

T , * -----7 -- -V*v UUI, n Mu WA1C 

It is generally conceded that the compensation of waters of our Potomac with a calm, unwavering 
female teachers is not commensurate to the amount silvery light. 

drop on the army sentinel.'and here she tips the’ £2^ thei/own''conT• 8UW08ed ^ bu”d )P8<1 ^Ut J>V awai.ts H' Ltt us' the11’ «Ith thankful 
waters of our Potomac with a calm, unwavering 2 dele ^Hon?r "°tt;<JniCnQe’.a'ld not, for ,ht< hearf and "P* tread the pathway marked 
silvery light. 8’ 1 delectation of landscape painters, plain folk out for ns, neither wishing nor expecting it ever 

You seem to like plain English, and so do I, and 
now, Air. X., please allow tue to say a few words that 
may possibly relieve your mind of some very false 
impressions. In the first place, us far as the girlhood 
of our mothers and grandmothers is concerned, I 
prefer to know nothing about it, save what 1 have 
heard from others. 1 have no doubt, that you do, for 
the lives of old bachelor# are often traced back to an 
incalculable distance. Therefore, I accept your ver¬ 
sion of wliftt used to be, without comment. Aston¬ 
ishing as it may seem to you, these fashionable 
“ compounds ” of whom you speak, never existed out¬ 

side of a novel. In some of our large cities there 
may bo a few ladies whose lives are entirely devoted to 
fashion and pleasurtj, bnt these are a rare exception 
instead of a general rule. Why, Mr. X.,” the world 
is full ol noble, self-sacrificing women, and not alone 

those advanced in years, er in middle life, but 
“young ladies,” who are a constant blessing to those 
around them. 

What are the loyal women of America doing to¬ 
day? Go where you will throughout the length and 
breadth of the laud, and you will find busy fingers 
and willing hearts, preparing comforts for tlie sick 
and suffering of our army, while narrow-souled men, 
who read their papers beside a cheerful hearthstone, 
and wonder why our Generals don’t do something, 
frown aud draw their purse-strings a little tighter 
each time they are invited to assist in this noble 
enterprise. And who, I would ask you, possesses 
the truer horoism,— he who nobly takes his life in his 
hand, and goes to witness the suite, the confusion, 
aud excitement of battle, or the mother, wife, or 
Bister, who takes his hand and bids him go forth to 
duty, or even to death, for the defence of truth and 
liberty, while she stays in the desolated home with 
an agonizing suspense weighing down her life? 

The “sphere" of woman’s action may be called 
small, or limited; but in her quiet, unostentatious 
manner, she is wielding an influence in the world 
that speculative, fault-findiug specimens of the mas- . 
culiue gender never dream of. And will this influ¬ 
ence cease when our mothers are gone? Never! 
“ Young ladies ” are rapidly taking their place, and 
the end of time only will close their usefulness and i 
toil. ' 

^our advice to young men is very sensible com¬ 
pared with the other things you said; but do you J 
suppose they will heed it? You need not think of f 
such a thing. There never was a •• pretty little crea- t 
ture with suit white bauds, and just brains enough < 
to dress and flirt, that could not boast (?) scores of , 
admirers with just about as much sense as herself, y 

who consider her an angel, and who would go g 
through fire and water to serve her. r 

Now, just one word of advice to you, Mr. X., and a 
1 will relieve your patience. Hid farewell to the r 
trashy romances that give you such false ideas, v 
shoulder your musketlike a man, and tjike your place 
among those who are gallautly fighting for home and a 
country, leaving the “young ladies” to do their t 

‘ it is much easier to point out the wrong than to 
provide the remedy. The doctrine of compensation 
is not regulated by intrinsic values, but by the uni¬ 
versal law of demand and supply. Any overbur¬ 
dened market must of necessity be one of depres¬ 
sion; and the market for human labor is not exempt 
from the same conditions. 

Even the pay of the male teachers, especially in 
times of mercantile depression, is not uofrequently 
affected by an active competition; yonng lawyers 
without clients, doctors without patients, engineers 
on suspended lines of unfinished railroads, with the 
thousand students, theological, medical, legal, and 
scientific, who must do something to aid them in 
their pecuniary embarrassments, and help themselves 
around a sharp angle in the rugged road they have 
chosen, come in competition with the professional 
teacher, and cut down his wages, richool commit¬ 
tees do not often enough inquire whether or not the 
applicant is a professional instructor predicating his 
suooess in life upon hi« merits in that direction, but 
rather who can be obtained to do the work for the 
least money. 

If this is the case with men amid all the countless 
varieties of employment to which they are permitted 
to resort, how much more potent mast he the depres- 
sing influences upon the narrow channels of female 
labor? Preach as we may about the dignity of labor 
and the importance of domestic employment, even 
moderately educated American women will not sub- 
mit to the drudgery and contumely of domestic 
service. As a consequence, the ignorant and too 
Often vicious servant is brought into disastrous con¬ 
tact with our children in the most dangerous and 
impressible period of their lives; while the older 
sister or the maiden aunt withdraws herself from her 
own appropriate sphere, to pick up a livelihood in 
one to which she may bo wretchedly adapted. She 
will declare in all seriousness, when free from 
restraint, that “she hates school-teaching more than 
poison;’ and that “ she had as lieves bo in jail as in 
a school-room any time;” but then what is she to do 
for a living if she does not teach? There i3 nothing 
else for her to turn her hand to unless it is to go into 
domestic service, and sooner than do that she would 
starve! Hence the rank of female teachers is filled 

soft and velvety for onr weary feet, nor flower bor¬ 
dered and canopied with fragrant vines. It is not 
often that our way winds through verdant fields, 
beside flower-margined streams, reflecting only clear 
and sunny skies; but when it docs, shall we, though 

In primitive warfare, armies, unlike our age, rushed srives awav n -7 ^ , Bt°W them‘ 8dft and Ve,Vtty for onr wf'8ry feet, nor flower bor- 

to battle unencumbered with baggage or with many reL„ ilobdonsit TilTf / J'1" 1 H'“d Canopied with fra«rant viuC8' 11 is 
rations. The country through which their march rZll hurt. „ , ■ f? ’ , 7 “ [ , Whlda throu«h verdant 
was taken must furnish them with subsistence, and ^“ahousowKh se .77 Z* f\fmcrack house b<*'de "^"-margined streams, reflecting only clear 

when night's curtain fell over the earth, the ground sidereiTaT^ ^ T V™**1"'* but when il doC8’ sha11 we- 
must be their bed. Strange as it may appear it is b 7 J 7 T r \ d Bat,t,sno th* B,"‘rl) thorns of care, ever lurking among the cine- 
enrions to observe bow a perfection in tlie7!-t of arms | h g' c k'nd of fewiss cottages are not tenng flowers, rend onr flesh, impatiently tear up the 

in modern times causes a return to the simple practices y0™'?*floW*r* and d8sh!n« them the spark- 
fifhi.ii.i-i... j ... . * , 1101 U1C re>ffOlng style in Italy. No matter—they ling stream, murmur because the broken mirror 

were provided with touts- anTnow a e'ar^ aFtoniHh “lhc ruIg,ir;“ aild to accomplish that great reflects not cloudless skies and Rmiling fields? Ah 
end, the Would Bc’a of the world are willing to submit no; let u, .11 „d p..„t 

appears from one valley in tin, morning, ami mid¬ 
den ly re-ajipears in another at night, as if by the 
magician's art. It may seem magic-like, but still it is 
only accomplished by a heavy outlay of time and toil. 
Napoleon, whose banner waved in triumph over so 
many bloody fields, and who revolutionized every¬ 
thing in war, revolutionized this. He left the cu-mps 
and the long lino of heavily loaded wagons behind. 
His soldiers built their fires where they halted, — the 
foragers sweeping the country meanwhile for pro¬ 
visions,— supper and bed were improvised beside 
the blaze, and in the morning at beut of the drum 
and the bugle’s blast, the army rose to its feet as one 

man, ready for the march or the charge. There was no 
cainp equipage for them to take care of, and the legions 
of the conqueror were upon the sleeping enemy while 
lie was rubbing bis eyes and preparing biB breakfast. 
Napoleon’s innovations were imitated by the rest of 
continental Europe, and the night bivouac particu¬ 
larly has become the practice of all modern, armies 
that find quick and unencumbered movements neces¬ 
sary and advantageous. It is this, and this alone, 
that has made Major General McClellan the idol of 
the North. To me there is something picturesque 
and sublime in it. At early eve to-night I went to 
the hill’s summit with a soldier friend, to observe. 
The long lines of fires flickering and glowing in tbc 
partial darkness; t.be gronps of tired soldiers; their 
free and easy attitudes, their arms on the ground by 
their sides ready to be cungbt up at any moment; the 
simple fare, the men cooking their slipper (what else 
can 1 name it, although it is being prepared aud 
eaten at all hours,) the long, stretching shadows and 

much personal inconvenience. them in the heart’s richer soil; for soon-ah, how 

Of course, reader, you have been in a Swiss cottage H00rj we know not — the rosy-hued flowers of joy will 
. A .... •  . y  HM A . ^ oil ,1(aav>iu,a.. b ♦!...     . J J on the American plan. There are so many of them an disappear, anJ even tin* pure wtnte onto ui uupe 

in tbc country, that, if you have any rural friends begin to droop and die, as wo climb with torn and 
of a tasteful turn, you must have seen the inside of bleeding feet the steep und rocky heights, vainly 
one. Are they not nice places to inhabit, with their 
swclteriqg attic dormitories, and their baby-house 
parlors, and their narrow labyrinthine passages and 
stairways? How the fresh air, let in at the door and 
windows, ever finds its way through their intricacies, 
is a mystery. The Italian villas are not much better, 
though a trifle less like Chinese puzzles in their 
internal architecture. Both seem to have been con¬ 
structed under the supervision of a I’rdfessor of 
Inconvenience, for the occupation of families who 
like to live in bandboxes. 

There are other styles of fashionable country 

seeking some shade wherein to rest onr pain-racked 
frames; while hotter grow the scorching sand-, 
fiercer glows the mid-day sun; yet on and on we haste; 
no sparkling streams appear, or cool, invitiDg shades; 
still ever on wc press, with hearts that stronger grow, 
us watered by our tears the flowers of joy, long since 
passed, bloom anew witb richer fragrance, in the 
gurden of the heart” 

Fear not, fellow traveler, though thy pilgrimage be 
so long that thy frame tremble with weariness, the 
brilliant eye grow dim, and tbe dark flowing locks 
whiten with icy spray from Time’s boundless ocean 

dT wd “ ,“'77 u»uu 6 uu nor envy tlie-r ^ in the lmt> T , h 
the background of darkness, who could help bnt i j, , .. _ f ® 
„ „ „„ . 1 humorodly as they pass Mr. Snch-a-one’s 
call all this sublime? Ihcn the vast multitude slum- . ■ . , , . 
, . , . .... " “folly, •’ and appreciate more keenly than ever, the 
Bering as one man; only the sentinels with measured „» a.- .. , . 
... ir) ... . . , . comtorts of their own more simple and convenient 
tread pacing on their heat and keeping watch, the 1 
trees sheltering some, and some rolled in their blan- 

edifices, belonging t.o several carious dis-orders of r”Hing near thy Iravel-staine^ feet. Ay, this shall be 
architecture, which are still more objectionable— the better part of thy journey—not, as represented by 
conglomerations of spires, peaked roofs, battlements, teany, the most dark nnd comfortless—but like the 
cupolas, aud turrets, the sight of which would have Serious closing of a beautiful summer day when all 
thrown Inigo Jones or Sir Christopher Wren into loveliness our eyes have seen is concentrated and 
convulsions. Some of these concerns are as full of reflected through the golden clouds that gather at 
involutions as Milton’s Paradise Lost; bo corupli- “the portals of the West.” F. M. Turner. 

cated, in fact, that one cannot think straight in one Oxford, N. Y., 1861. 

of them. Yet the owners fancy they are wonders of * ‘ * 
ingenuity; and bo, in fact, they are, but the ingenuity OUR OWN FAULTS, 
has been misapplied. 

The grand object of putting up such fol-de-rol Lkt us not be over-carious about tbe failings of 
habitations is to make common-place outsiders stare. ot,bers’ but take account of our own; let us bear in 
Bat they do not attract the admiration of our shrewd mind the excellences of other men, while we reckon 
yeomanry, nevertheless. Tbe proprietors of substan- our °'vn faulta, for then shall we be well-pleaa- 
tial, roomy farm houses, built for comfort and not 10 ^'or ht#who looks at the faults of others, 
for show, do not covet these fantastic tabernacles, and a* kis own excellences, is injured iu two ways; 

--- - - — o “J « VAIVU m • a mvn MKHJ* 

to repletion with incompetent members, depressing kete, lie under tbe stars. Thousands are all around 
the compensation even of the better class to the 
minimum limit, and affecting disastrously all the 
substrata of our educational system. 

One of the most painful duties imposed upon our 
Boards of Education is the selection of teachers from 
the throng of applicants pressing their claims for 
appointment often even with tears. Within the 
writer’s own knowledge, during the present fall, for 
four vacancies iu the public schools of a single city 

me now dreaming,—6ome of home and a run through 
tbe mazes of childhood,—some of battle and victory,— 
some of partings that were painful, and of the “fare- 
thee-well.’" which seemed the death-kuell to all their 
fondest, brightest hopes. 

Hut listen. Imagine, as I vividly can, the “long 
roll" being beaten, the sudden trumpet blast, and all 
the host of firm and noble freemen around me rising 
from the earth—the commands “ march,” “charge,” 

there were over ninety candidates who filed papers the fight, the terrible thundering of cannon, the 
of application. Nor is this by any means a solitary 
instance. The same state of things exists every¬ 
where throughout the States; and under such circum¬ 
stances, resolving “that female teachers do not 
receive sufficient compensation,” will accomplish 
about as much in remedying the uvil as the ninth 
resolution of the late Democratic Mate Convention 
will aid iu putting down rebellion. 

We must draw off the surplus labor into other and 
appropriate channels. Woman must consent to fill 

dwellings. 

A square two or three story house, with spacious 
halls running through each story, and ample piazzas 
on every side, is tbe country house to live in. Per¬ 
sons who ereet dwellings merely to astonish the 
natives, regardless of interior discomfort, will of 
course continue to patronize the fantastic at the 
expense of tbe agreeable. 

USEFUL CAUTIONS. 

If a man asks you to go his security, say “No,” 
and run; otherwise you may be enslaved for life, or 
your wife and children may spend a weary existence, 
in want, sickness and beggary. 

If you find yourself in possession of a counterfeit 
note or coin, throw it, into the fire on the instant; 

and whistle of death taking the place of fond dreams a run; otnerwise Iou maI be enslaved for life, or ‘ -- 
m less time than I can pen it. fl'his is but one of the y0Ur and cb''dren mayspend a weary existence, With Jesus.—It is the privilege of believers to 
mutations of a soldier’s life. Some of them love it— in want, sickness and beggary. be with the Savior. Though it be true that He has 
love it deeper as they realize what they are fighting K y°u find yourself in possession of a counterfeit been received up into glory, still may He be ap- 
for. May the same Heaven that cheered our fathers noto or coin, throw it into the fire on the instant; proached in llis spiritual presence. Though Hebe 
in the days of the revolution be with our army and otherwise you may be tempted to pass it, and may invisible, yet is He accessible. And His people 

OUR OWN FAULTS. 

Let us not be over-carious about the failings of 
others, but take account of our own; let us bear in 
mind the excellences of other men, while we reckon 
up our own faults, for then shall we be well-pleas¬ 
ing to God. For h^wlio looks at the faults of others, 
and at his own excellences, is injured iu two ways; 
by the latter he is carried up to arrogance, through 
the Ibrmer he falls into listlessness. For when he 
perceives that 6uch an one hath sinned, very easily 
he will sin himself: when he perceives be hath in 
aught excelled, very easily he becometh arrogant. 
He who consigns to oblivion bis own excellences, 
and looks at his failings only, while he is a curi¬ 
ous engineer of the excellences, not the sins, of 
others, is profitable in many ways. Aud how? I 
will tell you. When he sees that such an one hath 
done excellently, he is raised to emulate the same; 
when he sees that he himself hath sinned, he is 
rendered humble and modest. If we act thus, if we 
thus regulate ourselves, we shall be able to obtain 
the good things which we are promised through the 
loving kindness of our Lord Jesus Christ.— 1St, 
Chrysostom. 
-4 • ♦ • «- 

With Jesus.—It is the privilege of believers to 
be with the Bavior. Though it be true that He has 
been received up iuto glory, Btill may He be ap¬ 
proached in His spiritual presence. Though He be 

navy, soldier and seaman, in these days of disloyalty 
and disunion. E. A. Percy. 

Fort Ellsworth, Fairfax Co., Va., 1861. 

A life well spent, a character uprightly sustained, part aite yours teo if you have n and °ha ve 2Z 1 ^ ^ A ™ Wel1 ^ a character uprightly sustained, 
faith tout you will return a “ wisez and better man ” I" 1 fl’t 7 “7 7 0 > e P°Siti°n' ** no slight legacy to leave to one's children, and to 

Pike, N.Y., 1861. Frkdkkjka Fkmvood .nd 1 tbe“Selve8 fur lt- She must Dot sl«p to the world; for it is tbe most eloquent lesson of 
user and better man.’ 
Fkkdxkika Fkxwood. 

puss it, to feel mean therefor as long as you live; 
then it may pass into some man’s hands as mean as 
yourself, with a new perpetration of iniquity, the 
loss to fall eventually on some poor struggling widow 
whose “all” it may be. 

Never laugh at the mishaps of any fellow mortal. 
The very instant yon perceive yourself in a passion, 

avail themselves of the blessed possibility of inter¬ 
course witb Him. They are with Him as pupils to 
learn the lessons of His grace; as sheep for which 
He died, and whom He protects and preserves, and 
leads into green pastures: as soldiers whom, as the 
captain of their salvation, He is bringing into eternal 
glory; as servants with their master, and followers 

to a high-minded, virtuous woman, in the midst of 
sorrow and misfortunes, than the recollection of the 
conduct of her sex under similar circumstances. 
When encompassed by dangers, difficulties, or death, 
women have continued to adhere witb fidelity to 
their husband’s fortunes under every vicissitude. 

Home can never be transferred, never be repeated 
in the experience of an individual. The place con¬ 
secrated on parental love by the innocence and sports 
of childhood is the only home of the human heart. 

inquire m hether or not any vi oman has ever filled the virtue, and the severest reproof of vice, while it con- 6hut your month; this is one among the beBt precepts with their leader. They are with Him in the closet 
place before, hut whether she is competent to fill it tinues an enduring source of the best kind of riches, outside of inspiration. and sanctuary; with Him by prayer, praise, and 
herself; and if so, step boldly into the position; for Well for those who can sav as Pnpe did, in rejoinder ^ke 111,111 who always exacts the last cent is alwavs meditation on llis word, which reveals Him to their 

Nothing can convey more consolation and support f ! "7 1 if* J9 C0“Petenl t0 fil1 n tln“cs an enduring source of the best kind of riches, 

a high-minded, virtuous woman, in the midst of d * 8°' *7- p0s,tl0n; for ftre11 for ,hose who can sa-v 89 P»I'e did, in rejoinder 
rrow and misfortunes, than the recollection of the *7 Wb° °P!DS * new,held lor fe“a,e «“Plojn»ent, 18 to the sarcaans of Lord Hervey - “ I think it enough 
ndnet of her sex under similar circumstances. ‘ of a Jneen]J’ cr0W11- "he® 8 diminution that my parents, such as they were, never cost me a 

hen encompassed by dangers, difficulties, or death ,7 8UPP 7 °f ^“7 teadh'‘r6 ,0 7° Bl t"al WaBt8 blDBh’ “ud that lheir B0D' fiuch 88 he is- never cost 
>men have continued to adhere witb fidelity to of tbe community is elected by detailing the surplus them a tear.”- Smiles's Self-Help. 

eh husband’s fortune, muter ^ t0 D,'b*r respectable employments, then- -* - 
and not before —will our female friends in the pro- Some are so censorioas as to advance, that those 
fession receive the adequate compensation.— E. W., who have discovered a thorough knowledge of all the 
m A. F. Teacher. depravity ol the human heart, must he themselves 

" **■•■* ' depravoa; but this is about as wise as to allirii: that 
Persons good for apologies are commonly good every physician who understanas a uisease, mus„ be 

for nothing else. himself diseased. 

a mean man; there is no “evacuant” in all the souls; with Him in the gospel, of which He is the 
“Materia Medioa” efficient enough to “purge” him light and glory; and with Him in His ordinances, 
of his debasement; he is beyond druggery. where He meets, banquets, and blesses His people. 

Never affect to be “plain” or “blunt;” these are -*-4• * 
the synonyms of brutality and boorishness. Such Criticism of Preachers.—“ I would have no one 
persons are constantly inflicting wounds which criticise a sermon,” said Samuel Drew, “til! he had 
neither time nor medieine can ever heal. attempted to preach one. After you have attempted 

Never be witty at another’s expense; true generos- to address a congregation, you will better understand 
ity never dwelt in such a heart; it only wants the a preacher’s sensations and difficulties. Andremem 

•opportunity to beoome a cheat or rogue.—Hall's ber this in all your criticisms: the hand that cannot 
Journal of Health. build a hovel may demolish a palace.” 



MOORE’S RURAL MRW-Y0RKER 

COINS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. 

“ And when ha had agreed with the laborers for a penny a 

day, he sent them into his vineyard.’'—Matt. xx. 22. 

A penny a day seems a small compensation for a 
laborer; but the coin in question was not the penny 
of the present day, lint was a danariut, a silver coin, 
the intrinsic value of which was fifteen cents. This 
gives oue a better idea of the value of the labor at 
that time. And it shows that the good Samaritan 
was more liberal and generous than the usual reading 
of the text would indicate. Lake x. 35. ne gave 
the poor man that fell among thieves two silver coins 
of the value of thirty cents. We have reason to 
believe that silver wa3 at that period ten times as 
valuable as it is at present; in other words, thirty 
cents would buy as much as three dollars would now. 
It thus appears that the Samaritan, besides the other 
valuable things, wine and oil, which he bestowed 
upon the injured man, gave the "host” money 
enough to pay the board of his guest some time, per¬ 
haps for several weeks, because th is interesting event 
happened in the hill eonntry of Judea, between 
Jerusalem and Jericho, where the charges of the inn 
were probably quite moderate. Thns a liberal pro¬ 
vision was made for the intervening time which 
would elapse before the benevolent man would return 
from Jerusalem. And in case he should be delayed 
in his return, he said to the inn keeper, "Take earc 
of this man, and whatsoever thou spendeth more, 
when I come again I will repay thee.” This gener¬ 
ous and neighborly conduct of the good Samaritan 
our Lord commends with the injunction, “Go thou 
and do likewise.”—v. 37. 

The ointment with which Mary ftnnointed our 
Savior is said to have been*" very costly,” John xii. 
3, and "vfery precious,” Mark xiv. 3. "Some had 
indignation with themselves, and murmnred against 
her, because her ointmeut might have been sold for 
more than three hundred pence and the money given 
to the poor.” Mark xiv. 4, 5. The propriety of say¬ 
ing that it was very costly and very precious, appears 
very clearly when we ascertain thatthe price at which 
it is said it might have been sold was equal to $45 
of our owu money. Mary’s offering was therefore a 
valuable one intrinsically; but much more so as she 
wrcrfifchta "good work, which is spoken of through¬ 
out the whole world as a memorial ” of her love and 
devotion to tlm Savior.—v. 0. 

Again, when the live thousand persons were mirac¬ 
ulously fed, we are told that the disciples asked, 
"shall we go and buy a hundred ponny worth of 
bread, and give them to eat?”—Mark vi. 37. The 
present value of a penny is about two cents. It 
would seem to bo very unreasonable to talk of feed¬ 
ing such a multitude with four hundred cents worth 
of bread. Tint when wo know that two hundred 
pence were equal to thirty dollars of otir monoy, 
we can readily understand how, with that sum, 
bread enough might have boon purchased not only 
to enable "every one of them to take a little,” 
Johu vi. 7; but if the proportionate value is consid¬ 
ered, the money would have bought a loaf of bread 
for each one of the great, multitude that were assem¬ 
bled. The great Master of the feast, however, pre¬ 
ferred to feed them by His creative power, and thus 
*Uv, n.c oarley loaves and the two small fishes were 
miraculously increased; "and they did all eat and 
were filled; and they took up twelve baskets of the 
fragments.”—Mark vi. 42 and i3.—Jas. Ross Snow¬ 

den, Director of the U, S. Mint, Philadelphia. 

GOD’S WONDERS IN CREATION. 

That any creature could be found to fabricate a 
net, not less ingenious than that of the fisherman, 
for the capture of its prey; that it should fix it in 
the right place, and then patiently await the result, 
is a proceeding so strange, that if we did not see it 
done daily before our eyes by the common house 
spider and garden spider, it would seem wonderful. 
But how mnob is our wonder increased when we 
think of the complex fabric of each single thread; 
and then of the mathematical precision and rapidity 
with which, in certain cases, the net itself is con¬ 
structed: and to add to this, as an example of the won¬ 
ders which the most common things exhibit when 
carefully examined, the net of the garden spider, 
which consists of two different kiuds of silks. The 
threads forrattig the concentric circles are composed 
of a silk much more elastic than that of the rays, 
and are studded over with minute globules of a viscid 
gum, sufficiently adhesive to retain any unwary ily 
which comes in contact with it. A net of average 
dimensions is estimated to contain eighty-seven 
thousand three hundred and sixty of these globules; 
and a largo net of fourteen or sixteen inches in diam¬ 
eter, one hundred and twenty thousand; and yet 
such a net will be completed by one species in about 
forty minutes on an average, if no interruption 
occurs. 

No Concussion for Cats.—It is quite wonderful to 
see a cut jump down heights. She never seems to hnrt 
herRelf, or to get giddy with the fall; she always falls 
on her feet, and these are so beautifully padded, that 
they seldom or never get broken. I uever knew of a 
eat breaking its leg from an accident but in one 
instance, and that was a French cat, which fell down 
stairs in a most stupid manner. Why does not the 
cat get a headache after her deep jumps? Why not 
the concussion of the brain, as a man ora dog would 
if he performed a similar aerobatic feat? If we take 
down one of our dry cat’s heads off the keeper’s 
museum wall, and break it up, we shall see that it 
has a regular partition wall projecting from its sides, 
a good way inward, toward the center, so aa to pre¬ 
vent the brain from suffering from concussion. This 
is, indeed a beautiful contrivance, and shows an 
admirable internal structure, made iu wonderfi? con¬ 
formity with external form and nocturnal habits. 

|lmt §hr- 
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11 Who said that the star# on our banner were dim— 

That their glory had faded away? 

Look up and behold I how bright throngh each fold 

They are (lashing and smiling to-day. 

A few wand’ring meteors only have paled— 

They shot from their places on high; 

But the fuced and the true still illumine the blue, 

And will, while old ages go by!” 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., NOVEMBER 16,1861. 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

FACTS, SCENES, INCIDENTS, ETC. 

Lead Poison.— A physician informs ns that sev¬ 
eral cases have recently come under his notice, in 
which persona who had been residing in the country 
and who hud moved into the-city, had been poisoned 
by drinking hydrant water. In each instance, he 
states that the bouses had been unoccupied for 
several months previously, so that the water had 
been lying in the leaden pipes. On making a chem¬ 
ical analysis of it he found, aa he had suspected, that 
it was largely impregnated with lead, than which 
there is no more certain poison. He recommends 
that, upon drawing water from hydrants that have 
not been used for some time, and before using it, 
housekeepers should filter it through powdered char¬ 
coal, which is the most efficacious and simple method 
of removing all impurities.— Philadelphia Press. 

Water Prinking.—Improper drinking of water 
h s killed thousands. There have been instances 
where thirsty armies, after long marches, have come 
to some river, when the men would lie down on their 
faces and quaff an ordinary quantity of water, with 
these results; some died almost instantly, others 
became crazy, and staggered like drunken men. 
Avoid drinking water as much as possible while 
marching. When you feel dry, rinse the mouth with 
water, but do not swallow it. Drink only when rest¬ 
ing, or before the word is given to march. Men, 
when heated, should not drink anything cold. In a 
high state of perspiration ice water only aggravates 
thirst. 

Drink slowly. Half a tumbler of water will suffice 
the thirstiest man in the world, if he drinks by sips. 
Take from twenty-five to one hundred sips, and swal¬ 
low each time,—it will quench thirst better than a 
quart drank in the usual manner. In fact, it is almost 
impossible to get down a fall glass of water, taken in 
this manner. 

Coi.Oit of the Eyes.—'That the color of the eyes 
should affect their strength may seem strange, yet 
that such is the case needs not at this time of the 
day to be proved; and those whose eyes are brown 
or dark colored, shonld be informed that they are 

weaker and more susceptible of injury, from various 
causes, than gray or blue eyes. Light blue eyes are 
generally the most powerful, and next to those are 
gray. The lighter the pupil the greater and longer 
continued is the degree of tension the eye can sustain. 

Pen Portrait* of ffltliinry Men. 

In the last letter of Dr. Russell to the London 
Times, we find the following pictures of McClellan 

and Beaureoard:- 

When I had the pleasure of conversing with 
McClellan for the first time, he asked me several 
(l««sConn -ritl, evident lutxicnt mid friendly Gallon!IV 

— not unusual on the part of Generals in reference to 
their antagonists—respecting Gen. Beauregard. In 
his case there was all the more reason for such 
inquiries, in the fact that they wero old fellow stu¬ 
dents and class mates. To my mind thoro is some¬ 
thing of resemblance between the men. Both are 
below the middle height. They are both squarely 
built, and famed for muscular power since their col¬ 
lege days. Beauregard, indeed, is lean and thin 
ribbed; McClellan is full and round, with a Napo¬ 
leonic tendency to embonpoint, subdued by incessant 
exercise. Beauregard sleeps little; McClellan’s 

temperament requires a full share of rest; both are 
spare and Spartan in diet, studious, quiet. Beaure¬ 

gard is rather saturnine, and, if not melancholic, is 
of a grim gaycty; McClellan is genial even iu his 
reserve. The density of his hair, the squareness of 
the jaw, the firmness and regularity of the teeth, and 
the outlines of tho features are points of similarity in 
both, which would be more striking if Beauregard 

were not of the true Louisianian Creole tint, while 
McClellan is fair comploxioned. Beauregard has 
a dark, dull student’s eye, the dullness of which 
arises, however, from its formation; for it is full of 
fire, and its glances arc quick and searching. 
McClellan has a deep, clear eye, into which you can 
look far and deep, while you feel it searches far and 
deep into you. Bkaurboard has something of pre¬ 
tension in his manner—not hauteur, but a folding¬ 
armed, meditative sort of air, which seems to say, 
“Don’t disturb me; I’m thinking of military move¬ 
ments.” McClellan seems to be always at leisure; 
but you feel at the same time you ought not to 
intrude too much upon him, even when you seek in 
vain for the grounds of that impression in anything 
that he is doing or saying. Beauregard is more 
subtle, crafty, and astute; McClellan is more com¬ 
prehensive, more learned, more impressionable. 
Beauregard is a thorough soldier; McClellan 

may prove be is a great General. The former only 
looks to military consequences, and disregards pop. 
ular manifestations; the latter respects the opinion 
of the outer world, and Bees political as well as 
military results in what he orders. They are both 
the creatures of accident, so far as their present posi¬ 
tions are concerned. It remains to be seen if either 
can control the current of events, and if in either the 
artilleryman or the cavalry officer of the old United 
States army there is the stuff around which history 
is molded, such as that of which the artilleryman of \ 

Brienne or the leader of the Ironside was made. 

Colonel Baker.—We have heretofore annonneed 
the death of Col. Baker while leading a charge of the 
brigade of which he was acting Genera], against the 
enemy in the fight at Leesburg and Edwards' Ferry. 
His fall is one to be lamented by the country. Col. 
Baker was a native of England, but came to this 
country when quite young. He studied law at 
Springfield, Ill., witn Judge Logan, and commenced 
practice in that city. Col. Baker commanded the 
ith regiment of twelve months’ Illinois volunteers in 
the Mexican war, and commanded the brigade of 
Generai Shields after he was wounded. He was dis¬ 
tinguished in the battle of Cero Gordo, and led the 
New York troops in that bloody engagement. From 
1849 to 1851 Col. B. was a member of Congress from 
Illinois. Soon after, he removed to California, where 
he practiced law and took a prominent part in poli¬ 
tics. His eulogy on Senator Broderick will be 
remembered as a model of passionate eloquence. 
Removing to Oregon, he was last year elected to the 
United States Senate, his term expiring in 18G5. 
Senator Baker introduced President Lincoln to the 
people on the occasion of his inauguration. After 
the war broke out, Senator B. commenced in New 

York, on the 51st of April, the organization of a Cali¬ 
fornia regiment. Ho was tendered a commission as 
Major General, but declined, lie held a State com¬ 
mission as Colonel, ami was acting Brigadier General 
for three regiments at the time of his death. Col. 
Baker leaves a widow and several children. One 
son was attached to bis brigade. He was about flfty- 
tlireo years of age. 

Gen. Roskcrans.—This gallant and accomplished 
officer is described by a correspondent of the Cin¬ 
cinnati Times, as follows:—At Clarksburg I saw Gen. 
Roskcrans for tho first time, and I must say that I 
never felt so much disappointed in any man in my 
life. There he stood with n miserable old blouse on 
<*f tho very commonest material, without a stitch 
indicative of his rank. The pants, sure enough, wore 
Of the very coarsest texture, and must have witnessed 
the affair at Rich Mountain. The shbes were com¬ 
mon brogans, such as the soldiers wear, and must be 
at least three sizes too large for him. The cap was 
Of a very coarse, miserable material. His flannel 
shirt was clean, but ns coarse as a "high private’s.” 
In all, I took Gen. Roskcrans to be a “ high private,” 
who was very popular with the officers and men. 
He had a shake-hands for everybody, and I noticed 
particularly that he had more to say to the men than 
the officers. Whenever his back was turned and out 
of hearing, the fellows would walk and say:—"That's 
the chap for you. Won’t he fight, eh? Just look at 
his eye, and you will be suro to see fight there.” 

Major Zauonyi, whose brilliant cavalry charge at 
the head Of Fremont's body guard upon the rebels 
at Springfield has been announced, was formerly an 
officer under Gen. Garibaldi. While In hia service 
he was brevetted Captain of artillery by the Pied¬ 
montese Government, and decorations which be 
habitually wears, testily to the brave deeds which be 
achieved before coming to this country. In person 
Major Zaoonyi is tall and very tine looking, and liis 
appearance would indicate that he is about thirty-five 
year* of age. 

" Porte Crayon.”—Those who have formed tho 
least acquaintance with our illustrated periodicals 
have, thereby, become more or less Intimate with tho 
individual whose nom de plume heads this brief 
sketch. Through "Virginia Illustrated,” a very 
entertaining volume, issued some years since, under 
the auspices of the Messrs. Harpers, he first became 
known ami appreciated by tho American public. 
Strother has made his mark as an artist. 

"Away, too, half gallops half trots a wild little 
half-grown sorrel, with his inane cut, short and his 
tail sweeping ont in the wind. A rusty bit. black as 
the worn and mended bridle, single rein, and an old 
American citizen’s saddle, are the uniform. And 
who rides? A rather small man with spurs three 
inches long fastened to hia French boots. In these 
are pushed dark-brown pants well covered with spots, 
a good back ground to white boot straps. The boots 
themselves are worn white ami unblacked. A dark 
coat, buttoned at tho top, shows a bine shirt, and silk 
vest, also black and polished. He wears the smallest 
India-rubber cap possible, from which hia black hair 
escapes and revels aa if unused to such restraint, and 
was a rival of the bushy beard. A few gray hairs nro 
sprinkled with the black, but ills eyes arc flashing ami 
as bright as of yore. On his right side ho carries an 
Opera glass, and on the left a small sack. It is 
Forth Crayon. You have seen his wonderful 
sketches many a time. lie is a man of geniuB, of 
many an accomplishment, of education, and experi¬ 
ence. He Came out in the New York Ninth as a 
private, but lie now sketches alone for Gov. Banks, 

on whose staff' he is now placed. His eyes are every¬ 
where. lie sees everything. The venerable Strother, 

who has just been roleased by the rebels at Richmond, 
is tho father of Strother.” 

Gen. Scott, sitting, from inability to rise, extended 
bis hand to his successor, and they talked for some 
minutes with hands clasped. In this position, Gen. 
Scott, drawing McClellan nearer to him, said:—'Gen¬ 
eral, do not allow yourself to be embarrassed by 
men who do not comprehend this great question. 
Carry out your own ideas, act upon your own 
judgment, and you will conquer, and the Govern¬ 
ment will be vindicated. God bless you.’ 

"Tho young chieftain’s reply was:—‘I thank you, 
General, and will not forget your counsel. May 
you be restored to health and live to see your 
prophecy fulfilled. God be with you. Farewell.’ 

"Shaking bands again, Gen. McClellan conducted 
Gen. Scott to the car, where they parted without a 
word being exchanged, Gen. McClellan bowing 
gracefully and Gen. Scott returning it. The mem¬ 
bers of Gen. McClellan’s stair then shook bauds with 
Gen. Scott. Gen. McClellau and staff retired, and 
in tho midst of a drenching rain, mounted their 
horses and returned to quarters.” 

The Retirement of General ,Scott. 

The regular correspondent of tho N. Y. Evening 

Post, writing from Washington under date of *Nov. 
3d, says that the retirement of Gen. Scott and his 
departure for tho city of New York caused a very 
decided sensation lure yesterday, and the feeling of 
sadness has not yet wholly departed. The with¬ 
drawal of Gen. Scott was so sudden an act that many 
person* closely connected with tho Government were 
unaware of the fact till tho morning on which he 
sent his letter to the Secretary of War. It was stated 
in this correspondence, a few days ago, that General 
Bcott had no idea of an immediate retirement, upon 
the authority of a prominent member of the Govern¬ 
ment, and it is said now that only a fortnight ago the 
General had strong hopes of being able to fill his 
high position through the winter; but a fresh attack 
of one of the complaints to which he has long been 
subject so reduced him that he resolved upon imme¬ 
diate retirement. He has bean known so long to the 
people of Washington that his final departure from 
the city produced a very sad impression, almost like 
that of losing a battle. 

Yesterday morning at 4 o’clock, though the rain 
poured in torrents and the darkness was impenetra¬ 
ble, the General’s carriage drove up at his door, and 
he was helped down to it by his faithful valet. All 
the members of his late staff accompanied him to the 
depot, where Secretaries Cameron and Chase joined 
him as a part of his escort from tho capital to New 
York. At about 0 o’clock (Jen. McClellan and his 
entire Btaff drove up in the rain to the depot, and 
bade farewell to the departing veteran. The parting 
scene between Gen. Scott and Gen. McClellan was 
very affecting, and put, to flight the numberless 
rumors respecting an unpleasant state of feeljng 
between the two Generals. Tears were shed freely 
by both, and the advice given by the old hero to bis 
successor was as discreet as it wub touching. 

It is asserted by those Intimately acquainted with 
both Scett and McClellan that there never has been a 
difference between them which in the slightest degree 
affected their friendship for each other. Their rela¬ 
tions were pleasant and harmonious, and it was Gen. 
Scott's suggestion which brought McClellan here. 
During McClellan’s campaign in Western Virginia 
he was repeatedly complimented in private dis 
patches by Gen. Scott, and after his greatest triumph 
there it was intimated to him that ho would soon be 
wanted in a higher sphere, to use his talents in 
defence of the Union. Just before the unfortunate 
Battle of Manussas Gen. MeCIellun was upon the 
point of advancing to Staunton, Virginia, with his 
small hut victorious army, but tho Stone Bridge dis¬ 
aster and tho inefficiency of Gen. Patterson put an 
end to the advance of the Federal troops in that part 
of Virginia, and McClellau was drawn away to Wash¬ 
ington very suddenly. The utmost confidence is 
reposed in him by the Government and the troops. 
The fact that, he can inspire such confidence in his 
fellow men speaks much In bix favor. 

The closing interview between the Veteran Soldier 
and the Youthful General is thus described: 

“General McClellan, at the head of his Btaff, pro¬ 
ceeded to an inner room occupied by Gen. Seott, 
and removing bis hat from bis head, bowed before 
the veteran chief whom he had just succeeded. 

Hull’s Uny mill Benufort limber. 

At the time of writing, Thursday A. M„ Nov. 
7th, our latest dispatches do not decisively settle 
whether the great naval expedition made a landing 
on the ’Shores of Bull’s Buy or pushed on to Port 
Royal entrance. Tho Monticello, returning from tho 
blockading licet off Savannah, reports having passed 
the whole fleet moving finely along on Saturday 
night, within- thirty miles of Bull’s Bay, which her 
officers were of the opinion the fleet entered early 
Sunday morning and effected a landing. The fact 
that the tlcet was scon off Bull's Bay, does not at all 
make it certain that Commodore Dupont and General 
Sherman have made a landing there, and, indeed, a 
Norfolk paper of Monday positively announces the 
destination of the fleet to be Port Royal. 

Bull’s Bay, says the N. Y. Times, Is situated about 
thirty miles north east of Charleston, and is a large 
shallow sheet of water, about ten miles long, from 
North to South, and about three miles wide. Tho 
entrauce channel is along the northern extremity of 
Ball Island, between that and Bird’s Island. Tho 
entrance to the bay Is about six miles wide, but is 
obstructed by a bar—at one point only of which are 
soundings sufficiently deep for the passage of heavy 
vessels—giving fifteen feet at low water. “A very 
fine harbor of refuge,” says tho Coast Survey Report, 
“is made by the northeastern end of Bull's Island, 
with n safe and easy entrance from sea by night and 
day, and about four feet more water than at Charles¬ 
ton Bar.” In this tine harbor our flcot, if it put in 
here, has found excellent accommodations, and now 
flaunts the glorious oriflnmme of an Avenging Union 
before the eyes of the haughty worshipers of the 
rattlesnake flag. 

The country about Bull’s Bay, however, is but 
sparsely settled; at some distance from the coast it 
is traversed by the common road from Charleston to 
Georgetown—there is no railroad communication to 
Charleston—which crosses the Santee River about 
ten miles from the coast, Tho nearest town or vil¬ 
lage is Mount Pleasant. The thirty miles of coast 
from Bull’s Bay south to Charleston Harbor bears 
the peculiar character of the whole Southern shore 
line, being a series of islands, and inlets to creeks 
running between the islands and the mainland. 
Thbso creeks oommunlcate with Charleston Harbor, 
between (Sullivan's i-dumi aufl tne mainland, but are 
suitable for navigation only by light-draught vessels. 

If, however, the expedition proceeded to 

tort royal entrance, 

our fleet finds itself in the finest harbor of South 
Carolina, and one of the noblest inland waters of 
the whole South. Tho harbor of Port Royal or 
Beaufort is about 75 miles south-west, of Charleston, 
and is about equl-dlstant between that city and Sa¬ 
vannah. The entrance from the Atlantic between 
Hilton Head Island ami St. Helena Island, is about 
three miles wide, and has oven over tho bar three 
and a half fathoms, or twenty-one feet, and probably 
twenty seven feet at high tide? Within, the navies 
of the world might float. Sixteen miles from tho 
sea is the towu of Beaufort, the water approach of 
which does not admit vessels over eleven feet draught. 
A few miles back of Beaufort Is the railroad connect¬ 
ing Charleston and Savannah, itself approachable by 
Port Royal Inlet and St. Helena Bound. Tho whole 
Of this region should be studied on the map, us it 
has quite an amphibious character. Tho mouths of 
the river* and the iulets of the ocean inclose a num¬ 
ber of islands of considerable size, among which 
may bo mentioned Hilton Head, St. Helena and Port 
Royal, 

The possession of the fine harbor of Beanfort or 
Port Royal thus gives command of one of the most 
important, arid, for the designs the army of the 
Union has in view in making a lodgment on the 
Southern coast, most advantageous bases of opera¬ 
tion in entire rebeldom. Beaufort District has an 
area of 1,610 square miles. Tho surface is low and 
level, and the soil sandy and alluvial, producing 
cotton, rice, etc., in great abundance. Oar troops 
will thns find themselves lodged in the richest dis¬ 
trict (South Carolina term for county) in tho State- 
yielding some fifty million pounds of rice annually, 
and thirteen thousand bales of the finest quality of 
cotton, the famous long-staple sea-island, the very 
kind Europe most wants. 

Here are over six millions’ worth of crops, subject 
at oneo to confiscation, if their proprietors persist 
in their disloyalty. It iH also one of the most 
thickly settled districts of the State, the population 
in 1850 being 38,805. Of these no less than 32,279 
arc negro slaves —a property representing twenty 

million dollars! It is on this spot that tho shaded 
maps of negro distribution show the nlgbtUest shade. 
H e shall thus literally carry the tear into Africa! The 

| place is admirably suited for a vast camp of instruc¬ 
tion, and with proper defenses it will not he found 
difficult to hold this whole district against any force 
the rebels can bring against us. What a splendid 
nucleus of loyalty in the very heart of the birthplace 
of secession! 

Strictness of the Blockade—King Cotton. 

The New Orleans Crescent says:—“As for the 

raising of the blockade, with the expectation of a re¬ 

sumption of trade with Europe, it i3 an ignis fatuus 

for the present. The blockade will only be opened 
after severe fighting.” 

The Delta states that “it is contemplated to call a 
convention of cotton planters, at which a course of 
proceeding on this subject shall be decided on. It 
was observed on ’Change that if cotton planters pro¬ 
ceed to grow cotton next year, as they have done 
this, they will again have it on their hands, and find 
it impossible to tnrn it into money. More than this, 
if we should liave two or more crops of cotton on 
hand when the blockade is opened, tho planters, 
reduced to extremity for want of money, must rush 
their cotton to market. The European markets 
would be glutted, the prices would go down, a glut 
of manufactured goods would load the shelves of 

dealers on the succeeding season, and thus the price 

of cotton would suffer a depression it might take years 

to recover from. On the contrary, if provisions are 
raised, our people will be fed, DC homes of the enemy 
will thus be baffled, and the price of cotton will be 
maintained in European markets. This is a subject 
planters should well consider. We can scarcely ex- 
peot another year to have as favorable a season aa 
we have had this, and the price of provisions be 
remunerative; everything will find a ready market 
for ready money, and the cause of tho South will 
receive a powerful support. We are in for a war of 
longer or less duration. If the blockade of our ports 

is not raised within three or four months cotton, will be 

a drug. Prices of breadstuff's are advancing to most 

exorbitant prices.” 

Spirit of MusNacliiiHfttM Volunteer*. 

In spite of the shameful manner in which they 
have been handled by the army officers in high com¬ 
mand, the gallant volunteers iu the Federal service 
do not appear to lose heart in the least. The follow¬ 
ing incident shows how invincible are the courage 
and patriotism of our citizen soldiers: 

On Thursday evening, Get. 31, the 15th Massachu¬ 
setts regiment, which is encamped on the plain on 
Which General Stone’s lent is pitched, held its first 
parade since the battle. The scene was impressive 
and touching. Less than half tho numerical force 
of the regiment before the battle was present. Some 
companies marched into lino with less than twenty 
men, many of them without, arms, many without 
uniforms, but none without bravo and manly hearts. 
After the parade the regiment was formed in square, 
and their noble and gallant Col. Devons made them 
an address, to which even a faithful verbal report 
would do injustice, for no description could repro¬ 
duce the tender, subdued fervor with which hia men 
wero affected, or the earnest determination with 
which the question was asked and answered: “Sol¬ 
diers of Massachusetts, men of Worcester county, 
with those fearful gaps in your lines, with the recol¬ 
lection of the terrible struggle of Monday fresh upon, 
your thoughts, with the knowledge of the bereaved 
and soul-stricken ones at home, weeping for those 
whom they will Bee no more upon earth, with that 
hospital beforo your eyes filled with wounded and 
maimed comrades, 1 ask you now whether you are 
ready again to meet the traitorous foes who aro 
endeavoring to subvert our Government, and who 
are crushing under tho iron heel of despotism the 
liberties of a part of our country? Would you go 
next week? Would you go to-morrow? Would you 
go this moment?” And one hearty “yes!” burst 
from every lip. 

No man who knows what that noble regiment did 
on the 21st Inst.,,could doubt them. Their Colonel 
had himself stood their sponsor in tho baptism of 
fire, and the question was a needless one; but as 
" iron sharpenoth iron so doth a man the face of his 
friond.” 

Interesting from Pensacola. 

From the correspondence of the Mobile Adver¬ 

tiser we gather the following intelligence concerning 
affairs ou’Santn Rosa Island, Fort Pickens, and Pen¬ 
sacola. The letter bears date Oct. 21st, and the 
writer says: 

"This morning Billy’s big guns announced that 
Mr. W$l«on and bis braves vrero to bo found at tlicir 
old quarters. Their new cloth houses look quite 
neat and inviting. Whether our folks have any need 
of them, now that they are being housed after town 
fashion, I am unable to say. The name of the Con¬ 
federate gunboat Ewing lias boon changed to tho 
Bradford, ami tho steamer Neatlo wilt hereafter be 
known as tho Nelms, in honor of the brave Oapt. 
Bradford, of Florida, ami Lieut. Nelms, of Georgia, 
who fell in the battle of Santa Rosa. A more appro¬ 
priate device in perpetuating the name of the fallen 
bravo could not have been adopted. Tho military 
spirit of Pensacola Is aroused to the fullest extent. 
In every direction, of an afternoon, the drum-beat 
is heard calling tho Homo Guards to the plaza, or 
summoning tho soldier to his quarters. Capt. Far- 
rand, of the Confederate navy, arrived to-day with 
the Navy Department. 

"The winds and storms of the past few days have 
ceased their howlings and fury, and tho city is now 
in the enjoyment of tho calm and sunshine of a May 
morn. I telegraphed you last night that Lieut. 8. 
Hay re, of the Confederate Marine corps, had been 
released on parole by Col. Brown, on honor that 
when hia wound would admit ho should return to 
captivity, unless honorably exchanged. I have just 
left his room. He is in fine humor, and in his own 
peculiar vein relates Homo of the incidents of the 
fight in which he either played a part or witnessed. 
Having participated In the advance move, he Was of 
course in the rear on the return march, when and 
where most of the casualties bofel our side, ilia leg 
was pierced with a Minie ball from the regulars of 
l.ieut. Seely, who had by some means obtained the 
rear of our troops. He was carried by his Immediate 
companions some distance down tho beach, where 
he was left, under the belief that he would be carried 
aboard a little Confederate guard schooner or 6loop 
that was standing immediately for tho shore, but was 
not discovered, and of course fell into tho hands of 
the foe. After our troops had left the island, ho was- 
approached by aa officer on horseback, to whom he 
introduced himself as ‘ Lieut. Sayre, of tho Confed¬ 
erate StateB marinos.’ Tho officer replied, ‘I am 
Lieut. Langdon, of the army; you shall bo immedi¬ 
ately cared for.’ Ho was next visited iiy Homo of 
Wilson’s boys, who promised him good treatment, 
and claiming him as their prisoner. He was shortly 
after taken to the hospital, where be was tieatcd 
with tho utmost kiudnes-, by the Chief Surgeon, the 
officers of tho army, as well as by the regular and 
Zoauve privates. Col. Brown also visited and con¬ 
versed with him in the most amiable manner. Lieut. 
Sayre will divulge nothing that compromises his 
honor. All our prisoners, while on the island, were 
treated iu a similar manner; and it was no doubt 
gratifying to Col. Brown to learn that Gen. Bragg 
has acted in a like manner toward the Federal pris¬ 
oners in his hands. Lieut. Bayre*was brought over 
on a litter. 

“ Wo have learned that our prisoners all sailed on 
the loth—wc know not where, but probably for New 
York or the Tortugas. The list, as above stated, was 
sent over by Col. Brown. The wounded andfsick in 
our hospitals aro all slowly improving. The ladies 
are ceaseless in their efforts to render endurable their 
misfortunes by battle and camp.” 

Edward1* Ferry—Foundering of rhe Launch. 

In giving an account of the late terrible disaster 
at Edward’s Ferry, the Colnmbns Journal thus speaks 
of the sinking of the launch: 

The only scow that could be found for transporting 
either the advance or tho fugitives, sank beneath fcs 
burden of the wounded, and foundered with its pre¬ 
cious freight. What pen can depict the horror of *V

J 
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that scene of dismay! Fancy its aggregate of woe 

from the description given by a witness of this awful 

drama. 

A most painful scene transpired at the sinking of 

the launch, In which were some sixty wounded men, 

and twenty or thirty members of the California First. 

The launch had been safely taken half way across 

the river, when, to their utter consternation, it was 

discovered that it was leaking, and the water gradu¬ 

ally, but surely, gaining upon them. The wounded 

were lying at the bottom of the launch — some shot 

in the head, others mangled by the tramp of cavalry, 

and others suffering intolerably from their various 

dislocations, wounds and injuries, and all soaking in 

water, which at the very start was fully four inches 

deep. As the water grew deeper and rose above the 

prostruted forms of the wounded, their coruradeH 

lifted them iuto sitting postures, fbat they might not 

be strangled by the fast rising water. But it is said 

that the groans and cries, screams and moaningB of 

the poor fellows who were thus tortured, were most 

distressing and indescribable. 

Despite all that could be done, the fate of the 

launch, and all that were in it, with the exception of 

a few expert swimmers, was sealed; suddenly and 

like a flash of lightning the rotten craft sank, carry¬ 

ing with it at least fifty dying, mangled, groaning 

bofferers, and some twenty or thirty others who had 

trusted their lives to its treacherous hold. The 

imagination revolts at the dreadful vision which 

rises before it; as were seen the vain attempts of the 

drowning to keep their aching heads above the level 

of the water; as the long Hubs of bleeding, crying 

men became a confused mass of gory bodies, strug¬ 

gling, the strongur with the weaker, for some place 

where for a little while yet they might be secure 

from the dreadful but impending fate; as the well, 

forgetting their brothers In their anxiety for self- 

preservation, rushed frantically from end to end of 

the launch, fearing to attempt the Bwimming of the 

river, while they added pain and misery by their 

thoughtless trampings, to their less fortunate com¬ 

panions who lay beneath their feet; and finally, as 

the launch, unable longer to maintain its place above 

the surface, sank; while the farewell cry, the feeble 

groan, the terror filled prayer, and the grateful 

expression of relief from pain, mingling, rose in 

one wild outcry, which terrified the hundreds who 

were swimming for their lives, and filled with sorrow 

and dismay the hearts of the survivors who Btood 

upon the friendly and not distant shore. 

Departim-nt of the West. 

Illinois.—An expedition left Cairo on the night 

of the 7th, under the command of Generals Grant 

and McOlernand, and landed at Belmont, Mo., three 

miles above Columbus, at. 8 o'clock next morning. 

Our forces consisted of the following regiments: 

22d Illinois, Col. Dougherty; 27th Illinois, CoL Bu¬ 

ford; 30th Illinois, Col. Fonlke; 31st Illinois, Col. 

Logan; 7th Iowa, Col. Daman; Taylor’s Chicago 

Artillery, and Delano’s Cavalry. They left Cairo on 

the steamers Alexander Scott, Chancellor, Memphis, 

Keystone State, accompanied by the gunboatH Lex- 

ington and Tyler. The land force was 3,500 men. 

After landing, the troops were formed in line of 

battle, Gen. MeClernand in command of the Cairo 

troops. Col. Dougherty commanded the Bird’s Point 

troops. They were encountered by the rebels 7,000 
strong, and fought every Inch of the way to the 

enemy’s camp, making »a<l havoc in their ranks. 

Col. Buford was the first to plant the Stars and 

Stripes in the enemy’s camp. Col. Dongherty’s 

regiment captured the rebel battery of twelve pieces, 

two of which they brought away. Col. Foulke's 

men Buffered greatly, as they were in front of the 

batteries before they were taken. After taking pos¬ 

session of the rebel camp and destroying the same, 

it was discovered that the rebels were crossing over 

from Kentucky for the purpose of attacking ns in 

the rear. The order was given to return to the boats, 

when our men were attacked by a re-enforcement of 

Beverai thousand from Columbus. Another severe 

engagement took place, in which our troops suffered 

severely. The gunboats rendered efficient service in 

covering the retreat, mowing down the rebels with 

grape, but killing bodio of our own men. 

Gen. Grant telegraphs from Cairo to headquarters 

at St. Louis, on the 0th Inst., that onr victory at 

Belmont, Mo., was complete. We captured 230 pris¬ 

oners and all of the rebel artillery, but were obliged 

to leave part of the guns behind for the want of 

horses to haul them. Some of the prisoners report 

that a large force was preparing to start to re¬ 

enforce Price, hut the attack will no doubt prevent 

it Our loss is about 250 in killed, wounded and 

missing. Belmont has been abandoned by the rebels. 

They have 150 prisoners, and acknowledge 35o killed, 

but w'onld not permit the Federal officers sent to 

Colnmbus with a flag of trace yesterday to visit the 

place to which they conveyed their dead. 

Missorui.—The removal of Major General Fremont 

having been decided upon, and the order to that 

effect having been received by him, on the 2d inst. 

he issued the following farewell order to the troops: 

Hkadquahtkks, Wkstkrn .Division, > 

SramoviKi.n, Mo. j 
Soldiers of the Missouri Army: — Agreeably to 

orders this day received, 1 take leave of you. Al¬ 
though our army has been of sudden growth, we 
have grown up together, and 1 have become familiar 
with the brave and generous spirits which you bring 
to the defence of your country, and which makes me 
anticipate for you a brilliant career. Continue as 
yon have begun, and give to my successor the same 
cordial and enthusiastic support with which yon 
have encouraged me. Emulate the splendid example 
which you have before you, and let me remain, as I 
am, proud of the noble army which I have thus far 
labored to hr!ng together. 

Soldiers, I regret to leave yon, Most sincerely I 
thank you for the regard and confidence yon have 
invariably shown to me, 1 shall not have the honor 
to lead you to the victory which yon are about to 
win, hut T shall claim to share with you in the joy of 
triumph, and trust always to be fraternally remem¬ 
bered by my companions in arms. 

J. C. Fkkmunt, Major General. 

Gen. Hunter, of the IT. 8. Army, succeeds General 

Fremont. On assuming the duties of the position, 

Gen. H. ppent the day in visiting the various camps, 

and examining into th%cneral condition of the army. 

fiiegel has been appointed commander at this post. 

The success of Governor Gamble, of Missouri, in 

obtaining the aid of the General Government for the 

defence and pacification of that State, has already 

been stated. The Intelligencer Buys:—The President 

has authorized the organization of the militia of 

Missouri, to be employed in defending the State 

against invasion, and suppressing the rebellion 

within its limits. The number of troops to be 

raised is not specified, but they are to be mustered 

into the State service — armed, equipped, clothed, 

and subsisted ani transported and paid by the gov¬ 

ernment. Gov. Gamble stipulates that there shall be 

but one Major General of the militia, and to secure 

unanimity of action, the General commanding the 

Department of the West becomes also the Major 

General of the [State Militia by the appointment of 

General Gamble to the position. As many Brigadier 

Generals are to be appointed as there are brigades 

of four regiments each, and the staff officers shall 

not be paid more than the same are allowed in the 

regular service, whatever be their rank under the 

State law, as the money to be disbursed in this ser¬ 

vice is the money of the general government. 

Department ot Ohio. 

The United States Army in Kentucky, under Gen. 

Sherman, are thus divided: Gen. Schocoff commands 

the Eastern, Gen. McCook the Central, and Gen. 

Crittenden the Western Division. 

Col. Burbridge has advanced to Woodbnry, the 

Central troops have advanced to Bacon Creek, and it 

is thought our troops, arc able to assume the defen¬ 

sive with all security. Col. Burbridge forced a pas¬ 

sage across Green River nt Woodbury, near the Bar¬ 

ren Co. line, attacked 300 rebel cavalry with portions 

of his command and Col. Jackson’s cavalry dis¬ 

mounted, and routed them completely, with an infe 

rior force, after u continuous march of sixty miles 

with nothing but a few crackers to eat. The enemy 

lost 50 men and all his camp equipage. 

Col. McHenry has been fortunate enongh to drive 

the rebels back near Morgantown, and Capt. Netler 

liaR killed sixty of them in a skirmish near thersame 

locality. All these victories have been accomplished 

without the lose of a single loyal man. The irnpor- 

tancc of these actions may be appreciated from the 

fact that Woodbnry is not more than twelve or fifteen 

miies from Bowling Green, Brown’s Lock being inter¬ 

mediate to the two places. 

Great numbers of the citizens of Kentucky who 

joined the rebels are now leaving their camps and 

returning to their homes, half starved, half clad, 

thoroughly disgusted, and wiser men. 

In the last Rural we gave telegrams relative to a 

skirmiali at 11 Wild Cat,” and from later intelligence 

it appears that about eleven o’clock on Monday 

morning four companies of the Thirty-third and part 

of Col. Wolford's cavalry regiment (not mounted, 

however,) were attacked by two or three regiments 

of rebel infantry with one battery of nrtWlery. Our 

men were intrenched upon a ridge which completely 

commands the only available pass toward Camp Dick 

RoliinBon, which it was the design of the rebels to 

reach, and they were allowed to come within seventy- 

five yards of the breastworks, when the Indiana boys 

sprang from their shelter, and poured their fire with 

unceasing vigor upon the foe for nearly two hours. 

There was little regularity in the engagement as 

far as tho rules of battle are concerned, for each 

Union soldier fonght as though tho fate of the day 

rested with him alone, and such bravery has rarely 

been recorded during this rebellion as was shown by 

the Indiana boys upon this occasion. The rebels 

too, fought like tigers, but the great disadvantage of 

approaching their opponents up hill, and under a 

steady lire from behind intrenchments, soon began to 

tell npon them, and they kept falling back at each 

volley, dragging their slain and wounded with them. 

Our loss is four killed and thirteen wounded as far as 

we can learn; but it is likely that more recent intel¬ 

ligence will show an increase of both. The loss of 

the rebels is variously estimated at from three hun¬ 

dred to six hundred. 

Department of Western Virginia. 

The following proclamation was issued at Rom¬ 

ney, Oct. 28tb, by Brigadier General Kelly, to the 

people of Hampshire county, Va., and the Upper 

Potomac : 

My object in addressing yon is to give you assu¬ 
rance that I come among you not for the purpose of' 
destroying you, hut. for your protection in all your 
rights, civil, social and political. 1 am here, backed 
by the forces of the United States, to protect you jn 
the rights of property *« well as person, so long as 
you are peaceful citizens and loyal to the Government 
of the United .States, the (lag which has so long and 
so well protected you, and under the folds of which 
you have lived long, happily and prosperously. But 
ir you attempt to carry on a guerrilla warfare against 
my troops, by attacking my wagon trains or messen¬ 
gers, or shooting my guards or pickets, you will be 
considered as enemies of your country, and treated 
accordingly. 1 shall put as few restrictions upon 
the ordinary business of the people a* possible, and 
will give as free ingress and egress to aud from 
Romney as the safety c.f my troops will admit. 
Citizens who have fled, under an erroneous belief 
that they would he imprisoned or killed, arc invited 
to return to their homeH and families, assured that 
they will be protected whenever they can give evi¬ 
dence that they will be loyal, peaceful and qniet 
citizens. Every reasonable facility will be given the 
people to seek a market on the railroad for their 
surplus produce, und to obtain supplies of merchan¬ 
dize, groceries, Ac, 

All persons who have taken up arms against the 
Government are hereby required to lay them down, 
return to their homes, and take an oath of allegiance 
to support the Government of the United States; by 
so doing, they will receive all the protection due to 
an American citizen. B. F. Kei.lv, 

Brigadier-General. 

A dispatch from Western Virginia, dated the 9th 

inst., says that Gen. Rosecrans and his command 

are in fine condition, and are prepared to receive 

the enemy at any quarter from which they may 

approach, and the commander is confident of success, 

The Cincinnati Commercial has advices from Gen. 

Rosecrans’ army up to 8 o’clock on the morning of 

the 5th inst. 

The rebel batteries command, from the west side 

of the river, the road on the cast side used by Gen. 

Rosecrans’ supply trains from the Kanawha Falls, 

which is a mile and a half below the junction of the 

Gauley and New rivers, to Gen. Rosecrans' headquar¬ 

ters at Tompkins Farm, on New River, five miles 

above the junction. The snpply trains of onr army, 

therefore, have been discontinued during the day, 

and are now used only at night. The rebels had 

three batteries, of two guns each, opposite Tompkins 

Farm, one opposite the Gauley, and one opposite the 

Kanawha Falls—the latter being the most dangerous. 

The firing was very sharp on Wednesday morning, 

but slow in the afternoon, and it is supposed that 

the rebels are short of ammunition. Our artillery 

replied, and silenced the batteries opposite the mouth 

of tho Gauley. Two ol' our men and several horses 

were wounded by shells on Monday morning. 

Nothing definite is known of the strength of the 

rebels, but their operations indicate desperation or 

great confidence. 

Monday evening Gen. Benham's brigade was two 

miles below Gauley, and it is believed to have crossed 

the river during the night. A steamboat was de¬ 

tained at that point for transportation across the 

river. The troops were ordered to prepare four days’ 

rations and be ready to move. 

Gen. Rosecrans has just received a battery of ten 

T’arrot 10-pounders, , 

The telegraph this (Tuesday) morning brings intel¬ 

ligence of an attack upon Guvaudotte, Va.”—a town 

upon the Ohio River, 36 miles below Gallipoli*, 

Ohio,—by 800 rebels under the notorious CoL Jenk¬ 

ins. About 150 Federal troops were quartered there, 

of which 8 were killed, and a considerable number 

wounded and taken prisoners. Col. Siegler’s 5th 

Virginia regiment were ordered forward, and when 

they arrived the town was foimd deserted, although 

evidences were plenty that the rebels bad calculated 

upon a good time, a bountiful supper being in course 

of preparation, which they did not find time to eat. 

Col. ft. fired the town and returned to his post 

Department of the Kast. 

Gen. McClellan has been recently occupied in 

ascertaining the strength and disposition of the 

army of the United States, the command of which 

has so suddenly devolved upon him. He has called 

npon the War Department for a statement of the 

whole number of men, and where posted, and the 

total estimate of material on hand, and how distrib¬ 

uted. Fie will be occupied several days in systema¬ 

tizing and arranging these matters, so lhatthe bur¬ 

den of the management of military affairs may be 

safely confided to the Adjutant-General's office, and 

afford the General an opportunity to devote his atten¬ 

tion especially to the affairs of the army of the 

Potomac remaining under bis command. 

Major Doubleday, one of the heroes of Fort Sump¬ 

ter, has been assigned to duty as Assistant to Brig.- 

Gen. Barry, Chief of Artillery, and will have special 

charge of the armament and fortifications on the 

Virginia side of the Potomac. 

Tho movements of the rebels on the Lower Poto¬ 

mac are apparently mysterious. Ten days ago they 

were busily euguged increasing their forceR in the 

vicinity of Shipping Point and Evansport. For the 

last few dayK they have been remarkably qniet in that 

locality. Not a gun has been fired from their batter¬ 

ies. Their blockade of the Potomac is not so com¬ 

plete as these batteries might render it, as vessels 

are nightly running the gantlet of their guns with 

impunity. 

Secretary Welles received a dispatch at 2 o’clock 

A. M.( on the 8th inst., from Commodore Craven, of 

the Potomac flotilla, stating that the rebel* at und 

below Shipping Point were moving, apparently going 

southward. Gen. McClellan received aimilur inform- 

ation^ 

The steamer Belvidere, one of the expedition, 

laden with horses and stores, returned to Old Point 

on Monday, the 4th inst., and reported that she was 

separated from the fleet in the storm of Friday, and 

a portion of her upper works stove in, — in fact so 

roughly handled as to be compelled to return. 

Twelve of the horses were killed. 

No less than seventy-nine contrabands arrived at 

the Fortress and fleet on Monday. They report that 

many of the troops had been withdrawn from Great 

Bethel, Yorktown, and the vicinity of Norfolk, bnt 

do not know where they have gone. They were 

picked up in boata and canoes. One boat bad 

twenty-four In it. They were from Northumberland 

and Lancaster counties. They escaped to the Cam¬ 

bridge, which with the Rescue, is doing blockade 

duty on that river, and they represent that the entire 

negro population in that part of Virginia are on the 

move. 

The steamer ft. R. SpanldiDg returned from Hat- 

teras Inlet, on the 5th inst., bringing Col. Hawkins, 

who proceeded to Washington on business connected 

with his post. The storm at llatteras Inlet was very- 

severe, and the recent high tides have completely 

overflowed the space outside the forts, and as a new 

channel is forming between the forts, it is appre¬ 

hended they may become untenable. About a quar 

ter of the much needed clothing of the 20th Indiana 

regiment had been lauded from the ft. R. Spaulding 

on Friday night, when the gale came on with tremen¬ 

dous severity, and it was washed away, ftmne other 

stores were also landed and lost. Ten days rations 

for the post were safely landed, but the Spaulding 

brings back the greater part of her cargo. 

Five rebel steamers came near the inlet, but retired 

after tiring a couple of shots. 

The telegraph this (Monday) morning says the 

report that Gen. Beauregard has been relieved frqm 

his command of the rebels on the Potomac, seems to 

be well founded. A letter just received in Washing¬ 

ton from Richmond states that a strong effort had for 

some days been made on the part of the people of 

Booth Carolina and Georgia, to induce .Tell'. Davis to 

detail Beauregard to command the fortifications at 

Bull’s Bay or Fort Royal, in the event that the fleet 

should attempt a landing at either of these points. 

The letter states that the general belief was that the 

fleet was destined to Beaufort, and that a pretty large 

force had been dispatched from the Potomac to 

defend that point. 

The following is the official announcement to the 

army of the retirement of General Scott, and the 

assumption of the command by General McClellan: 

War Department, Aujctant Gwnkuai.’s Officb. } 
Wash i no tun, November 1, 1801. 5 

The following, from the President of the United 
States, announcing the retirement from active com¬ 
mand of the honored veteran, Lieutenant-General 
Winfield Roott, will be read by the army with, pro¬ 
found regret: 

Executive Mansion, Wakhinoton, Nov. 1,1801. 

On the 1st day of November, A. D., 1861, upon liis 
own application to the President of the United States, 
Brevet I.ieut.-Gcn. Winfield Scott is ordered to be 
placed upon the list of retired officers of the Army 
of the U. S., without redaction in his current pay, 
subsistence or allowance.-,. The American people 
will hear with sadness and deep emotion that Gen. 
Scott has withdrawn from tho active control of the 
army, while the President, and a unanimous Cabinet 
express their own and the nation’s sympathy in his 
personal afllietion, and their profound 6ense of the 
important public services rendered by him to his 
country during his long and brilliant career, among 
which will ever be gratefully distinguished bis faith¬ 
ful devotion to the Constitution, the Union, and the 
flag, when assailed by parricidal rebellion. 

Abraham Lincoln. 

The President is pleased to direct that Major-Gen, 
George B. McClellan will assume the command of the 
army. The headquarters of the army will be estab¬ 
lished iu the City of Washington. Communications 
intended for the Commanding General, will hereafter 
be addressed direct to the Adjutant-General. The 
duplicate returns, orders and other papers heretofore 
sent to the Assistant Adjutant-General, Headquarters 
of the Army, will be discontinued, 

L. Thomas, Adjutant-General. 

The storeship Nightingale arrived at New York on 

the 9th from Passes off Now Orleans; has on hoard 

the cargoes of five schooners captured by the steamer 

South Carolina, including two cargoes of munitions 

of war; also an immense quantity of powder and 

10,000 stand of urms. 

An official dispatch from Chintoheague Inlet, Vir¬ 

ginia, shows that the United States steamer Louisiana 

has been actively at work. A party from that vessel, 

with five volunteers from the Island, went on an 

expedition, und proceeding np the creek a mile or 

more, they found and destroyed by fire one schooner 

and two sloops. 1 he party left the Louisiana in three 

boats at 10 o’clock on the night of the 27th of Octo¬ 

ber, and returned at 10 o'clock the next morning — 

all well. The whole affair seems to have been con¬ 

ducted with so much georecy and discretion that the 

enemy, said to be about three hundred strong in and 

about the town, was unconscious of the presence of 

our expedition. 

Affairs at Washington. 

The new minister resident from Sweden and 

Norway, Edward Count Piper, was presented to the 

President on the 8th inst., by the Secretary of State. 

He addressed the President as follows: 

Mu. President:—The King, my august soveriegn, 
having vouchsafed to name me as his minister resi 
dent near the government of the United States, I 
have the honor to deliver letters which accredit me 
near yon, Mr. President, in such capacity. The 
King, my sovereign, having sincerely at heart the 
desire of maintaining the good relations which have 
at all limes subsisted between his Kingdom and the 
American Union, has ordered me to become near 
you the organ of the sentiments of friendship which 
"animates hi* Majesty, and of expressing the value 
which his Majesty attaches to cultivMtingand cement¬ 
ing still more relations ho happily existing between 
the two government*. Upon my heart, Mr. Presi¬ 
dent, I shall be happy if, during the period of my 
mission, I maybe enabled to maintain and strengthen 
the bonds of perfect understanding, which at all 
times, to the profit of international interest*, have so 
happily united the two governments, and I shall not 
fail, believe me, Mr. President, to give my entire zeal 
to contribute thereto. 

To which the President replied:—Sir:—I receive 
with great pleasure a minister from Sweden. That 
pleasure is enhanced by the information which pre¬ 
ceded your arrival here, that his Majesty, your sov¬ 
ereign, had (-elected yon to fill the mission upon 
grounds of your derivation from an anceBtral stock, 
identified with tho most glorious era in your coun¬ 
try's nOble history, and your own eminent,"social and 
political standing in Sweden. This country, sir, 
maintains, and means to maintain, the right* of 
human nature and the capacity of man for self gov¬ 
ernment. The history of Sweden proves that this te 
the faith of the people of Sweden, as we know that 
it )b the faith and practice of their respected eover 
clgn. Rest assured, therefore, that we shall be 
found always just and fraternal in our transactions 
with your government, and that nothing will he 
omitted on rny part to make your residence in this 
capital agreeatile to yourself and satisfactory- to your 
government. 

At 11 o’clock A, M., on the 4th inst., a fire broke 

out. in the lower story of the General Hospital, on 

Judiciary Square, originating from a furnace. The 

combustible part of the main building and of the 

right wing, together with the roof, were destroyed. 

When the flames were first discovered, preparations 

were made for the removal of the sick and wounded 

soldiers, about 50 in number. This was effected in 

good order and safety to the patients, who arc now 

comfortably cured for in the neighboring City Hall 

and other buildings in the immediate vicinity. Most 

of the chamber furniture was saved. 
• 

Gov. Gamble has arranged with the Government 

that the United States shall arm, equip, clothe, and 

transport and pay the Missouri State Militia, who 

volunteer for service within the State, or in its imme¬ 

diate defence during the war. Details of plan secure 

unity of action between the State and U. 8. A., and 

safety in disbursing money. 

Several clerks at. the Treasury Department are 

engaged in a search for historical precedent on the 

question of the right of the Government to re-open 

particular ports during the period of a blockade of 

its own coast. This circumstance is regarded as an 

indication of the probable intention of the Govern¬ 

ment in reference to the South. 

Government lias contracted with parties in Phila¬ 

delphia for the construction of an iron-clad steam 

frigate, and the laying of the keel has been com¬ 

menced at Kensington. The vessel will be 240 feet 

long, 58 feet beam, and 30 feet depth of bold, and 

her armament is to consist of 16 of the largest rifled 
cannon. 

By orders of the War Department, the Provost 

Marshall of Alexandria has been directed to suspend 

the service of the civil functions he has recently per¬ 

formed, and to dismiss all the civil cases of which 

he has taken cognizance. 

The President has recognized Camile Martin as 

Vice Consul of Spain in San Francisco, and Godfrey 

Suybuoker as Consul from the Principality of Schum- 

burg. Jacob M. Howard, of Michigan, has been 

appointed Minister resident at Honduras. Thoma* 

Sparks, of Baltimore, now of Washington city, has 

been appointed Consul to ftt. Johns, N. B. 

A highly intelligent and trustworthy gentleman, 

who has been on duty in connection with the block¬ 

ading squadron off Charleston, asBnrca the President 

that since five weeks ago, w ben Captain Marston took 

command of the station, it is absolutely certain that 

no vessel has put to sea directly from that harbor. 

Through the narrow channels leading along the 

south islands to Savannah, and even to points on the 

coast of Florida, small craft, such as schooners of 

light draft and sloops, may have made their way Otit; 

the watch of these passages is not carried on by the 

orders of the squadron, and would in fact be beyond 

its power. 

The following is the report of the United States 

Sanitary Commission to the Secretary of State, npon 

the condition of the prisoners in the forts at New 

York: 
Naw York, October 31. 

Sir: With your permission 1 visited the prisoner 
of war and of State, on (lovernor’a Island, on Mon¬ 
day last.. I should have extended my visit to Fort 
Lafayette and Ellis to]and, where a small portion 
were placed, had 1 not heard that they were all to be 
removed next day to Boston Harbor. I suppose, 
however, that none of the prisoners could tie badly 
off, if those crowded in the easements of Fort Wil¬ 
liam were not, and therefore the report of the condi¬ 
tion in which I found them may property serve as 
sufficient reply to complaints which have appeared 
In New York papers, No doubt the circumstances 
under which these men were brought to Governor’s 
Island made their condition fora week or two very 
trying, and almost inhuman. Ill clothed, already 
sick from the voyage and previous exposure, they 
were suddenly precipitated upon a post not prepared 
to receive them, where there was neither adequate 
warm clothing, nor medical force. But these 
unavoidable deficiences were supplied with all the 
expedition possible. All alacrity was shown, It. 
appears, by the commandant, his surgeon, and other 
officers, to meet the case. 

In ft very short time, bedding, blankets, and suffi¬ 
cient food, aud suitable medical attention was fur¬ 
nished to all. As I saw them they were in better 
condition in all respects than half onr own men in the 
field. Not crowded as most soldiers in the tents, 
abundant food, with as good blankets, and more 
devoted medical attendance. Nothing to complain 
of except the unavoidable fact that the casements, 
although here quite roomy, furnish very poor venti¬ 
lation. and are in no case comfortable quarters. The 
men complain of nothing, although I gave them 
ample opportunity to do so, except the loss of liberty. 
They speak kindly of their physicians aud officers in 
command. The climate seems to he their chief 
objection to this region. It went sore with them to 
lie sent still further north; they wanted to stay where 
they had made friends, knew their prison and 
keepers, and where they were nearer to sympathisers 
and home. The casements were singularly clean. 
I purposely went unannounced and found the floors 
bright ana sweet. Every man had his own bed and 
adequate blankets. 

In addition to Government supplies, the State of 
North Uaroliua had been permitted to send some 
comforts to the prisoners, and disinterested beueii 
cencersin Now York had done something more. I 
could really find no rerun to add anything from the 
stores of the Sanitary Commissioners. Hospital 
stores weie humanely and tenderly administered by 
Surgeon fcwam and Assistant Surgeon Peters. The 
sick men looked perfectly comfortable in the Hospi¬ 
tal. Medicines of the best kind, and limited quanti¬ 
ties ol' necessaay stimulants, were supplied to the 
sick. Several very desperate cases of typhoid had 
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been saved by the assiduity of the physicians. Low 
spirits of all the prisoners of course was highly 
unfavorable to cotivalesence, and doubtless the sick 
list and bill of mortality—seventeen had died—were 
both larger than they would have heen had not neu¬ 
ralgia prevailed. Men were not usually known 
either to wash or to exercise. They had to be driven 
to both. Pains were taken to compel them to be in 
the open air several honrs each day. They were 
not confined within narrow bounds, bnt had many 
acre- for play ground. The Snrgeon told urn he had 
seen only one tooth brush in use among the rank and 
file. They were evidently careless in their personal 
habits. I he officers were perfectly comfortable for 
provisions, and complained of nothing. 

I saw, on the whole, abnndant evidence of the 
unreasonableness of the comptoints made of the 
treatment of those men. It would be a source of 
great consolation to believe that our prisoners were 
treated half as well. Very respectfully yours, 

Henry W. Bellows, 
President, of the U. 8. Sanitary Commission. 

To Hon. W. H. Skwakd, Sec’y of State. 

The following important notice has been issued 

from the Pension Bereau: * 

Pension Office, Nov. 2, 1861. 

>'|R:—The application for bounty land, forwarded 
by you in behalf of a soldier of the present war, is 
herewith returned to your address." A sufficient 
number of similar unfounded claims have been 
presented to require special attention on my part. 
Both to pvevent imposition upon soldiers who may 
be misled into the assertion of such a claim, and to 
“aTt this office much melcss labor, T have to inform 
yon that no paper of this character will he placed 
upon our files, or in any manner entertained. 

There is no law granting bounty land for any ser¬ 
vice rendered subsequently to March 3, 1855, nor 
will any application be treated as valid, under a future 
act of Congress, if made before the dato of the 
approval of such act by the Executive. Respectfully 
y°WB, JOBErB II. Barret, 

. Commiaaioner. 

The unavailable bullion fund ia $902,000. The 

total balance to the credit of the U. S. Treasnry in 

the States now under insurrectionary control, ia 

stated at $6,500,000, and alter making a deduction 

for the unavailable, gives ‘the available balance at 
$4,600,000. 

The Department, last week, was paying with the 

greatest possible expedition the accounts from the 

Army and Navy — these being considered the most 

urgent and important. Other accounts are necessa¬ 

rily suspended until that branch shall be completed. 

The exchange of prisoners is likely to be accom¬ 

plished on satisfactory conditions. The government 

is now engaged jn discussing the mode. Lieutenant 

Kurtz, of the Federal army, who has been released 

from Richmond on parole, in order to urge npon Bfe 

government tho expediency of making exchanges, 

expresses great confidence in the success of his mis¬ 

sion. 

The government has decided to hold the position 

now occupied at llatteras. Re-enforcements will 

probably be sent at once, including the regiment to 

replace the Indiana troops, who have suffered severely. 

To save unnecessary disappointment, it is proper 

to state that the subject of applications for passes to 

go South in order to save property from confiscation, 

has been under consideration by the government, and 

that such passes cannot be granted. 

Under all circumstances, the late action at Belmont 

is considered in a high degree creditable to onr 

troops concerned in it, and great credit for the bril¬ 

liant movement is due to Gen. Grant. 

An extraordinary Cabinet meeting was held Satur¬ 

day night, at which Gen. McClellan was present 

All the Northern Governors have by letter or mes¬ 
senger responoeo to the recent circular oi the SOere* 

tary of State, promising to see to the thorough forti¬ 

fication of our sea arid lake coasts. 

The news from Europe at the State Department is 

understood to be eminently satisfactory. Official 

dispatches corroborate the impression given by the 

telegraphic reports already published in the papers. 

Official communications from loyal citizens of the 

United States, residing iu Baris aud London, say that 

Prince Napoleon has cast off all reserve and declared 

that the insurrection cannot prevail, and our letters 

say that secession ia dead in France, or at least, that 

it gives no signs of life. 

The Great Nnvnl Expedition. 

For some days rumors concerning the destina¬ 

tion of the Expedition have been very plenty, and a 

half-dozen or more of the hot-beds of secession have 

in turn been invadod by the vivid fancies of sensa¬ 

tion creators. The fact is, we have to depend upon 

the South‘for the first intelligence,—if this was dis¬ 

astrous, we would hear of it as soon aB it occurred; 

if successful, it would be kept as quiet as possible, 

for our eytmy is not given to the chronicling of his 

own defeats. That great humbug, Hollins, sent his 

gasconade all over the country the day after his 

guerrilla affair below New Orleans—and the rebel 

Anderson at Santa Rosa blazoned a victory (another 

such, we are inclined to think, he does not covet,) 

through the length and breadth of the land a few 

hours after he had taken his thrashing. What we 

now receive comes by either Norfolk, Va., or Mem¬ 

phis, Tenn., and we think there is sufficient founda¬ 

tion on which to build a reasonable hope for a large 

measure of success. 

The flag of truce from Fortress Monroe to Norfolk 

failed to elicit any news from the rebel officers, but 

the wheelman told the sailors that Beanfort was in 

the possession of the Federate, and the National llag 

was flying upon the Court House. From the same 

source we have a rumor that the railroad above 

Beaufort has fallen into the possession of onr troops, 

with an immense quantity of stores. 

Five deserters who reached Newport News, state 

that the rebels tip James River are in consternation, 

and also bring the improbable rumor that our troops 

had advanced up the railroad as far as Charleston. 

Memphis papers received at Cairo on the 11 lb inst., 

contain dispatches from Savannah, fully confirming 

the landing of the Naval Expedition at Beanfort, and 

the capture of three forts, Port Royal, Hilton Head, 

and Bay Point. The United fttutes forces had pos¬ 

session of the town of Beaufort. The rebels acknow¬ 

ledge their loss very large. 

Capt. Dowell, of the 20th Indiana Regiment, from 

Hatteras Inlet, who has just arrived at Fortress Mon¬ 

roe, by the steamer 8. U. Spaulding, states that the 

day previous to the departure of the steamer, a man 

was observed paddling across in a small canoe from 

main land to the peninsula, and as booh as he 

reached Bhore proceeded to the quarters of the 20th 

Indiana Regiment, and stated that the people of 

North Carolina had received tidings of the great 

naval expedition; that it succeeded in effecting a 

landing at the ports of Port Royal and Beaufort. At 

the first named place they bad experienced no diffi¬ 

culty in landing, as there was but a Email settlement 

on the coast; but at Beaufort a considerable fight 

took place, which lasted for nearly two days. The 

man stated that he was not a deserter from the rebel 

ranks, for be would not join them, being a Union 

man in heart and principle. He seemed to be very 

intelligent, and his only object in making a visit was 

to communicate to Federate the success of the expe¬ 

dition. He remained in the place till the Spaulding 

made her departure. 
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11 ksday, 5 P. M.— After the Rbral forms were 

put to press dispatches came to hand couveyiug the 

following important wor news: 

Washington, Nov. 12.—A family letter received 

here, dated on board the U. 8. frigate Niagara off 

Galveston, Oct. 25, confirms the report of the capture 

of the pirate Sumter. The writer says that she was 

caught in her own trap. It seems that Bhe mistook 

one of the gnn boa'ts for a merchantman, and started 

in pursuit. When the gun boat had drawn her om 

far enough, she tnrued and run her ashore. Hei 

officers and crew aro prisoners on board the Niagara. 

( incinnati, Nov. 12,—General Nelson met the 

rebels nnder Gen. Williams, at Pikeville, Pike Co., 

Ky., and gained a glorious victory. Col. Luke 

Moore attacked the rebels in the rear with 8,800 men, 

while Col. Harris with 600 men of the 2d Ohio, at¬ 

tacked them in front. Col. Harris fell back, and 

Col. Moore pressed forward, until the enemy were 

brought into the midst of Gen. Nelson's brigade, 

when our forces pressed them on all sides, killing 

400 of them and taking 1,000 prisoners. The balance 

scattered in all directions. Federal loss small. 

The Enquirer's special dispatch says the Union 

men of East Tennessee have burned bridges and cut 

telegraph wires to prevent the transportation of 

rebel troops. One bridge of 200 feet span was de¬ 

stroyed on Saturday morning last on the East Ten¬ 

nessee Railroad. Structures on the lino north of 

Knoxville were entirely destroyed. A very heavy 

wooden bridge at Charleston, Bradley Co., Term.’, 

was destroyed on Friday evening hist. Charleston 
is seventy-five miles northwest of Knoxville. This 

action of Onion men will convince the Government 

that East Tennessee will redeem herself if an oppor¬ 
tunity offers. 

Lexington, Ivy., Nov. 12.-A courier from Gen. 

Nelson’s brigade, with dispatches for Gen. Thorium 
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ha* beet, an great that our edition of nome of tho October 
numbers !* exhausted, so that we can no longer fnrni«h the 
complete quarter. Wu will, however, send the Rdiiai. from 1st 

. U' J,u,'-V ly 1'^™) “M<l * Wk numbers (making 13 ,„„,er* 
n ail) for 20 cent, . fTOur Rim ,* ,0 have all trial snl'scrip 

tions end with the year, a* It would mm» —^..1. i..i.„„a,,., 
-Aicpa them into the new volume. 

I -P~ 1 m, floorm..vr* Fkkk. -Specimen numbers of this 
roluroe will be sent free to all applicants. We shall take 

.free mid postpaid, out large Show BUI 
for IHtil (hi autifnlly Colored by hand,) Prospectus. Ac., to any 

k 7'^ ,U aid 10 exten,llu* th« circulation of 
if , eb V‘ ;V,,?KH' K“a<ler' V'*** ^ nH the addresses 

ke v m m UrmeU'H n^r *>r <««Unt. as you think would be 
likely to subscribe „r act as agents, and we will forward the 
documents accordingly. 

A,,n”'la K,>K ™ «"KAt.. -Any and every 
. ubscriher or reader is nequested to act In behalf or the Bron 

by forming clubs or otherwise. AV,w ,s th- timr for it* friends to 
manifest, tlirnr Interest in the paper and the cause it advocate,, 

s behalf IJ any lose or wear out numbers in gKowivti th? 
paper - that's the beat way to get subscriber*.- wo will dupli- 
cn e them in order to male* their files complete for binding. 

* f ’,VK;'T'<.k-V SdDrilxwi WONKY. In the present ,fo. 

eeu a row year* since nt Kr„Vv»i.. . .', i m"11 (,10CK 
riKAKEU Alt). I .-;TE°| 1 ft LA GK-Sl^i lilt MI<‘ El) w I Vi 1 , 

UIA)i“ FtQFlJ’i,KUbre,di l'"‘ ‘a"',,"”'1 »'»rwick Tr ftiw™'1 
IF Austin "Isii" These"/i !‘e<l; 'T11'",1'"1 ""cance .../ .it A • . infiw .in* coriHjcloifMi in Kurnne tho 

. . fonco ,,fithete flesh.‘tn‘ mucU epicures Sr tho 

pair All the stork !«r IiJp •I!iks ',f per 

Nov. 7, IHtil. ^^WOf the Boston CultlvaVorDlosfon, Mass. 

<»*««,. iiianiiirr,,. 

* d^ad*vauce mj 
fo.-tet;r. ic;iA:‘n;:Vn;ru7wL^ 
nexu.wi) or three months, (hern is proape,'"of h, i vine fo 

i',:hsiLraFF'tr,te any n iuonahlr I are The wool* that aro held In tin- , 
Ii' sldos,are not tho e which are tin* most souglii ift -e ,|( 1,r’ 
dm... erade*. which are classed .«tS?and ^^a'c^^ere^^na 

M«tia aiVVhfltfi,fl‘".. ... -ei ,.it.l: 

mfpp wiKidr sSS 
'/H»M"; at 17,1 33c for modi 11m Cx TE Jil' 
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irigan^Cai'pi'.'t- as ,i,7“oVd" M'. M 

H tail /Anus fn ffo” ,7 l" h" f'>un«l in any 
Ulr OLOftKST III vkkh ' IIOtVF mem™i( 
fllS-iiotf Carpet Ware xr . 

MK’U O80OI* LC, 
will b» ii*nt to any up 

m hi y»?r, ami ono oink 
AdttreRH Mth. 
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J \ magaifyiiiK hiiiiiII olimotri WH) tinu.,/ 
plica.it on receipt. ..r Imviv JlverYX l- 
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,, . J! v?»roltl Apple 9took • 'Nr .M(i(*kh uni mu 
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rw I;;"d' fnvptco of (lalifor 
f r r 'i ■d'ot ted by 11* this day Week, brought Ylu 
of Chilian iinwasiicd. 25c. Wo quote 

Ameriuao Saxony Kleece fn ip 
Aim* nF.HU fu 11 hi noil .Me n no... J * J ‘ .. 
American Unit aud three-quarter blood' il'eri 
Nat, ve and nrie-fpurth Merino 
Extra, J*u|led . . 
Superfine, Pulled. . 
No 1. Bulled . . 
Lamb's, l*u I led.!.! !!!. 
California, tine, unwashed!!!!. 
California, common do. . 
Peruvian, washed.!”. 
V alpara 1 so, unwashed.!!!!!!. 
Miuth American Merinoj unwashed. 

Do. do. Mestiia, rt„. _. 
J,0 mo. common, washed 
Do. do. Rntie Bios, do."" 

do. Notre Kins, unwashed.!!" 
r*J n ,V Cordova, washed, 
Lape Good Hope, unwashed .■ 
Kast India, walshod. ..V<0E 
African, washed, . .. 

Do. unwashed. ... 
Smvrna, do. .IgaOB 

Do. washed... ... 
Jlexican. unwashed..!.. 

H. T TrilAmc. 

o^K,h!,<:i^/,l^^ considerable ha.* been 
kWc for fleece, and 'atW.KWiS rn"; « 
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l.vouoKUKvra for obtaining subscribers to the Tliir- 
nne of the Ron At., for 1.362. are of the most Liberal 

iitisl character Premium Lists, Show-Bills, &c„ 
aiFpo^oii to act sui a^entx. 

Person so disposed can act as local a 
’-Iorkkk, anrl those who volunteer i 
'ceive gratuities, and their kindness be 
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WE RffBUSH TO DAY 

Tlio Cotton ttiv 

A TK \ VKLKR'S OBBEUYATION nv rfiTTn 
N THE AMKRIBAN SLAVE srATKA0 

forniei ▼oIiiiiihh i,f dqiirimysu ‘ ' 
author By l'TtkDKilfCK L\ 
Itiuo With colored statistical 
and it* llepMrdeucioH ' 
rillH pllbl/eaqou w,»> ■ linen pir uv n< 

( ANLEU OUJt-tK.-DR 
vy AiKpiOAi, and SimoiCAL Omen «nd e 
PORiuu, No. K2 Chapel St., New Ha. "n l 
them^Mr ij Jo “r? Dtlon* renmved without, 
the nse nr tbo knife, Dr. Uahoihiic would 
afflicted w. tli Cancers or Tumor* of nr,v 3, 
address,;n- a latter to him. they will “n forrj 
lar of hih mode or treatment, tree of charge 
a, , t >s the original Cancer Docte 
ami tin* only one who removes Cancers i 
others are but 'milstors, Induced by b,s 
themselves Cancer I meters. Plenty of refer, 
have beer, cored can bo seen at my o 111,7 

White Bwelhnga, lllp Disease*. D i rt 11 \forl 
tfnnn?V)‘t' tiluWr’'1 .(.''s'-ilees ,,f the Mouth ill 
tionol the Bones, letter. Scald Head, and , 
Skin, pHrnmnwotly curi*«l 
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appreciated 

Based upon three 
}%u* by the same 

fii'- V, ^ w" Foluraeg, 
Pria>.'#2 J' ° tlw C,’tto'' Kiu?«lom 

KKy several srmnent organs of 

> uubroken conorcUon. with imtablo exnla. 
on, the author’* observations upon rh,»,ela- 

to the n.belliou:'wifllX'cla) reftrenS'toetf,Stecnt- "f Mla ea 

pfo'ter'r.n‘I bo I-on'IlTr b'n'or*' the'pwm’le at 1/ C“J‘’r'J!' "‘"S 

*-MhVrb^k, ’’r ^ ‘>fom7!7:lro7®i y Portly 
once the tnos’t intei,'steip'and satlsfyrtory alfordsat 

graphic and attractive wiifor u! ,, ‘‘elings. Asa 

JHarkets, Coimncric, 

Karal New-Yorker OOlce, / 
Ivocjukstek, November \2, 18tl. [ 

No change* to note in the priceB for Breadstuffs. We are now 

receiving considerable Wheat from Canada and from Buffalo 
and our miller* are quite active in converting the same info 

,g ^t0 

witl frtfiS^piXattror’ttTreebweeku mark6t hercatM,ut<' 

Arjiassiassst1 “d - - *■» ■ 
KOCIIK8TER W.IULE8ALK PRICKS. 

Flour’ ,,.t‘'1'wheat^^fl.rw Homi/.'lhox!.";"'' i^}T° 

5!TiS5"'.'*!!:: IS 

Best white Canada j’Siw 
Corn, old. Snf uMtS*' 
Corn new,... £ ^Hohes. do. 

Rye.bd,bs,^-bu;te S &. }&'*> 

lay men to sell trees, &c.. from oar NuMs ^tllS 

HOI.KHAI.K Dkaj.krm furnished with Nunuirv Stock nt all 
inptioua at the UnoeM uilwLtalr nUes Y' W 1 
.vr „ . flOUKER. KAJUJIY 61 CO 
>tf Rocheater Wholesale Nurseries. Rochester. N. Y. 

J-JUBBARD & NORTHROP 

Are now offering, at their 

POPVEJIn SALES It OOM, 

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings, 
ROCHESTEFt, IN'. V., 

A CHOICE AXD OOMPt.HTK AHHORTMavr OF 

ATrici4n Ores* Goods, 
Black and fancy Dre*.* Silk*. 
1 troche .in,I Woolen Long .Shawls, 
Brocho and Woolen Hquare Shawls 

And Paramettas. 
r rnri,.h Merinos. (Best Assortment in Rochester ) 

TT * r’"'P« and American Prints and Gingham* “ J 

ffiKAlSSSaSSft SSStW* ' 

—ALSO— 

Bleached and Brown Sheetings and Shirtings, 

Tickings, Denims and Towelings, 
At less than the present New York prices. 

M ASO N I IRf y 1 ’ m K Rs 
the cattle markets. 

iTSTnmffia^L follows® C“rrent priCeB for the at 

First quality y) (UTT,'R' 
Ordinary qnality,.... *?-**^-M 
Common uuilitv .   1*1?..“®® 
Inferior quality.. Z'^^Z 50 
. *>0(%7,(j0 

First quality. C°W8 A3rD 0AL™8 
Oniinary quality,. . 

Inferior ^Ut^!!"!!™;:;;;;;;::;;;. 

Fteo. -...Ill- YKAL CAbTRS. 

M*iYJVIT/yl Of AGHICULTORir 
Prepared under tho direction and published " 

with the sanction of the “""‘toed 

MASSACHUSETTS State Board of AGRICULTURE 
An I'jloiRi'ntHry frPAtiHn t-OjnpH»sini/ tJin i 

Practic, „f 4,te.„It,,re. ,ucl£S,„g'\he Compos tfeof"'1 
hod*, the Atmospheic Wat, r Manure,, A,- i°i,r 0 

Prep,nation ot Lands, the 
Crops, the Prlnc pk of ltotallou. the li„ 

ernies and Koenoes of Hrow.ng Plan!. 
the (ho Hie and Manage men t. of 

barm Stock, and the 'tenoral 
Kconomy of the Kami and 

HoijHfhold. 

FOR TOE FEE OF SCflOOLS, KAHJLJfS A\[) F.lRSKdS 
BY GKOKGK R LMKRSON, 

F°re?'?Sr y.*,lr, C^noertterl With the Mas^husette RnarH 
of Education, and author or a valuable Keport „u ri« 

Trees and Shrubs ,r Ma^uhu.sette U,id ^ • 
CHARLES L. FLINT 

*^S2,u Msr.raa 
Grasses aud Forage Plante, he/ r‘‘nl"'J»- 

Illuntrateit Uy many En^ravin^s. 

Krh!::ri^Unffi "tt^’VMi.fr'r^';>nr, ^n’’ ,1:-':rr!,r,,Ht ? •** 
Which it iia* been prepared r mn A . k'r.0,1 ,. with 

tnn - Tf\rfr,f •Wricui, 

ha 
HWAN, ItKKHKK A TILKMT3).\ 

131 Washington Street, Boston. 
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;;; S fwi1, sf,ston. 
.. r^rqhHn,ok'"-— t-'*** S.M 
Ac Salt ’ bhfr. 

... IKAltiCe Hay’, tun!:;::!!! - 7 0G^,2,1o 

... 2.1 13c Straw tun.. .6 WJ ,T I 

... for, foe Wool. » (b . . 
- whitetfsh. haHbbi;; .i®,tei 

- W>jc Trout, halfbbl'!!!! lojjji jgg 

PUOVlsJON MARKETS. 

t0j ertrl1 d°. »5,farin',.60 for sii- 

'&foq,dfroXrnrn 

^ute*Ti‘,'«*r-i!!'y aod .'rithput anv r’na’ 

mdWfo? BmndySSf101^ VV<mt*"1' «•» 
"'arkut tnay bn quoted about lc bener »i,k 

go'smtng^M l/so-ffSV'"1 h ’me c,n'™n'b- 
■riuh a.ii^!ig 

winter red( Western at $| r fn v!.i 

white Western at #I,38(ai 4* 

much satisfaction that Wrt ftfM tsh.lii .!fc ^ with much muirtfjicfiun that we are able to rccorrl the 
eflorta to maintain our for - - - 
entirely snc-e.fful, and in 
creased over those of 

fact that our 

any 

EVERY DKPAItTMK.\T CONTAINS BARGAINS I 

BW-ajams* 
chaeer. We are also exiensive mauutacturera of mlcaI Pur* 

LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS. 
Every desirable grade of Cloth and Beaver CLOAKS nfix. 

most approved and Fashionable .Stvl„ f “ no w oflerei 
in great variety. We are also prepareTte^ d hy H 

manofaotcrb garments to ordku. 

TVrHEELZR & WIL80N MANUFACTURING CO’* 

IMPROVED MAI 1,1 SEWI.VG MACHINES 
WITH NEW 

Glass Cloth Pressor and Hemmers, 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 

THE WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO beg 

lhun hay’’ r‘ llauwd lhe Prices of their SEWING 
MACHINES, while they have added new and important Im¬ 

provement*. The redaction fo made in the hope that the Com¬ 
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patouta 

Office SOS Broadway, New York. 
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THE SOLDIER’S TEAR. 

Upon the bill he turned 
To take a lout fond look 

Of the ralley and the Tillage church, 
And the cottage by the brook; 

He listened to the sounds 
So familiar to liis ear, 

And the soldier leaned upon his sword, 
And brushed away a tear. 

Beside the cottage porch 
A girl was on her knees; 

She held aloft a snow-white scarf, 
Which Muttered in the brecxe; 

She breathed a prayer for him— 
A prayer he could not hear— 

But he paused to bless her as she knelt, 
And wiped away a tear. 

He turned and left the spot— 
0, do uot deem him weak— 

For dauntless was the soldier’s heart, 
Though tears were on hia cheek. 

Go watch the forward rank 
In danger's desk career— 

Be sure the band most daring there 
Has wiped away a tear. 

Sit? JTiotg-SiUtY. 

asparagus boughs and marigolds, was the very pic¬ 
ture of old-fashioned domestic comfort. 

Here aunt Maky mysteriously approached her 
nephew, and whispered solemnly, ‘‘You are not 

married yet?” 
A decided negative. “Nor like'to be?” “No, 

indeed!” 
“ And you don’t want to be?” 

“Certainly not” 
“Oh! well then, therejs no danger, I suppose; you 

see my niece from Philadelphia is visiting here,—a 
right smart girl, too,— bnt she ts engaged, and I 
thought it my duty to warn you beforehand.” 

Clarence laughed heartily at the Berious face and 
earnest tone of bis judicious relative, and assured 
her there was no danger of his interfering with 
another’s rights; but begged that he might have the 
privilege of improving bis personal appearance 
before being presented to the lady in question. 

An hour afterward he found himself chatting 
merrily with the very impersonation of natural grace 
and beauty, MiB« Fannie Osuokne. He would never 
have suspected her city origin, but for her attention 
to tho slightest requirements of etiquette; for in 
form and face she seemed a mountain maiden, 
blooming with health, a dewy rose-bud fresh from its 

leafy bower. 

ery pic- married.” And she hastened to announce her 
brother’s arrival to their aunt. AV 

ted her Clarence’s first feeling was one of relief and - 
are not exultation; he no had rival bnt a brother to fear, and 

his self sacrificing spirit suddenly vanished, while a 
“ No, place in Iter memory Reemed a very inadequate com- wo 

pensation for all the homage of hi3 devoted heart 
But sober second thought intruded Sts grim visage. From 
Aunt Mary had said Fannie was engaged, she did Notes a 

>se; you not say that she was engaged to Mr. Harrington; stanzas 
iere,—a and as for the picture in the locket although it bore calls, & 
I and I a marvelous resemblance to this newly arrived fra- 
) ternal relative, still might uot after all be the same; 
face and aud even R it were, the remark about Charles IIar- 
assured rington being her best friend, might be only the 

ng with pretty fiction of a modest maiden, while the letters 
have the might all have been from the favored man, whoever Also 
learance he was, who had now the priceless treasure of her 

n. ■ love. 
ebattinsr deeper and deeper plunged our poor friend into 
ral rft(;e these perplexing questions, far more difficult of sola- The 

dd never tion ,han any of tbc 1<?gal ray8t0Tie* wh1ch he wa9 80 founde 
mention Bkinful in unraveling. He heard nothing, saw nineo, 
*. f jn nothing, until tea was announced, and he found he re80rt; 

., bad been sitting alone a whole hour, with hia tyead 
maiden, , . ,. . , 
from its bowed ln hl3 tmnda* 

At the tea-table Mr. Harrinton and his sister were Ther 
fall of pleasant chat. Fannie had so many ques- to wha 

Wit init] 

SOJER MUSIC. 

words adapted to beats op drums, etc. 

From that interesting miscellany of literary gossip, 
Notes and Queries, we gather the following military 
stanzas, adapted to the various heats of drum, bugle- 

calls, <fec., in the use of the army: 

First Bugle for Dinner. 

Officers' wives, get yonr puddings and pies; 
Soldiers’ wives, get your rations. 

Rations and pies, 
Rations and pies. 

Officers’ wives, Ac. 

Also the call for orders: 

Come for orders, come for orders, 
Come for orders, come; 
Come for orders, come; 
Come for orders, orderlies all! 

The following words are applied to that con¬ 
founded “ rataplanning” that goes on about eight or 
nine o’clock in the evening, in places where soldiers 

— wag (Still so lively and winning in her conversation 
[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] with them, so piquant and yet so polite in her 

M \TCTT MAlfTNfr remarks to Clarence, that he listened to her every 
MMUi-MAI . wor(J aa if gpell-bound. He missed her after they 

by kate cameron. had partaken of their delicious evening repast, but 
in passing the kitchen window with his uncle, he 

It iB part of the discipline of our mortal existence deBcrSe(j ber wiping the dishes, and chatting play- 

" . mil Ul IIIVanHUO a ~ - «■ * 
Paying entire deference to her uncle and aunt, she and B0 many spirited accounts of her 

... i J __~ how oonvrnwmitiDii ' 

country adventnres to relate, that as Clarence 
glanced furtively at her animated face, he half-wished 
that he had been born Charles Harrington, and 
that hiH widowed mother had married Mr. Osborne. 

At length Aunt Mary remarked carelessly, “Well, 
Charles, I’ve been trying to persuade Fannie to 

that those trials from which we most shrink are the fuj,y wjtb Alipt Mary. In a few moments her broad- 
very ones which arc needed for the true development brimmed gipsey disappeared round the corner of tho 
of our character, and, therefore, the ones from which orcba,.d) anj Bbe soon returned with a few choice 

we cannot escape. 
Perhaps this is one reason why Clarence Liver¬ 

more, who had ever held matrimonial match-making 
in the utmost abhorence, was yet condemned from 
his earliest manhood to be tho victim of its wily 
machinations. To bo sure, such a iuct was not 
greatly to be wondered at when his many attrac¬ 
tions, both of purse and power, were taken into 

ng the Uisnes, ana cnawing y her fooljgh eDgagementi and Come and stay 
ary. In a few moments her broad- ^ ^ gbe geem8 ddtemined to orifice 
lisappearcd round the corner of the 

soon returned with a few choice C,iyeg,, wag the reply. «and tbe Bchool commis- 
specimens of a rare plant, of which she had been iMi8t QD hef preaentiug Herself before their 
telling Clarence, in a botanical disquisition before ^ on Wedne>dfty weeU. rm rather 80rry, 

I®8" , . 1,1 mvself, that she has undertaken anch a task, but 
This was hut the beginning of weeks of happy * r!ght ia doping her word.” This was PM tne Deg.nim.gui think her perfectly right in keeping her word.” 

intercourse, such as our confirmed bachelor had ^ hear arigbt? Was it only an 
never indulged a dream of. Fannie was not rich, mont 1o tcacb BChooi that stood between him never indulged s dreuni of. F ANNJB wnis not ricli* i 
of that her plain, but always tasteful wardrobe gave 
evidence,— hut what was wealth to him, the only son 

account; the only son of a wealthy merchant in the 0j- QgARi,BE Livermore, Rnq? No, the obstacle was 
Empire City, heir alike to a goodly amount of brain- hef own engaf,ement, and bis high sense of honor 
stock and bank-stock, a lawyer with a good prac¬ 
tice and sufficient talent to sustain the fair reputation 
he had already established for himself. He was, 
nevertheless, at thirty, decidedly averse to the idea 
of granting any fair lady the honor of figuring on 
Broadway as Mrs. Clarence Livermore. 

Do not think him ungallant, or unsusceptible to 
the tender passion. Many ft blooming maiden had 
becu his companion at concert, and drive, or soiree; 
and yet from the shiuing galaxy he had not yet 
singled out “a bright particular star” to he the light 
of hia home. More than once did he imagine he 
had made such a selection, hut invariably some 
remark of a managing mama, or discreet aunt of his 
chosen ones, would reach hiB ears, and at once he 
relinquished all claims to her smiles. He had no 
fancy for being exulted over as a "decided catch,” a 
“prize in life’s lottery,” and the like; and bis good 

wo old not allow him even to imagine its removal. 
No! he would dream a little longer,—be would enjoy 
the sunshine of her presence for a few brief weeks, 
and then go back to tho stern battle of life, with a 
heart forever closed against all future channel's, 
while on its scaled portals should be engraved the 

mournful sentence, 

11 The saddest words of tongue or pen, 
Are written here — it might have been /” 

and happiness? He must know,- further suspense f^/yZ », neW thinu’of the hod, 
was intolerable,.and be not surprised that Mr. Ciias. And work w;tb » will, John Todd. 
Harrington was left alone with hi* uncle aDd aunt Vo /.arajti 

during tho whole of that moonlight evening, while There i« no parade to day; 
Clarence Livermore and Fannie Osborne walked Then. is no parade to day; 

back and forth under the stately elms, and read in For'onr brigadef* 
each others beaming eyes a record of true love, For our brigade 
already registered on the tablets of their hearts. y 

Clarence declared on his return to the parlor that The music (?) of this call is decidedly the prettiest 
Aunt Mary was the most designing, as well as most in the service; and it is used whenever any circura- 
skillfnl of match-makers, and the only one in the stance, Buch as a storm, necessitates the suppression 

Go to bed, Tom; go to bed, Tom; 
Drank or sober, go to bed, Tom. 

There is another elegant morceau, hut we know not 
to what particular beat it is applied: 

What will you do with the drunken sodger? 
What will you do with the drunken sodger? 

So early in the morning? 

Put him in the guard house till he get* sober, 
Put him in tbe gnard-hon*e till he gets sober, 

SO early in the morning. 

• What will you do with him when he’s sober? 
What will you do with him when he’s sober? 

So early in the morning? 

Give him three dozen at the triangles, 
Give him three dozen at the triangles, 

So early In the morning. 

Quarter Drum. 
Fifteen minutes to live, to live, 
Fifteen minutes to live. 

This is a warning heat, indicating that the parade 
will form in a quarter of an hour: 

Fatigue Call. 

Shoulder your shovel, and quick come dig; 
Shoulder your shovel, John Todd; 
Shoulder your shovel, ne’er think of the hod, 
And work with a will, John Todd. 

.Vo Parade. 

There is no parade to day; 
Then. Is no parade to day; 

There is no parade 
For our brigade, 
For our brigade 

Today. 

The music (?) of this call is decidedly the prettiest 
in the service; and it is used whenever any circum- 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 14 letters. 

My 8, 3, 4, 2, 9,10,14 is the manner in which “ my whole ” 
affects UninD-loving people. 

My 9, 8, 14, 8, 9, 10, 8, 2, 7,14, 8 is what Unionists say of 
“ my whole.” 

My 9, 2,12, 5, 8 expresses interminable time. 
My 8, 5, 6_ 9, 7 grow in the woods. 
My 7,11, 12, 6 is what Christ came to do for the world. 
My 1, 6, 8, 14, 13, 2 is the name of one of the noblest ladies 

in the land. 
My 10, 2, 5 is the name of a river in Scotland. 
My 3, 11,12. 8. 6, 7, 11, 6, 5, 12, 11, 13, 9 is what the South 
says to the North. 

My whole ia the name of a distinguished rebel. 

Elkhorn, Wis., 1861., Fannie J. Perkins. 

XW Answer in two weeks 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 

ANAGRAMS. 

1. Spare him not. 4. All great sins. 
2. Best in pTayer. 5. Golden Land. 
3. A nice cold pie. C. Regard u Abe? 

7. VielB of tager enm lal redmin sn 
We anc kame rou viles sublemi, 
Dan dariDgpet veale hedbin su 
Ofto-trinps no bet snads fo temi. 

College Hill, 0. » 

83’’’’ Answer in two weeks. 

J. M. C. 

11 The saddest words of tongue or pen, world whom he could in the least tolerate or forgive. 
Are written here — it might have been /” FANNIE OsBORNK taught one term in the school 

Almost the only ornament that Fannie wore was where her independent spirit had led her to apply for 
a handsomely chased locket, suspended from a slen- a situation, hut although she gave entire satisfaction, 
der gold chain. Clarence one day begged the the committee failed to secure bar services for a 
privilege of examining it. The spring opened, and longer period; and tho Christmas Holidays witnessed 
disclosed a fine, manly countenance, which was the introduction oi a new and charming star o 
every way prepossessing in its expression. He the most refined circles of New York; yet one that 
fancied that a rosier hue tinged Fannie’s cheek, as shone with brighter radiance in tlm calm horizon ot 

she said—“that is my best friend, Charles Bar- 

mother, who was herself not in the least insensible rinoton.” 
to the advantages or a desirable alliance, began to “He must be a happy man!” was Clarences 

regard her son as a confirmed “ bachelor.” She had exclamation. 
long since ceased making suggestions upon tbe “Oh! be is, very happy,” answered Fannie with 
qualifications of this or that candidate for a place in a merry laugh, and then she talked of Tenn^on. 

the family records of tho house of “Livermore;” and Wordsworth, and Bnowwmo, auI ended toy 
but she was occasionally detected searching among asking if she shouldn’t make him a blackberry pud- 

the raven curls of her only pride and hope, half ding for dinner. 
fearing lest some silvery intruder fnight there he Two or three times a week Uncle Y ilijam would 

home, and cared for no higher honor than to he 
known as the loved and loving wife of Clarence 

Livermore! 
Rochester, N. Y., 1861. 

DROPS WISDOM. 

Indulge in humor just as much as you please, so 

it isn’t ill-humor. 

Every creature knowetli its capacity, running in 

of the parade and its consequent drills. 

Dinner Call. 
Come, pick them up, pick them up— 
Hot potatoes, hot potatoes; 
Pick them up, pick them up, 
Hot potatoes, hot potatoes—all. 

War Icing Call. 
1 called him, 1 called him— 
He wouldn't come, h- wouldn’t come; 
I called him. 1 called him— 
But he wouldn’t coma at all. 

One more specimen, and these notes must close: 

Stable Call. 
Oh, corns to yonr stable— 
Work while you're able— 

Water your horses and give them some corn. 
If you don’t do it, 
Tho colonel shall know it, 

Ab4 you shall ho punished according to law _ 
8o conic to rour stable— 
YV o> k while you m auie— 

And water your horse* and give them some corn. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM. 

A tun or stick of hewn timber, its length 6fty feet, 
Of equal dimensions to make our rule meet, 
To be raised up by five men who are stout and robust, 
Each to lift a share equal to make matters just; 
Four-fifth* of it* weight on a lever doth rest,— 
Where tbe lever Is placed i* whati* to be guessed,— 
To bo lifted by four men who all do their best; 
Leaving one fifth of Its weight at the end for one man, 
Who will lift It, 1 think—of course, If he can. 
Now tell me, kind bir, where tbe lever must be? 
Then lift your share equal with the othor three, 
And I'll raise up the end and do It with pleasure— 
Tho experiment we’ll try whene’er we have leisure. 

Oakfleld, Kent Co., Mich., 1861. Wm. H. H. Davis. 

XW Answer in two weeks. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEM. 

A gentleman being asked how many guineas he had in his 
pocket, answered: If the number I have be multiplied by 16, 
and the square root of the product be added to it, I shall 
then have 469 116 guineas. How many guineas had he in 

his pocket? 
Castile, N. Y., 1861. Wm. Duff. 

XsT Answer in two weeks. 

Correction.— By inadvertence the answers sent you to 
my last problem are incorrect. They should be as follows: 
Lesser abscissa, 63.661006 + feet. Greater abscissa, 436.338994 
+ feet. E. A. Dodds. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 016. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma: — John C. Frbmont. 
Answer to Geographical Enigma:—The Red, White, and 

Bl"» , „ 
Answer to Poetical Enigma: — A needle. 

fearing lest some silvery intruder flight there he Two or three times a week Uncle William would Every creature knowetli its capacity, running 

found to warn of approaching age. Ere that dreaded bring in an ominously thick letter for Fannie, and the road of instinct. 
messenger appeared, the little episode in our bache- always telling her that she needn’t blush, or that it All beautiful composition is in the dictionary 

lor friend’s life occurred, which, with yonr permis- was only from Charley, or something of the sort, on]y the words are transposed. 
sion, kind reader, we will now relate. would unwittingly inflict the most tantalizing sulLr gOME authors are mines; most are miners; those sion, kind reader, we will now relate. would nnwittingly inflict the most tantalizing su er- gOME authors are mines; most are miners; those 

le most city people, Clarence Lrvermore had ing» upon his nephew. 1’annik always took these furnigb ^ gold, these the coin. 

>nds in the country,” and if you arc not thus letters to her room to read, an laklnce wou a man that can be flattered is not necessarily a fool, 
•ed, you cannot imagine one-half the blessed- torture himBelf with the idea oi her lingering lov- ^ you can always make cue of him. 

comprised in those four words. It ia not ingly over each woid, am pere .mu mpim ing adversity brings forth purity of character, as the 
ritthat during July and August the denizens of warm kisses on the dear signature. ontsl wakr flows from the hardest rock. 

__fo. ' m uN,(„tri w* Rii tbe. corn. He became restless and uneasy; complained of purest water . 

Like most city people, Clarence Livermore had ings upon his nephew. Fuinx always took these 

“friends in the countiy,” and if you are not thus letters to her room to read, and Clarence would 
favored, von cannot imagine one-half the blessed- torture himself with the idea oi her Ungerinj; lov- 
ness comprised in those four words. It is not ingly over each word, and perchance imprinting 

A Seasonable Announcement — which please Eead, and then Show or Proclaim to yonr Acquaintances. 

MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
THE LEADING AND MOST POI’ULAR 

Agricultural, Literary and Family Newspaper in America. 

PROSPECTUS OF VOLUME XIII, FOR 1862. 

tbeW and mortar world should ieave all the com- w “j ”an to Ike'solitary rambles he who despises praise will not be likely to prac- 

MMentto beUnpaVed Iwl/ in diminutive ’ back on the mountains; Aunt Mary grew alarmed for his tice the virtues that would entitle him to it 

chambers in some ill-ventilated country boarding health; prescribed various decoctions and infusions Wk laugb at the fool, and also Ins folly, hence 
house, where the scenery and fishing are "done” by of herbs, and positively forbade his going oil'alone pulpU comedian8 cver obtain their reward, 

rule, no one caring for anything they see or for any by himself, it looked too much as if ho premeditate ^ worst,beaft*d of enemies are ofeu less to he 
one they meet; but having, on their return to pave- suicide. Fannie would go with him to “ keep an flrpa(led lbaQ tbe Ilj0Bt. kind-hearted of friends. Fannie would go with him to “keep an 

ments and parlors, tho extreme satisfaction of eye on him;” and so, all manner of pleasant excur- 

saving-" I’ve been spending two months at the sea- sions were planned, and executed,- pie-mcs, rides 
side, and we had such an exquisite time!” or, “You and fishing parties - at all of which Clarence must 
can’t imagine how romantic the scenery in Blank of course act as Miss FaNNIK'S knight errant; indee< 

" *. k I* IT l__ ..A L.^Ua.I nnAn it O □ Q 

County is,—the vicwb are perfectly splendid!” 
No/no; this isn’t life in the country. But go 

away among the New England hills, where if you 
can establish yonr claim to be twentieth cousin to 
your host, you will be welcome, - go to some snug 
farm house, with its homely comforts and homely 
fare, lint where everything is for use and nothing for 
mere outside show,—and where, unlike the city cus- 

the simple villagers of A7alemont looked upon it as a 
“ settled matter.” Of course, Mr. Livermore and 
Miss Osuokne were engaged, and would he married 

“early in the full.” 

The worst-hearted of enemies are ofeu less to he 
dreaded than the most, kind-hearted of friends. 

They who least shrink at the storm oi fortone, 
are always most virtuous and victorious in the end. 

Youth has the 6amc depth of thought as age, hut 
wants the lead line which measures its profundity. 

In private, watch your thoughts. In the family, 
watch your temper. In company, watch your tongue. 

No man's Aonl !s alone; Laocoou or Tobit> the 

THE RURAL NEW-YORKER, widely known as the most Valuable and Popular Jour°al ,in 
its Sphere — as the Best and Cheatkst combined Agricultural, Horticultural, Literary and Fann y 
Newspaper —will enter upon its Thirteenth Year and Volume in January, 1862. Those familiar wi 

Character J Reputation, and the manner in which it has been Conducted for tbe past 

twelve years, are aware that The Rural has surpassed all rivals in the various important essentials of a 

COMPLETE RURAL, FAMILY AND NEWS JOURNAL, 

One which ardently seeks to promote the Pecuniary Interest and Home Happiness of the- tens of toowand. 
of Families it visits. For years it has excelled in Variety and Usefulness, and Reliability of general 
Contend as well as in the'number and quality of its Illustrations;-and now tbe Correctness of its 

Record of the Rebellion and other News of the Day renders it, more than ever before, 

THE PEOPLE’S FAVORITE HOME WEEKLY. 
early in uie mu. jsjO nian aWOul •» aione* i-»;iuviuuu vi whiVh nrove 
Alas! for Clarence, no such bright hope lured t bas it by tj.e beart, or the angel by the hand. Tbis fact is abundantly manifested by the recent large additions to its immense on. ’ . 

him onward,- he felt as if involved in a shining web *** ^ is an old proverb tbat “boys its increasing popularity throughout the Free and Border and Women! 
of circumstances from whose bright meshes he must „ What a pity qisn’t equally true that numerous Farmers, Horticulturists, Mechanics, Manufacturers, r pronounced the 
soon break away, but which would leave lum will be boys. »naiaPy --.... njUfornia. Tub Rural has long been pronounced tbe 

tom, the owner prides himself on not having any nothing to live for, and while the delusion lasted 
thing as nice as he can airord to have it. Go where would yield himself an unresisting nctiin to its 

the barns are of more importance than the houses, 
and the broad and fertile acres are tilled by the 
honest industry of master as well as servant: where 

magic spell. 
But September was drawing near, and then he 

must return to his city home. Fannie also an- 
idleness and enDili are words unknown; but where Bounced her intention of going to Philadelphia, the U8 is not lamentation, b«t actt^not to su anu 

hearts are warm, and free, and true, and the bounties first of that month; and he was planning their jour- Bufler, but to rise and seek the remedy 
of mother Nature are lavished with unstinting hand, ney homeward, and picturing to lnmself the anguish Mkkit ig uever g0 conspicuous as when it springs 
which generosity seems to be copied by all her cbil- of the parting which awaited him at its close, when from obscurity, jost as the moon never looks so lus- 
dren. Go there and lire, for two months, and then one golden afternoon the stage stopped at the gate, troug HS wben it et.ierges from a cloud, 

come back to yonr toil and trades with browner and a gentleman alighted, valise in hand. 1* annie Unity results from compression; union, from 
brows, and harder hands, and stronger souls. You was embroidering a pair of slippers for her uncle, ftttraction A barrel is a forced unity, and fulls into 
will have learned more in th*se weeks of social inter- but she heeded not the disarrangement ot zep yrs pieceg at tbe breaking of the hoops; a lake is a 
course with great and noble hearts, and in communion and canvas, as she sprang from her scat, and ran frQm .Qner ,ifej and exist9 because every 

with all that is pure and lovely in the natural world, hurriedly down the long flower-bordered walk, to water drop ioves every other. May our States be 
than months of fashionable journeying, or years of meet the stranger. Clarence was the unwi mg drftwn iutQ unjtltl) not forced into unity, 

gas-light masquerading could teach you. witness of a very loving embrace, and tien e wt> man need faar that he will exhaust his sufi 
Such a place to visit had Clarence Livermore, approached the house leisurely, the num o ieir gtance 0|. tbougbtj he wiU only draw his inspiration 

A cosey New Hampshire cottage, the home of his voices borne in by the summer breeze. Ilaelnc . h“ life. There the inexhaustible 

father's only Wether looked •?«“!*** depths »»d endless variety of troth; and 

While Charles, the youngest, had gone forth to waa n°l re.tlh " ort i t le w i t a thereby for- the true thinker is but a short-hand writer endeavor- 
make his fortune in the world of trade. William, (even if he had the means •t hand, an thereby for^ ^ ^ ^ discoprBe ef God. Shall a child on 

the eldest son, had inherited the old homestead, and feit forever ie es cem o i • > 1( banks of the Amazon fear lest he should drink 
nn in the t.me-honored trusted he now possessed, so he murmured plain- 

men wiS mem & ^ ^ MaTne S Canada to California. The Rural has long been pronounced the 

When we fancy tbat we have grown wiser, it is t>T7QT TOTTRNAL OF ITS CLASS ON THE CONTINENT! 
only, in many instances, that new prejudices have 

taken the place of old ones. Recently, however, its pages have been rendered more interesting and valuable to the general reader 
The best thing to he done when evil comes upon tban formerly—for, in addition to a great amount of Practical, Timely and hntertaining K*.a mg, ^upon 

; is uot lamentation, but action; not to sit and ^0RICulture, Horticulture, Domestic Economy, Science, Art, Education, o., * c., wi a 
ffer, hut to rise and seek the remedy, 0j Engrayjngs, Mubic, Tales, Foreign and Domestic Correspondence, Poetry, cc., ) i eon ■ i 

Merit is never so conspicuous as when it springs complete and carefully prepared Weekly Summary of 
om obscurity, just as the moon never looks so lus- aTFST NEWS, 
mia«« when itenierees from a cloud. THE LiA A A >▼ 

gas-light masquerading could teach you. witness ot a very loving emuracu, *>hu 
Such a place to visit had Clarence Livermore, approached the house leisurely, the 

A cosey New Hampshire cottage, the home of his voices borue in by the summer breezt 
father’s only brother. looked around, it was too late for hur 

While Charles, the youngest, had gone forth to was not really worth the while to take 
make his fortune in the world of trade, William, (even if he had the means at hand.) an 

the eldest son, had inherited the old homestead, and feit forever t le es cun o i 18 * 
year after year had plodded on in the time-honored trusted he now possesse , so 

way, content to live in his father’s house, aud only tively: <( ^ ^ ,b thy memorj% deRre8t! 
craving, when his life-work should he ended, a place j. all thal i cia|m ; 
in bis father's sepulchre. He was still hale and To pause and look back when thou hearest 

hearty, though the furrows of three score years and The sound of my name, 

ten were written on bis forehead, and with the wife Another may woo thee nearer, 

of his yonth, he was now descending with nnfalter- Another may wm thee, and wear , 

ing steps into the valley of old age; “ band in hand” I 
as they went np so many years before, on the green 
hill-sides of youth, both cherishing the hope that Having finished which rhapsody, he 

So that ovor, reader may he Ml, and reliably informed of the Eventa of the Wa* fo. tu. In 
former vears The Rural has kept aloof from partisan questions, hut during the great strugg e 
nerpeMty Of onr National Union it ca.no, he ne.tral concerning the vital i»ue before the People and 
County «d therefore ardently auetain. "T« U-,, TH. Coaer.TFF.OF. aan Enro.cKUEar of rnn 

Laws.” In fact, the Rural New-Yorker ia and will continue to be 

THE PAPER ITO-Rd THE TI IVIES, 

hill-sides of youth, both cherishing the hope that Having finished which rhapsody, he became more 
when their pilgrimage should close, they might composed and stood np very erect, and smiled down 
“ gieep together at the foot.” very benignantly, when Miss Osborne said, “Allow 

It was several years since Clarence Livermore me to present my brother, Mr. Harrington.” 
had visited Valemont; but having announced his “ Your brother!” was Clarence s ejacu atmn. 
intended arrival, he was received with tbe greatest thought-” and for the first time m his life, c.-ah- 
uiiciiucu aiuTiti, as, ninccofi ” to the* liivine boumy. n you littvc 

cortinlily UF *"? Til'ZZh roillod hLc'ntlo'red nndortl.nding, nnd MUM 
and immediately ushered into the “best room.” 
which, with its home-made carpet, old polished fnr- 

A merry laugh from Fannie recalled bis scattered unuerarnuums, 
senses, aud she said quietly, “ Yon don’t understand done your duty. 

WHICH. Wltn its nome-iuttuc bmpn, uiu - --- - tori,1* left for vanitv 
niture, family portraits, and pitchers fiUed with | the difference in names-my mother was twee ty 

fro ul * a ctuu i° totnan Ilfr! There the inSEhaustible Furnishing a weekly variety of appropriate and interesting reading for the 

God pours depths and endless variety of truth; and Circle. We trust its earnest advocacy of the Right and condemnation Country US' To its 
the true thinker is but a short-hand writer endeavor- bitberto, to the friends of Pure and Instructive Literature m both Town • 
teg to report the discourse ef God. Shall a child on readers,’wbo Unow how instructive and valuable are its Practical P^perTs 

the banks of the Amazon fear lest he should drink ftnd News ageB cannot fail to interest and entertain, w l'lc he iI10,a ‘ augmenting its 
up the stream? unexceptionable,-we especially appeal, in the confident belief 

In great matters of public moment, where both circulation and usefulness at a time when enaouragement will most strengthen 

parties are at a stand, and both are punctilious, __-—- 

slight condescensions cost little, hut are worth much, r ATTTT. FOR 
He that Yields them is wise, inasmuch as he purchases \ VAA-i U TtXXIa — 9 _ 

guineas with farthings. A few drops of oil will set ^ . both Contents and Appearance, maintain the enviable reputation The Rural • I 
the political machine at work, when a tun of vinegar J^ ,e published in Sufekior Style- with New Type, good ^ Paper, ^ many J* Engrain*^ 
would only corrode the wheels and canker the move- Itg Fom wU1 COI1tinup the same as now —Double Quarto —with an Index, Titl fe > 

meats. the year, rendering the volume complete for binding and preservation. ^ 

If yon would add lustre to all your accomplish- pERMS, Always In Advance — T™ Dollars & Year To Afe'en^ afud11.25*per copy,’)—*ith a free X- 
meats, study a modest behavior. To excel in any- T for S15. Fiftaeu for 521; Twenty for 826, and any a 1.1 oua nuru ^ are obliged to pre pay American | 
Thing valnahio it great! but u, he above conceit on w ,w,«„™ Ma««« 

account of one’s accomplishments is greater. Con- postage ou all papers sent abro our Subscriptions can begin with the volume or any number. / . 
si der, if yon have rich natural gifts, you owe them ^ Now is tbe Tune to Subscribe wtd fom ^8>United ^ and Cana(la mailB) to whom we shall try to ) 
to the divine bounty. If you have improved your E^cientLocaiAgeu^iitedm ^ Show-Bills, Inducements, &c„ sent free to all disposed to « 

understanding, and studied virtue, you have only *** Pay.■^«Un^Tbr introducing the paper to more general notice ana support, 
done your duty. And thus there seems little ground benefit their neighbor* and connnun.ty by n D. D. T. MOORE, Rochester, N- T. 
1 tmntfv. NOVEMBER 16, 1861. 

And thus there seems little ground 

jrY ?. 

[Nyy 



unless the Northern armies meet with 

great and repeated reverses. If wo 

meet these reverses, which cun result 

only from the grossest mismanage¬ 

ment, the effect will he loss of confi¬ 

dence, general depression in prices 

and considerable bankruptcy. I do 

not pretend to bo wiser than others, 

. j but I have lived long, through “ wars 

* / and rumors of wars,” in more than 

one nation, and know their effects. 

jj-A But, hard times will come, with heavy 

taxes and a general depression of 

trade, and extremely low prices for 

produce, and that will bo when this 

war is ended, when there is no 

further demand for wool and hides 

to clothe, and produce to feed onr vast armies, and 

when the men now engaged in upholding the honor 

of the American llag shall return to their homes to 

compete with 11s in the usual pursuits of life. Then, 

when, in addition to tin’s, the largo debts now con¬ 

tracted will have to be paid, or the interest provided 

for, wo may look for hard times in earnest. Then 

we shall have to think about economy, and practice 

it, too. 

But, economy is a strange word for this eonntry. 

Americans have not begun to learn the meaning of 

the word, although I am informed it is properly 

explained in Weusthu’s large dictionary. This may 

be so, yet I must contend that although the word is 

in almost everybody's mouth, wo have not begun to 

learn the meaning of the term. The fast young man 

who spends enough in livery horses, cigars, and 

oyster suppers to support a large family, will talk as 

glibly of economy as the miser, and perhaps imagines 

he is exceedingly economical because he manages to 

live on a salary less than that of the President of tho 

United States. 

The fact is, the people of this country have no 

idea of economy. Look at our dress. Tho men, of 

course, all say the women are extravagant in this; 

but are not men equally so? No one thinks himself 

dressed now, unless he is enfolded in black broad¬ 

cloth, the most expensive, and the most unsuitable 

that could possibly he procured for the ordinary 

wearer. A company of American gentlemen, with 

any pretensions to dress, look like a congregation 

of clergymen, or a company of mourners for departed 

friends or virtues. 

In onr housekeeping we know nothing of true 

economy, and yet economy is a watchword in almost 

every house. Beefsteak and white bread, butter and 

potatoes, make up the bulk of the ordinary fare of 

most families from one year to another. But the 

housewife is seized with a streak of economy, and it 

is announced at tho table, if nut put lathe papers, 

that economy Is to be tho rule. Well, economy is 

tried. No butter, or sugar, or meat, or coffee is to 

bo allowed. Something, of coarse, is selected as 

“contraband” that will bo the most, missed. This 

is endured for a while; everybody is rendered un¬ 

comfortable, and soon, to the gratification of all, 

it is agreed that economy is a humbug, and things 

settle down into tho old track. This plainly shows 

the word is not understood. But, let a French wo¬ 

man, who knows the meaning of the term, take 

charge of the housekeeping, and not one word will 

be heard of economy; every one will praise tho 

glorious living, the rich and delicious yet name¬ 

less dishes that so please the palate, and which 

all agree must be exceedingly costly, while the 

truth is, the economy dodge is being practiced by 

the housekeeper, who keeps her own secrets, and 

her money too. 

I hope American housekeepers will think of this, 

and when they wish to economize in family expenses, 

say nothing about it, but by a little ingenuity and 

calculation, and a little extra labor, make every one 

believe they are living better than ever before, while 

they are saving one-half their ordinary expenses. 

Just how this is to be done perhaps I cannot tell you, 

but I know every good French housekeeper could. 

And with a little thought, I am satisfied every intelli¬ 

gent Yankee can do the same. I have long been of 

the conviction that we might save one-half of our 

living expenses; and if so, this is certainly the time 

for a beginning. 

Farmers talk a great deal about economy. I know 

one who will go three miles out of liis way, over a bad 

road, to save a few cents at the toll gate. Another, 

who is so economical of blacksmith’s expenses, that, 

instead of getting a tire set at the right time, will 

make it do a week or two longer, and some dark 

night may be found groping his way home with three 

wheels and a rail to his wagon, while a horse or two 

are unable to leave the stable on account, of lameness 

resulting from a misunderstanding of the word econ¬ 

omy, as applied to shoeing horses. Many a man is 

so economical in the matter of boards for barns, 

stables and sheds, that he builds them every year of 

corn and hay. These may be considered strange 

building materials, but what I state is true. If an 

animal is exposed to the storms and colds of winter, 

it will take one-half of the food it consumes to keep 

it as warm as it would be naturally in a good com¬ 

fortable stable; the other half will just keep it 

along. Bo the half of the grain and hay is used for 

j making a stable, expensive building materials, but 

l this is the economy of some. It is not tho economy, 

however, that I would recommend, nor that which 

I will pay heavy war expenses. Old Fakmbr. 
I Monroe Co., Nov., 1861. 

thi3 buck, have been bred to the THorme bucks 

before spoken of, and the get of the one have now 

heen put to the other. Now the descendents of the 

two Tiiornr bucks will be put to tho English bucks 

sent hither by the Prince of Wales, both of which 

are line animals. 

Tho South-Downs are bred here for market pur¬ 

poses. Being close to market, it is easy to get a 

good price for them—much easier to get $3 per head 

for South-Down lambs than $2 for French Merino 

lambs, which stock ho has, and is now crossing 

with Spanish Merinos. lie haB recently purchased, 

through the agency of Bawhpokd Howard, of Bos¬ 

ton, a Spanish Merino buck, from Campbell's flock, 

of Westminster, Vt., which he is using on his French 

ewes. His object is to get a hardier sheep, and a 

better carcass, without affecting the quality of the 

wool. He wants a sheep that matures earlier than 

the French, and lambs at which butchers will not 

laugh or scowl, when they go into market. He is 

getting an improved stock of sheep for this climate 

and his purposes, but the writer questions whether 

the ubo of the South-Down bucks on the French ewes 

would not secure a still better stock for an early 

market. Capt. James N. Brown, of Sangamon Co., 

is breeding in this manner with very satisfactory 

results; ami he exhibited some excellent carcasses at 

the State Fair. More of .this hereafter, however. 

It is plain from what we saw and heard, that Mr. 

W. does not think very highly of the French, for this 

climate at least. 

Cattle at the summit. 

, find here a her J*>f nearly three hundred head, 

‘■^Ip^-streaked and s^ejkled,” the result of crossing 

thoV.itfilriwKd. bulls, both Durham and Devons, on 

all sorSoT native cows. The object In breeding in 

this manner, is to get a large ^took in a short time 

tbs* will feed npon lii- -P** d prairie ranges, tread 

out tho wild prairie grasses, and tread in tho clover, 

timothy and red top. It costs little to keep this 

stock, and when ready for the butcher, advantage is 

taken of nearness to market to send them In at the 

right time. 

But let It not be supposed that Mr. W. has no herds 

of thorough bred cattle. His Devon herd consists of 

about a dozen herd-book females, not counting 

calves. He is now usiug his Devon bull “ Chibiabos” 

(387,) who was sired by “ May Buy” (71,) (now owned 

by (J. D. Bent, of Iowa City, Iowa,) and bred by Mr. 

Wainwkiuiit. He has some of Patterson's stock 

also, and a line herd of pure Devon catveH. 

Ilia Short-born herd consists of about, twenty-five 

females (herd-book animals.) Ilia first purchases 

were made of Dennis Kelley and Isaac Hemming- 

ton, of Philadelphia, whose stock was from Vaile’s 

early importations—white hair and yellow skin 

stock. The bulls that have been used “ Balco” 

(Dill8,) Imported by Col. Morris; “Duke of Cluster” 

(11382,) imported by same; “Romeo” (13619,) and he 

is now using “Chicago Duke” (3753,) bred by U. 

Atchinkon Alexander, from his famous bull “ Duko 

of Andrie” (12730.) 

He baa recently added to his herd two cows 

imported by tho Illinois Stock Importing Association 

in 1857. “Constance,” bred by Edward Bowi.ev, 

of Cirencester, England, and got by “Bnow Btorm” 

(12119;) and “Coquette," bred by tho same party, 

and got by “ Economist” (11426.) These were the 

only cows imported by the Association, and were 

purchased by the late Cko. Barnett, of Will Co., at 

the public sale of the animals on their arrival hero. 

We are sorry to say that tae young cow "Jubilee,” 

by “Albion,” son of the imported “ Crand Turk,” is 

sick, having heen ill since she calved. Bhe was 

p rehased from Alexander, of Keutucky, by Mr. W. 

I have been thus minute in my notes of this farm 

and stock, because as I travel through the country I 

am frequently asked, “ What of * Long .John’s’ farm 

and Btock? Has he got some good stock? Is he a 

good farmer?”— and all that. It iB simply to supply 

a demand, and to gratify the curiosity of such as 

know him as a politician, and have heard of him as 

a farmer. 

One thing. There is no effort at fancy farming — 

no follies which follow the efforts of the man who 

does a great deal and spends a great deal of money 

without knowing why. It is the design here, as soon 

as the farm is in condition, to keep nothing but the 

best stock, and to breed pure stock. Everything is 

planned and shaped with this object. 

Another thing. The man who visits the Summit, 

expecting to find stock highly kept, loaded with 

flesh, bnrthened with the results of high-feeding, will 

be disappointed. Mr. Wentworth says he cannot 

feed high if he would. As soon as his best animals 

(l speak particularly of his Short-horns,) begin to 

more than thrive, they die with the “ black leg.” He 

has lost some of his best «tock in this way, and 

believes it is peculiar to the locality. It may be; bat 

there are herdsmen malicious enough to assert that 

if cattle are properly fed they will fatten, and yet 

incur no risk thereby. Without doubt Mr. W, would 

be glad to leurn of such wiseacres, and would be 

willing to pay for the knowledge. His stock is 

thrifty and healthy now. None of it looks gross; all 

of it looks well. He is well posted in stock matters, 

especially as to the character of the different herds. 

He has both the English and American Herd-Books, 

and is a skillful detective of the paper pedigrees 

which are vended with scrub stock through the 

country by itinerant stock peddlers. Btock men 

may learn something by talking with him, and he is 

eager to learn. 

the new settlements. The operation is cruel and 

unprofitable, and should be numbered among a host 

of foolish practices, like general spring bleeding, that 

have been abandoned by alt reasonable people. Of 

course air is necessary for all animals, and exercise 

especially, for those designed for labor, but animals 

intended for the butcher are none the better for much 

hardening, as all meat-eaters will agree. 
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“ LONG JOHN ” AND HIS FARM. 

SW1NF, AT THE RDM MIT. 

Mr. Wentworth breeds swine largely. He has 

over twenty-five Suffolk sows from which he breeds 

constantly, and keeps three boars alt tbo time —nil 

different strains of blood. This matter of breeding 

swine Is made a study — a subject of constant discus¬ 

sion between ilia Lengthincss and bis herdsman 

"Henry.” He Is now breeding to lengthen his 

Suffolks and secure more hair on them. He Is breed¬ 

ing in this manner because there is a demand in 

the West, here, for this kind of stock. They are 

believed to be hardier. He is succeeding in getting 

a longer-bodied Suffolk, with more hair and a 

heavier shoulder. He has one bog which lie calls 

“ Shoulders,” that, Is a model in many respects. He 

says that he sella ten short Sntt'olks where he sells 

one long one. They are sold tUO'oss on the coarser 

stock of the country, but if a man is going lo breed 

Snffolks exclusively, he would advillfe the choice of 

the long-bodied class. Mr. W.’s stock of SuffolkS 

arc principally from Morris’ importation, crossed 

on animals from three different importations by 

Stioknky. 

Mr. W. says, with reference to the objection made 

to the Suffolks, that they are liable to become mangy, 

that if good clean pasture and shelter is klvn them 

and they are let alone, they will take caro of them¬ 

selves. As soon as they are better known, this 

objection will not be made against them. He 

recommends as a remedy, the application of sulphur 

and grease as soon as it is discovered. 

DOGS AT THE SUMMIT. 

The reader will remember that the old Dutchman 

proposed that the dogs of the respective parties 

should guard that range line. Mr. W. did not like 

the curs his neighbor used, hut selected what, ho calls 

the Newfoundland Farm Dog,— smaller than the real 

Newfoundland, and resembles more, in general ap¬ 

pearance, the Shepherd dog, and may bo a cross of 

the Newfoundland and high bred English Shepherd 

dog. They do not suffer from the heat here as does 

the large Newfoundland. Mr. W. says they do very 

well as a fence, for it is one of their characteristics 

to know their master’s property and defend it. They 

seem to know where the property belongs, and give 

the alarm at night whenever anything is transpiring 

out of the usual course of things, whether with the 

stock or persons. If tho latter travel the road and 

go about their own business, there is no alarm made— 

no barking at a stranger until he sets foot an the 

premises. They have a wonderful affection for little 

children, and watch over and protect them under all 

circumstances. 

The writer hereof has no affection for dogs of any 

kind; but if people must keep them — if they will 

have them—he urges that those that are civil and 

useful be obtained. 

horses at the summit. 

Horses receive hut little attention, from the fact 

that all sorts of teamsters are employed to drive 

them. The main object has been to select mares of 

such a hardy constitution that Mr. Paddy, however 

much he may be influenced by “the ardent,” cannot, 

kill with hard work, lie now works and breeds from 

about twenty-five mares. The horses are selected 

with a view to breeding off the coarseness of these 

mares. He has now a stock of about, forty colts, that 

in due time will make serviceable and salable 

animals. He is this year breeding from a large bay 

horse, sixteen hands high, of Messenger ancestry, 

said to have been a prize animal at the New York 

State Fair, (some time ago,) and at the Illinois State 

Fair in 1855. This horse is owned by Ex-Mayor 

Gurnee, of Chicago, and is noted for getting 

matched carriage horses, his stock being invariably 

blood bay, with “arched necks” and other fancy "get 

up” qualities and characteristics. 

Mr. W. has hat little tliorougli-bred stock of this 

kind a single marc, Kentucky bred, and her colts 

comprising said stock. He is breecing the mare to 

“Col. Buford,” an excellent anirnai, owned by H. H. 

Yates, of Chicago. 

SHEEP AT THE SUMMIT. 

South-Downs—Mr. W.’s flock of South-Downs 
consists of about one hundred ewes (counting lambs) 
and the two bucks, “Renfrew” and “Newcastle,” 
which were sent him from England by tbe Prince 
of Wales. He has two other fine bucks which he 
purchased at the New York Stale Fair in 1858—prize 
animals then — both by Thorne's imported buck, 
“No. 112,” out of ewes sold to Mr. Thorne by Col. 
Jonas Webs, of Babraham, England, who may be 
considered the father of improved South-Downs, and 
who we regret to say lias retired from the business of 
breeder. 

Mr. Wentworth’s flock of Soutb-Down3 now con¬ 

sists of two crosses. The first buck was purchased 

of Col. Morris, out of his early imported “Young 

York” stock. The ewes resulting from the use of 

INQUIRIES AND NOTES 

Htnble 8heep Rack. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—In yonr Inst issue, we were 

favored with several plans for movable racks; as I feed my 

stock under cover in winter, will you please give a plan for a 

sheep rack suitable for my use.—SnarnuRD. Ontario Co., N. 

Y., 1801. 

We give, in response to the above, a plan for a 

rack, under cover, fastened to the building, furnished 

by 8. W. Jewett. It is in common use in Europe, 

particularly in Franco. Mr. J. says: “ \ use them 

altogether now, and consider them superior to all 

others which T have Been. They are built similar to 

the common horse-rack and manger. The trough in 
HACKETT.ALBV 

PATENT WIND-MILL AND PUMP, 

Our engraving represents a Wind-Mill and Pump, 

invented some years ago by E. W. Mills, of Onon¬ 

daga county, subsequently patented, and now 

manufactured by Messrs. E. W. Mills A Co., of 

Skancatolcs, N. Y. We first saw it at tho Onondaga 

Co. Fair, in 1869; were much pleased with Its opera 

tion, and in our report of tho Fair (boo Rural of 

Oct. 1, 1859,) remarkedA sclf-regnlating wind¬ 

mill, operating a pump, worked admirably, and 

attracted much attention. It was invented and man¬ 

ufactured by quit© a young man—E. W. Mills, of 

Amber—and can be furnished at a cost of $25.” 

Siucc our introductory notice, tbo invention lilts 

been perfected, and met with considerable favor,— 

experience having demonstrated its value aud 

utility, -and we. are glad to learn it has proved a 

decided success. It was awarded the first premium 

at the two last Fairs of our State Agricultural Society. 

In our report of the State Fair at Elmira, a year ago, 

wo spoko of this mill, which was exhibited in opera¬ 

tion, as “a very complete and cheap affair for pump¬ 

ing and other purposes. Tt is self-regulating, very 

effective, and furnished with a pump complete.” 

In describing this invention the manufacturers 

say:—“The mill regulates its own sail to tho wind— 

can bo stopped by the handle seen in tbe cut,, which 

turns the sails edgewise. The mill is nearly all iron. 

The pump used is a force; is placed in the bottom 

of (lie well and operated by the two small rods seen, 

which balance each other, thereby running in lighter 

winds than it would with a single one. The price 

of the Mill and Dump represented in the engraving 

is fifty dollars—with smaller pump, forty dollars. 

Large mills, for sawing, grinding, Ac., are made to 

order.” 

— A late number of the Irish Country Gentleman, 

Dublin, contains the following mention, by a cor¬ 

respondent, of this wind-mill as exhibited at the 

recent State Fair in Watertown:—“At a late Agri¬ 

cultural Show in New York (Watertown,) wiud-mills, 

or engines, so called in America, attracted the 

observation of farmers and those requiring labor- 

saving machines. They are wholly of iron, light 

sheets being used instead of canvas, to drive them, 

and sold at the low price of $40 or £8 ; can be 

attached to any building or pole; save the engineer 

and fuel of a steam engine; can saw, thrush, drain, 

raise water, cut straw, and do any work about a 

farm. The price increases according to the power.” 

Tho last number of the N. Y. State Ag. Society's 

Journal, speaking of these mills, says “there have 

been many inquiries for them since tho Fair,” and 

adds—“They are furnished at $10 and upwards, and 

are the very best of the windmills we have seen, 

and must soou come into general use on the Western 

prairies, and on the smaller farms throughout our 

State and the East.” 

front is to catch the hay that may drop from the rack, 

and for feeding grain. It stands two feet high, and 

is seven iuehes wide on tho bottom. Tho slats, or 

uprights, are ot good oak timber, two inches wide, 

three-fourths of an inch thick, and tweuty-six inches 

long. They stand three inches apart in the rack. No 

hay is wasted in this manner, and the wool is not 

worn off the head and neck of the sheep.” 

Cure of Htock In Winter. 

Eds, Rural New-Yorker:—We hear much said in favor 

of giving stock good care, warm stables, Ac., during the 

winter; but by doing so, especially with the young, are we 

not rendering them tender, delicate in constitution, subject 

to disease from slight causes, unable to endure hardships, or 

extended and fatlgnlng labor!’ This, it seems to me, is an 

important question, and one that should receive attention.— 

W. B, F,, Gosport, King. Co., Ar. Y., 1861. 

It is possible to bring up animals in such a 

manner as to make them tender, as suggested by a 

correspondent, just as it i3 possible for the gardener 

to give his plants nnder hot-house culture a rapid, 

tender growth, that will make them unfit for out-door 

culture, until they have been “hardened off,” by a 

gradual change of temperature. This, however, is 

an error that wu are not likely to commit, at least for 

some time to come. Our common fault is on the 

other side, and the cases where the young slock of 

American farmers suffer from over-tenderness, we 

judge, are rare in the extreme. The young hold life 

by a very slender tenure. The care and watchfulness 

of proper guardians are always necessary to save the 

children, and even then death makes sad havoc 

among the little ones. Tbe danger lessens as age 

increases. The gardener knows full well that it is 

the young plants that need his care and nursing, 

while those of mature age can battle with the storms 

unaided. The good book represents the Shepherd 

as carrying the tired lambs in his arms; but we think 

some farmers we wot of would have pursued a course 

far lesB tender, and our correspondent, had be beheld 

the oriental shepherd with the lamb in his bosom, 

might have suggested that this was an ennervating 

process, calculated to weaken the limbs and result in 

future evil. 

Good judgment is absolutely necessary in the case 

of yonng animals, and this will teach that the tender 

musoles, the soft bones, are not capable of enduring 

cold aud hardships without suffering and danger, 

while the demand for nourishing food to fill up aud 

enlarge the body is exceedingly great. Experiments 

at toughening at this time are very dangerous. It is 

better to wait until the body iB well-formed, strong, 

with plenty of vitality*, and then if ‘hardening is 

necessary let it he done gradually. But, we hope the 

day is past when it will be necessary to toughen 

our animals to endure the rigors of tin American 

winter without shelter, as was common years ago, iu 

WAR AND ECONOMY, 

Eds, Rural New-Yorker: — As you were kind 

enough to publish my last article on tho war, the 

usual effects of war on trade and agriculture, and the 

probable effects here, I send you another on a some¬ 

what kindred subject. As I predicted, trade has 

revived, and times are better. This I knew would 

be the resnlt as soon as we got over tho first shock. 

Times will continue to improve as long as tbe war is 

carried on with its present giguntic proportions, 

TWO DOIjLARS A YELAJR,.) “PROGRESS AND IMPROVEMENT.” [SINGLE 1STO. UPOUIt CENT’S. 
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MILKING HOUSE. 

A cokrf.spondknt wants to know how to make a 
good milking bouse. I have seen Home very good 
ones, hot if I were to make one, it would be some¬ 
thing after this fashion. In width, 24 feet in the 
clear. The length governed by the number of cows 
to be accomodated — allowing .'i feet C inches, from 
center to center, for each cow. The posts of light 
timber, say 3 by 8, and 12 feet, and 8 feet between 
joists, leaving the chamber about 4 feet from joiate to 
plate. 1 should build a balloon frame, most decided¬ 
ly. The upper floor should be tight, as it will be 
very convenient for hay to feed the cows late in 
autumn, or late in spring before they finally go to 
grass. It is well to give them a little bay till into 
June, when brought up to be milked. Tbe floor I 

should divide thus: 
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This shows a Bpaco in front of cows, next to the 
wall, of four feet, to stanchions, which occupy about 
one foot. Two feet next the stanchions for mangers. 
Then platform for cows, four feet six inehes for com¬ 
mon sized animals. It is well, however, to have 
some few platforms at least five feet six inches, for 
very large cows. Next comes the manure gutter, 
fifteen inches wide and six inches deep. Then a 
platform, on same level with the cows, three feet; 
then the manure gutter, cow platform, stanchions, 
manger, and front alley, as on the other side, making 
the width in the clear, as before observed, 24 feet. 

Now for my reasons, for I think they are very 
good. By having the cows stand tail to the center, 
the manure is much easier disposed of, and more out 
of the way of the milkers, who have a clear space of 
three feet between the manure gutters, and can 
approach the cows from the raised platform without 
any inconvenience. Then, again, the space thus 
afforded makes it much more easy to carry out the 
milk. The space between the two rows of cows is, 
ia reality, over five feet. It should be made light 
and well ventilated. And with little trouble it cun 
he kept clean enough for the most dainty lady to 
milk in. A building upon this plan, CO feet long, 
will accommodale about cows, and it can be made 
to hold 40 very comfortably. 

There is no building that affords the dairyman so 
much comfort In the managing of his cows in the 
milking season as a conveniently located and arranged 
Milking Stable. The cows are more quiet, ami in 
rainy and had weather it is so much more pleasant 
milking in n good, dry, clean house, than out in the 
wet, and mud, and manure, so commonly the prac¬ 
tice now all over tbe dairy region. It is not for the 
want of means generally, for, as a body, no class of 
men can command all needed capital so readily as 
the dairymen of this Btate. 

Somebody may desire a better Milking House than 
mine. Let us have it.—r. 
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SHAW POTATO—A SPORT. 

Ens. Rural New-Yorker:—Perhaps the following 
may possess sufficient interest for your columns. 1 
had for many years raised largely of a variety of po¬ 
tatoes known as the Early Shaw, an English sort, 
with a pale yellow skin and flesh, of good size, which 
gave a fair crop and valuable for the market, early in 
season, or as preparation for wheat. 

The season of 1850 I raised five hundred bushels, 
and while digging them, I found one potato marked 
on one side with pink eyes. I saved it, planted it 
the next season, and morn than one half of the pro¬ 
duce wero marked with the pink eyea, the others like 
the Shaw, without markings. Selected and planted 
again, and was pleased to find that this crop was all, 
or nearly all well marked, many were also blotched 
with red on the seed end. Have planted annually 
from one to three acres, and they still breed true to 
the original sport — in all their characteristics, save 
the markings, are the same as the original Early 
Shaw. p. 

Cayuga Co., N. Y., Nov., 1861. 
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Seventy Swarms of Bees at War. 

Ezra Pitple, a well known citizen of this town, 
and for many years engaged extensively in the man¬ 
agement of bees, communicates to us the following 
interesting particulars of a battle among his bees — 
He bail seventy swarms of bees, about equally divided 
on the east and west sides of his house. On Sunday 
afternoon, about three o’clock, the weather being 
warm and the windows open, his boose was suddenly 
filled with bees, which forced the family to flee at 
once to the neighbors. Mr, D., after getting well 
protected against his assailants, proceeded to take a 
survey, and, if possible, learn the cause which had 
disturbed them. 

The seventy swarms appeared to be out, and those 
on one side of the house were arrayed in battle 
against tliose on the other side; aud such a battle 
was perhaps never before witnessed. They filled the 
air, covering a space of more than one acre of ground, 
aud fought desperately for more than three hours— 
not tor “ spoils,but for conquest; and while at war, 
no living thing could exist in the vicinity. They 
stung a large lluek of fihanghai chickens, nearly all 
of which died, and persons passing along the road¬ 
side were obliged to make haste to avoid their stings. 

A little after six o'clock quiet was restored, and ihe 
living bees returned to their hives, leaving the slain 
almost literally covering the ground, since which but 
few have appeared around the hives, and those appa¬ 
rently stationed as sentiuels to watch the enemy. 
But two young swarms were entirely destroyed, and 
aside from the terrible slaughter of bees no injury 
was done. Neither party was victorious, and they 
only ceased en the approach of night, aud from utter 
prostration. The occasion of this strange warring 
among the bees is not easily accounted for; and 
those most conversant with their management never 
before witnessed or hoard of such a spectacle as here 
narrated.— ConncautfOhio) Reporter. 

A “No-Patent” Bee-Hive. 

Eds. Rcrai. New-Yorker:—Having seen models 
of different Bee-Hives in your valuable paper, I will 
introduce one for the benefit of bee-keepers, which is 
superior to any other in use. It is made of birch 
hark, and costs about five cents. My experience with 
this hive is five years. The comb remains white; it 
has grown no darker for the last three years; the bees 

winter on less honey, swarm earlier, and have one- 
third more frax. As the hive can be made t” hold 
water, there is no hiding-place for the miller, 
although 1 have no millers about my apiary, as I keep 
tame minks, which exterminate them. I have kept 
from twenty to one hundred swarms for the last 
thirty years, and consider the birch hive, and the 
minks to catch the millers, the two most important 
discoveries to bee keepers that I have made in that 
time. Abram Mudgktt. 

Great Valley, N. Y.,1861. 

Removing (|nccn Cells. 

Royal cells containing queens nearly ready to 
emerge, must be haudled with great caro when 
removed from the comb to wbichetbey are attached, 
and inserted in another. The embryo is then still 
soft, and delicate, will he injured or crippled if the 
cell be shaken or accidentally let fall, and defective 
wings or other malformation may be the risuit. 
When inserting a royal cell, we must be careful also 
to place it so that tbe bees cannot readily have access 
to its base, from tbe rear or the opposite side of the 
comb, or they will be apt to open it there and 
destroy the embryo. To such case, a circular open¬ 
ing is made, and the apex and sides of the cell 
remain closed; and on a cursory examination, the 
observer would suppose that the queen had not yet 
emerged, though long since destroyed. 

Tracking Wild Been. 

Eds Rural New-Yorker: — I wish to inquire through 

the Rural if there is any certain way of tracking wild bees 

so as to obtain their honey. Perhaps sonic old Michigan Jke 

Hunter can answer. There are plenty of wild bees in the 

forests here, but how to follow them home is the question 

Give ns the modus operandt In detail, and much oblige — 

A StiRSCinuKK, /M iViU, Iowa, Sept., 1861. 

gural spirit at tto 

Straw lor Fodder. 

A writer in the Journal of ihe Royal Agricultu¬ 

ral Society says:—‘‘It is an interesting fact that, 
well fed cattle in open yards will eat more straw 
during the winter months, than other cattle kept 
under the warm shelter of a roof. This fact indicates 

the value of strain as food for maintaining warmth. 

Straw Is not sufficiently digestible and nutritious to 
be a desirable addition to the food of young animals. 
It is recommended, that when cut straw is to be used 
for feeding cattle, it should be cut the previous 
season and packed away, with one bushel of salt to 
one tun of chaff, the heap to be well tramped; fer¬ 
mentation will then he induced. None hut those 
who have tried this plan of old chaff can believe tbe 
advantage in value of old chaff for feeding cattle.” 

Burning Potato Vinca. , 

According to the Massachusetts Ploughman 

potato vines should be thrown into heaps and burned, 
for the moft plausible theory in regard to the potato 
rot is, that it is caused by a very minute insect, nol 
visible to the naked eye. By burning the vines, 
therefore, we may catch millions of them and send 
them whore they came from—for the vines are of bul 
very little value as manure, and their ashes are better 
than their stems buried in the soil. A very feason- 
ablc supposition in regard to tbe rot is, that it is 
caused by a poisonous little insect, too minute to be 
readily discerned; yet numerous enough to cause 
destruction to that root which ia almost the Bole 

food of millions of our race. If, as we conjecture, a 
small poisonous insect is the cause, we can out-flank 
and subdue him by fire and water. Let the vines 
have the fire; and let the tubers, at the time of plant¬ 
ing, bo dipped into potash water, to kill the little 
nits that adhere to them. 

Working Cows. 

We find a communication in the Ohio Cultivator 

as to the mistaken exemption of cows from labor, 
from which the following extract is taken: 

“ I do not think cows are much better than women, 
or than mares; and so I nm of the opinion they might 
work as well as the female man and the female horse. 
In Germany they have to do it, and the owner is 
greatly the gainer, while the cow is none the worse 
off for having to woik. Many a small farmer could 
make money did he work his cows, while, when lie 
does Lis work with oxen or horses, he expends all 
his profits upon those animals and their feed, which 
keeps him poor. Let him have four cows, and to 
plow, use two half of the forenoon, and then change; 
and so in the afternoon, milking thc-ni three times a 
day. In resting time they could be grazing or eating 
mown grass. A little grain must be fed, but this 
would repay in the greater abundance of milk and 
butter. How proud I should feel, were a I farmer, to 
drive my team of four fat cows to market with a 
load of grain, produced with the aid of cow labor. 
My neighbors might laugh at me while using my 
cows upon the farm; but when 1 should have realized 
the fruits of their labor, and tbe saving of oxen and 
horse flesh, my turn would come to laugh.” 

Carrots for Horses Better than Medicine. 

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman re¬ 
lates his experience thus: 

“ I have never fed carrots to a one year colt, but 
have fed carrots to colts and horses from two to 
twenty years old, and have always found them of ines¬ 
timable value when given with other food. I have 
never given hut one kind of food to ahorse for more 
than one or two weeks in succession; and us far as 
my experience goes, I think it impossible to keep a 
horse in good condition without changing his food 
from time to time, and keeping his bowels free by 
carrots or brau mashes. 

The chief value of carrots seems to me to be their 
slightly laxative properl ies and their magical effect on 
the skin and hair, together with their fattening prop¬ 
erties ; moreover their judicions use oftentimes 
prevents the applications of those terrible concoc¬ 
tions called ‘ horse medicine,’ which the ignorant 
owner of a horse is often prevailed upon to give for 
the slightest disease. 

Anting about ‘horse medicine,' reminds me of a 
dose which I heard a man say he gave to a horse for 
colic. The internal dose consisted of one pint of 
whisky, one jiaper chewing tobacco, and a handful of 
black pepper, and a gill of lamp oil. Strange to say, 
the horse recovered, but as the owner remarked, 
seemed ‘rather shaky’for a few days. And now if 
any of the readers of your admirable paper have a 
horse attacked with a colic, let them give him a 
quart of warm flax seed tea, with one or two table¬ 
spoonfuls of caraway seeds in it, aud see if the 
remedy has not a good effect; but let them not forget 
to warm the extremeties by hand and flannel rub¬ 
bing, endeavoring to remove that deadly chill which 
so often accompanies those attacks. If they have to 
employ a veterinary sorgeon, let them stand over him 
with Dr. Dadd in one hand and Youatt in the other, 

unless they feel sure that the title of veterinary sur¬ 
geon was honestiy gotten, not picked up. 

But I am forgetting all about carrots. In keeping 
horsea in that whole condition so necessary for work 
either upon the road or farm, carrots are with me 
indispensable, and I would as soon think of keeping 
horses all winter without carrots or bran, as I would 
of keeping them on eit er hay or grain alone. In 
summer, a little grass now and then can take their 
place. It is my aim to bring horses out in the spring 
in good condition, not needing (if they ever do) 
bleeding, or a dose of physic. With this end in view, 
I have always fed from two to six quarts of washed 
and sliced carrots at noon, and in nine cases out of 
ten have accomplished my end.” 

Churning in Winter. 

In reply to the qnery, “Where is the farmer’s 
wife who has not been troubled more or levs with 
churning in winter,” the Prairie Farmer remarks:— 
Cows fed on straw cannot be expected to have much 
butter in their milk; the poor things need tho whole 
of It to supply animal heat. It is well known that 
butter is held in the form of oily globules, encased in 
a film of casein (curd,) and that agitation hursts these 
films, when the oil or butter, being specifically lighter 
than the milk, rises to the surface and concentrates. 
This effect is always acComranied by the formation 
oflaoticacid from the sugar of milk. Butbelowatem 
perature of 50°, this formation of lactic acid does 
not take place, and consequently the butter will not 
come. To make butter come, then, we would advise 
better food for the cow. In addition to straw or hay, 
give some shorts, a few mangel wurzel or beets, and, 
what is best of all, a little oil cake. Then your milk 
will churn butter, and to get it out will not be difli- 
cult Place tho milk where it will not freeze, and 
the cream in a temperature of GO", and keep it till it 
gets sour, which will not be long if the temperature 
is uniform. Avoid heating it in the day and freezing 
it at night; such a course will turn the cream bitter 
instead of sour. In churning, the temperature should 
tie (in wiuter) as high as GO* when the cream is placed 
in the churn, and about 70“ when the butter conies. 
A good “ thermometer churn ” is of great advantage 
in winter as well as summer, because of tbe admira¬ 
ble means it affords of placing warm water outside 
the churn. 

How to Millie Dairy Farming Pay. 

From an article on this subject in the American 

Stock Journal, wc select the following paragraphs: 
For the last dozen years there lias been, perhaps, 

no branch of industry that has uniformly yielded to 
the husbandman better or surer profits than a judi¬ 
ciously managed dairy. Nothing produced upon the 
farruB of this country meets with a more ready sale 
than milk, butter, and cheese, especially when pure, 
of good quality, and well put up. Calves and pork, 
incidental to a well conducted dairy, also sell readily 
for cash and remunerative prices. 

To make the most that can he made out of a dairy, 
great care, coupled with a good degree of knowledge 
and skill, is required. Cows should he kept in per¬ 
fectly healthy condition, and fed upon the kind of 
food adapted to tbe production of the largest quanti¬ 
ties of milk or butter. Another important thing is, 
that cows should have good dry yards, with com¬ 
fortable sheds in summer, and warm, well ventilated 
sheds in winter, au*i alleys plenty of the purest water. 
When all of these c/Wiltons are complied with, 
dairy farming cannot but be remunerative. 

Then, again, when lnitter and cheese is made for 
the market, it must be well and neatly put up, in 
order to command the highest price. It costs no 
more to make a hundred pounds of butter of the 
finest quality than it does to produce a very inferior 
article, while there ia from fifty to a hundred per cent, 
difference in their value when brought to market. 
The best article always meets with a ready sale, aud 
reflects credit upon the maker and vender, while the 
other is a drug at any price, and may well occasion 
a blush of shame upon the face of him who makes or 

sells it ^_ 

fmjuidfjs ana 
Glass Eyes for Houses—As everybody, rind the rest of 

mankind, apply to the favorite of everybody, the Rural, 
when in Impuljle, I wish to follow their example, ami. with 
your perni®-inri. suit for light upon a dark subject. I have a 
Valuable blooded colt, a few months old, which recently met 
with a serious misfortune, viz., the loss of otm eye by the 
kick of a horse. It has nearly all run out. Now I wish to 
know if a class eye cau be procured. If so, at what cost, and 
where? Will some one please answer, aud oblige — W. R-, 
7/oward, At Y. 1861. 

A Dairyman in Trouble-— as the Rural has kindly 
opened its columns to a great many questions of your sub 
Scribors about farming ami dairy matters, I would thank you, 
or some or your readers, for an answer to one, viz • What can 
be done to make short churnings? Oar churnings sometimes 
take four or five hours to get the butter, anil then It Is soft 
aud pale. Oar fixtures, cows, nod pastures, are the same as 
two years ago, when »<• could rhino in thirty or forty min 
ntes'and get good, hard butter. But now we churn, churn, 
churii, and get little and poor. Somoofour neighbors have 
the same trouble. If you will please to tell ns a remedy, we 
sluiil regard it as a great favor.—E. V., Bell, VaUey, Pa. % 

Rural Kotca artir Stems. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Founder — Can you give any advice about founder in the 
foot? I have a horse that has this complaint The hoof is 
contracted, and is feverish and sore, if he stands long on a 
hard floor. Seeing a good many recipes in your paper, I 
would be greatly obliged if you, or any of your readers, could 
give a cure for founder, and insert it in your newspaper,—A 
Constant Rkadkr, Birmingham, Oak. Co.. Mich., 1861. 

In our issue of Sept. 14th, “Constant Reader” will find 

two inodes of treatment. 

The WniTR Chester Hoc,—Will some one give me the 
origin of this breed of swiuef—H. E. S., Ontario Co., N. F., 
1861. 

It is stated that the captain of a vessel plying between 

Liverpool and Wilmington, a number of years ago, pro¬ 

cured in Bedfordshire, England, a couple of hogs, and 

brought them to this country. For some time they were 

known a» the Bedford breed, then as the County Chester Hogs, 

hut are oow called White Chester. 'Will not some of our 

Pennsylvania friends enlighten? 

That Lame Horse.—E. P. C.’b horse (of Medina Center, 

Mich.,) is undoubtedly-lame from a sprain in the back. I 

had one precisely like him. There is not much encourage¬ 

ment for a cure. Stimulating applications to the back 

(changing occasionally) may possibly relieve. I let a horse 

jockey have mine, who pronounced him the best horse to 

trade on he ever bad. Rest, of course, is desirable in 

attempting a cure.—P., Wright's Corners, TV. Y. 

Horses Over-Rkachixo — Noticing in a late Rural a call 

for a remedy for horses over-reaching, I send you my method 

Slake the heel corks of the forward shoes high and the toe- 

corks very low. and of the hind shoes the heel-corks low and the 

toe-corks high. You will observe that the horse will raise his 

forward foot before the hind foot reaches it — Blacksmith, 

Moreland, Penn., 1861. 

Killing Canada Thistles.—Having seen several methods 

in your paper for destroying the Canada thistle, I will also 

add my mite. Cut the thistles in the summer at anytime 

when the stem is hollow, fill with turpentine, and the remedy 

will be complete.—Geo. W. Shaver, .-Inn Arbor, Muh. 

Sprouted Wheat.—Tell D. W. Harrison that good, sound 

wheat can be sprouted seven times. I know that grown 

wheat will grow in the field, provided it has not become 

heated, and ia sown and covered in good weather, and the 

ground is in a good state.—K. R-, Metomm, Wit. 

IMPORTANT AND TIMELY ANNOUNCEMENT. 

Interesting to all Rural Readers,— Since issuing our 

Prospectus for 1862, an arrangement has been made by which 

Chas D Bragdox, Esq . of Illinois, will continue as Western 

Corresponding Editor of the Rural New-Yorkkjl This 

announcement must prove gratifying to all our readers, and 

especially the large number in tbe West, including a host of 

warm hearted personal friends and admirers of Mr. Bkagiion 

—those who know him hi be a true friend and sincere advo¬ 

cate of their best interests. As Editor of the Prairie Farmer 

tor several year*, Mr B made, his mark, winning golden 

opinions from the fripnda of Rural Progress an-l Improve¬ 

ment throughout the great Northwest. And his contribu¬ 

tions to the pages of the Rural during the past few months 

have increased his reputation — for we are confident they 

have been read with iuterext and profit by tens of thousands 

over the Free and Border States, and Canada*, while some of 

them have been extensively copied and commended by the 

press. Hence we believe his re-enagementwill prove gratify¬ 

ing to onr renders in all localities. While Western men roust 

be pleased to have their interest* so wei! represented—by one 

living In their midst and familiar with the practices and 

wants of the people and country — our friends in other 

sections, New England not excepted, will find much Interest¬ 

ing and valuable information in Mr. B.’s “ Western Editorial 

NottR.” With Mr. B. ns Western Aid, and the eonlinned 

services of our experienced Office Associates—Messrs. W, T. 

Kennedy and Jas Vick— and the kind assistance of a large 

and able corps of Contributors and Correspondents, we con¬ 

fidently hope to render the Thirteenth Volnme of this 

Journal worthy of cordial and increased support in all 

sections of the country. 

— We are specially indebted to various friends of the 

Western Press for kiodly noticing Mr. Bragdon’s first 

engagement with tbe Rural Nkw-Yorkkr, (id July last,) 

and if they and others will mention the present one, our 

obligations will the: thy be augmented, and tho courtesy and 

favor most gratefully appreciated. 

The Rural's Prospects were never so encouraging as 

now, as we trust its friends will be glad to learn. Two 

months ago we feared the war and times would affect tbe 

ciiculation of the paper injuriously. Since then the skies 

have brightened wonderfully, and we now anticipate a large 

increase during the Winter Campaign. Our letters from 

Agents nnd Subscribers are of the most encouraging charac¬ 

ter. From the East, West, North, and as far South as the 

mail* extend, we are daily receiving most gratifying evidences 

that tho Rural Is more highly approved than ever before, 

and that its Thirteenth Volume will have a far larger circula¬ 

tion than the present, 

The friend* of the paper seem to be in earnest, and if all 

who can consistently will now kindly lend their influence to 

extend Its benefits, Its circulation and usefulness may be 

largely augmented wlthlu three months. Timely action will 

do this. A letter just received, from an agent friend in Mich¬ 

igan, (requesting Show-Bill, Inducements, Ac.) well says:— 

“ I wii-li to be up mid doing before elutes start for other papers. 

The Rural must not lug this year. Though the times may 

be hard sod the taxes high, the agriculturist must read." 

Aud a subscriber in Wisconsin writes:—“I receive the only 

copy of your valuable paper in this town, hut I do not intend 

that, it shall he after the 1st of Jan. next. I have obtained 

several new subscribers here for the next volume, and am 

hound to fill out. a club of twenty if possible. If your large 

Show Bill is not too expensive, please send one." It is not too 

expensive to semi free aud post paid to any and ail who are 

disposed to aid the Rural, and we care not how many friends 

“speak all at once” for it and other documents — induce¬ 

ments, specimens, etc But these are not essential in obtaiu 

log subscribers, for any one wbo takes or has a number of the 

paper, can easily enlist new recruits among his neighbors and 

acquaintances. How many friendly readers will become Kk 

ORUitjng Officers for the Rural Brigade, and thug aid 

in rendering its Winter Campaign successful and victorious? 

Corn and not Cotton is King.—King Cotton is dethroned 

and Corn is being coronated. For, the rebels having given 

up the idea of an easy victory, and finding that England and 

France will not break tbe blockade for them, tbclr pnpers 

and cabinet officers are urging tho planters to give up cotton 

aud turn their attention to corn and breadstuff*. The Mem¬ 

phis Appeal, New Orleans Della, and other Southern jour- 

nals, in doleful articles, urge this course. We suspect that 

“Sciiessla ” has caught a Tartar—that w hile the C. S. A. are 

blockaded and (SglitiDg, “all the world and the rest of man¬ 

kind” will manage to produce sufficient cotton or its substi¬ 

tutes to not only exist temporarily, but perhaps permanently 

dethrone that proud monarch. Meantime corn aud bread- 

stuffs must be had by southrons, and in that view the advice 

of its papers aud ogicials may be wholesome. Its profit or 

practicability to planters, however, is another affair. On this 

point a Providence paper well remarks:— “ The planters com¬ 

plain that they cannot sell their cotton, aud apply to tbo 

confederate government for aid. Mr. Memmingbr coolly tells 

them to plant corn. Think of a sea island planter, whose 

precious soil has yielded a crop worth a dollar a pound, 

being told to plant corn. It is as though a lace maker should 

be told to make brown sheetings ” 

Old Nob is Bead,— “ Uncle Moses1 Old Nob is dead.” 

Sorrowfully were these words spoken to my companion, as 

wo entered tbe hospitable mansion of I Vincent, Esq., of 

Pike, Wyoming Co., — the “old homestead” of the late 

Judge Dolb. And who is “ Old Nob?” Forty years ago he 

was n sprightly colt, and died in that same meadow, the 

scene of his merry gambols, forty years previous. “ Old 

Nub/’ lived to see many changes in his old home and neigh 

borhood, The Judge, his old master and friend, and other 

cherished members of tbe family, have long reposed in 

yonder burial ground. The distant village of Pike can now 

be seen from his native pasture. Forty years ago no spires 

were Feen, as uow, rising from churches and seminary, the 

tpindlu did not hum iu yonder factory. A dense forest then 

intercepted the view from the old homestead, and marred 

one of the finest landscapes in Western New York. “Old 

Nob” has seen the bear and wolf prowling around those 

woodlands that have disappeared, aud given place to tine 

fields and gardens. “Old Nob' died surrounded by friends; 

he was not turned off in old age upon a pitiless world, but 

received the kindest attention from a kind hearted family, 

who will long remember “ Old Nob."—w. N. a. 

Great Shipments of Produce from New York,—The .V. 

F. Evening Post slates that the exports of Produce from 

New York city last week amounted to nearly three and a 

half million dollars—a value twice as great as for the corres¬ 

ponding weeks of the last two years,. Among the exports 

were 84,102 barrels wheat flour; 146 barrels rye flour; 1,155 

barrels corn meal; 987,708 bushels wheat; 54,610 bushels rye; 

1,000 bushels peas; 4,730 bushels oats, 2,001) bushels barley; 

253,137 bushels corn. 

The Grain Product of Ohio is enormous. The official 

statistics of the crops during the last two years show that, in 

only 11 counties of the State the increase of wheat in 1860 

over 1859 was 10.294.612 bushels, the quantity in 1839 being 

13 315,844 bushels, and in 1860. 23.640,359 bushels. Of Indian 

corn the same counties produced, in 1859, 69 372.343 bushels, 

and ia 1860, 91.588.704 bushels, being an increase or22 216,361 

bushels. A good report for the Buckeye Slate, and indicative 

of “progress and improvement" in the right direction. 

Fowler’s Steam Plow, the winner of a first premium in 

England, has been tried recently on a farm near Philadelphia, 

thus challenging comparison with Fawkes’ American inven¬ 

tion. The inventor is said to have expended $100,000 in 

perfecting his machine. It is now being introduced in this 

country, as will be seen by reference to announcement in 

our advertising department. 

One of the editors of an Iowa paper, recently discontinued 

on account of the times, writes from St. Louis to stop the 

Rl ft At. sent in exchange, and adds:—“We heartily thank 

you for the courtesy shown us in the ‘exchange,’ and sin 

cerely hope yon may weather the storm with your journal. 

It was one of the most prized that came to our table, and 

should either of us again resume the publication of a paper, 

will make application for a renewal of acquaintance.” 

Tite. Horticulturist —Mead k Woodward. 
Nat-ml firmni—Geo. W. Elliott. 
The New York Ut.M-rver—8bir»t‘V K Morse, Jr. At Co. 

:>hoo! Vi-ito-—Danghonay k Hammond. 
Fairfield Semir>Hr»-Kev. A G. Cochran. 
\t anil- i - A man In lake charge of a Grain and Stock Farm. 
To Farmers and others - James Shaw. 
Old Ridge Nursery- IsrwiaJ. Biding*. 
New Grape North America — O, T Hobbs. 
Hawthorn SeOil — W M. Beauchamp. 
Fowler's PatentSteain Plowing Machinery—R. W. Eddison. 

SPECIAL NOTICES. 

National Hymns, Ac~—George W. Elliott 

$l)e Keros tfUnbertser. 
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— They had three inches of snow up in Warren, I’a., last 
week. 

— Seventeen years ago the Gospel was introdnoed into 
China. 

— Iowa has furnished 22,000 men to the armies of the 
Union. 

— The California Pony Express ceased running on the 27th 

of October. 

— About 30,000 persons are employed at the Court at SL 

Petersburg. 

— Diamonds, to the value of $3,250,000, are annually sent 

from Bahia. 

— It is proposed to erect a monument to Lord Byron at 

Missolonghi. 

— A submarine telegraph from Alexandria to Malta, 1,300 

miles, is a success. 

— Secretary Cameron has declared Boidiers shall not be 

used as slave catchers. 

— Forty-one millions of seven-thirty Treasury notes have 

been sent to subscribers, 

— Mr. Rarey, the horse-tamer, is in Lyons, France, explain¬ 

ing tbe mysteries of his art. 

— The boring of the Alps by atmospheric pressure is said 

to be more and moTe successful. 

— Queen Victoria now reigns over 176.000.000 people. Of 

this number, British India has 135,000,000. 

— RodDta Nutt (3 feet 0 inches high—brother to Gen. N.,) 

ha* married Miss Sarah Belton—height 2 feet 11! 

— The Douglas monument nt Chicago is to cost from one 

hundred to one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. 

— The acting Governor and Commander-in-Ohief of Min¬ 

nesota is as Irish-American— Lieut Gov. Donnelly. 

— Only one box of candles in Galveston, Texas, and the 

gas works stopped for want of coal, i* tbe last report. 

— A small paddle steamboat has heen constructed for Dr. 

Livingstone, which draw* only a few inches of water. 

— Tbe Union majority in Maryland will aggregate 30,000. 

The vote was quite as large—some say larger—than usual. 

— A Sanitary Association has been organized in Philadel¬ 

phia. It will co-operate with the Commission at Washington. 

— There were 1,245,577 bushels of grain and 64,362 barrels 

of flour exported from New York to Europe during the past 

week. 

— It is reported, by way of California, that Mr. Harris, our 

Minister in Japan, ia on his way home, having resigned his 

office. * 

— It is supposed that within thirty years that 100,000 

Karens have been brought to the light and liberty of the 

troth. 

— Col. Mulligan is recruiting a new regiment in Illinois 

and Michigan. It is probable that he will he made a Brigadier 

General. 

— A spirited Union mass meeting was held in Baltimore 

on Monday evening week. The secessionists stood dumb¬ 

founded. 

— A letter from General Viele states that several of the 

rifled cannon taken at Port Royal, were lately imported from 

England. 

— A second crop of tobacco is growing at Enfield, Ct., a 

crop that has shot up from the old stales, cut more than a 

month ago. 

— Gen. Mitchell has tendered hia resignation, but the 

President is unwilling to accept it, and it will probably be 

withdrawn. 

— It is figured up that at least 8,000 persons are engaged in 

Hartford, Ct,, at present, on work for the United States 

Government. 

— A lady named Palmer, wife of a Lieutenant in one of 

the Missouri regiments, died at St. Louis, a few days since, of 

hydrophobia. 

— Six men were badly injured by an explosion at tbe 

Watervliet Arsenal, last week. It is thought that most of 

them will die. 

— A Herald correspondent writing from Old Point says 

that a movement of some sort is to be made by Gen. Wool’s 

command soon. 

— The shipments of wheat from Milwaukee for twenty-four 

hours, the other day, reached the enormous aggregate of 

200,000 bushels. 

— The second Cayuga regiment, Col. Dodge, has been 

designated as the 76th, and will leave for Washington on 

Wednesday next. 

— There are uow in China eighty Protestant missionaries, 

some fourteen hundred communicants, and three thousand 

Chinese Christians. 

— The Republican State ticket in Massachusetts is elected 

by 82 000 majority. Both branches of the Legislature are 

largely Republican. 

— Tho World’s Washington dispatches say that if the late 

Gen. Fremont desires a court martial, the Government will 

grant it immediately. 

— Thomas II. Clay, eldest son of Henry Clay, is spoken of 

s* the probable successor of the traitor Breckinridge in the 

United Stateg Senate. 

— The destruction of the cotton crop by the extraordinary 

height of the waters of the Nile, amounts to one-third of the 

whole year's produce. 

— The eight slorps of war and twenty-three gunboat*, 

ordered by the Navy Department about four months since, 

are nearly all finished. 

— Sarah 11., widow of Major Sullivan Ballou, of Rhode 

Island volunteers, mortally wounded at Bull Run, has been 

granted $35 per month. 

— Since the interruption of trade with the United States, 

the proprietors of the guaoo islands in the Pacific are send¬ 

ing cargoes to Australia. 

— New Jersey has gone Democratic. House is composed 

of 60 members, Senate 21. Senate, 11 Dem., 10 Rep.; House, 

36 Dem., 23 Rep., 1 Union. 

— Barnum offers $1,000 for the lone representative of 

Southern Chivalry found drunk at Beaufort when taken 

possession of by our troops. 

— The growth of business on the Erie canal is immense, 

lo 185!) the tolls amounted to $1,814,362; in I860 to $2,381,- 

301; and in 1S61 to $3,353,168. 

— Trade on the Connecticut river is now largely carried on 

by sailing vessels, the Government having bought or char¬ 

tered most of the steam craft. 

— John C. Tucker, who has been chosen a member of the 

Massachusetts Senate, in the city of Boston, is the first Irish¬ 

man ever elected to that body. 

— The banks of Wilmington, Del., have taken one hundred 

thousand, and tbe people one hundred and fifty thousand 

dollars, of the Government loan. 

— One of the cannon captured from the rebels at Romney, 

on the 26th ult., waa lost by our troops at Manassas, and 

bears the State arms of New York. 

— An iron steamer, built on the plan of Winan’s cigar 

boat, baa been made at Sh Petersburg by Americans, who 

intend to offer it to the U. S. Government. 

— From a statement furnished tbe Government by Gov. 

Dennison, it appears that Ohio has now enlisted, in field and 

camp, for the three-year service, 00,250 soldier*. 

— The young ladies of Glenwood seminary. West Brattle- 

boro’, Vt., have made aud sent to tbe Sanitary Committee at 

Boston 65 pairs of woolen socks for the soldiers. 
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HYACINTHS FOR WINTER FLOWERING, 

Few prettier or cheaper winter floral ornaments 
can be obtained than is furnished by a dozen or even 
half this number of Hyacinths, They can be grown 
so easily, and in ao many ways, either in glasses, or 
dishe9, or little pots of earth, and are sure to flower, 
their colors are so brilliant, they are so fragrant and 
of such fine habit, that it seems as though everybody 
would obtain a few to beguile the dreariness of win¬ 
ter. Good bulbs can be obtained of most nursery¬ 
men and florists at from SI to SI.50 per dozen. The 
following on the subject is from the London Gar¬ 

deners'' Chronicle 

Hyacinths in Glasses.— The bulbs should be 
firm, clear, and evenly formed, not over large, (the 
different sorts vary considerably la size,) and per¬ 
fectly sound. The glasses should be nearly filled with 
soft water, just so that when the bulb is placed in its 
position it may all but touch the surface of the svater. 
After planting they should be set away in a close, 
dark place, w. erc the temperature is moderate and 
equable, and the atmosphere at least not parching; 
no place la better thau an ordinary cellar. They 
remain in this position for n month or six weeks 
until roots have become freely developed, and then 
may be removed to a cool room, and gradually innred 
to bear exposure to the full light. The glasses are to 
he kopt filled up with water as it wastes: and the 
water is not to be used at a temperature below that 
of the room, and need not be changed unless it 
becomes offensive, which is seldom the case. A 

cool room, where they can be fully exposed to the 
light, is the best place for them after the leaves are 
put forth, but in cold weather they must be removed 
from the window at night or they will be liable to 
sustain an injurious check if the temperature falls 
very low. A portion may be accelerated by being 
kept in a warm living room after they begin to grow. 

Hyacinths in Bowls and V asks. — When Culti¬ 
vated in howls or vases, the vessel may fce filled 
either with clean damp moss or moistened sand, the 
former being pressed moderately firm. In either 
case the bulbs should bo placed so as to leave about 
one-third of their upper surface exposed. Like those 
in glasses they should be set in a dark, dampish place 
to root, before being exposed to light or stimulated 
by heat. The colors, too, should be tastefully 
grouped, and the vavlcties selected with reference 
to their vigor, so that the tallest may occupy the 
center of the gror.p. 

By another plan it has been recommended to place 
the bulbs in a flat dish of porcelain, glass, or other 
material, in which about half an inch of water is first 
put. Under such conditions the roots are sure to 
spread horizontally and to clasp each other so as to 
form a mutual support. Shallow vessels of ordinary 
pottery ware might be planted in this way, and after¬ 
wards set Into ornamental dishes, the coarser mate¬ 
rial being hidden by a covering of moBB. 

Hyacinths in Pots. After all, however, there is 
no mode Of culture within doors which iB so thor¬ 
oughly satisfactory as pot culture, and we conclude 
this notice with tho following very judicious sum¬ 
mary of this method of cultivation from the Bulb 
Catalogue of Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross, who 
has been a successful exhibitor, and herein explains 
the ground of biB success: 

11 Hyacinths for winter flowering in potB may bo 
potted from September to Christmas, in order to 
secure a succession of bloom. October iB perhaps 
the best time for potting the mass. Fill the pots 
with a compost of turfy loam, with a plentiful admix¬ 
ture ofsand and well decayed manure. Five and six 
inch pots are the sizes ordinarily used; but I prefer a 
deeper pot, with more upright sizes, and would 
recommend such when it can be procured. In pot¬ 
ting, one-third of the bulb should be left above the 
surface of the soil, and the pots should be placed on 
the level ground, out ol doors, having previously 
taken precautions to prevent the ingress of worms 
through the holeB at the bottom of the pots. Cover 
the pots with six inches of cinder ashes, coarse sand, 
or any porous material, leaving them so covered for 
at least a month, then removing them at intervals as 
required to a cold frame or forcing honse. As the 
leaves expand, place the pots close to the glass; give 
plenty of air and water, and protect from frost.” 

Persons need not take so much trouble to secure 
fair flowers. Fill the pots nearly full of earth, and 
plant the bulbs, as recommended above. Allow them 
to remain in a place of moderate temperature and 
somewhat dark, until evidence of growth is seen, 
then bring them to the light, and keep moderately 
warm and well watered. 

DWARF CHERRIES. 

The cherry on the Mazzard stock makes a large 
tree; yet the form is bo good that in many gardens it 
takes the place of shade trees, and is better adapted 
for this purpose than any of our common fruit trees. 
The Heart and Jiigarrenu varieties are of much 
larger growth than the Duke and Morello. Both of 
the latter grow slowly, have erect branches, and when 
mature, make very pretty trees. Where both shade 
and ornament are desired, as in village or city door 
yards, the more free growing varieties should be 
selected; but of late, and particularly in severe cli¬ 
mates, the cherry has suflered by bursting of the 
bark, and thousands have been destroyed. The 
attention of fruit growers has been called to this 
subject, and the only feasible remedy seems to be 
the planting of dwarf trees, that are less exposed on 
account of their small size, while at the same time 
the trunk is protected by the branches. The Mahaleb 
stock is well adapted for this purpose, as it makes the 
trees smaller and more prolific. It is also hardier 
than the Mazzard, and will flourish on many soils 
where the latter would perish. For Bmall gardens, 
too, the dwarf cherry is especially desirable. 

On the value of the Mazzard stock we give the fol¬ 
lowing opinions of some of the most experienced 
Pomologists in the country, as expressed at a meeting 
of the Fruit Growers of Western New York: 

W. P. Townsend thought the wood of the Mahaleb 
stock more dense and hardy than the Mazzard, and 
the tree is not as subject to bursting of the bark. 
Some varieties are peculiarly adapted to this stock. 

Geo. EllwangKr. — The Mahaleb answers on a 
greater variety of soils than the Mazzard, and is par¬ 
ticularly adapted to a clay soil. The bark is not as 
liable to burst as upon the Mazzard stock. In fact 
some varieties now cannot be grown to advantage on 
that stock. This is the case with the Black Tartarian 
and Kirtland's Mary. When worked low the hud will 
not outgrow the stock. Grown in this manner, they 
stand the winters well. The tree when young makes 
a vigorous growth on Mahaleb stock, but after three 
years old the growth is slower, and the tree is not as 
large. 

CuA3. Downino. — There is a tree in my neigh¬ 
borhood on the Mahaleb stock, 18 to 20 inches in 
diameter, 40 years planted. This stock is no doubt 
better adapted to the South and West than Mazzard. 

The engraving represents a tree of Knight's Gariy 
Black, about ten years old, trained in pyramidal 
form, growing in the gronnds of Ellwangkr A 

Bakhy. These gentlemen say:—“ Wecan recommend 
this mode of training for all garden cherry trees, as 
superior in all respects to the old standard form, 
requiring long ladders to reach the top, either to 
prune or gather the fruit. The trunk of the treo is 
always protected by the branches, and avoids the 
accidents and diseases which, in the standard form, 
they never escape. No trees in our grounds have been 
more admired during the past seven or eight years than 
our pyramid cherries. The Mahaleb stock readily 
adapts itself to almost every variety of soil, which 
the Mazzard cannot do.” 

the hawthorn hedge. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Yorker:—I was much pleased 
with tho remarks of Mr. Enoch Williams, in No. 42, 
on the subject of Hawthorn Hedges. With him, I 
think the great trouble is “its vigorous growth,” 
henoe I have ever discountenanced manuring, but 
our people are so fast a people that they destroy 
their object by a bad beginning. I will give yon an 
instance. One of the beat raisers of the Hawthorn 
I ever knew wub engaged to put in a hedge for a far¬ 
mer in this town. Uo did it, and did it well. The 
farmer inquired if the application of a heap of hog 
manure would not be of benefit. The man being but 
a new arrival, ana not knowing the nature of our soil 
and’ climate, replied affirmatively. Tho result was 
the plants so treated were killed by aphis. This I 
have found to be invariably the ease. A neighbor of 
mine learned this by experience,— and came near 
killing his hedges, in the same wuy, ten years ago,— 
and yet I perceive another close by has followed, this 
fall, the same course of manuring; next summer and 
fall he will discover his error. People are apt to 
think an excessive growth a desideratum in a hedge 
plant. Such is not the truth. Experience Rays 
such is not the case. 

It is this unjust desire that causes me to advise 
plushing. A plashed hedge I abominate, though the 
Yorkshire farmer says a seuure fence cannot be made 
in any other way. Mr. Williams’ objections are 
both admissible and inadmissible. Plashing by cut¬ 
ting has the evils lie speaks of; but plashing may be 
effected in other ways without injury to the stock, 
save an unsightly fence, when devoid of foliage, which 
it is generally from five to six months yearly. 

To obtain a good hedge requires from four to six 
years. 1 have made it in three years, by using extra 
sized plants, and extra care. A slow growth will 
give a better hedge, one that will require less atten¬ 
tion when arrived at maturity, than the most thrifty 
plants that can be obtained will do. 

I have seen much on the subject of Willow as a 
profitable plant for hedges. 1 have an idea that I 
know a plant less objectionable and far more profit¬ 
able, that I may at a future day say somewhat about. 

Skanesteles, N. Y., 18(51. W. M. Beauchamp. 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES. 

THE EARLY MAY CHERRY. 

I uave just received from my friend, Hon. M. L. 
Dunlap, his Illinois Farmer for October, in which 
he announces to his readers that he has visited 
James Waxeman, “the owner of the large orchard 
of the May Cherry,” Ac., Ac. It Is the same Ja MRS 

Wakeman of whom the writer wrote in his notes 
published in the Rural July 13th. It will be remem¬ 
bered that I wrote of the Early Richmond cherry—it 
being the one cultivated by Mr. Wakeman. 

Now the cherry referred to is either the Early 
Richmond, or it is not. Mr. Wakeman calls it the 
Early Richmond; Mr. Dunlap the Early May, or 
rather the “May Cherry,” which is, according to 
Elliott, a synonym for the Early May, which is the 
right name for a cherry described on page 217 of 
Elliott’s Fruit Book. The question is, which cherry 
is Mr. W. cultivating in his orchard and sending all 
over Ihe country? If it is the Early Richmond, as 

ho believes, and which the writer believes it is, 
according to Elliott, it ought not to be called the 
Early May or the May Cherry by any one; especially 
should it be correctly called by our venerable friend, 
so long identified with pornologlcal matters in the 
West. If, on the other hand, Wakeman is wrong 
and Dunlap is right in calling it the Early May, the 
question ought to be established beyond ft doubt, 
and the public taught to know and call it by its 
proper name. 

The writer believes the cherry cultivated so suc- 
cessly by Mr. Wakeman, and his neighbor, Mr. Cask, 

to be the Early Richmond without the shadow of fi 
doubt; and he does not believe the Early Richmond 
and the Early May identical, by any manner of means; 

therefore lie believes bis friend Dunlap unmistakably 
wrong in calling Wakkman'h cherry anything else 

than the Early Richmond,—and this conviction is 
expressed with the most profound respeet for Mr. 
Dunlap’s age, experience and wisdom. 

The writer has carefully compared the fruit grown 
in Mr. Wakkman’b orchard with the description 
given by Elliott, several times, and believes it to 
be identical. Elliott calls it productive, as it is; 
he also calls it worthy general cultivation indis¬ 
pensable to every garden”—which is true. But he 
places tho Early May in the list “unworthy of culti¬ 
vation,” which is the right place for it, as it has 
been found throughout this State by the writer. 

A case in point. A few weeks since I visited Mr. 
Dunlap and onr mutual friend H. L. Brush, E«q., 
of Ottawa. We had been walking through tho vine¬ 
yard and orchard, when we came upon a group of 
cherry trees. “There,” said he, “are some of our 
friend Dunlap's Early May cherry trees.” 

“Well, what do you think of them? Are they 
productive? and are they identical with the Early 
Richmond ?” 

“Why, you know Mr. Dunlap claims they are 
identical; but the Early May I got from him are 
worthless. They arc unproductive, and kill down 
hero winters; whilo the Early Richmond which we 
get from Wakkhan and Kknnicott bear early, are 
hardy, and extremely productive.” 

I repeat this conversation to show that the cherry 
which my friend Dunlap sold to Mr. Bursa as Early 
May is radically unlike that obtained from Mr. 
Wakkman as Early Richmond. The dissimilarity, 
according to the testimony of Mr. Brush, is a very 
important one Indeed—precisely the same, substan¬ 
tially, as that made by Elliott. 

The trees referred to were sold Mr. Brush some 

years since; doubtless Mr. Dunlap has the Early 
Richmond now; indeed, the writer is confident ho 
has seen it on his grounds; but if he has, and is 
selling it as the Early May, or May Cherry, ho is, In 
my opinion, Committing a serious pomological sin,— 
and I have great respeet for his venerable self. 

It is a matter of not a little importance, this ques¬ 
tion in nomenclature, and ought to be settled. Will 
my friend D. aid in doing it? 

Smlicnltnvat Uoteisi. 
STRIKING CUTTINGS IN AUTUMN. 

Is a communication which appears in the Journal de la 

Societe Imperial* et Cenlrate d’ Horticulture, from M. Varan got, 

of Mulun (Seine et Marne.) the author gives, in the first 

place, an account of the usual mode of propagating rosea In 

France, and then reports in detail the plan which ho himself 

successfully practices. 

It is the custom, says M. Varungot, of those who propagate 

roses to be grown on their own roots, to form the cuttings 

before the plants make their spring growth, inserting them 

either under glass or out of door*, in a bed dug out to the 

depth of eight or nine inches, and filled up witli prepared 

soil, leaving ouly one eye of the cutting above ground. This 

mode of proceeding answers very well for Bengal*, Teas, 

Noisette*, and Bourbons, but it is not so Successful in the 

case of the Hybrid i’erpetuuls and other hard wooded kinds. 

Growers of roBes on ihcir own roots generally make the 

cuttings while the shoots are in leaf, and as soon ax the 

wood is well ripened, during the lime of, or after (lowering, 

especially iu the cate of now varieties. Tho cutting pots are 

plunged in a bobbed among tan or sawdust. The bed is 

made up as near the glass as possible, and the cuttings are 

covered with bell or hand-glasses. They arn inspected daily; 

to prevent dumpning off, the glasoes arn wiped, the air is 

renewed, water is given when necessary, and shading is 

afforded from strong sun, but otherwise light is freely 
admitted. 

To tavo trouble, the glass is sometimes white washed; but 

this causes the plant to draw, and occasionally to die off. 

Nevertheless, under such circumstances, many of the most 

easily propagated varieties are struck. 

Others take the cuttings after (lowering, and before the 

second flow of sap, (which usually takes place in August,) 

choosing the young shoots produced iu spring, and strike 

them, without the aid of bottom heat, under cloches or 

frames in a shady situation on a bed of soil prepared for the 

purpose. They make the cuttings in the same way as iu 

propagating in fpring, retaining some portions of the leaves, 

usually the first pair of leaflets at the base of the leaf-stalk. 

This mode is partially successful as regards Bourbons, 

Noisettes, and Tea roses; but it is unsatisfactory In Its v-suUb 
w hen applied to Pei petunia and other hybrids with hard wood. 

iu my autumn practice, I have not ouly been successful 

with thft varieties which are the most difficult to propagate, 

but I have even found that there is au advantage in striking 

cuttings in autumn; for kinds may be thus preserved which 

are liable to be killed dowu by frost, so that no cuttings 

could be obtained from them in spring; as, for instance, Teas 

and others with tender wood, which are often killed to the 

stalk in severe winters. The mode of proceeding which I 

have adopted involves but little trouble. Iu September or 

October, when the young wood is well ripened, I take off my 

cuttings and cut them in the usual manner in two or three 

eyes, according to the distance which these arc apart, taking 

care at the same time to retain a portion of the principal 

leafstalk and some of the stalks of the ffrst leaflets, f then 

put them singly iu small cutting pots or in pans, using plenty 

of drainage and filling op with peat, or with a compost of 

fiand and leaf mold. 1 plant with a small dibber, pressing 

the soil firmly to the base of the cutting. I then water, and 

pUmge the pots to half their depth on a bed sloping about 

six inches, and welt exposed to the sun; then I cover with 

hand-glasses, lu a fortnight or three weeks, the cuttings 

will have collused and emitted some rootlets. At thiB season, 

they do not succeed well in the shade, especially if put in 

near evergreens. An old melon bod is very suitable, n« it 

does not afford too much moisture, Shading should be 

attended to for some time, .is t.he autumn buo has stilt great 

power. At the end of a fortnight, air must be giveu by raising 

the edges of tho hand-glass ou a small pot. 

When frost sets in, the glasses are kept perfectly close, and 

leaves put round almost ns high as the tops of the hand¬ 

glasses. Shading is not required from November till March; 

during which period the cuttings are left to themselves; 

nevertheless, it is well to give air in favorable weather, and 

to stir the soil occasionally. By April or May. the pot* will 

be filled with roots, even iu the ease of the most difficult 

varieties to strike. The young plauts are now slightly 

shaded, and gradually inured more and more to air and suu. 

When this has been effected, all that is to be done is to take 

off the hand-glasses, remove the cuttings to another spot, 

cut off the points of tho yowxg shoots, and plucb off tho 

flower buds, lu order that tho plauts pmy gain streugth and 

throw out branches. Tho pots are then plunged iu a hod iu 

the open air, advantage being taken 0p mild weather to ropot. 

In June, all those which have been struck iu the name pan 

are separated, so as to preserve as far as possible a ball to 

each, potted singly, and piuuged to half tho depth of the 

pots; they require to be shaded for n short time, but they 

soon begin to grow, auit will cotne into Mower at tho end of 

tho season. They will then bo well established plants, „uita 

ble for sale or for planting out. 

This mode of proceeding requires less time and trouble, and 

is less expensive than where artificial heat is employed.— 

Gardeners' Chronicle. 

Fruit and Pnouroc in tuk New York Market —Many 

frnit growers now consign their products to New York, to 

the care of commission merchants. A few hints on the sub¬ 

ject will bo of advantage to many of our readers. Hat every¬ 

thing up iu ncut packages, and mark plain directions on each 

that cannot be rubbed off, including weight ami tare, uumber 

or quantity, with namo of article, always, If fruit, giving the 

name of the variety. Always send a bill with the packages 

and another by mail, with notice when and by what convey¬ 

ance the things are forwarded The commission ranges from 

five to ten per cent., according to quantity, trouble, See. The 

following are the present prices, aa reported in the ,V. m lurk 

Tribune .- 

Potatoes - The receipts continue light, and prices of I’uach 
blows and common sorts are Rgai^higher. We quote 

Peach blow*, Northern, ¥1 bbl. .JU.ffffyd.H 
PcucUblows, .Imsoy, hbl. ...... . l.euSjll.50 
Buckeyes, )) bid . 1.88® 1,50 
Me we i choice, );) bid. l,876jl2.0O 
Mercers, Rochester, iu bbl., in bbls. . -miz.iio 
Mercers, fro.v. »} bid.. l,MXad.7S 
Mercers, seedling, j-,1 bbl... 2.00(h.*: 12 
Rough and Ready, Troy, ¥1 bbl. .. 1 20dm.Ml 
Jackson W(liter, V bbl.. -(ill,28 
Junes, 1I bbl fi i 2s 
Prince Alberts,Tff bbl. —Ml.38 
Western Beds, 'll bill . —(iSi.lZ 
Nova Ncollas, line!, . Dipii 45 
Sweet Potatoes, lu bids. . .3.23(„)3.fl0 

fresh fruit. 
AI'vi.ks—The market is again better. The receipts from the 

West are now principally of Winter fruit. Mixed lota are brine 
ing $2.75®S.00 )» bill. 

Ckanukiuukr- - Extra, (!) bbl., $7. do., good to choice, $0.000ii 
$5.50. 

Dmitri Fruit — Wo quote. 
Now State Apples, ’iff tb. /PihdfiVc 
New Western, (I lb.. ft (iilftfj 
Cherrieq. .. 18 rtui'J 
Dried Peaches, now.10 (t018 
plums, choice, ip lb.H Sift 
Raspberries,. 18 fold 
Blackberries,.. . .0 Mil) 

Onions Red, ii) hbl , ; Yellow, (I bbl., *1(<L1.25; White 
$l.2f<u c ; bunch., 'll hood., $2®2.Z5. 

Tuauti'M, KI'TAIUOA — gJ bid.. MJa7ftc. 
Marrow 8quASH —Jersey, (D bbl., 75e(pr$I ; Boston, $1.25. 
Chestnuts - )) bush., Ft.uooi 3.2ft. 
IIicKORV Nuts fl bush.. 75c(«)$I.12. 
Honey Wo quote: Clover (in comb,) 11 lb., 15(ail8c ; Buck¬ 

wheat (in eoinb,) (.1 tb.. KK».r12c. 

Illinois Static Horticultural SOCirty —Annual Meet¬ 

ing.— To all the Brotherhood of Rural Art and Science, West 

and East, and all who wish to learn the secret* of Horticul 

ture or nro willing to teach theta, I hereby announce our 

annual meeting for Tuesday the 3d day of December, 1861, at 

Bryan Hall, Chicago, to continue four (lays The Galena k 

Chicago Union, 0. & N Western, C. k Milwaukee, anil C. k 

St. Louis railroads have promised to return all 1,1 members ’ 

of the society free, and the O. B. k Quincy railroad for 

20 percent, of the ordinary fare. The other roads have not 

yet responded, but we have good hopes of them, aud alHO of 

the citizens of Chicago who have intimated their intention of 

joining us and extending tho usual hospitalities on such 

occasions to the distant membora and distinguished guests of 

the society. We shall have an unusnal ar»ount.of interesting 

business before us, and the discussions promise to take a 

broad range, *o as to embrace subjects oPgreat moment to 

the initiated horticulturist, and of equal interest to the taste¬ 

ful amateur, and unadvised begiuuer in the nursery,— lawn 

and garden,— in the orchard aud on the farm. 

Let all coinn prepared with notes Tor the information of 

others, or of questions to be asked, for we wish to publish a 

volume of Proceedings for the benefit of the North West. 

Bring specimens of fruits ror examination, and brief papers 

for reading or reference! Aud come, any way. I hope to 

meet at least two hundred of you, and shall try to do my 

part. The valuable volume of Slate Ag’l Transactions, con 

taining over 100 pages of Proceedings, is promised us for free 

distribution to members, who will also be entitled to copies 

of current publication. 

Boxes of specimens may be forwarded, by express or other¬ 

wise, care of Prairie Farmer Office, 204 Lake St., Chicago.— 

Jolts A. ItKNXrcoTT, Pres. III. Stale Hort. Society. 

Hawthorn Skkds anb Plants.—in answer to an inquiry 

on this subject, in onr last, it was slated that u wi cannot 

say where Hawthorn seed can be obtained, nor the price.” 

After our paragraph was written, aud indeed ready for tho 

pruKB, an advertisement of Hawthorn seed was received and 

inserted in the tamo paper—of course without our knowledge. 

We therefore repeat the advertisement this week, adding the 

fact (which we have just learned,; that the advertise, —a 

reliable English gentleman—can alxo furnish plants. 

Massachusetts Horticultural Society.—At the annual 

meeting of this Society, recently held, the following officers 

were elected: President-Joseph IIkkck. Via p,rsulerd.<- 

(Vacancy) E. Wight, W. C. Strong,.!. F. C-Hyde. Treasurer 

— Wm. R. Austin. Corresptmding Secretary—Ebon Wight. 

Recording Secretary F. Lyman Winship. Professor of H»A- 

any and Vegetable IV, ;/.•■ inlay y—A^a Gray. I ’rofettor of Zoology 

—J. W. P. Jeoks, Prof-Sear of Horticultural Chemistry—A. 

A. Hayes. 

The Pittsburg Clmmide says that more than 12,000 gallons 

of wiue have been made this year in Alleghany county, Pa., 

exclusive of that made from grapes in private gardens. 

ittquules fttta 

Plants for Name.— Inclosed find specimen, the name 
of which I would be glad to know. It came up with some 
tomato plants. I got the seed* from Ontario county. If has 
live sty)*-* and petals. Think it is near Jletleborus or in I tell ch¬ 
orea1 , Yon will confer a favor by giving me the botanical 
name—John W. Stkuaut, Pmn Van, A. Y. 1861. 

It is a AigclUi; probably .V. arvensis, 

I menu yon a specimen of a beautiful wild flower growing 
in wet situations. I would like to know the name.—C. F W 
Fne Co., .V. F, 1 SGI. 

Lobelia rartlinalis, or Cardinal Flower. 

Winter Covering for Strawberries, &C.— Can you 
inform me through the Rural what to cover strawberry 
plants with to keep them from freezing out of the ground? 
Also, cao you inform me where I can procure a good book on 
strawberry culture?—Ryan W., Champaign City. Champaign 
Co., 111., 1861. 

Cover with leaves, if you cart procure them; if not, straw 

is tho next best material. Tho ouly book published on straw 

berry culture exclusively, is by R. G. Pardee. We can mail 

it, postage pre-paid, for 66 cents. 

Fruit Growing in Orange and Adjoining Counties.— 
Is the gravel and stoni soil among the hills of Orange and 
Rockland counties of New York, and the Northern counties 
of New Jersey adjoining, adapted to the growing of fruit, 
more especially the giape? A reply from parties having 
experience or knowledge will greatly oblige—S., Albany, N. 
x.j 1861. 

fttwsttf toiwmg. 
ARMY MITTENS.-TO PATRIOTIC WOMEN. 

In the Crimean war great numbers of the soldiers 
sent to the hospitals for treatment were there for tho 
solo reason that their hands hail been frozen, and the 
fore-finger seemed especially subject to the action of 

frost. Our Government furnishes no mittens for its 
soldiers, nor are the kind required for those iu the 
field, with 

“A thumb and finger 

To pull the trigger,” 

made by machinery, but must be knit stitch by stitch 
by the nimble fiugerB of our enterprising aud patri¬ 
otic women. 

Quarter Master General Mriok about two months 
since called on the people for some two hundred 
thousand pairs of such mittens to meet the wants of 
his Department. To a greater or less extent this call 
lias been met, no doubt, but. as the “ Soldier’s Mit¬ 
ten ” is a sort of uovelty in construction, we give, 
from an old New-Engluud newspaper, the following 
directions for their manufacture: 

“ Sol in Kit's Mittens.—Cast twenty-four stitches on 
the needles, aud twcuty-three on tho middle ono. 
Knit a long wrist ribbing two plain, two seam. Knit 
round once plain and the wrist is done. Then set 
the thumb by seaming a stitch and widening each 
side of the middle stitch on the needle of twenty- 
three stitches. Then knit once round plain, turning 
the seams, however. Then widen next time around, 
next inside of each of the seam stitches, on the thumb 
needle. Then knit plain twice round, only turning 
the seaniB. Then widen as before, then knit again 
twice plain, and so on until there are twenty-seven 
stitches between the seam stitches. Run a thread 
through the twenty-seven stitches, taking them off 
tiie needles. Cast ou ten stitches for the gore, aud 
narrow them away to one stitch, knitting once 
around between each narrowing —there will then be 
twenty-three stitches on each needle. 

Knit eight times arormd after finishing the gore. 
Then set the finger by taking off’ tho hand on two 
needles — eleven stitches on each—and east ten 
stitches on the third needle of tho gore - narrow off 
two stitches on tho gore, which leaves ten stitches ou 
each needle. The finger should be about three Inches 
— narrow off the gore on the hand. Knit up the 
hand and narrow It off a little longer than the 
finger. Take up the stitches for the thumb, and nar¬ 
row off the gore to ten stitches on each needle. Knit 
the thumb two and a half inches long.” 

Tt is to be hoped that the daughters of America 
will nromptly respond in a substantial manner to this 
cull of the Quarter Master General. Let there be no 
frost-bitten fingei’B among those who have gallantly 
gone to do battle for the country. Knitting Asaoci- 
tiona can exemplify “Women's Rights” in a more 
forcible manner than all the rostruma in Christendom. 

ii ii m. i * 

HINTS TO HOUSEKEEPERS. 

I am very much obliged to Lucie for tho recipe to 
make picture frames. I intend to try it. I wiah the 
lovers of the beautiful would oftener give us direc¬ 
tions for making some tasteful article to add attrac¬ 
tive fleas to our homes. In these “hard times” we 
have, some of ua, little means to expend for any¬ 
thing but the really essential things of this life — but 
our perceptions of beauty are just as keen, and the 
gratification of the taste just as soothing and refresh¬ 
ing to us aa though wo were children of fortune. 
And we do not need wealth for the accomplishment 
of this object,—onr own skillful hands may gather, 
these line Autumn days, from Nature's storehouse, 
many pretty things to arrange during the compara¬ 
tive leisure of the coming winter, to ornament our 
wallB and Bhulvea. Among these I would mention 
shell and cone frames, moss and Bholl bouquets, 
bouquets of Autumn leaves, fadeless llowcrs, and 
evergreens. Will not some of the Rural readers 
give ub various methods of making these and other 
ornaments? And will not those who are skillful in 
blending the useful and beautiful, impart their knowl¬ 
edge to others? How do you cover those comfort¬ 
able lounges so tastefully, those pretty ottomans, and 
footstools, and chairs, and sewing tables? 

Let each one who can, add his or her mite to this 
liBt of directions, and we will see what a constant 
source of pleasure may bo given to the home 
atmosphere. m. a. h. 

Portsmouth, R. I., Nov., 1861. 

M aking Brine for Beef.— Seeing an inquiry in 
the Rural for a recipe for making a brine for beef, 
to keep it through summer, I send you mine, which 
I have found to answer. Pack your beef close into 
the barrel, then take three ounces of saltpetre, ten 
pounds of salt, aud twelve quarts of water, for every 
ono hundred pounds of beef. Put these into your 
kettle and boil until well dissolved. Then pour boil¬ 
ing hot upon the beef, cover the barrel close to keep 
in the steam. If you want to dry any portion you 
can take it out of the brine in forty-eight hours aud 
hang up. In the spring take out the beef aud cleanse 
the brine, adding one-half the original quantity of 
salt and saltpetre, and as much water as will cover 
the beef when repacked, letting the brine stand until 
cold before pouring it ou the beef.—Robert Doug¬ 

las, 'Talley, Onon. Co., N, V., 1801. 

Citron Pie.—Take the citron when grown, and 
before it ripens, pare and cut in small pieces, stew 
until soft, in very little water. For each pio take half 
a teacup of sugar; one tablespoonfnl of butter; one 
heaping teaspoonl'ul of cream of tartar. Flavor with 
nutmeg or lemon, sprinkle a little Hour over the 
whole and bake with two crusts, same as apple pie. 
This recipe is for the benefit of those who have not 
the Pie Melon, and who live where they are obliged 
to eat turnips for apples.— Lucy A. Bkamuall, 

Wilmington, III., 1801. 

Popped Corn Pudding.—Take oue pint of popped 
corn and soak it iu one quart of milk for three hours; 
then add three pounded crackers; one egg, and salt 
and sugar to the taste. Bake three-quarters of an 
hour. 

Chicken Pie.—Will some of the lady readers of 
the Rural give me the best method of making a 

Chicken Pie, and oblige—Anna C., Melrose, Wis, 

Boston Brown Bread.—My wife wishes a recipe 

for making what is called Huston Hroum Bread, and 

what’kind of pan it is baked iu, whether tin, iron, or 

earthen?—n. S. A., Brooklyn, N. K, 1801. 

[SPECIAL NOTICE.] 

A Great Discovery.—It has been discovered by thousands 

of housekeepers in different sections of the country that D. 

B. Dk Land k Co.’s Chemical Saleratus is the only s'aleratus 

that will produce a uniform result and give perfect satisfaction. 

If once you try it, you will always buy it. 



* 

THE ARMY OF THE KNITTERS. 

Fab away in vour camjis by the storied Potomac, 

Where your lances are lifted for Liberty’s weal, 

As the North wind comes down from the hills of the home¬ 

land, 

Say, catch ye the clash Of oitr echoing steel? 

Our hands are untrained to the touch of the rifle. 

They shrink from the Wade that grows red in the fight; 

But their womanly weapons leap keen from their sheathing, 

And the work that they find they will do with their might. 

Yonr host that stands marshalled In solemn battalions, 

Beneath the dear flag of ihe stripes and the stars, 

Hath as loyal a counterpart here at our hearth-stones 

As ever went forth to the brunt of the wars! 

Uplift in yonr strength the bright swords of your fathers! 

Repeat for yourselves the brave work they have done! 

We’ve ’.he ridr arm* our mothers wore proudly before us, 

And the heart of the field aod the fireside is one! 

We rouse to the rescue! We've mustered in thousands! 

We may not march on in face of the foe; 

Yet, while ye shall tramp to the sonnd of the battle, 

fool to fool we’ll keep pace wheresoever ye go! 

Ay, seal onto sou! are we knitted together! 

By link iipop link in one purpose we’re bound! 

God mete us the meed of our common endeavor, 

And our differing deeds with one blessing be crowned! 

Botlon Transaipl. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

A LEAF FROM LIFE. 

May 20tb.— I am home once more, dear Ellen. 

The shadows of the elm trees fall upon me as I write; 
their low, sighing music has soothed me from tearB 
to meditation, and from meditation I turn to com¬ 

munion with you. 

It is home still, though sadly changed. You would 
scarcely recognize the garden which wo so loved four 
years ago; this grass is springing in tho neglected 
walks,— the roses grow rank and untrimmed,—the 
arbor vines lie trailed upon the earth,— and Susie's 

flower beds, in which even father took so much 
pride, are half overgrown with weeds. Jt looks des¬ 
olate enough without. Within, Margaret's careful 
hand has preserved better order; but the nicest 
arrangement cannot dissipate the gloomy Rolltude 
that pervades the house. The swallows build within 
the chimneys, doors creak upon their hinges, and 
shutters open slowly as If they had long been closed,— 
and so they have. 

I entered the library this morning for the first time. 
Margaret must have anticipated my movements, for 
the east window was open, and the sun peeped in 
through the luxurious woodbine. Upon the table lay 
father's hooks and papers, ns if he had just for a 
moment left the room. Unconsciously 1 took up the 
duster, half inspecting ho would come in and wonder- 
ingly inquire why 1 had not finished my morning's 
work. Oh, Ellen, what a thought that until the 
grave claims its dead 1 shall hear his voice and see 
his smile no more. Father, mother, and sisters, all 
gone. All! a weary, aching heart heats often beneath 
the calm exterior which I have learned to wear. 

I have spent nearly the whole day dusting and 
arranging the volumes upon the shelves. It has beeu 
a sad, yet pleasant duty,— pleasant because it brought 
me into companionship with those whom I loved,— 
sad because every fresh reminiscence only told Bl© 
more plainly that they were gone forever. 

Junk 4th. — Good news, dear Nell, for I am sure 
you will rejoice with me. Fred is coming home, - 
home to stay. His letter came last evening, and I 
can neither sleep nor eat for joy. And yet there is 
something like apprehension in my heart, for now, 
dear cousin, he does not come alone,—one dearer 
than I will walk by his side, will love him, and 
comfort him, while I must stand aside. Now, Ellen, 

don't reproach me,— don't say, “ Amy, can you feel 
thus? arc you indeed so jealous of your brother's 
love, so selfish as to claim all his affection." And 
I will answer, remember how you mourned when 
Olive married, though all your family beside were 
left you, and then think of me, with none in the wide 
world dearer than my brother, aud yet in his heart I 
must henceforth be satisfied to receive only the 
second place. But this is not all, Ellen. Doubtless 
you have heard from mo his praises of the mission 
families of Hawaii, more especially of this family to 
which his bride belongs. How much of thiB praise 
was real truth, how much the coloring of his own 
warm, enthusiastic nature, you, perhaps, can tell as 
well as I; this I fear, that love has run so rapidly 
neither judgment nor reason have kept pace. 

Yet l'or one blessing I feel as if I could not suffi¬ 
ciently thank Gon, ami it is this, that Fred comes 
home with the same high principles, the same pure 
heart, with which lie left. I know this from reports 
I hear from those who have known hirn there, I know 
it from bis letters, 1 cannot be deceived in them, 
every line tells me he has been true to himself, true 
to his Gon; and for this, come what may, I rejoice 
and am glad. And yet, inelhinks there will bo more 
sorrow than joy in this reunion. Three years have 
snapped many of the tender cords that once hound 
me to life. For Fred, this new affection will indeed 
compensate for much that is lost; and yet in his 
return he must realize more fully how great that loss 
has been. 

Our mother died so long ago that her memory is 
to me a souice of mournful pleasure rather than of 
pain. I remember her voice and her smile; some¬ 
times I dream of her, a dream so real, so life-like, 
that when 1 awake I feel as if her presence were 
around me, brightening and purifying my life. But 
these thoughts lead me on, dear Ellen, to the time 
when you were with us, your first, last., sometimes I 
fear your only visit to our Yankee land. We were all 
together then —Father, Harriet, Feed, Susie and 
I. How kind and good, how devoted to his children 
was my father,— what a dear loving sister,— what a 
mother to us all was Harriet,—what, a true, noble 
brother was Fred; hut loveliest, merriest, dearest of 
all, was Susie,— doubly dear because so like our 
mother; so our old neighbors said; and by the deep, 
tender light within.his eye, we knew that father often 
thought although he seldom said it: and of myself is 
it not enough to say that I loved and was beloved by 
all that dear home circle. But then came sorrow. 
First Fred went away, and though, doubtless, it was 
wisest, beat, that he should go, still it was very hard 
to bear; and then, oh! Ellen, came the anguish 
which has made desolate my life. I look hack now 
upon those days and feel once more Susie’s fond 
parting kiss,— once more Harriet's bund clasps 
mine in a last farewell,—once more I hear father’s 
dying blessing, and the despairing agony of that 
time comes over me with a power I cannot resist. It 
was well for me that then yonr father came. Hud I 

been left alone, either reason or life must have given 
way. Yet I shrank from accompanying him home; 
my heart turned to my far distant brother with a vain 

wild longing. Could I have chosen, to Hawaii not 

England would I have journeyed. It was well for 

me that I had no choice. That long, monotonous 

Bea voyage did me good, and then those two peaceful SONNET FOR JUST NOW. well d iSin^ i ntellects" tolibn'snmZt own’land, ****** for Moore'B Riml XewTorkeR> 

years of English country life,- dear wmiojw — in the c3U9e of Gon and’ humanity? Thousands of S °RR°W' 
and vour kind family how many quiet joys I owe. Ykt one amila more, departing, distant sun, ... , , . , , , 
Strength and courage to take up once more my share One mellow smile through tho soft vapory air, youths are looking to the church for both moral and nr a. t. *■ clabkb. 

of life’s burdens have I gained from you. God grant Ere, o’er the (men earth, the lond winds ran, mental discipb ne. Can she meet this deman( i er are 00 joy* on earth; 

that I may bear them patiently anil weU. Or *nf'w* rirtcd 0>r,lie *»*Aow*,,ar<! members fail to cultivate to the utmost their minds? How often tbns wo, weeping, sigh, 
, One smile on the brown hills and naked trees, How is it with the press? Can the children of Gon , , t Uttlu worth 

Oct. 27th.—Frbd has been homo near y re And the dark rock* whom so miner wreaths are cast, be guiltless if they fail to furnish the age with reading For jays and friends are doomed to die; 

months, and I have only written one short note to And the blue gentian flower that in the breeae tbat bUU be characterized alike by literary merit And Change is written on the tide 
you meanwhile. I have waited because I feared my Nod* lonely, of the beauteous rac* tho U*t apd & of picty? We need men who Cftn drive And 0,er tbe fl(dd* ^ Vlhu!) 

first impressions might be erroneous, and I would Yet a few annoy days in which the boo infidelity from the fields of science and literature,- And on man’s glory and his pride, 
not that you should share them till time had proved Shall murmur by the hedge that skirt. the way, - . an(} phjlosopber9 to As oo each flower of varied hue. 

their truth, fun is very kind and thoughtful, aB reason, with proper defference to tbe teachings of the Th.«* God that nubo; He doth know- 

that a Bister could usk. Hmsc thru y . Yet one rich smile, and w* will try to bear scriptures. If, then, the disciplining of the intellect He of the infinite heart and mind- 

changed him very little. His manner is n'jCC The piercing winter frost*, and winds, and darkened air. is of so great importance, can we innocently neglect That which Is heat for ns below, 

graver and more Bubducd than of old, less of boyish _t , & , t _ the training of its powers? S. L. Leonard. White “ hnow nothing> and are blind." 
fun and more of manly dignity; but who would wish ‘ Porh*«terawiB 1861 His wtedom gra*p* the scope of years 
otherwise? I at least scarcely regret it. I feel at [Written for Moore’* Rural New-Yorker.] ' ’ * t ^_ Tbat circle round the Eternal Throne; 

tirnpsasif the Old boisterous mirth would jar harshly MENTAL DISCIPLINE. * _ , He’a wiser than the hopes and feara 
’ . ,, . „r,D _ [Written for Moore'B Rural New-Yorker.] That all Hlg creatures e’er have known. 

upon me now. And his wife. Her name is Maude, .nmnitur mvs 
a sweet pretty name I used to think when hut a child How the mental powers shall bo properly d.sci- AUTOMNDAY8. Ho sceR wtotfall, thfttM(8t 

1 raL!h7iszss?Jewesszt ...»po„s“*■ 
™ L "1‘win.i with A, fairest and ft. ter, all the power, of o„r mind mo.t b. enltiva.ed; possessed of .Ion of nat.re the; are full of «d»ta- *—;« «■• pr.»ote.....„.i 
name tnat ever o.io g degree of importance be attached ite enjoyment. To walk in the groves, with the fall- And while He rales « love, and knows 

best. And ah is ^ to one faculty. We often meet with persons who ing leaves rustling beneath our feet, and look up at What frwiU life.ap^UU may bear, 
somewhat pioud, though her pride has melted more nowerof the mind trained to a high the giant trees overhead, their tops swaying in the He gives us joy*, and only woes 

than once ere this at thought of home and the dear the incase of other faculties. Such a *‘nd> each variety of tree sighing in.its own lan- High wbdom aces that we should bear, 

ones there. For hours yMUrdaymind may be strong In one particular direction, but g™ge, to have the heart stirred with emotion. So, when life’s way doth darker grow, 

arms weeping bitterly, and I, nmemt * » _ u js g,.n/ra|ly incapable of taking enlarged views of Everything speaks the language of fullness or decay. And fall like summer shower* tby tears, 
a good angel, you have comforted me, strove even * ^ H(?ld(JIP fall to be hobby The hickory trees are sprinkling tho earth with their Or when thy lot seems sad below 

thus to comfort her, and not in vain. But I am sad J * f with contempt upon those abundant treasures. The corn, its golden grain just While thinking o’er the pains of years, 
for her sometimes so very young,— for she ih scarce riders, and to loolf turn [ p , . , , , . Roll Sorrow’s tide of feeling back, 
“r <L:IL ll- friend., . k* b~.be. of knowledge -hlek do teed to devel- 

, , ’ f„r,ro»tinflr that her home iB ope that particular power of the mind whioh they hand or the nusnanaman. tne apple trees begin to While Kakh beholds Lhe ehining track 
almost, nay hate written, ftrge g • have labored so assiduously to cultivate. The meta cast their stores to the earth. The locust trees, their Of thoso who'vn gone to Heaven before, 

henceforth here, and that her chosen rio ■ i ■ ic,M 8f.ldom faiiH to despise the poet, while the tender leaves crisped with the first frost, would alone Academy, New Haven, vt., 1801. 

her. Strange, almost marvel ous, ° * J 7' ,,oet looks coldly upon the discoveries of the meta- tell that October had come. The bud, now daily shorb -. - ---— 

is that love for wln'di ahe u ^ U..)V physician. The undue training of tho judgment, ening his stay, is often obscured by clouds; but when FAMILY PRAYER, 
hood held dear. Lon grant t y J ^ Ug suy,ject too fond of disputation, visible, pouring down its burning rays with what 

prove worthy <U tlila great oonuaeme. There Is danger of his becoming a mere disputing seems to be added fervor, hlddlngushastcn our labors The grand infirmity of family prayers, or what is 
And for me, I look down the pat way o coming and jt wj|j be wej[ be doc8 noy con. ere winter is upon us. All nature is changed except sometimes called family religion, is that it stands 

years and almost smllo to see how soon the sober bimgelf iuto a ,.,utc of ftlnl0ht nniversal the evergreens, and the pine and fir trees seem now alone In the house, and has nothing pnt in agreement 

hues of autumn are gathering around my li AepticiBnu The history of literature affords many In take on a deeper greenness as the vegetation with It. Whereas, if it is to have any honest reality, 

and Fnto both wish that I should ren ■ • inPtance8 in wbich snob a result has been produced around them fades; and when every other green leaf as many things as possible should bo soberly and 

Daily, almost hourly, cffttlmes, as it e such a course. How unhappy wae tho state of has fallen, and the wind whistles through the bare deliberately put in agreement with It; for, indeed, it 

scious y, ocr .hide uia > , niafiirlv Cdilljnoworth's mind for a greater part of his life, branches of the maple and oak, they will stand fresh iB a first point of religion itself, that by its very 
guidance. By-and by it may be this • J wuh Qne of tho ni httot iut«llecta that England as in their earliest spring foliage, rejoicing the eye nature it rules presidingly over everything desired, 

affectum will fll the void m tuy heart wluc y ^ luCf,d( he waa nn8eRle.l in his religious and the heart with the sight; for the beautiful ever- done, thought, planned for, and prayed for in this 

longs for the o d brotherly love. Asltls, my y Wjth abUlty to rftasoI1 which enabled him greens appear to us, amid the desolation of nature, life. It ia never to finish itself up by words, or sup- 

pass on with quiet happiness, am 11 g _ 1 tQ wri|c 0Iie cf tha bcst defences of Protestantism like those fixed principles of faith and goodness in plications, or even by sacraments, but the whole 

"dVl. CROe ' L "‘‘l"1. ,C i j ‘ ’ that haa ever been penned, he uses the following the soul, which shall survive when the sunny light- custom of life and character must be in it by a total 
and that very differently from what w«W « < language Jn regard to himself: “ I know a man, that heartedness of youth and the fervid Impulses of man- consent of the man. And more depends on this a 

have chosen, still I am satisfied and trust that - ^ moderate Protestant turned a Papist, and tho hood have passed, and the winter of age approaches, hundred times, than upon any occasional fervors, or 

bly, cheerfully, bravely, may walk d8y 1hftt ,1(, flld fl0( waB convinccd In conscience that An humble trust in Goi>, and a love of all that He passionate flights, or agonizing*. The grand defect 

_- his yeaterday’H opinion was an error. The eame man has made, beautifies old age as tho evergreens amid will, in almost all cases, he in what is more deliber- 

AWT PAimi^T a ppfai TO MOTHERS afterwards, upon better consideration, became a the wintry storms attract our attention by their con- ate, viz., in the want of any downright, honest caat- 
AN EARNEST APPEAL TO MOTHERS. ^ ft doBbtiBg PapiBt a con. trusts with all around. a. 0. n. Ing of the family in the type of religion, and as if 

A distinguished physician who died some years firmed Protestant.” Hla vacillation may, at least to a Geneva, w,,, October, 1861. that were truly accepted us the first thing. 

since rATZlared -i believe that during the degree, be explained by the fact that he had given - - —- Bee just what is wanted, by what ,s so very com- 

t wenty-six years I have practiced in this city, 20,000 way to a love of disputation until he had almost HOME AFTER BUSINESS HOURS- monly not found Fust; of all, the mere observance 

3KZL to tk. ccmdria »c,i- 0,*tro,cd hi, ability to Oi,«Bgoi,h b,tw„n truth - °> t**’ «■“ »l»lob pr»y- io th. fam, y to keep 

Oca to the absort custom of eaposiog their arms ash aud error. Tub road along which the man of business travels up a reverent show, or aoknuw.ot gement ol nUflm 
necks ” But if the mental powers are to be properly devel- in pursuit of competence or wealth is not a macad- is not enough. It leaves everything else in the life 

It would not be- wide of tho truth to say that fifty oped, they must be employed upon subjects that will arnized one, nor does it ordinarily lead through to be an open space for covetousness, and all the gay 

thousand^chBdreu are eveij year immolated upon tax their energies. It is as true of our mental as of pleasant scenes and by well-springs of delight. On Listings of worldly vanity. It even leaves out 

the altar of capricious fashion, in civilized society, our physical natures, that a want of exercise deprives the contrary, it is ft rough and rugged path, beset prayer; for the saying of prayers is, in no sense, 

flowaver°muchFinteUigenoe° Mie”' may be possessed them of their strength. Borne of the paths of litera- with “ wait a-h.t" thorns, and full of ,.it-fa!ls, which really the same thing ns to pray, ^ntrary to this 

of it is an undeniable fact that our women - espe- lure should not he too extensively traveled. Poetry can only he avoided by the exercise of watchful care there should he some real prayer, for the meaning a 

dally mothers - are the slaves of senseless and out- lends us through flowery meads, and along purling and circumspection. After each day’s journey over sake, and for the shell of religious o«cn y,_ in w m 

rageons fashion. Health, comfort, and happiness streams, and charms us with the melody of her this worse than corduroy turnpike, the wayfarer the semhlanceimay ^ d 

are each in turn sacrificed to the all-potent query, notes; but we may linger too long in her society tar needs something more than rest. He requires solace, indeed, for no return ^bl ^ f n 
” What will Mrs. Grundy say?" Children must he our good. And how injurious to the Intellect is the and he deserves it. lie is weary of tho dull prose of for ft certain religions effect accompli, he, ly the drill 

models of style whether they live or die. Short modern novel. It requires no mental effort to com- life, and athirst for the poetry.’ Happy is the busi- of repet.t.onal observance. There is also 

dresses, low necks and hare arms make our daughters prehend it; and it may be doubted whether any ness man who can find that solace and that poetry at kind of atte“P ^ '^n the p/ayer 
look more angelic than their grandmothers did in person ever arose from the perusal of even one of borne. Warm greetings from loving hearts, fond families, iri.lch is much \ , * V 1- 

their homespun wrappers, but not half so oozy and Scott's stories without having been injured in his glances from bright eyes that 19 ^.^of dbob,diene' or some mere mcca- 

lovable. A sweet face peeping out of an ample mental character. If tbe mind ever poaseBseB great ft Mark oar coming HhTiSS which he' haa fallen Nothin-can be more 
hood, and limbs covered up from the smiting blasts strength, it muBt become accustomed to studies that And look brighter when we come,” " , . . , . ' , . hour of nravc-r a 

of our northern climate, arc altogether more bewitch- give full play to all its Te the welcome shouts of children, the thousand little for the subjects of itf and 
ilia than tbe abrivelled ami bloodless forms with when almost every thin# valued according to tbe ” ” r ’ , ... “ \. r “ 1 in n 

® , , . . 4 . ,, i at a -a ni .a ir, 41.ami manu arrangements for our comfort and enjoyment that nothing could more certainly set them in a iixta 
thplr frnnKi* ski n ni moles. A correct taste is seldom price that it will command in the market, and many ° , , . . , ^ , mi« 
uverimnstrativc A living President of one of Slink that all study is useless which does not bring silently tell of thoughtful and expectant love, the aversion to religion, and to everything sacred. This 

our oldest medical schools always gave this parting immediate pecuniary profit. But was man’s mind gentle ministrations that disencumber us into an old kindof prayer p-ays, in fact .for exasperation s sake, 
our Oldest medical schools auajs gave par mg in j y i . , ? .. and easy seat before we are aware of it,- these and aud the effect will correspond .-Dr. Bushnell. 
advice to his classes on their graduation day: given hi in only to qualify him to gain wealth? May ... .. .. . ,,ini)ft,bv conatitnto the 

” Young gentlemen, take good care of tho old lathes not such studies give to the intellect ft strength that 1 ' .‘. f .... J. ... > f Bf,VPntv 
-aZ will l,e an, more." Tina aan.il,la I, of grnate, vain, than all the Bold mine, of Cali- P»«'T »!>«■ « *» h» I”0*”' lf'- Tl",,k An Boom to-The poor p.ttanw.of seventy 
adZ wI. predicated on tlie destraellve ont.re of f„nita7 When looked npon from thin .^<1 point. Of thU yo wives and daughter. 01 tmmm to year. Is not worth being a villa,o for. Who matter 
iulMCC was ] lcditateu 0 ...... u,» Think of the toils, the anxieties, the mortifications is it if vour neighbor lies in a splendid tomb? Sleep 
nrevalcnt fashions. Let our women break away from how valuable does the Bible appear. How greatly ‘ ,   ib n 11 your neignpwr wo iu « * r 
Se mwment of custom .his winter, and dies* up does the sublimity of the subjects of which it treats «*d wear that fathers undergo to secure for you com- you wiUl innocence. Look behind you through the 

their darlings to the ears in warm apparel, and their tend to invigorate the mind. Other things being fortable homes, and compensate them for their trials track of ttnio! A vast desert lies open in retrospect; 

increased health and vigor, together with the diminu- equal, he who studies the Scriptures will have a by making them happy by their own fireside. wearied with years and Borrow, the^in^ ^°m ^ 

Hon of doctor's bills, will more than compensate for more powerful intellect than he who disregards them. ' . . Wlllk8 of man* \oU Za JL 
the frowns of the whole school over which darne Great arc the benefits, that flow from the disciplin- Hen ok Letters.— 1 ryphiodorus, in his Odyssey, fall; and y ou are to go a 1 e ur or . 

Grundy presides.—Fall River iW ing of the mind. The mere fact, that God has given had no A In his first book, and uo B in the second, find eternal rest. Wha^ver you “V 
_. _— us intellects capable of improvement, shows it to be and so on in the other hooks with the letters of the ter between the cradle and the 8»ve. ev«ry mornen 

_ _ ir r. t i our dntv to cultivate them The untrained mind is alphabet one after the other. Lopez de Vega wrote is big with events, which come not m antccssion, hut 
The Training or Home Convkrsation.-To sub- ou to^ cultmita^ hem. 11 e un ra ned mmd ^ ^ ^ fir8t without an A, the sec- bursting forcibly from a revolving and unknown 

ordinntc homo training to school training, or to not likely to e“ ^ haa reveaJed ond wilhout. a u. the third without a C, and so on. cause, fly over this orb with diversified influence, 
intermit the former in favor of the latter, is a most and ol human auty. it is uuc tnai ue us* revemeu r . -- »- 

palpable and ruinous mistake. It is bad even In an himself in his word; but ihe undisciplined mind is cns 0111 ® aranng 1 ZZt verses*of his Profit ok Prayer.—After prayer is not the heart 
intellectual point of view. To say nothing of other not as well qualified to comprehend the teachings of o lem rea o ie pot 1 . . . k lighter and the bouI happier? Prayer renders afflic- 

disadvantages, it deprives girls of the best opportu- that volume as he is whose powers have been care- '>" n 'J' ^ Cxi)0Cte.l• the author said how- tion less sorrowful, and joy more pare. It mingles 
nities they can ever have of learning that most fully trained. Many of the theological errors that with as the author expected, the author said, how an uus.jeaUable 8weetuess, and adds to 

feminine, most beautiful, most useful of all aecom- have prevailed in the church, have been the effects "ver, it was wit ioo ou a ^ wJrda the other a celestial perfume. Sometimes tbero 

plish.nei.ts -the noble art of conversation. For of the want of a proper mental training on the part tinS letter Aliff had been w^8' ™ ovcr the fields l wind which parches the 

conversation is an art as well as a gift. It is learned of those who have undertaken to explain thflBcnp- . ami rep ici. ” vou have writ- plants, aud then their withered stems will droop 

best by familiar intercourse between young and old, tures. Had George Fox’s head been as good as his away a e ' t " »ntitled toward the earth; but watered by the dew, they 

in the leisure and unreserve of the evening social heart, he would never have embraced many of tho ten. ^ inoii < name ng j;\ ( r‘ regain their freshness, and lift up their languishing 

circle. But when young girls arc banished from this errors that arc taught In his writings. 0 .'l uga p 'u VJ ’ . . .P ... r , beadB So there are always burning winds, which 
circle by the pressure of school tasks, talking with But if we would understand the character of Gon, work is that all the words begin with a C. Lord buafe Jo totr* an y K dew 

Xe aid mates till they “ come out " into society, and our own duty, we must become acquainted with North in the time of James I, wrote a Bet of sonnets, 
and then monopolized entirely by voting persons of the teachings of nature. Borne tell us that nature each beginning with a successive letter of the alpha- which refreshes it again. 

their own age, they easily learn to mistake chatter can tcaoli us all upon these subjects that it is neces- bet .-All the >eur Bound. DQEg ^ Tkee Lbah?_k if the tree 

for conversation, and “small talk” becomes for life sary to know. These persona run to one extreme; ' * ’ * fall toward the south or toward the north, in the 

their only medium of exchange. Hence, with all the but those who would have us believe that natnro Early Rising.—I was always an early riser. Hap- lace whcnj the tree laileth, there it shall he.” (Eccl. 

intellectual training of the day, there never was a says nothing in regard to these matters, are equally py the man who is! Every morning day comes to ^ There is a solemn meaning couched under 

greater dearth of intellectual conversation. far from the truth. The Scriptures inform us that, with a virgin’s love, full of bloom, and purity, tb|g metaphor. The tree will not only lie as it falls, 

__ _ “The heavens declare the glory of God; and the and freshness. The youth of Nature is contagious, }t wm &i„0 fau a5 jt leans. And the great question 

Delicacy. —Above every other feature which firmament showeth his handiwork. Day unto day ]ike the gladness of a happy child. I doubt if any whicb every one 0Qght to bring home to his own 

adorns the female character, delicacy stands foremost uttereth speech, and night unto night slmweth knowl- ,nan caa bc called old, so long as he is an early riser l)0goni( witbout a moment’s delay, is this, What is 

within the province of good taste. Not. that delicacy And will not ho who possesses the best disci- and ft» early walker. And, oh! youth-lake my tUe mcliriation of my soul? Does it, with all its af- 

whieh is perpetually in quest of something to be pliued mind, he the best, qualified to understand the word for it—youth in dressing-gown and slippers, fectiongi lean towards God, or from him?-J. J- 

ashamed of. which makes a merit of a blush, and teachings of the heavens and the earth. Who can dawdling over breakfast at noon, is a very deeripid, Gumey _ 

simpers at the false construction its own ingenuity for a moment suppose tnat, the Hnturored peasant can gliastly image of that youth which sees the sun blush -ZXr* hardness Never 

has put upon an innocent remark; this spurious read the lessons of God s wisdom and power, that over the mountains, and the dews sparkling npon No Cross, no Crow”'“Go‘d in the 

kind of delicacy is far removed from good taste as are inscribed upon the pages of nature s volume, as blossoming hedge rows .-Blackwood. dream of a MiW. ^ tbe 

from good feeling aud good sense; hut that high readily as Herscuel or Huai. Miller. Whenv ewei -——- gardens of Egypt, whom Uosesn*0“nJ no} b^e wil. 

minded delicacy which maintains ite pure and unde- m the light that the Scriptures cast upon her, to he A Noble Sentiment.-TIic patriots of the Revolu- burning bush. Many lhe 

viating walk alike among women as in the society well disciplined mind, nature exhibits -tews of the ^ neVM nlten.d a raore noble sentiment than Gov. derness; commend ^e country, t lo 1^ q{ 

of men; which shrinks from no necessary duty, and character of Gon which are never possessed by others. Sprague> of Rhode Island, expressed, when he said, conquest as !mJ0!T ZZn ixt It drink the cup 

can speak, when required, with seriousness and But if we would he greatly useful, we must possess “ Wealth is useless unless it promotes the public honor witn Z-ebedee s c’ by bearing 

kindness, at things which it would he ashamed well disciplined minds. A man of an untrained welfare, and life itself but a bauble unless it ministers of affliction. Nu wearing aiorified till 

indeed to smile or blush. This is the delicacy which intellect may be of some ubo to the church and tbe to the honor aud glory of our country.” Thenobility tho Cross first Lhris. iim-e 

forms so important a part of good taste, that where world, if lie be deeply pious, hut his usefulness will 0f this sentiment is attested by the fact that Gov. first crucified.— Irajp-p. * ^ - 

it does not exist as a natural instinct, it is taught as fall far short of that of the intelligent Christian. Sprague, who is the wealthiest man in New England, ^ Sri i —Live as near to Jesus as you posai- 

the first principle of good manners, and considered And the times greatly demand disciplined minds, has given from his personal fortune immense sums ^ but die to self. It is a daily work. Jesus is 

as the universal passport to good society. The church needs men who are qualified to attack to promote the cause of the Union, and has periled > L‘|“’ J on theotherside of the mountain, 

---- idolatry and infidelity in their strongholds. Are men ids life in the foremost ranks of the army upon the ^ ^ then a supbeam comes over the top; we 

Matching and Marrying. —Marriages are often of untrained minds prepared to carry the gospel to field of battle. _ _ __ f°r,dltM,30, a sort of twilight apprehension of the 

called “matches;" yet, of those who are married, the heathen? Are they prepared to overcome the ~T*T* * a q„a loh hrf»rbtneas of’the sun- but self must be much more 
how few are matened! Temper, tastes, and disposi- prejudices of the educated minds of India and Uhina, Don't let your children earn goo ® m,bdued before we can bask in tbe beams of the ever- 

tion should be well studied before marriage. Hus- or to oppose successfully the infidelity of France and indiscriminately. o ® B®”’ . . ® j blessed Jesus or say in everything, “Thy will be 
bands a.n a ires are like locks and keys, that rather Germany? True, if men are ever converted, in either eradicated in after years, but it is easier to sow clean b 7 

break than o, en if the wards be rot answerable. heathen or semi-heathen lands, their hearts mast seed than to cleanse dirty wheat. 

SONNET FOR JUST NOW. 

Ykt one smile more, departing, distant sun, 

One mellow smile through tho soft vapory air, 

Ere, o’er the froxen earth, t he lend winds run. 

Or snows are rifted o'er the meadows hare. 

One smile on the brown Lille and naked trees, 

And the dark rocks whose rammer wreaths are cast, 

And the blue gentian flower that in the breeze 

Nods lonely, of the beauteous W-e the lo.'it. 

Yet a few snuoy days, in which the bee 

Shall murmur by the hedge that ekirte the way. 

The cricket chirp upon the rurset lea, 

And men delight to linger in thy ray. 

Yet one rich smile, and w« will try to bear 

The piercing winter frost*, and wind*, and darkened air. 

-  . --—- 

[■Written for Moore'* Rural New-Yorker.] 

MENTAL DISCIPLINE. 

How the mental powers shall bo properly disci¬ 
plined, is a question of no little practical import¬ 
ance. If wo would possess a proper mental charac¬ 
ter, all the powers of our mind must be cultivated; 
and not an undue degree of importance be attached 
to one faculty. We often meet with persons who 
have had one power of the mind trained to a high 
degree at the expense of other faculties. Such a 
mind may be strong In one particular direction, but 
it is generally incapuble of taking enlarged views of 
subjects. Such persons seldom fall to be hobby 
riders; and to look with contempt upon those 
branches of knowledge which do not tend to devel¬ 
op© that particular power of the mind which they 
have labored so assiduously to cultivate. The meta- 

undergo a change that cannot be wrought by any 
human power. But Gon use3 human instruments in 
the accomplishment of his work. Tbe age of mira¬ 
cles is past. And is there not a strong demand for 
well disciplined intellects, to labor in our own land, 

! in the cause of God and humanity? Thousands of 
youths are looking to the church for both moral and 
mental discipline. Can she meet this demand if her 
members fail to cultivate to the utmost thejr minds? 
How is it with the press? Can the children of God 

be guiltless if they fail to furnish the age with reading 
that shall be characterized alike by literary merit 
and a spirit of piety? We need rnen who can drive 
infidelity from the fields of science and literatnre,— 
who can teach poets to sing, and philosophers to 
reason, with proper defference to tbe teachings of the 
scriptures. If, then, the disciplining of the intellect 
is of so great importance, can we innocently neglect 
the training of its powers? S. L. Leonard. 

Rochester, Win, 1861. 
- i ■ » ■ ♦- 

[WritteD for Moore's Rural New-Yorker] 

AUTUMN DAYS. 

The glorious autumn days are upon us, and to all 
possessed of a love of nature they are full of exquis¬ 
ite enjoyment. To walk in the groves, with the fall¬ 
ing leaves rustliug beneath our feet, and look up at 
the giant trees overhead, their tops swaying in the 
wind, each variety of tree sighing in its own lan¬ 
guage, is to have the heart, stirred with emotion. 
Everything speaks the language of fullness or decay. 
The hickory trees are sprinkling the earth with their 
abundant treasures. The corn, its golden grain just 
visible in its covering of husks, hangs ripe for the 
hand of the husbandman. The apple trees begin to 
Cast their stores to the earth. The locust trees, their 

physician seldom fails to despise th© poet, while the tender leaves crisped with the first frost, would alone 
poet looks coldly upon the discoveries of the meta- tell that October had come. The sun, now daily shorU 

physician. The undue training of tho judgment, 
tends to render its subject too fond of disputation. 
There is danger of his becoming a mere disputing 
machine; and it will ho well if he does not con* 
trovert himself iuto a state of almost nniversal 
skepticism. The history of literature affords many 
instances in which such a result has been produced 
by such a course. How unhappy wae tho state of 
Chilljnoworth'h mind for a greater part of his life. 
With one of the mightiest intellects that England 
over produced, he was unsettled in his religions 
belief. With an ability to reason which enabled him 
to write one cf the best defences of Protestantism 

cuing his stay, is often obscured by clouds; but when 

visible, pouring down its burning rays with what 

seems to headded fervor, hlddlngnshastenour labors 

ere winter is upon us. All nature is changed except 

the evergreens, and the pine and firtreeB seem now 

to take on a deeper greenness as the vegetation 

around them fades; and when every other green leaf 

has fallen, and the wind whistles through the bare 

branches of the maple and oak, they will stand fresh 

as in their earliest spring foliage, rejoicing the eye 

and the heart with the sight; for the beautiful ever¬ 

greens appear to us, amid the desolation of nature, 

like those fixed principles of faith ami goodness in 

tbat has ever been penned, he uses the following the soul, which shall survive when the sunny light- 

language in regard to himself; “ I know a man, that 
of a moderate Protestant turned a Papist, and tho 
day that he did so, was convinced in conscience that 
his yeaterday’H opinion was an error. The eame man 
afterwards, upon better consideration, became a 
doubting Papist; aud ol a doubting Papist a con¬ 
firmed Protestant.” His vacillation may, at least to a 
degree, he explained by the fact that he had given 
way to a love of disputation until he had almost 
destroyed his ability to distinguish between truth 

and error. 
But if the mental powers are to be properly devel¬ 

oped, they must he employed upon subjects that will 
tax their energies. It is »b true of our mental as of 
our physical natures, that a want of exercise deprives 
them of their strength. Somo of the paths of litera¬ 
ture should not he too extensively traveled. Poeiry 
leads us through flowery meads, and along purling 
streams, and charms us with tbe melody of her 
notes; but we may linger too long in her society for 
our good. And how injurious to the Intellect is the 
modern novel. It requires no mental effort to com¬ 
prehend it; and it may be doubted whether any 
person ever arose from the perusal of even one of 
Scott's stories without having been injured in his 
mental character. If the mind ever possesses great 
strength, it must become accustomed to studies that 
give full play to all its faculties. We live in an age 
when almost every thing is valued according to tbe 
price that it will command in the market; aud many 
think that all study is useless which does not bring 
immediate pecuniary profit. But was man’s mind 
given him only to qualify him to gain wealth? May 
not rucIi studies give to the intellect ft strength that 
is of greater value than all the gold mines of Cali¬ 
fornia? When looked upon from this standpoint, 
how valuable does the Bible appear. How greatly 
does the sublimity of the subjects of which it treats 
tend to invigorate the mind. Other things being 
equal, he who studies the Scriptures will have a 
more powerful Intellect than he who disregards them. 

Great arc the benefits that flow from the disciplin¬ 
ing of the mind. The mere fact, that God has given 
us intellects capable of improvement, shows it to be 
our duty to cultivate them. The untrained mind is 
not likely to have enlarged views of JI ia character, 
and of human duty. It is true that he has revealed 
himself in his word; but the undisciplined mind is 
not as well qualified to comprehend the teachings of 
that volume as he is whose powers have been care¬ 
fully trained. Many of the theological errors that 
have prevailed in tho church, have been the effects 
of the want of a proper mental training on the part 
of those who have undertaken to explain tho Scrip¬ 
tures. Had George Fox’s head been as good as his 
heart, he would never have embraced many of tho 
errors that arc taught in his writings. 

But if we would understand the character of God, 
and our own duty, we must become acquainted with 
the teachings of nature. Borne tell us that nature 
can teach us all upon these subjects that it is neces¬ 
sary to know. These persons run to one extreme; 
but those who would have us bedieve that nature 

heartedness of youth and the fervid Impulses of man¬ 
hood have pasted, and the winter of age approaches. 

An humble trust in God, and a love of all that He 
has made, beautifies old age as tho evergreens amid 
the wintry storms attract our attention by their con¬ 
trasts with all around. b. c. d. 

Genera, Wis., October, 1861. 

HOME AFTER BUSINESS HOURS- 

The road along which the man of business travels 
in pursuit of competence or wealth is not a macad¬ 
amized one, nor does it ordinarily lead through 
pleasant scenes and by well-springs of delight. On 
the contrary, it is a rough and rugged path, beset 
with “ wait-a-bit” thorns, und full of pil-fiiMs, which 

can only be avoided by the exercise of watchful care 
and circumspection. After each day’s journey over 
this worse than corduroy turnpike, the wayfarer 
needs something more than rest. He requires solace, 
and he deserves it. He is weary of tho dull proF<? of 
life, and athirst for the poetry.' Happy is the busi¬ 
ness man who can find that solace and that poetry at 
home. Warm greetings from loviDg hearts, fond 
glances from bright eyes that 

’• Mark oar coming 

And look brighter when we come,” 

the welcome shouts of children, the thousand little 
arrangements for our comfort and enjoyment that 
silently tell of thoughtful and expectant love, the 
gentlo ministrations that disencumber us into an old 
and easy seat before we are aware of it,— these and 
like tokens of affection and sympathy constitute tho 
poetry which reconcile us to the prose of life. Think 
of this, ye wives and daughters of business men. 
Think of the toils, the anxieties, the mortifications 
and wear that fathers undergo to secure for you com¬ 
fortable homes, and compensate them for their trials 
by making them happy by their own fireside. 

Men or Letters.—Tryphiodorus, in his Odyssey, 
had no A In his first book, aud uo B in the second, 
and so on in the other books with the letters of the 
alphabet one after the other. Lopez de Vega wrote 
five novels in prose; the first without an A, the sec¬ 
ond without a B, the third without ft C, aud so on. 
This custom existed among the Persian poets. One 
of them read to the poet Jami some verses of his 
own composition, which Jami was not so struck 
with as the author expected; the author said, how¬ 
ever, it was without doubt a very curious poern, for 
the lettor Aliff had been omitted from all the words. 
Jami replied, “You can do a better thing yet. Take 
away all the letters from every word you have writ¬ 
ten.” A monk named Hugbald wrote a work entitled 
the “Eologa de Culvia.” The peculiarity of this 
work is that all the words begiu with a C. Lord 
North, in the time of James I, wrote a set of sonnets, 
each beginning with a successive letter of the alpha¬ 

bet.—All lhe Year Round. 

Early Rising.—I was always an early riser. Hap- 
says nothing in regard to these matters, are equally py the man who is! Every morning day comes to 
far from the truth. The Scriptures inform us that, 
“The heavens declare tbe glory of God; and the 
firmament showeth his handiwork. Day unto day 
uttereth speech, utid night unto night showeth knowl¬ 
edge.” And will not he who possesses the best disci¬ 
plined ruiud, he the best qualified to understand the 
teachings of the heavens and the earth. Who can 
for a moment suppose tnai. the untutored peasant van 
read the lessons of God’s wisdom aud power, that 
are inscribed upon the pages of nature's volume, as 
readily as Herscuel or Hugh Miller. When viewed 
in the light that the Scriptures cast upon her, to the 

him with a virgin’s love, full of bloom, and purity, 
and freshness. The youth of Nature is contagious, 
like the gladness of a happy child. I doubt if any 
man can be called old, so long as he is an early riser 
and an early walker. And, oh! youth—take my 
word for it—youth in dressing-gown and slippers, 
dawdling over breakfast at noon, is a very deeripid, 
ghastly image of that youth which sees the sun blush 

over the mountains, and the dews sparkling upon 
blossoming hedge rows.—Blackwood. 

A Norle Sentiment.—The patriots of the Revolu- 

well disciplined minds. A mau of an untrained welfare, and life itself but a bauble unless it ministers 

intellect may be of some use to the church and tbe to the honor aud glory of our country.” The nobility 
world, if he be deeply pious, hut his usefulness will 0f this Bentiraeut is attested by the fact that Gov. 
fall far short of that of the intelligent Christian. Sprague, who is the wealthiest man in New England, 

And the times greatly demand disciplined minds. bas given from his personal fortune immense sums 
The church needs men who are qualified to attack to promote the cause of the Union, and has periled 
idolatry and infidelity in their strongholds. Are men b[s life in the foremost ranks of the army upon the 

of untrained minds prepared to carry the gospel to field of battle. 

the heathen? Are they prepared to overcome the-77 , ,. 
prejudices of the educated minds of India and China, Don't let your children learn good and bad things 
or to oppose successfully the infidelity of France and indiscriminately. To he sure, the bad might he 
Germany? True, if men are ever converted, in either eradicated in after years, but it is easier to sow clean 

heathen or semi-heathen lands, their hearts mast seed than to cleanse dirty wneat. 

of affliction. No wearing the crown but by bearing 
tho cross first. Christ himself was not glorified till 

first crucified.— Trapp. 

Die to Self.—Live as near to Jesus as you possi¬ 

bly can, hut die to self. It is a daily work. Jesus is 
as a sun that shines on the other side of the mountain, 
and now ami then a sunbeam comes over the top; we 
get a glimpse, a sort of twilight apprehension ol tbe 
brightness of the sun; but self must be much more 
subdued before we can bask in tbe beams of the evei- 
blessed Jesus, or say in everything, “Thy will be 

done.”—Beveridge, 



TQHKEE. 

wounded; Samuel P. Stewart, first cabin boy, seri¬ 
ously wounded; Patrick Devyue and Samuel Hol¬ 
brook, slightly wounded. 

Pawnee—John Kelly, orderly sergeant, and Wm. 
Fitzhngh, first cabin boy, killed; Alfred Washhurne, 
master’s mate, Jacob House, and Patrick Quinn, ordi¬ 
nary seamen, slightly wounded. 

Mohican—Killed. I—John A. Whitman, third 
assistant engineer. Wounded severely, A- VY. l'hmnp- 
sou; IsaacSeyburn, acting master, and Sherman Ha.s- 
enm, ordinary seamen. Wounded slightly, 4 Nay- 
laud Cuthbert, third assistant, surgeon; John O. Pit¬ 
man, master's mate; John VY. Townsend, and Chau. 
Brown, ordinary seamen. 

Bienville- Killed. 1 Patrick Woden van and Alex¬ 
ander Chambers. Wounded slightly, 3 Peter Mur¬ 
phy; Alexander Firry and William Gilchrist. 

Seraiuole — Pew slightly wounded, number not 
reported. Total killed, 8. Wounded severely, 8; 
wounded slightly, 17. Killed and wounded, 31. 

I have the honor to be, respectfully, 
8. P. Hui-ont, Flag Officer, Ac. 

Flag Suip Wabash, opp Hiltow IIrad, I 
Novembor 0. 1861. { 

To lion (titlmn WeUet- 

8ru: Since writing my ofUeial dispatches, I have 
sent gun boats to take possession of Beaufort, and 
protect the inhabitants, but I regret to say they bavo 
tied, and the town i-< abandoned to negroes, who are 
reported to run in a lawless condition. Light vessels, 
which I hoped to make use of, were destroyed on the 
desertion of the forts by the rebels. Tho post offices 
were visited, and a number of documents, letters, 
Ac., obtained. I have closed 8kult Creek, mouth of 
Broad River, and have cut off this communication 
between Charleston and Savannah. 

Respectfully your obedient servant. Plug Officer, 
8. P. Dupont, 

Brigadier-General Sherman, in command of the 
land forces, sends to the War Department bis report, 
also a copy of bis Proclamation to the inhabitants 
of South Carolina, as follows: 

IIi«AmjtUAFtTKR8 KxrtomTioN Cones, ) 
Pout Royal, S. O'., Nov. 8,1801, j 
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\ BEAUFORT.i WZZARDSf r 

Who g.\id the good name of onr country was gone— 

Thnt. her flag wonld be honored no more? 

Over valley and plain, over mountain and main, 

Roils an answer like Thnnder's deep roar. 

A million bravo spirits all shoot with ono voice, 

‘ We will die for the rights we demand! 

Ix>t traitors beware—by their dark plots wo swear 

That no Bhadow shall rest on our land!’ ” 

Mentis . i. im ROCHESTER, N. Y., NOVEMBER 23,1861 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS 

v Chilton \.^y- 

MAP OTP PORT ROYAL ENTRANCES AND HARBOR, BRABFORT 

which does not admit vessels of over eleven feet 
draft. Beaufort is about ton miles from the sea, and 
Sixteen miles from tho Charleston and Savannah rail¬ 
road. This line is itself directly approachable by 
water through Broad river and St. Helena sound and 
Combahec river. A force moving up the river from 
Beaufort, via Beaufort nud Coosaw and Port Royal 
rivers, wonld strike the Charleston and Savannah 
railroad at about midway between Charleston and 

\V S I Savannah, and about fifty 
/ miles from either city. 

The harbor runs into and 
commands Beaufort coun¬ 
ty, which constitwtea the 
southern extreme of South 

This district is 

speedy possession of tho whole ul South Carolina 
ami Georgia. This point of the ooaBt is situated 
directly opposite the most southern extremity of 
Kentucky. A military lino drawn from i'ort Royal 
to tho Cumberland mountains wonld cut rebellion 
completely in two, and thereby annihilate it. Tho 
iutention of tho War Department probably is rather 
to make this a base of operations for securing the 
whole southern coast. Ro long as onr troops may 
I in (| it, necessary to remain in the district of Beaufort* 
thoy are sure of line quarters. It is the most fertile 
part of tho State, and hbounds in the necessaries of 

subsistence. 
We may add, that Beaufort is the summer resort of 

the creme de it crane of South Carolina aristocracy, 
and is reported to bo tho most snobbish place in our 
entiro country. Many of the wealthier planters in 
I’almettodom possess beautiful residences in the city 
and immediate vicinity. Will not tho chivalry go 
mad at the thought of tho desecration of their 
“snored soil” by the dastard feet of “Northern 
mudsills?” Truly, the “First Families” are in woe¬ 
ful plight,—who but Uncle Bam will aid them in their 

hour of trouble? 

CHMU-E'ifON, 

Carolina, 
one of the most populous 
in the State,— tho number 
of inhabitants In 1830 being 
38,805, of which 0,500 wore 
free. The chief staples of 
the district firo cotton, rice, 
Indian corn, and sweet po¬ 
tatoes. In 1860 its pro¬ 
ductions aggregated 12,672 
bales of cotton, 492,621 
bushels of corn, 47,230,082 
pounds of rice, and 48,077 
bushels of sweet potatoes. 

The acquisition of the railroad previously men¬ 
tioned, the position of which can be ascertained by 

the enemy’s camp. This honor fell to the right 
division, led by Col. Buford. Tho scene was a terri¬ 
bly exciting one- musketry and cannon dealing 
death and destruction on all sides; men grappling 
with men in a fearful death straggle; column after 
column rushing eagerly up, ambitions to obtain a 
post of danger; officers riding hither and thither in 
the thickest of the fight, urging their men on and 
encouraging them to greater exertions; regiments 
charging into thn wry jaws of death with frightful 
yells and Hhouts, more effective as they fell upon the 
ears of the enemy than a thousand rifle bulla — and 
in the midst of all is heard one long, loud contin¬ 
uous round of cheering, as the Star Bpanglcd Banner 
is unfurled in the face of the foe, and defiantly 
usurps the mongrel colors that had but a moment 
before designated the spot as rebel ground. + * 
An impetuous and irresistible charge was then made, 
that drove the rebels in all directions, and left the 
field in possession of the Federal forces. The rebel 
camps were fired, and wifli all their supplies, ammu¬ 
nition, baggage, Ac., were totally destroyed. 

The discovery, on tho Kentucky side, that we were 
in possession of their camps, led to an opening of the 
rebel batteries from that direction upon uh. .Their 
fire was very annoying, the more so as we were not 
in a position to return it. Just at this juncture the 
report was brought to Gen. Grant by I .lent. Pittman, 
of the 30th Illinois regiment, who had, wiih his 
company, (F,) been on scouting duty, that heavy 
re enforcements were coming op to the rebels from 
the opposite side of the river. Indeed, tho discovery 
was also made that the enemy were pouring over tho 
river in immense numbers, and the danger was immi¬ 
nent that our retreat would be cut off. The order to 
fall back to the boats was therefore given, but not a 
moment too Boon. 

The way was already filled with rebel troops, and 
as we had fought our way up to the encampment, bo 

we were obliged to fight back to our boats, and 
against desperate odds. But tho men were not luck¬ 
ing in courage, and fought like veterans, giving 
ample demonstration of their determination. Every 
regiment of Federal troops suffered more or less 
severely In their return march, but the general opin¬ 
ion prevail* that the rebels suffered far greater losses 
than we. Wherever they made a stand we pat them 
to flight, and, although we lost many brave men, 
either killed, wounded, or taken prisoners, we made 
at least two of their men bite tho dust for every one 
that fell from our ranks. Our regiments all reached 
their boats though with considerably thinned ranks. 
Wc also brought away, as near as can bo ascertained, 
two hundred and seventy-five prisoners, two cannon, 
and a quantity of muskets, small arms, equipments, 
blankets, Ac. The battery captured in the engage¬ 
ment in the midst of the encampment we were 
obliged to leave behind. The guns, however, were 
first carefully spiked. * * * The rebel loss 
must he much greater than ours. Among their killed 
was Col. John W. Wright, of the 15th Tennessee 
regiment, formerly Member of Congress from that 
State. 

Gen. Grant, in his official report, says that he had 
2,800 men. The object of the expedition was to pre¬ 
vent the enemy from sending re-enforcements to 
Price, and also from entting off two columns that 
Gen. Grant had sent out from Cairo, and Capo Girar¬ 
deau, in pursuit of Jeff. Thompson. Knowing that 
Columbus was strongly garrisoned, Gen. G. asked 
Gen. Smith, commanding at Paducah, to make some 
demonstration in that direction, lie did so by order¬ 
ing a small force to Mayfield, and another in the 
direction of Columbus, but not to approach, how¬ 
ever, nearer than fifteen miles. Gen. G. also sent a 
small force on the Kentucky side, with orders not lu 
approach nearer than twelve miles above Columbus. 
At daylight we reached a point just out of the range 
of the rebel guns, and disembarked troops, who were 
marched one mile towards Belmont and then drawn 

iufanr, 

SAVANNA 

OUABl.KSTOX AM) SAVANNAH 
WITH RAILROAD OONNKCTION 

these shoals, and the ship grounded. By tho time 
she was gotten off it, was too Into in m.v judgment to 
proceed, and I made signals to anchor out of gun 
shot from the enemy. 

To day the wind Idows a gale from tho southward 
and westward, and the attack was unavoidably post¬ 
poned, I have tho honor to be, sir, your obedient 
servant. 8, F. Dupont, 
Flag Officer commanding 8. A. Blockading Squadron. 

Flag Suie Wabash, osp Miltojt IIkad, I 
Fort Bo tad, Nov. 7,1881. $ 

To then. Gideon WeMet, Secretary </ the Amy/, WathingUm ,- 

Sue I have the honor to inform yon that to-day I 
attacked the batteries of the enemy on Bay Point 
and flllton Head, and Forts Walker and Beauregard, 
and succeeded in silencing them after an engagement 
of four hours' duration, and driving away a squadron 
or rebel steamers, under Commodore Tatnall. The 
reconnoissance of yesterday made us satisfied with 
the superiority of Fort Walker, and to that 1 directed 
my especial efforts, engaging it at a distance of 800 
yards, and afterwards at 600 yards; but the plan of 
attack brought the squadron sufficiently near Fort 
Beauregard to receive its fire, and the ships were 
frequently lighting batteries on both side* at, the 
same time. The action on my part was begun at 
9:26, and at 2', A. M. the ensign was hoisted on the 
flag staff of Fort Walker, and this A. M. at sunrise 
on that of Fort Beauregard. The defeat of the 
enemy terminated lu their utter rout and confusion. 
Their quarters and encampments were abandoned 
without any attempt to carry away either public or 
private property. The ground over which thoy fled 
was strewn with the arms of private soldiers and 
officers, who retired in too ranch haste to submit to 
the encumbrance of their swords. Landing ray 

up in line, one battalion being left as a reserve near 
the transports. It was bat a few minutes before we 
met the enemy, and a general engagement ensued. 
They*were driven back foot by foot to their encamp¬ 
ment on the river bank, a distance of two miles. 
Here they had strengthened their position by felling 
timber for several hundred yards around. Our men 
charged through this, driving the enemy over banks 
into transports, leaving us in possession of every¬ 
thing not portable. Belmont being in range of the 
guns of tho opposite shore, could not be held a single 
hour by our troops. We having no wagons, conld 
not move much of the captured property. I gave 

orders for its destruction. 
Before getting fairly under way on our return tho 

enemy made their appearance and attempted to sur¬ 
round us, but our troops, not In tho least discouraged, 
charged the enemy and again defeated them. The 
loss Ih about eighty-five killed and one hundred aud 
fifty wounded, many of them slightly; about an 
equal number are missing, nearly all the latter from 
the Iowa regiment, which behaved with great gal¬ 
lantry, and suffered mere severely than the others. 

Tho transport Pecrle-u, in a sinking condition, was 
met by tho Mohican, Commander Gordon, and all the 
people on board, twenjy-six in number, were rescued 
under very peculiar circumstances, and in which 
service Lieutenant II. W. Miller was very favorably 
noticed by bis commander. 

In passing Charleston, I sent In tho Scneoa, Llent.. 
A moil commanding, to direct Cspt, Gardner to join 
me with the steamer .: i-qimhaiinali, off Fort Royal, 
without delay. 

On Monday raortiiDg at 8 o’clock, l anchored off 
the bar with twenty-five vessels, and many more 
heaving In sight. The Department is aware that all 
the aids to navigation had been removed. The bar 
lies ten miles seaward, with no features on shore line 
of sufficient Importance to make any bcarnga reli- 
able. By the skill of Onrnrnandor Dove, fleet cap¬ 
tain, and Mr. Boutelle, the aide assistant of Coast, 
Survey in charge of the steamer Vixen, the cliunuel 
was undoubtedly found, pointed and buoyed. By 3 
o’clock, f received assurance from Capf- Dove that I 
could send forward the lightest transports, those 
uuder eighteen feet, with all the gtia boats, which 
was immediately done, and before dark they were 
securely anchored in tho roadstead of Pert Royal, 
fi. C. The gun boats almost immediately opened 
their batteries upon two or three rebel steamers under 
Commander Tatnall, instantly chasing him under 
shelter of the bat ter Ira. In tho morning, Commander 
.Tulin Rogers, of the IJ. S, Mourner Flag, temporarily 
on board this ship, snd auiing on my stuff, accom¬ 
panied by Brig.-Gen. Wright, lu the gun boat Ottawa, 
Lieut. Stevens commanding, and supported by the 
Seneca, Lieut. Nicholson commanding, made arecoti- 
uviwMlCe in force, aud drew lire on Hilton’s head 
and Bay Point, sufficiently to show that the fortifi¬ 
cations were works of strength and scientifically 
constructed. 

On the evening of Monday, Gapt. Dove and Mr. 
Boutellu reported water enough for the Wabash to 
run in. The responsibility of hazarding so noble a 
frigate was not a light one, over a prolonged bar of 
over two miles. There was a foot or two of water to 
spare, and a fall and rise of tide, and if grounded, 
she would have sustained most serious injuries from 
struudago, if not totally lost; too much, however, 
was at stake to hesitate, and the result whs entirely 
successful. On the forenoon of Thursday the Wa¬ 
bash crossed the bar, followed closely by the frigates 
SusquehannaI), Atlantic, Vanderbilt, and the other 
transports of deep draft, running through that portion 
of the fleet already in. The safe passage of this great 
ship over the bar was hailed with gratifying cheers 
from the crowded vessels. We anchored and imme¬ 
diately proceeded to prepare the ship for action. 
The delay of planting batteries, particularly on Fish 
ing Rip, a dangerous shoal w« had to avoid, rendered 
the hour late before it was possible to leave with the 
attacking squadron. In our anxiety to gut an out¬ 
line of the forts before dark, we stood in too near 

The Victory lu the South. 

We give the official record of the attack npon 
I’ort Royal and the forts there located, which ended 
in the most glorious achievement of the war. This 
record is of such length as to preclude the publica¬ 
tion of tho details connected therewith in the present 
issue. The success of the Expedition cannot but 
cheer every loyal heart: 

The following are the official dispatches to t.he 
Navy Department: 

Flag Ship Wabash, ofp TTilton TIkad, j 

Port Royal, Nov. 6,1881. j 

To Ihyn. Gideon WrUti, Secretary of the Navy, Washington: 

Sin: — The government having determined to boi'zo 
and occupy one or more important points on the 
Southern coast, where our squadron might find shel¬ 
ter and possess a depot and afford protection to loyal 
citizens, committed to my discretion the selection 
from among them- places which it thought available 
and desirable for these purposes. After mature delib¬ 
eration, aided by the professional knowledge of the 
Ass’t Secretary, Mr. Fox, and taking into considera¬ 
tion the magnitude to which the Joint military and 
naval expedition extended, I came to the conclusion 
that the original programme would fill short of the 
expectations of the country, while Fort Royal, 1 
thought, would meet both in ft high degree. J, there 
fore, submitted to Brig.-Gen. Sherman this modifies 
cation of our earliest mutured plans, and had the sat¬ 
isfaction to receive his full concurrence, though he 
and the commanders of the brigades very justly laid 
great stress on the necessity, if possible, of getting 
this frigate into the harbor of Fort Royal. 

On Tuesday, Oct. 29, the fle-jt under my command 
left Hampton Roads, and, with army transports, num¬ 
bered fifty vessels. On the day previous l bad dis¬ 
patched twenty-five coal vessels under convoy of the 
Vandalia, Commander Haggerty, to rendezvous at 
Savannah, not wishing to give true point of fleets 
The weather had been unsettled In Hampton Roads, 
though promising well when we sailed. Off Hatteras 
it blew hard. Steamers got Into breakers, and two 
struck without injury. 

Ou Friday, the 1st of Nov., the rough weather 
increased into agaie, a portion of which approached 
to a hurricane. The fleet utterly dispersed, and ou 
Saturday A. M. one sail only was m sight from the 
deck of the Wabash. On the following day the 
weather moderated, and the steamers and ships began 

Novernier 8, 1861. 3 

To If on. Gideon Well**' 

Sir.: I have the honor to report the following casu¬ 
alties in the action of yesterday, at the capture of 
the batteries at Hilton liead and Bay Feint: 

Wabash — Thomas Jackson, coxswain of captain, 
gun, killed; Alfred Herns and William Wall, seamen, 
slightly wounded. 

Husqiiehaanah—John P. Clark and orderly ser¬ 
geant William Price, killed; second coal heaver, 
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npon your once happy and prosperous State. Indeed, 
can yon pursue this fratricidal war, and continue to 
imbrue your bands in loyal blood of your countrymen, 
your friends, your kinsmen, for no other object than 
to disrupt the Confederacy of a great people, & Con¬ 
federacy established by your own hands, in order to 
setup—were it possible—an independent government, 
under which you can never live in peace, prosperity, 
or quietness? 

Carolinians:—We have come among yon as loyal 
men, impressed with our ConstitnUonat obligations 
to citizens of vonr State. Those obligations shall be 
performed as far as in our power; but be not de¬ 
ceived; (be obligation of suppressing armed combi¬ 
nations against Constitutional authorities is para¬ 
mount to ail others. If, in the performance of this 
duty, other minor but important obligations should 
be in any way neglected, it must be attributed to the 
necessities of the case, because rights dependent upon 
the Jaws of a State must be necessarily subordinate to 
military exigencies created by insurrection and rebel¬ 
lion. T. W. Sherman, 

brigadier General Commanding, H. Q. (». C., Port 
Boyal, S. C\, Nov. 8, 18G1. 

Dethronement of the Southern King. 

We learn from the Richmond papers, that Mr. 
Memminger, the Secretary of the Treasury of the 
Confederate States, has issued a circular relative to 
the produce loan, and the appeal of the cotton plant¬ 
ers for relief. Mr. Memminger, in the name of the 
Cabinet, declines to grant any relief, either by the 
purchase of tho cotton crop or an advance upon it* 
hypothecated value. lie declares that the South, 
being now engaged in a gigantic war, needs money, 
and no planters’ notes or produce, and explains that 
what the government requires is a loan from the 
planters, secured by Treasury Notes, which now 
form the currency of the Confederate States. He 

advises the planters to apply to the hanks for relief, and 

recommends them to apply themselves in future to the 

cultivation of grain and other products, rather than 
to that of cotton. 

Thus we find to what a lame and impotent conclu¬ 
sion has thiB wonderful scheme advanced! The 
planters are gravely told that they have been nnder a 
wonderful delusion; that so far from the government 
■wanting the burden of their crop on ita hands, they 
want their money! and Mr. Memminger, their wise 
financial Secretary, is requested by the Cabinet to 
Bay to these sagacious plantera (who have been flat¬ 
tering themselves that by some hocus poms, the 
modus operandi of which they could not very dis¬ 
tinctly understand, trie government was going to aid 
them to buy their stock of provisions and inulea, and 
implements, all of which they have been obliged 
heretofore to get from the raacally North,) that, good 
easy souls, they were moat egregiously mistaken 
the hoot ia on the other leg! We want you, says 
this grand financier, to go into hank and borrow 

money and loan to us, (the government,) to carry on 
this “gigantic tear.” And still worse, and more 
shocking than all, too, tho Secretary Is the medium 
for tho announcement of the death and downfall of 
their King, for he cooly advises that his majesty ho 
Bet aside just now, and that they must exalt that 
poor, despised King Com, of the fertile WcBt, in his 
place. In plain terms, stop planting cotton and go 
into corn! A full acknowledgment that all their 
hopes of Europe interfering with the blockade have 
been “knocked into a cocked hat,” and that they 
must now set to work to raise bread to feed their 
Btarving negroes! So much for poor King Cotton ! 

and in I860 were $63,843,917 in value; an increase of 
exports for 1861 over I860 of more than 40 per cent 

We also find that the receipts of gold from Europe 
and California aince January 1st, 1861, have been 
$66,739,000; and the exports for the same period 
only $3,260,000; leaving ub a balance of *03,478,000 

for the first eight mouth* of the year. 
Hence, we see that for 1861, over I860, sixteen of 

our Northern railroads have gained in earnings 13 
per cent; that there is a gain of 60 per cent in the 
amount of grain delivered at Chicago during a cor¬ 
responding period of the two years; that there is a 
gain of 40 per cent in the amount of grain delivered 
at tide water by the Erie Canal during corres¬ 
ponding periods of the two years; that there will be 
ft gum of nearly 600 per cent, in the export of bread- 
staff's to England and the Continent for 1861 over 
18G0; that the grosB export of New York, exclusive 
of specie, for Corresponding periods give 40 per 
cent in favor of 18G1; and the excess of the impor¬ 
tation of gold over the exportation leaves us a bal¬ 
ance of $03,478,000 fur the first eight months of the 

year. 
In i860, the nation was at peace with itself and 

with all the world. In 1801 it is agitated by a great 
civil war. Why these indiceB of prosperity? It may 
bo said that they are tho surplus results of the pros¬ 

perity of last year making their appearance in the 
markets of the world. This war, In its immediate 
effects npon production and trade, are felt more par¬ 
ticularly in tho South than in the North. The agri¬ 
cultural products of the North will not be percep¬ 
tibly diminished by the war, for the supply of labor 
will be sufficient both for the work of war and that, 
of tho farm. The quantity of the manufactured pro¬ 
duct* of the East will not he so great in the general 
directions of trade, hut in the manufacturing of sup¬ 
plies for the army, they will find a large use for their 
manufacturing power. 

Inercnwo of Army Oilierr*. 

The war has of course greatly increased the 
number of the regular army and its officers. There 
arc now seven Brigadier-Generals—Wool, Harney, 
Sumner, Mansfield, McDowell, Anderson, and Rose- 
crans, an increase of four, Gen. Twiggs having been 
stricken from the roll. McClellan, Fremont, and 
Ilalleck, have beeo appointed Major-Generals—in¬ 
crease of three from the old regime — General Scott 
formerly standing alone in that rank. The volunteer 
army, to serve for threo year* or the war, is designed 
to consist of a half million men. There are four 
Major-General* for this array Banks, I>lx, Butler, 
and Hunter. The following is an alphabetical list 
of the Brigadier-Generals now in tho volunteer 
service, and appointments are still being made. 
About thirty Colonels are acting as Brigadiers, having 
received tho title by brevet. The Brigadiers are: 

Abercrombie, John J. 
Denham, Henry J. 
Blenker, Louis 
Brooks. Win. T. H. 
Buell, Don C. 
Burnett, Ward B. 
Burnside. Ambrose E. 
Butterfield, David 
Casey, Silas 
Cooper, James 
Couch, Darius N. 
Cox, James D. 
Crittenden, T. L. 
Curtis, Lewis R. 
Davie, Jefferson C. 
Denver, J. W. 
Duryeo, Abram 
Franklin, Wm. B. 
Gorman, Willis A. 
Grant, (Ulysses S. 
Hamilton, C. S. 
Hancock, W. S. 
Hatch, John P. 
Heiutzletuan, S. P. 
Hooker, Joseph 
Howard, O. O. 
Hurl but, 8 A. 
Jameson, Charles D. 
Johnson, Richard W. 
Kearney. Phillip 
Kelley, Benjamin F. 
Keyes, Erasmus D. 
King, Kufus 
Lander, Frederick W. 
Lockwood, H. If. 
Mai'tiudale, J. H. 
McCall, George A. 
McCook, A, McD. 
McClornaud. John A. 
McKinstry. Justus 
Mitchell, O. M. 
Montgomery, W. K, 

Morrell, George 
Negley. J. .8 
Nelson, Win, 
Oakes, .lumen 
Paine, Elenr.er A. 
Peck, John J. 
Phelps. J. Wolcott 
Pope, John 
Porter. Andrew 
Porter, Kitz John 
Prentiss, Benjamin M. 
Reynolds, John F. 
Reynolds, Joseph J. 
ItieJiardsou, Israel B. 
Rosseau, Lovell H. 
Shenck, Robert C. 
Sedgwick, John 
Sickles, Daniel E. 
Siegel, Franz 
Sherman, William T. 
Sherman. Thomas 
Bmilh, Charles E. 
Smith, William F. 
Slocum, 11. w. 
Sprague, William 
Stahl, Julius 
Stevens, Isaac I. 
Stone, Charles P. 
Strong, William K. 
Sturgis, Samuel D. 
Stun chain, George 
Stykes, George 
Thomas, George H. 
Thurston, CbarleB M. 
Todd, John H. S. 
Vide, Egbert L. 
Wadsworth, James S. 
Wallace, Lewis 
Ward, William P. 
William*. A. S. 
Wood, Thomas J. 
Wright, George 

Prosperity in War. 

We see by figures in the New York Times that 
the earnings of sixteen Northern railroads for 18G1 
are $29,6-1:1,707; for I860 they were but $26,242,568, 
making a gain of thirteen per cent, for this year. 

During a Certain.period of 1861 there were 33,214- 
294 bushels of grain delivered at Chicago; during a 
corresponding period of i860 the amount was 22,- 
860,088; and in 1859, 9,735,682 bushels; a gain this 
year over last of 50 per cent, nearly. 

During n certain period of 1861 there were 31,304,- 
019 bushels of grain delivered at tide-water through 
the Erie ( anal; and during a corresponding period 
of 1860 only 22,632,836 bushels; and during a cor¬ 
responding period of 1859 only 6,234,388; making a 
gain of 40 per cent, nearly for 1861 over I860. 

Tho exports of breadstuff's to England and the 
Continent have been equivalent to 54,682,639 bushels 
lor 1861; and during the year of I860, 11,191,799 
bushels; and for 1859, 1,644,662 bushels; a gain of 
exports of breadstuff's for 1861 of nearly 500 per cent, 
over that of I860, 

We find that the imports of New York alone, 
exclusive of specie, since the 1st of July, isci, were 
only $90,81 i,2US; and during 1860, for a correspond¬ 
ing period, they were $175,292,275; a falling off of 
nearly 100 per cent 

The exports of New York for the same period, 
exclusive of specie, have been in 1861, $91,246,351; 

About General Reynold’* Column. 

A correspondent of the Cincinnati Gazette 

writes from Camp Elkwater, Va., under date of Oct. 
28th. We quote:— 

Health op the Troops.—1 am growing ex¬ 
ceedingly skeptical since I came here. The gen¬ 
eral destitution and distress which I expected 
to find among onr forces in Western Virginia, 
will not become visible to my eyes, in spite of my 
utmost effort* to discover it. The weather, all 
expectations, predictions, and fears to the contrary, 
still continues as beautiful us the month of May. 
The troops continue to lie as cheerful as I ever saw 
people at home; and I only state what half a dozen 
of them told me to-day, that, us far as provision* are 
concerned, they have as much or more than they 
want to eat. They go on drilling, more or less, from 
day to day; hut that, and the mere fact that they are 
living in camp, instead of dwelling in cities, or 
being dispersed through the country, furnishes the 
only evidence in this valley of the existence of a 
Htate of war. 

The Face of the Country. — Nothing has sur¬ 
prised me wore since I have been in Western Vir¬ 
ginia, than the apparent utter absence of animal life 
in the forest*. Thi* is exactly the contrary of what 
one would naturally ex’pecL In a country where 
there are such vast reaches of woodland, covering 
the summits of so many almost inaccessible hills, a 
country but. thinly inhabited, and in which tho origi¬ 
nal dominion of nature is unbroken over bo great an 
extent, I should have looked for an abundance of all 
kinds of wild animals which arc found in the central 
portions of America, but not a rabbit rustles the 
leaves on the ground, not » squirrel jumps among 
the branches, and not a chirp of a bird has greeted 
my carssluce I first set foot in Virginia. I asked a 
“native” If there were no birds lu the State. He 
said there were certain seasons of the year when the 
birds flew over in large number*. I was satisfied; 
and for some time was lost in admiration at the good 
taste of the birds In “flying over” this desolate, 
dreary region, instead of Btopping and making it 
their abode. In my opinion it would have been bet¬ 
ter for man had be imitated the feathered race; and, 
instead of settling in this seemingly irreclaimable 
wilderness, had passed on, until he reached the level 
and more fertile country beyond. 

The Cheat Mountain Camp.—T have just returned 
from a visit to the summit of Cheat Mountain. I 
went in company with Major Keifer, of the Third 
Ohio, who has thoroughly explored all the country 
about here. I dare not tell the number of troops I 
found up there, nor how they are situated; but one 
thing is certain—the fortifications are of the most 
formidable description; and if it were proper, under 
any circumstances, to pray for the enemy, I should 
say heaven help him if he has the temerity to assail 
our position there! Every man, from the General 
commanding down to the officers’ servants, would 
rejoice In the prospect of such an attack. But they 
are not likely to he gratified. No rebel General in 
Western Virginia has sufficient enterprise to attempt 
it, nor are there any rebel forces in this section which 
even a Napoleon could lead within a quarter of a 
mile of these works. Experience has abundantly 
proven that they cannot he induced to Murid fire; 
and that with equal or with inferior forces, we are 
able to heat them, even when posted behind their 
intrenebments. This is no vain boasting. It is the 
unvarying history of the war in this region. In the 

comparatively recent attempt of the rebels to surprise 
our troops at Elkwater, they did, beyond all question, 
exhibit what, can only be called despicable cowardice. 
They came toward onr position in overwhelming 
numbers, and were, at the same time, in onr front and 
upon both flanks; and yet, with all these advantages, 
they fled iu every direction at the first sound of onr 
guns, flinging away, in their wild consternation, all 
their equipments and clothing, even to their pants 
and shirts. The articles which they left behind them 
in this mad (light can still he seen scattered all 
through the mountains. Bnt enough of this. 

The troops upon Cheat Mountain Summit are 
busily engaged in the construction of huts for winter 
quarters. Perhaps it is a misnomer to call the build¬ 
ings they are erecting “ huts;” for they are really 
strong, comfortable, and commodious log houses; 
each one forty feet in length and twenty iu width, and 
sufficiently large to accommodate half a company. 

killed, shot through the head, and Gen. Hawes cap¬ 
tured. We are still without full particulars of Nel¬ 
son’s victory. The following is all that is known in 
regard to it: After occupying I’n-stonburgli, Nelson 
proceeded towards Piketon, commenced the engage¬ 
ment at about 4 P. M., which continued till night 
Both armies slept on their arms, and the next A. M., 
the battle was renewed and continued till ten, when 
the rebels unconditionally surrendered. The rout 
was complete, and it is probable that the whole of 
Williams’forces will betaken in the mountain gorges. 

The Louisville Courier, dated Bowling Green, Nov. 
8th, contains Richmond correspondence, saying that 
Colonel, now Brigadier General, Humphrey Marshall 
is to’commund the eastern division of the rebel army 
in Kentucky. Brig.-Geti, J. C. Breckinridge returns 
to Southern Kentucky this week to organize his 
brigade, and put the provisional government In Ken¬ 
tucky In motion. 

A corrospondentof the Cincinnati Gazette, writing 
from Gen. Sherman's array, says the bridge across the 
Cumberland river,, on the Louisville and Nashville 
railroad and in the rear of Buckner, has been burned 
by Uniou meu, causing great consternation among 
the rebels. 

Missouri.^ The following order from headquarters 
was received at St Louis on the 17 inst.: 

Headquarters ok Army, Adj’t. Gkn. Office, ) 
■Washington, Nov.12,1861. j 

Special Order, No. 30.— Major-General John O, 
Fremont having been relieved from the command of 
the Western Department and from duty in the field, 
those members of his staff who have been selected 
from civil life under trie authority of the act approved 
Aug. 18th, 1861, cease, from the cute on which he 
relinquished his comrnund, to be connected with the 
service. All persons, with Hie exception or the 
regimental arid company officers, who have been 
appointed in the military service by Major-General 
J. C. Fremont, and whoso appointment* have not 
been sanctioned by the President, are hereby die- 
charged from the service of tin- United States by the 
command of Major-General McClellan. 

L, Thomas, Adjutant-General. 

Upon tho arrival of Gen. McKinstry in St. Louis on 
the 13th inst, in conformity with the orders received 
at Springfield to repair to St Louis and report to 
Washington by letter, lie was met at the ears by 
several officers, by whom he was arrested and con¬ 
veyed to the arsenal under instructions to be allowed 
to hold no communication with any one. His 
cashier, Hahn, was also arrested. Gen. Sturgis now 
commands McKinstry’s division. 

Hunter, Pope and Sturgis’ division of the army 
left Springfield, on the Kith, for the north, and 
Siegel's and Asbotb’s commands left for the south on 
Friday evening, with Instructions to the camp ten 
miles below Wilson’s Creek. Since the departure of 
these divisions of the army nothing of interest lias 
transpired. Gen*. Siegel’B and Asboth’s divisions 
have returned from their position south of here, 
which was merely a feint to protect their withdrawal, 
and will march for St. Louis, via Rolla, in the course 
of a day or two. Springfield will be entirely evac¬ 
uated, and a large number of Union meu from the 
city and surrounding country have left, and will 
continue to leave with the army, not being willing to 
risk their lives lu the hands of the rebels. 

Sterling Price began to move with his army, num¬ 
bering 27,000 men and twenty five pieces of artillery, 
ou Saturday the 16th, towards Pineville, McDonald 
county, in the extreme south-western corner of the 
State. Ben McCullough broke up his camp on the 
night of the 16th, and the next day was marching 
towards Perryville, Carroll county, Ark. A gentle¬ 
man, recently a prisoner in the rebel camp, says that 
Price designs to go into winter quarters at Cross 
Hollow, Washington county, Arkansas. All his rebel 
followers who intend to go home have already 
returned, and those now with him intend to fight 
outside of Missouri. 

fJhe following order has been promulgated: 

teamsters are all prisoners. Jennison marches imme¬ 
diately for Pleasant Hill. 

Gen. Hunter has sent a letter to Gen. Trice repudi¬ 
ating the treaty between Gens. Fremont and Price, 
entered into Nov. 1st, and addressed to Adjutant- 
General Thomas his reasons therefor. 

The creating a new military department of Kansas, 
with Major-General Hunter In command, gives great 
satisfaction and confidence to the citizens of Kansas. 

Hkadqcartkhs Wkstkrn Drj-artmk.vt, ) 

8t Louis, Nov. 10, 3861. j 
Commanders of troops in this Department will 

avoid extensive movements which offer battle, or 
divide and prolong our lines until further concert 
and concentrations can be arranged, »ud instructions, 
giving a full and concise report, he forwarded to 
Brig.-Gen. Curtis, giving the strength, position and 
condition of every command in the Department. 
These reports will be consolidated under his direc¬ 
tion, and a weekly abstract forwarded to the com¬ 
manding General. By order of 

Hitntbr, Major-General. 

Department of the West. 

Kentucky.—Gen. Buell arrived at Louisville on 
the 15th inst. 

A letter to the Louisville Journal from Crab Or¬ 
chard says that Gen. Zollicoffcr retreated on Wednes¬ 
day, the 20th inst., blockading the road from Cum¬ 
berland Ford to Cumberland Gap, by rolling immense 
rocks from the hills into the roads. 

The latest dispatches concerning Gen. Nelson’s 
victory at Piketon, which have been sent forward to 
the War Department, represent the number of pris¬ 
oners at 2,115. The number of rebels found dead on 
the field was 400. The rebel Gen. Williams was 

nenry W. Clements, chief clerk of the Quarter¬ 
master’s office, under Gen. McKinstry, was arrested 
by order of Gen. Curtis, and sent to Jefferson bar¬ 
racks to await an investigation into the affairs of 
that office. 

Gen. Hunter and staff arrived at St. Louis on the 
16th inst. Redftlia and Rolla will ho strongly garri¬ 
soned, and sufficient, provisions, stores and munitions 
sent to each point for an army of 15,000 men should 
necessity at any time require the presence of such a 
force. The hulk of the array*will come to St. Louie 
and be held in readiness for the movements in Ken¬ 
tucky, Southeast Missouri or down the Mississippi 
river. 

Kansas.— On the 10th inst. Col. Anthony, with 
150 mounted men, was attacked on an open prairie, 
about twenty miles from Kansas City, by (100 rebels, 
under command of Upton Hayes, and after a desper¬ 
ate struggle retreated, seeking shelter in the woods, 
from which they were again routed. Col. Anthony 
fell back about six miles to await re-enforcemeuts, 
which will speedily he forwarded to him. This is 
supposed to he the same band of rebels that captured 
part of Captain Shield’s company of Fremont Huz- 

zars, near Little Santa Fe. It is said there are 
upwards of 1,000 armed rebels in this county. 

Nebraska.— Fort Laramie, Nov. 11.—Two com¬ 
panies of the 2nd Cavalry left Fort Laramie on the 
12111 inst. for the Ftales, under the command of Capt. 
John Green and Lieut. .1. K. Wesner. Weather cold 
and stormy. Fonr inches of snow fell yesterday. 

The telegraph this (Monday) morning brings us the 
following additional intelligence: 

The rebels under Gens. Price and McCullongh have 
retreated into Arkansas. It is understood they have 
gone to Fort Kmith, where supplies have been col¬ 
lected aud winter quarters built. Before leaving 
Missouri they fired hay-stacks, corn-stacks, Ac., iu 
the vicinity, to prevent our forces from obtaining 
forage in case we pursued them. Previous reports 
regarding the imminency of a battle on the 2d inst. 
origiuated in a large foraging party of rebels on 
Wilson’s Creek being mistaken for an advance guard 
of the enemy. 

A special dispatch to the Chicago Journal from 
Cairo, says it bus been ascertained that the loss of 
the rebels at Belmont was 2G1 killed, 427 wounded, 
and 278 missing. 

A wagon master, who 1ms just arrived at Kansas 
City, gives information of the capture by rebels, at 
3 o’clock this morning, a mile and ft half from Pleas¬ 
ant Hill, Cass county. Mo., of 59 wagons and 500 
oxen, on their way to Sedalia. When the wagon- 
master escaped the yokes were being burned, and 
preparations were making to hum the wagons. The 

Department of Western Virginia. 

Advices from GeD. Rosecrans’ headquarters to 
the 12th, state that on the 10th Gen. Cox’s brigade 
crossed the Kanawha and New River, aud drove the 
rebels hack three miles from their position. Gen. 
Schenck’s column intended attacking them in the 
rear, but was prevented from crossing the river by 
the high water. Gen. Benham’s brigade moved up 
and began to feel their front, when a sharp skirmish 
took place, lasting from 4 P. M. till dark, when Gcd. 
Henhura’s force lay on their arms, waiting for morn¬ 
ing. The rebels began to retreat, and were well on 
their way to Raleigh before their movement was dis¬ 
covered. Gcu. Benharn pursued them twenty-five 
miles under a drenching rain, but seeiDg little chance 
of overtaking them, turned back. In the skirmish 
with the rear guard, Col. Crogan, of the rehel cav- 
aby, and a few others were killed. The loss or our 
side was two. 

A sad accident occurred at Camp Platt, 12 miles 
above Charleston, on the 16th. Capt. Bell, of Co. 
K., 44th Ohio regiment, and 11 of his men while 
crossing the Kanawha in a skiff, run under the 
steamer Commodore Perry. The captain and seven 
of his men were drowned. 

The following order has just been issued: 

general order 99. 
Hkadquartkrh of tub Army, j 

Adjutant General's Offier, Nor 14, 1R6L C 

Complaint, has been made to the President of the 
United States that certain persona within the State of 
Virginia, in places occupied by the forces of the 
United States, claim to hold civil office?. State, Coun¬ 
ty, and Municipal, hv alleged authority from the Com- 
m on wealth of Virginia, in disregard and in violation 
of the declaration of the people of Virginia, repre¬ 
sented in Convention at the city of Wheeling, on 
Thursday, .June 13, 1861, and of the ordinances of 
said Convention, and of the act* of the General Ab- 
sembly held by authority of said Convention. It is 
therefore ordered, by the direction of the President, 
that if any person shall hereafter attempt within the 
State of Virginia, under alleged authority of said 
Commonwcaltli, to exercise official power* of a civil 
nature within the limits of any of the command* of 
occupying forces of the United States, unless, in pur¬ 
suance ot a declaration and ordinance of the Conven¬ 
tion assembled at Wheeling, on the 13th of June, 
1861, and the act* of trie General Assembly, held by 
authority of said Convention, *nch attempt shall be 
Ireated a* an act of hostility to the United States, and 
such person shall he taken Into military custody. 
Commanding officers are directed to enforce this or¬ 
der within their respective commands. 

By command of Maj.-Gen. McClellan. 
L. Thomas, Adjutant-General. 

York regiment The place where they were taken 
was beyond our lines, and their loss the result of 
their own carelessness. 

Lieut Geo. W. Snyder of the U. S. Engineers, first 
assistant of Gen. Brownel in the construction of the 
forts on the line of the Potomac, died in Washington 
on the 17i.h inst., of typhoid fever. He was a very 
valuable officer and deservedly esteemed. 

Department of the Last. 

The work of raising a brigade, to be composed 
entirely of VirginiaD*, is progressing finely both in 
this city and Alexandria. The brigade will consist 
of one regiment of cavalry and two of infantry. 

There are several thousund refugees from Virginia 
who are anxious to enlist themselves in the defense 
of the Government. Recruiting offices are being 
established iu both cities to forwurd the design. 

General Stoneman has been appointed to the com¬ 
mand of the whole entire cavalry force of the United 
States. 

About 4,000 troops, including Nim’s Boston bat¬ 
tery, marched from Snow Hill, Maryland, into Ac- 
coinae and North Hampton counties, Va., on the 16th 
inst. Accomac Is prepared to array itself for the 
Union, but North Hampton shows fight. The follow¬ 
ing proclamation of Geu. Dix wuh sent in advance of 
the expedition: 

To the People of Accomac and North Hampton Coun¬ 
ties, Virginia. 

The military forces of the United States are about 
to enter your counties as part of the United States. 
They will go among you as friends, and with the 
earnest, hope that they may got, by your own acts, be 
forced toliecome your enemies. They will invade no 
rights of honor nor property; your laws, institutions, 
and usages will be scrupulously respected. There 
need he no fear that the quietude of any fireside will 
be disturbed, unless a disturbance ih caused hy your¬ 
selves. Special direction has been given not to 
interfere with the condition of any person held to 
domestic service; and in order that there may he no 
ground tor mistake or pretense for misrepresenta¬ 
tion, commanders of regiments and corps have been 
instructed not to permit any such persons to come 
within their lines. 

Tho command of the expedition ia Intrusted to 
Brigadier General Henry H. Lockwood, of Delaware, 
a State identical in some of the distinctive features 
of its Bocial organization with your own, A portion 
of his force comes from counties in Maryland, bor¬ 
dering on one of yours. From him, and from them, 
you may he assured of the sympathy of your near 
neighbors, as well as friend*, if you do not expel it 
by hostile resistance and attack. ’ Their mission is to 
assert the authority of the United States; tore-open 
your Intercourse with loyal States, and especially 
with Maryland, which has just proclaimed her devo¬ 
tion to the Union hy the most triumphant vote in her 
political annals; to restore to commerce its accus¬ 
tomed guides by re-establishing the lights on your 
coast; to afford yon free export for the products of 
your labor, and free ingress lhr the necessaries and 
Comforts of life which you require in exchange; and, 
in a word, to put an end to the embarrassments and 
restrictions brought upon yon by a causeless aud 
unjustifiable rebellion. If Hie calamities of the intes¬ 
tine war which are desolating the other districts of 
Virginia, aud have already crimsoned her fields with 
fraternal blood, fall upon you, it will not he a fault of 
the Government. It asks only that its authority may 
he recognized. It sends among yon a force too 
strong to he successfully resisted in any other spirit 
than of wantonness and malignity. If there are any 
among you who, by rejecting all the overtures of 
friendship, provoke retaliation, and draw down ou 
themselves the consequences which the Government 
is most anxious to avoid, to their account must he 
laid the blood which may be slm-l, and desolation 
which may be brought upon peaceful homes. On all 
who are thus reckless of the obligations of humanity 
and duty, aud on all who are found in arms, the 
severest punishment warranted by tbe laws of war, 
will he visited. To those who remain in qniet pur¬ 
suits arid their domestic occupations, the proper 
authorities assure they can give peace, freedom from 
annoyance, protection from foreign and internal ene¬ 
mies, and all the Constitutional and legal rights and 
blessings of just and parental Government. 

John A. Dix, Muj. Gen. Com. 

A foraging party went oat from Gen. Wadsworth’s 
brigade on the 16th inBt, and having found a large 
supply of corn they started back in the evening. Five 
of the wagons were detached from the main body. 
They halted in the road two miles and a half from 
Falls Church, aud stacking their guns moved toward 
| farm house to get something to eat. A party of 
rehel cavalry, who had been scouting in the neigh¬ 
borhood, suddenly rushed between our troops and 
their guns, thus rendering them powerless for resist¬ 
ance. The consequence was the capture'of the five 
loaded wagons and the thirty men made prisoners. 
About ten of the Federal party certainly escaped, and 
it may be that some of the ethers may yet return, as 
it is not improbable that they sought refuge in the 
woods, They all belonged to tbe Thirtieth New 

Affairs in Washington. 

The Government has issued permits to parties 
in Rhode Island to trade with loyalists along our 
Southern coast, and vessels are now fitting out for 
that purpose, loaded with supplies of various kinds, 
among which are salt, clothing and other articles of 
prime necessity, which it is expected will be at once 
exchanged for cotton. This is a new feature in 
government, aud may lead to important results. 
Senntor Simmons, of R. I., it is said, has been the 
principal mover in this matter. It may be, however, 
that these vessels, and others now fitting out, will 
follow the expedition; and as soon a* an opening is 
made and a permanent footing is obtained, cargoes 
of cotton will be at once shipped to Liverpool and 
other points. This is a very important movement, 
and bus the full sanction of Government. 

The Convention for the adjustment of the claims 
of citizens of tbe United .States against the Republic 
of Costa Rica, having been duly notified on both 
sides, the ratification of the same was exchanged. 
There is a provision that no claim of any citizen of 
the United States who may be found to have been 
belligerent during the occupation of Nicaragua by 
the troops of Costa Rica or the exercise of authority 
hy the latter within the territory of the former, shall 
be considered as proper for the action of the Board 
of Commissioners, who are to meet within the next 
nin^y dayB in Washington. 

A gentleman occupying a high position in Mexico, 
has arrived in Washington with important informa¬ 
tion, which he has laid before the Government, from 
the west coast of Mexico and Sonora, It appears 
that the whole west coast is greatly excited at tho 
contemplated intervention of England, France and 
Bpain in their affairs, and they have applied to our 
Government to know whether it will sustain them 
in their stand against the intrigues of Spain. The 
rebel agents are now very busy in that section of 
Mexioo. They have thus far found little sympathy, 
the people nearly all favoring the cause of the Fed¬ 
eral Government. This ia also the case in all of the 
States throughout Mexico. The rebelB, however, 
hold out (lattering promises, and offer to make any 
kind of treaties and to aid them with money. 

The Government has contracted for the manufac¬ 
ture of a large number of the best Springfield rifled 
guns and a large number of breech-loading arms, to 
be manufactured in this country. These, together 
with contracts authorized abroad for immediate use, 
will give a sufficient supply for all present and future 
wants of the army. 

The Secretary of State has issued the following 
order: 

Circumstances which recently occurred, render it 
necessary (4) repeat previous regulation, that no per¬ 
son, whether citizen or foreigner, will be allowed to 
pass tho lines ol the United States Army in any 
direction, without a passport signed or countersigned 
by the Secretary of State; and if any person shall 
attempt so to pass, he will he liable to urrost and 
detention by military authority. Wm. II. Reward. 

It has been further ascertained, on application, 
that such passes will only be granted to persons upon 
business for the Government of the United States. 

The Secretary of the Treasury had an interview 
with a committee of tho associated banks on the 15th 
inst., at which arrangements were made for the 
taking of the third $50,000,000 loan. 

Misapprehensions having existed touching the 
Postmaster-General’s order of October 31st, Postmas¬ 
ters will recognize it as follows: 

Certificates of soldiers’ letters may he signed by 
any field or ttaff officer in the service of the United 
States, as well as major; and, when so certified, 
letters may he forwarded without pre-payment of 
postage, which must, however, he collected at the 
office of delivery aB before. John A. Kasson, 

First Assistant Postmaster-General. 

Generals Halleck and Duel left Washington for 
their commands in Missouri and Kentucky on the 
13th inst. Both are fully possessed of the plans and 
policy of the Administration and of the Ccmmander- 
in-Chief. Henceforth, it is believed there will be a 
thorough unity of action among the Generals com¬ 
manding the several departments, and all their 
actions will form part of one campaign. 

Lieut. Kurtz, the Uuion prisoner released from 
Richmond ou parole to find an exchange for himself 
on this Eide of the Hues, is successful, the Govern¬ 
ment having promptly furnished the exchange in 
response to this overture of the Confederates. The 
Government has resolved to release on parole 250 
prisoners, part of those captured at Hatteraa, to 
proceed to the South on a similar mission. If they 
succeed, 250 Union prisoners now in the South will 
soon be returned to us, and the principle and manner 
of the full exchange of prisoners will be fully estab¬ 
lished. Gen. Wool has been instructed to communi¬ 
cate with the proper rebel authorities, under a flag 
of truce, in reference to facilities for supplying the 
prisoners in their custody with clothing and other 
necessaries. 

A now arrangement of War Departments has been 
made, as will he observed by the following order: 

Headquarters Army. Adji tant General's Office, ( 

Washington, November 9,1S61. j 
General Orders, No, 98.—The following Depart¬ 

ments are formed from the present Departments of 
West Cumberland and Ohio: 

1. The Department of New Mexico, to consist of 
the Territory of New Mexico, to be commanded by 
Col. E, R. S. Cauley, U. 8. A. 

2. The Department of Kansas, to include tbe State 
of Kansas, Indian Territory west of Arkansas, and 
Territories of Nebraska, Colorado and Ducotah, to 
be commanded by Major-General Hunter; headquar¬ 
ters at Fort Leavenworth. 

3. The Department of Missouri, to isclude the 
States of Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illi¬ 
nois, Arkansas, and a portion of Kentucky west of 
the Cumberland River, to be commanded by Major- 
General H. W. Halleck, U. S. A. 

4. 'The Department of Ohio, to consist of Ohio, 
Michigan and Indiana, and that portion of East 
Cumberland and Tennessee, to be commanded by 
Brigadier-General D. O. Buell; headquarters at Louis¬ 
ville. 

5. The Department, of Western Virginia, to consist 
of a portion of Virginia included iu the old Depart¬ 
ment of Ohio, to be commanded by Brigadier-General 
W. 8. Rosecrans, Lr. S. A. 

By order. Julius P. Garescue, 
Assistant Adjutant-General. 

The intelligence of the capture of Slidell and 
Mason has difl'used the greatest possible joy among 

all classes, including, of course, Government officers, 
from the President down to the humblest messenger. 
The brilliant exploit at Port Royal was certainly not 
more if quite as electric in its effect on the public 
mind, as the taking of these generally regarded un¬ 
principled and dangerous emissaries. 

Capt. Taylor, who has arrived in Washington with 
dispatches, reports that when the Kan Jacinto stopped 

a 
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at Cienfuegos tlie escape of Slidell and Mason was 
ascertained. Proceeding thence to Havana, it was 
understood they had taken passage on the 7th inat. 
on the British mail steamship Trent, plying between 
Vera Cruz (by way of Havana and 8t. Thomas) anil 
Southampton. While the San Jacinto was iu the 
narrowest part of Bahama Channel, about twenty four 
miles to the west, she met the packet, and, as usnal 
in such cases, fired the shot across her bow and 
brought her to. Two boajs were sent to her, under 
command of Lieutenant Fairfax, who, boarding the 
packet, arrested Mason and Slidell, who are person¬ 
ally known to him. They at first objected to being 
removed without the employment of force; but not¬ 
withstanding that purpose, however, they were soon 
after removed without farther trouble, aud conveyed 
to the San Jacinto. Their respective Secretaries, 
Eostis and MoFarlane, were also brought on board, 
and are new on their way to New York. The packet 
had no other flag than her own. The remainder of 
the passengers, including ladies connected with the 
Slidell and Mason party, were not molested, and 
were therefore left free to pursue their journey. The 
official dispatches are voluminous, and include sev¬ 
eral accounts of the capture, together with the pro¬ 
test of Mason and Slidell against being taken from 
the British ship. 

Specials say there is reason to believe that the 
Government adheres to its determination to make 
Beaufort an epen port. 

The Treasury Department emphatically denies that 
counterfeit notes have been put in circulation. 

The volunteer service now numbers 430,000 men, 
leaving 20,000 more enlistments to reach the number 
authorized by Congress. 

The Government has advices that the United 
Bta'es troops occupy Beaufort, and are engaged in 
fortifying it. 

Navv IMu-Aktmknt, Washington, Nor. 10, 1361, 

Bin: It is with no ordinary emotion that 1 tender 
to you and your command the heartfelt congratula¬ 
tions and thanks of the Government and the country, 
for the brilliant success achieved at Port Royal, in 
the war now waging against, the Government in this 
most causeless and nnnatural rebellion that ever 
afflicted the country, high hopes have been indulged 
in the navy, and great confidence reposed in its 
efforts. The- results of the skill and bravery of your¬ 
self and others, have equaled arid surpassed our 
highest expectations. To you and your associates, 
under the providence of God, we tire indebted for 
this great achievement by the largest, squadron ever 
fitted out under that flag which you have so gallantly 
vindicated, and which you will boar on to coutlmud 
stii'.cens. 

On the receipt of your dispatches annonneing your 
victory at Port Royal, the Department issued the 
inclosed general order, which, with this letter, yon 
will caiiKfi to be read to your command. 

Yonr obedient servant, Gideon Wki.i.rs, 
To i'lag-OlIicer Samuel F. Dupont, commanding 

S. A. B. ti„ 8. C. 

Order. — The Government anneunces to 
the navy and to the country, its high gratification 
at the success of the combined navsl and army forces, 
respectively commanded by Flag-Officer Dupont and 
Brigadier-General Sherman, In the capture of Forts 
Walker and Beauregard, commanding the entrance 
to Port Royal Harbor, Booth Carolina. To commem¬ 
orate tills signal victory,- it Is ordered that a national 
salute be fired from each Navy Yard at meridian on 
the day after the reception of this order. 

Special Notices. 
Skk Geo. W. Elliott's advertisement, in another 

column, concerning “ Natloual HymnR,”&c. 

L~{7~ No Tr.vvki.ixo Agbnts aro employed by us, as we wish 

to give the whole Held to local agents and those who form clubs. 

And beside, we wish it distinctly understood that all persons 

traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates 

from OS. ARB IMPOSTORS. 

iitarkets, Commerce, $?c. 
Iturnl New-Yorker Older, / 

Roohkstrr. November 19. 1861. 5 

Fi.ocr is without change in rates, but busiuess is quite lively, 

owing to a reductiou in transportation rates to Now York, af¬ 
fording our millers a profit upon manufacture 

(IkAin— Corn ban advanced 0 cents pur bushel; Oats have 
added SVAS ceut* to the prices current, a week since. 

Provisions Pork is beginning to show itself in market.— 
New Mess Is worth only S13iW> yl barrel. Fresh Pork will bring 
but $4.0(fari.60 as to quality. 

Dairy. Ai:.— flutter still advancing and is in request at ia.nl!4 

cents per pound for choice roll, Eggs have declined slightly. 

Fruit - Apples have gone up to .H3pi’,62 cunts ft! bnsbel, rango 
governed by variety and condition. 

IIidkb and Skins are in more demand and at higher rates, as 

will be seen br reference to quotations, 

KOCMF.iSTICIt WUOI.R&A l.K Pit ICES. 

Receipts—The following Is our comparative statement of TilAIUTPim » , 

wThe car; °Tt“'the Central *Uilr0»d’ 16 H Winter Teirii of this 1, 

Flour a.vo Grain. 
Flour, winter wheat,FViV.i'ti.IV) 
Flour, spring do, 6 iXpi6 25 
Flour, buckwheat.. OutfilOu 
Meal, Indian.l.OObi'l.UO 
Wheat. Genesee .. 1 undid i*. 
fleet white Canada.. 1.2«i?1.28 
Corn, old. . drtuMte .... 4> IV 
Corn, t.ow. 41),. ate 
Rve, BO lbs. ID bush. eSpuAOc 
Oats, by weight,. 28®Hoc 
Barley...,.—........ gad’fiOc 
Buckwheat  . 4 la:40e. 
Beans.1.2%)l $<) 

Meats. 
Pork, Mess.713.006314 00 
Pork, clear..'... . 10.lXj@l7.UO 
Pork, cwt. 4 MfiM.flO 
Beef, CWt. 4.0He!A.U0 
Boring lambs, each 12.Yad.76 
Mutton, earctua... Yd) 1C 
Hams, sniokod..... kirlOc , 
Shoulders.. Sinks 
I thickens. 7w8c 
Turkeys.. SofllOc 
Geese. ShfiuSoc 
Ducks V pair . 38GN4c 

Dairy. ko, 
Butter, roll. ISfalllc 
Butter, firkin. 12<i'13o. 
Cheese. fiuiff.Hc 
I.ard, tried. 8 Ate 9c 
Tallow, rough _ .Vf6c 
Tallow, tried. 7(di7,Sjc 

THE PROVISION MARKETS. 

NE\V YOltK, Nov 18. -FuipR — Market may bo quoted a 
HhauM lirnitT, with n !••** Jictivo hiisiru*?!* rinioir for ox port and 

hnuuU o^lrrt round hooped Ohio, and f..r tro/ie 
brands da market closing quiet. CamullHu Hour l*a*h*ilu 
firmer. with u iiind**rate bosuii'S). doing. Sales tit S6,66,un on fm. 
superfine, and v. 7.'<,n7,fto foroorrmnm to choice extra Rye flour 
quiet and stead v. vvilh sales at. WUVid. m, for interior to choice 
(,r.rn meal stead.y and without any material change in pneesi 
oiv "r )! r1' " r>r,,r V1' W,,fctBr,G WBS/vZ.Wfor Jersey, ami *»,. 2ftaio.o0 for Brandy wine. 

44 lx .a t v —Wheat market may tie quoted fully 1c better, with 

THE ECRLISUER It EJIUJ/l. 

VST Octli ItV0CCr.jrK.NT8 for obtaining subscribers to tho Thir¬ 
teenth Volume of the Rokai,, for 1862, are of the most Liberal 
ami Substantial character, Premium Lists, Show-Bills, &o„ 
sent free to all disposed to act as agents. 

*4t-Thr Doocmkntk Frkk, — Specimen numhnrs of this 
volume will he sent free to all applicants. Wo shall take 
pleasure in a I no wilding, free and (Mint-paid, our large Show-Bill 
for 1801 ;beautifully colored by hand,) Prospectus, Ac., to any 

and all perrons disposed to aid in extending tho circulation of 
the RttitAi. Nkw-Yorkbr. Reader, please send us the addresses 
of such of your friends, near or distant, aa you think would be 
likely to subscribe or act as agents, and wo will forward the 
documents accordingly. 

tTST Vor.tr nt ary A OK NTs Knit Tint Ritual,—Any and every 
Subscriber or reader is requested to act in behalf of the Rl'Kai., 

by forming cl ubs or otherwise, tfow is the time for its friends to 
manifest then-Interest in the paper and the cause it advocates, 
either by obtaining now subscribers, or inducing others to act in 
its behalf If any lose or wear out number* In showing the 
paper,— that'll the best way to get subscriber*,— we will dupli¬ 
cate them in order to mnke their files complete for binding, 

ty Wrstkrx and South kiut Monby —In the present, de¬ 
ranged state of the currency, we are unable Ui use Western aud. 
Southern money, a* our banker* will not purchase itatauy 
rate of discnnnt Agent* and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New England. Pennsylvania, or Cauada Money, will 

please send us U. 8 Pottage Stamps, at they are lar preferable 
to any uncurrent bank bills. 

IT“Tiie Tkial Quarter.—The rush of Trial Subscribers 
has been go great that our edition of some or the October 

numbers is exhausted, so that we can no longer furnish the 
complete quarter. We will, however, *cud tho Kukal from l*t 
Nov. to Jan’y |9 papers) and 4 back numbers (making 13 papers 
in all) for 20 cents. t{f~ Our aim is to liavo all trial subscrip¬ 
tions end with the year, a* it would cause much extra labor and 
trouble to extend them Into the new volume. 

l'P~ Fux Tits Peaces ok Agent* Gonb to tiir War. -Quite 

a number of our Agents have gone to the War, mostly a* Cap- 
taiu* and Lieutenants jq volunteer regiments. In eases where 

they hare not appointed or requested persona to act in behalf 

oftheKPRAL during their absence, we trust some friend of the 
Paper will "assume the responsibility'* of doing so, in orderthat 

there may be no vacancies. Friend*, pleaae HU the places of 
the. absentees, and see that all have an opportunity to subscribe 
for our next volume. Many who now take the Paper, and 
others w ho like it, only need as/ang, and hence an Agent is 

wanted in every town. We hope many subscribers will kindly 

volunteer to act as Agents during the W inter Campaign and 
the more the better. W hat say. Reader t 

£ Amierk to 'i KRjf.s.—We endeavor to adhere strictly to 
subscription terms, and m person it authorized to offer the 
Rckai. at lets than published rales. Agent* and friends are at 
liberty to givr away a* many copies of the Rurai. as they are 
disposed to pay fur at club rate, but we do not wish the paper 
offered, in any ease, below price. 

ff, N-- A,- f’osTAP.R Stami'h of the old crotssoin are worthies* 
here, RrtiAL friends will please remit those of the new issue In 

future Demand If S Treasury .Vote* preferred to any Bank 
Notes except those of our own and tho New England States. 

i.range ok Apdkkhs. —Subscribers wishing the address 
of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 
specify the old ad'lreea as well a* the new to secure compliance 
with their request** 

I'ff- Any person so disposed can act as local agent for the 

Rprai, New-Yorker, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 

red Shite at ?t.37(a’1 .38; winter red Western <tl *l„W,/)U0 umber 
SLOT. 1.13; C'amida .-hit, »t 81,91. white Michigan at. 

*t, l.v- WF, and white ranaila nr 81.11(011.4/- Rve I* quite and 
decidedly firmer, with salee at RJ:afl4(t Ksrley U Blnre scarce 
ami firmer, with ruodeinte sales at 77,<• for Itauitd i Must 7ja;fAc 
h>r Nt’te. Tic lm Buy Qnmto. and BVt for prime Cafie la West — 
liarley malt remain* dull end nominal a' Tee. Pen* continue 
quier, with biIm at *<ie for Oiinadiiin Corn market steady 
with II isod- rate hiisim-K* doing h.r export anil homo consmnn- 
tioo, and witbon*. material elm m- Sides at O.'e for damaged 
mixed We-tern, 'Halit) ■ for gotel j., prime shiimlng do; 7(M fur 
Western yellow and rite for Snathcro yellow, (lat* tinner and 
scarce; -ales nt 4>i itJIAe. lor Western and State. 

PRonaoi.v.* — Pork i* dull and prices easier, sales ,'it ilS.AOfat 
.' .a"", m";"'' ?n,t for prime _ HeM inucl.ve, 

(lOV vc lor iiaeiH. Hpioked mests rontlnno ecfixcu and very quiet 
lire " <ed boa- in active demand, with -ale* »l An. Bacon contin¬ 
ue* III good demand, ehiellv for future delivery, fit 6'cc for dry 
-alted -ill, V aud 7c. for smolu-d d.. Lard quiet aud doll, saIum 
ai h\,er- r lor No, I to choice Western. Hotter is (inn and 
selhug at life, 14 rent* tor Ohio, and llmai rents tor State - 
Ciimmmi* c inilnih*!- I'm'mi <it /J^'n.7kc fnr q«nn1 to ubolco 

Bkko« Oft lover, we nnliee sale* at 7V« 7\r. for lots as they 
nrnvr. and *«,Sl.lr for redeamid, from store. Timothy is firm 

Asm.:.*-Both Pot and Pearl have advanced 12«o, with sale* 
Pot and pearl ,ll/SA,.'*l. 

Ilie-s There ermlinii*- u good demand for ell grade* lor con 
sumption, and choice are taken for export as last as received 
the Morlc I* increasing, but it i> small for the season: the sales 
are about 3X1 bale* at Iri.i'&’o, a* to quality. |„ ,,|,( aonin 200 
bales. 1*60, have been taken for consuinr lion at Ki.uptc and a 
Choice parrel of IH'itL l.'tc; none tran-u tions in older growths 
have also taken place, loll mi terms we did uot learn. 

AI.IIANJ, \OV is. k i.oiru Axn Meal The market opened 
firm with an •P livo Inqn ry lor Flour, amt during the morning 

Saturday* 'lr>,,L' w,!r0 lra‘-l,; !'1 t!|e dosing price* of 

Common to good State.*S,4fl@6,B« 
kancyand extra Mate, .S,fl)ik6,76 
Common to good Western. x i;ii,, i; INi 
Extra Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana. &c'.”~"".\' 6'nrii7 00 
Extrai)hlo .... ..ftiuXffl/fiO 
Common ( aeadian.n,ma n,no 
Extra (lampban. 
Fancy frrnesoa,. * fsrii« 00 
Extra Genesee ami citv hrando.fi>iriu7]25 

Bm'lcwlieat. Hour is *tmelv and in fair request, aud is selling In 
the street at $1.73, andfrom storeat ».|;<7 The advance Iri fViru 
has brought, about acoire«piiip|ing improvementin Meal,which 
IS r-ow selling at. 81 2A„ I ,17', Vi) loo fi1,*. 

Grain Rut little Wheat was olfCtrod on ‘Change the mnrn- 
ing, iiiul, up to the dose, no sale* were reported on account, of 
the llniini H ill lllllllfcf* Rve firm. With sales at 80c at the <W- 
iii'.deimt. For Corn the market I* weak, tho demand being 

limited though holders of rnixeii Western arc firm at fhf Par 
ley is in limltnd sup pi v arid held very firmly, .sales four-rowed 
vim'' » let t"]?ya'!T »«"• the market i» ou.iidr: sale* 
ht.alu lif, h(1o'it, anil 4iij-^c i/i »lor(!. 

ItL FFAi.o, Nov Is Floor — Demand light and price* 
Bteiply, with sales ut $» 00 tor etmirc extra Wi-Colisin; 4S,IXYf/.,i - 
26 lor extra Indiana and Ohio, and 16,37for double 
tra*; Canada extra sa y* 

Giunv Wheat, market quiet; sale- Milwaukee club at O’V 
No. 21'hicugo -prim at y0o. Com: -ales at 11 'w42c. Data in fair 
demand anil market steady; sale* at 28c. Barley, laat salsa at 
4-3',' W Ft'1 tnuisactlrois reported in other gniin*. 

.Semis Market quiet aud nominal at AIJ.YiiU for timothy 
I nuvisroNH —Mesa pork at $ 1.3,60; prime at 313,60. Ifum*. 

plain sugar cared, at Yu»8»i; do. in Back-, at fiddly. Lard at 8. 
Shouldertc quiet at «><. Country beef at 85,00. .Salted side* at 
6c. Chee-e, Hamburgh, at (Aa)7«. 

'BlltllNTIl, Nqv IB. There was only a limited Hupply of 
grain mi our market vealerday. Fall wheat. I* again CMliir.the 
outside hgore being 81 iif, and Unit,only in one or twoinatariCes; 
from that down to D.V-, fur inferior. Spring wheat ieln moder- 
atn request at 8SC,f)90o, and 92c for choice. Barley i* in fair re¬ 
quest at ♦3,1 Id,■ per bushel Peas. l.V.u lie. Oat*, 8Sfd;37* Other 
articles are wxlkout Cham:". - Globe.. 

ill A BKUTrt. 

Cor. week 
la*t year. 

Last week. 
4Jfc"?4Xo 
4'.J (P4 ,0 

2J4*«2?iC 

Egg*, doxen. Pi.all tic 
Honey, box. i.ruillc 
Uiadje*, hox. iDuUKl'iC 
Candles extni . I.FqlJo 

k'RftT A.vo KOOT8. 
A pplee, bushel.... 38® 02c 
Apple*, dried lb. BMtiko 
l'eaches, do. 12(5)12c 
Cberrie*. do. _ 15m 12c 
PI'i ms, do. ixyhiOc 
PoUtoes. 30iF’38o 

ttniES and Skins. 
Slaughtor. «Ti)5i<c 
Calf. mii7o 
Sheep Pelt*. 7fl«iif,I.Sl) 
Lamb Pelt* ..._ fi0cfm$ 1 

Cloyer. bushel . ’ JA.iklTa S.2S 
Timothy.2.U0(ii) 2.60 
... , . m-vdries. 
Wood, hard.$.3 IH)®« 00 
Wood Rol f ..3 Odin .3 00 
Com , Lehigh.7-<X(*S 7.«M) 
Coal, Scranton.S.Bftaj 6.60 
Coal. Pittston .J.mw'! 60 
Coal. ShanioWn.... 6.641(5! 6.60 
Coal,Char.. IfX<ri2Sc 
Salt, bid. MPfitl J.42 
Hay, tun. 7 00@I2.00 
Straw, ton.6.on,n ti.oo 
Wool, ID lb . Sa@44o 
Whitefish, halfbbl.. S.oofu'i M ix) 
Codfish quintal_4 OOr'el 4 60 
Trout, half bbl...., 3.OOG03-6 

- Th'k week. Last week. last year. 
Cattle.3.312 .1,264 3 m 
Sheep.8,376 8,318 3,867 

ffiBsr.“ 3"> 
„ , This week. Last week. 

.4liS4V.o 4V"'4Xo 
Extra ... .4 Jx.a4.Hc 4 '.,,(1/4' ,0 
I trst quality.3>,(U.3AV3 3«s iitStoj 
Socond quality.8 (aSJt0 3,!tfol3Kc 
Thin) quality.. ... 2V,i2l)io 

Sam:* — About 2,41k) head charged band* hero 
biikkk—No chat ge to notice. The receipts are about tho same 

as ln*l week, bales about 4 000 at .'I'x'mJM >) rp, 
Hops Receipts too heavy and market dull We quote still 

*£}■ * ," ! J,"; uri!n“ ?'«C‘ 'tt-W-'WNc, and fat corn fed. at 3^ 
V about c-.iXM Allot and Arpiu. 

^ov' 1 * A' niarket 1260 Beeves, 1000 Stores, 3,- 
6O1) Sheep nod Liutib*. and HOOSwinO. 

I KioE- Market Beef- Extra, 81 < 1 o; flrstquality, 86.00; second 
<10, fo,7t(.i;6. M; third do, ?4,.',Hj:A,.*.t 

Mn.( 11 Cows —$47^060, 1-omnmn, fl9Jf20. 
Work 1 mi iukn-885, 8imy,i(i«l. 
Vkal Calves - 83.00(5 4,no. 

JH aJI'*0^/"’?—two years old, SIKgl l; three years old, 

Hi !*•»-« Vo-fte Tallow, sinMhfi. 
Calk Srinh - 

Lajirs—81,28(gl2,00; extra and selections, $2,75@ 

Pelts — 60o,hC$l.OO. 
Swi.nh -Stores wholesale, 4;'rri6c; retail, 6@7 c: fat hogs, 

nnaressedi 0c; still fe<l, none; corn fed, none; spring pigs, none 

C AM IIIUIMJK, Nov. 13 At murkot 1,984 Cattle, 1000 Beeves, 
and 084.stores, oonmirtiug of Working Oxen, Oowk and Calves, 
\ ea> lings, two und three v.-ur mil. not suitable for Heel 

PRIORS Market B«-ef -Kxlra. fli OO.n (S.26; first quality. $6.76 
®5,76. second de, (5,00; third do. *8.76(m4.00. 

Wgiikino Oxkn —>980, 8l0iv;,i|30. 
Cow* AND i)ALVW8 — *30, 4il,j/g, 
Storks — Y 'ariillga, |8a)IO.lW; Two year* old, $11(5114; Three 

years old. (INn 17 
Shkki* a.*u I.AMHfl 3,900 at market. Prices In lot*at$2.00 

@2.62 each; extra and selections $3.1)0(53.62. 
Spring Lambs None 
Hides -0*»(a)7e ?) lb. Tallow, 6Ji(a'7c. 
Pki.tr - 87(35*1.26 Calf Skins, TJ, 8c » lb. 
V8.U, Oil,V KB — $0@0 | 

TIIK WOOL MARKETS. 

NEW VOI1K, Nov, 1.) The Hlonlc of all kind*, both native 
and foreign, in inaOeqiinte to the wants of inauufHcturern. and 
price* favor Hie Hell «r, the tranolctlons, eonrequentlv are less 
exteu-ivu galea of 76,000 lb*, doineetlc lleece it J!*5)63e III 0,11) 
do pullrd at 47.560*. For mpeffinP and extra count! t , AOilcO do 
Texas and Califirrnln a! SAc88c; 26 baleaCapo i.t27@28c and50 
do. waMheu Cordova at ,13ia.’Me, 0 montha. 

Amorlcan Saxony Fleece (!) lb, ....606662 
Armuli'fih tul! blorol M»*nuu.   ^.Slu'hi 
American hairand lliree-qumtec blood Merino.." "driu:is 
N«U»e and one-fourth Merino. 40Pili6 
Kxtnt Pulled .  .'4fi(«4.3 
Superfine, Pulled..46(560 
No. 1, Pulled .   30(5:18 
Lamb'*. Pulled .. . 
California, fine, unwashed.32 isHi 
California, common do.P'.:ie|.3 
Peruvian, wn*hnl .”1—2«ai36 
Valjiaraiso, washed .!."l3,5)lfl 
South American Merino, unw-ashed,.21|ie23 

1)0. do, Meidiza, do, .10(5211 
Do, do, common, washed. 11(5:17 
Do. do. Entre Rios, do.17xail7 
Do. do. Entre Rio*, uuwttshed.Irii.12 
Do. do Cordova, washed. 275 28 

Cape Good Hope, unwashed. 26(3)27 
Ka»l India, Wuuhed. 2.Vn30 
African, washed,.3 firitB 

Da. unwashed, ..  liVni"n 
Smyrna, do. .".’]j7;522 

Do. washed. 2((n.“() 
Mexican, unwashed. I "r,i 14 
Texas.jj@3o 

Half do..47,i W 
Common, ..10.147 
W ohiei 11 ml xed.Sail 11 
Pulled Extra.6Uii66 

Do Superfine.46)60 

Srm-rna, washed.........iWic.W 
Do. unwashed. I6pi26 

Bueno* Ayres.Dpi-III 
Crimea.. 13 leva 
Canada.Odpi 00 

JH a r r i e it. 

NCTTIEr'LEraN<L 
TON, all of this city. 

In Sheboygan Falls, Win., on the 6th ins»nnt, by Rev. T. A 
WAP8WOHTU, Mr. WM CHAPLIN am) MIhs MELISSA E WIL¬ 
SON, only ilaughtm-of A WU.KON, Karp, all of Plymouth. Wis. 

At tho Second Baptist Church, on Ihe 11th inst., by Rev. G. 
D. Hoardman, HORAI 10 B. HOOKER and SU&vtf 1) ,daugh¬ 
ter ol Ei.o.y IlPNri.NO roN, Esq., all of Rooheal.er 

In Poo fie hi, on the 13th inst., at tho residence of the bride’s 
fillier by Rev. .lONATHAN Edwapiis, 1111 AS. ,M HOOKER, of 
Brighton, and Miss RATIO .1 LEWIS. 

H i t b. 
ooioda'' morning, Oct l.Btli. Mrs. 
<' A IkOLIN K MOOUK, rnlirtof tin* bit*'* Rhv. N atHaniki. L. 
Moore, of Kelloggsvtlle, N. V., (and mother of Mrs. Ai.rkkd 
Baum/m, ot tl'M city ) aged 75 vein* The remains were taken 
to Kelloggsyillo for interment, 

|v Kelloggsvllle, Nov-, 13, 1861, BETSEY, wiTeof Lkmukl Nkw- 
t.AND, (and niHter of Mrs. Ai.kkko Bahnitm, of this citv ) aged 66 
years. ‘ B 

In Flavann, Cuba, Oct. 13th, I860, S ARAH H , daughter of the 
Iiit<! A. B. Ha »*.\ ijk, Kfefi.* of I'arDiiuittOiJ, Ontario Oo., N, Y. 

.,/,N this dtv, on Hie 16th inst., IDA ,\l , youngest daughter of 
WM. N. aud Marv Fullbk, aged 2 year* ami I) month*. 

"IVliuertiscmcntQ. 
ADVERTISING TERMS, In Advance — Thirty- 

Fivk Cents a Link, each insertion A price and a half for 

extra display, or Niki cent* per line of xpune. Special Notices, 

(following reading matter, tended.) Sixty Cent.* a Line 

I.VIt* immense circulation among the Producer* and Deal¬ 
er* or the Free State*, render* the Rural New-Yorker by far 

the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of It* clasa, This 
KAirr should be borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu¬ 
facturer*, (to., who must oncchwrrily depend upon the People ol 
the North for patronage. 

|j30\V I.l-nrs PATKNT ST IM 11 P1,(I\V1N«; 
J— 'MACHINERY - Patent Right* for States ami Conoties, 

IHW Mach me*, are now for **!■• Descriptive Pamphlet* sent, 
post tree. Apply to R. W, El> 1)1.50N, (413 South Delaware 
AVOnue, Phlludi-lplnn, I'a. 6h).10t 

II VV'P I lOTiN KE Dl I > for Iminediaio u«o I offer 
1 the public, for one month Hawthorn Seed In tan nunc 

package*, at SI each, by mail, we'l packeil, on receipt of order 
and cash. Vff~ Also. Hawthorn Plant* for sale 

W M. BKAL'CITAMP, Skam-alela*. N. Y 

IVJ’:vX J,,< voit-rii am ionic a. 
1 3 See what Dr. lev m. -.1 i-H.ifii >11 Hiedard Monttily. and . /id 

For «km* vines from the Original. Price rvdnceil. SI each. $ln Tii 
do*:, freight prepaid, Orders solicited for Peach. "Little Amu." 
Tor true vine* from the Original. Price reduced *| each, $10 71 
dor, freight, prepaid. Orders solicited for Peach, "Little Anno " 
which ripen* three weeks In advance of Tillotson. Nursery 
stock at half-price. O. T HOBBS, 7 

Randolph, Oawford Cn., I'a. 

( )1/D RI DO 1C 1ST r r If S Id u Y, 
WFHmT KK, MONROK CO,, V. V. 

60.000 Apple Seedlings, two year* old, extra nice, from 81 60 
to $3 00 » I 000. Hear Stock* from 86,0a to $8.00 f) 1,000. Apple 
Grafts 8-1.00 111 l.ooo. Apple Seed* 8-1.00')) bushel wet 
_ LEWIS .1. BII.I FN6S. 

O l'll KKS. 

Cl 1 (('AGO. Nov. )( flogs are in large -supply and the mar- - 
ket low declined li).« 160. with sale* at 82.30r.n2.60 for common to C|30 U’,-Vi 1C I f X mid liousi 
me.l'um, ami 2.ft)a)2 ftl for fair to prime. .Some few lofs of extra 1 " L 1 11 H,A4S- 

eoiint of th^'clMi m Ui weather mTr'l.X 8,.,iil3e brisker on ac- I have a new kind of Grain introduced to Ibis country 
in the above rmout on* -Jou rnal U u n0 ‘mPri»venmut through tho • Patent nJIb.-e, ’ which In* many qualification* 

toe aoovo quoo.iiuus-Journal. that recommend it to every farmer throughout the country.— 
K|’. Un it*, Nov. It -The supply has been full both in Any person that will semi me 6 cent- iu damps. I will send 

droves 11. d wagons, ami price* lian-declioed with sale* dmimr i " ,u "y return mall a pamphlet ’ Hut "ill rive a I’ll 11 descrip- 
tlm wsek at3,S:cjlc y) It,. Ijemocrol 1 Hiui rare qu.Ultlcation*. adacta* „. price, k- 
_Vi) . Address JaMElJ SHAW. Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

.1 . 7 - , . .." VU1JL, Iri li»y llUIHlIVI'limni, 
iff trw ubovw rjur^tiitiuuH —Jt/uvnal. 

HT. IaOIJIs, Vov. U The supply lias Iieen full, both in 
drovo:-* iim! w.'urons, and pr'n'tw have decliaed, with sales during 
the week at 3:- ,: lc. ); jb.—Jfemmrrat. 

riM'lw.vi 1, Nov. 14. -The market is unusually depressed, 
owing tu the reiiiirkabl v heavy receipts—exceeding 16,11m) hood. 
I lm ill maud wa- cooiparatlvely brink at the outset blit >*ill. *u 
many coming on buyers saw that they were to have things 
pretty much their own wav. ami held Lack. Prices are now 
dow n to 3prl3}i,c r> lb tor *till-fe«l, und ;p<(6).v,c for fit corn f-d 
at winch rao-s holder* are anxious to realize. Halos about 7,- 
OuO heml —Gazette. ’ 

Addrc«s James hid dedar Rapid*, Iowa. 

t:j7~ Our Show-Bill, Inpltkme.vth, Ac., for 1862, just issued, 
sent free and post-paid to all applicants, 

A Handsome Ackkowlbpomknt— Book Premiums Appre¬ 
ciated. During the past ten moutliB we have received many 

kind acknowledgments of Book Premiums from distant 

friend*, showing that such works as we offer for efforts in 

behalf of the Rural are appreciated. One of the last is 

from an agent in Onondaga Go., N- Y., who obtained some 

sixty yearly subscriber* last spring after the season for can¬ 

vasring had expired, and reads in this gratifying wise:— 

“ Your*, with information of having sent premium books for 

me, by Express, wa* duly received, The books are also 

received, as specified in your letter. With much pleasuVe 

they have been thoroughly looked over, and certainly my 

warmest thank* are due for them, for, like the Rural, their 

co-worker, there is no ’ault about them,—but in everything, 

subject matter, paper, typography, and binding, perfect aa 

desirable. Burely, while premium* ,0 excellent, of such 

genuine wor'h, are rendered, the Rural will never lack 

earnest hand* to enliat heartily in its cause. Again, 1 say, 

accept my warm acknowledgments Tor the books, and rest 

assured that oa I am able the interests of the Rural shall be 

thoroughly attended to here and 1 round about.’ ” 

THE CATTIjH MARKETS. 

NEW YOltK', Nov. 13.— i’he current prices for the week at 
all the markets are aa follows: 

„ UKEV OATTLS. 
First quality *1 cwt. $«.0Oa8,6() 
Ordinary quality. 7.2 ggs ,W 
Common quriity. 6.ocr<u7 00 
Interior quauty. 5.00^0.00 

COWS AND CALVES. 
Fiot quality. .8451X1(5)50.00 
Ordinary quality. 40.00w45.00 
Common quality.3O.OduJ35.Q0 
Inferior quality.  00@ai.00 

, VEAL CALVES. 
First quality, »> 15,. 6^*0 0 
Ordinary quality. 4J^5Cc 
Cmunion quality. 4 
Inreriur qnallty .. 3»£5)4 0 

„ . 6H)-U<P AND LAMBS. 
Pnme quality, yibeiid. $-1.00T«;4.50 
Ordinary quality. 3,51X54.00 
Common quality,. 3,00@.3,50 
Inferior quality... 2.6«.5;i00 

awi.vB. 
ffiTYtl quality. ?)lb.  3**‘@4jtfc 
Other qualilie*. 3’a703?;c 

ALBAN V, Nov. K—Beeves—The Jupply is about tho same 
Isiat week 50 ttir a-t numl><fr '4 nr<i C-Oticern*.^!, but thorn are 

mon* poiiodi' of beef here oo w than tiieu. cattle Hverairin^ 
heavier amt of firmer quality. O-.ly a moderate hustnesa ha* 
hnen (tone, and that at a decline of \a 'll lb, owiux to the low 
rates that ruled in New York on Wednesday Indeed, taking 
quality into consideration, tho lieeUne in sonic iustunceshas 
boen even more than we indicate. 

W.xV N I HI D.— A yciitlemiii living within a few 
mile* of Madison, the cnpi al city ot Wiscoriwn, in Dane 

County, yttotea nian and hi* wife intake the full charga of a 
(.rum and At nek Farm, incIndiiiE / '■ dry of flftv to a hundred 
cow* I he farm comprises 7uu acre* A couple without, or 
with only ». email family, i* do ited, and the man will have to 
carry on tho farm, and Uw woman the dairy. None need ap¬ 
ply unless thoroughly competent ami having good references 
and to such a couple liberal wage* will he paid 
J'P A young man who is u competent gariienor and capable 

of carrying on a nursery i* also wanted. 
Application must be made liy letter or otherwise to the Pat- 

riot Ollice, .Madison, Wisconsin If by letter, ad Ires.s II 0 
_Madison. Wis., Nov, 14, 1861 619-lt, 

tin* WINTKR SCHOOLS 
1 AND WINTER EVENINGS, 

THE O.UV i)\y - SCHOOL PAPER PUBLISHED! 

ORIGINAL SCHOOL MUSIC, 

BY STEPHEN C, FO S T F. R A N D O T H ERS. 

Original School Dialogues, Stone /tending Lemms, Letters 
to Children, Parity, Speeches, Enigmas, IlenuOful 

Engravings, <is, d-c., in 

CLARK’S SCHOOL VISITOR, VOL. VI. 
REV. ALEX, CLARK, EDITOR. 

A. targe and elegantly printed (Juarto Monthly lor Teachers 
and School Children everywhere. 

The School Visitor ha* more reading matter, finer illuxtra- 
tions, and better music, than any juvenile periodical publish¬ 
ed lor the price. 

One copy, one year, 50 cento, 
Three copies, ” $100 
Eight •' “ $2.0i) (only 25 cents each.) 
Twelve *• ** 8,3.00 1:1ml one to club rmiktr.) 

Ihe tnu'icalomt 10 the ViatTOu i*worth more than twice tho 
price of the paper. 

Specimens turn shed free. Now is the time to form clubs. 
Addt>-** DAIIHHaDA Y k. HAMMOND, 
619-4teo 411 Walnut St., Philadelphia. 

Hit, !1 ^KMINARY.-Tln T 
,1 ri,V,V'„ rfrlV nl (,ilH Institution will open Dec. 4. 1861, un- _I 
ami *1, KAv. A. M. ww'sted by sn able 
Miiijm! ,!,.,1 , ,:i'f GoinirtAlt !• a gentlnm.au of high 
experlcrico a tan edVcuter. ,U"r" th»n veamaucceseful 

l bf> 1* ami O^ntMin An> In cIiafc* of nntyp T^ao-horn fi 
KxtraadvanUigeaniei.fr.nded in Music and nil I’aiutimt. 

” l, lvft grade.it- d in the Com- 
meiu.il Depaitiu»nl«ui!nr i|,e pa-t roar, a d unuxuul nduce- 

Winter Ten". Board anil Wa-hing 

Kc*cEtr|ow':atelmli0U 'r0m 10 4nJ expo once at } 
For further information, or to en ,>*go Room* address 

Ray. A. ft nuCHRAN, 
v r i r /*• , Fairfield, Herkimer Co., N. Y. 
13. B.—tsonil for a Circular. ' 619-2t 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
No. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER. N. Y. 

THE NIC W YORK OHSICXJV'I-CIi 
1 FOR 1862. 
Trir Newspaper is now Urn largest and cheapest of itsaino in 

the whole country, possessing ttWractlqii* peculiar to itself, 
and givuig It a wide circulation in all part* or our country. 

It i* In.val, national, conservative, ami earnest In il* siiimnrt 
or the Government, Hut Constitution, and Uni Law* iu dis¬ 
tinctive feature* are. 

! It i- printed un a double glievt *o ** to make Two complete. 
N’wnoijnrs, mm devoted to SECULAR, and Ihe other RK- 
LB.IOUri mutter*; und there may be ntqt.un(ei| up n- lo niako 
two cmnpleto journals, while the price Pit both la no greater 
than is charged Tor many papers smaller than either oue of the 
two. 

2. It Itlves every week a complete *vnop*i* of the most Inter¬ 
esting event) in all religious detitmivaliims. iiK-iudlng thoBe 
that are cull™ Evangelical and llmae that are not; ita every 
Intelligent (.hriHtiau wislto* to be well iuFormud respeoting all 
of thorn. B 

3 H give* a well-digested epitome ,f I hr Hews or the Day, 
buret,m and. Ikmestie, prepared with grcul labor and care, so 
ihat Ihe reader is r.urn to be put in povMiMspm of every evont of 
i. lercat and irnpoitai ce to the public. It lm* distinct depart¬ 
ment* devoted to Agriculture ana l ominercfut niattiT*. 

4 l ire h'ormtn Correspondence nr Ihe OhsKrvkii i* unrival¬ 
led. and has long commanded the admiration ot intelligent 
men. 

Terms for New Huhscriltor*. 

1. Vo cimli ,,1-w Hubmsrflw pajDig in advance $2 50 for ono 
year, we Will send the paper end a copy ot our Bihlo Atlaa, 
with live beautiful eolore.1 maim. 

2. To the person Obtaining smsenhers me will give OKU dollar 
far each N !•• W subscriber paying $2 no in advance. 

3. to any one now it mlrjic.ilbef *en ing us nun new xnbgcrilter 
jiini ff wi'i will houu both pii|»i*ih for huh visir. 

nqiubfra r>f ttw SKW Yowk Oiiskuvkr will be Hcnt 
1/ruJvt to anyml lioMH that mav^ bit furwacded to uh lor that 
purpohv. 

'I he Mato of the coaotrv n*n<Jora it Important, for tut nnd dn- 
tiii.ilne for tip* cDUrchi'H that it new and earnout L‘Ilort» bo miulo 
to rKteod Ml** primdpliM ••f i?00d icnvurmtiont and nonml re* 
ItiFiouH truth into ull tin* fatniliuK of the land, fn rvorv nnlfth* 
borhood then* innM bf- 80iue who Ho not. now lake a mliinoun 
new.spa per, and \vh*» mitfht with a llttln <xortiun bo induced to 
HubMiribe. 

To Introduce the Nkw Yomc Ohmkrvkr into the famillort of 
the whole cuantry, wo trust, i« a work of Ruflfeient importance 
to necure the aid of every patriot a* d Christian. Wo ?u-k your 
personal and iinmodiato co-operation. 

SIDNK* K Mo Its K, Jr, k (Jo.. 
ICdif.iyrs and Projirv'ttrris. 

61!)-2teow 37 Par* How, Nkw You*. 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
Fo. 8 STATE STJY.H: IC'r, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

rpKE BOOK RESULTING PROM THE 

“NATIONAL HYMN COMMITTEE.” 

GEO. W. EULIOTT, 
No. : II» W allior Str«M*t, N«?w Yorlt, 

HAS JtJST PUBLISHED 

NATIONAL HYMNS: 
How they are written and how th y are nut written : 

cl Ef/rir and JX"at I on at Study for the Times, 

BY RICHARD ORANt" WHITE. 
One volume, elegantly nrint.-d on tinted paper, with embellish- 

montrt. Fried, handsomely bound in doth, tl. 

As an impre .lion prevail* fo Home extent that there are to bo 
two dillerent tuinka upon Ihe above subject. Mr. El.f.lOTT de 
sires to ,-:iy that such ia not the case; but that he ha* an ar- 
rai cement with Mes*r*. Rnno ti Caulrto.v, the owners of tho 
rdatr*. by which he alonu is to he known fora specified time as 
publisher. 

STANDARD HOOKS FOR AGENTS. 

LOSBING'S 1‘ICTORTAL HISTORY OF THK UNITED 
ST AT 1.3. l vol>, royal 8vo., “oo page*, 300 Ki.gi.uvp.gr, Price 

' I.Ori'lNG’S EMINENT AMERICANS 1 vol..8vo„ 416 pages: 
100 Portrait) price tl 

PARTON H LIFE OF JACKSON. 3 vote, royal Kvo„ 2.042 
page-, 3 Steel Portrait.*, beside other Engraving * Price 87.50. 

PATRIOTIC AND tliCROtC ELOQUENCE Extracts from 
the Speeches and Writing* of DistinyuMhed Men. I voL, !2rao., 
261 page* Price 76 oont*. 

Copln* of apv pr them) work* sent to any address, pre¬ 
paid, on receipt of price. 

AGENTS wanted in all parts of the country Great induce¬ 
ment* offered. 

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS supplied at the lowest rates. 
GEORGE YV. ELLIOTT. 

619-3t No. 3!) Walker Street, New York. 

rnHE HORTICULTURIST, 
AND 

JOURNAL OF RURAL ART AND TASTE. 

PETER B. MEAD AND GEO. E. WOODWARD, 

Editors anh Proprietors, 

NEW YORK. 

C. *1. SAXTON, Pul Iisher, 25 Pack. liow, Acvr York, 

A Monthly Mauazi.vk of forty-eight page*, established by A. 
J. Downim?, in 1816, and devoted to Fruit Culture, Flowers, 

Vegetables, Trees, City, Suburban and Landscape Gardening, 
Rural Architecture, Ac. 

The seventeenth anuual volume begin* with January, 1882, 
aud will be made r.f more practical value and interest than any 
yet issued. Will be liberally illnstrat.ul with finished Wood 
Engraving* and t-.velve Lithograph)-. Plates, which will include 
thu new varieties of Grapes, Pears aud other Fruits, Flowers, 
Ac., and ull improvement* iu Rural Art. 

One Copy, one year, payable in advance,. .$2,00 

Four Copies, “ " •• to one address,. $6.00 

Ten Copies, " “ *• “ .. $ 13.00 

We will semi the Horticulturist and)Rural Nkw-Yokkkk, 
one year, for Three Dollars. 

A FIRST CLASS PREMIUM. 
New subscribers to the 17th volume, 1862, sending $1 in ad¬ 

vance, wiii receive by express tho volume* for 1360and 1861, 

handsomely bound in oiuth Those commence with the edi¬ 

torship of Mr. P B. Mead, under whose direction rim Horti¬ 
culturist ha* been brought to its present high standard. 

THE EDITION WITH COLORED PLATES. 
The colored edition has the Lithographic Plate*colored after 

tho original subjects, which are unequal#.! as works of art, and 
should be In the bauds of every one who giow* fruit or flower*. 

One Copy, one year, payable in advance. $5.00 
Four Copie*, " " •* to one address,, $13.00 

PREMIUM FOR COLORED EDITION. 
New subscription for 1862, aud bound volumes for I860 and 

1861, by express, Tun Dollar*. 

Address all business aud editorial communications to 
MKAJ* A. YV04>DYVAKI>, 

EdUeyrt and Proprietors of the. IIm-turuUuri.il, 

Now York. 

| > n A. T T ’ s 

CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE STORE, 

• a-'L State bt., Mansion House illoolc, 

ROCHESTER, JY. S\ 

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST REGULATED 

S II O E STO H 33 

IJNT WESTERN TNTE'W "HOHUSH 

A Full assortment of both 

Eastern find Home-Made Work 

CONSTANTLY OUST LL Ax NT ID. 

All kind* of Boot* and Shoes 
t 

MA3D33 TO ORDER, 

And the work done promptly when promieed. 

HO MISREPRESENTATIONS ALLOWED FOR THE 

SAIL HI OH1 SELIjUSTCI. 

Parties buying goods at this Store can IN ALL CASES have 

TIPEIR IVnOIxTEY- REFUNDED 

If they desire it, if the good* bought are not as represented 

or do not fit and are returned in good order. 

PEKHONH from tin* COUNTRY 

Visiting the city and wishing to purchase Good Boot* and 

Shoes, should bo sure to find this Store. 

PRATT, 

54 State Street, Mansion House Block, 

Third Door South of Market Street 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
No. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROG’IUJWTIiR, N. Y. 

IJA RM jroit S A I ,D’. containing 102 acre* of choice 
land. Apply to R. W. MILLS & CO., Skaneateles, N. Y. 

1JOT f I ,TK. Y. 1 have lor sain RuoNEK ritRKKVM, Cayuga 
Blank Dur.us, ami Gray Dorki' g-t 

618 ft JOHN It PAGE, Sonnett, N. Y. 

TMJ.I.KY MlNAUY, FIII,TO\, N. 
I Y., ot'er* Board, Wanhiug, Fuel, and Room I'urnt died, ex- 

enptsheets and pillow ca.-ie*, for $31,611 a ti-rm of 14 wanks, which 
open* Dec. Sth, 186L Tuition front $6 to8R Amin-** 

618-31 JOHN P. GRIFFIN, Principal. 

Jjtiar J**«*(*<1 Jinrjs. <>nn year old, 4 to 12 inches, 
slodtv and free from blight. 

Fruit and Ounamicntai, li.-i-na or all kinds. Osage Orange, 
one year olil, Quince «tocU* fri in outiing* and layera 

Rcferemx--Those who have dealt with ns. 613 3t 
Addre** N. It k M. I) W1I.I.SON, West Bloomfiold, N. Y. 

j JRINGPJ ALBEB.T’8 W INDSOR PIGS. 

i offer a few good wpCoImcnn, tliroo and l.ior mouths old, of 
this 

IMPROVED SUFFOLK ItRRED, 
tho produce of animal* aefected with care from Prince Albert’* 
Stock, at Shaw Farm, Windsor, and imported by me last fall.— 
The animal* sent, me were pronounced by Prince Albert's 
steward to lie equal to any pigs in England. Price, boxed for 
tia.isporlfttiOn, $20 each, or $60 fora boar and two mows, from 
different parent* on both side*. I,. MASON. Jit., 

618-3t South Orange, N. J. 

( IJEXOIOID POT TXffV 11.\" tor SALE. 

WfllTE-LEGGED DERBY GAME FQWIjS. bred from stock 
obtained a few yuan since at Knowid»v, England. 

STREAKKD-BItEASI'ED BLACK RED GAME FOWLS, bred 
Cliielly from stock ntitaiued of the i:i « Lord Berwick in 1*69. 

TOUI.OID.K GEESE, bred bomrtie k imported from Franco 
by A. W Ail-tin, E«q Tlp-m are considered in Europe tho 
largest of all (lm a-, and tiro much esteemed by epicure* for the 
excellence of thoir llesli 

Price Of the Game Fowl* 8,'. per pair, of the Geese $12 per 
pair. AH llio Mock is of the be t quality, 

SANFORD HOWifflD, 
Office of the Boston Cultivator, Boston. Mas*. 

Nov. 7. 1861. «l8 8ft 

“| I G A Agent* ’VVantctl—SoHBTOlifa New!— 
I ' Impiovud Patent ladcfll In I’eto II, for marking linen; 

Patent Match Safi-for vest pocket; Downer’s Patent Ilemtner 
and Shield, Union Thermometer; Coffee Filter, Patent Honey 
or'fable manna, and right to manufacture to families with 
recipe, $1. Send stamp. 

617-2teow IUCE k CO., 83 Na**au St, New York. 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
No. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROCIIE8TEII, N. Y. 

Ij^yVltTVl FOK S AI, K.—A ti excellent grain 
1. farm of 117 acres, in l.i-dvard. Cayuga Co,, N. Y., the resi¬ 

dence of the late A. M D.vpmuni.r., is offered for sale. Tho 
situation healthy, pleasant, and command* a view of Cayuga 
l-iike ; it i* i-uhv of access to market, school*, and places of 
worship; i* iu a nigh state of cultivation, and produces aim nil- 
ant crop*. It ha* a oonvenli-nt dwelling, two tenant houses, 
two bama, nod other out l.uildius*. four welts, aud a never- 
failing spring of good water, excellent fruit tree* in bearing, 
and ten acres of wood bind. Price, $56 per acre. Address 

617-iteow E. WILLrrS, Union Spring*, Cay Co., N. Y. 

(I&17C c\ MONTH,- 1 want to hire AGENT’S in every 
’Id >•' County to self anew, elu-ap SEWING MACHINE; at 
$76 per month and expenses Addr*.** (with stamp) 

6l6-0t A MADISON, Allred, Maine 

A WONDERFUL LITTLE MIUUOSCOPK, 
v V magnifying small object* 601) times, will be sent to any ap- 

[o cant on receipt of twenty-five cwnfu in si ver, and ono pink 
stamp. Five of different powers for On* Dollar. Addles* Mrs. 
M. S. WOODWARD. B >x ISM. Philudelphfa, P». 61»E4t 

A PPI,K STOCKS 1,000,000 one year, and 2,000.000 
l V two year old Apple Stocks, at from $1.30 "to $3 00 fl 1,000. 

Our Stock* are unsurpassed, aud wo offer them formula at 
the above war price*. ENSIGN k EORD, 

814-tf Ohio Nurseries, Toledo, Ohio. 

^CHENECTADY AGRICULTURAL WORKS, 
O-, Westiny;l 1 ouse Jig (7o., 

PROPRIETORS AND MANUFACTURERS 
Of their Patent Endfesi Chain Horsu Powers, Combined 

Threshers aud Cleaners, i’hreshers and Separator*, and Clover 
Machines. Also an improved pattern of Lever Horse Powers 
and Large Thieshora amlC’leaners. Wood Saws, (both circular 
and cioss-Ciit.) Ac. Tim F’irst Preniiuui was awarded their 
Thrasher and Cleaner at the Into Now York State Fair 

§ The Clover Machine is recommended at this time to the no¬ 
tice of the public as one unstirpaened by any others In use. 

F ull description and prices of machines will be found ia an 
illustrated circular, which will be mailed free (o all applicant*. 

Addre** (j. WEST1NGHOCSE k CD., 
613-41*0 Schenectady, N. Y. 

T IWE.— I’u He’* Per pel mil K iln, iriurntrd .1 uly, 
I.-J 1857.- Superior to any in n*e for Wood or Coal. 2,N cord* 

of wood, or LSi tuns of coal to lot bbls —coal not mixed with 
itone. Address (434-tfJ C. D. PAGE. Ronhe*t«r. N. Y. 

Mookk’h Rukal Nhw-Yorkkii i* itecidndlv this bent Rural, 
and one of lie? best I-'amily Papers, published anywhere. A* 
much usi ful information concerning Agricultural affair* coold 
not bo obtained for tbe Same money iu any Other way - Tfe- 
porter, Cananoque, C IP. 



[Written for Monro's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE VOLUNTEERS OF NEW YORK. 

BT HULLS IIU8IL 

Tn bare come in tbe glory of man hood’s might 

From your homes by the souadlog sea, 

With waring banners and armors bright. 

And the tread of the brave and free. 

Ye have come with pride and in stern array. 

Bearing rich treasure forth; 

Gifts on a glorious shrine to lay— 

Oh, men of the loyal North. 

To the note* of the trumpet's stirring Ha** 

And the bugle’s echoing strain, 

Ye have coma, and the hills as y« harried past 

Hare answered you buck again; 

And the voiceful wind that above them sweeps 

Seems sobbing out wild nlarrne, 1 

As bo tunes hia harp on the mountain eteeps 

To the Bound of your clashing arms. 

With aspect firm and the steady wHl 

That is horn or a purpose high. 

Ye have come, and tones that my being thrill 

Inquire—will ye tell u* wbyf 

Oh, why have ye come iu a rank so bold. 

With the tread of the brave sod free, 

Leaving the scenes and the haunts of old, 

And your homes by the sounding sea? 

Seek ye a laud where the soil is bright 

With jewels of wealth onloldt 

Ah, no, there are Fprings and a fount of light 

More precious to you than gold; 

Freedom! all pleasure that hath its birth, 

And lives in that burning won!, 

By which our spirits to joy and mirth 

Are deeply and wildly stirred,— 

High hopes, and the visions that wander down 

“The harp of a thorn-am! strings,” 

When it thrills with yearnings for that renown 

That courage to mortals brings,— 

All these have waked in your manly breast* 

The power of their syren spells, 

Till ye hero no longer the mournful guests 

That murmur of sad farewells. 

Ye have heard the cry that through all the land 

Hath rung like a clarion blast, 

And it seems a challenge of high command 

From the heroes of ages past,— 

Calling you forth in the prime of life, 

From your homes by the sounding sea. 

To vie with them in the coming strife 

For the triumphs of Liberty. 

Ye have heard, and ye come with a seal that takes 

Its Ilarne from a hallowed urn; 

But a low, deep voice in rny soul awakes, 

And asks, ioili ye aU return? 

Ye will, ah, yesl ye will all come back, 

But 1 fear to auswer how; 

Not iu the (lowery or pleasant track 

That you feet are treading now; 

Not to the roll of the stirring drum, 

With banner and waving plume; 

Not thus will you all In your glory come— 

There’s room in the grave, yet room! 

And some will find there a calm repose 

For the dust that enshrines the soul, 

Ere it drinks the last of earth’s hitter woes, 

And is freed from its stern control. 

For some will the chords of sweet lore be stirred 

Till they tremble, but not with glee; 

Oh, there shall be sorrow and mourning heard 

In the City beside the Sea. 

But why should we linger the sad notes o’er, 

Or list to the plaintive strain; 

Wake, harp stringa, thrill tv (he higher lore, 

If we die, we shall live again! 

And yo will, ah, yes, ye will all come hack, 

Though some may have viewless forms. 

With a power to o’ersweep the eagle’s track, 

When It Hess from the realms of storms; 

They will glide in the stillness of Summer Eves 

To the borons where the loved dwell, 

And their wings shall rustle the ever green leaves 

Than hang in Sweet Memory’s cell. 

Oh, Love, the immortal, hath many a voice, 

And many a sign can give, 

To bid the mourners of earth rejoice, 

And tell ns onr dead still live; 

They live to lovo, to enjoy and hope— 

What matters it here or there, 

Where soul* have a wider and freer scope, 

Unfettered by grief or care. 

Then go with your gifts of undying worth, 

In the glory of manhood go, 

Tis a holy summon that calls you forth 

To baffle a nation’s foo. 

Go win the laurels that wait for those 

, Who, with armor and helmet on, 

Shall guard from the host of its traitor foes 

The Freedom our fa the in wou. 

’Tis a glorious thing for the soul to bear 

High part in a sacred strife, 

Till the standard of victory wave in air, 

O’er the battle fields of life. 

An hour of guch triumph outweighs the years 

Allotted to us on earth; 

“ Without are fightings, within are fears,” 

Is the hymn of the Spirit’s birth,— 

For we rise in qoelliug the foes within 

To conquer the hosts without; 

Thus Truth is born from the death of Sin, 

And the wrong is put to ront. 

Then go, und return as the Father's hand 

In wisdom and love shall plau, 

Through paths that, lead to the “ Better Land,” 

Or those that are made l>y man. 

But bring ye bach, with its stars undimmed, 

The banner that o’er ub waves, 

And your praise on earth Bhall be sweetly hymned, 

Or chanted o’er honored graves; 

And a pman shall gush from the hearts of men, 

With the echo, tec still are free! 

Oh, there will be mirth and rejoicing then 

In the city beside the tea. 

Adelphiau Institute, Norristown, Pa., 1861. 

Hue 

[Special Correspondence of Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.) 

LETTERS PROM CALIFORNIA. 

New Series. —Number Ten. 

United States Branch Mint in San Francisco—How Money is 

made,- or, “ the way to make Money.” 

Sa.v Fkaxciboo, Cal., Feb. U, 1861. 

It is doubtless known to most of the readers of 

tbe Rural, that there is a United States Branch Mint 

in San Francisco. This mint is one of the three in 

the United States, the other two being at Philadel¬ 

phia and New Orleans. The process of coining 

money is one of the most beautiful of the mechanical 

arts, requiring the employment of the most substan¬ 

tial, intricate and costly machinery, ami giving 

lucrative situations to a large number of men and 

women in the various departments of the institution. 

To describe minutely the various mechanical und 

scientific processes necessary to be gone through in 

the coining of money from the virgin gold, requires 

(if we judge rightly) some degree of mechanical 

and chemical knowledge. Our conductor kindly “ pickled,” which, being interpreted, means to best 

(when he fonnd we were a correspondent for an them rod hot and irajaerse them in sulphuric acid- 

Eautcrn journal), and at length, furnished ns with water, which cleans and partially anneals them, 

minute verbal details, which we shall endeavor to They arc then delivered by the melter and refiner to 

place la a readable and reliable form, though they the treasurer, who weighs them accurately and de¬ 

may, to one who has never witnessed the coinage of livers them to the coiner. The ingots thus delivered, 

money, appear prolix and complicated. for twenty dollar piecea, arc about twelve inches in 

As you enter, you pass a door keeper, whose length and seven-sixteenths in width, and near one- 

business it is to see that no one takes any coin or half an inch in thickness; yet, for every different 

precious metal from the building without proper sized coin, the width varies to suit 

authority. The receiving and paying department is eolluto hoom, and annealing furnace. 

on the second floor, where all the ore is received and They are nQW removed to thc roning room, where 

a certificate given, and, when coined, the latter is th(; jngot8 pttgg t|||rteen C0n6CCUtiV(. times through 

§f>rm fox tfoe fjoratj. ol&ocrtiscmmts. 

for Moore'. W N.-Yo.k.r. QLM WTK1 >'« JV K W WOHK. 

cashed upon presentation. The spectator, on enter- ^ rollers, each time decreasing in thickness and 
. . . V__t.__ A_A„ 1.. ’ 
ing the mint, finds an usher, whose duty is to register jncrcaBjng ;n length until they arc about three feet 

your name arid address, and, at your request, show g.x jDC^eg long, when they arc taken to the annealing 

yon through the mint, and give to strangers and r0Qm) jnc[0fic,j jn ](,t,g copper tubes, and securely 

visitors such information as they may require in H(jal(.d tft prevent oxjdation, or loss of metal. They 

regard to the working ot the same. aro now p]acc(] ju the annealing furnace, where, 

assaying the CHIF3. afior remaining for about forty-five minutes in sealed 

After tho depositor lias taken his certificate for the tubes, they are taken out and cooled iu clean water, 

gold dust deposited, from the receiving clerk, it is The strips of gold being now ready for rolling to 

sent to tho melting room, where it is put into a the finished thickness, are retaken to the roiling 

black-lead crucible, and each deposit melted by itself rooin for that purpose, and afterwards returned to 

and run into a bar. A chip weighing about one- ^he annealing room, subjected again to a red hot 

tenth of an ounce is taken from each end of the bar beat for forty-five minutes, and again cooled, as before, 

at opposite corners-one from tbe top and another drawing and cutting room. 
from tbe bottom side. These chips are then taken ,, , , . 

to the assay room, where they are carefully analyzed The*e Btr,P8 ar* a0"C *° ** T??*! 
by chemical process, and thc exact amount of gold, cutting room, w icre icy are rs po n e , mn 
.. ... , , „„ . . . , . . . .. heated by steam, next greased with wax and tallow, 

silver and other metals contained in each chip aceu- J B ' 
„ , . i j nu ,, . < a and are then ready for the draw bench. The point 

rately ascertained. The assayer then reports to the ..... ..... i . , 
.. ,, ,, . of the strip is then inserted in the draw jaw, ami tbe 

treasurer the exact proportion of gold, silver und ...... .. .... ;. ’ , 
... , . * .. whole strip ib drawn through the jaw, which reduces 

other metals fonnd in the chips. I he standard fine- 

ness Of the whole bar is then determined, and tbe « «**<*» *» tho re^rcd f,‘r CoS" 
value of the deposit ascertained; it then awaits, in The thus gauged are taken to the cutting 

the treasurer’s office, the orders of the depositor. P""- wliere’ rr>m the end of each strip, a proof 

To facilitate business and prevent delay, a large Pleo° 18 Punched int0 ^a,lka or at the 
amount of coin Is always kept on band, so that rate of 180 per minute, fohould any of the strips be 

DRAWING AND CUTTING ROOM. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 
• __________ % 

I am composed of 55 letters. 

Mv 27 2, 34 55, 4 is a city in Prussia. 

My 0. 23, S. 7 is a rirer in Germany. 

My 30, 28. 17. 13. 16 is a City in France. 

My 14, 15 £2, 44. 42, 5, 6 is one of the Balearic Wes 

My 52,13, 3$, 18, 49 is * city in Scotland. 

My 28, S, 21 id a riser in Russia. 

My 20, 9. 49. 39, 42, 31, 43, 1 is a county In Maine. 

My 40, 35, 37, 30, 38, 26 is a county in Oregon. 

My 50, 28, 29, 11 12, 40, 41, 42, <4, 52, S3, 16, 6 is one of the 

Confederate States. 

My <6, 9, 34. 52, 2, 22 23 is a county in ConDecticnt. 

My 10, 6, 35. 34, 7, 15, f<3, 48, 30 is a city in Massachusetts. 

My 28, 21, 36, 37, 32, 21 is a county in Michigan. 

My 62, 51. 25 is a city In Thibet. 

My 16, 64. 85. 65, 9, 22 is a county in Virginia. 

My 45, 7, 2, 22, 38, 34, 83, 16 Is a county in Kentucky. 

My whole is a true saying. 

Alabama, Gen Co , N. Y., 1861. Albert Noktos. 

Answer in two weeks. 

, For Moore's Rural New-Yorker 

CHARADE. 

WE PUBLISH TO-DAY: 

Th.o Cotton Klingciom, 
A TRAVELER’S OBSERVATION* ov COTTON A.vn SLAVERY 

IN THE AMERICAN* SLAVE STATE-S lu-,-d upon three 
firmer votaries of -fotirneT* and InvestirMion* by the same 
author. Hr FREDERICK LAW OLMSTED. Two Volume*, 
12m'\ with eyi'.ored tUtlc'-Cjii map of tbe Cotton Kingdom 
and it* DcpemLndee. Prtc« $2. 
Tms publication «** called for t.v sev'>*al rmlncnt organs of 

public opinion in Eoglan I. a* well bv r t i*«te a Lice to the an¬ 
ther immediately on the outbreak of the slaveholders' re be i- 
lien II brirtr- into un Broken connect'on, w ill mi table expla¬ 
nation and extension, the author'* ol-ervation* ur-on the tela- 
t on* of the otton demand, and of Hie employment of slaves 
tn the ret- lltou, wi h epvci»' reference to the correction of cer¬ 
tain prevalent error* or public Option* As a can folly studied 
picture or the condition Ol the people of 1’e 18411th immedi¬ 
ately preceding the rebellion, it already ponv-.<*c- an historic 
value similar to that of the travel* r,f Arthur Young shortly 
before the outbreak of th» French Revolution. 

TlicjioHLh"-.WIieve that lh- Potto* Kivonoif affords at 
or.ee the o o-t interesting hti-I iati.fr..dory popular account at¬ 
tainable of the remit peer and condition of the Southern States; 
their agriculture and commerce; the working* of their institu¬ 
tions; the oharactc rVjcn, manners and customs of their peo¬ 
ple, and their social ami political views and feelings. Asa 
graphic and attractive irr.li r VIr. Olir.steod has few equals, 
while the aecuraev of hi* observations and Impartiality of his 
statements arc Uiejoehtior ed 

The present work abound* in Am-cdote and incident* of travel, 
and will interest all classes of readers 

PUBLISHED AT 

Nos. 5 A 7 Mercer Street, New York, 

BY 

6Iff] MASON BROTHERS. [3t 

to the assay room, where they are carefully analyzed The9e ptn^ ar* ®ow capri.d to the draw r,g and T ^ ^ of „ tetterg. 

by chemical l.rocess, and thc exact amount of gold, room’ wbere they a,re , hcn My ut is an insect, 

silver and other metals contained in each chip aeon- lieated b? 8teain- «raMC‘l wltb wax a,r£tal,0,w' «/ 2d is the organ of sight 

rately ascertained. The assayer then reports to the ftnd are then ready for the, dra(f b,ench-. lhe P®‘nt ™ « an ‘-tarnation. 
.. . , ,, j. . , of the strip is then inserted in the draw-jaw, ;iml to6 Mv 4th is a word used by teamsters, 

treasurer tbe exact proportion ot gold, silver and ...... ,, , ., . :. ’ . , 
, , - ...... whole strip is drawn through the jaw, which reduces My 5th U a verb. 

other metals fonnd in the chips. fl,e standard fine- / h reanircj tUicL'** for coining My 6th means forever. 
nets of the whole bar Is then determined, and tbe 1 t 5tacU-v * th0 reqt, rUl UTtaeg" r,’r C0Jr My7th is a vegetable. 

, . .11, i The strips thus gauged are taken to the cutting "f " * ,lKeu*0,°- 
value of the depOBlt atcertaiD«;d; it then awaitn, in . , _ . . My 8th in a confionant. 
the treasurer’s office, the orders of the depositor. Pres*’ wl,ere’ from the end of each strip, a proof ^ ^ in a pronoun. 

To facilitate business and prevent delay, a large PietJ0 ifi Pnnchud int0 bla,lka or Mancbets, at the My 10lh is a large body of water. 
amount of coll, is always kept on band, so that rate of 180 per rotonte. fohould any of the strips be M) mb is a vowel. 

depositors arc not required to wait until the gold fonn'1 to° licavy* Rre rftdrawn t1lrou»h th« My 12th i. a meMure. 
dust taken in is coined, but the moment its value is draw .jaw; if too light, they are laid aside, to be My whole Per'ains U, the hUtory of tho life of a psrsom 

ascertained from the assayer it* worth is promptly »'Kula*d * what is technically called the doctor,- wo week. 
This is a greatr.nblicconvenience, a process by which the strip is made concave before CiT Answer two weeks. 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 

To. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

paid the depositor. This is a greatpublic convenience. 

MAKING 'IRE GRANULATIONS. 

On leaving tho treasurer’s hands, the gold bars are 

first sent to thc melting room, where, as California 

gold contains from three to twelve per cent, of silver, 

it becomes necessary, in order to extract it, to alloy 

the gold with about twice its weight of silver, and 

thereby destroy tho affinity of the gold for the silver, 

thus enabling the acid to act upon the silver. For 

this purpose the gold and silver are melted together, 

and while in a hot and fluid state, poured gradually 

into cold water, where it forma into small thin 

pieces somewhat resembling common pop-corn in 

appearance, and these are called granulations. The 

granulations are then conveyed from the melting 

room to the refiner’s room, where they arc placed in 

porcelain pots standing in vats lined with lead. 

Nitric acid is then poured upon the granulations, in 

about thc proportion of two and a half pounds of 

acid to one of gold; and after thc porcelain pots arc 

thus filled sufficiently, the shutters by which they 

arc surrounded are fixed closely down, and the gran¬ 

ulations and acids boiled by steam for six hours, by 

which process the silver and all the base metals arc 

dissolved, while the gold lies upon the bottom un¬ 

touched. The bright orange-colored vapor seen 

issuing from the top of one of the chimneys of the 

miut, is generated from this process. 

SEPARATING THE SILVER FROM THE SOLUTION. 

After boiling, tho solution is drawn out of the 

pots by means of a gold syphon (worth over two 

thousand dollars) into small tubs. It iB then carried 

and emptied into a large tub or vat twelve feet in 

Iftf Answer in two weeks. 

the idanchets are cut out, and which gives them the 

required weight. This Is an improvement only in 

use in thc San Francisco Branch Mint, and is, we 

believe, the invention of Mr. Jojtn Eckeki.pt, the 

former coiner of the mint, and by which some 

$13,000 in light strips are saved from remelting 

every day. Bimple as tho fact appears, it prevents 

the melting of about $4,000,000 per annum, and is 

doubtless a great saving to tbe public. After the 

blanks or planchots are cut out, the a'rips are bent 

in a convenient Bhapo for remelt ing, and are sent to 

tbe coiner’s office to be weighed, preparatory to 

making up his account for thc day, and which, with 

the planehets, must make up the gross amount re¬ 

ceived Sri the morning from tho treasurer. They arc 

afterwards delivered to the treasurer, by whom they 

are again weighed, and then sent to the melter and 

refiner to be again cast into ingots. 

PROC’KaS WITH TUB PLANCHETB. 

The planehets are carried from tbe cutting press 

to the clenuing room, where they aro boiled in very 

strong soapsuds, from which they arc taken and 

dried in ft pail heated by steam, and then conveyed 

to the coiner’a office to be weighed, and those found 

too light are condemned for remelting; those which 

are too heavy, are reduced by filing to the standard 

weight All the plauchels thus adjusted are retaken 

to the coiner’s office, and, with the filings and light 

planehets, are carefully weighed, and that weight 

must tally with the gross amount of the planehets 

delivered to the adjusiet * during the day. The work 

of adjusting is performed by females, of whom from 

ten to fifteen are employed, according to the amount 

For Moore's Rnral New-Yorker 

ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEM. 

Therk is a pile of wood the length of which is to its breadth 

hh 4 to 3, and the height is to its breadth as 16 to 18. It is 

worth as many cents per cubic foot as there aro feet in X of 

its height; and the whole is worth at that rate 16 times a* 

many cents a* there are f qnare feet on the bottom. Required, 

the number of cords in t.lie pile. 

Speedsville, N. Y,, 1K61. Hskkt Cut Whitwo. 

£3F* Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 017. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma;— The great Southern 

rebellion. 

Auswer to (.nogrupbical Enigma:—John Caspar Spurzheim. 

Answer to Mathematical Problem:—423 476 acr«B whole 

amount of land; 67 973 acres each son’s land; 289 866 acres 

amount to 5 eons; 40 acres amount to daughter; 93.61 acres 

amount to wife. 

OPINIONS THE PRESS. 

]_£ UBBAED & NORTHROP, 

Are now oOering, at their 

POPULAR SALES ROO.n, 

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings, 
ROCHESTER, N. Y., 

A CHOICE AND noMrLKTE A8S0RTtlK.\T OF 

European and American Drem Goods, 
Black and Fancy IItcm* Silks, 
Broche and Woolen LongSbawla. 
Broche and Woolen Mynarc Shawls, 

Bombailnes, Alpacas and Paramettaa. 
French Merinos. (Best Assortment Iu Rochester,) 
French and American Prints and Giughams, 

House Furnisbimt Goode, Woolen Blankets, 
Lace and Mntlin Drapery, (Yard or Set,) 
Wrapper* and Drawers, I.aiiics' and Gentlemen's, 
White Good* KmhtoUl' ric*, Hosiery, Ac. 

-ALSO- 

Bleached and Brown Sheetings and Shirtings, 

Tickings, Denims and Towelings, 

At lkss than the present New York prices 

Mookk'SiRpkal Nkw YottKKti. When we: say this is one of Notwithstanding the general stagnation In almost every de- 
test Family Newspapers published in the. United States, r,artment or business during the fact few months, it is with 
y what we honestly believe ; and we wish it distinctly nn- Inucj, huUraction that we are able to record the fact that our 
..-..4 * t . » * L . !. . . I ...... 4 «... 14 14 m. uu af . , . I- ., 1 u 1 ■ ui. ta. Uj n ... —- - t .a * 

diameter and six feet’ in depth, where a stream of 0f labor to be performed. 

salt water is poured upon It, which precipitates the 

nitrate of silver contained in solution, and it be¬ 

comes chloride of silver. The chloride la then run 

out of the vats Into large filters, where it is washed 

until the water escaping from thc filter is perfectly 

free from the acid. Tho chloride of silver is then 

taken out of the filter and placed in a reducing vat, 

where it is mixed with granulated zinc and water. 

Oil of vitriol is then poured upon it, when, by the 

action of tho oil of vitriol upon the zinc and water, 

hydrogen gas is generated, which, combining with 

the chlorine of the chloride of silver, forms muriatic 

acid, and leaves pure metallic silver in fine powder 

at the bottom of the reducing vut. 

PREPARING SILVER FOR COINAGE. 

The silver Is now taken out, and again washed 

carefully for the purpose of removing the acid and 

tbe chloride of zinc that has been formed by the 

action of zinc upon the chloride of silver while in 

the reducing vat. A fter the silver is thus thoroughly 

washed, it is placed in a hydraulic press, and sub¬ 

jected to the enormous pressure of 12,00(1 pounds to 

the square inch, and the water nearly all forced out 

of it, leaving a compact circular cake of silver about 

ten inches in width by about, three in thickness. 

These cakes ore then placed upon a drying pan, and 

the remaining moisture dried out The silver is now 

ready for melting and making into coin, or for nse 

in the granulating process. 

GOLD IN THE PORCELAIN POTS-ITS TREATMENT. 

Now, if it pleases the reader, we will return to the 

porcelain pots, and notiec what becomes of the gold 

left in the bottom. This Is subjected to another 

boiling prooess of six hours in fresh nitric acid, in 

about tbo same proportion as before, during which 

time it is frequently stirred, to enable tho acid to 

permeate the whole of the gold in the pot. After 

this second hoiling thd acid is bailed out (and saved 

for the first boiling process), and the contents of the 

porcelain pots emptied into a filter, where it is well 

washed with hot water prepared expressly for this 

purpose, and the remaining nitrate of silver is en¬ 

tirely washed out, leaving nothing but pure gold. 

The water is now pressed out in the Banie manner as 

it was from the silver, and the cakes locked up in a 

drying furnace for about three hours, when they are 

taken out and are ready for melting. 

THE MELTING ROOM. 

Come with ns to the melting room. There we 

find men moving about among crucibles, shoe and 

ingot molds, and what not, in front of the furnace; 

and, as they lift back the cover and the bright light 

From the adjusting room the planehets are taken 

to the milling room, where they are dropped into a 

tube belonging to tho milling machine, and by means 

of a revolving circular steel plate with a groove in 

the edge and a corresjxmding groove in a segment 

of a circle, the planehets are borne rapidly around 

horizontally, by which process the edges are thick¬ 

ened and the diameter of the planehets accurately 

adjusted to fit thc collar of the coining press. 

After milling, they are returned to the coiner’s 

office, and again weighed to ascertain if the weight 

is correct. They are then sent to the annealing 

room, where they are put into square cast iron boxes 

with double corners, carefully cemented with fire¬ 

clay, and placed in the annealing furnace, where 

they arc subjected to a red beat for about an hour, 

when they are taken out and poured into “pickle” 

containing diluted sulphuric acid. By this process 

they are softened and cleansed, and after they are 

rinsed with hot water, they are well dried in sawdust 

heated by steam, taken out, and returned to the 

coiner’s office, where they aro again weighed, and 

afterwards carried to thc coining room to be stamped. 

COINING, OR GIVING THE IMPRESSION. 

This process is performed by dropping the plan- 

chets into the tube in front of the machine, from 

whence they, are carried by feeders to the collar, in 

which they are dropped upon the lower die. The 

head-die then descends, and, by its immense power, 

displaces every particle of gold in the pluncbet, and 

gives the Impression upon both sides of the coin and 

the fluting on the edge at the same moment! At 

every motion the feeders not only Like a planchet to 

the collar, but at the same time push the coin pre¬ 

viously struck, and now perfect, from the lower die, 

which rises and falls for the purpose at each revolu¬ 

tion of tho wheel, from whence the coin slides into 

a box underneath. From the coining room they are 

taken to the coiner’s office, where they are weighed, 

counted and delivered to the treasurer for payment 

to depositors. There is one piece taken out of about 

every 00,000 dollars coined Into double eagles, and 

a similar amount from smaller coins, which are sent 

to Philadelphia, and carefully preserved for exami¬ 

nation at the judgment day, as it is curiously called, 

which takes place annually at Philadelphia, under 

the superintendence of Commissioners appointed 

by the U. S. Government. 

Surely two hours of careful observation and noting 

doivn of the varied and numerous steps necessary to 

convert the precious ores into coin, serve to corrob¬ 

orate the time-honored sentiment that “it requires 

the best Family Newspapers published in the United Suites, 
we *»v what we honestly believe ; and we wish it distinctly un¬ 
derstood 1 hat tld* in mi hired puli. We say »o because we would 
like to w>e » enpv "I thi* paper in every family in town and 
country, throughoutKnuthern Indiana. It is devoted tii Agri 
rtilTup?. flurtieilllure, Rural Life, Literature. Science, Art. and 
News ; i- pul.j .bed weekly ■ and contain* • ;ghl large pager, or 
forty columns of 10 a tier Tbe quantity and variety of the _imit- 
tcntconlaitis i* nimnir the least of merit* , lire quality t.-f 
the matter in each dcpiirlratnil J» Uti*urp&»MKl, And l*just *ueh 
reading it* every bead of u family, wliu ralor* the itrtiti.1 and 
iot, 1 h-e.tnal rrtrpi overru-irt of hi* or her children, should he 
careful to provide them. < ino number of this patter is worth art 
even cert-load erf Now York l.edcn* and Mercurys. etc. W» 
have said a good tie*I in frvor of lhi* paper, hut we do not**k 
you to take our word for it We have In OUr pn>*e»ion a num¬ 
ber of calra copier, whit h we will lake pleaeure In furuu.bing 
ft. those who will read them; unil after perusal, 11 you do not 
indorse all wo have wild in It* favor, why. we will set you down 
as a poor judge of a good pnper, und will link you to pas* it 
over to the next neighbor —Democrat, Charlestown, Ind. 

Mooite's Rt'uxt. Nr» Youkci:. Among all rutr Agricultural 
exchanges, this is toe most desirable, the merit useful, arid tho 
best We would not be ««ithout It far five tines the amount of 
Us yearly Kuhseriptiou price, Jr is always prompt In it* anpear- 
nnoe by our steamer mails, rind always replete with reliable 
information for the firmer, the gardener, the Miiichmae, for 
the lounw-k.'.-pei .old f'T.tlhf-l every mao of every condition 
in this vsri.UJu coin roll nit y of ours. Its scticTes arc written 
with great care, characterised bv an extreme accuracy and in¬ 
timate knowledge oral! that relate* to agriculture, horticulture 
nnd their kindred pursuits Besides this, it I* eminently a 
Home Weekly paper, having a larye portion of It* tlonse coi- 
umur devoted especially to household and fireside iv.ui rig, 
family improvement and healthy lunuwiuent. The price u 
only a war. ituiv bo ftont to P. U. J Mooiv. 
Rsq , Koe.herU-r, N Y . or to the Courier office for we intend 
to act as agent, believing that to every family In which wo may 
he instrumental in introducing it, we rhall he COP I erring a real, 
tulotivnUalaud lanting good. -Charier. Columbia, California. 

Moore's Rural Nlw Yokklk.—ll any or our farmers wish to 
subscribe for a good Agricultural paper, they eta do uo better 
than to take the above publication. It. I* filled with valuable 
information on agriculture, horticulture, nod in fact, all sub- 
jeet» pertaining to the farm and garden, it al»0 gives the lutcit 
news, hi acomnlete arid extended manlier. Charles I> Bragdou, 
unwell known:*-the fount-r Editor of tho Prairie Partner, is 
Western Corre-fioudiug Editor, which fact must make the 
Rural of especial interest to that gentleman's old tnereis. 
Reporter, Oregon, III- 

Tin; Rural Nbw Yorker is one ofthc very few Agricultural 
paper* which keep* up with the progress Of the age, in all that 
perlaiti* to ituTiwivetiycnl to the Important Iwaneh of Industry 
to which it is devoted. Tn 1 his fact it owe* it* success, o Men i» 
almost unparalleled iu the history of newspaper enterprises. 
Jf* c-lrculattor count* by tens of thousand*, and extends into 
almost even' portion of our widespread confederacy »“ pole 
lusher is .alive, wide-awake, practical rnan, who knows how to 
keep up interest iu hi* journal.—Mountaineer, Ashland, Pexvn. 

Fon any Information a* to the culture of flowers we would 
l arrestiv recommend an attentive perusal t l Hie Kuril 1S--W 
Yorker for the last, f itree Or four weeks; and we add, with an 
earnest conviction of the truth of what we fey. that no lover of 
Horticulture, no student of Agriculture, uo lover of the beauti¬ 
ful and t he true in any form, will regret the money invested iu 
thi* admirable weekly. A* a Family Paper, it is also the best 
and most tuli-Tictory iu every respect that we know of- Star, 
Colantrg, V. H'. 

effort* to maintain Our former amount of btutne** have been 
entirel v mcceurful. and in some department* tire sales have in- 
Creawed over thone of »ny prevtou* ynr. 

EVERY DEPARTMENT CONTAINS BARGAINS i 

Which w* *hould be happy to exhibit, confidently belie.ving 
Dialtlu-j would be appreciated by the moat economical pur- 
chastr. We ore also extensive manufacturers ef 

LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS. 
Every desirable grade of Cloth acl Beaver CLOAKS, of the 

roost approved and Fashionable Styles, are now oflered by us 
iu great variety. We are also prepared to 

MANUFACTURE GARMENTS TO ORDER, 

AT A FEW HOURS’ AOTICJX, 

For thone who prefer selecting their own Cloths 
We have taken great pain* t« perfect arrangements apper¬ 

taining to this popular brunch of our burinewn. and we are 
every mouth acquiring more and mote popularity in the Man¬ 
ufacturing Department. 

l.-ST OUR PRlCKSi, ALWAYS SATISFACTORY. 
IIUHItARD A NORTHROP, 

612 69 & 71 Main Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 

No. 8 .STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

\TI-CW EJVTF-RPIf ISEK.-Any desired 
■\ information about PRICES OF ADVERTISING, and of 
PRINTING, furnished GRATIS 

GEO. BOWKKYF.M, Commission Agent, New York. 

Moobk's Ritual Ykw-Youk«m furnishes u * ou.r reactions this | nmjjHTKlf C< >tJ NTY 1J 1 <-Z S 
week. Ili- one of the largest Agricultural paper*, and, In it* , I| undetwixnad Is now prepared to execute Older* fog the 
whole appearance, engravings, pnut and all, ui perfect yem. | rail trade, for hi* stock of pure. Chester County Fig* These are 
It Is foil of thought and information, anu there Is nothing in St* ( with great care and chiefly- from premium stock, 
contents to nth od Uo.tr, nunty or piety. I’ Iuih a hug.- eireu.a- R-jwrence L made to purchaser* of 1.10.1 season*, in all sections 
lion, and we wi-Uit were linger-. It is published every saturdny Union, Price, $16 per pair not akin, boxed and delivered 
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Farmers’ Ice-House.—Ice is a luxary that resi¬ 
dents of cities and villages can enjoy, at a moderate 
cost, from the public ice-houses, but the farmer 
most erect his own, or do without Fortunately, the 
cost of preserving a good supply is but very little, 
except, labor, and this can be done at a season of the 
year when farm labor is not very valuable. There 
will be, doubtless, plenty of fine weather between 
this and Christmas for the construction of the build¬ 
ing, and the filling can be dono any time during tho 
winter when the ice is thick enough. It is best 
however, to obtain a supply as early as possible in 
the season. The following hints will prove valuable 
to all who undertake to preserve ice. 

Damp and heat are the two great agents of thaw¬ 
ing, and the first endeavor must he to counteract 
these by every means in our power. For tho first, 
ventilation is necessary, and for the latter, the most 
non-conducting material available must be used for 
the house. The old plan of building ice-houses 
nnder ground was bad, as it was almost, Impossible 
to secure good drainage and sufficient vent lation to 
arrest the dampness which is sure to exist in all 
underground rooms or houses. Then tho ground is 
too good a conductor of heat, and communicates its 
heat very readily to other bodies, much more so than 
the air. 

The best place for an ice-house is above ground, 
ou a gravelly subsoil, where good natural drainage 
can be had, so that the water which forms as the ice 
melts will pass oil freely. The best material is wood, 
though brick is good enough whore it can he ob¬ 
tained more readily thun wood. The walls should 
be made double, by boarding both on the outside and 
inside of tho frame timbers. The space between tho 
inside and outside boards Bbould bo filled with Home 
non-conducting material. Charcoal dust iB an ex¬ 
cellent non-conductor; dry tanbark or sawdust will 
do very well, and if neither/it these can bo pro¬ 
cured, straw will answer a very good purpose. 
Where the natural drainage is not first-rate, drains 
must bo dug and filled up w <%. oes. If left open, 
the cold air will pass through them very freely, and 
its place be supplied by warm air from above. Ice 
keeps best in largo masses, and for several reasons, 
fn a large body there is much less surface exposed 
in proportion to the whole. Melting ice absorbs and 
renders latent a large amount of heat, so that the 
thawing of a part helps preserve that which remains. 
Those who have built icc-houses that failed to furnish 
a supply all the summer, will find that by simply 
enlarging tho house, say one-third, the additional 
quantity of Ice will be preserved, unless there is 
some radical defect in its construction, of which 
they can judge on reading the principles wo have 
presented. A house twelve feet each way ou the 
ground, and eight or ten feet high, is large enough 
for any family, and even for two or three families, 
and yet it is as small as any one Blionld build, as tho 
cost and trouble are but little more than for a house 
just large enough, and tho supply is certain. 

Where the drainage is good a board lloor is not 
necessary, though in moBt caseB it would be best to 
lay down a loose lloor ft few inches from the surface 
of tho ground. If a quantity of brush is first laid 
down and covered with straw, and the floor put over 
this, it will make the work complete. If a board 
floor is not used, there should be at least a foot or 
eighteen inches of straw, but a few inches on the 
boards(will be siifficierit. The ieo made in the early 
part of the winter, and that which has been subjected 
to no change from freezing to thawing, is the beat. 
It should be sawed out in square cakes as uniform in 
size and thickness as possible. All snow, and ice 
formed from half-melted snow, should be rejected, 
us it will not keep. After one layer is put down, the 
crevices should he filled with pounded ice, and this 
should be continued until the house is filled, when 
the whole will freeze into a solid mass. A few 
inches of straw should be placod between the walls 
of the house and the ice, and thiB should be done 
while the house is being filled. Then cover the 
whole with a foot or bo of straw, and tho work is 
done. Au opening must be made in the roof for 
ventilation. 

An apartment can be made in the ice-houso for 
storing meat, butter, Ac., during the warm season, 
and this will he found no small convenience to 
farmers. For the sake of the family, who often 
have to procure ice when no men are around, the 
ice-house should be as near the residence as possible. 
It may be made of rough boards, and will cost but 
very little except the labor; or a little taste may be 
exercised in Its construction, so as to give it a very 
becoming appearance. w. 

have the toothache and get a little easier, and then 
stand on the cold ground with thin shoes, put his 
hand9*in cold water, or ride in the evening without 
an overcoat, and he will then judge of cause and 
effect the sensitive nerves will speak right out on 
the spot, and claim the consideration to which they 
are entitled. Things which have a bad tendency 

should be avoided, as well as what kills outright. 
We are cursed more by inattention to things not 
very tangible, than by open, plain and palpable 
violations of law. 

Eminent success in any department comes from 
nice discriminations and strict attention to minute 
circa instances. Success with doraostic animals is 
upon the same conditions. We are always to remem¬ 
ber that they are “ fearfully and wonderfully made,” 
as well as ourselves, and wc are to shape our inter¬ 

course accordingly. 
I have long been convinced that every field where 

farm stock is pastured should have shelters from sun, 
wind, and rain, to which the animals can resort when¬ 
ever they are inclined. A cheap, rough hoard hovel 
would not coat much, and would be of great bouelit 
duriug the cold nights and storms of spring and 
early summer, or any season of tho year, nud for the 
protection of sheep alter being shorn, and no pasture 
lot should be without it. The change from ft warm 
stable or sited and a good bed, to tho open field and 
the bare gTound, frozen or wet as the ease may be, is 
very great, and it is this very change that animals arc 
forced to undergo, to their great discomfort or seri¬ 
ous injury, every spring. A cheap, temporary shelter 
in the field would avoid this. 

In the fall, however, stock should be brought Into 
the yards every night where there are racks filled with 
good hay—the best you have got—and if pleasant, 
turn them out during the day. This should com¬ 
mence with the first hard frosts or storms in the fall, 
and when “winter sets iu,” let ranihliug over the 
fields be stopped. 

There are quite too many disconsolate sheds and 
yard-* and “tables «»« well a-> frosty fields, and there is 
abundant room for improvement in Winter Manage¬ 
ment of Domestic Stock,—brother Johnston, I hope, 
will not forget to remind us of that. Let us not 
forget to have a fellow feeling for a fellow brute. 
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CARE OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS engaged extensively in tho culture and manufacture 
of Sorghum, during the past three years. He lias 
made it a study, and in its prosecution has experi¬ 
mented largely. 

PKEI'AKATON Of' SEED. 

It is well known that, as usually planted, tho seed 
is slow to germinate, and the early growth of tho 
plant is slow. This renders, on our weed producing 
prairie soil, its cultivation difficult; for the woeds get 
the Btart of the plants, and the cultivation is a con¬ 
stant struggle thereafter. So great is this objection, 
that at a Convention attended by tho writer, at Rock¬ 
ford, in tho early part of the preseht year, one 
cultivator announced his intention to grow the plants 
in a hot-bed, and transplant them to the field after 
tho ground bccuiuo warm. This was decided feasi¬ 
ble, inasmuch as the Sorghum plant is easily 
transplanted— as sure to grow right along as cab¬ 
bages. But there is no need*of hot-beds, according 
to Mr. Bkainard. Ho soaks hiH seed iu warm water 
for twenty four hours, a week before he wants to 
plant it; he then puts it in a bag, and buries it iu a 
warm place in the soil, watching it carefully to see 
that It does not heat. It quickly sprouts. When the 
sprouts begin to push through the hag in all direc¬ 
tions, he plants it, and it grows right along without 
any trouble, making good strong plants from the 
outset. He recommends ridging tho ground and 
planting on tho ridges even on dry upland soil. 
The growth is quicker in its earlier history if thus 
sown, while it is weak as usually planted, in furrows. 
With this recommendation of soaking the soed others 
agree; and the practice of planting ou ridges is also 
commended. 

On tho train, subsequently, I met a Henry county 
farmer who told me he had practiced soaking his 
seed twenty-four hourH, and putting it in a warm 
place and keeping it moist until planted, then plant¬ 
ing it; and at that date (early in October,) bis was 
tho only ripe cane in his neighborhood. 

WHEN TO OUT THE CANE. 

T say nothing ubout the culture, bccauso it is well 
understood that good corn culture is all that is 
required; but remind the reader that it has been the 
practice to wait until the seed had become nearly 
ripe, strip tho cane of tho foliage, and let the seed 
ripen before it is cut. Then the tops of the cane aro 
discarded. But Mr. Bkainard discards this process. 
When he gets ready to grind he cuts the cane, tops, 
foliage, and all, and rashes it through the mill. He 
does not wait for the seed to muturo unless it is 
perfectly convenient to do so; he says just as good 

sirup may be made from immature cane, but not as 
much as from that, the seed of which Is ripe. lie 
would cut tho cano when the seed is in the dotlgh 
state, in order to secure the largest amount of sac¬ 
charine matter in it. And he is opposed to stripping 
off the leaves before the cane is cut, or afterward, 
until it is cured. He has found that by cutting the 
cane before frost comes, and allowing it to care with 
the leaves on, it may bo stacked and kept dry, and 
kept through the winter without detracting from Its 
value for grinding. Cured in this way, he asserts 
that it will bear repeated freezing! Bo long as the 
frost docs not soften the joints there is no danger. 
Our conversation was too brief to get a reason for 
this assertion. I Can only give it sh I received It. 

Mr. Bkainard is not alone in his theory, that it is 
better to cut and cure the cane with the foliage on. 
Last March, Mr. Foster, of Winnebago county, in 
this State, (Illinois,) in a speech ou this subject, dis¬ 
couraged the practice of stripping the Htalks of the 
toliage. He would cut the stalks when ripe (or before 
frost, whether ripe or not,) and lay down in gavels to 
cure. When the foliage had cured sufficiently, would 
secure It from rain and frost, potting it iu a dry 
place. He beliovod a better quality of sirup could be 
made from the cane with the foliage cured on it, 
than if stripped in tho field before cutting. It will 
bo Hcen that Mr. Buainard makes an important addi¬ 
tion to this experience; for if freezing — repented 
freezing—does not injure tho cune after It is thus 
cured, and the joints hardened, it will lengthen the 
grinding and manufacturing season indefinitely. In 
this direction alone, thiB is an important discovery. 

MANUFACTURE. 

Another Item we observed as Mr. B. manufactured 
sirup — a good Rample too — from green cane on the 
Iowa Fair grounds, viz: lift did not keep constantly 
skimming tho scum from the surface of the boiling 
juice. He was boiling on a Cook's F.vaporator. If I 
remember right, the juice was constantly running in 
at one end of said Evaporator, and sirup running 
from the other end. 

“ Don’t you skim at all?” I asked as I noticed the 
accumulation of scurn, and no skimmer at hand. 

“ No. The scum gathers hero, at the ends of these 
sections, while the pure juice flows in an uninter¬ 
rupted stream up and down, until it reaches the 
outlet, and has become sirup. When the scum 
beoomcB bo thick as to stop the flow of the juice, 
then we take it off and clean tho Evaporator 
thoroughly.” 

The writer opened both eyes and month to listen 
to this new law and practice. Ye sweltering, 
steamed, heated, puffing and blowing skimmers of 
scum, just “stick a pin here!” No clarifier is used 
except heat; lime-water, as well as the skimmer, is 
tabooed. That’s what wo learned of our now found 
friend in much loss time than wc have written it. 

We are more like brutes than wo commonly calcu¬ 
late— physically, I mean; morally, we are better, or 
worse, as the case may be. I wouldn’t shook aristo¬ 
cratic prejudices with this untoward relationship, 
just now, were it not that, forgetting or denying it, 
wc put ourselves into sealed bouses, and leather beds 
covered with divers strata of cotton or woolen goods, 
and the poor cow ou the frozen ground with frosted 
corn-stalks, frozen grass and freezing water for food 
and drink. 

When our dormitories and diet diverge so decidedly 
from hers, it is time to inquire if wo aro not related— 
if cow r.ii u don’t bolong to tho animal 'Tngdom- 
if, in short, she isn’t flesh and blood, bones and 
sinews like ourselves, and hasn’t likes and dislikes, 
spleens and spasms, pleasures and pains, that are 
almost human? I protest It is not my intention to 
abuse the cow, I km*w she is free from a myriad of 
our vices. I am speaking physiologically, and I beg 
leave to remind bipeds, that quadrupeds, cattle though 
they be, are delicately and wonderfully organized, 
with a regular set of nerves, and sundry other fixtures 
and vital functions that need to be carefully aud dis¬ 
creetly dealt with. A cold blast in November or 
December, following a mild autumn, alfeets your 
horse as it affects yourself. Not long since, a young 
farmer said to me, “Can you explain why certain 
sheep of my flock lose their appetites, pine away, 
and die?” I replied, can you explain why the same 
happens to human beings? In the one case, as in the 
other, every thing that violates the normal condition, 
every impropriety Iu food, drink or exposure, weak¬ 
ens the vital forces, predisposes to disease, and by 
repetition, ends in death. 

You will see just as fair cases of consumption 
among your Merinos, shorn of their wool and turned 
into the storm, as among the exquisite and suicidal 
fashionables that die of muslins and thin shoes. 

Your horse, driven till he is warm, and left stand¬ 
ing in the wind till he is cool, will hack, cough, and 
have the hmg fever just as orthodoxically us you can. 
If you will drive him, and Btand him, turn his tail to 
the wind — it is tougher than his breast. To be sure 
animals generally take loss medicine, and so hold 
out longer. The faithful team, exhunsted by severe 
labor and turned out to shirk for itself in a wet or 
cool night, will he stilf, rheumatic, and prematurely 
old, like the improvident laborer, who never could 
learn to put on his coat when he stopped work at night. 

Dyspepsia—the elite of diseases—numbers among 
its votaries the pampered hog, as well as the pam¬ 
pered wan. 

Dysenteries and diarrheas in your flocks and herds 
prove but too plainly that crude food and excessive 
eating should be avoided by calves and children alike. 

I have brought this matter up from a strong con¬ 
viction of its necessity. Much of the profit, and I 
may say the pleasure of farming, depends upon the 
proper care of domestic animals, and the sooner we 
learn that they are subject to essentially the same 
physiological laws as ourselves, the better. When¬ 
ever you purpose an uncomfortable thing for one of 
your domestic animals, stop and consider how you 
would like it applied to yourself. It was perfectly 
legitimate for a correspondent, when deprecating 

FARMERS’ OUT-BUILDINGS 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—A great Poet has said 
“man wants but little,” and this was sung, and per¬ 
haps believed, for a long time; and no one had the 
courage to deny the truth of the statement until an 
American statesman, the venerable John Q. Adams, 

announced that although this might be tho case with 
tho poet and others, it was “not with him exactly 
so, though ’twas so in the song.” The wild man of 
the woods has bnt few wants—a wigwam and a rifle 
constitute his greatest outlay. But, as man becornea 
civilized, his necessities Increase in number and 
costliness. The pioneer farmer with liis log cabin, 
and a hut or two for sheltering his few cattle, and a 
small patch cleared, is tolerably well satisfied. 
Many farmers on the prairies whom I have seen, 
Beem to be comfortable without a fence or barn. A 
few rails prevent the cattle from getting at tho wheat- 
stack—a good dog arid a little watchfulness deter the 
roaming herds from destroying more tban half of 
the growing crops, and what is lost seems net to ho 
missed. But, as the farmer progresses and prospers, 
his wants increase. He needs a better house, fences 
and barns that will save the products from destruc¬ 
tion, stables to make the cattle comfortable and 
cause them to thrive, cellars to store provisions and 
roots away from the frost, and where they can be 
obtained during the winter for family use or for 
feeding; and, finally, iu the Bummer he needs an 
ice-honse, where butter can lie kept hard, and meat 
preserved fur weeks. All of these I want, Messrs. 
Editors, and should feel very much at a Iobs to be 
compelled to get along without them. The last two 
I consider necessities to every good farmer, and will 
give a few hints as to the best modes of construction. 

Out door Cellar. 

THE WRITER VIHITH A MANUFACTORY. 

One beautiful October (lay—the dawning half of 
which we had enjoyed among the gardens and pleas¬ 
ant places found on the bluff whereon is built Daven¬ 
port, Iowa — wo climbed the eastern bluff1 back of 
Rock Island, and overlooking it, (Davenport,) and the 
shimmering waters of the Mississippi between, with 
the tinted, frost-covered bluffs above and below, and 
found our way to the quiet, coscy home of the pro¬ 
prietor of the Black Hawk Nurseries. His crop of 
cane was being inanufactared a Uttlo distance away, 
at the mill of A, A H. Darling, and we accepted an 
invitation to ride thither. 

The mill is a horizontal, three-roller mill, propelled 
by one horse. We believe it was manufactured at 
Rook Island, but Messrs. Darling said It was not aa 
good as some others they had seen, and Bpoko highly 
of that manufactured by Hedges, Free A Co., of 
Cincinnati, 0. The cano is ground and tho juice 
flows Into a long wooden vat under the mill. Hero 
are heaps of Sorghum and Imphee cane belonging to 
different parties iu the neighborhood, who draw it 
hither and pay eighteen cents per gallon for manu¬ 
facturing. A little way from the mill stands the 
sugar-hoose, or, more properly, the boiling-house. 
It is a comfortable, substantial, wooden building, 
without floors, In the center of which is a double 
flue, the sides of which aro brick, the bottom of the 
evaporating pans covering them and forming the top. 
These flues connect with a large brick chimney iu 
one end of the building. Three pans, or evaporators, 
are used, each of which will hold and boll a barrel 
of juice. Two of these pans are made of ordinary 
sheet iron, with wooden sides; the third is galvanized 
iron. The first two are filled with Jalce, which is 
evaporated iu them until the third, or galvanized 
pan, will hold what is iu both of them, when their 
contents aro transferred to it, and the two are again 
filled with fresh juice, while the finish is given to the 
sirup in the galvanized pan. Hero we find the skim¬ 
ming process in vogue, it being deemed strictly 
essential; and there is no doubt that it is in these 
evaporators. Near by stood a Cook’s Evaporator. 
Why don’t you use that? we asked. 

“ Wo have tried,” was the reply, “but we can do 
nothing with it.” 

This is not unlike the experience of others I have 
heard talk. One man told me he bad tried Cook’s 

Evaporator until they had got entirely satisfied it was 
good for nothing, and had east it aside. A year 
afterward an agent came along and showed him how 

to use it, and now lie would not do without one. A 

farmer told me he believed it one of the greatest 
necessities among farmers that they be taught tho use 
of machinery, or how to use it—the agricultural 
schools should institute a regular drill iu Its use, and 
each student should be put through, Zouave style! 
There was a cause for the remark well worth think¬ 
ing about by those having in charge the education of 
young farmers. 

An out-door cellar I consider 
[ altogether the best, unless there is a good eellar 
| under the barn; and even then I would prefer one 
near, but not under the building. Few farm-houses 
have a cellar of sufficient capacity to store such a 
large quantity of roots aa every farmer should grow 
who cultivates fifty or a hundred acres and keeps 
the number of animals required to furnish manure. 
But, even If the cellar of the house is large enough, 
it is very unwise to stone a great quantity of vegeta¬ 
ble matter under living-apartments for there will be 
at all times a certain amount of decay going on 
exceedingly injurious to health. A sandy hillside 
is the very best place for making an out-door cellar. 
There is, however, no difficulty in constructing a 
cellar in any place where the water will not lie 
within fonr or five feet of the surface. Dig down as 
far as drainage will allow, throwing the earth back, 
to be used iu banking up. If stoues are plenty, they 
are best for the walls; if not, plank and posts will 
answer. A strong ridge-pole is necessary, which 
may be supported on posts. Flank the roof and 
bank up the sides with earth. Then cover the roof 
with straw or leaves, over which lay boards to 
keep them in place. This will exclude frost. When 
the cellar is made iu a side hill aud the roof is about 
level with the surrounding surface, it may be covered 
with earth, and the entrance will be the only sign of 
the cellar apparent. 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES, 

3UGAB. CANE CULTURE AND MANUI'ACTUHE. 

“ Not to know at largo of things remote 

From u«e, obscure and subtle, but to know 

That which before us lies iu daily life, 

I* the prime Wisdom. Whit is more, is fume 

Or Emptiness, or fond Impertinence, 

Aud renders us in things that most concern, 

Unpractieed, unprepared, and still to Keek.” 

Bo thought the writer, as he stood shivering in the 
chill, damp air, u» the Iowa Fair, Grounds eagerly 
listening to O. M. Bkainakd’b Sugar Cano Experi¬ 
ences, in the relation of which he bo effectually and 
explicitly set at naught all preconcieved notions re¬ 
lating to this sweet subject 

It iB proper to say that Mr. Bkainard has been 
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Bat to resame. Lime-water, or limed juice is used 
as a clarifier. Lime is dissolved in the juice of the 
cane, and about two tablespooufulB of this mixture— 
strong with lime — is added to eaoli barrel of juice. 
This neutralizes the acid somewhat, but Mr. D. thinks 
if all the uoid S* removed, it is not so good sirup—be 
said it tasted “flat.” The degree of heat given is 
224 degrees Fah. The juice is kept boiling steadily 
and as lively as possible without allowing it to boil 
over. The sooner the jnioo can be got from the mill 
to the pan the better. A great deal of stress was 
given the importance of cleanliness. Tt Is essential 
that the pans, mill, and everything the juice touches, 
be kept clean; and it was asserted that all these parts 
should be scalded and cleansed once every twelve, or 
at the longest, every twenty-four hours. Unless this 
ia done, the juioe which remain* on the different 
parts of the machinery, sour* and affects the newly 
expressed juice which comes in contact with it. 

AN EABLY YAWKTT OP 1MPUKB. 

When the writer visited Mr. Darling mill, he 
was boiling juice expressed from a quantity of 
Imphcc Cane grown by D. F. Kinney, proprietor of 
the nurseries before alluded to. Mr. K., in the 
Bpring of 1800, sent to Cincinnati for some Tmphee 
eeed, specifying the variety he desired, and which he 
had seen recommended because of its early maturity 
and sugar producing qualities. The seed obtained 
was planted, and a dozen varieties, more or less, 
seemed to result from It, A few stalks of these ma¬ 
tured touch earlier, and the cane, seemed much 
sweeter than the rest. The Beed of these stalks was 
paved and again planted last spring. The crop was 
quiet two weeks curlier than the Sorghum crop in 
the vicinity. The yield of juice was quite as large 
and good quality as the Sorghum. The manufacture 
of sirup had not been completed, lienee the writer 
was unable to determine it* relative quality. But if 
maturity is important in order to secure sugar, this 
variety of Inipbee should be propagated. It is be¬ 
lieved, by the writer, that this Iniphee is shorter 
jointed and more dwarfed in its habit, but yielding 
a heavier cane. 

PLASTER, NATURAL GRASSE?, CORN AND ROOT3. 

The writer has often been asked of the effect of the 
use of plaster on different crops, when to sow, and on 
what crops it should be applied. In the West this 
inquiry is one of Increasing importance and Interest, 
and I was very glad to see the article on “Clover 
and Plaster” In the Rural of November fllh. And 
my attention was arrested, in reading that article, by 
the last paragraph, which, I fear, will mislead many. 
I say mislead, because it conflicts with both my expe¬ 

rience in the vse of plaster, and my observation in 
hundreds of cases where I have seen it used. Now it 
is no part of my object to assert whether gypsum acta 
as an agent in “fixing the ammonia of the atmos¬ 
phere and of rain ” or not; but simply to take for my 
text that adverb, “justly,” which appears in the fourth 
line of the paragraph. 

The writer says: “Admitting, however, for the 
nuke of argument, that the effect of gypsum upon 
clover, lucerne, eanfolu, Ac,, is really attributable to 
its fixing the ammonia of the atmosphere and of 
rain, M. Bodsstnoault justly asks why it is that it 
does no good whatever to natural pastures, and still 
less to root and corn crops.” 

M. BorhHiNCiAm.T would have asked that ques¬ 
tion “justly,” were it true that gypsum “does no 
good whatever” to the crops named. It is not true, 

in New York, at least. I suppose M. BoussiNOAULT 
means by “corn crops,” all small grain crops. There 
is not a cereal in the whole list of cultivated crops 
commonly grown In this latitude, which la not bene¬ 
fited at certain seasons of the year, on peculiar soils, 
and at particular stages of their growth, by the appli¬ 
cation of a top dressing of gypsum; and the assertion 
is based on no theoretic formula, but upon demon¬ 
stration. The writer has known winter wheat crops 
doubled in productiveness by the curly use of gyi sum 
in the spring, eve a before the ground had thawed out 
and setfled. Spring wheat nod oat crops have been 
greatly stimulated by the application of gypsum soon 
after the plant had made its appearance. Barley on 
the light loilm soils is made to “priek up its ears,” 
and yield the better, if this sulphate is scattered over 
it The application of gypsum to crops above named, 
lias been on a variety of soils—on a light 6andy 
loam—on the stiffer clay loams -and on well drained, 
well pulverized clays. And I have never yet wit¬ 
nessed an experiment, unless on low, wet, un drained 
soils, where such application lias been made where 
the effect has not been to stimulate and strengthen 
the plant, —in some cases, though not often, too 
much for the proper maturity of the crop. It is sim¬ 
ply absurd to talk of confining its effect to legumin¬ 
ous plauts. It ia as valuable an agent aa can be 
applied to the potato crop soon al ter the plant pushes 
through the ground. The writer has never used it, 
or seen it used, except in a single instance, on any 
other crop, but has applied it to the potato year after 
year, successively, with positively favorable results, 
invariably — especially on soils that we well drained 

mid had not been highly manured. In one instance 
haa seen good results from its application to a carrot 
crop. And it ought to be generally known, if it is 
not, that it is an excellent investment if used aa a top- 
dressing on Indian corn—especially on dry soils. I 
shall be laughed at by my old neighbors, who have 
used it “ever since I can remember” in all these 
relations, and who believe it indispensable fordoing 
what it seems a duty to do—write of these facta. 

The result of a good deal of experiment and obser¬ 
vation has been to convince the writer that Liepio’s 
theory is better sustained by demonstration thaH that 
of any opposing writer. With the space, sundry 
marked experiments might he enumerated to sustain 
his theory, but 1 must be content with the simple 
assertions above made; and there are scores of farm¬ 
ers who have had experiences that will confirm them. 

One thing more. Now is a good time to apply 
gypsum to upland pastures or meadows, whether of 
timothy, red top or clover. The effect of the appli¬ 
cation will be profitably apparent next season. The 
next best time to apply gypsum to grasa crops is 
early in the spring. 

THE LIFE OF MACHINERY. 

A fertile soil is not a greater source of wealth 
than careful economy7. The taxes the people of the 
West pay to support (rovemme.nt, are small compared 
with the tax which Neglect imposes upon them. Tt 
would be a disastrous day for the administration 
that should impose a direct tax upon the Agricultu¬ 
rists of the Country, to support any manufacturing 
interest, equal to that now voluntarily paid by them 
to support the manufacture of agricultural imple¬ 
ments and machinery. 

What do I mean? Let the reapers, mowers, horse¬ 
powers and threshers, coro-shellers, corn-planters, 
drills, rakes, cultivators, plows, harrows, An., Ac., 
that are to-day out of doors, in the fields where they 
were last used, exposed to sun and storm, heat and 
cold, answer! The wear of disuse and exposure is 

much greater than if in constant, careful use. The 

loss to the capital of the agriculturists of the country 

by this one item of negleot to properly take care of 

aud shelter the implements and machinery used on 

the farm, i* greater than any other tax levied upon 

them, and wholly unnecessary. 

Perhaps yon do not believe it, reader. If you do 
not, please determine, by referring the matter to 
some careful, thrifty farmer, who takes care of his 
tools (if you do not), and who uses them as much as 
the average of men. Ask him how long a good 
reaper and mower will last him—or ascertain the 
age of his wheat drilla, corn planters, cultivators, 
plows, Ac., as he ones and takes care of them. 
Then go ask his neighbor, Haven't got time, about 
the ago of his tools. See if he does not storm about 
the miserable way in which machinery is manufac¬ 
tured, and tell yon that he haa had to buy at least 
two new reapers while your neighbor, Look-aetkb- 

tiijnos, has been nsing one. Extend your inquiries 
through the neighborhood, and you will soon have 
data enough by which the unnecessary tax may be 
paid In yonr neighborhood. Suppose you try it! 

This matter haa often received the attention of the 
writer before; hut the practice of many farmers 
renders this, unfortunately, a seasonable topic now. 
And I am reminded of the matter by the following 
conversation which I find in roy note book: 

The sales of reapers and mowers, this year, in 
most localities in the West where I have traveled, 
have been very large, considering the condition of 
money matters and the prices paid for grain. I was 
talking with an intelligent farmer in one of the 
western counties in this State (Illinois), who has 
been acting as agent for agricultural machinery a 
number of years, and during the past season for an 
Eastern reaper and mower. He had sold a large 
number, and said he, “I shall sell twice as many 
another season.” I expressed my surprise, inasmuch 
as he had enumerated the number sold of each of 
several rival machines, which was large in each case. 
He said there is no canse for astonishment when 
it is known that the average life of a reaper and 
mower is not over two years; “for,” said he, “six 
out of ten farmers do not stir their machines from 
the spot where they nnbitcb at the close of harvest 
In the fall, until the Dext harvest—leaving them 
exposed in the fields.” It is not, therefore, astonish¬ 
ing that reapers are short lived. 

“How long ought a good well-built reaper to 
last, if properly used, with the necessary repairs 
resulting from its use?” I asked. 

“It ought to last eight years, on an average—that 
is, the average life of reapers ought to be at least 
eight years, with proper care. Some, in the bauds 
of some men, will last much longer.” 

The writer believes, from Fnch inquiry as be has 

been able to make, that the above reply is a correct 

one. Now allow the average age' of Mr. Haven’t- 

oot-timk's reaper and mower to be two years, and 

placing the cost at the low figure of $175, we find 

that his reaper* for the eight years cost $700, and we 

gay nothing about repairs, or the interest on the 

money. Mr. Look-aftkk-tiiings1 reaper and mower 

coat $175, and we will add $10 per year for repairs, 

making a total of $255, without interest. Deduct, 

and we have an unnecessary tax of $445 which 

Haven't-GOT time pays during eight years—over 

$55 yer year! The figures might be made much 

larger, and yet not endanger fact. 

Let it be remembered that tbi* is only the tax paid 
to Neglect on a single implement. Extend the 
inquiry to other exposed tools, and it will be found 
that the aggregate eats into profits enormously. 
This subject may bo regarded sufficiently suggestive 
if I leave it here. It certainly ought to suggests 
general rush for neglected and exposed tools. 

-.»»♦»-».. 

gurat spirit of the £***?• 
Food of Caw* ufter Calving. 

It is customary with many farmers to feed cows 
immediately alter calving, with warm slops—a pail 
of bran or meal and warm water, well salted; and a 
better diet is commenced at once in order to get as 
much milk as possible. This is objected to by some 
as contrary to nature, and very likely to induce caked 
bag and milk fever; also that the cow should have 
rest and quiet. It is an error to suppose that tasking 
the stomach after the fatigue of parturition can he 
Otherwise than hurtfuL A drink of water and a little 
dry hay is enough for the first day, and she should 
have nothing better than the best hay for three or 
four days—until all iuilammatory symptoms are past. 
So says Ihe Rural Register. 

Hindi Leg in Cattle. 

We learn from the Boston Cultivator that Mr. 
Robert Lang, of the Bridge of Weir, V. S., read an 
interesting essay on “Black Leg,” on the 13th ult., 
attho West of Scotland Veterinary Medical Associa¬ 
tion, in Glasgow. As a cure for that complaint, he 
recommends for yearlings one dram of potassio- 
tnrtrate of antimony, and two of nitrate, to be given 
every fortnight.to the young animals, beginning 
about the months of July and-August. The dose is 
doubled for two year-olds. This has been successful. 
When disease appears in a stock, he has all those 
not yet affected bled and purged, with excellent effect. 
He moderates the diet, and turns the best thriving 
animals from the over-luxuriant to the barer pasture. 

Cotton in the Hnntlwicb Islands. 

The cultivation of cotton is to be tried on a new 
field. Late advices from the Sandwich Islands state 
that King Karaehamaba has retired to his country 
seat at Kona for the purpose of devoting himself 
principally to experiments with cotton. The Hono- 
hlln Commercial Advertiser says: 

“ The King has recently purchased some cotton 

seeds and intends to appropriate a portion of his 

land to the cultivation of cotton, so as to give it a 

fair trial, though he says he has not much faith that 

the islands are to be suddenly enriched by this branch 

of agriculture, but is ready and anxious to take the 

lead, and give the force of his example. Like every 

other new branch of industry, money must be ex¬ 

pended and lost in experimenting; and when the 

necessary experience is gained, some one will succeed 

in making cotton-growing profitable.” 

Farm IIou*e». 

A CORRESPONDENT of the New Hampshire Journal 

of Agriculture says: 

“In passing through our farming towns, the observ¬ 
ant traveler will be often painfully impressed with the 
untidy appearance of the farmers' premises. Bleak, 
barren and unsightly, with hardly a tree, shrub, or 
flower to indicate the presence of civilized human 
beings, who would wonder, if such were to be bis 
dwelling place, at the anxiety of the farmer to ‘sell 
out’ and try his fortunes in some more lucrative busi¬ 
ness? Contentment in such a place would prove him 

something more or less than human. 

“ Why is it that farmers, as a class, are bo careless 
of appearances? If, aa I believe, the love of the 
beautiful is irnplauted in every human breast, why 
should not the farmer cultivate it? If forms of beauty 
delight and attract us—if they refine and elevate ub— 

leading us upward from a merely sensual to a more 
spiritual life, why Bbould we not surround our dwell- 
ings with objects which will be a delight to the eye 
rather than the reverse. The farmer’s life i9 too often 
one of mere drudgery, when, were be to improve the 
advantage of his position, it might be one of contin¬ 
ual delight. The removal of unsightly object* from 
the vicinity of the dwelling, filling the yards with 
Bowers, would cost but a trifle, either of time or 
money, and would add materially to the happinea* of 

tb? household.” 
_ 

Extraordinary Fat Cow. 

John Johnston writes to the Secretary of the 
New York State Agricultural Society, that he slaugh¬ 
tered a co^r fed by himself, the weight of which wsb 

aa follows: 

I,ive weight............_____....1,604 fib*. 
Dead weight— Beef_1.104 ftis. 

Tallow. 217 ife*. 
Hide. i» lb*. 

Total.  1,411 lb*. 

This is sixty-five and a half per cent of the live 
weight of the beef, and eighty-three and a half per 
cent, of beef, hide and tallow. The cow was six years 
eld, of the pare Hereford breed. Her feed in the 
foddering season was buckwheat bran, corn stilks, 
or hay, the corn-stalks by far the greater part of the 
time, and nothing but pasture from the 6th or 8th of 
May, until the beginning of December, when Ehe wa* 
fed soft corn for about a month; and afterwards buck¬ 
wheat bran, as she would not eat enough of the oorn 
meal to improve her. 

Trotting Horses too Yonng. 

It has long been onr opinion, says the Wisconsin 
Farmer, that horsemen are too much given to putting 
their promising colts to their speed at too early an 
age. We have in our memory a number of splendid 
young horses which, aa we think, were just about 
ruined by such blunders of their owners. 

There can be no objection to commencing the pro¬ 
cess of training at quite an early age. Indeed the 
work of education should begin while yet they are 
sucking colts. But ub the development, strength, 
and power of endurance come on gradually, rarely 
httniuing their maximum until tho horse arrives at 
the age of six or seven, or even eight years, it would 
seem to be the teaching of philosophy and common 
sense that the severe t ialsof speed and power should 
not he imposed until the period of maturity. And 
yet nothing is more common, at most of our State 
mid County Fairs, than to sec young colts of burdly 
three and four years put upon the trotting course and 
whipped through to the very verge of their endur¬ 
ance. In our way of thinking, uuch practices are not 
only unwise but barbarous amd inhuman. 

CoinpoKtlng Much. 

A correspondent of the Maine Farmer, who has 
a field some distance from his barn, to which he 
wishes to apply mnek, asks the editor for advice how 
to manage with the muck to make it the most profita¬ 
ble—premising that the muck swamp is close to the 
field to which lie wishes to apply the manure, and is 
some distance from his barn. The editor thus 

replies: 

Swamp muck, a* we have often remarked, is a 
valuable fertili>;i*!^\fter it has become thoroughly 
decomposed by fermentation, and according to Dr. 
Dana, is equal in value to cow manure. It can be 
nsed as a manure In various ways, and according to 
the circumstances of the cultivator. 

An easy method for preparing it tor use, if not im¬ 
mediately wanted, is to throw it from the depositand 
let it remain exposed to the elements for a year, fork¬ 
ing it over twice daring the time, which, with the 
action of the rain and frost, will thoroughly reduce 
the whole mass. In the present instance, however, 
we would advise our correspondent to draw the tntick 
to the field lie wishes to manure, which, if not already 
performed, can now be attended to. After the muck 
is carted, it can be composted with unleached wood 
ashes, or with quick lime. We should recommend 
the former, because they contain a considerable 
quantity of potash, in addition to lime, which are 
both powerful alkalies. No precise rule can be given 
as to the amount of asheH to be composted with a 
fcord of muck, for muck varies in acidity and ia the 
matter of which it ia composed, but experience will 
settle tbis qnestion. However, enough ashes to cre¬ 
ate fermentation, is all lhat is required. A cord of 
muck contains about 103 bushels, and to this should 
be added 5 bushels of ashes, placed in layers and 
afterwards completely mixed by shovelling the whole 
heap over, both this fall and another spring, before 
it is used. An application of 12 ox-loads of about 
34 bushels each, will be a sufficient dressing for one 
season, yet on soils rather deficient in vegetable mat¬ 
ter, this same application should he made for several 
years. It is better, if the muck is particularly raw, to 
allow its exposure for a while before composting it, 
but this is not always absolutely necessary. 

Our correspondent can, we suppose, purchase 
ashes in his vicinity for 12$ cents per bushel, and if 
living near a village he may as well carry back ashes 
when returning from hauling limber, wood, Ac., and 
it will be seen that this will form a very cheap and 
at the same time a valuable manure for corn, pota 
toes, root crops, and as a top-dressing on poor lands. 

gfttyttirto ana guunw*. 
Preserving Manure.— As I live on a sandy goil, and by 

putting the manure in a heap in the yard, I am satisfied the 
best part runs out, and leaches away in the sand, I want 
aomethiuir that will bold the ammonia in solution, 1 suppose 
—H. S., Milan, Erie &>., Ohio, 1801. 

Wash for Fenokb aud Oct-Houses.—I would like to be 
instructed through the Rural how to prepare a good nod 
durable wash, aa pniot, for fences and out-t>ull<1iDg».— one 
lhat will be more durable than our common lime wash. aud 
not so expensive a* lead psiut. I would like a dark stone 
color. If any of your readers cao give a recipe for this, they 
will much oblige — A Kagclar Rkaimik, UaiUlonfcld, N. J., 
November, 1861. 

Take a clean barret that will hold water. Pat into it half 

a bushel of quicklime, and slake it by pouring over it boiling 

water sufficient to cover it four or fire inches deep and stir¬ 

ring it until slaked. When quite slaked, dissolve it in water, 

aud add two pounds of sulphate of zinc, which may he had 

at any of the druggists, and one of common salt, and which, 

in a few days, will cause the white wash to harden on tho 

wood work. Add sufficient water to bring it to the consist¬ 

ency of thick white-wash. 

To make the above wash of a pleasant cream color, add 3 

lbs. yellow ochre. 

For fawn color, add 4 tbs. umber, 1 lb. Indian rod, and 1 

lb. lampblack. 

For gray or stone color, add 4 lbs. raw umber and 2 lba, 

lampblack. 

Tne color may be put on with a common white-wash brush, 

and will be found much more durable than common white¬ 

wash. 

Rural JCctes artft Jtcnta. 

The Weather continues remarkably warm and pleasant 

for the season. The first real enow in thin section fell on 

Monday night, 25th Inst.,—bat it w«* less than an Inch deep, 

and soon evaporated under the bright sun and cloudlea* eky 

of the day following. Telegrams report that the enow was 

12 Inches deep at Utica, on Sunday, and 6 inches at Buffalo, 

while the weather waa very cold at the West. 

Farmers’ Clubs.—Aa thin i« the aea»on for these institu¬ 

tions to bold regular weekly or fortnightly meetings for 

discussions, lectors*, etc., we hope our progressive friends 

will give them proper attention. In places where Clubs are 

organised, pee that they are in successful operation Per¬ 

sonal influence — attending the meetings snd taking part in 

the proceedings and Indnciug others t« do so — will greatly 

enhance the Interest and usefulness of such associations. If 

there ia n" Club in y«ur locality, now ia tb« most appropriate 

season to form one—snd all tb« capital required is the uni-m 

of a few earnest men, who desire to “teach one another,*' 

by imparting and r*eelring such information as has been 

acquired by observation and experience. We have often 

brought this subject to the notice of Rural readers, and 

only allude to it now because it is timely—merely to suggest, 

that yon, Reader, if located in the conntry, surronnded by a 

half dnwen soil cultivators, ought to helnng to a Farmers’ 

Club which hold* “stated meetings.’* Of the benefits of 

snc.h Club*, properly conducted, there can he no donht—that 

point is beyond question. To the farmer or horticulturist, 

one evening's attendance at a Club of the right, s'amp wilt 

pay better dividends— to ray nothing of the superior mental, 

moral, aod social enjoyment—than a thousand at the tavern, 

store, or corner grocery, where politics, war, tobacco smoke, 

etc , are in the programme. 

Takh Carr of the Tim'i.k meats’— We have aforetime 

written vomedeal <m this subject, and talked earnestly upon 

It in appropriate plaoes, yet presume that even RPKAI.readers 

(prompt aDd careful as mnst of them are in many things,) 

will bear reminding of the matter. Most farmers know the 

importance of paint and shelter in t.he preservation of imple¬ 

ments, machinery, wagons, Ike.,—yet, knowing the right, 

we fear too many still the wrong purrue. Judging from 

appearances many consider the road-ide, yards, fmee corners, 

and Helds, the most appropriate depositories for implements 

and machine*, in all sorts of weather, notwithstanding the 

rapid decay and dilapidation to which they are *nbj*cted by 

exposure to alternate storm and 'unshine. Read the season 

*Me and logical article on “ The Life of Machinery,” hy our 

Western Aid, aud decide whether you will emulate Mr Look 

aft»:r things and save money, or follow Mr Haven’t Got- 

timk in allowing things to go to ruin for the want of a little 

timely attention. 

Diroontinoanok of “The HumKSTKAn ’’—Some months 

ago, as we noticed at the time, The Homestead, an excellent 

agricultural Weekly, published at Hartford, Couu,, was 

Changed to a monthly—to be thus issued for the remainder 

of the year, aud perhaps longer. We regret to learn tom 

the September number, just received, sod which clows the 

eighth volume, that the career of The Homestead closes 

therewith In his farewell addres*, tho editor gives several 

reavoos for its discontinuance, the first and most protniuent 

of which is this:—“ A aeductivn but most unwise system of 

credits, prevalent almost all over the world, and which we 

believe has now received n felling blow, involved multitudes 

in this country in great pecuniary embarrassments, and 

taught uh, too late, perhaps, the Iomou of a no credit system 

in publishing such a journal." The War, and conaeqin nt 

cessation of subscription and advertising patronage, and the 

error of attempting to make the journal a local one, 

(“thoroughly adapted to Connecticut in particular, and 

Southern New England in general,”) are also enumerated as 

causes of failure. 

Rural Items.—A Big Cotswold is owned hy Wm. Simons, 

of Avhtahnls Co., Ohio, —a buck, one year old the 8th of 

April last, th ,r. weighs 222 lbs.!-Rar*y, the Horse-Tamer, 

was In Switzerland, at last accounts, searching for a horse 

vicious enough to be operated on in publio-Fires on the 

Prairies have been very destructive of lato in Minnesota. 

In tho vicinity of St. Cloud, it is estimated that over 600 tuns 

of hay have been burned, anil in other sections the lose has 

been very great.-The Pork Packing Season lias been 

inaugurated at the West, and thousand* of hogs atq being 

slaughtered. Speaking of poik, a Southern paper s»ys it is 

“Thirty cent* a pound, snd not to he had at that. ’’ Rich 

West—poor Secessia!-Ti e prairie Farmer reaches ns some 

ten days behind time, lately. What is the matter, brothet; 

EmRKT? I* jour*, t r Uncle Samuel's, the slow coach? Hop* 

you don't purpose to J -In the monthlies-A New Affrii-ul- 

tural Association is talked of in Canada West, to hold annual 

exhibitions at Hamilton-More, llutch Cattle were recently 

imported by Mr. Chknkhv. of Belmont, Muss. They are of 

thu “ Dutch Short-horned race,” renowned for dairy qualities, 

Mr. C. thinks they combine all the good qualities of the 

Ayrsblres and Short-horns -The Ohio State Board of 

Agriculture is to hold its next aunual meeting at Columbus, 

Jan. 8, 1802—instead of December, as heretofore announced. 

Extra Good Gloves.—We are indebted to Mr. E. D. IIal 

lock, of tbis city, for a pair of Fur Gloves, of his own tan¬ 

ning and manufacture, which are both unique and comfortable. 

They were tanned by a new process, heretofore noticed in 

this journal, and which is a most valuable discovery. We 

wish each soldier (n the Union Army could he supplied with 

such glove*-and think ours, though a present, must go to a 

Voluuteer from the Rural Office (one of Van Allkn’s 

Cavalry,) now a member of Gen Banks' body guard. 

— Since the above was written we learn that our “ bold vol¬ 

unteer," (C. G Van Sohutvkk ) has been promoted. Good 

for Charlbt ! The gloves are fairly won, and must lie worn. 

Tiik N. Y. Coach Makkkb’ Magazine.—This monthly i* 

worthy the attention aod patronage of carriage makerH. It 

is “devoted to the Literary, Social, and Mechanical Interests 

of the Craft,” published in good style, and contains many 

excellent and appropriate illustrations. The editor is a prac¬ 

tical Coach-Maker, of long experience, aud otherwise well 

qualified fer the position. Edited and published by E. M. 

Stratton, New York: $3 per annum. 

Wool from New Regions.—The British wool trade ia very 
brisk this sea-on, though at slightly reduced rates. Most of 
the European plates hoy wool rathertbau sell it in the Bri'i-li 
market, their own clip tailing to keep pnee with their domes¬ 
tic wants. Tliie is true of Spain au<1 Germany. Rurna Is the 
oulv European Country that ha* lucre axed it- supply for Eng 
land this season. But a great and fast growing importation 
has sprung Upfiom the outermo-t pai ls of tbs earth those 
new English colonies In Southern Africa British I ml a. Aus 
ttalirt and New Zealand. The imports of won) into England 
from the the above mentioned sources reached an aggregate 
of 248 311 bales during Mis first seven month* of Ihia rear, 
being iid increase of 27 560 i.nles over the (Its' seven months 
of I860 Much of this wool is of Interior grade, and hurried 
to market ail dirty »nd greasy, selling therefor* at very low 
prices but the Batoni-hing increa-e of its production in new 
regions where the people naturally take to pastoral life and 
the sheep thrive tinelv, affords a pierage Of wh»i may be done 
at cotton growing within a few years. Ttie realm r.f King 
Cotton extend* all over the tropics, aud the strong stimulus 
now applied excites competition atnoug freemen to produce 
that fibre. 

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Hallnek’s Premlnm Dmg Crnes-Oot and Circular 8aw-UHl 
Combined—E. I*. ITadock. 

Metropolitan Gift Bookstore, 
Astound og —A. C. Ballou & Non. 
Bronx? Turkeys—Wm Eldredge. 
Nursery for Sale—1*. Barber 

SPROIAL NOTIOK8. 

Type and Stereotypes of Engravings for Bate—D. I). T. Moore. 

Sorghum in Ohio —A Paineaviile (Ohio) paper says-— 
“ Manufacturing Sorghum sirup is the chief hurines* jost 
now Of cou'se farm work is generally going on, hut the 
cane is crowded into the mil’s a« fast os possible, and they 
ars kept running to their utmost capacity. The usual 
amount, aud more too, is grown in The township, and in no 
season has it matured better. The Birup madei-> bet'er than 
ever, aod some men are inclined to say that the Sorphum 
sirup as now made is an article superior to any other of nny 
kind of caue.” 

“ Vote Yourself a Farm ” was for year* one of the clap¬ 
trap phrases of a certain else* "f political demagogues. 
Kfght yourself a farm i* now legitimate Hud patriotic. The 
Government now owns 50 000,000 acres, which have been 
surveyed and offered for sale, and are ready for private entry 
Besides, nearly 45.000 U00 acres have been surveyed, but not 
putin market, which may tie taken up by pre emptors, This 
is exclusive of the immense tracts of land which have not 
been surveyed in the new Territories of Dacolah, Colorado, 
and Nevada. 

Western Cotton.— A gentleman in Southern It\5oois 
rained about one thousand acres of cotton the pant season. 
It is a very good crop and preparations are being made to 
plant about ten thousand acre* next year The gentleman 
who raised it is a Louisianian, and other Southern refugees 
in Southern Illinois and Indiaoa will probably devote their 
attention next year to the cultivation of their favorite staple. 

®l)e Nctu0 Conbettser. 

— Potatoes at Memphis, Tenn., are $2 per bushel. 

— Extensive salt springs have been discovered in Nebraska 

— The Infanta Donna Marcia de la Concepcion, of Spain, 

is dead. 

— Judge Freese, at Alexandria, refuses to help at nigger 

catching. 

— Five volunteer companies have galled from California 

for Oregon. 

— The exportation of saltpetre and gunpowder haa been 

prohibited at Bouton, 

— Each division of the army of the Potomac U now fully 

supplied with cavalry. 

— Two hundred and sixty-five boats per day are now locked 

through the Eric canal. 

— Ten newfpspers have suspended publication in the State 

of Iowa during thn post 60 days. 

— The Beaufort correspondent of the N Y. Herald write* 

the strongest, kind of abolitionism! 

— It is understood that France has opened negotiation* 

with Austria for cession of Yenetia. 

— The rebel Congress met at Richmond on the 18th fn*L, 

but had to adjourn for want of a quorum. 

— A larger number of ship* arrived at New York on Mon¬ 

day week than ever before known fn one day. 

— One tlieniAed pumpkin pies were presented the 75th, M. 

Y., regiment by the ladies of Owssoo recently. 

— The Buffalo Courier says that six propeller* are to be 

built in thal city, this winter, for the lake trade. 

— Twelve steel rifled cannon have b«en ordered for Ohio 

batteries, making 84 being manufactured for Obio. 

— The London Times, in an editorial on Rusaian affair*, 

anticipate* exciting tlmex in that country ere long. 

— Since the opening of the war, the Navy Department ha* 

purchased 220 vesoela, and still rrqntre* insny more. 

— A farmer came to tbi« city last week with six iquaahe* 

to sell, that Dumber being all his wagon would hold I 

— Capt Semmes, late of the rebel steamer Sumter, i* 

lecturing in Liverpool—of courts, in behalf of treason. 

— The California papers express the belief that several 

millions of the National Loan will be taken In that State. 

— The old 69th regiment left New York for the s>-at of 

war on Monday week, as the 1st regiment of the Irish Brigade. 

— On Wednesday week a boy was horribly burned In 

Watervilie, Me., by a package of powder in hi* pocket taking 

fire. 

—'The Naval Department will recommend a large increase 

of the naval force for future operations on the Southern 

coast. 

— Two hundred and forty barrels of egg* arrived at Bosto* 

on Tuesday week, in tho steamer New Brunswick, from 8t 

Johns. 

— The rebels have one hundred and fourteen cannon 

mounted and in position on the bluff* of the river at Colum¬ 

bus, Ky. 

— Twenty-three contrabands, in a single day, last week, 

crossed the Potomac, and such arrival* are daily more 

numerous. 

— Several leading merchant* of Baltimore have waited 

upon the President, soliciting employment for Baltimore 

mechanics. 

— Gen. Pam TToustnn is not dead, according to a Galveston 

paper of a recent date, but “at lost account* was slowly 

recovering." 

— On the 25th alt, the Cheat Monntain summit, In Vir¬ 

ginia, was covered with an inch of snow, and the ground 

frozen hard. 

— The regiments now going forward from New York are 

Beet to Annapolis, and will form Gen. Burueide’e divhiou for 

coast service. 

— Dr Russell, in his Isst letter to the London Times, a«*e.rta 

llmt England and the United States were all but at war three 

montliR since. 

— Oen. James Watson Webb. United States Minister Resi¬ 

dent at the Court of Rio de Janeiro, arrived at hi* pout on 

the 3d of October. 

— Hog cholera is carrying off thousands of swine in Central 

Illinois. In Platt, county alone, fifteen thousand are said to 

have died recently. • 

— Ship building on the Northern lake* is remarkably brDk. 

At Cleveland, Ohio, more than a dozen vessel* are in progress, 

ten of them bark*. 

— About 60 letter* a week are received by the President 

front officere of the armies of Europe, offering their Berviceu 

to the Government 

— The house plasterers of 8aa Francisco have struct for 

an increase of pay, whieh wa* conoeded, and they new receive 

five dollars per day, 

— A menagerie wa* destroyed by fire ra Boston on the 11th 

inst, and all the animal*, souse 70 or 80 in number, were 

smothered to death. 

— The amount of silver now finding it* way to 8»n Fran¬ 

cisco from Nevada is estimated, by well informed bankers, at 

six million* per annum. 

— The New York Sandsy Time* says there i* a shipping 

office in Wall street which take* Southern letter* and for¬ 

wards them for $5 a letter. 

— Brownlow’s Knoxville (Tenn.) Whig, which was *u»- 

pendsd on ihe 24ih of October, wa* the laet Union journal 

in the eleven seceded States 

— It Is stated that 17 mills, employed by the Government 

in the manufacture of army cloth and blankets, have been 

destroyed by fire since July 1. 

— The Prince of Wale*’ Cornwall estates have rolled up a 

balance in the youth's favor wbioh, after deducting his life'* 

expenses, amounts to £700,000. 

— Look out for counterfeit $10’« on the Waterbury Bank, 

Conn. It le the best executed and most dangerous counter¬ 

feit that ha* been out for year*. 

— A lady io Pittsburg monr.os the loss of a pet canary bird,' 

which ha> j ust died of old age. The little veteran was 15 yearn 

of age, and he *at>g till he diecL 

— A pernor j writing from Missouri, recently on the Hanni¬ 

bal and St. JuBeph K R . says the engine that brought him 

down had 61 bullet marks on her. 

— Col. Dougherty, who »aa wounded and taken prisoner 

at Belmont, haa been obliged to submit to three several 

amputations of bis wounded limb. 

— A lake »cow went over Niagara Falls on Monday week. 

The flour and barley with which she wa* loaded were pioked 

up by the residents below the fall*. 

— The citizens of Bath, Me., are making arrangement* to 

send their own companies III the 3d regiment a Thankegtring 

dinner of “ roast turkey and fixings.” 

— Gen. Mlrsmon. the defeated leader of the re actionary 

party in Mexico, is taking active measure* in Madrid to aid 

the invasion aud conquest of hi* country. 

— The “ Pennsylvania Thirteenth” i* the title of a neat 

little paper published by the regiment of that name, com¬ 

posing a part of Gen. J J. Peck's brigade. 

— Ex-Gov. Woodbridge, of Michigan, died in Detroit on 

Bandar week, aged 84 He was a native of Connecticut, and 

had lived in Michigan for about fifty yeat-a. 

— Two thousand horses have been purchased in Maine for 

the use of the army, for which two hundred thousand dollar* 

have been paid to the farmers of the State. 

_Government teamsters in and about Washington con¬ 

tribute one per cent, of their wages to support a hospital for 

themselvea. The sum ia 51,600 per mouth. 



8TOCKS FOB THE PLUM. 

The following remarks by Mr. Barry, on Stocks 
for the Plum, will answer several inquiries, and be 
interesting to many of our readers: 

“It is not a little difficult in this country to get 
good plum stocks. If seeds be taken promiscnously 
from any variety that is to be had, as is done with 
most other trees, the probability is, that of the seed 
lings not one in five hundred will be suitable for a 
stock. I have seeu bushels of seeds planted that 
were said to have been collected from strong growing 
trees, but out of the tens of thousands of seedlings 
produced from them, not one hundred were ever 
worked, or (it to be. It is not only necessary to 
obtain seeds from vigorous growing trees, but from a 
species or variety that reproduces itself from seed. 
This ia the point. 

“The Horse Piirm, an oval, purple, free stone sort, 
with vigorous downy shoots, reproduces itself from 
seed, and makes good stocks. On a suitable, well- 
prepared soil, its seedlings often attain two feet or 
more in height in one season, and are then fit for the 
nursery rows. They require a rich, substantial soil, 

„prepared as recommended for pear seeds. Other 
vigorous sorts have been recommended in various 
parts of the country, but on trial they have been 
found quite inferior to the horse plum, and as a gen¬ 
eral thing worthless. 

“The Canada, or Wild Plum, which abounds in 
Ohio, Michigan, and other western States, are dis¬ 
tinct species, and reproduce themselves from seed. 
The seedling* of some grow extremely rapid, making 
fine stoeks in one year on any good soil. They con¬ 
tinue iu a thrifty, growing state until late In the 
autumn; but they should not be worked above the 
ground in the nsnal way, as their growth does not 
keep pace with the species to which most of our 
cultivated sorts belong. The best way to manage 
them is to take the yearling seedlings, whip graft 
them on the collar, and *et them out at once in the 
nursery rows; they will make good trees for planting 
out in three years. The stock is all below the surface 
of the ground, and in time the graft Bends ont roots 
and becomes in a great measure independent of the 
stock. Where the seedlings are not large enough for 
grafting the first season, they inay be set out in the 
nursery and allowed to grow one season, and then 
ths earth can be removed from the collar until the 
graft bo inserted, and then drawn up. To procure 
strong stocks for standard trees of weak growing 
sorts, like the Green Gage, a itch thrifty varieties 
as the Imperial Cage and (Smith's Orleans may be 
grafted on this native species, and in two or three 
years they will make stocks strong enough for any 
purpose. The French use several natural sp eies 
that are produced from seed — St. Julien, large and 
small (Brussels of the English), and the Damns nair, 

large and small. Tlio first is generally used for 
•tocks for apricots and peaches as well as plums. 
We find none of these superior iu vigor to the horse 
plum, but they are worked more successfully. In 
England, the Brussels, Brampton, and Muscle stocks 
are used, propagated from both seeds and layers. 
For small sited garden trees, cither dwarf standards 
or pyramids, the cherry plum makes a very good 
stock. It is probably the same as naed by the French 
under the names of "Ccricette” and “Myrobalan.” 
8everal of our authors and even some English 
writers say that the Mirabelle is the stock used for 
dwarfing the plum, peach and apricot, but it seems 
probable that they are mistaken. In France the 
cericettc or cherry plum is used, and stock* sent us 
from England as Mirabelle, arc but the cherry. 

*' the mistake could be made is difficult to 
*ay, far the two trees are as different in habit, foliage, 
wood and fruit, as they can be. The cherry plum is 
a very low tree with bushy, erect branches, very 
straight, slender, willow-like, reddish shootB, exceed¬ 

ingly small leaves and bnds, and smooth bark. The 
Mirabelle is also a low tree, but much more spreading 
than the other; the shoots are stouter, of a gray 
color and downy, with rather prominent bnds for so 
small shoots. It ripens in September, and the cherry 
a month sooner. 

“The cherry plum is a natqral species, and can 
therefore be produced true from seed. It maintains 
a vigorous growth all summer, and may be worked 
in July, August, or September. It may also be propa¬ 
gated from layers. 

“ The Sloe is also used to Borne extent where very 
email trees are wanted, and we have no doubt some 
native Bpecies, as for instance the Beach aed dura- 

saw plums, small trees, will make good dwarf Btooks. 
I am inclined to think, however, that very nice 
garden trees may be raise^ on the smaller species of 
the Canada Plum. The first year’s growth aud even 
the second are quite vigorous on them, but after that 
the vigor diminishes, and the trees become quit* 
prolific. This and the cherry plum will probably 
become onr principal stocks for dwarfing. 

“ Plums for seeds should ripen well on the tree; they 
are then gathered, the pulp washed off, and the seeds 
dried and put away in boxes of sand in alternate 
layers, a* recommended for cherries. They may be 
saved in fall or spring as circumstances already men¬ 
tioned will admit. 

“Nearly all plums used for stocks may be propa¬ 
gated by layers. Mother plants or stools are planted 
ont aud cut back as recommended for Paradise, &c.; 
the shoots of the previous season’s growth are pegged 
down in the spring flat, and two inches of earth 
drawn over them. Every bud on these layers will 
produce a shoot that, generally, will be well enough 
rooted in the fall to be separated from the stool aud 
planted out into nursery rows the following spring. 
These layered shoots are cot off close to the old 
plant, and the upright shoots produced during the 
previous season may be again pegged down. 

“ The stooL or mother plants managed in this way 
require the best treatment to maintain their vigor, 
that a supply of strong shoots inay be produced 
every season fit to lay down in the spring. Weak, 
slender shoots, unfit to layer, should bo cat out early 
in the season to aid the growth of tbosd intended 
for use. This usually goes by the name of Chinese 

Layering.” 

MB. HOVEY vs. FBUIT GBOWEBS. 

It has always been a Bouree of some regret that 
Mr. Hovey has never once honored the meetings of 
the Fruit Growers of Western New York by bis 
presence. To be sure we have been favored usually 
with the counsels of many men of experience, knowl¬ 
edge, aud wisdom, (at least we have given them 
credit for these desirable qualities,) but we have been 
taught to look to the East for light, and in this, 
according to Mr. Hovky’b notions, we are most sadly 
deficient. Although we have lacked his wise coun¬ 
sels, we have been favored with liberal criticisms 
upon our proceedings; for scarcely a meeting is held 

but furnishes, according to Mr. Hovry’s opinion, 
evidence of fickleness or folly. In copying onr 
report of the proceedings of the last meeting, in which 
is the following sentence:—“The Delaware (grape) 
was the favorite; everybody spoke in its praise” — 
Mr. H. says:—" If we recollect aright, the report not 
being before us, last year the Diana was the favorite, 
and was placed first. But this is no longer so. Per¬ 
haps another year some other sort will be the favorite. 
We fear the cultivators of that section are too fickle 
in their estimate of the grape. A grape that will 
only remain the favorite one year is hardly the grape 
for everybody to cultivate.” 

We know not how it is in Boston, but here wo are 
learning more of our new grapes every year. The 
Delaware has not long been fruited in this section; 
indeed the past winter arid summer may be said to be 
the first opportunity our fruit growers have had of 
testing fairly the hardiness and productiveness of the 
Delaware grape. Tt may be a little old fogyish not to 
jump at conclusions, and decide the merits of a grape 
upon a few specimens sent, from Ohio or the Hudson, 
or from a bunch or two, the first fruits of a nursed 
vine; but this is a habit our Boston friend will 
have to excuse. The repoita do not seem to show 
any great partiality for the Diana; hot even were it 
ao, the fact that last spring exhibited the Diana 
killed to within a few inches of the ground, and con¬ 
sequently no fruit, while every bud of the Delaware 
was sound, and prodneed abundance of fruit this 
summer, wonld be very likely to work a slight chauge 
in sentiment. The next meeting of this Society is to 
be held on the 8th day of January next, in Rochester, 
and we fear, unless we are favored with illumination 
from the East, we shall again do something foolish. 

PLANTING CHEBBY AND OTHEB SEEDS. 

Nature indicates the autumn as the time for plant¬ 
ing all kinds of fruit seeds. At that time they drop 
naturally from the tree, and this is Nature’s method 
of planting. We must remember, however, that not 
one iu twenty of the seeds that fall from onr forest or 
wild fruit trees ever produce plants. This would 
not suit the cultivator, who desires a plant from 
almost every seed. In some situations the soil is so 
retentive of moisture that the vitality of a majority 
of the seeds would be destroyed before spring. In a 
heavy soil the surface would become ao beaten down 
hy the heavy rains, and so dried and burdened by the 
spring winds, that it. would be impossible almost for 
young plants to make their way through it Tn such 
cases it is best to save seeds until spring. In a dry, 
light soli, we would plant in autumn. When cherry 
seeds are saved until spring, the llosh should be 
rotted off and the pits dried by spreading them on 
hoard*. They should then bo put away iu boxes, 
between layers of moist sand, and put away iu a cool 
cellar or out-of-doors, protected from tbe raiu. As 
they germinate very early and at a low temperature, 
they should be kept as cool, and be planted us curly, 
aa possible. Sow them in drill*, in n light soil, and 
do not use fresh manure or mnch manure of any 
kind. After one season’s growth they will he ready 
to transplant to nursery rows the following spring, 
and may be budded the same summer. 

- - -■ < - ♦ —»- 

WIN TEE PABLOB OBNAMENTS. 

Eds. Rural Nkw-Youkkr: — Allow me to recom¬ 
mend to all ladies who want a beautiful parlor orna¬ 
ment, one of living, refreshinggreen, the purchase of 
a few good house plants. If they are just eomiirg into 
(lower, all the better; hilt for winter ornament I wonld 
not sacrifice good form and lively foliage for the 

sake of the flowers. Among the plants for early win¬ 

ter flowering, there is nothing I know of like the 
Chrysanthemums, as they will give a profusion of 
bloom from now until uftert.be holidays. They hear, 
too, the heat and dryness of our rooms without seem¬ 
ing to suffer, and three or four plants of different 
colors will muke a fine display sufficient for any ordi¬ 

nary room. 
But tbe best way to keep plants in onr living 

rooms is' to have a glass case made somewhat in 
the fashion of show-cases in stores, but of tbe right 
shape to contain the plants. Place this upon a stand 
near a window, and place the plants Ju it and close it 
np. In this way they are preserved from drat, and 
need but little watering. Iudeed, If the earth iu the 
pots is covered with a little damp moss, no water 
will be required for a long time; for tbe case is so 
close that but littlo evaporation takes place. Every 
ladyoan realize how much ueater this ia than tbe ordi¬ 
nary way of keeping plants where watering every day 
is necessary, and where even tho leaves must be 
washed occasionally to keep the plants in anything 
like health and vigor. In such a case cut (lowers may 
be kept in summer for many days as fresh as when 
first taken from the plants. 

I think the case I refer to might be attached to tbe 

window in soniB manner so a* to be a fixture, and 

thus would be formed a miniature greeu house that 

would afford great pleasure at a very little expense. 

If the editors of the Rural will please tell us how 

this can be done I shall be mnch obliged, aud I think 

others also. Celia, 

In our next we will give some directions for the 
arrangement of the window cases, as requested by 
onr correspondent. 

VINE UULTUBE IN CALIFOBNIA. 

“Vine culture In California is about to receive 
important aid from the State. Under a concurrent 
resolution of the Legislature, the Governor has 
appointed three Commissioners who are to have 
charge of the matter. One of them ia to make a 
tour of all the vine-growing countries of Europe, 
for the purpose of collecting a large number of tho 
best varieties of vines and trees and taking them 
into California for distribution among the citizens. 
As all previous experiments in this department of 
horticulture have failed, because of tbe injury re¬ 
ceived by foreign plants on the voyage, it is the 
intention to employ on the steamer one or more 
gardeners, whose duty it shall )>e to watch, air and 
water the vines and trees. Very delicate plants will 
be set out in pots filled with sand, on the vessel’s 
deck. It is also the design of the Commissioners 
to make a special effort to induce and form emigra¬ 
tion companies from the vine-growing districts to 
settle in California, and also to make arrangements 
with capitalists in France In purchasing grapes 
from the producers, and making them into wine, 
brandy and champagne; to establish houses in differ¬ 
ent parts of the Golden State to purchase the grapes 
grown therein; to manufacture them into wine, and 
to erect a bottle manufactory. The plan suggested 
for raising the money to carry out the enterprise, is 

to divide the people of California into four classes, 
each person of the first to pay $500, the second 
$400, th# third $50, and the fourth $'25, in considera¬ 
tion for which subscription to the fund, every sub¬ 

scriber is to receive a designated share of the vines, 
trees and plants to be imported, the shares to bo 
proportioned to the sum paid by each. 

Each person paying $25 shall receive twenty-five 
varieties of choice vines, two cuttings of each. 
Among them Bhall be the seedless Sultana raisin, 
the cur-ant, the celebrated Madeira and mammoth 
Palestine, two paper shell almonds, one of Smyrna 
and the other of Italy, two oranges of choice variety, 
two lemons, two olives, two figs, two large Italian 
chestnuts, two pomegranates, and a bound volume 
of the report, which will oontain full instructions 
for tho making and fermenting of wine as it is done 
in the different countries; also the manner in which 
champagne and Cognac brandy is made; showing 
the mode of curing and packing raisins, figs and 
currants, pickling olives, making olive oil, drying 
and curing the celebrated Mecklenburg fruit, and 
preserving grapes and other fruits in cans.” 

The above we find in the pipers; but before onr 
California friends undertake anything of this kind, 
we hope they will become well posted as to the best 
means of carrying plants across the ocean, as prac¬ 
ticed by Fortune and other modern botanical col¬ 
lectors. By doing so, they will be likely to save 
much cost and loss. 

HOW CHINESE MAKE DWABF TBEES. 

Wk have all known from childhood how the Chi¬ 
nese cramp their women’s feet, and so manage to 
make them “ keepers at home,” but bow they con¬ 
trive to grow miniature pines and oaks iu flower pots 
for half a century has always been much of a secret. 
It is the product chiefly of skillful, long continued 
root pruning. They aim first and last, at the seat of 
vigorous growth, endeavoring to weaken it as far as 
may be consistent with the preservation of life. They 
begiuattlie beginning. Taking a young plant (say a 
seedling or cutting of a cedar,) when only two or 
three inches high, they out off its tap-root a.i soon as 
it has other rootlets enough to live upon, and replant 
it in a shallow earthen pot or pan. The end of tho 
tap-root la generally made to rest on the bottom of 
the pan. or on a flat fetone within it Alluvial day is 
then put into the pot, much of it in bits the size of 
beans, and just enough in kind aad quantity to fur¬ 
nish a scanty nourishment to the plant Water 
enough is given to keep it in growth, but not enough 
to excite a vigorous habit So, likewise, in the ap¬ 
plication of light and heat As the Chinese pride 
themselves also on the shape of their miniature trees, 
they use strings, wires, and pegs, and various other me¬ 
chanical contrivances, to promote symmetry of habit, 
or to fashion their pets into odd faucy figures. Thu*, 
by the nse of very shallow pots the growth of tbe tap¬ 
root i» ont of the question; by tho use of poor soil, little 
of it and little water, strong growth is prevented. 
Then, too, the tap and side roots being within oasy 
reach of the gardener, are shortened by hia pronuing 
kuife, or seared with hia hot iron. So the little tree, 
finding itself headed ou every side, gives np the idea 
of strong growth, asking only for liffi, and just 
growth enough to live and look well. Accordingly, 
each new set of leaves becomes more and more 
stunted, the buds and rootlets are diminished in pro¬ 
portion, and at length a balance is established 
between every part of the tree, making it a dwarf in 
all respects. In some kinds of tree* this end is 
reached in three or four years; u others ten or fifteen 
years arc necessary. Such is fancy horticulture 
among the Celestials. 

^MtintUura! 
Vkxtilation or Auplk Bakkrls.—A Chicago fruit dealer 

urge* upon alt who pack apples lor that market the boring of 

holes in tho barrels. “ By this means,” he says, “ the boring 

of holes in the head nr the staves of the barrels will 

allow the escape of the moisture that is constantly passing 

off from the newly gathered Trait. We hazard nothing in 

the statement that one half the fruit sent to this market this 

season, so far, baa been materially injured from this cause. 

The effect of confined vapor upon the apple is not at once 

apparent. The fruit appears uncommonly blight ou the first 

opening —but &* tbe Borface dries off, the apple begin* to 

grow dull looking, and if a light skinned apple, in a day or 

two will present the appearance of half baked fruit. 

“ But this steaming from confinement not only injures tbe 

gate of the fruit, but, to the great disappointment of the 

consumer, hi* fruit d ies not keep as ha supposed it would, 

and aa tbe variety of apple he purchased led him to suppose 

it would. Premature decay is sure to follow as a consequence 

of this want of ventilation.” 

Loiiklia biooloh M^kmorata.—This is a new and beauti¬ 

fully distinct variety, anil inurt he regarded as a valuable 

addition to slimmer blooming annuel and biennial Unworn. 

It* dwarf aud densely-branched tufted habit of growth is 

equal In compactness with the well known l minus speciosa, 

aud, like it, blossoms profusely throughout tho sunimnr and 

autumn month*. Its elegaut petal-tiuts differ from /. specious 

and other kinds by being of a pale marbled blue toward the 

center, which passes into a richer blue margin, and the entire 

llower is rendered beautiful in effect by a conspicuou* wldte 

center, which addH a brilliant luster to the mas* of bloom. 

It is admirably adapted for front margin*, or bolts to ribbon 

Bower borders, Or small bed*. By pot culture, it tn»y bo 

produced in succession-bloom throughout the late summer 

months for conservatory and green house decoration; aud 

by adtumnal sowings, it may be preserved in cold pits, to be 

gradually forced into flower in the spring month*. 

Plum, Bowhk’s Oagjl— Several friends have cailed our 

attention to this variety, go named by tbe parties who are 

growing it, through having received it from it* roisnr, Mr. 

Bower, of Philadelphia, livery cloBely resemble* Lawrence’s 

Favorite in every respect, and we think scarcely worth a 

Beparate name and distinction. I,Ike that excellent kind, it 

ia probably u seedling from tho Green Gage. Wherever it 

has been grown the past few years, it Is remarkably produc¬ 

tive, aud Uioagh the fruit is evidently a* freely “*tung” by 

the curcalio, shows no teudency to rot in consequuuue. 

However, we are forced to the conclusion that any one 

variety, when in a perfectly healthy state, will a* easily 

resist injury from the curculio a* another. A slight ten¬ 

dency to ill health evidently adds to tbe injury the insect 

does. — Gardeners' Monthly. 

Facts about Hawthorn 8kbds. — The following fact* 

about Hawthorn seeds are furnished by B. G. Wrkiht, of 

Klbridge, Onondaga Co.:—"Seeds grown the present season 

will not germinate, if planted, next summer, but may be 

prepared for planting one year hence by mixing them with 

earth In a box,—open enough at the bottom to alln,.- the 

water to rau out, — and placing it otit-of doers the coming 

season so that they may freeze. Seeds are to be planted In 

tbe garden at tbe depth onion* are usually planted, and 

tended in tbe same way. Five quarts of seed of this year’* 

growth will be required for fifty rods of fence. Plants may 

be set in hedge row at one year old. 

Fruit Printing— a German jouroai, the AgnmomUehe 

Xeitung, publishes tbe following:—" At Vienna, for some 

time past, fruit dealers have sold peaches, pears, apples, 

apricots, &c , ornamented with armorial bearings, designs, 

initials, names, Ac. The impression oi these things is 

effected iu a very simple manner A fine fruit is selected at 

the moment it ia beginning to ripen, that is, to take a red 

color, and paper, iu which the designs are neatly cut out 1* 

affixed, After a while the envelope ia removed, and the 

part of the fruit which ha* been covered is brilliantly white. 

By this invention the producers of fruit may realize large 

sum*.” 

Striking Cuttings ok Bosks — I have been in tho habit 

for some years of striking roses iu what appears to me such 

a much more simple way than is described in your paper, 

that I soud you n* account, of the method. At any time or 

the year, when they are to he procured, I take cuttings of 

any sorts or roses I want to propagate (moss included) and 

cut the half ripened wood into length* of two eye*. I 

remove the bottom leaf, leaving tho top one to rest on the 

surface of the bed, aud nourish tho cutting while It forms 

its roots. The hot bed (a very slight one) io which 1 plant 

the cuttings, is made in the following manner: On the top of 

a little dung, just enough to gi<e a slight bottom beat, 1 

place six inches of earth, moistened to the consistency of 

mortar, then cover with two Inches of silver sand. 1 have 

occasionally struck every cutting; but 90 out of 100 is an 

average result,—Gardeners' Chronicle. 

Making Outitnks ok Fruit. —The Country Gentleman 

giv.-H the following method of making outlines of fruit: 

“Cut tho fruit through the middle, a little before it is fully 

ripe, atid it will dry slightly in a few minutes, so as tn Impart 

hut little juice to the paper. Tho application of hlotting 

paper to the cut surface will also assist lu removing tbn 

juice. Then, with a pen and lok, lightly touch the edge, 

inking the stem rather heavily; press it well upon a sheet of 

soft, smooth, unsized paper, and a perfectly accurate impver- 

sion will be made. Tho stem must be separately aud baldly 

pressed. By using reddish-brown ink for red and russet 

fruits, ami greenish brow* for green fruits, the effect will be 

fine. Any defect* in tho impression are easily corrected wUh 

a pencil or pen. A littlo practice will enabte the operator 1o 

apply just nuch n quantity of ink a* will give with a single 

impression a clear outside line and a soft »had« within.” 

Pkntstkmon spkctA111M8 (3howy Pkntstkmon.) — Nat. 

(•rd., Scrvphulariacnv. I.inu., Didynamia Anginspemiia 

“ A lovely Californian specieB.” Flowers numerous, In a 

panicle, ou a stem nearly two feot high. Introduced by 

Messrs I.ow, of Clapton, where it (lowered last May.—/Man¬ 

ual Mugaeine. 

Choiok Gkai-ks.— We are Indebted to Mr. IT. N. Lano- 

WOktmy, of Greece, well known as an amateur cultivator of 

superior Horticultural product*, for a supply of choice Grapes 

Tor Thanksgiving. Thanks, Friend L., in addition to those 

enjoined by the Governor and our conscience. 

Graph Chop in Franck.—The French journals say tho 

grape crop this year is abundant, and of excellent quality. 

The mildew, which has linen so destructive, seems to have 

been chucked by the use of sulphur. 

Convolvulus tricolor monstrosus.— A variety or the 

well known O. minor, having a dwarf diffuse style of growth, 

with exceedingly rich and dark purple blossom*. 

gjtyttirUsi and gUtpim. 
PLANTS FOR NAMES. 

Wk are obliged to many of our readers for the fine speci¬ 

mens of plants which they send, when desiring ns to a*cer 

tain and publish the names; but some give ns very imperfect 

specimens, and in such case* we are often very much in the 

dark, unless the plaut is one with which wo happen to be 

familiar. Our correspondents will plenso send us, as fur ns 

practicable, entire plants in (lower, when small, and of large 

plants, main branches in flower, with leaves from different 
part*, especially from the main stem. 

M 
Till* 

w^M 

Early in October, “C. M. M., Meridian, N. Y.,” forwarded 

us a specimen of a leguroinou* plant in flower, which we at 

once recoguized a* a familiar friend of our early days, but 

could not remember or ascertain its name, The German 

gardeners here said it was a common flower iu that country, 

where it was known by tbe common name of Wiekeu, and so 

we Stated in the Kurui. of October 5, page 309. Not satisfied 

with this, we pursued our investigations, and worn finally 

rewarded by ascertaining the true name of tho plant, which 

i* Tetrayimolobus pu.rpurf.us, or Bark Crimson Winged I’ea, 

It is a curious plant, with dark crimson flowers and large, 

flat pods, which are so deeply winged that they appear sur¬ 

rounded by a flounce. To old times, It w«s a great favorite 

In English flower gardens, but Is now seldom growu. There 

are several varieties, differing principally id the color of the 

flowers. It i» said to be a native of Sicily, where tbe seed* 

arc used us a substitute for coffee. We give an engraving, 

showing the form of flower, leaf, and winged pod. 

As it geein* to be thn general opinion of people that yon 
know everything worth knowing and after they have learned 
all they can everywhere el."*, they turn to you, and expect 
you will tell them the rest, I thought I would act upon tbe 
mme principal, ami send you lliis flower for name. The b*ed 
wan obtained at the Patent Office, At Washington. I have 
had it growing in my garden two years, and have asked a 
great many to give me the name of the flower hut no one 
has been able to do so. 1, of course, expect a name—the real 
Yankee name.—K , Medina, tV. Y.. 1301. 

Tho flower sent na by oar Medina friend is a Phacdia, but 

what variety we cannot snv, TVS It doe* OOt correspond exactly 

with any we cultivate. It in very much like I’ conyctla, but 

the latter has purplish flowers, while those received are 

blue. P tmacelifvlia ia one of the beat or the Phacebias, 

and though it cannot he called a pretty plant, having a some, 

what coarse and weedy look. It* flower* are rtne, and qnito 

striking from the singular manner in which tho racemes 

unroll a* fast as the blossom* open. P. vinifolia Is much like 

P. amyesta, but the flower* are light blue. 

The plant sent u* some time since by II. Smith, of Wales, 

St. Clair Co., Mich., !h Artemisia Canadensis, or Canadian 

Wormwood. 

Sulphitk ok Limb —Is it true that sulphite of lime —I 
mean that invented or recommended by Prof. iloitsroKl)— 
will prevent fermentation in cider, aud keep it sweet!—T. S., 
November, 1861. 

Sulphite of lime will arrest fermentation and keep tbe 

cider from becoming acid. Sulphite of limo is sulphurous 

acid and limo. Long before Prof. Hokkpoiu) recommended 

snlphite of lime for th« purpose, we were in the habit of 

taking older from the barrel a week or two after it* manufac¬ 

ture, tillering It, and restoring it to the barrel, which was 

first filled with the fumes of burning sulphur. This process 

I* more troublesome, but the effect is nearly the same *« Ibat 

obtained from the use of the Hulphlte. We do not know that 

Prof. HORSKORD 1* entitled to the credit he la receiving, for 

sulphite of lime was recommended more than twenty years 

ago as “ one of the best substances that could be added to 

liquor* to arrest fermentation.” Any one who baa the 

Cyclopir.dia of 0,000 Recipes, republished by APPLiiTON A Co., 

New York, in 1845, will find proof of this fact on page 305. 

IIokrk-Ciikhtnuts anI) Mountain Ash Skbds.— When 
should Horse-Chestnuts and Mountain Asti seed* bo planted 
—this fall or next«pring?—AUG. H. Raymond, Oshkosh, Wis., 
Ninimnbrr, 1861, 

Horse Chestnuts maybe planted at once, or preserved ie 

boxes of sand until next spring Tho fall, however, i* the 

best time. Mountain Ash seeds should be placed in boxes of 

* md, and allowed to remain until next autumn, or the spring 

of 1863. They will Bot germinate the first year. They are 

in thi* respect like tho seeds of Hawthorn. 

'WBfStif $wmm. 
HOMINY CAKES. 

One pint of small hominy or Carolina Brits, one 
pint of white Indian meal, sifted, oue saltspoonful 
of salt, three large tublcspoonfuls of fresh butter, 
three eggs or three tablespooufuls of strong yciiBt, 
one quart of milk. Having washed the small hom¬ 
iny and left it Boaking all night, boil it soft, drain 
it, and, while hot, mix it with the Indian meal, 
adding the salt and the buttpr. Then mix'it gradu¬ 
ally with tho milk, and set it away to cool. Beat tho 
eggs very light, and add them gradually to the mix¬ 

ture. The whole should make a thick hatter. Then 
bake them On ft griddle in the manner of buckwheat 
cakeB, greasing or scraping tho griddle always before 
you put on a fresh cake. Trim off their edges nicely, 
and send them to table hot. Eat them with butter. 
Or you may bake, them In mnffiu rings. If you prefer 
making these cakes with yeast, you must begin them 
earlier, ns they will require time to rise. Tho yeast 
should be strong and fresh. If not very strong, uso 
four tablespoonfuls instead of (wo. Cover the pan, 
set it in a warm place, and do not begin to bake till 
it is well risen and the surface of the mixture ia 
covered with bubbles. 

--« » ♦ ■ <- 

Bo8e Water.—As I have not seen a response to 
the inquiry for a recipe to make Rose Water, I send 

the following, hoping if any one knows a better they 

will communicate it for the benefit of the readers of 
Rural:- Fill a bottle half full of good brandy, then 

add tvs many fresh rose leaves, — the cabbage rose ia 
preferable, —as the vessel will hold, cork light and 

keep in tt cool dry place. At the expiratlou of a few 

months it will be ready for use. 

Rose Butter,—Put down in a jar a layer of good i 
sweet butter, then a layer of rose leaves. When 
wanted for nse; melt and strain the butter, and use 
for cake ia the usual way. This will keep a year.— 
Frankie, Maple drove, N. V., I8(ii. 
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For Blkacuino Woolen Yarn, Etc.—Take a 
stone or iron, which is hollow in the center, and heat 
it very hoi. Place it in the bottom of an old barrel. 
Have your yarn washed in clean, soft suds; then take 
a piece of brimstone the size of a walnut and put it 
on the stone in your barrel, hang in your yarn and 
cover immediately with ruga or something which will 
prevent the smoke from escaping. If you have any 
flannels which need bleaching, place those first over 
the barrel. I have seen a crape shawl, and silks, 
white ribbons, Ac., blcaohcd beautifully in this man¬ 
ner. Everything should bo first rinsed in the suds. 
No washing Is necessary after bleaching. — Mary 

French, Dodge's Corners, It tv., 1861. 

Rick Custards.—t Sweeten a pint of milk with 
loaf sugar, boil witli it a stick of cinnamon, stir in 
sifted ground rice till quite thick. Take it off the 
lire, add the whites of three eggs, well beaten; stir it 
again over the fire for two or three minutes, then put 
it into cups that have lain In cold water; do not wipo 
them. When cold, turn them out, and put them into 
the dish in which they are to be served; pour round 
them a custard made of the yolks of the eggs and 
little more than half a pint of milk. Put on the top 
a littlo red currant jelly or raspberry jam. A pretty 
supper diBh. 

A Beautiful Dyk. — Gather tho faded leaves of 
the dark maroon-colored hojlyhock, single or double 
tlowers, place a large handful iu about a quart of 
water, with a piece of alum about the size of a filbert; 
let it simmer down to about the quantity; dip rib¬ 
bons, caahmcre, woolens or silks, Into Live liquid, and 
you will obtain tho fushionablo and elegant tint 
called “mauve.” Ribbons should be wrapped in a 
piece of white calico or linen, so as to dry gradually 
and evenly. The shade of color may bo lessened by 
adding water, if the tint should be considered too 

high. 
-♦— - -A- 

Rice Waffles.— Take a teacup and a half, or 
a common sized tumblerful and a half of rico that 
has been well boiled, and warm it in a pint of rich 
milk, stirring it till smooth and thoroughly mixed. 
Then remove it from tho tire, and stir iti a plot of 
cold milk and a small teaspoonful of salt. Beat four 
eggs very light, aud stir them into tho mixture, in 
turn yvith sufficient, rice Hour to make a thick batter. 
Bake it in a waffle-iron. Bend them to table hot,, 
butter them, and eat them with powdered sugar and 
cinnamon, prepared in a small bowl for the purpose. 

To Extuact Ink Stains from the Covers of 

Cloth Books.—Many of the preparations for remov¬ 
ing Ink spots not only entirely remove the said 
stains, but tho color also. The following, however, 
will be found perfectly harmless: To half an ounce 
of oxalic acid put a fluid ounce ot distilled water; 
when nearly dissolved, add half an ounce of citric 
acid: this will he a saturated solution, and will 
entirely remove ink without injuring or discoloring 
the substance, whether silk, cottou, linen, cloth, 

velvet, &c. 
-» « * 

Sweet Potato Pudding.— Beat to a cream one 
pound of sugar and one pound of butter; boil and 
pound line two pounds of potatoes; beat the potato 
by degrees into the butter and sugar; add five egga> 
beaten light, one wineglass of wine, one of brandy, 
and one of rose-water; two teaspoonfuls of spice, 
and half a pint of cream. Bake it in a crust. This 

will fill seven puddings. 

A few drops of any perfumed oil will secure libra 
ries from the consuming effects of moldiness and 
damp. Russian leather, which is perfumed with the 
tar of the birch-tree, never molds; and merchants 
suffer large bales of this article to lie in Ihe London 
Docks in the moat careless manner, knowing that it 
cannot Bustain any injury from the damp. 

To Clean Bi.ack French Crake Vails.—Will the 
Rural please let some of its many readers inform 
me, through its columns, how to clean a black 
French Crape Vail? Also, how to make nice tomato 
chowder, and oblige, — Young Farmer’s Wife, 

Cuba, N. Y., 1861. 
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Soda Cake.—Five eggs; two cupfuls sugar; one 
cupful butter; one cupful sweet milk; four cupfuls 
flour; two teaspoonfula cream tartar; one tcaspoon- 
ful soda. 

[SUKUIAL NOTICK ) 

Again, wo say, have you triad D. B, Du Land ft Co.’8 

Chemical Saleratu*? If not, get a paper at once, and bo 

astonished at it* happy results. It i* for Hale hy all reliable 

wholesale and retail dealers, and at wholesale by the manu¬ 

facturers, at Falrport, Monroe Co., N. Y. 



THE LITTLE COAT. 

I hatk a little velvet coat, with trimmings plaided bright, 

That has beep laid for years away, close folded out of sight; 

Yet sometimes, when I chance to come where it has been so 

long, 
The silken edge looks dim and blurred, because my tears are 

strong. 

The last time that I took it down, because the need was o’er. 

I found the pocket* full of toys that would be used no more; 

The little bit* of colored glass a»d tinsel paper lay 

Folded together with tho coat, and so—1 let them stay. 

Of all tho traces that are left, reminding of tho post, 

This touches nearest t* the quick, because ho wore it last; 

And often times the little arms were crossed upon its breast, 

That n%vor more will claap me here, because they are at rest. 

Without tho littlo tender form, this coat I cannot see 

Something in every worn down fold recalls it back to me; 

And though his every garment now is sacred to my heart, 

From this, the pocket* filled by him, 1 could Dot bear to part. 

My little boy no longer needs bis coat with trimmings bright, 

For, Bince I bad it laid away, his robes have been of white; 

So, when I meet him at the last, my longing eyes may see 

The little band that placed the toys held out ugain to me. 

Portsmouth Journal. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

WISDOM’S PEARLS. 

“Straws swim upon the surface ; but pearls lie at the 

bottom.” 

Tkck worth, true excellence, can never be acquired 
without labor,—hard, steady, persevering labor. 
When 8ir Isaac Nkwton was asked how he had suc¬ 
ceeded in making so many great discoveries, he 
replied, “By thinking.” Not in each musing or 

fedreaming as many school girls love to indulge; hut 
^in deep, profound thought,—“ by thinking,” Baid tho 

great Philosopher, By diving to tho bottom of the 
aea called Knowledge, and gathering what?— strawB? 
No, they are on the surface for the frivolous and 
unthinking; but pearls, ne# gems of truth and great 
worth, that have shone and will shine with an ever 
enduring brilliancy through all future generations, 
and which have rendered the illustrious name of 
Nem’tok a pearl and star of the first magnitude. 

What a leBBon is here presented for the student. 
What a noble example to encourage the young to 
adorn their minds with the pearls of wisdom and 
knowledge, which will shine and grow more fair and 
beautiful through the never-ending ageB of eternity. 
It should be our aim to cultivate and discipline our 
minds on high and worthy objects, that we may grow 
wise and better prepared to meet, life with all Its 
changes. If we so exercise our brain to think,— if 
we study with the desire und purpose of understand¬ 
ing,— if we dirt through our books, not skim over 

them,—what will be oar reward? Will we he pre¬ 
pared to take our place in society, with u brain as 
empty and a mind as light and hollow as the straws 
that swim upon the surface?—or will we he honored, 
respected, and loved, for the pearl* of thought and 
intelligence it may bo ours to gather, if we will? 
How beautiful, how truly captivating is an Intel¬ 
lectual woman. We love her for her goodneS* We 
respect and admire her noble character, W^tiow nt 
the shrine of her intellect. We delight to alt at her 
feet and learn the lessons of truth and thlNijutles of 
life. ’ % 

We love and revere the honored names of Humans, 

Sigourney, and Stowe. And why? Because their 
minds, like pearls of the sea, sparkle with luster 
made luminous and shluin-g by the brilliant achieve¬ 
ment of deep thought. They gathered pearls. Ah, 
yes, says one, bui they were highly endowed with 
talent and genius. Very true. Suppose, however, 
they had laid it away in a napkin, or wasted time 
over the latest lakhion, turned all their attention and 
thought, as very many ladies do, upon dress, jewelry 
and gew-gaws. Would their names stand honored 
and distinguished, praised by the great and noble of 
our land, if they had spent all their time talking and 
prattling over the silly and incessant theme —dress 
and the “ latest style?” We believe and approve of 
ladies dressing neatly and becomingly. But we do 
not believe in spending all our time ornamenting and 
adorning our person, which will soon moulder to 
dust, and neglecting the mind, which is immortal. 
We will render our life here pleasant and useful, if 
we rightly improve our time, talent aud opportuni¬ 
ties—if we gather pearls instead of straws. 

In reading the life of Mrs. Hemanb we learn that 
she was a thinking, studious scholar. “ 81ie studied 
early and late, her whole life long.” And critics 
have in no respect rendered her fuller justice thau in 
noticing her astonishing progress, indicated by her 
successive productions. Here we have a beautiful 
example of what a studious, persevering mind can 
accomplish. Let us follow her example, and ever 
bear in mind that 

“ Errors like straws upon the surface flow, 

He who would search for pearls must dive below.” 

Agnes Patterson. 

Gainesville Seminary, N. Y., 1861. 
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[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

ASSOCIATIONS. 

• How much of the habits and peculiarities of the 
man the associations of the child are responsible for. 
The associations of the youth stamp and mold the 
character of the man, proving “there is a destiny 
which shapes our end9.” Associations by which we 
are surrounded, aud grow np among, must and will 
leave their influence and effect visible through all 
our life, whether for good or evil, ennobling and 
elevating, or lowering and degrading. Criminal 
confessions, the evidence from the House of Correc¬ 
tion, almost always point to the influence of evil 
associations in youth, leading gradually on to deeper 
crimes and darker deeds. Our Asylums, Jails, and 
Penitentiaries, are peopled with those whom the vile 
influence of vicious associations, continued in and 
grown stronger with maturer years, have at last 
placed there. Just as surely as the handling and 
being among coal will blacken, begrim, and soil 
one’s clothes aud hands, so most assuredly will the 
frequenting and mingling with evil, vile, and dirty 
associations, blacken and soil the native purity of 
character, the upward and elevating tendency of 
thought, corrupt and taint good manners and good 
morals, and hear downward in all its degrading force, 
with weight and rapidity, gaining velocity in its 
descent until we shudder and fear to think to what 
base depths of infamy its ill-fated, infatuated victim 
will be brought Educate the hoy in tho bar-room, 
and the man is lobby-member to a bar-room, versed 

i in bar-room tactics and logie, skilled in slang phrases 
and loafer lore. Cards, racing, prize-fighting, all 
leave their degrading tendency deeply stamped. 
Circns and theatre acting have an influence anything 
but good and ennobling, and educate the frequenter 

* 

in a way not likely to command bis own or his neigh¬ 
bor’s confidence or respect. School the boy in the 
course or ring, and the man is a gambler, learned in 
BilliDgBgate, will tell the champion of the last fight, 
when and where the next will be, aud if not a knave, 

it’s a miracle. 
Equally powerful and certain to the promotion and 

healthy action of elevated thought, noble deeds, and 

purity of principle, are the associations of the good 

and pure, the wise and just. Surrounded only by 

such associations, Htrictly avoiding all that have a low 

or degrading tendency, can but be conducive to the 

attainment of the highest moral perfection possible 

for poor human nature to reach. Keep the boy at 

home under good influence, Bee that hiR teacherB are 

what they should be, bis studies of a right nature to 

interest and instruct, while they ever inculcate and 

set forth the satisfaction, benefit, and power of right 

actions and good deeds, and Bhow the wrong in a 

true light, and the roan will he one you are proud to 

name among your friends, and honor and respect are 

sure to follow him. Ben Burdock. 

THE BENEFIT OF SUNLIGHT. 

When that glorious and good man, Sydney Smith, 
used to go down Into his breakfast room with his 
great heart full of humanity and love, and he found 
the blinds let down, he used to call for the servant 
and hid him “ glorify the room.” Beautiful thought 
to let in the glory of God—the life-giving sun- with¬ 
out whose rays darkness and death would forever 
have wrapped the earth in her sable pall, and night, 
dark night, brooded over this now joyous and dancing 
sphere; the cot of the huiubleBt peasant rejoices in 
thy Bmile, while the proudest of the earth can claim 

no more. 
Who that has ever entered a modern New York par¬ 

lor, with Its gaudy curtaitis and vulgar gilt capitals; 
who that remembers with childish joy the sunlight as 
it glances back to his delighted eye the colors of the 
flying bird; who that has mournfully looked on his 
declining ray as it lighted up a mother’s grave with 
hope of a future life, but has felt the sickening false¬ 
ness of this miserable condition which we call fash¬ 
ion? Every living creature, except the eyeless fish 
of the great caves, instinctively eceks the light. 
Physiologists have proved (hat It is not only the 
moral influence of sunlight that preserves ns in 
health, bat its positive loss from the blood which 
develops tubercles in the lungs of cellar-imprisoned 
rabbits, and in parrots, cats, and other animals. 
Even the potato stretches forth its 8iekly and watery 
shoots toward the earth burrowed window, to catch 
a ray of tho great life-giver; arrived at its health 
giving power, its juices thicken; it assumes its natu¬ 
ral color; and even while its source is dying of 
wasting vegetable scrofula, its leaves spread forth and 
ask of Nature aud Nature’s God to save them from 
decay. “ Glorify the room!” 

A littlo flock of fancy pigeons, with which we have 
been wont to divert ourselves, have sensibly failed in 
cheerfulness, and their productiveness decreased more 
than half since they were deprived of the sunlight. 
It is well known among Naturalists that this bird is 
liable to scrofula, and several of ours have died from 
tubercular lungs and scrofulous abscesses, their diet 
and treatment being very varied, and similar to what 
it was before they were deprived of the sun, when 
they were in perfect health and bred abundantly. 

If the sun lie the source of all life and power; if 
without him, the heart cannot contract and expand 
with the proper amount of power intended at birth, 
according to the organic law impressed on every 

living creature, what must bo tho effect of its depriva¬ 
tion during so many hours each day on a young 
woman while immured in a city parlor, or darkened 
chamber? 

We all feel the gloom and oppressiveness of a 
house on which the sun does not Bhine; tho farmer 
builds his barn if possible fronting south-east, be¬ 
cause he knows hie cows will give more milk in 
winter, and his hens lay more eggs. The gardener 
can raise nothing in his hot-beds without sunlight, 
and the orchard produces no well ripened apples 
without it; they lack color and are insipid. So will 
your checks, dear girl, become blanched, your form 
attenuated, your appetite feeble, and perhaps an 
early death follow your contempt for this great law 

of God; hotter even that, than yon should insure 
tubercular lunga or weak hip joints and spines to 
wretched and deformed offspring.—The Scalpel. 

Fashionable Disease.—The day when it was con¬ 
sidered interesting and lady-like to he always ailing 
has gone by. Good health, fortunately, is the fashion. 
A rosy cheek is no longer considered “ vulgar,” and 
a fair, shapely allowance of flesh on the bones is con¬ 
sidered the “style.” l’erhaps the great secret that 
good looks cannot exist, without goed health, may 
have had something to do with the care now taken to 
obtain it; whether this be so or not, future genera¬ 
tions are the gainers all the same. A languid eye 
and a waxy, bloodless complexion may go begging 
now for admiration. The elegant stoop in the shoul¬ 
ders formerly considered so aristocratic, has also 
miraculously disappeared. Women walk more and 
ride less; they have rainy day suits of apparel, too, 
which superfluity was never known to exist afore¬ 
time, sunshine being the only atmosphere in which 
the human butterfly was supposed to float. In short, 
“the fragile women of America” will cease to exist 
only in the acid journal of some English traveler, 
who will, of course, stick to the by-gone fact as still 
present reality, with a dogged pertinacity known only 
to that amiable nation. 

Hasty Marriages.—The New York Tribune makes 
the following sensible remarks on the subject of 
hasty marriages: 

There is not a city, there is scarcely a township, 
which does not number among its inhabitants women 
who have married on very short acquaintance, only 
to be abused, deserted, and left a burden and a life¬ 
long sorrow to the families in which they were born 
and reared, and which they most imprudently aud 
improperly deserted to share the fortunes of rela¬ 
tive strangers. If young ladies would realize how 
grossly indelicate, as well as culpably reckless, such 
marriages appear in the eyes of the observing, they 
surely would forbear. A year’s thorough acquaint¬ 
ance, with the most circumstantial accounts, from 
disinterested and reliable witnesses, of the antece¬ 
dents from childhood, are the very least guarantee 
which any woman who realizes what marriage is, will 
require of a stranger. Even then, if her parents are 
not fully satisfied as well as herself, she should still 
hesitate. Marriage is an undertaking in which no 
delay can be so hazardous as undue precipitation. 

The Lady.—The aim of a real lady is always to be 
natural and unaffected, and to wear her talents, her 
accomplishments, and her learning, as well as the 
newest and finest dresses, as if she did not know she 
had them about her. 

euea: 

(SMst 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE WOODS. 

I lovk the trees that rear so bold 

Toward the skies their stately beads, 

Although their robes of trreen and gold 

Lie withered on the ground and dead, 

And the wild hard* their festal hymns 

No longer warble on their limbs. 

With roots and branches joined they stand, 

And tike a brother-band appear, 

Who lift to heaven their countless hands 

In prayers which Nature deign* to hear; 

And soon their verdant robes will bring 

Upon the balmy breeae of Bpring. 

They're teachers, who, with magic force, 

The heart In willing bondage biud, 

And stamp tbp ethic* of their source 

Upon the tablet of the mini!, 

And ever heavenward raise the rod 

To point US to the home of God. 

Lowville, N. Y., 1861. C. V 

M i 0¥. 30. a 

C. M. D. 

Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

MIND vs. METAL. 

“ A man’s a man for a' that. " 

I beg your pardon, Mr. Nambv Pamby, or whatever 
your name may be, hut did I understand yon to say 
that you oould’nt he anybody because you were 
poor,—that you possessed talent enough to have 
been a great man, If yon had had money enough? If 
you did make that low-minded remark, and meant it, 
I have only to say that you ought to be ashamed of 
yourself. Don’t, for goodness sake, look me in the 
face, and repeat it; for if yon do not blush at it, I do 
for you. Good Heavens! has’nt a poor man eyes? 
hasn’t a poor man “hands, organs, dimensions, 
senses, affections, passions? — hurt with the same 
wcapous, subject to the same diseases, healed by the 
same means, warmed and cooled by the same winter 
and summer” as the rich man is? What are you 
talking about, and what do yon mean, if yon have any 
meaning? Must the bare fact that somebody's barns 
are better filled than yours, that somebody’s farm is 
bigger, that Bomebody’B railroad stocks bring larger 
dividends, that somebody’s coffers are nearer full, or 
his money-bags are heavier, prove, for one moment, 
that Mr. Somerody is a better man, or is able to 
make himself a really greater man than you are? 

“Poor but prond,” I have heard people say, as 
though the two adjectives were incongruous. I 
would like to know why a poor man shouldn’t he 
proud as well aB anybody else, especially if he has 
brains, and more especially if he's got a generous 
soul and a clear conscience, — which attributes our 
modern Crespsks, for the most part, have not. 1 
never feel ashamed of a poor man, until I find out he’s 
ashamed of himself, merely because of his poverty, 
and then I get worse than ashamed of him,— I pity 
him,—pity him very much as I do a poor, grovelling 
worm, that obtrudes itself across the path of my 
morning walk,—pity him because be hasn't any soul. 
If you have the Bpirit of a man in you, Mr. Namby, 

stand np and let the world know it,—let people know 
that a man can he a man without being gilded,— let 
them know that you value yourself for yourself, and 
not for your having, or not having, gold about you. 
Never, if you wish to respect yourself, or have any 
one else do it, never, T pray you, condescend so low ; 
as to fawn and cringe about the feet of a rich nabob j 
because he happens to have more title-deeds and 
bank notes than yen have. The things that I respect 
in a man, and am willing to worship,—if it’s right to 
worship anything in a man,—are refinement of feel¬ 
ing, elevation of thought, purity of life, and mental 
and moral culture of every kind; but when yon come 
to the mero matter of metal, silver and gold, and the 
like,—why, then I become as insensible as an icicle. 
I never did, and never will, pay obeisance to the 
purse-proud ignoramus, whose house and lands con¬ 
stitute the only letter of recommendation he can offer. 

It is certainly no disgrace to be rich, provided a 
man makes his riches a secondary matter with him,— 
it is doubtless a very pleasant thing to have an abund 
ance of money, where the possessor knows how to 
use it, in making himself, or any one else, wiser, 
happier, or more useful; but, for a man to live for 
his money and nothing else, is simply despicable. 

Really great men, Mr. N„ always achieve great¬ 
ness,— it isn’t being born great, or having greatness 
thrust upon them, that makes them^trnly so. I wonld 
like to know if money made Robbrt Burns a great 
poet, or Walter Scott a great author, or Hugh 

Miller a great geologist? It was Sir Isaac New¬ 

ton’s mind, not his money, that placed his name at 
the pinnacle of earthly greatness; aud that name will 
gleam there In letters of gold, when Rothschilds 

will have been forgolten. Do you suppose it was 
Bkn. Franklin’s money that taught him philosophy, 
and made him one of the best and greatest men the 
world ever 6aw? Was it money that made the name 
of Washington worthy of being transmitted to pos¬ 
terity, and that has caused his memory to be fragrant 
as anmmer blooms, and melodious as sweetest music, 
to this whole nation of freemen? Had the great and 
noble men of all ages waited to become rich before 
they eesayed to be anybody,— the painters, the poets, 
the philosophers, and the scholars,—Heaven only 
knows what mines of wisdom, what priceless ingots 
of the pure gold of trne greatness the world must 

have lost. 
Great m nave, for the most part, been fighting 

men. They didn’t start like you, Mr. Nam by Pamby, 

with your listless arms hanging supiuely down, and 
the corners of your mouth elongated. No, sir. They 
rolled up their sleeves, and prepared to fight. They 
took the world by storm—that is, so Jar as it opposed 
them. There wasn’t anything or anybody they were 
afraid of. They conquered every obstacle. There 
wa3 not only poverty, hat there were contumely and 
abuse, envy and malice, and a legion of other foes, 
and they oonqaered them all. And now when 1 read 
of them, of all they endured, and all they overcame, 
of what they have been, and what they have done, my 
heart gets all aglow with love for the humanity to 
which I belong, and the little, puny, imbecile man 
who is only rich, and nothing more, sinks away, and 
shrinks away, till he is nothing better or bigger, in 
my eyes, than a dried leaf in November. A. m. p. 

Fayetteville, N. Y., 1861. 

-- 

Greatness.—It is a remark of John Hunter:— 
“There never was a man that wanted to be a great 
man, that ever was a great mam For great men have 
endeavored always to do some great action that 
seemed to tend to some great good, and the effect 

made them great. Wanting to be great is vanity 

without power.” 

TnE object of all ambition should be to be happy 
at home. If we are not happy there, we cannot be 

happy elsewhere. 

THE DOMESTIC TYRANT. 

It is to me a thoroughly disgusting sight to see, as 
we sometimes do, the wife and children of a family 
kept in constant terror of the selfish bashaw at the 
head of the house, and ever on the watch to yield in 
every petty manner to bis whims and fancies. Some¬ 
times, where he ia a hard-wrought and anxiouB man, 
whose hard work earns his children's bread, and 
whose life is the sole stay, it is needful that he should 
be deferred to in many things, lest the over tasked 
brain and over strained nervous system should break 
down or grow nnequal to their task. But I am not 
thinking of such cases. I mean cases in which the 
head of a family is a great fat, bullying, selfish 
scoundrel; who devonrs the choice dishea at dinner, 
and walks into all the fruit or dessert, while his wife 
looks on in silence, and the awe-stricken children 
dare not hint that they wonld like a little of what the 
brutal hound is devouring. I mean cases in which 
the contemptible dog is extremely well dressed, while 

his wife’s and children’s attire is thin and hare; in 
which he liberally tosses about his money in the bil¬ 
liard room, and goes off In antnran for a tour on the 
continent by himself, leaving them to the joyless 
routine of their unvaried life. It is sad to see the 
sudden hush that falls upon the little things when he 
enters the house; bow their sports are cut short, and 
they try to steal away from tho room. Would that I 
were the Emperor of Russia, and such a man my sub¬ 
ject! Should not he taste the knout? Should not I 
make him howl? That would be his suitable pun¬ 
ishment; for he will never feel what worthier mortals 
would regard as the heavier penalty by far, the utter 
absence of confidence or real affection between him 
and his children when they grow np. ne will not 
mind that there never was a day when the toddling 
creatures set np a shout of delight at his entrance, 
and rasbed at him and Bealed him, and searched his 
pockets, and pulled him about; nor that day will 
never come when, growing into men and women, 
they will come to him for sympathy and guidance in 
their little trials and perplexities. Oh! woful to 
think that there arc parents, held in general estima¬ 
tion too, to whom their children would no more 
think of going for kindly sympathy, than they wonld 
think of going to Nova Zemblafor warmth. — Country 

Parson. 
- » ■ ♦ - 

THE TRANSFIGURATION OF MEMORY. 

As there was an hour when the fishermen of Gali¬ 
lee saw their Master transfigured, his raiment white 
and glistening, and his face like the light, so are 
there hours when our whole mortal life stands forth 
in celestial radiance. From our daily lot falls off 
every weed of care, from our heart-friends every 
speck and stain of earthly infirmity. Our horizon 
widens, and blue, and amethyst, and gold touch 
every object. Absent friends and friends gone on the 
last journey stand once more together, hrigbt with 
an immortal glow, and, like the disciples who 6aw 
their Master floating in tho clouds above them, we 
say, “Lord, it is good to he here!” How fair the 
wife, the husband, the absent mother, the gray haired 
father, the manly son, tho bright eyed daughter! 
Seen in the actual present, all have some fault, some 
flaw; hut absent, we see them in their permanent and 
better selves. Of our distant home wc remember 
not a dark day, not one servile care, nothing hut the 
echo of its holy hymns and the radiance of its bright 
days —of our father not one hasty word, but only 

I the fullness of his manly vigor and noble tenderness 
i —of onr mother, nothing of mortal weakness, hut 
a glorified form of love —of our brother, not one 
teasing, provoking word of brotherly freedom, but 
the proud beauty of bis noblest hours—of our sister, 
onr child, only what is fairest and sweetest.— Mrs, 

II. B. Stone. 

How to Live.—In these lovely autumn days one 
almost takes a new lease of life. The bracing air, 
the intense blue of the heavens, the gorgeous fall 
fiowers, tho cool mornings and evenings, the deli¬ 
cious noons, tho glittering starry night — ah, how 
enticing they are I What a holiday ycnrniDg they 
send into the soul; what a vagrant gipsy-longing for 
deliverance from work aud all restraint. But heed it 
not; for by the measures of duties well fulfilled, and 
obligations unshrinkingly met, shall be the measure 
of your truest delight. We are neither butterflies nor 
children, that life should be all glitter and song. He 
who enjoys a luxury most keenly is be who has 
earned it. Inherited ease is inherited disease of both 
body and mind. No more pitiable object exists on 
God's earth than the jaded pleasure seeker. He who 
with no necessity for labor, and no taste for mental 
improvement, or enthusiasm for any good or noble 
cause, counts the lagging hours, and shudders at the 
word “Immortality.” — Fanny Fern, 

--- ■ ♦ ■ -- 
Correct Speakjno.— We advise all young people 

to acquire in early life the habit of using good lan¬ 
guage, botli in speaking and writing, and to abandon, 
as early as possible, any use of slang words and 
phrases. The longer they live, the more difficult the 
acquisition of correct language will be; and if the 
golden age of youth, the proper season for the acqui¬ 
sition of language, be passed in its abase, the unfor¬ 
tunate victim of neglected education is, very prop¬ 
erly, doomed to talk slang for life. Money is not 
necessary to procure this education. Every man has 
it in his power. He has merely to use the language 
which he reads, instead of the slang which he hears; 
to form his taste from the best speakers and poets of 
the country; to treasure up choice phrases in his 
memory, and habituate himself to their use, avoid¬ 
ing, at the same time, that pedantic precision and 
bombast, which show rather the weakness of vain 
ambition than the polish of an educated mind. 

■-♦ 4 ♦ « -4- 

Engaging Manners.—There are a thousand pretty, 
engaging little wayB, which every person may put 
on without running the risk of being deemed either 
affected or foppish. The sweet smile, the quiet, 
cordial bow, the earnest movement in addressing a 
friend, or more especially a stranger whom one may 
recommend to our good regards, the inquiring 
glance, the graceful attention which is so captivating 
when united to self-possession—these will insure us 
the good regards of even a churl. Above all, there 
ia a certain softness of manner which should be 
cultivated, and which, in either man or woman, adds 
a charm that almost entirely compensates for lack of 
beauty. The voice can be modulated so to intonate 
that it will speak directly to the heart, and from that 
elicit an answer; and politeness may be made essen¬ 
tial to our nature. Neither is time thrown away in 
attending to such things, insignificant as they may 
seem to those who engage in weightier matters. 

Accident does very little towards the production 
of any great result in life. Though sometimes what 
is called “ a happy hit ” may be made by a bold ven¬ 
ture, the old and common highway of steady industry 
and application is the only safe road to travel. 

[Written for Moore'* Rural New-Yorker.] 

OYER THE RIVER. 

Over the river the crystal stream flows. 

Over the river the Tree of Life grows. 

Over the river e»ch ion* pilgrim goes 

Through the dim portals of death. 

Close by our threshold the dark Angel stands, 

Beckoning us on with hi* pale, trembling hands. 

Chilling our hearts with his ©old, icy bands, 

Stealing each quivering breath. 

Over the river the street* are of gold,— 

There are enjoyment* and pleasures untold,— 

Over the river Time never grows old 

Bearing his burden of years. 

There all our sorrow and sighing shall cease, 

Hushed by the choru* of heavenly peace; 

Over the river, thrice happy release, 

We shall be free from our fears. 

There every tear shall be wiped from our eyes, 

There where the sunlight of glory ne’er dies, 

Lighting forever those fair upper skies, 

“ Eden,s ” glad plains to adorn. 

Over the river, fair Kingdom of light, 

There heaven's mansion* forever are bright; 

Over the river there cometh no night— 

Long is Eternity's morn. 

Over the rlveri oh, blessed retreat, 

Angels shall welcome onr earth-weary feet, 

There shall our rest be eternal and sweet, 

Up in that Kingdom of lore. 

There is a crown for each conqueror's brow, 

All who are traveling “the narrow way” now,— 

Ever so lofty or ever *o low,— 

, All share a kind Father’s love. 

Over the river! while journeying here, 

Grant us, oh, Father, Thy presence to cheer 

Earth's windiog pathway go lonely and drear 

Only as Thou guide the oar. 

Over the river, oh, take us, we pray. 

When comes the evening of Life’s fleeting day; 

Over the river onr harks steer away. 

Anchor on Canaan’s fair shore. 
m 

Over the river! we’ve crossed it at last, 

Over the river our danger Is past, 

Safe in the Harbor out barks are moored fast, 

Ne’er from their Haven to roam. 

Then will we sing with the glorified throng 

Loud hallelujahs, in one happy song, 

Praising the Power that hath brought us along 

Over the river—at Home. 

Ogden Center, N. Y., 1861. “Hattib.” 

UNEXPECTED RESULTS. 

In the spiritual as in the natural world, results 
seemingly disproportionate to the means employed 
are oftCH developed. Sometimes Christians labor 
for years with almost no fruit; but usually the har¬ 
vest ripens in its season, and surpasses in its abund¬ 
ance the expectation of the husbandman. No 
believing, earnest, and Scriptural effort for Christ, 
is without its final and large reward, and the feeble¬ 
ness of the instrumentality is no preventive to 
mighty results. God may use unexpected and even 
undesigned influences to accomplish his purposes, 
that the glory may he given to him. An illustration 
is found in the following authentic statement; 

A godly minister, who bad long labored and prayed 
for the conversion of a Bon, whom from infancy he 
had given up for the sacred office, should he, by 
Divine grace, be prepared for it, was doomed to see 
him carelessly throw off all his personal appeals for 
years; and yet that son was arrested, convicted, and 
eventually brought to Christ, by tho use of a single 
word. The father, in asking a blessing at the table 
of the evening meal, besought it “for the sake of 
Our dear Redeemer.” “ Dear Redeemer,” mentally 
repeated the son. “Why dear?” “ To whom dear?” 
“Should he not he dear to me?” The arrow of con¬ 
viction, winged by that word, “ dear Redeemer," had 
reached his heart. He withdrew from the table, 
betook himself to pruyer, and rested not until that 
Redeemer, so dear to his father, was felt to be his 
precious Bavior. 

For a score of years that son has served God in 
the ministry of the gospel, and is often encouraged 
in hours of darkness with the conviction that the 
largest results may flow from his feeblest efforts, and 
souls be saved even by undesigned and casual words. 
—Messenger. 
-—- 

JESUS OUR EXAMPLE, 

Religion is constantly suffering from the conduot 
of its professors. They do not put off the old man 
with his deeds, neither do they put on the new man, 
which, after God, is created in righteousness and 
true holiness. They profess to look to Christ as a 
Savior, but they do not take Christ for their exam¬ 
ple. But these thingB must not be divided. He who 
died for onr Bins, set us also an example that we should 
follow in His steps. Christ alohe Bhould be our 
standard, aud likeness to Him should be our aim. 
We are only so far Christianized as we are like 
Christ. He says, “Learn of me.” Not only learn 
by my teaching, but learn by my life. Do as ye see 
me do; act as ye see me act. The life of Jesus is the 
model after which the Holy Spirit works. As the 
Spirit of Christ, His work is to conform os to Christ. 
And under His teaching and assistance, it should be 
our daily aim to resemble Christ in our temper, dis¬ 
position, and general deportment. Am I called to 
suffer? Let me ask, “How did Christ Euffer?” and 
then seek grace to suffer just as He did. Am I called 
to work for God? Let me aBk, “How did Christ 
work?” and then pray for grace, that I may work 
just as Jesus did. And so of all the rest, that my 
life may be a reflection of the life of Christ, and that 
in my conduct 1 may in some degree reproduce the 
conduct of the Lord JeBus. No one can tell how 
nearly he may be conformed to the life of Jesus, if he 
makes this his constant prayer and habitual aim. 
Grace can do wonders, and God givetb more grace. 
We are not now what we were once, and we may 
become very much more like to Jesus than we are 
now. Holy Spirit, make us just like our beloved 

Lord! ^_^ ^ [ __ 

The Savior and His Friends.—Our Lord, in the 
days of His flesh, encountered various classes of ene¬ 
mies, hut none of these ever included a woman. On 
the contrary, the gentler sex always appear to have 
been HiB followers or friends. Not only were they, 
as has often been said, the last at His cross and the 
first at His sepulchre, bnt throughout they ministered 
to His wants. A woman anuiuted Him for His 
burial; a heathen woman interceded for His life witii 
her husband, Pilate; women bewailed and lamented 
Him as He went to Calvary; to a woman He first ap¬ 
peared when He rose agaiD. All this was most fit¬ 
ting, since of a woman He wa3 born, and to woman 
H5b Gospel was not only a means of salvation, but a 
source of domestic and social elevation for the 

present life. 



The. N. Y. Evening Post quotes the following from 
the recent work of I)r. Robert Phillimorb, “Advo¬ 
cate of Her Majesty in her office of Admiralty:" 

Pact* 368, See- 27—(Contraband )—“ Ilia indeed competent 
to a belligerent to etop the embassador of hia enemy on bis 
passage.” 

Page 369, Sec. 272 —11 A* to carrying of military persons in 
the employ of a belligerent, or being in any way engaged in 
his transport service, it has been most solemnly decided by 
the tribunals of international law, hoth in England and the 
United States of North America^ that these are acts of hostil¬ 
ity on the pArt of the neutral, which subject tho vehicle in 
which the persons are conveyed to conllscation at the hands 
of tho belligerent" 

Page 370, Sec. 273.—“ 

in tow, and all took care thereafter to keep well out 
of reach. The act waa one of mere bravado, as the 
rebels Bhowed no disposition to come within reach 
of our guns, 

RESULTS OP THE RECONNOISSANCE. 

During Monday, a partial reconnoissance was made 
by Capt. C. U. P. Rodgers and Lieut Luce of the 
Wabash; and on the morning of Tuesday, the 5tb, 
a more thorough reconuoissance of liilton Head and 
Philips'Island, the southern and northern boundaries 
of Port Royal entrance, waa made by (Jen. Sherman, 
accompanied by alf the Brigadier-Generals, except¬ 
ing Vide, and Capt Gillmore, Chief Engineer of the 
expedition. The tugboat Mercury, armed with a 30- 
ponrider Parrott gun, conveyed the party, who left 
the flag-ehip Wabash at 6 o’clock in the morning. 
The Ottawa, Bencca, Pawnee, Unadilla, Curlew and 
Penguin, at the same time advanced and opened lire 
upon three rebel gun-boats which appeared between 
Hilton Head and Bay Point, the southern terminus of 
Philips’ Island. The rebel gunboats were accompa¬ 
nied by two apparently unarmed steamers of large 
size, that had been employed during the night In 
transporting troops to the scene of action from 
Savannah and Charleston, by the inland ronte lying 
between the mainland and the labyrinth of largo and 
small islands which line the coast. As our gunboats 
advanced, those of the rebels retired up Beaufort 
river until the shore batteries on Hilton Head and 
Bay Point opened on our advancing line, showing 
their strength and position. After a sufficiently 
critical examination, lasting about an hour, our gun¬ 
boats retired beyond the range of the batteries, to 
await a plan of attack based upon the information 
obtained by the reconnohsance. 

It was soon decided that the navy should engago 
the Hilton Hoad works that afternoon, at short range, 
and alienee them, and then cover the disembarkation 
of our troops by a cross-fire in front of them; the bat 
teries on the opposite side to be proceeded against 
in a similar manner, as soon as Hilton Head was suc¬ 
cessfully occupied. Early in the afternoon the ves¬ 
sels proceeded to form into the line of battle accord¬ 
ingly, but in moving about the channel the Wabash 
got aground on Pishing Rip Shoal, and the day 
having far advanced, it was reluctantly decided to 
postpouc the bombardment until after the riBe of the 
tide should have released tho flag ship on the follow¬ 
ing morning. 

That, night every preparation was made by tho 
troops for the action which seemed so near before 
them. Wills were drawn, the last letters of affection 
written, and every man laid down to rest uncertain 
wbotber it might not be for the last time. The Ocean 
Express, currying most of tho heavy ordnance and 
the ordnance stores for the army, was still at sea, the 
Baltic, having on board tho regiment second in the 
line to land, was away in search of her, and in no 
hopeful spirit our Generals thought of the difficulties 
before them, with au enemy well armod and appa¬ 
rently carefully prepared at every paint to oppose tho 
landing of their troops a work sufficiently difficult, 
under the best circumstances. Bnt by Wednesday 
morning the sea had grown rough, and tho wind 
came np too fresh to give onr sailors that complete 
control of their vessels which they asked. Commo¬ 
dore Dnpont had measured the work before him, and 
was not disposed to move hastily, though the im¬ 
patient army were little inclined to brook delay, and 
with Ill-suppressed Impatience watched the bustle of 
preparation on the shore, and observing with impa¬ 
tience tho movements of the little rebel fleet, un¬ 
der command of Commodore Tatnall, which per¬ 
sisted in keeping just beyond our reach. 

THE BATTLE. 

The weather grew more promising toward the 
close of Wednesday, and that afternoon the trans¬ 
ports weighed anchor and stood further up the 
channel until within less than four miles ot the rebel 
batteries and perhaps a mile below the war vessels 
lying between them and the shore. That evening 
another conference was held on board tho Wabash 
and between tho Commodore and Brigadier-Gene- 
rals, at which it was decided that, the weather 
favoring, the attack should be made on the follow¬ 
ing morning as soon as tho tide begun to flow. The 
sun went down gloriously that afternoon and rose 
again upon a day as bright and beautiful aa the 
most anxious could have asked. Not a cloud was 
in the sky, and the sea lay as calm and qniet as 
though no storm had ever disturbed its surface, and 
it had forgotten tho wild freak in which it played 
such mischief with our fleet. 

Early on that day, the morning of Thursday, Nov. 
7, 1861, our vessels prepared for action, and after 
steaming about for some time in obedience to the 
signals of the Commodore, were arranged in the 
order of battle, forming two close columns as 
follows : 

Flanking Line. 

Bienville, 
Penguin, 
Augusta, 
Curlew, 
Seneca, 
R. B. Forbes, 
Pocahontas, 
Mercury. 

our guns conld be seen bursting with terrible effect 
in and around the rebel batteries, especially that on 
Hilton Head. 

Now one shot would strike the sand of the flat 
shore, sending a yellow cloud of dust shooting into 
the air; then another would strike far inland, dis¬ 
appearing in the woods which ran across the island; 
and every moment or two one could be seen to fall 
plump into the fort, perhaps dismounting a gun and 
sending human forms flying in horrible fragments 
about tho sand and sod. Occasionally, one falling 
short, would strike the water, sending a sharp jet 
spouting into the air. Meanwhile the rebels kept up 
a brisk discharge of shell and hot shot against the 
fleet, sending their missiles in every direction about 
the vessels, now and again one striking plump against 
the mark at which it was directed, bnt more whist¬ 
ling through the rigging and falling far beyond, or 
striking out of line and sending the water hissing 
into the air aa they plunged to the bottom. There 
waa no flinching among onr brave sailors; every man 
stood bravely and coolly to his work, in spite of the 
deadly shower flying about them. 

TOE FORTS SILENCED. 

For four honrB tho fight continued, and faster and 
Burer fell onr shell among tho enemy, dismounting 
their guns, destroying their works and striking terror 
into their ranks. Three times the fleet swept by tho 
fort and still the rebels stood to their guns, hoping 
each moment to burn, Bink or disable our vessels; 
but, with the exception of the Penguin, which 
received a shot in her steam-chest, not one had yet 
been put beyond control, and even the Penguin was 
able to continue in the action, under tow of another 
vessel. At length, flesh and blood conld stand uo 
more, and when, for the fourth time that terrible line 
oP batteries came sweeping down past Hilton Head, 
every vessel still in action, evpry gun yet at work, 
sending its deadly summons to surrender at the fort— 
the fire ceased, and soon the recession fag disappeared 

from the staff where it had waved; and when, a few 
minutes later, Capt. John RodgcrB went ashore with 
a flag of truce, but a single man was found at tho 
fort, the remainder of the garrison having fled with 
tho utmost precipitation. 

THE STARS ANI> STRIFES HOISTED OVER THE FORTS. 

The Stars and Stripes were at once hoisted on a 
high buildiug which had been a prominent object 
during the engagement, and the place was taken 
possession of in tho name of the United States. In 
spite of the cheers with which the brave tars greeted 
the symbol of victory, it was a little time before those 
upon the transports could persuade themselves that 
it was really the time “red, white and blue” which 
they saw planted on tho shores of South Carolina, 
within twenty-five miles of the spot where it first 
gave place to the symbol of treason and rebellion. 

The firing ceased at two, and at three o’clock the 
American flag was hoisted on tho shore, and Fort 
Walker was in onr possession. We expected another 
light at Fort Beauregard, to which we had not yet 
directed attention, bnt the surrender of their neigh¬ 
bor seemed to have satisfied tho defenders of the 
opposite point that they, too, were vulnerable, for 
their firing soon closed and their flag came down to 
give place a little later to the one which had a right, 
ful positiou there. 

AFTER THE BATTLE. 

The scene at Fort Walker, which met those who 
first landed, bore terrible witness to the deadly effect 
of onr fire. Six of tho beat guns on the water side of 
tho fort wore either dismounted or otherwise put hors 

du combat; some of the dismounted guns having their 
carriages completely shattered, as though a shell bad 
burst in their midst. Many of them were oovered 
with tho remains of tho poor fellows who had worked 
them, and the yet warm blood besmeared the plat¬ 
forms of tho guns and lay In thick pools and dark 
stains upon the sand and the green sward of the 
parapet, and tho dust of the more sheltered ditch. 
Clots of human hair and bits of torn flesh were lying 
here and there, and abundant tokens were found on 
every hand that this time war had done well and 
thoroughly its bloody work. Captain Steedman, of 
the Bienville, took charge of tho dead, and saw them 
burled tenderly upon tho spot where they had fought 
bravely, but unwisely.- Many of them were Hermann, 
who seemed to havo done most of the work at the 
gunB; the fort being occupied by a company of five 
hundred German artillery. • 

INDICATION OF THE ENEMY’S PRECIPITATE RETREAT. 

As soon as possible a force of seventy marines and 
fifty sailors were landed on Hilton Head, sentinels 
thrown out, and every precaution taken against sur¬ 
prise. But it waa needless. The enemy were only 
too glad to avoid encounter, and everything indicated 
the haste with which they had fled from before the 
terrific fire of our batteries. Tents, arms and per¬ 
sonal property of every description was abandoned, 
and even those articles least likely to be left were 
forgotten in the uncontrollable panic which seems to 
have overcome tho chivalry. Gold watches and jew¬ 
elry of every description were found lying where 
their owners last laid them, and even money was left 
untouched, one package of $1,800 in gold and Con¬ 
federate bills being found together, a lot of $500 in 
another place, and various smaller sunm to a consid¬ 
erable amount. Knapsacks, gnns, pistols, swords 
and other weapons, army stores of all kinds, and a 
variety of private goods and chattels forbidding 
enumeration were among the articles which fell into 
our possession, and were many of them carried off 
by the marines and soldiers as tho legitimate spoils 
of war. 

LANDING OF TnE TROOPS. 

As soon as the post was fairly in our possession, 
information was brought to Gen. Wright, and in 
accordance with the arrangements of tho army, his 
brigade at once commenced to land, still uncertain 
whether the enemy might not yet remain in force 
further back upon the island. The Seventh Connec¬ 
ticut regiment wuh the first to land, immediately fol¬ 
lowed by the Fourth New Hampshire, and during all 
that night the men wore hurried to the shore until 
the island was secured by a force sufficient to repel 
any attack. Pickets were thrown out, the fort occu¬ 
pied in strength, and preparations made for any 
emergency, though the darkness of the night forbade 
pursuit of the enemy. 

RECONNOISSANCE OK HILTON HEAD ISLAND. 

The next morning Bay Point waa occupied by a 
force of marines and a portion of General Sherman’s 
command, the Seventy-ninth N. Y. regiment landing 
first. At as early an hour as possible, a reconnois- 
sauce of liilton Head Island was made iu force by 
Captain Q. A. Gillmore of tho Engineers, escorted by 
the Seventh Connecticut regiment, Colonel Terry, 
nine hundred strong. The object was to penetrate to 
the western shore of the island and establish on 
Skull Creek (which should bo termed a river from its 
depth,) batteries to close the iuland navigation be¬ 
tween Savannah aud Charleston, by the various 
creeks and bayous with which the coast is there 

indented. Aa this reconnoissance was tho first 
advance into the island, it was made with great cau¬ 
tion, tho main body of the escort being preceded by 
a thick line of skirmishers. Capt Gillmore advanced 
as far as Seabrook, the nearest point on Skull Creek, 
six miles from Fort Walker; finding all along the 
way further evidence that the enemy had retreated in 
a panic moro terrible than that of Bull Run, but dif¬ 
fering from that principally in the fact that the 
running was tills time all on one side. On the road 
to Heabrook, knapsacks, blankets, canteens, knives, 
guns, pistols, and soldiers’ equipments of all kinds 
were found, tin the wharf, at Seabrook, were fonnd 
rifled muskets, bayonets, and a large quantity of 
knapsacks, Ac., besides a valuable assortment of 
commissary supplies, such as bacon, rice, flour, hard 
bread, corn, vinegar, Ac., amounting to about fifteen 
large wagon loads. 

UEUBL LOSSES AND OUR OWN. 

The nnmber of rebels killed in the engagement it 
was impossible to ascertain with any precision, 
though it is supposed to have amounted to one or two 
hundred, with an equal number wounded. Tho 
wounded wero carried off, with the exception of the 
few who seemed for some reason to have been forgot¬ 
ten. Our own loss was eight killed, six badly wouud- 
ed, and seventeen slightly. The Iosb was slight, 
considering the character of the engagement, and tho 
well directed fire to which our vessels were exposed 
from some of tho rebel guns. The ono which gave 
onr fleet the most annoyance was a heavy rifled 60- 
pounder at Ray Point, which was served most admira¬ 
bly, doubtless by some experienced array officer, who 
directed his shot, to a large extent, at the flag ship, 
and was evidently disposed to have his shot inako the 
acquaintance of some of our officers, as one of them 
passed over the bridge, where Commodore Dupont 
and others were standing, in an uncomfortable prox¬ 
imity to their heads. When Bay Point was taken 
possession of, this gun was found hurst into several 
fragments, perhaps by design, to prevent it from fall¬ 
ing into onr hands. 

DAMAGE TO THE PI.EET. 

Tho safety of ®ur vessels was in tho determined 
courage which led them to take a position so close 
under tho Hhore batteries that their Bhot flow com¬ 
pletely overhead or among the rigging, instead of 
striking tho hull. In spite of this, however, tho 
WabaBh received thirty-four Bhots of all kinds, the 
Pawnee nine in tho hull alone, and tho Mohican was 
nearly as badly cut. Tho Ponguiu had a steam chest 
destroyed, and was obliged to bo taken in tow. 

BEAUFORT DESERTED. 

While onr troops were busy on shore, on Friday, 
the 8th, the gun-boats Curlew, Seneca, and Pembina, 
were sent np the river on a reconnoissance, penctva- 
tingas far as Beaufort without opposition, and return¬ 
ing before night to report that place deserted by 
every white person, excepting ono man who was too 
drunk to go. 

THE HEBEI, FORTS AND GENERAL. 

The fortifications at Hilton Head and Bay Point 
were commenced as early as last July, and since that 
time tho 9th South Carolina Volunteers, Col. Hey¬ 
ward, and tho 12th, Col. Elliott, have been stationed 
there. These troops were under tho command of 
Brig.-Gen. Thomas F. Drayton, whose residence is 
upon Hilton Head Island, and who was present du¬ 
ring the bombardment. Gen. Drayton is said to bo 
an accomplished soldier, having had the benefit of 
a West Point, education, and a singular circum¬ 
stance of I he battle was the fact that his brother, 
Pereival Drayton, commander of the United States 
war steamer Pocahontas, was arriryed against him. 

Army officers say that the work at Hilton Head is 
the finest of its kind ever erected in this country. 
Tt was nearly completed, and in a very brief time 
may bo made perfectly secure as a defensive posi¬ 
tion against, any approach from the land aide, from 
which direction only is there any possibility of 
attack. The shape of the fort is angular, and it oc¬ 
cupies between three and four acres of ground.— 
Around the exterior is a deep ditch in which pickets 
are planted on the land side; and two cerbonnieres, 
built of palmetto logs, having loop-holes for sharp¬ 
shooters, protect the approaches on the sea-coast 
from a storming party. 

There were twenty-one guns in position, with 
good carriages and working Implements. Most of 
the guns are of a superior character, manufactured 
in England, and addressed in white paint:—“Gen. 
Beanregard, Charleston, 8. C., in haste.” Among 
them was a peculiar rifled gnn, with projectiles to 
match, which was entirely now to all our officers. 

Tho interior of the fort hears evidence of skill and 
careful construction. There were numerous traver¬ 
ses across it to protect the garrison from shell 
explosions, and the three magazines were abundantly 
supplied with ammunition. Covered passage ways, 
about fifty feet long, led to the cerbonnieres, and 
several wells dug in them and at other points with¬ 
in the fort, supply the garrison with water. The 
ammunition of the rebels was equally as good as our 
own, every ounce being of English manufacture. 
Their cartridges were well put up, and their friction 
tubes wero recognized aa the production of a well- 
known New York house. Many muskets, bayonets, 
cartridge boxes, Ac., were also found. Tho tents in 
tho encampment to the left of the fort were all 
floored, aud sentry boxes scattered on tho confines of 
tho camp showed that the guards, in case of storm, 
had a place of refuge, and were protected also from 
the chill night air. Indeed, everywhere it was appa¬ 
rent that the rebels had done what they could to 
lessen the hardships of a soldier’s life. 

The works at Bay Point are scarcely inferior to 
those at Hilton Head. There were 14 guns abandoned 
at this place, only one of which was spiked. On the 
water front 32-poumIcr gnns and columbiads were 
mounted. To the right of the principal redoubt, or 
main battery, is another of three guns; and on the 
seacoast side, at a distance of about a mile and a half 
from the Point, was still another fortification, mount¬ 
ing four 6-pounder Parrot guns and carriages, one 
24-pounder siege howitzer and carriage, and one 24- 
pounder siege gun, which was spiked. Aa at Hilton 
Head, there was plenty of ammunition, which fell 
into our tiands, and an additional prize in an im¬ 
mense quantity of rice and other commissary stores. 
The rebels had named their works at Bay Point in 
honor of Beauregard. 

„ , Official communications (min an offi¬ 
cial on the affairs of a belligerent Governeient are such di»- 
patchee aa present a hostile character on the carriers of them. 
The mischievous eonspq nances of such a service cannot bn 
estimated, and extend far beyond the effects of any contraband 
that can be conveyed; for it is manifest that, by the carriage 
of such dispatcher, the most important operations of a bellig¬ 
erent army may be forwarded nr obstructed. 

“ In general cases of contraband, the quantity of the article 
carried may be a material circumstance, hut the smallest dis¬ 
patch may serve to turn the fortunes of war In favor of a par¬ 
ticular belligerent.” 

Sec. 274—"The penalty i» confiscation of the ship which 
conveys the dispatches, aud of the cargo.” 

The principle, moreover, has been fully recognized 
in the public action of the English Government. 
Thus we find in the declaration of war by England 
against Russia, of the 28th of March, 1854, the fol-‘ 
lowing language: 

“It is impossible for ITer Majesty to forego her right of 
seizing articles contraband of war, and of preventing neutrals 
from hearing enemies’ dispatches.” 

The Proclamation of <^neen Victoria, given on the 
13th of May last, regarding the immediate dutiaB of 
English subjects toward this eonntry in the present 
difficulty, is very explicit. We quote a portion: 

“ And we do hereby warn all our loving subjects, and all 
persons whatsoever entitled to our protection, that if any of 
them vhall presume, In contempt of thi* onr Royal Procla¬ 
mation ami of our high displeasure, to do any acta in deroga¬ 
tion of their duty as subject* of a neutrul Sovereign In the 
said contest, or in vfolatiou or contravention of tho law of 
nations in that behalf, as, Tor example, and more especially, 
by entering into the military service or either said contend 
ing parties commissioned or non coinmis«ionp<l officers, or 
soldiers, or by serving as officers, sailors. Or mini nov on 
hoard any ship or vessel of Wur, or transport, or by "nrryinu 
officers, soldiers, dispatches, arms, military stores, tie materials, 
or any article or articles considered and deemed to he contra 
hand of war, according to the law or modern ux/jge of nations, 
for the. us i or sen nee qf either of the said contending pieties, 
all parties so offending will incur and he liable to the several 
penalties and penal consequenc es by the said statute, or by the 
law of natiims in I hat behalf imposed nr denounced.” 

As to the position of our own Government upon 
this question, we believe there is little doubt. We 
have always conceded the right of a belligerent to 

visit and search a neutral ship, If it was suspected that 
she was carrying articles contraband of war, white 
in times of peace we have atrenuoosly forbidden 
such privilege. The following from Chancellor Kent 

is sufficient on this point: 

“In order to enloreo tho right*! of belligerent nations 
against the lielinquanatos of neutrals, and to determine Die 
real am well «a tho ass limed character of all vcshbIm on tho 
high sous, the !au> of nations arms them vrilh the practical 
l>qwr.r of visitation a/tid search. The duty of null preservation 
gives to belligerent nations this right.. It is founded upon 
necessity, ami is strictly and exclusively a war right, nod 
does nut rightfully exist, in timo of pence, unless conceded by 
treaty. All writers upon the law of nations ami trie highest 
authorities acknowledge the right iu timo of war, as resting 
on sound principles of jurisprudence, and upon the instilotes 
and practice of all great maritime powers. And if, upon 

A stain on our banner? Oh, shame to the heart 

Or the lip that could breathe such a thought! 

Every hue is as clear, every fold is as dear. 

As when first the bright symbol was bought. 

With the blood of brave men it was purchased, aad we 

Fledge our own liveo to keep it unstained; 

On the land or the sea, where'er it may be, 

Its honor shall still be maintained.” 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., NOVEMBER 30, 1861 

The Port Koyti.1 Expedition. 

Lack of space confined ns in our last issue to the 
mere official record of this great victory over tho 
rebels, and we now give our readers an account, from 
the N. Y. Post, of the action in detail. It will be 
necessary to pass over the various incidents of the 
voyage, with the statement that the fleet enoonntered 
a terrible hurricane on the night of Wednesday; that 
two steamers foundered, carrying down seven of our 
marines; that several were disabled, and two ran 
ashore upon the Southern coast. Stifling In the 
Crowded holds of the vessels were our soldiers, 
through all this appalling gale, left to imagine un¬ 
known terrors in the howling storm and the buffeting 
waves, which seemed at each moment about to rend 
tho trembling and groaning vessel into a thousand 
fragments. They bore it well, however, and the 
ordeal through which they were compelled that night 
to pass, put them to the teBt and showed that there 
were few cowards there. 

THE PRELIMINARY BECONNOISSANOE. 

The weather could not have been finer than on 
Monday. The air was soft and balmy, and from the 
near shore of Carolina the bright-winged butterflies 
came floating out to the Bhips to tell us frost-bitten 
Northerners of the summer which still lingered there. 
It was a day to put every man at good will with his 
fellow, and it was impossible to realize that we were 
bent on any other errand than one of friendship — 
that the men who clustered so thickly about the 
decks of these noble steamers were other than peace¬ 
ful pleasure seekers—or that the lively music of the 
bands invited to pursuits more deadly than those of 
the festival and the dance. But in the clear sunlight 
the bustle of warlike preparation was observable on 
every hand. On board the transports, muskets were 
examined, ammunition got ready, entrenching tools 
unboxed, and every preparation made for landing at 
an instant’s notice, 

Main Line. 

Wabash, 50 guns, 
Susquehannab, 
Mohican, 
Seminole, 
Pawnee, 
Unadilla, 
Ottawa, 
Pembina, 
Isaac Smith 

The Pocahontas did not come into the action until 
some time after it commenced, having just arrived, 
and the Mercnry, though placed in the Hanking 
column, had no fixed position, being, iu obedience 
to her name, the messenger for the flag ship. The 
Sabine, Ravannab, and Vandalia, which were to have 
been added to the fleet, were not called for, so that 
the attacking fleet waa less by nearly a hundred 
guns than the force which was available in case of 
need. But it was sufficient. 

ATTACK UPON THE REBEL BATTERIES. 

Sweeping up the channel, within eight hundred 
yards of Fort Beauregard on the right, the two lines 
delivered their fire from their starboard gun3 against 
the batteries on that side as they passed by, and then 
continuing up the channel, came down on the other 
side, delivering their firo at Fort Walker on Hilton 
Head, meanwhile keeping their port guns at work aa 
they could bring them to bear. The fire was returned 
from the rebel batteries with the utmost spirit, but 
during the first round, which occupied about an hour, 
no one was killed on any of our vessels. For the 
second time, and again for the third, the fleet swept 
past the forts, delivering tho fire with more certain 
aim, and a more and more deadly effect; most of the 
attention being given to Fort Walker, which was the 
point of attack; the batteries on the opposite side 
being engaged only so far as was necessary to occupy 
their attention, and keep our guns fully employed. 
On the third round, in obedience to an order from 
Captain Steedman of the Bienville, who led the flank* 
ing column, five vessels, Instead of continuing on 
tho line, ran up into the bight of tho channel, and 
took a position to enfilade the batteries of Fort 
Walker, which was done with terrible effect. For 
four hours the storm of iron missiles wa3 poured 
down upon these devoted forts, and the shells from 

effects In a campaign; but that is a consequence so remote 
ami accidental, that, m the contemplation of human event*, 
it is a sort of evanescent quantity of which nn accountT“ 
taken; and the practice ha< been, accordingly, that it is in 
considerable quantities only that the uftenss of contraband 
is contentplated. ih*CA*e of Uinpatcben in very different* it 
is impossible to hmlt a letter to *o small a size aa not to'be 
capable oi producing the most Important consequences It 
is a service, therefore, which, in whatever degree it exists, 
can only be considered iu ono character — as an act of the 
most hostile nature. The offence of fraudulently carrying 
dispatches in the service of the enemy being, then greater 
than that of carrying contraband under any circumstances 
it becomes absolutely Deceecaiy, as well n* just, to resort Us 
some other penalty than that inBictcd In cases of contraband. 
The confiscation of the noxious article, which constitutes 
the penalty in contraband, where the vessel and cargo do 
not belong to the same person, would he ridiculous when 
applied to dispab hcj. There would be no freight dependent 
on their transportation, and therefore this penalty could 
not, in the nature of things, be applied, The vehicle in 
which they me Carried must, therefore, be confiscated.” 

From the Elancnls of International Law we quote:—11 The 
limits assigned to the operations of war against embassadors 
by writer* on public law. are, that the belligerent may exer¬ 
cise his right of war ag*io*t them, wherever the character of 
hostility exists; he may slop the emhturador of his enemy on 
Ms passage} but when he has arrived in the neutral country, 
and taken on himself the functions of his office, and has 
been admitted in his representative character, he becomes 
a sort of middle man, entitled to peculiar privileges, as set 
apart for the preservation of the relations of amity and 
peace, in maintaining which all nations are, in some degree 
interested,” 6 ’ 

The Vixen was already busy 
sending her row boats to souud the channel and mark 
its outlines with buoys, to guide the larger vessels 
when they should attempt the passage of the bar. 

REBEL BRAVADO. 

In the afternoon three small armed rebel steamers 
oame down Broad River and opened fire upon our 
gnn boats from a safe distance, the fire being briskly 
returned. No damage resulted on either side until 
the Pawnee eailed up and sent a rifled shot after the 
rebels, which is supposed to have taken effect, as two 
of their vessels at once paddled off, taking the third 

Sketches of Gen. Sherman and his Stall'. 

In connection with our account of the capture of 
Beaufort, the landing of Union forces, etc., etc., we 
doubt not that the following brief sketches from the 
N. Y. Tribune, of Gen. Siiekman and Staff, will pos¬ 
sess unusual interest: 

Brigadier General T. W. Sherman, commanding 
the land forces of the expedition, entered tho military 
service from Rhode Island, and graduated In 1836, 
18th in his class. He was appointed second lieuten¬ 
ant in the 3d artillery July 1, 1836; assistant oommia- 



nary of subsistence in March, 1837; first lieutenant 
of artillery in March, 1838; captain in May, 1846; and 
brevet major In May, 1848, for “gallant and merito- 
riona aervicea at the battle of Buena Vista,” on the 
23d of February, 1847. Gorilncr** Military Dictionary 

fays that he was distinguished by his prudeooe and 
firmness in preventing a war with certain of the 
Bioux Indians, 1867. He has for years been in com¬ 
mand eT the light artillery well known aa Sherman's 
battery, and baa always stand well in the estimation 
of the array for his skill and attainments as ap artil¬ 
lerist. On the breaking out of the rebellion, when 
the new regiments were authorized to be added to 
the army, be was appointed a lieutenant colonel of 
the fifth artillery. His waa among the first appoint 
incuts of brigadier generals of volunteers, and soon 
after the battle of Bull Run he was assigned to the 
important duty of organizing the land forces of the 
present expedition, and established hia camp of 
instruction at Hempstead, I* 1- Hia entire force was 
transferred to Washington some weeks since, in con¬ 
sequence of an anticipated advance of the rebels. 
Thia accounts for no troops having embarked at 

Annapolis. 
Capt. !J. Pelouze, Gen. Bherman’a assistant adju¬ 

tant general, entered the Military academy from 
Pennsylvania in 1819, and was graduated and pro¬ 
moted to be aecond lieutenant in the fourth artillery 
in July, 1863. He waa appointed first lieutenant in 
May, 1866, regimental adjutant in December, 1857, 
and captain iD May, 1861. He joined Gen. Sherman's 
command aa chief adjutant, at Annapolis, a few days 

before the embarkation at that place. 
Capt. Rufnu Baxton, chief quartermaster of the 

command, graduated at the Military Academy in 
1849, and was then promoted to be brevet second 
lieutenant in the third artillery. He waa promoted 
to the fourth artillery in 1860, where he served till 
made a captain in the quarter master’s department on 
the 13th of May last ne waa instructor of artillery 
in the Military Academy in 1859 and I860, and was 
on Gen. Lyon’s staff in Missouri from February until 
June of 1861* He was then ordered to General 
McClellan, and served with, him as chief quarter- 
master through the campaign in Western Virginia, 
Capt. Baxton has also served and re.udered efficient 
service aa assistant in the coast survey. He was 
assigned to his present position when the organiza¬ 
tion of the expedition was first projected, at Hemp¬ 
stead, L- I., and has had entire charge of the 
purchasing of all quartermaster’a supplies, and pro¬ 
viding transportation of the material of the army of 
this expedition, laboring iuccssantly to bring it to 
ita present state of efficiency. 

Capt. Quincy A. Gillmore, chief engineer of the 
command, ia from Ohio. He entered the Military 
Academy in 1846, graduating at the head of hia class, 
a large one, in 1849. He waa then breveted secofid 
lieutenant of engineers, was promoted to a first lieu 
tenant of engineers in 1856, and to a captaincy in 
1861. Capt Gillmore served as assistant engineer on 
toe fortification in Hampton Roads, Virginia, from 
1849 to 1862; as assistant instructor of practical raili 
tary engineering at the Military Academy, from 1852 
to 1866—during the last year of which he was also 
quartermaster and commissary of the Academy. On 
December, 1856, Capt. Gillmore relieved Msj. George 
Dalian, of the engineers, of hia duties as commercial 
and purchasing agent for the engineer's department 
in New York city, In which capacity he Rerved until 
assigned to his present position. Capt. Gillmore has 
with him Limits. Tardey and O’Rourke, of the engi¬ 
neer corps, and a detachment front a company of 
sappers and miners, recently from Fort Pickens, and 
is also well supplied with the material and Imple¬ 
ments necessary in the construction of field works 
both offensive and defensive, and for carrying on the 
operations of a siege. 

Capt. Win. R. Morgan, commissioner of subsistence, 
and chief of commissary of the command, was ap¬ 
pointed a cadet In I860 from Louisiana, graduated, 
and was appointed second lieutenant in the 3d artil¬ 
lery, July 1, 1859, and was promoted to a first lieu¬ 
tenancy in 1860; wdb appointed a captain in the 11th 
infantry May 4,1861, bnt declined, and was appointed 
a captain and commissary of subsistence Aug. 3, 1861. 
Capt. Morgan was distinguished in several conflicts 
with the Indians in Washington Territory in 1868. 
U»der hia control the commissary department of 
the command has been phioed in a very efficient con¬ 
dition. Being from the extreme South, Capt. Morgan 
deserves great credit for bis loyalty at a time when 
treason among the Southern officers of the army was 
the rule rather than the exception. 

First lieutenant Francis J. Shank, chief of ord¬ 
nance of the command, is from Pennsylvania. He 
entered the Military Academy in 1849 and graduated, 
fifth of his class, in 1853; was then bru vetted second 
lieutenant of ordnance, and promoted to a first lieu 
tenancy In 1850; was acting assistant professor of 
chemistry at the Military Academy from 1856 to 1857, 
and in 1858 joined Gen. Albert J. Johnson’s Utah 
expedition at Camp Floyd, aa chief of ordnance, in 
which capacity he served till I860. He has recently 
served in the Washington Arsenal, from which place 
he joined Gen. Bhermnn’s command at Annapolis. 
He has with him Lieut Porter, of the ordnance corps. 

Lieut J. H. Wilson, chief topographical engineer 
of the command, graduated at the Military Academy, 
fifth in his class, in 1860, and was then appointed 
Becond lieutenant of topographical engineers. He is 
from Illinois, and joined Gen. Sherman’s command a 
few days before it embarked at Annapolis. 

Department of Missouri. 

General Hpnter relinquished the command 
of thia Department on the 19th inBt, and General 
Halleek immediately assumed the same. General 
Halleck has issued orders that, in consequence of 
important information respecting the number and 
condition of our forces being couveyed to the eueroy 
by fugitive Blavea no such persons shall hereafter 
be permitted to enter the lines of any camp or any 
forces on the march, and any now within such lines 
are to be immediately excluded therefrom. The 
General also calls the particular attention of all the 
officers commanding posts, or troops in the field, to 
toe importance of preventing unauthorized persons 
of every description from entering or leaving our 
lines, and of observing the greatest precaution in 
the employment of agents and clerks in confidential 
positions. The General also directs all staff officers 
of this Department whose staff duties have ceased 
under the recent special order from Washington, but 
who still hold commissions in the regular army, or 
volunteers mustered into the service of the United 
States, to immediately report in person if in St. 
Lonis, or by letter if elsewhere, to his headquarters. 

Advices from the South-West, received on the 21st 
inst., are to the effect that Price has abandoned his 
position at Cassville, and is moving toward his old 
camp at Neosho. About 4.000 of hia army, under 
Gen. Harris, were on the Kansas iiue, directly west 
of Carthage, with the evident intention of entering 
that State and scourging its southern counties. 

Harris’ force was principally cavalry and Indiana. 
Gen. Lane ia in that vicinity with about 3,000 infan- 
trv, and it is not improbable that an engagement will 
take place between his and Harris' forces. 

The rebel Btate Legislature, in session at Neosho, 
had passed the ordinance of secession and united 
the State with the C. B. A., and elected Gen. Ralnea 
one of the Senators to the rebel Congress. It whs 

thought Gen. Parsons would be the other Senator. 
It was said that Gen. Frost, of Camp Jackson noto¬ 
riety, would take the command of Gen. Raines’ 
division of the rebel army. 

The old terror lias settled down upon the counties 
of the South West, since the retrograde movement 
of our army, and refugees are beginning to arrive 
again, driven from the fear of being taken prisoners 
by the rebels, who are reported to be again advancing. 

Mr. Growclly, of the Btate Convention, arrived in 
Jefferson City on the i9th inst., from Springfield, 
which place he left the Friday previous. He says a 
body of 3,000 of Price’s cavalry have made their 
appearance at Barcoxle, and that foraging parties 
follow up the track of onr receding army, plundering 
Unionists and renewing, with impunity, every species 
of outrage. He passed a train of emigrant wagona 
a mile long, containing Union refugees. 

The President has appointed Capt. N. H. Foote 
Flag-Officer of the fleet In the Western military De¬ 
partment. He thus ranks with the Major General. 
This arrangement will prevent any possible conflict 
between the commanders respectively of land and 
water forceB. 

A train of eighty wagons, with an escort of 200 
men, left Bedalia a few days ago for Leavenworth, 
but they were attacked near Knob Noster on the 19th 
inst. by COO rebels, and the train captured. On the 
20th our cavalry, under Major Hough, attacked the- 
rebels, recaptured the train, and took about 160 

prisoners. 
Passengers by the train from the west, to Jefferson 

City on the Ulst, report that the rebels burnt Warsaw 
the night before last, to prevent it being used a? 
winter quarters for onr troops. The intelligence 
reached Syracuse just before the train arrived, and is 
considered reliable. A quantity of Government 
stores was destroyed. 

The gunboat Conestoga went on an exploring 
expedition up the Tennessee river on the 19th inst., 
and discovered a rebel battery near the Tennessee 
line. Bhe threw one shell, which drove out the 
rebels by which it was manned. Still further up 
another battery was discovered and engaged. The 
rebels were again routed, with a number killed. 
The Conestoga was but slightly damaged la the 
encounter. 

The Memphis Appeal of the 14th acknowledges 
the rebel Iohm at Belmont to be 626 killed, wounded 
and missing, and reports the Federal loss at 1,000. 

We glean the following items of interest from the 
telegraph of the 25th inst. McCulloch, with a large 
force, is encamped between Springfield and Lebanon, 
and hia pickets were extended last night over a 
space of fifteen miles this side of I*ebanon. It was 
rumored in camp lust night that the advance of the 
rebels, 18,000 strong, was at the Gasconade. 

The burning of the principal part of the town of 
Warsaw is confirmed by gentlemen who arrived in 
St. 1-ouia. The main business part of the town, 
consisting of one large block and several smaller 
ones, was in flames when the gentlemen left The 
town being scattered, it was thought nearly all the 
residences escaped. The Quartermaster ai_d Com¬ 
missary Departments were located in the large block, 
but the greater part of the Government stores were 
removed. It is supposed to have been the work of 
the secessionists. The troops which were there at 
the time were on the march to Be<1 alia, and left the 
morning following. The fire occurred on Thursday. 

Later intelligence states that all the business por¬ 
tion of the town is in ashes. The troops left about 
8 A. M., and are now in Bt. Louis. A portion of the 
commissary stores, for which we had no transporta¬ 
tion, were burned by order of tbe commanding 
officer. It is thought by the commanding officer 
that the town was fired by the citizens, as a man 
dressed in citizen clothes was seen coming from a 
building in which the fire commenced. 

Gen. Halleck has issued lengthy general orders, 
making the entire allairs of this Department conform 
strictly with the army regulations, and reducing 
everything to a complete and easily understood 

system. 

Department of Kaneaw. 

The appointment of Major-General Hunter to this 
command has given great satisfaction to the people 
of Kansas. 

A party of Col. Jennison’s men who left Kansas 
City on Saturday the 16th inst, for Pleasant Hill, 
succeeded in recapturing twenty-two of the wagons 
and two hundred of the oxen belonging to the gov¬ 
ernment, reported to huve been burned by the rebels 
of that place. The rebel force is 1200 men, posted 
three milcB from Pleasant Hill, and will be attacked 
to-night 

Captain Blanchard, with 240 men of Jennison's 
regiment attacked Capt llayes, with 160 men, at his 
place of residence, on the 20th inst, and succeeded 
in driving them away, and in burning Hayes’ house, 
and the house of a man named Gregg, both captains 
in the rebel army. Capt. Burchard and Lieut Boat 
Wick were slightly wounded, and two horses killed. 
The rebels had 60 killed and wounded. 

The steamer Sunshine has arrived at Leavenworth 
city from Bt Lonis. A lot of commissary stores aud 
governnent wagonB, destined for Fort Leavenworth, 
were taken at Wiiverly, Mo., by a gang of rebels 
under the command of Joe Bhelby. 

Department of the Hast* 

It is not believed at headquarters that any con¬ 
siderable-number of troops have been withdrawn from 
the rebel army opposite Washington, in consequence 
of the invasion of South Carolina. Beauregard has 
not gone to Charleston as has been reported. The 
rumor, however, which imputcB to him an inclina¬ 
tion to resign unless a more vigorous policy be 
adopted in tbe conduct of the war, has been 
confirmed. 

The grand review of the federal army, on the 20th 
inst., was witnessed by from 20 000 to 30,000 specta¬ 
tors. As no passes were required, it was free to 
every one who could procure a conveyance or who 
chose to walk —the distance being about eight miles 
by the route which they were obliged to take. The 
roads were guarded the entire distance, so that civil¬ 
ians, without a written permission, c-onld not diverge 
from the prescribed limits of travel. Just previous 
to the review, a salute was fired from fifteen batteries 
of artillery. The Divisions, seven in number, when 
in position, occupied four miles, a dense body of all 
arms of Bervice. Gen. McClellan and staff, in com¬ 
pany with the President and Secretary Seward, all on 
horseback, rode rapidly along the line, meeting with 
continuous and enthusiastic cheers from the soldiers. 

The divisions passed in review to 14 o’clock. They 
moved in the following order, closed by Massachu¬ 
setts:—Gen. McCall’s division, twelve regiments of 
infantry, two batteries, and one regiment of cavalry. 
Gen. Helntzelraan's division of seven regiments of 
Infantry, two battirifcB, and one reginu-Dt of cavalry. 
Gen. Bmitb’s division of ten regiments of infantry, 
two batteries and one regiment of cavalry. Gen. 
Franklin's division of twelve regiments of infantry, 
three batteries and one regiment of cavalry. Gen. 
Blenker’s division of eleven regiments of infantry, 
two batteries and Pickett’s regiment of mounted 
riflemen. Gen. Fitz John Porter’s division of thir¬ 
teen regiments of infantry, three batteries and two 
regiments of cavalry. Gen. McDowell’s division of 
eleven regiments of infantry, three batteries, and one 
regiment of cavalry. Making a total of seventy-six 
regiments of infantry, seventeen batteries and seven 
regiments of cavalry, perhaps in all about 70,000 meD, 
forming only a portion of the army of the Potomac. 

The time occupied in passing was three hours and 
a half. This was the largest body of troops ever 
reviewed on this continent They were, all fully 
equipped and in every way sopplied, with forty 
rounds of cartridges. Each division was accom¬ 
panied by ambulances so, that every branch of tbe 
service might be represented. Tbe general appear¬ 
ance and movements of the troops elicited the 
highest commendations from all observers. 

Wo have reliable information that when the news 
of the capture of Port Royal reached the Confederate 
camp at Manassas, three Bonth Carolina regiments 
demanded permission and declared their Intention to 
return at once to the protection of their own State. 
Orders were issued from headquarters to prevent their 
departure at all hazards, Tbe doctrine of Btate sov¬ 
ereignty and the right of seccsssion does not seem to 
find as much favor with the Confederate authorities 
as it did at the outset of the rebellion. 

Gen. Dix received dispatches on the 22d, advising 
him that the disorganization of the rebel forces was 
general in the peninsular. Capt. Richards’ cavalry 
had been dispatched before the messenger left, to 
take poHaeselon of six brass cannon, known to be 
near the town of Olney, «n Onancock Inlet, Gov. 
Wise’s old residence, and had no doubt done so. Cel. 
Brnith, commander of the rebel forces, and some of 
his officers were trying to escape from the lower ex¬ 
tremity, but flag officer Goldsboro has put the whole 
shore under surveillance, and It ia believed that they 
will all he captured if they do not surrender. 

On the way up the Pocornoke, a boat was sent 
ashore with Gen. Dix’s proclamation. It was read to 
a large number of Virginians In a farm house, who 
declared it entirely satisfactory and claimed protec¬ 
tion of the Government Irorn secessionists, who are 
forcing them into the rebel ranks against their will. 

Later dispatches received in Baltimore, from the 
eastern shore of Virginia, bring the gratifying intel¬ 
ligence that the se^ssionists of Northampton county, 
to the number of 1,800, have laid down their arms 
and tbe Federal troops have now full possession of 
that county as well as Acoomac. As the expedition 
advanced, rebel flags disappeared, and tbe Unionists 
hoisted their flags which had hitherto been concealed. 
The proclamation of Gen. Dix had been scattered 
through the country, aud when received in camp 
where Unionists had been drafted and forced into 
service, they rebelled and the commanders were coin 
pclled to disband the whole force. The rebels said 
the force coming against them waa so great that they 
thought it foily lo resist, and the Unionists met them 
with hearty cheers and tbe greatest enthusiasm. As 
tar as the expedition had progressed, there was every 
evidence that the people were opposed to secession, 
and tbe troops were hailed ub deliverers from tyranny 
and oppression. Tbe people are suffering for many 
of the necessaries of life, and were rejoicing at the 
prospect of restoration of trade and commerce with 
Philadelphia, on which they depended for livelihood. 
The information received from Northampton county, 
narrates the belief taat the rebels will all disband. 
They have destroyed bridges and felled trees across 
the roads, bnt tbe proclamation has given boldness 
to the Unionists and satisfaction to tbe people gen¬ 
erally. All disloyalists will be disarmed. The Union 
men who had fled into Maryland, to prevent being 
forced into the militia, are returning to their homes. 

The soldiers at Beaufort, and tbe slaves on the 
island, will soon be picking the nugathered cotton, 
the former under an order from the War Department 
and the latter upon the impulse of wages, directed to 
be paid to them by Gen. Sherman. It is also prob¬ 
able that the cultivation of the sea island for the next 
crop of cotton will be contracted for with some 
responsible Yankee who will be required to employ 
the slaves abandoned by their masters upon the seve¬ 
ral plantations. There is sufficient cotton on Poke 
Island, uninjured, to make 3,000 bales; and corn- 
houses are filled to the top — say 10,000 bushels in 
the ear, 

Advioes from Port Royal, per Atlantic, say the po- 
positiou of our troops is now considered safe. Exten¬ 
sive works are rapidly progressing and guns being 
mounted, and entrenchments extended to Sebille, 
about five miles from the fort on Hilton Head, and 
are under the supervision of Capt. Gillmore. 

Tbe Richmond Enquirer, of the 18th, publishes the 
correspondence between the Secretary of War aud 
Gen. Winder, telling the latter to make a choice of 
Federal prisoners as hostages for the C. B. privateers. 
As hostage for Smith, condemned at Philadelphia, 
this lot fell on Col. Corcoran, who was ordered into 
close confinement in a felon’s cell. The other host¬ 
ages are Cols. Lea, Coggswell, Wilcox, and Wood; 
Lieut. Cols. Brown and Neff; Majors Potter, Revere, 
Vodges; and Capts. Richland, Johnson aud Jeffer. 

Gen. Wise is convalescent. 
A letter from on board the gunboat R. R. Cayler, 

off Ship Island, has been received. At the date of 
writing, the 14th inst., there were in New Orleans 
some 6,000 rebel troops, all very well armed, but 
poorly clad, and an order had beeu recently issued 
compelling every man capable of bearing arms to be¬ 
long to some military organization. The city had 
been environed by defences on every side excepting 
in the rear, upon which the rebels appear to appre¬ 
hend no attack, but which in fact can be easily 
assailed by a well-appointed force. The laud on that 
side is swampy, and the city is unapproachable 
except by the shell road and the railroad, yet it is 
believed that a force of ten thousand resolute men 
could overcome all difficulties, aud capture the city 
in fifteen hours after leaving the deep waters of Lake 
Borgne. The only fortification in the way is the old 
fort at the main passage, between Lake Borgue and 
Ponchartrftin, which ia represented to be in a very- 
dilapidated condition and poorly provided with guns 
and men. Once in possession of the city, our forces 
could hold it against all assailants, and would doubt¬ 
less have the assistance of thousands of its citizens, 
who love the old Union, and who are waiting with 
patience for an opportunity to strike a blow at the 
power which now oppresses them. 

The telegraph this (Monday) morning f .mights the 
following interesting items of news: 

It is now definitely ascertained in military circles 
hereabouts, that Beauregard recently tendered his 
resignation as a General of tbe Confederate army in 
consequence of bis differences with Jeff. Davis as to 
the conduct of the war. Violent parties have sprung 
up among the Confederates on this question. Beau¬ 
regard represents the offensive war party, who be¬ 
lieve in invading the North and wintering in Balti¬ 
more, Philadelphia and New York, and Jeff. Davis 
represents tbe defensive war party, who trust to 
time and the patient defence of their own soil to give 
them independence. The Beauregard party complain 
that the policy of Davis has led to the invasion of 
South Carolina, and will fill the cotton States with 
the horrors of war and end in their destruction. It 
is believed that Davis has succumbed to their war 
policy to prevent South Carolina and Georgia from 
seceding from the Southern Confederacy* Gen. 
Beauregard was induced to withdraw his resignation. 

Bix thousand stand of French rifled muskets ar¬ 
rived on the 23d inst., and are already distributed 
among our troops by Cul. Kingsbury, the ordnance 
officer of Geu. McClellan’s staff. 

Several regiments have arrived at Fortress Monroe 
from Baltimore and Annapolis, during the last twenty- 
four hours, and Old PoiDt has assumed an unusually 
hurtling appearance. Formidable preparations are 
being made for active operations, the theater of 
which Tifcs not yet beeu disclosed. The ferry boats in 
the road-4 are being heavily armed. 

The gunboat* Cambridge and Heitzel proceeded up 
the York River some distance and have opened a hot 
fire of shells on the rebel camp at Warwick. The 
attack apparently was unexpected, as only a little 
resistance was made. Between forty and fifty shells 
were fired, and tbe rebel camp was entirely demol¬ 
ished. It is the supposition that a large number of 
rebels were killed. Gen. Mansfield liai assumed the 
command at Newport News in place of Gen. Phelps. 
Col. Weber was at. Camp Hamilton. 

Get). Havelock has been appointed Inspector of 
Cavalry, an office which he filled in the British army. 

The prize barque Prometheus has arrived from 
Gr.lveston, captured by the U. 8. sloop of-war Santee, 
off Matamoras. She has on board the crew of the 
schooner Maggie Mitchell, taken by a U. 6. steamer 
off Bouth Carolina, now assisting as a tender. 

Affairs at Washington. 

Advices received by the government from Great 
Britain represent that though much sourness of feel¬ 
ing exists towards the United States, yet there was a 
manifest feeling of aversion to a war, and that the 
sentiment in favor of maintaining a strict neutrality 
was daily strengthening. 

Advices from France indicate that’tbe feeling on 
the part of that government towards the United 
States was more cordial than ever. 

The government has no evidence of any rebel 
privateer steamer being on the sens except the Sum¬ 
ter, and Bhe is endeavoring to elude capture. 

Much speculation continues to be indulged in rela¬ 
tive to the Mason and Blidell question. So far aa can 
be ascertained the Minister of Her Britanic Majesty’s 
Government baa taken no action whatever upon the 
subject, but will probably await instructions; uorhas 
there been even an informal conversation between 
him and the proper department concerning it Those 
who are acquainted with Lord Lyons, believe that in 
this, ns in other matters, he has observed his usual 
discretion in refraining from premature expressions 

of opinion. 
Tenders of troops continue to be made to the War 

Department, and it is probable that before the meet¬ 
ing of Congress the 500,000 authorized to be accepted 
will be supplied. Offers of additional regiments of 
cavalry arc declined, owing to a sufficiency of that 

bran, b of the army. 
The War Department will soon issue a circular 

addressed to the Governors of the loyal States, 
requesting the withdrawal of their agents for tbe 
purchase of arms, both at home and abroad, as the 
Government lifts received advices to the effect that a 
sufficiency of arms will be received through ita own 
agency to meet the demands which may from time to 
time arise. This arrangement will very much facili¬ 
tate the speedy delivery of arms, and remove tempta¬ 
tions to speculators to withhold for better contract 
prices at the expense of the government. 

The papers in the case of Gen. Fremont have for 
some days been in the hands of Major I*e, Judge- 
Advocate of tbe Army, who, ou the 21st inst, made 
his report to Gen. McClellan. Accompanying the 
report were charges substantially the same as those 
preferred by Col. Blair. 

A new punishment of Virginia is at hand. Con¬ 
gress will probably be called on to recognize the 
territorial boundaries of Delaware so as to give the 
little State all the land between the Chesapeake Bay 
and the Delaware river, and to change tbe bounda 
ries of Maryland so as to give her all tbe eastern 
counties of Virginia, and leave to the State of Vir¬ 
ginia, as organized by tbe Convention at Wheeling, 
the territory between the Blue Ridge and Ohio. 

Frivate but trustworthy advices from Europe in 
relation to Mexican affairs, have been received. 
Spain, aud the Spanish party in Mexico, have resolved 
to impose a King upon tout country at tbe point of 
the bayonet Of three Princes, Montpensier was the 
favorite. Whether England or France have acceded 
to this is doubtful. 

Soon after the announcement had been made of the 
contemplated intervention of England, France aud 
Spain in Mexican affairs, our government dispatched 
a man-of-war, commanded by an experienced officer, 
to the Gulf, to look after our interests there. Another 
vessel was also dispatched as far up tbe coast as 
Tampico, with a view to prevent tbe transit of pas¬ 
sengers from the rebel government across the coun¬ 
try, apd also to prevent the shipment of cotton and 
other valuables fiorn tbe rebel States. This wise 
precaution, it is said, has resulted favorably, and 
suddenly put a stop to the extensive traffic which 
waa about to be inaugurated. It will also be remem¬ 
bered that at about the same time, Secretary Beward 
sent a respectful communication to England, France, 
aud Spain, respecting the alleged intervention of 
these governments iu the affairs of Mexico, but up to 
the last advices from Earope, no satisfactory answer 
has been received by our government. They appear 
to be quibbling upon this matter, and seem rather 
disinclined to state their objects and designs. Our 
government is, however, keeping a most vigilant 
watch, and will not permit this formidable European 
combination any advances or aggressions on this 
continent. 

Commodore Dupont has sent to the Navy Depart¬ 
ment the original South Carolina Ordinance of Seces¬ 
sion, beautifully engrossed upon parchment, with the 
autographs of the South Carolina seceders, headed 
by Gen. Jameson. The photographs of all the mem¬ 
bers were also found at Beaufort with tbe Ordinance, 
and a large number of other important documents. 

An expedition sailed for the Southern coast on the 
20th inst., that will be as effective as any yet sent in 
that direction. A fleet of old whalers, some fifty in 
number, have been purchased by the government at 
a small cost, loaded with stone, and are to he used in 
effectually sealing up some of the rebel ports on the 
Southern coast. They are arranged, we hear, to 
“sink quick.” 

Tbe Navy Department make no concealment of the 
fact that dispatches are expected daily from the Gulf 
with an account of the opening of tbe guns of Fort 
Pickens upoh the rebel batteries. Colonel Brown 
has repeatedly written for orders allowing him to 
blow Bragg and his batteries off the opposite shore. 
He has been chafing like a bound iu tbe leash, sad 
according to all accounts hia desire for action has 
been gratified. 

Tbe Department has established a Post Office at 
Port Royal, to be called by that name, and has sent 
out a blank commission to Gen. Bhcrman, to be filled 
up with the name of a suitable person, who will give 
the required bonds. Letters designed for Port Royal 
should be sent to the New York Post Office. The 
Navy Department has instructed the Commander of 
the Navy Yard at Brooklyn, to inform the Postmaster 
of the departure of vessels for Port Royal in time to 
dispatch mails. In the course of a week, probably, 
the Treasury Department will take definite action in 
regard to custom regulations at Port Royal. 

Mr. Savage, onr Consul at Havana, wbo had been 
to Key West on business, and returned on the 16th 
inst., reports that 1,660 rebel Iroops were discovered 
by the Union patrol some twenty miles from Fort 
Pickens, oo Baum Rosa Island. 

The patrvl immediately informed the Commodore 
of the Fleet, who sent a force and shelled them off 
tbe island with great loss. It is supposed the object 
was to get together some 6,000 or more rebels, and 
with a forced march to Col. Wilson’s camp, make 
another night attack upon them. 

By a letter from Hatteras Inlet, of the 18th, received 
in Washington, we learn that North Carolina, by B 
convention of delegates representing forty-five coun¬ 
ties, has passed measures for a Provisional Govern- 
raeut, and lias entirely repudiated the secession act 
of the State, and reaffirmed her loyally aud devotion 
to the Constitution of the United States. There are 
eighty six counties in the State. The convention 
met at Hatteras. The act passed contained several 
sections, the substance of which is: 

The first declares vacant all the offices of the State. 
Tbe second names Marble Nash Taylor aa Provis¬ 

ional Governor. 
The third adopts the Constitution of tbe State with 

the statutes and laws contained in the revised code 

of 1659* 
The fourth repudiates the ordinance of secession 

passed at Raleigh, on the 20th of May, together with 
all other acts adopted. 

The fifth directs the Provisional Governor to order 
a special election for Members of Congress. 

The sixth gives the Governor authority to make 
temporary appointment* to official vacancies. 

The Convention then adjourned, subject to the call 
of the President. Governor Taylor has issued his 
proclamation for an election in the second Congres¬ 
sional District, to he held on Wednesday the 27th- 

A letter from Charleston, Oct. 3, via Havana, to a 
gentleman in England, and thence sent to Washing¬ 
ton, was received on the 2Istinst. The writer repre¬ 
sents the condition of affairs as deplorable. Business 
prostrate, provisions at starvation prices, and no 
prospects for the better. 

A few weeks ago the Secretary of War authorized 
Gen. Wool to ascertain whether the clothing and 
other articles necessary to the comfort of the United 
States citizens, now prisoners of war, could be sent 
to them. Tbe following letter shows that consent 
(or that purpose bad been given: 

HBATXjrARTPHS TIspartmrxt ( 
Nohkoik, Nov. 6lb 1881. > 

To Major-General John E. Wool, Commanding the 
Department, Virginia: I consider myself fully author¬ 
ized to reply at once to the inquiry made on the 8th, 
that my government will allow blankets and articles 
of clothing for tbe prisoners of war to be sent them. 
Any such articles yon may send me will be promptly 
forwarded by the Southern Express Company; and 
money may be sent to pay tbe freight here, or it may 
he paid on delivery. Very respectfully your obedient 
servant, John E. Hpuer, Major General 

Commanding the Department. 

The Quartermaster General of the U. S. Army will 
provide blankets and clothing for the prisoners of 
war, and forward them to Gen. Wool, in accordance 
with the terms of the letter from Gen. Huger. 

A dispatch from Gen. Dix, iu Accoraac and North¬ 

ampton counties, Eastern Virginia, to the govern¬ 
ment, dated the 23d inst., giveB account of the cap¬ 
ture of three officers, a captain aud two lieutenants, 
and seven caissons, all new and in good order. All 
traces of disloyalty seem to have disappeared in both 
counties. County meetings will be held to renew 
tbe allegiance to the Federal Government The 
people will first adopt the government of Western 
Virginia, as a temporary measure, and then look to 
the Legislature of that State and Maryland for annex¬ 
ation to the latter. The Secretary of the Treasury 
has ordered the restoration of tbe light on Cape 
Charles. The Postmaster-General has sent a special 
agent to renew postal connection with both counties. 

The reports of the Secretaries approach comple¬ 
tion. The great interest which the war gives to that 
of the Secretary of War will be heightened by Mr. 
Cameron’s distinct avowal of his policy of placing 
arms in the hands of slaves willing to use them for 
the cause of the’ Uuion. He will support this by 
argument aud historical references, and so show that 
his leading position upon this vital question baa been 
as deliberately as strongly taken. As a foretaste of 
the administration hereafter of the War Department 
until the close of the rebellion, Mr. Cameron will 
appeal to Congress and to the Governors of States 
to practice the closest economy, and will sternly 
require economy aud accountability from every sub¬ 
ordinate in the war bureaus and the army in the field. 
EuormouB as the war is and will be, it will not be 
permitted to bankrupt either tbe Government or the 
people. Mr. Cameron's report will also contain 
recommendations that will go far to abolish the dis¬ 
tinctions between regulars and volunteers. Among 
them will be tbe repeal of the regulation which con¬ 
fers rauk on the regular officer over the volunteer of 
the same grade, leaving it to be determined by senior¬ 
ity according to date of commission. 

Secretary Chase’s report will recommend necessa¬ 
rily a large increase of revenue duties. The necessi¬ 
ties of the Treasury during the war will require that 
the tariff be so shaped as to produce the greatest 
possible amount of income. A large incidental pro¬ 
tection to American manufactures will of course be 
the consequence. Upon the vital idea or the war, it 
is said that Mr. Chase will fully develope the theory 
that the slaves in the rebel States should be employed 
under wages to raise cotton, sugar, rice and tobacco 
for government account This policy has already 
been established by Mr. Cameron in regard to the 
nngathered and unginned Sea Island cotton in 
Beaufort. 
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LATE AND IMPORTANT WAR NEWS! 
CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE STORE, 

6-i State St, Bombardment of Pensacola — fort Pickens sends 

compliments to the Hebeis — The JYatry Y’arrt 

hre.4 three times and the Village of W'arring— 

J port of our fleet engaged — 

Bed sire federal Victory — Richmond, Savan¬ 

nah, Charleston, Memphis and JVew Orleans 

Panic- Stricken — A Valuable Prise captured 

by the V, 8. frigate 8t. Lawrence* 

Mansion House Block, 

ROCBXSTKR, «V. I'. 

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST REGULATED 

s 11 OE S T O H u 

IKT WESTERN TsTE’W YORK. 

A Puli assortment of both 

Eastern and IIome-Made Work 

CONSTANTLY OUST EiAISTlD. 

All kinds of Boots and Show 

MADE to order, 

And the work done promptly when promised. 

NO MISREPRESENTATIONS ALLOWED TOR THE 

8AKK OF SELLING. 

Parties baying goods at this Store eon IN ALL CASES ham 

THEiR nvtoisTE-'sr repunded 

If they deoire it. If the goods bought are not as represented 

Or do not fit and are returned in good order. 

PERSONS from tlie COUNTKY 

Visiting the city and wishing to pnrehase Good Boots and 

Shoes, should be sure to find this Store. 

PRATT, 

64 State Street, Mansion Honse Block, 

Third Door South of Market Street 
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for further information, or to enenge Rooms, address 
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The following are the quotations of wool 

I PH.l,ed •Y,r>- ].<n<nd 
No' '<k.OOiiXXl 

Amencan hair and three-quarter blood Meriuo 
Native and oue-fourth Merino 
Extra, Pul |..d . . 
supertine, puiied....'.::::"';.;.— 
No. i, polled .. 
tAnih'a. Pulled. . 
California, flue, unwashed";;;;;;"" 
Californio, common do. . 
p-Muviiui.iviL.hed.;;;;;;. 
valiiaraieo. weslied .. .. 

South American Merino, unwashed. 
Mo. do. Meatiia. do. 
Po. do. roniiriun. wanhe.1.; 
Mo. do. Entre Rios, do.; . 
Mo. do. Kntre Rios, unwashed. 
Mo, do. Cordova, washed,. 

Cats? Gmid Hope, uuwashed. 
Eo«t Tndis, wnxbed._ -----. 
African, washed, .'.'.'.'.‘.'.11.1'.'.'.. 

Mo. unwashed.... 
Smyrna, do. .. 

Mo. washed... 
M-xican. unwashed;.. 
Texas. . 

BOSTON, No7. Z. 
^nrnnv Fle-oe.. 
Full blood Merino.. 
Three-fourth do._ 
Half do.. 
Common. 
Western mixed...... 
Pulled Extra.. . 

Do. Superfine... 

Fortress Monrob, Nov. 26.—Fort Pickens opened 
on Br»Kg’* forces on Saturday. Particulars meagre 
and through rebel sources. Bragg telegraphs that he 
was taking the bomhardment coolly. The rehels 
claim to have breached the walls of Pickens. The 
Navy Yard was on fire three times and put out. The 
village of Warrington was burned by Col. Brown's 
fire on the first day. 

Warttinoton, Nov. 26.—Assistant Secretary of the 
Navy. Fox, has received a dispatch from Baltimore 
6tatiog that the Norfolk Day Honk publishes advices 
from Richmond to the effect that an engagement was 
going on at Pensacola. Parties who read the paper 
say that it states that the frigates Niagara and Colo¬ 
rado engaged Fort McRea; that tho fort briskly 
returned the fire, and that tho vessels received dam¬ 
age and were compelled to haul off. The Day /look 

adds that Fort PickenB was firing on the Pensacola 
Navy Yard. 

Another dispatch says that the fight commenced on 
Saturday, and was in progress Snnday night Fort 
Pickens hy firing hot shot, bad set the Pensacola 
Navy Yard on fire three times, but the rebels had 
managed np to the latter day to extinguish the flames. 
They had not, however, been able to suppress those 
Of the burning town of Warrington, which the hot 
shot had utterly destroyed. It wa3 thought at Old 
Point that our victory was decisive. 

Government has advices from Richmond that that 
city, and also Savannah, Charleston, Memphis and 
New Orleans are panic-stricken. Families were pack¬ 
ing np so as to be in readiness for departing when the 
Yankees approached. It was the general belief that 
the rebel government had already begun the removal 
of Its archives to Nashville, which has been so sud¬ 
denly made the capital. Government has intelligence 

Tuxoa,.I 
Smyrua. washt-d” 

Mo. unwaxheci, 
Buenos Ay 
unmea,. 
Canada.]. 

GILMAN'S SHOE STORE, 

No. 8 STATE S'L’ItLCELB 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

tiir provision Markets, 
NEW YOKE, Nov 26 NEW YORK, N-IV 26 -Ki.or>R— Markfi rules heavy and 

In tavor or bn v ora, but without 8ny ma'orlal chauite iu priemt 
with only a very mndvrute bu-i nun tlmny fur export and hnma 
consumption, Salt-H ai ffl.2italfl.4-, for rejected , f6.4i<aA./W for 
superfine State; $6.Solo‘6711 f--t nrtr* -In, i.6,ufa.wi.flo fur super 
nil" W-nter,. , fA.fiuccrfl.HO f--r common to medium extra do, tli ■ 
rha'S.M r„r rhippm* bniurtf.extra round h-mpv-l Ohio, and Id- 
06-t fur trodtr brands do,-market clnai ng lieavv. Canadian 
Ht.*ur without ananvt1, wits a *u--dera(e buxinehN doloK Salea 
»t >S,4AqJ6.Si'for aupm till", ami f-. «x«>?.60 for common to choioe 
extra Ity.'hour quiet aud «teadv. untti ««lee at M.iX-i'x to, fur 
i rife nor to choice (,m'0 meal «tc»dv and without any muteriiU 
rhiuigo In |in-« Sale, at IV-4) for extra W-Htern, tk.UU for 
Jiin*-*v . and fit.lHoA.S-l flir Bran-tywitie 

Giixii* —tvheat uinrket nnr.v tie qumed a shade firmer with a 
moderate hudnexe doina for export and bnine cuoeuniptlnn 
bates Ch cyoapriox »t *1.28,-1.27; NoithWestern cluhat*l.z7 
(-71,28. thu latter for choice; State Mprliut fl.t-1; Milwaukee 
Club at *1.27/111,2-4; amber Iowa at *l..-9toh)l,l)fl;>» Inter red West¬ 
ern at *I,,V®|,.W white Micbivan at *I,«aa)1 47, choice extra da 
at Ji.flS; aniherMo-biyaa at *t,S8(<i,!.4l. and ivliife luoiana at 51- 
40 Rv o-ote; ■wteeal e7 18 e. L.nl-l ftM,| Mlm niili 

sate* cnaimtiri '"t rc at 7uc; cetnnu-o fa. ad t Wret at 7 -c, end u 
mirxu of Oahf ,rm» at 76c KarU-v mall renatnH dull nu-j nom¬ 
inal «i 7H*r I Van continue qriior, it yt»c for Canadian Corn 
market nitee heavy and diKhllv |. favor ofbtiver» with a retvl- 
eiute huaine-u) dofng for export amt home eonoiimptriin; ealee 
al ftric fur ba-lly dam tiffed mixed W-rreru; SXiaKAc for eo-a| t„ 
prime vliippioa do chn ftv At fiiy-it'A--, <jri, f ,r do inat-m tf'e 
for Re-,ten yello-. ernJ «9cf r -triutl-ern yellow Mat, rule 
heavy, haI-'m hi r7.,i.Id-;, (or Canada, a'l'l 4 WtV: for Jcrwv 
Vt eMeru ami State. 

Pri)VI8i088 - I’orlr nctive nu-1 pricen etendv; Nairn At ilSM-fl 
16.00 mr mewi; a- d W.-UfelO.OO fin prime. Beef stoodi: «ate» 

country prime; *fl.rx(n .6,74) f--i country me-iA, 
*11,UU-ril2.no-or r-* pnehed mene ami *1.6,11".! lit.fiOfnr extra menr. 
’nine me-w beef in moderate -lem.viil. H.-ilrx- hi ti« a) 10,00 - 
He-f h im- eto.ndv; email xalr-e new «t f l.-x-fllfl jr,. Cut meat* 
dull -vod steady; email -*a.le- ut 4k, - Tor 'houldeiM aiiiI fl 

ror tlaffitf. f^iu'on rontlnii^M in gnml ilfnmmJ rhi^dv Tor 
future *|,.1,very mwarM u»rv r|iil<-t. luu witr out 
cicSi^il cljansro. nrrAAfd hom in fair dcmmi'l, «m‘th aIom ht 4UCiA 
JC «*Hrd morn no.tiv« »iml pritM?4 i li»tl** t1nm»r; hiiIcm a* 
fnr No. i to cMc« W»HU*rn. Rutter ih Arm and ^Minie hi In 
^ li rout* r.»r Onlo, nnd t.Va?l root* for 3Ut*. (Jhenne con- 

I.v fh'>c.itv, on tho 2T«tin*t_. hv tho Rpy U. M. Kott OKO 
8. (»0KF, ami Mina C. K. IT A TOUT, all of thin city. ’ U 

r^HE BOOK RESULTING FROM THE 

“NATIONAL HYMN COMMITTEE.” 

the21*t inetant, MARY A. ME VINE, aired 22 

^ftnertisements CYRtO. XV. HliLIOUT, 
No. 30 Walltfir Htroot, New York, 

HAH .MIST PUBLISHED 

NATIONAL HYMNS: 
How they are written and how they are not written; 

“f Lyric and J\'ational Study for the Times., 

BY RICHARD CHANT WHITE. 
One volume,elegantly printed no tinted paper, with embellieh- 

mcrite, Price, ban-lnnim-ly bound in cloth. $l. 

As an Impreieinn prevails to so me extent that there are to be 
two d i ire rent, nookii npun the atiove an luecr. Mr. Kli.iottiIo- 
eires In say that such is not the case, hut that he hnMimar- 
ra-gement with MeHura Kudu ,V. f xKi.irmy, the owners of the 
publish -r w 11C*1 “l' a'ono ,rt te be kuown for a uptwilied time ,-is 

au.oai rmnw TEK1TIN, In Advixnoe-THIRTT- 
Frva Cmktb a Liar, each Insertion, a pneyi and a half for 
extra -lisplay, or sj't, oents per Hue of space. SexoiAt, Notioks 
(foliowing rea-Uag matter, leaded,) HWty Cents a Lino 

• ^ Its Immense circulation among the Producers and Deal¬ 
ers of the Free States, renders the KnUL Nkw Voksbr hy far 
the Rest and Cheafieel Advertising Medium of it« daea, Thm 

rxVT should b« borne in mind hy alt Wholesale Dealers, Manu- 
factnrera, *o.. who muat noceaearily dat-eod upon tlie People of 
the North for iiatronage 
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r^1’ f jK,y ^jMINAHY, etm.ton n 
* Y,• ° "r" Hoard- Washing, Km-I. and Rtlom furnished ex' 

Oliens Mee" Ath li«t’WT^',‘K" l0‘f Wl '1' 11 " r"‘ "f 1 < weeks, whfok ° < luitioii from $A to*X a Mio H 
6l* X rOHN P. GRIFFIN. Principal. 

ETUOPOLITAN GIFT BOOKSTORE, 

NO. 28 BUFFALO ST., ROCHESTER, N. Y., 

hterf'te’Slf* ;V"',Hberallv cnmlucted establishment nr the 
kind ir. rhe Dnite.l -.tal.-H All Rooks sold at the PuMirln-i s 
I i ic* M HI I )i (rift, ^ I Wit w 11 u VH \\ [*m rch a ••• vait'tr.v in vulan 
from flu cent. t„ ilrkt I),-scrip',ye 'c.taiogurs nilti'led fn-ii'(1 
am ad Ir-s, upon application. I.ibeial nducemeuU olfered tr) 
-vgant-i getting np cluba (KrPtt 

i juttr >-«“4‘rl 1 injg«. nn« year old, 4 to 12 i 
-I st-.icky and Iree frojn blight. 

Hipit axn Oir.vAMKNTAr. ihickh of all kinds. OKaee C 
one year nlrl Qu nee s'oekw fr, m c ,t ings and layer* 

Ee/er-Tm*—Those who have dealt with us " f 
Arfilroiw N. R. A M, f). WILLSON. West Bloomfield 

AND 

-lOURNAIs OF- RURAL ART AND TASTE. 

TO f.niTORH J.vo Puui.isnp.n8. 

^TytK' fop Sn,c- Th» Tyim upon which tho RtmAt Nkw 
YtmKEitig now printed—conaisting mainly of N)i) lbs. of Scotch 
fae^ Minion. 200 lhs. or Non pSreil. 2,60 lbs. of Agato. and variouj 

fontBOf Head and Display Letter-will be gold at haum-iuom, 
deliverable on the 1st of .lanUAry. 1802, As will be rreen by the 
appearance of this paper the Type is in good order, makes,, 
fair impression, and would be about as good as new for use on 
a hand iirt'tw. 

Ht ereol y pee of Kr.ffrnv!««*.- We have also for sale, or can 
furnish to enter. Stereotypes of most of tho CngravIng. of 
late or f, , meriy used iu the Rt-km. The assortment embraces 
aonie 2,ii0(! Illustrations Ilf vorions kinds in Agriculture. Hor¬ 
ticulture. Floriculture. Biography, Natural History. Scenery. 

Topography, Ac., Ac. We can promptly furnish any of tlift 

\>ar Mar*. I’iirtrailn of iJfnera)^, Ac,, recently (or bontiift^r to 
be) given in tho l.UKXb, at War pi Ices from ono-lhird to one- 
fifth the original cost Apply to or address 

D. D. T. MOORE. Rochester. N. Y. 
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tTiT‘ Skk Gko. W. F.lliott’s advertisement, In another 

column, concerning “ National Hymns,” &o. 

A,A/" R— 4. gentleman living within a few 
' Y miles of MadiHoa, the caiiital citv of Wiscnn-in In Dane 

Lounlv wants a mm. and his wife to tike the tell cbiiree of ^ 
,lThe Tre Karr"- 'Do!"'''”f a ,|a'ry of fifty to a Infndred 

on* t. ite farm mmprtMHx 700 ih'h-h a ronMli* vrifhmif ,,r 

"irfyon^he firmr»m'|l'li,1,mI 1 ”'f- -anH tho man will Imveto 
r ' f l"j tom*” Mm dairy, None .p-ed ai> 

ply null a'thoroughly competent and having good references 
aodtesuch a couple liberal WHge» will be pan! ™r,!r'nc'-«. 

rthf^mce' Ua-tisrm1 w "''1'1- ',V l?itpr or "therwp-e to th.1 Pal 
hS '.V’^,>,i2LT lf tj ‘0‘ter, a-ldress If 0 A 

A Good Kook Premium. After examining the Manual of 
Aoricullure ((he new book adrertioed in tho Ruuai, two woeks 
ox-. ) we concluded it to be the best work or. the subject (er.ps- 
cijiIIy for Boy,nantl Yonog Men) which weoould o(fm to tbo>** 
foriniug clubs, and have already putchasod two linndr.wi copies 
for distnbuiiini as premluma We wish every Boy or Young 

Man who reads this paper could hare. aD.| would carefully 
pereee. the Manual* and to enable many to easily obtain it 
we will rend a cupy. post-paid, to overt- ... .J 

y *'"I in active reuuear during tho week, at U&toe. 
h^.»P y’",C,“-1 lJ.ar'n‘f ",1‘ lsrtt tw,‘ ftevs, thera.igu 
iKi.ftg 48(051c I are in limited supply at dfltinSOc. and in -if 
mar,-| ' -ate have been vn,y scarce, and during th« week iu, 
higb as tile, was paid; tho auinily hv ears linving inen-ue-d 
puces In cotieequouci! have declined to 2-Ka*6ti,'ic 47 bushel prices In cotiaequoucn have declined to f) fiuahel. 

THE CATTLE IUARKETK. 

NKW YORK, Not. 20,— 1’he current prices for the wee 
all the marketH are as follows; 

m „ UKKK CATTLJI. 
Firwt qanlitj « cy * 
OnJianry qattliiy,. 
Coinmou rmility. 
Inferior qu^ity,.,. 

quuJity,. 
Onlin/iry quality,. 
CommOu qunlity,. 
Inferior quality,... 

Finit quality, V 1^, 
Ordinary quality, . 
Cmiit/ion quality,.. 
Inferior quality,... 
-V j ,, r,4 AflU LAJUR), 

pWaaS.!^.:;;;;.S»tS 
interior quality,.:..;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; % 

w awt.vK. 
Fi rnt qiiality. V to. a 
Other quail Una,.8 

AI.ltA V V, Nrjv 28—Bkkvbs—'The receipt<if Reaves are e-m 
patHti-.ely light, bbt the demand is mini,-rail: tlmre being only 

mnVV frf),“ S*w York, while tire Boater ,?In are i ot taking qiiiie s-> many aa usual There is 
qu .! t» as rump-red with last week Pr-cUare about i he ™„ 

ten. more fJymaV'e'ter rettr!ttion- ,ht‘ u“rk,stiB ** 
Pkickm - W« do nut change our Hgures 

ThiM week. week. 

tt::.—..•« 
Firet an^Mty . 
Second quality.J gs'lo 
Third quHlitv .2^r/kr 

auiUS ^bear' cha-ged hands'her®. 
Hhkki'— Receipts ar,- xornewha ‘ 

n- ieiit to supply the demand. F 
truin 8SI@8Iic; .-x-rs, aver \n (fc.. at *« *K 

HOQS-Rgwipb. co llnue v«rv heavy ' 
?6?,. ^alet ftti-mt | .VO-J heafi must I 

",-if iuon we nave some com- 
plaiiita that trial sulsicribeni (at nfticea where we have yearly 

Bubseri tiers) do mil receive their papers in the regular package. 
The reason Of thm ta that we do not moil triala by machine 

but separately. We attempted to put them in typo, but the 
task was so great, and the term of subscription so short, that 
we were constrained to deist. All (rial friend, who subscribe 
for our next volume, will hare ihufr names printed on the 
papers and receive them in the regular packages. 

Beg!.. Early .—Those who desire to, form Clubs ror our next 
volume shouldbrpi'n now, before the field • occupied by can- 
vassers for trashy papers of the Bunkum Uig-Matf and love- 

and-murdcr genua, ftril Agent-Fiiemls will rend names as 
early and feet as possible, it will enable us to get a large por- 
portion in type, and ready for mailing by machinery, previous 
to the commencement of the new volume. 

t3T Vout.vtarv AOEXT8 POR TUB Rukal.—Any and every 
Subscriber or reader is nequested to act in behalf of the Rckai. 

by forming clubs or otherwise. AW U the Hint ter its friends to 

manifest their interest in the paper and tho cause it advocate* 
either by obtaining new subscribe™, or inducing others to act in 

its behail If any lose or wear out number* in shotuino the I 

the best way to get subscribers.— we will dupli¬ 
cate them in order to make their ale complete for binding. 

rsr- WK3TKR.V O.YD SoPTUgR-v Mo.vKT.-In the present de¬ 
ranged state of the currency, we are ooable to use Western and 

Southern money, as our bankers will not purchase it atony 

rate or discount Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New England. Pennsylvania, or Canada Money will 
please send n„ U. S Pottage Stamps, as they are far preferable 
to any uncurrent bank bills. 

IY7“ A mi k.eg to Tkrjja,—We endeavor to adhere strictly to 

subscription terms, and no person is authorized to offer the 
Rural al less than published rates Agents and friends are at 
uherty to give away %s many copies of the Rural u they are 

ispoeed to pay ter at club rate, but we do not wish the paper 
offered, in any cose, below priee. 1 

C(u“v,iK Aoorkss, -Subscribers wishing the address 
of the.r papers changed from one Post-Office V. another, must 

specify the old address as well as the kkw to secure compliance 
with their requests. 

R-'ifT AvV fT°n 90 diflp0Red can *4- local agent ter the 
Rural Nkw-Yokkrr, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 

. * '.'' f I-VBD0KMKIS"r3 Hr obtaining subscribers to the Thir- 

tndLe fi Vth8 R,RAI” for I862- are of the most Liberal 
and Substantial character. Premium Lists, Show-Bills, &c. 
sent free to all disposed to act as agents. 

VKaL 0ALV1U4. 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 

No. 8 8T’ArPJffi 8TREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

8^i8Xc 
3 falSyc 

ijit leh« lh»n ImhT. frpplc, ytt p*f- 
thw week pric^i r«uge<j 

b«tw«p.n 15,000 and »), 

. ^ '^Vgu,M “ 

second 

Miig-u Cows — Hub48: eonironn, UK',,-19 
Workinu Oxim |86 SI2ir„H30. 
VBaL CaLVIW -l3.iXXa4.6d 

$14f“'7Ue»<-h. ,9(iylU; lW0 yeani three years old, 
iflPies - Ifya fr; Tallow, fif*7c. 
Calk nki.vs — nxaiitc 

^Siikkp AND LAinw-$l.a^],60; extra and selections, $2.00® 

iteLTS—78c.;®$1.00. 

undrefJSiJ II?1 “-Tmi retail, flCaHDi'c; Tat hogs, 
unar*jFwiJ, 0c.dti1! fail, none; corn fed, none; spring pig*, none. 

sWm*tnOK' NoV- I9 ~At, market 848 Cattle, rijo Beeves, 
fPd*?* Su,.re*- cr.tieisiiog ot Workiug Oxen, Cows and Calve*' 
YPk !'^ tjlr7 v'wir' ""i r,°' suitable ter Beet * 

PRIOK.M - Market R-ef - j-.xtrs. t« <0)8.26; fust quality $875 
@*■75 ’ecoud d-, 57,-00, third dr., M OUC-ntiOO. 7 

WOKKLYO OlKJt — $85. fI1XX0 126 
COWS A«p CxI.VRS *841, 4l'XnA 0 

ye are ote 7* I Ni 17“ff8’ *3W°@l0-W; Two Fe*rs old,$12@14; Three 

“ .niarket. Prices in lots at $2.00 
@-b2 each, oxtra and selections t3.00fdl3.28. 

DRAG CROSS-CUT AND CIRCULAR 

iVre^ihf>hi"ei,!nfihth',',tofit;kindP1['^,nt It ha* received K n || 
the kirat Premium at the Fa n of the N Y State .Iff Society Mill I ni ! 
S a «UH,Hr rnTT' -'OO the ... prizr at Other “riaviM rttai«< nrif) <yfni4iv Kiiirii. It hM bft n r«*ri»nt v oapffcr.G'ti t* u;iv». «ygfi 
made strong and dur tily. and is nut liabhi to get ,,,,t, f n ,i.-r lenith L 

hresh.nv 7 B re"" hv a"y 0 ,llTrv u '4eqmw°ers used in heoV b threshing, B„th -nay be oo-d at one tun-, or s-pft at-ly, Hr,ion 
aedeeireq It is llrietul m sawing barrF-li.’a-liug I Uv-I and uoioa, 
•.liingle Imlis, slittinr f-nc- stulf and a-laptvd p, * variety of Mr K. I 
"tber purpose h-r which -uch saw. ir, einploved. ' Mill that I 
wood 1,10 "j" ,,n,! *5ir,‘"|ai ‘,i» (.i- cutting cord any ihl„g 
woo I limbs, poles, Ac - and one cto« cut nr .Ir**.aw. f ,r » -w- col,-if 
mg logs into stove »ood or other lengths. Thenjnsle machlim -ay We 
ms only one. . r e cu- r,r drag saw; the dnnhlo ,,,a l.inc has an v set of 

liTngt^^Thet' Fbh'h *r<» made 10 order to cot an, di-wind - otolT 11 
length I Ire pr-es of r.lie improved m,chine* are ns follows: fact. It wil 
Dpi" HOftl Machine, with one Circular and ..no Drag Saw .W wish and 
Single Crass Out. With one Drag ,H*w ..$40.00 Hari.-m 

.. “ 
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theyaffirm**11 W^° ,av<! Um>Jl (hia mac hi no and know whereof 
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re^ii v """l aV railroad wood It is constructed w ,th 
two l.r-MH-rnt Maw» Our power ih a portable en oe of t|ve- 
horse. with th -power we have driven hoih Saws through 
three feet log* with ’he greatest ease, amt havft cut from U to 
3,1 cords of wood (e-r day. After using tile Machine stead I v fir 
several month -. we have no hesitat o in saving, that it is the 
wnmi’re rV"4* •‘rningoment tor sawing either long or short 
wood that we hare yetaeen. 
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^.buertiscmmtg Reuben was too deeply affected by this sodden 
ooteosh of a mother’s grief to speak a single word 
of comfort, and hi9 own heart was too deeply 
wounded. For a few moments the three sat side by 
side in sorrowful silence; then the old man rose op, 
and taking down the family Bible, opened it and 
readCome nnto me all ye that are heavily laden, 
and I will give you rest.” 

Free,ions, life-giving words. We read them night 
end morning, and bear them Sabbath after Sabbath 
from the sacred desk, yet neither know their meaning 
nor their true consolation, until some great calamity 
sweeps away every earthly prop and stay, and we 

’Lisbetd, her face all aglow with anxious expecta¬ 

tion. Faith flitted hither and thither, shaking out 

the folds of a aortain, or re arranging a branch of 

evergreen, looking quite pretty in her new merino, 

the neck and sleeves edged with a fringe of misty 

lace, and her anborn curls streaming over her 

shoulders like waves of sunshine. It might have 

been a conscicosnessof her own fresh loveliness that 

brought the roue flush to her cheeks, and made her 

pause once in a while before the little oval mirror, to 

herself that Simeon's gold eba n was all l ight, 

to her then. She was nothing but a child, and he 
had no home, no inducement—nothing but his 
strong hands and brave young heart to offer her. 
Yet how could he leave her, how could he go away, 
without some slight assurance that he could not be 
quite forgotten. His love was great and etrong, and 
entwined Itself about its object with an unyielding 
clasp that could not he torn away without almost 
uprooting life itself; he knew and felt, and trembled 
at the bare possibility of being forgotten. 

<< Faith,” he said at last, making an effort to steady 

his voice, “do you know that I am sorrier to leave 

BT FRANK B. WILLIAMS. QLMSTED’8_NE\V WORK. 

WE PUBLISH TO-DAY: 

Tlio Cotton Kinsdom., 
A TRAVELER’S OBSERVATION ox COTTON aso SLAVERY 

IN THE AMERICAN SLAVE STATES Based upon three 
former volumes of .Tourneys and Investigations by the same 
author By FREDERICK LAW OLMSTED Two Volumes, 
12ttio, with colored statistical map of tbs Cotton Kingdom 
and Its Dependencies. Price $2. 

(Tub following beautiful lines were written by a private In 

Company G., of Stuart’s Engineer regiment, now at Caicp 

Lesley, near Washington. In explanation of one of the 

verses of the poem, it is right to state that whit* rags are 

frequently scattered along the sentinel’s poet on a dark night 

to mark hie beat:] 

Alas! the weary hours page flow, 

The night is very dark and still, 

And in the niarebeg far below 

I hear the bearded whip poor-will; 

I scarce can see a yard ahead, 

My ears are stiatned to catch each soand 

1 hear the leaves about me shed, 

And the springs bubbling through the ground. 

Along the beaten path 1 pace, 
Where white rags mark toy sentry’s track; 

In formless shrubs I seem to trace 

The foeman’s form, with bending hack; 

I think 1 see him crouching low— 

I stop and lir-t—I rtoop and peer, 

Until the neighboring hillocks grow 

To groups of soldiers, far and near. 

With ready piece I wait and watch,- 

Until my eyes, familiar grown, 

Detect each harmless earthen notch, 

And turn guerillas into stone; 

And then amid the lonely gloom, 

Beneath the tall old chestnut trees, 

My silent marches 1 resume, 

And think of other times than these. 

•> Haiti Who goes there?” my challenge cry, 

It rings along the watchful line; 

•* Relief!” I hear a voice reply— 

“ Advance and give the countersign." 

With bayonet at tiro charge 1 wait— 

The corporal gives the mystic spell; 

With arms aport I charge my mate, 

Then onward pass and all U well. 

But in the tent that night awoke, 

I ask, if in the fray 1 fall, 

Can I the mystic answer make 

When the angelic Bentries call? 

And pray that Heaven may so ordain, 

Where’er 1 go, what fate be mine, 

Whether in pleasure or in pain, 

I still may have the countersign. 
Rochester Democrat. 

»in» it* I'pppTmvnuH**. , . - 
TB1B publication wr*a railed for bT wvenil eminent organs cx 

public opinion in England, as well by private advice to the au¬ 
thor immediately on the outbreak of the slaveholders rebel¬ 
lion. It bring* into unbroken connection, with suitable expla¬ 
nation and extension, the author's observations upon the rela¬ 
tions r.f the cotton demand, and of the employment, of slaves 
to the rebe llion, with special reference to the correction of cer¬ 
tain pre valent errr.Tt or public opinio* As a carefully rttjdiep 
picture of the condition nt the people of the .south lmmedi- 
atelv preceding the rebellion, it already priwotses un histone 
value similar to that of the travels of Arthur Young shortly 
before the outbreak of the French Revolution. 

The publisher- believe that, the Como.S Kixr.n.'.u affords at 
on*'*? tne ino**t tot4T£&tffngr Mid actor? popular account at- 

of the resources no*l cor.riit.ion of the 8uatb^rn8Ut«i{ 
their ayriculture and comiTiHrce; The workings of their instita- 
tionft; ttw chamcterieticsv tnnanora arid customs of their peo¬ 
ple, and their social and political view* end feelings. Asa 
graphic and Attractive writer Mr Olrmdead has few equals, 
while the accuracy c»t his oh-errations and impartiality of lua 
statement* are unquestioned. . 

The present work abounds in Anecdote and incidents oi travel, 
and will interest all classes of readers. 

assure 
with the cla*|< just in front. It might have been 
something els*. lie that as it may. F aith was not to 
blame, for that which we often term maiden vanity 
deserves a far holier name. Two o’clock passed, and 
atlaBttheold corner clock Btrnck three; still they 

had not come. 
****** 

“ What conld detain ’em so long?" said ’Lisbeth, 

giving the fire a vigorous stir, and moving Reuben’s 

coat and slippers a little nearer. “ The dinner’ll all 
he spiled, and they’ll have an awful ride. The snow’s 
beginnin’ to fall now. an’ it’ll be a dreadful storm, I 
know by the sound of the wind; it roared jnst that 
way, kind o’ mournful like, before the great snow¬ 
storm, when the hen-roof fell in and smashed all my 
noor chickens. Dear me! how fast it falls. I do 

“ Are you, Simeon/” she asked innocently, upint- 
ing her trustful eyes to his face. 

“Yes, I am, Faith, and I want to know if you’ll 

quite forget me when I’m gone away?” 
« Why, bow could I, Simeon, when you’ve been so 

good and kind to me?—no, indeed, I never Bltall 

forget yon I” 
“And will you be glad to see me when I come 

back, Faith?” 
“ Why, to he sure, Simeon—what makes yon ask?” 
“Because I want to kDow — yon’re sure you’ll be 

glad ?” 
“Very sure, Simeon.” 
“ Very .veil, I shall be back in a year or bo, and 

shall expect you to keep your promise.” 
“I shall keep it —and you’ve given me so many 

little things, that I want to give yon something, and 
it’s my little Bible — T want 

the freezing drifts, and pauses on the step with a 
quick, determined sound. And now there is a rap, 
short, sudden and eager. Reuben rises. Tt is some 
of tbe neighbors with tidings of the lost steamer 
news that the body of his boy has been found, per¬ 
haps. He opens the door; the wind sweeps in, 
bringing with it a cutting shower of sleet and also a 
happv, hopeful face. 

“now are you, father?” 
The resonant voice rings through the silent dome 

Jike a peal of Hudden joy. The old father hears it, 
and falls in bis son’s embrace; the poor mother hears 
it, and rushes forward, half frantic with delight: 
Faitij hears it in the solitude of her little chamber, 
and hastens out, her sweet face alternating between 
smiles and tears. 

“0, Simeon!—0, mv boy!—they told me yon waa 
dead, drowned, lost in the river; they wanted to 
break your old mother’s heart, but you wouldn’t let 
’em; you’ve come back, Simeon, oever to leave me 

“ Never to leave you again, mother—God willing.” 
He held her to his bosom for a moment, and then 
went round to where Faith stood. 

“Now, father and mother,” he said, his voice 
vibrating with emotion as he took the young girl’s 
hand, “ let me tell yon of my deliverance—for deliv¬ 
erance it was—from the very jaws of death. It was 

I’ve nothing but thia 
you to take it, Simeon, and think of me when you 

read it” 
“Good bye, Faitfi; take care of yourself, and of 

mother.” 
His strong hand trembled as he nufolded the little 

package. It was a pretty, delicate thing, daintily 
bound in morocoo, with a silver clasp, inscribed with 
the simple word, “ Faith.” His eyes filled with tears 

as he looked at it 
“I don’t know how to thank you for thia, Faith; 

why, it almost seems like carrying you with me, 
since it’s got your riame on it I’ll read it every day, 
and always keep it here, Faith,” he said, dropping 
it into his breast pocket, and buttoning up his coat, 

as if he wanted it close to his heart 
By thia time they had reached the gate —the old 

red gate upon which they had swung together a 
thousand times in their happy childhood. 

“I must go back, now, Simeon,” said Faith, strug¬ 

gling hard to keep back her tears, “ aunt ’Lisbeth 

will want me to help about the milking.” 
He tore his band from her lingering clasp, threw 

his knapsack across his shoulders, the old red gate 

closed with a ringing clang, and Faith turned tear¬ 

fully homeward. * ***** 
A chill November wind tossed and whirled the dry 

elm leaves on the common in front of Reuben 

Brown’s cottage, and blew the thin gray locks about 
his forehead, as he stood in the yard, harnessing up 
tbe old-fashioned, bonnet-topped buggy. 

“Hadn’tyou better have your yarn mittins, Reu¬ 

ben?” called his wife from the doorway, “the air’s 
bitin’ cold, an’ we’ll have snow before night; I can 

tell by tbe way the wind blows.” 
“Maybe 1 had, wife,” he replied, gathering up the 

reins and mounting the cracking seat. 
“Run, Faith, and get Reuben’s yarn mittins, 

they’re under the lounge in the hack room — hurry, 

child I” *■ 
out, her pretty curls blown about her 
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chair, with clasped hands and streaming eyes, “I 
will say, with your permission, that which iny heart 
has long felt. I have succeeded in my efforts even 
beyond my most ardent expectations. In the fur 
West a comfortable home awaits ns, surrounded by 
fertile acres sufficient to yield us all wc need. I love 
you. Faith; I have always loved you, ever since 
that night when mother brought yon home to be my 
little sister. Be more than sister now—be my wife, 
Faith.” 

The auburn head went down upon his shoulder 
like a flash of suulight. ‘ListsETn stood in silence, 
nnable to comprehend the scene; but after awhile 
the happy truth burst upon her, and she clasped her 
arms about them with a joyful cry: “My own 
precious children; and w(j shall all live together, 
and never part again—shan't we, Simeon ?” 

“Never part again, mother, until death parts us,” 
said the young man, solemnly. 

“Get his new slippers, Faith,” cried the happy 
mother, laughing ami crying by turns; "they’ll be 
all tbe more acceptable now. Think a heap of em, 
Eimkon—she most worked her eyes out oyer 'em.” 

Bimeon put on the velvet slippers, and sat down in 
the old place. ... T ,. 

“Now, Faith, run for the gravy, while I stir tip 
the fire; we’ll have our Thanksgiving dinner after 
ail,” 

“Thanksgiving breakfast, I should say, mother,” 
laughed Simeon. 

“Well, it'll do jnst as well—we’ve seen a great 
many in our day, but this’ll be the happiest one of 
all, won’t It, Reuben?” 

“The happiest one of all, ’Lisbeth,” said the old 
man, smiling through bis tears, “for God, in His 
mercy, has changed our sorrow into the song of re- 
ioicing. Blessed be His name forever' ” , 

THE THANKSGIVING DINNER 
BY EMMA (1AKKIH0N 

Simeon Brown stood in the doorway of his father’s 
kitchen in the early dawn of a fair May morning, his 
face Bhorn of its wonted joyousness, like an autumnal 
forest when the leaves have gone down behind the 
bleak, gray hills. “I’ve got to go, mother,” he said 
at last, addressing a middle-aged woman, who stood 
folding a small parcel before the cleanly scoured 
dresser, “and I may as well go at once —come, do 

say good bye.” 
“Yes, you’ve got to go, an’ it’ll break your old 

mother's heart, Simeon, an’ bring down her gray 
hairs in sorrow to the grave,” she answered, in a 
petulant, grieving tone, as she put down tbe parcel 
and came and stood beside him. 

“No, mother, no —don’t talk so,” be said sooth¬ 
ingly, “you know I’m obliged to go — it’ll be the 

Notwithstanding the general «taguatJno in almost every de¬ 
partment of buslnes* during thel^t few moriltis.itiswith 
much uitisfaelioti that we are sMo to record the tact that on? 
efforts to maintain car former amount of business have been 
entirely successful, and in some departments- the sales have in¬ 
creased over those of any previous year. 

EVERY DEPARTMENT CONTAINS RAROA1NS I 

Which «r«h..uia he Why to exhibit, confidently believing 
that they would he appreciated tiy the moat economical par- 
chaser. We arc also extensive manufacturers of 

LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS. 
Every desirable grade of Cloth and Beaver CLOAKS, of the 

moat approved anti Fashionable Styles, are now offered by M 
in great variety. We are also prepared to 

Faith ran 
face, and climbing on the wheel, held the reins until 
the old man drew the mittens on. 

“Hurry back, Reuben,” called ’Lisbeth, “I 
don’t want my Thanksgiving dinner to spile with 

waitin’.” 
“Aye, aye, wife!” 
Old Dobbin pricked up his ears, and started for¬ 

ward; the old-fashioned buggy went creaking down 
the lane, and was soon lost to sight by the swaying 

elm boughs. 
“Now, Faith,” said ’Lisbeth, tucking up her 

sleeves, and tying on her ample lines apron, “ if 
ever we was spry in our lives, let’s be this morning. 
They’ll be home at two o’clock, and it’s most ten 
now; an’ there’s the beef to roast, an' the turkey, an’ 
the mince pie to bake —ftu’ goodness me, I wonder 
if the bread’s riz; yes, indeed, just as light as a 
feather. It’s just the nicest thing in the world for 
Sjmron to get home ou Thanksgivin’ day, ain’t it 

Faith?” 
Faith said "Yes, ma’m,” very quietly; and the 

happy woman went on. 

“ Poor Simmik, it’s been many a day since his old 
mother cooked a dinner for him—an’ he always liked 
my cookin’. ‘Mother,’he used to say, ‘ I never saw 
any one cook things as nice as you do.’ How lucky it 
was, Faith, that you made that raisin cake yester¬ 
day. He always liked it. I remember when he was 
7most a baby. I can see him now, with his curls all a ( 
dancin' around his resy face. He used to catch hold 
0’ my dreBS. an’ say, * Mother, won’t you have raisin 
cake Thanksgivin’ day.’ Bless his dear heart!—the 
best hoy that ever lived 1 Never give his mother a 
cross word, or caused her a moment’s trouble in his 
life! I know he’ll enjoy his dinner. Chop up them 
apples, Faith, an’ we’ll have the pies on in no 

time.” 
Faith did as she was hidden, tripping round with 

a deft and quiet handiness that made her sweet face 

all the more attractive; and by 12 o’clock the huge 

turkey and great round of beef were nicely brown 

ing, and tbe mince pies and tbe mammoth loaf of 

bread were fairly done. 
“Gettio’ on finely, Faith,” said ’Lisbeth. stirring 

and seasoning a bowl of gravy. “ We shall have din¬ 
ner in good time. You may set the table, and then 
go and dress yourself. What’ll you wear? Your 

new merino frock, won’t you?” 
“I don't know, ma’ro,” said Faith, blushing and 

averting her face. 
“I would if I was you. It’s the prettiest dress 

you’ve got, an’ Simeon always liked to see us dressed 
well. 1 shall put on my brown muslin that Reuben 

bought when he went down to sell hiswheat last fall, 
| and that dove-silk shawl tbe deacon’s wife gave me, 

an’ my new cap that Miss Stebbs made. An’ you 
’ wear your blue merino, Faith, and the gold chain 
, that Simeon gave you; 1 know it’ll please him. 

“ Here they come, Faith! here they come!” cried 
’Lisbeth, springing down the steps. “Stir tbe fire, 
and let’s run down to meet 'em. Poor Simeon, I 

know he Is nearly froze!” 
Faith sprang up, and in her excited haste over¬ 

turned her work basket, Bending its contents in pro- 

misouotis flight over the smoothly waxed floor, burned 

her fingers with the poker, came wellnigh scorching 

her new merino dress, and at last, flushed and tremu¬ 

lous, ran out to join ’Lisbeth. The old buggy came 

on with a slow, uncertain motion, and after several 

tedious moments, paused at the little gate. ’Lihbkth 

pressed forward, closely followed by Faith; but no 

other face looked out to welcome them. 

“ Where’s Simeon —where’s my boy ?” cried the 

fond mother. “ 0, Faith, he has not come! Reu¬ 

ben, where’s Simeon?” 
But Reuben did not answer, or even make the 

slightest movement. With his face white and stony, 
his hands dangling helplessly beside him, he sat in 
the remotest corner, staring out upon them with a 

vacaut, unmeaning Btare. 
"Reuben, what’s the matter?” almost screamed 

the frantic woman. “ Are you sick—dead —frozen? 

Oh, for heaven’s sake, speak to me!” 
Slowly and almost mechanically he arose from his 

seat, and clambered out with feeble, tottering steps. 
“Reuben, Reuben —speak to me!” continued 

si tcnirTTi (Tfftsnintr his arm fiercely. “Where’s 
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MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 30 letters. 

My 12, 28, 18, 21, 3 is a wild animal, native of Asia. 

My 30, 27,10, 2 is a place of fond endearments. 

My 11,16, 28,14, 30 is what we should admire. 

My 10, 24, 29 is a poor specimen of humanity. 

My 1, 6. ?, 14 is a detriment to fine cloths. 

My 13, 20, 4,1 is a title of nobility. 

My 25, 6, 8 is a \ropical fruit. 

My 17, 4, 9, 22, 15 is a general in the rebel army. 

My 11, 23, 5, 29,10 are much used at the present time 

My whole is a truthful saying. 

Perrynburg. Ohio, 1861. 
Answer in two weeks. 

GILMAN'S SHOE STORE, 
No. 8 STATE STREET. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

My first denotes a brilliant place, 

Where belles and jewels thine; 

My next transports the merchant's stores, 

Or produce of the mine, 

Sweet pleasures in my whole abound 

Apart from worldly strife, 

By nymphs and swains I'm always found 

The happiest part of life. 

Answer in two weeks. 
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-- and RcuoicAL Oracle and great Canohk Km- 

No, H92 Chapel St., New Hayen^Oonn. 

Dr. H ah Price would inform all peruoris 
~ ' iy description, that by 

^ . , furnished with a cirCU- 
la3r*of”iue rnritlh of treatment, flee of charge. irnriand 

Dr. Babcock la the original Cancer £li 
and the only one who remove* Cancers without pain, ah 
XrTare but imitator*, induced bv his success to P*ofeM 
themselves Cancer Doctor*. Plenty at references to those who 
have been cuiw-d can b€> at my . 

White Swellings. Hip Diseases, ffi rth Marks, Thro^u ofcerie 
Malignant Ulcers. Diseases ot the Mouth and Throat. Uicene 
tion of the Bones, Tetter. Scald Head, and nil Diseases ul tne 
Skin, permanently cured. 

Orders from abroad promptly attenj^‘* BIBCOCK, 

608-lUt NO. 392Chapel St. New Haven, Coam_ 

Au WAPiTPD to SELL FRUIT YRFFSb 
Wb wish to employ a number ot experienced and tr^j 

worthy men to sell Dees, &c.. from our Nureenes at liberal 

W^H0LK9ALS DiiAt-KBS furnished with Nursery. Stock 

descriptions at the PARLEY & CO.. ,, Y 
B84tf Rochester Whotes&l 0 Nurtertea, Rochester, r* * • 

\J Mkdicai. 

Tumor* or ail description* removed without, rf 
the use of the hint*. Dr. r-.-M 
afflicted with Cancers or Tumors of an. 
addreBsiU't letter to bltn, they will M For Moore's Rural New-Yorker 

SURVEYING QUESTION. 
V./UCCIU, kuftl AVftV T . . J 

took fire on the passage. Although prompt and 
vigorous efforts were made to rescue the passengers, 
owing to the suddenness of the catastrophe only two 
were saved.” 

“Simeon was one of them — he was one of the 
two,” she said, her face blanching and her lips 

growing rigid. 
“No, no—I’ve seen ’em—seen ’em both. He’ll 

never come home any more!” 
“ What is it?” cried ’Lisbeth, still unconscious of 

the dreadful truth, her voice dropping down to a 
tone of piteous entreaty; “where's Simeon—where’s 
my boy? Tell me he’s not dead, ana 1 can bear any¬ 
thing else.” , „ , 

Reuben did not answer, but the tears rolled over 
his wrinkled face, and it was enough. 

****** 
The storm swelled higher and higher, and towards 

midnight raged around the little New England cot¬ 
tage with appalling fury. Tbe hickory fire had 
burned down to a lew flickering embers, which threw 
a fitful glow over the Thanksgiving table and over 
the bowed headB of three disconsolate mourners as 
they sat there in their terrible desolation. This was 
their Thanksgiving day, begun in hope and joyous 
anticipation, but ended in very blackness and utter 

dt“POh?I can’t stand it,” eobbed ’Lisbeth; “I can’t, 
I can't. It’s cruel—wicked—wrong. He was all I 
had—my only child—my darlin’, precious boy, that 
never gave his old mother a cross word, or caused 
her a moment's trouble in his life; my baby, that 
used to sleep in my bosom, and lay bis bead againBt 
my cheek; an’ now he’s in the river—in the cold, 
black water. We’re here, living, thinking, breath¬ 
ing, by the warm fire. Oh, I can’t stand it—I can t. 

Ths bane of a triangle is three hundred and twenty-one 

rods, the perpendicular two hundred and sixteen rods. De¬ 

termine the side of the inscribed square. 

Gonverneur, St. Law. Co., N. Y. Edwin A. Dodds. 

53^” Answer in two weeks. 
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Bpring, or tbo beginning of autumn, an well as fine 
weather, for the performance of their work. The 
parts neeeHBiiry to lie removed being fixed in the 
abdomen, and attached to the spine at the region of 
the loins, it, is absolutely necessary to open the 
abdominal cavity for the purpose of their extraction. 
The bird should be healthy, fasting, and about three 
months old. lie ia then to be secured by an assistant, 
upon bill back, his belly upwards, and his head down, 
that the intestines, Ac., may fall up toward the breaBt; 
the tail is to be toward the operator. The right leg 
ia then carried along the body, and the left brought 
backwards, and held in this position, so us to leave 
the left flank perfectly bare; for it, is there that the 
incision is to lie made. The said incision is to bo 
directed from before backwards, transversely to the 
length of the body, at the middle of the flank and 
slightly to the side between the ends of the breast 
hone and vent. Having plucked away the feathera 
from the space where it is intended to make the 
incision, you take a bistoury or a scalpel, and cut 
through the skin, abdominal muscles, and perito¬ 
neum; it is better to do this at two or more cuts, in 
order to avoid the possibility of wounding the intes¬ 
tines—a casualty that would, in most cases, be 
attended witli fatal results. The intestines present 
themselves at the orifice; lint you must not Buffer 
them to come out; on the coutrary, you press them 
gently aside, so us to have room for action. I may 
observe, that, the incision should have been suffi¬ 
ciently large to admit of the forefinger, previously 
well oiled, being passed into the abdomen, and car¬ 
ried carefully toward the lumbar region of the spine; 
you will there find what, yon are in search of. You 
first reach the left substance, which you detach with 
your nail, or with your finger bent hook fashion; 
then you arrive at the right, which you treat simi¬ 
larly bring both substances forth; you finally return 
the intestines, sow up the wound with a silk thread— 
a very few stitches will suffice- and smear the place 
with a little fresh “butter. The comb of the capon 
does not grow to any size, and always retains a pallid 
color. 

The process having been performed as above de¬ 
scribed, the bird is placed in a warm house, where 
there arc no perches, as, if such appliances were 
present, the new-made capon might very probably 
injure himself in his attempts to perch, and perhaps 
even tear open the sutures, and possibly occasion the 
operation, usually simple and free f«pm danger, to 
terminate fatally. For about a week, the food of the 
bird should bo soft, oat meal porridge, and that in 
small quantities, alternated with bread steeped in 
milk; he may be given as much pure water as he will 
drink; but I recommend that it lie tepid, or at least 
that the chill be taken off it. At the end of a week, 
or, gt the furthest, ten days, the bird, if he lias been 
previously of a sound, vigorous constitution, will bo 
all right, and may he turned out into the walk com¬ 
mon to all your fowl. 

The Malays are particularly adapted for caponizing, 
and, when properly fattened, at a suitable time after 
the operation, Rttoin a bulk and weight that would 
surprise such persons as have never seen a caponized 
specimen of that breed; the birds, in fact, rivaling 
the finest turkeys.” 

with a One view from the observatory — our hospita¬ 
ble host claiming, we believe, (while the elevated 

company were overlooking the surrounding country,) 
that a portion of his farm was only a few feet lower 
than the highest land in Michigan. Bo that as it 
may, lie Ims a fine location, and is evidently malting 
improvements which will lie likely t,o make farming 
both pleasant and remunerative. 

Perhaps the above are not such examples as 
we should cite to Illustrate the average of Mich¬ 
igan farms, as they are probably better than the 
groat mass, even in the most improved sections 
Yet we are of opinion, from what we heard and 
briefly observed, that there are many like unto them 
in the vicinity of the villages and cities on the Cen¬ 
tral Railroad, and that they are, in many respects, fair 
Oriterions of what should, if not of what can, be 
fonnd in other parts of the Peninsular State. The 
firm of Mr. Knapp is an admirable one—Just, right, 
for fruit-growing and suburban farming. The soil, 
situation, and climate are all favorable to tlio growth 
and perfection of fruits arid vegetables, whilo its 
proximity to a homo market, or facilities to reach 
others by railroad, enhances the value of the promi¬ 
ses. Mr. K.’s sncceas in fruit-farming is certainly 
creditable, and confirms our former belief in regard 
to the great adaptability of the soil and climate of 
Michigan to that important branch of production. 

As to the grazing farm of Mr. Mkhriman, and his 
stock, they also may be excelled by others in the 
County and State, and probably are; *UI! they are 
far superior to tho many, and Therefore worthy of 
emulation. Example Is of great, value in grazing 
and stock-breeding, as in other branches, and by the 
proper management of ids farm, and the Introduc¬ 
tion and dissemination of choice stock, Mr. M. will 
not only receive pleasure and profit,, but. be the means 
of prompting iuaorovomr ^t - .iii; others—thereby 
TJonefftlng t-ituiuunby ra i t> ^.’ounipy. Wo woie 

glad to learn that stock farming, and especially wool 
growing, is becoming more popular in Central 
Michigan—farmers finding it much more profitable 
than grain growing. The benefit of keeping sheep 
on a farm, and tlio difference in freight between a 
pound of wool and a bushel of wheat, must be potent 
arguments in deciding the question. 

stable manure, make rich food, especially for corn 
and potatoes. Fresh manure is said to be the bgat 
for corn; but the compost mentioned produces a 
much more marked effect when tho plants arc young, 
and for potatoes it Is every way preferable, especially 
during the prevalence of the rot. Three or four 
loads to an acre, put in tho bill, if the soil is poor, or 
of only ordinary richness, will doable tho crop. Tho 
benefit is most marked on a light sandy soil, and 
this Is about the only kind at present suitable for tbo 
potato. 

In the summer many things can be obtained to add 
to the size and value of the manure heap; but in 
winter, the products of tho stable are nearly tbo only 
reliance. There is one rich source of map tire, at. 
present open, of which every farmer should avail 
himself- the fare,*/, leaves, llig up the wagons so as 
to carry a large load, and fill the barnyard and all 
available Space. Nothing makes a better manure, 
and this fact is known to all gardeners, who prize 
highly the rotten leaves, or “ lent mold.” It, is these 
fallen leaves that enrich our forests, year after year, 
and make onr “virgin lands” so rich and^ produc¬ 
tive. At “killing time” nothing should be wasted; 
but. all otl'il, not otherwise of value, will enrich the 

manure pile, and furnish growing plants another year 
with the choicest, food. 
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Mr. K. will, as we think he promised, give us a plan 
and description of it fur publication.] The area con¬ 
tained in the square of'20 acres is appropriated nearly 
in this wise:—The buildings and surrounding park or 
lawn occupy about five acres; of meadow, eight 
acres;.pasture or runway for stock, (embracing an 
artificial pond of living water,) two acres; tillage and 
garden, four acres; orchards, seven acres, with about 
000 pear and 250 apple trees in orchard culture, and 
mostly in bearing — also Borne 2,000 small pear trees 
yet in nursery rows. One of these pear orchards ia 
protected from N. and \V. winds by 200 evergreen 
trees, placed in a row five feet apart on two sides. 

The grounds. around the buildings aro studded 
with native oaks, and interspersed with nearly every 
variety of trees found in the forests of the latitude, 
including over 250 evergreens, of different varieties. 
Between four and five hundred ornamental trees 
have also been planted in and around the grounds, 
and so blended among other trees irt the various 
fields us to present tho appearance of one continuous 
park. This gives the homestead and its surround¬ 
ings a most beautiful, picturesque, and even vener¬ 
able appearance; and we could not realize that such 
a change had been wrought in a few years —for it 
seemed but yesterday that (while a resident of Jack- 
son) we traversed these grounds on a huuting 
excursion! 

The middle division of Mr. K.’s farm comprises 
about 3;5 acres. Part of this is in meadow, and the 
remainder, never having been put under a thorough 
state of cultivation, has been used for pasture; but is 
now being thoroughly improved by tile draining, 
plowing, Ac. 

Though wo bad but little time to examine Mr. 
Knapp’s premises, we saw sufficient to indicate 
that ho is a man of good taste, and a thorough 
and enterprising cultivator. His buildings, lawn, 
n»»| «3ru, mill Urt'UAlu. , ... .. -*-■ w.rtliy of ttTll ' 

talion, and we have no doubt pay good dividends in 
comfort, pleasure, and cash, on tho amount of both 
time and means Invested. Ills apple and pear trees 
were in a thrifty, productive condition. To see both 
standard and dwarf trees in fruit on ground so 
recently reclaimed from the wilderness was surpris¬ 
ing, and shows what, can be done in a very few years 
by oarefnl planting, culture, and management. 
Though on a gravelly loam, the pear trees seemed to 
flourish as well as the native oak, being in a vigor¬ 
ous and healthy condition. 

Taking tea with our friend, we made the discovery 
that he (with the aid of his “better lialf,”)waH a 
progressive in-doors as well as out — that the neat¬ 
ness and order of the internal arrangements of the 
house correspond with the external appearance of 
the homestead. A cabinet containing many geologi¬ 
cal, mincralogical, and conchological specimens 
and a splendidly preserved peacock in a fine case, 
our uost having been the taxidermist—proved that 
we were the guest of a man of industry, skill, and 
taste, aye, and of genius. 
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MICHIGAN FARMING AND FARMS, 
PREPARING FOWLS FOR MARKET. 

During onr brief visit to Michigan in September 
last — mainly to attend the State Fair at Detroit, and 
the Jackson Co. Fair, accounts of which were given 
in the Rural of Oct. 12th — we had little opportunity 
to examine the farms and farming, lacking time for 
personal observation at the homes of farmers, yet 
saw much that was interesting and indicative of 
marked improvement in culture and management. 
What we saw at the Fairs evinced decided progress 
in Agriculture at ...uiaciarea, since onr previous 
visit to tho State, and so far its we were subsequently 
enabled to observe among farmers and manufacturers 
themselves, these fair indications were fully realized. 
Indeed, while truvnling on the Central Railroad, it 
was eusy to note changes which demonstrated, at a 
glance, marked advancement in the right direction. 
The ueatucss of farm hooseB and ont lmildings, the 
good fences, clean fields, numerous handsome flocks 
and herds (showing, in style, form, color, etc., im¬ 
proved blood arid breeding,) and the thrifty appear¬ 
ance 6f orchards and gardens — all these and other 
prominent and noteworthy features exhibited most 
gratifying evidence of Itural “ Progress and Improve¬ 
ment!’ among the people of a State which oilers 
peculiar advantages to the enterprising farmer and 
horticulturist. And in conversation with practical 
men — at the Fairs, on the cars, in hotels, every¬ 
where— our impressions were confirmed by most 
direct corroborative testimony. 

But, though our time for personal examination on 
the premises of cultivators was very limited, we had 
an opportunity to hurriedly glance at some farms 
near Jackson, and were well pleased with what was 
observed. We took a few hurried notes while thus 
Jiriefly viewing the “improvements” of two ortbreo 
friends. Though deferred for some weeks, perhaps 
these rough “sight notes” will not prove devoid of 
interest, and are now presented in the hope that they 
will not be “ protested.” In our report of the Jack- 
son Co. Fair we remarked— “ From sixteen to twenty 
years ago, when a resident thereof, we knew some¬ 
what of Jackson Co., Michigan,—thought we had 
some knowledge of it agriculturally, and of the intel¬ 
ligence, skill, and enterprise of its citizens. But on 
re-visiting the county and (now) city of Jackson two 
weeks ago, and attending the Auuual Fair, we were 
surprised at the wonderful transition in all depart¬ 
ments of production and trade, and the remarkable 
improvements in both Town and Country —in the 
residences, stores, ware-houses, and public buildings 
of the city, and in the buildings, fences, cultivation, 

and general management of farmers and horticulturists.” 
To give the reader some idea of this surprise, we will 
state that the first farm we visited, though located 
within the limits of the city of Jackson, and a wild 
forest less than sixteen years ago, now equals many 
of the best Homesteads in Western New York. But 
to onr notes: 

Those who have traveled in Europe are aware of 
the clean and neat condition in which poultry is 
brought t.o market, presenting quite a contrast with 
our slovenly practice, ft. limy have been true in times 
past that purchasers would not pay the farmer for 
tho care in fattening and preparing poultry in a 
proper manner, Unit good anil laid all sold at the 
«amg printi, t.nt snub is not now the fl i-,.-. All fnbd 

tlgent purchasers, especially those who buy for the 
Now York and other Eastern markets, will pay readily 
from one to two cents per pound more for good fowls 
well dressed, than for those brought to market, in the 
ordinary condition. There is, therefore, no excuse 
for continuing iu a practice which is Doth unprofita¬ 
ble and slovenly. 

Fattening.—Young fowls that have the run of 
the barn yard witli plenty of grain, make healthy 
birds, which no one but a gormand would de¬ 
spise; bat unless very early chickens, they will not 
become plump and fat, especially if a cross of the 
large Eastern breeds, which huvo become so much 
mixed up with our barn yard fowls. They do not 
mature-early, and while this admixture has doubled 
the size and weight of the bodies brought to market, 
wo lose the plumpness and fatness of onr old small 
kind, which, if hatched early, obtained maturity about 
midsummer, and a tolerable degree of fatness during 
the autumn mouths. With ordinary keeping the 
large fowls do not get their growth until autumn, and 
if then killed without fattening, ure heavy, loan, and 
lack juiciness and flavor. The only way t.o make 
them lit for market is to subject them to a fattening 
process, just ftawe do our pigs and cattle. We would 
by no means recommend tlio imibarons system of 
stuffing, once quite common among poultry dealers 
of Europe, and still practiced to some extent. The 
idea of forcing cooked meal and grease down the 
throat of a fowl when the stomaeh is already so full 
that no delicacy ean tempt the bird to receive more, 
is too revolting for serious consideration. Neither 
would we advise confining fowls iu a dark place, 
where they will feel uneasy under the restraint, and 
unless staffed will loso flesh for a week or two until 
they become reconciled to the confinement. What 
we would advise is the confinement of the fowls 
designed for killing, in a comfortable, clean house, 
with small range attached, where they shall be pro¬ 
vided with plenty of fattening food, such as cooked 
com, oat or barley meal, with potatoes, Ac., a change 
being necessary to induce them to. eat more freely. 

Killing.—It is a miserable practice to strangle 
fowls. The head should be token oif at a single blow. 
For some markets it is best to leave the heads on, and 
in this case cut the jugular vein at the side of the neck 
just under the gills. Pick before the bird becomes 
cold. Scalding Injures the appearance of the flesh, 
particularly of the fat, and makes the skin tender, so 
that it peels, tinleas handled with great care. Pick 
the wings to the ends, and do not cut them off. After 
picking, remove tho intestines, and wipe out the 
inside with a dry cloth, bat do not take out the 
gizzard. The body should not he washed, bnt any 
blood on the surface may he wiped oil' with a wot 
cloth. After this is done, hang np in a cool, dry 
room, until all are cool, and you have sufficient to 
carry to market. For some markets dealers will not 
purchase fowls when they are drawn. This is a fool¬ 
ish notion, as the excrements injure the flesh, if 
allowed to remain a great while, but must be hu¬ 
mored by the farmer and poultry dealer, until people 
learn better. 

CafoniziVg.— Caponizing, in our opinion, is a bar¬ 

barous operation, aud in this country we have not 
the epicures to make the practice profitable. We 
would not give the process, but it is called for by 
several inquiries before ns. English works that treat 
of this Bubject give a list of instruments necessary 
for the operation almost sufficient to set up a surgeon, 
but the peasant women of France arc said to be most 
successful, and their mode of operating the most 
simple. It is thus described: — “ The practice of the 
French country women is to select the close of the 

THE MANURE MAKING SEASON 

Tiikee-fourths of the available manure produced 
on onr farms is made and saved in the live months 
between November and May. There are several rea¬ 
sons why this is so. In the winter the cattle of all 
good farmers are housed, and therefore the droppings 
are saved, and not wasted on roadsides, or in pasture 
ranges, where, although it may accomplish some 
good, it is of far less value than wlicn in a condition 
to be used as tho necessities of the crops ami the 
interests of the cultivator may demand. If farmers 
would go over their old pastures these fine, dry 
antumn days, and break np and scatter the pileB of 
manure over the surface, they would reap a great 
benefit from their labor the next season. A little 
manure goes a great way if it is mixed thoroughly 
witli the soil; while a heavy manuring, applied in 
irregular piles, and not comminuted and incorpo. 
rated with the soil, ia often of little benefit. In 
stables, even in buildings that are not well con¬ 
structed for the pnrpose, the bedding saves a good 
portion of the liquid manure, and during summer 
this is altogether lost.. Tims is accomplished a double 
purpose — first, saving the most valuable portion of 
animal excretions; and second, the transformation 
into inunure of the coarse materials used for bedding. 

If we practiced soiling, the case would be different, 
and more manure would be made in summer than in 
winter; that is, more in bulk, on account of the 
nature of the food consumed, but not greater in 
value. As land and produce becomes more valuable, 
and our system of farming assumes a higher type, 
this system of feeding will receive more attention, 
and will be found the best that can be practiced for 
certain situations and circumstances. 

But making manure in the summer is attended with 
difficulties that arc not experienced in the winter 
season. To preserve it from loss by rapid decompo¬ 
sition, both care and labor arc necessary, and even 
with the greatest watchfulness the carefnl farmer 
often finds to his regret much that would have fur¬ 
nished the richest food ior plants is destroyed as 
completely as though it had passed through a scorch¬ 
ing lire. These difficulties, however, can be over¬ 

come, and experience soon teaches bow the work is 
best accomplished. With plenty of mack, or the 
scrapings of road-sides, and similar material that can 
be obtained on any farm, with occasional working 
over, valuable manure can be made even in onr hot, 
dry summers. But, the winter is the manure harvest. 
Then there is but little evaporation; decomposition 
ia altogether suspended, or takes place very slowly, 
so that if a little pains is taken to prevent its actual 
washing away, little loss is sustained. It is for tills 
reason that many farmers find It advisable to draw 
manure to the fields as fast as made in the winter. 
To this there can he no objection, except the washing 
before mentioned. 

The correspondent who inquired for the best mate¬ 
rial to prevent the loss of ammonia, will learn from 
the above onr opinion in regard to the danger in this 
respect during the winter season. The best material, 
however, available to the farmer, is muck, charcoal 
dust, if obtainable, or earth. Earth and sods from 
the head-lands are excellent, and, with about half 

8TOCK AND GRAZING FARM OF D. MEBRIMAN. 

During onr sojourn in Jackson we paid a flying 
visit to the grazing and stock farm of Dwioht Mek- 

himan, some two miles south of the city. The 
premises consist of about Clip acres. It comprises 
75 acres of timber lund, mostly low; 80 acres of 
marsh meadow, which is mowed annually, and about 
450 acres under improvement. We had only time to 
take a cursory view of Mr. M.’s premises, but saw 
enough to convince us that he is an enterprising 
and progressive manager of bis estate — one who, 
though recently a city man, is applying business 

principles to farming, syid hence likely to succeed. 
A magnificent stone wall along the highway for nearly 
70 rods, attracted our special attention. We had pre¬ 
viously seen what was called extra wall, or “stone 
fence,” but this specimen excels anything in that 
line we had before examined. It is 6 to 7 feet wide 
at the base, and 22 inches at the top ; the foundation 
is about two feet below the ground, and the wall 
from 5 to «>i feet above the surface. It is liuilt in the 
most substantial manner, by a regular stone mason, 
and part of it laid in mortar. 

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES 

WESTERN FLEECES — FIGURES. 

I visited the very fine flock of Spanish Merino 
sheep owned by Daniel Kelly, Jr., of Du Page Co., 
Ill., and he gave the following weights of unwashed 
fleeces taken from a lot of two year ewes—12 of 
them. They were sheared the 30th day of May, 1861, 
and weighed, respectively, as follows : -16], 18j, 
15?, 15], 14?, 13?, 13?, 14, 13, 13, 12], 12 1-16 lbs. 
These fleeces were one year, growth only. On tho 
31st, the fleeces of five yearling ewes were taken off, 
and weighed as follows 14.), 13?, 12g, 11J, 11) lbs. 
The following weights of fleeces of bucks, sheared at 
the same time, were given me One two-year old 
buck, IK) lbs.; one Ohc-year* old and less than two 
years, 16? lbs.; the fleece of one four-year old buck, 
badly used last year, and cleanly washed, weighed 
19} lbs; the fleeces of two two year old bucks, thor¬ 
oughly washed, weighed 16) and 10? lbs., respective¬ 
ly. Perhaps some ol' our Vermont neighbors can 
beat that'! 

GARGET IN COWS. 

A. Kershaw, of Wayne, Ill., who breeds pretty 
good stock, (Durbams,) says he gives “skoke” root 
to cows afflicted with garget; and as soon as the 
curdled milk begins to come, he feeds sulphur in the 
cow’s slop. Feed three tablespoonfuls at a time for 
two or three days, and bo says it will surely cure. 

Many sizable rocks 
have been used, and tho structure bids fair to prove 
a useful and lasting monument to its proprietor. 

This Is a stock farm, and evidently a superior one 
for grazing. The improved land is nearly all in 
grass. The past season, however, Mr. M, grew 500 
bushels of white wheat, 20 acres of corn, and 20 of 
other spring crops, including several acres of carrots 
and bagas for feeding. The live stock on the farm is 
mostly superior, and worthy of enumeration and coin- 
mendatiou. Mr. M. has 500 Spanish Merino sheep, 
and 140 lambs — the latter being across of Native and 
Spanish. Ninety of hia yearling lambs averaged 5? 
lbs. wool per head — a profitable clip. One yearling 
ewe lamb was shorn of 11 lbs. wool without tag. 
Four lambs, at 13 months, averaged 0? lbs. per head. 
Tho whole flock must pay well, in a section like 
Central Michigan, where wool growing and sheep 
husbandry is a profitable branch of agriculture. 

Mr. M. has 23 horses, arid 18 colts from one to three 
years old. These we did not see, hat presume, from 
what we heard, that they are generally of desirable 
stock. He keeps noarly forty head of neat cattle, 
including some fine Devons, one pair of which was 
awarded the first premium at the Fair. Of the genus 
Sus, he has about 60 specimens — including some 
pure Suffolk?, and a cross of the Suffolk and Essex. 

There is on the farm four good orchards, and 
plenty of living water. The mansion is ft good one, 

SUBURBAN FAEM OF 8, O. KNAPP. 

While examining the Fruit at the Jackson Fair, we 
noticed a large aud fine assortment of Pears — some 
twenty-five varieties — exhibited by a farmer and 
amateur horticulturist, Mr. S. O. Knai-p. Soon after, 
we met Mr. K., and, though it was near evening, 
accepted a kind invitation to visit his place, only 
about a mile distant from the Fair Grounds. Hia 
farm contains about 70 acres, lying on the southern 
side of the city, in an oblong square. It is bounded 
on the east by Grand River, and on the other three 
sides by streets; is divided by a street running 
N. and S., and also by a railroad ruuuing parallel 
with and near the river. The west division is sur¬ 
rounded on all sides by streets, and contains about 
26 acres, being nearly square. On a high elevation 
in the center of this square the buildings are situated, 
and are mostly built of brick, in good style, and the 
most substantial manner— consisting of honse, wood- 
honse, fruit-room, and other conveniences combined. 
The hog-houae, hen-house, swill-room, and store¬ 
room are also combined —as also are the dry-house 
for fruit aud a smoke-house, with adjacent barns, 
sheds, Ac. [The combined dry-house for fruit and 
smoke-house is a model arrangement, and we trust 

DIPTHEKIA IN LAMBS. 

I spent a night late in August, very pleasantly, 
with Capt. Hammond, an old sea captain, now a tidy 
sheep farmer. Here I first heard of “ diptheria in 
lambs,” but Capt. H. assured me he lost his best 
lambs with this disease, which is so fearfully fatal 
with the human family, lie said the lambs were 
dropped with tbeir glands swollen; and they continu¬ 
ed to swell until the lambs died. 

Mr. Kelly, heretofore named, and a most skillful 
shepherd, confirmed the assertion that the disease 
was really the diptheria, asserting that it resembled 
it in ail essential respects. Hia own flocks, and 
those of his neighbor-1, suffered by it. He found 
camphor to he a remedy. Wot a woolen rag with 
camphor, and apply it to the neck of the Jambs. 
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This should be done early—as soon as it is discovered 
that the lambs are iB affected; and the lambs should be 
watched closely, else they quickly die. 

JEWELS FOH SWINE. 

At one of the best managed farrnB I have visited 
anywhere, I found a new style (to me) jewel for the 
snouts of swine. Here is a rough sketch of it. It is 
an English mode of ornamenting this worthy family 
of animals, and iB thought very highly of by- "the 
best way I ever tried” was the assertion of — H. B. 
Patkick, the owner of the thoroughly cultivated 
thousand-acre farm 1 speak of. These jewels wore 
made — by an English blacksmith — and put on by 

:lp vmM: J 
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contract, at five cents each. (1) is a light iron ring 
or roller, a half inch in diameter and an inch and a 
quarter long, through which passes an iron staple 
(2, 2,) made of light nhil rod. Ihe length of this 
rod is about Cj inches when complete. That portion 
of it which passes through the ring (1) is hammered 
round; also the shoulders, (3, 3,) which are each a 
half inch in length, and made at nearly right angles 
to the sections (2, 2,) of the rod. These sections are 
each about, u fourth of au inch wide, 2) inches long, 
measuring from the shoulders, (3, 3,) and beaten 
down thin and to a point, and of a shape similar to 
that of a horse-shoe nail. The snout of the animal 
is punctured just beneath the rooting ring, the sharp 
flat ends of the rod quickly pushed through up to 
the shouiderB, (3, 3,) and with a split rod, made for 
the purpose, the ends of the rod are rolled, twisted 
or kinked on the top of the snout, in a way which 
renders it utterly impracticable for Mr. RootBh to 
get rid of his jewels. The effect is, that when it is 
desired by said Mr. R. to thrust his nose under the 
clover or blue grass 80d in search of grubs or worms, 
the effort, with the aid of the permanent roller on his 
nose, propels said organ along on the surface a 
harmless delusion! He soon learns that, as a rooter, 
his occupation is gone! 

JOTTINGS FROM THE WEST. 

THE RURAL NEW-YORKER AND OUR FARMERS, 

Friend Moore: -You doubtless think it. “passing 
strange” that, while the uumes of new subscribers 
to the Rural keep pouring in upon yon from all 
other sections of the still loyal States, there should 
he a belt of country extending many miles botli 
above and below Quincy, and lying immediately 
east of the “ Father of Watew,” from which you 
have as yet received but a sadly discouraging account. 

Now, the “belt” of country alluded to in this 
connection comprises the counties of Tike, Adams 
and Handcock. The farmers of these three counties 
have heretofore depended exclusively upon the 
Mississippi River as au outlet for their surplus 
products. The present unhappy civil conflict has 
effectnally closed that avenue of trade to our farm¬ 
ers, millers, etc., while the distance from these 
counties toThicago, or some Eastern market, is so 
great, that, after paying the present shamefully exor- 
bitaut railroad charges, the proceeds of sale come a 
long way below cost prices. Thus, while the crops 
for the present year have been nnnsnally large, and 
while a steadily-growing demand for American 
breadstuff*, from abroad, is enabling other farmers 
to realize remunerative prices, the farmers of these 
three counties—owing to their present isolated con¬ 
dition, as regards all market facilities—find no sale 
for their summer products that approximates cost. 
This fact lias compelled our farmers to refrain from 
selling their wheat, corn, oats, etc,, except in small 
lots, designed to supply their familics with groceries, 
drygoods, etc. 

Owing to these at present insurmountable draw¬ 
backs, the farmers of Pike, Adams and Handcock 
are without money, a fact which so disheartens and 
discourages them—and more especially while seeing 
their granaries are full and ’overflowing—that they 
do not feel in the humor of subscribing for even as 
good a paper as the Rural is everywhere acknowl¬ 
edged to be. But hundreds have'assured me that 
their subscribing to your paper is with them a fixed 
fact the moment an outlet is opened up for the sale 
of their present abundant crops. Therefore, and in 
consequence of the peculiar disadvantages now sur¬ 
rounding them, yon must not, Mr. Editor, infer that 
the farmers alluded to here are an ignorant, shiftless, 
behind-the-age and won't-improve or anti-agricultu¬ 
ral-progress sort of people, simply because they 
have thus far failed in doing their duty in connection 
with your invaluable paper. I think I may safely 
assure you that this too great remissness of duty 
will soon change in the right direction, and that 
ere the close of the ensning spring your list of sub¬ 
scribers from this section of our truly loyal State 
will compare as favorably with any other similarly 
populated section as could ho desired. Therefore, 
do not despair of your Western friends yet. 

Quincy, Ill., Nov. 27, 1861. Occidental. 

IIit Qtt-'gitytv. 

Hunting Wild Been. 

Ens. Rural Nkw-Yorkkr:—Will you or any of your 

numerous readers inform me of the best method to find “Bee 

Trees.”—W. 11-, Onondaga, Brant Co.. C. IF. 

In answer to the above and previous inquiries on 
the same subject, we give the following from a cor¬ 
respondent in Perth county, Canada, to whom we 
have before been indebted for valuable information: 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker: — In answer to the 
inquiry, “Tracking Wild Bees,” I give y*ur “sub¬ 
scriber” my “modus operands,” and though it may 
not he precisely the plan adopted by “old Michigan 
bee hunters,” it very well answers my purpose in 
Canada. 

Provide yourself with matches, some dry splinters 
or shavings, a small tin dish, a shingle smeared with 
honey, and some honey comb. Being thus accoutred, 
and choosing a busy day for bees, march into the 
forest, or amidst the frowning rocks, not as the hears 

did, “forth issue from a neighboring wood,” but 
enter in where you suppose “the industrious bee in 
artful cells baa stored its luscious board.” Proceed to 
make a blaze, put some comb in the dish and hold it 
over the fire, imbuing the forest around you with the 
sweet incense which the operation affordB. No doubt 
yon will in a short time be visited by an inquiring 
apis, endeavoring to find what you are seeking; 
permit him to snr.ceed in bis investigations,—no 
doubt he will return the compliment,— by presenting 
him with the shingle; he will not need a second 
hint, but proceed to till his sacks at once. You may 
quench your fire, watch your visitor intently, and 
when he flies mark his course with precision; walk 
in that direction a "bee line ” for half a mile, more 
or less. Repeat the operation. Bee No. 2 pprhaps 
may fly in the same direction onward, follow him and 
operate again. Bee No. 3 may take a backward 
course, follow him, likewise, one half the distance 
from the place where the last operation was per¬ 
formed; then operate again, and by such continued 
maneuver, yon will in due time, no doubt, find your¬ 
self surrounded by bees, and the bee tree over your 
very head. In all these operations you may be visited 
by numbers of bees, and if there is more than one 
bee tree in the forest, or if bees are kept in the neigh¬ 
borhood, you may have to make many attempts before 
you succeed.— 1.K0N M. Clench, St. Mary's, County 

Perth, C. \V. 

The following, on the same subject, we judge to be 
the production of an old “Bee-Hunter” : 

Editors Rural New Yorker: — I noticed an 
inquiry in the Rural of Nov. 23d, asking for infor¬ 
mation how to track wild bees, so as to obtain their 
honey. I will give my method of finding them, but 
perhaps some have a bctU-r way. To begin with, F 
make me a bee box, 8 incheB in length by 6 inches in 
width, and 6 inches in height, with two slides passing 
in ut the end of box, in grooves in the side of box, 
the first slide passing in so as to divtde the box in the 
center, the top slide to pass in within one hulf inch 
of top. Top slide to have a glass set into it 3 by 6 
inches, so as to admit light into the upper section of 
the box. Then procure some old comb, partly filled 
with honey and partly filled with bee bread. This I 
use for smudging, as wo old bee hunters call it. I 
then take strained honey and thin it with water, and 
take old comb and fill it with this thinned honey, 
fteent your box well with the Oil of Anise, place 
your smudge comb ih Die lower section of your box, 
aud the comb filled with houey in the upper section. 
Take some surplus honey With you, to replenish your 
comb if necessary. Now you are ready to start for 
the woods. Select some place where you will be 
most likely to find bees, build up a fire and heat two 
small flat stones. When hot, place one on a stump 
or log, place a piece of your smudge comb on the 
hot stone, then place the other stone on top of the 
comb, and you will have what bee hunters call a 
smudge. This smudge the bees will smell a great 
way. Place your honey comb beside your smudge, 
so that when the bees come it will be handy for them 
to light on. 

When the bees fill themselves they will, after whirl¬ 
ing, start direct for their home, or the tree that they 
live in; but after they work awhile on the honey, they 
most always start direct to the tree without whirling. 
As soon as you ascertain the direction they go, you 
have a “bee-line.” You can take a look for them; 
if you do not find them readily, then you will have to 
get a “ cross-linc.” To do this you will have to place 
your comb back into the box, and when the comb 
gets covered with bees, shove in your upper slide 
and start with a double quick in a direction so that 
the line yon are about to get will cross the one yon 
have got already. You will Boon get another line, 
and wherever those two lines intersect each other, 
there your bee tree will be, whether you find it or 
not. My object in thinning the honey, is so that the 
bees will fill themselves quicker, load heavier, and 
fly slower; and it won’t daub the bees, so but 
they can fly. The objeot of having a glass in the top 
of the box, is so that in moving the bees to get a 
cross line, the bees will remain on the comb, when if 
it was dark they would leave the comb. Keep your 
box clean. I think the above directions, with a 
little experience, will enable any one to find wild 
bees. E. Kellogg. 

South Avon, Nov. 27, 1861. 

Ron ring Italian Boos. 

In answer to numerous inquirers, I will give, 
through the medium of the Rural, the result of an 
experiment I last year instituted for the purpose of 
rearing Italian bees in purity, since that result, 
beyond being, in the main, successful, gave rise to 
several very curious questions, as the sequel will 
Bhow. It is well known to intelligent bee-keepers, 
that the progeny of an unimpregnated queen, like that 
of a fertile worker, consists of drones only. The 
result of the experiment about to be related, goes far 
to prove that there is really no difference between the 
two except in appearance, and that the hers treat both 
in precisely the same manner. 

Late in October of last year, I reared an Italian 
queen, confining her to the hive until settled cold 
winter weather, so that she should not, by any possi¬ 

bility, become fertile by drones of any kind, that I 
might be able, early in the spring—before other drones 
appeared—to rear queens, which, meeting in their 
excursions the drones of iny drone-laying Italian 

queen, their progeny should be undoubtedly pure. 
I was able to keep a very brilliant queen, and suc¬ 

ceeded perfectly in keeping np the stock of worker 

bees, and tbe consequent prosperity of tbe colony by 
the occasional transfer to them of worker broods 

from other hives. 
Poring the latter part of Feb’y, I discovered that the 

drones, many of them, seemed to be deformed, and 
attributing this to the fact of their being bred in 
worker combs, I transferred to the center of their 
hive a card of empty new drone comb, with which, 
for this purpose, 1 had previously provided myself. 
Opening the hive, some two weeks later, to my aston¬ 
ishment I found the brood nous confined to the card o f 

drone comb exclusively 1 — tbe worker cells having 
been evidently in part demolished to enable the bees 
to destroy the young brood therein; since it could be 
hardly possible tbat the brood I saw two weeks pre¬ 
vious had yet all matured. 1 noticed, also, that the 
brood in the drone comb wus very regularly laid, 
while that previously deposited in the worker comb 
was more or less scattered about in knots of six Or 
eight cells each, many being entirely destitute of 
either eggs orJlbrood, as I had often Defore noticed 
was the case with drone-laying workers. Now, it is 
maintained by many that the queen has no volition in 
the work of laying eggs; but I have frequently kept 
watch of her while laying in worker, hut close to 
drone cells; and it seems to me that she did, evi¬ 
dently before and after swarming time, skip the drone 

cells l Perhaps I have imagined this; but then again. 
during the swarming season, I have certainly hundreds 
of times observed her continue her work, depositing 
eggs in both drone and worker cells promiscuously. 

But here we have a case entirely different. A queen 
capable of laying only drone eggs, chooses the drone 

comb and lays her eggs evenly and perfecUy, and lays 
her eggs in no other, although but a few dayB before, 
when there was no drone comb in which t<* deposits 
her eggs, we found them in worker cells, but scattered 
about like those of other drone lajfcrs! If tbe qneen 
can have no volition, or power to determine the sex¬ 
uality of the egg, (and I am striving to maintain 
neither side of the controversy,) how can it be sup¬ 
posed that this one had the sagacity to choose the 

proper kind of cell in which to deposits. her eggs. And 
how did she know that they were not in the proper 
place in either? But I have related the facts as I 
found them, and leave the discussion of the matter to 

the curious, 
I will merely add, that the drone-laying queen was 

afterwards transferred to other hives for the purposes 
of experiment; and it was found that bees would nut 

molest her anywhere!— another singular circumstance. 
Bat she finally disappeared,— whether destroyed by 
a queen, or bees, or neither, I never knew. The 
Italian queens reared early, and fecundated by her 

drones—Hi least when I could find no other—were in 
no respect superior to those reared later in the sea- 
Bon; in fact I think my best colored querns, and those 
whose progeny are finest, were reared during the 
midst of the swarming season, say from the middle 
of May to the first of August, Martin Mktcai.p. 

Grand Rapids, Mich., Nov. 18, 1861. 

Artificial Operations. 

Bomb persons object to “ special operations ” and 
“artificial processes” in bee culture, because they 
regard them as “ unnatural ” and aa “interfering with 
the in6tincla of the bee.” But is not hiving a natural 
swarm an “artificial process?” Yet no one except 
tbe timid objects to engage in that “special opera¬ 
tion,’’“though it is obviously a most violent “inter¬ 
ference ” with the instincts of tbe bee! Bees are not 
kept for the purpose of indulging them in the enjoy¬ 
ment of the “ largest liberty” or gratifying their own 
wildest whims. The object and intention is rather to 
render them and their labors subservient to man’s 
wants aud desires; and be who can most completely 
control them, within their own proper sphere, is 
likely to derive the most benefit from them.— Amer¬ 

ican Bee Journal. 

Brest. Busch says lie once saw thousands of bees 
gathering honey from the heads of common red 
clover, recently mown and partially wilted. They 
tore open Dio calyx at its base, and thus obtained 
access to tbe nectar which they are unable to reach 
when the blossom is full blown and fresh. 

gural Jtyitft ot tUc %vm. 
To Prevent Horses Kicking. 

A subscriber of the Country Gentleman being 
possessed of a horse Dial would kick everything to 
pieces in the stable that he could reach, and having 
found a remedy for it, (after trying many things, 
snob as fettering, whipping, hanging chains behind 
him for him to kick against, <lc.,) sends the same to 
that journal. It is simply fastening a short trace- 
chain, about two feet long, by a strap, to each hind 
foot, and let him do his own whipping. 

II«w Long Should Lows go l>ry. 

In answer UMids Question, a oorrospondent of 
the Ohio Farmer furnishes the following sensible 
suggestions. After saying that no rule could apply 
to all cows alike, he adds:—“I have found that cows 
inclined to take on fat could be milked up to within 
two weeks of calving, and have both cow and calf 
healthy and plump: and cows that could not be fat¬ 
tened while milking, required from four to six weeks 
of rest from milk-giving previons to calving, other¬ 
wise Die calf was small and not well formed, and the 
following year’s supply of milk much lessened.” 

Top-Dressing Grass Lands In Autninu. 

The editor of the New-Eng land Farmer writes: 

“ Our attention was recently called to a piece of grass 
land, upon which some interesting experiments had 
been made in top-dresBing. The piece consisted of 
two or three acres, had been under-drained, plowed, 
seeded to grass, and the whole of it, in every respect, 
treated alike, with the exception of the time of top¬ 
dressing it. The same quantity and quality of 
manure was applied to one part as well as another, 
and yet tbe difference in the time of applying the 

manure made a difference of a hundred per cent, in 
the crop! On one portion of the field, the dressing 
was applied last fall—but we did not le&rn whether it 
was before the ground was frozen or not. The 
manure was made very fine by frequent overhauling— 
aud spread directly from the cart—not deposited in 
heaps, Ou the remaining portion, the dressing was 
applied in the spring, as early as it was sale for the 
team to pass over the sward without catting it up 
much, and where the dressing was applied iu the fall, 
there was double the amount of grass that there was 

on the spring-dressed portion. We hope many careful 
experiments of this kind will be made this fall. 

Keep tlie Farm Slock Thriving. 

The change from a diet of roast beef and mutton 
chops, with plenty of vegetables, to salt pork and 
crackers, such as was experienced and complained 
of by many volunteers for the wars, is hardly less 
great than that to which animals in northern latitudes 
are annually subjected. In a few weeks the fresh, 
juicy herbage, so grateful to bovine palates, will have 
felt the frost’s sharp breath, and become withered and 
tasteless. Long before the cattle and shec p will cease 
to graze, if kept confined to the pasture, their food 
will be diminished in nutritive value. Just at this 
point in the year, without proper care, stock will 
receive a severe check in their growth. There .is 
danger in the first place, that commencing to feed 
with an allowance from the winter stores may he 
delayed too long. Tbe object in feeding should he 
not merely to keep animals alive, but to keep Diem 
gaining in weight; and to do this, as the quality of 
food gathered in the pasture decreases iu value, 
amends must be made from other sources. The value 
of root crops will now be appreciated. First, there 
will be a large quantity of the tops, which are highly 
relished by stock, ready ta feed just when most 
needed. When these are exhausted, the roots them¬ 
selves will be taken greedily along with the forkful 
of hay, which the provident farmer will allow the 
cattle every night and morning, as the grass begins 
to fail. If there be no roots raised, then supply the 
deficiency hv a little corn or oats. The grain iu this 
case will not be wasted: it will be found in beef, 
mutton or wool, and thus will only be taking a little 
longer route to market, while it will pay the farmer 
heavy toll by increasing the value of the manure 
made. In. this way, the change from summer to win¬ 
ter feeding may be made so gradual that the animals, 
with their appetites stimulated by tbe increasing 
sharpness of tbe weather, will scarcely feel it; and 

by keeping up a variety of food, alternately with hay, 
cut straw, stalks, roots and grain, they may be kept 
in fnll vigor and growing during the whole winter, 
and start off vigorously in spring. 

How to Wash a Wagon. 

A correspondent of the N. Y. Observer says 
there is a way to do everything. Among other things, 
there is a way to wash a wagon. There are at least 
two things desirable in washing a wagon. One is to 
avoid injuring the paint by scratching or scouring it; 
the other is to do the work expeditiously. To suc¬ 
ceed in these two points, it is neoessBry that the mud 
on it bo thoroughly Boaked. Mud, if dried, will not 
wash off readily, while it will, if it be thoroughly 
saturated with water, and will be less likely to injure 
the paint in the operation. There is a way to do this. 
If we use a rag for the purpose, it will take some 
time to apply water to the whole surface of a wagon, 
while a broom is a barbarous thing to use about a 
fine wagon. With a suitable vessel, syringe, or 
sponge, apply the water, and in some places dash it 
on lightly. Four it on the top of a wheel, and you 
can soon apply it to Die whole of it, until the mud is 
thoroughly softened. Then with a sponge or rag, 
wash the mud off. In washing the wheel, stand first 
behind it, and wash toe right side, turning tbe wheel 
aa you wash, drawing up and washing the upper side 
of the spokes. Wash in this way till the whole right 
side is washed; then stand in front and wash in the 
same way the right side and upper part of the spokes, 
and the whole wheel will be washed. Wagons can 
be washed in this way expeditiously. 

Graining Sheep for Spring Market. 

A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer has been 
experimenting in this direction, and contrasts the 
usual mode of performing the duty with one he has 
adopted. We give IDs remarks a* follows : 

Titk Usual Mode —1 have long contended that 
there is much lost every winter, among farmers, by 
feeding corn to sheep iu the manner generally adopted 
in tl is section. Their sheep are allowed to rnn in 
flocks of from one to six hundred, without shelter; 
corn is dragged out by the shock, and strewed upon 
the ground or snow, as the case may be; and the 
sheep are allowed to eat all that they can consume. 
My reasons for objecting to this mode of graining 
sheep, are as follows:—First, a portion of tbe corn ia 
shelled while the sheep are biting it from the cob, 
which is trodden under foot and lost Second, the 
heaviest sheep monopolize the field, and keep the 
poorer ones hack. Third, a portion of the stalks are 
trodden into the snow or mud, and lost, which is the 
best of fodder, and much better for milk cows than 
for sheep. Fourth, not half the profit is derived from 
feeding sheep all the grain they can hold, that there 
is from a less and regular quantity. 

A Bkttf.r Mode.—I do not know that. I am compe¬ 
tent to give the best method of graining, and taking 
care of sheep during winter; hut I will give a mode 
which, if practiced, will be much more profitable 
than the above. Divide your sheep into flocks of 
three grades—the heaviest in one flock, the middle 
in the second, and the poorest in the third; and lot 
them not exceed one hundred to the flock; prepare 
comfortable sheds, which may lie made of slabs, put 
upon pole-frames, inclosing three sides, and the east 
side down to within two aud a half feet of the ground. 
If the sheds are not built upon high and rolling 
ground, naw-dliat or tan-baik should he put tu 
Prepare movable troughs, ten or twelve feet long, 
elevated one foot above the ground, to grain the 
sheep in. Begin to feed shelled corn as soon aa the 
fall feed begins to fail, but with small quantities, and 
gradually increase to half a bushel twice a day, to 
eacli hundred sheep. Feed line bright bay in racks, 
and in such quantities as they will eat up clean. See 
that your sheep are in their sheds during cold, wet 
storms, and that they have a plenty of good water to 
drink every day. 

With this mode of treatment, I can assure yon that 
your sheep will come through iu much better condi¬ 
tion than by tne other mode, and that tbe grain and 
fodder saved will more than pay the extra expense. 
The sheds will stand many years, and answer as store¬ 
houses for the racks and troughs during summer. 

Rural 3fote& anir Jtnna. 

Winter Wkather — A Snow Storm — Winter was properly 

inaugurated on Sunday, (Dec. 1st,) the weather agreeing 

with the almanac. The first genuine snow storm of the 

season occurred on that day and evening. On Monday the 

snow was throe or four Inches deep, and though the sleigh¬ 

ing was only passable, the belle jingled merrily through the 

day, many enjoying the “firBt sleigh ride of the season.” 

The mercury stood at 23‘ this morning (Monday,) hut the 

temperature soon moderated and was mild through the 

middle of the day The ground is not frozen to any extent. 

The canal is unobstructed bv ice, and boats are plying as 

usual; the snow hss 60 chilled the water, however, that 

canal navigation is liable to be suddenly closed. 

Take the Treasury Notes.— The Demand Treasury Notes 

are as good as gold, and ought to be preferred to any other 

currency all over the country. They are taken for postage 

stamps, the same as specie, and farmers will be entirely safe 

iu taking them for produce. Those who wish to invest from 

fifty to a thousand or more dollars, either temporarily or 

permanently, will find the Interest Treasury Notes very con¬ 

venient, and obtain good and sure dividends—the interest 

(7 3 10 per cent.) being payable seini-aunually. Those who 

purchase this stock not only benefit themselves but also aid 

in sustaining the Government and restoring the Union. 

Rural Almanacs,— Premiums to Subscribers.—hi answer 

to a recent inquiry, and for the information of readers inter¬ 

ested, we would again state that we do not publish a Rural 

Almanac, or Annual, nor have we any such article for sale or 

to give subscribers. Almanac-making is a very honorable 

business, but we prefer devoting our exclusive attention to 

the Rural. Nor do we think it advisable or necessary to 

offer a bribe in the shape of an almanac or seeds to every 

subscriber. Though we do give liberal premiums to those 

formine clubs—iu return for their time aud efforts — we 

could never see the propriety of offering people a bonus for 

taking a paper from which they might alone derive more 

than an equivalent for the amount invested. Hence we base 

the claims of the Rural upon its merits alone. In truth, 

aside from doing this on principle, it is also the best policy— 

for no publisher can furnish so costly a paper as this, at its 

low club price, and afford to give each subscriber a premium 

of any value. Any one trying the experiment would be 

likely to find a necessity for giving, In return for “poor pay,” 

not only “poor preaching,” but poor paper, illustrations and 

printing also. It may do for monthlies (it costs a trifle less to 

publish Twelve papers in a year than it does Fifty-Two,) or 

high-priced weeklies, and the Rural Nkw-Yorkkr will in the 

future, as in the past, cheerfully leave the field to such, 

without competition. 

Consolations ok Brkadstcffs ts. Cotton.—The N. Y. 

Evening Post closes arecent article on the profit arising from 

the exportation of Grain, with this sage and consolatory 

reflection: — “ Causes beyond our control may close the mar¬ 

kets of the world against our grain, as against the Southern 

cotton; but as the last resort we could eat 1 our great staple,’ 

and grow fat ou the most vigorous blockade, while if the 

insurgents could eat their cotton their prospects and chances 

would be brighter than they are at present.' 

The Great “Terra-cultural" Gulliver at his old 

Tricks !— His Special “ Forte.." — As we have said aforetime, 

there’s little use in killing some humbugs, for, after being 

effectnally buried in one locality, they will “turnup" and 

temporarily flourish and fleece community a thousand miles 

distant. Though hydra headed and cloven footed, and only 

sustained by the most persistent lying and deception, they 

have an many lives as a cat, and are more cunning in pursuit 

of their prey than any specimen of the feliDe race extant. 

This ia true of the egregious canard to which we now allude— 

that ridiculously Muncbatisenish humbug yclept Terra-Cul¬ 

ture- Aa many of our readers are aware, this superlatively 

foolish yet adroitly.baited swindle waa exposed and exploded 

years ago in the Rural and other independent agricultural 

and horticultural journals, and pronounced worthless by able 

committees of our Slat- and National Legislatures — of whom 

tbn “great discoverer” modestly asked a million of dollars 

nr less for revealing bis pretended marvellous Incubation to 

an ignorant and benighted world. And yet, though the 

"system ” has, after thorough trial, been discarded aa value¬ 

less by the best cultivators iu tbe country —while ita self- 

styled “Professor" baa, in vulgar parlance, “ ployed out" in 

(or been scouted out of) this State, New England, Virginia, 

Pennsylvania. Ohio, Wisconsin, and several elsewherea — we 

still occasionally hear of terra-culture in connection with the 

gyrating “performances” of the often astiuguisbed body that 

proclaims the great secret of the “ seat of life ’’ to " all the 

world and the rest of mankind ” who are wise enough to pay 

two dollars per capita for the pleasure of seeing a wonder as 

marvellous a* the horse whose head wag where his tail ought 

tube! The fellow is eo plocky and brazenly impudent that 

we begin to admire him. True, the Rural being the firBt 

paper that exposed his theory, (since which we have had a 

"heap" of fun about him and it) he haa “pitched in” and 

told more lies abont us than he ever ottered truths in his 

life. In fact bis special "forte ” is in falsifying the truth, a 

business in which we are confident he can distance the 

master he so faithfully serves. But we are not alarmed — not 

a bit of it I Every fib he has told about the Rural and its 

Editor has really redounded to our interest I How, you ask. 

Listen. The lies were generally so outrageous that they were 

not believed by reading, thinking people, yet the attention 

of those people was drawn to the paper and they became our 

subscribers ! And beside, tbe Rural has in several instances 

followed the “ Professor *' with a very sharp stick, pointed 

with truth, and soon temporarily »pik«d his swindlingswivek 

Since he commenced advertising for ns Tree, vie. have, gained 

over forty thousand subscribers, and if he only keeps on we 

shall feel constrained to offer him a salary I One gentleman 

who was at the recent Jackson Co. (Mich.) Fair, and thanked 

us for our expope of terra-culture, has since remitted for over 

fifty subseribent, and expects to double the number soon I — 

And this brings us to a matter which we will briefly notice. 

The “Professor” is now engaged in “disclosing the dis¬ 

closures” fn Central and 'Western Michigan, and has issued a 

characteristic production — a printed slip, which is valiant in 

lying about that wicked Rural New-Yorker, which has been 

Biich a trouble to him for the past nine years. Friends have 

mailed ns several copies, fearing it might injure the Rural, 

and need attention. If these kind friends had seen us during 

its perusal, their fears would have been allayed. We had a 

hearty'laugh over it, and hav'nt become serious yet When 

wo came to the part (couched in most excruciating English,) 

in which tho “Profe.wor" save the Rural Nkw-Yorkkr is 

the “powerful enemy” against which he haa “had to con¬ 

tend since the year 1852,'' wo could not restrain our riaibles. 

For once hv had told the truth, and it was a rich admission. 

Bat his stuff about the Rural being hired by Rochester 

Nuri -ry men to abuse terra-cnltnre ia about ns goad, though 

stale, for he told the same Munchausen Just before he left 

Western Pennsylvania two or three years ago — aa he also did 

tho equally fa!s« story that said nurserymen gave ua “a cir¬ 

culation of 8000 to start with.' Such shallow liea are 

beneath even C., and we are amazed, though aroused, at their 

repetition. He must be nearly as insane as ho was when — 

but that was before ho became n charlatan. It’s patent to a 

groat many people that the Rural never had any such 

"boost" — that it was over a year before it obtained 8000 

subscribers — and that no Rochester or other nurserymen 

ever had any thing whatever to do with its starting or man- 
agemonr i\,*r *•«? #»„ *„ ...p-.n bere or else¬ 

where for special favors or patrousge — for from ita start, tne 

Rural has been independent nod untrammeled, uttering 

honest sentiments and calling every swindle by ita right 

name; and that's how terra-culture came to be gibbeted in its 

pages, As to C’a bosh about our nurserymen being injured 

by his revelations, that is equally absurd —all " gammon ”— 

for we don’t believe they care a fig Tor hia insane gibberings. 

But there Is another item in the slip worthy of note. It 

says, "ou beingcrosa-examiood " by Mr Holcomb, “onSept. 

26,1861,” we said we had never heard C. lecture on terra- 

culture— aud that “during more than one hour on that 

day ” we pretended to explain it and to prevent II. hearing the 

“ disclosure,” &c. Now, it la tkpk that we never heard C. iu 

public, (Providence kindly frustrated our intention and saved 

us that infliction.) We conversed with several persons on the 

subject on the day aforesaid, but were not “cross-examined ” 

nor did we talk fifteen consecutive minutes on It, or seek to 

“explain” or “persuade” as alleged. But the next day, 

while delivering au address before the Jackson Co. Ag So¬ 

ciety, we did talk somewhat plainly about both Comstock aDd 

his pretended By-stem, and we will briefly allude to the points. 

After speaking of the deceptions to which farmers were 

subjected, we stated that we had a duty to perform, iu justice 

to the public and ourselves—that we had just been credibly 

informed that, in a recent lecture, "Prof." C., on being 

asked why the Rural Nxw Yorker opposed his system, said 

it was because it would injure nurserymen, and that Moorh 

had offered him $100 for the secret for publication. [When 

in Virginia he said the offer was $50—koto the lie grows!) 

We then stated that instead of our offering him anything, we 

had refused the gold he tendered us to speak well of his humbug 

—which we considered 11 a white horse of quite another 

color.” [By the way, when C. waa in Rochester he paid one 

dalty paper $40 in gold for notices — more money than he 

received for Ills lestureg. Advertising don’t always pay!) 

We also stated that Illness precluded ua from hearing “the 

great discoverer” disclose the disclosures, but sent one of our 

as-iatauts. with instructions to hear and report the facta—for 

if the ’• system" waa valuable we wished to commend it, and 

if worthless, to pronounce it so publicly. Be and others did 

hear and report, and we published the facta. We then 

stated that, although we had never commended terra culture 

(except by merely signing a paper to hear C. lecture,) the 

“ Prof.” published our name, as Editor of K. N Y, at the 

head of a list of some sixty editors, endorsing terra-cultnre; 

but the compliment did not atone for the base and cowardly 

fraud, and we exposed the forgery. We then referred to 

reports c.f committees, and the opinions of many prominent 

newspapers and individuals (naming personB, places and 

papers.) for statements exposing and condemning terra-cul¬ 

ture We related several facta aud anecdotes on the subject 

— averred that terra culture embraced nothing new which 

was valuable, and that it had been entirely “played out" in 

the State of New York, &c,,—and from the manner in which 

our remarks were received by the large audience, we are 

satisfied that Truth and Right must prevail. 

— Now, pray why does not C. take our public address, and 

deal in facts. Simply because he dare not —for the evidence 

is all against him. He knows that, though thousands have 

heard him in this State, scarcely an intelligent cultivator can 

be found who either practices or believes in his “system” — 

and moreover that he can only succeed in dupiug people by 

fmud and deception So far as possible he ia suborning the 

press Many of the very commendations he quotes are 

, extracts from what he has written and paid editors for publish¬ 

ing— aud they are about equally murderous to Truth and 

the English language! But the end will soon come. The 

farmers of Michigan are generally too intelligent aDd dis¬ 

criminating to he thus bamboozled. Some will hear the 

lectures “for the fun of the thing” — as a Jackson friend 

told us he did—but the “Professor’s" classes will mostly 

consist of people who believe in boring augur holes with 

gimlet*, that Gulliver's Travels are true, and that the millen- 

ium has come. Well may such exclaim, Vive la Humbug. 

— One thing more. C. says the Rural has “ annually or 

quarterly contained columns of printed matter and engra¬ 

vings to oppose and ridicule terra-culture, without ever 

giving one idea of it.” He don't take the paper, evidently. 

He also pretends that Horace Grkklky favors terra-culture. 

Now, just to gratify our friend, and entertain the public, we 

will next week republish a few articles on the subject, and 

also quote from Greklky, and leave the reader to judge 

whether we ever gave one idea of the miserable deception. 



7. Y0ESEB, 

WINDOW GARDENING. 

' In onr last we promised to give some directions 
for the management of Window Gardens, and this 
promise we now design to perform. Those who 
attempt to grow plants in sitting-rooms, meet usually 
with indifferent success, and often wonder why they 
cannot have plants as healthy and vigorous and 
flowers as abundant as they find in the green-houses. 
If they purchase a fine plant, in a few weeks it shows 
signs of languishing, hsrely lives, soon becomes 
unsightly, and finally dies or is discarded as worth¬ 
less. The cause we give, in the language of Prof. 
Linih.et, who shows very plainly the necessity for 
adopting window gardens. Wardian cases, or some¬ 
thing that will preserve a moist atmosphere and a 
uniform temperature. This is more necessary here, 
even, than in England, for our living-rooms are 
kept much warmer and dryer during the day, and 
cooler in the night: 

“What, it may be asked, is there in the air of a 
sitting-room which plants are thus unable to support? 
Can anything be purer than the atmosphere of an 
English drawing-room? Perhaps not; but it is this 
purity which in part inflicts the Injury. Plants 
would thrive better if it were otherwise—but it is 
more especially its dryness. Let any one measure 
the moisture of a sitting-room and the open air, and 
he will see how great a difference prevails. We 
have,” says the learned Professor, “this moment 
tested it by Simmon’s hygrometer. In the open air 
this instrument indicates 40*, in a sitting room 00*. 
When plants are kept in a dry atmosphere they 
rapidly lose their water of vegetation; the sides of 
their pots are rubbed at the same time; and it is 
impossible for plants to sack ont of soil thus par¬ 
tially dried the moisture demanded for the sustenance 
of their exhausted foliage. Such a state of things 
is inseparable from a sittiug-room. To reuder the 
latter congenial to planks, it would he uninhabitable 
by ourselves. The extent to which plants are Injured 
in a common sitting-room is strikingly illustrated 
by the condition of cut flowers. Let two clusters of 
fresh-gathered flowers be introduced into a sitting- 
room; place the one in the mouth of a narrow-necked 
jar of water, and arrange the other upon such a 
shallow pan of wateT as a deep dish will furnish. It 
will be found that the latter will he perfectly fresh 
days after the former have faded. The reason is, 
that in the narrow-necked jar the flowers have no 
access to water, except through the ends of their 
shoots, and are surrounded with a very dry air; 
while, in the flat dish, they are able to absorb abund¬ 
ant water, because a large part of tbeir surface is in 
contact with It, and are, moreover, surrounded by 
air incessantly moistened by the vapor which con¬ 
tinually rises from the dish. 

“Of this we may be sure, that darkness, dust, 
heat, want of verttilation, and all the other calami¬ 
ties to which plants in sitting-rooms are subject, are 
as nothing compared with the inevitable dryness of 
the air—which, indeed, acts injuriously not merely 
by exhausting plants of their water of vegetation, 
but by lowering the temperature of the pots in 
which they are grown, in consequence of the evapo¬ 
ration constantly taking place there. What makes 
the evil greater is, that the plants which are pur¬ 
chased for sitting-rooms are invariably brought into 
high condition by being urown in a damn attuos- 
pW«. They are transferred from the hands of 
skillful gardeners, armed with the most perfectly 
constructed forcing-houses, into the care of inex¬ 
perienced amateurs, whose means of maintaining a 
plant in health are something considerably less than 
nothing.” 

N. Ward, a lover of flowers, who lived many 
years in the heart of London, was the first to make 
an advance in this direction. He constructed small 
glazed cases, or miniature green-houses, and in these 
carried the cultivation of plants even rare ones 
and those difficult of growth—to an amazing state 
of perfection. These cases soon attracted attention, 
and became popular under the name of Wardian 
Cases. 

“Mr. Ward has published a very interesting pam¬ 
phlet on the growth of plants in such cases, which 
those interested in the matter should peruse. It 
contains, as Dr. Lindley has justly observed, ‘all the 
information that can be given; but it is in few 
bauds, and everybody does not understand the prin¬ 
ciples on which his cases are constructed. It is 
imagined, by uninformed persons, that complete 
exclusion of air is the entire object which Mr. Ward 
sought to Becure by his contrivance; bnt we need 
hardly tell the reader who knows anything of the 
atmosphere, that such an effect cannot be attained 
by a Ward’s apparatus: the air finds its way iuto 
every place not hermetically sealed, and such con¬ 
trivances as close glazing, puttying, &c., cannot 
exclude it. What Mr. Ward sought to gain were 
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PLAIN WARDIAN CASE. 
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uniformity of moisture and an exclusion of soot, 
and these he effectually secured. It is the dryness 
of the air that destroys plants in sitting-rooms and 
great towns, and not imparities in the gaseous con¬ 
stitution of the atmosphere, the importance of which 
has been singularly overrated. By inclosing the 
plants in tightly glazed cases, light is admitted, soot 
is excluded, and any desirable amount of moisture 
is securable. There are, however, some practical 
difficulties in the way of growing plants in close 
moist cases, which amateurs nnacquaiutcd with the 
nature of plants are unable to overcome. Among 
these difficulties, the principal is the adjustment of 
the amount of moisture to which a plant is exposed 
in oue of these cases, to the surrounding heat and 
to its own nature. Another ia the prevention of 
dew upon the inside of the glass, by which the 
interior is often entirely hidden. These are practical 
difficulties that must exercise the ingenuity of culti¬ 
vators. Upon the former we can give no information, 
because each species requires a special considera¬ 
tion. As to the deposit of the dew upon the glasses, 
we may observe, that as this is owing to the inside 
of the case being colder than the air that surrounds 
it, the only course to take is, either to warm the 
internal air by some means, or to open a door in tbe 
case for a short time; and as the latter is the most- 

easy, and is quite efficient, it will be tbe more gen¬ 
erally adopted.’ 

“Plants have been kept in Wardian cases for 
upwards of twelve months in good health and con¬ 
dition without renewal, and all this while but with 
one supply of water. ‘This to some may appear 
strange, but the principles of evaporation and con¬ 
densation sufficiently explain it. The heat of the 
sun, or even of the room in which the case stands, 
naturally produces evaporation through the daytime, 
and during night the process of condensation takes 
place, and the moisture which has been evaporated 
is returned to the soil. These two principles arc in 
active operation alternately day and night. It ought 
to be noticed, however, that owing to the growth of 
the plants, as well as other contingent causes, such 
as apertures in the framework, the quantity of moist¬ 
ure in time becomes lessened; and when this is the 
case, a fresh supply will be necessary. As monotony 
and continuity cease in time to afford gratification, 
and as it may happen, no doubt, that some of the 
plants will grow beyond their bounds, fresh removals 
and replacements will be found necessary.’ Add to 
this, much of tbe pleasure to he derived from plants 
growing under one's care, and iu one’s drawing¬ 
room, would be lost, were we not allowed to arrange 
and re-arrange them, according to our taste and 

fancy.” 
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ORNAMENTAL WARDIAN CASE. 

These caseB may be made quite plain, or orna¬ 
mental, and' we give a design for each. The plants 
and flowers, however, should always constitute the 
principal ornament. 

On the Continent of Europe, window gardens are 
more common than the cases before described, and 
they are becoming gradually introduced here. There 
many of the windows, und even the balconies, are 
turned into miniature green-houses, where flourish 
the* most beautiful auil the choicest plants, Tbo 
window garden as commonly constructed in Belgium, 
is within the reach of all. Our engraving shows 
one owned and constructed by our engraver, Georoe 

Fraubnueroer, Esq., wlu-re may be now seen a nice 
collection of flowering plants, as thrifty as though 
growing in the conservatory of the florist. Where 
more room is required, the case may exteud beyond 
the window. The sloping glass roof is hinged to 
the window frame, and in this way good ventilation 
is scoured, while the window, raising in the usual 
way, affords access from the room. 
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WINDOW HARDEN. 

The window to which this case is attaohed, is two 
feet four inches wide and four feet high; the case 
twenty-two inches deep, from front to back, and 
thirty inches in width; the glass eight by twelve; 
and the whole cost, Mr. F. informs ua, besides his 
own labor, was less than $2.25. It is arranged with 
shelves, and contains thirty plants, in pots ranging 
in size from three to eight inches in diameter. It 
is attaohed to a window of the living-room, and 
requires no extra heat; and did not suffer in the 
least from frost during the severe cold of last winter. 
We know of no prettier object, and yet, it will be 
seen, it is a luxury that may be enjoyed by every 
housekeeper of taste, be be rich or poor. For about 
five dollars and a little labor, such a window garden 
may be constructed and well stocked with plants. 

PLUMS FOR PEACHES. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—It must at last be 
admitted, although the fruit growers of Western New 
York have been very reluctant to make the admission, 
that tbe peach crop is so uncertain, or, I think we 
may say, bo certain to tail, as to be unprofitable. 
Once in three or four years we get a good crop and 
are encouraged; for when the peach bears, the profits 
are lyge; but in ten years together, I think grapes, 
or apples, or most any fruit crop, would pay better. 
But apples we are growing in great abundance, 
enough, no doubt, to meet the demand at fair prices, 
anl any large increase of crop would only reduce the 
price without giving the fruit grower ranch more 
money. Grapes are being planted in immense quan¬ 
tities, I judge, though how many will ruin their vine¬ 
yards by neglect, I cannot say. Perhaps half that 
are planted will be cared for, and produce good fruit. 
Grape culture on an extensive scale ia pretty much 
an untried experiment. In Western New York we 
have raised a few tung of good Isabellas every year, 
and they have found paying markets at the East; 
some have been sent West, but perhaps the greatest, 
portion have been sold in Montreal and other Cana¬ 
dian markets. The prices obtained for good fruit 
have been good—from ten to twenty cents a pound 
when well grown and packed well and neatly. 
Whether, when the vIucb planted within the last six 
years come into bearing, a good market will be found 
for their products, I cannot say, but I think good 
grapes like the Delaware can be grown for six cents 
the pound, with a fair profit to tbe producer. At 
this price, too, everybody cau afford to eat grapes, 
and everybody will want to eat them, and this will 
cause a demand not supplied very easily. But, it 
will be many years before grapes are so plenty as to 
be sold at this low figure. Then, at this price they 
can be manufactured into excellent wine, without 
water, or sugar, or alcohol, that can be furnished at 

one-qnartor the price of the stuff, both foreign and 

native, now sold at the stores for wine. 

The grape, however, is not, and cannot be, a sub¬ 
stitute for the peach, no matter how cheap or abund¬ 
ant. We want a summer fruit, and one that will ship 
und preserve for winter use like the peach. There is 
nothing to fill this place like the plum. The better 
varieties are delicious, may be eaten from the tree or 
at the dessert like our old favorite;’ they may be 
picked before rally ripe and shipped with far more 
safety than the peach, while for winter use, or for 
cooking purposes at all times, there is no fruit in the 
world equal to the Damson family. 1 cannot say 
what the price would be should fruit growers culti¬ 
vate pi urns extensively, but the season before last T 
obtained more per bushel for plums than ever I did 
for peaches, and the demand has been far ahead of 
(he supply for the past ten years. 

Two objections will arise in the minds of readers. 
First, the curculio, and then the black knot. The 
latter evil I am hnppy to say bns about passed away. 
It is not worthy of a moment’s consideration to those 
who give tkeir trees decent care. The curculio is 
less destructive than formerly in this section, aud 
with a little labor can he conquered, as 1 have proved 
as well as others. You, Messrs. Editors, know of 
plum orchards that have given a good crop every 
year for ten or twelve years. Last year was the first 
failure during that time, and the cause was unseason¬ 
able weather when ill flower. This very much injured 
fruit o( all kinds. I intend to act upon tbo hints here 
given your readers, and I hope others will do like¬ 
wise; for here is a profitable field for the fruit grower, 
I verily believe. Fruitist. 

Monroe County, N. Y.. Nov., 1861. 
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APPLE TREES-MICE AND GRAFTING. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:— Now that the first 

snow has fallen we should turn attention to apple 
trees, with a view to protect them from the depreda¬ 
tions of mice. Quite a percentage of our trees are 
killed every winter, when wo have heavy snows, by 
these mischievous little scamps. Most persons know 
how to apply the remedy, and such need only atten¬ 
tion called to the matter. Others have yet to learn. 
Still the knowledge is of no nse unless put. in prac 
tico, like a neighbor of mine, who lost thirteen 
trees last winter by the gnawing of mice and under¬ 
stood, as well us any one could, how to avoid such 
things. He told me he neglected it. from time to 
time all winter. 

Au orchard kept clean, will seldom be troubled. 
But with grass for nests and shelter, or on ground 
where millet, buckwheat, etc., or the seeds of weeds 
furnish feed, they nre sure to be nnrnerous in the fall 
and to tarry all winter; when, if the stock of food 
gives out or 1st bound up with ice on the ground, such 
as occurs with a freezing rain and a. snow falling 
after, they are driven to subsist on bark, or whatever 
offers a subsistence. To avoid this, tramp the snow 
around the trunks of your trees, and repeat it at inter¬ 
vals, after a deep snow has fallen. 

Some depend on washing their trees with a mixture 
that is unpalatable; but famine pressing hard, will 
overcome the scruples of tbeir palates in many in¬ 
stance*, and it turns out to be no defence, and spring 
opens with onr trees girdled and of courso about as 
good as used up. They may be saved by grafting 
scions across the denuded space, but such trees are 
never sound again. Tf grass is growing near the 
bodies, or if coarse manure ba* b on strewn around 
tticffl, it should be removed. Tiene precautions are 
believed to be sufficient guard against the ravages of 
mice. 

Any time from now till severe cold weather is the 
besttime to cut grafts. Severe freezing isaptto injure 
them to some extent. Select shoots of the present 
season's growth, well ripened in thelrjwuod. The 
more thrifty or pithy specimens reject. Have with 
you something to label them on tbe spot, for a delay 
in this matter may have a tendency to mix things. 
Tie each kind separately, and when all the varieties 
are obtained, put them for convenience in one large 
bundle and put in the cellar, or an out-door pit, till 
time for use. Bury them in earth, neither too dry nor 
wet, but just moist enough to keep them about as 
when cut. 

Any having seedling trees or grafted, that bear 
indifferent fruit, BhouUl see to it now and obtain 
scions of sorts to suit, if you do not know how to 
do the job of changing, call upon a man that does, 
and observe how it is done, and thereafter do your 
own grafting. In the operation there is no hocus 
pocus science. Anyone can learn iu ten minutes, 
and all should know how. I'ructiee makes perfect 
iu this, as in all other trades. Good tools facilitate 
also. But any farmer, or housekeeper, will have all 
the tools necessary for home grafting. The same 
remarks will apply with equal forco to pears, &c. 

Treat your friend to au Early Strawberry, Lowell, 
Wagner, or any of our famous apples, and be in¬ 
quires, “What is this?” “1 must have a Beedling 
tree changed to this,” and be meant it just then. The 
season passes for such jobs, and a year after the old 
“seedling tree” bears its worthless fruit. Now at¬ 

tend to these things. J. T. Elliott. 
' Grand Rapids, Nov., 1861, 

fmln'ttltuval 
Miniature Fruit Culture.— A correspondent of the New 

York Journal of Commerce communicates to that paper the 

following interesting particulars of a new system of fruit 

culture, which was explained at on« of the recent conversa¬ 

tional and exhibit! >n meetings of the Brooklyn Horticultural 
Society: 

Mr. Alfred Chamberlain, of Newport, R. [., alter years of 

patient Investigation, has recently succeeded in perfecting 

his plan of growing fruits and flowers in small wire baskets, 

tilled with moss. He has received a patent from the Govern¬ 

ment for his invention, and this was the (tret public exhibi¬ 

tion of them. In two of the baskets were a miscellaneous 

collection of plauts, such as are usually contained on flower 

stands. Hero they were all growing in one basket, In full 

(lower and vigor, as if ench was try ing to outshine the rest, 

There was a basket tilled with strawberry plants in all 

stages of growth—in flower, partially and fully ripe, of an 

extra size and most luscious in appearance, here in the 

middle of November. What ornament can equal this with 

its beautiful green, glossy foliage and tbe bright red berries, 

peeping out from their mossy beds, away from the cold and 

damp of earth. 

The next was a grape vine, which had produced a dozen 

bunches of splendid grapes, showing where they had been on 

the vine, and that there had been no humbug about it. 

When Mr. Chamberlain was iu Washington he presented a 

basket, with a vine in the same manner covered with fruit, to 

Mrs, Lincoln, By this plan, every one could truly “sit 

under his own vine and fig-tree.” The next was a peach tree 

which had produced ten large peaches, as fine iu color and 

flavor as any that are grown In the ordinary way, and was 

fully set with fruit buds for next year’s crop. 

But the crowning wonder was a pine apple also grown in 

the mo-s baskets, and which almost surpassed belief. Mr. C. 

-dated that he was growing large numbers of them in pots 

and pits, in the ordinary wavs, and none of them were equal 

to thiB one. Mr. Fisher Howe stated that he had seen large 

quantities of them grown in England by the most skillful 

gardeners, and also in tbe West Indies, and hsd never seen 

any so fine as this. Mr. Chamberlain Stated that as he had 

obtained a patent, he would tell them the ingredients he 

used, which were moss, bone dust, charcoal and sand, and 

’bat the plants were watered with liquid manure about 

twice a week. 

Fruit Cellar.— S E. Todd describes in the Country Gen¬ 

tleman the fruit cellar of Andrew Campbell, of this county, 

as follows: — A neat cellar, with water-liuie bottom was first 

made; then it was ceiled up neatly and tight, on every side, 

aud above and beneath also. A space of about six inches was 

left on the sides and bottom, between the ceiling and the 

stone walls and over the water-lime bottom, so that the sir 

could circulate freely all around. Between the ceiling over 

head, and the carriage floor, the space is filled with grouting 

or lime mortar. The windows to the cellar are double, that 

is one window in the wall, and one window iu the ceiling; 

and either of them can bo opened at pleasure, or the inside 

wiudow can he closed, and the outside onn Opened; and thus 

a current of fresh air cun psss entirely ronud between the 

walls. The entrance, also, Is secured by double doors, one 

neatly fitted on each side of the jamb casings. The fruit is 

placed iu idiullow bins, one above tbe other, on ench side of 

the cellar. By this arrangement, all dampness is excluded, 

and fruit will keep much longer and better than in ordinary 

cellars. 

Fortune's Notes on Japan.—The Japanese gardener 

understands the art of chrysanthemum culture rather better 

than we do, and produces blooms of wonderful sizo. This in 

done by great care, good soil, and by allowing only one or 

two blooms to be perfected at the end of a ah not. The tea 

plant was common in these gardens, and was frequently used 

as an edging for the walks. In this position it was kept 

clipped, and had a pretty and novel appearance. In other 

places in this district. I observed It cultivated rather exten¬ 

sively for the sake of its leaves. There Is also In the gardens 

of Ah sax saw a collection of living birds and other animals 

for the amusement of visitors who may happen to be fond 

of this branch of natural history. I observed green pigeons, 

speckled Crows, a fine large eagle, gold and sliver pheasants, 

Mandarin ducks, rabbits, and squirrels among the eollec 

tion. Altogether, there are many things here calculated to 

nmuje and instruct the good people of Yertdo when they 

come out for a holiday; und when the plum and cherry trees 

are in hlos-om, these gardens roust be very enjoyable, —Gar 

timers' Chronicle. 

The Crab Apple and Almond Dwarf as Stocks.—The 

Crab Apple (Mains coronaria) grows in great abundance in 

this neighborhood, and has been repeatedly used as a stock 

to graft upon, with success; and if they were worked near 

the ground, low heads being formed, they would, with some 

varieties, form dwarf trees equal to those worked upon 

Ooncain stocks, perhaps superior. 

Our attempts at dwarfing tbo Peach and Almond have 

proved quite successful. Two years ngo we budded some 

Poach and Almond varieties upon the Dwarf Double flowering 

Almond (Jmyjjdalus, fl. pi) Last year they grow vigorously, 

making prettv little shrub like trees before fall, and were well 

furnished wilh fruit buds. This year we shortened tbe new 

growth two thirds, leaving sufficient fruit for the bushes to 

mature well, but they were stung by the curculio and dropped 

off before maturity. 

We may, perhaps, bo more sncaessful with them next year; 

and un they have not overgrown the root much, they may 

last for one year, their natures being dwarfed.— Illinois cor¬ 

respondence of Gardener's Monthly. 

Culture ov AflPARAGPS for the New York Market.— 

The last number of the Queens County Sentinel, published at 

Hempstead, L. I, contains a list of premiums awarded at the 

Winter Meeting of the County Agricultural Society, held on 

the 25th ult. Among the awards we observe $fi to Petek 

Cock, of Locust Valley, for the best crop of Asparagus, con¬ 

sisting of ft litlle over itevun amen. Mi1. C. commenced cut¬ 

ting April 27tb and finished June 18th. Sold 10,112 bunches 

at 20 cents per hunch, amounting to $2,022 JO. Cost of 

manure, $316,00; labor and other expenses $380,81; leaving 

a profit of $1,326 59 on the seven acre*. Market gardening, 

if properly conducted, is profitable in the neighborhood of 
New York. 

Clarkra rlrgans a:,ha plotik plkno. — This handsome 

variety is newly introduced, and will be found an ornamental 

annual for the summer months. Its habit of growth differs 

from C. pulchella in being taller, with larger leaves, and 

more slender branching outline; the petals also, instead of 

being lotted, ns in the last named species, are undivided, and 

of a dear white color changing Into pale flesh; it is moreover 

most distinct in being semi-duplex with two and three series 

of petals. Iu freoners of growth, it is equal to V. elegant, aud 

blooms abundantly from June until September. It forms a 

good con trait with the rose and vloletcolored varieties in 

the same tribe. 

Grapes in Missouri.— Grape vines can be grown on level 

Missouri prairie laud, provided the land be so underdrained 

that the saturation of the soil during winter is thereby pro 

vented. The Concord, Holmes, Clinton, Hartford Prolific, 

Ariadne, August Coral, Early Amber, Ohio Prolific, Pond’s 

Seedling, Bruddock, Ramsdell, Troy Hamburg, Venango, 

Warren’s Seedling and Mootieth are some of the moat hardy 

varieties, aud doahtless they would all succeed in Missouri 

and Illinois.— Wm. H. Prince. 

Pennsylvania Grapes and Grape Growers.—At a late 

meeting of the Grape Growers of Pennsylvania, a vote was 

taken on the six best grapes for the tabic, andthe three best 

for wine, and the reNUlt wa« as follows; 

Pot table use - Concord 21 votes, Delaware 20, Isabella 16, 

Diana 15, Rebecca 11, Maxatawney 8. For wine-making — 

Clinton 8 votes, Catawba 7, Delaware 4. 

Shade Treks in Paris.—It has been calculated that Paris, 

at present, covers a space of 78,080,000 yards. It contains 

148,000 trees, occupying ft space equal to 336,890 square 

yards. The trees consist of horse-chestnuts, elms, acacias, 

lime trees, and others. It is estimated that these trees 

cover, with their shade, axpaee of 220,200,000 yards, sufficient 

to protect 1,589,000 individuals from the rays of the sun. 

#f0H0i»g. 

gupidfs mb 
Hawthorn Seed — Chrysanthemum.— in reply to the 

inquiry in the Rural of 16th inst., “ where hawthorn seedH 
can bo obtained," I would Say there are aiiy quantity of them 
now hanging on the bushes lit this vicinity, which can be had 
for the gathering, or for a reasonable compensation. I pre 
BUimi some one would gather and forward the quantity wished 
for. They were introduced hern several years since by an 
English farmer, Mr. Robson, who has been very successful in 
cultivating and planting the hawthorn hedge, aud would, I 
presume, give, any instruction required as to cultivation, tie. 
1 would like to learn the correct botanical immu of the 
inclosed plant now in flower and usually kuowu by the name 
of Alt';mi.via. Mis Lincoln's liotany says the plant usually 
called Artemisia Is the “ Chrysanthemum coronariuiu;" but 
as that is au annual and the Inclosed plant a perennial, l 
conclude she does not refer to this. — L, Woodworth, John¬ 
son's Creek, Niagara Co., A". 1'., Non. 22, 1861. 

The plant received with the above is Chrysantlnrmvm Sinense, 

commonly called Artemisia. Thn Chrysanthemum eoronarium. 

may ho called Artemisia sometimes, as stated by Mrs. Lin¬ 

coln, but wo have never known it so named by any one. The 

true Artemiaiss are the Wormwoods. 

Covering Perennial and otiikk Plants in Winter.—I 
would like to know whether It is best to cover perennial 
plants, like the Picotee, in winter, or allow them to be 
expojedf If so. what should they b« covered with!* Again, 
is it best to protect young trees that are somewhat tender, 
such as the Catalpa?— Young amateur. 

Picotees and most perennial plants are not benefttted by 

much covering; indeed, we have often thought they were 

better left unprotected entirely, The main point is to have 

the ground well drained. If covered, they often rot. Our 

present course is to throw a few leaves between the rows. It 

is well to protect tender trees and plants the first year or two 

with Btraw, or evergreen boughs. 

Anclk Worms —How shall we Destroy Them?—They 
trouble u* vo much on our beat manured Uml a« to almost 
forbid cultivation, without at least treble the labor, and n 
muoh lighter production even at that, t know many garden « 
that hare been given up on account of them and reeded to 
grass, supposing this would drive them off; but after laying 
in sod a few years, and breaking again, it has seemed but 
little Imurovement., They do not seem to injure grass much. 
—W. E. P., Eden, N. Y., 1861. 

Who will answer? We have succeeded pretty well with a 

good dressing of Balt. 

A CLOTHES SPRINKLE!*. 

I must tell your lady readers of a new invention 
we have iu our family to spriukle clothes for ironing. 
It was a present from a carious friend, who is always 
seeking ont new inventions, and I have never seen or 
heard of any other except the one wo have; but it is 
strange such a simple aud convenient article iB not 
in use in every house, as any tinner can make one for 
fifteen or twenty cents. 

The Sprinkler is a tin box about the size of a pint 
Cup, with a hollow hnndlo attached to the middle of 
the side, like the handle to a child’s rattle, or like a 
common tin dipper handle. Where the handle is 
attached to the barrel there must be a hole through 
the barrel about the size of the hollow iu the handle, 
say about large enough to take in one’s finger; this 
Is to have a place to potir water through the handle 
to fill the barrel or cup of the Sprinkler. The handle 
should be abont six inches long, and the end of the 
handle must be stopped with a oork, like you would 
cork a bottle. One end of the cup of the Sprinkler 
is made flat and tight just like the bottom of a tin 
cop; the other end is raised or oval, jnst like the top 
of a pepper box, and is pierced full of Very fine holes, 

to let out the water. 
When you wish to dampen the clothes, fill the 

Sprinkler with cleur water, aud stop up tho end of 
the handle, and then proceed to dash the tine spray 
of water over the clothes ns you would dash pepper 
on yonr food or dredge flour upon cooking meat, or 
on ft molding board. A very little practice will 
enable any woman to get the hang of using this little 
implement, and when Rhe has once become accus¬ 
tomed to it, she will never again think of sprinkling 
her clothes in tho usual way of taking water in her 
hand aud throwing it over them. The Sprinkler dis¬ 
tributes the water much more uniformly and saves all 
tho nucomfortableness of constantly splashing the 
hand in cold water. — “Run Bonnet,” in Field 

Notes. 

CURE FOR CONSUMPTION. 

Eat all that the appetite requires of the most nour¬ 
ishing food, such as fresh beef, lamb, oysters, raw 
eggs, fruit, vegetables, and three times a day take a 
glass of eggnog, made as rich as tho patient can 
bear. Avoid all alcoholic drinks. Bathe twice a 
week in water made agreeably warm and in a warm 
room; after bathing rub the body and limbs with 
sweet cream or sweet oil. Exercise daily in the open 
air; walking is tbe best. Stand erect, exercise the 
arms and lungH freely, keep the mind cheerful; take 
freely of tho best cough sirup, and consumption will 
be a stranger t,o yonr household. 

For making tho best cough sirup, take one ounce 
of thoroiighvimit, one ounce Of slippery elm, one 
onnee stick liquorice, and one ounce of flax seed; 
simmer together in one quart of water until tho 
strength is entirely extracted. 

Strain carefully; add one pint of best molasses and 
half a pound of loaf sugar; simmer them all well 
together, aud when cold, bottle tight. This is the 
cheapest, best, and safest medicine for coughs now 
or ever in use. 

A few doses of one tablespoonful at a time will 
alleviate tho most distressing cough of tbe Jungs, 
soothes and allays Irritation, and If continued sub¬ 
dues any tendency to consumption; breaks up entirely 
the whooping cough, and no better remedy can be 
found for croup, asthma, bronchitis, and all affections 
of the lungs and throat. Thousands of precious lives 
may be saved every year by this cheap and simple 
remedy, as well as thousands of dollars which would 
otherwise be spent in tbe purchase of nostrums, 
which are both useless and dangerous.— Exchange. 

Gelatine Hoap.- It is impossible to cleanse greasy 
dishes, unaided by Boap, and many soft hands arc ren¬ 
dered unfit for needlework by daily immersions in 
hot dishwater. As an emollient for chapped akin 
and a superior soap where a quick lather is desired, I 
would recommend the following recipe:—To two 
pounds of olive soap cut up Into small slices, add two 
ounces of borax, put the ingredients into a crock, 
pour over two quarts of cold water, set. the vessel on 
a part of tho range where there is but little heat, stir¬ 
ring occasionally until the borax 1b dissolved (eight 
or nine hours,) and when cooled, a thick gelatine is 
produced, which housekeepers need use but once to 
prove its efficacy and economy.—Selected. 

To Stew a Breast of Veal.— Cut it in pieces, 
and put it into a pot with a bunch of sweet herbs, a 
small piece of bacon, a little mace, and a few black 
peppercorns, salt, and one or two onions, and as 
much water as will cover it; stew well over a slow 
fire; boil florae peas aud lettuce by themselves, and 
when the veal is stewed enough, strain the liquor 
from it, and put it into a stewpan with part of the 
liquor, the peas, lettuce, aud a piece of butter, and 
let them stew again; thicken with the yolks of two 
or three eggs and a little flour. 
-• -+ ■ 

Washino Woolens.—Tf you do not wish to have 
white woolens shrink when washed, make a good 
suds of hard soap, and wash the flannels in it, without 
rubbing any soap on them; rnb them out In another 
suds, then wring them out of it, and put them in a 
clean tub, and turn on sufficient boiling water to 
cover them, and lot them remain till the water ia 
cold. A little indigo, in the boiling water, makes 
the flannel look nicer. If you wish to have your 
white flannels shrunk so as to have them thick, wash 
them in soft soap suds, and rinse them in cold water. 

-—-♦   —   

Coring Hams. — At a late Fair of the Maryland 
State Agricultural Society, the first premium was 
awarded for hams cured thus:— To one hundred and 
fifty pounds of ham take one and a half ounces salt¬ 
peter, four quarts fine salt, with enough molasses to 
make paste; rnb well on the flesh side; let it lie four 
weeks; then hang and smoke two days before remov¬ 
ing from the smoke honse; paint with black pepper 
and strong vinegar; after which, bag them. 

Mince Pies.—A reader of the Rural would be 

obliged for a good recipe for making “mince pies.” 

—Mrs. A. L., Cliillicolhe, Ohio, 18G1. 

[SPECIAL NOTICE.] 

nuMBUGS.—If you want to get a Saleratus abont which 

there is no humbugery, get I). B. Dk Land & Co.’s Chemical 

Saleratns. Bead t!q> label around it, every word of which 

you will Bud to he true. It will cost you no more than an 

Inferior article and is much cheaper In the end, ns it spoils no 

bread or biscuit. You will find it for sale by all rn.ponsible 

dealers at retail, and at wholesale by all wholesale dealer* iu 

Rochester, Buffalo, Detroit, Battle Creek, Grand Rapids, 

Adrian, Coldwater, Toledo, Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee, 

Sic., &c. 
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[Written for Moore'* Rural New-Yorker.] 

A TRIBUTE. 

Must jo fade, most ye fade, my beautiful flower*, 

That I've tenderly watched through the long *ummer hour*? 

Mu*t ye fade from the garden, the grove, and the glen, 

Where my joyous footsteps no often have been? 

Cab I nee your bright beauty droop, wither and dje, 

And calmly withhold the faint rbiing (igli? 

Ah, nol in your absence, long, long shall I grieve, 

Kor a desolate place in my spirit ye leave. 

Companions yo are, when all friendships are fled, 

When hopes fondly cherished lie slumbering and dead, 

When hearts we have trusted prove falso and unkind, 

Unworthy the casket whence love is enshrined. 

When weary and vexed with the world’s hearties* strife, 

Of the vanities, charms, and allurements of life, 

O, to turn from such scene* of wild tumult and care, 

And seek ’mid bright flowers a companionship there. 

Ye have voices to mo,—low voices and sweet,— 

Whose soft, gentle accent* I tenderly greet. 

Ye tell me of tone., oh, wondrous and fair, 

Of a bountiful Father's beneficent care 

And ye teach me how gratitude upward should flow 

To Him who such blessings doth kindly bestow, 

And how In Hi t wisdom ’twere graciously given 

To link our affection* more closely to Heaven. 

In the bright summer hours, when all Nature wa* fair, 

When the music of songsters made vocal the air, 

Came no offering to me of beautiful flowers 

That were gathered from Nature’s loveliest bowers; 

And T prayed that choice blessing* might, always attend 

Her pathway who sent them, my kind, nnknowu friend, 

While my heart from within bade It* whole human power* 

Hies* God for the bright, the beautiful flower*. 

South Dauby, N. Y., 18*1. Mart A. B. 

♦ • • * -- -- 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

EVEItY-DAY LIFE. 

MY bKAll FKNCIL, ESQ. 

“ ‘Tub proper study of mankind is man,’— 

The most perplexing one, no doubt, (h woman; 

The subtlest that the mind can scan, 

Of all deep problems, heavenly or bnmani” 

But whether “perplexing” or not, I often find 

myself crossing a street to look into the face of a 

woman, — not simply to discover whether she is 

beautiful or not, — not to gratify a morbid curiosity; 

neither an impertinent impulse by an impudent stare. 

Ob, no! Do not soppose the tiling; for I try to see 

a great deal at a sir^lo glauco, taking care not to 

annoy. But this propensity to secure these glances 

loadN mo to detest vails, and I wish here to enter my 

protest against them. And in doing so, I wish lo 

remind all vail wearers that there are abundant physi¬ 

cal reasons why the practice should lie abandoned at. 

once, why the light of the sun should fall upon the 

face unobstructed, and the eyes should look through 

only a natural medium. Hence I am not altogether 

selfish in my protest. 

1 know there are pro-arguments, however. 
I said I did not seek faces because of their beauty,- 

though I nrn not insensible to It,—nor from any 
impertinent curiosity. But it is because I read per¬ 
sona! history there. I discover the wear and tear of 
every day lifo in the furrows made upon the features. 
And this is profitable; the lessons learned ‘‘sink 
with weight into my heart;” the lifo of the spirit is 
revealed mysteriously, inexplicably, yet positively 
and unmistakably. The expression of some faces 
haunts me for weeks. They beg for sympathy in 
their touching disquiet. They respond insensibly to 
a sympathetic look, They moan with anguish If it 
awakens sad memories. They shudder and shiver if 
jostled by coarse brusquenoss. • i 

I havo learned one tiling by this study:—That there 1 
are many women whose faces have been saying to 
their husbands through long years of wife-hood, as ! 
Ei-hik Vkknkii said to the young schoolmaster,— 
“ Love me,” and with a more disheartening response. 
And these poor women think it is their own secret, \ 

treasured, and to lie buried with them. Alas, they 
are mistaken! Not Esau Pencil, Esq. alone, hut 
thousands of cosmopolitans have read it. All have , 
not sympathised, but many have. 

I have learned, too, that there are many men (so ^ 
called,) ostensibly model husbands and parents, yet { 
really reckless of the happiness of their households, , 
who live a life of supreme scliishnesH. They think j 
they deceive the world. They cannot do it. if they 
have schooled their own features, and learned deceit , 
from tho devil, they cannot do it. Madame’s face j 
will tell of it. I meet men of this character every day ] 
who think I respect them, who seek to cultivate my » 
friendship; hut the faces of their wives have entered , 
protests which arc far more emphatic and conclusive 
than confessions could be. , 

I meet proud women, — so proud that tho sorrow, r 
the trouble that Is gnawing at the heart, tho fire i 
which is burning there, is entirely encased by 1 
schooled, conventional, calmness,— and yet it speakH * 
unmistakably for all that. The student easily detects ' 
the difference between the thin, gauzed complacency v 
which covers a burdened heart, ami the habitually 
happy face that is the index of a satisfied heart,—a | 
heart in which thrive all tlm joys springing from a > 
requited love. There is a world of instruction in ii 
these faces. t! 

Women of the. Revolution. A correspondent " 
of the Portland Advertiser represents Rev. Dr. Lyman l! 
Beecher as being always ready to deliver a Fourth of 11 
July oration, which duty he never was asked to per- m 
form; hut that, had it been otherwise, he was pro- „ 
pared to show that the women of America were the i 
means of securing the success of the Revolution, u 
The logic he would have employed was this: — Tho 111 
soldiers could not havo been kept in camp without 
stockings and blanket*; tho women were appealed fi 
to, and they gave up ail the stocking* and blankets ft 
they hud prepared for their households—actual and ii 
prospective; the men were thereby encouraged to g 
keep in camp during winter, and in good organ!/,a- h 
tion for the campaign wheu the weather was more $ 
favorable for Held duties; ergo, the women wero the a 
means of American Independence. p 
-— ■» »• ♦ - . — . . 

Unspoken Language.— How much expression can n 
be given and exchanged by a grasp of the hand or a (,i 
glance of the eye! The soft pressure of the hand is d 
far more sympathetic than words. A warm pressure *’ 
of the hand can lie understood by all, young and old; j' 
the universal voice of uatpro needs no interpreter. y 
Tho power of love i» too deep and too sacred to be „ 
adequately expressed in words; being, in fact, a fore- a 
shadowing of that more spiritual communion which <* 
will exist hereafter. a' 

-» » ♦ » ♦--!- I 

Women often lose the men they love, and who love lf 
them. By mere wantonness or coquetry, they reject, <l 
and then repent. They should be careful not to take 
this step too hastily, for a proud, high-minded, gifted v 
man, will seldom ask a woman twice. H, 

THE RURAL IN THE FAMILY. 

HOW IT 19 WRITTEN ABOUT BY THE WOMEN. 

From its commencement we have endeavored to 

render the Rerun Nkw-Yobkkk an eminently pure, 

interesting and instructive paper for the Family 

Circle — one which would he read with as much 

pleasure by tho Wife as the Husband, and at the same 

time prove entertaining and beneficial to the Young. 

This has been no easy task, for it requires constant 

care and a vast amount of labor to properly (ill a 

paper embracing several distinct departments, and so 

conduct each as to render the whole valuable arid 

unexceptionable. We started with the idea —and 

have not yet discovered it to lie a mistaken one 

that Women and Children were as worthy of recogni¬ 

tion, and should be as carefully catered for by the 

press, as Men. And moreover we firmly resolved 

that, so far as in our power, the influence of the 

Run a t. should be for good — that its moral tone 

should he most salutary, while every person capa¬ 

ble of reading and thinking could derive enter¬ 

tainment and instruction from its pages. How 

faithfully we have fullllled tills intention, those who 

have read this journal for months and years can beat 

determine. It is gratifying to know that our effort* 

have been appreciated to a largo extent, for the 

Rural has become a cherished friend and companion 

in thousands of families all over the land. For 

years we hsve had frequent letters saying it was the 

first paper opened and read by the wife end children 

of tiiuse wiio took from three to twenty newspapers. 

Much expressions from people in cities and villages, 

as well as the country — together with frequent as¬ 

surances that the Rural is an “Indispensable family 

institution,” &c.,— are both gratifying and encour¬ 

aging. Of late-for the past two months, especially 

— greetings of this character are daily received, and 

not unfreqnently several arrive by ono mail, as was 

the case this morning (Nov. 27,) when wc had from 

fifteen to twenty very complimentary epistles, several 

of them from ladies, and mostly requesting speci¬ 

mens and hills for use in obtaining new subscribers. 

Rut wo have digressed from our purpose in com¬ 

mencing this article - which was to speak briefly of 

the Rural in the Family, or as a Horae Paper, ami 

to quote (as evidence of its estimation by Wives, 

Mothers and Daughters,) from a few letters of recent 

date. Wo will first quote a letter from Mrs. A., of 

Solano Co., California, dated Oct. 2.2. Please listen: 

"Having been a ipgular subscriber to tho Rural for the 

last six year* (until last spring, when we started for Califor¬ 

nia,) I (iii<l that 1 am lost without it, aud do not fuel at 

home where it does not come once a week. Therefore 1 am 

induced to ask you to send me a few hack number*, or such 

a* you may have on hand, to keep me company until the 

beginning of another year, when I will renew my subscrip 

tion. There i* no Agricultural paper taken by any person 

living in tbi* vicinity, and not much done in the way of 

making homes pleoeaut and attractive, and 1 think the Rural 

COnld w ink wonder* here I mur a Indy on board the steamer 

coming to this place, who had a copy of it in her hand, and 

was sorely tempted to .vk the louu of it, but did not. We 

started from Fairmont, Clark Go., Missouri, settled on the 

Sacramento, forty miles above tho bay—but even in this 

golden land I must have the Rural. Flense send me a few 

spare copies, and oblige a friend." 

Our next quotation is from a wide-awake young 
lady in Illinois Miss Allib B,, of lie Kalb Co.— 
who has formed a resolution worthy of emulation by 
other young ladies of the Rural faith. Listen to 
her earnest, musical voice: 

“1 have before sent you my address and that of my mint 

for your large colored show-bill, hut not receiving it think 

you have not got the letter. My birth day Is near, when I 

shall he eighteen, and I have resolved, Mr. Editor, to give 

the labor of that day qf days to you, in getting a club for 

your paper. I think 1 can obtain six, if no more. 1 am 

determined to canvass the town. For this reason you see i 

am extremely anxious for tho colored show hill. I shall 

take the paper if no one else does, for 1 think it is decidedly 

the best paper for every body in tho whole world, as large an 

it is. My mint 1* still younger than myself, and 1 presume 

will aid in tho ciiculatlon of your paper, Her address Is 

N-- B--, M., .Shelby Go., Illinois. Hoping to hear from 

this soon, 1 remain your friend ” 

At the cloio of an article for our Domestic Econ¬ 

omy Department, a lady residing in Clinton Co., 

N. Y., strikes these pleasant notes: 

111 am a constant render tif tho 1 Rusal,’and receive much 

valuable Instruction iu reading the column ‘Domestic Econ¬ 

omy,’ but the fourth page is what 1 prise most 1 consider 

the ‘Ladies' Department,’ ‘Choice Miseellany ’ and ‘ Sabbath 

Musings’ richly worth the price of the paper." 

Mrs. Lizzie K., of Crawford Co., Fa., has recently 

obtained several trial subscrlliers. in a business 

letter dated Oct. 21, sbo writes appreciatively of tho 

Rural, and hits a certain class of men who deserve 

“ talking to” for neglecting to provide their families 

wlt.li proper reading. Listen again: 

11 My husband gave mo my choice between Peterson’s 

MngasibO and tho Rural, last winter; hut being of the 1 

opinion that one story a week was all that was good for one 

mind (unless it, is stronger than mine) to digest, I chose the 

Rural. I was very much pleased with your ottering it on 

such low terms; it was the only moans by which I could get 

it introduced in this section, as the people mound here look 

well lo the dime*. But I expect to get. more subscribers 

every year, lit least I shall try. 1 Intend to take it as long as I 

1 can obtain the mean*. I have asked men in this neighbor 

hood to take the Rural for three months ; their reply was 

‘ Can't afford to.’ Gan't afford to pay 25 cents for the eduea 

tion of their children; can’t afford to pay 25 cents for some¬ 

thing for thuir wives to pass away the time when they are 

left alone night lifter night to lakh earn of the children, 

while the men are off talking about the war with some o* 

their neighbors! (By the way, all they know about the war 

i* what they hear from some of their neighbor* that do take 

a paper.) It make* me indignant when 1 think of it. Itdoes , 

seem as though the men around here are as near like Indians 

ns anything, for they make perfect slaves of their wives; but 

I expect it ih bemuse they don't take any newspaper. Well, 

well! I guess 1 have talked about my neighbors long enough, 

so I will close. Your sifleero friend.” 1 

Some weeks ago we published an excellent nrtlcle j 

from the pen of a young lady in Bt. Joseph Co., , 

Mich. Accompanying it, wc received a most gratify¬ 

ing note — showing that our effort* lo furnish a safe 

guido anil counsellor have not been in vain. Many 

havo written us that tho Rural has saved them from 

$5 to $500, yet wc more highly prize such testimony 1 

as is given by our new contributor. Listen to her 1 

pleasant, musicul and sine re acknowledgment: 

“ Having been for several years a warm friend and constant ' 

reader of your excellent paper, the thought ha* often oc- 1 

curred, can I not do something to add to tho interest of that 1 

dear column, Sabbath Musing*. At bolt I felt that I could 1 

tuit try. Accept or reject my efforts, all will be the same. I ( 

shall over be an interested reader of your paper. If accepted, ^ 

I may venture to write again. I would that I might taka 

your hand within my own, look you in tho face, and tell you 

of tho goad your paper lias done me—how it came to run a* 

a kind friend, correcting my fault*, pointing out my error*, ( 

aud ever helping me to the right iu all things. I do not 

at tempt contributing to the Rural for the name, hut rather 

I wanted to write you a letter. 1 wanted to toll you that 1 

loved your dear paper, that each week it came to roe as a j 

dear friend. I feel that I cannot always rend it and never 

thank the Editor—that he is ever taking so much pains for 

me. 1 feel that it is for vie as much as any. 1 have been so 1 

very much benefited by its roadiug—it has helped me out of 1 

bo many difficulties,” A:c. t 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yoiker.] 

DREAM LIFE. 

BY J1IRXY A. BTONH. 

When with thf* busy life 

Wearied and worn, 

On the soft wing* of slumber 

Our spirits are borne, 

Midway ’twixt earth and »ky, 

On a bright shore, 

Those we have loved and lost 

Meet us once more. 

He whom no living arm* 

K’er might embrace, 

Who, in tbi* crowded world, 

Ne’er foond a place, 

Homeless and wanderiog, 

Only in dreams 

Tho sunlight of tenderness 

Orer him streamB. 

8oft arm* and loving eye* 

Come with the night, 

Hpirits that minister 

Fled with the light. 

Half hi* cold journeying 

Parsed in such bliss, 

Ho live* (n tho dream world 

And dream* when iu this. 

She, ton, the childless one, 

All the long night 

Rock* on her aching heart 

Vision* of light; 

With the long buried one* 

Clasped to her breast, 

Angel*, but children Htill, 

Hweet may she rest 

Bsbe* that are motherles* 

Clos« their wet eye*, 

And ainile in their dreaming 

To see from the skies 

Her they *o tenderly 

Longed for in vain, 

Ki«*ing and clasping them, 

Soothing their pain. 

Hearts that sre breaking say 

“ Blessed be dreams,” 

Lire* that are perishing 

Drink from the stream* 

Peered from the fountain head 

By the kind hand 

Which shadow* in dream* to us 

Heaven’* sweet land. 

Grand Rapids, Mich., 1801. 

THE LANGUAGE OF NATURE. 

“ And what if all of animated nature 

Be but organic harp* diversely framed, 

That tremble into thoughts* o’er them *wcep«, 

Plastic and va*t, one intellectual breeze, 

At. once tho soul of each and God of all.” 

The [loot’s soul was still vibrating under the Influ¬ 

ence of the “soft, floating witchery of sound,” which 

was wafted to his delicate ear from tho Aeolian harp. 

A pantheistic philosophy, borrowing nil tho light it 

reflected from tho rays which, glancing from ono 

part!-colored star of truth to another, reached it from 

the Sun of Righteousness, had guided him through a 

night of error, until, at last, the day-star dawned 

upon ills great intellect, and quickened into new life 

his sensitive heart. The above lino* both beautifully 

represent that system; wlii'li deities ono manifesta¬ 

tion of the source or all beauty, and they are, also, 

the almost irresistible expression of a soul which, 

worshipping nature only less than (Jon, playfully 

places itself, for the moment, in the molds of its 

former thinking. Ho himself immediately calls 

them 
“Shapings of the utirvgenmate mind, 

Bubble* that glitter as they rise aud break 

On vain philosophy's age babbling spring ” 

Yet, divested of the particular signification which 

their author musingly placed on them, they present 

a thought in a garb which more than ono will recog¬ 

nize, aud have recognized, as that in which their 

own fancies have taken shape. The music of nature 

has always met an answering melody in tho heart. 

Nature’s teachings and influence are aa real as 

those of the printed page ; and if it should he neces¬ 

sary to annihilate either, let it be the latter, for the 

other* will always mold the heart and make it ten¬ 

der, susceptible to what God would impress upon it. 

Their effect is to draw out tho heart in this direction, 

and in that, and so they make it larger and covered 

with so many prominences which taper toward dif 

ferent parts of Heaven, each throbbing with a ijoly 

passion. There is a philosophy In the words of the 

little outcast who, accustomed to steal away where 

she could gaze into the face of Heaven, said : 

“ Till* skyey father and mother both in one, 

Instructed her Bnd civilised her more 

Than even the Sunday school did afterward*.” 

With simply the liible and nature—which are com¬ 

plements of each other—man could make liis way to 

the world of bliss with much more certainty than the 

greater part now do. 

last it he remembered that there is a thought con¬ 

voyed by nature, whether it is brought through the ear 

upon some wind-wafted melody, or impressed upon the 

eye. As every mark which is made by the bumuii 

hand is the sign of some thought in the mind, as the 

written page is only a transcript of the mind of the 

writer, so is tho material universe but tho expression 

of a given Divine thought^—the mighty scroll un¬ 

rolled between the two eternities, on which Gnu has 

written that universal language for Ills creatures; 

and every part of it symbolizes in its manifold ima¬ 

gery some thought addressed to the heart Only the 

great capital letters which stand out in burnished 

light, hi re mid there, are apt to attftet attention; but 

the soul, standing in the embrasure# of the senses, 

may at any time spell out within the limits of its hori¬ 

zon, u lesson in the elements of Universal Love. 

Only let the soul recognise this magnificent vol¬ 

ume as one of God’s choicest revelations; only 

throw wide open its windows, and be ready to catch 

the breaking of each new dawn which will reveal a 

light and depth unseen before; let it return tlie eft 

ress of the gentle but passionate spirit which woos 

it, coming perhaps from the burning, star-girdled 

breast of nature’# Eve—and it shall learn to thunk its 

Gon for beauty, purity aud love,—it shall have- a 

foretaste of an infinite love,—und whether it ever 

reaches the Eternal city or not, tlit* loftier domes of 

its gorgeous temple shall reflect, even from the 

earth, some of the rays of Heaven. c. n. b. 

Rochester, N. Y., 1801. 
—- 

Ignorance.—Never lie ashamed of confessing your 

ignorance, for the wisest man upon earth is ignorant 

of many tliiugs, insomuch that wliat lie knows is 

mere nothing in comparison with what lie does not 

know. There cuuuot be a greater folly in the world 

than to suppose that we know every thing. 

THE OLD-FASHIONED FIRE. 

Now that the frosty nights are here, we remember 

the glorious old farmers’ fires, where beech and maple 

were abundant, and we try to describe the eastern 

winter night, and the old-fashioned Are. Down goes 

the mercury to the zero of Celius arid Reaumur. 

Down it goes again to the 0 of Fahrenheit. The frost 

is creeping, creeping over the lower panes, one after 

another. Now it finishes a feather; now it completes 

a plume; now It tries its band at a specimen of silver- 

graining. Up. up it goes, pane after pane, clouds, 

and feathers, and grains. Here a joint creaks, here 

a nail cracks like a craft in a racking storm; but all 

is calm and cold as death. Clink! There goes a 

forgotten glasB in the pantry. The door-latch is 

plated; half hidden nail heads, here and there in the 

corners, are “silvered o’er with”—frost. 

Hut what cared we for that, as we sat by the old- 

fashioned fire? Back stick, fore-stick, top-stick, and 

superstructure, all in their places. The coals are 

turned out from their glowing bed between the senti¬ 

nel andirons —the old-time Irons, with huge rings in 

the top. One of tlietal has rested, for many a day, on 

a broken brick, but wliat of that? Many a beautifnl 

tree; nay, ft whole grove, maybe, has turned to glory 

and to ashes thereon, and will again, winters and 

winters to come. 

A handful of “kindlings" is placed beneath this 

future temple of flame; here and there a chip, a splin¬ 

ter, a dry twig, iH skillfnlly chinked into the inter¬ 

stices of the structure; a wave or two of the house¬ 

wife’s wand of power, and the hearth is “swept tip.” 

The old bricks in that altar-place of home begin to 

grow bright and “as good a* now.” A little aspir¬ 

ing flame, ambitions to be something and somebody, 

creeps stealthly up, and peeps through tho crevices, 

over thia stick, under that one, looking like a little 

half-furled banner of crimson. Then comes another, 

and another, and down they go again, the timid 

flames that they were! By and by they grow bolder, 

and a half a dozen, altogether, curl bravely round 

the “fore-stick,” and up to tho “top-slick,” and 

over the whole, like the turrets of a tower at sunrise, 

one, two, three, four, five spires. Then they blend 

together, a cono of flame. Then they tarn into 

billows and breakers of red, and roll up tin; blackened 

wall of the chimney, above the jamb, abovo the man¬ 

tel tree, uwiiy^up the chimney they roar, while the 

huge “ back-stick," below all, lies like a great bar, 

and withstands the liery surf that beats against it. 

The circle of chairs Is enlarged; the “old arm¬ 

chair” in the corner is drawn back; one is reading, 

another is knitting; a third, a wee bit of a boy, is 

asleep In the corner; they look Into each other’s 

faces, look beautiful to each other, and take courage 

and are content.. There is not a shadow in the spa¬ 

cious room; the frost creeps down from the windows; 

the ice in the pail, in tho corner, gives a half lurch, 

like the miniature iceberg it is, and over it goes with 

a splash. The fire is gaining on It. Tho latch and 

the nail lose the bravery of their silvering; the circle 

round the tire grows larger and larger; tho old-fash¬ 

ioned fire has triumphed. It is summer there, it is 

light there. The flowers of hope spring up around It; 

the music of memory fills up the pauses; tho clock 

ticks softly from its niche above the mantle piece, as 

if fearful of letting tit cm know how fast It is stealing 

away with the liourH hours the happiest, alas we 

seldom live but once; hours whoso gentle light so 

often shines from out the years of the long-gone 

morning, on into the twilight of life’s latest close. 

Ah! necromancer* swept tlio ihukIo ein lo iu tim« 

of old; but there is none so beautiful, none with 

charms so potent, as the circle of light and of love 

around the old-fashioned fire! 

— « » ♦ » ♦- 

WHAT BATTLE PHRASES MEAN. 

Think only of tho common hackneyed expressions 

which pass so lightly between the lips, when speak¬ 

ing of a great battle. We talk exnltingly, and with 

a certain firo, of “a magnificent charge,” of “a 

splendid charge;” yet very few will think of the 

bideouB particulars these two airy words stand for. 

The “splendid charge” is a headlong rush of inen on 

strong horses, urged to tlicir fullest speed, riding 

down and overwhelming an opposing mass of men 

on foot. The reader’s mind goes no further, being 

content with the Information that the enemy’s line 

was “broken ’* and “ gave way.” It does, not fill in 

tho picture. To do so effectually, we must first think 

of an ordinary individual run down in the public 

street by a horseman moving at an easy pace. The 

result i* usually fracture and violent contusion. We 

may strengthen the tones of the picture by setting 

this horseman at full gallop, and joining to him a 

company of other flying horsemen. How will it be 

then with the unhappy pedestrian? Ho, when tho 

“splendid charge” 1ms done its work and passed by, 

there will be found a sight very much like the scene 

of a frightful railway accident. There will be found 

the full complement of hacks broken in two, of arms 

twisted wholly off, of men impaled upon their own 

bayonets, of legs smashed up like firewood, of beads 

sliced open like apples, of other heads crunched into 

soft, jelly by iron bools of horses, of faces trampled 

out of all likeness to anything human. This is what 

skulks behind a “splendid charge.” This is wliat 

follows, aa a matter of course, when “our fellows 

rode at them in style,” aud “ cut them up famously.” 

Again, how often does the commander, writing 

home through official despatches, dwell particularly 

on the gallant conduct of Captain Smith, who, find¬ 

ing the enemy were “annoying our right a little,” 

got his gun into position, and “held them in check.” 

Both expressions are fair in drawing-room phrases, 

to bo mentioned cheerfully by ladles’ lips. It is, as 

it were, a few flies buzzing about “ our right wing,” 

teasing and fretting “our” men. And yet, properly 

translated, it signifies this: That stray men of the 

right wing are now and then leaping with a convul¬ 

sive start into the air, as a Minio bullet (lies with 

sharp sting through their hearts; that stray men, 

suddenly struck, are rolling on the ground; that a 

man here and there is dropping down quite suddenly 

with a shriek, his firelock tumbling from hiH bund— 

iu short, that there iB a series of violent death-scenes 

being enacted up and down the long line.— All the 

year Hound. 
- 4 - 

How to Forgive a Rival. — Resolve that you will 

love and wish well to the man who has fairly suc¬ 

ceeded where you fairly failed. Go lo him and get 

acquainted with him; if you and he aro both true 

men you will not tind it difficult to like him. It is 

perhaps asking too much of human nature to ask you 

to do all this in the case of the mau who has carried 

off tho woman you loved; but as regards anything 

else, do it. all. Go to your successful rival, and 

heartily congratulate him; say frankly you wish it 

‘had been you; it will do great good both to him and 

to yourself. Let it'not be that envy, that fast-grow¬ 

ing fiend, shall be suffered in your heart for one 

minute.—Boyd. 

ffcaittgis. 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

FAITH AND WORKS. 

nr o. i. pra7.hr. 

Wn*N tho cold, dreary, silent grave 

Our mortal part shall keep, 

.And dewy gr*** in tear* shall ware 

O’er our sepulchral sleep, 

The ill or good wu’vo done below, 

Ab rejjlnter'd on high, 

Will sink our soul* in endte** woe, 

Or bear them to the sky. 

Not that on human merit'* base 

Can moral virtue sfand; 

For all must build on Hov’reign grace 

That reach tho promis’d land; 

But righteous work* will follow faith, 

As fruit succeed* it* flow’r, 

Or else, a* the Apontle Baith, 

It is not faith with pow'r. 

East Oxford, C. W., 1861. 

- — > -1- 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

THE BEAUTIES AROUND US. 

What is the need of calling this world a wilder¬ 

ness— a desert, dark and drear? Is -tho world 

dreary, or is it but the reflection of our own 

gloomy feelings? When all is sunshiue and joy 

within, we can read poetry on every page of Nature’s 

grand volume. And would it not bo well to always 

cull sweets from the flowers that spring np all along 

our pathway, to see beauty in everything,— in tho 

grand old pines waving their majestic heads to and 

fro, making solemn music for the listening ear — in 

the glassy smoothness of the summer stream, with its 

(lower-dotted banks in the prairie, stretching as far 

as the night can reach, till the blue above and the 

green beneath soern to merge into one? 

And when Autumn comes,—our own beautiful 

Autumn,— it cannot be that any one can bo insensi¬ 

ble to the splendor of the forest arrayed in its robe— 

like Joskuh’s coat, of many colors—each loaf 

blending so harmoniously with the others, forming 

in the whole a picture of surpassing loveliness; or 

an October sunset, when the sky is all aglow with 

“purple and gold,” and the sun is imprinting his 

last kisB upon the face of mother earth. Surely if 

there is any appreciation of beauty in a person, it 

will send a thrill of pleasure to his heart. 

In Winter, when twilight has deepened into night, 

and “the lamps of heaven are lighted," can one go 

out and Bee Aldeharan still leading on his mighty 

train tho I’leiades and Hyades looking down upon 

ns with the name untiring scrutiny as on Adam and 

Eve, und aee the “Queen of Night,” attired in her 

vestal robes, sailing slowly through the sea of heaven, 

lovingly diffusing her rays on all around,— can they 

say there is nothing beautiful here? 

Who, when viewing the perfect order exhibited in 

all of Nature’s works — in the revolution of the 

planets, their never failing light will say, these all 

came by chance! Let us be wiser “ and look through 

Nature np to Nature’s Gon.” l. e. 
Losneyville, N. Y., 1861. 

» . - 

THE EFFECT OF PRAYER. 

Most persons And no difficulty in believing that 

prayer exerts a desirable influence on tbe worshiper 
i.i.um.ir; mu even mi* l,..., L(traly v.», tr H. la gene¬ 

rally understood that this is all. Indeed, I cannot 

help thinking that conscience itself wonld dissuade 

many from resorting to prayer, If brought to look on 

it aa no better than a kind of well-meant cheat which 

wc practice on ourselves for its moral uhoh. Prayer, 

to have much effect on ourselves, must be believed to 

have an effect on God. It Is too solemn a transaction 

by far to be made unc of as a kind of spiritual strat¬ 

egy. No; make notour prayers to seem ono thing 

and be another. Strike not our devotions dead by 

the skeptical sophism that they can only have an 

effect on ourselves. They will have an effect on (rod; 

for Ho has said that they will, and'the promise has 

been ratified and confirmed in the experience of holy 

and devout men of all ages. They will have an effect 

on God; for He who la "in the hody of the Father” 

has said that they will. “Ask, aud it shall be given 

yon; seek, and ye shall -find.” Again it is said:— 

“ Let us come boldly unto the Throne of Grace, that 

wo may obtain mercy, and find grace to help in time 

of need.” And more affeo(1ngly still in tho words of 

the text;—“If ye, then, being evil, know how to 

give good gifts uuto your children, how much more 

Hlia.ll yoor Father which is heaven give good things 

to them that ask him.” Wherefore, “ Be careful for 

nothing; hut in everything by prayer arid supplica¬ 

tion, with thanksgiving, let your request be made 

known unto God; and the peace of God, which 

passeth all understand)tig, shall keep your hearts and 

minds through Jesus Christ.”—Dr.'Walker's tier- 

DUTIES OF DAILY LIFE. 

Life is not entirely made up of great evils or 

heavy trials; but the perpetual recurrence of petty 

evils and small trials is the ordinary and appointed 

exercise of the Christian graces. To bear with the 

failings of those about us—with their infirmities, 

their had judgment, their ill-breeding, their perverse 

tempers—to endure neglect when wo feel that we 

have deserved attention, und ingratitude where we 

expected thanks-to bear with the company of disa 

grecublc people whom Providence has placed in our 

way, and whom He has provided or purposed for the 

trial of our virtue -these are tho best exercises ol 

patience and self-denial, and the better because not 

chosen by ourselves. To bear w ith vexation in business, 

with disappointment in onr expectations, with inter¬ 

ruptions of our retirement, with folly, inti union, dis¬ 

turbance— iu short, with whatever opposes our will 

or contradicts onr humor this habitual acquiescence 

appears to bo more of the essence of self-denial than 

any little rigors or afflictions of our own imposing. 

These constant, inevitable, but inferior evils, properly 

improved, furnish a good moral discipline, and might, 

in tbe days of ignorance, have superseded pilgrimage 

and penance. 

Utility of Reverses.— Long afflictions will much 

set off the glory of Heaven. Tho longer the Btorm, 

the sweeter the culm; the longer the winter nights, 

the sweeter the summer days. The new wine of 

Christ’s kingdom is most sweet to those who have 

long been drinking gall and vinegar. The higher 

the mountain, the gladder we shall be when we get 

to tho top of it. The longer otir journey is, the 

Sweeter will he our end; and the lunger our passage 

is, the more desirable will tho haven be. 

---♦ ■ *- 

Holiness consists iu separation from sin, devoted- 

ncssto God, and conformity to bis moral excellences. 

'/< 'T , 
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“ IIeavkn’8 blessings upon itf Its stars never shone 

With a luster so pure and bo warm; 

J.ikfi a beacon’s calm my, pointing nnt the safe way, 

They gleam through this gathering storm. 

Their heart cheering light led our fathers aright 

Through all the dark perils they knew; 

The same magic glow shall lead U8 to the foe, 

And guidn ns to Victory, tool” 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., DECEMBER 7, 1861. 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

FACTS, SOENBS, INCIDENTS, IT/ro. 

Cruise of llio San Jacinto. 

The correspondence of the Boston Traveller, 

concerning the cruise of the San Jacinto, and the 
capture of the rebel commissioners Slidell and 
Mason, is very interesting, and we quote us follows: 

0. S. Htkamkr San Jacinto, Nov. 20, 1801. 

The "San Jacinto,” a lirst dims scrow steam sloop, 
monnting 15 guns, lately attached to the United 
States African Squadron, under the command of 
Flag Officer Wm. Toman, left St. Paul <le Loaodo on 
the 10th of August last, on her return to the United 
States, in the temporary command of Lieut. D. M. 
Fairfax, U. S. N., who was ordered to await at Fer¬ 
nando Po the arrival of Captain Charles Wilkes, 
U. S. N. On tlio 20th of August, Captain Wilkea 
took command of this ship, Lieut. Fairfax returning 
to his former position ns executive officer. 

* * * On our arrival at Cienfnegoa, we learned 
that the Theodora had run the blockade at Charles¬ 
ton and arrived at Havana, after landing the Con¬ 
federate Commissioners, Messrs. Mason and Slidell, 
with their Secretaries, Messrs. Fust is and McFarland, 
and the families of Mr. Slidell and Mr. Eustis at 
Cardenas, and that they would proceed overland to 
Havana. As soon as Capt Wilkes hfeard of it he 
determined to pursue the Theodora and intercept her 
return to Charleston. He took, therefore, sufficient 
coal to go on a short cruise, and left Clenfuegos on 
the 26th of October, arrived nt Havana on the 28th, 
and learned that the Theodora had departed on her 
return to Charleston, after being well received by the 
authorities of Havana. 

Messrs. Slidell, Mason, and suite, were still at 
Havana, boarding at the Hotel Cubana. * * * 
One of our officers visited the hotel with Home friends, 
and met Mr. Mason in the parlor. Wo learned from 
our Consul General that the Confederate Commis¬ 
sioners were waited upon hy H. II. M. Consul, Mr. 
Crawford, In full dress, and officially introduced by 
him to Captain General Serrano, of Cuba. When 
Capt. Wilkes beard of their intention to take pas- 

In the British packet for Europe, bo conceived 
the bold plan to Intercept, the British mail steamer, 
and in the event of those four persona being on 
board, to take them prisoners. Wo filled up with 
coal in great haste, took in provisions, (as a part of 
our daily rations for tho crow were exhausted,) and 
left Havana on the 2d Inst. 

* * * Ou the morning of the 5th wo left Key 
West, and running to the north si to of the island of 
Cuba, touched at. Sagua la Grande, for the purpose of 
telegraphing to our Consul General at Havana, Mr. 
Schufelt, to Inform us of the time of the British mail 
Bteumer's departure from Havana, but received no 
Information, From thence we steered for the Old 
Bahama Channel, abont 20 miles east of the north 
aide of Cuba, 2 iO mi lea from Havana, and about 10 
from the light house of 1’uredou del Grande. The 
channel contracts there to the width of 15 miles, and 
we could not very well miss the object of our search. 
There we laid off and on, during the night of the Tib, 
all our battery loaded, and tho bulwarks around tho 

pivot gun on tho forecastle removed. Capt. Wilkes 
issued an order to IJeut. D. M. Fairfax, to have two 
boats ready manned and armed to board the British 
packet as soon as she should be hove to under our 
guns, and in the event of Messrs. Mason, Slidell, 
Eustis, and McFarland being on board of her, to 
make them prisoners, and send them immediately on 
board the Han Jacinto, and also to offer, in Ids name, 
to their families, his cabin, in tho event they should 
determine to take a passage to the United States in 
the San Jacinto, assuring them that all the attention 
and comforts we could oommaud would bo placed at 
their service, and closed the order with the following 
remark: “I trust that all those under your com¬ 
mand, in executing this important, and delicate duty, 
will conduct themselves with all the delicacy and 
kindness which becomes our naval service.” 

Iu accordance with this order, Lieut. Fairfax had 
the second and third cutters of the ship manned, 
armed, and kept in readiness, he having tho command 
of the enterprise. * * * On the morning ofibe 8th, 
the officers and crew of the ship were anxiously and 
impatiently looking out for the mail steamer. About 
11.40 the look-out at the mast head reported a smoke 
as from a steamer from the westward, and about 12 
M. she waB visible from the deck. We were all 
ready for her, beat to quarters, and as soon as she 
was within reach of our guns, every gun of our star¬ 
board battery was trained upon her. A shot from 
our pivot gun was fired across her bow. She hoisted 
English colors, but showed no disposition to slacken 
her speed or heave to. We hoisted the "Star Span¬ 
gled Banner,” and as soon as she was close upon us 
fired a shell across her bow, which brought her to. 
Our Captain bailed' her and said he would send a boat 
on board, and ordered Lieut. Fairfax to board lier; 
be went in the second cutter; at the same time Limit, 
Greer was all ready in the third cutter to shove from 
the port side should his assistance be required. 

On coming along side the packet, Lieut. Fairfax 
ordered the other officers to remain in the boat with 
the crew until force should become necessary, and 
went on board alone. The Captain of the mail 
steamer refused to show his papers and passenger 
list, knowing very well tho object of our visit and the 
character ntn] mission of the four gentlemen above 
named. But Mr. Mason being recognized, a part of 
the armed crew was ordered from the boat, uud eayie 
on board. Messrs. Mason and blidell were then 
invited to come on board the San Jacinto, but de¬ 
clined, and said that they would only yield by force, 
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II RIG-AD IK R - CrF.N K HAL T. \V. SHERMAN. 

We take pleasure in placing before our readers the 
portrait of Brig.-Oen. Hiikum an, commanding the 
land forces on the recent expedition for tho capture 
of Beaufort, Sooth Carolina. Gen. Siikrjh an entered 
tho military service from Rhode Island, and graduated 
in 1830. He was appointed second lieutenant 
in the 3d artillery July 1, 18IIG ; assistant commis¬ 
sary of subsistence In March, 1837; first lieutenant 
of artillery in March, 1838; captain in May, 184(1; and 
brevet major in May, 1818, for "gallant and merito¬ 
rious aervlces at the battle of Buena Vista,” on the 
23d of February, 1817. Gardner's Military Dictionary 

says that he was distinguished by bis prudence and 

Slidell ranking the remark that "it would require 
considerable force to take liim on board t,ho Sau 
Jacinto.” Lieut. Fairfax then ordered Mr, Houston 
to return to our ship ami report that the Confederate 
Commissioners were on board the mail steamer and 
refused to come on board the San Jacinto by other 
means than force. Lieut. Greer then shoved off and 
went along side the Trent, sent his armed crew and 
marines on board, and stationed them at both gang¬ 
ways, and then, after a "gentle application” of 
force, I be four gentlemen were taken in the 2d cutter 
and conveyed on board of our ship, whore they were 
received by Capt. Wilkes at the gangway, and shown 
into his cabin, where they are at the present time. 

Two other boats were then sent on board to remove 
the luggage, and the ladies having declined the hos¬ 
pitalities offered them, at 3.30 wo parted company 
from the Trent. During the time our officers were on 
board tho Trent, tho British passengers expressed 

*yuipainms wiui trie seemed marcs in the 
strongest possible manner, and our officers were 
mnoh abused and threatened by the crowd; they 
were called pirates, robbers, and other opprobrious 
epithets, expressing great satisfaction at our loss at 
Bull ltun and Leesburg. 

* * * Tho rebel Commissioners and their Sec¬ 
retaries occupied the Captain’s cabin, and messed 
with him at table. When they first came on board 
the Sau Jacinto, Captain Wilkes made the following 
add l ess : 

"Gentlemen: — 1 shall endeavor to make yon as 
comfortable on board as my means will permit. 1 
wish to have it distinctly understood, however, that 
this iH a vessel belonging to the Government of the 
United States, There must he no political talk on 
board.” 

Acting upon this gentle bint, tho Commissioners 
refrained from political talk, and indeed, said little 
or nothing. Slidell kept his room during most of tho 
time. Occasionally he and Mason played a game of 
backgammon in the cabiu. Eustis and McFarland 
were frequently in the ward room, and conversed 
freely with the officers on general subjects. They 
behaved very well, but none of the persons on board 
enjoyed the long and rough passage of one week 
between New York and Boston. 

Capture ol' Ibis I’rlvutoer llruiircgaril. 

Tub capture of tho pirate schooner Beauregard, 
Capt, Gilbert Hay, and her arrival at Key West in 
charge of tho United States aloop-of-war Anderson, 
Lieut. W. C. Rogers commanding, has already been 
announce(1 by telegraph. Tho following are tho clr- 
ourastances of her capture, with other particulars, 
from tho correspondent of the Now York Express: 

She was captured on the morning of the 12th ult., 
100 miles E. N. E. of Ahaoo. No resistance was 
made by the Beauregard, the superiority of the arma¬ 
ment of the Andyrson being ho great, that it would 
have, been madness to measure their strength. While 
the Anderson was approaching her the crew were 
engaged in throwing over shot, shell, muskets, Ac., 
and before tho capture, most of the ammunition was 
lost, only powder, a few pistols, one or two lilies, and 
the pivot gun on deck remaining. The crew, twenty- 
seven iu number, were at once placed in irons, and 
transferred to the ship. Prize master Davis, with a 
picked crew, took charge of the schooner and safely 
brought her to port. Capt. Rogers, on arrival, imme¬ 
diately consulted with the civil authorities as to the 
disposal of his prisoners, when it was decided that 
they should he placed in the hands of the United 
States Marshal. After an examination on board, the 
officers and crew were taken to the shore and placed 
in tho county jail, where, properly guarded, they will 
remain until their trial. 

Captain Gilbert Hay, tho master, was born in Scot¬ 
land; was naturalized in Charleston, where he has 
lived twenty eight years. He testified that the Beau 
regard sailed for Charleston on the 7th of November. 
Captain Hay says the vessel is owned hy a stock com¬ 
pany, and that her hills when ready for sea were 
$15,000. Mordccai Himes fva-t the agent of the com¬ 
pany. Capt. Hay served on board the Jeff. Davis as 
prize master. He also taught the young midshipmen 
navigation. When the bark Alvarado was taken ho 
waH placed in charge as prize master. She was 
chased ushore by one of our fleet anti burned. John 
B. Davis, tho First Lieutenant, was on board tho 
Confederate man-of-war Winslow when she seized a 
vessel oil'the North Carolina coast. While Anderson 

firmness in preventing a war with certain of the 
Sioux Indians, 1857, Ho has for years been iu com¬ 
mand of the light artillery well known as Sherman’s 
battery, and lias always «t«od well in the estimation 
of the army for bis skill and attainments as an artil¬ 
lerist. On the breaking out of the rebellion, when 
the new regiments wore authorized to be added to 
the army, he was appointed a lieutenant colonel of 
the fifth artillery. His was among the first appoint¬ 
ments of brigadier generals of volunteers, and soon 
after the battle of Bull Run ho was assigned to the 
important duty of organizing the land forces of the 
present, expedition. 

was overhauling the Beauregard this officer attempted 
to fire the 21 pounder, but was prevented by the 
crow. Archibald Lilly, of Charleston, is the purser 
of the privateer. He oould not have had aooess to 
the treasury department of tho Confederacy very 
lately, for his fiscal balance showed tho amount of 
cash on hand to be twenty-five cents. Paymaster 
Lilly is a very seedy looking individual, and by no 
mean* a fair specimen of the chivalrous Soul.li Caro¬ 
linian. 

Tlio twenty-seven sailors are the hardest looking, 
mo-it desperate and wretched set it has over been our 
lot to encounter. We pity the late of tho unfortu¬ 
nates who might have fallen Into their power, had 
they not been arrested in their wicked career by tho 
gallant Captain Rogers. That such a vessel, such a 
crew, and so miserable an armament, and outfit should 
have been permitted to leave tlio harbor of Charles¬ 
ton, is most wonderful Their ciui^j must be a dcs 
perate one when defended by sin* rascals as now 
disgrace the walls of the Jail of Key West. 

Extracts front the Southern Press, 

Iticiiki, Testimony to tub Ekkioirnoy ok tub 
Blockade.1— Hero are sorao more gleams of truth 
which flash out through the New Orleans Crescent, 

Coming from the source it does, the importance of the 
testimony can hardly be overrated: 

"There has been mneb talk and a great many com¬ 
ments on wlnit has been termed running tlio blockade. 
Reports sav that, 516 vessels have run the blockade 
since the llitb of May last. This it a very wild esti¬ 
mate, even if it i,i supported hy returns or statements \iu 
the departments at Richmond. The binds mb' was en¬ 
forced off the mouths of the Mississippi River on the 
25tb of May, at which time there were forty sails of 
vessels in this port outward bound, which were per¬ 
mitted |.o go to sea. The blockade commenced off 
Mobile and Pensacola about tho same time. Vessels 
were allowed to letve these ports till the fit,h of June, 
So far as New Orleans is to be considered, tho last 
arrivals via the Bali/.e, were on the 29th of May last.. 
There have been some arrivals and departures of 
schooners from the bayous on the Gulf. Thor* have 
been some coasting vessels on the coast of Carolina 
evading the blockade; but all these will not count tip 
51(1, On tbe other hand, the Hessian steamer South 
Carolina has raptured seventeen schooners attempt¬ 
ing to run the gautlot betwoch New Orleans and 
Texas ports. There have been only three or four 
vessels from Europe —one the Bermuda- that have 
successfully run the blockade. Rome few West India 
traders have met with success on the Carolina coast. 
It is misleading foreign governments to make asscr 
tionsef this character, that the blockade is easily 
avoided, when not a vessel, has entered the port of New 
Orleans, via the river, for over Jive months, and only 
one via the lakes from a foreign port." 

Rebel Ahmy. Dreadful bard up must thoy be In 
New Orleans if there is any truth in the following, 
which wo clip from the Delta . 

"Tho old table of schoolboy days, "ten mills 
make one cent, ten cents one dime, ten dimes one 
dollar,” is played out. A dime or a dollar, in hard 
spelter, is a sight good for diseased optics, and a live 
minute*' survey of ten dollars iu specie would euro 
the most hopeless case of Asiatic cholera. But, wo 
have a new table of currency, and it is published here 
free of charge, for the benefit of those who choose to 
cot It out and paste it up for reference: 

10 Omnibus tickets make half a collar. 
6 Schelke's beer tickets make a man drunk, in¬ 

vested in lager. 
10 Frost's beer tickets make one city sbinplaster. 

1 handful of sliiuplasters (with the pictures worn 
off) make a man swear. 

10 half dollars make a fool of a poor man. 
25 beer tickets (Schelke's or Frost's) make half a 

cinq. 
40 beer tickets, 10 omnibus tickets, I handful of 

shlnplasters and nary half dollar, make an 
honest man steal. It they don’t, we should 
like to know what will.” 

The Thoublkh ok oub SptiTHKKN Bkkthhkn. The 
Raleigh Standard has the following in reference to 
the North Carolina Union Convention, of which we 
gave an account last week: 

" Unless this movement is stopped at once hy tho 
stroug arm of the Confederate Staten, more than half 
of the counties in this State will, he attached to the 

Black Republican ( government Inf ore the Union ('ou¬ 

ter ess meets," 

Tho Standard also has a slap at the Confederate 
Congress “for leaving this matter with North Caro¬ 
lina to attend to, when it is very evident that the 
State authorities will never make a move in this 
direction, owing to the reason that they are in the same 

boat with (he Unionists," Tile same paper also says: 

"It would not be so surprising if the counties 
should grumble a little at the heavy tax imposed upon 
them; but to talk about repudiating the entire Gov¬ 
ernment) because they are taxed higher than usual, is 

trilling with a serious matter. If wo were to have a 
new election to-day for the Legislature and State Of¬ 
ficers, no one knows, amid the present discord, what 
stato of things might turn up.” 

Five of the North Carolina regiments who were en¬ 

rolled for the war have been disbanded and surren¬ 
dered their arms to tho State. The Confederate 
Government gave them neither pay, food nor clothes, 
and the Standard fears that the " other regiments will 

do Likewise unless their demands are promptly met," 

The Expedition down tub Mississippi Rive it.— 

An important expedition is about being sent down 
the Mississippi river from St. Louis. A large num¬ 
ber of naval officers are in that city, tho gunboats at 
Curondolot are nearly complete, the troops under 
Gen. Halleek are being concentrated at that point 
and every movement indicates ft speedy advance. In¬ 
telligence from Memphis states that preparations are 
being extensively made for the complete defence of 
that city, against an expedition down the river, 
which is fully expected. Families, with their move¬ 
able properly, are constantly arriving at Memphis 
from various parts of Missouri. Tho rebel army is 
being vigorously augmented both at Columbus and 
Memphis, and any attempt to pass down the river hy 
federal troops will, tho rebels say, ho defended to the 
death. Gen. Pillow is confident that Gen. Halleek 
will move southward within the next ten days. The 
Memphis Appeal alludes to the withdrawal of the 
federal army from Southwest Missouri, and says: 

“Tho descent of the Mississippi will be made hy a 
probable force of from seventy-five to one hundred 
thousand troops. To meet this force will require all 
tho resources that can be brought to bear against it., 
and what is more, there Is no time to bo lost. The 
I'cderals at St. Louis are building, and have well nigh 
completed, six or eight gunboats, to be accompanied 
by one hundred and fifty barges us transports. These 
demonstration!*, together with the fact that troops 
are pouring Into Cairo by regiments daily, aro preg¬ 
nant with significance, ami should serve to arouse 
our whole people to u sense of their danger. Every 
man in the country almtild he prepared for the 
emergency.” 

ViRcipia Payinci foh the Music.—'The Richmond 
Enquirer states that tho war has already cost, Virginia 
Dome $10,000,000; ami it considers tho price a heavy 
one for making itself "tho chopping block of the 

North arid South, and cock pit of contending nations 
tho Flanders of America.” 

Florida wants all hick Soldikkh. Tho Gover¬ 
nor of Florida has refused to allow anymore soldiers 
to be enlisted for the "Confederacy,” and ordered 
that all persons enlisting now to go out of tho Stato 
shall ho arrested. Tho Governor is evidently getting 
alarmed for the safety of his own "sovereignty.” 
Tho taking of Pensacola and our landing nt, Per- 
nandina, would cut tho Stato off entirely from its sis¬ 
ter Confederates. Florida was otic of the first States 
to rush into rebellion. It, will be one of tho first to 
bo brought back again to the Union. 

Bniooit Buhning in Tennessee. From the Knox¬ 
ville Register of Nov. 12 we extract tho following: 

Tho deep laid scheme to destroy tho railroads in 
East Tennessee, on Friday night last, by an organiza¬ 
tion of Linoolnito traitors, extending from Bristol to 
the Georgia lino, resulted in tho burning of the fol¬ 
lowing bridges: 

The bridge over tho lliwasso river at Charleston, 
on tho East Tennesseo and Georgia railroad. Tho 
bridge over Lick Crock, on tho East Tennessee and 
Virginia railroad. Tho bridge over the Nolston rivor 
at Union, on the East Tennessee and Virginia rail¬ 
road. Two small bridges on Ohlckaniauga creek, on 
tiiu „..,i ji.iaui.iu miiroau. i no iciugnipii 
wires were cut at various places between Knoxville 
and Chattanooga, and Knoxville and Bristol. No 
attempt seems to have been made upon the bridge at 
Loudon, that being well guarded by a cavalry 
company. 

Tbe unsuccessful attempt t,o burn the bridge at 
Strawberry Plains, and its preservation by the cour¬ 
ageous conduct of the watchman, was alluded to in 
our last, issue. We learn that his narnu Is Jas. Keclan, 
and are glad to hear, that notwithstanding his severe 
injuries, there is strong hope of his recovery. It is 
known that the man whom ho shot in the act of ap¬ 
plying tho torch to tho bridge was Wm. Pickens, son 
of tho late Senator from Oreene, Cook, Sevier and 
Blount counties, who was carried by bis fellow-con¬ 
spirators to Sevier county, and is reported to have 
died yesterday. 

The Lick Creek was guarded by several soldiers 
attached to Capt, McLlnn’a company, near Midway. 
They were approached by a gang of ruffians, who first 
eugaged them in friendly conversation and then sud¬ 
denly overpowered them and executed their hellish 
Incendiarism, They carried t.ho captured sentinels, 
wc arc told, ton house at some distance, and after 
forcing them to take an oath to support the Lincoln 
Government, released them. They hurried to their 
Camp and gave such information as led to the imme¬ 
diate arrest of »lx of the incendiaries, who were yes¬ 
terday brought to this city, and safely lodged in jail. 
Wo learn that they have made confesslona which will 
probably lead to tho capture of all engaged iu this 
extensive conspiracy. 

Union Gamkh in Tennessee. The Knoxville Reg¬ 

ister says "that largo numbers of Uuion men are 
arming and mustering, in Blount and Sevier counties, 
for the purpose of protecting the incendiaries who 
attempted to fire the Strawberry Plains bridge, all of 
whom, numbering some sixteen, were from Sevier 
county. We have rumors also of tho uprising of 
about fifteen hundred Linoolultes in Bradley and 
Hamilton counties.” 

Amenities of I lie lint lie Field. 

On the 22d ult. Gen. Bonham in his chase after 
Floyd came up with a regiment of the enemy and 
opened upon them, tho rebels fleeing in tho greatest 
confusion. Only one officer attempted to rally them 
and ho finally fell, mortally wounded. He proved to 
bo Col. Croghau, son of a U. 8. officer, who, in our 
last war with England, distinguished himself In the 
defenso of a western post against a combined attack 
of a largo force of British und Indians. General 
Bonham conversed with him, received his last 
wishes, and placed him In care of tho brigade sur¬ 
geon, but he died. General Benlmra immediately 
sent a messenger to Floyd, with a note in which he 
says: 

"In the skirmish which occurred yesterday be¬ 
tween the IJ. S. forces under iny command and your 

brigade, l regret to be obliged to inform you that 
Colonel St. George Groghan, commanding your cav¬ 
alry regiment, as he stated to me, was mortally 
wounded. He was shot through the right wrist and 
side and the upper portion of the abdomen, the hall 
passing entirely through the body, and lived from 9,1 
A. M., when bo was wounded, till 2) P. M. I saw 
him in passing, a few minutes after he was wounded, 
and ho recognized me, conversing freely, but with 
pain, and, shaking my band on leaving him, ho 
requested mo to state that he ‘ died the death of a 
bravo soldier,’ — as he did, in every way worthy of 
his gallant and noble father. 

I left him in charge of my brigade and one other 
surgeon, with hospital attendants and a guard, and 
oil my return, this morning, from the camp ground, 
the hospital steward handed too a small blank memo¬ 
randum book, in which was a history made by his 

roqucHt, of which I inclose you a copy. Ho left his 
address, Ac., witli tho chaplain of the Tenth (Ool. 
Lyttlo’s) Ohio Regiment, Rev. H. E. (). Higgins, and 
told mo that his family were residing in Newburgh, 
New York. 1 will endeavor to cointtinnicato with 
them as soon as possible, and send each little memo¬ 
rial from him as I shall bo able to collect them, for I 
cannot yet ascertain where most of his property has 
gone, as tho peoplo of tho house whero he died 
would not attend to it. I have sent his remains 
towards Fayetteville, whero they will ho interred, if 
wo aro not able to take them to Gauloy, though I 
will, if possible, place tho body there iu a box with 
salt, to preserve It for his friends. It will be Hubject 

to the order of Gen. W, 3. RoeccrAns. 
Ami now, having for tho third time the opportu¬ 

nity of extending courtesies somewhat of this char¬ 
acter to your officers as first, in returning tho bag¬ 
gage, uniforms, Ac., of Ool. Porterfield, at Phillippi, 
and afterwards, in preserving the sword, effects, and 
body of Gon. Garnett, at Garrick’s Ford — I trust 
your officers will appreciate the desire thus exhibited 
of mitigating in overy way tho horrors of this fratri¬ 
cidal strife, as I think you yourself will do me the 
justice to believe that I most earnestly wish it. 

I send this by ft private citizen, as I thought you 
would prefer it to a flag of truce, and on account of 
tlio uncertainty of the means do not send forward 
any of tho little memorials preserved.” 

Our Condition What to l'lx|iect. 

We select from our exchanges East and West 
several articles showing the condition of military 
matters throughout tho North, all of which Indicate 
a general advance movement, and that shortly. Tho 
first presented is from the pen of Geo. Wilkes, Esq., 
than whom, it is generally conceded, there is no 
more reliable correspondent upon tho Potomac. Mr. 

W. says: 
"Though nobody preteuds to know McClellan’s 

plans, tho impression is very general that ho intends 
to drive forward directly at Manassas, and, having 
thrown out powerful corps d'armee on either flank, to 
move upon tho center, or very apex of tho frowning 
triangle, with compact mobile columns. These aro 
to sneered one another with rapidity and freshness, 
each in turn falling oil' and giving placo to Its suc¬ 
cessor as soon as the tempest of its energies begin to 
flag. Blow after blow of this character, each smiting 
with tho quick hardness of refined steel, and all 
delivered, and incessantly kept up upon tho same 
shuddering point, mUHt necessarily penetrate its 
object; and tho triangle once entered by our Imypn- 
Cts, the fracture will he sure to extend to tho base of 
Its position. This accomplished, tho remainder of 
the picture can be seen. The "Hhorl and hitler” 
phrase of tho master of tho situation will lie verified, 
and the rebellion perhaps he virtually over before the 
next year is six weeks old. It is always tho policy 
of a general, who has superior forces, to find his 
enemy where ho is in greatest number, so that his 
blow may be wholesale and utterly destructive; atul 
McClellan is statesman enough to know the import¬ 
ance to a nation’s pride and prestige, of wiping out 
tho recollection of a loss on the very spot where it 
was endured. Moral effects aro as valuable to a 
People ns physical successes, and the boastful rebels, 
who are to depend again upon tho favorable positions 
of the 18th and 21st -Lily, must he made to hate the 
very sound of Bull Run and Manassas. There are 
maty timid patriots, however, who look witli doubt 
and uncertainty in that direction, and who, mindful 
of the vast resources of that terrible triangle, fear 
that wu cannot force it, and that, all the power which 
wc can deliver there, will come back broken and 
shattered like the first. But they do not sufficiently 
deliberate the contrast. The army of McDowell, 
though composed of gallant men, was, in reality, but 
little better than a military mob. They were not 
skillfully marshalled to the fight, and through lack of 
Concert, had to depend upon mere desultory valor. 
On tho other hand, tfco columns of McClellan are not 
only skilled in discipline, and thoroughly Inured, but 
they are reliant on their Chief, and they know, too, 
when thoy strike Manassas, exactly tho nature of tlio 
Job. If their commander, following tho tactics of 
Nelson and Napoleon, directs them to pierce tho 
center, tbe attacking column will not bo kept for 
hours tugging, exhausted, at a single point, but, bay¬ 
ing discharged its rago and energy, It will pass 
aside, and be humored with repose ere it be em¬ 
ployed again. 

“ There is no description of resistance, material or 
physical, that cannot bo overcome by man and num¬ 
bers. Tho maiu question to be considered is the 
wifi bigness for sacrifice; and if the cause which 
Inspired tho French and British in the Crimea to find 
a lodgment on the parhpet of the Redan, or to make 
a lane of bodies through the " hell fire ” of the Mal- 
akoff, was good enough for such sublimely heroic 
efforts, ours should be strong enough to carry us 
through the rebel fastnesses that bar us from the road 
to Richmond,' ‘ Any place can bo taken with plenty 
of men and cannon,’ was tbe favorite saying of a 
celebrated European general; and I arn reminded by 
the maxim, that there is a predatory ant in Africa, 
which, ut times, turns out so potently that its 
billions overflow whole belts of country, in a straight 
march, for miles and miles, enveloping and devour¬ 
ing everything, whether it be man or beast, within 
its track. Even the behemoth, tlio elephant, and tho 
otherwise unconquerable lion, take to the water to 
avoid the stifling and impalpable attacks of tbe resist¬ 
less, creeping swarm. Let there be no fear, there¬ 
fore, that Manassas is impregnable to our arms. Noth¬ 
ing is invulnerable to due applications of strength 
and courage. We saw that the other day at Port 
Royal, and If Manassas be the object of our young 
chieftain’s eye, it will be carried, and presented to tho 
Country, perhaps, as a Christmas present, by his 
devoted troops. 

“ As to the time when, it is almost as hard to fix 
the duto of movement as it was a month ago. There 
certainly is much that is yet to be done before 
McClellan will be satisfied to move. Tho review 
which took place on Wednesday last, though it num¬ 
bered seventy thousand men, exercised hut n third of 
our entire force in that necessary stylo of massive 
evolution; and it would seem, by the patient manner 
in which the General baa conducted these field exam¬ 
inations, even from the day ho began the organiza¬ 
tion of brigades, that he intend» to bo thorough with 
them all. That, iu short, bo designs, most likely, to 
give every corps d' m-mie Its lesson, and tbe practice 
of his eyo, before making the final step of the gen¬ 
eral task. 

"In evidence of this, wo find a review of all tho 
regulars at Washington ordered for Tuesday next 
upon the spacionB grounds that lie eastward of the 
Capitol; and it is but reasonable to suppose that wo 
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shall hear of another monster field display on the 

western bank of the Potomac during the following 

week. Upon the heels of one of these grand demon¬ 

strations, or perhaps from out of it, the legions may 

keep up their swing, and march straight on; but 1 

am not impressed with the belief that a move, just 

now, is imminent. It has been a favorite idea that 

the army here would be held in check until the LIowb 

upon the Southern coast should demoralize and de- 

creaee the rebel strength on the l’otomac, The fir-t 

Btroke, however, haa served bnt to make the retail 

army more compact, but we are now about adminis¬ 

tering the second. The argument, therefore, that war 

good three months ago ought to he worth something 

now, and we should hardly expect to sec Gen. Mc¬ 

Clellan march until the ‘sentence of death’ which 

has been passed upon Charleston, .Savannah, and 

other rebel seaports, shall have been executed by the 

etone fleet, and until Sutler and Burnside shall have 

thrust their swords into some new vulnerable part of 

the Confederate side,” 

The N. Y. World's Washington correspondent 

mentions, among the indications of an advance, 

1. Gen. McClellan’s request to the Paymaster Gen¬ 

eral that the bi-monthly payment might be hurried 

through, ub he wishes to get his soldiers away from 

this vicinity. 

2. The transfer of all local military business, such 

as granting passes, from McClellan’s Adjutant (Gen. 

Williams) to the office of the Provost Marshal. This 

was done on Friday. 

3. The completion of massing and organizing the 

divisions across the river. 

4. Harrying all the artillery, and immense quanti¬ 

ties of subsistence and ammunition to the outpost 

region. 

The telegraph this A. M. (Friday, Nov. 2G,) con¬ 

tains an order for the immediate assembling of 30,000 

men (for an offensive force) at Fortress Monroe. 

There are just now movements of troops going on 

at the West which puzzle most of the newspaper 

strategists, and throw all their calculations into con¬ 

fusion. The only one thing certain is that a storm 

of some kind is brewing. The movement of all the 

forces in Missouri toward the Mississippi, is followed 

by a concentration of the troops in Kentucky. Thus 

Gen. Nelson’s brigade has been called from Eastern 

Kentucky, and on Sunday night his whole force, con¬ 

sisting of the Second, Twenty first and Thirty-third 

Ohio, and three Kentucky regiments, passed down 

the Ohio river by Cincinnati, on steamers, en route 

for Louisville. The Cincinnati 'Enquirer says, Gen. 

Buell is preparing to move upon Buckner at Bowling 

Green, and on Nashville at the same time that the 

demonstration is made down the Mississippi. Every 

day two or three regiments pasB through Louisville 

to Elizabethtown, where is the great rendezvous for 

the troops and stores. Thomas’ brigade, numbering 

about the Bame as Nelson’s, is to douoentr&te at Eliza¬ 

bethtown, and it is said that troops are on their way 

from Western Virginia to Louisville. Tho Enquirer's 

information leads it to believe that BuellTs army will 

number about 100,000 men. 

The Louisville Democrat, of Friday last, contained 

some significant intimations of this Nashville move¬ 
ment. It Bays: 

Our readers may as well prepare to hear, before the 

close of this month, news as stirring as that from the 

great fleet, and this time the news will be of more in¬ 

terest to us, because of its"nearness. Kentucky will, 

to a great extent, end the war, so far us the land 

forces are concerned. * * * Wo do not 
think it necessary to state what our Information is, 

hut we can say that the order to fall back Is based 

on the best grounds, and the wisdom of the order 

will he apparent to the least intelligent inside of 

fifteen days. 

The Knoxville Register of the 14th, thinks the 

Union men of East Tennessee have brought destruc¬ 

tion on their own heads by burning the bridges in 

that region of country. We don’t; and the Knox¬ 

ville Register will find itself woefully mistaken. The 

Unionists of East Tennessee, with the organization 

they are known to have already effected, will he able 

to withstand an assault by any force which can pos¬ 

sibly be sent agaist them, until they are assisted by 

the Federal forces; and that assistance will reach 

them ranch sooner, under the order to fall back from 

Cumberland Gap, than it would have done had our 

forces been permitted to attempt the passage of the 
mountaius. 

The preparation of the gun boat fleet at St. Louis 

and Cairo is going forward rapidly. A dispatch 

from Cairo to the Cincinnati Gazette of the 24th 
inBt. says: 

The gun boat Lexington has gone up to St. Louis 

to convey two of the new gun boats, just finished at 

that [port, to this place. They will probably arrive 

to-morrow. Active preparations are being made to 

place their armament on them at once. Crews will 

be taken from the 500 marines that arrived from thr 

East on Wednesday. Several of the floating batteries 

are also expected down immediately. 

200,000 men. One in forty only stepped forward to 
defend with their persons and their lives the cause of 
const itutionaUiberty and human rights. Some allow¬ 
ances arc to he made on the score of a want of mili¬ 
tary organization, a (supposed want of arms, a neces¬ 
sary retreat of the army southward, the blockade of 
the' river, and the presence of an armed and orpsn- 
ized foe; bnt nearly six months nave now elapsed, 
yonr crops have been tilled, yonr harvests have been 
reaped, and yonr preparations have been made. The 
army in Missouri is organized and equipped, and has 
to right its way to the river. The foe is still In the 
field, the conntry bleeds, onr people groan under the 
inflictions of the foe, marked by all the characteristics 
of barbaric warfare, and where now are the 50.000 to 
avenue onr wrongs and free onreountry? Had 50,000 
men flocked to our standard with their shot guns in 
their hands, there would not now he Federal hire¬ 
lings <n the Btatfe to pollute onr soil. Instead of 
ruined communities, starving families, and desolated 
districts, we should have had people blessed with 
protection, and (stores to Hnpplvtbe wants and neces¬ 
sities. and comforts of life. Where are those 50,000 
men? Are the Missourians no longer true to them¬ 
selves? Are they a time-serving, craven race, lit only 
for subjection to a despot? Awake, my countrymen, 
to a sense of what constitutes the true dignity of 
people! A few men have fought your battles; a few 
men have dared the dangers of the battle-field: 
few have borne the hardships of camp, a scorching 
sun of summer, a froat of winter, malar ia of swamps, 
privations inc.idcrtf to our circumstances, fatigue and 
hunger and thirst; often without blankets or shoeR, 
with insufficient clothing, cold wot earth for our 
bed, sky for covering, the storm for onr pillow, clad 
only to meet the enemy on the field, where some paid 
the noblest devotion known among men on earth, to 
the Cause of your country and yonr rights, with tbeir 
live*; but where one has been lost in the field, three 
have been lost by disease induced by privation and 
toil. Unring all these trials we irmrmtired not. Wo 
otiered all we had on earth at the altar of our common 
oonntry,- our own beloved Missouri, and we only 
now ask onr fellow citizens, onr brethren, to come to 
us and to help to wear what we have gained, and to 
win onr glorious inheritance from the cruel hand of 
the spoiler and oppressor. Come to us, brave sous of 
Missouri. Rally to our standard. I must have 50,000 
rnen. I call upon you in the name of yonr country 
tor 50,000 men. Do you stay at home to take care of 
na and our property? Millions of dollars have been 
lost because you have stayed at home. Do you stay 
at home for your own gratification? 

When we are one free State we'll indemnify every 
citizen who may have lost a dollar by adhesion to the 
cause of his country. We shall have our property or 
Ita value, with interest; but m the name of God and 
the attributes of manhood, let, me appeal to you by 
considerations infinitely finer than money. Are we 
a generation of drivelling, snivelling, degraded 
slaves, or are we men who have and maintain rights 
which cannot be surrendered, and defend those prin 
ciples ol everlasting rectitude pure, and high, and 
sacred, like God. Be yonr office to choose between 
the glory of a free country,and just government, and 
bondage for yonr children. I will never Bee chains 
fastened upon my country. J will ask for six and a 
half feet of Missouri soil on which lo reform, but will 
not live to see my people enslaved. Do I bear your 
shouts? Is that your wur cry which echoes through 
the land? Are you coming, 50,000 men? Missouri 
Hhall move to victory with the tread of a giant. Como 
on, my brave boys. Fifty thousand heroes, gallant, 
and unconquerable. Southern men, we await your 
coming. Sterling G. Prick, 

Major-General Commanding. 

It is reported that the rebels are fortifying New 

Madrid, Missouri,—that they have 500 negroes work¬ 

ing. A detachment of cavalry made a reconnoissance 

as far as Belmont to-day, and found no rebels on the 

Missouri side of the river. 

Department of Missouri. 

A scoot, who haa followed the army of the rebels 

since the evacuation of Springfield, came in to Rolla 

on the 30th tilt He reports the rebels 15,000 strong, 

moving north in three divisions, the right wing 0,000 

strong, commanded by Gen. McBride, resting on 

Stockton. The left held the position under the com¬ 

mand of Gen. Rains of 4.000; Gen. Price, with 6,000, 

commanded the central division at Montebello, Mount 

Vernon county. These figures were obtained from 

the quartermaster of the force by the scout. The 

rebel forces are to march into Kansas aud make that 

State the field of operations. His spies report that 

10,000 men, trader Gen. Lane, are at Fort Scott. 

Price will evade him at Fort Scott, and pass into 

Bates county. The march was taken up on the 2titb 
instant. 

Price ordered McCulloch to follow him, which the 

latter disregarded, and is now moving toward Arkan¬ 

sas for winter quarters. The rebels are poorly clad 

and poorly fed, and evince a disposition to disband 
and seek their homes. 

Parties from the iVest say that the conntry between 

Lexington and Independence is almost deserted, the 

men having gone to join Price or attached themselves 

to the various commands of the officers throughout 
the conntry. 

Price’s proclamation has been circulated in the 

river counties for about a week, where he will get a 

large number of men to join the rebel army. We 

copy the opening and closing paragraphs : 

Fellow-Citizens: Iu Ibe month of .lime last I was 
called to the command of a handful of Missourians, 
who nobly gave up home's comfort to espouse, in that 
gloomy hour, the cause of yonr bleeding country, 
struggling villi the most causeless and cruel despot¬ 
ism known among civilized men. When peace and 
protection could no longer be enjoyed but ai the 
price of honor aud liberty, your chief magistrate 
called for 60,000 men to drive the ruthless invader 
from the soil made fruitful by your labors, and con¬ 
secrated by your homes, and to that call less than 
6,000 responded, out of a male population exceeding 

The Statesman has information from Neosho that 

the Rump Legislature of this State, after obtaining a 

quorum by appointment of persons, elected John B. 

Clark, formerly M. C. from Howard county, and R. 

L. T. Pepton, of Cass county, Senators to the rebel 

Congress. The Legislature also appointed members 

to the rebel House of Representatives, from the Uif 
ferent Congressional Districts of the State, among 

whom are Emmett McDonald, of St. I.onis, of habeas 

corpus notoriety; C. M. Mcllhcny, of Andrain 

county, and James S. Raines, of Jasper county, -all 

of whom are lu Price’s army. 

Col. Jennison has issued the following proposition 

to all persons in arms against the Stale government 

in Jackson, Johnson, Lafayette and PetteB comities: 

1st All who are now in arms against the United 
States government in the above named counties, and 
who will surrender their arms and ammunition, and 
deliver to me nil government property In their pos¬ 
session and under their control, in a seasonable time, 
and shall sign a deed of forfeiture, and shall all here¬ 
after perform duty good and loyal citizens, shall 
not be held responsible for past acts of rebellion, but 
shall be protected in their lives and property. 

2d. Arms which are thus surrendered to me shall 
be stored and taken account of, so that when the pre¬ 
sent difficulties arc settled tho owners thereof can 
obtain them. 

3d. Persons who shall surrender themselves to me. 
in order to make arrangements for securing peace in 
tbeir neighborhoods, shall be respected in their 
rights, while arranging or attempting to arrange any 
terms, and shall be allowed to return to their home's 
even should they, after conference, fail to come to 
any arrangement or understanding. 

4th. All who shall disregard these propositions and 
continue in armed rebellion against the United States 
government, shall be treated as traitors, and slain 
wherever found; their property shall he Confiscated, 
their homes burned, ana in no case will any be spared, 
cither in person or property, who refuse to accept Ike 
propositions. * 

A deed of forfeiture accompanying these proposi¬ 
tions conveys nil the. real and personal property, 
including present and future acquisitions, into the 
bands of the Government; said property to he used 
for the benefit of the Government. 

In case of rebellion, all loyal citizens are required 
to enroll themselves into a Home Guard, holding 
lhemselvc8 amenable to the military authority of the 
United States, and State of Missouri, pledging their 
utmost exertions to maintain its authority against all 
hostile combinations. 

Depnriinent of Kansas. 

The Santa Fe aud Canon City mail, with dates 

to the Kith, arrived in Kansas City on the 25th ult., 

two days ahead of time. There were no through 

passengers. 

At a meeting of the merchants of Santa Fe on the 

7th uk., it was resolved that they would endorse for 

the Government to any amount that may be advanced 

to the territory. This action waB taken in conse¬ 

quence of the scarcity of coin, which has heretofore 

made up the circulating medium in business. From 

some cause it has almost entirely disappeared, caus¬ 

ing unusual stringency in the money market. 

The call of the Government of New Mexico for 

1200 militiamen to garrison the different forts in the 

Territory, has been promptly responded to, and the 

whole number will in a short time be reported for 

duty. The light battery commanded by Lieut. An¬ 

derson, U. S. A., left Santa Fe for the South on the 

7th ult. An important movement in this direction 

is anticipated. 

By telegraph from Leavenworth City on the 2d 

inst., wc learn that the train on the Platte County 

Railroad was seized November 30th, on its arrival 

at Weston, by guerrillas onder Gordon, and the 

United States Express Company’s freight was also 

seized, and they appropriated all the money in charge 

of the express. The mail matter was not taken. 

Gordon had previously seized all goods in stores 

owned by Union men. No more trains will be run 

until this gang is dispersed. 

Major R. HI. Hough, Aid-de-camp to Gen. Hunter, 

in command of four companies of the 1st Missouri 

cavalry, escort to a large train from Sedalia, arrived 

yesterday. The command had an engagement with 

the rebels at Black Walnut Creek, and killed and 

wounded seventeen and took five prisoners. Five 

Federals, including Major Hough, were wounded— 

none seriously. 

The weather is cold, and ice is running in the 

river. 

Department of Ohio. 

The steamship Belle Creole, for Cincinnati from 

Pittsburgh, deeply laden, and the steamer Fnllstone, 

from Kanawha, with a portion of Col. Lytle’s 10th 

Ohio Regiment, collided on the night of the 30th 

ult,, seven miles above Cincinnati. The concussion 

knocked eight or ten soldiers into the river, and it is 

thought all but one were drowned. 

It is reported that the bridge on the Nashville 

Railroad, over Rolling Fork River, was washed away 

on the 20th ult, by a freshet. 

Passengers from Southern points represent an 

almost universal reign of terror throughout the rebel 

States. 

The Rebel State Convention at Russellville has 

made a declaration of independence, passed an 

ordinance of secession, and adopted the laws and 

constitution of Kentucky, when not inconsistent 

with the acts of t.hc Rebel Government. 

The Richmond Dispatch reports 3,000 Unionists 

in the mountaius of East Tennessee, under Parson 

Brownlow and Major Gilpan, and doing more mis¬ 

chief than the Yankees in Kentucky. 

Department of tbe East. 

Washington, Nov. 28.—Adj’t General Thomas 

sent out instructions on the 28th ult. to General Sher¬ 

man, in Beaufort, to take possession of all the cropH 

on the island, cotton, corn, rice, Ac., on military 

account, and to ship the cotton and such other crops 

as were not wanted by the army, to New York, to be 

sold there for uccount of the Government. General 

Sherman was directed to use tbe negro slaves to 

gather and secure the crops of corn and cotton, and 

to erect his defences at Port Royal and other places 

on the island. 

Gen. Sumner has been assigned to the command of 

a division to be composed of twelve regiments of 

infantry, some of which are now here in the provi¬ 

sional army of the Potomac, aud not yet formed into 

brigades, and others are yet to arrive. A propor¬ 

tionate amount of cavalry and artillery will he 

attached to the division, which will for the present 

occupy a position at Springfield, on the line of the 

Orange and Alexandria Railroad. 

The review of the regular forces of the army on 

this side of the Potomac, took place on East Capitol 

Hill, on the 25th ult. There were 1,1)00 infantry, 

2,200 cavalry, and nine batteries of artillery, includ¬ 

ing Capt. Tibbalt’s flying artillery, which, after the 

review, delighted astonished thousands of spectators 

with the exercises of that wing of the service. Ano¬ 

ther prominent and Interesting feature of tbe day 

was the signallingof the corps stationed on the field, 

and those on the dome of the capital; the hitter also 

communicating with the army in Virginia, by tele¬ 

graph. • 

The Navy Department is in receipt of a dispatch 

from Cora. Dupont, containing the report of Com¬ 

mander John Rogers, of the Pocahontas, dated Sun¬ 

day, Nov. 24th, olf Tybeo Island. He states that this 

point entirely controls the ship channel to the Savan¬ 

nah river, which is only within 500 yards of the fort, 

and the possession if it, to use Commander Rogers’ 

own expression, ijhiseB tho harbor of Savannah as 

tight as a cork, ani/that Fort Pulaski is at the mercy 

of our forces the moment it is their desire to take it, 

AIro, that reliable accounts inform him that 8avan 

nuh was being evacuated by the people as fast as pos¬ 

sible, fearing probably that Commander Rogers 

would attempt to take possession of it. He further 

states that Com. Tatnall, of the rebel fleet, had given 

it as his opinion that the entire naval defences of the 

Southern coast must be abandoned, as they could not 

stand the armament of our fleet. 

The United States transport Ocean Queen, Captain 

Seabury, from Port Royal the 27tb, has arrived. As 

she came out. of Port Royal harbor, the steamship 

Bienville was going In. Corn. Dupont has transferred 

his flag from the Wabash to the Snsqnehannah. He, 

together with Gen. Sherman, had just returned to 

Hilton Head in the steamer MoClellau, from Tybee 

Island, having landed a force of U. 8. marines there, 

who had commenced repairing the fortifications and 

constructing new ones. A fleet of eight gnn-boats 

was oil' Tybee, to cover the troops in case of neces¬ 

sity. The rebels had sunk two vessels between Tybee 

Island and Fort Fulaski, in tbe narrow part of the 

Savannah river, to prevent the Federal fleet from 

getting to that city. 

The fleet that was tilting out at Hilton Head for 

another expedition was ready and awaiting orders, 

which were expeoted by the Bienville. 

Beaufort was still uuoccupied by the Federal 

troops, it not being considered of importance at 

present. Two gun boats were still at anchor off that 

dace. The city was visited daily by officers of the 

army and navy. 

There had been no engagement between the Fede¬ 

rals and rebels, nor had any of the latter troops been 

seen either at Hilton Head or Beaufort. 

The Spanish sU-am ferry boat hence for Cuba, put 

into Port Royal on the 20th inst., short of coal. But 

little or no use could he made of the darkies, as they 

do not care much at present for unnecessary exer¬ 

tion. They are having too good times to do any 

work. The British steam frigate Immortalite is still 

at anchor. Transports were busy discharging their 

immense stores. The Vanderbilt would sail for New 

York in about two days. Wharves and storehouses 

had been erected and were being rapidly filled. The 

health of the troops was generally good. 

The steamer Illinois, from Port Royal, 28th, brings 

mails and seven passengers. Among the latter are 

Captain Yard, of the sloop-of-war Dale, who brings 

14 prisoners, captured on the schooners Specie aud 

Mabel. Ed. Cutbbert, planter, who was taken pris¬ 

oner on Ladies Islaud, near Beaufort, was landed at 

Fort Lafayette. 

The steamer Flag arrived at Port Royal on the 24th, 

and reported that Tybee Islaud had been slightly 

shelled by the Pocahontas, Seneca, Augusta, aud 

Flag, aud meeting uo response, a force of marines 

was sent on shore, found it evacuated and took 

possession, hoistrag the American flag. 

Large quantities of cotton are still found in stock 

houses and barns, and also unginned. 

Authentic information has been received here that 

a small light draft Canadian steamer has been seized 

otf the coast of Maine by a U. 8. Revenue cutter. 

The steamer had on board 10,(100 Springfield muskets, 

clothing, boots, bank paper, caps, and munitions of 

war. She was cleared from Canada, and cargo was 

consigned to parties in Southern States. 

A Fortress Monroe ietier says the rebels lost 15 

killed and wounded in the shelling of their camp at 

Warwick, an account of which was given in our last. 

Affairs at Washington. 

Advice3 received here — not by Government, 

however,—from Mexico, represent that the kindest 

feeling exists between the British Minister and the 

Juarez Administration—and the opinion is expressed 

In distinguished circles that the friendship of France 

will be as satisfactorily secured. But little iB hoped 

for, however, from Spain, whose designs upon Mexi¬ 

co are as well understood in the latter country as in 

the Capitols of Europe. Those who profess to be 

well acqnainted with the Spanish programme say 

that to Gen. Marquez is entrusted the duty of com¬ 

bining the strength of the Church party, consisting 

of both Mexicans and Spaniards, who will pray her 

most Catholic tyajesty for a King for the throne of 

Mexico, now sought to be constructed. For this 

office, an uncle of tbe Queen has been designated. 

As he is already old, he could in the natural course of 

events live but a ahort time; and as no provision 

would be made for the succession, Mexico would 

thus revert to Spain, the policy being eimilar to that 

pursued towards Hayti. Such is the substance of let¬ 

ters received from both Europe and Mexico. There 

seems to be some doubt as to the immediate return to 

the United States of American Minister, Corwin. 

The probability is that he will not, in view of our 

important interests in Mexico growing out of Eu¬ 

ropean intervention. 

1 he Government of Italy has adopted the stringent 

rule of France in regard to piratical ve-sels engaged 

in depredations on American commerce, and is keep¬ 

ing a sharp lookout for suspicious vessels lately seen 
at Malta. 

Joshua R, Giddings, Consul-General for the British 

North American Provinces, has accomplished the 

object of his visit to Washington, namely, the re 

moral of the delays and uncertainties attending pass¬ 

ports to British subjects on taking passage to Europe 

at Portland, Maine. Heretofore passports were re¬ 

quired to be countersigned at the State Department, 

but that business is now to be performed by Gov¬ 
ernment agents. 

The following was issued ob the 25t.h ult., from 

the State Department: 

Oscar Irving, Jonathan Armory, and E. L. D. 
Adams, at New York, Boston aud Portland, respec¬ 
tively, are authorized to countersign the passports of 
foreigners, proceeding thence abroad. 

W. H. SuwAnn. 

The Clerk of the House of Representative has just 

placed upon the official roll of the House the name 

of Col. Eegur, as the member of the First Congress¬ 

ional District of Virginia. His District was repre¬ 

sented in the 86th Congress by Roscoe R. H. Gar¬ 

nett, now a rabid secessionist. 

The rebel blockade of the Potomac does not seem 

to have been vigorously enforced this week, as 

various vessels have arrived here with cargoes of 

coal, wood, and other domestic supplies. 

Letters received from prisoners of the California 

regiment, now in Richmond, show that hut few were 

killed at the battle of Ball’s Bluff. Mauy whom it 

was supposed had been killed, arc now prisoners 

there, and it is confidently asserted by officers that 

60 will include the whole number of the dead from 

that regiment at Ball’s Bluff. 

Tbe following orders have been issued by the 

Postal Department: 

In view of the increased number of letters held for 
postage, and returned to the Dead letter Office, It is 
ordered that the Order of this Department, dated 
Oct. 8th, 1800, be rescinded, and prior practice be 
restored. Postmasters will therefore notify the per¬ 
sons addressed, that such letter is held for postage, 
aud that upon his writing therefor, prepaying post- 
ttgC on till* letter «ml inclosing stamp !,o Lo ,,Ia»od 

on the letter held for postage, the same will be for¬ 
warded to bis address. By order of P, M. General. 

It has been reported to this Department that some 
Postmasters have declined to receive United States 
Treasury notes, payable on demand, when presented 
to them in payment for postage stamps and stamped 
envelopes. Pustniasters are therefore informed that 
thaso notes are to be received and disbursed by them 
as equivalents, iu all respects, to coin. 

By order of the Postmaster General. 

Monday last was the time for meeting of Congress, 

and we fiud the transactions of the first day thus 

reported: 

Senate.—The Vice President called the Senate to 

order at noon. About 40 members were present. 

On motion of Mr. Hale, 12 o’clock was the hour fixed 

for daily sessions. On motion of Mr. Grimes, a 

message was ordered to he sent to the House that a 

quorum of the Senate was present and ready to pro¬ 

ceed to business. 

The Senate concurred in the resolution of the 

House for the appointment of a joint committee to 

wait on the President, and appointed as the com¬ 

mittee, Messrs. Hale, Trumbull, and Latham. Mr. 

Trumbull, of Illinois, gave notice that he would 

introduce a bill to-morrow to confiscate the property 

of rebels, and give freedom to persons in Slave 

States. Mr. Wilkinson, of Minn., gave notice of a 

bill to abolish the distinction between regular and 

volunteer forces. The committee appointed to wait 

on the President, reported he would communicate 

his message to Congress to-morrow at uoon. Adj, 

House. — The House was opened with prayer by 

the Rev. Mr. Stockton. The roll of members was 

then called by the clerk. One hundred and fourteen 

members answered to their names. 

On motion of Mr. Fenton, it was resolved that a 

committee he appointed to join such as may be 

appointed by the Senate to wait on the President and 

inform him that a quorum of both Houses had 

assembled and is ready to proceed to business. 

Messrs. Sergeant and Phelps, of Cal., Hoover, of 

Mass., Wilson, of Iowa, Maynard, of Tenn., Blair, of 

Virginia, Beruhisel, Delegate from Utah, and Cra- 

dlebangh, Delegate from Nevada, were sworn in. 

Mr. Lovejoy offered a joint resolution tendering 

the thanks of Congress to Captain Wilkes for his 

arrest of Slidell and Mason. 

Mr. Blair offered the following: 

ResolvedThat John K. Reid, Member of Congress 
from the 5th Congressional District of Missouri, hav¬ 
ing taken up arms against the Government of the 
United States, is hereby expelled from the House, 
and that the Speaker notify the Governor of Missouri 
of the fact. The resolution passed. 

Mr. Colfax offered tbe following: 

WTiereas, Michael Corcoran, who was taken pris¬ 
oner on the battle field of Manassas, has, after suffer¬ 
ing other indignities, beeu confined by the rebel 
authorities in the cell of a convicted felon, therefore 

Res*l\ied, Thai the President of the United States 
be requested to immediately confine Jas. M. Mason, 
of Va., now in custody at Fort Warren, until Colonel 
Corcoran shall he treated as the United States has 
treated all prisoners taken by them on the battle 
field. The resolution was unanimously adopted. 

Mr. Odell submitted the following: 

Whtr'tas, Col. Alfred M^ Wood, of the 14th regi¬ 
ment of New York State militia, who was wounded 
and taken prisoner at the battle of Bull Run, has now 
by rebel authorities been ordered to confinement in a 
felon’s prison, aud by the Ritme order is to be treated 
aeaprisonerconvictedofan infamous crime, therefore 

Jirsolved, That the President of the United States be 
respectfully requested to order John Slidell to the 
same character of prison aud to the Bamc treatment, 
until Colonel Wood shall be treated as the United 
States have treated prisoners taken in battle. The 
resolution was adopted. 

NEW adtehtisejients. 

Harpers New Monthly Magazine— Harper k Brothers. 
The.Spnnsrfteld Republican—Samuel Bowles & Company. 
Fruit Growers .Society ol Western N. Y.-C. P. Bissell. 
Musical— M. Hollister. 
Spencerian Written Copies—C. A. Walworth. 
Apple Seeds—Wm. Armitaze. 

— Yale College has 699 students. 

— Illinois has furnished 60,000 soldiers. 

— Ex-Seriator Green, of Missouri, is under arrest as a rebel. 

— Tbe Coast Survey was of great service to our jleet at 

Port Royal. 

— Garibaldi has been elected Grand Master of the Italian 

Freemasons. 

— The Prince of Wales has been admitted a Bencher of the 
Middle Temple. 

— The Eastern States are said to be actually bristling with 

knitting needles. 

— The Springfield armory now turns out 10,000 stand of 
arms every mouth. 

— Five hundred more California troops arrived at New 
York on tbe 25tk. 

— On Saturday morning week there was a heavy fall of 
snow in Montreal. 

— A great demand for American statistical works exists 

jort now in Europe. 

— There are said to be 30,000 persons employed about the 
court of St. Petersburg. 

— Tbe Grand Duke and Duchess Constantine of Russia are 

on a visit to Queen Victoria. 

— It is reported that the slaves in Charleston are greatly 

excited owing to the news from Port Royal. 

— Austria has quietly got together a powerful squadron in 

the Adriatic, consisting of 6fty vessels in alh 

— The number of persons sent to jail for debt in Great 

Britain in 1860, was 11,088 men and 680 women. 

— The city of Lille, France, is being enlarged and fortified, 

so as to be able to contain an entire corps d'armee. 

— A company of forty-five colored colonists are to leave 

Oberlin, Ohio, next week, for settlement in Hayti. 

— Lord Brougham has been suffering from serious illness1 

but at the last date had almost entirely recovered 

— On the 25th, Com, Wilkes was received in Boston with 

great enthusiasm. De was welcomed by tbe Mayor. 

— One Attica (Wyoming Co., N Y.,) houte has already 

shipped over three hundred tons of cheese this season ! 

— Gov. Harris, of Tennessee, has called for every shot gun 

and rifle in the State, with which to arm his volunteers. 

—• No less than eighty of tho Federal troops reported miss¬ 

ing after the battle of Belmont have returned to Cairo. 

— On the 25th, 62,000 copies of the Mechanical part of the 

Patent Office Report were destroyed by fire in Washington. 

— One ton of donations, bestowed by tbe patriotic ladies of 

Indiana, waa recently shipped to Paducah, Ky , for the troops. 

— Louis Napoleon is going over to England next year to 

sec the great exhibition, and will be tho guest of the Queen. 

— Rich coal mines have been discovered recently in the 

township of Brookfield aud Hubbard, in Trumbull county, 

Ohio. 

— Slidell owns 25,000 acres of land in Minnesota. It will, 

doubtless, be passed over to the loyal soldiers’ bounty land 

fund. 

— Minister Dayton writes, by the last mails, that the feel¬ 

ing in France is growing more and more favorable to this 

country. 

— Lebanon county, Pa., is now paying five humdred and 

thirty dollars a week for the support of the families of our 

soldiers. 

— The Richmond Examiner of the 20tli ult. publishes in 

full General Sherman's proclamation to the people of South 

— They have a salt plethora at Toledo, Ohio. The Blade 

states there are not less than 25,000 barrels there in search of 

a market. 

— John McKinney, late State Treasurer of Michigan, has 

been triej for embezzlement of f25,000 of State funds, and 

convicted. 

— Spurious $6’s on the Honsatonic Bank of Stockbridge, 

Conn., printed in green tint, have recently been put in 

circulation. 

— Tbe total fighting men of the loyal States in 4,463,000, of 

which 639,800 are in service, The total population is nearly 

23,000,000. 

— The amount realized from the sale of the furniture 

belonging to the late Senator Douglas in Washington, was 

about $3,000. 

— It is estimated that the entire number of emigrants who 

have crossed the plains to Oregon this season will not exceed 

one thousand. 

— Gen. Buckingham has given notice to the people of 

Ohio, that our troops are now well supplied with blankets 

aud clothing. 

— Gen. Polk had his clothes torn at Memphis, two weeks 

ago, by the explosion of a cannon. It was a narrow escape 

for the Bishop. 

— On Saturday afternoon week, no less than four full 

grown swans were shot in the waters of Stony Creek, near 

Jobnatown, Pa. 

— Theodore Tilton, of the New York Independent, has 

raised enough cotton in his back yard at Brooklyn, this year, 

to make him a shirt. * 

— A recent letter to the Charleston Mercury says the iron 

sheeting made for the Merrimac has proved worthless under 

trial with coluinbiads. 

— Floyd has brought his campaign in Western Virginia to 

an inglorious close. When last heard of he was making 

tracks for Richmond. 

— Since the erection of the first Methodist Church in 

America, in 1760, there have been 14,000 erected — an aver¬ 

age of three a week. 

— Gen. Sherman has re-christened the forts at Port Royal— 

the one on Hilton Head as Fort Welles, and the one on Bay 

Point as Fort Seward. 

— The London Times severely berates Lord Lyons for his 

letter to Seward recently. It thinkB the English argument 

very poorly presented. 

— The Chicago Tribune says that some New York capital¬ 

ists are in that city preparing to establish a bank with a 

capital of a million dollars. 

— Petitions for the emancipation of all slaves, those to be 

paid for only who belong to loyal masters, are in circulation 

in Chautauqua county, S Y. 

— The 1200 public teachers of Philadelphia have not been 

paid their salaries for a long period, and many of them are 

sadly perplexed aod straitened 

— The steamer Champion, at New York from Aspinwall, 

brings fifteen thousand stands of arms — Springfield rifles — 

with a large amount of ammunition. 

— Last week Adams’ Express took from Boston about fifty 

tons of Thanksgiving “fixins” for the Massachusetts Volun¬ 

teers in the vicinity of Washington. 

— At the election in Alexandria, Virginia, on the 20th ult, 

only one hundred and forty-one votes were cast. Lewis 

McKenzie, Union, was elected Mayor. 

— The Madrid Espaua sayB that a project is under discus¬ 

sion of forming in America a colony of all the republics of 

Spanish origin, with Spain at the head of it. 

— London covers 73,029 acres. Tbe London of 1861 is 

equal to three Londons of TSOI; and neaily one million of 

population has been added in the last ten years. 

— The King of Portugal died on the 12th ult,‘aged twenty- 

fire. His disease was typhus fever. Prince Ferdinand, the 

Kingfc brother, aLo died of the tame complaint. 

— It is said that 4,735 applications for admission to the N. 

Y. Inebriate Asylum are on file, from all the States, from al 

classes of men, and some of them from foreign countries. 



Sales during the week at 3>S@4e *» lb. None but strictly extra, 
aver 12A rti.s, command the outside figure. 

HOGS—The receipts at East Albany are enormous. Sales du¬ 
ring the week about 7,000 prime heavy corn-fetl. at prices rang- 
inir from $3.37 to $3,69'{) 109 lt>«. Adas and Argus- ' K 

uihuiiton, Nov A —At market 1100Beeves, 900Stores, 4.- 
000 Sheep and Lambs, and h00 Swine. 
, ilerit-Extra, *6,60; Brut Quality. *6.25; second 

do. $5.5000.00, third do. tU.'xVA.OO 
Mnatii taiws —$4l{rt47; common. $2&a>21. 
WoiiKixo ovki* - $*.x, $Kxrmi2b. 
Vkai. Oat.vna f.'.OOQiH.ftO 
YKARi.ixita- *S@tlt; two years old, $12®14; three years old, 

JU.'t 19 each. 
Hifma-djuTc Tallow. 6X®6>4'c, 
Caw SkinS — dayC 
«*•»> AN,) DAlHta —tl.26HiiU.C0; extra and selections, $2,00® 

Pki.ts — 75c,;5'$l ik). 
Swixr—Stori-H, Wholesale. ; retail, fiffi6 c; fat hogs, 

undressed, 0c.atil) fed. 4.Vc: coru fed, 4*ac. 8 

Nov. 27 —At market 1,917 Cattle. 1,51X1 Beeves, 
and b.17 Mores, consisting of Working Oxen. Cows ami Calves. 
V ear lings, two and three years old, not suitable for Beet. 

Pricks Market Beef Extra, *H flt)®6.6Q; first Quality, $5,7S 
@5.87, second do. tc.UO; third do. $3 Tniii 2c 

WpRKrvo Oxkx ffikl tKXXa ISO. 
Cowm a.vp Cai.vkh - *25. StTSuo 
Storks Y irllug*, tB.00®if3wi Two years old,$13@iti, Three 

years old, $l7(a 19 
Shkkp a .yd I.ambs — 4,100 at market. Prices in lots at $2.00 

(aJ2.«2 each; extra and selections $S,40(a4.23. 
Spring Lambs.—None 
Hoots —6kfflf *J lb Tallow. BkfSfiJfc. 
Putts — $l(.i A1.C0 Calf Skins. 7®8C *} lb. 

rj HE NEW ENGLAND FAMILY NEWSPAPER. 

THE SPRINGFIELD KWHLICAN FOR m To the Agent-Friends and Snbecrlbcr* of 1 be Garni 

New-Yorker, we respectfully submit the annexed Programme 
of Extra PEStwirwa. All who approve the character and ob¬ 
jects of the Ri'Hai,, and believe its circulation bonetleial to com¬ 
munity. can now Da Coml, /trip Tkcmsetnes, and Aid in Main¬ 
taining the Union, by becoming Rnchuiti.nc! Okvidbks for the 
Rural BrKUDB, and securing a portion of the Popular Loan — 
Treasury Notes. The Premiums will be cheerfully and honor¬ 
ably paid, In accordance with our custom for the past twelve 
years. Naui in the Time U> Secure the Pritts, and those will do 
so who make Early and Effvient E.fforts in behalf of the Favor¬ 
ite Hi-rai., Litkrart ayp Family Nkwsi’apkr in America 

CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE STORE, 

o-dL State St., Mansion House Block, 

BOCHE8TEB, JV. 1\ 

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST REGULATED 

SHOE STORE 

I3NT WESTERN 3NTEW YORK. 

A Full assortment of both 

Eastern and Home-Made Work 

COKrST^YTNTTEYr OINT IT TV 1ST E). 

All kinds of Boots and Shoes 

MA.BE TO ORBER, 

And the work done promptly when promised. 

NO MISREPRESENTATIONS ALLOWED FOR THE 

SAKE OF SELLING. 

Parties buying goods at this Store can IN ALL CASES have 

Daily, Tri-Weekly, and Weekly. 

Tho SPRuvartKi.n (Mass.) kKitmucAir may not hesitate to 
claim position ns the Brat and most distinctive ot New England 
Journals. In the scope and adaptation ot its news; in the full¬ 
ness especially of its local intelligence; In the choice of its sub¬ 

jects for editorial Ohenrttion and the manner in which it treats 
them; in the great variety of its contents; and in the promi¬ 
nence it gives to practical, mural and religions Questions, to 
literature, tn curdeni g nml farming, ami to every theme of 
practical land theoretical interest to the people of New England, 
I ht* M.im hi.kws nm* fcOttjrht siiociv^full v t<»l^c<*tnoUn*ir guide, 
roinpanuju an.! frlrnd. yrhothor At homo ♦>,* abroad. Tho circu¬ 
lation of IV Hvn-hiiinx, jrreai beyond parallel, i$ tin* bent 
ovnlriuv «-r .is cliarHctor, ami of tin* ruali/niiion »>t »r>? ambitious 
KiisimiT-^AtpUM,, it m Kfvorill times that of unv journal in all 
New Kttiflttml, out of iJoatun, and \x gtirpiMsoil Uy oulv a few ot 
tin* dully nownpA-perK of that nitdmpnlia, In each of tho coun- 
ticM of \> OMfru ManMUClltwi-M*, Hu rollers Art* more nmueioua 
than t.no>io #»| ,.,ther tu tliMi Innil pa porn. In Vcnpoiit, Now 
Haul pBnnp* atm (’onneetlcnt, it*circulation iscounl.ol by thou¬ 
sand*: while it ih oiati Ibutod more 11 bar-ally Hum an v other 
New Kurland journal uinoui? Urn oufllKtautH IVmn that acction 
in the Woat. 

Amnnx M.e peculiar loa«linir feaJuro.H of The RkkDMjIIHV are, 
af.ill jMimtpftrv ot New hngjaud News, nrmttgril bv Oouoties 
ami StaUen; an .‘labi.rate and .•.ompn'hcnsivo Editorial fteview 
or the Week: SpociM Com^PoiuUooo of a hush cliaraotar from 
Boston, N.*w N nrki Htul WH«|jlni(fofi; a weekly review ami 
summary ot all lb‘liirtoue Movements; original p/ipora on Iius- 
bamtry; HOimnarlejof new idea* am! invepiiomi in silence and 
Mochatuca; a weekly rutieh* on Booka, Authors, ami Art; ami 
an abundance of original litei.u y artleleH. both of nrone ami 

LIBERAL EXTRA PREMIUMS 
FOR THE CLUB LISTS SENT IN EARLY. 

$250 in Cash and nearly $500 in Books J | mu 
As it is important to secure a portion of our li^ of Snb.icri- 

bers for JR62 as early as convenient (in order that tho names 
may be put in type for Mailing Machine before January,) we 
offer the following liberal EXTRA PREMIUMS, in xuomo.v 
to'any others offered . 

FIFTY CASH Plil'Mll MR! — To kac-it of the Fivtv Per- 
Sons paying or remitting according to our Club Terms for the 
first lifts of Forty or more Subscribeis t« the Ri'kai. Nkw- 
Yorkk c for 1S62, (at least twenty of which must he skw snbscri- 
hcr.\i we will give a U. S, Treasury Note tar Fi VK IIoi.larh. 

ONF IIINDKED IMH*K PRF.MlirMS:-To kaoh of the 
Owe Ilu.YnkBP Pkksoxm remitting for rim first lists of Twic.vrv 
Focu or more Su)»crtberw(at least twelve being ssw.i as above, 
wn will giro a perfect and handsomely bound volume of the 
Rtuai. .\ KW-VnURRRlVirlSfil or 18(10 — prices #3, or, if preferred 
to bound Hr rsi , :i copy of LOBSiKu’S lu.fsrnATKD Mistouv oe 
the L mtrii SrA'rsa • (an Imperial Hvo volume, with300 Illus¬ 
trations- jirice, $3.S0.) 

FIFTY IKMIK I’KKMIC.M81—To KAmtofthc Fifty Pbr- 
80Yf ceniitting for the first lists of Twkyty or more Subscri¬ 
bers. |at least ten being new,i as above, we will give (and pay 
postage, if sent by inuil.l a copy of WY.iisteh's r lb ayi* Family 
l)iri i<iNARY, iMaso.y RttoTiiKUH' Edition, 190 page?, bound in 
leather, price $1.50,1 -or. if preferred, any book of srusI or leas 
price whieb we offer. 

FIFTY MOILR.IIOOK PKIZKAt— To RAfR of the Fifty 
Pkrhox'9 remitting tho lira!, I in la of Tky or more SubscrilierH, 
(at leant,/ire being nkw.I according to our terms, we will give 
either Ev key non v's Liwtbr, (price $1.25,) Tine Hmifsit avii (ha 
Diskaskr, ($i 25.) or Igiaatsiia Piwohiai, Uyitkd Stater, as 
preferred, Ipayiug postage if sent hv mail;) —or, if preferred to 
book, an ntra free copy of Rcrai, — [one. free copy is given 
cvrri)perron who remits for a club of 6, 10, 15, £0, or more, even 
if another premium is awarded.) 

f f" Remember that these are Krtra Premiums, in addition 
to all others offered - and given a? a reward for prompt and effi¬ 
cient action An v person securing one of them, can also obtain 
other premiums 

tlv-The Fifty Cash (Treasury Note| Priv.es will bo sent to 
the persons entitled JtJlU fifty persons who send first, tutt of 
fortv or more subscribers,) on receipt of thHr remittance':, and 
tb» Book Premiums when selected am! ordered A eafelul ac¬ 
count will be kept of the time eacii club is received, and every 
pains taken to insure Accuracy iri awarding the Premiums, no 
thjit Uiere shall be no just cause of complaint. 

Till! WOOL WARKUTS. 

NFtV Y'OUK, Not. SO,— Tho stocks on hand are light anil 
with a good inquiry prices are fully maintained. The uualitleM 
adaptor) to »rmv clothing still have the preference, The sales 
embrace some so,(XX) lbs fleeces at XAmMc. and 13,Dill lbs Califor¬ 
nia at 82c, cash. 

American Saxony Fleece ptb..,,.BOCa'M 
American full-blood Merino. .S8:« fsl 
Amenrnn half and three-quarter blood Meiiiio.._4tl(a l.s 
Native ami oue-fourth Merino...... . 4:t'5)45 
Extra. Pulled.. . 4i;„.|,s 
Superfine, Pulled.AHJm 
No. 1. Pulled ... . .KVa.‘(8 

Lamh's, Pulled .. >W‘<i!l0 
Californin, fioe, unwashed....Site,14 

California, common do.....^....PViiil.S 
Pent yin II, washed.   2Wni;W 
Valpa raiso, washed.l.'VihlS 
South American Merino, unwashed..  21;S\£8 

Do. do. Mest.i*a, do.16(5)20 
rio. do. common, washed..14(ii;17 
|)o. do Kntre Riow, do.1HM17 
rio do. Kntre Rios, lilt washed. ffn 12 
Do. do. Cordova, washed. 27(5,28 

Cape Good Hope, unwashed. 2A5 27 
East Indin, wi.idled.’atfftio 
A f rican .washed.... ^ I ” i 32f5:35 

Do. iiirivaahud.nvaV’O 
Smyrna, do . " 17W'V2 

Do washed ..""ifipl 

T«xiw. :::::t«5>3o 

BOSTON, Nov. 29, The transactions in wool have been to a 
considerable extent, nml very full price.-, continue to be obtain¬ 
ed for desirable grades or both foreign and domestic. The sulea 
of fleece and milled have hero nt. 4,'<<iW,c, as to quality includ¬ 
ing Home IfiVI,l)l)0 18a at these figures In foreign the sales have 
been I. fit'll bales Modi term (lean, Capo ami South American at 
full pnoea 
Saxony Fleece, 

THE PROVISION MARKETS. 

NF,W YORK, Deo. 2 — Ft.opr—Market opened heavy and 
quiet, hut closed with a fair Imsi ness doing for export and home 
consumption Sales at *5,20 .05,40 for rejected; J5„VOl5.50 for 
superfttw State; JR.S»Vr«.»> for extra do; M.-ltOdfl.io tor super- 
htie Western ; $5 5t\nA70 for Common to msitluiii extra do. $5, 
cU®o.9h for shlpplug brands extra round hooped Ohio, and $ti, 
0iXji)6,74 for trailq brands do. marketclosiug lieavv Canadian 
Hour rules quite steady, with a mode rate tumiuevH doing. Sales 
at He 5,* I for suiinrfine. and $A«®)7.W fir common to choice 
extra Rye fioiirqulet and sfoadv, with sates at $.1,2fiig.'4,4il. Tor 
inferior to choice. Corn lUOHI steady ind without, anv material 
Change in prices Rales at $3,IX> for extra Western; $3,IX) for 
Jersey, and $.1.2tX?;3.30 fox Brandy wine. 

Oka * v. W beat market opened heavy and dull, lint closed 
with a more active hmuneAs douig for export anil home con¬ 
sumption at, irregular lutes. A large portion of ttm sales were 
on speculation Sales Chicago spring at *1,18511,25; Norib west¬ 
ern clob at $t 25fii)1.27, the latter for very choice; Milwaukee 
club at $1,25-nj,2.8; amber Iowa at $1.2ffoil„H); winter red West¬ 
ern at $1 .Stfcj 1,31; amber Michic;ill it $1 lifjl .17; Canada club 
at, $1.29 / 1,39; mixed tbinmU at $1,80. white Canada at $1,,19, and 
white Michigan at $1,«2(j'I,4.5 Rye remains steady and In mod¬ 
erate request; sales at tAJuffe, Barley rules Him andeteadv, 
sales liny Quint., and Canada West at. KfipHSc. Bariev malt 
ooiitiiiucjdull Hud nominal at 78c. Peas continue nominal at 
rite for Canadian. Corn market opened quiet., but clused firm, 
with a pretty god business doing Pic export, homo consump¬ 
tion RBd ppeeuNlion, sales at, 58c for damaged mixed Westeru; 
$MMC for fair to good shipping do cbiefiv at fi'i'aiWic afloat, 
87c Tor round yellow, 73c for white Wester n. and ditc for South 
ern yellow, flats in inod»rate rennesti salss at 47 uHMo. for 
Canada, ami 47(c)t.Su for JrrsoV, W-steru and State. 

f’“OVl8l°W8 —Pork active and rat her easier; -i.i Ihs at $12,25f.fi 
12,50 for MOWI and $8,5<ta9,0ii for prime. Beer niles livm, sales 
at. *4154,80 for country prime; $n.tx<5'rt,50 for coiiuDy mesa; 
Clt.UUiolffJMIfor Te-paeked mess; anil $l3,iX»>i)13.A0fer ettre itiesK. 
1 rune loess beef in moderate demand, sale? at $19.SO5,20,00. 
B-ef hams stemlv: mall rales now at, $iI,-, 39, Cut rneatn 
dull and steady; small sales at 4 (c)4'.;c for ShmiMovs, and 4 

GfiVflCfOr Hama Biioon continuesItr good deinand. sales short 
i ihhed middles Ciimberlaud cut at 7 »i5a7tf8. mid Otic for city 
clear. Dressed hogs in good demand, with ales at F’fc. Lard 
in moderate ilemaud mid pricus firm; sulesal fittbrULc for No. ) 
to choice Western Butter Is firm and selling al IffVilH eenti 
lor 0 bio, and I5>i22c,.iiU for State Cheese, coo tin ues sfoady 
at V. ii Kr for good t„ choice 

How Steady, with a moderate demand, sales at I Air 20 c lor 
common to prune. 

A mix*—Sternly at $5,31 V for Pots, and «t $5,31 Q for Pearls. 

BlIf K UA DUO. 2. —Flops The market rule steady, with 
afair local and iuterior demand, sales, mostly high grades, at 
$LWJkC'('5.1Xj$C for ultra Indiana and Ohio, and' $fi,25ta.fi,37*g 
for double extra do. 

flDAW- Wheal market dull and no transactions reported to¬ 
day Corn market steady, with a very moderate demand; sales 
at 40c. Oats nominal at jHc Harley, Rye, fee,, dull No sales 
reported, and On Change to note in quotations 

Skkom Market quiet and no mi mil at $l,7f<a)2 for timothy. 
Provisions—Mess pork at $1.1,59; prime at *12,59. llama, 

plain sugar cured, at 8(ui3ti; do, in sacks, at I.ard at H. 
Shoulders quiet at fit*. Country beef at $5,1X1. Salted sides at 
be Clieew*. Hamburgh, at foi)7c 

Drkssi p Ilnur Li moderate demand within the range of 
3X(gi4o, at, tn qualify 

TORONTO, Noy So. Fi.opu There have been but few 
transact!oils during the week, the slocks held at the present 
tone being light; and during tho early part, of the week there 
was hut very little inquired r,,r. hut within the bisllewdays 
sales hare hern effected at $4 IS^DLffl). Fanries and Extras aie 

If they desire it, if the goods bought are not as represented 

or do not fit and are returned in good order. 

BKKSON8 from tho COUNTRY 

Visiting the city and wishing to purchase Good Boots and 

Shoes, should be sure to find this Store. 

PRATT, 

54 Stato Street, Mansion House Block. 

Third Door South of Market Street 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
No. 8 STA-TTU STKICIGT, 

ItOCIIESTER, N. Y. 

Pulled No. 1. 
Do No. 2. 

Texas,..,,.. 
Smyrna, washed, 

Do. unwashed 
Bttetios Ayres,... 
Crimea,. 
Canaria. 

«Vc»V.2 
A^iltO 
.47(.i.N> 
43550 
48,i 47 

..15tu45 

.505.35 
45ul;59 

Terras of the Rural-Always in Advance. 
Two Dollars a Year, Three Oopies, one year, fti; Six 

Crrpies, and one free tn ('tub Agent, $19; Ten, and one free, $13; 
Fifteen, ami vne free, $21 - Twenty, and one free, $;/),• and any 
greater number at the same rate — only $J .35 per copy ! (Huh pa 
•prr,i tent to different ppst-affiCet, ifdegini). As we pay American 
portage, on copies mailed to Torn an countries, $1.37 U the lowest 
Club rate for Canada, and $£,5l) la Europe. 

N Treasury Note* and tiitD on oil Sotv at fhtnks in (/. 
S. aad Canada tahrA at par, teut Agent* will pk'dte remtJ. in 
Drafts mt ,\ew r ork (lets exchange.,) or .Vein fork, Nnv ling 
land or Tipper Canada money so far ax ctmnmient. All Subscrip- 
tion Money remit/-, [ by Draft an Mwlnrk, Boston, I'/ulad-Iphia. 
Albany, hochexteror Huftido, (text exchange,) jiav he mk.yt at 

Three'fourth do, 
riaif do. 
Common,. 
Western mixed,. 
Pulled Extra,... 

Do. Superfine, 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
No. 8 STAYTJEC 8TKEF/I 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Ix Carlton, on the 20th ult., at the residence of the bride’s 
father, hy Rev. W T. Richarpso.n, MYRON L. PARKER, of 
Yates, aud Miss ANNIE E. ROWLEY, of the former place. 

THE risk or I iik Prill.im(wi, if mmlr payable to l,is order 

•"3F*Please write nil uames plainly, that thnymnyhe accu¬ 
rately eutered upon nur book- and correctly piii.ytkh in Mailing 

Machine. All remittances should be well inclosed, and carefully 
addressed and mailed to 

f). II, T. IIIOO It E, Rochester, N. Y. 

Are now offering, at their 

#*(TPUEelU 1100,71, 

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings, 
ROCHESTER, IV. Y., 

Of* Thursday, Nov. 28th, CORNELIA S., tho beloved wife of 
Andrew Brennan, aged 31 years. 

In Brighton, Nov. 28!h, of Consumption. FANNY, wife of 
Abner Rockland, aged 60 years and 6 months. 

A Good Book Premium.—After examining the Manual of 
Agriculture (the new book advertised in the Rural two weeks 
ago,) we concluded it to be the best work on the subject (espe¬ 
cially for Boy* and Young Men) which wo could offer to those, 
forming dubs, ami have already purchased two hundred copies 
for distribution as premiums We wish every Boy or Young 
Man who rcadn this paper could have, and would carefully 
peruse, the Manual; and to enable many to easily obtain it, 
we will -end a copy, post-paid, to every person remitting $5 

foraclubof three subscribers, or $fi fora club of five Fnr$19 
we will send six copies or tho Ri iiai., with a free copy ol' the 
paper, and also the num wm-v ti...», - - v.,«. m..« or.....*- 

Begin Kiirly.—Those who desire to form clubs for our next 
volume should begin now, before the field is occupied by can 
vassera for trashy paper* of the Bunkum ll ig-stulf and love- 

and-murder genua. VJT“ it Agent-FHondg will send names as 
early aud last as possible, it will enable ns to get a large por- 
portion in type, and ready for mailing by machinery, previous 

to the commencement of the new volume, 

ta‘~ Fill the Ft.Acer or Aokyts Gone to tub War.- Quite 
a number of our -Agents have gone to the War, mostly as Cap¬ 
tains and Lieutenant* in volunteer regiments. In cases whore 

they have not appointed or requested persons to act in behalf 
of the HritAL during their absence, wn trust some friend of the 
Paper will "assume the responsibility" of doing so, in order that 
there maybe no vacancies. Friends, please fill the places of 
the absentees, and see that ail have an opport unity to subscribe 
for onr next, volume. Many who now take the Paper, and 
other* who like it, only need asking, and hence an Agent is 
wanted in ovary town. We hope many *ub»cnt>era will kindly 
volunteer to act as Agent- during the Winter Campaign—said 
the more the better. W hat. say, Reader 1 

fV~ West kiln and SoPTintHN Money.—In the present de¬ 
ranged a tale of the currency, we are unable to nun Western and 

Southern money, as our bankers will not purchase It at any 
rate of discount. Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send us U. S, Postage. Stamps, as they are far preferable 
to any uncurrent bank bills. 

f*i7“ A mi ere to Terms.—We endeavor to adhere strictly to 
subscription terms, and no person is authorized to offer the 
Ritual at lets than published rates. Agents aud friends ure at 
liberty to g^ve away as many copies of the Rural as they aro 

disposed to pay for at club rate, but we do not wish the paper 
offered, in any cose, below price. 

No Traveling Aokyts are employed by us, as we wish 
to give the whole field to local agents and those who form clubs. 
Ami beside, we wish it distinctly understood that all persons 
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates 
from us. arb ULFOSTOua. 

FTP Ciianok ok Address.—Subscribers wishing the address 
of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 
speeiry the old address as well as tne new to secure compliance 
with their requests. 

CT Any pereoo so disposed can apt as local agent for the 
Ritual Xtew-Yorker, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and tbeir kindness be appreciated 

ty Opr I.Yl.crRiiKMS for obtaining subscribers to the Thir¬ 
teenth Volume of the Rural, for 1882, are of the most Liberal 
and Substantial character. Premium Lists, Show-Bills, &c., 
sent free to all disposed to act as agents. 

A OHOIOK AND COSIft.KTi: ASSORTMENT OK 

European and American Drang Goods, 
Black and Fauoy Dress Silks, 
Rroolta and Woolen l.ong Hhuwls. 
Broche aud Woolen Square Shawls, 

ftoml.a/ioes. Alpacas and Paramettas, 
French Merinos, (Best Assortment in Rochester,) 
French and American Prints and Ginghams, 

House Furnishing Goods, Woolen Blankets, 
I.ace and Muslin Drapery. (Yard or Set,) 
WlMlrilHAJU' on^t lino —i — . 1 •" -I-- 1 AJI . .. t/lv»»« «. 

White Goods, Embroideries, Hosiery, &c. 

-AESO- 

Bleached and Brown, Sheetings and Shirtings, 

Tickings, Denims and Towelings, 
At i.icmh than the present New York prices. 

^Viiuertisniunts 
nrr»*«, . Umin.IT> UVUUIIT |«,\.IIT, ?.»UU. LftRlOlOll 

Double Extra was fold nn Tuned iy at $6,3q 
$:/iil' V'A' k°Dd quality the demand continues steady at 

Grain Fall wheat, during the week lias liren in fair .supply 
Trw n»oo>*\t* q n     . -..«i4 --i m,...... v.Mfmnut uiflly. 
Prir.u-. ih Him Marly jmrt ol tlie wi*uk »nl -tumlv, ran^li'P IVnin 
MuGaJfl.IO. Since iltcu, however, prices have declined, the out¬ 
side figure for prime samples now being .«1,96.5) 1,07, Spnog 
Wheat ha- only been in moderate suptd v The receipts for the 
week would not exceed S.WXIhnshels There has been uoao'ive 
ih-tn and, but prices have been rather easier, the range being H3 
fa Stic , and in a f»w Instfutcea H7c Inn been (laid for desirable ear 
loads Barley lia* been iu better supply, and prices have ruled 
steady, owing to the desire on the p nt of shippers to complete 
the oargTle.i, the range being from 4V<i 43cT) bushel Peas are 
only in limited supply, and In demand at IlkaWfc FJ bushel. 
Oats, owing to the large receipts, both bv teams and rail, prices 
havn declined, the outside figures now being 2%..10o |-i bushel. 
Potatoes, pgr htt-hcl.     4a;,i j/j 
Apples, il barrel.. .  $1.59(2,2.59 
Butter, r resit lb. j5,,, n; 

“ Tub No. 1.   IBS 12 
» "No. 2, store,.. sS 9 
. <KS « 

O’liickeurt imir. 20>4 25 
DHck"... 300 35 

Geese, each... 23(5) 40 
Slinepekius.  flria gq 
Ht'IfK.WIb. 00,i 1 
Calfektns.    oixS 8 
D“y.10,90(5 16,00 
Straw,..,, .. .. .. .9,Wild I,(K) 
Beef, —No. 1st and Ind class 100 lbs.. $3 7Y„ 4 oo 

" inferior. 2,60C^3iX) 
Calves, each. 3.5flfit)3.fl0 
Sheep. 2.50(5)4. (X) 
Lambs. 2.00(5)2.75 
“800“ . 4.00(314.50 
HatllB. tin I 9 

pork *uoo*is.::: 3.500,,4.25 

ADVKKTIMINf* TKitI1IH, In AdviiDre — Thirty 
Five Cents a Link, oaeh inserti'in, A price ur/l a half for 
... . .,. .,—j , ... ueai cents per noe*n *p;. Ad Sekotlit, Kotiowo, 

(following reading inat.for. leaded,) Sixty Lents A Line 

FT- Its Immense circulation among the Producers and Deal¬ 
ers of the Free States, renders the Ritual New Yoke kr by far 

the Bent and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class. Tin's 
ka(!T should be borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, .Manu¬ 
facturers, Arc., who must necessarily depend upon the People of 
tho North for patronage, 

Allen’s Rural Architecture 1 26 Do. CtlL-ohisiu of Chemistry 
Allen on the Grape.loo for Schools J 25 
Am. Architect, or Plans for Langstroth on the iiive and 

Country Dwelling!.fioo llouey Une re 
American Mortal's Guide,. 75 Luuahar'e Oot iftmses.l 26 
Barry's Fruit Garden.1 26 Liebig’s Familiar Lettoni to 
Blakes I'armer at- Home,..125 Farmers. flu 
Boussingault's Rural Eoun- Llnefev's Morgan lioraes’ V1 (XI 
u<!nJY -  'a '[iuersBen-kyeper’sMannall00 
Biiehtni) Gnipc 0ulture,2d Miles on the ilerrc n Foot 60 
edition. .60 Mllhurn on Cow. 23 

Browne’s Bird Fancier. . 50 Modern Cookery by Miss 
Urowne’s Poultry Yard.. UK) Acton and Mrs H .1. flale.l 2fi 
Do. Field BtmkufMauurea J 26 Mrs. Abel s .Skillful Ifouso- 
Rrldgnmitn’s Gard. Ass’t—160 wile ami Ladles’Guide 50 
Do. Florist’s Guide ... . tit) Saxton’sKuial Hand Books, 
Do, Kitchen Gardeners In- hound In 4 Senes 'wh 123 

Ktructor........ ...... 60 Mu nil’s Lantl Drainer. 50 
Do. Fruit Cult. Manual- 1-9 Nash’s Progressive F’armer 60 
Brook’s Book of I- lowerN....l 00 Neill’s Gat d. Companion 100 
Kttlet’s Flow.-r Garden ..1 26 Norton’s Elements of AktI- 
Do. Family Kiu-hen Gard. 76 culture . 5U 
Chemical Field Loeturas I On Olcntt’sSoigho andlmplieelOU 
Chinese Sn-rar Lane and Pardee on tuu Strawberry 00 

Sugar Making.26 Pedder’s Land Meaaurer. so 
Cborlton a Gtapo Growers Persoz’s New Culture ol the 
Guido..... . 60 Vina,..,. 25 

Cobbett’H Ant. Gardener flu Phelps’ Him keeper’s Chart 26 
Cottage and Farm Rue- (lulnbv's Mysteries of Bee- 

keeper .. 60 keeping.....1 (X) 
Cole,s Am. Fruit Duok. 60 Ouiricy un Soiling CaUie,.. BO 
Do. Am. Vetortimrtiin. 60 Rabbit Fancier 50 

Dadd's Modern I Inrsu Doc .100 Randall’s Sheep Husband- 
Do. Am. Cattle Doctor . . 1 00 ry .. j 2fl 
Do,.Anatomy .and Pltysi- Richardson on the Horse*" 26 

oloy of the Horse.2IX) Do. Pests of the Farm 26 
Go. colored plants.....4 00 Do Domestic F'owltt. 26 
Dana's Muck Manual.. 100 Do. nn the Hog. 26 

Do, Pri/a Essay mi Manures 28 Do. on the Hooey Bee 26 
Darlington's Weeds and list* Do. on the Dog..25 

fill 1 lants-...............I 5(1 ReBmelin’* Vloe-dressers 
Davy s I Kiyon Hard Book. lui) Manual. 89 

Domestic s.ml OrrianionUI Shepherd’sGwtt Book" ”200 
Poultry.... llX) Stray I .eaves Irani the Book 

Do. colored plates.2<X) of Nature 190 

Downing’s F mils and F’ruit Stephens’ Book oi tlie Farm 
Trees... .1 75 2 Vills. . 4 00 

Downing’s Landscape Car- Skillful Housewife ' 25 
dening...... ....8 50 .Skinner’s Elements of Ag- 

Do. Rural Eways...,3(X) ncnlture. 25 
Eastwood’S Cranberry Cttl- Smith’* Landscape" Gar-” 
„torn.  60 'tuning..1 2fl 
Elliott’s West, Fruit Book 1 26 Timer's Principles of Agri- 
Every Lady herowu Flower culture..200 
Gardener...... 50 Thomas’ Farm ImrdemeotHl 00 

Family Doctor by Prof Q. Tliompaon’H Food or Ani- 
S. Taylor.125 main. . 7B 

Farm Drainage, (H. F. Th" RoseCulturist.. m 
F’reticlt).1 (X) Tonham’s Chemistry Made 

Fessendens Farmer and Easy... . 23 
Gardener....,..125 Turner’s Cotton Planters 

Do. Am Klto.h*>n Garden.. 69 Mnnmtl.. .190 
Kield'H I’earCultnre.1 IX) Warder s Hedges and Ever- 
Fish Culture.1 00 greeds'.„..l 00 
Flint on Grasses.. .125 Waring’* Elements of Ag- 
Guenon on Milch CowB.... 69 rioulture. 75 

Herbert to Hotse-keepew. 126 Week* on Reee 25 
Hooper's Doy h. Gun,paper, 26 Wilson mi Flux.‘ 25 
Do. do. cloth... 59 Youatt. h Martin on Cattle". 126 
Hough * Farm Record... ...300 Yeualton the Horse.1 25 
Ku'der’s Guide to Apiarluu Do. on Sheep. 76 

Science,. 50 Do. on tho Hog.75 

FilT Any of the above named works will be forwarded by 
mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price specified. 

Address I>. I). T. MOOItK, Rochester, N. Y. 

Notwithstanding tho general stagnation in almost every de¬ 
partment of business during the last few months, it Is with 
much satisfaction that we are able to record the fact that our 
efforts to maintain our former amount of business have been 
entirely successful, aud in some departments the sains have in¬ 
creased over those of any previous year. 

EVF.IIY DEPARTMENT OONTAJLNH JtAKUAINH t 

Which we should be happy to exhibit, confidently believing 
that they would hu appreciated hy the most economical pur¬ 
chaser. We are also extensive manufacturers of 

LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS. 
Every desirable grade Of Cloth and Beaver Cl,OAKS, of the 

most, approved and Fashionable Styles, are now offered by us 
In great variety. Wo are also prepared to 

MANTJKACTCKK GARMENTS TO ORDER, 

AT A FEW HOCKS' NOTICE, 

For those who prefer selecting their own OlotllS. 
We have taken great puinH t.e perfect arrangements apper¬ 

taining to this popular branch of our business, and we are 
every month acquiring more and more popularity in tho Man¬ 
ufacturing Department. 

Ijr OUK PRICES, ALWAYS SATISFACTORY. 
• IITItllARR NORTHROP, 

Gl2 89 5: 71 Main Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

LM*! ,TG SKRDS At $.',,09 per Imnliel, for rale at 
Marengo, Wayne Co., N. Y .by WM. A KM IT AGE 

rn SI’lGNffTH.If IAN Well toil norih 
Or CARDS. »ent for *1, by C. A. WALWOliTII, Box 

Philadelphia, Pa. 62j. 

MUSICA 1 , 69 ets. will secure full directions fur the 
construction of aboard, in sections, bountifully ami situ 

ply illustrating the wh le subject of Musical Trauspositlou, by 
simple movements Address, with return stamp 

M. HHLLWTISB, Palmyra, N Y. 

^COMMENCEMENT OF VOLUME XXIV. 

HASPE R ’ S 

NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE. 
Tttn Twenty-Fourth Volume at I Uitio.ic A Nkw Monthly Ma,;- 

azink conimenens with the present Nutnhur. The Puhlishera 
propose no change Iff the scope ami spirit of the Magazine. 
Their aim will still ho to furnish a Miscellany which shall be 
acceptable to Hie great mass of cultivated American readers. 
The following partial summary of the Content* of the last 
Volume will Indicate the general nature of the subjects to be 

Introduced, and the variety or literary and artistic talent to bo 
employed in their treatment: 

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY. Bv John S. 0. Aiiiiott, Hobt. 
E. Oot.KVIAN, .1. T. IlKAOI.hV, BBn.-ON J. IglHSINf), 

TRAVF1I, ANf) ADVENTURE. By J RoSh Bkownb, T. ADP1- 
son RtiqiAKPSi Jamki G Wilhov, D. II. Strothbe. 

NATURAL HISTORY. By T. B. Tuoiu'H, ChablOttk Tayi.oii. 
SKETCHES OF CHARACTER ANT) INCIDENT By W.vt. A. 

Bakkk, Mai nski.i, I). Fiw.o, .Tank G. Fuli.i'.h, IIkmiv N’kii.i,, 
Bay a an Tavi.ou, C H Wxdb. 

NOVELS. By W M Track grow, Anthony T trot, roe x. 
STORIES AND TALES. Hy T. S Aurirint, Jaxk 0. AnsTix, 

Mahy E. Bkaw.ky, Caxounk CtfKSKnoito, Mary A, Dknj- 
bon Fitz Hiioji l.rmxiw. Locrsi-: 1 ianolur Moiu.ton, K.rru 
J. Nkkly, II AHIuktt E. PkKScirrr, Itof k Tbrry, Kaiukklnk 
S Wii.liamB. 

POEMS By Gk<>. Aiinolo, CliAiii.orrK TIiionts. Fitz-Jamkh 
O’Bkik.y, Thom an Hux.n Enot.imi, Lacra K. I'oiilman, N. G 
StlKI'OKRI). Ar.tiXANOKB SMITH. 

ESSAYS, RE VIEWS, AND CRITICISMS By CltAH. A.rrtioN 
Chas. T. Coxc.no.v. Guo WM, Ccm is, Hknky Gu.k.-l A If, 
Guia-XAM. DmNaU* G Mtr'list.n, 1 has. Nokiwofk, Saml’kl 
Oaoooo, 3 I Paimk, Gkow.k Rti't KY. 

ANECDOTE AND FACF.TIAl. By more than a Honxikbp Con- 
tkihutomn, from every part of t he country. 

THE II,l.DHTRA flOlXS, executed by the t,(*Kt Engravers, un¬ 
der the immediate Hipnrvfstotl of IIkvrv SKAKe, are mainly 
from Original Drawings, by the following Artists:— Ukllkw, 
CAURor.r,, OiiAJ'iY. Cox. Giiatkr, I!k> yxshxr. I.osxino, Mac- 
DONOUCH, lieLlnan, Mn.1,a 1.-, Nkwma.n, I'arsos.-., PhRkinb, 
RlL’HAHim, Sahu.ik, Stxi'iikvs, strothkr, 

The Circle of Contributors to the Magazine has been enlarged 
from Number to Number; and the amouutof valuable matter 
at the disposal of the Publisher* has never been so great as at 

present Those Authors aud Artists whose works have been so 

favorably received will still furnish contributions, and arrange¬ 
ments have been made with others, for whose productions a 
like cordial welcome is confidently anticipated. Neither labor 
nor expeose wilt be spared to render the ensuing Volume 
worthy of the favor which the Magazine has received for nearly 
Twelve Years 

THE HOG MARKETS. 

CINCINNATI. Nov. 29. The week how under review mnv he 
considered the fir-1 of the poc.kirig season. Hogs Came forward 
very sparingly at first, no t considerable contractu for products 
maturing tin*, month, tho demand for hogs for several day* wax 
in advance of the receiots, and prices, which opened at $3,12, 
advanced steadily until t-'t.7lf i.3,7i heCBIi)tj the current rate* on 
Monday I his. however, proved the culminating point, There 
was not a proportionato advance in provisions, and receipts 
increasing, with beany olIVring, for next week dulivurv, prices 
got suddenly Into the downward xcaln. and lde was lost Mon 
day iitternoou, closing at $.1,60, and to day a further decline ol 
2»u3ue. was established, closing at$3,SQ(a 3,4(),tho latter the out¬ 
side figure for best hog*. The market is In an unsettled and 
Uncertain condition; devoid of strength and liable tn Midden 
depression ill the event of large, receipts Packers for the 
European markets have taken hold pretty rreely, and will do a 
large business; but local packers are exceedingly timid, regBrrl- 
ing the result its Qapaeduiit upon Ihu continuance Of the war. 
It is the opinion of this class, that without a Southern market 
the trade can hardly be profitable, aud that there i,s danger of 
its being disastrous, own nt present prices. Till* Is the pre¬ 
vailing feeling, and teedovg can draw their own eonc I unions. 
We may remaik, however, that nrices will he Minified to the 
highest point that can he reached with anv degree of nufiity, in 
the taco uf surrounding circumstances,—(Jazeilc. 

I,0\fM)>. (O. W.,j Nu, At Dukhskij Ffocx inferior, $3 per 
100 lbs. Good medium and small sizes, $3,26fa3,JO per 11X1 lbs.; 
heavy hogs, $3,50 per 109 lbs.—Free Press. 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
No. 8 STATE STREET 

ROCHESTER, N. Y, 

Special Notices 
Yl etrofolitan a i p t bookstore, 

NO, 26 BUFFALO ST., ROCHESTER, N. Y„ 
The largest and most liberally conducted establishment or tho 
kind in the United >»t.atPH. Ail Hooka Hold at tho I’uhliaher'a 
PricoA, and a Gift given with each purchase, varying in value 
from 50 cents to $100. De*oriptiT« Gatalogue« mailed free to 
any address upon application. Liberal inducements offered to 
Agents getting up clubs. CaO-tt 

to eh iron ta juyn puueinhehs, 

race oiiumu, ass ms. ot .xonpareu, 230 lb*, ot Agate, and various 
fonts of Head and Display Letter—will be sold at half-prick, 
deliverable on the 1st of January, 1862. As will be seen by the 

appearance of this paper, the Typo is iu good order, makes a 
fair impression, and would be about as good as new for use on 
a hand press. 

Stereotype* of KngrovHis*.—We have also for sale. Or can 
furnish to order, Stereotypes of most of the Engravings of 
late or formerly used iu the Rltba l. The assortment embraces 
some 2,tXA) Illustrations of various kinds—in Agriculture, Hor¬ 
ticulture, Floriculture. Biography, Natural ILrtory, Scenery, 

Topography, in:.. Ac. We can promptly furnish any of the 
War Map:, Portraits of Generals, Ac., recently (or hereafter to 
be) given in the Rural, at War prices-from one-third to one- 
fifth the original cost. Apply to or address 

tf D. D. T, MDORE, Rochester, N. Y. 

Z1T See Geo. W. Elliott’s advertisement, in another 

column, concerning “National Hyinnit,” Ac. 

WA N 1 It. I ).— A gentleman living within a few 
miles ol Madison, the capital city nf Wisconsin, in Dane 

((ourity, wants a man and his wife to take the full charge of a 
Grain and Stock Farm, including a dairy of fifty to a humlred 
cows. The farm comprise* 790 acres, A couple without, or 
with only a inittll family, is desired, and the man will have to 
carry on the farm, and the woman t,ho dairy None need ap¬ 
ply unless thoroughly competent and haring good references, 
and to such a coupltt liber,il wages wilt be paid. 

IY7~ A young tuan who Is a competent gardener and capable 
of carrying on a nursery is al*o wanted, 

» Application most be made by letter nr otherwise to the Pat¬ 
riot Office, ’die I non. Wocousin. If by letter, address 11. G 

Madison, Win., Nov. 14, I86L tifiHt 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
No. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER. N. V. ' T he Publisher* of 111 rhkr’h MaGazink, aware of its perma¬ 
nent value. have eleclrotvped evorv page. 'They c>u. there¬ 
fore. supply any A umber from the beginning upon the Coflow- 

■iug tertns 
Any Nuniber will be sent, by Mail, post-paid, for Twenty-five 

Gents, Any Volume, comprising Six Numbers, neatly bound 
iu Cloth, will be rent by Mail, to anv part of the United States 
within 3,01X1'mile* of Nmy York, post-paid, for Two Dollars per 
Volume Complete Sets will be sent hy Express, tie- frelghtat 
the charge nf the pi) to barer, at a discount of Twenty-flve per 
cent, from the above rate. Twenty Three Volumes, bound uni¬ 
formly. extending from June, 1650, to November, 1861, are now 
ready. 

VTK W M1NTKHP K* IS* IGX.-Any desired 
0,1 • albo,11^£IUJi;§8 ADVERTISING, and of 

PRINTING, furnished GRATIS 
GEO. BOWERYEM, Commission Agent, New York. 

API I riD- H l OCKH —1,000,OfX) one year, and 2,000,000 
two year old Apple Stock*, al from $1.59 to $2 30 *4 1,990. 

Our Stocks are unsurpassed, and we offer tti«m for 0A.ia at 
the above war prices. ENSIGN It FORD, 

614-tf Ohio Nurserie*, Toledo, Ohio. Jilarkcts, Commerce, &c 
A GENTS WANTED to MEM. Fit HIT TREES. 

-Cl, Wb wish to employ a number of exper iinced arid trust¬ 
worthy men to sell trees, &c., from our Nurseries at liberal 
wages. 

Wbolkrale Dkai.chh furnisoed with Nursery. Stock ef all 
descriptions at the Lowest wholesale rates. 

HOOKER, FARLEY * CO.. 
684tf Rochester Wholeiutln Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

Rural New-Yorker Office, ) 
Kooujcstkr, December 3. 1861. j 

Iy Flour and Grain we do not note any material change, 
tt heat is not quite so firm as last week, but we are unable to 
alter quotations. 

Provisions—Pork, mess, clear, and in the hog is exceedingly 

dull, and prices have declined. Packers are unwilling to pay 

rrTTILPCKYrS.— A few pairs of Bronze 
t Turkeys, bred from the largest •' >ck ever iiunnrted for 

sale by ‘ WM. KLDRKDGK 
620-.lt North White Creek. Wash. Co., N. Y. 

IjAOWLER’S PATENT STEAM PLOWING 
MACHINKRy—Patent Rights tor States and Counties, 

and Machines, are now for sale Descriptive Pamphlets sent 
post free. Apply to R. W EDDISON. 60S South Delaware 
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 619-iot 

LI,1IE.-Page’s Perpetual Klin, Piileiiled July, 
1367.—Superior to any in use for Wood or OoaL 2k cords 

of wood, or Ik tans of coal to 199 bbls — coal not mixed with 
stone. Address [tSi-tfj C. D. PAGE, Rochester, N. Y. 



THE SENTRY. 

TROM TUB GKKICASf OB LOTUS. 

Thxy’rb gone—the watch fire* they hare *et 

Glow round the mountain passes yet; 

Out through the darkness of the night 

They flash a silent, flickering light. 

They shine on victory a distant track, 

Whence none, elasl for me comes back; 

They let me bleed to death, to night, 

True sentry, on the field of fight! 

Hushed is the tnmnlt of the fray, 

The powder smoke is blown away; 

Faint, broken shouts fall on my ear; 

My comrades all are far from here. 

Yet, though my comrades ail are far, 

There gleams full many a golden star, 

And angel bands light up, on high, 

The eternal watch firM of the sky. 

On, comrade* brave, to victory! 

Farewell, y<> banners, high and free! . 

1 can no longer be with yon; 

Another camp I* near in vlewl 

White banners, in the moonlight spread, 

Float through the heavenR above my head, 

Slow sinking now I see them wave 

And flutter o’er a soldier's grave. 

0, loved ooe, ’tis the thought of thee 

Alone weighs down this heart in me; 

Yet weep not, love, be this the pride, 

That bravely at my post I diedl 

The Lord of Hosts, unseen, oo high 

1/oads out of the armies of the sky; 

Soon shall He call my name out clear, 

And I, true sentry, answer; Here! 

flue JFtMg-StUiv. 
OUT OF WORK. 

BY SYLVANUS COBB, JR. 

“It ia of no use, Maria, I’ve tried everywhere.” 
“ But you are not going to give up, Peter?” 
“ Give up? How can I help it? Within four daya 

I have been to every book bindery in the city, and 
not a bit of work can I get.” 

“ But have you tried anything else?” 
“What else can I try?” 
“Why, anythiug that you can do.” 
“Yea, I’ve tried other things. I have been to 

more than a dozen of my friends, and offered to 
help them if they would hire me.” 

“ And what did you mean to do for them?” 
“I offered to post their accounts, make out bills, 

or attend to the counter.” 
Mrs. Stan wood smiled aa her husband thus spoke. 
“What makes you smile?” be asked. 
“To think that you should imagine that you would 

find work in such a place. But how is Mark Leeds?” 
“ He ia worse off than I am.” 
“How so?” 
“He has nothing in the house to eat.” 
A shudder crept over Ilia wife's frame now. 
“Why do you tremble, wife?” 
“ Because when we shall have eaten onr breakfast 

te-merrow morning, we shall have nothing.” 
“What!” cried Peter Staawood, half starting from 

his chair. “ Po you moan that?” 
“I do.” 
“ But our flour.” 
“ All gone. I baked the last this afternoon.” 
“But we have pork.” 
“You ate the last this noon.” 
“ Then we must starve!” groaned the stricken man, 

starting across the room. 
Peter Stunwood was a book-binder by trade, and 

had now been out of employment over a month. 
He was one of those who generally calculated to 
keep about square with the world, and who consider 
themselves fortunate if they keep out of debt. He 
was now thirty years of age, and had three children 
to provide for, besides bimsclf and wife, and this, 
together with the bouse rent, was a heavy draught 
upon hia purse even when work was plenty, hut now 
there was uothiug. 

“Maria,” aaid he, gazing his wife in the face, "we 
must starve. I. have not a single penny in the world.” 

“But do not despair, Peter. Try again to morrow 
for work. You may find something to do. Any¬ 
thing that is honest is honorable. Should you make 
but a shilling a day, we should not starve.” 

“ But onr house rent?” 
“Trust me for that. The landlord shall not turn 

us out. If you will engage to find something to do, 
I will see that we have our house room.” 

“I’ll make one more trial,” uttered Peter, despair¬ 

ingly. 
“ But you mu6t go prepared to do anything.” 
“Anything reasonable, Maria.” 
“What do yon call reasonable?” 
“ Why—anything decent,” 

The wife felt inclined to smile, but the matter was 
too serious for that, and a cloud passed over her 
face. She knew her husband's disposition, and sho 
felt sure ho would find no work. She knew that he 
would look for some kind of work which would not 
lower him in the social scale, as lie had once or 
twice expressed it. However, she knew it would be 
of no nse to speak to him now, and she let the matter 
pass. 

On the following morning, the last bit of food was 
put on the table. Stanwood could hardly realize 
that he was penniless and without food. For years 
he had been gay, thoughtless and fortunate, making 
the most of tke present, forgetting the past, and 
leaving the future to take care of itself. Yet the 
truth was naked and clear; and when he left the 
house he said “ something must be done.” 

No sooner had her husband gone than Mrs. Stan¬ 
wood put on her bonnet and shawl. Her eldest child 
was a girl seven years old, and her youngest four. 
She asked her next door neighbor if she would take 
care of her children until noon. These children 
were known to be good and quiet, and they were 
taken cheerfully. Then Mrs. Stanwood locked up 
her house and went away. She returned at no'^n, 
bringing her children some dinuc-r, and then went 
away again. She came home in the evening before 
her husband, carrying a heavy basket upon her arms. 

“Well, Peter,” she asked, after her husband had 
entered and sat down, “what luck?” 

“Nothing! nothing!” he groaned, “i have made 
out to get a dinner from an old chum, but I could 
find no work.” 

“And where have you looked to-day?” 
“Oh — everywhere. I have been to a hundred 

places, bnt it is the same in every place. It’s nothing 
bnt one eternal ‘no—no” I'm sick and tired of it. 
I even went so far as to offer to tend a liquor Etore 

down town.” 
The wife smiled. 
“Now, what shall we do?” uttered Peter, spas¬ 

modically. 

“Why, we will eat supper first, and then talk the 

matter over.” 
“Supper! Have yon got any?” 
“Yes—plenty of it.” 
“ But how—where—what?” 
“ Why, first if went to Mrs. Snow’s. I knew her 

girl was sick, and I hoped she might have work to 
be done. I went to her and told her my story, and 
she set me to work at once doing her washing. She 
gave me food to bring home to my children, and 
paid me three shillings when I got through.” 

“What—you been out washing for onr butcher’s 
wife?” said Peter, looking very much surprised. 

“Of course I have, and have thereby earned 
enough to keep us in food through to morrow, at 
any rate ; so to-morrow you can come home to 

dinner.” 
“But how abont. the rent?” 
“Ob, I have seen Mr. Situson, told him just how 

we are situated, and offered him my watch as a 
pledge for the payment of the rent within three 
months, with the interest on the arrearages up to 
that date. I told him 1 did the business, you were 
away hunting up work.” 

“ So he’s got your gold watch?” 
“ No —he wouldn’t take it. He said if I would 

become responsible for the payment, he would let it 

rest” 
“Then we’ve got a roof to cover us and food for 

to-morrow. Bnt what next? What a curse these 

hard times are.” 
“Don’t despair, Peter, for we shall not Btarve. 

I’ve got enough work engaged to keep us alive.” 
“ Ah—what is that?” 
“ Why, Mr. Snow engaged me to carry small pack¬ 

ages, baskets, bundles, and so forth, to his rich cus¬ 
tomers. Ho has had to give up one of his horses.” 

“ What do yon mean, Maria?” 
“Just what I say. When Mr. Bnow came to his 

dinner, I was there, and asked him if he ever had 
light articles which lie wished to send around to cus¬ 
tomers. Never mind all that was said. He did 
happen to want just such work done, though he 
meant to call upon the idlers who lounged about the 
market He promised to give me all the work he 
could, and I am to be there in good Beason in the 
morning.” 

“Well, this is a pretty go. My wife turned 
butcher’s boy! You will not do any sucb thing.” 

“And why not?” 
“ Because—because—” 
“ Say, because it will lower me in the social scale?” 
“ Well, so it will.” 
“ Then it is more honorable to lay still and starve, 

and see one’s children starve, too, than to earn honest 
bread by honest work. T tell you, Peter, if yon can¬ 
not find work, I must. We Bhould have been with¬ 
out bread to-night had 1 not found work to-day. 
Yon know that all kinds of light, agreeable business 
are seized upon by those who have particular friends 
engaged in them. At such times as this, it is not for 
us to consider what kind of work will do, so long 
as it ia honest. Oh, give me the libcity of my own 
deserts, and the independence to ho governed by my 
own convictions of right.” 

“But, my wife —only think—you carrying out 
butcher’s stuff. Why, I would sooner go and do it 
myself.” 

“If you will go,” said the wife, with a smile, “I 

will stay at home and take care of the children.” 

It was hard for Peter Sion wood, but the more be 
thought upon the matter, the more he saw the justice 
and right of the path int i which bis wife thus led 
him. Before he went to bed be promised he would 
go to the butcher’s in the morning. 

And Peter Stanwood went upon his new business. 
Mr. Snow greeted him warmly, praised his faithful 
wife, and sent him off with two baskets, one to a 
Mrs. Smith's and one to a Mrs. Dixall’s. And the 
new carrier worked all day, and when night came lie 
had earned ninety-seven cents. It bad been a day of 
trials, but no one sneered at him, and alibis acquaint¬ 
ances whom he met groeted him the same as usual. 
He was far happier now than he was when at home 
the night, before, for now he was independent. On 
the next day he earned over a dollar; and thus he 
continued to work for a week, at the end of which 
time he had five dollars and peventy-five cents in his 
pocket, besides having paid for all the food for his 
family, save some pieces of meat which Mr. Snow 
had given him. Saturday evening he met Mark 
Leeds, another hinder, who was discharged from 
work with himself. Leeds looked careworn and 
rusty. 

“ How goes it?” asked Peter. 
“Don’t ask me,” groaned Mark. “My family are 

half starved.” 
“But can’t you find anything to do?” 
“ Nothing.” 
“Have you tried?” 
“ Everywhere; but it’s no use. However, M. 

offered me a job outside of our trade.” 
“What was it?” 
“Why he offered to let me do his hand carting! 

He has just turned off his nigger for drunkenness, 
and offered me the place 1 The old curmudgeon. 
By the powers. I had a great mind to pitch him into 
the hand cart and run to the-.” 

Mark mentioned the name of an individual who is 
supposed to dwell somewhere in a warmer region, 
Bomewhat warmer than onr tropics. 

“Well,” said Peter, “if 1 had been in your place 
I should have taken np with the oiler.” 

“ Why,” resumed Peter, “I have been doing the 
work of a butcher’s boy for a whole week.” 

Mark was incredulous, hat his companion convinced 
him, and they separated, one going home happy 
and contented, and the other going away from home 
to find some sort of excitement in which to drown 
his own misery. 

One day Peter had a basket of provisions to carry 
to Mr. M. It was his former employer, and just as 
ho was entering the yard of his customer, he met 
him coming out. 

“Ah, Stanwood, is this you?” asked his old em¬ 
ployer, kindly. 

“ Yes, sir.” 
“ What are you up to now ?” 
“I’m a butcher’s hoy, sir.” 
“ A what ?” 
“You see I’ve brought your provisions for you, 

sir. I'm a regular butcher’s hoy.” 
“ And how long have you been at work thus ?” 
“ This is the tenth day.” 
“ But don’t it come hard ?” 
“ Nothing is hard so long as it is honest, and will 

furnish my family bread.” 
“ And how much can you earn in a day at this ?” 
“ Sometimes over a dollar, and sometimes not over 

fifty cents.” 
“ Well, look here, Stanwood, there has been no 

less than a dozen of my old hands hanging aronud 
my counting room for a fortnight, whining for work, 

j They are stout, able men, and yet they lie fltill be- 
I cause I have no work for them. Last Satnrday I 

took pity on Leeds and offered him the job of doing 
my hand-carting. I told him I would give him a 
dollar and a quarter a day, but he turned up hie nose 
and asked me not to insult him. And yet he owned 
that his family waB suffering. Bnt yon come to my 
place to-morrow morning and you shall have some¬ 
thing to do, if it is only to hold your bench. I honor 
you for your manly independence.” 

Peter grasped the old man’s hand with a joyons, 
grateful grip, and blessed him fervently. That night 
he gave Mr. Snow notice that he must quit, and on 
the following morning he went to the bindery. For 
two days he had little to do, hut on the third day a 
heavy job came in, and Peter Stanwood had steady 
work. He was happy—more happy than ever, for 
he had learned two things ; first, what a noble wife 
he had ; and second, how much resource for good he 
held within his own energies. 

Our simple picture, has two points to its moral. 
One is—no man can be lowered by any kind of hon¬ 
est labor. The second -while you are enjoying the 
fruits of the present, forget not to provide for the 
future ; for no man is so secure but that the day may 
come when he will want the sqnanderings of the past. 

and Mr. Cameron, rode close up to the General, and 
we come the Frenchman at ’em, and when he saw me 
kinder fall back .to make room for them, says he, 
“ Col. Plow handle, you and the President will ride 
on my off side.” Didn’t the fellows round us stare. 
Mr. Cameron he kinder looked over his shoulder at 
me, hut didn’t see any car wheels, so he turned hia 
head short, and Mr. Seward he kinder stared at me 
and then at the horse, ss though he thought Vd got 
his Arabian horses. Bnt Mr. Lincoln he corned 
right up to me, and says he, holding out his hand, 
“Colonel, I’m glad to see you, for I used to have some 
good times with your relations.” Thinks I, I’ll give 
them Secretaries a dab now, so says I, “ if you had 
more plows and harrows round your garden, yon 
wouldn’t have any less honesty.” And I kinder 
looked round a little, and I seed Mr. Be ward give 
Mr. Camehoh a little punch, but as it wa’n’t my ribs, 

I didn’t care. 
Just then somebody says. “Ready—forward!” and 

away we started, Mr. Lincoln on the nigh side and I 
in the middle, and the General on the off, next the 
soldiers, lik-a-ty-switeh, full chissel. When we came 
np to a regiment it wonld have made you feel Hail 
Columbia to see ’em twitch their guns round and 
holler. Great Sampson, it was the greatest hollering 

MAJ. PLOWIIANDLE AT WASHINGTON, you ever did see. J thought we got up some pretty 
- good hollering down at the Corners, when we raised 

The Major at Che Review of the Army of the PoUmac-He the meeting house, and had town meeting, and beat 

is promoted — Meets the President and Cabinet Ojjicert— JoNEB, but It wa’n’t any more like tills than a bull- 

What he Saw, Thought and Pul. frog to a thunder storm. Well, we rode nigh open an 

Washington, U. S., Nov. 21,1861. hour before we got through, and then we came down 

Col. Moore:—Iknowed you’d be glad to hear from where we started from, on a little knoll, and the 

me, bo I take my pen in hand to inform you that I General and I, and Mr. Lincoln, stood out in front, 

am well, and very busy, and hope these few lines and let the regiments march past us with their music 

will find you enjoying the same blessing. As soon and Hags. And after a good many regiments had 

as Gen. McClellan found I’d come, be sent one of <?tme ^y, flnd was Pre^y dry, Bays Mr. Lincoln, 

his hired men over to have me come to his office, and “ what do think of this, Colonel ?” 

so I went right over, and be was very glad to see me L “ President, it s the biggest general traln- 

— and says he, “Pm glad you’ve comedown just ing I ever saw.” “But, 1 says he, “there aint any 

now, for I'm going to have a review to-morrow, over sweet cider and molasses gingerbread here.” “Oh 

the river, and as a good many distinguished men arc Yee>’’ 8a5'a ** ’There just is plenty outside.” “ 'Well,” 

going with me, I want you along.” Bays I, “I "fly* he, “ we don’t want to Bee all the soldiers, so 

haint got old Niince here, and don’t know where to BB ®Up roun<^ an<l 80me* * •c’° we turned onr 
getahorse.” “Oh,” says he, “never mind that, I horses’heads and rode off to a wagon that had a barrel 

can find a horse, and all that for you, bo come in of sweet eider in it, and the fellow had some real slick 

good season.” molasses gingerbread. We rode up and got off our 

So you see the next morning I was up and got my hoMe8Ju8t >|ke any ,co“ I^ple, and I called for 

breakfast; but it was near upon 8 o’clock before I f bi« bl«f ? « fls8es 0 BWBe* cider and a card 
conk) get it, for everybody round hero don’t seem to of ^erbread, ™ before be got it ready Seward 

know that it’s daylight before 7 or 8 o’clock, which aod Camk*ov ca,"e team.K alo,nf< and an°Ttbt* 

is very had when a fellow’s in a hurry, vval, I got , ’ . , / 
over there as soon as T could, but the General was all 1 tod the cider man to put on three more 

up and ready, and in his own office, and just as full *UsBe8 atld anothcr bi& card‘ " e waa 11,1 ^ 
of business as you ever see a bartender at town bo the sweet cider went qu.ck I to 1 you Beward 

meeting. It made my head swim to see him set P*t down h.s glitos first, and looked up kinder qu.s,- 

fellows going so fast, and he didn't seem to mind it cal to Lord Lions, and says he “Is there any diplo- 
,, ... . „„„ . T raacy in this cider, do von think ?” But before any 

at all, mor’n I would getting in corn. As Boon as I . J ’ * , » . , 
. , , ,, , . of us could answer, Mr. Lincoln nays, “Let’s have 

come In he saw me, and says he, “ good morning— , , „ ’ , .. . 
seen your horse?” “Not yet,” says I. So l,e just mother glass all round, and we can tell by morning.” 
touched a little hell and in popped a fellow, and And ™ baw-hawed well, I tell you. VVc all got our 

touched his hat, and he says to him to get this gen- 8econd «lass and knocked nmR l0«atber a,ld drunk 
tie man’s horse for the review to-day, and see that it’s UP tbe ,cide£ nnd Mtr‘ Ca>,kuun *ot onto hia bor8C 
a good one; and while he was tolling him, in pops and rode ofll ba?H “ lbis fe,Iow alut from Penn’ 
another fellow with regimentals on, hands him a pa- 8yIv4inia‘ 1 fe88;” { ut the otbers were ^ t(* 
per and gets another from him, and before I could 1 ,lla <» treat- gentlemen,” and 1 

get out of the room with the hired man, another and «ave the man a 'luarter' a»d 6ot ont° Worses 
another done the same thing. As we went along and rode 00 t0 our Pln< CH- 
down stairs says I to the man, “ jreess you’r pretty Pfir a few ™imitt>8 the coInran8 did not come alonf?- 

busy here.” “ •' b.” says lie, •• we keep a ticket office 80 tbc Gcncral turued10 and be‘ “,Jow do 
up stain only J% i‘i my body pay for tbc uckem. 1iVp «'* lo,:’k8 of tbc *™. Colon£,l ?” Says I, 

And he took no along to the horses and led one out “ °eDCral1- H “,e are tip t0Ij; ,nfcv0^ 

“all saddled and bridled, and fit for the fight,” as 8aw ,he loerauddy 1{an^cr8 do bctt,;r’ tveQ ,wben ? 
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AND WINTER EVENINGS. 

THE ONLY PAY - SCHOOL PAPER PUBLISHED! 
ORIGINAL SCHOOL MUSIC, 

BY STEPHEN C. FOSTER AND OTHERS. 

Original Softool Dialogue*, Stories, Reading Lessons. Letters 
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CLARK S SCHOOL VISITOR, VOL. VI. 
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A !nnri> and ele-Mntly printed Quarto Monthly for Teachers 
and School Children everywhere. 

The School Visitor hoii more readme matter, finer illustra¬ 
tions. and better music, than any juvenile periodical publish¬ 
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GILMAN'S SHOE STORE, 
fo. 0 STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

SnAKSPHARH says. [Wo think friend John out in 
his authority.) Says I, “that’s a funny saddle.” It 
hud bo many fixings about it and a hole rightthrough 
the middle where the horae’B back bone goes. You 
ought to see it, for it’s the queerest looking thing you 
overdid see. Raya he, “that’s a McClellan sad¬ 
dle.” “Yes,” says I, “it come from hia stable, I 
suppose.” “ No,” says he, “ it’s his kind of saddle.” 
“Oh!’’saysl, “then he makes saddles; 1’dliketogo 
to his shop some day.” I toll you if the fellows all 
round did’nt laff. “ Why, no,” says he, “the Gene¬ 
ral invented it.” 

Just then the General come down, and a whole 
lot of fellows on horso hack rode up and spread out 
before us, and pulled out their sords and made a 
flourish, and we got on£o onr horses, and rode round 
in Washington a little ways, and then started off 
over the longest bridge you ever did see. I and the 
General rode ’long together, and says 1, “General, 
what place is this.” “ Why,” says he, “this is the 
long bridge that the grand army crossed when they 
went to Bull Run.” “Well, then,” says I, “its the 
same place that all the ‘Political necessity’fellows 
tried to run over when they got so seared.” Then the 
General lulled one of those quiet, jolly, little luffs, 
which he gets off once in a while, and you don’t 
exactly know what he thinks. Well, he pointed out 
all the sights along the rode, and all the soldiers 
when they saw us would put their hands up to their 
cap or present, their gun, which you know is put¬ 
ting it right before you, and keeping tight held 
on’t. Says he, “haint yon got any commission in 
the army?” “No,” says 1, “but I was once first 
corporal in the Toemuddy Rangers, till they bust 
up.” “Well,” says he, “that’ll do tolerably well, 
but aint quite high enough now days,” Bays he, 
“haint you been pretty strong at town meetings, 
and elections.” “Oh! yes,” says I, “I’ve gone my 
length on politics, have made speeches at all the 
school houses in town, besides reading the Decla¬ 
ration of Independence, when we celebrated the 
Fourth of July, over to Stubtown Corners.” “Ah,” 
says he, “that’s better.” “But,” says he, “haint 
you run for any office and got defeated, or your 
time run out?” “Oh, yes,” says I, “I've been up 
for Supervisor, but Jones run me so fur out of sight 
that yon couldn't see my boot heels.” “Well,” 
says lie, “that’s better still, but is that all? Haint 
you had any office?” “ Why, no,” says I, “not ex¬ 
actly, but my daughter’s father-in-law, Smith, has 
been Member of Assembly, and lie is cousin to our 
Member of Congress.” “Just the thing,” says he, 
“I shall call you Colonel.” “Golly, Molly,” says 
I, “you’ll knock me off my horse if you do, for 
what in aty creation do I know about war?” Then 
he lafled one of them funny little luffs, and says he, 
“’taint considered necessary now dayB.” “Well,” 
says I, “that’s queer.” “Yes,” says he, “it may 
seem so to some folks, but the world progresses, and 
there aint au.v more need of knowledge on that sub¬ 
ject.” “Well,” says I, “I’ve beam tell that folks 
didn’t need to kuow £0 much now as they used to; 
mother says women needn’t learn to spin and weave 
now, hut 1 didn’t know it meant war, too.” “All a 
man wants to know,” says he, “isa 'political neces¬ 
sity,’ and he can he eneinost any thing he likes.” 

Just then we got in sight of the field, which looked 
blade with men, and we spurred up our horses, and 
went in. When we got down near the house where 
the flags was, we stopped, and the fellows that rode 
behind ns went round behind the house out of the 
way; and pretty soon Mr. Lincoln, and Mr. Seward, 

saw the Toemuddy Rangere do better, even when 1 
was first corporal.” “Good officers always make good 
soldiers,” says he. “But,” says I, “that rule won’t 
work both ways, for good soldiers won’t make good 
officers, even if they be ‘political necessity’ officers. 
“But,” sayb J, “General, all this big army has got 
fathers and mothers, wives and children, and brothers 
and sisters, at home, and their lives are in yonr 
hands.” “ Yes,” said he, and he looked kinder sorry 
and mad at tho same time, “ but all them fathers 
and mothers, and wives and children, and brothers 
and sisters, are grumbling and finding fault ’cause I 
don’t lead their friends right into the jaws of death.” 
“That's so,” says I, “but they think you know what 
is best, and if they knowed the condition of tho coun¬ 
try here as well as you and I. they wonld thank yon, 
and love you the more for taking such pains to save 
life,” Just then another magnificent looking regi¬ 
ment passed us, and lie looked away. It was near 
upon dark before we got back to the city. Bnt just 
after the last body of men passed ua, and on the lot 
where hut a little while before so many human beings 
Lad congregated, (lor T do believe there was nigh 
upon 00,000,) not a soul was left. Says I, “General, 
our army has melted away like a snow-bank in a June 
sun.” “Yo», but let us hope, Colonel,” says he, 
“ that onr enemies will never be that sun.” 

As I am tired, 1 subscribe myself, yours to com¬ 
mand, John Plowhandle. 

r|yelk; mew york observer 
-I- FOR 1862. 
Tin* Newxpaper is now th« lar«e*t *nrt cheapest of its first In 

the whole country,—poesemiini attra^tiooH peculiar to itself, 
and givine It u wide circulation in all parte or our country. 

It I* lovai. national, conservative, anil eiirnoct In it* no opart 
Of iho Goremnient, the Constitution, and the I,awg. It* dis¬ 
tinctive features are. 

1 It is printed oil a dnnhle sheet, fo *e to moke Two complete. 
XewrjMtprrr, aim devoted to NROULAK, arid the other KE- 
L1GIOUH matters; end these way be separated so as to make 
two complete journal*, while the price for both in no rtcuIuv 
than is ctnti Ecd lor ninny papers smaller than either one of tire 

'’V |t pives every week a complete eynopw* of the most Inter- 
euinr event* in all religious dtrurniinniiims, including those 
that are called Evangelical and thoee that eve not; a* every 
inti-lUReut Christian wishes to be well informed respectlfiB all 

S, It cir-r a u i II-dl(fO»4.ed epitome or the .Vr-ioA of the Dag. 
Foreign and Domestic, prepared with great labor and care, *o 
that the reader is rare to be pnt In peascmlon of every event of 
interest nnd importance to the public. It has distinct depart¬ 
ments devoted to Agriculture ami Commercial matters. 

A. The Foreign Chirrerpondence of the Oiiskkvkk is unrival- 
lad. and has long commanded the admiration of intelligent 

Trims for Now Subscribers. 
1. To each new euhscrifcer paving in advance $2,6*1 for one 

year, we will *> nd Use paper nnd a copy of our Bible Atlaa, 
with five beautiful colored mane. 

2. To the perron obtaining > ttftscrlbrrs we will trine o.vk dollar 
ftrreach NEW /wAxen'icr jirrgffigtJ.V)»« tuivatue. 

3. To any One now a su towriher -ending us one new subscriber 
and $4 wo'will send both papers for one rear. 

Specimen number-of the N»:w York Ohskrvrr will be sent 
gratis to any addict,- that may be forwarded to ub tor that 

Tire state of the country renders it important for u* and de¬ 
sirable fur the churches thiit a new nod earnest effort he male 
to extend the principles of gnyd government 8ud soninl re¬ 
ligious truth into all the lain life* of the land. In every neigh¬ 
borhood there mu-t be some n ho do not now take a religious 
newspaper, and who might with a little exertion be induced to 

To introduce the NEW York OMrkykk Into the fair,Hies of 
the whole country, we trust, ia a work of snOlcfent importance 
to secure the aid of every patriot aud Christian. We ask your 
personal and unmeiliateco-openition. 

unset r, i It,, mi IK-1*., .Ill, w OO.. 
Editors and 1‘raprirtorr. 

619-2teow 37 l’AHK Bow, Nkw York. 

FAIJ1VT Ff>R SAI-TE.-An cv, oil..,,( grain 
farm of 1 IT acres. In l.ndvord, Caynga Co,, N. Y , the i—l- 

dnnon of the late A, M. r.Mikicuir.L, i* offered for sale. The 
Htnation healthv, plea«ant, and command* a view of Cayuga 
Lake ; it Is ruv' of access to tnarkot, school* and place* of 
worship) ia In a high state of cultivation and produces abund¬ 
ant crop-. It has a convenient duelling, two tenant house*, 
two tarns, and other out building-, fmr wells, and a uever- 
fiillngspring of good water, excellent fruit trees in bearing, 
and ten acre* of wood land. Pi !• t\ f,Y> per here. Addref 

617-4teow E. WILLITS, Union Springs, Cay. Co., N. Y. 

GILMAN'S SHOE STORE, 
To. 0 STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ENIGMA. 

1 am composed of 25 letters. 

My 11, 9, 20, 17 is a river in Africa. 

My 20,15,17 is a county in Georgia. 

My 2,1, 4, 2 is a county in New YotIc. 

My 20, 4, 0, 22, 32, 20, 16 is a county in Maine. 

My 8,10,1, 23,16. 8,12 is a city in Canada. 

My 21, 19, 22, 10 is a town iu Maine. 

My 3, 8. 19, 25. 15, 6 is an island near New York. . 

My 10, 21, 23, 12, 6, 5,1, 18, 4,19 is a division of the Chinese 

Empire. 

My 14,18, 2, 2, 16, 15 is a county in New York. 

My 24, 15, 16,16, 17, 3, 21, 17, 2 is one of the seceded States. 

My whole is an event very much regretted by Union-loving 

people. 

Clarkston, Mich., 1861. Dkllir A. Hill. 

Answer in two weeks. 
-. ■».-- 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ANAGRAM. 

Fi verye napi dan erne ew elfe 

Donlc rubn opnu rou wrob, 

Who nyani ertahe lowdu emvo ot leha 

11 tat ritevs ot srhcu su nwo. 

Gainesville, N. Y., 1881. C. P. F. 

Answer in two weeks. 
-- ♦ »- 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker 

ARITHMETICAL PROBLEM. 

A well is to be stoned, the diameter of which ia 6 feet 6 

inches. The thickness of the wall is to be 1 foot 6 inches, 

leaving the diameter of the well, within the stones, 3 feet 6 

inches. If the well is 40 feet deep, how many feet of stone 

will be required? 

Primrose, Wisconsin, 1861. E. S. K. 

fCxp Answer in two weeks. 

riYHE BOOK RESULTING FROM THE 

1 “NATIONAL HYMN COMMITTEE.” 

GrCO. W. ELLIOTT, 
No. AValitor Srt-eet, New Yorlr, 

nAS JUST PUBLISHED 
NATIONAL HYMNS: 

How they lire written and how they are not written: 

Jt Lyric and National St tidy fur the Times, 

BY RICHARD GRANT WHITE. 
One volume,elegantly printed oo tinted paper, >ntUembellish¬ 

ments. Price, handsomely bound in cloth, Si. 

As an impression prevails to some extent that there are to be 
two different books upon the above subject. Mr. Elliot'! ae- 
sires to say that such is not the case; but that hi- bason ar¬ 
rangement with Messrs. Rcni) .V Cakucto.v. the owners of the 
plates, by which he alone is to be known for a specitied tune a* 
publisher. _ 

8TANDARD HOOKS FOR AGENTS. 

I.OSSING'3 PJtn'ORlAL H1STONY OF THE UNITED 
STATES. 1 vot.. royal Svo , 7U0 pages; 3(A) Engravings. Price 

^LOSSING'S EMINENT .AMERICANS. 1 vol.. Svo., 416 pages; 
IOC Portraits. PiiM 82 . ... 0042 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c., IN No. 019. 

Answer to Algebraical Problem —6’j cords. 

Answer to Charade;—Biographical. 

Answer to Geographical Enigma ;—Take care of the minutes 

and the hours will take care of themselveE. 

tke Speeches and Writings of Distinguished Men. 1 vol, 12nio, 

works tent to any address, pre- 

^^AGENTS^wanteVin all parts of the country. Great induce- 

“mIBCELIANEOUS rates. 

619_3t No, 39 Walker Street, New York. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
THK LAXGKST CLUCCLATEB 

agricultural, LITIRARY and family weekly, 
IS PUBLISHED BVKKT SATURDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, R. Y. 

Terms in Advance: 
Subscription —Two Dollars a Ykau. To Clubs and 

Agents as follows.—Three Copies one year, for t-fo riix, ant one 
free to club agent, for $10; Ten, and one free, for $35; rilteen, 
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extra free copy for every Ten Subscribers over Twenty. L. jo 
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Post-Offices as desired. As we pre-pay American postage on 
papers sent to the British Provinces, our Canadian agents and 
friends must add 12J4 cents per copy to the club rates ot the 

Rural. The lowest price of copies sent to Europe, w 

$2.50 —including postage. 
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MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER the third year; and if the soil end cultivation have 
been good, and the seasons warm and favorable, the 
madder will be of good quality; bat generally, it is 
much bettor in quality, and more in quantity, when 
left until the fourth year. 

DrooiNO AND harvesting.—'This should be done 
between the 2Qth of August and the '20th of Septem¬ 
ber. Take a sharp shovel or .novels, and out off and 
remove the tops with half an inch of the surface of 
the earth; then take a plow of the largest size, with 
a sharp coulter and a double team, and plow a furrow 
outward, beam-deep, around the edge of tho bed; stir 
the earth with forks, and carefully pick out all the 
roots, removing the earth from the bottom of the 
lurrow; tbeu plow another furrow beam-deep, as 
before, and pick over and remove the earth in the 
same manner; thus proceeding until the whole is 
completed. 

A ashing and drying.—A . soon as possible after 
digging, take the roots to some running stream to be 
washed. 11 there is no running stream convenient, 
it can be done at a pump. Take large, round sieves, 
two and a half or three feet in diameter, with the 
wire about as line as wheat sieves; or if these cannot 
be had, get from a hardwire store sufficient screen- 
wire of tho right fineness, aucl make frames or boxes 
about two and a half feet lonx ami the width of the 
wire, on the bottom of which n«i 1 the w ire. In these 
sieves or boxes, put half a bushel of roots at a time 
and stir them about in the water, pulling the bunches 
apart so as to wash them clean; then, having a plat¬ 
form at hand, lay them on It to dry. (To make the 

But I commenced saying that I stopped at Moline 
and spent a couple of hours looking through the 
manufactory whence are scattered over our prairies 
so many glistening, polished steel blades, with which 
the virgin turf is turned, and the fallow soil stirred. 

Mr. Deere is a tall, straight Vermonter—head arid 
shoulders above most men in stature — who early 
learned to work iron skillfully, and came to this State 
twenty-five years ago and opened a single lire at 
Grind dr Tour. He got on a stock of iron, a rare 
thing west of Chicago, and because he had such a 
stock he soon got all tho business he could do. He 
manufactured, the first year, three plows— “gtrap 
plows”—the mold-board being made of four straps. 
Hut they did not meet the wants of In's customers. 
The second year he opened another fire, ami built 
eight or nine plows, Improving them* little. With 
the river custom aud other incidental work, he was 
unable to meet the demand for his plows, and lie 
failed also to satisfy the farmers; for while they 
could get do plow better suited to their wants, these 
plows did not scour. The sticky, dirty prairie soil 
would cling to and clog them. The third year the 
same style of plow was built, and 16 or 1H were made. 
Bat tho complainants grew clamorous for a plow that 
would scour. Many farmers averred that they would 
bo compelled to give up farming in the West, as they 
could not cultivate the soil with such tools. 

After having got over the hnrry of the season, the 
third year, Mr. Rkkhk determined to make a scouring 
plow, if one could be made. Quietly, and without 
allowing liis best friends to know what he was doing, 
that ho might not be disturbed by intrusions, or dis¬ 
tracted by suggestions, he wrought a plow out of 

build them all center draft. I find that center draft 
plows are fully appreciated wherever I find them. 
Perhaps the best one of the kind that I have seen 
anywhere, is one I found on the farm of Messrs. 
Town brothers, in Kano Co. Tt is R. Vincent’s 

patent, and was made at Mishawakee, Ind. One of 
the gentlemen, Town, said it was the best old ground 
plow he ever held; and it is not costly— only $11. It 
seems eminently adapted to stubble plowing. But the 
reader mnst pardon this digression. 

There arc some serious difficulties to be overcome 
by tho manufacturer iu the manufacture of “ cast cast 
steel plows”; hut Mr. Debris believes they can bo 

surmounted, and he is tho man to grapple with them. 
There was a cast cast steel plow at Town City, which 
was used by one of tho plowmen at the plowing 
match; it did excellent work, and was very much 
liked by the plowman. It scoured perfectly, ft was 
made somewhere in New England. It is certainly of 
no small importance to the Western farmer, Unit this 
kind of a plow he manufactured here, for it is believed 
that ultimately they may he made cheaper than the 
wrought plows. Again, they may he made more 
durable, for it will be easier to increase the thickness 
ol the plate at exposed wearing points, and give it 
uniformly the best, form without, affecting said dura¬ 
bility. The farmer will bo better able to duplicate 
parts of his plow, with no danger that they will not 
match tho worn parts. There arc other reasons, 
which it is not important should be discussed here. 

Tho Father of Waters turns the wheels of this 
establishment and of many other large manufactories 
hereabouts. The available water-power at this place, 
Moline, is immense, and i'b reliable. The only diffi¬ 
culty that. has ever been experienced, is that of get¬ 
ting a dam capable of sustaining the immense pres¬ 
sure of the volume of waters above. There is no 
doubt, but it can and will he done; but It. lias not yet 
been accomplished. The facilities afforded for ship¬ 
ment in all directions, and for receiving from all 

'll" imi'tirhil f.,r ,,/r,tmv, to 

an nmjUo and i ctinhle water-power, point to ttU» place 
as a most important Western manufacturing center. 
Hero are already located S. W. Whebi.ock's large 
paper mills, Bgyington's Moline flouring mills, 
through which the writer was courteously conducted. 
There are other important manufacturing establish¬ 
ments, which I had no time to visit. 

A.V ORIGINAL WEEKLY 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY JOURNAL, 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 

OHAS. D. BKAODON, Western Corresponding Editor, 

vame. runty, usetulnw and Variety of Contents, nmi unique 
and beautiful m Appearance It* Conductor devotes his per¬ 
sonal attenf >u to the supervision of its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Rural an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all tbe important Practical. Snientiflo and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business of those 
whose interest* it Mutously advocates As a Family Journal 
it it eminently Instructive and Entertaining—being so con¬ 
ducted that (t can be safely taken to the Hearts anil Homes of 
people of Intelligence, taste and discrimination. It embraces 
more Agricultural. Horticultural. Scientific. Kduoatior.Bl 

NOTES AND INQUIRIES. 

Buck, Ashe*, and I.inie on (irass hands. 

In answer to a correspondent of Herkimer Co., 
whose communication, for some reason unknown, 
lias only just reached our table, we would say that if 
the muck was drawn out as is usually dono during 
the summer, we would compost it at once with the 
lime and ashes and apply to grass land in the fall. 
Lime works a great change in muck, correcting tho 
acWity and hastening decomposition. In fact, muck 
is about the only material that lime coutie composted 
with to advantage. To put lime with stable manure 
as is sometimes done, is a had practice, often result¬ 
ing in the loss of one half the valne of the manure. 
Unleached ashes should never be composted with 
manure. If the muck Is got out this winter, it may 
be mixed with the lime as fast as procured, and 
applied to the land in tbe spring, or it is about as 
well and less trouble to spread it ns fast aB taken ont 
and apply the dressing of lime and ashes early in the 
spring. About the best crop of hay we ever saw 
was obtained by a dressing of composted lime, ashes 
and muck in the antnmn, and u light coat of well 
rotted manu-e in the spring, brushed in. This, if 
anything, will renew an old pasture, though if very 
mossy, it is best to give it a good harrowing before 

brushing. It is somewhat difficult to destroy sorrel 
without breaking up und thorough culture. Enrich¬ 
ing the soil, liming, and deep cultivation will soon 
subdue it. Perhaps some of our readers can wive 

1 REPARING SETS AND PLANTING.—Madder SCtS, Or 

seed roots, are lest selected when the crop is dug in 
the fall. The horizontal uppermost roots (with eyes) 
are the kind to be used; these should be separated 
from the bottom roots, and bnried in sand, iu a cellar 
oi jut. It not dono in the fall, the sets may be dug 
early iu the spring, before they begin to Bpront. 
They should he cut or broken into pieces, containing 
from two to live eyes each; i, e,, three to four Inches 
long. The time for planting is as early in spring as 
the ground can bo got .in good order, and severe 
frosts are over, which, in this climate, is usually 
about the middle of April. With the beds prepured 
as directed, stretch a line lengthwise the bed. and 

A DAIRYMAN ASSISTED 

get good hard butter. But now we churn, churn, 
churn, and got little and poor. Some of our neigh¬ 
bors have the same trouble.” This is certainly a 
serious trouble; for we get tired of churning when it 
takes only from three to fifteen minutes to fetch the 
butter. 

I am confident —though not entirely certain — 
that, if others would pursue the same course in their 
dairy operations which we have adopted, they would 
have no more trouble in getting their butter. The 
main points in our practice, which differs from the 
common mode of butter-making, are these: First — 
The rows are salted every day. Second - The first 
time cream is skimmed into the cream-pot, about 
half a gill of suit is thrown into it and well stirred 
with a paddle. [Our cream-pots hold about four 
gallons. If larger ones are used, put In salt in pro¬ 
portion.] Third — Every time more cream is pat in 
— and two or three times a day besides — the whole is 
thoroughly stirred with the paddle, which is made 
similar to a pudding stick. Careful attention to 

particular value to the farmer. Our correspondent 
should pursue his investigations in a more promising 
field. The Comfrey, Symphytum officinale was for¬ 
merly used in England to some exteut us a green 
crop, but its culture has been abandoned. Prof. 
Lindlky says, “ it pushes very early in the spring, 
then producing a great quantity of tender, succulent 
shoots, perfectly free from every noxious quality, 
and freely eaten by cattle, after they are accustomed 
to it. Its herbage, even later in the sj^ring, is abund¬ 
ant, and evidently a grateful cattle food. It has, 
therefore, been recommended occasionally as a good 
green crop. It has, however, fallen into disuse.” 
Our common Borrage, 13. officinalis, is a pretty gar¬ 
den plant, rough and hairy, with light blue flowers. 
It is supposed to possess medicinal properties, and 
the young leaves are sometimes used as a salad and 
pot-herb. 

Madder is extensively nsed in this and all manu¬ 
facturing countries for dyeing, as it is used in dyeing 
several colors, but is most valued for its rich madder 
red. Perhaps this will meet the eye of some one 
who can give the history of its introduction and 
culture in this country. We give a description of 
the mode of planting, culture, Ac., by Mr. Batehah, 
of Ohio. From this it will be seen that the raising 
of madder, like that of tobacco and hops, partakes 
somewhat of manufacturing, and requires to be con¬ 
ducted with skill, energy, and means, to insure WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES, 

JOHN DEEHE--A VISIT TO HIS PLOW FACTORY. 

On my way, returning from the Iowa Fair, Moline 
was visited. There are few men better known to the 
farmers of the North-West than John Deere. He is 
either present, or represented by his agents and 
plows, at nearly every State and County Fair that 
takes place. IUb plows are competitors at nearly 
every plowing match in the country. They are popu¬ 
lar among prairie farmers; and they deserve to be, or 
they would quickly be discarded; for it is a fact that 
there is no equal number of farmers in the world who 
are so impatient of and so quickly discard and throw 
by a poor tool, as the farmers of the prairies. There 
arc few who can so quickly determine the real merit 
and value of an implement, and I do not detract from 
the intelligence or practical knowledge of farmers in 
any other locality by the assertion. 

PROTECT THE ANIMALS 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker:—The severe castigation 
" if. T. B.” gave the unmerciful owners of dumb 
brntes, (see Rural of Nov. 30,) was just tho right 
thing at the right time. Let any man of any intelli¬ 
gence take a trip on the Erie Canal from Buffalo to 
Albany, and see the poor, wretched, starved, bleed¬ 
ing, maimed, blind, and dying horses the whole 
length of that “ditch,” and then let him Bay which 
has the most brute iuhim, the horse or the owner. 
I recollect some twenty years or more ago taking a 
trip from your city to Schenectady, aboard a line- 
boat, and upon that occasion I had leisure to exam- 
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the regular lines in a good condition — s?«* and ./'"• thc rjVor.” If terra-culturev » 
Hot the majority of the horses towing the inld boats Mr. Comstockpretends, 

lonkini anim.U I ««»» »/«".«"* 

. — -- ’ * ~ _ ^ ij ability And wide o-tid oxflltcd rcputRtioDj biwiD^lon^ 

ine the condition of canal horses generally and once, like been distinguished for his researches and instruc 

particularly. I found some of the towing teams in correspondent, on -‘the other aide of tions in Botany, Chemistry, Geology, Mineralogy, 

the recular lines in a good condition— sleek and/af. the river.” Jf terra-culture was hut a tithe of the. nalne Hig opinion on any subject which he has inves- “TKBRA-Cn.TrRK,” Once Mob* —In accordance with a Engnivimr-.T. Miller 

|l„t the majority of the horeea towing the mU »«• Mr. tnrk yrgnJ,. igr. "MM*™* * «IMM to groat weight; aad p„m,« in oar ftwltt ...» w £»>» Oo.ton 

were the meat wra.ched looking animal, I ova, ,.w ojf^XTS. 27^4? aaho ha, hoard tho .allatyW •• Pr.f.ttOr-loo,nr. on _ 

in my life. I saw a number of animals whose breasts Tb# j)rac1/ical results would be ““ *hD.Jbe ! on terra-culture, and given the theory some atten- P ^ Mcret,._and Ullll 0B „ie nest page (entitled “The - 

and shoulders were galled from the top of t.ieir shoul- those who used the sy^ra, and h_ t0^Kllirtion, he knows whereof ho affirms.—Ed. Great I)iscOTery in Vegetation,”) by the late A. J. Dowsixo, 3r| '^'rvmr ffTrtUrWnc;4>r 

ders to the bottom of the breast, and putrid matter won ^ d’Tie crowo- ’ \V® think nineteen of every Mr.. Editor: — Is it possible that terra-culture, in funner et)itor r,f “ 77.e Bortkutturutf author of “ The ^ I) £ C 03 J QL 0 U U £ TT 0 £1 ♦ 
actually running down their fore legs and dropping twfVJnty who have heard Mr. Comstock's attempts at Ug u1iar unU inappropriate sense, is still pro- Fruits and Fruit Trees of America,” “Downing* Landscape — ■ = 

on the ground. If strict justice had been meted out eniighteninff an audience have readily come to Birai- * ^ ,g irjng anpe,i supporters? It was Gardening,” Ac., &c. To these articles we invite the careful _ Fift , ht ^ machine9 were patented in 1859. 

to the owners of those horses, they should have been lar conclusions. - gQ llltelly kilied and decapitated years ago, in our attention of W«<jl all -There are now over 62,000 cavalry in the volunteer 

bitched to the same scow and mai e o ow i o [EVftm the Rural New-Yorker, February 26,1853.] State, even by those who had bought the secret and u ^Tmcanun" as propounded hy RurseU Comstock. On service. 

The Wonderful Mystery Revealed. found they bad purchased only the use of words, that ja^ _a_6 found several items and illustrations, — The frontier of Canada is to be placed in a Etate of 

In presenting the following article to the public— the intelligent farmer in any part of the country incla,liDg brief extract from the Ar. r. Tribune and Obis defence, 
thereby disclosing the substance of the so-called Ought to have known too much to be deceived. That Cultivator. If the space permitted, or the game was worth _ About 400,000 bales of cotton have been annually shipped 
great and useful discovery in vegetation — a word of jants can ke Ret out too deep or not deep enough, the ammunition, we might fill the whole paper with serious, from savannah. 

Rural Note? artb 3tcms. 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Fartimn. China and G]a«s Ware—Andrew .T. Brackett 
The Cranberry and its Culture—Sullivan Bates & Co. 
Piano Forte for Sale—Henry Beldem 
Engraving—.1 Miller 
A cent- Wanted—J. S. Pardee 
Flower Seeds Given Away—P. Dutton 
Written Cards—C. A. Walworth. 

<SI)£ 2f£tt3£> Ccnir£tt0£r. 

falo, with Jkfk. Davis for a driver. 

But canal men are not the only men who abuse 

brute animals. Even professedly Christian, church- 

going people, in some localities, 1 am sorry to say, 

after working their horses six days, do not let them 

[From the Rural New-Yorker, February 26,1853.] 

The Wonderful Mystery Revealed. 

— Fifty-eight washing machines were patented in 1859. 

— There, are now over 52,009 cavalry in the volunteer 

— The frontier of Canada is to be placed in a state of 

Ui '(iv nuu ..uw.- »* . ' * , . 4i triauvn v»u wv --a- * -- , , , 

explanation may be necessaiy m regard to the pro- ^ known before the Christian era, and that the sarcastic, and conclusive condemnations of the theory by 
Savannah. 

uiwi numuig -.— - t - , - , .1 t . ,. woo 11 fl O W II DCIOjc Itlti will IDIudu u * w -- 

rest on the seventh, but drive them from two to six prfety of aPF°PrI*Ji:^im-^ag^alaaMe individual vital principle of the plant or tree could not act with out contemporaries or tbs prv=s Wo have also many facts 
, ... dav imd then tie nity, that which is claimed as valuame maiviuua vuai principle u 1 , , on the euhisot never given to the public, and several spicy 

tmlo. on » Sitter oolj Dooemlor Ha,, * «• ' J ^ ,o ^ uj *« lo th.j,n,n, «... lu bMl mm if tl.e root. .<» covered too 4ecp tn “i" 1' rtkk.,, ! uU «»u I,... . 
them to a tree or pOBt for four hours to shiver, (and 

with their tails not always to the wind,) until the 

benediction Is pronounced. “The merciful man iB 

merciful to bis beast.” 

Now, friend Mookf., the world is progressing, 

(except down in Secessia.) We have a law abolish¬ 

ing imprisonment for debt, a homestead law, and a 

law to protect the rights of married women, all 

property. As to our n, 
we have no misgivings, For the reason that the 
vt t: uat v Hie » iilUJ Vf U»t= twi responsible Editor of the Rcra i. has never made any . 
pledge whatsoever concerning the secret, and hence agncultuie is (nr 
has no compunctions of conscience in regard to ence of the two ten 

its best energy it me roots were - - s letu,ra fr0„ tb„ west, all which, if published, would have a 
the earth or the contraiy. All good and profitable ^ ^ damaging effect upon the career of the renowned 
agriculture is terra-ndture, the only nriginal differ- ,,pr0^M0t „ But ^cagi, u giTen to put all reading and 

terms being, that the former is the tlitnkinfr people on their guard, and other* wo do not expect aa,i 5,000 miles of canal. 

_Diptheria is the troublesome disease among our troops 

at Hilton Head, S. C. 

— Fort Ontario, at Oswego, is to receive a new armament 

of 42 and 64-pouDders. 

_There are 22,500 miles of railroad in the Union States 

“disclosing the disclosures." ’!• We firmly believe capure 0f a field and the other of the earth. Let to save from fraud and deception. 

that the pretended discovery is of littley.t tlien the ],um-bng meaning of the one be utterly _wa also invite attention to the article by Rev Dr. Dewet, 

Indeed, that such of i R'!i1T''*-'' v,v the refection of the absurdity that any in a urecedinit column—and not only the attention of general 

of which are founded on the laws of humanity. that Iheir w^l-carned erroneous or absurd dogmas in science 
Why can’t you and 11. T. Brooks go down to Albany | °‘ * ^ T”" bound in duty not to lay aside the w« 
this winter and lobby through “ a bill lor the protcc- T|.e fiUtjj0ilv( ll ertlole was written by a gentleman warfare_ ].;ver ready to receive truth, n 
tion of four-footed animals.” If yon will get such a 

bill passed, and Ark Lincoln will prevail with Con¬ 

gress to pass a law abolishing human chattlehood in 

the South, I shall think the two most important diffi¬ 

culties in the way of the Millenium have been 

removed. Charles H. Randall. 

Oakland, N. Y., Dec. 2,1861. 

ce and art, I am 

weapons of this 

, men should be 

being “disclosed." 

connected with this journal, who has listened most KBOjvea to reject error. As agriculture is prac- 
o4iA».rii»ir to the “ disclosures” —and iu.rRbuni.u ° . 

ban arrived at .the conclusion that tbe pretended <Ji** proved by tbe experiment. ^ here has the expen 
coverv by the theoretical Trofcssor, ought to be made ment becn ,nftje wklicb sustains tbiB “falsely so- 

“,ledn c"‘»”tbe ,ir00.!; 
of the contract and hence our associate is under The answer has been repeatedly given, No-wuerk. 
no obligation. For pronouncing the pretensions of t -pje attempt has failed. c. d. 
the Professor to the possefrsjon "1 a strictgreat Deo 9,1861. 

“TERR A- CULTURE: ” 

WHAT THE RURAL SAID ABOUT IT YEARS AGO. 

[From the Rural New-Yorker. August 26, 1852.] 

Disclosures in “ Terra-Culture.” 

With others, to tire number of some seventy, wc 
attended tbe “ disclosures” of Rcsski.i. Comstock 
upon the subject known ns Terra-Culture. Mr. O. 
claims to have discovered a law in vegetable physio- 

value, an unmitigated humbug, the vials of his wrath 
have been poured upon us, most profusely. 1 heBC 
incoherent, ravings are harmless, however, and cer¬ 
tainly will not deter us from discharging our duty to 
the agricultural community. Hence, for the benefit 
of tho public, and in vindication of our conclusions, 
we shall now and hereafter submit certain facts and 
statements for candid consideration.—En. 

gurat Spirit of tho 

The Agricultural community has been kept In a 
state of excitement for some lime past, by the an¬ 
nouncement that Russell Comstock, of Mabbetts- 

IIow to Stoic Potatoes to Prevent llot. 

The Scottish Farmer has the following useful 

and seasonable hints on storing potatoes:—“ Before 

Write for the Rural !—Some of its best friends, and most 
experienced withal, are too modest to write for the Rcral. 

Many of its agents are of this class—men of BOUDd judgment 
and much experience, hut altogether too diffident. One of 
the bent article* we have published for a long time was from 
a man of this class. In a private* note accompanying the 
article, he modestly say*:—“1 never wrote a half doaen 

articles for publication in my life. I have always been one 
of the fast friend* of the Rural, and have sometimes wanted 
to aend some of my ideas for publication: but 1 thought you 

would con rider them bores, and went on getting subscribers 
for the best paper in the world- If you think beat to trim the 
accompanying article, and print it, you can do so.” Now, 
such men arc the very ones we like to hear from, for they 
arc generally sensible, practical, and to the point. We invite 
them to contribute the results of their observation and expe¬ 
rience for the benefit of Rural readers. And now is the time 

the.appearance of the disease in 1845, it was quite to do this, for the long evenings and leisure of winter afford 

— There has been afresh violation of the Swiss territory by 

the French, near Geneva. 

— A large number of mechanics have been engaged in New 

York for service at Port Royal. 

— There are 1,800 female slaves within the lines of the 

Federal forces at Fortress Monroe. 

— Major-Gen. Hnnter ha* arrived at Leavenworth, and 
assumed command of the department. 

— Nautical men in England express very discouraging 

opinions in regard to the Great Eastern. 

— There are in Indiana 20,000 more boys between the age 
of five and twenty-one than there are girls. 

— The construction of a ship canal between Lake Erie and 
Michigan, is a project that Is being agitated. 

— Mystic Hall Seminary at Medford, Mass., was destroyed 
by fire on Sunday week, at a lo*a of ?15,000. 

— A daughter tn law and daughter of the late G. P. R. 
James are to open a school in Detroit, Mich. 

— Thirty petitions for divorce* were granted by the recent 

term of the Superior Court Of Rhode Island. 

— Martial law has been declared in Charleston, and no one 
is allowed to leave the city without a permit. 

— The confederate postage stamps, with the head of Jeff. 

common to store potatoes in large masses in bouses, opportunity for writing out matters of interest and value to Davis, pass everywhere Sonth for mall change. 
UlalUJn nave uit'A'iviv* •• ••• * '■*3^ p,V"*w umiuv* niv«v . . v 
logy of the utmost importance to the Agriculturist, ville, Dacbess county, bad discovered a new ana 
the Horticulturist, and “tbe rest of mankind.” valuable fact In vegetable physiology, wlitcii was ol 

We listened attentively, and with a real desire to tbe utmost consequence to mankind, I resenting 
loam the whole extent, of the great discoveries about himself before Congress, the secret was disclosed to 
which so much has been said, yet must confess that a Committee, from whom be avers be received the 
we came away with a feeling of great disappointment, offer of SOOO,000 for his discovery. I be same occur- 
It is true the lect urer unfolded some things connected red before the Legislature of Massachusetts, and, we 
with the cultivation of trees, plants and grain, which 
might be called new, and which on trial may prove 
of much value. Far he it from hb to underrate one 
particle the information received. It is not what we 
had been led to expect. In comparison to ihe pub¬ 
lished pretensions nl' tbe lecturer, i» sinks into insig¬ 
nificance; it is very much what a Yankee would call 
“ tbe little end of nothing whittled to a point.5' 

This may not be tbe fault, of the subject, more than 
the manner in which it Is treated. Of all the itine¬ 
rants from whom we have heard lectures upon any 
subject, we think no one among them so wanting In 
capacity to communicate ideas intelligibly as Mr. 
Comstock. Tbe world has been favored with many 
philosophers and naturalists, tbe result of whose 
labors has been of incalculable benefit to the great 
muss of mankind. The long list of illustrious names 

think, New York. All of ihe Committees, be avers, 
pronounced the discovery of incalculable importance, 
but with none was lie able to make a satisfatory bar- 

^ lie next urged Ihe matter upon the attention of 
the New York State Agricultural Society, who 
appointed a Committee to hear tbe disclosures, ami 
report their value to the Soc iety. Overwhelmed by 

' ia. a i •> , it.« tim r.rtttim lit Aft 

cred a new and The roots would often keep sound in this etate 
gy, which was of ^r0Ug], the greater part of the winter. No fermen- 

wfs disclosed to tation was induced, and any little beat generated 

be received the had the effect of causing the roots to sprout. Since 

The same occur- that time, however, things have been entirely 

nHI*sUhe”avcrpe chaDKed* In 1845 the Iar«cr I'0,tion of the crop 
bi'bleTmportauce, was taken up to all appearance quite sound; but 

a satisfatory bar- whenever it was stored in large pits or in bouses a 

destructive fermentation was induced, which speedily 

il Society,l°wbo reduced the roots to a rotten mass. It has been 

disclosures, and observed that thunder storms seem to stimulate the 

Overwhelmed by latent seeds of the disease, and promote first tbe 

the agricultural community. 

tho magnitude (?) of the subject, the Committee were (yestrUction of tho haulm and then that of the tubers. 

r.'q.! "'■= I*B« <»«”'> *“ I*»«I"B topthorputatott, 
Committee, responded to the numerous calls of the large quantities, has olten had tho eflect of spreading 
public, and submitted a lucid, and we doubt^ not a. tbe 1ai,lt through the whole. For this reason it is 
satisfactory, disclosure, [For Mr. I)owninoV d.s- tliat they are now stored in houses. The 
closure, see article on next page, entitled “The 

are now stored in houses. 

Progress of Sugar Growing in thf. West.—A Western 
exchange, in noticing tbe proposed convention of those 
interested in the growth of Sorgho and Imphee Sugar Cane, 
(to be held at Columbus, Ohio, on the 7th of Jan. next,) says 
a similar convention was recently held by the farmers of 
Winnebago county, at Rockford, 111. At least fifty specimens 
of sirup were exhibited, most or them of superior qnallty, 
and It was ascertained that the product of the sirup in Win¬ 
nebago county this year, will not fail short of 30,000 gallons. 
The estimated amount in 1862 is 100,000 gallons at least, 
which would make the people at the county independent of 
Dixie, A Chicago chemist has so refined the sirup that, in 
purity, flavor, and general excellence, it equals, if it doe^ 
not excel, that manufactured from the cane of Louisiana. 
The Chicago Tribune says the sugar refinery of Messrs. 
Belcher & Bro., of that city, is also turning out some excel¬ 
lent results. Occasionally, through the combination of 

Grea/l)iscovery in Vegetation.”] ’ j smaller tho quantities that can be put together the favorable circumstances, crystallization has resulted, and 
’ If any still doubt the immense importance of the ' letter, as it will diminish the risk of their spoiling. ,Ugar of an excellent quality ba« been produced. The latter 

emblazoned on tbe roll of undying fame, will go disclosures, will they step with us into the lecture q^e, narrower, therefore, the pits are made, so imich instances are exception*, however. 
down to the latest posterity side by side with the room, and listen to the weighty seeitL—t ear »■»« chance is there of the roots keeping 
knowledge of the discoveries and the principles for great discoverer “disclose b s disclosures,” as the the more cnance is u IirPmaturelv 
which each, as a public benefactor, and as lovers of Professor euphoniously terms his revelations. through the wintei, and n K I - 
truth and research, labored. Before you stands the veritable Professor htmseir; in sprjng. It is far from advisable to begin to store 

These men, at a great expenditure of time and around him are arranged, in admirable disorder, sun- befure the weather becomes cool, as heat is very apt 

I 
of their efforts. Russell Comstock, in the nine- ; a few old and apparently well-read books. \ itn an 
teenth century, claims to have* accidentally discovered appearance of wisdom which would grace a - olomon, Q„ta ( u, uay for Horses, 
a law in vegetable physiology which may be of sumo he announces that, many years since, in looking over 
nse to Guitarists, and to which be has added minor the pages of a “School of Botany, ' be caught what Tiie London Omnibus Company have lately 
results of his labors. For these he desires a patent had escaped the attention of the author,—a fact in raaje a report on feeding horses, which discloses 
Or pension from the National or Stat? Legislatures, vegetable physiology which be belteyeB to be of interesting information not only to farmers, 
failing in which, he retails them out to the wonder- incalculable benefit to all who live by tilling the noil, some interesting imojmuuou y , 
lnK and credulous world, at .me dollar per bead, In Loudon's “ Encyclopedia of Agriculture ” he also but to every owuer of a hoise. As a gteat number 
with tli© agreement of a further fee of five dollars in found a corroboration of the (act, since which time 0f horses are now used in the army for cavalry, 
cast* of tbeir ultimate use. These discoveries may he has, by much labor, wrought the whole into a sys „r*jnerv and draught purposes, tbe facts stated are 
prove of tbe greatest value, and be very cheap nt tbe torn, which is as universal in its application as are J „rMent time The London 
price asked, but the great parade made by the discov- tbe plants which are subject to this newly discovered of grc. t ! ,,.A ,,, 

lirtifsed Oats and C ut Hay for Horses. 

Tiie London Omnibus Company have lately 

Western N. Y. Horses for the Emperor Napoleon.— 

We buve formerly chronicled the F.mporor Napoleon'S fond¬ 
ness for ATOorteun horn-.*, aud noted some of Lit purchases in 
thig gutn and New England It appears that his Majosi 
has recently purchased inure horses in this country, for tlu* 
Hosttm Cultivator at last week says:—“ The transport Orient*, 
which loft this port several dayssincc, took out twelve horses, 
said to have been purchased for the Emperor hy Prince 
Napoleon, during his lute visit to this country. IV.- are not 
particularly informed in regard to tiie origin of the horses, 
hut understand that a portion of them were from Western 
New York, and others from New England, comprising speci¬ 

mens of several branches of the Morgan family.' 

prico asked, but the great parade made by the discov- the plants < i i . . a. .. . i *__jr,- at_ i __ erer, and the rank and importance claimed for them, 
ill comport with what we were enabled to learn at 
the lecture given in this city. + 

]aw. Company ubph no less than 6,000 horses; 3,000 of 
Picking up a small peach tree, he will go on to t^g nnmber had for their feed bruised oats and hay. 

[From the Rural New-Yorker, October 14, 1852.] 

“ Terra-Culture”-— Its Application. 

Ens. Rural : —Will you permit me to oiler a few 
remarks upon “Terra-Culture,'' being one of those so 
fortunate as to have obtained the secret, 

Gn the Ulth of June 1 attended Mr. COMSTOCK’S 
lecture at this place,—ami on the following day, to 

illustrate that, at the point where the root merges 
into the tree, tl.e point between tbe ground and tbe 
air, is what may be called the seat of life in tbe plant, 
or tree. If this scat of life iu planting is set too low 
into tbe ground, so as to be covered up, the top-root 
dies; the tree from being a seedling becomes a 
sucker, merelv an offshoot from the original tree 
forming roots above the “scalofllfe,” which changes 
its nature, and subjects it to all the blighting dis¬ 
eases of which farmers and horticulturists so much 

The allowance accorded to the first was, bruised oats. 
If. lbs.? cut bay, 7i lbs.; cut straw, lbs. The 
allowance accorded to the second, nr.bruised oats, 19 

lbs.; uncut hay, 13 lbs. Tbe bruised oats, cut bay 
and straw amounted to 2fi lbs.: and the unbruised 
oats, Ac,, to 32 lbs. The horse which had bruised 
oats, with cat hay and straw, and consumed 20 lbs. 

lecture at this place,—‘and on tbe following day, to per day, could do the same work as well, and was 
test thoroughly the system, I planted a piece of ground , . a d hv some process of reasoning nnlo- kept in as good condition, as the horse which re- 

van wilVl ViiTtwt i u»C tWl) uiffiCt6Q 1)V ' ... 1 * _inutulu tliat tim . i . .. tt. .. . ... f f? ILn 

Flax Cotton Experiments.—During the past season, as 
we stated at the time, tlm R. L Society for the Encourage¬ 
ment of Domestic Industry, offered large premiums for 
“ samples of flax cotton fit for use on cotton machinery.” It 
appears, however, that none of the samples sent in were 
considered deserving of premiums, although they afforded 
great encouragement for ultimate success, as belDg more 
valuable than cotton ior mixing with wool, and iu some kinds 
of goods n partial substitute for wool itself, ir the “ Univer¬ 
sal Yankee Nation” can’t produce flax cotton, the “rest of 

mankind” may give up the attempt. 

in my garden with potatoes, two rows as directed by to common comprehension, insists that the ce5vea 32 ]bs. per day. Here was a saving of 6 lbs. 
the lecturer, and two in tbe usual manner; then two c,ffeCta a,.e VGry 8ure to follow any departure , f - f acll horse rf,Cejvme 
more terra culture, and two more the common w^y- ibernlebv either puttingin trees or plants too Per da? on tbe kedin« ul eaUl h0^e r,ece”mg 
cultivating the first according to directions, and the “r not lhen* fai enough into the ground, braised oats, cut hay and cut straw. The advantage 
others as 1 bad done previously. Should some hearer, less credulous than any other, 0f j,ruiBed oats and cut hay over unbruised oats and 

others in weight and numbers, the yield in the latter f 80r ig HUf„ t0 ^ive all the facts before related, amounting to upwards of XG0 per day for the 
respect being so large as to induce the counting oi a v'j c v.n with an exhibition of some of his favorite company's 0,000 horses. It is by no means an 
m or wbat would be a M l in the other mode of twreegi » F unimportant result with which this experiment has 
planting, and to my surprise it contained one hundred TJ prevention of the potato rot, raising wheat p f* h e „enda a lar£ie 
and thirty two, some of them as large ns goose eggs. wit]10nt winterkilling, and many of his theories con- supplied us. io the farmer who expends a large 
But. Messrs. Editors, if you were here you would pe,.ni trrovvill>, croj)Si are |jUt efforts to make the sum in the support of horse power, there are two 
exclaim with the Queen of Sheba, “ the half was not BVatenfof cultivation conform to the great mystery of ,)0;!lt!4 this experiment clearly establishes, which in 

KSVM« *!>». •:.<«'"/ j5?.^jaiiv5S2ssa;s ««««»«<pxo6t.bi.-ur,.,,.vi08 a 

Poplar Rails are better than Oak, according to the 
averment of Jos. Roberts, of Ridgeway, VTis., who writes 
thus to the 1 Viseonsin Farmer—“ Observing in your paper a 
stateuieut relative to the lime when timber should be cut to 
make it durable, 1 do hereby state that I can produce poplar 
rails made in the mouth of April, iu the yeai 1846, that are 
sound this day, free from rot, and better than any oak rail 1 
have in my fence made at the same date. The trees were 
felled after the leaf had come out, and in ppUtting the trees 

I the bark came off, and every rail being free from bark, the 
timber seasoned at once, hence the durability.” 

v" . v , 11 l f V .* NVBltlU yi tHifii *i»wwu kumo.... »v rv ^ IJUiUva kuin kai'limmoui 

told,” for on examination there would be found ol £ “seat of life.” The burden of bis discovery is, . . fit 
tbe size of goose eggs two, ol hen’s eggs six, of tbftt Nsture tcrra-cultures,- tht.efore, follow Nature, practice must be proM, 
bantam eggs, seven, between a bantam and those of a .Preeg tDr frujl or ornament need no trimming or oul- to the amount of 0 lbs. 
robin, fifty-two, between those of a robin s egg and a tjvation more than to let them grow as Nature 0f horse power arising from that saving. 
marrowfat pea, shhj-Jh'e. Weight of the hill, four __ 
pounds; weight of those fit for table use, two pounds >>oh ^ Rnbstftntially, tbe whole theory of “ Terra- rall.lo„c 
and one ounce. To give fall credit to the experi- ('uit,u.e.o and should the reader consider it a “most 
ment. I saved all that were large as marrowfat peas . imnotent” affair, we shall not attempt to In the course of a T . . .14 V «   i  H.A MhArflf AA +L A l.Atltr •IV'UV klM * 1 I ' __ 

Tuk Weather.— Last week we noted the advent of winter 
weather and that the first genuine snow storm of the season 

per day, and, second, no loss occurred Dec. 1st. But the snow soon disappeared, and the 

-, -- . . . lame and impotent” affair, ... —— — . 
of both kinds and weighed tho produce of the rows controvert his conclusion. u. C. W. brother Breed, of the N. H. Journal of Agriculture, 
with the following result: —Weight of those terra- V a, 
cultured, 155 pounds, of which those fit for table use : ^ makes these suggestions: 
weighed 106 jiounds. Those cultivated in the com- [From the Rural New-5 orkor, July , jjow T0 no A p;00p Thing.—But amid all this 
mon method weighed 153 pounds, of which 126 T(1K Teuha-cultural Humbug, which lias been bastle and confttBl0n of war, amid all this turmoil of 
pounds wore fit for tftbls use. exploded, pl&yfid out und buried in so uutny places, ^ . .. ■», t v 
1 But the labor and the lecture are not lost. He lias bas just come to the surface in Michigan, where its the camp and the battle held, is he not liable to for- 
shown rne conclusively that 1 was on the “ other side autbor seems as plucky as an oft-drowned but still get tbe interests of the farm? Is not his patriotism 
of the river.” Ab one Irishman said to another, “An Hnrvjving cat. We admire the fellow’s superlative maujfestet] as above, likely to overshadow that patri- 
faith, I’at. aint we on the other side of the river t impudence iu attempting to “disclose the disclos- av,„„ia v,im inevarntne closelvthe 
“ Oh no.” save Pat, “that can’t be.” “ But we arc, ^ y. amonp the intelligent people of the I eninsular otism that should cause him to examine closely tne 
though,” says the first oue, pointing across the state, nfmr “tho dangers he had passed,” and what affairs of home? In fine, are we not, as practical 
stream, “tor faith, Rat, aint that one side of the bas been made public to all who read; and hence, famerSi devoting too much thought upon the war. 
river?” “Yes.” says Pat “ Well, arid aint this the instead of giving him “ft good raking down” as for^etting that however large our army, however 
other side sore ” Vat gave it up. And wow that 1 desired, commend the “ professorJf to all who think pfttrj0tic our soldiers, they must be supplied with 
am on “the other side of the river,” I will endeavor tbev can bore auger holes with gimlets. Every one _00(j an(j whril, clothing, and with an abundance of 
in future to get the desired information on agrioul- wPo believes Gulliver's Travels, and that the millen- ^ an(j whoIe9ome food, or they are marshalled on 
tore, bv reading ttie Ruk* i.and kindred publications. nja]„ bas come, should be sure to bleed for and heed tbe battle field invuiu? 

Marcellas, N. Y., Oct l, 1852. Amkrt Willson. the .. won<3erful secrets.” These remarks are sug-1 ^ 0{,KAVy TnK p0RTJ. 0K WasTE.-Wbat shall be 
Remarks.—We cheerfully give place to the com- gestedby ft note dated “ Jonesville, Mich. . uly »■ to (]ouev shall we go on wasting as before? Shall we 

munication of Mr. Willson, believing it is time the which says:— Prof. Comstock, of tcrra-cu t ir Hliii be unmindful of the needs of tbe farm? Shall 
character and value of these much vaunted disclo- notoriety, is in Jones ville and vicinity, [ ti lusanie ^ 8tjU neglecl the oxen, aud the cows and the 
sores were better understood by the public. We Co., Mich., 1 telling bis abominable Host ‘ hheen, during the cold winter months just coming 

_ i..„   rt in n* Tbolr hard eammes its a remunera- BUCClo \ „ ..  . ..... » 

Talk with 1’atrlotlc Fariiiors. 

IN the course of a Talk with the Tatriotic Farmers, 
brother Breed, of the X. H. Journal of Agriculture, 

makes these suggestions: 

How to no a Good Thing.— But amid all this 

bastle and confusion of war, amid all this turmoil of 

| From the Rural New-Yorker. July 14, 1860 J How TQ n(J A Gooi( THING.-But amid all this 

The Terr a-cultural Humbug, which has been j d confQ8jon 0f war amid all this turmoil of 
exploded, played out and buried in so many places, du#ub »uu wiuu«» » 
has just come to the surface in Michigan, where its the camp and the battle field, is he not liable to for- 
autbor seems as plucky as an oft-drowned but still ge[ tbe interests of the farm? Is not his patriotism 
surviving cat. We admire the fellow’s superlative manifcsted ag above, likely to overshadow that patri- 
itiinndence in attempting to “disclose the disclos- . _ 

brief winter was made “ gloriou* gammer ' by a warm tem¬ 
perature aud bright sunshine. As we write (Dec. lOtli,) the 
snn shines brightly, and the air is as balmy as in June. Fires 
and overcoats are at a discount, aud everybody and all their 
friends are as good natured as a man who has just been 
elected alderman and has no notes to pay. 

The Death of Hon. Henry Wager, of Western, Oneida 
Co.. N. Y., is announced as occurring on tbe 20th ult. Mr. 
W. was an extensive farmer, and for many years prominent 
in both the N. Y State and United States Ag. Societies — 
being President of the former in 1S52, and of the latter in 
1860. He was also one of the Trustees of the New York 

State Agricultural College. 

river?” “Yes,” says Pat. *; Well, arid aint this the 
other side snre ” Rat gave il up. And now that 1 
am on “the other side of the river,” I will endeavor 
in future to get the desired information on agricul¬ 
ture, by reading the Rural and kindred publications. 

Marcellos, N. Y., OcL 1,1852. Amkkt Willson. 

quackery which interested parties or persons may be him, hear Ins lectures. One man utttrul ,l1’ , “er well to make a general effort to bring about a genera! 
promulgating, for their pecuniary benefit, to the dis- 'fee if the 'professor would admit ai.i:t ref<,rm about the barn, the present winter, not only 
advantage of the community. In this class we verily to give the huudred-dcdlar bond not to levuul y referpnt,e t0 tlie care ani] feed of the animals, but 
believe “ Terra-Culture ” to rank. Such was our • secrets, and then divulge the whole filing, ana _ to the saving and making of all the manure possible? 
opinion before bearing tbe “disclosures,” and alter tbe Prof, commence a suit against him, telling him WnR * barns-We predict that an entire 
patiently listening to them for Borne hours, wc were that he could not get a verdict tor s larthintf* h m S00I1 be wrought io the construction of 
more than ever impressed that the whole thing was Prof, would not let him in. The Prof, i* luinibug, > g Change , barns enough already to 
Warrant humbug? It tear, culture i. »hat iu pro- some of the best farmers m tho couut, of H.llsdale.” toM. Tb« ,he STuuttJ^What better 
mulgator pretends, there has time enough elapsed - arrangement can a man have to injure bis Stock, than 
since it was first disclosed, to have at 15_ moment Kev pr_ xiewey on Teiwa-Culture. a tight bin set over a manure heap? No barn ever 
thousands of farmers iu different parts olI the, toun- _v.nllt i» em-.nl to the rough boarded New England 

Rural Items.—A Sorghum Growers' Convention is to be held 
at Columbus, Ohio, on the 7th of next month. A good idea 
The success of sugar-cane eultare In Ohio and the West tho 
past season, will be likely to induce thousands to try it 
another year-The Grain Receipts at Chicago, for the first 
eleven months of this year, are estimated at the enormous 
amount of forty four million bushels.1—an increase of fifty 
percent, over the large receipts of I860. Trnly, Chicago is 
•■the Granary of the World.”-The American Terracultor 
is a proposed substitute for the plow — a rotary digger, illus¬ 
trated and described in the Rural of Dec. 15, I860,—ohilo 
*' terra-culture. " as_propounded by one R C., is quite another 
thing, as-will be seen by illustrations on our last page. Of 
course even superficial Tradere will readily perceive the 
difference between the two articles, and a? easily see which 
is the “contraband" among intelligent soil cultivators. 

Thf. Crop of Maple Suoak.—Burnt * Merchant's Magazine 
estimates the crop ol maple sugar for tue current year at 
28,000 lhub. The trees are Tapped in February to obtain the 

try, whose superior knowledge would enable them to 
grow larger and better crops than their neighbors, 
and whose fruit trees would always wear the fresh¬ 
ness and vigor of youth, —whose potatoes would 

mill half the stock in the country. What better 28,000 tons. The trees are toppedi-enruary to »» ruin nau tue SIOLR ill iut y product, and tbe pieces- is usually completed by the end of 
arrangement can a man have to injure bis stock, tnau ^ Vn inl,.Ul,.-,llt judgment may therefore be fairly 
a tight box eet over a manure heap No bftru ever fonneJ a; tlj|3 <i8te of the aggregate ri.-ld by the uid of care- 
built is equal to the rough hoarded New England fui comparison with the ascertained products of rormer years. 

ness and vigor of youth,-whose potatoes would onei, out very --r.. . “of at0ck to all weathers to make it hardy. Let 
never rot, and who would have no cause to complain from the Rev. Hr. Dewey, for many years 1 rolcssor p bp ,|nje,. coutrol, either to keep it warm 
of insect killed wheat, aud other contingencies to of Naturai Sciences in the University of Rochester. Qr tQ wejj venliiatt. jt. Finally, let all the leaks be 

^ But ie°belSvVno sn^ch state of things exists, and As thousands of our readers are aware, Dr. Dewev stopped in the stable floors, and the land will • blos- 
that those who have beard the disclosures and have is a man of profound scientific attainments and som like the roae. 

eight cent* per pound, 
is hence $5,017,600. 

Thanks to the Press for the handsome notices accorded 

the Rural New-Yorker about these days. 

— Tiie effective strength of the Spanish army is now 271,- 

000 Infantry, 23,000 cavalry, and 14,000 artillery. 

_Immense quantities of codfish are now taken on a newly 

discovered bank off the western coast of Scotland. 

— It is said that Washington is more crowded than at the 

commencement ef any former senniou of Congress. 

— Kossuth has written another address to tbe Hungarians. 

He prophesies the Emperor of Austria’s abdication. 

— There are about live hundred Chaplains In the army, at 

a cost of nine, hundred thousand dollars per annum. 

— Eight hundred and fifty canal boats, bound East, passed 

Schenectady from the 25th to the 30th of November. 

— During October, 32,500 letters were sent from San Fran¬ 

cisco, and 25,700 received there by tbe Overland Mail. 

_Passengers from Southern points represent an almost 

universal reign of terror throughout the rebel States. 

— The Atlantic, which sailed from Now York for Port 

Royal Tuesday week, took printing press, cases, type, &c. 

— There have been 11,364 wiles of submarine cable laid, 

of which only about 3,000 miles are now in actual operation. 

— Kentucky has in actual service, and ready to be mus¬ 

tered into service, 26,000 wen, out of a voting population of 

00,000. 

_The rebels, fearing an attack on Charleston, have con- 
struelcU aWuw across the harbor from Sumter to Sullivan’s 

Island. 

_A white woodchuck haB been shot at No. 11, Aroostook, 

county, Maine. The skin is to be preserved in the State 

Cabinet. 

— Out of f400,000 recently disbursed at Port Royal, over 

$250,000 were sent home at once by the soldiers to their 

families. 

— The Government has decided that, for the present, there 

can be no trade with South Carolina through the port of 

Beaufort. 

— An English colony have settled on Mount Ararat, and 

actually established a newspaper there, entitled “ The Ararat 

Advertiser. 

— The Illinois Central Railroad Company are building 11 

mile* of corn cribs along the line of tbeir road, 12 miles south 

of Chicago. 

— Our troops captured at Beaufort 2,500 blankets, tents for 

3 ()00 men. 55 cannon, 500 musketa, aad any quantity of 

ammunition, 

— Louisville packers, receiving hogs from Indiana, are 

required to give bonds that the products will not be furnished 

to the rebels. 

— A mass of cepper, weighing six thousand six hundred 

pounds, from the Evergreen Bluff mines, arrived at Detroit 

on the 23d ult. 

— A grand bear hunt, by forty of the citizens of Lyndon, 

Tt., on the 20th ult., resulted in the capture of bruin, weigh¬ 

ing 136 pounds. 

— The diptheria has appeared in the town of Patten, Me., 

in some two hundred cases, causing thirty deaths since the 

middle of August. 

— A private letter from Port Royal states that one of the 

Quartermasters has on his own responsibility set about forty 

cotton gin* at work. 

— The export of breadstuff's to Europe the present year will 

far exceed those in any former year. The amount already 

reaches 5116.000,000. 

1 - The town of Litchfield, Ct., has voted to pay its volun- 

’ teens $17 bounty, additional to that paid by tbe State and the 

1 general Government. 

— Gen. Sherman is said to hare made up his mind that 

Beaufort possessess so little strategic importance that it is 

1 not worth occupying. 

— Rev. A. IS Peabody, of East Longmeadow, Mass., on 

* Thanksgiving week, gathered in the open air some violets as 

fresh as those of May. 

i — A party of lads ventured upon the thin ice at Harvard, 

Mass., Thanksgiving day. Four of the boys broke through 

and only one escaped. 

d — The message of the President, containing 7578 words, 

was sent by telegraph from Washington to New 5 ork in one 

0 hour and thirty-two minutes. 

t —The Scientific American recommends soldiers to wear 

paper between their clothing. It is warmer than cloth, owing 

8 to the closeness of its texture. 

■ 1 _Oregon has no magnetic telegraph as yet, but it is 

15 arranged that before the middle on862 Portland shall be in 

communication with California. 

c _Mrs. Phebe H Brown, author of that fine hymn, com- 

,r mencing, “I lore to steal awhile away,” died on the 10th of 

)f October, at Henry, nt., aged 78. 

e —The secesh Postmaster at New Orleans has been issuing 

h one c«Dt shinplasters, “ receivable in payment of postage, 

and redeemable at the Postoflice." 

— The rebels purpose to confiscate the estates formerly 

re owned by President Thomas Jefferson, now in possession of 

Uriah r. Levy, an “ alien enemy,” 

of — Mrs. Hannah May died at Bristol, R- L, on the 22d, in 

j_ the 99th year of her age. For 44 years, from 1791 to 1835, 

s, she taught school iu her native town. 

_Meade 5: Brother, apothecaries, (Richmond), advertise 

at that inability to procure supplies of medicine compel them 

)p to decline most of their former business. 

_A French newspaper paragraph says that a pamphlet had 

ed appeared, calling on the American Pederal Government to 

take military precaution against French invasion. 

m'~Ao0k>2/ 
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NEW PLANTS. 

In another column will be found an interestu. 

description, by Prof. Dewey, of the Bonapartea jun- 

cea now flowering in this city for the first time. e 

do not know that it has ever before flared in i 

country. Even in Europe it has seldom bloomed. A 
g””S» informs » he once ,»w it in llo.or ,n toe 

Duke of Devonshire’s Garden. 
A correspondent of Ohio gives his experience wit 

some new flowers and vegetables, as follows. 

The New French Tree Tomato. — {Tomate de 

J,,uThis plant is entirely different from the old 

cticticn. it attain, the hainl.t of Wo 
qnite uptight, ami .elf.«»P»tt.ns »ut,l « ■' *“»“ 

full grown, when the great weight there, of- 

or more tomatoes to each plant, causes it to f1 

unless prevented by a stake. It branches^ than 

the old varieties. The leaves are ourle , very h , 

and closely set on the sturdy branches, their color . 

a deep shining green. The fruit is of good umform 

size, Arm flesh, good flavor. 
contains but a few seeds. Color of fruit, a bright 

scarlet. Aside from its good qualities, as a novel > 

it is worthy of a place in every garden. 
tZScarlet Euo PEANT.-This is a new variety, 

the fruit of which 1b about the size of a hen s egg, 

and its color is a bright, deep scarlet, - very orna- 

m The'New Double Flowered Zinnia.-Tins is 

certainly a great acquisition to our flower garden-a 

truly "Ldid Hower, and will delight the eye of the 

Tweet WnulM-t^^^O-Thi9 
rior to any of the old varieties. These contain the 

most beautiful varieties, with different shade8 u 

colors. They are in blossom in the early part of the 

season, and Continue in bloom for a long while; and 

are certainly our choicest favorites. Norrjs 

Windsor, Ohio, 1S01. 
The experience of our Ohio correspondent with 

the Tree Tomato, it will be seen, accords with our 

own published in the Ritual a few weeks since 

when we gave a good engraving of a mature p ant 

The Scarlet Egg, unless started quite early, will not 

matnro its fruit in this section. 

LAU1X micro sperm a, of l My, or ^mall-seeded 

Larch Mr. YkiTOJ, who is now making a botani¬ 

cal tour of Japan, has sent home this new species of 

Larch, of which we give an engraving. It is thus 

described by the English Journal of Hof Manure 

and after some ten years' experience, we find no plan 

so simple or so safe as the French or dram system tor 

blanching or preservation. 
The process consists in digging a trench or drat 

ten or twelve inches wide, and of the depth o the 

length of the celery. The celery is then packed,-- 

pendicularly in the trench, moderately flSh^ ™U ' 

whole is filled up. It will he understood that them 

is no soil thrown in about the roots-none being 

necessary. The roots, being at the bottom of the 

trench, quickly absorb sufficient moistureito encoim¬ 

age new roots, which, as soon as formed, the blanch¬ 

ing process is begun, and the Celery wi >e 

use in four or six weeks from the time of being pat 

in the trench. It is indispensable to cover the trench 

with leaves or stable litter to the depth of six oi i 

eight inches; but this must, bo done gradually- two 

or three inches at a time-as the season advances. If 

put on all at once, it stops the evaporation from the 

mass of celery packed in the trench, and the blanch- 

ing being prematurely hastened, it would not keep so 

well as if covered gradually. 
A great advantage we find in this way ot preserving 

winter celery, is in the easy access we get to it in all 

weathers,-nothing more being necessary than to 

remove the Utter and take out what, is wanted and 

cover in carefully again. 
I have been induced to offer these remarks on see¬ 

ing your article on the subject in last month's num¬ 

ber, which, although it is, no doubt, all claimed or 

it, is expensive and troublesome; and in localities 

where drain tiles are not to be had, impracticable; 

while by the plan above narrated, yon eau have as 

fine an eating celery as can be produced by any other 

method, and that, too, at the cost of not more than 

one cent per head. In field-culture its oust is less 

than half a cent per head, although the elaborate 

system of “bunching” it for the New York market 

costs at least half a cent more. 

The above is from the Gar timer's Monthly, and 

written by a New Jersey market gardener, and well 

answers an Inquiry that we now have before ns. 

Celery can be grown profitably for market in the 

neighborhood of any of our large cities. The mode 

of preserving described, is easy and always safe. We 

know of no better way in which large quantities can 

be stored safely. The usual mode here is to dig the 

trenches, place the celery in them at once, and cover 

with hoards, and perhaps a few leaves until heavy 

frost then give a foot or so of leaves. The Incom¬ 

e-able Ihcarf mar, of TnuNEu, we grew last sum- 

mer, and It is the best small variety we have ever cul¬ 

tivated; stiff, dose habit, solid, crisp, and of a 

peculiar rich nutty flavor, and juicy. It also promises 

to keep well, kings' Mammoth Red is the best large 

variety we know of, being of extra size, solid and 

good._- 

length. These scales were arranged in a regular 

spiral form. The stem grows with great rapidity, 

sometimes four or live inches in a day, and on one day 

six inches, ronud and tapering, till the middle ot 

November. About three feet from the head, two 

flower buds rose in the axil of each leaf, and in like 

manner at each leaf to the very top, making hun¬ 

dreds of flowers. At this time, Nov. '28th, the flowers 

from the first three feet of buds have matured, and 

the calyx and corol have fallen oil' from the ovary 

below, thelong stamens withering but holding their 

white and now woolly anthers in the original shape. 

On the next three feet the flowers have begun to 

wither; iu the two or three feet above, they aro in tul 

bloom, but above these such progress is made as 

indicates blossoming to the summit in the course or 

some weeks. The pericarp or seed vessel Is hex¬ 

agonal. more than a half inch long, and oue-fonrth 

inch in diameter, and In its three p«U« where flowers 

have withered, is nil abundance of immature seeds. 

Were its flowers showy and blue, (as blue is said U 

be their color in Peru.) it would be an extraordinary 

curiosity and beauty; as it is, it is admirable. 

This is the first instance of the flowering of this 

plant iu the United States. It is known to have 

flowered in the garden of the Duke of' Devonshire, 

in England, though no reference is made to its 

having flowered iu Europe m the works con- 

milted. Paxton says it is easily raised “ in sandy, 

rich loam, and increases without difficulty from 

9eeJ As it is a parasitic plant, or the kind of 

epiphyte which sends its roots to those of other 

plants, it may. perhaps, like the Pine-Apple, be prop¬ 

agated by suckers or by cuttings. Tt this is not Ini.-, 

its like will not remain with us; for it, is expected 

that the plant will not survive this once flowering. 

It is related somewhat to the Century Plant, and 

more in its mode of growth than its flowers, which 

never survives its show of flowers, even though it 

lives twenty, forty, sixty, or more than a hundred 

years. With high gratitude for the view of this sin¬ 

gular and rare and beautiful plant, it need not bo 

said to those who have eyes to see and taste to enjoy 

the splendid and magnificent, time waits for no one. 

Doc. 3d, 1801 • _ C‘ ’’ 

from tbe Horticulturist, April. 1851.1 

THE GREAT DISCOVERY IN VEGETATION. istnesftU 

It is one of the misfortunes of an editor to be 
expected to answer all questions, as if he were an 
oracle It is all pleasant enough when his totres 
pendent is lost in the woods, and he 
him right, or when he is groping in some talk t 
sage that only nerds the slimmer of hi* farthing 
candle of experience, to make the way tolerably 
rU ir to him. But correspondent* are often unreason- 
abTe. and “sic for what is little short of a miracle 

HOW TO MAKE CONE FRAMES 

able, and ask for wmwis uum - t'(lw 
is clear that an editor is not only expected to know 
everything, but that he is uot to be allowed thecomb.rt 

. . 1 . * ..... <ini>rni Oft t 1 D si flT ftflV Of 
everything, bunnatDe ibuvi w uc»uV"'- - 
of belonging to anv secret societies, or any of those 
little fraternities where such a charming mr of mys¬ 
tery is thrown over the commonest objects. 

Wo are brought to these rc-fledpm* by » h t[ei that 
has just come before us, and which runs as follows. 

Dear Fir- i have been expecting in the last two 
numbers, to hear from you on the subject of the 
great discovery in vegetation, which was aid hefor, 
the committee of the State Agricultural society at 
its annual meeting in January hist, y ou were, 1 

mistake not, a member of that committee, and ot 
enurse, the fulled, disclosures of the secret, of the 
iron tic man who claims to have found out a new 
•• principle In vegetation,” were laid before you. No 
.. t Vifia T t.hinlr hi*r*n nil mifluCU *» 

Eds. Rural New-Yorker. — I am glad my former 

rec.ipo met with the approbation of at least one of 

your readers. 
I noticed the request of “ M. A. H.” in your last 

number, and shall bo happy to comply with it, as far 

us T am able. I had thought, before f saw that desire 

for information concerning cone aud shell frames, of 

sending you the manner In which I prepare cones 

for use, and also some of the methods of arranging 

them upon the frame. This is the most favorable 

season of the year for gathering the strobiles of both 

pine and hemlock. 
In the first, place, after procuring, them scrape oil 

the gum with a knife, somewhat dull; then put them 

in warm suds, and tear the carpels apart, after which 

, rinse and clip them. My way of clipping is this: 

with sharp shears, commence in the dark colored, 
. « x .I. till tliaw rttGAf. rrpntleitiftU wno maim* u»vr ...„ wiwi wmup .. 

•• principle In vegetation,” wero laid before you. No bploW t,he light, and out each side tilt they meet, 

JSbi.fiVXcftatoto .petal, nearlybalTinch Mow the light colored; 

lathi/right, when the discoverer is now urging the then dry them aud they aro ready for use. I Inn 
. . i . a_... 4l»ia Wfsitik t.n TTriau fl bill tflviuiZ him & “ 
Ta tli ta riff lit. wncu mts uinruvurui mww • i tuGu ary uiviu ^ .. 
li'uislaturo of this State tn pass a l>ill giving him a forthc pine cones, the hemlock needs no preparation, 
in .nils of Slot) 000 to make his secret public, tor toe 1 ..ii . . —»_ <...* JanArwIa mllrt h nnfiTi t.he taste and 

1 ..nUioiiti'iva ftf tViix uriil? Kltll&P tllO 

rtnc plliu VVUW) HU1# I«v**»wv..-- * 
The arrangement depends much upon the. taste and 

skill of the maker. One plain, but very pretty 

fashion is this: After you have a light wood frame 

covered with paper, place around the outer edge, 

with thick glue, a row of carpels, the dark colored 

pointing in, also a row across the corners; then fill 

in with carpels overlapping each other and also the 

first row, until the frame is nearly filled; after which 

urging ms great, :-- a row around the inner edge, with the carpels 

g!S u" direct,. The ftoto to »»* 

seeraov though we protested at the time against his re(lfly for variilshitig. 
expecting that, a horticultural editor should preserve Auother method. After placing one or two rows 

t^f «{ W^TSit archil,1 the rip, 1111 In with hemlock Mn«. Mi 

rudely — for his letter only expresses.wliat^ a good aOorns, and shells, It you have themi. 

henclit of all cultivators of the soil? hi her tin 
thing Is pure humbug, ov there is something in it 
worthy of attention. I’ruy enlighten us on this sub¬ 

ject. Youvs, Ac. 
Yes WO were upon that commltte, and nothing 

would give us greater pleasure than to unburden our 
mart to the public on this subject, and r d our bosom 
of this “perilous stuff" that has weighed upon us 
ever since. But alas! ibis gentleman who has been 
ursine his great discovery upon tile attention ot 
congress and the legislature fur ten nr twelve, years 

. _ ... ..ii .t, „ /. n mm titan under a Holeilltl VOW Of 

fjm'tiodturtt ?tot(S. 

THE WEATHER —COVERING VINES. 

“Among the conifers sent home by Mr. J. U. Y E‘Tt'a 

is ene which, on account of the unusual smallness of 

its seeds, Dr. LindlBY has named micospauo, . 

Veitch characterizes it as a tree ^mforyto fy 

feet high, with foliage resembling the Spruce 

point of color, and very glaucous on the under sui- 

Aoe ThO leaves are as long as those of J mam* 

S, and perfectly silvery underneath. It was f9und 

at HakodadI, in Japau." 

Among all the new and beautiful things that 

flowered with us the past summer, f*?W afforded more 

pleasure than the double Dianlhua Heddewtgii and la- 

nniatus, Tlie latter we grew over three inches in 

diameter, and quite double. Ifeddewigu was smaller, 

but fully as double, and both exhibited a charming 

variety of colors. 

GROWING CELERY.—SIMPLE METHOD 

Mu. Editor.— I have often before given my expe¬ 

rience in celery culture in different horticultural 

journals, but never before, that I recollect of, in t e 

columns of the Monthly, and If not repeating a twice- 

told tale to your readers, I will briefly describe a very 

simple method, and one which I have not before 

described, whereby any one who can grow a plot ot 

cabbages may grow a plot of celery, and that, too, 

pretty much in the same manner as in the culture of 

the cabbage. 
The ground necessary for the growth of celery need 

not be damp, as is generally supposed. Any good, 

rich vegetable soil, if level, is all sufficient. Although 

the plant luxuriates in moisture, if properly applied, 

yet it is as quickly impatient of stagnant water at the 

roots a3 almost any other vegetable. 
One of the best varieties for private culture is the 

Incomparable Dwarf, a solid, stocky, white variety, 

never attaining more than two feet in length, hut of 

the m03t delicious flavor. This variety is particularly 

well adapted to this simple mode of cultivation, 

which consists iu planting the plants on the surface, 

one foot apart each way, so as to form a square bed. 

The object in having the plot thus square or oblong 

is, that when the celery is so planted, the plants 

crowd each other when full gTOwn, so that in the 

struggle for light, the hearts are drawn upwards — 

one of the most important objects to be obtained; 

which when the celery is planted in single or double 

rows, cannot be attained, without the processes oi 

what we call “handling” and “hoeing up.” The 

time of planting is usually the month of July; but if 

good strong plants can be had, fine celery may be 

i grown by planting iu August. Nothing farther what- 

1 ever is necessary in its cultivation but simply hoeing 

to encourage growth and keep down the weeds, as is 

done in a cabbage or onion bed. This, then, is the 

whole process from the time of planting in July until 

November. Thus far, it is, of course, green—un¬ 

blanched; the blanching process bemg done when 

stored in winter quarters. 
The time of digging up, of course, varies some¬ 

what in different localities. In this district we 

usually have all put away by the middle of November; 

We have now almost a June temperature, the air 

ia mild and balmy, and the sun, although somewhat 

moderated by the haze peenlinrto ourlndian summer, 

shines with a brilliancy quite unusual at this season 

of the year. We have now in our garden Ten-week* 

stocks making a good show of flowers, while a few 

tender things that were left ont-of floor* to perish are 

blossoming freely. Our pansies have not produced 

as tine flowers during the whole season, and they aro 

quite abundant, and even the Chinese Pinks, we 

noticed this morning, (Dec. Ill,) were bursting then- 

buds. IJuw long this will continue we cannot say, 

but there are those who are prophesying sad des¬ 

truction among our trees and plants unless we meet, 

with a speedy change. However, wo anticipate no 

evil, as wc never knew injury to result from warm 

weather in the autumn and early winter. A Benson 

of rest is natural to vegetation in this climate, and it 

will take an extraordinary amount of warm weather 

to produce a How oi sap and swelling of the buds 

that will be injurious. After a period of rest, in the 

latter part, of winter or early spring, the same amount 

of warm weather followed by cold would be very 

likely to result iu mischief. 
But if the fears that are aroused will induce those 

who cultivate grapes and raspberries, and other 

things that are rendered safe by a little protection, 

to lay them down and cover them, they will not only 

have the pleasure of enjoying this beautiful weather, 

but the additional pleasure and l11’1'■ '}t '''C 

good crop of fruit next season. Last ye • - 

fouvthBOf the grapes in Western New Yoi W 

destroyed by the winter, and while this may not lie 

the case for years to come, we are never certain oi a 

good crop unless the vines are protected. The pro¬ 

tection needed is but very little, and will cause but 

little labor. Cover the branches with straw or ever¬ 

greens on the trellis, or simply lay them down on 

the ground and cover with a little earth. In the 

spring uncover them pretty early, and let them lie 

upon the ground until the buds grow, ir they make 

much growth, there will be danger of breaking them 

off in handling the vine to secure it to the trellis. 

Then tie up, and you will have no dead wood, hut 

your whole vine will be covered with bearing 

branchp.a, __ 

Oira Native Graphs.-Hr. Moulds, «f Wilmington, Dela¬ 
ware, writing to the UwUcuUttHH, mxytr. “Nature him, I 
believe, endowed me with a particularly nice organ of taste. 
Whether this be a blessing or a curse I leave Others to deter 
mine hut I d«> "lnRl uuhcsitatiiigly pronounce that Dela¬ 
wares, Maxatawneys, an* Rebeccas aro (,ood. if the Dola 
wares wore as large in berry ns the Black Hamburgh, I should 
think that wo might seek no further. V< it Is lam afraid 
that it will disappoint many. As to its undoubted hard,ness, 
there can be no question; and it is decidedly one of the great¬ 
est acquisitions the native family ever received, despite Mr. 
Prince V larger and a better native (irape Is the amber- 
colored Maxatawney, a< I tasted itthis autumn at the Peim- 
svlvaula Horticultural Society, growu, probably, in some city 
yard Whether it will be t.ho Grape for general cultivation 
that"the Delaware is, It i« too early yet to say; although 
judging from the extraordinary vigor and growth, both of my 
own vines as well us those of my neighbors, I ih.olt U side to 
predict that it will rival, and may eclipse, the Delaware for 
general culture. I named Rebecca as being one of the high¬ 
est, flavored Grapes growing out of doors, although I am nut 
disposed to give it the higher place accorded to either Of the 
fonder Well ripened Concord Grapes are uot bad, uor are 
some Isabellas and Catawba* that 1 have eaten to be despised, 

The Maj-alawney may he a good grape south ot Philadel¬ 
phia, and perhaps even in that city, but wo have never seen 
• tripe, although having taRted it iu Philadelphia as late as 

the noth of September. _ 

PACKIXO Pm, ITS KOII ),ON«i DiSTAXCRH.-I may here state 

that I have found uo better method in all my experience, 

which extends over a period of twenty years, with all kinds 

of fruits varying iu distance from fifty to five hundred miles. 

It simply is: box, soft paper, ami sweet, bran. A box is 
chosen iu size according to the quantity to he sent. A layer 
of bran is put on the bottom; then each bunch of grapes Is 
hold by the hand over a sheet, of paper; the four corners of 
the paper are brought up to the stalk and nicely secured; 
then laid on its side in the box, and so on until the drst layer 
is finished. Then fill the whole over with bran, and givo the 
box a gentle shake as you proceed. Begin the second layer 
as the first, and so on until the box U completed. Thus with 
neat, hands the bloom is preserved, and may bo sent to any 

distance; but with clumsy hands, quite the contrary, and 
often an entire failure, as the putting in and taking out ot 
the box are the most important points to he observed. I 
have invariably pocked sixty or eighty hooches of grapes and 
fifty or sixty dozen of peaches or apricots in one box, and 
received letters from employers to say that they had arrived 
‘fl been taken from the trees that morei ng, 
as safe as if they 
—C'c>Karjc Gardener. _. 

The 

ruaeiy — n>r ww* w**v —. .. ..r ^ 
many other*have expresroJ to n* verbally. We shall, 
therefore, endeavor to console him for the want, of 
the learned dissertation on vegetable physiology 
which ho no doubt expected, by telling him a story. 

Once on a time there was a little spaniel who lived 
only for the good of bis race. He hud a mild coun- 
tennnoe. and looked at the first, enough like other 
lings. But for nil that be was an oddity. Y««rra 
md year out, ibis little spanfel wandered about with 
„ wise look, like the men that gaze at, the stars 
through the great telescopes. The fact, was, he had 
taken it into Iris head that he was a phtloHophei, and 
had discovered a great secret, 'this was no less than 
the seen tof instinct by which dogs do so many won¬ 
derful thing*, that some men with all their big "'’k8- 
their learning, yes, and even their WOnderlul knack 
of talking, cannot do. ..... , , . 

It was eurloim to see how the little spaniel who 
had turned philosopher, gave himself up to this 
fancy that, had got into his head. He had a comfort¬ 
able kennel, where he might have kept.house, barked, 
looked alter trespassers, where he might, have been 
well fed and had a jolly time of it, like other dogs. 
W no, h” wa« far too wise for that. He hud as 
he said, found out something that would alter the 
whole “ platform " on which dogs stood, something 
that would help them to carry their heads higher 
ii,.,., ,n(inv men he could name, instead of h'-'mk 

[ obliged to play second fiddle to the horse. U the 
community of dogs In general would but listen to 
hint, he wonld teach them not only how to bo always 
wise aud rich, how to he strong and hearty, but 
above till, how to preserve their scent for the scent, 
is a pleasure that dogs prize as much aB some old 
ladies who take snuff. In short, the knowledge of 
this wonderful discovery would bring about a canine 
millennium - for he assured them that not only was 
jJSySKt them «i»M to M. *>*- tort that 
good time was coming,” even for dogs. 
K \ud why, you will say. did not onr philosopher 
divulge for the benefit of the whole family of dogs? 
“It is sc pleasant to do something for the elevation 
of our race.” as the traveled monkey thought when 
he was teaching his brothers to walk on their hind 
lee* All the dugs in the country could not hut owe 
l,debt of gratitude, since they would soon become 
io wisl that they might even teach their masters 
something of instinct. Ami than they would bo w» 
bam.v-sir.ee there would not he a downcast tail in 
all the land—for the whole country would ho tu one 

that n who tort wh 
questions, know nothing either oi philosophy, oi the 

' world As if the people who discover why the world 
turns round, and the stars shine, throw their kr.owl- 

lUjunis, auu .. - # 

put on in rows, or clusters, as the fancy dictates. It 

you use hemlock cones, he sure they arc well opened 

by warmth before varnishing. Lucie. 

Thompson, Geauga Co,, 0., 1801. 

GOOD COFFEE AND TEA. 

It is an old, hut nevertheless true saying, that 

there is daily to be heard and seen something new. 

Good tea and coffee are beverages that all are fond of, 

and yet how few there are who know how to suit the 

tastes of those who keenly relish them. The Scalpel 

reverses the old practice and theory, and Bays that 

the true way to obtain good coffee and tea is to put 

them into cold water, and heat them up to the 

boiling point, and keep them at that point for a 

minute or so, in close vessels, so as to prevent any 

escape of steam. Then, while the flavor Is diffused 

through the liquid, pour it out, sweeten and drink 

it. Few persons have ever tasted good tea or coffee. 

In this country lit continues) ice water has become 

one of tho established drinks, and must, theretore, be 

treated with some consideration. When taken in quan¬ 

tities of from a teacupful to a tumblerful, in hot 

weather, it is a grateful tonic, and assists tbe stomach 

to have appetite, and perform digestion. If much of 

it is taken at meals, the digestion is stopped, or at 

least retarded. Free ice water drinkers are never well 

in their stomach, like other free drinkers. 

MAKING HARD SOAP. 

turns vounu. ami me 
edge into the street for every dog to trample' UP«U- 
No indeed! They will have a patent, lor It, ot a 
£N0’ . ‘ ..rtho government, ov some- 

WONDERFUL PLANT — Botmp&rtea juncea. 

The nursery of Messrs. Ellwangek & Barry has 

a world-wide fame. A great many plants are raised 

by them which aro not fruit bearing, m the sense 

men speak of the apple, pear, grape, Ac. Among 

them are many exotics, cultivated for their flowers or 

high beauty of their foliage, and still others for their 

strange forms or great rarity and beauty.^ Among 

the last is the JJonapartea, named to honor Napoleon 

Bonaparte, One species is named Bonapartea jun- 

cen, said to lie a native of Peru, South A merica. It L 

of tbe Natural Order Brottuliacetet and belongs to tbe 

Fine-Apple Tribe, its flower has a three-parted or tubu¬ 

lar calyx, just inclosing three alternate petals, oblong 

and nearly equal, being green on tbe back and green¬ 

ish-white on the inside; six stamens rise from the 

calyx and core), with long and large versatile an¬ 

thers, and one style long and large, and rising tram 

the thrce-eelled pericarp, each cell containing numer¬ 

ous seeds. Hee also Paxton’s Botanical Dictionary. 

The plant above named has been in the conserva¬ 

tory of Ellwangkr <fc Barky about twenty-two years, 

and was obtained by them of Mr. Prince on Long 

Island, aud may then have been twenty or more 

years old Near the earth, and from the roots below, 

rises a globular head like the Pine-Apple, hut more 

round, ten or twelve inches in diameter, covered with 

close-set ovate scales an inch long, and from each of 

which extends a rush-like tough leaf, four-sided at 

the base, and upwards, and finally flattening mto a 

spear-form termination. These leaves, about two lect 

long, curve over in mOBt graceful form, and cover the 

head entirely. Snob has been its appearance for 

years. About September 10th, there shot out from 

the top of the head a solid, hard, cylindrical stem, 

bearing small scales about two inches apart, and 

ending in a fine spear-like form three inches in 

New fVrt'xcii Method of Growino Mushrooms. 

French correspondent of the New York Tunes S'™8 '; 
following new and simple mode of growing mushrooms. 
U A method has been discovered and reported to the Academy 

of Sciences for producing mushrooms artificially in any uca 
it* Dr. Labourette, the discoverer, first develop# mush 
rooms by placing spores on a glass on which he huapread 
sand and water. He selects the most vigorous ones, and » 
with the mycelium of those that ho obtains the magnificent 
specimens of mushrooms he exhibited to the Academy. He 
disposes hi# ground in thn following manner Some damp 
earth, composed of vegetable matter from a swamp, and 
placed in a cellar, t»covered with a layer ten ,nches t uck ot 
land and river gravel, and this, in turn, by another, 8 x 
inches thick, composed Of plaster derived from the demoli¬ 
tion or houses. Ho sprinkles this earth bed with water con- 
taining two grammes [thirty one troy grains neatly]of MOtato 
Of polish to the square yard, after having first sown thereon 
the mycelium. The specimens shown at tho Academy h 
„town in six days, and the discover asserts that the action or 

the azotate of potash lasts six years. 

Flower Leaves ax Article of Commerce.- In the south 
France, a harvest of two and a half million pounds 

weight of Uower leaves is gathered every year, and sold for 
about a quarter of a million pounds sterling. It consists of 
100 000 pounds Of rose leaves, 100,000 pounds of jasmine 
blooms, 60,000 pounds of violets, 65,000 pounds of acacia 

buds, and 5000 pounds ef jonquil flowers. 

How to JOHOR Celery — Solid, close, clean; stems not 
burst; size of the Close Fleart is the great point, all others 
being equal. No outside burst, or open, or damaged stalks 
to be shown White first, red second, any other color last. 
If shown for weight, they must be properly trimmed of their 
green leaves, and no cracked or damaged stems to be passe,.!; 

and if not perfectly solid, must be rejected.- Glenny. 

\o nileed: 1 uey wm '.v t 
great sum ef money from tho gqvernmfeilt, or some¬ 
thin/ r,f that sort, ft would bn a sorry fellow who 
should think that every new thing found out w to bo 
i/lven awaty to everybody lor nothing at all, lu 
manner. To be sure, it would, perhaps, henelu, man¬ 
kind all the mure, but that is only hall the question. 
“If vou think the moon ia made of green cheese, 
said our curly philosopher to bis friends, “you are 
greatly mistaken. 1 am well satisfied, )or my par , 
that that is only a vulgar error, fl t had been, 
John Bull would have eaten it up for a lunch a long 

tU«“ bur' philosopher went about among his^'eUow 

dogs, f»r allSTJ Jn'dKVSed mastiffs, New- 
mony >“ ®“of Sgh degree. He went, also, 
toSl conventions or public assemblies, where wise 

S lu the habit Of potting their heads 
terrurs wcri d Wherever ho went, 

vofif would see him holding twine poor victim hy the you worn 1SL secrf_t aniA Rowing 

n'^^L iCTresS yefl, and tbe very existence of 
dol ’depended upon the knowledge of his secret- 

. hh i,mid really explain iu a moment everything 

SSiri w rtvS .1,0 toy. .tort, artrsto* 
11 sn.ibars were kept from drowning m tho ark. 
grand atht ,; u \ ot- ^rey-honnds agree to pay 

M„,h o iraon « Ky. aid he woM make k„o»n 
that would make the distemper cease, and 

KJ&nnE HM to holr to. lade Ole,,. 

hi. 2[ «h. * ho . 
that Solomon was R rung ^ recd that, there 
nothing new undei-the ““n| >g in it, though 
was no denying that t! • (l t|(,w discovery. 

they 'ftTong'time spent in lobbying, and 
I-1 nally, afimr a .. lf.1 members that would 

f,'f 7i’h°im w“«d Si lo every do,, 
listen, to nin>, 5 * Vliu rfilW'tiotl ot (loffS* 

that hll(J auii?iUdiml Botely In’cause of the lamentable bonesthat had iliMl soieiy ho found » com 

quite determined not to he b«mDgg ^ ^ t0 

SKtX/sof ■> i“ «"■ c”I'‘"odi,y 
,b0 committee were 

do.r-t on the committee were not to be iHiz.zled, they 
Sfed hold of the fundamental principle of tho 
su/.eu i ;t and worried it, 

Ens. TinrAt. Nkw-Yokrer: — Mrs. S. L. A., Oi 

Flint, Mich., wishes some one to send a receipt for 

making hard soap. I send mine, which I have used 

for two years, and kuow to bo good, lake tlnee 

pounds of sal soda; one and a half <>f uuslaked lime; 

two gallons of rainwater. Heat it boiling hot in a 

brass or copper boiler or kettle; then put it. in an 

earthen vessel to settle over night, carefully pouring 

olV tho top so as not to pass any of the ingredients; 

then take three pounds of clean grease and boil until 

thick; when clone pour it in vessels so as to cut it iu 

bars to suit your taste. Should it not thicken when 

done, let it cool, then take tho top, and heat it up 

with a little rain water. b. m. o. 

NortbvIlU', Mich., 1861. 

A GOOD Sweet A m.K I’ik.—Having received much 

benefit from the Rural, 1 thought I would send you 

a recipe for a sweet apple pie. Take six good sweet 

appes of medium size, pare, quarter and core, tho 

mime as for sauce, stew them soli., then beat them hue 

with one egg, add one teacupful new milk. Spice 

to your taste. Line a pie plate the same as for cus¬ 

tard, ami bake half an hour.-M. F., Cussadaga, (V. 

V,, 1A61. _ 

Bird’s Nest Pupuwa. — One cup cream; 1 cup 

sweet milk; H cups flour; 1 teaspoonful tartar; j 

tcaspoonful soda; :> eggs? Mttle salt. 1 *'C8S ^ 
apples to the amount of one pint; stew and sweeten 

them some. Then take a two quart basin, butter it 

well, place the apples in the center, pour the batter 

over, and bake one hour. Dressing to eat on the 

pudding—Sagar, butter, flour, cooked with boiling 

water.—H. G. M., Saratoga, N. Y., lSfiL. 

Remedy for Rheumatism. — Beat up well three 

fresh hen’s eggs, -the more you beat them the better. • 

Mix one half ounce each of the oil of origanum nnd 

the spirits of hartshorn. After these are well mixed 

| take half a pint of strong vinegar, and mix all 

together. Put in a bottle, aud shake well every time 

used. On going to bed, rub the parts affected. 

Cements.—Three parts ashes, three parts clay, and 

one part sand, is said to make a cement as hard as 

marble, and impervious to water. Loose handW of 

knives and forks may be re-fastened by making 

cement of rosin and brick dust. Heat tho handle 

and pour in the cement very hot. Seal engravers use 

a cement made as follows: Melt a little isinglass in 

spirits of wine, adding one-fifth water, ^1 using a 

gentle heat. When well melted and mixed, it will 

tom a transparent glue, which will unite glass so 

firm that the fracture will hardly he seen. 

( 

Taylop.'h Bolutt Gram.—At a meeting of the (Cincinnati 
Horticultural Society, recently, a sample of this, grape was 
fxhiMted \v Mr. Stcrrett, of Ota**. on motion of Mr. | 8ekred hold of the “wo» £ and 
Heaver, it was agreed that from this spec.)Ulcn, and that o osophto ■PJJJJ ^ J 1;lsl> quite a simple truth, 
others previously exhibited before tn, * cdoty, they deem it j abook^Jt tillU .t '^o ftn(l lt wa» this— 

unworthy of general cultivation—Field, .Vote*. 

Myrtackous Plants.— it is sai j ).y tbe Benue Eortiiow 

that the atmosphere of Australia jg filled with the odors ot 
balsam and camphor, from the myrtaceoos trees that abound 
there; and that fevers neve-. ^.-13t in eVen the most malarious 

of swamps, where these ^Uv.tx grow— Garf Monthly. 

Variation in Sb In 1688 the lady of Ribston 

Hall, Yorkshire, P.ugtar-d, raised two seedlings from the olu 
Nouparid appl-,. one tree produced large sour Crabs,— the 
other the far JOUg Rj'JBt0n Pippin, the most popular apple in 

F.ugland. 

The Newtowa Pippin apple is so popular in England that, 
whr.n the real American article ia scarce, it is not unusual o 

6-id other kin da in Covent Garden colored up to imitate them. 

twVeViUM fs'deep phUo-l-'W.) and 'it was this- 
TnE great secret of perfect mstulct m dogs, is 

ro FEEP TUEIR SOSES COOL. , 

V £ dKvftVv There were, to be sure, a few who 

1«"», •!*^STSrX5Stai« to • f»w. F.t 
I “StXfkta. Wa ever rilOWrt too F«m« of 

^A^d no w we should like to see that cur who shall 

a.» taVtito p“'rzhKta m“.s god 

Pumpkin Dies.—My wife sends you a recipe for-, 

pumpkin pics which we consider a first rate ^bsutote 

. tor apple. Take a raw pumpkin, cut It in small, t 

nieces (like sliced apples,) pour hot water on the 

pieces and let them partially cook. For a common 
round baking tin, two tablespooululs of vinegar, and 

three of sugar. Season and cover with crest, like 

apple pies.—S. L., McDonough, N. Y., 1«61. 

[SPECIAL NOTICE.] 
A.., Digestion.—Sums people are prejudiced against th« 

use or SalsratuH, and say that it is very unhealthy. Bu 
Chemist# and Physic^" say that pure Salcratus ta not onl; 

perfectly healthy, bat is a corrector of the 'toiuefa ^1. 
aid to digestion are happy to assure our patron# tba 

nifinir D B. Ds Land & Co.’s Chemical Saleratus, the, 

ZZ to-«' * <»"“•■'/ P-to O" ““ 
will do you good. 



Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

"MY MOTHER." 
Tbm last words that fell from the lips of my dying soldier- 

ofN V « v‘ Pv B '^CK“’ "r Uie ThirtD*ec°nd Regiment 
of N. \ - 8 V., who died Oct. 22nd, of typhoid fever, at Alex- 
dria, aged 26 years and 8 months. 

nr xuitu mint-wood. 

Tim fever was burning 1b the veins 
Of a youth in a far oft land, 

And the heated brow fell the cooling touch 
Come from none hut a stranger's hands. 

Must be who had love, and home, ami friends,— 
Must he (Jin away from ^em a||? 

Would no loved hand smooth the death-damped brow 

When he heard the pale angel’s call? 

fie had yielded all for bis country’s weal, 
And the foemane’ steel he had dared — 

For Right he bad wielded aloft his sword, 
For his hand hU heart he had hared; 

And now, when his rich, young life ebbed out, 
Were there none from his Northland homo 

To go down with him to the River’s brink, 
To the River so dark and lone? 

There was one who in years agone laid down 
All the dross of Life’s dregged alloy. 

She came with a noiseless step and kissed 
The pale brow of her dying boy. 

She hovered ’round his couch and he felt 
Her soft hands smooth his damp hair, 

And he knew, by the glorious halo of light, 
Thai hit angel mother was there. 

But those who had watched his eyes grow dim 
Hid not know a loved one had come, 

To go with the hoy to the River’s brink — 
Aye ! over the Jtiver so lone ! 

She whispered his name,-then beckoned away,- 
ivith a smile, "my mother!" be cried, 

And over the River the mother went 
With the brave young nero that died I 

Hitldale Farm, Tomp. Co., N. Y., 1861. 

[Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.] 

ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING. 

[}r! lH wtjQne "'aS *adada* not only for 
’ , n/. bat for nl) tbe great "republic of let- 

rlr'T 7 H'lm!re Cn(‘m aud ^severance 
|nn' a“d loftJ Ken‘U8 combined with all that is 

ove y and of good report in woman. T„ tl ear ly 

n! m0r',,Dg th° frecd of EuzAHKm 
f ! ‘ Rl,°:h'IN,i win^d it« way from the banks 

brill: r° VWe ,JUmbb’ h0I,c aud boUeve. a 
brighter, purer clime than that of the -sunny Italy” 
8 o loved so well; while in the afternoon of the same 
melancholy day the last sad rites of humanity were 
paid to England’s Scotch Lord Chancellor, Lord 
Cami'bk'.l., the learned author of the lives of his 

offict’ witb,a the venerable walls of 
JedbuigU Abbey; and to the distinguished and much 
respected Chief of the London Fire Brigade It is 
net, however, of these last named worthies, but of 
he gi ted poetess who - sung the song of Italy, ” aud 

BuUrtM,:ra -w essay to Vk 
But all that we aim at is to give a brief and hasty 
glance a the chief points in her bright literajw 
caieer, which may at once serve to gratify our own 
feelings of]loving respect, and servo as a memorial 
of her to the numerous readers of the Bubal. 

Elizabbth Barrett was born in London, in 1809, 
and, as is abundantly evident from her works, was 

modeH ;V,t" rre> ^ “fter n masculine 
model than was usual in England at that time. The 
world, as well as herself, has reaped the benefit-of the 

thorougl, intellectual discipline and furnishing sup- 

hlL irt ' studies of her early youth. Her 
I ihlic literary career commenced in 182C, when she z T, "• rrih “r •»«« v .Cwt 
tmn of her " Essay on Mind, and other Poems.” 
il s volume has been pronounced by competent 
uit.cs a most extraordinary production for so young 
a wnter, displaying a compass and depth of thought 
tar beyond her years. The brilliant expectations 
which it excited were fully sustained by the appear- 
ance, in 1*.U, of " Prometheus Bound,” which was 

In the interval the gifted writer drank deeply not 
only of the fountains of Grecian poetry, but of the 
cup of human suffering, both mental ami physical; 
for in the year 1837 she broke a blood vessel on the 
lungs, which for many years refused to heal. During 
her resilience at Torquay, (a fashionable watering 
place beautifully situated at the eastern extremity of 
the magnificent expanse of Torbay,) whither she was 
ordered for her health, her enfeebled physical system 
and warm affectionate spirit received a shock from 
which it took years to recover. On a line summer’s 
day her brother was drowned within sight of the house 
she occupied, the boat in which he was, going down 
while crossing the bar, without any apparent cause. 
I his mysterious and tragical event nearly killed Miss 
Barrbtt, who assured her friend, Miss Mitfokd, 

taut during the whole of the succeeding winter " the 
Bound of the waves rang in her ears like the moan of 
the dying." For may years afterwards she lived in a 
darkened room, seeing no one but the members of 
her own family, and her most Intimate friends. 
During this period she read voraciously, not only of 
modern literature, but the poetry and philosophy of 
the ancient Greeks, in which she took especial 
delight. Hbe also wrote "Geraldine’s Courtship” 
and a number of papers in the Athenmum. 

Her aquaintance with Mr. Korkrt Browning, the 
poet, which commenced about this time, appears to 
have exercised a most salutary influence upon her 
sensitive nature. "Love the j-dMt, xne gieat magician,” 
brought restorative influences before unknown, and 

in 1846 tbe8e well-mated souls were united in mar¬ 
riage, and took up their residence in Italy, first at 
I isa, afterwards at Florence, where they continued 
to reside until Mrs. Browning’s death. The influ 

ence of this new and tender relationship has been 
happily delineated by an appreciative writer, as fol¬ 
lows:-" The growth and progress of this new feeling 
(conjugal love) and its effects upon her heart and 
mind are described with rare grace of expression as 
well as exquisite depth and tenderness of feeling in 
that remarkable series of poems called " Sonnets 
from the Portuguese," which appeared for the first 
tune in the second edition of her collected poems in 
1850.” , 

In 1S49, the birth of a son crowned Mrs. Brown¬ 

ing’s sum of earthly happiness and completed the 
circle of life’s relationships. But even this last ten¬ 
der and beloved claim upon her time and attention 
could not abate her literary zeal and industry, ln 
1851 appeared the striking poem—“ Casa Guidi Win¬ 
dows, ” so full of noble sympathy with the cause of 
the oppressed Italians, ana in 1850, the greatest of 
her works—“Aurora Leigh,” which, in spite of much 
that is wild, improbable, and far-fetched, and some¬ 
thing of questionable propriety, will ever he consid¬ 

ered the best, the most mature of her works, the one 
in which her rich creative genius is most apparent, 
and her Promethean imagination has the fullest, play,’ 
warming with her own vivid, earnest feelings the 
peculiar productions of her masculine intellect, and 
justifying the terse and comprehensive criticism, 
"She thinks all like a man, and feels like a woman.” 

We now arrive at the last sad scene in that "Casa 
Guidi,” which her pen has made classic and which 
has since become doubly dear to her friends and ad 
mirers. A severe cold was the harbinger of the angel 
of death, and for the first half of the week that her 
brief illness lasted, no danger was apprehended. So 

little Indeed did Mrs. Bhownixo herself realize her 
critical condition, that not until the last day did she 
consider herself sufficiently unwell to remain in bed. 
In the evening she conversed cheerfully with an inti¬ 
mate lady friend, and when she repeated the opinion 
she had heard expressed by a friend of Ricusih, that 
h.s policy aud that of Connt Cavouk were identical 
" smiled like Haly,” and replied, " I am glad of it, I 
thought ho.” And her "own bright hoy,” on bid¬ 
ding his dear mother "good night,” was cheered 
by the assurance, "I am better, dear, much better.” 

But, alas! the hope which illuminated hig pillow 
was a deceptive one, for before he awoke again his 
mother had passed away from earth, having breathed 

b“ aat f l,alf paRt four iu the morning of that sad 
2.'tk of June, which we have mentioned as a dark 

ay for England, The loving woman-poet died so 
caim yand peaceably in the arms of her poet-husband 
that till the loved form grew chill, he knew not that 
his dearest earthly treasure had gone from him. Her 
last words were, "It is beautiful!” Who can say 

that they were occasioned by the first faint, dim per¬ 
ception of the glories of that bright, sinless region 
where dwells “the king in His beauty,” which were 
so soon to ho completely unvailed to her disembodied 
spirit? 

On the evening of the 1st of July, while the last 
bright rays of the setting sun were gilding the scene 
and preaching eloquently the doctrine of the resur¬ 
rection, the mortal remains of Euzaheth Barrett 

Browning were convoyed to their last resting place 
in the beautiful English cemetery outside the walls of 
!• lorcnce, a band of true mourners the represen¬ 
tatives of three nations,-England, the United States 
and Italy,—who loved and reverenced her, stood 
around her grave, and their tears would not, could 
not be restrained, notwithstanding the sweet echo 
from the tomb, of her own well remembered words, 
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DREAMING. 

It ia very pleaeant dreaming. 

By the fireside’* quiet gleaming, 
When the evening shadow* fall; 

Jast to let one's fancies fly 

To the golden years that lie 
In the future of us all. 

For who knoweth aught of sorrow 
In the coming of the morrow? 

Though to-day be dark and drear, 
Through the shadows we can see 
Glimpses of the far to be, 

Bathed in sunshine, soft and clear. 
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TRUE PATRIOTISM. 

So to-night I sit here dreaming, 

While the embers’ pleasant gleaming 
Lights the pictures on the wall. 

Visions of a glorious name, 

Of the poet’s deathless fame, 
Softly o’er my spirit fall. 

Now my brow is crowned with bays, 
And I hear deni words of praise 

From the lips of those I love. 
Ah ! those words are worth far more 
Than the richest golden store,— 

Words of praise from those we love l 

And I win a golden treasure, 
It would yield to me no pleasure, 

Could I share it with n0 friend; 
So my darling ones it blesses, 
Aod I, sharing their caresses, 

lee] a joy that ne'er was penned. 

Oh I that this were not all dreaming,. 
That the future, brightly beaming, 

Could be half so fuli of bliss ! 
But I patiently will wait, 

Knowing, if GotijdeaAe, my state 

Shall he otherwise than this. 
Cambria, N. Y., 1861. 

M. 

“ frien,Ji'! dear friends, when it shall be 
That this low breath Is gone from me, 

And round my bier ye come to weep, 
Let one most loving of you all 
Say, 1 Not a tear must o’er her fall- 

lie giveth Ilia beloved sleep.’ ” 

Cobourg, C. W., 1661. Gervas Holmes 
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WOMAN’S PERPLEXITIES. 

Some woman will he cross, or fretful, let them be 
placed in whatsoever position —very kind-hearted 
women, in the main, too. They will storm around in 
a vexed, angry, "get out of my way » air; fly into 
explosions at the least hindrance or deb,v to their 
plans, as though the welfare of the whole Govern¬ 
ment of the United States depended on their having 
a certain piece of house-work done at, a time speci¬ 
fied by themselves in their programme for the day’s 
business. Such women never aak, or care, whether 
any other one’s calculations are to be upsetto gratify 
them they must have their will and way, if it were 
to put an end to the world. Where such a woman 
lives there must always he sacrifices, hitter feelings 
recriminations, etc. h ' 

No man ever was happy with a willful, hcad-strong 
woman, and vice versa. A man, or woman, who can 
tiotjxiveup their own will, never ought to sustain 
the relation of husband, wife, or parent. 

And some women do have such severe trials and 
crosses, aud vexations, it really seems they cannot 

always keep their temper, and J do think, men gone- 
irtlly are disposed to underrate women’s exertions 
and labors. The real wear and tear of the thousand- 
and-ono petty annoyances of housekeeping are 
neither known nor believed. But a woman who is 
raising a family, and at the same time superintend¬ 
ing her housework, is subject to the most severe toil 
and discipline. To keep a family clothed properly 
for the various seasons, food properly cooked and 
ready in season, with all the nameless etcetera of 

housekeeping gear kept in successful revolution 
taxes every nerve and power of thought. And then’ 
to accomplish all this with a little child following,’ 
clinging to one’s skirts, crying for care. O man, lit- 
t e you know how it wears and tries one to work 
thus! 1 ou work hard at some stated, steady emnlov- 
ment, hut how it frets you if, having some job in the 
house, the little one gets in your way, or meddles 
with your tools. You “can't, and you wont stand it!” 
Mother, did you ever take a piece of sewing and baby 
did not pull at it, or lay down scissors, or spool or 

wax, and some sweet, dear, mischievous pet did’not 
run oil with them and forget where they were put? 
Little, nimble feet, and scarcely lisping tongues, too 
tiny and too innocent to punish-yet, what plagues, 
aud how they do try you! 

Patience, patience and charity! O, these, friends 
we must have for each other! We must "render 
honor unto whom honor ia due, and unto Cjisar the 
things that are CLksar’s.” Quekcuy. 
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WINTER BIRDS. 

Treatment oe Infants—Best is the infant’s nat¬ 
ural requirement until it begins to creep. As for 
periodical exercise by riding it about cramped up 
m a little wagon, it is absurd. If the child’s brain 
were not jarred and its circulation hindered by the 
unnatural motion, till it is compelled into a sort of 
stupor, which is taken for sleep, it would evince its 
dissatisfaction by its cries. The crystal is only 
formed according to its natural law, when the water 
in which the salt is dissolved fs in a state of quiet- 
and the seed requires warmth and quiet before its 
rootlet strikes into the ground, and its leaves open to 
the light of day. We would caution every young 
mother against preternatural excitement of the ner¬ 
vous system of her infant by too early exorcise and 
too much notice of any kind, either by the voice or 
by teasing or handling. A natural diet, and a year’s 
rest in a good, well ventilated chamber, is calculated 
to insure a healthful acquirement of its teeth, and the 
use of its limbs, at the proper and appointed time. 

One of the prettiest objects a winter landscape 
affords is seen in the birds that, singly or in flocks 
flit about our houses, fields, orchards and gardens’ 
sometimes lighting on trees or hushes near the door 
sometimes even fluttering against the windows, hr if 
envious to witness the ways of human domestic life 

within T n H,iring the Wanr,th aud comfort 
" *° °tbc'rtban a Bmnan cry for shelter and 
I rotection touches the benevolent, sympathetic heart 
with a more piteous, appealing sound, than to hear 
one of thc’-e "wee, helpless things” come heating 
against the window-pane, to which the cheerful light 
within has attracted it, and from which any move¬ 

ment of welcome will send it frightened away. 

Winter birds excite our interest and curiosity in 
many respects. First, their extreme hardiness, so 
superior to that of other birds that, they find Hummer 
in our season of frost and snow, is sufficient to call 
forth our wonder and admiration. To what their 
great power of resisting cold is due^by what means 
tlicy are enabled to live in. a temperature that would 
P”ov« fatal to tenderer birds whether on the ap¬ 
proach ol Spring they seek a more Northern lati¬ 
tude—what. they find to eat when the ground is frozen 
and perhaps covered deep with snow -where they 
fold their wings at the coming of the bleak, wintry 
night, when the leafless trees can afford no sheilcr- 
the popular superstition that the appearance of flocks 
ol snow-birds, so-called, indicate a speedy fall of 
snow, while brown birds are held to he sure precur¬ 
sors of raiu-thesc and other considerations tend to 
invest them with a peculiar aud romantic interest 

We are accustomed to think and spualuif Winter 
as a season made desolate by the absence of bright 
flowers, green leaves, singing birds and babbling 
brooks; and to perhaps most of us the coming and 
going of the robin, the h'ue-bird, the oriole, the 
bobolink, and other summer birds, seem alone worthy 
of attention, the habits and movements of the winter 
king, the chiok-a-dec, and the whole class of hardy 
feathered songsters, passing nearly or quite unno- 
iced. Indeed, we easily and naturally associate 

birds with Bummer; birds and Winter are scarcely 
thought of together. ^ 

The difference between Summer and Winter birds 
with respect to their gentleness and familiarity with 
man, almost warrants us in distinguishing the former 
as tamo or domestic, the latter as wild birds. Those 
hover about our dwellings, seem to invite our 
acquaintance and sing for our satisfaction. They 
pick and eat our berries, help ,.8 destroy noxious 
insects, build their nests hardly outside our houses 
almost taking materials out of our hands to put into 
them, and in various ways signify their desire for 
human companionship. These, on the contrary 
though they not altogether shun the abodes of men’ 
manliest the most provoking shyness in all their 
movements. They pay us onlyvisits. ajld any 

attempt at coaxing frightens them into instant depar¬ 
ture Their singing seems not intended for our ears 
i nlike the full gushing melody of Hummer birds, 
but commands attention by its heartiness and con- 

tinuance, theirs is scarcely more than a single note 
uttered in a hurried way, almost escaping observa¬ 
tion, hut, when heard, conveying to the ear a simple 
exquisite wildness of tone, in keeping with the free,’ 
rude, untamed nature of the singer. A 

South Livonia, N. Y„ 1S0I. 

A noble quality is patriotism; of all honors which 
can be conferred, that of being called a patriot seems 
mo. worthy of being sought after. Noble, because 
amidst the selfishness of all human actions this seems 
least selfisn. 

Little sympathy can an individual expect so lone 
a* he labors only for self, or perhaps the indirect 
advancement of his own interest. But when a person 
devotes a life to the interest of his country, or goes 
forth risking that life in its defense, bow different. 

A Lyons fell, and at his fail the heart of a great 
nation bowed itself in sorrow; ho was a sacrifice 
upon the altar of his country; and if no marble col¬ 
umn marks his resting place, no studied phrase his 
epitaph a more enduring monument, a juster epi- 
tapb shall exist in the hearts of his countrymen-he 
was a patriot. 

But shall it be only upon the statesman or warrior 
iat we confer this magic name? May not some 

silent worker in the study room, debarred of the 
stimulus of the senate hall or the battle field, some 
teacher of morals or science, earnestly striving to 

the name? ftfteD ^ fd,0W bein^ *!«>% deserve 
the name and honors of the patriot? Without virtue, 
nhghtenment, and liberty, no government is worth 

its cost; and shall not those by whom these signal 

virtues can alone he brought out and perfected, at 
least he granted this name? 

Nauoi.kon has been called a patriot. France dur¬ 
ing Jus reign extended her boundaries, increased her 
commerce and her wealth. But was ii patriotTsm in 
its tn/e sense? What pen shall he ableL record the 
tales of desolated homes, of widowed wives and 
orphan cbiidrcn; of pillaged towns and burning 

so I6 II A ,3<>ar b°t,ght VictoHcs Produced. Hjg 
so-called patriotism rarely extended beyond his own 
interest, never beyond his own land. Can we truly 
say the world i, better for his having lived in it? If 
not, does he deserve the title? 

Washington was a true patriot The interest of 
his whoie country was ever I,is first object, hut never 
at the expense of the rights of another. But not less 
in private than m public life was this virtue shown, 

is Rterhng integrity, his law-abiding life, his char- 

Wle? KH e<jnal1ydeserve ™”ic. as his most 
lauded public acts; and long after party triumphs or 

shllUh”10? °r G0,’'|Ues,s bave t” oblivion, 

-»«<■ 
Springfield, WIs., 1861. ’ ‘ M,Tn’ 
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REST, SPIRIT, REST. 

BT LACRA SI. CLARKE. 

Rkst Spirit, in the midnight hour. 
When nature learns the Boothing power 

Of quiet sleep: 
Best, from the weary toil of day, 

When slumber sweet asserts her sway, 
In silence deep. 

Best, Spirit, rrom au worldly care, 

And gently breathe to Heaven a prayer, 
For rest and peace: 

Rest, tbon, when hope itself hae fled. 

And cherished dream* have from thee sped; 
Cease, murmuring*, cease. 

Ob, reBt when freed from earth’s dull cares, 
It« pains and Sorrows, sighs and tears, 

Rest, Spirit, rest; 

Best thou, when all aroimd thee weep. 

And thou dost Bleep that dreamleg* sleep 

In silence blest 
Rochester, N. Y., 1861. 
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PRAY WITHOUT CEASING. 

VITAL FORCES OF THE AGE. 

COURAGE AND BRAVERY. 

. The Good Wife. — She commundetk her husband 
in any equal matter, by constant obeying him. She 
never crosseth her husband in the spring-tide of his 
anger, hut stays till it be ebbing water. Her clothes 
are rather comely than costly, and she makes plain 
cloth to he velvet by her handsome wearing it — 
Fuller. 

Women never truly command till they have given 
their promise to obey. 

Bravery is more hasty, impetuous and transient- 
courage, more calm, enduring, and principled. Brav’ 
ery is an impulse, or a mere outward habit; courage is 
a life, prevading the nature. Bravery takes advantage 
from plumes and gay equipage. It rises with rapidity 
and splendor of movement. It anils to its aid the stim¬ 
ulations of music, or the higher stimulations of pop¬ 
ular applause; and it looks for reputation as its 
trophy and reward. Courage is deeper, more mag¬ 
nanimous, and self reliant. It holds its own reward 
within it, and is natively superior to any accident of 
incitement. It is ready to bear, as well as to perform- 

“ w £rcat iu the foreat ^ it is in the field; as great’ 
when announcing a new and strange truth, or resist¬ 
ing the backward rush of a nation, as when treating 

♦JahXII tbeial haVe "’atcbtt'ords acd champions, and 
that kindle the minds or millions with their contact. 

*mgs and is cheerful amid obscure sufferings; and 
is serenely fixed and unconquerable when contem- 
plating obloquy Rnd popular reprobation, as when 

welcomed with applause and anticipating victory. 
omuge is silent till the crisis arrives. Bravery is 

demonstrative, and lies in utterance. The one bides 
it* time, secure of itself. The other craves constant 
exhibition and action. Courage u an essential spirit 
of character, winch imbues action as the fragrant and 
suhtjc fumes of the alchemists worn designed to 
imbue the cimeter of Damascus. Bravery is a special 
and occasional style of feeling, which would etch 
upon that action its splendid devices. 

BATTTA5 fields are the rallying points, not only of 
armies but of principles as well; they are the joint- 
ings of history; nay more, they are the anvils on 

the riatl0M8 and Hhapes them to 
the end of his designs. By these rough smiting* he 
quickens the blood, and wakens the energies of men; 
breaks up the disintegrating processes of mere self- 
seeking; lays hare principles which get covered up 

„”d,'"T" ,r"”h #>•■»; »»<! .0 cb*r. 
the ),fe of nations, breaks the seals of prophecy, and 
opens new eras to tho race. 

Oar nation has passed one such epoch; the moral 
forces that moved the world made our Devolution a 
necessity. We aro now in the midst of a second—the 
more desperate and more decisive of the two The 
pressure of these vital forces has brought ns'to it; 
the logic of events has made it inevitable; it could 
not he avoided without moral retrogression. Wo 

pmtbl. al.o, .,„d rrom . ,omo«hu rcokln, 
md ro Ilctlng boyhood, enter upon » riper and nobler 
as well as a more sober national manhood. 

Nations old and effete perish in such convulsions; 
but young, vigorous, self-reliant peoples like our 
own, who rise to meet the emergency with such also- 
nty and loyalty as we have shown, not only survive, 
bat gain wisdom and strength from the rough expe¬ 
rience, * 

“ Thrice iH he armed who hath his quarrel just,’’ 

both because he fights with better heart and became 
all the elements in the moral world fight for him and 
against his foes. “They fought from Heaven,” as 
Deborah sang, “the stars fought in their courses 
against blsera.” With such allies,-and who can 
doubt that we have them in this struggle,—can the 
issue he doubtful? Will He who sifted Europe for 
seed, and brought it hither in the Mayflower, and 
cast out the heathen and prepared room for it, and 
has covered a thousand leaping hills and rejoicing 
valleys with the verdure of His sowings-wili Hi” 
while hardly the first fruits of autumn have been 
gathered leave the harvest to waste and destruction? 

nr°a 1J°i, y e faith °f tb0 by the prayers 
of a godly ancestry: by the deliverances through our 
early struggles; by the hopes of the oppressed of all 
nations; by the smiles of a benignant Providence; by 
the justness ot our cause (not the righteousness of 
ourselves): by all that is vital in truth and holy in 

religion, and triumphant in right, wc cannot doubt 
the issue of this struggle, or question the aid of His 
hand who has led us so far. The past is prophetic of 
the future. As when in the dead colors on the can¬ 
vas there are seen the clearly traced outlines we 
judge it to he the purpose of the artist to put in the 

1511 !‘i3 °WD ideal tra««figorea the can- 
vus into a thing of beauty and of life, £0 our national 
h story anticipates our hopes; it does more, it ram¬ 

i' meuts tbeU1' The Principles of D120, and of 1770 
have reached hut half their development; they will 

Lear;eof an refit0,'td by thiS BtrUg£le’ aild Dberty, 
healed of her wounds, her virtue no longer tainted 
fiorher beauty marred, shall stand in the temple of 

reedom, and feed the fires which are at once the 
flame of patriotism and a load-star to the nations. 

n/tk ,'8 116 S0U ’S worshiP’ and the expressioi 
of the soul s desires. It is a Christian duty of th. 

first importance; hut even the best Christian does no 
always feel this. There are times in his experienc. 
when he is almost ready to exclaim, “God sees m< 
through and through,-I am at an infinite distance 
from Him in holiness and wisdom,—He understands 
niy wants infinitely better than I do myself, and ie 
desirous of giving me the blessing that I really need- 
should a finite being like myself supplicate for a par- 
ticular blessing from Infinite Wisdom and Benevo¬ 
lence?” 

But the relation of the Christian to God is, in an 
important aense, like the relation of a tender father 
to a beloved son, upon whom he had power to bestow 
any blessing, but should say, “The greater the 
endowment which I bestow upon my son, the greater 
wil he my own praise; and 1 desire to give to him 
without limitation save by his capacity to use and 
enjoy; hut I shall only bless him in answer to his 
asking, and the magnitude of my blessings will be 
determined by the extent of his desires. He may 
ask for that which it is not best lor biro to have; but 
when he expresses desire, he shall receive that which 

■ k“°W U \8.best for ,lira t0 receive.'’ How precious 
is the privilege of prayer I Every true Christian can 
recall cheering memories of precious hours which 
nave been his from communing with Heaven. There 
can be no Christian life without faithfulness in this 

nty; for it is only in answer to prayer that divine 
blessings of a spirital kind are received. As soon as 
prayer is neglected, or heartless, or suspended, doubts 
take the place of faith, the light of the soul fades 
waj, the shadows deepen, the graces languish, and 

the heaven-hfe of the soul is greatly dwarfed or 
entirely extinguished. 

But iu order to a correct apprehension of the 
meaning of the text,.“ Pray without ceasing,” it is 
necessary to understand the nature of prayer We 
certainly are not to be at all times giving vocal utter¬ 
ance to prayer to Goo, nor even to he engaged in 

I cn I’raycr. i At l, when delivering hi* impassioned 
and matchless discourse to the Athenians from Mars- 

*i , ,WH9 as roal|y in Die path of duty as when lie 

Te! dy;;-’!Cl“lmed’ “ Lo,in’ wbftt wl!t thou have me to 
do ? 1 here is great depth of meaning in the reply of 
the Savior to the woman of Samaria, “God is a 
-pirit; and those that worship Him must worship 
Him in spirit and in truth.” Our spirits must wor¬ 
ship the Infinite Hpirit, or our prayers will be hut 
mockery, and will prove as fruitlessof good as though 
offered to the trees or stones. In this view, we can „t 
least begin to understand the idea of the continuitv 
of prayer embodied in the words, "l’rav without 
ceasing.” True prayer is independent of'time and 
place. The vocal utterance and the private closet are 
only accommodations to our present state. The poet 
had the true and comprehensive view of prayer when 
lie sang, 

“ Brnyer is the burden of a gigfi, 

The falling of a tear, 

The upward glanciDg of an eve, 

AYhen none but God is Dear ’’ 

Prayer is the soul'g sincere desire, 
Unuttered or expressed 

and there is a sense in which all men pray. The 
countless idols of the heathen world are ibe soul-cries 
of benighted millions who are blindly feeling after 
the Eternal. Every profane man prays, — woe, if his 
prayers are answered! l’rayer is even independent 
ot all utterance; for God truly hears onlv what the 
sou) expresses. The Christian pray, mo.'e than he 
thinks. The one who feels his weakness, and trusts 
a one in Christ, is not only in the spirit of prayer at 

“ times- But bis very life is a continued prayer to 

god. He really “prays without ceasing.” How blest 
is the state of such a one! Growing up into Christ! 

His death is hut a glad and welcome transition from 
pain and shadows to bliss and glory. a. t. e. c. 

Academy, New Haven, Vt, 1861. 

an 1 la ^ 8 ®°NS—0ue of the greatest difficulties 

m!l h TuanSmg fr°m tbe suflfl°n accumulation of 
t 1th is felt m the ignorance it occasions as to how 

* Si J bt‘ ma,,aged' The Bearings of this 
upon the health are the first and most obvious. There 

is many a gentleman who commenced life as a lad 
on a farm running where he pleased, in wet or shine, 
barefooted and bareheaded, lie never took cold, had 
a hue disposition, a clear head and a manly heart 

was always hungry at meal times, and always tired at 
ned time and always happy while awake. But his 

industry has brought wealth, and he lives in a city 
and in style, and his sons always are catching colds 
and their food disagrees with them, they are pale and 
sickly, and there seems to he no way for them to take 
exercise without spoiling their fine clothes, and noth¬ 
ing for them to do hut what occasions mischief in 
his sumptuous dwelling. 

Christian Love,—Jesus sums up all the command 
ments in the one little word, love- supreme love to 
God, and love to our neighbor as to ourselves. AVere 

I is blessed law thus obeyed, what a happy world this 
would he! Of the early Christians it was often said, 

- ce how these men love one another.” They 
obeyed and followed their Lord in this, and we are 
equally bound to do so. AVe are taught to count all 

men as our neighbors, and as such to love and seek 
their good, but especially to love as brethren the 
believing people of Christ, if we are true Christians. 
\\ e are children of the same family, travelers on the 
same journey, laborers in the same vineyard, soldiers 
in the same army. We hope to dwell forever in the 
sume blessed home. During our short race and pil¬ 
grimage, let us seek to walk together in love. 

True Prayers.—A living faith in moral and reli¬ 
gious truth expands the mind, quickens the intellect 
to grasp all truth that comes within its reach; excites 

the imagination to admire the beautiful; and finds 
delight in tracing out the works of God, with all 
their benevolent arrangements, through which we 
are led to love and adore our common heavenly 
1 ather. This is true human progress. 

He who is open, without levity; generous, without 
waste; secret, without craft; humble, without mean¬ 
ness; hold, without insolence; cautious, without 
anxiety; regular, yet not formal; mild, yet not timid; 
firm, yet not tyrannicalis made to pass the ordeal 
ot honor, friendship, virtue. 

As it is the sun that ripens, as it is the sun that 
gives color and flavor, as it is the suu that is required 
to do all things in the life of a plant; so, in the life 
of every man the power of God on the soul is indis- 
pensable to the development of the higher faculties 
ana their development in the highest forms. 

The wise man justly regards goodness as some¬ 
thing to be attained. 
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Monthly Fart 8, of volume 17,—containing Nos. 32, 33, 
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over hand in these degenerate days, and we do not conceive 
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Gen. P. 0. T. Dkacrkgard. The Weekly issues are sold at 
10 cents, and the Monthly at 50 cents. Dbwkt is the agent 
for Rochester and viciaity. 

MOOSE’S 

♦ 

NEWS DEPARTMENT. 

Thr London Quarterly Review. Reprinted by Leonard 
Scott & Co., New York. 

Thr present critical condition of European affairs renders 
such publications as the London Quarterly, Edingburgh. and 
North British Reviews unusually interesting, occupying, as 
they do, the middle ground between the newspapers and the 
histories. Occurrences and transactions have opportunity to 
be digested before treatment, hence hastily written argu¬ 
ments, crude suggestions, and flying rumors, are not to be 
found in their Table of Contents. Although the London 
Quarterly does not furnish anything very striking, politically, 
in its last issue, a series of nine entertaining articles are pre¬ 
sented, as follows:— Life of Shelley; Life, Enterprise, and 
Peril iti Coal Mines; The Immutability of Nature; Newton as 
a Scientific discoverer; The Growth of English Poetry; 
Plutarch; Education of the Poor; Alexis de Tocqueville; 
Church Rates. Dkwkt is agent. 

Chamher's Enctolopucdia: A Dictionary of Universal Knowl 
edge for the People. On the basis of the latest edition of the 
German Conversations Lexicon. Illustrated with Maps 
and Numerous Wood Engravings. Published in Parts, 
price 15 cents each; to ho comprised iu six or seven volumes, 
similar in appearance to the volumes of “ Chamber's In¬ 
formation for the People.” Philadelphia: J. B. I.ippincott 

Tiik third volume of this invaluable work is now nearly 
completed, No. 37 being received, and the admirable style 
which marked the earlier issues is fully and faithfully carried 
forward under the administration of Messrs. Lutikcott & 
Co. The treatment of the various departments embraced in 
this Encyclopedia has received commendations from the 
acknowledged leaders in the respective topics or vocations 
cited for analysis and discussion, as “full, complete, relia¬ 
ble,” ami it would be a pleasure to know that it was being 
domesticated in every American home. The work is well 
prepared, the subjects admirably digested and adapted to the 
end designed. Published in Parts of 84 pages, semi monthly, 
at 15 cents each, to be paid for on delivery. James Rat¬ 
cliffs is agent for Rochester and vicinity. 

Books for the Ynr;.xo —The moat attractive Juvenile 

Bonks issued of late, are from the press of Carlton & 

Porter, New York, and sold by E. Barrow A Brothbr, 
Rochester. One series, Mbadowsidb Stories, consists of 
eight volumes, In a box, price SI 75. The volumes are 

beautifully illustrated, and respectively entitled as follows: 

“ Meadowside ; or, Aunt Grace and Dora.” 
“Sally Grafton and her Teacher.” 
“The Hook. A Story of the Mountains,” 
“ Faithful Lina : the Story of Three Swiss Orphans.” 
“ Katie and h«r Mother ; or, the Widow’s Trust.” 
“ Victor ; or, Paris Troubles and Provence Roses.” 
“Good Daugbturs : or. the Sca-sliore and the Cottage.” 
“Anton, the Peasant Boy.” 

The other series—Cocsin Anna’s Library—comprises the 

same number of volumes, (in a box, price SI,) entitled— 

“ Tom, the Oyster Boy." 
“ Willie and Clara.” 
“ Freddy's Fifth Birthday.” 
“ Two Roys Side by Side ” 
“ My First Sunday-School." 
“ Sunday Evening Readings." 
11 <’nn*y ami Andy,’* 
“ Harry Perry.” 

— These works are admirably adapted to the comprehen¬ 

sion and moral instruction of the young, and we commend 

them to parents and others wishing to procure suitable books 

as holiday presents for the little folks. They are gotten up 

in beautiful style. 

BOOKS BECEIVED. 

The press upon our pages precludes us from giving more 

than a mere acknowledgment of the following works, though 
many of them are worthy of extended notice : 

Tine Okavango River : A Narrative of Travel, Exploration, 
and Adventure. By Charles John Andeksson, author 
of “ Luke ,Sgarni." With numerous Illustrations and a 
Map of Southern Africa. [Svo.—pp. 414 J New York: 
Harper A; Brothers. Rochester—Stkhlk A Avery. 

Wolkeht’R Roost and other Papers, now first collected. By 
Washington Irving Author's Revised Edition. New 
York : Putnam. Rochester—Dewey. 

Choonh i.k cur the Conquest or Granada. From the MS.8, 
of Fray Antonio Agapida. By Washington Irving. Au¬ 
thor's Revised Edition. (12mo,—up. 648.] New York : 
G. P. Putnam. Rochester—D. M. Dkwry. 

The Wavs or tiik Hour. A Tale. By J. Fknimohk Coofbr. 
Illustrated with Drawings by F. O. C. Daiu.ky. [12mo.— 
pp 612] New York; W. A. Townsend & Co. Rochester 
—D. M. llEWKY, 

Precaution, a Novel. By J. Fenimore Cooper. With a 
Discourse On the Life, Genius and Writiug* of the Author, 
by William Cullen Bryant. Illustrated with Drawings 
by F. 0. C. IUrlky. (l’diiio —pp. 4.S4 ] New York: W. 
A. Townsend fi Co. Rochester—D. 11. JlHWKr. 

Lieu Among the Chinese: With Characteristic Sketches 
and luci'lente of Missionary Operations aud Proepects in 
China. By Rev, It. S. Mai-lay. If. A., thirteen years Mis 
rionary to China from the Methodist Episcopal Church. 
| pp. 400 New York : Carlton A Porter. Rochester—E. 
Harrow A Bro. 

The Travels of Ida Pfeiffer: Inclusive of a Visit to 
Madagascar. With an Autobiographical Memoir of the 
Author. Translated by H \V Dclckkn. (pp. 281.] New 
York : Harper A Bros. Rochester—Steele A Avery. 

Seasons with the Ska Horses ; or. Sporting Adventures in 
the Northern Seas. By Jas. I.aHOnt, Esq , F. G. S. [8vo. 
-pp. 282] New York; Harper A Bros. Rochester— 
Steele A Avery. 

Life and AnvKNTt RK in tub South Pacific. By a Roving 
Printer. ] pp 301. J New York . Harper A Bros. Roches¬ 
ter—Steele A Avery. 

Ti e Sacred Star. Or Udiou Collection of Church MiAic— 
consisting of Psalm Tunes, Anthems, Sentences and 
Chants, tor tbe use of Choirs, Stuging Schools. Conven¬ 
tions, Musical Associations, Ac. Arranged aud Composed 
by Leonard Marshall. Boston : Oliver Ditson & Co. 
Rochester—K, HARROW & Bro. 

Rudiments of Public Speaking and Rebate; or, Hints on 
the Application of Login. By G. J. Holyoakb, Author of 
“ Mathematics no Mystery,” “ Logic Of Facts,” An. With 
an i.-say <-,i Sacred Eloquence, by Henry Rogers. Revised 
by Rev. L D Barrows. [Sro — pp 230 ] New York : 
Carlton A Poiter. Rochester—Darrows. 

The Elements of Logic: Adapted to’the Capacity of. 
Younger Students, and Designed for Academies aud the 
Higher Clause* of Common Schools. By Charles K. Tri e, 
It J). Third Edition. Revised [pp 170] New York: 
Carltou A Porter. Rochester—Barrows. 

Manual of .Agriculture, for the School, the Farm, and tbe 
Fireside. By George B. Emkhbon, Author of a “ Report 
on the Tree? ami Shrubs of iJassachugetts,” and Charles 
L. Flint. Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture, 
Author of a Treatise on “ Milch. Cows and Dairy Farming," 
aud “ Gia -es and Forage F.auts,” Ac., Ac. (Svo.— pp. 300 J 
Boston : Swan, Brewer Tileston. 

Tub Cloister a.vd the Hearth ; or. Maid, Wife and Widow. 
A Matter-Of-Fact Romance. By Charles Readk, author 
of “Never too late to Mend,” “Love Me Lillie, Love Me 
Long,” etc., etc. [8vo—pp 258.] New York: Rudd A 
Carle ton. Rochester—J. F. Hosts. 

The Silver Cord. A Novel. By'Shirley Brooks. [8vo.— 
pp. 208 J New York : Harper A Brothers. Rochester 
—Steels; A A very. 

Streaks of Light ; or, Fifty-two Facts from the Bible for 
the fifty-two Suudays of the Year. By the author of 
“ More about Jesus,” “ Reading without Tears,” “ Peep of 
Day,” Ac. [pp. 344.] New York : Harper A Bros. Roch¬ 
ester—Steele A Avery. 

Notice to Quit By W. 0 Wills, author of “ Life's Foro- 
sbadowings. | No. 219 or Library of Select Novels ; 8vo.— 
pp 150 J New Yoik : Harpers. Rochester — Steels A 
Avery. 

The House on tub Mooh. By the author of “ Margaret 
Maitland," “The Days of My'Life,” “The Laird of Nor- 
law.1 etc [12mo.—pp. 405 J New York : Harper A Bros. 
Rochester—Steele A avert. 

il 0, Star-Spangled Banner! the Flag of onr pride! 
Though trampled by traitors and basely defied, 
Fling out to the glad winds your Red, White and Blue, 
For the heart of the North-laud is beating for you! 
And her stroug arm is nerving to strike with a will, 
Till the foe and his boastings are humbled and still! 
Here's welcome to wounding, aud combat, and scars, 
And the glory of death—for the Stripes and the Stars!” 

ROCHESTER. N.Y., DECEMBER 14, 1861. 

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE. 

FeMow Citizens of the Senate and House of Representatives: 

In the midatof unprecedented political troubles, we 
have cause of great gratitude to God for uuusual good 
health find most abundant harvests. You will not 
ho surprised to learn that, in the peculiar exigencies 
of the times, our Intercourse with foreign nations 
has been attended with profound solicitude, chiefly 
turning upon our own domestic affairs. A disloyal 
portion of the American people have, during the 
whole year, been engaged in an attempt to divide 
and destroy the Union. A nation which endures 
factious aud domestic divisions ia exposed to disre¬ 
spect abroad, and one party or both is sure, sooner 
or later, to invoke foreign Intervention. Nations, 
thus tempted to interfere, are not. always able to 
resist the counsels of seeming expediency and 
nngenerous ambition, although measures adopted 
under such influences seldom ('ail to be unfortunate 
and injurious to those adopting them. The disloyal 
citizens of the Uuited States, who have offered the 

•ruin of our country in return for the aid and com¬ 
fort which they have invoked abroad, have received 
less patronage and encouragement than they prob¬ 
ably expected. If it were just to suppose, ns tho 
insurgents have seemed to assume, that foreign 
nations in this case, discarding all moral, social, and 
treaty obligations, would act solely and selfishly for 
tlie most speedy restoration of commerce. Including, 
especially, tho acquisition of cotton, those nations 
appear, as yd, not to have seen their way to their 
object more directly or clearly through the destruc¬ 
tion than tlirough the preservation of tho Union. 

If we could bear to hclieve that foreign nations 
are actuated by no .higher principle than this, I am 
quite sure a second argument could he made to show 
them that they can reach tlielr aim more readily and 
easily by aiding to crush this rebellion than by giv¬ 
ing encouragement to it. The principal lever relied 
on by the insurgents for exciting foreign nations to 
hostility Against us, ns already intimated, is the em¬ 
barrassment of commerce. Those nations, however, 
not improbably saw from tho first, that it was tho 
Union which made as well our foreign as our domes¬ 
tic commerce. They can scarcely have failed to per¬ 
ceive that the effort for disunion produces tho exist¬ 
ing difficulty, and that one strong nation promises 
more durable peace, and a more extensive, valuable, 
and reliable commerce, than can tbo same nation 
broken into hostile fragments. 

It is not my purpose to review onr discussions 
with foreign States, because whatever might be their 
wishes or dispositions, tbe integrity of onr country 
and the stability of our Government, mainly depend 
not upon them, bnt on the loyalty, virtue, patriotism 
and intelligence of the American people. The cor¬ 
respondence Itself, with the usual reservations, is 
herewith submitted. I venture to hope it, will appear 
that we have practiced prudence and liberality to¬ 
wards foreign powers, averting causes of irritation, 
and with firmness maintaining our own rights and 
honor. 

8ince, however, it is apparent that here, as in 
every other state, foreign dangers necessarily attend 
domestic- dlllicnUics, I recommend that adequate and 
ample measures be adopted for maintaining tho pub¬ 
lic defences on every side, while under this general 
recommendation provision for defending our coast 
line readily occurs to the mind, r also, in the same 
connection, ask the attention of Congress to our 
great lakes and rivers. It is believed that, some forti¬ 
fications and depots of arms and munitions, with 
harbor and navigation improvements at well selected 
points npon these, would be of great importance to 
the national defence and preservation. I ask atten 
tion to the views of tin; Secretary of War, expressed 
in lil.i report upon the same gone nil subjects. 

I deem it of importance that, the loyal regions of 
Eftst Tennessee and Western North Carolina should 
be connected with Kentucky and other Taithful parts 
of the Union by railroad. I therefore recommend, 
tvs a military measure, that Congress provide for the 
construction of Huch road as speedily as possible. 
Kentucky will, no doubt, co-operate, and through 
her Legislature make tbo most judicious selection of 
a line. The Northern terminus mast, connect with 
some existing railroad, and whether the route shall 
be from Lexington or Nicholaaville to the Cumber¬ 
land Gap, or from Lebanon to the Tennessee line In 
the direction of Knoxville, or on some still different 
lino, can easily be determined. Kentucky and the 
General Government co-operating, the work can he 
completed in a very short time/and when done it 
will be not only of vast present usefulness but also a 
valuable permanent improvement, worth its cost in 
an the future. 

Some treaties, designed chiefly for the interest of 
commerce, and havingno grave political importance, 

I have been negotiated, and will be submitted to the 
Senate for their consideration. 

Although we have failed to induce some of the 
commercial powers to adopt a desirable amelioration 
oi the rigor of maritime war, vve have removed all 
the obstructions from the way of this humane 
reform, except such as are merely of temporary and 
accidental occurrence. I invite your attention to 
the correspondence between Her Britannic Majesty’s 
Minister, accredited to this Government, and the 
Secretary of state, relative to the detention of the 
British ship Perthshire, in Jane last, by tbo United 
Status steamer Massachusetts, for a supposed breach 
of the blockade. As this detention was occasioned 
by an obvious misapprehension of the fact-, and as 
justice requires that we should commit no belligerent 
act not founded m strict right as sanctioned by pub 
lie law, I recommend that an appropriation be made 
to satisfy the reasonable demand of the owners of the 
vessel for her detention. 

1 repeat the recommendation of my predecessor, 
in his annual message to Congress in December last, 
in regard to the disposition of the surplus which will 
probably remain alter satisfying the claims of Amer¬ 
ican citizens against China, pursuant to the awards 
of the Commissioners under the act of the 3d of 
March, I860. If, however, it should not be deemed 
advisable to carry that recommendation into effect, I 
would suggest that authority be given for investing 
the principal over the proceeds of the surplus 
referred to in good securities, with a view to the 
satisfaction of such other just daimB of our citizens 
against China as are not unlikely to arise hereafter 
in the course of our extensive trade with that Empire. 

By the act of August 5, last Congress authorized 
the President to instruct the commanders of suitable 
vessels to defend themselves against and to capture 
pirates. This authority haH been exercised in a 

• single instauce only. Dor the more ellectual protec¬ 
tion of our extensive and valnable commerce in the 
Eastern seas, e ape dally, it seemed to me that It 
would also be advisable to authorize the commanders 
of sailing vessels to recapture any prizes which 
pirates may make of tho United States vessels and I 
their cargoes, and the Consular Courts established by 
law in Eastern countries to adjudicate the cases in ] 
the event that this should not be objected to by the 
local authorities. 

If any good reason exists why we should persevere | 

longer in withholding our recognition of the inde¬ 
pendence and sovereignty ot' Hayti and Liberia, I 
am unshle to discern it. Unwilling, however, to 
inaugurate a novel policy in regard to them, without 
the approbation of Congress, J »nbmit for your con¬ 
sideration, the expediency of an appropriation for 
maintaining a Charge d’ A (fairs near each of those 
new States. It does not admit of doubt, that import¬ 
ant commercial advantages might be secured by 
favorable treaties with them. 

The operations of the Treasury during the period 
which has elapsed since your adjournment, have 
been Conducted with signal success. The patriotism 
of the people has placed at the disposal of the Gov¬ 
ernment tho large means demanded by the public 
exigencies. Much of the national loan has been 
taken by citizens of the industrial classes, whose 
confidence in their country's faith, and zeal for their 
country’s deliverance from its present peril, have 
induced them to contribute to the support of the 
Government the whole of their limited acquisition. 
This fact imposes peculiar obligations to economy in 
disbursement and energy in action. 

The revenue, from all sources, including loans for 
the financial year ending on the 30th of Juno, 1801, 
was $86,835,000.27: and the expenditures for the 
same period, including payments on account of the 
puhlio debt, were $8-1,678,034.47, leaving a balance 
in the Treasury on the 1st. of July, of $2,257,005.80, 
for first quarter of the financial year ending on tin-. 
30th of September, 1801. The receipts from* all 
sources, including the balance of July 1st. were 
$102,532,500.27; and the expenses $98,239,783.09, 
leaving a balance on the 1st of October, 1801, ot $4,- 
292,770.18. Estimates for the remaining three quar¬ 
ters of tho year and the ijflnneial year of 1863, 
together with his views of the ways and means for 
meeting the demands contemplated by them, will ho 
submitted to Congress by the Secretary of the Treas¬ 
ury. It is gratifying to kriowthat, the expenses made 
necessary by tbe rebellion- are not beyond tho re¬ 
sources of the loyal people, anil to believe that the 
same patriot,ism which tias thus far, sustained the 
Government will continue to sustain it till peace and 
union shall again bless the land. 

I respectfully refer to tho report of the Secretary 
of War for information respecting the numerical 
strength of the army, and for recommendations 
having in view an increase of its efficiency and the 
well being of the various branches of tlie services 
entrusted to his care. It is gratifying to know that 
the patriotism of the people has proved equal to tho 
Occasion, and that the number of troops tendered 
greatly exceeds the force which Congress authorized 
me to call into the Held. 

T refer with pleasure to those portions of his report 
which make allusion to tho creditable degree of dis¬ 
cipline a]rendy§attained by our troops, and to the 
excellent sanitary condition of the entire army. 
The recommendation of the Secretary for an organi¬ 
zation of the militia upon a uniform basis, is a sub¬ 
ject, of vital importance to the future safety of the 
country, and is commended to the serious attention 
of Congress. The large addition to the regular army, 
in connection with the defection that bus «0 consid¬ 
erably diminished the. number of its o(fleers, gives 
peculiar importance to his recommendation for 
increasing tho corps of Cadets to tho greatest 
capacity of the Military Academy. 

By mere omission, I presume, Congress has failed 
to provide chaplains for the hospitals occupied by 
the volunteers. This subject was brought to my 
notice, and I was induced to draw up the form of a 
letter, one copy of which, properly addressed, has 
been delivered to each of the persons, and at, the 
dates respectively named and stated in a schedule, 
containing also the form of the letter, marked A, 
and herewith transmitted. These gentlemen, I un¬ 
derstand, entered upon the duties designated at the 
times respectively stated la the schedule, and have 
labored faithfully therein ever since. I therefore 
recommend that they tie compensated at the same 
rates as chaplains in the regular army. I further 
suggest that, general provisions lie made for chaplains 
to serve at hospitals as well as with regiments. 

The report, of the Secretary of the Navy presents 
In detail the operations of that branch of the service, 
the activity and energy which characterize its ad 
ministration, and the results of measures to increase 
its efficiency and power. Such have been tin- addi¬ 
tions by construction and purchase, that it may 
almost be said a navy has bren created and brought 
into service since our difficulties commenced. Be 
sides blockading onr extensive coast, squadrons 
larger than ever before asueriiblfid under our flag 
have been put afloat, and performed deeds which 
have increased onr naval renown. 

I would invite special attention to tho recommend 
ation of the Secretary for a more perfect organiza¬ 
tion of the Navy, by introducing additional grades 
in tbo service. The present organization is defective 
and unsatisfactory, and tbe suggestions suhmitted 
by the department will, it is believed, if adopted, 
obviate the difficulties alluded to, promote harmony, 
and Increase the efficiency of the navy. 

There are three vacancies on the bench of the 
Supreme Court — two by the decease of Justices 
Daniel and McLean, and one by the resignation of 
Justice Campbell. 1 have so far forborne muking 
nomination* to till the vacancies for reasons which 1 
will now state. Two of the outgoing Judges resided 
within the .States now overrun L>y the revolt, so that 
if successors were appointed in the same localities, 
they could not now serve on their circuits; und 
many of the most competent men there probably 
would not take the personal hazard of accepting to 
serve even here upon the Supreme Bench. I have 
been unwilling to throw all the appointments north¬ 
ward, thus disabling myself from doing justice to 
the South on the return of peace, although I mav 
remark that the transfer to the North of one which 
lias heretofore been in the South, would not, with 
reference to territory aud popuLution, be uujust. 

During the long and brilliant judicial career of 
Judge McLean, his circuit grew into an empire alto¬ 
gether too large for any one Judge to give the courts 
therein more than a nominal attendance—rising in 
population from 1,170,018 in 1830 to 6,151,405 in i860; 
besides this, the country generally has outgrown our 
present, judicial system. If uniformity was at all 
attempted, the system requires that all the States 
shall bo accommodated with Circuit Courts, attended 
by Supreme Judges, while in fact Wisconsin, Minne¬ 
sota, Iowa, Kansas, Florida, Texas. California and 
Oregon have never bad any auclt Courts. Nor can 
this well ho remedied without a change of the system, 
because the adding of Judges to the Supreme Court 
enough for the accommodation of all parts of the 
country with Circuit Courts, would create a Court 
altogether too numerous for a judicial body of any 
sort, and the evil of it. he one that will increase as 
new States came into the Union. 

Circuit Courts arc useful, or they are not usefnl. 
Tf useful, no State should be denied them; if not 
useful, no State Should have them. Let them be 
provided for all, or abolished as to nil. Three modi 
fications occur to me, either of which, 1 think, would 
be an improvement on our present system. Let the 
Supreme Court be of convenient number, in every 
event. Then, let the whole country be divided into 
circuits of convenient size, the Supremo Judges to 
serve on a number of them corresponding to them 
in their own number, and independent, Judges to be 
provided for the rest; or, secondly, let the Supreme 
Judges be relieved from circuit duties, and Circuit 
Judges provided for all the circuits; or, thirdly, dis¬ 
pense with Circuit Courts altogether, leaving the 
judicial functions wholly to tbe District Courts and 
an independent Supreme Court, 

I respectfully recommend to the consideration of 
Congress the present condition of tbo statute laws, 
with tile hope that Congress will be able to find su 
easy remedy for the many inconveniences and evils 
which constantly embarrass those engaged in the 
practical administration of them. Since the or.ani- 
/.aliou of the Government, < lOngres* has enacted 
some 5,000 a ta and joint resolutions, which fill more 
than 0,000 closely printed pages, and are scattered 
through many volumes. Many of these acts have 
been drawn in haste, and without sufficient cautiun, 
ho that their provisions are often obscure in them¬ 
selves or in conflict with each other, or at least so 
doubtful as to render it very difficult for even tho 
best informed persons to ascertain precisely wlmt 
the statute law ls. It seems to me very Important 
that the statute laws should be made as plain and 
intelligible us possible, and be reduced to as small a 
compass as‘may consist with the fullness arid pre- 
ei>ion of the will of the Legislature aud the perspi¬ 
cuity of its language. These well done would, I 
think, greatly facilitate the labors of those whose 
duty it is to assist in the administration of the laws 
and would be a lasting benefit to the people, by 
placing before them, in a more accessible and intel¬ 
ligible form, the laws which so deeply concern their 

interests and their duties. I am informed by some, 
whose opinions I respect, that all the acts of Con¬ 
gress now in force and of a- permanent and general 
nature, might bo revised and re written so as to be 
embraced in one volume, or at least two volumes, of 
ordinary und convenient size, and I respectfully 
recommend Congress to consider the subject, ami, if 
ray suggestion be approved, to devise such plan as 
to thoir wisdom may seem most proper for the 
attainment of the end proposed. 

One of the unavoidable consequences of the pres¬ 
ent Insurrection, Is the entire suppression, iu many 
places, of all ordinary means of administering civil 
justice by the officers, and in the forms of existing 
law. This is the case in whole or In part in all the 
insurgent States, and as our armies advance upon 
aud take possession of parts of those .States, tho 
practical evil becomes more apparent. There are no 
courts nor officer-i to whom the citizens of other 
States may apply for the enforcement of their lawful 
claims against citizens of the Insurgent States, and 
there is a vast amount of debt constituting such 
claim. Some have estimated itas high as $200,000,001), 
due in large part from insurgents, in open rebellion, 
to loyal citizens, who are even now making great 
sacrifices in the discharge of their patriotic duty to 
support the Government- Under theso ctrounistau- 
cos, I have heen urgently solicited to establish, by 
military pmwer, courts to. administer summary justice 
iu such cases. 1 have thus far declined to do it, not 
because I had any donht that the end proposed, the 
collection Of the debts, was just and right in itself, 
hut because I have, been unwilling to go beyond the 
pressure of necessity in the unusual exercise e( 
power. Bat the powers of Congress, 1 suppose, are 
equal to the anomalous occasion, and therefore I 
ruler the mutter to Congress, with the hope that a 
plan may be devised for the administration of justice 
in all parts of tho insurgent States aud Territories 
as nifty bo under control of this Government, whether 
by a voluntary return to allegiance and order, or by 
tbe power of arms. This, however, is not to he a 
permanent institution, but a temporary substitute, 
and to cease as soon as the ordinary courts cun be 
re-established in peace. 

It is important that some more convenient means 
should bo provided, if possible, for the adjustment 
of claims against the Government, especially in view 
of their increased number by reason of the war. It 
is as much the duty of Government to render prompt 
justice against itself in favor of citizens, twit id to 
administer the same between private individuals. 
The investigation am! adjudication of claims In tlicit 
nature belong to the judicial department. Besides, 
it is apparent that the attention of Congress will he 
more than usually engaged, for some time to come, 
with great national questions. It was intended by 
the organization of the Court of Claims mainly to 
remove this branch of business from the halls of 
Congress. But while the Court has proved to be an 
effective and valuable means of Investigation, it in a 
great degree fails to effect the object of its creation 
for want of jmwer to make its judgments final. 
Dully Aware of the delicacy, not to say the danger of 
the subject, I commend to your careful consideration 
whether this power of making judgments final may 
not properly be given to the Court, reserving the 
right, or appeal on questions of law to the Supreme 
Court, with such other provisions as experience may 
have shown to he necessary. 
^ I ask attention to tho report of the Postmaster 
General, the following being a summary statement of 
tlm condition of the department; 

The revenue from all sources during the fiscal year 
ending Juno 30, lfldl, including the nunuul perma¬ 
nent appropriation of $700,000. for the transportation 
Of free mail matter, was $9,040,296.40, being about 
two per cent, less thnn the revenue for I860. The 
expenditures wero $13,600,759,11, showing a decrease 
of more than 8 per cent, as compared with those of 
tho previous year, and leaving an excess of exnendi- 
tun a over the revenue for tho last fiscal year of over 
$557,462.71. The gross revenno for the year ending 
Juno 311th, 1863, is estimated at an increase of four 
per cent, on that of 1861, making $8,683 000, to 
which slionld be added the earnings of the Depart¬ 
ment in carrying free matter, viz., $700,000, making 
$9,383,0(10. The total expenditures for 1863 are esti- 
mated at $12,528,000, leaving an estimated deficiency 
of $3,145,000 to ho supplied Ij-om tho Treasury in 
addition to the permanent appropriation. 

The present Insurrection shows, I think, that the 
extension of this district across the Potomac river at 
the time of establishing the Capital here, was emi¬ 
nently wise; und consequently that tlm relinquish¬ 
ment of that portion of it which lies within the State 
of Virginia, was unwise and dangerous. I submit 
for your consideration Die expediency of regaining 
that part of tlm District and the restoration of the 
original boundaries thereof, through negotiations 
with the State, of Virginia. 

The Report of the Secretary of the Interior, with 
Urn accompanying documents, exhibit the condition 
of the several branches of the public business per¬ 
taining to that Department. The depressing influ¬ 
ences of the insurrection have been especially felt in 
the operations of the Latent and General Land 
Office. The cash receipts of sales of public lands, 
during the past year, have exceeded tlm expenses of 
our land system only abont $200,000. The sales have 
been entirely suspended in the Southern States, while 
the interruptions to the business of the country and 
the diversion of large numbers of men from labor to 
military service have distracted settlements in tlm 
new States and Territories of the Nortb-We-t. The 
receipts of the Latent. Office have declined in nine 
months about $100,000, rendering a large reduction 
of the force employed necessary to mnke it self sus¬ 
taining. Tho demands upon the Pension Office will 
be largely increased by the insurrection. Numerous 
applications for pension* based upon the casualties 
of the existing war have already been made. Tlmre 
Is reason to believe that many who are now upon the 
pension roll aud iu the receipt of the bounty of the 
Government, are in the ranks of the inmirgeut army 
or giving them aid and comfort. The Secretary of 
the Interior has directed ft suspension of the-payment 
of the pensions of snch persons, upon proof of their 
disloyalty, i recommend that Congress authorize 
that, officer to cause tho names of such persona to be 
stricken from the Pension Roll. 

The relations of the Government with the Indian 
tribes have been greatly disturbed by the rebellion— 
especially in tho Northern superintendency and in 
that of New Mexico. The Indian country south of 
Kansas Is In possession of the Insurgents from Texas 
and Arkansas. The agents of the United States 
appointed since the 4th of March for this superin¬ 
tend oncy have been unable to reach their posts, 
while moat of those who were in office before that, 
time have espoused the insurrectionary cause, and 
assume to exercise the powers of agents by virtue of 
cornini-sions from ilm insurgents. It has been slated 
in tbe public press that a portion of those Indians 
have been organized as a military force and are 
attached to the army of the Insurgent*, although the 
Government has no official Information upon tho 
subject. Letters have been written to the Commis¬ 
sioners of Indian Affairs by several prominent chiefs, 
giving assurance of their loyalty to the United States, 
and expressing a wish for the presence of Federal 
troops to protect them. It Is believed that, upon tho 
reposesM-in of the country by the Federal forces, the 
Indians will readily cease all ho.-tile demonstrations, 
and resume their former relations to the Government. 

Agriculture, confessedly the largest interest of tho 
nation, has not a department Ora bureau, but a clerk¬ 
ship only assigned to it in the Government. While 
it is fortunate that this great interest is so independ¬ 
ent in its nature as not to have demanded and 
extorted more from the Government, I respectfully 
ask Congress to consider whether something more 
can not be given voluntarily with general advantage. 
Annual reports, exhibiting the condition of our agri¬ 
culture, Commerce and manufactures, would present 
a fund ot information of great practical value to the 
country. While I make no suggestion as to details, | 
I venture the opinion that an Agricultural and Statis- j 
llol Bureau might profitably be organized. 

The execution of tho laws for the suppression of! 
the African Slave trade has been confided to tho j 
Department of the Interior. It is a subject of con¬ 
gratulation that the efforts which have been made for 1 
the suppression of this inhuman traffic have been ! 
attended with unusual success. Five vessels fitting 
out tor the Slave trade have been seized and eon- 
dcraned. Two masters engaged In the trade, und i 
one person engaged in equipping a vessel as a slaver, j 
have been convicted and subjected to the penalty uf 
fine and imprisonment; and use captain, taken with 
a cargo of Africans on board his vessel, has heen 
convicted of the highest grade < f offence under our 
laws, the punishment of which is death. 

The Territories of Colorado, Daootuh and Nevada, 
created by the last Congress, have been organized 

and civil administration lias heen inaugurated there¬ 
in, under auspices especially gratifying, when it is 
considered that the leaven of treason was found 
existing in some of these new countries when the 
Federal officers arrived. The abundant natural re¬ 
sources of these territories, with the security and 
protection afforded by organized government, will 
doubtless Invite to them ft large immigration when 
pence shall restore the business of the country to its 
accustomed channels. I submit the resolutions of 
tbe Legislature of Colorado which evinced the patri¬ 
otic spirit of the people of the territory. So far the 
authority of the United State* has been upheld in all 
the Territories, as it is hoped it will he In the future. 
I commend their interests and defence to the enlight¬ 
ened and generous care of Congress. 

f recommend to the favorable consideration of 
Congress the interests of the District of Columbia. 
The insurrection lifts been the cause of much suffer¬ 
ing and sacrifice to tho Inhabitants, nud us they have 
no representative in Congress, that body should not 
overlook tlujjr jnftt claims npon the Government. 

At your late session n joint resolution was adopted 
authorizing the President to take measures for facili¬ 
tating ft proper representation of the Industrial inter¬ 
ests of th" United States at the Exhibition of the 
Industry of all Nations to bo holdup at London In the 
year one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two. I 
regret to h ive been unable to give personal attention 
to this matter a subject at once so interesting in 
itself, und so extensively nod intricately connected 
with the material prosperity of the world. Through 
the Secretaries of State ami of the Interior a plan or 
system "has been devised and partly matured, which 
will be laid before you. 

Under ami by virtue of the net of Congress, enti¬ 
tled "An Act to Confiscate Property used for Insur¬ 
rectionary Purposes,” approved Ang. fi, 1861, the 
legal claim of certain persons to the labor and ser¬ 
vice of certain other porsons have become forfeited, 
and numbers of the latter thus liberated are already 
dependent upon the United States, and must be pro¬ 
vided lor in some way. Besides this, it is not impos¬ 
sible that some of the States will pass similar enact¬ 
ments for their own benefit respectively, and by tho 
operation of which persons of tho same class will bo 
thrown upon them for disposal. In such case, I 
recommpml that Con gross provide for accepting such 
persons from snch States according to some mode of 
valuation, in lieu pro tanto of direct taxes, or upon 
sumo ether plan to bo agreed ou with such States 
respectively; that such person*, on acceptance by tbe 
General Government, be at, once deemed free,—that 
in any event steps bo taken for eolonizing both 
classes, or the one first, mentioned If tho other shall 
not be brought into existence, at some place or places 
In ft climate congenial to them. It might bo well to 
consider whether the free colored people already in 
thc United States could not, so fur aa Individuals may 
desire, bo included In mi eh Colonization. 

To carry out the plan of colonization may involve 
the acquiring Of territory, and also tho appropriation 
ol money beyond that to bo expended in the territo¬ 
rial acquisition. Ifaviog practiced the acquisition 
of territory for nearly alxt.y years, the question of 
constitutional power to do so is no longer an open 
one with us. The power was at first questioned by 
Mr. Jefferson, who, however, in the purchase of 
Louisiana, yielded hla scruples on the plea of great 
expediency. 

If it be said that the only legitimate objects of 
acquiring territory is to furnish homos for white men, 
this measure affects that, object; for t he emigration of 
colored men leaves additional room for white men 
remaining or coming here. Mr. Jefferson, Imwever, 
placed the importance of procuring l.onisisna more 
on political and commercial grounds, than on pro¬ 
viding room for population. On tills whole proposi¬ 
tion, including the appropriation of money, with the 
acquisition of territory, does not tho expediency 
amount to absolute necessity, that, without which 
tho Government cannot bo perpetual? 

If the war continue, in considering tho policy to 
bo adopted for suppressing the insurrection, I have 
been anxious and careful that the Inevitable conflict 
for this purpose shall not degenerate Into a violent 
and remorseless revolutionary struggle. I have, 
therefore, in every case, thought it proper to keep the 
integrity of the Union prominent as the primary 
object of the contest on onr part, leaving questions 
which are not. of vital military importance to the 
move deliberate action of the legDInture. 

In the exercise of my best discretion, T have ad¬ 
hered to the blockade of the port* held by tho insur¬ 
gents, instead of putting in force, by proclamation, 
the law of Congress, enacted at tho late session, for 
closing those ports. Also, obeying the dictates of 
prudence, as well as the obligations of law, instead of 
transcending them, t have adhered to the act of Con¬ 
gress, to confiscate property used for Insurrectionary 
purpose-. If a nt w law upon the same, subject shall be 
proponed, its propriety will be duly considered. Tho 
Union must bo preserved, and hence all defensible 
means must lie employed. We should not be in haste 
to determine what radical and extreme measures, 
which may reach the loyal aa well as the disloyal, are 
indispensable. 

The Inaugural Address at the beginning of the 
Administration, and the Message to Congress at the 
late Special Session, were both mainly devoted to the 
domestic controversy, out. of which the Insurrection 
and the consequent war have sprung. Nothing now 
occurs to add or substract to or from the principles 
or general purposes stated and expressed in those 
document*. 

The last ray of hope for preserving the Union 
peaceably, expired at the assault upon Fort Sumter, 
and a general review of what has occurred since may 
not ho unprofitable).. What was painfully uncertain 
then, is much better defined and more distinct now, 
and tho progress of events is plainly in the right 
direction. The insurgents confidently claimed a 
strong support from north of Mason and Dixon’s 
line, and the friends of the Union were not free from 
apprehensions On the point. This, however, was 
soon settled definitely, and on the right side. South 
of the line, noble little Delaware led oil' right from 
the first. Maryland was made to seem against the 
Union. Our soldiers were assaulted, bridges were 
burned, and railroads torn up within her limits, and 
we were many days at one time without the ability to 
bring a single regiment over her soil to the Capital. 
Now her bridges and railroad* are repaired, and open 
to the Government. She already give* seven regi¬ 
ments to the cause of the Union and none to the 
enemy; ami her people, at a regular election, have 
sustained the Union by a large majority, and a larger 
aggregate vote than they ever before gave to any can¬ 
didate or any question. Kentucky, too, for some 
time In doubt, is now decidedly, and T think un- 
changeaVdy, ranged on tho side of tho Union. Mis¬ 
souri is comparatively quiet, and I believe cannot 
again be overrun by tbe insurgents. These three 
States of Maryland, Kentucky, and Missouri, neither 
of which would promise a single soldier at first, have 
now an aggregate of not less than -10,000 in the field 
for Du: Union, while of their citizens, certainly not 
more than a third of that number among the insur¬ 
gents, and they of doubtful whereabouts and exist¬ 
ence, are iu arms against it. 

After a somewhat bloody struggle of months, winter 
closes on the Union people of Western Virginia, leav¬ 
ing them masters of their own country. An resur¬ 
gent force of about 1,600 for mouths domlnatJng the 
narrow peninsular region, constituting the eonntiesof 
Accomac find Northampton, and known as the eastern 
shore of Virginia, together with some contiguous 
parts of Maryland, have laid down their arms, and the 
people have renewed their allegiance to, and accepted 
the protection of, the old flag. This leaves no armed 
Insurrection north of the Lotomac or cast of the 
Chesapeake. Also, we have obtained iv footing at 
each ot tbe isolated points in the Southern coast of 
I latte ran, Fort Royal, Tybee Islatnl, near Savannah, 
and Ship Island, and we likewise have some general 
account# of popular movements in behalf of the Union 
in North Carolina and Tennessee. Theso things 
demonstrate that the cause of the Union is advanc¬ 
ing steadily southward. 

Since your last adjournment, Lieut. General Scott 
has retired from the head of the army. Daring his 
long life, tbo nation has not been unmindful of his 
merits. Yet. op calling to mind bow faithfully, ably, 
and brilliantly lie has served tho country, from a time 
far back In our history, when few of the now living 
had been born, and thence forward continually, I 
cannot but think that we are still his debtor. I sub¬ 
mit, therefore, for your consideration, what farther 
mark of recognition is due to him and ourselves as a 
grateful pimple. With tbe retirement of Gen. Scott 
came the Executive duty of appointing iri bis stead a 
General-in-Chief of the army. It is a fortunate cir¬ 
cumstance that neither in council nor country was 
there, so far as 1 know, any difference of opinion as 
to the proper person to be selected. The retiring 
Chief repeatedly expressed his judgment iu favor of 
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Gen. McClellan for the position, and in this the 
nation seemed to give an unanimous concurrence. 

The designation of Gen. McClellan, therefore, in a 
considerable, degree, was the selection of the country 
as well as the Executive, and hence there is better 
reason to hope there will be given biiu the confidence 
and cordial support, thus by fair Implication promised 
and without which he cannot with so full efficiency 
servo the country. 

It has been said that one bod General Is better than 
two good ones; and the saying is true, if taken to 
mean no more than that an army is better directed by 
a single mind, though inferior,’than by two superior 
ones at variance and cross purposes; and the same is 
true in all joint operations wherein those engaged 
cau have none hut a common end in view, and can 
differ only as to the choice of means. In a storm at 
sea, no oiie on board can wish the ship to sink; and 
yet, not nnfrequently, all go down together, because 
too many will direct, and no single mind can be 
allowed to control. 

It continues to develop that the insurrection is 
largely, if not exclusively, a war upon the first prin¬ 
ciple of popular Government the rights of the peo¬ 
ple. Conclusive evidence of this Is found in the 
most grave and maturely-considered public docu¬ 
ments, as wi ll as in the general tone of the insur¬ 
gents. In these documents we find the abridgment 
of the existing right of suffrage, and the denial 
to the people of all right to participate in the selec¬ 
tion or public officers except the legislative body, 
advocated with labored arguments, to prove that 
large control of the Government in the people is the 
source of all political evil. Monarchy itself is some¬ 
times hinted at as a possible refuge from the power of 
the people. For my present position, 1 could 
scarcely be justified, were I to omit raising a warn¬ 
ing voice against this approach of returning despot¬ 
ism. It is not needed, nor fitting here, that a gene¬ 
ral argument should bo made in favor of popular 
institutions; but there is one point with its connec¬ 
tions, not 80 hackneyed as most others, with which I 
ask a brief attention. It is the effort to place capital 
on an equal footing with, if not above, labor, in the 
structure of Government. It is assumed that labor Is 
available only in connection with capital, that nobody 
labors unless Bomebody else owning capital, some¬ 
how by the use of it, induces him to labor. This 
assumed, it is next, considered whether it is best that 
capital shall hire laborers, and thus induce them to 
work by their consent, or buy them ami drive (hem to 
it without their consent. Having proceeded so far, 
it is naturally concluded that all laborers are either 
hired laborers or what we call slaves, sud f urther, it 
is assumed that whoever is once a hired laborer, is 
fixed in that condition for life. 

Now, there is no such relation between capital and 
labor, as assumed, nor is there any such thing as a 
freeman being fixed for life in the condition of a 
hired laborer. Both of these assumptions are false, 
and all inferences from them are groundless. Labor 
is prior to and independent of capital. Capital is 
only the fruit of labor, and conld never have existed 
if labor bad not first existed. Labor is the superior 
of capital and deserves much the higher considera¬ 
tion. Capital has its rights, which ore as worthy of 
protection as any other rights; nor is it denied that 
there is, and probably ulways wiLl be, a relation 
between labor and capital producing mutual benefits. 
The error is in assuming that, the whole labor of the 
community exists in that relation. A few men own 
capital, and that few avoid labor themselves, and 
with their capital hire or buy another few to labor for 
them. 

A large majority belong to neither class, neither 
work for others nor have others work for them. In 
most of the Southern States, the majority of the 
whole people of all colors, are neither slaves nor 
masters, while in the North, a large majority are 
neither hirerrf nor hired. Men with their families,— 
wives, sons, and daughters,—work for themselves, 
on their farms, in their bouses, and in their shops, 
taking the whole product to themselves, and asking 
no favor of capital on the one hand nor of hired labor¬ 
ers, or of slaves on the other. 

It is not forgotten that a considerable number of 
persons mingle their own labor with capital, i. e,, 
they labor with thiir own hands, and also Imy or hire 
others to labor for them; hut this is only a mixed and 
not a distinct class. No principle stated is dis- 
urbed by tfie existence of this mixed class. 

Again, as has already been said, there is not of 
necessity any such thing as the free hired laborer 
being fixed for that condition for life. Many inde¬ 
pendent won, everywhere, in these States, a lew years 
back in their lives, were hired laborers. One pru¬ 
dent, penniless beggar in the world, labors for wages 
awhile, saves a surplus with which to buy tools or 
land for himself, then labors on his own account 
another while, and at length b'resa new beginner to 
help him. This is tho just, and generous, arid pros¬ 
perous system, which opens the way to all. gives 
hope to all, and consequent energy and progress 
iu the improvement of their condition to all. No 
men living are more worthy to he trusted than those 
who toil up or on from poverty, none less inclined to 
take or touch ought which they have not honestly 
earned. Let them beware of surrendering « political 
power, which they already possess, and which, if sur¬ 
rendered, will surely he used to close tho door of 
advancement against such as they, and to fix new 
disabilities and burdens upon them till all of liberty 
shall he lost. 

From the first taking of the National Census to the 
last are seventy years, and we find our population at 
the end of the period eight t imes a* great, as it was at 
the beginning. The increase of those other things 
which men deem desirable has been even greater. 
We thus have at one view what the popular principle, 
applied to Government through the machinery ol the 
Btates ami the Union, lias produced, in a given time, 
and also what, if firmly maintained, it promises for 
the future. There are already among us those who, 
if the Union be preserved, will live to see it contain 
250,000,000. The struggle of to-day is not altogether 
for to-day; it is for a vast future also. With a firm 
reliance on JTovidence, all the more firm and earnest 
for our present troubles, let ns proceed in the great 
task which events have devolved upon us. 

Auuaham Lincoln. 
Washington, December 3d, 1881. 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

FACTS, SCENES, INCIDENTS, ETC. 

Drimrliitrnt of Missouri. 

Gek. Halleck has issued lengthy General Orders 
in relation to the ft tiki ra of the Department, the prtn 
cipal points of which are as follows: 

Lieut. Col. B. W. Farrar is appointed Provost Mar¬ 
shal of the Department. 

Commanding officers of District posts and corps 
are directed to arrest ami place in confinement all 
persons in arms against the United States or who 
give aid, assistance, or encouragement to the enemy. 
All property belonging to such persons which can be 
used by the array will lie taken possession of for that 
purpose, and all other property will he examined by 
a hoard of officers and sola according to army regu¬ 
lations. 

All persons found in disguise as pretended loyal 
citizens, or under other false pretenses, within our 
lines, giving information to, or communicating with, 
the enemy, will be arrested, tried, aud shot as spies. 

Persons not employed or enlisted in the service of 
the so-called Confederate States, who commit hos¬ 
tility, will not be treated as prisoners of war, hut 
punished s criminals, and be shot, or less severely 
punished, according to the rules of war. 

In consequence of large numbers of Union fami¬ 
lies and non-combatants having been plundered and 
driven from their homes in a desolate condition, and 
thousands of such persons are finding their way into 
this city, the Provost. Marshals are directed to ascer¬ 
tain the condition of persons so driven from their 
homes, and under the military law of retaliation, 
quarter them in the homes, and feed and clothe them 
at the expense of avowed secessionists, who, although 
they do not themselves rob and plunder, give aid 
and encouragement, abet, and countenance the acts 
of their fellow rebels. 

On the 4th inst. a party of exasperated citizens of 
all parties attacked a gang of returned rebels from 
Price’s army, nnder Capts. Young and Wheatley, near 
Dunksbnrg, about 20 miles west of here, killing 
seven and wounding ten of them. Among the killed 
was Capt. Young. None of the citizens were killed 
or severely wounded. Three of the wouuded rebels 
have since died. 

Advices from the Sonth to the 6th inst. say that 
McCulloch has gone into winter quarters on Pea 
Ridge, near Bentonville, Benton county, Arkansas, 
where he is patting up barracks for his troops. 
Nothing definite is known of Price’s movements. 

Gen. McBride was at Springfield with 2,000 men 
on Saturday last. 

Refagees from the South-West have been assigned 
to Gen. Halleck’s Sanitary Commission, in charge 
of the Government Hospital iu St. Louis, where libe¬ 
ral contributions of money, clothing, and provisions 
are received. The Provost Marshal has taken steps 
to furnish suitable quarters among the rebels of the 
city for ail those needing such accommodations, and 
about $600 worth of clothing, blankets, Ac., belong¬ 
ing to Camp Jackson prisoners, have been confiscated 
for their benefit. Some 000 refugees have already 
gone into Illinois, where they will endeavor to sup¬ 
port their families until they cau return to their 
homes. Large numbers continue to arrive, and the 
road between St. Louis and Itolla is thronged with 
them. 

Dispatches to the 7th inst. state that Gen. Pope has 
been assigned to the command of all the Federal 
forces between the Missouri and Osage rivers. This 
force constitutes the largest part of the ajrmy which 
Gen. Fremont took to Bpringfield. Busy prepara¬ 
tions are now being made for the establishment 
of winter quarters for the troops. General Price 
is still south of the Osage, and is losing more men by 
desertion and the expiration of time of service than 
he has gained by his proclamation. If he crosses the 
Osage, lively times may be expected. 

Maj. Bowen, who left Holla on the 30th ult., with 
100 cavalry, from Gen. Wyman's brigade, in search 
of the notorious marauding rebel Freeman, was at 
Salem on the 3d Just. About 3 o’clock in the morn¬ 
ing he was attacked at that place by the rebels under 
Cols. Freeman and Turner, and after a sharp fight, the 
enemy holding one part of the town and ours another, 
the rebels were driven from the place and completely 
routed, with the loss of some ten killed and thirty 
wounded, besides a great many prisoners. Among 
the latter was one Captain. Our loss will amount 
to fifteen killed and wounded. Major Bowen held 
the town. 

Gen. Halleck has issued orders stating that the 
Mayor of the city will require of all municipal offi¬ 
cers immediately to subscribe- to the outb of alle¬ 
giance prescribed by the State Convention in Octo¬ 
ber last, and has directed the Provost-Marshal to 
arrest all State officers who have failed to subscribe 
to such oaths within the time fixed by the Conven¬ 
tion, or attempted to exercise civil authority in 
violation of the ordinance. 

Department of Ohio. 

Recent arrivals from Kentucky bring most 
cheering intelligence of the condition and prospects 
there of the Union forces. It is stated positively 
that the rebel Buckner has a much smaller force than 
has been generally estimated. His army at Bowling 
Green is less than 20,000 strong, and arrangements are 
already perfected which will compel him to surrender 
immediately, or retreat rapidly into Tennessee. 

The Commercial dispatch, Frankfort, says the 
conduct of tho President in modifying Secretary 
Cameron’s report, and the great, confidence they have 
in General McClellan, Bud, and Halleck, is doing 
much to calm the fears of Union men. 

Several men who tied from Letcher and Ferry 
Counties were iu Frankfort on the 6th inst., appa¬ 
rently for protection from Williams and hia gang, 
who have invaded these counties, plundering the 
people, driving off thc-ir cattle and horses, and in 
some instances killing Union men. The report that. 
Zollicofi'cr has crossed the Cumberland is discredited 
by some persons here. General Schoeff occupies a 
hill three fourths of ft mile this side of Borucrict, 
with 5,000 men. 

Southern papers say there is great excitement at 
Nashville in regard to drafting troops. Some 10,000 
additional troops have arrived at Columbus, Ky., 
since the battle of Belmont. The rebel troops are 
rapidly concentrating there, and they declare that 
75,000 men cannot take that position. 

Specials in Memphis papers of the 2d give an 
account of ft great battle at Morristown, East Ten¬ 
nessee, between the United States array under Parson 
Browulow, and the rebels, which was fought Decem¬ 
ber 1, in which the Federal* were victorious. A 
rebel dispatch calls it the first Union victory of the 
war. Brownlow had three thousand men. The 
rebel force was not ascertained. The rout of the 
rebels was total. 

General Tresscvant has a long communication in 
the Appeal, showing the insufficiency of the rebel 
defences at and above Memphis, lie says Columbus 
once lost, the Federals would have no trouble iu 
marching directly to Memphis, and that Memphis is 
entirely defenceless and indefensible. He calls upon 
every male citizen of the State to enrol, and threatens 
all who do not with death. The rebels are sending 
cotton to Northern Alabama for safety. Coffee is 
quoted at $1.00 per pound in Memphis, and none to 
be bad. Bacon, 60 cents. Other provisions in pro¬ 
portion. 

Several letters from Somerset and Stanford, of the 
6th, have just been received. They say that the Fede¬ 
ral forces under General Schoeff have been compelled 
to retreat this side of Somerset, and that the rebels, 
18,000 strong, have crossed Cumberland River, nnd 
are marching on Somerset. Men, women, and child¬ 
ren are leaving Somerset in every possible convey¬ 
ance, and marching into Stanford. The Stanford 
people think General Schoeff should be re-enforced, 
and the Democrat editorially thinks that General 
Schoeff’s purpose in falling back on Somerset is to 
catch Zollicollbr in a trap. 

Department of tlie East. 

A most important order will soon be issued 
from headquarters, informing the Governors of the 
Free States that no more regiments, batteries, or 
independent companies, must be raised or received 
by them except upon the requisition of the War 
Department. The regiments, Ac., now forming, will 
be completed, unless it shall be deemed more ad¬ 
vantageous to the service to assign the men already 
raised to incomplete organizations actually in the 
field. 

General Superintendents of the volunteer recruiting 
service will be appointed for all the States, and 
recruiting in each will he directed upon the system 
pursued in the regular army. The Superintendents 
will he officers of the regular army—retired officers if 
possible — or officers of artillery not serving in the 
field. Depots for the collection and instruction of 
the troops under command of the Superintendents, 
will be established at the following places, and such 
other as shall be considered advantageous in each of 
the States:—Minnesota, Fort knelling; Iowa, Daven¬ 
port; Wisconsin, Madison; Missouri, Jefferson, or 
Benton Barracks; Michigan, Detroit: Illinois, Spring- 
field: Indiana, Indianapolis; Ohio, Columbus; Ken¬ 

tucky, Louisville; Pennsylvania, Harrisburg; New 
.Jersey, Trenton; New York, probably Elmira and 
Albany; Vermont, Montpelier; New Hampshire, Con¬ 
cord; Maine, Augusta; Massachusetts, Cambridge; 
Rhode Island, Providence; Connecticut, New Haven; 
Delaware, Wilmington; Maryland, blank. 

The enlistment papers of the volunteers will be the 
same as regulars for clothing, and will be issued to 
them at the State Depots. 

Commanders of regiments in the field wanting 
troops, will make their requisitions directly on the 
Superintendent from their respective States. 

No more cavalry will be accepted by the Govern¬ 
ment, and it is the purpose of the commanding Gene¬ 
ral to muster out of the service all cavalry recruits in 
incomplete regiments, unlcBa they will consent to 
come in as infantry. The number of the cavalry 
already amounts to between 60,000 and 70,000, much 
more than the Government can use. 

Gen. Patterson has called for a Court of Inquiry 
into his conduct of the campaign of last spring and 
summer. 

It 18 the intention of Gen. McClellan to consolidate 
the different companies of each regiment of the regu¬ 
lar army. The exigencies of the service hitherto 
have made it necessary to scatter this force, so that 
there is hardly anywhere a whole regiment of the old 
army together. To effect this consolidation a num¬ 
ber of companies of infantry are to be sent to Fort 
PickenB where the rest of their regiments are sta¬ 
tioned, and other companies are to be brought from 
Fort Pickens here to fill up the regiments to which 
they belong. Thus in a little while each of these regi¬ 
ments will be together for the first time since the 
Mexican war, and in some instances for the first time 
Bince the regiments were organized. 

A letter from Port Royal says the 79th N. Y. regi¬ 
ment made a rcconnoissance toward Charleston, 
capturing three batteries and spiking the guns, and 
returned after having approached within twenty 
miles of Charleston. A large amount of cotton was 
found ready for shipment, but the rebels were 
destroying much of it. Nearly 1,000 contrabands arc 
about the forts and others arc coming in. 

Another valuable prize arrived at the Brooklyn 
Navy Yard on the 7th, which wa4 captured after a 
three hours’ chase, on the 25th nit., by the steamer 
Penguin, while beading for Edisto Island near 
Charleston, S. C. She proved to be the schooner 
Albion, lrorn Nassau, New Providence, luden with a 
cargo worth $100,000, consisting of salt, oil, tin, fruit, 
and ulso the suspicious articles of arms, ammuni¬ 
tion, saddles and cavalry equipments, of considerable 
importance to the rebels just now. When brought to 
by the Penguin’s guns Bhe reported heraelt bound for 
New York from Nassau, with fruit and suit, but upon 
searching her the additional cargo of contraband of 
war was found on board. The officers turned out to 
be citizens of Savannah. 

The steamers Boston and Cosmopolitan sailed 
recently from Hampton Roads, and took 3,000 men 
for Port Royal. 

An officer of Gen. Burns’ brigade, who left his 
camp on the 0th inst., reports that the enemy appear 
to be withdrawing their forces, especially those near 
Monocuey. The souud of the reveille is not now 
beard, and the pickets have diminished, and appear 
afraid to show themselves. It is thought the whole 
rebel force on the upper Potomac is preparing to 
retire. 

Guneral Wool held a counsel with his officers at 
Fortress Monroe, and they unanimously came to the 
conclusion that a demonstration ought to be made 
upon Richmond from that point, Gen. W. is there¬ 
fore anxious that the government should give him 
the requisite number of men and meanB for that pur¬ 
pose. The subject is before the government. 

Tho steamer S. It. Spaulding arrived at the Fortress 
on the 7th from ILftttcras Inlet, nnd brings intelli¬ 
gence of a naval engagement between the U, S. gun¬ 
boats Stars and Stripes, Underwriter, Putnam and 
Ceres, and two rebel gunboats. Between twenty and 
thirty shot and shell were fired on each side, without 
doing any damage. Several shots came close to the 
Spaulding from the rebel boats, to which Capt. Howe 
replied with his guns. By this steamer we also learn 
that on tho 2d inst. a furious gale prevailed at the 
inlet, but tbe fortifications remained uninjured by 
the tide, which was not as high as that of the pre 
vious month. The troops wer$ all in goad health. 

Col. Leonard, of the Massachusetts 13th, arrived in 
Frederick, Md., on the !)th inst.., from Williamsport, 
with important advices from the Upper Potomac. 
On Saturday afternoon ft rebel force consisting of » 
battery of six pieces, 400 infantry and 200 cavalry, 
made their appearance at Dam No. 5, on the Virginia 
side, and commenced throwing shell aud shot at the 
Dam and houses on the Maryland shore, burning 
barns and all the houses within range, continuing 
their fire until dusk. The only Unionists there were 
a companyof the Massachusetts 13th, und an unarmed 
Illinois regiment. As the Massachusetts company 
was armed with smooth bores, their fire was not 
effective at that distance. Early on Sunday morning 
they resumed their fire, and emboldened by tho 
slight resistance on Saturday, came down to the very 
brink of the river. During the night Col. Leonard 
dispatched a canal boat from Williamsport, and ano¬ 
ther company of his regiment, armed with Enfield 
rifles, as skirmishers along the Maryland shore. 

On the renewal of the attack, the riflemen opened 
fire from their concealments, arid in a short time the 
rebel artillery were compelled to abandon the battery 
in hot haste, the infantry and cavalry leaving the 
ground at the same time. The loss of the rebels is 
believed to be about 15 or 20 killed, and others 
wounded. For want of sufficient infantry force and 
a battery to protect our movements, Colonel Leonard 
was compelled to let the rebel gnus remain iu posi¬ 
tion, and after nightfall the rebels came and took 
them off. The rebel battery consisted of three Parrot 
10-pounders, one 12-pounder, carrying Sawyer shells, 
and two smooth bore 6-pounders. 

This forenoon the rebels were in considerable 
force, and kept up a scattering fire with rifles upon 
our men whenever visible. One Union soldier was 
severely wounded. 

AlTnirs in Washington. 

The Indian Bureau has received information that 

Gen. Hunter, by its direction, was holding a council 
at Leavenworth, with representatives from Southern 
tribes, inclndiug those from the Creeks, Cberokees 
and Choctaws, in relation to the disturbances caused 
by tbe present rebellion. The instructions sent thi¬ 
ther by the committee of Indian affairs, contemplates 
their return to their own people, with strong assur¬ 
ances of the friendship of the United States Govern¬ 
ment. 

The general disposition exhibited among Congress¬ 
men is to pass a law making more certain aud strin¬ 
gent the forfeiture of rebel property, while that of 
Unionists will be more surely protected; in other 
wordB, making a wider discrimination between tbe 
two classes. It is not at all probable that anything 

will he done to militate against the heretofore 
declared object of vigorously prosecuting the war. 

It is understood by financial people that the forth¬ 
coming report of the Secretary of the Treasury will 
present the banking systems, and the Government 
policy in respect to them, in a light that will fasten 
the attention of the country upon it. The claim of 
the Government to supply the Circulating medium of 
all kinds will be presented impressirely, on tbe 
ground of both principle and expediency, and on 
constitutional rights and financial necessity. 

An army order just issued by the Secretary of War 
directs that all officers o.nd enlisted men of the vol¬ 
unteer service, now prisoners in the hands of the 
enemy, or reported as missing In action, or who may 
hereafter be taken prisoners, or reported missing in 
action, be transferred to the skeleton regiments, to 
be formed by the Governors of tbe respective States, 
and to consist entirely of such missing officers and 
men. The vacancies thus occasioned in the regi¬ 
ment will be filled by the Governors of the several 
Btates to which the regiment belongs. 

General Robert Wilson, President of the Missouri 
State Convention, arrived in Washington on the 6th 
inst. He says the Federal troops still occupy Seda- 
lia, Holla and Tipton. So far from Gen. McCulloch 
surrounding Gen. Kigel, at Scdalia, the latter would 
be rejoiced to get within reach of him. Gen. S. is 
now in command in place of Gen. Sherman, whose 
disorders have removed him, perhaps permanently, 
from his command. Gen. Wilson says the loyal citi¬ 
zens of Missouri have perfect confidence in Gen. 
Halleck. 

The following important order, directed to the 
Commander-In-Chief, has been sent forth by the Sec¬ 
retary of State: 

To Major-General George li. McClellan:—Gene¬ 
ral: I am directed by the President to call your 
attention to the following subject: 

Persons claimed to be held to service or labor 
under the laws of the State of Virginia, and actually 
employed in hostile service against the Government 
of the United States, frequently escape from the lines 
of the enemy’s forces, and are received within the 
lines of the army of the Potomac. This Department 
understands that such persons coming into the city 
of Washington, are afterwards liable to be arrested 
by tbe City Police, upon the presumption arising 
from color, that they are fugitives from service or 
labor. By tbe 4th section of tho act of CotigresS, 
approved A ugast 61b, 1861, entitled “An act to con¬ 
fiscate property used for Insurrectionary purposes,” 
such hostile employment ismude a full and sufficient 
answer to any claim to service or labor. Persons 
thus employed and escaping, sre received Into mili¬ 
tary protection of tbe United States, and their arreBt 
as fugitives from labor or service should be imme¬ 
diately followed by tbe arrest of parlies making the 
seizure. 

Copies of this command will be sent to the Mayor 
of the city of Washington, and to the Marshal of the 
District of Columbia, that any collision between the 
military and civil authorities may be avoided, 

l am, General, your very obedient servant, 
Wm. II. Sbwauii. 

The Secretary of the Treasury lias just issued the 
following general regulations in relation to securing 
and disposing of property found or brought within 
territory now or which may be hereafter occupied 
by the U. S. Army in disloyal States: 

Treasury Department, > 
November 30, 1861. S 

Tn order to give security and proper disposition of 
the productions of soil and other property found 
within tbe limits of States or parts of States declared 
to be iu insurrection against tlie United Btates, and 
now occupied or to be occupied by troops under 
authority of the Union, the following regulations are 
established: 

There shall be appointed by tbe Secretary of the 
Treasury, with the approbation of the President, 
agents to reside at such ports or places as are, or 
may be occupied by forces of tbe United States, 
whose duties it shall be to secure and prepare for the 
market, cotton and such other productions as may 
lie found or brought within the lines of the army, or 
under the control of tho United States authorities. 
To enable such agents to fulfill the duties devolved 
upon them, the military and naval authorities, under 
proper instructions, will render such military pro¬ 
tection and aid as may be required to carry out the 
intentions of this Department. Persons held to ser¬ 
vice for life, under State laws, and who may be 
found within such limits, may be employed by tho 
agent*, who w ill prepare lists embracing the names, 
sex, and condition of such persons, and, as near as 
may be, their respective ages, together with the 
name of any person claiming their services, which 
list shall be in triplicate—one for the military com¬ 
mand, one for the files of tlie agent, and one to be 
immediately forwarded to the Secretary of the Treas¬ 
ury. Any person so listed will he organized for sys- I 
tcmatizcfi labor, in securing and preparing for mar¬ 
ket, cotton, rice, and other productions found in tlie 
territory brought under Federal control. 

Pay rolls will be prepared, and a strict account of 
the labor dally performed by each person entered 
thereon, for which proper compensation shall be 
allowed and paid to laborers. The amount of such 
compensation will be fixed in proportion to tho ser¬ 
vice rendered by the agents and approved by the 
military commandant, and by the Secretary of the 
Treasury. 

An inventory of all horses, mules, and other stock, 
vehicles of transportation, and other property, will 
ha carefully made, and a copy transmitted to tbe 
Secretary ol the Treasury, signed by such agent. 

A record of all products taken possessiori of will 
be made, and those of each plantation kept distinct. 
When prepared for shipment, the packages from the 
several plantations will be plainly marked, and the 
number, so as to be easily distinguished. An account 
of all provisions, of whatsoever Character, found on 
such plantations, will be taken, aud such provisions 
will be used so far as may be necessary for the suste¬ 
nance of laborers thereon. 

Any deficiencies of subsistence will be supplied by 
the U. S, Commissary, upon tbe requisition of the 
agent, to whom they will be ohurged, and for which 
he will account. Cotton and other articles, when 
prepared, shall be shipped to New York. All ship¬ 
ments shall be consigned to agents at New York, 
unless otherwise specially directed by the Secretary 
of the Treasury, and a carefully detailed account will 
be given by the agents of all supplies furnished by 
the Government, and all expenditures made. Each 
agent will transmit a weekly report of his proceed¬ 
ings to the Secretary of the treasury, and render his 
aeeonntsin duplicates monthly for settlement. 

All requisitions, bills of lading and invoices will 
be countersigned by the military commandant, or 
such Officer as ho may designate for the purpose* 
Each agent will so transact his business and keep his 
accounts that as little injury as possible may accrue 
to private citizens who may maintain, or within a 
reasonable time resume the character of loyal citi¬ 
zens to the United States. 

The President avows his purpose to adhere to a 
cautious and prudent policy in relation to foreign 
affairs. There need be no apprehension of any 
occurrence of hostilities between the United States 
and Great Britain; for unless the British government 
conld seek a pretext for war, there is no ground for 
creating serious difficulties. 

The Government feels no anxiety on this subject, 
believing that a temperate policy will allay excited 
feelings, nnd tend to cement the friendly relations 
which have hitherto existed between the tv\ o coun¬ 
tries. 

Secretary Welles has addressed the following com¬ 
plimentary letter to Captain Wilkes: 

Navy Department, November 3ft, 1861. 
Captain Charles MHikes, Commanding United States 

Steamship San Jacinto, Boston —I congratulate you 
on your safe arrival, aud especially do I congratulate 
you on tbe great public service you have rendered in 
the capture of the Rebel emissaries, Messrs. Mason 
and Slidell have been conspicuous In the conspiracy 
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to dissolve the Union, a:-.d it is well known that 
when seized by you they were on a mission hostile 
to the Government and the country. Yronr conduct 
in seizing these public enemies was marked by Intel¬ 
ligence, ability, decision and firmness, and has the 
emphatic approval of this Department. It is not 
necessary that I should, in this communication, 
which is int--nded to be one of congratulation to 
yourself, officets and crew, express an opinion on 
the course pursued in Omitting to capture the vessel 
which had these public enemies on board, further 
than to say that the forbearance exercised in this 
instance must not be permitted to constitute a pre¬ 
cedent hereafter for infractions of neutral obligations. 

I am, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Gideon Welles. 

CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS. 

Senate.— On motion of Mr. Clark, it was resolved 
that the Marshal of the District of Columbia be 
directed to report immediately to the Senate the 
names of all persons now confined in jail in the city 
of Washington, with the causes of their commit¬ 
ment, names of magistrates by whom committed, 
length of their imprisonment, and names of the 
persona who made the first arrest. 

On motion of Mr. Wilson, it was resolved that the 
laws now in force within the District of Columbia, 
relating to tlie Arrest of fugitives from service or 
labor, together with all other laws concerning per¬ 
sons of color, within the District of Columbia, he 
referred to lire committee on the District of Colum¬ 
bia, and that committee be from then instructed to 
consider the expediency of abolishing slavery in the 
District of Columbia, with compensation to the loyal 
holders of slaves. 

Mr. Chandler introduced a resolution to expel Mr. 
Breckinridge. 

Mr. Powell took ground against it, as Mr. Breckin¬ 
ridge had already resigned, he could not be expelled. 

Mr. Trumbull insisted that he should be expelled, 
and offered a substitute for Mr. Chandler’s resolution, 
as follows: 

Whereas, John C. Breckinridge, a member of this 
body, has joined the enemies of his country, and is 
now’ in arms against the government he has sworn to 
support, therefore 

Resolved, That the traitor Breckinridge be expelled. 
Mr. Chandler accepted the substitute, and the reso¬ 

lution as thus amended was unanimously adopted. 
Yeas 36; nays 0. 

The standing committees are the same as last ses¬ 
sion, with tbe exception of the following changes: 

On Foreign Relations—Mr. Harris in place of Mr. 
Breckinridge. 

Oh Military Affairs—Mr. Nesmith in place of Mr. 

Baker. 
On Public Lands—Mr. Carlisle in place of Mr. 

Bingham. 
On Indian Affairs—Mr. Clark in place of Mr. Foot. 
On Pensions—Mr. Willey in place of Mr. Bingham. 
On Territories—Messrs. Pomeroy and Carlisle in 

place of Baker and Breckinridge. 
The committee on enrolled bill3 will consist of 

Messrs. Browning, Willey and Salisbury. 
On motion of Mr. Chandler, (Rep., Mich.,) the res¬ 

olutions inquiring into the cause of the disaster at 
Bull Run and Ball's Bluff, were taken up. 

Question was on substitute offered by Mr. Grimes, 
that the Committee investigate the causes of all dis¬ 
asters that have happened to Union forces. 

Mr. OrimeB proposed to amend the substitute so as 
to appoint a joint committee of three of tbe Senate 
and four of the House, to inquire into the conduct of 
tbe present war. 

Tbe resolution was agreed to — yeas 33, nays 3,— 
Carlisle, Latham and Rice. 

Adjourned. 
House.—Itoscoe A. Conklin submitted the follow¬ 

ing, which was adopted: 
Resolved, That the Secretary of War be requested, 

if not incompatible with the public interest, to report 
to this House whether any, aud if any, what measures 
have been takeu to ascertain who is responsible for 
the disastrous movements of our troops at P.all’s Bluff. 

On motion of Mr. McPherson, it was resolved that 
the Secretary of War be requested to furnish to this 
House copies of all contracts made by the Quarter- 
Master's Department for feeding disabled horses dar¬ 
ing the winter; to state terms of those contracts, 
names of contractors, and the number of horses 
going out, and whether those contracts were made 

upon public notice. 
Mr, Dunn (Rep., Ind.,) offered the following: 
11 ’hereas, Henry C. Burnett, member of this nouse 

from Kentucky, is in open rebellion against the 
United States, therefore, 

Resolved, That said Henry C. Burnett be and he m 
hereby expelled from this House, and the GovCriWJ 
of Kentucky be notified of bis expulsion. 

Resolved, That the Sergeant at-Arms be directed 
not to pay Burnett's salary which has accrued since 
the close of the Extra Session. Adopted. 

On motion of Mr. Vullandingham, a resolution was 
adopted requesting the President to communicate to 
the House, if not incompatible with the public inter¬ 
ests, copies of any communications addressed to the 
Executive by the Governments of England, Spain, and 
France in regard to the armed intervention proposed 
by them in the affairs of Mexico, and any other infor¬ 
mation he may have to communicate. 

Mr. Hntchius introduced joint resolutions concern¬ 
ing our rebellion, the consideration whereof was 
postponed. 

Also the following: 
Whereas, It has been represented that there are 

confined in the Government Jail forty-five prisoners 
who are not charged with Crime, but are represented 
as being Slaves, the Committee for the District of 
Columbia be instructed to inquire into tbe truth of 
said report, and by what authority they were con¬ 
fined, who are the reputed owners, and what legisla¬ 
tion, if any, is necessary to relieve them from 
imprisonment, and to prevent persons from being 
similarly imprisoned hereafter, aud to report by bill 
or otherwise. Adopted. 

Mr. Pendleton introduced a resolution, which was 
adopted, instructing the Committee on Military 
Affairs to report what change, if any, is necessary in 
the mode of paymeut of soldiers who are held as 
prisoners of war. 

Mr. Dunn offered a resolution instructing the Com¬ 
mittee on Foreigu Affairs to inquire into the practi¬ 
cability and expediency of procuring tbe rights and 
privileges of settlement and citizenship of any part 
of this continent or the adjacent islands sonth of the 
United States boundaries, for the habitation of per¬ 
sons of African descent, when lliey may choose to 
emigrate there from the United Btates for the forma¬ 
tion of independent colonies, to be protected from 
foreign molestation. Adopted. 

Mr. Richardson, from the Committee on Military 
Affairs, reported the following, which was passed: 

Whereas, The exchange of prisoners in the present 
rebellion has already been practiced indirectly, and 
as such exchange will not only increase enlistments 
and the vigor of our army, but subserve the highest 
interests of humanity, and as such an exchange does 
not involve recognition of the rebels as a govern¬ 
ment, therefore, 

Resolved, By tlie Senate and House of Representa¬ 
tives, that the President of tbe United Btates be 
requested to inaugurate systematic measures for the 
exchange of prisoners iu the present rebellion. 

On motioD, it was resolved that the Committee on 
Foreign Affairs be instructed to inquire into the 
expediency of furnishing relief to the starving popu¬ 
lation of Ireland, and to report by bill or otherwise. 

! 



NEW Y(lI!K, Dkc. 4.— fhe current prices for the week at 
all the markets are as follows : 

BKKF CATTLK. 
First aaalit\ 4) owt. $8.00S8.50 
Ordinary quality. 7.40,3)8 00 
Common qnriity. G.80$i7.26 
Inferior qnaiitj'. G.0l@6.50 

. COWS AND CALVKS. 
First quality.$45.tX)@60.00 
Ordinary quality. 40.0HnUi5.00 
Common quality.  30.00@3S.00 
Inferior quality.115 00@30.00 

VKAU OALVRS. 
6M@6 o 
4 ‘,'it o 
4 loii5U J^c 
4 @4k£c 

$4.5(l.i§5.00 
4.00f«i4.60 
&0(Vai4.00 
2.25,03.00 

S.WS’.c 

jj^RUIT GROWERS’ SOCIETY of WESTERN NEW 
I \<>Klv I he Annual Meeting-of the Fruit Growers' .So¬ 

ciety of Western New York will he held at the Court House. 
Rochester, N. Y . at 11 o'clock, A. M . on Wednesday. the 8lb 
uuy of January, ISO;!. A tiut* Jiow of Fruit rnav )i« »*ccpected. 

„ _ . By order of the Council. 
621-4t C. P. BISSEliL, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y. 

CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE STORE, 

54 State St 

To the Agent-Friend* and Subscribers of the Rural 

New-Yorker, we respectfully submit the annexed Programme 
of Exri'.A Phumjums, All who approve the character and oh 
jects of the Rural. and believe its Circulation beneliclal to com¬ 
munity, Cun now /(!Orel, lb'lp Thmselmr, (lint. Aid in Main¬ 

taining the Union, by becoming Recruiting OmctCRis for the 
Rural Bbhiadk, and securing a portiou of the Popular I-oan — 
Treasury Notes. The Premiums will be cheerfully anil honor¬ 
ably paid. in accordance with OUT custom for the past twelve 
years. Now if the Time to Secure the Prizes, and those will do 

so who make Early and Efficient Efforts in behalf of the Favor¬ 
ite Rural, Literary amp Family Newsraukk in America. 

TO KIIITORS XVH PlHLINHKItS, 
Mansion House Hloolc, 

Type for Sale. The Type upon which the Rural New- 

YokkkrIs now printed—consisting mainly Of 800 lbs. ofScotcli- 
tace Minion, 200 lbs. of Nonpareil, 230 lbs. of Agate, and various 
fonts of Head and Display Better—will be sold at half-prick, 

deliverable on the 1st of January, 1862, As »111 be seen by the 

appearance of this paper, the Type is in good order, makes a 
fair impression, and would be about as good os new for use on 
a hand press. 

Stereotypes «f Engraving*. We have also for sale, or can 
furnish to order, Stereotypes of most of the Kngraviuga of 

late or formerly used in the Re it a l. The assortment embraces 
some 2,000 Illustrations of various kinds—in Agriculture, Hor¬ 
ticulture, Floriculture, Biography, Natural History, Scenery, 
Topography, At , flic. IVY* can promptly furnish any of the 
War Maps, Portraits of Generals, &c., recently (or hereafter to 
be) given in the Rural, at War prices—from one-third to one- 

fifth the original cost. Apply to or address 
tf D. D, T. MOORE. Rochester, N. Y. 

uochkstkh, .v, i 

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST REGULATED 

SHOE STORE 

I3NT WESTERN NEW YOHH. 

A Full assortment of both 

First quality', tti. 
Ordinary quality. 
Common quality,. 
Inferior quality... 

i_ 
Prime quality. >1 head, 
Ordinary quality.. 
Common quality. 
Inferior quality. 

First quality, lb. 
Other qualities. 

■11(14. IITON, Dro. 5 —At market tuK) Beeves, IKK) Stores, 
2300 Sheep and hauibs, and *500 Swine. 

Priors— Margot Beef Extra, *6 24; first quality, *6.00; second 
do. $3.23 10,1)1), third do, $4,60,i4,7fl 

Mi i.ou Cows — $433146, common. $13" 19 
Working Oxen -8™, #| fii,. ;:cv 
V k ai. Cal vks — $3,00(2)4,50. 
Yearling* — $3',<nll; two years old, $13@17; three years old, 

$l(j/o)19 each. 
11 uiks ii‘i(,/'7c Tallow, 
Calf Skins — 7lif.Se. 
Shkxp and Lambs — *l,2atjt 1,50; extra and selections. $2,00® 

$4.40. • 
Pelts — $1,00®1.(hi, 
SiviNR—Stores, wholesale. 4‘,'ii54tic i retail, 4©6 c; fat hogs, 

undressed, 0c;still fed, lie; corti led, 0c. 

CAWItltlDGK. Dkp. 4.—At market 966 Cattle. 100 Beeves, 
and 166 Stores, comdsUng “f Working Oxen, Cows ami Calves, 
Yearlings, two and throe years old, not suitable lor Beef. 

Pu Hi km — Market Beef - Extra, $6 Ptkj 6.23; first quality, $3.78 
@0.00; second do, $3,00; third do, $3,70/04.00 

Work urn 0 .x km - $43, *100.11 in. 
Cow* and Calvbs — $20, 36,080 
Stoiikm — Yearlings, $rt,0i).,i:ll,00, Two years old,$13@IC; Three 

years old. $17; 1 19 
Siikkp and LAMUR —2,330 at market. Prices in lots at $2.00 

@2.02 each; extra ami selections $3.00(54.25 
Spring 1,/imtm. —None 
ETtnitx— %t lb. Tallow, 6M@6*fe. 
Pelts —$F,it*l,23 Calf Skins, 7@8c f) lb 
Vbal Calvks- $d'.' 0 

ICaHt era and Hoiixti-IMado Work LIBERAL EXTRA PREMIUMS 
FOR THE CLUB LISTS RENT IN EARLY 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 

No. 8 STATE STREET 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
All kinds of Boots and Shoes 

$250 in Cash and nearly $500 in Books ! 
Aa it is important to secure a portion of our list of Subscri¬ 

bers for 1862 os early as convepient (iu order that the names 
may be put in type for Mailing Machine before January,) we 
offer the following liberal EXTRA PREMIUMS, in ADDITION 

to any Others oflered : 

FIFTY CAM! HlIKMiniS; — To EACH of tile FlKTT PER¬ 
SONS paving or remitting according to our Club Terms for the 
first (of* of Forty or more Subscribers to the Rural Nbw- 
Yorkkk for 1882, (a* lea.it tmetdy of which most be nkw subscri¬ 
ber*, ) we will give a C. S Treasury Note for Fj\'k Dollars. 

ONK IliMIliKn KWIK PKKMII MSI — To KADI of tjio 
One HimiKEIi Pbrsons remitting r-ir toe first list* „( Twkntv ■ 
Fouk or more Subscriber* a' least twelve being nkw,l as above, 
we will give a perfect and handsomely bound volume of the 
Rural N'kw-Yuilxkk for 1331 or IS*'*)— prices $3; or, if preferred 
to bound Kuo vl, a ropy of Isntsi.Nii's 1 llimtkatko Hjstouy op 
trf t'sitkd Statkm — (an Imperial Svo. volume, with aoo Illus¬ 
trations— price, $3 30.j 

FIFTY HOOK PREMIUMS!-To BACK Of the Fifty Per¬ 
sons remitting for tho tirst lists of Twenty or more Subscri¬ 
ber*, ■ ht Iraq ten bong nkw.) ns above, we will give (and pay 6oxl*go, if sent In mail.) a copy of Wkiimtkh’r 0. H. and Family 

khij.vaky. iMason Brothers' Edition, 490 pages, bound in 
leather, price Y1 W;i —or, if preferred, any book of equal or less 
price which wo offer. 

FIFTY tlollH BOOK I’KlZEft r—To each of the Firrr 
Per-ions remitting the tlr-t lleUof TgN nr more Subscribers, 
(at lead iter being nf.w.i according to oui terms, we will give 
either EVKRYROT*Y"d Lawyer ,price 51.23.) Tim IIoksk ami His 
J)iseases, i*l.23,. or lAJSSrvu’u Pictorial I mtkp States, ns 
preferred,: paying postage if sent by mad .1—or. if preferred to 
book, no •Jtra free copy of Rural—(one Iree copy is given 

And the work done promptly when promised. 

NO MISREPRESENTATIONS ALLOWED FOR THE To Trial Snbserlber* The Reason.—We have some com¬ 
plaints that trial subscribers (at offices where wo liavo yearly 
subscribers) do not receive their papers In tho regulur paekage. 
The reason of this is that we do not mail trials by machine, 
but separately. We attempted to put them in type, but the 

task was so great, and the term of subscription so short, that 
we were constrained to desist. All trial friends who subscribe 
for our next volume, will have their names printed on the 
papers and receive them in the regular packages. 

Parties buying goods at this Store can IN ALL CASES have 

gUBBARD & NORTHROP, 

Are now oflering, at their 

POPULAR SALKS JtOOJH, 

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings, 
ROCHESTER, N. Y-, 

A CITOICK AND DOMPI.KTK ASSORTMENT OF 

European and American Dress Goods, 
Black ami Fancy Dress Silks, 
Brochennd Woolen Long Shawls, 
Broche and Woolen Square Shawl*, 

Bombazines. Alpacas and Paramettas, 
French Merinos. (Best Assortment in Rochester,) 
French and American Prints and Ginghams, 

House FnrUlaldDg Goods, Woolen Blankets, 
Lace ami Muslin Drapery, | Yard or Set,) 
Witt opera and Drawers, Ladles' anil Gentlemen's, 
White Goods, Embroideries, Hosiery, &c. 

-ALSO — 

Bleached and Brown Sheetings and Shirtings, 

Tickings, Denims and Towelings, 
At LESS than the present Neiy Yovk prices. 

If they desire it. if the goods bought are not as represented 

or do not fit and are returned in good order. 

JPIClitSOJVH from the COUNTRY Jllarkcts, tHontmcrcc, &t 
Visiting the city aud wishing to purchase Good Boots and 

Shoes, should be sure to find this Store. 
Klimt New-Yorker ORIee, j 
Kochkstkk, December 10, 1861 ) 

| JBpsinkss is quite light, aud the changes in rates are few. 

Wn quote such alterations as the markets disclose. 

Baulky has taken a wide range on account of the large 

quantities of inferior thrown out on sale. 

Pork is drooping, $1,25 being the extreme figures to-day. 

Buyers are unwilling to pay more than $1,00 per 100 pounds. 

SllKKi' and I.AMD SkiN8 have advanced materially, and such 

as arc tillered are readily taken at our quotations. 

1(04)11 F.STKIt WIIOLESALK I’KII'FA 

Eggs, dozen. 1A<i)16c 
Honey, box.,. lil@1lc 
Candles, box . lOGSlOFic 
Candles, extra_ l2@12o 

Fruit and Booth. 
Apples, bushel_ 38(,i)62o 
Apples, dried fcj lb 6.ht('0(iVjjo 
Peaches, do. lflbidAo 
Cherries, do. I4@i6n 
Plums, do. I2(u.)4c 
Potatoes. 30®40c 

Hidkh and Skins, 
Slaughter. RVlSkJc 
Calf. 6(ai7o 
Sheep Pelts. $1,26 11,78 
Lauib Pelts. , 75c@$1.25 

Skkds 
Clover, bushel.$4.00® 4.80 
Timothy.)2.0U@ 2.30 

Su.vrmiK.s. 
Wood, hard.$3 0066 3,00 
Wood, soft. 3 00(a) 3.00 
Coal, I.ehigh.7.0ir.o) 7.00 
Coal, Scranton.8.80t«t 5.30 
Coal, PitUton,. 8 30® 8 80 
Coal, Shamokiu_8.80Jo 8.30 
Coal, Char. Kt<6l2)£o 
Salt, bbl.1 46@ 1.80 
Hay, tun.7.U0@ll.O0 
Straw, tun.fi.OO® 6.00 
Wool, f > lb .. 36*.t'! 14 e. 
Whitollsh.halfbbl.. 3.0O' 3mi 
Codfish, quintal_4 00® 4.30 
Trout, half bbl.3.00(a) 3.28 

64 State Street, Mansion House Block, 

Third Door South of Market Street 
THE WOCH. MARKETS, 

NEW YORK, Dec. 8 — The supply of low and medium 
grade* is inadequate to the wants of the trade, and these de¬ 
scriptions command extreme prices Soles or ?0,tXH) lbs. ono- 
quartcr, one.halt, and three quarters full blond, at 47(<il82o. 
Choice Saxony Fleeces nro quiet but firm at BUOi.Wc, but most 
holders are iridifleront sellers uqles* at. higher rates Polled 
Wools .are in light stuck, and are Orrn at 41ISr for super aud 
extra. California is scarce and wanted at 28,138c for medium 
grades. Foreign is also in light supply, and is linn at previous 
t ines; sales of Hli) bales unwashed Peruvian on private terms. 
Wo quote 

Amorlcnn Saxony Fleece KHb...807i82 
American full-blood Merino...48)380 
American liall’aud iliree-quarter blood Merino_4Ru 82 
Native mid une-foorth Merino.47i?32 
Extra, Pulled.. .4H:ril8l) 
Supei'fi no, i'u l led.44(.i i7 
No, 1, Pulled ..,40.o -it 
JahiiIi’h. Pulled...CUfiuOO 
California, line, iluwashed.'Mff'M 
California, common do. .13®2C 
Peruvian, washed.28(5)36 
Valparaiso, unwashed .. .ct'e 18 
South Amerli-ao Merino, unwashed,.ikVaDO 

Do. do. MesU/.a. do.no,till) 
Do. do. common, washed.14;.! 17 
Do, do. Entre Rios, do .165)17 
Do, do. Entru Rios, unwashed.05,00 
Do. do Cordova washed.265)35 

Capo Good Hope, miwushed.OO.a'OO 
East India, washed.l'A5>20 
African, w ashed.20:536 

Do, unwashed.l(i@20 
Smvrna, do. .    17(5)22 

Do. washed.20(5)28 
Mexican, unwashed. 12(5117 
Texas, —.......OOfujOl) 

AI.II WY, D*u. i The market continues firm for medium 
and common, and rather weak for fine. The -took of (leecc 
here does not exceed 250,ono It,-, and pulled 80,000 lbs. The 
triinsacliou.-are Still kept private, .although both buyers and 
sellers do not quote any change iu prices The sales during 
the we,,g were confined to 4,OIK) lbs. No. 1 pulled and 1,000 lbs. 
medium and common tlccce. 

1IOBTON'. Dkc. 3. The wool market continue; the same as 
previously noticed. The low and medium grades are in de¬ 
mand, and sell readily at. soiOo2(ii)Bc rri lb higher than the line 
grade*. The sales of the week have been 800,(8III lbs., at prices 
nmyitiK from 46 6k for llecCO and pulled. The demand (or 
fi.p.ieu Is steady, the sales comprising 800(5 7011 bales, Including 
Meditermuean, South American, Capu and East, India, at lull 
prioeo. 
Saxony Fleece. 
Full blood Merino, 
Threo-fourth do,... 
Half do.. 
Common.. 
Western mixed. 
Pulled Extra. 

Do. Superfine,. 

Flour and Grain 
Flonr, winter wheat,$3.265)6 61 
Flour, spring do, r, noli5.25 
Flour, buckwheat.-- 2,iXiu,i2.00 
Meal, Indian.1.0fte;l 00 
Wheat. Genesee. t.lum) 25 
Rest white Canada.. 1.26 c l.'JS 
Corn, old.. 4Sn'48a 
Corn, new.  46.r4Ho 
Kve, W lbs. >4 bush. 465.A0C 
Oats, by weight. 30 ' 3 ’c 
Barley. ..  40y3i)o 
Buckwheat. SSbJmc. 
Beans...1.28®1 60 

M KATS. 
Pork, Mess.$13,0iXdH4.INI 
Pork, clear.13.0fi@18L0O 
Pork. C«Tt. 4,OOui)4.<!4 
Duel', ewt. . 4.00:55.1HI 
Spring lainba. each 1 23'., 1.75 
Mutton, carcass... 8 i4« 
Hams, smoked. islrA^d 
slimi Idem. ti.n 8c 
Clrickeua. F.uTc 
Turkeys. 8.V9C 
Geese. •Iqg.Vk 
Ducks \> pair . 385 lie 

Dsmr. ka. 
Rutter, roll. 135lie 
Butter, firkin. 12513c 
Cheese. fl(>L7‘»c 
Lard, tried. 8Ciii8c 
Tallow, rough-..,- 55-',1 jC 
Tallow, tried. 7:5)7' iO 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 

No. 8 SrIL\.rriC STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Notwithatandlug the general stagnation in almost every de¬ 
partment of btisiiiesM during the hut lew months, it ia with 
much satisfaction that we urn able to record the fact that our 
ellorts to maintain our former amount of business have been 
entirely auccnsaftil, and m some departments tlie sales have in- 
creaaod over thosa of aoy previous year. 

EVERY DEPARTMENT CONTAINS BARGAINS 1 

Which we should be happy to exhibit, confidently believing 
that tlmy would Im appreciated by the most economical pur¬ 
chaser. We are also extensive iiiauutaclurers of 

Terms of the Rural-Always in Advance. 
Two Dollars a Ykaii. Three. Copies, one year, $5,■ Six 

Copies, up,7 One free to (Tuh Agent, $lit; Ten, unit trio- free, $13 r 
Fifteen, and one free, $21 - Twenty, and one free, $23; and any 
greater mindin' nl the tame rale —only $1,26 per ropy > Clnh pa¬ 
pere sent to dtffr rent post irffier •. if desired As we pay A merienn 
postage on eopi * ■matted to foreign countries, $1.37 U tip lowest 
Cltih rata for Canada, and *2,80 to Europe: 

ii7~C S Treasury Not'j,and flitts on all Solvent Rant:.’ in V 
S- ond Canada ‘at:-a ol par. tad Agent!: will pleds' remd u> 
lhat ftei.ii v.,, lYrfw (R, * ,* •change, j or New York. ,V'(C Eng¬ 
land or Upper > 'ittuuia money so fur as convenient. All Subscrip¬ 
tion Mowy ■'••mined by Draft'd New York, Hast an. Philadelphia. 
Albany, Rochester nr Buffalo, (less exchange,) mat m: SKNT.v r 
THr iusk of thk I'lnu.isiiKF, if mads payable tolas Order 

l -p~ I'loiuo write all names plainly, that they may be accu¬ 
rately entered upon our book • and correctly I'RINTKp in Mailing 
Machine. All ncmittancesshould be well iliclo-ed, and carefully 

addressed and mailed to 
I». I). T. IHOOUE, ROOHB8TKR, N. Y. 

LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS 
Every desirable grade of Clotll and Bearer CLOAKS, of the 

most approved aud Fashionable Styles, are now offered by us 
in great variety. We me also prepared to 

MANUFACTURE GARMENTS TO ORDER, 

AT A FR IP HOURS' NOTICE, 

Forthoiie who prefer selecting their own Cloths. 
We have taken great pains t« perfect arrangements apper¬ 

taining to this popular branch of our business, and we are 
every month acquiring more and more popularity iu the Man¬ 
ufacturing Department, 
t r OUR PRICES, ALWAYS SATISFACTORY. 

HUBBARD At NORTHROP, 

612 69 At 71 Main Street, Roohoator. N. Y. 

;”00 PIECES 

Now and Elegant Carpetings! 
Comprising many new styles, never before in Ui(h market.— 

OurStoiir is complete in every department, from tho Royal 
MkdallidNH to the very lowest priced Carpel made. 

lUi'ofinI Cai’pets, 
FOR DRAWING ROOMS 

PARLORS. DINING ROOMS, 
IIALLS, LIBRARIES, 

Cl/A MISERS, KITCHENS, 
OFFICES, CHURCHES, SCHOOL HOUSES. 

In fact, the best n.uortmont of all kind* of CARPET ROOM 
GOODS to tie found m any onk him hi Is tills country. 

We have i>uri'!ui>efl much larger than usual, iu anticipation 
of the ri.ee of Carpetings, iu consequence of the new Tariff , aud 
the groat call for low priced 

WOOLS FOR ARVfY l(HIW, 
A fact that should be Imrne in mind by ell persons about buy¬ 
ing a new Carpet; as all goods inircliased by us after thia will 
cost from PI tu yii cents per yard mere ‘.ban new 

On it Stool w thk I.aiiokmt in V ahiktv in be found in any 
Retail House in this State, and at prices that, cannot fail to suii 
the OLOHKST DHYKKH. HOWE A ROGERM, 
618-eotf Carpet Ware Rooms, 33 State St.. Rochester, N. Y. 

TIIE PROVISION MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, Her. 7 -Flome- Market, scarcely so firm, but 
without any decided change in prices, with only a moderate 
business doing for export and Dome consumption. Sales at 
■55.211 .>'3,40 lor rejected, $5.40®S,5S fur superfine Stnte. s,5,fv<ii) 
3,70 for extra Stale, $5,4Un.\3l> for «llperflfie tVextern. , 5,9(1 
fur cninmnn to medium extra Weetem, $6,9fi(,1.5,93 for snipping 
brand - extra round hooped Ohio, and $6,0*."6,73 for tiade 
btanqsdo.. market, cloning steady Some sales of very good 
extra State were made at $3.73. Canadian Ibmr mills ’• tead.y, 
with a moderate business doing Rales at $3 16 5 3,50 for >nper 
fine, and $8.06 i 7,50 for Common to choice extra, lly Hone 
quiet and steady, with sales at $3,5ir,i t, It) for inferior to choice 
Com meal xlendr tod without material ebaaga L> prlve* 
Bale* at 5.1 INI lor extra Western, ?.'i,UU I'oe Jersey, and $3,27,V " 
3,30for Briirel v winu. 

I, MAIN -Wheat inarlcet mil bout any material change iu 
luicv i, with a ino<ieraU‘ Inininos doing for »: ,[»>,i and hones 
consumption Shipper* lire disposed to wait for further ae- 
eount from Europe. Sales Chieago spring at 51,195'1,25, 
Northwestern elnbat $1,265)1,26, Milwaukee club at $l,27(aH,29, 
amber I«uva at fll.'ii), led Slate at $ I, ,3j(51,33, amber Michigan at 
si,38 < 1,39, very ehob it Jo at 51,41, Canada club at, 51,29, winter 
red Western al S1,.'4iull,26, white liel'JMia at$l,40> VvblW Canada- 
at $>,liliel,4'4, wliits; Michigan at $1,41(5 |,46, and red Long 
Island on private rerins Rye remains firm. Sales at H5oi 86. 
IJsrloT -leady. Sales Canada East at 73c, State at 73c, aiel 
prime Canaria East at Hlr. Barley malt in nominal at, 9ile. for 
prime. Peas quiet, with miIvn Canadian at, 53e Corn market, 
may lie quoted a shade firmer, with a mrelerale business doing 
for export and homo consumption Sales at 63:,. 63>ic for com 
itnm nJxeil Werlerli, U » 6.V; lor prime shippitig ifi... 78c for 
white Western, and 65c (or Jersey yellow Outs heavy and 
declining. Sale* at 11'"14 V. for Canada, and If 4flc feirjer- 
kcv, Western and Statu. 

Duo visions — fork lino and without change Sales at $12,30 
.613.00 for mess, and $3,5H,, 9,00 for prime Beef unchanged. 
Sales at $l.00fi>.4,.Vj for country prime, $6 mr.i 5,50 for country 
mess, $11.IKK-i. 12,00 for repacked mess, and iIM,76<i 13,37 for extra 
mess. Crime Hies* beef firm and unchanged. Sales at. $19,00&' 
20.00. Beef bains steady Sales at $16 INI:,/, 13,23 Cut meats 
are quiet aud dull Sales at fur old shoulders and 55, 
8'io fnr new do., 4'Y',3c for old 1mm* and 6,’,7c for new do 
Bacon continue* firm and in limited demand. Sales small at 
7'aC for shorl-rlbbed midillex, 7c foil long ribbed do , 7c for long 
clear do . and 7‘, ,i>3o for short clear do Smoked meats dull 
aud heavy, Sales a Tew hlels sides at l.nrd iu active 
demaud au>l prices steady; -ale- at fi'g „ 'Jtjc for No i to choice 
Western Butter Is firm, and selling 111 If,. 16c for Ohio mid 111 
:oj2Sc for Amin. Cheese continues steady at ft.'/ctSiic for good 
to eholco. IbessieJ bogs in good demand, with sales at 4?y.i l*i. 

A -iim are -toady aud in fhiV request at $8,66.fi for Pots and 
$5,80 for Pearls. 

A Good Bonk Premiem.—After examining tho Manual of 
Agriculture (the ru-w book advertised in tho Rural two weeks 
ago,) we concluded it to bo the best work on the subject (espe¬ 
cially for Bov s and Young Mon) which wo could offer to those 
forming clubs, and have already purchased two hundred copies 
for distribution as premiutmi Wo wish every Boy or Young 
Man who reads this paper could have, and would carefully 
peruse, the Manual; and to enable many to easily obtain it, 
wo will nend a copy, post-paid, to every pcruon remitting $3 

for a club of three mibscrfbeis, or $h for a club of live. For $10 
wo will send six copies of the UtTBAb. with a free copy ol tho 
paper, anil also tin- above work " Bov.fi, no You Hn.ut That!" 

Bvgtn Fairly.—Those who desire to form clubs for our next 
volume should begin now, before the field i* occupied by can¬ 
vassers for trashy papers of the l!u;ikutn fing-sluir aud love 
and-murder genus. 1-p-It Agent Friends will souii names or 

early and fast, us possible, it will enable us to get, a large por 
portlorvtn type, and ready for mailing by machinery, previous 

to tho commencement of the new volume 

Ufr- Fill the Plaukh op Aokxth Go.vk to thk War.—Quite 
a number of our Agents have gone to the War, mostly as Cap¬ 
tains aud Lieutenants in volunteer regiments. In cases where 
they have not appointed or requested persons to act In behalf 
of the Rural during their absence, we trust some frieud of the 

Paper will "assume the responsibility" of doing no, in order that 
there maybe no vacancies. Friends, please fill the places of 
the absentee*), and see that all have nn opportunity to subscribe 
for our next, volume. Many who now take the Paper, and 
others who Kk,- it, only need asking, and Imnco an Agent is 
wanted in every town. We hope many subscribers will kindly 

volunteer to act as Agents during the Winter Cilinj/aijn—Aad 

the more the better- What say, Reader I 

l f7~ Thk DocuuKNTa Frkk. —Specimen numts>rs of this 

volume will Ixi sent free to all applicants. We shall take 
pleasure in also sending, free and post-paid, our large Show-Bill 
for 1361 (beautifully colored by baud.) Prospectus, kc„ to any 
and all persons disposed to aid in extending the circulation of 
the Rural Nkw-Yokkkr. Reader, plea«e send us the addresses 
of such of your friends, near or distant, as you think would be 
likely to subscribe or act as agent*, and we will forward tho 

document* accordingly 

Ufr Voluntary aoknts for thk Rural.—Any and every 

Subscriber or reader is requested to act in behalf of the Rural, 
by funning clubs or otherw ise. Now is the time for iu friends to 
manifest their Interest in the paper and the cause it advocates, 
either by obtaining now subscribers, or Inducing others to act in 
its behalt If .any lose or wear out numbers iu showing the 
paper,— that's the best way to get subscribers,—we will dupli¬ 
cate them In order to make their files complete Tor binding. 

Wkstern and Southern Mower —Iu the present de¬ 
ranged state of the currency, we are unable to use Western and 
Southern money, as our bankers will not purchase it at auy 
rate of discount. Agent# and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New England, Peont.ylvania, or Canada Money, will 

please send its U S Hostage Stamps, as they are far preferable 

to auy uncurrent bank bills. 

i y Amncki: to Taints.—We endeavor to adhere Htrictly to 
subscription terms, and no person is authorized to offer the 
Rr iiai. at less than published rates. Agents and friends are at 

liberty to give o.way as many copies of the Rural as they are 

disposed to pay for at club rate, but we do not wish the paper 
offered, in auy case, below price. 

I7I7~ No Tkavcling AOR.vra are employed by us, as we wish 
to give the whole field to local agents and those who form clubs. 
And beside, we wish it distinctly understood that all persons 
traveling through the country, professing to hold oorlifleatus 
from us, akk impostors, 

(y CuAJCtiK of Addrkss.—Subscribers wishing the address 
of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must 

specify the old address as well as the nkw to secure compliance 
with their requests. 
rjf ANY person so disposed can act as local agent for the 

Rural Nkw-Yorkbr, and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, aud their kindness be appreciated 

l Our IxvucJUiK.vra for obtaining subscribers to the Thir¬ 
teenth Volume of the Rubal, for 1S62, are of the most Liberal 
and Substantial character. Premium Lists, Show-Bills, &c,, 

sent fr ee to all disposed to act as agents 

Pulled No. 1,.... 
Do. No. 2. 

Texas. 
Smyrna, washed, 

Do. linwaghnij 
Buenos Ayres,... 
Crimea. 
Canada. 

15543 
.465:4fi 
.60533 
.505.33 
,30552 
.865 45 
.80(2)85 
.505:53 

.456646 

.UOriKX) 
,1,35 40 
.265 33 
.169626 
. 1.55 40 
.12525 
.44(5)50 

GILMAN’S SHOE ST0EE, 

No. S STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
In Oohocton, N, Y.,0u Thursday evening, Nov. 14, 1861, by 

Rev Mr I It: m Kit. Mr. C. M. CREGO and Mbs JENNIE CONNOR. 

QVdocrtiscnunts 
ADVERTISING TERRIS, In Advance — Thirty- 

Ftvg Crnth a Link, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 62,4' conts per line of space. Spkoial Notickb, 
(following reading matter, loaded,) Sixty Cents a Line 

IIts Immense circulation among the Producers and Deal¬ 
ers of the Free States, renders the RURAL Nkw-Yorkrr by far 
the Best ami Chcapent Advertising Medium of it# class. This 
fact should he homo in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Maim 
factureifi, Aa, who must necessarily depeud upou the People of 

the North for patronage, 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE 

TjHONZK TTimCKYS.—A few pairs of Bronze 
I> Turkeys, bred from the largest stock ever imported, for 

sale by WM. El.DREDGK. 
62i)31 North White Creek, Wash Co., N. Y. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y 

KPOWEER’S PATENT ST K A TI PLOWING 
I ' MACHINERY.- Patent Rights for Staten and Counties, 

aiM Machines, are now for sale Descriptive Pamphlets sent, 
post free. Apply to R. tv KDDlSON, tOH South D.riaware 
Avenue, Philadnlphia, l’a. 619-10t 01,1 DAYS. 30 XXX Written Cards sent tor 31, 

C A WALWORTH, Box 213, Philadelphia. 

PACKAGES of Rare Flower Souls to be given away. 
f3tT*Snnd for a Circular. P. DUTTON, Ransom, Pa. 

4>Qil 1 MGR TVtON'I'IT : A O fCNTS Wanted 
vo"in even Town, It Is aomethiug new ami or real value. 
For particulars address, with staini). 

,1. S PARDEE, Binghampton, N. Y. YJ^ETitOPOLITAJM GIFT BOOKSTORE, 

NO. 26 BUFFALO ST„ ROCHESTER, N, Y„ 
The largest and most liberally conducted eatabbshmeut. of tho 
kind In the United States, All Books sold at the Publisher's 
Prices, and a Gift given with each purchase, varying in value 
from 80Cents to $P)fi. Descriptive Catalogues mailed tree to 
any address upon application. Liberal inducements offered to 
Agents getting up clubs. 620-U 

IffNi i UA-VI1NXJ :-J. MILLER. No. 60 Arcaile. Roch- 
I j ester, N. Y , General Engraver. Wedding, Visiting, aud 
Business Cards, Seals, Plato Printing. Wood Cute. Ac., ate. 

N. B. All orders promptly executed at reasonable rates. 
eiopedia.—...$l 00 

A linn's Am. Farm Book-1 00 
Allen's Diseases of Domes¬ 

tic Animals. 73 
A lien's Itural Architecture 1 25 
Allen on tho Grape.11)0 
Am, Architect, or Plans for 

Country Dwelling* --litK) 
American Florist’s Guide,.. 73 
Barry's Fruit Garden.1 28 
Blake's Fanner at Horne,. 1 23 
Boussiugaiilt'fi Rural Econ¬ 

omy .  ,1 28 
Bright on Grape Culture, 2d 

edition, .. 80 
Browne's Bird Fancier. 30 
Browne's Poultry Yard — 1 00 
Do. Field Book of Manure* 1 25 
Bridgnmau * Gard. Ass't..,.l 80 
Do, Florist'* Guide._ 60 
Do. Kitchen Gardenuri* In- 
Ktruclor. ..... 60 

Do. Fru ( Coil Manual.... 60 
B reck 5 Book of Flowers.... I 00 
Buist’s Flow. r Garden.i 25 
Do. Family Kitchen Card. 76 
Chemical Field Lecture* . 1 i)0 
Chinese Sugar Caun and 

Hugar Making.. 28 
Chorlton s Grape Grower'# 
Guide.  «0 

Colil,etti, Atu Gardener. 50 
Cottage and Farm Bee¬ 
keeper... 80 

Cole's Am. Fruit Book- 80 
Do. Am. Veterinarian. 80 
Dadd's Modern Horse Doc.,1 00 
Do. Am Cattle Doctor.1 00 
Do. Anatomy and Phjsi- 

oloy of thu Horse.2 00 
Do. colored phtPit,....4 OO 
Dana's Muck Alaninil.100 
Do. Prize Essay on Manure* 28 
Darlington's Weeds and Use¬ 

ful Plant*.1 80 
Davy's Devon Herd Book..loo 
Domestic aud OiuamvaUl 
Poultry.1 00 

Do. colored plates. . .2 U0 
Downing's Friultr and Fruit 
Tree*.......178 

Downing's Landscape Gar¬ 
dening..3 50 

Do Rural Essays. , • ■ -3 00 
Eastwrioil'* Cranberry Cul¬ 

ture ......... .. 80 
Elliott's West. Frui t Book 1 25 
Every Lady her uwu Flower 
Gardener. . 80 

Familv Doctor by Prof H. 
S. Taylor. ... 126 

Farm Drainage, (II. F 
French) .....T......100 

Fessendens Farmer and 
Gardener... ,. .1 25 

Do. Am Kitchen Garden.. 80 
Field's Pear Culture. . I |H) 
Fish Culture.i no 
Flint on Grasse*..1 25 
Guenon on Milch Cow*.... 60 
Herbert to Horse-keeper* 1 25 
Hooper's Dog k Gun. paper, 28 
Do. do doth. 80 
HnnglT* Farm Record ...300 
Kidder's Guiilo to Apiarian 
Science,. 50 

Al.AR HE HKYEN-OCTAVE ROSEWOOD 
_Boaiu*max, Grayk Co., PIaNd forte, which c*i*t$33o 

a year ago, ha* been I,tit little tUR!d, aud ia iu perfect order and 
ns good a) new, In every respect, will be sold fur $250 includ¬ 
ing box for shipping Apply to 1IKNRY BELDEN, it X Y. 
C. R. R. Co.’s Office, Brown St., Rochester. N Y 

Do. t'atocblsln of Chemistry 
fot-Hcbools.. . ... 28 

Langstroth on the Hive and 
Honey Bee ..128 

l.euchar's Hot, Houses_i 23 
Liebig's Familiar Lntiers to 
Farmers. . so 

Ltusley'* Morgan Horses .1 00 
Mirmr sBee-kee pec's Manuall 00 
Miles on the Horse's Foot.. 80 
Mllbttro Ou Cow. 28 
Modern Cookery by Miss 

Acton and Mrs. .H. J, Hale,l 28 
Mrs. Abel',i Skillful House¬ 

wife and Ladles'Guide... 80 
riaxtiiii'- Rural Baud Books, 

bound in 4 Series....each 1 28 
Munir's Land Drainer. 30 
Nufih'* Progrefiflve Farmer. 60 
Nelli's Lard Companion. .1 0U 
Norton's Elements of Agri¬ 
culture.. 60 

OlcottV.Soighu arid Imp-heel 00 
Pardee on the Strawberry. 60 
Redder'* l.uad Measurer... 50 
Per-oz's New Culture of the 
Vine. 28 

Pln-lp*' Bee-keeper1* Chart 26 
Qulnhy's My*term* of Bee¬ 

keeping.. .1 oo 
Quincy on Soiling Cattle,.. 60 
Rabbit Fancier. 60 
Randall's Sheep Iluxband- 
ry...1 28 

Richardson on the Horse,.. 28 
Do, Pents of the Farm.,... 25 
Do. Domestic Fowl*. 25 
Do. on the Hog..,... 25 
Do, on the Honey Bee. 25 
Do. ou the Dog. 26 
Reemelin's Vine dressers 
Manual... 80 

Sltepherd'sOwn Book.2 00 
Stray Leaves from the Book 

of Nature.1 flO 
Stephen*' Book of the Farm 

2 vpU .4 oo 
Skillful Housewife . 25 
Skium-rS Elements of Ag- 
^ rtculture. 28 
Smith's Landscape Gar¬ 
dening.  1 26 

Timer * Principles or Agri¬ 
culture . .2 00 

Thomas' Farm Implements 1 00 
ThompHon’s Food of Ani¬ 
mals. 75 

The RowsCnltnriot......... 60 
Totdmm's Chemistry Made 
^ Easy. 28 
Turner’s Cotton Planter'* 
Manual.1 00 

Wiuder'HlIedges aud Ever¬ 
greens'.1 00 

Waring'* Element* ot Ag¬ 
riculture. 75 

Weeks on Bees. 28 
Wilson on F.'ax. 25 
Youutt * Martin on Cattle.125 
Yeuatt on the Horse.126 
Do. on Sheep. 75 
Do. on the Hog.,. 75 

ty Any of the above named works will be forwarded by 
moil, post-paid, on receipt of tho price specified. 

Address I>. Ik T. MOOKF, Rochester, N Y. 

WA NTTS Lh - A gentleman living within a few 
miles of Madison, tho capital city of Wisconsin. In Dane 

Bounty, wauls a man and hi* wifo to take the full charge of a 
Grain and Stock Farm, including a dairy of fifty to a hundred 
cow j. The farm comprise* 700 acres. I **■ ... -... .... - A couple without, or 
with only asrpall family, Is desired, aud the man will have to 
carry on tins farm, and the w.'iiimiu the dairy. None need ap¬ 
ply unless thoroughly competent and having good references, 
and to ritch aoouplo liberal wages will bn paid. 

iNff A young nan who is a competent gardener aud capable 
of caieying on a nncficry iaidpo wanted 

Application must be made By letter or otherwise to the Pat¬ 
riot Office, Madisou, Wisconsin, if by letter, address II. C 

Mudixon, Wi«., Nov. LI, 1861 019—It. 

ANDREW .1. BRACKETT, Importer. Wholesale and Retail 
Dealer in Earthen, China, Parian and Glass Warn, No. 33Statn 
street, Rochester, N, V 

I'fT All goods repacked at New York prices, thereby saving 
to purchaser* Freight and Breakage 

In addition to his usual largo rtuckn of Staiu.k and Fam v 
Goods, be would call attention to t large and well selected 
assortment suitablo for the 

HOLIDAYS, 
consisting in part of the following 

Fkk.ncm IIiio.nzk Clocks, ytatlkttks, Birars, ke.., very lino 
good*. 

Parian Ficurkh, V v- f.s, Baskkt t,Boxks, ke..,n large variety. 
Platkp Goods—a complete stock, at much reduced price- 
Ivory ii v.\DLKoCi"ri.cMy-ala,ge inrlety, of various qualities. 
Lava Wakk Vascs, Tka and riiio inu Bists, flta., kc. 
Kk'lt China Goods Iu great vstltly, Home i.-ry choice, to¬ 

gether with a great, variety ot Fancy and Useful Articles suita¬ 
ble tor Christinas, New Year's, nr Bridal Presents. 

For all articles in Staple or Fancy Goods, China Hall is the 
place to purchase. Ail examination of his stock wiLl convince 
any one of this. 622-tt 

TIIE HOG MARKETS. 

ST. MH IS, Dn . 2. The first, lot of hogs bought for packing 
wa.- sold at 3lqc net. Packers have done nothing ofimportance 
as vet. Sales of small lots of hogs to butchers at 3‘a :,3J^c net. 
—Democrat 

t’IXf'INN ATI, Djtc. 5.—The movements in bog* during the 
week haw- been for the most pari lively, and prices have 
fluctuated but little. Heavy receipts nn Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday exereieed a dcpicsong inlloence, hut no seriou* 
decline was established, and since that time, with more mod¬ 
erate supplies, the trade ha- had a hardening tendency, closing 
at $3,25(13 3.i for lot* averaging from 2Uo to 2t*i lbs — Gazelle.. 

IN RIAN A POMS, Hup, 4.—The In i sines* of the packing sea¬ 
son is Itrogre-sing rapidly. About 10,out hog* have been killed 
up to this time. Price ate ranging from $2,76 to $3 net. ac¬ 
cording to quality —Journal 

LOl ISA 11,UK, Dkc, 6.—-The receipts have been limited for 
the past foil) days, for butcher s use, aud consequently the 
prices have advanced .tic V. W0 !b:s. The packers have'com¬ 
menced slaughtering and hogH are arriving freely Prices 
range from $2,25 to $3 \> 1UU It.-s. gros*. -,/ournof 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 

jNTo. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. THE CATTLE MARKETS 

ALBAN V, DBi:. 9. —Bkkvks—Tho receipts are unusually light 
—about 700 less than last week, and the deficiency is even 
greater when weight ia taken into consideration, owing to the 
comparatively large number of " hoppers" on sale. Neverthe- 
le*» the trade is dull. The average quality of tho cattle is 
quite low, owing to tho number of two year olds In the yards, 
but this is somewhat to the advantage of holders of prime and 
extra steers, those grades commanding from >,'c to )£e \:1 lb-, 
live weight, higher than last week. 

Rrckipts— The following is our comparative Ktatement of 
receipts at thi* market over the Central {tailroad, estimating 16 
to the car: 

Cor. week 
This week. Last week. last year. 

Cattle.2,016 2.7S4 1,933 
Sheep.....6,190 8,637 2,033 
Hog*. 750 1,624 392 
Paints—The market is only moderately active at the follow¬ 

ing quotations: 
This week. Last week. 

Premium.u (u 0 c 4l4@44ic 
Extra.M3AH* *L>Sd'.i0 
First qualitv...Sft}(«(4 c 3>4®3JiC 
Second quality.,.,...S ('a.'tt.c 3 mS'a'c 
Third quality. ..i24)0 2‘ivu’2;';',C 

Sn ki:»•—'The demand i* fully up with the sutiply. if riot some¬ 
what in ftilvance uf it, notwithstanding the weather again 
changed and is unfavorable for slaughtering. Prices range 
from Vy; f ( II,, for oidlnnrv to •U-qc for strictly extra This is 
an advance of 20: c> 100 tt. s. over our quota'.ion,s Of last week. 

Does Tile receipts at East Albany are even heavier than 
last ftM-k. During the past seven ,Jdc« tie- (kuitral Railroad 
has brought, down 340 cut lend*, qr at feset 30,‘fM head: Price , 
have advanced a traction The sale.* at East Albany yesterday 
were about 1700 head at htffd&K ii lb. tor good to extra heavy 
COrn-fcd. A few fanny lots are held at 4c. l uring the week 
about 10,000 changed hand* at 3>,c for light to 3Ro for heavy. 
Dressed lings in light request at Oi(&4?*>: for light tohoavv; 
Hi for fancy, with a slight upward tendency. -Atlas <f: Argue. 

MooBifs Rt lur. Xkw-Youknk furnishes u j our seloctiomthL 
week. Jt is one of the largest Agricultural papers, and. in its 
whole appearance, engravings, print and all, is a perfect gem. 
It Is full of thought and information, and there is nothing In it* 
contents to offend taste, purity or piety It has a large circula¬ 
tion. and we wish It were larger. It is published every Saturday 
in Rochester, N. Y., by [). I). T .Moore, who is more worth}' of 
tho It. I i s tnan many wt.o have theiu.- Congrcgalbmat Herald 

The Rural Nkw-Yorkkk, published fli Rochester, N. Y., is 
free from politics, sectionalism, and sectarianism —a Fatitilv 
Pappr ol the first clas*. We feel safe in putrlug this into the 
hands of our children, and notice that it t* Die Aral sought for 
in the pile ol exchange* We dou'tsrct a cphI for this notice- 
doit of our own free will and accord—trusting It rnay Induce 
some to subscribe for it instead of the New York Ledger, and 
Other trashy publications. - Good Templar, St- Louis, Mo. 

Rural Nkw- Yorker,—There Is something in old friendships 
and associations wliich hold ils strOpgly to friends of " lang 
Bync." Herein our love of the Rural. It han worked its way on 
and up, until it is one of the leading Agricultural journals of 
the country Ine enterprise, ability apo integrity of its man¬ 
agement. uccouutr for its great success With its Immense 
circulation and Dnieper,dent out-poken thought-, it in a terror 
to hnnJuirs. aiel a, favorite with the people.— Wi.vuMsin Chief, 

Moore's Rural N'hw.Youkkr.—If you want agood and Tella¬ 
ble Agricultural paper, send l'or Moore's Rural New-Yorker, the 
bent Agricultural paper in the United States. The Rural lias 
been considerably enlarged and Improved, is free from all see tu 
riaoUm ami politics, is a tirst class Family l’apor —Union Ad¬ 
vocate, North Anson, Me. 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 

No. 8 STATE STRJEKT. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
SJTEW TC NTK1 f I * !•£ I rS IrifS.-Aoy desired 
N information abont PRICES OF ADYKKTISING, and of 

'lUNTIXG, furnished GRATES 
GEO BOWERY EM, CommiMion Agent. New York. 

APPLE STOCKS l.iXXMXK) one year and 2,000,000 
il two yearobl Apple Stock*, at from $1 80 to $2.60 1,000. 

Our Stocks are uusurpaased, and we offer them for 0A8H &t 
th*1 above war prices. . ENSIGN k FORD, 

614-tf Ohio Nurseries, Toledo, Ohio. 

A KENTS WANTED to SELL KRIIIT TREES. 
Wk wish to employ a number ot experlenOud and trust¬ 

worthy men to will trees, Ac., from our Numerics at liberal 
wagHB. 

\vuor.KSAi.K Dkalkon furnished with Nursery, Stock ef all 
descriptiouB at the lowest wholesale rates 

HOOKER. FARLEY & OO., 
684tf Rochester W bole Bale Numeric*, Rochester. N. Y. 

rnilTC ( RANHERRY AND ITS 
1. CULTURE —The Subscribers have issued a Circular trorn 

the press treating on the Cranberry and its Culture. Said 
Circular will give persons the proper information a* to the 
commencement of their Culture Thev will take pleasure iu 
forwarding them to all port* of the United States, to those 
sending post stamp iopay postage, Persons wishing plants 
may receive them in small or large quantities bv Express, for 
wot or dry soil. Address SULLIVAN BATES k CO.. Belling¬ 
ham, Norfolk Co., Mass. 

IlftlK.-l’ngr’* Perputuul Kiln, Pntrntcil July, 
1887.—Superior to any iu use for Wood Or Coal 2>$ cord* 

ot wood, or IX ton* of cool to 100 bhla — coal not mixed with 
etone. Address [434-t£j 0. 1). PAGE, Rochester. N. Y. 

v 



broke,” said Miss Lily, timidly lifting up her long 
lashes in Ills direction. Lily never could look at 
Thornebroke without a soft little rosy shadow on her 

cheek. 
“ A what?” demanded Mark, turning very red. 
“ A housewife.” 
“ Yes,” eaid Mark, after a moment’B awkward hes¬ 

itation, “my—my—my friends have told me so very 
often — and I really think so myself, you know, 

j But what sort of a one would you recommend, Miss 
Raymond?” 

“ 0, any pretty little concern. I'll send you one in 
the morning, if you’ll accept of it,” she added, with 
a rosy light upon her cheeks again. 

“ If—I’ll—accept!" said Mark, feeling as if he were 
in an atmosphere of gold and pearl, with two wings 
sprouting out of his broadcloth, on either side. And 
just as he was opening his lips to assure Miss Lily 
that he was ready to take the precious gift in his 
arms then and there, without any unnecessary delay, 
the door opened, and in walked Jones. 

Mark was not at all cannibalistic in hie propensi¬ 
ties, but just then be could have eaten Jones np with 
uncommon pleasure. And there the fellow sat, pull¬ 
ing his long moustache, and talking the most insipid 
twaddle—sat and sat until Mark rose in despair to go. 
Even then he had no opportunity to exchange a pri¬ 
vate word with Lily. 

“You—you'll not forget—” 
“ 0, I’ll be sure to remember,” said Bhe, smilingly, 

and half-wondering at that unusual pressure he gave 
her hand. “ LadieB often do provide their bachelor 
friends so!” 

Mark went home the happiest individual that ever 
trod a New York pavement. Indeed, so great was 
his felicity that he indulged in various gymnastic 
capers indicative of bliss, and only paused in them 
at the gruff caution of a policeman, who probably 
had forgotten his own courting days—“Come, yonng 
man, what are you doing?” 

“ Was there ever a more delicate way of assuring 
me of her favorable consideration? Was there ever 
a more feminine admission of her sentiments? Of 
course, she will come herself, an angel, breathing 
airs from Paradise, and I shall tell her of ray love. 
A bou-ewife, 0! the delicious words! Wonder in 
what neighborhood she would like me to engage a 
residence—how soon would it be best to name the 
day! 0! if] should awake, and find it all a bliss¬ 
ful dream!” 

Early the next morning, Mr. Thornebroke set 
briskly to work, “righting up things.” How he 
swept and dusted and scoured; the room was aired, 
to get rid of the tobacco smoke, and sprinkled with 
cologne, and beautified generally, and at length, when 
the dust was all swept into one corner, and covered 
by a carelessly disposed newspaper, he found the 
window glass murky, and polished it with such a 
vengeance that his flat, handkerchief and all, went 
through, sorely damaging his ha rill, and necessita¬ 
ting the ungraceful accessory of an old hat to keep 
out the wintry blast for the time being. llowrever, 
even this mishap did not long daunt his spirits, for 
was not Lily Coming? 

Long and wearily he waited, yet no tinkle at the 
bell gave warning of her approach, “it’s all her 
sweet feminine modesty,” thought he, and was 
content. 

At length there was an appeal below, and his heart 
jumped up into his mouth, beating like a reveille 
drum. He rushed to the door, but there was no one 
but a grinniug little black boy, with a box. 

“Miss Raymond's compliments, and here’s de 
housewife, sir.” 

“The housewife, you little imp of Erebus!” 
“ Yes, sir, in de box, all right.” 
Mark slunk back into his room, and opened the 

box, half expecting to see a full dressed young lady 
issue from it, a la Arabian Nights; but no, it was 
only a little blue velvet book, and full of odd com¬ 
partments in azure silk, containing tape, needles, 
scissors, silk, a thimble, and all the nice little work¬ 
table accessories. 

“And she calls this a housewife!” groaned Mark, 
in the ineffable bitterness of spirit at the downhill of 
his bright visions. “ But I won't be put off so.” 

Desperation gave him courage, and off be hied to 
the Raymond mansion, determined to settle the 
matter, even though there were forty Joneses and 
Esthers there. 

But Lillian was alone, singing at her embroidery 
in the sunshiny window casement. 

“ Dear me, Mr. Thornebroke, is anything the 
matter?” 

Perhaps it was the shadow from the splendid crim¬ 
son cactus plumes in the window that gave her eheek 
such a delicate glow; perhaps—but we have no right 
to speculate. 

“Yes.-’ And Mark sat down by her side and took 
the trembling, fluttering hand. “You sent me a 
housewife this morning!” 

“Wasn’t it right?” faltered Lilliaa. 
“It wasn’t the kind I wanted at all!” 
“ Not the kind yon wanted?” 
“No; I prefer a living one, and I came to see if I 

could change it. I want one with brown hair and 
eyes —something, in short, Miss Lillian, just your 
pattern. Can't I have it?” 

Lily turned white, then red, smiled, then burst into 
tears, and tried to draw away her hand, but Mark 
held it fast. 

“No, no, dear Lily; first tell me I can have the 
treasure 1 ask for.” 

“ Yes,” she said, with the prettiest confusion in 
the world; and then, instead of releasing the captive 
hand, the unreasonable fellow took possession of the 
other, too. But as Lily did not object, we suppose 
it was all right. 

And that was the odd path by which Mark Thorne¬ 
broke diverged from the path of old bachelorhood, 
and stepped into the respectable ranks of matrimony. 

Speak boldly, Freemen I while to-day 
The strife is rising tierce and high, 

Gird on the armor while ye may 
In holy deeds to win or die; 

The Age is Truth's wide battle-field, 
The Day is struggling rfilh the Night, 

For Freedom hath again revealed 
A Marathon of holy right. 

Speak boldly, Hero ! while the foe 
Treads onward with his iron heel; 

Strike steady with a giant blow, 
And Hash aloft the polished steel; 

Be true. 0 Hero ! to thy trust! 
Man and thy God both look to thee ! 

Be true, or sink away to dust— 
Be true, or hence to darkness fiee. 

Speak boldly, I’ropbet! Let the fire 
Of Heaven come down on altars curst, 

Where Baal priest* and seers conspire 
To pay their bloody homage first; 

Be true, 0 Prophet.! I.et thy tongue 
Sppak fearless, for the words are thine— 

Words that by morning stars were sung, 
Aud angels hymned in strain* divine. 

Speak boldly, Poet! Let thy pen 
Be nerved with fire that may not die; 

Speak for the rights of bleeding men 
Who look to Heaven with tearful eye. 

Be true, 0 Poet! Let thy name 
Be honored where the weak have trod, 

And in tho summit of thy fame, 
Bo true to Man! Be true to God I 

Speak boldly, Brothers ! Wake, aud come 1 
The Anakim art* pressing on ! 

In Freedom's strife be never dumb 1 
Gird flashing blades till all is won ! 

Be true, () Brothers ! Truth is strong ! 
The foe shall sink beneath the sod — 

While love and bliss shall thrill the tong 
That truth to Man is Truth to God. 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

I am composed of 16 letters. 
My 1, 8, 12, 5, 2, 9 is a river in Asia. 
My 2, 14, 12, 8 is a volcano in Europe. 
My 8, 5 was a kfrig of Bashon. 
My 4. 8, 11, 16 is familiar to all. 
My 5, 6, IS, 4, 13,11, 8 la ft State in rebellion. 
My 6, 4 was r grandson of Jacob. 
My 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 13. 14. 3; 12 is a city in the U. S. 
My S, 8. 4,15, 12 was the man that made a god for Israel. 
My 4. 14. IS, 7, 2 is tho name of a notable woman. 
My 10, 8, 4, 4, 11, 0, 15, 12 was a President of the U. S. 
My 11, 12, 16 is a house where travelers stop. 
My 12, 11, 8, 1, 8, 4, 8 is a wonder of the Western continent. 
My 13, S. 2, 0, 12, 2 is a County In New York. 
My 14, 6,12 is a number. 
My 15. 4. 2, 13, 3, 12 is a State in the UoioD. 
My 10, 8, 9, 10 is a county in North Carolina. 

My whole is the name ofa General of the Revolutionary War. 
De Ruyter, Mad. Co., N. Y. B. H. Stillman. 
13?” Answer in two weeks 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

CHAEADE, 

Mv first has the signification of three. 
My second, a word of command. 

My third is an answer once given to me 
When I asked Anofxine for her hand, 

My fourth is a person I'll always esteem. 
My fifth is splendid advice, 

My whole—of foolscap—causes many a ream 
To oft be destroyed in a trice. 

Crosscreek Tillage, Pa., 1861. John Morrow. 

tffW" Answer in two weeks. 

AN ANAGRAM. 

Ebret turns eb inesuhsn hemerseow sinfdre 
Ne’e ni eht kadrtse rouh 

Oudbls ew tno tiwa ihwt itencape nhet 
Eht spgniasfo eth wshreo. 

Eagle, Nov. 25th, 1861. p 
Answer in two weeks. 

would be safe to announce the arrival, ere long, of a pretty 
large chunk of the “ good time ” which has been so long 
“ coming!” 

— But, seriously,—though we can hardly speak or write 
gravely relative io such an egregious “ sell ” — wo do think 
this “Terra culture” a little lu advance of the China Treo- 
oorn, Morus MuUicaulis, Rohan Potato, or any similar conta¬ 
gious affliction of by gone years; and admirably adapted to 
tho wants of those who require bleeding and blistering occa¬ 
sionally. In the opinion of the best farmers and borticul 
turists who have heard and experimented upon the “ disclos¬ 
ures,” and therefore know whereof they assert, it is, of all 
others which have prevailed on the edge or in the middle 
of this nineteenth century, the most unapproachable and 
unmitigated 

TERRA-CULTURE” AND ITS “PROFESSOR. 

[From the Rural New-Yorker, December 2,1852.] 

Terra - Culture and its “ Discoverer ” Libeled !— 

Header, give us your sympathy I It is intimated that the 
pretended discoverer of Terra-Culture—one “Prof” Corn- 
stock—proposes to prosecute the editor of this paper for an 
alleged libel In speaklog disrespectfully aud disparagingly of 
the said Professor and his theory. Tho leading count In the 
forthcoming indictment is, that wo wore tho first editor who 
dared to speak out, and that many others have followed our 
example in exposing the humbug, to the great detriment of 
the pocket and reputation of its author! This is probably 
true, aud we therefore, with due humility, acknowledge the 
compliment. We are not Id the habit of wailing for others 
to express, an opinion in matters of such importance to the 
agricultural community,—and the Professor knows that 
money cannot secure a favornblo notice of hi* so-called 
“ discovery” (nor the publication of a “puff” of himself, by 

himself.) iu the Rural New-Yorker. And we more than 
suspect that, during his sojourn hereabouts, he discovered 
some other editor* in Rochester and Western New York 
who were equally independent. 

Without wishing to forestall public opinion, we respectfully 
submit, two or three reasons yjhy the learned Professor 
“hadn’t ougbter” prosecute in this case. In the first place, 
he could never recover the $100 000 damages to hie pocket, 
character, and culture — the amount he expected (?) to 
obtain from Ron press. On this point we are positive ! Next, 
we aver that we have endeavored from the beginning to 
discover something in the man and his theory approximating 
to what he claimed—and if wo could eomo to no other con 
elusion than that he was either an ass or a knave, and bis 
“discovery” a superlative humbug, the fact must he attribu¬ 
ted to cur iguorance. A. win, ” claim that we were called 
upon to speak b< J..V tu, . f <- R . iu seif defense, a, weii 
as for the common weal u,r 'he lecturer was iugeuiously 
using our name at the head of a list of some fifty editors, to 
commend himself and his theory to the public ; whereas we 
only gave our signature as one who would hear him lecture, 
and not to be used in the. manner above indicated. If he is 
so hard-hearted as to persist in prosecuting us, we shall offer 
tills last as a full and BiiiHaier.it offset—and indeed justly 
claim a balance of damage ! Meantime, and perhaps after, 
the publication of the lira a l. will be continued. 

BACHELOR’S LOVE-MAKING, 
For Moore's Rural New-Yorker. 

ARITHMETICAL PROBLEM. 
You would have known it for a bachelor’s den, 

the minute you put your head in the door! Blue, 
epicy wreaths of cigar smoke, circling up to the 
ceiling —newspapers under the tabic, Castile soap 
in a tiny bronze card-receiver, slippers on the man¬ 
tle-piece, and confusion everywhere. And yet Mr. 
Thornebroke — poor, deluded mortal -solemnly be¬ 
lieved that his room was in the most perfect order! 
For hadn't he poked his empty champagne, bottles 
tinder the bed, and sent, t he wood-box to bear them 
company, and hung his morning gown over the 
damp towels, and dusted the ash-sprinkled hearth 
with his best silk handkerchief? He'd like to see a 
room in better trim than that—guess he would ! 
And now he was mending himself up, preparatory 
to going calling on the very prettiest girl in New 
York. Not that ho was particularly fond of the 
needle, but when a fellow's whole foot goes through 
a hole in the north-east toe of his stocking, and 
there isn’t a button on his shirt, it's time to repair 
damages. 

Now, as Mv. Thornebroke’s whole stock of indus¬ 
trial implements consisted of a lump of wax, an 
enormous pair of scissors and one needle, the mend¬ 
ing didn't progress rapidly. Ilis way of managing 
the button question, too, necessarily involved some 
delay; he had to cut all these useful little up tie Ull¬ 

ages from another shirt, aud sew them on, aud next 
when the shirt was wanted, why, it was easy enough 
to make a transfer again! Sec what it is to be a 
bachelor genius! It never occurred to him to buy 

a few buttons extra! 
“Buttons are not much trouble,” said Mr. T. to 

himself, as he wiped the perspiration from his brow, 
“but when it comes to coat sleeves, what the deuce 
is a fellow to do? I haven't any black thread, 
either,” and he looked dolorously at a small tear 
just in his elbow, where some vicious nail had 
caught in the broadcloth. “ A black pin may do 
for to-night, and to-morrow I’ll send it to the tailor. 
The fact is, I ought to he married; and so 1 would, 
if I only dared to ask Lillian. 0, dear! I know she 
wouldn’t have me; and yet I’m not certain, either— 
if I could only muster courage boldly to put the 
question! But just as sure as I approach the dan¬ 
gerous ground, my heart fails me! And then that 
puppy, Jones, with his curled moustache, and hair 
parted iu the middle, always hanging round Lillian, 
and quoting poetry to her— if I could have tho priv¬ 
ilege of kicking him across the street, I’d die happy! 
He isn't bashful, not he! If somebody would invent 
some new way of popping the question —something 
that wasn’t quite so embarrassing!” 

Our hero gave his black, glossy curls an extra 
brush, surveyed*himself critically in the glass, and 
then, with a deep sigh, set forth to call on the iden¬ 
tical Lillian Raymond, revolving, as he had a thou¬ 
sand times before, that If — perhaps — may be — 

0! the bashfalness of bachelors. 
When Mr. Thornebroke arrived within the charmed 

precincts of Mr. Raymond’s handsome parlors, velvet 
carpeted, chtmdeliered with gold and ormolu, crowd¬ 
ed to the very doors with those charming knick- 
knacks that only a woman's taste provides, Miss Lily 
was “at home” in a bewildering pink merino dress, 
edged with white lace around the pearly shoulders, 
and a crimson moss twisted in among the rippling 
waves of her soft brown hair. She never looked half 
so pretty; and, thank Providence, Jones wasn't on 
hand, for once iu his life. But, what was almost as 
bad, Lily's cousin was there — a tall, slender, black- 
eyed girl, with arch lips, and cheeks as red as a 
Spitzenburg apple. 0, how Thornebroke wished that 
Miss Esther Allen was at the bottom of the Red Sea, 
or anywhere except iu that particular parlor. And 
then her eyes were so sharp — he hadn't been doing 
the “agreeable" more than four minutes aud a half, 
before she exclaimed: 

“Dear me, Mr. Thornebroke — pray excuse me — 
but what on earth is the matter with your elbow?” 

Mark turned scarlet — the traitorous black pin had 
deserted its post. 

“Only a compound fracture of my coat, Miss 
Allen,” said he, feeling as though his face might do 
the duty of Raymond's chandeliers both put together; 
“you know we bachelors are not exempt from such 
things.” 

“ Hold your arm, sir, and I'll make it right in one 
moment,” said Esther, instantly producing from some 
secret recess in the folds of her dress a thimble aud 
a needle threaded with black silk, and setting expertly 
to work. 

“There, now, consider yourself whole.” 
“How skillful you are,” said Mark, admiringly, 

after he had thanked her most sincerely, “ But then 
you have so many nice little concerns to work with. 
I have only a needle and some wax, besides my 
scissors!” 

“You ought to have a housewife, Mr. Thorne- 

A railway train in starting moves one foot in the first 

second, too in tho second, three in the third, &c. A man 

stands on the track, behind the train, who can ran 5)4 rods 

in 7second*. How far behind the train can he stand and 

he jnat able to overtake It, both starting at the same instant? 

Schoolcraft, Mich., Nov. 16,1861. E. Fish. 

Or Answer in two weeks. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c„ IN No. 620, 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma: — Learning is the tem 
perance of youth. 

Answer to Surveying Question: —129.1173 plus rods. 
Answer to Charade: — Courtship. 

^Vbncrti6cmcnt0 

Ant ARTIFICIAL LEG 

Invented by Douglas Ely, M. D. 
By frequent dissections, the Doctor succeeded in 

embodying the principles of the natural leg in an 
artificial one, and by so doing produced one of the 
most complete and successful inventions ever at¬ 
tained by man. 

A pamphlet containing full description and illus¬ 
trations can be had without charge, by addressing 

DOUGLAS BI.Y, M. !>., Rochester, N. Y. 
See the annexed cut, and also letter from H. J. 

Drake: 
[From the Rural New-Yorker. March 19,1859 ] 

“Terra-Culture” — Its **Professor” still Rampant! — 
There’s little use of killing some humbugs, for, after being 

effectually buried in one locality, they will “turnup” and 

nourish and fleece community a thousand miles distant. The 

Rural and other Ag. journals years ago exposed the falla¬ 

cious theory of “ Prof," Comstock — the man who has been 

waiting so long for an ungrateful Republic to give him a 

million of dollars or less to disclose the mysteries of terra- 

culture— yet there are places in this “widely-extended 

country” where he "still lives,” temporarily, and depletes 

the purse* of the lovers of the marvelous. His “ last appear¬ 

ance” was in the “Old Dominion,” as we infer from a slip 

cut from a local paper and kindly sent us by a friend at Fair¬ 

fax 0, H., Vu. In this slip the “ Prof.” is severe on the 

“learned Agricultural Editors of the North ” — as indeed he 

well mny be, for they have pretty eth-dually spiked his 

swindling swivel wherever their journals circulate. The 

Rlral had the misfortune to open the wartare on terra 

culture, and hence its irate "Professor'’ Is particularly 

“down” on “Mr. Moore” Ho can’t forget that the whole 

“secret” and wouueTful “mystery” wns first given in the 

Rural — nor that “Mr. Moore” fearlessly exposed his sub¬ 

sequent forgery and falsehoods, But if he lied then, he now 

proves himself the father of liars, for the statements made 

relative to us, in the slip aforesaid, are utterly false and 

ridiculous. For instance, in reply to the charge that he 

forged onr signature and placed it at the head of a list of 

sixty editors endorsing his theory, he says that “Moore's 

agent signed Moore’s name,” etc. Now, this is sheer “ gam¬ 

mon ’’—for neither Moore, nor any agent of his, ever signed 

anything endorsing terra culture. Aud the assertion that 

Moore “ offered him $50 to write an article on the practice 

of terra-culture for his paper” is equally false and absurd, 

for we never offered him a penny, or even suggested the 

thing. On the contrary, we refused to publish what be 

desired on the subject, though he offered us the gold for such 

service! Thus, instead of our ottering him. the offer was 

from Kim — which, according to our notion, is a “ white 

horse of another color.” Bat we forgive the hallucinated 

“ Professor;” and not only that, we purpose to “return good 

for evil” by giving his portrait in the Rural in a week or 

two — a double view, as seen by himself and also by the 

public. As to his theory, that is proved to he an egregious 

!| sell,” yet we may perhaps, in connection with the portrait, 

again “ disclose the disclosures ” for the benefit of our Vir¬ 

ginia aud other distant readers. 

(From the Rural New-Yorker, January 2, 185S ] 
Tiik Terra-Cplturubt “Still Lives”—As is “disclosed” 

by tbis caustic squib from the Ohio Cultivator: — “Prof. 
Comstock, of Mabbettsvillo, New York, so he writes it, having 
waited twenty years for an ungrateful people to give him a 
hundred thousand dollan) to disclose the mysteries of terra- 
culture, ha* tiually gone where the devils did whew they left 
the possessed among the tombs, via,, into the swine; and 
now he proposes to Disclose a Disclosure upon Hog Cholera. 
Twenty live thousand dollars is about the figure he sets upon 
this mystery. Individual rights, co each. If the auimals 
should behave on this occasion as they did in the first in¬ 
stance, and carry the Professor along with them, the world 
would be rid of a very grpat bo(a)re.’-' 

(From the Rural New-Yorker, June 30,1855 ] 

Does tiik Bui; “Still Live?”— In common with a great 
many well-informed people, we had innocently supposed that 
“Terra-culture” waa among the things that were —had 
“ gone up ” or evaporated. No such thing. Its learned 
“Professor” evidently possesses more lives than the most 
tenacious specimen of the feline species, for it appears from 
the following that he “ still lives ” and continues to “ disclose 
the disclosures" to the poor aud ignorant denizens of the 
dark and benighted corners of this mumlanc sphere: 

Mk. Mooi.k:— There is a /Vo/. Comstock lecturing in this 
State on • Teria-cultnre ” to the tune of $60 per lecture. 
You editors are supposed to kuow more than lecturers; is it 

humbug ‘ or is it not 1— D. W. P., !.ena\uce Co.. Mich. 

Now, we should be very happy to oblige our esteemed 
friend, but really it does not become us to detract from the 
merits of the pretended 1 now principle in Vegetable Life,” 
or to disturb the learned “ Professor " in his laborious efforts 
to benefit “all the world and the rest of mankind,” (himself 
in particular.) by imparting, for a valuable consideration, his 
wonderful aud never-to-be-understood or appreciated discov¬ 

ery. It is true that “ Ti rra culturu ” has heretofore been 
pretty thoroughly examined, tested and exploded by both 
scientific and practical men in tins State and elsewhere,—and 
moreover tbe “great saatl" has been “disclosed" imd 
exposed in the Rural and other agricultural journals. It is 

also on record that the theory was pronounced no nrui dis¬ 

covery by the N. Y. State Ag Society, in 1851,—an able Com¬ 
mittee (consisting of J. B. Nott, the late A. J. Downing, 

Judge Van Bergen, L. F. Allkn and E. P. Prentice,) 

reporting that "after a conference with Mr Comstock, the 
Committee came to the unanimous opinion that ttu new pis- 

COVI.lv bid been made by Mr. Comstock, nor was his prac¬ 
tice different from tjint of experienced nurserymen hereto¬ 
fore, and which may he foued discussed in public works,” Ac. 
We could easily give an abundance of reliable testimony of 
similar purport. And yet, into muck as the “ Professor ” was 
•‘once on a time" so extremely complimentary as to place 
our mime at the head of a list of some sixty editors, attached 
to a statement strongly recommending “Terra-culture’' — 
which -tatement was publ.shed and extensively circulated 
before we were aware of its existence, and of course without 
our knowledge or consent,—we do not think it proper to 
farther expose what the “discoverer ” bo modestly, honor¬ 
ably and honestly caused us to endorse 1 True, we never, in 
fact, recommended either bitn or his theory,— btiB we dislike 
to call names, and would not be accessory to the “taking off” 
of one whose premature exodus might deprive the world of 
all valuable knowledge! Witness the following “beautiful 
extract” from a recommendation of " Terra culture ” that 
recently appeared in a Western paper,— and which waa evi¬ 
dently written by the self sty led “ Professor.” who is cele¬ 
brated for his cruelty to the English language: 

“If the Discoverer die under existing circumstances we 
have not any reason to believe that the world will ever know 
what his discovered principle is, and his subsequent discov¬ 
eries are /” 

Awful, isn’t it ? If his life were insured at his own estimate 
of its value,— the proceeds to he equally distributed,—it 

Du. Bi.y— Dear Sir. The artificial leg you made 
for me scrvcB me better than I ever supposed any 
artificial leg could. 

I have mowed my grass myself — and that, too, 
on the marsh, where it is very boggy. I have 
cradled my oata myself and raked and bound them; 
and 1 have been all around the neighborhood 
threshing. In fact I cau do most all kinds of work. 

The side motion at the ankle-joint is worth every¬ 
thing. If I step on a stick or a stone, or on any 
uneven place, the ankle yields just enough to let 
the foot accommodate itself to it, and thereby pre¬ 
vents all stumbling or inconvenience. 

Most sincerely and thankfully yours, 
H. J. DRAKE. 

Chelsea, Michigan, August 15, 1801. 

Andre leboys nurseries, 
AT ANGERS, FRANCE. 

Thk Proprietor of these Nurseries, the most extensive in the 
world, has tho honor to inform his numerous friends and the 
public that iris Catalogue of Fruit ami Ornamental Trees. 
Shrubs. Ruses, Seedlings. Fruit Stocks, «6c., for the present sea¬ 
son, is now ready and at their disposaL „ 

Apply to BRUGCIEkK A THEBAPD, 
614-3tm 51 Cedar Street, New York. 

Rochester Light Carriage Factory, 
.Vo. 145 .Haiti mi., ttoc/tesler, *V, 1V“* — 

1 have now rented a portion Ot the Carriage Factory tormerir 
occupied by Elliott tc Lodewick. where i will maoutacture all 
kinds of light Carriages and file hr ha of the kg o test aud im¬ 
proved stvles Great attention wilt be paid to all kinds or re¬ 
pairing. 1 will make to order any hind of Cat ruge wood-work 
for any other establishment, and will sell m tbi;i" lower t.iaa 
they can manufacture. J. llf’Ull McDONOUGR. 

Rochester, N. Y.. Sept. 14,1861. ol0-13teo 

[From the Rural New-Yorker, November 19,1859.] 

The “Professor” of Terra-Culture.—We have lately 
received several letters from Western Pa., speaking in no 
very complimentary terms of the operatians of this charlatan, 
and telling us how he “pitched into" the Rural New- 
Yorker and its Editor. We beg our friends to give them¬ 
selves no uneasiness on our account. Tbe “Professor,” as 
we have proved, is the father of liars, and all we ask of him 
is that he wilt not speak well of us I As to publishing the 
Articles against him and his theory, we consider it unneces¬ 
sary after what we have given in this and former volumes. 
And, beside, we observe that the Pittsburg papers and their 
correspondents, (especially Gen. Nkgljsy.] are after the 
“Professor” with a sharp stick — have indeed driven him 
from tne State, for we learn that he has just appeared in 
Connecticut. We commend him to the kind and critical 
attention of our friends of The Homestead. 

DROPS OF WISDOM, MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
THE LARGEST CIRCULATED 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY A .NT) FAMILY WEEKLY, 
IS PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

If you do good, forget it; if evil, remember and 
repent of it. 

Vanity.—The vanity of human life is like a river, 
constantly passing away, and yet constantly coming 
on.—Dean Sicift. 

Learn in childhood, if you can, that happiness is 
not outside, but inside. A good heart and a clear 
conscience bring happiness, which no riches and no 
circumstances alone ever do. 

Life and Death.—While we are reasoning con¬ 
cerning life, life is gone: and death, though perhaps 
they receive him differently, yet treats alike the fool 
and the philosopher.—Hume. 

Suspicion is the palsy of the heart; fear is a chain 
of ice upon the tongue. Half words are worse than 
silence; and either is death to conversation. A man, 
to be genuine, to be himself, mnst believe and be 
believed; must trust and be trusted. The scowl of a 
doubt quenches the charm of conversation as quickly 
as the shadow of a hawk does the song of a bird. 

Terms in Advance: 

Subscription — Two Dollars a Year. To Clubs and 
Agent* a? follows;—1Three Copies one year, for ti: Six, and one 
free to club agent, for 4HI, Ten, and one free, for $15; Fifteen, 
and one tree, for 321, Twenty, and one free, for $25; and any 
greater number st same rate —only $1.25 per copy,—with an 
extra tree copy for every Ten Subscribers over Twenty. Club 
papers directed to individuals and sent to a« many different 
PoHt-Office6 as desired. As we pre-pay American postage on 
papers sent to the British Provinces, our Canadian agents and 
friends mast add 124* cents per copy to the club rates of the 
Rural. The lowest price of copies sent to Europe. &c., is 
$2.60 — including postage. 

Advertising — Thirty-Five Cents a Line, each inser¬ 
tion. A price and a half for extra display, or 52/ cents per line 
of space. Special Notices, (following reading matter,leaded.) 

Sixty Cents a Line. 13’’- The Rcral Kjsw-Yokkkr has a far 

larger circulation than any similar journal in the world, and is 
undoubtedly the best advertising medium ol'its class in America. 

(From the Rural New-Yorker, November 26,1859 ] 

Tub Tribune on Terra-Culture.—A late number of the 
N. Y. Tribune contains a “ first-rate notice ” or terra-culture, 
for which Horace or Solon will probably be indicted for 
libel, (“the greater the Iruth the greater the libel,”) or 
cruelty to animals. Here it is: — “A friendly puff nf -Pro¬ 
fessor Comstock.' ami what he calls his system of terra- 
culture, appears iu yesterday* Courier and Enquirer, with 
the information that the said ‘Professor ' ts now in this city 
delivering lectures on his system. This moves us to say that 
in our humble judgment • Professor' Comstock is a bore, and 
his system worthless. It was exposed several y ears ago by 
tbe late A. J Downing. Terra-culture consists in putting 
tbe seed on the top of the gioumi, and covering it with 
straw. Whoever pays money for lessons in such a system is 
either a dupe or an ass—perhaps both." 
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will not be ranch longer annoyed at our State Agri¬ 
cultural Fairs by Addresses from politicians and 
lawyers, who endeavor to teach farmers upon ques¬ 
tions in regard to which they are profoundly igno¬ 
rant themselves. This, to ub, is a humiliating spec¬ 
tacle; and we know of no better wsy to effect its cure 
than by urging farmers to form a habit of expressing 
their opinions publicly. This can be learned most 
effectually in the farmers’ clubs we have recom¬ 
mended, whet a among friends and neighbors the 
speaker could feel bnt little embarrassment. Mem¬ 
bers of such clubs, when attending State Fairs, could 
at least take honorable part In the evening discus¬ 
sions, and would not have to ask others to give their 
views, as some did at the last Fair in thiB State, nor 
feel compelled to sit still and hear heresy advanced 
and not contradicted. 

only a sunken barrel or trough in which they can 
indulge occasionally, but we have never thought 
them remarkable for beauty. 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors, 
WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES. 

REFINING SORGHUM SIRUP IMPORTANT. 

At the recent meeting of the Illinois State Horti¬ 
cultural Society, In this city, (of which more in duo 
tim*) a Mr. Snow, of Ogle Co., III., exhibited two 
samp'es of Sorghum strop, which created quite a 
sensation among the members. The samples exhib¬ 
ited wore the crude sirup, ns it is now used through¬ 
out the country, ns it cornea from the evaporators 
with only the simple agents of heat or lime, used as 
refiners, ami the same kind of sirup used at Bel¬ 

cher’s Sugar Refinery, in this city (Chicago). The 
sample of crude sirup is nn inferior one,—not, an 
average sample of the quality made throughout the 
counfry this year, (I herewith send you a sample of 
each,] which la much better. 

So profound was tho sensation made upon members 
by this exhibition, that a committee was appointed 
to visit tho refinery and obtain such facts as could be 
secured, and lay them before the people. Tho writer 
accompanied the committee, and what follows is the 
result, of the visit And by him the items herewith 
given are deemed of the greatest importance, us fore¬ 
shadowing an entire revolution In tho product and 
manufacture of Sorghum in the West. 

We were politely received by W. H. Belcher, 

Esq., the proprietor of the refinery,—a gentleman 
who twenty years ago labored on a New England 
farm, and who built the Ht. Louis refinery; tho same 

person who early in the history of Chinese Sugar 
Cano in this country, asserted that it was not and 
could not be made a profitable sugar producing 
plant, possessing as It docs so much grape and so 
little cane sugar. He still adheres to this opinion, 
conceding that crystals will be precipitated by drain¬ 
ing; but insisting that sugar cannot ho profitably 
made on a large scale from the plant. He has much 
more faith that our sugar will bo realized from the 
sugar beet than from Sorghum. And from a few 
moments’ conversation with him, I judge that he is 
convinced that the experiment of making beet sugar 
here might, be made a profitable one, if the material 
wore produced in sufficient, quantity. 

But to the sirup. A lot of about, *21 barrels was 
purchased, with which to experiment. This is the 
first, effort to refine pure Sorghum sirup made here. 
The result is a quality of sirup much hotter than the 
amber and goldefi sugar honso simps, which sell at 
from (15 cents to $1 per gallon in this market. There 
are plenty of men foolish enough, in their own 
enthusiasm, to call this refined Horghnm sirup equal 
to any maple molasses ever eaten, and the writer is 
one of the foolish tribe. 

. Now about the figures. This sample of refined 
sirup is heavier in volume than the sample from 
which it was made. It is ahout the color and volume 
of Belcher's best amber sirup, hut much better in 
quality. Compared with Stewart's New York 
sirups, its value and good quality Is enhanced about 
200 per cent! There Is dotmokytaste about it. The 
process of refining, and the boiling down tc secure 
the proper volume, enabled the refiner to get ahout 
60 gallons of refined Birup from 100 gallons of the 
crude. But this loss in volume wonld not obtain 
with the average samples of Western sirups. 

What will yon charge the producer to receive his 
sirup at the depots in this city, refine it, re-cooper, 
paint, and brand the casks, and deliver at the same 
depot ready for shipment?” 

“We will return seventy-five gallons of refined 
sirup for every one hundred gallons of the crude 
received.” 

“What will you charge per gallon in cash for 
doing the same thing?” 

“We should charge ten cents per gallon; however, 
if we could get it by thousands of gallons, we could 
do it for much less, say six cents per gallon; lor, 
without additional cost, except for fuel, we can as 
well refine two hundred barrels per day as fifty; and 
we can do that amount of business and not interfere 
with onr regular sugar refining business.” 

Here it, is, therefore, In understandable form, 
j Sirup may bo doubled in value at least, by the pay¬ 
ment of six to ten cents per gallon—or twenty five 
per cent, of the product of the local mills. To this 
must be added freight to und from this.city. 

The object or thiH experiment on the part of Mr. 
Belches, was to find what quality of Birup could be 
obtained after refining, the coHt of refining it, and 
whether a market can bo created for it. No fixed 
value cau be given it until the people have rendered 
a verdict in the ease. And they will not be long in 
doing it if they get a taste. It is proposed, as soon 
as possible, to find what can be paid the producer for 
bis simp as it comes from tho mill, and make it a 
regular business to buy and refine. Let this product 
become marketable once, in this manner, and let the 
grinding season be lengthened indefinitely, (as sug¬ 
gested a week or two since, in relating the experience 
of Mr. Brainaiu), of Iowa,) and Sorghum culture 
will soon give employment to more men and acres. 
It is now more profitable than corn or wheat growing. 

Of the process of refining pursued here, we could 
learn little, inasmuch as none was being refined at 
the time of our visit. Another lot will soon be 
refined, and Mr. B. has promised to* notify ns, and 
permit us to watch and write of the entire process in 
detail. 

CHAS. D. BRAGDON, Western Corresponding Editor, 

Tm Knot New-Yorker U designed to be nnsarpassed In 
Value, Purity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful 1b Appeal ance It* Conductor devotee his per¬ 
sonal attentlou to the snperrision of its various departments, 
and earnestly labors to render the Rpral an eminently 
Reliable Guide on all the important Practical. Scientific and 
other Subjects Intimately connected with the business of those 
whose interests It zealously advocates. As a Fajhilv Journal 

it I* eminently Instructive and Entertaining —being so con¬ 
ducted that it can be safely taken to the Hearts and Homes of 
people of intelligence, teste and discrimination, tt embraces 
more Agnsultnm.1, Horticultural, Scientific, Kdncatioual, 
Literary and News Hatter, interspersed with appropriate and 
beautiful Engravings, than any other journal, —rendering 
it the most complete Agricultural, I.itkrakt and Family 

Nkwspafkr In America, 

fjf For Terms and other particulars, we last page. 

The Tuekev,— No subject could be more season¬ 
able, and perhaps none more interesting, than that of 
Poultry. A few weeks since we gave some hints on 
fattening, killing and preparing fowls for market, 
and we now continue the subject by giving an 
account of other and not much less important deni¬ 
zens of the poultry yard. One of the most useful 
and beautiful domestic birds is the turkey. It ranks 
next lu value to the common fowl. What we could 
do, or how we could keep Thanksgiving or Christ¬ 
mas without the turkey, is a question we hope never 
to ho forced to investigate. The turkey is a native of 
North America, and Buffon says it was unknown 
before the discovery of America, and it has no name 
in the ancient languages. Its range is from the isth- 
mn of Darien on the south, to the fifteenth degree 
north; and east and west, the Atlantic Ocean and the 
Rocky Mountains. It has never been seen south of 
Panama, and is unknown beyond Lr.ke Superior. 
The wild turkev is f«>- “'«« beautiful than the domes¬ 
ticated bird. The plumage«f tho wiiu wk~ r „ 

' * J - ‘*:i I. ),i& compact, glossy, with 
metallic reflections; feathers double, us in other gnl- 
linacious birds, generally oblong or truncated; tips 
of the feathers almost conceal the bronze color. The 

TURKEYS — COOK AND HEN, 

beoomes over-fat, as is apt to be the case with our weigh from 
common geese. Tt is dark gray, and the tail and Bremen geee 
legs a bright orange. about nine c 

The Bmbden or Bremen Gee were first brought to to breed for 
this country in 1820. They arc pure white, of very are better i'o 
large size, quiet in their habits, lay early, and their Ducks — 

flesh la declared to be equal to that of tho canvass- neglected, ai 
back duck. They are apt to lay rather too early in grown with 
the Spring, so that their brotms come ont before the ,u,,iv 
weather is sufficiently warm. 

African Goose,— The Afri 

FARMERS’ WINTER LEISUBE 

Farmers and their sons and daughters have more 
leisure time during the winter than any class in the 
country. This time they can spend both pleasantly 
and profitably. If the mechanio has leisure in conse¬ 
quence of lack of business, from derangement of 
trade, or from any other cause, bis resources arc cut 
off, causing anxiety and fear, and the time thus 
afforded is a source of paindnBtead of pleasure. Not 
so with the farmer; his season of leisure comes as 
certainly and as regularly as seed time and harvest, 
and if well Improved will produce a harvest of good 
iVnlt v < i- ‘i- F-a;; f( vc- J . >r 
thought, ior the promotion of future plans that will 
make successful the next year’s business. It is the 
time, too, for relief from corroding cares, that cause 
unseemly wrinkles in the face and make tho young 
old long before their time; for indulgence in the 
pleasures of Bocial life that warm the heart, cause 
the blood to course with new vigor, and make the old 
feel yonng again. A well spent winter will, under 
ordinary circumstances, stay the hand of time at least 
a year. It Is trne we must all grow old and paBS 
away, but with tho ordinary blessings of Providence 
we may enjoy a green and pleasant manhood and old 
age, and at last depart like “a shock of corn fully 
ripe,” instead of being withered and blasted by onr 
cares and follleB. 

We know of some whose only pleasure seems to 
consist in work and accumulation. Unless they can 
spend every moment in profitable labor they are 
unhappy. Miserable themselves, they manage to 
make all miserable with whom they come in contact. 
Others seem to go into a torpid or hybernating state 
during tho winter, and care only to eat and sleep. 
Both of these courses are wrong, resulting in evil and 
only evil. The winter is the season for mental, 
moral, and social improvement, and he only is a wise 
man who thus employs it in adding to his knowledge 
and his graces. Farmers spend a good many dollars 
every year in the education of their children, and this 
i3 right; for who would not rather have a eon intelli¬ 
gent and with right principles, though destitute of 
wealth, than one ignorant and mean, though pos¬ 
sessed of the best farm in the State. We have not yet 
become so debased us to honor a man for what he has 
rather than for what he is. But in many things the 
father must he the teacher,—he is the natural pro¬ 
tector, guide, and model, und it becomes him to set 
a pattern which the child may follow with safety and 
honor. The refined home circle is the best school in 

<’n i is tho iargeBt. of all 
tho goose family, a gander in •k-oJ condition often 
weighing from twenty to tw • i five pounds. They 
are 110OV-I01 Vag ti'rd- A,.. .>r TUeir 

majestic appearance and dignified movements on the 
water, have been culled by some Swan geese. Their 
voice is peculiarly coarse and deep, and unlike that 
ol any other variety, Buffon says the African, or 

Guinea Goose, as it is sometimes 
called, “exceeds all others in stature; 

^ its plumage is a brown-gray, and with 
a brown cast on the head and above 
the neck; it resembles therefore the 
wild goose in its colors; but its mag¬ 
nitude, and the prominent tubercle at 
tho root of its bill, mark a small alliu- 

g ity to the swan; yet It differs from both 
l|B=- fl by its inflated throat, which 1 mngs Bdown like i pouch or little dew lap; a 

very evident character, which has pro- 
■ cured to these birds the denomination 
Ml Jabotiores (from Jubnt, the crane).” 

A crons of this and the Bremen, 
Ebkn Wight, of Boston, who is well 
posted in gooseology, considers alto- 
getlier tins most valuable in all rc- 

yA spects. Some tune since Mr. \V. wrote. 

$*• us as follows: - “The African Goose 
, ? is of the largest varieties recently In- 
L-a traduced, and proves much more pro- 
yi;' lific than the Bremen, or any common 

goose seen about the country; it is a 
Btately-lookiog goose, of gray upper 

i - plumage, with white under the body, 
; and any one not having a large dew- 

lap, or pouch, should be rejected, as 
' - less likely of attaining to the largest 

size. A few years since a person 
:-!K-. ___ —__ had a gander of this breed weighing 

twenty-six pounds. Having lost bis 
mate, the owner coupled him with 
a Bremen goose. Ox this progeny, 

■y brilliant; that of the [ or cross, he saved two of the geese, and bred 
When strutting about, these two back to the same gander. These two 
llniself, this bird has a geese laid more than one hundred and fifty eggs 
appearance, and seems the Hrst year of laying. In 1860 they came into 
exciU'H. '1 he domestic my possession. One of the two geese I dispoBed 
less beautiful than the of to a friend, which has proved exceeding prolific; 

,d and handsome bird, j while that retained by me has laid equally well, and 
ck, copper colored and in I860 gave me sixty-seven eggs; in 1867, Bixty-five 

months ; iu addition to which, one of them sat 
twice, the other only once, the three nests giving 
thirty young ones. The eggs vary in color, some 
being white, white others are of pale blue. As a 
further recommendation for them, in an economical 
point of view, It is argued that their consumption of 
food is less than that of the common duck; and 
another advantaj e may be found in their comparative 
silence from the continuous “quack, quack, quack,” 
of the latter bird. They also attain greater weight 
in less time; and, from their superior appearance 
when plucked, are a far more marketable article. 

Black Cayuga.—The Black Cayuga is the best of 
the dark ducks; very little, If any, inferior in size 
and value to the Ajlesbuiy. Its history we have 
never learned fully, hut it, originated on Cayuga 
Lake, and is in all respects a noble bird, while the 
flesh is, we think, superior to all others, having the 
jucineas and richness, and game flavor of the best of 
the wild ducks. J. R. Pace, Esq., of Hennett, is the 
moat extensive breeder of these ducks iu tho coun¬ 
try, and to him we have been indebted for magnifi¬ 
cent specimens, such as were duly honored at our 
Christmas dinner. 

Our common ducks, though small, arc not to be 
despised, and where pains have been taken to breed 
only from the largest and bcBt, we havo seen very 
tlue flocks. The White Top-Knots are quite interest¬ 
ing, and where water is abundant, verypretty. Those 
who are favorably situated respecting water, will Cud 
the rearing of aquatic fowls quite profitable, and to 

aylesriiry duck. 

eggs; in 1858, between sixty and seventy eggs. So 
fast as she gave me five eggs, they were placed under 
a hen, and each lieu was allowed to bring them up. 

“ I have now on band of the second growth a large 
flock of the young—all the progeny of this one goose 
for this year. If well cared for, they will dress to 

1SLA0K CAYUGA DUCK, 

persons of taste there are few sights interesting 
than a sheet of water covered with water fowls 
engaged in their enrious pports. 

The Muscovy or Brazilian Duck, although a water 
fowl, is far less partial to this element than other 
varieties, and may be kept very well where there is 

an enormous size, and yet never 

11 
L
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The machinery for the worlt of refining eugar is 
much more costly than that required for refining 
Birap alone. The cost of tbiB refinery is little, if 
any, Icsb than $125,000. Its capacity Is enormous. 
Its boilers will hold 90,000 pounds of sugar at once. 
But with a little modification it can be used for both 
purposes-for the refining of both sugar and sirup. 
We look to see reflnerya built up in the different 
sections of the sorghum producing States, whereat 
the crude material may be putin marketable, useable, 
and eatable shape, on a large Beale, and refined sirup 
or cash returned to the producer for the Bamc. rIh>a 

is the purpose of the proprietors of this establish¬ 
ment, and they have made a good introduction oi 
the Sorghum product, refined, to the notice of the 

public. 
After having seen the process, we Bhall write more 

of it. 

TO DRIVE RATS. 

The great gray rats that infest the grain stacks 
and granaries of the West, cost nearly as much to 
keep as the same number of sheep. A farmer told 
me the other day he would give twenty-five dollars 
for something that would drive them from his prem¬ 
ises. I told him wbat I knew would do it, but could 
not say what the cost would be. And 1 am reminded cf 
of the conversation with him by seeing it asserted w 
that gas tar, daubed in their holes and placed in to 
corn cribs and granaries, will cause them to leave. 4b 
I should think it would!—but I do not know that it 80 
will. But I do know that ferrets are “ death on rats.” A 
How they scamper whon the ferrot is let loose! w 
They are effectually driven off. They do not soon di 
come back. My friend G«0. B. Davis, of this city, 
said to me one day, as he pulled one of his pets from 1,1 
bis great coat pocket, “ This here his the feller what w 
gives hemployraent to ha dozen Patricks with their 1,1 
shilalahs wbero the rats hare plenty. Be golly, blf hl 
’e don’t make ’em jump!”— uml from the other 1° 
pocket he pulled a large slice of fresh beef, iu which K' 
the ferret fastened bis teeth, and Gboiuik held him f?' 

out at arm’s length to show bis 11 way of’olding lion!” *e 

Gkorob has a way of his own in managing these •' 
pretty and useful creatures. They cost little to keep, il: 
“Twenty bon 'hem don’t cost ns much as one rat,v vf 
said Geoiiok must be kept clean, and require a Bt 
warm—not hot place—in winter. There are doubt- 
less many Rubai, readers who kuow all about them; 
but, there arc others who do not. Ruch should have 
Gkokgk’s mode of management. But get ferrqts (if cl 
you can) if your stacks or premises are infested by 4,1 
the rats, and they will leave your place quickly, and ai 
your neighbor, wbo lias no ferrets, will soon inform ’’ 
you that lie is “overrun with rata—never saw them 18 

ho thick.” " 
One of the essentials, in keeping ferrets, is cleanli- ” 

ness. Their cages must be so arranged and furnished NV 

as to avoid filth; for, like all sensible animals, the 0 
ferret soon dies if it is not kept clean. The cage w 
should have two or three compartments, which 11 
should be well furnished with clean, sweat, sort hay. 
The lawn cuttingB are best. The cage should bo f< 
cleaned twice a week, and washed thoroughly occa u 

sionally. j* 
In summer they may bo kept in a barrel—an apple 1 

barrel, with holes bored in the bottom, and throe 8 
iucheB of straw laid in. Over the top nail laths to v 
keep the dogs out. They must have air. A barrel 41 
thus prepared and frequently eleaned, is an excellent 1 

place for them in summer. 
In winter make a snug box with threo compart- v 

ments—two partitions. Fill one of these full of bay. 1 

Feed in another apartment, and allow them to have 1 
free access to the third for their own private pur 8 
poses. In this way they will ho careful to keep 1 
themselves clean. Get the front of the cage be made 1 
of laths, to admit light aud air. Keep them In a * 
•warm barn where there is other stock with horses 4 
or cattle, where the air is kept warm. Do not admit 1 
& strong draught of air to them. When tho weather < 
is very cold, protoct them by throwing a forkful of 

hay over the cage. I 
A little milk, and some kind oi fresh meate-beef, i 

or a piece of fowl or bird—are al'l that they desire , 
as food. They must not have salt food; it mill. kill. 1 
them. If the ferret has young, shoot a bird, pull off < 
a few feathers, and throw it into the cage. It will i 
be quickly and eagerly devoured. A piece of fresh . 
beef will be acceptable. Do not cut it too line. 
The day before the ferret is to hunt, ho Bliould have 
no food! give him a little water, and he will be in 
condition to hunt. If rats are to bo hunted, do not 
muzzle tho ferret; but if rabbits arc the game, put 

on a muzzle. 
If rats arc plenty, it is a good practice to rear a 

young Scotch terrier witti the ferrets, and let them 
learn to co-operate In the work of extermination. 
Mr. Ferret will explore the subterranean passages 
and ferret out Mr. Rat, while the Scotchman scotches 
and destroys the victim the moment ho makes his 
appearance above ground or out of doors. But the 
terrier iB not essential; for where ferrets are kept, 
rats and rabbits will not remain; and the cost of 
keeping one rat Is greater than that involved by the 

care and support of a half dozen ferrets. 

I asked Gkoikim about their breeding, and the 
care required, and give his answer in his own words: 
“They will breed twice per year, but I do not let 
them breed but once. One female will bear from 
five to nine per litter, and that is cnougli for her to 
Bring up in a year. After fco female has had the 
buck three wcekB, isolate her und put her where she 
won’t hear the old fellow (the buck) Bcratch. Iced 
her well with birds, milk, Ac. When you see that 
she is scratching up a handful of hay, give her 
plenty of it. She must be left to her own quiet, j 
The cage should be covered so that she can see no 
one; especially the first three weeks after she has 
dropped her young, she must not be disturbed or 
allowed to see anybody. The door ol the cage must 
not be opened to get her food to her; push it through 
the laths. Feed her bread soaked in milk, and let it 
be milk-warm. Arrangements should be made for 
feeding her quietly and without disturbing her, be¬ 
fore she is confined. If disturbed, she will destroy 

her young. 
Mr. D. lias eight or ten ferrets, and they don’t eat 

a half pint of milk per day. A small pieeo of meat 
suffices; and, although he is in the midst of a rat 
region, has not seen one on hiB premises for years. 
And rabbits never bark his trees or disturb his 
plants. With the foregoing precautions, he has no 
difficulty in keeping them in this climate and breed¬ 

ing them successfully. 

exception or the shoes, which are getting very thin, 
it seems as perfect as when new. J have not paid 
out fifty cents in repairs, except painting. It has 
been painted twice during the time, and has not 
staid out doors ten nights during the whole time. In 
the fall of 1858 I exhibited this sled, one doable 
wagon that had been used eight years, one hoe that 
bad been in use twenty-eight years without even a 
new handle, and one pitchfork that had been in uBe 
fifteen years without even a new stale, at the Adams 
Union Agricultural Fair, held in that tpwn. I did 
not expect a premium, from the fact of their not 
being made the last year, but was awarded a discre¬ 
tionary premium. They were pronounced by the 
committee on tools as good as new, with the exoep 
tion of the natural Wear. And now, Messrs. Editors, 
should you think the above worthy a place in your 
columns, for the benefit of farmers, yon can use It in 
this way. Lorino Coolby. 

Rodman, N. Y., 1861. 

DIxt §**-$** 

CAKE OP IMPLEMENTS. 

Ena. Rural Nbw-Yobkek:—Seeing in your last 
Rubai, an article in relation to the care of farm imple¬ 
ments, I wish, in answer to his recommendations, to 
state my experience. I had a sled made in the fall 
of 1834, at a coBt of nineteen dollars. I have the 
same sled now, and I will warrant it to carry as large 
a load as when it came out of the shop. With the 

Finding nnd Hiving Wild Itccs. jsf 

Eds. Rural Nhw-Yokkkh:—In answer to certain tli 
correspondents who are desirous of learning the fo: 
modus operandi of bee-bunting, 1 will now proceed cli 
to give, as well as I may be able, the method prae- hfl 
ticed by myself, whereby I have no difficulty in very be 
soon determining the exact locality of tho swarm, wl 
As something depends upon the season of the year in al 
which it is proposed to hunl them, I will give the tli 
different methods suitable for each, beginning with be 
early spring. Take tho middle of a warm sunny day, th 
the thermometer above 48° in the shade, go to the 1 
woods near the supposed locality of the wild swarm, 
and with a lighted match or candle, burn a little dry b« 
honey-comb, bees wax or piece of wood, on which a vi 
few drops of oil of anise has been poured. Keep a 
gentle “smudge" (to nse the bee-bunter’s phrase) n< 
going for 16 to 30 minutes, or until the bees come w»i 
searching along close to the ground, following the ta 

line of the smoke. A foot or two from the “smudge,” 
in the direction in which the wind is blowing, ele- v' 
vated a foot or two from the ground, if the Burfuoo be 
Bmooth,- if busby, higher, so as to have it the vn 
highest object near the smoke, —place a piece of ™ 
honey comb, partially filled with sweet freshly diluted of 
honey; or sweetened water will do if tho Bwarm is m 

close by, otherwise they are not so sure to readily jni 

accept it. If a drop or two of the oil of anise be th 
added to it, or sprinkled on the comb, tho bees will wi 
be attracted by its strong scent, and work all the Wl 
more rapidly. The bees will soon begin to collect “ 
upon the comb, and if the weather continues favora- 
hie, with hut little wind, and the swarm near by, (by fa 
which I mean within, say, half a mile,) a steady line 
of bees will be seen going from the combs, laden ^ 
with the sweets, to their home, wherever that 

may bo. dl 
The first time a bee starts for homo, and sometimes 

for several of the first trips, it will be seen to describe 
a circle immediately around tho comb, tho circles 
gradually becoming larger and larger, till apparently ^ 
the true bearing is found, when a “bee lino" is 1 
struck for home. In order to see them plainly, and 
watch tlieir course as far possible, an open space 
must be clioseD, or what is better, an open field, even 
if it bo somewhat further off, when we shall be able, 
by keeping the eye as close to the ground as possible, I 
while tho bee flies against the sky. for a hack-ground, 
unobstructed by trees or other objects, to moro per- B 
fectly line them. Of course new coiners are con- p 
stantly arriving, and these latter will fill the air with p 

' their spiral curvings; bat a little practice will enable t, 
I tho hunter’s eye to catch those whoso Uight will now j, 

be straight for homo, without more than a part of a t 
Bingle circle, while even those striking spirals, (if it j 
be not windy,) will evidently lean towards home, or j 
circle from tho oombs in that direction. t 

Many different swarms are often thus set at work t 
from the same spot at once, sometimes causing much j 
vexation. This will at once bo known by constant i 
quarreling. If, now, we desire to divide them, get- i 
ting rid of all but those which go in a direction indi¬ 
cating that they are probably wild ones, we have J 
only to place a box supplied with a clean honey¬ 
comb, with a little honey iu the cells, in the spot from i 
which the beeB have been working, removing all other 1 

comb, and after tho bees have collected therein, olose 1 
them In with a cover, and carry them in the diree- I 
tion nearly where we suppose the swarm to bo, and 
as nearly to the spot as we can guess. I say nearly, 

because if we diverge a little out of the line, and yet, 
when wc set them again at. work be considerable 
nearer the swarm in quest of, while we arc further off 

from the others, we shall pretty effectually divide 
i them. Besides this, if we havu chosen the right spot 
i we shall now probably get a “rross-line,” and by fol- 
4 lowing both lines accurately, to the point where the one 

' crosses the other, we shnllbe in their Immediate neigb- 
, borliood. If left to themselves, one swarm only will be 

f ut work after two or three hours, usually, the near- 

3 est and hungriest swarm generally driving the others 
off'. Hence it is that not tho best, but the poorest 

j and least valuable, is often found if we do not divide 

: them. 
t When the spot is found nearly where they must be, 
! as indicated by the point where the lines cross each 
■j other, we inuHt carefully mark the place and com- 
e mcnco the search of tho.trees. This is tho most 
e tedious of the whole process, and often requiring the 
j nicest skill in getting into the right position to dis- 
lt cover bees at altitudes in which they are often found. 
r When the trees are but short and small, it iB not a 
t. difficult matter to see them; but when they are up 
0 from 40 to CO feet from the ground, it is another thing 
l8 altogether. In any case, tho way to find them is, when 
,r yon have nothing but the naked eye to aid yon, to 
*t I get in the shadow of the tree, aud walk Blowly back- 
h I wards and forwards, so as to bring every point of Its 
it body and larger branches in range between the eye 
>r and the sun, looking at the Bides of the tree just below 
c- the sun and outwardly, carefully and slowly. They 
iy will bo seen very easily while in this position, and 

appear quite large from the reflection of the sun’s 
at rays striking upon their wings. A good spy-glass is 
at a great help, however, and by its aid one can readily 
at determine whether bees are at work in and out or a 
•s. tree or not, even by looking over the top and sides of 
is the branches, or through openings almost anywhere 

ao about the tree. * 
d- Bees will work honey at any time, even in mid- 

Bummer, if it be fresh out of the hive. The way to 
set them at work at this season, is with a cup or box, 
with a cover, catching one at a time from the blossons, 
sotting the cup on a stump of a tree, or other comre- 

ist uient point, till no humming is beard in the cup, 
le- when the cover is very carefully removed, and tho 
to bee allowed to get its fill of honey undisturbed. It 
all is usual with bee-hunters to make u bee-box for 'innt- 
.he ing purposes, with a slide two iuches from its bottom, 
-ge so that the comb and honey may be shut out from 
the 1 the bees while catching and carrying them, to pre¬ 

vent their becoming besmeared with honey; for when 
one bee does so, ever so little, there is no use trying 
to do anything with that bee, for she knows, as well 
you can tell her, that honey is of no consequence so 
long as Bhe can’t get home with it. A bee-tree 
should never be cut, except by a person of great 
experience, before tho middle of May nor after the 
1st of September, since it will be extremely difficult 
to save them at such times. During these months 
no trouble need be had by a person ever so green in 
the business. Simply remove the honey and comb, 
after subdoing the bees a little with smoke of old rags 
or tobacco, and with a stick or nail fasten ft small 
piece of the comb, containing eggs and brood only, 
in a box, for a temporary hivo. Now hive them pre¬ 
cisely as yon would a young swarm in swarming 
time, removing them at nigbtto yourdomicil, having 
previously placed tho brood combs as evenly and 
carefully in ft hive as it is possible for yon to do, 
transferring thither the bees, giving them but little 

or no honey. If movable frame hives are at hand, 
this is easily done. Should the queen have been des¬ 
troyed, they will soon rear another, and collect far 
more honey, and prove ten thousand timeB more sat¬ 
isfactory to yon, than if you had waited till fall, and 
then cruelly destroyed them all, as is so often done 
for their storeB alone. I have no patience with that 
class of bee-hunters who practice this latter, and 
have now only to Bfty to them that their practice may 
be likened to that of the rude Indians of the forest, 
who annually slay whole herds of deer for their Bkins 
alone; but a more perfect parallel would be found in 
the farmer who Bhould make yearly slaughter of his 
beeves and other stock for their hides and pelts, 
throwing their valueless (?) carcasses to the winds. 

Graml Rapid*, Mich., November, 1861. M. Mutuals. 

p. S.—P. T. Baknuk, of New York, would he most 
happy, I have no donbt, If be oould secure the ser¬ 
vices of your correspondent of Great Valley, N. Y., 
and his tame minis! Beyond question, there will be 
do trouble from the “moth miller” while the “ tame 

minks ” are about!!—Equal to “salt on the pigeon's 

tail,” of school-boy memory. m. m. 

Rural Note?, anir Items. 

Wintering llecH. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorkjsrj— Being a reader of yonr 
widely extended paper, and knowing it to he open for Inqui¬ 
ries, I will take the privilege of asking a lew questions. 
What 1 wish to know is, how I can winter twenty-live swarms 
of bee* in the most proper manner? Last year I wintered 
my been in a log house. Daring the coldest weather tho 
innide of the hives would hcoome icy, and I thought Itlnjured 
tho bees. I have an out-cellar that freezer solid in abont two 
week* after the ground If frozen outside, and remain* ho two 
weeks after the front in out in thu rpring. Now thin being of 
au oven temperature through the winter, is it advinable to 
put them In this cellar? It afford* protection from the bleak 
winds and the smothering nnow, and the latter often proves 
fatal.—H. C., Middlesex, Yales Co., H. Y, 1801. 

The cellar as suggested would be of some advan¬ 
tage in affording protection from the most severe 
storms and changes of temperature, and unless too 
damp would answer pretty well if proper ventilation 
was afforded from the top of the hive. Your cellar, 
however, we think, could be mado frost proof by a 
proper covering of earth, or straw and leaves, 
and then it would be much better for the bees, and 
no donbt valuable for many other purposes. 

-- - — »-« ^ - — 

How to Cure Side Fork. 

A. AYLKswouTH, writing to the Ohio Farmer, 

says — “If any one w7*h«i to have his side pork a 
little better, and keep better than any he has ever 
had, let him try my way, as follows: — Take out the 
bone and lean meat along the back, cut and pack the 
pieces snugly in the barrel, pot more salt on the bot¬ 
tom and on each layer of meat than will probably 

Oca Nkxt Volume—Prospects, <®c.—As the clone of this 
volume of the Rural is near, wo would remind all who wish 
to secure its succofsor (which, wo trust, includes every pres¬ 
ent su'.Hcrlber, aud thousand* of regular or occasional bor¬ 
rowers and reader*.) that wv is the lime to subsc-ribe. Those 
wbo aim to commence with the year and volume, and secure all 
the number*, will promote their own Interest and favor us by 
renewing or subscribing at the earliest practicable moment, 
as we desire to get a* many names &8 possible in type and 
ready for mailing by machinery in the regular packages, be¬ 
fore issuing No. 1 of Vol. XIII. This will save labor and 
delay—for if we aro obliged to mail several packages, instead 
of one, to hundred* of posloffices, the extra time and expense 
will be considerable, while many subscribers will receive their 
papers later than others in the same place*. What wo 
request is, therefore, for tho mutual benefit of the parties 
late rested_subscribers and publisher—and wo trust all who 
propose to take the Rhkal for 1862 will give the matter early 
attention. This can be easily done—by remitting single Hub 
scriptlons to ns direct, or forming or joining a club. Those 
who arc not regular agent* can greatly aid the object in view, 
by handing their subscriptions to the nearest club agent, and 
inducing their friends and neighbors to do likewise. Don’t 
be Jealous of the agent, hut join with him, or form a club 
yourself. We ai.k all its friends to aid the Ritual, and give 
uo one any special powers—as some seem to infer. Surely, 
In a good cause, the only strife or rivalry should be in endeav¬ 
oring to see who can do most for its promotion. 

— The Rusal’s prospects for 1862 continue very encourag¬ 
ing. Though its field will be less than last year, on account 
of the rebellious secession, we anticipate an increase of its 
aggregate circulation. We are already receiving handsome 
accession*, nnd if assurances from agents and friends are 
reliable, onr list for 1862 will far exceed tho present, which is 

larger than ever before. Several who neglected to subscribe 
for tills volume, have recently ordered tho next, expressing 
regret for the omission. One of these sends $5 for three 
years from January last, remarking that the Rural is an 

indispensable family institution. 

Tub Rural’s Position on tub War—From the day Fort 
Sumter was stormed by the rebels, our position relative to 
the War for the Union has beeu unequivocal. Unlike many 
Northern journals circulatiug at the South, tho Rural, at 
the risk (Indeed, with the certainty) of losing many subscri¬ 
bers, went heart and soul for preserving the American Union 
by upholding the Stars and Stripes, and advocating the main 
tenanco of the Constitution and Laws at all hazards and at 
whatever sacrifice*. This caused some rebellious spirits to 
seceipi from our list, but their places were long ago filled by 
true and loyal Unionist*, and “etill they come." We are 
dally receiving the best assurances that the Rural’s position 
—viz; going unreservedly for the War for the Union, while 
standing aloof from ali merely political or party orgamzations 
—Is heartily endorsed by the People. As a sample, we quote 
tho concluding sentences of a letter (requesting bills, speci¬ 
mens, etc .) just received from a subscriber in Oneida Co., N. 
Y., as follows : “Mr. Moontt, your paper is appreciated aud 
has many ardent admirera here, as you will sen when I send 
my club. 1 have assisted in obtaining subscribers for tho last 
two years, but am taking more interest now than formerly, 
for the reason of the prompt and efficient stand you have 
taken for onr Glorious Union and Flag. May Ood prosper 
and bless you, along with the thousands of loyal heart* that 
to day are beating high for the perpetuation of the noble and 
elevated principles of a Free and Independent Government. 
Yours, for tho Union, the whole Union, and our Glorious Flag, 
without a single star or stripe disfigured or dishonored.” 

Thk “Empiric State” and tub World’s Fair —A New 
York paper announce* that the contributions of this State to 
the World’s Fair are rapidly increasing. Mr. JOSEPH E. 
FIolmkb, of New York, the General Agi*tof the American 
Commissioner* for this State, haH already received applica¬ 
tion* for six thousand cubic feet of spa.ee, or more than one- 
third of the estimated stowing capacity of the vessel which 
will be eln.i terdil bytlie ChiTernment for carrying tho articles. 
A large proportion of tho contributions are labor-saving 
chines, of novtl and ingenious patterns, many of tjiem 
exclusively adapted for steam power, which will be I'arnrSbed 
free at the fair. It Is now certain that the Yankee Nation 
will make no moan show in competition with the inventive 

talent of all Europe. 
— Rochester, Buffalo, and Western New York generally, 

N EW A nv EHTISEMENTS. 

To the Patrons of Ketchum’s and Howard's Mower and Mow¬ 
er and Resuer—R L. Howard. 

Agent* Wanted—A. C Rallou k Son. 
Berkshire* for Sale—Edward Wait 
Farm for Sale. 
bhort-Horua for Sale.—James O. ShcldoD. 

®l)e (ftonfrenaer* 

tom and on each layer or roe at than will probably oughtt0 be repnwnted at the great Iodustrial Exhibition, 

penetrate the meat; then boil and skim the brine, (if Sp(V.imi<nM 0f our Flour, Grain, Seeds, implements, etc, 

it i* sweet,) and add enough to it to cover your meat would no doubt prove creditable, cTen at a H’orW* Fair. 

two or three inches over the top, made strong like 
the ham brine; and as soon as you pack your meat, 
pour the brine on boiling hot; it will penetrate the 1 
meat much quicker than cold brine, and give it an 

improved flavor. ( 

A Hint in Wool Growers. 
t! 

An Illinois exchange, urging farmers to grow t 
moro wool, says comparatively few realize the fact i 
that the Northern States are now wholly deprived of i 
their usual supplies of cotton, and so make oftlcula- ( 
tions accordingly. A correspondent at Washington 1 
very properly remarks, that as the Congress of the ' 
“Confederate States” has formally recommended to 
the people of the Booth to devote less breadths of 
land to tho cnltnre of cotton than usual, and more to 
grains and grasses, so the necessities of the North, 
springing from the want of “cotton wool,” suggest 
tho pretermitting at this time of the usual slaughter 
of sheep and lambs, to tho end that in futnre the 
wool crop may be made as large as possible. 

Preparing Poultry for market-. 

Solon Robinson, in the New York Tribune, 

repeats his last year’s remarks upon this subject as 
follows:—“The best mode of killing, particularly tur¬ 
keys and geese, is to hang the birds by the heels to 
a rope stretched across ft yard, and then bleed them 
by the incision of » pen-knife blade in the neck. If 
heads are to he cut off of any birds, first draw the 
skin of the neck hack tightly, and afterward bring it 
forwurd and tie U over the stump. Keep the skin 
whole and smooth as possible; the intestines must 
not be drawn. The water for scalding should be 
nearly boiling hot; dip the poultry In, and raise it. 
out two or three times, so as to scald evenly, then 
pick off all the quills, feathers and pin-feathers ub 
quick as possible without breaking the skin. Don’t 
rub them off’, as that mbs off the thin outside skin, 
which injures tho Bale. Next, immediately before it ’ 
cools, dip it into clean, hot water; hold it in but a 
few seconds, then suddenly’ dip it into cold water for 
a few seconds more, then hang or lay it up to cool 
atd dry. Be careful to arrange the legs and wings 

’ smoothly, arid lay the birds straight and singly upon 
I shelves in a dry room. Never pack until the birds 
s : re thoroughly cool — not frozen that you may 
i dlow after they are packed. Boxes lor packing 
i should bold about three hundred pounds. Dry-goods 

4 boxes, next to the largest size, make good packages, 
f See that your boxes are light, tight, clean, and packed 
1 entin-ly full. Small birds will do packed in good 

flour barrels. Straw for packing must be bright, 
. clean, Bweet and free from chaff and weeds. Rye 
> straw is best of all. Shake it and Bun it dry before you 

put it in the box. Then put a layer of straw in the bot- 
, tom, and on it a course of birds, all as near of a size 
- as poBBible, and another layer of straw. 1 at straw 

between thu binU and the hi dee of the box. Some 
* nice Bhipnert wrap each bird in clean, &<»ft paper. 
B Lay them backs np and legs straight out behind, arid 
t stow Bnngly, so that there can be no movement to 

produce chafing. More Btraw is needed in warm 
weather than when it is cold, as it absorbs the 

> moisture. Put straw on the top, and pack the birds 
O so that the lid will have to be pressed down with 
1- considerable power.” 

Anothbr Rural Recruit bob tub War.—Mr. Garret 

Van Inckn, for several years employed in our mailing depart¬ 
ment, latterly a* chief entry clerk, has accepted the appoint ' 
ment of Sergeant Major In the 89th Regiment N. Y. V., 
(known a» the Dickinson Guard ) and gone to the war - 
whereby WO lose, until rebeldam Is conquered, a most faithful 
and efficient aid, and the Union gains a valiant and experi¬ 
enced soldier. Though wc could just now better spare 
almost auy other employe, ire believe he will prove “ the 
right man in tho right place,” und he has our best wishes 
(and those of all his office associates) for suc.co** and the 
promotion wo are aasured ho will merit. Mr. 1. 1. has served 
a number of years in the army of his native country, Hol¬ 
land—during which he was in several engagoments-under- 
stands the business in band, and we are confident will acquit 

himself well in any position. 

Ritual Itkms —The. horse “Silver Heels,” renowned all over 
the Union for his beauty, died at Gen. Sinclrton s farm, in 
Adums Go., Ill, ft few days ago. He was one of the finest 
animals In nil the West, and hia owner bad several times re¬ 
fused *10,000 for him.-The Kzports of Wheat Flour from 
Now York to foreign port*, week before last, were 09,637 hbls. 
Only twice before in ten yean- have the clearances from that 
port reached this amount, and those instances wero in Nov., 
1863 over eight years ago --The new Ouvemor of Vermont, 

Ron. F. Holbrook, or Brattleboro\ba* long beeu one of the 
Corresponding Editors of the N. R Farmer. He is a practi 
cal farmer, aud has by his experiments, observation and 
atody made many valuable improvements in plows and other 
agricultural implements.-—The Canal Tolls of Hew York, 

from the opening of navigation to Pec. 1st, inst., were $3,- 
002 701—about fWlO.OOO more than for the same period iul8«0, 
__ Good Hams aud Sheds arc indispensable to the comfort 
of domestic animals, at this season, to protect them from 
rain, wind, snow and sleet during winter. Next to his own 
dwelling, every fanner should so* that his barns, shed*, racks, 
etc., are iu good order. “ IF hat Glorious Weather !" is a 
frequent greeting in the streets on this 17th ol December, 
18Cl_while the sun shine* clearly, and the atmosphere i* 
decidedly Septemberish. A good 1ime to “ fit" those barns, 
sheds, etc. (above mentioned), and make other preparations 

for the sure, though tardy, oucoming of winter. 

Travri.inO Swjndi.brs,—It is no use talking: some “all 
fired smart" people got outrageously swindled, and if they 

' were alone concerned, we should say : Serves them right I— 
Butother partiu. suffer : publisher* feel this most severely. 
S,,r instance, we have just seen a written receipt purporting 

* to hftvo hceu given to a lady of this county, by William W 
Wilson," "Agent for the Publishers. ' Tor 81 25 for the Rural 

1 Nkw Yorrhr one year, free of postage I But Dio, Moon a 
i ip,** not .In Ihut sort of bm-iness ; the bogus “agent" lobs 
, $1 25, and the subscriber is looted. We learn that tills game 

bfts been played extensively iu This region during the last 
J month. If ahv reader of this notice Is solicited to subscribe 

for Field Holes, at a less rate than our published club terms, 
J just pull down the corner of your eye, und ask the “ agent' 
. if he sees anything green I 
1 — So says Col. Harris, of the Ohio Field Holes, and he is 

rij,ht every time-especially in saying we don’t do the sort of 
buxines* named. We have published for years (see notice on 

' last page) that no traveling agents are employed by the 
3 Krral, and that persons professing to hold certificates from 
1 us are importers—yet it Is very like the minister talking to 
-- his devout aud attentive listeners concerning the wickedness 
E of absentees, for the verdaot people who are “ sold ” by the 
y swindlers, do not listen to our “stated preaching." 

Clark’s School Visitor, advertised on onr last page, is an 
excellent journal-admirably edited and elegantly printed. 
We can cordially commend it to teachers, parents and pupils 
as moral, instructive and entertaining. In its specialty as 
“A Day-School Paper, for Teachers and School-Children 
Everywhere "—the Visitor has no equal, to our knowledge, 

and is worthy the attention of all interested. 

— Queen Victoria now reigns over 179,000,000 people. 

— It is thought the present session of Congress will last 
six monthB. 

— December, the present year, will have two new moons 
and five Sundays. 

— Gen. Buell, in Kentucky, refuse* to let wive* of officers 
aocompany them. 

— Lieut Slemmeris lying dangerously ill at FortElkwater, 
Western Virginia. 

— Tho Southern papers are advocating the abolition of the 
elective franchise. 

— The reported removal of the Capital from Richmond to 
Nashville 1b incorrect. 

— The New Orleans papers boost of the review of 1,400 
negro troops In that city. 

— Mrs. Lincoln is said to beaconstantattendantatreviews, 
and often visits the camps. 

— The New York City Council has voted half a million for 
the relief of soldiers' families. 

— Every unmarried man but one in the village of Washing¬ 
ton, Ind,, ha* gone to the war. 

— It is said that Gov. Blair will convene the Michigan 
Legislature on the 2d of January. 

— On Monday, 25th nit, the first street passenger railway 
was opened for travet In Montreal. 

— There are already 164 pieces of cannon at Cairo, none 
of which are less than 32-pouoders. 

— Blondin, the celebrated ropo-walker, came near losiDg 
his life during a recent performance. 

— The United State* Sanitary Committee have expended 
$200,000, ali voluntary contributions. 

— There are 300 secession prisoners at Camp Chase, Ohio. 
Twelve wero released on the 6th Inst. 

— Two hundred and forty barrels of eggs arrived at Boston 
in the steamer New Drunswick from SL Johns. 

— The President’s message, sent by telegraph to California, 
was published in San Francisco on Thursday week. 

— Tho Belgian guns, largo numbers of which have been 
sent out West, are reported to bo nearly worthless. 

_The Utah delegate took hia seat in Congress Monday 
week. Ho and Brigham Young are strong Unionist*. 

— The N. Y. Tribune nays Archbishop Hughes goes to Spain 
on a secret mission in the interest of our Government. 

— Upward of 300 negro emigrants from Pennsylvania, 
Michigan, and Canada, sailed from New York last week for 

Uayti. 

— Hon. Garrett Davis has been elected U. 8. Senator from 
Kentucky to fill out the unexpired term of the traitor Breck¬ 

inridge. 

_The Leavenworth Conservative thinks there is little 
donbt that Topeka ha* now the State Capital location of 

Kansas. 

— New South WaleB has now a population of 350,650, 

against 251,834 for 1866, being an increase in five years of 

298,721. 

— The rebels estimate the property at the South, belong¬ 
ing to Union men, at $800,000,000, all of which I* to be con¬ 

fiscated. 

_Tho railway carriages in France are now wormed very 
comfortably by means of the exhausted steam from the 

engines. 

_It is worthy of remark th»t tUo n»lin"»i flog floats over 
..n uf ..it cue icbcl Btetee excepting two—Alabama and 

Arkansas. 

— Ten thousand uniforms niannfActneaJ in UVanne, and 
recently arrived In New York, are to be the price of discipline 

aud valor. 

— potatoes are selling in New Orleans at a cent a piece, or 
$2 60 per bushel. Candles are being sold at from 16 to 20 

cents each. 
_The third “stone fleet” will sail in a few days for block¬ 

ing np the water approaches to Charleston. It consist* of 20 

old vessel*. 
_During the season of lake navigation, the propeller 

Omar Pasha made forty three round trips between Buffalo 

and Detroit. 

— A colored man named Jack Havens recently died in 
■ Geneva, who, according to the reckoning of hi* family, was 

* 114 years old. 

* — The list of disasters on the lakes and sea for November 
9 is much larger than for several months past, reaching 

* seventy-seven. 

” — Quite a large portion of the circulating medium In the 
i vicinity of Cinuinnati is made up of United States demand 

Treasury notes. 

t — The sleighing is said to bo superb over nearly the whole 
of the States of Maine and Vermont, and a large portion of 

New Hampshire. 

r _a serious accident occurred recently in a mine near Pott*- 
n vllle, Pa., resulting in the death of two men, and severely 

>4 injuring five others. 

v _ The amount of silver now finding it* way to San Fran- 
n cisco from Nevada is estimated, by well informed bankers, at 

* six millions per annum. 

1 — One of the finest pearls in the world has recently been 
” found iu the Bay of Panama. It is of a perfect pear shape, 

and of the finest water. 

:i — For the year ending Sept. 30,1861, over 14,000,000 tetters 
id were mailed at the New York Postoffice, a falling off of 

\x 1,000,000 from last year. 

*5 — There was the unusual phenomenon of a rainbow in the 
l|- morning, against the western sky, seen at Newark, N. J., on 

tho morning of the 11th. 

f4 _ Qf potato crop in Canada, the Hamilton Spectator 
U1 gays; “ We hear discouraging account* of the potato crop 

U from all western counties.” 

a — Henry Graham, a farmer residing near Kingston, C. W., 
,r had his hand and part of his arm torn off in a thrashing 

machine on Thursday week. 

is, — Eleven Kentuckian*recently released from Fort Warren, 

ns being destitute of means, were, on Friday week, sent to their 

homes at the expense of Boston. 

— The West IndiaStoamsbip Company have, in consequence 
■11- 0f the Trent affair, ordered all their agent* to furnish no more 

|!£ coal to vessel of the United States. 

'J4, — An invitation i*issued by the “Secretary of the Metro 
iy* poiitsri Canine Society,” for dog-fanciers to correspond with 

al him in reference to holding a Dog Fair. 

,b“ — A schooner has left New York for North Carolina, with 
me provisions, clothing, and other gifts, for the loyal people of 
itet that State, who are said to be suffering. 
ibB 
ns, — It is said that the Secretary of the Navy is in favor of 
l " creating the rank of admiral, and of conferring that high 

j honor upon Commodore Charles Stewart, 

of — A large number of refugees, compelled to leave home 
on on account or their Union sympathies, have arrived at Rolla, 

;he Mo., from Arkansas, and joined our army. 

om _The Postoffice at Loonardtown, Md , od the lower Poto- 
4o mac, was visited by a detective on Saturday, who bagged half 

ew a bushel of letters to and from Richmond. 

_Until lately Southern papers spoke of Northern soldiers 
as “cowardly Hessians." Now they call them “fierce and 

cruel Hessians.” The change is significant. 

C(J — There is a Union movement in Arkansas. Tha Little 
(jla Rock State Journal notices the arrival of 27 prisoners, mens- 
^ bers of a Becret Lincoln organization, from Van Buren Co. 

ren _One hundred and sixteen marriage licenses were issued 
[ge, from the Clerk’s Office of the District of Columbia during 

November. A large proportion of the bridegrooms are soldiers. 



the end. 

To all things human there must be an end; and it 

becomes the duty of the Horticultural Editor to write 
“ finis ” in the present number, for here his labors for 
the present year close. One more issue makes up 
the fifty-two numbers of the Rural for the year, 
every one of which has been issued promptly, and 
we hope all have reached our subscribers, and been 
perused with pleasure and profit. As we have stated, 
one more number completes the year or volume, but 
this will be occupied to so large an extent by a full 
index, which has been prepared with great care, 
making the work complete for binding and future 
reference, that we shall have uo space for the horti¬ 
cultural matter, and therefore now make a few closing 

remarks. 

It is sad to say farewell, but we have no reason to 
suppose that these arc farewell words to any consid¬ 
erable number of our readers. Some who com¬ 
menced the year by subscribing for the Rural, and 
who greeted its weekly visits with pleasure, are now 
in the tented field, devoting life's best energies 
to the preservation of the life of their country, 
breasting manfully the tide of barbarism that threat¬ 
ened to overflow onr fair land. For this they deserve 
and will receive the honor of their countrymen, and 
of every lover of civilization and liberty. Wo shall 
no longer have to look back to ’76 for our national 
honor and glory, for we have shown that the men of 
’61 are worthy descendants of noble alres, that they 
are prepared to meet the responsibilities of tho day, 
with a patriotism and zeal never excelled in what has 
been considered the purest and best days of tbe 
Republic. These we hope will soon return to the 
peaceful pursuits of Horticulture and Agriculture, 
crowned with honor, to peruse with increased 
pleasure the copies of the Rural which have been 
preserved with care by the loved ones at home. 
Bat, notwithstanding we are thus deprived of some 
readers, from the many letters wo have received, and 
from other friendly tokens, we have every reason to 
believe that the number of Rural readers will be tl 
increased by many thousands, for a great host are *' 
now engaged in helping to enlarge its circulation, w 
and thus aid us in our efforts to increase knowledge K 
and improve the ta*to of the people, until the waste f 
places shall be made glad, the deserts blossom as the K 
rose, and every man sit under bis own vine, and * 
enjoy the luscious fruits and beautiful flowers which * 
a kind Providence has provided for the support and 1 
comfort of man. ^ 

The Ilorticultteral Department we have endeavored 'J 

to make as plain and practical as possible, giving f 
just such information ns is needed by the farmers and ^ 
fruit-growers of the country; and to accomplish this 
desirable end no expense or pains have been spared. 
It wonld be difficult, wo think, to find in any book or ^ 
journal such a mass of information, well illustrated, 
as is to be found In this department the present year. j 
The Horticultural Department for 1861 has contained j 
as much reading matter as an ordinary book of a 
thousand panes, while wo have given more and better * 
illustrations numbering about ono hundred — than j 
can be found in any horticultural work published In 
the country. Ho large an amount of useful horticul¬ 
tural mutter, so well illustrated, oouid uot bo obtained ^ 
in any other form for much more than the price of 1 
tho Rural. The past is before our readers; for tbe 
future we have only to say that wo shall be unceasing 
in our efforts to make this department of tbe Rural 
equal, if not superior, to any thing in the country as 
the assistant and guide of tbe amateur and horticul¬ 

turist. 
-1 ■ ♦ • ♦ - 

TREES FOR WINTER. 

No class of plants are more useful and none made 
worse use of than evergreens. For shelter there Is 
nothing like the Norway Spruce, yet we see many 
gardens and Iioubcb exposed to the northern blasts 
without an evergreen or tree or shrub of any ldud to 
break tho force of tho fierce winter winds. Other 
gardens are nearly filled .with evergreens, and this 
gives them a dark and gloomy appearance. For a 
screen, of coarse, the trees must be planted close in 
rows, but on the lawn, for beauty, here and there a 
fine specimen intermixed with other trees are all that 
is required. Trees with bright berries, like the 
Mountain Ash and Eaonycaous are very desirable, 
and give to the winter garden a bright and lively 
look. A correspondent thinks that evergreens, and 
especially evergreen shrubs, are neglected in this 
country, and writes us to urge our readers to give 
more attention to thiH beautiful class. It is true that 
there is uo country where evergreens are more 
needed than onr own. Without them, how cheerless 
and desolate onr gardens appear full five months of 
the year. Onr attempts to introduce new evergreens, 
however, have not always been crowned with success, 
a9 many things of which we had strong hopes have 
proved too tender for our severe climate. Then our 
most beautiful native evergreen shrubs, such as the 
Holly, tho Rhododendron, and the Kalmla, are diffi¬ 
cult to remove, and do not thrive well with common 
treatment and in an ordinary soil. They are not 
generally propagated or planted, and deserve far 
more attention from both nurserymen and amateurs 
than they have received. We have, however, many 
beautiful evergreeu trees, that will grow us easily as 
a Poplar, and are hardy enough for any climate 
between this and the Polar Sea. 
-< ■ -*- 

HINTS TO CULTIVATORS. 

Edb. Rural New-Yorker:—Will you allow me to 
give, at the close of the year, a few hints to cultiva¬ 
tors, especially to amateurs. They are such as I 
practico, and to which I attribute my success in 
the main. 

If you don’t understand how to do a thing, never 
attempt it, if you can hire some ono that knows just 
how it should be done. If yon have trees or vines to 
prune, or grafting or budding to be done, or a hot¬ 
bed to make and care for, or plants you wish pro¬ 
tected in the ground or preserved In the house over 
the winter, don’t blunder along for three or four 
years spoiling everything you touch, until you be¬ 
come discouraged and disgusted. Employ a good 
gardener, assist him, observe his practice, and learn 3 as fast as you can. 

Don’t be stingy about the expenses of the garden. 
y Many persons who furnish their houses and dress 

P like princes, and keep horses and a carriage, &c., and 
"A spend money as freely as water in many ways, when 
rir they come to the garden are seized with a sudden 

■£j streak of economy, and are niggardly and mean in 
V* all their expenditures. If a gardener is hired ho 
jy must be obtained at about tbe price of a common day 
pd laborer, and if plants or trees or seeds are purchased, 

they must be of the cheapest and consequently the 
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THE MELON APPLE. 

> . , . EARLY JOE. NORTON'S MELON. AND NORTHERN SPY. 
One of the very best apples we have ever tasted is 

the Melon, of which we give a good likeness. It has Eds. Rural New-Yorkku: — The writer, a short 
been very well described as being juicy as a peach, time since, while spending a few hours with the 
with a peculiar and agreeable perfume, which sug- family of G. V. N; LothRor, of Detroit, gathered the 

pact and rognlar.^ Shoots — slender, olive-colored, 
with numerous russet specks. Leaves — large, folded, 
serrate, smooth and shining above, and woolly under¬ 
neath. It grows well on the Paradise stock, and 
makes a handsome, prolific bush, for small gardens. 

The foilwing from a very intelligent Horticulturist 
of Michigan, giving some interesting statements 
respecting'the origin of this and other apples, sup¬ 
posed to have been produced in the orchard of 
Oliver Chapin, will be read with interest by all 

, lovers of thefle excellent Apples; 

EARLY JOE. NORTON'S MELON. AND NORTHBRN SPY. 

Eds. Rural New-Yorkku:— The writer, a short 
time since, while spending a few hours with the 

gents its name. It originated, as we have good 

reason to believe, and as we think is acknowledged 

generally, with tho Northern Spy, in the orchard of 

Oliver Cuafjn, of East Bloomfield, Ontario county. 

It was brought to the notice of PomologUts by 

Reuben Norton, of East Bloomfield, and first 

described tn the Horticultural journals about sixteen 

yeatB ago. Allbongh the fruit Is so fine It Is not very 

generally cultivated, as tho tree being a delicate 

grower is Boiuewhat difficult of propagation, and the 

stock of trees has consequently been very limited. 

following particulars of tho history of the above 
named fruits, Iroin his inother-in law, Mrs. Strong, 
who is a daughter of Hkman Chapin, a brother or 
cousin of the Oliver Chapin in whoso orchurd'two 
of these fruits are said, by Mr. Downing and others, 
to have originated. MrB. Strong is uot only aa 
ardent devotee of Floriculture, but also an intelli¬ 
gent, Pornologlst; and states, positively, that the 
Early Joe and Northern Spy originated, not In the 
orchard of Oliver Chapin, hut in that of her father, 
Human Chapin. Mr. Lotukop, also, in corrobora- 

Never lose an opportunity of getting sods from the 
corners of old pastures, or tho breaking up of com- 1 
mens or meadows, where they can be spared. Placed 
in heaps, and rotted, they make excellent mold for 
tender plants or trees. 

Never buy fruit trees in the “market places,” of 
unknown venders, who have no character to lose. 
You cannot tell by “examining the article,” whether 
they cheat you or not; and you get, your tree at half 
price, only to wish, wheu it comes to bear, that yon 
had gone to an honest dealer and paid ten times as 
much fur something worth planting. 

Collect from about your neighborhood all the 
bones that are thrown away as nvelesB by persons 
ignorant of their value.” 

-* . ♦ «—♦- 

FRUIT IN ROCKLAND COUNTY. 

Ens. Rural New-Yokker: Your Albany corres¬ 
pondent, “H.,” Inquires if the “stony, gravelly” 
soil of Orange and Rockland counties of New York 
and the northern counties of New Jersey, is adapted 
to tho growing of fruit, and more especially to the 
grape, &c. I can answer for Rockland comity, N. Y., 
and Bergen connty, N. J., that the soil in both of 
these counties, for the most part, is well adapted to 
fruit, growing of all kinds -all such fruits, at least, 
as are suited to our latitude. Fruit, growing has 
been a Bourco of very considerable wealth in both 
the above named counties. Homo of the more de¬ 
sirable kinds of apples formerly produced, to con 
siderablo extent —such as the Newtown Pippin, 
HpR/.enburgh, and Jersey Bweot — are much less 
perfect than formerly, and seem to have had their 
day, but others not less valuable are taking their 
place, quito to the satisfaction of the fruit growers 
such, for instance, as Baldwin, R. I. Greening, North- 

, era Hpy, Ac. 
i The cultivation of the grape is mostly confined to 
. the village of Nyack, although it is grown to a con- 
f siderablo extent in almost every part of Rockland 
1 county. There are several vineyards (containing in 

total about 200,000 vines) in Nyack, all of which are 
remunerative to the proprietors. Tho grape is also 
cultivated near Rockland Lake, for marketing, and 
thus far successfully. The experiments in grape 

1 culture thus far in Rockland county, have fully 

B equaled expectations. 
We do not doubt, that fruit cnltnre, especially the 

8 grape, is to occupy a much more important position 
’ the above named counties than tho most sanguine 

r at present contemplate. «• 0. l, 
l> Rockland Lake, N. Y., November 23, 1861. 

Petunia Madams Fkiiguson.— This is tho name of a now 

amt very distinct l’ottinia, raised by Mr. Ferguson, of Stowe, 

England, in 1860. Being the smallest of thousands of aoed- 

11 ogH, it did not flower tilt October of last year. Last spring 

a specimen, loaded with Upward of u hundred flowers, was 

exhibited at the opening fete of tho Royal Horticultural 

Soclotv, and pronounced a most charming variety. Tho 

Rowers are of a rich glosBy silk white, regularly and distinctly 

marked with five bands or stripes of beautiful bright purplish 

crimson. Out-of doors it makes a good bed, — and under 

gla>s, both in the ehupa of bushes in pots or trained up pillars, 

it is both pleasing and effective.— Florist. 

Black Lombardy and Wkbt’s St. 1'kthr’s —'Tho Garden¬ 

ers’ Monthly says, at the November meeting of the Pennsylva¬ 

nia Horticultural Society, Mr. Saunders presented two largo 

dishes of tho Black Lombardy and West’s St. Peters grapes. 

These two varieties are generally considered synonyms, and 

so laid down in horticultural works generally; but the sam¬ 

ples presented, while quite similar In slue and llavor, show 

some difference in the form .of the bunch and color of tho 

berry, amt Mr. Saunders states that, tho diversity in foliage 

nnt! wood Is still inoro marked. They certaiuly appear to be 

distinct varieties. _ 

Pknnbylnania IIoktioultural SOOIKTY.—At tho last 

meeting of this Society, the following gentlomcnt were 

elected officers for the ensuing year: President M. W. Bald¬ 

win. Vice Presidents James Dundos, It. A. Fahnestock, D. 

R, King, Culub Cope. Recording Secretary—A W, Harrisou. 

Corresponding Secretary W. Saunders. 'I'reasnn.r—Robert 
Hoist. Professor of Entomology—ft. 8, Katkvon. Professor 

of Botany—Dr. \V, Darlington. Prqfessor of Horticultural 

Chemistry—James C, Booth. 

Fruit Growers’ Society or Western Nbw York.—The 

auuual meeting of the Fruit Growers’ Society of Western 

New York will he held at. tho Court House, in Rochester, N. 

York., at 11 o’clock A. M., on Wednesday, the 8th day of 

January, 1802. A line show of fruits is expected. 

Fruits Rkceivicij.— From I. If. Oshciun, Henrietta, live 

specimens of the MoLellau, sometimes called the Martin 

apple. H is an excellent apple, tender and juicy, with a flue 

1 vinous llavor; medium site. The tree is an upright, good 

' grower, and very productive. 

Than as it grows slowly, thoso who adject large, fine tion of her statement, gave the following account of 
looking trees atthe nurseries, would not he very likely 
to select the Melon, and we lmvo no doubt many tree 
planters have blamed tho nuiserymcn for sending 
them small, crooked trees, when they should have 
thanked them for sending trees of the Melon, of any 
size or form. This apple, we fear, will never be 

tho manner in which the Early Joo received its 
name. When the original tree was commencing to 
bear, its good qualities wero first discovered by a 
neighboring representative of Young America, who 
rejoiced iu tho cognomen of “Joe;” and Mr. Cua- 
t'lN’s attention was first drawn to it by observing 

grown very generally for market, as it is too tender that this young Filibuster had already, by his frequent 
to bear much handling, oe jolting about in carriage, visits, wont a distinct path to tho tree; and had 
and the tree is not snllieiently vigorous in growth, appropriated the entire crop, with the exception of a 
uerhans. for profitable culture. It should have a couple oi »p««rtiu<m». u* ~14U u‘- 

, - l ...I 1 a. .* At.r. it..4 A..,./* il.rt nem.. 

SoHifutturat 3ohs. 
Grafting the Grace.—Since the introduction of the Del¬ 

aware and other new and 6ne grapes, many who have plenty 

of old InabuUns and Catawhas are anxious to change them by 

grafting. In this work many have failed entirely, while oUieis 

have met with partial success only. Information on this sub¬ 

ject la looked for with eageruuss. The IaH. numher of the 

Horticulturist contains tin- experience of a correspondent in 

grafting grapes, as follows Tbo “subjects”of my experi¬ 

ments wore a row of fifteeu (sahcllmi and another of fourteen 

wild vines in ray garden They were an old, neglected and 

“rough set of customers,” which an Irishman might say hud 

been “kicked and cuffed all over creation.” At least, every 

gardener who bad wielded a boo for my predecessor seems to 

have given them ll whack Hug*, rough, gusi-led, knotty 

things they were, apparently Impregnable, both above and 
noW\v g4» t» *<, tntuu>u* j . - .. -x 

.. . A *1..twllln.... ..•.LL.nlo »u IIJWO! n>i the 
iilaoo in every family orchard and fruit garden, and pocket knife, cut, in the hark of tho tree tho namo thu campaign against those rebellious subjects as soon as the 

will be found tho finest of all winter dessert apples. “ Early .loo,” doubtless with the hope of conveying frost was out of the ground, la the last days of February, 

s,„0 larK0 three to three and a half inches a lesson to the lad. Tho name, thus bestowed, has protected by a thick overcoat, and armed with -urn or Jack. 
f-ii/.O — largo, ion i. w ixuco . , , , son'll best Fogllsh bandsaws, Limbs and roots were attacked 

broad and three Inches deep. Form —round, slightly ever since been retained. amt amputated at tho most assailable points, and attempts 
flattened on tho ends. Stalk about an inch long, Mr. Lothiiop, who, by-the-by, is ono ol onr most ..„lllt x Utt,i aH w„n tried to “split a about an inch long, 
rather slender, and inserted in a pretty deep, regular careful and discriminating Pomologiste, also states, 

cavity, covered with russet. Calyx — closed, large, 
in a large, deepbaisin. Skin — smooth generally, but 
often rendered rough to tho touch by a tracing of 
rusBct, pale whitish yellow in the shade, nearly cov¬ 
ered with light red, and frequently with bright ver 
million stripes. Flesh white, and remarkably 
tender, with abundance of juice, very mild sub-acid, 
with a sort of melon llavor. Heasou — November to 
March, in Western New York. Tree— erect when 
young, spreading aa it grows older, but still cow- 

poorest kinds. The consequence is the garden is put 
in tho care of one ignorant of tho profession ho pre¬ 
tends to practice, and is poorly cared for and filled 
with trash. Bo liberal with the garden and it will 
pay you a hundred fold. Remember that ono seed of 
anything new and good is a treasure, while a quart oi 
common poor things is not worth a cent. Good 
seeds are cheap at any price, and poor are dear for 

nothing. 
After you get a good thing be liberal with it—dis- 

thatthe early cultivators of the Norton’s Melon did not 
claim its origin for that section, but that it was 
brought there in scions from tho State of Connecticut 

Mr. Barry says of this last variety, (de/tesee farmer 

for 1848|) it is uot a large fruit; but hero, so far, it, is 
decidedly large, and instead of keeping, as ho says of 
it, till March, it cannot be relied on to continue 
beyond tho first of February. It is a great bearer, 
and of the finest quality. T. T. Lyon. 

1‘lymouth, Mich., Dee. 9th, 1861. 

keep all fruit trees in shape. It is when an orchard 
is neglected only, that it is necessary to remove 
largo limbs, and every one cut away Injures tho tree. 
A tree is a living object and suffers from amputation. 

I might give many more hiuts, which wonld doubt¬ 
less be profitable to Rural readers, and may do so 
at another time; but I wish now to present a few 
from one who, though dead, still speaketh words of 
wisdom, the lamented Downing. Amateur. 

“ Don’t let insects of various kinds overrun your 
peiiso to those who will give it good care, but don’t orc]iar(j or garden, and then lazily fold your arms 
be bored with those who aro always begging nice uri(j gftyi “it’s no use, this trying to raise things, now 
things, and then let them dto from neglect. Bo tkat so many vermin aro ubaut.” Spend three days, 
honest, and tell them plainly the reason why you jnjuj,tri0usly, in tho early stage of the matter, in put- 
cannot answer their calls. Always encourage taste, tjng (j0WI1 rascals, and then look around you and 
particularly among the poor and the children, even Heo jf a uttlo industry is not better than grumbling, 
at some cost and sacrifice. In this way you can do a jj yQU wftUt early vegetables, sot yourself, in wiu- 

great deal of good. ter, about making some boxes to protect them. A 
The foundation of all good gardening iB iu having a che„p boxes, a foot square, with a pane of glass 

good Boil well prepared. This preparation consists in ju X|10 Xo pU^ over tender things at night, will 
thorough draining, so that water will not lie nearer COf)t yQa ^ trifle, and will give you ten days’ start 
the surface than about two feet, and complete pul- of tll0 open ground. 
verization of the soil to about that depth, and enrich- jf yOU jmvo u tree that grows “apace,” but won’t 

merit with good stable manure. Sometimes when the bear, dig a trench around it, and cutoff a third of the 
soil iB heavy, sand and ashes are ncccBuary to ameliorate r00t8. This will chock its growth, and set it about 
its character, and when very sandy, clay and muck raaking fruit buds. 
may be used with advantage. How different from y0U ,jon't love flowers yourself, don’t quarrel 
this is tbe common practico, which eveu in gardeus w[th those who do. It Is u defect in your nature 
of some pretensions are only plowed a tew inches wbiufi you ought to bo sorry for, rather than abuse 
deep and smoothed over with tho rake, and then the Hiose who are more gifted. Of what possible “ use" 

work is considered done. Is it any wonder that the jB tjje rainbow, we should like to know? and yet a 
trees and shrubs make a poor growth, that the wjaer than you did not think tho earth complete 
flowers arc much inferior to what was expected, that without it. 
the vegetables are poor and tough, and almost useless, fj0 not grudge the cost and labor necessary to 

and the fruits the most inferior? plant a few of the best shade trees around your house; 

In growing hedges, exercise patience, anil deter- and if you have auy doubts about what to plant, stick 
mine from tho first to have good ones or none, iu an elm. There aro few trees in tho world finer 
Nothing looks meaner than a poor hedge, and we Bee than a flue sweeping elm; and two or three of them 
them scattered all over the country, while scarcely will give even a common looking dwelling a look of 
ono good one greets the eye. The main thing Is to dignity. If you plant fruit trees for shade, they are 
secure a good base, and this cannot be done without likely to be broken to pieces for the fruit, and they 
severe pruning. It is not well to cut three or four grow unsightly by the time that forest tio*s grow 
times during the year. Some persons never prime spreading and umbrageous. There arc very few men 
their hedges, und of course they fail; but others clip whoso friends build so fair a monument to their 
them every few weeks. The latter course prevents memory, aa they can raise with their own hands, by 
the formation of roots, and the hedge becomes weak planting an elm or a maple where it can grow for a 
and sickly. As a general rule, one thorough pruning century, t« lie an ornament to tho country. 
Iti the spring Is enough, but a slight pruning after Don’t be afraid to clip hedges, or ent back young 
the spring growth is over, just for improving the trees, wheu you are planting them. You gain more 
appearance of the hedge, will not do injury. The growth than you lose, though you may not be able to 
form best for a hedge is that which will give the comprehend it till you have seen it with your own 

most light and air to the under branches. Prune, eyes. 
therefore, in the form of a wedge - a gradual slope Never work your gronnd in wet weather if you can 
from the top io the bottom on both eldCB. avoid it, aa it makes it clod-like and compact by 

An axe may be a very good implement for the for- forcing tho air out. And ridge up your kitchen 
est, but it should never be allowed in the orchard, garden gronnd before winter, so as to expose as 
A common pruning knife, if used persevciingly, will much surface as possible to the action of the frost 

protected by a thlolc overcoat., and armed wim 'UH< oi .ibok- 

nnn’n best Kngllsb handsaws, Llmlm and roots wore attacked 

and amputated at tlm moat assailable points, and attempts 

w«n) made to split them. 1 had as wnll triod to “split ft 

horn croBKwayn.” I was ropnlaod, and thought I was K,,inK 

to be defeated, when I luckily thought of my surgpon'M anw, 

and put it to a good if an nnaacunlouind use. With it I care 

ully sawed out a thin wedge of wood, which I nantl trndaad 

of a cleft; and whoro the atump wan very large fund some 

wero four or live inches In diameter) 1 Hawed out a second 

wedge, at right anglua with tho first, thus making four places 

for the insertion of grafts. The sawed surfaces wore carefully 

smoothed with a sharp lmRe, like a scalpel; and the grafts, 

with but one hud, were accurately fitted In. A bass bandage 

was then applied, not to comprtBS the stumps, for they were 

impressible ; but, 1 suppose, only iu obedience to orders, in 

HUchcascH. Soft earth was then put over tho grafts. I put 

in (Ifty-slx Delaware grafls, of which ouly twenty are now 

living ; so that hut little more than one-third succeeded. 

Fifteen old and worthless stocks were grafted, or which 

eleven are now converted into (with one exception) very 

strong and vigorous Delaware vines, for which I wonld not 

take 410 each, as hard as aro the times. On tho unsuccessful 

stocks I may try my hand ugaiu next spring. I am, as I 

thiilk I ought to be, fully satisfied with my beautiful row of 

Delawares. For a single season’s growth they are very 

large, healthy and well matured, almost to the tips of the 

canes. The roots are so strong 1 shall prune them but very 

little, and allow them to bear all they will.” 

Officers Elect or the Illinois State Horticultural 

Society for 1862. The annual meeting of this Society 

occurred iu Ghicago, commencing December J and continu¬ 

ing four days. It was largely attended, and tho discussions 

interesting, spirited and profitable. Our Western Aid, who 

was present, will furnish an abstract of tho more important 

parts oi' the dlscnssionn ut uu early day. 

Tho session of tbe Society closed with a grand banquet, 

given its members and guests by tho proprietors of the Tie 

mont House in that city. Wo are Informed that several 

samples or excellent “Still Catawba” were tasted and tested 

on the occasion. Tho Society elected the following ofiicurM' 

for 1802: 
President -O. B. Galuhha, of Lisbon, Kendall county. 

Vice Presidents — 1st District, Charles D. Bragdon, of Cook 

county; 2nd District, Robert Douglas, of Lake connty; 3d 

District, Charles II. Ronenstiel, of Stephenson county; 4th 

District, J H. Stewart, of Adams county; fith District, Arthur 

Bryant, Jr., of Bureau county; Gth District, J. F. Nash, of 

La Halle county; 7th District, M. 1,. Dunlap, of Champaign 

county; 8th District, K H. Fell, of McLean county; 0th 

District, N. Overman, of Fulton county; 10th District, Jona¬ 

than HlgginH, of Macoupin connty; llth District, James K. 

Starr, of Madison county; 12th District, G. It. Baker, of 

Union county. Corresponding Secretary—C. T. Chase, of 

Chicago. Recording Secretaries—W. C. Flagg, of Madison 

county, und J. T. Little, of Lee county. Treasurer—8. G. 

Mlukler, of Kendall county. 

Illinois Stats Horticultural SooiKTr. —This Society 

has determined to hold its next annual meeting ftml exhibi¬ 

tion (combined) at, Chicago, sometime in September or Goto, 

her next, the time t,o bn fixed by tho Executive Committee. 

It has heretofore held its exhibitions In conjunction with the 

Illinois State Agricultural Society. It now cuts loose from 

it, as a Society, and proposes to go aloue. It is believed that 

the movement is a good one, and will result in giving tho 

Society an influence it has oot hitherto secured.— o. d. a. 

Exhibition of tub American Institute.— Not having 

had a public fair this year, the Institute lias determined to 

hold an exhibition at Us rooms in the second week of Febru¬ 

ary next. It will be confined to improvements in Agricul¬ 

ture, Manufactures, and the Arts, for which tho gold and 

silver n^dal of the Institute will bo awarded. 

Total Dkrravitv. From the last number of tho Vrilmne. 

we learn that, a fi>w nights since, some person entered the 

garden of Solon Robinson, In Westchester County, and stole 

ten dwarf pear trees, in fine bearing condition. Mr. it. offers 

1 a reward of Lin dollars for an introduction to this aealous 

horticulturist. 

HOW TO COOK CHICKENS. 

Eds. Rural New-Yuukkk:—Please accept the fol¬ 
lowing in answer to Anna C., and all others who 
may wish to know how to cook chickens and have 
them good. Boil until tender, then take out and 
cool, season with plenty of butter, suit, and pepper. 
Make a crust as for good biscuit, have the crust one- 
fourth of an inch thick; let the peti he filled with 
gravy, tho rest to he served when eaten; cover with a 
top crust, and bake one hour. 

Another Way.-Boil tho chicken in water enough 
to make a good dressing till the meat will easily slip 
from the bones- the latter to be nil removed. Mix 
the meat well together, Henson with suit., popper, 
butter, sweet cream, and a little flour. Make the 
crust in the Htimo way as for the other; put in tho 
meat with plenty of gravy; cover with paste. 11118 

does away with the choice of parts. 

Stuffing for Cuickkns or Turkeys.—Take light 
bread or eraokorS, with tho heart and gizzard, which 
have been boiled with the chicken until tender; chop 
them fine, then BcnBOn with plenty of butter, salt, 
pepper, and two tnlilespoonfuls of thick sweet cream, 
a,n...«« w«u Lc’utiin. and a lit,tie sage, moisten with 
the broth the chicken was boiled in. If more than 
ono chicken m used, more eggs will ho wanted. 

AUeti Center, N. Y., 1861. A. S. F. 

Chicken Pin.—Noticing an inquiry in a late num¬ 
ber of your paper, for the best method of making a 
chicken pie, I send you mother’s recipe, which I 
think would satisfy a French epicurean. 

Take one-half pint sour milk, the same quantity of 
sour cream, a little salt, 2 tcaspoonfuls saleratus, 
flour, and mix the same as for biscuit. Roll out a 
part of it, and lay it in a six quart pan; then take a 
piece of butter the size of a butternut, and roll it 
into tho remaining crust. Have your chickens (two 
old ones or three young ones) boiled until they aro 
done, season them with salt, pepper, and batter, lay 
them nicely into the pan, put a few slices of crust 
with them, pour over your gravy, cover, and bake 
t,wo hours.—Hai.lie, lieUmmj, teen, Co., /V. V,, lHO], 

V * - ■ ■ • 

Cure for Frosted Feet.— Tt is said that frozen 
feet can bo speedily and certainly cured by being 
bathed and well rubbed with kerosene or coal oil, for 
a few times at, night before retiring to bed. Several 
person< have already tried it, all of whom unite in 
pronouncing it an effectual cure, which, if they aro 
correct, is an easy and cheap mode of getting rid of 
a very sore and troublesome affliction. Thoso who 
have tried it inform us that tho foot should bo well 
warmed by a hot stove during and after the applica¬ 
tion Of the oil, and it, will certainly efleet a speedy 
euro. Persona suffering from tho pain of fronted feet 
will no doubt do well in giving it, a trial, for it is 
surely a very cheap ointment, and one that is very 
easily applied, llarrisburgh Union. 

- ♦ ■ » • ♦ - - 

Cuke for tub Ear Ague.—Take a Bmall piece of 
cotton batting or cotton wool, make a depression in 
the center with the Anger, and fill it up with as much 
ground pepper as will rest on alive cent piece; gather 
it into a ball and tie it up, dip the ball into sweet oil 
and Insert it in the ear, covering the latter with cot¬ 
ton wool, and use a bandage or cap to retain it in its 
place. Almost instant relief will be experienced, 
and the application is so gentle that an infant will 
not be injured by it, but experience relief, aa well as 

adults. 

Recipe for Sausages. — As the time has arrived 
for making sausages, 1 presume that many Rural 
subscribers would like to use the following recipe, 
viz.: for forty pounds of meat, 1 pound salt; J ounces 
pepper; 4 pint sago, pulverized; 1 teacup molasses. 
A. Willson, Marcellas, N. Y„ 1861. 

To Take Rust from Flat Irons.—Perhaps every 
one does not know that bees wax rubbed on wheu 
the iron is moderately heated, and the iron smartly 
rubbed on a woolen cloth, will remove ruatentirely.— 
Betty Wrinkle, Elkhorv, Wit., 1861. 

Hardening Tallow for Candles.— Iu tho first 
place, tallow Bhould he well cooked when trying with 
the acraps, and then if it is soft add fonr ounces of 
alum to ten pounds of tallow when melting for dip¬ 
ping your candles.—I, M. W., Moreland, N. Y., 1861. 

[SPECIAL NOT/O'K.] 

To thk Lauiks.—Ladies, if you duly knew how muoh 

difference there Is between a good ami a poor article of 

Saleratus, you wonld never use any other but D. B. Da 

Land & Co.’s Chemical Saleratus. It is truly wliat it claims 

to be, tbo “housewife’* favorite,” and we are happy to see 

thftt our lady friends are finding it out and axing nothin;; else. 



_ 

4©8 MOOHE’S RBRAL HEW-YORKER. C. 21. 

ffafe’ g^artraeat. 
[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

THEN AND NOW. 

BT /HUNT A. HTONB. 

A Yorow I* ringing sweet noil clear 

In tlie leafless ({rove lielow, 

And every nolo of that rippling song, 

And every word, 1 know. 

In my childhood's home I heard it first, 

And my throbbing heart kept time 

To tho words that rang like silver bells, 

And the music of the rhyme. 

The same sweet voire Is singing now 

As it rang in days that are fled, 

But tho magic that chavisied iny soul is lout, 

And my love's young dream Is dead. 

Coold the heavy years bo lifted up 

That are weighing my heart so low, 

The blood might spring »n my cheek again, 

And the fountains of reeling flow. 

Aad yet 1 am listening, pale and still, 

To words that have tilled my heart 

With fir s which tho ice of y ears has cooled, 

Yet never could heal tho smart. 

And the last sweet words go floating pant, 

Love’s life on one frail venture oast 

Grand Rapid*. Mich., 1861. 

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

FEMALE EDUCATION. 

Woman should beeducated equally with man. The 
mind needs nourishment, it longs for cultivation 
and development,—it desires to he beautifully refined 
and purified. 

Woman should bo educated equally with man be¬ 
cause her capacities are equal. lie may bo superior in 
mere bodily strength, hut not lu mental power. Wo¬ 
men have ranked side by side with men of proudest 
name. We would fail in telling of the Marys and 
Catharine*, Elizabeths and Lady Greys, conn- 
tosses and duchesses who rivaled poets and excelled 
statesmen, who Buhdued kingdoms and routed armies. 
Such cases show the intellectuality of woman. They 
are Indeed striking instances. It may he said that no 
wotnun could stand side by side with Ha CON and 
Newton in philosophy; with Hannibal, Cacsar, and 
Nabulkon, in arms. Hut what have been her oppor¬ 
tunities thus to distinguish herRclf? 

In perception, imagination and sensibility, if not in 
memory, woman is superior to man. Her emotions 
arc more refined, and her affections more lively and 
persistent. None hut a noble woman would ply her 
needle night and day to educate a brother. Who, 
save the poor old grandmother, could deprive her¬ 
self of food and raiment to beep the orphan children 
of a beloved son from the alms-house? 

Woman’s delineations of character are more accu¬ 
rate, and her descriptions of nature more perfect. 
Her views of right arc generally more vivid, and her 
moral impulses more powerful. Pity, gentleness and 
compassion aro among her marked characteristics. 
It is woman that in her pity will administer to tho 
dying invader of her country, even at tho risk of 
her life. 

Surely woman ia worthy of an education as good, 
both in kind and. degree, as man’s, for she is his edit- 
cator. Tho school, the academy, tho college, may do 
much in forming the character of man, but the 
mother more. Show mo an illustrious mother whose 
Bon is not worthy of her. It would bo scarcely pos¬ 

sible. 8ho may be driven by misfortune to the wil¬ 
derness, but even in wood and widowhood she will 
train up a philosopher. 

As soon as the child walks tho earth the mother 1 
begins to givo him some idea of its beauty. As the 
wind howls through the trees at night, she tells him 1 
of the nature of the air ho breathes, so that from tho 
first tho spirit of philosophy shall shut ootidol super¬ 
stition from his mind* As the first ray of the golden 
sun appears in tho east, she begins to teach him the 

law of light. BliO leads him out in the evening, and 1 
as the moon comes forth with her train of stars, sho 
diroots his mind to tho wonders of the great solar 1 
system, and the mind loves to learn that the sun is I 
tho center around which the planetsand their satellites s 
revolve in their respective journeys. c 

Thus that pure young mind, yet unacquainted with 1 
tho evil thoughts of life, is being expanded, being led * 
up in tho paths of truth, and is learning to long for c 
wisdom. Such is woman’s power,—such tho neces- v 
sity of her equal education, O. A. Baxter. b 

Woodhull, N. Y., 1861. k 

MARRIED LIFE. 

In domestic happiness, tho wife’s influence fs much 
greater than her husband’s; for the one, tho first 
cause— mutual love and confidence—being granted, 
tho whole comfort of the household depends upon 
tr/Ues more immediately under her jurisdiction. By 
her management of small sums, her husband’s respec¬ 
tability and credit aro created or destroyed. No 
income can stand the constant leakages of extrava¬ 
gance and mismanagement; and more is spent in 
trifleH than women ran easily believe. The one great 
expense, whatever it may be, is turned over and care¬ 
fully reflected on ere incurred the income Is pre¬ 
pared to meet it; but it is pennies imperceptibly 
sliding away which do the mischief; and this the 
wife alone can stop, for it does not corao wilhin a 
man's province. There is often an unsuspected 
trifle to be saved in every household. It is not in 
economy alone that the wife’s attention is so neces¬ 
sary, but in thoso niceties which make a well-regu¬ 
lated house. An unfinished cruet stand, a missing 
key, a buttonless shirt, a Boiled table cloth, a mustard 
pot with its old contents sticking hsrd and brown 
about it, are severally nothing, but each can raise an 
angry word or discomfort. Depend upon it, there's 
a great deal of domestic happiness in a tidy breakfast 
table. Men grow sated of beauty, tired of music, are 
often too weary for conversation, however intel¬ 
lectual, but they can always appreciate a well-swept 
hearth and smiling comfort A woman may love her 
husband devotedly, may sacrifice fortune, friends, 
family and country for him —sho may have tho 
gcDius of a Sappho, the enchanting beauties of an 
Arm ids.; but — melancholy fact—If, with these, she' 
fail to make his home comfortable, his heart will 
inevitably canape her; and women live so entirely in 
the affections, that, without love, their existence is a 
void. Better submit, then, to household tasks, how¬ 
ever repugnant they may bo to your tastes, than doom 
yourself to a loveless home. Women of a higher 
order of mind will not run tho risk; they know that 
their feminine, their domestic, are their first duties. 

—- ♦ ♦ -+■ • + —— 

MISS FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE. 

inflict IffiSttJlatij), 

The friends of this Inestimable lady will regret to 
learn that her health continues extremely precarious, 
and it will bo seen from the following letter, that 
Miss Nightingale herself appears to entertain but little 
hope of her ultimate recovery: 

“IIamtsteah, N. \V., Oct. 22, 18GI. 
“My Dear Rir:- I very well remember the kind¬ 

ness of your 1,800 men when they addressed me some 
years ago from Newcastle. It is tho remembrance of 
that kindness which makes mo feel now that. I must 
answer your note with my own hand, although ill- 
health and overwhelming business seldom ullow me 
to do so, even to my nearest friends. 

“ 1 buvo ventured to send yon, by post, six copies 
of my little book on nursing, which you may find 
useful among your people. Also two books on the 
Crimean army, published some yours ago, and which 
I think I may have sent you before. If so, do not 
trouble yourself to return them. In answer to your 
kind inquiry, I have passed tho last four yearB be¬ 
tween four walls, only varied to other four walls once 
a year; and 1 believe there is no prospect but of my 
health becoming even worse and worse till the hour 
of my release. But I have never ceased, during one 
waking hour since my return to England, five yearn 
ago, laboring for the welfare of the army at borne, as 
I did abroad. And no hour have I given to friend- 
ship or amuaementjjuring that time, hut all to work. 
To that work tho death of my dear chief, Sidney Her¬ 
bert, has been a fatal blow. I assure you It is always 
a support-giving strength to me to find a national 
sympathy with tho army and our efforts for it,—such 
a sympathy as yon express. Believe me, dear Sir, 
sincerely yours, Florence Nightingale. 

[Written fur Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

BROADWAY MUSINGS. 

ST KBO W, DRAI-RR. 

[To Tins Editor:—Them, lines of mine—written for Mookb'b 

Rural Nkw-Yokkrr —express some of the cogitations and 

queries of a Pluralist on that famous street of mir great 

metropolis-Broadway—G W. D ] 

Wk strolled on big Broadway one day, 

And what do you think thought wo? 

That you, or any other man, 

Could here find much to soe. 

We saw bouquet* of blooming beries, 

With petalit fair apd sweet— 

How strange that flowers so bright will bloom 

On such a stony street. 

We’re seen fair flowers in forest wtW 

And on the prairie wide, 

We’ve seen their smiles in modest vale 

And on the mountain side. 

In those wild haunts the seeds of Art 

Had never yet been sown, 

And “ Nature’s sweet and cunning hand ” 

Won trophies ail her own. 

But here within this ‘mighty mart," 

This “center of thn world," 

Nature lies low beneath “ the rocks* 

Which Art so fiercely hurled. 

A few sad trees are struggling still 

To branch out a la nw/lc, 

Forlornly hoping still to dwell 

In Broadway’s rocky road. 

Since Nature’s breast, so wondrous kind. 

Has here been turned to stone, 

Trees faint and die, and Nature yields 

No sympathetic groan. 

When Adam and hi* loving Evh 

Through Eden took their way, 

Hid tbeir prophetic eyes behold 

Their children in Broadway? 

When Evh sewed fig leaves for a dress, 

And longed for nothing more, 

Did she suppose her “girls’’ would trade 

At Stmivart » mammoth store? 

That primal pair knelt all alone 

Unseeu by other people, 

And little thought what crowds would bend 

’Neath Trinity'* proud steeple 1 

They little thought of many things 

That happen in opr day, 

Still lers did Cither ever dream 1 

Of this, our hip Broadway. 1 

Geddes, N. Y., 1861. < 
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(Written for Mooro's Rural New-YorkorJ) 

EVERY-DAY LIFE. 

that while his father is perfectly willing to borrow a 
paper, he is not willing to pay for one. Accordingly, 

- since the war broke out, Zkb. made an arrangement 
with neighbor Nelson, who takes a daily himself, by 
which be receives two, one of which belongs to Zkb. 
individually, he having paid for it out of his own 
savings. Accordingly, while his father supposes he 
is borrowing it, Zkb. receives regularly, and reads Ins 

* ovm paper. Father does not seem to notice that the 
t paper has never been unfolded- that it is received ten 

minutes after tho mail comes in. There is no one 
who listens more eagerly to the news; but he care3 

little for aught else. It ia wicked to deceive, I know; 
but I had rather risk the evil that follows such decep¬ 
tion, than let rny boys starve for want of knowledge. 
Zkb. saved bis father fifty dollars a few weeks ago, 
by watching the wool market. Ho was on the point 
of selling at low flgnres. Zeb., satisfied that it would 
rise, when sent to tell tho man that he could have it, 
told him ho could no? have it. The next day he told 
his father that wool wiih going up. The buyer of 
course did not come for it. and finally Mr. Nimble 
said be should not have It If be did come. The wicked 
Zeb. was, of course, pleased. Yesterday, the wool was 
Bold at juBt $50 more than it was going for when Zeb. 
blocked the sale. That is only one item of tho boy’s 
capers. He is going to toll his father all about it 
when the right time comes.” 

— “Most excellent checBO —very fine, Mrs. Nim¬ 
ble," I was caroful to say, as we re-entered the 
kitchen. 

“ Cheese are awful low—no profit on cheese this 
•year, said Nkhemiah. 

Zkr. just then came In, and flashed a proud twinkle 
from his eye over to me as he held up his “ borrowed 
paper," at tho same time saying, “ Father, Mr. Nel¬ 
son had not opened this paper to read it when I got 
there, hot be banded it right over to me to take 
homo and read first; don’t you think we ought to bo 
ashamed for asking for it under such <i re am stances?” 

“ Why, if he don’t want to lend it, why don’t he 
| way so? If ho can afford to lend it without reading 
j it, I am sure we can afford to borrow. But it docs 
look rather mean that’s a fact. 

Zkb.’r eyes flashed like meteors, ns ho unfolded the \ 

paper with emphatic jerks. Lead Pencil, Esq-, bade 
tho family “ good evening," and walked home. 

Now 1 happen to knout that the Rural is “bor¬ 
rowed’’ by that family in precisely tliia way; and I 
wish to tell Mr. Nimble (for lie will read this article,) , 
that I regard him excellent material for a traitor. ' 
He would be the first fellow I should select. 

Lkad Pencil, Esq., begs leave to say that this ‘ 
idiosyncracy of Nimble's is meanness with a moun¬ 
tain’s proportions. But it is one of the phases of 
every-day life. 

[Written for Moore’* Rural New-Yorker.] 

REST FOR THE WEARY. 

BT NAROAKKT BLLIOTT. 

Ip I were lying;, stretohefl and atilt. 

With cold hands folded on my breast, 

Oh, blessed respite from Life1* ill, 

How calmly, swrotly should I rest! 

I should not think then of the past, 

Its smothered pains, it* buried wrong; 

Ah, no! my lips wonld thru have learned 

From angel lips the angels’ gong. 

Ah, me! Death brings so sweet a rest 

That we, tired children, turn from life, 

Glad to abut out it* loud turmoil. 

Its vain regrets, its ceaseless strife. 

Gainesville, N. Y., 1861. 

A LAND BEHIND THE MOUNTAINS. 

IWrltten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.] 

ACT NATURAL. 

BY lead pencil, esq. 

COLD UNINVITING ROOMS. 

I Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.) 

A PLEA FOR •• YOUNG LADIES.” 

“It is an uncommon thing to find a young lady now-a 

days that half pays for the food she eats." — Hural New- 
Yorker. 

A “ sweeping assertion ” truly, and as unjust ami 
libelous us it is broad. There may bo “young ladies," 
brought up in all the luxury of wealth, who live in 
selfish indolence and ease, and do not “ hall pay for 
the food they eat.,” but it would bo an “uncommon 
thing" to find such an one in onr country and village 
homes. We believe the majotity fully and fairly earn 
all they get. 

Why, what would yon have us do? Wo knit and 
sew, wo taken willing part in every department of 
domestic labor, and find time to “crochet a little,” 
and read the papers beside. If not needed at home, we 
go out from its protecting shelter and seek employ¬ 
ment elsewhere, toiling in the kitchen, in the shop, 
or in the school room, for tho half pay which is 
allowed to woman for hor labor. What would you 
have more? Is it necessary in order to “half pay for 
the food wo eat" that wc should do all the milking, 
the spinning, and weaving, ns did onr grandmother* 
and great-grand mothers? Some of us even do this, 
but do you not know that the wheel and loom are not 
as generally used now as they oneo were,—that tho 
former was long ugo stored away in the attic, and the 
latter burned for kindling wood? 

\ ou may call us lazy! So would the savage, be¬ 
cause wc do not cultivate the maize, gather the 
wood, and bring home the hunter’s game. You call 
us delicatel Perhaps wo do not possess tho bodily 
vigor and the power of endurance that our ancestors 
did, but we have the strength and ability to take care 
of ourselves, and while we pOMCBB those, Bcorn to bo 
dependent upon any one. 

Yes, wo do earn, not only our food, but our cloth¬ 
ing, our entire living, and in many instances a thor- 

ough, practical education. Omega. 
Jamestown, N. Y., 1801. 

Peokle who arc always talking sentiment, have 
usually no very deep feelings. The less water you 
have in your kettle, the sooner it begins to mako a 
noise and smoke. 

The following from one of Beecher’s recent, ser¬ 
mons, contains a good hint: 

“When yon go into some men’s houses you find tho 
halls gloomy and forbidding. The old pyramids of 
Fgypto.ro not so dark and bleak as tho entrances to 
some dwellings. It seems to mo on though the door 
ought to be the most attractive place in a house, so 
that on approaching It one should feel assured that 
there was hospitality within. A nd the hall should bo 
cozy aud warm. I hate- narrow halls, I bate a hall 
with bare walls, that seem to say, ’Starve! starve! 
starve!' But tho halls of many a house are cold and 
barren and uninviting. And some people keep their 
parlor everlastingly in order, as if It were arranged 
for a funeral; and nobody goes into it without feel¬ 
ing us IT he was at a funeral, except that the minis¬ 
ter and the services aro wanting, The carpet says, 
'Do not touch mo;’ and every chair aud sofa says, 
‘ It is an impertinence to sit on me;' and every piece 
of furniture says, ‘ Let me alone;’ and the whole room 
says, ‘ What are you doing here?’ A man lends you 
through an inhospitable door and a disagreeable bull 
into a stiff parlor; and you say, ‘If the people that 
live here arc like these things, I do not want to have 
anything to do with them.’" 

» - ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Pisai’I’Ointmknt in Marriage.—" Listen, I pray 
you, to the stories of the disappointed in marriage; 
collect all their complaints; hear their mutual re¬ 
proaches; upon what fatal hinge do the greatest part 
of them turn? They were mistaken in the person— 
some disguise, either of body or mind, is seen through 
in the first domestic scnfile; some fair ornament— 
per Imps the very one which wont he heart, the orna¬ 
ment of a meek and quiet spirit—fallH oil'. It is not 
the ltachel for whom I have served. Why hast thou 
then beguiled me? Be open; be honest; give your 
self for what yon arc; conceal nothing; vanish 
nothing; and if these fair weapons will not do, bet¬ 
ter not conquer ut all, than conquer for a day; when 
the night is passed ’twill never be the same story. 
And It came to pass, behold, it was Leah!”— Timothy 

Titcomb. 

Children are a good deal of trouble, no doubt, 
(your mothers made the remark years ago,) but no 
married gentleman’s house is complete without them. 
The tidiest and prettiest fireside in the world is a cold 
affair, in spite of wood or coal, if there are no “olive 
branches" about. Wo have seen such, aud found 
them 

“ Cheerless a* a pew 

In a cold church without .1 lass iir view." 

The sweetest and most satisfactory connections in 
life are those formed between persons of congenial 
minds, equally linked together by the conformity of 
their virtues, and by the ties of esteem. 

When children who aro born with silver spoons in 
their mouths grow up, there is seldom anything of 
them left but tho Bpoous. 

I, The writer hereof has no sympathy with the class 
t who decry ambition—who clothe every continued 
r effort to get more, in the garb of avarice. Lead 

I'kncib, Esq., docs not look on lire with a morbid 
8 mind with an eye swift to detect and magnify 
P ''“-‘HO molehill Idiosyncracies of men’s characters 
,. into mountains of meanness. It is a gratification to 
, be able to dispose of these delicate questions relating 
N t0 the motives of men, by the mental assertion, “Blr, 
, 11 none of your business; you do not, and cannot 

stand precisely where you can look at the same object 
with the same light aDd from the same point that 

' your neighbor docs. Attend, therefore, to your own 
, affairs, if you please, sir." 
I But- 

, 1 down in neighbor Nimble’s kitchen the other 
night —a great, big, back kitchen, with a great, big, 
black stove in it, on which was a great, big boiler, 
containing pumpkin, “stewing to dry," Mrs. Nimbi.h 
told me, when she saw I looked into the steaming mass 
as I passed it; “for,” said she, “Mr. Nimri.k is very 
fond of pics, and pumpkin Ih easily dried, arid makes 
excellent pies, without costing much for sweetening, 
yon know,"- 

“ Which is an all-fired big item these war times, 
I swow," said Nkhemiah Nimble, as he sat in 
one corner of tho large room, astride an apple¬ 
paring machine, which he was plying with great 
vigor, in order to keep l.is two big boys and the two 
bigger hired men employed during the autumn even¬ 
ing. “ I tell you, Mister Pencil, a fellow has got to 
squeeze and Shrew every way these days in order to 
keep the breath of life in him, and things a moving." 
1 consider that I’ve seen sumo hard times in my day. 
When I used to wear tow breeches all winter, and 
live ou bean porridge,"- 

“Hot or cold?" abruptly asked a wicked-looking, 
blaclt-eytd youngster, called Zeb. Nimble, tbe young¬ 
est of the family. 

“You slict up, sir, and look out that you don’t 
cut, away so much of that tipple with the core. Don't 
let me see such a big core as that cut from an apple 
again, Hir!-and, us 1 was saying, I’ve seen some 
hard times In my day, but I swow, never anything 
like this; we have to dig night and day, and don’t get 
on much, mither. The fact is, our Government don’t 
seem to care how much wo do spend to put down 
this infernal rebellion, and- 

“ Father, I've finished them apples; now mayn’t I 
run down to Mr. Nelson’s and borrow bis paper? 1 
beard Jim Crow say to day that Washington was 
took, and Lincoln had put to Bea in a canal boat to 
escape tho Seteah. I reckon there’s stirring news by 
this time say. mayn’t I go?" and the young hopeful, 
Zitn., winked one of his black eye* at Lead Pencil, 
Esq , and a* he stooped to pick up his knife he had 
let lull on purpose, he whistled and murmured in my i 
ear, “O wind a whopper!.—but father wont take n i 
paper, and fie don’t know any better." 

“Yes, run right down ua quick as you can, Zeb.— i 
be spry abt nt it and tell Mister Nelson that I hope i 
he won't t! ink that we Want to sponge bis papers to 
read. I vow, It’s jnst us I uxpeoted; they’ve likely got i 
Washington and the White House and them Patent i 
Office see ls, and all in spite of Old Scott and all tho < 
rest of ’em.” I 

“ Why! don’t yon take any paper, Mr. Nimble?" ? 
“ No, sir; I made up my mind three years ago that t 

Pd never have another paper in my house. They are ( 
a distraction to me; and 1 can't get my boys or men I 
to do anything of an evening when tbcre’B a paper j 
about; it is read, read, read, and they burn out more i 
candles than they corn during thn day. Why, sir, l 
my Z b. there, is crazy most of the time nf ter papers, s 
and argues with mo that it is economy to take a half <: 
dozen I But I won’t have ’em around me,— do hurry i 
up, Zeb., and get that paper of Nelson's; I want to l 
know what the news is." t 

There was on exchange of significant glances 
between Zkb. and Ms mother; the lutterinvited Lead r 
Pencil, Ebq., to go and see her cheese, and Zeb. L 
bounded out of the door. Once in the cheese-room, o 
Mrs. Njmbi.k said, “Zeb. insisted 1 should tell you h 

Foa conscience sake, whatever you do, act natural. 
Don’t put on airs und try to imitate somebody, else 
yon only make a fool of yourself. You may mince, 
and simper, and wriggle, and twist, it. is all the 
same if it Is not natural,— people will soe through it 
and make fun of you. Don't feel so big because the 
wealthy Mr. Blank happens to notice you a little, or 
you chance to be better dressed than your neighbor. 
Ono person is no better than another in this country, 
except as he behaves better. Act natural, uct as 
though you had some sense. When you talk, talk 
natural. It is no sign of a smart man that you are 
obliged to carry a dictionary in your pocket in order 
to on ill ratand him. The best educated use the sim¬ 
plest words. When yon write, write natural. Bo 

original. Don't try to palm off some other person’s 
thoughts for your own. If yon hav’nt got any 
thoughts, lay down yonr pen ntid keep yonr head 
shut. Don't give ns a “ wishy washy” mixture com 
posed of hits gleaned from different writers, but pur¬ 
porting to come from the brain of Miss Angelina 

Serai-tuna Dolabkli.a Twiggs. Why, you can’t 
deceive anybody. Bbkohek has a style of his own; 
Fanny Fern ia Fanny Feiin everywhere; none but 
Bryant cun write bis poetry; und when you tiro silly 
enough to try to Imitate them, you must not wonder 
if you make yourself ridiculous, I don’t believe we 
should be troubled with quite as much sloppy literu* 
ture as we are. There are enough in the world who 
can write,— and I wish to goodness that those who 
can’t would be silent. But my text is, act natural; 
and I s»y it again, whatever you do — whether you 
eat, drink, walk, or talk—bo natural. It makes yon 
look and feel better in ail places. “ Thus endeth the 
first lesson.” x. 

November 1861. 

'J The little child was dying. Ilia weary limbs were 
racked with pain no more. The flush was fading 

t from bis tbin cheeks, and the fever that had been for 
weeks drying tip bis blood, was now cooling rapidly 
under the touch of the Icy bund that was upon him. 

There were sounds und tokens of bitter but sup¬ 
pressed grief in that dim chamber, for the dying boy 
was one very dear to many hearts. 

s They knew that he was departing, and the thought 
was hard to bear, but (hey tried to command their 

j feelings, t hat they might not disturb the last moments 
of their darling. 

t The father and mother, and the kind physician 
stood beside dear Eddy’s bed, and watched his heavy 

5 breathing. He had been silent for some time, and 
, appeared to sleep. They thought it micht be thus 

that he wonld pass away; but suddenly his blue eyes 
r opened wide and clear, and a beautiful smile broke 
; over his features. He looked upward and forward 

first, then, turning his eyes tipon his mother’s face, 
said in a sweet voice: “Mother, what 1b the name of 
the beautiful country that I see beyond the mount¬ 
ains—the high mountains?” 

“I can see nothing, my child,” said the mother; 
“there aro no mountains in the sight of our house.” 

“Look there, dear mother,” said the child, point¬ 
ing upward, “yonder aro the mountains. Can yon 
soe them now?” ho asked in tones of the greatest 
astonishment, as his mother shook her head. 

“They aro near me now—bo large and high; and 
behind them the country looks so beautiful, and the 
people are so happy—there are no sick children therel 

I’apa, can you not see behind the mountains? Tell 
me the name of that land." 

The parents glanced at each other, and with united 
voice*replied: “Tho land you see is heaven—is it 
not, my child?" 

“Yes, it is heaven. I thought that muBt bo the 
name. Oh, let me go-but how shall I cross those 
mountains? Father, will you not carry me? Take 
me In your arms and carry me, for they call me from 
the other side, and 1 must go." 

There was not a dry eye in that chamber, and 
upon every heart thorn fell a solemn awe, as if tho 
curtain which concealed its mysteries was about to 
ne withdrawn. 

“ O, mother—O, father! do not cry, but come 
with me and cross the mountains—oh, come!" and 
thus he entreated with a strength and earnestness 
which astonished all. 

The chamber was filled with wondering, awe¬ 
stricken friends. At length ho turned to his mother, 
with a face beaming with rapturous delight, and 
stretching out his little arms for the last embrace, ho 
cried, “Good-by, mother, I am going, but don’t you 
be afraid the throng man has oome to carry mo 
over tho mountains." 

These were his parting words. Upon his mother’s 
breast he breathed bis last, and they laid the little 
fair body down again upon the pillows, and closed 
tho lids over tho beautiful blue eyes, over which the 
mist of death had guthored heavily, and bowing by 
tho bedside they prayed with submissive but bleed¬ 
ing hearts, and said: “ The Lord gave, and the Lord 
taketh away: blessed bo tho name of the Lord." 

-——-- 1 + - . _ 

RE-UNION IN HEAVEN. 

THE DEATH OF TIIE WAR HORSE. 

Very Hno things have been said and painted about 
the death of the stag, tho death of the boar, und kin¬ 
dred subjects, but much more terrible and impressive 
is the death of tho war horse. Tho war steed is noble 
as he “pawetli in the valley and rejoiceth in bis 
strength!" He is fearful in the pride of his onset, 
snorting and tramping like the White horse of Hen- 
gist in the front of the battle; and ruBhing with 
his rider through the fiery turmoil of the thundering 
fight! 

“ Neigh in thy pride, my courser brave— 

Trample beneath thine hoof tyrant and slave!” 

But he is most terriblo in his grandeur as ho “saith 
among tho trumpets Ha! Ha!" his fury roused by a 
mortal stroke! When that yourigand gallant soldier, 
Col. Wm. H. Lytle, left Cincinnati at the head of the 
10th Ohio regiment, certain of his friends presented 
him with a splendid black charger. That it was as 
lino a horse for martial purposes as ever reveled in 
the pastures of Ohio or old Kentucky, we were assured 
at the time, and wc believed it, for we knew the man 
who selected him—* dealer fit to have bought and 
sold Bucephalus himself. This horse Col. Lytle rode 
iu the late battle on the Gauley river, in Western 
Virginia, where Floyd defended his lntrenchments 
uutil dark, and then lied with precipitation under 
cover ol' the night. Then and there the noble black 
charger died "in harness,” while his gallant, rider 
fell before the enemy’s embrnzures, stricken with a 
severe, but happily not mortal wound. With ringing 

shout and bloody spur und saber flourished high, tlie 
Colonel was leading ou his valiant men to charge 
Floyd’s intrenchment, when a shot struck his leg and 
passed through it into the body of bis horse. Almost 
upon the parapet they were. The wounded leg had 
loBt its clip, and with a mad bound into the air the 
steed threw his rider. Still with bis front to the 
cannons of the foe, welling up life-blood and snorting 
with a frenzied fury, the war-horse made another 
bound or two. cleared at one lust leap tho parapet of 
the intrenched camp, und falling, died inside. 

The foe, with boundless admiration at the chival¬ 
rous courage of the man, thought they had killed 
him; and then dividing his pistols and accoutre¬ 
ments among their officers, lamented the death of 
his gallant black horse.— Wilkes' Spirit. 

How short is the earthly history of a family! A 
few short years, and those who are now embraced in 
a family circle will bo scattered. The children, now 
the objects of tender solicitude, will have grown np 
and gone forth to their respective stations in the 
world. A few years more, and children and parents 
will have passed from this earthly stage. Their 
names will be no longer beard in their present dwell¬ 
ing. Their domestic Iovcb and anxieties, happiness 
and sorrows, will be a lost and forgotten history. 
Every heart in which it was written will be moldering 
in the dust. And is this all? Is this the whole satis¬ 
faction which is provided for some of tbe strongest 
feelings of our hearts? How can such transitory 
beings, with whom our connection is so brief, engage 
all the love we can feel? Why should not our feel¬ 
ings toward them he as feeble and unsatisfactory as 
they? But blessed be God, this is not all. Of this 
ho has given us perfect assurance in the Gospel of his 
Son. Though to the eye of an unenlightened nature 
the ties of domestic love*eem scattered into the dust, 
the spiritual eye of faith perceives that they have 
been loosened on earth, only to be resumed under far 
happier circumstances in the region of everlasting 
bliss and love. Though the history of a family may 
*ecm to be forgotten when the last member of it is 
laid in the grave, the memory of it still lives with 
immortal souls, and when tho circle is wholly dis¬ 
solved on earth, it is again completed in heaven. 

-» i » —» -- 

There ark no Trifles.—There are no such things 
as trifles in the biography of man. Drops make up 
the sea. Acorns cover the earth with oaks, arid the 
ocean with navies. Hands make up the bar in the 
harbor’s mouth, on which vessels are wrecked; and 
little things in youth accumulate into character in 
age, and destiny in eternity. All tho links in that 
glorious chain which is in all and around all, we can 
see and admire, or at least admit; but the staple to 
which all is fastened, and which is the conductor of 
all, is the Throne of Deity. 

»•♦»■»- 

Desponding Christians.— When in a despondent 
mood, look on the good things which God has given 
yon in such bountiful profusion, and at tho greater 
good things which he has promised you in the next 
world, and a cheerful gratitude may take tho place of 
despondency. Don’t dwell on the dark side of 
things, but on life’s brighter aspects. “ He who goes 
into bis garden to Reek for cobwebs and spiders, no 
doubt will find them; while ho who looks for a 
flower may return into hiB house with ono blooming 
in bis bosom.” 
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EYES AND GLASSES. 

Hekb I speak of eyes only in respect to their 
adaptation to seeing, or to vision of objects large 
or email, near or remote. As the benevolent design 
of the Creator is by the eyes to enlarge onr knowledge 
of material objects, the contrivance for this purpose, 
and the adaptation of light and objects to vision, 
mnst be necessary. Thus, the eyes generally are 
formed; they aro normal eyes, or eyes acting accord¬ 
ing to lams the Infinite Creator baa established. 
Bach eyes answer the great end designed. 

Besides this normal and distinct vision, we find 
the near-sighted and the long sighted. 

Some ohildren and youtig persona brng the object 
very near, in order to make it appear distinct. They 
are near-sighted. As such become older, they aro 
able to see when the object is more distaut, because 
their eyes undergo the necessary change. When 
young they need the aid of concave glasses, which 
they are usually aide to dispense with in later years, 
because their eyes have now passed into the normal 
condition. To the near sighted the view is very 
limited; one cannot distinguish his friend across a 
room or church, and often is charged with neglect¬ 
ing friends in the streets when lie has not even seen 
them. I have known a yonng lady who could not 
le rn to tell the time on the clock, though she 
played well on the organ; but at the ago of twenty 
she saw for the first time the hands on the clock-face, 
and then learned her inability to tell the time of day 
by pointers never seen by her before. By the near¬ 
sighted the beauties of a landscape and the grandeur 
of mountain scenery are never seen till the concave 
glasses are used. To such the horizon is limited to 
a very Bhort distance, as effectually as if they were 
inclosed in close high walls. That a complete rem¬ 
edy is nt hand for such imperfection of vision, is 
wonderful, and its employment is accessible by all. 
The proper glasses unfold to such the beauties of 
our world. The only wonder is that any should 
refuse the boon thus providentially presented. 

The long-sighted visipn may occur in either old or 
young. From use, the normal, or common eyes, 
undergo a change. Small objects, liko the point of 
a pin or the eye of a needle, cannot be seen; and 
the common typo or letters must be removed from 
the eye further than has been usual, or they cannot 
be distinguished; and with more years, such objects 
Cannot be seen by ordinary light at any distance, 
while large and distant objects aro seen as perfectly 
as ever. Tills change begins about the age of forty- 
five, and constantly but slowly increases, till often, 
in very old and healthy ago, the eyes return to their 
normal state. No preventive of this long-sighted 

condition has been discovered. But entire relief 
from tho imperfection is found cither in the use of 
plain or of convex glasses. Tho more convex glasses 
are necessary for increasing years as long as tho 
defect remains. It was long since said of optics by 
a distinguished philosopher, that the advantage 
received by mankind from tho use of spectacles "is 
inferior to no other benefit, not absolutely requisite 
to tho support of life. Forlorn must have been thu 
situation of many young, anti almost all old people, 
before this ad ml r.bU invention.” All this was said 
before it was known that children and young persons 

may he long-sighted. 

This is the last class of defective or abnormal 
eyes. So far as is known, this was an accidental 
discovery. A youth, who found it difficult to distin¬ 
guish common print, happening to pnt on his grand- 
modier’s convex glasses, was at once delighted to 
find that ho saw with entiro distinctness ail objects, 
near and far, as well as small and large, and was in 
the midst of a world full of beauty and splendor. 
Many other children and young persons have made 
the same discovery in the same way. Such defect 
was soon found to bu not uncommon, and old glasses, 

as the convex spectacles of old persons were called, 
came to be used by many young persons, with the 
same benefit as the near sighted bad derived from 
concave glasses. In the school of one of our mission¬ 
aries at Beirut, an Arab girl u?ed her grandmother’s 
ohl glasses in her studies, before her teaoher, the 
missionary, bad ever heard of young eyes that were 
long-sighted or needed convex glasses for distinct 
and easy vision. A clergyman used these convex 
glasses till more than forty years of age, when his 
eyes began to take on tho norma! type, and he could 
read without them; and another clergyman, who 
used concave glasses for his near-sighted vision till 
near sixty years of age, found them no longer needed 
through the latter years of his life. Both near¬ 
sighted and longsighted children may, therefore, 
expect that their eyes will become normal after 
middle life, and their glasses cease to be useful to 
them. 

Many youth with long sighted eyes stilt suffer from 
this abnormal vision, because the above facts aro not 
known or appreciated. If any such shall come to 
this knowledge, and enjoy the benefit of convex 
glasses, one great object of these lines will bo ac¬ 
complished. 

There is no great mystery in this use of these 
different glasses. In the nearsighted eyes, the con¬ 
vex lens of the eye is too far forward, and the 
concave glasses form the image further back, and 
thus make tho view distinct. In the long-sighted 
the lens is too far back, and the convex lens brings 
the image forward, so as to effect the same distinct¬ 
ness of vision. Though other causes may have some 
influence, the position of the lens is probably the 
principal. In how many cases the gifts of philos¬ 
ophy to man are beneficent and rich. Spectacles 
have not been in use more than six hundred years, 
and very partially tilt the last two or three centuries. ' 
In the present state of society they are an absolute 
necessity. o. n. 

Rochester, N. Y., November, 1801, 

Think.—Thought engenders thought. Place one 
idea upon paper, another will follow, and still 
another, until you have written a page. You can not ' 
fathom your mind. There is a well of thought there ' 
which has no bottom. The more you draw from it, 1 
the more clear and fruitful it will be. Tf you neglect ' 
to think yourBelf, asd use other people’s thoughts, ' 
giving them utterance only, you will never know 
what you aro capable of. At first yonr ideas may 
come in lumps —homely and shapeless—but no mat- 1 
ter; time and perseverance will arrange and polish 
them. Learn to think, and you will learn to write; 
the more yon think the better you will be enabled to 
express your ideas. 
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reimbursed, though then covering but little more 
than half the amount, enabled those institutions, 
when a second lo - i was required, to mtike a second 
advance of $,-50,001) 000. Thus two loans of $50,000. 
000 each have been negotiated for three ycura 7.80 
bonds at par. The first of these loans was nego- 
Mated, and the first i-isii© of bonds hear* date, on the 
P>th of An ust; Hie - rimd on the I st of October, 1891 

On the lr,tii 0f November a third loan was nego 
Mated with the associated institutions, under the 
authority given to the .Secretary to borrow a sum not 
exceeding one hundred millions, in Europe or the 
United States, at a rate of interest not exceeding 
seven per cent. As no reasonable) prospect appeared 
o! obtaining terms equally advantage's by udver- 

Tn organizing onr great army. I was effectively 
aided by the loyal Governors of the different BtiitCH, 
and I cheerfully acknowledge tho prompt patriotism 
with which they responded to tho call of this Depart¬ 
ment, 

Congress, during its extra session, authorized tho 
army to be increased by tho acceptance of a volun¬ 
teer force of 6U0.000 men, and made an appropriation 
of $S0O 000,000 for its support. A call for the troops 
wan Immediately made; but so numerous were the 
offers that it was found difficult to discriminate in 
the choice, where tho patriotism of the people 
demanded that, there should be no restriction upon 
enlistments. Every portion of the loyal States 
desired to swell the army, anil every community was 
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PENSACOLA HA.Y ANI) ITS DMlpTBlTsTOKS. i»uu, n. 
A brief recapitulation will exhibit tho general 

result: 
Tm r recent engagement, between the Federal forces commenced in 1828, and completed In 1863, at a cost There were paid to creditors, or exchanged for 

in Fort Pickens and the rebels in Forts McRae, Bar- of nearly one million dollars. A full garrison con- 00111 Ht llt different dates 1,1 July and 
nincas, and various water batteries, and also the fact elate of 1,200 soldiers. The ’armament, at tho com- tZTui tit'*' to lhaf w m m 60 
that considerable bodies of troops have lately left raencernont of the hostilities, consisted of— in bits- Thero was borrowed, nt par, in the same 

Northern ports for Santa Rosa Island, tends at present tion, 26 twenty-four pound howitzers; casemant, 2 “dt^th*Tm of* 12,877,760 00 

to direct the public mind to Pensacola and vicinity, forty--two pounders, 04 thirty-two pounders 60 twenty- Tliur” w:l” burrowed, nt par, on tho loth of 
That our readers may fully understand tho "all.ua four pounders; en barbette, 24 elgbt-lnch’howitzers, StartZmolt 

tion," we give a map of the Island and its surroundings. G eighteen pounders, 12 twolvo pounders t ten-inch tho National Loan . 60,000,000 00 

Pensacola Bay sets up from the Gulf of Mexico oolumbiad, mounted, and 4 ten inch mo'rtars, in bad TI'°nkr-oSC!^0".?.*IllT-! fm,000,000 00 

about eleven miles, end is divided into three parts, order. There w«a borrowed, at par, for seven |i*r «»ot. 

Tho west arm, called Escambia Bay, Is eleven miles kort m’kab. Jeara V°perIt’S'SlSSli 
long and four broad, and receives Escambia River Tin's is a powerful and castle-like structure of equivalent*! mens, Including Interest .. 45,796,478 48 

Ouver Wendell IIoi.mks says:—" Our brains aro 
seventy year clocks. The angel of life winds them 
up once for all, he closes the doors, and gives the 
key into the hands of the angel of Resurrection.” 

isi inent, ami as it whs manifestly lor the interest of anxious that it should be represented in a cause that 
tho Government to negotiate at home rattier than appealed to tho noblest- impulses of our people, 
incur the expense and hazard of negotiation abroad, thoroughly aroused was the national heart, that 
the Secretary, under tho authority of the seventh I have ho dnuht thla three would have been swollen 
section of the act Of Augusts 1861, arranged this third tn a million, had not tho Department (VH compelled 
loan. hUo, with the associates, by agreeing to issue r.„triot It, in tlm absence of authority from tho 

f> -iem liny millions of dollar# in #ix p**r cmi. repro#f'nlaUve# of iht p*npta to increase the limited 
homlM. nt a rate equivalent to par for t.ho bonds bear number. It wilt he f..r Coiiffreux to deftfde whether 
ing seven per cent, interest, authorised by tho act of the army shall he further augmented, with a view to 
’ “ , 1 ln* negotiation, though less advantageous h more speedy termination of tho war, or whether it 
to tho Government, considered under tho light of a shall he confined to tho strength alreadv fixed by 
simple money transaction, than the two prior loans, law. In the latter case with the object of reducing 
was to some reipeot#, at least, more so. Ir. w.i* tho volunteer force to 600,000. 1 propose, with tho 
coupled with no arrangement for reimbursement, and consent of Oonyresa, to consolidate such of tho regi- 

111 ',,no Immediate expense ou the treasury merits as may from time to time fall Inflow the regtt* 
beyond that of preparing nud issuing tlm bonds. It, Litton standard. The adoption of this measure will 
was coupled, also with an understanding in the form decrease the number of officers, ami proportlonably 
of an opijun to the associates, that ou or alter trie diminish the Pxpenues of theni-rny. 
first ot January a fourth advance of fifty millions |t, iH nf Napoleon hv .lominl that, in the cara- 
slionl.i be made on the same terras with the first and paign nf 1815, the great, General ou the 1st of April 
second, ii practicable, and required by the Secretary, bad lt rPKII|H,. „rmy of 200,1100 men. On tlm 1st of 

n julmthm to iho loan# thus matte, tllfr HocreUiry Juno ho had incr^awed this force to 414,000, Tho 
miHiaaucd United State# uotefl, payable on demand, proportion, add# Jo mini, Mhad hn thought proper 
lo deooiiiinita or live, too, mid twenty dollar*, of to Inaiijfurot* a vrmt #v#tem of rtefrnw. would have 
which there were in circulation, according t«» the raiacd it. to 700 000 men by the 1st or September.” 

day of November, I SCI, At the CiOnTfrienceUi^nt of thte rebellion* inaugurated 
$wl, l(»6,220; arid there remained in the treasury at by the attack upon Fort Hu inter, tho entiro military 
tlm same date. $J,38n,i06« The amount thu# lamiad, force at the di>*po#al of thla ftoversmont viraa IG.OOff 
mo tar a# it enter# into tho circulation of tho country, regular#, principally employed In tho Went to bold 
may bo regarded ns a loan Irom tho people, payable („ click marauding Indiana. In April, 75,000 vol- 
on demand, without interest. nnteeia were called upon to enlist fur three montha’ 

service, and responded with such alacrity that 77,- 
876 were immediately obtained. Under the author¬ 
ity of the act of Congress of July 22. 1801, tho States 
were asked to furnish 601),000 volunteers to serve for 
three years, or during tho war; and by the act 
approved the 29th of the same month, the addition 
of 26,000 men to the regular army of the United 
Staten was authorized. The result is, that wo have 
now an army of upwards of 600,000 men. If we add 
to this the number of tho discharged three montha 
volunteers, »ho aggregate force furnished to tho 
government; since April last exceeds 700,000 men. 

Tho conspiracy against tho government extended 
over an arra of 733,144 square miles, ]io.»e"stng a 
coastline of 3,623.miles, and a shore line of 2(5,414 
miles, with an interior boundary lino of 7,041 miles 
in length. This conspiracy stripped ns of arms and 
munitions, and scattered our navy to the most dis¬ 
tant, quarters of tho glnbn. The effort, to restore tho 
Union, which the government, entered upon in April 
Inst, wan the most, gigantic endeavor in the history 
of civil war. The Interval of seven months has been 
spent in preparation. 

The history of this rebellion, in common with all 
others, for obvious causes, records tho first successes 
in flavor of the insurgent,s. The disaster of Bull 
Run was but the natural consequence of tho prema- 

coin lit (iar, ut ciiffVrimt (lutes in .Inly and 
Aii|<u«), (i per cent two years not.es, to the 

amoaut Of .. .$14,019,034 60 
There was borrowed, nt par, in the same 

month-, upon sixty days six par cent, 
notes, tbo miim of... . 12,877,750 00 

forty two pounders, 64 thirty-two pounders, 69 twenty- Thurt’ wllH b,,rrowu'!' 1,1 P-w, on tb. 10th of 
v August, upon three years 739 bonds, is- 

lour nrmnriot-a- OJ « ..it .,,.1. l_11_ r\ „ - .. 1 .. . .. ’ _ that our readers may fully understand tho "sltua four pounders; en barbette, 24 eight-inch howitzers, 
tion,1 wo give a map nf the Island and its surroundings. 6 eighteen pounders, 12 twolvo pounders, I ten-inch 

PonsflCola Huy Beta nP frmri the Gulf of Mexico oolumbiad, mounted, and 4 ten inch mortars, in bad 
about eleven miles, and is divided into three parts, order. 
Tho west arra, called Escambia Bay, is eleven miles wet m’kae. 

long and four broad, and receives Escambia River This is a powerful and castle-Uke structure of 
from the north. Tho middle arm, of about the satno masonry, built on a low sand spit of tho main land 
. »_ l .. .1 At_ tr. it . trv i n * , 
sizo, is called tho Yellow Water Bay, and receives 
the waters of Yellow Water River through nevcral 

nud appears to rise out or the water. Before reach¬ 
ing Fort I’ickenw, an invading fleet will have to pass 

mouths. Black Water Bay, seven miles long and two tho gauntlet of guns which bear upon it from this 
broad, is attached to the North-West end of Yellow fort; and although its armamout is not so heavy as 
Water Bay, is full of islands, and receives the waters that of Pickens, it Is powerful enough, if fully 

of Black Water River ami Cedar Creek. East Bay manned and skillfully worked, to give serious trouble, 
is seven miles long, nnd tapers to a small rivor near The present armament consists of three tiers of guns, 
St. Rosa’s Sound. This admits frigates of the largest two under bomb-proof casemates, and the upper one 
class, and is entirely sheltered from all windB. Its en barbette. In the lower, or water-tier, tboro are 22 
entrance, between Port Barrancas and the west end forty-two ponnders; in tho middle-tier 12 eight-inch 
of fit. Rosa Island, is about three-fourths of a mile columbiads, 18 thirty-two pounders, and m barbette. 

wide. 62 twenty-four pounders and 3 ten-inch columbiads. 
Pensacola City is situated on a dry, sandy plain, To work these effectively requires a force of six hnn- 

snml fm- tlin mom. part to till' HUbHoriborn of 
tho National Loan... 60,000,000 00 

Then, ivan Imrr<> wuil on tho i nt ut October, upon 
I ilia . .. .... 50,000,000 00 

There wan berrewyil, at par. for raven par cent, 
on Iho lOtli of Nim-tnbnr, upon twenty 
yaara ai* par rent, botids. rariinutil to tho 
equivalent of ►event, including intoreat .. 45,795,478 48 

Thorn havii been ieruiitl, and were In circula¬ 
tion and on do posit with the Treasurer, on 
tho 80IU (if November, of United Statee 
notos, payable on demand. ... 24,560,325 00 

Mailing an aggregate, realized from loans in 
various forum, of ..$197,212,688 14 

. . * y * * * 
To provide tho large sums needed for tho disburse¬ 

ments of the current year, ami the large sums which 
the Exigencies of the succeeding year may require. 
will necessarily engage tho most serious attention of t.nre advance of our brave but undisciplined troops, 
Senators and Representatives. which the Impatience of tho country demanded. 

Pensacola City is situated on a dry, sandy plain, 
rising gently forty or fifty feet above tho water, and 
is ten miles distant from the entrance to the buy, in 
tho direction indicated by the arrow in our engrav¬ 
ing. The shore at Pensnoot" f!*j- -- i--», .mi 
vessels of light draft can come np to tho town. 

The opening of the present year fonnd Pensacola 
and its approaches prepared for defence by means of 
Fort Pickens, on the westerly end of Santa Rosa 
Island, Fort McRca, across the channel to the west¬ 
ward, and Fort Barrancas, on tho main land, across 
tho channel, north from Fort Pickens. Further up 
the bay is Warrington and tho United States Navy 
Yard, tho latter covering nearly eighty acres of 
ground, inclosed by a high brick wall, 

FORT T'lCKENS. 

Of these defences, Fort Pickens iB tho most impor¬ 
tant, both from its position and construction. It is 

Senators and Representatives. 
The first great object of reflection atid endeavor, in 

tho judgment of tho Secretary, should bo the redno- 
tion of expenditure wilhiri tho narrowest practicable 
limita. Retrenchment and reform aro among tho 
indispensable duto-s of tho hour. Contractu for -nip 
pliea to the army and navy, aa well us for public 

dred ami tiffw ew , , ,, ,, /,,, , work of nil descriptions, should be subjected to strict 
In d and fifty- n en. This fort cost the United States 9np0rviHion. end tb., contractors to rigorous nwpon- 
diiVM'nriiAtif «A«ift noo I..I..I,. ,►.! ... . ... ... . . Government $460,000. Tho interior of the work con¬ 
tains tho necessary officers’ quarters, furnaces, Ac. A 
w.,tn.- buttery mounting eight or. heavy guns is 
situated below tho parapets. 

FORT BARRANOA8. 

This work is third in point of importance of tho 

Bibility. All unnecessary offices should be aboil-bed, 
and salaries and pay should tm materially reduced. 
In these ways the burdens nf tho people, imposed by 
tho war, may be sensibly lightened; and the savings 

sums, even without, cost or liability to re-payment.. 
While thus recommending retrenchment and Mm 

defenses on tho Florida coast. It lies north of Peusft- prevention of abuses, the Secretary feels himself transient, reverses. 

Tho betrayal also r f our movements by traitors in 
onr midst enabled tlm rebolB to choose nnd Intrench 
their position, and by a re-cnforcement in great 
-trength, at, tho moment, of victory, to snatch it 
from Onr grn-p. This reverse, however, gave no 
discouragement to onr gallant people; they have 
crowded into our ranks, and although large num¬ 
bers have been rejected, a mighty army in invincible 
array stands eager to precipitate itself upon t.ho foe. 
The check that we Imvc received upon tho Potomac 
has, therefore, hut postponed the campaign for a 
few months. The other successes of tho c hela, 
though dearly won, were mere affairs with no 
impoii.sihi oi ‘ pcrmam-ni advantage*, mi* posai-H- 
sion of Western Virginia and the occupation of 
Ilattnras and Beaufort have nobly redeemed our 

cola Bay. Formerly an old Spanish fort was built 
here. It is a bastioned work of heavy masonry, and 
has an armament of 4!) gnus. A redoubt in the rear 

Constrained to renew thu anggestion heretofore „nb- At, tlm date of my last report, the States of Dda- 
miU.-d by him, that, the property of re tie lx should by ware, Maryland. Kentucky, and Missouri were threat- 
made to pay, in part at I mist, the cost of rebellion, ''h*''1 w'tl1 rebellion. In Delaware the good sense 
Property®!'great value in loyal Status is held by pro- *rtd pstrlollsm of the people have triumphed over 
irioters who are actually or virtually engaged in that "rdmly schemes of traitors. The people of Ken- 
uilty attempt to break up tlm Union and overturn tueky early pronounced themselves, by an unequiv- 
Is governments which has brought upon our couutiy "eat declaration Rt t'10 ballot, box. In favor of the 
II the calamities we imw cud tire. That property is Union; nnd Maryland, notwithstanding the cffbrtft of 
ustly forfeited to the people, and should be subjected, bad men In power in the city of Baltimore, when the 
nth duo regard for all rights and interests con- opportunity of a general election was afforded, under 
ernod, to sequestration or confiscation, and the pro- tho lead of her brave and patriotic Governor, ro- 
eeds should ho applied to the satisfaction of claims baked bv an overwhelming majority the traitors who 
rising from tho war. would have led her to destruction. ft> Missouri a 
Property of rebels in rebel States should bo treated loyal State Government has been established by t.ho 

a iiIt;® manner. Itlghta to sorvic«n, understate laws, people, thousand's of whom have rallied to the sup. 
iUHt, of necessity, form an exception to any rule of port, of the Federal authority, and, in conjunction 
onfiscation. Persons held by rebels, under such with troops from other portions of the country have 
I.WH, to service as slaves, may, however, bo justly forced tho rebels to retire Into the adjoining State, 
iberated from their constraint, and made more valii- The goverameut established In Virginia by the loyal 
Die In various employments, through voluntary and portion of hoi population is in sue cs-ful operation, 
ompensated sorvico, than if confiscated as subjects and I have no doubt will bo sustained by the people 
f property. of tho entire State whon tho thraldom of tho rebel 

Tnc war DEPARTMENT. forces shall have been removed. 
Thus lilts it been made clearly apparent that In 

I ho following statement presents tho entire esti- whatever direction tho forces of the Union have P i ¬ 
rated strength of the army, both volunteers and tended their protection, the repressed loyalty of tho 
sgulars: people, irresistibly manifesting itself, has aided to 

volunteers. restore and maintain the authority of the govern- 
States. 3 months. For tho war. Aggregate. Went; and I doubt not that tho army now asaemldcd 

aliform*. . 4 688 4 688 0,1 ,,lfl banks of the Potomac, will, under its ablo 
""Ueotlcut. 2 236 12,400 14.636 leader, soon make such a demonstration as will ro es- 

5'"“’::::::::::::::(St »»S m2!! 22* *" *“ rebsm““» 
KllftHa. 4,680 57 332 02.918 W ' 
IWI1 •;. 07S 12 890 20 708 RETORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 
unlucky.   16,000 lft.oeo 
'fin« . 778 14,239 15 700 The duties of tho navy during the past summer 
usMiehuKoUH.3~435 20 760 an im ^ bMn ^rec-folil; to guard the insurgent, ports 
uihCn. m SSS SsS? an,l \coaHt li"1®l,,f tl,ree mHw; to 
mnesota . . 4 160 4 1«o protect our maritime commerce and cruise in pursuit 
(rsouri .. . 9 356 22,130 31 48H of piratical vessels pent ont hy the Confederates; and 
«w Hampshire.. 779 9,600 10,379 to take part in combined navai arid militaryexpedl- 
„W Jui-Huy . - 3 068 9.303 12 410 tions against, North and Bouth Carolina, and the ports 
uw York .Jfi-188 2? 110 388 of the infected dtHtrl''ts, 

innirivanu:;::: ;;:;;i9,m 01,700 mgSl v,vrrm;lH ''f®h‘,eM ®,ltik,in 7cracoke 1"u‘,'on thft 
hodu Island_ _ 1,285 0 898 7 183 North Carolina coast, ami others are about to be 
,-rmont. 7«9 H ooo 10780 8Hnk in the burbot* of Charleston and .Savannah. 
irgiuia. 779 12,000 12,779 One hundred and fifty three vessel-*, nf various 
isconsin . 792 14,153 14945 sizes, have been CBptureii Mince the institution of the 

dorad,r■ — };ooo VZ m08t of thfim ia aUo,nijtin«to mn tho 
sbraska. ..   2,600 2!500 bl«"l{a(lc. 
MV,Ida . . 1,000 i’ooq i lie naval expeditions were, it seems, planned after 
ew Mexico.. -—- 1,000 j’ooo receiving the reports of a board of officers, who 
strict of Columbia- 2,823 1,000 3,823 dollbprated on tha best, points to be attacked and 

rr— nTTZT -7- seized. Tin's board con-dried of Captains J. F. 

itimated strength of ’ ’ 718,612 V'T'r n'lnJsf&,l"- «»• naW ,M*JO* 
the regular army, in- Jolin f■ I-uirratd, of the army, and I roicssor Alcxan- 
otullng the new enlist- dw Bachs, of the coast survey, 
meat underact of Con- The Secretary reports that flag officer A. If. Foote, 
gri-M* of July 29th, of the navy, lias organized an efficient naval force in 
18rtl ..  — 20,333 — the Mississippi, auxiliary to the army. 

Total _I nni Of privateers, the report states that “aneb of these 
1 cruisers as eluded the blockade and capture were 

The several arms of the service aro estimated as p""'1 wrecked, beached, or sunk, with the exception 
Hows: of one, the steamer Sumter, which, by some fatality, 

Volunteers. Regulars. Aggregate, was permitted to pass the Brooklyn, then blockading 
fan try.667,208 11 176 668 383 ou‘! of the passes of the Missis-I ppi, and after a brief 
v!<-'ry..64,654 -1,874 f,!i,:ios and feeble chase by the latter, was allowed to proceed 
iflra*andShMVshoo£ 20,380 4,308 24,088 °Q *>«r piratical voyage. An investigation of thi» 

erM. .. _h 8,395 _ 8 395 wl;0,,!))yocurrenco Iras been ordered by tho Depart- 

enables it to bo re-enforcod in time of action. This prtotora who aro aeiually or vlrtonlly engaged |p that 

redoubt is mounted with flanking howitzers of scarp 
and counter-scarp. Eight 23-pound howitzers guard 

guilty attempt* to break up the Union and overturn 
its government, which has brought upon our country 
all the calamities wo imw endure. That property is :_11.. i.. it__ .1 . 1 1 ! . \ 

tho fiank defences. Whon tho rebels took possession ju.Ht,y forfaited to the people, and should be subjected, 
Of these defences, fort Dickens Ib the most iropor- of Barrancas it contained, besides its full armament, 

tant, both from its position and construction. It is of guns, tho following munitions of war:-288 eight- 
built on a low, sandy spot in tho westernmost end of inch shells, 993 twenty-four pound bails, 639 eighteen 
Santa Rosa Island. It is a lirst cluss baBtioned work, pound balls, besides a largo amount of powder. Tho 
with walls of brick and bitumen on foundations of full armament of this fort consists of 41 pieces of 
stone. The walls aro forty feet high hy twelve feet ordnanco, divided ax follows: 11 thirty-two potuidara, 
in thickness. It is embrasured for two tiers of guns, 3 eight-inch paixhans, 2 eight-inch columbiads, H 
in bomb proof casemates, and one tier en barbette is twenty-four pouudors, 6 eighteen pounders, 2 twelve 

open, it him nil tho usual arrangements of a first pounders. 8 twelve ponnder howitzers, and 2 eighteen 
class work, and its guns radiate to all points of tho inch mortars. 

horizon, with flank and enfilading fire iri tho ditches Besides tho above, there are sand batteries erected 

and every angle of approach. Its guns command at various points, all in position to rake Fort Pickens, 
the other forts and tno navy yard. The work was and mostly mounting heavy columbiads. 

1ml IkuNftalia 
NEWS DEPARTMENT. 

" From prairie, O, plowman! speed boldly away— 
There's need to bo sown in Ood’a furrows to-day— 
Row landward, lone fisher! stout woodman, come home! 
Let smith leave his anvil aod weaver his loom, 
And hamlet and city ring loud with the cry, 

‘ For God and our country we’ll fight till we die! 
Here’s welcome to wounding, and combat, and scars, 
And the glory of death-for tho Stripes and the Staral’” 

ROCHESTER, N.Y., DECEMBER 21, 1861. 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

FACTS, SOKNEe, INCIDENTS, ETC. 

Abstracts of Department Reports. 

Lack of space precludes the publication in full 

of the various Reports issuing from the different 
Governmental Departments. We give, however, 
abstracts which cover the more important portions 
of such as possess peculiar interest in the present 
condition of affairs: 

THE TREASURER’S REPORT. 

To provide for Immediate exigencies was tho first 
duty of the Secretary, nnd he performed it by issuing, 
under authorities conferred hy various acts, for pay¬ 
ment to public creditors or for advances of cash, 
$14,019,034.66 in treasury notes, payable in two 
years, and bearing six per cent, interest, and $12,- 

advantages and disadvantages of the several forms of States. 3 
loan authorized. California 

liis reflections led him to tho conclusion that the clomcitie.iit."”".’." 
safest, surest, and most beneficial plan would be to Delaware .’ 
engage the banking institutions of the three chief Dfio's -- . 
commercial cities of tho seaboard to advance the [n'llanft . . 
iirauuntu needed for disbursement in the form of . 
loans for three years 7.80 bonds, to be reimbursed, ns Main*, 
far as practicable, from tho proceeds of similar M»ryl*od ! 
bonds, subscribed for by tho people, through the MaxsaohuxntiH.. 
agencies of the National Loan; using, tneimwhile, Miehigun . —. 
himself, to a limited extent, In aid of these advances’ - . - 
the power to Usui) notes of smaller denominations NlTirrRmV,;i.l^. ‘ 
than fifty dollars, payable tm demand. N„w 

Upon tlfls plan bu hoped that the capital of the New York’ 
banking institutions and the capital of the people Ohio_ 

might be so combined with the credit of the Govern- I’enusylviuiis — -1 
merit, in a proper provision for necessary expendi- Rhodu Island-.. - 
tines, as to give efficiency to administrative action, Virginia 
whether civil or military, hud competent support to Wisconsin . 
public credit. The result thus far has fulfilled that Kansas...J’"].'.*”””' 
hope. Colorado,,.. 

Representatives from the banking institutions of Nebraska 
the three cities, responding to his invitation, met . 
him for consultation in New York, and, after full i»tatriot*orCCoVura'bii:::: 
conference, agreed to unite as associates m moneyed 
support to tho Government, and to subscribe at once i 
ft loan of fifty millions of dollars, of which live mil- Estimated strength of 
lions were to be paid immediately to the Assistant the raguUr army, In- 
’Freusurers, In coin, and tho residue, also in coin, us, aHof Don 
needed for disbursement. The Hecretary, on his part,! „f ju|y 29th 
agreed to issue three years 7.30 bonds or Treasury i8«l _ _. ’ 
notes, bearing even date with the snbscriptlon, and , 
of equal amount; to cause books of subscription to Total. 
the National Loan to be immediately opened; to r«im- \ The several arms o 
burse the advances of the banks, ns far as practice- follows1 
bio, from this national subscription; nnd to deliver * y0i 
to them 7.30 bonds or Treasury notes for tho amount rtfuntrv 
not thus reimbursed. It was further outk-ritOOd that tWliy.r 
tlio Hecretary of the Treasury should issue a limited Akiillery": 
amount of United States notes, payable on demand, Hw«h and Sharp Sboot- 
in aid of the Operations of the Treasury, and that the ., ?n’. 
associated institutions, when the lirst advance of fifty Edjjineers. 
millions should be expended, would, if practicable, <Tj 
nrake another, and when that should be exhausted, 
still another advance to the Government of the name Tie appropriations 
amount, and on similar terms. next fiscal year are c 

The objects of thla arrangement wore, (1st) to place nip,n- They have been 

with due regard for all rights and interests con- 
ecriiod, to sequestration or confiscation, and the pro¬ 
ceeds should ho applied to the satisfaction of claims 
arising from the war. 

Property of rebels in rebel States should bo treated 
in like manner. Right-* to mu-vires, understate laws, 
must, of necessity, form an exception to any rule of 
Confiscation. Persons held by rebels, under such 
laws, to service us slaves, may, however, bo justly 
liberated from their constraint, and nrade nmro valii 
able In various employments, through voluntary and 
compensated service, than if confiscated uh subjects 
of property. , 

TITK WAR nEI'AHTMKNT. 

The following statement presents the entiro esti¬ 
mated strength of the army, both volunteers and 
regulars: 

VOLUNTEERS. 

States. 3 months. For tho war. Aggregate. 
California . ... - 4 088 4 088 
Connecticut. _ ...2 236 12,400 14.634 
I Mawftro. .. ... 775 2,000 2.775 
Illinois.. ... 4 941 80 000 84 on 
Indiana. _ ... 4,080 67.332 62 H18 
Iowa .. 978 19 800 20 768 
Kentucky.. „ -- 15,000 16,000 
Maine ... 778 14 239 15 700 
Maryland . ... -- 7,000 7 000 
Maswohusiitts.. ... 3,435 20,760 30,105 
Michigan . ,. 781 28 650 29.831 
Minnesota. . - 4 IHO 4 160 
Missouri . .. 9 356 22,130 31 486 
Now Humphljiru. 779 9,600 10.379 
Nmw Jt*|HGy .. 3 008 9 303 12.410 
Now York .. .. 10,188 100 200 110 388 
Ohio. . 10 236 HI 206 91 441 
t’enusylvanU.. ..19,192 94,760 113 969 
Kbodu Island_ ... - 1,285 f. 808 7,183 
Vermont. .. 789 8,000 8,780 
Virginia ...... .. 779 12,000 12,779 
Wisconsin . 792 14,163 14 045 
Kansas. . - 6,000 5,000 
Colorado. - 1,000 1,000 
NVhrasIca. .. . ■- -■ 2,600 2,600 
Nevada . .. - 1,000 1.000 
New Mexico. . - 1,000 1,000 
District of Columbia.. ._ 2,823 1,000 3,823 

Estimated strength 
77,875 

of 
640,637 718,612 

20,333 

660,961 

Engineers 

Volunteers. Regulars. Aggregate. 
.657,208 11.176 668 383 
. 64,654 4,874 69,398 
-.. 20,380 
Shoot- 

4,308 24,088 

_ 8,395 -- 8 395 
107 107 

640,687 20,334 660,971 

877,750 in treasury notes, bearing tha same rate of tenarice of payments in specie, or its actual eqaiva 

Btlll auother advance to the Government of the same appropriations asked for the service of the 
amount, ami on similar terms. next fiscal year are computed for a force of 600,090 

The objects of this arrangement wore, (1st) to place men. They have been reduced to thu lowest possible 
at the command of thu Government the large Hums aroutlut oouslstcnt with the public Interests, and arc 
immediately needed for the payment of maturing based upon a strictly economical administration of 
Treasury notes, and for other disbursements, ordinary the virions branches of this Department, 
and extraordinary, (2d) to secure to the people equal The appropriations to cover deficiencies aro ren- 
opportunity, with the banks, for participation id the d'Ted necessary by the excess of the force in the 
loan; (3d) in avoid competition between .he Govern- Acid over that upon which iho estimates were 
ment and the associated institutions in tne dRposai founded, and by extraordinary expenditures cou- 
Of bonds; (4th) to facilitate and secure further nnoted with tins employment and discharge of tho 
Advances to the Government by the associat e, if Three Months Contingent, 
required; and (5th) to insure, if possible, the main- An item of very heavy expense is the largo 

interest, but payable sixty days after date. 
ills next care was to provide for the regular and 

continuous disbursements of the war, under the acta 
of the July session, find with this view, he carefully 

lent- and representatives. 
All these objects were, happily, accomplished. 

$59,000,000 were immediately advanced by tin-banks. 
The Hecretary caused- books of subscription to be 

examined the various powers conferred on him, com- opened throughout the country, and the people sub- than adequate to the wants of U 
pared the probabilities >f the American and Euro- scribed freely to the loau. The amounts thus sub- only be maintained at a groat e 
pean market# for capital; and considered the relative scribed were reimbursed to the banks, and the sum taken for its gradual reduction. 

Held over that upon which the estimates were 
founded, ami by extraordinary expenditures con¬ 
nected with tins employment and discharge of tho 
Three Months Contingent, 

An item of very heavy expense is the largo 
mounted force which has been organized, equipped 
and made available since the called session of Con¬ 
gress, and winch whs not computed for in the esti¬ 
mate. Will* an increase of cavalry was undoubtedly 
necessary, it has reached a numerical strength more 
than adequate to the wauts of the service. As it can 
only be maintained at a great cost, measures will bo 

T!'9 Secretary fully sustains the act of Captain 
Wilkes in capturing Mason and Slidell. II0 says 
admirably: J 

“Tha prompt and decisive action of Capt. Wilkes 
on this occasion merited und received tin? emphatic 
approval of the Department, and It a too generous 
forbearance was exhibited by him in not capturing 
the vessel which bad these rebel emissaries on board, 
it may, in view of the special circumstances, und of 
its patriotic motives, be excused; but it must by no 
means ho permitted to constitute a precedent hero 
after for the treatment of any chhb of similar Infrac¬ 
tion of neutral obligations by foreign vessels engaged 
in commerce or tlm carrying trade.” 

There were, on the 4th of March last, In commis¬ 
sion and ut the service of the Hecretary of the Navy, 
only 42 vessels, carrying 555 guns, anil 7,800 men. 
There are to day in commission, 2(54 vessels, carrying 
2,557 piuih, and over 22,000 men! This is an immense 
work to do in a little more than eight months. Be¬ 
sides this, there will he ready very shortly, fifty-two 
new steamers, ” peculiarly adapted to coast guard 
duty;” three of which are iron-clad. 

The Secretary advises tho oreation of more grades 
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in the Daval service, aa likely to add to the efficiency 
of the woik, by making the rewards more frequent.. 
Also, he recommends ft rale that officers he retired 
with a sufficient allowance, ater forty live years’ ser¬ 
vice. Twenty-live acting lieutenant#, lour hundred 
and thirty-three acting masters, and two hundred and 
nine master’s mates, Lave been appointed, in order to 
have officers enough f»r the so largely increased 
navy. There have also been acting engineers and 
Bnrvoyors appointed. 

The Secretary asks Congress to foster the Naval 
School to such a degree that at least double the usual 
number of cadets may be instructed. 

Of the slavery question the Secretary pay** nothing, 
but the following, " ou the employment of fugitives,” 
will show that be propose* to protect loyal ruen, and 
arrest Insurgents, without asking il they be black or 
white. He says: 

“Itt tbc coastwise and blockading duties of the 
navy it has been not nnfrequent that fugitives from 
insurrectionary places have sought our ships for 
refuge and protection, .wd our naval commanders 
have- applied to me for instruction a* to the proper 
disposition which should lie made of such refugees. 
My answer has been that, if insurgents, they should 
be banded over to the custody of the Government; 
but if, cn the contrary, they were free from any vol¬ 
untary participation in the rebellion and Bought the 
shelter and protection of our flag, then they should 
he cared for and employed in some useful manner, 
and might be enlisted to serve on our public vessels, 
or in our navy yards, receiving wages for tbeir labor. 
If such employment could not be furnished to all by 
the navy, they might be referred to the army, and if 
no employment could be found for them in ihe public 
service, they should be allowed to proceed freely and 
peaceably, without restraint, to seek a livelihood in 
aDy loyal portion of the country. This I have con¬ 
sidered to he the whole required duty, in the premi¬ 
ses. of our naval officers. 

The naval estimates for the year ending .1 uno .’50, 
1863, amount to $44,626,666; and besides this, the 
Secretary reports a deficit of 16,630,000, needed for 
current expenses to pay for vessels purchased, and 
for necessary alterations incurred in titling them for 
naval purposes, for the purchase of additional vessels, 
and for the construction and completion of twenty 
iron-clad vessels. 

Department of Dlinsonri. 

The following general order was issued on the 
13th inst: 

Hkauquakteks Department Mo., ) 
tiT. Louis, December 12. > 

The suffering families driven from South Western 
Missouri, which have already arrived here, have been 
supplied by voluntary contributions by Unionists. 
Others are on tbeir way and will arrive in a few days. 
These must be supplied by charity from moD known 
to be hostile to the Union. The list will he prepared 
of them. All persons of this class who do not vol¬ 
untarily furnish their guests, a contribution will he 
levied on them of $10,000 in clothing, provisions and 
Quartermaster’s stores or money In lieu thereof. 
This levy will be made upon the following class of 
persons in proportion to the guiitof each individual: 

IbL Those in arms with the enemy, who have prop¬ 
erty in this city. 

2d. Those who have furnished pecuniary or other 
aid to tire enemy, or persons in the enemy’s service. 

3d. Those who have verbally, in writing, or by 
publication, given encouragement to the insurgents, 
or rebels. 

Brigadier General Curtis, Brigadier General Farrar, 
Provost Marshal, and Charles Iforg, Assessor of St. 
Louis County, will constitute the Board of Assessors 
for levying the aforementioned contributions. As 
soon as any part of this contribution has been 
assessed, the Provost Marshal will notify the parties 
assessed, their agents or representatives, stating the 
amount of provisions, clothing, quarters and money 
value thereof required of each, and jf not provided 
within the time specified in such notice, he will 
issue an execution, and sufficient property will be 
sold at public auction to satisfy the assessments, 
with costs, as there will be a penalty of 26 par cent, 
additional. If any person on whom assessment shall 
bo rondo uliull tila with tho Provost Mnruhul Gnnoral 
affidavit that he is a loyalist and true to the allegi¬ 
ance to the United States, he will be allowed one 
week to furnish evidence to the Board to vindicate 
his character, and if at the end of that time he shall 
not bo able to fully satisfy the Board of his loyalty, 
assessment shall be. increased 10 per cent., and luvy 
immediately made. Supplies so collected will be 
expended for the object designated, under the direc¬ 
tion of the Provost Marshal General, and by the 
State SanltAry Commissioner, whew money will be 
received instead of supplies. It will be expended 
for them as required. Any money not so expended 
will be turned over to the Sanitary Commissioner for 
the benefit of sick soldiers, uud any one who shall 
resist, or attempt to resist, the execution of these 
ordcrH, will he Immediately arrested and put In 
prison, and tried by a Military Commissioner. 

Major General Hallkck. 

An order is also issued to suppress entirely and 
prevent any aid, assistance, or communication with 
any person or persona directly or indirectly disloyal 
or in arms against the Federal Government. The 
commerce of the Mississippi and Missouri Itivors 
has been placed under military control and surveil- 
ance, and no boat will be permitted to take freight 
or passage, or be allowed a clearance, except those 
authorized and commissioned by proper military 
authorities. All owners, officers, and employes of 
boats will be required to take a strong oath of alle¬ 
giance, and any owners or officers committing any 
act contrary to the above expressed object of 
this order will cause immediate forfeiture of the 
boat and cargo to the Federal Government, and such 
owners or officers will be subject to all penalties pre¬ 
scribed by the articles of war for giving aid to the 
enemy. 

The notorious marauder, Captain Sweeney, and 
his band of robbers, who have for some time past 
kept Glasgow, Missouri, and vicinity in terror, wore 
captured at lingers’ Mill, by a detachment of cavalry 
under Captain Morrill. Sweeney’s pickets were sur¬ 
prised and captured, and liis rebel bund, 35 in num¬ 
ber, taken without firing a gun. 

The scouting expedition of parts of Merrill’s horse 
and two companies of regular cavalry, returned to 
Sedalia on the 12th, bringing in aa prisoners 4 cap- 
taius, 2 lieutenants, and about 40 men. They also 
captured one mortar, and a large number of horses 
and wagons, and went an fur as Wavcrly. They 
report 2,000 rebels now at Lexington. Shelby’s men 
were seen and pursued several times. 

The St. Louis Democrat learns from a gentleman 
from Lexingtt n, that General Haines and Btein, with 
C,000 rebels, were in possession of the town on Fri¬ 
day, and another large body in the vicinity. General 
Prentice is said to be on the north side of the river. 
He threw a few shells among them, and destroyed 
ono of the two ferry boats in their bands. This 
informant says that lie had heard heavy tiring in the 
direction of Lexington, indicating that, an engage¬ 
ment was progressing, also, that Gen. Davis’ brigade 
left Otterville on Friday, for Lexington. 

The.Unionitta from Lafayette County report that 
700 rebel recruits left Lexington on the 10th, to join 
Price’s army. 

A hand of musicians, 16 in number, from the rebel 
army, were captured at Dnukbury, on Monday week. 
The son and son-in-law of Col, Magoffin, have also 
been taken. They were leaders of the foray on our 
teams near Georgetown. 

Late news from Gen. Price place him still at Osce¬ 
ola, with from 10,000 to 15,000 men, intending in a 
few days to move northward. He has 53 cannon 
and 2,600 new tenta, lately received from the South. 
His men are all well clothed and well armed. 

Persons arriving in BL Louis from the seceded 
States are hereafter ordered to report themselves at 
the office of the Provost Marshal, to register their 
nameB and subscribe to the oath of allegiance. This 

is to relieve persons who come here in good faith 
decking protection of the Government from the sus¬ 
picion which naturally attaches to all parties from 
the South, and to prevent tbeir arrest and molestation. 

Several citizens from Arkansas reached Holla, Mo., 
during the past week, and enlisted In an Aikansaa 
company under Captain Ware, late member of the 
Legislature of that Btatc. These men say there waa 
a Union society in Izzard, Fulton, Independence, 
and Learey counties, numbering 2,600 men, which 
conld have made an organized stand in two weeks 
more time, but it was betrayed by recreant members, 
and broken up and scattered. Many of these Union¬ 
ists have been arrested Bnd taken to Little ltock. 
Borne have been bung, and large numbers are now in 
the woods, trying to effect their escape from the State. 

Dcpurtincut of the Ohio. 

The Enquirer's Louisville correspondent, tinder 
date of December 14, says Gen. Johnson, with 16,000 
troops, is on the uorth bank of Green River, and 
Gen. Rosseau, several miles distant, is preparing to 
join him. Another brigade, under Gen. McCook, is 
also moving to concentrate at Mumfordsville. Gen. 
Buskines, with 26,000 men, was covering all the hills 
two milea back from Green River, and was proposing 
to prevent our troops from crossing the river. Gen. 
Thomas’ Divinion, on the left, wing, Is bearing down 
from the cast to getln Buskinea’ rear. Gen. Mitchell’s 
Divjaion, of the right wing, moves this morning for 
Green Run. The rebels are actively on the move, 
and an engagement is inevitable. Gen. Buell is In 
constunttelegraphic communication with our advanc¬ 
ing columns, and is employing all the rolling stock 
of the Nashville Road in forwarding supplies. All 
the brigades are prepared, and trains are running 
through to Mumfordsville. Bix new regiments passed 
through Cincinnati last week for Kentucky. 

The Cincinnati Commercial has a dispatch which 
Hays the Paymaster from London reports that Gen. 
Crittenden is at Cumberland Gap with 1,600 men and 
a large force in the vicinity. The Commercial also 
learns that Nashville, Tenn., waB in a high state of 
excitement on the Gth and tbc follow ing day, by an 
attempt being made to draft citizens into the rebel 
array. The indignation of the people waa intense. 
A mob broke out in tbc Fifth Ward, and four police¬ 
men, who attempted to quell the disturbance, were 
shot dead. The mob rushed to the Capitol to attack 
Gov. Harris, who (led to Memphis. 

Ou Saturday, the 7tb, 2,600 ruen from Louisiana 
passed through Nashville for Bowling Green, carry¬ 
ing black flags embelisbed with skulls and cross- 
boueB. They were mostly sixty days’ men, and were 
armed entirely with shot-guns. The people of Nash¬ 
ville were constantly expecting intelligence of a 
battle at Bowling Green. The rebel force at that 
point ia estimated by the papers and well-informed 
people at 26,000 men. lie-enforcements were con 
stantly going forward. The hospitals at Nashville 
were tilled with sick. The number was estimated at 
800 to 1,000 men. Tim inmates complain of a lack 
of attention, und were Buttering from a lack of food. 
The prevailing diseases were small pox and pneumo¬ 
nia. The troops from Texas, Louisiana and Missis¬ 
sippi suffered most. All the Texas Rangers were on 
the sick list, and one in a most critical condition. 
The deaths were so frequent that they supplied the 
draymon of the city with their principal business. 
On Saturday ft train of six cars, filled with sick, came 
in from Bowling Green. 

The Louisville Journal of the 12th says that all 
Indiana regiments, which have a maxium number 
of men, have been ordered into Kentucky. This 
order will throw 9,000 to 10,000 men into Kentucky 
duriug this and the coming week. 

Gen. Rosecrans arrived at Cincinnati on the 13th 

instant. 
The Postmaster at Somerset writes under date of 

the 13th that both armies are on the defensive and 
fortifying. 

A gentleman in the confidence of Gen. Schcell' 
writes that Gen. Zollicoffer is fortifying at Licking 
Creek, five miles west of Somerset 

A party of rebels in Bagdad, Ky., have been 
endeavoring to make Unionists take the oath of alle¬ 
giance to the Confederate States, and Col. Whittaker, 
on learning it, sent a squad of soldiers to arrest 
them. The rebels fired upon Col. Whittaker’s men, 
but the odds were too great, and Col. Whittaker dis¬ 
patched to Capt. Lee at, Louisville for assistance, to 
arrive this morning, immediately proceeding with 
troops to Jacksonville, where a skirmish last night 

took place. 
A courier from Jacksonville, Ky., on the 14tb, says 

when Capt. Lee arrived with re-enforcements for Col. 
Whittaker be found the house where the Secessionists 
were endeavoring to make Union men subscribe to 
the oath of allegiance entirely deserted. Capt. Lee 
then dispatched a squad of soldiers to several seces¬ 
sion residences, who found they Imd all been vacated, 
with evidences of a hasty retreat. Three Seces¬ 
sionists are reported to have been wounded at the 
skirmish yesterday at Jacksonville. Col. Whittaker 
ordered the building from where the shots were fired 
upon his men to be set on fire and destroyed, but 
Capt. I.ee, at the request of the Union men, who 
feared retaliation after the withdrawal of the Federal 
troops, got the order revoked. 

Johnson, the rebel provisional Governor Of Ken¬ 
tucky, in his message to the Legislature, says he will 
gladly resign his position when Governor Mugolfiu 
Bhall escape from his virtual imprisonment at Frank¬ 

fort. __ 

Department of Western Virginia. 

A special dispatch from Cheat Mountain to the 
Cincinnati Commercial says, on the 13th inst., one of 
the hardest and best fought baltles of the war wa3 

fought at- Alleghany Camp, Pocahontas county, Va., 
between Gen. R. U. Milroy, commanding the Union 
troops, and Gen. Johnson of Georgia, coimnandini; 
the rebels, numbering 2,000. The fight lasted from 
daylight till 3 I’. M. The Uniou loss was about 3u, 
and the rebel loss over 200, including a Major aid 
many other officers, and 30 prisoners. Gen. Johnstn 
was shot in the mouth, but not fatally. Tho I-th 
Georgia regiment suffered the most. 

Gen. Milroy’s force numbered 1,800 men from the 
9th and 13th Indiana, and the 25th and S2d Ohio and 
the 2d Virginia. The 9th Indiana regiment feught 
bravely to the last. After driving the enemy into 
their barracks no less than than five times, our orces 
retired in good order. The rebels act fire tc their 
camp and retreated to Staunton. Gen. Milroy has 
driven the last rebel army out of Western Virginia. 

The telegraph this (Tuesday) morning, gives ua the 
following additional particulars; 

Tho Union troops came in sight of the enemy 
drawn up in line of battle in front of their mtrenoh- 
inents, charged upon them and drove them back. A 
hot fire was kept up during the afternoon on both 
sides, and several brilliant charges were made by our 
men. Gen. Milroy withdrew bis forceB at nightfall, 
intending to renew the attack in the morning. Dur¬ 

ing the night, however, the rebels silently left their 
camp, burning everything they could not carry with 
them. Ourloxs ia 20 killed and 30 wounded, while 
the enemy’s loss is 150, including a field officer. I5y 
this action lhe front of Gen. Reynolds is cleared of 
the enemy, there being no organized rebel force 
within 40 miles of our advanced posts. 

A detachment sent out from Phillippi on Saturday, 
returned last night with 10 rebel guerillas, including 
the notorious Jake Kurn. 
t - 

Department of the East. 

A i.ktteh from a citizen in the western part of 
North Carolina, to a friend in Washington, has passed 
the rebel lines," and waa to-night placed in the hands 
of Gen. McCkdlan. it brings the clearest confirma¬ 
tion yet received that there is a large and determined 
organization ef Unionists in that Btate. They are 
putting themselves in communication with the 
Unionists of Hast Tennessee, and await only the 
dawn of hope for a general uprising. They expect a 
re-enforcement of Browulow by the National forcea, 

and will accept that movement as the signal for their 
own action. 

The first execution in the army of the Potomac 
since tho commencement of the rebellion, occurred 
on the 13th, at which time W. H. JohnBton, private 
in the Lincoln cavalry, waa shot According to 
report, his offense was desertion; supposing himself 
to be in the presence of a party of the enemy, he 
expressed joy that he had made his escape. The 
officer then in command had a private conversation 
with him, when he freely and anxiously gave such 
information as would have been of great importance 
to tbe rebels. When his revelations had been con¬ 
cluded he was arrested, and much to his surprise 
discovered his mistake, and was brought back to his 
own camp a prisoner. 

Capt. Dupont, in his communication to the Navy 
Department, dated Dec. 4th, says the apprehension of 
losing possession of the bay of St. Helena, so exceed¬ 
ingly valuable for its proximity to Charleston, and for 
the command it secures of large rivers supplying 
interior communication with South Carolina, induced 
him to dispatch a second expedition there, under 
Commander Drayton, with orders to hold the island 
until Gen. Bherman is prepared to secure military 
occupation of it, and transfer the post to his troops. 
A reconnoissauce to ascertain the position and force 
of the enemy’s battery there,— information which 
tho commanding general expressed his desire to 
obtain before landing troops ou Tybec Island, was 
performed by Commander Rogers, of Warsaw Inlet. 
In the neccBsury occupation of St. Helena Bound and 
Tybcc roads, and in examination of Warsaw Inlet, a 
large number of the vessels of tho squadron ure 
engaged, which will be released and employed in 
blockading duty as soon as Otter and Tybce islands 
are held by the army. Warsaw Inlet and Bound con¬ 
stitute the second entrance to the Savannah river, 
and twenty-one feet can be carried over the bur ut 
high water. This passage ia at a little distance from 
Ty bee entrance. 

Letters received at the Navy Yard, state that on 
the 6th inst. Commander Rogers left Tybee Roads 
before daylight, with the steamers Ottawa, Beneea 
and Pembina, arid crossed the bar of Warsaw Bound 
at half tide. The United States forces approached 
the fort on Warsaw Island within a mile, and sent 
Lieut. Barnes with a flag of truoc, who found it 
entirely deserted. Tbe fort consisted of one inclosed 
octagon work, with platforms for eight guns on. the 
water faces. Tho guns had been removed and plat 
forms cut to pieces, and a magazine blown np. 
Commander Rogers states that everything had the 
appearance of being recently deserted. 

The letter also states that from tbe mouth of the 
Wilmington river they observed a battery bearing 
upon them northwest by west, half west, distant 
three miles. It is on the river and about three miles 
distant, just above a house which is ono of the Coast 
Survey’s points for trying triaugulation, and is about 
ten miles from Savannah. They counted five guns, 
apparently of large calibre, on the face of the bat¬ 
tery toward them. They conld only see one gun on 
tho other face, hut there may have been more. They 
were near enough to see tho men on tho ramparts, 
and to see the glistening of their bayonets. 

Commodore Rogers states that a battery on Little 
Tybce Island would bo of no use whatever, although 
there may have been a signal man placed thereon. 
Tho southern part of it is a commanding point for 
observation. The highest point reached by Commo¬ 
dore Rogers was about eight miles from Warsaw, 
being about ten miles from Savannah, and three or 
four miles from Thunderbolt on one side and Mont¬ 
gomery on the other. 

Gen. Stevens, with 1,000 rneD, had occupied Beau¬ 
fort. Gen. Sherman bad appointed Col. Noble, of 
the 7Oth regiment, and Col. Sullivan, to superintend 
tbe picking and securing of the cotton at Hilton 
Head and the adjacent islands. The health of the 
troops was good. No fighting had occurred. 

Letters from Key West of tho 5th inBt., give Pensa¬ 
cola dates of the 2Gth nlL It appears that rebel 
steamers have been plying between the navy yard 
atid town, constantly carrying guns, munitions, Ac. 
Col. Brown notified Bragg that he should fire on 
them, to which Bragg replied, “ Fire away!” 

On the morning of the 22<1 two steamers again 
appeared. CoL Brown disabled oue. A general 
cannonading then took place between Pickens and 
Fort Barrancas, the Niagara and Richmond opening 
on McRae and several water batteries. The engage¬ 
ment lasted nearly two whole days. McRae was 
silenced, and also the water batteries in reach of the 
Richmond’s guns. No person was injured aboard the 
Niagara. James Cook was killed on the Richmond. 
Both vessels were slightly damaged in their upper 
works. Pickens had not even a sand bag displaced 
by the Barrancas’ fire. On the 24th, while removing 
fuse from a shell, it exploded, killing five men and 
wounding many others. Col. Brown says he has 
Barrancas completely at his mercy, and is awaiting 
re-cnforcements to sally forth, when he shall take 

them. 
Another letter states that one of Wilson’s Zouavc-s 

was killed aud oue wounded, on the 22d. About two 
hundred guns were fired on tbe second day. At 3 
P. M, on the 23d, Warrington was set on tire by our 
guns, and that place and tho navy yard destroyed. 
The steamer Times was disabled by the first shot 
The rebel fire slackened on tbe second day. 

Two companies of Wilson's Zouaves have charge 
of the batteries near the fort, two companies assist 
in the fort, and tho remainder of the regiment have 
to work on the trenches, and repel a midnight 
attack. The heaviest rebel guns are near the light¬ 
house, and the best mortars on both sides uf the hos¬ 
pitals. The range of our artillery is splendid. 

A note dated the 24tb, Btates that Colonel Brown 
prohibited firing unless the rebels first opened it, 
the day being Babbath. One of our guns bursted 
yesterday. The rebels have evidently suffered much. 

Affairs in Washington. 

Ocr Government has replied to the invitation of 
England, France and Spain, to take part in the 
expedition against Mexico, declining to have any¬ 
thing to do with it. 

The President has declined to communicate to 
Congress any communications from the Governments 
of England, France or Spain addressed to him in 
regard to the armed intervention proposed by them 
in tbe affairs of Mexico. He deems it inexpedient 
to do so at present. 

The Quartermaster’s Department has asked Con¬ 
gress for an appropriation of $1,000,000, in addition 
to $1,000,000 already granted, owing to the expenses 
incurred for the armed flotilla on the Western waters. 

The President occupied a seat by the side of Vice- 
President Hamlin on the 11th inst, upon the deliv¬ 
ering of the eulogies on the death of Senator Baker. 
Visits of the President to either House of Congress 
are of rare occurrence. ThiB ia the first instance of 
the kind during the past quarter of a century. 

The regular troops surrendered to the rebels in 
New Mexico by Major Lyndc, and released on parole, 
consisting of one company of the 3d cavalry and 
five companies of the 7th infantry, arc to he stationed 
on the Northern frontier, and will probably garrison 
the post,* of Detroit, Fort Niagara, Fort Ontario, 
Sackett’B Harbor and Ronse’s Point. The duties 
required of them are such as they can perform with¬ 
out violating their paroles. The posts mentioned 
have not been occupied by troops for several years. 
Col. C. A. Waite, of the 1st infantry, is assigned to 
the command of a district embracing the above 
named posts. 

Orders have been received at the Adjutant-Gen¬ 
eral's office from the Secretary of War, that no more 
regiments, batteries or independent companies will 
be raised by the Governors of States, except by 
special requisition of the War Department. Those 
now forming in the different States, will be com¬ 
pleted tinder the direction of tho Governors thereof, 
nnlesa it he deemed more advantageous to the service 
to assign men already raised to regiments, batteries 
or independent companies now in the field, in order 
to fill up their organizations to the maximum stand¬ 
ard prescribed by law. 

Recruiting service In various States for volunteer 
forces already in service and for those th^t rnay 
hereafter be received. Is placed under charge of 
general superintendents, respectively, with general 
depots for collection and Instruction of recruits. 
Superintendents detailed will take charge of the 
recruiting service in tho various Btates to which 
they are assigned, on the 1st day of January, 1862. 
They will take post at the general depots, which will 
he nnder their immediate command. Upon the 
requisition of Superintendents, a suitable number of 
volunteer officers, non-commissioned officers and 
privates will be detailed for duty in the staff depart¬ 
ment and as drill masters at tho respective depots. 
A disbursing officer of funds for collecting, drilling 
and organizing volunteers, will be assigned to each 
department, who will be under the direction of a 
Superintendent. Volunteer officers now on recruit¬ 
ing service, will be relieved on tho 1st of January 
next, and sent to join their regiments, unless directed 
to report to tho Superintendent of tbeir respective 
BtaU>u. xft«r tin.* 4i«na volunteers will be mustered 
for pay upon the same form of rolls as those used for 
the regular army. Commanding ofliccrB of volunteer 
regiments numbering less than the maximum organ¬ 
ization fixed by law, will immediately report, to tho 
Adjutant-General’s office at Washington, the present 
state of their commands, in order that the Govern¬ 
ors of the several States may be called upon to Dll 
up their respective regiments to the standard pre¬ 
scribed. 

A dispatch to the N. Y. 7\ibune says Senator 
Sumner read to Secretary Cameron a warm arid 
indignant letter from Gov. Andrew, remonstrating 
against the employment of Massachusetts men in the 
disgraceful business of slave catching, as had been 
done on tho upper Potomac. Secretary Cameron 
promptly referred the letter to Gen. Stone, with the 
emphatic request that lie would see to it that tke 
men of color who entered the camps nnder bis com¬ 
mand, were treated literally in tho spirit of the 
orders concerning fugitives from slavery, which the 
Secretary of War had already given to the Com¬ 
manding Generals. 

Letters from Europe say that Mr. Russell states 
that the Administration is becoming disposed to 
accept some foreign mediation, with a view to com¬ 
promise and separation. It ia difficult to conceive 
how Mr. Russell should have been deceived in the 
adoption of such an idea. Neither the Administra¬ 
tion nor any one connected with it, would ever 
accept mediators from any quarter, or ptace on any 
basis but complete surrender to the authority of the 
United Btates. 

The question of the exchange of prisoners seems 
to be fairly settled. The New York Executive Com¬ 
mittee have bad several lengthy and interesting 
interviews with the President, Gen. McClellan, and 
Senators and members of the Honse, all of whom 
favor it. The committee’s interview with General 
McClellan -was especially gratifying. He spoke of 
tbe subject briefly, but warmly, and from his conver¬ 
sation has evidently given the subject much study, 
as ho seemed to grasp its salient points with great 
clearness. The Military Committee of both Houses 
have reported favorably on the subject. The joint 
resolutiuu which has passed the llouBe, requesting 
the President to make an exchange, will pass the 
Senate. In point of fact, au exchange has been 
practically going on, thirty prisoners having been 
sent from Washington on the 10th inst. to Fortress 

Monroe, while large numbers have been likewise 
released from Fort Warren. 

Benator Bamner intends pressing to a confirmation 
the measures which he introduced ten years ago, for 
a classification and modification of the statutes of 
the United States, and which has now been recom¬ 
mended by the President. Congress has, since the 
organization of the Government, enacted more than 
5,000 acta and joint resolutions, which fill more than 
6,000 closely printed pages, and are scattered through 
many volumes. A bill for tbe purpose mentioned 
has been introduced in the House. 

It is probable that Senator Polk, of Miaaouri, will 
be expelled from the Senate. The evidence of his 
complicity with the rebels is reported to be conclu¬ 
sive, and the Senate is determined to purge itself of 
all traitorous members. 

The Navy Department wants proposals for furnish¬ 
ing, fitting and securing to vessels of war, iron 
plates of three inches in thickness and fifteen and a 
half feet in length, to have planed edges and coun¬ 
tersunk holes, to he bent to the shape of the vessel 
from stem to stern, and fastened to tho timbers with 
conical headed bolts of half au inch in diameter. It 
is understood that the Department designs to thus 
clothe vessels of war with tbe least possible delay. 

The Navy Department has received dispatches from 
Capt. Palmer, commanding the steamer Iroquois, in 

which he minutely relates his movements in order to * 
capture the privateer Bnmter. The Government at 
Martinique, be says, refused to give the Sumter coal, 
but allowed her to come to 3t Pierre, where she 
obtained a supply from English merchants. The 
Sumter had been received with conrtesy at the seat 
of government and Capt. Palmer discovered, to use 
hia own language, that this farce of non-recognition 
of the Confederate fiag by France ami F.ngland, is 
played out. He had a correspondence with the 
Governor, the resnlt of which was, he was referred 
to a paragraph of Wheaton’s International Law, ts 
tbe effect that one belligerent conld not depart from 
port until twenty-four hours after another had left. 
The Sumter was at that time In port, and the Iroquois 
one marine league from shore. A majority of the 
citizens of Port Royal were in favor of the Sumter, 
and therefore were anxious for her escape. Being 
French, they sympathized with Louisiana, to which 
State they thought the Sumter belonged. Through¬ 
out the proceedings Capt. Palmer was apprehensive 
that the Sumter would escape, and wished she was 
anywhere else but under French protection, as the 
authorities were throwing every obstacle in his way. 
The Government, however, repudiated any unfriend¬ 
liness in reply to Capt. Palmer’s complaint. Owing 
to the distance from the shore which the Troquois 
was obliged to occupy, from the fact that tbe bay is 
fifteen miles wide, and for the reasons above stated, 
the Sumter succeeded in escaping. The Iroquois 
followed her, but found she was not visible over the 
background of the sky. 

The following is an abridged copy of the report of 
Capt. Wilkes to the Navy Department, assigning bis 
reasons for the arrest of Messrs. Mason and Slidell: 

United States Steamer Sax Jacinto, ) 
At Sen, November 10,1861. ] 

The Government of Great Britain, France and 
Spain having lasned proclamations that tke Confed¬ 
erate States were viewed, considered and treated aa 
belligerents, 1 felt no hesitation in boarding and 
searching all vessels of whatever nation I fell in 
with, ana have done so. 

The question arose in my mind whether T had the 
right to capture, the persons of the Commissioners,— 
whether they were amenable to capture. There was 
no doubt I had the right to capture vessels with 
written dispatches. They are expressly referred to 
In all authorities, subjecting the vessel to seizure 
and confiscation, if the captain of the vessel had a 
knowledge of their being on board. But these gen¬ 
tlemen were not dispatches in tho literal sense, and 
no where could I find a case in point. They had 
been presented to the Captain-General of Cuba by 
Her British Majesty's Consul-General, but the Cap¬ 
tain General told me he had not received them in 
that capacity, but as distinguished gentlemen and 
strangers, i then considered them aa the embodi¬ 
ment of dispatches, and it therefore became my dnty 
to arrest their progress, and capture them if they 
had no passports or papers from the Federal Govern¬ 
ment, as provided for under tbe law of nations,— 
namely, that foreign ministers of a belligerent, on 
board of neutral ships, are required to possess papers 
from tbc other belligerent to permit them to pass free. 

There can be no doubt he know they were carrying 
highly important dispatches, and were endowed with 
instructions inimical to the United States. This 
rendered his vessel a good prize, and I determined 
to keep possession of her, as I mentioned in 1117 
report, und send her to Key West for adjudication. 

Ab respects tho steamer in which they embarked, 
the agent of the vessel, who is the son of the British 
Consul at Havana, wbb well aware of the character 
of these persons. They went in the steamer with 
tbe knowledge and consent of the Captain, who 
endeavored afterwards to conceal them, byrefusing 
to exhibit the passenger list and the papers of tho 
vessel. I forbore to seize her, however, in conse¬ 
quence of my being so reduced in officers and crew, 
and the derangement It would cause innocent per¬ 
sons, there being a large number of passengCra who 
would be put to great loss aud inconvenience, as 
well as disappointment, from the interruption it 
would cause them in not being able to go in the 
steamer from BL Thomas for Europe. 

I therefore concluded to sacrifice the interests of 
my officers and crew in the prize, and suffer the 
steamer to proceed, after the necessary detention to 
effect the transfer of these Commissioner*, consider¬ 
ing I had obtained the important end I had in view. 

Charles Wilkes. 

The latest news from England has occasioned no 
marked excitement among public men. The indig¬ 
nation of the British press having been anticipated, 
we observe no expressions of surprise at the pending 
disputes between the United Btates and England. 
Heretofore the angry public voice has subsided to 
await diplomatic formalities; so will it be again. 
The particular claims of the British Government, 
growing out of tho removal of Slidell und Mason 
from the Trent, have yet to be presented, and when 
brought forward will become a matter for discussion 
between the two powers. It ia not unreasonable to 
assume that our Government will have equal advan¬ 
tage and skill jn the discussion, w’hen the British 
Government Ehall have made formal demand for the 
restoration of the rebel ministers. When the time 
arrives for such response, we will show that, although 
wc are engaged with insurgents, there is still integ¬ 
rity in the Government to furnish Bueb a reply as 
will not be at variance with our heretofore amply 
sustained character of national independence. The 
diplomatic corps seem to be more concerned in the 
important question at issue, than our own civil 
functionaries. Questions are generally asked wbut 
will be the result of the controversy, rather than the 
expression of individual opiuion upon the subject 
As for the Administration, there is reason to believe 
that neither the President, nor any one of the Cabi¬ 
net, will be diverted in the least degree from their 
present purpose of conducting the war. 

Franklin Chase, the United States Consul at Tam¬ 
pico, informs the Secretary of State that the city ia 
thronged with loyal United Btates fugitives from 
Texas, in great distress, some of whom he has re¬ 
lieved aa fur as private means would allow. As 
Congress makes no provision for the relief of desti¬ 
tute citizens in foreign countries, unless seamen, 
the cases of fugitives mentioned by Mr. Chase appeal 
to the sympathies of the charitable at home. 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

England and Eranct on the Jrreet of .Vatou 

and Slidell. 

The Iloyal Mai! Steamship Europa, from Liver¬ 
pool on the 30th uIL, arrived at Halifax on the 15th 
inst. NewB of the stoppage of the British steamer 
Trent, with the rebel emissaries Mason and Slidell, 
and their removal to the U. S. vessel Ban Jacinto, 
had been received, causing intense excitement We 
give the views of the English and French press on 

the subject: 
The Observer (Ministerial journal) states that a spe¬ 

cial messenger by the Europa conveys the demand of 
tbe British Government to Lord Lyons, insisting 
upon an apology uud a restoration to the protection 
of the British flag of the Rebel Commissioners. The 
Observer adds:—“There was no reason why Mason 
and Slidell Bhould not he restored to the quarter¬ 
deck of a British man-of-war before New York, Balti¬ 
more or Washington. Nearly all the London weekly 
papers treat the question of the San Jacinto in the 
same energetic spirit aa the daily papers.” 

The Timet remarks:—" The position of the Federal 
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States of Aiuerioa is almost identical in every com¬ 
mercial point as that occupied towards us by Russia 
previous to the war in the Crimea. She had a hostile 
tariff while we looked to her for a large portion of 
our general supply of breadstuff*. There is this 
peculiarity in our present case. The commencement 
would be by breaking up blockades of Southern ports 
at once, set free our Industry from a cotton famine, 
add business prosperity to Lancashire through the 
winter, and at the same time we shall open our trade 
to s,000,000 in the Confederate States, who desire 
nothing better than to be our customers with respect 
to necessary considerations; also, the contrast be¬ 
tween the two positions is all in our favor.n 

The Privy Council held by her Majesty, on the 30th 
nit., was for the purpose of issuing an order prohib¬ 
iting the export from the United Kingdom, or carry¬ 
ing coastwise, of all powder, saltpetre, nitrates of 
soda and brimstone. 

The Queen’s proclamation is published in the Lon¬ 
don Gaze.tlf as extraordinary. 

On the 29th nit,, the Cabinet directed Lord Russell 
to prepare his dispatch for Lord Lyons. On Saturday 
they met to revise it, and finally settled its terms, and 
it was sent off the same evening. 

The Times understood that the communication, 
though coached in the firmest language, presumed 
that the Federal Government will not refuse to make 
an honorable reparation for an illegal act. The 
Times has but small hope of Buch disavowal. At the 
last dispatch the account of the Captain of the San 
Jacinto had been accepted by the Northern publio. 
The New York journals were urging the promotion 
of a naval officer who had the spirit to hoard a Brit¬ 
ish vessel and take off rebel officers, and consider the 
act enough to insure popularity. By the time the 
Earl Russell's dispatches arrive, the multitude may 
have already declared to the Government the treat¬ 
ment that Capt. Wilkes should receive. It becomes 
ns to be prepared for an unfortunate issue in Canada, 
in case of a war with the Northern States. The 
Times adverts to Mr. Seward's recent instructions to 
the people near the Canadian frontier. The only 
inference was, that he was about to force a Quarrel 
with England. The Times says that the wisest course 
for Canada to pursue is to let her prepare to disci¬ 
pline and emulate the mother country by drilling a 
volunteer army. 

The Post says that it has been declared by the law 
officers of the crown, that the action of Capt. Wilkes, 
of the Ban Jacinto, was unjustifiable. Lie had no 
right to arrest peaceable passengers under the Brit¬ 
ish flag. As the deed has been done, it amounts to a 
flagrant violation of the code of nations, and a direct 
insult to this country. Under these circumstances, 
we need hardly point out that the Government, will 
lose no time in seeking a prompt and full reparation, 
which it is its duty to require. In this case it, will 
surely receive the unanimous approbation of popular 
opinion. Wo arc unwilling to place the worst con¬ 
struction on the outrage of Capt. Wilkes, and to look 
upon it, as an intentional affront on the part of the 
United StatcB. 

The Shipping Gazette believes there is a possibility, 
but a slight one, that the Government will disavow 
the acta of Capt. Wilkes, and even go to the length 
of releasing the Southern Commissioners. If it is 
not complied with, a declaration of war is inevitable. 

The French journals look at. the present affair in 
the interest of England. Letters from France say 
that the news of the American difficulty with Eng¬ 
land, caused immense excitement in Paris, and the 
first general impression was that ample reparation 
mast bo jiiftdo to provwot u oofUalon. Communica¬ 
tions have taken place between the English and 
French Governments, and a good understanding on 
this subject is believed to have taken place. 

The Paris Patrie mentions that the American Gov¬ 
ernment had no right to arrest the Southern Com¬ 
missioners while on a British neutral steamer, and 
assertB the British Government should immediately 
transfer re-enforcements to Canada. 

The Paris Pays and Constitutionel denounce the 
act of the Ban Jacinto. 

To All Om* Readers. 

137“Sbk Timely Greetings to Agents and Friends of tile 
Rokai,. on next page. 

137“ Fax tiik Pi.ackh ok Aobsts Gone to the War - Quite 
a number of our Agents have gone to the War, mostly as Gap- 
tains and Lieutenants in volunteer regiments. In cases where 
they have not appointed or requested persons to act in behalf 
of the Rcraj. during their absence, we trust some friend of the 
Paper will “assume the responsibility" of doing so, in order that 
there maybe no vacancies. Friends, please II11 the places of 
the absentees, and see that all have an opportunity to subscribe 
tor our next volume Many who now take t)>*> Paper, and 
others who like It, only need asking, and hence an Agent is 
wanted in every town. We hope many subscribers will kindly 

volunteer to act as Agents during the Winbr Campaign ami 
the more the better. W hat say, Header ? 

ty Tun Rural Nkw-Yokkkb as a Pkkhknt. In cases 
where a subscriber sends the Kuka r, to a friend or relative as a 
jrrestnl, we only charge the lowest club rate—$1,28 per year. 
Our lowest price lor copies thus sent to Canada Is $1,37K, and to 
Europe $2,25. Many are ordering next volume as a New Year’s 
Present to distant friends, thinking It a most valuable gift, and 
it is certainly oiio which will remind the recipient llfty-two 

times of the kiud remembrance of the donor. 

I s7“ Unpaid Piixmut**.—A few persons am yet entitled to 
Premiums for obtaining subscriber) to tho present volume— 
maiuly those who have not railed for or ordered them. S’nch 
persons, who havn the choice of different articles olfrred, will 
please make their selections, and give directions as to forward¬ 
ing, as we wish to ditpose of the matter. If any mistakes or 
omissions have boon made In sending premiums ordered, the 
parties interested are informed that wo will endeavor to make 
all satisfactory on learning the facta 

gy Western and Soothkkn Money.—In the present de¬ 
ranged elate of the currency, we are unable to use Western and 
Southern money, ns our bankers will not purchase it at any 
rate of discount Agent, and Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 
please send us U. 3. Postage Stamps, tut they are far preferable 
to any uncurrent bank bills. 

iy Adhere to Tkicms.—We endeavor to adhere strictly to 
subscription terms, and no person is authorized to oJ)'-r the 
Rpkal at less U\an published rates. Agouts and friends are at 
liberty to give away as many copies of the Rural as they are 
disposed to pay for at club rate, but we do not wish the paper 
oflured, in any case, below price. 

*37“ Change ok Address. —Subscribers wishing the addres* 
of their paper* changed from one Post-Office to another, muni 

Bpecify the old address as well as the nkw to secure compliance 
with their requeues. a 

The Rural Brigade. 

NOT SPECIAL ORDERS, RUT EXTRA OFFERS! 

To tho Agent-Friend* nml Subscribers of tho Knral 

New-Yorker, we respectfully submit tho aunexed Prograinpie 

of Extra Premiums. All who approve the character atnl ob¬ 
jects nl the Rural, and hellovn its circulation beneficial to com¬ 

munity. can now Do Good, Help Themselves, and Aid in Main¬ 
taining the Union, by becoming Kkckgitino Okkiukr* for the 
Rural Bkiuadk, and securing a portion of the Popular Loan 
Treasury Notes. Thu Premiums will bo cheerfully amt honor¬ 
ably paid, in accordance with our custom for the past twelve 
year*. Notv is the Time to Secure the Prizes, sod those-will do 
so who make E-vIy nml ffjicienl Efforts in behalf ol tho Favor¬ 
ite Rural, Utreary and Family Newspaper in America. 

LIBERAL EXTRA PREMIUMS 
FOR THE CLUB LISTS SENT IN EARLY. 

$250 in Cash and nearly $500 in Books ! 
As it is important to secure a portion of our list of Subscri¬ 

bers for 1862 as early as convenient (in order that the name* 
may be pul in type for Mailing Machine before January,) wo 
offer the following liberal EXTRA PREMIUMS, iu addition 

to any others Offered 

FIFTY CASH rilKMirMS! - To EAfll of tho Flfrv PER¬ 
SONS paving or remitting according toourdnb Terms for the 
first haw of Forty nr more Subscriber* to the Rural Nkw- 
VoiiKKiifor 1862, (at leant tuten'y of which must be new subscri¬ 
bers,! we will give a U. o. Tteaxury Note lor l* Iv* Dollars. 

ONE HCNOHKU HOOK I’RKMltfMAt To KAO it of tho 
Onk TIiinpked I’khaox* remitting for the first lisle of Twenty 
Four or more biibse.nbeis(at leant frowns beiog nbw.i as above, 
w« will given perfect and handsomely bound volume of ihe 
Riirai, Nkw- Vohker for ISM or 13(10 prices $3; or, if preferred 
lo bound Rural a copy of l.ossjN'iti Ii.li:c<tkatkd IIihi-ory ok 
the United -;t vTf.8 (an Imperial Uyo. volume, with 3HK) Ulus 
{ration* price, jct.ao,) 

FIFTY BOOK PUF.MItIMS! To EAru of tho Ftrrv Per¬ 
sons remitting for the firm lists of Twenty or more Subhcri- 
bora, iat Ienm ten being new.) as above, we will glvo (and pay Bosiaj.n, if >ent by mail. 1 a copy of WEBSTER’S C. H. and k amii.y 

icriONARV. (Mason BROTHERS' Edition, 490 pages, bound in 
leather, price $1 60;) —or, if preferred, any hook of equal or loos 
price which we oiler. 

FIFTY MORE ItOOK I’UIZKH 1 —To RACK of the FlKTY 
Persons remitting the Urat It L. of Ten or more subscriber*, 
(at lea-.tjfbe being new,) according to our terms, we will give 
either Bvwitbody's L iwykk, (price $1.35,1 The IIorhe and His 
Ui.NKAKr.i, vfi.26.) or Lossmo's PtoTORiAt. United States, iis 
preferred, ipavtng pontage if sent by tint I,I—or, If preferred to 
book, an irlra free eopv of Rural — (on* free copy is given 
every person who remit < for a club of 6, 10, 16, 20, or inoro, oven 
if another premium is awarded.) 

137“ Kememher that these are Extra Premiums, In addition 
to ail other* nltrred and given a* a reward for prompt.and effi¬ 
cient action Any person securing otto of them, can also obtain 
other premiums. 

137“ The Fifty $8 Cash (Treasury Note) Prizes will be sent to 
the person* entitled (the fifty persona who send first lists of 
forty or more subscriber*,) on receipt of their remittance*, and 
the Bonk Premiums when selected and ordered \ nvrtlfuI ac¬ 
count will bo kept of the time each club Is received, and every 
pains taken to insure accuracy iu awarding the Premiums, tto 
that, there shall lie no Just cause nf complaint 

Terms of the Rural-Always in Advance. 
Two Dollars a Year. Three Copies, one. year, $5,- Six 

Onii.es, and one. fire to Club Agent. SIP; Ten. and. i/ne fere, $16; 
fifteen, anti one fees, $21 . Twenty, and one free, $28; and any 
greater number at the same rule ,my $1.26 per copy.' Club pa¬ 
pers sent to differentport-offer*. it desired., vis tee pay Amsrncun 
postage on copies mailed to .foreign errantries, $1,37 is Ihe. lowest 
club rate Joe Oituida, and $2,60 in Europe. 

irxrilK ft. Treasury Notes and Hills on rill. Solvent Hanks in U. 
S atnl Canada taken at par. but Agents will please remit in 
Draft., an A.v> fork (less cschtt or New York, New Eng- 
land nr Upper c.eruulct menu y so Jar as eoHvrieienl, All Snlj.meip 
lion Morn v remitted, by Draft on New York, Poston. Philadelphia 
Albany, Rochester or Hu.ll(do. (less rjrhange,) may he riKNT AT 
tiik KINK ok the I'ttiiLimiKK, if made payable to his order. 

r-jr-Please write all names plainly, that they may be accu¬ 
rately entered npon our bonks and correctly printed in Mailing 

Machine. All remittances should he well Inclosed, and carefully 

addressed arid mailed’ to 
I). D. T. 1YIOORE, RooitKHTKK, N. Y. 

ALII an Y, Dec lR.-ri.0UR and Meal.—Our market fnrfiour 
has ruled quo t all the morning, dealers being desimu* of useer- 
taini-g whst effect, the foreign news lisd upon the wn-vnost 
market* before operating The transactions have been only ot 
n retail dial enter an limited, at tho e losing prices of Saturday. 

Common to good State.ft5,4Rit)A,50 
Fancy and extra State,..A.o) it5,76 
Common to good Western. .. 6 80(106,00 
K-itra Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, Aic ..fl.UORli’.OO 
Extra Ohio,, .. ..ti.oo i ?,« i 
Common Canadian,.  6,6)Ka)A,80 
Extra Canadian.(!.0n,u,7,26 
Fancy Genesee.    6,73(1(0,28 
Extra Genesee ant! city brands...,. .6.MXb>7.l0 
H o-kwheat Fleur U tti good supply and at lower prices; sales 

in the street at $ 1.5o(aj| 66. sud from slote xt $I.6j'u)i,«9 () try) 
lbs. Corn Meal is steady uadsaleable at $l,.i'f<i)l,3' p mo its. 

Grain—fee supply of wheat is quite email and the market Is 
firmer with a fair local milling inquiry; sales rod Winter Stn'e 
at $1,27, and fair white Michigan uttl,4S. Co a quiet but steady,- 
sales of a few car Ink. of mixed WeCcr.i at Be delivered at East 
Albany. Rye is quiet Rut little doing to Hatley .ml we have 
to note sales nf four-rowed, io two cn lot* at 6!);jt,70c Oats 
quiet but steady, sales State at 420. delivered. 

Hops -\ steady market with aIp.i of O wego at lfta)0)a for 
this year's crop 

TORONTO, Dnq. 12 - Fi.orn There l.atn been hut few 
transaction* during the week, in the early part of which a lew 
small lots of superfine, that he In • tlm only gratis in which 
there bus been any thing doing, and that changed hands at $l, 
38. Holders to titty extent, however are not, nisp.until to sell at 
these figure;!, und are firm, in anticipation of higher prices du¬ 
ring the month* ot Jnnonry and February. if not before. The 
stocks held at tills |ioint ate light, and tratsactioh* tu any ex¬ 
tent are not to be expected. Quotations am : 

Superfine,..  M.SSjtVMO 
Fancy,...  4,55(,U4,fiO 
Extra,.  4:«./8,00 
Superior extra.A,3thi)6,4(> 
Choice brand*,......   6,76®tl,UO 

Oatmeal has been tn limited supply, and i* in g,,nd demand, 
as poor quality brings $1 76(<j).3,90 jrl barrel 

Grain - Owinjf't* the impossible r nilftl .n of tl,.« roads Ion ! 
as poor quality brings $ 1 7«uW,!«l t) barrel Half do.‘.L.L‘ fifiCulNI Smyrna! WMheff. 

(chain - Owing to tlm int|)M*llde . ii.lfll in nf tlv> roads lea ■- Common.tvXnifii Do unwashed l(5n)26 
mg to the city during the lost three or ftmr days, the receipts WesL.ro mixed.tiXa'.IO Rueno* Ayres . isdi'40 
ol fall wheat iu our street market, lor the week, have been Pulled Extra, .. finfi>64 Crimea .12 iy* 

NF.tV YORK, nt(0 12. Tim n rket for th* lurt three day* 
ha* been toon.* iictive. Ihn Improvement running moic on Do- 
me-t.c vvoids, there hue aho been a good deni or el tor londgn, 
*u»l the trade generally have been I u-v We make nn toite- 
rial change in price*, hut holder* of Fleece* are a little linner 
in their views We notice sales of l'i)hales unwashed Rmyrna 
and 38 un. Mesl . x and Cordova,, On private terms; 3,0(4) lb* 
washed Africa, 3Sej 160 bale* Enm India, about L5c, 8 nun. and 
HO do. Dooskoi, on terms not made public. Ill’ Domestic, 180,- 
1.01 lbs Fleeces,IT itV.rMOc; flO.OHO tbs Pulled at 480, and fi.VJ hales 
Caliloruia at various prices not made public 

American Saxony Fleece jfl lb..NMB2 
AmericiiufuU-blood Merino.  lNr'60 
Amerlcau hall and three-quarter blood Merino_PL; IS 
Native ami one-t'oii.th Murillo. ISaUS 
Extra. Pnlle.l .., , <ijw4H 
Superfine Pulled.".4h960 
No, l Pulled.Sfdjaii 
Lambs, Pulled. . 
California, (1 rm, unwnaned.;!2u'3l 
Cttllfoinia, common do.IKiilH 
Peruvian, washad.2mSi:.V> 
Valparaiso, unwashed ...13©18 
South American Merino, unwashed..... 2UoSS 

Go- do, Mestizo. do. ..16;id2i) 
Do. do. common, washed...  MiifilT 
Do. do. EntreRioR. do.I«S)I7 
Do. do. Entrfl Rios, unwashed.9X12 
Do. d». Cordova, washed. 27|ld2S 

Gape Good Hope, unwashed,. 2R5227 
Ksat India, washed.  '265130 
African, washed..     !s2:5);t5 

Do. unwashed. 105)20 
Smyrna, do. .17@jf8 

Do. washed...  26m.su 
Mexican, iinwajihcd,... . liPu 
’» Ha*..W'l fifuJSO 

ItosTOfv, Dbo. 12—The, ruling price* for the week are a* 
follows : 

Saxony Fleece.483962 Pullod No. 1.433946 
Full blood Merino.4i\(if4) Do. No 2. UUiaOO 
Three-fourth do,.BI)fiL88 Texas. !.'...!!!.!!!lwi. 00 
Half do,. 6f),5L63 Smyrna, washed’.".!.'!!! 2fifP38 
Common.MjiiOI Do unwashed. liyS)26 

CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE STORE, 

T>el- Stntn St,., Mansion House Bloolt, 

ROCHESTER, J\\ r. 

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST REGULATED 

8 II O E B TO R E 

I TNT WESTERN NEW YORK. 

A Full assortment of both 

Eastern and Home-Mado Woi*lt 

COTsTST^YTsTTIL.'S' OXsT H-A.JNT3D. 

All kinds of Boots and Shoes 

IVLiYXJE TO 

And the work dono promi>tly when promised. 

NO MISREPRESENTATIONS ALLOWED 

SELLING. 

limited, Altogether, both by team , and rail, they would not 
exceed 8,111X1 husbels. Tbcre ha* beer, comudornblo activity- 
among demers. and during the ra.lv partfd’tlis week aa high 
asFl.ln was pud. Since then, however, the ruling outside 
figure boaheeo $1.08 to $l.(K at which seven.I car load* have 
been sold. Dentations are 95W$',U2 for inferior to medium, 
and $I.0!X5iI.U8 lorgood to prime Hi ring wheal bn- been In ac¬ 
tive demand, end extietuv quotalin.i* urn readily obtained f r 
prim., sample*. Several lot* ex cars sold at svr’gQo U bushel. 
Barley, during tho week, ha* been in small supply, with an 
nulivo demand, principally for local consumption, ami for good 
brigat samples a* logli a* 40c luw been paid. The ruling*price* 
are D-oni tOffiriHc |.-i bu*hel. Oats arc leas pi on td’u I than in the 
early part .ittins week. Prices are steads at hoc,, and in some 

Superfine.47*60 
Grimen.1*525 
Canada.00(5)00 

ill a r r i e ir. 

Flour and Grain. 
Flour, winter wheat,$3.24(,i,C 50 
F’lour, spring do, a uoffl6.2S 
Flour, hnr.kwhcal. . 2.00@12.0l) 
Meal, lodleo........ t-uKii,1.00 
Wheal, Geuesec . l.UUMil 26 
Boat wlriL) Canada . 1.26m I 26 
Corn, old. 46;5i4fic 
Corn, o«w. #6@WSo 
R ve, fit) tb* f.l bush. 465,1600 
()at«, by weight,.... 30C32C 
Barley.. ,j0eji40c 
Hnokwlioal. SSalt.S- 
Beau*......  l.gftlyl.AO 

Meath. 
Pork. Moor. .$13.003014-Ort 
Pork, clear.. lfl O0(S)16.fX) 
Pork, cwt . 4.1KM4 00 
Beef, cwt. 4.00:5(6.00 
Spring lamb*, each 1.26<ol 75 
Mutton, car.arse... 3«)4C 
Hama, smoked. 7>,:irfto 
.Shoulders. 6u(6o 
Chicken*........... bride. 
Turkey*..... 6’r!)c 
Gcirse.  4lfo.')0c 
Duck* U pair . 38(5Mlc 

Dairy, tin. 
Butter, roll ...... 136014c 
Butter, lirkjn. 12uuI8o 
Cheese. 6607X0 
I.ard, tried. 8(a;8c 
Tallow, rough. 6C«'6\.c 
Tallow, tried. 7(S7Kc 

W every cheerfully commend the Rural New-Yorker to the 
pattoDSge of our readers, as One ot tl.a very best pufilication* 
of the kiud lo be found in the country. We use Its matter 
largely for our agricultural selections, and they are much 
esteemed by many of our patrons. See the prospectus for the 
Rural the coming .ear, which we publUh this wren. What its 
there fit*ted, may be relied upon aa e.on-ett- -Amerb an Wes¬ 
leyan, Syracuse, N. K 

Tin* beat and cheapest Weekly Agrtenltpial and Horticultu¬ 
ral, News and Literary “paper for the million,'" enters its 13tb 
year January 4, 1862. It contium-a to be published at Roches 
ter. N Y . bv D. D. T. Moore, iw founder Eight largo five- 
column pages each week, on line patieratid new type, crowded 
with cream articles.—Atti.-a Allas, N. 

Moors'* Rpral Nkw-Yoresr is one of the most nwful and 
interesting; papers receive! at Ibis ofilee. It abound* with 
valuable ioformation upon Agriculture and Hortl'-ulture. and 
besides is a capital literary and Godly newspaper. It presents 
to it* readers al-o an Intelligible -utmuary or current news, 
aud in handsomely Illustrated. — Cecil Democrat, Elldon, Aid. 

To our readers who see It, no recommendation is needed ; to 
others we say that the Rural i* un*urpar*ed in the cmntry as 
a paper combiaioK agricultural with general family reading.— 
Tvrcfi-Light, Jay Co., Did. 

instance* 32c 1i» buslml. Pens The supply nr this grain con- a tor A v' 
tioues small, with a steady demand at ■t^rp.’aic 'jt bushel. inAtiir.t t n. tv iw i. 

1 „JN lertnton, on the lllli inst,, by Rev I. Fauoo. Mr. R. H 
1 ELY. or Grand Rapids, Mich., and HATTIE, only daughter of 
n Deu. II. B. Mosul,r, of the former place. 

I, In this city, On the 11th in*t..at. th* residence of the bride’* 
father by Rev. Mr IVnmtLWt, JAMBS L. TARRANT and Mis* 

Parties buying good* at this Store can IN ALL OASES have 

THEIR TvIOKrB'Sr REFUNDED 

If they desire it, if the good* bought are not tut represented 

or do not fit and are returned in good order. 

PEKHON8 from the COUNTRY 

Visiting the city and winhing to purchase Good Boot* and 
Shoe*, should be sure to find thin Store. 

PRATT, 

64 State Street, Mansion House Block. 

Third Door South of Market Street 

Pork, light, 1l)i) lbs..8.25(53 50 
Pork, heavy, “ . ;l 76(0)4 00 
Bacon. 4,003.14,60 
Ham*. . .. »a) 9 
Rutter, Fresh V tb,. 11,jl 18 

•• Till. No. I,. Il(5) 12 
" " No. 2. *tore,. Bo) 9 

Cheese... Ra H 
Flgtts, H) doxen.   17(5) 18 
Potatoes, tier bushel.   60,5) 75 
Chickens $1 pair. 26® 50 
Ducks. 3fi@ 40 
Turkey*, each. 6i*5) 76 
Geese, each.  30(5) 46 
Sheepskins. 1,6066 00 
Woo), 1) lb. . 36(p) 00 
Hides, U lb. 0006 4>i 
Calfskins. Oulu 8 
Hay....10.00® 16.00 
Straw,. .. .9,003110.00 
Reef, —No. 1st and 2nd class ft) 100 lbs..$-1 IXJOiAAO 

" inferior. 2.7fffi>3.60 
Calves, each.. 3.01X550.00 
Sheep.. SOlxjllft.OO 
Lambs,. . 2.50®3.00 

THE IlOCf MARKETS. 
Ill NOINN ATI, Dsn, II, The weather has been quite unfa 

vocable for pork packing, and beti"o (be bunionas done has 
been comparatively light. The last few days packing has been 
suspended, owing to the high temperature, and ihe number of 
hogs in the pens ha* largely Increased, though tile re- elpts 
have not been near at. laiee a* they would have been if llto 
weather had been good. Price* have not undergone arty im 
portant change, however, a.-, drovers have boon Brin, a* a gen¬ 
eral thing, olid nut ili>|)".."l tn make cnoccdsiohs of moeh 
inmni'iii, preferring to wait.a favorable) C-Voinge io the weather 
’I'll.'sales made Httturdav were for future delivery, lit it is, -o 
soon a* the weather beoouieseoM enough to pack. The whole 
range nr prices lift.* been $3,'.V(ai;t.40, tin- loiter rate for extra 
large, averaging 249 to 27,7 lbs, the po-iaihng vale* foe those 
averaging2otl to 226 tbs. being $3,3D,el.'!,37 -the market dosing 

In Gilead, Mich,, Nov. 23d. at Ihe r.-ddenco of the bride’* 
father by the Rev J, 0. Obank. ADOLPHUS N, KELLER, of 
Palmyra, N. Y.t and M. LIDA BOOTH, of Gilead. Mich. 

In I’enfield, Dec lllli. bv the Rev. Altar, Hamketj,, Mr, GEO. 
MULLINER and Mis* KLLKN M GKIPPKN. both of Penfleld. 

SD i C it. 

l:P~ As Postadk Stamp* of tho old enrissoin are worthies* 
here, Rural friends will plena.- remit those of the new issue in 
future. Demand U. S. Treasury Notes preferred to any Bank 
Notes except those of our own and the New England State*. 

Special Notices. 
the Good Templar. — The only temperance periodical at 

the West. Fifty cents per annum; 10 copies, 3 months, $1. 

Who will help the cause and benefit bis family? Address 

B. II. MILLS, Upper Alton, Ill. 

Jllarkcte, Commerce, &c. 
Kurul New-Viirlirr Olficr, ) 
RoORESTKK, De'Oituber 17, 186L ) 

Tjib exciting topics of the day have put ft quietus upon all 
operations of a business character. We note ft slight decline in 
F’resh Pork and Hatns, aud a small advance in wool. No other 

change* apparent, 

K4K11I1CHTKU WHOLESALE PKM K8. 

Flour and Grain. Eggs, dozen. 15x0I6c 
F'lour, winter wheat,$6.26(5:6.^50 Hooey, box. llXoillc 
F’lour, spring do, 6 00(3)6.25 Gandies, box .llX,ulU>yc 
FTour, buckwheat. . 2 0<xr.!2.0i) Candles, extra . . I23» 12c 
Meal, Imlien.. UJ0fil.dll Fttorr and Root*. 

.I?.West Ru*h. on Thursday, the 12th inst., of apoplexy, 
JOHN P. STULIr, aged 69 years and 3 months. 

At Cleveland, Ohio, Lieut CHARLES F. TNGERSOLL, son 
of Kov. Alvin INOKH80LL, of this city, aged 20 years. 

3Uu)erti0cnunt0. 
A DVKltTIsiNG TEIldffli In Ailvnnct. — Teirty- 

Fiye Obnts a Link, each Insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 62S cenlH pur line of space. .SrnotAL Notiokh, 
(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cent* a l,ine 

CJT" Its immense circulation among the Producers Rod Deal- 

GIIMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
ro. Q 8TATK STREET, 

BOOIIESTER, N. Y. 

hiRh tnmperaturo.juut the number ol errtofth ere tin RtnuL Nk.v SToarkr bv for -sr -—• 
1............ijTW> 
d. Price* have Dot undergone any im kact should bo borne In mind try all Wholesale Dealers, Mauu- PRINTING, furnished OKA ITS 

Ktof liTmakn'"nnocMS^'®* of nmeh IVu5,ul ,JW’ who mnHt n«e*«W“'ily depend upon the People of GEfaUBOW ER Y KH. Commission Agent, Nuw Ynrt 
i wait a. I'.ivoriible c.lmngn iu the weather ^.<1 North lor patronage. 
dav were for fittnro delivery, llist is. so____ A 1 * X * J > HI HT’OC I-C H — 1,(XX),000 one year, aud 2,000.000 

i -1 i, -■I., k The whole -----— i Y. two year old Ap(de Stocks, ■.) frotu $1 60 k1 $2,6) id 1,000. 
■en $3.2/(513.41), the lutlcr rate fo, extra . f)lr Hr.tlo, by EDWARD WAIT, Walden , Our Stock*are tUtHUriMMMd, and we oiler Giim, for oaSU at 
o 277 lbs , rim pievailiog rate-. for 1.1)086 JlF Orange Go , N Y , I |:air about 5 mouths; I .lo. about 3 mos" the above war prices. ENSIGN A FORD, 
t,i. he.ng $3,3t>5il3,3A -tlte market closing I Hoar* moc; 1 do. 7 mos; I How, io pig, 16 months. ’ Ohio Nurserios, Tolmto, Ohio. 

dull but firm, packets uni, disposed in buy fur future delivery, 
aud drovers very willing lo sell ut the quotations. Gazette 

41II10AGD, Dun II Tho uuusuall.v warm—indeed, sullrv 
weather, Operates unfavorably among provision th alers Not 
withstanding this, however, awing tn a fear that the receipt* 
should lie suddenly cut. off, jncontrquenuaof the mflonndition 
of tlie roads In the triteripl*, Hie dwtnaod for ting* was more 
active, both hr shipper* and packers, anil we note an advance 
in price* of fully |0c fl 100 Ibi The icceiplx were onlv 6.2.14, 
but the sales since Saturday foot up fully 11,000 head, at a 
range nl S2,(Jtk.n2.a74a, gross. The market ft», the e.lnsfl tv,is firm 
at. 82,6nrfi2.6ft -t|ilito a uiilnlier of hnldei - asking $2,.6fl(VS2.ft0, with 
iipwai-il of 4,0oa head in the pen*, Besides the usual shipping 
demand lor New York, there were quite a number of Cana¬ 
dian* in the market, who wore purchasing lor shipment, to 
Montreal 

The market lor ilresied hog* wan vrrv much depresaed—the 
warm weather cm. fug a huge nrorml,on to sour, with sale* 
at $2,141.02, in for notion, mm fat-... ... ,,, . -e.— 

IH-TritlHT, DKO 14 -The warm wiqither ol the part l -w days 

I,’ ILM TTt »l-f. HA I rK — Farm for mile of 300 acre* 
I near the village of Lyons, Wayno Co., N. Y. Will ex¬ 

change in part, tor a small farm, or some Western land. For 
particular-, address Box 2/1, Lyons, N. Y. 

Lyons, Dec 11. 1-861-_ 6&t 2t 

'JITOI ’/I’ I lOltNH. I have f t sale a few Ball* and 
t > Bull Calve*, Cows ami Heifer* Thu You. g Stock by the 
Duko of Gloste; (U3«J.) and Grand Duke of tixlord (IKI84 ) 

JAMES I) SHE I,III IN, 
823-9t White Spring Farm. Geneva, N Y. 

I ( i ENTS WA NTED iu every I.oyai. Statu at 
/l a salary nl $86 per Mouth and traveling expenses paid, to 
sell anew article that every Family and every Soldier most 
have, ictail piiru iff which (<■ $1 For non.htoma <ff Agoucy ad- 
dt'C'S intinedialeljr, A. G. BALLOU ,V. HON. Ihtverhill. Mass.— 

10 a,,pUcauU for A*cn- 

Agents wanted io meei* kuiiit trees. 
Wb wish to employ a number of experienced and trust¬ 

worthy men to Hell trees, Ac., from our Nurseries at liberal 
wages. 

Wit.ilicsalK Dkaluka furnished with Nursery, Slock of all 
descriptions at the lowest wholesale rates 

HOOKER, FARLEY ft CO., 
684tf Rochester Wholesale Nuimirles, Knohestar, N. Y. 

LURK. I'ugr’* rorpcituul Kiln, I’litcnled Juljr, 
1837.—Superior to any io use for Wood or Goal, corda 

of wood, or IX tuns of coal to 180 hbls — coal uot mixed with 
stone. Address f434-til 1 0- D. FAGK. Hoohester. N Y. 

h»s had an fin favorable effect on the market, ami price* have t I IQ PATRONS GV ITFTrTrTIM'fl ANTI HOWA'RP’g 
dacllned 2f»5.'!i'o during tlm week On Saturday salt)* were made 1 U ALltrlUIYI o AND MUWAUH b 

Apples. I.Uhhel_ 3»3>)62c 
A).pies, dried fi tb. 5>i(«.3>ic 
lV.irhes. do. ISfadBo 
Cherries, do. 14(ail6o 
I'lumB, do. .... 12(5; 14c 
Potatoes.......... 30(5.400 

Hidbs and Skins. 
Slaughter. Raifl.^o 
Calf. «®7c 
Sheep Pelts.. $1.23(a) 1.76 
Lamb Pelt*. 74c(a,-$l.23 

Sbkps. 
Clover, bushel.$1.01X5) 4.60 
Timothy..3,2.00® 2.60 

SCN0RIK8. 
Wood, hard.$8b036 6 00 
Wood, soft. 3 Oft a) s.ut) 
Coal, l.ohigh.7 .Xlff; 7.00 
Goal..Scranton.6.6015, 6.60 
Goal. Pittstou.fi .'SKal 6 60 
Goal. Shamokiu_S.Mfi) 3.60 
Goal. Char. PXZlSSia 
Salt, bhl.l.lbal 1 60 
Hay, tun .. 7.OOfliHl.tiO 
Straw, tain.6 flt4a| 6 00 
Wool,*/lb.. :Wa)46a. 
Whltensh, balfhbl.. 3.0X5) 3.00 
Codfish, quintal.... 4 OXal 4 60 
Trout, naif bbl.3.00® 3.26 

at. a range of $3.1 itfn 3,70 the Ini ter figure being all that could 
be obtained for tin. very best The figure* iff hutclAr* may be 
ft little higher, hut for large lots no more than the figures 
quoted could he obtained Tribune. 

THE CATTLE MARKETS. 

NEW Y4HKK, Diso. II I’hn current pricos for the week at 
all the markets are a* follows; 

JlKEg OATTt.M. 
First, qualitj fd CW-t. $8.21X5 9.00 
Ordinary quality... l.rM.tuA Of) 
Common quality,.. 6.60. d7 25 
Inferior quality, .. 6 OCX.«6.60 

COWS AND OALVKN. 
First quality.$45.00(5)60.00 
Ordinary quality,. 10.00.r-15.00 
Common quality. 30.00(5.35.00 
Inferior quality,.  25UtX‘L30.00 

VKAL 0AI.VK8. 
First quality, «lb. 6,M@6 c 
Ordinary quality,. 4>j®6 c 
Common quality. 4.la:^4>ic 
Inferior quality,. 4 (a)4>^o 

HHKKK AND LAMPS. 
Prlmu quality, f/ iiwul,. $4.50:V86.00 
Ordinary quality,. 4.00.514.50 
Comition quality. 3.00®4.(0 
Inferior quality. 2.25(5,13.00 

8W1NK. 
First quality, )<) Ih. 3Ji(52i^c 
Other qualities,.. 3 @3 c 

ALBANY, DkO. 18. - Bkkviw There are nearly 1,300 more 
nattU- it. the yard , than on Monday la»t, and taking weight in¬ 
to consideration, tbo supply of heel’ is at lead dnuhle that of 
Inst iveels There is a marked improvement in the average aoality, and Tor tho first Unto lit sutne weeks there "tea few 
roves of strict Iv pry to him Thor* i little or no change in 

prices. Higher figures have been paid for one or two droves 
than have been . Drained beforo for a rear or morn back, but 
O e superiority ot the call I u jus'ifies Otis, purlin p> Aside from 
Uu'iti fancy lots, liter is scarcely dny change to not*. The de¬ 
mand Is ctnnparwlively light, Although tl.oi.. are plenty of buy¬ 
ers in the market. 

KtafiMrf* The following Is onr comparative Htatement of 
receipt* at this market over the Central Kail rood, a-t. mating 16 
to the car: 

IVOWER AND MOWER AND REAPER. 
Aft there hav“ been many inquiries** tfllho right I havclouso 

tin. invention Patented by A. W. Mmkrb, Pl an Adjustable I.evcr 
bv which tho finger bar ami knives of a Grass Harvester are 
elevated or depietseil. I limeby give notice that I have settled 
in full w itli said Moiisk for the' use of i-.'tfd iii»untinu on all ma- 
ehines of my make, and all who have them are rulutteed from 
any liability m r.atd Molts* or his ngent,, ami I have also leased 
the right to list' in the future I lia said improvements, u« the 
subjoined certificate wfll shoiv It L, UDWAKD, 

Ma.i.iftml.i I er, Ruffillo, N. Y. 
I, Ai.kert W Moiwh, the Pat-ntue nf the Lifter arrangement 

for Gifts. Harvester, do certify that Reims L. IIowxkd, of Buf¬ 
falo, has settled with me for the past and taken ft licence for 
the luturo, instated In his card above. 623-2t 

Dated, Dec. 13th, 1661. ALBERT W MORSE. 

GILMAN’S SHOE STOKE, 
No. & STATIC STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
No. S STATE STRKE'd1, 

ROCHESTER, If. Y. 

j^OOKS FOR RURAXI8T8. 

Tn* following work* on Agrlonltnre, Horticulturn, Ac., may 
be obtained at th* Office of thu ItnitAL Nrw-Yokkmjl We can 
also furnish other book* on Rural Allairs, issued by American 
publishers, at the usual retail prices, aud shall add now works 
aH published. t &~ Rtnut. Agent* entitled to premium*, and 
who are ofterod aohnlcM of books, can select from till* list. 

THE PROVISION fllAltKETS. 

NEW Y4)f(ic. Deo. 18.—Flobh—.Market opened quiet and 
Qrm with only a mndorate business doing for export and homo 
consumption, and closed dull, with holders a litllu more din 
POxed to realise Sales at *A,255)6,**6 for rejected ; $S,4d@6,60 
for suoerfiue rilftle, #t.t'i.Y>r6,7o for extra do, J5. tl(,i)5,60 for mi per¬ 
il ut> Western ; $5,650.5,86 fm cnpnuon to modioui extra do, tb, 
90,15,95 fur snipping brands extra round hooped Ohio, and $6, 
i).Va.6,73 for trade brands do,— market closing dull Canadian 
Moor ahgiitly declined, with a moderate Imsiouse doing. Stiles 
at $fl,4J«i*|Sd for miperfine, and $’i 65«i7,60 for common to choice 
exti-a Rye Ilnur quiet and steady, with sales at $3..‘.«vi 4.1.1, for 
inferior to choice, Corn meal steady and without any material 
change in prices Sains at $3,1)0 for extra Western, $3,W) for 
Jersey, and 7.3,30 for Brandywine. 

Gkaiy—Wheat mat set lirrn, with a limited supply offering 
and only a moderate business doing for export aud home con¬ 
sumption. Sales fair Chicago apriugal $1,29; Milwaukee elubat 
*1,31 «)l,32; (air winter red Western a) $1.41; white Western nt 
$ 1,46, By* remain* firm and without material change itt prices; 
sales at 82W<qH6o. Barie v rum- steady. 70><,ri)c; sales Slate at 7*. 
Barley mall continues dull aud nominal at UUC for prime - 
Puaa continue quiet and nominal at 86c for Canadian Corn 
market may Im quoted dull, with onlv a vory moderate buxi 
0*68 doing Tor export and home consumption; sales at Ii6c for 
poor mixed Western; 670i 67,L,c for good to uboico shipping do, 
afloat, and 68c in store, 7('m; f jr white Western, and 68ctor Jer-ey 
yellow Oat* quirt (Lod sL-ady, wile* at 44 u-4tXc. for Canatla, 
and 44Jg|Vr)46c for Jersey, Western ami St.s’e, the hit.f-r no ex- 
Iretno price. We uotice sales of beans HI $2,25&j/2,6U for medi¬ 
um, and $2.85 for marrow tab, 

FlinyrsiO.vs - Pork quiet .rod without change; sales at $12,26 
!V13,00 for mess, and $a,6u'n 9,00 for prime. Roof unchanged — 
Sales at $4C<()4,60 lor enuutry prim*, $5,1)0016,60 for country 
mess; $U,Ott5jl2,OJ for re-pack.•'! mess, ami $13,7«<*U.H.87 for ex¬ 
tra mess. Prime mess beef firm and unchanged; sales at $18,60 
(snlD.OO Rvftf blltn* steady, ssl.j* at 516.IKD' 17.'4l. Cut "eats 
are quiet and dull, - lies at 3K(ff4o for old shoulders, and 4\«6c 
for new (in: 4*iW6« for old hstns, and VffniTe. tar new do. Bacon 
cortiiiues firm and iu lair demand-, -ales.it 7o for Cumberland 
middles, 7' i'; for long ribbed do, 7for long cl/jar do, and 7J»c 
for short clear do. '-looked meat* are d it I land heavy: sales a 
tew hbds. fide*at flqiffi.Qu. Dressed hogs in umderate demand, 
with sales at. 4)6(<t)4)tfl. Lard in active demaudand prices easier; 
sale* M SlSCkific for No. 1 to choice Western. Butter less firm 
aud selling at Hfn tv-, for Ghfri, and Ifirr.,!*: for State. Gheeso 
continues itondy at 5)ifitfcfor good to choto.o. 

Hok.-i -Steady, with a moderate demand; sales at 12n)2dc for 
common to prime. 

Amiss - Steady it SJ.SIB* for pots, and at $5,50for pearls 

HHEKAMJ, Pgc |6. - F't-oru The demand i.i very moder¬ 
ate this morning while prices are unchanged. Sales since Sat 
ttr.Uy noon at$4,50(^4,65 for extra Canada from spring wheat; 
ft7,1 for-xtra Wisconsin: $'>,0i)(alfl 26 for fair to goad extra lodi- 
ai.a and Ohio, and $4.87>£'i'5,t>d for double extras 

GBalJt—’there is nothing dolug lo the wheat market. Hold¬ 
ers are tinner In consequence of the favorable report of the 
steamer. Com also quiet and no salue Oats. !.l-i Utuisootious 
were made *t 28c Rve also nominal at 65c. 

Pkovi3io*e—Heavy mux* pork rules dull at$11.60(5)12.00, and 
light do at $10,Wa)li,00 Beef dull and none offering. New 
hams, smoked, ate selling slowly tU 7c, while now smoked 
.shoulders sre quoteffat 41-2:a.6c. l.Kju brings 7j4)7)tc u to qual¬ 
ity. Tallow is still quoted at 8)£c. 

Dkkhhmd H1X48—Are still quiet within the range of SfiCaMc aa 
to quality. A lot of 100 State, averaging 210 Iba, brought 3’fc. 

This week. 
Cattle.3.291 
Sheep.8.034 
Hogs.  1,943 
PRHJK8— 

Last week. 
2,016 
6,190 

760 

This week. 
...474(ajA‘<C 

Cor. week 
lost year. 

2,4.82 
680 
60 

-BPHUP Last Week. 
Premium,..,.SVf.mh'\ts 0 (M c. 
Extra.4U5;4iyO 4Q;mlLc 
First quality.8*;5)4 O 34;,'5.4 0 
Secoud quality.SX^aKo 8'yo)3Ko 
Third quality.2>i(jd2Ke 2.kj(<L2,%c 

rih'EKf - It will lie noticed that tint supply Is pretty large, but 
tlte week opens wit h cold, clear woather aud ft brisk demand at 
an advance oq last, week - oriceg. Pricos range from 3:y(a)4>ic ; 
tiiu outside figure for strictly extra. 

1 lor: i We have no change to nuke In out figure*, the ruling 
quotation-* being 3.L(»l'i‘*r )U It, for corn fed, and most oftlie 
sales being made at fl iri.ri.70 yJ ps) lbs During the week 
about 12,000 bead were oObl. -Altos and Argu.,. 

CAMBRIDGE, Dr.o, il -At market713 Cattle, 660 Beeves, 
and 163 Stores, oourining of Working Oxen, Cows ami Calves, 
Yearlings, two and three year* mil, not suitable for Beet 

Pmoeta Market Brel’ Extra, 7,0 isyaifl.25; first quality, $5.75 
(«i0JK). ancomi ri,., third do. $3,76(Sl4.«). 

vVoiiKtiro OXKJt -$IW. *100fkil20. 
Cow* x.VD Calvish - $23, (tlfijiW) 
Stokka Yearlli.gs, IO.UO lOO.iM, Two years old,?l5uil7; Three 

yciirt, old, 1184,1/1 
Siii'.kp ax'd La.vuih -3,AW at. market. Prices In lotsat$2.00 

(aJ ’.ftt) each; extra aud selections tZll/oA-Kt. 
Spring l.amt>* None 
Iln.Ka -Vi lb. Tallow. (VeifitiC. 
Pki.th — $1(«4I.26. Calf Skins,'fi'kjSc p lb. 
Vila 1, Gai.vkh $05-0. 

BRI44IIT44N, Dxo 12 At market 9G0 Beeves, 1600 Stores, 
35<)d Sheep And I ambs, and 480 Swine. 

Prick.-.—Sfark-l Beef—Extra, *6 26;,flrst quality, $6.00; second 
do, $5.7.'/",41,00; third do, $4,7f<cC6.(K), 

Mit.rn Gow* -$.Wj4I, common, $13fct)]9. 
Workt.ym Dy»cv-$H.ri, $110^)136, 
Vkal Calvi—$4,0tXiii6,00. 
YuAKiavii*- $Apl0; two years old, $12®16; three years old. 

$177419 elm). 
futWfB—fifcfi je Tallow. 6Qra)6>£e. 
Calk Saine — ft" fiC. 
StiKKK a at) Lamjim-$2 00^2,50; extra and selections, $3,00® 

$3.60. 
PBLT8 — $1 ,10.£1.50. 
Swi.vk—Stores, wholesale, 4 (ff;6 c ; retail, 55)7 c; fat hogs, 

undressed, 00; still fed, 0c; corn fed. 0c. 

THE WOOL ItJARKETM. 

Al.ltAN3, Due 12 — The market continues to r i a very firm 
for the common and medium grades, but very tatne for tho 
finer description* of Fleece, with silo* 1,000 lbs common nt 49, 
and 10,000fbx tin* 00 p. t Pulled I- taken alums' n« fast ax it 
becomes marketable This ih probably the largeal kin market 
in tbo world at this wM'm of tbo year, dealers huing new ablo 
to gather m about 20,000 lb", of Palled Wool weekly. Tlm 
sales of Pulled stiic.o our last embrace 2,600 lbs. No. 1 at 46; 
5 000 lbs. cupor and 10,000 tbs. extra, both at 47>j, cash, The 
stock of all kinds of woohnow in this market does uot exceed 
200,000 lb s.—Journal. 

American Farrar r'« Ency- 
•» clopedia, ..$4 00 

Allen's Am. Farm Book.. ..160 
Allen's Disease* ol Domes¬ 

tic Animals.............. VI 
Allen'sKural Arcnltectura 1 2// 
Allen on the Grape.1 00 
Am. Architect, or Plan* for 

Country Dwellings .6 00 
A meric.au Florist's Guido,.. 78 
Barry's Fruit. Garden, . 126 

- Blake’s F'nrumr at, Home,. I 26 HO I ,IDAY S.— 60 XXX Written Cards sent for $1. RousMlnKaull'sRuralEcou- 
C. A WALWORTH, Box 213, Philadelphia, omy .126 

Brighi mi Grape Culture, 2d 
11 Wlf) PACKAGES of Rare FlowerSeeds to be giveuawav. edition. ... ..... 60 
| U1 M 7 » jr-s..nd I’m a Circular. P SUTTON, Ransom, Pa Browne s Bird F’ancier . 60 

1 , ,, , Brownes Poultry Yard-100 
L3N4J 1 <• A yi N C-’-I- .1 MII.LKR. No to Arcade, Roch- Do. Field Rook of Mimirett 126 
I./.ester N V General Fmgravvr. Wedding, V.Mt.ug, and I/ndgeman'sCard. As*t.. .180 

Business Curds, ?ea!s. Plat.* Printing, Wood f.uts, Ac,, Ac. Po Florin'.’* Guide. till 
N. II. All orders promptly executed at reasons hie rate*. Do! Kitchen Gardener's I n- 

|j1BUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY of WESTERN NEW Dm Vrmt Cult. Manuai_ 60 
I' v ()RK I be Annual Meeting of rhrt Frqtt Grower* bo- Breck’s Book of Flowers....! 00 

cietv of Western New York will be hold at the Court House, Ruist’s Flower Garden 1 26 
Rochester, N. Y„ at 11 o'clock, A. M., on Wednesday, the 8th d„. F'amUv Kitchen Card 76 
day of January, 1862. A fine show of F rutt may he expected. Chemical Field Lectures .100 

By orner of tho Lourjo.il. PhinPMM Suytir C;$uo kiicI 
621 4t C. P. BISSKLu 8ecrotwy, Rochester, N. Y. kstiwar Making...... 26 

Cborl ton’s Crnp« Grower’* 
Guide. 60 

Cobbett'H Am. Gardener.., 60 
Cothige and Farm Bee- 

K@0jM>r 4 »»*»••••«••*•••• ai) 
Cole’s Ant. Fruit Book...., 60 
Do. Am. Veterinarian. 60 
ila<Id's Modern Horse Doc. 1 00 
Do. Am. Cattle Doctor . . I 00 
Do. Anatomy and Pliysi- 

oloy of the Horne.,.200 
Bo. colored plat**. , 4 od 
Dana's Mock Manual...._1 
Do. Prize Finsav on Manures 26 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
_ __ Davy’s Devon ilerd Book. 100 
No. © STATT] BrJtRKET, Domestic and Ornamental 

’ Poultry..........„,.li)0 
ROOHESTJ5R, N. Y. Do, colored plates.. ... 2 00 

’ Downing * Fruit* and Fruit 
Trees.1 16 

Downing'* landscape Gar¬ 
dening.3 60 

Do. Rural F.Kiays.3 00 
Flastweod'H Cranberry Cul¬ 
ture.  50 

FTlttott’s West. Fruit Book 1 25 
Kvery Lady her own Flower 

Gardener, 60 
Family I Noe tor by Prof- H 

8. Taylor.1 26 
Farm Drninngo, (H. F 
French).1 00 

...... ..._ ... „- Fessenden’* Fitruier and 
TnOWLER’S PATENT STEAM PLOWING Gardener ..126 
P MACHINERY.—Patent Right* for States and Counties, Do. Am Kitchen Garden.. 50 

and Machines, are now for sale. Descriptive Pamphlet* sent. Field's Pear Culture.. 100 
post free. Apply to R. W. EDDISON, 603 South Delaware FmhCulture.-..,190 
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 619-lllt Flinton Grnewis.. .126 

■-— Guenon on Milch Cowa.... 60 

M I’HOPOLITAN gift BOOKSTOHE, 

NO. 20 BUFFALO ST„ ROCHESTER, N. Y„ Fa^nR^^V.V.V.sSo 

Tito largest and most lil^rally conducted establishment or the Kidder’* Guide to Apiarian 
kind in tho United States. All Books s/dd Ht. the PuhtUfie^. Hctcnoe. B0 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 
fo. e srrjvrm satEUdCT, 

ROCnESTJUR, N. Y. 

Trio VVLK It’S PATENT STEAM PLOWING 
t MACHINERY.-Patent Right* for States and Counties, 

amd Machines, are now for sale. Descriptive Pamphlets sent, 
post Gee. Apply to R. W. EDDISON, 603 South Delaware 
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pft 61$ pit 

]yj BlTKOPOLITAN GIFT BOOKSTOHE, 

NO. 26 BUFFALO ST,, ROCHESTER, N. Y., 
The largest and most liberally conducted establishment of the 
kind In tho Ut.iterl8tat.es. All Books sold st the Publisher's 
t nces, and .> Gift given with each purchase, varying in value 
trom 60 cents to $100. Descriptive Catalogues mailed free to 
any address upon application. Liberal inducement* offered to 
Agents getting up clubs- 620-tt 

Hyde'sChlnose Sugar Cane 15 
Johnston's Agricultural 
Chemistry.1 25 

Do. F.luuienteof Ag. Choni 
Istrv snd Geology .1 60 

Do, Catechism of Chemistry 
for Schools... 25 

Langstioth on th* Hive and 
Honey Bee.126 

l.eu.-liar's Hot Houses ,1 26 
Liebig's F’amiliar I .otters to 
Farmer*.,   so 

Li lisle v's Morgan Horses .] 01) 
Allnnr s Bee-keeper's Man nail 90 
Mile* on tin* Horse's Foot.. 60 
Milburn on Cow. 25 
Modern Cookery by Mis* 

Acton and Mrs, 8 J. Hale.l 26 
Mrs Abel's Skillful Houmi- 

wife ami Lillies'Guide , 60 
Saxton's Rural Hand Books, 

bound in t Series. . .each 1 25 
MunnV Land Drainer. B0 
Nash's Progreselve F’Hj-met. 60 
Nolli's Gant. Companion .100 
Norton’s Elements nf Agri¬ 
culture..    60 

Oloott’sSorgho and lm|»heel 00 
Pardo* on th* Strawberry. (Hi 
redder’* l.aad Measurer 60 
Peraoz's Now Culture of the 
Vino. . . . 26 

Phvlist' Boe-keepor's Chart 26 
Quinoy’s Mysteries of Bee¬ 
keeping.1 00 

Quincy on Soiling Cattle,,. 60 
Kabbll Fancier....,,. 60 
Rati.IhII’b Sheep Httsband- 

RIclbardKori on the Ilorno,.’! 25 
Do. Pest* of the Farm. 26 
Do, DomustJc F’owls. 25 
Do. on the Hug.  25 
Do. ou the Honoy Btut - 25 
Do. on the Dog... 25 
Reeiuelitt’* Vlue-druMfir* 
Manual.  60 

Shupherd’sOwn Rook.200 
Stray Leave* from the Book 

of Nature.100 
Stephens’ Book of the Farm 

2 vols.  4 00 
Skillful Housewife . 26 
Skinner's Fllement* of Ag¬ 

riculture .   26 
Smith's Landscape Gar¬ 
dening.......126 

Tbaer's Principle* of Agri¬ 
culture...-......2 00 

ThotmiA F'arro Implement* 1 00 
Thompson’s Food of Ani¬ 
mals..  76 

The Rose Cultnrint,........ 80 
Top ham's Chemistry Made 
Easy..,,..-. 28 

Turner'* Cotton Planter's 
Manual..j,..,. 1 90 

Warder's Hedges and Ever- 
KTHetlS'. 100 

Wari tig’s Element* of Ag¬ 
riculture... 78 

Weeks on Beos .. 25 
Wilson on Flax. 25 
Youatt & Martin on Cattle. 1 25 
Yeuatton tho Home.,125 
Do. on Sheep. 75 
Do. on the Hog. 78 

ty Any of the above named work* will be forwarded by 
mail, pout-paid, on receipt of the price specified. 

A4 Iresa lx D. T. MiMtUK, Rochester, N. Y- 



[Written for Moore'* Rural New-Yorker.] 

NEVER DESPAIR. 

BY JKKMC IKYI.NG- 

0 it ward, onward wind* the river 

With a wild, perpetual Bow; 

Silent throbs the pulse of Nature 

While the laden moments go, 

Keeping time with Nature’s munis. 

High and low, and soft and alow. 

No cessation, though the breaker* 

Dash above the freighted bark, 

Leaving soul* to grope in darkness 

Through the future’s misty dark; 

Still that tireless pnlse is throbbing— 

We its stealthy *tep can mark. 

No cessation while ten thousand 

Bare their bosom to the foe, 

Though those pulst-a ceased their beating 

With brave hearts of long ago; 

Not though Eu-kwoktii, Lyo.b, Bakkb, 

Sleep within the grave yard low. 

Not a pause when hearts are breaking 

For the valiant, valued sons; 

(Our dear country'* tacrifices, 

Heart* and hope* like Wabhjnotosi’8 I) 

Mother hearts almost ceased beating 

With the booming of the guns. 

Still the pulse of Nature tbrobbetb. 

Sunshine gilds the East as well, 

Yet it teem* as though the breeues 

Echoed with a wilder swell; 

Prayers, and tears, and hopes for guidance 

In this dark tempestuous hour, 

Gain no answering ray of promise, 

Seeming to have lost their power; 

Yet the fierce, wild eye of battle 

Cannot make the true heart cower. 

What though Nature Is unmindful, 

What though wrong has won a field,. 

What tbongh Justice is denied us, 

Hearts of Kroemen never yield; 

Honor to the Revolution f 

This our motto—strength our shield! 

Walworth, Wia., 1861. 

Ik Sisti-falUt. 

A CHRISTMAS STORY. 
BY MARY FORMAN. 

Mr. Cprtis eat alone in liiB office; it wan just at 
the turn of the day, when the ahadowe in the corners 
were softly trooping foith to turn the twilight into 
darknesB. There had been unusually painful cases in 
the court upon that day, and the lawyer’s brow wore 
& look of thoughtful sadness, and he leaned hiH head 
on his hand with an air of weariness which was at 
variance with his strongly marked features, and the 
energy of his usual movements and words. Rousing 
himself after an hour of thought, he lighted his 
room, and then sat down to write; his firet task was 
the following letter: 

Mv Dear Madam: It grieves me, both as an old 
friend and your professional adviser, to have to tell 
you that onr last hope failed to-day. You have 
assured me from the commencement of the suit that 
yon looked for no other issue, and I most sincerely 
trust that the blow will lie lightened by the anticipa¬ 
tion of the result of onr effort ft, Jn any way that I 
can be of service lo yon, allow me to assure you thut 
it will ho my highest pleasure to be employed. Hop¬ 
ing that you will call upon me for any advice or 
assistance that you may need now, I am 

Yours very truly, A. Curtis. 
Mrs. E. TIarct »v\ 

He had scarcely finished writing the direction of 
this epistle, when a loud ring at the bell announced 
a visitor. He looked up to see at the door a small, 
childlike figure, dressed in mourning, with a vail 
over the face. 

“Mr. Curtis, I believe,” said a very sweet voice, 
and raising the vail the lady showed a face to match 
the gentle accents. She was very slight and small, 
and her fair smooth hair, large blue eyes, and small 
features gave a winning childish look to her face, 
with which a close widow’s cap and heavy black 
attire made a touching contrast. Mr. Curtis rose 
instantly, handed the lady a chair, and thon waited 
to hear her errand. 

‘‘You are Mrs. Barclay's legal adviser, I believe.” 
Mr. Cnrtia bowed assent 
“1 am Mrs. Hastings; your uncle would know me 

well, but since 1 left home, I find I have lost an old 
friend in his death.” 

“ I have heard my uncle speak frequently of Mrs. 
Barclay’s friend, ‘little Claire.’ ” 

“ Yes, I am ‘ little Claire.’ I returned from Europe 
yesterday, and for the first time heard of” — the blue 
eyes were filling fast — “of dear Mrs. Barclay’s 
troubles. 1 came here instantly to ask you to tell me 
all, for the accounts I hear vary.” 

“ I Bhould be —”Mr. Curtis paused. 
“You are a lawyer,” said Mrs. Hastings, smiling, 

“and I am making a blunder, I see, in my request. 
Did Mrs. Barclay, or your uncle ever tell you any¬ 
thing about me?” 

“Only that you were a very dear friend of the 
lady’s.” 

“ Thon, if I will not weary yon, I will tell you rny 
story, and you shall then judge whether it is best to 
answer my questions. Seven years ago, last Christ¬ 
mas eve, I was made an orphan. My father was a 
drummer in the orchestra of one of our theatres; my 
mother embroidered collars. One evening, Christ¬ 
mas eve, there bad been a pantomime at the theatre 
in which my father was engaged, which required 
music behind the scenes, and in passing from the 
rear of the stage to the front, he fell into a trap, 
which was invisible in the dim light, and wras killed 
instantly; they brought his body homo, and the 
shock, acting upon a frame weakened by toil, pov¬ 
erty, ami illness, was too much for my mother; she 
went from one swoon to another, and died in my 
arms just as the dawn of Christmas peeped into our 
little room. 1 was then just fifteen years of age; for 
the day which brought this weight of sorrow was my 
birthday. 

“ My parents’ death threw me upon the world 
utterly penniless, and I was very young, sir. I am 
telling you all this to prove how much I owe to Mrs. 
Barclay. My parents had been poor from my birth, 
yeti was not wholly without education. My father 
had a natural genins for elocution, and had trained 
my voice for reading, while my mother tanght me to 
sew, and an old violinist, u friend of my father’s, had 
given me instruction in music. 1 could read, play 
on the piano, sing and sew; so, after T had seen all 
my parents’ property sold to pay their funeral 
expenses, I started with a brave heart to make my 
living. You may well shake your head. I had not 
one friend out of the theatre, and there was no money 
to spare among them, so 1 went, in my childish 
hope of obtaining work, from door to door. I was 
very small, and some smiled pityingly, some con¬ 
temptuously at the idea of trusting the little wanderer 

with sewing. A whole week passed, and I had not 
earned one cent. Then I tried the stores; there, too, 
I failed. 

“ I was leaning one day against the conuter of a 
store where embroidery was sold, and where my 
timid petition for work had met jls last, rebuff; I was 
crying, for I was cold, hungry, and hopeless. A 
kind band was placed on my shoulder, and a low, 
sweet voice said — 

“ ‘ You arc in trouble, mv child; what about?’ 
“I looked up. Such a kind loving face bent over 

me, and such tender, pilying eyes looked into mine, 
that I was warmed arid cheered instantly. 

“ ‘ If you please,’ I Baid, ‘ I want some work.’ 
“ ‘Work, child?’ 
“ ‘Yes, ma’am, embroidery; I can do it. Mother 

tanght me:’ and then, encouraged by her sweet lace 
and interest, I told all my troubles. I will not weary 
you by any more details. My questioner was Mrs. 
Barclay; she took me to her own honse, and for four 
years she was a second mother to me: 1 was educated 
and protected, while every wish of my heart was 
gratified. I could talk for a week and* not tell half 
the love and kindness she poured out upon the little 
orphan child, and it was not given as if J were a 
dependent npon her bounty, a charity ward, bnt 
every gift was sweetened hy loviDg* words and 
actions. 1 was told to call her Aunt Liszie, and she 
introduced me to her friends as her child, making 
me her equal in station; and yet I had no real claim 
upon her; it was her own loving heart that found its 
return in what alone I could give, my gratltudo and 
affection. 

“ When J wn nineteen years old I married, and in 
parting from me, rny dear benefactress gave new 
tokens of her loving care. I will not dwell upfi'n my 
married life, its grief is too recent We went my 
husband and myself, to Paris, snd for two years trav¬ 
eled through Europe. Ten months ago, Mr. Has 
tings died in Florence of jnaUrioufi ver. I was 
very ill for ft long time after I was widowed, but In 
the kind letters I received from home, I Usd no bint 
of Mrs. Barclay's tronbleR, and when she requested 
me to change the address of her letters, abe did not 
say that she had been forced to leave her home, the 
dear home where she bad made mv file so happy. 
Not until yesterday, when I landed in New Turk, did 
I receive the least intimation of the change of my 
friend’s prospects, and I came here aa soon as possi¬ 
ble. 1 hare just arrived in the city, and 1 came to 
you as the person who could best give me the inform¬ 
ation which I seek. 

“My husband left me wealthy, and I am solo mis¬ 
tress of my property; my benifactresB is, I hear, 
poor. Now judge if 1 have a right to ask for the 
statement of her trouble.” 

Mr. Cortis replied instantly. “Yon have every 
right, and I will meet yotir confidence with equal 
frankness; but first yon must allow me to insist upon 
your having rest and refreshment. Nothing can be 
done before to-morrow, and after tea I promise you 
all the Information which it is in ray power to give 
you. Mrs. Cortis is in the drawing-room. Will you 
allow me to present you?” uud, rising, be offered his 
arm to the lady. 

Mrs. Curtis, a tall handsome lady, received her 
bushand'B little guest with pleasure, one sight of the 
Childish face with its sad setting enlisting all her 
womanly sympathies. The name, however, added to 
the w armth of her welcome. 

“Mrs. Hastings. I feel like an old friend, for you 
were mv sister's classmate in the Italian class at l>r. 
Manara’s. Do you not remember Lottie Banks?” 

“ And yon are Sara. I ahall have a thousand ques¬ 
tions to "ask, but first I must trouble Mr. Curtis to 
speak to the btickman, and tell him to call for mo 
later in the evening.” 

“Where are your trunks?” 
“ At the (»-Honse.” 
“Mr. Curtis,” said his lady, laughingly, “do yon, 

on pain of my displeasure, instantly send for Mrs. 
Hastings’ trunks. No words; you are our guest 
while you are in the city.” 

“I shall be a lifelong inmate, then,” was the reply; 
“for I intend to reside here in future. I accept your 
invitation with pleasure, for I have to find a house. 
Mr. Curtis, when you send for tlu* trunks, will you 
please send for my baby?” 

“If there is so precious a packs ge as that to be 
delivered,” said Mr. Curtis, “ I will go myself for 
the baggage.” 

“Room 139, and yon will find Meta, the nurse, 
there. You speak Herman?” 

“ Yes.” 
•• Because she is profoundly Ignorant of English. 

My baity is Gorman, born there sixteen months ago, 
and I brought a nurse from Germany when we left 
there.” 

Mr. Curtis departed upon his mission, and Mrs. 
Hastings, having doffed bonnet and cloak, was soon 
chatting with her hostess. 

Tea over, the baby put to bed, and the lawyer dis¬ 
engaged, the sad story of Mrs. Barclay’s troubles 
came up again. It was brief. A relative of her late 
husband's bad made a claim against, the estate, and 
after a long lawsuit the court had given the case to 
the widow's opponent. 

“She left the house immediately after the claim 
was made,” said Mr. Cortis, “and was only per¬ 
suaded, after a very long course of urging, to resist 
the demand.” 

“ Where is she now?” 
“In H- 
“ But how does she live? Was there nothing left?” 
“Nothing! From luxury, she was deprived of all. 

She is now teaching French in a young ladies’ semi¬ 
nary. It will he a year in January since she has been 
there.” 

Claire’s tears were flowing fast: bnt, after a mo¬ 
ment’s pAuse, she said, brightly: “ All the events of 
my life, excepting the last ”— and she glanced at her 
black dress—“have happened to me on Christmas. 
I was horn on that day, orphaned, married, all on 
Christinas day, and I should like to associate a great 
pleasure more with the time; it is only one month. 
Will you help me in a plan for the next Christmas?” 

“ I will,” said both Mr. and Mrs. Cortis, and Mrs. 
Hastings told them her project. 

“No letter from Claire; this is the first steamer 
she has missed; 1 hope she is not sick again.” And 
an anxious aloud came over the speaker’s face. She 
was an elderly lady, whofte soft gray hair shaded a 
face where every gentle feeling had left a trace; the 
mild blue eyes, the full mouth, the soft, creamy com¬ 
plexion, ali seemed to spc-Ak of the serene spirit 
within, which gave its charm to the delicate features. 
She was pacing siowly up and down in a lung room, 
where globes, books, tind desks told of little students: 
in her hand she held an unopened letter, bnt it was 
not directed in the pretty, ladylike bund for which 
she looked, and she lot it stay sealed in her hand as 
she walked up and down. A fair childlike form and 
face, with u wreathing wealth of sunny hair, wit* 
before her as she mused, now in the coarse dress and 
thin bonnet in which it had first come to her, then 
in the full white lace and bridal wreath and vail in 
which it had last greeted her. 8be tried to picture 
it in the sad dress which now sorrow had made its 
own, and she whispered softly: “ Not yet, not next 
time; 1 will write as before until she is a little more 
accustomed to her own grief. I cannot add to my 
darling’s care. Perhaps at Christmas, the time when 
I met her first, I can write.” 

It was getting dark, aud Ihe entrance of the 
children aud light reminded her of the letter. Open¬ 
ing it, she read: 

My Dear Madam: I find that your signature is 
absolutely necessary to some papers which I hold 
and which I cannot trust to the mail. Will you 
come to the city on the 24tli, when I will meet yon 
and be ready for the signature? Mrs. Curtis begs 
that you will he her guest during your stay in town. 

Yours, very respectfully, " A, Curtis. 

“ He is imperative,1' thought the lady; “but T will 
go. Any relief from this treadmill existence wilt di 
nae good.” 

It was Christmas eve; a still, starry evening had 
succeeded a clear day, and as the cars dashed itto 
the depot at nine o’clock, Mrs. Barclay was almost 
sorry her ride was over. 

“ I could not come earlier,” she said, as Mr. Curtis 
met her. “My holiday does not commence until 
to-morrow, and the principal is exacting. New I 
have a week of quiet rest.” 

“ And I trust of great happiness,’’ said the lawyer. 
“ 1 wonder what he means?” thought the lacy, as 

they drove away from the depot. “ He smiled Very 
significantly. The suit is lost, that is certain. Has 
he saved anything from the wreck? We are driving 
away from his part of the city, and —aid” — 
the carriage stopped. “My old house!” said Mrs. 
Barclay. 

“I will explain presently,” said Mr. Curtis, offer¬ 
ing his arm. 

Up the rteps, into the wide hall, lighted and 
warmed, and up the stairs to the bedroom. Here 
Mrs. Cnrtia met the bewildered lsdy, whose eyes 
filled as they rested upon the furniture and ornaments 
which were just as she had left them. 

“You will ll. d ajl the rooms unchanged,” said 
Mrs. Cortis, gently. “The man who took it did not 
disturb anylhing. aud it whs purchased as you left it. 
Will you come down, now?” 

The parlor was lighted, and in the adjoining room 
a supper-table was spread for the traveler. Upon the 
mantelpiece lay a folded paper directed to Mrs. Bar¬ 
clay. In it she read only these words—“A Christ¬ 
mas gift from Claire’s baby.” 

“Claire!” she cried; and, in answer to the call, 
the little figure appeared in the door, holding a baby- 
in a festive dress of white. There was a sobbing cry 
of “Claire, my darling!” and somehow the Ruby was 
transferred to Mrs. Curtis, and Claire was folded in 
her adopted mother’s arms. 

Bacb a happy Christmas was not spent under many 
roofs, and Ike earnest it gave of a life of grateful 
care to repay that Claire had met in her sorrow was 
not disappointed.— Godey's Lady'* Book. -Godey's Lady'* Book. 

Wit awl Sumo*. 

MILITARY DEFINITIONS. 

Am individual rushed excitedly into the sanctum 
of the Buffalo Commercial, the other morning, and 
placed the following under the eyeB editoriaL He 1b 
informed that he is known, and that vigorous efforts 
arc in progress to bring him to punishment 

General Engagement.- The appointment of Gene¬ 
rals hy platoons, from civil life. 

Insubordination.—Disregarding the P. M. General’s 
Frank in Missouri. 

Carpet Nights. — Military levees at the White 
House. 

Military Department.—The marching of a Regi¬ 
ment. (Vide report of the rebel movement at Mun¬ 
son’s Hill.) 

Jmt-iickleaiion,—President Lincoln’s reply to Mrs. 
Fremont 

Flank Movement.—What Jessie’s Bent-on. 
Rebel incantations in Kentucky.—liaising the “ old 

Harry.” 
Belle of Baltimore.—Re-bcL. 
Ingrutrs.—Prisoners at Fort Lafayette. 
Khiver-de-freeze.—The rebel army in northern Vir¬ 

ginia this winter. 
Con detuned A rtillery. —Bn -chanan. 
Rebel Mathematics.—A tigh-for peace. 
Rout-hern Episcopacy.—A General game of Polk er. 
Rebel financiering.— Let us a loan. England is 

supposed to reply, “Cotton to us first.” France says 
Notre Dame. 

Fort Pickens.—Not the forte for rebels. 
“A foeman worthy of my steal..”—A pet phrase of 

Floyd’s. 
Northern Tears for the TFar.—Volunteers. 
Ken-tucky ?— She just ken. 
Brigadiers. La files <ia Regiment. 

Hostile Demonstrations.'—Cavalry movements. 
Army Accounts.—Charge bayonets. 
-< ■ » i »- 

Love and Horticui.turk.— “ Ob; Angelina!” said 
the young horticulturist to his love one evening, 
“if you could only see my Isabella* How each day 
develops new beauties; so graceful, so beautiful! 
Hanging over me so tenderly. No boacy so sweet to 
the taste.” Angelica suddenly fell to the floor like a 
flat-iron. “ Vll!?.*, ,!” she cried, “you love another!” 
and Bwooned away. “Oh, 1 have killed her,” ex¬ 
claimed the young horticulturist, jumping up aud 
wringing his hand*: —“Oh, Angelina, don’t, don’t. 
You mustn’t for the world, Angelina; I didn’t mean 
it; I only meant the grope vine.” 

“Madam,” said a snarling son of Escnlapios, 
“if women were admitted to Paradise, their tongues 
would make it a Purgatory.” “And some physicians, 
if allowed to practice there,” retorted the lady, 
“would make it a desert.” 

“So here I am between two tailors!” said a fellow 
at a public table, where two young tailors were 
seated, who had just commenced business for them¬ 
selves. “ True. ” was the reply; “wc are bnt beginners, 
and can only afford to keep one goose between us.” 

For Moore’s Rural New-Yorker 

MISCELLANEOUS ENIGMA. 

1 am composed of 62 letters. 

My 22,16, 3, 30,17, 88, 6. 42, 1 is good to drink. 

My IX, 28, 19, 40, 10, 43, 1 has often jokes cracked at Ids 

expense. 

My 18, 21, 4(>, 62, 2 Is an animal of great use ta mankind. 

My 8,11, 6, 83, 18, 10, 45^s the given name of a young lady 

who is plaguing me while composing this enigma. 

Mv 42, 6, 48, 1, 49, 44, 23,10 in what 1 have to do occasionally 

in my every-day occupation when pupils get a little 

unruly. 

My 4, 9, 17, 41, 19, 39, 60, 22 are called the Irishman’s delight. 

My 7 26, 32, 87 is nor bad, bnt might be better. 

My 21, 36, 35, 4, 62 once prevented me from getting a kiss. 

My 27, 12, 42, 33, 50, 61 some of the politicians need badly 

My 20, 47, 4, 11, 14, 42, 28, 31, 37 is a title given to my 43, 12, 

13, 47, 41,13. 

My 29, 21, 24, 17, 39, 34, 26, 37 is not remembered long 

generally. 

l.y whole has sent most of our convicts to the penitentia¬ 

ries and still continues to destroy the characters of our 

ycpith, 

Cross Creek Village, Pa, 1861. J. M, 

15?” Answer in two weeks. 

A RIDDLE. 

Thosk who have me not do not wish for me; 

Those who have me do not wish to lose me; 

Those who gain me have me no longer. 

Answer in two weeks. 

-- 

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker 

ASTRONOMICAL PROBLEM. 

Sn-POSiNG the moon's diameter to be 2,164 miles, and the 

earth’s diameter to be 7,910 miles, and the distance between 

their centers 238,664 miles, how far from the earth’s surface 

upon the line that joins their centers, must a person be to see 

ju 15 12 of the moon's surface? Edwin A. Dodds. 

Gouverneur, St Law. Co., N. Y., 1861. 

0s” Answer in two weeks. 

Timely Grreetings 

TO AGENTS AND FRIENDS OF THE RURAL. 

Koeln Early.—Those who desire to form club* for onr next 
volume should begin now, before the field is occupied by can¬ 
vassers for trashy papers of the Bunkum Big-sta/T and love- 
and-murder genus, V.tr If Agent-FriendB will send names as 
early and fast as possible, it will enable us to get a large por- 
portion in type, and ready for mailing by machinery, previous 
to the commencement of the new volume. 

About Club Terms, Ao.—Wo endeavor to adhere strictly 
to our club rate s, which require a certain number at subscri¬ 
ber*, lo get tha paper at a specified price—say ten to gel it at 
J) so per copy, twenty to get it at $125, fce. But, in answer to 
frequent require-', we would state that, in cases where from 
4 to 6 copies are ordered at SLSU each, with a reasonable pros¬ 
pect of filling up a club of ten. we tend them—and when the 
club i* completed shall give extra copy. Ac. 'ft also pend 12 
to 18 copies at the rate f<ir 20($1,26 per copy.) where the person 
sending ia laboring lor and confident of obtaining a full club. 
This will accommodate thoee who do not wi-h to wait But 
we cannotafford to give extra copy, or other premium, until 
the club is complete. 

IJT~ Ttir Documknts Freb. — Specimen numbers of this 
volume will be sent free to mil applicants We ahall take 
pleasure in also sending, free and post-paid, onr large Show-Bill 
for 1.861 (beautifully colored by hand,) Prospectus, Ac.., to any 

and all persons disposed Vo aid in extending the circulation of 
the Rubai. New-Yorker. Reader, please send us the addresses 
of such of your frienda, near or distant a- yon think would be 
likely to Kubss-rils- or act as agent*, and we will forward the 

documents accordingly. 

K&- Voi.r.vTAKY AfiaxTS yor thk Rural.—Any and every 
Sulaeriber or rea-lor is requested to act in behalf of the Rural. 
by forming club* or otherwise. Now i* the time for its friend- to 
manifest their interest in tbs paper aud the cause It advocate*, 
either by obtaining new subscribers, or inducing others to act In 
its behalf K any loso or wear out numbers in thouting the 

paper.—that's the best way to get so bscribers,— we will dupli¬ 
cate them in order lo make thpir files complete for binding. 

I'£7- No Traveling Aobntf are employed by us. as we wish 
to give the whole field to local agent* and those who form clubs. 
And beside, we wish it distinctly understood that all persons 
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates 
from us, ARB impostors. 

t'{t~ Otm I.vrircKKRNTS for obtaining subscribers to the Thir¬ 
teenth Volume of the Urn At., for 1862, arc of the most Liberal 
aud Substantial character. Premium Lists, Show-Bills, Ac., 
sent free to all disposed to act a* agents. 

t37“ Ant person so disposed can act as local agent far the 
Rural New-Yorker, and those who volnnteer in the good 
cause wilJ receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 

What the Press Says. 

Thanks to onr friends of tire Press for recent voluntary 

and most cordial Greeting"! The following extracts from a 

few of the many notices lately received, show a kindness and 

appreciation which we gratefully acknowledge : 

Moo ft As RinUI. Nkw-Yowkv.k—This most excellent Family 
Newspaper continues to improve iu appearance and cements. 
It is ahead of ail competition, and i» certainly tint best weekly 
paper published for arnrent' families. Every number I* a 
mairnrine of useful inlotmmtion, and a model of ty ponaphlcal 
beauty. The Rural give* a carefully digested suihmaiy of war 
news up to the tatcRt dates. It a!-o far Dishes engravings, 
mnsir. and puxv.lei for the youngsters It is n complete paper 
lit all its departments iipd rueri's Die pstronSge of On- entire 
reading pubi c - Clark . School Virilor. Philadelphia. Pa 

Tub Rural New-Yr fiber, published at Roehes’sv, N. Y,, by 
D. I). T. Moore, hsv ju-tiv toe reparation of a flr«t class Agri- 
cuturnl and Family new ipurer Neatly and clear'v printed 
•ou extra good r a per, of n convenient rliape for bmihrg with 
Agricultural, Hortienltmml, Educational, Mi chnnleal, Scien¬ 
tific. Indies', News no i etorv-relit g Departments, its He! of 
attrei lions is not, a, d ew.ni t. tie. oxcrtle" bv nov other napor. 
It is the paper for the borne circle Herald, Peru Co . fll. 

Thr best Agriculture! paper, by fur, with which wo are 
acquainted, i- Moon V K ret \ew-Yoilier, published weekly at 
Rochester, N Y It is ably edited, superbly printed, su’d is 
our bean idea' of what an Agricultural ami Horticultural paper 
should be. It will cointrc-not its Thirteenth volume in January 
next Wc are glad In learn that its prospect* for the future 
are more promising than ever. Ifr wfidi it* -■xr.ellent publisher 
continued soucess — AiftW-ofc, tiuJTc,Ui, N, 1'. 

Moohk'S Rpkal Nkw-Voukkii This long establifhed agri¬ 
cultural jouroal trine .-es its circulation and usefulness vith 
every pausing oranth. It should be in the hm.de of every loan 
wlio cultivates a farm nr even ten rods of land. The individual 
who manages ihe smallest village garden Cannot fail i.r receiv¬ 
ing irformatio’i from it that will repay him tho yearly cost 
(ntu-fri)d. /rwo»- 

Moouk's Ri it.n Nkw YORKRR.—To any one who Writ cot up 
on alder Agricultural. Hcirtienltuial. or Family paper than is 
If... nhove we will need the Jtrjmhlvan and Sentinel during ."ir 
natural life, and, if p"*« Me. •-'ire t me thereafter.— Rrftutdictw 
and Senlml. Saratoga Sitt ings, N. V. 

Moons S Ritual Nsw- Yoskvr —If any of cur farmers wi«h 
to subscribe for a good Agricultural paper, they run do no 
better than to tuke the adore publication. It is filled utth 
valuable information on Art culture. Horticulture, and ill 
fact all subjects pertaining to the farm and garden. It also 
glvi'H tire Ini'-tt news in a complete and extruded manner 
Chur'rs D Bragdnu. so "el! knnwu as tire tnnner >(liter of 
the Prairie Farmer > WV«,te- n Cor re* ponding Editor, which 
fact must make l' e t-’uial of especial interest. Peninsular 
Dispatch, b\Wimvi!le, (?•-». Co., hlbli. 

Tub Rtoret. Nkw-Yopksii This most excellent paper e.nn- 
linm-e .-.piling t.. it- in . • sip i-rh style .-.-er, Rvp'et- with 
every variety ' t readiiir matte i. the I turn! Ig a more desirable 
farni y journal than »*y paper on the Ci ntincut It ia not 
only a journal for lire nousewite. I usbapdinan, lover of his¬ 
torical iVio's, and 'be at rv reader, but contains a eondi'Uiation 
of news luteresting to every one. Journal, Alma, M i* 

Moonr s Rural Nf.W-Yop.KHL — This unrivaled journal ia 
about entering on n now volume. It* merits a.aa paper a/iapled 
lo a wide range of ranolleivn.. and to the wants of large cIjumos. 
are superlative The Komi ia, unmistakably, tbn heat Journal 
of its kind published in t bis or mu o’liorr.nnj tr\ Thoamniuit 
of useful information il conveys to the Farmer, the Gardener, 
(lie Arti-an. Ihe M>••hiit 'c. and the g-ttoral reader, in the 
course of a ye.’p would fill volumes, and ia bey oud estimation 
—Republican )l’ab lmian, Greenperi. N. ¥. 

Tint Rural New Yorker ia decidedly the best paper of ft* 
class published in America A- uu ,tyii iilltiral and Family 

Rtmertiscmcnts. 

QUINTA HALL, 12.0CHESTER, 

ANDREW J. BRACKETT, Importer, Wlrelesale and Retail 
Dealer in Earthen, China. Parian and Glass Ware, No. 38 State 
street, Rochester, N Y. 

t AR g"<>d* repacked at New York prices, thereby saving 
to purchasers Freight and Breakage. 

In addition his usual large s ocks of Staplb and Fancy 
Goons, be would call attention to a large and well selected 
areortmoijtsuitable for Uie 

HOLIDAYS, 
consisting in part of the following: 

French Brovak Clocks. STATCs-rms, Bitsts, Arc, very line 
goods. 

Parian Fjccuks. Vase? Baskets, Boxes, Ac , a large variety. 
PLatjui Gri.ips—a complete Nock, at much reduced prices. 
Ivouy lUMiyyii Cp7i.rfiY-a la ge varic-ir, of var on, qualities. 
Lavs Ware VAsrs. Tba and Sjp.kjno Sbts. A,-.. Re. 
Rjrtit China Goons in great van-ty, a,me very choice, to¬ 

gether with a ereat variety ol Fancy and t’seful Articles suita¬ 
ble tpr Christmas, NVw Y.ar - nr Bredal t’-erents. 

lor all articles in Staple nr Fancy Goods, China JTall lathe 
place to purchase, Ac examination of bis stock will convince 
any ore ol t.'ii- .. U 

FOli tlio WINTER SCHOOLS 
AND WINTER EVENINGS. 

TUB OMY DAI-SCHOOL PAPER PUBLISHED! 
ORIGINAL SCHOOL MUSIC, 

BY STEPHEN C. FOSTER AND OTHERS. 

Original School Dialogues, Stories, Heading Lessons, Ldlers 
lo Children, Poetry, Speeches, Enigma*, Beautiful 

Engravings, etc , i£a,, in 

CLARETS SCHOOL VISITOR, VOL. VL 
REV, ALEX. CLARK, EDITOR, 

A large and elegantly printed Quarto Monthly for Teachers 
and School Children everywhere 

The School Visitor has'more reading matter, finer illustra¬ 
tions. a-id better music, than any jnvenile periodical publish¬ 
ed for the price. 

fine copy, one year, 60 cents. 
Three copies, “ $1.00 
Eight " " $2.00 (only 25 cents each.) 
Twelve " *' $3 00 fanrf one to club maker ) 

The music alone iu the Visitor isworth more than twice the 
price of the na|>er. 

Fpecimen* furnished free. Now ia the time lo form elnba. 
Address DADOfUHAY & HAMMOND. 
fil»<teo_4)1 Walnut St. Philadelphia. 

GILMAFS SHOE STORE, 

ISTo. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER. N. Y. 

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c„ IN No, 621. 

Answer to Geographical Enigma:—Resignation of General 

Scott 

Answer to Arithmetical Problem:—942.48 feet 

Answer to Anagram: 

If every pain and care we feel 

Could bum upon our brow, 

How many hearts would move to heal 

That-strive to crush us now. 

CMH9 U in _ t Hill l ri. Pi- ** ■ i It 1' 11 II i II 1.11 t in I.an Ilk 

Newspaper, it is entitled to a place at every fireaide.- Jieoord, 612 
Onrmeautville, Pa, _ 

Mooun's Rpkai. vp.v-YofiKFR —This well estab'ished paper 
will enter upon its Tlr rleenUi volume on ' he first of .Wntl&ry. 
It has become a favorite wherever read. We know of no paper 
of its class which, in point of usefulness to lire farmer, gar- 
doner, or hourewife, eon begin to eompnre with It It is 
orient the (Inert printed publication* jo tho o.onoti y, am) is 
filled with well digested matter. It is no fit*-Ik paper but it is 
a paper the usefulness of which every one who reads il will 
readily acknowledge DanocrcUic Messenger. 

Wr know of no journal that we can so highly commend to 
our readers ns the Rural. As a family paper il has no equal. 
No Tanner nr mccbar.ic should be without it. — Economist, 
Markham, C IF 

In another column will bu found the prespeetua of the Rural 
Ne«-Yorker, i In-verv ties! paper of its trios now published. 
There should be a elnh made up in every neighborhood iu the 
county -Northern IruUanim. It umno, lr„t 

Titrs excellent journal, while mainly devoted to the firming 
interests, in which character It lure probably no superior in the 
world, i- «r tire same time A first class Family Newspaper, and 
is one /if the most interesting entertaining and instructive 
puhlimt.ons in thi* Country. We receive il regular !y, and we 
may rent.uk, without disparaging any other, that there is cot 
one of all our exchanges n ore welcome than Ihe Rural New- 
Yorker. and certainly not one that we cj.n.r. ore cheerfully 
recommend.—Oitiseo, HtuU’Vef, York Co., Pa, 

UOOtttl’s Rural Nkw-Yoiuo:k -The Annual Message of Gov. 
Monre, of li e Koisl, may be found in onr paper this week. 
All who till tbs soil or cultivate the lain I. uu either a large 
or small scale should take thin paper We are now making ___ 
up a club for 1HS2-— Visitor, EranUin, Delaware Co , N Y 

Moonu's Rdkai. New-Yorker.—This journal is probably the 
best of the kind pub'-rfi .• 1 in t e Dm ted Strive, an . is just the 
psper for the Drmcrsnf the Noi 'h-Wcst. It i, alarge, neatlv- 
ptinted papn coitri nii.-r mo-tlv original matter, Upon all 
topics of interest to the farmer and the general reader Tho e AGE. 
who have ak*n ii (nr-a time caanot ail rC . j uUpense with it 

Advertiser, Polo, JU. 

Mn. Moomc deserves the most 1 iberal success, tor his paper is 
doing more good to ii.h world io the advancement of agricul¬ 
tural science and wealth, than any -imilar paper.—Gas'Ue, Le 
Hoy. N Y. 

Tub Rural NBW-YoRtuti!. We call the attention of onr 
readers to the annual prospectus of this excellent paper, Hu 
which will ho found in another column. We regard th« Rural Avert 
as the best paper of the kind in the world. As uu agricultural , 
journal it is ou-ui soared, and «« a family paper of general Iree 1 
news and miscellany it has no superior. Of all ihe papers and o 
that we have any krow ledge of, if we were compelled to select 
nop as the only paper we could get. we would select the Rural. K 
We trust a large club will be made op for the Rural at this extra 
office this year — Itcpublvan, (Xlumbia City. 2nd. paper 

Ir is scarcely accessary to 's.y anything in exteunstiou of BosH 
the merit- of the Rurnl for Its r sure has become a "liou-el'0Td paper 
word' with the American people.—Commercial, Monroe, IlbJi fn>£,r 

Ws con always make room for the Prospectus of Moore’s Rpba. 
Rural New-Yoi for. published by D. l>. T Moore nt Roclres- „ 
ter, N Y.. at $2 per y-xr always in Rdvarce. Jt is the best t- ad- 
Agri'-ullurai and Family N'tespap'r cvrrx.'Ul/>ishc.d. Il is strict ly 
moral, it has a liberal suppR of prose am! poetry, it gives 1 
weeklv the latest news up to the hour . f going to press, the any p 
acTicnltniwl department .nd.iaii-- more talent and a g-.f-n' -r or$h: 
number of contributors tb.tr. Boy other journs > hr ttre wm b‘, ’ . 
r roducipg an ttninori-e wealth of pra ileal reading which cau 1>ectl 
fie procured fioni io other tource Tho mcchanpal appear- fulls! 
*uce is wit hoot a fault; v. r ever bat'' run a single ci ., of rdt,.f 
the Rural thut would not bear the olorest scrutiny. At llie 
beginning of each new volume the proprietor announces new mono 
atlrao'ions i.nd improvements, and carries out to a luf.cr hifl other, 
favorite motto. ••Excelsior!"—Com Planter and Me tonic?. mlcci 

Tub rural has no superior 88 a Family Newspaper. All istofi 
who are in favor of and would promote " Pi ogres- and hn- 6ioveinetit”iii Airmen : .lie, Horticu'ture, Domestic Economy, 

ducfition. and Ku al n»d Roeia. Lite, should use their ii tin »?rfi 
cnee in behalf of Die 1’rachc.il. r-.-ful. Instructive and Pure -• 
Literature .'.plained in Moore'S Furl X.-w-Yorker. In pr-f- 

JjT UBBAED & NORTHROP, 

Are now ofiering, at their 

P O P V I.JJ n SALKS JtOOM, 

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings, 
ROCHESTER, N. Y., 

A CHOIC® A NO COMPLETB ASSORTMENT Or 

European and American Dress Goods, 
Black and Fancy Dress Silks, 
Brocbe and Woolen l.ong Shawls, 
Brocbe and Woolen Square Shawls, 

Bnmbarines, Alpacas and Pararaetta*, 
French Mm no* (Rest Assortment in Rochester,) 
French and American Punts and Ginghams, 

Honse FuinlMliInu Goods, Worden Blankets, 
1,ace and Muslin Drapery, (Yard or Set,) 
Wrappers and Drawers, Ladies' and Gentlemen’s, 
White Goods, Embroideries, Hosiery, Ac. 

- ALSO - 

Bleached and Brown Sheetinga and Shirtings, 

Tickings, Denims and Towelings, 
At LEsa than the present New York pricee- 

Notwitbstandiup the general stagnation In almost every de¬ 
partment of bu-inre- during the last lew months, it is with 
much satisfaction that we me able to record the tact that our 
eltortx to uinl nl ii in our former amount of business have been 
eutirilIv successful, and in some departments the sales have in- 
creased over those cd any previous year. 

EVERY DEPARTMENT CONTAINS It ARC AINU I 

Which we should lit! happy to exhibit, confidently believing 
that they would be appreciated by the most economical pur- 
chaner. We are also extensive manufacturers of 

LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS. 
Every desirable grade of Cloth and Beaver CLOAKS, of the 

most approved aud 1 ash I unable Styles, are now ofiered by ua 
in great variety. We are also prepared to 

MANUFACTURE GARMENTS TO ORDER, 

AT A EE IF HOURS' NOTICE, 

For those who prefer selecting their own ClothB. 
We have taken great pai ire I» perfect arrangements apper¬ 

taining to this popular branch of our business, and we are 
every month acquiring more and more popularity in the Man¬ 
ufacturing Department. 

I <r OUR PRICES, ALWAYS SATISFACTORY. 
ItriillAtm A NOKTIlROt’, 

612 69 & 71 Main Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

GILMAN’S SHOE STOBE, 
Mo. S STAIlTE STREET, 

ROCHESTER., N. Y. 

erenee to the trash and humbug so prevalent and delctennuB 
to the minds nod ti up u tcrere.- of the ev.,pie and 'Vuomunlty. 
Those wlm contfliifd-te subscribing fur this valuable paper, 
either singly or by clubs, should do so at once, in order to 
commence with the new volume.—Tribune, Medina, N. Y. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
THB LARGEST CIBC0LATEB 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND PAlflLY WEEKLY, 
18 PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Terms in Advance: 

Subscription — Two Dollars a Year. To Clubs and 

Agents aa follows;—Three Copies one year, for $S; Six, and one 
free to club agent, for $10; Ten, aud one free, for $18; Fifteen, 
and one free, for *21; Twenty, and one free, for$2S; and any 
greater number at same rate — only $1 25 per copy.—with aa 
extra free copy for every Ten Subscribers over Twenty. Club 
papers directed to Individuals and sent to as many difierent 

PostrOffiees aa deeired M we pre-pay American postage on 
papers sent to the British Provinces, our Canadian agents and 
friends must add 12>s cents per Copy te the club rates of the 
RrnAi,. The lowest price of copies Bent to Europe, Ac., Is 

$2.50—including postage. 

137- Tub above Terms and Rates are invariable. Therefore, 
snyperson who is ant an agent, sending the club rate ($1.50 
or$l.S5) fox a single copy (the price of which is $2,) will only 
receive the paper the length of time the money pays for at 
full single copv price. People who send us less than published 

rates, and request the paper for a year, or a return of the 
money, earjiot le accommodated—for it would be unjust to 
other; to . amply, and a great inconvenience to return remit- 
ttnoes. The ovo’y wear to get She Rural for less than $2 a year, 

is to form or join a club. 

Advertising—Thirty-Five Cents a Line, each inser¬ 

tion. A price and a half for extra display, or 52.!i cents per line 
of Bpace. Special Notices, (following reading matter, leaded.) 
Sixty Cents a Line. t'i7~ The Rural Nkw-Yokkkr has a far 
i.nrirer circulation than anr similar journal in the world, and is 
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1st, Let barn-yards be as small _ 
as tho size of yonr UockB and 
herds will admit. It is common 
to see a desolate and irregular 
Held, of a fourth of au acre or WAS 
more, with sundry sharp corners *gi£ ' 

and angles, muddy, and encum- » ?| '• 
berod with tnbbisb, occupied at J , 
intervals by a dozcu cattle or fifty v'^r^r1-/;. -*--t 
sheep — misnamed a “ barn- • / ';’rffl 
yard,” If it includes a stream > 
to which Its surface inclines, f 

ami about which some poverty- 

stricken Oaltlo congrcgato dur- *P""™' 
ing the day, waiting in cold f 

weather for an opening in tho Wj —— \ 

ice that they may get a “ cooling_w 
beverage,” the accessories are fj' 
complete. It is impossiblo to . .. AT - 
litter it all, and the droppings 
are too far apart to make it proba¬ 
ble they will ever be gathered up. 
Rather have a small, well-fenced 
yard, with a water trough in it, and keep it well littered 
with leaves, straw, or coarse grass or weeds. 2d, 
Let eaves*troughs be put up go that no water shall fall 
from the buildings. 3d, Clean the yards early iu tho 
spring, and plow in the manure before warm, weather 
dries it up. 

No farmer is at liberty to forget that horse manure 
anil sheep manuro are subject to rapid decomposi¬ 
tion. in which almost their entire value is lost. 
Prof. Norton says:—” Horse manure, particularly, 
should not bo left exposed at ail; it begins to heat 
and to lose nitrogen almost immediately, as may be 
perceived by the Bmcli. It should be mixed with 

* Other manures, or covered by some absorbent earth 
ifs ifbon as possible.” Speaking of the value of 
nitrogen which escapes so largely from urine and 

tnamiTCftf Mr, Nhutuw -4i Mart'iYfltv con- 

tainhig nitrogen in large quantity arc so exceedingly 
valuable because this gas is required to form gluten, 
and bodies of that class, in tho plant; this is partic- 
larly in the seed, and sometimes also in the fruit. 
Plants can easily obtain an abundance of carbon, 
oxygen and hydrogen from the air, the soil and 
manures. Not so with nitrogen. They cannot get it 
from the air — there is little of It in most soils; and 
hence manures which contain much of it produce 
such a marked effect.” 

Bear In mind, fellow-farmers, that this nitrogen, 
the manure of all manures, is just what you drive 
out of your dung when you suffer it to flre-fang or 
burn. Mix it liberally with muck or earth, and you 
may prevent this, if trodden hard without much litter 
in it, manure will not waste; at any rate, cover it 
liberally with plaster, and that will absorb the gasses. 
A liberal application of soil or sods will doubly pay— 
first, iu the preservation of the volatile portion of 
the manures; and second, iu what those snbBtanccs 
contain for tho renovation of the soil. Science 
unites with common sense in asserting that we must 
in some way restore to the soil the elements taken 
from it by the crops, or we shall in the end arrive at 
utter barrenness. Now, farmers, you are very clever 
fellows—very, very, very; won't you draw a few loads 
of muck or earth from the road-side to your yards, 
cover so it won’t freeze, and mix it with your sheep 
and horse manure during the winter?—n. t. a. 

ent have these little experiments or none. We have 
made experiments with so much care and involving 
so much labor, that tho crops even with the best 
success would uot pay for the labor. The same is 

doubtless true of others. 

The great difficulty has been not with the extent of 
the experiments, but witli the manner iu which they 
have been conducted. There has doubtless been too 
much baste, and too little ulte— too much jumping at 
conclusions- but even then an experiment, although 
not reliable in all respects, is better than nothing, 
as it excites interest, and makes the question one of 
thought and discussion among practical men. For¬ 
tunately we are pretty much all possessed with the 
little weakness of thinking we can do a thing about, 
us well as the next man, or a little better, and if 
results are reported different from what we think 

are ready to make the trial to dis- 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
XX ORIGINAL WKKKI.Y 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY JOURNAL 

CONDUCTED BY D. D. T. MOORE, 

With an Able Corps of Assistants and Contributors. 

CHAS. D. BRAODON, Western Correspondlnu Editor. 

Tub Rural Nkw-Yorkhr is designed to be unsurpassed in 
Value, Purity, Usefulness and Variety of Contents, and unique 
and beautiful in Appearance Its Coudactor devotes his per¬ 
son at attention to the supervision of its various departments, 

and earnestly labors to render the RURAL au eminently 
Reliable (inide on all the important Practical. ScientOic and 
other Subjects intimately connected with the business of those 
whose interests it zealously advocates As a Family Jocknal 
it ia eminently Instructive and Rntertaintng — Twin* so con¬ 
ducted that it can he safely taken to the Hearts and Homes ot 
people of intelll«ence. tasta and discrimination. It embraces 
more Agricultural, Horticultural, Scientific, Educational. 
Literary and Notvs Matter, interspersed with appropriate and 

beautiful Engravings, than any other journal, —rendering 
H the most complete AgrioCLti-rai., Litkkaky am> Family 

Nrwspapkr in America. 
137“ For Terms and other particulars, see last page. 

peetH of thousands at the North as well as South, they should bo, 
especially iu our cities and villages. Yet amid the prove tbo theory that wo consider false, or the state¬ 
wide-spread disaster, one class suffers comparatively aicnt. of facts that we deem incorrect, and thus 
little. The owners and cultivators of the soil are now knowledge is increased, aud after repeated trials the 
the fortunate and envied people of the land, and ought truth is made to appear, and prevails. While adrait- 
to appreciate the fact we have so long and often ting this, we urge upon all the necessity of exact- 
reiterated, that Agriculture is the surest and safest, nc88 j,i operations designed to teach facts, for upon 
as well as most useful and honorable pursuit of Man. it8 precision, more than upon its extent, tho value of 
Wo have often, lu public addresses and print, urged an experiment, depends. The truth and the whole 
farmers’sons to make agriculture their profession for truth, and nothing but the truth should be given, 
life,—yet bow many who have left the farm for the ancj a8 a general rule it ia best to leave each reader 
merchant’s desk, physio or law, are to-day lamenting fc0 draw his own inferences, and form his own opin- 

their mistake! jons from the facta stated. 
— In common with many other business interests, There is no more Interesting Held ot discovery 

the Newspaper Press has suffered severely from the open to the thoughtful than‘that of agriculture, 
effects of the war, and several agricultural journals We want to know how many bushels ol corn or 
have been obliged to suspend or materially lessen wheat, and how much hay can be manufactured out 
their expenses. But, though tho Rural was for of a cord of manure; how the manure can be made, 

months seriously affected, its expenses were increased saved, and applied, so as to produce the best results ; 
rather than diminished. In the darkest days of the how the corn, hay, Ac., can bo turned into beei, 
rebellion, we engaged our present able Western Cor- pork, butter, and cheeBo at e least cost per pound. 

m _ » - - n»..srt vuo l Vttno i* v>•»•**. i.t .At • ’ h>(»iir*su»L Alov.* <1 

•■">\o'igh the war and consequent bard rim idstion. The • r requires no exten- 
tlmes and depreciation of currency have for awhile b'ivc laboratory,.no exp oaeWlcals, or only such 
materially lessened our receipts, wo believe that us ave provided in the great laboratory of natoro. 
Agriculture, which feeds and clothes all, is the main Care and patience are the ingredients that will do 
dependence of the country in this great emergency much towards solving those problems, and lie who 
and that those journals which best foster and promote applies himself to the work and adds to the stock of 
it, will deserve, and should receive, continued and general knowledge, is worthy of all honor as a bene- 
increaaed support. Hence it is that, without looking factor of the race. 

CLOSE OF THE YEAR AND VOLUME. 

For the twelfth time it becomes our duty to indite 
the closing article for a Year and Volume of the 
Rural New-Yorker. The occasion is one of no 
little importance to us, and we trust not devoid* of 
interest to the reader. Our emotions are mingled, 
but tho most prominent thought is one of gratitude — 
an acknowledgment of indebtedness to Providence 
for the blessings of health and strength, which have 
enabled us to labor so long, and with comparative 

men, women and children who are directly or indi¬ 
rectly influenced by reading this journal — and for 
living to witness the fruition of our hopes in regard 
to the usefulness of an enterprise which ba3 ever 
honestly endeavored to maintain Right and dethrone 
Wrong, with little regard to consequences. 

It seems but yesterday that wc commenced the 
Rural, yet how great have been the changes daring 
its publication!—how vast in many things affecting 
individual and national interests, prospects and 
prosperity! Brief as the period seems to those in 
the meridian of life, and absorbed in the cares aud 
competitions of a utilitarian and progressive age, it 
ia crowded with events of the utmost Importance,— 
which have already had a powerful effect, and mast 
continue to influence the action and destiny of mil¬ 
lions of the human race. The most prominent of 
these will readily occur to the intelligent reader, who 
can, on reflection, recall the great improvements in 
various branches of Art, Science and Production— 
as well aa some changes which huve not been 
improvements or of tlie progressive order. That the 
world has moved, however, and generally in a direc¬ 
tion beneficial to mankind, is evident from the efforts 
of Mind, and the resulting influences upon the Men¬ 
tal, Moral and Material interests of individuals, com¬ 
munities and nations. Though this is not au age of 
miracles, many of the inventions and improvements 
introduced or perfected within the past decade are 
truly wonderful. For yxample —but we will not 
attempt to particularize or enumerate, for either 
would require more space than we can now command. 

Daring the whole period of its publication, the 
Rural New-Yorker has labored zealously to fulfill 
the purposes and promote the objects announced in 
its first number, some of which we may appropriately 
repeat in this connection. After remarking that 
“the importance aud responsibility of the position 
assumed were fully realized,” we added: 

“The pages of this Journal are dedicated to Progress and 

Imfrovement. We use the exprefsion not lightly, but in its 

fullest and broadest acceptation — mentally, morally, and 

physically. It does not confine ns to narrow limits, bat gives 

MANURE AND HOW TO SAVE IT 

There has been a great deal said about manure, but 
unless mankind behr.ve themselves better, a great 
deal more has got to bo said about it,. Turn up your 
nose, if you will, It is a “staple” article, and is 
entitled to, and will receive, the growing confidence 
and respect of good men. It Is directly connected 
with the growth and expansion of the human race. 
If manure runs out, man must run out, too: it is the 

fountain of our material prosperity. Why, then, is it 
heedlessly trodden under tho feet of men and beasts? 
Why is there in America no systematic and scientific 
treatment of it? Smaller interests are persistently 
and vociferously cared for. More doubtful matters 

are promoted by conventions, combinations and 
associations—are nursed by motherly legislatures, 
and honored by public confidence and approval. 
Manure, ignored by the bar, the pulpit and the 
benevolent societies, is left “to waste its fragrance 
on the—air,” an outcast and an offense. Men emi¬ 
nent for economy, who think Ben Franklin a greater 
roan thau St. 1'aul because he was tire author of the 
maxim “Take care of the pence and the pounds will 
take care of themselves”—men who crosa-mko their 
stubbles for a few straws—even such men waste 
tlikir manure. You could not persuade them to 
let a bushel of corn go to loss, but they will waste 
the manure that would make titty ViukIk-Ib of corn, and 
think nothing about it. If they lose a cow, they talk 
mournfully of her virtues for a whole year; but half 
tho profit of keeping her they threw away without 
regret. 

It is especially necessary that we should be re¬ 
minded of our failings in this respect at the present 
season of the year. Now is the time to save food for 
the next year’s crops. The two great sources of loss 
are leaching and burning. Half our stable and barn¬ 
yard manure is thoroughly washed before it goes to 
the field. Whatever else needs washing, manure 
doeB not—the dirtiest of it is clean enough for all 
practical purposes. What goes out in this washing 
is precisely what ought to stay in. Prof. Norton, of 
Yale College, says:—“In all places whpre manure is 
protected from the sun. and from much washing by 
rain, its value is greatly increased. * * * While the 
liquid manure is actually in many cases almost^ntirely 
lost, the solid part is often allowed to drain and hlea. h 
until nearly every thing soluble has washed away. 
* * * The liquid which runs from barn-yards and 
from manure heaps, is shown by analysis to consist of 
the most fertilizing substances; and it is calculated 
that where this is all allowed to wash away, aa Is the 
case in many instances, tho manure is often reduced 
nearly one-half in its value. I have seen yards where 
it was almost worthless, owing to long exposure. In 
Flanders, where every thing of the kind is saved with 
the greatest care, the liquid manure of a single cow 
fora year is valued at $10; here it is too often allowed 
to escape entirely.” 

Those who would remedy the evil here spoken of 
will, bo far as possible, keep their manure under 
sheds or in manure cellars; but yards must be used, 
to some extent, in which case the following direc¬ 
tions should be observed: 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENTS 

In other countries there are experimental farms, 
and wealthy men who devote their time and means 
to the developement of agricultural truths. Here 
we are entirely destitute of the former, and we have 
few farmers who are willing or able to make experi¬ 
ments, tho failure of which would involve great 
pecuniary loss; aud experiments even when success¬ 
ful are not profitable usually to those who make 
them. It is apparent, therefore, that we must profit 
by the results of small experiments, or be content to 
do without this, the very best means of testing theo¬ 
ries, developing truth and advancing agricultural 
knowledge. This state of things, though unfortu¬ 
nate in some respects, is not without redeeming fea¬ 
tures. It shonld encourage every intelligent farmer, 
indeed, wc think it makes it the duty of every one 
to test new plauts, new modes of culture, and report 
the result to tbeir neighbors and the brotherhood of 
farmers, through the agricultural press. Under 
these circumstances they have no need to fear that 
their small experiments will be overshadowed by 
those of any great institution, or by the labors of 
those more wealthy, and to whom the public ear is 
more open. 

Much ridicule has been cast upon the published 
reports of small experiments, and the calculations 
founded upon them. It has been by many considered 
unjust and fanciful to grow a rod or two of roots or 
grain, by a particular course of culture or manuring, 
and’from this calculate tho cost and product of an 
acre. Experiments on so small a scale are not quite 
so satisfactory as though they were of larger extent, 
but if made with care, we know not why they 
may not tell a true tale. If the extent, nature, 
and condition of the soil, manure, time employed in 
culture, Ac., is stated, aud the crop measured or 
weighed carefully, we know not why these experi¬ 

ments may not prove exceedingly valuable. If 75 
bushels of carrots are grown on one-eighth of an 
acre, at a cost of five cents a bushel, wo cannot see 
why COO bushels cannot be grown on an acre by the 
same treatment, and perhaps at a little less cost. 
Then, as we have before observed, we must at prea- 

In our last we gave Borne remarks on the fattening, 
killing and marketing of Poultry. A correspondent 
suggests that, a little information about Poultry 
Houses, both useful and ornamental, would be very 
acceptable to many of our readers, as for the want of 
proper arrangements for keeping, many are not much 
troubled about either fattening or killing. Wc would 
never advise the erection of a Poultry House for 
mere ornament, as the beauty of such buildings con¬ 
sists principally in their convenience and adaptation 
to the use for which they are designed. Still they 
may be made quite neat.; and when built on small vil¬ 
lage lots, or even on alarm, when near the house, this 
is necessary. A year or two ago we made a call at 
Springside, the residence of Mr. Vaskab, near Pough¬ 
keepsie, ami there we saw one of the prettiest houses 
it was ever our good fortune to look upon. The place 
was then iu charge of 0. N. Bemknt, Esq., well known 
to our readers as the author of a valuable Poultry 
Book, and as a correspondent of the Rural. This 
house wa3 designed and built by Mr. B., who fur¬ 
nished us with the design and description. It iB 

built in a sequestered nook, on the sunny side of a 
high bank, surmounted by rocks covered with shrub¬ 

bery. 
“ This location was selected for the purpose of pro¬ 

tection from the cold northern blasts, and receiving 
the warmth and benefit of the winter’s Bun. The 
deciduous trees in front being deprived of their 
foliage in winter, admit the full influence of the sun, 
and, when in full leaf, shade and ward off bis 
searching rays in summer. 

“ The elevation, as will be seen in the figure accom¬ 
panying this article, is a rather pretty affair. The 
center building, with the gable to the front, is twelve 
feet square; eight feet posts. The roof is very steep 
audsurmountedwith a kind of cupola, for the pur¬ 
pose of ventilation and ornament; in the bottom of 
this are two «mall swing doors, to close np when 
necessary. Tho roof is of one and a quarter inch 
plank, tongued and grooved, the joints painted with 

A Vote ok Thanks.— Before adding “Finis” to 
the Twelfth Year and Volume of the Rural New- 

Yokkbr, we are conetrained to express our sincere 
acknowledgments to each and all who have in any 
manner contributed to Its success. To Contributors 
and Correspondents, Agents and hosts of friendly 
Subscribers all over the land, we are under obliga¬ 
tions for special and innumerable favors. While 
many have increased the value and interest of its 
pages by furnishing therefor the results of their obser¬ 
vation and experience, others have kindly introduced 
the Rural in new localities, and in various ways 
aided in extending its circulation and usefulness. 
Truly, as wo have said on a similar occasion, the con¬ 
ductor of a journal having friends so numerous, 
kiud and generous, may be excused for entertaining 
some little pride —even while bcudiDg under a weight 
of obligation to them—and would be ungrateful 
were ho not to acknowledge the indebtedness and 
also resolve to more than ever merit such manifesta¬ 
tions of approval. Appreciating, to some extent, 
our obligations to both Individuals aud Community, 
we shall strive to repay the indebtedness iu an appro¬ 
priate manner — and meantime wish one and all 
herein addressed a “Happy New Year” and many 
joyous returns of the same to themselves and their 
(we trust always happy) families. 

— Thanks, also, to the numerous friends who are 
already successfully recruiting for our next volume, 
a3 their substantial remittances attest. 
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ROCHESTER, N.Y., DECEMBER 28, 1861. 

THE WAR’S PROGRESS. 

FACTS, SCKNKS, IN’OIDJENTS, ETC. 

General .Sceit on the Trent .Seizure. 

General Scott has written a letter to .John Big¬ 

elow, Esq., in answer to inquiries respecting the 

probabilities of a war between England and America. 

It has been published in most of the English and 

French journals, and its effects can be but salutary 

to the cause of truth and justice. He discusses the 

question in the proper spirit, and tempers firmness 

with moderation. The following is the letter, which, 

though written for the eye of Europeans, will be read 

by Americans with interest: 

My Dear Sir:- You were right in doubting the 
declaration imputed to me, to wit: that the Cabinet 
at Washington had given orders to Beize Messrs. 
Mason and Slidell, even tinder a neutral flag, for I 

• was not even aware that the Government had had 
that point nnder consideration. At the time of my 
leaving New York it was not known that the San 
Jacinto had returned to the American seas; and it 
was generally supposed those persons had escaped to 
Cuba for the purpose of re-embarking in the Nash¬ 
ville, in pursuit of which vessel the James Adgerand 
other cruisers had been dispatched. 

I think I can satisfy yon in a few words that you 
have no serious occasion to feel'concerned about our 
relations with Utiglnnd, if', as her rulers profess, she 
lias no disposition to encourage the dissensions in 
America. 

In the first place, it is almost superflous to say to you, 
that every instinct of prudence, aB well as of good 
neighborhood, prompts our Government to regard no 
honorable sacrifice too great for the preservation of 
the friendship of Great Britain. This must l>e 
obvious to all the world. At no period of our his¬ 
tory has her friendship been of more importance to 
our people; at no period has our government been in 
a condition to make greater concessions to preserve 
it. The two nations are united by interests and sym¬ 
pathies—commercial, social, political and religious, 
almost as the two arms to one body, and no one is so 
iguorunt as not to know that what harms one must 
harm the other iu a corresponding degree. 

I am persuaded that Hie British Government can 
entertain no donht upon this point; but if it, does, 1 
feel that I may take it upon myself tu say that the 
President of the United States, when made aware of 
its existence, will lose no opportunity of dispelling it. 

Nor is there anything, I venture to affirm, in the 
seizure of these rebel emissaries, which ought to 
receive an unfriendly construction from England. 
Her statesmen will not question the legal right of an 
American vessel of war to search any commercial 
vessel justly suspected of transporting contraband of 
war that right has never been surrendered by Eng¬ 
land—it was even guaranteed to her by the Treaty of 
Pari*, and British guns frowning down upon nearly 
every Htrait arid inland sea upon the globe, are eon- 
elusive evidence that she regards this right as one, 
the efficacy of which may bo not yet entirely ex¬ 
hausted. Of course there in much that is irritating 
and vexatious in the exercise of this right under the 
most favorable circumstances, and it is to be hoped 
the day is not fur distant when the maritime States of 
the world will agree in placiug neutral commerce 
beyond the reach of such vexations. 

'•'lie United States Government has been striving to 
this end for more than fifty years; to this end, early 
In the present century, and in its infuncyas a nation, 
it embarked in a war with the greatest naval power- 
in the world; and it is even now a persistent suitor at 
every maritime court in Europe, for a more liberal 
recognition of the rights of neut rals, than any of tin- 
other great maritime nations have yet been disposed 
to make. Hot till those rights are secured by proper 
international guarantees unon a comprehensive and 
enduring basis, of course England cannot complain 
of an act, of which, in all its material bearings, her 
own naval history affords such numerous precedents. 

Whether the captives from the Trent were contra¬ 
band of war or not, is a question which the two Gov¬ 
ernments can have no serious difficulty in agreeing 
upon. If Mr. Reward cannot, satisfy Earl Russell 
that they were, I have no doubt Earl Ilnsscll will be 
able to satisfy Mr. Seward that they were not. If 
they wore, as all authorities concur iu admitting, 
agents of the rebellion, it will be difficult to satisfy 
impartial minds that they were any less contraband 
than a file of rebel soldiers or a battery of hostile 
cannon. 

But even should there be a difference of opinion 
upon this point, it is very clear that our Government 
bad sufficient grounds for presuming Itself in the 
right, to escape the suspicion of having wantonly 
violated the relations of amify which the two coun¬ 
tries profess a desire to preserve and c ultivate. 

The pretense that we ought to have taken the Trent 
into port, and had her condemned by a prize court, 
in order to justify our seizure of four of her passen¬ 
gers, furnishes a very narrow basis on which to fix a 
serious controversy between two great nations. 
Stated in other words, an offense would have been 
less if it liud been greater. The wrong done to the 
British flag would have been mitigated If, instead of 
seizing the four rebels, we had seized the ship, 
detained all her passengers for weeks, and confiscated 
her cargo. 1 am not surprised that Cant Wilkes took 
a different view of his duty, and of what was due to 
the friendly relations which subsisted between the 
two Governments. The renowned common sense of 
the English people, 1 believe, will approve of bis 
effort to make the discharge, of n very unpleasant 
duty as little vexatious os possible io all innocent 
parties. 

If. under these cicnmstanc.es, England should deem 
it her duty, in the interest of civilization, to insist 
upon the restoration of the men taken from under 
the protection of her Bag, it will be from a convic¬ 
tion. without doubt, that, the law of nations in regard 
to the rights of neutrals, which she lias taken the 
leading part in establishing, requires revision, and 
with a suitatile disposition on her part to establish 
these rights upon a just, humane, and philosophic 
basis. Indeed, lam happy to see an intimation in 
one of the leading metropolitan journals which goes 
far to justify this inference. Referring to the deci¬ 
sions of the English Admiralty Courts, now quoted 
in defence of the seizure of the American rebels on 
board the Trent, the Loudon Times of Nov. 28 says: 

“So far as the authorities go, the testimony of 
International law-writers is all one way, that a belli¬ 
gerent war cruiser has the right te stop, and visit, 
and search auy merchant ship on the high seas. * * 
* v But it must be remembered that these deci¬ 
sions were given under circumstances very different 
from those which now occur. Steamers in those 
days did not exist, and mail vessels, carrying letters 
wherein all the nations of the world Lave immediate 
interest wore unknown; we were lighting for exist¬ 
ence, and we did iu those days what we should nei¬ 
ther do nor allow others to do, nor expect ourselves 
to be allowed to do in these days.1' 

If England, as we are here encouraged to hope, is 
disposed to do her part in stripping war of half its 
horrors by accepting the policy long and persistently 
urged upon her by our Government, and commended 
by every principle of justice arid humanity, she will 
find no ground, in the visit of the Trent, for contro¬ 
versy with our Government. I am sure the President 
and people of the United States would be but too 
happy to let these men gp free, unnatural and unpar¬ 

donable as their offenses have been, if by it they 
could emancipate the commerce of the world. Greatly 
as it would be to our disadvantage at this present cri¬ 
sis to surrender any of those maritime privileges of 
belligerents which are sanctioned bv the laws of 
nation*, I feel that 1 take no responsibility in saying 
that the Uniled States will be faithful to her tradi¬ 
tional policy upon this subject, and tho spirit of her 
political institutions. 

On the other hand, should England be unprepared 
to make a corresponding sacrifice; should she feel 
that she could not yet afford to surrender the advan¬ 
tages which the present maritime code gives to a 
dominant naval power, of course she will not put 
herself in a false position by asking us to do it. In 
either case, therefore, I do not see how the friendly 
relations of the two Government* are in any imme¬ 
diate danger of being disturbed. 

That the over-prompt recognition as belligerents of 
a body of men, however large, so long as they con¬ 
stituted a manifest minority of the nation, wound 
the feelings of my countrymen, I will not attempt to 
deny, nor that that act, with some of its logical con¬ 
sequences which have already occurred, has planted 
In the breasts of many the suspicion that their kin¬ 
dred in England wish them evil rather than good; 
but the statesmen to whom the political interests of 
these two great people are confided, act upon higher 
responsibilities and wilh better lights: and you may 
rest assured that an event so mutually disastrous as a 
war between England and America, cannot occur 
without some other and graver provocation than has 
yet been given by cither nation. 

Win yield Bcott. 
liotel Wi.-fllmlnlpter, Paris, Dec 2,1801. 

Bombardment of Pensacola.— Official Report. 

We have given both facts and rumors of the late 

bombardment at Pensacola, principally from rebel 

sources; but we are now enabled to lay before our 

readers the Official Report of Col. Brown, the com¬ 

mander of Fort Pickens: 

Headquarters Department or Florida, ) 
Fort Pickens, Nov. 25, 1861. 5 

General:—That Fort Pickens has been beleaguered 
by the rebels for the last nine months, and that it was 
daily threatened with the fate of Sumter, is a fact 
notorious to the whole world. Since its occupancy 
by Lieut. Rlemmcr, the rebels have been surrounding 
it with batteries, and daily arming them with the 
heaviest and most efficient gnns known to our ser¬ 
vice—guns stolen from the United States—until they 
considered Ibis fort as virtually their own, its occu¬ 
pancy being only a question of time, 

1 have been in command since the 1 Gt.h of April, 
and during the whole of that time their force has 
averaged, so far as I can tenra, from eight to ten 
times the number of mine. The position in which I 
Lave thus been placed baa been sufficiently trying, 
and I have at three separate times intended to free 
myself from it by opening my batteries on them, bfit 
imperious circumstances, over which I had no con¬ 
trol, have unexpectedly in each instance prevented. 

Affairs were In this state on the morning of the 9th 
of Octoher. when the enemy, fifteen hundred strong, 
attacked by surprise a portion of my command on an 
intensely dark night. They were defeated and driven 
from the island with great loss by less than two hun¬ 
dred regulars and fifty volnuteers—all the efficient 
force I had disposalde for the purpose. An insult so 
gross to the flag of mv country could not by me be 
passed unnoticed, and 1 designed immediately to take 
appropriate notice of it: hut, as 1 said before, cir¬ 
cumstances over which I had no control, prevented. 

all performed their duty with tie greatest cheerful¬ 
ness, and in the most able and efficient manner. I 
am much indebted to Major Arnold, my executive 
officer, for bis valuable assistance—bis whole conduct 
was admirable—and Captains A len, Cbaliin, Blunt, 
Robertson, Hildt, and Duryea, and Lieutenants Mc¬ 
Farland, l.angdon, Clossin, Shipley, Jackson, Pen¬ 
nington, Seeley, and Taylor, merit my wannest 
encomiums for the coolness anl deliberation with 
which they performed, without ane exception, their 
duty under a heavy and continuous shower of shot, 
shells, and splinters for two successive days. Lieut. 
Todd, ordnance officer, had full supplies of all 
required articles, which were rn hand at the post, 
and his department was conducted with system and 
efficiency. Major Tower, Surgeon Campbell, and 
Assistant-Surgeon Sutherland, id their respective 
duties, sustained their high reputations. Captains 
Robertson, Duryes, and Blunt, &nd Lieutenants Pen¬ 
nington and Seeley, respectively, commanded Batte¬ 
ries Lincoln, Scott, Totten, and OamcroD. and a small 
battery at Spanish Fort, and the other officers’ batte¬ 
ries in the fort, with distinguished ability. 

Captains Dobte’B and Bailey’s companies were with 
the batteries at Lincoln and’Cameron, and did their 
duty faithfully amt efficiently. The companies of 
Captains llenberer and Duffy, of the Cth regiment 
New York volunteers, were successively on duty at 
the fort, and rendered cheerfully important, assistance 
to mo. The regular companies engaged at the batte¬ 
ries, all of whom performed their duty so efficiently ( 
as to preclude my making a distinction, arc compa¬ 
nies A, F, and 1., First Artillery; C, H, and K, 
Second Artillery, and C and E, Third Infantry, and 
companies G and I, Cth regiment New York volun¬ 
teers. 

In closing, I tender to Flag Officer McKean and 
Captain Ellison, of the navy, and to their officers and 
crewp, my best thanks for their co-operation, which 
would have had the happiest results but for the 
unfortunate fact that great draft of water prevented 
their sufficiently near approach to the works of the 
rebels. 

Department of Missouri. 

The Hannibal Messenger of the 14th in Ft. learns 

that By. Gordon, the notorious chief of Northwest 

Missouri, bad been shot at a hotel in that county, 

and could not possibly recover. It is said that a 

Couple of citizens rode up and shot Gordon on sight. 

It is also said that Gordon had made hiH brags of 

burning Platte river bridge, and it was for this that 

be was so summarily dealt with. We also learn from 

the engineer on the train, that Gordon’s whole band 

of two hundred desperadoes had been taken prisoners 
by General Prentiss. 

A gentleman who left Henry county on Sunday, 

Ba}TH that Clinton, the seat of that county, was in 

possession of from 6,000 to s,000 rebels, most of 

whom were from Price’s camp at Osceola, and the 

balance were recruits from the Northwestern coun¬ 

ties. They were persecuting Unionists and plunder¬ 

ing private property. Our informant, also says that 

lute on Sunday evening last, they met the advance 

guard of Pope’s division, three miles from Clinton. 

They think the rebels wero entirely ignorant of the 

approach of our troops, and express the belief that 

they have been surprised and cut off. 

Osceola is about 26 miles south of Cliuton, and if 

our informant’s statements be correct, a very rapid 

mandedtbe whole force of the rebels which defended 

the bridge that Col. Davis carried by assault. He 

fled with bis patty, and was not taken until some 

time after the rest of the rebel force, and in conse¬ 

quence of the darkness, he was not recognized until 

the next day. It seems that Colonel Magoffin visited 

his home, and arranging his affairs, he sent a mes¬ 

senger to withdraw his parole, and instead of surren¬ 

dering himself as other officers do, be left before this 

messenger arrived at Sedalia, He was in the rebel 

army when the fight came on, and feeling that he would 

deserve and would probably receive different treat¬ 

ment from those who bad not forfeited all right to be 

treated as prisoners of war, fought desperately but 

nnavailingly. Gen. Pope refused to accept his 

force. McCook reported that the rebels attacked my 
pickets in front of the railroad bridge at 2 o’clock 
to-day. The pickets consisted of four companies of 
the 22d Indiana, Col. JVillick, under Col. Van Imblen. 

Their forces consisted of one regiment of Texan 
Rangers, two of infantry, and one battery of six gnns. 

Our loss was I.ienL Saxe and eight enlisted men 
killed, and ten wounded. The rebel loss was thirty- 
three killed, including the Colonel of the Texas Ran¬ 
gers, and about fifty wounded. The rebels retreated 
inglcrionsly. D. C. Bukll, Brig. Gen. 

messenger arrived at bedalia. He was in the rebel The Cincinnati Commercial has received dispatches 

army when the fight came on, and feeling that he would from Frankfort, Ky., stating that advices from Somer- 

deserve and would probably receive different treat- set state that yesterday morning at daylight, General 

ment from thoso who bad not forfeited all right to be Schoepff, with all his force, marched out to attack 

treated as prisoners of war, fought desperately but the rebels. Zollicoffer is in position on Fishing 

nnavailingly. Gen. Pope refused to accept his Creek, with 6,000 men and some artillery. General 

parole, and ordered him to be placed in confinement Scboepff’s force consists of two Tennessee regiments, 

until Gen. Halleck ordered what disposition should be Hoskin’s Kentucky regiment, and the 17th, 31st, and 
made of him. He is one of the most desperate and 

unscrupulous of these marauders in this section, and 

it is to be hoped that he will receive the punishment 

his crimes arid forfeiture of his parole deserve. 

Msj. McKee, with 103 men of Col. Bishop’s com¬ 

mand, encountered and repulsed 400 rebels, four 

miles south of Hudson, and killed 10 and took 28 

prisoners and 30 horses. Five of our troops were 

slightly wounded. The rebels had attacked a stock 

train, captured all the stock, and held the railroad 

men as prisoners. They were in the act of reloading 

the stock, when the train, stock and men were res¬ 
cued by our troops. 

The following official dispatch from Gen. Halleck 

confirms the statement previously received, and gives 

full proof of the importance of the Union victory. 

Gen. Halleck’s second dispatch to McClellan, and a 

dispatch from Sedalia announcing that thirty-four 

car toads of jirisoners left that place for St. Louis last 

night, dear the matter up. Halleck telegraphs as 

follows: 
Headquarters, S*. Louis, Ho., Dee. 20,1861. 

To G, /J, McClellan, Major General Commanding 
Army:— A part of General Pope’s forces, under Col. 
J. C. Davis and Major Marshall, surprised another 
camp of the afternoon of the 18f.h, at Milford, a little 
north of Warrensburg. A brisk skirmish ensued, 

38th regiments of Ohio, Standart’s Ohio and Hewitt’s 

Kentucky batteries of ten guns—four rifled and four 

smooth-bore, and two Parrot guns. Zollicoffer has 

no wagons on thi3 side of the river, and but indiffer¬ 

ent means of crossing. Gen. Schoepff was confident 

of whipping, with some hope of capturing most of 

his men. The Tennesseans lead the column. 

Department of the East. 

A battle was fought on the 20th inst, by Gen. 

McCall’s division, which resulted in a Union victory. 

Gen. Ord started at 6 o’clock in the morning on a 

foraging expedition, in the direction of Drainesville, 

his command consisting of four full regiments, the 

Buck Tail Rifles, Lieut Col. Kane, and Easton’s bate 

tery, consisting of two 24 and two 12-pound howitz¬ 

ers. Gen. McCall, anticipating that they might be 

attacked, ordered the 1st and 2d brldages to follow 
at 8 A. M. 

The 1st brigade, Gen. Reynolds, advanced on the 

Leesburg turnpike, and took a position on Difficult 

Creek to await further orders. Two hours later Gen. 

McCall, with his staff and an escort of cavalry, fol¬ 

lowed by the same route. Meantime General Ord 

advanced to Thornton’s House, near Drainesville, 

I make these prefatory remarks to explain why I have advaneo of Pope and Steele’« divi((jotJB ha8 doabtles8 
now opened rav butteries on the enemy, when, from . , 
the suihUdchb of my forces—about one sixth of his, 
thirteen hundred to eight thousand—I have not the 
means of producing any decisive results, and as evi¬ 
dence of my having accomplished what I designed— 
the punishing the perpetrators of an insult to my 
country’s flag. 

Having invited Flag Officer McKean to co-operate 
with me in attacking the rebels, and to which he gave 
a ready and cordial consent, T. on the morning of the 
22d, opened my batteries on the enemy, to which, in 
the course of half an hour, he responded from his 
nnmernim forts and batteries, extending from the 
Navy Yard to Fort MelfftO, a distance of about four 
miles, the whole nearly equi-diVtant from thin fort, 
and on which line he has two forts—McRae snd Bar- 
ranees—and fourteen Heparate batteries, containing 
from one to four gun*, many of them being 10 inch 
ccdunibiadx, and some 12 and 13 inch sen-Coiist mur 
tars, the distance varying from 2,100 to 2,#00 yards 
from this fort. At the same time of my opening, 
Flag Office* McKean, in the Niagara, and Captain 
Ellison, in the Richmond, took position ax near to 
Fort McRae as the depth of water would permit, but 
which, unfortunately, was not sufficiently deep to 
give full effect to their powerful batteries. They, 
however, kept up a spirited fire on the fort and adja¬ 
cent batteries during the whole day. My fire was 
incessant from the time of opening until it was too 
dark to pop. at tho rate of u shot for each gun every 
fifteen or twonly minutes, the fire of the enemy 
being somewhat slower. 

By noon the gnns of Fort McRae were all silenced 
but one, and three hours before suuset this fort and 
the adjoining battery ceased tire. I directed the 
guns of batteries Lincoln, Cameron, and Totten, 
principally on the batteries adjacent to the Navy 
Yard; Ihose of Battery Scott to Fort McRae and 
the lighthouse batteries, and those of the fort to all. 
We reducod very perceptibly the fire of Barrancas, 
entirely silenced that in the Navy* Yard, and in one 
or two of the other batteries, the efficiency of our fire 
at the close of the day not being the least Impaired. 

The next morning I again opened about the same 
hour, llie navy unfortunately, owing to a reduction iu 
the depth of water, caused by a change of wind, not 
being able to get so near as yesterday, consequently 
the distance was too great to be effectual. My lire 
this day was less rapid, and I think more efficient 
than that of yesterday. Fort McRae, so effectually 
silenced yesterday, did not fire again to-day. We 
silenced entirely one or two gnns, and had one of 
ours disabled by a Bhot coming through the embra¬ 
sure. 

About three o’clock tire was communicated to one 
of the houses in Warrington, and shortly afterwards 
to the church steeple, the church and the whole 
village being immediately in the rear of some of the 
rebel batteries, they apparently having placed them 
purposely directly in front of the largest and most 
valuable buildings. The fire rapidly communicated 
to other buildings along the street until probably two* 
thirds of it was consumed; and about the same time 
fire was discovered issuing from the hack part of the 
Navy Yard, probably in Wolcott, a village to the 
north and immediately adjoining the yard, as War¬ 
rington does on the west, Finally it penetrated to 
the yard, and as it continued In burn brightly all 
night, I concluded that cither In it or Wolcott many 
buildings were destroyed. Very heavy damage was 
also done to the buildings of the yard by the ava¬ 
lanche of shot, shell, and splinters showered unceas¬ 
ingly on them for two days, and being nearly fire 
proof, being built of brick and covered with slate, I 
could not succeed in firing them, my hot shot nor 
shells not having any power of igniting them. 

The steamer Time, which was at the wharf at the 
time, was abandoned on the first day and exposed to 
onr fire, which probably entirely disabled her. The 
fire was again continued HU dark, and with mortars 
occasionally until two o'clock the next morning, 
when the combat ceased. 

This fort, at its conclusion, though it has received 
a great many shot and shell, is, in every respect, save 
the disabling of one gnn carriage and the loss of ser¬ 
vice of six men, as efficient as it was at the com¬ 
mencement of the combat; but the ends I proposed 
in commencing having been attained, except one, 
which I find to be impracticable with my present 
means, I do not deem it advisable further to continue 
it unless the enemy think it proper to do so, when I 
shall meet him with alacrity. 

The attack on “Billy Wilson’s” camp, the at¬ 
tempted attack on my batteries, and the insult to our 
glorious Dag, have been folly and fearfully avenged. 
I have no means of knowing the loss of the enemy, 
and have no disposition to guess at it. The 
tiring on his batteries was very heavy, well di¬ 
rected, and continuous for two days, and could 
hardly fail of having important results. 

Our loss would have been heavy but for the fore¬ 
sight which, with great labor, caused us to erect 
elaborate means of protection, and which saved many 
lives. I lost one private killed, one sergeant, one 
corporal, and four men (privates) wounded, only one 
severely. 

My officers, non-commissioned officers, and pri¬ 
vates, were everything I could desire. They one and 

been made upon Price’s headquarters. 

The names of about 600 rebels have been enrolled 

at the Provost Marshall's office, upon whom contri¬ 

butions arc to be levied under General Halleck’s gen¬ 

eral orders No. 24, for the benefit of the suffering 

refugees. Abont sixty of the most prominent of 

these were to be called upon the 20th Inst, for the 

sums set opposite their names, varying from $100 to 

$400, and the balance u*'* Jp be notified as exigen¬ 
cies r«q alro. 

(Jen. llalleck sent cmT^pJlst the following tele¬ 

gram to Washington: 

To Major- General Med Alan — Captain Wood's | 
scouting party has returned from Rolla. It pursued 
the enemy south of Houston, killed one of them, and 
brought In a Major as prisoner of war. About one 
hundred of Price’s men were captured and released 
on parole, the Bcouting party not being able to bring 
them along. H. W. Halleck, 

Major-General Commanding. 

Dispatches received at St. Louis on the 19th, from 

Gen. Pope, show that he has obtained a great victory 

over a part of Price’s band of rebels, and secured a 

very large number of prisoners, horses, arms, Ac. 

After a forced march, he got between the enemy 

encamped six miles from Chillihowc, Johnson 

county, and 2,200 strong in Clinton and Henry coun¬ 

ties; but as soon as they heard of his approach they 

beat a rapid retreat towards Rose Hill, Johnson 

county, leaving all their baggage, arms, munitions, 

Ac., in our possession. Pope then threw forward ten 

companies of cavalry and a section of artillery, in 

pursuit, following with the main body of the army. 

At Johnson, Yates county, the rebels being so 

closely pursued, scattered in all directions, but mostly 

towards the South. Pope then forced a strong cav¬ 

alry reoonnolssance within fifteen miles of Osceola, 

and intercepted and captured 150 oi the fleeing rebels, 

and all their baggage, stores, Ac. Other squads of 

from ten to fifteen men in number were taken, mak¬ 

ing an aggregate number of 300. 

The next day our scouts brought us information 

that a large reliol train, and re-enforcements which 

wo had marched sontli to intercept, had divided. 

The larger portion were marching south towards 

Waverly, intending to camp at the right of Milford. 

Gen. Pope brought the main body of bis army iu 

position a few miles south of Waverly, and sent a 

scouting force under Col. Jefferson C. Davis a few 

miles south of Warrensbnrgh and Knobnoster, to 

come ou the left and in the rear of the enemy, at the 

same time ordering Merrill's Cavalry to march from 

Warreusburgli and come from the right of Col. Davis, 

who pushed rapidly forward and came up to the 

enemy in the afternoon, drove in his pickets, carried 

the strongly defended bridge by a vigorous assault, 

and drove the enemy into the timber, who, finding 

himself surrounded, surrendered. Thirteen hundred 

men, including two colonels, one lieutenant colonel, 

one major and seventeen captains, were taken prison¬ 

ers, and sixty wagons heavily laden with supplies 

and clothing; a large number of horses and mules 

also fell into our bauds. Our loss was two killed and 

fourteen wounded. That of the enemy was consid¬ 

erably greater. This was the best planned and exe¬ 

cuted action of the war, and reflects great credit on 

the General commanding, and officers and men who 

so faithfully and promptly carried out bis plan. 

A dispatch from Sedalia, Missouri, of the 22d, says 

thirty-four cars, loaded with prisoners taken by Gen. 

Pope, go to St. Louis to-night. The prisoners are a 

motley crew, varying from sixteen to seventy years 

of age. Many of the arms captured are United States 

muskets, aud some of the men are dressed iu the 

United States uniforms taken from our troops at Lex¬ 

ington. Several United States wagons were also re¬ 

captured. 

Among the prisoners taken by Gen. Pope was the 

notorious Col. Magoffin, of Georgetown. About two 

weeks since, Col. Magoffin sent word to the com¬ 

manding officer that bis wife was sick, and be beg¬ 

ged permission to see her before she died. He was 

informed that if he would give his parole of honor 

as a prisoner, his request would be granted. He 

did so, and the next that was heard of him, he com- 

wlicn the enemy, finding himself surrounded, surren- "’hen his command was suddenly fired upon by a 
dered at discretion. We took thirteen hundred pri- force lying in ambush in the dense woods adjacent. 
soners, including three colonels and seventeen cap- This was the signal for battle, and a brisk engage- 
tains, one thousand Htand of arms, one thousand . ,, , 8 
horses, aixty-livc wagonB, and a large quantity of men* promptly ensued. Gen. McCall, who arrived a 
tents, baggage and supplies. Our Iosb is two killed few minutes previously, took command. Tn a mo- 

knowlght WonDded* *he enen)J’s l°s8 1® no* yet ment’s time, Paston’s battery was planted alongside 

Information was received last night from Glasgow, J?0™*01*’! Uo'm’ und was fired raPidl* and wiUl 
that our troops at that place had taken about two >errlblo effect in the enemy’s ambush. Col. Kane’s 
tons of powder, in kegs, buried on Jackson’s farm. Back Tail Riflemen were placed in advance, and 
This effectually cuts off their supply of ammunition. fired upon the enemy whenever they made their 

II. W. Halleck, Major General. _ ‘ ...... 
J appearance. The rebels, who had a battery of six 

The (.nnserrative, of St. Louis, has advices from pieces, returned the cannonading and replied to the 
Mound City of the 15th, stating that a portion of the rifles with musketry. 

od regiment, under command of Msj. \V illiams, made The firing was kept up some three-quarters of an 
a da,-h into Missouri on the I<th inst., and burned hour, when the brigade retreated rapidly, the fire of 
the villages of Papinsvillc and Butler, the latter being the whole brigade, rifles and battery, being too hot 
the county seat of Bates county, and returned with a for them. Our troops stood up bravely under the 
large number of refugees, stock, Ac. They had two sharp volleys of the rebels. Their steadiness was 
men killed at Butler. These towns have for a long praised by Gen. McCall and his officers, 
time been the resort of guerrilla bands of rebels. The rebels took the direction of Fairfax Court 

House, leaving on the field a number of their dead 
Department of the Ohio. and wounded. Our troops pursued them a short 

DisrATCHEH from Louisville of the 18th inst. distance and returned. Forty dead bodies of the 
give an account of an engagement at Mumford6ville, rebels were picked up, and 16 wounded prisoners 
which, it is claimed, considering the disproportion were taken and placed fit Hunter’s and other houses 
of numbers, is the most brilliant Federal victory yet in Drainesville. Gen. Ord captured eight wounded 
achieved. prisoners Bnd two caissons with ammunition. In 

Four companies of about 350 men, of Col. Wal- their haBte, the enemy left behind them arniB of 
)ft, u „ iuKu„c..«, >—i •. ’ Colonel, drove every description, clothing, Ac. Theitvloss is esti- 
baclc over 3,000 rebel cavalry, artillery, anu -1- mu,-.. ■»«« .own 
They were first attacked by a regiment of Texas cav- killed was Col. Tom Taylor, of Frankfort, Kentucky, 
airy, whom they repulsed and followed, when they commauder of the 1st Kentucky regiment of rebels. 

were drawn into ambush aud tired at from all Bides 

by rebel infantry. The Federals returned their fire 

vigorously and stood their ground until the rebels 

fell back, leaving their dead and most of their 

wounded on the field. No re-enforeementa reached 

Van Webber’s Federal command as reported yester¬ 

day, until after tho engagement was over, 

Howe’s Louisville battery supported the Federals 

on the north side of Green river, firing at very 

long range with rilled cannon. Four other compa¬ 

nies were on the south side of the river, but engaged 

as pickets a mile and a quarter distant from the 

action. 

Among the Federals killed were Lieut Sachs, of 

Cincinnati, who killed eight men with two revolvers, 

but was finally killed, receiving nine bullets. Also 

among the killed are Henry .Toser, Richard Whoerf, 

Frederick Shoemaker, J. Shambrose, and Peter 

Smith, all of Cincinnati. 

Of the Texan Rangers, 62 were killed, besides Col. 

Terry. The number of wounded is unknown, but 

killed was Col. Tom Taylor, of Frankfort, Kentucky, 

commander of the 1st Keutueky regiment of rebels. 

The forces of the enemy consisted of 3 regiments 

of infantry—1st and 2d Kentucky and 10th Alabama 

—with a cavalry regiment aud a battery, all under 

command of Col. John 11. Torrey, of the loth Ala¬ 

bama regiment, acting Brigadier-General. The dead 

rebels were left on the field. 

The loss on onr side was six killed and eight 

wounded, most of whom belonged to the Buck Tails. 

Col. Kane received a slight wound. At 9 o’clock our 

troops returned to camp, bringing in 50 wagon-loads 

of forage. 

A later account says the detachment of Gen. McCall’s 

division, which took part in the battle of Draines- 

ville, did not arrive at Drainesville till about noon, 

and remained until 2.30 o’clock, when the enemy 

arrived, coming from the direction of Centerville. 

Previously to this Gen. Ord bad placed Ills forces in 

position to repel an anticipated attack. The fire 

was first opened by the rebel battery throwing shot, 

! shell, grflpe, and caniBter. This was responded to 

by Kastman’s battery with effect. The infantry on 

supposed to be large. The United States Army ( each side soon engaged in the conflict, and at this 

buried their dead. Fonrteeu of the rebel horses were 

found dead on the field, and three rebels taken pris¬ 

oners. 
Parties just arrived from the scene of the fight, 

state that yesterday and to-day nineteen dead and 

wounded rebels were found in the hushes. The U. S. 

loss—ten killed on the spot, seven mortally, and 

thirteen otherwise wounded. Of those mortally 

wounded four have since died. The rebels lost a 

Colonel, Captain, and Lieutenant. 

The Federal forces on the south side of Green 

river have been considerably augmented, but the 

time they were hot more than sixty yards apart. 

After general fighting for an hour, a shell from 

our side exploded in the ammunition of a rebel 

caisson, making fearful havoc. Three of the rebels’ 

heads were completely blown off, and others horribly 

mutilated. At ibis time the enemy wavered and 

showed a disposition to run, when Gen. Ord gave 

the command to charge, which was gallantly obeyed, 

and the rebels precipitately fled. They were pursued 

for upward of a mile, when Gen. McCall ordered a 

recall to be sounded, and our troops fell back to the 

position just vacated by the enemy. Twenty of the 

report of a general crossing southward yesterday is I wounded rebels received surgical treatment from Dr. 

untrue, find would not take place till the Green river Lowtnan and assistants, having been taken into 

bridge, on which a large force is engaged, is re-con- bouses for that purpose; they were taken to General 

strutted. McCall’s camp, where they had the ambulances arrive 

The rebels sent a flag of truce to-day, asking per- in proper time, 
mission to inter their alleged uuburied dead. AH our wounded and killed were brought away. 

Among the killed on our side was Capt, Anderson, A large number of trophies were brought away by 

of Lee’s battery, and Lieut. Thompson, of the Maine out own troops, such as guns swords and pistols. 

Guards. The victory is said to have been dearly In the pockets of dead rebels were found Richmond 

bought by considerable loss on our side. It is papers of the 19th, but they contained no news of 

thought not unlikely our success will be followed by importance. On the bodies of officers were found 

an assault on the enemy’s entrenchments on Cheat letters showing an intepse hostile feeling in the 

Mountain, which is about 17 miles distant from the South against the North. In one of the letters dated 

scene of the late battle, which was on the summit of Centerville, 19th inst., addressed to a friend, and but 

the Alleghany, on the turnpike from Staunton. partly finished, it was said it was impossible for the 

Gen. J. Johnston's brigade made a reconnoissance Federals to remain much longer iu their present eon- 

in force on the 20tli inst, six miles south of Green dition; that the effect of the news from England and 

river, without finding a trace of the enemy. the pressure of Congress would necessarily compel 

No official account of the Mnmfordsville fight has McClellan to advance, and in such an event a victory 

yet been received at headquarters, nor anything from of the Confederates would be certain, 

Gen. Schoepff. During the stampede, eight of the rebels were 

In the Kentucky Legislature the House adopted by taken prisoners and brought to Washington. They 

the usual party vote, resolutions that Kentucky state that they left Centerville very early Friday 

assume payment of her portion of the direct tb* im- morning, in order to obtainforage, and unexpectedly 

posed by Congress. met our troops, who had proceeded thither on similar 

The Senate adopted the House resolutions on Fed- business; they also said that a larger number were 

eral relations, with amendments indorsing the Presi- killed ou the part of the rebels than they supposed, 

dent’s action regarding Fremont's proclamation and The victory on the part of onr troops is considered 

Secretary Cameron’s report, and requesting the Presi- the more brilliant as they had never before been in 

dent to dispense with Secretary Cameron. Tote was any action. They have been highly complimented, 

unanimous on the amendment. both by Major-General McClellan aud General 

Gen. Buell has telegraphed to headquarters the McCall, 
following: The following is Gen. McCall's dispatch aimounc- 

Locistillb, Dec, 18. . ^ engagement and victory at Drainesville: 

To Major General McClellan McCook’s division is draitorvill* December 20—4 P M. 
at MumtordviUe; Mitchell is at Bacon’s Creek; Zoili- Drainkbyilli, December .>-4 v 

coffer is either retreating across Cumberland river 
or preparing to do bo at the approach of any superior 

Major-General George H. McClellan,— Gen. Ord’s 
Brigade, with the First Regiment of Pennsylvania 
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Rifles and Easton's battery of artillery, had a brisk was truly terrible; roof after roof fell in, and the fire 
affair with the enemy, consisting of four regiments 
and a battery of artillery, near this place at twelve 
M. to-day. 

I arrived during the action, and sent for Gen. Rey¬ 
nold’s, who was left at Difficult Unn. The enemy 
was defeated, and fled before Gen. Reynolds arrived. 

We have found forty killed of the enemy and ten 
wounded on the field. Our loss is two killed and 
three wounded. Wo have taken two caissona, with 
the harnesses, the horses having been killed. 

The regiment of rifles behaved finely. Lieut.-Col. 
Kane was very slightly wounded, but is still In the 
field. I have collected the dead and wounded. 

Geo. A. McCall, 
Brigadier-General Commanding. 

1 5rief Reminders 
rushed out of the windows and lapped around the TQ KUBAL SUBSCRIBERS. AGENT-FRIENDS, &c. 
buildings In an awfully sublime manner. The flames 

spread right and left, making a clean sweep of the tip.” this No. terminates our engagements with 
fine residences in Logan, New Savage, Mazyck, and nearly fifty thousand subscribers. All whose subscriptions 
the lower end of Broad streets. Nor could the work ««’!» now-with tbe year ami volume -will undentin'! it 

Markets, Contraerre ,< OIi * A r ^ in yates county, 
1 ^UUUUlt, VV l. I ' N. Y, containing m vopu rive .mrv* of Choice Land, about 

of destruction been stayed here, had it not been that 
the fire exhausted itself for want of material. 

The Mills House was only saved through almost 

(if they do not otherwise) from the fact that either no figures 
are given after their mints, or 624 Those whose icrnm extend 
into the next or a future volume, however, will find the No. of 
the Re ual to which they have paid, printed after their names. 

superhuman exertions, and its blackened walls attest To sh','™r "<• quote two or three examples from our 
. • 1 T1.„ U..MU. . , ,. „r duplicate Mailing Addresses-— '• Frank H. fiilman, 5S)S." means a severe trial. The line building of the Sisters of j 

Mercy was saved. The extensive foundry and 
simply that Mr. fiilman has paid to No. 598, inclusive, which is 
to July, I. 1862. “Robert Lincoln, 7*"— which shows that 

machine shops of Cameron A Co. were entirely de- Mi, L has paid to January 1, UW4. (In cases like the latter 

Gen. McCall commands the extreme right of the gtroyed. They embraced eight buildings and offices, 
‘eight divisions of the army of the Potomac. 

The Philadelphia Tnqnirer of the '21st inst. has a 
special from Baltimore, stating that news had been 

an erectingsbop, machine and fitting shops, foundry, 
blacksmith shop, two boiler shops, pattern store 
room and Iron room, and the stock and material on 

received from Richmond to the effect that Fort hand. The stock and material on hand, including a 
Pickens had opened fire three times on Fort McRae large quantity for Government purposes is valued at 

since the 2'2d ult., but with what effect is not known. 
On the Both nit., an incessant shower of shells was 
thrown into the Fort by Col. Brown. 

Levi Mann, colored, formerly a waiter on the 
steamer Star of the West, and who for a long time 
was a prisoner in Alabama, arrived in Now York 
recently from Fort Pickens, and informs the Herald 
that there were over 8,000 runaway negroes hiding 
in the woods in Alabama. They have grave ideas of 
the war. Mann was at the guard house at Warrington 
during the bombardment. He says when Fort Pickens 
opened on the rebels at the Navy Yard, a regiment 
of Mississippi troops were on morning parade. The 
first shell from Pickens struck the water a short dis- 

where a subscriber pays for more Ilian om* year in advance, 
we give the figures, even II the subscription etuis w ith a volume, 
but where only one year is paid Tor, and the term closes with a 
volume, we omit the figures to save extra type and labor.) 

About Renewal-*.-Wo of course anticipate that most sub¬ 
scribers whose terms expire this week, will at once, of soon, 

, , . , renew —many have done so alrerily —yet some will delay the 
not less than $2,000,000. The insurance is not stated. matte-, and others neglect it or think they can't afford the 

The Courier says that the most gratifying incidents *",aU '"vestment. Whether it is good economy to deprive 

of the fire was the zeal manifested by the slaves in andlortrucUve visitor ix 
J worthy of consideration. Quito a nnmber who tried to get 

their efforts as firemen and laborers. The entire along without the Rukai, this year, have recently ordered it, 

population, male and female, worked most earnestly, being satisfied with the experlmont. a lubucrlber ami volun- 

Suhscriptions for the poor sufferers by this terrible tary agent io Van Boren county, Michigan, alluding to the 
s. i___n__. „en,_I..- tlmox, xayx:—"The Ut'RAL is a member of our family, and if conflagration have been opened atthe Bank off liarles- .__ , , . ,,, 

” ‘ retrenchment to any great extent becomes necessary. It will 
ton, find $2,000 have hcon subscribed. be unions tho la.«ttVw thingH to bo parted \vjth. I ediall make 

The Commissary General had posted a notice for an effort to sustain the subscription here." &c. All who like 
food and shelter for those deprived of houses by the 
sad calamity. Many were obtained on application to 
F. 8. Holmes, atthe Soldier’s Wayside Depot, corner 
of Ann and Navy streets. 

The Mercury of Friday sayH: Yesterday was a 
tance from the Navy Yard. The second shot was of gloomy day for Charleston. Business was universally 
similar range as the first. The attack was wholly 
unexpected by the rebel soldiers, and when the firing 
commenced, they broke ranks, and despite all the 
entreaties of their officers, made a further retreat in 
double-quick time, throwing away their rifles, blank¬ 
ets, and equipments. After the rebels opened their 

the Rural arc Invited to do likewise—renew themselves, and 
invite others to subscribe. 

He Brief—A Modi’! Jrtter —In writing us On business, please 
be as brief as consistent. At this season we receive from 2l» lo 
300 or more letters per tiny, and it is no e.-i-\ fa>k to read all 
carefully aud give uuch proper attention,—*• von the opening 
and glancing at the contents of each, (winch the writer of this 
tries to do,) is somewhat laborious. The short, letters are 

batteries on Pickens, they became more cool under as one of thMe (lark flnd trying periods which for 
+ O n n» i.f 1 n n ,1 •« iL.iw .... .... the determined manner of Gen. Bragg and other 
high officers, who moved from point to point. 

Daring the bombardment, the chain shot and shell 
dismounted three gunB in Fort McRae, and breached 
it in geveral places so that the rebels found it untena¬ 

ble, and consequently evacuated it. I he buildings ^q,ich will take the work of years to repair. Let us 
in the Navy Yard were all perforated with shot, and 
tho village of Warrington was entirely destroyed. 

Mr. Mann is of the opinion that had the bombard¬ 
ment been followed by the landing of Union troops 
on the enemy’s soil, their efforts could not but have 
been attended with success, so thoroughly were the 
rebels demoralized. 

There are many Union men at Pensacola, who are 
perforce in the rebel army, and only wait in the hope 
of a apeedy deliverance by the landing of Union 
troops. 

Gen. Phelps had landed at Ship Island with about 
2,000 troops, and Issned a’proclamation, which is not 
sanctioned by Gen. Butler. 

Gen. Phelps, in his report, says he reached Ship 
Island, in the harbor of the Mississippi Sound, on 
the evening of the 3d ef December, when dispatches 
with which he was entrusted for Flag Officer 
McKean, were sent byLient. Winslow, of tho B. R. 
Coyler, who then proceeded to Pensacola, where the 
Flag Officer thru was, and General Phelps’ was made 
known. 

We found in the harbor the U, S. war ships Massa¬ 
chusetts and It. It. Cuyler, besides several prizes, and 

suspended, and with one impulse our community triM t0 ,lo>) is .omewhat laborious. Tim short letters are 
united In giving sympathy and aid to the victims ot always read, while tlm long epistles cannot at once receive tho 

the great public calamity. tune required; so we are constraint'll to attend to the business 
. , part and defer th« rest, brevity and accuracy are the great 

The Courier says: lhe fearful conflagration that essentials of a business letter, and no other matter should 

has just passed over our city will cause the 11th and ba given on the same sheet or half sheet, Jf you send an 

12th of December, 1801, hereafter to be remembered inquiry or article for publication with a hii-Luess letter, pray 

as one of those dark and trying periods which for J* ”ot l'Ltm 0,1 tbn 
J . 1 unlessso that wo cun separate without injuir to either- for 

the moment seem to paralyze all our long cherished ono KOflK,„ cl4,,.k tbe other to editor. Some write two or 

hopes and bright anticipations for tho future. Wc three long pages In remitting for a single copy of tho paper, 

have been visited by one of those mysterious die- 'Tl11 fl° M """'h business in only two lines. We have 

pensat.ons of Providence which we cannot attempt m, 0ne we will wte as a model, it contained fdfor the 
to solve. Our city has received a terrible blow Rural two .ware in advance, and Is as follows; 
which will tako the work of years to repair. Lotus , "—, Maas,, December 20.3861. 

. .. .. ., . . .. i r i " RJBSPICUTRW Fkikw>—I rtuijfi jutt two yeiirV Milirturiplion. 

the moment seem to paralyze all our long cherished 
hopes and bright anticipations for tho future. We 
have been visited by one of those mysterious dis¬ 
pensations of Providence which we cannot attempt 
to solve. Our city has received a terrible blow 

nerve ourselves then for another start, thankful 
that we are left with the some hold spirit and strong 
arms to make new and perhaps more substantial pros¬ 
perity for our beloved city. 

Some of the Charleston papers have urged that in 
case of an attack by the Union forces, Charleston 

— That is a model letter in more respect* than one. White 

its brevity Is moritorious—telling tho whole story in but few 
words— it don't ask n* to deviate from published terms. It 
would he quite superfluous, iu such A case, for the writer to 
add how much ho prizes the Ritual — for the fact of his remit¬ 
ting full price for two years in advance is sufficient on that 

this mode of proceeding will satisfy the most rabid 
for the present. 

♦ > ^ 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

The steamship Arago from Havre on the evening 
of the 11th, via Southampton on the morning of the 
12th, arrived off Cape Race last Saturday evening at 
six o’clock. To the surprise of every one, it Is 
announced that General Scott had returned to this 
country, and much improved in health; hut the 

s»A taP«.M$rwritotef,^ron^^ i, ite 

squadron, came in. the American and British Governments in conse- 
He concludes:—" While preparing the report the qnence of the seizure of Mason and Slidell. 

r. r.‘°°,dh0","a”. b““ the England I. making tha moat ts,eMlvc preparation 
boat, of the enomym the direction ol New Orleans.” fot „„ wlth M„ntry, 

. - , . Th(J Dllval editor of the Times states that, although 
u is nt us i ngton. we ar0 Htrong jn )ttrge shipa, the classof vessels which 

Gkokok W. Joses, late Minister to Bogota, has would be of the greatest service to us in a war with 
been arrested for treason. Letters written to Jeff, the United States are corvettes and sloops, a great 
Davis, by him while l uited States Minister have number of which require heavy repairs before they 
been discovered, in which he states his intention of would he fit to go to sea. 

joining the rebel army. 0 The greatest activity has prevailed since Saturday 
Lord Lyons made his official communication to last at the Tower of London. The whole of the 

the Secretary of State on Saturday the 21st, who at workmen and laborers employed In the various dc- 
once set about the preparation of a reply. The con- partments there have been engaged from an early 
tents of tbe dispatches are known to no ono e*:ept hour in the morning to late at night packing up arms 
to those two, the President, and probably General and every kind of article necessary for uctive service 
McClellan. The general opinion among outsiders abroad. On Sunday last the interior of the Ancient 

near the official barrierthat guards the inner circle of Garrison presented an unusual and bustling appear- - Cook Co., 111., in which Chicago is situated, has paid 

diplomacy is that they do not present an ultimatum, ance, in consequence of an order which had been the lad. year, ?22 ooo as jury fees.- 

but leave room for negotiation, as we have heretofore received from officials of the War Office to prepare -There are 27,000 people iu New York city who live in 

intimated. for immediate transmission of 26,000 stand of arms, cellars *1* feet or more under grouud. 

Washington writers for tbe New York papers state which were packed in boxes containing 35 rifles with — Tho Charleston, S. C., and Aususta Railroad, which one 

t ist Minister Adams reports to the State Department the usoal adjuncts. Men worked the whole of Sun- year "^d 120 locomotives, now u*e four, 

that he had an interview with Earl Russell. Aftor a day in packing, and the same night eight barges, —John C. Brloklnridge has been indicted before the United 

discussion ot the l rent affair In the British Cabinet, well tilled with boxes, were conveyed to Woolwich States Circuit Court of Kentucky for high treason, 
no definite conclusion was arrived at. It is thought for shipment to Canada at Quebec and other places. - The ravage* of cholera coniinue io Cabal and Khanda- 

tbat Ireland would take advantage of a war between On Monday evening a similar amount of arms was har- The average daily mortality 1* said to bu3w>, 

this country and England to attempt to redress some conveyed to Woolv/icb. - A tun of powder whs seized on some carte in Montreal, 

° Rm r,K-1JeranCea'a«*i On Wednesday preparations were being made for on Wednesday last. It was designed for this country. 

A ril'\l, L “ e')1,e- l0,n W' n0 ge awiiy frora the transmission of any kind of munitions of war ~ T,u' ,w0 ®alt companies at Bay City, Mich., Lave, it is 

before 'tow Yearf"" *’ *“ ^ t0 8ail do™ the river in barges and other craft, which were «•"» barrels of salt the past 
conveyed by the steam tugs to the several govern- — Fourteen batteries havu tmon sent from Washington to 

The Postfp&ys private letters from well-advised ment depots, where orders had been rccdved°to for- sPrin«'k'1,1> m-ifor lwo artillery regiments of thatstat-, 

sources la Washington, represent that interviews ward without delay every kind of defensive missiles. — Violets were gathered and grasshopper* seen in the 
between Lord Lyons and Mr. Seward, immediately Additional hands had been employed daily in differ- °pen fiuld’in Ccrl:,,hlrn Co., Mas*., on theOth of thismonth. 
after the Trent affair, and their representative letters ent apartments of the Tower, which bus net assumed ~ In a HinKIe ‘’“Fi month, the total quantity 

— Cook Co,, ill., in which Chicago is Bitu&ted, has paid, 
the lad. year, ?22 000 as jury fees.- 

— There are 27,000 people in New York city who live in 

cellar* six feet, or more under ground. 

— The Charleston, S. 0., and Aususta Railroad, which one 

this country and England to attempt to redress some 
of her grievances. 

Burnside’s expedition will not get away from 
Annapolis until ufter Christmas, but is sure to sail 
before New Year’s. 

The Postf-pays private letters from well-advised 
sources in Washington, represent that interviews 
between Lord Lyons and Mr. Seward, immediately 
after the Trent affair, and their representative letters 

to London, at that time based upon the disavowal ot | ancli a bristling appearance for many years. The 

knowledge of our Government that such capture was military immediately avallablo in Canada niay be 
to take place, and of all purpose to insult the British [ stated at 80,000, which may he increased to 200 000. 
flag, delayed the presentation of the peremptory 
demand by the British Government, which came out 
in the Euro pa. 

CONFLAGRATION IN CHARLESTON: 

It has been stated that a battallion of the Guards " 8 ln i,outh,)rn ,nlet8> carrle(1 7.8« tuns of 
is under orders for embarkation. It is reported that 
tbe Government will charter the City of New York T!‘e lJnio.D D<?fenee of Chicago h« expended 

as well as the new steamers coming round from Glas- fami|ie8. # p K * wer * 
gow on Tucsduy evening. 

_ — Hoo. Sam Pickens, a State Senator of East Tennessee, 
lhe Irish people are espousing with great ardor is in prison at Knoxville for refusing Allegiance to the con 

the American side of the question. A great mass federate flag. 

estimated, exported -1,000 barrel* of salt the past season. 

— Fourteen batteries liavn been sent from Washington to 

Springfield, Ill., for two nrtillsry regiments of thatstat-, 

— Violets were gathered and grasshopper* seen in the 

open field, in Berkshire Co,, Man*., on theOth of this month. 

— ln a single day, during lent month, the total quantity 

of cotton that arrived in Liverpool from India, was 16.733 

baiea. 

— The fleet which sailed from New London, some time 

since, to be sunk in Southern ialets, carried 7,8-11 tuns of 
stone. 

— The Union Defence Committee of Chicago has expended 

$ol,801 in equipping regiment* aud providing for volunteer's 
families. 

m I 

Pk 

One of the most extensive conflagrations that has , pt-opm are espousing witn great ardor i* m prison at Knoxville for refusing allegiance to the con 
ever occurred in this country, took place in Charles- A,uerlcu“ 8lde the 'lotion. A great mass federate flag. 
ton on the 11th and 12th inst. The best part of the tlnK.was l® d ln t,ie roand roum of the Rotunda — Three thousand tun* of coal are shipped weekly from 
city is destroyed. Of the cause of tho fire there «,-« lu I)ublin’ to tuke into consideration the aspect and Philadelphia to different naval stations for tho use of Gov- 

variouu opinio™. „gme ,Ulnklns „ the work of °f "“‘T' “ ,tte 
incendiaries, while others consider it accidental mome,ntous cna18’ The Allowing resolutions were ~Th« Montgomery (Ate.) Advertiser of a late date say* 
The fnllnwim/ iHOtn ^*5i t *i i L passed: that no less than seven attempts were made to set fire to that 

and S.!“tZ. Br“‘ , “>« numb- •* >” *** 
W P Pnau II i-r-, ■ , 4t lie, from the St. Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico, —The French Government is said to be building very 

., :P- Ku9Bc11;\Co" °wnerH of the factory where and the Atlantic to the Pacific shore being largely costly line* of steamers to run between France, the West 
the fire originated, say tho establishment had been c°raP''^'> of men of Irish birth and blood, it would ind|e? anJ thi-country 
closed, and the furnace of the boiler was covered ■ ®"nat«/al t(> »oppose that Ireland could remain an ’ 

.. ooii.i was covered mdlflerent spectator of the struggle between England — The Governor of Mississippi has called on the citizens 
with water before the men left. The proprietor did and America. * for all the shot gun* and other weapons they may have, for 
not leave for an hour and a half or more arter the , Solved, That the events of the hour imperatively the u(e of the rebel army. 
workmen. When be left everything was in order dictate t0 »R Irishmen forgetfulness of past differ- p. • . T . , . . „ , _ 
and there were no sign* of tiJ lAn S a ’ eUCeS' and Uuite in a rall>’ for the old cau8e of tbeir r ^rov,M0'1'1 G^*nu>f Johnson has issued a call at Bow- anu mere were no signs of tire. In an hour and a country. hxg Green, under the act of Dec. 4, calling for 20 companies 
half afterwards he heard the alarm. From these Ittsohei/, That a chairman, two secretaries, and a of voluutem from Kentucky. 
circumstances he infers that the fire was set, or was committee of twenty-one members, each having been -The President of Guatemala desires a colony of free 
the result or carelessness on the part of a number of bv^the' mriotXr and !econdad- be blacks to settle on the hacienda*, on hi* territory, and com- 
co.oHy.e,™.. wuo hod bee„ qu*rter*d uodo, 

old shed adjoining his establishment, in allowing OB the present state of affairs at home and abroad. —The Chicago Tribune has reliable authority for the state- 

their camp fires to get the better of them. The Liverpool Cost says the whole purpose of the mt‘nt that *'000 of ,,rairio laDd wiU be devotedto cott,'n 
After the breaking out of the fire the flames con- meeting was to express, in every variety and phase cultivftt,0D the cowin« Beas011' 

tmued to increase in violence, aud, with scarcity of of demonstration, sympathy in favor of America ~ The coltnn «'rth*rin8io and abeut Beaufert 8"** 

water, seemed to defy all human efforts to arrest Most of the French papers show a disposition to take ^^ ^ ^ 
them. Keeping m a south-westerly course, the roar- aneutral position, while some even exhibit a desire to 1, ' 
ing element rashed through like forked lightning, favor the American cause. They await however ti ~ tv'6 7*”* CoVBruuienthur8«B80ldata^- 
The work of destruction in King and Queen streets further advices * ' ' W'wbmgton, on •! hureday, rangiog from *6° down to 

2o cents, and averaging about $20 apiece. 

Jin ml New-Yorker Offlee. ) 
Hochkstkk. December 24. 1881 1 

Thkrk i* but little to note in the line of transactions for the 
week, such sales as are making being for the supply of t he 
home demand. Corn and Buckwheat rule a little lower, the 
rates for the former ranging from 42 to i.'i cents per bushel, and 

for the latter ax<£38c. The weather has been too mild for much 
hog slaughtering, and the display of dressed liogs is very light 
for tho season. No change in price to note. 

TIIK PROVISION MARKETS. 

new your, Pro -Fi.oru-Market opened quiet and 
closed a shade firmer. .S*le* at y.V.'n.o V’o for rejected ; fn u.VjB 
5,40 for superfine .State; W.Woft.TQ for extra do; «,2V.iA,4ii for 
superfine Westeri., $5,'VV('5,so for common to medium extra do 
$5,aVi.5.Pd for shipping hnimi* extra round hooped Ohio, and 
8fi.Ofifi.fi.75 for tni'lu brand* do. market closing firm. Cana 
diuu at ?-\3oa J.45for stiperftlie; A5S.\ir 7 All Idreonunnu lo choice 
extra. Ryv flour quiet and stesdy, witii sale* at *3.50014,25, for 
Inferior to choice Corn meal quiet. 8aloa nl *3.50 for extra 
Western. M,lk\<i3.10 for Jersey, and *3,2,1 for Brandywine 

Cm IN- Wl eat market opened dull nod rinsed lm L'r he tier lor 
spring. Sale, Chicago upring »t $1,25,11.2H; choito Northwest 
era uluh at *l.3|: Mlhruukee club #t (fi.’.u.n 1.32; qhnicc amber 
Iowa m $1,34. Rftelne spring at 9-1,30; whiter red Western at fd.- 
3'."'1,40; w hile Mle.liluan at *1.45 Rve. sale* at Wle si‘ye Har¬ 
ley quiet find without material change in price*; sale:, at 69c for 
Canada; 70c forBUtO, and 73e for Canada East Bariev malt 
nominal at Me Tor prime Pea.* continue quiet and nominal 
at SSe for Canadian. Corn market may he quoted lo better, 
with a moderate busiire** doing fiirexport niid homanonsiitnp- 
tion; -tales ut fit. ) 02e for pno,- mixed Western; W« 54',.e for good 
to prime riilppfog do, afloat, ami Me In store. 7.'e for white 
Western,lipd tll.QcforrOutheru yellow t)at> quin and lower: 
sales at 40.4)41 .Qo. for Canada, and iX<f 4iQc for Jerw'V. West, 
aril amt State 

Provisions—Pork steady and unchanged; »nlc* at $12,295; 12- 
,5 tor mess, aud ks.'AVi S75 for prime Beef very firm; sales at 
f.lie 4.50 for countiy prime S,V,eA,«0 Tor country mess II (liifrfia 
lm- rerm-ked mess, end III K?‘, for extra mess Prime 
mess heed continues steady; salc-xat *20,50^23,00, 

HI FKAI.4*. Dec. 21. - Fl.ntm Allies *t *1 7.'.<c5,l >" for extra 
Ohio. Michigan and Indiana, and *.V25tn 5,75 fur double extras. 

(Jkai.n - >V hunt market ♦lull a?ul tit) 11 umlaut inn* tn n‘port.— 
( orn In UPinanrl nuij market ntcady, naluKat 4;V-r llc afloat, and 
4.V. I mm store. 

Provisions-Mess Pork at $11.50.ii.12,0<); prime do. at *11,00.- 
Bee| dull and none otiering. 

Duksskp Ilium Are quoted at ,r.'U.j0 for Canadian, and 3iiCA 
1(J tor \t estorn, ae.enrritng to quality. 

THE tuVTTI.E MARKETS. 

NEW YORK, Dee. is. The current prices lor the week at all 
the marl;et< arc i-- follows -Beef Uni,tie- Elrst qinjitv ffi.BCdil 
f* 00; ordinary JN,.;;\50 , couumin *7 u’H, Inferior *5,Slic'd,75.— 
Cows ami Calr«a-First quality «1,yc ,vi; ordluai-v *iiv,, 4,t; com. 
mon S30.fi35; inferior fAYti'C’*. Veal Oalves-Eirsl i|U dliy fijs'fiifi- 
ordinary I',ffi3; rmfimou 4'tfi 4'.., inlerinr 4;,f‘4'., Sheep mid 
Lamb*—Prime quality E.Wfi. ordinary *lf<r4.50: c.mrijiuui $3 25 
DTI: inferior S2.50ji .\ Swino- First quality 3ti«,:nr«; other 
qualitio* 3c. 

CAMIIKIDCK, IVC 18.- Beef Extra $«,25,,:o,30, first quality 
86; 2d, *8,50: 3d. *4:a 1.28. Working Oven jil pair UN);nil30. Cows 
and Calves -S30, 37i.>e50 Stores Yearliugs none; two years old’ 
I8.fi'17; three vents old $1,8,1 20. Sheep and Lambs- Prices in 
lots *2.25ffi'2,75 one.h, extra $.3. $3,50:,> 5. Hides (IMuffc 71 lb; calf 
skins 7fiVw; lallow fifi litje; pelts $1:711,37 each. 

BRIGHTON, Dec. l*.l. —Beef Cattle— Price", extra, Sfi,5fi first 
quality 50,25, second *11,00; third $-1.78,08,50. Working H\cri - 
$87, $UlXfill20 Milch Cows #41 1 1,3. common $|ffnlW Veal 
Calve*—*4.1; 1.50 Stores- Yearlings $Xf.i II. two v0lir« old $i;V<0 
16; three rears old *17 ' I'.l. Slieepiind lambs- $I,8U7«2.78; ex¬ 
tra *K.« 3.50. Tlirles V lt>. tCn'OV; calf skins 7w«e; tallow «»„(«. 
filjc Pelts ?Uil1,50 enc.IL Bwiue-Storea. wholesale, 4 relic, re¬ 
tail 5(glfic. 

vu.3G ' 'i wu n -iwv. i» y uiv/ 121111/11 iui vvoi ubui iucnuh * ... , ,, . , 
J point, We commend it especially to those who write us long 

should be burned. We presume tho present taste of letters in praise of the Rural, and then hsk as to send a single Diet). 
copy at the lowest club rate! 

Back No in hers 11 nil Volume., We can furnish hack num¬ 

bers of tills volume (except tho October numbers.) to suli- 
scriher* whoso files are incomplete, it applied lor soon,— Firku, 
if too many are not wanted. BouDd Copies of this volume will 
be ready iu a few day* —price, *3; unbound, $2. l he value 

nnd variety of its Content* may bti inferred from the Itulex 
given herewith Though only the leading departments are 
included In it, t.he index comprises several thousand articles 
and illustrations - which would (ill from six to ten books ot 
such size us sell at, $1 to $2each. 

I Jf~ We would again state that neither of the first five 

volumes ol the Rural can be furnished by us at any price. 

impression Is general that he returns as the bearer of rt"-' subsequent volume:, will bo supplied, bound, nt. $3 each 
, , „ . . ,. . Or il several are taken, at $2 60 each. The only complete 

Important information for this Government, it is voIumt,„ wa Ciin furoi8h> unhouna. are those of 1 m. to and 

reported that previous to his embarkation lie had a ’ill—price, $2 each. 

Ion# interview with Prince Napoleon. It was be- ... „ TT 77, . , 
r IMrcet *o N. 1 .-AU persons hutiri|/occasion to 

lievi*d in l iouco that the (#en6ral carried to Arnerlca aiionvuithn Kimiai.Nicw Voukkr will «ui io 
IMrccl to N. V.—All persons haririRr occasion to 

aflOrfr s tho Kifiuf. Xicw Yorkkr will plo.ri-«' 1 io RockeiUr, 

are frequently flii cclcd and mailed to ,n>w York-one of this 

kind (addressed to " Editor Rural New-Yorker, New York, N. 
Y..") was forwarded to as by test mail. Please note. 

Our New Type, for next volume, is pronounced beautiful by 

the printer*. 3'he kind to be most used is Minion, on the same 
sized body (and occupying same space) as tho principal type iu 
tliis volume — but the Jure is a size larger, (Brevier,) aud there 
fore, much more hold and readable. We think Rural readers 
will he pleased with the change, and find it a decided improve¬ 
ment. See our next number. 

— Forty five women of Albany have made application for 

the position of army nurses. 

— Vermont bus assumed her share of the national tax, 
being tbe first State to do so, 

M 

^ v , | 

p ill \v- 
II 

PREMIUM; VAT, 

AVLUl Cooper’s Improved Entent 

£Ltmter and Sell'- Adjusting Valves. 

LIST OF FRICKS. 
No. 2 will hold 73 gallons. $33 00 

;;; ;; m ;;  35:00 

“ o " 145 •• .:.«S 
" fi '• iho ••  aim 

" 210 " deeper. 58 00 
“« " ••_ 

These VATS are now mado of gnlvimlscd Iron, (instead of 
wood, which wo have procured rolled expressly for this pur¬ 
pose, Iroin the best ehureoal Iron aud galvanized in the very 
best manner. The bottom or tho tl.. vat is also made of o...; 

sheet of galvanized Iron. These with other improvements, 
render it a perfect apparatus for making Choc**. 

As theW' Vats have now been Hold by thou.uud., and in 
every stale I., thl. Union, where Cheese 1* made to auy ex¬ 

tent, (California and Iowa not excepted,) we deem it unneciiH- 
sary to add usmea as certificate*, hut shall endeavor to make a 
sufficient number to aupply tho increasing demand. 

II. 2k 11 F. COOFElt. 
Watertown, N. Y.. Dec. 12, 186L 

nine of which In wood land and thn L.lance iril tillable mid 
nr,dcr good cultivation, situated two .m l a bill inll-s from 
I’resilcn, on Seneca Lake, sud Uve Iiiilev frnin Derm Van the 
rnunty seat ol Yate* bounty Till* farm i < beautifully located, 
wi'b a gentle slope to the east, and has a q„e view of Ovid, the 
Mato Agricultural College, and many nnles..rthe east shore of 
rood n UV f-irm Ih 6 vo.ivenlerit Dwtdllng flouso. a 
f,?„ u' Vin -Poa'l';,""»> "f;"d. and other Out hujhiriigi., 
!Avo j VIA* ‘ vceUent wa tt*r, twlorn, u I aH(; k OHCII vri) 
(soon • 

Brice, *60 per sere. Ono half or more of tlie pureiiase money 
perfect"1*0' "" bDnd l"1'1 ,nortfi'fiifr', fora term of year*. Title 

PoiuavUMon given m, the first, of April next, or Hie dock and 
tools will In) »e\d with the farm at a rea.nnuhlo price ,.uld 
possession given onmediatel.v. The address ol the present 
nw.ier wdi he l"nfi-fied on application, by letter or etlierwi.se, 
to It 1) I MonaB, 1 ublUher of Rural New-Yorker, Rochester 

Y- ___(i2-l-eow3t. . 

IA UM FOlt 8ai .k: Eanii lor sale of 30U acre* 
"ear the village of hvons, Wavrm Co., N Y. Will ex¬ 

change in part lor a small farm, or some Western land. For 
particulars address Box 271, Lyons N Y 

Lyons, Dec. 17, 13(11. 62S-2t 

S',!1 ‘ i1 1 1 ‘ '' •' }.1 and 
g' Bull ( elves, Cows and Heifers. The You r Stock hr tho 
Dukoor Olnsler (11382,) and Grand Duke of lixmid iKiUM ' 

JAMFC.S l) SHELDON, 
” White Spring r arm, Geneva. N. Y. 

rJ^0 PATRONS OF KETCHUM’S AND HOWARD’S 

MOWER AND MOWER AND REAPER. 
Am thoro hay#' many Iminirflvi rut to the l havti to uso 

tbe Invention fly A. W Morhr. ofuti AtDuiit ii,t« j4ever 
bv wliicfltflw liti rurhar .suit knives of a Oran Hamster arw 
fluratuu m* ii«»|irt*^t‘il, I liurutiv pivo noiico that I havu M«lt1e<l 
in lull with -aul Moilik Tor Hit. unu of miIi! limmtion on .ill ma- 
cbnu's oj mu mu/.v, ami nil who fluvo Mmin are rulejlKOil from 
jtuv liiiflllltv U) Mil id Nlor<^ k nr IiIh a m-mIm, ami t huvo alnoloaHod 
uitM'uruti tn umo »m tfl** t»iiur*1 thn vaid iniprovumontii, tho 
subjoined certificate will *how. H. L. l)(j\V,AKn, 

r . .. „ Manufacturer, Buffalo, N Y. 
I, AuiKRT \\. MoiiflK, thn 1 at^utnu of thn 1.il‘T»»r HiTHUifumont 

(or HarvnMtnr. do certify t.bat Um a I,, Ifow.uui, of Buf- 
falo, haRnettled with mo for the pait amt taken it huonce for 
tho future. stated in hia card above. h'j.’t- 't 

Dared. Dec. Wth, IOT. AI.HKUT W, MOUSE. 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 

No. 8 STATIC STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

At the I ■' E*q 
dale Farm, Lansing, Tump. Coun'v, N. A'., December 6th, of 
consumption. Hki.hn A.mki.ia. oulv sister of "Mi.vnii: Mint 
wood," aged 15 years, 11) mouths: and 7 days 

But few have been so surpassingly beautiful in life and death. 

gUmertisemcnts. 

ARVERTIKIN(J TERMS, In Advance — Tiurty- 

Fivb Okntb a Link, each insertion. A price and a half for 
extra display, or 82>, cents per line of space. Special Notiobs, 

(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Line 

A < j MNTH WA Nf'raiX) TO sell .Scofield'* Flag of 
i l our Union, Military, (lift, and Stationsi y Fuckages, the 
best, in market. For purlieu Ini» address with stamp, or send 
thirty dive cents Ini' sample. )’. \Y SCOFIELD, Dealer in 
Book*mid Jewelry at, wholesale. Geneva, N. Y fi2l-lt 

Oirit PIANO-FORTES. JU-j r-TT 
fm-Ui ly'oi SRvv-f.rm-Pi'fhTriT'PffiHv;,v,'\W<w.W ! 
i-osewiioil case, warranted for liv, ( enra, lor *i8ii oh, ftnd ric.il 
molding caves, with curved leg- ami lire, fiom si;., n, 5200. of 
IM good work and material as has been sold for Amu m- *600 by 
the Old method* 1,1 mannhieturim/. We wumint them to stand 
in turn- better than any Diapo ever made. We invih all to 
cxaiiiliic these new instruments at our factory, corner of Ganal 
ami Hudson Streets, New Ymlt GROV ESTEEN HALF 

I Would advise my lYlend* and all io want or u good .nbstan- 
isl I'lmm toe,amine GROYE.-ri.KN .v. It \ RES now 7 octavo 

I lame I luxv. bad the cure, llm past year, of more than 200 
t laniM ot (lillerent makers, and these stand iu tune belter than 
any I ever saw ; the touch and lone are firm- good as any cost¬ 
ing double that money. (1124-41. | J. BRIESTLY, New York. 

rpO THCB PATRONS 

OF 

i Si i*<‘di, 

Onk and all, I return you my iikarty thanks for your 

la I If I: A I* 1» A TRONAGE 
tiie last year. Hoping to see you all again tiro coming t-ear 
at tho 

01.33 STAND, 

I remain 
Yours very truly, 

Roctikstkr, Dec. 2f>tb, 1861. A‘ * ,lATT> 

P. ,S. I have now remaining on hand about *15,000 worth oi 

Boots, Shoes and Gaiters, 
which i wish to CLOSE OUT before February 1st, 1RB2, (tho 
time I take my annual inventory.) In order to start the year 
with a 

CLEAN AND FRESH LOT OF GOODS, 
I shall sell those now on hand very cheap. 

PRATT, 
No. 64 State Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

DOE’S WESTERN RESEKYe: 

HOLIDAYS.- -so XXX Written Cards sent for *1. 
0 A WALWORTH, Box 213, Philadelphia. 

IHOO PACKAGES of Rare Flower Seeds to he given away. 
I HUH l <7~Seinl for a Circular. P. SUTTON, Ransom, l’a. 

RNG-B VING! I M d A ... Itoch- 
ifi ester, N. Y,. General Eugravnr. Wedding, Visiting, and 

Businesi, Card*. Seals, Plate Printing, Wood Cuts. ,Vr\, Ac. 
N. 14.—All orders promptly executed at reMOiiahlu iiitco. 

ITRDIT GROWERS’ SOCIETY of WESTERN NEW 
1’ YORK -alie, Annual Meeting of Ilia Fruit Growers' So¬ 

ciety of Western New York will lm held at the Court Mouse, 
Rochester, N. Y., at 11 o'clouk, A. M., on Wednesday, the 8th 
day of January, 184J2. A fine shew of Fruit may he expected. 

By order of tho Council. 
fi3i it C, P. BISSEI.L. Secretory, Rochester, N. Y. 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 

No. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

J-JUBBARD & NORTHROP, 
Are now offering, at their 

rori!L-Ht 8J1LJ28 ItO0.71, 

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings, 
ROCHESTER, N. Y., 

A CrtOIGB AND r.'O.Ml'I.KTK A.3HORTMK.NT OK 

European and American Dress Goods. 
Black and Fancy Dress Silks, 
Broche and Woolen Long Shawls, 
Broche aud Woolen Square Shawls. 

Bombazine*. Alpaca* und Pararnettas. 
Kninrli Merinos. (Bast A.**nitment in Rochester,) 
French and American Prints and Ginghams, 

nouso Furuivhing Good*, Woolen Blankets, 
I.auo and Muslin Drapery, (Yard or .-let,) 
Wrapper,i and Drawers, Ladies' and Gentlemen's, 
White Goods, Embroideries, Hosiery, Hic. 

— ALSO — 

Bleached and Brown Sheetings and Shirtings, 

Tickings, Denims and Towelings, 
At LE88 than the present New York prices. 

Notwithstanding the general stagnation In almost every de¬ 
partment of hu*inoNA during the last few month*, it is with 
much satisfaction that wa are aide to record the fact that our 
efforts to maintain our former amount of business have been 
entirely successful, and In some departments tho sales have in¬ 
creased over those of any previous year 

EVE It Y DEPARTMENT CONTAIN!* BARGAIN* I 

Which we should be happy to exhibit, confidently believing 
that they woultl ba ujiprocfaUid fly the uiomI economical pur- 
chaser. We ar« also cxieusive manufacturer* of 

LADIES’ CLOTH GARMENTS. 
Every desirable grade of Cloth and Beaver CLOAKS, Of the 

most approved aqil Fajdliooablu Styles, are now offered by us 
in great variety. We are also prepared to 

MANUFACTURE GARMENT* TO ORDER, 

AT A EE!V HOURS’ NOTICE, 

For those who prefer selecting their own Cloth*. 
We havu taken great pains t« perfect arrangements apper¬ 

taining to this popular branch of our business, and we are 
every month acquiring more and more popularity in the Man¬ 
ufacturing Department. 

l -gr OUR PRICES, ALWAYS SATISFACTORY. 

IIUKKAHD A- NORTHROP, 

6,2 69 A 71 Main Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

GILMAN’S SHOE ST0BE, . 

No. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

| vv I.Kit's PATENT STEAM PLOWING 
■I , MACHINERY Patent Rights for States and Counties, 
and Machines, are unw tor sale. Descriptive Pamphlets sent, 
post free. Apply to R. W. EOD1SON, m South Delaware 
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 819-ldt 

YJETBCiF’OLITAN gift bookstore, 

NO. 26 BUFFALO ST., ROCHESTER, N. Y., 
The largest and most liberally conducted establishment of the 
kind in the United .'states. All Hooka sold at the Publisher'* 
Price*, and a Girt given with each purctiaao, varying iu value 
from 60 cent* to SIOll. Descriptira Catalogue* mailed free to 
any address upon application. Liberal inducements offered to 
Agents getting up clubs. 620-tt 



MORAL COSMETICS. DROPS OP WISDOM. 

uV&ucrtteenientff 

Toe who would rave jour features florid, 

Lithe limbs, bright eyes, unwrinkled forehead, 

From age’s devastation horrid, 

Adopt this plan; 

’Twill make, in climate cold or torrid, 

A hale old man. 

Avoid in youth luxurious diet, 

Restrain the passions’ lawless riot; 

Devoted to domestic quiet, 

Re witiely gay; 

So shall ye, spite of age’* flat, 

Resist decay. 

Seek not in Mammon’s worship pleasure, 

Hut find your richest, dearest treasure, 

In books, friendp, music, polished leisure; 

The mind, not sense, 

Make the sole scale by which ye measure 

Your opulence. 

This is the solace, this the science, 

Life's purest, sweeteht, best appliance, 

That disappoints not man's retianoe, 

Whate’er his state; 

But challenges, with calm defiance, 

Time, fortune, fate. 

0IIM. 

A FRENCH WILL STORY. 

“ Is she dead, then?” 
“ Yes, maritime,” replied a little gentleman in a 

brown coat and short breeches. 
“ And her will?” 
“Is going to bo opened here immediately by her 

solicitor.” 
“Shall we inherit anything?” 
“ It must be supposed so; we have claimB.” 
“ Who is this miserably-dressed personage, who 

intrudes herself here?” 
“ 0, sho,” replied the little-man, sneeringly; “she 

won’t have much in the will; she is sis >r to the 
deceased.” 

“What! that Anne, who wedded in 1812 a man of 
nothing—an officer?” 

“Precisely so.” 
“ Sho must huve uo small amount of impudence to 

present herself here, before a respectable family.” 
“ The more so, us sister Egrie, of noble birth, ha i 

never forgiven her for that misalliance.” 

Anno moved at this time across the room In which 
the family of the deceased were assembled. She 
was pale, her lino eyes were filled with tears, and her 
face was furrowed by care with precocious wrinkles. 

“ What do you come here for?” said Madame do 
Yilleboys, with great haughtiness, who a moment 
before had been Interrogating the little man who 
inherited with her. 

“Madame,” the poor lady replied with humility, 
“I do not come here to claim a part of what does 
not belong to me; I came solely to see M. Dubois, 
my poor sister’s solicitor, to inquire if she spoke of 
me at her laRt hour.” 

“Whatt do you think people busy themselves 
about you?” arrogantly observed Madame de Ville- 
boys;” “the disgrace of a great house—you, who 
wedded a man of nothing—a soldier of Bonaparte!” 

“Madame, my husband, although a child of the 
people, was a brave soldier, and, what is better, an 
boneBt man,” observed Anne. 

At this moment a venerable personage, the notary 
Dubois, made Ills appearance.. 

“Cease,” be said, “to reproach Anuewith a union 
which her sister has forgiven her. Anne loved a 
generous, brave and good man, who had no other 
crime to reproach himself with than poverty and 
obscurity of bis name. Nevertheless, had he lived, 
if his family had known him as I knew him, I, his 
old friend, Anne would be at this time happy and 
respected.” 

“ But why is this woman here?” 
“Because it is her place to be here,” said the 

notary, gravely; “1 myself requested her to attend 
here.” 

M. Dubois then proceeded to open the will. 
“I, being Bound in mind aud heart, Egrie de 

Damfrcmdg, retired as a boarder in the Convent of 
the Sisters of the Sacred Heart, of Jesus, dictate the 
following wishes as the expression of my formal 
desire and principal clause of my testament: 

“A iter my decease, there will be found two hun¬ 
dred thousand francs in money at my notary’s, beside 
jewelry, clothes and furniture, as also a chateau 
worth two hundred thousand francs. 

“ In the convent, where I have been residing, will 
be found my book, llieures de la l urge, holy volume, 
which remains as it was when I took it with me at 
the time of emigration. I desire that these three 
objects be divided into three lots. 

“ The first lot, the two hundred thousand francs in 
money. 

“The second lot, the chateau, furniture and jewels. 
“ The third lot, my book, llieures de la Vierge. 

“ I have pardoned my sister Anne the grief she 
has caused us, and I would have comforted her sor¬ 
rows if T had known sooner of her return to France. 
I comprise her in my will. 

“Madame de Yilleboys, my much beloved cousin, 
shall have the first choice. 

“ M.-Yatry, my brother-in-law, shall have the second 

choice. 
“ Anne will take the remaining lot.” 
“Ah! ah!” said Vatry, “sister F.grie was a good 

one; that is rather clever on her part.” 
“ Anno will only have the prayer-book,” exclaimed 

Madame de Villeboys, laughing aloud. The notary 
interrupted her jocularly. 

“ Madame,” said he, “which lot do you choose?" 
“The two hundred thousand francs in money.” 
“ Have you quite made up your mind?” 
“ Perfectly so.” 

The man of law, addressing himself then to the 
good feelings of the lady, said: 

“ Madame, yon are rich, and Anne has nothing. 
Could yon not leave this lot and take the hook of 
prayers, which the eccentricity of the deceased has 
placed on a par with the other lots?” 

“You must be joking, M. Dubois,” exclaimed 
Madame de Yilleboys; “you must really be dull not 
to see the iutentien of sister Egrie in all this. Our 
honored cousiu foresaw full well that her book of 
prayers would fall to the lot of Anne, who had the 
last choice.” 

“Aud what do you conclude from that?” inquired 
the notary. 

“ I conclude that she intended to intimate to her 
sister that repentance and prayer were the only help 
that she had to expect In this world.” 

As ahe finished these words, Madame de Yilleboys 
made a definite selection of the ready money for her 
share. M. Vatry, as may bo easily imagined, selected 
the chateau, furniture and jewels as his lot. 

“ Monsieur Vatry,” said M. Dubois to that gentle¬ 

man, “even suppose it bad been the intention of the 
deceased to punish her stater, it would be noble on 
your part, millionaire as yen are, to give at least a 
portion of your share to Anne, who is in want of it.” 

“Thanks for your kind advice, dear sir,” replied 
Vatry; “the mansion is situated on the very con¬ 
fines of my woods, and suits me admirably, ail the 
more so that it ta ready furnished. As to the jewels 
of sister Egrie, they are reminiscences which one 
ought never to part with.” 

“Since it is so,” said the notary, “my poor 
Madame Anne, here is the prayer-book which remains 
to you.” 

“Anne, attended by her son, a handsome boy with 
blue eyes, took her sister’s old prayer-book, and 
making her son kiss it after her, she said: 

“Hector, kiss this book, which belonged to yonr 
poor aunt, who Is dead, but who would have loved 
yon well had she known you. When you have 
learned to read, you will pray to Heaven to make 
yon wise and good as yonr father was, and happier 
than your unfortunate mother,” 

The eyes of those who were present were filled 
with tears, notwithstanding their efforts to preserve 
an appearance of indifference. 

The cliiId embraced the old book with boyish 
fervor, and opening it afterward: 

“ 0, mamma,” he Baid, “what pretty pictures!” 
“Indeed!” said the mother, happy in the gladness 

of her boy. 
“Yes. The good Virgin, in a red dress, holding 

the infant Jesus in her arms. But why, mamma, has 
silk paper been put upon the pictures?” 

“ Bo ’’ *, they might not be injured, my dear.” 
“But, mamma, wby are there ten silk papers to 

each engraving?” 
The mother looked, and uttering a Budden shriek, 

she fell into tire arms of M. Dubois, the notary, who 
addressing those present, said: 

“Leave her^lonc, it won’t be much; people don’t 
die of these shocks. As for you, little one,” ad¬ 
dressing Hector, “give rue that prayer hook; you 
will tear the engravings." 

The inheritors withdrew, making various conjec¬ 
tures as to the cause of Anne’s sudden illness, and 
the interest tho notary took in her. A month after¬ 
wards, they met Anne and her Hon, exceedingly well 
yet not ext -antly dressed, taking an airing in a 
baroucln in. led them to make inquiries, and 
thej ascertained that Madame Anne had recently 
purchased a hotel for one hundred and eighty 
thousand francs, and that she was giving a first rate 
education to her son. The news came like a thun¬ 
derbolt upon them. Madame do Villeboys and M. 
Vatry hastened to call upon the notary for explana¬ 
tions. The good Dubois was working at his desk. 

“Perhaps we are disturbing yon?” said the arro¬ 
gant old lady. 

“No matter; T was in the act of settling a pur¬ 
chase in the State funds for Madame Anne.” 

“What !” exclaimed Vatry, “after purchasing 
house and equipages, she has still money to invest?” 

“ Undoubtedly so.” 
“ But where did the money came from?” 
“ Where! did you not see?” 
“When?” 
“ When she shrieked at seeing what the prayer 

book containori, which she inherited.” 
“We observed nothing.” 
“Oh! I thought you saw it," said the sarcastic 

notary. “That prayer book contained tdxty engrav¬ 
ings, and each engraving was covered by ten notes 
of a thousand francs each.” 

“Good heavens!” exclaimed Vatry, thunderstruck. 
“ If I had only known it,” shouted Madame Ville¬ 

boys. 
“You had the choice,” added the notary, “and I 

myself urged you to take the prayer book, but you 
refused.” 

“ But who could have expected to find a fortune in 
a breviary?” 

The two baffled egotists withdrew, their hearts 
swollen with passionate envy. 

Madame Anne is still in Paris. If you pass by the 
Rue Lafitte, on a summer evening, yon will see a 
charming picture on the first floor, illuminated by the 
pale reflection of wax lights. 

A lady who has joined the two fair hands of her 
son, and a fair child of six years of age, in prayer 
before an old hook of llieures de. la Vierge, and for 
which a ease in gold has been made. 

“ Pray for me, child,” said the mother. 
“ And for who else?” inquired the child. 
“ For your father, your dear father, who perished 

without knowing you, without being able to love 
you.” 

“ Must I pray to the saint, my patron?” 
“Yes, my little friend; but do not forget a saint 

who watches us from heaven, and who smiles upon 
us from above the clouds.” 

“ Wbftt is the name of that saint, mamma dear?” 
The mother then, watering the fair child’s head 

with her tears, answered, 
“ Her name is—sister Egrie.” 

Otnt Bed-rooms.—Our bed-rooms are too often fit 
only to die in. The best are those of the intelligent 
and affluent, which are carefully ventilated; next to 
these come those of the cabins and ruder farm¬ 
houses, with an inch or two of vacancy between the 
chimney and the roof, and with cracks on every side, 
through which the stars may be seen. The ceiled 
and plastered bed-rooms, wherein too many of the 
middle classes are lodged, with no other apertures 
for the ingress or egress of air hot the doors and 
windows, are horrible. Nine-tenths of their occu¬ 
pants rarely open a window, unless compelled by ex¬ 
cessive heat, and very few are careful even to leave 
the door ajar. To sleep in a tight six-by-ten bed¬ 
room, with no aperture admitting air, is to court the 
ravages of pestilence, and invoke the speedy advent 

of death. 

Old Pamphlets.—Not long ago the librarian of 
Harvard college Baw a man stuffing some bags with 
old pamphlets and papers in a Boston auction-room, 
when, to his surprise and delight, he espied among 
them a pamphlet for which ho bad been looking for 
eleven years, in order to complete the volume if 
a valuable periodical. The purchaser of the old 
wares relinquished it willingly, and the librarian 
bore it away iu triumph. The same librarian says 
that he has known a journey to be made from New 
York to Cambridge in a storm, just to consult an old 
funeral sermon, the only copy in the country. It was 
wanted in a law case in which a half million dollars 
was involved. 

-»-■ ♦ ■ *- 

Truth.— We are afraid to trust truth alone. Fatal 
error. Fire, and flood, aud time sweep away the 
proudest works of man; he who builds on these 
builds on sand, but he who builds on truth builds on 
a rock, which, though the eye see uot, and the hands 
touch not, neither floods nor ages can waste.— 
Thompson. 

There is no such thing as an easy chair for a 
discontented man. 

What a burthen is leisure to a mind unprepared 
for irs enjoyment. 

Teosk who heed not God’s writ are often forced 
to hied the sheriff’s. 

Live down calumny; the best reply to slanderous 
repoits is a good life. 

For.i-ow the fashion; yon had better display other 
people’s follies than your own. 

Children.—The smallest are nearest God, as the 
smallest stars are nearest the sun. 

He who knows his ignorance is the possessor of 
the rarest kind of valuable knowledge. 

Some people arc so obtuse than one would hardly 
think they could have an acute disease. 

A promise iB a just debt, which should always be 
paid, for honor and honesty are its security. 

Children alwayB turn toward the light. 0, that 
grown-up people in this would become like little 
children. 

All of ns who are worth anything, spend our 
manhood in learning the follies or expiating the mis¬ 
takes of 6nr youth. 

Forgiveness, the noblest of all self-denial, is a 
virtue, which he alone who can practice in himself 
can willingly believe in another. 

The discovery of truth by slow, progressive medi¬ 
tation, is wisdom. Intuition of truth, not preceded 
by perceptible meditation, is genius. 

If you wait for others to advance yonr interests in 
this world, yon will have to wait 6t> long that yonr 
interests will not he worth advancing at all. 

The world goes ever on. It is strange how soon, 
when a great man dies, his place is filled, and so 
completely that he seems no longer wanted. 

We don’t want men who will change, like the vanes 
of our steeples, with the course of every breeze; hut 
men who, like mountains, will change the course of 
the wind. 

It is curious to note the old sea-margins of human 
thought! Each subsiding century yields some new 
mystery; we build where monsters used to hide 
themselves. 

Follow the laws of Nature, and you will never be 
poor — your wants will be but few. Follow the laws 
of the world and you will never be rich—your wants 
will never bo satisfied. 

The same object, seen from three different points 
of view the Past, the Present, and the Future— 
often exhibits three different faces to us; like those 
sign-hoards over shop-doors which represent the face 
of a lion as we approach, of a man when we are iu 
front, and of an ass when we have passed. 

Education. — What sculpture is to a block of 
marble, education is to a human soul, the philoso¬ 
pher, the saint, and the hero; the wise, the good, or 
the great man, very often lie hid and concealed in a 
plebian, which a proper education might have disin¬ 
terred and have brought to light.—Spactator. 
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An amusing colloquy came off recently at the snn- 

per table on board of one of our Eastern steamboats, 
between a Boston exquisite, reeking with hair oil and 
cologne, who was assuming very consequential airs, 
and a raw Jonathan, who sat by his side, dressed in 
homespun. Turning to his “vulgar” friend, the for¬ 
mer pointed his jewelled finger, and said: 

'“Butter, sab!” 
“I see it is,” coolly replied Jonathan. 
“ liutler, sah, 1 Bay!” fiercely repeated the dandy. 
“I know it—very good—a first-rate article,” pro- 

vokingly reiterated homespun. 
“Butter, I tell you!” thundered the exquisite in 

still louder tones, pointing‘with slow unmoving fin¬ 
ger, like scorn’s, and scowling upon his neighbor, as 
if he would annihilate him. 

“ Well, what of it?" now yelled the down-easter, 
getting his dander up in turn—“ Yer didn’t think I 

took it for lard?" __ 

An Ohio stumper, while making a speech, paused 
in the midst of it, and exclaimed: “Now, gentle¬ 
men, what do you think?” Instantly a mau rose in 
the assembly, and with one eye partially closed, 
modestly, with strong Scotch brogue, replied: “I 
think, sir, I do indeed, sir — I think if yon and I 
were to stump tho country together, we would tell 
more lies than auy other two men in the country, 
sir; and I’d not say a word myself daring the whole 

time, sir!” 

Conclusive Testimony. — “Mr. Brown, you say 
the witness was honest and intelligent. What makes 
you think so? Are yon acquainted with him?” 

“No, sir, 1 have never seen him.” 
“ Wby, then, do yon como to such a conclusion?” 
“’Cause he takes ten newspapers, and pays for 

them all in advance.” 
-»■♦»-<--- 

A Mississippi paper says that Gen. Lane is fleeing 
before the Confederate forces in Missouri. Well, as 

he isn’t a “long Lane,” we guess he’ll “turn” pretty 
soon.—Louisville Journal, 

Laconic.—Jeff. Thomson thus reports the result of 
his engagement at Fredericktown, Missouri:—“ The 
enemy came out two to my one, and whipped me, 

when 1 left.” 
->■»•-»- 

“Marriage,” said an unfortunate husband, “is 
‘.he churchyard of love.” “And you men,” replied 
the not less unhappy wife, “are the grave-diggers.” 
-»*♦«■»- 

John Slidell’s father was a candle chandler, and 
this is probably the reason hi3 son is so wick-td. 

Answers to Enigmas, &c., in Number 622. 

Answer to Anagram: 
There must be sunshine somewhere, friends, 

E'en in the- darkest hour; 

Should we not wait with patience, then, 

The puling of the shower ? 

Answer to Charade; — Tri-go-no-nie-try. 

Answer to Arithmetical Problem: — 70 65-128 feet. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma: — George Washington. 

Answers to Enigmas, Ac., in Number 623. 

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma: — Keeping company with 

those who have not good moral characters. 
Answer to Astronomical Problem::-228114.000601 plus 

miles from the Earth's surface. 

Answer to Charade -. — Law-suit. 

Timely Grreetixig'S 

TO AGENTS AND FRIENDS OF THE RURAL. 

The Extra Premium*.—There is yet time to secure the 
Extra Premiums offered for early clubs of either 10, 20, 24 or 40 
subscribers See list in our last number. 

Beirin Early.—Those who desire to form clubs for our next 
volume should begin now. before the field is occupied by can- 
vaworfl for trashy papers of the Bunkum (tag-staff and love- 
and-rnurder genus. I iT If Agent-Friends will pend names a* 
early and fast as possible, it will enable us to got a large por- 
portiou in type, and ready for mailing by machinery, previous 

to the commencement of the new volume. 

A tin,><1 Book Premium.—After examining the 1 fanned of 

Agriculture (the new book advertised in the RURAL two weeks 
ago,) we concluded it to be the best, work on the subject (espe¬ 
cially for Boy* and Young Men) which we could offer to those 
forming clubs,and have already purchased two hundred copies 

for distribution ,<w premiums, We wish every Boy or Young 
Man who reads this paper could have, and would carefully 
peruse, the Manualand to enable many to easily obtain it, 
we will send a copy, post-paid, to every person remitting $5 
for a club of three subscribers, or SS for a club of live. For $10 
we will send six copies of the Rural, with a fire copy of the 
paper, and also the above work " Bora, no You Hkaii TuatI” 

About (Jlab Term*, .to.—'We endeavor to adhere strictly 
to our clot, rates, which require a certain number of subscri¬ 
bers to get tbe paper at a specified price—say len to get it at 
$1.60 per copy, twenty to get It at $1.28, Ac. Rut, in answer to 
frequent inquiries, we would state that, In cases where from 
4 to 6 copies are ordered at $1.50 each, with a reasonable pros¬ 
pect or (Wing up a club of ten, we send them—and when the 
club is completed Rhall give extra copy, Ac. We also 6end 12 
to 18 copies at the rate for 20 ($1.25 per copy,) where the person 
sending is laboring for and confident of obtaining a fnll club. 
This will accommodate those who do not wish to wait Rnt 
we cannot nllord to give extra copy, or Other premium, until 
the club is complete. 

The Cn*h is strictly adhered to in publishing the 

Rural—copies are never mailed to individual rubjeribem until 
paid for, and always discontinued when the subscription term 
expires. Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep no 
credit books, long experience having demonstrated that the 
Cash Plan la the best for both Subscriber anil Publisher. We 
shall be glad to continue sending the Rural to the tens Of 
thousands whose subscriptions expire this week, but cannot 
consistently until properly ordered. In renewing as we 
anticipate nearly all will do. for of course they aud their fatn- 
iliee desire the paper— we trust ourfriends will not ''forget.to 
remember" to invite their neighbors and acquaintances to join 

the Rokai. Brigadk. 

Not a •* Dollar I’uprr."— We reiterate what has often been 

proclaimed iu former volumes, that the Rural Ni w-YokkkrIs 
not u dollar paper —thatjit is never furnished to clubs, however 
large, at less than our published rates. When we can afford 
such a journal as this for a less figure, the fact will be an¬ 
nounced. Meantime, those who write us that " other papers " 
can be had for a dollar, are advised that, if they prefer a 
re print, or trashy sheet, to au original, useful and pure jourual 
for the family, it is an easy matter to practice such economy. 

I'tV Fill tub Placxs of Aoicnts Honk to tux Wail- Quito 
a number of our Agent* have gone to the War, mostly us Cap¬ 
tains and Lieutenants in volunteer regiments. In cases where 
they have not appointed or requested persons to act in behalf 

of the Rural during tlieir absence, we trust some friend of the 
Paper will '•assume tho responsibility" of doing so, in ordertliat 

there may lia no vacancies. Friends, please fill the pixel's of 
the absentees, and see that all have an opportunity to subscribe 
for our next volume. Many who cow take the l’aper, and 

others who like it, only need asking, aud lienee au Ageut is 
wanted in every town. We hope many subscribers will kindly 
volunteer to act as Agenta during the Winter Campaign- -aud 

the more the better. What say. Reader f 

IF Thk Documents Free — Specimen numbers of this 
volume will be sent free to all applicants, We shall take 
pleasure in also sending, free and post-paid, our large Show-Bill 
for 1861 (beautifully colored by hand,) Prospectus, Ac., to any 

and all person* disposed to aid in extending the circulation of 
the Rural New-Yorker Reader, please send us the addresses 
of such of your friends, near or distant, a* you think wonld he 
likely to BUbscrtbl or act as agenta, and wo will forward the 

docu i n c n ta accord I n gl y. 

Voluntary agents for tor Rural.—Any aud every 
Subscriber or reader is requested to act in behalf of the Rural, 

by forming clubs or otherw we. AV/ie «t the time for It* friends to 
manifest their interest iu the paper sod the cause it advocates. 
«(thhe lijs At..' I—«* *•»••• rtul.aeril'ors. 1*1- mUiGa-w t»i «<>• in 

its behalf If any lose or wear out numbers in showing the 
paper,—that's the best way to get subscribers,— we will dupli¬ 
cate them in order to make their files complete for binding 

I3?- The Rural New-Yorker as a Present.- In cases 
where a subscriber send* the Rural to s friend or relative as a 

present, we only charge the lowest club rate - $1.25 per year. 
Our lowest price tor copies thus sent to Canada is Sl.37.NJ, and to 
Europe *2,25. Many are ordering next volume us a New Year's 
Present to distant friends, thinking it u moat valuable gift, and 
it is certainly one which will remind the recipient fifty-two 

times of the kind retoombranco of the donor. 

rjr Unpaid Premiums.—A few person* are yet entitled to 
Premiums for obtaining subscribers to thu present volume - 
mainly those who have not Called foi' or ordered them. Such 
persons, who have the choice of different articles offered, will 
please make their selections, arid give directions aa to forward¬ 
ing, as we wish to dispose of the matter. 11 any mistakes or 
omissions have been made in sending premiums ordered, the 
parties interested are informed that we will endeavor to make 

all satisfactory on learning the facts. 

ary western a Nil Soutukkn Money —In the present de¬ 
ranged state of the currency, we are unable to use Western and 
Southern money, as our bankers w ill not purchase it at auy 
rate or discount Agent* aud Subscribers who cannot obtain 
New York, New England. Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will 

please send us U. S. Postage Stamps, as they are far preferable 

to any nncurrent bank bills. 

grjr- adhere to Terms.—We endeavor to adhere strictly to 

subscription terms, aud no person is authorised to offer the 

Rural at less than published rates. Agenta aud friends are at 
liberty to give away as many copies of the Rur al as they are 
disposed to pay for at club rate, but we do not wish the paper 

offered, iu any care, below price. 

No Traveling Agents are employed by us, aa wo wish 

to give the whole field to local agenta and those who form clubs. 
And beside, we wish it distinctly understood that all persons 
traveling through the couutry, professing to hold certificates 

from ns. arc impostors. 

i y Ouk Inducements for obtaining gubseribern to the Thir¬ 

teenth Volume of the Rukal, Tor 1862, are of the most Liberal 
and Substantial character. Premium Lists, Show-Bills, Ac., 

sent free to all disposed to act as agent*. 

A.vv person so disposed can act as local agent for the 
Rural Nkw-Yorkku. and those who volunteer in the good 
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated 

Our Next Volume—Prospects, dc.—As the close of this 

volume of the Rural is near, we would remind alt who wish 

to secure its successor (which, we trust, includes every pres¬ 

ent subscriber, and thousands of regular or occasional bor¬ 

rowers and readers,) that non) is the time ta subscribe. Those 

who aim to commence with the year and Tolume, and secure all 

the numbers, will promote their own interest aud favor us by 

renewing or subscribing at the earliest practicable moment, 

as we desire to get as many names as possible in Type and 

ready for mailing by machinery in the regular packages, be¬ 

fore issuing No. 1 of Vo). XIII. This will save labor and 

delay—for if we are Obliged to mail several packages, instead 

of one, to hundreds of postoffice*, the extra time and expense 

will be considerable, while many subscribers will receive their 

pnpers later than others iu the same places. Wbat we 

request is. therefore, for the mutual benefit or the parties 

interested—subscribers and publisher—and we tru-t all who 

propose to take the Rural for 1862 will give the matter early 

attention. This can he easily done—by remitting single sub 

BCriptions to us direct, or forming or joining a club. Those 

who are not regular agenta can greatly aid theobject in view, 

by handiDg their subscriptions to the nearest club agent, and 

inducing their friends and neighbors to do likewise. Don't 

be jealous of the agent, hut join with him, or form a club 

yourself. We ask all its friends to aid tbe RURAL, and give 

no one any special powers—as some seem to infer. Sorely, 

in a good cause, tbe only strife or rivalry should he in endeav¬ 

oring to see who can do most for its premotion. 

—The Rural's prospects for 1862 continue very encourag¬ 

ing. Though its field will he less than last year, on account 

of the rebellious secession, we anticipate an increase of it* 

aggregate circulation. We are already receiving handsome 

accessions, and if assurances from agents and friends are 

reliable, our list for 1862 will far exceed the present, which is 

larger than ever before. Several who neglected to subscribe 

for this volume, have recently ordered the next, expressing 

regret for the omission One of these sends $5 for three 

years from January last, remarking that the Rural is an 

indispensable family institution. 

QHINA HALL, ROCHESTER. 

ANDREW J. BRACKETT. Importer. Wholesale and Retail 
Dealer in Earthen. China, Parian and Glass Ware, No. 33 State 
street, Rochester, N. Y. 
tty All goods repacked at New York prices, thereby saving 

to purchase™ Freight and Breakage. 
In addition to hi* usual Urge Blocks of Staple and Fancy 

Goods, he would call attention to a large and well selected 
assortment suitable for the 

HOLIDAYS, 
consisting In pari, of the following: 

Fkrncu Bronze Clocks, Statuettes, Busts, Ac., very fine 
good*. 

Parian Futures. Vasks. Baskets, Boxes. Ac., alarge variety. 
pi.ATxn Goods—a complete slock, »: much reduced prices. 
Ivory -it wdlku Cutlery—a large tsi etv, of varion* qualities. 
Lava Ware Vasfs, Tea and Fmoking Sits, Ac., Ac. 
Rich China Goods in great variety. -• in* very choice, to¬ 

gether with a great variety ot Fancy and Useful Articles suita¬ 
ble Tot Christmas. Ne» Y-ar'e, or Bridal Presents. 

For all articles in Staple or Fancy Goods. China ITxll is the 
place to purchase.. An examination of his stock will convince 
any one of this. _ 622-41 

GILMAN’S SHOE STORE, 

No. S STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER, K. Y. 

^ A. R R E T I N G S! 

GOO PIECES 

New and Elegant Carpetings! 
Comprising many new styles, never before in this market— 

Our Stock is complete in every department, from the Royal 
Medallions to the very lowest priced Carpel made. 

Elegant Carpets5 
FOR DR A WING ROOMS, 

PARLORS, DINING ROOMS, 
BALLS, LIBRARIES, 

Oil AMBERS, KITCHENS, 
OFFICES, CHURCHES, SCHOOL HOUSES. 

In fact, the best assortment Of all kinds of CARPET ROOM 
GOODS to be found in any o.vu hot; v- i« this country. 

Wo have purchased murh larger thnn n-aul. in anticipation 
of the rise of (hrpetings. In cmn-equence of tho new Tariff', and 
the great call for tow priced 

WOOLS FOR ARMY 1’HES, 
A fact that should be borne in mind by alt persons about buy¬ 
ing » new Carpet; a* all goods purchased by us after this will 
i.oit from 10 to 20 cent* per yard more than now. 

Oua Stock is the Laicgkst in Variety to be found in any 
IMail House in this Stole, and at prices that cannot fail to suit 
the CLORKMT RUTKHM. HOWE A GOGKKS, 
818-eotf Carpet Ware Rooms, 35 State St, Rochester, N. Y. 

GILMAN'S SHOE STORE, 

No. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

TfriW KNTKRI’RIHEW.—Any desired 
<J information about PRICES OF ADVERTISING, and of 
tINTINO, furnished GRATIS _ . 
u aid). BOWERY EM, Commission Agent, New York. 

ppi STOCKS —1,000,000 one year, and 2,000.000 
L two year old Apple Stocks, at from SI-A0 to $2 30 fit i,000. 
Our Stocks are unsurpassed, aud "m <>tler tUeiu 0.*r cash at 
■■ ■,; ..ve war prices. 

V GENTS WANTED 10 SELL Fit I'IT TREES. 
\ WB wish to employ a number of experienced and tauet- 
irihy men to sell tree*, to-. from our Nureenes at liberal 

WooucSALK Drapers furnished with Nursery, Stock of all 
scriotioaa at thi* i'/west wholesale rate* 

HOOKER, rARLEY & CO., 
^kJtf Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester. N. Y. 

IRE.— I'agc's Perpetual Klin, Fntented July, 
J DOT.-Superior to any in use for Wood or Coal ,2&c*N* 
wood or 1 ** tuns of coal to 1W bblft—coal not Ruxed wtill 
me AMreSs [«4-t£ 1 C I). PAGE. Rochester. N Y 

'ochcstcr Light Carriage Factory,; 
l.V», 145 Main SI., /tochettery jY. 1'.- — 

[ have now rented a portion oftbe Carriage Fact, r.v formerly 
cunied by Elliott A l.ndewiek, where I will manufacture all 
nd* of light Carnages and Sleighs of the lightest ami nn* 
oved sivles Great attention will be paid to all kinds of re- 
■ ring, i »ill make to order any kind of Carriage wood work 
r&uv other establishment, ami will sell to J 
ev ,-An manufacture. J. HUGH MCDONOUGH- 
rv 1 . . \v »> il-_A I J ten 

GILMAN'S SHOE STORE, 

D^To. 8 STATE STREET, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
THB LARGEST circulated 

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY WEEKLY, 
IS PUBLISHED KVKHY SATURDAY 

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, H. Y. 

Terms in Advance: 

Subscription — Two Dollars a Thar. To Clubs and 

Agents as follows:—Three Copies one year, for $5; Six, and one 

free to club agent, for $10; Ten. and one free, for $16; Fifteen, 
and one free, for *21; Twenty, and oae free, for *25; and any 
greater number at same rate — only *125 per copy, with an 
extra free copy for every Ten Subscribers over Twenty. Club 

papers directed to individuals and sent to a* many difiereut 
Post-Offices as desired. As we pre pay American postage on 
papers sent to the British Provinces, our Canadiau agents and 

friends must add 12hi cents per copy to the club rates of the 
Rural. The lowest price of copies sent to Europe, &c» is 

$2 GO — including postage. 

Ter above Terms and Rates are invariable. Therefore, 
any person who is not an agent, sending the club rale ($1.50 

or *1.25) for a single copy (the price of which is $2,) will only 
receive the paper the length of time the money pays for at 
rail single copy price. People who send us less than published 

rate*, and request the paper for a year, or a return of the 
money, cannot be act cm modelled — tor it would be unjurt to 

others to comply, and a great inconvenience to return remit¬ 
tances. The only way to get the Rural for less than $2 a year, 

is to form or join a club. 
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